
Trustees restrict right to sue
Madson: 'Students will be better off
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

Members of the University of

Massachusetts Student Government
Association have damned the school's

board of trustees' recent vote rescinding the

power of a campus legal organization to sue

the University on behalf of students.

Bill Bennett, campus president, and Dani

Burgess, student trustee, said the action by

the board "violated" student rights, while

the vice chancellor for student affairs, Den

nis L. Madson said. "In the long run.

students will be better off."

The board of trustees voted 4-1 July 17

to limit the power of the Legal Services Of-

fice, a student-funded organization which

offers legal consultation and representation

for UMass students. The vote was ratified

by a full board Aug. 7 , citing the right to

sue as a causing hostility between the of-

fice and University staff, and increased dif-

ficulty in obtaining liability insurance.

Also approved was a commission to study

the new role of the organization.

The two student trustees. Burgess and

Richard Bell of UMass Boston, were the on

ly members of the 15-person board to op

pose the motion.

The office, which has had the power to

represent students in civil cases against

university staff for the past 11 years, can

now only consult and offer advice to

students in cases against the University,

and, failing to reach an agreement between

parties, must refer students to outside at

torneys before a suit can be filed, said

Charles DiMare, the director of the office.

LSO is a funded entirely with mandatory

fees in student tuitions. Undergraduates

pay $8. while graduate students pay $10.

DiMare said a lawsuit is expected to be

filed by a Boston attorney, hired by

stutitnl.'^ who wish to regain the right to

sue.

The attorney, Richard Cole, said he ex-

pects to file the suit in early September. "I

don I want to get into specifics but it (the

suit) stems from the Wellman Document.

The students claim it is a violation of their

rights that LSO is restricted from suing the

University," he said.

DiMare estimated that 20 percent of his

office's cases involve students versus the

university. The other 80 percent that do not

involve the University will continue as

usual, he said.

"We have handled 14,000 cases in the

past 7 years. 2.800 have been against the

University, and of those 11 have ended up

as lawsuits. So, it's a very small but very

impt»rtant amount," said DiMare. Of those

1 1 cases, DiMare said five were settled in

favor of students, and five cases are still

pending
"The only thing that has changed is that

one group of campus employees cannot sue

other groups," Madson said.

"The people I've talked to believe this is

the best solution. I believe the old system

hindered students because the faculty and

.staff would try to do the best for students

but would be afraid of a suit." he said.

Burgess said, "The insurance liability

argument is bogus. A vice chancellor

described it to me as nothing more than a

vehicle to to remove the right to sue.

"My main issue with this particular in

cident is the way by which Whitmore chose

to remove the right to sue. I feel it violated

the letter and spirit of the Wellman Docu

ment," he said.

The Wellman Document was ratified by

the trustees in 1973 and sets guidelines on

University governance. While it states the

board has ultimate authority in governing

the University, "Faculty, students, and

other groups have the right. ..of advising on

policies affecting the University."

cuntinued on page 2
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Denounced by Dukakis,
Collins fights for job

Collegian photo by Paul Ih'sniHrais

LINES - Not the lines students will be fighting the first two weeks

of school, these lines are part of the image viewed while gazing up-

ward between the physical plant, left, and the bag-house plant.

By (KAKi SAXDLKFi
("cU.'^wm Staff

James C Collins, tlie cliaiuvlUir of the

stale s public higher education system, has

had u summer lull of protV'--H.n:.l turmoil

hut sa\ s he is committed to fighting for his

job and for quality higher education in

Massachusetts.

The committee that ovtrx.- the slate's

system of universities and colleges, the

Massachusetts Board of Regents of Higher

Education, will meet Tue.sday to determine

whether Collins keeps his job. Collins was

chosen as chancellor of the system July 1

but his appointment was vehemently de-

nounced by Governor Michael S. Dukakis.

"I intend to keep fighting. This position

is a great opportunity to promote quality

higher education in this state, to get

serious about supporting public higher

education to the degree other states have,"

Collins told the Collegian recently.

"I'm willing to step into political harm's

way" to advocate new programs and urge

bigger budgets for the system's schools, in-

cluding the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst, Collins added.

Dukakis objected to the appointment of

Collins on the grounds that Collins was not

one of four finalists chosen by a regent's

search committee. None of the four had

received the eight regent votes necessary

to become chancellor. The regents then

voted to appoint Collins.

The chairman of the .search committee,

Paul Ylvisaker. resigned in protest,

creating an opening on the board.

,Saying the regents choice lacked in

tegrity ' and would appear politically

wired" to the public. Dukakis filled the

\ ;i(.aiuv with his longtime political adviser

1, Kdward Lashman. In doing so. Dukakis

txercised his right to make Lashman ihe

. i lirman of thr ''-g'-nts, demoting

tormer chairman David J. Beaubien, who

had cast the eighth vote for Collins.

Collins, a UMass graduate who had .serv-

ed for 14 years as the Amherst member of

the Massachusetts House of Repre.sen-

tatives, contended that he had been proper-

ly chosen. He resigned his House seat and

said he would fight to keep his new job.

Dukakis called for the regents to reopen

the search for chancellor. And he replaced

three regents whose terms were expiring.

On August 5, the three new regents voted

to reconsider the original four finalists,

their votes proving decisive in a 9-7 out-

come. At the same time the regents voted

to include Collins in the consideration.

On September 9 the regents are schedul-

ed to meet again, and hope to end the con-

troversy by appointing a permanent

chancellor.

A.sked if he thought next week's vote was

likely to be fair, Collins replied, "I hope it

will. Ironically, the .same top five people out

of the 107 who originally applied are the

ones they'll consider. The difference is the

three members appointed by Dukakis."

Collins said he did not think the three

new Dukakis appointees will be automatic

votes again.st him. "I've spoken to the

regents, and I'm counting on their hones-

ty- cuntinued on page 4

Summer scandal at Westfield tainting UMass?
_- . . ..^.. ^^ . . . I „ .^ Piior-ti i.hniit the fllleyations bv regent officials.

By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

This summer's scandal at Westfield State College rais-

ed questions about the actions of state officials, including

tormer Westfield State president Francis J. Pi leek i, Gover-

nor Michael S. Dukakis, and University of Massachusetts

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey.

A pair of reports on the matter issued last wwk rejected

the idea that there had been a cover-up in the case but

left many questions unanswered.

Pilecki is under indictment on four counts of .sexual

assault on two male students at the college m U)84. He

1^ currently being treated at McLean Hospital m Belmont

t(ir severe depression.

The scandal surfaced m M.iv when the Valley Advnculv

1 eported that a Westfield student had l)een paid $10,000

I,cm a school trust fund. The payment came after his

mother complained to the Massachusetts Board of Regents

..i Higher Education that the former Westfield president

had allegedly sexually asj^aulted him.

The student s mother brought her complaint to members

of the regent s staff, who offered to make the payment.

The regents did not vote on the payment. A lawyer under

contract to the state to represent individual institution,

Mark Peters, then took the .settlement to the college s

trustees.

The college's trustees later said they were told by

lawyers that the $10,000 was being offered to the student

to avoid liability suit.; arising from problems with the stu-

cicnts -educational experience. " The trustees said they

\v(>rf not told about the mother's accusation ot Pilecki s

sexual misc(jnduct. The trustees voted to approve the

payment.

The (lUi-stions about Duffey's role revolve around the

fact that Duffev talked with Pilecki about heading a

$70,000 study for UMa.ss, Duffey was aware at the time

of the allegations concerning Pilecki. The study was to

deal with policies about community college students

t rat-Inferring to UMass.

Duffey told the Cnllegion that he was asked to speak

to Pilecki about the allegations by regent officials. "I was

asked to make contact with him because it was feared that

he was dangerously depressed. " DufTey said.

The meeting with Pilecki was held January 2 at the

Hotel Northampton, according to the Springfield Morn-

,n,^ I 'nion, which also reported that -IPileckil was stunn-

ed He denied it," according to Duffey.

In February, Duffev proposed the consulting job to

Pilecki, who cited it when he announced his resignation

in March. The resignation became effective August 31.

Duffev later said he was "surprised" that Pilecki "made

so much" of the proposed consult ing job, and told the Col-

li'^ian, "I talked to him about it. hut it (the job] was not

oO'ered to him." .

Duffev said that at the tnnr h. discussed the job with

Pilecki he was not aware ot the .seriousness of the allega-

tions about Pileckis behavior. "The conversation ju.st stop-

ped at the point that it seemed there might be more to

It than anyone knew." Duffey said.

\
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More delays on
pipe replacement
Physical plant workers expected to finish replacing sec

tions of auxiliary steam line pipes and to replace the

sidewalk south of the Student Union Building but a un

foreseen problem will now delay the work, according to

the physical plant director of operations.

"We expected to finish before the stai't of school but

now we won't be finished until Oct. 10. We ran into some

difficulty otherwise we'd finish sooner," said Peter

Wozniak.
"The electric duct bag by the Student Union failed, and

we're in the process of rebuilding it."

He said the pipes being replaced, which are south and

west of the Student Union, are about 38 years old and

that the University has known the pipes were "in trou-

ble" for almost 10 years.

"The purpose of the steam line is to reinforce the

heating of the east side of the Campus Center [from the

west side] when under extremely low conditions in the

winter," said Peter Wozniak.

He said the plant decided to replace the pipes after a

section of sidewalk had collapsed near the pond, especia

ly since they were going to replace the sidewalks above

the pipes.

"liiere's no sense in putting in the new sidewalks, then

tearing them up in a few years to replace the pipes," he

said.

According to Wozniak, the project would have cost

about $220,000 before the delay. Wozniak said he will

not know until this week what the project will cost as

a result of the delay.

The 16-inch steamline pipes being replaced transport

steam under 15 pounds of pressure per square inch, he

Colli-gian photo b> I'aul Dexmarajs

said. -JEFFRY BARTASH

* Legal services
continued from page 1

The document also states, " Students will have the

primary responsibility for services which are designed

primarily to serve students or those which are financed

primarily by students."

William Field, dean of students and a long-time oppo-

nent of LSO, said, "At the time it began, the ad-

ministrators who favored it felt it would improve work-

ing relationships if they [students] had the right to sue.

Within a year it was clear that it had failed. It [the right

to sue] tends to divide employees with a barrier of

distrust."

Field said the LSO was the reason behind the hostile

relations between the SGA and the administration in re-

cent years.

"Lawyers by nature want to do battle; Universities

operate with communication and cooperation. It is difficult

to talk openly with someone when anything you say can

be held against you," he said.

Bennett said, "Their argument was 'we cannot perform

efficiently with the right to sue hanging over our heads.'

Evidently for the last 10 years, they have not been work-

ing to their capabilities.

"It [the board's decision] totally violated the Wellman
Document," Bennett said. "The Trustees are all high

bureaucrats who wouldn't listen to us. ..Without LSO,
lower-income students don't have anywhere else to go."

Madson said. "If students can afford it thev should nav

We will artistically and professionally

pierce your ears, singles or multiples.

We also feature custom designs in 14K

and 18K gold and sterling silver.

Silverscape provides full in-house

repair services including gem setting,

pearl restringing, chain repairs, and ring

sizes.

For Gifts from Glass to Gold

Officials had expected to have finished

replacing steam pipes located south the Stu-

dent Union before school opened today, but

the work will be delayed until about Oct. 10.

for their attorney. If not, attorneys are appointed by the

courts, and LSO can give advice on hiring attorney on a

percentage basis."

"The access to the courts is clearly there," he said.

However. Nate Moore, chairman of the SGA budgets

committee disagreed with Madson. "They said students

should have the right to sue but they should have to hire

outside attorneys. When we [the SGA] tried to sue the

University five years ago, the administration refused to

allow payment [with SGA funds]. As a result, if the SGA
or any other group wants to sue, they won't be able to pay

for it."

DiMare said, "It is my assumption that he took the case

with the substantial likelihood of success. If he wins, the

defendants—the trustees—must pay. If he doesn't win he

gets zero."

LSO has been under much examination the past year.

In April, Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey and Madson com-

missioned an attorney from the University of Northern

Illinois to review the operation. At the time DiMare ques-

tioned whether the attorney could give an impartial report

because the hired attorney. George M. Shur, was an ac-

quaintance of UMass general council William Searson.
continued on page 18

Frosh to face new
course requirements
By BARBARA DeLOLLIS
Collegian Staff

Incoming first-year students at the Univfi.sitv of

Massachusetts will have different tour.sc nHiumnifnts

this year as ri-quiriMiients for proviuu.s year.- u il! In- phas-

ed out

The new (n-iicTal Kducation guideliiu's 'shnuld I'liconi-

pass some reasonable fraction of the totality of human
knowledge, insight, and interpretation." according to the

(It-neral Education Requirements compiled by the Pro

sost's Office.

The new guidelines had been proposed about five ycai -

ago after the core requirement .system came under Ww
for being to vague and for not providing .students with a

well rounded education. The new requirements were pas.s

ed by the Faculty Senate in May 1985.

"Students have participated in it," according to Norman

D. Aitken. the Associate Provost for Undergraduate

Education in a recent interview, referring to the acccp

tance of General Education. He said that .student represen

tatives had been present on the General Education Coim

cil since its creation.

With the elimination ofCD, and E cores, "more specific

requirements" must be met by students, according to

Aitken.

Aitken said students were able to avoid taking .scuncf

or math courses by taking all of the one that they

pieferred.

Now, students "can't avoid either." he said. General

Education require.s three courses in the Biological and

Physical World, with at least on course in each "world,"

and at least one consisting of a laboratory component, ac

cording to the General Education Requirements

Students will not be able to stray too much from t lux-

guidelines, because out of the approximate 4(>(( toui-i--

submitted for acceptance, only about 280 were approved,

said Aitken.

According to Aitken, because there are "openings in all
.

curriculum areas as of registration day." Freshmen may
not be subjected to the agony of "closed classes."

He said various departments, such as anthropology,

economics, astronomy, geology, history, and math, have

openings in each 100-level course ranged for 74 to 339

students.

Another aim of General Education is to increase the

University's teaching assistant support. Aitken said that

this year's enrollment would provide an idea as to which

departments will require more positions in the future.

Aitken said that the University hopes to reach its goal

increased teaching assistant support within three years.

He said he would like to see one teaching assistant for

every 50 students.

He said that the University had "gotten funding for the

first phase of General Education." With further funding,

Aitken said, the University hopes to complete "at least

one lab renovation." There will also be new administrative

costs due to the change in transcripts, which will lead to

new computer software.

Themost
demanding,
chaUengii^,
enlightening:,
ri^rous,
satisfying
difficult,

rewarding
motivatingand
excitingcourse
youcantake
incollege.
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Amherst vacancy rate
holds steady at 1 percent
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Students still seeking a place to live ii

Amherst may be disappointed to learn th<

off-campus housing vacancy rate this year

is one perojnt, said Joanne Levenson. direc-

tor of the OffCampus Housing Office at the

University of Massachusetts.

The low vacancy rate has "been labeled

as a crisis for the last 15 years," but

technically the entire state is experiencing

a housing crisis, she said.

Levenson said the office's listings for off

campus housing have increased by one

third this year. The majority of these

listings, however, are for places outside of

Amherst.

Housing Services Director Joseph Zan-

nini said, "There is sufficient housing in

the local areas," but distance and price

might be a problem for many students.

Students prefer living close to campus,

therefore lowering the vacancy rate in

Amherst, he added.

Leven.son said rent this year ranges from

$220 to $270, a lai^c iiicrea.se from last

vcai's rents.

"Amherst now has a rent review board,"

she added. This board is empowered to ex

amine rents and decrease them if they are

unreasonable. Some landlords, Levenson

said, may have increased their prices to the

highest levels possible, knowing that the

review board might reduce them
The office not only offers listings, but also

provides advocacy and support for tenants

who have disputes with proprietors and

counseling for improving landlord-tenant

relationships. Levenson said that .students

with grievances ought to seek support at

OCHO.
At least 40 people on a daily basis drop

by the office and on busy days, as many as

200, Levenson said. The majority of

.students seeking off-campus housing —
transfers, graduates, juniors and seniors —
use OCHO, she added.

Levenson said undergraduate males are

the hardest to place in rooms becau.se they

have a reputation for causing problems for

landlords.

"We advertise everything within a 50

mile radius," She said. Rooms in houses,

apartment complexes and vacant houses

are some of the places OCHO deals with.

Zannini said he is assuming a number of

students will be living in swing space in

residence halls through the entire

seme.ster. He estimated that, initially, 168

students will .stay in dormitory lounges and

78 in the Campus Center Hotel.

"We may anticipate fewer people in lines

[seeking on-campus housing] than in the

past," he said, Ix^causi' Housing Services

confirmed the exact number of .students

with housing two weeks before the

.semester began. However, he added, thusf

in line might not get housing at all.

Students who didn't receive on-campus

housing are those that were admitted late

and late bill payers, Zannini said. Priority

is given to first year students, he added.

('ollpiOan photo by I'aul n<-Nniariu'

Student and her mother search the books at the off-campus hous-

ing office in hopes of finding one of the few vacancies around.

Proposed policy would allow alcohol in public
By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

A new policy, allowing drinking in some common spaces

of the residential areas, has been proposed and may soon

be in effect, according to Bill Bennett, president of the Stu-

dent Government Association, but the co-presidents of the

Southwest Area Government say the changes fall short.

Joel Rabinowitz, SWAG co-president said, "If no alcohol

on campus is letter A, and our policy is letter Z, then this

policy is letter B."

The proposed policy, if approved, would allow for one

lounge in each of the Northeast, Central, and Orchard Hill

residential Areas to serve as a "majority age lounge."

The lounges would be recreational centers, not just a

place to drink, Bennett said.

There would be two to four lounges in Southwest and

the policy in Sylvan would be unaffected because students

over 21 may drink in the lounges of their suites.

In the meantime, the current policy will be handed out.

"We'll have to stand by the [current] policy," Bennett said.

The policy restricting alcohol was made by Joseph Zan-

nini, the director of Housing Services, during the sum-

mer of 1985. Before then there were no restrictions on

alcohol in the residential halls. Bennett said he thought

the reason for the change was liquor liability insurance,

the raising of the drinking age from 20 to 21, and "the

fear of the 'party atmosphere' by the administration."

Joe Demeo, co president of the SWAG said, for the past

year SWAG has been working to remove restrictions on

alcohol, and while he sees the proposed change a step in

the right direction, "It is far from our goal."

"We're trying to promote responsible attitudes toward

alcohol, not to hide it," he said.

Bennett said that he, Zannini, Laurence Moneta of

residential education for the east side, and Charles Durant

of Southwest Residential Area worked out the proposed

policy. The house councils and the area governments are

next in line to review the policy before it is approved.

The Residential Committee, made up of four students

and four administration, was to decide whether to return

to the old policy but the vote last June was tied. Dennis

L. Madson, the vice chancellor for student affairs, was

then asked to cast the deciding vote. Bennett asked that

Madson delay his decision so that the two groups could

agree on a compromise.

Bennett said the administration did not want to allow

guests , a compromise was reached which would allow

anyone, with a valid student identification, to go into any

lounge. Residents may also sign in two guests, which is

the same visitor policy as students have in the residen-

tial halls.

The house councils and area governments will be

brought together to decide on the issue in the second week

of September, Bennett said. He said that by the end ol

September the lounges should be in effect.

Demeo said, "It is certainly not as we want to see but

it is better than the original guidelines that were set.

"We maintain the alcohol policy will create tension in

the dorms between the residents and the RAs," he said

2^' N. Pleasant St.

A ler?^ 253-3?,?4
'*'7;fll

Contact Major Mahoney or Major Cunningham 5A5-2321

n Labor group drops request
for run-off unionization vote
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

A group of professionals at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts remains the last

UMass system not be represented by a

union because a labor group in June drop-

ped its objection to a union vote.

On May 1 of this year, about 900 UMass
professional workers voted not to join

either one of two competing unions. The

unions rejected were the Office and Profes-

sional Employees International Union, and

the Union of Professional Employees of the

Massachusetts Teacher's Association.

OPEIU received 266 votes and

UPE/MTA got 154 in the balloting. The

"no union" option received 442 votes.

Pointing out that 49 percent of the votes

were for unionizatum, OPEIU organizer.s

s.iid they would call for the state's Labor

K(l,itii»n:- Conmiission tn hold a ininofT

AccnicliuK t" ;' spokt'>ui>maii at the lalioi'

cntiimis^ion. the union filed papci s nCricial

Iv protesting the election. sa\iii^ the

rnixersitv adnimislration had att<inptt'd

to influence tne vote unfairly and that

some ballots were improperly cast.

In June, the labor commission rejected

OPEIU's call for a runoff election, based on

the fact that 51 percent of ballots cast were

against unionizing, the spokeswoman said.

On June 16, OPEIU sent a letter to the

commission, saying it was dropping its ob-

jections to the election and withdrawing its

request for a hearing on the matter, accor-

ding to the spokeswoman.

Kathy Burton, a spokeswoman for the

union, said the union had dropped its ob-

jection because "To litigate those issues as

opposed to moving forward was. ..not in the

best interest of the employees we were try-

ing to represent."

Hurton said ini- union was onnsulfrmg

anotluT attempt at oi-^ani/in^; tln' I.IOO

pi-ofcssionals on both the ,\nih<'ist and

Boston I'Masscanipusi's. Such an attempt,

uhkh would start with the gathnin^ of

>i^Miatui('S. could not hva,'\n until ono year

after the last election, accordin.u to l.ihor

..,l1il!il-^IOIl I'uh.'S.

SACKED - Students pass the time playing Hackey-sack, framed

by the sculpture on the plaza of the Fine Arts Center.

F

Y
I

Due to traffic congestion, the PVTA route 7(i:i l)us lioni Nor-

thampton will no loiiKfi- make stops on North Pleasant .Street hy

the School of Business or on Massachusetts Avenue across from

the Hampshire House. No alternative stops are planned for the

near future.

The Amherst Child Care Resource and Referral Office is

looking for people interested in becoming substitute child care

workers and babysitters. Those seeking further information should

contact the office at the Jones Library or call 253 5763.

All registered student organizations seeking funding from the

Student Activities Trust Fund have until Oct. 1 to schedule a time

to review their funding requests with the Student Government

Association Budgets Committee. Organizations not arranging a

time will have a tir^e scheduled for them. Contact committee chair

man Nathan Moore in Student Union 420 for further details.

1
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Everywoman's Center the

place to go for help, info

Collegian photo by Paul Dednarai*

QUACK!! — These ducks rapidly became friends with these

children visiting the Campus Pond last week.

By BARBARA DeLOLLIS
rolU'Uian Staff

The Everywoman's
Center is the best place on

campus to go for just about

any problem a woman
might have.

The center serves any

woman in need of help or in

formation including low in-

come women, Third World

women, single parents, les-

bians, older women, work

ing women, and women who
have experienced physical

or sexual abuse.

The center's 1,000 volume

library includes information

and referral books about

health, legal, educational,

and social services. In addi-

tion, there are all kinds of

books about women
available for two week
loans.

Counseling and sup-

port groups are available

for single parents, black

women, women who have

survived incest, lesbians,

and women with eating

di.'^orders, among others.

The support groups usually

meet for eight weeks, but

the women often continue

meeting among themselves.

The Women's Admis-

sion and General Educa-

tional support group
helps low income single

parents returning to the

University. They provide in

formation on educational

opportunities, financial aid,

welfare, daycare, housing,

legal assistance, workshops

and speakers to both

undergraduate and

giaduate women.
The Third World

Women's Program was

designed to serve the needs

and concerns of women in

the community. This pro-

gram offers a wide range of

Burning the midnight

oil may be necessary.

Burning the 2.00 or 3:00

or 4.00 AM oil is absurd.

I^specially when an HP calculator can get the

answers you want — in time loget a good nights

sleep. »

For instance, our HP-15C Professional Scientific Calculator

has more built-in advanced math and statistical power than any

other calculator. Our HP-41 Advanced Scientific Calculators have

even more potential.

Thats bocauso there arc better than 2500 software packages

available for them - more than for any other calculator

There's even a special plug-in software package (we call it the

Advantage Module)that'sdesigned to handle the specific problems

an engineering student has to solve in his. or her, course work.

No wonder professionals in engineering and the physical sciences

widely regard HP calculators as the best you can get.

So check one out. Then, when your mother calls to ask if you're

getting enough sleep, you wont have to lie.

By the way. if you want more information, just give us a call

at 800 FORIIPPC. Ask for Dept.658C. V7^ HEWLETT
m^£M PACKARD

.social, legal, political, arui

economic services

The Working Woman's
Program provide.-^ uptn
date information al)(,ut

women's rights on ihe job,

and has factsheets about

stress, discrimination, and
sexual harassment in the

workplace.

The Counselor Ad-
vocates have a 24h()ui

emergency hot line for vie

tims of rape or battery by

dialing 54.5 0800.

For individual women and
organizations looking to ad

vocate women's issues, the

Public Rela-
tions/Outreach Coor-
dinator at the center can

help. Workshops are

organized which encourage

women to produce their own
projects, such as radio shows

and videos to promote
women's issues.

The center's two locations

are on campus in Wilder

Hall, and off campus at 513
E^ast Pleasant Street, in the

Nelson Houst- Annex. The
center is open 9 a.m. to 4

p.m. on Monday, Tuesday.

Thursday and Friday, and

12 to 7 p.m. Wednesdays.

• Collins
I iiiitinni-d friitii pane I

Collins added he thought

next week's reconsideration

would be fair "If it's not

quarterbacked from off-

sides' — from the governor's

office
'

If he l't'fl> the process is

not abovelxjard, Collins said

•i'll call it for what It is. .I'll

work for education in some

other way"
'i'll be approaching; tin-

hoard as chanccll'ir oi \\v,-

systt'tn " he added. "Not a.-

a linalisl lor thi.^ position I

understand that I sci vu ,u

the will of the board. But if

I am a finalist las opposed to

chancellor], the only legal

and honorable thing for the

board to do would be to fire

me and then consider me
with the other finalists.

"

Collins said he would be

presenting proposals as

chancellor to the board at

the September 9 meeting,

including a plan to assist

disadvantaged high school

students and a program to

promote "lifelong learning"

by students in the

Massachusetts system.

Speaking of the controver-

sy of the two months, Col-

lins said, "On the positive

side^ it's focused attention

on the system and on educa-

tion. I don't think anybody

knew before who the board

of regents were, who the

chancellor was. Now they

know."
'On the negative side,

there's hee"n a focus on lln'

politu.-- ot it rather than

education."

Collins earned a political

science degree from CMm
m 1968. He' served a.-^ s!u

dent senate president dur

ing his senior year, and said

he was active in the "stu

dent power" movement of

the 1960"s.

Group fights for childcare
By ILANA LEVENSON
Collegian Staff

The Univer y Childcare service may
continue to be accessible to many because

the Undergr.iduate Student Senate

budgets committee lost the service's fun-

ding proposal last spring, according to stu-

dent senators

The service had requested $16,000 from

the committee, but wa.s budgeted for

$5,000, the amount they received the

previous fiscal year.

The service contacted the senate s coor-

dinating committee over the summer and

requested an additional $1,000 for

undergraduate childcare. A unanimous

vote by the committee was needed for the

funds to be released

Bill Bennett, SGA president, was the on-

ly member to vote against the proposal, ac-

cording to student senator M. Lynne

//THE GEM

"1 grabbed

OF THE HOLIDAY SEASON...
-Susan Granger. WMCA RADIO

both sides of my seat and hung on."

-»envev Lyons, SNEAK PR£V'lE^^S

n

"Danny
DeVlto keeps

us rollii"ig in

the a >les."

-Georse Anlhony.

THt TDRONTD SUN

"A slam-bang
fun fest..."

-Lli Smith,

NEW \ORK DAILY NEWS

"...a helluva

movie."
-Stephen Hunter.

THE BAUIMORE SUN

"...delightful

...pure

pleasure."
-Judith Ciisi

^
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THURSDAY SEPT 4, at CCA
$1.0 at 5 pm - $2.00 at 7, 9, & 11

Sponsored bt NEAG

Murphy.
In an interview last week, Bennett said

he didn't think the request for additional

money was "justified."

'i agreed that the budgets committee

made a mistake but hey Ithe service 1

didn't present us with the facts and tell us

where the money [the additional $1,000]

was going t6 go," Bennett said.

After the service was turned down, stu-

dent, faculty and staff formed a "Childcare

Referendum Committee." The committee

•seeks a referendum asking students

whether an optional one dollar fee should

be added on to their bills for undergi'aduate

child care assistance. The referendum

would be held at the end of September

when the senate elections are held.

According to the SGA constitution, a

referendum may be initiated through a

two-thirds vote of the Student Senate, by

the SGA president, or by a petition of at

least ten percent of the undergi-aduate stu

dent body.

If the referendum wins, the trustees will

decide how the money will be distributed.

Two-thirds of University Childcare is for

students and one-third is for staflat a cost

of $300 a month, according to Murphy, a

member of the committee supporting the

referendum
Murphy said the committee hopes

undergiaduates will be able to apply for the

money like financial aid and receive it bas-

ed on need. Students would be able to find

daycare outside the University and the the

fund will pay the daycare centers.

"I think that once we do enough educa-

tion in the dorms and show the students

there is a problem and it is a worthwhile

cause, then I think we'll have a successful

campaign," Murphy said.

"If you get on the waiting list Ifor Univer-

sity Childcare], it is for a long time and by

the time you get to the top you either have

graduated or your child is in school so it

doesn't matter," she said.

Deb Cole, a part-time undergraduate

mother who has a child at UMass Daycare

and is a nutritionist at a UMass Daycare

Center, said she thinks the students will

support the referendum when they realize

what it costs for childcare.

"It costs more to send your child to

childcare than it does to go to UMass," Cole

said.

Project set

to re-activate
By ILANA LFVENSON
Collegian Stuff

The Women's Leadership Project is once

again trying to resume activity after years-

of inconsistent participation by Universi

ty of Ma.ssachu.setts women, according to

a member of its reproductive issues team.

La.st semester, the search to replace their

graduating coordinator never material i/

ed and resulted in no progiamming for the

entire semester.

However, the former coordinator did the

paper work to keep the project a registered

student organization hoping it would

resume activity, according to Sarah Bush

who is heading the committee aiming to

recruit a new coordinator.

The budget for the 1987 fi.scal year is

$2412.60. a 24 percent cut from last years'

budget of $3173.00.

Bush .said she is hopeful that the affir

mative action search will stdect a new cot)r-

dinator by the end of September, and plans

for programs are already in progress.

The first event the project will sponsor

this semester is speaker Eleanor Smeal,

president ofThe National Organization for

Women, who is on a lecture tour about the

anti-choice referendum currently in

legislation.

In the past the project has been a

I resource center for women, sponsoring

events such as speakers and showing

movies to raise women's consciousness.

Bush said the goals of the project this

semester have to be defined. .

"One of our goals is to actively address

racism in the women's movement so that

the Women's Leadership Project does not

simply become a place for white women."

she said.

Bush said the success of the project this

semester depends on how they direct their

energies.

"The Women's Leadership Project has to

be a lot of things to a lot of women. We
want to be a progressive feminist organiza-

tion. At the same time, we want to address

a variety of priorities for women at this

university," Bush said.
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BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL

PICK UP YOUR

FREE STUDENT DISCOUNT CARD
AT ANY HAPCO AUTO PARTS STORE

FOR ALL YOUR AUTOMOTIVE
NEEDS - FOREIGN & DOMESTIC

AMHERST: 534 Main St 256.-6414

BELCHERTOWN: 9 Main St 11^1887

HADLEY: Russell St (Rte. 9) 586-6464
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STACKING BINS

NOW 3 FOR $12.95

RECORD CRATE KITS

NOW 2 SIZES $6.95 & $7.95

CYLINDER TRASH CANS
RED. WHITE. BLUE. YELLOW. BLACK. GRAY

NOW$5.95

COVERED TRASH PAILS

NOW $7.95

UNDERBED STORAGE BOXES
2 SIZES NOW $2.49

FULL-LENGTH MIRRORS
NOW $6.95 AND $14.95

MIRROR TILE

NOW $10.95

CORKBOARDS. BULLETIN BOARDS,
CORKTILES. WRITE-ON WIPE-OFF

LAP DESKS. SELF-ADHESIVE
HOOKS. SHOWER CURTAINS.

CLOSET ORGANIZERS. WIRE GRIDS

AND ACCESSORIES. UNDERSHELF BASKETS.

LAUNDRY BAGS. AL>RMCLCX:KS,3-TER SHELVES,

SHOy<ERCA£XMES

V (Mihwst /northQfflf>ton

TO MAKE

fefit
^t

BEDSPREADS
TAPESTRIES, WALLHANGINGS
INDIAN PRINTS, FLORALS.

GEOMETRICS, SOLIDS,

STRIPES, COTTON SLUBS.

TWIN AND FULL

SAVE UP TO $5.00

RUGS
STRIPES, FLORALS.

COTTON DURRIES,

CHENILLES

NOW $7.95 TO $34.95

BAMBOO SHADES
RICE PAPER SHADES

20% OFF

BASKETS
LAUNDRY BASKETS,

ORGANIZER BASKETS.

PACKING BASKETS,

WASTEBASKETS.
DECORATIVE BASKETS

Wednesday, September 3, 1986

Wednesday, September 3, 1986

ANNUAL

BEVERAGE
GLASSES 59CEA

12 FOR 5.95

18PC. BEVERAGE SETS

NOW 7.99EA

WINE GLASSES.

CHAMPAGNE GLASSES,

BEER MUGS. ON THE ROCKS

GLASSES, BEVERAGE GLASSES

20PC.
GLASS DINNERWARE SETS

NOW 14.95

V onihwst /northompton

doily and sundoy

YOURSELF

HIGH COLOR
MUGS 1.49
12 FOR 11.95

COFFEE MAKERS. THERMAL"
JUGS. KETTLES. GRINDERS.
FILTERS. THERMOS, ESPRESSO
MACHINES w k
FLATWARE, DINNERWARE, DINNER
SETS, NAPKINS, PLACEMATS, HOT
PADS, TRIVETS

PLASTIC PLATES
& BOWLS
IN BRIGHTS OR PASTELS

ANY 6 PIECES ^

$5.00 jfeWwi

I oniharst /northoflipton

doik) and sundoy

EVERYTHINQ

RED. BLUE, TEAL, BLACK CANVAS

BLACK FRAME I i

REG. $39.95 '^'-^

NOW
$29.95

onharst /northofflpton

doily and suodoy

FEEL AT HOME
8^

TRAVEL POSTERS

SCENICS fl"^
FINE ART \\ V/V

GALLERY PRINTS

THE FAR SIDE

ROCK STARS

STAR PERSONALITJES

AUTOMOBILES

SIZES FROM 8-X10"

TO 6 FEET TALL

PICTURE HANGERS AND ACCESSORIES

oniharst /northompton

doikj and sundo«j

«,*„i5t /northomptoo

doily ondsondoy

YOU NEED

D LAMPS
D BEDSPREADS
D RUGS
D BAMBOO OR PAPER SHADES

D BUTTERFLY CHAIRS

D FULL LENGTH MIRRORS

D MIRROR TILES

D CYLINDER TRASH PAILS

D STACKING BINS

D CORKBOARDS
D WIRE GRID AND ACCESSORIES

D UNDERSHELF BASKETS

D 3-TIER SHELVES
D RECORD CRATES
D UNDERBED STORAGE BOXES

D LAPDESKS
D LAUNDRY BAGS OR BASKETS

D SELF ADHESIVE HOOKS
D SHOWER CURTAINS AND HOOKS

D CLOSET ORGANIZERS

D ALARM CLOCKS
D POSTERS
D HANGERS
D COFFEE MAKERS
D MUGS
D DESK ORGANIZERS

D STATIONERY AND POSTCARDS

\\

I Qfl^MTSt /northomptoft

doiKj ondsundoy

SALE!

DESKLAMPS

WALL LAMPS

TABLE LAMPS

HANGING LAMPS

FLOOR LAMPS

BED LAMPS

CLAMP LAMPS

100W SWING ARM LAMP
RED. WHITE. BLACK. BLUE

NOW 14.95

LIGHT BULBS

EXTENTION CORDS

PAPER SHADES
(MrfMSt/northompton

ddhj <v«d sundoy
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And the beat goes on...

Welcome and welcome back.

This is youi' school, these ai'e exciting times, and you are urg-

ed to become involved as much as possible in the community

which is to be your home.

We are the Collegian, a financially and editorially indepen-

dant daily newspaper run entirely by students and dedicated

to responsible journalism and the free press.

UMass has many organizations and opportunities which

students and others can take advantage of in order to gain a

better understanding of the world around them. Within one

of the more highly-regarded public universities in the coun-

try are the professional staff, support staff, student body and

resources which puts UMass-Amherst on the cutting edge of

education worldwide.

The recipient of a UMass education will be well-versed in

the learning fundamentals required for success in life. A
UMass degree, however, does not guarantee a job, nor should

it. Rather, the experience of studying at this University should

provide the student with the learning tools necessary to gain

an edge in an increasingly competitive and specialized world.

Make the most of this opportunity. The five colleges of this

beautiful valley and their associated physical, cultural, social,

and educational activities await you.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion ofthe Col-

legian Board of Editors.

The Duke's deck stacking
Governor Dukakis ought to leave well enough alone. His tac-

tic to block the installment of James Collins as Chancellor of

Higher Education reeks of foul play, especially considering his

own dismal record of neglect toward state colleges and

\miversities.

Collins, a former Amherst state representative and UMass

graduate, has an undisputable record of support for public

higher education. The process by which he attained the

chancellorship was upheld as appropriate by a unanimous vote

in the state House of Representatives.

The Governor's subsequent stacking of the state board of

regents in order to unseat Collins is a move of political defiance

against a rising star of educational reform who has threaten-

ed Dukakis' "champion of education" image.

Collins' record of understanding and support for public*

higher education substantially exceeds that of the Governor,

who contends that he simply wants to go through an "unflaw-

ed" search process. That Collins' name ranked amongst the

applicants but not the final cut, and that he is a professional

politician and not an educator, are not sufficient reasons to

dismiss his credibility, as some critics have charged.

Collins has the capability, the political experience, and the

political support necessary to fulfill the vacancy and carry out

the duties of state chancellor of higher education — an in-

herently political job which requires the talents of an overseer,

autonomy from the governor, accountability to the board of

regents, a working relationship with the legislature, and the

competency to perk up the state's educational resources at a

time when it is greatly needed.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the Col-

legian Board of Editors.

Editorial License
Welcome to the Collegian's Editorial Opi-

nion section. We hope to inform, provoke,

question, and entertain our readers in the

months to come. With coverage of political

and lighter, more humorous issues, and

contributors from all walks of life, this

'.t'aiV fditoiial section ought to have

something for everyone.

We at the Ci)lh'gian try hard to present

all sides of controversial issues and do not

operate from any specific ideological bent

when making decisions on publication of

ideas. Sincerity of belief and coherency of

>tatement count for much more than our

pcisonal beliefs of what is right and wrong.

It is a delicate balance that we attempt

to maintain. Frequently, we will print col-

umns or letters with the foreknowledge

that some of our readers may take offense

to them. Luckily, these people rarely suf-

fer in silence and are usually willing to

make their views known to us. If you are

upset by something we publish, let us

know. Constructive criticism and comment

is always welcome.

If you have got something to say to the

campus community, this is a good place to

say it. 19,000 copies of the Collegian come

off the press five days every week. We like

to think that at least some folks pick it up

lo read more than which beer is on .sale at

their local package store.

.So. li vou are upset about hair in the D.C.

.^oup or dye in President Reagan's hair, the

Fxiitorial Opinion section can provide a

chance to blow off stream. Letters to the

editor should be no more than 40 lines and

columns no more than 60 line.s. All submis

>ions are subject to editing for clarity and

length. Space restraints and editorial

discretion prevent us from using

everything we receive but you can rest

assured that all copy is given careful

consideration.

Regular writers become columni.sts after

having 5 opinion articles published within

the course of a semester. Letters which are

conci.se stand a better chance of seeing

print, as do columns which present fresh

perspectives on relevant themes in an

orderly, coherent manner.

The Collegian offers not monetary but ex-

periential compensation and a chance to

build a demonstrable portfolio of learned,

skilled activities. Please contact us at 113

Campus Center or call 545-3500 for infor-

mation about New England's largest col-

lege daily newspaper.

Rob Skelton and William Spain are the

Collegian Editorial Editors.

^VOUR BPgRS ^??m t) BE INOmR APPW^ENflY YOU ARE A HHimi^SHyuAt

tim^^ CocM^ Sorry, we TV^ouGm* you Mi6m bb a Coupla Qoit^s.

Letter from the student trustee

As your official representative to the UMass Board of

Trustees, Id like to introduce myself to those of you new

to the university — and to those of you returning for yet

another semester at UMass...

The Student Government As.sociation Student Trustee

is a full member of the UMass Board of Trustees, the Stu-

dent Advisory Committee to the Mass. Board of Regents

and the Undergraduate Student Senate.

Basically this means that I travel to Boston - which

is where most trustees and regents meetings are held —

once a week. The job es.sentially entails representation

to policy makers in public higher education and com

munication to students about pending pf)licy decisions. Of

course this includes general trustee responsibilities and

attendance at numerous meetings and events, which oc

casionally is quite tedious but often i- extremely

nteresting.

.Separate from mv 'job." I am an Amher.st native and

Town Meeting member, and I have three semesters left

to complete mv Bachelor's Degree with Individual Con

Dani Burgess

centration, focusing on Women, Men and Institutional

Power with a minor in women's studies.

My office works on many different issues and is one of

the best ways to access the powers that be. Occasionally,

the office can affect policy decisions at the University. For

instance, when the University attempted to eliminate the

women's and men's ski teams at UMass - two of the be.st

teams in the northeast - we were able to direct the

Amherst campus to continue both teams. 1 also try to act

as a watchdog for other university i.ssues, such as why

did UMass lose 20 of its allocation of state financial aid?

(UMass/Boston lost 22- and UMa.ss "Worcester lost 71/.)

Meanwhile, the governor is bragging about vast increases

in financial aid. 'It is especially interesting since UMass
comprises 25 of the public higher education population.!

Other issues like the proposed $27 million .sports arena,

the inteiim rod«> of Student Conduct, the next student

regent, a new, very expensive telecommunications system

for the Amherst campus, the SGA Constitution, honorary

degree recipients, the future of professional student ad-

vocates such as the Legal Services Office and the Student

Center for Education, Research, and Advocacy, etc., are

issues which mv office deals with daily.

The UMass Student Legal Services Office topic (see

related Collegian article) is certainly a sore spot from our

summer's work. I'm still frustrated and upset with the

timing and the process with which the situation was

handled by the Amherst campus and by the trustees. Cer-

tainly our presentation and campaign was very thorough

and strong. I welcome .suggestions and comments regar

ding this issue.

In fact, questions, concerns, ideas, problems, and more

are always welcome! Call Lynne Murphy or myself at

.545-0487 or drop by 406E in the Student Union.

Have fun with add-drop (the Course and Teacher

Evaluation or GATE guide is a wonderful way to deter-

mine how good a course or professor is).

Dam Burgcis is the student member of the UMa.ss Hoard

of Trustees.

Step right up, it's showtime!
( iet ready for a yeai' oiinadness It you ^et lioied. huiiU

out. or just need a fix ol' political burioonery, luiie in to

the zany world aicording to Reagan - tor a cure that's

wor.se than the (li-ctM- The toUouinK are some coming

distractions:

Foreign fufiihingos- .Wxhouuh the Soviet Union never

a fronlrunner for hum.m riLiht- has nou exteiuled its

unilateral nuclear weapons li'sting nioiatorium to

•January, 1987. the Reagan administration remains, and

will continue to remain adamantly opposed to joining

them in this giant step for peace. Professing that a freeze

in nuclear testing "'is not in the security intere.sts of the

United States, our I'riends, or our allies,"the President is

actually insuring insecurity lo the people of the U.S. and

the rest of the world by advancing his nuclear arms race.

The pundits oi the Reagan administration claim that

underground nuclear tests in the Soviet Union cannot be

• properly verifii-d " Even if the Soviet Union had not

agreed to on sight inspection of nucleai- tests, in this age

of ""technological excellence, " verification by other means

is surely possible When I'.S. reconnaissance planes

travelling twice the speed of sound can read the numbers

on a license plate, and when a geiger counter situated in

.Nevada can detect a mouse fart in the depths of the

Kremlin, verification of nuclear bla.sts seems like child's

play.

Central America is another area of interest. Since the

signing of the Monroe Doctrine, the Americas have been

safe Irom •foreign intervention " - yet open to US in-

tervention. For example, in 1927 the US marines invad-

ed Nicaragua and installed the seeds of the Somoza dic-

tatorships; in 1954, the CIA overthrew Arbenzs popular

gf)vernment of Guatemala; in 1961, the CIA. under orders

from President Kennedy invaded Cuba in an unsuccessful

Mark Caldeira

.ittempt at remo\mg Castro from power; in 19H5 the l^S

invaded the Dominican Republic and ousted their

sovereign government; in IHT.i. a ("1.A sponsored coup

overthrew Allende's (leniocratic go\ernment in Chile,

replacing it with the Pinochet dictatorship.

With traditional style. President Reagan has also been

at play in Central America: since 1981 he has militarily

supported the repressive and unpopular government of

El Salvador; in 1983 Reagans special forces gloriously in

vaded the tiny island of Grenada to confirm US might;

and. since 1982. Reagan has bei-n waging a not so c<ivert

war (via the CIAi in Nicaiagua. Now. with the support

olthe sheepish Congress. Reagan's war against the peo-

ple of Nicaragua will most certainly escalate.

Domestic ilupings

One word best characterizes Reagans reign as Presi

dent: 'invading." He has invaded our chances for peace

with his snowballing arms race; he has invaded

democratically elected governments; and now he is in

vading our per.stmal freedoms.

With his Supieme Court appointees, the extreme con

>er\ ative trend will be set for decades to come. These basic

freedoms "we take for granted here may come under

heavy attack in the next few years:

-freedom of the press: Reagan and CIA Director William

Casey would like not only to punish those media sources

which provided "sensitive information leaks" regarding

the Libya invasion, but they would also like to alter the

Freedom of Information Act which allows the media rights

to investigate and publish information for the American

people;

yi^e ^^Jt>wO0P. A»JD yoo ^Aoe TO

ID PR^OTfeCT PROM
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-thi- freedom to privacy: the c«)n.servative movement

would like to institutionalize polygraph and urine tests

to determine tho.se ol us who lie and take drugs (Reagan

had better do some serious thinking about this one, or

mo.st of his administration is in big trouble!); also, and

more despicable is the movement which the Georgia

Sodomy ruling illuminates the movement to invade our

most personal lives with a fundamentali.st morality. Pret-

tv s<M)n. they'll be installing TV cameras in our bedrooms,

'fho.se t)f us who enjoy a little decadence in bed better make

sure the covers are pulled up tight.

So get ready for a year of madness and invasion. In the

midst of all that appears to be mere political fun;

remember, a little political fun has always hurt someone,

lune in and watch! It's showtime!

Time for revitalization

Student government. It truly does play

an important role in each of our lives.

Many of the services we take for granted

are provided by student government, and

many others only exist because student

leaders were able to mobilize .students and

put pressure in the right places. Even if

many in student government are

pathological, the majority are sincere and

extremely hardworking people who rarely

get the recognition they deserve. Student

government does make our lives better.

But there can be no doubt that student

government at UMass in in a malaise. If

you ask many of the current leaders in both

the gi-aduate and undergraduate govern

ments what they hope to accomplish, more

often than not you will receive a blank

John Hayes

stare. Student government spends most of

its time reacting — at best against the ad

ministration, at worst against each other.

Ironically, this is most true for the pro-

gressives that have dominated student

government since the 60s. They built stu

dent government in their own image, but

in doing so forgot what to do with it. Pro-

gressives have lost touch with whatever

goal they felt they should be progressing

toward, and instead have become as reac

tionary as the right, for their main concern

has been fighting back at the conservative

surge. The resultant complete lack of im-

agination and vision by the campus left is

as much to blame for their fall from power

last year as any perceived swing to the

right within the student population. The

main question now is whether the newly

elected moderate/conservative leaders have

a vision of their own which goes beyond

dismantling the progre-ssive structure, or

if one reaction is to be replaced by another.

Our student leaders have not only the

right but the responsibility to represent

and increase the voice of students. That in-

cludes working toward greater empower

ment of student government, for even if it

is often simply silly, it is much more

responsive than the administration, which

fears, but which does not respect, students.

The administration pulls its summer sur-

prises, such as restricting the powers of the

Legal Services Office, with good reason.

Student here do mobilize and fight back,

so when most of us are not around is the

Mark Caldeira is a Collegian columnist.

be.st time to avoid a reaction by sneaking

the slimy moves through.

It's time that student government take

the fight to the administration, and not

passively wait for them to make the first

move. The issues are certainly there, but

the first step is to stop the petty bickering

and combine for the common interests of

all students. The primary goal of student

government this year must be to work to

guarantee that the students are respected

and have input in all facets of the univer-

sity, especially as they affect students

specifically. This year will show if student

government can find that vision, or if it is

condemned to fighting for what it already

has.

John Hayes is Chairperson of the Cam-
pus Center Board of Governors and Ex-

ecutive Officer ofthe UMass Graduate Stu-

dent Senate.

Letters

Trust Fund for all

Since I've been a student at UMass I've had the uni-

que opportunity to have hands-on involvement in the

Student Activities Tiust Fund, which is comprised of stu-

dent fees collected from all undergraduates at UMass.

Thus, it i.s a trust fund that exists to serve students and

is managed by students. The SATF is your trust fund

and it needs your support.

There are many ways to get involved in the trust fund.

One may join any of numerous Registered Student

Organizations; also, one may become involved in the stu-

dent senate to have a direct vote in the policy making

and allocation of the SATF.

There are many of us who have dedicated our years

here at UMass to protecting the SATF and its wide scope

of resources. In doing .so it enables us to have quality

input and to set directions for the university. Thus, we

are constantly increasing our education here at UMass.

We welcome your input and involvement in the Stu-

dent Activities Trust Fund. Plea.se stop by the

Treasurers Office, room 407 of the Student Union, the

President's Office, room 406, or the Student Senate Of-

lice. room 420. Thank you.

Katherine C. Strickland
SGA Treasurer

Drinking not always for the best
Herb RamyHello everyone Well. I might as well get this out of the

way.
"How was your summer?"
"How did you do la.st semester.'"

'Are you .still seeing..." or. if you're a frosh:

"Whats your major?"

How did you do on your SATs?"

.\o, I cant buy for you."

.Now that the plea.santries are out of the way, we can

get to the real column.

Don't worry. I won't burden you with another story

about how sad it is that summer is over, but how glad I

am to see you. I just can't be that sickly sweet. I don't

have it in me. No. I won't tell you a story. Instead. I'd

like to ask a question about the last few days here at the

university.

Why do people drink to the point of being ill (actually

beyond the point) for the first few days they're here?

the upperclassmen are fairly bad. A friend of mine, who

is usually a teetotaller, was seen with a beer in one hand,

a bottle "of rum in the other, trying to hit on the fire ex-

tinguisher we have on my hall This was on Monday. To

my knowledge, he's still piaymg to the porcelain god

todav.

The frosh are another story entirely. From what I ve

seen, nearly everyone of them feels the need to drink,

throw up. and pat them.selves on the back the next morn-

ing for performing such a feat.

Now don't get me wrong. I did the same thing when I

first came here eons ago. I remember nervously handing

.1 senior from down the hall ten dollars for my first case

of college beer. It was Budweiser. o( course. What frosh

doesn't drink Bud.

What I want to know is Why did I do it then, and why

do they do it now? Is it some .sort of rite of passage? Is

it written somewhere that adults drink to become ill? Is

drinking suppo.sed to attract members of the opposite sex?

Call me old fashioned but I don't find a person vomiting

savory bei-f slrudel into the nearest sink appealing in the

least.

The only reason that I've come up with that .seems even

half correct is that when one comes to UMass, especially

for the first time, you realize that you are free. I guess

that drinking without having to worry about getting

caught is the most socially acceptable way of exercising

this newfound freedom.

Then again, maybe I'm completely offba.se, and these

people are drinking to have a go<jd time, and end up hav

ing a good time.

Personally, I don't care how many people get sick in the

bathrooms this coming seme.ster. My only concern is that

they lift up the .seat when they do.

Iterb Rumy is a Collegian columnist.

SSAM useful to students Letters
Voter registration is an important form

ofempowerment which students must take

advantage of, because many legislative

decisions affect students. The State Student

Association of Ma.ssachusetts (SSAM) is

pushing to make this year's drive more .suc-

cessful than before. To accomplish this re-

quires student involvement on a grass-

roots level.

SSAM, a statewide non-profit student

government association made up of

representatives from public Universities,

colleges, and community colleges, was in-

strumental in conducting the successful

198.3 voter campaign in which 1400

.students registered in a single day - n

Amherst. This year could be another

record-breaker.

From September 22 through October 3

students are urged to register in Amherst,

jonne F. Maston Student control simply a must
m order to demon.strate poltical potency.

SSAM will not be endorsing candidates. It

will be educating students on the stands of

particular candidates on issues affecting

higher education.

Tuiton levels, financial aid and .student

influence in state poltics are but a few of

the issues SSAM .seeks input into. High

quality, low-cost higher public education

should be accessible to all citizens of the

Commonwealth regardless of financial

status, race, sex, religeon, national origin

or physical capacity.

It is up to us to get involved in issues

which affect us.

Jonne F. Maston is a UMass student and
SSAM representative.

Nothing would please me more than con

tribute money to my alma mater. More and

more, as I explore the job market, I find

that my UMass education has been an ex

cellent one, and that UMass has a good

reputation here in New York City.

One of the best things I did at UMa.ss was

to work at the SGA Commucations Office,

a student funded organization. The typeset

ting skills I learned there enabled me to

find jobs with high enough salaries that I

could consider donating to the alumni fund

and other such worthwhile causes.

However, I recently learned from a friend

still at UMass that the administration has

not stopped its takeover of student monies,

and has begun to dictate the way in which

those monies can be used, by trying to stop

the Legal Services Office from representirtg

.students again.st the University. I am
appalled!

Student control is essential to preserve

the diversity and .scope of student organiza-

tions. With()ut student control, a vital part

of the UMass experience is lost. Under such

circumstances, I will not donate to the

alumni fund, but will in.stead continue to

contribute to individual student

organizations.

Kathleen Offenhartz
New York
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I'holiiK In ShiiNithii IWst

Twenty-nine Amherst firefighters battled a fire at 168 North Plea-

sant St. Aug. 23. Damage to the building, which houses Lots for Lit-

tle toys and clothing store, and Brown's Decorating, was caused

mostly by water and smoke according to the Amherst Fire Depart-

ment. No firefighters were injured in the blaze, but the co-owner of

the building, Everett Roberts, collapsed from chest pains (above).

Roberts was treated and later released.

The fire, which took about one hour to put out, was caused by

sparks from a torch during the construction of an addition to the

building.

^ome 00 c\owntoi^^

AMHERST DOWNTOWN MERCHANTS

VALUABLE COUPON

GOOD EATING
$2.99

with coupon • tax included

Regular Burger, Fries,

Medium Shalce
expires 9/10

^

s

rAUL'S
oil TIMC

mjinu

WE BU1

WE DI

r &s
•LIVE

ELL

"Quality Used Furniture"

Paitrs Old Time
Fttrniture

57 Pleasant St, Amherst 549-3603

Open 10 ann - 5;30 pm Daily

QUALITY NEW BEDS FROM SPRING-AIR

starting at $129.00

A FINE SELECTION OF USED FURNITURE

OF ALL KINDS FOR ALL NEEDS

We re Overflowing With Old Time Bargains For Every Room & Budget

You're Too BUSY!
Don't waste time doing

your own laundry...

Take It To

*

II PRAY ST. AMHER8T.MA.

S^9'WG5

We Offer:

• Hand Pressing

• Shirt Service

• Same Day
Service

DROP Mon.-Thur*. 10:00ain-1 0:00pm, Sun. 5:00pm-1 0:00pm
OFF Fridays 10:00am-5:00pm than 6:00pm-1 0:00pm

HOURS Sat. 10:00am-5:00pm than 7:00-1 0:00pm
J

^***rrtj~

AFTER THE SALE
WE'RE STILL HERE

TO SERVICE
TO TRAIN

SALES SEVICE

TO SUPPORT

RENTALS
« ' t *,

vi\*

>

228 Triangle Street Amherst

549-7133

PHONES
Large assortment

of colors and

styles

Phones Starting

as low as

$9.95

at mountain farms mall

The area's only complete weight facility!

AND PHONE ACCESSORIES

ON THE

BUS ROUTE!
Midway between

Amherst & Northompfon
at the

Mt Farms Moll

Rte 9 Hodley

Call: 584-2175

• Convenient, easy location • Over 10,000lbs. ot free weights

• Free parking • 12 different cable stations

• Women's & Men s • Exercise bicycles

shov>/er & locker • Vitamins & supplements

facilities • Tanning beds available

Join for the resi of the year for only «11»»^

rTTTTTTTTTTTIT!

OPEN
^ F 9-5

W> D 9-9

lAT 11-3

Located in the Campus Center

^nmVERSlTY
MmSTORED

I

ARDEN
A MANDARIN M S2ECHUAN RESTAURANT

Open 7 Days for Lunch ft Dinner Hours: Sun Thurs IMO Fn & Sat 112

WEEKDAY DINNER BUFFET - Mon Thurs $6.95, 5 8.30

SUNDAY BRUNCH 11:30-3
Full Liquor License

s

llllllll MAI^AAJ
!.N:.:.;.y.:.x.:.:.:.x.:.;vvv-v-Nw.sN!^^^^^•:«:«:::':':«:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:';
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Mass Transformation enters second phase seeking 4,000
-*''-^*^*^'^ *^*-.^ ^^ ,^ » iM^ ^;,,H -T ui.fthed c Osflv to see how the playL'

By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Stall

The renovation of the University of Massachusetts towei-

library is scheduled to be completed this month with the

help of an estimated 4.000 volunteers as the "Mass

Transformation'" project goes into full operation.

Mass Transformation is the campuswide program that

will enlist students, faculty, staff, and alumni in the at-

tempt to repair the structure. From Sept. 25 to Sept. 28.

volunteers will four hour shifts doing such tasks as remov-

ing graffiti, cleaning floors, dusting and vacuuming,

changing lightbulbs and painting, said Grant M. Ingle,

the director of the office of human relations, and a couv

dinator on the project.

"The library has been a shame and an emban a.ssnunt

since it was built." ^aid Ingle of the building.

"We decided we could wait for the state to give us the

money (to make repairs) or we could do it ourselves," he

said.

The library construction began in 1969, and four years

and $16.4 million later was open to the public. Reports

of falling brick chips and improper design began surfac-

ing shortly after its opening in 1973. In 1979. the tower

was closed in September and a fence was erected around

the 296foot building to prevent falling chips from injur-

ing pedestrians. It reopened three months later, with the

occupancy limited to 500 persons at a time, down from

the previous limit of 4,200.

During its 13 years of use, the inside of the library has

also been of concern. The walls of the study areas and

stairwells became covered with graffiti and some areas

of the building developed leaks.

Last May, during the initial stage ofMass Transforma-

tion called "A Class Act," 400 seniors and members of

the physical plant renovated the 12th floor of the tower

in a four-day period. "The Class Act accomplishes two

things: it proved it was possible, and it got the bugs out

of the system," Ingle said.

"The seniors^wanted to do something," he said. "They

finished the work in half the time we expected. They ran

C'tillfKiHii photi) by Paul Dt-smurais

Prospective first-year student Ray Hildonen

checks out the newly renovated first floor of

the Tower Library last week.

out of work to do."

The idea for Mass Transformation sprung from a similar

volunteer effort last September, when 400 people donated

their time to build a playground in four days at the Fort

River School in Amherst
Roger Cherewatti, the director of the physical plant

said, "1 watched closely to see how the playground was

built, how tasks were broken down between the

volunteers. I looked at how it could be applied to the

library."

One of the goals of Mass Transloiination i>< to make it

a community event. Ingle said. "It has the potential to

bring the students, staff, faculty and alumni together ...we

feel the library will .stay in shape longer if people are in

volved."

As if to prove his point. Ingle told the story of tw<j seniors

that participated in "A Class Act'" who were showing their

v\(>rk to some friends. When they saw a person writing

on the 12th lloor walls, their enthusiasm nearly became

assault and battery, he said.

Mass transformation organizers ha\e -.ii<l :!.')0() lOOO

volunteers are needed if the 25 floors are to be reno\ aled.

The promotional campaign is almost as ambitious as the

progiam itself Sign-up packets aj-e being mailed to faculty

and staff, and distributed in residential areas and the

Campus Center. Ingle .said. Invitations have also been

sent to alumni through out the country and to 80 state

legislators, and the board of trustees and the board of

regents, he said.

Ingle also said that Robert Urich, the star of the Boston-

based Spi'ttser-For Hire television series, is tentatively

scheduled to work a shift during the four days, depending

on his filming schedule. They are also negotiating with

Avery Brook, who plays "Hawk" on the series, and Robert

Parker, the author of the Spencer books and show's

creative consultant.

Cherewatti said the much-publicized brick chips falling

from the library are of no "immediate concern ' The coin-

sized particles are falling "due to the effects of weather

and time." according to a Mass Transformation brochure.

"We are probably going to continue looking for money

to do a total renovation of the bricks," he said. "The new-

entrance has a 25-foot clearance, so if the chips fall, they

won't hit pedestrians."

Ingle said the program has changed the way UMass is

viewed by state legislators. "Taking matters into our own
hands has really enhanced our image in Boston, which

could lead to additional funding," he said.

Services leave Goodell for tower
By JAMES KLEIN
Collegian Correspondent

With the problems of the Tower Library

apparently rectified, many books and

reference materials kept in Goodell Library

have been returned to the tower ovsr the

summer.
The resources had been moved to Goodell

after the tower was declared a safety

hazard in 1979, and temporarily shut

down. The tower has been open since then

on a limited-use basis until the "Mass
Transformation" renovation project was

begun in the spring.

Over the summer, physical plant work

crews and library staff relocated book col-

lections and most library services into the

tower. The primary functions of Goodell

will be to house an expanded reserve

reading area for 300 people, and offices for

the School of Continuing Education, said

Paula Mark, a reference librarian who is

in charge of library orientation.

The interior .space in the tower has been

reorganized to make use oftwo floors in the

library which were never completed, the

third and sixth, she said.

The resource materials formerly kept in

Goodell are now on floors two through six

in the library, Mark said.

The entrance to the library is through a

revolving door on the plaza level. The main
floor, the former entrance, is now the home

of the card catalog, the reference and

microfilm collections.

People interested in the Library orienta-

tion program can take tours of the building

during the first two weeks of the semester.

Tours last about an hour and start at the

tower library entrance weekdays at 10:30

in the morning and 1:30 and 2:30 in the

afternoon.

Summing up the renovations in the

library, Mark said. "It shows the money
hasn't been put in a hole in the gi-ound."

,
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REPRIGERATOR

RENTALS

OUR 12th YEAR

LOOK POR OUR VANS
ON CAMPUS TODAY!

Or call the Spirit Haus for your order at:

253-5384 or 256-8433

Rt. 9 East Amherst

338 College St.

Open 10AM
to 11PM

J

STO
There's no,
need to.
tiurr

Our convenient hours allow
you to shop eariy or late.

TEXTBOOK
ANNEX

MAIN STORE
MINI STORE
MUNOHY's

WED — THUR: 9 am to 9 pm
FRIDAY: 9 am to 5 pm
SATURDAY: 10 am to 3 pm

MON — FRI; 9 am to 5 pm

WED 9-9 SAT 10 to 3

MON — FRI 7:30 - 10 pm

SAT & SUN: 8 am to 10 pm

HAMPDEN: MON — FRI 8 - 9

WORCESTER - MON - FRI 8 - 9

FRANKLIN: MON - FRI 7:30 - 9
ALL MUNCHY STORES SAT & SUN 12-8

ALL OF YOUR

BACK TO

SCHOOL NEEDS

^yUNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Open:
Tuesday-Sunday
4 p.m.-10 p.m.

TEXAS
BARBECUE
Texas-size portions of

the finest barbacued ribs.

chicken, sandwiches.

THE TASTIEST BARBECUE
THIS SIDE OF WACO"

TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY
BBQ Baby Back Ribs only •6.99

FRIDAY
Fish *N Chips only •4.99

SATURDAY
Roast Prime Ribs
Of Beef, Aujus only 'b-yy

SUNDAY

Chicken *N Spaghetti only •4.99

All above meala come with unlimited
stops at our chuck wagon buffet

CLIP AND SAVE
SLIMS STUDENT SPECIAL

FOR SEPTEMBER
BRING YOU COLLEGE ID AND GET

$2.00 OFF
ALL DINNER ENTREES FOR YOUR

GUESTS. EXCLUDING DAILY SPECIALS
fcXPIKfcb V/30

Collegian photo by Paul Desmurais

HAY THERE — Junior business major Jocelyn Paul jumps among
one-half ton bales of hay along Rte. 116 in Sunderland on a recent

sunny day.
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WELCOME BACK UMASS
Andy's Pizza would like to extend an invitaiton to the

Freshman class of 1990, and all the returning students

to try the

HIGHEST QUALITY PIZZA

IN THE AMHERST AREA
we also offer a wide variety of menu items:

Pizzas, Grinders, Dinners, & Salads

FAST FREE DELIVERY

>i<^'^

,.c^^
^-°t^AO

»*

256"8147 or 256"8148 Delivery Hours 4 pm - ? in house liquor liscense
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MostCofle^Students

WouldJumpAfflie ChanceTo

Kckl^)ARwQuickBucks.

Businesses welcome
return of students

'•""a ,,, j^,.,
. ( "I

t^ kimn 6<«rt<. Amk,-rM. MA UUM>i
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WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
Tired of the same old Chinese food, Pizza and

Sandwiches - Discover A FINE AFFAIR. Gourmet

food at prices you can afford!

WEEKLY SPECIALS
SUCH AS

Lasagna
Salad & French bread

B> .JKFFHV HAK'IASU
Collf^ian Siair

Karh year at tlic fiid ot

May, thousands (•f'stiuit'iit:-

tVoiii the fivi' collc^'cs let urn

honu', and most Amlu'ist

businesses settle into a

quiet summer. But each

Aufjust, as students prepare

to return, local merchants

rustle in anticipation.

Some businesses rely on

students for more than hall

their sales, such as Hair

Kast in downtown Atnherst,

and Peter Pan Bus Lines, at

the University of

Ma.ssachusetts.

"Students are our
business." said Faye
Willams. office manager of

Peter Pan. "We are the on

ly major bus company in

this area; we rely heavily on

students for our busine.ss."

Vicki Lardides. manager
olHair Ea.st said "About 75

i

3:00pm 3:01pm 3:02pm

Well, now you can. With Shawmut's 24-

hour Electronic Tellers, conveniently

located on or near your campus.

Just come down to any of our offices,

open an account, and receive your per-

sonal Shawmut Card It gives you the ulti-

mate banking convenience: access to your

account, where you need it, when you

need it, for just about whatever you need.

What's more, you'll find that your

Shawmut Card will allow you to get cash

at hundreds of other Shawmut Electronic

Tellers, as well as CASH Network® auto-

mated tellers in places like supermarkets

and other participatingbank locations, all

across the state.

We also have just the right kinds of

accounts to fit your needs. The Shawmut

Student Checking Account and Shawmut

Flat-Fee Checking Account, for example,

require no minimum balance. While the

Shawmut Regular Savings Account pays

interest on your deposits and allows you

vap to four free withdrawals per month.

Plus our financial counselors are always

available to help.

So hurry and open your account

soon. Because when it comes to 24-hour

banking, the convenience of Shawmut

will not only have you jumping for a few

quick bucks, it will have you jumping -

for joy!

Get a jump on getting your Shawmut Card. Mail in this coupon

today or call 1-800-SH^MUT for information.

WE'RE THE ANSWER.

Name

Permanent Address

School

School Address
DC-9/3

Account Desired (Please check one): D Student Checkme Account

D Flat-Fee Checking Account D Reeular Savings Account

Please send me more information alwut allof these accounts.

Send to: Shawmut Customer Information Centei;

PO. Box 1365, Framingham, MA 01701

Shawmut
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Across
5. fast, quality copies

9. great ser\ ice

12. convenient hours

14. binding

Down
1

.

passport photos

2. friendly staff

3. flyers, brochures, reports

4. much, much more.

LookToUs For Direction.

Visit us at Lincoln Campus Center or at our offices at

11 Amity Street and 243 Triangle Street.

Great copies. Great people.

220 No. Pleasant St

253-2543
OPEN EARLY OPEN LATE OPEN WEEKENDS

ptiitiii lit (lui iiislomcf.^ ;ii"('
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( )l In i> businesses such as

Dihimi's restauiitnt and the

Ciillr^u' Drug Store, also in

downtown Amherst, receive

a smaller hut welcome boost

111 sales.

"The return of the

students probably adds
another .'30 percent of sales

to our business, " said Chick

Delano, owner of Delano's.

Most of the businesses,

regardless of how much
sales increase, prepare for

the students' return by of-

fering special sales.

Russell's Package Store,

for instance, runs different

liquor sales to entice

students to do business with

them, according to part

owner (ierald Russell.

Domino's Pizza offers

-pecial coupons in the stu

(liMit directory Other
i>usinessi s. like tlu' ( 'ollege

Drug Store. re(»rganize then-

line of products to fit the

St udeiit > needs.

Besides the (.ash. local

merchants said the students

l)iing the town to life.

"The town is dead without

the students. Its like a big

awakening. We look for

ward to having them back."

said Williams.

• Pilecki
(itnhnui'd (mm pa^e I

Saying the job offer was
>iirt of a humane thing,"

Uutfey added that the ex-

tent of Pilecki's behavior

that he knew about in

March 'is not acceptable

behavior, but it's not

necessarily a criminal mat;

ter. We know this is so-

meone who's very sick.

The .studv has been put on

hold and the $70.0()() budget

icipiest has been rescinded.

Dukakis acknowledged in

June that he had been

aware of the allegations in

January. He said he discuss

ed the problem with then

regents chairman David

Beaubien. Dukakis said he

told Beaubien to "look into

it." but did not request to be

kept informed of

developments in the case.

Dukakis said he was not

aware of the $10,000 settle-

ment. Beaubien
acknowledged he did know
of the payment.
Dukakis named former

Superior Court judge

Rudolph F. Pierce to look in

to the handling of the case

by the board of regents and
WSC trustees.

In his report, issued last

Thursday. Pierce criticized

Beaubien, saying he should

"have taken control of this

matter" and investigated

the assault complaint as

well as the ""educat kukiI cx

perience" pinblcm, pointing

out that the student should

ha\i" been ijuestioned by

stall- oi'licial.N. but never

was.

Pierce said, though, that

he found no evidence of a

cover up by slate officials.

"Nothing duplicitous was
motivating those who par-

ticipated in this settlement

for the board of regents,"

the report said.

An earlier report issued

by the Post Audit Commit-
tee of the Massachusetts

House of Representatives

also said there was no
evidence of a cover-up in the

regents' handling of the

affair
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Volunteers help bells break Old ChapePs long silence
By MEREDITH CDTTESMAN
Collegian Staff

While the Towei Library has recently received much

attention for its staii- of disrepair and on-going renova

tion, the Old Chapil, just to the south of the tower, has

not gone completelx unnoticed.

The clock in the stLiple. which has been functioning on

and off for years, and the bells, which have been silent,

are now working corifttly. For the past two months

University of Massachusetts employees have donated

their spare time to repair the steeple works.

The project to get the chapel bells and clock working

again started as a spin ofT of Mass Transformation, a

volunteer cleanup project of the Tower Library started in

the spring.

Richard Nathorsl. a planner at the physical plant, said

that spirit for the chapel project caught on rapidly.

•'There's this tremendous latent energy that is just tak-

ing off with the Mass Transformation idea." he said.

Grant Ingle, duector of the Universitv's Office of Human

Collegian photo by I'aul l)^smarai^

Richard Colton, left, and Richard Nathorst work on keyboard for a hand-operated carillon

in the Old Chapel bell tower. The bells are rung every Sunday.

Collegian photo by Paul DeBmarais

The clock tower at the Old Chapel once

again tells the correct time, and chimes on the

hour, after UMass employees donated their

time to the renovation of the tower over the

summer.

Relations, commented on the chapel cleanup. "The clock

didn't work. The bells didn't work because they were

gummed up with pigeon guano."

Richard T. Colton of the biochemistry department, said

work on the chapel has been ongoing for two months, and,

while the bells and clock are now functioning, the work

is not completed.

"We're going to work to maintain it. Before nothing had

worked because the pigeons had made it their little

home," Colton said.

"We've cleaned out all the pigeon manure from the bells

and we're taking steps to put up anti-pigeon mesh in the

steeple."

The 11 bronze bells will be cleaned and polished this

year.

They will also be rotated so that the sides which take the

hammer when the bells are rung can rest. The biggest

bell, installed in 1892, was once used to call students to

classes and meals. The other 10 bells were installed with

the carillon in 1937. The bell in the chapel spire will ring

the hour, and the hand operated carillon bells now chime

in concert on Sunday afternoons for the first time since

1972, when a noise pollution ordinance passed by the

Amherst town council silenced the music.

Another carillon with electronic speakers, donated by

the Class of 1952, was found in working order in the

chapel, Ingle said. It will be installed in the tower library

and should be functioning in time for the Mass Transfor-

mation celebration this month.

The Old Chapel was built 100 years ago at a cost of

$31,000. The building was originally used for weekly

religious services, and was the original library on cam-

pus, long before the Goodell Library, or its towering next-

door neighbor were ever conceived.

VALLEY BOOKS SEE THE
LIGHT

OVER 50,000 USED PAPERBACKS
& HARDBACKS AT GREAT SAVINGS

Academic and Popular

Paperbacks In All Subjects

SAVE NOW
Carriage Shops - Downtown Amherst

Mon-Sat 10-5:30 Sunday 12-5

549-6052

DESK LAMP
many styles and
colors to choose

from

Swing Arm Lamp
Starting as

low as

$12.95

OPEN
M-F 9-5

WED 9-9

SAT 11-3

Located in the Campus Center

^UNIVERSITY
MmSTORED

I

I

WE ARE PLEASED
TO ANNOUNCE 2GOOD ^

REASONS WHY YOU

SHOULD BUY YOUR
I

Vext oxfordcloti

\ \button down
p

FROM US.

V

V

1.$7

2. We're closer than Freeport, Maine

100<V» -»«,,«-»
COTTON (a $31.00

- 7^0

New Regular Price! $24.00

60/40 _ _- __
DURAPRESS <a S29.00

- 7.00

New Regular Price! $22.00

Our all cotton and polyester/cotton long sleeve oxford cloth

dress shirts from Sero have gotten even better, they ve

come down in price! Original quality and comfort at a new

and more comfortable price. Available in your choice of white

or blue. Purchase in an assorted box of

three for even greater savings.

The House of Walsh and Sero

. . . nothing is obvious except the quality.

^ottse^fWaist)
32 Men St Amherst '253 :i301 • Mon Sot P b 30

THE CAMPUS CENTER/
STUDENT UNION BOARD OF
GOVERNORS are accepting job

applications for the following positions:

GOVERNORS PROGRAM COUNCIL COORDINATOR

DISPLAY COORDINATOR

PUBLIC RELATIONS COORDINATOR

BUILDING OPERATIONS COORDINATOR

VENDING COORDINATOR

SPACE ALLOCATIONS/EDO COORDINATOR

SPECIAL PROJECTS COORDINATOR

THe & O Cj i^THc

all positions are part time, with flexible schedules ... you must be currently enroll-

ed at UMASS/AMHERST campus ... applications deadline is THURSDAY,

SEPTEMBER 18th at 5:30 pm ... for more info please call 545-0198 or stop by

our office at 817 Campus Center

the BOG is an EO/AA employer. Women and minorities encouraged

to apply. An opportunity to gain valuable experience in your major field.

•GaVIIN VaVILILaVIDILIE caicieieip]

EXIPIEICIIENCIE

Town Hall
receives repair
By PEDRO M. FEREIKA
Collejjian StafT

Thi' town of Amherst is leachiuu into its treasury to

repair sections of the Town Hall and to in.stall a handicap

ramp, .said a town ofTicial.

An enu'it-ency fund will be u.sed to repaif part of the

Town Hall's exterior back wall before bricks be^nn fall

injj off. said assistant Town Manager Michael Eetcher.

A Sprin^ffield contractor was scheduled to bejiin the

repair, who.se estimated co.st is $4500. last Wednesday,

but rainy weather cau.sed a delay, said Letcher. "Keep

\ne bricks from falling from the building" by replacmg

them and installing new gutters, he said, is only part of

major renovations in the entire structure, which has stood

in the town's center since 1889.

Federal government revenue sharing requires that the

Town Hall be handicap accessible. That, however, is not

the most important reason for the renovations. Letcher

said Not having a handicap accessible Town Hall has

•'been a real embarra.ssment," he said, because Amherst

is one of the mo.st handicap accessible communities of the

commonwealth.
An estimated $226,000 budget for a large wheelchair

ramp on the south end of the building, handicap accessible

doors, elevators and restrooms has been approved at a

town meeting.

Letcher added that the air conditioning and electrical

systems, and the roof will also undergo repairs, in addi-

tion to the installment of new floor linoleum.

Currently, the town is seeking a slate roof worker to

renovate tJie building's roof. "We have slate falling off

the roof because what we have done in the past is patch

the roof," Letcher said, recalling a slate falling incident

three weeks ago

The falling slate did not hurt anyone, Letcher said.

"That was a freak occurrence," he said, 'I would be inore

afraid of (frozen) snow falling off the roof."

Because not many slate roofs exist anymore, he said.

you have to have a .special worker to take a l(M)k at it.

That person will al.so tell us how much it will cost."

Money for the roof renovation will conn- from an

operating budget. Letcher said.

He added that the building is •substantially better"

than modern s«. uctures and pos.ses.ses "a lot ot hir^lorical

significance.'

No (ine li-om the town's inspection service-. \va- .n.iil.ihle

lor comment on thi- renovations

l'<illi-Kian pholo l>> Nick Soki)l«ff

About $4,500 will be spent by the town of

Amherst for emergency work on the town hall

including installing a handicap ramp and
shoring up bricks on the back wall of the

building, pictured here.

IDOVE i

Fast, Accurate Typing

of

• Resumes
• Term Papers
• Dissertations

79 South Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass 01002

256-1335

253-7480

s
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TRAVEL UNLIMITED
228 Triangle St.

Amherst
AIRLINE, CRUISES, HOTEL & CAR
RESERVATIONS, TOURS & CHARTERS

'549-7117

Also returning tomorrow in the Collegian: Bloom County, Dooneshury,

and The Far Side.

And introducing two new student features: Bat Brain and Campus

Pond.

* Legal
Services

AL-BUMS
DON'T FORGET WE
BUY • SELL • TRADE
USED LP's CASS CD'S

POSTER C^, ^
^yie 12" '^ %

^\'^ A5's CUi^^

SUNGLASSES ^-^S^^'

181 N. Pleasant St Amherst 253-7137

(•antinued from paffv 2

DiMare later said he did

not "in any way question

his integrity."

Shur's report, filed May
30, states,"There is no ques-

tion but that the right to sue

has contributed to the
adversarial relationships
which presently exist on the

campus," but that "The
right to sue is neither in-

herently wrong nor illegal."

In his conclusion, Shur
refrained from saying
whether the right to sue

should be removed. He does

write that "one of the pro-

blems with the current LSO
posture is that it appears to

retard communication bet-

ween the two systems...Both

constituencies must seek to

reopen these lines of com-

munication."

BANKOFNEW ENGLAND*
WEST

Serving All Your Banking Needs.

A Western Massachusetts Tradition.
©24-Hour Banking-New England Banker

• Saturday Banking Hours -9 a.m. to 12*

• Easy Access Drive-up Window*
* Except 1 King Street

CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
AMHERST/HADLEY
0454RusseUSt., Rte. 9

Hadley
584-0355

FLORENCE
60 Main Street

584-0355

EASTHAMPTON
5 Main Street

584-0355

NORTHAMPTON
1 King Street

0Drive-up, 43 King Street

584-0355

Connecting all offices: (800) 332-8532

Bank of New England Corporation 1986 Member FDIC
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Get some real experience at:

The Massachusetts Daily

Collegian

Now accepting applications for writers in:

• NEWS
• SPORTS
• ARTS
• BLACK AFFAIRS
• GAY & LESBIAN ISSUES
• PHOTOGRAPHY
• WOMEN S ISSUES
• EDITORIALS
No experience neccessary. We provide it.

Come down the , .

Center to Room li:i next to

tut an OLplication.

Also accepting applications for the follow-

ing paid positions: Associate News Editor,

Librarian, graphics, and night drivers.

/hi (ollegian. \\ " f)uild careers.

.w///^y//^/wyy^^^^^^^

Asbestos
removal
incomplete
By JOHN YONCE
Collegian Staff

Exposed asbestos has been

removed from a room in Ar-

nold House, but the removal

of the known carcinogen is

only about 5 percent com-

plete, according to the

supervisor of the removal

operation.

The asbestos in that

building prompted students

la.st spring to form the

"Room 10 Committee,"
named for a room in the

building with exposed
asbestos, to address the

need to remove asbestos on

campus.
In addition to Arnold

House, hazardous a.sbestos

was removed over the sum-

mer from Tobin Hall and

Hampden Dining Commons
in the Southwest Residen-

tial Area, according to

physical plant operations

supervisor Peter Wozniak.
"We've got lots of work

done over the summer,"
said physical plant opera-

tions supervisor Peter Woz-

niak. "Basically we're

handling emergencies —
although we'd love to get

out of that business."

Wozniak .said that most of

the removal is 'maintenance

related." done when normal

maintenance exposes the

asbestos and necessitates its

removal.

UMass has beefed up the

crews handling the removal

process. Currently there are

two crews of three working

full time to remove the

hazards — double the

amount of people last

spring.

Wozniak said it will take

about 5 to 7 years and $7 to

8 million before removal is

complete.

Asbestos was used as an

insulation from the 1940s to

about 1972, and becomes

dangerous when it

crumbles, releasing fibers

into the air. The fibers,

when inhaled, have been

tied to cancer of the lung,

esophagus, colon and other

organs.

WELCOME BACK
UMASS

Bell's serves only the highest quality

cheeses, meats & sauces

We don't cut comers or quality just to lower the

price so we don't deliver

253-9051, 549-11311 65 University Drive Amherst

LEE UTILITIES

FASHION & FUNCTION

READY FOR ANY ADVENTURE

«500 off

ANY LEE JEAN

WITH THIS COUPON

'5"° off any nnen's basic jeans or

women's basic or fashion jeans.

Choose from the all new styles by

LEE Utilities or choose your old

favorites like the London Rider.

LEE* UTILITIES CARGO POCKET JEAN
Fashion and function that's ready for any adventure. Our

cargo jean features stitched front cargo pockets, utility back

pockets, a 2" waistband, and an inverted "baggy" silhouette.

CLOTHES TOGO
The brand that fits:

NORTHAMPTON Hamp Plaza near Big Y

GREENFIELD 156 Main St., Downtown

Pioneer Valley Data Equipment;

^^m^- fT'cfudent
pel

I

--^o^'
Tvldeofermi

.rfer rentals
aval

. 259 Triangle Str-eet

Amherst 543-1 01*7

ilab'e



It's All New - It's For You
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Savings Experience Ever jMi9^
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FREE*FREE
COKE

Diet Coke, Caffeine Free,
or Coke Classic

with coupon

WITH COUPON AND $7 50 PURCHASE EXCLUDING CIGARETTES LIMIT ONE PER
CUSTOMER FAMILY VALID AUGUST 31 THRU SEPTEMBER 6 AT LOUIS FOODS
NEWMARKET CENTER
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I FREE*FREE
1YOGURT
I

I
Columbo All Natural Yogurt 8 oz

I
with coupon
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I WITH COUPON AND $7 50 PURCHASE EXCLUDING CIGARETTES LIMIT ONE PER

I
CUSTOMER FAMILY VALID AUGUST 31 THRU SEPTEMBER 6 AT LOUIS FOODS
NEWMARKET CENTER
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clcome to the ali new Lotiis Foods at

Newmarket Center. Be our guests to the most

pleasurable shopping experience ever!

Our new Louis' is designed with you in mind.

More Great Quality Products. More Great Friendly

Service. More Great Values in Every Department.

More Great Savings for You.

Come visit the supermarket that you won't

believe . . . and be our guest.

i

SAVE 15"f

I on any

I STATIONERY ITEM
WITH COUPON
LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER 945

SAVE 15^
on any item from

LOUIS FLORAL DEPT.

W

1

LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER 939

1
SAVE 25^

! on the Loius

i
SALAD BAR

• 11b or more

FREE*FREE
SPRING
WATER

Gallon o\ Vermont Natural

Spring Water
WITH COUPON AND $7 50 PURCHASE EXCLUDING CIGARETTES LIMIT ONE PER
CUSTOMER FAMILY VALID AUGUST 31 THRU SEPTEMBER 6 AT LOUIS FOODS
NEWMARKET CENTER

^ith coupon
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WITH COUPON
LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER 943

SAVE 15<f

PKG. OF ROLLS
OR BREAD

from Louis in store bakery
' WITH COUPON
t LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER 938

I

r
SAVE 151=

on any in store

LOUIS PIZZA

I

SAVE 25f
on any

WITH COUPON
^IMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER 942

LESS THAN V2 MILE FORM SOUTHWEST
CORNER OF AMITY ST. & UNIVERSITY DR.

!
SAVE 25^

ON 11b OR MORE
I

Louis Bulk Food Dept
I

JWITH COUPON
,

LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER 941

I

SAVE 25^
on lib or more of Fresh

GROUND COFFEF

iPKG. OF CHEESE
I

from Lois Cheese Shop
I WITH COUPON
I LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER 937

SAVE 251^
on any

PAPERBACK BOOK
from Louis Book Nook

WITH COUPON
LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER 936

I

WITH COUPON
LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER

SAVE 25f
on any

ENTREE
from Louis Hot Food Dept.

940
! WITH COUPON
LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER

f
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In four sections:

• News
• Living
• Arts
• Sports
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BACK TO SCHOOL
ONE subject notebook loopg

FIVE subject notebook zoopg

WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

.99

$1.29

^im FIBERTRIM

$4.99

COLGATE TOOTHBRUSH re® W
COLGATE SHAVE CREAM noz $1.29

Coigate^m\ 9

KERI LOTION
6.5 ounce

TAMPAX 40s

$3.39

reg 3.99 $1.89

SOAP DISHES

TOOTHBRUSH HOLDERS 290
Wllkenson Disposable Razors ^Z'> each

Kleenex Tissues 250s $1.09

Papermate Pens IQ'^ each

Lega\ Pads 59« each

Men & Women's Zores (flip flops) 99<'

Flexcare Rinse & Storage Solution 12oz $3.99

Curity Plastic 1" Bandages (30s) $1.59

Q-Tips 400s $2.99

WITH ANY
$5.00 purchase

FREE
#2 PENCIL

COUPON EXPIRES 9/30

CURITY
SUPER SOFT

PUFFS

49«

COUPON EXPIRES 9/30

DrScholls
®

SANDALS
$9.89
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COUPON EXPIRES 9/30

10^ OFF ANY

PERFUME or COLONE
IN STOCK ONLY

COUPON EXPIRES 9/30

$2.00 OFF
TIMEJk

WATCHES

COUPON EXPIRES 9/30

ANY
PANTENE
SHAMPOO

$2.99

COUPON EXPIRES 9/30

6PK COKE

$1.5S

plus deposit

*>^*> "^-

COLLeCE
4 MAIN STREET, AMHERST

253-2523
MON-FRI 9-9, SAT 9-6, SUN 9-3

WE ARE A POSTAL STATION
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All the fun you ever wanted, but were afraid to ask
_ . . . u_x Tu*. r»iii%irm*ora. Ynii wouldn't belie

By ROB SKELTON
Collegian Staff

I've spent three years waiting in lines

outside the bars, and let me tell you, it is

one hell of an activity. I would be hard

pressed to name somethinj; which beats

thi- fun Ive had vvaitmg to get into

Amherst drinking establishments. If you

can settle for the more ofllieat second-best,

however, here is my recommended list:

The Maze. Located on the south side of

Alumni stadium, the Maze is an 8foot,

chain link fenced-in labyrinth sometimes

filled with drunk and stupid people,

sometimes not. Fun for some.

The Tunnels. Those who like the idea

of crawling through drainage tunnels can

enter the system across the street from

the we.st side of Boyden gym. Not for

everyone; watch heads.

The Observatory. Located at the sum-

mit of Orchard Hill, a short hike from the

dorms, the Scollege observatory is a nice

place to go almost any time.

The Junkyards. In an institution this

size, there have to be places to dispose of

the junk which cannot be brought

anywhere else. The art department com

mandeers some stuff, then leaves it in the

trees downhill from the Chancellor's

house. The rest is dumped near the bus

depot, a half-mile west of Engineering

East. Go.

The River. The Connecticut River,

which flows from northern New England

to the Connecticut shore, is close by. It's

wide, boatable, swimmable, and worthy

of some attention. The abandoned railroad

bridge running parallel to the Calvin

Coolidge bridge (Route 9) is good for a

thrill. Walk or ride across it.

The Coal Pile. Behind Tillson Farm

across East Pleasant St. is a road leading

to one of the biggest coal deposits in the

Pioneer Valley. The University has been

put under a court order to contain con

taminants which have been leaking into

Amherst lowlands, affecting water .sup

plies. Have a lotik at this landmark.

The Mountains. To the south is the

Holyoke Range, an east west chain which

includes Mt. Tom (night skiing in winter >.

North of Amherst, in Sunderland, is

Sugarloaf and Mt. Toby, two hikeworthy

areas at any time. North on Route 91. of

course, are the White Mountains of New
Hampshire and the Green Mountains of

Vermont.
The hilltowns. West of Northampton

of Route 9 are the thinly populated and

somewhat economically depressed

hilltowns. Exploring the area between

Florence and Pittsfield is a very in-

teresting lesson in geohistorical

demographic politics.

The Dumpsters. You wouldn't believe

what gets thrown away at UMass.

Good luck exploring.

This year's tobacco crop sprouts under protective netting, as seen

from Mt. Sugarloaf in Sunderland.

On campus and off, college living has pitfalls
n :.u .. .,..,,.1,. Tl-ii^ i< VI.ur R ;

By ILANA LEVENSON
Collegian Staff

Many students decide they are going to

move out of the dorms after sophomore

year and sever the umbilical cord of living

in a semi-controlled environment.

Anyone who has looked, found and suc-

cessfully moved into off-campus living

quarters knows this experience can involve

more hassles than getting classes in your

major.

Moving into an apartment requires more

than merely paying your rent. There are

numerous things to consider.

First of all don't assume anything. There

is nothing worse than moving into an

apartment with your buddies who told you

it would be $200 a month, and find that

necessities such as electricity and heat are

not included and will cost you more money

than your budget allows.

Don't sign a lease until you learn your

rights as a tenant. This is a sure way to

avoid situations where you find yourself

saying: "Gosh, I didn't know that if my

roommate made a hole in the wall that /

would be responsible since I am the only

one on the lease. After all / didn't do it."

Don't sublet to just anyone who offers you

or your roommates a few bucks. You never

know who is going to rummage through

vour personal belongings as if the word

'sublet meant "living in someone else s

apartment and being allowed to use

everything in the apartment and even

break things as they so desire." You may

be subletting to someone who gets then-

jollies by getting drunk and urinating off

vour roof. .

'
Don 7 let vour bills get overdue. Obvious-

ly it is easier said than done, but you will

suffer far less grief if you are firm about

insisting that rent and all other bills are

paid on time. After all. it is no fun to have

your phone turned off because two of your

four roommates didn't pay their share of

the bill. Besides that, no one can contact

you, which is sure to put a dent in your

social life (a priority) and will cost you $20

to get it turned on again. Wouldn't you

rather spend that $20 on important things

like...beverages??

There are some things that you should

do. You should sit down with your room-

mates and make decisions together. Do you

want to spend money on cable? Do you

want to buy your food separately, or do you

want to buy it together?

Do have each roommate give five dollars

a month to help pay for things such as toilet

paper, dishwashing liquid, and other

household supplies.

Do discuss a cleaning schedule. Everyone

should have the honor of cleaning each

room in the house; it must be done and if

everyone contributes, there are no com-

plaints about someone not doing their

share of the work. If you ignore the clean-

ing for too long, you end up with a kitchen

floor so sticky from spilled drinks that you

may one day find yourself stuck to the floor

with no one else home to rescue you froM

the mess.

Another matter that is a definite do is

discussing whether or not housemates are

going to allow boyfriends and girlfriends

to slyly move in. Declare limits. You dont

want to fight for the shower in the morn-

ing with your housemates" "significant

others."

The last, and most important thing, is to

simply try and get along with your

housemates — have some fun with them.

Just relax, and everyone can have a

wonderful time

By DODE B. LEVENSON
Collegian Staff

You often hear parents talking about col-

lege as "the greatest and free-est years of

their lives." They never lived in a UMass

dormitory.

Consider your new "home ' A bare 10

X 10' cell with two bunks, and a shelf with

your very own cubicle. They have bigger

rooms at Walpole. However, you get the

luxury of having someone to share all your

space with. And you get numerous oppor

tunities to be creative. Try to achieve in-

dividualism and uniqueness with exactly

the same room, same bed. same cubicle as

12.000 other students. Come to college and

be your own person. Right.

It's a wonderful experience being able to

have a living room/dining room/recreation

room/kitchen all in one. Less rooms to

clean. Of course there are a few minor

disadvantages:

Privacy. Try to have a "private conver-

sation" with your roommate only inches

away He or she will tell you, "Hey, just

pretend I'm not here." Then you begin to

discuss how you have a crush on a member

of the opposite sex, and "the invisible one

suddenly wants to know "who" are "we

talking about? Privacy and dorms are

mutuallv exclusive terms.

Music. Maybe you'll have the good tor

tune to move in with a punk rocker when

vour tastes tend to lean more towards

•classical" - and I don't mean classic rock.

You can't just go to your other room,

because there isn't one. You live in the

dorms. You can't go to the "lounge

because it is no longer called a lounge. It s

called "Swing Space" and four people also

call it "home." But at least you're free of

your nagging parents, right? Right.

Your R.A. Meet the only person on your

floor with a single. This is your R.A. -

Resident Parent (R.P.i would be more ap

propriate. These pe«)ple. while only a vear

or so older than you, can get you kicked out

of your prison cell home. They will also tell

you when you're making too much noise

and other folks cant sleep, talk, or study.

According to R.P. logic, the other 30 peo-

ple on your floor can't really express their

dissatisfaction with you playing

•'Eminence Front" at 20 decibels. That's

when the good ole Resident Parent steps

in. He or she has an uncanny ability to

sense when there is immense dissatisfac

tion with your floormates. How fortunate.

Freedom? Independence?

Meals. Presenting the UMass dormitory

restaurant. All the conveniences of home

complete with hot plate (you provide it),

microwave (you provide it) and oven (down

at the end of the hall, shared with only 299

other people in the dorm.) If the meal plan

cuisine has got you in the dumps, open a

can of your favorite Chef Boyardee entree,

plug in your illegal hot-plate and cook your

little heart out. Just like mom used to

make!

Parties. All of you starry-eyed freshfolks

out there who saw Animal Hou.se 100 times

and hope that you can achieve that "cer

tain academic atmosphere" so truly poi

traved in the film, forget it. You're in the

dorms now. and it iu.st doesn't work that

way. Let me clarify - ifs not that there

aren't enough sickos out there to begin a

demented new tradition, it"s just that the

dorm rooms were built to stifle such out

hursts of college expression Try getting

more than 30 people into a dorm room.

Yeehaw! Great party. The only thing miss-

ing from one of these famous dorm-room

parties/sweat baths is a towel and a shower

afterwards.

Car ownership holds many perils

C'ullrtrian photo hv Paul Deismarais

This sign should serve as a warning to

students to beware of where they park their

cars.

By JOHN YONCE
Collegian Staff

Students homesick for Boston need only keep an

automobile at the University of Massachusetts to be

treated to the full range of vehicular pleasures that Bean-

town is infamous for:
i^^orix,

Parking - If you're reading this and do not already

have a parking sticker for your car, forget parking you

car anvwhere near the center of campus, or near where

vou live, for that matter. Parking stickers are necessary

for parking, and the only stickers available are for ou ly-

ing lots. Waiting lists for the more popular lots, near the

dormitories, are as long as a year. Stickers are i.ssued for

a full year from Sept. 1 to Aug. 31, and range from $H

^""Tickets and towing - The UMass police department

is remarkablv efllcient at ticketing cars that don t have

the necessary sticker to park in a particular spot. More

than $500,000 worth of parking tickets were issued on

campus last year, with the proceeds going toward finan-

cial aid for students. Soon after they are ticketed, cars are

fair game for towing, courtesy of Amherst Towing, on Uld

Sunderland Road in North Amherst (on the Sunderland

bus route.) Be prepared to pay $40 to spring yovir car (plus

$10 for each additional day of incarceration), and that

doesn't include the cost of the ticket.

Vandalism - Cars are vandalized in every parking lot,

but the high crime lots are the P lots, lot 22 by the

Southwest Residential Area, and lot 41 behind the School

of Education. Car stereos are the favorite targets for

thieves, and the best advice is to simply lock your car and

hope for the best.

Pedestrians - There are lots of 'em, and they pretty

much rule the streets. Although it can l>e fru.st rating, have

some patience and let them cross, e.specially when it s

raining. Remember, they're getting w.t and you re not.

Repairs - In addition to all of the local garages, look

for posters or classified ads for people who work on cars;

thev're generally cheaper. Then again, you might be able

to con a friend into working on your car for a couple ot

six-packs.

Moochers - Especially if they live on campus, car

owners are very popular people. Rides to the grocery store,

to a party, or to the package store are popular requests.

Be kind - remember when you too were without wheels.

But be careful who you lend your car to the mellowest

person you know may be a nut behind the whee
.
When

in doubt, plead low on gas - no one will offer to help fill it.
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Opportunitie
for first-year
B> KATHHYN POHNEK
CoUejiian Staff

S.|HfinlH'r hiTal(i> th.- hcginniiiK of fall.

.1 luu tddtbali season and a new batch oi

ner\ (HIS looking: first year students, clut

ehsn^ cani|)U- ni;t|.- .md in|-( nm ihcinsfl\f>

tu ask for dneclions.

The sheer size of l lie I'Mi- > :tin|)u> i-

enough to make new studem> »(lu\ luii th.

biggest worry most face is hou to adjusi tn

dorm Hfe and establush friendsliip> -onu-

uf which w ill last a lifetime.

MovintJ from a city or hometown filled

w ilh friends and familiar sit,'hts to a college

that looks more like a strange city than

home sweet home for the next four years

could be traumatic. It may be a big change,

but keep a cool head, and remember that

5.000 other people are experiencing the

same thing you are — and that the other

20,000 already did

s are endless
students
Be fnendlv You'll make friends. Your

roommatf m- \m11 a-tli' t.wiihall player sit

ting next to you on the lii^t day of classes

wants to meet new people The dining com

nions. the librarv. the Hiitcli and tlu' Blur

\V;ill iire all places to meet new people.

Check out the campus. UMass is so vast

that you could be discovering one corner

right alongside a second or third year stu

dent who is discovering it for the first time

Walk around the lowers m Sdutliwe-t.

Wander up the hill of Orchard Hill. Play

basketball on Centrals courts. Stroll over

to Sylvan. Tennis courts, gymnasiums and

swimming pools are a few other social

places where new faces become familiar.

Meet all the people on your floor. Presto,

30 friends! While the dorms can be wild,

they also can be a great experience. So

meone on voui- floor from Hawaii? The Mid-

dle East? The Middle West' There are

enough people from backgrounds that dif-

fer from your own to make it worth your,

while to sav that first -Hi!" Although there

,s a lot of anxietv about whether or not you

will get along with your new roommate -

you'll manage.

As long as vou follow a few ground rules

.luh as coordinating studv .ciudulo. and

,l,MU-inuhnW thruthrl l.-ri- ihnul nX.T

night guests, loud music aiui .; a in pl.une

calls you'll be alright.

Whih' inanv .students make friends on

their respective Hoors. you shouldnt slop

there. This place is crawling with organiza

tions, movements, and student projects -

all looking for now members.

This campus is awash with student

groups with interests ranging from science

fiction, to bicycling; radical politics to con

servative politics.. .the list is as diverge a>

it is endless.

Art councils. Union Progiam Council (the

people who bring all the gi'eat concerts), the

(Ireek svstem. the CollvfiKtn and campus

sports are made up of people who like you.

were once new on campus.

All you have to do is pick the organiza
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tions that interest you. Look in the Col-

legian during the first few weeks of school

for the latest info. Better still, ju.st go to the

Student Union Building or Campus
Center, where many oflhe.se groups have

offices, and walk m and intrf)duce yourself

Ki'f|)in^ Nouiscll' involved with tlifsi- ac

tivitie:- SmII also llolp lo pi.-vollt ihi- nth.-i-

traditional crisis. !ioiiir>ukness. When a

call trom home leaves you wi.shing tor voui

own room al home and your pel-, li \ and

comfort yourself knowing a lot ofoih.-i peo

pie mis.- their old room, and that lamiliai

llir style.

If you ail' !ki\ miu an extremely difTicult

time adjusting. ih-'M- is always someone

you can talk to vour HA. a friend from

home, or sdincoiM at Miulal Health Ser-

vices. There are 50.000 ears on campus -

\(tu're bound to find one that will listen.

During the first few months on campus,

be prepared for anything. The first year of

college is a time to meet new people and

encounter new ideas Be open — you can

expose yourself to a whole new environ

ment and set the course for your college

experience.
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TERMINAL
RENTALS
Rent a
terminal

from us for

as little as

$115 per semester.

Call for details

Deposit and Mass tax extra.

ISIComputerWtorks
228 Triangle Street Amherst

54d-7133
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Thornes Mkt. 549-7379

ISO Main St. Northampton
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Down
To

GREENPEACE
All Addit T-Shirts, $5.00

with this coupon

CLOTHING/BOOKS/TOYS/RECORDS/GIFTS

Mon-Sot 9:30-& pm
Thurs ti> 9:00

Sun 12-

Dear Students
Don't wait until your

senior year to find

FINES . . .

the place for basics . .

^^.^'.

l-^itr Men and Women
... IN NORTHAMPTON

Levi's
JEAMSVA/EAR

\>
VfoorrucrL

I $5.00

I
OFF

with this coupon and

$5.00 I

OFF !
*m '4

Chamois, Flannels,

Wools and

Outdoor Gear

1! » k

expires

93086

your student I.D.

on any Levi

product

®
For

Men and Women

HIKING & WORKING BOOTS
SPORTO • HERMAN • SORELS

•All-Cotton Turtlenecks # 12 colors

•Chinos basic colors - X4
•Gorgeous Sweaters - Argyles, Brushed Virgin Wools, Norwegian Patterns

FINE'S
Downtown Northampton - 36 Main St

open Thursday til 9:00 pm

Trust fund requires cooperation

to avoid controversy, Donant says
By PHIL SERAFINO
Collegian Staff

Randy Donant will tell you that his job, while enjoyable

and challenging, is definitely not easy.

The California native has been director of the Student

Activities Office at the University of Massachusetts for

five and a half years and he is responsible for overseeing

the Student Activities Trust Fund. He has seen plenty of

controversy surround him in that time, most of it because

of the nature of his job.

Problems have arisen because Donant sees himself as

ultimately responsible for the fiscal health of the trust

fund, while Student Government Association leaders have

often said that he has usurped their power to allocate and

manage the student funds.

Donant says that since students pay a mandatory ac-

tivities fee to the trust fund, the trustees of the Universi-

ty have to designate administrators to oversee the finan-

cial and personnel areas of the trust fund.

'•This trust fund has had a history of adver-

sarialism . . . at times some ofmy actions have been

seen as arbitrary."
- Randy Donant, director of Student Activities.

'That's the primary responsibility I have. Now how I

exerci.se that is really key." Donant said.

The key. in my belief, is to try to create a more col-

lal)orative environment and try and look at new ideas.

This trust fund has had a history of adversarialism.

\\ hich makes that style very difficult, and so at times some

of my actions have been .seen as arbitrary,"' he said.

He says that "the role of students as leaders of the SGA,

their opinions and the things they desire to take place in

the trust fund" aie major elements of the trust fund, "but

inherent in that also is the role of the administrative stafT,

and if we could just work together in the development of

quality decisions.. .it's amazing how many positive things

we've accomplished despite the adversarialism."

After a little pressing, Donant said that increased

discussion between himself and student leaders is one of

his more important achievements. 'I think dialogue has

begun," he said. "I've always tried to maintain myself as

an accessible person, for better or worse. My door is usual-

ly always open. Communication is beginning to to take

place
'

The budgeting process for the trust fund has been the

root of conflicts between Donant's office and the SOA.

Each year the budgets committee of the undergraduate

senate passes a budget allocating the money in the trust

fund, 40 percent that comes from the $88 each student

pays in mandatory activities fees every semester and 60

percent that is generated by the student groups

themselves, through fund-raising and business activity.

The budget is then passed by the full senate and sent

to Donant and Dennis Madson, vice-chancellor for student

affairs, for approval.

"We really are a kind of centralized administrative body

for this trust fund," Donant said.

Controversy arose last November after Donant and Mad

son, in a memo circulated among SGA leaders, li.sted seven

actions to be taken in the budget process for the fiscal year

1987. These actions included disallowing an increase in

the activities fee for this year; a cap on spending for SGA
operations, registered student organization operations,

and campus publications; and disallowing a special

reserve to be set up from fiscal year 1987 funds before all

other budget items are fully funded.

The special reserve would have included funding for

campus concerts.

Student leaders were outraged by the memo; a coalition

of campus groups was organized, and a rally was staged

to protest the administrators' actions, which they term-

ed "a direct violation of .students' rights," because the

trust fund is composed of student money. The

undergraduate senate and the Campus Center Board of

Governors called for Donant's resignation.

"I think as an underlying theme, the November 19

memo was a student rights issue from the SGA's point

of view. For me it was a memo of responsibility. " Donant

said.

"To my way of thinking, students who were in leader-

ship positions in the SGA - not the last administration

because they weren't a part of it. but the previous two

years — were in a role to exercise some leadership and

give direction. For various reasons, that did not happen.

The trust fund at that time was heading down a very

serious path toward increased deficits.

"I had literally run out of options, so I made a rather

strong statement, fully aware of the fallout. I hope those

days are over," Donant said.

"Our goal is to serve students and to diversify and pro-

vide quality programming, and yet be accountable for the

programs that we put on. I'm optimistic we'll see that

day," Donant said.

(ollcKi'in photo by I'aul I)«-*,inurui!>

Randy Donant, director of the Student Ac-

tivities Office.

Donant says that working with the students is essen-

tial, but his role and that of the administration cannot

be ignored.

•When you have a mandated lee. there are strings at

tached tothat. and I'm part of the strings. I try to work

with the SGA - its not always possible," Donant said.

Another achievement Donant is proud of is the cur

riculum program of the SAO. which provides students

with a transcript of activities they participated in at the

University; the program dovetails with one of his goals

for the future - "increased emphasis on the eduiational

opportunities that student activities provide iiuiivuiuals

who choose to participate."

Donant is also excited about the Student Activities Sup-

port Fund, which was initiated last year. The fund will

provide money to student organizations who. as their

primary goal, sponsor events that educate on social

awareness issues.

"A lot of awareness weeks would be eligible to make

fund requests. Students had to go around passing, literal-

ly, cups to chancellors and vice-chancellors to raise money,

and now it's been consolidated into one stop
"

The controversy of the past fall has subsided slightly,

but Donant said the tough choices ive not over for himse\f

.N(iMi<<'</ iifi next /><i*4<

UNIVERSITY

HtALTH

SERVICES

LHEabTH
EDUCaTlON

HEALTH PROMOTION PROGRAMS I PEER PROGRAMS NUTRITION:

MULTI-SESSION

• FIRST AID
• SMOKERS INDEPENDANCE
• STREE MANAGEMENT
• BACK PAIN
• PARENTING

Registration required, so call early Some programs have

a small fee, partially refunded at program's end.

SINGLE SESSION
Workshops are available, upon request

for such topics as:

.rnNTRACEPTION -HUMAN SEXUALITY

:'rape"^w«reness -S^XhS"""
.STRESS (AND 'DENTftL HEALTH

RELAXATION) .SMOTHERS
•AIDS

Call 549-2671, Ext. 181 to request a program

for your dorm, group or RSO at your location!

Credited courses offer

unique training as:

Peer Sexuality Educators

Peer Alcohol Educators

Peer Health Promoters

A great opportanity to obtain academic

credit, vocational training, and provide

Mrvlce to classmates. Call 549-2671 for

information, ask for Health Edacatlon.

CONTRACEPTION

INFORMATION
What method should I use''

Where can I obtain accurate informa-

tion^ For answers to your questions,

check out the OPTIONS FOR
CONTRACEPTION

MON & THURS 3 P.M.

TUES & WED (COED) 7 P.M.

HEALTH CENTER • ROOM 302

SINGLE SESSION Weight Control -

Weekly - no registration

just walk in - Tuesdays 5:30-

6:30 Room 304. UHS.

INDIVIDUAL COUNSELING: eating problenns,

sports nutrition, diabetes, high

blood pressure ... call 549-2600

for appointment.

SNACKSENSE - Information at campus center,

dorms, WMUA radio spots.

STOP - The student Op-

portunity Program offers

group and individual ses-

sions to students whose

alcohol related behavior

is causing problems.

DIABETES EDUCATION
Topics; dorm living,

eating, sports/exercise,

college transitions, self-

care skills. For informa-

tion call 549-2600.

DENTAL EDUCATION:
A short session is required before cleaning appointmetns

can be made. Call 545-2400 for dates, times. &

registration.
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44 items make
a room a home
By JEFFRY BARTASH
Collegian Staff

No experience in college is drearier than entering a

dorm room bare of essentials. If one listens closely, o.-.e

can hear the agonizing moans of rooms suffering from in-

attention. Do you want that to happen to your room? If

not, revel in this heretofore unrevealed list of forty-four

items necessary to form an exquisitely-equipped dorm

room;

It A refrigerator (and not the one from the Chicago).

How else are you going to keep your beer cold?

2) Beer.

3) Beer posters, bright and colorful.

4 1 Masking tape.

5) A rug (Grateful Dead designs preferred).

6) A color television. Black and white gives me a fright.

7) A VCR.
8) An excellent antenna.

9 1 A stereo, not a radio.

10> A power booster, for loud music.

Ill Headphones, for when your music is bothering

others.

12) Ear muffs, for when their music is bothering you.

13) A sledgehammer, for when you can't take it

anymore.
14) R.A. spray; to keep the pests away.

15 » A submachine gun; to thwart intruders.

16) An extra curtain.

17) Decorative bedspreads.

18) Extra lamps, with brilliant fluorescent colors.

19) A couch (double bed foldout, if possible).

20) A bar.

21) A bar set.

22) Bar glasses.

23) A Blender.

24) Lots of black and blue paint. After all, the rooms

art' beat up.

25) Cards.

26) Dice.

27) A scrabble board!

28) A table.

29) A cloth to wipe drinks spilled on the table.

30) "Party naked" T-shirts.

311 Neon lights for living after midnight.

32) A large digital clock with large digits that you can

see with your bleary morning eyes.

33) But one that won't sing or dance or wake everyone

else up.

34) A bar of Coast deodorant soap, the eye opener.

35) A coffee pot.

36) Air freshener — no more stale beer air!

37) A vacuum cleaner.

38) Unbreakable wall-to-wall mirrors (I'm just a big

ego...).

.39) A can of RAID; it kills bugs dead (and anything else

that's bothering you).

40) Extra strength PENICILLIN.
41) Two roommates who will not kill each other before

the semester's end.

42) Two roommates who recognize what the word party

means.
43) Two roommates who recognize, yes, recognize, what

the word study means.

44) Two roommates who can display grade point

averages above a 3.0, despite a severe case of partyitis.

* Donant
mutinui'il fn<rn pane r>

or the SGA.
"I think there's a real need for us to begin to take a look

at our priorities. That came out in the November 19

memo. We do have limited resources. We have limited

space. The fi-e isn't going to keep going up. We're going

to reach a limit.

"I think the Student Government Association and the

staff that supports it need to come to grips with what its

priorities are. I don't think we can be all things to all stu-

dent groups. Eventually you either have mediocre pro-

grams which try to serve everybody or you have quality

programs which not only serve, but recognize the diver-

sity of this university.

"What program is more important than another? Should

we have a student newspaper at the expense of a radio

station, or vice-versa? Should we be more sensitive to peo-

ple of color and the unique programs they contribute to

this campus?
"You get to the point where you're going to have to come

to grips with answering some of those questions."

Part of the solution to these tough questions, Donant

says, lies in the SATF Review Commission, which was

formed as a result of the controversy last November. The
10-member commission is composed of students and staff.

The board will explore the direction and priorities of the

trust fund and advise the undergraduate senate and the

senate budgets committee, Donant says.

Donant expressed a sense of resignation over the con-

troversy that he sees as inherent in his job, in which deci-

sions are made "that are not going to win popularity con-

tests, and yet you make that decision because you think

it's best for those people most affected by the decision.

"But I really try to weigh the pros and cons and make
a decision that I think is in the best interest of this trust

fund. And that's a guiding principle."

NOW HIRING
• LINE,SAUTE, AND PREP COOKS
•ALSO DISHWASHERS
• DAY AND EVENING SHIFTS
• PART/FULL TIME AVAILABLE
•EXPERIENCED WAIT PEOPLE ONLY

APPLY NOW AT JUDIES
IN AMHERST

wy^mm BoOKSHOFim
S|>«ciAlizing in the Humanitici & Suc'iaI Sctrncvs

TILE^HONE
(4131 253-3044

27 N Pleasant St
AMHERST. MA O) 002
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BackToCampus

r FROZEN FOODS

• PIZZA*

• ICE CREAM &

NOVELTIES •

• FROZEN DINNERS •

• BREAKFAST TREATS •

• ICE CUBES*

; (Tteod NOTEBOOK
10" 2 X 8 • 70 sheets

: notebook REG 99'

BUY 1

GET 1

. WRITE BROS.

10 pack of pens

REG SI 79

YOUR CHOICE

FREE

DRY GROCERIES

• SUGAR • COFFEE •

• BREADS* SOUP •

• PEANUT BUHER •

• SALT • JELLY •

• CEREAL

•

L

STATIONARY DEPT.

^ART SUPPLIES

^SOCIAL STATIONARY

»> DRAFTING SUPPLIES

^MAILING SUPPLIES

,x NOTEBOOKS

^GLUE AND TAPE

^HIGHLIGHTERS &

MAKERS
^STAPLERS &

PAPER CLIPS

,^TAGS & LABELS

TYPING SUPPLIES

^WRITING INSTRUMENTS

and much,

much more

OTHER DEPARTMENTS

^COSMETICS

^HEALTH AIDS

,x HOUSEHOLD
CHEMICALS

.XTOBACCO
^BEAUTY AIDS

^VITAMINS

»x24 HOUR PHOTO

PROCESSING

^MAGAZINES &

CARDS

.^COMPLETE

EYE CARE DEPT

^ HAIR CARE

^COUGH & COLD

ALL WE HAD BEFORE . . .

AND MUCH, MUCH, MUCH, MORE!!!

MERIT ASPIRIN
100 tablets

99
HAZEL BISHOP
SHAMPOO or

CONDITIONER

99 15 oz.

DIARY
• MILK • BUHER •

• JUICES • YOGURT •

• SNACK DIPS •

•COHAGE CHEESE •

• EGGS •

DISCOUNT HEALTH AND BEAUTY AIDS

191 No. Pleasant Street

Amherst

253-3534

sale prices effective thru 9/10/86

The jobs are there, but you have to go get them
By BARBARA DeLOLLIS
Collegian Staff

Looking for a job? Although they are

plentiful in the Amherst area, now is the

time to start hunting, whether you are

looking for on or off-campus work.

Resources are available in the Amherst
area to help students find both work study

and non work study employment. For

students who received work study as part

of their financial aid award for this

semester, remember that time is of the

essence. If you have not been put on a

payroll by October 15, your work study

award will be cancelled.

"We cancel a lot in October because they

(.students) didn't find jobs." said Merle

Ryan, coordinator of student employment

at the University of Massachusetts.

Students at the University have accepted

$3.3 million of work study this semester.

Ryan .said.

Approximately 60 percent of the .students

who received work study last yeai- earned

their entire award, according to the Stu

dent Employment Office

Work study is awarded through the

UMass Financial Aid Office. The award is

administered throutgh the Student

Employment Office in 293A Whitmore.

The University, and certain off-campus

organizations, hue students with work

study, and they pay only thirty percent of

the students' earnings. The federal govern

ment picks up the rest of the tab. so both

you and the University benefit.

The SEO is the prime resource for finding

««)rk study jobs. In this office you can pick

up a College Work Study Jobs Newsletter,

which is a compilation of the jobs available

to work .study students.

The newsletter is available in pink for a

listing of jobs on campus, and in white for

the limited number of off-campus jobs.

These newsletters provide complete infor-

mation about the job, including its descrip-

tion, pay rate, approximate hours per week,

and who to contact.

The pink newsletter li.^^ts such jobs as

police vehicle washer, intramuial ice

hockey official, fire extinguisher techni

clan, and seamstress, as well as more mun-
dane positions.

While you are in the office, equipped with

your student identification (never leave

home without it), pick up your work study

papers, without which you will be unable

to obtain your very own job.

The next few steps are relatively simple.

Once you have had the chance to be alone

with your newsletter, it would be wise to

choose at least four jobs that appeal to you.

monotonous the work may be).

You can also try to scout out those jobs

that are available in your major depart

ment. Youi- department may not list every

opening with the SEO, so if you think of

a way to make yourself useful, it could pro-

ve more rewarding than money. ..it's the

late.st craze, called networking.

According to Ryan, 5.500 students were
on the University's payroll last year, only

Colle^an photo by I'liul Desmurrti*

Junior Jose Ascansao looks for employment with the help of

Valerie Green, senior, at the Student Employment Office.

Contact the person or organization refer-

red to. and set up interviews.

There are plenty of jobs available this

year. " said Ryan. This means that if you

start job hunting early enough, you can

probably get the job of your choice.

Procrastinators. by the way, should not

get discouraged... there's always the local

Dining Commons, which offers fiexible

hours and convenient locations (however

2.200 of whom were work study students.

So just who were those remaining 3300

students? Non work study students, of

course.

As a student without work study, there

are many resources available to you. The

SEO happens to be one of them.

You will find a special bulletin board for

non work study students with job descrip-

tion listings, both on and off campus.

Among these listings, baby-sitting,

maintenance, and clerical positions were

common.
A special feature of the SEO is the Job

Employee Matching System. Local

organizations li.st with this computerized

job matching system. JEMS workshops

will be held at 10 and 11:30 a.m., 1:30, 3

and 6 p.m. Tuesday, Sept. 16 in room 163

of the Campus Center. Walk-in coun.seling

will be provided 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.

.September 8, 9, and 10. Regular coun.sel

ing for JEMS begins on September 17. but

by this time there is usually a substantial

wait for an appointment, so get on this one

as .soon as possible.

Another option available to any student

looking for a job is the .state Division of

Employment Security's Job Matching,

located at 243 King Street in Northamp-

ton, across from Bradlee's.

"Jobs come in every single day," said

Employee Services Representative Dorothy

Basil. She sugge.sted that a .student should

come into the office "2 or 3 times" in order

for their service to be effective.

Job Matching is similar to JEMS; its ser-

vices are free, computerized, and run by the

Commonwealth of Ma.ssachusetts.

Once you are in the reception area, you

will be asked to fill out an application, and

then wait for an interviewer.

An "occupational code" will be a.ssigned

to you according to the location, type of

work, and hours desired. Before meeting

with the interviewer, you can check out the

'demand list." This list is also listed in the

SEO on the bulletin board for non work

study jobs, and partially listed on the local

cable television stations.

The interviewer will give you a referral

slip to a job that you are suited for. which

you would then take to the job for another

interview.

The Dining Commons also take non work

study students, if you get desperate.

Telemarketing in Memorial Hall is

another job that a lot of students hold at

one point or another during their career at

the University. If you like to talk on the

phone, you could bring home a decent

paycheck.

Come Home,
^^CKA^/>

Away from Home.

The Ark^
Episcopal Chaplaincy

at UMass
Ecumenical Service ofWorship

Sunday Evenings

Beginning at 6:00 pm w^ith Dinner

758 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA

549-5929

The Reverend Christopher Carlisle, Chaplain

14 MASONIC STREET • NOTHAMPTON • 548-5957

Packards Voted Best

Neighborhood Bar

In The Valley

WEYES
HAVE THE

METS GAMES

BRING THIS AD AND RECEIVE ONE

SPUDS-UP WITH YOUR FIRST LIBATION

(ONE PER PERSON)

OFFER GOOD FIRST WEEK ONLY
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Pizza places help solve munchies

Area boasts many parlors

By far the most popular food on campus

is pizza, in large part because it's so easy

to get. Many pizza and grinder shops in the

Amherst area offer free delivery to the

dorms and apartment complexes, and are

open late on week nights for a study break

and even later on weekends for the after-

party pizza. Here's a list ofsome of the local

pizza parlors to help combat empty-fridge

syndrome:

Andy's Super Pizza - 256 8147. 175

University Drive. Amherst. Hours: 11 a.m.

to 2 a.m. daily. Delivery: 4 p.m. to 2 a.m.

Serving pizza, gi-inders, salads and dinners;

with liquor, wine and beer selection. Piz-

zas from $3.40 to $11.95.

Avanti Pizza - 549 7890. 9 East Plea-

sant St., Amherst. Hours: 4:30 p.m. to 2

a.m. Monday through Wednesday, 4:30

p.m. to 3 a.m. Thursday and Friday. 11:30

a.m. to 3 a.m. Saturday, 11:30 a.m. to 2

a.m. Sunday. No sit-down service, only

delivery and pick-up. Serving only pizzas,

from $4.99 to $14.44.

Bell's Pizza House - 549 1311,

253-9051 65 University Drive, Amherst.

Hours: 10 a.m. to 11 p.m. Saturday through

Thursday, 10 a.m. to midnight on Friday.

No delivery. Serving pizza, grinders,

spaghetti, salads. Pizzas from $3.20 to

$13,15.

Bruno's - 256 0222, 363 Main St..

Amherst. Hours: 4 p.m. to 2 a.m. Sunday

through Wednesday, 4 p.m. to 3 a.m.

Thursday through Saturday. Same hours

for delivt y. Serving pizza, subs, pockets

and salad.s. Pizzas from $3.40 to $6.35.

Campus Pizza - 586-3880. 206 Russell

St.. Hadley. Hours: 11 a.m. to 10 p.m. Sun-

day through Thursday. 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.

Friday and Saturday. No delivery. Serving

pizza, grinders, dinners; with full bar. Piz

zas from $3.10 to $10.25.

College Pizza - 549-6073, 549-6098 173

Sunset Ave.. Amherst. Hours: 3 p.m. to 1

a.m. on weekdays, 12 p.m. to 1 a.m. on

weekends. Serving pizza, subs, salad,

spaghetti.

Domino's Pizza - 256-8911. 256-0268

Rte. 9. Hadley and 549 2790. 107

Sunderland Rd.. North Amherst. Hours: 11

a.m. to 1 a.m. Sunday through Thursday,

11 a.m. to 2 a.m. Friday and Saturday.

Deliverv and pickup only. Serving pizzas

from $5.24 to $10.23.

El Greco Pizza - 253 9239, 256 1342.

460 West St.. Amherst. Hours: 11 a.m. to

2 a.m. daily. Delivery to limited area. Ser-

ving pizza, whole wheat pizza, and

giinders. Figaro's Pizza and Grinders
- 586-6877, Hampshire Mall, Rte. 9,

Hadley. Hours: 11:30 a.m. to lOp.m.Mon

day through Thursday, 11:30 a.m. to 11

p.m. on Friday, 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. on Satur-

day, noon to 9 p.m. on Sunday. No delivery.

Serving pizza, giinders, dinners, beer and

wine. Pizzas $7.25 and $8.25; toppings

$1.00 each. Slices also served.

Papa Gino's - 584-0220, Mt. Farms

Mall. Rte. 9, Hadley. Hours: 1 1 a.m. to 9:30

p.m. Sunday through Thursday, 1 1 a.m. to

10 p.m. Friday and Saturday. No delivery.

Serving pizza, subs, spaghetti, beer and

wine. Pizzas from $3.45 to $8.70.

Pinocchio's Pizza - 549 3669. 1177

North Pleasant St.. Amherst. Hours: 11

a.m. to 2 a.m. Monday through Saturday.

5 p.m. to midnight Sunday. Delivery from

5 p.m. to 2 a.m. (midnight on Sunday) Ser-

ving pizza, subs, lunch, dinner, with full

bar. Pizzas from $4.45 to $16.75.

Pizza Hut - 253-9787, 424 Russell Road.

Hadley. Hours: 11 a.m. to II p.m. Monday
through Thursday, 11 a.m. to midnight Fri-

day and Saturday, noon to 1 1 p.m. on Sun-

day. No delivery. Serving pizzas, grinders,

spaghetti, salads, beer. Pizzas from $6.95

to $12.15.

By PHIL SERAFINQ

For most college students, keeping your stomach from any type of food, from the 2 a.m. pizza delivered to a dorm

revolting against the continual onslaught of too many hot room, to a Friday night date at one of the area s many nice

does at the dining commons or this week's fifteenth box of restaurants.
. ^ • .u r

macaroni and cheese at the apartment is an endless battle. What follows is a listing of many places to eat in the five
macaroni p college area. While not by any means complete, this guide

Fortunately, there are plenty of alternatives in the should help you decide where to go when you get the urge

Amherst area to this routine fare, so students can get almost to munch out.

Pizzarama - 253-3808, 256-0115, 356

College St., Amherst. Houi's: 11 a.m. to 1

a.m. daily. No delivery. Serving pizza,

giinders, spaghetti. Pizzas from $3.60 to

$12.05.

Superior Pizza - 549-0626, 17-B Mon
tague Rd., Amherst. Hours: 11 a.m. to 1

a.m. daily. Delivery. Serving pizza,

grinders, spaghetti, lasagna, ravioli,

manicotti. stuffed shells. Greek salads. Piz

zas from $3.35 to $11.50.

The Upper Crust - 253 9739. 71 North

Plea-sant St.. Amherst. Hours 11 a.m. to 2

a.m. Monday through Saturday; 1 p.m. to

2 a.m. Sunday. Delivery in Amherst, offer-

ing pizza and subs.

Entertain parents or a date at

one of these finer restaurants
Most students will find themselves going out often for a quick meal

in town, but at least once during the semester everyone should have

a real night out at one of the area's many fine restaurants.

There are plenty of good occasions to get dressed up and go out 'I'ry

m'ttm^^ a hunch f)f people lioin youi- floor together ju-<t foi- kick- on

a Fiiday night, or take thai special person out for a good nu-al before

the concert at the Fine .Arts Center When Mom and Dad come up

I'oi- a football game, .suggest a local restaurant ioi" an after game meal.

It isn't tasv to recommend a handful. A lot of great places to eat

aren't on this list, hut those that are represent a .-.anipling of the wide

spectrum of restaurant- in the X'allev. Take your [)ick:

Carhur's. on Rte. 9 in Hadley, ha> a :{() page nieiui of sandwiches,

burgers, and salads, all with witty titles, and featiiies steaks in the

Rib It Room downstairs Veiy attractive inteiior. with dining in a

greenhou.se in the front of the building.

Carmelina's at the Commons, on Rte. 9 in Hadley. is a homey

looking place that offers gourmet Italian food, with a wide selection

of veal, chicken, beef, and, of course, pasta dishes. Prices are

reasonable, and portions are generous. Bring an appetite.

Fitzwilly's, at 23 Mam St. in Northampton, has lieeii referred to

as "Fitzyuppie's," which >houid be a clue. The sandwiches and burgers

are a little on the expeiiMve side, but the selection of salads is good

and the entrees are reasonable. If you're in Noho, it's worth a visit.

Hot Tomato's, at 12 ("rafts Ave., .\orthampton. also specializes

in gourmet Italian food, only in a slightly more upscale I
read trendy]

atmosphere. If you're nf)t dieting, try the Fettucine Carbonara, a

creamy sauce of prosciutto. bacon, parmesan, egg yolk, butter and

sage. Pa.sta and desserts made fVesii daily, and vintage Italian wines

available. Prices a little upscale, too.

India House, 45 State St. in Northampton, offers Indian cuisine,

and is a good place to go for a change of pace if you re one of those

people who orders a steak eveiy time you eat out. Make sure you try

some of the bread.

Judie's, 51 North Pleasant St., Amherst, has a nice glassed in front

right on the sidewalk if you want to watch the world walk by. They

have paella, a Spanish iice dish, that you don't see in too many

re.staurants. Entrees offered in petite portions for light eaters. They

also get the award for most imaginative menu; it's done in a movie

motif.

The Log Cabin, on p:asthampton Road in Holyoke, is a little out

of the way, but dcfuuWly worth it, especially in the fall. The dining

area offers a rustic yetclas.sy atmosphere and the service is usually

top notch. The restaurant is tucked away on a little mountain near

the Holyoke Easthanipton line, so the terrace in back offers an awe-

inspiring view of the valley. Good for a date. Get on 91 South in Noho.

get off at exit 17. "^'ou'll be on Rte. 141. Go west a mile or so. and

you'ie there.

Page's Loft, located at the Northampton HiUon right off Rte. 91,

has enjoyed a good reputation around here for years. The menu isn't

extensive, but it is vaiied, offering Cajun cooking, a good seaffx)d selec

lion, and the standard poultry and beef.

Panda Garden. 34 Pleasant St., Northampton, has only been in

business about eight months. They are competing with that other

Oriental restaurant in Northampton [see below], and so far. so good.

They get high marks for good, friendly service and reasonable prices.

Paul and Elizabeth's. 1.50 Main St.. Northampton, bills itself as

a natural foods restaurant. It's a good alternative to meat and

potatoes, so if you're a vegetarian, this place is a must.

Plumbley's Off the Common. 30 Boltwood Walk, Amherst, is that

beautiful yellow Victorian mansicm across from the police station. The

food is consistently good, and you don't have to go far to get there.

No one should giaduate from UMass without having eaten there at

least once. Good brunch from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Sundays.

Sze's, 50 Main St., Northampton, is another place that consistent-

ly gets high marks for its food, which is Szechuan and Mandarin-style

Chinese cuisine. If you want Oriental with a little class, this is it.

What's New. . .Peter Pan's

New York 4 .City Service

'•'¥

4nd i^ttt fan's liaw Low J: aresi

Peter Pan has daily express service betwecm
points in New England and New York City.

-•-•-

n0^

Round
Trip10 Trips daily from Amherst $38.98

8 Trips daily from Horthampton $34.98 Round
Trip

From Amherst/Northampton, Peter Pan also serves the

following areas:

• Springfield, Holyoke, Pittsfield, Worcester, Boston &
Cape Cod, MA • Hartford, Middletown, New Haven, Bridgeport

& Norwalk, CT • Albany, NT • New Hampshire

For tickets ajid schedules contact:

Amherst: 256-0431« Northampton: 586-1030

You'll Love Our Service!
Tha Ptoplf ProteMioaalf

EMimjoRan BmjslinjBBjnc.
79 South Pleasant Street, Amherst, MA
1 Roxmdhouse Plaza, Northampton, MA
For Charter fif Tour Information:

MA Toll Free 1-800-332-8995

Outside MA Toll Free
1-800-628-8468

Package Express Service available on all schedules.

• • • •.

for a

•U'iiGli;iHi.'<l.lljli

11 PRAY ST.
AMHERST, MA.

549'IB65

Quality
Laundry

• New LargeV Machines

• Clean and Efficient

• Friendly Attendants

• Gas Dryers

• Convenient Location

%^n

SELF SERVICE 7 DAYS...7 AM-10 PM

m

C COMPUTER TIME RENTAL J

^Rent time on a Macintosh or IBM-Compatible computer.

Variety of printers available including Apple LaserWriter:

(Jive your documents a professionally typeset appearance!

Most popular software is also available with the computer

rental. For rates, call Larry Smith of Computer Events at

549-4389. Conveniently located near the UMass campus!

as 2Z az as

WELCOME BACK

Route 63
NORTH AMHERST
MASSACHUSETTS

CARDS .- GIFTS

COLONIAL
FURNITURE
DECORATOR
ACCESSORIES

??•••*

v.-*

Gifts unfh a
Nev- FJngland flavor

MasterCharge - VISA
One mile north of the University

as as

Shomway's
Wallpaper & paint store

...Your complete

home decorating

center

256-6753
320 College St. Amherst

pm

/4.Q

When pizza won't 'hit the spot'

Alternative fare available
Variety helps keep eating

patterns from getting too

repetitious, and luckily

there are plenty of eateries

in Amherst that specialize

in relatively inexpensive,

light fare other than pizza.

The variety, in fact, is

almost bewildering. With
just a short walk into town

or a quick drive, you can

latch on to enough different

kinds of food to keep you

content - for an entire

.semester.

What follows is a subjec-

tive list of time-proven

places to get a decent meal

or snack without going too

far out of your way or spen-

ding too much money. It is

by no means exhaustive, so

check the Yellow Pages for

other places to eat in the

area.

Amherst Chinese Food,

at 62 Main St., Amherst, of-

fers Mandarin and
Szechuan dishes without

MSG, and they also say that

they use fresh vegetables.

Beer and wine available.

Hours: 11:30 a.m. to 2:30

a.m. Sunday through Thurs

day [closed Wednesday],

11:30 a.m. to 10 p.m. Friday

and Saturday.

The Amherst
Delicatessen, at 233 North

Pleasant St. I in the Car

riage Shops) in Amherst, of-

fers tasty sandwiches and

subs and nice ambience.

Hours not available.

Bub's BBQ, on Amherst
Road [Rte. 116] in

Sunderland, is the place to

go to chow down on chicken

and ribs and pound a few

drafts on a Friday night.

Hours: 5 p.m. to 10 p.m.

Monday through Saturday,

1 p.m. to 9 p.m. on Sunday.

D'Angelo Sandwich
Shop, at 48 North Pleasant

St., Amherst, has great

pocket sandwiches as well

(olli-Kiiin pholo hy I'uul Di-sniiiiuih

The Sub is just one of the many places to get

a grinder within walking distance of campus.

a.s subs and regular sand

wiches. Hours: 11 a.m. to 11

p.m. daily.

Hunan Gardens, at 10

Belchertown Rd., Amherst,

has good Man
darin Szechuan Chinese
f()(jd and offers luncheon

specials. Hours: 11:30 a.m.

to 10 p.m. Sunday through

Thursday. 11:30 a.m. to 11

p.m. Friday and Saturday.

JB's Roast Beef, at 50

Main St., Amherst, serves

good-sized roast beef sand-

wiches, as well as burgers.

Try the Super. Hours: 11

a.m. to 2 a.m. daily.

Joe's Paradise Chicken
Palace, 31 Boltwood Walk,
Amherst, specializes in

chicken and the usual side

orders: mashed potatoes,

cole slaw, etc. Hours not

available.

James H. McManus
Eating Place, Rte. 9,

Amherst (next to Super Stop

and Shopl, is the place to

get breakfa.st at 3:45 a.m.

after a night of partying.

McManus serves breakfast

at any time of the day or

night, as wi-ll as noniuil

food. Hours: 24 hours a day.

The Sub, 33 East Plea-

sant St., Amherst, is a short

walk from Central or Or-

chard Hill and serves, of

course, subs. Hours:

11 a.m. to 2 a.m. daily.

Taco Villa. 25 North
Pleasant St.. Amherst, of-

fers a wide selection of spicy

Mexican food, a relaxed at-

mosphere, and beer and
wine, which comes in handy
if you get one of the spicier

dishes or overdo it with the

hot sauce. Hours: 11 a.m. to

10 p.m., Monday through

Thursday, 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.

Friday and Saturday, 3 p.m.

to 9 p.m. on Sunday.

Amherst Sunshine

CAR WASH
381 College Street (Rt. 9 East)

AUTOMATIC WASH/WAX ^ q^#o
open Daily 8 am to 5 pm

SELF SERVICE BAYS
Soap/Rinse/Wax • Bubble Brush

Tire Cleaner • Engine De-Greaser

VACUUM CLEANERS
$1 .00 & $5.00 Changer

"OUR ATTENDANTS ARE
HAPPY TO ASSIST YOU'

r-

Make a Romantic
Start this Fall...

With a wide selection of

lingerie in an array of

sensuous fabrics. We have
everything from basic cotton

bras & bikinis to luxurious

silk teddies & nightshirts.

We now carry dancewear.

Come in and brousel

t

« Hours: Monday thru Sat. 10-5:30

Carriage Shops, 233 N. Pleasant St.. Amherst 54969 15

H-s^-H • .A
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$5.00
or^e coupon per person

expires Septennber lO, 1986

Levis
JEANSWEAR

$5.00 off prewashed
505 RED TAG LEVIS

SIZES 28-38 - WITH THIS COUPON

197 N. Pleasant St - Downtown Amherst

Mon-Sat 10-6; Sun 12-5; Thur & Sat till 8:30
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Third world programs abound

WELCOME
BACK

YARN SALE

\ All our great yarns are

20/off through September

Webs, The Yarn Shop
18 Kellogg Ave., Amherst
(the gray & blue house in the back of the P.O.)

Hours; Mon-Sat, 9;30-5:30: Sundays, 1-5 pm

By C. RON ALLEN
Collegian Staff

There are many programs at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts aimed at serving the

Third World community:

African Students Association: This is

a group which cultivates closer relation-

ships among African students in the five-

college area so they may study fundamen-

tal problems facing African countries and

find solutions.

Afrik-Am: Provides students of color

with a support network which strives to

meet the educational, social and cultural-

political needs so that their experiences at

the University may be well rounded.

AHORA, 308 Student Union, (413)

545 2479: AHORA seeks to unite and voice

the opinions of different cultures tied

together by their common language.

Spanish. They provide both the Spanish-

speaking community and the general com-

munity with educational and political in-

formation on the Latin community

throughout the world.

Asian American Students Associa-

tion. Student Union, (413) 545-3600: pro-

vides the UMass campus with educational,

social and political activities from the

Asian perspective.

Black Mass Communication Project,

Student Union, (413) 545-2426: BMCP pro-

\ ides the five-college area radio audience

\.ith a wide variety of black programming.

It also trains its members in radio

broadcasting.

PrinterSale
HomeWriteflO

Dot Matrix Printer FX-85

• with printer

interface cable
• tractor feed

$29500

• tractor feed
as low as

$43929

see this and many more prices of great

EPSON equipment at

Pioneer Valley Data Equipment

259 TRIANGLE ST., AMHERST 549-1017

Concepto Latino, Student Union. (413)

545-2479: provides the five-college radio au-

dience with a wide spectrum of music, both

traditional and contemporary, from Latin

America.

Drum Magazine, New Africa House,

(413) 545-0768: Drum is an award winning

black student literary magazine that

educates readers on the cultural, social and

political lifestyles of black people.

National Society of Black Engineers:

This group was formed to advance,

stimulate and develop black and ethnic

minority interest in engineering and to

assist with all levels of responsibility in the

advancement within the engineering

disciplines.

Nummo News: A progressive newspaper

which expresses the voice of the Third

World. Office located at 103 New Africa

House or call 545-0061. 545-0062.

Third World Caucus, 308 Student

Union, (413) 545-2544: This is the multi-

cultural legislative body of the Student

Government Association that protects the

interests of students of color.

UHURU: This performing arts ensemble

offers an opportunity for Third World com-

munity members at the University to ac-

quire a broad-based knowledge of pro-

cedures necessary to execute a full-scale

stage production.

For more information on these and other

Third World organizations, contact the of-

fice of Third World Affairs at 308 Student

Union. University of Massachusetts. Ma
01003. (413) 545-2517.

HOURS
MON-SAT 5am-3pm

SUN 6am-3pm

1185 North Pleasant St

AT THE NORTH

AMHERST LIGHTS

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
to great Breakfast of

Homemade Bread & Pastries

ON THE BUS ROUTE PAST GRAD TOWERS

Students
1 0% Discount - Monthly rotes

^-^\RB^

POOL W
We offer you more ot

>S^-^^ HAMPSraRE
Fitness Club

QaWhouM Rd., AmhcrsI 256-6446

f>v

DORM RUGS
TOP QUALITY RUGS IN SIZES

TO FIT ANY DORM ROOM

How to be a
social commuter

SAVE UP
TO 80%

OFF REG. PRICES

FROM $14.99 to $79.99

WHERE YOU LL BE HAPPILY FLOORED WITH OUR LOW, LOW PRICES
^ 586-6411 MT FARMS MALL — HAOLEY

NEXT TO BREAD AND CIRCUS

DAILY 10-9 SUN 12-5

\U I'ATKICK JOHNSON
Coll.'^nan Staff"

I'pon ani\al at the

University of Massa
chusetls, new students are

offered tons of a(i\ kc on

how to develop a liealthy

and active social life

Most students that is.

During the first two

weeks of the semester lit

tie of this informati<in aji

plies to commuting
students. During this time,

these people [approximate-

ly 40 percent of all

undergraduates! must suf-

ft'r through the deluge of

advice, such as "how to

make friends and in

fluence people in the din-

ing commons" or "which

pizza places will deliver to

your dormitory." The com-

muter is left to wonder,

"how can 1 make friends

.ALVAGE

rj. X
lierm

tr tf ti

5 INCLUDSO

CASH • PERSONAL CHECK • IMaitorCard

MASS

STORES

ONLY
Hampshire Mall, Hadley, MA
Canal St., Turners Falls, MA

6 DAYS ONLY!
HADLEY STORE
SEPT. 3-4-5-6, 10-9pm

SUN. 12-5 • SALE ENDS SEPT 8 - 10-9

TURNERS FALLS
SEPT 3-4-5, 10-9pm • SEPT. 6 - 10-6

SE'T. 7, 10-6 • SALE ENDS SEPT 8, 10-9

when I don't fat m the

D.C >•'•

Kcai not comnuiters; you

are not alone. 1 am a com-

muter in the most extreme

sense, traveling 60 miles to

and from Westfield each

day for the past three

years A ()uick visit ro a

pocket I akulator will tell

you that comes to 29.760

miles or three times the

(liamrtci- (if the earth.

t'ommuteis generally

have a more dilflcult time

fitting in at this Universi-

ty, or any other, for that

matter. While on-campus

residents have their room-

mates, the people on their

floor, and their Resident

Assistants to answer their

questions and ease their

fears, the commuter has no

one. While the two people

behind you in your English

cla.ss are talking about

that "really, really great

party,' you're left to doo

die on your notebook and

feel alone.

But, hey. I've lieeii there

and I survived and I'm

here to tell you how to do

the same. The first step is

to turn an apparent disad-

\antage into ,ui advan

tage. Chances are that

your roommate isn't a

dork, the people in the

next room probably don't

keep you awake with their

mindless record collec-

tions, and the smell of

beer, urine, and vomit pro-

bably doesn't hit you in the

face as you step into the

hallway each morning.

For those of you who in

sist that frii'nds are an ah

.solute necessity, there are

.some methods which may
or may not meet with ins-

tant success. The fir.st is to

keep your distance from

everyone you meet. People

seem to value that which

isn't readily available, so

don't go climbing over

everyone like a puppy at

the pound. If you play it

right, the people you see

every day will be intrigued

with your silence and will

try to make conversation.

If you wish to take the

easier route, be the one to

start the conversation with

the di-stant yet intriguing

person in your writing

class.

.\ not her proven way to

meet people is simply to

get involved. There are

more than 200 registered

student organizations
covering the entire ex-

tracurricular spectrum.

Because you pay the Stu-

dent Activities Fee, you
are entitled to join any
RSO of your choice.

If you like writing (this

author's prejudice], there

are three student
new,spapers on campus,
the Collegian, the Critical

Times, and the
Minuleman. If you like

m\isic, there's several
student-run radio stations,

or Union Program Council,

which sponsors musical

entertainment on campus.
Or if you are a concerned

soul who wishes to work
with the causes and con-

cerns of other commuters,
you may want to check out

the Commuter Area
Government.
There are more activities

on this campus than can be

listed here, but whatever
the activity, it is a great

way to meet people who
have the same interests

you do.

Trust me.

• .•••••»•»••••»•••• • trtmm*^^**'* * * '
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It's never too early to seek studying space
— _i- *!.„ i^t^ct ..nocin n<ir>r>tu.watr-h anH (T^nfiral- r1ictraf<t<w1 h«iraiis«> there are two IsriK

By PHIL SERAFINO
Collegian Staff

During the first week of school there usually is not a

lot of homework assigned, and even less that is actually

done, but it's never too early to start thinking about where

to go when you .want to open the books.

Goodell Library has about 400 study spaces on the se-

cond and sixth floors. The study rooms are usually quiet

and well-lit. and have large tables and single desks. Watch

out during the warm weather though, because the heat

in Goodell can be stifling at times

The Tower Library has about 500 study spaces on the

26th floor and on the perimeter of the book stack floors.

There are also many tables, desks and soft chairs on the

ground floor, but these seem to be used by people who on

ly carry their books to the library, where they proceed to

Tergiemania'
strikes U.S.
By ROB SKELTON
Collegian Staff

The biggest thing out of England lately, besides Reebok,

is Fergiemania, referring to the carnival wedding of com-

moner Sarah Ferguson to the royal 'randy' Andy Wind-

sor. The country that brought us George the Third, Boy

George. Charles, Diana and the Queen Mum proudly

presents the world with. ..another reason to look twice, for

if there is one thing that can wake us up, it's the linkage

of a naughty couple.

Stateside, we had Motley Crue's Tommy Lee marrying

TV's Heather Locklear; prior to that we winced when

Madonna wed Sean Penn. Kennedy compound celebra-

tions compare to Britain's 1981 Chuck and Di do,* and

contra.'^t sharply with the Fergie affair — staid and

establishment carry a certain regality, but for a real fun

time let's concentrate on the more down-to-earth.

Naughtiness prevails.

Get this: Fergie formerly lived with two men; Andy's

escapades with American pornstar Koo Stark were well

documented; premarriage sparks flew first in an Andy

Fergie food fight. In contrast. Charles was only allowed

to marry a virgin; Diana, a fashion .sensation she may be,

borders on anorexic. Fergie, far from it.

Disproportionate media attention focused on Fergie's

figure and hair color, setting into motion significant

trends. Red hair is "in style" now, and read, it's okay to

be "fuW figured." London bookies calculated the odds of

marriage survival and we ate it up.

Fergie fetish springs from fa.scination with anything

royal In current celebrity-culture, Kennedys count, but

not half as much as the Counts and Other Assorted

Highnesses highfalutin' it in the British Isles. Ask any

Brit why the Royalty remains — "Draws the bloody

Yanks," they'll say.

Overbearing Americans are everywhere, but their ex-

aggerated actions often include overspending, hardly to

the dismay of the business set. High celebrity couture is

a boon to anv economy; we pay attention because we like

what wf sif, and want it for ourselves.

Even naughtiness. Because anyone who can afford to

be that way can't be doing too badly. Ask Fergie.

rollrKiiin pholn by Pnul DF«inariai»

A UMass summer student catches up on
some homework on a cool, breezy August
day.

catch up on the latest gossip, people-watch, and general-

ly make it difficult for those who actually want to study

to do so.

The Physical Sciences Library, on the second floor of the

Graduate Research Center, has study space as well as

materials for research and reference in specific fields.

The Biological Sciences Library, located on the second

fioor of Morrill Science Center, offers study space and

reference materials for students in biological and

geological material.

About 40 study spaces are available in the Music

Library, which is located in Room 149 of the Fine Arts

Center. This library offers a wide variety of music that

students can listen to through headphones vyhile studying.

Students who want a more relaxed environment can

head to the Blue Wall Coffee House, where they can en-

joy a selection of imported coffee, as well as cookies, pop-

corn, and other snacks. Beware, those who are easily

distracted, because there are two large-screen televisions

in the room; also, the lighting is not very good.

The Hatch is another noisy place to study; the jukebox

is playing constantly, and there is always a stream of peo

pie going through the area. Food, beer, and wine are

available in the Hatch for the hungry studier.

A comfortable afternoon study space is the study room

at Memorial Hall, where roomy couches can be found. This

spot closes at sundown.

The cafeteria in the Newman Center is a good place to

meet with a large .study group, because there are plenty

of large tables where students can discuss/argue/debate.

This is also a good place to socialize, but if you want quiet,

there are two study lounges and a library on the first floor.

UMass students who don't mind traveling can take ad-

vantage of the resources at the other college libraries, as

well as the cafes and coffee shops in town.

Build your own bookcase or storage

shelves with Cowls' cut-to-size lumber

for as low as

lor a 36"
3-shelf

bookcase

It's easy with Cowls' pre-cut shelves,

spacers, handboard backs and handy
KV shelf corner clips. For ideas, see
the models in our store.. .then build

your own!

CUT-TO-SIZE EBME

SHELVING
Length I'xlO'widc l"xl2"wide

Do-it-yourself with
Knape&Vogt L's,TsaiKlCr«>sses.

The instant shelving system

.

X clips, T clips C C ^
and L clips 3 !3

BOX OF
BRADS

each

..vl
IT r

-

Fully

sanded

Good
one side'

PLYWOOD
Sq. ft.

'/4"Luan 37^
V2" Plywood 68*
y*" Plywood 5r5

Manton Cork

CORK
BULLETIN
BOARDS

SIZE

18"x24'

24"x30"

30''x48
"

SALE

81349

CEMENT
BLOCKS

85*
each

Sept. Best Buys
WHILE SUPniES LAST

ACE YOU
PAY

I

RS938J s

' 1?025 I

?

.LmmiA

WHILE SUPPLIES LAST
4-Pc. Roller f**'

& Troy Set
^"'

Hanc^ 4'piece poinl jd includes 9" rolier.han-

die w#) 2 coven and durobte plaslK par* Imy

ACE

imH,. Ac. 39 Gallon
•"*"*^ Lawn & Uof Bogs

A303«
6Bi7*

Large, 304xig noM d rvoged I

iMisI IMS. Gmi for yorti garden clean-vp»

I bogs w<#i handy

^=^

1

WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

K iNIKItTtltl
YOUl
PAY

»M
fwrrwrii mthnar

Prices good thru S«p». or u/InU- <.n|.|,li»-s l.isJ

(OVWOl _
'MM*/ »i

Datign Lin* c*

Fir* catinguiih*r
[>y rU
rrw*)Htitj (>.(|i«l (fc»frv»r)fii/«iive, oil. Kj*I,

£

wiOm

121 Sunderland Road, Nonh Amh*rti S4»^001
Mofi.#rl. 7 .m. to I p.m. t««. • a.m. to 3 p m

Major CrodN Corda Aoaapud
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The UMass men's crew get their last strokes in as the sun sets behind the Connecticut River in Hadley
(ullcKiun pholii li\ I'liul l)<.^nulrHl*

FOLLETT COLLEGE BOOK COMPANY, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60607

THE SLEEP CENTER
OF NORTHAMPTON

A SPECIAL TO THE READERS OF THE COLLEGIAN

Sofa, Love Seat, & Chair ,„ch..c...„bHc$299

Full Size mattress & foundation - $122.00

Platform Bed - $129.00 ^o.

Teak Veneered desk with draws - $129.00

with ad

with ad

hslant ftnaidng up to S1S00 for quaNed buyers

Stiraner hours: Mon.-Fi1. 12-7, Sal. 10-5

Main St.

B - Free Layaway

16 ArTTKxy St. (behind Themes Mkt.), around the comer from the

Pleasant Street Theatre Northampton, MA/586-5544

2
s

Armory St'

n Sleep Center

CO

HUGE SAVINGS
ON CALCULATORS

^«1

[.T;'.-jrjr,l!7?rT aaoHB
oaano I

i "H Hj n S(..|inl''».

> * t' ^hijFmal Pnnl*.'

4 is >
f'u.jo

woo

'0 00
rooo
1100

Texas
Instruments

I; 36SLRSolaf ScienWK: J'm ifi

Ti 74 Ne^ Baste Pfogrammabto '>4 >0

PC 3?4 Tfiermai Pnnlet b-t^jo

TIMlllSc.e'Mil.c 13 (OT

Tl 5310 DeWlop Financial 85 00
II B*ll r.nancial 30 00

• lewLeTT
PACKAPO

'-tt-

MP ',

HP '

HP 't.

HP lat. Nc**
HP-'invtr
HP.4'(,«Ail.

8?l04*C.i
8?"il» 1i '

:h*s€
«.'! ::)AQjaaM»mo'v'0'MP-4lC JSOO
MjinPil<.IO'MP 4 1C Ct/C«
,SldliSl.^^P»c^O'HP 41c Cv <

CASIO
FX n5MSc«nlilic S16 00
F k 70000 G'apf<>c Display 1* 00
!• SGOOP Scitnlil.r "} 00
f • 451 Solar S.j«nl'l.t «'! 00
f ' S100Sc.ent.ti.; *.th, .,* k 30 00
I « iOC'frt"C4'a5cienlif«: 19 00
r < 995 SoUi St-.wnhlir 2 7 00

> 4i>it)PSc.entil.c >" 00
M ' :>0 Srianlilic/Pftigfamm.'i '600

CALL TOLL FREE 800-621-1269
EXCEPT Illinois. Alaska. Hawaii

Accessories discounted too MasterCard c VISA by phone oi -ndti MaiiCasn.ers cnec
Money Ord Pers Cnecl»(2 iwtis loclr» SwrynoC OD s AddS4iX) 1st item ti eaaOdisnpg
4 handl Shpis to IL address add 7«bla« Prices subi to change Umveisity/Coiieye f'O s

welcome WRITE (no calls) tor tree catalog 30 day return policy 'or defeclnw mefchand.se

only ALL ELEK TEK MERCHANDISE IS BRAND NEW. 1ST QUALITY AND COMPLETE

6557 N. Lincoln Ave.

1 Chicago, IL 60645

.inc. (312)631-7800
^ (312)677-7660

Emergency testprep
help fortheimminent
LSAr,GMAr.andGRE
As you sec below, the exams will be here before

you know it. And ifyour vitaJ signs include sweaty

palms, a somersaulting stomach,and shaky legs, you

need help—fast.

Check into a Kaplan center Our test taking

techniques and educational programs have helped

lower the pressure and boost the scoring px)wer and

confidence ofover one million students. Wz even

have compact classes so you can be ready for this

fall's exams.
So ifyou're getting ill thinking about the LSAT.

GMAT. or GRE. call Kaplan. VJeW give you all the

"mental medicine" you need. And a lot of

intensive care.

KAPLAN
STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

LSAT 9/27 GMAT 10/18 GRE 10/11 *

*Advanced Tests only in N.Y. State

CLASSES FORMING NOW
CALL 549-5780

358 N. PLEASANT ST.
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QUESTION ^2.

HOWCAN THE BUDGH-CDNSCIOUS
COLLEGE STUDENT SAVE MONEY?

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

I
to 8 am,

Save over 50% off AT&T's weekday rates on

out-of-state calls during nights and weekends.

Don't buy textbooks when "Monarch Notes" will do

just fine.

Save 40% off AT&T's weekday rate on out-of-state

calls during evenings.

Count on AT&T for exceptional value and high quality

service.

Hang around with the richest kids in school; let them

pick up the tab whenever possible.

If vouVe like most college students in the western hemisphere,

vou t rv to make vour money go a k)ng way. That's why you should

know that AT&r'LonK Distance_Servicejs the right c-hoicefor you

eir AT&T offers so many terrific values. For example, you
'
can saw over 50'^? off ATMs day rate on calls during

weekends ^ until 5 pm Sunday, and from 1 1 pm
Sunday through Friday.

Call between 5 pm and 11 pm,

Sunday through Friday, and you'll save 40%

off our day rate.

Ever dial a wrong number? AT&T gives you

immediate credil if you do. And of course, you can count on

AT&T for clear long distance connections any place you call.

To find out more about how AT&T can helpjaveymnri^^

give us a call. With a little luck, you won't have tolangaF^n^with

the rich kids. Call toll-free todaj,', atrSOO 222-03^^-^^

AT&T
The right choice.

® 1986 AT&T

FLOORS
BY SUMMERLIN, INC.

322 COLLEGE ST

AMHERST, MA
'^Uke

Meet the UMass
student senate
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

Incoming spewsters (a trendy Universjty of

Massadhusftts word for people who are not hesitant about

^v ^g tt r opm.onsl are advised that there .s a medium

al the UMa.ss designed .xolusively for them.

through a general election or by the Commuter Area

Govr. nmenl Minority students may become members of

the Third World Caucus by petitioning the caucus fo

membership. All elections and appointments are subject

to approval by the senate body.

The primary responsibility of senators is to attend

selale meetings. They a.e scheduled to start a 7 P^n.

every Wednesday in the Campus Center, although

meeiings usually start around 7:30 because some senato.^

insist on being fashionably late.

There is a great deal of diye-s.lv u,
'>^'V;^"^J^.r.^;j

unlik
' recent years when the progi'essives. a bloc of liberal

s.nalois. held a clear majority.

The size of the progi-essives is now equal to the conser-

vaTiv^ a Woe of moderate to ultraconservatwe senators,

which leads to interesting debates during the meetings^

i

The main responsibility of the senate is the control and

di tribution of ?he $1.8 million Student A^^'^
f

'f^J^^^^^
I Fund which is funded through the student activities fee.

which all undergraduates pay.

The trust fund is distributed by the senate to more than

450 Registered Student Organizations and services.

Among the student groups funded by the senate are: cam-

pus radio station WMUA, Union Program Council, which

produces concerts on campus, and the UMass Transit bus

line.

Most student-run organizations at UMass depend on,

and ultimately answer to, the senate for funding each

year. Some Student Controlled Businesses, including The

Massachusetts Daily Collegian, are funded completely

through their own efforts and are independent from the

senate.

In the past years, the senate has allowed the Student

Activities Trust Fund to go into deficit. On Nov. 19, 1985,

the director of the Student Activities Office, Randy Do-

nant assumed control of the fund, against the will of the

senate. Donant said his action was caused by fiscal ir-

responsibility by senate leaders.

The reaction of senate was to call for a sit-in in the lob-

by of the Whitmore Administration Building last

December. After two days of arrests, and many subsequent

months of name-calling by each side, the control of the

fund is still undetermined.

Anyone interested in being a senator should stop in the

senate office on the fourth floor of the Student Union

Building and speak to Paul Wingle, the senate speaker,

for more information.

Room Size

Area Rugs
for Dorm

or

jartment

kiU^f
WELCOME
BACK

STUDENTS
We're here for all

your hair care needs

103 N. Pleasant St

Downtown Amherst

253-0438

QtkKlAlxi

Living section staff

Back-to-School Fall 1986
Kditor Phil Serafino

("opv Editor John Yonce

Photo Technician Paul Desmarais

Layout Technician Ansel Zinter

Production Supervisor Ansel Zinter

Production: Kelly Sic^*'! . Hob Catalano, Jean Beckwilh, and Sod, "the thing that

wouldn't leave."

4
, ,g -> ji- ir Jl- II iJE

College Supplies

of all kinds

Greeting Cards,

Stationary,

Newspapers
Magazines

AT

A.J. HASTINGS
NEWSDEALER AND STATIONER

45 S. Pleasant St. Amherst
liSQI zz: as 2S zs 2S az ZE

CA^=I#LL e^VEL
"WE WELCOME STUDENTS"

•Airline Tickets at Airline Prices

•Amtracl( Tickets

• Budget European & Asian Airfares

Stop in and ask about our European and U.S. Winter Ski

packages and Spring break

departures to Mexico and the Caribbean

"Behind Classe Cafe"
15 Cowles Lane, Amherst MA.

256-8931

J

This Fall
We^v^e Got It ^^11

Blouses Skirts Dresses
mm^^
\ Vk

rvw^

uinimtmi
ftiAiA'AjiT^'f^

India Print

Bedspreads
$6.95

^Xii> '<i''^ ''<
!
>* '>»'''

Xv;?y^g:?y^
l»>M IM> l|WlVl|> |l|

ift n iimm
Area Rugs

Chinese
Shoes Hawaii eOX Off

Posters Bamboo

Blinds

aO to 50» Off Selected

Paper
Lampshaden

Earrings Rugs

Blouses Skirts Dresses

Mercantile
Sun 12-5
Daily 10-6

Horthampion-18 Center St

H^ Amherst-Carriage Shops
j|

( iillfCiHii pholn 1)> I'nul Dismiirnis

Pedestrians stroll between the Student Union and the Fine Arts

Center, as seen through window on the fourth floor of the SUB.

¥
¥

• T^*^*T^*i^*Tlr*i:V*T^*^*i!^*T^*'sir*

JO-

Apply Now To Compete In The 1987

MISS MASSACHUSEnS-

JO-

,Jf

jO>

Jf

J>

*Vr-\ tMi
SiHli Bmson

1986 Wax MwHChuMWi U.S.A.

JO-

JO-

U.S.A. PAGEANT^

JO-

jO-

JO-

jO-

No Performing

Talent Required

WHY NOT GO FOR IT'"'' Apply to compete

tor the Tttte o1 MISS MASSACHUSEHS-U S> .

our representative to the presttgious MISS

U.S.A. PAGEANT, to be nationally taievlsad on

CBS in Febfuary, 1987. Over $150,000 In

prizes await the national winner.

Our 1987 State Pageant will be heW In November, 1986 To qualify, you must be

single, between 17 and 24 as of February 1, 1987, and at least a six month res-

ident of this State - thus, college dorm students are eligible So tor some fun, ex-

citement and glamour, phone (617) 266-3280 or write to .

MISS MASSACHUSEHS-U.S.A. PAGEANT HEADQRTS., Dept. MA ^
222 Newbury Street, 2nd Floor, Boston, MA 02116 ^

Your Mw MUST mduda i rMMit inapsM. brief biography and PHONE NUMBBI. ^
DEADLINE IS SEPTEMBER 20, 1986 ^

EVE L Y N
Come visit a corner of old England

We invite you to step bacl< in time to an era when nature's

bounty was combined by country cooks to produce jams,

sweets, condiments, preserves and cookies of superior

taste and quality. Toiletries too were produced in a similar

manner. Today you will find tfiese old-world delicacies and

naturally based toiletries in our Crabtree and Evelyn shop.

Each is beautifully packaged

Come sample a little of the bounties of yesteryear
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'=%^^

yldvanced l/ideo

99®* M
presents

t.

i,* *and

\/

i }

SPOTS in New York

s5''

at aW ,A

\ocatton

AivirrsuBisHr
75 WATT COMPONENT MUSIC SYSTEM

You could win ONE of TWO Grand Prizes

• Complete AKAI 60 watt component music system

and a MITSUBISHI HS-337 VHSHQ VCR/or a

pair of SPEAKERLAB DAS-7 SPEAKERS
— or —

• A pair of front row tickets at Radio City Music Hall in

New York City including airfare hotel
f
ccorriodati^^^^

limousine transportation and a tour of the MTV Studios.

(no purchase necessary - must be 18 years of age or older to register).

AKAI
35 WATT COMPONENT MUSIC SYSTEM

ARTS

• AM/FM stereo tuner

• Integrated Amplifier

• 5 band graphic equalizer

• 3-way speaker system

• LED indicators

• Cassette tape deck

• Senrti-automatic turntable

• System cabinet

COMPLETE SYSTEM

^ » W 349

• AM/FM digital quartz tuner • LEO indicators

• Integrated amplifier • Cassette tape deck

• 5 band graphic equalizer • Semi-automatic turntable

• 3-way speaker system • System cabinet

COMPLETE SYSTEM

399
Available in Northampton & Amherst only.

AKAI
40 WATT COMPONENT MUSIC SYSTEM

AMrfSUBISHI-
100 WATT COMPONENT MUSIC SYSTEM

r
• AM/FM digital quartz tuner

• Integrated amplifier

• Semi-automatic turntable

• 3-way speaker system

• LED indicators

• Double casette tape deck

with high speed dubbing

• System cabinet

COMPLETE SYSTEM

54900

• AM/FM stereo tuner

• Integrated amplifier

• 5 band graphic deck

• 3-Way speaker system

• LED indicators

• Cassette tape deck

• Automatic turntable

• System cabinet

*. ( C
COMPLETE SYSTEM

499
Available in Northampton A Amherst only.

AKAI
60 WATT COMPONENT MUSIC SYSTEM

AKAI
35 WATT COMPONENT MUSIC SYSTEM

• AM/FM digital quartz tuner

• Double cassette tape deck

with high speed dubbing

• System cabinet

• LEO indicators

• Semi-automatic turntable

• 3-way speaker system

COMPLETE SYSTEM

• AM/FM digital quartz tuner • LEO indicators

• integrated amplifier • Double cassette tape deck

• 9 band graphic equalizer • Semi-automatic turntable

• 3-way speaker system • System cabinet

COMPLETE SYSTEM

599 449
Available in Northampton A Amherst only.

Available in Northampton A Amherst only.

YOU'RE GOING TO UKE WHAT YOU SEE

/Advanced KIdeo
NORTHAMPTON
26 North Kino Street

58&6501

AMHERST
328 College St. (Rt. 9)

256-4194

SOUTH HADLEY
470 Newton Street

Corner Rt8. 116 & 33
536-6863

OPEN MONDAY THROUGH THURSDAY 10-8, FRIDAY A SATURDAY 10-9, SUNDAY 12-5

BELCHERTOWN
155 North Main Street

Crystal Spring Shopping Ctr.

323-5892

<>1M« Aitvencad V»d«o i
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UMass and Five College area _

provide much needed entertainment
Bv KELLY SIEGER
and NAXrY KLINCiENKR
Cill.'^iaii Stall

Thf Fivf College aroa. made up nl Smith Colii^'e,

AnilnT-^t ( 'oWcae. Hampshnv Collotje. Mount Hdyuke I dl

U'^,- .>m\ MtCoui-^i' the rnn.TMtv of NLi.--arlui^ett.-.. i^

icnuwnt'd I'ni' its cultural richnes>.

\nvthnig IS possible, as .-videnct- In t lie diviisity found

on the campuses, especially I'Mas.. A u ui> ^p.-ctnun ot

fv.nt-.ironi ait shows, to Broadway musicals, to orchestra

performance.-, to well-known pop acts, are all available,

usuallv with reduced rales lor students

Last years line up included .such international acts as

the National Theater of the Deaf. Mummenschanz. Marcel

Marceau. the Sprinj^leld Symphony. "Ballet Tap." and

"42nd Street."

The community itself contributes much of the entertain-

ment on campus, with entirely student-produced produc-

tion such as "Tally's Folly." "Much Ado About Nothing,

"Antigone Too: Rites of Love and Defiance." and "Lesser

Pleasures: A Secret Opera.
"

Students are also involved in other artistic endeavors.

UMass itself sports five major art galleries, almost sole-

ly concentrating on student works, and each of the other

Five Colleges, especially Smith, have fine galleries to

The Dance and Music Departments at UMass likewise

take their responsibility towards pfrformanco >eriou^ly;

\arioiix faculty groups and others, like the Jazz Enst'in-

i>le. give regulai- performances.

UMass is not lacking in the so calli'd -popular music'

scene. rUher Tins pa.st spring, ;i nroid wa> cut by sr\ cral

bands who started out jamming on their floors in the dorm.

VPC is the student run organization responsible for

bringing the nig name bands to campus, l.a-i voar. Mor-

ris 1) i,\ . l';iul Young and Al Jarreau were among those

vvh.i app.arL'd: in the past, the Talking Heads. Elvis

Costello and the Grateful Drad have all pl.ived at UMass.

Besides flowers and sunshine, spring brings the concerts

to campus. On con.secutive weekends, the area govern

ments and UPC sponsor free outdoor bashes with a

number of bands, lasting all afternoon.

This year, the series stai'ted with the Del Fuegos at the

East Side Concert and ended with Third World playing

UPC's Spring Concert by the pond, two weeks later. In

between, John Cafi'erty and the Beaver Brown Band at

Southwest and The Fools at Orchard Hill kept people

outside.

With a cinema in town, ten at the malls and three in

Northampton, it's almost impossible not to like one of the

movies around. Double features and classics are the

specialty in town, and there is usually a foreign film in

Northampton. Midnight Movie Madness, with Rocky Hor-

ror aluays at the mall, is also a favorite.

The Five College area has

hosted an impressive line-up of

entertainment in the past year.

The Swiss mime troupe Mum-
menschantz visited the Fine

Arts Center last semester (top

left). UPC sponsored singer Al

Jarreau for a visit to UMass
(above). The Smith College pro-

duction of "Antigone Too: Rites

of Love and Defiance," singer

Joan Baez, and the UMass'
Hampden Theater production

of "Calamity Jane" (shown left

to right) are only examples of

the variety of 'culture'

available here at UMass and at

the other four colleges.

REQUIRED LISTENING
BONNIE RAITT

Nine Lives

PETER GABRIEL
So

THE SMITHS
THE QUEEN IS DEAD

$6.29 LP or Cassette

BODEANS
LOVE & HOPE & SEX & DREAMS

$6.29 LP or Cassette

GENESIS
Invisible Touch

$6.29 LP or Cassette $6.29 LP or Cassette

Includes
Land Of Confusion
In Too Deep

r

POOlS\DE

GUADALCANAL DIARY
JAMBOREE

Includes

I Can t Wait

Lost Your Number
Point Of No Return

$6.29 LP or Cassette $6.99 LP or Cassette $6.29 LP or Cassette $6.29 LP or Cassette

ON SALE AT AMHERST'S MOST COMPLETE RECORD STORE

. . . A comprehensive selection of old and new
in ROCK, CLASSICAL, JAZZ, SOUL, FOLK, REGGAE

AND LOTS MORE

LOCATED IN FACES, DOWNTOWN AMHERST

FAC "Ticket to the Stars" brings out the stars

Violinist Yehudi Menuhin is

acclaimed stars appearing in the

By KELLY SIEGER
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Fine

Arts Center has announced its 1986-87

season, aptly billed as "Your Ticket to the

Stars."

The events include such international

acts as the Vienna Boys Choir. France's Or-

chestre de Lyon, British pianist Leslie

Howard, and violinist Yehudi Menuhin. in

concert with the Warsaw Sinfonia. Straight

from Broadway comes three hit shows: Neil

Simon's "Biloxi Blues," and the musicals

"Tap Dance Kid." and "La Cage Aux

FoUes."
The dance and music events are equally

impressive. The Louisville Ballet, the

Twyla Tharp Dance, and the Alvin Ailey

only one of the internationally-

FAC's "Ticket to the Stars" season.

American Dance Theater brings us some

of the best dancing in America, while such

acts as Mel Torme. Pearl Bailey, the Count

Basic Orchestra and the annually perfor

ming Jazz All Stars round out the music

scene.

Season subscription, which is the best bet

for students to be assured seats to the big-

ger shows, ends September 24. The FAC is

again offering a do-it-yourself subscription.

A choice of one of four headliners (The

Count Basie Orchestra, the Atlanta Sym
phony, the Alvin Ailey Dance Theater, or

"La Cage Aux Folles) plus a minimum of

three events is discounted 20( Larger dis-

counts are given for five event or six event

packages. Students receive reduced

students rates plus the discount with

subscription

To suhsciibf or obtain furthor infornia

tion. call or visit the Fine .\rts Centi-r Box
I )tfu'i' at the rniMT-ay of Massachu-^rtt-.

.") 1"> L':" 1 1 Bo\ oti'icf iiours are Moiula.v

Fri(la\, 10 4 p.ni. Non subscription tickets

t..i r.hh slinw will t^o on sale thi'ee weeks

betore each performance

The complete is as follows:

sp:ptembeh
Sept. -JH - Neil Simons "Biloxi Blues,"

the 1985 Tony winner toi- best play.

Sept. 29 — Festival ot India, music and

dance from the East.

OCTOBER
Oct. 6 — Vienna Bo\ s ( hoir.

Oct. 9 — Momix. contemporai\- danci- and

improv
Oct. 16 - Loui.sville Ballet.

Oct. 29 — L'Orchestre National de Lyon,

french music by comp<isers Berlioz.

Dutilleux and Roussel. conducted by Serge

Baudo.
NOVEMBER
Nov. 2 — "Tap Dance Kid." two pel for

mances. matinee at \\ p.m. and evening

show at 8 p.m.

Nov. 14 - Count Basie Orchestra, lead

by saxophonist Frank Foster.

Nov. 18 — Marleen Pennison Cnnipany,

modern dance troupe.

Nov. 20 — Leslie Howard, British pianist

performing work- by Beethoven. Tchaikov

sky, with a special work by Liszt com-

memorating the compo.sers birth.

DECEMBER
Dec. 2 — "Ceremonies in Dark Old Men,"

will be performed by the Negro Ensemble

Company, brought to UMass by the FAC
and the New WORLD Theater.

Dec. 6 - Jazz All Stars, led by jazz legend

Max Roach.

Dec. 8 — Joshua Bell, violinist.

Dec 10. - "The Christmas Story," The

Waverly Consort performs this holiday

present at ion.

Dec 12 Spiingfu'ld Symphony Or-

i-h.'-iy:\. \\ It h .'"^tfplianif Cha-f, violm. will

().Tform work- l>\ Purct'll. Milliaud and

Mo/.art

.

FEBRIARV
Ftli \ Apple Hill Chamb«>r Players,

piano cuul string chamber music, including

a new work by composer 1 ison Street.

Feb. 12 — Vi IukIi Menuhin and the War
saw Sinfonia, pniK'^mi includes works by

F^ach, Rossini, Wagner. Mendelssohn and

Polish composer F-?.Kt'ss kv

Feb. IS — JazzDance Danny Buraczeski,

modern dance and classical ballet.

Feb 2(S. — Tokvo String (^la^let.

.Vlaich 10 11 - Twyla Twarp Dance.

March 12 — Mel Torme and piani.st

George Shearing
March 18 - The Chieftians, tradiational

Irish music.

March 19 - Christopher Parkening,

classical giiitari.st.

APRIL
,'\pril 1 - Hungarian State Fold En.sem-

ble, dancers, singers, and musicians form

this troupe, originating from Budapest.

April 3 — Springfield Symphony Or-

chestra with Murray Perahia. piano, play-

ing Chopin and Beethoven.

.April 7 — Katryn Selby, piano.

,\pril 10 — "Tracers," play ahout the

Vietnam war. written produced and per

Ibrmed by V'ietnam veterans.

April 21 — Boliby McFernn, )a// voc.ilist.

April 2:3 - Atlanta Symphony Orchestra,

directed bv Robert Shaw, this orchestra,

won three (bammy auard.- in 198.').

April 27 and 29 — Alvin Alley American

Dance Theater, the leading troupe in

modern dance todav.

MAY
May 2 — Pearl Bailey with Louis Bellson.

May 1 1-13 — "La Cage Aux Folles." two

big shows for this hit Broadwav musical.

UMass Fine Arts Center Season Preview

Besides violinist Yehudi Menuhin,

the FAC "Ticket to the Stars" season

includes such prominent acts as Pearl

Bailey on May 2 (upper left), guitarist

Christopher Parkening on March 19

Geft), the Broadway musical "Tap

Dance Kid" on November 2 (above),

singer Mel Torme on March 12 (upper

right), and the Twyla Tharp Dance

group, a contemporary dance troupe

on March 10 and 11 (right). Also ap-

pearing will be the musicals "Biloxi

Blues," and La Cage Aux Folles," the

Vienna Boys Choir, the Louisville

Ballet, the French group L'Orchestre

National De Lyon, pianist Leslie

Howard, the Tokyo Stnng Quartet, the

Vietnam-based play "Tracers," the

Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater,

and more. See the above schedule for

the full line-up.
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Rand Theater sports new look

.

• •

The Rand Theater
sports a new look with

this mural, now out-

side facing Haigis
Mall. The 36 x 16 mural
was designed and ex-

ecuted by Jeffrey
Fiala, the Department
of Theater's Scene
Director, and Gail
Fresia.

. . . as well as a modern
line-up for its theatrics
By kp:lly sieger
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Depart

nicnt of ThfiitiT has shown a piclcicnct' for

modern woiks in their selections tor this

fall's season.

The Rand Theater will host Sam

Shepard's "Angel City" on September Oc

tober 16- 18 and 22-25. Eugene lonesco's

play Amedee" will run December 4-6 and

10-13.

Sam Shepard and Eugene lonesco are

two of the most re.spected playwrights of

the twentieth ccnturv Shepard is best

known for his images of America. "Angel City" gives us

a surrealistic vision of Hollywood and the film industry.

Karen Leeann Kessler, last years director of the Cur

tain Theater productions of "All's Well That Ends Well,"

and "Crimes of the Heart." will direct "Angel City."

Eugene lonesco is one of the leading playwrights in the

genre of theater known as "absurd." Such classics as "The

Bald Soprano," "The Chairs." and "The Rhinoceros" have

made lonesco the most read of the absurdist playwrights.

"Amedee" concentrates on a growing corpse situated out-

side a middle-class couple's bedroom. Growing mushrooms

and a nagging wife translate lonesco's satirical themes

into laughter.

Department of Theater Chairman Julian Olf will be

directing "Amedee." Olfs other credits include last years

workshop production of Jean Genet's "The Maids" and

1985's Rand Theater of Peter Handke's "The Ride Across

Lake Constance."

The Department of Theater will also present Alfred

Jarry's "King Ubu" and "Ubu Enchained" in the Cur-

tain Theater on November 6-8 and 12-15. Cited as one of

the first absurdist plays, Jarry's play dealing with middle-

class values and traditions makes a good preview for

lonesco's "Amedee."

Second year MFA Theater candidate Richard

DesRochers will be directing.

Tickets to all productions as well as season subscriptions

are available through the Fine Arts Center box oftlce,

545-2511. All performances begin at 8 p.m.

Auditions for all three works will be held on the follow-

ing dates: "Angel City." September 3 and 4; "Ubu Plays."

September 22 and 23; "Amedee." October 20 and 21. The

auditions are open to evervone. students and non-students.

Auditions will be held from 7 to 11 p.m., signups are re

quired. Examination scripts are available throu^ii the

main offices of the Department. 1 12 Fine Arts Center for

two hour check outs. For more information call 545-3490.

Belchertown theater

holds open auditions
The Little Flags Theatre,

recently moved to Western

Massachusetts, is seeking

actors and instrumentali.sts

for their troupe.

Musical ability is prefer-

red. Those inteie.-^ted should

send resumes to the Little

Flags Theatre office at 66

Wilson Road. Belchertown.

MA 01007. Call 256-1010

for more information.

The Little Flags Theatre

is under the direction of

Ohie winnii' Maxine Klein.

former proje.ssor of acting at

the University of Minne.sota

and Boston University.

Klein, author of Tirm'.

Space and Design for Actors.

will present an eight week
session in acting. For infor-

mation call the Little Flags

Theatre.
- KELLY SIEGER

New World Theater dedicates

new season to South Africa
The New WORLD Theater has announc

ed its fall season, titled "Creating a New-

World, " dedicated to the struggle for

freedom in South Africa.

Opening the New WORLD Theater's

foui'teenth season is "Asinamali," written

and directed by Mbongeni Ngema. The

South African Market Theater of Johan

nesburg combines storytelling, dance, song

and mime to tell of life in a South African

township. "Asinamali" will run at 8 p.m.

on September 27, in Bowker Auditorium.
continued on page 5

PIZ2A

QUALITY YOU CAN TASTE

363 MAIN STREET
(CORNER OF TRIANGLE STREET)

AMHERST
FOR FAST DELIVERY CALL

256-0222

SUBS

ff

Limited delivery area, $3.25 minimum on delivery order.

Subs and pockets are 25(t more on delivery.

Plus 5% Mass. Meal Tax

SUNDAY-WEDNESDAY 4pm to 2am
THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY 4pm to 3am

CHEESE
ONION
FRESH GARLIC
EXTRA CHEESE
DOUBLE DOUGH
SAUSAGE
FRESH PEPPER

HAMBURG
SLICED TOMATOES
CANADIAN BACON
ANCHOVY
EGGPLANT
PEPPERONI
HAM
BLACK OLIVE

SALAMI
FRESH MUSHROOM
2 COMBO
3 COMBO
4 COMBO
SPECIAL

PIZZA

SMALL 10" MEDIUM 12" LARGE 16"

3.40 4.30 6.35

3.95 4.90 7,40

4.15 5.10 7.60

4,15 5.10 7.60

4.15 5.10 7.60

4.15 5,10 7.60

4.15 6.10 7.60

4.15 5.10 7.60

4.15 5.10 7.60

4.15 5.10 7.60

4.15 5.10 7.60

4,15 5,10 7.60

4.15 5.10 7.60

4,15 5,10 7.60

4.15 5.10 7.60

4,15 5.10 7.60

(1-r) Bongani
Hlophc and Bheki
Mqadi appear in

"Asinamali," the

New WORLD
Theater's season
opener. The Market
Theatre Company
of Johannesburg,
South Africa,
brings to the stage a

portrayal of life in a

South African
township.
"Asinamali" will

show at 8 p.m. on
September 27, in

the Bowker
Auditorium. Tickets

are $2 for Five Col-

lege students, and
$5 for the general

public.

• New WORLD
(uiitini4i-(l fri>)» punf i

Ticket- ,irc $2 I'ni Fin c < nllc^f -tucli-nt> and S."> for the

miinal pul)lic.

Be Still and Know" will prcmu-rc at S p in mi Oc-

tober :}0 through November 1 in B<i\\ ktr .Auditonmn and

at ;i p.m. on November 2 at the .Academy of Mu.sic in .\( m

thampton. Written by Stephen M Newby, a Master of

Fine Arts candidate in the Department of Music at

UMa.s.s, "Be Still and Know" is a iiosp,! jazz oratorio

utilizing dramatic readings as well a.s an eighteen piece

instrumental ensemble accompanied by a thirty voice

gospel choir.

Tickets for the UMass shows are $2 for Fi\ e College

Students and $4 for the general public.

"Ceremonies in Dark Old Men" will close the New

WORLD Theater's fall season. This Negro Ensemble

Company production will show at 8 p.m. on December

2 in the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall. Written by Lonne

Elder III. "Ceremonies in Dark Old Men ' examines the

complexities of family relationships Tickets are $1.5. $1.3

and $11 for the general public, Five-College students pay

half price with valid I.D.

Tickets for all events can be obtained at the Fine Arts

Center Box Office. For more information, call 545 194.5.

- KELLY SIEGER

Faculty concert schedule released
The University of Ma.ssachusetts Department of Music

and Dance has announced its fall concert schedule. Ad-

mission for all events is free except noted ($).

SEPTEMBER
Sept. 18 - Faculty Recital: Paulina Stark, soprano, and

Nadine Shank, piano, 8 p.m., Bezanson Recital Hall,

UMass.
Sept. 25 - Faculty Recital: David Sporny. trombone, 8

p.m., Bezanson Recital Hall.

Sept. 28 — Charles-David Lehrer, Chamber Music with

Oboe, 3 p.m., Bezanson Recital Hall.

OCTOBER
Oct. 10 - Twelfth Annual Multiband Pops. 8 p.m. Fine

Arts Concert Hall, UMass.
Oct. 21 — Chapel Jazz Ensemble and University Jazz

Ensemble I, 8 p.m., Bowker Auditorium.

Oct. 23 — Faculty Recital: Lynn Klock, saxophone, and

Nadine Shank, piano, 8 p.m.. Bezanson Recital Hall.

Oct. 24 - Five College Orchestra, 8:15 p.m., Chapin

Auditorium, Mount Holyoke College.

Oct. 25 — Five C -liege Orchestra, Buckley Recital,

Amherst College, 8 p.m.

NOVEMBER
Nov. 6 — Five College Chamber Soloists. 8 p.m.. Bezan

son Recital Hall.

Nov. 9 - Five College Orchestra and M.I.T. Symphony

Orchestra, Buckley Recital Hall, 3 p.m., Amherst College

Nov. 15 - Five College Orchestra: Waltzes and Operat-

ta. 8:15 p.m., J.M. Greene Hall, Smith College.

Nov. 20 — Universityy Wind Ensemble and University

Dancers. 8 p.m., FAC Concert Hall.

Nov. 25 — University Symphony Band and Guest High

School Band, 8 p.m., FAC Concert Hall.

DECEMBER
Dec. 2 — Faculty Recital: Leopold Teraspulsky, cello,

and Estela Olevsky, piano, 8 p.m., Bezanson Recital Hall.

Dec. 4-6 - University Dancers, 8 p.m., Bowker

Auditorium. $

Dec. 4-6. and 11 13 - Madrigal Dinners, Campus

Center, $. Reservations required.

Dec. 6 - University Opera Worskhop. 8 p.m.. Bezan-

cinitinued on fxific
6'

The University Jazz Ensemble I, lead by Jeff

Holmes, will perform it's first concert at 8 p.m.

on Tuesday, October 21, in Bowker
Auditorium.

Motitgomery Florist

WE SPECIALIZE IN ROSES

FTD Teleflora - We send flowers anywhere

RT 9 Hadley 548-3798

across from Burger King

BRING THIS AD WITH STUDENT ID — RECEIVE KVOFF PLANT PURCHASE
MC, VISA ACCEPTED

REMEMBER US FOR

CORSAGES

1

AND

BOUTONNIERES
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Amherst College Music Center
offers diverse musical series

By KELLY SIEGER
Collegian Staff

Amherst College has announce its 1986-87 music con-

cert series, an eight concert program which includes both

classical and contemporary music.

Tickets as well as season subscriptions can be obtain-

ed at 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. from September 15 until

September 19 at the Amherst College box office or can

be ordered bv mail before September 15. All shows begin

at 8:15 p.m. at the Buckley Recital Hall, Amherst

College.

October 10 - The S<iviet Emigre Orchestra. This

chamber orchestra of Soviet emigrants will perform

works by Tchaikovsky. Shostakovich as well as others.

October 28 - Les Arts Florissants. Directed by William

Christie, the show will consist of seventeenth and eigh-

teenth century Italian and French music. Christie will

also lecture at 3 p.m. of the same day. in room 3 of the

Music Center, Amherst College.

November 15 - Pianist Richard Goode. winner of the

1982 Grammy Award, will perform an all-Beethoven

concert.

Chamber group and
soloist to present
an evening of Mozart

Piani.st Rudolf Serkin and the Wantastiquet Chamber
Players will present an evening of Mozart at 8:15 p.m.

on September 13 in Buckley Recital Hall. Amherst

College.

The progiam will pr<)\ idt ;'. wide variety of Mozart,

ranging from Symphony. K. 16 m E-flat Major, written

by Mozart at age 8, to Concerto, K. 456 in B-flat Major,

one of the composers later pieces.

The Wantastiquet Chamber Players are professional

musicians, who present three concerts a year in conjunc-

tion with the Brattleboro Music Center.

Rudolf Serkin is well-known in the music world. He
has taught at the Curtis Institute in Philadelphia and

was its director foi -.ivcn years. He has received the Ken
nedy Center Honors and has appeared on the television

series. /;; Performance in the White House. In February

of this year he celebrated the fiftieth anniversary of his

American debut with the New York Philharmonic.

Serkin is currently president and artistic director of the

Indian music to begin
Whole Earth series
Amherst College will begin its 1986-87 Music of the

World Earth Series with a concert of Indian music and

dance, at 3 p.m. on Sunday, September 14 in Buckley

Recital Hall. Amherst College.

The event will feature dancer Govinda Shankar.

vocalist Kalpakam Raman, and veena player David

Heck
Shankar has studied dance, drama and voice in both

New York and South India. Raman has earned degrees

from Mysore University and Delhi University. Reck is

a professor of music at Amherst College

The Music of the World Earth Series will also include

traditional music of Norway, on October 3; Chinese

music, featuring Wu Wen-Guang playing the qin, on Oc-

tober 17; and Japane.se music on December 12.

Admission is free to all shows.

- KELLY SIEGER

^ UMass Faculty
continued from page 5

son Recital Hall.

Dec. 7 — University Chorale, 4 p.m.. Bowker
Auditorium.
Dec. 9 — Vocal Jazz Ensemble, 8 p.m., Bowker

Auditorium.

Dec. 10 — Five College Orchestra - Core Ensemble, 8:15

p.m., Pratt Auditorium, Mount Holyoke College.

Dec. 11 — Chape! Jazz Ensemble and University Jazz

Ensemble I, 8 p.m.. FAC Concert Hall.

Dec. 13 — To be announced. 8 p.m.

Dec, 14 — University Chamber Choir iHandels
Messiah), .3 p.m.. Bowker Auditorium. $.

Dec. 17 - Youth Wind Ensemble. 7:30 p.m.. Bowker
Auditorium
Faculty arti-i.- v. ill participate m the Music from

Ma.ssachu sells pre^t-ntation of "An .Xustri.in Retrospcc

tive." at three off-campus locations.

Monday. October 20. 8 p.m., Edward Pickman Concert

Hall, Longy School of Music, Cambridp- MA. $

Friday. October 2A. >- l-'i p.m.. Sag*- ('h,ipcl at N'orthfield

Mt. Hermon .Schofd. M i-ii m Di. rfield ("hanihei Mu-ic

Series, >

Sundav. ( )< toIxT 2i^. >>:'-'>*^ p.m., Merkin Concert Hail at

the Abraham (r(K)dman Houx . X^T. >; Sponsored l)v the

Austrian In.stitute of Neu York t )ty. ."I^

A String Festival Day will be held at 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

on Tuesday. November 11. and the UMass FAC Concert

Hall, The event will feature the University of

Ma.s.sachusetts Honors String Orchestra and the Western

District String Jamboree.

December 4 - Anonymus will perform Li Jus De Robin

& Marion. The thirteenth century musical comedy will

be performed on original instruments and in French

dialect.

February 6 - violinist Daniel Heifetz and pianist

Samuel Sanders will perform works by Mozart. Faure.

Bloch, and Paganini.

February 20 - The Ricci-Rosen-Rodriguez Trio will

perform Tchaikovsky. Beethoven, and Shubert. The trio

combined has won such pre.siigious awards as the Naum-

burg Competition, the Tchaikovsky Gold Medal, and the

Van Cliburn Piano Competition.

March 13 - The Holy Cross Chamber Players will pre-

sent an evening of Baroque, by the composers Telemann

and Biber. and contemporary music, by Bartok.

April 10 - Canada's Orford String Quartet, with

pianist Anton Kuerti. will perform works Haydn.

Shubert. Chopin, and Schumann.
Season sub.scription costs $65, $45 for area students

and senior citizens. Last year's subscribers may renew

their subscription. Tickets will go on sale at 7:30 the

evening of each show, $9 for general public and $7 for

area students and .senior citizens.

oncerts Concerts Concert

Books

Music

Books

Music

Books

Music

Marlboro Festival and School of Music.

Tickets cost $8 for students and .senior citizens and $10

tor the general public. The concert will benefit the Wan-

tastiquet Chamber Players. Tickets may be purchased

in advance at the Amherst Music Center, room 103, at

.A.mher.st College from September !0 - 12. Office hours

are 9 a m. until noon. Tickets can also be obtained at

the door 45 minutes before the concert.

- KELLY SIEGER

Dance Dance Dane
Theater Theater Theater

Interested?
The Collegian Arts desk

needs people to cover these

events. It's o fair trade, we get

reporters and you get free ad-

mission to concerts and shows,

OS well as free books and
records, So come down to the

Collegian , room 113 Campus
Center, UMass and ask for Kelly

Sieger, Arts Editor. No ex-

perience necessary. Five Area
students welcome. Watch the

Arts pages for meeting
information.

w.elcome
At Bolles Shoes, we
welcome students back to

the five college area with

style ... and special

savings! Just show us

your student ID. from

Amherst. UMass. Smith.

Hampshire or Mt. Holyoke

and we'll give you a 20%
discount on any of our

full-priced merchandise

You'll find everything

from casual to fancy

footwear for men and
women, plus handbags.

Kenya bags, hosiery and
more ... all name-brands

at pnces you'll welcome.

SHOES, INC.

1ST. 1«»7

8 Main St., Amherst
253-5598
Open Mon-Sat; 9-5:30

Accepting

New England Teieonone

Bitis

^rif ^mi> OPEN 10 am - 11 pm
253-5384 or256-8433

Rt. 9 East Amherst

AMHERST AREA'S LARGEST
SELECTION or IMPORTED AND
DOMESTIC WINE AND LIQUOR

IN STORE WINE TASTING
EVERY SATURDAY 12-5 pm

COLD KEGS

ICE

RETURNABLE BOTTLES AND CANS WELCOME

COURSE OPEN COURSE OPEN
Philosophy of Wom-
en (Phil 381) Course

open, no prereg.,

fulfills Gen Ed req. MW
12:20 & Discussion

Sect. MT or W. Sign

up/Bartlett 352. Anne
Ferguson, professor.

Seminar in Feminist

Theory (Phil. 791)

course open. Grad/Up-

per level undergrad. T
4-6:30. Anne Ferguson

prof. Sign up at Bartlett

352. More info? Call

367-2310

THENECESSARYACCESSORY.

An elegant accent for

every outfit in 14Kt. Gold.

Polished gold bead and
florentine designs in 4 '/?

mm; Biwa fresh water

pearls: black onyx; plain

polished in 7mm. Other
styles also available

in 14Kt.

b/BALLOir

W^RD AmIDON
Registered Jewler

Brattleboro Vt 26 Main St, Amherst
Hanover NH 256-7615

Just down the road from the 5 College
Bus stops at Mount Holyoke

Wide variety of menu items

nachos, chicken wings, sandwiches, burgers, to

complete dinners, homemade soups, and desserts

Daily Specials lunch and dinners

Full bar with good selection of wine, beer, and alternative brew
Please carry proper ID to purchase alcoholic beverages

—l^rr- '

Regular Hours: Sun-Thur, 11-10; Fri & Sat. 11-11

Parking A vaiiable in the Rear

3 Hadley St., South Hadley
Route 116 & 47 • 536-7341

MC & VISA

I

STUDENTS: Solve this money-saving equation by
September 24th to find the real value of your

entertainment dollars.

Let's define ourterms ...

5-college students can buy tickets for the

Fine Art Center's exciting 1 986-87
Season at half-price.

We're talking Broadway shows, legendary

jazz artists, virtuoso classical performers,

exciting dance and much more.

Now here's the best part ...

ORDER BEFORE SEPTEMBER 24TH
AND YOU'LL GET A FURTHER
DISCOUNT OF 30% OFF YOUR
HALF-PRICE TICKETS!!!

Here's how our equation can work for you:

The single-ticket price (p) for six

outstanding performances on this year's

schedule could total $1 1 2.00. Subbiitute

$1 1 2. for "p" and -Wow!- you'd pay only

$39.20 for six evenings of unforgettable

entertainment.

It doesn't take an Einstein
to figure out ...

that this is a terrific opportunity to see and

enjoy quality entertainment for very little

cost.

YOU CAN'T AFFORD NOT TO ORDER
NOW!

THE FINE ARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Call 545-251 1 for details. You'll like the way it adds up.
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WELCOME BACK STUDENTS

CLIP &
SAVE

CLIP &
SAVE

RLEASANT

fiMUS
HALF 'WHOLE on SUBKOU or smiANBKmD

2.59
2.29
2.29
1.99
2.39
2.19
2.59
Z.39
2.29
3./

9

2.29
3.09
2.29
2.09
1.99
2.2 9

9.29
3.^9
3./ 9

3.1 9

Z.39
3.69
3.09
3.79
3.39
3.29
q.59
3.39
9.89
3.«9
2.99
2.79
3. i9

ITALIAN •&<inocL Salanti, Pepperonf, hv^^M cnffff

COISABIMATION •fiaf^, ^^<^ ^a/dw/, 5otopm

STEAK AMD CH EESE •Mushrooms,
fkppars Bdn.

GENOA SALAMI
ROAST BEEF
TURKEYHAM . . , ^ . .

Ut^

y^u.y^^ Z^oast Beet TorMey, A/nenmn Cheese

HAM AND GENOA SALAMI

cSfcKEN^tALAD 1
TELEPHOME

TUNA SALAD CLllQ»<\|Af
E&Cr SALAD l^m wl WV
MEATBALL

1.49 1.79 VEOETAR\AN „ ,

I 79 Z 39 CHEESE* fWmencan Qr Prv>\^IQn6.

2*2 9 3.19 PEPPERONI
2!29 3.19 PASTRAMI
ML SAMDWICHe\
Utfuu Idmawes,

6arUc Powt
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5Hq-5l60
IVOOKM TO l-OOAM

Advantages
THE NEWSLETTER FOR CAREER -MINDED STUDENTS •

MONEY
RECOGNITION

• SELF-ESTEEM

ARE YOU BEGINNING TO THINK ABOUT YOUR FUTURE?

ADVANTAGES is a newsletter expressly for students who want to

succeed in the job market.

ADVANTAGES gives you the benefit of quality career skill advice

from people who are already successful in their fields Practical, hard-

hitting advice that comes from experience on topics like Job Hunting,

Networking, Resumes, Interviewing, Reputation, and many more.

ADVANTAGES covers 2 subjects every 3 weeks from October

through May for a total of 20 of the most important topics you need for

your future success. With each one you gam a clear understanding of

another career skill, you get examples of how to do it right, what to

watch out for. and an action checklist to get you started.

If you want to succeed, start by taking advantage now of the advice

of men and women who have already done it. Of all the learning you do

this year, this might benefit your future the most.

I Detach Coupon i

Get 40% savings with this special risk-free Back to Scjiool o^*®^'
.

Wh le the normll subscription price for ADVANTAGES 'S 549^95, send m

your Check or money order payable to ADVANTAGES postrnarked no late

than Sept. 13,1986 and pay only S29.95 for all 20 topics. Not only a smal

investment in your future, but a nsk-free one; if you e^^r wish o cancel you

subscription. )ust let us know and well promptly refund your money on all

unmailed issues.

n YES' I want to start using ADVANTAGES. Enclosed is my payment for

[ 1 S29.95 I 1 S49.95

(Please Print Clearlyi

Name

Address

City/State/Zip

Class <Check Oner. D Fresh D Soph D Jr. D Sr. D Grad.

Man to ADVANTAGES / P.O.BOX 17076 / HAUPPAUGE. NY 1 1 788

(Please allow 4-6 weeks lor deliveiy o/ your lirsi issuei

6160A

I've been eating at J.B.'s for 2 years now and I feel

very happy when my belly is filled with J.B.'s things.

Enjoy a meal at J.B.'s it will make you very happy too

AT UMASS ?

2.

3.

The mathematics major can choose any one of the seven concentrations:

Actuarial Science, Applied Mathematics ,
Computer Science, Pure

Mathematics, Special (Individually Designed Program), Statistics, Teaching.

Training in mathematics is broader than that in the more vocationally

oriented disciplines and prepares the student for the future demands as

well as the immediate needs of society.

Job opportunities are as numerous and starting salaries are as good for

the talented mathematics major as they are for the talented major in

engineering, physics, or computer science.

545-0510 OR P'CK^UJ'^A^COPY^^^^^
RESEARCH CENTER TOWERS, ROOM 1623E
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Festival and special exhibit

highlight FAC celebration

The Fine Arts Center will present a

1986-87 season kick-off celebration, to be

held from 11 a.m. until 4 p.m.. on

September 1 1 outside the center.

The highlight of the event will be a

presentation by Polish artist Krzysztof

Wodiczko, known for projecting large-

scale images from slides onto buildings

(above is an example of his work). A pro-

jection created specially for the Fine Arts

Center will be on view from 8 to 10 p.m.

During the day a variety of bands will

perform. Students can see the works of

local craftsmen and enjoy a variety of

refreshments. Also available is an oppor-

tunity to subscribe to the Fine Arts

Center "Ticket to the Stars."

The event is free and open to the public.

Hampshire College offers

new photography series

Hampshire College will now have

photogi-aphers in residency, as the result

of a $-5,000 gi-ant from the National Endow

ment for the Arts (NEA).

The fund will hv used to establish a year-

long vi.sual residency serie.s. bringing to

Hampshire College five well-known

photographers, who will lecture, and lead

seminars and workshops.

The series, titled Method and Pertspcitm'

in Photofiraphw covers many diflerent

facets of photography. Photographers Roy

DeCarava and Helen Levitt focus their

cameras on city life and social issues,

Joel Peter Witkin and Jan Groover are

known for their artistic themes and

techniques.

Mary Ellen Mark, the last of the

photographerin-resident, i.^ a

photojournalist.

Jerome Liebling. professor of film .studies

at Hampshire College, will be directing the

project.

Those interested in the program and its

itinerary should contact Hampshire

College.

Downtown Amherst offers art
The Jones Library in

Amherst will display the

works of artist Daniel Ford,

opening September 6.

Ford, now a New York Ci-

ty resident, grew up in

Amherst, going on to

receive a degi'ee from the

Edinburgh College of Art in

Scotland. This exhibit will

be only the second showing

of his studio paintings.

The exhibit will run

thi(iu^,'li September 29. A
reption for the artist, open

to the public, will be from

2:30-4:30 p.m. on Saturday,

September 6.

Amherst College will ex-

hibit the sculpture and pain-

ting of artist Freda CofTing

Tschumy from September 7

until September 20 in the

Amherst College Music

Center.

Titled "Unfolds," the

sculpture consists of canva-

covered panels hinged by

canvas. The canvas are

painted, making the exhibit

both painted sculpture and

folding paintings.

Tschumy received a B.A.

from Vassar College and

has studied at the Ac-

cademia di Belli Arti in

Rome. She currently

teaches at the Metropolitan

Museum School in Florida.

A reception will be held

from 4 to 7 p.m. on

S.ptember 7. The public is

invited.

- KELLY SIEGER

Local artists share their

visions of a world at peace

NEW
COLLABORATIVE

COURSE OPENING THIS FALL

THE LAW, HIGHER EDUCATION, AND
STUDENT DISCIPLINE (EDUC. P391B)

Course topics include;

• Legal principles as they apply to higher education

• Court resolution of policy conflicts between students, facul-

ty and administrators,

• Alternative dispute resolution in higher education.

• Student participation in the governance of the University and

in its Judicial system,

• Students and the practice of preventive law,

Taught by David Schimmel Charles DiMare and

William Field, the course will meet Mondays form

4;-6;30 pm.

Enrollment is limited. Students may sign up for this

three credit course at the Legal Services Office,

922 Campus Center, from Tuesday, September

2, 1986 at 9:00 am until Friday, September 5, 1986

at 5:00 pm

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllli^

The work,'^ of artists ranging from age 12

to 20. collectivly titled An Outbreak of

Peace, will be on display from 2 until 9 p.m.

on September 6 and September 7 at

Thornes Marketplace in Northampton.

The artists, who have been working

together for two years, have created their

vicw.s of a world at peace. The above piece

was made In Amherst Amanda Cohen.

The illustrations are part of the soon to

be released book, An Outbreak nfPeace, by

Greenfield resident Sarah Pirtle.

Artists, families and the public are in-

vited to attend a progi-am about the exhibit

at ;5 p.m. on September 6th. Both the pro-

gram and display will be held in Thornes

Marketplace. 150 Main St.. Northampton.

Galleries 1 and 2 on the third floor.

- KELLY SIEGER
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Amherst Laundromat
^coin operated single and double

Speed Queen Washers

^coin operated dryers

^dry cleaning

LET US WASH.DRY AND
FOLD YOUR LAUNDRY

326 College St.

Amherst

I

DROP OFF SERVICE
$1.00 OFF

MINIMUM 10 POUNDS

GOOD 9/3 - 9/10

University Gallery shows the new and the added
By KELLY SIEGER
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Gallery opens the

academic year with two major exhibits: a new installa-

tion sculpture by artist Alan Sonfist and a presentation

titled "Recent Gifts and Acquisitions."

Sonfist. emphasizing the natural environment and its

cycles, uses the forest of the Connecticut Valley as his focal

point. Locallv coUectt^d branches and stones along with

bronze castings of native trees will be on display. A series

of charcoal and pencil tracings by Sonfist are included in

this exhibit.

Accompanying Sonfist's show is "Recent Gifts and Ac-

quisitions," displaying the recent additions to the

Gallery's permanent collection.

Forty photogi-aphs. prints, and drawings make up the

exhibit. Funds from the Alumni Association have made

possible the purchase of such works as Diane Arbus' photo,

(Laura Morales, A Mexican Dwarf in His Hotel Room m
NYC. and a gelatin silver print by Joel-Peter Witkin

titled // Ragazzo Con Quattro Braeci, San Francisco.

University of Massachusetts alumna Lois Beurman Toif

(Class of 19461 and her husband Michael Torf have

donated a four-color woodcut by Roy Lichtenstein titled

Reclininfi Nude. Jasper Johns' lithogi'aph Lf/nr/'.s- End and

Claes Oldenburg's Pick-Axe Superimposed on a Drawing

by Ludwig Grimm, both donated by the Torfs, will also

be on view.

Werner Kramarskv. of New York, has donated a port-

folio of five silkscreen prints titled Sarah Lawrence by Sol

LeWitt are included in this exhibit.

The University Gallery, located in the Fine Arts Center

is open 1 1 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Tuesday through Friday, and

2 to 5 p.m. on weekends.

Rpclinina \ude by Roy Uchtenstein is now on view as part of the University Gallery s ex-

hibU "Ree'Ln^^ Acquisitions." Also on display in this exhibit are works by Diane Ar-

bus, Jasper Johns, and Claes Oldenburg.

Five College museums
offer wide range of art

Donna Howard's piece is just one of the works on view in Herter

Art GaUery^ "Starting Point." The Herter Gallery traditionally

d^plays fi/st vear art students works at the beginning of each year.

With the return to col-

lege of old faces, and the

arrival of so many new
ones, here's an opportuni-

ty to realize the abundance

of art which is available to

the Five College area.

There are five galleries

at the University of

Massachusetts alone, with

each of the other colleges

sporting at least one

gallery. For all those in-

.terested in visiting these

galleries, here's a list of

most galleries, including

their hours. Call the in

dividual halls for informa-

tion on exhibits.

University of

Massachusetts: The
largest of Umass' five

galleries is the University

GaUery, located in the Fine

Arts Center. It is open to

the public Tuesday

through Friday, 11 a.m. to

4:30 p.m. On the

weekends, the gallery is

open 2 to '^ p.m. Call

.")4r}-3670 for exhibit

information.

W'heeJer Gallery, located

in Wheeler House in Cen
tral Residential Area, is

open Monday through
Thursday 3 to 7 p.m. and

Sunday 2 to 5 p.m.

The exhibits in Herter

Gallery are on view from

11 a.m. to 4 p.m.

weekdays. On Sundays,

gallery hours are 2 p.m. to

5 p.m'. Call 545-0976 for

information.

The Hampden Gallery,

located in Southwest
Residential Area, is open

Monday through Friday 3

to 7 p.m., and Sundays 2 to

5 p.m. Information can be

obtained at 545-2416.

The fifth major gallery at

UMass is the Student
I'tuiin GaUery, which is

open Monday through Fri-

day 1 1 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Amherst College:

Amherst College offers two

major museums; The Mead
and the Pratt. The Mead
concentrates on art, and is

oj)<>ni'd weekdays 10 a.m.

to 4:.i() p in. and weekends

1 to 5 p.m. The Pratt is an

anthropological mu.seum.

exhibiting in the most part

the geological history of

the Valley through
dinosaur fossils and
minerals. The Pratt is

open 10 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.

on weekdays only. The
Mead can be contacted at

542-2335 and the Pratt at

5422165.

Smith College: The
campus of Smith College

in Northampton (on the

bus route) offers an ex

cellent gallery, holding

several original works by

Picasso, Degas, Monet and

others. The gallery is open

Tuesdays through Satur-

days, noon through 5 p.m.

Sundays 2 to 5 p.m. Infor

mat ion regarding exhibi

tions can be received at

584-2700, ext. 2760.

Hampshire College
Gallery: Hampshire Col

lege (Jallery is open 10:30

a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Call

549 4600, ext. 544 for

information.

Call the Mt. Holyoke

main switchboard for in

formation on the gallery

there.

Complete Hairstyling for Men & Women

Haircut

$9.00

Call: 549-1502

AVIA* IS OUT TO WIN

AVIA 445
Men's leather workout shor

*42.99

^

AVIA 485 & 465
'

Lerither furir

M'-(Vs <S, Won I'
•

»49.99 & «54.99AVIA "605

'

Sijr.it y. lecUhef running shoe

Mt-n's R- Women's

»59.99
Aw. ,-hi,.- .h,...rofi,|"'' -'.iNl.'syoudo AfK) Winner's Circle h,r, < /

^:;;;;;;;;;" _
, , .r '..,h.r styles Uvu .r. de^„jM..l to men the cornpetil.un

You always come out ahead
H*mp«nir» W,»ll Rt* » H»dl»y

,xs>;;£r;s>>2«^* StBASTlAN ^i.v^.v.--w-'r.svv^sssv^vwv^v-vw-'.wA-^--'^'''''^"*^""*
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PAD offers discounts
to UMass students
The Performing Arts Division iPAD) at

the University of Massachusetts will be dis-

counting their classes for UMass students

selecting gi'oup study.

A total discount of $20 is available, $5 for

all UMass students and an additional $5
for those who choose to enroll in the Jewish

Music Ensemble.

PAD offers students the opportunity of

private lessons in voice, guitar, keyboard.

percussion, woodwinds, brass, and strings.

Students can choose which form of music
they wish to study: classical, popular, folk,

rock or jazz

The gi'oup studies, in which the discounts

are offered, are voice class, piano class, ac

ting for adults, acting for teens, dance ex-

ercise, hulk't. jazy. dance, guitar clas>. "Sing

Lite" (a popular music ensemble), and the

"Jewish Music Ensemble."

F.M) IS CO sponsored by the Department
of Music and Dance and the Fine Arts

Center and is ottered with cooperation with

the Department of Theater. Academic
credit is available.

The group study is funded partially

through a grant by the University's Arts

Council. The discount on the Jewish Music

Ensemble is available through a grant

IVom the Hillel Foundation.

Student interested in the programs

should obtain information at the PAD of-

fice in Old Chapel or call 545 0519.

-KELLY SIEGER

N I u

Quality

^t

V

^vA:v

<^v>-

:>-f^
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.ass market

manufacturers sacrifice

quality and design

simplicity for unneeded

'bells and whistles."

In contrast. Music

First components offer

the world's most advanc-

ed MUSIC reproduction

and unsurpassed quality

in workmanship and

electronic design.

MiLsic/irst
Unique Audio Systems

Danco Center Shops
Route 5, Hatfield, MA
247-5364

ARTS

BUDGET TRAVEL CENTER
Cheapest
Fares to:

•EUROPE
•ASIA
•AUSTRALIA
NEW ZEALAND

Plus

railpasses

international

student ID,

tours and
much more
Ask for our

free travel

catelog

UNCIL
Council ltQV\ Services

79 SOUTH PIEASANI STREET SECOND HOOO RtAR
AMHE(?S7 MA 01002 (413) 256 1361

Tr* lovwi DM»k3r\ o» me Council oo imemaitonal Educoliona* incfan^

y.

>'%>.

^/

Casio challenges you
to find more power. At any pnce.

The amazing Casio FX-4000P pro
grammable scientific calculator. In

power, it's compa-
rable to the most
highly touted calcu-

lators on the market

today.

It offers you

160 total functions, including 83 scien-

tific functions, such as hexadecimal/

decimal/binary/octat conversions,

standard deviation and regression

analysis.

Making it easier to deal with

long computations, its 12 character

Casio Inc Consumt

CASIO HP Tl

FX4000P 15C 60

FufKlions 160 115 124

Dtsptay l?Scrdlslo79 7*2 10 2

Memory 550Slep 448 Step 84 Step

Formula Repiay Ves No No
Compute' W.ith Ves No Somf?

alpha-numeric display scrolls to 79

characters and its instant formula

replay feature lets

you review, edit and
replay your formula

at the touch of a

button. It even has

an answer key that

stores your last computed value.

And to make things still easier

the FX-4000P has a "perfect entry"

system, which allows you to enter and

display a formula exactly as written.

Plus, It has a non-volatile 550

step program memory with 10 program

divisions. This allows 10 different pro-

grams to be stored at once.

And it includes up to 94 data

memories, which are invaluable for

statistical analysis.

Finding all this power at your

fingertips is remarkable enough, let

alone at half the price of some com-
petitors. If you can put your finger

on a scientific calculator that gives

you more power at any price, by all

means buy it

NOW EVERY
UDENTCANAffORD
lOWKKHTU

ji-'A^O^-, A • ^ >:< >^ /x* y/^ x-0'¥'<x X'j|r«-*': v^.«^^»o''^*^f!|fj^»XA.'>»«««»»^X*«(W'^^' ' *^^ ^

Where miracles never cease

field NJ 07006 New Jersey (201) 882 1493 I- "13)8033411

$

19" COLOR TV

(^••monthslii(le-nl lensel

Why?
Because Redi-Vision is now offer-

ing a special leasing deal for students:

one of our Mitsubishi 19" color TVs

for the school year, instead of a

whole year.

So look for Redi-Vision on campus

during registration. At these prices,

can you afford not to?

REDIYISION
VIDE O I CASINO

WEDNESDAY, 9/3

THURSDAY, 9/4

9am-6pm
ROOM 176, CAMPUS CENTER
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Yiddush book center will

offer five day film series

Bv KELLY SIEGER
Collegian Staff

The National Yiddush Book Center and

the Pleasant Street Theater have col

laborated in the presentation of a gala Yid-

dish Film Festival, to be held September

17 • 22.

An English-language documentary and

eight Yiddush features with English sub-

titles makf lip the nine film series.

Tickets for single shows are $4, ($3 for

people over 60 and under 12), and can be

purchased at the door. Series tickets are

$18 for the general public, $16 for members

of the National Yiddish Book Center, and

$14 for over 60 and under 12. Subscribtions

can be obtained beginning September 1

through the National Yiddish Book Center,

Old East Street School, Amherst, MA
01004.

All films will be shown at the Pleasant

Street Theater, Northampton.

The film schedule is as follows:

Sept. 17 — / want to be a Boarder and

American Matchmaker. Two comedies star-

ring Leo Fuchs. Guest speaker: Professor

Khane Kliger, University of

Massachusetts. Showings at 5:30, 8:00

(with speaker) and 10:10 p.m.

Sept. 18 - Tevye. Maurice Schwartz's

1939 classic based on the stories of Sholem

Aleichem. Guest speaker: Aaron Lansky,

Executive Director, National Yiddush

Book Center. Showings at 6:00, 8:00 and

10:00 p.m. (speaker at 8 and 10 p.m. show-

ings only).

Sept. 19 - The Partisans of Vilna. A
documentary of Jewish resistance in the

ghetto of Wilno, Poland during the Nazi

Holocaust. This is the New England

Premiere of the film. Guest speaker: Josh

Waletzky, the film's director. Showings at

6:30 and 9:10 p.m.

Sept. 20 - The Light Ahead. Guest

speaker: David Opatoshu, the film's star.

Showings at 6:00, 8:20 and 10:30 p.m.

Sept. 21 - Matinee: The Partisans of

Vilna. 3:30 p.m. Evening: The Cowboy, and

The Jolly Paupers. Guest speaker: Sharon

Rivo, Executive Director, National Center

for Jewish Film. Showings at 6:00 and 8:00

(both with speaker) and 10:00 p.m.

Sept. 22 - The musical Yidl Mitn Fidl

showing at 5 and 9 p.m. and the silent

classic East and V/est, at 7:20 p.m. Guest

speaker: (at East and V/est only) Professor

Mark Slobin. musicologist at Wesleyan

University.

and (guitar Lt/iyriz^kap

For All Your
Musical Needs

233 N. Pleasant Street

Amherst, Mass. 01002

Phone 549-1728

5{uM«M garden
*^eMaurant
^AANDARIN SZECHUEN CUISINE

"The BEST Chinese Food"

lOBelchertownRd.

at Rottte 9

Amherst

256-0252

SmallBoneless Bar-B-Q

Sparc Ribs ^280 $4
Large

60

Luncheon
Specials

$025
From /W ^^^ \} «"».

-3 p.m.

New Buffet &
Sunday Brunch

Buffet Served 5-8

Mon.-Thurs.
Brunch Served
Sunday 11:30-3

ALL YOU $C:75
CAN EAT 5

II ItaH wuh Fink
Mwahrnomfc

2) Chlckvn Fin9«Ti

S) Chtckm Win9>
OOwmmBBOPwIi
5) BroccoU in Oyitrt Sauc*

«) S<M« • Soot CMdMti
7)f>*nFrt«IKi«
tl P>nFi>*<)r4ondk>
withCKidicn

9) Pwi Fnrd KmoU
10) Hoi -r Sour Sow

Luncheon Specials & Take-out Service

Full Cocktail menu
Sun.-Thurs. 11:30 a.m.-10 p.m.

Fri. & Sat. 11:30 a.m. -11p.m.

g«aniw0M0flunB\fl\B\0wa)f)flMtBi0un0\Bnss\i9u^

^^^ Laundromat f
107 Sunderland Rd. No. Amherst

nmxt to CsmpuB Auto A Carpontor firoc

• CLEAN • CONVENIENT
• EASY PARKING

15 washers $1.00
10 dryers 25V10 min
2 super washers S2.00

DRY CLEANING AVAILABLE
Wash. Dry and fold - 60«lb. (5 lb min)

_ Attendant on duty 1 to close

HOURS: Mon & Fri. 8-10;'Tu Wed Thurs 8-10

Sat 8-10 Sun. 12-8

J

Are you interested in

Women's Issues?

Do you go to UMass?

Are you interested in writing for

New England's Largest College
Daily?

The Women's Issues desk at the Collegian informs the five col-

lege community about current and upcoming women's events of

every nature. We cover activities of the women's RSO's, speakers,

International news involving women and even book reviews by

and about women. If you are interested in joining New Englands

Largest College Daily newspaper and writing for the Women's

Issues desk, we welcome you and your ideas. For more informa-

tion, stop by the Women's Issues desk located in the newsroom

of the Collegian, 114 Campus Center, or call 545-3500 and ask for

liana Levenson

CAMPUS AUTO PARTS

• Complete line of foreign and

Domestic Auto Parts.

• Automatic and Household Keys Made

• Auto Paint Mixed to Order

• Hydraulic Hoses Made

• Machine Shop Service

549-3945
107 Sunderland Road
North Amherst, MA.

OPEN 8-5 WEEKDAYS, 8-1 SATURDAYS

The Sound Company
"Your Stereo Headquarters"

SAVE $40

1
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H^fl mHH9

weSTPOPJ $89
Super value, Digital AM/FM stereo

Radio, 10 presets. Auto Stop ends tape,

12 Watts

SAVE $60

NIKKO ^

$69
Belt Turntable with

Magnetic Cartridge

SAVE $10

Sony
WALKMAN
CASSETTE
PLAYER

$29
SAVE $80

METAL DOLBY

CASSEHE RECORDER
Dolby B Noise Reduction, soft

Touch Controls, Cue & Review.
Metal Tape Permalloy Heads $69

SAVE $50

AVID
TOP RATED

MINI
SPEAKER

$49e

SAVE $50

WeSTPORT 5199
Dolby B Noise Reduction, 12 FM Digital

presets. Fader Control. Automatic Music

Select, 36 Watts. Seek and Scan

SAVE $60

TURNTABLE WITH
MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE

SAVE $30

$69n
CROW IN

Double Cassette AM/FM Stereo Radio

An inexpensive way to duplicate your favorite tapes or

record directly from this portable or plug in AM/FM stereo

portable Cassette

SAVE $40

AKAI $99
35 Watts AM/FM Stereo Reveiver

35 Watts per channel (70 watts total) , flywheel

tuning, 4 speaker capability

SAVE $80

GENESIS

LIFETIME
WARRANTEED
SPEAKERS

$159

SAVE $100

coNcraRD $299
50 Watts of power. Quartz Digital AM/FM Stereo

Radio, Dolby Noise Reduction, Scan Tunning, Music

Search, Auto Reverse. Metal Tape. Bass & Treble

Control

harman kardon
3 Head Dolby-Pro Cassette The best

Cassette Decks are HK. Frequency

response is 20-20.000, Dolby B & C, HX Pro.

Auto Repeat,

Solenoid Response $399

MINI DOUBLE

AM/FM STEREO CASSEHE

Works on batterys or AC
High Speed Dubbing $99

SAVE $80

harman kardon
Discrete Components, high

current capability," the

critics choice'Digital AM/FM
Stereo stereo receiver $299

MAXELL UDXLII-C90
CASSETTE TAPES
81.69 (limit 10)

WE CARRY A
COMPLETE LINE

OF STEREO NEEDLES

SINCE 1961^^^^ ^ ^^1^^ :>iniut i^Di

heSoundCompan
201 NORTH PLEASANT ST. AMHERST, MASS
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Calvin Theater offers a
mixture of new and old

I hi at

By THOMAS HARRINGTON
Collegian StafT

In an area in which practically all the

movie theaters can boast of some in-

dividual distinction or appeal, the Calvin

Cinema on King St., Northampton can

pride itself on being the cheapest.

A former vaudeville house, the Calvin

is a tvpical second-run theater, charging

$2 (and 99 cents on Wednesdays) for ma-

jor releases that have worn out their

welcome at the malls. Occasionally it

shows an area premiere such as Psycho

III, which is shown at first-run prices. It

has also hostrd si'M-ral live shows and

concerts with performers like the Rochi's

last sprintr.

Named after former Northampton

mayor Calvin Coolidge, the 1230 seat

theater has had little success in realizing

its full potential, being not nearly as well

run or kept as the nearby Pleasant St. and

Academy of Music theaters.

Lately though, it has been trying to turn

itself around under its new manager. An-

nate Tacconelli.

Tacconelli came to the theater as a can-

dy seller in January after giving up her

liui>uit of a Pill) 111 political theory

l'Ma->. In May shf was proniott-d to

inanaKer to fill a vacancy in that position.

Since then, she has set up a number of

pi-ojecls which she and the statT of the

theater have been working on.

•'We've rehung curtains between the

lobbv and the stage, and we've fixed a lot

olthe lights," says Tacconelli. "We even-

tually hope to get the marquee lights go-

ing again."
, n u

Tacconelli, who with coworker bob

Segedy made a documentary last year on

fear called Roum 101 , says she enjoys the

"art of running a cinema, it's like pain-

ting with projects. We try to keep the feel

ing of illusion by doing little things, like

dimming the lights to the candy stand

when people are in the lobby."

Tacconelli and her creative partner'

Bob Segedy have also started putting up

mildly satirical marquee slogans to the

films being shown. Ainonu the more

memorable: "Youre (loiina Die!" for

P<,IU'r^u'st II and •'VUvyv Is No Cure for

Sylvester Stallone's Cnhni.

Taconelli hopes to try even more pro-

jects in the future. "I think I've had time

enough to get the owners trust ," she says,

•and they're starting to give me a little

leeway now in running the theater. They

recently let us set up an art gallery in the

front lobby where there used to be nothing

but empty poster signs. We're using it to

showcase the work local artists like Barry

Moser."
The Calvin's refurbishment has been a

strange one. Yet the theater does seem to

finally be in the hands of people who who

have some sort of ambitions for it, and it

stands a good chance of developing the

kind of individual character that makes

the other local theaters such fun places

to visit.

Laurie Anderson breaks
into the silver screen

^"^^h k^ ^

Adrogynous avant garde musician Laurie

Anderson has released her first feature length

film. Home of the Brave.

By ILANA LEVENSON
Collegian Staff

Performance ai'tist Laurie

Anderson made her film

debut this summer in Home
ofthe Brave, an off-beat con-

cert length film filled with

her sociological insights

paired with her idiosyn-

cratic visual images.

This resulted in an hour

and a half of intense anec-

dotes, taking the viewer far

away from the world of

every day situations and in-

to the Anderson mode, an

impossible concept to

describe but fascinating to

experience.

The opening scene showed
Ander.son and her band

continued on pafit' 17
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DOUBLE
FEATURES
ONLY $3.00

COMING THIS FALL
DIVA BRAZIL CASABLANCA A HARD

DAYS NIGHT 24 HOUR SCIENCE FICTION

MARATHON STOP MAKING SENSE

CATCH 22 SLAUGHTERHOUSE 5 REBEL

REBEL WITHOUT A CAUSE EAST OF
EDEN REPO MAN DARK STAR BAR-

BARELLA 3 STOOGES FILM FESTIVAL

BOSRRT

MMii
AMITY ST. 253-5426

Springfield Civic Center
Saturday, September 6th-8pm

All Seats Reserved-Sl5.50
•

On Sale at Civic Center Box Office

and all Ticketron Outlets including VideoTo Go, Amherst.

PHONE CHARGES (413)787 6600 or (800)382 8080

Good Seats Still Available!

The UMass Arts Council

The Arts Council was founded in 1966 and origionally serv-

ed to present most of the principal fine arts at UMass. When
the Fine Arts Center opened in 1975, however, the FAC
assumed this function, and the Arts Council redefined its

role.

The present purpose of the Arts Council is to foster ex-

cellence and scope in the arts on campus and to assure educa-

tional and social relevence in arts activities and events. The

Council's activities include:

• Financial support for arts related projects and programs on campus,

including grants to student groups, galleries, the Residential Arts Pro-

gram, and other groups involved in the arts.

• The Arts Calendar, a bi-weekly listing of arts related activities on the

Five College Campuses.
• Contemporary interdisciplinary public programs and expanding the

public art collection on campus.
• Arts management courses throughout the Arts Extension Service.

The Arts Cuncil is funded primarily through the Fine Arts

Fee. These funds are administered by a body which includes

undergraduate, graduate, alumni, faculty, and professional

staff representatives.

For further information about the Arts Council, call

545-0202 or visit the office at 125 Herter Hall.

* Laurie Anderson
cnntiniifd from jHifie Ifi

wi'armj^ ^I'l'v fcicc masks
with a black tiian^li-

DUtliiie tor the n<isi-. and
(.iick's for thi" eyes and

mouth. .Anderson spoke
tlirouuh ,1 microphone
u hich tiansloinu'd hi-r voice

into a baritone, discussing

the luiinbers zero and one.

She said nobody wants to be

a zero, yet everyone wants

to be a numlier one. .Andei'

son said most people fall in

lu'tween even though theie

1- not a lot of room there.

HoiDf nf the Brair is an

excerpt from ten days of live

concerts in New Jersey with

performances by j^uitarist

.\diian Belew and William

S. Burroughs, who tangos

with .Xnder-ioii iii the song

Late Sh(»w.'" one of the

late night teU'\ ision take

offs in the film.

The late nite mockery
began when Anderson plays

a game show announcer, as

two contestants try to

answer questions such as

C^ue es mas macho'''^ .\

UNIVERSITY
FOOD SERVICES

OUR HOURS
WORCESTER SNACK BAR
MONDAY-FRIDAY: 7 am-4 pm

WHITMODE 6NACK 5AD
MONDAY-FRIDAY: 7:00 am-4:30 pm

8:00 AM-MJdnight

OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

CAMPUS CENTER-

Coffee Shop
MONDAY-FRIDAY 7 am-3 pm

hatch FOOD FAIR

OPEN EVERY DAY 8 am-Midnight

Quickie Lunchi
MONDAY-FRIDAY 11:30 am-1:30 pm

DLUEWALL
ICE CREAM SHOP
Monday-Thursday 11:00 am-Midnight

Friday 11:00 am-6:00 pm
Sunday 3:00 pm-Midnight

DLUEVA^LL

Tirmr
Imrrrn

prtrrirrrrr

TOP of the CAMPUS
RESTAURANT

Located on the 11th Floor of the

Lincoln Campus Center the T.O.C.

restaurant offers students an exciting

dining alternative. Treat yourself today

to waited table service, a panoramic

view of the Pioneer Valley and a

delicious menu.

HOURS:
11:30 AM-2:00 PM Monday-Friday

5:00 PM-9:30 PM Tuesday-Saturday

MEAL EXCHANGES:
UMASS students participating in the

Dining Commons Meal Plan may ob-

tain a credit towards a dinner meal at

the TOC. Advance reservations are re-

quired for further information call

549-6000 Ext. 639.

STUDENT DISCOUNT:
All students with valid I.D. receive a

15% discount on dinner entrees.

lit; lit bulb'.''.' or a pineap

|)le.''" When the contestant

answered the correct

answer — according; to

Andersons intellect, a

pineapple — she was award-

t'cl with a laif4e box of Her-

-he\ bars.

An important scene was
when Anderson appeared

acting as a serpent.

Althou^'h it is not out of

character for .Anderson

'nothin^i seems to be> she

\\as wearin^i a 50 pound
ihain ^own, a dramatic
^\\ itch from her ritual white

satin adro^^ynous apparel

The music from the movie
includes sonu' ot her old

works such as "Sharkey's

Ni^^ht.'" "Lan^^ue DAmour"
111(1 'Kokokii However.

I.ati- .Show .

" "Smoke
Kinus. " and Talk Normal"
lie a lew oi the new tracks

which are dediutely up to

bi/aiif Laurie Ander.son

standards.

Ander.son played many
roles in the film and its pro

tluction. Besides acting, she

wrote. CO produced and was
the visual concept ualist for

the film. The film was
edited by Lisa Day. who
edited Slop Mulun^ Sense.

the highly acclaimed con

cert film featuiing "Talking

Heads."
.Anderson, who played

electric violin, bass, and

keyboards among other

things (for e\am|)le. her

electrically rigged tie> more
than proves her talent as a

luisician who utilizes her

imagination to create

diverse scenes. Now we'll

jiist wait I'or another Laurie

.\nder.son filtn which would

surely include more olthe

eternally enl«'rt ami iig

.\nderson anecdotes

JOB OPENfNG

STUDENT JANITORIAL POSITIONS

ARE AVAILABLE IN THE ORCHARD
HILL CENTRAL AREA. WORK
STUDY AND NON WORK STUDY

$3.75 per hour

MUST BE ABLE TO WORK
WEEKENDS. COMPLETE APPLICA-

TION FORMS IN B— 1 BAKER

vld*«^ (vid'c-oO adj. PcrUiAinf to iclcvuioa.

np. lo uleviMd inufcs. -* I.Thc vuuaI

portion of « ulcvued briMMkaU. 2. Tekvuioo.

« I fidere, to wtt.\

f fi- 1 1 lit.,

to (U»; unstressed U) prep 1. In a direction
toward. 2. In the direction of. 3. Reaching as
^^ " 4. Toward or reaching the sute of
S. To lh€ extent of. %, In contact »"••*•

cheek. 7. l^Mnt of: far'

go (go) V. tMfit 9on«, going. I.To proceed.

2. To move or surt to move. S. To move to or

from a given place, or out of lomeone*! pres-

ence. 4. —Uied in the f*- •• followed

"WELCOME "

BACK
VIDEO la on
44 Main St., Amherst 256-1509

Rte. 116, Sunderland 665-7959
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A remake and a sequel are this summers best Sci-fi

Jeff Goldblum stars as the un-

fortunate scientist in the this sum-

mers remake of The Fly.

The Fly
directed by David Cronenberg
Starring Jeff Goldblum
Hampshire Six Theaters
* * 'v

\lt}i<iUKli it could Ik' ()\ci'-ha(lii\M-(i hy

tin- t)i'ttfr publicized Aliens, David

Crunt'iiher^'V Tlw Fl\ should lif

remembered as oiu- of the hitter horror

films of the year and an interesting

reconceptualization of the 1958 chiller.

Jeff CJoldblum plays the eccentric scien

t ist who forgets to keep a no-pest strip near

the teleportation pods that he tests on

himself. Instead of simply switching heads

as was done in the original though, he has

his entire DNA fused with the little bug-

ger. This leaves him looking completely

normal at first, and he doesn't suspect that

anything has gone wrong until his

girlfriend iGeena Davis) complains of a buz-

zing in her ear.

The scenes showing the physical and

psychological changes that occur before

Goldblum is aware of the accident are

among the film's scariest. Goldblum's quiet

personality becomes convincingly excited

and paranoid in a short time, and

ii'ti/inui'tl •)'! panf 19

Sigourney Weaver again por-

traying Ripley, as she and friend

combat the creature in Aliens.

AlienH

Directed by James Cameron
Starring Sigourney Weaver
Hampshire Malls
* * *
In a summer full of big budget nop.

Alii'its is a professionally made thiillci- th.ii

dtli\cr.-> what it proniist--; aftKui, U'iKir

and plenty of moments worthy ot applause

Ripley (Sigourney Weaver), the sole ^ur

vivor of the space crew that was killed h

the first "alien," wakes up on earth 57

years later. Soon afterwards she is convinc

ed to act as an advisor to a gi'oup of marines

who are sent to the planet where th.

creature originated from. Their mission i-

to find out just what happened to .i

corporate-founded colony that has failed to

reply to radio transmissions.

*
I doTTt think I have to tell you that the

colony's failure to communicate with earth

continued on piifiv IH

A HAPPY APPETITE
can be satisfied

when you shop at

ATKINS FRUIT BOWL
Corner of Bay Rd. & Rt 116

South Amherst
(on bus route between Amherst College & Mt Holyoke)

Premium DELI MEATS & LUNCHEONS.
A great place to stop for an unbeatable
lunch using our quality meats & home-made
salads plus our own fresh baked breads.

ATKINS
FARMS
V«BOWL

In abundance - including ATKINS FARMS OWN
HOME GROWN APPLES, PEACHES & PEARS

tree-ripened & delicious

Home style BAKERY PRODUCTS from our
Full-line Bakery - pastry baked fresh form
scratch to perfection
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* Aliens

Sigourney Weaver (center) and a group of futuristic marines ready

themselves in this summers sequel, Aliens.

isn't caused l)y radio faihirc. The most

rt-markahlc thinu ahout this featurL- is how

an ahnost totally different creatisc team

ha> inanaut'd to recreate the daik mood
and hi^^h production standards set foi'lh hy

Ridley Scotl- ()nt,Mnai Like Alwn. this pic-

ture exists 111 a world that is helievahle,

complete and \ei\ ('lightening'

Director -James Tameron. fresh irom his

success with Tin' Tcrnnuatur. has placed

the emphasis on ictinii and su^peiiNc rather

tli;»n horror and explicit j,'ore this time.

Where the first film gave us only fleeting

glimpses of the monster, Cameron choose-

to throw seemingly endless hordes of the

creatures in our faces. He even shows us

.1 new -lage in the monster's many
lifeforms. the egg-laying ""mother" which
dominates the film's climax.

-i-tintinunl fni.ni pii^r IS

Sigourney Weaver lirin}^-' ^xtne much
needed heroism to contrast with the tough

talking Init undependahle Marines Her
l)ra\CIS and le.^oiircelullness inspiro lioth

the I ;i^t and the audience to helu^e that

tile ;ilieM- rail actuallv t)e l.)eaten

The Marine.- h.i\e an imtnit unat e

t-'iidency to talk in cliches, hut there .U'-

-till .some good performances among them,

e.specially Jeanette Goldstein as the most

giin^ ho (if them all. Lance Henrik^nn a!-ii

scores liigli as a smooth talking compaiix

PR man
The pni'tra\al of the .iheiis' powers is

otteii inconsistent, and the set design does

not not always reach the artistic heights

of Its predeie^ser. hut ovi-rall /\//('/;s is a

scary, atmospheric adventure, that le-^tnre-

vour faith in Hollvwood.

CALL TO ORDER #
BIRTHDAY CAKES

^ "^"^fc
Vv

\^ s

A terrific CHEESE SHOP with

cheeses form all over the world
as well as local New England
cheeses. Over 70 varieties! Both
Delicious & Nutritious to snack or

as a meal.

CALL TO ORDER
FRUIT BASKETS

Work for

New Englands largest

college daily

The Collegian needs writers
in the following departments:

• News • Arts •
• Sports •

• Women's Issues #
• Black Affairs •

No experience necessary

• The Fly — iiiiitt/iui'd [>'<•"> pa^i' /'*^

Cronenherg drops suhtle hints of the gris-

ly developments to come. Unfortunately,

much of the suspense is lost when the real

changes begin. We simply accept the fact

that Goldblum will look more inhuman
every time we see him, and while many of

the developments provide shocks, they're

more grotesquely fascinating than scary.

The real problem with The Fly is that the

romantic triangle that takes up the rest of

the film simply isn't involving enough to

compete with the chills. Both Geena Davis

and John Getz's jealous other man are too

static and not emotional enough to be

interesting.

Still. Cronenberg lives up to his reputa

tion as one of the best modein horror

masters. Just when it seems that the rest

of the picture will be predictable, he in-

stalls some twists and turns that keep the

audience ofT-balance.
•

The Fly keeps enough momentum runn-

ing to make it a worthy horror eighties

equivalent of the fifties film, replacing

glowing neon with lighted fog. I'm docking

it one half star though, for ending too

abruptly and failing to include a .scene as

surrealistically bizarre as the famous "help

me!" sequence from the original.

Jeff Goldblum and (i» t na Davis, starring in The Fly, quarrel as

he slowly is transformed into a fly.

Cotne Celebrate

with our

TWttJGHT
Dinner Specials

^ dNEMA

Monday-Thuisday

Your choice of:

All Entrees include:

Crisp Garden Salad

Baked Potato

Oven Hot Bread

& Creamery Butter

*
*
*
*

Baked Boston Scrod

Broiled Sirloin Tips

Fried Filet of Sole

Broiled ^"^^ Chicken
Whiskey

cs

Come See
Amherst's Newest

&Best
Sports Lounge!

DOWNSTAIRS

>'#:.v<

.-•v*

Plumblevs
off the common*'
30 BOLTWOOD WALK • 253-9586

WED - SAT

Repomar. 7:00
Barbarella 8:35

Dark Star 10:15

Double feature $3.00

DOWNTOWN AMHERST 263-5426

Rosmary Caine Dunn
Dress Design & Bridal Studio
24 Main St. Amherst MA 413-256-0622
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WE'RE MOVING!

Turntables
MM CS-530

B$149
fully automatic

turntable with

OrtofonOMS i - cud
cartridge Reg. 187

Thorens OOR
TD-316. Reg. 260 £.£.iJ

AR ncr%
ES-1, Reg. 425 *53U
(Prices do not include cartridge)

Compact Disc Players

w
Magnavox Cono
FD-1041. Reg. S229 ^£.\3^

Sony
CFD-5 Portable CD Systenn OQQ
(closeout), Reg. 485 OJiy

Sony ^oQ
CDP-302II, Reg 469 **0^

Carver c^c
DTL-100, Reg 595 <J**%J

Revox Qcri
B225 (closeout), Reg. 1.150 0*^v

Opening
Mid-Sept.'86
Our Brand New Store at

Millbank Place
351 Pleasant St.

Northampton

Complete Systems
From

$277

AmpliSiers, Tuners,
and Receivers

< II HI y±us

speakers

B€}stonAcoustics

A-40II Speakers

$145/pair

Acoustat
Model One (demo), Reg. 1,200

B&W
DM-3000 (demo), Reg. 1,790

(all prices per pair)

TX-37 AM/FM Stereo Receiver with Dynamic

Bass Expander
(closeout)

Reg. 315

$285
Samsung
SS-3320 rec. (closeout) .

Hafler ooc
DH-220a power amp. Reg. 500 %j\f^

Carver coc
TX-11a tuner. Reg. 648 ^^"^

$99

Cassette Decks

Autosound
KENWOOD
Kenwood KRC-2000 with Electronic Tuning,

Clock, Auto- Reverse and Noise Reduction

$224
INSTALLED

TA-W55 High-Speed Dubbing Deck with Con-

tinuous Play.

Two-Year
Warranty

Reg. $22S

$199 S|5^6^Baa era • MMMMOM

Samsung
TD-3320 (closeout)

Sony
TC-W7R (demo), Reg. 405

$ 69

365

Acoustat AR
Boston/Acoustics

B&W Carver

Camber Castle Celestion

CWD Dual Fried Hafler

Kenwood Koetsu Magnum

NAD Onkyo Ortofon

Pioneer Revox Rotel

Shure Signet Snell Sony

S.O.T.A. Soundstream Spica

Stax Sumiko Thorens

90-92 King St. (RteSi, Northampton •Men -Sat 10-5:30, Thu 'til 9

VISA, MasterCard, American Express • 584-9547
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Rookie coach Reid

brings enthusiasm

to UMass football

By JOHN NOLAN
((ille^ian Staff

It is mid-August. ,, ._

Pre-season football camp is in full swing. Uniforms are

wet with perspiration. Breathing is imp..s-ihl,. No one

wants to play football.

\f) one except Jim Reid

I know all of vour legs are tired/" he >-ells to his players^

•But this IS the way you're going to feel in the fou.th

quarter."

The drills continue.

A receiver runs a sideline pattern. Beating the coverage

he n'fkes the catch and sprints for long yardage. Headi g

back to his position, he is met at midfield by an ecstatic

^""Nice job. gieat catch.' Reid says, and exchanges a low-

f.ve before jogging back to his coaching position on the

''smc"e' being named head football coach here at the

rn.versitv of Massachusetts in January. Reid has^tned

- ' n.,,h-plavers. a brand of enthusiasm and com

pem%eness he feels" will keep his team at the top of its

^,me To Reid. last vearV^ 7 4 rc-coid. the MinuU^men s

7u^ wmnin. ^ea.-n .>nc. 1981. was no Hu^e. His aim

^
, motivate his team to victory anywiiy- he can.

Fr,otball IS fun. more so when you win. Practicing hard

1- ill Dart of a winning attitude." he said.

Under the two-vear reign of Bob Stull. UMass compil-

ed onlv a 10-12 record, but managed, for now. to turn a

sagging football program around with it. 7 4 mark last

'S'ull directed UMass' victories in a professional,

business-like manner, careful to display actions other than

his calm, .steel-like demeanor would allow. He was suc-

cessful, but he did not remain after the season-he opted

to coach at the University of Texas El Paso in the Western

Athletic Conference.
. .„ ..^

The team belongs to Reid now. and he wants it to le-

main what it became last year-a winner.

In order to keep it that way. Reid has brought the en-

thusiasm that helped him become a star for Medford high

school to the practice fields in hopes that it will rub off

on his players. ^ .. j
•1 \ove these guys. I have great respect for them and

Ihev know it," Reid said. "I run two to three miles a day

First-year head coach Jim Reid ha.s taken over

a new work ethic to the team.

before and after practice just so I can feel what my players

feel. I would not make my players do anything 1
would

not do myself."
,

Hitting with more intensity and carrying themselves

with a spirit higher than Reid has .seen in years, the team

appears to be heading in the right direction.

"Nobody loves the game more, not a man alive, junior

placekicker Silvio Bohvini said of Reid.

Still there was a time recently when he was unsure ot

whether he would continue his affair with football

( iill<-iOi>n photci

for the departed Bob Stull and has initiated

After the resignation of former UMass head coach Bob

Pickett in 1984. Reid. an assistant at UMa.ss for H veais.

was passed over in his bid for the head coaching job. Two

years later, after Stull resigned. Reid figtired he had one

"final chance at head coaching.
. j ,u.,t

•I would have sold insurance. I was going to do that

anvhow. I just would have done it a lot sooner he said.

Reid decided to put his retirement plans on hold when

Stull offered him the job.
mnfnued on page 12

INSTANT
ORGANIZATION

FOR ONLY

$4.99

*

\
TAILGATE PARTIES every

Sunday afternoon and Monday night!!

Featuring FREE tialf time buffet

FREE SUPER SQUARES^
PRIZES EVERY QUARTER^^PATS TICKETS^

WHMP and Amherst Athletic Club

will be giving away tickets to a huge

catered bash at the Patriots last

home game

OPEN
M-F 9-5

WED 9-9

SAT 11-3

wire or plastic

shower totes
Located in the Campus Center

@,l7MVEKSITy HOMECOURT
Downtown Amherst

253-9586

Plumbley's
oil the common'^

J

Minutemen expect
narrow conference race
Linebackers key to success
By JOHN NOLAN
C(>!k'^,Man Staff

Knot ball should !)<• a lot moro exciting

ii(»\v that thf team has provt-n it can win

halit;ames.

After suflti 111^' lo^m^ season's for three

c-onsec-utive years, the University of

Massachusetts football team broke out of

its slump, posting a 7-1 record last year

while finishinn second in the Yankee Con

fi-rence with a 4 1 mark.

While the Minutemen have yet to prove

they can maintain their success, they have

shown that they can play with any Divi-

sion lAA team in the country.

"(Dr. David I Bischoff ^ave us a pro^jram

with athletes that we hadn't had before and

they're paying dividends," first-year

UMass head coach Jm Reid said.

The Minutemen lost 15 lettermen to

paduation last year, but return 37 players

including 15 starters fjom last year's team.

With possibly the best recruiting class in

years, and afuU year into the regimen of

strength and conditioning coach Ian Pyka,

UMass is in prime shape to battle for the

Yankee Conference title.

The team is looking excellent. I'm real-

ly excited. I can hardly wait for the first

game," Reid said. -'We've got great oppor-

tunities this year, so we've ju.st got to stay

healthy and get after them."

The Minutemen open their 11 game

schedule with a 7:30 p.m. game, Friday.

Sept. 6. at James Madison University.

If the Minutemen are going to contend

Ini- conference leadership, they are going

to have to contend with first-year Yankee

Conference members, the University of

Delaware and the University of Richmond

two teams UMass has never beaten.

Last year, the Minutemen dropped clif

lliaiigeis to both teams, losing at Rich

mond. 1914, and 27-24, to Delaware here

at Warren McC.uirk Stadium.

"Last year we were better than Rich-

mond, Iknow that for a fact. We beat

them, " Reid said.

Richmond, with its 8-3 record, finished

18th in Divison lAA while Delaware

finished at 7-4, including a 16-13 victory

over Navy. Several polls list both teams as

conference favorites ahead of LTMass, a con

sistent third am(»ng most polls.

Along with the two .schools is the Univcr

sity of Rhode Island, again expected to con

tend thanks to another high powered of

fense. All Amercan quarterback Tom
Karhaidt. and first team Yankee Con

ference tight end Brian Forster ( 108 recep

tions last year) are both gone, but reserve

quarterback Greg Farland is ready to fill

Karhardt's shoes and help re create the

record setting offense that propelled the

Rams to a 10 3 mark.

UMass will also have to shrug off

challenges from the University of New

Hampshire, Boston University, the Univer-

sity of Connecticut, and the University of

Maine.
Additionally, the Minutemen face always

CollpKi"" phoio hy Paul D«-Nmarais

Sophomore quarterback Dave Palaazi, shown here holding for

sophomore kicker Silvio Bonvini, will again be at UMass mainstay

this season.

Colli'iniin photo by Paul Desmarais

Senior linebacker Paul Manganaro (56) returns to spark a st^n^^

defense while sophomore running back Sean Cummings brings

depth to the offense.

tough Holy Cross. Harvard University,

Northeastern University, along with

James Madison.

"We want to go out there and hit .some

people," .said Kirk Williams, a.junior defen-

sive back.

On ofTense. the Minutemen return nine

(if U starters, including Yankee Con

ference and Kastern Collegiate Athk-tu

Conference (p:CAC I AA* Rookieofthe

Year Dave Falazzi.

I'alazzi missed Huee games with a

shoulder .separation last .sea.son and led

UMa.ss to a 6-2 mark when he was healthy.

The former Leominster, Ma., star passed

lor 1 .152 yards (S4 157. 53.5 percent) and

live touchdowns while rushing for 241

yards and a team-high .seven touchdowns.

"Palazzi is just a winner, he just makes

everybody go," Bob McConnell. assistant

coach of recruiting and running backs.

said.

Backing up Palazzi will be sophomore

Bill Shaughnessy, senior Tim Hecht.

sophomore Tim Bryant, and junior Bob

Williamson.

The offensve line looks .solid this year,

losing just one starter to graduation. That

opening will be filled by junior tackle Mike

Barrette <6 5. 272 pounds), a player the

coaches are very high on.
^

"Were so excited about him because he s

a big kid, the kind that New Hampshre has

had for vears," McConnell said.

Four seniors return to the offensive line

including left tackle John Benzinger (6-3,

260), left guard Robert Greaney (6-3, 260),

center Pete Montini (6-3, 257), and right

guard Stan Kaczorowski (6 2. 255).

Expected to back up the starting line will

be sophomore tackle Mike Prau 1 i6-l, 250),

sophomore guard Pat Phillips (6 4, 246),

converted senior tight end Ned Toffey (6 4,

250) and sophomore Craig Wagner (6 0,

230) at center, junior guard Bill Buttler

(60. 245) and .so|ihoinoie tackle Nick

Salmon (6 2. 253

»

Incoming freshnuu .\1 I'ogarian (<v2.

2(i2i. Paul MaylnMiy (H 2, 263), Anthony

(;iudice(6 3,248)and Jim Blount (6 3, 240)

have all been impressive during pre seas»m

,.,u\ may di-vt\..p nUo capa\>\t.' hatkvips.

Palazzi's receiving coips returns intact

with the exception of graduated tight end

Bart Fuller (10 receptions for 118 yards).

Sophomore split end Dan Rubinetti

(13 2201. senior Hanker John Cif>wley

(30 503) are both back. Pre season starter,

junior Mike Kelley (2-12) is expected to

miss the first two games while recovering

from a knee injury and will be replaced by

sophomore Kenny (iirouard and st)phomore

Timothy Nye.

"I would like to see a really balanced at

tack, maybe run 60-40 passing-and

average about 24 points a game, " Reid

said.

Rubinetti will be backed up by

sophomores Robert Crrwrn. and Jay Dowdy.

Senior Tom Cioppa (5 138) and sophomore

Jon Symonds should see action behind

Crowley.

Last season's leading rusher, senior

second team All Yankee Conference

fullback Al Neri (522 yards) returns along

with sophomore tailback Kevin Smellie

(131 yards) who will .start over injured

lunior Ted Barrett. Barrett will miss the

entire season recovering from stomach

surgery.
, nntiniu'd on page 8

DISTRIBUTORS OF
• SPAULDING • RAWLINGS • NIKE •

• WILSON • CCM • DAOUST • PONY#

• ADIDAS • SAND KIT • BAUER •

• MAZUNO • MacGREGOR •

We Design Intramural .earn Shirts & Jerseys

RETAIL STORE

377 Main St.

Amherst

253-3973

WELCOME

BACK

UMASS

WE HOPE

YOU HAD A

GREAT SUMMER

THIS WEEKS SPECIALS
PEARL HARBORS $150

MILLER BOTTLES 99*
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Mike Kelley: Looking to prove

his worth to the Minutemen

( iilleci.in photo b> Paul Df>marai'.

Junior tight end Mike Kelley has been a pre-

season starter for two years but hasn't played

because of debilitating injuries.

By JOHN NOLAN
<

'
''
'Z'-^n StatY

Kt^>. I'M.i-^ -'ootbaU fans

mav recoirnize the name of

Mike Kelley-hut they

mi^ht by mids<.-as"n

Kelley. a junior from

Shrewsbury. Nla . wa.s last

V,. ,! - pr-'-va-on starting

tight end before a shoulder

separation sidelined him for

nine of the first 11 games.

Appearing sparingly in the

final two game.s of the

Minutemen's schedule.

Kelley showed signs of

regaining the form that had

caught then head coach B<»b

Stull's eye.

i was feeling really good.

It was good to be back play-

ing again.' the 6-4.

225-pound Kelley said.

.After Stull departed to

coach at Texas El Paso in

the Western Athletic Con

ference, newly appointed

head coach Jim Reid an-

nounced prior to sprint:

practice that a healthy Mike

Kelley would start, and

catch a school-record 65

passes this season. Playing

at the top of his game.

Kelley had every reason tn

believe he would have the

npportunity tn do .-o.

i felt great coming into

spring ball. It was almost

like it was a tight end

oriented offense." he said.

But Kelle\ .-^oon found

himself in the hospital

undergoing a knee opera

lion to repair ligament

damage he suffered during

the team's third spring

LIQUORS
IB Main St. Downtown Amherst 253 5441

BEERS
,V» lyu V -^

>Sfr

Bud, Bud Light,

Coors, Coors, Light,

Miller Light

^?m

®,i

tu?i

tfi

BY THE SUITCASE §11.99 pius deposit

Bush Suitcase $9.95 plus deposit

WE HAVE OVER 75 DIFFERENT BRANDS OF
IMPORTED BEERS PRICED ACCORDINGLY

Hemeken. Becks. Amstil, Moosehead. Kronenbourg

$3.99 6/pk plus deposit

LIQUORS
Vodka or Gin 80p $5.49 L; $8.99 1 .75L

Run Light or Dark $11.25 1.25L

Kahlua S1 1.49 750 ml.

COOLERS
All your favorite brands in 4pks, liters, 2 liters

WINES
We have wines fronn 45 different countries

.<rimmat,'e. lnili;ill>. K<-il'

^

feart'd hv \va> ln>t i<.r

an(Hh<T -.M-'in^

i camt' .-^ix yards over the

middle, got hit, and planted

niv left foot into the turf. 1

^^ot tackled by what must

have been about three or

four guy.s and they fell over

top of me." he said 'My left

leg bent sideways,

I knew that it was serious.

It was painful for the first

ft'W seconds, then it was just

numb." Kelley said.

Kelley spent the next two

months in a cast and has

been undergoing daily

rehabilitation since the cast

was removed in July

"It's painful, but you've

got to go—got to do it if you

want it," he said

When Kelley is not work-

mu on his rehabilitation.

hi' - helping the team's

niher tight ends, Kenny
(iiiduaid and Tinvthv Nv. ,

jjear up t<ir tlv n

M|)i-ncr again.-! •i.inif>

.M.idi-on University

'Its frustrating in'Ciiu.-f

% fiu would like in think >ou
make a difference and be

able to do the job that the

iithtT- are doing at your

position," he said. "But I

\s i-b. them the lu'st and help

theni as much a.- I can."

Missing most of last

<easf)n and expected to miss

the tir,-t t\vn L:anie> thi-

year. Kelley knows that

time IS running out on his

collegiate football cam i

Redshirted his freshman

vear, he used up a year ot

t'ligibilty the following

-, ,, ,,ii catchm-.! '
hiei

,,;,--..- rluiinn 19H4. LmsI

year cost liim another year

of •ligibilit".

Ml),-.- Ill- arrival at

( "Mas.-,, both Stull and Reid

have prai.sed Kelley for his

..ize, speed, and power all

(jualities which make him a

solid prospect for profes

:,ional football. However,

without the opportunity to

put those skills to use,

Kelley is forced to wait.

"To tell you the truth. I

came to camp bumming
because I felt left out," he

.said. "To see the team revv-

ed up is gi-eat. but I can't

really talk to the guys that

are revved up because I'm

not"
But Kelley said he knows

that feeling left out is part

of playing football.

"When I came here. I was

thinking I would have the

.i!j[)iiiiunit> tn|- lour good

\.-ars here." he said. Then
1 ihoimht three. Now I auf>-

it 1 toil Id have two good

\ear- that uould be

aliighl "

But Kelley i> not al)out to

dwell on lost time.

"The way the offense is

set up I just want to get

inick to ha\i .1 -olid year."

he said. "I've got to be

realistic. I don't need to

catch 65 passes. I just want

to win and have no injurie-

At least, no major ones.

For Mike Kelley. its ju.st a

matter of time before he can

coiiu- hack and contribute

the way he'r< hoped. But

,it!er two -enous injuries, he

".soiulfi ~ u hat 1- Ml -till-.- t(,i

him. But right now. he

counting the dav-^ until h.

can find out.

v^XC 10

Vr.n
UMass coach
Stevens gone

University of

Massachusetts women's

basketball head coach Bar

bara Stevens abruptly end

ed her three-year reign a

week ago. accepting the

women's basketball head

coaching position hi

Bentley College for t!i.

1986-87 -.-.t-on

Culminating nearly tw,.

weeks of talks with

Bentley. Steven- announc

ed last Wednesday that the

time had come for her to

follow her conscience and

d(» what was best for her

"It was the right thing

for me to do profes.sional

ly," Stevens said. "It wa-

just a better situation for

me — more on the lines ot

what I want t<i do."

Further dctail.s ueri

unavailable at press ton,'

Read tomorrow's Col

leffian for the full story.

AUGIES TOBACCO SHOP
"the Tobacco and Magazine Shop of Amherst"

108 North Pleasant St., Amherst
WESTERN UNION AGENT^^MASS STATE LOTTERY AGENTS

M

m'

COMPLETE LINES OF:

PIPES & PIPE ACCESORIES

TOBACCO -
imported/domestic for pipe or cigarettes

CIGARETTES -
imported/domestic (including Indonesian clove)

FULL RANGE OF DOMESTIC & IMPORTED CIGARS

MAGAZINES. PAPER BACKS & MONARCH NOTES

LOCAL AND NATIONAL NEWSPAPERS
CANDY AND SUNDRY ITEMS. MASS SOUVENIRS

FEATURING GOURMET COFFEES & TEAS

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Mon - Sat 6:30 - 9:00: Sunday 6:00 6:00

253-7896

OPEN 7 DAYS

NO LINES

NO INITIATION FEE

216 N. King St. Northampton

ALL THIS FOR 20% OFF 1st MONTH

That's right! You will get 20% off a one

month membership including

• 24 Nautilus stations • Whirlpool •

• Olympic Free Weights • Monark Exercise

Bike • Concept II Rowing Machine •

^v • Aerobics •

ALSO AVAILABLE AT MINIMAL COST

MASSAGE ANO TANNING BED

WITH THIS COUPON

20% OFF 1 MONTH MEMBERSHIP
EXPIRES SEPTEMBER 25, 1986

Ginsburg set for success

®<

FOOD SERVICES
^h new+ returning

students

dining commons —
worcesier+ hampshire

\on.-'^nA..' B/ieoii^oA-t. . . 7:00 (m -

Lundi n:I5 am -

VinnVi 4:00 pm -

•ScU.-San.: Zfmnok 10:30 am -

P-cnneA ^'-OQ pm -

franklin -•berkshire

10:30 pfn

2:00 pm

6:30 pm

2:00 pm

6:30 pm

Mon. -FA.X..

:

.-•/Sot. -San. :

Lunch 10:30 am

VinmA 4:00 pm

EMinch 10:30 am

VlnnZA 4:00 orn4:00 pm -

2:00 pm
7:00 pm

2:00 pm
7:00 pm

kosher
5:00 pm - 6:30 pm

basics

%

. . . deLi(Uou/> vzgzXoAAjm zvUAZZJi,

^Ajth and non-fizd maxU (LnXAQ,(U>,

vagzXable^, ixe^k ifuuX, iMxiX.

juic(U>, homy, yoguAt, MkzAt geAjn,

gKoUnA, nuti, a.nd cheeAe^ . . •

B(UAJi& foodA Lungh and VinnzA a\}alla.btz in

WoAcz^tiA and Hamp6\fuJiQ, ComnotUi

cash prices

I^ you oKt not on tha mzal plan, you can

puAcKo^e mtaJU 6tpaAxUzZy:

Ca^h: BKzakia/it ^2.15

LuKich j3.75

Vinnvi $4.«5

Ko6hvi VinnVi $5.^5

Ofi 6CLVZ $$$ and bay S-M^o^ StUp
l^^^^*^''

5-Vay SKdjokioJ^t StAA,p L/lc
S-Vay Lunch StAA.p 11,11
S-Vay VlnniA StAA4) H Ji
S-Vay KoAheA P-oineA StAA.p 526.50

fJizal TickU Oii^-cce in F^ankUn Commons in

{i}(Ut lobby - (Mon. -Fax:.) 9:00 am - 5:00 pm

Special events

The Viadition conlinuzM in

tht fail oi I9S6.

By JOHN NOLAN
Colk-^'ian Staff"

One year ago, Sam Ginz-

huiK wa.sjust looking for a

spot on the University of

Massachusetts men's s(x:cer

team -now he's looking to

impi-ove on the 8 1 record he

posted last season.

"This is a totally new ex-

perience for me," the

sophomore goalkeeper said.

"I really want to perform

well for myself and the team

liecause I have a lot of

respect for coach Gettler

and my teammates."

Ginzburg. a business ma
)or from Smithtown. L.I., sat

on the bench every other

game last season while

sharing goalkeeping duties

with graduated senior Don

Donahue. Along with his

team-leading eight wins.

Ginzburg had a 0.71 goals

per game average, and

posted five shutouts. Now
that Donahue has departed,

(iinzburg has been told that

the starting job is his.

My heart's pumping
I 11,'ht now. I've been dream-

111^4 ahdut it iheing the star-

ting goalkeeperi all sum

mer." he said. "But now

that I'm here with this feel

ing. I know nf»thing is going

to stop me.
"

But there was a time

when Ginzburg was ju.st

another freshman hoping to

make the team.

"I came into the school not

thinking I would be here."

he said. "I was going

against two juniors—but 1

came through."

Ginzburg made the team

and began to impress im-

mediately, winning his first

eight games for head coach

Whot'A on

the menu?

VaaI S'Z6Z6

^oK ddUy
.mzjm A.ecoA.cU.ng

.

.^op of the campus(l.o.c.) exchange program*

^ On Juz^day, fi)zdn(uday oa. ThuA^day zvznAJig6

'> you may mnt to dint at thz Top oj thz

Campu6\<u,tauA0Lnt ioA a tUUz zxtAa coU

'plxu youA^^zai Han I.P-.
•VK;

catering
Food SzAvicz CatzAing locatzd in thz CompoA

Czntzfi Hotzi pAo^jidu complzXz caXwuxg

6ZAvicz^ ioA any function . . .
^he^'jeA

uouA p^onA caU ioA a AZczptA.on, bu66eX»

OA intUnaXz Minz and cheese paAty, oa a

6zUzd ioAjnaC- banquzt, oua tArunzd 6taU

jTvAZf^zd to kandtz a gAoup oi any A^ze.

MXC^zMng OHicz at 545-0418 beXwzzn

9 A.M. and 5 P.M. t^onday thAough ?AA,day.

Ijhoi.i riiurii-».v of Sporl". InformMlmii

Sophomore goalkeeper Sam Ginzburg is

ready to prove that his 8-1 record hist year was

no fluke.

Jefl Gettler. But despite his

winning record. (Jinzburg

rarely played in the team's

toughest games.

"That was a whole

misconception. Last year I

don't think I got enough

credit. 1 ju.st have to prove

myself again, ' he said.

•What Gettler did was put

me in one game and put

Don in the next. It just hap-

pened that he got big

games. But I had some big

yames too."

Neither he nor Donahue

wire happy with spliting

game time, but Ginzburg

said working with Donahue

helped his play.

"I feel that he helped me
being an older keeper, " he

said.

This year Ginzburg is the

number one goalkeeper at

pre season camp, and he's

enjoying every moment of it.

"I've got two or three guys

lookng up to me and asking

continued on page 8

2 eggs

2 strips of bacon

or links of sausage

ALL FOR JUST

$2.

Mon.-Thurs. 6 am-3 pm
Fri. & Sat. 6 am-4 pm
Sunday 7 am-4 pm
Selected by Collegian as the

"best inexpensive breakfast in the area
>p

Rte.ll6«SuiMlerla
Tel. 665-7969
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Women's soccer out

for National crown
Nine of 11 starters back for Banda

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Stafi'

Nine month- .. fi'^'ani season came

to an abrupt end tor the University ot

Massachusetts women's scKcer team when

ihev were beaten by George Mason L niver-

sitv 3-0 in the national championship

^emVfinals. The loss snapped a pt-i-tect

16 game unbeaten streak and dashed the

hopes of a national championship for the

number one team in the nati.)n.

That cold November afternoon still sticks

m the minds olthe 1986 M.nutewomen and

head coach Kalekeni Banda. But the 198n

national Coach of the Year says last year s

dissapointing loss will only serve as a

positive way to motivate his troops for this

season.

•Were taking the loss in a positive man-

ner." Banda said "We are beatable, but so

i. evervone else in a unven situati.m It -

how vou handle it that reallv cnunt>

(ieorge Mason de>erved to win. Init we

want to prove to nurselvt-.-^ that mavK- it

was a fluke

Whether >n- not (ieorue Mason deserved

t„ win i~ another matter The matter at

hand i~ preparingfor a brutal -ehedul- that

Banda called the tou^'he-t ever. I he

Minutewomen will open th.ir -reason at the

Universitv of North Carolina Invitational

tournament with a game at 1 p.m., Satur

dav August 30 and another at 1 p.m. the

following day. Ironically. UMass" fir.st op^

ponenl of the season will be the Patriots of

George Ma.son.

But Banda is quick to testify that George

Mason will only be the first in a serie.- of

tests for UMass
-Basically, what we want to do is survive

the season^ Evervone will be gunning for

us and it will be a difficult challange for

us" Banda said. "Our objectives are to

liave a winning .season, play attractive soc

cer. and withstand every te-i All of the

New England teams will test u> Kach

plaver must be prepared.
"

The Minutewomen will return a team

that lost only two players to graduation^

Gone are midfielder Jamie Watson and

defender Susan Bud. both of whom served

as co-captains last season. Both were

^tallwarts in a UMass defense that allow

ed a season total of only ;}9 shots-on goal

and five goals.

Banda admits Bird and Watson will be

missed, but he isn't worried about replac

,ng them with the per.sonnel he has retur

ning. OtTensively, the Minutewomen

return evervone from last sea.^on s potent

attack. In 17 games. UMass "Utscored its

opponents 68-5 and also ama.s.sed 269

shots on-g(»al.

•There reallv isn't going to be anything

ditl.r.Mit about us thi- vo ar," Banda said.

The team looks veiv K'U'd right now

HM|„tulK wollbe.il.let...^tay healthy dur

in.: th.' -i-;i-nii
'

It l'M.i>- can -tay healthy, another

polontial dream season is not incon

^•H.^al>le The following is a portion bv

position look at the 1986 Minutewomen:

ForwardsiBeth Roundtree returns as

one of three Minutewomen th.it ended thf

-.a-on tied tor the team lead m total points.

The ^ophomoif forward and .-.cond team

All American tallied 10 goals toi 1
Ma-

while chipping in four assists

She will be joined up front by junior co

captain Monica Seta and sophomor.' Cathy

Cassidv .Seta netted eight goals and six

is<i^t-"last vear and Cassidy finished with

iidit K'>nls"and eight assists. Roundtree.

.S."t.i. and Cassidy ail ended last season

with 24 points. Also back is junior Cathy

Spence and sophomore Michelle Powers.

Another second team All American. Spence

4 ..111 t;i.iii phut" l>> Ni<li Sokoloff

„Kr2.^KS=r~.;;"xrK^r=^^^
u I- forced to deal with increased marking

In ..pponents alter a stellar freshman

.;,;,.nn .V"^*'- ^''^" p;'i''i^''P'"'''' "• ^^^*'

Olvnipic Spo,l-Fe.-tival a>a nieml)erot the

Fa~t team thi- -ummer. still lini-hod the

.,,,M,n ^coiinu 22 points uith nine goals

.Hid toin- a-i-t> Powers. .iUo an oltensive

ihre.il, scored Utp"i"t>^^'^'i niiU'goaUand

in a-^ist l.(-l ^- aMUi, S.iphoinores .Jamie

'.],„
u. r and Tabitha Policy provide added

drpth for the Minutewomen
MidfieidiAnchonii.u llie midtield tor

iMa---^ will be tn-t team AH American

Kristin Bowshei- The junior coeaptain

scored 20 points last sea.son with sevm

.'oah and six assists, but was better known

tV.r her dominance and control at midfield.

Bowsher also competed at the Olympic

Spnits Festival, playing for the North.

liovv^her will get plentv oi h.dp from

lunior Carolvn Micheel, The Columbia,

Md . nativo ..t the UMa^- <ingle-season

a..i-t lec-oid la.^t >ea-^on. notching 13 to go

with her five uo.,1- lor 23 points. Senior

S,,,Hl,a -U:,.|. - ,,-M^t-aild sophomoiv

Su>anCoop.TalM. return to n.und out th.

inidfield for I' Mas-
|)el'ense:Mentioii tlv ^^o^d d.-h^;-

,,,,un<l New En-land and the n,.nH I)-

hu-Belkm immediatel\ coine< to num! C

luniorcocaptam v^ a- aUo selected. .-.m:: -•

,,..,in All American last season a^ .n.

•d UP with Bird and iunior Chri-
teaim

,1

.Sc'hinitt to form what man> considei

h,. the be>t defeii-o m the country^
^

Brlkm. u lio w.i> a membei ot the L nited

-Mites national women's soccer team that

,,.uie.l Europe this summer, led a 1

d.rmders m scoring with U> points i

/ goal>

-, ,-,-,isto Schmitt totaled 10 points last

... i-.n r.\ u,uil- 4 a.ssistsi. while sophomore

-topper Sue Montague ended the year with

nne assist. Sophomore Marcy Engelstem

.,„,! M-nior Miclvlle Rodney complete th.

iiiiilmurd^iii piifii' 7

GBI^
93 BOLTWOOD WALK
AMHERST, MA 01002

413-253-'77/9

\
featuring

a GIANT SCREEN TV,

a classic pocket billiards table,

antique juke box, darts, sports video games,

nostalgic popcorn wagon, and a special sports menu!

Don't nniss a minute of the action.,.

;(6)X(Q)FIFoN

ALL PACKS
DIAMOND BRAND

COUPON EXPIRES 9/30

I ^^ ^m ^M ^^ •• •*^ ** .^^^^^i^

WE'RE SETTING THEM UP

SO YOU CAN NOCK'EM' DOWN

Thursday Night is College Night

Downtown Amherst

253-9586 Plumbleys

>I750l
8:45-close

off the common

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT EVERY FRIDAY
AND SATURDAY.

THIS WEEEK BOSTON'S REAL McKOY
FROM 9:00-1:00

yC/ A GAME

NORTHAMPTON
BOWL

525 PLEASANT ST
584-4830

positive rollege ID recjuired
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* women's soccer
mtimifd from page 6

d.li'nse ior the

Minutewomen.
(Joal-.The Minutewomen

wen toiifd to 1111 an eiiex

pceted \<iid when last

reason's number one

keeper. Jan Holland, an

nounced she would not

return to I'Mass this tall.

The .\uniia. Colo., native

was rumored to have enroll-

«'d at Colorado College, but

would be required to sit out

tor one \eai

Last sea.son. Holland was

a winner in i:5 of 16 vie

lories for UMass. Of tnose

\:\ wins, all but two were

-Initouls as Holland sported

a (».2H goal against average.

.Ml of this presented a big

pioblem lor Banda.

His answer is sophomore

keeper Carla DeSantis.

Playing behind Holland.

Ih-Santis was M) lasts

-fa.son with a 2<i eoals

against aveiiige and two

-shutouts When UMass
stai'ts the season against

( Ieorge Mason. DeSantis

uiU be the starting goalie.

•it's tougli to replace a

player ot Holland's ealiber.

She stepped m as a

lieshman and played excep-

tionally well." Banda said.

But Carla is the number

one goalie. She's been there

lu'fore. It will be easy tor her

to step in and show what

-he can do She gets in\

nod."

In addition to DeSantis.

Banda also has in reserve

sophomore Brooke .-Ndams

and lieshman Whalshei-

name", which presents him

with a relatively young and

untested goal keeping corps.

Overall. t'^''

Minutewomen mav be lack

mg m theagecatagorv. l)ut

ni>t m experience Kodney is

the lone senior on a teiun

dominated by juniors and

sophomores tUit despite the

youth ofthis team. Banda is

pleased with the progress of

the Minutewomen. especial

|\ the performance of the

three CO captains.

Bowsher, Sida. and

Belkm all seem to have

what it takes to carry a

team under all ccmditions.

Schmitty (Schmitt »
and

Micheel will also play a key

inle in how this team per

forms. These five will set

the standards day in and

day out," Banda said. "I am
very pleased with what I've

si'en so far. F.veryone has

come back reatly to play. We
have the people we need to

do well this .season and we

,11-c looking forwartl to it.

ZooDisc captures National title

IK .lOHN NOL.AN
Colhri^i" ^^'-^^^

The University of

M.i>-achuselts ina\ not yet

l)f able to boast a national

iliampion among its varsit\

teams. but the

UMass Zoodi-c team has

made sure that the school

can claim a champion.

Compiling an IH 1 record

last spring. the

UMass Zoodisc team won

I he New England sec

tionals. Ka.stern regional

and then captured the U»S(i

National Collegiate

Ultimate Chami)ionship in

• imie at Hi;^h .Stadium on

tho campu- of St. Louis

University. St Louis. Mo.

it was really great to win

It all. especially since this

school hasn't really had a

national champion," senior

dofenseman Mark Boone

^aid.

i hope people will think

ot us nioic ,1- a regular team

now,' senior midfielder

l^ruce Todd said. 'We're try

ing to get away from the

stigma of playing on

beaches and being dead

heads because we really do

ha\e a competitive team.

The team, second and

third placi' finishers at the

championship in 19S-1 and

UKHfj. was .seeded 10th and

paved its way to the na

tional tournament by

posting a ') (t record in the

-cclional.and atvl mark in

the regional. It then cap

tured the title with a 7 <)

tournament record in

(Inding wins over top

ranked Stanford University,

Southwest Missouri State

University, the University

(, I Texas, Princ<'ton Univer-

sity. Ma>-ai lui-etts In-

stitute ot Technology, Cor-

nell University, and Stan-

ford again-in the final.

"We were most worried

about Cornell beacause

they're liom our region and

alua\s seem to be in the

way. " Todd said.

(iraduated seniors Mike

Nevin> .md David

Kllsworth wiM-e named co-

Most \'alueable Players of

the final.

U will be difficult to

n-peat this year, however,

as the team lost Ul of 20

players to graduation.

Tryouts will be conducted

t brought the fall season.

College coursesforcareersuccess.

TEST YOURSELF! LEARN NEW SKILLS 1

E?CPERIENCE AMERICAN HISTORY 1

COURSES FOR CREDIT
*******

FIREAmS SAFETY & MARKSMANSHIP

GETTYSBURG BATTLEFIELD VISIT

U S MILITARY ACADEMY (WEST POINT) VISIT
'

MOUNTAINEERING & ORIENTEERING

U.S. NAVY COLD WEATHER SURVIVAL SCHOOL

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

MAJOR MAHONEY OR MAJOR CUNNINGHAM,

545-2321

'/-i

"»#

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

X"

i^

7;;rmyrBerv'e officers' ti^mn'n^' corps

I
; T « > . I » » T» »»•••

»

«

I • » •
• V'- »* V ' •'

» « * • «

253-7018

11 am - 2 am 7 day*
60 Main St. Amherat. MA

*1 pat my dentures

in twice a day. Once

when my husband

comes home & once

to go to to J.B/s!**

Want to put a friend in an

ad? Bring pictures lo ] .B's

SIGN-UP NOW-* »-SIGN UP NOW

BODY SHOP
CO-ED FITNESS CENTER

Totman Gym Basement

INTRODUCING
OMNIKINETIC EXERCISE MACHINES

For ODtimal Caloric Burn and Muscle Toning

(BURNS 9 5?aSrIES;mIN.; NAUTILUS BURNS ONLY 6 CALORIES/MIN)

18 Hydra Fitness machines to

work every muscle

9 Stationary Bicycles

2 Rowing Machines

Nordic Track Ski Training Machine

Mirrors

Stereo

STILL ONLLY
$45 PER SEMESTER

COME IN FOR A
FREE WORKOUT
during open hours

OPEN TO STUDENTS, FACULTY ft STAFF

FOR MORE
INFO CALL:
545-4665

HOURS THIS WEEK; 11-1 pm, 3-6 pm

STARTING SEPTEMBER 9 ^_ „„ „ „ .„,
REGULAR HOURS: 7:30-9 am, 11-1 pm. 3-9 pm

SAT. 12-3 pm
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Men's soccer ready to repeat record performance

Manal and Serafino return to GettU'r->^ lineup

By .JOHN NOl.AN
rdl.'^ian Stall

Ihr 19^^ rnsviMsitv ot Ma>-a.hu~cit. nu-n - ->v.r-

,, ,„„ ,,a- til. mn.t -uca-sslul ..vcv, ua-u m th. program -

''i.,,.i v..ar ua~ a o-achV divasu C^:;.. '
-^ ^^'^ -'

cona-n .Mv at tlu Ucmninn of tlu' v r.n

CifttU'i had no r,a>oii to beliovi' tlu Mini;u
:

win >i\ irame^ niotv than it had fvor ^^-^ ;n a;-.

tini^hthndinNo^ KnHia''^^ ''"^^ '' ''^

\.,; ,,niN h.ui hi^ team lo>l tour >tarlfs> u. ^rauu.u....

hMt pr.' -ra^on uas -poilrd K the nows that hts pair -

pn .^d AH N.w Kn.land porfortnors. Paul >oratino and

Kurt Manal. would not Ih> pla\m^v

M tnal. a forward, fractured ht> \o^ duru^^ pro ^t^l^on

uul nus^od the entire reason Seralnio. a muitteldf

elected to >il out to ootuvntrate on academic.

- t.mdi i.^ have to take a year o\i. Manal. an

IV.ii tiu >.k and reads lo coninbutL' to \vhat

• .UM-'- host leant ever

. . 1 -
; liMii tiu- \ ear hetore.

nne people sUu> Iilled the soid adniueahly
••-—' Cettler said "Having; them hack

.jchievf lietller s uoal

^fiMitt; to has e to earn

r -ihoduii' than la-t

at lHvau>.- in... M >; the NlAAV ranking-

IS out of ivkjion performance. I'Mass has

opped main o\ n> scheduled ^james a^Minst sveaker op

ponents in fas or .>i incveasu^^; its competition af,'ainsi non-

I
ri;u>nal teams

•We added out of re>;ion teams for two reasons, first

.cause its u^xxl to play better teams, and second, because

; idd- strength to our schedule." Cettler said.^

The Mmutemen added NCAA teams Temple Lniversi-

tv Hutuer> University, and Ge.u'^e Masen L^iiv.rMt v.

donusnth the University of Miami-Ohio. and the Ln.ver

':
of N^>rth Carolina at Chapel H. 11. Dropped fmm the

.hedule are Springfield College, lona, Manha tan.

rnivers.tv of Akron, and Bowling (..e..n I -eiMty

W. need to plav great t.ams during the .eaM.n .o that

.,u.n we do g' into the playoOs we have experience

to du well against a go-Kl team. Ge tier said.

Tlu- Mmutenten ..pen thoir .eason playing -nth No, h

Carolina Invitational tournament at ^ hapel HUl V^^^

Th. Minutemen tackle the University o North
<^'V, '"^

MA p m . Saturdas , Augu.st 30. and battle George Mason

rniv.Litv at 1 p m, on .Sunday

Nhmal will )o.n an offense that -coi.d 4i g. al- at

,;.M.n F J Zwicklbauer (5 goals. lU assists, wil! not be

back, along with Nick Marciano.3 g, 2 a. and c'| captain

mdf elder Tom Uschok rig. 2a., Returning -.1 be lo

uird. junior Ferdie Adoboe .3g, 8a.. senior T"m G.o.dann

,4 5a'. and junior Brian Sullivan .2g. la.. Additiona 1

he^hman Steve Cesneck has drawn praise, iiom Gettle.

.,nd should see lots of playing time up front.

•Onensively. sve're like a machine gun. W e can tire h om

anvsvhere." Gettler said. ..,„ii!)it<'il <•" f>"H'' ^

eating place

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER
STOP & SHOP)

Rte. 9 • Hadley/Amherst

256-6889

CoBMthiaad

(t^i CONVENIENT

CAMPUS!
# BREAKFAST SERVED

ANY TIME
• OPEN

6 A.M.-3 A.M.
SUN.-THURS.

• OPEN 24 HOURS
FBI. (k SAT.

• BEER & WINE
SERVED TIL MIDNITE

• PUNTY OF PARKING

ir football

- ' n!oif~ Sean Cumm
^ , u,,i Mit,.h,.li and

^. , . I I ^ ;, , ., -. (. action

i at tailli.uk. w hilt-MLiiiior Jav

Ni-bet, and trs -hnn-n David

M;tch.'!l Mu\ KiAiii Murph\

l.,Kk up at tailback.

! haek Anlhonv
-;: ,ckland i-out, rt-covi-nnu

!ri>ni knee suruer\

Defensively. I'Ma-- will

have to make up for the los.-

of -Ml .\mencan nose guard

Mikr l)uv( 1 \2 a quarter-

hack -ack.- With four other

p..~!tion^ vacated, the

detense will have to rely

heavily on its linebacking

Corp.-

'You don't replace a guy

ike Dwyer. you just spread

the load out a little bit."

McConnell said

The UMass front three

will be senior M»ke
Kowalski '6 5. 255..

FRED VILLARIES

STUDIO OF

SELF DEFENSE

6 Weeks Karate -$49.95

Uniform only Si .00

253-7349

Amherst,
Mass,

-. iphomore Rob Cullen '511,

•2M0. or junior Steve Robar

.fi.i 255., and sophomore

ILiiKiid Diggs <6-:3, 2:^0.

^, n)..i Mike MoratT 'fi-2.

2tii. and -(iphonmi. I)a!i

I l-iirnii ^ii-o. 2(-i2' will hack

i:p Kow.iUki and Ditm-

>,iphonioi-t.- n..-.' uuaid

• I.Miath.in Lan/.. •> I. 235'

-Ivmld -f'-' action m a hack

-•()n ti.-!.n-i'. wf have on

.\ Mite weakness—and that -

the defensive line. But I'll

tell vou one thing, they are

the hardest working unit on

the team." Reid said.

Senior linebackers Paul

Manganaro. '5 11.2:W.arid

\'ito Perrone <6T, 235i.

along with sophomore John

McKeown i60. 229> and

Sporting Nesvs preseason

All American junior Todd

Rundle .6-3. 23".. Senior

Dan Sullivan, junior Jim

Tandler, sophomore Bruce

- Lemieux. sophomore Drew

Comeau. and junior Chris

McCray will also see action.

We've got both ex

perience and talent in the

linebacker spot—two deep,"

Reid said.

Defensive coordinator

Mike Hodges thinks that

his group of linebackers is

thta^ go<»d a.- any in

conterence.

They all play good, hard-

no-ed football and they've

all put on weight. We're

:l l,,t i.n tllO~e UUV-."

,i^^,,_,., ..,sd. --That 1-

,.. nh"Ut ()Ue-!:'Mi the

-neni^th ot "ur <:

Starting m a ~ec"iiuar>

that lost three -tarter- to

maduation will be juniur

"orneib.ick Kirk Williams.

-.•nior tier -atetv Bob

>lielniu-e. -enior :-t!onL:

-atetv Scott Brown, and

-(iphomore cornerback An-

drew Thomas
•Were really inexperienc-

ed on paper." Hodges said of

the secondary They lack

game experience but

thevve been around here a

while and know what's go-

ing on."

Also seeing action m the

secondary will be juniors

Raymond Jackson. Dave

Mcintosh. Jim Vertucci. and

-ophomore Garrick Amos.

Punting chores art ex-

pected to go to All Yankee

Conference Dimitn Yavis.

while the battle for the

placekickingjob will be bet-

ween sophomore Silvio Bon-

vini. senior Rolf Wendt, and

David Mitchell.

• Ginzburg
iiintmiit'ii from page 5

till' pointers, " he said

.Still, he knows that being

the top goalkeeper, more

will be expected from him

He'- (Gettler. has been

putting mi- m pressure

-iluatons He's been
•

• iting me .is the number

4oalie and he wants me
• Know It," he said, i feel

: v; -onally that this year is

, •,ear
"

• aighei -cheihiU'

Jude- g.iines

NrA.\ caliber
'

. i^-idI- UniveisitN .

Rutgers I'niveisity, and

tieorge Mason University,

(iin/.burg said he's an

ticipatng a challenging

•e.l-on

Its goinu to be tough to

keep that record '8 U. but

w It It the defense .md the for

w.uds and the mid-

lielders we h.ne. I'm expec-

Imj; to keep il I expect to

\\ 111, he -^aid

1 jU'.l don't u .lilt to lot

iii\ eue dou n, Inil 1 U be

h.ipp\ il 1 l<.no\\ m-ide tiuit

I \ e dene iiu he--t

NESN at UMass
t- .

til -I gain'

Universit-.

A DRINKERY. TO MEET. RELAX & ENJOY.

' Sports Nelwoik. (hi- lei^Men.il c.ihle

'.ice. has .uinoiiiucd tlial it \v ill

: -itv of Mass.ului-eli . nu-n . -.eccer

.ich ls:»cheduledtoleleM-.e 1 ,'' i eiiion.d

•;irnMS during the se.ison, \mU te,«lut e (h<-

Ml UMass liome |.-.;»mi"' I lie

,,,,,,, ,.,... ; ,,.- Minutemen ho-.tnu: Uoston

,' lO-iOpm on Wednesday, Spi lO.,>naih<-

..>.,ndtei..ca-l pit- UMa.-. hosting the UniverMtN oH'on

necticut at 6 p m. on Thursday, Oct. 16.

The games will be played prior to the telecasts.

The Minutemen will host BU at 3 p.m. on Tuesday. Sept

9. and UConn at 3 p.m on Wednesday. Oct 15

In other news, the network announced that it will pro

vide exclusive coverage of 19 Boston Red Sox games dur

ing the month of September. Televised games will be; vs.

Texas Sept. 1-3; Minnesota. Sept. 5 and 6; Baltimore.

Sept 8 10. 29 and 30; Milwaukee. Sept 16 tdoubleheader).

17 18 and 23; and Toronto. Sept 20. 26 and 27 The net-

Nvo'rk will also televise the New York Mets vs. Boston Red

Sox charitv game. live. Sept 4. from Fenway \ ark.

Tennis try-outs scheduled
UMass Golf Club sets meeting date

The Umvei-itv 111 M.issaclui-etis

\M>iiH'n'> tennis team will he conducting

tryouls from 3 to 5 pm. on Thursday, Sept

4. at the tennis courts outside Boyden gym

The team is coached by Deedie Steele.

Ai..,, iliere Will he a meeting of the

UMass ( iolt
( 'lul) on Wednesda\ .

Sept 3 at

» p ni m the Ci.nter.'nce Room at Boyden

(ivnina-ium

AMHERST COPY CORNER

MANUSt KlIMS

nil SIS

W*'J:?hrf.-l

lU HI I'KINIS

MINDIN^iS

niOIOCKAlMIU (OIOK COIMl S I ROM »'I<'NIS

OVl KNU.III SKINS AND BANNl KS • OVI RSI / 1 D ( )KK .1 N AI.S

CX)N VI' Nll:NT '^
'

^"^i '" ^^'^'^' ^"^'
'

'

PARKING 549-2854 amhirsi
^

iilo coui-lrs.v of Sporls liifoimillion

Minutemen soccer appears stronger this year now that junior co-

captain Andy Bing (above) isn't expected to carry the scoring load.

vontvnu'd fnim piif^v S

• men s soccer —
Midfield appears to be the Tlu' defense will be led by

strength of the team. Last

year's team scoring leader

junior Andy Bing (lOg. 8a)

will be back to anchor a

solid corps of returnees.

Senior co-captain John

Shannon (4g, 5a) and senior

Mike Bellino ( Ig. la) are ex-

pected to continue to per

form with consistency.

Sophomore Alex Carrillo

and freshman Bill

Kousmanidis should also

see action at midfield.

"We want to play with a

lot of ball control, posession

and smart play. The team is

tactically and fundamental-

ly sound," Gettler said.

junior sweeper and co

captain Matt Cushing. who

is healthy after suffering

through an injury plagued

-ophomore year. Along with

Cushing will be Serafino,

who has been switched from

his midfield position to

defense to provide needed

depth. Sophomore Kevin

Knopf returns at corner

back, while sophomore
Mike McCormick, senior

Aaron Feigenbaum and

freshman Gael Sullivan will

battle for the remaining

spots,

Sam Ginzburg will be in

goal. Coming off a five

-luitout. 8 1. 0.70 goal-

against averaue freshman

performance. Ginzburg is

out to prove that he can be

the team's number one

goalkeeper.

"He's fine, he's our

number one. He's already

about twice as good as he

was last year," Gettler said.

If UMass can put together

the kind of production it did

last season, Gettler said he

thinks the team will have a

very good chance at qualify

ing" for the NCAA playoffs.

"We're not going to go

20 0. but with the strength

of our schedule, we may not

have to."

CO*

u>r

A New Software
Product that will

Launch You onthe
Road to Success!

^̂
'

• Comprehensive—covers every type of

exam question
• Screens with hints, review material

and tullv explained solutions tor

r hundreds ot problems

. Timed tests simulating actual exam conditions

- ^t^ . Instant feedback and personalized score analysis

. Quick reference manual with review .ec.ions, memorization tables and

. ?hese'.e'chn.ques, designed by MBA s. have helped lmp«,ve students'

scores by as much as 250 points!!

iRM PC version in 5 diskettes. Apple lie version also available.

l?r!^e$99T5(rndu5es postage) See your local dealer or contact

Comv.e« systems. Inc.
*2,°2r8M^ir°*°

P.O. BOK 41852 (602) a6g-04l^

KARAITE
Health Fitness Center,

WELCOME BACK

LiUkJ

MORNING, AFTERNOON, EVENING CLASSES

KENPO, TAE KWON DO & SPORT KARATE

WEIGHTS, SAUNA, STRETCH MACHINES

Larry Kelley: 4 YEARS TOP-10 U.S.A.

Kirik Jenness. TOP-10 NEW ENGLAND

Donna Kelley: 2 YEARS '^1 IN N.E.

ON PVTA BUS ROUTE ^

LOW STUDENT RATE

lie's

gooli tooli

% tirinV

u

LgBAX^ST^ Amhitnt Mum, S4a-640a

A FAVORITE
LOCAL TAVERN
SINCE 1976

We serve lunch, dinner, and have

a late night menu

HOMEMADE PIZZA

Daily food & drink specials

Pool table, video games, dart

board, 2 color TVs

Call us for take out

check us out

175 University Drive - next to

Stadium LIquers In Price Chopper Mall

open Monday 4 till 1, Tues-Sat 11am-1am

For RESERVATIONS CALL

253"spAs
CLEAN, SAFE,

PRIVATE
HOT TUBS

SUPER SAFE TANNING
"safer than the sun"

FLOAT TO RELAX
FLOTATION TANK

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE
RESERVATIONS SUGGESTED

KARjgTE
256-0080
460 West Street, Amherst, Mass., 01002

sToo oSl [$To6'oS
ANY PIZZA

1 coupon por cuitomer por vlfit

expiration date September 10, \9%6 I

HOT TUN OR
SUN TAN

not valid on student Hot Tub specials M-W

1 coupon per customer per visit • Exp 8-10
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GREAT KEG PRICES
FREE KEG DELIVERY

BEER
Bud or Bud Light $10.99 +dep Cs

Coors or Light Cans $10.99 ^deposit Cs

Miller Light Cans $10.99 ^deposit Cs

St. Pauli Lt or Dk $16.50 ^1.20 dep

MolSOn all types except Brador $13.75 +Clep CS

Becks Light $t6.50

Strotts - 30 pk cans $tt.45 ^dep 30pk

Rolling Rock 12pk cans $5.00 +cfep 12pk

Swingles Dutch Beer $3.25 +dep Spk

Dab Lt or Dk $3.70 +dep Spk

\

\\

175 UNIVERSITY DRIVE
AMHERST ^

.

• KEGS* BEER*
*WINE*SODA*ICE*

LIQUOR
Stolichnaya Vodka 750ml $9.25

Kahlua 750ml $t0.99

Popov Vodka 1.75 tO.99

Gilbey Gin 1-75 $12.99

Sauza Giro Tequila 1L $5.99

Burnett Gin 1.75 $tt. 99

Lord Calvert Canadien 1.75 $11.99

Passport Scotch 1.75 $11.99

Capt Morgan Rum 1.75 $13.99

Peachtree Schnapps 1L $7.99

WINES
Bartles & James Coolers 4pk S2.99

Ruinite 1.5L $4.99

Gallo 4L $5.99

Rossi 1.5 $2.99

ReneJunot 1.5 $3.99

Sutter Home Wht Linfadel 750ml $3.99

^7: .9V-

ROUTE tie

253-5595

UNIVERSITY /DRIVE

^^'^

Stadium
Liquors

ROUTE 9

775 UNIVERSITY DRIVE
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Volleyball prepares forDivision I season
Scrappy defense, maturity needed strengths

I iilU'Ki'i" phiilii l)> Paul l)«"jinarais

Setter Ann-Marie Larese should provide

much needed depth for the University of

Massachusetts volleyball team which moves to

Division 1 this year.

\\s KOCKK CH.XPMAN
Collcuuin SlalT

When thf Uiii\tnsity of

Massiu-husotts V(illevl)all

ti'iim takes liic lloor in its

Ma>(in (i|K'nci against the

l'iii\cisit\' (if Hai-ttbrd on

.Sept 10. it.sllist niatcliwith

Division I status, the

Minutewomi'n will kick (iff

a season that will have a lot

of questions in store for

ihcin.

The hin question isn't liow

well the Minutewonien will

(Id playini; a Division I

-.(•hedule. hut how the

Minutewonien will fare in

the Atlantic 10 conference,

considered the touf^hest

\<illfvhall conferenci' on the

Kastern Sealxianl Tlie Alt)

1- home to ~urh vullevhall

|)ii\\i'rhouse> a-' Pi'nn State

rni\('isilv. the I'niversity

..t Rhode Island, and (leor^^e

\Vashin(,'-ton rniM'i>-it\ and

h,i^ piniiuccd many pla\i'is

' ii h .Ml .American

. I fdi'iitials.

Hux I'Mass head coach

Klamc Sortino isn't overly

disturbed with the tou.uh

schedule the Mmutrwomen
will face

\Vc \ (• playi'd and iieaten

I )i\ i-Kin I -cixiols before.

I m not cmuerni'd with

lh.it.
" Sortiiio -aid. "What

1 .iin concerned about is the

tact that we haven't seen an

.\ 10 team in two years. We
really don't know what to

expect.

The loj) three Division 11

learns m New V:nj^land

You're "Home Free
with your Student

I.D.!

ff

Admission is FREE to

Minutemen home football

games for all UMass students

presenting a valid student

I.D. at the gate.

1986 Home Schedule:

• Sept. 13 Richmond •Sept. 27 Northeastern

• Oct. 11 Delaware •Nov. 15 New Hampshire
• Nov. 22 Connecticut

wmiid be in the top of any
Divisidii I conference' except

the A 10. The A 10 has five

pro^nams w ho have commit
ted tlu'iii-el\ es to bi'in^; na

tionally ranked," Sortino

-aid T think it will be

i r list rat in^i because we hate

to l(i->i'. l)Ut 111 tell you one

tluuf; 1 don't care who it is,

ui-'ll do anythint; and
everything to have a chance
t(i win a matcli

"'

The Minutewomen are

ininin!4 off their be.st season

(•\ el . as t he spikeis posted a

57 7 mark and were ranked

nationally as hi^h as 12th

111 Division II Amont^ those

wins were three tourna

ment championships in

cludinji the Delaware In

\ It at tonal rnurnament
u here LIMa-> was the only

Divi-ion II iiilr\ IMayin^

DixiMon 1 (ipponeiils is

nol h I n!4 nt\s fni t he

.Miiuiteufuncn

Still. .Sdit ino IS quick to

acknow led^4e the change in

-I 111 iliilc tor her team.

W (• 11- j^oin^ to ^;o from a

li:u tish in a mid sized pond
111 ,1 little fisli 111 a 1)1^ .sea,"

.Suitino said. "But we ari'

not i^oiimtobe intimidated.

The kids knou what they

are up a^^amst and they are

ixcili'd "

What the Minutewomen
are up a^^ainst may not be

as much of a monster as was
previouslv thouf^ht. I'enn

State. (iW. and UKI all

were hurt by ^fiaduation

with each team losinji at

iea>i tliree starters. This,

idinbined with the tact that

the .Minutewomen are much
luither aloiiK than Sortino

had iiiticipated, is an edt,'e

that Sortino thinks may
placi' fMass on the same
level at the bej^innin^; of the

-eason

This ti'am is tlu' best I've

e\i'i had, but it's also the

touj^liest schedule we've
ever had," Sortino said.

"We're doinf^ things now
that we couldn't do until the

middle of the season last

Mil I'm really excited

• ibniit where they are now
"The thing I want most

(lilt of this season is know
ing that we are doing the

best we can with what we
have. " Sortino said. "It's

iust going to take one or two
I ixilcrence matches for us to

mine to ,111 undi'istanding.

K\ci\ thing IS going to be

ipiick"

The Minutewomen will

have a solid core rinin last

reason's team retiiining for

Sortino. with a few new
t.ices as well, (ioiie are .Sal

l\ .Mailer and ;\nn Kingrose.

\\ 111) were tour year
inainsta\s jm- L^Mass. Also

absent is sophomore middle

hitler Nancv McParland,
who optioned not to play

this .season.

"Sally is a bit harder to

replace than Annie. " Sor-

tino said. ".Annie was very

consi.stent, but nobody hit

the b.ill as hard as Sally.

She could literally push the

ball through someone.
t->omel)odv will have to lake

lip I he slack

Sort mo may not havi- to

look very far for ade(iuate

replacements This may be

the ili'i(if-t tram Sortino

has ever tielded, as every

player has the abilty to step

in and play at any time.

The most -talile |)osition

will be at -etter. where

soph(»more .-Xiin Marie
Larese and freshman
recruit Karen Fergu.son will

run the show for UMass.
With two reliable si-ts of

hands, Sortino may opt to

run a imiiti option H2 of

leiise or a 5 1 offense. In

either case, Larese and
Fergu.son will be the keys to

the L^Mass offensive

scheme
"Karen is doing very well

111 practice," Sortino .said.

XniiMarie ha> the ability

lo lake charue of the team.

riii\ h.i\o rmil ideiice in

her

',Shf I LartM'i was t he key

to n> w inning the I )ilaw are

louriiament In the finals

when .Juliet il'nnicr' was
I II cil. .\nn .M.inr -Icpprd

right 111 ,nid did the jol).

They will compliment each

ot her very wt'll."

-lumoi Marcy (iuiliotis

and sophomore Barbara
.Meehan return for UMass
at the middle hitter posi

t ion Both h.ive looked very

impressive in practice both

offensively and defensively

I lid will again be

dominating forces in the

middle
ciiiittntii'd on page 13

Eliminate Hot Dorm Rooms

Clip on Fans in Assorted Styles

Many other Styles of Fans Available

Located in the Campus Center

^XjmVERSlTY
MSTORE^

OPEN
M-F 9-5

WED 9-9

SAT 11-3
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Find the new you
^ In case you missed it . .

.

OtFSVC
Amherst's own Specia^

Deportment *" ^ '

I I

Bring this ad in dur-

ing the month of Sept

for a 10 % discount

(only 1 ad per easterner)

S

Watroba's Market

25 years of quality service in the area

WE ARE YOUR STORE FOR

• BEER/WINE •

• DELI •

• FRESH MEATS •

• GROCERIES AND PRODUCE •

80 Sunderland Road, Norh Amherst

8 to 1 1 Monday thru Saturday

Sunday 8 to 9

549-0933

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

In case you missed it. the University of

Massachusetts softball and men's lacrosse

seasons continued after publication of the

CoUejjian ceased in May.

The Softball team, compiling a 6b-

1

record entering the NCAA national tour-

nament, fell to Northwestern University.

6-0 and 3-0, in the round of 16, during the

weekend of May 16 at NOPE.

Pitching in her final game, senior ace

Lvnn Stockley, 20-3, took the loss in the

first game while sophomore Lisa Kevei,

14-6 was tagged for the loss in the second.

Fireballer Lisa Ishikawa. 14-8. tossed a

pair of one-hitters to stymie the

Minutewomen. who finished the season at

36-9. Ishikawa struck out 20 UMass bat-

ters in the two games.

The Gorillas meanwhile, knocked otl the

Universitv of New Hampshire, 16-6 in the

first-ever" playoff game held in New

England at Bovden on May 14. before drop-

ping a 13-6 NCAA quarterfinal decision to

Johns Hopkins Unversity the following

week in Baltimore, MD.
Hopkins fell in an 11-10 overtime upset

to eventual National Champion Universi-

tv nf North Carolina in the semi-finals.

\,,ith Carolina knocked off the Universi

IN nt \'irginia to win the national crown.

In <.ther news, head coach Dick Garber

itct'iulv promoted Guy Van Arsdale,

previously a gi-aduate assistant coach, to

assistant coach.

The starting goalie on four straight na-

tional championship lacrosse teams at

Recv<K -Hxe Spor^ Po^fiJ

Hobart College ( 1980-83), Van Arsdale was

a three time, first team AH-American^ He

was national Goalie-of-theYear three

times and was named National Player-of

the Year in 1983.

Van Arsdale, an assistant coach at

Hobart for two years, spent the past year

working under head coach Dick Garber.

His work helped Sal LoCascio develop in-

to a second team United States Inter-

collegiate Lacrosse Association AU-

American goalkeeper as a freshman last

season.

Three other Gorillas were named All-

Americans bv the USILA. Tom Carmean,

a senior attackman this year, was a second^

team selection after notching 40 goals and

•>3 asssts la.st season. Graduated seniors

Tom Aldrich (4 goals), a defenseman, and

Greg Fisk (22 goals, 13 assists), a mid-

fielder, both received honorable mention

^
Carmean and senior midfielder Neal

Cunningham have been elected as co-

captains for the 1987 season.

In Minutemen basketball news. Bart

Bellairs. former head basketball coach at

Wilkes College in Pennsylvania, has been

named an assistant men's basketball coach

at the Universitv of Massachusetts, head

coach Ron Gerlufsen announced recently.

His appointment completes Gerlufsen s

^taff for the 1986-87 season. Bellairs joins

Dennis Jackson and Al Wolejko as

assistants under Gerlufsen.

Bellairs. whose most recent coaching ap-

pointment was an assistant under Charles

•Lefty' Driesell at the University of

Maryland, received his undergi-aduate

education at Warren Wilson (NO College

and his Masters degree from Western Il-

linois. He was also an assistant basketball

and baseball coach at Western Illinois.

As an undergraduate at Warren Wilson,

Bellars was a four-year member of the

basketball and baseball teams.

In field hockey, Megan Donnelly, a

graduated senior from last year's Univer-

sity of Massachusetts team, was awarded

the Broderick Award as the naton's Most

Outstanding Field Hockey Player in 1985,

last spring

Named a 1986 At-Large Division I

Academic All-American with a 3.91

average in Anthropology, Donnelly, of

Wilmington, Ma., was a four-time AII-

American for UMass.

In related news, another graduated

senior, Marc Surette. a New England

finalist in the backstroke for UMass, was

named a second-team Academic All-

American. Surette graduated with a 3.98

index in Computer Systems Engineering.

Surette. of Saugus, Ma., was named an

honorable mention Academic All-American

last year.

• Reid

r
• ••• Sound Body, Sound Mind back to School

SALE
1

Seasonal Ctaatrance on Elkes

Samples luguitt^

Miyata9012spd. $244.95 $224:95 $20Ff«»4

^Si)ortl2spd.

Sdiwinn Travekr

3»9.95

269.95

Schwinn World Sport 229.95

Miyata Sport 10 W.95

249.95 $40Fn»K'4

239.95 $30Fr«K-4

219.95 SlOFf«K'4

169.95 $30

Ov«r 20 other moddi on mA* titio.

Around Campus Special
Save $20

Royce Union 10 spd. $QQ95
Mens & Womcns RUlO ^^

nm

FREE ^30~ Kryptonite

K^ lock with any btevcte

purchase ov»f$»)0-00.

Speedo For:

Women *10®** off any suit

Plus Free relay goggles

and Cap.

Men $5 to $7 off any suit

Plus Free goggles

All Hawaiian Print Shirts & Jams

30% off
Gazelle All-Sport lycra tights

Intro Price $^8.50 Reg. 34'*

Eastpak Daypacks starting at $12.95

From the Service Center

Fall Tune-up
Reassembly of

Shipped Bikes

$1495 Amherst 1 E. Pleasant

Northampton 15 State

continued from page 2

"I feel like the luckiest

man in the world," he said.

Now that he's in charge,

Reid realizes its not as easy

to be a head coach as he

thought. He said with so

many details to be aware of,

he often feels like the team
manager and not head
coach.

1 feel coordinators have

more to do with the players.

1 felt la.'^t year that I had as

much to do with the success

of the defen.se as anyone."

Reid said.

Perhaps he did, but now
he IS at the top of his

profession—the head coach

of a Division I football

piogram.
His era began when the

first freshman recruit .step-

|)e(l onto the practice field,

li iiis enthusiasm does rub

off and his players respond,

Reid thinks anything is

possible.

"This freshman class is

the first in the Reid pro-

gram. By senior year, they

could be National Cham-
pions," Reid said.

Only time will tell

whether great things are in

store for future UMass foot-

ball teams. For now, Reid is

happy with what he's got.

He's the man. But he wants
to have fun too.
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at mountain farms mall

The area's only complete weight facility!

• Convenient, easy location

• Free parking

• Women's & Men's
shower & locker

facilities

ON THE

BUS ROUTE!
Midway between

Amherst & Northampton
at the

Mt. Farms Mall,

Rte, 9, Hadley

Call: 584-2175

• Over lO.OOOIbs of free weights
• 12 different cable stations

• Exercise bicycles

• Vitamins & supplements
• Tanning beds available

Try us out for 1 month for only •39«*!

* volleyball
t iiiilintifil Irani jninf 11

"'I'd nie. Marcv was pret

ty potenl la>l -ta>on She
I (•all\ closes liie block well.

We ha\ e a pretty ^'ood hloek

till siu li a youn^f team," Sor

lino said. "Barliaia was a

little intimidated in the

iH'^inning of last season, but

that's a normal reaction for

a younj; player. She's been

hitt 111)4 ver\ well in prac

tice."

Senior Violetta

(iladkowska will anchor the

Minutewomen at the out-

side hitting' position. Join

int" her could be Primer, a

sophomore who spent all of

l.ist season setting for

L'Mass.

"Violetta had an outstan-

ding' year last season. Id

love to keep her right where

she is now because we real

ly can't throw the quick

stuff to her. " Sortino said.

II we are t;<»ing to have a

uiiming year, she is going

LIQUORS
— All Prices In Store Cash Only —

61 Main St., Amherst
* Next to Town Hall

FOR FREE DELIVERY OF
*20 MINIMUM ORDER,
(OFF UMASS CAMPUS)

Dial
253-3091

PRICE IN EFFECT THRU 9/6 IN STORE ONLY

Bud
Bud Light
Coors
Coors Light
Miller Lite

Suitcase
24 Loose Cans

$11.99 -H Dep.

Heinckcn
Lt. & Dk. 6 pk

Amstel Light
6pk

399
+ Dep.

•"•<*M!i<P

Bartles &
Jaymes

'3. 1 34 pk.

"18.99 rase

:. I

Almaden
Mt. Wines

1.5 Liter

3

Coke, Diet Coke

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi Free

Soda
12 oz. cans

o $1 99
< ^L 6 pk.

+ Dep.

Diet Slice

Welchs • Sprite

O
c
3

'Ti'

Folonari
1.5 Litre

Valpolicella

Soave
Bardolino

254

O'Keefe

Canadian

$Q253*
-h dep.

6pk.

<P«N*

Freixenet
Cordon Negro

Champagne
750ViL

S499

MMMMMMMIMItMl

Becks Lt. & Dk.

SQ99 + ''^p

%3 6pk.

tMiiliiitt
f-ftililiMiniii MMMhUMII* .AMMAMMAilMMiiiiM^tfilliliii

In ha\(' til put up oinr st;it>

(Ictcnsively as well as often

"Havni^^ Julit't do suth a

(400(1 |oh ofsi'tting after be

inu a.sked to do it for the

tiist time was pleasant,

"

Sortino said. Havinti only

two si'tters and not hitting;

on offense was very touKh

on her. She is a very ^'ood

hitter."

The emergence of two

other freshman recruits

could ^neatly alter the offen

-ivi' plan for UMass. .Julieta

and Zorayda Santiago, twin

sisters from Puerto Rico,

have been doing well in

practice. However. Sortino

says that they still need

some polishing.

They both hit pretty well

and add more depth to the

team, but they still have a

lot to learn," Sortino said.

"Their backcourt play needs

to improve, although it has

improved a great deal since

the beginning of practice."

.Sophomores .Julie Smith,

Christine McKnroe, and

Susan Tower will add depth

at the hitting position, with

Tower and junior Cheryl

Alves al.so seeing extended

action defensively.

A pleasant surpri.se has

lu'in the return of senior

liitter Michele Barys. Barys

•>at out last season as a red

shut and will i)l.i\ a key

role in the su(.(f-s ol the

Miiiuti'Wiiincn this season.

Micbele IS an important

emotior.al force on the floor

,1- ucll as being deci-ptive

l> i)ott'nt, offensively," Sor

t mo said. "For her to be sue

I'essful we will have to run

her deep otf the net and

hope she can one on-one."

Senior Debbie Cole,

perhaps one of the stingiest

defensive players in the

region, will lead the UMass
defensive corps. Cole har

been slowed by a knee in

jury sustained playing soft-

ball this summer, but looks

to be a lock in the lineup.

"She's a great team
player. She picks pi-ople up

around her, ' .Sortino said.

"People look at her as a

floor leader. The court

chemistry changes without

Debbie."

In short, what this season

comes down to is a lot of

hard work and even more
desire for the spikers. The
Minutewomen find

themselves in an awkward
situation with nothing to do

but perform well.

Wed better be a scrappy

team, because 1 don't see us

dominating a Penn State or

CHI. Well have to put all of

our eggs in one basket," Sor

tino said. "This is going to

be a new experience for us.

Ihings are going to be dif-

ferent."

Mandatory Sports Meeting
I'here will Im- a mandatory Collegian sports staff

meeting at 7:30 p.m. on Thur.sday, Sept. 4, at the sports

firsk in Campus Center 113.

writers Matt Gerke, Joe Roberts and Bryan Quenzel

must materialze if you expect to continue as members of

the sports staff.

.Xdditionally. thiTi- will lie a nu-etinu lor anyoiu' \n

lerested in writing sports foi- the Collegian at H p.m.. .Sept.

\. at the same location. .Several feature and general sports

assingment writers are needed for the fall sports .sea.son.

Any unassigned beats may al.so be distributed. Everyone

is welcome to attend the brief meetings. Anyone welcome.

Read the Collegian
Sports page!

Pilot Pen
has something
even smoother

than this.

;:ss-*

A feeling. . . beyondsmoothness.

Pilot's new Brougham is

smoother and more comfortable than

any rolling ball pen you've ever used.

A gutsy claim but true Buy a new Pilot

Brougham and prove it to yourself Send us

the coupon, proot-of-purchase (a receipt

will do) and $4.95. Check or money order

only You'll get a "What's Smoother" tee

shirt (an $11 00 value) and a FREE Pilot

Spotliter highlighting marker A total value of $11 79

for only $4.95. Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery

I

Pilot lee Shirl Ofter.

PC Boi 4760.

Waterbury. CT 067D4

Yes. 1 want to prove it

I've enclosed a check

(or$
lor (no)

tee shin(s) and

tree Spotliter(s)

Njmf

Cil»

Sine ._ ?'P

Cotltgt

i I MKOtUM lARQf EXTRA LARGF

^
rMf<,r^.Ml.n,ttnxtKttoiMn6toirxhtmit1\atn VcMB wfwtt pfonKKW) a^M»^
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"WHO LOVES YA! BABY?"
WE DO

WELCOME BACK

Check Out Our All Beef Hot Dogs After 9

Don't Forget to pick up

the Delano Monthly Class Schedule

Mors d'oevres

4 to 6 seven days a week

SEPTEMBER SPECIAL

Beer of the Month - Hienkein

Proper Id a MUST
57. N. Pleasant St.

253-5141

til Uie i^alK^

Tough season ahead
stickers to bank on experience

Oqo

FREE DELIVERY
31 Boltwood Walk

Downtown Amherst 253-7494
through the Alley

behind Time Out'

By JOHN NOLAN
ColU'^ian Staff

NCAA Northeast Regional playoffs, but

^he's confident that it will.
"

i think we have a fairly strong nucleus

L-n.vcnsUv .,f Massachusetts field hockey returning. That's different from last year,

coach Pam H.xon knows that her team has H.xon said.
_^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^ ,^

Its work cut out if it wants to return to the

("ollftdan phi>li> h\ I'liul l)f>m»r»i»

Juniors Tonia Kennedy (right), and Sue Hodgkins Oeft) return to

UMass after injury-filled seasons.

BICYCLE WORLE)
located: 50 Main St. rear 253-7722

Amherst
%rh7

»&

^ ^^^B^M

/^W,n 5-/-.

5?.

re^f

IW

Maxima Sport
243.31 219.95

Supra Sport
31212 299.95

Nouvo Sport
417.14 399.95

Viva Sport
417.14 399.95

Brava
445. 399.95

Sport SX
445 399.95

Squandra
545. 499.95

Limited
645. 599.95

ONE DAY REPAIR
SERVICE

($3 surcharge)

Tune-up $15

Overhaul $40

Skateboards
Powell/Peralta

Independant

NMB Bearings

Recli-Rent
KEEP COOL WHILE YOU CRAM!

Rem a mim-refrigerator —
an ideal way to Keep drinks

& goodies on ice — right

in your room' 2 spacious
shelves: 2 bottle racks; 2
freezer ice cube trays. Ad-
lustable. thermostat.

301 Russell Street, RT 9

Hadley

Phone - 584-9992

* fisld hOChCll nmlin ued from pajje 14
, „.^, , m,,. laM N tai With Hi im(l<i . I.issnu-n on t lie i-st.'.

^ * *^^
,t!i if ... ,. i,,i,,> Unt H(.>imt.' hri team

Last year's 13-5-2 squad, which ad\aiKcd to the I-X'.AC

semi finals befoie falling to Bo-ton I'niversity, icturn>

_'(i plavci^ limn its varsit\ and )unior \ar-il \ mstiTs The

l,ani lo-l just thrcf s. nmr-. toiward -ludv Mm^an.

^oalki'i'ix'r Kathryn Kowc and dflondi-r M. uan Donntlly

Tho los^ ol Donnidly. Iioucxfi-. is a pai I iculaily touj^li

one.

Donnelly, a 1<> lioal >idii r a- a .uirpci 1 a-l -(^^(tn. ua-

a four time Ail American and was named the 198. > win

iHTolthe Hroderick Award as the nation'> Mo>t Outstan

dm^ Field Hock. A I'layer SIv wa- a nieinher ..I the

rmled State> N.iiional Team
You can't ev. r truly replace a player of hei caliluT.

we"ll simply move on," Hixon.said. 'Oui style of play will

be more team oriented Without a designated superstar,

we can come together and play more consistent as a whole.

But we'll mi.ss her and the things she could do for sure."

With Donnelly. Morgan (2 goals, 4 assistsi and Rowe

12 :{ 2. 7<* goal.'^ per ganu't gone, the Miiuitewomen are

left with I young sipiad. many of whom sau action lV)ithe

inexperience niav l)i. a t.Hloi But despitr h.'i team s

overall vouth. llixon thinks lui team has a., much maturi

ty as any, and certainly nK.re than it had la>t year when

five freshmen were pre»ed into starting iole>

T,, he honest 1 think thi> vear we have lar m.nv lop

l..\el experience ih.m .\n\ ot m\ t.aniV m the oa>t

-he dr.Tt.unh in the pa-1 tlire<- veai ^ -lif -^'lu

Kn. nl llixon- ivlllinee> ^aiii.d plelltv ol expellence

(hi- |)a.-^t summei competing m the Olvmpic Spoit>

K,.-iival in Houston. 'l'\ I'Mass -.eni.n r.. ..ptains Chri-

Kocot i5g. 4ai, a d.-lender. and second team All Am.Mican

forward Li.^a Chiswold (9g. 2a '
head the list.

(inswold. who. al(mg with Ko(nt M.nred in lacr(»sse la.st

-piing. aUo plaved on th.' I'nited States I'nder 2)5 leam

which w.a- coached by Hixon and travell.d overseas \n

•June. .
,

.Joining the two captains at the Festival were senior mid

fielder defender LillUdtm < 2a I. sophomore inidtielder Pam

Bustm. and ,|nni<ir goalkeepor Lynn CarUon '1 2. 2..)i»

gpg' -

—

OH ,y^>t<%$^4?4j

MI GOD "^^4>ro/^

MY HEAD!

GREAT

LUNCHES

AMAZING

NIGHTS

-^N PT.EASANT ST. - PROPER ID REQUIRED

THE QUARTER POUND CONE.
BECAUSE irS THERE.

It's awesome. It's magnificent. It's huge.

It's the incredible quarter pound cone from

McDonald's®. Every cone is packed with a

full quarter pound of smooth and delicious

soft-serve dessert — at an incredible price

of only 25

Tackle a quarter pound cone,

now at McDonald's.

Why?
Because it's there.

Offer available thru

September 11, 1986

Rt 9 Hadley

-It was really great for them because the more you play

..n the upper leveU ih.' lu'tter." Hix..n said Only (SO some

plavers were down th-ie Th.it -av^ a lot for their

'

One advantagi' the fiv,. player^ had over the rest of the

field hiakevcommunitv i> experience playing undei a new

rule which Hixon expect, will alter the style of Collegiate

Pl"'^
, .11

Until this season. oiieiiMve player- without hall po>es

, 1. ,11 were allowed onlv to .Mend r,() yards li ..in their delen

-i\e teammates. This year, however, that distance has

l.een mciea.sed to 75 yards (three quarters of the field).

liixon thinks the increase will open the \^a\\\v to more scor

m^ opportunities in the field,

1 think there certainly might he more >coimg At Hie

Olympic Sports Festival there was an «1 garni' and a .") ;

That reallv opened some eyes." she said

.She said she dix-snt expect to see scores that high under

normal circumstance. Inil she does expect the change to

pLue a h.t more pre»sui*0 on defenses-especially

"'•(ioalkeeper is a nuich more difficult position now. Now

goalkeepers will have to be able to both play the trade

t K.nal wav. and be able to be more mol)ile and come out,

,he .vud. Lvnn iCarlsoni is a veiT go<.d athlete. She's very

I, (St. and strong w itb go<Ml s»e.-d. 1 think Aw understands

I he position "

Because of the ruh's expected impact on ofTen.sjve pro-

duction, llixon intends t<. shore up her defense before

de\ eloping the nudlield .uul ofTense.

In mv mind, with the new rule, my fii.-t priority is to

look at our defensive .system and figure out what is the

he-^t way to plav with the new lules. " Hixon said.

I >elensively. Hixon has a solid ci p- t., work with. Ahmg

vth Kocot and llultin. sophoiiKne -ueeper Colleen

l;. ill. \. -enior Nancs O'H.illoran and sujjhomores -lulie

stuail an<l Chii- (.utheil reluin ,i- .i stronu unit.

s,,ph.iin..i.> Kathe Deiwin, Ire-hm.m .\nn Kin^^ and

...ph.iin..iv -weeper Laura Fagan \m11 i.rovide depth.

Hixon s.iid that nnich of what the leain will dothisye.ir

depends on her nudlield

Ihe n.w rule puts piv-^ure nii the inullu'ld lu'cause

the\ ha\i' III tlo two Job^, ->he said.

Bu.-tin -hould till one of the positions, wilh.iunior Amy

Heheitson i2p, r>a», another starter la-l y»'ar, tt» fill

another. .Sophomon- Kvith Vasapolli t^gi. .mother starter.

is also back as is junior Ronnie Coleman, who also .saw

action last season. Add highly touted fieshmen Bernie

Martell. of Walpole, Ma., and Carol Smith, of Centereach,

I. I . and the midlield position should have a good bl(Mid

MJ talent and expei nine.

Ihe offen.se, which produced la goals last season,

returns evervone with the exception of Morgan. Griswo'd

heads the list of returnees along with juniors ToniaKen-

,„.,lv (4g,la) and Sue Hodgkins i Ig.lai Kennedy, an ex

plosive scorer as a tresV^inan. was ha,npor.'cl hy ^^'^^''•^^

injuries last season. With a healthy return, she should

,i(id potencv to the offense

Several freshmen are expected to conti ihute to tfie ot-

i..n.e Nancv Bhilbrick. Mara Fratasi... and Tina Young

all have great speed and mav be able to match up well

with (uiswold. Denise Blasi and Sue Murphy will also see

"l)!.<pite the strengnh of the offen.se. without Donnelly's

scoring. Hixon .said it remains the area of most concern

"
Thafs where we're not sure.' she said. "Were not

.1 umped. hut were lo..king for the best scoring punch W.-

hav,. p.M.pl.' to choose from. L;.-t .var we had many

eh H.-e^ ..n the offensive line ami 1 t hmk it took its toll.

•jrimsler Sue Desmond is expected to b.ack up ( arisen

ill goal

McDonald's

irSAGOOD TIME
FORTHE GREAT TASTE

X-country opens
Hv -lOHN NOLAN
Colleman Staff

'!"he I'niversity of

Ma>-^iKluisetts mens cross

, ounli-v coai li Ker O'Brien

knnu> that the loss of his

t.u) runner will be tou^^h to

leplace, hut as seems to be

ih.. I'ase with ne.arly every

I'Ma-steain t his fall. (U'pth

nia\ prevail.

()'Biii'ir- miiuher one

iMiiMT l.i-t yiMi. -luhn

I'.niaccinne, was a tun tune

\( \ A |)i\ i-i'in I Ti.nk .uul

|. u.|(i ChaiupKin-liips

,,nalifier. hut has Muce

graduated, lithe team i- t'l

repeat Its third pi. ic.' Atlau

tie in i)erformance. .md it-'

12th i)l,ice Inush al the

K t.A's. OBi leii said this

M .0- - top runners will have

t,, maintain a high level i>f

consistency.

We don't have a runner

,,! .)(»hn> calit>er He could

mat.ch up with any number

,ne man in the country,

( » Brien said. H no in

.hvidual comes out as a

number one man. then we

hi-tter have foui others

dmost come out

But if the Minutemen ilo

have a strong suit, its their

,|, |)th With nineteen run

nei>. includinu tivi' >tarters.

ivluininu. the .Minutemen

.ippiMi- to h,i\c a solid hasei

(.11 a sirong team,

Senim- Vau^

.Stanislawc/.yk, O'Brien's

numlu-r two runni'r at the

.nd (if last sea.son. heads the

h^l i.r returnees along with

lunioi- Kick Dow and Bill

.Stewart Belli I>"^^ '"i*'

Stewart -|)i'nt time as tlu'

nnmh.i two runner last

MO hut neither was able to

e.-meiU a lock on the posi

n,,n .lunior-dohn Loreii/mi

Old Heinardo Flores add

(l.plh tothestartinglineup

,. Iiile luniors Chris Axford.

Sieve 'folley. and senior .l.in

Nn\ak mav also contribute.

WheiieM'r you've got six

Ol- seven men returning

\..iiM' ^^I't to think \oii will

iinprove." O'Breii said

One thing the team has go

11114 foi' d is age. They've

been under the gun in the

heat of battle for two years

now."
Fre.shmen .I.d Milh-tti-.

Al t Smith, and Herli Hetf

II, 1 have al-o been praised

hv OBrien and may emerge

,i> solid runners for the

Minutemen.
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FACIAL SOAP 8.50 DRAMATICALLY DIFFERENT MOISTURIZING LOTION

2 fl. oz. 9,50 4 fl. oz. 16.00

m^^&sss^sssss^ssssssm^^s^^^^^m

CLARIFYING LOTION
6 fl. oz. 8.50 12 fl. oz. 13.50

LINIOUE

CUNIQUE®
TWICE
A DAY
BBCAUSE
IT WORKS
Clinique's 3 product. 3 step method

of skincare is famous because it

works. Cleanse - Exfoliate - Moistu-

rize. Its simple, effective, systematic.

Use it twice a day. Like your tootti-

brush. Because it's the best thing

going for the job.

COME AND GET IT..

YOUR LATEST
CUNIQUE BONUS:
"EASY ORGANIZER"

Yours at no extra charge whatsoever

with any Clinique purchase of 9.50 or

more.

Inside: Swimmer's Mascara in Natural

Black, Clarifying Lotion 2; Pinkberry

Stain Semi Lipstick; Dramatically Dif-

ferent Moisturizing Lotion; Ivory Bal-

naced Makeup Base; an Eyebrow

Comb and a File Box.

One bonus to a customer.
The Clinique Counter, All Steiger Stores (d 39)

CLINIQUE COMPUTER
Programmed by a group of leading

dermatologists, it asks eight essential

questions and analyzes the answers

to determine skin type and the proper

Clinique products and procedures for

your skin.

Allergy Tested

100% Fragrance Free

702/3 NORTHAMPTON/HADLEY/AMHERST/Wlli-IAMSeURG

School Year Monday thru Friday

702/3 NORTHAMPTON /HADLCY/AMHERST/WILLIAMSBURG
School Year Saturday
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WEEKDAY OUTREACH SCHEDULE

310-Belchertown Center
From UM«»i compus lo Belcherlown Slate School ind return

390-South Deerfield
From UMass campus lo South Deerlield and return

— READ LEFT TO RIGHT —

GRC
' Co»»4
Lan*

rtowaf
Apia Apt*

6 3S »U t

7 » »U t
1

J vD PM e
4 li PM t
5MPM t
3 4i PM •

W 4S I'W •
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a lowni C«d4<
SI SI* !
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School

[
*pt>

? 10

• 10

12 so
2 40
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10 4S

» 16

a <6

1256
2 46
5'Jl

6 36
10 51

15 41

Miv Ainh
I

ttowar
I

Po«l
I

Apia I Orttca I

SlDCt
brMga
Road

' 24

S24
1 04
254
509
6 44

10 59
12 48

' J3
«33
1 1]

3 03
5 IB

6 53
11 I'

1 05

7 ,38 lu SO
IM t

t i>t
]oa t

5 23 10 so
656 t

11 21 10 NA
1 09 lo NA

fniDA* NioMT o»av

'l25~[ 1 37I 143 7 I_L
[ . fi!;ies»ioBa«h«>1o«iC»nla< t.pinsbuias •lu noi ilup M"*"*'' *"">•'« '°>"'

M,: jna Mai-li.!**' »pn •tW)! '<« paisans*' 0.i»ups Poopia ..m.ng lo gal o"

^^f ri^, r Afnfia'M iTiOwtd ia*a "la BaKhartown Road of Gatanousa Rd l»u»

• -^ .-'^ I'um Balchanown Ca«laf .>.» 6aicha<1o»an Road

I . A>. tuiai Jia Oui o< Sarvita lo ii« ja'afla uWasi jmerwive "-..lan

Slockb'idga
Road

— HEAD LEFT TO RIGHT —

6 50 AM
' 4C< AM
; 30 PM
S K'PM
^ 15 PM •

1 •. V> I'M a
1

-T
Amhaiail Gaiag* 'oaaflld

Canlar ' Road j
Cawlai

NoilA I

aaraga lAmhaial;
QRC

6 5B
7 48
238
5 38

920
'1 35

7 56
2 45
5 45

8 05
250
550
94>

11 56

7 15

8 10

255
5 55

a 17

3 02
6 02
9 57

1? 12

7 30 10 B i.^o'i

8 22 1

3 07 I

6 07 I

0.' 10 Si- a-'

.'7 1

FRIOAV NKSHT ONIV

T-"TT^ 50 1 5;^ (

10 anj Ifom Souln Od«<1«d« SMr«*Hl*>iO 171.Wbu—» .W 1*^. «"»•-•' »a«

Road fclop

Ai' b^^ei ..•» Oul 1.1 «i»r..(«ieii»g«i»g<' «i r.WC ..-»»« ,jlh.rw.ta i.ola.i

315-Gatehouse Road
From UMata Campue lo Echo HIM and fetum

Bay Road
From UMaaa campua to DEEP South Amhan! and raturr:

— READ LEF- TO RIGHT —

'

QRC
I

Cowlaa
I Lana

Soum
Amharvl
Ccrfnmof

''

K«v Rd ' Bay Rd Soulh A>T^ha'»l ' Slock

6 HI I ^Amharai Poai brtdga

Mill Hd W*ddta SI 'Cqihi^o" Crf*ica
'

Roao

7 OC AM 7 05

B IT' AM ' 8 g".

4 W PM i 4 4",

5 30 PM I 1 3i

7?0

S lY

•i'jO

7.'8
8.'6

5 59

8 45

5 25

6 15

— READ LEFT TO RIGHT —
ORC

Cf^\%% I Oalanoui* ' Amhacai Slotkbodga

Co-la. I anal Tha»a. 51 Road
:

Poat OWca Road

7^ AM
'55 AM
1125 AM
12 '0 PM
4 45 PM
I] Vi PM
6 "- PM

325-West Street
From UMaaa Campua lo Orchard Vailay and ralum

Pine Street
From UMata Campua to Cuehman Can!ar and r«turr^

— READ LEFT TO RIGHT —
Stockbndg*

ftoad

Hill HoHow Cu»hm«n Ulli Holtoti

Apt!

7 ?0 »M
8 ?0 AM
n 30 AW

1 30 PM
4 40 t'M

5 *^i PM

1 .1'

« 4*

54'

— READ LER TO RIGHT —
Jartani Pomaroy Amharal Slockbrtdga

ORC itio—iaa Lan« Ma*io« ^ Lana Poal Olflca Road

6 A< *v . , f s. '00 7 1
' 7 15

7 Oi AM 7 2!, 7 3fc

8 05 8 16 820

8 20 AM ,1. 9 40 951 9 55

.11 1 JO 1 41

. 50 1 IOC 3 11 •S
!

< . 4 55 505 5 16 5 20

5 35 i^M ^ «., 1. 45 555 Boe 6 in

K 15 620 830 841

lOOC PM 10 05 10 10 10 20 10 31 1035

t - I «»•• jRC ai 1 20 jf Aadnaaoajt |

UNDERGROUND SOUND, INC
"•TT*

NEW STEREOS

USED STEREOS

CAR STEREOS

Ctt-

/C

(i

•1^1 iin • H

Expert ^^''^'fce on All Brands of Home

Hi'Fi & Musical Equipment

1 03 North Pleasant St^ — ^ AC/NT
Amherst ZD^-VDU/

CABLES«CORDS*CONNECTORS«WIRE«WHATEVER

10 00AM 10 2j U) J'l

11 00 n 26 11 35

12:00PM 12:25 12:35

1:00 1:2S 1 35

2.00 2:2S 2:35

3:00 3:2S 3;3S

4:00 4:25 4:3S

4:35 5:00 S10
5:10 535 545

5:45 6 10 6:20

6:20 64^
7 2ff

«:S5

6:SS 7:30

7:30 755 aos
6:05 8 30 840

B40 905 015

9:15 9:40 9:50

«S0 10:15 1025

1025 1050 11:00

1100 11 25 11:35

12 00AM 12 25 12 35

1 00 1 20 1 30

200 2 20 ? iO

1 1 on

1200
100
200
300
4 00
5:10

5:45

6 20

655
7:30

S:05

S:40

915
9:50

1025
11 00
11 35

1200
1 00
200

i

,' iJUAM

8 00

9 00
11 00

1 00PM
2 30

3 30
4 30

530
6.30

School Year

h Jl,

9 iO'

n TiO

'

1 SOT

300
4 00
500
6 00
7 001

t

n ,n

y ilS,^

10 of'

1200

2 00
330
4:»
5:30

' 6 30
7 30

Sunday

SCHEDULE
INFO:

586-5806

AVIPtON
<.MllH

f Ol it 'A

AMl-KK','

CtMH'
rOiiH.i

AMi'u',

1030AM
evsry
hour
until

10:30PM

every
hour
uritil

10:SS

11 OS
every
hour
until

11:0S

nJO
every
hour
ontij

11:30

NO 5UN0AV SERVICE

I i ;
TOVJI/IIIIAMSBURG

SATURDAY SCHEDULE
NORTHBOUND
360-North Amherst

SOUTHBOUND
330-South Amherst

— READ Itf TO RIGHT —
a tov Ca«w Rolling Colonial 1

Amtiaral Stoct PuMlon

ood Oraar viHaga Poal brtOga

%r(M>oi Apia .
Apia A(H. OMlca Road Apia

' 15 AM rnt 7 15 738 748 7 51 7 58

• 30 8U 843 8 48 8 53

< 30 833 • 4) 848 • 53

I'M 11 IS II la 1' 28 11 M 11 38

• 2 IS <2<i 12 28 12 33 1230
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2 40PU »W 100 901 113 118 121

4O0 4 09 til 4 18
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6 25 PM »»5 C4» 648 «58 703 700
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8 45 140 058 903 ooo
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II » 1113 11 43 1140

<7M •210 1 12)0 1?43 1248

I 45 tV 1 55 2'»« 2oa 1 2 18 2231 r«i

—• n( AO I ( f I ro nicMi —

•
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AND

390-South Deerfield

•lonn Town*. •

OaarfloM Ovaga •ood Caartoa
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Road Apli Aula ORr

7 00 AM
1

•05 -n ' •JO ' rs

8 10 8 15 25 8 V) • 35

020 25 • 35 • 40 • <»
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11 ii 12 00 12 10 12 15 2 20
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5 14
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1 I 35
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f ci.-i.ai.' ,lr: "--' w.- A III" r.«-* J* 11 I'.i «i>li

ntAP IE >T TO nir.Hi —
Amh*f* [

Sioca 1
Toaina. North Soum

Mano* Poal 1 brtdoa nouio Ovaga
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i
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i
not

,

Apia "»-.4 *pu
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4' AM ' 50 •55 OOO • 10 815

800 005 f 10 9 20 8 75
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nso 12 00 1205 17 10 12 20 I22S

17 «>^ AW 105 1 10 -

320-Belchertown Road
AND

310-Belchertown Center

P(««M not*

»»fv":» m« rtariyi Road bu^ fop

—

.
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Apia J
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;
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1105 11 <p 1115 1175 , . y.

12 00 AM 12* ',-10 '2 20 ???-

1." 55 -ai • 0-, '15 L— ' -•

SUNDAY SCHEDULE

NORTHBOUND
360-North Amherst
— READ LrrT TO RIGHT —

B tow
Stai*

School

Cada«

•ood
Apia

Rolling

Gfaan

^

Apia

Co!oot«)

Apl.

Amfiant

Poal

Ofira

Sloci
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Road
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SOUTHBOUND
330-South Amherst

South

—* HEADlEF^ TOniGHT
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houta Cow1«« li»nO'

',"• ST

b 40

7 05

10 00

380-Sunderland
AND

390-South Deerfield
— HEAD LEFT TO RlG"' --

320-Belchertown Road
AND

310-Belchertown Center

ApH OHtc» Road

Towno-

Apf Rotd

9 >.

1Q40
11 50

rh#i' >-

Road tv^

—* HEAD lEFl TO RIGHT

V'llag*

Apt>

Colon)**

VHICQ*

Apt*

Rnltrng

ApU

rctftr lo*n

wooti Stala

•*"• School

to le AM

^'?n -rr^ '-' 3'- '^*''

ow

25 OPENINGS
Telemarketing Tools and Industrial Supplies to Construc-

tion Companys Nationwide, Salary and Comrmisions and

Bonuses. Three shifts allow you to work around your

schedule, Shifts: 6:30 am-10;30 am; 3 pm - 6 pm;6 pm
-9 pm; Saturdays 8 - 12 and 12-4.

Call Dave 266-4101 7 am - 7 pm
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Getthe
plastic

that's

fantastic.
The BayBanks Card.

It's the fastest, easiest way to ^ei cash

in Massachusetts.

Good around the clock, around the

block, 3(i5 days a \-ear. And ()ut of state,

vou can use vour BayBanks Card at more

than 12.000'CIRRrS" machines from

here to Ft. Lauderdale.

Make it easy on yourself this school

year. Open a checking or savin.iis account

at BayBanks and t;et your BayBanks

Card. It's easy on your parents too! They

can simply transfer mone\' directly tnjm

their BayBanks account to yours.

Apply now. There's a BayBank othce

near \ 'our school.

BayBanks'
ITJUSn- KEEPS GEITIM} BhlTER. "

ti^ftlSmiltiMmm-^^'^' '''-'' --^^q^-^..^ ^-^-^^. iifitit^""' mtiiiiniiiiii
•^' ••" '••^'

Mciiili.t. 1Die

LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY IN NEW ENGLAND
""5SI

The Massachusetts Daily

IAN
• New phones for tlM» dmvt. P«f* »

• Long lined in tlie IoxIIkkA imnox.

Pages
• Womb's iMBiek^baU eomeh reeigne.
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Collegian photo by Byrne Guurnotta

MERMAID IN BOYDEN - Relaxing in the cool waters of the Boyden gym pool. Sharon

Fitzgerald, a sophomore art major takes a casual swim under water.

267 students left without housing
Dorm space is lacking
By BOB KIEVRA
Collegian StafT

An increased retention rate among upperclassmen

coupled with higher prices for off-campus housing were

cited by a University official yesterday as the reasons for

the lack of on-campus housing.

Joseph A. Zannini, director of Housing Services, said

his staff is doing everything possible to find permanent

housing for the 195 students now living in swing space

and the 72 students occupying 25 rooms in the Campus

Center hotel.

"Every year we have a crunch, but this year is more

pronounced because a lot of juniors and seniors decided

to stay on campus," Zannini said. "Normally a lot ofthem

sign up for housing in the spring but end up living off cam-

pus when September rolls around," he said. "This year,

that didn't happen to the extent that we expected."

David Newell, an 18-year old transfer student from

Bridgewater State College, has been living in the Cam-

pus Center hotel since Sunday night. He said while he

appreciates the color TV and air conditioning, he's hop-

ing to find permanent housing as soon as possible.

"It's just a hassle not knowing where you'll be living,"

he said. "You're out of touch with the social scene, and

end up getting lots of tickets because you have no place

to park your car," Newell said.

Zannini said several local apartment complexes raised

prices over the summer, causing upperclassmen to seek

on-campus housing.

"We haven't taken in any more students ", he said. "We

still have about 4,100 freshmen, but the number of

students who normally move off-campus has declined."

Zannini said 24 students remained in swing space

throughout the fall 1985 semester. He said he couldn't

make any predictions on the number of students who

won't find permanent housing for the current semester.

With 11,386 on campus students, Zannini heads up the

sixth largest University housing system. He said he

sometimes differs with his Whitmore colleagues about the

merits of a high retention rate.

"I don't want to be overly optimistic and raise anyone's

hopes," he said. "We're trying to provide as much space

as possible as soon as we can."

\^\im ^ Mm
Editor's note: So much ofwhat is in the news today had

its seeds planted years ago. Yet, as students, our

knowledge of campus history extends only a few years.

In order to give the campus news a historical perspective,

the Collegian today begins a daily series offering glimp-

ses into the pages ofpast editions. As someone once said

those who do not know history are doomed to repeat it.

Ten years ago
Robert W. Gage, the Vice Chancellor for Student Af-

fairs since 1972, has resigned his post effective Aug. 31

to return to Harvard to brush up on his studies in

epidemiology, biostatistics and public health policy.

Controversy over student funds and the management

of the Campus Center did not prompt his decision to

leave, but, he said, "The turmoil did not help either."

The University Budget Office merged with the Student

Activities Tax Fund this summer. The integration came

out of the Board of Trustees' Budget and Finance Com-

mittee meeting in May. „ ., r, i

Student Government Association co-President I'aul

Cronin said the trustees want to put all the money into

one system so they will be responsible for it. He said

there is debate as to whether the University should be

legally responsible for the money.

No longer a two-bit hand-crank organization, the Dai-

ly Collegian has entered the world of corporate

bureaucracy and established itself on the Wall Street of

UMass: the bottom of the Campus Center.

The move from the fourth floor of the Student Union

should be completed in two weeks.

Five years ago
With more than 19,350 students set to swarm on the

University of Massachusetts campus this fall, the second

largest undergraduate population in the school's history,

some delays are expected in housing placements.

Housing Assignment Coordinator Gerald A. Quarles

estimates about 580 students will find themselves

without housing for at least the first two weeks of the

semester.

Two years after the monolithic 28-story University of

Massachusetts tower library was closed due to potential

safety hazards, the bulk of the library facilities remain

housed in the old Goodell Library.

Repair work on the tower, which was closed in the fall

of 1979 after small chips of brick were discovered fall-

ing from the building creating a potential safety hazard,

may be started next spring.

High levels of
bacteria found
in UMass water
By JEFFRY BARTASH
Collegian Staff

University of Mas.sachusetts officials continue to

monitor the water supply after an abnormal level of

bacteria was discovered last week following a ra.'^h of diar-

rhea ca.se.s.

However, the UMass department of Environmental

Health and Safety said that the water is siife to drink and

that chlorini' added to the water seems to have eliminated

the bacteiia.

"Somebody in housing told students to boil water before

drinking it. That's erroneous. Somebody had no authori

ty to say that, "said George Reed of the department of

Health and Safely.

Officials still have not identified the cause of the diar-

rhea, but suspect it was the contaminated water. The state

department of Environmental Quality Engineering

ordered the increase in chlorination and other preventive

measures, and is investigating the outbreak.

Reed said 13 milligrams of coliform bacteria per liter

was detected last week, but no coliform is in the water

now. He said the chlorine levels in the water now range

from .5 to slightly more than 2 milligrams per liter, "as

high as what you might find in a swimming pool, for in-

stance."

"My guess as a health professional is that it is probably

a viral disease, but we can't say for sure it was cau.sed

by the water," said Reed.

In addition to adding chlorine to the water supply, the

University has flushed water out the entire UMass system

and is discontinuing experimental chlorination at

Amherst's Atkins Reservoir.

Reed said he first suspected there might be a problem

with the water after he learned early last week that about

30 members of the UMass football team and marching

band had come down with diarrhea. He .said none of the

persons with diarrhea were very sick and most had little

or no fever.

Tests conducted at the James House in Southwest nine

days ago revealed the high level of coliform bacteria
^

Reed said he notified Stanley Zoimek, Amherst's

superintendent of public works, and the DEQE, which

ordered the preventive measures.

UMass and Amherst receive their water from the same

source, the Amherst water system. Reed said.

SGA head opposes
legal policy change
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

The president of the Student Government Association

said yesterday he will take the fight over a change in a

University of Massachusetts policy to residence halls over

the next few weeks.

Bill Bennett said he is upset about an August decision

by the Board of Trustees that takes away the right of

students to use the Legal Services Office to sue the Univer-

sity and its officials. Officials have said the policy change

will reduce hostility between the LSO and University

staff.

The officials also point out that the University remains

suable and claim it makes no sense for the University to

use its own money to sue itself.

Bennett and other student leaders say the decision

violates student rights, and Bennett reports he is plann-

ing a campaign of education to let students know of the

change and persuade them to fight against it.

"What's going to happen is students getting together

for the common cause of LSO," he said. "The Graduate

Student Senate and the Undergraduate Student Senate

are getting their resources together to form a common

force against the administration."

Bennett also said he has been talking to students in the

Sylvan residence area, where he lives, and will be

spreading word of the fight against the LSO change door-

to-door in other residence halls.

According to Bennett plans for talking to students are

not final, but students in the Orchard Hill and Central

areas can expect to hear from him and other leaders later

this month.
"We're planning on suing. We have an outside attorney,

and the (SGA) coordinating committee just passed a mo-

tion allowing Paul Wingle [undergraduate senate speaker]

to hire him," said Bennett.
continued on page 3
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Funeral held
despite ban
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP)

Anti-apartheid leaders said a mass

funeral for 20 blacks killed by police in

Soweto would be held today in defiance

of an official ban.

The government issued tough new press

restrictions yesterday to make sure jour-

nalists could not cover it.

Families of some of those killed in the

violence that swept parts of Soweto on

Aug. 26-27 were called to police offices

yesterday amd told to shun the mass

funeral scheduled for a stadium near the

White City neighborhood.

White City, so named because it is the

best-lighted part of the huge black

township outside Johannesburg, suffered

the worst violence last week.

At least 20 people were shot dead by

police in the Soweto outburst and a gang

of young men hacked a black town coun-

cilor to death.

Leaders of anti-apartheid groups said

they would go ahead with the funeral

despite a Soweto police order Tuesday for-

bidding mass funerals of people killed by

security forces. It says a service may be

held for only one person and only 200

mourners may attend.

Iranians search two Soviet vessels
M,M. %,^M.M,M.9,^M.m.9^ w^ ^^^ -m^^

. .,„ c,..,.,.* ».v..rnfvH in Kuwait.

MANAMA. Bahrain (AP) Iran stopped

two Soviet ships in the first action agp.inst

Iraq's main arms supplier since the Iranian

navy began searching freighters for

nilitary cargo early la.st year, shipping

..ouices said yesterday-

Iranian warships chased the Pyolr i'enit-

sof in the southern Persian Gulf on Tues-

day, then forced it into the Iranian port of

Bandar Abbas to be searched.

Shipping executives, who spoke on con

dition of anonymity, said the second vessel

was stopped briefly yesterday and iden-

tified only as the Tutov.

The Pyotr Yemtsor, which belongs to

USSR Black Sea Shipping of Odessa, was

seized during a voyage from the Black Sea

port of Nikolayev to Kuwait and was be

ing unloaded yesterday at Bandar Abbas,

according to the reports.

In Moscow, Foreign Ministry spokesman

Gennady I. Gerasimov confirmed that the

11,750-ton Pyotr Yemtsov was "detained"

off the coast of the United Arab Emirates

but did not mention the Tutov. Bandar Ab-

bas us about 120 miles east of the UAE.
Gerasimov said he believed the freighter

was carrying a load of cement. He gave no

information on the size of its crew.

Despite the Soviet role in supplying Iraq

during the 6-year-old Iran-Iraq war, ship-

ping sources said weapons or other military

goods were unlikely to be shipped on Soviet

freighters through the Persian Gulf.

"We believe the Pyotr Ycmtsor was load

ed with construction material, but the Ira

mans consider such comincditio to l)r an

assfl for the Iraqi military effort.' said an

executive in Kuwait.

He noted that several Kuwaiti vf

had been intercepted and thf

steel rods and other constn

.seized.

•!'• c.ir

AP Laser photu

COMMENTS ON SPY ACCUSATIONS - Mortimer Zuckerman,

owner of U.S. News and World report telis a press conference in Lon-

don yesterday that the spy charges against U.S. journalist Nicholas

Daniloff are out of line.

BEGINNERS
CLASSES
AVAILABLE

VALLEY
aikido

131 King St

Northampton, MA
(in the Armory)

586-0355
Classes Monday
through Friday

HADLEY
PUB

Rt. 9. Hadtoy. Mom.
566-4444

WELCOME BACK.

STUDENTS.

SUN & MON
R & B OLDIES
DJ THE COUNT'
MOWTOWN/SOUL/60S

TUES - LIVE

THE
JEFF HOLMES

BIG BAND

WED
LIVE BLUES JAM!

WfOr.fiClov NO COVER

Burning the midnight

oil mav be necessary.

Burningthe2:00or3;()0

or 4:00 AM oil is absurd.

Especially when an HP calculator can get the

answers you want — in time to get a good nights

sleep.

For instance, our HP-15C Professional Scientific Calculator

has more built in advanced math and statistical power than any

other calculator. Our HP 41 Advanced Scientific Calculators have

even more potential.

PC 12602

That's because there are better than 2500 software packages

available for them - more than for any other calculator

There's even a special plug-in software package (we call it the

Advantage Module) that's designed to handle the specific problems

an engineering student has to solve in his, or her, course work.

No wonder professionals in engineering and the physical sciences

widely regard HP calculators as the best you can get.

So check one out. Then, when your mother calls to ask if you're

getting enough sleep, you won't have to lie.

By the way, if you want more information, just give us a call

at 800-FOR'HPPC. Ask for nept.658C. VY^ HEWLETT
V£M PACKARD

ica

THURS
Swing/Blues/

Early R & B

w/DJ The Count

TOP
40

DANCE
NIGHTS

W/DJs

OPEN NO DANCE
5 pm COVER FLOOR

Text book annex is organized and fast
_ .,r.^,r, A TT»« that "Q.'^ nt.rrpnt of ordered books are in." seemed to change.
By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

As the first day of classes got underway yesterday

hoards of unhappy faces poured out of the side of a gloomy

brick building known as the Textbook Annex after spen-

ding hard earned dollars on books for the semester.

Inside, Sara Leo, assistant manager of the University

of Massachusetts text book store, was optimistic. She said

that the store, the students, and everyone in general is

more organized. Students are "in and out in no time at

all. It's also the first day of classes; we haven't seen

everyone yet."

Leo said that things are running smoothly. The only pro-

blem is late orders from professors. Despite that, she said

that "95 percent of ordered books are in."

Students seemed to share her goood mood. Uschi

Geschke, a transfer student from Widner University, in

Delaware, said the textbook Annex is "great." She found

lines in the annex "real quick, in and out in 15 minutes".

Leo said, "Like every other store, security is something

that concerns us. I don't consider it a problem, just

something we have to deal with.'

"We don't know how this works," said Alison H.. a first

year student.

"It's pretty big... nice," said Lynn McAfee, a first year

pre-engineering student.

"It's overwhelming," said Sheila H., another frist year

student.

When asked about the prices, however, students' moods

Colleipan photo by Nirk Sokoloff

HOW MANY PEOPLE? - Janet Spencer and Rob Johnson took a break yesterday from

their first day of classes on the pipes outside the University of Massachusetts Fine Arts

Center.

seemed to change.

"Why are they so expensive? Why do they have to buy

(booksi back so low? Especially when (they are] in mint

condition," said John Sanchez, a sophomore engineering

student.

"It's too expensive. Way too expensive. Extravegante-

ly ton expensiveThere are too many cops in there. They

should arrest the people who are charging too much for

the books," said John Skutnik, a senior engineering

student.

Marc Sullivan, a senior, said, "The lines seem to be mov-

ing faster than last semester. It's one of the better col-

lege bookstores."

"What I don't like, like everyone else, is the number
of people who are in line. I don't like the waiting."

Man attempts
to lure child;

car is stolen
A man was noticed yesterday at approximately 4:30 p.m.

attempting to persuade a child to accompany him. The
incident took place at North Village and was reported by

the child's mother at 6:30 p.m.. University of

Massachusetts police said.

In other police reports:

• At 7:50 p.m. a person reported that his 1982 Mercui-y,

with an estimated value of $3,100 was stolen. Police

figured that the theft occurred around 6:00 p.m. At that

time the police also said there is no other information sur

rounding the theft.

• A female resident of Brett dormitory reported at 7:56

p.m. that sometime between 1:30 and 2:00 p.m. clothing

valued at $600 was removed from her car, police said.

• A 1978 Honda parked in lot 50 was vandalized reciev-

ing damage to the directional signal. Entrance was made
through the window and the car sustained $200 damage,

police said.

• Reported at 2:34 p.m., a hit and run driver left $300

damage to the right rear fender of a Toyota Corolla. The

accident happened between 2:00 and 2:34 p.m. in the Cam-
pus Center garage. The Toyota was a rental vehicle, police

said.

• At 5:25 p.m., a student reported a wallet missing from

the sixth floor of Goodell Library. The wallet contained

$15 in cash and identification, police said.

CONNIE GRIFFITH

Stripped floors are safer
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

If the floors in the Campus Center appear

to be more dull than before, it is because

of an on-going attempt to help them become

safer and cleaner for walking.

According to Forrest Davies, Assistant

Manager to the Campus Center Building

Services, the stripping of the floors is in

lesponce to some safety problems and the

level of cleanliness.

"We found out that there was a build-up

of wax" on the floors, said Davies. "A lot

of people were beginning to slip and fall."

In order to strip the floors, the Campus
Center's Building Operations had to tem-

porarily remove the couches in the first

fioor of the Campus Center. Several retur-

ning students, accustomed to using ther

couches for studying, watching television

and napping, complained Tuesday when

learning of the furniture's removal.

•i think this room looks very silly

without couches in them," said senior Kel-

ly Berger. "I think they [the couches]

should come back."

Katie King, another student said, "Why
keep the TV there if you can't sit down?"

Early yesterday morning, however.

Building Services staff refurnished the first

floor.

"We didn't mean to upset anyone mov-

ing the furniture, it was just a job we had

to do," said Davies.

He added that the fioors' stripping will

continue until September 13,depending on

the availability of materials and workers,

said Davies.

A solution has been put on the floors to

protect them from excessive dirt. In the

future, he added, they will be waxed.

The deaf call for free

Eleanor Smeal, president of the National Organization for

Women will speak today at 12:30 in 804 Campus Center about

the referendum concerning abortion that will be on the November

ballot in Massachusetts.

Smeal, who organized two nation-wide marches last year in sup-

port of safe, legal abortions will speak on campus as part ofa state-

wide tour to familiarize voters with the amendment. She will pre-

sent the views ofNOW in her speech, which is based on the belief

that the "amendment is an attack on women's rights and a threat

to women's lives."

Smeal will be discussing the amendment and its impact on the

women's rights movement. The referendum would give the state

legislature power to eliminate public funding for abortions for

poor women as well as prohibit private insurance coverage for

abortions.

If the amendment is passed, the Supreme Court could give the

state power to prohibit all abortions except those preventing the

death of the mother.

The Equity Institute, a non-profit consulting agency in

Amherst, is accepting applications for the Trainers of Trainers

Piogram. The program, which meets one Sunday each month, is

designed for people who wish to develop their skills as anti-

oppression trainers, consultants and teachers on issues of rascism,

sexism, heterosexism, classism, and anti-semitism.

For more information contact the Equity institute at 256-6902.

By ILANA LEVENSON
Collegian Staff

Using the telephone may seem an easy

task for most of us, but for the deaf in

Massachusetts it seemed impossible until

this summer.
Deaf people have never been able to do

the things others take for granted —make
doctors appointments, social calls, or even

airline reservations over the phone. That

is no longer the case.

On July 7, the state-wide toll-free

Massachusetts Relay Service For The Deaf,

only the second service of it's kind in the

country, began taking calls from deaf

callers over a special Telecommunication

Device.

"Before this service their (the deafl op-

tions were to have a friend, or family

member make their calls or to go by car or

bus and make an appointment in person,"

said Alexandra Statland, coordinator of the

service.

According to Statland deaf people with

special phone devices call in and type to

relay operators over a screen, and they tell

the operator their name and the name of

the party they want to contact. Then the

operator (a hearing person) calls the party

and tells them they are relaying a call for

a deaf person. Although the service is

also accessible for hearing people to call a

deaf person, it is only free for the deaf

Prior to the service, there was a volunteer

•Bennett
tiinlinued from page I

The suit will be based on the Wellman

Document, a 1973 statement issued by

trustees that calls for student advice on

changes in UMass policy. Bennett said.

Bennett and others have said that not

enough student input was involved in mak-

ing the change. "They violated the process

they themselves set up," he said.

Bennett along with other leaders had at-

tended the trustees' meeting at which the

LSO decision was reached, but added, "To

go to that meeting — we were allowed to

speak but we would have been better off

not going. They were listening, but they

didn't hear us. One trustee said our presen-

tation was 'powerful. " but if it was so great

service with one phone line open for seven

hours a day, but there was a lot of frustra-

tion in the deaf community because the line

was always tied up. said Statland.

Statland also said confidentiality is

stressed. The operators choose code names,

then sign an oath saying they shall never

repeat anything they hear while working.

The new service is available from 7 a.m.

to 1 1 p.m. with two to four operators on du-

ty depending on the time of day. In addi-

tion, there is a 24 hour emergency line.

"With this service, deaf people can make
calls for interpretters if someone is involv-

ed in an accident. It has been a recognized

need for a long time, but it wasn't until the

deaf rights bill was passed in 1984 that the

Executive Office ofHuman Services set up

a Deaf Task Force to determine the needs

of deaf people," Statland said.

The service began with $48,000 by

Massachusetts Rehabilitation Commission,

and $240,000 from the Massachusetts Com-

mission for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing.

Based out of Developmental Evaluation

and Adjustment Facilities Incorporated in

Boston, the service has relayed more than

9,000 calls during it's existence.

Statland said the response to the service

has been very positive and it is possible to

make any type of call.

"We had a call Saturday from a hearing

person in London to a deaf man in Boston,

and it worked fine."

and powerful, how come they didn't vote

the way we wanted them to?"

Bennett said in his talks to students,

"We're bringing up the Pilecki issue,"

referring to the former president of

Westfield State College, who is under in-'

_
dictment for sexually assaulting male

'

students. at the college.

"We're asking people, "What if we had

a Pilecki at UMas.s?" As st>meone said the

other day. this [change in policy] is like tak-

ing the teeth out of the tiger."

Unaware of plans for rallies or

demonstrations against again.st the change

m policy. Bennett did not rule out the

possibility.

> *
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Six jump from burning tenement set by arsonist

W B
1 • I

BOSTON (AP) - Six peo

pie, including two young
children, fled safely from a

flaming three-story tene-

ment yesterday, at least

three of them dropping to

safety from a roof top after

flames blocked their escape.

Police said thf' building

was intentionally set on

fire, injuring all six oc

cupants, none seriously. The
police arrested a man for

.setting the blaze.

Philip D. Waters, 29, of

the Roxbury section was
charged with arson and six

counts of intent to murder.

He was arraigned on the

charges before Dorchester

District Judge Paul H.

King, who ordered him held

in lieu of $10,000 cash bail

and scheduled a probable

cause hearing for Sept. 12.

Police Sgt. Robert Cunn
ingham said Officers Dino

Gonzalez and Kim Gaddy
spotted the fire in the three

.story, wooden tenement at

about 2 a.m. and saw the

man who was later arrested

throw .something through a

window, causing the flames

io intensify.

The two ofTicers called for

help, and Patrnlmen Lt-o

Ronan. Jack Marotta and

Martin Brooks arrived at

thf sttne, Cunningham
said.

Marotta said he got to the

front stairs of the building

and grabbed a child from

Ihe flames, "but I told the

(itluT people they weren't

going to make it down the

staircase."

"We sent them back up,

and they had to come out

the second floor landing on-

to the roof and jump," he

said.

^\'.^.

AS LOW AS:
*$12.25/Month + tax For a 13" Set

*$15.00/Month + tax For a 19" Set

PRICES VARY DEPENDING ON THE
CHOICE OF PAYMENT PLAN

RENT BY THE MONTH, SEMESTER,
OR SCHOOL YEAR

OUR TRUCKS WILL BE HERE SATURDAY & SUNDAY

SEPTEMBER 6th & 7th

RESERVE YOUR SET TODAY

Call 733-1470 and ask for RTO Rentals

CALL TODAY
* RATES BASED ON A 9 MONTH PREPAID RENTAL

••••••••
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NO LINES

NO INITIATION FEE
OPEN 7 DAYS — 216 N. King St. Northampton

ALL THIS FOR 20% OFF Ist MONTH

That's right! You will get 20% off a one ;'

month membership including
/

• 24 Nautilus stations • Wtiirlpool • ^^

• Olympic Free Weights • Monark Exercise

Bike • Concept 11 Rowing Machine •

/v • Aerobics •

ALSO AVAILABLE AT MINIMAL COST

MASSAGE ANO TANNINC BED

I

WITH THIS COUPON

20% OFF 1 MONTH MEMBERSHIP
EXPIRES SEPTEMBER 25. 1986

1986

RIGHTS, RESPONSIBILITIES

FORMALITY REGULATIONS &

POLICY BOOKS

ARE NOW AVAILABLE

IN THE

CAMPUS CENTER CONCOURSE
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0.0*^'

AP I.HUfT photo

FOLLETT COLLEGE BOOK COMPANY, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60607

BABY THROWN TO SAFETY - Two-year-

old Nicholas Burton was thrown off the roof

of a burning building in the Dorchester section

of Boston early yesterday morning into the

waiting hands of a Boston police officer.

i.x®,'

"WHO LOVES YAl BABY?"
WE DO

WELCOME BACK

Check Out Our All Beef Hot Dogs After 9

Don't Forget to pick up

the Delano Monthly Class Schedule

Hers d'oevres

4 to 6 seven days a week

SEPTEMBER SPECIAL
Beer of the Month - Hienkein

Proper Id a MUST
57. N. Pleasant St.

253-5141

STUDENTS: Solve this money-saving equation by
24th to find the real value of your
entertainment dollars.

Let's define our terms —
5-college students can buy tickets for the

Fine Art Center's exciting 1 986-87

Season at half-price.

We're talking Broadway shows, legendary

jazz artists, virtuoso classical performers,

exciting dance and much more.

Now here's the best part ...

ORDER BEFORE SEPTEMBER 24TH
AND YOU'LL GET A FURTHER
DISCOUNT OF 30% OFF YOUR
HALF-PRICE TICKETS!!!

Here's how our equation can work for you:

The single-ticket price (p) for six

outstanding performances on this year's

schedule could total $1 1 2.00. Substitute

$1 1 2. for "p" and -Wow!- you'd pay only

$39.20 for six evenings of unforgettable

entertainment.

It doesn't take an Einstein
to figure out ...

that this is a terrific opportunity to see and

enjoy quality entertainment for very little

cost.

YOU CANT AFFORD NOT TO ORDER
NOW!

THE FINE ARTSCENTER
liNlVERSITY OF M A^SACHlv^FTT^ ' /^ ^ERST

Call 545-251 1 for details. You'll like the nway it adds up.

*
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Man sentenced
for phony SOS call
BOSTON (API An l8year-old man was sentenced

yesterday to one year in prison for broadcasting a bogus

distress signal that triggered a massive sea-and-au- search

for a sinking yacht with 10 people aboard

Norman Miller of Chelsea, who had pleaded guilty, also

was ordered to submit to psychological counseling and pay

the Coast Guard part of the $77,900 estimated cost of the

20 hour search.

"You know what bothered me about this case?" asked

US District Judge John J. McNaught. "We used the word

prank. (A phony SOS) is a terribly dangerous thing. I hope

other people understand that."

Defense attorney Owen Walker agreed that his client

should go to jail, saying "an event like this can't go un-

punished." But he recommended an unspecified shorter

sentence.

"He's not the brightest young man in the world and he

did not think of the consequences.' Walker said. "He'll

get the point when the cell door shuts that this is a very

serious matter."

Three Coast Guard patrol boats, a jet, a helicopter and

a tug boat searched a 9.100-square-mile area ofT Boston

Harbor on March 20 after receiving a mayday call from

the "Lady Blue
"

The 3 a.m. call said: "We're losing power to the

ship...The radio is going down with it. I am now leaving

the boat."

A second call, allegedly from a fishing boat identifying

itself as the "Spenser," reported seeing a flare.

Authorites declared the calls were probably a hoax when

they could find no boats with those names and found no

trace of the yacht. Investigators theorized that the callers

took the names from ABC television series.

Miller and Douglas P. Vaters, 20, also of Chelsea, were

arrested a week after the incident when a friend of Miller

who learned of the calls contacted authorities, said Assis-

tant US Attorney Ralph Gantz.

Gantz said two stolen shortwave transmitters were

found in their possession.

The prosecutor recommended a one-year prison term for

Miller.

"What he did was a very, very dangerous thing," Gantz

told the judge. "This kind of conduct, although' it may have

been a prank, is simply too dangerous not to warrant a

prison sentence."

Gantz also recommended that Miller pay the Coast

Guard's $77,900 .search costs, which included $3,690 an

hour for a Coast Guard helicopter that was used for 7.6

hours and $2,008 an hour for a jet that was used for 15.7

hours. In.stead. McNaught ordered that Miller reimburse

the Coast Guai-d an amount "to the .satisfaction of the Pro-

bation Department

All Entrees include.

Crisp Garden Salad

Baked Potato

Oven Hot Bread

& Creamery Butter
«?!?^SS«i'i|S::S*¥SSS*?:??S^^^^

Come Celebrate

with our

TWnJGHT
Dinner Specials

Monday-Thursday

H^nt
Your choice of:

* Baked Boston Scrod

* Broiled Sirloin Tips

* Fried Filet of Sole

* BroUed ^"^ Chicken
Whiskey

cs

Come See
AmhersTs Newest ^^

&Besl
Sports Lounge!

DOWNSTAIRS

Plumblevs
off the common'^
30 BOLTWOOD WALK • 253-9586

-.'w^-V

CALL

BRUNO'S
FOR

GREAT PIZZA

I

I
I

I

256-0222

FREE DELIVERY

P^S'ZIPSEISUMHBIiaBBBHBBBB

Calculators that have no equal

at prices that equal savings.

So advanced they don't need an "equals" key. And so fast. You

save time, and work with greater confidence because you see

your calculations in progress. Besides that, you save money
with our lowest-ever prices.

The HP-15C has more built-in advanced math and statistical

power than any other calculator. The HP-41 has more than 2500

programs. And, the HP-41 Advantage, a plug-in module, has

the most popular engineering, math and financial programs

ever written for the HP-41. There's also the HP-llC for the

math, science and engineering solutions you need at a low,

low price.

See the calculators that have no equal. Today.

la^
HEWLETT
PACKARD

^.UNIVERSITY
STORED
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KATHRYN KIRBY
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Black Affairs Editor

PAUL DESMARAIS
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JOHN NOLAN
Sports Editor
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Get involved early on
Welcome to the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst! And for some

of you, welcome back.

Throughout your stay at this Universi

ty, you will have one of the greatest oppor-

tunities to grow academically, emotional-

ly, and physically. To help you with this

growth, the University of Massachusetts of-

fers a wide range of activities and pro-

grams. Activities include political clubs,

the Student Government Association,

Students Advocating Financial Aid

(SAFA), and hundreds more. There is also

an Alcohol Awareness Week,

MassTransformation, and First Week.

Whatever your fancy, this University has

it for you!

So get involved early because time cer

tainly goes by fast. Can you believe that

we are in September already? What about

the fact that classes have begun? It has

always been somewhat amazing to see how

timefliesby ...especially at the University

of Massachusetts. One moment you are

registering for Freshman classes and then

you turn your head and all of a sudden you

are listening to Chancellor Duffey giving

a commencement address at your gradua-

tion. At least that is how it feels for me.

However, before I put on my cap and

gown this May, I am going to participate

in one of the most outstanding and

enthusiastically-supported events going on.

As Campus President, but more important-

ly as an individual student who really

takes pride in this University, 1 am going

to help restore "our" tower library. The

project is called MassTransformation. The

reason is simple.

Ever since the Tower Library opened in

1973, problems have existed. Coin-sized

brick chips have failed from its facade.

William S. Bennett

elevators have not always operated the

best, graffiti has been placed all over the

walls, and believe it or not, a few floors

have never even been completed.

As a community, we can pull together

and work as a common force to relieve

"our" tower of all its problems. To do this.

MassTransformation needs your help!

From September 25 through the 28th we

plan to restore the entire Tower Library.

This involves painting the walls, cleaning

the desks and bookshelves, changing all

the light bulbs and much more.

Most importantly, it needs to involve

YOU! As a volunteer you will have the op-

portunity to win awards, receive T-shirts

and refreshments, and become a part of a

truly self-satisfying project. You will meet

new friends, faculty members, ad

ministrators, other University personnel,

area town residents, and many others. To

be quite honest, you can't lose by par

ticipating in this project. However, by not

participating, vou may be giving up an op-

portunity of a lifetime - at least of your

lifetime at this University.

Remember, your time at this University

will fly by at a faster pace than you might

expect. Down life's pathway, don't let

MassTransformation be something you

could have done. Let it be something that

you had done\ To volunteer, contact the

Student Government President's Office,

406E Student Union (545-0341), or contact

the library office. Help create the sense of

pride "our" University deserves. Hopeful-

ly I will see you the weekend of the 25th.

William S. Bennett is president of the

Student Government Association.

m^A

I find that three major administrative problems on a cam-

pus are sex for the students, athletics for the alumni and park-

ing for the faculty.
_^^^^^ ^^^^

Inevitable scheduling trauma a bit much to bear

I usuallv don't like to write about stuff like this but I

can't help it. This has been on my mind for two weeks

now, and has been going on for me for four years. It's the

one dav of the summer I can undeniably call the worst.

No, it isn't the day my grades come. That's never such

a nerve-racking experience. I can usually predict my

gi-ades within .5, and last spring was no different except

for one class which I overestimated by 1 point. It must

have been mv New Yorl" accent.

It was well into August this year when the fateful day

arrived. I was having such a good summer up until then.

But then I started to get that nervous feeling. That ner-

vous feeling which sneaks up on you when you least ex-

pect it That nervous feeling which could only be

associated with one thing; the impending arrival of my

official University of Massachusetts Office of the

Registrar's course schedule.

By mid August I began checking the mailbox regular-

ly Each day I was more tense than the day before. I began

leaving work early to run home and grab the mail. My

life was in shambles. I began to get anxiety attacks at the

utter thought of an envelope with University ot

Massachusetts printed on the top left. I started chainsmok-

ing, drinking, and doing crack all in one week. The mail

was mv enemy and the mailbox was its conspirator. The

mailman was a communist.
. „^

August 20th rolled around and somehow I knew it was

going to be the day. I don't know whether it was E.b.F_

or the lady who I called at the Registrar s office who said

•This is going to be the day." I was silent at work. 1

ran home at lunchtime to check the mail. As I approach-

ed my block I saw the mail truck rounding the corner,

heading back towards the Kremlin. The mail arrived As

I neared the mailbox I felt more like a guy about to

undergo a triple root canal rather than a guy just pick-

ing up his mail. ^ ^

Stuart Gottlieb

Random Notes
Libraries, perhaps, can tell us more about the nature

of a campus and its students than all the files in the ad-

missions office.

Take UMass, for example. I have never seen a major

state university library with more graffiti that has a

higher percentage of sexual material (especially penises)

and violent themes. What can this tell us about ourselves?

Are we more sexually frustrated? More juvenile? More

destructive? Less academically-inclined? I don t know, but

the phenomenon bears investigation.

Contrast that with Smith College-virtually no graffiti

there-little penis-envy or any other sort of thought smat-

tered on the walls of the library. Is this due to the sexual

r^ake-up of the campus? Or are the students simply less

dlstructive? Or more studious? Again, I don t know. But

it'"; 'something else to think about.
, . .u

Amherst College, I suppose, ought to be included in the

study Here is an example of a cc^ed college whose hbrary

looks very much like Smith's-virtually no graffiti, even

in the washrooms. Why? Again, a question worthy of fur-

'w'eTudy' diverse subjects at UMass and worry ab .ut

movements and causes of every variety. But PerhaP« ^he

most worthy investigation this year would be a <:lo«e'- loo^^^

at ourselves, with necessary corrections 'f "^^^^ .^^
.^f„^^

Transformation," perhaps, needs to go beyond painting

and cleaning.

John Derge is a UMass graduate student.

It was there. i„*„o*

I threw the rest of the mail aside, including the latest

issue of the National Review. This was serious^

I took the envelope into the kitchen and put it down on

the table. I opened it up and took out the infamous

schedule. Keeping my eyes closed I placed a big piece of

paper over it and then, after opening my eyes, went down

each course one by one.

Journalism 225 "Oversubscribed ". Oh good. Journalism

345 "Course Closed". Figures. Journalism 491 Over-

A grown-up? Never
"No Jennifer, glide after the kick!"

I spent this past summer as a swimming instructor at

a Girl Scout camp. I was eighteen years old and girls

talked about me as "that lady" and treated me usual-

ly) with respect. After a year as a mouse in the UMass

maze of bureaucracy, it came as a shock. But more shock-

ing still was the idea of being a "grown-up. All those

things I swore I'd never do came back to haunt me and

the way that I acted was sometimes frightenmgly like

a sixth grade teacher.

Nancy Klingener

A erownup is different from an adult. To me, an adult

is someone who can take care of herself; I have considered

mvself one since I was sixteen. A grown-up, on the other

hand is a person with a lot of authority, very little sense

of humor and an air of heavy responsibility.

A grown up always thinks about the negative conse-

quences of her actions before she takes them. She makes

endless lists in preparation for the simplest thing (like

tying her shoes). She doesn't think practical jokes are

"asH supervised and, occasionally, disciplined kids this

summer. I thought about the grown-ups of my childhood

and how I was acting. Had I metamorphized or

something? Was I the biggest hypocrite God ever made.

Was I doing something sappy, like learning one of life s

little lessons?

subscribed". Thanks. Political Science 317 "Oversubscrib-

ed
"

Perfect. Just perfect. Two classes out of six. Two. bix

credits. I'm going back to school in my fourth year with

a healthy six credits. At this rate I won t graduate until

after Star Wars is deployed.

Mv nervous tension turned into rage. I have been a jour-

nalism major for three years now and for what? So 1 can

L'o up to school two days early to wait on a huge (and unru-

ly) line at 6:30 in the morning just to not get the class

1 want anyway. ^ . , r u i

But Tm not alone. I called up some friends from school

and founc out that the./ had similiar, or worse problems.

One, a business major, was unknowingly enrolled in

Stockbndge. Another journalism major received a pertect

score of five "Oversubscribed's" in a row. My roomate

who paid his bill a month and a half late last summer and

got all of his classes, paid his bill on time this year and

got two classes out of five. I'm sure you could hear similiar

stories if you asked around.

One thing I can say about the University computer, its

very unbiased as to who it screws up. Liberals, conser-

vatives, gays, lesbians, blacks, whites, you name it.

they've gotten screwed by the computer. The computer

just knows you're student number, and year of padua-

tion, which doesn't seem to matter. It appears the com-

puter is an Equal Opportunity, Affirmative Action wreck-

ing machine. ^ ,. . i *

Stuart Gottlieb is a Collegian columnist.

Sometimes, the girls would ask me how old I was.

"Guess," I'd say. j- u _*

"Thirty'^ Thirty-five?" Their answers were dishearten-

ing to my fight against grown-upness but I fought on

My fellow staff members and I played all those stupid

games we thought we'd left behind ("Miss Susie had a

steamboat. .
."). We rolled down the hill in front of the

dining hall, right after eating dinner. We did everything

in our power to avoid that aura of maturity. We fought

over who would sit in the front seat and threw each other

into the lake.

But sometimes we found ourselves saying those grown-

up things.

"Don't run, waaaaaaalk!
,j „ . ,i,:„„

"Where's your buddy? You shouldn t be walking

^
"The peas and corn are good, trust me. Just take a no-

thank-you-helping."

We even resisted the temptation to tell homesick, whin-

ing girls, "Look kid, your mother is dead."

The answer to my question? I don't think I'm a grown-

up I was just acting responsible for the little terrors

(after all, they weren't my "kids) and I was basing my ac-

tions on the models I had seen all my life. I'm glad I no

longer have to tell kids to eat food that makes me want

to throw up. But going back to being a UMass mouse

does have its disadvantages. I can't tell the Whitmore

computer to go back to the dining hall and walk the

whole way this time.

Nancy Klingener is a Collegian staff member
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Schools start coed teams
SPRINGFIELD, Mass.

(AP) More than two dozen

high schools across

Massachusetts have notified

the state high school

athletic league that they

plan III field coed teams in

sports ranging from field

COURSE OPEN
Seminar in Feminist

Theory (Phil. 791)

course open. Grad/Up-

per level undergrad. T

4-6:30. Anne Ferguson

prof. Sign up at Bartlett

352. More info? Call

367-2310

hockey to football.

"The notices are still com-

ing in and we expect we will

end up with at least 30

schools with mixed teams."

Richard F. Neal, executive

director of the

Massachusetts In-

terscholastic Athletic

Association, .-^aid yestci dav.

"About a dozen iue in soccer

and the numbers almost

guarantee we will have a

mixed-team state champion-

ship in soccer this fall.

Many of the schools just

don't have enough girls for

a separate team."

id love to have a girl's

team, but the interest just

isn't there." said Taunton

Athletic Director Gus
DiRubif.
Only one school, Shasheen

WE CREATE

STYLES AS

INDIVIDUAL

AS YOU ARE

Valley Vocational and
Technical in Billerica, has

said it plans to have a girl

on the football team. Neal

.said. Coach Ed Gillis did not

return several calls made to

the school yesterday, but

Neal said he understood she

was a candidate for the

varsity.

Under league rules, which

go into effect for this season,

teams with both male and

female players are barred

from single-sex state cham
pionships and the MIAA is

setting up special mixed-

"*am championships in the

sports where more than one

team would qualify for post-

season play.

"We're the only state to

try this approach," Neal

said. He described it as an

attempt to both comply with

state court decisions that

prohibit the league from

barring mixed-sex teams

and "provide fair and
equitable athletic oppor-

tunities for both boys and

girls."
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AP Laser photo

CRUSHED CARS - New automobiles lie smashed and crushed

under the wreckage of a train after it derailed. Nine auto carrier

cars in all derailed, ruining all of their expensive cargo. The wreck

took place yesterday in Boyds, Maryland.

please call for an
appointment

549-5610

COUPON SPECIALS

COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATIONS

FREE HAIRCUT with Perms

1/2 PRICE HAIRCUT with Highlighting

HAIRCUTS only $10

• STYLES BY DEBORAH •
65 University Drive, Amherst

expires 9/30/86
I

JOB OPENING

STUDENT JANITORIAL POSITIONS

ARE AVAILABLE IN THE ORCHARD
HILL CENTRAL AREA. WORK
STUDY AND NON WORK STUDY

$3.75 per hour

MUST BE ABLE TO WORK
WEEKENDS. COMPLETE APPLICA-

TION FORMS IN B— 1 BAKER

ALLIANCE

CHRISTIAN

FELLOWSHIP

WELCOMES
YOU TO

UMASS

For more Info: Call Barrie or Jennifer 253-7206

^>-.«<c^>>Jt,•*i**^«*-i^t^...^•g-^tf.'•c^^

x':^^:^ii;^iHi^i»'^r:^St^Xf^.a;^^

ARTS

Area Entertainment News:

Smith releases theater schedule,

Mt. Holyoke shows alumnus' works
•^ ..... . ^.1 I . 11 n ...11 i^luvi

Here's a few nmn i'\ents

going on this week in the

Five CoUeKe Area to keep

an eye on:

Smith College has releas-

ed its Fall 1986 theater

schedule.

First showing is George F.

Walker's Criminals in Love.

directed by Uavid Skeele.

Performances will be Oc
tober 16 18 at the Hallie

Flanagan Studio Theatre at

Smith College. Admission is

$1.

Oscar Wildes Tlw hnpor-

luncf i>/ Bcin^ Ernest ,

directed hy Mark Harrison,

All! he pi esented on October

23 25. 29-31 and November
1. All shows will be in

Theatre 14, at Smith Col-

lege. Admission is $4. Stu-

dent, senior citizen and

group rates are available,

and October 29 is dollar

night.

Finally, The Cherry Or-

chard, by Anton Chekhov
and directed by John

Hellweg, will play

December 4-6, and 10-12.

also in Theater 14. Admis-

sion is $4. expect for student

and senior citizens. Dec. 10

is dollar night.

All shows are at 8 p.m.

For information or reserva-

tions, call the Box Ofilce at

584-3023 or 584-2700, ext.

3220.

Auditions for the above

shows are as follows:

Criminals in Love — 7-10

p.m. on September 9 and 10

;ii the T.V. Studio. Smith

(nllcgt-. Callbacks arc al

7 1(» p.ni.. also in the T.\'.

Studio.

Till' hn/)<irl(inri' of Hvui^

Kill iiisl 7 1< I p ni fill

.September 9 and 10. in tht-

Hallie F'lanagan Studin

Theatre. C'allliacks arc 7 10,

Sept. 11. in Hallie

Flanagan.

The 'hi'/ry Onluird --

7 10 p.m. on Septembt .• 9

and 10. in Theatre 14.

Callbacks are 7-10. Sept. 11

in Theatre 14.

Call the above numb<>r for

further information.

The works of Mount
Holyoke alumnus Minerva

J. Chapman will be on

display from September 4 to

Ndvcinber 9 at the Mount
.

Holyoke College Art

.Museum.

Chapman .attended Mt.

Holyoke ''ollcgc and llir

An Inst itiilf of Art. an«l m
issti moved to Europe. She

\hibited her works both at

1. .Art In.stitute in Chicago

uui al the American
\Voinan'> Art Association in

\y\:

In 1893 she exhibited in

thi' Woman's Building of

the Worlds Columbian Ex

posit ion \n Chicago, as we!.

,1.- ihf I'an American P2x

poMtion ill Buffalo, at which

-.ihe won a (iold Medal foi

tifi niiniatui'es.

For information or galk-t >

hours, call the- art museum
at 538 2245.

- KELLY SIEGER

Correction: In yesterday's Arts section, the reporter's :

name for the review of The Fly and Aliens was ommit-
j

led. They were written by Tom Harrington, Collegian

Staff.

MARKETING RESEARCH IWYCL§ WORLD
In search of a job close to campus? Need a

flexible schedule because of classes? Look no

further! We are looking for part-time or full time

students who are available either afternoons,

evenings, or weekends. No experience necessary,

paid training! No selling involved and excellent

advancement oportunities available.

Call 549-7235

for an appointment

located: 50 Main St. rear 253-7722
Amnererst

Hrh.7
re^>«

J.B's

%Mttys

Maxima Sport
243.31 219.95

Supra Sport
312.12 299.95

Nouvo Sport
417.14 399.95

Viva Sport
417.14 399.95

Brava
445. 399.95

Sport SX
445. 399.95

Squandra
545. 499.95

Limited
645. 599.95

ONE DAY REPAIR
SERVICE

($3 surcharge)

Tune-up $15

Overhaul $40

Skateboards
Powell/Peralta

Independant

NMB Bearings

NOW EVERY
SIUDDITCAN AFFORD

10WKKMTV
,fX^ - ^MfSti \^i/V.

$

19" COLOR TV

24%..
("month student lease)

•

Why?
Because Redi-Vision is now offer-

ing a special leasing deal for students:

one of our Mitsubishi 19" color TVs

for the school year, instead of a

whole year.

So look for Redi-Vision on campus

during registration. At these prices,

can you afford not to?

RCDiyiSIOM
VIDE wwi^ A ifmw

WEDNESDAY. 9/3

THURSDAY, 9/4

9am-6pm
ROOM 176, CAMPUS CENTER

fiiift- nttmtmt^tm^^mi h^miit ,. *.^< I tkM irirfiliiriil it" 1^
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SOUTHWEST AREA
GOVERNMENT

(SWAG)
WELCOMES EVERYONE BACK
TO UMASS WITH A FREE VIDEO

DANCE TO BE HELD ON
FRIDAY SEPT. 5th

FROM 8:30 pm - 1:30 am IN

HAMPDEN SOUTHWEST ROOM
ANOTHER SOUTHWEST AREA GOVERNMENT PRODUCTION

It s a Miracie

All Under

§N?S
One Roof at:

)SiRex 93@®

• reports/theses/resumes

• high print quality

• reductions

• two-sided copies

• Qutomoric colloting, stapling

• targe stock of paper - great colors!

54 per

unbound copy

4V^4 overnight

START OFF ON THE RIGHT FOOT

improve your
grades,

supplement your
notes, with notes

fronr

STUDENT NOTE
and PRiNTiNG

SERViCE

Jackson Browne: no longer mellow
Jackson Browne
lAve» in the Balance

Asylum Records

By CHARLES FRANCIS CARROLL
Culk'gian Stafl'

Jackson Browm".- new album, L/rc.s in thr Balance.

marks the emergence of Browne as the premier American

rocker of the Eighties; the best bar none. There are few

albums that work as a whole as well as this: every song

is a hit. Then, why aren't we hearing it on the radio? Is

it that Lues in the Balance is too political for America?

For Lii'es in the Balance is political ne plus ultra: Jackson

Browne's new songs directly challenge America's drift to

the Right with hard and honest lyrics which hit home.

From the first song on the album, "For America,"

Browne separates his new album from his others in terms

of a new found realization that his ideals were illusions

which were getting in the way of real political progi-ess.

"For America" is urging all America to get down to earth,

and no doubt you have heard this song since the single

is popular.

1 lu' lU'Xt song you have probably n(»t heard. "Soldier

ot Plenty" is a haunting melody with a variety (»f textures.

It makes the appeal below even more ibrcelully:

Ytm speak as if yon hnoic

Wlnil's good for eieryone

What's good in what yoii'ce tlonc^

What's good about <i nurld in which

War rages at a fecer pitch

And people die for the little things

A little corn, a little heans

Ah hoy hoy

This world is not your toy

This world is. this world is

Long tin hunger
Short ini joy

H(nc much lunger

You gonna keep the world hungry boy^

The next song is "In the Shape of a Heart, " a rather

sophisticated lovesong to receive so much airtime; it is

followed on the album by "Candy" which is not being

played, surprisingly, since it is a real catchy tune about

a young girl named Candy who is nothing but a piece of

candy to men.
,untiniwd on page 12

Jackson Browne

!¥

cv^-:

Student Notes cover many classes

ranging from Astronomy to Zoology.

Student Note & Printing Service
Room 401 -3 Student Union 545-2271

TERMINAL
RENTALS
Rent a
terminal

from us for

OS little as
$n5 per semester.

Call for details

Deposit and Mass tax extra.

^ [SIComimtBrWorks
"^

BS 228 Triangle Street Amherst

549-7133

Browne equally entertaining live

16 MONTH ACADEMIC YEAR

DESK CALENDARS & APPOINTMENT BOOKS

By CHARLES FRANCIS CARROLL
Collegian Staff

For those of you who are Jackson Browne

fans the following will come as no surprise.

But for me it was nothing less than a

revelation. I was writing a paper for an In-

complete in June, when the phone rang and

my old friend Tom invited me to go to the

Jackson Browne concert at Great Woods.

The tickets were $22.50, but it was his

treat. Even though I had never been keen

about Browne, how could I refuse?

I took the bus into Boston and there was

Tom waiting for me with his motorcycle.

Inside of two minutes we were out on the

highway. We stopped at his place for some

refreshment. Tom insisted that I hear

Jackson Browne's new album, Lives in the

Balance. "Oh, no, not this," I frowned,

thinking for sure I was not going to like it.

As the album played, I found my defenses

dropping song by song. By the time it

reached the title song. "Lives in the

Balance," I was blown away.

Jackson Browne's new album is amazing.

We listened to it three more times and had

learned most of the lyrics before we left for

the concert. By the time we reached Great

Woods in Mansfield my fears were return-

ing. The crowd was young and surprising-

ly surburban. I felt alone. Browne came out

on stage and sang six or seven lovesongs.

"Oh, mush," I muttered between my clen-

ched teeth. But then the concert got serious

as Browne sang "In the Shape of a Heart."

which is afterall a serious song. The good

times were over — it was the night of the

day that the U.S. Congress had passed the

contra aid bill. Browne was livid and the

songs were equally hot. Each song sound-

ed as if it came right from his heart. The

band was tight and flawless with a big

sound unlike anything he has done before.

Jackson Browne's music has evolved

beyond soft rwk — the message is there

heavier than ever, but now the music is

heavy for the first time. While Bob Dylan

dons the Miami Vice guise and disparages

political rock and roll, someone had to fill

the void that has existed since 19S1
,
or else

meaningful music- would havi- been dead

forever. That .someone is Jackson Browne.

r

UCF is...

United Christian Foundation
.An Ecumemcal Ministry Serving the Entire UMass Community

428 Student Union 545-2661

action for justice

liberation

openness
a place for growth

celebration
sharing

hugs
prayer

diversity
counseling
community

endless searching
support

MANY
PiCTORAL

CALANDARS
ALSO

AVAILABLE

LOCATED IN THE
CAMPUS CENTER

OPEN
M—F 9-5

SAT 10-3

^nmVERSITY
mSTORE^
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$5.00
one coupon per person

expires September lO, 1986

Levis
JEANSWEAR

®

$5.00 off prewashed
505 RED TAG LEVIS

SIZES 28-38 - WITH THIS COUPON

197 N. Pleasant St - Downtown Amherst

Mon-Sat 10-6; Sun 12-5; Thur & Sat till 8;30
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• Browne
infidriutd from pn^f 11

But il is the second side of this album

which really displays Browne's power as

songwriter, lyricist, guitar player, arid

singer, Browne's vocal arrangements do

not simply follow the melody of a song but

are complex melodic movements in

themselves. The first song on side two,

"Lawless Avenues," is a case in point: with

its Springsteen-like intro, you might expect

it to just play itself out to the end, but by

the time you get to the end, there are so

many changes in tempo, that you're sur-

prised by the return of the chorus and in-

tro riffs. The music reinforces the narrative

structure of the lyrics which tell the story

of a marriage where the newlywed hus-

band is sent off to war and is killed. The

violence of war is compared to the violence

of the streets in such a way that the war,

which happens to be Vietnam, lacks honor.

But the Spanish lyrics give the song con-

temporary significance.

This significance is more than implied in

the next offering. "Lives in the Balance,'

which has even more of a latin sound,

distinctly South American, with Indian

flutes and fiamenco-styled guitar. This is

perhaps the best song on the album. Com-

pelling not only for its hard-hitting lyrics;

it is equally compelling for its hard-driving

musical refrains .set apart by instrumental

of the traditional musics. The major thrust

of the song is to ask whose interests are

leally being protected by American foreign

policy.

The thi.d song is a reggae, "Till I Go

Down," and it goes like this: "Till I go

down/Till I go down/Till I go down/Not gon-

na shut my eye&Till I go done/I'm not gon-

na shut my eyes/I've already seen the

lies/On the faces of the men of war/l.eading

people to the killing Hoor." This song ex-

presses best the new. tough, determined

outlook of Jackson Browne. But this is not

all that is new about Jackson Browne's

new album: the music also is no longer

mellow, but really rocks. It is finally the

way that the music and words work

together which is what makes La cs m the

Balance so exceptional.

This Fall
\A/e^v^g (3ot It X^M

B 1 ouses_Skirts_Dresses
^iZiZiZ^

ScCCSlE

^T 1^

India Print

Bedspreads
$6 95

jj

itm iiiim
Area Rugs

Chinese
Shoes

Hawaii ^0% Off
Posters Bamboo

Blinds

.^ i

Paper
Lampshade

aO to 5096 Off Selected

Earrings Rugs

Blouses Skirts Presses

MSun 12-5

ERCRNTILE Daily lo 6

Horthampion-18 Center St

|.
Amherst-Carriage Shops

THE GEM

"I grabbed

"Danny
DeVlto keeps

us rolling In

the aisles."

-George Anthony.

THE TOBDNTD SUN

"A slam-bang
fan fest..."

-LU Smith,

NEW YORK DAILY NEWS

rr

OF THE HOLIDAY SEASON..
-Susan Granger. WMCA RADIO

both sides of nny seat and hung on."

-lenvey Lyons. SNLAK PRFVIEVN/S

"...a helluva

movie."
-Stephen Hunfer,

THE BAUIMORE SUN

'...delightflil

...pure

pleasure."
-JudUh Crist

PGlr^-^ ,^JiZ^ ODloge^gigj" RriasrihliewBhEgiirftflFiniltetuWc^Ty^.*!^

THURSDAY SEPT 4, at CCA
$150 at 5 pm - $2,00 at 7, 9, & 11

Sponsored bt NEAG

COLOR

RENTALS
i:^*

iJ»

,»>

$17.95/month + tax

$22.95/month + tax

ASK ABOUT OUR FANTASTIC DISCOUNTS

FOR SEMESTER OR SCHOOL YEAR RENTALS

OUR TRUCKS WILL BE HERE SATURDAY & SUNDAY

SEPTEMBER 6th & 7th

r*

Our convenient hours allow

you to shop early or late.

RESERVE YOUR SET TODAY I MAIN STORE

CALL TODAY
Call 733 ' 470

and ask for RTO Rentals

TEXTBOOK
ANNEX

MINI STORE
MUNCHY's

WED — THUR; 9 am to 9 pm

FRIDAY; 9 am to 5 pm

SATURDAY: 10 am to 3 pm
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Doonesbary BY GARRY TRUDEAO THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON

i mTPOiSHBK:^ mARBJOO
-

s^ FARWI^m

MON — FRI: 9 am to 5 pm

WED 9-9 SAT 10 to 3

MON — FRI 7:30 - 10 pm

SAT & SUN: 8 am to 10 pm

HAMPDEN. MON - FRI 8 - 9

WORCESTER MON - FRI 8 - 9

FRANKLIN MON - FRI 7 30 • 9

ALL .,',

BAC^

SCHOOL IMLCU.

^UNIVERSITY
MSTORED

THAT'S 9)Ma BAY rOU

60TPCWN THBFa
. 5/ SSNOR

LOOKS PFam irsAimys
PROTECTBP ysR-iCALM

I 7
/

^1 0e S^
- the :^^'3^*)'^''i, -rhPdhof,<>

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited b) Inide Michel Jaffe

U/HAT^
ITCALUP^

\

irscAuep
BAHiAPeLOS
MAI^NITOS.

(He's
Nia 0eACHH£AP. APMIRJNG
IMEM.BBACH lySBAi

\ OFPieiSTS.)

Dirk brings his family tree to doss

Gorde By Gordy

ACROSS
1 Staircase

taature

5 Durable conon
fabric

10 Russian inland

sea
14 British titia

15 Capital ot

Guam
16 Church area

17 Inter —
^B Angler s basket

19 Sacred image

20 Professorial

discourse

22 Component
24 Jog
25 Altar, in

astronomy

26 Stables cleaned

By Hercules

29 Fraught with

danger

34 Tangle

35 Bora mistral

et ai

36 Greek letter

37 Sesame seeds

38 Marmalade
ingredients

39 Campus tigure

40 Ike s command
41 Sweeteners tor

execs
42 Turning point

43 Supplants

45 Annie Oakleys,

eg
46 Past

47 Brewer s neea

46 Elementary

texts

52 Talk out ol turn

56 Viaud s

pseudonym
57 Actress Keaton

59 Lendl ol tennis

60 Egyptian solar

disk

61 A Kennedy

62 Copper
63 Kaye ol the

ballet

64 Peruses

65 Acquire

DOWN
1 Aquatic

mammal
'• Anecdote

3 Name tor a

Norseman
4 Disc lockeys

gear

5 Synthetic fabric

6 Relative ol the

heron

7 Edinburgh reply

8 Arrow poison

9 Common wild

ducks
1 Orwell s —

Farm
11 Marathon

12 Stratford s river

13 Pre-Easter time

21 River to the

Caspian

23 Goddess of

discord

26 Michaelmas
daisy

27 Join together

26 Lively dance

29 Relatives of

carnations

30 Finishes

31 Unlolds

32 Custom
33 Trigonometric

functions

35 Telegram

38 English flute

39 Locality

41 Senate
employee

42 Sentry s

challenge

44 Layer

45 Wall sections

47 Emulated
Clementine s

fattier

48 Prearrange

49 Newspaper
section

for short

50 Roman road

51 Locale

53 Part of ttie eye

54 Humid

55 Being in

Madrid

SB Exclamation of

triumph

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLi

nriDii

^ J— J— I—Bjr- 1— r- r- i—^T- TT- ?!- nr

H P JT- P

IJMMffl
PPP ^Hsf- PFP

^ IK -t^ it it
c|«M Ijos \i>(fl« Timtn SyarfkMc

Night Editor

Copy Editor
Photo Tech
Layouth Tech
Production Supervisor
Production: Kelly Sieger, Margot Wiles. Paul

Desmarais, and Jean Beckwith

BethAnne Moskov
Sheiyl Jean

Bryne Guarnotta
Ansel Zinter

Ansel Zinter
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Campus Pond By Sal

I OVER H^At^ A LOT

A^UTTHE ACIt>RA\N . IT DOESN'T
[WOR^ ME THOUGH

THE WUOLt TH\N& IS
.EU)W/VOl/T OF

"^;0WT\ON

Oo

, 5//

Lunch
Cheeseburger

•'Spinach Noodle Casserole

: Basics Lunch
I Golden Burgers

iSpinach Noodle Casserole

Dinner
Sausage Grinder 3
Chinese Chicken 1

SiKer Palate Salad |

a
Basics Dinner S

Stir Fry Vegetables |
Chinese Chicken S

I
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.iiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Tf

BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed

urn 50CI/\L

mvof^ fi Of,,

NOCOHCm/f
MmneRe^
iK\^ymfeer

Weather

Overcast today with a high temp in the 60's. A

possiblity of rain today and tonight.
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Bill passes House,
Arena stalled in Senate

awaiting vote from Senate
- C3 ., ,^ nv-. J r' D:..„u^ec ..i^.>r.^.f ri.rt. fn civ mnnths behind

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

A bill that will enable a 10,000-seat

multipurpose sports arena for the campus

of the University of Massachusetts is be-

ing pushed by state lawmakers at at an

unusually high speed, a University ad-

ministrator linked to the Statehouse said

recently.

"Its gone through the process at lightn-

ing sp^ which is unique because the pro-

cess is usually a very slow one," Sharon L^

Kennaugh, director of state relations, said

from her office in Whitmore.

The bill, co-sponsored by Speaker of the

House George Keverian and Senate Presi-

dent William M. Bulger, would provide for

a capital outlay of approximately $20

million the state would finance to help con-

struct the $35-40 million arena.

"Those two co-sponsor very few pieces of

legislation. It is highly unusual and very

favorable for the project," Kennaugh said.

"Not often does an issue on campus catch

the attention of the legislature."

The outlay, combined with a $17.5

million sum to be financed by the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts Building Authority,

is expected to cover the costs of construe

ting the arena which would be built off to

the left of Commonwealth Avenue in bet-

ween the intramural fields and the

baseball diamond.

The bill, submitted to the House Ways

and Means Committee in June, was pass-

ed by the House of Representatives on

August 18, and has been locked in the

Senate Ways and Means Committee since

then.

The Senate recessed in late August and

is not expected to conduct any business un

til early this month. Dr. David C. BischofT,

dean of the School of Physical Education,

hopes that action is taken soon.

"We're ready. We know the House is en

thusiastic and hope that the Senate can do

something soon," Bischoff said. "When the

Senate reconvenes, we hope the Ways and

Means Committee will be able to schedule

the bill for release on the floor and it will

get passed on to the governor."

However, should the committee fail to

release the bill for a vote on the Senate

floor by the end of the current legislative

session in December, the likelihood of an

arena complex constructed by 1990 may be

slim.

Kennaugh said bills are generally in-

troduced during December of each year.

Meetings are set during the early spring

and preliminary work is taken care of The

bills enter committee's and spend much of

the summer under scrutiny. In most cases,

she said, the process is a long one.

But the bill allocating monies for the

arena was not introduced until June -

VALLEY BOOKS

OVER 50,000 USED PAPERBACKS

& HARDBACKS AT GREAT SAVINGS

Academic and Popular

Paperbacks In All Subjects

SAVE NOW
Carriage Shops -

Downtown Amherst

|Mon-Sat 10-5:30 Sunday 12-5

549-6052

TVopJesmarlfet
IS

HIRING

NEW OpLLECTIVE MEMBERS

Hard workers willing to work

beyond floor hours.

Work 10 hrs/wk - $3.65/hr

Applications at People's Market

and EDO office, 409 SU,

Sept 3 - Sept 9.

All apfttcations due 5:00 pm

^^ Mon. Sept 9.

7*.. y.

Enter now for vacation giveaway!

On sale at Kinko^s:

KODAK
'0

Kodak

Kodak
Diskette

FLOPPT
DISKS

$9.95
SVt" s/s 10-pack

$11.95
' ^ 5Va" d s 10-pack

$17.95
3V2 Micro s s 10-pack

$22.95
3V2" Micro d/s 10-pack

• pouble density
• Brror-free

• Also sold individually

Contest ends Nov^lst.

« /

already five to six months behind schedule.

"The advantage of filing the bill when

they did wa.s that the legislature was in ses-

sion at the time," Kennaugh said. "But the

bill will die automatically if t is not pass-

ed by the end of legislature."

Kennaugh explained that should the bill

be killed, so too

might the short-term chances of having an

arena built be killed.

Simply put, another bill would have to

be submitted for the 1987 session. If that

should occur, there may not be an arena

built on campus for many years.

"We're optimistic that the Senate will

take a look at it during its next session,"

Bischoff said. "Its out of our hands.

"This is probably the best sort of arrange-

ment we could possibly have. It has been

made quite clear that legislature will not

be able to support schools in the future."

But Kennaugh is also optimistic.

"This is the most favorable climate I'm

aware of that this project has ever seen, she

said."

Win a Trip to

Imludes Airfare

&Hdtelfor2!

GRAND PRIZE

Round-trip to

Honolulu on
Hawaiian Airlines.

One week at the

Sheraton Hotel

at Waikiki Beach.

2nd PRIZE

Apple' Macintosh'

Computer

3rd PRIZE

8mm Kodak Video]

Camera System

220 No. Pleasant St

253-2543

OPEN EARLY OPEN LATE OPEN WEEKENDS

1
Junior Matt Gushing secured UM's onlv All-Star spot.

106WHCH welcomes

Springfield Civic Center
Saturday, September 6th-8pm

All Seats Reserved-$ 15.50

On Sale at Civic Center Box Office

and all Ticketron Outlets including VideoToGo, Amherst.

PHONE CHARGES (413)787 6600 or (800)382 8080

Good Seats Still Available!

* soccer

C ollfgian phuto by Paul DesmBrais

sophomore midfielder Alex

Carillo. and freshman mid

fielder Bill Kousmanidis

helped spark I he leani.

Geoige Mason jumped on

lop in the ins 'lalC a^ Mike

Hayes scored ihe only goal

„i the hall at the 30:00

minute niaik lor a )0 lead.

The first ^oal shouldn't

have happened," Getller

said. "One of our defensive

players trapped the ball in

front of the goal and tiipped

iver the ball when he kick

•d it. It wasn't Sam's (Ginz

burg) fault. The ball was

just sitting right there. It

was a real bad goal."

But the Minutemen came

hack to equalize 17 minutes

into the second half as

junior midfielder Andy Bing

scored on a penalty kick

after a (jeorge Mason hand

ball in the penalty area.

Eight minutes later the

Minutemen took the lead.

After Bing was fouled in the

penalty area, senior co

captain Matt Gushing tap

ped to Bing. who stopped

the ball for CrMieck.

Cesneck fired nto the net

fiom 22 yards out to score

his first collegiate goal and

j^ive UMass the victory.

•Wo're not as strong up

•,.iii .1. \M- thmi^^ht with

es.aoiisned players, but we

.bund out what Cesneck can

do, " Gettler said

Gettler said that the

weekend, despite its third-

place outcome, was good for

the team in its preparation

(or if c »->nme-opener on Sept.

9. against llth-ranked

Boston University.

We got to play two very

physical, maybe overly

physical teams that play ex

actly the way BU is going to

play," Gettler said. "It was

u'reat, great preparati(»n.

We showed a lot of emo-

I iniial matunly 1-a-l \ 'ar

we lost a Int ol' game,

)ecause we weic not stable

as a group.

Still, he knows tha

without .solid play from hL
tront line, changes may
have to he made.

Tm hoping that those

players who were benched

can resurrect them.selves

and turn it around and show

us a better deal."

COURSE OPEN
Philosophy of Wom-
en (Phil 381) Course

open, no prereg.,

fulfills Gen Ed req. MW
12:20 & Discussion

Sect. MT or W. Sign

up/Bartlett 352. Anne

Ferguson, professor.

Sports Notices

There will be a tryout for anyone interested ir| playing

for the University of Massachusetts field hockey team. For

further details, contact head coach Pam Hixon at the field

hockey office in Boyden or call 545-1942. v

There will be a tryout today for anyone interested in

playing soccer for the University of Massachusetts

women's team. For more information, contact head coach

Kalekeni Banda at 5454343 in the soccer office in Boyden.

f

ttmue you heard about Ihe rubtic tleaUh

rtomotion rtogmir'' friMic Health 216)

Peer Health
Promotion

Program f
..Its a 3 rredi/ course for students interested

in studying current health problems and
applying this irtformation in practical

settings. The majority of class time and
assignntents occur early in the semester, and
you're ready to tiegin your role as Ferr health

rromoler tty the 2nd month of the program!J

lhear1hatreernetmhrt%)mo
ters team skiMs like ffroup
dynamics ami communicatiorx
theories. They abo learn to teati

wottahopa on atieas mar\age-

mert food artd fUneaa. and self

care (or corrurton IMrteaaes artd

byuries. They itftitJtJM the

University health Seivicea and
are tralrted by UHS profeasiorh

als.

Ibe claa* Ume: njes..- ftJOlZ
(just ttte first montfi>

TTiura. 9JO- 12 (at semester)
S02.UIIC

Public
Health

216

// you are a stuiient with a Health Canar in

mind (not a prerequ'isde) and would like to

learn more about the proffwn. corOact hita

nincK M.S. (coune coordinator} at 549-2671.

ext 18h or atop t}y the Health Cducatkin Office

(Room 250) at UHS.

ACTIVITIES • AUDIO
AUTO FOR SALE • CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT • FOR RENT

FOR SALE • FOUND
HELP WANTED • LO'^'^

CLASSIFIED
INSTRUCTION • MOTORCYLCLES
PERSONALS 'RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED • SERVICES

ROOMATE WANTED • TRAVEL

WANTED 'SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FR. - 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PROIR TO PUBLICATION. CASH IN ADVANCE. ISc/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

ANYONE INTERESTED IN rowing tor the

UM.iss crew team should come to an in-

lir.ductorv meeting Thursday. September

4TH 810 9PM in the campus center RM
16? for men RM 174 lor women

WANT TO BE a DJ? Attend the WSYL
FM Organizational meeting Wednesday
night 9/10 m the Commonwealth room

(Earth Foods) SUB 7PM

STRIPES AND THE TERMINATOR
tree'

outside''

September 11 9 00 PM
Melawampe Lawn

AVON

ssss$s$$$$s$$$$$$sss$$$sss$s$sss

$ AVON S

$ Earn money while s

s turlhering your s

s education $

$ 66S-S748 s

sssssssss$ss$$$s$s$$s$$ss$ss$ss$

IS IT TRUE you can buy Jeeps for $44

through the U S goverment' Get the

lacts'today' Call 1-312-742-1142

EXT 5931 -A

1976 MUSTANG.GOOO BODY needs

work on radiator and clutch Call Angie

5490541 $300 00 onlyi

1973 CHEVY LAGUNA power steering

power brakes air $700 or best otter

665-7128

79 VW RABBIT DIESEL.good condition,

excellent MPG no rust, clean Asking

SI 750 665-8291

1979 CHEWY MALIBU WAGON.
99.000 miles new clutch, $750 536-5434

PAYING CASH FOR your baseball cards

please call Mike 5490333

FOR SALE

ONE BEDROOM AVAILABLE in two

bedroom Apt, Lantern Court Sunderland,

call 665-7553.$185 per month

AUTO FOR SALE

VW '66 Cla*«ic .
ultrareliable FM,

whitewalls , walnut dash $850 545-9600

EXT 22

PROFESSORS EXAM FILES tor

engineering, calculus, physics and

chemistry at University Store

DARKROOM EQUIPMENT Stainless

tank W/35MM reels bulk Mm loader,

kodak polycontrasi filter sel 665-7986

evenings

SKI EQUIPMENT! 180CM Han Billy the

Kid with Garmisch boots and poles

$100 00 call Angie 549-0541

BEDS FOR SALE King size waterbed

S80 Extra-long Iwm $85 call 549-4376

1981 SUZUKI GS450T Bought new m
1985 excellent condition must sell NEED
BOOK MONEY $700 firm 253-3146

HELP WANTED

COOKS! LINE. PREP, SAUTE Creative

work full and pari lime Dishwashers app-

ly also Judie s Amherst

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent free meals

Light clean-up

Call Cheryl at AXO
549-2152

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY Supple

meni your income marketing top-quality

nutritional products New company has

developed revolutionary nutritional plan

and products based on sound scientific

research This is a ground-tkwr multilevel

marketing oppporlunity Minimal invest

ment minimal hassle, potential lor signifi-

cant income For information call

586-9926 or write to Padma Products,

P O Box 356, Florence, Mass 01060

COLLEGE ACTIVISTS Earn
$30-$50/day FT/PT working lor Mass Fair

Share, the stale's largest citizen action

group Interviews on campus Sept 15

Call 586-8713 or the Sludent
Employment Office

SCERA, THE STUDENT CENTER lor

Educational Research and Advocacy is

hiring worksludy positions to research

and organize students issues like study

space racism, financial aid. helerosex

ism, Elc Women and people of color en-

couraged to apply Applications available

in SCERA 422 Student Union Due 9/1

7

' 3 30 PM AA/EEO 545 0341

TEMPORARY CABLE TV Customer Ser

vice |0bs Flexible hours lull or part time,

no selling Good salary Outgoing per-

sonality and customer service skills re-

quired Apply in person-Sept 9 » 10. 10 00
am to 6 00 pm. 534 Mam St . Amherst,
or call Bruce Neslaw. 253-5360

YOU CAN DO IT Learn music, acting,

dance Register by Sept 19 0ldChapre }
545-0519 "*

INSTRUCTION
'^'

KNOW YOUR CAR' Basic Auto
Workshop including classroom and
shop. limited enrollment 253-2098

LOST

CANNON 35MM AUTO I forgot il m
Prescolt. Hampshire night of Goodspeed

last semester Please, at least return the

film! It found call 584-9460 Reward and

my everlasting gratitude

PERSONALS

WELCOME TO UMASS' Interested in

Christian fellowship'' The Alliance Chris

tian Fellowship welcomes you' More in-

to Barrie or Jennler 253-7206

WELCOME BACK SISTERS ol Alpha Chi

Omega' Get psyched for an awesome
semester' Love Ya'

HAPPY 20TH BIRTHDAY lo 3 great

Sigmas' Don I lorget lo wish Tracy Slee

(9/31) 4 Jodi Zaiace (9/5) a happy

birthday'

•MAN ON DEATH ROW. BBA
graduate, desires correspondence with

anyone interested in writing Just lo ex

change ideas, thoughts, friendship or

whatever Anyone who is mlerested,

lease write " Please include a stamp so

I can reply thanks Richard Rossi PO
BOX B 50337 Florence AZ 85232

GRIPA-IM SORRY" I miss you JPK

ROOMATES WANTED

2 ROOMATES NEEDED 200 yards from

qtad lower large house 549 3039

A HESPONSABLE STUDENT is needed

10 share an apartment in Puffton call

5490451

WANTED

I WANT YOUR 86 87 parkng slicker' lots

50 32,22 Will pay$$$ 54&9594 Anytime

WANTED TO RENT

WOMENS.SR ECON MAJ seeks housing

with ea»v-0o"^9 responsible peo-

ple N AmhefSl or Sunderland area Call

Leigh 1-774^209 please leave message

if not (

WORK STUDY

ER AREA GOVERMiNT
iludy positions opeA In-

ild have good org#iza-

ihvity layoul/desigif Skill

ing personality 10 10 20

ek Deadline Friday Sept

SUB 5452145 AA/EEO
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Women's basketball head coach Stevens resigns

Program demands lead to career move; Minutewomen stunned

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

It has been a week since Barbara Stevens resigned as

head coach of the University of Massachusetts women's

basketball team, and while much of the athletic depart-

ment and students may question the move, she and many

of her players have accepted the decision.

"When 1 found out I was shocked and surprised but I

understand what's going on." junior forward Tara Lewis

said. "It was a wise move for her. It was a good choice.

The third-year coach informed the athletic department

last Wednesday that she had decided to relinquish her

position and accept the head coaching job at Bentley Col-

lege in Waltham, Ma.

"It will be a big loss stability-wise. She's a good coach,

Bentley is lucky to get her," senior guard Mary Marque

dant said. "Its tough because we don't know who to look

for leadership - especially the freshmen."

Senior guard JoAnne Dupuis agreed, adding that it will

be a difficult situation to adjust to.

"It's important to get freshmen started off on the right

foot. At this point, we're all starting over because we all

have something to prove to the new coach."

Stevens, whose announcement came after about two

weeks of talks with Bentley, said that the decision was

a professional move she hoped would prove beneficial to

her coaching career.

"I feel very sad about the decision but it was one 1 had

to make. There comes a time when you have to come to

terms with yourself and what you want to do," she said.

Stevens said there were several factors leading to her

decision, but she indicated that the opportunity to coach

in a Division II program was more suitable to her and

weighed heavily.

"I just think that coaching at the Division II level would

be more condusive for me right now." Stevens said.

"Bentley is a school that puts a lot of emphasis on

academics, not that a lot of emphasis isn't being placed

on it here, but I think with the schedule and travelling

there isn't as much pressure on everyone."

Stevens also said that even though the burden of pro^

ducing a winning team in the highly-touted Atlantic 10

conference had a play in the decision, pressure wasn t the

only reason for her decision.

"Certainly there is a lot of pressure involved coaching

in the Atlantic 10, no question about it. Anytime you ac-

cept a head coaching position you've got to concern

yourself with the pressure," Stevens said. "There were

many factors involved."

But Stevens said she knows that no matter what hap

pens to the team, it will flourish.

"There are great things in store for the program. It is

only going to continue to improve," she said.

Stevens began her coaching career in 1977 at Clark

University and guided the school to a six year record of

123-42. Clark made it to the Division III Final Four in

each of her last two seasons at Clark.

Following several dismal seasons, UMass hired Stevens

to turn the program around. She did just that, leading the

Minutewomen to a respectable 34-49, including seasons

of 10-17, 13-15 and 11-17 last season.

SPORTS

Minutewomen start the season with 0-1-1

Tie NCAA champ George Mason
but lose, 4-0, to North Carolina
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

With the talent and attitude that the

University of Massachusetts women's soc-

cer team has, not many people expected it

to have an 0-1-1 record after two games.

But that may not be as bad as it sounds.

The Minutewomen opened the season

with a 4-0 loss to a strong University of

North Carolina squad on Saturday in the

North Carolina Tournament.

But the nt.'Xt day. UMass bounced back

with,'. 1 ! deadlock against George Mason

University, last season's NCAA champion.

The tie was a measure of revenge for the

Minutewomen, for it was George Mason

that eliminated UMass, 3-0, in the

semifinals of last year's tournament.

"We tried to keep last year's game in our

minds." UMass coach Kalekeni Banda
said. "Revenge was on our minds and I

dont feel too bad about tying the national

champions. We just didn't want to lose."

In their second game, the Minutewomen
scored first when sophomore forward Beth

Roundtree converted a pass from Monica

Seta 12:10 into the game.

But with 32:50 gone, George Mason's

Lisa Ganitter put an unassisted goal by

Carla DeSantis to tie the score. 1-1.

In the overtime period. the

Minutewomen did not allow a shot on goal

but mustered just one of their own.

DeSantis registered seven saves in the

games while her counterpart, Kim Maslin,

made five.

"We played 7^of the game on their side

of the field," Banda said. "And we had the

lead for a while, but they got the ball to one

of their better players at the right time."

UMass did not fare as well against North

Carolina, which was out for revenge of its

own.
Last season Jan Holland shut out North

Carolina, 2-0. It was the first loss in 57

games for North Carolina, and the first

time in its history the team had been shut

out.

But Banda feels this year's loss was due

more to a mental lapse than a physical one,

"We were not in the right frame of

mind," Banda said. "Although we didn't

take them lightly, we have to be more on

our toes against the top teams."

UNC. which outshot the Minutewomen,

15-7, in the opening minutes on its first two

shots for a quick 2-0 lead.

"They caught us flatfooted. " Banda said.

"Our heads were not in the game."

April Heinrichs, who had scored the se-

cond goal, added another twenty minutes

later to make it 3-0.

Julie Guarnatta added a second half goal

to finish the scoring.

UMass put just three shots on goal in the

second half and Kathleen O'Dell, the UNC
goalkeeper turned them all back to earn

the shutout.

"We were waiting for something to hap-

pen." Banda said. "And it was just too late

to come back. We never gave up, but we

didn't do the right things, either. The dif-

ference was their team clicked and our

didn't. They were testing players and they

came through. They had the game of their

lives."

So the Minutewomen are in the midst of

more than a week's rest before travelling

• to New Hampshire College for a 3:30 p.m.

game next Wednesday.
"We only have 17 players, " Banda said.

"And three of them are goalies. So a lot of

players are going to have to play the whole

photo courtesy of Sports Information

Sophomore forward Beth Roundtree tallied the Minutewomen's

only goal last weekend.

game. They are going to get more playing

time than I think they envision and when
they get used to it, that will help. In fact,

that could be the key."

Free Kicks: The Minutewomen have the

advantage of 10 home games this season

and just five away games are left. UMass
will have to finish the season with six

games in 15 days, but they are all at home.

Roundtree has the the Minutewomen's

only goal although she has only taken

three shots on goal. Carolyn Michael leads

the team with five shots on goal. . .
DeSan-

tis, who registered a 0.20 goals against

average in three games last year, has 18

saves and a 2.50 GAA to date. . . Through

the first two games, the Minutewomen
have taken ten corner kicks while their op-

ponents have booted 18. . . UMass has also

out-fouled its opponents, 24-18.

UMass did not fare as well against North plavers are going to have to play the wnoie ^w^..-^. ^^ ...-- -.^

UMass falls to UNC, 3-0, defeats George Mason, 2-1

UMass men 's soccer team splits games
By JOHN .'"'OLAN

Collegian Staff

The University of

Massachusetts men's soccer

team discovered several

things after it split a pair of

games with national caliber

squads at the North
Carolina Invitational at

Chapel Hill, last weekend.

Following its two games,

a 3 loss to the University

of North Carolina on Satur

day. and a 21 win over

17th ranked George Mason
University on Sunday,
UMass head coach Jeff Get-

tler discovered three things

that the Minutemen can

beat a nationally-ranked

team, that it may be deeper

than he thought, and that it

does not get the respect it

deserves.

"What they're saying is

that we don't have three

great players on our team -

and we beat George Mason.
That's impossible," Gettler

said after learning that on-

ly one UMass player, junior

defender Matt Gushing, was
named to the four-school

All-Tournament team.

The team was selected by

the head coaches of UMass,

UNC, George Mason and

tournament champion
University of Central

Florida. The team included

four members each from

Central Florida and George

Mason.
Gittler, disgusted by the

committee's vote, said that

the disproportion is an in-

sult to his team.

"I sat my players down
and said, hey, its us against

the world' fellas. That's

what we're up against - us

against the world,"Gettler

said.

The weekend tournament

began Saturday with

UMass matched against

UNC and Central Florida

tackling George Mason.
Both Central Florda and

UNC advanced to the finals

on Sunday with the

Minutemen playing George

Mason for third place.

"Before we left we hoped

to be 11, so we're just where

we want to be," Gettler said.

Still, the weekend was not

all good news.

On Saturday, the

Minutemen ran into a tough

defensive North Carolina

team which Gettler said

relied on physical play to

gain ball control.

"They were a great defen-

sive team and never let us

play. They just shut us

down and didn't let us play

soccer, " he said.

Outshot 29-7, Gettler said

the Minutemen never
managed to implement
their game plan as the Tar
Heels scored early and
never relented on either

side of the field.

Tar Heel Donald Cogsvlle

scored the only goal of the

first half 22 minutes into

the game to give UNC a

lead it never relinquished.

Unable to generate offense

UMass failed to equalize

after halftime and saw its

season-opener turn sour.

Goals by David Smythe at

55:00 and Mark Devy, at

68:00 finished the scoring.

"We were never in a

rhythm and were not able to

do anything that we had

wanted to do in preseason,"

Gettler explained.

"We don't have any ex-

cuses. It was a poor perfor-

mance - so poor in fact that

those who didn't play well

were benched," Gettler, who
expressed his displeasure by

benching four starters for

the team's second game,

said.

On Sunday, UMass
reversed its performance by

switching from a 4-3-3 align-

ment to a 4 4 2. The change

made the difference, and the

Minutemen won their first

game of the season knock-

ing off George Mason, 2-1 on

goals by junior midfielder

Andy Bing and freshman

forward Steve Cesneck.

"The second day was a

surprise of surprises," Get-

tler said. "I thought we
outplayed Mason most of

the game. We showed more

character after the loss and

we were more fit than they

were. We ran them into the

ground."
With starters Ferdie

Adoboe, a senior forward,

sophomore forward Kurt

Manal, sophomore mid-

fielder Brian Sullivan, and

senior midfielder Mike
Bellino watching from the

sidelines, senior forward

Tom Giordano, Cesneck,

continued on page 15
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Fire alarms
bothersome
Campus vexed
By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

Two false fire alarms, occurring 12 hours

apart. tempKirarily disrupted services in dif-

ferent parts oi the campus yesterday, of-

ficials said

The first alarm uccuned at about 12:30

a.m. on tiie lourth floor of Van Meter Hou.se

in Central, .-aid Charri Boykin-East, resi

dent dn-Lctoi- of Van Meter. It wa.s set off by

-diiieone .smoking under a smoke drtector.

-he said.

After the alarm was over, students were

not allowed to enter through the rear door

without a University sticker Students

without their I.D.s had to walk around to

the front door.

Karen Blachman, a Van Meter resident,

said that after a while no one w as allowed

in through the backdoor.

"It seemed like we were out there longer

than usual.' she said.

"I'm sure the next time more students

u ill have their I.D.'s." Boykin-East said. "In

the past the students have had their keys."

Staff and students were not prepared for

this false alarm, Boykin East said. "We
haven't even had our first staff meeting,

yet,' she said. "It was a reflex move."

The other false alarm occurred at 12:55

p.m yesterday on the concourse level of the

Campus Center, William Harris, director

of the Campus Center, said.

Harris said a young boy wanting to see

how the alarm worked triggered the inci

dent by pulling an alarm across from the

Blue Wall cafeteria.

The University Store closed temporarily

while few people heeded urgings by Univer-

sity of Massachusetts police, who were

directing people outside into the misty

weather.
continued on page 5
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SPRING CLEANING ?-Workers remove asbestos insulation from

steam pipes in front of the Student Union steps, yesterday. Replace-

ment pipes were expected to be installed before classes began, but

delays have pushed the completion date to sometime in October.

NOW president blasts abortion proposal
Smeal: Poor will suffer
By ILANA LEVENSON
Collegian Staff

The right to use birth control and to have
legal abortions could be revoked if a state-

proposed "anti-choice" amendment on the

November ballot passes, Eleanor Smeal
said yesterday.

Smeal, president of the National
Organization for Women, discussed the af-

fect the amendment would have on women,
before a crowd of about 50 people in the

Campus Center.

"My whole opinion (about abortion and

birth control) is that the person involved

has to make her decision, not a judge or a

legislature," Smeal said.

She said the binding amendment in

Massachusetts is worded in a way that the

state Legislature would have complete

power to prohibit all abortions except those

required to prevent the death of the

mother, with no exceptions for victims of

rape, incest or women with serious health

problems.

"We act as if all pregnancies are smooth.

Cancer grows faster in a pregnant body;

you can't get radiation or chemotherapy if

you are pregnant. I lost my sister-in-law to

cancer. These are not just little stories.

These are real people," she said.

Smeal said that if the amendment passes

in Massachusetts, it will be a trend other

states could follow, but if it does not pass,

it will strengthen the pro-choice movement.

She said young people would not accept

the amendment if it passed.

Speaker:
New code
a violation
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Stafl"

Paul Wingle, speaker of the Student

(Jovernment Association senate, said

yesterday an interim code regulating stu-

dent picketing was drawn up and put into

force "behmd the backs" of student leaders.

Wingle .said a code drawn up by a com-

mittee of students and other represen-

tatives from the I'nneisity community
should have hei^n u-iii in ,\n

"Undergraduate Rights and Respon

sibilities" document, rather than a code

written by UMass General Counsel

William Searson.

See related story on page 3^

Eleanor Smeal
"Young people will revolt against it. It

will be like prohibition of liquor. It will be

completely unenforceable," she said.

In various polls asking whether abortion

should remain an option, results have been
consistent according to Smeal. About 80
percent support a woman's right to have
an abortion regardless if they are, Catholic,

Protestant, male or female, and 10 to 20

percent of those polled are anti-choice, ac-

cording to Smeal.

There are more than 8,000 abortions

Collegian |>hutu by Mmia Bull

yearly in Massachusetts, she said.

"They (anti-choice supporters) say it costs

$1.4 million in medicaid funding. What
they don't say is that if you don't have it

(medicaid), it will cost a minimum of four

times that much money," she said.

Poor young women will suffer the most

if the referendum passes, Smeal said,

because they will have no way to terminate

unwanted pregnancies if there is no

medicaid.
continued on page 3

Dean of Students William Field, who
served on the committee, said he was sur

prised by the inclusion of the Searson code,

but pointed out that the committee's code

had not been approved by the faculty and

student .senates or by staff organizations.

Sear.son said he drew up the ccxie because

of time con.straints m the preparation of the

"Rights and Responsibilities" document

and said there was no other code available

for inclusion as the document was being

readied for approval by UMass trustees.

The document lays out regulations of .stu-

dent conduct and guidelines for punishing

infractif>ns of the rules Issued in booklet

form by the Vice Chancellor for Student Af-

fairs and the Provost's ofTice, it was approv-

ed by the trustees' executive committee in

July and by the full board in August.

Wingle said .students had gotten a com-

mitment from Dennis Madson, vice

chancellor of Student Affairs, that the com-

mittee's code would replace the Searson

code by the December trustee's meeting.

But he said the inclusion of Searson's

code without student input violated the

Wellman Document, issued in 1973 by the

trustees, which states that "faculty,

students, and other groups have the right

... of advising on policies affecting the

University."

"For us, it's a violation of Wellman. No
one on this campus was even consulted. A
lot of people ai-e really angry," Wingle said.

"I've been told that the vice chancellor

[Madson] hit the roof when he found out

what Searson had done," Wingle added.

Searson works out of the UMass presi-

dent's office in Boston.

Wingle also said the fact that the interim

code applies only to students was offensive.

"Searson claimed there should be an ap-

proval process for a policy affecting

students, faculty and staff," Wingle said.

"Obviously he didn't have the same reser-

vations about inposing a policy on students

without consulting their governance in-

stitutions."

Searson would not comment for the

record about the claim that students were

singled out.

Field noted that "In 18 years, we have

not had to take action against a faculty or

staff member. Nothing much was lost."

Field reiterated that the code drawn up

by the committee had not been approved

by campus goverance bodies, and added,

"My guess is that the old code [prepared in

the early seventies] was so out of date, and

so sort of clumsy, that the interim code was

prepared ... I guess the UMass attorney felt

it was so desperately in need of updating

that he drew up the new code."

Field acknowledged that the preparation

of the interim code was done "as an in-

dependent thing," adding he doubted the

UMass attorneys in Boston were aware of

the Amherst committee's work.

"They may have heard about it, but I

don't think they ever saw a draft, " Field

said. continued on page 5
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Britian's Prince Charles addresses a crowd at Harvard Universi-

ty's 350th convocation, yesterday.

Prince Charles
b-day with call

CAMBRIDGE lAPi-Prince Charles,

i-eflectmy on mans capacity for evil and

destruction, called tor a return to an em

phasis on moral education as he gave the

openinj; con -ocation address yesterday for

Harvard L'nivcr^ity'^ :ir,(hh birthday

celebration

Dressed m a century-old, Welsh dragon

emblazoned gold silk robe over a double

breasted suit, he drew applause when he

told ihe gathering of about 20,000 Harvard

alumni, faculty and guests:

•We should never lose sight of the fact

that to avert disaster we have not only to

teach men to make things, but also to pro-

duce people who have complete moral con-

trol over the things they make."

The heir-apparent to the British throne,

musing on the switch in world roles of the

United States and Great Britain since the

founding of America's oldest university,

said "the wheel has turned full cu'cle and

now the United States with all its power

and influence and commercial might can

sometimes evoke anxious reactions across

the Atlantic."

But he said the nations must beware 'lest

unscrupulous people exploit these areas of

misunderstanding and divert our attention

from the really important task, \\ hah u-

our common defense of the kind of fieidoms

ue hold so dear."

The opening convocation also included an

exchange of toa.sts between Charles and

Harvard President Derek Bok, and con

gi-atulatory mes.sages from the head- of

such institutions as Yale. xhv

Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

University of California and England-

Cambridge University.

The celebration also features scores of

symposiums on topics ranging from nuclear

war to pop psychology and other well-

known speakers such as Secretary of State

George Shultz, Defense Secretary Caspar
Weinberger, and Saudi Oil Minister Sheik

opens Harvard
for morality
Ahmed Zaki \'aniani.

The ;jH vear old princ- apn ii . n;

describing a 45iTiinute deici_> cau.-ed l)y

long winded speakers preceding him. began

hi- addre^.- by .-aviiig. "The -uspense ol'thi,-

mammoth occasion has been killing me.

You have devised an exquisite torture for

thr uninitiated."

He also noted that his American welcome

was not unanimous, recalling that one

newspaper called his Harvai'd invitation an

"appallingly undemocratic" mistake. But

he added with self-effacing wit: "Have no

fear, ladies and gentlemen, I am used to be-

ing regarded as an anarchronism."

He urged that parents and educators

guard against letting children become

dominated by technology and "but rather

teach them that to live on this world is no

easy matter without standards to live by."

He said he felt the United .States has

realized the problem before other nations.

As a suggestion for combatting an over

emphasis on technology, he urged that

religious thought be studied to "teach peo-

ple to recognize that there is a dark side

too to man's psyche and that its destructive

power IS immen.sse if we are not aware of it."

He ahso said nations must 'guaid against

bigotrv; against the insufferable prejudice

aivi - ,-;>icion of othi ' iilionsand

heiif!:- which hav. -- niit-n led to

unspeakable hoi ri- - 'hrnuizhout human
history ana wh). 'lo.

Ch.tik- ibiidge

University, \\neie iii- laint-i i- Liianc'llor.

The English university also gi-aduated Har

vard's namesake. John Harvard, who be-

queathed his library to the fledgling

college.

The next stop for Charles, who arrivd in

the Rn-ion Ufa Tuesday, is Chicago, where

he will attend a charity reception and a

game of polo before rejoining his wife.

Princess Diana, and their \\\o childnm m
Great Britain this weekend.

QUESTIONS ABOUT UMASS???
CALL IDB/TIPS !!!

If you have a problem or need information, and don't know where or how to get

answers, the Information Data Bonk or the Toped Information Phone Service is the

place to go, or call. The Dean of Students Office sponsors two information services

for the University community (including parents). During the academic year these

services run 7 days a week. IIOOO contacts were mode with these services last

year. Hours: MON THROUGH FRI 8:30 AM - 9:00 PM. SAT 8c SUN lO AM - 3 PM.

54S'1S55

INFORMATION DATA BANK (IDB)

IDB is a telephone or walk-in referral center which

maintains information on University, administrative

and academic policies and procedures; bus,

library, and athletic schedules; listings of current

campus events such as seminars, movies, and

lectures; and a variety of other reference

materials.

545-1540

TAPED INFORMA TIONPHONtSERVICE (TIPS)

TIPS is a library of more than 300 tope casset-

tes with information about academic rules,

regulations, and programs; registration policies,

counseling services; financial aid information; cur-

rent events; health and safety programs; hous-

ing and food services; athletics; student organiza-

tions and activities, etc.

Frequently Requested Tapes:

•In a Medical Emergency

•Intramurols at UMASS

•Lecture Notes

•Mental Health Services

•Commercial Bus Services

•Communication Skills Center

•Emergency Short-Term Loons

•Financial Aid at the University

Office of Third World Affairs •Five College Courses

Picketing code ^stronger'
Interim version prohibits certain actions
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

An interim picketing code that has stu-

dent leaders irked, appears more restrictive

than a version prepared last spring by a

committee from factions of the University

community.
Dean of Students William Field yester-

day acknowleged that the current interim

code contains language that is "stronger

and more .sweeping" then that used by the

committee, but said he doubted it would

make a significant difTerence in the way
student demonstrations are handled.

The code now being u.sed is expected to

be supplanted by the committee's version

later this year.

The interim code was prepared by UMa.ss

Cu-neral Counsel William Searson. The
other version was drawn up by a panel com-

posed of graduate and undergiaduate

students. Director of Public Satety Gerald

O'Neil. and members of the administration,

faculty and staff.

Searson's version superseded the commit

tee version becau.se of time con.straints and

the fact that faculty, staff and student

government bodies have not yet approved

thf committee's proposal, according to

officials.

There are noticeabh- diffeivnccs iM-twet-n

the two versions.

The code prepared by ."m arson .stipulates

that .students may be punished for par-

ticipating in demonstrations which involve

"substantial disorder or invasion of the

right- of others." while the committee's

state^ only that demonstrations may not

interfere with the free movement of others."

The committee version defines such in-

terference as "denial of a person's ability

to freely reach or freely leave" an area, "as

well as harrasment <jf such a person or

presenting ob.stacles to such movement."

The Sear.son c(tde also contains the pro-

hibition of obstruction of movement.

It is unolear who wfiuld define '"substan-

tial di.sorder" under the Searson code; dur-

ing past (ienioiistiation- University ad-

ministrators have decided when to break

up protests or call in police.

The interim code also states that

demonstrations may take place in campus
buildings "only within the normal
operating hours of the building." The com-

mittee's proposal contains no such
provision.

Also missing from the committee version,

but present in the interim code, is a regula-

tion which .states that ""no student shall ...

subtantially interfere with the freedom of

expression of another person on Universi-

ty premises or at University sponsored ac-

tivities."

The interim code also states, 'Failure to

cease any activity in violation of this Code

immediately following either written or

oral notice by a University olTicial shall alst)

be a violation of this code."

The committee code contains a provision

that demonstrators mu.st be "warned of the

con.sequences of their actions ... and will be

given a period of time to comply with the

regulations.

"Only if persuasion and warning fail, the

Department of Public Safety will be em
powered ... to put an end to the infraction

of the rules," the committees proposal

continues.

The interim code refers to "all students"

involved in demon.strations, while the com
mittee code uses the phrase "all persons."

Under both codes, persons found in viola-

lion are subject to arrest, and under both,

students in violation face disciplinary ac

tion including expulsion or ""lesser sane

lions." in the words of the interim plan.

Commenting on the differences in the two

versions. Field said, ""Certainly it's stronger

language" in the interim code. But he add

ed, "The fact that there's stronger language

does not take away due process" from those

accused of violating it.

What we do now is no difl'erent than what

we'd do under the interim code." Field .said.

"'I don't think the admini.sti at ion and police

would deal with demonstrations any dif-

ferent 1 v."

t>hi>li> l>\ Oavc Shimkii*.

BALANCING ACT-Amherst resident Steve Cayer shows off some
of his BMX bike tricks near the Fine Arts Center, yesterday.

Tm //eor.s ago

Although the problems facing students are

familiar. Student (iovernment .Association eo-Pi t'-i(l(>nt-

Paul M. Cromn and -lay A. Martus said yesterday that

there now ,i|)|ji ar- to hi a new spirit of cooperation on

ti,(. part lit liii 1 "iii\ II -it \ adniinistration.

1,

Siivi t'v '" -; huiiil: 111 t lit -unimer. thf I • -eenis lo

,1 1
r.. <,.( I.. :

.i ) ,i! niii-iihere, Alailu- said.

Vh< number of high school graduates in

|\f
-.. . , u, I -»«•- ... .-ir|^_ jn ,itt( lid state cnl!fi;e-. miner

iunit \ I'cillcycs near 111 ii'it' !l..^^ sur.:

I'd in I .Ti'iii

\v 1 : .
.

.
;

I,
, ,1 . ,| at |. -rli.u.l i m ..'t hv

,,, i -I roa-t |.i .lit il

tial rnlU'L;i--- nia\ \"\< >T.iiiiti A -tudeiit n ho i.<iiniiiules

to a stale institution tan gel a college education for less

than $1,000 annually.

/•"I'rf fiiurs ago

With a 1 percent vacancy rate in Amher.st and rent

increases nearly "20 percent in some places, returning

students -I'arching for places to live could find prospects

bleak, said Joanne Leven.son. coordinator of the OffCam
pus Housing OfTice.

The University of Massachusetts spent more than

a half-million dollars this summer on renovations and

repairs to the Campus Center and Student Union

Building.

One of the most extensive repairs was to the roof of

the Student Union, which has been plagued by leaks.

William M. Han-is, Campus Center director, said the

repairs, which have been in planning for two to three

years, should put a stop to the leaks problem.

New church started by UMass grad
Services begin Sunday
Bv PAULIXE SHURLAND
Collegian CorresponHent

Km.m; (.."I -irni.- tu !i(. havini: tmulih- <"iniiing housing

111 .\nill('l :-t .

Until a |)('iin.iiu'n! local ion is ioniui, the nt-u ly ton ma I

A;nh.ei-t .Miiaiui. f'hurcli will i)e ImldiniJ, Snn(l:i\ f\<'n

iiiu -i'l'N ice- -tart iiig Septeniher 7 m ' >" ' 'anun,, ( ,
ni,.r

The ratri|in- -.'ttlng isn't unl'am!' 'a

! 'M.i— student m Ha-

aI.iim. !n- ^ 1.1 . .iiii ; iiii'i \ (lung childrtai recta:. . > . > . .i. .;

iti Aniherst from I'liiiadelphia to organ i/e the chinch In

.1 ii'cent nilei'view he t.ilked ahuut h.i- iilf. tlif <aairch,

.md lu- reason- for returning l<i .-\mlu ist

"// ;.s ni/r liapc to hi' dcn-ptrd in thv ton ii us uc work

to further the cause of Jesus C^hrist."

-Tim Maki

Known as the Christian and Missionary Alliance

Church, Maki said the denomination was founded 100

years ago by a Presbyterian minister named A.B. Simp-

son. With headquarters in Nyack N.Y., Maki said there

are 50 other affiliated churches in the New England area.

Maki said the church's theology is that Jesus Christ is

the Saviour, as revealed in the Bible; and that Christ is

not just a historical figure or a philosophy, but that he

is real and individuals can have a relationship with Him.

"Amherst has often been recognized as a town of causes

and people are often pursuing individual ones," Maki said.

"It is our hope to be accepted in the town as we work to

further the cause of Jesus Christ."

Maki said the decision to t'oiind an Amherst church

11-1 1 bed from several requests by area Christians.

lla\ nig grown up in Massachus<'tts and attended UMass
from 1969 1973. Maki recalled the impact that the Viet

nam war had on cullfge cainpu-c- \\' -aui thf fi-a ua-

a turbulent time in society and th.it students were mak-

inn- nior.'il evaluation- about the traditional valut"-; vith

uhuh tlifv iiad ^;rown up. a.- (ii.jM)-< d <" ' .di'i

dav u ho lend tt. .iccept tin' \ aluo- nt -ot \vl\ aiore n acnh

Maki -aid In lacked an\ I'fal liiicc!:' • " '
!'- n'

'.a v'.n- lit ~|)iti I h.e lai>;e riUHihir oi

ripait'ii ;ii A -ludt'iit -ciiaior ,tnd \ .- i.ni ol

r,, (,ntk <'ouncil. Maki -.ud Iw -nil han w.
.

. ,ll\ h

( i'i)t am Ihe le-pon-ihilitie- tiia' tht Ireodoui nl'iifin.i: a\\.a\

ironi home h.rtiughl hiin. causiiiL^ liini to niak.- nian\

mistakes Liifi- m life.

.\s he grew older. Maki s.aid hi- found liiniself totally

divorced from Ciod The pride ih.it he had m his ac

complishments, as well as many of the practices that he

had engaged in were in direct disobedience to God, Maki

said. He said he finally realized his problem and commit-

ted his life to Christ.

Maki said his family remained in the Amherst area un-

til 1980. when they moved to Philadelphia where they

were actively involved with the Navigators, a student

ministry at the University of Pennsylvania.

Within the next two years, Maki said the church hopes

to sponsor various speakers and musical programs ad-

dressing current issues in society from a Biblical

perspective.

"We need to remember that our focus intends to be help-

ing people discover who Jesus Christ is and what their

relationship to God is." Maki said.

* Smeal

IDB/TIPS ARE SERVICES OF THE DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE
227 WHITMORE

( niilinucti frnni pa^c 1

' \Vt ait' moralizing for those who are in the vicious cir-

cle ot poverty," she said.

Smeal -aid the medicaid argument is the ""only prayer

thev lia\t
.' .md thf\- are well funded. Massachusetts is

mie ol 1 1 -tales .still allowing medicaid funding for

,ihoit lon-

Smea! -aid .i rt'Cent pull ol Massachusetts residents

showed that only :i peicent ot the people know the amend-

ment is going to l)e on the ballot.

.Slie <ai(l It IS impmi.nit to remember contraception has

nut hfcn legal ft,i \er\ long. Contraceptinn for married

p^'oplf uas not l»a:al until 19H."i, and it was not until 1972

that contraception became legal for single people in all

,a() states. Massachu.setts was the last state in the union

In legalize it for single parents.

A iiu can t talk about liberty and justice for women if

a unman can't even make this decision," she said.

i...l> Skclliin

ACTIVE HOUSEHOLD-Mike Fishman adjusts a banner he put up facing Route 9 traf-

fie. The Hampshire College student la.st summer lived at this residence, known locally as

the Peace House.
-L-i.
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PRIMTS & POSTERS SALE!

fpl^TS
Ste^

gI>ssM^

TRAVEL POSTERS

SCENICS W^
FINE ART \\ \f

,

GALLERY PRINTS

THE FAR SIDE

ROCK STARS

STAR PERSONALITIES

AUTOMOBILES

SIZES FROM 8"X10"

TO 6 FEET TALL

PICTURE HANGERS AND ACCESSORIES

I cmhent /northomptoo

cteily and suodoy

SALe!

T^ ^ovJ^

BEDSPREADS
TAPESTRIES, WALLHANGINGS
INDIAN PRINTS. FLORALS,

GEOMETRICS, SOLIDS,

STRIPES, COTTON SLUBS,

TWIN AND FULL

SAVE UP TO $5.00

RUGS
STRIPES. FLORALS.

COTTON DURRIES,

CHENILLES

NOW $7.95 TO $34.95

BAMBOO SHADES
RICE PAPER SHADES

20% OFF

BASKETS
LAUNDRY BASKETS,

ORGANIZER BASKETS,

PACKING BASKETS,

WASTEBASKETS,
DECORATIVE BASKETS ' ornhwst /northompton

doily ond sundoy

BEVERAGE
GLASSES 59CEA

12 FOR 5.95

18PC. BEVERAGE SETS

NOW 7.99EA

WINEGLASSES.

CHAMPAGNE GLASSES.

BEER MUGS, ON THE ROCKS

GLASSES. BEVERAGE GLASSES

20PC.
GLASS DINNERWARE SETS

NOW 14.95

' Qfliherst /nofthompton

doily Qod Sunday

SALE!

V\GVVV^
AVAPS

DESKLAMPS

WALL LAMPS

TABLE LAMPS

HANGING LAMPS

FLOOR LAMPS

BED LAMPS

CLAMP LAMPS

CLIP LAMPS

NOW
10.95

100W SWING ARM LAMP
RED, WHITE. BLACK, BLUE

NOW 14.95

LIGHT BULBS

EXTENTION CORDS
PAPER SHADES

' Qfnharst /northompton
doily ond sundoy

* alarm
vontimu'd fnini page I

"I didn't know what it was. I thought they were testing

it . I figured it'd be like a steady buzz if it was a real alarm,"

said Karen Shea, a senior animal science major who was
sitting downstairs when the alarm sounded.

Michael Shafran, who was sitting at a table on the con-

course, said, "I sat here. I was close enough to the door.

Plus, the police didn't seem like they were interested in

people leaving."

Ann Gairity, a sophomore, was watching television when
the alarm went off. "It concerned me, but no one else mov-

ed, so I sat here," she said.

By 1:20 p.m. the alarm was over and everyone was allow-

ed back in the building. There was a crowd of about 50

people waiting to enter the University Store.

WERE REAdy For you!

%7e on c^ownto^^

There's no place like downtown Amherst, Massachusetts.

Driver rearends
two cars at stop
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

No injuries were reported in a three-car accident at 5:1

1

p.m. Wednesday on Northampton Road near University

Drive, Amherst police said.

Two cars, one driven by a 25-year-old Amherst man and

the other by a 27 year-old Northampton woman, were slow-

ing to a stop when a car driven by a 20-year-old Westfield

woman smashed into the rear of each car, police said.

The two cars were parallel to each other and the third

car tried to go between them, "but she didn't quite make

it," police said.

The first two cars reported $500 and $1,000 in damages,

while the third reported $200. No violations were issued.

In other reports:

• A woman reported a possible break in at 12:49 p.m.

Wednesday at her College Street residence, police said.

The woman said she locked her door when she left, but

upon returning found it unlocked; items inside were moved

but nothing was taken, police said.

• A $300 10-speed Myata bicycle was reported stolen

at 1:34 p.m. Wednesday from a Swiss Village apartment,

police said.

• A Puch moped valued at $200 was repdilfd stolen at

6:11 p.m. Wedne.sday from a fraternity on Sunset Avenue,

police said

• Three bushes were reported uprooted at 7:02 p.m.

Wedne.sday from a residence on Allen Stieet, police said.

The bushes, part of a set of 20 recently planted, were

valufd at $60

Students hurt
in fall off wall
Two 18-yearold male students were reported injured at

2 a.m. yesterday near the south side of Coolidge Tower

in Southwest after they fell off a wall that they believed

kd to a stairway, University of Massachusetts police said.

The students were treated at the scene and taken to

Cooley Dickinson Hospital in Northampton. One suffered

head injuries and the other back injuries, which were not

serious, police said.

• A pocketbook containing $500 worth of checks, credit

cards, and identification was reported stolen at 7:53 a.m.

Wednesdav on the second floor of Boyden Gym, police said.

• A wallet containing $100 and miscellaneous iden-

t ification was reported stolen from a male student at 4:26

p.m. Wednesday in the Graduate Research Tower. He said

it was taken from him on a crowded elevator earlier in

the afternoon, police said.

-JEFFRY BARTASH

* code
I niitiniii-il /r-'ni /mia'i' t

Dani Burgess, student member of the trustees, said he

and other leaders objected to the interim code, but said

he doubted much could be done to change the situation.

But he added, "the guarantee of getting the committee

version through by December is reassuring.
'

A week-long series of programs at

Hampshire College about Central

America and jjte people kicks off at 7:30

Saturday evening with an address by

Ricardo Espinoza of the Nicaraguan

Embassy. He will speak at the Main
Lecture Hall in Franklin Peterson. A
reception will follow.

Sunday night at 7:30 and 9:30, the

Nicaraguan film Alinao and the Con-

dor will be shown at the same location.

The week will include movies and

talks about economic and political

i.ssues facing Central Americans.

For more information, call 549-4600,

ext. 272 or 344.

Financial Aid Award Checks will

be available at the Bursar's Office in

Whitmore on the following schedule:

September 10—students with last

names beginning with A-L (only)

September 11-MZ (only)

The Bursar's Office is open from 9 a.m.

to 3:30 p.m. and a current ID is re-

quired to pick up checks Checks will

also be available after September 11,

1986,

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT
SERVICE

PRESENTS THE

INTERVIEW DIAGNOSTIC
FEEDBACK PROGRAM

(IDFP)

IDFP is designed to assist students, through the

mock Interview process, in developing strong inter-

viewing skills.

One Hour Interview Slots available on Tuesdays and

Thursdays. Sign-up for interviews in the Resource

Room, 127 Career Center.

University Placement Service

University Career Center
545-2224

2 eggs

2 pancakes

2 strips of bacon

ALL FOR JUST

S2.

Mon.-Thurs. 6 am-S pm
Fri. & Sat. 6 am-4 pm
Sunday 7 ain-4 pm
Selected by Collegian at the

"b€9i inexpeiuUfe breakfaet in the area
»t

Rte.ll6*Suiiderla
Tel. 665-7969
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Survey will help UMass build new image
By BARBARA DeLOLLlS
C'olU'tiian Staff

The familiarity, prestige, and excellence of the Univer

sity of Massachusetts an- being assessed by means of a

questionnaire put nut by the Office of Unix i'lsity Kela

t Kills and Development.

The four page questionnaire is part ot the rnncisitN -

new public relations campaign which began carlui \h\<

summer, according to Dan Melley, director of University

Relations. Respondents are asked whether or not they

feel UMass is a party school; if UMass should solicit

private gifts from corporations; and if they feel the media

in general do not give UMass good press coverage and

seem to favor private institutions.

These questions, including an opinion on how people

think business and roinmunity liiuiLi^ view UMa>-^ .'.id

Its gradual.-. ..! i'-'inc a.^u'd ol four .-specific target

groups," Melley >aid

Those target gioups aiv sp.cial" group-^ of alumni ( m
rludmg those who liavt- dnn.iU'd cithrr time nr money to

the University); corporate executives, mainly from the

\(»rtheast: legislators and government officials, mainly

frnm Massachusetts; and variou.s editors including educa-

tion editors who are aware of universitit-' reputations.

According to a letter from the Universit> t(. tardy cor

respondents, the number of replies that have be.-n return-

ed thus far is "encouraging."

The replies are being haiulUd by the Advanced

Marketing Technologies. Inc. of Concord, and are being

treated •absoluii'l\ ccnfidtnt lal

"You have to f ' 'HU what penpl.- think of ynu." Mfll».\

^aid
, ,

.Xnalv/.ing tht- .-alls of the survey 'should hriii.; uut

>uin.' area.- where we need some work." Melley said

The Office of University Relations and Developm.-ni i-

uorking on this campaign, because Ugi-latoi -. .liuiiin-

and (i.rpiMatKin- .an be .qjpealed to foi m..re -upp.nt

Mel lev .said

The" preliminary result.- li.i\c .-hown that IWl..-- i^

believed to have a higher degree of excelKnce iIku.

prestige, he said.

•We would like to have more prestige, he comnui.h,!

adding that a goal set by the provost is to be ani.uig the

top research universities in the Northea.st.
'

Basic

CALCULATOR CENTER
sic Business Scientific

For the student who has no equal

calculators that have

no equal

HP no $50.00
list price S56.00

.? 3 w 5 6

PisBaSsEKffls

« C K * M D

HP ISO $89.00
list price $99.00

This year get a hiead start on your classes with the HP-llC

3r the HP-15C. So advanced they don't need an ^'equals" key.

So extremely easy to use, you'll solve even the most complex

mathematical problems quickly,

Hewlett-Packards innovative design eliminates a vast

number of keystrokes. That saves you time v^ith hyperbolics

and other complex calculations . , , a big plus at exom time.

Get the HP-llC or HP-15C today, and start out the year one

step ahead WkJM HEWLETT
mL'nM Packard

M—F 9-5

SAT 10-3

LOCATED IN

THE

CAMPUS CENTER

LOCATED IN THE CAMPUS CENTER

§} .UNIVERSITYmSTORE^
ii>t^

$5.00
one coupon per person

expires September lO, 1986

Levis
JEANSWEAR

$5.00 off prewashed
505 RED TAG LEVIS

SIZES 28-38 - WITH THIS COUPON

197 N. Pleasant St - Downtown Amherst
Mon-Sat 10-6; Sun 12-5; Thur & Sat till 8:30
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COLOR

RENTALS

i»»

,'

»

$17.95/month + tax

$22.95/month + tax

ASK ABOUT OUR FANTASTIC DISCOUNTS

FOR SEMESTER OR SCHOOL YEAR RENTALS

OUR TRUCKS WILL BE HERE SATURDAY & SUNDAY

SEPTEMBER 6th & 7th

RESERVE YOUR SET TODAY

CALL TODAY
Call 733-1470

and ask for RTO Rentals

\

flmx you Ptemnt abtna Ihe rublic Health
rtnmotion rtagram'* (ruNk neaUti 216)

Peer Health
Promotion

Program?
—Ifs a 3 credil course for students interested
in studying current hejUth problems and
'PPfying tfii* irUormatkm in prmctical
settings. The majority of class time and
assignments occur early in the semester, and
youne ready to begin your role as Peer Health
Promoter t>v the 2nd month of the program!

I hear that reer Health rntmo-
ters learn akUts like ffmip
dynamics artd commurtkMion
theories. They also learn to lemd
worlattopa on alreaa martage-
ment food and fUneaa. and self
care for common Uneases artd

byuries. They >cpieseiit the
Uniuersity health Services and
are trained t>y (JMS fmifeasiort-
ats.

the claM Umet Tues.: 9J012
(just the Ont month!
Thurs. 9-_S0-i2 (atl semester)
Rm. 302. UnC

Public
Health

216

// you are a stutlent with a health Caner m
mind (not a prerequisite) and would tike to
learn more about the program, contact Rita
Hirsch. M.S. (course cxxtrdinator) at 549-267

L

exL 181, or stop by the Health Education Offkx
(Room 250) at UHS,

Ex-hostage Rev. Jenco
sympathetic to captors
.NEW YORK (.\P> The Rev. Lawrence

Martin Jenco said yesterday he believes

that the Lebanese Shiites who held him
hostage for 19 months want to release three

remaining American hostages, but first

"they would like to get some benefits from
this whole thing."

Jenco. in hi.s first news interview since be-

ing freed July 26, also said he fears that

tough rhetoric from US officials might
block progi'ess toward the trio's release.

"When we get into rhetoric that closes

doors ... that's not beneficial," the Roman
Catholic priest said.

Reagan administration officials have fre-

quently denounced the kidnappers as "ter-

rorists" and insisted the US government

will not accede to terrorist demands.

In the 90-minute interview with the

Associated Press, the 51 -year-old Jenco—

weary, quiet, but quick to smile and

laugh—said he was heartened by a recent

communication, not authenticated, purpor

ting that the kidnappers had scaled back

their demand. And he told of long months

in tight quarters with his fellow captives,

during which they recited poetry, exercis

ed. worked jigsaw puzzles, argued, prayed

and cried.

The remaining hostages are Terry A.

Anderson, 38. chief Middle East correspon-

dent for the Associated Press; David

Jacobsen, 55. administrator of Beirut's

American University Hospital, and
Thomas Sutherland, 55. the university's ac-

ting dean of agriculture.

The Moslem kidnappers, who call

themselves Islamic Jihad, claimed last Oc-

tober to have killed another kidnapped

American, US Embassy political ofTicer

William Buckley, 58. But no body was ever

found.

The kidnappers said they freed Jenco

because he was in ill health The Joliet. III.

priest, who has worked as a missionary

since 1974, has a heart ailment, but he said

yt'sleiday his health has improved since

returning home.

Again and again in the interview, the

white-bearded cleric expressed sympathy

for the young men w ho imprisoned him and

the three others in a 12-by-15-foot room.

Jenco has even proposed that Catholic

Relief Services, the US church agency he

headed in Beirut, eventually establish a

scholarship fund for young Shiites.

"Where are they going to go when this

is over with?" he asked. "...Most have had

no education since age 10."

He recounted "kindnesses" shown by his

guards—making and sharing popcorn with

him, providing necessary medicine, occa-

sionally allowing a glimpse of the sun or

moon

.

Asked whether he thought they regret

ted the hostage-holding, he replied. "Very

much so."

"There was a certain sense—they are try-

ing to get rid of it right now. I really believe

they are trying to resolve it. They would

like to have everyone go. But they would

like to get some benefits from this whole

thing."

A two-page letter delivered to the AP
bureau in Paris last Sunday said Ander.son

and Jacobsen would be freed if food aid was

delivered to the poor Shiites of southern

Lebanon. But the source and validity of the

communication could not be determined.

Jenco said it "sounded like good news to

me," since food shipments would be "such

an easy option."

The kidnappers' key demand long has

been release of 17 Shiites and others im-

prisoned in Kuwait for the bombings of the

US and French embassies there.

\ i ' phfitfi

HERE COME THE RUSSIANS-Members of the Soviet cycling

team pass a B-52 bomber at the U.S. Air Force Academy in Colorado,

as they participate in a team time trial event yesterday. The cyclists

are competing in the World cycling Championships currently under-

way in the area.

BICYCLE WORLI^
located". 50 Main St, rear 253-^722

Amner

&mA^

fccrst

/>U!r\ 5i

%M«iv5

/lt.»(/V
re^K

J.B'S

Maxima Sport
243.31 219.95

Supra Sport
31212 299.95

Nouvo Sport
417.14 399.95

Viva Sport
417.14 399.95

Brava
445 399.95

Sport SX
445 399.95

Squandra
545 499.95

Limited
645. 599.95

ONE DAY REPAIR
SERVICE

($3 surcharge)

Tune-up $15

Overhaul $40

Skateboards
Powcll/Peralta

Independant

NMB Bearings

STUDENTS: Solve this nrioney-saving equation by
- 24tii to find the real value of your
entertainment dollars.

Let's define our terms ...

5-college students can buy tickets for the

Fine Art Center's exciting 1 986-87
Season at half-price.

We're talking Broadway shows, legendary

jazz artists, virtuoso classical performers,

exciting dance and much more.

Now here's the best part ...

ORDER BEFORE SEPTEMBER 24TH
AND YOU'LL GET A FURTHER
DISCOUNT OF 30% OFF YOUR
HALF-PRICE TICKETS!!!

Here's how our equation can work for you:

The single-ticket price (p) for six

outstanding performances on this year's

schedule could total $1 1 2.00. Substitute

$1 12. for "p" and -Wow!- you'd pay only

$39.20 for six evenings of unforgettable

entertainment.

It doesn't take an Einstein
to figure out ...

that this is a terrific opportunity to see and
enjoy quality entertainment for very little

cost.

YOU CAN'T AFFORD NOT TO ORDER
NOW!

THE FINEARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Call 545-251 1 for details. You'll like the way it adds up.
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Settlement in hazing death
SPRINGFIELD (AP)-The family of a

19-yeai--old freshman fraternity pledge, who

died after gorging on spaghetti and wine

during a hazing ritual, has reached out-of

court settlements with fraternity members

and American International College, an at-

torney said yesterday.

The parents of James E. Lenaghan Jr, of

Watertown, who was found dead on a bed

at the Zeta Chi fraternity house on Feb. 22,

1984, had sought $40 million in damages

from the downtown Springfield college and

28 other defendants.

"We've now been able to settle the whole

case," William G. T^lis, the attorney for

James and Mary Lenaghan, said yesterday.

He declined to reveal the terms of the

agreement.
T^lis said the family had reached a set-

tlement with the college earlier this year

and reached an agreement with five frater-

nity members, who allegedly gave liquor to

the youth, just before the case was to go to

trial this week in Suffolk Superior Court.

Craig Greenberg. a spokesman for the col-

lege, said he understood the monetary set-

tlement with the college "was modest," but

declined further comment. Following the

incident the college suspended fraternities

and sororities, but later allowed them to

resume their activities without maintain-

ing houses.

The youth's death also prompted I lie state

Legislature to pass a law imposing criminal

penalties for hazing at Massachusetts

schools.

The law calls for penalties of up to 100

days in jail and a $100 fine for those who
endanger the health of any high school or

college student through "forced

calisthenics, exposure to the weather, forc-

ed consumption of any food, liquor,

beverage, drug or any substance or any

other brutal treatment."

Hampden County Medical Examiner

Loren Mednick found that Lenaghan died

of acute alcohol poisoning following a tradi

tional pledge "spaghetti dinner" at which

students gorged themselves on spaghetti

and wine and vomited so they could con-

sume more.

In his inquest report, Springfield District

Court Judge James P. Donhoney said that

Lenaghan drank a gallon of wine in 45

minutes.

Judge Donhoney found the fraternity's

"initiation practices were known to be

physically grueling and bizarre" and said,

"It strains credibility to believe that respon-

sible officers of the college were not aware

of what was happening."

Conservative state senator

challenged by gay activist
BOSTON (APt-A gay activist who

restores houses has taken on a World War

II veteran who calls homosexuals "fags

and lesbos" in a fight over a state Senate

seat on the edge of the city.

ft)litical newcomer Kevin McFadden

said he is mounting what he believes is

the first serious challenge to longtime

Democratic state Sen. Joseph B. Walsh

because Walsh's district is no longer the

stronghold of blue-collar Irish Catholics

that first elected him to the office 14 years

"F^ople haven't run against him in the

past because they all believed he was so

well entrenched." said McFadden. 32. who

also is a Democrat. "That's all smoke and

mirrors."

Walsh, who has refused interviews with

the media, did not return several

telephone calls to his office, home and the

Statehouse.

Walsh, 62, is described as a back-

slapping conservative politician who once

called senate President William Bulger

"my boss" on the Senate floor and told

him, "I do what you tell me."

Walsh, vice chairman of the senate Ways

and Means Committee, also has called the

chairwoman, Patricia McGovern, "the lit

tie girl from Lawrence."

And in 1983, while fighting a gay right.>^

bill in the Legislature. Walsh said: "We
spend a million dollars a year now at the

MCAD (Massachusetts Commission
Against Discrimination). If we have to

deal with fags and lesbos, you can bet we'll

be spending $10 million a year ... Don't

tell me I owe them something because

they're queer."

Walsh has held his seat in the Senate

since 1972. observers say, because most of

his constituents share the same values.

The 2nd Suffolk and Norfolk District

that he represents includes the suburban

towns of Milton and Randolph and the

huge neighborhood of Dorchester, which

encompasses two-thirds of Boston.

"He's an institution over there." said

state Rep. Richard D. Rouse, D-Dorchester

"He's very personable, a World War II vet

with a large family."

MANUSCRIPTS
TIILSIS

PMOrOGRAPMIC COLOR COPIES FROM PRINIS
OVURNKilll SIGNS AND MANNERS • OVERSIZED ORIGINALS

CONVENIENT n i asi niiASANr siki i i

PARKING 549-2854 amuerst

A New Software
Product that will

Launch You on the
Road to Success!

• Comprehensive—covers every type of

exam question
• Screens with hints, review material

and fully exolamed solutions for

hundreds of problems
• Timed tests simulating actual exam conditions

• Instant feedback and personalized score analysis

• Quick reference manual with review sections, memorization tables and
glossaries

• These techniques, designed by MBA's, have helped improve students'

scores by as much as 250 points!!

IBM-PC version in 5 diskettes. Apple lie version also available.

Price $9995 (Includes postage) See your local dealer or contact:

Comwell Systems. Inc. Phoenix, AZ 85080
P.O. Box 41852 (602) 869-0412CSI

DORM RUGS
TOP QUALITY RUGS IN SIZES
TO FIT ANY DORM ROOM

SAVE UP
TO 80%

OFF REG. PRICES

FROM $14.99 to $79.99

WHERE YOULL BE HAPPILY FLOORED WITH OUR LOW, LOW PRICES

3irH 586-6411 MT. FARMS MALL - HADLEY
NEXT TO BREAD AND CIRCUS

DAILY 10-9 SUN 12-5

SOMETHING
TO THINK
ABOUT. .

.

JK6U6 CML^kST 16

Ihc AN6WEL^ . , . but,

what \f. the QLlEcSTION ? ! ?

Come, find out at

AMHERST ALLIANCE CHURCH
Sundays-Evening Worship 6 : 3o pm

UMass Campus Center
Tim Maki, Pastor

for information call 549 5JJ'i
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Apply Now To Compete In The 1987

MISS MASSACHUSETTS-

t\A

If

U.S.A. PAGEANT^

If

>f

No PBrforming

Talent Required

WHY NOT GO FOR IT??' Apply to compete

tor the Title of MISS MASSACHUSETTS-U.S.A..

our representative to ttw prestigious MISS

U£ A PAGEANT, to be natior^iy televised on

CBS in FetKuary, 1987 Over $150,000 In

prizes await the national winner.

i\4i
Shrti Benson

1986 Mlu MnuchusUtt U.S.A.

Our 1987 State Pageant will tie held in November, 1986 To qualify, you must be

single, between 17 and 24 as of February 1, 1987, and at least a six month res-

ident of this State thus, college dorm students are eligibte. So for some fun. »•

dtemeni and glamour, phone (617) 266-3280 or write to: .

MISS MASSACHUSEHS-U.S.A. PAGEANT HEADQRTS.. Diflt. MA ^
222 NewtMiry Street, 2nd Roor, Boston, MA 02116 ^

Your Mw MUST bidude a reoMK tMpsM, brief btegnpiiy wd PHONE NUMm. W
DEADLINE IS SEPTEMBER 20, 1986 J

4

3f

OPEN 7 DAYS

NO LINES
NO INITIATION FEE

216 N. King St. Northampton

ALL THIS FOR 20% OFF 1st MONTH

That's right! You will get 20% off a one

month membership including

• 24 Nautilus stations • Whirlpool •

• Olympic Free Weights • Monark Exercise
Bike • Concept 11 Rowing Machine •

g\ • Aerobics •

ALSO AVAILABLE AT MINIMAL COST

MASSAGE AND TANNINC BCD

WITH THIS COUPON
20% OFF 1 MONTH MEMBERSHIP

EXPIRES SEPTEMBER 25. 1986

il

' ,."
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Get the
plastic

that's

fantastic
The Bayliinks Card.

It's the fastest, easiest way to ^et casli

in Massachusetts.

Good around the clock, around the

block, 365 days a year. And out of stale,

vou can use Nour BayBanks Card at more
than 12,0()() CIRRUS" machines from

here to Ft. Lauderdale.

Make it easy on yourself this school

year. Open a checking or savings account

at BayBanks and get your BayBanks
Card. It's easy on your parents too! They
can simply transfer money directly from

their BayBanks account to yours.

Apply now. There's a BayBank othce

near vour school.

Sb020°

BayBanks 'fl)

/77US7^ KEEPS GETTING BEITEK.
'
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Drug war on wrong front
Thf Rt-a^'aii Administration's disregard

for the sovereign rights of Latin American

countries escalated this summer. In his

! usli to champuin tlie recent anti-drug cam-

paign, Reagan has extended his strong arm

tactics further south, to Bolivia, with the

commitment of six helicopters and 160 "'ad-

Baub Menze

\'lS(il-

The drug ahu.se problem in this country

is a very complex issue. It stretches across

the boundaries of race. sex. and social cla.ss.

It's a hydra, a multi-headed monster which

has the power to regenerate, recuperating

from whatever damages it may incur in the

course of its existence. When one of its

heads is chopped off, it simply crawls oiT

and grows another one. The only way to

kill a hydra is to attack its body—once

y(tu"ve killed the support system, all of the

heads die.

The international drug network is one

such hydra. All of the supplier countries

are heads which feed the starving

American body. This body must be examin-

ed and healed. We need a crack team of

surgeons who can dissect the body and

answer a nagging question which plagues

a drug abusing society: what is it about our

society which drives seemingly successful

people to dependency on drugs?

Why is it that affluent adults make up

the largest percentage of cocaine abusers?

Len Bias was an extremely gifted athlete

with a lucrative future. John Belushi and

Richard Pi-yor were both respected and

wealthy entertainers. These questions need

to be answered. The issues of job satisfac-

tion and alienation of labor must also be

considered in order to solve the problem of

drug abuse.

In a wonderful display of Ray-gunnian

logic, the current administration has decid-

ed that the best way to stop the corruption

of American youth is not to attack the real

problem, the cancer-ridden body, but in-

stead to take its time cutting off the heads.

It's an election year—do what feels good

(and looks good).

Bolivia i- a cocaine country It depends

(in the drug for more than hall of its annual

income, and the peasant fai'mers depend on

it for their i>\mi economic survival. The
government depends on the coca leaf to

keep the people from feeling the fatigue

and pain of an undeveloped economy < many
of the peasants supplement their sub-

sistence diets with coca, which provides

c-nergy and suppresses Appetite)

In this context, the American decision to

invade Bolivia in search of processing labs

is very short-sighted indeed. It fails to take

the people of Bolivia into account, and no

one is more aware of this than the Boli

vians. The main workers' federation has

begun to organize 48-hour general strikes

to protest the presence of US troops and the

potential threat to Bolivian autonomy and

sovereignty. It is no secret that US officials

want to destroy the economy—they have

predicted that "the peasant farmers will

begin to suffer economically so much that

they will decide it is not feasible to devote

their small patches of land to coca shrubs."

However, these same officials have been

unable to provide an equally lucrative crop

alternative.

By starving these farmers, there is poten-

tial for heightened unrest. Without coca to

keep the peasants docile, the Bolivian

government faces the threat of rebellion in

the tace of economic and social disparity.

Reagan, in his attempt to stabilize one

situation, has created another equally

volatile. He has enraged the hydra—the
raids have been remarkably unsuccessful

(one person has been arrested i. and all of

the major cocaine brokers have escaped to

dream up new techniques of exportation.

If he were as committed as he claims to be.

Regan would take the time and the

resources necessary to spear the heart of

the beast, and kill it once and for all, in-

stead of relying on a quick military fix.

Baub Memel is a UMass stiuicnt.
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UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT
SERVICE

ORIENTATION SESSION

SEPTEMBER SCHEDULE
ALL STUDENTS WHO WISH TO USE PLACE- H

MENT SERVICES ARE REQUIRED

TO ATTEND

When: Monday, Tuesc:tay, Thursday, Friday

Time: 9:00 AM to 10:00 PM

Where: 101A CAREER CENTER

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE

UNIVERSITY CAREER CENTER

545-2224
1' '^ -«• »g ^g" 2Z
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Environmental activism
The Clean Water Action Project

operates in a combined effort to educate

and mobilize the citizens as well as work

ing to elect strong environmental can

didates. The combination of this three

point -strategy is what puts Clean Water

Action on the cutting edge of the en-

vironmental movement.
The Project started in Februar>- of 1986.

Since then it has sought to prevent the

diversion of the Connecticut River into

the Quabbin Reservoir. It has organized

in river communities from Springfield to

Greenfield. Citizen concern about this

issue was shown clearly when 400 people

attended a public hearing sponsored by

the Massachusetts Water Resource

Authority. The Clean Water Action Pro-

ject has gathered approximately 1000 let-

ters on the river issue statewide from con-

cerned residents. This organization has

worked and passed 48 town resolutions

across the .state, including Boston, against

the diversion.

Nationwide, the Clean Water Action

Project has worked in coalition to

reauthorize the Safe Drinking Water Act,

which the Project originally passed in

1974. Strengthening changes to the Safe

Jonne F. Maston

Drinking Water Act were signed into law

in June. The changes will require the US
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

to set safety limits for more than 60

dangerous chemicals widely found in

drinking water. Water utilities will have

to test for the toxics, tell consumers about

problems found, and take steps to solve

them. States will begin planning to pro

tect underground water supplies.

What can you do? If this interests you.

you can vote for the two candidates that

Clean Water Action is presently endors

ing. Robie Hubley and Steve Johnson are

running in two local state representative

campaigns. Clean Water Action has work-

ed very closely with both on the Connec-

ticut River diversion.

Clean Water Action is now hiring

dedicated people to tackle the tough issues

ahead in ecology and environment. If you

would like to gain electoral experience or

start a career in environmental activism,

contact the Clean Water Action Project.

POSITION AVAILABLE
OFFICE OF THE DEAN OF STUDENTS

JUDICIAL AFFAIRS LIASON

QUALIFICATIONS

Knowledge about judicial systems and discipline codes in in-

stitutions to higher education. Residence hall supervisory ex-

perience desirable. Applicants with relevant experience at

UMass will be given preference.

ELIGIBILITY

Graduate student with at least two semesters remaining at

the beginning of the Fall Semester 1986

PAY SCALE
Assistantship, $4,800 minimum,

20 hours per week, academic year.

STARTING DATE
September, 1986

DEADLINE
September 12,1986

The Judicial Liason serves as Student Affairs liason with residence hall staff and

others concerned with interpreting and administering the Code of Student Con-

duct, operation of judiciaries; provides information and advice relating thereto

maintains the discipline tracking system and analyzes data; and counsels students

on relevant matters

CONTACT ASSOCIATE DEAN OF STUDENTS,

227 WHITMORE, 545-2684
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Selective vision is a nice thing to have
Son-y folks, bul I have to ao this to you. Ifyoii had hoped

to be spared a written saga of summer sin from this boy,

I apologize, but I am unable to resist. See. I just do not

remember ever having a mean elementary school teacher

who forced me to write the "What I Did On My Vacation"

essay that seems to be standard fare here in the United

States.

Of course, 1 did not grow up here and have spent precious

few summer davs in my homeland. I derive a certain

amount of satisfaction from this fact because employment

opportunities for unskilled young people are rather un-

common in foreign parts. My parents could never force

(or even encourage) me to slave over the french try

machine at some repulsive fast-food restaurant. Nor could

I be burdened with looking out for squalling brats at a

summer camp. Best of all, I was never assigned the task

of bootlicking at a business owned by "a friend of my

dad's."

No instead of any of these fates, I would hop on a plane

at the end of the term and take-off for Hellandgonistan.

Although I am getting a bit too old to be excused for be-

ing a lazy bum all summer, it is still something I take

a great deal of pleasure in. The summer of 1986 was par-

ticularly sweet in this way for with my impt^nding gi-adua

tion, it "was the last of a long line. The gravy train has

come to a shuddering halt

William Spam

I have spent the last three months in Colombo, Sn

Lanka For those who are not privy to its location, it is

an island off the Southeast coast of India. It you do not

have at least a rough idea of where India is you probably

shouldn't be in college. When my family first moved to

Sri Lanka, it was a rare American who had ever even

heard of it. Unfortunately, more and more are having this

ignorance cured by a recent upsurge in U.S. media

coverage of this island nation. I guess that is what a civil

war can do to generate interest in geography.

I am not going to write about their internal strife. It

is far too complex to capture in a few lines and far too

upsetting for me to write about it in the dispassionate

manner of a good journalist.

Instead. I want to tell of the friendly people, the physical

heautv. and the rich history of this fascinating land. It

IS far more pleasant to describe the smiles that greet me

when I arrive and follow me until I leave than the shat-

tered bodies of bombing victims. How much better it is

to look at Buddhist temples built centuries ago than the

modern armaments that guard their sacred precincts from

insurgent attack.

Oh, I enjoy returning a discreet giin from a beautitui

sari-clad Sinhalese woman so much more than meeting

the eve of her husband or brother ready, in his new

uniform, to give up a life of farming or fishing to defend

his country from an internal threat.

A procession in the ancient hill capital of Kandy is no

less impressive for the presence of thousands of police in

that tranquil, cultured town. One hundred brightly

caparisoned elephants walk the town, accompanied by

thousands of dancers, musicians and acrobats and it is

enough to make me forget about the elaborate security

preparations that preceded their giant strides.

I am luckv that I can ignore or downplay the violence

and bitterness that simmers around me. I am lucky that

I can take the good with the bad. I am lucky that my hosts

would have it no other way and I am lucky to feel and

not only see their assets outweighing their problems.

William Spain is a Collegian columnist.

Now I GET it/

/

Letter from a dark summer
A few weeks ago, as the summer of '86

wore down. I took the opportunity to sift

through many old pieces of writing I had

stored in the cellar. Inside a box of papers

I found a letter from a friend, painful and

poignant, evoking a stark portrait of a dark

summer not too long ago.

Jeffry Bartash

^,. ^o^.h Ur. Is V«A/, i).W=/. hs ofMl
A healthy appette for righteousness, kept in due control by

good manners, is an excellent thing: but to 'hunger and thirst

after it is often merely a symptom of spiritual

^J?^^^^.^^^

The secret of the demagogue is to make himself as stupid

as his audience so that they believe they are as clever as he.

—Karl Kraus

Letters
New dorms
needed^
As a second year student.

I recall reading in the Col-

legian last semester of

plans to advocate five

million dollars to the

building of a new sports

complex. This money
would come from students.

I. having paid my semester

bill (including the housing

services fee) by the late

date of Sept. 1, am schedul-

ed to begin classes on Sept.

.3. Unfortunately I don't

have a place to stay. You

can rent a motel room, find

an apartment off-campus

or go to the Housing Ad-

ministration office every-

day at 3 while they look for

a place for you to stay.

1 would suggest that the

fivf million mentioned

earlier be put toward new

dornulones so that the pro-

blem of not having enough

space might be alleviated.

I feel it is ridiculous to sug-

gest building a new sports

complex when there are so

many students who pay

their housing bills without

a place to stay every

semester. It is absurd that

the problem even exists. It

causes no end of complica-

tions for the student and

reflects poorly on the

Administration.

Tim Funk
"Unassigned"

Paper an
'insult'

I cannot say that I agree

with all of the views of our

campus liberals but I can

say that the name calling

and finger pointing prac-

ticed by a certain campus

periodical is an insult and

an embarrassment. Not

only does it insult the in-

telligence of it.s readers, it

also reduces the image of

Republicans to a gang of

poor-mannnered
paranoiacs.

Our constitution gi-ants

us the right to formulate,

write and publish our opi-

nions, and I by no means

want such periodicals

banned. Talented writers

should, however, use their

laU'iUs to lielp^ readers

think and analyze things,

not to stifie them with ex-

aggerated insults. Some ot

the ideas in the paper are

quite sound but are. unfor-

tunately, trounced and suf-

focated by writing which

should be kept to the fun-

ny pages.

Some humor is good for

a paper if it is handled in

an intelligent manner. If

this paper shifted its focus

from one of childish

vengeance to intelligent

support for their opinions,

it could become a viable

one to be enjoyed and

learned from by all at

UMass.

Daniel M. Bruno
Amherst

The Collegian accepts let-

ters tit the editor about ((ini-

pus, local, national and in-

ternational issues. Margins

should be set at 67

characters p<'r line to a max-

imum of 40 lines. Concise

and coherent letters stand

the best chance of publica-

tion as do those free from

personal attack.

My friend, whom I shall call Tully, was

convicted of statutory rape and sentenced

to a year in jail. He was 18; his girlfriend

was 17.

The chain of events leading to Tully s

demise began when his father had a stroke.

After his father recovered, his parents

divorced. Tully was soon taken over by

alcohol and drugs, alienating his girlfriend

and her parents. After the girl's parents

heard that Tullv tried to shoot another boy

during a fight (which was true), they receiv-

ed a court order prohibiting Tully from see-^

ing her. In a fit of rage. Tully took a hit of

acid, broke into his girlfriend's home and

threatened her mother.

Here is a letter he sent to me near the

end of hi> pn~nii wvm:

July 6. 1983

Hinv art' va,' Good I hope. I m doing as

t,'ood ah can be expected. Nothing much

ever changes in here except for the faces

The trick of it all is to keep to yourself. I

got your letter t(Kiay. and I felt like writing.

I can relate to vour stale of mind, but com-

municating through letters sucks. You

cant understand the way I put things

.sometimes, because 1 donl put it on paper

the way I want to. I've noticed your fancy

wav of putting things in your letters and

its nice, but I'm still the same Tully "down

to earth in my ways of speech." Don't think

I don't understand, I do, but in this place

vour constantly talking to illiterates and

it tends to rub off a bit. There are some cool

people though, that are pretty smart, and

that are more on my wavelength. They give

good advice and I listen Tm the youngest

kid on my wing and 1 get some good advice.

What I mean is. this place brings reality

down on you pretty hard. I have heard all

kinds of advice stories and lectures. Plus

being sober for nine months gives you a lot

of time to think, too. I've done a good

amount of maturing within my time. At

least I think so. I realize that my problems

are mainly upstairs and not around me.

Certainly some circumstances don't help

any. but control is the main thing for me.

I've read up on different psychological

hangups and it did help me realize some

of my problems. But these are everyday

common things. I'm not in.sane at all.

Things like "nothing goes right,

"underachieving" and "uncontrolled

anger."
.

That's what this joint is all about. It isn t

going to correct you one bit, you correct

vourseip! Once you realize your falls or pro-

blems you can try to work on correcting

them. You've got to do it yourself—nobody's

going to hold your hand. Nobody's here

holding my hand, right. There isn't any

scars on my arms. I've seen people hang it

up or cut up, but I want to make it. I've

seen evervthing from jail to mentally ill

people. LiV*' 1 said. I never leally thought

about whcf. I was i;<>ing prior to this. This

long stav here has made me realize things

about myself. You dont know how much

you needed something, until vou don't have

it an\ niore

Writing this kltei < a little crazy in a

way. because I really have nothing to ex-

plain I've (lone my time and that's all

anvhodv n.-.ds to hear. Besides, who'll

listen t( •"u anywavs. 'Well .JeH' it wont

be long now. III see ya then.

Your friend

Tully

Three years later, nobody is holding Tul-

ly s hand. He has a job, a motorcycle, a

place to stay and has reconciled with his

family. He is now in the summer of his life.

Jeffry Bartash is a Collegian columnist.
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COMPUTER ACCESSORIES
COLOR

RENTALS

FIRST WEEK
The beginning of the semester sees students involved in activities characteristic of this

time of year. (Clockwise from top right). Mt Imda Mcintosh, a reference librarian, conducts

a tour of the recently renovated Tower Library. These signs posted around campus attempt

to give direction to students' somewhat confused whereabouts. Meanwhile, David Cayen,

(left), and William Mitchell sit in limbo in their third-floor study lounge/living quarters, hop-

ing for dorm rooms. Southwest residents were treated to a fireworks display that kicked

off the fall semester.

Kian photii

( •llptpan photo by Rici Bonanno
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BACK SCHOOL

LOCATED IN THE
CAMPUS CENTER

^yUNIVERSITY
dSTORED

AS LOW AS:
'$12.25/Month + tax For a 13" Set

*$15.00/Month + tax For a 19" Set

PRICES VARY DEPENDING ON THE
CHOICE OF PAYMENT PLAN

RENT BY THE MONTH, SEMESTER,
OR SCHOOL YEAR

OUR TRUCKS WILL BE HERE SATURDAY & SUNDAY

SEPTEMBER 6th & 7th

RESERVE YOUR SET TODAY

Call 733-1470 and ask for RTO Rentals

CALL TODAY
RATES BASED ON A 9 MONTH PREPAID RENTAL

Wllkenson Disposable Razors 13^ each

Kleenex Tissues 250s $1 .09

Papermate Pens 19*^ each

Legal Pads 59<^each

Men & Women's Zores (flip flops) 99^

Flexcare Rinse & Storage Solution 12oz $3.99

Curity Plastic 1" Bandages (30s) $1.59

Q-Tips 400s $2.99

WITH ANY
$5.00'purchase

FREE
INCH

ONE subject notebook loopg .99

FIVE subject notebook 2oopg §1.29

WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

COUPON EXPIRES 9/30

CURITY
j

isuperliSUPER SOFT}
PUFFS I

sot
puffsT

49<»

COUPON EXPIRES 9/30

10ZOFF ANY

PERFUME or COLONE i

IN STOCK ONLY |

COUPON EXPIRES 9/30

$2.00 OFF
TIMEX
WATCHES

COUPON EXPIRES 9/30

DrScholls

SANDALS
$9.89

.©

COUPON EXPIRES 9/30

ANY
PANTENE
SHAMPOO

$2.99

'"- r* COUPON EXPIRES 9/30—1

6PK COKE

$1.5S

plus deposit

COLGATE TOOTHBRUSH .eo 99^

COLGATE SHAVE CREAM ..o> $1.29

SOAP DISHES

TOOTHBRUSH HOLDERS 290

Wmi

COLLEGE
D={UG

4 MAIN STREET, AMHERST
253-2523

MON-FRI 9-9, SAT 9-6, SUN 9-3

WF ARE A POSTAL STATION"]

KERI LOTION -^ ^.99

6.5 ounce $1 -OS

fWWW $4.99

TAMPAX 40$
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Experience Pays
THE NATION'S NEWSPAPER EScj

..inl Lilt rr'.ll.i -

trrini It i

r,i:(l on

.iritior ins-ide Honclur is

LHVIass student

held ill arson

sues for S13m

.. rnsvirc xtit »erur:iv oi rrtuccf> m

Cape Cod Times
^^ Tuc /^ADC AKin ICI AKinC HA II V MCVA/QP APCD

COVER STORY

THE CAPE AND ISLANDS DAILY NEWSPAPER
Friday. June 28. I9ts

Video vaults
hold TV

viewers
gold

Gilligan and
Jerry Mathers

as the Beaver

draw ratings

and fanatic

devotion

By Mary Cressc

Special for USA TODAY

MEDFORD, M:;ss — 'See,

(hi5 Is what I mean by good

TV," Felicia Massarelli says,

polnUng to her televtslon set

where a rerun of Jackie Glea-

son's The Honeymooners Is In

progress

Ralph KrBmden is winding

up an argument with wife Al-

ice He rolls his eyes, cocks his

head, and grimly sets his jaw "One of these days, Ahce,"

he bellows, smacking an open pali

zoom, right to the moon!"
Massarelli cackles. A self-descr

watches up to six hours a day of
- •• 'Khiie ones, they're the b

•'s fist. "Bang.

Emptied channel fills beach

^-.vcrDnieiit lorcps irnssed ihe t- By Arne McCrory

1. k.lliri): -ix persons Special to The Globe

,,.-je* .,Md rountcrrliarcr, cont, AMHERST - A University of

; .:.ra:a the first i.mc a host natio Massachusetts student is seeking

;MMck.-d a U\ administt-rfd ^itle. »»2 million in two lawsuits charg-

? than 15 defendants with

15 of her rights In connec

th her arrest on arson

and suspension from the

ty last December
e I Henry. 20. a senior

ry major from Phlladel

16 arrested the evening of

id charged with setting fire

s on a fellow student's dor

leak The fire was the 15th

ormitory last year

44 Pogst ^,„g ,^ arrest. Henry was

•might In jail, suspended

Jired from the university.

fired from her Job as a resident as-

slstant and permitted back on

campus to attend classes only In

UMASS. Page 17

.wrs y? •'•r '̂ana 'fm iiijr

By JOHN YONCE
SPECIAL WR|I?R

HYA.N'NISPORT - Its .. job that costs ntarly

t250,000. consumes 1.500 gallons of fuel a day and takes

4.044 man-hours to complete But. it provides a double

dividend

The dredging of Hyannis Harbor, now neanng com-

pletion. IS designed to open a deep, safe channel for

shipping It also will replace tons of sand lost over the

vears from Kalmus Beach
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Bench-clearing brawl
VollOS — Nc 34 Rangers enjoyed fighting
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mars 83-70 Hoyas'
By Peter Abraham

SPRINGFIELD — Genrgelown

rrntrr Patrick Fwinc scored 25

Wcdon thatcBCatall Imsuij

be forgotten soon
"

Adams had one of hi.s best]

\U

What do The Boston Globe, USA Today, Newsweek on Campus and the wire services have in com-

mon?
Correspondents at UMass - all of whom work for the Co/^egian.

r^ , , .

The Globe Conde Nast, Cape Cod Times and Fitchhu rg Serjtine! - among other New England and

East (^)ast papers - are similar too. They've had our staffers as interns and co-op students this past

^'.Journalism is a competitive field, and it pays to get experience early. We all started as reporters

tor the CnlhyiiiN. Because of it, we've been able to do a lot more. _
Whether you're a first vear student or a senior, we have a job for you. Come down to our ottice,

find the department that's right for vou. Choose from News, Sports. Editorial/Opmion, Black Af-

fairs, Women's Issues. Arts or Photo. Work with our editors who have professional experience.

Get a grasp on I'Mass issues and your writing skills.

Get clips that will get you a job.

Todav. _^_i^___—-^————

^

Collegian. We bmld careers

student Union Art Gallery

announces fall exhibits

Now showing in the Student Union Art Gallery, at UMass, is

the drawings and prints of Alan James Robinson. Robinson, a

UMass graduate, founded the Cheloniidae Press, located in

Easthampton. Shown here is Robinson's illustration for Edgar Allen

Poe's The mack Cat.

'Ihe Studi'iit rniiin Art Gallery ha.s an

nniinced its cxliihit schedule for this

semester.

Ndw showint; in the j,'allery through

.September 19 is an exhibit titled Hoohs.

Print'<. ami Dran in^s liy art 1st Alan .James

Robinson.

Hobin.son. graduating I'lotn L'Mass with

a Master oi Fine Arts in Printmaking,

went on to found Cheloniidae Press in

1979. Robinson, whose studio is located in

Easthampton, has displayed his works in

Europe, England and throughout thi' U.S.

There will be a reception, open to the

public at 6-8 p.m. on September 8.

Beginning September 21 through
September 27 the whimsical and func

tional" ceramics of two B.F.A. candidates,

Mariana M. Rilleau and Brenda Lilly will

be on display.

An opening reception will be held from

3 to 5 p.m. on September 21, as well as a

special closing reception from 1 1:30 to 4:30

p.m. for Parents' Weekend. The artists w-ill

be present for this last reception.

Sharon Burke, al.so a B.F.A candidate,

will show her paintings from September 28

MASS

STORES

ONLY
Hampshire Mall, Hadley, MA
Canal St., Turners Falls, MA

^.6 DAYS ONLY!
HADLEY STORE
SEPT. 3-4-5-6, 10-9pm

SUN. 12-5 • SALE ENDS SEPT 8 • 10-9

TURNERS FALLS
SEPT 3-4-5, 10-9pm • SEPT. 6 - 10-6

SEPT. 7, 10-6 • SALE ENDS SEPT 8. 10-9

until October 'A. An opeiimg reci'pt inn will

open the exhibit Irum 5 to 7 p in. on

Septtinher 28.

Boston phdtogiapher Theodore Hovey,

known for his avaiit garde photos, will pre-

,->ent his work October 6 17 The reception

will he on October 1 1.

The Clraduate Art History students and

the UMass F'tni- .\rts Council have col-

laborated to bring an exhibit of early

heliotypes and colotypes of Europe. The
display will run from October 20 through

the 3 1 St.

Photographs taken during UMas.s

.students' .school building expedition in

Nicaragua, taken by Constyamos Juntos,

will be on di.splay November 3 7.

Finally, Graduating B.F.A. artist Ed
Smith will show his oil paintings

November 9-14.
Also in the UMass arts news: there will

be an exhibit titled Computer Imofies, by

Jeff Brice and Mathew Wrbican in the

Hampden Gallery. There will be an open-

ing reception from 5 to 7 p.m. on September
9. The exhibit will run for three days only.

-KELLY SIEGER

Arts Extension
Service offers

workshops for

artists as well

as for arts

administrators

The Arts Extension Ser-

vice of the Division of Con-

tinuing Education at

LIMass has announced its

fall lineup for arts manage-
ment workshops.

The first workshop is titl-

ed "Getting Started:
E.stablishing a Firm Foun-

dation," and will be held at

7 - 9:30 p.m. on Monday
September 15 at UMass.

Five workshops will

follow, the topics to be

covered include setting

goals, developing boards, in-

volving volunteers, PR and
marketing, fundraising,

presenting arts events, and
careers in arts

administration.

The workshops are set up
in an effort to provide better

management of the arts in

the community. The
workshops may be taken in-

dividually at $40 each or the

entire series of six

workshops at $150.

Academic credit is

available.

The Arts Extension Ser-

vice is also offering a series

of workshops titled "Plann-

ing your Marketing
Strategies" planned
specifically for professional

artists, performers and
craftspeople.

The workshops will be

held on three consecutive

Wednesdays beginning
from 7 - 9:30 p.m. on
September 10 at UMass. A
follow-up series, titled

"Basic Artist Business Prac-

tices" will begin October 8.

To register for any of

these workshops or for more
information, call the Arts

Extension Service office at

5452360.

6I6ANTIC
I

TAG SALE
BELCHERTOWN
COMMON

SATURDAY, SEPT 6
RAIN DATE 9/13
9am - 4pm

Befitting Belchertown

Community Ployground
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5-College orchestra holds auditions
The Five College Orchestra, in search of new members,

has opened auditions to non music majors. Academic

credit will be available tor members.

The orchestra meets on some Monday and Wednesday

nights from 7 10 p.m. This years .schedule includes ten

to twelve performances .i> well as a co^ncert at M.I.T.

The programs are made up of major symphonic reper-

toire. An opera will be performed with the aid of profes-

sional soloists.

Anyone interested should contact Professor Dennis

Burkh at 532 0908 or 545-4229 or see him in room 161

of the Fine Arts Center.

Peace and World Security

Studies opens with film
The Five College Program in Peace and World Securi-

ty Studies (PAWSS) will open the .semester with the show-

ing <>t All Quiet on the Western Front, at 8 p.m. on

September 1 1 in the Hooker Auditorium, Mt, Holyoke Col-

lege and on September 12 in Thomp.son Hall, UMass.

The next week, PAWSS will sponsor a conference on

Women and War. The film Soldier Girls will be shown

at 8 p m. on September 17. at Thompson 102, UMass.

Panii- and a keynote address will follow on the 18th.

Admission is free for all PAWSS events.

ARTS

OLiAi Bookshop

TELtPMONE
14 131 253-3044

27 N Pleasant St

AMHERST MA 0'002

WE CREATE

STYLES AS

INDIVIDUAL

AS YOU ARE

s by Deborah

please call for an
appointment

549-5610

FOLLETT COLLEGE BOOK COMPANY, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60607
L.

COUPON SPECIALS

COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATIONS

FREE HAIRCUT with Perms

V2 PRICE HAIRCUT with Highlighting

HAIRCUTS only $10

• STYLES BY DEBORAH •
65 University Drive, Amherst

expires 9/30/86

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253 5441

,p ,<-»-^ -•

BEERS
"6)0iyBud, Bud Light,

Coors, Coors, Light,

Miller Light

BY THE SUITCASE $11.99 pius deposit

Bush Suitcase $9.95 plus deposit

WE HAVE OVER 75 DIFFERENT BRANDS OF
IMPORTED BEERS PRICED ACCORDINGLY

Heineken, Becks, Amstil, Moosehead, Kronenbourg

$3.99 6/pk plus deposit

LIQUORS
Vodka or Gin 80p $5.49 L; $8.99 1.75L

Run Light or Dark $11.25 1.25L

Kahlua $11.49 750 ml.

COOLERS
All your favorite brands in 4pks, Hters, 2 liters

WINES
We have wines from 45 different countries

93 bOLTWOOD WALK
AMHERST, MA 01002

41 3-253-77/9

20°/o OFF ON
ALL PACKS ^ ..JIA

BY:
DIAMOND BRArjD

vs
ibou

COMPLETE LINE Of TENTS.
SLEEPING BAGS. X C SKIS
AND CLIMBING EQUIPMENT

I RUGBY
SHIRTS

$35

9J Be i.vcoa ^Va «

j'l ;r3 -^

95

GOOD SELECTION
RUGBY SHORTS
AND PANTS

D

a IF
ON ALL DAY

PACKS

DOWN THE
WALK FROM BARTS

lU
COUPON EXPIRES 9 30

MfcllttO"! 'nmtMJ

"WHO LOVES YA! BABY?"
WE DO

WELCOME BACK

Check Out Our All Beef Hot Dogs After 9

Don't Forget to pick up

the Delano Monthly Class Schedule

Mors d'oevres

4 to 6 seven days a week

SEPTEMBER SPECIAL
Beer of the Month - Hienkein

Proper id a MUST
57. N. Pleasant St.

253-5141

CALL

BRUNO'S
FOR

GREAT PIZZA

|vvv^^v^^iA;v^AJVV^^vv^vyvv^iVS/^vs^^i«^^

256-0222

FREE DELIVERY

FOUR SEASONS
RT 9 Hadley 584-8174

Kegs? we got'em. Lowest

prices around. We deliver.

We're located on Route 9 just

past McDonalds & Burger

King.

BEER SPECIALS
Busch $8.99 case

Bud $10.99 case

Coors $10.99 case

Stroh Super 30 pk $10.99 case

Carling $6.99 case

Utica Club $6.99 case

Heineken $15.95 case

SIX PACK SPECIALS
Becks $3.99

Heineken $399

Grizzley $3.99

Swiss Hoppenperle $3.99

Dab $425

Sam Adams $499

Swinkles •• $2.99

FINE WINES
We believe strongly that we are

the finest wine store in the Amherst
- Hadley area. Be sure to check out

our wide selection. Hand picked

wines are available at all price

levels. Knowledgeable staff will be

happy to help you.

WINE & LIQUOR SPECIALS
Bartles & Jaymes $2.99 4pk

Seagrams Golden Coolers $2.99 4pk

Vodka & Gin $8.99 1.75L

Rum $10.99 1.75L

Kahula $10.99 750ml

Flavored Schnapps

Mellon, Chocolate, Raspberry, Root- Beer, Cherry

Punch and Peppermint $4.99 750 ml
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Guitarist/Songwriter Dan Hicks will perform

two shows at 7 and 10 p.m. on Monday,

September 15 at the Iron Horse in

Northampton.

Noho's music club

brings good variety
The next week is a busy une at the Iron Horse Cafe in

Northampton, as well as an entertaining one for music

lovers.

The club will be continuini^' its Nu-Wave Cafe Series

with two bands: the Feelies. and the Bodeans.

The Feelies. whose last album was produced by R.E.M.

guitarist Peter Buck, will play September 8. On

September 9, the Wisconsin-based band the Bodeans will

perform.

On September 14th Loudon Wainwright III will appear

at 7 and 10 p.m. Wainwright may be remembered as Cap-

tain Spaulding, one of the characters on M*A*S*H, dur-

ing 1975. Opening for his show will be NYC folk artist

Shawn Colvin.

Blues player Dr. John will perform at 7 and 10 p.m. on

September 12. His music is described as a combination

of classic R & B, rock and roll and boogie-woogie.

Guitarist, songwriter, singer Dan Hicks will play two

shows at 7 and 10 p.m. on September 15. Besides beginn-

ing his career at the age of 14 and scoring the film "Hey

Good Lookin," Hicks has released five albums with his

group, the Hot Licks.

For further information about shows or tickets call the

Iron Horse at <413) 584 0610.

Singer Loudon Wainwright HI will appear
with NYC's Shawn Colvin at 7 and 10 p.m. also

at the Iron Horse.

ALLIANCE

CHRISTIAN

FELLOWSHIP

WELCOMES
YOU TO
UMASS

For more info: Call Barrie or Jennifer 253-7206

JOB OPENING

STUDENT JANITORIAL POSITIONS

ARE AVAILABLE IN THE ORCHARD
HILL CENTRAL AREA. WORK
STUDY AND NON WORK STUDY

$3.75 per hour

MUST BE ABLE TO WORK
WEEKENDS. COMPLETE APPLICA-

TION FORMS IN B— 1 BAKER

wtmmmmmmm fmum

LIQUORS
— All Prices In Store Cash Only —

61 Main St., Amherst
Next to Town Hall

FOR FREE DELIVERY OF
»20 MINIMUM ORDER.
(OFF UMASS CAMPUS)

Dial
253-3091

PRICE IN EFFECT THRU 9 6 IN STORE ONLY

i

Bud
Bud Light
Coors
Coors Light
Miller Lite

$

Suitcase
24 Loose Cans

11.99 + Dep.

Heineken
Lt. & Dk. 6 pk

Amstel Light
6pk

VALLEY BOOKS

,j^^

^js.

399
\- Dep.

:..4!Mmk:

Vodka
1.75 Liter

$Q258

Bartles &
Jaymes

^3.154pk
ns.99 case

If)

OVER 50,000 USED PAPERBACKS
& HARDBACKS AT GREAT SAVINGS

Academic and Popular

Paperbacks In All Subjects

SAVE NOW
Carriage Shops -

Downtown Amherst

Mon-Sat 10-5:30 Sunday 12-5

549-6052

ftimmammm^

Almaden
Mt. Wines

1.5 Liter

3
X'

tttmm

Coke, Diet Coke

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi Free

Soda
12 oz. cans

a $1 99
^ M, 6 pk.

-I- Dep.

n
3

a.

c
3

ir'

Diet Slice

Wclchs • Sprite

Folonari
1.5 Litre

Valpolicella

Soavc
Bardolino

254
^M^MiiiilliiiiW

.x><

O'Keefe

Canadian

$Q253*
-I- dep.

6pk.

MIIIIIIMBKlMtl

Freixenct
Cordon Negro
Champagne

750

499

MMHiatMMll

Becks Lt. & Dk.

$O 99 + 'i^pO 6pk.

ATTENTION GRADUATING SENIORS

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE

RESUME WORKSHOP
101A Career Center

September Schedule

Monday September 8, 22

Tuesday Sept. 16, 30

Wednesday Sept 10, 24

Thursday Sept. 18

Friday Sept. 12, 26

All workshops begin at 3 pm sharp

September 17 is the First Resume

Deadline for on campus recruiting

Stand by Me gets you away
from this summers sci-fi
sTWj) nr MK
Diit'ittd by Rob Rtiner
StarrintJ Wi! Whfatoii and River

Phoenix
* * • ' 2

By -IIM fULE
', (ilU'gian Corri'spundcnl

Sttunl liy Ml !.•> bein^' hailed as oiu- oi ihu

nicest surprises of the sunimer 1 couldn't

agree more. Based on the seemingly

autobiographical novella "The Body " by

.Stephen King, it is easily the best film

adaptation of any oC his works and one of

the best films of the year.

The movie follows the adventuresof four

twelve-year old boys who set out to find the

body of a missing boy killed by a train. The

story is told from the point of view of Gor

die Lachance iWil Wheatom. a quiet, sen-

sitive kid dealing with the death of his

older jock brother and rejection by his

parents. Gordie's closest friend is Chris

Chambers (River Phoenix), a tough kid

from a bad family. He's the leader and

peacemaker in the gang, and Phoenix gives

a powerful performance. He is very

heiii'vable .(- thi' 'n.r !i icikI .sy liipat het u In

(iordie - troul)le> \'<'rn i.jfrr\ O'Cdtiin IN

!- the rather dmi witW'd l)Ul -^MUi-ri

lueniber lit the _;iiiU|), and Tedflx '(''i- y

Feldmaii! i-^ the slightly cra/.y daredevil

who insists on defending his abusive

father.

Stand liy Me may .seem at fir.st like a simi

pie story of four friends on an overnight

hike, but it is much mme Director Rob

Reiner (of N/)/nn/ Tup famei has created a

memorable coming of age movie, the kind

you think more and more about after you

leave the theater. He has a very surehand

ed sense of direction, and brings out the

best in all his actors. The film alternate.-

betwi»en some very funny scenes, including

the four boys sitting around a campfiie

talking about the important things in life

(The Mickey Mouse Club), and very

dramatic, even tense scenes.

Stand By Me has a surprising universal

appeal. A gentle, entertaining .story for the

younger crowd, and SO's nostalgia for the

older. (There are .some great 50's songs in

eluded in the film.) The movie is a welcome

change of pace from a summer of sci-fi and

comedv.

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICEi

UNIVERSITY CAREER CENTER

545-2224

PUfir

cs M ^
%D S?^"^

lN''

featuring

a GIANT SCREEN TV,

a classic pocket billiards table,

antique juke box, darts, sports video games,

nostalgic popcorn wagon, and a special sports menul

Don't miss a minute of the action,,.

Plumbleys
oir I he common'^

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT EVERY FRIDAY
AND SATURDAY.

THIS WEEEK BOSTON'S REAL McKOY
FROM 9:00-1:00

FALL 86 from 9 West

The perfect low heel

lace up short boot

COME SEE

^' V Qpert Sundays

welcomes

Springfield Civic Center
Saturday, September 6th-8pm

All Seats Reserved-$15 50
•

On Sale at Civic Center Box Office

and all Ticketron Outlets including VideoTo Go, Amherst.

PHONE CHARGES (413)787 6600 or (800)382 8080

Good Seats Still Available!
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noflhompton

164 main street

586-7917

A European concept in fashion

for men and women

Imported from Italy

omhofst

opening September

31 rK)fth pleasant street

256-8362

DESK LAMP
many styles and
colors to choose

from

Swing Arm Lamp
Starting as

low as

$12.95

OPEN
M-F 9-5

WED 9-9

SAT 11-3

Located in the Campus Center

^yUNIVERSITY
MmSTORED

I

A MAr<i>ARm m szechuam restaurant

lYiiiriiiiiiriiii

7 Days for Lunch & Dinner Hours Sun Thurs 11-10 - Fn & Sat 112

WEEKDAY DINNER BUFFET - Mon - Thurs $6.95, 5-8:30

SUNDAY BRUNCH 11:30-3
Full Liquor License

^v.!^v.^^^^^:^:.:!•^!•:•^^x.:^:^:•:^v<.:•^:•^:•v•^^:•^^:•:^^:•^^^^^

This Fall
\A/e^N^e Got It /^ll

Blouses Skirts Dresses
^^i^iZEE

;.-.';.'.';i','.Y,

India Print

Bedspreads

Chinese
Shoes

aO to SOX Off Selected

Earrings Rugs
'—I Blouses Sk irts Dres ses

^jM Sun 12-3

PlERCPNTILE Da>irio6

Horthampion-18 Center St.

[l^
Amherst-Carriage Shops^|^^

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

'HAVOC'cawyk
ITA PAY M

i/uea. I luiNK

ThlNOI NBSP
MucHOBLieep,
AMI60 /

l/UHAJISALL
TUISjFOR.ANV-

I'M.- UH.AN
AHTURCPOUDGIST'

ySAH.ThAT'SIT,

ANAN7HR0P0L0-
6m. >rv

I 'M P0IN6 RB^5/ViCH ON...

UH...VILlA6e LIFE IN ISO-
LATE? NICARA6UAN FiARM

CDMMUHITieS UKB YOURS.

IT'S FOF. My " r

uUeP£ 60IN6
TDddmADBD,
AFBNTUJa^

I'Llde
IH TOUCH

I

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdited b\ I rude Michrl JafTt-

"Out! Everyone out! ... I've had it

with this 'symbiosis' boloney!
*

Gorde By Gordy

yoo CjOt / T/ -THE Sus -

RECPf^D PRODUCER iAJAS

(Serr/fjo ceaky.so i'm

'

y

TIME. To /tiYSBi-F.

TIME 723 eXPAfJP
MY HOKlZPtJSf

T/Aie 'TO SB A
AIEMSEJ^ OF THIS FfAyE
uAJtt/e^i^sfTY OAJCE *iof?er

-T/Al£ To 8£ . .

TIME To BlCoJ-OFF ^

CLASsas AMO Suck

^WHO, Ate? I

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

wett Sow, TH/s /s //;

Of Collet.
I

PO \tMa.L H€Xf MP
CONTINUE TV M^K€

f^<bELF PK.OUD.

fUE ^<l&r PteCE OF
AOVICE T CA/^ GiVe

rue REASON >vt» Cotne
HeRE.

\fjAMT A GOOD
ePOtATlOfJ

^ecAwie /r'i

A HUNPKEl^

HOMe

Campus Pond By Sal

BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed

dO-yowRe
IHBNBW
cAmoNter.
en 7

PfiKQCN..

m(m\sT

fif^ *Cftf^WO^I5T5'

Pimy>J A COflIC STRIP..

AHP I'LL THANK you m
RBfeR TO fAB A6 A COMIC
Aim6T--NON0...A

CC^CCRBMV^..
N0NO...A,UH....

A ^5TAfr

ACROSS
1 Cookbook
direction

5 Native ol Attu

10 fitness center

1

3

Twice tiaived

14 Mount Hofeb s

location

15 Fashionable

16 Revenger S

phrase

19 Heavy weight

20 Warms with

up
?1 Lace trill

22 DuUers goals

?3 Makes
watertight

26 Atoll leatuie

Var

28 One o( the

Frosts

29 Verve

30 Drills

31 Part ol HBH
34 Blunderer s

problem

38 Far Prelm

39 Parts ol speech
40 Leander s

beloved

41 Worship

42 Podia

44 Washing
whitener

46 Fix over

47 Convey
48 Symbol ol

authority

49 Possesses
52 Moaninglul

visual exchange
66 Much more than

a lew

57 - Island N Y

58 Coastal llier

69 Reply Abhr

60 Estimate

61 So be It

DOWN
1 Shfill lor one
2 Hep
3 Certain image
4 Papal name
5 On terra Iwma
6 Elevators,

in Exeter

7 Seth s son
8 Former Mideast

org

9 Juan s aunt

10 Stun
1

1

Centers

12 Charley horse

eg
15 I wnuW il I

—
1

7

Comparative
word

18 Sell-evident

saying

22 Flat-bottomed

tioat

23 Worries

24 5lh A Mad
25 Stranded

26 Alncan plant

27 Jail, in London
28 Poet and clergy

man John —
30 Small town Fr

31 Colors

32 To be. in Pans

33 Greek letters

35 Dark blue dye

36 Midday
37 Buckeye State

41 Unc s spouse
42 Luias

43 Red Sea quit

44 William

Jennings —
45 Mortgages
46 Speeds

47 Church irM
48 Word DO th«

wall

49 Damage
50 Teen woe
51 British gun
53 Or s tool

54 Here s to —
56 Oocial event

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

rtmt Vm Ai«rto< HiBn SyirfkM*

Night Editor: Daniel Sohel

Copy Editor: Jeffry Bartash

Layout Tech: Ansel Zinter

Photo Tech: Rici Bonanno
Production Supervisor: Ansel Z

Staff: Connie LeClerc. Maura McHugh
Rob Catalano, Michelle Eichelman, Laura Bell

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiirirHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

'^ LUNCH
Tuna Salad

on WattT Roll

Turkey Divan

BASICS LUNCH
Rice Frittata

Tuna Salad

on Water Roll

menu

\
BASICS DINNER

i East West Lasagna g
i Fish Fry with Tartar Sauct- =
I DINNER I
5 Fish Fry with Tartar Sauce 3
5 Cheese Lasagna with Tomato SauceS
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimmimiimiimiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilir

Weather
Friday: Cloudy, temps in the upper 70s.

Saturday: Clouds clearing in the p.m. Temps in

the 70s.

Executive Boarc Fa of 1986

DODE LEVENSON ROB SKEITON
Editor in Chief Editorial Editor

JOHN YONCE WILLIAM SPAIN

Managing Editor Editonal Editor

STEVE RUBIN AN5EL ZINTER

Business Manager Production Manager
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* field hockey

continued from page 24

"A good performance from them will get good perfor

mances from others as well. Chris directs the defense

well and Gris makes things happen up front. We need

to get on the scoreboard frequently."

Many of the freshman have impressed Hixon thus far

and could be making key contributions down the road.

"Bernie Martel, Carol Smith, Nancy Philbrick. and

Sue Murphy have done very well," Hixon said. "We will

see quite a bit of action fiom those people. They are quali-

ty athletes."

Junior Lynn Carlson will be handling the goalkeep-

ing chores for the Minutewomen and, according to Hix-

on, she looks ready to have a strong season.

"Lynn has been consistent and very strong in her deci

sion making," Hixon said.

"She played at the Olympic
Festival in Houston this

summer (along with five

other UMass players) and
she was voted one of the six

best goalkeepers in the

country.

"She has been working

very hard. She feels confi-

dent and that's where it has

to begin."

With the 12th-ranked
team in the nation coming
to town, a complete team ef-

fort will be needed to start

the 1986 campaign on a

winning note.

• football opener

<nntitiiic({ from page 24

guard. In the secondary, sophomore Andrew Thomas and

junior Kirk Williams will be at the cornerback slots, with

senior Bob Shelmire at free safety and senior Scott

Brown at strong safety.

On offense, the Minutemen return nine starters from

the squad that scored at a clip of 17.4 points-per-game

last year.

Leading the way will again be Palazzi, the second team

AH Yankee Conference and Rookie of-the Year quarter-

back who led the Minutemen to a 6-2 record when he

was healthy. In the backfield, the sophomore will be

backed up by second-team All Yankee Conference senior

fullback Al Neri, and sophomore Tailback Kevin Smellie.

Notice

There will be an
organizational meeting for

all those interested in join-

ing the UMass women's
swimming and diving

team. The meeting will be

held Monday. September

8. at the Totman Physical

Education Building at 4

p.m.. Anyone interested is

encouraged to attend.

I

1

wM't'O (vid'e-oO a4f. PerUiainc U> tckvuioo.

c%p. to ieky\u4 inufcs. —«. 1. The vuutl

portion of a ulcvucd bfoa^m, 2. Tckvuioo.

« L 9i^re. to mc.)

to (U»; unstressed U) prep 1. In a direction
toward, 2. In the direction of. 3. Reaching as

i*L";^ 4. Toward or reaching the sute of
$. To the extent of. 1 In conuct ""•»•

cheek. 7. l^Jmni of: far'

90 (go) V. wvnt 9on«, 90kn%. I.T0 proceed.

2. To move or start to move. 1 To move to or

from a given place, or out of someone's pres-

ence. 4. —Used in the ''' "^ followed

by »rWELCOME fu-

BACK
VIDEO To on
44 Main St., Amherst 256-1509

Rte. 116, Sunderland 665-7959

Subscribe Before Sept. 24th Deadline For

1986-1987 Season
BILOXI BLUES

FESTIVAL OF INDIA

VIENNA CHOIR BOYS

MOMtX

LOUISVILLE BALLET

ORCHESTRE DE LYON

TAP DANCE KID

COUNT BAStE ORCHESTRA

FRANK FOSTER

MARLEEN PENNISON COMPANY

LESLIE HOWARD. PIANO

NEGRO ENSEWBLE COMPANY

JAZZ ALL STARS ^

JOSHUA BELL. VIOUN

THE WAVERLY CONSORT

SPRINGFIELD SYMPHONY

STEPHANIE CHASE VIOLIN

APPLE HILL CHAMBER PLAYERS

VEHUDI MENUHIN. VIOLIN

WARSAW SINFONIA

DANNY BURACZESKIS JAZZOANCE

TOKYO STRING QUARTET

TWYLA THARP DANCE

MEL TORME

GEORGE SHEARING

THE CHIEFTAINS

CHRISTOPHER PARKENING, GUITAR

HUNGARIAN STATE FOLK ENSEMBLE

MURRAY PERAHIA. PIANO

KATHRYN SELBY PIANO

TRACERS

BOBBY MCFERRN
ATLANTA SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

ROBERT SHAW
ALVIN AILEY DANCE THEATER

PEARL BAILEY

LOUIE BELLSON

LACAGEAUXFOUES"VZZ ALL STARS ^ u^OAOC WArwixco

^ THE FINEARTS CENTER^M UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

5 College Students Half-Pricel Oill 545-251 1

1

Our convenient hours allow
you to shop early or late.

TEXTBOOK
ANNEX

MAIN STORE
MINI STORE
MUNOHY's

WED — THUR; 9 am to 9 pm
FRIDAY; 9 am to 5 pm

SATURDAY: 10 am to 3 pm

MON — FRI. 9 am to 5 pm

WED 9-9 SAT 10 to 3

MON - FRI 7:30 - 10 pm

SAT & SUN: 8 am to 10 pm

HAMPDEN: MON ~ FRI 8 - 9

WORCESTER - MON - FRI 8 - 9

FRANKLIN MON - FRI 7:30 - 9

All MUNCHV stores sat & sun 12-6

ALL OF YOUR

BACK TO

SCHOOL NEEDS

^nmVERSITYmSTORED

POSITION AVAILABLE
Office of the Dean of Students

JUDICIAL AFFAIRS LIAISON

Qualifications:

Knowledgeable about judicial systems and discipline codes in

institutions of higher education. Residence hall supervisory ex-

perience desirable. Applicants with relevant experience at

UMass will be given preference.

Eligibility:

Graduate student with at least two semesters remaining at the

beginning of the Fall Semester 1986

Pay Scale:

Assistantship, $4,800 minimum, 20 hours per- week, academic

year

Starting Date: September 1986

Deadline: September 12, 1986

The Judicial Liaison serves as Student Affairs liai son with

residence hall staff and others concerned with interpreting and

administering the Code of Student Conduct, operation of

judiciaries, judicial procedures, and students' rights and
responsibilities under the Code. This staff person also monitors

administrative operations of the judiciaries; provides informa-

tion and advice relating thereto; maintains the discipline track-

ing system and analyzes data; and counsels students on rele-

vant matters.

Contact Associate Dean of Students, 227 Whitmore, 545-2684.

• polo

cria^iesil. tastiest

Med cWdkcn
biUieviaieKl

i (ihiinucii from pof^r 24

10 10 but fini.shed fourth in

New England That finish

incUidfd a pair of sini^k-

goal losses to botli Harvard

and Yak'. The team retuins

nearly everyone and in

eludes 26 incoming
(Veshmen and transfers.

Returners include senior

^foal keeper Fred Marius,

junior Mike Hoover, seniors

Drew Donovan, Paul
McDonouf,'h. and Owen
McGonatjle. Also back is

junior Jim F'lannery.

sophomore Jim Boudreau,

junior Jeff Piaget. and
sophomore Eric Bebchick.

Kreshman Kogcr Kennedy
should also see action in the

sevenman lineup.

"We ha\(' a ((nps rti' kids

who have cnm|)eted for two

or thn-c \cai - iuav and have

made this a solid program,
"

Varworth said of his team

which also finished 110
during the last swim season.

Corrections
Freshman Mary Curtis will be a backup goalkeeper

for the University of Massachusetts women's soco^r team

this seajipn. Her name was incorrectly reported in

Wednesday's backto-school edition of the Collegian. The

sports staff apologizes for any inconvenience the error

may ha\ e caused.

,\iso, siKcer players Sandy Stripp. Michelle Rodney.

and Marcy Engelstein will not be members of the

women's team this season. The Collegian had reported

that they would be playing.

^•
^^ Oqo

FREE DELIVERY
31 Boltwood Walk

Downtown Amherst 253-7494
through the Alley

behind Time Out"

PROFS, GIVE YOUR STUDENTS A BREAK

JEFFERY AMHERST BOOKSHOP

THE TEXTBOOK ALTERNATIVE

•Longer more convienent hours

•A real bookstore, not a warehouse

• 10% discount on books (non-course)

and school supplies

•Visa, Master Card accepted

•Friendly, pleasant shopping environment

TEXTBOOK ORDERS ACCEPTED ANYTIME

Jeffery Amherst

Bookshop

55 S. Pleasant St Amherst

253-3381 256-8735

ACTIVITIES • AUDIO
AUTO FOR SALE •CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT • FOR RENT

FOR SALE • FOUND
HELP WANTED • LO'=''

CLASSIFIED
INSTRUCTION • MOTORCYLCLES
PERSONALS 'RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED • SERVICES

ROOMATE WANTED • TRAVEL

WANTED • SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEOIAN OFRCE - CCn3 MON-THURS S:30.3:30 (fRI • 2:30). DEADLINE 2 DAVS PROIR TO PUBLICATION . CASH IN ADVANCE. .S./WORD/DAV FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

Lutheran Student Fellowimip picnic,

Sunday Sept 7 4 00 pm Immanuel
Lutheran Church. 867 N Pleasant (V4
mile from Grad Tower) All welcome
549-0322

WANT TO BE a DJ? Attend the WSYL-
FM Organizational meeting Wednesday
night 9n0 in the Commonwealth room
(Earth Foods), SUB 7PVI

AVON

S5SSS$S$S$$S$5SS$S$SS$S$S$S$$$SS
$ AVON S

$ Earn money while S

$ furthering your S

S education $

S 665-8748 S
ss$$$ss$$ss$s$$$s$$s$sss$$$sss$s

AUTO FOR SALE

1978 PLYMOUTH HORIZON Runs well

new tires. no rust 545-3506 days.

259 1497 eves $1000

OLDS CUTLAS SUPREME 76 fiJC. pb
ps electric windows, awesome Alpine

Car Stereo, and more' Great condilion"'

V'¥ill sacrifice for $650 Call David
546-6341

1979 Dodge Diplomat Automatic, air.

At^/FM Stereo, ps pb, new tires, needs
nothing $1495 545-2439 549-0057

1981 VW Rabbit excellent condition 40

mpq 4 door silver/grey $2199 584-9524

VW 66 Classic ullrareliable FM
whilewalls walnut dash $850 545-9600

E-XT 2?

1976 MUSTANG.GOOD BODY needs
worK on radiator and clutch Call Angie

549-0541 $300 00 only'

1973 CHEVY LAGUNA power steering

power brakes air $700 or best offer

665-7128

79 VW RABBIT DJESELgood condition,

excellent MPG no rusl. clean Asking

S1 750 665-8291

1979 CHEWY MALIBU WAGON,
99 000 miles, new clutch, $750 536 5434

PAYING CASH FOR your baseball cards

please call MiKe 549-0333

MOTOHCVCLE

81 YAMAHA SECA 550 runs excellent'

tOOO Of B O Robin 253-2268

FOR SALE

^4 FIAT SPORT SPIDER convertible

runs perfectly, new roof and |usl painted,

$1450 549-6742

72 CHEVY IMPALA AUTOMATIC 350
engine, runs perfectly, well maintained

$650 549-6742

Kmgsjze Waterbed. new 9Q-'motionless

matress, handmade frame, many extras

$325 253-3302

SUNTANS; Great Back to School

specials 20 off if you join with a friend

30 off i( you |Oin with 2 or more friends

Sale good through 9M2 only Le Bon
Soleil

BUY And SELL used books. RM 165

CC Thur Sept 12 Sponsored by
GSS/APO

ONE BEDROOM AVAILABLE in two

bedroom Apt. Lantern Court Sunderland
call 665-7553.S185 per month

PROFESSORS exam" FTL^* for

engineering, calculus, physics ana
chemistry at University Store

SKI EQUIPMENT! 180CM Hart Billy the

Kid with Garmisch boots and poles

$100 00 call Angie 549-0541

BEDS FOR SALE - King size waterbed

S80 Extra-long twin $85 call 549 4376

1981 SUZUKI GS450t. Bought new m
1985 excellent condition must sell NEED
BOOK MONEY $700 firm 253-3146

HELP WANTED

COLLEGE ACTIVISTS Earn

S30 S50/day FT/PT working for Mass Fair

Share, the slate s largest citizen action

group Interviews on campus Sept 15

Call 586-8713 or the Student
Employment Office

COOKS! LINE, PREP, SAUTE Creative

work full and pan time Dishwashers app
iy also Judies, Amhe'st

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent free meals

Light cleanup
Call Chery' at AXO

549-2152

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY Supple

ment your income marketing top-quality

nutritional products New company has

developed revolutionary nutritional plan

and products based on sound scientific

research This is a ground-floor multilevel

marketing oppporlunity Minimal invest-

ment minimal hassle, potential lor signifi

cant income For information call

586-9926 Of write to Padma Products

PO Box 356 Florence Mass 01060

SCERA, THE STUDENT CENTER lor

Educational Research and Advocacy, is

hiring worksludy positions to research

and organize students issues like study

space, racism, financial aid. heterosex-

ism. Etc Women and people of color en-

couraged to apply Applications available

in SCERA 422 Student Union Due9'17
» 3 30 PM AA;EE0 545-0341

TEMPORARY CABLE TV Customer Ser

vice |0bs Flexible hours, full or part time,

no selling Good salary Outgoing per-

sonality and customer service skills re-

quired Apply in person-Sept 9 » 10, 10 00

am to 600 pm 534 Mam St ,
Amherst

or call Bruce Neslaw 253-5360

YOU CAN DO IT Learn music, acting,

dance Register by Sept l9 0ldChaple
545-0519

INSTRUCTION

KNOW YOUR CAR' Basic AuTo-

Workshop including classroom and
shop. limited enrollment 253-2096

LOST

CANNON 35MM AUTO IfoVgoriTin
Prescott Hampshire night of Goodspeed
last semester Please, at least return the

film' If found call 584-9460 Reward and
my everlasting gratitude

WANTID

1 WANT YOUR 86-87 parking sfcker' lots

50 32,22 Will pay$$$ 546-9594 Anytime

WANTED TO RENT

WOMENSSR ECON MAJ seeks housing

with easy-going responsible peo-

ple N Amherst or Sunderland area Call

Leigh 1 774-6209 please leave message
il not there

WORK STUDY

THE COMMUTER AREA GOVERMENT
has two workstudy positions open In-

dividuals should have good organiza-

tional skills creativity, layout/design skill

and an outgoing personality 10 to 20

hours per week Deadline Friday Sept

5 1986 404 SUB 545-2145 AA/EEO
employer

PERSONALS

WELCOME TO UMASS' Interested in

Christian fellowship' The Alliance Chns-

tian Fellowship welcomes you' More in-

fo Barrie or Jennfer 253-7206

WELCOME BACK SISTERS of Alpha Chi

Omega' Gel psyched lor an awesome
semester' Love Ya'

HAPPY 20TH BIRTHDAY to 2 great

Sigmas' Don I forget to wish Tracy Stee

(9/31) & Jodi Zaiace (9/5) a happy

birthday'

MAN ON DEATH HOW, BBA
graduate, desires correspondence with

anyone interested in writing Just to ex

change ideas, thoughts, friendship or

whatever Anyone who is interested,

lease write ' Please include a stamp so

I can reply- thanks Richard Rossi PO
BOX B-50337, Florence, AZ 85232

GRIPA-IM SORRY" l miss you JPK

ROOMATES WANTED

2 ROOMATES NEEDED 200 yards from

grad lower large house 549-5039

A RESPONSABLE STUDENT is needed

to share an apartment in Puffton call

549-0451

HELP WANTED

MARKETING INTERNS Wanted for

Hampshire Mall Management Dept Must

oe energetic & reliable with excellent

communication skills Apply office of in-

ternships 545-0725

Part Time Cashier lor local store Some
nights and weekends Please call

584 3603

HARVEST SWEET CORN at Amherst

farm physically challenging Sept -Oct,

6AM till noon $4 per hr 256-1397 or

549-4897

HOUSEKEEPERS IMMEDIATE OPEN-
INGS apply in person Howard Johnson
Lodge Hadley

PERSON(S) With Minimum food handel-

ing experience to work 12 20 hours per

week On campus meals included. $5 00
per hour to Stan Call 586 7535, 549-0454

ask lor Steve

KITCHEN HELP WANTED, free meals,

light kitchen work for local fraternity Call

Scott at 5490454

DO YOU LIKE LOBSTER prime rib. and

want to work in exchange lor meals' Call

Jell Wakelin at Pike 545-2150 Us a

great ''me

PEOPLES MARKET is hiring new collec-

tive members Hard working lull time

students willing to work beyond floor

hours Work lOhrs/wk » $3 65/hr Ap-

plications available at Peoples Market

409 Student Union Sept 3-9. applica-

tions due 5pm. Monday. Sept 9th

Peoples Market is an equal opportunity,

allirmativeaction employer We look for-

ward to all ol you this fall'

COLLEGE ACTIVISTS Earn

S30-$50/day FT/PT working lor Mass Fair

Share, the stale's largest citizen action

group Interviews on campus Sept 15

Call 5868713 or the Student
Employment Office

COOKS! LINE, PREP. SAUTE Creative

work lull and part time Dishwashers app-

ly also Judie s, Amherst

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent free meals

Light clean-up
Call Cheryl al AXO

5452152

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY Supple

menl your income marketing top-quality

nutritional products New company has

developed revolutionary nutritional plan

and products based on sound scientific

research This is a ground-floor multilevel

marketing oppporlunity Minimal invest

menl, minimal hassle, potential lor signifi

cant income For information call

586 9926 or virrite to Padma Products,

P O Box 356. Florence. Mass 01060

SCERA. THE STUDENT CENTER for

Educational Research and Advocacy, is

iTring workstudy positions to research

and organize students issues like study

space, racism linancial aid. heterosex-

ism. Etc Women and people ol color en

couraged to apply Applications available

in SCERA, 422 Student Union Due 9/1

7

« 3 30 PM AA/EEO 545-0341

TEMPORARY CABLE TV Customer Ser

vice |0bs Flexible hours, full or part time,

no selling Good salary Outgoing per

sonality and customer service skills re

quired Apply in person-Sept 9 MO, 10 00

am to 6 00 pm, 534 Mam St ,
Amherst

or call Bruce Neslaw, 253-5360

YOU CAN DO IT Learn music acting

dance Register by Sept 19 0ldChaple

5450519

LOST

CANNON 35MM AUTO I forgot it m
Prescott Hampshire mght of Goodspeed

/last semester Please, at least return the

film' If found call 584 9460 Reward and

my everlasting gratitude

WORK STUDY

THE COMMUTER AREA GOVERMENT
has two workstudy positions open In

dividuals should have good organiza

tional skills creativity, layoul/flesign skill

and an outgoing personality 10 to 20

hours per week Deadline Friday Sept

5 1986 404
employer

INSTRUCTION

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS ex

perienced and patient teacher Rocki

Pop/ Folk/ and Blues Improv .reading

theory, composition My studio is on bus

line in North Amherst Doug 549-4786

THE BOG Is hiring new coordinators. 7

positions one m your ma|or field/ For

more info or applications visit 817 Cam-

pus Center The Bog is the pulse of the

Campus Center'

INSTRUCTION

KNOW YOUR CAR' Basic Auto-

Workshop including classroom and

shop limited enrollment 2S3-20M

PERSONALS
EVANGELICAL CHRISTIAN WORSHIP
every Sunday evening on campus.
Amherst Alliance Church, U Mass
Campus Center, 6:30 PM. For Intof-

motion coll 549-8JJ4.

Heather C. come out. come out

wherever you are C N 6-7509

STAN AND SWEN I know were going

to have nothing but fun (That's |ust me
though') Love ya. Shawn O

YES,You Can learn how to luggle' (pro

bably in under '/? hour) Come to the first

meeting of the UMass luggling club,

3 5 30 today by the campus pond (bad

weather check the mfo desk on the

concourse i

WELCOME TO UMASS' Interested in

Christian fellowship'' The Alliance Chris-

tian Fellowship welcomes you' More m
lo Barrie or Jennfer 253 7206

MAN ON DEATH ROW. BBA
graduate, desires correspondence with

anyone interested m writing Just to ex

change ideas thoughts, friendship or

what ever Anyone who is interested,

lease wnte " Please include a stamp so

I can reply thanks Richard Rossi PO
BOX B 50337. Florence AZ 85232

WANTED

I WANT YOUR 86^87 parking sticker' lots

50 32 22 Will paySSS 546-9594 Anytime

WANTED TO RENT

SUB 545-2145 AA/EEO

QUICK! OrMi Room
house Amherst Center

avail in clean
549 4710

ROOMATES WANTED

2 ROOMATES NEEDED 200 yards from

grad tower large house 549 5033

WOMENS,SR ECON MAJ seeks housing

with easy-going responsil}le people Want
own room, preferably in Hadley,

t4 Amherst or Sunderland area Call

Leigh 1 -774-6209 please leave message
il not there
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SPORTS

Sophomore tight end Kenny Girouard makes a catch during final preparations for tomor-

row's season opener against James Madison.

Field hockey home opener Sunday
Minuteivomen to battle nationally ranked Virginia
By BRYAN QUENZEL
Collegian Staff

Two potential playoff bound teams will go head-to-head

when the University of Massachusetts field hockey squad

opens its season against the University of Virginia Sun-

day on Totman Field at 1 p.m.

The Minutewomen have been ranked as high as

seventh in some preseason polls while the Cavaliers have

been put at 12th.

Coach Pam Hixon sees the contest as a good opportuni-

ty to determine if her team is as good as the polls say.

"It's a test of the waters." Hixon said. "We'll find out

what combinations work best. What are our strengths,

what changes need to be made, and what are our

weaknesses."
If the preseason work that the team has shown thus

far is any indication, Hixon feels her squad is ready.

"Everyone came back fit," Hixon said. "A lot of the

girls played in the summer. They look ready to play

together as a team. I'm very pleased with their perfor

mance. We are far ahead of where we were at this time

last vear."

UMass will have to go a long v ay to top last season's

record as the Minutewomen compiled a 13-5-2 mark
while advancing to the ECAC semi-finals before bowing
out to Boston University.

Hixon plans to alter the team's tffensive scheme in

order to take full advantage of a new offsides rule in-

acted this season.

In the past, offensive players not in posession of the

ball had to be within 50 yards (on a 100 yard field) of

their teammates on defense. Under the new rule, they

can now be 75 yards away.

"Well have an upfield center forward." Hixon said.

"With the off sides up to the 25 yard line, there is 75

yards to play. We will always have a player up field. That
will create more break-away type scores, more long-ball

type play than before."

The coach feels that the play of her two co-captains,

seniors Chris Kocot and Lisa Griswald will be a key to

the success of this years team. Kocot, a defender, anchors

the defense, while Griswald, a forward, heads the offense.

"We need a lot of consistent performances from them,"

Hixon said. "They have the most experience, both as var-

sity players and in other s,et\.\ngs,.c,mtmucd on page 22

Water polo club season to begin
Competition helps Minutemen for winter schedule
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Practicing five days a

week, the University of

Massachusetts swim team

is doing something a little

unusual to keep themselves

interested in swimming
during the offseason-
playing water polo.

"Water polo is a fun game
that's gets the guys ag-

gressive," eighth-year head

coach Russ Yarworth said.

"What I do is combine

swimming and water polo

into one. If you can excel in

water polo, you can excel in

swimming."
The water polo team,

which has club status,

begins its season next

Saturday. Sept. 13, with

four games against New
England opponents at

Massachusetts Institute of

Technology in Cambridge.
"Swimming is boring. I

don't mean that its boring,

but it can be monotonous.

Once you've swam to the

end of the pool and back,

you've seen all there is to

see," he said. "If my guys
want to play water polo

that's fine. If not, then they

practice the same way as

during the regular season."

Established at UMass by

Yarworth during the

1979-80 season, water polo

has developed rapidly from

its fledgeling "to keep in

shape status."

Competing in the New
England Intercollegiate

Water Polo Association, the

team is eligible for the New
England crown, but cannot
participate in Easterns or

Nationals because it does

not have varsity status.

"Its still a diversion right

now, but its a strong pro-

gram anyways. All the

teams we play are varsitiy

teams," Yarworth, a former
UMass swimmer, said. "I

won't do anything halfway.

I want to win."

Last year's team was

lontinued on page 23

Reid era set

to begin
Football team
opens season
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

No more waiting.

Nine months ago. the University of Massachusetts fcn-t

ball team, led by freshman quarterback Dave Palaazi.

surprised the Yankee Conference by finishing with a 7-4

record and the nation's third-ranked defense. The mark

was the team's best in four years.

Since then, head coach Bob Stull resigned and fan'

have questoned whether the team can put together con-

secutive winning season's.

Those questions may be answered tommorrow night

when UMass opens its season at James Madison Unix ei

sity at 7:30 p.m. in Harrsonburg, Va.

The game marks the head coaching debut of Jim Reid,

a long-time defensive coordinator for the Minutemen who

was named to the post in January following StuH-

departure.

"I can hardly wait." Reid said, 'i just want to se<' if

we're gonna be a good football team."

"We want to start the season right with a win.
'

sophomore linebacker John McKeown said.

The Game: University of Massachusetts v.s, Janie«

Madison at JMU Stadium (capacity 15.000), Hairison

burg, Va.. Sept. 6, at 7:30 p.m.

Surface: Omniturf.
Records: UMass (0-0) and (7-4 last sfa.som. James
Madison (0-0) and (5-6 last season).

History: The game marks the first meeting between the

two teams.

Head Coaches: UMass • Jim Reid (l.-t y<ar), Jame?.

Madison Joe Purzycki (2nd year).

Common opponents: Northea-stern.

Players to watch: UMass - QB Dave Palaazi. OLB Todd

Rundle, ILB Vito Perrone. ILB John McKeown. James

Madison RB Warren Marshall. FS Marshall Barnes,

ILB Dean McCuUough.
Injuries: UMass Jim Tandler ispr.iined ankle). Mike

Kellev (knee) are out.

After two grueling weeks of full pad double scssior.

practices. Reid says the team is ready to hunt down the

Dukes.
"They are really hungry to play," Reid said.

Certainly, James Madison will be ready.

Opening their season at home under the lights on the

omniturf ofJMU Stadium, the Dukes will be primed to

give the Minutemen a rude reception. Winners of three

of their final four games last season, including a 21-6

victory over Division I-AA National Champion Georgia

Southern, James Madison returns 15 starters and is look-

ing to improve upon last year's 5-6 record.

With eight starters returning from last year's 10th-

ranked defense, the Dukes are expected to be even

tougher this year. Tragically, the defense must cope with

the death of honorable mention All-American nose guard

Doug West who was killed a week ago when he fell out

of a moving truck after practice.

"God. when you see things like that... it was a tragic,

tragic loss," Reid said.

On offense, the Dukes return seven starters including

senior running back Warren Marshall, the leading

rusher in Division I-AA. Marshall is currently 20th on

the all-time Division I-AA rushing list with 2.884 career

yards.

If the Dukes are to be stopped the UMass defense must

put a lid on Marshall.

"Their running backs are .so fast that they run right

off the game films. All ofthem have 4.4 - 4.5 speed," Reid

said.

If the Minutemen are going to be able to contain Mar-

shall, senior linebacker "Vito Perrone said that it will be

up to himself and the rest of the linebackers to force Mar-

shall and the other runners to cut back into the flow of

pursuit. If Marshall gets outside, he might be able to

break big plays.

'The big key, of course, will be to not give up the big

play," defensive line coach Mike Van Diest said. "The
thing we have to dq is concentrate on technique emd let

the offensive blockers lead us to the ball. When you start

looking for the runner and trying to guess what he does,

that's when there's a chance for a big play The key is

to be confident in your assignments and play clean'*

The linebacking corps will once af»ain be led by first-

team All-New England and second-team All-Yankee
Conference sophomore John McKeown and Perrone.

Both will stalk the middle at inside positions while pre-

season Sporting News Ail-American Todd Rundle, a

junior, and second-team All-Yankee Conference and
senior co-captain Paul Manganaro patrol the outside.

The defensive line will feature sophomore Dan Char-

ron and senior Mike Kowalsk^at tackle with sophomore
Rob Culleu and junior Steve Eobar sharing time at nose

continued on pagtxz
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THE SPORT OF KINGS—Mr. Red Richard galloped ahead of the pack to win in Friday's

thoroughbred racing at the Tri-County Fair in Northampton. The fair ran for two weeks and end-

ed Saturday.
^
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Duffey: Mass. behind in education
Chancellor reflects onjob, university's role
By BOB KIFA'RA
Collegian Staff

M.t-^sachusetts politicians and education

nil iciaLs are only now beginning to unders-

tand the importance of public higher educa-

A enty years later than the rest of the

;, according to the University of

Massachusetts chancellor.

In a recent interview, Joseph D. Duffey

talked about his four-year tenure as

chancellor, the jobs frustrations and his

teelings about the state's higher education

network.

Duffey cited the greater Boston location

i)f some of the world's best private colleges

as a continuing problem for UMass.

"The Massachusetts statehouse has

always existed in an atmosphere of private

learning," Duffey said. "Because of this,

UMass has lagged behind other states in

supporting in.stitutions of public educa-

tion."

Changes in financial aid guidelines, com-

bined with extensive work on the part of

UMass facullN . alumni and trustees have

begun to change the attitude in Boston,

Duffey said.

"Over the last ten years, a lot of students

and parents have found it very expensive

to attend the private colleges," Duffey said.

"The cutbacks by the Reagan administra-

tion forced a lot of students to make some

tough decisions about where they wanted

to SO."

Duffey said a major frustration with his

job as chancellor is the amount of time he

must spend away from the campus, usual-

ly in Boston, consulting the board of

regents or the legislature.

"Relationships away from the Amherst

campus consume a lot of my time." Duffey

said. "While that's important, it produces

fatigue and weai'iness on my part as I find

myself getting authorization for every lit-

tle thing," he said.

"1 would like to spend more time here."

he said. "But I'm not unlike a student on

registration day. While they have to deal

with the Whit more bureaucracy. 1 have to

deal with the Boston one."

BeuiK away from campus a> iiuuh as he

is. Duffey -^aid he finds himself having to

delegate a significant am<iunt of authori-

ty to other University officials, a task he

said he doesn't mind.

"I do delegate a lot of i ( .-ponsiliility,"

Duffey said. "But I make .-^ure to keep in

contact with all of my staJT. I don't feel a

compulsion to be involved in everything.

1 think that would be unwise."

Duffey said he agrees with Gov. Michael

S. Dukakis's remarks concerning the

economic significance of research done at

UMass. But Duffey was quick to add that

UMass is much more than polymers and

test tubes.

"I see the benefits of polymer and

research centers," Duffey said. "But there's

so much more going on here that doesn't

(nil tinned (in page 5

Monthly
parking
nixed
Garage repair late

By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

Although planned construction is runn-

ing behind schedule, the University of

Massachusetts parking office is not .selling

monthly commuter stickers for the Cam-
pus Center Parking Garagt-. a parking of-

fice official .said last week.

The $10 per month parking stickers

tiiabled commuters to park in the lower

levels of the Campus Center. The parking

office official, who refused to be identified,

-aid the stickers weie not sold this year

l)ecause parking office employees were told

that the garage would undergo construc-

tion work beginning Sept 1

"We have no knowledge of no ton-t ruc-

tion. " the official said

Edmund Ryan, diroetor otKiiistriKt ion

lor physical plant, -aid the construction

eontract is "under ad\ i-^eniont ' Tlie con

St met ion bids submitted weic higher than

expected, according to a >ixik<'>person liom

Ryan's office. The contract i- now lioing

considered by l\i»' V'nisi'iMly (>t

Massachusetts Building Authority in

Boston, hf said.

Stickers for the numliered lol> around

campus are .sold ou???kers are being .sold.

R\an said the $4 million project would

l>r financed by the building authority and

include work on "lighting, structure

repairs to beams, painting, new graphics,

rejuvenating the sprinkler system,

maintenance repairs, and building crut-

( lie-^ things neces.'^ary to preserve what's

there."

The repairs on the deck and garage will

take place in phases. Ryan said, with work

scheduled for the spring and summer of

19S7. and the spring and summer of 1988.

Anv con.^t ruction work for the fifth and

sixth levels of the garage was labeled "very

doubtful" by Ryan.

The fifth and sixth levels are re.served for

students, faculty, and University

employees who have purchased yearly

stickers. Once construction begins and the

top two floors are closed, these people will

have to park on lower levels, currently oc-

cupied by tho.se drivers who pay an hourly

lee. This will leave no space in the garage

for those who had previously utilized the

monthly garage sticker.

continued on page 6

Sandinista calls US only hope for peace

('i>ll<-|Oi<n phi>lii by Byrn« Guarnotta

Ricardo Espinosa

By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Nicaragua's highest hope for peace in Central America

is the support of the American public, said a counselor

to the Nicaraguan ambassador to the United States.

"We lack everything that you take for granted here,"

said Ricardo Espinosa, speaking Saturday at a press con-

ference at Hampshire College. Espinosa earned a law

degi-ee at Maryland University.

He said two ways Americans can support Nicaraguan's

Sandinista government are to influence elected represen-

tatives with letters and phone calls and to ship material

aids to Nicaragua.

"We know how to differentiate between the government

and the American people," Espinosa said. "The American

public is very generous and they have helped us."

Espinosa. who earned a law degree from Maryland

University, drew a parallel between Vietnam and

Nicaragua. In Vietnam, the US government began offer

ing financial support, then military advising, then direct

intervention, he said. So far, he added, the Reagan ad

ministration has granted the "Contras" both money and

military advising.

On June 27, the International Court of Justice condemn-

ed the United States' "illegal and immoral" acts against

the Nicaragufins. Eleven out of 15 judges, including the

United States' representative, "were consistent of the con-

demnation," Espinosa said.

Two days earlier. Congress had approved $100 million

in military aid to the Contras, or "freedom fighters," as

the Reagan administration labels them, claiming that the

Sandinistas are a Marxist regime.

"We are not a Marxist government, " Espinosa said.

Four principles, he added, will be the base of the San-

dinista constitution to be published in 1987: nationalism,

political pluralism, mixed economy and political alliance.

Espinosa said that before the Sandinista revolution, 50

percent of the Nicaraguan population was illiterate. This

percentage has dropped to six, he said. The rate of lan-

downers has increased from le.ss than five to 60 percent.

"One of the goals of the revolution is that in the near

future there will not be a peasant without land," he said.

Espinosa spoke to an audience of more than 200 Satur-

day night at Hampshire College's Franklin Patterson Hall

as part of a week of solidarity with Central America's peo-

ple. The event was planned by four Hampshire students

and funded by the Ruben Foundation.
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The Open is over, and the winners are...
^» ¥?i -i__»L I II „^A Ntnut-af iinv'u thti vif- mark in c

NEW YORK AP' Ivan Lendl. rolling

along at the top of hi» game, easily crush

ed fellow Czechoslovak Miloslav Mecir 6-4.

6-2, 6-0 yesterday to capture his second con

secutive US Open mens singles title.

Earlier, Martina Navratilova stopped

another Czechoslovak, seventh-seeded

Helena Sukova, 6-3, 6-2 to win the women's

singles crown for the third time in four

vears.

The champions collected $21 0.000 *>ach,

up each pocketed $105,000,

F^or both Lendl and Navratilova, the vie

tories virtually assured them of remaining

atop the world rankings. They reached the

finals of all three Grand Slam tournaments

played this year and each won two-Lendl,

the French Open and the US Open,

Navratilova, the US Open and Wimbledon.

Navratilova also teamed with Pam
Shriver yesterday to win the women's

doubles title, defeating Hana Mandlikova

of Czechoslovakia and Australia's Wendy

Turnbull 6-4, 3-6, 6-3. The winners .split

>;72,8()0, with the lo.sers sharing $36,400.

The world's No. 1 ranked woman player

was runner-up on Saturday in the mixed

doubles as she went over the $11 million

mark in career earnings.

The Lendl -Mecir battle was a chess game

between two Czechoslovak masters as

much as it was a tennis match. They proh

I'd and tested each other from the ba.selinc,

changing spins and pace, looking for any

kind of opening.

At times it was a long range artillery bat

tie, with both right-handers firing from the

baseline. Then one or the other would

sneak to the net for a volley. If it wasn't

a winner, they would retreat to the safel\

(if the baseline, once again ready to \vag<'

long-distance war.

And when it was over, Mecir had learn

(.'d what many before him had discovered:

Lendl is the best player in the world

f

\l' l'h..l.

Martina Navratilova, left, and Ivan Lendl, above, came up winners in

yesterday's men's and women's finals of the U.S. Open. Navratilova beat

Helena Sukova, and Lendl defeated Miloslav Mecir.

Student fakes transcript,

caught by the system
Hv MAHJOHIK A NAVl.OH
( I. in ( 'oil I'spiindcnl

La.-t spring a student at tlie I'nncisity

ol Massachusetts challenged the sy.-^teni

.iiid tailed

B\ altering a copy ol' his tran>(tipt.

pliot(»copying it, and affixing an " (iflicial'

I'Mass Registrar's .stamp (custom made in

Hong Kong), GaiT Poon, then a sophomore,

"transiornied " himself into a I'Ma'-'-

graduate with high honors.

Poon then proceeded to apply to graduate

school. When the admissions staff at the

|)rospecti\e .schcKils que.stioned the validi

ly of Poon's records and contacted the

Registrar's office at UMa.ss, P(K)n's plan

was foiled.

"No transcript .system is foolproof;

however, the system we have here at

I'Mass is as foolproof as possible, " UMass
Kigistiar Roberta Jones said. "Becau.se our

>eal and transcript are made as unique as

possible. thev rnnnol \m' exactiv

duplKaled."

Upon discovering Poon's fraudulent

scheme, Li Mass olTicials contacted the state

police and Poon was summoned id idurt.

At his arraignment on July H, Poon
ansuered t(» charges of feigning a univer

-it\ degree, and posing as a UMass
graduate. At the Hampshire District Court

in Northampton. Poon admitted to suffi

cient facts to warrant a finding of guilty.

Judge Bernard Lenhoff continued P(M»n's

case without a finding for one year.

.Although till' possibility of someone get-

ting away with forged transcripts still ex

ists. Jones made it clear that the odds are

against it.

"Most schools are familiar with UMass
tran.scripts and check up on them, " she

said. She pointed out that "it's a national

problem which efTects the integrity of all

students' transi-ripts." Any students trying

to alter their records, Jones said, "will be

.aught and prosecuted."

UMass revives landscape major

Photo by Al ZiidiK. .Jr.

LOOK OUT, CELTICS-The hoop action got hot and heavy on
the Southwest courts yesterday, as students took a break from
studying to catch some rebounds

By MARY MAR'llNK/
Collegian Correspondent

The administration this summer passed

a proposal to ree.stablish an undergi-aduate

degree program in land.scape .nchiteeturi'

at the i'niversity of Mas.sachusetts

Landscape architecture had been on in-

active status as an undergraduate major

since 1968.

Dr. Meier (iross. director of the program,

credited its revival in part to

Massachusetts' booming economy; the in

flux of businesses and people has

dramatically increased the market for

landscape architects.

Until recently land.scape architecture

was available only as a concentration in

the environmental design program.

Ciraduates did not receive any certification

of professional status for landscape ar

chitecture because of the concentration pro-

gram, although many students believed it

tlid. (iross said. There are currently about

10 students in the new program, the only

one of its kind in Massachusetts, Gross

.said. The initial low number is due in part

to a regulation prohibiting students cur-

rently in the concentration from transfer-

ring into the major because of a require

ment that students enter as .s<jph(jnu)res,

he said.

Students are to take courses in the

history of land.scape architecture, the en-

vironment, graphics and design, and use a

series of six design studios to provide prac-

tical experience in landscaping.

As professionals, gi-aduates are expected

to "act as a bridge between the design and

construction sectors," said Robert Yaro,

as.sociate professor of land.scape architec-

ture and regional planning.

The program is designed to provide

students with technical experience in the

areas of design and construction.

Program advises pregnant women of options
Bv CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

Women who become unexpectedly pregnant should con-

sider all their options before deciding whether or not to

keep their babies, according to the director of a young
parent program.

"A pregnant woman needs all the information to make
a free decision," said Paula Verson, director of the Young
Parent Program in Northampton.
The program, part of Children's Aide and Family Ser-

vices, is a non-profit counseling service which helps preg-

nant women decide to abort, keep their baby, or give it

up for adoption.

"I have no position on issues — [women] need the op-

portunity to make up their minds without pressure." she

said.

One option frequently overlooked by younger women,
according to Verson, is adoption, a painful choice to make.

"It requires a great deal of maturity to put the child first.

Craft shop helps release
students' studying tension
By CARYN BOWERS
Collegian Staff

When hours of homework have brought

nothing but aggravation, and a study break

seems in order, ordering a pizza may not

be the only alternative for some UMass
students.

Unknown to many, yet a great way to

release the tension caused by studying, is

a craft shop located in the basement of

Greenough residence hall.

Saying "it's a nice little escape," craft

shop coordinator Steve Ausevich said the

majority of students who utilize the shop

do so as a break from school work.

The craft shop's facilities include equip-

ment for woodworking, photography, pot-

tery, jewelry, leathercraft, and sewing

along with a dark room equipped for

developing black and white film.

"While the facilities aren't hi-tech, they

are suitable for students," Ausevich .said.

The craft shop is funded by the Central

Area Cjovernment, but Ausevich noted that

students must pay for most of their own
materials.

"If I get enough money. I can supply

"A pregnant woman needs all the information to

make a free decision."

—Paula Verson

Director, Young Parent Program

It takes a person with a strong sense of security to give

(the baby] up," Verson .said. This is why many young

mothers choose to keep their babies, she said.

Private adoptions are illegal in Massachusetts to pro-

tect the interest of the parent and child.

The progi-am screens the potential adoptive family, and

discusses the necessary considerations. Verson said this

gives them time to think.

"You're talking about a lifetime commitment. This is

not a replacement for your own infertility," she said. "This

is a time to come to grips with your own shortcomings.

If vou don't come to grips, then it can affect the adopted

child."

Prospective parents speak with a child who has been

adopted, parents who have adopted, and .sometimes a

mother who has given up her child as part of the adop

tion process, Verson said.

The adoption fees are on a sliding scale to accommodate

all families, regardless of income.

Part of the counseling for the biological parents, if they

choose, is to help decide who will adopt their child. They

might want something specific in a family, a certain

religion for example. Then the agency will give them two

or three families to choose from, according to Verson.

The Young Parent Program operates on a $33,000

budget out of the $425,000 Children's Aide and Family

Services budget. They are funded by United Way, the

Department of Social Services and private insurances.

The family service also provides therapy for children,

adoption placement for older and special needs children,

and places trained volunteers with abusive parents.

"We all have a commitment to some sort of therapeutic

process," Verson said.

chemicals for the dark room," Ausevich
said.

Woodworking is the most popular activi-

ty, Ausevich said, because many people

have had experience with it. He also said

safety guidelines limit the number of peo-

ple working around the woodworking
machines.

"It's a hazardous area, with mainly
power tools," he said.

Ausevich, a senior exercise science ma-
jor, is in his second year as the Greenough
Artist in Residence. In that capacity he

does the hiring, firing, and supervising for

the craft shop.

He explained that working in the craft

shop gives him access to the equipment,
and a chance to help other students. An
honor roll plaque is kept on the craft shop
wall, containing names of those students

who have been outstanding achievers at

the craft shop in the past.

As an avid photographer and wood-

worker, Ausevich said the shop contains a

lot of re.sources for being a student-run

shop. Before the craft shop reopens in mid-

September it must be cleaned and organiz-

ed, he said.

j?QWg 2? Mm
Ten yearn ago:

The town of Amherst zoning bylaw that

states no more than four unrelated persons

may reside cooperatively in a one-dwelling

unit was the subject of further discussion

in town hall last night in the board of

selectmen meeting.

Late in August, Legal Service Office at-

torneys Ellis Landset and Jim Starr re-

quested that the Zoning Board of Appeals

grant a student's request and thereby per-

mit 11 unrelated individuals to remain in

the house they rent at 47 Carriage Road.

The request was denied by the board but

the bylaw has remained a problem for the

town.

Belchertown officiaLs announced
yesterday that at least 21 dogs have died
since the second .series of apparent poison-

ings began last week. About eight cats

were also reported dead.

During the spring .semester of 1976, 33
dogs and two cats were poisoned in the
Belchertown area.

Fire years ago:

A 20 percent increase in the number of

students preregi.stered with 12 of fewer

credits has prompted the provost's office to

issue more than 1,100 'priority scheduling

passes' for the fall semester.

Dr. Bernadine Young, director of schedul-

ing, has recorded that course under-

enrollment has jumped to 3,645 this year

from 3037 in 1980.

The University defines under-enroUment
as 12 or fewer credits for a freshman or

sophomore and under 9 credits for a junior

and senior.

Most University of Massachusetts
students receiving financial aid saw a

reduction in the amount of their awards
this year, and the Reagan Administration
budget cuts for next year are expected to

dig deeper into .students' pockets.

"Overall the University is administering
more dollars, but the individual student
has more financial difficulties." .said Finan-
cial Aid Director Ed C. Apodaca. "The
reason for this is simple: more people ap-

plying for the same amount of money."
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SALE!
?0

TRAVEL POSTERS

SCENICS W[^'

FINE ART \\ VA
GALLERY PRINTS

THE FAR SIDE

ROCK STARS

STAR PERSONALITIES

AUTOMOBILES

SIZES FROM 8"X1
0"

TO 6 FEET TALL

PICTURE HANGERS AND ACCESSORIES

I (vnhMSt /ftorthompton

doily and suocJoy

SALE!

BEDSPREADS
TAPESTRIES, WALLHANGINGS
INDIAN PRINTS, FLORALS. /^^
GEOMETRICS, SOLIDS,

STRIPES, COTTON SLUBS,

TWIN AND FULL

SAVE UP TO $5.00

RUGS
STRIPES. FLORALS.

COTTON DURRIES.

CHENILLES

NOW $7.95 TO $34.95

BAMBOO SHADES
RICE PAPER SHADES

20% OFF

BASKETS
LAUNDRY BASKETS,

ORGANIZER BASKETS,

PACKING BASKETS,

WASTEBASKETS,
DECORATIVE BASKETS

7/ ^^^^^y»W

' Qfflhant /northompton

ckiily ond surtdoy

SALE!

BEVERAGE
GLASSES 59CEA

12 FOR 5.95

18PC. BEVERAGE SETS

NOW 7.99EA

(ollt-Kiiin pholi) l>> Nick SokitKiff

CHILD'S PLAY?—Sophomore Bruce Wisenburn demonstrates
his agility with "devil sticks."

WINE GLASSES,

CHAMPAGNE GLASSES.

BEER MUGS. ON THE ROCKS

GLASSES. BEVERAGE GLASSES

20PC.
GLASS DINNERWARE SETS

NOW 14.95

...Ever been to Israel?

Just returned from Israel?

WELCOME BACK
FROM ISRAEL PARTY

Monday, September 8
7:30 pm CC 177

Qinherst /northomptoo

doikj and suodoy

Come and meet others like

yourself to share experiences
and feelings over cake and coffee.

SALE!

DESKLAMPS

WALL LAMPS

TABLE LAMPS

HANGING LAMPS

FLOOR LAMPS

BED LAMPS

CLAMP LAMPS

100W SWING ARM LAMP
RED, WHITE, BLACK, BLUE

NOW 14.95

UMOC

UMass Outing Club
INVITES YOU TO:

LIGHT BULBS

EXTENTION CORDS
PAPER SHADES

' omherst /oorthompton

doilvj and sundoy

Try:
• hiking

• backpacking
• canoeing
• kayaking

• caving

• cross-country skiing

• rock climbing

• ice climbing

• mountaineering

. . .and more'

JOIN:
First Meeting -

Mon. Sept. 8

Student Union

Ballroom

7 pm

Our office: 428B Student Union 545-3131

Duffey rides the fence
on Collins issue

While he would luit mind secmj^ .l.inifs

(ollin> icinaiii as thaiut'llnr ot lii^dier

fducatKm, L'niversitv nt Massachusetts

Chaiufiloi- -Joseph I) Dut'lcv said hcs
pi't'pait'd to work with whoivci- i- thosen

l.i Iliad tlif state education system.

('olliii-. a IMHiS L'Mass i^raduale. was
chii-eii li\ the Massachusetts Hoard o(

Het^enls otHi^^her Kchicaliiiii lo head the

system on -July \. (lov Michael 8.

Dukakis criticized Collins' selection, and

replaced ihife regents whose term- \Mre

e\pirint4. On August 5. the regents voted

t(p reopen the search process, and includ

I'd Collins as one of five finalists

'I'hi' regents have scheduled a meeting

un Tuesday, Sept. 9; a vote is planned to

select the new chancellor.

"Its still my position that Jimmy Col

lins is qualified to be the chancellor," Duf-

fey said. "He has a very good understan-

ding of what the issues are and has con-

ducted him.self with great dignity during

a difficult period."

Dufley said his relations with Dukakis
haven't changed since the controversy

began "but that anytime the two of us

have been together we've found other

things to talk about."

t (illms served as the Amherst represt'n-

tai.^e to the Ma--s.ulnisetts House of

Representatives tor 14 years, a position

he resigned when he accepted the

( ham ellor's |oii Diitfes. a tormer pollti

Clan himself, declined to issue any public

I'luiorsement for Collins
"1 (Inn I think that's my role. " he ^.iid.

i liave to work tor the good ol this cam-

()Us u ith whoever ischos«>n, and 1 will do

lUst that Hut I would not mind seeing

liinnu keep his |oh." Duffev said.

-BOB KIEVRA

• Duffey iU.,l h i>n /KJi,'. /

make the headlines.

"A basic problem of the governor's and
other members of the board of regents is

that they have a tendency to lump UMass
in with all the other state schools. They
don't draw any distinctions within the

state education system," he said.

"Our history, anthropology, English,

chemistry, and computer science programs
are some of the best in the country," Duf
fey said. "We don't hear as much as we
should about them, but they're just as vital

a part of this University as anything else."

WOMEN'S PORUM
Wnmen's Forum is a wockly listing of

events related to women's issues. Notices

should he sent to the Women 's Issues Editor.

care of the Collegian />v the Fruhiy before

the event.

The Counselor Advocate Program at

the Everywoman's Center is sponsoring

an eight week support group for adult sur-

vivors of incest. For more information on
how to register, call the center at 5450883.
The Everywoman's Center is looking

for interns and volunteers interested in

Against Violence Against Women,
Public Relations, Women's Educa-
tional Support or Third World Women's
Programs. For more information, call the

center at 545-0883.

Friday—Women graduate students
and prospective graduate women are
invited to an open house at the
Everywoman's Center from 4 to 6 p.m. to

meet other women graduate students.

* Parking
Ki/itinuL'd jrotn pu^e I

In the pa.st. commuter stickers were sold

on a first come first-serve basis, without

any guarantees of monthly renewal. The
parking office official said monthly
st ickeis weren't sold .so that people would

not become dependent on them.

There are 163 spots reserved for mon
thly slickers at ten dollars each month.
but "I don't know if we're actually losing

money, " she said.

fhe monthly garage stickers will not be

available until further notice, she said.
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Tutu
installed as
archbishop
CAPE TOWN. South Africa (AP>-Desmond Tutu was

installed yesterday as archbishop of Cape Town, the first

black to lead the Anglican Church in southern Africa, and

promptly used his new pulpit to assail apartheid as evil

and unchristian.

Bishops, diplomats and civil rights campaigners from

across the world were among the 1.400 invited guests

crowded into St. Georges Cathedral for the ceremony,

which blended religious pageantry with a celebration of

the ant 1 apartheid movement.

•We shall be free, all of us, black and white, for it is

God's intention." Tutu, 54, said near the close of a sweep

ing 50-minute sermon.

The 1984 Nobel Peace Prize winner, mopping his brow

as he spoke, condemned violence from both side in South

.Xfrica's political conflict.

But he contended that "the primary violence in this

country is the violence of apartheid."

"Our people are peace loving to a fault. ' he said. "Would

white people still be talking about non-violent change as

.some of us do if what they have done to us and they con

tinue to do to us had been done to them.*"

Apartheid established a racially segregated society in

which the 24 million black majority has no vote in na

tional affairs. The 5 million white minority controls the

economy and maintains separate districts, schools and

health services.

Tutu, wearing white robes and a gold mitre, entered the

Gothic cathedral after giving a .symbolic knock on its nor-

thwe.st door. The cathedral is across a tree-lined pro-

menade from Parliament and Piesident P.W. Botha's of-

ficial residence.

Tutu was then led in a procession to the throne and for-

mallv installed as leader of 3 million Anglicans in South

Africa, Lesotho, Swaziland. South-West Africa and parts

of Mozambique.
To cheers from the crowd, he pledged to rule his con-

mvgation, about 75 percent of them black, "with truth,

justice and charity."

In the audience were Archbishop of Canterbury Robert

Runcie: Coretta Scott King, widow of American civil

rights leader Martin Luther King Jr.; and black activist

Winnie Mandela, who on Saturday visited her husband,

jailed African National Congress leader NeLson Mandela,

at nearbv Polsmoor Prison.

Following the enthronement, Tutu and Runcie presid-

ed over a ra\n-8patt«red but festive outdoor service for

about 10,000 people at a fairgrounds stadium.

Choirs sang joyous African hymns and a local minister,

the Rev. Ian Eve, urged onlookers in the grandstands to

come down onto the muddy field to share in communion
and be closer to Tutu.

Emergency testprep

help fortheimminent
LSAr,GMAr,andGRE.
As you see below, the exams will be here before

you know it And ifyour vital signs include sweaty

palms, a somersaulting stomach, and shaky legs, you

need help—fast.

Check into a Kaplan center. Our test-taking

techniques and educational programs have helped

lower the pressure and boost the scoring power and

confidence ofover one million students. We even

have compact classes so you can be ready for this

fall's exams
So if you're getting ill thinking about the LSAT,

GMAT. or GRE. call Kaplan. AAfe'll give you all the

"mental medicine ' you need. And a lot of

intensive care.

fKAPLAN
STANUY H. KAPIAN tOUCATIONAl CtMTER LTD.

LSAT 9/27 GMAT 10/18 GRE 10/U *

Advanced Tests only in N.Y. State

CLASSES FORMING NOW
CALL 549-5780

358 N. PLEASANT ST.

Al» Phi.iii

Archbishop Des-
mond Tutu, center,
takes communion after

his enthronement as

South Africa's first

black Anglican Ar-
chbishop. Dr. Robert
Runcie, Archbishop of
Canterbury, is at left,

and Dean of Province
Kenneth Oram, right.

DORM RUGS
TOP QUALITY RUGS IN SIZES

TO FIT ANY DORM ROOM

SAVE UP
TO 80%

OFF REG. PRICES

FROM $14.99 to $79.99

WHERE YOU'LL BE HAPPILY FLOORED WITH OUR LOW. LOW PRICES
586-6411 MT FARMS MALL - HADLEY
NEXT TO BREAD AND CIRCUS

DAILY 10-9 SUN 12-5

Help us celebrate our upcoming
Perforniance Season...

Thursday, September 11th,

on the Fine Arts Center Plaza.

11 ani-4 pm Live entertainment, food vendors,

colorful decorations.

3 pni-4 pm Free dessert will be served.

8 pm Projection artist Krzysztof Wodiczko
will project a large-scale image
created specifically for the exterior -rp^f^^v^f:-^,^-

of the Fine Arts Center buildine. "V^^'0S/^:^l

Free and open to the public,
(Rain date, Friday, September 12th) > • :

>^^t

h

CALL 545-2511
Subscribe Now - Save 30% off single-ticket prices!
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Patriotic violence dangerous
Violence often wears a happy face. Think Fourth of Ju

ly: blazinj^ fireworks, percu.ssive blasts, the smell of ^jun-

powder; a celebration of freedom throuK'h pyrotechnic ex-

cess and cheap souvenirs. Think military bands: clean,

precise, powerful and patriotic. Think roaring jet planes:

Hying in formation, diving low and pulling up in tight

spiraling turns.

Heady stuff, isn't it? Yet destructive force underlies

all these displays, beautified though it may be.

Sometimes small acts of violence that break through the

veil are illustrative of larger acts which remain m hiding.

I happen to have one in mind.

Timothy Harris

Envision the following: a tall middle-aged man and a

woman carrying a guitar kneel to pray in the middle of

Massachusetts Avenue. A militar>' parade is in progress.

The U.S. Marine Color Guard is .seconds away, moving

toward them like a well-oiled machine.

The Drum Major stares ahead. His stride is measured

and precise. He crisply delivers a kick to the kneeling

nuins gioin and, two steps later, delivers a polished

salute to the reviewing stand. The veterans, military of-

ficers, and University bureaucrats seated there continue

clapping. They love a parade. The injured man curls in-

to a ball as marines march over him. keeping rhythm,

not missing a step.

I'm not making this up. The kick was, to some, the

crowning moment of Recognition Weekend. To others

this act of violence laid bare the core of what the glitz

and fanfare poorly concealed: a militaristic event thrust

upon a community of peaceful persons; a celebration of

violence itself.

Recognition Weekend, organized over the summer by

UMass employee Roy Voci. and. with the full coopera-

tion of Chancellor Joseph D. Diiffey, hosted by this

University, was ostensibly held to honor naval veterans.

Veterans deserve respect, and we ought to recognize

what they have been through. However, the means
cho.sen to accomplish this ftll wide of the mark.

Displays of armed might, low altitude flyovers by A 10

'•tank-killer" Thunderbolt aircraft, and Naval recruiters

in the Campus Center do not honor veterans. These

things sell war. Like Rambo, Reagan, and the New
Right, they foster the illusion of honor in the creation

of death.

The Thunderbolt pilots cho.se the Peace Pagoda in

Leverett as the optimum turning point from which to

head back into Amherst. Witnesses sa.\ the planes buzzed

the Pagoda, flying as low as 50 feet over the shrine's

white dome. The Air Force denies it. saying that if this

did happen, the act was purely unintentional.

The Air Force's denial strains credibility. The Drum
Major's excuse is no better; he never saw the man. When
I called Msgt. James Marcil in Washington to find out

why he kicked a kneeling man, I asked if he had apologiz

ed. He said, "I never spoke to him." If I had accidental-

ly kicked a man, sending him to the hospital. I'd

apologize. Most of us would.

Yet the Air Force and Marines could never have

brought their road show to Amherst without an invita

tion. The University officials who helped organize this

event and had box .seats in the reviewing stand, are, of

course, complicit. And this is not the first time the

military has come to UMass. Thus far their silence has

been deafening. Perhaps an apology is due.

Timnthv Harris ts a roiitrihutirif^ columnist.

A new species to look out for
Lately, there have been several scattered sightings in

the relatively remote terrain of the University of

Massachusetts of the male primate. Dorkus Erectus. From

the scanty information I've been able to garner. I've made

a composite sketch of this once-endangered species, think-

ing that perhaps "t might help some of the newer students

to recognize this primitive mammal.

Frank Flanagan

Dnrkus Erectus is usually pallid-skinned, aged 18-2.5,

weighs between 125-225 lbs. and measures five to seven

feet when standing upright. He often moves later in the

dav and at night in packs of 3-20. whistling, hooting, and

spitting. His big, beefy hands are pinned in the pockets

(it his too-tight Levis, and are retracted only to thump a

tt'llow Dorkus on the back or to .secure a beer. Dorkus

wears his Levis, and blinding, new Nikes for days at a

stretch. Nothing but the color blue suits him.

When his mother at home can no longer pick his clothes

out for him, his sister or girlfriend is forced to fill the void.

Dorkus loathes bright clothes, especially on men. If he sees

a man with a fire-engine red shirt, he is liable to curse

and perhaps even charge.

Dorkus loves to eat lots of beef and cheap-cheap beer.

His idea of a great night out is to get so tanked up at the

keg that he cannot recall the names or even the sexes of

all the other interesting primates at the party. He ab-

solutely refuses to frequent discos because he will not and

cannot dance. Besides, people who do dance sensually

make his palms sweat puddles. He's too cool to dance, even

to heavy metal; arms folded, legs crossed, smirked face.

His latest girlfriend ends up dancing with one of her

girlfriends (if she's lucky) or sits mutely anchored in the

corner table pretending she really gives ? drug problem.

The mating habits of Dorkus are worth noting. He rarely

kisses or hugs and often seeks females of considerably

younger age to mate with. He usually meets them at keg

parties or bars at last call, moored by the exit ramp. Alas,

when Dorkus manages to shuttle them back to his dorm

lair, he's usually too buzzed to raise the draw bridge or

drops the ball the second he sees the end zone. He has con-

cluded that most women are either oversexed or prudes,

but that all women—like the Barbie dolls he gawks at con-

torted in the .stacks of Penthou.se under his bed—deep

down really want it in the worst way, like him. Dorkus

has not figured out all of what "it" is, but he's sure he

can deal with that when the time comes.

The species has a slight political bent. He aln:ost

believes in the coziest corner of his heart that Nixon was

a -good" guy who got a bad rap. He is also convinced that

war is necessary to preserve democracy for all. Yet, when

there is a war. Dorkus is conveniently enrolled in school

or manages to find him.self in a position befitting his

beliefs and backgi-ound—far from the field of fire and car-

nn^v When he does espouse his most profound political

.ind social insights, it is usually scrawled on the toilet

>lalls in Morrill Library. He can never seem to draw too

many large phalluses to illu.strate his pithy, homophobic

savings.

Dorkus is not a dirty creature. He brushes at least three

times a day with Crest and can recite-, with painful ac-

curacy, all the latest "funny" coi .mercials. Yet. he

sometimes neglects to shower after pumping barbells in

the bowels of Boyden gym all afternoon. Then he bounds

onto a sardined bus shellacked with aftershave. I wonder

if there is a woman on campus who would state, publicly,

that they found either of the two staples of American

Manhood-Old Spice and Brut-enticing, exciting, or even

bearable?

How does one avoid Dorkus Erectus? He shuns Indian

restaurants, "thinking" movies, political rallies, mixed

clubs, and "dangerous" neighborhoods. He sticks to

organizations which are usually all-white, all-male and

give oversized trophies to one another at alcohol-induced

athletic events. Dorkus dreads pointed shoes on men,

"loud" women, sex with the lights on or anything that

is intimately kinky, singing undrunk. poetry, thin-thin

ties, rap music, moisturizing cream, bag people, posters

with flowers on them, interracial couples, and hugging

or crying men.
If you can't stay clear of this persistent, lurching

creature along the campus byways, be careful not to look

him straight in the eye. It might confuse him or even

make him violent. Just ignore him, like a more highly-

evolved primate would.

Frank Flanagan is a UMass student.

Random Notes

Who says American culture is becoming homogenized?

In my travels this summer I found strong evidence to

refute this notion.

As always, it was a pleasure arriving back home at Mit-

chell Field in Milwaukee aftev surviving several hours

in Boston. As I got off the plane. I knew I was no longer

at Logan Airport. The people walked about 10 miles per

hour slower and smiles were brighter and more frequent.

The airport was a model of traditional Milwaukee

cleanliness. While waiting for my baggage ( in a claim area

without a security gate), it was actually possible to have

friendly conversations with complete strangers.

.Several weeks later, in Hopewell, Virginia, I experienc-

ed delight at being in the South once again. There, the

pace was even slower than in Milwaukee and the people

were still friendlier. Regardless of whether I bought a 10

cent item in the variety store or reserved a hotel room,

service people always called me "sir" and made me feel

as if 1 were the most important person in the world. Bank

tellers, I found, were especially pleasant.

.Ml good things end. I guess. Eventually I found myself

back in Massachusetts-a state that is too crowded, too

polluted, too hurried, often too rude and too provincial.

New Englanders often feel superior to the rest of the coun-

try and they could really u.se is a good dose of .southern

hospitality and midwest neighborlmess. Fortunately, the

Spirit of America is not only the Spirit of Massachusetts.

John Derge is a UMass student.

"Dorkus Erectus"

Taking care of business
I take this chance to update the univer-

sity community on some of the latest

hassles worth not encountering.

For those who have yet to visit the

Tower Library, the entrance has been

movea up one level and faces south now

instead of east. Copycards, always handy

for those of us who take our work with us,

can be obtained in the tower Circulation

OtTice. and not on weekends.

Parking is always troublesome, but

here's some tips: parking garage atten-

dants go home around midnight; late-

night campus center enthusiasts can get

away with an all-day parking fee as long

as they leave late enough. Parking orlMde

Rob Skelton

streets and certain commercial establish-

ment parking lots can be a good way

around Amherst parking headaches.

Bring reading material for any lines

which must be waited in. Write poetry.

Ride a skateboard to buzz quickly bet

ween lines. Moo.

For those with books to dump, save the

wait and solicit directly at the Textbook

Annex, Stand near the course books

which you own but no longer need, and

sell them for less than what it normally

costs, but more than what the Annex

gives for returned used books.

Always, always get a second opinion on

anything worth expending energy upon.

Face it, most people don't really know

what they're talking about, especially

those work-study students manning
reception desks in departments all over

campus. Save time by calling ahead,

you'll be glad you did.

Be sensible consumers. Buy health

items like vitamins, birth control, and

medication at the Health Services, where

your fee has already gone to keep prices

down. Stay away from convenience stores

if possible, buy in bulk, make use of the

buses which are provided for your

transportation needs, and take ten

minutes to read the schedules carefully,

in order to understand them.

Make use of the institutions which ex-

ist to serve students, and patronize them.

People's Market, not the Hatch, has the

best coffee on campus. Earthfoods serves

decent vegetarian lunches daily. The bar

in back of the Hatch brings in good local

bands each week, check them out.

It's hard to find true happiness

anywhere if you can't find a niche. UMass
is a place of many niches; beyond that, it

is very possible to create your own scene

here. Try it.

Don't get frustrated. Whatever sad

situation You find yourself in can be

alleviated by some thought and a dose of

optimism. Relatively speaking, each and

every one of us is very lucky to be here.

We owe it to ourselves to make the best

of it.

Rob Skelton is a Collegian columnist.
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Soviets file espionage
charges against Danilofff
MOSCOW (AP)-American reporter

Nicholas Daniloff was charged with es

pionage yesterday in a legal proceeding at

Lefortovo prison, said Jeff Trimble, a cor-

respondent for DanilofTs magazine, US
News & World report.

A Soviet news commentator on the na

tional television news program Vremya

later announced that the charge had been

filed.

Trimble said Daniloff telephoned Irom

prison last night and said he had been

charged at 2 p.m., but that he had no in

dication when a trial would take place.

Daniloff said he was told a pretrial in-

vestigation into his case could take up to

six months, and that agents of the KGB
secret police could extend their probe three

months beyond that if there were extraor-

dinary circumstances. Trimble said.

Earlier yesterday. Foreign Ministry

spokesman Gennady Gerasimov told CBS

TV's "Face the Nation" program only that

charges would be filed soon, and said, "If

you think he is innocent, we can learn pret-

ty soon because there is going to be a trial."

Gerasimov spoke from Moscow via

satellite.

' Daniloff, 52, a Moscow correspondent for

the weekly news magazine since 1981, was

arrested Aug. 30 moments after a Soviet

aquaintence gave him a packet later found

to contain secret maps and photographs.

His wife, Ruth, maintains that he was

framed.

in Santa Barbai'a, Calif., where President

Reagan is on vacation. White House

spokesman Larry Speakes said the US
government has not been formally notified

of the charges against Daniloff.

"This could have serious implications for

US-Soviet relations if this continues,"

Speakes said. "Daniloff is innocent."

The spokesman reiterated that "there

will be no trade" of any accused Soviet spy

for Daniloff. A Soviet UN employee. Gen-

nadiy Zakharov, was arrested Aug. 23 in

New York and charged with spying. Mrs.

Daniloff has claimed her husband was ar

rested in retaliation.

US officials in Washington have said the

Reagan administration proposed Daniloff

be freed in exchange for releasing

Zakharov into the Soviet ambassador's

custody pending his trial. However, US
Secretary of State George Shultz on Friday

ruled out an outright swap of DanilofTfor

Zakharov.

DanilofPs son says arrest faulty
NORTHFIELD (AP)-The son of

Nicholas Daniloff, the US journalist charg-

ed with espionage in Moscow, said yester-

day the Soviet Union was bringing trouble

upon itself by charging his father.

"They are making a big mi.stake, a very

big mistake," Caleb Daniloff, 16. said in a

statement read by a spokesman for Nor-

thfield Mount Hermon School, a college

preparatory school the youth is attending.

"They are already in a big mess. They

picked the wrong person."

His father, a Moscow correspondent for

US News & World Report, was charged

with espionage at a Soviet prison where he

had been held since Aug. 30.

"They (the Soviets) didn't realize there

would be so much press about it. that there

would be such a reaction to it. Charging

him (only makes) it worse," the young

Daniloff said.

Caleb Daniloff received a telex com-

munication from his mother, Ruth

Daniloff, on Saturday, said school

spokesman Kim Robert Nilsen.

"She was interested in his welfare and

said she hoped he would continue to speak

out to help his father." Nilsen said. He
said the youth had scheduled a news con-

ference for tomorrow but would make no

further comment before it and would not

speak to reporters directly.

COME DOWN TO

MIKES FRIDAY

AFTERNOON

SMORGASBOARD

WATCH FOR OUR
MID-WEEK DRINK

SPECIALS

THIS WEEKS SPECIALS
COORS BOTTLES 99'

KARAITE
Health Fitness Center^

256-0080
460 West SlfOBl. Amh9r»t. M^a*.. 01002

S FACLiTV OFFERIMG VOU

MORNMG, AFTER?400N. EVENING CLASSES

KENPO, TAE KWONDO A SPORT KARATE

WEIGHTS. SAUNA. STRETCH MACHINES

Larry Ke««y. 4 YEARS TOPm U.S.A.

Kirtfc J«»n«88.TOP-lO NEW ENGLAND

Donna KeMey 2 YEARS-^I W N.E.

ON PVTA BUS ROUTE -

LOW STUDENT RATE _

POSITION AVAILABLE
OFFICE OF THE DEAN OF STUDENTS

JUDICIAL AFFAIRS LIAISON

QUALIFICATIONS

Knowledge about judicial systems and discipline codes in in-

stitutions to higher education. Residence hall supervisory ex-

perience desirable. Applicants with relevant experience at

UMass will be given preference.

ELIGIBILITY

Graduate student with at least two semesters remaining at

the beginning of the Fall Semester 1986

PAY SCALE
Assistantship, $4,800 minimum,

20 hours per week, academic year.

STARTING DATE
September, 1986

DEADLINE
September 12,1986

The Judicial Liaison serves as Student Affairs liaison with residence hall staff and

others concerned with interpreting and administering the Code of Student Con-

duct, operation of judiciaries, provides information and advice relating thereto,

maintains the discipline tracking system and analyzes data, and counsels students

on relevant matters

CONTACT ASSOCIATE DEAN OF STUDENTS,

227 WHITMORE, 545-2684

'i

STO
There's no,
need to,
hurr

Our convenient hours allow
you to shop early or late.

TEXTBOOK
ANNEX

MAIN STORE
MINI STORE
MUNCHY's

WED — THUR; 9 am to 9 pm
FRIDAY: 9 am to 5 pm

SATURDAY: 10 am to 3 pm

MON — FRI: 9 am to 5 pm

WED 9-9 SAT 10 to 3

MON — FRI 7:30 - 10 pm

SAT & SUN: 8 am to 10 pm

HAMPDEN: MON — FRI 8 - 9

WORCESTER - MON - FRI 8 - 9

FRANKLIN: MON - FRI 7:30 - 9

ALL MUNCHY STORES SAT & SUN 12-8

ALL OF YOUR
BACK TO

SCHOOL NEEDS

^nmVERSITY
mSTORE^

Pinochet uninjured in attack
SANTIAGO. Chile (AP)-Leftist

guerillas attacked President Augusto

Pinochet's motorcade last night, wounding

at least four policemen, but Pinochet was

not injured, the military government

announced.

The attack occurred at 6:30 p.m. as

Pinochet's limousine and escort vehicle

were traveling through Maipo Canyon, 37

miles southeast of Santiago, en route to the

general's country home in the canyon, ac-

cording to the government news agency

ORBE and the state television network.

Both said the 70 year-old president arriv-

ed safely at his residence at Melocoton as

a large security force launched a search

through the canyon for the assailants.

Neither report gave details of the attack

or the kind of weapons u.sed

Cause of collapses
still unknown
BILLERICA (AP)-State and local of

ficials searched yesterday for what caused

dozens of high school band members to col-

lapse after a practice session.

None of the state air samples taken by

the state Department of P^nvironmental

Quality Engineering after the incident

Saturday showed up positive, but further

analysis was being done at a state

laboratory, .said Capt. Clifford Critch of the

Billerica Fire Department.

Of the 109 Billerica Memorial High

School band members. 28 were taken to

area hospitals, where they were treated

and released, 52 were treated at the scene,

and 29 required no treatment, said

Patrolman John Mullen

Health officials said creosote fumes, car-

bon monoxide poisoning or fumes from

lawn chemicals could have caused the fain

ting, nausea and dizziness the students

suffered.

•'We're thinking that it was the odor of

the [nearby
I
woodworking shop combined

with the fact that there were a lot of kids

crammed into a small room with poor ven-

tilation." said ("ritch.

( I ((^otc, a wood finishing preservative,

i> usfd 111 the wood shop, officials .said.

Classes will be held as usual today, of

ficials said.
.

"I was just at the school and everything

seems fine," said Critch. "They were air-

ing it out as a precaution."

Mark Kohler, band staff supervisor, said

the students had returned to the band room

in the school alter about three hours of

marching drills outside when two girls sud-

denly collapsed.

While the staff carried the two girls out-

side, others began fainting until almost a

dozen lay nearly unconscious on the gi-ass

outside the school.

As emergency medical help arrived, still

other band members collapsed. All were

carried by stretcher to ambulances and

taken to either Lowell Memorial. St. John's

or St. Joseph's hospitals to be treated for

fainting, nausea and hyperventilation.

"At first we thought it might have been

hyperventilation, heat exhaustion." Kohler

said. "We couldn't smell anything right

away. But within a few .seconds after the

two girls were taken outside, nine other

.students collapsed."

Officials noted that a lawn treatment

company had sorayed the glass outside the

school with chemicals Friday, and that the

air conditioning equipment on the rooi may

have emitted carbon monoxide.

AP Photo

SURVIVORS-Assoa Abbas, his wife Samina and their baby Zoha,

residents of Los Angeles, arrived at Heathrow airport in London
last night. They had been passengers on the Pan Am flight that was
hijacked at Karachi airport.

EMT'S ^
Join The ^

UMASS FIRE & FIRST AID UNIT

First Meeting Tues Sept 9 Morrill N416

8:30 pm New Members

9:30 pm Returning Members

Must be registered EMT. Get paid to work

concerts, football games and other events

Bring EMT & CPR cards

ANNOUNCEMENT
Third World Caucus Meeting

CAMPUS
CENTER

ROOM 802

WEDNESDAY
SEPT. 10

6:00 pm

For Information Coll 545-2517

THE CAMPUS CENTER/
STUDENTUNION BOARD OF
GOVERNORS are accepting job

applications for the following positions:

GOVERNORS PROGRAM COUNCIL COORDINATOR

DISPLAY COORDINATOR

PUBLIC RELATIONS COORDINATOR

BUILDING OPERATIONS COORDINATOR

VENDING COORDINATOR

SPACE ALLOCATIONS/EDO COORDINATOR

SPECIAL PROJECTS COORDINATOR

all positions are part time, with flexible schedules ... you
'^"fl^^^^^^'MmlnAY'

ed at UMASS/AMHERST campus applications ^^^1^''"? '^.I,^^^fl^^^^^^

SEPTEMBER 18th at 5:30 pm ... tor more info please call 545-0198 or stop by

our office at 817 Campus Center

the BOG is an EO/AA employer. Women and minorities encouraged

to apply. An opportunity to gain valuable experience in your major field.

VALLEY BOOKS

THe 6 G i-iTHc
^<-sf OF me ,

yKC^iw

OVER 50,000 USED PAPERBACKS
',

& HARDBACKS AT GREAT SAVINGS

Academic and Popular

Paperbacks In All Subjects

SAVE NOW
Carriage Shops -

Downtown Amherst

Mon-Sat 10-5:30 Sunday 12-5

549-6052
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Getthe
plastic

thafs
fantastic

The BayBanks Card.

It's the fastest, easiest way to ^et cash

in iMassachusetts.

Good around the clock, around the

block, 365 days a year. And out of state,

you can use vour BavBanks Card at more

than 12,000'CIRRUS' machines from

here to Ft. Lauck^dale.

Make it easy on yourself this school

year. Open a checking or savings account

at BayBanks and get your BayBanks

Card. It's easy on your parents too! They

can simply transfer money directly from

their BayBanks account to yours.

Apply now. There's a BayBank otiice

near \Y)ur school.

Ba/Banks^

ITJUST KEEPS GETTING BETTER.'

ARTS

Graphic artist's display deals with human rights
By KELLY SIKGER
Collegian Staff

An exhibit titled Ben Shahn
nil Human Hifihts will be on

display from September 15

through October 17 at the

Augusta Savage Memorial

Gallery, located in room 101

of the New Africa House at

the University of

Massachusetts.

The 20 works, by graphic

artists Ben Shahn, is on

Mt'iiibers KDIC

HADLEY
PUB

Rt. 9. Hodtov. Mom.
586-4444

WELCOME BACK,

STUOCNTS

loan through Warren Rob-

bins. Founding l^irector

Emeritus of the National

Museum of African Art,

Smithsonian Institute. Rob-

bins is also president of the

Washington-based Center

for Cross Cultural Com
munication. The funds for

the exhibit were made
available through the Afro-

American Studies Depart-

ment and the UMass Arts

Council.

Included in the display

will be original lithographs

and prints of Gandhi. Mar-

tin Luther King and

Frederick Douglass.

Shahn. born in Lithuania,

moved to New York -M the

age of eight. While taking

night clas.ses. Shahn up

prenticed with a

lithographer during the

day. learning the techni

ques he would later incor

porate into his (»wn style. He
is well known as an in

lluence to American com
mercial art and advertising.

Shahn's work has been

long known to center on his

concern for "the human con

dition." This interest led

him to become one of the

founding Trustees of Rob-

bin's Center and of the

Mu.seum of African Art.

In raising funds for the

museum, Shahn did four

prints of black abolitionist

Fii'ch'i ick Douglass.

.S(.'rigraph vt'i--Hms oi these

studies arc iik luded in this

display.

There will be an opening

reception from 5 p.m. to 8

p.m. at which Robbins will

speak on Monday,
St'ptember 15

Call the Augusta Savage

Memorial Gallery for infor

mat ion regarding the ex

hibit or gallery hours at

.545 0932

In other area art news:

There will be a display at

the Hampden (Jallery at

UMass titled Cmnpiilfr lin-

ages. The exhibit will show

continued on pafie

SUN & MON
R & B OLDIES
DJ THE COUNT
MomowN/souueos

Marvel Comics celebrates 25th anniversary

TUES - LIVE

THE
JEFF HOLMES

BIG BAND

WED
LIVE BLUES JAM!

Marvel Comics Group is celebrating its

twenty-fifth anniversary by releasing a

new series of comics titled "The New
Universe."

According to Jim Shooter. Marvel vice-

president/editor in chief and creator of the

new series, The New Universe is "the new

state of the art" in comic books.

Shooter describes Marvel's mastermind

Stan Lee as being "10(yon target" with the

readers needs when creating the Fantistic

Four series in 1961. However through the

New Universe, Marvel "is reaching even

greater heights."

The New Universe is described as being

based on science and technology and com-

pared with the best science fiction, "with

characters who exist in the real world, age

in actual time, and affect the lives of

others."

Each book has the makings of a junk

novel or TV mini-series: suicide, aliens,

love, even a supposed Bruce Springsteen

video. The violence is still there, and the

corny language is more in tune with some

of today's problems: "It's the violence, man.

Gives me th' munchit's woisf n good

weed," says a member of a street gang who

just killed a woman for her social security

check.

The first eight of the series has had some

brilliant and prominent people behind

them.
Three of the books, Psi-Force. Nightma,sk,

and Justice were created by Archie Good-

win, editorial director of Marvel's Epic

Comics line. Goodwin has also twice been

award best writer by the Academy of Comic

Book Arts.

The eight titles of The New Universe

series are: Star Brand, Spitfire and the

Trouhleshou'ers. Psi Force. Nightmask.

Kickers, Inc., Merc, D.P.7. and Justice.

The New Universe books each have 32

pages and cost 75 (cents).

Marvel Comics Group is also involved in

children's book publishing, and televi-

sion/feature film production.

nGUJ universe

ca

THURS
Swing/Blues/

Early R & B

w/DJ The Count

40

& DANCE

-J.- NIGHTS
^A I w/DJs

OPEN NO DANCE
5 pm COVER FLOOR

AMHERST COPY CORNER

MANI!S(1<I1'IS

lllLSIS
^tHkS^^

HLUI I'KIMS

BINDIM.S

niOKKlKAPIilC (OLOK COIMliS I KOM I'KIN IS

OVIKNKilM SIGNS AND UANN tRS • OVHKSIZi: I) ORICINALS

CONVENIENT ^^ i am im i \sam mki i i

PARKING 549-2854 amuirst

Subscribe Before Sept- 24th Deadline For

1986-1987 Season
-BILGXI BLUES

FESTIVAL OF INDIA

VIENNA CHOIR BOYS

MOMIX

LOUISVILLE BALLET

OBCHESTRE DE LYON

TAP DANCE KID

r, r.lNTBASlf ORCHtST

FRANK FOSTEP

MARLEEN PENNISON COMPANY

LESLIE HOWARD PIANO

NEGRO ENSEMBLE COMPANY

JAZZ ALL STARS ^

JOSHUA BEU.VIOUN

THE WAVERLY CONSORT

SPRINGFIELD SYMPHONY

STEPHANIE CHASE VIOLIN

APPLE HILL CHAMBER PLAYERS

VEHUDI MENUHIN VIOLIN

WARSAW SINFONIA

DANNY BURACZtSKISJAZZOAN( I

TOKYO STRING QUARTET

TWYLATHARP DANCE

MEL TORME

GEORGE SHEARING

THE CHIEFTAINS

CHRISTOPHER PARKENING. GUrTAB

HUNGARIAN STATE FOLK ENSEMBLE

MURRAY PERAHIA. PIANO

KATHRYN SELBY PIANO

TRACERS

BOBRv MCFEBWN
. MPHONV ORCHfcSTH*

ROBERT SHAW

ALVIN AILEY DANCE THEATER

PEARL BAILEY

LOUIE BEUSON
LACAOEAUXFOLLES"

\ZZ ALL STARS ^ ,A THE FINEARTS CENTER
QiN UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

5 College Students Half-Prioe! Call 545-251

1

!

Marvel Comics Group is celebrating it's 25th

anniversary with a new series of books titled

The New Universe. Above is a sample of one of

the series. Justice. Below is the first two of the

series.

WE CREATE

STYLES AS

INDIVIDUAL

AS YOl ARE

% by Deborah

please call for an
appointment

549-5610

COUPON SPECIALS

COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATIONS

FREE HAIRCUT with Perms

V2 PRICE HAIRCUT with Highlighting

HAIRCUTS only $10

• STYLES BY DEBORAH •
65 University Drive, Amherst

expires 9/30/86
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,„ntiiiin-il from page U

t hf works of Jeff' Brice and

Mathfu Wrbican tor only

three days: SeplenibtT 9

through 12.

Thort- will be an opening'

ii"ceptionfiom5t()7pin.on

Sept. 9. The Hampden

Oallery is located in the

Southwest Residential

Alfa
There will be a ^'enerai

meeting for the I' Mass

publication Art Kevmv at 7

p.m. on Sept. 11 in the Art

Hi-^torv Student Lounge in

Bartleti Hall. UMass. For

further inlormation call

David Fish as 586 7469.

The Augusta Savage Memorial Galery.

located at the University of Massachusetts^ is

showing the work of graphic artist Ben
now
Shahn

Read it in

Arts!

Sign-up details

in Hillel Office.

Student Union # 302

CONTEMPLATING

JEWISH ART

nstructor: Simone Alter Muri M. Ed.

Mondays 7:30 pm
begins September 8

Bartlett Hall 3

"An exploration of the lives

and art of contemporary

Jewisti artists, including

Chagall, f\/1odighani, Shahn.

and others."

POWER COOL

^:

m
//,

r^-ff:

w

,„„„„• r,V. star Don .Johnson --^-s lo^. a^daffcction
1^^^^^

day night from «»-"-"'
^""Va^enem Both women paid $5,000 to

^r^t irjihnln-rrsic vi^deJ?;:: his recently released H.ar,.

heat album. —

?^^^^'
OPEN 7 DAYS

NO LINES

NO INITIATION FEE

216 N. King St. Northampton

ALL THIS FOR 20% OFF 1st MONTH

That's right! You will get 20% off a one

month membership including

• 24 Nautilus stations • Whirlpool •

• Olympic Free Weights • Monark Exercise

Bike • Concept 11 Rowing Machine •

• Aerobics •

ALSO AVAILABLE AT MINIMAL COST

MASSAGE ANO TANNING BtO

WITH THIS COUPON

20% OFF 1 MONTH MEMBERSHIP
EXPIRES SEPTEMBER 25. 1986

y^j^

Eliminate Hot Dorm Rooms

Clip on Fans In Assorted Styles

Many other Styles of Fans Available

Located in the Campus Center

e,UNIVERSITY
STORED

OPEN
M-F 9-5

WED 9-9

SAT 11-3

WINNER OF THE GOLD CHAPTER EXCELLENCE

AWARD GIVEN TO THE BEST FRATERNITY ON CAMPUS.

WINNER OF THE OLYMPUS CUP-

GREEK AREA ATHLETIC CHAMPIONS

WINNER OF THE DAVIS CUP-

UMASS ATHLETIC CHAMPIONS

ACADEMICS ATHLETICS - LEADERSHIP

RUSH PARTIES
SEPT. 8, 9, 11, 15, 16 9:00 PM

PIKE
418 N. PLEASANT ST.

545-2150 545-0047

COiVIE SEE WHAT YOU'RE iVIISSING

I
1
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Doonesbury
By Garry Trudeau

IAMU/HAT'S '^f^^l,^
'^

/ '^ PERfORMANCe

GRtAJ CAMl NO.ITR£aJlRae>

iOusHOUjrr looMuaisPAa
TO MeAT MyFRJBNPOIPI
HOMe. " voLumem? hbr

I I ^ LOFT'

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

UM- HOUl
umPOYOu
THINK THie

lAJILL TAKB?
I

Aaourma
HOURS. I STILL

HAvaso^it-
CUTSTOMAKB.

ANP TO THINK
IGAVe UP60IN6
TOlHBDemi^
TOBtHOia.

NO BATH-
ROOM
BREAKS,
SO 60NOW'

I

"Mr. Osborne, may I be excused? My brain is full."

Gordy By Gorde

FORKdOO'S
SAKE, V^H\!U

f OH, STOP THAT.' .

M£rr^or^ op PBone '

A. (S^eAT PLACE
tcj ui/e , &ouKME~r

AlBAi. PLAfO ."

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

H€.R.k T AH. FKesM^fHJC
FAv^ A rqyCH AieeoeP
SfAV^£>f Vf\eATiC>N. Mi
Key ano Lu^iAoe /^
HAN£f, X<U. -JUST 'Zif>

\
\

This MOST 9e ^y

U/v/\e/rtiry

Campus Pond By Sal

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

fTHm rW YOUNe 30Y5...

ft buy IN ft meeicHfliK...

ft fi/(f -/tmrmp imyeR
WIW 9UN()U\^ie5...ftUTn£

Hfta<eR...ft ntomiesd.
ftNTflKCnC WftTef^F(WL

ftHP ft U)N(j-10flbOeP,

OCCftilONftLVf PS/V^ CaHMC/-

Nisrcm-
WHOM.

in/eu,..

SBSKwm m m

Interested in wHting for the larffest coUegfe ^aUj

in New England? Well come on down! The ColUgiar

b having its very first meeting of the semeeter^aif*^

YOU can be there. 7:30 pJh. Thursday in th

newsroom, 113 Campus Center. AM statf member
required to attend.

i|il»l [On aae
miitn>m!»i^ iiiw>.iirtnn i»rtiri

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Michel Jaffe

ACNOU
I Enwndad
7 M*C«<M
n Ou«nl
14 DttcouM. m

• MOM
15 EtMnoa
16 Co . m Paria

17 LMMOt
18 Al • dwtanc*
19 SpM
20 G>atgud Mt*

21 LagisKtiv* body
m London

24 Soli viMori

2SG«lwig
26 Rivar mio

Oon«gsl Bay
27 Lab •tMMrs,

olotd

29 M««ican IrM
with y«Mow
nowar*

33 CompriM*
37 Pari o« a

cat* paw
SSSupporta
39 HonWy Abbr

41 Throw

42 Lao »

ancutalion

43 Happanad
agam

45 natiaf

47 Horsa-racing

maat att by

Ouaan Anna
46 Gawky otm

M) Soma logo*

AMx
SI Harbor Sight

S4 Gymnasium
adiunct

M Map abbr

59 Hit sortg trom

Chorus Lirta

60 Ruda ona
61 Oacraa
64 — da sac

65 Camalot lady

«6Baan
67 FOn s

succassor

66 Harnar>do da -

69 MM — 84ua»

DOWN
1 Usa art gum
2 Loss

3 Butiding baams
4 Dohandtwork
5 Sumtnar, m
Bordaauii

e Satrap*, ottan

7 Cultura madHjm
• Ransack*
9 TriNa* kgM
— OittaNo

10 Faiiwu* Lortdon

straat. with

Tha-

It V*art>

12 Baarmg
13 Subiact

22 Family

mambars
23 Mabai or

Johnny

25 Aloha symbol*

26 Jacob * ton
at al

30 VMngkka

31 Conuibutad

32 Wa* indabiad

33 Ona o> tha

Sagans
34 Woodwind

nstrumant

35 Shipshapa

36 Sn>ola

40 Right-hand

paga
41 Nissan*

44 Houia of —
46 Canam Mast

Po<ntars

47 NirnWa

49 Town naar

Bangor

51

52 U*aful

53 Franch drantauat

Jaan
54 Kairina or Naiwa

55 Burdart

56 Higr«tar«d Seal

57 Church
caiandar

62Spori
63 La Coq —

AMSWEH TO PWtVIOUS PUZZLE
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Lunch
Swi.ss Tuikey Sandwich

Squash Bake

Basics Lunch

Menu
Dinner

Barbctiifd Sparcrihs

Fried Shrimp Dinner
'I'arlar .Sauce

Itali.in ( larden I'lal<'

Basics Dinner

Caponata witli F^ocket Bread (iarli.m/d ("hee.se Leal

Squash Bake Fried Shrimp Dinner
Tartar Sauce

Weather
"N

Today: Mostly sunny and cool, highs in the

mid 6()s.

Tonight: Clear and cool, low in the upper

HOs.

Tomorrow: Mostly .sunny, high around 70.

Today's Staff
Night Editor Nan Klingener

Copy Editor John Yonce

Layout Tech BethAnne Moskov

Photo Tech Byrne Guarnotta

Production Supervisor BethAnne Moskov

Production:Connie LeClerc, Laura Bell, Rob Skelton,

Sheryl Knapp, Paul Desmarais, and Michael M. Cooper.

i^^—W^-^^^i^i^-^—^^—1^—^—^—^^—^^-"^

Executive Board - Fall of 1986

00€^ lEVINSOH
Editor k\ O^
JOHNJrONOI

~^
'AIN

Business Mar^ger

Business Board - Fall of 1986

STEVE Rmm

PAUL H. LESSER

^^ivvrtising Sales Manager

VANESSA ROTH
Finance Manager

fAWtCt lAWSKY
M«rt(«t)n9 M^nsjjier

CRAIG NAUGLE

KAiiU HOLLAND
,$iil»crtpt!on Mar^agw
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• football
mntintu'il fr'iin pafic 16

Sophomore tailback Kevin Smellie took the ensuing
kickoffand returned it to the UMass 34. After a pair of

inconipletions, Bryant hit sophomore split end Dan
Ruhimlti on a hook pattern for 16 yards to midfield.

Bryant misfired again before hitting Neri over the mid-
dle for nine yards to set up a third and-one at the JMU 41.

At that lUDment. Bonvini, engaged in a battle for a full-

time kicking spot with st-nior Rolf Wendt, began to

prepare for his heioii-

1 took oiu- kick to reassure rnysflf and then told one
ol the offensive linemen to just give me a shot," Bonvini
said. "Somehow I knew we would get one last shot. We
weren't going to gi\f up in the hist two miiuitcs of a

game."
But after another inctmiplete pass the Minutt-men fac

ed a crucial fourth and one from thi -1! with just 57
stconds remaining.

"We were trying to establish the inside game. We
weren't breaking the big plays hut we were getting the
five-, six-, and seven-yard runs all night," senior fullback

Al Neri said.

Blocknig for Nen's 25th carry, senior center Pete Mnn
tini and senior guard Stan Kaczornwski opened a gap for

Neri on the right side. Neri made the be.st of it and gain-

ed five yards to the 37.

"It's fun to block for Al because we know hell get the
yards," Montini said.

Bryant then hit Rubinetti for 19 yards down the left

sideline to the JMU 18 with 39 .seconds left. Two more
gives to Neri put the ball at the 16 before Kaczornwski.
a co-captain. called time out with nine i^econds remaining.

"I told Silvio to run in and kick an extra point and if

he missed it to keep running," Reid said, laughing.
With .sophomore reserve center Craig Wagner snapp-

ing and Rubinetti holding, Bonvini drilled his third field

goal to provide the difference with four seconds remaining.
I was thinking how hard these guys work. There's a

big joke in practice about hf)w we kckersjust sit around
while everyone else is working .so hard," Bonvini said.

"For the offense to come down in the last two minutes of

the game, I couldn't imagine not doing my part of the

Sports Notices

deal."

Both teams failed to score in the game's opening quarter.

Neither team was able to score on its first four posessions

with JMU, running its vaunted Wing-T ofTense to near

perfection sustaining the only drive with a scoring oppor-

tunity. Taking over on their own 27, JMU marched the

ball upfield on runs of 14, 13, and six yards by All

American Warren Marshall ( 104 yards for the game I and
a 21 yard run by Stockett.

The UMas.s defense' held howuvLT, as .sophomore All-

Yankee Conference inside linebacker John McKeown nail

ed Marshall at the 19 and recovered the fumble

The Minutemen broke the scoreless deadlock with 3:19

to go in the half as Smellie leaped over Montini and Kac-

zorow.^ki from the one for the touchdown. Bonvini added
the extra point. JMl^ kicker Tim Garritty booted a 23-yard

field goal with five .second- remaining in the half to put

the Dukes on the boan! at 7 3.

Bonvini's fust field goal, a 22>arder, increased the

L'Ma.ss lead to 10-3 with 6:16 to go in the third quarter

before Garritt.\ added a 30 yard field goal, his .second, w ith

2:04 left in the quarter.

After Thomas recovered a JMU fumble at the Dukes
own 44. Bonvini added a 27-yard, partially blocked field

goal to increase the Minutemen's lead to seven.
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Sophomore Tim Bryant

There will be a meeting
for anyone interested in

playing women's lacrosse

this fall should attend a

meeting at in room 153,

NOPE Gym, Thursday at 6

p.m. Those who cannot at-

tend the meeting should call

Pam Hixon at 545-1942.

There will be meetings for

anyone interested in play-

ing on the Intercollegiate

Racquetball Team at the

Amherst Racquet and
Fitness Center on Rt. 1 16 in

Sunderland. The meetings
will be Thursday at 7 p.m.

and Friday at 2 p.m. For

more information, call Lin
or Roz at 549-4545.

DORM RUGS
TOP QUALITY RUGS IN SIZES
TO FIT ANY DORM ROOM

SAVE UP
TO 80%

OFF REG. PRICES

FROM $14.99 to $79.99

WHERE YOU'LL BE HAPPILY FLOORED WITH OUR LOW, LOW PRICES
586-6411 MT FARMS MALL — HADLEY
NEXT TO BREAD AND CIRCUS

DAILY 10-9 SUN 12-5

SHAPE UP YOUR BODY
WHILE SHAPING UP

YOUR MIND

LET
'TIPS'

GIVE
YOU A
HAND

CALL 545-1 540
AND ASK FOR TAPES BY NO.

2453 GYM SCHEDULES
2878 INTRAMURALS
2459 POOL SCHEDULES
2476 WEIGHT ROOM SCHEDULES
* TAPtP INFOBMATIONPHONE SERVICE

TIPS IS A SERVICE OF THE DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE

227 WHITMORE

ATTENTION GRADUATING SENIORS

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE

RESUME WORKSHOP
101A Career Center

September Schedule

Monday September 8, 22
Tuesday Sept. 16, 30
Wednesday Sept 10, 24
Thursday Sept. 18

Friday Sept. 12, 26

All workshops begin at 3 pm sharp

September 17 is the First Resume

Deadline for on campus recruiting

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICEi

UNIVERSITY CAREER CENTER

545-2224

• field hockey
vontiinwd frntn pogv IH

Co-captain Lisa Griswold came in on a breakaway, fak-

ed DeNoble to the ground and put a shot into the lower

lefthand corner of the net to give UMass a 3-0 lead.

"The new rule is nice," Hixon said. "It opens up the field

and gives a lot more chances to .score. It makes the game

a lot more interesting."

The pace slowed a bit after Griswold's goal and there

was no more scoring in the first half.

"When we got the 3-0 lead," Hixon said, "we seemed

to relax a little too much toward the end of the first half.

But I was pleased that they picked it back up in the se-

cond half and created the penalty corners."

UiMass held a 6-3 advantage in penalty corners in the

second half and each team had three in the first period.

As the second half opened, the UMass offense was back

m gear, putting 1 1 shots on goal, but could not put the

ball past DeNoble for over 20 minutes.

Griswold finally beat DeNoble for her second goal of the

game with 4:05 left. She put in a rebound from five feet

out to make it 40.

"Ciriswold played a great game today. She was outstan-

ding," Hixon said. "She chased down loose balls, got the

ball for us on ofTense and created penalty corners.

Griswold's second goal was a good one," Hixon said.

"When you play on grass, it's a slow game. You won't

score on the first shot so you have to be like snakes and

go after the rebound."

So UMass is offto a good start, and have a break before

travelling to Old Dominion in Trenton, New Jersey for

a game Saturday, Sept 13, at 11 a.m.

"Winning the first game is psychologically vital," Hix-

on said. "From here on out, we just have to try and keep

up the constant pressure and continue to beat the teams

ranked htwer than us. "

Themost
demanding,
chaUengiiS,
enlightening,

rigprous,
satis^ing,
difficult,

rewarding,
motivatingand
excitingcourse
youcantake
incollege.

ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING L^RPS

Contact Mahoney or Major Cunningham 545-2321

ACTIVITIES 'AUDIO
AUTO FOR SALE •CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT .FOR RENT

FOR SALE • FOUND
HELP WANTED 'LO^T

CLASSIFIED
INSTRUCTION • MOTORCYLCLES
PERSONALS -RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED -SERVICES
ROOMATE WANTED "TRAVEL

WANTED 'SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI - 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PROIR TO PUBLICATION* CASH IN ADVANCE, ISc/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

ADVENTURERS !' UMass Outing Club
lifSt general meeting TONIGHT 7 00 om,

SUB Slides, into fun and more All

Welcome
\

WMUA Station Meeting Sept 8 7 00 pm
Room 804 CC Need help in News.
Sports, Music Underwriting, Public Af-

fairs. Production Departments

WANT TO BE 8 DJ? Attend the WSYL
PM Organizational meeting Wednesday
night 9/10 in the Commonwealth room
(Earth Foods). SUB 7PM

AVON

3£$$SSS$SS$$$SSSSSSSSS$S$SS$$SSS
i AVON S

S Earn money while S

S furthering your $

i. education $
• 665-8748 S

?$s$$s$s$$sss$ss$sssssssss$ssss$

79 VW RABBIT DIESEL.good condition,

excellent MPG no rust. clean Asking
SI 750 665-8291

1979 CHEWY MALIBU WAGON.
99.000 miles, new clutch. $750 536-5434

PAYING CASH FOR your baseball cards
please call Mike 549-0333

SKI EQUIPMENT! 180CM Hart Billy the

Kid with Garmisch boots and poles
SI 00 00 call Angie 549-0541

FOR SALi

COUCH IN EXCELLENT CCMiDlfION lor

$50 Call Colleen at 253-7607

FUTON — Double sixe, excellent condi-

! on S100 or best offer. Call 549-4674

21 ' 10 Speed Columbia Bike Works
great good transportation asking $50
549- 11 78

LIGHT TAN 9*12 Rug for sale, Call and
Make an offer 5494790 or 546-5564

BOOK SHELVES, bureaus tables,

chairs rugs, plus more lor sale Call

Amherst 253-3917

1981 SUZUKI GS450T Bought new in

1985 excellent condition must sell NEED
BOOK MONEY $700 firm 253-3146

HELP WANTED

WANT TO MAKE MONEY WHILE YOU
SLEEP? Become a weekettd Personal
Care Atlendanl for a 35 yr Old han-
dicapped man in Amhersl Center. 5
hrt a day - $6,10 an hr & $8 o night.
Mutt be dependable and reliable.

Some Lifting required. Call MWF
anytime ft TU/TH after 4:00 -

2S3-7S6I

GREENOUGH St^ACK BAR in Central
Area IS now accepting applications tor

employment 10-12 hrs/week Pickup ap-
plications ar Greenough Dorm basement

AUTO FOR SALE

1978 MONZA COUPE, sunroof good
shape good transponalinn SlOOOorbest
offer 546-6448

IS IT TRUE you an buy Jeeps for $44

'nrouQh the US qovernmenf Get the

'acts today' Can" 1-312-742H42 Ext

^-31-A

1 978 PLYMOUTH HORIZON Runs v.f

new tires.no i ust 545-3d06 daya

?59 1497 eves SI 000

OLDS CUTLAS SUPREME 76 AC cr.

, electric windows awesom? Alpine

C.i' St»reo and more' Great conditio"'"

W.I! sacrifice for S650 Call David

t,.l« 6341

1979 Dodge Diplomat Autom,:

AM/FM stereo ps. pb, new tires nppiis

lOihing S1495 545 2439 549-0057

1981 VW Rabbit excellent condition 40

mOQ 4(1oo' silver/grey $2199 564-9524

VW 66 Classic ultrareliable FM
.vti.ievv.ili^ j,:.i:i..i f1,-(Hhit,Bftn .'S4'l OROO

fXT 22

1976 MUSTANG GOOD BODY needs

ivoiK on radialo' and clutch Call Angie

').!'?0541 S300 00 only'

1973 CHEVY LACUNA power steering

power brakes air S700 or best offer

665 7128

MUST SELL!! Mens s 10 speed bile $50
lor BO) 2 whicker peacock chairs-$40ea

Of $60 tor the pair, table - perfect for stu-

dying (has 4 drawersiSSO Call after 5 30
pm 665 7544

GUCCI WATCHES -lots of styles for

women Only $30 Call Bnan al 6-7425

74 FIAT SPORT SPIDER convertible

,ns perfectly, new roof and just painted

450 549-6742

72 CHEVY IMPALA AUTOMATIC 350
t,-..,;..,.- ., ri: n<"fr>cllv well rnainlamert

Kingsize Walefbed, new 90 motion:-
-1 iir, .^, nanrirnaae frame, manyex'
- ^.- '• '< 1W?

SUNTANS Great Bac» To School

specials 20 of it you ]Oin with a fnend

30 off if you |Oin with 2 or more friends

Sate good througr^ ""' ""'v l" Rnn

Soleil

BUY And SELL used books RM 166

CC Thur Sep! 1? Sponsored by

GSS'APO

ONE BEDROOM AVAILABLE m two

tjpdroom Apt Lantern Court Sunderland

call 665 7553 $185 per month

PROFESSORS EXAM FILES for

engineering, calculus physics and
chemistry at University Store

MARKETING INTERNS Wanted for

Hampshire Mall Management DepI Must
be energetic & reliable with excellent
communication skills Apply office of in-

ternships 545-0725

Part Time Cashier lor local store Some
nights and weekends Please call

584 3603

HARVEST SWEET CORN al Amherst
farm, physically challenging Sept - Oct ,

6AM till noon $4 per hr 256-1397 or

549 4897

HOUSEKEEPERS IMMEDIATE OPEN-
INGS iHiitiiv i'l porson HoArfid Johnson
,

'.-.. Hadley

PERSON(S) With Minimum lood handel-

nq e«pe'ience to work 1? 20 hours per
,vf;,.k On famous meals included, $6 00

•noijr k, SW. Call 586.7535. 549-0454
•or Steve

KITCHEN HELP WANTED free meals
hghl Hilchpn ^ork Inr Inr^i fraternity Call

S'co't It 549 0454

DO YOU LIKE LOBSTER pnme nb and
ml 10 work in mc nanqe tor meals'' Call
" Wi-f>i.n .11 PiKe 545 2160 It's a

lime

PEOPLES MARKET >s hiring new collec

five members H^ird working, full time

students willing to work beyond floor

hours Work 10 hrs /wk ' $3 65/hr Ap
plications available at Peoples Market
409 Student Union Sept 3-9, applica

tions due 5pm, Monday, Sept 9th

Peoples Market is an equal opportunity,

affirmativeaclion employer We look for

ward to all of you this fall'

COLLEGE ACTIVISTS Earn
$30-$50/day FT/PT working lor Mass Fair

Share, the state's largest citizen action

group Interviews on campus Sept 15

Call 5868713 or the Student
Employment Office

COOKS! LINE, PREP, SAUTE Creative

work- full and part time Dishwashers app^

ly also Judie's Amherst

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent free meals

Light clean up
Call Cheryl at AXO

545-2152

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY Supple
meni your income marketing top-quality

nutritional products New company lias

developed revolutionary nutntional plan

and products based on sound scientific

research This is a ground-floor multilevel

marketing oppportunity Minimal invest-

ment minimal hassle, potential for signifi

cant income For information call

586 9926 or write to Padma Products,
P O Box 356, Florence, Mass 01060

SCERA, THE STUDENT CENTER for

Educational Research and Advocacy is

hiring workstudy positions to research

arid organize students issues like study

space, racism financial aid heterosex

ism Etc Women and people of color en-

couraged to apply Applications available

in SCERA 422 Student Union Due 9/1

7

» 3:30 PM AA/EEO 5450341

TEMPORARY CABLE TV Customer Ser-

vice lotis Flexible hours full or pan time

no selling Good salary Outgoing per-

ionai'ly and cuslomer service skills re-

quired Apply m person-Sept 9 • 10 10 00
am to 6 00 pm 534 Main St Amherst,

O' call Bruce Neslaw 253-5360

YOU CAN DO IT Learn music acting

dance Register by Sept 19 0ldChaple
545-0519

THE CENTRAL AREA government posi

iion of Office Assistant IS open Stop by
Baker B-22 and pick up an application or

f ,ill 5 2080

THE CENTRAL AREA council will be
holding elections TONIGHT tor the posi-

tion of council treasureri Bring your
speeches to the Baker Classroom al 6 00
pm

THE YEARBOOK IS HIRING

BECOME A MEMBER ol the 1987 Index
Staff Applications can be found m the

basement of the Campus Center, Room
103 (just around the corner from the

Collegian)

INSTRUCTION

PRfVATE GUITAR LESSONS "eiT
perienced and patient teacher Rock/
Pop/ Folk/ and Blues Improv reading,

theory, composition My studio is on bus
line in North Amherst Doug 549-4786

KNOW YOUR CAR' Basic Auto
Workshop including classroom and
shop limited enrollment 253-2098

LOST

CANNON 35MM AUTO I forgot it in

Prescott, Hampshire night ol Goodspeed
last semester Please, at least return the

film' It found call 584-9460 Reward and
my everlasting gratitude

KEYS W/BLUE CLIP and "black watch

lost on campus on Wed Sept 3, If you find

either or have turned them in please call

584-0823 REWARD

FOUND

FOUND — THREE KEYS on plain keyr

ing in Herler 231 Call 253 1259 or the

Collegian at 545-3500 and ask for Kelly

Sieger to identify

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISK ENTERTAJNMENT
Agency Oiscjockeys Bands Lights and
Large screen video dances 5497144

PERSONALS

MUDDY— The blanket Hog Strikes at

f.lidnigni You have been warned

J J GOOD TIMES for a change nothing

!b I'un She said, it's all permitted Barley

strange, but nol a stranger Life's the il-

lusion Love IS the dream Shiver and sing

the words to every lie you ve heard I miss

Matisse croakers' Hi Michael Fernck" Not

lade away Les

FREE MEALS m echange for light kitchen

worn' Contact Alex at CHI-OMEGA
5450162

KIMBERLY, EVERY DAY my love grows

ius1 for you Always S Forever Tim

KATHV O, Here's to a semester that will

be as tun as the summer MC TEE

Heather C. come out, come out

wherever you are C N 6 7509

WELCOME TO UMASS! Interested in

Christian lellowship? The Alliance Chris-

tian Fellowship welcomes you' More in-

fo Barrie or Jennfer 253-7206

MAN ON DEATH ROW BBA
graduate desires correspondence with

anyone interested in writing Just to ex-

change ideas, thoughts friendship or

whatever Anyone who is interested,

lease write " Please include a stamp so

I can reply- thanks Richard Rossi PO
BOX B-50337, Florence. AZ 85232

ROOMATES WANTCD

2 ROOMATES MALE/FEMALE wanted
to share room m house on bus route

Steve 256 0608 keep trying

2 ROOMATES NEEDED 200 yards from

grad tower large house 549-5039

WANTED

I WANT YOUR 8&87 parking sticken tots

50 32,22 Willpay$$$ 546 9594 Anytime

WANTED TO RENT

QUICK! Great Room
house. Amherst Center

avail in clean
549 4710

WOMENS.SR ECON MAJ seeks housing

with easy going responsible people Want
own room, preferably in Hadley,
N Amherst or Sunderland area Call

Leigh 1 774-6209 please leave message
if nol there

WORK STUDY

THE COMMUTER AREA GOVERMENT
has two workstudy positions open In

ijividuals should have good organiza-

tional Skills creativity. layout/design skill

and an outgoing personality 10 to 20
hours per week Deadline Friday Sept

5 1986 404 SUB 545 2145 AA/EEO
employer

MOTORCYCLE

KAWASKI GPs 1100 Fuel iniected

kerkers. good Dunlops 7500 miles, jusl

tuned $2500 Call Erik 546 8039

81 YAMAHA SECA 550. runs excellenl<

$1000 O' B O Robin 253-2268
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SPORTS

Reid wins debut, 16-14
Bovinis last-second FG
clinches thrilling opener
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

HARRISONBURG. Va-University of

Massachusetts head football coach Jim
Reid's worst nightmare came true when
sophomore quarterback Dave Palazzi was
knocked out of the game early in the first

half Saturday night at James Madison
University—but this nightmare had a

silver lining named Tim Bryant.

Bryant, a sophomore backup, took UMass
from deep in its own territory to direct a

53-yard game-winning drive in the final

minute, capped by sophomore kicker Silvio

Bonvini's 30-yard field goal with four

seconds left, to give the Minutemen a 16-14

win over JMU.

"I knew he knew what he was doing,"

Reid. who was given the game ball, said of

Bi > ant, "His ability to perform under fire

was a big question mark but he came
through it good."

Palazzi, a second-team All-Yankee Con-

ference member suffered a slightly

.separated right shoulder on the seventh

olav of the Minutemen's third drive with

t

\'isitors Home
P'irst Downs
Rushing...'^

.20 12

-l:^ 9

Passinp 6 1

Penalt\

Rushiny Attempts
2

. ,58

2

33
Varri- fhiiiu'd Rusliini_' i29 162

V,i^ Hu.-h in- 11 8

Net 1 Jias Ru.shuu 2U2 154
Net Yard.-; Passing 117 116

Pasbf-s .Attempted > f 20
Passes Cdmpleted 12 7
Had Intercepted.. 1

)

...C

Total Offensive Plav..^. M 5.-]

Total Not Yards 319 27C
Average Gain Pi i !'l,i\ :3.9 5.1

Return Yards
Fumbles; Number 1."M

16

-'

7

2 - 2

Penalties Number Yards. 6 6,5 . .6 - 47
Interceptions: Number Ya rds.. ,0 - C

Number of Punts Yards. 5 165 .4 - 18'i

Average Per Punt 33,0 45 5

Punt Returns; Number Y ards.3 16 2 4

KickofT Returns; Number "^ aids 4 71 .5 121
Possesion Time
Third-Down Conversion- 12 of 20 ..6 of 12

Sacks By 2 6 ...1 10

about three minutes remaining in the first

quarter. Palazzi was taken by ambulance
to a nearby hospital where he received X-

rays. He returned to the sidelines before

the end of the game.
Team officials announced that he will not

play at home against the University of

Richmond this Saturday, but is expected to

return to the lineup the following game
against Northeastern.

"We overcame gi-eat obstacles. We had
one game plan for Dave (Palazzi), and
another for Timmy (Bryant) because we
didn't want to lose the position like we did

last year," Reid said.

The dramatic come-from-behind victory

marked a successful debut for Reid, a first-

year head coach and spoiled the Dukes'

celebrated home-opener. JMU. celebrating

"Shenandoah V^alley Day," drew 12,400 to

witness the game and fireworks afterward.

"Well you know, I don't even consider it.

I really don't care. I'm just really happy for

the players," Reid said of his first win. "I

feel great for the university. The players

deserved to win becau.se they really work-

ed hard out there."

Bonvini. who kicked three field goals and
added an e.xtra point on the evening, was
later named the Co-Yankee Conference
Player-of the-Week for his performance.

On off'»Mi<f A! Neii paced the Minutemen
with .i iMK ( I high 130 yards on 28 carries.

Xei i s pre\ imis high was an 85 yard effort

in the Minutt-n K'll s -3 cru>^hing of Holy
Cross last yeai- at Wan en McGuirk Alum
iii Stadium.

Having held the Dukes without a

touchdown the entire game, the
Minutemen held a seemingly comfortable
lead with 1:57 logo in the game. But after

a 34 yard punt by Dimitri Yavis which
•IML' luniiif Julius Sherman returned
seven yard.-^ to the Dukes" own 33, JMU
quarterback Eric Green (7 for 20, IKi

yards. 1 touchdown i went to work.

Green sent split end Rodney St(K'kett and
wide receiver Tony Miller deep down the
-ideline into single covera^'e. Sophomore
roinerback Andrew Thomas picked up
Slockett but Miller broke liei' behind

Thomas to snare and 67-yaid touchdown
pass from Green to cut the UMa.:s lead to

(ollpKian pholo by Piiul Dt-Kinaraiii

Senior forward Lisa Griswold maneuvers into scoring position for
one of her two goals as the Minutewomen bombed Virginia, 4-0 at Tot-
man Field.

Photo courti-sv of Sports Information

Sophomore Kicker Silvio Bonvini, shown here versus the Univer-
sity of New Hampshire last year, was named Co-Yankee Conference
Player-of-the-Week.

1.3 12.

.Mter calling time out, Green set up for

a two point conversion. Rolling right.

Green eluded the grasp of blitzing junior
fiee safety Jim Vertucci and fired to junior
halfback fiir the two points to give JMU an
app.irent 14-13 victory

i don't know how he got the pass off. I

had him out of bounds, 1 guess he must
liave had his foot down .somehow, " Vertucci

said. "But we had 1:47 left and 1 was sure

we would pull it out. We played too well

to lose."

Sophomore tailback Kevin Smell ie took

the ensuing kickofTand returned it to the

UMass 34. After a pair of incompletions,

Bryant hit sophomore split end Dan
Rubinetti on a hook pattern for 16 yards

to midfield. Bryant misfired again before

. •Ditiniiiil iin ptii^i' 14

Stickers romp, 4-0
Griswold nets two goals; Carlson gets shutout
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

University of Massachu.setts field hockey
coach Pam Hixon came into yesterday's
si-ason opener against the University of

Virginia with a few questions.

But as she watched her team post a con-

vincing 4-0 victory over the Cavaliers, she
got all the right answers.

"I'm real happy with what I saw today,"
Hixon said. "I was a little concerned com-
ing in that we might not score a lot this

season because we didn't show much of-

fense in our scrimmage last week. But after

watching today's game I feel a lot better.

"We also played good defense," Hixon
added. "If we don't allow them to cross the
50-yard line, they won't score. That's what
I like. It only takes one goal to win, and
t here may be some games when we only get

one goal."

The loss knocks the Cavaliers, ranked
12th in the preseason polls, to 1-1.

It was an impressive effort by the

Minutewomen that saw them jump out to

a 3-0 first half lead and play flawless

defense throughout most of the game.
"We played well but we should have

scored six goals not to sound greedy but
two others should have been in. They were
whiffs," Hixon said. "But it was good stuff,

a great way to go. It was a good start. We
came out aggressive and that's what we
want this year. Last year with so many
freshman we were a little bit timid
sometimes."
Lynn Carlson stopped four shots in goal

for the Minutewomen to earn the shutout.

'She made the saves that were
necessary. Virginia tested us a couple of

times early but she didn't make any
mistakes," Hixon said of Carlson. "She did

a good job with the balls she had to play

but she didn't have to play very many of

them."
From the outset, there was no question

who was the better team. UMass im-

mediately brought the play to the V^irginia

end of the field, and kept the ball there for

75 percent of the game.
"We got a good start." Hixon said. "We

covered for one another well and kept the

ball in their territory."

The Minutewomen jumped out to a 1-0

lead with 21:50 left in the first half when
Tonia Kennedy slipped the ball through a
crowd in front of the net and past Virginia

goalie Donna DeNoble. Co-captain
Christine Kocot got an assist on the play.

The goal was a significant one for Ken-
nedy who was seeing her first solid action

since mid-season last year. Kennedy, pla-

tooned for the game with senior forward Lil

Hultin, is recovering from her second ankle
operation in the past ye£ir.

Midfielder Julie Stuart doubled the
LIMass lead seven minutes later when she

put a slap shot past DeNoble with 14:32

left.

There is a new offsides rule this season
that allows a offensive players not in posse-

sion of the ball to be within 75 (instead of

50) yards of their teammates on defense.

LIMass wa.sted no time taking advantage
of the new rule.

lonltnued on page 15
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Regents may vote for new chancellor of higher education

By BOB KIEVRA
Collegian StalT

The Massachusetts Board of Regents of Higher Educa-

tion is expected to end months of controversy this after-

noon as they meet in Boston to select one of four can-

didates to head the state college and university system

The $65,000-a year job has been a .source of dispute since

former Amherst state Representative James G. Collins

was chosen for the position on July 1.

At that meeting, the regents, deadlocked over four

finalists chosen by a search committee, agreed to take

nominations from the floor and elected Collins.

Collin's' selection prompted the chairman of the selec-

tion committee, Paul Ylvisaka. to resign his seat and

chai tie that Collins appointment was "politically wired."

Governor Michael S. Dukakis challenged Collins selec-

tion setting of! a struggle for control of the $600-million-

ayear. 29 campus state college system.

Dukakis replaced three regents whose terms were ex-

piring, asked the regents to reopen the search process and

demoted board chairman David Beaubien, appointing

longtime political advisor L. Edward Lashman as

chairman.

On August 5, the reconstituted board voted 9-7 to recon-

sider the original four finalists along with Collins.

One of the four original candidates, former Wellesley

College Piesident Barbaia W. Newell, dropped out of the

running after complaining about the politics involved in

the selection process.

Besides Collins, the other three finalists are:

• State Sen. John Olver, D Amherst. Olver. a 17 year

veteran of the Legislature,is on leave from a tenured pro-

fes.sorship in chemistry at the University of Massachusetts

at Am her.St.

• E.K. Fretwell Jr., chancellor of the University of

North Carolina at Charlotte.

L'^llegiHn pholti by Nick Sokoloff

FOLKS AND SPOKES - Junior Peter Morley takes time to play a tune on flute on the

Student Union steps while other students enjoy the warm weather before heading ott to

classes. .

Hubley, Resenberg hold forum,
large turnout anticipated
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

Tonights 'get acquainted' forum for candidates seek-

ing the Amherst state representative seat is planned to

help voters identify the two relatively unknown

Democratic contestants, said Student Government

Association president Bill Bennett, who helped plan the

event.

Jean Horrigan of the Professional Association of the

University of Massachusetts at Amherst (PAUMA), which

initiated the Candidate's Night, said organizers were

hopeful for a good turnout. She stressed their desire to

attract people from both the UMass and local

communities.

Robie Hubley and Stan Rosenberg will attend the forum,

slated for 7 p.m. at the School of Management building.

The two are Democratic candidates for representative

from the third Hampshire District, which includes

Amherst.

The two seek the seat vacated by Massachusetts

Chancellor of Higher Education James Collins, who held

it for 12 years. Collins' name will appear on the ballot

for the September 16 Democratic primary along with

Hubley s and Rosenberg's, but he has said he will not ac-

cept the nomination if he wins it.

During the two-hour session, the candidates will make

opening and closing statements, answer questions from

the audience, and address questions prepared by the

event's planning committee.

"This is a necessary thing. People don't know these two

candidates well, so now they will go to this debate and

find out," said Bennett, who served on the committee.

"We're hoping that by the questions we will be asking

that it'll be clear that there's a difference between these

two candidates," Bennett added.

"One of the bigger things we're aware of is that the

Republican has dropped out of the race. So whoever wins

this primary will be the rej. .esentative," he pointed out.

Republican candidate Brian McCollugh dropped out of the

race last week, Bennett .said.

Horrigan commented, "We're hoping to attract a mix-

ed audience, both UMass people and people from the local

communities. The candidates are representing all of us

and it's important that their constituents hear from

them."
Bennett said that n the preparation of questions, an

attempt was made to balance those about educational

issues with ones about matters of concern to individual

local towns.

Bennett said he is expecting a high turnout. "Amherst

is very politically involved. I'll think we'll come, if not

to full capacity then very close to it."

The event is co-sponsored by PAUMA, the League of

Women voters, the SGA, and the giaduate student senate.

• Frank lyn G. Jenifer, vice chancellor of the New Jersey

Department ol Higher Education.

Collins, a semi finalist among an original application

pool of 107 candidates, received the minimum eight votes

from the 16 member board on July 1.

University of Massachusetts Student Trustee Dani

Burgess said Collins appeared likely to retain seven of

his original votes, but that the former House chairman

of the Education committee lost one supporter when

Dukakis reshuffled the board.

Jimmy's still the frontrunner. " Burgess said, "but I'm

not placing any bets becau.se 1 expect a very divided

meeting."
Burgess, who will attend the meeting along with Stu

dent Senate Speaker Paul Wingle. said Olver's chances

of getting the top .spot do not look good.

"He's more than qualified for the job, hut the regents

haven't really .^pressed that much interost in him,"

Burgess said.

LSO, money
major issues
student senate to meet
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

As the first meeting of the semester for the University

of Massachusetts Undergraduate Student .Senate ap

proaches. Senate Speaker Paul Wingle said the rostruc

turing of students' right to sue, and a proposed activit k-s

le»' increase are major concerns.

Currently the Senate's main concern is the Student

( iovernment Association's law suit against the Universi-

ty to repeal the decision by the University of

Massachusetts Board of Trustees which forbids the Legal

Services Organization from suing the University on behalf

of students.

We're going to try to stop the University from doing

that." said Wingle.

"l really don't feel sorry for administrators who break

the law," but for victimized students, he .said. Wingle add

ed that legal services has never filed a frivolous suit.

Another issue to be discussed at tomorrow's meeting is

the senate's proposal to increase the Student Activities

Trust Fund fee, said Wingle. "We're looking for a fee in-

crease. We haven't had one in six years."

Inflation and higher salaries for student activities pro

fe.ssionals have made a fee increase nece.ssary, he said.

If the proposal is successful, more money will be

available for campus activities that will make UMa.ss a

diverse and socially active campus again, Wingle added.

Wingle said he hopes tomorrow's meeting will go

smoothly, but "It only takes one person to get up and

disrupt the whole process.

'I don't see an alleviation of the tension between the

[senate's] ideologies," as this semester progresses, Wingle

said. Problems might arise if the representatives per-

sonalize their discussions of issues, he said.

"You can expect the same array of viewpoints (from

previous semesters)," he said. These viewpoints might

amount to an attachment of the issues and perhaps lead

to politics "that cannot be called angelic," Wingle said.

"I don't expect us to all go out and have beer. I do ex-

pect that people can be civil," he said. Wingle added that

he hopes the representatives will respect the senate

because it represents this campus' undergraduates.

Although he does not always agree with what the senate

does, Wingle claims that, as the speaker, he will remain

impartial. He also said he is committed to his position and

believes in representative democracy. Being elected

speaker, he added, "has been a character building exer-

cise."

Wingle said the senate's left wing will continue to

decline because "it's taken the wrong reaction to what

it sees happening in the student senate. [The left] want

to back off and disassociate from Ithe issues]."

While the left uses cliches to prove their point, the right

wing, remains organized and therefore, gains the votes

of the moderates, said Wingle. "People want a fresher ap-

proach," he stressed.

Tm not a robot; I have a political ideology, " Wingle

said, reiterating that he is committed to fairness.

I
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SEE THE
LIGHT

DESK LAMP
many styles and
colors to choose

from

Swing Arm Lamp
Starting as

low as

$12.95

OPEN
M-F 9-5

WED 9-9

SAT 11-3

Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
mMstore-^

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA

- Great Athletics

- One of the Highest

Fraternity GPA's

- Great Meal Plan

- Outstanding Social Life

• Lasting Friendship

^^oecffl (n*«^^^

^ Ai
^

via V '19 >^'VIR

Come and Experience what real fraternity life is like.

Stop by this week. Rush dates are Sept 10. 16, 17 at

374 No. Pleasant St., Amherst MA.

THE BLUE HOUSE
ON THE CORNER

QUESTIONS ABOUT UMASS???
CALL IDB/TIPS !!!

If you have a problem or need informotior^, and don't know where or how to get

answers, the Infornnation Data Bank or the Taped Information Phone Service is the

place to go, or call. The Dean of Students Office sponsors two information services

for the University community (including parents). During the academic year these

services run 7 days a week. IIOOO contacts were mode with these services last

year. Hours: MON THROUGH FRI 8:30 AM - 9;00 PM, SAT 8c SUN lO AM - 3 PM.

545-1555

INFORMATION DATA BANK (IDB)

IDB is a telephone or walk-in referral center which

maintains information on University, administrative

and academic policies and procedures; bus,

library, and athletic schedules; listings of current

campus events such as seminars, movies, and
lectures; and a variety of other reference

materials,

545-1540

TAPED INFORMA TION PHONE SERVICE (TIPS)
TIPS is a library of more than 300 tape casset-

tes with information about academic rules,

regulations, and programs; registration policies,

counseling services; financial aid information; cur-

rent events; health and safety programs; hous-

ing and ""o :ci services; athletics; student organiza-

tions and activities, etc.

Frequently Requested Tapes:

•In a Medical Emergency

•Intramurals at UMASS

•Lecture Notes

•Mental Health Services

•Office of Third World Affairs

•Commercial Bus Services

•Communication Skills Center

•Emergency Short-Term Loans

•Financial Aid at the University

•Five College Courses

IC3/TIPS ARE SERVICES OF THE DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE
227 WHITMORE

Artwork in Tower Librarn to prevent vandalism-^— ^Hv OSSI (..\HI''i:!.

< I'lU'^nan Cm \ <-|)c)iult'nt

1 liirty I'i^fht \suik,> nt art anruii' r>

bt'iii^ completed at the I'nivti-n nt

Massachusetts Tower Libiai\ . ,ill pait of

.Mass Transioiniation. tlie University's

\ohiiiteer project to reno\,itc tlie lis -.toi

y

St I net lire.

The artwork will includf nuirals and

^,'raphic designs m the stairca.ses and

other art Ibrms ai various parts of the

huildin^. including a hanging sculpture

111 the iiiirary entrance. Nortnan Phillips

nt the I'Mass art department said.

Tlie artwork will serve as a deterrent

111 ^M-affiti in the stairuell>. although he

.uknowledged that it would he a difficult

task, Phillips said

\Ve'\e aiready had >ome defacing ol

one (»f the murals, and we found a brush

not very lar away." Phillips said.

A similar project three years ago has

had good re.»ults in minimizing van-

dalism, he said. Calling it a -graffiti pit."

Phillips said the tunnel connecting

Hartlett Hall and Herter Hall was painted

with graphic designs in 198.'i. and that on

ly light defacing has since occurred.

.Some students may even find the art-

uoik helpful, since the colors in the

stairwell of each Hoor will be matched to

the color .scheme of that particular Hoor

Phillips said this should help students a-

thf\ si^aiih for particular subjects within

the libr.ny.

The library artwork was chosen from

about 100 proposals submitted by both

graduate and undergiaduate art students

at the University. As part of the art

department's annual competition involv

ing publicly displayed art, Phillips said.

In the past, students have u.sed correc

tional facilities, nursing homes, and

various non profit organizations as they

participated in the publicly displayed art

competition. Phillips said. With Mass
Transformation (Hcurring thi.^ vear, he

said, the art department saw an oppor

lunit> to have the students contribute to

the quality of hie on campus.

Funding lor the project. Phillips said,

come.> tidiii a •B 10,000 grant and matching

funds from the University.

Students are being paid $.'}5() for each

mural t hiy create, according to one of the

students involved in the project.

Michael C'oblyn, director of the Herter

Art Ciallery. said that fifteen works of art

have already been completed, with the re-

maining 2'\ scheduled to be finished by

tlu' end of this month.

< iilli'tiian phoio l>> I'liul nrsmiiriilK

Multi-colorod mural add.s life to the Library Tower. Thi.s painting

is one of many iVla.ss Transformation projects designed by students

to enhance the atmosphere of the building.

Bus circle to begin service soon
By ( AHOI. TAX.XKXBAUM
Collegian .Slalf

The traffic circle locati'd near the Campus Center park-

ing garage should soon \)v back in u.se. said Peter Woz-

niak. statf admini~-t rat m of the University of

Massachusetts physical plant.

The circle, which has been out of .service for over a year,

was closed because of steam pipes that could not bear the

weight of the buses which stopped there regularly,

William Harris, director of the Campus Center said.

"The steam pipeline runs east, along the pond, and is

now being replaced. " Wozniak said.

The $25,000 project, paid out of the Physical Plants an

nual budget, has affected husines- at the Campus Center

l\'n years ago:

The Army ROTC program on Campus, a major

target of protests during the Vietnam War. is enjoying

a more receptive climate here today and is beginning to

nourish once again.

KnidUment at the Reserve Officers Training Corps at

the University has been on the rise since 1973. after a

low ptiiod m the early 'TOs when across the nation, the

militar> establishment suffered embarrassingly from its

role in Vietnam
Anncttf Criittrnhcri:. S/xukfr nfthr I 'ndiTgrddmttf Stu-

dent Srnutr. resigned last night because .Student G"vern

mcnt co-!)resKk'iit> P.iul M Creiiin ami -lay A Martus

ha\c bfcn linuglil off"' by UnniM ~il\ Adnunisliat mn. -he

-aid

Sptaking before the student senate, (iuttenberg -aid

Cronin ,ind Martus had withheld prior information about

Robert L. Woodbury's appointment a.; acting vice-

chancellor for student affairs. Guttenberg surprised the

.senate w hen she said. "Those men have made me fear for

tlie student population, therefore I resign in two weeks...

I'm doing this because 1 want studiaits to realize they are

l)eing kept in the dark on this campus."

Fill' \'('c'/s iigii:

Amherst residents didn't have to worry about their

water supply this summer, high bacteria coounts have

forced officials to enact a "boil order" on all drinking and

cooking water.

I'own residents, restauranters. and the Univer.-ity of

M.i>sachusi-tts Dining Commons had to boil all water for

at least five minute:- after coliform was discovered in the

water supply.

A major effort to combat racism, sexism anti

semitism and other forms of anti social behavior, the

University of Massachusetts begins today "The Year

Toward Civilit.\ " Following a series of racist and anti-

-finetic incidents two years ago, UMass Chancellor Henry

Koffler formed the Civility Commission to look into the

problein> of anti-social behavior.

lintel because buses are detoured to Haigus Mall from the

circle, said Meredith Schmidt, staff assistant of the hotel

The hotel lia- -et up a shuttle service for guests using

the Peter Pan bus line, she said.

"We ask guests when they register if they have a car."

Schmidt said. "If they don t have a cai-. and they plan on

using the bus, our employees tell thi^m about the shuttle

-ervice,' she said.

To operate the shuttle service. Schmidt -aid the hotel

hired an additional employee and purchased a

10 passenger van.

The hotel phone number has been posted by Haigois Mall

and there is a phone inside Herter Hall, and one near the

Whilmore Admini.stration Building. Schmidt said. The

Whit more phone was in.stalled last semester following the

rerouting of the buses, she said.

Vehicle stolen
.\ lS»7t) Ford Mustang xalued at .$1000 w a- r. pcited

stnlen at 1:12 p.m. Saturday from Plot near the War
leii Mitiuiik Alumni Stadium. Univer-it> (d

Ma-.>achusetts police said

In other police reports:

• A purse containing $25. keys and idenlification w as

reported stolen at 2:47 p ni. Friday in the Textbook .-Xn

ne\: It was left on a table outside the bo<}k racks, police

>aid.

• A $200 stereo was reported stolen at 11:10 p.m. Fri-

day from a room in Cance House: police believe entry

was made through a screen window that was slashed,

thi-y .said.

- CONNTK GRIFFITH

Hordes of Gourds

Colli'liiHti ptiolK In I'liui Drsmarais

THEY'RE GOURD-GEOUSI-Hadley Mailman Harry Vandoloski sorts ornamental gourds

on a rack at his Middle Street home yesterday. The gourds are shellacked and sent to Boston

for sale.

p
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B'nai B'rith Hillel will hold a memorial .service for those \^ho were

massacred m the Turkish temple Saturday at 4:30 p.m. this aaernoon in

304 student Union.

Fnr the first time, the course OHI 291b "Lesbians and Gay Men in LS
Socielv" will be offered during the fall st-mester.

This is a three-credit interdisciplinary course which explores the history

of lesbians, hisexuals and gay men in the US since the 1950s The course

meet- Thursday evenings from 7:30 to 9:00, and can be taken a.-- a C n,

I) cr)re requirement or as an independant study

For registration information contact Paul 'Vasconcellos at 545-4208

Hillel is offering three one-credit courses this seme.ster. Judaic Studies

191A "Birth, Pubertv. Marriage and Death in the Jewi.sh Tradition " will

meet Mondays 3:30 4:30 p.m. in Bartletl 127. Judaic Studies 191B "The

Kibbutz: Theory and Reality" meets on alternate Tuesdays starting fromx

7 <:) tonight in Bartletl 131. "Contemplating Jewish Art," an exploration

of the lives and art of Jewish artists, meets Mondays at 7:30 p,m. in Bartlett

Hall 3. For more details contact the Hillel OfTice in Student Union 302.

MIT victim of prank
( A.MBRIDGE. I APi Student pranksters

inaugurated the new school year at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology on

.Nhmrlay by assembling a hou.se atop the

stone cliin.e of an eight-story building.

ilaek,-. ,1- the sonietiiiie- niinoluted

pranks are called here, ha\f become a

traditional feature at MIT, where a

telephone booth w.as earlier hoi -led ontM ;i

(innie and a widesmilini; "happy face
"

-piead over a round radar structure.

.\ self professed perpetrator, working

with the .school's shadowy Technology

Hackers Association, said the blue and

V hite house w^sj\l;(ftid oi; the MacLaurin

Building between midnight and fi a.m. out

of "sheer orni'riness."

".Actually, it wa- jiist something to do,"

continued Dan Strahs. 21 a physics and

neuroscience .senior from New York City.

'The hardest part was h.iulmg all this

plywood up eight stories 1 learned not to

lie so scared of heights".

MIT spokesin.m Charle- Hall said the

university staff will trv to bung down the

house later Monday.
We haven't heard any word on

disciplinary action, " said Ball "They didn't

(|ulte complete it because they were

(liKcpyvred Jl\v iIm .ainpus polico.
"

1 I > I «•(«• > \'.,\',
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Paris bombing
injures three
PARIS (AP» - A httmb blew opiMi the fatade of the Paris

rii\ hall Monday, killing at least one person, city hall

-icunty sei\ ices reported.

A city hall olficial said the facade ol the ornate building

was "completely blown out." The official spoke on condi-

tion of anonynnty
Police Chief Jean Paolini said the bomb had been plac-

ed "on or under a bench in the post ofTice" on the ground
floor of city hall.

First reports said 10 people were injured. The fire

department later reduced that to three injured, Paolini

said two people were "seriously injured."

The explosion occurred about 7 p.m.

Premier Jacques Chirac, who also is mayor of the

capital, interrupted a meeting of his internal .security

council at the premier's office to go to the scene of the ex-

plosion. With him was Robert Pandraud, minister for

security.

Police cars and ambulances clogged the scene. Several

injured people were taken to hospitals. Police establish-

ed a security perimeter around the building.

Nine people
held hostage
PARIS ( AP) - Eleven armed Kurds took over the office

of Iraqi Airways on the Champs-Elysees yesterday and

held nine people hostage for about an hour before sur-

rendering, officials and airline workers said.

The intruders were believed to have carried gienades

and bombs
.•\n assistant state prosecutor at the scene .--aid: "They

agreed to hand over their arms and follow us." He .spoke

on condition of anonymity. All the militants— nine men
and two women—appeared to be young They were led

from the building and taken to a police \ an Once inside

the van they waved, made victory sign.- and appeared to

be laughing.

Police blocked off the area in (.eiitial Paris after the

Kuids. some wearing red cloth masks, seized control of

the state-run airlines office.

An airline employee, reached at the office by telephone,

said the Kurds were iJiotesting recent Tui-kish army ac-

tions in Kurdish aiea.- n( Tuike.x and Iraq. She said the

Kurds authorized her to speak for them.

The Kurds entered the office about -4:45 p.ni . and took

nine people hostage, the airline employees said.

Come Celebrate

with our

TWILIGHT
Dinner Specials

Monday-Thursday

Your choice of

:

Pn%
All hntrees include:

Crisp Garden Salad

Baked Potato

Oven Hot Bread

& Creamery Butter

*
*
*
*

Baked Boston Scrod

Broiled Sirloin Tips

Fried Filet of Sole

Broiled ^^'"is*^ Chicken
Vihiskey

CD

•*»

Come See
Amherst's Newest

&Best
Sports Lounge!

Plumbleys
off the common
30 BOLTWOOD WALK • 253-9586

^

f

at mountain farms mall

The area's only complete weight facility!

^#llr'&#^

• Convenient, easy location

• Free parking

• Women's & Men s

shower & locker

facilities

ON THE

BUS ROUTE!
Midway between

Amherst & Northampton
at the

Mt. Farms Moll,

Rte. 9 Hodley.

Call: 584-2175

• Over lO.OOOIbs. of free weights
• 12 different cable stations

• Exercise bicycles

• Vitamins & supplements
• Tanning beds available

Join for the rest of the year for only •119»«!

Complete HairstyHng for Men & Women

Haircut - $9.00

Perms - $40 with haircut

I
I

Call: 549-l.)02

/

lv\s i IAN /v^lVv^vw^vv.svv^A.^^^%v^%s^i%ss^^iVV'.v^iV^v^^^^v^•^

HEY DORM RESIDENTS!
Save 157o on your phone bill with U-Motel!

Sign up at the Telecommunications office

602 Goodell - 545-3535
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Self-definition by
religion . . . ugh!
Hcavin IS not a di'inocracy. No. and iieitluT is reli^Mon

just. Kelit,non is imposed upon us when we aie infants and

children—human luini;- who have not yel developed a

capacity to question, rationalize or think ciititally. As in

fants, we do not choose to be inr^octrinated with reli>,Mon.

We are forced to believe m whatever "CJod" mir parents

or guardians teach us is the 'true" god We are forced

because we have i)i> will at this tender age: we cannot fight

back. So. throughout our lives we necessarily view the

world through our particular "'truth".

Every religion has its own booh of truth. One was writ

ten by Lord Krishna, one by Mohammed, one by Reverend

Moon, even one written in joint effort by God himself and

his son's apostles. When challenged by question or attack,

each religion points to a well-armed passage deep within

their respective texts, and proclaims assuringly. "See,

homosexuals will burn in hell-it says so in the Bible,"

as in the case of Christianity. All the problems of the

universe are answered in these books. And if you doubt

this— if you need proof in order to believe-well. Doubting

Thomas, there's a whole section devoted to you. Holy

books quite remarkably resemble cookbooks: there's a

recipe for everything so anyone can be a cook.

Mark Caldcira

Religion damns critical thinking. It tells us This is how-

it is; accept it." If we .start to doubt the word, manic depres

sion and guilt set in from the anxiety produced. How can

we. how dare we, as mere mortals, question the truth, the

•Lord our God "? I ask. how many people out there have

seen their god? How many have personally known the

author of their ' hook? " How many people have chatted

w ith their god in the presence of other people? None of

V nil' No one? Do you mean to say that you are going to

helieve in some "God"among other "Gods," believe in

some "book" among other "book>. ' and live your whole

life abiding by these gods and lx)')ks you know^ practical-

ly nothing about, /list hecaiise ntlwr people hare told you

t<n This is trulv absurd! Isn t if." It is claimed that we

must have faith." But what is faith''" We can have

' raith"in anything: why have it m .some particular

religion or in some particular god? Where is the suppor-

ting evidence in the world IV)r a belief in god'.'

Religion dopes the masses It puts "heaven" in the sky

and leaves hell on earth. 'Theie will always he wars and

greed and povitv and misery." religious people

argue."because that's the way it is." I would like to know-

how much this "heaven is up there " attitude contributes

to and perpetuates the hell that is down here! Religion

stifles st>cial change and smothers our brains. (Just count

the number of wars and per.seculions that have occurred

in the name of a "loving God."i

No. heaven is not A democracy because religion is juscist:

ideas of pure and superior races and chosen people: of

superior gender; of copulation exclusively for procreation:

of ••c()nect"sexual preference: of //if truth and the way:

of giving one's life up for the order . . .
believers huddling

111 svmhol clad buildings, passionately praising: depositing

monev in boxes and baskets: chanting and singing: faces

on statues and in paintings peering omnisciently: men on

platforms, higher than the rest, lecturing quixotically .

. . this Nazi Germany in 1939? No, religious indoctrina-

tion in 1986.
Mark ('(ddeiro (.- '/ Collegian colunuiisl.

We have two kinds of morality side by side: one which

wr preach but do not practice, and another which we prac-

tice hut seldom preach.
— Bertrand Russell

Lecire ihe matter of religion to the family altar, the

rhunh. and the private school, supported entirely by

private contributions. Keep the church and the State

forever separate.
— Ulys.ses S. Grant

That which we call sin in others us cxpirement for «.«.

— Ralph Waldo Emerson

Special funding: dangerous item
Conservatives are alive and well at UMa.ss. The

monopoly of political activism is no longer in the hands

of the radical left.

While the campus conservative is sotnetimes regarded

a^ a fish out of water, the "progressive " is steadily becom

iii^ an anachronism, more appropriately belonging in the

UttiOs. As much as they havt> been able to lake the

moral high ground" on a lot of social issues, they lail

to take a logical approach, which leads to many flaws

in the policies which they support. By reacting to pro

liietns purely on the basis of emotion, the solutions

become twisted.

One of the issues that is directly affecting

undergraduates -low is child care Somehow, the "pro

mt'ssives" feel that it was the SGA's responsibility to

fund the service. After many fruitless attempts to in-

crease the allocation decided upon by the SCi.X Budget

committee, they have chosen to take another approach.

M the present a petition requesting that child care be

added as a line item on the semester bill is being cir

ciliated. This has proven to be an effective way for the

^1 Miips that have been able to get on the bill, to recei\e

liiiuling However, the implications of this tvpe ol prece

Lynnc M. McCabc

(lent are harmful at best

The addition of child care to the bill w^ould increase

the ninnber to three groups that receive I'niversity fun

ding in this way If this is seen as a viable solution to

lack oi SGA funding, more and more groups will seek

this in order to avoid the .SiiA route At what point will

the trustees draw the line'.'

Conceivably, one could see a laundry li.st of groups on

the semester bill. In addition to this inconvenience, tho.se

who are funded through the negative checkofT system

are infinitely less accountable for their expenditures

than the ones that receive money from the Student Ac

tivities Trust Fund directly. This is very dangerous.

Tho.se opposing the addition of the line-item billing will

no doubt be construed as being anti-children women in

Ueneral. it is my hope that people will be able to distill

all of the emotional rhetoric from the main i.ssue, and

icasonably itai.t to the dis|)Ute.

Lvniic \l Ml I '((/>. IS (I I 'Muss stuilent and is Treasurer

nf the Rcpuhlican Club.

Choice must never be limited

At the polls in November, we will be able to decide if

a woman's private decision to caj-ry a pregnancy to term

or to have an abortion will be restricted. The anti-choice

amendment (H-5338) was propo.sed on April 30 in the

Massachusetts State legislature: it is worded as follows:

'Nothing in this Constitution shall prevent the

General Court from regulating or prohibiting abortion

unless prohibited by the United Slates Constitution, nor

shall anything in this Constitution require public or

private funding of abortion, or the provision of facilities

therefore beyond that required by the United States Con-

stitution. The provisions of this article shall not apply

to abortions required to prevent the death of the mother."

If this amendment is approved, women's rights to ex-

ercise reproductive choice will be .severely limited.

H 5338 could make Massachusetts the first state to com-

pletely outlaw abortion. It would also give the General

Court the right to punish women who seek to terminate

their pregnancies and doctors who perform abortions. In

addition, the General Court would be allowed to prohibit

Lisa Bohne
the provision of services or facilities for abortion. This

part of the amendment allows the legislature to shut

dow n reprodutive health clinics, prevent hospitals from

performing abortions (even in emergency situations), and

to subject doctors, nur.ses, and health workers to criminal

penalties.

At this time, the amendment goes against several US
Supreme Court decisions and is designed to challenge

them. If passed, H 53.38 could lead the way to federal

regulations prohibiting women to make choices about

their own bodies.

This amendment is a dangerous national precedent and

women in this state should work to prevent its success.

In addition to voting, interested women can become in

volved in a drive against the amendment by seeking local

contacts and working to ensure that women have the

I ight to make their own life choices.

Lisa Bohne is a I 'Mass student.

Catching up on the local scene
Greetings, all. It's good to see the campus full of .students

again. W'ith its deflated population. Amherst can he a

pokey little burg during the summer, but 1 thought you

might like to knew what the residents were up to.

First of all. we had The Parade. World War II veterans

li-om a particular aircraft earner were scheduled for a reii

nion at UMass in July, and proposed a small parade IVom

the Amherst common to the plavnig fields of the Univer

sitv. The project mushroomed. Dukakis declared a slate

v(>tei .ins (lav. and suddenly the tow n filled with Vietnam

vets. Korean War vets, WWII vets, and even a lew elder-

ly gents from the First World War. Westover Air Force

Base sent planes to fiy over the parade and so aerobatics,

and all of our local luminaries (including Jim Collins and

(iov. Dukakis) marched in the parade.

.\aturally, residents didn't sit still for this. Some got

their local groups to march in the parade, too-such as

the Boy Scouts. Other protested bitterly and formt-d a

sizable anti-militarism contingent to follow on the heels

of the vets. Some boycotted the e\ nt altogether, and left

to join the parade in Northampton for the fifth anniver

-aiy of the Sandinista revolrtion in Nicaragua. I guess

the Sandinistas aren't supposed to be mil'taristic.

.\ few weeks later, Dukakis and Collins weren't mar-

ching together anymore. Each has been trying to out-

maneuver the other since '' o'lins wrangled his way into

the chancellorship ol the staie college .system. But you can

read about that in any newspaper in the .state. This par-

ticular column is local news onl.\ .
you understand.

Another little drama has bi-<'n quietly unfolding.

Family-run Louis Foods moved this summer from the

center of town to University Drive near the Stadium,

Since they are now a "big" employer and remain non-

union, the United Food and Commercial Workers Union

Rusty Denton

And speaking of the Super Stop & Shop, observant

passers-by may have noticed new construction aloiur its

exit ramp. The town ol lladley is allowing low-income

housing to be built there, becau.se the Commonwealth

came down on Hadley for not having enough of it. The

site is surrounded on three sides by heavily travelled

roads— not a very good choice lor children, although it does

have the advantage of being close to the University and

!o .\mherst. which is where most of the poor in Hadley

come fiom. anyway. Personally, I think the site just shows

that people don't want to live next door to their charities.

put picketers outside the parking lot. According to local

press sources, almost all the picketers were hired off the

street at five dollars an hour, and that fact has caused

some locals to start sho])ping at Louis. Area scuttlebutt

has it that most employees there do not want a union, even

amtnig those who formerly worked at Stop & .Shop, a union

employer. One pro-union employee at Louis tells me he

oppfised the picket line becau.se it represents outside

organization. Perhaps I should also mention that the

puketeis are paid better than most local Stop & Shop

(union I employees.

That's about all the news from the summer. As you can

see. Amher.st is just packed with excitement, though local

agitators have had a hard time maintaining a high level

of controversy without the .students. I think they've been

doing a fine job, and I intend to do my part to keep the

( (introversies rolling in my regular columns. Now that the

students are back, it shouldn't be too hard.

See you soon and welcome to a new semester.

Rust\ Denton is a Collegian columnist.
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ARTS

Tlu' AmDans Thfalrc

Inc will iH'Kin 11- IHSfi

season \Mtli a pfifnrnianci'

and reception at H pm. on

September IS at the East

Sti-eet Tliealrf. Hadley.

The program,

celebrating ucnncn. will

repeat on September 19

and 20. also at 8 p.m. at

the East Street Theatre

Tickets are available at

the door or by reservation

at the box office between 2

and 5 p.m. weekdays at

.-,8fi4.507.

PINOCCHIO'S RESTAURANT
1177 North Pleasant St

SPECIAL MONDAY THRU WEDNESDAY

LARGE PIZZA

$5.50 +TAX

ANY EXTRA ITEM $1.00 each

Get 2 items - pay for one

Get 3 items - pay for two

549-3669

_ FAST FREE DELIVERY

SPECIALIZE IN VEAL & CHICKEN PARMESAN GRINDERS

Does not apply .n restaurant mention ad when ordering

*EMrs 4(
Join The

"

UMASS FIRE & FIRST AID UNIT

First Meeting Tues Sept 9 Morrill N416

8:30 pm New Members

9:30 pm Returning Members

Must be registered EMT. Get paid to work

concerts, football games and other events

Bring EMT & CPR cards

ANNOUNCEMENT
Third World Caucus Meeting

WEDNESDAY
SEPT. 10

6;00 pm

One-woman play portrays

author of Little Women

Amherst College will host a single performance of To

//.'HI r'»i m a Swing, the story of the last evening of author

Louisa May Alcott's life, at 8 p.m. on September 19 in the

Kirby Theater.

Stage and .screen actress Katharine Houghton, shown

here, wrote and will perform this one-woman play. In

Hem en. Alcotls life is shown in varying stages, from age

2 to 56. as she decides whether to accept her father> in

vitation to die with him.

Houghton has performed both on Broadway and Off

Broadway and Iwally, in the Hartford Stage Company and

the Yale Repertoiy troupe.

There is no admission charge, however reservations are

advised and can be made at 542 2277 from 1 to .1 p.m.

weekdays.

ZE as ^^ jL -g -J' ^g^ "IP Jr at -^r:

DELTA UPSILON FRATERNITY

OPEN RUSH
SEPT

10,11,15,16
9:00 pm

BBQ-SEPT15
4:00 pm

86 GREEK
GAMES

CHAMPIONS

m .iimi mmillimim

o

mcrssoc^XB<^tts

<XT»hcrsl

Come to:

Berkshire House, 1st floor

bulletin board.
,, i,

WE CREATE

STYLES AS

INDIVIDUAL

AS YOU ARE

Ik

ttaue you hemrd abcmt Ote rublic HcMtth

rntmoHon rtvgrmir'' irubhc HeaUh 216)

Peer Health
Promotion

Program f
...fTs a 3 credit course for stuOents interested

in studying current hratth problems mrtd

applying this in/ormation in practical

settingy The majority o( class time and
assignments occur early in the semester, and
you re ready to begin your role as feer Health

Ftomoter by the 2nd month of the ptogrami

I hear thai rear tleatth noino-
ten learn skill', like group
dynamics and communication
theories. They also learn to lead

ujorkshopo on atreas manage-
ment food artd fitness. ar*d seif

care for common iknesaes and
ii\juries. They represent the

Univer^ty health Services and
are Crained t>y IfffS pmfeasion-
ak.

The cUm time: TUes.: 9-J» 12
(just the Ttrsl month)
Thun. 9JO-I2 (all semester)

IIiii.302.UIK:

Public
Health

216

// you an a student with a Health Career in

mind (not a prerequisite) and wouid like to

learn more alwut the program, contact Rita

nirsch. M.S. (course coordinator) at 549-267h
ext 10JL or stop by the Health Education Office

(Room 250) at UHS.

4 MONTH MEMBERSHIP

FOR ONLY $89

or 9 MONTH SAVINGS

FOR $165
ALSO AVAILABLE AT MINIMAL COST:

MASSAGE AND TANNING BED

4

BABYSITTING
POOL

Sign up available
hours to work

COUPON SPECIALS

COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATIONS

FREE HAIRCUT with Perms

1/2 PRICE HAIRCUT with Highlighting

HAIRCUTS only $10

• STYLES BY DEBORAH •

65 University Drive, Amherst
expires 9/30/86

1^-"'*

• 24 Nautilus stations • Whirlpool •

• Olympic Free Weights • Monark Exercise

Bike • Concept II Rowing Machine •

• Aerobics •

THIS OFFER EXPIRES SEPTEMBER 21, 1986

16 MONTH ACADEMIC YEAR

DESK CALENDARS & APPOINTMENT BOOKS

MANY
PICTORAL
CALANDARS

ALSO
AVAILABLE

LOCATED IN THE
CAMPUS CENTER

OPEN
M-F 9-5

SAT 10-3

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^
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From editorial cartoons to authors, they're here
. 1 y-iL .....1 ;nu,..K<. *<,,i/th,'rn Wriiis Lhnmei uiiu«.if,

. „.,

Htii' !^ 'ill interesting

assoitment of events going

oil this month in the Five

(.\iilege Area for you to pick

and ponder

The Dully flumpshirt'

CiiuvtU' will host "The Pitt

sburgh Post Gazette's Inter

national Cartoon Exhibit,"

made up of international

editorial cartoons, opening

September 13 at Sullivan

S(|uare in Northampton

The display will contain

l;U original drawings by 43

well known cartoonists.

Each artist was asked to

contribute a cartoon dealing

with the 1984 U.S. presiden-

tial election, plus two on na-

tional and international

topics

Hours tor \\\v shou are 10

am to 5 p.m. on Tuesday,

Wednesday and Friday, 10

a.m. to 9 p ni on Thursday,

and noon to 3 p.m. on Satur

day and Sunday. Admission

IS free.

The Pioneer Songwriters

Kevue will perform its

debut concert at 8 p.m on

.Srpti'mher 20 at the Noi

thampton Center for the

Alts The revue highlights

local songwriters, and is a

pi'oicct of the Pioneer

.Songwriters Collective. The

event is free. For more infor

mat ion call .-,8«v06'23.

I'm vi'isity of

Massac husett.- profc-^sor

Jules Chametzky will be the

L;ucst of honor at a reception

li,,>ted by The (ioliard

Bookshop in Amherst, at 4

p in on September 27.

The reception will

celebrate Chametzky's
recently published book.

()„r Pi'n'nlruli^cd

I.ili-rutiirc: Cultural Mfdia-

/;m//s //; Scli'iti-(l-Ji'uisli and

SiHithvrn Wntcis. Chamet-

zky will discu.ss the work of

Kate Chopin, Saul Bellow,

Philib Roth, Mark Twain

and others.

Broadcast Music Inc i>

spon.soring the BMl Univer

sity Musical Show Competi-

tion .\ wards. Prizes will be

-i\,.ii for best

undergraduate composer

lyricist, and libretti.st of the

best musical show.

Fur more information con

tact Allan Becker, BMI
Musical Theatre Uept .

UMl .320 West oTth Street,

.\\.\v York, NY 10019. or

1 2 12 1 586 2000. oxt, 258.

Deadline for entiv is .)une

15. 1987

i

;
ealin^ plait |

\ CAMPUS PLAZA
\

{(next to Super Stop & Shop)

i Rt 9 Hadley/Amherst

\
256-6889

6 AM - 3 AM
SUN-THURS

• OPEN 24 HOURS

Sound Body, Sound Mind back to School

SALESeasonal Clearance on Bikes

Samples
Miyata 90 12 spd

Regularly

$244.95

289.95

Sale

$224.95
Saw

$20 Frc« K-4

\

Starting Oct 1st

Adult Evening Classes

Ballet-Modern

Jazz Dance
Amherst Ballet

Center

29 Strong St

549-1555
(one block east oi

Butterfield Dorm)

Mtyata 100 ^ .

Sport 12 spd.

Schwlnn Travcter 269.95

Schwlnn World Sport 229.95

Miyata Sport 10 199.95

249.95 $40Fr«aK4

239.95 $30Fr«K^

219.95 $iOFiwK-4

169.95 $30

Over 20 other models on sak atto.

Around Campus Special
SaveS20

$^^95Royce Union 10 spd.

Mens & Womens RUlO

FREE ^3r Kryptonite

K*4 lock with any bicvcle
purchase over $200.00.

Speedo For:

Women *10*** off any suit

Plus Free relay goggles

and Cap.

Men $5 to $7 off any suit

Plus Free goggles

All Hawaiian Print Shirts & Jams

30% off
Gazelle All-Sport lycra tights

Intro Price $^8.50 Reg. 34"

Eastpak Daypacks starting at $12.95

I

From the Service Center

Fall Tune-up
Reassembly of

Shipped Bikes

8^495

PoIoUmhSiBorts ^
Amherst 1 E. Pleasant

Northampton 15 State

f

Advantaaes
THE NEWSLETTER FOR CAREER -MINDED STUDENTS •

MONEY
RECOGNITION

• SELF-ESTEEM

ARE YOU BEGINNING TO THINK ABOUT YOUR FUTURE?

ADVANTAGES is a newsletter expressly for students who want to

succeed in the job market.

ADVANTAGES gives you the benefit of quality career skill advice

from people who are already successful in their fields. Practical, hard-

hitting advice that comes from experience on topics like Job Hunting,

Networking, Resumes. Interviewing, Reputation, and many more.

ADVANTAGES covers 2 subjects every 3 weeks from October

through May for a total of 20 of the most important topics you need for

your future success. With each one you gain a clear understanding of

another career skill, you get examples of how to do it right, what to

watch out for. and an action checklist to get you started.

If you want to succeed, start by taking advantage now of the advice

of men and women who have already done it. Of all the learning you do

this year, this might benefit your future the most.

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT
SERVICE

(Detach Coupon!

Get 40% savings with this special risk-free Back to School offer!

While the normal subscription price for ADVANTAGES is S49.95, send in

your check or money order payable to ADVANTAGES postmarked no later

than Sept 19 1986 and pay only S29.95 for all 20 topics Not only a small

investment in your future, but a risk-free one: if you ever wish to cancel your

subscription, just let us know and welt promptly refund your money on all

unmailed issues.

D YES' I want to start using ADVANTAGES. Enclosed is my payment for

( 1 S29.95 I I
S49.95

(Please Print Clearly)

Name .
—

~

Address

City/State/Zip

Class (Check One,: O Fresh D Soph D Jr. D Sr. D Grad.

Mail to ADVANTAGES / P O.BOX 17076 / HAUPPAUGE. IJJY 1 1 788

iPlease aiio^ 4-6 »vee»<s loi cleii\/erv ol yow ' rsf issut

61608

PRESENTS THE

INTERVIEW DIAGNOSTIC
FEEDBACK PROGRAM

(IDFP)

IDFP is designed to assist students, through the

mock interview process, in developing strong inter-

viewing skills.

One Hour Interview Slots available on Tuesdays and

Thursdays, Sign-up for interviews in the Resource

Room, 127 Career Center.

University Placement Service

University Career Center
545-2224

r

I
I
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Doonesbury
By Garry Trudeaa

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

MiKe, rn/s/SMYAUPto-
VISUAL FH&NeeR, PIPI

f([fi/itM

SHE SAYS iOUOUfiWm pfj!
roM sA/tt( murif i^^

^ ,WA/-.'

/

DIDIinfCWRSi t^OIRlfRltNP

SplMZp' CmUN-lHMPU

.^yyy'h

PIPI FWNPeoA veRy

sane^ ANamNewsuTTBR
I fOR RADICAL LlSaiANS

/

NO. IMCONSER
OH. 50 VAVVaANP
SOURB-. blRAIGHl. BUI

I 1 iAWA N££P

ir^'Jt''

\

X Skin orchards

Gordy By Gorde

LOOKAT ALL
THEsewomEi^!

(
i\ir, rov *g*07y] \^

C^3

Bat Brain

Oar Kii-LCP

THS^ Cot xiciSP ^&^"^-

By Bill Bearing

ONCW TV ficru'T/^

TO Kli-U ifA^A

K ^

THlffTZeMTH

'i^^'-y-

necAHjie- A/c

ptiOF/T^^-^

Campus Pond By Sal

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

CuEAnNb ft Cmfc ^iP"'
STEP 7VJ0:^'WI^'K OFM IPBA

veAUNb wim miM's block

Collegian Staff

There will be a mandatory meeting

of all Collegian staff members
at 7;30 on Thursday in the newsroom

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Michel Jaffc

ACROSS

Pttquod

S vaiari* Harpef

'oie

10 Memphis deity

14 Theatia section

1

5

Duch aown
16 Jason s ciatl

17 Science liction

subtect

20 Car ano pas&en
9er earners

2' united

22 Uian

2 3 Sports deal

26 District ol

W India

29 Guitarist Paut

3 ' Sash for Yum
Yum

32 impersonate

3S Calvaniie
3' Eiira oase hit

40 Jamie ol

WA-S'M
4

1

Burning

42 Florence s river

43 The hot

comer
4^ Drill

46 - The Barper

Waglia
47 The Fe* ol

MWM
48 — es Salaam.

Tanzania

50 Giom
51 Seraglio

53 Face Darling

55 Pricey

56 Least
demanding

62 Richelieu s lie

lionai loes.

with . The
66 Take one s

ease
6' Acior John

Dl Mary
68 Ash or rowan
69 Tiam l.ilers

'0 Tilled

71 Food lish

DOWN
1 Landon
2 Tuit pounder

3 Chill

4 Yankee
Mdllol Farner

5 Sign on agam
6 Camoulaga
7 Horace, lof one
8 Pol party

4 Tnree iiltte

maids Irom
school —

10 Slug

1

1

Tinker Ever>

and Chance
1

2

Gtravinsky Dalwl

score

13 Strop

18 Bird call

19 Gymnast
Comaneci

24 Played the Ian

25 Singer Larw
26 Slockirtg slutt

ers at times

27 City on tfie

Missouri

28 Eliol s cruatesi

month
30 Censure

savagely

32 Concur

.i3 Coppor
J4 Mtiai axi.iy

36 Commit a balk

38 When i - a

lad

39 Billtieh

41 Ouiklinq piece

44 Curtain

45 Quality

49 Away
51 Tips, as shipi

52 Washington
hosiass

54 Canirtes

55 Caan s ne.gh-

tiLH lor priori

56 God ol Thundaf

V Gardner ol note

59 ReMled
60 Evening in

Vaoioe

61 Journey

63 La Fille —
gaidae
Ashton
baNat

64 Appty

66 CaN. m pokar

answer to previous puzzle:^
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Menu
Lunch

Hamburg on Roll

Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole

Basics Lunch

Bean Burgers

Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole

Dinner
Roast Turkey

Bread Dressing

Gravy. Cranberry Sauce

American Chop Suey

Basics Dinner
Brazilian Rice Casserole

Roast Turkey

Bread Dressing

Gravy, Cranberry Sauce

r Weather

Today will be sunny with temperatures in the

low 70s. Tonight will be clear with lows in the

40s and 50s. Wednesday will be partly sunny.

Today's Staff

Night Editor

Copy Editor

Layout Tech

Photo Tech
Production Supervisor

Production: Kelly Sieger. Debbie Pikul

Tom Middleton

Pedro M Pereira

Michael Berland

Nick Sokoloff

Ansel Zinter

Barbara DeLollis,

Thea Kearney

Executive Board — Fall of 1986

DODE LEVENSON
tdi'or in Chief

JOHN YONCE
Managing Lditor

STEVE RUBIN
Busiru'ss Man.icjtH

ROB SKELTON
trlitoridl EcJitof

WILLIAM SPAIN

Editoiidl £JitO'

ANSEL ZINTER

I'l. .(till tiori MdfMCji'

Business Board — Fall of 1986

STEVE RUBIN
tiiiMriCS'., MdOdgfr

PAUL H LESSER

Ailvcrtising Sales Managei

VANESSA ROTH
hrijnce Manage'

PATRICE LAWSKY
M.irki'iing MoUdCJf'

CRAIG NAUGLE
Ci'iuia'!'''" Md'i.i'jt'i

KAREN HOLLAND
Sut)scrifiliO'"i N'.iri.iiJ''''
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BLACK AFFAIRS

A guide to organizations for minorities on campus
Hv LISA RIDDK'K
C'oilujiian Start"

There are a variety of organizations open to minorities

on this campus, and as you are about to begin a new

challenge in your life you ina\ \<r interested in knowing

about a few of the organizations.

The Latin Student Organization AHORA, 308 Student

Union.545 2479: AHORA seeks to unite,and voice the opi

nions of different cultures tied together by their common
language. Spanish. They provule both the Spanish and

the general community with educational and political in-

formation in the Latin Conununity throughout the world.

Nummo News: A progressive newspaper which ex-

presses the voice of the Third World community. The of

fice is located at 103 New Africa House, or call 545-0061.

or 0062.

Black Mass Communication Project. Student Union.

545 2426: BMCP provides the five college area radio au

dience with a wide variety of black classical programm

ing It also trains its members in radio broadcasting.

Committee for Collegiate Education of Black and Other

Minority Students, New Africa House. 545-0031:

CC EBMS helps students by providing them with

counselors.and tutors. If they have a problem or would

like to talk to someone they can go to the CCKBMS office

Minority Engineering Program. 127 Marston Hall,

.i4rv203b: MEP was formed lo advaiur. stimulate, and

develop black, and ethnic min(iiit> mteiesl in engineer

Black Affairs
needs writers
By LISA RIDDICK
Collegian Staff

If you like to write in your spare time.then Bkack Af-

fairs could use your help. Black Affairs is published every

Tuesday and Friday. We are seeking people to write for

us during the .'semester An Associate Editor's position is

open for anyone interested. Members of the Five College

community are also welcome to submit stories

II you have the energy.and are willing to write come
down to the Collegian office located in room 113 of the

Campus Center.

You mav also contact Lisa Riddick or Kathryn Kiiby at

5453500.

More Minorities
attending UMass
By KATHYRN KIRBY
Collegian Staff

The University oi'Massathur-ett^ lias been working sue

ces-l'ully to increase the (iiver>-ity of its student popula-

tidii tor years - but Rudnlph .li.ui'- assistant director of

Untl.'iirraduate Admission-- di.f-ii I think the effort has

hi-i ;' i~ -iii_((--iul a.^ It cmild hi-

.Ji.iu'.- w liH \s()i ked with the Challenge Pnigrani. a pro-

gram de-i^ii<'d t(i iielp admit minmitv -tiidt-n'o to thf

Un!v»'r-ity, said there an- three rca.-nn- t,,i th<- lack n!

student divfisits

'First thi' St, lie orMas>achu.'^ett< is endowed with more
of till- Ix'st Uni\fr-n ic- m tin- ciuint i\ . and tlii'\ art' all

competing for good minoiity students. Secondly a large

percentage of minorities that are graduates fiom college

is enrolling in the Armed P'orces. And thirdly the drop

our rate for minority high school students are quite high."

But despite the odds, the University seems to be mak-

ing some ground. For example in 1984 there were 3

American Indian students enrolled at the Univcr-^ity. In

1986 there are 14. In 1984 there were 154 Black ,-tudents.

In 1986 there are 720. In 1984 there were 77 Hispanic

.-students. In 1986 therr are 116.

Announcement
The Third World Caucus will hold it's first meeting

of the seme.ster at 6 p.m. tomorrow in room 802 of the

Campus Center. Anyone interested in joining the Third

World Caucus should attend this meeting. For additional

information call 545-2517.

mg, and to assist with all levels of responsibility in the

advancement within the engineering disciplines.

Third Woild Caucus. 308 Student Union, 545-2544: This

is the multi culture legislative body of the Student

Government Association that protects the intere.st of

ludents of color.

There are many moie programs opened to minorities on

campus. For more information on all organizations you

tan contact the Office of Third World Affairs, located at

;l()8 Student Union or call 545 2517.

SEPTEMBER
SALE!

Sp)ecial Prices on Aquari-
um Setups, Fish, Birds,
Reptiles and Small Ani-
maJs!

Wed., Sept. 3-Sun. Sept. 14!

49 Rus.sell St , Hadley
onv of th.> ViUa^f- Barn ShopR__

586 3362

Themost
demanding,
challenging,
enlightening,

rigprous,
safefying,
difficult,

rgwaniing,
motivatingand
excitingcourse
youcantake
incoUege.

ARMY
RESERVE

OFFICERS'

TRAINING
CORPS

Contact: Major Mahoney or

Major Cunningham
413-545-2321

LIGHTS...CAMERA..:

RARTY!
Help us celebrate our upcoming

Performance Season...

Thursday, September 11th,

on the Fine Arts Center Plaza.

1 1 ani-4 pm Live entertainment, food vendors,

colorful decorations.

3 pni-4 pni Free dessert will be served.

8 pni Projection artist Krzysztof Wodiczko
will project a large-scale image
created specifically for the exterior

-v-i;;t7iivi$v_.'.vv»K

of the Fine Arts Center building. S'^%- V^?

Free and open to the public.
(Rain LJtik', I'rulax ScplrmbLi 12lh)

r

CALL 545-2511
Subscribe Now- Save 30% off single-ticket prices!

I
I

!

Basic

CALCULATOR CENTER
sic Business Scientific

For the student who has no equal

scientific calculators that have

no equal

HP lie $50.00
list price S56.00

BHB^^yJffi^SS I
HP15C $«9.00
list price $99.00

This year get a head start on your classes with the HP-llC

or the HP-15C. So Cidvanced they don't need an '^equals" key.

So extremely easy to use, you'll solve even the most complex

mathematical problems quickly.

Hewlett-Packards innovative design eliminates a vast

number of keystrokes. That saves you time with hyperbolics

and other complex calculations . . a big plus at exam time.

Get the HP-llC or HP-15C today, and start out the year one

LOCATED IN THE CAMPUS CENTER

OPEN
M-F 9-S

SAT 10-3

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

WINNER OF THE GOLD CHAPTER EXCELLENCE

AWARD GIVEN TO THE BEST FRATERNITY ON CAMPUS.

WINNER OF THE OLYMPUS CUP-

GREEK AREA ATHLETIC CHAMPIONS

WINNER OF THE DAVIS CUP-

UMASS ATHLETIC CHAMPIONS

ACADEMICS - ATHLETICS LEADERSHIP

RUSH PARTIES
SEPT. 8, 9, 11, 15, 16 9:00 PM

PIKE
418 N. PLEASANT ST.

545-2150 545-0047

OOME SEE WHAT YOU'RE MISSINO

ACTiVlTiEs* AUDIO
AUTO FOR SALt • CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT 'FOR RENT

FOR SALE • FOUND
HELP WANTED •LCT

CLASSIFIED
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFF,CE - CC 1,3 MON-THURS »:30.,:30 ,FR, 2:30). DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRO.R TO PUBUCA.ION,

INSTRUCTION • MOTOPCVLCLES
PERSONALS 'RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED -SERVICES

ROOMATE WANTED -TRAVEL

WANTED -SUBLET

CASH IN ADVANCE. 1 5<=/W0RD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

BOLTWOOD PROJECT INFO.Meetings

WeO 9/10 Rm 903 Mon 9/15 Bm 16BC

Wed 9/17 Hm 904 Tues 9/23 Rm 174 All

Meetings 7 pm m Campus Center Come
see it you can help out'

ATTENTION UPC MEMBERS
First General Ivleet'ng

TONIGHT Tues Sept 9

6 30 pm Hasbrouck 20

New l^flembeis Welcome

FIRST ARMENIAN CLUB Iv^eeting ol the

semester Wednesday Sept 10 6 30 pm
Rm 811 Campus Center Gel involved

via en|oy ^1

WANT TO BE a DJ? Attend Ihe WSYL
Fiyi Organizational meeting Wednesday
night 9/10 in Ihe Commonwealth room

lEarlh Foods) SUB 7PM

AVON

ssssssssssss$s$s$s$$ss$ss$s$s$ss
S AVON S

$ Earn money while S

S (urlhering your $

S education S

S 665-8748 S

ssss$ssss$ssssss$ssssssssss$$s$s

AUTO FOR SALE

1982 CITATION 2-DOOR HATCHBACK
STD. two-lone 42 OOO S2 200 263-3586

82 DATSUN 4*4 LOADED with all the

loys including chrome wheels white let

ter tires roll bar, four spreaKer stereo ask

no S5800 call 665-4991

73 DATSUN 1200. no rust Looks/runs

great S750 323-6726

1978 MONZA COUPE, sunroof good

^nape good Iranspodation SlOOOorbest

offer 546-6448

1978 PLYMOUTH HORIZON Runs well

new tires no rust 545-3506 days

259-1497 eves $1000

OLDS CUTLAS SUPREME 76 A/Cpb
ps electric windows awesome Alpine

Car Stereo and more' Great condition"'

Will sacriiice for S650 Call David

546 6341

VW 66 Classic ullrareliable FM.

whitewalls walnut dash $850 5450600

eXT 22

1976 MUSTANG GOOD BODY needs

work on radiator and clutch Call Angie

54? 0541 $300 00 only'

1973 CHEVY LAGUNA power stee' nq

power brakes air $700 or best offe'

665 7128

7S VW RABBIT DIESEL good condition

^m elleni MPG no rust clean Asking

$1750 665 8291

197? CHEWY MALIBU WAGON.
99 000 miles, new clutch, S750 536-5434

SERVICES

MATURE FORMER TEACHER mother of

two babysits at her home m Village Park

Amherst call 549-2649

FOR SALE

COUCH IN EXCELLENT CONDITION lor

550 Call Colleen at 253-7507

FUTON — Double sixe excellent condi

lion SI 00 or best offer Call 549 4674

21' 10 Speed Columbia Bike Works

great good transportation asking '^50

549 1 1 78

LIGHT TAN 9M2 Rug lor sale Call and

M.Ti-f an offer 549-4790 or 546 5564

BOOK SHELVES, bureaus tables

-nairs rugs plus more lor sale Call

AiTihers! 253-3917

MUST SELL!! Mens s 10 speed bile S50

(or BO) 2 whicker peacock chairs-$4Pea

or S60 for the pair table perlecl for stu-

dying (has 4 drawers)-S50 Call after 5 30

pm 665-7544

GUCCI WATCHES lots of styles for

vnnnien Only S30 Call Brian at 6-7425

74 FIAT SPORT SPIDER convertible

'uns perlectly new rool and |usl painted

SI 450 549-6742

72 CHEVY IMPALA AUTOMATIC 350

engine runs perlectly well maintained

S650 549-6742

Kingsize Waterbed. new 9Q motionless

matress handmade frame many extras

$325 253 3302

SUNTANS: Greal Back To School

specials 20 off if you |0in with a friend

30 oil il you |Oin with 2 or more friends

Sale good through 9/12 only Le Bon

Soleil

ONE BEDROOM AVAILABLE in two

bedroom Apt Lantern Court Sunderland

call 665 7553. $185 per month

PROFESSORS EXAM FILES lor

engineering calculus physics and

chemistry at University Store

SKI EQUIPMENT! 180CM Hart Billy the

Kid with Gaimisch boots and poles

'>100 00 call Angie 549-0541

1981 SUZUKI GS450T Bought new m
1985 excellent condition must sell NEED
BOOK MONEY S700 firm 253-3146

HELP WANTED

WANT TO MAKE MONEY WHILE YOU
SLEEP? Become d weekend Personal

C<ve Attendant lor a 35 yr old handicap

ped man in Amherst Center 5 hrs a day

56 10 an hr & $8 a night Must be depen-

dable and reliable Some Lifting required

Call MWF anytime & TU/TH after 4 00

253 7861

GREENOUGH SNACK BAR m Central

Area IS now accepting applications lo'

employment 10-12 hrs/week Pickup ap

plications ar Greenough Dorm basement

MARKETING INTERNS Wanted fc

Hampshire Mall Management DepI Musi

De energetic 8 reliable with excellent

communication skills Apply office ol in-

ternships 545-0725

Part Time Cashier lor local store Some
nights and weekends Please call

584 3603

HARVEST SWEET CORN at Amherst

farm, physically challenging Sept Oct

6AM till noon $4 per hr 256-1397 or

;, 1 q 4 8 9 7

HOUSEKEEPERS IMMEDIATE OPEN-
INGS apply in person Howard Johnson

Lodge Hadley

PERSON(S) With Minimum food handel

ing experience to work 12-irO hou's ^er

week On campus meals included, $5 00

per hour to start Call 586-7535. 549-0454

,•,=,» lor Steve

KITCHEN HELP WANTED free meals

light kitchen work for local Iratermly Call

Scott a1 549-0454

PEOPLES MARKET is hiring new ol K
tive members Hard working, 1^ 'ine

students willing to work beyond floor

hours Work 10 hrs /wk '' $3 65/hr Ap-

plications available at Peoples Market

409 Student Union Sept 3-9 applica

tions due 5pm, Monday Sept 9lh

Peoples Market is an equal opportunity

aiiirmaliveaction employer We look lor

ward to all ol you this tall'

COLLEGE ACTIVISTS Earn

;30 S50/day FT/PT working for Mass Fair

Share the stale s largest citi;ren action

g.oup Interviews On campus Sept 15

Call 586-8713 or the Student

Employment Office

COOKS! LINE, PREP, SAUTE Creative

*ork full and pari lime Dishwashers app-

ly also Judies. Amherst

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent free meals

Light clean-up
Call Cheryl at AXO

5452152

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY Supple

merit youi income marketing top-quality

nulrilional products New company has

developed revolutionary nutritional plan

and products based on sound scientific

research This is a ground-floor multilevel

marketing oppportunity Minimal invest

ment minimal hassle, potential for signifi

cant income For inlormation call

586 9926 or write to Padma Products.

P O Box 356. Florence. Mass 01060

SCERA. THE STUDENT CENTER lor

Educational Research and Advocacy, is

hiring workstudy positions to research

and organize students issues like study

space racism Imancial aid heterosex-

sm Etc Women and people of color en

couraged lo apply Applications available

in SCERA. 422 Student Union Due 9/17

- 3 30 PM AA/EEO 5450341

TEMPORARY CABLE TV Customer Ser

vice lObs Flexible hours, lull or part time

no selling Good salary Outgoing per-

sonality and customer service skills re-

quired Apply in person-Sept 9 » 10 10 00

am to 6 00 pm 534 Mam SI .
Amherst.

It cM Bruce Neslaw 253-5360

YOU CAN DO IT Learn music, acting

dance Register by Sept 19 0ldChaple

5450519

THE CENTRAL AREA government posi

lion ol Ollice Assistant is open Slop by

Baker B 22 and pick up an application or

call 5-2080

THE YEARIOOK IS HIRING

BECOME A MEMBER ol the 1987 Index

Stall Applications can t)9 found m Ihe

basement of the Campus Center. Room
103 ()u5t around Ihe corner from the

Collegian)

NEWSPAPER DELIVERERS NEEDED
on campus Aprox 1 hour/day 7

days/week Good pay' Guaranteed bonus

paid for go'in delivery throughout the

semester C- evnings 253-7009

THE BOG IS hir.r.g new coordinators 7

position'- one m 'your ma|0r field'For

m .'.I nlo Ol applications visit 817 Cam-
.•>'. The BOG IS the pulse ol the

- f^n^llu^ rpnlnr'

CASH

PAYING CASH FOR your baseball cards

, I, a-.r' c.m Mike 549 0333

INSTRUCTION

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS ex

penenced and patient teacher Rock/

Pop/ Folk/ and Blues Improv reading,

theory, composition My studio is on bus

line in North Amherst Doug- 549-4786

KNOW YOUR CAR! Basic Auto

Workshop including classroom and

shop limited enrollment 253-2098

LOST

CANNON 35MM AUTO I forgot it in

Prescolt. Hampshire night of Goodspeed

last semester Please, at least return the

film' II found call 584 9460 Reward and

my everlasting gratitude

KEYS W/BLUE CLIP and black watch

lost on campus on Wed Sept 3 II you find

miner or have turned them in please call

6840823 REWARD

FOUND

FOUND — THREE KEYS on plain keyr

ing in Herter 231 Call 253-1259 or Ihe

Collegian at 545-3500 and ask tor Kelly

Sieger to identity

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-DISK ENTERTAINMENT
Agency - Discjockeys Bands Lights and

Large screen video dances 549-7144

FOUND GOLD CHAIN lo claim call

5469727

MOTORCYCLES

FOR SALE 81 656506 Suzuki Shaft drive

with lairing, excellent condition $1000 call

665 4991

RIDE NEEDED TO CAPE!

I NEED A RIDE lo Cape Cod (hyan

nis/Cenlerville) or vicinity on Friday 9/1

2

and or 9/19' Will share gas expenses &

buy you McDonalds' Please stop by Ihe

Collegian on Wed between 10 am 3 30
ask lot Jennifer

SWAG NOMINATION PAPERS

NOMINATION PAPERS FOR the

SnuiMwi>si Assembly are now available in

the SWAG office m Hampden Papers are

due in Friday 9/12 at 5 00 pm lor more

info call 545 0960

MOVIE POSTERS

ORIGINAL MOUNTED MOVIE poslers

uall Scott 546 6971

PERSONALS

FREE MEALS m echangc lor lighl kitchen

work' Contact Alex at CHIOMEGA
5450162

Heather C. come out come • it

wherever you are C N 6 7509

WELCOME TO UMASSI Interested in

Christian fellowship' The Alliance Chris-

tian Fellowship welcomes you' More in-

fo Barrie or Jennlet 253 7206

THANK YOU TO le person who return-

ed my wallet lound m Student Union

ladies room Your honesty is greatly

appreciated

JULIE HOLBEN HAPPY birthday' Do you

fake being a great roommate'' Dawn

PHI MU DELTA, good luck in your new
house' And thank you lor Ihe porch par-

ly Love the sisters and pledges ol Sigma

Kappa

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE new

sisters ol Kappa Kappa Gamma from the

sisters and pledges ol Sigma Kappa'

HAPPY B-DAY JENNIFER Tweed' Have

a super day and tryC) lo be good' We
love ya' K A and S

ROOMATES WANTED

2 ROOMATES MALE/FEMALE wanted

to shaie room in house on bus route

Steve 256 0608 keep trying

NEED 1 FEMALE roommate to share rm

m Southwood apt drop by 95F after 5PM
il interested

A RESPONSIBLE STUDENT is needed

10 share an apartment m PuHton tel

5490451

WANTED TO RENT

WOMENS.SR ECON MAJ seeks housing

with easy going responsible people Want

own room "prelerably 'n Hadley

N Amherst or Sunderland area Call

Leigh 1 774-6209 please leave message

if nnt there

WORK STUDY

THE COMMUTER AREA GOVERMENT
has I. o workstudy positions open In-

dividuals should have good organiza

tional skills creativity layout/design skill

and n outgoing personality 10 to 20

hour per week Deadline Friday Sept

5 1986 404 SUB 5452145 AA/EEO
employer
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SPORTS

UMass battle BU at Boyden
Gettler readies troops for battle

Ccilleitian photo hy Paul Desmarais

Sophomore All-New England forward Kurt Manal is not expected

to start today against 11th ranked BU.

Football notebook

Palazzi out; Bryant QB

Hv EiKVAN QL'KNZKL
Cdlli'^'ian SlalT

Should anyone decide to see just one

men's soccer game this year, today would

bf the da\ to go.

F<aiely is a home opener as important to

a season as this afternoon's matchup as the

University of Massachusetts tackles

Boston University at 3 p.m. on Boyden

Field.

"It is the biggest game of the year, no

doubt about it." Gettler said. "It's going to

hf difficult. It could answer a lot of ques-

tions '

The Terriers enter the game as the top-

ranked team in New England and 11th in

the nation, so a victory for coach Jefl'Get-

tler's .squad could .start them on the road

to topping last years record 15-6 season.

The 1985 Minutemen set a school record

for victories on its way to attaining a third

place regional ranking <behind BU and the

University of Connecticut), the sanu' spot

it currently enjoys.

"Its the biggest game for us this year in

New England," said sophomore forward

Kurt Manal. "They've already played once

and they ju.st crushed Army."
UMass enters today's game with a 1-1

record after coming away from the North

Carolina Tournament with a 2-1 win over

17th ranked James Mason and 3-0 loss to

the Tar Heels.

"I was not real happy with the way we

played." Gettler said. "The level of the

tournament was \cry high. I am very hap-

py we went 11. that's what we wanted."

He has not, however, been pleased with

the play of his foi-wards thu> lav this season

and therefore ii.sed an array of players up

front in the first two games.

"Our starters aren't ready to score

goals," he said recently. "We haven't

established a rhythm and were not impos

ing our games again.st other teams.
'

Sophomore Kurt Manal and juniors Per

die Adoboe and Brian Sullivan proved in-

effective in the Minutemen's fir.st game
(the loss to North Carolinai. .so Gettler in-

serted senior Tom Giordano aiid freshman

Steven Cesnek for the UMa.ss' game
against James Mason the following day.

Depending on which players perform best

in practice will probably determine who

Bv JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

University of

Massachusetts sophomore

.starting quarterback Dave

Palazzi is expected to be out

ffii at least one game with a

slight shoulder separation,

team officials announced

after the Minutemen's 16-14

win at James Madison
Saturday.

In his place, head coach

Jim Reid has installed

sophomore second-string

Tim Bryant as the team's

starting quarterback Satur-

day at Warren McGuirk

Alumni Stadium against

the University of Richmond.

Palazzi, a .second-team

All Yankee Conference per-

former, was injured Satur-

day when he was sacked in

the backfield by James
Madison's Shawn Woodson

midway through the first

quarter.

"Hopefully there will on-

ly be a minimal effect."

quarterbacks coach Jay Cot-

tone, former head coach of

Plvmouth State College said

ofthe change. "When you

lose a talent like Dave, he's

a hard man to replace."

Coming off the bench in

the first quarter, Bryant

I line on to lead the

Minutemen to a dramatic

16 14 victory over the

Dukes in the season-opener.

Bryant led UMass on a

game-winning drive with

less than a minute remain-

ing in the game.

"But we all Itel Tim
(Bryant) did an excellent job

coming in cold and driving

the team to the score. He
was in on all the scores we
had and did an outstanding

job with the two-minute of-

fense at the end of the

game," he said.

Bryant, a 6-1. 188-pound

.sophomore from Lawrence,

Ma., saw his first collegiate

action in the game, throw-

ing for 94 yards in a 7-for-14

performance.

"Last year (with Palazzi

out I we ju.st couldn't run the

basics. That was our

greatest fear with Tim

Sportswriters on WMUA
Catch Collegian sports editor John Nolan and his

associate. Roger Chapman, as guest hosts of SportsLine

tonight at 6 p.m. on WMUA.
The one hour show, hosted by Harry Chevan and Ken

Daniels, will include season previews of several fall

sports. University of Massachusetts football head coach

Jim Reid will join them at 6:30 p.m. to talk about the

team and its chances of winning the Yankee Conference

Championship this year.

Read and listen to Collegian sports.

^'ets the starts on the torwaid liiu- against

the Terriers He did say. howevt'r. that

Manal is doubtful as a .starter because of

a sprained ankle and a pulled groin.

The midfielders will be lead by high scor

ing Andy Bing. The junior led the offen.se

all of la.st .season and has one of the two

UMass goals scored this year. Bing will be

joined by senior co-captain John Shannon.

The defense is anchored by junior co-

captain Matt Cushing at sweeper back.

Former All-New England midfielder Paul

Serafino has been moved to right back and

junior Kevin Knoph and sophomore Mike
.McCormick complete the backfield.

Sophomore Sam Ginzburg (8 1, 0.70

goalsagainst average last year and 11. 2.0

goalsper-game this season) will be in net

for the Minutemen.
The Terriers return 10 of 1 1 players from

last season's New England regional cham-

pionship team Coach Neil Roberts' squad

IS led by goalkeeper John Moe. Moe. from

Norway, recorded 11 shutouts while citm-

piling an astounding 0.58 goals against

average last season.

The offense is spearheaded by sophomore

Mike Emanalo who led BU with 14 goals

la.st year. Other key players include the

Okaroh brothers. Francis is a three tune

.Ml New England midfielder while Ben was

tU-cted team MVP for his play at sweeper-

hack last .-reason.

Gettler is expecting a very rough conte.st.

"It will be really physical." he said.

"There will be a lot of fouling, very disrup-

tive play Thi> aie explosive, jjowerful, and

fa.'^t."

WhiU' trying' to cuntain the Terrier-.

I'M.i-- uill also hv looking to keep .m im-

pressive streak alive. Last year. UM.i-s

was a perfect 10 at home,

"The team has set some lofty goals for

itself this year" Gettler said recently. Go-

ing unbeaten at home was something we
were proud of last year. Wf would like the

-it Irak to continue."

Highlighting the importance ot the L;ame

will be the camera crew of the .New

England Sports Network <NESN) which

will televise the game which will be aire

tommorrow

.

The North Carolina Invitational tourna

ment was ju.st the beginning of a much
touuher .season loi thi.- vear's team.

I Bryant) going in," offensive

coordinator Bob McConnell

said. "He's over the hurdle

because for one thing we
can see he can run the

basics, but also he can run

the two-minute drill.

"I don't see the offense

panicking like it did last

year".

McConnell said that
because of Bryant's perfor-

mance Saturday, he's pro-

ven he's a guy that the of-

fense can trust to put points

on the board.

"He's a good thrower,

smart and knowledgeable.

He really gets into it,"

McConnell said. "He takes

a business approach to the

game. He would be a good

coach someday."

CollfKiHn pholo hv I'aiil 0<^rii.itiii

Sophomore starting quarterback Dave Palazzi will miss Satur-
day's game versus Richmond. Palazzi suffered a separated shoulder
at James Madison last Saturday.

Regents oust Collins from chancellorship
New Jersey educator selected by reconstituted board conins4o said he was disappointed at the result

By BOB KIEVRA
Collegian Staff

BOSTON — The Massachusetts board of regents chose

a New Jersey educator as the new chancellor of higher

education ye.sterday, ending James G. Collins two month

tenure as head ofthe state public college system.

Reconvening after a two-hour executive session, the fif

teen regents voted 9-6 to elect Franklyn G. Jenifer, vice

chancellor of the New Jersey Department of Higher

Education, to the $65,000-a-yeai- job.

Collins, who in July resigned his seat in the

Mas.sachusetts House of Representatives to accept the

post, blamed his ouster on Gov. Michael S. Dukakis.

"The board of regents is not an independent body." Col

lins said after sitting stonefaced through the four hour

meeting. "T(xiay's results were preordained last August

when the governor reshuffied the board," he said.

Collins, a 1968 UMass gi-aduate and former student

senate president, was chosen as chancellor on July 1.

Dukakis criticized the selection of Collins, charging that

the integrity of the search process had been violated.

Dukakis subsequently replaced three regents, named a

new chairman, and lobbied the regents to reconsider their

selection process.

On August 5, the reconstituted board voted 9-7 to reopen

the search process and included Collins as a candidate

along with the four original finalists.

Board chairman L. Edward Lashman said Jenifer at

traded support due to his extensive academic background.

Lashman described the 46-year old former biology pro-

fessor as "a person with a clear knowledge of how to ad

vance his positions - not ba.sed on what he talks about,

but based on what he actually does."

Regent (ierard F. Doherty, a Collins suppfjrter, criticized

the vote saying "this is the first time I've ever sat through

a public execution.'"

"Us unfortunate that the only candidate who was a pro-

duct ofthe public higher education system was by-pa.ssed

lor the job,'" Doherty said "I'm embarrassed about the

whole proceedings.
'

Besides Collins and Jenifer, the other finalists con-

sidered to head the $600 million-a-year, 29 campus state

college system were E.K. Fretwell Jr.. chancellor t)f the

University of North Carolina at Charlotte, and state Sen.

John Olver. D Amherst.

In August, Barbara W. Newell, a former president of

Wellesley College and one of the four original finalists,

withdrew her name from contention saying that the selec

tion process had "been clouded with politics.

Collins, 40, said he was disappointed at the results but

said he would do the same thing again if given the

opportunity.

"Right now this board doesn't fight like it should to

establish education as a top priority in this stati.' ( dl

lins said. "Until they change their attitudes about public

higher education, we'll always lag behind the Michigan's

and the California's."

Doherty said that by selecting Jcnittr over Collins, the

board has further delayed necesssary impn)vements in the

Massachusetts public higher education svsteni

"Even if he can walk on water, it'll take Jenifer two

years to learn the system here," Doherty said. "Jim Col

"lins was a product ofthe system, he knew it, he understood

it, and he was working on improving it

"The last two months have been difTicult (»iu-s lor us all.

said Lashman. a longtime Dukakis political advisor. "Dur

ing that time, Jim Collins has acted in a professional man

ner with only the good of the system at heart."

Collins, a former chair ofthe House Education Commit

tee. said his removal from the chancellor's job was just

another indication ofthe regents' "elitist" attitude con

cerning public higher education.
(i>ntiiii(i-tl i>n /nigr II
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SGA will hear fee plan
Increase part of "austerity program"

ColleKian photo by Rob Skrlton

DOWN UNDER — Physical Plant employees Scot Tymkowische
(front) and Rob Beaulieu continue excavation under the Student

Union Building

By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

A $12 increase in the Student Activities

Ti-ust Fund is expected to be brought before

the Undergiaduate Student Senate tonight

during the first meeting ofthe semester,

the Student Government Association

treasurer said yesterday.

The increase in the SATF Fee to be pro

posed at tonight's Student Government
Association undergraduate student senate

meeting will protect student services by

allowing the SGA treasurer to meet cost

of-living increases, Katherine Strickland

said.

Strickland said the increase would be the

first step in an "austerity progi-am" design-

ed to eliminate trust fund deficits, allow for

increased future costs, and preserve and ex

pand student services and events paid for

bv the fund.

See graph, page 11

An underlying goal of the increase and

"austerity program" is to encourage ad-

ministrators to continue to allow the SGA
to decide where Student Activities Trust

Fund money goes, Strickland said.

The $3.5 million fund is the source of

money for a wide variety of student ser-

vices and events, including registered stu-

dent organizations and the annual spring

concert. Allocations from the fund are

governed by the SGA, subject to final ad-

ministration approval.

The fund has a current working deficit

of $119,000, Strickland said.

Administrators threatened last

November to take away much ofthe SGA's

control of the fund because of the deficit.

Twenty-two students were arrested as they

protested the proposed administration

takeover.

"I don't want this administration to say,

you're not responsible,'" Strickland said.

"I want to show them that here's a student

leadership that's doing its' job."

Strickland said she will present a "ra-

tionaJf" for the increase to the senate,

which meets for the ("irst time this fall at

7 p.m. today in the Campus Center. She

said she would al.so present a document

tracing the history ofthe managinunt of

the SATF.
The plan calls for a $4.40 increase in the

SATF fee to cover a five-percent raise man-

dated by the contracts of 37 professional

employees who work in offices that provide

student services, Strickland said. It also

proposes a concurrent $7.58 fee hike to

allow a five-percent increase in the budget

for RSO's, concerts, student busines.ses, and

other student activities, she said.

Possible austerity measures mentioned

in a list at the end ofthe proposal include

the elimination of professional positions by

attrition and a review of line item expen-

ditures in the SGA budget.

Noting that the fee has not been raised

since 1980, Strickland pointed out that the

money available for student activities has

actually fallen, as salary increases have

eaten into the amount.

The last increase was mandated by Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis

Madson.
"This would be the first increase in

history initiated by students. We would be

the ones deciding," Strickland said.

Strickland said she had spent the sum-

mer preparing the plan and the accompa-

nying SATF history.

(onliniird on page 4
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Housinq assignment headaches continue for students
%M ^ swing spaces or in the Campus Center Hotel whi

By SIOBHAN MASTERSON
Collegian Staff

As Dorothy Anderson sat in the Housing Assignments

Office yesterday, she wondered whether her waiting was

in vain, or if she would finally get the dormitory room she

needed.

An office worker approached her and some other

students sitting in chairs that line the wall. "I'm sorry.

No open .spaces today. Come back tomorrow, " he said,

smiling apologetically.

"I don't believe this. This is a royal pain in the neck,
"

Anderson said as she got up to leave.

Anderson, a first year .student from Cambridge, is one

of the more than 137 University of Massachusetts

students who have neither a temporary hotel room nor

a swing space to stay in while waiting for a dorm room.

When she came to the University of Massachusetts a

few days before school started, Anderson didn't expect any

problems with housing.

"Me and my mom brought all my stuff up here. When

we found out they had no where to put me. my mom went

crazy," she said.' "My mom kept saying, she can't sleep

on a park bench!'

Although she wanted to leave, Anderson said, her

mother wouldn't let her. "I told my mom that if they

couldn't find a room for me. I'd just go back home."

While waiting for space to open up, Anderson is stay-

ing in her cousin's room in Butterfield House. Some of

her luggage is in the room, but her mother had to bring

a lot of it home.

"I'm just going to wait for a room.' she said 'They told

me I'm on a list and I should have a room soon. I'll just

keep coming back."

While there are a number of students like Anderson who

have no housing at all, many students are staying in

swing spaces or in the Campus Center Hotel while they

wait.

One such student, Leman Tiger' Bronson, has been

staving in a hotel room since August 31.

"I went down to the housing office and all they said was

to come back on Friday at three," said Bronson. a first

year student in the Stockbridge School of Agriculture.

A resident of Burlington. VT, Bronson decided to

transfer to UMass from the University of Vermont. He

went through orientation with no problem, and decided

he wanted to live in Central Residential Area.

So. when he packed all his luggage in the back of his

Buick Skylark Sunday morning, Bronson had no worries.

School was starting in a few dav^. and he was getting a

fresh start.

When Bronson arrived he found out from the housing

office he had no dormitory room.

idiitiniifil nil page 12
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Acdemic Pumit

Q. Where do I go to select Five College Courses?

A. REQUEST TAPE #1029 FIVE COLLEGE COURSES

Q. Does the University offer Ttttoring?

A. 1 1435 - TUTORS & TUTORIALS

Q. How do I get a copy of my academic records?

A. #1026 - ACCESS TO YOUR ACADEMIC RECORDS

Q. Who is my Academic Deas?

A. #1005 -MY ACADEMIC DEAN

Q. How do I go about changing my major?

A. #1020 -CHANGING YOUR MAJOR

NEED HELP WITH SOME OF THOSE

PUZZLING ACADEMIC QUESTIONS?

Call TIPS 8c get some answers

Dial 545-1540

and request tapes by number

TIPS
Taped Information Phone Service

a service of the Dean of Students Office

227 Whitmore

UHl»t«SITlf PUCIWHl StUVlCt SPHIKG (tCHUlTIIIG SCHtOULt
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UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT
SERVICE FALL

RECRUITING SCHEDULE
«n1*«.

iirouiTiaa session

tWMNII 1! TOU WST WGISTtl KITH PlACtWNT IN OHOCN TO INTtNVIfN

Addtttoml ItfofWtlofi or poiUioni. locitlom. ich»dul»» «tc. At ir-t Uiii»»riUy Ciretr C»iit»r and it th« KMt«or« Sign-up d»«k.

«ISA coot; P>Pfrwi«nt lt«><d«i<t «<»: C-U.S. CHtldnthlp

HtASl CMtCl TMt USSAGf »OA»C AND THt SC«OUltS MANOS «T THt UNIrtNSITt CAMtA CtNTtN tOU Cl»«NT INTtNYItlf »IQUI«WNTSn If »0« »"ISS AN INTt«»ItN

KCAUSC YOU no NOT CHtCK TMlSt SCHtOUUS TOO NlLl LOSE fIfTUNt INTtMltNING P»IVtLt6£S. AISO DCHCIWN 10 PICI UP COHPANT IIHUTUW AT THt CA«t» CT«.

oauNizATioa

XIUIOI UaiGENEUT SIETENS
tnCS DCPT STOKS
AST I DOIT
CONSOIT GOkP STUPf !• ».
pcmst oppin ioaiCT
riccK's

OV 11 7iOO M
Oa » 7iOO PN
ao« J 7:00 n
OCT 17 12100-3:30
OCT JO 7,00 n

. OCT Ji 7:00 P«
eutiAL pruiics/cixcTiic hut oct n 7:ao pa

NiaVllO LA« (• CC COaCOUNSIl
LOND I Tllua
SAIOCM
Tat tHUTTICU. SCICKCS COIP
UNITIS TtCIUOLaOItS
us aAAIUS (t CC CONCOUNStl
us UIINtS Id CC COKtmSAI

SEPT n
OCT M
0* 3
aof 3
OCT t<

ll:Oa-liJO
TlOO pa
7:00 pa
7:00 Pll

7,00 pa
StPT iJ.lfc 10:00-2:00
OCT 27, is lOlOO-liOO

ATTtNTION set ions NMtN »0« HA»t ACCfPTtD A fUll TIMf POSITION, PllASt LIT US ....HELP us TO NELP TOUl

lAJOIS

ANY IS •FALL
CHADS

scm. ,Li(. AITS as

ANY

ANY

•A/i

IS 'rAU.
CIADS

ANY, FALL GIADS IS •FALi.

(MIlV haos
UT K 'FALL

QUADS
*«Y IS

NATH. EOlll
LIMEIAL ARTS
AllY

OMANIZATIONS

FILEK'S

FIRST lUTIOtUL SUPEMAIIETS
tHC.
OCIEIAL FOODS (COLLSOIATE UC.
sen
JOnAN NAISM

LECNHEU

L0«0 A TATLOI

WMTH«SSTUI lUTUAL LIFI

PHOCail COVANICS

SCAK

AlV NAJOI

posiTioas

AMY

utnms

CMC, u
NC, Ct, CKE

IS 'FAU.
OIAOS __
IS, IS, PHO US All FORCE

EXECUTIVE TRAINEE - ROSTOII
LOCATION
STOIC HAIACCR TRAINEE

SALES lEPIESENTATIVC

EXECUTIVE TRAINING PROGIAII

HCT. TIAIIIMi

EXECUTIVE DEVELOPNENT PIOCIAN

INSURANCE SALES

FINANCIAL CONSULTANT

RETAIL ROT TRAINIRO PIOMAN

PILOT. NAVIGATOR ARC HON
TCCNRICAL AREAS

VISA VISIT DATE DUE DATE

OCT 1 'P'OCT 30

OCT 23

OCT a

lOV 7

NOV 14

OCT 30

OCT 21

OCT 30

OCT 14

OCT 14

OCT 6.7
•0'

SEPT
2?.30'0'
OCT 9 -f

RAJOIS

BUS. . FASN. NK
BKTG. NOT.
ACCT
BUS. , NXTC.

NXTG. . NOT.

rlN..NKTQ. ,

ACCTO.
NKTG, CI FIN

ACCT. ,FIN
NOT. , RKTO

DECREES

BBA, BS
IBA
BS
IIA

IS

IIA

IIA

IS/IS
IBA

OIOAIIZATIOM

ARES DEPT. STORES
BLACX 1 DECKER IRC.
BOSTON GAB CORPART
FILCNCS

FIRST NATIONAL SUPERNARKCTS,
IRC.
FORD ROTOR CREDIT CO.

GENERAL FOODS ICOUJUIIATE RCC
SERV)
ICI AHERICAS INC.
STAR NARKET CORPARY

RARAOCRCRT

POSITIORS

STORE NCR. TRAINEE
RETAIL SALES REPRESENTATIVE
ACCOURTART TRAINEE
EXECUTIVE TRAINEE - ROSTOR
LOCATION
STORE HAHAGER TRAINCE

CUSTORER SERVICE RET.

SALES REPRESENTATIVE

VISA VISIT DATE DUE DATE

OCT S

OCT I

NCT, NXTC IS/IIA/RIA VINDNARO NARAOERCHT CORPARY
liC

NANAGENENT TRAINEE IN RETRO
MSTON AREA
RARAGEHENT TRAINCE FOR
aOBTOR, ATLANTA REN YORK. PR I

L

OCT 30
ROV 3
OCT 24
OCT 30

KT 23

OCT 24

OCT I

OCT 21
ROV 4

OCT 14, 15 'O'

OCT 10 'P'
OCT 6,7 'O'
OCT 1 -P'

OCT 6.7 O-

OCT 6, 7'0'

SEPT 29,30'0'

SEPT. 29 P'
OCT 6 'P'

SEPT 22

OCT 6,7
o-
OCT I -P-

SEPT 29,30
•0

SEPT.
29, M

IS

IS

CNE.CE, IE, RE. EE BS
CSC, BS/

RE, CC, CSC
RC.CC
CNC

CNC

RE, EC, IE
HC, EE, CC

CC.

EC.CSE

IS/RS
K/RS
PHO

PHD

BS
IS/RS

IS/RS

ORGARIZATIOaS

lORC lARRER CNCRICALS INC

MSTON GAS CORPARY

CLAIIOL
COOCX CORPORATION IROTOROLAI

DATA GCRUAL
DIGITAL
EASTRAH CNEH. DIV. KODAK
CONPANY
EASTRAR KODAK CONPANY

EROINCSRINC

POSITIONS VISA VISIT DATE OUC DATS

PROCESS/PROJECT CNG. , SALCS,
RtD
ACCOUNTING
TNAIHeC.eNCIHEERING TRAINEE
OPERATIONS RANAGeiieNT PIOOlAN
SOFTVARE DEVELOPNENT
EHGINCERS

RESEARCH

REACTOR DESIGN. PROCESS
CONTROL, MATH ANALTSIS ETC
PROJECT ERGINEERINGFIRST HANDS CORPORATION

GENERAL DYIANICS/ELECTRIC MAT ASSOCIATE ENGINEER
DIV
NAZELTINC COIPORATIOI

EE
ACCT. CNE, RE, COI
NS. FIN
EC,

POLYNER SCIENCE N&/PKD

IS/RS FALL RORCYNCU.
GIAO
IS/RS
K/RS

IS, RS, PHD

EC »/
NICRONAVC,
ME
RE. CMC

CC

CC

CHEN. EE, RE
EE. Nt
ecNC,
RE. CC
CC. NC, CMC

CC
NC, IC
RANUFACTURIRG
CHE
EE,
CC. HC

CHC
EC.

RS/NS/PHD

BS/NS
IS/NS/PHD

IS/NS/PHD

BS/NS/PHD
BS/RS
IS/RS
IS
IS

M/RS
M/M
IS'RS
IS/RS
RS, PND

PND
IS/NS/PND

MUGHCS AIRCRAFT COMPANY
ICI ARCRICAS INC.

LANRCRCC LIVCRRORC RATIORAL
LAB
L I BBCr ONERS -FORD
LITTON ELECTROR DEVICES
DIVISION
NCDORNELL DOUGLAS CORPORATION
NOIAY CORPORATION

NAVAL URDCRNATER STSTERS
CENTER
NAVAL (EAPONS CCNTEI
NORTNCAST UTILITICS
NORTHIOP CORPOIATION
NYNCI, NE« ENGLAND TCLCPHORC
PAILCX COIPOIATIOR

PRIME COMPUTER
lAYTREOR

lONH AND HAAS CORPARY
SANDERS ASSOCIATCS INC
THE ANALYTIC SCICRCCS
CORPORATIOR
UNION CARIIDE
UNITED TECNIOLOCIES
CMPORATiai

ENTRY LEVEL ENGINEERS.
COHPUTCR SCIENTISTS
ADVAICCD CNGINCCRING PROCRAR

EE

RCSEARCH
LOCATION: SAN CARLOS, CA

TECH SALES,
PROCESS/PROJCCT/PLANT
CNGINCCIIRO
CS

CI, HC

PROCESS CNGINCCRING.
MANUFACTURING SUPPORT
CRCINCCR
NARDVARC CRCINCCIS

lESEAICM

ICRICR OF TECHNICAL STAFF

ERTRY LCVEL ENCINCCRS

OCT 27, 2«

OCT 24

NOV 7
OCT 29

OCT 23
NOV i
OCT 14.15

OCT 21, 29
OCT 21

OCT 27

OCT 23

OCT 2

OCT 6.7 'O'

OCT 7 P'
SCPT 30

OCT 6,7 'O-
OCT 6,7
SCPT 22 'P'

SEPT 29, 30'0'

SEPT 30 'P'
SEPT. 30 P-

HAJORS

CHER.

COINS

CHER

CHEMISTRY.
POLYMER SCICNCC
COINS
COINS
COINS
GCOL'GCO, HATH.
PHYSICS
POLYNER
SCICNCC,
CHCRISTRY
COINS

COINS

COINS

COINS

DEGREES

PHD

IS/HS

IS/RS /PHD

PHD

IS/ MS
IS/MS
IS/MS
BS/MS

PHO

BS 'FALL
GRADS
•S/HS

BS/MS

ORGARIZATXaaS

NATURAL SCIENCES i HATN

POSITIORS VISA VISIT DATC DUE DATE

3R

AMERICAN NAMAOEMENT SYSTEMS

lASF INROIT

MIC NAIREI CHEMICALS INC.

CODEX CORPORATION I MOTOROLA)
DATA GENERAL
DATA GERERAL
DEFENSE NAPPING AGENCY

BASIC I APPLIED RESEARCH IN
STAFF I DIV. LABORATORY
PROORAHHER/ANALYST, SYSTEMS
ANALYST
SENIOR DEVCLOPHERT CHEMIST,
CHEMIST
lESEARCH

SOmiARE DEVELOPMENT

DIV. OF KODAK

ELECTRONIC DATA SYSTEMS

CASTRAM CHCR.
CO.

CARTOGRAPHCRS.
SCICHTISTS
RESEARCH

PHYSICAL

SYSTEMS ERGINCCRINC
DEVCLOPRCNT PROGRAM

GCNCRAL DYRAMICS/CLCCTRIC BOAT ASSOCIATE ENGINEER
DIV.

OCT

OCT

3 -f

1 -P-

BS FALL
GRADS

ACCT. .CHE, RC, CO IS/MS/
INS, FIN
CHCR. POLYMCH IS/NS/PHD
SCI
PHYSICS IS/MS/PHD

OCT 17
OCT 21

OCT 23

OCT 21
XT 23

OCT 21
OCT 30

NOV 4

OCT 22
OCT 9
XI 10
OCT 21
OCT 30

SEPT 25
SCPT 29

COINS, PHYSICS
CE, PHYSICS.
COINS
CHEM

IS /MS
MS, PHD

HAZELTINE CORPORATION

NONETNELL

ICI AHERICAS INC.

LEVER BROTHERS R t

LITTON ELECTRON DEVICES
DIVISION
NCDONNCLL DOUGLAS
NIT LINCOLN LAMRATORV

BS/MS/ PHD MOBAY CORPORATION
SCPT 24 -P'

SCPT 30 'P'
SCPT 29 'P-

SCPT 30 'P"
OCT 1 -P-

OCT 6 'P'

OCT 6,7 -O-
SCPT 22.23 '0

SCPT 22 'P'
SEPT 29 'P-
OCT 1 'P'

PHYSICS, NATH, CO BS/NS/PHD
INS
CHEMISTRY, PHD
POLYMER SCICNCC
COINS BS/MS
CHCH, POLVMCR PHD
SCICNCC
COINS MS'PHO
POLYMCR SCICNCC PHD
COINS

OCT 21
OCT 17

OCT 23,24
NOV 4
NOV 4

OCT 1,9
OCT 15,16

SCPT 29 'P
SCPT 2S ,P

OCT I -P-
OCT 6 'P'
OCT 20, 21

SCPT 22, 33
SCPT 29.30'

FASH. MKT.

CCOROMICS
NRTA

IS/RS/PHD

DCOICES

BS •FALL
GRADS
BA/BS
IS

BS

RAVAL NCAPONS CCXTCR

OLIN CORPORATIOR

PRIME COMPUTER
PROCTER A GAMBLE

THC ARALYTIC SCICRCCS CORP.
UNION CARIIDC
VirVUMIC SYSTCMS INC

CNTRY LEVCL
CNGINEERS, COMPUTER SCIENTISTS
ADVANCED ENGINEERING PROGRAM
- SOFTNARC ENCINCCR

RESEARCH CHEMISTS

LOCATION :SAN CARLOS

TECH
SALES, PROCESS, PROJECT/PLANT
CRCINCCR IRC

SCNIOR RCSCANCH CHEMISTS

SOFTVARE ENCINCCRS
RCSCARCN 1 OEVELOPNCNT IN
CINCINNATI OHIO
RCMICR OF TCCHNICAL STAFF

OCT I

NOV. 14

NOV 7

OCT 27.21

OCT 29
OCT 23
OCT 23
OCT 21

SCPT 22, 23-0-

OCT 9 'P'

OCT 9 'P'

OCT 2 'P-

SCPT 29
OCT 6.7 'O'
OCT 6,7 -O-
SCPT 22 'O-

OCT 14,15 SEPT 22 'P'

NOV 4

OCT 21

OCT 27

OCT 23

OCT 21

OCT 14

OCT 23

OCT 21
OCT 16

OCT 30

OCT 22

OCT 21

OCT 3 -f

SCPT 30 ?•

OCT 3 P'

OCT 1 'P'

SCPT 29 '0'

SEPT 22 'P'

SEPT 29 -P-

SEPT 30
SEPT 29,30 '

OCT I 'P'

OCT 6, 7

OCT 6,7

0'

'0'

OCT 21
OCT 15, 16

NOV 4
OCT 1.9
OCT 20

SEPT 29
SEPT 23 !>

OCT 20,21 'O'
SEPT 22,23
SCPT 36 'P'

OROANIZATIORS

RISCELLAREOUS

POSITIORS

ARCS DCPT. STORCS

FORD ROTOR CRCDIT CO.
GENERAL FOODS (COLLEGIATE REC
SERV.

I

VINONARD RAMAGEMCNT COMPANY
INC.

STORE MGR. TRAINCE

CUSTOMER SERVICE RCP.
SALCS RCPRCSCNTATIVC

RANACENCNT TRAINCE FOR
•OSTON, ATLANTA, NC« YORK,
PHIL

VISA VISIT DATC DUE DATC

f OCT 30 OCT 14. 15 'Q'

OCT 24
OCT I

OCT 6.7 'O'
SCPT 29, 30

SCPT 22 -P'
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Democratic candidates
debate campaign issues
By JESSICA PORTNER
Collegian Correspondent

Robie Hubley and Stan Rosenberg,

Democratic candidates vying for the Third

Hampshire District congressional seat in

the Massachusetts House of Represen-

tatives debated key issues of the campaign

last night at the School of Management.

Both candidates, addressing problems

ranging from higher education costs to

hazardous waste disposal, tended to differ

in opinion on the smaller issues, while in

agreement on the more weighty topics.

Because James Collins resigned the third

Hampshire seat in his quest to become the

Chancellor of the Board of Regents of

Higher Education and because there is no

Republican candidate, the winner of the

Sept. 16 DemcKratic primary should win the

final election in November.

Perhaps the most important issue on the

agenda for both candidates is funding for

public higher education institutions.

Ro.senberg said he is concerned with pro-

viding fairer distribution of state funding

for public education, which entails "getting

the politics out of education."

He said he is interested in bringing

University laboratories up to date, work-

ing for capital outlays from the state for

maintenance, and providing more financial

aid for qualified students.

A UMass graduate, Rosenberg pledged to

'help UMass become an indispensable

resource for the state through its research

and public service."

Hubley also said he is a firm supporter

of public higher education. He stressed his

loyalty to UMass through his personal

connections.

"I met my intellectual mentors here,

when I attended the University as a stu-

dent, and have worked closely with the

University staff in my professional life," he
"

said. Rosenberc said that as a staff

Ciillririan photo by Rob Skflton

Candidates Robie Hubley, left, and Stan Rosenberg

worker for state Sen. John Olver, he has

experience in broad aspects of govern-

ment,' and can better implement change

because he has direct experience in the pro-

cedures of government from the inside,

while he called Hubley "a lobbiest."

Hubley who served as executive director

of the Water Supply Citizens Advisory

Committee as well being a legislative

agent for the Massachusetts Audobon

Society contends that the state legislature

"would do well to have a professional en-

vironmentali.ston the floor on the

Massachusetts House of Representatives."

agenda for both candidates is tunmng lor said. Kosenoeru sjim t..aL »o - o.„..
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Officials say tax proposals may hurt education
1 1 > Uiift " V\ti aaiA

By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

Officials at the University of Massachusetts seem to

agree that the tax proposal under consideration by the

US Congress is not in the best interest of higher education.

Congress has proposed stimulating the economy with

legislation aimed at shifting the financial burden from

the taxpayer to corporations.

"Under the new laws, charitable donations would no

longer be tax exempt," Arthur Jackson, director of the

Financial Aid Office said.

"The private scholarship program would be hurt because

people and corporations would be less likely to give,"he

.said.

Dallas Darland, director of Development and Alumni

Affairs is concerned that the legislation will adversely af-

fect a substantial sum of higher education institutions'

budget.
.

"In fiscal 1985, total private support was m excess of

six million dollars." Darland said. Over the last several

years roughly 70 percent of these private contributions

came from corporations, with about one and one-half

million dollars conming from Alumni, parents and in-

dividual givers, he said.

Private institutions would suffer more than public

facilities if the legislation is passed. Jackson said.

"Private schools rely almost exclusively on charitable

donations. Under the new laws this would certainly be

affected." he said.

Lobbyists have proposed that a limit be placed on the

amount of tax-free bonds to be allotted to each institution.

"The proposed ceiling of 150 million dollars would app

ly only to private insititutions," Mike Weinberg, special

assistant to the vice-chancellor for research said.

"Schools like Harvard and Stanford are going to be

hurt," he said.
r i. i i

Weinberg said one of the major problems if the legisla_

lion IS passed will be the proposed tax on scholarships and

fellowships. If the bill becomes law, he said, students who

have scholarships could be forced to pay taxes on the

money they receive. Students who have federal loans could

possibly lose the benefit of deducting interest payments

when they begin to pay back the money,

'jackson stressed that the bill has not yet been passed

by Congress.

"These concepts are still in conjecture. Students should

make their views known to their congressmen and

senators." he said.

Jackson suggested that concerned students express their

opinions to Senators John Kerry, Edward Kennedy, or

Repre.sentative Silvio Conti.

Exhibit salutes
library history
By SARAH HATHAN
Collegian Correspondent

What has increased to two million since the year 1870?

If you guessed the volumes in the library system of the

University of Massachusetts then you've booked the ri{;ht

bet.

To celebrate the library's history, the University Ar-

chives has prepared an exhibit titled. "The Heart of the

Campus: The Library," located in the entrance lobby of

the Tower Library.

"The exhibit is a way to bring peoples' attention to what

has existed in the past, and to get people to h;i\c a sense

of what the campus has been like in the pa.sl,"

Michael Milewski, Archives Assi.stant.

leiiiai ked

CollrKian photo by Rob Skeltun

CLEAR PATH- A groundskeeper for the Hadley Elementary School sweeps a school path

in the early morning haze yesterday.

Graduate Senate challenges restrictions

placed on Legal Services Office
By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

After the first meeting of the semester of the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts Graduate Senate, President George

Claxton said the senate is prepared to resolve the pro-

blems of the Legal Services Office.

The majority of the 70 minute meeting focused on what

Claxton called the Trustees' "sleazy trick with the LSO."

Over the summer the Board of Trustees voted to restrict

the power of the student-funded office. "Not only would

the LSO not defend students against the University, but

they also can't defend students in criminal cases." he

explained.

If students have more than $100 in the bank, a car or

a stereo, then the court does not have to supply a public

defender, Claxton said. Some judges feel that students are

automatically not indigent and the LSO restriction could

leave some students without representation in court, he

said.

Dave Gobran, the chairmai. of the LSO Governing Com-

mittee said that the LSO knows the courts and this cam-

pus. "I'm afraid to see what would happen if the ad-

ministration weren't afraid they could be sued," he said.

Claxton said he expects the senate to work this seme.ster

to expand services for graduate students, and get graduate

students involved with Board of Trustees and Board of

Regents, and with committees and commissions in the

University.
. c tv,

Claxton also reported on the idea of setting up a fcioutn

African Fund. The point of this is to establish a donation

fund to bring a graduate student from South Africa to

study at the University.

The idea behind it is three-fold, Claxton said:

To create people "who can govern after the fall of the

present government.'.to generate good publicity, and

allow the student to leave South Africa "to have a chance

to learn without being shot." he said.

Claxton suggested that graduate students should work

on MassTransformation. an effort to restore the Tower

Library using volunteer resources, because "they are.

esentially, fixing the library... A graduate .student spends

a lot of time in the library, and frankly, it's ugly."

Milewski, a director of the project said that now is "a

timely moment," for the project due to all the chan^'es

recently occuring with the University's library .system.

The exhibit, suggested by the Campus Awareness Com-

mittee and its working gi'oup on University's history, was

sighted to take approximately thirty to fifty hours of the

time. The work involved researching almost four thousand

linear feet of the University Archives on campus.

The exhibit begins with the start of the library system,

which first contained only five-hundred titles. It displays

a picture of the now non-existent Chapel Library, erected

in 1885. Through photographs and documented informa-

tion, the exhibit also brings attention to such people as

Henry Hill Goodell, namesake of Goodell Library. Goodell

was the first librarian and president of the Massachusetts

Agricultural College, which eventually evolved into the

University that stands today.

The Tower Library's history is also featured, through

presentation of artifacts such as photos of construction

from 1969-72 and detailed articles citing the plans of Ed-

ward Durrell Stone, internationally famed architect and

designed of the Tower Library.

Along with the old, history in the making is presented.

Articles and souvenirs, including some marked with the

insigna of "Mass Transformation," the latest venture to

recondition the Tower project of the Class of 1986 are

presented. Volunteers contributed six hundred hours of

labor, in order to upgrade the 12th floor of the library last

May as part of the project.

As well as tracing the past, the exhibit also makes way
for the future.

This exhibit- will continue to be displayed for public

viewing, on the entrance level of the Tower Library, dur-

ing library hours.
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"This IS called 'Many
Slct-pless Nights,'"

Strickland joked as she

pointed to the proposal. She

said the few people to whom
she had shown advance
copies of the plan, including

Student Activities director

Randy Donant, approved of

It.

Strickland repeatedly

stressed that the increase

was just the first step in the

"austerity program" plann-

ed to provide permanent

solvency of the fund.

FYI
For those interested in

joining the Lesbian, Gay
and Bisexual Counseling

Collective, orientation

meetings will be held at 7

p.m. today in the LBGA of-

fice at 413 Student Union

Building.

Myrinm Mcndilou\ the

founder of Lifeline for the

old in Jerusalem will speak

at 4:30 p.m. today in the

Wright Hall Common Room
at Smith College, and again

at 8 p.m. today it the Red
Room of Converse Hall at

Amherst College. Her topic

will be "To be is to do:

lifeline for the old."

Financial aid award
checks will be available at

the Bursar's office in the

Whitemore Administration

Building from 9 a.m. to 3:30

p.m. today and tomorrow. A
current LD. is required.

photo by

Ousted Chancellor James Collins at yesterday's Regent's meeting,

flanked by Regents Kathleen Harrison, left and L. Edward Lashman.

Floor board stolen
Idin hiin(ire<l and fil't\ tret ot'oak llnor Ixiaids. valued

al ,^M)() tlollai-^ were stitieii Irdin a (.•uiistfuctioii >il( a'l

Lnxbai I)n\e at lO.'^O a.m. Monday, Amher.st police said.

In other police repoils:

• A 27yeai()ld Amherst man uas aiicsted at 10:18

Monday night on Belchertown Road on an outstanding

motor vehicle warrant issued bv Hadley |)nlice. The war-

rant was issued after he failed in appear alter hvinn sum-

moned to Hampshire District Court, police said.

• Two jewelry bo.ves containing costume jewelry valued

at $100 were reported missing from a Meadow St.

residence at 6:53 p.m. Monday. A person is believed to

have entered through an open window, police said.

• An A-frame sign for Taco Villa resturant valued at

$300. which was chained to a parking meter, was reported

stolen at 2 p.m. Monday on North Pleasant Street. Also

missing was the top of the meter, police said.

- PATRICK JOHNSON and JEFFRY BARTASH

The

^

\
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^

((next to Super Stop & Shop)'
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Read the Collegian!!

The most
excitingfewhours

you'B spend
allweek.

Riiti. Clinib. Rappel. Na\ ipiatc.

Lead. .And develop the

confidence arul skills yoii uDn't

^et from a textbook. Knroll

in .\rtnv ROIC^ as one

of voiir electives. Get the facts

today. HI. AI.I ^(H C:\N HI-.

Contact: Major Mahoney
or

Major Cunningham
413-545-2321

PSYCHEDELIC
FURS

ith Special Guests

WED.
OCT. 1st

F.A.C.
u ma ss

AI^MV RESER\'E OFFICERS' TI^MNINC Q^l'^I'S

ATTENTION GRADUATING SENIORS

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE

RESUME WORKSHOP
101A Career Center

September Schedule

Monday September 8, 22

Tuesday Sept. 16, 30

Wednesday Sept 10, 24

Thursday Sept. 18

Friday Sept. 12, 26

All workshops begin at 3 pm sharp

September 17 is the First Resume

Deadline for on campus recruiting

^f0^^

14 MASONIC STREET • NOTHAMPTON • 548-5957

Packards Voted Best
Neighborhood Bar

In The Valley

non students $ 1^

• t u d • n t s $ 11

«« F.A.C

box offjc*

'tickets

GO ON
5A^^ WEO.

^PRODUCTIONS sept. 10

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICEi

UNIVERSITY CAREER CENTER

545-2224

YES - WE
HAVE THE

METS GAMES

ATTENTION
ALL

SENATORS

AND INTERESTED
CONSTITUENTS

BRING THIS AD AND RECEIVE ONE
SPUDS-UP WITH YOUR FIRST LIBATION

(ONE PER PERSON)

OFFER GOOD FIRST WEEK ONLY

The 1st meeting of the

Undergraduate

Student

Senate

will be held in CC
Rm 163 at 7:00 pm

THETA CHI
OPEN RUSH
0X

8:00 AND BEYOND

Wed Sept. 10, 1986 House Tours

Thursday Sept 11 House tours

and football (Pats-Jets) game

Refreshments will be served

Newman 10X
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DELTA UPSILON FRATERNITY

OPEN RUSH
SEPT

10,11,15,16
9:00 pm

BBQ-SEPT15
4:00 pm

MON NIGHT
FOOTBALL

- 15th

V- a
< a
p

^
\D

'^ n«

86 GREEK
GAMES

CHAMPIONS

INTRAMURAL
FOOTBALL
BASKETBALL
WRESTLING

ABOVE
AVERAGE

SCHOLASTICS

EXCELLENT
COOK

I

ZZ zz zz zz
CALL 549-3831
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QUESTION #3.

WHAT EXAOLY IS

AT&T'S"REACH OUT AMEMCA"?
a) A long distance calling plan that lets you make an

hour's worth of calls to any other state in America for

just $10.15 a month.

b) A 90-minute special starring "Up With Peopled

c) A great deal, because the second hour costs even

less.

d) If you'd read the chapter on Manifest Destiny, you'd

know.

e) Too good to pass up, because it lets you save 15% off

AT&T's already discounted evening rates.

If you can guess the answers to this quiz, you could save on your 00

long distance phone bill, with AT&T's '^ReachOut Americaj long

distance calling plan. Jfyoujiyeoffca^ you make a

full hour's worth of calls to anyolRer state in America-
including Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Ricaajid the U.S.

Virgin Islands—for ju^$l0.15 a month^^
All you have to do is caTTweekends,

11pm Friday until 5pm Sunday, and

every' night from 1 1pm to Sam. Save

(I^^off our already discounted evening

rates by calling between 5pm and 11pm
Sunday through Friday. The money you

could save will be easy to get u.sed to.

To find more about '!Rea.ch Out America'^

or to order the service, caTTTollfree

todav at 1 800 CALL ATT,

that is 1 800 225-5288.

AT&T
The right choice

Letters

Whose God kills more?
Mark Caldeira's column of September 10 condemning,'

all types of religion as "fascist" comes straight from the

works of Karl Marx. Caldeira writes "just count the

number of wars and persecutions that have occurred in

the name of a loving God." Well Mark, more have died

in the name of your god (Marx) than under the name of

God. How about Cambodia, Cuba, Romania, Poland,

Afghanistan, Ethiopia, Nicaragua, Vietnam, the Ukraine,

Latvia. Estonia, Angola, and your model country, the

Soviet Union?
Tony Rudy

Sylvan
Brian Darling

Southwest

Columnist is misinformed
Timothy Harris' September 8th column requires a

response so that those who were not here this summer

can have the facts about Recognition Weekend that were

glaringly absent from his "opinion."

This event was not held "ostensibly to honor naval

veterans" as he reported. It was a reunion of Navy,

Marine, and Coast Guard veterans to honor 1 ) the great

ships made in this state, 2) the people who built them,

and 3) the communities they were named for.

The military did not "bring their road show to

Amherst." We had a difficult time getting the Drum and

Bugle Corps from Marine Headquarters in Washington.

All the rest of the parade was made up of Massachusetts

veterans organizations, police and fire departments, the

crew of the USS Constitution, and the great Shriners Band

and Honor Guard from Springfield. The fiy-over, which

is a time honored method of saluting earth bound

brethren, was provided by the Air National Guard out of

Westfield' Barnes Airport. None of this in any way, at-

tempted to "sell war." The greatest anti-war group in the

country is its veterans. We do not believe that denying

other peoples rights is the way to communicate with our

government.

This brings me to the worst bit of misinformation in his

"column." The man who threw himself in front of the

Marine Drum Major, as he marched by in an eyes right

salute, came from the left and nearly got them both hurt.

It was a tribute to marine agility that neither man was
injured. The "tall middle aged man" was not praying,

unless it was to be arrested. He failed with the marines

and tried again a few minutes later with another group,

after which the police carried him off to the infirmary.

He was not hurt, as many of us who were there can testify.

All I thought he needed was a good spanking. He even

called the Parade Marshal the next day to assure him that

he hadn't been hurt. No one deliberately kicked him, and

the marines marched around, not over him. By the way,

we had a parade permit, and the protesters did not.

If anyone wants more information about this event, I

am willing to talk to you even if you do not appreciate

the fact that you still have the freedoms you enjoy large-

ly because of the sacrifices of millions of veterans and

because of the great ships that brought them home again.

Evan V. Johnston,
Secretary, Recognition Weekend Committee

9^^

CINEMA

A Hard Days Night

Stop Malcing Sense

WED • SAT

DOWNTOWN AMHtRST 253-5426
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Looking for love this autumn
I'll be frank. I'm in the market for a

girlfriend. I've been feeling the pangs of

loneliness for some time now and I've decid-

ed to do something about it.

I never thought it would come to this. I

carried a relationship with my high school

sweetheart into college only to see it slow-

ly deteriorate over a three-year span. Ours

was an open relationship in college but I

never fell in love during that "open" time.

Daniel Sobel

Over the summer I was seeing someone

for a few weeks but she ended it. Why?
Becau.se she said she didn't want to get

serious since she was leaving for .school in

Washington in September. Fine, I said I

didn't want to get serious either. I just

wanted to have some fun in the summer
sun. Her bad news just happened to coin-

cide with the fact that my car engine seiz-

ed a week previously and I couldn't take

her to the beach on Saturdays anymore.

But I'm not making any connections.

Basically Id like to use this space to

endear some potential girlfi'iends to myself.

I'm 5' 10", with brown hair and brown

eyes, (sometimes they turn hazel with mood

swings). I'm handsome, I think. I'm sen-

sitive but not a simp. I'm creative but not

a flake. I like athletics but I'm not a jock.

I like movies and concerts and small furry

animals, oops, that slipped out.

I've tried the personals in the Boston

Phoenix and Village Voice but all those

people wanted was self-indulging sex. No

one wanted to hold hands and talk about

sun.sets and their relation to Sartre's

brilliant existentialist works.

I've tried computer dating but I always

get women that look like my third giade

teacher, have the personality of a

.styrofoam cup and smell like they've just

bought out Chanel and wanted to try each

and every fragrance at once.

Friends involved in relationships tell me
I'm lucky to be free and independent; no

ties, no one to have to call every night and

spend money on on weekends. But if both

circumstances result in misery I'd rather

have the lesser of two miseries — a

miserable relationship. At lea.st someone

else besides me would be suffering as well.

The fall semester is under way and 1 am
agog with visions of beautifully tanned

legs, chirping laughter and sweet smiles

from one stretch of campus to the other.

Guys and gals walk around hand in-hand

in a rage of happiness. I go home every

night to peanut butter and jelly on Wonder

Bread. Oh, I can cook a mean stir fry but

what's the point when there's nobody to ap-

preciate the fact that I went out of my way
to find Chinese cabbage.

I'm really a nice guy and can offer a lot

to a woman. If anyone's interested you can

write me at the Collegian, 113 Campus
Center. It could be the start of something

big.

By the way, ifyou want to find out more

about me don't ask any of my friends. They

don't know the real me and they might say

something I'll, I mean they'll, regret.

Daniel Sobel is a Collegian columnist.
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Random Notes
Another year back at UMass. Although I had hoped

that things would have miraculously changed over the

summer, they hadn't. The hassles with housing were still

existent, schedules were incomplete, and the thoughts

of some .students turned from hopeful to suicidal, as the

realization of what I like to call "The UMass Shuffle,"

hit home. Feeling for these unfortunate students, I decid-

ed to put my complaints aside and make the best with

what I had, which was nothing more than an ID that

entitled me to 14 meals a week. I had a meal plan and,

by God, I was going to use it.

Against my better judgement, I decided to have

breakfast in the D.C. before an early class last Wednes-

day. I had time to kill, and my presence at meals was

my way of showing the University that I wasn't beaten

yet. I'm sure the administration just sucks up the

idealism of students like myself. Right.

As I sat alone in the D.C, a man asked if he could sit

at my table. I welcomed the company and immediately

recognized from his voice that he was German. 1 didn't

want to seem rude or stupid .so I asked him where he

was from anyway. After some superficial chatter, we got

deeply into an intense conversation about EastAVest Ger-

man relations. He had been to East Germany a few times

and had assured me that they were very nice people and

wanted nothing to do with war. He said that youth in

Germany and youth in America were very the same.

As the conversation came to a cLqse I made a statement

that hit us both pretty close. I saWthat if this had been

forty years ago, we would have been shooting at each

other over reasons that neither of »»knew or cared about.

He said he preferred it the way it is now. So do I.

After breakfast I realized that I had forgotten about

all of those administrative problems. I saw how easy it

was for something of real importance to take the place

of things made to seem important, but which are truly

insignificant.

Joe Pernice is a UMass student.

'Distorted and
one-sided'

I always have a good

laugh when I read Timothy
Harris and his September
8th column is typical of his

distorted and one-sided

writing technique.

The picture painted by

Harris calls to mind some
serious questions. If Naval

veterans "deserve respect"

then what were the inten-

tions of the "tall middle ag-

ed man and a woman carry-

ing a guitar"? Certainly not

respect and nothing short of

disruption.

I also have a sneaking

suspicion that Harris knew

the "Air Force" pilots he

speaks so grudgingly of

were in fact members of the

National Guard. To suggest

that the pilots wen.' fly ing

at 50 ieet is iidkuloui.Boe.s

Harris know anything

about flight regulations? No
one is allowed to fly over a

residential area at 50 feet.

If they had, every one of

those pilots would have

been grounded by the

FA. A. Distort if you must,

Harris, but at least keep the

distortions to half-truths.

.'I.
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It happens all the time
They were p.syched to go out. All four

of the women had come home from din

ner and spent two hours getting dressed

and ready to go to a party off-campus. So
nieone down the hall had gotten them a

couple of six-pack.^^ so tht y had each had

a few before they left the dorm. Of the

four. Jeanne was the most excited because

it was her first weekend at college. It was
her first weekend away from the paren-

tal units who had always put limits on her

good times.

Chris Alibrandi

They walked to the hou.se, saw a mass

of people partying, and joined in. The

women had a couple more beers from the

keg and started feeling it. Jeanne, though

.still a little nervous, was buzzed and

didn't notice two of her friends leave the

house. A couple of guys came over and

.started talking to her and her remaining

friend. One of the guys was named John.

He was a junior majoring in business and

she told him she was too. They hung out

and talked about classes, the dorm, D.C.

food, and the football team's win earlier

that day. Though still buzzing, Jeanne

went outside with John for another beer.

He asked her if she wanted to sec his

apartment a couple of doors down.
The apartment was nice. None of John's

roommates were around. John was good-

Inoking and seemed like a nice guy .so

when he started kissing Jeaniu". she was

into it. Because she was drunk, she kind

of drifted in and out of what was going on.

John started to undo her shirt and, gent-

ly pushing him away, she asked him not

to. He didn't stop so she asked him again.

W'hen he didn't answer her and didn't

stop, she got nervous and tried to get up.

He held her down and said she shouldn't

have come over if she didn't want to fool

aiound. Jeanne struggled with him, but

i-oiildn't get him otTher. .John ignored her

crying and raped her

This particular story is fictitious, but

maybe something like this happened to

you or a friend this weekend in a dorm,

an apartment, a fraternity house, or out

side. At least a few women were raped

this weekend at UMass, according to the

statistics that calculate how often rape oc

curs. That's .scary, and it should be.

Jeanne did nothing to deserve being

raped; no woman ever does. A woman
never "asks for it" even if she is interested

in a man. When a woman .says no, she

means it. Because Jeanne was drunk

doesn't make what John did right, either.

Nor does the fact that she was drunk

make her at fault for what happened. To

paraphrase a well-known analogy, a man
walking down the street with a loaded

wallet doesn't ask to be robbed.

Women can learn skills to avoid

dangerous situations, even though not all

situations are avoidable. The

Everywoman's Center on campus is a safe

place where women can talk about these

issues and get counseling. Other groups

such as SCERA and the Women's Leader-

ship Project offer resources for people in-

terested in women's issues. If you've been

raped, or attacked, or harra.ssed. or just

need to talk, call the EWC hotline at

545-0800.

Women can take all kinds of precau-

tions against rape and sexual assaults,

but ultimately, it is up to men to change

their and other mens behaviors in order

to create a safer community for all

women.
Chris Mihrumli is the SCERA Student

Caardinator.

I resent the picture Harris

painted for a number of

reasons. One is the fact that

the only reason 1 am able to

read his trash is because the

National Guard basically

puts me through college.

Two is because he is only

able to write his trash as a

direct result of the actions of

the Ma.ssachusetts National

Guard in the revolutionary

war. The beat goes on.

Jerry Adams
Springfield

SATF needs changes
On Wednesday, September 10th, at the Undergiaduate

Student Senate meeting, I>vill be recommending a fee ad-

justment for the Student Activities Trust Fund (SATF).

This recommendation is the final outcome of a summer's

worth of an indepth investigation of the SATF. It has gone

through many phases, revisions, and forms to get to this

point. During the revisions, I received input from many
sources in order to get a unified understanding for all par-

ties involved with the SATF.

Katharine Strickland

The Collegian accepts let-

ters about issues that effect

the local, national and in-

ternational communities as

well as those about our per-

formance and policies. Un-

solicited opinion pieces are

at-'io welcome at 113 Cam-

futii C»nt*u^. — ~ -^

All submission.^ must be

typed at 67 characters per

line and include the natnf,'

address and telephone

number of the author. Let-

ters should be no more than

40 lines and opinion pieces

no more than 60. All copy

is subject to editing for

clarity and length.

Overall, the trust fund operating expenses have decreas-

ed due to mandated professional salary increases. Besides

salaries, there are other costs that have decreased our

allocable revenue. Some of those costs include the follow-

ing: full co.sting. payments for student parking, and five

college busses.

Furthermore, if the SATF, were to have kept at the level

of activity in regards to operational output that it had in

FY80 (which was the la.st fee increase), the SATF fee

would be approximately $115.00 for FY87 The amount

that I am requesting for a fee adjustment, $r2.00, will only

get us through FY88. I do not advocate for wBalT wiTT

term as an "austerity program." This program incor-

porates the fee adju.stment as a first step. Additional stepa

will be pha.sed in to take a hard look at the services the

SATF offers. We cannot afford to avoid looking at the af-

fordability of the services the SATF offers anymore. It will

take a lot of foresight, courage, time and input from all

those involved in the SATF for both short and long range

planning. This must be done in order to preserve the

solvency of the Trust Fund.

Katherine Strickland is the SGA Treasurer.
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HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

11 am - 2 am 7 days

50 Main St. Amherst, MA

Why is this

man smiling?

After a long hard

summer, J.
B. 'sis

within sight at

last!

KARATE ,

,

Health Fitness Centetj^m
g

256-0080
460 ytfaat Stroet. Amherst. Masa., 0I002

Is this yo'J^ Come on down for

a large beef and a medium soda

-*i

WE OFFER YOU THE
OPPORTUNITY TO
GROW AS AN
INDIVIDUAL
AND LEARN
PLENTY
ALONG
THE
WAY

IF

YOU'RE
LOOKING FOR

MORE OUT OF YOUR
COLLEGE EXPERIENCE

THEN WHY NOT CHECK OUT
DELTA CHI

Jank Food Night - Wed Sept 10, 8-11 pm
Call 549-4187 for more information

MORNING. AFTERNOON, EVENING CLASSES

KENPO.TAEKWONDO ft SPORT KARATE

WEIGHTS. SAUNA. STRETCH MACHINES

Larry KeHey= 4 YEARS TOP-lfv U.S.A.

Kirik Jewess. T0P-10 NEW ENGLAND

Donna K»iley> 2 YEARS ^1 W N.E.

ON PVTA BUS ROUTE

LOW STUDENT RATE

RESUME SPECIAL!
Have your Resume typeset and printed by the experts

to assist you in landing that important job, and save

money in the process! Just bring these coupons to

WICKLES FINE PRINT IN AMHERST -
and take the first step toward your new job in style.

Coupons may be combined or used separately.

resume'
'Iresume'copIes^

so Copies with matching

Book Review
The Secret of the Stratemeyer Syndicate

Nancy Drew, the Hardy Boys and the Million Dollar Fic-

tion Factory

By Carol Billman
187 pp. New York:
Ungar, $14.95

By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

My grandmother, when she was director of a library,

did not allow series books like Nancy Drew and the Har-

ARTS

Hardy Boys/Nancy Drew deciphered
dy Boys; she said they witl- written by computers, not

people.

Nevertheless, most people alive today have probably

read a book produced by the Stratemeyer Syndicate,

responsible for Nancy Drew, the Hardy Boys and many

other series over the last 81 years. The books have an ap-

peal that seems to be unaffected by time; Nancy Drew has

been ferreting out the same secrets since 1930 and she

is as popular as ever. The big question is, why are

Americans so fascinated by stories which never surprise

us, about characters who never do anything wrong?

In Carol Billman's excellent study of the syndicate, .she

examines series fiction as a genre, gives a brief biography

of the man who mastered the technique, Edward

Stratemeyer, and does a sort of character .study on four

of the syndicates most popular series.

There is a fascinating history behind the four modern

series that are left, a history of a formula that was

discovered and utilized. Edward Stratemeyer, who drew

inspiration from Horatio Alger, started writing children's

adventure tales in 1899. ontmued on pitMc 10

at mountain farms mall

The area's only complete weight facility!

\\

ITYPESETTINGI

.75 i

Regular Price $25.00 j

\

Choose Your Oun T\pest\le\

ctwer letter sheets

and envelopes

.50
Regular Trice $17.00

Choose From Siien Stales

of Quality Pafyer

Wklcles
-ineftint

1 BOLTWOOD WALK, AMHERST
Men -Fri 8:30 AM to 5;30 PM

256-0148

ZS as ss

{ UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT
SERVICE

ORIENTATION SESSION

PHONES
Large assortment

of colors and

styles

anil
nnn
nan

Phones Starting

as low as

$9.95

SEPTEMBER SCHEDULE

ALL STUDENTS WHO WISH TO USE PLACE-

MENT SERVICES ARE REQUIRED

TO ATTEND

j"'^

x^

When: Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Fridoy

Time: 9:00 AM to 10:00

Where: 101A CAREER CENTER

AND PHONE ACCESSORIES

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE

UNIVERSITY CAREER CENTER

545-2224

XB IT JLL.

A, , ii'-'-

OPEN
M-F 9-5

WED 9-9

SAT 11-3

Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

' Convenient, easy location

I Free parking

• Women's & Men's

shower & locker

facilities

ON THE

BUS ROUTE!
Midway between

Amherst & Northampton
at the

Mt. Farms Mall,

Rte. 9, Hadley.

Call: 584-2175

• Over lO.OOOIbs. of free weigfits

• 12 different cable stations

• Exercise bicycles

• Vitamins & supplements
• Tanning beds available

Try us out for 1 month for only •syt'^

That > the smugglers" code! Frank exclaimed

Not motor numbers at all!
"

— The Phantom Freiahter

Franklin >X Dixon

(Irossti and Dunbp. I^^'

Literatuie

Revisited

Help us celebrate our upcoming
Performance Season...

Thursday, September 11th,

on the Fine Arts Center Plaza.

1 1 am-4 pm Live entertainment, food vendors,

colorful decorations.

3pm-4pni Free dessert will be served.

8 pm Projection artist Krzysztof Wodiczko
will project a large-scale image
created specifically for the exterior

of the Fine Arts Center building.

Free and open to the public.
(Rain date, Friday, September 12th)

Not everybody can afford

the price ofa new hardback

these days, especially on a

student budget. For those

who are going to "wait un-

til it comes out in paper-

back, " we suggest an older

title that is probably

available at the library or .

at a bookstore, in

paperback.

Frank Conroy's Stofh

time, from 1965, is that

rare literary commodity:

the interesting

autobiography. Conroy
traces his life from early

childhood to the beginning

of his college education,

and the things that happen

to him along the way are

unbelievable. If you never

got a chance to read this

book, do it now.

- NANCY KLINGENER

CALL 545-2511
Subscribe Now - Sa^e 30% off single-ticket prices!

WE CREATE

STYLES AS

INDIVIDUAL

AS YOU ARE

« by Deborah

please call for an
appointment

549-5610

COUPON SPECIALS

COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATIONS

FREE HAIRCUT with Perms

1/2 PRICE HAIRCUT with Highlighting

HAIRCUTS only $10

• STYLES BY DEBORAH •
65 University Drive, Amherst

expires 9/30/86
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• Hardy Boys/Nancy Drew
tuntinintl fruni pti^i' 9

In 1906.

he startt'd a syndicate that

was independent from

publishers, that he controll-

ed in every way I'ntil his

death in 1930, he wrote or

outlined and edited every

book that the syndicate

produced.

The mystei-y concept came

in later than the idea of a

series, but it was the

mystery that tjave the series

permanence The Hardy

Boys have been solving

crimes since 1927 and Nan
cy Drew since 1930; over

200 million Stratemeyer

books have been sold.

Which still leaves us with

the question of why they are

so popular.

In her analyses of the

Ruth Fielding, the Hardy

Boys, Nancy Drew and the

Happy Holiisters, Billman

looks at the history, the

characters and the appeal of

i'ach series. With dry but

not sarcastic humor, she

ix.mt.- out the faults of the

books, but doesn't detract

from the merits o! lach

>ti us The Happy Holiisters

.series, for instance, may

seem sappy or moralistic to

an adult, but could be an

tasv and innocent introduc-

tion to reading.

The best part of the book

are these series studies;

they reveal fascinating

detail about the charai uts.

Although it seem- -t range

at first to analy/i' ilie Har

dy Boys as serious

literature, Billman reveals

much about the appeal and

longevity of the books.

Tile most interesting

aspect of Billman's book is

that it is not just a history

Although there are fewer of

them (four, compared with

two dozen in the syndicate's

heyday I, the series are still

going .strong iremeniber the

Nancy Drew and Hardy

Boys TV shows of the seven

ties?). There have been

-,cnr> ranging from the

"Outdoor Chums" of the

early twentieth century to

•Christopher Cool TEEN
Agent" during,' the sixties.

The evolution of the syn-

dicate is well and in

tfiestingly documented in

The Secret of (he

Struti'turyer Syndicate.

Read it in

Arts!

K 1--^ '"''^ ^ oi^M I in ^lr^\A/-^fcQlr:lM I IP Mn\A/<^ *

Boston band Til Tuesday will perform on Thursday.

September 18, at Flat Street in Brattleboro, Vermont.

Til Tuesday won last year's MTV "Best New Artist",

award as a result of such songs as "Voices Carry, and

"Looking Over My Shoulder."

Their second LP is scheduled to be released on October

Tickets for the Flat Street performance are $10 and

can be purchased at Whitman and Whitman in

Northampton.

SIGN-UP NOW^^SIGN UP NOW

BODY SHOP
CO-ED FITNESS CENTER

Totman Gym Basement

INTRODUCING
OMNIKINETIC EXERCISE MACHINES

For Optimal Caloric Burn and Muscle Toning

(BURNS 9.5 CALORIES/MIN , NAUTILUS BURNS ONLY 6 CALORIES/MIN)

12 Hydra Fitness machines to

work every muscle

8 Stationary Bicycles

2 Rowing Machines

Nordic Track Ski Training Machine

Mirrors

Stereo

STILL ONLLY
$45 PER SEMESTER

COME IN FOR A
FREE WORKOUT
during open hours

FOR MORE
INFO CALL:
545-4665

OPEN TO STUDENTS. FACULTY * STAFF

THE BEST WORKOUT IN TOWN

SUPER BARGAINS - SUPER WORKOUT

GET IN SHAPE NOW
REGULAR HOURS 7:30-9 am. 11-1 pm. 3-9 pm

SAT 12-3 pm

¥

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

t
¥
¥
¥
¥

"^^^^^^^^^^^^, W"V^ •v«r«#«^ AMI i<:-o pin ^

CAPE COD WEDNESDAY
[The Cape's most famous bartender

DAVID HOLLAND
now appearing every Wednesday

FEATURING
free t-shirts

Kamakazis - $1.50

Beer of the month
Heineken

All Beef Hot Dogs After 9pm - $1.00

^ Mors d'oevres

^to 6 seven days a week

Proper ID a Must

57 N. Pleasant St - 253-5141

*W<i

t

?QW9
Ten years ago:

Pending a decision by State Attorney General Fran

sis X. Bellotti. the UMass Board of Trustees may or may

not in the future be able to close its doors to the public

at times and adjourn into executive session.

The board met yesterday for the first time this school

year at the UMass-Boston Harbor campus and heard a

report from the executive committe about the propose

amendment to the trustees bylaws which would spell out

provisions for convening in executive sessions.

The Campus Center Board ofGovernors last night heard

the resignation of Chairperson Joanne Feister, and voted

to allow the Amherst Tenants Union(ATU) to set up a per

manant table on the Campus Center concourse this

BE~PART'orTHE~TRADrflON
JOIN THE

UMASS SKI CLUB
INFO AND SIGN-UP WED, THURS, FRI

CAMPUS CENTER CONCOURSE
FOR SKIERS WHO TAKE FUN SERIOUSLY

Increase

mi - 41,079.95

Here are the key numbers involved in the "rationale" for

ho Student Activities Trust Fund Fee increase

SALARIES
?Y 87 FY 88

J21.559 86.267.95+

SATF FEE
FY 87 FY 88 Increase

88.00 r92.40t 67^ - 4,40

OPERATING EXPENSES
[for student services and events)

PY 87 FY 88 - Increase

2.764,793 2,903,u:30+ 59t - 138.237

SATF Fee increase for Operating Expenses

$138,237 ^ 18, 245 students 7 58

Total Increase

17.58 - 4.40 ll-^°

Figure would be rounded up to $12.00. Extra revenues

generated by changes in actual figures would go to fund

services for students, t - Pr^iected. % - Proposed.

semester. . .

Chairperson F. i ter apparently resigned her position

for personal reasons, she said.

Five years ago:
. u *u a»

A Grateful Dead concert being planned by the Stu-

dent Program Council for Sept 25 was halted by the Stir

dent Activities Office last week before a contract could

be negotiated with the gioup's agent.

Due to a misunderstanding with Frank Gironda, direc-

tor of SPC and Randy Donant. director of the student ac

tivities office. 43onant called the group's agency and sub.se

quently altered any chance of the group's performing at

the University of Massachusetts before leaving on its

European tour in October.

• Collins
ciiiitinued from page 1

"For some reason they

feel that UMass isn't as

good as Harvard, but it is,"

he said. "They may take

away my chancellorship,

but they can't take away my
love for UMass."

ta u «.«.» * ,

Burning the midnight

oil may be necessary.

Burning the 2:00or 3:00

or 4:00 AM oil is absurd.

Especially when an HP calculator can get the

answers you want - in time to get a good nights

sleep.

For instance, our HP-15C Professional Scientific Calculator

has more built-in advanced math and statistical power than any

other calculator. Our HP-41 Advanced Scientific Calculators have

even more potential.

PC 12602

That's because there are better than 2500 software packages

available for them - more than for any other calculator.

There's even a special plug-in software package (we call it the

Advantage Module) that's designed to handle the specific problems

an engineering student has to solve in his, or her, course work.

No wonder professionals in engineering and the physical sciences

widely regard HP calculators as the best you can get.

So check one out . Then, when your mother calls to ask if you're

getting enough sleep, you won't have to lie.

By the way. if you want more information, just give us a call

at 800-FOR HPPC. Ask for Dept.658C.

(4el
HEWLETT
PACKARD

STUDENTS CELEBRATE
THE ALL NEW

GREAT

MID-WEEK

GETAWAY

WEDNESDAYS

AT

II Al
S^II^LLI

hR[£ ADMISSION
50C DRAFTS

POSITIVE ID REQUIRED

i; flol Slie.1t H(aiii(!CK>n

INTERESTED IN THE ARTS?

WORK STUDY FUNDS?

Office & Data entry help

needed 10-15 hrs per week
apply in person

ARTS EXnNSION SERVICE

Rm 604 Goodell BIdg.

FRED VILLARIS

STUDIO OF

SELF DEFENSE

6 Weeks Karate -$49.95

Uniterm only ^^ 00

253-7349

Tt>e SKI HAUS is now
taking applications for

sales positions in

Westf ield, Hadley &
East Longmeadown.

Apply at: ^
THE SKI HAUS

on Rt 9 next to

McDonalds

L

584-7880
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• Housing
ciintinufil friini piif>f 1

1 lust (l(.nl know what happeiu-d. I paid my bill." hi'

^aid! i tTuess the University just screwed up."

Ho was told he should stay at the Campus Center Hotel

until he found housing.

-But I had no money. 1 finally found someone to cash

mv check so 1 could pav for a room," he said.

Sinci' nu.vm^ into his hotel room. Bron.son's been spen-

ding his spare time searchmg for an apartment. For Bron-

son. the hotel room, even with all the amenities, is not fun.

•i don't get to meet people," he said. "All I know are

the people in the elevators."

i went down the other night to Delano's. Their beer

of the month is Heineken. I had a couple of those and spew

ed out mv problems to Claudia the bartender," he said.

Bronson said he hopes to find a room by next week.

"I'm easygoing so I'm not getting too upset about it,

he said, -rt's a screw up and it's the school's fault. I just

wish I knew whv they overbook students every year."

Is there something we should

know? Call the Collegian at

545-3500. _^___

DORM RUGS
TOP QUALITY RUGS IN SIZES

TO FIT ANY DORM ROOM

SAVE UP
TO 80%

OFF REG. PRICES

FROM $14.99 to $79.99

WHERE YOU'LL BE HAPPILY FLOORED WITH OUR LOW, LOW PRICES
586-6411 MT. FARMS MALL - HADLEY
NEXT TO BREAD AND CIRCUS

DAILY 10-9 SUN 12-5

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT
SERVICE

Satellite Office Schedule

Pall 1986

CCEBMS New Africa House

Tuesday 1:30 - 3:30 P.M.

History Dept. 73 1 Hertcr

Thursday 1 - 4 P.M.

Beginning Week of Sept. 15

^ '[lii1»ilW"«—

HEY DORM RESIDENTS!
Save 15% on your phone bill with U-Motel!

Sign up at the Telecommunications office

602 Goodell - 545-3535

33 £ aEASANT ST AMHERST • OPEN 1 1 /^V\ TD 2AM • SEVEN DAY5 A W£fK

HALF -WHOLE on SUBKOU or smMBK£M>
2.99
2.59
2.29
2.29
1.99
2.39
2.19
2.59
2.39
2.29
3.19
2.29
3.09
2.29
2.09
1.99
2.29

9.29
3.^9
3./ 9

3.1 9

2.39
3.69
3.09
3.79
3.39
3.29
q.5 9
3.39
9.89
3./9
2.99
2.79
3. l9

SPECIAL • Ham, Turkey, Amtrican Ormsi
SU PER • l^m, OenoQ, dohqna P^peroni, fho^lone Ct?ees6

ITALIAN •&cnt)a Salmi, Fepperoni, Pro\/ihne Ojfe^i

COMbIMATIOM •//^W; ^<^oa ScJami, do^opna

BOLOGNA ^ r. .^
STEAK AND CHEESE •l^u$hroom$, fkppers a&nx

GENOA SALAMI ^.^-^TJ
ROAST BEEF AOOr^
TURKEY ^^

'

HAM ^t^ 5a/>'
^

CLUB • ^oa5f b^k, TorkQy,A/fi6riaMn Cheese

HAM AND GENOA SALAMI
CRAB SALAD
CHICKEN SALAD
TUNA SALAO
EGCr SALAD
MEATBALL

TELEPHOME
549-5160

/ 49 i.7f VE(JrETAR\AN
/ 79 2 39 CHEESE • Amencan or Pros/e/ooe

i.l'i 3.19 PEPPERONI
2.29 3.19 PASTKAMI
ALL SAS/DWICHE^ SERVED with your choice of ChQeSt, Onions

Pepper, Garlic Powder Orfoano^ e^ra (^.^«^?^^^JP^^^
Sodaes-d, Chips ^^f^kus for fhapnc^OtI>CML^M^T SU5S.

FOR

FAST

PICKUP

CALL

549-5160
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Doonesbury
By Garry Trudeau

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

te> THIS YOUR FIRST tMAFRAIQ
tXPOSURBJOPER SO Dim
fOPMANCa ART ANYTHIN6

.J MIKB^ I^HOULP

i

UJUl n^NOTLIKemAT
mvesm is thbmwib^ Qf^^j
MPji'^m: it'^much ujHfi^rs,

mne PARTI- jfiAj?
. amoRi /

J CAhi

609H, I'M /MA6INB.

LOOKING iOURUJiFe'S

fORMJARD A OBHIUS

TO THIS W«v-

Gordy

'Gangway ... Here come the Morrison brothers."

By Gorde

PARPO^J Alt THIS IS

fi, SOROKiTY RUS^
M/OMCKI OAfLY f WHAT

A/^a rou POIKI&
Heifer

YOOW© LAD'Y, I TOST SO
HAPpe^ "^ se rue ASSts-
reur-n> t^b ASstsretjTop

AFi^iitsAr rhfs f^/Aje, oor-
STAUO/MS (M^fi/GRSfTYf f'A*

M£Re TO l/^ATCH YOU.

/ rm So soRf^
L.OOK, / 'S Tne^B

AIUr7N/Aj<i / C^fJ PO^
/ DIPAJ T A1£AA/ Ta
e£ Sa RUPe.' /'^ so
sTuP/o/' Ci^/u ' &er
you A ^/^/A/<?

Bat Brain By Bill Bearing

77//S nu&T e£ T**e

£A^esT ccvR-ser on

yffUR. 6/fAPe /»

-BA5£P ON TVf

'

hib»esr THRse-

"Tpsrs Aite AvAicA*Le ^T
TVc ST-upe/vr f^crr
se/evtce' mc also ^euiti

JkmuN^

n -rue wne
This couAie

/fo neKE.

/

HIS C0A^«C7

TUAT.

JL

Campus Pond By Sal

THERES A UNIVERSITY
DORM POLICY THAT
SAYS STuDEA/TS
/^UST HAVE THEIR I.\>.

IN THE EVE/VT OF
A F\Re drill

I DON'T KNOW ABOi/T YOU,

BUT GRABBING /A^ X.t>.

WOULD BE /^Y FIR5T

PRTOF^ITY IN A
TOWERING INFERMO

(m^m)

f/io

Collegian Staff
There will be a mandatory meeting

of all Collegian staff members

at 7:30 on Thursday in the newsroom.

riu' Crllccian is tiow hiring expt-nenced paste-up peo-

' all or see Ansel Zinter at the Col-

kvium. 1 IJ Lampus Lenter. 545-3500

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Michel Jaffe

ACnoss
1 fMlabaloo
5 Stale of

N Brazil

9 Edicts

13 Israeli port

14 Sptnted horse

15 Hehnquish

16 Oi a /or>e

17 Lift pwneer
IS A language of

Pakistan

19 Geinstone

21 — tale s tiest

tor winter WS
22 Set^ s son

23 To wit

?S Tony a"<l Oscar

29 TV radio actors

org

31 Timtjer wott

3? Rivei at Pisa

34 Furious

38 Fund guardian

40 Lxtrpmist

42 Furry swimmer
43 Wine town o1

Piedmont

45 Actress Naldi

46 Liquid rneasure

46 SKiHIul

50 OrantRS or

Santana of

tennis

53 nine lives liKe

- Heywood
55 Sutherland

specially

56 Gemstone
62 Baltic feeder

63 Stable Indrtf^'

64 French
impressionist

65 Math fig

66 Waste
allowance

67 One ol the

Masseys
68 Name lor a

senonta

69 Knight ol TV
and namesakes

70 Till

DOWN
1 Caid game
2 Stead

3 Remotely

4 Concealed with

the hand
5 16th cen pamlar

Veronese
6 Craftsman

7 Shine s

opposite

B Part of AWOL
9 Gemstone
10 Imprecation

1

1

LiKe F>uget

Sound
12 Consider

13 Boater or saitor

20 Handles, to

Horace
24 Parched

25 Typp ol sa»

26 Herbaceous
plant

27 Touch

28 Gemstone
30 Knox or Sumter

33 Nurture

35 Biting

36 London gallery

37 Mideast airline

39 Align

41 Verdi haroMie

et al

44 Began
47 Author Li

May
49 Kind of

50 Native <^

Zealand
51 Tennyaoos

Erw* —

S2 Relative

&4lMans
57 Loser of a

takonal

SS Falana or

Monte 2

59 Be party k>

60 Camper s
61 Aaiine abbr

AMSWEB TO fHevwigPUznt
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Lunch
Ham and Swiss on Rye

Spinach and Mushroom
Quiche

Basics Lunch
The Salad Sandwich

Spinach and Mushroom
Quiche

Menu
Dinner

PRIME RIB NIGHT
Rib Roast of Beef

Au Jus

Baked Stuffed Schrod

with Npwhiirg Sauce

Basics Dinner

Country Studel

Baked Stuffed Schrod

with Newburg Sauce

/^

K

Weather
TODAY Mostly sunny , highs in the mid- 70s In-

creasing cloudiness tonight with a chance of showers after

midnight, lows in the upper 50s to mid-60s.

TOMORROW: Mostly cloudy with a chance of showers,

high in the 70s

Today's Staff

Night Editor Steve Higgins

Copy Editor Liz Hettinger

Layout Tech Bcthanne Moskov

Photo Tech Rob Skelton

Production Supervisor Bethannc Moskov

Production: Keith Cooper, Kelly Sieger, Rob Skelton, Ed

Smith, Alice Thomas

Executive Board - ^all of 1986

Bloom Cotinty by Berke Breathed

Cf?e/mMj A CoMK SmiP-
6mp TBPBe 'fffiSflKiNG 0(/r

OF A 5£Rim WRIfEK'i BUKK I CANT PO IT.

I CANT THINK

Of AfmyiNb
IVNNY.

E
4i

ICANTTHIHK
oFfitimmri^

H-7 5eC0NPd
TV pewuNe.

ST/Vf

05B*aN(5T
5Ty<^*^

DODE LEVENSON
tdiiof in Chief

JOHN YONCE
Managing Editor

STEVE RUBIN
Bijsm»^^ Manager

ROB SKELTON
Editorial Editor

WILLIAM SPAIN

Ediioridl Editor

ANSEL ZINTER

Produriion Manaqor

Business Board — ^dll of 1986

STEVE RUBIN

Bu")iness Manager

PAUL H LESSER

Advertising Sales Manager

VANESSA ROTH
Finance Manager

iWTRICE LAWSKY
Marketing Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Circulation Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Subxription Manager

mtrm
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• women's soccer .

(nnlinucd from pa^e 16

Junior forward Lisa Hayes (15, 10 and 40) was second

in scoring for the Penmen while senior Amy Jackson (16,

6 and 30) was third.

Springfield's Lisa Russell will also see action for NHC.

Jeanne Lovier. a junior, will start in goal for the Pen

man. Lovier had an outstanding season last year, posting

40 GAA with five shutouts.

Penman coach Peter Tufts has talked with his team a

great deal about the importance of this game, and con-

siders it one of the biggest games of the season for New

Hampshire.

•We would obviously like to win." Tufts said. "And

there is a little revenge involved. We're appreciative that

UMass will play us and it is important to our national

ranking. We want to show the world that New Hampshire

College has a quality program."

While the game will help out the Penmen a gieat deal,

that is not the situation for UMass.

"Travelling to New Hampshire is kind of a pain," Ban-

da said. "Because we have ever>lhing to lose and nothing

to gain. We're not taking them lightly. We have to shoot

early and often and get the lead and then hope our ex-

perience will come through for us.

"But we're talking winning season," Banda continued.

"We have to play like one of the powerhouses of the na-

tion, which we are. We even have to move up a notch from

last season. We're a strong team and we have to play ag-

gressive. We're ready to kick some behind."

• volleyball opener
continued fnmi puge 16

Offensively, the

Minutewomen will sport a

revamped attack out of a

5-1 offense (an offense that

utilizes a single setter).

The performance of

freshman setter Karen

Ferguson and sophomore

setter Ann-Marie Larese

will be key ifUMass hopes

to establish any kind of of-

fensive groove.

Sophomore Barbara
Meehan and junior Marcy
Guiliotis will pace the

UMass offense at the mid-

dle hitter position, with

Barys and sophomore
Juliet Primer starting at

the outside hitting spot.

Senior hitter Violetta

Gladkowska, one of the

more potent hitters in the

region, has been hampered

by a shoulder injury she

sustained in practice two
weks ago. Gladkowska will

more than likely not see

action tonight, but is hoped

to be back in the lineup for

this weekend's UMass In-

vitational Tournament.

Sports Notices

There will be an impor-

tant meeting for all

Stockbridge golf and soccer

team candidates at 4 p.m.

today. The meeting will be

held at Boyden in room
253. If you are unable to

attend, contact Jack
Leaman at Boyden in room

228, or call 545-1301 prior

to the meeting.

The women's soocer

team is looking for a team
manager. Anyone in-

terested in the position

should contact Kalekeni

Banda at 545-4343, or stop

in at Boyden in room 225B

as soon as possible

There will also be a

meeting for all tho.^ in

terested in playmg
women's lacrosAe thi.s fall

The meeting v.ill be h'^ld

in room 153 at Totmaa,

Thursday at 6 p.m. Tbo«

who cannot attend should

contact Pam Hixon at

545-1942.

Intramural football

i-osters are due at the In-

tramural Office on Thurs-

day, September 11. Also

due are frisbee and men's

and women's soccer en-

tries. There will also be a

mandatory officials

meeting for football and
soccer at 7 p.m in room
251 at Boyden. Anyone in-

terested should attend. For

more nformation, contact

Zulma Garcia or Frank
Wright at the Intramural

Office.

ntries are due for

itinn.- Singles with a

players meeting at 6 p.m.,

and men'.s lacrosse and co-

ed .«oftbali entries are due

i^ well at 7 p.m.

I
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FREE

HOPS D'OEUVRES

SERVED DAILY

MIKES'S FAMOUS

SMORGASBORD

EVERY FRIDAY

4-7pm
COME DOWN AND RELAX

REASONABLY PRICED LUNCHES
SERVED DAILY 11:30 -2:00 pm

THIS WEEKS SPECIALS
COORS BOTTLES -99^
PEARL HARBORS $l-50

ATTENTION STUDENTS
Jobs * Jobs * Jobs * Jobs

Murray D. Lincoln
CAMPUS CENTER

WORK STUDY or NON WORK STUDY

Catering •Janitors

Food Service•Chambermaids
Coffee House •Cashiers

Retail Sales

Apply on the 8th floor Rm. 818
Campus Center Personnel Office

ALL SHIFTS AVAILABLE
Night and weekend shifts preferred

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA!

OPEN RUSH
All university men Invited

Tonight Sept. 10, 16, 17

9-11 PM
FREE REFRESHMENTS

374 N. Pleasant St. nro QAQ9
(the blue house) Zb6-y\)6^

Small LargeBoneless Bar-B-Q

Spare Ribs ^280 S460

V^unci^ garden
*^cMaurant
MANDARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

"The BEST Chinese Food"

gnflntwBuwguMMiigiguwangg

lOBelchertownRd.

at Route 9

Amherst

256-0252

Luncheon
Specials

From 225
served 11 a.m.

-3 p.m.

New Buffet &
Sunday Brunch

Buffet Served 5-8

Mon.-Thurs.
Brunch Served
Sunday 11:30-3

ALL YOU $CI75
CAN EAT 5

II Bwl wtih Ftnh
Mu*hrnoni\

21 Ouckvn Fu>9vTk

3) ChKlivn Winjk
4| CKi>n< BBQ Poik

i\ Bioccnk in Ovti" S«iK>

6) Swvrt t Sour OiKktn
7lPanFrt«dKK<
tIPanFiwINandIn

wilh Clxckjn
9) Pan Fn<^ H«violl

lUl Hm •- Suu> Soup

Luncheon Specials & Take-out Service

Full Cocktail menu

Sun.-Thurs. 11:30 a.m. -10 p.m.

Fri. & Sat. 11:30 a.m. -11p.m.

HUGE SAVINGS
ON CALCULATORS

,i.;jUJ;ijuiJi-; It

tt 5400 Special Poce
EL SSOOIIScientrld

CE 1 26P Th«fmal Pi'nlfli

9P Tharmal Pnnli;'

EL 506P Scianlilic

EL 512PSc«nlitK:

EL S6iOFmanciai
ELS520Sc«nmic
EL 5i5SSoleiScieni.tic

Kljm HEWLETT
?r!M PACKAPO

Texas
Instruments

Tl 36 SL B Sola' Scwnlific H 8 00

Ti 74 Na»^ Ba«K; P'og'ammaoH) 94 00

PC 324 Th«fni»l PnntB' 69 00
Tl S5 III So«f>li(K: 33 00
T15310OetHlopFin»nci»l 85 00

TIBAIlF.nancal 50 00

MP-1 ICScwnlrtic

HP- 12C Financial

HP lSCSc*nlitic

MP- 1 6C Programme'
HP- 1 8C NaW Buaineu Consultant

HP-4lCVAdvanc*dPraarammaDI«
HP-4 1 CX AdvancaO P'ogiammabia

B2i04*Ca'dRaad«'
87 1 &3A Optc Wand
821 43A TharmalPnnler

Subscribe Before Sept. 24th Deadline For

%^1^
1986-1987 Season

FXllSMScianlitic »16 00

F « 7000G GnphK OiapMy &4 00
FX3000PScianlitic '9 00

FX4S1 Sota'Sciantplic 2' 00
rx 8100 Sci«ntilic«iin Clock 30 00
FX90C'«lilCa'aSc.enli" 1900
F X 996 Sola' Siienliln: 27 00

FX4000PSc«ntil.c 3100
CM 100Sci«ntiltC/P'og'amm* 1600

-WLOXI BLUES

FESTIVAL OF INDIA

VIENNACMOIBBOVS

MOMIX

LOUISVILLE BALLET

ORCHESTRE OE LYON

TAP DANCE KID

COUNT BASIE ORCHESTRA

FRANK FOSTER

MARLEEN PENNISON COMPANV

LESLIE HOWARD. PIANO

NEGRO ENSEMBLE COMPANY

JAZZ ALL STARS ^

JOSHUA BEa.VIGUN

THE WAVERLY CONSORT

SPRINGFIELD SYMPHONY

STEPHANIE CHASE. VIOLIN

APPLE HILL CHAMBER PLAYERS

YEHUDI MENUHIN. VIOLIN

WARSAW SINFONIA

DANNY BURACZESKIS JAZZDANCE

TOKYO STRING QUARTET

TWYLA THARP DANCE

MEL TORME

GEORGE SHEARING

THE CHIEFTAINS

CHRISTOPHER PARKENiNO. GUITAR

HUNGARIAN STATE FOLK ENSEMBLE

MURRAY PERAHIA. PIANO

KATHRYNSELBY. PIANO

TRACEftS

BOBBY MCFEfWM
ATLANTA SYMPHONY OPCHESTRA

ROBERT SHAW

ALVIN AILEY DANCE THEATER

PEARL BAILEY

LOUIE BELLSON

LACAGEAUXFOOES"

CALL TOLL FREE 800-621-1269
EXCEPT Illinois, Alaska, Hawaii

Accassones diacoonleO loo MasterCard or VISA by phone or ma,i Man Cashier sonecK

Mr^evO d Pers ChecklZ «kstocir| Sorry noC O D . Add 14 00 Isl .tern »i e. add '
stipg

4^ndrshoiriolLi5de«.dd7*.a. p'rK:es soBi to cnar^ge Un,.er,.iwCoiiege --O s

Weteome WR?TE no cells, lor tree catalog 30 day return policy to. <J«'<5'1'«
™"r*'A"''"*

S^'y A^L ELEK TEK MEt^HANDtSE ISB^AND NEW 1ST QUAUTV AND COMPLETE

6557 N. Lincoln Ave
Chicago. IL60645

^ THE FINEARTS CENTER
^aiM UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

5 College Students Half-Prlce! Call 545-251 1

1

• Chicago. IL6064;

.inc. (312)631-7800
(312)677 7660

KARA- ^ .^QUES710MS
To ask at youn local studio

IDO YOU HAVE SHOWERS, SAUNA OR WEIGHTS?

IS YOUR FACILITY LARGER THAN A BREADBOX?

DO YOU HAVE VIDEO EQUIPMENT?

DO YOU HAVE A SPECIALLY PADDED AEROBIC ROOM?

ARE THE INSTRUCTORS NATIONALLY RENOWNED?

WILL YOU BE IN BUSINESS NEXT SEMESTER ? ? ?

At Karate Health Fitness'the answer is YESjj

*460 West St., Amherst 256-0080

ACTIVITIES CASH

BOLTWOOO PROJECT INFO.Meetings
Wed 9/10 Rm 903 Mon 9/15 Rm 168C
Wed 9/1 7 Rm 904 lues 9/23 Rm 174 All

Meetings 7 pm in Campus Center Come
see if you can help out'

ANYONE INTERESTED IN being a

WSYL-FM DJ this semester must attend

tonight's meeting. Commonwealth Room
Student Union, 7PM

25»^rDB'POTLUCK and organizational

meeting Friday 9/12 6-8PM call Donna or

Shan at 256-0407 for more info

AVON

$$$$$$$ss$$s$$sssss$s$s$s$s$ssss
$ AVON $

S Earn money while $

$ furthering your S

S education S

$ 66S-B74S %

ss$$ss$$s$sss$$$$sss$ss$$s$$$$$$

PAYING CASH FOR your baseball cards

please call Mike 549-0333

FORSAU

FUTON — Double size, excellent condi-

tion S100 or best offer, Call 549-4674

STUDENT DESK, COMPUTER terminal

and modom 665-2225

STEREO OLD^ BUt^good Pi

receiver turntable and speake
323-9320 $50

LIGHT TAN 9«12 Rug for sale. Call and
make an offer 549-4790 or 546-5564

BOOK SHELVES, bureaus, tables.

chairs, rugs, plus more lor sale Call

before 9pm, Amherst 253-3917

HELP WANTED

WANT TO MAKE MONEY WHILE YOU
SLEEP? Become a weekend Personal

Care Attendant for a 35 yr old handicap-

ped man in Amherst Center 5 hrs a day
- $6 10 an hr & $8 a night Musi be depen-

dable and reliable Some lifting required

Call MWF anytime & TU/TH after 4 00 -

253-7861

MUST SELL!! Menss 10 speed bike -

$50 (or BO), 2 whicker peacock
chairs-$40 ea or $60 for the pair, table

perfect (or studying (has 4 drawers)-$50

Call after 5 30 pm 665-7544

AUTO FOR SALE

1982 CITATION 2-DOOR HATCHBACK
STD, two-lone. 42,000 $2,200 253-3686

Si^ATSUN 4«4 LOADED witlTall the

toys including chrome wheels, white let-

ter tires, roll bar. four speaker stereo ask

ing $5800 call 665 4991

GUCCI WATCHES-lots of styles tor

women Only $30 Call Bnan at 6-7425

74 FIAT SPORT SPTdER Tonvertibre

.

runs perfectly, new roof and |ust painted,

$1450 549-6742

72 CHEVY IMPALA AUTOMATIC 350
engine, runs perfectly, well maintained

S650 549-6742

Kingsize Waterbed, new 90 motionless

matress, handmade frame, many extras

$325 253-3302

WEEKEND EMPLOYMENT at Riverside

Pari* Transportaion provided Work
Saturday and Sunday for the next three

weekends m Sept Earn money for bitks

Bus pickup at Fine Arts Center 10 am Sat

and Sun mornings return at 1 1 pm Sat

and 8pm Sun If interested or like more
info call 546-9248 or 546-9212

73 DATSUN 1200, no rust Looks/runs

great $750 323-6726

1978 MONZA COUPE, sunroof, good
shape good transportation SlOOOortjest

offer 546-6448

1978 PLYMOUTH HORIZON Runs well

new tires, no rust 545-3506 days
259-1497 eves $1000

OLDS CUTLAS SUPREME 76 A/C, pb
ps, electric windows, awesome Alpine

Car Stereo, and more' Great condition'"

Will sacrifice for $650 Call David
546-6341

VW '66 Classic ultrareliable FM,
whitewalls walnut dash $850 545-0600

EXT 22

1976 MUSTANG.GOOD BODY needs
A'orK on radiator and clutch Call Angie

549 0541 $300 00 only'

1973 CHEVY LAGUNA power steering

power brakes air $700 or best offer

665-7128

79 VW RABBIT DIESEL good condition

excellent MPG no rust clean Asking

$1750 665-8291

1979 CHEWY MALIBU WAGON.
99,000 miles new clutch $750 536-5434

VW VAN 1974 RUNNING, needs
WDrk$600 549 5128

1981 VW RABBIT excellent condition.

40mpg. 4door, silver grey $2199
5849524

SUNTANS: Great Back To School

specials 20' off if you join with a friend

30 oft if you |Oin with 2 or more friends

Sale good through 9/i2 only Le Bon
Soleil

ONE BEDROOM AVAILABLE^irT two

bedroom Apt. Lantern Court Sunderland,

call 665 7553,5185 per month

PROFESSORS EXAM FILES^lor
engineering, calculus, physics and
chemistry at University Store

SKI EQUIPMENT! 180CM Hart Billy the

Kid with Garmisch boots and poles

$100 00 call Angie 549-0541

1981 SUZUKI GS450T, Bought new in

1 ^85 pxcellent condition must sell NEED
BOOK MONEY S700 firm 253-3146

EPSON RX80 PRINTER tractor/friclion

teed exc cond S300 aft 6PM 256-8696

19' DIAGONAL B/W television perfect

condition $25 call Chip after 5PM
549 0136

BUY AND SELL used books RM 165 CC
Thur Sept 12 sponsored by GSS/APO

GE 19" B*W television $50. Zenith 25"

color iv $220, Kenwood receiver cassette

speakers $250, 9X12 new oriental rug

$125 549 0738

EPIPHONE 12 STRING guitar Excellent

condition $125 00 call Marlha 545-3146

FARM HELP NEEDED in Hadley for fall

han/est near UMass Flexible hours Call

between 6-8pm (or more information

GREENOUGH SNACK BAR in Central

Area IS now accepting applications lor

employment 10-12 hrs/week Pickup ap-

plications at Greenough Dorm basement

MARKETING INTERNS Wanted for

Hampshire Mall Management Dept Must

be energetic & reliable with excellent

communication skills Apply office of in-

ternships 545-0725

Part Time Cashier for local store Some
nights and weekends Please call

584 3603

HARVEST SWEET CORN at Amherst

(arm physically challenging Sept - Oct

.

6AM till noon $4 per hr 266-1397 or

549 4897

HOUSEKEEPERS IMMEDIATE OPEN-
INGS, apply in person Howard Johnson

Lodge Hadley

PERSON(S) With Minimum (ood handl

ng experience 10 work 12 20 hours per

week On campus meals included, $5 00

per hour to start Call 586-7535 549 0454

asH (or Steve

K,,'CHEN HELP WANTED tree meals

light kitchen work (or local (raternity Call

Scott at 5490454

COLLEGE ACTIVISTS Earn

S30-$50/day FT/PT working tor Mass Fair

Share the slate s largest citizen action

group Interviews on campus Sept 15

Call 586-8713 or the Student

Employment Office

COOKS! LINE, PREP, SAUTE Creative

work lull and part time Dishwashers app-

ly also Judie s, Amherst

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent free meals

Light clean-up

Call Cheryl at AXO
545-2152

College courses forcareersuccess.
TEST YOURSELF! LEARN NIK SKILLS !

EXPERIENCE AMERICAN HISTORY 1

COURSES FOR CREDIT
• *•***•

FIREARMS SAFETY & MARKSMANSHIP

GETTYSBURG BATTLEFIELD VISIT

U.S. MILITARY ACADEMY (WEST POINT) VISIT

MOUNTAINEERING & ORIENTEERING

U.S. NAVY COLD WEATHER SURVIV7\L SCHOOL

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

MAJOR MAHONEY OR MAJOR CUNNINGHAM,
545-2321

AKMY RESERVE OFFICERS jrvMNINo CORPS

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY Supple-

ment your income marketing top-quality

nutritional products New company has

developed revolulionary nutritional plan

and products based on sound scientific

research This is a ground-floor multilevel

marketing oppportunity Minimal invest-

ment, minimal hassle, potential for signifi-

cant income For information call

586-9926 or write to Padma Products.

P O Box 356, Florence, Mass 01060

SCERA, THE STUDENT^CENTER for

Educational Research and Advocacy, is

hinng workstudy positions to research

and organize students issues like study

space, racism financial aid, heterosex-

ism. Etc Women and people of color en-

couraged to apply Applications available

in SCERA, 422 Student Union Due 9/1

7

1 3 30 PM AA/EEO 545-0341

TEMPORARY CABLE TV Customer Ser

vice jobs Flexible hours, full or part time,

no selling Good salary Outgoing per

sonality and customer service skills re

quired Apply in personSepI 9 » 10, 10 00

am to 6 00 pm, 534 Mam St , Amherst,

or call Bruce Neslaw. 253-5360

FOUND GOLD CHAIN to claim call

5469727

MOTORCYCLES

KAWASKI GPz 1100 Fuel miected.

kprkers Good Ounlops 7500 miles, jusi

tuned, $2500 Call Erik 546-8039

FOR SALE 8r6565b6 Suzuki, Shaft dnve

with lairing, excellent condition $1000 call

665 4991

MOVIE POSTERS

ORIGINAL MOUNTED MOVIE posters

call Scott 546-6971

VOU CAN DO IT Learn music, acting,

dance Register by Sept igOldChaple
5450519

THE CENTRAL AREA government posi

tion of Office Assistant is open Stop by

Baker B-22 and pick up an application or

call 5-2080

THE VEARIOOK IS HIRINO

BECOME A MEMBER of the 1987 Index

Staff Applications can be found in the

basement of the Campus Center, Room
103 dust around the corner from the

Collegian)

NEWSPAPER DELIVERERS NEEDED
on campus Aprox 1 hour/day 7

days/week Good pay' Guaranteed bonus

paid for good delivery throughout the

semester Call evenings 253-7009

THE BOG IS hiring new coordinators 7

positions- one in your ma|or lield' For

more info or applications visit 817 Cam-
pus Center The BOG is the pulse of the

Ca'ipus Cenl(?ti

INSTRUCTION

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS ex

perienced and patient teacher Rock/
Pop/ Folk/ and Blues Improv reading,

theory composition My studio is on bus
line in North Amherst Doug- 549-4786

KNOW YOUR CAR' Basic Auto-
Workshop including classroom and
shop limited enrollment 25,3-2098

FOR A OOOO TIME CALL

RACK-A-DISK ENTERTAINMENT
Agency Disc|Ockeys, Bands, Lights and

Large screen video dances 549 7144

KITTEN NEEDS HOME

BLACK AND WHITE Sylvester kitten

cute and lovable call Tim 256-0333

TYPING SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING, long and short pro-

tects Meticulous proofreading Resumes

a specialty Call for estimates 549-0367

SOUTHWOOD APT

STILL TWO VACANCIES available call

256-0166

LOST

CANNON 35MM AUTO I forgot it m
Prescott. Hampshire night of Goodspeed

last semester Please, at least return the

filmi If found call 584-9460 Reward and

my everlasting gratitude

WOOL JACKET. SUBSTANTIAL
REWARD. Gray and White striped luzzy

zip-up outdoor lacket Lost m Hatch 9/4

Call Steve 5 1899

BLACK a WHITE MICKEY- MOUSE
sweatshirt Great sentimental value

reward $$$ please call 6-9207

2 RINGS LAST THURSDAY posibly m
Campus Cunlijr ladies room it found

please contact Linda 549 4798

REWARD FOR RETURN OF wallet lost

with R I Ids on Sept 4 Leave at CC iiifo

desk or call Steph 253 7667 PLEASE"

PERSONALS

JACQUELINE. CONGRATULATIONS on

your engagement' We love you" Love the

sisters of Delta Zeta

CALLING JOHN HICKLANO! Whore are

you " Still alive'''' Get m touch' Your long

lost friend from Baker

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
NEW SISTERS
o( Chi Omega

You Guys are the greate.t

Love the sisters of Chi Omega

THANK YOU ST JUDE please continue

to be with me

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE new
sisters of Kappa Kappa Gamma we Love

You

FREE MEALS in echange (or light kitchen

work I Contact Alex at CHI-OMEGA -

5450162

WELCOME TO UMASS! Interested m
Christian fellowship'' The Alliance Chris-

tian Fellowship welcomes you' More in-

fo Barrie or Jennfer 253-7206

ROOMATES WANTED

ROOMATE WANTED IMMEDIATELY in

a two bedroom apt Call 256-6131

SEMIVEGITARIAN SEMICOOP HOUSE
seeks woman tor single room 160 4
utilities Call Paul or Kr.stin at 256-0.333

2 ROOMATES MALE/FEMALE wanted

to share room m house on bus route

Steve 256-0608 keep trying

NEED 1 FEMALE roommate to share rm

in Southwood apt drop by 95F after 5PM
If interested

A RESPONSIBLE STUDENT is needed

to share an apartment in Puffton tel

5490451

FOR RENT

ROOM IN PRIVATE HOME, lovely area,

amhersi, bus route, female graduate

prelered utility included $250/monlh call

266 0036

ONE BEDROOM OF TWO bedroom apt

on bus route in Sunderland available im-

ed to responsible student throughout

August with right to sublet Call Kyle at

665-4044 after Sept 12 or come by and

see 28 Hadley Rd in the evening $225/mo

plus utilities

WANTED

WANNA START A BAND? No ex

perience necessary Call now at 649-6819

SWAO NOMINATION PAPERS

NOMINATION PAPERS FOR the

Southwest Assembly are now available m
the SWAG office in Hampden Papers are

due in Friday 9/12 at 5 00 pm tor more

info call 545-0960

WORK STUDY

THE COMMUTER AREA GOVERMENT
has two workstudy positions open In

dividuals should have good organiza-

tional skills creativity. layout design skill

and an outgoing personality 10 to 20

hours per week Deadline Friday Sept

5 1986 404 SUB 5452145 AA/EEO
employer
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Minutemen edged outby BU, 1-0

Time runs out, shot falls short
By BRYAN QUENZEL
Collegian Staff

Thev dont ^ei much closer.

With one second left on the clock,

goalkeeper BU John Moe made a diving

stop on a rocket blast off the foot of junior

Brian Sullivan to preserve a 1-0 Boston

l^niversitv victory over the University of

Massachusetts yesterday at Boyden Field.

Sullivan took a feed in front from

freshman Steve Cesnek and fired a shot

from six feet out, but Moe came up with a

spectacular grab as the buzzer sounded

•'Kurt (Manal) ran through and took two

guys with him." Sullivan explained.

"Cesnek had the ball and when I got it I

knew there were about five seconds left. I

composed myself and shot. He made a great

save and the clock ran out."

The loss to the Terriers, ranked number

one in New England and seventh in the na-

tion, drops the Minutemen to 1-2 on the

season. It also broke a 10-game home win

streak for UMass. BU improved its record

to a perfect 3-0.

The lone goal of the game came early in

the second half at the 47:22 mark. Senior

forward Eddie Tadlock rushed down the

right side and fed freshman John Glynn.

The forward slipped the ball along the

ground between goalie Sam Ginzburg and

the right post. It was Glynn's first point of

the season.

"Eddie carried it down the line." Glynn

said, "I went for the near po.st. I did not

think it would come to me. but when it did

I snapped .It it arui it went m. I thought one

LToal was g<»ing to to win it.

UMass coach Jeff Gettler was not happy

with the play of his defens.' un the play.

"There was a detensiw lap-e by a cou-

ple of players," Gett!- ' •H.-nivmi)

should not have bee.. -d '<> get the

hall. He was allowed lo gel Iree

I'M.i-- u,.- frustrated during most of the

^aiiie 1>\ thf rough, hacking style imployed

throughout much oi'the contest by the Ter-

rier" defender:

"They are so disruptive that it's difficult

to get "things going." Gettler said. "The

game is so slow with so much fouling."

Boston University controlled the flow of

plav during t lie first period and a half, but

w ith 20 minutes left in the match and the

Minutemen trailing by a goal. Gettler

changed strategy.

"We pulled a back and played an extra

forward at the 20 minute mark." the coach

said. "We went for the win."

At that point, the Minutemen began to

take over the play and force more action

in to the BU end of the field. This change

in momentum culminated in three golden

scoring opportunities in the final 3:40 for

UMass.

The first came on a goal mouth feed to

Cesnek. but his shot has cleared away by

junior Tony Lawlor. Junior midfielder An-

dy Bing fired the rebound wide to the right.

Just one minute later, BU's three time

All-New England midfielder Francis

Okaroh was issued a yellow card for a

flagrant foul on Bing. The Minutemen's top

scorer was awarded a direct kick, but his

shot hit off the outside of the right post.

Massachusetts continued to pressure the

Terrier' defense, but could not put another

shot on net until Sullivan's final chance.

The first half was played even as neither

team seemed to be able to control play.

UMass had the best scoring opportunity

when they were awarded a direct kick from

15 yards out, but the Minutemen failed to

capitalize.

"We only had nine shots, Init w f had nine

good chances out of nine." Gettler said.

"They were good chances to score, but they

blocked a lot of shots, which is to their

credit."

IM,),- MiU^i \,<<\\ iaci' aiH>lht'r tough

team in East Slrcjudsburg .Slate, ranked

seventh in Division II, this Saturday on

Boyden Field.

"It'.'- a lung seaMin." Gettler said. "Peo-

ple shouldn't be counting us out yet."

Volleyball ready for first

test; host Hartford tonight
Spikers confident for Division I opener
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian .Staff

The University of

Massachusetts volleyball

team will open its 1986

campaign tonight, as the

Minutewomen host the

University of Hartford

Haw ks in a non-conference

match at Totman Gym-
nasium. Game time is

slated for a 7 p.m. start.

Tonight's match will

mark the beginning of the

Minutewomen's maiden
-cason as a Division I and

Atlantic 10 member,
something that has

volleyball followers

wondering just how well

UMass will fare this

season in one of the

toughest volleyball con-

ferences in the nation.

"Obviously, the competi

tion is going to be much
stinngtr. head coach

p^laine Sortino said in an

earlier interview. "What
we havi- to concentrate on

IS being a lot quicker than

t he other teams and being

much better dcfcnsi\ (1%

W.' don't have the size to

match up against some of

the teams in our con-

ference, so we'll have to

make up for that

somewhere else."

If the Minutewomen are

going to have a particular-

ly consistent aspect of their

game, defense is it. Hart-

ford doesn't produce the

kinds of problems that

long time Division I

powers Penn State and
Rhode Island produce, but

,

the Hawks can create pro-

blems of their own.

•Basically, all we have

to do is go out and play the

way we know we can. It's

just a matter of consisten-

cy on our part," senior co-

captain Debbie Cole

said."They could be better

than we expect, but we are

a much better team as

well."

"W^e really don't know
what to expect from them,

but if we can e.stablish

ourselves early by setting

the tempo, playing good

diten.se and putting a few

balls away, we should do

very well.'' senior co-

captain Michele Barys

said. "It will be important

for us to play our game at

iiui 'iw n tempo and not get

ijogged down in a slow-

paced match."

The Minutewomen won't

be coming into tonight's

match cold. UMa.ss played

in and dominated a pre

.season "tournament " last

Senior co-captain John Shannon dribbles away from a Boston

University defender during action yesterday at Boyden Held.

Banda's troops set
UMass at N.H. College today

weekend with area col-

leges. The spikers defeated

American International

College. Smith College,

and Mt. Holyoke College

in Springfield with mixed
results.

"Overall, we did pretty

well. Our offen.se was run

ning well, especially out of

the middle," Barys said.

'•We were a bit sloppy at

times, basically because

we let the tempo slow

down too much."

According to Cole, the

formula to beating Hart-

ford and evei-yone else this

season will depend on how
quick the Minutewomen
can be.

"The major difference

between la.st season and

this season is that the of-

fenses are a lot quicker.

Because of that, we are go-

ing to have to be a step

quicker than everyone

else.' CA'- -aid "We're at

a sort nt disadvantage

because niosi f)f the teams

we are going to see have

been playing at this level

longer than we have. What

we have to do is makeup
ff)r that disadvantage by

being prepared."

,,,i,li"ui-tl en pa^cl^

Bv MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

women's soccer team is mad.

After a loss and a tie in their first two

games, the Minutewomen are ready for a

win. and this afternoon would be a perfect

time, as they travel to New Hampshire Col-

lege for a 3:30 p.m. game.

In the North Carolina Tournament two

weekends ago, UMass lo.st, 4-0. to the

University of North Carolina before tying

NCAA champion George Mason, 1-1.

•'We are ready to play," UMass coach

Kalekeni Banda'said. "After the drubbing

UNC gave us, we are ready to perform like

we are capable. We've had a rest now and

we needed the rejuvination. We're angry,

but it's a positive anger."

Beth Roundtree has the lone UMass goal,

a second half tally against George Mason,

and the Minutewomen have been outshot

by opponents. 23-15, but Banda does not

feel this will continue.

"1 don't think the scores of the first two

games are indicative of the way we can

play." Banda said. "We just have to work

on our mental attitude. We made a couple

of minor changes in practice that will

hopefully allow us to open up the offense

a little more, but other than that, things

will be the same
"

He said that one of the problems that the

Minutewomen face is battling top-ranked

opponents at high gear with its limited

roster size.

•'We're going to have problems versus

tough teams with large rosters they're go-

ing to throw a lot of people at us and try

to get us tired," he .said.

But Banda said he expects the problem

to disappear during the course of the

season.

"I use a lot of subs. I feel that if anyone

starts they should be able to go the entire

game. We want to prepare for 90 minutes

both mentally and physically," he said.

"We're looking at a very, very challenging

sesaon. It will be much more difficult this

.season because we'll be hit more and real-

ly have to use our energy."

Carla DeSantis, currently the number

one goalkeeper, will start for the

Minutewomen. She has played all 180

minutes for UMass this season and has

given up five goals while posting a 2.50

goals against average. She has also made

16 saves.

Banda said that Adams will start the se-

cond half in goal for the Minutewomen. He
.

also said that Susan Cooper will start at

midfield after coming off the bench in the

Minutewomen's first two games.

"She played well at the North Carolina

tournament and deserves the start to get

experience," Banda said.

"She was picked as our number one

goalie in preseason but there's no

guarantee she will be number one at the

end of the season, " Banda said. "Right now

its up to her to keep the job by having good

games and practices because Brooke

Adams also feels she should be number

one."

The game will be the first of the season

for New Hampshire College, a Division II

team that finished last season with an im-

pressive 20-1 record. Its only loss was to

UMass, a 4-0 contest at Boyden Field in the

first matchup ever between the two teams.

The NHC offense was led by Heidi

Schuberth last season. The senior forward

scored 17 goals and 12 assists for 46 points.

continued on page 14
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Report on
Westfield
critical of
Regents
By DANIEL SOBEL
Collegian Staff

The full Board of Trustees of Westfield

State College was kept in the dark for too

long about alleged sexual advances on a

student by the .school's president, Francis

J. Pilecki, according to a repurt i.^.sued Aug.
27.

Former Superior Court Judge Rudolph F.

Pierce, who in\ t'.st igated tlu' scandal and
authored ihf 72 page repoil, said however,

that there wa.-^ nothing illegal about a

$10,000 payment to the student and the

settlement wa^ not a cuver-up.

Pierce's report, critical of the state Board

of Regents, stated that trustees should

have been informed at least two months

earlier about the $10,000 settlement

because, at the ntni- <A liieir appri.sal "the

members belief . that the settlement

ua.- premised on eoucational deficiencies."

Ihe report said that "at a minimum" the

incident should have been fully in

vestigated and the student be que.stioned,

and that the student and his parents should

have been advised that these procedures

had to be followed before any settlement

could be reached.

"Neither the chairman of the Board of

Regents nor the acting chancellor took con-

trol of the matter." the report states.

The incident of .sexual assault allegede-

ly originally occurred in May of 1984. ac-

cording to the report but was not brought

to the attention of the Board of Regents un-

til Dec. 31, 1985, 19 months later. Trustees

were not fully informed about the sexual

harassment charges until June 16 or 17.

1986.

Pilecki, who has a reputation as an

"outstanding administrator"' currently is

continued on page 8

STEADY AS HE GOES- Rick Mcgaffifan, class of 1988 stepec ma-
jor, tries his luck at crossing the campus pond yesterday on a rope
course set up by the Army ROTC. See related story and more pic-

tures on page 4.

SGA senate
approves
fee
increase
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

The Student Government Association

.senate last night met for the first time this

semester and overwhemingly approved a

$1*2 incre.ise in the Student Activities

Trust Fund tee.

If it wins ultimate approval In ad

ministrators. the increase would iiiiaii

students would pay $100 dollars apiece

each year into the .Student Activities Tru.st

Fund, which pays for a variety of student

events and .services incliutnig the .StJ.-X.

Hegi.^tered Student Oi^^ani/at i(in>. and the

annual spring concert.

The fee is currently $88 yearly .uui i-

paid as part of each student's bill It pro

vides about half the money in the $:iJ>

million dollar fund.

The vote in favor of an increa.se was 42-^

and ccame after SGA Trea-surer Katherine

.Strickland presented senators a com-

plicated "rationale" for the increase

Strickland slres.sed that the mcrea.se was

a fir.st step in solving deficit probUms
within the SATF
(Before last nights vote, student leaders

and administrators discussed the fee in-

crease proposal. See page 3.]

The senate also voted to limit the number

of polling places for upcoming SGA elec-

ti(ms. And public debate began on three

issues likely to ab.sorb the attention of stu-

dent activists this .semester — a change in

University policy on the Legal Services Of

fice, a proposal to have students pay into

a student child care fund, and changes in

the affirmative action policy of the SGA.
Senator Matthew Saroff announced he is

organizing demonstrations against a sum-

mer vote by UMass trustees that prohibits

the LSO from repre.senting students when

they sue the University and in most crimal

continued on page H

Collins will be missed
Hopes that Jenifer will aid UMass
By BOB KIEVRA
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts lost a

powerful ally on the state political scene

when the board of regents replaced James

G. Collins as chancellor of higher educa-

tion, student leaders, faculty, and L^niver-

sity officials said yesterday.

On Tuesday the regents voted 9-6 to elect

Franklyn G. Jenifer, a New Jersey

educator, to the $6.5,000-a-year post, remov-

ing Collins frcmi the job he held since July
1.'

The 4nvear old .AnihiTsl democrat, who

resigned his seat in the Massach\iselts

House of Repre.sentati\f> i" n < epl the jnl',

blamed his removal on Gow Michael S.

Dukakis.
Political consultant and journalistic

studie- professor Ralph Whitehead -Ir .
-aid

whoever takes Collins seat iii I lie

U'gislatuie will ha\e a tough act to follow.

"To represent this district you have to be

enough of an outsider to fight for pro

gi-essive values, while at the same time you

need to be an insider to gain funding for

UMass, " Whitehead .said.

"Jimmy did it so well, for so long, he

made it look easier than it really is," he

said.

Provost Richard D. O'Brien said Collins

was one of the few people in Boston who

understood the needs and abilities of

UMass.
"He has been exceptionally helpful in

gaining funding for the University,"

O'Brien said. "I'm saddened to see him

thrown out of office."

Paul Wingle, speaker of the

undergi'aduate student senate said Collins'

ouster will have a chilling effect on public

higher education in Massachusetts.

"The governor has the attitude that

because Massachusetts has so many good

private colleges, public highei- eriucation

(ioesn't need to be funded to any great ex

tent.' Wini:le said. "Jimmy worked bng
and hard on ensuring that we received

enough money." Dennis L. Mad.son. vice

chancellor for student affairs, said the

hoard of regents does not completely

understand UMa-s
"One of Ml . Jenilei s biggest tasks is lo

in,>ke the reuents understand that our

rni\(i sity IS unuiue and different from the

ro-t nt the system."' he said. "Sometimes

the> just lump us all in with the other 29

schools."

O'Brien .said healing the rift between dif-

ferent parts of the state education .sy.stem

should be Jenifer's top priority.

"There has been a significant amount of

conflict recently between the various actors

who control higher education in

iiintinurd nn poge 19

Renovations lauded
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

One of the most important

projects on campus current-

ly is Mass Ti-ansformation's

renovations of the Tower
Library, said Chancellor

Joseph Duffey before mak-

ing a guest appearance at

last night's Undergraduate
Student Senate meeting.

'T have inherited things

that other people made
possible that I didn't have

anything to do with and
have made my life much
richei -.lid Duffey during

the meeting. Likewise. "I

ha\<' inherited things that

were screwed up I'V

l)iev lotis umerat ions.

namely, the Toucr I.ihi ary.

he adder!

Ma-- 'Vansformation is

not about paiTiting the

library and cleaning off

grafitti," Duffey said, but

rather about getting facul

ty and student volunteers to

work together.

Duffey thanked Stacy

Roth, who initiated the pro

ject, and introduced Roger

Cherewatti. a Physical

Plant executive who has

been working with Mass
Transformation.

Cherewatti .said that in

addition to the already com-

pleted renovations — in-

cluding new elevators and

the repairing of leaks — stu

dent and faculty volunteers

will get together again on
the weekend of September
25 to execute maintenance
tasks.

The tower, he said, "is go-

ing to be one of the best

libraries in the countrv"

Chancellor Joseph Duffey at last night's Stu-

dent Senate meeting.
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Prof sues MIT
for violations
CAMBRIDGE (AP) Massachusetts Institute of

Technology has been sued for more than $1.5 million by

a former associate professor who claims he was denied

tenure because he criticized the university.

David Noble, now a tenured professor at Drexel Univer

sity in Philadelphia, said Tue.sday that MIT violated his

right to free speech and academic freedom and violated

a contract in denying him tenure in February 1984.

The technology historian filed the suit in Suprerior

Court. He also seeks to be appomted tenured assc»ciate pro

fessor or to be reviewed for tenure without being denied

rights of free speech and academic freedom.

The suit names MIT President Paul E. Gray, former

MIT Provost Francis E. Low and professors Carl Kaysen
and J. Francis Reintjes.

Calls Wednesday to Gray and Kaysen were referred to

Provost John M. Duetch, who said through a

spokeswoman he had no comment. Reintjes also said he

had no comment. Low could not be reached, but told The
Boston Globe on Tuesday he did not want to comment.
University spokesman Kenneth D. Campbell .said, "MIT

is confident that the decision of Mr. Noble's peers to deny
him tenure was proper and will be upheld in a court of

law."

Noble announced the suit at a news conference at Har-

vard Law School. MIT professor Joseph Weizenbaum read

a statement signed by 17 professors saying they were deep-

ly concerned about the denial of tenure to Noble.

Noble went to MIT in 1975 as a post -doctoral fellow and
became an assistant professor in 1978 in the Science,

Technology and Society program.
"From 1979 through 1983 Noble wrote, spoke and

testified about the potential danger to academic freedom
and to the public interest created by university-industry

collaboration, and about the negative impact upon labor

of uncontrolled technological change," the suit said.

Noble said he also criticized plans to establish the

Whitehead Institute for Biomedical Research, a private

organization that was to have access to MIT's
biotechnology.

He said he met criteria for tenure and that a four-

member interdepartmental committee recommended him
for it.

Noble said he asked for the reasons he did not get tenure

and was denied them. He also said he was told that MIT
had no formal appeal procedure.

Merritt Roe Smith, an MIT professor who had recom-

mended Noble for tenure, told The Boston Globe he did

not think it was denied because of political reasons, as

Noble contended.

Concern over inadequate fire regulations

BANK HOLDUP-This photo, taken by a bank surveillance camera, shows two mask-

ed men holding up the Fifth Third Bank in Mt. Washington on Aug. 4, 1986. Police

suspect the two men in five recent roberies in the Cincinnati and northern Kentucky
area.

Rumors investigated
BOSTON (AP) The state Board of Regents, sharply

criticized for its handling of a college sex scandal, in-

vestigated rumors concerning the new chancellor of higher

education and found they were untrue, officials said.

Board Chairman Edward Lashman would not identify

the source of the rumors about Franklyn Jenifer but said

"the people who are spreading these rumors are the most

poisonous, vile people I know, and unfortunately, some
of them are too close to this process."

Lashman said he looked into allegations of sexual

harassment concernings Jenifer, a deputy chancellor of

higher education in New Jersey before the board voted

Tuesday to elect Jenifer chancellor.

Laashman said none of the rumors about formal accusa-

tions against Jenifer were true and the regents dismiss-

ed the matter during a two-hour, closed-door meeting

before the vote.

Jenifer. 24, of Plainfield, N.J., told The Patrior Ledger

of Quincy that such accusations au-ise as a matter of course

in a public career.

Jenifer couldn't cite a specific number of complaints, but

said most occurred when he was a biology professor at

Rutgers University and involved students upset or angr>

over their grades.

The regents were shaiply criticized for their handling

of a complaint by a Westfield State College student, who
said he had been sexually assaulted by then-Westfield

President Francis Pilecki. The student received a $10,000

payment from the state. Pilecki was indicted.

STUDENTS: Solve this money-saving equation by
September 24th to find the real value of your

entertainment dollars.

Lefs define ourterms ...

5-college students can buy tickets for the

Fine Art Center's exciting 1 986-87
Season at half-price.

We're talking Broadway shows, legendary
jazz artists, virtuoso classical performers,

exciting dance and much more.

Now here's the best part ...

ORDER BEFORE SEPTEMBER 24TH
AND YOU'LL GET A FURTHER
DISCOUNT OF 30% OFF YOUR
HALF-PRICE TICKETS!!!

Here's how our equation can work for you:
The single-ticket price (p) for six

outstanding performances on this year's

schedule could total $1 1 2.00. Substitute

$1 1 2. for "p" and -Wow!- you'd pay only

$39.20 for six evenings of unforgettable
entertainment.

It doesn't take an Einstein
to figure out ...

that this is a terrific opportunity to see and
enjoy quality entertainment for very little

cost.

YOU CANT AFFORD NOT TO ORDER
NOW!

THE FINEARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Call 545-251 1 for details. You'll like the way it adds up.

By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

The fire codes and regulations of the Campus Center

pass standards written in 1970, but would not pass codes

if the building were built today, said Keith Hoyle, the

University of Massachusetts senior fire prevention officer.

The concern over the fire codes was sparked when this

past summer, a fan motor overheated and began to smoke

on the eighth floor of the Campus Center. "It was smoke

that was noticable for us—all the way at the end of hall,

no alarm ever went off," said John Hayes, chairman of

the board of governors. The reason for this, Hoyle said,

may be because there are no smoke detectors in the halls

of the Campus Center hotel and Campus Center. There

are also no smoke detectors in the rooms.

Also in question was a memo sent out to department

heads of the Campus Center on fire evacuation drills

which states, "Handcapped persons will not be required

to evacuate but should be aware of the University's policy

on fire safety for the handicapped."

When Hayes asked why handicapped persons were not

required to evacuate he was told, "Any persons with

disabilities can't get out above the third floor."

During a fire the elevators cannot be used, leaving no

way to get a handicapped person out of the building, Hayes
said.

For non-disabled people there are stairs at either end

of each hallway in the Campus Center. At night the en-

try doors for the stairs lock from the inside of the hall.

Once a person leaves the hallway and goes into the

stairwell the only exit is at the bottom of the stairs.

Hayes said people have complained that in case of a fire

at the bottom of the stairs they are trapped. Hayes said

he was told, at that point it does not matter.

Another problem is the passageway between the Stu-

dent Union and Campus Center. If a fire were to occur

in the Hatch cafeteria or the barber shop it could quickly

spread via the bulletin boards in the hallway between the

buildings, Hayes said.

Forrest Davies, assistant manager of building

maintence in the Campus Center, said the buildings are

"totally separate. A lot of the time we advise people to

go (to the Student Union), or if (the fire) is there, visa ver-

sa.

There also are fire wardens who are assigned to each

building. "Fire wardens act like the authority who make
everyone get out of the building once the alarm goes off,"

said Davies.

Hoyle said the wardens were specifically picked and
trained last year and are full-time University employees.

However, during last week's false alarm in the Cam-
pus Center, neither of the fire wardens for the first floor

were there, Davies said. There are also no fire wardens

for certain places at night, including guest rooms in the

Campus Center hotel.

"There's a board that indicates where the alarm is," said

Davies. "We can indicate immediately if it's true or false.

But the law says once the alarm goes off everyone is sup-

posed to get out."

While no one has ordered the removal of the current

system, Hoyle said that in a year it is going to be updated

to resemble the systems in Calvin Coolidge and John
Quincy Adam dormatories. The alarm wil have a different

temperal sound, unlike the present mechanical horns, he

said, and will have a backup power system in case of elec-

trical failure. He said there is no design yet for the system.

"Under present codes sprinklers are not required,"

Hoyle said. But, the first and second levels of the Cam-
pus Center do have them.

"The situation is bad. It's not being handled very well

by the people who should be [handling itl," Hayes said.

"The adminstration here isn't big on effort."

New hi-tech bike racks

installed outside Herter

STACKS ON THE RACKS-The new bike racks outside of Herter

Hall were put to use right away when classes began last week. The
new racks should last much longer and hold the bikes with less

chance of the being stolen. ^""^'^»" *""'" "^ *"•"' '""'

Proposal supported
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Student Government Association

Treasurer Katherine Strickland's proposal

for a $12 increase in the Student Activities

Trust Fund has received support from some

of her Senate colleagues and the Director

of Student Affairs.

"As presented. I support the proposal,"

said Randy Donant. Director of Student Ac-

tivities. Inflation and a five-percent raise

for professionals employed by student ser-

vices "has mandated that we adjust the

fee." Donant said.

The fee increase would also involve

"some austerity kinds of cuts," he said.

These cuts would be applied to some stu-

dent activities which Donant and
Strickland have already discussed. Donant

would not elaborate which activities are

currently under contemplation for receiv-

ing cuts.

Undergi-aduate Student Senate Speaker

Paul Wingle said Strickland's plan is the

"re.sult of months and months of research."

Students need to prove that they are

"good fiscal managers," he added.

Before last night's meeting of the

Undergi-aduate Student Senate, Wingle

said he expected that the proposal would

be generally successful, but noted that

"some people always have problems with

fee increases."

Dani Burgess, Student Trustee, said he

hopes students realize that, without this in-

crease, the SATF will continue to run a

substantial deficit. This, he added, might

result in loss of student control over the

SATF. "The administration will have a

wonderful excuse to take it away,"he said.

Last November the Vice Chancellor for

Student Affairs Dennis L. Madson attemp-

ted to revoke student control over the $3.5

million fund by placing Donant in charge

of the fund. This lead to protests from .stu-

dent groups and many months of

negotiation.

"I think that the fee increase for the Stu-

dent Activities Ti-ust Fund is long overdue

and that services for students have been

cut substantially due to professionals'

salary increases," Burgess added.

Central Residential Area Government
President W. Greg Rothman said, "I think

the students, if they are given all the facts,

will be in favor of the fee increase."

"I hope my fellow senators have enough
faith in Katherine," he said.

"I trust her. If she feels there is a necessi-

ty for a fee increase, then I go along with

her."

Wingle expressed his gratitude for

Strickland's summer-long research on the

SATF.
Donant said Strickland is ".showing a lot

of courage." He added that he plans to

recommend to Madson to include

Strickland's plan in the "budget proposal

for 1988."

Rothman added he su.spects "the adm-
ni.stration will be for [Strickland's plan);

the trustees will be against it."

Neither Southwest Area Government Co-

President Joe Demeo nor Sylvan Area
Government President Aram Hamparian
would comment on the proposal.

F
Y
I

The Amherst Child Care Resourse Center and Referral Service

will provide training and ongoing support for anyone interested

in providing childcare in their home, for more information, call

253-5763 or 253-5771.

Ih order for people to bkconw mure aware of the rcign of Chilean

ilictaliir Augusta Pinochet, a series ofprograms are scheduled today.

The group Fortaleza from Bolivia nilI perform andean music at

8 p.m. tonight in the Campus Center Auditorium.

A dbcumentary, titled "Chile: I Don't Say Your Name in Vain"

will be shown continuously from 10 a.m. until 5 p.m. today in room

903 of the Campus Center. The film is subtitled in English.

WMUA will brocast a program about Chile and its music at 11

a.m. today and tomorrow.

By RICK PORTER
Collegian Correspondent

.New bike racks install id outside of

Herter Hall should make life a little easier

lor University bicycle rider.-., aecoiding to

.Mario DePilli'^ who headed the pioject.

The "Bike Bar Model .\D" racks were in

stalled thi> summer follnwinu efforts made
bv DePillis, a historv profi-^^or ami Herter

building coordinator, who has been work

ing since 1982 to replace the older racks

that were disappearing due to vandalism.

More of the new racks are .scheduled to

arrive on campus soon, said DePillis, ad-

ding that the racks have several hi-tech

features.

The racks are designed to stop a bike

from rolling when it is unlocked, even if the

rack is placed on a sloping surface, DePillis

said. They also allow wheels and frames to

be locked independently, and are padded.

a teature nut found on the rack,'- currently

in use, he said.

DePillis al.<<o pointed out that one positive

effect of the new equipment uill be the

preset v.it ion of campus dogwood trees,

whicli tan l)e damaged by hikers who lock

their cycle> to the trees. DePillis noted

DePillis .--aid hi' put in the inital work

order for the racks four years a^o. but it

wasn t until N'ok ember of 1985 that In

received official word that the old rack-

would be replaced.

It was hoped that the new ones would he

in place by March, but their appearance

was delayed until late this summer
DePillis said.

Each rack cost $900 and will hold up to

20 bicycles, he said. He credited John

DeNyse, Vice Chancellor for Administra-

tion and finance, with helping the project

come to fruition through his support.

First-time donor

^-//-»

By JEFFRY BARTASH
Collegian Staff

Images of steely-eyed

nurses malevolently wav-

ing foot-long needles in my
face—that is how I envi-

sioned a blood donation

center.

How silly?

The Red Cross receives

blood donations every

Tuesday and Wednesday
in room 804 in the Campus
Center, with a goal of fifty

pints each day, so yester-

day afternoon I decided to

give blood. I was met by

friendly nurses who
directed me to a seat. One
nurse handed me two pam-

phlets about giving blood

and asked me to fill out a

medical form.

Beside me sat a nervous

looking woman who was
also giving blood for the

first time.

"I'm pretty squeamish,"

she said, deplining to be

named.

I watched a man nearby

giving blood. Curious, I

asked him why he was do-

ing so.

"Because there's a need

in the area. If I needed
blood I would want to get

some. I also gave blood last

year," said Mike Fiori, a

junior mechanical
engineer major.

Soon thereafter, I went

to another table where a

nurse checked my form

and asked me questions

about my health. Then she

checked my temperature,

blood pressure and iron

content in my blood.

"Have you had anything

to eat today," she asked.

"No."

"Nothing," She said

rather suprized. "Well,

let's go over to that table

and get you some juice and
food. We want to make
sure you have a high sugar

content."

1 walked across the room
and sat down at a table; I

was given orange juice and

apple juice and fed cookies

and"Cheez-its."

After a short wait, I was
called to one of the six

tables used for people who
gi/e blood. At anytime I

could have changed my
mind about giving blood;

however, I did not.

I laid on the table and
watched the nurse attach

a blood pressure device to

my bicep, cleanse my
forearm and insert the

needle.

It was painless and
quick. Five minutes later

a pint had been extracted

from my body.

The nurse gave me a

quick backrub and sent me
to the munchies table for

more fo<Kl. Fifteen minutes

later, and an hour after I

had arrived, I was free to

uo.

-lust think, besides feel-

ing good about my.self, I

may help save someone's

life.

And by the way,
remember that nervous

looking women... well, let's

just say it all depends on
your state of mind.
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Collegian pboM by Kob Skelton

HAVE THE RUSSIANS LANDED?-No, but as part of the demonstra-
tion put on yesterday by the Army ROTC this helicopper landed next
to the campus pond. The ROTC program is hopping to recruit more
members.

ROTC hold rope bridge contest

(ollcinan ph

HELP!!-This student had a little difficulty on the ropes yesterday

as he had to be rescued by boat before he plunged into the icy waters

of the campus pond.

By ADAM LAVINE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Reserve Officers Train-

ing Corps' annual rope bridge challenge attracted over
a hundred participants to the campus pond yesterday as

the Corp advertised their Army program and requested

donations from students to raise money for Easter Seals.

"This was definitely the best year we've had," said Ron
Manning, a four year ROTC member." The weather was
good, and people really seem to be enjoying themselves.

A vintage UH-lH 1966 troop carrying helicopter was
parked on the grass facing the pond. The helicopter was
a "positive eye-catcher" said Bob Shiva, a 1972 UMass
graduate and head pilot of the aircraft. "ROTC invited

us down the support the program and to help give it a

focus," said Shiva. "The students attitudes have been very

positive about the whole thing."

The helicopter, which had seen service in Vietnam, was
rebuilt in 1974. "We expect to be using this model for the

next 20 years," said Shiva.

The event also helps to acquaint the UMass communi-
ty with the ROTC program. "The event advertises our
field training," said Mayor Cunningham, a supervisory

officer for the program. "In the next weeks we'll be hav-

ing field training, repelling'and a day-long hike over
Holyoke Mountain." The progi'ams, which are open to any
UMass student, can earn credits for participants.

There was a large crowd around the pond watching the

potential bridge crossers. "It's a very interesting event,"

said Chistopher Schneller, a UMass student. "The whole

crowd is here to watch them fall in, though."

Three gift certificates, donated by an EMS sporting

goods store, were offered for the three fastest times. The
three top times in seconds for the event were Richard
Gitaik, 40.41, Danniel Gallagher, 48.00, and Eric Siglar,

50.02. The top three women's times were Danielle Mar-
cario, 52.00, Jamie O'Keef 1:17, and Kim Sanford, 1:17.

Marcario, after completing her first-place finish, said

"It was fun. I enjoyed it." So much fun, in fact, that .she

attempted another cross and fell in. When asked on her

reaction after her unfortunate submerging, Marcario

replied, "I wish I wasn't wearing a white skirt.
"
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ALLYOU CAN EAT
SALAD BUFFET $2.59

11 A.M.-4 P.M. Mon.-Scrt.

Includes our Hot Spot" witti all ttie

fresti fnjit, vegetables and tiot soup
you con eat. And mucti more.

PONDEROSA
At participating steakhouses.

Coupon valid until 10/4/86. oco i

A
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Now that you're back at school, get on the Ponderosa meal plan.

We're serving big, delicious meals at prices that fit your budget.

There's a fomily feeling at Ponderosa."

C1986 Ponderosa, Inc

PONDEROSA

NORTHAMPTON - 293 KING ST
(across from Hampshire Lincoln Mercury)

Space program expert
will speak against SDI
By LORI CURTIS
Colegian Correspondent

Dr. Robert Bowman, former Director of

Advanced Space Programs Development
for the US Air Force, will speak out against

the Strategic Defence Initiative at 7:30

tonight at Mahar Auditorium.

Bowman, who is currently on a New
England tour, is highly critical of the "Star-

Wars" progiam. "He believes there cannot

be arms control and the Strategic Defence

Initiative." said Matthew Leighton, a

member of Traprock Peace Center, a spon

sor for the event. "If we continue with the

arms race, it will prove more expensive and

destabilizing to our economy, he said."

In 1978, Bowman ended his 22-year

career with the Air Force.

According to Lise Bohne, a member of

UMass Peacekeepers, "He realized that the

government was operating on a first-strike

basis." At the time, he controlled more

than half a billion dollars worth of space

programs.

He was the manager of Advanced Space

Progiams at General Dynamics and unitl

1982 he was the Vice Piesident of the

Space Communications Company.
In 1982 he founded the non profit In-

stitute for Space and Security Studies. This

re.search and educational in.stitute also pro-

moted an end to the defensive arms race,

said Bohne.

Sponsors for the event are UMass
Peacemakers, Physicians for Social

Responsibility, Educators for Social

Responsibility, the Five-College Peace and

World Security Studies and Disarmament,

Traprock Peace Center and the American

Friends Service Committee.

CoUege courses forcareersuccess.
TEST YOURSELF! LEARN NEW SKILLS I

EXPERIENCE AMERICAN HISTORY!

COURSES FOR CREDIT
* ******

FIREARMS SAFETY & MARKSMANSHIP

GETTYSBURG BATTLEFIELD VISIT

U.S. MILITARY ACADEl^ (WEST POINT) VISIT
MOUNTAINEERING & ORIENTEERING

U.S. NAVY COLD WEATHER SURVIVAL SCHOOL

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

MAJOR MAHONEY OR MAJOR CUNNINGHAM,
545-2321

AI^MY RESERVE OFFICERS' JI^MNINC CORPS

COMPUTER ACCESSORIES

LOCATED IN THE
CAMPUS CENTER

ff.UNIVERSITY
STORED

CiillrKiun pholo hs Hicri Koiinnnf

HERE COMES THE KING...-Bernie Hilton, farm director, parades

around campus in his horse drawn carriage. Hilton is part of the

Mass transformation project.

3^6^

at mountain farms mall

The area's only complete weight facility

1 1. ON THE

BUS ROUTE!
Midway between

Amherst & Northampton
at the

Mt. Forms Moll,

Rte 9, Hadley

Call: 584-2175

• Convenient, easy location • Over lO.OOOIbs, of free weights

• Free parking • 12 different cable stations

• Women's & lien's • Exercise bicycles

shower & locker • Vitamins & supplements

facilities • Tanning beds available

[ Try us out tor 1 month for only *ay*!
\

a r %

WINNER OF THE GOLD CHAPTER EXCELLENCE

AWARD GIVEN TO THE BEST FRATERNITY ON CAMPUS.

WINNER OF THE OLYMPUS CUP-

GREEK AREA ATHLETIC CHAMPIONS

WINNER OF THE DAVIS CUP-

UMASS ATHLETIC CHAMPIONS

ACADEMICS ATHLETICS LEADERSHIP

RUSH PARTIES
SEPT. 8, 9, 11, 15, 16 9:00 PM

PIKE
418 N. PLEASANT ST.

545-2150 545-0047

COME SEE WHAT YOU'RE MISSINO
^ ,• j» .• ^ ••

I
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Gay official to speak on rights

Counsellor David Scondras to speak tonight.

THE QUALITY GOES IN

BEFORE THE NAME GOES

ON

253-9051 549-1311

65 University Drive

Amherst

WE CREATE

STYLES AS

INDIVIDUAL

AS YOU ARE

t by Deboraii

please call for an
appointment

549-5610

COUPON SPECIALS

COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATIONS

FREE HAIRCUT with Perms

1/2 PRICE HAIRCUT with Highlighting

HAIRCUTS only $10

• STYLES BY DEBORAH •

65 University Drive, Amherst

expires 9/30/86
L,

N.w Englands highest ranking gay elected official.

David Scondras will be speaking at IMO tonight at

Memorial Hall.

Scondras, chairperson of the t^itv ot Boston Budget C'om-

mittee, will speak on 'luilding coalitions among pro-

gressive groups and causes." said Gerry Scoppettuolo of

the Studrnt Center For Educational Research and Ad

vocacy, one of the groups sponsoring the speech.

Scondras is involved in a multitude of issues including

gay and civil rights and was involved in the fight again.st

arson for profit, said Scoppettuolo.

Scondras will be a polai- opposite of Paul Cameron, an

anti-gay advocate who spoke here la.st semester, said

Scoppettuolo.

Scondras is very concerned with helping people and civil

rights. He was an observor of the 1984 free elections in

Nicaragua, said Scoppettuolo.

Lisa Bernard of the Lesbian Bisexual and Gay Alliance,

which is also helping to sponsor the speech said, "I think

Scondras will come across as a great role model. He is a

very accomplished and educated person."

By sponsoring this free speech, "we hope to make our

organizations more flexible and visable to both the gay

and straight community," said Bernard.

-PAUL HICKEY

Lj'tiwa ©(iiatsB©
7< 71 i/eaiH ago:

Last Friday UMass Pi-esident Robert C. W<iod ;ind

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery embarked on ;i twn

week, gift-bearing mission to the land of the rising sun

The two administrators and John Maki of the UMass

Political science department will meet with Japane.si

educators in Hokaido for three days in celebration of the

century old educatioinal exchange program.

Three UMass students were charged by

Ma.ssachusetts state police with robbing a Hadley ston-

of about $500.

The three students were arrested Saturday in connec

tion with the robbery of a Cumberland Farms store on

Route 9 at about 215 p.m. State police said the .students

were arrested on the UMasscampus by University police

When contacted yesterday, a spokesperson for the UMass

department of public safety refused comment.

Five years ago:

Water consumption in Amherst is lower than ex

pected and supplies are sufficient for the more than

30,000 students who arrived last week.

Public Works superindendant Stanley Ziomek said

although he expected more than 3.5 million gallons of

water would be used, only slightly more than three

million were consumed.

During last fall's water crisis when an emergency shor-

tage forced the evacuation of the University and the

three-day closing of the campus, more than 5 million

gallons were used each day.

Cancellations, computer foul-ups and course sec-

tion changes have left many University of

Massachusetts students confu.sed, aggi-avated, and

without courses.

Major problems were caused in the Math and Statistics

department as a computet "went amuck"as courses were

being programmed.

ATTENTION STUDENTS
Jobs * Jobs * Jobs * Jobs

Murray D. Lincoln
CAMPUS CENTER

WORK STUDY or NON WORK STUDY

Catering•Janitors

Food Service•Chambermaids
Coffee House•Cashiers

Retail Sales

Apply on the 8th floor Rm. 818
Campus Center Personnel Office

ALL SHIFTS AVAILABLE
Night and weekend shifts preferred

DORM RUGS
TOP QUALITY RUGS IN SIZES

TO FIT ANY DORM ROOM

SAVE UP
TO 80%

OFF REG. PRICES

FROM $14.99 to $79.99

WHERE YOU'LL BE HAPPILY FLOORED WITH OUR LOW, LOW PRICES
~

586-6411 MT FARMS MALL - HADLEY
NEXT TO BREAD AND CIRCUS

DAILY 10-9 SUN 12-5

Heidi Liebkein Jot Van Dave Fish
neiai L,ifuiv«-iii

Students respond favorably to Library
Bv .JOE PERN ICE
tdllc^ian Correspondent

As students returned to the University of Massachusetts'

COURSE
PACKHS
• No Cost To Department.

• Lowest Cost To Students.

• Fastest Turnaround.
• Campus Pick-up & Delivery.

• Copyright Permissions Assistance.

• Most Efficient Distribution of Course
Materials.

kinko's

220 N. Pleasant St

253-2543

last week they noticed chanj^es in the Tower Library. The

renovations by the Mass Transfoimat ion (imuiJ were look-

ed upon with favor by students interviewed. When asked

the que.stioii: "What are your feeling's concerning the Mass

Transformation of the Tower Lihrais'" students uavc

tlif.-c n -ipoascs

Jot Y<»ung, a 28-yeai-old finance major from Hong Kong,

class of 1988 said, "I think it was a good idea because the

library was in shabhs tdiidition before."

Heidi Liebkein, a 21 year old marketing major class of

1987 who works in the Library, ap-eed and added. The

people who work in the index r^enmn (ii the library are

going to cover a few floors as a group.

it sounds like a good progi-am cncerning student par

ticipation," said Steve McNally. a 20-yeai old ao ounting

major from Bozeman, Mont. "I'm a new student here and

\ might partiri"i»<^ in the protrram
"

SEPTEMBER
SALE!

Special Prices on Aquari-
um Setups, Fish, Birds.
Reptiles and Small Ani-
mals!

Wed.. Sept. 3-Sun. Sept. 14!

49 Russell St., Hadley
one of the Village Barn Shops

586-3362

OPENINGS
AVAILABLE

UMASS
MINUTES

UMASS KiCKLINE - DANCE TEAM

INFO SESSION (mandatory)

PRACTICE FOR TRYOUTS

TUES. SEPT 16, WED. SEPT 17, & THURS SEPT 18

7:00 - .8:30 pm - 12th FLOOR JQA

TRYOUTS

MON SEPT 22, 7 pm

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL

546-8457, 549-7598, or 546-8422

Fii -t \<ai students Kim McCarthy. CASLAC major from

Holyoke, and Macgregor Littler, Political Science major

from Ann Arbor, Mich, both said that they weren't too

sure what Mass Transformation vs.t.--, hut they tispuglit

It -'(luiuied like a great idea.

Some .-students such as Dave Fish, a 27 yearoid art

history major from Portland, Or., will benefit fnmi Mass
Transformation in a special way Fi.--li, who worked on

bronze art work for the renovated library said, "1 t.iink

it's a great deal. Being a participant gives students the

cliaiue to work on a prdfcssional level here at TMass."
While most students looked forward to taking advan-

tage of the "new" Tower Library, Chuck Arkle, Super-

visor of Ventilation maintenance for Ma.ss Transforma-

tion .said. "It's a good deal. Students worked well and were

very enthused. Many .students see Mass Transformation

as a \\a\ of paying back the .school."

Take a Council Charter To
EUROPE. . .

^ $378

asr^
/*•*'

(

79 South Pleasant St. 2nd Floor Rear

Artih6rst; MA 01002 (413) 256-1261

TONIGHT, THURSDAY SEPT. 11th

RYTHM AND BLUES. DANCIN' and ROCKIN

THE MITCH CHAKOUR BAND
ONLY $4.00 AT THE DOOR

THURSDAY SEPT. 18TH

THE RIVER CHARLES HOTTEST ROCKERS

THE STOMPERS

ONE SHOW, DOORS OPEN AT 8:00.
SHOW STARTS 9:30

ONLY $7.00 AT THE DOOR ONLY

EVERY FRIDAY
MASTER MIXER

D.J. DENNIS RYAN

EVERY SATURDAY
ALL MIXED UP WITH

D.J. MARK STONEHAM
REALLY MOVE AROUND IN THE SPACIOUS
ELLEGANCE A NIGHT CLUB WHERE THERE'S ROOM

FOR THE WHOLE CROWD
MUST BE OF LEGAL DRINKING AGE.

10 PEARL ST., NORTHAMPTON
413-584-7771

I
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Man caught drunk driving
A 35-vear-olci Philadelphia man was ar-

rested and charged with driving under the

influence of alcohol at 11:44 p.m. Tuesday,

Amherst police said. He was stopped by of-

ficers on South Pleasant Street after he was
seen driving erratically, police said.

A 33-year-old Holyoke man was also

charged with driving while intoxicated.

Police stopped him on Meadow Street after

the officers observed him commit traffic

violations, police said.

He was also charged with running a red

light and for failure to stay within lanes.

A larceny was reported at 2:44 p.m. Tues-

day a.< thf sign fioni a Dominoes pizza

truck was stolen from the roof of the vehi-

cle as it was parked in Puffton Village,,

police said.

A 29-year-old Springfield man collided

with a parked car at 9:34 a.m. Tuesday at

the corner of Amity and South Pleasent

streets. He told police he was making a

right turn and cut the comer "too close,"

police said.

* Pilecki riiiiliniifd friini puiH' I

under indictment on four counts of sexual

assault on two male students at the college

in 1984. In his report. Pierce cites several

other instances of sexual advances by

Pilecki on students.

In the report the mother of the student

who received the $10,000 recounted his

story when she met with Regents in Boston

on Jan. 7, 1986:

"Dr. Pilecki invited a group of students,

including her son, to the President's home

* Senate
continued from page 1

cases.

M. Lynn Murphy, who is not a senator,

urged senators to support a drive to add an

option that would allow them to contribute

$1 on their bills towards student child care.

Several senators spoke against the drive.

Senator Lisa Bernard expressed anger

that SGA President Bill Bennett had not

contacted her about his proposal to change
Chapter 20 of the SGA bylaws, which sets

affirmative action guidelines for SGA and
RSO hiring. Bernard is an SGA affirmative

action officer. Bennett acknowledged that

he had not contacted Bernard and said

Chapter 20 needed revision.

"You guys just took the right step,"

Strickland told senators after the vote in

favor of the increase. Senator Mark Salet-

nik echoed others when he said, "It's time
someone took a stand for financial stability.

, nursday, September 11,1 986

for dinner and during the course ol the ilin

nil had drinks along with the students. At

the conclusion (>f the dinner, Ur. Piiccki

asked her sdii tu slay behind.

"Dr. Pilecki took him to the ba.senient

where her son noticed a bed. Dr. Pilecki

talked with the student about his gradi-s,

then pulled the student's pants down and
fondled him all over." "The student talk

ed his way out the of the incident, ran back

to his dormitory and told his roommate. His

roommate stated that a similar incident

had happened to him."
-iJii^ ' • ' tm ——— —
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THE COMMUTER AREA GOVERNMENT PRESENTS

imS eilD[gllg|gii!IT 30inillMfl@Q!l m
wm^ ^iFiaiie^

WITH MR. VICTOR MASHABELA
MEMBER OF THE AFRICAN NATIONAL CONGRESS
PERMANENT MISSION TO THE UNITED NATIONS

TOPICS:

WORLD REACTION TO APARTHEID
SANCTIONS AGAINST SOUTH AFRICA
THE DIVESTMENT MOVEMENT
THE CONTINUED IMPRISION OF NELSON MANDELA
MORE

TiUEliM. lEPT. US. llDSS...«sOOiPN

ITlDiEOQT aHOQBOBil iALLUOON
FIEE

BIG BACK TO SCHOOL BIKE SALE

FREE upto $199.00
WORTH OF ACCESSORIES OF YOUR

CHOICE WITH THE PURCHASE OF

ANY BICYCLE IN STOCK

17900
VQRTH OF

FUJI SACRESi 19900
WORTH or

COaSORlCS vith

CANNONDALE SROOO

S39.00
VQRTH or

ACOL&SQRlESvulk
NISUIKI SPORTS

IFREE^ $IL9 00

ACCESSORIES vith
SPECIALlZliD ALLEZ

SPEUAUZEU

Sept 6 through Sept 20

VALLEY BICYCLES LTD.
93 BOLTWOOD WALK ^^r n«cn
amhpb<:t Z30-U00UAMHERST

BELCHERTOWN BICYCLE SHOP
5 NORTH MAIN ST. 'io'i_K'i(\f,
BELCHERTOWN -^^-^ J^uo

FINAL
2 DAYS

SEPT 8-12 10-4

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

DATE TIME PLACE
C t9ae ViCarvea Class Rngt

The Sound Company
MIDNIGHT MADNESS SALE

FRIDAY & SATURDAY UNTIL 12 pm

SAVE $60 AVID

TOP RATED
MINI

SPEAKER

$49.

SAVE $40

AKAI

Linear Acoustic 8 inch 2 way Speakers ($70) S29 ea.

Scott 208 8 inch 2 way Speakers (51 00) $49 ea.

Linear Acoustics LAF 8 inch 3 way Speakers (S120) $49 ea.

AVID 80 8 inch 2 way "TOP RATED" Speakers

S160) $89 ea.

Cerwin Vega D1-8 inch 2 way Speaker System (S155) $119 ea.

Genesis 10 "Lifetime Warranteed" Speaker ($199) $149 ea.

JBL 320 INCL

Cerwin Bega D2 10 inch 3 way Speaker ($205) $169 ea.

LINGAR ACOUSTIC V Dual 10 inch Tower ($300) $169 ea.

35 Watts AM/FM Stereo Reveiver

35 Watts per chann'^l (70 watts total) , flywheel

tuning, 4 speaker capability

Scott 319 35 WATT Receiver ($160) $99

AKAI A1- 30 WATT Receiver ($220) $129

Technics 251 30 WATT Disital Receiver ($200) $139

Technics 350 - 40 WATT Disital Receiver ($280) $159

Technics 946 - 40 WATT AUDIO VIDEO DIGITAL

Receiver ($300) $199

Harman Kardon 380 30 WATT Receiver ($300) $199

Harman Kardon 385 30 WATT Receiver )$320) $299

Harman Kardon 395 30 WATT Digital

Receiver ($400) $299

Harman Kardon 495 45 WATT Digital

Receiver ($500) $399

SAVE $80

BEARCAT
PROGRAMMABLE POLICE

SCANNER

SAVE $80 $139

FISHER
DIGITAL AUDIO
DISC PLAYER

$159

METAL DOLBY

CASSEHE RECORDER
Dolby B Noise Reauction " ft

Touch Controls, Cue & P.«vi<*W(-,

Metal Tape Permalloy Heads SAVE $80

Scott 639 Dolby B/C Cassette ($260)

Teac V326 Dolby Cassette ($160)

Teac V380 Dolby Cassette ($160)

Harman Kardon 292 Dolby B Cassette

Recorder-Feq Response 20-20,000 ($400)

Harman Kardon 392 - Dolby B/C HXPRO

Cassette Freq Resp 20-21,000 ($500)

I

Harman Kardon 491 Dolby B/C HXPRO

Frequency Response 20-22,000 H7 ($650)

$99 ea.

$99 ea.

$99 ea.

W€STPOKT $89
Super value, Digital AM/FM stereo

Radio, 10 presets, Auto Stop ends tape,

1 2 Watts SAVE $40

Sony

SPECO 6x9 20 ounce Coax Speakers ($50)

UNIVERSAL Car Burglar Alarm Systems ($70)

CONCORD 153 5 1/6 Coax Speakers ($90)

Majestic 60 WATT 7 Band Equalizer/Booster ($150)

Majestic 200 DIGITAL AM/FM STEREO RADIO

DOLBY CASSETTE
Concord 101 20 WATT AM/FM Stereo Radio

DOLBY CASSETTE ($200)

Majestic 4800 50 WATT Digital AM/FM Stereo

RADIO - DOLBY CASSETTE ($220)

Westport 260 DIGITAL AM/FM Stereo Radio

36 WATTS • DOLBY CASSETTE ($300)

Audio Bahn 390 DIGITAL AM/FM Stereo Radio

Dolby Cassette (Fantastic) ($300)

$29

$29

$59

$89

$109

($180)

$129

$159

$199

$199

SAVE $50

$59
SAMSUNG 12 inch B&W

AC/DC PORTABLE
TV

MAXELL UDXLII-C90
CASSETTE TAPES
51.69 (limit 10)

WALKMAN
CASSETTE
PLAYER

$29

SAVE $90

NrKKO

Belt Turntable with

Magnetic Cartridge

EMERSON
DOUBLE CASSETTE
RACK SYSTEM

SAVE $90 $289

SINCE 1961

he SoundCompan
201 NORTH PLEASANT ST. AMHERST, MASS
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AP photo

OUCH! THAT HURTS-Jim Traber of the Baltimore Orioles

grimaces in pain after being hit in the knee by a pitch from Roger
Clemens ofthe Boston Red Sox during actioh in their game Wednes-

day night.

4*

V

.

ORTHODOX DIVINE

LITURGY
FEAST DAY

EXALTATION OF THE CROSS

Sunday September 14

803 Campus Center

9:15 Confession

10:00 Liturgy

Coffee Hour
ALL ARE WELCOME

-^•<_,,..:^/-,

Help us celebrate our upcoming
Performance Season...

Thursday, September 11th,

on the Fine Arts Center Plaza.

1 1 ani-4 pm Live entertainment, food vendors,

colorful decorations.

3 pm-4 pm Free dessert will be served.

8 pm Projection artist Krzysztof Wodiczko
will project a large-scale image
created specifically for the exterior

of the Fine Arts Center building.

Free and open to the public,
(Rain date, Friday, September 12th)

'^ SIGN-UP NOW ^!

STILL ONLY $45

14^

4-

(

r

CALL 545-2511
Subscribe Now -Save 30% off single-ticket prices!

it

I

Der semester

(Now till Dec 19)

THE BODY SHOP
Fitness Center

Hours: 7:30-9 am
11-1 pm
i-9 pm
Sat. 12-3 pm

Here's what you get:

•12 Hydra Fitness machines to work every muscle

•8 Stationary Bicycles

•2 Rowing Machines

•Nordic Track Ski Training Machine

•Mirrors

•Stereo

•Experienced Staff

•Burns more calories than Nautilus Super Workouts

THE BODY SHOP
FITNESS CENTER
Totman Gymnasium (basement)

Come In for a FREE workout

OPEN TO ALL UMASS UNDERGRADUATES

GRADUATES. FACULTY, AND STAFF

4

4

jLumm^Li^

lATES, FACULTY, ANU aiMrr
j^.

for info call: 545-4065 3|
jM^ »^»»» »f '^JJ^^^JL^
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Debate on the debate

It is a mark of the strength of the

Democratic Party in this state that so

many strong candidates are squaring off in

the upcoming primary for various state of-

fices. It is a mark of its weakness that these

candidates are often indistinguishable in

terms of the issues. This was made
manifest in Tuesday night's debate bet

ween Robie Hubley and Stan Rosenberg for

the Third Hampshire District state con-

gressional seat. Both candidates did an ef-

fective job of presenting and defending

their past actions and present goals. More
important, they displayed an immense
knowledge of the i.ssues and the machina-

tions of the state house, knowledge that

came from their experiences working on

Beacon Hill — Hubley as a lobbyist on en-

vironmental issues, Rosenberg as a

legislative aide for state Senator John

Olver. After the cynical .sloganeering and

John Hayes

posturing of presidential debates, it is

refreshing to see a debate that truly

presents the issues and gives one an idea

of the intelligence and ability of the

candidates.

But how to choose? In terms of

background and ideology, hardly a dif-

ference can be found. Only three dif

ferences of opinion arose. Hubley was

against the seat-belt law, in favor of a

pesticide control bill presently unpopular

with area farmers, and strongly against a

proposed HURCO solid waste disposal

plant in Holyoke, while Rosenberg favored

the seat-belt law, had serious doubts about

the pesticide bill, and was investigating

HURCO. Otherwise, they agieed, and took

gutsy and well-thought out stands, in favor

of banning handguns, increasing financial

support for public higher education

(especially UMass), against the prohibition

of gay and lesbian foster parents, against

Proposition 2 1/2-type tax control formula-

tions sponsored by Citizens for Limited

Taxation, and in favor of a women's choice

on abortion.

With so much in common, the candidates

of course made efforts to distinguish

themselves. Rosenberg kept stressing that

while Hubley was a lobbyist, and therefore

only worked on one side of an issue, he was

a legislative aide and so investigated all

sides of each issue. Unfortunately, that

doesn't wash, for a lobbyist must unders

land the argument of the opposition if she

is to do their job effectively. For Hubley to

advocate for environmental issues, he must

have understood the arguments of

developers and others he would oppose.

The real differences between the can

didates are not based on knowledge,

ideology, or background. One difference is

that Rosenberg has a well-oiled machine

working for him, while Hubley appeared

to be a lone warrior. All things considered,

Rosenberg will win the election. However,

given their similarities, my choice is bas-

ed on the degree of trust each instilled

within me. Rosenberg knew the issues and

appeared sincere in his beliefs.

Nonetheless, he also came off slick and

political. Hubley conversely had the de-

meanor of a gentleman-farmer, and when
he stated that he is running only because

this is the only way to deal with the pro-

blems he sees in our district, he was tell-

ing the truth. Despite the respect

Rosenberg deserves, I could not help but

feel that Hubley would be the one who
would mo.st likely avoid the pressures to

.sell out to the political sy.stem on Beacon

Hill. Rosenberg is a politician with a bright

political future; Hubley simply wishes to

be this district's representative. We are

lucky to Ix^ able to choose between two

strong and effective candidates, but on

September 16 I'll be voting for Robie

Hubley.

John Hayes is a 1 1Muss student.

SPECIAL OFFER
WIBSTECS NEW COllEGIikn DiaiONART

$13.95
Regular 15.95

A Large Selection of Affordable
Reference Books Available in Our
Trade Book Department
Located In the Campus Center

Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY

Tonight - N.E. Patriots vs. N.Y. Jets 8:00

Fri. & Sat. - The Younger Brothers Live 9-1

Sun. & Mon. - Tailgate Parties

Free halftime buffet,

Free supersquares, with prizes every

quarter Including, Pats tickets

HOMECOURT |
Downtown Amherst i

2S3-95W *

Plumbley's
off the common^fnn^ir^n•/

NOW HIRING
GO GETTERS ONLY

25 OPENINGS
Telemarketing Tools and Industrial Supplies to Construc-

tion Companys Nationwide. Salary and Commisions and

Bonuses. Three stiifts allow you to work around your

schedule. Shifts: 6;30 am-10;30 am; 3 pm - 6 pm;6 pm
-9 pm; Saturdays 8 - 12 and 12-4.

Call Dove 256-4101 7 am - 7 pm

THETA CHI
OPEN RUSH
OX

8:00 AND BEYOND

Wed Sept. 10, 1986 House Tours

Thursday Sept 1 1 House tours

and football (Pats-Jets) game

Refreshments will be served

1

Newman 10X
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The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Editorial/Opinion

BOARD OF EDITORS FALL 1986

DODE B LEVENSON
tciisor in Lh;e'

JOHN YONCE ROB SK ELTON WILLIAM SPAIN PATRICK JOHNSON
New^ Fditor

KELLY SIEGER
Arts fjilrii
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Hostility harms issue-talk
lb Nicholas DanilitfT, atcusfd by the

Soviet Union of wdespread espionage, real

ly a spy? Did the U.S. Neivs & Wnrhl

Report correspondent actually solicit secret

data on Soviet forces in Afghanistan and

pass it on to the C.I.A? Or was Daniloff

merely a matching pawn in the spy chess

game over the August 23rd arrest in New
York of Gennady Zakharov. a Soviet

physicist working for the United Nations?

The answers to these questions might

seem important to some droning expert

from Johns Hopkins, but not, seemingly,

to the American public, and certainly not

to Ronald Reagan. For some peculiar

rea.son. Americans can no more believe a

fellow citizen is guilty of spying than they

can believe that Thomas Jefferson had sex-

ual intercourse with his slaves.

For Reagan, the incident provides him
with yet another "major obstacle" with

which to stall arms talks. It is not the first

lime he has used incomplete information

about international incidents to deaden the

chances for friendship and understanding

between the two bullies on the block. And
everyone knows that when the two bullies

on the block are not on talking terms, the

whole neighborhood suffers.

Only recently do we know more of the

story "behind Flight KAL 007, the Korean

airliner that was mercilessly shot down by

a Soviet pilot. Now we know that, in all

likelihood, the Soviet pilot did not know he

was firing upon a non-military aircraft.

Now we know that when Reagan and his

advisors were informed of this — after they

had venomously accused the Soviet Union

of calculated barbarity — they opted not to

pass the information along to the American

public. Instead, they let the public hysteria

over the tragedy festor in their favor. Nix-

on would have understood Reagan's con-

cerns; he used to term such public pro-

nouncements "counter-productive."

Now we have the not-so-curious case of

one Nicholas Daniloff, alleged petty spy.

Frank Flanagan

Will Reagan milk public concern over the

fate of Daniloff to the detriment of arms

control'' Will the American public be naive

enough to stand in the middle of the road,

stupidly staring at a piece of string while

a cement truck with worn brakes bears

down on it? U Reagan's first five years "at

the helm" are any indication, then the

answer to these two questions will be. sad-

ly, yes.

Reagan has never been able to transcend

his ideological myopia and realize that no

issue is more relevant than the possibility

'nay — the probability) of nuclear extinc-

tion. He is in such a state of "outrage" that

he refuses to see that all else will be moot

if the bombs come.

It took John Kennedy little more than

two years to get his negotiations on the

road. Of course, aside from being like

Richie Rich (the poor little rich boy), Ken-

nedy was also a believer in the innate

goodness and worth of all the world's

peoples.

It has taken Reagan the worst part of five

long years to do absolutely nothing, zero,

to make the world safer from nuclear an-

nihilation. That's because Reagan, aside

from his Howdy Doody axioms and booster-

sism, is a cynic at heart. He does not

believe in the innate goodness of all peo-

ple: only Americans. The 'others' he con-

siders all to be part of a godless conspiracy,

barbarians, etc. Yet, not only does Reagan
think Americans are good, he's also bank-

ing that they're not politically savvy

enough to see that he is using the Daniloff

incident as just another shabby smoke
screen to hide his paranoid aversion to a

negotiated settlement with The Evil Em-
pire. Let's hope he's wrong. Not just for the

sake of the American public, but for all the

world's peoples.

Frank Flanagan is a UMass student.

Letters

Students: get out to vote
It is important that we as students

register to vote and vote in elections when
they occur. Many students do not even

bother to register. In 1982, only 8 million

out of 20 million students registered to

vote and less than 4 million actually

voted. In other words, only 40^of eligible

students registered, and less than 2Q
voted. This is a very poor showing for

what is supposed to be the most political-

ly active part of society; namely college

students.

There are however student who are do-

ing something about this: the National

Student Campaign for Voter Registration

(NSCVR), NSCVR was started in 1984

because of the exii eniely low number of

legistered student voters. In it's first year

it helped to register 500,000 new students.

At UMass alone it registered 3,500
students to vote. Hopefully, this year

NSCVR will be able to register even more
by making registration accessible to all

students by participating in a voter

ri'f^ist ration week on campus. The
NSCVR is also going to compile informa-

tion for voters about the candidates and
the eight referendum questions that are

on the ballot on November fourth.

Remember, a democracy only works if

everyone participates.
James Palma

Central

T KNOW WAR
Uauseilivedit
IN VIETNAM.
l^ONT MAKE THE

SAME MISTAKE
AGAIN IN ^^_„,p.
CENTRAL AMERICA

Discrimination is unfair
It seems that every time AIDS (Acquired

Immune Deficiency Syndrome) comes up in

the news, print or television, the only in-

formation you hear is who just died, how
the numbers are increasing, or how scared

people are. Enough already. I am tired of

hearing this unfair and uncalled for

paranoia. I am tired of the endless

statistics. I want to tell you about the

stigmatizing, and the paranoia, surroun-

ding the unfortunate victims our age and
younger, and shovv you the living lunacy

that surrounds them every day.

Ryan White, 15, from Kokomo, Indiana,

was finally allowed to rejoin his classmates

in high school. For the past two years, Ryan
has been quarantined because he, a

hemophiliac, received a blood transfusion

when he was younger that contained the

AIDS virus. Why wasn't Ryan White allow-

ed to join his classmates for two years? Ac-

cording to Howard County (Indiana) circuit

judge R. Alan Brubaker, who granted a

petition requesting White's removal from

school after one day of classes in February,

1986, there is an Indiana law that prohibits

children with communicable diseases from

attending class. However, the AIDS virus

is not communicable, according to Dr.

Gerald H. Friedman of Montefiore Medical

Center in New York. He stated in the

February 17 issue of Newsweek that

"AIDS patients should not be stigmatized

or quarantined. (They ) really pose no great

risk to public health."

Even closer to Kokomo, Indiana, was the

county public-health official who ruled that

White could not infect his classmates

through routine conflict. This leads to on-

ly one conclusion: Judge Brubaker granted

the request to remove White due to unfair,

and unfounded paranoia.

It is a paranoia that caused nearly one

in four to fear catching AIDS (in a

Newsweek poll). It is a paranoia the

magazine "The New Republic" ap-

propriately titled "AFRAIDS." In the case

David R. Mark
of Ryan White, the one day he did go to

.school in February, 151 to 360 students

stayed home. Some 100 parents met the

previous day to discuss exactly what ac-

tions could be taken to keep their children

away from White. A Montreal girl was in

a similar position. She, also in the center

of lunacy, was sent home from school

because her mother was discovered to have

died from AIDS.
Most upsetting is when I see students on

television carrying picket signs denounc-

ing their school districts for allowing AIDS
victims into their school. The signs are

written, though, in a language far too com-

plicated to match the eight year old holding

the sign. It is, more likely, a parent's sign

placed in the hand of his or her child once

the cameras are rolling.

While I can understand the concern of the

parents, two questions come to mind. First,

if AIDS is not communicable through
casual contact, aren't the AIDS-infected

students in more danger than the other

students? An AIDS victim's immune
system is low, so a cold could lead to a

serious illness. Second, do these parents

realize that they are dealing with a child,

not just a disease? When I see parents yell-

ing into the cameras about how mad they

are that their son or daughter has to be in

the same building as an AIDS victim, I

have to wonder if they feel at all for the

AIDS victim.

Let's give children like Ryan White a

break. End the stigmatizing, the quaran-
tines, the paranoia, the lunacy. We are

talking about people; the f>eople behind the

numbers. They did not ask for this virus,

but they do ask for a fair shake. The disease

is non-communicable. Let the children

enter and stay in school. That's all they

ask.

David R. Mark is a UMa.ss student.

Volatile situations
While you were soaking-

up the sun this summer
your federal government
was hard at work soaking

you for a fat $100 million.

This ripoff of your tax

dollars will be u.sed for the

rape, torture, and murder of

innocent neighbors. Swell

investment, huh? It is being

done in your name with

your implied support by
Washington's very own
band of paid mercenary
terrorists—the cnntras.

These neanderthals and
their bosses the Reagan ad-

ministration were tagged as

international criminals last

summer by the World

Court; putting them outside

the company of civilized

nations.

If you liked Vietnam,
you'll love Nicaragua.
Evidentally a small majori-

ty in Congress has forgotten

the hard lessons of that con-

flict and we all know what
we don't learn from history

we are doomed to repeat. I

wonder if guys preparing to

graduate are ready to get

their legs blown-off (or

worse) for an elderly man's
vague, paranoid concept of

the red menace. Ifyou are it-

ching for a scrap with
anyone perceived as a

threat to God and Country,

ask the men who've been

there before you throw your

fool life away.

Four local veterans
recently chose to fast until

they witness "a significant

increase" in protest over

U.S. policy in Central

America. They're asking for

the 62 percent of U.S.

citizens (that may be you!)

opposed to U.S. policy to get

out in the streets and raise

hell (or at least do
something!)

D.O. Ogden
Leverett

The demise of democracy in Chile
111 ('hilt', i:i yiMi's .i^i> to this day, tlu'

Marxist go\crnnH'iit ol Salvador AUciuie

wa.s toppli'd in a coup led hv Goneral

Augusto Pinochet who continut's to rule as

dictator. (ii\m thi.^ annivci-.u \ . as wi'll as

the fact that C'hilf has bet-n in the news

lately, it .seems appropriate that we ex

amine the demise of Chilean democracy.

Marxists the world over, in their rhetoric,

literature and even in movies such as Miss-

ing, place sole blame for the destruction

Chilean democracy on the Chilean

military, who it is alleged, acted on orders

from the United States. This account has

been given such wide publicity that today

it goes practically unchallenged. A closer

look at the politics of Chile preceding

Allende's fall, however, reveal that the

coup was the final step in the deterioration

of democracy in Chile, which actually

began under Allende's Marxist rule.

What's more, it is fairly clear that the coup

was a Chilean operation and whereas the

United States certainly did not stand in

Pinochet's way, Chile was the master of its

own destiny and not .some pawn of the

United States.

Chile had the longest and strongest

democratic traditions in all of Latin

America, dating back to its constitution of

1833. Exactly why these democratic values

were so undermined is the stuff of PhD
theses, not newspaper columns, but it will

suffice to say that the Chilean democratic

tradition did not disappear in one big flash

Stephen C. Erickson

with the coup of 1973 Dt-mocratically and

constitutionally elected, although iu'\er by

majority, AUende and his Socialist/Com-

munist coalition engaged in a relent le.ss

assault on Chilean pluralism, using legal

as well as unlawful seizures of businesses,

landholdings and opposition media outlets

Through the use of wage and price controls,

the government forced businesses, farmers

and opposition media into bankruptcy.

Through CIA funding, the US did manage
to keep some opposition media afloat, but

that didn't .stop the pretrial jailing of

editors and trumped-up charges of tax eva-

sion. Allende's coalition openly admitted

their intention of putting all media under

state control.

Constitutional guarantees signed by

Allende were done "as a tactical necessi-

ty" according to Allende confidant Regis

Debray. The Secretary General of Allende's

own Six'ialist Party aknowledged the limits

of the "bourgeois state" which he con-

sidered temporary and called on party

followers "to prepare for a decisive confron-

tation with imperialism."

As far as US involvment in Chile during

this period is concerned, it is more a lesson

of the limits of US power than of yankee

imperialism. North American copper com-

panies couln't prevent the Chilean

takeover of their holdings, which even the

most con.servative Chilean political parties

favored. The supposeil US trade blockade

w a.-, to a largi' deKiee, ineffective and was
made up for by new favorable commercial

terms with the eastern bloc. Against the

advisement of the CIA and the .State

Department, President Nixon did order a

coup attempt just prior to Allende's ascen-

sion to power. Lacking any real support

within Chile, the attempt was bungled and

had the effect of making Chileans more

determined than ever to support the con-

stitutional process, thus backfiring in Nix-

on's face. By the time of the 1973 coup

however, Chileans were ready for change.

The Chilean legislative body pa.ssed the

resolution asking the military forces to in-

tervene if the Allende government did not

immediately put an end to its violations of

the Chilean constitution.

The Allende years were characterised by

political polarization and alienation,

violence, the poliferation of para military

gi'oups, economic chaos, .strikes and the

breakdown of pluralistic institutions.

Pinochets seizure of power and his brutal

suppression of opposition was but the final

blow to Chilean democracy. One can only

hope that some day the old Chilean

democratic tradition will be reborn.

Stephen C Erickson is a

contributing columnist.

Frosh and seniors not so different
Every year at the University, .several thousand bright-

eyed frosh arrive in eager anticipation of their first taste

of college life.

At the same time, a considerably smaller number of

students (myself included) arrive in eager anticipation of

their last taste of college life. These are the seniors.

For centuries, great emphasis has been placed on the

vast number of differences between these two groups. I

must say now that I believe too much emphasis has been

placed on these differences. From what I've observed in

the last three years, freshmen and seniors are more

similar than either group would care to admit.

For one thing, freshmen cannot be as stupid as most

seniors believe them to be. They couldn't be that stupid

and -still know how to breathe. Oh sure, every year some

frosh will try and find a friend on the twenty-third floor

of John Quincy Adams or will expect the food in the din-

ing commons to be edible. These people aren't lacking in

intelligence though, just in experience. They are like

anyone who is in a completely new environment for the

first time.

Secondly, seniors cannot be as intelligent as they think

they are. If they were, everyone of them would be hand-

ed a Nobel Peace Prize at graduation.

Another contention is that seniors are too cynical and

freshmen too carefree. Again, it's just a question of ex-

perience. After seeing thousands of dollars go into

Letters
God had
more time
Tony Rudy and Brian

Darling's letter about Mark
Caldeira's column
necessitates a response.

Firstly, "thank God" that

both leftists and rightists

can agree on something,

which is that they share an

abhorence of killing. That's

Herb Ramy
remodelling Chancellor Duffey's home on the hill, it's dif-

ficult not to become cynical. Especially after watching the

money available for financial aid dwindle away every

year.

An additional area where freshmen and seniors are sup-

posed to be quite different is partying. Seniors are said

to be quite wordly, while freshmen commit social blunder

after social blunder. From what I've observed, this simp-

ly is not true. Most people have the same look on their

face when being shot down by a member of the opposite

sex, and there is no difference whatsoever between a

freshmen and seniors wretching their guts out from

overindulgence on a fine autumn evening.

You might be wondering who initiated the mistaken

belief that freshmen and seniors are so different. It was,

of course, seniors. The question now is why have they done

it. The best answer I've been able to come up with is that

seniors are only one step away from the cold,cruel out-

side world, while freshmen still have four years of fun to

go. Maybe seniors are just a little jealous. Personally, I'm

not. If I had to go through four more years of endless lines,

$100 textbooks, and multicolored peas in the Dining Com-

mons, I would go stark raving mad.

Herb Ramy is a Collegian columnist.

a step in the correct

direction.

Secondly, regardless of

what Karl Marx wrote and

said, Caldeira made a valid

point which should be con-

templated deeply by all

thinking individuals. His

idea about religion, that

God is used by zealots to

justify killing, ought not be

passed off as mere Marxism.

Thirdly, I question Rudy

Child care needed
When you hear the phrase "college students" what

comes to mind? A car full of 20 year olds headed for

Daytona in March? Dorm residents pulling three all-

nighters in a row to finish final papers in December? Re-

cent high .school graduates who suddenly find themselves

standing in numerous long lines? Certainly, these images

are accurate to describe many students, but it is a far from

accurate description of the entire student body here at

UMass. The whole picture also includes individuals and

couples who are working toward a degree while raising

their own children: young and older married couples,

single mothers and fathers, people who have found that

a college education is necessary in order to hold a job

which can support a family.

Dani Burgess

quasi-communist) which

Rudy and Darling listed

were indeed the killing

machines that they imply,

and no doubt some of them

have been, why is it that the

equally abhorrent killing

which is perpetrated by

Capitalist and other

Western states is ignored?

Nicholas Komar
Northeast

Somehow, these parenting students have been invisi-

ble to many of us; however, the time has come that we

should recognize parenting students. While more and

more parents are entering college (especially as the

population of 18-22 year-olds declines), not enough has

been done to accomodate these students' needs. Probably

the most basic of these needs is the availability of affor-

dable, quality childcare.

Before asking how we can help parenting students, I

and Darling's claim that

"more have died in the

name of...Marx than under

the name of God." After all,

Karl Marx hasn't been
around to justify killing for

quite as long as "God" has.

God had a monopoly in that

respect for well over 2,000

years (the Christian God
isn't the only one,

remember?)
Finally, even if all the

Communist countries (or

think we should ask why. Many non-parenting .students

are probably thinking, "Childcare isn't my problem, why
should I bother?" I have found that the availability of .

education is everyone's concern. By 1990, half of all

.iiildren under lOyears-old will be raised by single

parents. With the increasing divorce rate, women with

children are finding themselves with no skills, no job, no

money and lots of bills. The "feminization of poverty"

stands to be an increasing strain on our welfare and social

security systems. However, to aid single parents in com-

pleting an education is to help create self-sufficient peo-
,

pie, who can actively take part in our economic system.

Largely, childcare has been a woman's issue. While it af-

fects both male and female parents in some cases, at-

tempts to deny childcare rights to women are attempts

to keep women unemployed, dependent on men's earning

power, and completely responsible for childcare and

homemaking.
Now that I've talked a little bit about why the childcare

movement is important, it's easy to tell how to get involv-

ed. This semester, a coalition of students is working to

create a Childcai-e Tuition Assistance Program at UMass.

A year's childcare services for one infant is about $1000

more than a year's tuition for an in-state student. With

both of these costs so high, a financial aid program for

childcare recipients is much needed and long overdue.

Childcare needs to be everyone's concern; it is a right, not

a privilege.

Dani Burgess is the student trustee.

On the campus of the University of Massachusetts, a

very politically oriented place, a debate over any issue

is easily found. One such debate enlightened several

.spectators to the extreme left wing's infantile stance on

world politics. That stance is known as selective

morality.

I was involved in a discu.ssion about South Africa with

a fellow student at la.st semester's festive "Rally again.st

Reagan" when a female student riding by on her bicy

de evidently didn't like my argument too much. So, she

rode back to put her two cents in (one cent?). She said,

with tears welling in her eyes, "But those innocent

blacks are living in tiny shacks. They work for a dollar

a day," etc., etc.

Her friend had to come over and comfort her before she

had a nervous breakdown about the goings-on 20,000

miles away.
I confronted her. I asked her why the underprivileged

blacks in South Africa were worse off than the black ma-

jority population being tortured and killed by black

minority tribal rulers in, say, Uganda. She didn't know.

I asked her if the blacks in South Africa were worse off

than the blacks in Zimbabwe being jailed with no

charges and tortured by the government of the (black)

dictator Robert Mugabe. She had no emotional response

to that and no tears. I don't even think she knew those

things happen. She only knows what's in the news. The

media is the God of the selective moralist.

One country in the world today, not South Africa, not

Chile, not even the Soviet Union, should be the target

for protest by our "aware" leftist friends. That country

is Ethiopia.

Since seizing power with the military backing of the

Soviet Union in 1977, Colonel Mengistu Haile-Meriam

has imposed a Staline.sque reign of terror on his people.

He has forced the resettlement of impoverished com-

munities to avoid rebel influences, regardless of whether

or not the land they were going to was fertile. He has

collectivized agriculture, bringing famine to the people

he wanted to kill. His di.sregard for human rights has

wrought economic and .social havoc and has resulted in

the death of millions of innocent Ethiopians. He has also

meddled in the internal affairs of a number of neigbor-

ing countries including Somalia and the Sudan.

It was not long ago that the mass starvation in

Ethiopia was big news. Hardly a day went by when we

were not confronted with hunger ravaged faces and death

.tolls by our mass media.

American relief agencies swung into action. Food and

money poured into the country. Rock stars fell over each

other to get their names associated with what had

become the most prestigious cause in town — Ethiopian

Famine Relief.

The songs were sung, the contributions were made, the

royalties were reaped, and the selective moralist .soon

had a clear conscience on the subject. The money was

on its way. The starving waited to be fed.

The starving are still waiting to be fed. Our money was

used by Col. Mengistu to celebrate the tenth anniver-

.sary of his Marxist revolution. 200 million dollars was

spent on that celebration. While his people were (and are)

dying of starvation, he spent this vast .sum all on a show.

For the selective moralist one death is more important

than another. One supressive tyranny is far worse than

another.

I would like to a.sk the radicals on campus something.

Now that you are all aware of the travesty going on to-

day in that country of 45 million; the reign of terror, the

known inhumanity of one group onto another, the death,

the torture, where are the protests? Where are the sit-

ins demanding disinvestment? Where are the letters to

Congiess? Most importantly, is the woman on the bicy-

cle crying for the victims of perhaps the most brutal

regime of modern time?

Stuart Gottlieb is a Collegian columnist.
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The best and the worst of 45s

Ray Mayhew (r> and Tony James (1) are two
of the oddities from Sigue-Sigue Sputnik.

By SAAD HOPKINS
Collegian Corre.*pondent

Welcome to one of the most musically awaiv universities

m the United State> l'Ma<t has a high reputation of put-

ting mui^ic t>efor^' m'.ich <i^' .invthmg Students have

vanetu -
' ! psychedelic

drivei, tL> tiif iiius'i majv^ui. "i tit-ftrinv t-n s sonatas.

Sounds resembling Van Halen and Iron Maiden can be

easily heard while walking under the Sovahuc st iind^i'.

and WMUA plays the latest Mohawk music. On the

whole, people are very defensive of their musical tastes.

You havt' to admit that ouf who listens to the Cocteau

Twins is going to find it very difficult to live with a room-

mate who blasts Journey.

This column will mostly deal with new singles from the

Indie charts (Independent charts) from Britain, Europe,

and Japan. Some of you may know what I am talking

about, some not.

Crap Single of the Week:
Sigue-Sigue Sputnik

"21st Century Boy" (Parlophone)

EMI Records made a grand mistake by giving these five

old lads lots of money, plus all of the popularity that they

can eat. It is sad because at the start of their career they

promised to be the answer to pop music. Unlike ego-

maniac peers Frankie goes to Hollywood or WHAM!, the

Sputniks lack a sense of purpose. Frankie was the joke

but their smash single "Two Tribes" was the punchline.

WHAM! was a joke but "Bad Boys" was the punchline.

In this case there is no punchline, no promise for learn-

ing any thing new about today's pop-culture. Even worse,

the single sounds like the one before that, and so on. Sigue-

Sigue Sputnik could have been what they wanted to be

(big-time big). But unfortunately they're heading down

the road of crap and despair The lead singer looks like

one of the characters from Eraserhead, and is just as

pretentious.

Single of the Week
Sonic Youth
"Starpower" iS»ST>

These guvs are the Vant—^a Redgrave of groups. Their

style is an intt-resting combination of post-noise thought.

They are generally thought of as being bullshit artists and

closeted heavy-metal. But their records are hardly worth

the rash criticism. They follow the "European Son" for-

inula; a nice tune at the beginning, then just before you

get into it BLAM! all hell breaks loose, and you find

yourself sitting at the throne of fusion. Only musicians

can get away with writing noise and even though they

do this Sonic Youth are a step ahead. "Starixjwer"" is taken

off of their new album E.V.O.L, they could have picked

a better track like "Green Light." But the single is worth

having for the 'B' side.

The Jesus and Mary Chain

"Some Candy Talking" (Blanco Y Negro)

This is an example of what success does to you. It goes

to your head and then you have no soul left. The Mary

Chain were once a pleasant little noisy band to listen to.

The feedback was so bleeding loud, it could rightfully

serve as a substitute for caffeine in the morning. When
they walked into a room or a club, the pretension suddenly

was so thick that you could cut it with a knife. I though

they were the damndest thing around. But all great things

must come to a pass, for now it is time to make money,

sell t-shirts with our faces on them, and make any single.

It doesn't matter at this point what it sounds like because

people are going to buy it anyway. Now that the Mary

Chain are the Gravy Train, they can kick back their heels.

XTC
"Grass" (Virgin)

Somewhere in the oblivion of the enlightened mid

seventies, came a hit single by a freak named Elton John,

the tiintinucd on pa^f 15

The latest release from Jesus Mary and Chain
leaves some to be desired.

Paul Simon returns to recording
with unusal and foreign sounds

Paul Simon's latest album features collabora-
tion with some new South African sounds.

(iraceland

Paul Simon
Warner Brothers Records
By JIM COLE
Collegian Correspond) nt

It's been quite a while since we've heard anything new
from Paul Simon. I was starting to wonder if he was suf

fering from writer's block, or if his marriage to Carrie

Fisher was cramping his style. Happily, neither is the

case.

Groceland marks Paul Simon's return to the music
liorld, his first album since 1983's Hearts and Bones.

Simon has always had a remarkable talent to write and
perform very good music; whether in his duo with Gar-

funkel, or as a solo artist. His musical style has never

been easy to categorize either. Groceland is no exception.

I couldn't begin to describe the music on the album, but

it is Simon's most ambitious work yet.

(inn, 'land is thi' result of Simon's coltahoration u ith

a rariely u/'South African musicians. The album is a com-

bination of different types of music, the South Africans

with their baas, .sav, and accordion '\< . .Kcnrdiam leads.

and Simon 'sjazz beat and catchy hra s balancing it out.

The musical result is one of the most unu.'^ual things I

hace ever heard. The first time I listened, 1 could scarse-

ly believe my ears. But Paul Simon 's talent comes through

as usual — the album grew on me fast, once I knew what

to expect.

Some of the highlights are "The Boy in the Bubble."

kind ofa comment on out high-tech society. "I know What

I Know." with a group called the Gaza Sisters doing

background vocals, "Homeless." which was first perform-

ed on Saturday Night Live, last season, and "You Can
Call Me Al," a catchy and upbeat tune slowly appear

ing on the airwaves. ^

ZAMPUS AND APARTMENT

500 MINIMUM
50 DELIVERY CHG.
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g AMHERST DELICATESSEIN =
y In the CwTlag* Shops. Amhcnt. since 19751 ^
M Oa-Cmmpam A Apmrttmmat M
m Dmlivry Avmilmbim • 549^314 1

•Overstuffed SandwtchM =
•FooMjong Subs ^

•Fresh Soup* & Salads ^
•Bagels & Lok g

•N.Y.

TME
AMHERST
DELICATESSEN

233 No.

SANDWICHES

<MO Urn I, Tt «»! m* Omom

SetagM l.tS 2.3S

Cooked SalHiri l.aj 2.35

Uvaoa Sataal 2.M 2.95

Kotkrr Sal^l 2~^« }.05

P*p|wroal 2JS 2tS

lMport*< SiriH 2.20 2.70

poru4 Haa rSO J.M

U**nrm« IJ5 2.15

M«tfe«r Cmw Uvtrwant 2.23 2 75

Caplcota 2.5* 3.00

ProKlatio 2.70 3.05

Tarkcy BrMM 2.M 3.23

Hoi PMtraai 2.00 3 23

CoTMd *mt 2.M 3 23

RoM< SmT 2.M 3 25

T>M 2.50 300

Cbtck** SaM 2. SO 3.00

E«i Sata4 2.10 2.30

Crab SaM iM 3 00

CV.yf»4 U«ar 1.23 3.00

SIDE ORDERS
Koa*t Dm PWkk
Hair Soar PlcUa

Macaroal Saiad

PoUio Salad

Cole Slav

Potato Kalik

Beer Kniik

.4)

.49

SO

SO

50

15

ft?

Sl. Amhtm • S4>«314 =
_ MMk-««c9Mi.-tO#Lm_JNK.M s
iliiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiililllllllllllliliiillilllllilllllilillliiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiK?^

FOOT LONG SUBS
irt mmf el»»if* of

prpffn attf d/i«vt

Room Bc«r 3.79

Tarkiy Brtart 3.79

Oub Sab (Hoaii HttfA TuHtrv) 3.79

iMllaa ' Max aofaria <Mn •a' Afvmoii 3.69

Caaoa Salaail 3.M

Capkola 3.M

Imported Haai 3.39

Taaa Salad 3.49

Crab Sab 3.90

I Sab 1.M

DESSERTS
New York CbMat Caka

Carrol Cake

Eclaln

Crtan Ckecte Brovalat

Almoad Brovale

Oatmeal Fed|« Bar*

1.00

1.00

1.00

MS
Mi
.93

SALADS
ToMed Stied

Spinach Seled

Cher Saled

I uacheon Salad

I. IS

2.66

3.23

. » :.' rknirf a/

Una VsiM4 : 9* CktckMl Salarf L«9

I „ Sa<« • : f>fi Chltfpu4 1 l«tt 1 M

DRINKS
Dr. Broera'i S«4a ">*

CocaCala M M M
Tab .4* M M
Sprite .40 M .00

Oraage .40 JO .M
leaTaa -50 .«• .70

Umoaada .90 .«• TO

adar J9 .70 Mi
Oraage Jolce .95 .70 MS

BAGELS
Ptala Oatea

Seeaae Garlic Pappr
PamperalcUt Ratata

Btitter .tS

Craaa Cbaata .99

Craam CbaaM a^ Laa IMS
Mchcd Chaaaa IJS

Starting Oct. 1st

Adult Evening Classes

Ballet-Modem
Jazz Dance

Amherst Ballet

Center
29 Strong St

549-1555
(one block east of

Butterfield Dorm)

Yankee Candle
l^toiytZi Country Stoii

S.DcerfieU.Maost^

Help Wanted
The Yankee Candle Com-
pany of S. Deerfield is now
hiring. Seasonal positions

available days, evenings,

part-time, weekends. Open
ngs include retail sales,

clerical, productions
shipping.

Apply in person Monday-
-riday 9 to 4 (No phone
calls, please) at

Yankee Candle
^. 5, S. Deerfield, Mass.
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Ardent fans of the Psychedelic Furs wait in

line for tickets for the upcoming UPC show.

We havt' a decent start this semester as far as the music

scene goes. Nothing really exciting, but there should be

enough activity to keep most of us busy.

Some good news, Katina's on Route 9 will re-open in

about four or five weeks and hopefully, some good bands

will play there this year. The place has a lot of potential.

Last semester, there were a few "battle of the bands" type

deals at the club and if that continues, it could be an im-

portant spot for live music.

Some bad news, I've been told that Hampshire College's

Red Barn will no longer be used for bands. There were

some fun shows at the barn last semester and the place

had just about everything. The cover charges were not

high, the shows were for all ages and the atmosphere of

the place was real nice. It's always the same, just when
the fun starts, somebody comes along and stops it.

On with the line-up:

Thursday: Evening Pro Bluesica will play at Sheehan's

Cafe, Northampton, no cover charge. This band has been

around the area a lot and really has a decent act. Blues

music is always good for a night's entertainment.

At the Iron Horse, it's Irish folk music with Tommy
Sand.s at 7 p.m. the cost is $5 in advance and $6 the night

<il the siiow . If you dig tolk music, this shnu i- [ui)bably

vvorth It. Warning: tht- lm!i Hdisr can hi' very expensive

if you plan to drink

Friday: For $'.] you can sci- Liquid i.r-M«n ,u :Sh(«'han'9.

The band plays origional material with a nice tight ar-

rangement. The music is kind of p.sychedelic but it really

doesn't fit neatly into any musical category

Dr. John will play two shows at the Iron Horse at 7 p.m.

and 10 p.m. This show has a high price, $10 in advance

and $1 1.50 the night of the show. The doctor does great

blues work with a piano and his reputationjs strong.

Sunday: Shawn Colvin will open for Loudon Wain
wright at the Iron Horse. There will be a 7 p.m. and 10

p.m. show and tix are $8 in advance and $9 the day of

the show. Wainwright usually has a good show with lots

of humorous songs and good stories. If you're up for

.something very different, this may your best bet.

There will be a benefit show for the Northampton Sur-

vival Center at Sheehan's Cafe. For only $4, you can see

The Dog Act, Cruza, Silly Putty, Jim K. & Co. and Li-

quid Lesson. That's a lot of music for only four bucks and
it's for a worthy cause. This show starts at 7 p.m.

Monday: Dan Hicks and His Acoustic Warriors will

give two shows at 7 p.m. and 10 p.m. You guessed it, the

show takes place at the Iron Horse. Tix are $10 in advance

and $11.50 Monday night.

* 45s continued from page 14

name of the single was "Island Girl." It

whether he knows it or not. And ever

since he started hanging around with

those Orientophiles his mother never

stopped giving him hell about it. Mr. Syl-

vian first discovered his lust for the

Orient 1 1 years ago when he was touring

with the New York Dolls. While playing

great shows in NY he decided to go see

how the country of Japan was doing. Then

had an impact on mounds of people with

its' catchy tune and unforgettable chorus.

And somewhere in the politically screwed-

up eighties, came a hit single by XTC,
called "Grass." It sold millions, until peo-

ple listened to it and found only its B' side after he got his hair real trendy, he decid

worth listening to. The resemblance bet- ed that Japan should be more than a coun-

ween the two singles is incredible. Todd try, but should be his life. From that mo-

Rundgren delivers up a sound of Mau- ment on he decided that he would suc-

Mau's and pineapples. I'm not surprised cumb to the pleasures of sake, and watch

that this single wasn't pressed on coconut- his records and ego climb high on the

flavoured vinyl. It would have made a bet-

ter impression.

David Sylvian

"Taking the Veil" (Virgin)

David Sylvian is very pretentious

wicked pretentious charts. "Taking the

Veil" is almost as tedious and boring as

say, walking through the 8th dimension

and it is the price one pays for trying to

re-define ethereality.

fdH^ 36 Main St. >y

Downtown
Northampton

open:
Thurs. evening

PART OF THE TRADITION
JOIN THE

UAAASS SKI CLUD
INFO AND SIGN-UP WED, THURS, FRI

CAMPUS CENTER CONCOURSE
FOR SKIERS WHO TAKE FUN SERIOUSLY

Fall is Just Around the Corner and
Fine's is BURSTING with
new itemsl

LEVIS
• 501
• new colors!

black and grey

and Fa^^^^ tot „

Men a«J

STOPIN AND SEE
WHAT'S NEWII

HAVE WE GOT
STEAK!!
NEW YORK SIRLOIN

OR
DELMONICO STEAK
ONE POUND Served With

Salad, Vegetable, Potato,

& Dessert

n2.00

tMtt*^
li^'

Universitry Drive, Amherst 549-5861
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Art news: student's works to Bruegel

David Palmer's work is now on exhibit iii the

Wheeler Gallery titled My Summer Vacation.

By KELLY SIEGER
Collegian Staff

Here's a bit of art news for the Five College Area:

My Summer Vacation, an exhibit by David Palmer, will

open at the Wheeler Gallery on September 18.

The paintings and drawings take the theme of a fictional

autobiography, the artist integrating memories and fic-

tion to create a new past.

'
Also included in the works are landscapes, still life and

figurative subjects.

David Palmer received his B.A. in Art from the Univer-

sity of Florida in Gainsville and i.s now a member of the

MFA Painting program at UMass.

There will be a reception at 5 7 p.m. on Thursday,

September 18.

The Wheeler Gallery is located in the Wheeler House.

Central Residence Area. UMass. Hours are 4 8 p.m. Mon-

dav through Thursday and 2 5 p.m. on Sundays.

Also at UMass; The Graduate Arts Students Association

will host a slide presentation by realist painter Gregory

Gillespie at 7:30 p.m., on September 23, in SEA 120 (at

Haigas Mall. UMass).

Gillespie's paintings appear in the collections of the

Metropolitan Museum of Art, and the Smithsonian s Na

tional Museum of American Art. Gillespie was part of the

Universitv Gallerv's "Ten" show X){ last semester.

The event is free and open to the public.

The Smith College Art Gallery has removed some pam-

tings from storage to open a new exhibit: Town and Coun-

try: Landscapes and Street Scenes.

1 he exhibit is arranged in two parts. The "landscape"

or "country" portion includes such artists as Pieter

Brueghel the Elder and Joos de Momper.

Ralph Steiner and Jacques Callot are on view in the

"Town" or "Street" section. Also included is a wix)d

engi-aving by Winslow Homer.

The museum is open from noon to 5 p ni. on Tuesdays

through Saturdays and 2 to 5 p.m. on Sundays. Admis-

sion is free.

SATURDAY HOURS

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE

WILL BE OPEN ON SATURDAY

9 AM to 1 PM

beginning September 13

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE

UNIVERSITY CAREER CENTER

You're "Home Free"
with your Student

I.D.!

Admission is FREE to

Minutemen home football

games for all UMass under-
graduate students present-
ing a valid student I.D. at

the gate.

1986 Home Schedule:

• Sept. 13 Richmond •Sept. 27 Northeastern
• Oct. 11 Delaware •Nov. 15 New Hampshire

• Nov. 22 Connecticut

^^^ Others may think but

WE KNOW that we have the

BEST WINE Selection in the area

You will know too when you

shop the j$pirit|ia«*

338 College St. (Rt. 9 East) Amherst

253-5384 256-8433

iVtiybelline^
OFF all

/Vteybelline'
products

with coupon

ULTRA-LIMEM

nAoistuie
s-Wiip

I

Coupons also valid In the Mini Store

fbf^OFF I'm at my best

ME^dDelline*
products

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

with Msybelline
Located in the Campus Center

UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^J

Center for the Arts
releases Sept. schedule
The Northampton Center for the Arts has

announces it's September 1986 events.

The Wholesale Klezmer Band will per-

form at the Center from 7:30 - 11 p.m. on

September 18. The band's music has been

labelled "Jewish Jazz," combining tradi-

tional Jewish folk style with standard jazz

forms. The band is performing in conjunc-

tion with the Yiddish Film Week at the

Pleasant St. Theater. Tickets are $5 at the

door and $4 in advance.

The Pioneer Songwriters Collective

shows off it's best at the Pioneer
Songwriters Revue at 8 p.m. on September

20. Local songwTiters will be performing

their pieces, both sololy and as a group. Ad-

mission is free.

Local and professional dancers col-

laborate to br.ng Returns and New Turns,

A First Farewell Dance Concert, at 8 p.m.

on September 25 - 27. Through modern
dance, the troupe will portray farewell con-

certs of retiring ballerinas, (ieneral admis-

sion is also $5 and $4 in advance.

Works from the upcoming issue of

Peregrine, a local journal of area writers

and artists, will be read at 3 p.m. on

September 28. Refreshment will be served.

The Pioneer Songwriting Collective will present a sample of it's

work at the Noho Center for the Arts on September 20 at 8 p.m.

and admission will be announced.
~ famous, displaying the best independent-

A ninety minute film will be shown at 8 ly made German films from the last five

p.m. on September 30 titled Famous/In- years. Admission is $4.

Never settle for a tie unless it's one of these. Lace up a pair of

brandname Spotbilt® or Patrick - cleats and get set to step ahead

of the competition — comfortably and confidently. At Winner's

Circle you always come out ahead.

Winners CirjcIe

A)
You always come out ahead ^

" Hadley./

—

^\\ I
Hampshire Mali, Rte. 9, Hj

HEY DORM RESIDENTS!
Save 15% on your phone bill with U-Motel!

Sign up at the Telecomnnunications office

602 Goodell - 545-3535

VIDEO STUDIO 16
109 Russell St (Rt 9)

Hadley, Mass 01035

(413) 586-5434

Mon-Thurs 9-9 Fri & Sat 9-9

Sunday 12-5

WE'RE SETTING THEM UP

SO YOU CAN NOCK*EM' DOWN

Thursday Night is College Night

ZF€F A GAME

NORTHAMPTON
BOWL

8:45-close

MOVIES«VCRs/TV*SALES«SERVICE

525 PLEASANT ST
584-4830

positive rollrgp ID requirrd

MOVIE PARTY SPECIAL

VCR with 4 MOVIES
ONLY $16.99

OFFER VALID UNTIL SEPT 26th
with any ID from the 5 Colleges

10% OFF
RETAIL PRICE

OF A
VCR or TV

SEMESTER
MEMBERSHIP

$12.50
w/4 free films

PLEASE PRESENT COUPONS AT TIME OF PURCHASE

»!H)d/t' J . i i i ^ * i « .'•/••W/y/
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Mass. bill proposed
for host liability
BOSTON >.M' i iu\i\< [,!,• - '- .!. ! 'nniH-

wlii'ii a luis! s^diiji! I)c ji.iidi' ;. > :-. by

drunken giit-sis would bv .spcUcci <.iui undfi

a bill bi'ine drafted by the House chairman
<it

• ,i.-laiurt"'> Cnininal -lustHi'

CiinniutUa'-

Ht'P S.il DiM.i-i 11 l-{(istoa, said he ex

p('i-t('(l ii. 'lie 1

1

'sal next Uffk.But

the uisdoni of k'Kislating ho.st lial)i!it>

ratluT than h'ttnii,' court.< detfrniine it in

iiuliv. ifinal r,i>(.— iia> hoen (jucst lum.'d.

'I! Supreme Coin't reci'iitiy ruled

thai Lii.ii< r certain circum.^taiRes, a host

could he held liahU' for the actions In-

drunken tfuests after they leave a party

The court has previously said that

owners of bars, restaurants and package

stores and other commerical vendors of

alcohol can be sued. It said it would

recognize t lie liability of sfx^ial hosts under

some circumstances hut would review that

ui) a LUSe li\ c:! • ;
'

I IS.

I'iuUt tlii' pi.
.
pi. ^.li. discussed ai .> teruni

'iuesd;i\ . ;i ln'Sl i,(iul<i l)e held re-.pii.-i hie it

a in(i!(in-t (Ir.mk at a irn-nd'.- hunc ukI

iiiii! -I pedestn.m \\ liile dn\mg huiiit- oi it

an executive v\ a.^ killed u hen he crashed

his car after drinking iieaviis at a

fund raiser.

One questi(tn i lised was about .1 cor

[Hiiate host who iii\ lies hundreds of people

1 . \ MM 1 iwii ,111(1 i.~ -lied a!'er one ^nie-^l i.--

Ill a car accident.

'No legislation tail lUiicipate the \.iiii

t V of cases that are going to come before the

court," said Thomas Lambert, a professor

at Suffolk University School of Law, told

the Harvard School of Public Health lun

cheon on drunken driving and alcohol

ahu.se. He said courts would be better

equipped to determine who should be held

liable.

VICTIMS OF MASSACRE BURIED-Coffins with corpses of of

Jewish worshippers killed in the massacre in Istanbul's Neve

Shalom Synagogue, Saturday, are placed beside the graves to be

buried, Wednesday.

1m
1

LAST YEAR 400 STUDENTS DID
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

ON THEIR CAREERS...
'•The degree of responsibility I encountered on my co-op exceeded my
expectations. In short, the job was hard, but fun.

"

'Working for a time in a professional environment was terrific. Now I

can interview with recruiters and feel comfortable.

"Cooperative Education can be invaluable. I hope to land another job

in the Spring."

Visit our table on the Concourse
Wenesdays during the month of October

Deadlines For Spring Co-ops Are Approaching Fast

DAILY INFORMAITON SESSIONS
IN THE CAREER CENTER*

Monday - 2:30

Tuesday, Wednesday - 12:00 noon
Thursday - 1:30

(formerly frat/sor park - Orchard Hill bus route)

OFFICE FOR COOPERATIVE EDUCATION
University Career Center 545-2224

GKING VXARDEN
A MAWPARW m S2ECHUAW RESTAUPAWT

Open 7 Days for Lunch ft Dinner Hours Son Thufs 1110 Ffi & Sat 11 2

WEEKDAY DINNER BUFFET - Men Thurs $6.95, 5 830

SUNDAY BRUNCH 11.30-3
Full Luiiior License

FRI SEPT 12

EXPLAIN

9pm - 1am

SAT. SEPT 13

HAPPENSTANCE
SWING & JAZZ
9pm - 1am

Hubley, Rosenberg debate

over congressional seat
Bv .JESSICA F^OHTNER
('iiili.'Ki''ii * 'nn-f^|HP!i(l(nt

Rnbie Hublf> and St.m Hosenbeij,',

Democratic candidates v\m^' lor the Third

Hampshire District congressional seat in

the Massachusetts House ol' Represen-

tatives debated key issues of the campaign

last night at the School of Management.
Both candidates, addressing problems

ranging from higher education costs to

hazardous waste disposal, tended to differ

in opinion on the smaller issues, while in

agreement on the more weighty topics.

Because James Collins resigned the third

Hampshire seat in his quest to become the

Chancellor of the Board of Regents of

Higher Education and because there is no

Republican candidate, the winner of the

Sept. 16 Democratic primal^ should win the

final election in November,
Perhaps the most important issue on the

agenda for both candidates is funding for

public higher education institutions.

Ro.senberg said he is concerned with pro-

vidmg fairer distribution of state funding

for public education, which entails "getting

the politics out of education."

He said he i^ niti rested in bringing

rimcrsil \ lalxii .itniics up in date, work

ing for capital oulla\> ir<>ni 1 In- stale for

maintenance, and pi'i\ i(iinj_; mmr tiiiancial

aid for cjualified students.

A UMasH graduate. Rosenberg pledged to

"help UMass become an indispensable

resource for the state through its research

and public .service."

Hubley also said he is a lirm supporter

of public higher education. He stressed his

loyalty to UMass through his personal

connections.

"I met my intellectual mentors here,

when I attended the University as a stu

dent, and have worked closely with the

University staff in my professional life," he

said. Rosenberg .said that as a staff

worker for. state Sen. John Olver, he has

experience "in broad aspects of govern-

ment," and can better implement change

because he has direct experience in the pro-

cedures of government from the inside,

while he called Hubley "a lobbiest."

Hubley who served as executive director

of the Water Supply Citizens Advisory

Committee as well being a legislative

agent for the Massachusetts Audobon

Al> photo

CONTINUING THE DEBATE-Massachusetts Eighth Congres-

sional District candidates Joseph P. Kennedy II (left) and George

Bachrach (rt.) continue to argue a point off-camera following their

debate last night.

Society contends that the state legislature

"would do well to have a profe.ssional en-

vironmentalist on the floor on the

Massachusetts House of Representatives."

Themost
demanding;
diallengipg,
enlightening,
riotous,

omiciilt,

motivatingand
exdtingcourse
youcantake
incoUeg?.

ARMY
RESERVE

OFFICERS'

TRAINING
CORPS

Contact: Major Mahoney or

Major Cunningham
413-545-2321

.JL, r^ollillS <iintinui-il Irorn page 1

Massachusetts," O'Brien ^^aui Jenifer must work at

bringing together the legislature, the regents, and the ad-

ministration if we hope to create a .strong system of public

higher education.
'

O'Brien criticized the regents for not offering any direc-

tion to the state college system. ^

zs acE as acs

DELTA UPSILON FRATERNITY

OPEN RUSH
SEPT

10,11,15,16
9:00 pm

BBQ - SEPT 1

5

4:00 pm

MON NIGHT
FOOTBALL

- 15th

;

I-

Cr^AD

I

"1 D
i

J a
o

c ^
<i n'6

86 GREEK
GAMES

CHAMPIONS

INTRAMURAL
FOOTBALL
BASKETBALL
WRESTLING

ABOVE
AVERAGE

SCHOLASTICS

EXCELLENT
COOK

'

Epson Equity i

w/printer includes

256 k dual floppy

mono monitor

$1295

Computer Rentals

$200.00
per semester

Terminal Rentals

$130.00
per semester

includes 1200 baud modem

Memory Upgrade
to 640K

$99.00

Fail Prices Good tiii 9/31

CALL 549-3831

a:z as as zs as as as as T r J t '

PIONEER VALLEY

DATA EQUIPMENT

259 Triangle Street

Amherst
549-1017
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UMass police to increase
safety motor patrol

University of Massachusetts Police have

issued a warning to the University popula

tion. Tuesday there will be increased motor

patrols to reduce pedestrian danger in the

crosswalks.

• At 8:31 Tuesday morning, a woman
from the Physical Plant was crossing Com
monwealth Avenue when she was "nudg
ed" by a car. The driver did stop to check

her condition, then sped off. She was taken

to the infirmary where she was treated and

released Failing to obey the laws of the

Crosswalk carne.s a $25 tine, police said.

• A 22-year-old UMass student wa.s slop-

ped at 11:53 p.m. Tuesday. The man was
driving his 1985 Toyota on Commonwealth
Avenue at 49 miles an hour in a posted

30-mile-an-hour zone. The driver has

outstanding motor vehicle violations issued

by UMass and Hadley Police conjuctively.

He will be arraigned today, police said.

• At 1:59 p.m. Tuesday an 18 year-old

male had a stainless knife confiscated by

University police at the Ti-xtbook Annex.

He will be able to recover his possession at

thf police department, police said.

• At 10:27 p.m. there was a battery theft

from plot at Fraternity-Sorority Row.

Valued at $50. the Delco battery was

removed along with its terminals. Replace-

ment cost runs $65 plus labor, police said.

• A pizza was reported stolen by an An-

dy's Pizza employee at 2:13 p.m. A person

in George Washington Tower used a forg-

ed gift certificate to fool the employee into

giving the $6.50 pizza away. No charges

were filed, police said.

• In two related incidences, beer was

recovered from two underage students and

both were issued a summons, police said.

PATRICK JOHNSON

Suicide, TV correlated
BOSTON (AP>-News and feature stories

about suicide, as well as television movies

on the subject, seem to trigger teenagers

to take their own lives, two new studies

conclude.

The research suggests that even well-

intentioned examinations of the rising

suicide rate can prompt troubled

adolescents to kill themselves. However,

experts are unsure what, if anything, the

news media should do differently in their

portrayal of suicide.

i don't think we should not ttll the

public that the suicide rate is going up.

That would be ridiculous,"said Dr. Leon

P^isenberg of Harvard Medical School. "Yet

if this is right, that may be some sort of

stimulus to people who are thinking about

it. I don't know what the solution is."

Although the studies concluded that teen-

age suicides increase after television news

programs or movies dealing with suicide,

neither showed that the victims had actual-

ly seen the progiams.

Research by Dr. David P. Phillips of the

University of California at San Diego found

that the nationwide suicide rate among
teen-agers was 7 percent higher than usual

following 38 television news and feature

.stories about suicide during the 1970s.

Work by Dr. Madelyn S. Gould ofColum
bia University found that the number of

teen age suicide attempts in the New York

City area rose significantly following three

of four made-for-television movies about

suicide that aired during the fall of 1984

and winter of 1985.

Both studies suggested that teen-agers

imitate the suicides they hear about on

television. The reports were published in

Thursday's New England Journal of

Medicine, along with an editorial by

Eisenberg.

The National Broadcasting Co. said

another study suggested stories about

suicides helped avert more deaths.

I

MENTAL HEALTH GROUP • Fall 1986

Building Relationship Skills - Monday, 3:30-5:00

Lucid Dreaming: The Skill of Being Concious and

Aware When You Are Dreaming (This is not a

psychotherapy group.) Monday, 3:30-5:00

Increasing Self-Esteem - Tuesday, 3:15-4:45

Adult Children of Alcoholics - Tuesday, 1:00-2:30

Children of Divorce Support Group - Wednesday,
5:15-6:30

Self-Exploration Group - Wednesday, 3:30-5:00

Support Group for People With Chronic Physical Il-

lness - Thursday, 4:00-5:00

Screening interviews required for all groups. For more information, or to register for

a group call 545-23378 or stop by 127 Hills North before September 30. Groups begin

in early October

SV^^AWWVSAA^

CALCULATOR CENTER
Basic Business Scientific

For the student who has no equal

scientific calculators that have

no equal

HP no sso.oo
list price S56.00

:.? 3 s 5 6 T

•I a P*»t* • »*\ • ' • -Mtm .HAD "f

A C K * K O

HP ISC $89.00
list price $99.00

This year get a head start on your classes with the HP-llC

or the HP-15C. So advanced they don't need an ""equals" key.

So extremely easy to use, you'll solve even the most complex

mathematical problems quickly,

Hewlett-Packards innovative design eliminates a vast

number of keystrokes. That saves you time with hyperbolics

and other complex calculations ... a big plus at exam time.

Get the HP-llC or HP-15C today, and start out the year one

step ahead fyt^ HEWLETT
mL'fiM PACKARD

LOCATED IN THE CAMPUS CENTER

OPEN
M-F 9-5

SAT 10-3
€f .UNIVERSITYmSTORED

Complete Hairstyling for Men & Women

Haircut - $9.00

Perms - $40 with haircut

228 Triangle St.

Amherst

Call: 549-1502
SEBASTIAN .^vvvLVLPw^A^^An^v^^^%^vv^n.v^AV^A^fliA^v^AAA%fl^^

FREE DELIVERY
31 Boltwood Walk i '%|p<2 1AQA
Downtown Amherst J ZDi^/^V^

through the Alley

behind "Time Out'
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DoonesbtirY

By Garry Trtideatt

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

AfOUSe, 0. Mouse,!UHERB IS

im^INO? ZZIl J! AI/UK

'

cmi HBSTLB'S! >>

nVSLAWN-BARNay RUBdLB
de3fiJ 7H5 JBTSONS' RG/UA-
VON: I NewA MANICURB '

nVUATION: I HAVE OUJNeP
39Bimiacfens!

^^

RBVUATION:
I'M MARRJ£P
TOA LUNATIC.

"You know, I bet your kids and Bruno

would like to go outside wtiere ttte/d

hove room to really play."

Gordy By Gorde

GO 7}^L< 7D -me
mt-oeLTn'sf

[mANSL€.
OKAyf

OKAY/ /ZC
SHUT UP/
:jeeezf

GO r/tuc

THE Y'f^B A I- /r-rte
'^Hef^Y'/ OOA/'T YA
TMMKT

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

HCi Kip. VOU WA/^N^
3of^& Htrl ^

I

9 @
GKO/M-

V
A

i

Campus Pond By Sal

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

5TSPfouR--''mciNG'me
HORROR OF MrS/eddINO VoUR
COMIC 5mP F^fiP PCFORB
puBLiarnoN

"

NOTIME'
HOVmf

mNT AN
OfINION r

\

NonHft\/eHr
vmwpoff
(MR/ii^r
Mwrw

"'M>
\

^ Mr—

&
\%u^\j/-^-\l Jf^-— —

:.-..,w>r"^

:^

f 1

niJusT
cnecKiye
dpeuji^..

MSeARb
ARB cio5ep..

MY BARS
ARE aoxp...

••• Collegian Staff***
All Collegian staff:

There will be a meeting at 7:30 pm tonight in

the newsroom Please attend.

The Collegian is now hiring experienced paste-up peo

pie for night graphics Call or see Ansel Zintci at the Col-

legian, 1 13 Campus Center. 545-3500

Daily Crossword Puzzle

Acnoss
1 Showy adorm
5 Haydn ex

HoviHnQwvy

9 Son o) Jacob
13 Auttiof WOa se)

14 Speech sound
15 So bait

16 Judy Ho<bday

mows 1960

19 Lika aome
kitchanwara

20 M^of wasaal

21 W#w<glon
body

22 MaiiOan ot tha

cranx

24 Ear spaciaUsi s

iiatd

27 In tavof ot

30 Schooner parta

34 Tenth part

Comb «orm
36P«oh
SS Ethe< Merman

vehicta 1946

39 ftoad a<gn

40 SMp — ' (huny)

41 Roundup
raquaamam

42 Site o( Royal
Botanical

Gardens
43f^rtso< feat

45 Fencers need

4eGe( — o(

SI Sacred imaget

S4 Ckques
S6QMn>ys 196S

Piriitzer Pnre
ptaytiwnh

The)
59 The Stooges.

• g
60 Pirate s loot

61 Reasonat>le

62 Toe tt>e mark

63 Window pan
64 Cult>enson

etai

DOWN
1 Goddess ot

youth and
ottiers

2 Coeur d ~.
Idaho

3 Lombardy city

4 Historic city in

r.en Alat^ama

Edited by Trade Michel Jaffe

5 Tmy opening 29 City on the

6 Inspired respect

7 — diem
8 Actrass

MaeOraw
9CaiaMot

Ntgarta

10 Eaalam btgang

1

1

Jackal tilt

12 Swansoh of
' Benson

14 QenHemans
gentleman

irSnaMy
18 Not one
22 Egg before

ma1urtlor^

23 Exchange (ee

25 HC
Andersen t

binhpiece

26 - Be
Beatles

song
27 Grand Banks

problems

28 Burden

Truckee

30 Cover up
31 Pay ttw kitty

32 Before tall

or flake

33 Tilt

36 Musical

37 Oapanad
38 Heavy owerooat

43 - duut

44 Fall guy
45 Relish

47 Occurred
48 Agave Nbar

49 Wee
50 Curves
51 Ratio words
52 Restrain

53 Theater award
54 US armed

forces

personnel

55 Pledge
57 I4edta initials

58 — man (all)
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Lunch
Menu

Cavatelli Supreme
Seafood Crabmeat Roll

Basics Lunch

Seafood Crabmeat Roll

Tomato Casserole

Dinner

Baked Chicken 1
Pineapple Ham Steak

• Fruit Plate

Basics Dinner

Golden Carrot Bake

Baked Chicken

r Weather

TODAY Cloudy and warm with a chance of showers,

highs in the low 80's. Tonight more showers likely.

V.

Today's Staff
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Kalekeni Banda: Pursuit of excellence
Women 's coach makes mark on athletics

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

Kalekeni Banda is one

person who is trying to keep

soccer fun. the way it should

be.

The University of

Massachussets women's soc-

cer coach has grown up with

the game and it is still a ma-

jor part of his life.

In his six years as head

coach at UMass, Banda has

helped make the

Minutewomen a national

powerhouse in women's soc-

cer. Last year, he won the

coveted title of NSCAA
Naional Coach of the year

after leading UMass to a

fourth-place finish in the

nation.

Banda is currently on a

number of national soccer

committees, and devotes a

great deal of time to the

sport, but he still feels it is

becoming too complicated.
"1 love the sport of soc-

cer," Banda said. "I grew up

with it and it's in my blood.

But before I came to UMass,
I helped coach the national

team in Africa. We'd get up

in the morning, have
breakfast, and play soccer

all day. Now that was fun.

But American society looks

at sports differently.

Sometimes they become too

important."

Banda, 35, was born in

Malawi. The son of a

diplomat, Banda spent two

years in West Germany
before moving to New York

at the age of 17.

He participated in soccer

and track and field at

Mamaroneck High School

and then attended UMass,
where he played soccer all

four years, demonstrating

his versatility while playing

forward, stopper and

sweeper.

He graduated from
UMass with a degree in

physical education and no

thoughts of coaching on his

mind.

"Its funny, because I

never planned to coach,"

Banda said. "In high school,

I just thought about having

fun. But I started to think

more about coaching later,

when I went back to

Africa."

After four years in Africa,

Banda returned to UMass
where he was an assistant

coach for a year.

"Another thing I liked

about coaching in Africa is

that there were much more
players," Banda said. "It is

our national game so I got

to see a lot more talent come
and go. It is more limited in

this country."

But Banda had observed

and learned a lot about

coaching as he was growing

up and formed his own
coaching style, which was
successful from the

beginning.

"I learned a lot of things

from different people," Ban-

da said. "My high school

coach, George Holub, really

knew how to understand his

players and I learned some
of that from him.

"Gerald Redmond (a

former sports history

teacher at UMass) taught

me how to look at soccer

from a coach's perspective.

He had a strong sense of

history of the game and also

taught me a lot of the little

things."

Participating in track and

field at UMass also helped

Banda, both physically and
mentally.

"Track and field taught

me the limitations of the

human body," Banda said.

"Ken O'Brien (UMass
mens' track coach) also had

a great influence on me and

I learned a lot about
coaching from just hanging
around the coach's office. I

took what I learned from all

these people and tried to for-

mulate my own coaching

philosophy."

Banda's phisophy is a suc-

cessful one and it shows not

only in his coaching record,

but in the importance of

sonu' !! '<H cominiltees ht»

belong> to

He hah been a inemiuM '>f

theNf.XA Xational ( liaiii

pionship Comniitti( im the

past four years, aimther

pcisit ion ihat he lmijos -

Banda ha- ai.^fi been in

volved in 'he determination

ol national and ic^innat

rankings since he has bi-en

at UMas'^.

As ii' his time uas net

already tilled with .-.(^ccei

.

Banda i.s al.so a niemher n\

the ISAA Natienai Kules

Committee and the NCAA
Champion.^^hip Soccer Ball

Committee, which deter-

mines the best ball for

championship play.

"I've seen a lot of teams
come and go," Banda said.

"But I've taken great

pleasure in watching
women's soccer become a

major college sport and hav-

ing had a part in it."

Notice

The women's soc-

cer team is looking
for a team manager.
Anyone interested

should contact
Kalekeni Banda at

545-4343 or in room
225B in Boyden as

soon as possible.

\
ealingptaciv |

\ CAMPUS PLAZA
s

5(next to Super Stop & Shop)-

Rt 9 Hadley/Amherst !

256-6889
6 AM - 3 AM
SUN-THURS
• OPEH 24 HOURS

j

kinko's

220 N. Pleasant St

253-2543
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Tennis opens Saturday
Bv CHARLES LEDDY and
JIM CLARK
Collegian Correspondents

The operative phrase this

year for the University of

Massachusetts men s tennis

team is "building on

youth '.

Last season, the 9-5

Minutemen were com-

petitive, but with the loss of

several players to gradua-

tion and an influx of youth,

coach Manny Roberts' 1986

squad will have a lot to

prove.

The t»ain is led by senior

captain Flika Rodman who,

along with sophomore Brian

Gable, will be expected to

win manv of the team's key

matches. Gable, who was a

starter as a freshman last

\i'ar, i> coiisulcred by

Roberts as the team's most

oustanding young talent

The Minutemen face their

opening challenge of the

season when they travel to

Providence College to take

on the Friars at 1 p.m. on

Saturday, Sept. 13.

Other returning starters

whom Roberts will count on

include senior John
DeKlerk, juniors Mike
Tofias. Paul Zaretsky. and

F^ich Nieboer, and
^uphoinoi'e ("hiis John.soii,

DeKlerk, Johnson, Tofias,

and Zaretsky will follow

Gable and Rodman in

singles competition. Gable

will team with Hank Baker

as the team's numbei- one

doubles combination, follow

ed by Rodman Tofias and

DeKIerk/Johnson.
Roberts doesn't see an

easy schedule ahead for his

squad, citing tough matches

versus Boston University

and Vermont

'I feel that this is a vt-ry

talented team, and there's

no question that they should

definitely have a winning

record," Roberts said. 'With

such good young talent, like

tjable, we should be a force

to reckon with tor -ome

time."

Following the Providence

match, the Minutemen will

open their home ^(•a^on on

the Upper Boyden courts

next Wednesday at 3 p.m.

against the University of

New Hampshire The BU
match will follow on Satur-

day, Sept. 20 at 11 am
Other home matches will in-

clude Connecticut, Hart

ford, and Westfield.

.... Sound Body, Sound Mind back to School

SALESeasonal Clearance on Bikes
Samples Regul«rty Sale Sav«

Miyata 90 12 spd. $244,95 $22495 $20Fr«K^

MIyatalOO 289.95 249.95 $40fi«.k-4

Sport 12 spd. ^^^ ^^ ^^-
SchwimiTravcler 269.95 239.95 $30Fr«K-4

Schwlnn World Sport 229.95 219.95 $10f«.k-i

Miyata Sport 10 199.95 169.95 $30

Ov«r 20 other modete on sak alto.

Around Campus Special
Save $20

Royce Union 10 spd. $QQ95
Mens& WomensRUlO ^^

FREE «30" Kryptonite

K-4 lock with any bJcycle
purchase ovgf $200.00.

Spcedo For:

Women •lO®*^ off any suit

Plus Free relay goggles

and Cap.

Men $5 to $7 off any suit

Plus Free goggles

All Hawaiian Print Shirts & Jams

30% off
Gazelle All-Sport lycra tights

Intro Price $^8.50 Reg. 34'*

Eastpak Daypacks starting at $12.95

From the Service Center

Fall Tune-up
Reassembly of
Shipped Biices

$14*5

PototoiiSnorts
Amherst 1 E. Pleasant

Northampton 15 State

Notice
There will be a

meeting for anyone
intersted in playing

women's lacrosse

this fall. The
meeting will be held

in room 15.*J at Tot-

man, tonight at 6

p.m. Anyone who
cannot attend
should contact Pam
Hixon at 545-1942.

* football
.iiiitinui'il from pu^v 24

As a testimony of Reid's

c()nndt'nct\ he's encourajjed

an amount of player input

into his strate^jx-

"ir there's something a

player thinks he can do ex-

ceptionally well, then tell

the coaches so the game

plan can be improved, " he

said.

If the Minutemen can con-

tinue to open holes for Neri

and Smellie, Reid knows his

team is going to be tough tf)

beat.

ACTIVITIES •AUDIO
AUTO FOP SALE • CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT 'FOR RENT

FOR SALE • FOUND
HELP WANTED 'LCT

CLASSIFIED
INS I RUC i ION • MOrORCYLCLES
PERSONALS • RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED • SERVICES

ROOMATE WANTED • TRAVEL

WANTED •SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI - 2:30)«DEADLINE 2 DAYS PROIR TO PUBLICATION* CASH IN ADVANCE, IS-^/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIfS

BOLTWdOD PROJECT INFO.Meelings

Wed 9/10 Rm 903 Mon 9/15 Rm 168C

Wed 9/1 7 Rm 904 Tues 9/23 Rm 1 74 All

Meetings 7 pm in Campus Center Come
see it you can help out'

DON T MISS STRIPES and TER-
MINATOR free' Metawampe lawn

lonigtil' 9 OOPM

DVP MEETING TONIGHT! In ttie office

6 30PM If you cannot attend-talk to Janet

01 Cathy

Kingsize Waterbed. new 90 motionless

matress. handmade frame, many extras

S325 253-3302

SUNTANS: Great Back ' To School
specials 20 off it you join with a friend

30 oft it you )Oin with 2 or more friends

Sale good through 9/12 only Le Bon
Soleil

PROFESSORS EXAM fTLeS for

engineering, calculus, physics and
chemistry at University Store

EPSON RXeO PRINTER tractor/friction

feed exc cond $300 aft 6PM 256-8696

HOUSEKEEPERS IMMEDIATE OPEN-
INGS, .ipply in person Howard Johnson

Lodge Hadley

PERSON(S) With Minimum food nandl

ing experience to wori< 13-20 hours per

week On campus meals included. $5 00

per hour to slan Call 586-7535. 549-0454

ask lor Steve

KITCHEN HELP WANTED, tree meals

light kitchen v«)tk for local fraternity Call

Scott at 549-0454

COOKSl LINE. PREP, SAUTE Creative

work full and pan time Dishwasl-'ers app-

ly also Judie's Amherst

AUTO FOR SALi

19" DIAGONAL B/W television perfect

condition $25 call Chip after 5PM
5490136

1982 CITATION 2 DOOR HATCHBACK
STD, two-lone. 42.000 $2,200 253-3586

82 DATSClN 4*4 LOADED with all the

toys including chrome wheels, white let-

ter tires, roll bar. four speaker stereo ask-

ing $5800 call 665-4991

73 OATSUN 1200, no rust Looks/runs

great $750 323-6726

GE 19" B'W television $50. Zenith 25"

color tv $220, Kenwood receiver cassette

speakers $250. 9X12 new oriental rug

$125. 549-0738

EPIPHONE 12 STRING guitar Excellent

condition $125 00 call Martha 545-3146

STUDENT DESK, COMPUTER terminal

and modom 665-2225

1978 MONZA COUPE, sunroof, good

shape, good transportation S1000 or best

offer 546-6448

STEREO OLD BUT good Parasonic

receiver turntable ind speakers call

323 9320 $50

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent tree meals

Light cleanup
Call Cheryl at AXO

545-2152

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY Supple

ment your income marketing top-quality

nutritional products New company has

developed revolutionary nutritional plan

and products based on sound 5icienlific

research This is a ground-floor multilevel

marketing oppportumty Minimal invest-

ment, minimal hassle, potential lor signifi-

cant income For information call

586-9926 or write to Padma Products.

P O Box 356, Florence, Mass 01060

GOLD BRACELET IN Campus Center

noon Tues Great sentimental value

Reward 5490665

THE VEAMOOK IS HIRING

BECOME A MEMBER of the 1987 Index

Staff Applications can be found in the

basement of the Campus Center, Room
103 (just around the corner from the

Collegian)

INSTRUCTION

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS,~e)r-
perienced and patient teacher Rock/

Pop/ Folk/ and Blues Improv ,reading,

theory composition My studio is on bus
line in North Amherst Doug- 549-4786

KNOW YOUR CAR' Basic Auto
Workshop including classroom and
shop limited enrollment 253-2098

FOUND

FOUND — THREE KEYS on plain keyr-

ing in Herter 231 Call 253 1259 or the

Collegian at 545-3500 and ask lor Kelly

Sieger to identify

1978 PLYMOUTH HORIZON Runs well,

new tires, no rust 545-3506 days.

259-1497 eves $1000

OLDS CUTLAS SUPREME 76~AJC7pb,

ps electric windows, awesome Alpine

Car Stereo, and more' Great condition!"

Will sacrifice for $650 Call David

546-6341

VW M Classic ultrareliable FM,

whitewalls ,
walnut dash $850 5450600

EXT 22

king

queen

PHOTON FUTON
gaurenteed quality

$125 double
$103 twin

free delivery

can evenings

$91
$71

586-8917

VW VAN 1974 RUNNING, needs
work$500 549-5128

1975 OLDSMOBiLE OMEGA standard

run well new battery $900 549-4444 after

530

CASH

PAYING CASH FOR your baseball cards

please call Mike 549-0333

FOR SALE

MUST SELL!! Mens's 10 speed bike

$50 (or BO) 2 whicker peacock

chairs $40 ea or $60 tor the pair, table

perfect for studying (has 4 drawer8)-$60

Call after 5 30 pm 665-7544

HELP WANTED

WEEKEND EMPLOYMENT at Riverside

Park Transportaion provided Work
Saturday and Sunday lor the next three

weekends m Sept Earn money lor biiks

Bus pickup at Fine Arts Center 1 am Sat

and Sun mornings return at 1 1 pm Sat

and 8pm Sun If interested or like more

info call 546-9248 or 546-9212

FARM HELP NEEDED in Hadley for fall

harvest near UMass Flexible hours Call

between 6-8pm tor more information,

5490016

GREENOUQH SNACK BAR in Central

Area is now accepting applications lor

employment 10-12 hrs/week Pickup ap-

plications at Greenough Dorm basement

P»rt Time Cashier tor local store Some
nights and weekends Please call

5643603

GUCCI WATCHES lots of styles tor

women Only $30 Call Brian at 6-7425

HARVEST SWEET CORN at Amherst

farm physically challenging Sept Oct

,

tAM till noon $4 per hr 256-1397 or

549-4897

SCERA. THE STUDENT CENTER lor

Educational Research and Advocacy, is

hiring workstudy positions to research

and organize students issues ' ke study

space, racism, financial aid, heterosex-

ism. Etc Women and people of color an

couraged to apply Applications available

in SCERA, 422 Student Union Due 9/1

7

' 3 30 PM AA/EEO 545-0341

YOU CAN DO IT Learn music, aclmg

dance Register by Sept 19 0ldChaple
5450519

STUDENT REPS WANTED earn com-

mission plus free travel 617-321 4165
Montreal Ft Lauderdale

OVERNIGHT POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Care lor the elderly in their own he mes
Car required Send resume to Picmeer

Senior Services Inc 664 Mam Street,

Amherst, MA 01002 or call 253-9726 lor

an application AA/EOE Vietnam
Veterans encouraged to apply

NEWSPAPER DELIVERERS NEEDED
on campus Aprox 1 hour/day 7

days/week Good pay! Guaranteed bonus
paid lor good delivery throughout the

semester Call evenings 253-7009

LOST

BLACK & WHITE MICKEY- MOUSE
sweatshirt Great sentimental value

reward $$$ please call 6 9207

FOR A OOOD TIME CALL

HACK-A-DISK ENTERTAINMENT
Agency Discjockeys, Bands. Lights and

Large screen video dances 549^7144

MOTORCYCLES

KAWASKI GPz 1100 Fueimiected
kerkers Good Dunlops 7500 miles, )usl

tuned $2500 Call Erik 546-8039

FOR SALE 81 656506 Suzuki, Shaft drive

with airinq excellent condition $1000 call

665-4991

YAMAHA VERAGO 920cc shall drive

digital ne v rubber dual discs low miles

helmet $i:'00 4C Brandywine slop by

KITTEN NEEDS HOME

BLACK AND WHITE Sylvester" kitten

cute and lovable call Tim 256-0333

TYPING SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING, long and short pro^

lecls Meticulous proolreadmg Resumes
a specially Call lor estimates 549-0367

SOUTHWOOD APT

STILL TWO VACANCIES available call

256-0166

FOR RENT
PERSONALS

ROOM IN PRIVATE HOME lovely area

FREE MEALS in echange for light kitchen amherst bus route, female graduate

worki Contact Alex at CHI OMEGA prelered utility included $?50/month call

5450162 2560036

WELCOME TO UMASSI Interested m ONE BEDROOM OF TWO bedroom apt

Chnstian fellowship'' The Alliance Chns- on bus route in Sunderland available im-

lian Fellowship welcomes you! More in- ed to responsible student throughout

fo Barne or Jennter 253-7206 August with right to sublet Call Kyle at

_ 665-4044 after Sept 12 or come by arnJ

see 28 Hadley Rd in the evening $225/rTK)

SWAG PRESENTS:' plus utilities

Jets vs Patriots "

tonight on large

screen tv in Hampden * RIDE WANTED
southside rm next to '

Munchies Free to all

fee paying undergraduates * RIDE NEEDED TO NYC and back leav

ing September 19 Will share expenses
Please contact Lisa 546-9803

JENNIFER THANKS BIG guy' You've ^ .

made me happy again Your buddy, Lee
WANTbD

WELCOME BACK DELTA ZETA Have
an awesome semester'

WANNA START A BAND? No ex

CONGRATULATIONS UMASS FOOT- penence necessary Call nowat 54»«816

BALL. Good luck against Richmond I

miss you guys Teresa DRUMMER, BASSIST,
KEYBOARDS,lead guitarist Wanted to

form rockn-roll band for fun and gigs.

SERVICES Covers from 50's songs, Springs-

teen. U2, Beatles and other good rock-n-

MATURE FORMER TEACHEi^ mother of roll plus originals Call Doug 6-5680

two babysits at her home in Village Park

Amherst call 549-2649
_ SWAO NOMINATION PAPERS

ROOMATES WANTED NOMINATION PAPERS FOR the
Southwest Assembly are now available in

ROOMATE WANTED IMMEDIATELY in the SWAG office in Hampden Papers are

a two bedroom apt Call 256 6131 due in Friday 9/12 at 5 00 pm lor more
info call 545-0960

SEMIVEGITARIAN SEMICOOP HOUSE
seeks woman lor single room 160 &
utilities Call Paul or Kristin at 256-0333 WORK STUDY

2 ROOMATES MALE/FEMALE wanted THE COMMUTER AREA dOVERMENT
to share room in house on bus route has two workstudy positions open In-

Steve 256-0608 keep trying dividuals should have good organiza-

. tional skills creativity, layout/design skill

NEED 1 FEMALE roommate to shara rm and an outgoing personality 10 to 20
in Soulhwood apt drop by 95F after 5PM hours per week Deadline Friday Sept

if interested 5 1986 404 SUB 545-2145 AA/EEO
employer

RESPONSIBE, FOR LG apt on bus route

own room, furnished but bring bed $210
for room plus utilities call 323 4989 before COLLEGIAN CLERICAL HEL^
2PM 323 6311x530 after

THE COLLEGIAN HAS a position

TO SHARE ROOM in Brittany Manor apt available lor work-study The hours

$150 per mo heat included II interested available are Monday 8 30AM-1 1 30AM,
call 665-2338 for Dave Thursday 12-2 30PM and Friday

8 30AM-2 30PM If you have these hours
available stop by tf>e Collegian room 113

TRAVIL Campus Center and apply Applications
are being accepted until 9/16 at 3:30PM

MONTREAL COLLEOe WEEKEND book
~

early $79 Oct 31 Thur Nov 2 call

617 321 4165
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SPORTS

Minutewomen ground Hawks
Guiliotis, Meehan lead sweep
By ROCiER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

volleyball team left little doubt in the

minds of the University of Hartford that

the Minutewomen are coming to play.

Hard.

In a more than successful season opener,

the spikers rode the overall play of junior

middle hitter Marcy Guiliotis en route to

a 15-3, 15-2. 15-13 stomping of the Hawks
before 300 rabid fans at Totman Gym-
nasium, last night.

"I am very, very pleased with our perfor-

mance tonight." head coach Elaine Sortino

said. "We talked and served well and our

intensity on the block was really good. I

think that, overall, our play was very good

for the first match of the season."

"We did a good job of dictating the tem
po in the match," senior co-captain Debbie

Cole said. 'There offense was basically

made up of slow, high outside .sets. Karen
(Fergusoni did a good job of keeping the

tempo at a high pace for us."

Despite playing in a gym that had

lighting more condusive to a romantic

candlelight dinner, audio problem.'^ with

the public address system, no bleachers,

and a 13-minute lineup check delay, the

Minutewomen played last nights match

more like it was a middle-of-the-season

conte.st.

UMass established early that they were

for real when the spikers jumped out to an

tally 61 lead behind the hittiniz of

-nphomore hitter Julie Smith. After a Hart

tmd time out. UMa.ss reeled off si.\ of the

next eight points to take a commanding
12-3 lead and force yet another Hartford

Vime out,.

The linu- nul didn't help Hartford- causi

.

as the Minutewomen closed out game ont

.

15-3, on a Guiliotis block and a Cole .ser

vice winner.

Game two staited off the same way for

Hartford, with UMass cruising to a 5-0 lead

over the baffled Hawks behind two Smith
crushes and another Guiliotis block. The
lead swelled to 8-1 with Guiliotis notching

two more blocks and a Juliet Primer kill.

The Minutewomen went on to swamp the

Hawks in game two, 15-2. with a

dominating array of service winners and

a blocking game reminiscent of last

season's team.

"We really made too many errors in the

first two games. You can't do that and ex-

pect to do well against a team like UMas>.,"

first year Hartford head coach Cathy

Franklin said. "Their game was very crisp

and consistent all the way around. They

don't have a lot of height, but they do have

a lot of strength, especially defensively.

Their blocking was superb."

The leader of the UMass Roofing Com
pany was Guiliotis, who tallied seven .solo

blocks and two assists. She, along with

sophomore middle hitter Barbara Meehan.

shut down the inept Hartford offensive at

tack, giving the Hawks no chance to .soar

at all.

"Marcy was awesome tonight. She and

Barbara dominated the middle, both ofTen

sively and defensively," Sortino said. "We
are going to be able to run our offense in

the middle off bad passes as well, because

we have two legitimate hitters in the mid

die that people will have to respect."

The rout looked to be complete in game
three, as UMass once again claimed an ear-

ly lead. Guiliotis also sparkled in the

backcourt, coming up with a spectacular

dig of a Darcy Carrigan hit. The result was

a long Hartford return and a 4 1 I'Mass

lead.

Hartford began to show signs of life at

that point, closing the gap to 5-2 and fore

ing several side outs. But freshman -.ittti

Karen Ferguson caught the Hawks w ith ce-

ment shoes, placing a well-hidden dump for

a 6-2 lead.

The Minutewomen looked as if they were

ready to humiliate the Hawks for good

when the splker^ k'd 14-6 behind tough .ser

vingasifi a Meeh.n. middle kill But Hart

ford went on a To -purt. capitalizing on six

UMass miscui

A Meehan kill down the line for a side

out ended the would he Hartford comeback,

and Primer incied the night on a cross-court

kill to complete the sweep, 15-13.

"\ was very pleased with the poise of the

team at the end of game three. They didnt

panic at all," Sortino said. "That s the sign

of a matured group. We might have been

worried in a situation like that last

season."

Perhaps one reason why the

Minutewomen didn't collapse in game
three was the loud and oft times psychotic

support of the fans. Several times during

the match, fan outbursts kept the momen-
tum going for the Minutewomen and spell-

ed certain doom for the not-so-high flying

Hawks.
"Having such an enthusiastic crowd was

a big plus for us. They kept us in the

match," senior co-captain Michele Barys

.'^aid.

UMass upset, 2-1
NHC gains revenge with last second goal
By MATT GERKE
Collegian^taff

Sometimes revenge is,

enough to pull a team past

a much bigger opponent. It

certainly was yesterday.

The University of

Mas.sachusetts women's
soccer team was tied with

New Hampshire College

with less than two minutes

remaining in the game.

But Heidi Schuberth,

XHC".-^ leading scorer last

year, put a high indirect

kick past Brooke Adams,
th( screened
Mmutewoman goalit*. with
13.''^ left in the contest to

-i\ ^• the Peii^en a 2 1 vie

lory at NHC. "

The loss to a Division II

team w as a bitter blow for

the Minutewomen, who
are 2-1 after three

games.

"There are no excuses,"

UMass coach Kalekeni
Banda said. "We just got

J .

beat. We weren't cohesive.

We were unorganized."

For New Hampshire, a

team that finished 20-1

last sea.son. the season-

opening win was still a ma-

jor upset. UMass handed
the Penmen their defeat

last year, 4-0.

But yesterday, it u ;is the

New Hampshire's turn

Terry McDonough blasted

a shot past UMass starting

goaltender Carla DeSantis

for a 1-0 NHC lead 19:14

into the Kanic .Xn^uv

Therrien got an assist on

the play.

The Penm^ only look

ont.' othri- .^hot in the first

half, liut DeSanti.>came up

big, stopping a breakaway.

Sue Cooper tied the scoie

for the Minutewomen with

10:15 lel\, when she t<y)k a

pass from Michelle Powers

and bent NHC goalie

Jeanne Lozier to make it

1-1.

New Hampshire had
another breakaway in the

second half but was turn-

ed back by Adams. The
sophomore goalkeeper
stopped two other shots in

the half, but was finally

beaten by Schubert's wan-

ning -vhot.

I.o/ier finished with six

s.uf s for the Penmen.

Free Kicks: UMass out-

shot the Penmen. 3-2. in

the first halt Kach team
had four shois m the final

period The
.MiiiuUuotnen held a large

12-.5 advantage in corner

kicks, eight of wlmh tame
in the .second half, . .

DfSantis now h,is a 2.4

goals against .ivetage

while .Adams' tiA.A is 2.0.

. . Beth Round tree and
Cathy Spence each recoiv

ed yellow flags for UMa.ss

yesterday. The
Minutewomen open a

three-game homestand
when they play host to

Texas A & M in Saturday's

home opener.

Collegian photo by Paul Frani,

Sophomore hitter Julie Smith uses block during last night's 15-3,

15-2, 15-13 thrashing of Hartford.

UMass offensive line set

for new responsibility
Minutemen ready to dominate opponents
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts head foot-

ball coach Jim Reid spent last season coor-

dinating a staunch defensive corps that

allowed the third fewest points in Division

I-AA. But ask him which aspect of this

year's team he is proudest of and he'll tell

you - the offensive line.

"We've always had a good defense. What
these guys want to do is to accept the

responsibility for making this progiam a

winner." Reid said. 'This year on the

dettii>i\c line we need maturity and

growth, so someone else has to be accoun-

table for taking some of the pressure off of

the weakness. That- what thev are doing."

The line has tour ot live starters return-

ing iseniois John Benzinger at left tackle,

senior Rnhi it (iicanex at Iftt guard, senior

centci I'ctf Montmi, an<l <ciiioi' co-captain

.'~'tan Kac/oi'ou ,-ki at neht i^uarrh aion.g

Willi soi)homoi\ nglil tackle Micli.iel Bar-

nttc who i-ecl>hirtc(l hist scar

Tile ot'lcn'^iM' line displayed the ahilitv'

tiMdiui'ol till' Imc of scrimmage in its(>pf-n

ing win. ("icatini.; holes tor Minutenien
tiiliiiack ,\1 Xen ' 129 yards on 28 canicsi

.nul tailliack Kevin Smellie i75 yards on 2(1

i.inii>i 111 l'Mas>' 1614 win Saturday at

•lames Madison University, the line taught

the Dukes a lesson in hard nosed, offensive

toot hall.

"\Vc couldn't match their offensive line,
"

James Madison head coach Joe Purzycki
said after the Minutemen rolled up 202 net

rushing yards on Saturday. "It was
discouraging seeing Neri slam four and five

yards behind their big line. They did a

great job."

Hard-no.sed tootbali worked agamst the

Dukes. After the game, both senior center

Pete Montini and sophomore right tackle

Mike Barrette likened the line to the Hogs,

the Washington Redskins' potent offensive

line that made John Riggins famous.

"It gets us psyched up and gives us some

type of identity," Montini said.

But Reid hopes the line doesn't accept the

comparison too soon.

"We'll find out as the year goes on. But

rather than talk about it. let's earn it,
"'

Reid said.

But if there is one thing that Reid feels

the line isn't is being overconfident.

"I have great respect for those guys. If

there is one gi'oup on the team that I think

is really special its those guys." Reid said

of his line.

Rcid has so much respect foi- them that

he and the lrnt> have iueii meeting regular-

ly on Thursday nights to discuss strategy

for upcoming games
John Benzingi r -poke up last week and

made a goal for the otleii^ive line, and

that's to dominate every team we play and

make no mental mistakes," Reid said.

The cojiih ,~aid that the linemen ha\e

alre.uK begun to communicate and relay

(hen respect for him through their actions

on the field.

•.\fter the second (lri\e Saturday. John

I Benzinger I came oil the field and said,

hey coach, you know I think I'm matched

against the weakest guy. I'm pushing him

all o\cr. He's no threat to me." Reid said.

We talked to the other guys because of

w hat he said and we went ahead and em-

phasized the Al Neri power game over Ben-

zinger and Greaney. We ran to their side

10 to 15 times more than we would have."

iiiiiliniirti (in page 23
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AMAZING AFTERNOON-Leah, 6, and Seth, 9, yesterday led mother Gail Gray of Belcher-

town through the infamous maze near the UMass stadium.

*Star Wars' technically unfeasible
savs a former director of SDI
By LORI CURTIS
Collegian Correspondent

The government is lying to the public about the "Star

Wars" defense program and "We simply don't need it,"

Robert Bowman said last night in a speech at Mahar
Auditorium.

"I have been in the room as Casper Weinburger's ad-

visors told him that the US has a ten-year lead on the

Soviet Union in nuclear weapons. Weinburger publicly

said that the Soviets are passing the US, which [he said]

justifies the continuation of the Arms Race," said

Bowman, a former director of the Strategic Defense In-

itiative, a proposed space based defense system.

Weinburger, the Secretary of Defense for the US, heads

the 'Star Wars' program.

"Scientists decided 'Star Wars' just doesn't make sense"

said Bowman.
The goal of the system is to enable US missiles to in-

tercept 98 percent of Soviet missiles during launch. To
accompli.sh this will require a complex system of

surveillence satellites, lasers, deflective mirrors and a bat-

tle management computer, all of which depend upon one

another to operate the system.

"All they have to do is disable one critical unit, and that

leaves the rest of the system a trillion-dollar pile ofjunk,"

Bowman said.

A submarine, bad weather, geese, and a nuclear explo-

sion in space can effect the performance of the system,

he said.

"We'd need almost as many laser battle stations as the

other guy has missiles," Bowman said.

"The 6,000 chemical laser battle stations must have the

accuracy of a machine gun on the Empire State Building

hitting tennis balls in Wimbledon, England," Bowman
said.

"Star Wars has nothing to do with defense. Its just of-

fensive weapons disguised as defensive ones," Bowman
said.

"Scientists decided it just doesn't make sense. I don't

know anyone currently on the program that doesn't

believe it isn't absolutely ridiculous," Bowman said.

"Picture an unlikely .scenerio: A unilateral freeze on

nuclear weapons for the next 20 years; we don't build any

[missies] and they feverishly

did, to get right where we are now. We would still have

enough deterence to destroy them seven times over."

"It doesn't take a PhD to understand that star wars

won't work. Write to your congressman, to George Shultz

(US Secretary of State] or your newspaper editor," he said,

"democracy does work."

Two accuse
UMass police
of illegal entry
By DANIEL SOBEL
Collegian Staff

Two roommates living in the Southwest Residential

Area have filed a formal complaint again.st University of

Massachusetts Police for alleged illegal search and seizure

of alcoholic beverages from their residence hall last

Friday.

David Horowitz, a .sophomore mechanical engineering

major and Dave Gillis, a .sophomore math major, residents

of the 22nd fioor Washington Tower, said they returned

to their dorm Friday night at 8:30 carrying a closed laun-

dry basket. As they boarded the elevator they said three

UMass police officers also boarded.

Gillis and Horowitz said the officers began asking them
if they were residents of the building, where they were
going and then asked for student identification. Horowitz

.said they later learned that police had been called to

Washington because there were too many people in the

building.

Gillis said he asked the officers where they were going

and one officer replied, "Wherever you go, we go."

They said they got to their room and attempted to close

the door but one of the officers stuck his foot in it. The
officers allegedly told Gillis and Horowitz they wanted to

enter the room.

"We kept asking for a search wairant and they said they

didn't have one," said Horowitz, adding that he and Gillis

argued with the officers for at least 10 minutes. "If they

thought they were right they would have come right in,"

he said.

According to Gillis, Horowitz and witnesses on the fioor,

an officer wearing badge number 24 pushed his way by

Gillis, who was standing in the doorway, and entered the

room. Director of Public Safety Gerald T. O'Neil, said that

Officer Paul Blach wears that badge number. Sgt. Paul

Ominsky, who wears badge number 39, was apparently

also at the scene, as well as three other unidentified

officers.

Once inside the room, Blach allegedly said his reason

for entering was that a resident director of Southwe.st had

tcld police that there were screens missing from windows

in their room. According to Gillis and Horowitz, the resi-

dent dirctor, Kim Wysmierski, told them she said no such

thing.

Gillis said screens in Southwest are now tamper proof

and it would be easy to detect if they had been removed.

Blach allegedly saw eight people in the room, plus Gillis

and Horowitz and there were open cans of beer. He pro-

ceeded to request identification and found they were all

minors in possession of alcohol, Horowitz said. Police con-

fiscated 72 cans of closed beer, two bottles of tequila and

one bottle of rootbeer schnapps.

Still outside the room, Gillis said Ominsky threatened

him with expulsion from housing and school. "They
violated our rights. They had no reason to come into our

room. There was no plain view of any crimes being com-

mitted," he said. , . . „
continued <>n page 8

Indians hold
4th powwow
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

The American Indian Student As.socia-

tion has scheduled the Fourth Annual In-

dian Pow-wow. a gathering of Native

Americans from around the country and
Canada, to begin tomorrow at noon.

"A powwow is a spiritual and social

event where native people from across the

nation gather together," said Donna
Goodleaf. a Mohawk graduate student

who is also a member of AISA. Goodleaf

added that the event is a medium for

Native Americans to meet other natives.

"There is a prevalent idea that native

students don't exist in this country

anymore," AISA member Sharon Smith
said. The powwow is a way of eliminating

this misconception, she said.

"We're very much alive and growing,"

she said.

continued on page 6

Gay leader urges minorities to unite
By MARJORIE A. NAYLOR
Collegian Correspondent

Silence is not golden if gays, lesbians,

blacks, women and
other minorities want change, David Scon-

dras, Chairman of the Boston City Coun-

cil Budget Committee said.

Scondras, who spoke la.st night in

Memorial Hall before 60 people, advocated

the forming of coalitions so the voices of .so-

called "special interest" groups, such as

gays and lesbians, women and blacks be

heard and acted upon.

"What I'm here to tell you, above all, is

that winning is hard",said Scondras, the

highest-ranking elected gay official in

Massachusetts.

"You don't get what you don't ask for and
you won't get what you don't deserve," said

Scondras. By uniting together, Scondras
said, oppressed minorities can become a

real political force.

"Being "nice" won't work. You must de-

mand freedom," Scondras said, "because

things won't change unless you change

them."
"Today the Boston City Council abolish-

ed the vice squad in Boston, because I refus-

ed to fund them. The squad had a long

history of harassing gays," said Scondras.

"It is a lot of work, but things are get-

ting done." he .said.

After winning the seat in 1983, Scondras

first project was writing a bill opposing

discrimination in housing.

"That bill brought more letters and
phone calls in its support than any other

in the hi.story of the Boston City Council,'

Scondras .said of the bill which became law

that same year.

In 1984, Scondras formed a coalition

within the council when a number of

minority members became tired of being

discriminated against by the council at

large.

By uniting with two black men, one

woman and a few "progressive" white men,

he said, "that we, as gays and lesbians

continued on page 8

Collrgian photo by Rioci

Councilor David Scondras.
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AP photo

Coretta Scott King yesterday meets Willie Mandela, wife of jailed
SNC leader Nelson Mandela at her Soweto, South African home.

*DearAbby': Elderly hurt

by Social Security system

Panel recommends sex clinics

and birth control for students
BOSTON ( AP) - Public school students,

if their parents agree, should be given birth

control devices at four proposed in-school

health clinics, an advisory panel has
recommended.
The proposal was made Wednesday in a

10-page letter to Boston President Laval S.

Wilson from the Adolescent Issues Task
Force, which he appointed.

Deborah Prothow-Stith, chairwoman of

the group, stressed that the clinics would
not encourage promiscuity.

"Our report to Dr. Wilson also say school-

based health clinics should support
adole.scents who are not sexually active...

and to tell adolescents to consider saying
'no' to sexual activity," she said.

Ms. Prothow-Stith said data on similar

clinics in the country indicate they have
curbed teenage pregnany rates, improved
student attendance and performance and
increased communication between parents

and children.

She said that in 1983, 425 babies were
born to Bo.ston girls between 15 and 17

years old and 685 to women aged 18 and 19.

"Preventing pregnancy is... an important
part of an overall strategy of keeping girls

in school and improving their life options,"

thf tl'^l'' fnrnn loftor QaifJ.

Wilson is expected to study the proposal

and make a recommendation on it to the

School Committee, which will vote on it.

Committee member Joseph W. Casper
already has attacked the idea, the Boston
Globe reported.

Ms. Prothow-Stith said, "We made the

recommendation to Dr. Wilson that he im-

plement the propo.sal to establish health

clinics which offer birth control methods."'

Students would need verbal and written

consent to use the clinics, and parents could

refuse any of the services offered, according

to the proposal.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Columnist Abigail

Van Buren is appealing to Congi-ess not for

advice, but to urge it to change the Social

Security formula that has resulted in lower

benefits for people born between 1917 and

1921.

But with legislation to make such a

change stalled in a House committee, she

could well sign her plea "Frustrated In

Washington."

"Dear Abb^," as she is known to readers

of her syndicated advice column, joined

senior citizens in a rally on the Capitol

steps Wednesday to protest differences in

retirement benefits among people in

similar circumstances. She was born on Ju-

ly 4. 1918.

A brother and sister from Wallingford,

PA, told reporters before the rally that

although they paid almost identical

amounts into the Social Security system

while running a clothing store, his monthly

check is 44 percent less than hers.

Because he opted for early retirement at

age 62, Sidney Ulan said he anticipated his

benefits would be less than those of his

sister, Gertrude Warwick—but not 44 per-

cent less. He was born in 1920, and his

sister in 1915.

"I went in expecting to get 20 percent

less, and I was shocked when I saw the

amount," Ulan said. "Nobody had explain

ed it to me."

Ms. Van Buren said she became involv-

ed after receiving a letter from a so-called

"notch year" baby in 1983. Believing the

system needed to be changed, she urged

readers to write their elected officials.

She said one congressman, whom she

would not identify, told her to "stick with

advising the lovelorn and stay out of

politics."

The "notch" is what the recipients use

to describe the benefits gap.

The disparity arose from a reduction in

the basic retirement benefit and other

changes in the Social Security formula

enacted by Congress in 1977. The changes
came during a five-year phase-in period

and first took effect for people becoming
eligible for benefits at age 62 in

1979—those born in 1917.

The government also decided then not to

credit the earnings of workers after they

turn 61. After 1960, the benefits of people

who worked until they were 65 or older

became based on their earnings at age 61.

Hayfever season at peak
BOSTON ( AP) - This is the worst time of

year for hay fever, an allergic reaction to

pollen that comes, primarily, from ragweed
plants.

Mold spores and sage, an up-and-comer
among irritating weeds, add to the

suffering.

Ragweed is prolific in North America. It

gi-ows as fast as most other weeds that in-

vade your garden.

Our wet spring and summer have con-

tributed to a ragweed explosion unrivaled

in the last few years. Dr. Jack Farnham of

Chelmsford explains that ragweed pollen

counts have been up since early August
and will last until mid-October when thev
trail off.

TU(> f-nuntc r»o not continue until a frost

occurs. Peak concentrations are measured
during the first weeks of September, but

that doesn't mean symptoms like itchy eyes

and throat, nasal congestion and sneezing

spells are over.

"Priming" is the term used to define

supersensitive mucous membranes which
.some people develop during allerg>- season.

Primed people continue to suffer well

beyond the days of maximum pollen

counts. For them, falling leaves do not

signal the end of hay fever misery as even
a small amount of pollen can trigger a reac-

tion. Worse, a lingering general malaise or

irritability al.so brought on by airborne

allergens can become a hardship at work
and at home.

H/^°Kj
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253-5595 775 UNIVERSITY DRIVE

MILLER LIGHT CANS 12 oz $10.99 + 1.20 cs
ROLLING ROCK 12pk bottles $5.00 + 12 pk
SWINGLES 12 oz bottles $3.25 + .30 6pk
KULMBACHER 12 oz bottles $3.25 + .30 6pk
DAB 12 oz bottles $3.70 + .30 6pk
BUD or BUD LIGHT 12oz cans $11.49 + 1.20 cs
KNICKERBOCKER 12 oz cans $7.80 + 1.20cs

STOLICHNAYA VODKA 750ml $9.25

SUAZA TEQUILLA L $5.99

VODKA 1.75L ._. $8.99

BARTLES & JAMES 4pk $2.99

SUTTER HOME W. ZIN. 750ml $3.99

BOG votes
to add
two gays
By ANNE TAUOKR
Collegian Staff

The Campus Center Student Union
Board of Governors voted 110, with one
abstension last night to add an amendment
to its con.stitution that would admit two
voting members from the Ix'sbian Bisexual

Gay Alliance to the Board.

Before the amendment was approved,

board member Dan Collins motioned to

change it to admit only one representative

from the LBGA.
Collins pointed out that the original

amendment would mean two at-Iarge

members would have to be eliminated.

'How do they know I'm not gay? There
is no reason why .someone who is gay can-

not be elected at-large,' Collins said.

LBGA representative Bruce Mitchell

said that he is openly gay and that his

organization de.serves the opportunity to

participate in every aspect of student

affairs.

'Homosexuals have never gotten ade-

quate representation. They can't even ad-

mit they are homosexual without losing

their jobs,' Mitchell said. 'I don't see how
anyone on this Board could see from the

same perspective as someone who is

homosexual.' he added.

Board Chairman John Hayes, who tem-

porarily stepped down to debate, said that

proportionately two members from the

LBGA was the correct amount for the

36-member board because homosexuals
make up about 15 percent of the student

population.

Collins countered Hayes' position by

pointing out that, according to percentages,

there are less S<juthwe.st representatives on

the Board than there should be.

Vice Chairman Mark Friedman, who
also temporarily gave up his seat said an
openly gay person would have more dif-

ficulty running at large.

"People from Southwest are not oppress-

ed like the LBGA, and can easily run at

large. " Friedman said.

Campus Center Director William Harris

argued that the Board is already too large,

and that one repre.sentative from the

LBGA would be enough.

"The interest of the Board need not relate

to sexual choice, color, or religion," he said,

"I think the Board ought not be patroniz-

ed by special interest gi-oups."

Mitchell said organizations such as

Greek Affairs are represented adequately.

"I don't see how anyone who is not

homosexual can represent another
culture." he said.

(olleitiiin phiitii hv Kirti Konanno

IN THE URBAN FARMLANDS- Senior Anthropology major
Heather Roberts crosses the catwalk between the two halves of Mor-
rill Science Center yesterday.
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The Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Counseling Collective will hold orientation

meetings at noon today in room 423 of the Student Union Building.

The counseling collective provides informal counseling and rap groups,

which deal with the main issues affecting gay, lesbian and bisexual students.

On Sunday there will be a counselor training session for anyone interested.

Call 545-4824 for more information.

The Synthesis Center is giving a two-day intensive workshop on total syn-

thesis this weekend. The workshops deal with the deep exploration of the

unconscious, to the calm serenity of the transpersonal realms.

For details on the synthesis workshop, call the Synthesis Center at

256-0772

Local man
dies after
motorcycle
accident

.\ 26-year-old Amherst man iradin!.;

.south on N. Pleasant street on a inotort>

cle died early Wednesday morning alter hui

motorcycle collided with an automobile and
he was pitched m front of another car,

Amherst police said.

Roy I. Fetterman of 18 Blackberry Lane
was pronounced dead at the .scene at 1:15

a.m. by Amherst Medical Examiner
Thomas .

According to police, Fetterman collided

with a vehicle traveling north on N. I'lea-

sant street making a left turn into the

Presidential Apai'tment complex. Upon mi
pact. Fetterman was thrown ofTthe motor
cycle and onto the street and struck by
another vehicle traveling north on N. Plea-

sant Street.

No citations have been issued pending in-

vestigation, police .said.

Amherst police request that any
witnesses please contact the station at

253-2511.

Police al.so reported that a 21-year-old

man was arrested and charged with six

counts of breaking and entering and .seven

counts of larceny of more than $100.

The man, with his attorney present, sur-

rendered to police at the station. The man
was charged in connection to a series of

thefts from businesses along North Plea-

sant Street, police said.

More than $3,000 in stero equipment and
$1,100 in bicycles were recovered.

In University of Mas.sachu.setts police

reports:

•A male non-student was issued a

trespass notice at 11:32 p.m. Wedne.sday
after he was seen arguing with two other

men outside of Pierpont House and found
to have been involved in the spraying of a

fire-extinguisher in the residence hall,

University of Ma.ssachu.setts police said.

•A woman reported a "a number of

threatening phone calls" to her room in

Cashin House between 8 p.m. and 10:30

p.m. Wednesday, police said.

• "Several hundred dollars'" worth of

tools were reported stolen at 10:46 p.m.

Wednesday from an elevator in the Tower
Library; the elevator doors were pried

open, police .said.

• Six books worth $80 were reported

stolen at 9:04 a.m. Wednesday from an
unlocked room in McNamara House, police

said.

- PATRICK JOHNSON and JKFFKY
BARTASH

Sister Merango adds a woman 's vision to secular relief
By KATHRYN POHNER
Collegian Staff

Sister Mildred Merango reaches out to students when
they have a problem, or if they just need someone to talk

to.

"I like what I'm doing here. It's challenging, .satisfying,

and needed," Merango said.

Merango, a counselor and advisor at the Newman
Center's Students Association said the center is for

everyone, regardless of religion or whether or not they

are a student at UMass.
"We depend upon them (students) for vitality," she said.

She enjoys working with college-age students because
they care about themselves. They want to make their own
decisions about how to remedy their problems, she said,

and do not expect her to give them answers.

The departments on campus have many services

available for students, but Merango said she adds a dif-

ferent dimension as a "vowed religious woman."
"There are no religious women working on secular col-

leges in the diocese except Smith College. The presence

of a woman adds a dimension that needs to be present,"

she said.

i?Q^as?
Ten years ago
While more than $16,000 from the John F. Kennedy

memorial fund sits in an interest bearing account at the

New Bedford Institute for Savings, the JFK memorial

reading room in the UMass library has only 85 books on

two shelves.

This was revealed when acting Student Senate

Ti'easurer Thomas Kerrias discovered a file about the fund

and proceeded to inve.stigate. Kerrins explained the fund

was started when the student .senate "adopted the idea

of money to be set aside for the purchase of books for the

JFK OH'iuoJ'Uil w»ding r«(Hn" •

"The Diocese trys to look out for (students') sacramen-
tal needs,. ..but half of the population are women, and a

woman can provide a different viewpoint, and be more
familiar with some issues." she said. "We all serve dif-

ferent needs."

Students come to Merango with a variety of problems,

from roommates to other personal relationships. Con-

fidence is guaranteed, according to Merango.
She said her main concern is to help people solve their

problems, or at least make them feel more comfortable

about beginning to solve them.

Her job has given her the opportunity to form many rela-

tionships with people who have come to her for counsel-

ing, she said.

"In a helping profession, it is satisfying to know that

you are serving," Merango said.

Meeting people's needs, spiritual as well as personal,

is what makes her work different from that of other

counseling facilities on campus, she said.

"We are able to touch the deeper spirit in each person

; to put people in touch with their God," she said.

Merango worked at Elms College and Worcester

Polytechnical Institute before coming to UMass to begin

work at the Newman Center.

"It could be a jogger, it could be somebody on a bicy-

cle, it could be anybody," Amherst Dog Officer William

Chevlea said.

He was referring to the one week period in which more
than 21 dogs in the Belchertown and Granby area were
poi.soned. 'We have a few leads but nothing definite yet."

Chevlea said.

Fire years ago

Samuel F. Conte, dean of graduate studies and
research has been named acting dean of the School of

Engineering at the University of Massachusetts. Former
dean Russell C. Jones has left the University to become
Vice President of Academic Affairs at Boston University.

The Student Government A.ssociatirtn'a'l rtie Uhiver

(ollef^Hn photo by P. Franz

Sister Mildred at the Newman Center.

sity of Massachusetts is gearing up for what might be a

legal battle over which University bureaucracy will

ultimately control the dispersment of the student ac-

tivities trust fund.

A July 1 memo from Vice Chancellor for Student Af-

fairs Dennis L. Madson stated that the student activities

office budget at $.'?! 7.640 is $12,500 more than the amount
the undergradu.it < student -> 'i.itf \nt.<i to --peiul.

.At present the student senate i> adamant it uill not in-

crea.se it's allocation to the student activities office. 'We
don't want to di.scuss paying for it, we won't pay it," said

.S(;.\ CO president Larry Kocot "It may take a law suit

to resolve the situation

Madson coulcl iiot be ifaehed lor comment.

I

I
#
I

I
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'and

/Idvanced l^ideo
aqaS presents

HOT'B'Or

SPOTS in New York
You could win ONE of TWO Grand Prizes

. -/^p^ • Complete AKAI 60 watt component music system
RcjistcrtO ^ and a MITSUBISHI HS-337VHSHQ VCR/or a

Vi\H L pair of SPEAKERLAB DAS-7 SPEAKERS
atan!l <> - or

-

fcO^fcHCtO^*
\ • A pair of A-ha concert ticket at Radio City Music Hall in

\ocation ^ 1^^^ y^^^ ^j^y airfare, hotel accomodations, limosine

transportation and a tour of MTV Studios

AMfTsunsHr
75 WATT COMPONENT MUSIC SYSTEM

• AM/FM sttreo tuner • LEO indicators

• Integrated Amplifier • Cassette tape deck

• 5 band graphic e<]uali2er • Semi-automalic turntable

• 3-way speaker system • System cabinet

COMPLETE SYSTEM

34900

AKAI
40 WATT COMPONENT MUSIC SYSTEM

,

AKAI
35 WATT COMPONENT MUSIC SYSTEM

• AM/FM digital quart2 tuner • LEO indicators

• integrated amplifier • Cassette tape deck

• S band graphic equalizer • Semi-automatic turntdble

• 3-May speaker system • System cabinet

COMPLETE SYSTEM

Available in Northampton A Amherst only.

AMITSUBISHr
100 WATT COMPONENT MUSIC SYSTEM

• AM/FM digital quartz tuner

• Integrated amplifier

• Semi-automatic turntable

• 3-way speaker system

• LEO indicators

• Double casette tape deck

with high speed dubbing

• System cabinet

COMPLETE SYSTEM

54900
Available in Northampton A Amherst only.

V

• AM/FM stereo tuner

• Integrated amplifier

• 5 band graphic deck

• 3-Way speaker system

• LED indicators

• Cassette tape deck

• Automatic turntable

• System cabinet

COMPLETE SYSTEM

49900

AKAI
60 WATT COMPONENT MUSIC SYSTEM

• AM/FM digital quartz tuner • LED indicators

• Double cassette tape deck • Semi-automatic turntable

with high speed dubbing • 3-way speaker system

• System cabinet

COMPLETE SYSTEM

AKAI
35 WATT COMPONENT MUSIC SYSTEM

• AM/FM digital quartz tuner • LED indicators

• Integrated amplifier • Double cassette tape deck

• 9 band graphic equalizer • Semi-automatic turntable

• 3-way speaker system • System cabinet

COMPLETE SYSTEM

59900 44900
Available In Northampton A Amherst only. Available In Northampton A Amherst only.

QUANTITIES LIMITED NO RAINCHECKS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAl ERRORS SOME IllUSTRATIONS FOR DESIGN ONLY.

TELEVISION SCREENS MEASURED DIAGONAUY • PRICES IN EFFEO THROUGH SUNDAY, SEPTEAA8ER 2Ut 1986

YOU'RE GOING TO LIKE WHAT YOU SEE

Advanced V\6eo
SOUTH HADLEY
470 Newton Street

Corner Rts. 116 & 33
536-8863

NORTHAMPTON
26 North King Street

586-6501

AMHERST
328 College St. (Rt. 9)

256-4194

BELCHERTOWN
155 North Main Street

Crystal Spring Shopping Ctr.

323-5892

OPEN MONDAY THROUGH THURSDAY 10-8, FRIDAY & SATURDAY 10-9, SUNDAY 12-5

Friday, September 12, 1986

Rt. 9 exhibit; This auto dealer's above the rest

( (ille)(iiin photo by Niki SokolofT

Bv PAUL I.OUIS

C'dllcKii'i Correspondent

In a world with similar

lookin^j busint-sst's sflling

almost identical products, it

sometimes takes something

d life It lit to ^ft noticed.

For Dave Tetraull. owner

of New Kn^'land Auto Sales

m Hadley thf ^oiswir was a

gmimick to increast' visibili

ty. Five years a^o he put a

car up on the roof of his

garage.

Although It is not the

same automobile that is up

on his roof today, the idea

has launched a highly .sue

cessful and inexpensive

advertising scheme.

His system is very simple.

Auto dealer's Route 9 showcase.

The
Spoke

Amherst,
Mass.

Thf first of each month he

puts out a new display to at-

tract cu.stomers which he

savs is highly eflectivc and

a lot of fun."

Tetrault creates and

makes every display

himself. He said that when

he builds the displays seven

out o( eight cars that go by

\s ill turn their heads, .some

waving or giving thi'

thumbs up sign, he said.

An honest to (k>d 7 out of

8 cars will turn their necks

to get a better look,"

Tetrault said.

Some of his ideas have in-

cluded a hearse parked out

side with a sign saying,

"Our prices won't bury

you." Another was "You'll

flip over our used cars" com
plete with a Fiat upside

down on its roof.

Tetrault said that he also

has problems with people

wanting to buy the display.

Since the cars used for the

displays are bombers; the

kind of cars which he

doesn't sell, he has them

hauled otT to a junkyard.

"Most of them end up at

INKERY. TO MEET. RELAX & Eh

35 EAST PLEASANT ST AMHERST

;»^»^»»»^.»»»»»^^»»»»»»J|L»»Jf»»»»»»»»»»»»»»<^»»»»»*»*

<i988 Advanced Vld«o S«nr«cM,

SIGN-UP NOW^^SIGN UP NOW

BODY SHOP
CO-ED FITNESS CENTER

Totman Gym Basement

INTRODUCING
OMNIKINETIC EXERCISE MACHINES

For Optimal Caloric Burn and Muscle Toning
(BURNS 9.5 CALORIES/MIN.. NAUTILUS BURNS ONLY 6 CALOR'ES/MIN)

12 Hydra Fitness machines to

work every muscle

8 Stationary Bicycles

2 Rowing Machines

Nordic Track Ski Training Machine

Mirrors

Stereo

FOR MORE
INFO CALL:
545-4665

STILL ONLLV
$45 PER SEMESTER

COME IN FOR A
FREE WORKOUT
during open hours

OPEN TO STUDENTS, FACULTY ft STAFF

THE BEST WORKv r IN TOWN

SUPER BARGAINS - SUPER WORKOUT

GET IN SHAPE NOW
REGULAR HOURS 7 30-9 am. 1 1-1 pm. 3-9 pm

SAT 12-3 pm
4l

BcUhertovvn AutO
.Salvaj^e ' hf said.

Be.sides nnl selling the old

displays, he aUn i>f\t r ^^^^

nounces betoreliaiui uliat

the next (»ne will he lit- said

I have about fifty vnttcn

diiv^n.

\\v said he d.'Cide- whieh

oin' to u.^<' about three days

before a.ssembling it and

says that time is basically

the determining factor in

which si^(n he decides to u.m/

One ol" the more time

consuminti di.splay.^ was one

which .said 'Well gift wrap

your purchase." He had to

wrap up every car he sold

that month, he said.

He says that people who
have been driving by his

sign for years will come to

him when looking for a new
car. Furthermore he

sometimes has people com
ing in who want to meet the

"weirdo" who makes the

signs.

Besides drawing attention

from passers by on Route 9

he has been in Valley

newspapers and on TV.

WE CREATE

STYLES AS

INDIVIDUAL

AS YOU ARE
please call for an

appointment

549-5610

COUPON SPECIALS

COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATIONS

FREE HAIRCUT with Perms

1/2 PRICE HAIRCUT with Highlighting

HAIRCUTS only $10

• STYLES BY DEBORAH •

65 University Drive, Amherst

expires 9/30/86
L

^;y.j»:^^J»LJ|LJ>LJ^J|LJ|L^^^^^^^¥^^-»¥¥4^^A^A^^^^»^^^»^^^^^^^^^^^^

COURSE
PACKETS
• No Cost To Department.
• Lowest Cost To Students.

• Fastest Turnaround.
• Campus Pick-up & Deliver>;

• Copyright Permissions Assistance.

• Most Efficient Distribution ofCourse
Materials.

kinko's
220

N. Pleasant

253-2543
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Senator resigns to protestplanned $12 hike in student fees

Student Senate leaders say money
allocated to SATF is mismanaged
„ ... ^ . »,^. .-.^ .,...,...;*,,.. »v>.. iv,,. ifunic fiitiHi.H hv th<^ t'(>(» w\\\ hp her ma

* powwow

Bv CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

priorities lor the item.s I'unded by the tee will be her ma

jor activity in the near future.

"It's prioritizing, not waste." Strickland said, 'we have

A portion of the $1.6 million that students pay each year these services we've tried to get to students and we've

to the Student Activities Trust Fund is wasted on un got to find out what students want, and the atlordability

necessarv professional pavroll positions and mismanage- of the services."

ment student leaders said yesterday. M. Lynn Murphy, assistant to student trustee Uani

One undergi-aduate student senator resigned his seat Burgess, said that the necessity of funding pro essional

to protest a $12 increase in the SATF fee approved by the positions in the Student Activities Office should be ex

senate Wednesday night, saying too much money was amined, but added that she is "not of the opinion that

misspent already. The increase will go to administrators w. le paying money that's going nowhf>re
*'

for final approval.

"Students do not want to pay more money so that the

the bloated SGA can waste even more than the 1.6 million

dollars that is currently being squandered" said senator
^^^^ .^ ^ breakdown of how the $88 per vear paid by each

Brian Darling in a letter of resignation toSenateSpeaker
^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ Student Activities Trust Fund is used.

Paul Wingle. „
. ^ » . The figures come from the chairman of the Student

SGA stands for the Student Government Association,
Government Association Budgets Committee,

which allocates money from the fund subject to ad

ministration approval.
. j , . AMOUNT WHERE IT GOES

The $88 fee appears as a line item on individual stu-
^^ Professional Salaries

dent bills. It pays for about half of the $3.5 million fund,
^ ^^ Residence Area Goverments

which provides money for Registered Student Organiza „ ^^ Pioneer Valley Transit Authority
tions. the .spring concert, bus service, and a variety of other „

^^ Campus Center Board of Governors
events and services.

^ g., Registered Student Organizations
"I'd say that the only thing [students] are getting out

without professional staff

of it is the concert." Lynn McCabe. senator from Cashin
^ ^^ Administering the SATF

said. "A limited number of students get inv'olved in the ^-^^ ' sGA oflices and agencies
RSO's; other than that, no one really directly benefits from

^ ^^ ^^^^^ Program Council (concerts)
paying the fee."

^, ^ a cc 2 74 Spring and Area Concerts Fund
Commuter area government senator Matthew baroff

.-,\j^
'

. Financial Aspects within the SATF
said he and other leaders strongly objected to the amount

^ ^^ p-^^ College Bus Service
of the fee allocated to professional non-student positions.

^ ^^^ Distinguished Visitors Program
Pay for those positions goes to professionals working in gg Capital equipment in offices that provide
student services offices such as the Economic Development "^

student services
Office and the Student Activities Office.

g^ Miscellaneous and reserves
More than $38 of the $88 fee goes to fund those posi- _ CRAIG SANDLER

tions, according to SGA Budget Committee chairman

Nate Moore.

"I think we have to look at every postion in the SATF
budget and say, 'could that position be filled by students?'

" Saroff said. "We need an external, non-University

review of professional positions." "SCERA and the LSO are always there for students,"

Saroff added, "There are some mismanagment problems she said,

in the SATF," pointing to budget overruns by RSO's and SCERA, the Student Center for Educational Research

a lack of discipline in the dispersal of trust fund monies. and Advocacy, and LSO, the Legal Services Office, are

"Ther^ aren't any real priorities," Saroff said. organizations funded in part by the fee.

Moore said that he was concerned about "petty misap- 'The SATF is a wonderful thing, and students get out

propriation of funds," recalling that when senator W. Greg of it what they want to get out of it," Murphy said.

Rothman became head of the Central Area Government, SarofT said he and other students were looking at the

he found that student money had been spent on items such "long-range" possibility of organizing a campaign in

as dissection kits for individual students in biology classes. which students would be encouraged not to pay the fee

SGA Treasurer Katherine Strickland said setting to protest the reputed problems with the trust fund.

continued from page I

AISA will set up concession stands at which foods, such

as Indian fried bread, Indian tacos, corn and chowder. In-

dian moccasins, drur crafts, artwork and clothing will

Vntertainment bv the Iroquois Singers, Youngblood

Singers Whirlwind Singers and the Standing Arrow Sing-

ing Society will be provided. In the meantime, the per

formers will compete for money awards totaling $2000.

Some of the tribes to be represented at the event include

the Wampanoags, Mohawks. Iroquois and six Massasoit

nations.

Beside AlSA, the Student Government As.sociation, the

Graduate Student Senate and the University of

Massachusetts Fine Arts Council have also provided funds

for the event

Goodleaf said everyone, not just Native Americans, are

welcome. The powwow, she stressed, "brings a unified feel

ing."

The event will be held at the Campus Pond lawn from

12 p.m. to 12 a.m. tomorrow; and from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Sunday. The event will be held in the Student Union

Ballroom in the case of rain.

No alcohol will be allowed.

^ r\ n

7 ^^ CO

Experience the best in Video

& Live Enteriainmeni

Thursday
Sept 18

tickets $10

Tuesday
may be purchased at Whitman t Whitman

In Northampton

or

Rap City in Brattleboro or Flat St nightclub

doors open at 6:00

Friday & Saturday

Sept 11 & 12

VIDEO
WEEKEND

17 FLAT ST.. BRATTLEBORO. VT

802-254-8257

NEW FACULTY AND STAFF
Why risk Your Health Insurance

Coverage Until Nov 1

Short Term (1-2 months) Major Medical

is Available As Low As $30/month

FOR DETAILS CONTACT

John Burgess 549-7887

Amherst Creamery Building

150 Fearing St

(Acros form Southwest Dorms)

LOOK! LOOK! LOOK!
GREAT USED CARS

SPECIAL
82 TOYOTA COROLLA
2 DR Auto Ex Cond

F462 $3,895

82 MAZDA GLC
Ex Cond Sun Roof

F434 $3,295

82 DATSUN 210

2 DR Sun Roof

F436

82 SUBARU GL
4M Wgn
F435

80 DATSUN 510

4 DR one owner

F440

$2,895

$3,695

$2,965

Are you

looking

for a

GREAT

USED CAR?

See what
AUTO HAUS
has to offer!

Rt. 9, Amherst

AUTO HAUS
256-6466
Don FounUintf Mflr.

SPECIAL
80 TOYOTA CONV
Low miles auto

F461 $4,895

80 HONDA ACCORD
Ex Cond
C460 $2,89b

75 PONT FIREBIRD

A/C Auto V8

C463 $1,995

77 CHEV NOVA
4 DR V8 auto

A452 $1,495

74 PLY VALIANT
4 DR Auto Ex Cond

A456 $1,295

GKING VIARDEN
A MUU«I>ARIH m SZECHUAN RESTAURANT

Open 7 Days for Lunch ft Dinner Hours Sun - Thurs 11 10 Fri b Sat 112

WEEKDAY DINNER BUFFET - Men Thurs $6.95. 5 8.30

SUNDAY BRUNCH 11:30-3
Full Liquor License

FRI SEPT 12

XPLAIN

9pm - 1am
NEW WAVE

SAT. SEPT 13

HAPPENSTANCE
SWING & JAZZ
9pm - 1am

CoUege coursesforcareersuccess.
TEST YOURSELF! LEAPN NEW SKILLS I

EXPERIENCE AMERICAN HISTORY 1

COURSES FOR CREDIT*******
FIREARMS SAFETY & MARKSMANSHIP
GETTYSBURG BATTLEFIELD VISIT

U.S. MILITARY ACADE2^ (WEST POINT) VISIT
MOUNTAINEERING & ORIENTEERING

U.S. NAVY COLD WEATHER SURVIV7\L SCHOOL

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

MAJOR MAHONEY OR MAJOR CUNNINGHAM,
545-2321

Ai^MY RESERVE OFFICERS' Jl^MNlNC C^RPS

Friday, September 12, 1986

SALE!
&Js>s5J^

BEVERAGE
GLASSES 59CEA

12 FOR 5.95

18PC. BEVERAGE SETS

NOW 7.99EA

WINE GLASSES,

CHAMPAGNE GLASSES.

BEER MUGS. ON THE ROCKS

GLASSES, BEVERAGE GLASSES

20PC.
GLASS DINNERWARE SETS

NOW 14.95

'

Qfnheist /northomptc

dculk) and sixKioy

SALE!

J?V^
pW^

DESKLAMPS

WALL LAMPS

TABLE LAMPS

HANGING LAMPS

FLOOR LAMPS

BED LAMPS

CLAMP LAMPS

CLIP LAMPS

NOW
10.95

y

100W SWING ARM LAMP
RED, WHITE, BLACK, BLUE

NOW 14.95

LIGHT BULBS

EXTENTION CORDS

PAPER SHADES
I omherst /nofthompton

doily ond surKtey

•IP .mmii0mimmm

COLOR

RENTALS

AS LOW AS:
•$12.25/Month + tax For a 13" Set

•$15.00/Month + tax For a 19" Set

PRICES VARY DEPENDING ON THE
CHOICE OF PAYMENT PLAN

RENT BY THE MONTH, SEMESTER.
OR SCHOOL YEAR

CALL TODAY TO ARRANGE
FOR DELIVERY

RESERVE YOUR SET TODAY

Call 733-1470 and ask for RTO Rentals

CALL TODAY
RATES BASED ON A 9 MONTH PREPAID RENTAL

OFFICIAL NOTICE
ID CARDS

The attention of students is directed to the

new Code of Student Conduct regarding ID

cards. Please note that ID cards are not

transferable and should not be loaned to

others for any reason. The student named on

the ID is responsible for its proper use. If lost

or stolen, this should be reported immediate-

ly to the ID office in Hampden Dining Com-

mons, SW Residential Area. The new Code

provides for a $20.00 fine if a University ID

is misused and/or confiscated.

For reference, see "Rights and Respon-

sibilities" pamphlet, specifically: page 11, sec-

tion II.A.7 regarding the requirement to iden-

tify one's self; page 11, section IIA.8. regarding

altering, improperly possessing, or lending a

University identification card; and page 15,

section V.H. regarding fines.

Thank you for your cooperation

Office of the Dean of Students
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Program cuts motor deaths
By LAURA TOMASETTl
Collegian Correspondent

Five years after Amherst Police Chief

Donald Maia introduced the Speed and

Alcohol Patrol program the program con-

tinues helping to reduce traffic-related ac-

cidents and fatalities, Maia said.

The SAP program combines community

education, strict law enforcement and

awareness training, Amherst police Capt.

David Jankowski said. The progi-am is aim-

ed to stop speeding motorists and drunk

drivers and get them off the road.

The patrol opcrstes chiefly on Thursday,

Friday and Saturday nights between 9 p.m.

and 3 a.m.. or any time when people have

a tendency to he drinking too much,

Jankowski said.

Two to four additional officers, who look

exclusively for .speeders under the in

fluence of alcohol, are placed on duty along

with the usual patrol. Jankowski said.

The added officers are not assigned a

specific route, nor do they answer calls

fiom headquarters, he said.

Jankowski said the program started

before "the national push" for awareness

of drunk driving, and is most active dur-

ing the school year because there are more

people in bars contributing to a greater

amount of traffic.

The number of fatalities related to motor

vehicle violations has been reduced since

SAP's inception. In 1981. there were nine

fatalities related to motor vehicle ac-

cidents. In 1985 the number was two, ac-

cording to police records.

•'SAP is an effective operation which is

definitelv helping the Amherst communi

ty," Jankowski said. In 1985. Amhenst

police stoppped more than 1000 vehicles

and issued 565 violations. Almost 300 of

those violations were related either to

speeding or DWI violations, he said.

A key component of SAP's educational

aspect is the server training programs, to

which any person serving alcohol in an

Amherst e.steblishment is invited.

The fir.st progi-am will take place Tues

day Sept. 16 from noon to 2 p.m. at

Plumbley's. Another program will take

place Wednesday Sept. 17 in Campus

Center 804 from 7-9 p.m.

• Scondras
amli'iued fnun page 1

belong."

'We live in a social apartheid,' Scondras

said, 'As gay and lesbian people, we are

behind bars, oft^'n without even realizing

it.'

"The future of the planet," Scondras said.

"depends on you.
"

Scondras and his coalition were able to vote

in the council's first black president.

"For a coalition to be strong we must say,

it's all of us, or none of us," he said, "no

one will be left out."

(olleirian photo by Byrne (iuarnotla

LIKE A CREATURE BREAKING OUT of the UMass Fine Arts

Center, this eagle was one of several images which blazed across

the building from 8 to 10 p.m. yesterday in a projection show created

by Polish artist Krzysztof Wodiczko.

-* law

This Fall
\A/e^>^e Got It y^ll

Blouses Skirts Dresses
OT3P5Z^

333! fe

India Print

Bedspreads
$6 95

Area Rugs

rnntintii'd from /)(J.t;c /

"We admit we had alcohol

but that's oui- fourth amend-

ment right," against illegal

search and seizure,

Horowitz said. "We knew
our rights and they had to

make something up to get

around it." He said one of

the officers told him, "In

five years, through the court

Chinese
Shoes HdWdn i

Posters

Paper
Lampshades

aO to 50% Off Selecteci

Earrings Rugs

Blouses Skirls Dresses

i^^PO R T HAUSll^

TheSKIHAUSisnow
taking applications for

sales positions in

Westfield.Hadley&
East Longmeadown.

Apply at:

THESKIHAUS

on Rt 9 next to

McDonalds

584-7880

system, maybe you'll come

out on top."

UMass Police Chief

Robert Joyce said, "Alcohol

was in plain site and there

were 12 minors in the

room," but made no further

comments because the inci-

dent is under investigation.

Joyce said he has referred

the case to the Dean of

Students Office.

O'Neil said he didn't

t'rink the officers were do-

ing anything illegal and

that "the department is

very cautious," in handling

police matters.

Christa Bamrick, a

sophomore who witnessed

part of the incident, said

that Gillis and Horowitz's

room "is a Z-room. They

(police) couldn't see

anything until they went in

the room."

Another witness,

sophomore Jennifer

Geltman, who allegedly saw

MfRCnNTILE
Sun 12-^
Daily 10 6

N'hamp Niqhts
Th Fri 9 P M

Horthampton-18 Center St

11
AmhersT CarnageShops^.

m f *

MTC >-•• call
• t .M ffs"

cl «•• «•! I ••
DOS Aoc««'«l

FkO^^v DISK ft*ct

.Lt *at4a« »««''- AAtV

. lOOr. •rror *rmi

A b9> o* lO 4k»ka
DtOO •t2.90/»

A D«4 O* 10 dl««*
D%DD *) I . SO/ DM
DSHD !• tlS. *«/»•«
p«y«DI« to 00%^ tsilPt

NY r»»iO»"t«*. 'or
iCDiB* call 2« nr«

t2l2t2Jf-27*i f^iB^w^t
BO> -/ SAIM •' ' fVt

r y , «•• •^ (>««>» 1 S* b *1C.
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Blach force his way into the

room said she heard an of-

ficer deny doing so.

"The only thing you could

possibly see with the door

wide open is the screen,

which wasn't tampered

with." Geltman said. "It

upset me. I've never

witnessed a cop doing

something illegal. I'm not

very friendly with Dave

(Gillis) and Dave
(Horowitz)."

Geltman said she was

reading a student regula-

tion book to the officers,

which stated that no

University officials may
enter a student's room

unless they have a warrant,

if there is something illegal

in plain view or if the stu-

dent gives permission.

"I was reading a regula-

tion book to a cop and he

wasn't listening," she said.

Gillis and Horowitz said

they wanted a formal

.icknowledgement from the

police that they were "out of

line." If brought up on for-

mal charges the students

said they would hire an out-

side lawyer (because the

UMass Legal Services Of-

fice can't sue the Universi-

ty anymore), and would

"figiit it and win because it

was an illegal search and

seizure."

The case is under
investigation.

COME DOWN
AND
RELAX

MIKES'S FAMOUS

SMORGASBORD
EVERY FRIDAY

4- 7pm

REASONABLY PRICED LUNCHES SERVED DAILY 11:30 - 2:00 pm

THIS WEEKS SPECIALS
COORS BOTTLES -

99J
PEARL HARBORS $1-50

MASS SHOTOKAN KARATE
WALK IN GENTILE STRENGTH-^

Spirit & •w ^ ^ ^
dedication ik

required J^^^ i^' Beginners

^ Welcome

Social

Events

Hours: MWF 7-9 PM Totman 101

First Practice Tonight^

2 Free Classes for more info 253-7860

photo hy M. Junf PaKlf

ALL THAT JAZZ- Jim McRostie appeared in authentic 1863 vintage clothing as a part of yesterday's celebration kicking off the Fine

Arts Center 1986-87 season. Jeff Holmes [on piano] and Dave Spor ny play one of several examples of jazz music during the festival.

MANUSC Kins
THESIS

BLUliPKINIS

HINOlNCiS

rnorocKAPiiK" color copies from prints
OVLRNKiin SICiNS AND BANNERS • OVERSIZED ORIGINALS

CONVENIENT hiasi m asant siuihi

PARKING 549-2854 amherst

BE PART OF THE TRADITION
JOIN THE

UAAASS SKI CLUB
INFO AND SIGN-UP WED, THURS, FRI

CAMPUS CENTER CONCOURSE
FOR SKIERS WHO TAKE FUN SERIOUSLY

• •

STUDENT

PROFESSIONAL

$35.90
list price $85.50

STAEDTLER
MARS
4 piece

jewel-tip

set

quantities

limited

M—F9-5
SAT 10-3

Located in the Campus Center

^UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

FOUR SEASONS
584-8174 Rt 9 Hadley

CASE SPECIALS
BUSCH $8.99

BUD $10.99

LIGHT $10.99

COORS $10.99

STROHS super 30 pk $11.99

HEINEKEN $15.99

CABLING 12 oz btls $6.99

UTICA CLUB 12 oz btls $6.99

SIX PACK SPECIALS
BECKS $3.99

HEINEKEN $3.99

SWISS HUPPENPERLE $3.99

DAB $4.25

SAM ADAMS $4.99

KNICKERBOCKER
(dad's old favorite) $2.49

BARTLES & JAMES WINE COOLERS $2.99 4-pk

SEAGRAMS GOLDEN WINE COOLERS $2.99 4-pk

We carry Seagrams New Golden Spirits!

Vodka
Gin
Rum

$8.99 1.75L

$8.99 1.75L

$10.99 1.75L

Kegs? We got em. Lowest prices around. We
Deliver. Four Seasons is located on RT 9 just past

McDonalds and Burger King

"Come on Baby Take A Chance With US ..."
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Cbtt^
H.ei*- Editorial

License
Next week thc-io will bt- a visit U)

UMass by a representative from the

African National Congress (ANCi. It is

hoped that debate on the Apartheid i>sue

will go beyond limited argument concer

ning where politically the ANC has

drawn its influences. Discussion which

centers on either or fundamentals

precludes shades of doubt, possibilities for

compromise, and hopes of reaching

reasonable settlement on issues of impor-

tance. It is no whitewash or propaganda

campaign that has brought much of the

world to conclude that the ANC has

legitimate claims beyond the ashes of

apartheid. We must examine the South

Africa situation, and many other human
c(»nflicts. in a broad sense. Only then can

remedy be hoped for.

Editnnal License represents the riews of

the Collegian editorial editors, Rob
Skelton and William Spain.

mirs MoLl If

|-4elp'ne\ -^^e p€oplc.

Letters

Response to charges of idolatry

I Huhc ^Ucse (b^^/^Q,! cc^y ^^ici^.nrs/

To Tony Rudy and Brian

Darling, who, in a recent

response, likened an anti-

organized icIil;!')!! attitude

to Marxism.
Who said anything about

Marx'' You are making the

absurd assumptidii that all

those who are against

organized religion are

Marxist and bellicose. To
paraphrase, you are saying

"you are against organized

religion, so was Marx.
Therefore, you must think

exactly like Marx, and also

be belligerent. Your rebut-

tal just doesn't make any
sense.

Your statements contain

aksolutely no relevant argu-

ment to oppose the iu^'ir nf

avoiding organized religion.

Summed up. organized
religmn ((m.-i-i'- nf two

physical entitie.s. The first is

a man. (or group of men',

who assumes he is closer to

God", and must make sure

that everyone does
t'\erything just the way God
wants it done. Of course.

Gods word happens to be

totally different in each

religion, (but this is beside

the point). The second is a

book which everjone
believes in because the book
tells everyone to believe in

it. This happens to be call-

ed circular reasoning.

Some actually maintain

I hat athei.sts. agnostics, and
even those who don't

subscribe to any particular

religion, are amoral (which

is probably why you in

smuated that Mark
Caldieia is a militaristic

Marxi.st). True Fundamen-
talists see no need for one to

behave morally in order to

get into Heaven, if one

doesn't believe a Heaven ex-

ists. This claim presumes

that one behaves morally

for one's own sake (to

guarantee oneself a spot in

Heaven). What about acting

morally out of respect for

one's fellow man?
Steve Christianson

Central

Dailv Collegian Editorial

Staff, Fall 1986
Cnluninists; J Bartash, K.

Denton, S CJottlieh. H
Ramy. R. ."-^kt Itnn. I) Schel,

W Spain.

.Artists: K (Jdtdy. V.

K(>ating. .S Smith. A.
'r.iii.K'knian.

IhiTi' Is .•.ih'i iinii- In tiiin

tht .i/l/tirni/ :<t(lff n/ .\rn

England's /(iroc.^i cnllci^e

daily paper. Contact thiCol

legian, 113 Campus C, niter,

CMass. .\mhrrst. 01003.

-j/
«6

The Moc
Pure oncj simple

touched with silver

studs and turquoise.

by L.J. SImono

Open Sundoys

Yankee Candle
'factory GSi, Countly State

S.DMrfield.Mass''*

Help Wanted
The Yankee Candle Com-
pany of S. Deerfield is now
hiring. Seasonal positions

available days, evenings

part-time, weekends. Open
ngs include retail sales

clerical, productions
shipping.

Apply in person Monday-
Friday 9 to 4 (No phone
calls, please) at

Yankee Candle
^t. 5, S. Deerfield, Mass.

RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

JLI»MalnSt. Downtown Amherst 253 6441

BEER BY THE SUITCASE:
Bud, Bud L.ght, Coors, Coors Light,

Sir.^h.:, "i: ^. i.99 cse. & deposit

IMPORTS:
Heineken, Amstel, Moosehead,

Kronenbourg $3.99 6/pk; $15.00 cse ^ deposit

LIQUORS:
Vodka or Gin $8.25 1.75L

All your favorite Schnapps

WINES:
White Zinfancels - 18 different brands

Wine Coolers .... all your favorite 2L bottles & COL^

Our convenient hours allow
you to shop early or late.

TEXTBOOK
ANNEX

MAIN STORE
MINI STORE
MUNCHY's

WED — THUR: 9 am to 9 pm
FRIDAY: 9 am to 5 pm
SATURDAY: 10 am to 3 pm

MON — FRI; 9 am to 5 pm

SAT 10 to 3

MON — FRI 7:30 - 10 pm

SAT & SUN: 8 am to 10 pm

HAMPDEN: MON — FRI 8 - 9

WORCESTER - MON - FRI 8 - 9

FRANKLIN: MON - FRI 7:30 - 9

AL,. WIUNCHY STORES SAT & SUN 1?-8

ALL OF YOUR
BACK TO

SCHOOL NEEDS

^VNIVERSITY
STORED
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A deteriorating situation
Time is catching up with the Republic of South Africa. The

apartheid regime of President P.W. Botha has, of late, been

resorting to increasingly repressive measures to keep the ma-

jority black population under the economic and social control

of a small but fanatic group of white supremacists.

These measures include, but are not limited to: press cen-

sorship, detainment without formal charges, a shoot-to-kill

policy by security forces in areas of unrest and the continuing

banishment of blacks, leaders as well as ordinary citizens, to

remote and infertile "homelands."

The situation is going to get a lot worse before it gets bet-

ter. Growing resentment among the oppressed majority is

manifesting itself in ever larger and more bitter confrontations

with the government. In addition, the black community is be-

ing torn apart internally by escalating factional violence. This-

is happening, at least in part, because leaders who might pro-

vide a moderating influence are routinely banned, imprison-

ed and killed by the state.

South Africa is richer in minerals, in skilled manpower, in

technology and in organization than any other nation on the

continent. However, unless meaningful changes in its outdated

and barbaric system of racial segregation are made soon, it

is a land doomed to a bleak future. A race-war is imminent

and the bloodbath that it will bring could cripple the country

for generations.

Today, on the ninth anniversary of the death of Stephen Biko

while in the custody of South African police, the Collegian is

dedicating this page to his memory and to all who view with

alarm the rapidly deteriorating situation in this strategically-

crucial country.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion ofthe Col-

legian Board of Editors.

Apartheid can kill; Biko remembered
We are looking foruard to a nonracial, just and

egalitarian society in which color, creed and race shall form

no point of reference.
— Stephen Biko

I would be willing to wager a fair sum that most

Americans who are familiar with the name of Stephen

Biko have heard it. not in the context of South African

history but, rather, in the form of a haunting song writ-

ten by Peter Gabriel. Since being immottalized on vinyl

by that politically active musician. I think a lot of people

know that he was an important player in the struggle to

purge the omnipresent evil from that troubled nation.

However, it is important to understand not only that you

.•ihonid remember the man but ichy.

Biko was one of the most intelligent and articulate black

leaders ever to emerge in the Republic of South Africa.

Brilliant and insightful, he drew his knowledge of the

system that divides his country from living in it — from

the dav of his birth to his death at an early age on

September 12. 1977.

He spent his childhood watching black youths,

regardless of their intellectual potential, channelled into

menial occupations that they would hold for the rest of

their lives. He saw whites, no matter how dull they might

be, groomed for supervisory and managerial tasks. Apar-

theid starts at an early age and so did Biko's abhorrence

for it.

When a group of people is continually told that they are

inferior and unfit to hold any responsibility, and when

this is reinforced by every institution that surrounds

them, sooner or later they will begin to believe it. Blacks

in South Africa were no exception. Used to being ruled

by whites who were at worst downright brutal and at best

condescending, there was a crisis in the spirit of the black

community. Biko recognized this and understood that

fighting it was essential to the spiritual well-being of

South Africa.

His strategy was simple. He was the prime mover in

the development of the concept of Black Consciousness.

This philosophy was designed to help give blacks a

measure of self-respect. They had to realize that it was

not their skin color that keeps them in a state of semi-

slavery but the system that makes that distinction. The

badge of inferiority that goes with a dark complexion in

South Africa is not one that blacks are born with. It is

the system that imposes it and it is the system that tries

to strip even the hope of eventual change from its sub

jects. He wrote:

"Black Consciousness refers itself to the Black man and

to his situation, and I think the Black man is subjected

to two forces in this country. He is first of all oppressed

6v an external world through institutionalized machinery,

through laws that restrict him from doing certain things,

through heavy work conditions, through poor pay, through

William Spain

very difficult living conditions, through fy)or education —
these are all external to him — and secondly, and this we

regard o.s most important, the Black man in himself has

developed a certain state of alienation. He rejects himself

precisely because he attaches the meaning White to all that

IS good: in other words he as.^oeiales gnod — and he equates

good — with White."

The very idea that blacks are as worthy to walk the

earth as their masters is anathema to the Afrikaner mind.

Biko was a radical to them and they made the rules. Such

a man, if left to his own devices, might well have increas-

ed his following to the point where it was a legitimate

threat to the order of things. This could not be tolerated.

Banning and harassment were routine to Stephen Biko

throughout his political career. The system tried every

means at its disposal to crush his spirit but never succeed-

ed. He wrote, he .spoke, he debated with prosecutors at

the trials of his friends and he never gave up.

On August 18, 1977, Biko was arrested under Section

6 of the Draconian Terrorism Act for distributing "inflam-

matory pamphlets." Over the following weeks, he was

repeatedly intenogated and beaten Finally, on the night

of September 11. after a particularly savau'' session with

his captors, he was thrown naked and alone in a cell.

When his comatose condition was noticed, he was put in-

to the back of a truck and driven 750 miles to a prison

hospital where he died a few hours after arrival.

He committed the crime of daring to instill a feeling of

dignity in his countrymen. He dared to imagine a time

when all of his fellow citizens could live together injustice

and harmony and for this, he paid with his life. Biko, I

miss you. South Africa misses you. The cause of freedom

misses you and the world misses you.

William Spain is a Collegian columnist.

The point is that the whites would never concede that

blacks were in fact equal until the blacks themselves

began to realize it. Accomplishing this was a matter for

education and consciousness-raising. Biko was attempting

to use these means through the South African Students

Organization until he was banned. For those who do not

know that term, banning is a legal method used in South

Africa to silence political foes. Banned individuals are for-

bidden to travel outside of a certain township or to speak

with more than two people at once.

To most rational and liberty-loving humans, Biko's goals

would not seem like radical ones and, indeed, this is how

they have since been painted in the West. But, it is im-

portant to remember that he was judged not by our defmi-

tion of the rights of man but in the context of his own
diseased society.

A call for action
A broadly based, non-partisan coalition of local

organizations including church, labor, civil rights,

academic and civic groups is calling a large popular

demonstration of our widespread dissatisfaction with the

actions and policies of the Reagan administration regar-

ding the crisis in South Africa.

What is our government doing? Claiming the

murderous and racist Botha regime to be reformist, the

administration has refused to use any of the considerable

means of pressure at the disposal of the United States

Government. Worse, it has diffused and diluted Congres-

sional efforts to do so, while blocking and deflecting at-

tempts by European alllies to mobilize pressure on the

South African Government. All this does is postpone the

inevitable and ensure that change in ISouth Africa when
it comes, will be costlier, bloodier, more destructive and

chaotic than need have been the case.

Clearly, the American people themselves must rise up

and take back American policy on South Africa from the

lunatic right.

We are calling for an Apartheid Awarenesss Week in

Western Massachusetts from September 29 - October 5th.

This week will terminate in a massive march and rally

in Springfield's Court Square on October 5th.

Please join with us and thousands of your fellow

citizens.

Western Mass. March Against Apartheid.

t « ' ; \ \ : \ \
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LADIES JEANS o'SLACKS

WOOD-BRASS & GLASS

DINETTE SET

',ii'r4!F:i:iiiM^

I^BICYCLES

CANVAS. CORDS, POLY/COTTONS, GABSj

VALUE OURPmCE
00 $g V'

^^i

TABLE & 4 CHAIRS

VALUE NOW

>2999S
YOU
PAY

WHY SO CHEAP?
COLUMBU TRADED

BICVCLES FM ADVERTISING It

(COMRIONIY KNOWN AS /'

oSll^ J" '> BAITER). THE BARTER MAN

>, . «acar^*v \ cauio rubie and me x. .

1
^°^^ r-J BOUGHT OVER / [] . V

*- iS. 6000 or THE*
OVER 2S MOOEIS
.FOR MEN. WOMENAV '

BOrS & CIRIS X.*

SUck Trick
FREESTYLE STUNT BIKE
MODEL S222FIIEESTVIE 1000

HERE'S JUSfl
2 EXAMPLES 1

20" GIRLS HI-RISE

Peaches 'n' Cream

»159«s $58** VALUE K
*9500 w H888

TRAILER LOAD OF DINETTES
3 PC. SETS S PC. SETS 7 PC. SETS

TABLE
AND
2

CHAIRS

88 '^ND

CHAIRS

TABLE OO TABLE
OO AMD

CHAIRS

BEDDING BUYS

MATTRESS OR FOUNDATIONS
• TWIN

I
• FULL

I
• QUEEN

MUST BE BOUGHT AS MATCHED SETS

\ <^> rif/^

_ 4WOODBLADE
CEILING FAN

Living Room

AND

CHAIR

00 Rebate you $^49
on 2 Pair leans

^^^

POLY/COTTON PLAIDS & SOLID SHIRTS .KNIT
SLEEVELESS Jk SNORT SLEEVE SWEATERS ^

VALUE " •^^^«^«=^^ "^ ^^ ^

>2000
N

w

LESS '5

LAO^tS
Wten5!erswEATERSo«SHIRTS

IT |,jlr
'^

LADlis ^^T
SILK DRESSES
SHIRTWAIST AND CHEMISE "

"

STYLES • 100% SILK IN
6 COLORS • SIZES 8-16

VALUE TO

$54005

CARPET STAIR TREADS
MADE OF THE RNEST QUAUTY CARPET
GREAT SELECTION OF COLORS AND STYLES
PACKAGE OF 13 8" x 18" TREADS

lOOO'S TO CHOOSE FROM
VALUE $6.95 y

^

$^88W SET

Toad" BUY OUT
GREAT
PICK YOUR SIZE

• QUEEN • FULL
• TWIN

49888

SM/E
UP TO

50%

A iltcpci deal yey're fonno la<c' YOU CHOOSI
TH[ SLtiPER SIZ[ rOU WANT, Qu«n. Full o>
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BOUND ON ALL 4 SIDES

Tel I ^28
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ORIG.VAL.TOU**«r.™^/tr;;:7^ omc.vAi_To»4-

S)o88C
5 PC. FAT PACK LUGGAGE SETS

EXTRA WIDE JUMBU tA:>t j • 40 „ MORE PACKING ROOM
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LUGGAGE WITH HEAVY DUTY STEEL REINFORCED FRAMES
EASY ROLL WHEELS ON 22'

, 24 , 26 AND 28 WITH
PULL STRAPS AND REINFORCED EASY CARRY HANDLE

• FASHION SHOULDER TOTE
• 22' lUMBO OVtRNICHTER rjnis
• 24 lUMBO WEEKENDER

;v«iS\ • 26 • /UMBO PULLMAN •;.',-., ^M^M SET
QVJ^^^^ • 28" JUMBO OVERSEAS

KIIH
OHIIIS
«Mn
WHIIIS
WIIH
WHillS

88

RUBIE BOUGHT OVER 50,000 SQUARE YARDS
6 FOOT AND 12 FOOT WIDTHS FOR EASY INSTALLATION

pV.^ce^3^^T0^14^^• KITCHEN
• FAMILY ROOM
•DEN
•DECK OR PATIO

•AROUND THE POOL
• OR ON THE BOAT

SQ
YD

AND
OTHERS

SEWING DEPT. CLEAN-UP

i'r'oIVsewing notions
ByTALON- WRIGHTS PRIM
NEEDLES • ZIPPERS 4
HOOKS AND EYES 1

PATCHES • THREAD 1
WRIGHTS BINDING
REPLACEMENT
BUCKLES AND MORE RETAIL PRICES
OUR

ENTIRE
STOCKLION BRAND«"°BUCILLA YARN
50%OFF OUR ALREADY LOW PRICES

FOR SUGAR CANE MOHAIR LOOK VAL *1>' iS?89C s4SC
INSTANCE AURORA ACRYLIC TEXTURED VAL »2*»!Sc'n*» s8SC

OUR ENTIRE STOCK

MATERIAL
50% OFF
OUR ALREADY LOW PRICE
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SEW-IT
SEWING TECHNIQUE
BOOK
VALUE

*7
N

'95 wi

LwnniyuL

88C

P'^mk

5 PIECE REGENCY ,^tai

LUGGAGE SET
VALUE >200

$7099
YOU GET THE
TOTE BAG
22" OVERNIGHT CASE
24" WEEKENDER SUITCASE
26" PULLMAN WITH WHEELS
28" OVERSEAS with whceis

COMPLETE
5 PIECE SET

BLANKET SLEEPERS
FOR INFANTS * TODDLERS
GIRLS & BOYS * BEAUTIFULLY
STYLED WITH PRINTED MOTIF
FULL ZIPPER & NON-SLIP FEET

sizes
1-3 VMS

•10 VALUE
NOW

sues
4-7 YM
•W VALUE
NOW

SIZES
7- 14 VRS
>20 VALUE
NOW

$488 $^88 $g

CONNECTICUT STORES OPEN 7 DAYS
SATSUN lO-S • MON-FRI 10-9

ROUTE S - EAST WINDSOR. CONN.

1131 CAMPBELL AVE., WEST HAVEN, CONN.
ROUTE 184, (OPP. CROTON MOTOR INN) GROTON, CONN.

MASS STORES OPEN 7 DAYS
HAMPSHIRE MALL - HAOLEY, MASS.

SUNDAY 12-5 • MONSAT 10-9

CANAL STREET - TURNERS FALLS, MASS.
SATURDAY 12-6 • SUNDAY 10-6 • MON-FR! 10-9
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Countering militarism not the work of lunatics
There is a lot that still needs to be said about Recogni-

tion Weekend. Last week I described an act of brutality
that occurred in front of the parade reviewing stand. A
kneeling man wa.s kicked in the groin by a marching
marine, and those with the best seats in the house claim
to have missed it. Some, like Recognition Weekend
organizer F.van Johnston, even go .so far as to insist the
man "threw him.si'lf in front of the Marine Drum Major."
Johnston is confused at best

In coming to under.stand what happened July 19th. I

went to a great deal of trouble. 1 spoke at length with John
Schuchardt, the man wh(t knelt to pray in the street. I

called the man who kicked him, Msgt. James Marcil, at

his base in Washington. I interviewed Public Safety Direc
tor (iiiald ONeil and spoke with Recognition Weekend
organizer Roy Voci. I -poke with a number of people who
saw part of what happened and a few who saw all of it.

In short, Johnston's charge that I am "uninformed" is

unfounded.

I also studied a series of photographs taken during the
incident. One of them was of John Schuchardt and his wife

Judith Williams kneeling in a prayerful attitude in the
street. He held a banner with the words "Risk Peace" writ-

ten across it. She had her guitar laid beside her on the

pavement. One would be hard pressed to find a less

threatening pair.

Johnston states that Schuchardt needs "a good spank-
ing," reducing him to a poorly-behaved child. If Johnston
knew anything about Schuchardt, the utter absurdity of

his statement would be immediately apparent, even to

him.

John Schuchardt is a 47 year-old ex-Marine. He resign-

ed his commission in 1965 when the first troops were com-
mitted to Da Nang. One of the original "Plowshares 8,"

he .spent a year in prison for helping to destroy two Mark
12-A first strike missiles. A few years after his release.

as one of the "Avco Plowshares," Schuchardt poured
human blood over the original plans for the MX missile

.system. He is a member of the Vermont and Illinois bars.

Clearly, this is a man who knows the difference between
right and wiong.

Timothy Harris

So why (lid this man choost- to ol)strui.-l a inilitaiy

parade? What could motivate a per.-oii to kneel and pra>

at what .seems such an niappropriate moment? According

to Schuchardt. "War is the most colossal of all e\il.s It

I.- irrational and abnormal behavior. This parade was

si'eking to normalize violence Judith and I felt coni|)ell

ed in conscience to say "not in our nanu'-.' li\ kiu'elmg

in the path of those units marching lock.step to doomsday,

someone has to stop this lemming behavior." These are

hardly the words of an irresponsible fanatic.

Schuchardt spoke of the incident as a metaphor for the

larger issues of violence versus nonviolence. "An act of

public prayer is an act of witness." said Schuchardt. "and

the selection of time and place is all important. This is

the geogiaphy of prayer." In positioning him.self before

the parade. Schuchardt felt he was involved in both an

act of intervention and of witness.

After the Marines marched over Schuchardt (and they

did march over him, some kicking bis head) he was dragg-

ed to the side by UMass security. Moments later the

Thunderbolt aircraft swept low over the reviewing stand.

Schuchardt rose to his feet, and began repeating a quote

from Archbishop Oscar Romero in a loud, clear and steady

voice: "I beg you. I beseech you, I order you; in the name
of God, stop the killing." Within moments he was pinned

to the ground by Lt. Grabiac of UMass security. Photos

clearly show that Schuchardt was not obstructing the

parade. He was. however, embarrassing the hell out of

OPENINGS
AVAILABLE

UMASS
MINUTES

UMASS KICKLINE - DANCE TEAM

INFO SESSION (mandatory)

PRACTICE FOR TRYOUTS
TUES. SEPT 16, WED. SEPT 17, & THURS SEPT 18

7:00 - ,8:30 pm - 12th FLOOR JQA

TRYOUTS

MON SEPT 22, 7 pm

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL

546-8457, 549-7598, or 546-8422

ofTicials in the reviewing stand.

As Grabiac held Schuchardt's face to the pavement, the

lieutenant repeatedly asked. "Are you going to be quiet

now?" According to Public Safety Director (ierald O'Neil,

Grabiac was "trying to calm him down." O'.Neil stated

that Schuchardt could still press charges against the

Marine if he wished. This will not happen, however, as

.Schuchardt considers the art of bringing charge^ to bt- one

of violence

I'm sure K\an Jolmston h;is hi.- reasons for seeing the

l,ul~ m the hi^'hl\ distoited w.iy he does. It seems that

apologi.sts for the nnlitary often Ix-nd the truth to sell their

wares: men with guns, planes with bcmibs, strength

without wi.sdom; these are implements of de.struction,

.in\ w ay \ <tu look at it. Whether one is behind a trigger,

IHjshmg a liuieaucrat's pen. or simply standm^^ idly by,

one is part of that picture

Tiniothv Harris is a cciitrihutinii volitninist.

^ aHIEMA
Fri - Sat

Making Sense

Sun • Tues

Desperately Seeking Susan

Smithereens 900
DOUBLE FEATURE $3.00
DOWNTOWN AMHERST 253-5426

9:00

7:00

F acc zz: anc a[S acB

CENTRAL AREA GOVERNMENT
PRESENTS

THE GRADUATE
FREE

FOR ALL CENTRAL RESIDENTS

$1 .00 for all Others

Sunday September 14

7,9,11 CC Auditorium

zs sz ZE ZZ ZE

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE
ORIENTATION SCHEDULE - SEPTEMBER

In addition to the already published schedule for September (Mon-

day, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday at 9:00 AM the following days and

times have been added:)

September 15, 17, 19, 23, 25

at 3:00 PM

101A Career Center

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE

UNIVERSITY CAREER CENTER

at mountain farms mall

The area's only complete weight facility!

\\

• Convenient, easy location

• Free parking

• Women's & Men's
shower & locker

facilities

ON THE

BUS ROUTE!
Midway between

Amherst & Northampton
at the

Mt. Farms Mall,

Rte. 9, Hodley

Call: 584-2175

• Over 10,000lbs. ot free weights

• 12 different cable stations

• Exercise bicycles

• Vitamins & supplements
• Tanning beds available

3 Mottm IffmtMHTitiHi far^fity •ti'*! j
• -

'- ' '
'
""*
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CBS News president resigns

Van Gordon Sauter

NEW YORK (AP) - CBS News President

Van Gordon Sauter resigned yesterday, the

network said, one day after CBS founder

William S. Paley took over again as chair

man of the beleaguered broadcasting giant.

'It is with deep regret that 1 accepted the

resignation of Van Gordon Sauter as ex-

ecutive vice president and president of CBS

News," Gene Jawkowski. president ofCBS

Broadcast Group, said yesterday in a

statement.

Jankowski said Howard Stringer, ex

ecutive vice president of CBS News, "will

handle the day to-day operations of the

division, reporting to me."

^MJ Sauter said: "My 18 years at CBS were

APphoin joyful and rewarding, and while the dif-

ficulties of the past 10 months constituted

an irreversible end-game, 1 leave with

pride in my work and respect and fondness

for my former colleagues."

"CBS is a glorious place for creative peo-

ple to work, and I feel honored to have been

a part of that organization," he said in a

statement released through news division

spokeswoman Ann Morfogeri.

On Wednesday the CBS Inc. board nam

ed as the new corporate management

Paley. 84. and Laurence A. Tisch, who con_

trols, at 24.9 percent, the largest block ot

CBS stock. They replace Thomas hT

Wyman. who resigned under pressure_Cb&

said Paley would be chairman and Tisch,

chief executive officer, until a replacement

could be found for Wyman, who held both

posts since 1983.
. ^r

Sauter had been a close associate of

Wyman's, as had Jankowski.

Yesterday, Tisch expressed his con-

fidence in Jankowski. as well as Walter R.

Yetnikoff, head ofCBS Records, and Peter

A. Derow. president of CBS" publishing

group.

"I assured them of my complete con

fidence in them and the organization they

head." Tisch said in a statement.

Earlier today. Walter Cronkite, former

CBS anchorman and board member, said

he was not a candidate to replace Sauter,

as had been speculated in one published

report.

(Dtititiuid iin page 15

FRIDAY

FILM <••

• • *

By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

Just when you thought it was safe to read the Collefiian

again... He's back! The weird critic you U.ld your friends

about, the one who types Steven Spielberg •" dark let^

ters for No Apparent Reason ("Nar for short >. He. e I

am to give vou the pictuie poop, cinem^i .^coop. what you

should see knd what you should flee. (Isn't self-indulgent

writing fun?) . ..

Harken to me oh princes and princesses of procrastina-

tion, this mav be your last chance to see the major moves

of the summer The malls have brought back most ot the

big ones this weekend.

That macho movie man returns to the malls seducing

audiences with his surging, seething sexuality. I am, ol

course, referring to Rodney Dangerfield Does it mean

anything that this man is the idol of millions and the

star of one of this summer's top grossing films.' Back to

School stars Rodney as a selfmade multimillionaire who

enrolls in college to keep his son from quitting it. Doesn t

that make sense? If you like Rodney you 11 love this com-

edy If vou don't, you probably won t.
., . ^

Whatcan I sav about Top Gun that you haven t heard

before'' The plot is contrived, the dialogue at times in-

ane, the romance unbelievable, the hero is six inches

shorter than the heroine but oooh! Aren t those (lying

sequences fantastic? This is not a movie it s a tvvo hour

recruitment commercial. You've already heard about

how it's symptomatic of the increasing militarism in

movies but that didn't seem to bother the crowd I saw

the film with. . •. tu o„
Aliens remains this summer's only megabit. Ihisse

quel to the 1979 SF horror thriller Alien stars Sigourney

Weaver as Ripley the sole survivor of the Nostromo. She

has been sleeping in suspended animation for 57 years

and wakes up to find that no one believes her sto.y un

til tbev lose contact with the colonists on the aliens home

world: Then she agrees to act as an advisor to a troop

of space marines who go off on a rescue mission. The film

is the best action film of the summer. The film has

something for everyone, a strong female heroine, a vague

feminist subtext, action, guns, violence, a cute but tough

little girl and (dare I say it?) an alien or two.

Weekend Best Bets: Stand By Me has been called one

„f the best movies of the summer. The critics loved it

most folks haven't seen it. Rob Reiner (meathead in A//

m The Family and director of Spinal Tap and The Sure

Thing) is the sure-handed director of this coming ol age

story bv Stephen King. The story is about more 12-year

old bovs who sneak away one weekend to look for a dead

body they know is somewhere in the woods. This journey

iiinttnued on page In
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- SUNDAY SPECIAL |

COPIES 3<*=

Levis
JEANSWEAR

On Men's Cord Pants

all waist sizes but odd lengths (31 & 33)

All others $18.99

197 N Pleasant St - Downtown Amherst

Mon-Sat 10-6; Sun 12-5; Thur & Sat till &30

EVERY SUNDAY ALL THE SELF SERVICE

MACHINES WILL BE ONLY 3* PER COPY

Frint ShopICopyCat
I •When the copy is aa important as the original-

I 228 Triangle St

1 2nd Floor 545-3840

I M-F 8:30-7:30 SAT 10-5 SUN 12-5

• CBS
tnilttlUtfil !'f,:lli pnW 11

"I'm not III any a ay m tlu- lunnin^," {"idiikili' said in

an inteiA ii'w on Cable News Network.
Sautfi. \sliii K'tiiiau'd (or a second stint as CBS Nt-ws

president when intit nal dissension forced llu' i^ustin^ Ed-

ward Joyce last year, has been besieged by slipping

ratings at the onct- dominant "CBS Evening News," the

stagnant advertising revenues affecting all three net-

works. Earlier this summer, CBS laid olf 700 employees,

including 70 at CBS News.
Cronkite acknowledged that Sautt-M > successor would

lace sinulai- ccoiKtmic dilTiculties, but that the basic pro-

blem in the newsdivismn in\(>l\r(l "coiuept, lihilosophy

.ih.iut neus ;i!i(i abinit its presentation.

"1 think that the new management will feel a little dif

ferent about that perhaps than the old management did."

At CBS, Sauter has held a variety of positions, including

sports president, chief cen.sor and CBS Ne\Ns' Pans bureau

ihiel'

A CBS management .source, who spoke on the condition

of anonymity, said Sauter's departure wa.-- caused by the

public dis.sension at CBS News that was rejected in

criticisms from the likes of commentators Bill Moyers and

Andv R(H)ney.

* Follies
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NOW HIRING

GO GETTERS ONLY

25 OPENINGS

103 North
A«iMrat4>253.S574

Telemarketing Tools and Industrial Supplies to Construc-

tion Companys Nationwide. Salary and Commisions and

Bonuses. Three shifts allow you to work around your

schedule. Shifts; 6:30 am-10;30 am; 3 pm - 6 pm;6 pm

-9 pm; Saturdays 8 - 12 and 12-4.

Call Dave 266-4101 7 am - 7 pm I

WHERE'S THE
PLACE TO BE
AFTER THE
FOOTBALL
GAME?

i;,ii/niii.'tl Iniii! ;mU<' H

IS a one of self-discovery. Reiner exanune> the relati(m-

ships ofthe.se four boys who know tiiat they will soon

be going their separate ways with perception and humor

1 d()n't have the space to tell you all tho iimsoiis ti. -ee

it. Just see it

Sothtnfi m Coninion stars Tom iSlpash) Hanks as a

yuppie advertising director who suddenly has to come

to grips with his parents sudden divorce. Jackie Gleason

stars as Hank's father, a rough, hard old dre.ss salesman

(a la Willy Lonian) and Eva Marie Saint .stars as Hank's

mother living free for the first time in her life. Like the

posters for the movie .state, the movie is a comedy and

a drama. It's also a very good picture that I'd recommend

vou see

Run is Japanese filmmaker Akira Kurosawa's latest

and some say his greatest film. This epic was directed

by the same guy who made The Setrn Samurai (later

remade as 7'/?.' Magnificent Seven) Ran means chaos in

Japanese and this is what ensues when an aging feudal

warlord divides his kingdom between his sons. The plot

is obviously based on Shakespeare's King Lear and

Kurosawa lias fashioned the story on an even grander

scale without losing the absorbing power of the source.

THE

TIME OUT

SOMETHING
TO THINK
ABOUT. .

.

Jl-^SlkS CI1U>KST IcS

\Ur ANcSWI'XV .
bill

wIkiI is the QII|':(^TK;)N '^ I
*?

Come, find out at

AMHERST ALLIANCE CHURCH
Sundays-Evening Worship 6 :

3o pm
UMati Campus Center

1 im Maki, Pastor

for information call 549-5334
J

Calculators that have no equal

at prices that equal savings.

So advanced thev don't need an "equals " key. And so fast. You

save time, and v'vork with greater confidence because you see

your calculations in progress. Besides that, you save money

with our lowest-ever prices.

The HP-15C has more built-in advanced math and statistical

power than anv other calculator. The HP-41 has more than 2500

programs. And, the HP-41 Advantage, a plug-in module, has

the most popular engineering, math and financial programs

ever written for the HP-41. There's also the HP-llC for the

math, science and engineering solutions you need at a low,

low price.

See the calculators that have no equal. Today

fyg
HEWLETT
PACKAPO

iSTOBM^

Dear Women,

(or girls),

My Name's

Bobo and this

is my buddy

Boob, J.B's is

the place to be

and we love it!

So if you think you're cool enough to

party with us, Fm sure we'll see you at

J.B.'s real soon!

Love Boob and Bobo

Cool enough to appear in a J.B.s ad^ Bring your black and white photo

in, and maybe you'll appear in J.B s ad.

As for Boob and Bobo, come down for your regalar beef and sodas.
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Spikers host weekend tournament
*^ ^T^ i G..t.,.ri.,v as wpll. Hawks, exhibiting whi

Face Boston College, UConn

Collegian photo by Paul Desmaraiti

Violetta Gladkowska

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

Despite the University of

Massachusetts volleyball

team's blowout win over the

University of Hartford on

Wednesday, head coach

Elaine Sortino knows that

her team still has a lot of

work to do.

The Minutewomen scrim-

maged Division II nemesis

University of New Haven

yesterday afternoon, in a

tune up for this Saturday's

UMass Invitational Tourna-

ment. Facing UNH gave

Sortino an opportunity to

see just what her spikers

need to do on the court come

Saturday.

"We did some good things

in the scrimmage, but I

think we were very flat,"

Sortino said. "Playing UNH
was good for us because

they gave us a chance to

play a better team. They did

things to us that we needed

to see."

One notable change was

the pre.sence of senior hitter

Violetta Gladkowska in the

lineup. Gladkowska missed

Wednesday's season opener

because of a shoulder injury,

but hopes to be in the lineup

for UMass's first tourna-

ment play on the Division I

level.

"The match against Hart-

ford gave us a refined list of

what to work on in prac-

tice, " Sortino said. "We
don't have the transition

quickness as of yet. It's go

ing to take some time for

our concentration to be

.sharp."

The tournament will be

held at Totman Gymnasium
in a tri-match format.

UConn will face Boston Col-

lege at 2:30 p m. before fac-

ing UMass at 4:00 p.m. The

Minutewomen will face BC
at 5:30 p.m. Both BC and

UConn are members of the

Big East conference, home
of perennial East Coast

powerhouse Providence

College.

The Minutewomen will be

looking for another big day

from junior middle hitter

Marcy Guiliotis and
sophomore middle hitter

Barbara Meehan. Both were

devestating in Wednesday's

massacre of Hartford and

figure to be dominating

forces on Saturday as well.

UMass will also hope for

another key performance

from freshman setter Karen

Ferguson. The El Toro, Ca.,

native also enjoyed an ex-

ceptional night agains the

Hawks, exhibiting what

Sortino called "excellent set

distribution."

"She really kept them
(Hartford) otT-balance," Sor-

tino said.

UMass water polo

and tennis begin
The University of

Massachusetts water polo

team begins its season

tommorrow with four mat-

ches at the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology in

Cambridge.

The four matches will

begin at 9 a.m. with

UMass playing MIT. The
Minutemen continue with

three more matches
against Brown University

at 11 a.m., lona at 2 p.m..

and Harvard University at

5 p.m.

"Usually we don't play

that many games on one

day, but we're doing it for

conditioning," head coach

Russ Yarworth said.

He said that if there was

any weakness facing the

Minutemen it would be in

game experience because

Yarworth has a young

squad.

"Experience and depth

definately would be the

weakness of this team.

Both the UMass men's

and women's tennis teams

are scheduled to open their

season tommorrow as well.

The men travel to Pro-

vidence to take on the

Friars at 1 p.m. while the

women host the Universi-

ty of Rhode Island at noon

at Bovden.

//
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'^Uke hiU^f
WELCOME
BACK

STUDENTS
We're here for all

your hair care needs

103 N. Pleasant St

Downtown Amherst

253-0438

^MAliJ

Sponsorad by B'nai B'rith HUlal

THE COMMUTER AREA GOVERNMENT PRESENTS

ITIHilE eSDiaiailliilT SDiniDMD@(KI M

WITH MR. VICTOR MASHABELA
MEMBER OF THE AFRICAN NATIONAL CONGRESS
PERMANENT MISSION TO THE UNITED NATIONS

TOPICS:

WORLD REACTION TO APARTHEID

SANCTIONS AGAINST SOUTH AFRICA

THE DIVESTMENT MOVEMENT

THE CONTINUED IMPRI5I0N OF NELSON MANDELA

MORE

TiESDM. lEPT. US. ll1ltlB...e:0iPN

ITiUiDEBOT liHUilOBil lALLUOON
FiEE

LIQUORS

61 Main St., Amherst
Next to Town Hall

FOR FREE DELIVERY OF
»20 MINIMUM ORDER,
(OFF UMASS CAMPUS)

Dial
253-3091

— All Prices In Store Cash Only — Thru 9/13

Kahlua
750 ML

SQ99 i

Sebastian!

Burgundy
& Cnablis

$075
15L.

Vodka
1.75 Liter

$Q258

Becks

Heineken

399 «5pi$099
6/pk. + dcp.

Hopfenperle
(Swiss D€€r)(S

SO 30
6 pk. + dep.

French Cabernet

Sauvignon or

Savuignon Blanc

$975
750 ml £^

Themost
demanding,
challenging,
enlightening,

rigj3rous,

satisfying
difficult,

r^^ing
motivatingand
excitingcourse
youcantake
incollege.

ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS T'vMNINl

Contact Major Iiahoney or Major Cunningham 545-2321

Subscribe Before Sept. 24th Deadline For

1986-1987 Season
BILOXI BLUES

FESTIVAL OF INDIA

VIENNA CHOIR BOYS

MOMIX

LOUISVILLE BALLET

ORCHESTRE OE LYON

TAP DANCE KID

COUNT BASIE ORCHESTRA

FRANK FOSTER

MARLEEN PENNISONCOMPANY

LESLIE HOWARD, PIANO

NEGRO ENSEMBLE COMPANY

JAZZ ALL STARS ^

JOSHUA BELL.VtOUtH,

THE WAVERLY CONSORT

SPRINGFIELD SYMPHONY

STEPHANIE CHASE VIOLIN

APPLE HILL CHAMBER PLAYERS

YEHUDI MENUHIN VIOLIN

WARSAW SINFONIA

DANNY BURACZESKIS JA2Z0ANCE

TOKYO STRING QUARTET

TWVLA THARP DANCE

MEL TORME

GEORGE SHEARING

THE CHIEFTAINS

CHRISTOPHER PARKENING GUITAR

HUNGARIAN STATE FOLK ENSEMBLE

MURRAY PERAHIA, PIANO

KATHRYN SELBY. PIANO

TRACERS

BOBBY MCFERRM
ATLANTA SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

ROBERT SHAW

ALVIN AILEY DANCE THC^WR

PEARL BAILEY

LOUIE BELLSON

LACAGEAUXFOLLES"
kZZ ALL STARS A i^ v.«v.t n«« rx,«*-

g4 THE FINEARTS CENTER
^SkM university of MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERSf

5 College Students Half-Price! Call 545-251 1

1

Great hours, too. Kinko's is open early, open late and

open weekends. For quality copies at a price you can

afford.

kinko's
Great copies. Great people

220 N. Pleasant

1»ST

r '^slfAT

GET A
TASTE
OF THE
GREEK
AREA OF
UMASS

DELTA UPSILON'S
Little Sister's Rush party

September 11th 9:00 PM
September 15th 4:00 PM

ALL UNIVERSITY WOMEN INVITED

FOR STATE
REPRESEIVTATIVESton

Rosenberfll

"Making government

work for people -

that's what I

like to do"

STATE REPRESENTATIVE FOR
AMHERST, BELCHERTOWN, GRAMBY, AND PELHAM

DEMOCRATS and INDEPENDANTS - VOTE NEXT TUESDAY
Paid for by the Rosenberg ComrTiittee. Peter J. Shea, Treasurer
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BLACK AFFAIRS

Minority job conference to be held
Are you a niinniit\' Are you a college undergraduate

or graduate':'

Do you have an interest in either the business <m editorial

side of newspapers? If so, newspapers want to iiittrv lew

you. At the Newspaper Minority Job Conference being

held October 16 18 at the Colomide Hotel in Boston. At

this conference.you will learn how id get a newspaper

job,what jobs are available.and what to expect after you

start.

The conference is free to students,and graduates. It

opens at 4pm on Thursday October 16,and i uns through

noon on Saturday,October 18.

Interviews begin Friday afternoon,and continue

Saturday.
Guest speakers include Jay Hams, Executive Editor of

the Philadelphia News.one of the country's highest rank

ing black editors. Also attending will be Reginald Stuart

of the New York Times, immediate past chairman of the

National Minority Affairs Committee of the Society of Pro

fessional Journalists'Sigina Delta Chi.

Students and giaduates desiring further information

should contact the Conference Chair,Ann Moritz,Assis

lant to the Executive Editor.The Boston

Clohe.Bd-^tcn.Mass 02107; telephone (617» 929-3120.

Black Affairs needs your input and story ideas
By LISA RIDDICK
Collegian Staff

In the Spring of 1970,the Black Affairs Department of

the Collegian was created to correct the insensitivity.and

the lack of coverage by the student newspaper about the

Third World community on campus.
The purpose of this survey is to examine the communi-

ty's reaction and opinion about the department. It would

also help the editor.and the staff tu judge what format,and
content you,as readers would like to .see. Therefore your

response is important in improving the quality of the page.

Return to: Collegian. 113 Campus Center.care of Black

Affairs Department.
Questions

1 » How often do you read Black Affairs?

—Never —Occasionally

—Once a week —Twice per weeek

2) Would you like to see...

a) More international news about the Third World?

b) Features of Third World people.and Third World Af-

fairs on campus?

c» More entertainment?

3) Would you like to see Third World business advertised?

4 1 Would you like to see Black Affairs sponsor workshops
about Third World people in the media?

—ves — no

Additional comments

i

I

I

photo bv M. Jane Pagl*-!- I ^ a
•

1 U *•

University of Massachusetts students and employees particioate in yesterdays Fine Arts Center season opening celebration.
ColleKtan photo by Paul Desmarait

There's no need to hurry!

Our convenient hours allow
you to shop early or late.

Candy
Tobacco
Cards

Calendars

Cassette Tapes

Books
Backpacks

Clothing

Gifts

Cosmetics

Health and

Beauty Aids

Film •

Film Processing

Clocks

Batteries

Electrical Supplies

Lamps
Magazines

Memo Board

Pens and Pencils

Binders

Notebooks

Paper

Newspapers

Tote Bags

School Supplies

Typewriter Ribbons

Glassware

Cups
Decals

Pennants

Chips

Cookies

Popcorn

Umbrellas

Many other Items available

Located in the

Student Union
Convenient Hours
M-F 7:30 am to 10:00 pm
Saturday mr.d Sunday
8:00 am to 10:00 om

545-2S2B

the

mini Store

Experience Pays

VA-LMass

THE NATION'S NEWSPAPER
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Video vaults
hold TV

viewers
gold

Gilligan and
Jerry Mathers
as the Beaver

draw ratings

and fanatic

devotion

By Mary Cresse

Special for USA TODAY

MEDFORD. Mass — "See.

this Is what I mean by good

TV," Felicia Massarelli says,

pointing to her television set,

where a rerun of Jackie Glea-

son's The /Jonevmooncrs Is In

p-ogress

Ralph Kramden Is winding

up an argument with wife Al-^^^^^^^"^
Ice He rolls hLs eys. cocks his

head, and grimly sets his jaw "One of these days, Alice,"

he l)ellows. smacking an open paU ' '•''' fist, "Bang.

zoom, right to the moon!"
Massarelli cackles A self-descr

watches up to six hours a day of
- * ••'hiie ones, they're the b

' -"Hrjiu,

Emptied channel fills beach
By JOHN YONCE
SPECiAl WRITER

HVA.NMSPORT - Ifs a job that costs nearly

$250 ouo. consumes 1.500 gallons of fuel a day and takes

4.044 man-hours lo C'linp.fte But it provides a double

dividend

The dredging of Hyannis Harbor, now neanng com
pletion. IS designed to open a deep, safe channel lor

shipping It also will replace ions of sand lost over the

years from Kalmus Beach

The Arr
cubic yari

of the Le
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The b;

boats wer
were act

.Most of tf
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•We al
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Ray M
Martha s

•student

held In arson

sues for S13in
By Anne McCrory
Sp«lal to The Globe

AMHERST - A University ol

Massachusetts student Is seeklnii

SI 3 million in two lawsuits charg
- than 15 defendants with

IS of her rights In connec

ih her arrest on arson
and suspension from the

ly last Derember
r 1 Henry 20, a senior

ry major from Phlladel

ts arrested the evening ol

-id charged with setting lire

s on a fellow student s dor

lesk The fire was the 15th

ormltorv last year
44Pa9*« wing the arrest Henry was

nighi In Jail, suspended

Tarred from the university

fired from her job as a resident as

slstant and permitted hack on

lampu.s to attend (lasses only In

tIMASS IVi^r 17
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By I'oUt Abraham
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Wr don t bate HCat all. I'm surj

be forgotten soon
"

Adams had one of his bestl

What do The Boxfnti Globe, USA Today, Newsweek on Campus and the wire services have in com-

nion?( Ml .

(\)rresi)ondents at UMass - all of whom work for the Co/%/a^/.

The (rlohe Conde Nast, Cape Cod Times and Fifchburg Sentinel - among other New Lngland and

East Coast papers - are similar too. They've had our staffers as interns and co-op students this past

Journalism is a competitive field, and it pays to get experience early. We all started as reporters

for the CoUeqiini. Because of it, we've been able to do a lot more.

Whether vou're a first year student or a senior, we have a job for you. Come down to our ottice,

find the department that's right for you. Choose from News, Sports, Editorial/Opinion, Black Af-

fairs. Women's Issues, Arts or Photo. Work with our editors who have professional experience.

Get a grasp on UMass issues and your writing skills.

Get clips that will get you a job.

Today. ^ .

CoUegian. We biuld careers
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Profiles to begin
By LISA RIDDICK
Collegian Staff

The Department of Black Affairs is ^oing to start a pro

file on outstanding minorities in the community. F'oi thi^

to be successful we could use your help

If you know of anyone who is doing soiiietlung to help

the community,or did something in the past from which
tlu' community benefits from now let us know. It doesn't

havt' i(» be a faculty member, it can be a student. Anyone
from the FiveCollege Community who would likt- to sub

nil! ,1 -toiN ma\

.

Fle.ise submit all ideas to I,isa Riddick.Coilegum, 1 1'A

Campus Center, telephone 545-3500

Announcement
SCERA,The Student Center lor Educational Research

and Advocacy. is hiring workstudy positions to

research,and organize students issues like study

space.racism,financial aid,heterosexism.Etc.. Women and
people of color are encouraged to apply. Applications

available in SCERA,422 Student Union. Due September
17 bv 3:30 pm AA/EEO 545-0341.

IT'S,,,.

THB
COUB<SIAhJl

r

Cjome: you
READ THB
COLLee/AAJ?

-^

^Loue 3o(? OF a/mssr^j

Doonesbfiry

By Garry Trudeau
The Far Side

By Gary Larson

IRA5HiS The
PUSSYCAT

%''iti't\ LOUNSaf

/ Af^ALOm APRjn.
tWAVHG . I 6iA5f"

lOOUNPefi. ni'y

PARK I AMALONt

lX 11 l/UHAJ DOiOU
THINK, MICHAtL ^

/

PALACE
artEMA 1 • 2.

- JIT SNIVIROAkl )tO,W.»MIINOri(l.O
>« MR. TlLWHOm t»l-«t»0

_MUM. IMT. MD. fW. Mr. • MM
HMT AfTtnMMN IHWVMLT it.tO

Excellent
The performances In

'Desert Boom' are superb."
. f-rtn(.lin, t A(i(. 'V

•Jon Voight
has never been better."

Kifk Miwievrutt LA OAIIY NtWS

desert bloom
pgJ#% i> 1- 1. •» H 1 ..-._J

STARTS TODAY

Located jn the Camous Center

'^XJNIVERSITY
mSTORE^w^^WP

(5pon M F 9-5 Sat 10-3

Iburbasic
proMem:
Physics

Genetics

Statistics

Calculus

Complex Numbers
Analytical Geometry

Stress Analysis

Clonic Chemistry

Probability

Gaussian Transformations

Differential Equations

Titrations

Electromagnetics

Thermodynamics

Fluid Mechanics

C'lC*) eic*y eijc* • • •

IntroducingBASICALC. The new
Texas Instmments programmable calculator*

^ourBASlC
scdudcHi:

U/HtJiE'STHa

BLACntSTIMHBU
LutRUUimepiT^

zz=r\

M/e/i, /nc
j^ ^^ S\arMei oaf o-f no-

your hrofher ^fl'^A^^ere -no return

fl/linCj The Ms' hfodsjaddfeii or notnin: .

H^ fhn<^^ ^tr^rar /juif on^ ^cr^ syare^>

Gordy By Gorde

( OiOn'T
KAJotrJ roo

Yes.'

WC ARE THF BEST.'
we ARE THB BRi&^rrEzr.'-

AA/p u/e mi/e rue
AiCTTV r///77" U//^^ ^AKC
YOO G'^OD/^B 0*J£ OF t/S.

OR $fMME

Bat Brain By Bill Bearing

I wASTxe: uoRLX>i urntsT
5uP«H«TO. THcn I Kitujep

or^ rne w^ SJPSif ^luukiH
ANP N(rT OflU P\/TM>ISSW
our OF iJOUK, SOT f\LSO U>ST

Afy UFC BACK -7oe>€7?teR

7t> aone 3y much of Tf*e

WITH iCU/
THAT '*^A»P
70 eoMe ay*

&€T3 M/f^.

/

Now there's a programmable scientific calculator

that soKcs even the most complex math, engi-

neering and science problems in a BASIC wa>%

The Tl-74 BASICALC.
Unlike most other programmable calculators

that require you to learn a new; complicated

system of keystroke commands -in effect, a new

Your basic specs:

• tYenitc^ ,1^ a c,ilciil<itiirt)r BASIC' computer
• -SK RAM expandable to 16K RAM
• 70 built-m scientitic functions

• C^timial software cartridges for mathematics

and Stat 1st its

• Optional PASCAL language cartridge

• C\itional printer and cassette interface

programming language -the Tl-74 BASICALC
alkws you to use the BASIC language program-

ming you already know^

But don't let the BASlCAJjC's ease of opera-

tion fcK)l you. It also has more calculating power

than comparably-priced programmables. And a

varierv of options, like software cartridges, are

available that make it even more powerful and

convenient.

Stop bv and see the Tl-74 BASICALC for

y(Kirself In basic terms, what it really offers you

is a bargain. i ,

Texas ^^
Instruments

i"H(. ri

Your basic campus demonstration:
Texas Instruments will be conducting a free

hands-on demonstration of the new Tl'74 BASICALC*
Check with The University Store for dates and times.

Campus Pond By Sal

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

NOpe.
IPON'J
eeriT.

OH.coMecW'
see... ir'5 A COMIC
/ueooKY ON THS Fcmcnr
or i/nReouim'UTve..

imiNKWeWKYPUf^H
UNe 5UI>15 IT UF,

POH'T YOU ^

you OCT IT ^

15 IT e^/eN
MopeRfrrECY
AMU6IN0 ^

\

13 THIS A ^ IT'^A

We would like to thank this weeks

Collegian night staff for the extra hard

work and extra late hours.

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited bv Trade Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Pol in the mail

S Oelive' IS an
address

10 Apiary dwellers

14 Hunt tie'o

15 Commune NNE
ot Rome

16 Marble — . Lon
don landmer'*

1 7 Irving Berlin

song
20 Dollar bill

21 Baccr\anaiian

cry

22 Acned tor

23 Ripens

24 Small amojnt

26 Type o' coal

29 Romtaerg s

prince

32 Epitome
33 Alar Laod role

34 Have
36 Plavi ':' words
37 American painter

Jamei
Montgomery —

38 The AnQiewb
sisters

39 Cote -esident

40 Haro a*.
—

• 41 Raise as a tiag

42 Mai>e a stab at

44 Give

45 The line' — a

lady

46 Lamb owner o(

rhyme
47 Actor Efl

50 Rhine feeder

51 four poster

54 The Lady m
the Harbor

58 Wearing
apparel

59 Culpability

60 Floweriess

plant

61 Section in a
church

62 Peer

63 M.iple e g

DOWN
1 Powdered
slarch

2 Very dark

3 Compiicatior.

4 Provide a sound
tracK

5 Spielberg o(

Hollywood

6 Mexican money
7 Irish

8 Collection ol

anecdotes
9 1901 Kipling

novel

10 Heavy spar

1

1

Grey ot trie

screen

12 — homo
13 Food lish

18 Aboveboard
19 Lyric torm

23 Ah me'

24 Male animals

25 Box shaped
sleigh

26 Mature
27 Town in N

Ethiopia

28 Relative ot

a civet

29 Biblical verb

30 Waterwheel

31 Dickens Ohver

33 Makes a

mistake

35 Indicate

37 Renown
38 Theatrical

award
40 Indian

statesman
41 Another name

lor Mount Sinai

43 African tly

44 Town in SW
Connecticut

46 Swedish port

47 Nick and Nora s

dog
48 Street sign

49 Badgers

50 At a distance

51 Fictional rabbit

or lox

52 To be in Tours

53 Unit ot force

55 Wane
56 Wave m Toledo

57 Salamander

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLJ-

lAtl EMV.OX' '** " '^
JBt^L^L S A.R.E.

Lunch

Pizza

Tuna Oriental

Basics Lunch

Pizza

Tuna Oriental

Menu
Dinner

Chopped Beefsteak

Special

Jalapeno Shrimp and
Rice

Basics Dinner

Sweet and Sour Tofu

Jalapeno Shrimp and
Rice

Weather
TODAY Hazy sunshine, breezy warm and muggy,

with a chance of afternoon or evening thunder

showers High 80 to 85
TOMORROW; A few clouds and cooler High in the

mid-70s.

Todays Staff
Night Editor * Steve Higgins

Copy Editor Mfr^Y Bartash

Photo Tech R'"i Bonanno

Uyoat Tech Ansel Zintcr

Production Supervisor Ansel Zinter

Production: Kelly Sieger, liana Lcvenson, Laura Bell.

Maura McHugh, Michelle Eichclman. Robert Levine, and
Kirk

DODE LEVENSON
Editor in Chief

JOHN YONCE
Maneiiging Editor

STEVE RUBIN

ROB SKELTON
Editorial Editor

WILLIAM SPAIN

Editorial Editor

ANSEL ZINTER

Production Manager

Business Board - Fall of 1986

SUVE RUBIN
i-,ir. ripss M,iii.K)Pr

PAUL H LESSER

Arivi^rtisinq Sales M.inager

VANESSA ROTH
Pina'ice Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
M,l^^p'lng Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Circulation Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Si)bscnption Manage'

\, y
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if UMass vs. Richmond
t Miiiimi((| fnun p.iui l' 1

Spidt'is alony with senior fullback Aaron
Smith, who rushed for nearly nine yards
per carr\ la>t mmmhi. But Smith co iird on
ly nnie times last season

"I think if we go into the j^'aine thinking
we're gonna beat e;n up and own them,
that's when you get yourself in trouble."

Perrone said.

"They've got a very good back in Greg
Grooms. The other guy is pretty damn g(X)d

too." Reid said.

Defensively, of course, the Spiders have
three All-Americans to hold down the fort

The Minutemen should be in for a lot of

stunting and blitzing by the Spiders in

hopes of jarring sophomore quarterback

Tim Bryant. Bryant was pre.ssed into ac
tHin last week when starting .sophomore
D^ivc l'ala,/i -uf'fi red a .separated shf»ulder

m the first quarter.

But the Minutemen don't plan on allow
iiig Richmond to stand tall after the game
"Because of our trip last week, we're just

focusing on the opportunity to play football

at home." Reid said. "We're better rested
and we get to play in front of our hotne
fans. That's a mental boost. I don't see how
we could have played harder last Saturday
but I'm looking for a great efl'ort this Satur
day. If my players are exhausted at the end
of the game, then win or lose, I'll know we
did the best we could."

Test for UMass soccer
Men face E. Stroiidsburg

Sports Notices
The UMass football team is looking for

a manager. The job is a work-study posi

tion and pays $4 an hour. Anyone in-

terested should call or stop in to the foot-

ball office in Boyden Gym.
There will be meetings for anyone in-

terested in participating in varsity track.

Both will be in Room 249, Boyden. on Tues-

day, Sept. 16. The women's meeting will

be at 4 p.m. and the men's meeting will be

at 4:30 p.m.

There will be an orginizational meeting
for the UMass men's volleyball team at 6
p.m. on Tuesday. Sept. 16, in Room 151,

Boyden. Last year's players and new can-

didates should plan on attending.

Are a minority? Are you a college

undergraduate or graduate? Do you have
an interest in either the business or

editorial side of newspapers? If so,

newspapers want to interview you. At the

Newspaper Minority Job Conference being
held October 16 18 at the Colonade Hotel
in Bo.ston. At this conference.you will learn
how to get a newspaper job,what jobs are
available,and what to expect after you
start.

The conference is free to students,and
gi-aduates. It opens at 4pm on Thursday Oc
tober 16,and runs through noon on Satur-
day.October 18.

Interviews begin Friday afternoon,and
continue Saturday.
Guest speakers include Jay Harris,Ex

ecutive Editor of the Philadelphia
News.one of the country's highest ranking
black editors.

Students and graduates desiring further
information should contact the Conference
Chair,Ann Moritz,Assistant to the Ex
ecutive Editor,The Boston
Globe,Boston,Mass.02107: telephone (617)
929 3120.

By BRYAN QUK.NZEL
Collegian Staff

After Tuf.sda\'s h<'.u tbreakiiig loss to

Boston l'm\tr.>ity. the University of
Massachu.sttls will be looking to return to

the win column tommorrow when it takes
on East Stroudsburg State University on
Boyden Field at 2:30 p.m.
The loss dropped the Minutemen's record

to 1 2 in the young sea.son, but coach JefT
Gettler is not ready to push the panic but-
ton yet and call this a must win situation

"It (the game) is out of region." Gettler
said. "We have to win region games. We
can lose out of region. A loss does not ef-

fect the top one or two rankings in the
region. If we were going for an at large bid.

like last year, we would. But we are going
for the top two.

"Certainly we don't want to be 1-3, we
dont want to lose a Division II team, but
its not a must win."
E. Stroudsburg does not appear to be the

easy win UMass could normally expect
from a Division II team.
Last year, coach Jerry Sheska's squad

went 16-6 while finishing with a seventh
place national ranking, the same position
they currently enjoys. Nine starters and 18
lettermen return to this season's team.
Offensively, the team is led by senior for-

ward Ken Wilson (1,5 goals last sea.son) and
freshman forward Helder Moreira i3 goals
this .season) while a solid defense will be
headed by outside backs JefT Maly and
Scott Noseworthy. The two players, senior
co-captains, will help defend for sophomore

goalkeeper John Lonit)4an i().65 goals-

against-average) who was a iir.st team high

school Parade All American.
For the most part, (iettler has been hap-

py with the play of his troops so far this

year and sees little need for drastic change.

The coach does hope to add some extra

punch to his front line b\ moving a forward

up from the midfield.

"The 4-3-3 is really how we want to play,"

Gettler said. "Because we were facing a
strong team (BU), we went with a 4 4-2.

But now we will probably switch back."

The Minutemen have been playing
strong defense and sophomore goalkeeper
Sam (linzburg has been solid in net, but
the teams inability to put the ball in the
goal has Ix'en its downfall so far this year.

'I'm not as c(»ncerned with the goal we
gave up than with the fact we didn't score

two." Gettler said about the BU contest.

"We had great scoring chances. We had the

better of the opportunities in the game."
The return of .sophomore forward Kurt

Manal. who has .seen limited acton due to

injuries, to the starting line up hopefully
will help that cause.

"Kurt has looked more healthy than he
was before." Gettler .said, "so we will be
moving him right in to the line up."
With the University of Connecticut

• ranked .second in New England ahead of

UMass) losing to Boston College Tue.sday

night, the regional rankings could become
cluttered. While tommorrow s game is not

a regional contest, a Minuteman victory

may be crucial to starting Gettler's squad
toward a play off berth.

Epson Equity I

w/printer includes

256 k dual floppy

mono monitor

$1295

Computer Rentals

$200.00
per semester

Terminal Rentals

$130.00
per semester

includes 1200 baud modem

Memory Upgrade
to 640K

$99.00

Fall Prices Good till 9/31

PIONEER VALLEY

DATA EQUIPMENT

259 Triangle Street

Amherst
549-1017

auOWEISC(<X>KINGOF SFERSt^ANHEUSER.auSCH INC -ST lOuiS

<<•

Minutewomen go South
Stickers travel to N.J.; face No. 4 Old Dominion
By LINDA DELIVORIAS
Collegian Correspondent

The seventh-ranked
University of

Massachusetts field hockey
team will clash with fourth

ranked Old Dominion
University, tomorrow, at

10:30 a.m., in Trenton, New
Jersey.

The Minutewomen are

seeking their second victory

in as many games, after

shutting out Virginia, 4-0,

in the season opener.

Head Coach Pam Hixon is

keeping her game plan sim-

ple because the game is

ODU's season-opener. There

are no scouting reports

available on the team yet.

"We will test them in the

first period, and then see

what we can do. A key to

this game could be to apply

pressure to their defense

and to force them into mak-
ing mistakes," Hixon said.

"On defense we must keep

the ball away from the goal.

The game is being played on

astro-turf, so the smooth
surface will be an advan-

tage for our speedy
players."

The coach added that the
artificial surface should
enable goalie Lynn Carlson
and sweeper Chris Kocot to

play aggressive defense,

since the duo will not have
to contend with the bad
hops that accompany grass

playing fields such as
NOPE. Both Carlson, a
junior from Newtown, PA,
and Kocot, a senior from
South Hadley, MA, are new
to their respective positions

this fall. In the Virginia

game, Carlson registered

four saves, while Kocot had
two shots on goal and chalk

ed up one assist.

If the Minutewomen are

to return victorious from the

Garden State. Hixon said

UMass must spread out

their offense with passing,

capatalize on their penalty

corners, and get the ball to

senior co-captain Lisa
Griswold. their big play at-

tacker, who netted two goals

against the Cavaliers.

"They fOld Dominion)
have to be aware of Lisa.

She may start the game at

center or on the wiou We
will shift her around to dif

ferent scoring areas
throughout the game,"" Hix-

on said. "Our- objective is to

give up the fewest penalties

and penalty corners as

possible. Penalty corners

provide offensive oppor-

tunities, and excellent scor-

ing oppportunities on astro-

turf.""

In the home opener,
UMass tallied nine penalty

corners, while yielding six

to Virginia.

Coach Hixon also hopes In

platoon several players
depending on the flow of the

game, including freshman
Carol Smith, a midfielder

from Centereach, New
York. Another first year
player, Bernie Martel of

Walpole. MA, started at left

halfback in the Virginia

game, and will again
receive the starting nod
There are currently eight

freshmen and four seniors

on the varsity ro.ster, which
provide the team with a

good blend of experience

and youth.

UMass edged ODU, 2-1,

last year at home and could

provide a revenge factor for

the ladies from Norfolk,

Virginia. Old Dominion is a

perennial field hockey
powerhouse. They have cap

tured three NCAA cham-
pionships in the 1980's

alone. However, this yai >

team lacks veteran players,

since six seniors were lost to

gi'aduation.

"I think motivation is un-

neccessary for this game.

We are the underdog, and

ODU is a force to be reckon

ed with," Hixon said.

('<ill<'K>un pholn hv Paul Dt'smaraiii

The 7th ranked Minutewomen travel to 4th ranked ODU in a top-10

battle in Trenton, N.J.

• Texas A & M
continued from page 24

Sophomore Pam Patak is the top scorer

returning from last year's 6-5-2 team. The
midfielder had seven ^naU and two assists

for 16 points in IBSf).

Forward Lisa Acuna (five, 0, 10) and mid
fielder Jenny Lawson i three, two, eight),

both sophomores, were second and third,

respectively.

Johnston will use freshman Liz Dalton

in goal.

"On any given day. any team can be

beaten," Johnston .said. "But realistically,

we want to come in and play respectable

soccer. We'll pay simple and smart soccer

and try to show well."

The game will be the first ever between the

two teams, and Banda knows it will be

know easy task.

'Texas A & M comes from a very strong

region, " Banda said. 'It is one of the top

twenty teams in the country. We know the

talent they have. It will be know
pushover."

Free Kicks: The Minutewomen have
been outshot by opponents, 29-22. this

season. . . Opponents also hold a narrow
2;^22 advantage in corner kicks . . LIMass
lias yi't to score in the first half. . . After

tomorrow's game, the Minutewomen will

have a week off before playing host to the

University of Vermont next Saturday.

After entertaining Providence College, the

team will be on the road for three con-

secutive games.
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UMASS UECHI-RYU Karate Club meets
Fn rm 24 Totman Classical Okinawan
Karate new members welcome

LEARN TO JUQGLEin^ome^to Ihe
UMass Juggling Club meeting today and
learn, tree' Gcxx) weather, campus pond,
bad weather checK concourse inlorma
tion desk

ATTiNTION METALHEADS

I'M LOOKING FOR someone(s) to go
with me to see Ozzy Osbourne and
Queensryche ai the Springfield Civic

Center on Sept 17th If interested please

call Thea 584-9460 eves Leave name
and number Keep the faith'

CAMPUS CENTER JOIS

THE BOG IS hiring 7 new coodmators-
coula you be who we're looking lor'' For
more into and applications see us in 817
Campus Center

POUND

FOUND — THREE KEYS on plain keyr

ing in Herter 231 Call 253-1259 or the

Collegian at 545-3500 and ask for Kelly

Sieger to identify

AUTO FOR SALE

1982 CAVALIER, no rust good condition

SI 500 or best offer 256-1072

1980 PLVMbUTH HORIZON, 74000
miles automatic, good condition, no rust.

$1700 call after 4PM 5497160

1975 CHEVY IMPALA reliable heater
broken only $270 call 549-3757

1 977 fOYOfA CORONA wagon FamT-
ly owned, good condition highway
milage. AM/FM, mounted snows, new ex
hausi $1.200/best 253-7667

1981 VW RABBITexcellent condiiion74b
mpg. 4door. silver grey $2199 584-9524

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A—DISK ENTERTAINMENT
Agency Discjockeys, Bands. Lights and
Large screen video dances 549-7144

FOR RENT

ROOM IN PRIVATE HOME lovely area,
amherst bus route, female, graduate
prefered utility included, S250/month call

256-0036

ONE BEDROOM OF TWO bedroom apt
on bus route in Sunderland available im-

ed to responsible student throughout
August with right to sublet Call Kyle at

665-4044 after Sept 12 or come by and
see 28 Hadley Rd in the evening $225/mo
plus utilities

NORTHtwdoD Apartments in
Sunderland some cancellations 2
bedroom garden apartments hot water
no utilities office hours Monday thru Fri-

day 1000AM to five PM 665-3856

ANN HAINAN!

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! I want you to have
fun - but don't go nuts with your swingle'

Love ya' Tracey

WORK STUDY (4 05$hr) B-1 2 hrs wk flex

hrs assist m lab woik on soil, plant

samples no exp required call Morleza at

545 2259 btwn 10AM 1FM

NEED A JOB? Like traveP Ambitious
people needed to market unique travel

product with no existing competition Ex-

cellent experience lor business, com-
munications and HFITA students Noex-
eerience necessary, car helpful Contact
lary 549-6118

HELP WANTED

FARM HELP NEEDED m Hadley lor tall

harvest near UMass Flexible hours Call

between 6-8pm lor more information,
549-0016

GREENOUGH SNACK BAR in Central
Area is now accepting applications for

employment 10 12 hrs/week Pickup ap-
plications at Greenough Dorm basement

Pari time Cashier for local store Some
nights and weekends Please call

584-3603

THE YEARBOOK IS HIRING

BECOME A MEMBER of the 1987 Index
Staff Applications can be found m the
basement of the Campus Center Room
103 (Just around the corner from the
Collegian)

NEWSPAPER DELIVERERS NEEDED
on campus Apfox 1 hour/day 7
days/week Good pay' Guaranteed txjnus
paid lor good delivery throughout the
semester Call evenings 253 7009

INSTRUCTION

1806 JA- I hope you en|oyed yourself. I

know I did. See you again, it would make
my semester Minus 1100

ATTENTION RUGGERS! AM looking to

contact anyone associated with women's
rugby Wai-t to play Two years ex-

perience Please call' Sarah 586-3827

PREGNANT? NEED HELP? Call~Bir

thright 549-1906

DAN-HAPPY 1«t ANNIVERSARY I hope
there will be many more Love forever,

Lisa

JEFF, HAPPY 20th birthday' Have a
great day' Love.Amy

LINDA REINHARDT!

WELCOME BACK! Don't be a stranger
love. your snarl sister'

FOR SALE

FORD 1976 ELITE body excellent runs
excellent must sell $1200 BO 546-9605

MUST SELL!! Mens s 10 speed bike -

$50 (or BO), 2 whicker peacock
chairs-$40 ea or $60 for the pair, table
- perfect for studying (has 4 drawers)-$50
Call after 5 30 pm 665-7544

HOUSEKEEPERS IMMEDIATE OPEN-
INGS, apply m person Howard Johnson
Lodge, Hadley

COOKS! LINE, PREP, SAUTE Creative
work- full and part time Oishwasfwrs app-
ly also Judie s, Amherst

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent free meals

Light clean-up
Call Cheryl at AXO

545-2152

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS, ex
perienced and patient teacher Rock/
Pop/ Folk/ and Blues Improv reading,

theory, composition My studio is on bus
line m North Amherst Doug- 549-4786

KNOW YOUR CAR' Basic Auto
Workshop including classroom and
shop. limited enrollment 253-2098

RIDE WANTED

RIDE NEEDED TO NYC and back leav

ing'September 19 Will share expenses

Please contact Lisa 546-9803

LOST

BLACK a WHITE MICKEY- MOUSE
sweatshirt Great sentimental value
reward SS$ please call 6-9207

1976 CHEVY VEGA good cond college

car $400 only 546-4294

GREAT DEAL! 1980 Chevy Citation

30mpg two door hatchback 4 speed.
front wheel drive Must sell, buying new
car Asking $2000 negotiable call

549-0731

73 DATSUN 1200, no rusi Looks/runs

great $750 323-6726

1978 MONZA COUPE, sunroof good
shape, good transportation $1000 or best

offer 546-6448

VW '66 dauic uitrarehable FM.
whitewalls . walnut dash $850 545-06O0
EXT 22

GUCCI WATCHES -lots of styles for

women Only $30 Call Brian at 6-7425

kingsize Waterbad, new 90 motionless
matress. handr;iade frame many extras

$325 253-3302

PRbFESSOHS EXAM FILES lor

engineering, calculus, physics and
chemistry at University Store

EPS0N~RX8b PRINTER rractor/lnction

feed exc cond $300 aft 6PM 256-8696

EPIPHONE 12 STRING guitar Excellent

condition $125 00 call Martha 545-3146

STUDENT OESK.^OMPUTEH terminal

and modom 665-2225

VW VAN 1974 RUNNING, needs
work$500 549-5128

STEREO OLD BUT good Panasonic
receiver turntable and speakers call

323-9320 $50

197S OLDSMOBILE OMEGA standard

run well new battery $900 549-4444 alter

5:30

CASH

PHOTON FUTON
gaurenteed quality

$125 double
$103 hwin

free delivery

call evenings

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY Supple
ment your income marketing top-quality

nutritional products New company has
developed revolutionary nutritional plan
and products based on sound scientific

research This is a ground-floor multilevel

marketing oppportunity Minimal invest

ment. minimal hassle, potential for signifi-

cant income For information call

586-9926 or write to Padma Products.
P O Box 356 Florence. Mass 01060

SCERA. THE STUDENT CENTER" for

Educational Research and Advocacy, is

hiring workstudy positions to research
and organise students issues like study
space racism, financial aid. helerosex-
ism. Etc Women and people of color en-

couraged to apply Applications available

in SCERA. 422 Student Union Due 9/17
» 3 30 PM AA/EEO 545-0341

YOU CAN DO It Learn music, acting,

dance Register by Sept 1 9 Old Chaple
545-0519

GOLD BRACELET IN Campus Center
noon Tues Great sentimental value
Reward 549-0665

GOLD CHARMW/CHINESE characters

attached to red bracelet string extreme
sentimental value reward' Please call

Tom 546-7222

SILVER WATCH BLACK face near
Herter sentimental value 6-6141 Gin

LIGHT BLUE JACKEt somewhere m
Campus Center please call 548-91 53

NEED A PLACE TO UVE7

FEMALE r6oMIE(S) NEEDED to share
apt in Brittany Please call 545-3500 to-

day or Mon 9-3. ask for Jennifer

king

queen
$91
$71

586-8917

STUDENT REPS WANTED earn com-
mission plus free travel 617-321-4165
Montreal Ft Lauderdale

PAYING CASH FOR your baseball cards

please call Mike 549-0333

COILEOIAN CLERICAL HELP

FOR SALE 75 Monza 5-speed standard
over-drive new engine txxjy descent con-
dition $800 call 546-9557

THE COLLEGIAN HAS a position
available for work-study The hours
available are Monday 8 30AM-1 1 30AM.
Thursday 12-2 30PM and Friday
8 30AM 2 30PM If you have these hours
available stop by the Collegian room 1 13

Campus Center and apply. Applications

are being accepted until 9/16 at 3 30PM

FOR SALE 77 Thunderbird Classic V8
39000 original miles mint condition!

$3000 call 546-9557

CUSTOM~DESiGN DINlNGlabJe and 4
chairs. Scand Design sofa tied, love

seat, wall unit. TV stand, stereo stand,

call 256-0036

TWIN SlZE BED matTress MiiUiTdaiiorT"

metal frame vary clean $3S call 549-0088

OVERNIGHT POSITIONS AVAILABLE.
Care lor the elderly m their own homes
Car required Send resume to Pioneer
Senior Services. Inc , 664 Main Street.

Amherst. MA 01002 or call 253-9726 for

an application AA/EOE Vietnam
Veterans encouraged to apply

NATIONAL COLLEGE MARKETING
company seeks individual or campus
group to work part time assisting students

in applying lor credit cards Flexible

hours, excellent $. full training Meet
students and have FUN. call Robin at

1-800-592-2121

PERSONALS

FREE MEALS in ecfiange for light kitchen
worki Contact Alex at CHI OMEGA
5450162

WELCOME TO UMASS! Interested in

Christian fellowship? The Alliance Chris-

tian Fellowship welcomes you' Mora in-

to Barne or Jennter 253-7206

EVANGELICAL CHRISTIAN WORSHIP
services Amherst Alliance Church. Sun-
day evening 6 30 PM at the UMass Cam-
pus Center, RM 168 For information call

5495334

HAPPY ANNIVERSAR7SNbbKS lacs]

It's been a ' folly good" two years over
here and over there I couldn t ask lor a

Cmtter roommate Lots of love always,
your little yank

ROOMATES WANTED

a^dOMATES MALE/FEMALE wanted

to share room in house on bus route

Steve 256-0608 keep trying

RESPONSIBE, FOWlG apt on bus route

own room, furnished but bring bed $210

lor room plus utilities call 323-4989 before

2PM 323-6311x530 after

TO SHARE ROOM in Brittany Manor apt

$150 per mo heat included II interested

call 665-2338 for Dave

BRITTANY MANOR APT $150»10elec a

month call 546-8334

FEMALEROOMIE(S) NEEDED to share

apartment in Brittany Please call

545-3500 on Fn or Mon 9-3 and ask lor

Jennifer No moody grumpies need to

respond

RESPONSIBLE STUDENT NEEDED.
Share 2 bedroom 1 Vj bath townhouse m
Sunderland on bus Pool, stores

Grad.nonsmoker $232 665-2577

ROOMMATE WANTED FOR Brittany

apt 149H $150/month fully lurnished

Come by phone installed 16th see Tim or

Dave

SWAG NOMINATION PAPERS

NOMINATION PAPERS FOR the

Southwest Assembly are now available in

the SWAG offx:e in Hampden Papers are

due in Friday 9/12 at 5 00 pm lor more
info call 545-0960

TRAVEL

MONTREAL COLLEGE WEEKEND book
early $79 Oct 31 Thur Nov 2 call

617321 4165

TYPING SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING, long and short pro
lects Met'culous proolreading Resumes
a specialty Call lor estimates 549-0367

W ' NTED

WANNA START A BAND? No ex
perience necessary Call now at 549-6816

DRUMMER, BASSIST,
KEYBOARDS,lead guitarist Wanted to

lorm rock n-roll band for fun and gigs

Covers from 50s songs. Springs-

teen,U2.Beatles and other good rock-n-

roll, plus originals Call Doug 6-5680

FEMALE SINGER LOOKING lor a band,
preferably not heavy metal II interested,

please call 665 8364

'MEY TOM WARD'

HiririBILL! WHERE S my dinner?'

Love Kim

WORK STUDY

THE COMMUTER AREA GOVERMENT
has two workstudy positions open In-

dividuals should have good organiza-
tional skills creativity, layout/design skill

and an outgoing personality 10 to 20
hours per week Deadline Friday Sept
5 1986 404 SUB 545-2145 AA/EEO
employer

SERVICES

TYPING. TAPE TPANSCRIPTION. Fast,

accurate, 865-7652

tOUTHWOOO APT

STILL two VACANCIES available call

256-0166

lllllllllllllllllll

The Collegian

Classifieds:

They Work!!
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SPORTS

Minutemen ready for the Spiders
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SportK Information photo

Senior center Pete Montini and the offensive line will have to open
holes for the running game to beat Richmond, Saturday.

Minutewomen try to
get on winning track
Women's soccerplays host to TexasA&M
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

The University of

Massacusetts women's soc-

cer team is not accustomed
to finding itself in its pre-

sent position.

After three games, the

Minutewomen are 0-2-1, in-

cluding an upset by Division

II New Hampshire College.

If there is a good note to

this, it is that all three

games have been on the

road, and the first two were
in North Carolina.

When UMass battles

Texas A&M tomorrow
morning at 11, it will be on

the friendly confines of

Boyden Field. The game
will be the first of three

home contests lur the
Minutewomen, who will try

to use this as an opportuni-

ty to get back on track.

"It will be a welcome
.situation to be playing at

home. UMass coach
Kalekeni Banda said. "We
look forward to not having
to travel. If the fans come
out to watch us, that will be

great, too."

Last season, UMass went
to the national semi-finals

before losing to George

Mason, 3-0. This year, the

Minutewoman have lacked
the explosivness that car-

ried them to their fourth-

place finish in the country,

but Banda feels it is only a
matter of time.

"We look forward to play-

ing better soccer," Banda
said. "We haven't shown
how well we can play. We
have to dish out the same
punishment we are getting

and hope for the best. We
need to get back on track."

This season, the
Minutewomen have scored

two goals and allowed
seven, more than they gave
up all of last season.
Sophomore forward Beth
Roundtree, who ^^.l- a

.second-team AllAmerican
last season, has one of the

goals.

Sophomore forward
Michelle Powers has the

other goal.

Defensively, sophomore
goalkeeper Carla DeSantis
has started all three games
and posted a 2.4 ^oais

against average with 17

saves. Sophomore Brooke
Adams played the second

half of the New Hampshire
College game and allowed

one goal.

"There won't be any big-

lime changes," Banda said.

"But I think I will go with
one keeper. Carla will start

and we'll see how tough she
plays."

Tomorrow's game will be
the season opener for Texas
A&M, but coach Laura
Johnston feels it is the big-

gest of the season.

"It is a very important
game," Johnston said. "The
trip east will give our
players a chance to see how
the major soccer powers
play, and they need to .see

that. UMass has always
been a good team and this is

a great opportunity for us."

The Aggies are a young
team, with no seniors and
only four juniors. Johnston
feels the lack of experience
may a Tect her team.

"The key factor will be

concentration." Johnston
said. "And sometimes
young players lose their con-

centration. We also have to

play with aggressiveness,

on both defense and offense.

We could just sit back and
let them come at us, but
we'd only get frustrated.

Most of all, we have to play

with a lot of heart."

Reid expecting a dogfight with
new Yankee Conference rival
Bv JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts football

team won its season opener last weekend
and now has its sights set on winning two
more as the Minutemen begin their 1986
home campaign against the University of

Richmond, Saturday at 1:30 p.m. at War-
ren McGuirk Alumni Stadium.
The game will be the Yankee Conference

opener for the Minutemn. Richmond will

be playing its second conference game.
Richmond opened its first-ever Yankee
Conference play with a 38-12 thrashing the

University of New Hampshire, last Satur-

day in Richmond.
"This is going to be a top- 10 game. The

winner of this will be in the top- 10 - or at

least should be," UMass head coach Reid
said.

"Its gonna be a rough one. It could be one
of the toughest games of the season," senior

inside linebacker Vito Perrone said.

For the Minutemen, 16-14 winners in

Reid's head coaching debut at James
Madison University last Saturday in Har-
risonburg, a win would avenge a heart-

breaking 19-14 loss to the Spiders last year
in Richmond.
"They gave us everything we wanted at

home last year and we expect them to be
even tougher at home," Richmond's
seventh-year head coach Dal Shealy said

of the Minutemen.
"There were a lot of factors about last

year's game in that they annhialated
Virginia Tech the week before - their first

win over Tech into 25 years," Reid
said. "Plus, they humiliated us the year
before so when we went down they were
still high from the Virginia Tech win. They
were ready to play us as they will be this

year.

"They returned more players than we
did. I hope we can stay with them but I'm
anxious to play against a good team."
UMass head coach Jim Reid knows that

the high-powered Spiders aren't ranked se-

cond in the conference for nothing.

"Hey, I know we're the underdog becausi

we should be," Reid said. "They have Bob
Bleir and we don't have Dave Palazzi."

But Reid does not expect his team to con
cede the game.
"The big thing about last Saturday night

(against JMU) is that we won without
Palazzi." he said. "We'll see how Timmy
(Bryant) does.

"We have a gi-eat respect for them
because they deserve it. They've earned it

But you have to go into a game believing

you can win it. You had better because if

you don't, then don't even play the game
That's how I see it."

The Spiders should indeed be formidable
with five seniors (quarterback Bleir, tight

end John Henry, linebackers Don Miller
and Rate Wilkinson, and defensive
lineman Bryan Tuft) named to the Sporting
News pre-sea.son All America team. UMass
linebacker Todd Bundle is the
Minutemen's lone representative to the
team.

"This is as important an early sea.son

game as we've ever played," Reid said.

"Whoever wins it will establish themselves
as a favorite along with Delaware to win
the conference."

On offense, Bleir. holder of 11 single-

season and career passing records in his

four years at Richmond. Last season, Bleir

completed 186 passes for 2,208 yards and
18 touchdowns to lead the Spiders to an 8-3

record after spending the first five weeks
at the number one spot in the NCAA Divi-

sion I-AA national poll.

Bleir'as main target will be Henry, a 6-5,

225-pounder who caught 25 passes for 256
yards and four touchdowns. Senior James
Church (18 catches for 215 yards) and
senior fianker Brian Shields (16 catches.

288 yards and three touchdowns) are also

explosive.

Senior running back Greg Grooms, a

1,000-yard rusher as a sophomorre, will

carry the ball much of the time for the

iontmued on page 22
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All American Debbie Belkin and the Minutewomen are hoping to
return to winning form hosting Texas A & M on Saturday at Boyden.
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Admissions may move
to Butterfield Terrace
Awaiting approval by zoning board

•I ' " --... ^ .... ,,.... . ..-. —
STANDING TALL-A representative of the Mohawk nation posts

the colors at the fourth annual Indian PowWow. The event drew
over 3,000 people to the Campus Pond over the weekend.

By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Colle^jian Staff

Thf University i>f Massachusetts

Undergraduatf Admissions Office may
luovf to a building; on Butterfield Terrace

presently owned by Kappii Si^ma Frater

nity if plans are approved by the Amherst

Zoning' Board ol Apptni-

The board met Thui^dav and heard plans

le^ardin^; the itnovation of the building'

and I 111' i' uKiiiion ot theoHRe. No decision

was made ifi^artiinu the application

riie I'niM i-its (itMa>sachuset1s Foun-

dation. Inc had lequested a special pennit

li.iMi the "ooard which would allow thoin to

liiiv, renovate and lease the liuildmu to the

rmversilv as an admissions office.

Formeti IP. I'i^^^O. tht foundation is a

private, non-profit organization founded to

oenefit the University according \o Thomas

Trot man. tin- foundations executive direc-

tor. The foundation, funded by the three

I'Mass campuses, operates on behalf of the

University to allow long-term borrowing.

In 198ri, Kappa Sigma decided to sell the

unoccupied Butterfield Terrace structure.

Roger Cherewatli. director of the UnivtT

sity s physical plant, said UMass has the

tirst option to buy the building

U the special p. rmit is approved, the

University will puicha.«^e the building and

change it into an offict^ for admissions.

The aiimi-sionsbuildinu i-^ 'the fir-^t im-

pression of the -chool 1oi- many parents and

-tudent-.' <ai(l Ken Burnham. the assis

laiit tUaii of Academic Support Services

The adini>.~ion-otrice would l)e I'enovated

1(1 give a mon- favorable impression of the

Uni\»'r>it>. hf -aid. The present office is

iK.t tlK- 'diai laeihts. Rurnhani added.

.\dinissions i.-; the onlv office which wilj^

be moving. Burnham said. Relwating will

provide more space for the financial aid and

registrar's ofTices. which will remain in the

Whitmore Administration Building, he

said.

The renovated building will have' 29

parking spaces tor visitors and some .staff.

Burnham said. Al>out half of the .spaces will

hv in fnint of the building and the remain

mg w ill 1h- in the back Burnham said most

.if the staff will conl.iru- In park \n lot H2.

Most ii'sidenls at the nui i nij .v.-komed

the rolocation. Some, how A.-r, cxpre-sed

it.'siM\at mils.

| leel .s<inie rniufrn lor Uu-' -()ols on

Butterfield Terrace. -aid llariic-i Shapiro,

chaiiperson of the lioard. Many Amherst

residents shared her concern

Peter Hani-oti. a Buttcrfi.'ld Td iMii-

iv-ulent. suggested angling the spaces to

<dlow more room for cars to pass.

Overall. howe\.|-. !!ian\ olllu' i r-idciit-

were happy to •-ci- uiniissKins iimving into

the building. The only opposition to the

plan came from \'ince OTonnor, an

.Xnihoisl resident ilf -aid there aif more

treat ive uses tor the building, such as m.ir

\ hhI student housing;.

•How man> more ui;dergrads w ill be hv

mg in the community'.'" he asked. He said

that a large amount of campus housmg has

been changed for other uses, 'l think it s

a question of p<,licy and will," O'Connor

said.

Included in the renovation is an elevator

for the handicapped on the .South side of the

building Presently there is a fir<' escape

which will be torn down. Cherewatti said

11 will be replaced it necessary.

The building has lieen unoccupied since

M.iv ( herewatti said he is an.xious to lake

It over.

Hopefuls speak as primary nears
Robie Hubley Stan Rosenberg

By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

Robie Hublev is not overly impressed with the power

(if political endorsements.

The onlv endorsement I want is the voters Ihen 1 11

be beholden to them," the 48-year candidate for state

representative said yesterday.

Such a stance is unsurprising for a candidate widely

perceived as a free spirit, unencumbered by ties to party

machinery-and for a candidate who has received only two

urganizational endorsements this election sea.son.

But Huble\ seems unconcerned by the lack. 'You can

re, illy get vourself so entangled in the web of en-

dorsements.vou can't move." said the environmental lob-

byist and former schoolteacher who is trying for the first

time to represent Amherst. Pelham, Granhy and Belcher-

town in the Massachusetts statehouse.

Huhlev said he wants to become representative from the

Third Hampshire District because "after trying for years

to make the legislature work from the outside, I want to

make it work fnmi the inside."

The VValtham natives strength is generally held to be

his expertise and commitment on environmental issues.

Huhlev said. "If the people of the Third District send me

t ( t he statehouse and I walk onto that floor, it 11 send the

message: -environmental concerns can be translated into

V'OtCs '

111., w(>akness is perceived as inexperience in govern-

ment, a perception opponent Stan Rosenberg has not let

the voters forget. Hubley dismisses the "inexperience

charge. „ , i u
•It's a meaningless assertion. He (Rosenberg' has been

a politician all his life. I've been a teacher, a lobbyist, a

movie maker, a nursery school founder a grad student

.1 don't just support school teachers. I ve been in the

continued on paffe 15

By CRAIG SANDLER
Coilegian Staff

Stan Rosenberg wasn't thrilled about the ad that ap

peared in last Friday's Collegian which quoted him as say

ing, "Making government work for people-that's what

1 like to do."
.

"What does that say?" Rosenberg asked rhetorically Fri

day afternoon. "Talk about the financial aid we won for

students."

His fight for financial aid and the depth of his experience

w^ere two of the reasons Rosenberg gave vs hy the voters

of the Third Hampshire District should cast their ballots

for him.
This is Rosenberg's first run for the .statehouse, but he

said his political backgi-ound and network of contacts in

state government will make him a strong advocate for the

University of Massachusetts and the needs of people in

his district.

"There's no better training to be a legislator than to be

a legislative aide, particularly in the district in which you

hope to serve." Rosenberg said, referring to the time he

spent as an aide to State Sen. -John Olver. D-Amherst.

"As a result of the work I've done. I've developed con-

tacts in virtually every state agency. I can pick up the

phone and start at the beginning based on common ex-

perience and trust." Rosenberg said.

"You need that kind of network to meet the needs of

vour district." Rosenberg added.

Of his opponent, environmental lobbyist Robie Hubley.

Rosenberg commented. "He's gotten endorsements from

two environmental groups, and they're well deserved. His

work is recognized by us all as excellent in the environ

ment."
But, Rosenberg said, "I've been endorsed not only by

the Massachusetts Teacher's Association, the .state

ctmUnued on page 15

Landmark maze
to come down

By BRAD GORDON
Collegian Correspondent

The maze, a University of Massachusetts landmark,

will be removed this fall because it has become

dilapidated, according to the director of the University

Art Gallery.

The maze, an intricate labyrinth of chain link fence,

was installed at its present location near Warren B.

McGuirk Alumni Stadium in 1978 by artist Richard

Fleischner, Helaine Posner said.

Fleischner designed and constructed the maze under

the sponsorship of the University Art Gallery and the

National Endowment for the Arts, and it was then made

a part of the gallery's permanent art collection, Posner

said. J

In recent years, however, the maze has deteriorated,

with its fencing di-astically out of alignment, Posner said.

She said the state of disrepair could be attributed to

changes in the weather and to the frost heaving that oc-

curs during the winter.

According to Posner, funds for the maintenance of the

maze are included in the budget of the gallery, but the

last major work performed on it was two summers ago

when a new path was laid.

Posner said that Fleischner has expressed concern to

her about the present condition of the maze, statmg that

the changes that the maze has experienced have great-

ly altered the structure, and that it is no longer the same

work.
, . ^. ,

•Fixing the chain link maze would mean entirely

rebuilding lit], and that would cost moi^c than the

original cost," Posner said.

However, Posner announced that "in exchange for

removing the chain link maze, the artist has donated an

untitled sculpture in limestone to be placed outside the

chancel Inr'-s house this faXl" -.:

I
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Massachusetts politicking heats up as primary draws near
Garden dedicated to RoseBOSTON (APt - Evt'lyn

Murphy and Gerard
D'Amico continued to argue

over who is more anti-

nuclear. Joseph P. Kennedy
II helped turn the earth at

a rose garden dedicated to

his grandmother and near-

ly every Democrat running

for office was scheduled to

eat ham and beans.

Those were only a few of

the events in a whirlwind of

appearances and debates

Massachusetts political can-

didates attended yesterday

less than 48 hours before

the state's primary election.

During a live forum
televised by WCVB-TV,
D'Amico, the state senator

from Worcester running for

lieutenant governor, once

again questioned his

Democratic opponent's com-

mitment to eliminating

nuclear power in

Massachusetts.

"We can do without
nuclear power in this state.

We have to do it now,

though," he said.

AH pholo

Joseph P. Kennedy II is joined by Boston Mayor Ray Flynn and

Eunice Kennedy Shriver at groundbreaking ceremonies for a rose

garden on Boston's waterfront dedicated to matriarch Rose

Kennedy.

During the often-heated

race. D'Amico has ham-

mered at Murphy's accep-

tance of about $8,500 in con

tributions from utility in-

dustry executives who favor

nuclear energy.

And once again, the

former environmental af-

fairs and economic affairs

secretary, who polls say is

leading in the race, respond-

ed that she, too, wants to do

away with nuclear energy.

Acceptance of montn- from

the nuclear power industry

also touched off a debate

yesterday on the same
Channel 5 program between

Jo Ann Shotwell and James
Shannon, Democrats who
are running for attorney

general.

BOSTON (AP^-Citv officials and members of the Ken

m-dv family joined y.stcrday to break ground for a rose

garden dedicated to the matriarch of the clan, Rose

Kennedy.
, r , .

"It will be in memory of a woman and a family who

have given not only to this city but to this whole coun-

try," said Mayor Raymond L. Flynn.

The small waterfront park planned near Faneuil Hall

Marketplace is serveral blocks from the North End house

in which Rose Kennedy was born in 1890, said her

daughter, Eunice Kennedy Shriver.

"My mother's life will stamp the character of this

park," she said. "So it must always serve families old

and young."

The Rose Fitzgerald Kennedy Garden, located on an

acre of ground next to Christopher Columbus park, will

cost $690,000 and feature a round, polished granite foun-

tain and granite paved areas surrounded by wooden

benches.

Several paths radiating from the central fountain will

be bordered by f)ear trees anbd rose bushes. The garden

will be encircled by a Victorian-style ornamental fence.

Also attending the ceremony under a blue-and-white

striped tent were Rose Kennedy's grandson Joseph P.

Kennedy II, who is a Democratic candidate in the 8th

Congressional District race, and Steven Coyle, director

of the Boston Redevelopment Authority, which is

building the park.

Mrs. Kennedy, 96, has been in frail health in recent

years and lives at the family compound at Hvannisport.

k^JDOVE
Fast, Accurate Typing

of

• Resumes
• Term Papers
• Dissertations

79 South Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass 01002

256-1335

253-7480

Yankee Candle
'Tacto/J'^ Country Stoti

s. Dcer/ield, .Ma««"*

JHelp Wanted
The Yankee Candle Com-
pany of S. Deerfield is now

Jhlring. Seasonal positions

available days, evenings,

part-time, weekends. Open-

ngs include retail sales,

clerical, productions,

hipping.

Apply in person Monday-

Friday 9 to 4 (No phone

calls, please) at

Yankee Candle

Rt. 5, S. Deerfield, Mass.

at mountain farms mall

The area's only complete weight facility!

• Convenient, easy location

• Free parking

• Women's & Man's

shower & locker,

facilities \

ON THE

BUS ROUTE!
Midway between

Amherst S Northampton
at the

AAI Forms Moll

Rte 9. Hodley

Call: 584-2175

• Over lO.OOOIbs of free weights
• 12 different cable stations

• Exercise bicycles

• Vitannms & supptements
• Tanning beds available

Try us out for 1 month for only •39«"l

mm*

NEW FACULTY AND STAFF
Why risk Your Health Insurance

Coverage Until Nov 1

Short Term (1-2 months) Major Medical

js Available As Low As $30/month
FOR DETAILS CONTACT

John Burgess 549-7887
Amherst Creamery Building

150 Fearing St

(Acros form Southwest Dorms)

RESttMfS
A professional looking resume may be the key to a new and

exciting career. CopyCat Print Shop offers a nice variety of

quality resume paper with matching envelopes. Choose from a

large selection of typestyles to suit your taste. # ^

!f
,•COFvCaT Pru2tShop

1^^ "When the copy ia aa important as the original"

228 Triajigle St.. Amherst 2nd Floor 549-3840

Themost exciting
fewhours

you'Q spend allweek.
Run. Climb. Rappel. Navigate. Lead.

And develop the confidence and
skills you won't get from a textbook.

Enroll in Army ROTC
as one of vour electives. Get the facts

today. HH ALL VOU CAN HE.

Contact: Major Mahoney or Major Cunningham
A13-5A5-2321

AI^MY RESERVE OFFICERS T^^ININC CORPS

Disabled deal
with barriers
on campus
By ADA MATASOVSKI
Collegian Correspondent

The Univeisily of Massachusetts campus contains

several physical barriers that make life unnecessarily dif-

Cicuit for disabled student s. according' to an official in the

Office of Handicapped Student Affairs.

Laura Rauscher. assistant director of the olTice, said the

UMass campus could be improved in several ways mak-

ing life easier for the University's approximately 50

disabled students.

She said visually impaued students move about by

orienting themselves to their environment in a certain

pattern When lliat pattern is disrupted or if construction

displaces familiar landmarks, mobility can become dif-

ficult and even dangeriuis.

Tlie Amherst campus also lacks adequate signage which

disorients deaf people who can't understand directions

from a passer-by unless an intei-preter is handy, Rau.scher

said.

The Murray D. Lincoln Campus Center has often pos-

ed problems for students with disabilities, a problem that

the administration, the ofiice of handicapped student af-

fairs, and the Campus Center Board of Gtnernors work-

ed to solve this summei . according to the chairman of the

board.

•lohn Hayes said the board hired a special projects coor-

dinator over the summer to evaluate the hazards that ex-

ist in the Campus Center for handicapped persons and to

I (tier .some solutions.

In her report to the board, coordinator Lisa Riskin said

Campus Center escalators should be clearly marked with

.some form of light installed between each step, that large

print signs marking the room numbers be installed, and

that the lounge area should include a close captioned

television.

The report also suggests that certain campus center

phones should be lowered to 54 inches in height, that

elevator buttons should be labeled with raised letters or

in braille, and that handrails should be installed on two

walls of each elevator car.

The report also cites the doors on the Campus Center

as a major problem for both disabled and non-disabled per-

sons. The doors, the report states, are too heavy and too

big, posing problems for adequate opening and closing.

Riskin said disabled persons suffer in more ways than

having their mobility limited. As president and co-founder

of "Abilities Unlimited," a two-year-old .student organiza-

tion, she said many disabled students don't have the op-

portunity to join student clubs and organizations.

Abilities Unlimited, Riskin said, provides emotional

support, advocates awareness and works towards pro

viding understanding for the disabled.

"Us not that clubs are unwilling to accept disabled per

xm.s, " Riskin said, "it's just that they don't know how to

adopt many of their activities to suit these students."

Hayes said that students with disabilities pay campus

center fees just likr I'verxone else and should not have

to deal with the inadequate facilities.

"The people I've known, the people I've watched, don't

con\<' to the building and use the facilities," Hayes said.

it's loo difficult i>r else they make grand efforts to come

in and do what they want want to do." he said. "That's

all well and gwid. but it shouldn't be required of somebody

to really go to that much of an efTort to use facilities

they're paying for.

"We should be making the effort to insure that that's

possible," he said. "That's our Job."

i'ollcKiHIi |ihn(<i by K> rni' (^uurnotlii

PLAYIN' IN THE BAND-The Pioneer Valley Jazz Group performs on the Amherst
Common yesterday.

Two Southwest towers receive
new alarm systems over summer
By CARYN BOWERS
Collegian Staff

An upgraded fire alarm system was installed in

Southwest's John Quincy Adams Tower and Coolidge

Tower this summer, marking the start of construction in

a 10-year, $49 million improvement program for all

University of Massachusetts residence halls.

Director of Housing Services Jon Findley said, "We hope

to have the .same fire alarm system in all the buildings

within 3 years."

The progiam was planned by UMass Housing Services,

and includes 17 categories of work.

"That's everything from roofing to carpet and paint."

said Findley.

One of the categories is fire safety.

"We want the best possible fire alarm system in all

residence halls." he said.

"In the past, speaker horns were only in

the hall, and people were sleeping through

fire alarms," said Findley.

When considering residence halls, Findley

said fire detection was more important than

fire suppression.

One of the most important features of the new fire alarm

system is a speaker horn in every students" room, which

guarantees a sound level high enough to warn all

residents, Findley said.

"In the past, speaker horns were only in the hall, and

people were sleeping through fire alarms. ' said Findley.

When considering residence halls, Findley said fire

detection was more important than fire suppression.

"Sprinklers may protect property, but we're interested

in life safety," he said.

Another important feature he di.scussed was a magnetic

door holder, which allows fire doors to be propped open
for convenience. However, he added, the.se doors provide

a fire and smoke resistant barrier and must be closed dur

ing a fire or even ju.st a drill.

"When an alarm sounds, the doors are automatically

released," he explained.

A new control panel is also located in the lobby to

monitor the entire system. In case of an emergency, the

panel shows exactly where the problem is, and provides

a microphone for .sending messages or giving instructions

to anyone in danger, he said.

Aside from ctrntrol panels in residence hall lobbies, there

is a central processing unit located in the Physical Plant

monitoring all buildings, including a 24 hour surveillance

on residence halls, said Findley.

Fire prevention officer for UMass Environmental Health

Safety Keith Hoyle said. "We can't take all the credit.

Installation of the new system won't prevent fires."

According to Hoyle, before 1978 none of the residence

halls had smoke detectors.

"We lost 3 or 4 rooms a year due to fires, ' said Hoyle.

He explained that in 1975 the state tried to pa.ss a law

requiring all residential buildings to have smoke detec-

tors, but it didn't get past the House.

The building owner's lobby was too strong, so it wa.s

ni.i(if ;i local optif)n."

Ih' wi'iit on tf) explain that all of UMas> i t-idi'iicc halls

wi'ie built in complianct' with Chapter 143 ot' Mass.

General Laws, before the .Stale Building Code was
adopted.

"N(\cr mind what the code says, we're concerned with

what we should be doing to insure fire safety," said Hoyle.

Women's Forum
Women's Forum is a weekly listing of

I'lt'Nts ri'lalcd to uomcn's issues. Notices

should be sent to the Women 's Issues Editor,

care of the Collegian, by the Friday before

the event.

Thursday-
Women, Technology, and Education:

Conceptual Insights from the U.N.

Decade 1975-1985 is the topic tor a presen-

tation at 4:30 p.m. in Smith Colleges
W'right Hall Common Room sponsored by

The Project on Women and Social
Change.
Friday—
The Graduate Women's Admission

and General Educational Support Pro-
gram is hosting a workshop called "The
Role ofWomen in Third World Countries."

It will be held from 5 to 8 p.m. in the Cam-
pus Center.

Ethiopian Jews tonight's topic

("nllrgi.iii phot<i hy Byrne IJuji iiuitu

HEY SWINGER-Douglous Dunbar, age 4, fools around on the

monkey bars at Amherst College ye.sterday.

The pain and struggle of Ethiopian Jewry

will be the topic of "A Lo.st Tribe Comes
Home: The Aliyah of Ethiopian Jewry" at

7:30 tonight in room 904-908 of the Cam-
pus Center, given by Barbara Geffen,

Flounder of the Ethiopian Jewry commit-

tee of the Jewish Community Council in

Boston.

A year and a half ago the US government

and private sources funded a program

known as Operation Mo.ses, said Rabbi

Saul Perlmutter, director of the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts Hillel. This program

took F3thiopian Jews and moved them to

K-^iael.

"It was a concrete effort to save people

from starving," said Yehudit Heller, pro-

gram director of Hillel.

Heller said once the operation became
public the exodus was stopped by the

Sudan government.
September, and e.specially this week, is

part of a nationwide effort to promote

Ethiopian Jew i>, said Perlmutter. Wednes-

day is a national day of conscience. A Con-

gressional special order will interrupt and

inform both houses of Congress about

ICthiopian Jewrv.
-CAROL TANNENBAUM.

mw s? <mm^
Ten years ago:

The acting Vice Chancellor for Stu-

dent Affairs Robert L. Wfiodbuiy ycstci-

(lay told heads of departments un<kr his

juri.sdiction that he is 'cauliousls op

timistic about the University's future.

Of the many institutions that in the past

(cw years have .striven for the top of

American higher education and have fallen

short, W^)odbuiy said, "This University,

and particularly this campus are clearly go-

ing to grow and be among the very best."

Fire ifcars ago:

If you were SAPed this weekend, you

already know about the new four-man

pati(.l organized by the Amherst police

department to pitvcnt casualties resulting

linin cxccs-^ speed .iiid alcohol

The Speed and Alct.hol Patrol iSAlN

operates F'riday and .Saturday nights hv{

ween 9 p.ni and 3 a.m. The piogram is

scheduled to lun until June 30. 19M2.

SAP wa.> tni iiied because iti 13 iiiniUlis,

11 lives were claimed in akdhnl >pced

rt'l.ltrd .icriil.lit -

On Friday night. 50 cars were stopped,

15 violations were written and three were

iirested. Amherst police said. All others

were given verbal warnings.
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Themost
demanding,
challengii^

rigorous,
satisfying,

diincult,
rewaiding;

motivatingand
excitingcourse
youcantake
incollege.

RESERVE

OFFICERS'

TRAINING
CORPS

Contact: Major Mahoney or

Major Cunningham
413-545-2321

MEXICAN MONTH

IN

CARBURS LOUNGE

Dos^Equis XX - $1.75
all month any time

With Purchase get

Chilli Con Queso, Chips & Dip

FREE
from 4-7. 9-11 pm

Good through Sept 30

ON THE BUS ROUTE
RTE 9 HADLEY

x\ "^[at

GET A
TASTE
OF THE
GREEK
AREA OF
UMASS

DELTA UPSILON'S
Little Sister's Rush party

September 11th 9:00 PM
September 15th 4:00 PM

ALL UNIVERSITY WOMEN INVITED

IX

KARJTTE
Health Fitness Centeti

256-0080
I
I

I

I

460 ¥fmmt Str0mL AmhmrmL

A WORLD CLASS FACILITY OFFERING YOU:

MORNINa AFTERNOOM. EVENING CLASSES

KENPO. TAtKWONDO & SPORT KARATE

WEIGHTS, SAUNA, $TRETCH MACHINES

Larry Kefley. 4 YEARS TOI>-10- U.S.A.

Kirik J«inesa.T0P-10 NEW ENGLAND

Donna KeHey 2 YEARS^^t JM N.E.

ON PVTA BUS ROUTR ^ ' .

J

LOW STUDENT RATE

INSTANT
ORGANIZATION

FOR ONLY

$4.99

wire or plastic

shower totes

M—F 9-5

SAT 10-3

Located in the Campus Center

^yUNIVERSITY
STORED

SPRING SEMESTER

1986 DEAN

Congratulations to those of you whose names appear below.

You have earned a place on the Dean's List by your outstan-

ding academic performance. This honor is accorded to students

who achieve a semester average of 3.5 or higher with twelve

or more graded credits. Since fewer than 15% meet this high

standard, it marks significant accomplishment. Providing the

opportunity. Your success is a source of pride to the entire

University community. Congratulations.

Joseph Duffey, Chancellor

PRESS RELEASES

The Office of Public Information will Issue a press release about your Deans List achieve-

ment to your hometown newspaper if you are a Massachusetts resident. Out of state students

please pick up a press release form at 200 Muson Hall.

PARENTS DAY
A special program for the parents of students who achieved Deans List status for the Spring

Semester 1986 and/or Fall Semester 1986 will be held on Saturday, May 2, 1987, on campus.

There will be an all day series of academic and cultural activities, providing parents with

an opportunity to sample and experience our educational programs. Details will be forthcom-

ing in the Spring.

This event is being coordinated by the Office of Alumni Affairs, 545-2317.

The Dean's List is published under the auspices of the Dean of Students Office, a"d is based

^1 the Registrar's Office, 227 Whitmore Hall, so that your name can be added to the Dean s L,st.

Reminder - graded credits only are included, not Pass/Fail credits.

ARTS & SCIENCES

HUMANITIES & FINE ARTS

&OAE»REBECCA J,
ADAlRtCHRISTINE Ht

ADAMS. MICHAEL F.

AITKEN. TONYA L.

ALEROING. STEVEN A.

ALLYN. ELIZABETH M,

AMARAL, ANTHONY M,

ANOEREGG»MURRAY F,

ANGELONE»JULIE A.

ANTILES. MICHELLE B,

ANTRIM, CAITLIN.
APPLEBAUMfRONOA A»

ARCHEY, DAVID W,

ARNETTEf GREGORY L.

ASHMOREfMICHAEL W.

AUBREYt JONATHAN T,

AXTELLtKAREN J,

AYERSfJEAN E,

BAILEY, SANDR'A,

dAKEWELL, WILLIAM M,

SALLOUfTIMOTHY A,

aALUT,JOHN N,

9APTISTE, JAMES J.

BARILLA, JAMES J»

BARMACKf JESSICA C,

BARR, STEVEN T,

BATT.NEIL A,

BATTEY, SYLVIA A,

BEAUDET, MARGARET H,

BEAUDRY, CHRISTOPHER L,

8ECKWITH,JEAN E,

BEEN, MARY A,

BELL, FAITH R,

BENNETT, JULIE Mt

B^RG,ERIC A,

8ETT, ALISON M,

BLANKSTEIN, ANDREW S,

30AR0MAN, DAVID C,

80DINE, CAROL J,

BOGARTZ, RUSSELL L,

BOILARD, THERESA L,

BOUOREAU, JACQUELINE,
BOWERS, SANDRA W,

BOYLEN, CYNTHIA L,

BRAOLEE,MARY T,

BRADLEY, STEPHEN J.

BRASSARD, MATTHEW T,

BRENNAN,MARK T,

8RIGHTMAN,ADAM P,

8R0GAN, BENEDICT M,

BROWN, SUSAN E,
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CHRISTGAUi JOOI Lt

CHUPKAtDANlEL A,

CLAFFEYtSHARQN M,

CLEAVEStSAMUEL 0,

CLQUOtGEOFFREY W,

COBStPAUL Mt
COGGlNSt JANET At

COLLINS, ROBERT Bt

COLLINS, WILLI AM J,

COLONERO, DARREN M,

COMEAU, CHRISTOPHER J

CONCANNON, THOMAS Mt
CONNEARNE YtROBIN At

CONNOR, PAULA Jt

CONNORStBRI AN Rt

CONNORS, KEVIN Rt

COOK, DAVID E,
COOPER, CHER I E At

COUGHLlNtCARYN 3t

COURTNEYtCAROL At

COUTUtLISA Mt
CREAMEfttMARY E,
CREVIER.LYNN M,

CROWOER.A. ELIZABETH
CROWELL, BRIAN R,

CROWLEY, ELEANOR P,

CROWLEY, LINDA At

DALLAMORAtLAUREN Mt

OARROM, ALISON Pt

DATTIStOEBORAH At

DAVI OSONt JOOI fi>

DAVIDSON, LISA Jt

DAVIDSON, SCOTT St

DAVIStJAMES H, I I I

DAVI S, NATALIE A,

DAVIS, WILLIAM M,

DAY, KEVIN St
DELEOtTRACI 4,

DELIA, SUZANN:
oemetry,sara .,

denning, john c,
derhohannesian.seta,
oerosier, jennifer l

.

devlin, michafl p,

oevos,moniqu
OIOOMENICO,S wAS

OOHERtJOHN e

OOHERTYtDANI
DONALDSON, SU •<,

OORANtELIZAB ' M,

DORMANtERlCA Mt

OOMtPETER Et

ORESTE, PATRICIA At

ORUDItJOHN Jt
OUFORT, JAHALA L,

OUMAIStCINOY Jt

DUMAStOEBRA Lt

DYCK, INGRIO Rt

0»KO, ALEXIS Mt

EBYtRICHARD Mt

EOWAROSt JULIE Lt

EFFENSONtELYSE R,

EGAN,KAREN Et
EHLERStPATRICK JtJR
EISENOORF, RICHARD Jt

ELLIStMARY At

EMERSON, ISABEL S,

EWING, DOUGLAS At

FABEL, SHARON J,

FAIRLEYtCAROLYNN Ot

FARBHAN, ROBERT At

FEARONtOEIRDRE M,

FEAZELL.JOEL 0,

FECKO, JEFFREY Mt

FEDERERtKARI At
FEDORZYNt ELIZABETH Gt

FEINtEUGENE St

FERMON.KIMBERLY Et
FERONEtMARY GRACEt
FERTELtMATTHEM It

F ISHLERtLAURA St
FITZPATRICKtMARY F,

FLANOERStMARY Et

FOLANtMAJRA A,

FOLEYtSUSAN Ct
FORMOSI .MICHAEL Ht
FORSGARO, JAMES Mt
FRANZtPAUL Rt

FREIMORt JUOl TH L,

FREYtJOYCE A,
FRIEDMANtMARK Wt
FROGAMENi , JAMES Jt

GANNON, MARY Nt

GARCIA BEROEJOtMARI A P

GARDNER tCHRISTOPHER Ct

GARDNERi PAMELA Jt

GARRITV, CHERYL L,

GATELY,MILLI AM J,

GAYNERt JACQUEL INE Bt

GEARHARTtSUSANNAH Wt

GERSHONt JULIEt
GI AMMASI tPIA Lt
GIBBONStBRIAN Jt

GILLtTHOMAS JtJR
GILLIES^ JENNIFER L,

GILLMEISTER,MILLIAM.,J,
GIORDANOtTHOMAS F.»

GIRGENTI tRUSSELL Mt'

GOFF, DAVID At
'

GOGUENtOEIORE N,

GOLDMAN, BARRY Rt
GOLDMAN, RISA Jt
GOLDSMITH, LAUREN Et
GOLOSTEINtSANOOR Jt

GONYOtJILL At

GOULET, DAVID A,

GRAFSTEIN, SUSAN Ct

GRAVES, CYNTHIA Rt
GRAY, MARK E,
GREENtBRADY L,

GREEN8ERG, DAVID J,

GREEN6ERG, JENNIFER L,

GREENE, RICHARD E,

GROLMANt IRA H,

GUILIOTI S,MARCY E,
HAOLEY, PATRICIA J,

HAtNOIGES, STEVEN A,

14M, SARAH J,

HAMMOND DANIELS, MEL IS

HAMPARI AN, ARAM S,

HAN, MAR IE,
HANLON, SUSAN Mt
HANNON, JULIE At
HANRAHANtKIMBERLY A,

HART.ALICIA M.

HART,JANIS M,
HARTLEY tHAROLO Jt

HASTENtJANA Et
HATSIS.CHARLES Gt
HAYMARD, EDWARD Gt
HERSHONtMARC St
HEYMOOOtFRANCIS Mt
HINOINtBARSRA Jt

HINLEIN, PETER E,
HITCHEN.MELANI E A.

HOGANtT IMOTHY J,

HOLLENSTE IN, THOMAS
HOLTZ, JENNIFER S,

HOMA, RONALD M,JR
HOMAN,OENISE Lt
HOPPEtLYNN C,

HOWELL, BRUCE F,

HQWELLtELLEN Jt
HUBBAROtMARK Ct
HUDSON, KATHERINE Et

HUDSON, KATHLEEN M,

HUMMELtJILL At
HUNTtPATRICIA Kt

HUNT, VIRGINIA A,

HURMITZtAVVYt
HUXTABLE, KAREN Jt
HYNOStCATHERINE M,

ITURREGUI t JUAN Ct
ITZKOMITZ, DONNA Lt
JACKIVICZtTHOMAS Pt
JACKMANtMICHAEL Pt

JACOBS, LISA Jt
JAFFEEtKIMBERLY,
JANOVITZ, WILLIAM A,

JEWELL, KYLE Dt
JOHNSON, GAIL E,

JOHNSON, HELEN Lt
JOHNSON, INGER K.

JOHNSON, KATHY E,
JOHNSON, MARK W,

JOHNSTON, JENNIFER M,

JONES, KATHERINE Tt
JONES, LESLIE Ht
KAL ISHt JOSHUA Bt

KALLlOtJON Mt
KANEtEILEEN Jt

KARP, ANDREA Ft

KATZ, DAVID Bt

KATZ, JEFFREY Rt'
KATZtMELINOA R,

KAUFHANN,KRIST IN Mt

HEITH, GLENN T,

KELLEHER, BRIAN J,

KELLEY, KARA L,

KELSEY, MARGARET E,

KILLILEA, CAROLINE A,

KINGMAN, BRIAN Jt
KINNAMONtSTACEY At

KIRSCHNERt JILL Kt

KLAIBERt JEANNE M,

KLEINER, NINAt
KLOTZtCASSANDRA At

KONTOFFtTERRY Lt

KOROTKIN, ELIZABETH A

KOSICHtHlLLERY Ht

KOVACHtJOHN Rt
KRASNOW, JENNIFER S,

KRAUSStERIC S,

KRITIStKARA J,

KRONI NGER.MARK Dt

LAAKSOtLYNN C,
LAAKSO,MAR ISSA It

LADDtCORINA R,

LAL IBERTY, SHEILA K,

LALLY, FAITH Lt

LAM, MICHAEL, f-

LANZILLO, MARIE (t
LAPOINTEtCOLLEEN M,

LAREAUtMICHELE H,

LAPSONtCHRlSTIHE At

S*^LAUGHLIN, JAMES St

LAZZARINI , SANDRA J,

LEBLANCMELINDA Ft

LEOUCtEILEEN C,

LEH, PETER Jt

LEHANtCLAUOIA Bt

LEHRERtRICHARO Lt

LEVINE, MICHAEL A,

LEVINEtROBERLT Lt

LtMlS. JAMES M,

LlMONCELLItNANCV t,

LIN, JANE J,

L IN, JULI J,
L1N0AHL,NILS G,

LINDBLAD, KAREN,
LINEHAN, DAVID Gt

ilTZINGER, JANET S,

tLAMAS, ANDREA P,

LUST IG,MEL ISSA,
MACBAIN, CATHERINE A,

MAC00UGALL,LESLIE,
MACEtAMV Et
MACKAY,LAURA Jt

MADDEN, SUSAN M,
MAOSENtSHARI Lt

MAKItJANE M,

MALLQR MC&RATH,LONI,
MALONE,PHIL IP Jt

HALTER, BARRY Kt

MANN, CAROL St

MANNING, RICHARD Lt
MARGIOTTAtTERESE Ot

MARSH, KEVIN Et

MARSHALL tL ISA Mt

MART IN,R ICHARO A,

MARTIN, TARA R,

MARTIN, TERRENCE H,

MASCHLER.TONI i

HASQN,KEVIN L,
MAYNAROtSTL^HANIE L,

MAZZOCCOtblNA M,

MCALL ISTER, JANE H,

MCCARTHY, LAURA Jt

MCCAR THYtHARY At

MCCAULEY, CHRIST INE H,

MCCULLOUGHtLAURA A,

MCDONALD, LAUREN A,

MCINTOSH, BONNIE S,

MCLAUGHL IN, PATRICIA H,

MEADE , WILL I AH J,

MEHLHORN, DAVID M,

HELLEY.JOHN J,

HELLIN, SUSAN J,

HELLO, RAVHONO Gt

MELTZNER, BRANDY A,

HENOELSOHNtELl SE

MENOELSON, REBECCA R,

HERCURIO, ROBERTA H,
'

HEYER, GREGG H,

H|RACLIA,HELISSA At

HIRISOLA, PATRICIA H,

MISTHAL,ROai N Lt

Ml TROOK, MICHAEL At

MONIZ, SUSAN At

MONOC, MARCO F,

MONSERRATEtMAR lA L,

MONTGOMERY, JENNIFER M,

HOORE, PATRICK Gt

HORI ARTYtTHOHAS Ot

MORRIS, PANCHO Gt

MORR ISSEY, FRANCIS C,

HORRISSEY, JOANNE,
MOSES, GLENN Dt

jHUISE tCHRISTOPHER Lt
UuLLANEtCHRISTOPHER Jt

[muLLER KAHLEtMAUREEN
MULLQYtMARY F,

MUNROtSILLIE St
MURANOtLAURA A,

MURK, KAREN V,

MURPHY, BETH Lt
MURPHY, E ERlCAt
MURPHVtGAIL At
NASH.MICHELE A,

'NAUSS, DAVID At

NEILL, SARAH fit

NEWELL, CHRISTOPHER M

NICHOLSONtHARCYE W,

NOBLE, DIANA E,

NOBREGA, JOSEPH Pt

NOLAN, HICHELLE Et

NOLANOtWILLlAH E,
NOTT, KRISTIN At

NOVICK,TRACI Lt
NUTTING, LI NOA Ht

OLALORtMARK Et
OLEARYtROBERT Gt

OLEARYtSEAN P,
ONEIL, JANET At

OPPENHEIH, ELIZABETH A,
OREFICEtSTEPHANIE Ht
ORMSBYtJAHES G,
PAGANO,GAIL H,

PALAZZO. MARTYLEE,
PAPPAStJOHN P,

PARADIStANN M,

PARAOIStLISA Mt
PARRY, JANE Et
PEARSALLtERIC Mt
PELC, GEORGE Et
PELLEGRINItSUZANNEt
PENCZARtELISSAt
PETERS, ROBERT M,
PETERSON, KRIST IN H,

PHlLL |PS,NATAL IE Jt
PLUNKETT, CONOR Et
POCSIK, PATRICIA St
POLLASTRItTRACY A,

PQVINELLI tOANIEL Jt
POWERStBERNADETTE Jt
POWERS, CHARLES Bt
POWERS, PAUL Gt
POWERStSTEVEN Jt
OUEZADAtHARTA Yt

OUIRI ONtPATRICI A At
RAIMONOOtBEVERLY,
RAKOMSKI ,EHILY D,

RANOtJOHN K,
RANO,MENDV S,
RAPOSOtSCOTT H,

RASKEVITZ, JULI ANN,
RASTALLIS, NATHANIEL J,

RE INSTEOLER, NICOLE Jt

RE I SHANtLYNETTE Bt

REYNOLDStCRAIC Ht

RICE, ROBERT St

RISHAN, JANET Bt
RiVERStJESSICA Kt

RIZK.LQRI A,

ROSERTtJOHN F,

ROatRTStJOHN £,

ROBICHAUO, SUSAN Jt

ROBINSON, JANICE At

ROBINSON, PERRY Gt
ROCHAtKEVIN Pt

ROGERStALLISON Et

ROGERStJILL L,
ROONEVtLYNNt
RORABACKtGAV At
ROSAOOtGLORI A Et

ROSENBERGtREBECCA E,

RQWINSKI ,OAVIO Jt

RUBINtGARY Bt

RUaiNtMARK Ft

RUlZtCECILLE Mt
RUPPELtRICHARO J»

RYAN, CHERYL A,

SABIN, DEBORAH A,

SACCONEt JENNIFER M,

SADOSKI, PAMELA Jt

SAKACS, LINDA H,

SALKtHARCY Et
SARGENTtTODO Lt
SASIELAtAHY L,
SCHACHTERt AL ISA Ht

SCHAFFERtERIC H,

SCHIFFHAN, CAROLE J,

SCHILLER, KAREN 3,

SCHMALL,STEFANIE A,

SCHORR, ADAH K,

SCHRAMM, KATHERINE M,

SCHREIBER, JUOl TH L,

SCOLASTICO,HARY A,

SEITEL, CAROLINE,

SHAKESPEARE, MATTHEW M

SHANFIELD, JONATHAN A,

SHAPIRO, RHONDAt
SHARPtOEBRA At

SHAVEAiERIC Mt
SHAMtGORDON Pt

SHEAtKELLV Jt
SHEPPARD, LAURA Et

SHIHKUS, DAVID H,

SHOLOCK, PAMELA Jt

SHRENKERtOEBRA Z,

S ILVAtSARBARA At

S ILVERHANtPAUL 0,

SKOLNICK, CAROLYN E,

SL AVIN,FReOR ICK £,

SLOVI N, KENNETH I,

SH|TH,CARA E,

SMI TH,CYNTH| A A.

SOKOL.ERIC W,

SPANOtGREG Tt

SPIWAK, STACY J,

STACY, PHILIP J,
STEELE, SCOTT J,

STEEVEStJOHN Ft

STEVENStSUZI t

STEMARTiMlLLIAH E, I 1

STICKLER, HERBERT Lt

STIEFELtSUSAN Ot

STRAHA, KIHBERLY L,

STRANOBERG, SUSAN J,

SULLIVAN, HARGARET A,

SUTTON, HATTHEM F,

SWALECHICHAEL J,

SMANBONt THOHAS M,

SMEENEYtKEVIN Ht

TALlStJOHN Ct
TALLEYtHICHAEL L,

TALLONtANNE C,

TANNERT, BARBARA J,

TAYLOR, STEPHEN S,

TENNEY,HARK Dt
THEHISTOCLES, PETER,
TICHNOR, ROBIN C,

TILSLEY, LAURA A,

TOBEYtOAVlO H,

TONNESSEN, ANITA,
TORAN,MARY R,

TORRES,GISELLt t,

TOWSE,AMY E,

TR IPP, JENNIFER L ,

TROY, JONATHAN R,

TYROL, PATR IC I A A,

URQUHART ,LOR I J,

VAN CAMP, CHRISTOPHER
VANHEERDEN,AL IDA Pt
VANWAGONERt JENNIFER I

VARELAtWiLKA £,
VASTINE. ELIZABETH J,

VUILLEHENOT, NICOLE A

WALGRENtSEAN Lt
WARE

,

KEVIN L,
WARREN, VALERIE Et

MASKIEMICZ, KAREN A,

WATSON, CHRISTOPHER J

MATSONtKELLY At

WE INBERG, ANNE Nt

WE ISS, VIRGINIA L,

WELCH, JONATHAN 0,

WESTER, CAROLYN L,

WILLIAMS, STACIE M,

WILLI AHSON, JAMES R,

WILSON, CYNTHIA L,
WINER, SCOTT E,

WISE, MARK St

WiTHAHtPAJLA C,
WOHLREICH, KERRY R,

MOLANtCOZY S,
WOLCOTT,GARY G,
WOODBURY, COL IN M,

WOOTENtSTEPHEN Rt

WRIGHT, ALLAN T,

WRI TESEL , MARIA E,

WUSCHER , HELEN M,

YANNONI ,STEPHAN H,

YU, KAREN A,

ZA80L 10, JUL IE E,
ZARETSKY.NINA S,

ZARETSKYfPAUL A,

Z INK, JO A SNA R.

ARTS & SCIENCES UNDECLARED

AARON, SUSAN 3,

ACKER, MICHAEL A,

ACZEL, THOHAS Gt

AHERN, DAVID J,

AIELLO, KRISTIN L,
AKIYAHA.YASUHIRO,
ANANO,MALA,
ANDERSON, LISA Mt

ARONWALOtKIMBERLY Bt

ARTHUR, SANDRA Lt

BANGS, JQOY A,

BANKS, VALERIE Ct

BARATTA.LISA Jt

BARTLETT, JOSEPH Pt

BASILEtOEBQRAH At

BASStEDIE Lt

3ATES, GARRY F,

BEELEtPAMELA A,

BERGMANNtN ELIZABETH,
BERZANSKY, RANDALL Jt

BEURHANNtLISA Ht

BING, ANDREW 0,

BREOVIKtBRIAN K,

BRUBAKERtLISABETH Ct

CALLAHANtNANCY Ht

CAPLANtGLENN St

CAPSALlStMlLLIAH P,

CARNEVALEtSTEPHANIE A

CARVERtCLAUOIA At

CHAHBERStSTACY Lt

CLiFTONtRAHONA K,

CONLEY.LYNN K,
CONNOLLY, LESLEY A,

COSTELLOt JOSEPH P,JR

COTTON, HQLLIS Ht

COURT, NANCY K,

COX.MARREN T,

COYLE. BRENDAN At

CURTIS, MARY M,

OADMUN, THOHAS Et

DAUBENBERGER, KAREN Lt
OESROCHERStOEBORAH At

DEWEY, PAMELA Jt

OICUStLARA H,

DOYLE, STEPHEN G,

ECKHARDT, RANDALL,
EOLUNDtJAREO B,

EDWARDS, MARK Lt

FlNNtTHOMAS f* 9

F ITZGERALOtERIN E,

FLANNERY, FRANCIS Et

FORKELtCHRISTOPHER Tt

FORSYTHtHATTHEM Lt

FOSTERtJEFFREY Jt
^FREDRICKSONtKAREN Ht

FR lEOHANtHARK At

FRIEOHANtMELlNOA Dt

GALLANTtRENEE H,

GARITYtMICHAEL F,

GIBL INtROBERT A,

GILLENtEMlLY At
GILHARTINtRICHARO Jt

Ot
Ct

Jt

GLOGORSKI, JACLYNN
GQNCALVEStANTONIO
GOOD, JENNIFER Lt
GOTTLIEB, STUART H,

GROSSMAN, JOYCE Rt

HAMILTON, CHARLES M,

HARKINS, WILLIAM H,

HAYES, MAUREEN A,

HILLMAN, BROOKE Lt

HOESCHEN STEIN, MEDEA,
HOFFER, DOUGLAS J,

HOLLISTER, CAROLYN
HUNTERtALAN Bt

IRVINE, KIH H,

ISELE,KARLIN At
JARDINtTAHARA Ht

KAUFMAN, PAUL B,

KAVANAGH, SCOTT E,

KELLY, KAREN Ht

KLEIN, JAMES Bt

KORMARtARATI Rt

KOS, RICHARD Jr
KRASSLER, MARIE Tt

KRA'USS, LAURA Mt

KRAVETStROaiN Ht
KRAVETZtHARA L,
KRESGEtSCOTT At

KUHNtCHRISTOPHER Ht

KUKLINSKItALlCE Vt

KUTZELHANt JULIE Bt

LACEYtELEANOR Bt

LAVALLEE, LAURA A,

LAZAROFFt JULIE Et

LEVINE, JENNIFER H,

L I EDTKA.THERESAt
LiTTERIOtHE lOI Jt

LONGHI

,

MATTHEW Jt

MACLEAN, ROBERT,
MALAVIYA,ATINORAt
MALINO, LINDA Jt

MALONEY, JAYNE Ot

MANNI NG, LAURA At

MANNING, MARY V,

MANZER, JEf-'REY A,

MAO, JEFFREY, T

MARTINtTQDO Lt

MATOTT, SUSAN H,

MCKENDRY, DOUGLAS C,

MCLAUGHLIN, KIH Et

MCMAHON, THOMAS Ot

MCNICHOLAS, NANCY B,

MCQUARRIE,AHY C,

MEEHAN, SHEILA Lt

HELLO, ELIZABETH At

HEREOITH, KRISTIN Ht

HICHEEL, CAROLYN T,

HITCHELL, ROBERT Lt

MORANtRQBERT Pt

MORINI, NICOLE,
MULCAHYtAMY Ot

NEWMAN, CHRISTOPHER,
NGUYENtTUAN Qt

NICHOLS, 6LIZA86TM Ht

0R6ILLY, TRACY M,

PELLE&RI,CHRI$TINC H,

PELL^Y, MAUREEN St

PEREZ tLOURDES M,

PERRY, STEVEN J,

PETR ILLCLYNNE M,

POl TRAS.R09ERT B.JR
POLONSKY.DAVIO A,

PUTNAM, WENDY J.t
RA8IN0V. PETER Jt

RAMOS. CARLOS M.
RAPOSA.JOOIE M,

R^AL, NANCY G,
R£OLICH,MARK 3,

REIO,OAylO R,

RE1S, SHARON L,

RESOR, KAREN E,

RILEY, WILLIAM R,

ROBINSON, KELLY ANNE,

ROCHE, JOSEPH A,

RQULE, ROBERT Jt

RYAN, TIMOTHY J,

RYDER. KATHRYN M,

SASATINl ,4NT0NELLA,
SAOOWSKI, STEPHANIE J,

SATRE,8eTH E,

1

$CHN€IOeRMAN,SCOT,
SCHUMACHER, PATR ICIA,

SCOTT, OAYNA M,

SERRIOGE, THOMAS,
SHAUGHNESSY, WILLIAM K

SHUMAN, STEPHEN J,

SICIGNANO, LAURA It

SILVA, MARIA Rt

SILVER, RISA Lt

SISITSKY,MARLA B,

SMILEY, LYNN Et

SMITH, AISLINM Et

SMITH, ELIZABETH Ht

SHITHtAISLiNN E,

SHITH, ELIZABETH H,

SaHN,DEaRA R,

SOLOMON, SHARI Kt
SOMMERStSTACEYt
SPALDING, JAHES E,

SPELMAN,LISA Jt
SPROGIS, DAVID H,

STEINHAROTtC VAROAt
STEVENS, KARA At

SUBf, CATHERINE C,

TAU3, DANIEL Rt

T0A3E, PAMELA B,

TOMASSO, KENNETH R,

TOPPI ,GARY Rt
TRANtPHUNG Tt

TROMBLYtFRANCINE Rt

TSANGtHEIMEI t

VAN ETTENtJULlA At

VERROCHI tLYNNE Ht

VIENNEAU, PATRICK E,

WANG, LIN,
WARGO, KAREN At

WEINER, RICHARD Ht

WEIRtPATRICIA Ht

WENOLERtCAROLE Lt

MHALENtANGELA Nt
MHITEtLQRNA Lt
WiL'LIANtNERHIN Nt
MiTKOPtTRISHA At
ZARZECKItMARYJANEt
ZEIGLERtCARL Lt
ZENTIStMARTHA N,
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4 9«EUtE«ICf
AOA^S tOA^4lEL Nt
AZAR,«OSe«T Et

3A9ULA, ROBERT Mt

3AtOCKI.9ART W«
9ARK£R»JAHES Ht
9ATTISTI iTHOHAS Mt

9AXTE«imCHAEL At

BERGiCHR ISTINE M,

BLUIfPETER Lt
aOBECK, ROBERT Jt
aOlREtCHRISTOPHER Pt

BONIStOAMN L.
aORASKliKATHLEEN Ot

BDENNERtCRAIG St

aROWN. PETER Tt

BUCKL^iViPAUL Ft

BUltNGA Tt
BURATTOtLlSA Bt
BURKEtJAMES Wt

BUSIEKf JENNIFER Jt

CA!RNSiKRISTINA Ot

CARLSONtERIC Ot

CARVALHO.HARl A Mt
CASWELLtMlCMAEL Ri

CEOERHOLMtERIC Jt

CHARRONtWiLL lAM Bt

CHlCOINEtTROY Rt
CMI N. JOHN Gt
CHOI tOAVIOt
CIESLUHtGREGORf Pt

CIOLFItJOMN Et

CLEARYtSTEPHEN M,

CLEHENSiMICHAEL Wt
CQHENtMARK Jt

CONNOR. ERIN Ct
COOTEtELIZABETM Jt
CORKUHtOAViO Lt
COSTA. RICHARD Et

CUNNINGHAM, JOOV Mt

CZAJKOWSKI tJOHN JtJR
OABBAStNANCYt
DAOMUN.MARH Ot
OALOiCHRISTOPHER M,

OAYtJOHN Pt

DEAN. DENNIS A,

OEAN. JAMES Pt
OEARING.CHRISTOPHERt
DEFORESTtMILES At

OEGENtMAUREEN Bt

OEMERS. DOUGLAS At

DERWIN. KATHLEEN At

OESAI.BHAVIT St

OONOVANiKEViN M,

OORGANtJQHN Rt .

ORUMMONOtLAUREL A,

OUBRULEtSTEVEN Rt

OUBYtTHOMAS Gt
DUCHARME.FRANCl S A,

DURRANI .MOHAMMAD A.

DZlURA.MICHAELJt
EIKENBERRYt JOHN Ot

ELIAS.KARL Gt
ELKINStSTEPHEN Rt
ENAYETULLAHtHABlB Mt

EQUI. MICHAEL Vt
FARRAGHER.SEAN T,

FECTEAU, DAVID M.

FERREIRA, KENNETH P.

FIORE.PAUL Dt
FITZGERALDtVICTORIA F

FOLEY, TIMOTHY Pt

FONG.AOELENE St

FONT AINE tOANIEL L,

FORTUN,MARR A,

FOX. JEFFREY At

FRENCH, GREGORY 0,

FRI EOMAN, RICHARD T,

GALLAGHER, JAMES Ft

GAUTHIER. DAVID U.

GENORONtMlLLlAM Mt

GENTtDANIEL Et

Gl ARDtSTEVEN Pt

GILBERTtPHlL IP M,

GIRARD, ROBERT J,

GLEASON,JOHN A,

GLEDHILL.MARK Ot

GOLDSMITH, PAMELA St

GOROONtSTEPHEN Et

GOSSELINtDANIEL Mt

GRANT, JEFFREY S,

GRAY, CHERYL At

GRAY, THOMAS A,

GREEN, JUOl At

GRIFF INtLIAM Kt
GROTH, CHRISTOPHER Ji

HARPER, ROBERT HtJR
HASHEMtEMAN,
HERSEY, CHRISTOPHER St

HERTZBERG. DANIEL Wt

HOtSHUN K,

HOEFLER, JEFFREY Jt

HOHENSTEIN.CARL R.J«
HOLMES. PETER A,

H003EN. PETER F,

HSIEH, PHILIP Ct
HUBBELLt JAMES Et

HUGOtGORDON Vt

HUNTLEYtALAN RtJR
ISELERtOAVie Gt

JANOVSKYt JCJEL Ct
JOBSKYtROBERT Wt

JQNCAStROGER Lt
JONEStGREGORY Pt

JULKAtVIBHORt
<A»<RAN,MEHRANt
KELLEYtDEBORAH At

KELLOGGt SCOTT Ct
KENNEDY, JOHN 0,JR
KENNEDY, PATRICK Jt
KESTYNtJOHN St

KING, WILLIAM H,

KINZLER, JENNIFER Et

K IRBYtKI MBERLY A,

KNIAGER.ALAN I,

HJHL, NIELS H,

KUHNE,GLEN At

LAFRANCE.LEON Wt

LAKE, SANDRA H,

LAM,KAR H,

LANDINI , BARBARA E,

LARSONtROLF At

LAUR INtMICHAEL Bt

LAWTONtGARY Pt

LE3LANC,PAUL A,

LEET, ROBERT Tt

LEISMAN.KURT Rt
LOOMIStKATHRYN Et

LYOOYtDANIEL J»

MACEWENtBRIAM Ct

MACKERTICH, ANNE-MARIE
MACLEAN, MARK Ot

MADSEN, DAVID T,

MARCHANOtMARC Jt

MARINELiTHOMAS St

HAROCCHINI , FRANCIS P,

MARSHALL. NANCY Et

HARTINtELLEN Jt

HART INStHAROLD Mt

MATULIS.JOHN Ft

HAZZUtMICHAEL Jt

MCCOROIC. CRAIG Ht

MCDOWELLtGEORGE Jt

MCKENNA, KATHLEEN A,

MEONICK, DAVID B,

MEYER, ANDREAS M,

MILLER, CHRISTOPHER H,

MITCHELL, BRADLEY Et

MIZ |A, JACQUELINE,

MOORE, KEVIN C,

MORAN,OIANE H,

MOYNAHANtSHAUN Et

MUNSHAW, GLENN St
MURPHY, MARK Ot

MURPHY, MICHAEL K,

MURPHYtTHOMAS Jt
MYLEStCHRISTOPHER Jt

NADEAU, HOLLY Jt
NARAYANAN, MALINI Vt

NARKIEWICZt JAN Dt

NEEDHAM, DAVID Bt
NEWMANtRICHARO MARK,
NGtBETTY PUI FUNt
NGUYEN, BUU 0,

NGUYEN, HUNG Vt
NGUYENtKHANH Qt
NOTKINtMARK Jt

NYLUNO, RICHARD At

OLEARY, THOMAS M,

OLSEN, PETER C,

QPPEOISANO, EDWARD Vt

OROSAtSKTO Zt

OSTHUEStGREGORY Jt

QTTtANNEMARIEt
OTTERSONtOAViD Mt

OUYANGtYI JENt
PALIWOOAtMARY At

PANDISCIOtPAUL Mr

PARR, DIANE M,

PASCETTAtMARCt
PATENAUDEtBRUCE At

PATTISON, RANSOM S.

PEARSON, SCOTT At

PEASEtGARY Ft
PEPPERMAN. HOWARD W.

PHILLlPStTHOMAS M,

PLANTEt JOSEPH Rt

PODESKYt JAMES Et

PRATT. CHESTER A*

PRI TZKER. RANDY Jt

RA9Y, JACQUES M,

RAYMOND, GRIFFITH,
REOOINGTON, THOMAS F,

REIOY, JAMES M,

R£PCHICK,DERRISH Pt

REYNOLDStMlCHAEL Pt

RICHARD, ANDREW P,

RICHARD, OANA F,

RICHARDSON. BRUCE Bt

RIESE tOAVIO Rt
UNGHEISERtDAVIO At

'.AMBLE. WILLI AM Rt

SANCHEZtVlCTOR Ct

SCANLAN, MARTIN Tt

SCHOR. JAMES Et

SEL IGER. MICHAEL Gt

SEMETER. JOSHUA Lt

SEMLEt^RIAN Ot

SIEGEL.ROY It

SILVERMANtDAVlO Mt

SIMCJtJOHN At

SIMONtTIMOTHY St

SIROTA.NcIL Pt

SNYOERS.JOHN Jt
SOUCY.KATHRYN At

SOUTHWiCKtLISAt
SPELLIOSt THOMAS Jt

SPENCER. JEFF Wt

SPRAGUEt JEFFREY Ot
STARKEYtLAUREL At

STIRT, ROBERT GJt
SUKUMOHANAKULtUOOMi
SURETTEtMARC Rt
SURRETTEt^OBERT A,

TAUPIER. WILLIAM S.JR

TE30, DAVID L,
TOMRUK,MURAT,
TOSTI , ROBERT Jt
TOTHtOAVIO Lt

TULENKOt ANDREA Et

VAN OORENf STEPHEN Rt

VANOOREN. ARNOLD Et

VASSILOVSKI tOANt
VINCENT, DOUGLAS Et

WALDMANt PAMELA Jt

WALSHtJAMES A,

WARNER, DANIEL M,

WEI GANO,CHR ISTINE Et

WELCH, RICHARD Vt

WENDRY, LINDA Ot
WHEELERtPAUL Ht
WHlTTLEtSCGTT Ot

WlLKEStDAVlD Ct

WILKES, DONALD Jt

WINGLER taARBARA Jt

WINIARSKI tPETER D,

WOJTKOWSKI .THOMAS C.JV

WONG.SAI C.

WONSESKI . ANTHONY, JR

WORKMAN, DANIEL 9,

WRIGHT, CATHARINE S,

WRIGHT, PAMELA L»

ZEUL I .ANDREW St

ZIMMERMANtSAUL t

FOOD AND NATURAL RESOURCES
INCLUDING STOCKBRIDGE WITH 3.0

JOi-^'j, JEFFREY M,

AOIE. JUDITH A.

ALEXANDER, JOHN A,

ALLEN. JULIE M,

ALL ISDN. SUSAN E.

ALSTf R.BtTH A.

ANGEVINE.CARLA 0.

4NT0NELL I S. DONALD F,

ARMSTRONG, LESL IE.

ARNOLD, JOHN H,

AUCLA IR, GREGORY R,
AYERtSUSAN,
BACHMAN,LISA,
BAILEY, ROBERT J,

BARANIUK,LI SA J,

3AR9ER. JEFFREY D,

9Aa0wELL. GENEVIEVE,
BARLOW, STAGEY A,

3ARTLETT ,MARY L,
9AYER .R ICHARD Jt

9E AUCHEMINtSARA L,

aEOENKOP, CHRISTOPHER Wi

9EERB0WER, JEANNE M,

a ELFDRT I, JACQUELINE,
BELLE, SEBASTIAN M,

aENlNCASA.LISA Mt

BEST, AMY J,

BILOOEAU. MELISSA Mt
9LANCHAR0.LUCY Rt
9LANCHAR0.MARY A,

9L ASCHAROtPAUL t

aLAZO, EDWARD It

aOAROMANt JOHN B,

80VENZI,MARY JANE*
BOWLER, DEBORAH Jt
BOYACK.TONI A,

Bi^EAULT, LESLIE K,

BREAULT,LISA M,

8R ICKEY, SCOTT Jt

BRINK, ROGER W,

9RUCE, CAROLINE Ht
9JLL.LYNN ANNE.
9URKE, JOSEPH T,

BURKE. LAURA A,

BUSSIERE. WENDY J.

9UTLER,MELI SSA J,

CAMPBELL .GERALD T,

CAMPBELL, MELANIE S,

CANONICA.KIMBERLY A.

CABRl ER .DOUGLAS R,

CARROLL, JOHN P, I I I

C ARTER.LAURI E A,

CASTO, MICHAEL B,

CAVAL lERE, LOUIS,
CHEST£RSON,PAUL A.

CMIAVACCI.ANNE Tt

CHICOINE, JANICE M,

CHIKLIS, CYNTHIA Ct
CHIU.KWONG Ft
CLEARY.ROSANNE M,

COLE, JULIE A,

COLL ITON.KIMBERLY A,

COSTA, ANDREA N,
CRAIG, ALEXANDER 3,

CRELL IN. JONATHAN D,

CROWE, STEPHEN Jt

C-«::wLcY. SHARON C.

CUMMINGS.DE IRORE A,

CUP'' AN.MICHELE M.

CUSTER. RONALD E.

OAMI EN, SASRINA M,

OANEHY.KEVI N C,
DAVEY, EDWARD A,
OAVIOSOHN, MICHAEL.
OAWSON.ANNE M»

OEAI .DEAN M,
0ECELLE.KIM9ERLY J,

OELAVALETTE, NICOLAS S,

OEMPSEY, CHRISTOPHER K,

0ENTREMONT,PAUL J,

DILLON, EDWARD Ft
OlMARTINIStSTEVEN H,

DONAHUE, SHARON Lt

D0!^ERtDE3RA At
DRAWBRIDGE, DONNA M,

DRUMGOOL, CYNTHIA R,
OUBROW,MARCIE H,

0UGAN,JOHN T,

0UMONT,J0EL E,

DUNN, MAUREEN Gt
DUNNING, ROY Jt

DUPREY, JENNIFER L,

DUPUIS, JOANNt
OUSTQN.KATHRYN Nt

EODINStELI ZA9ETH At
EMONO.DIANNE Ct
ENNIS, WILLI AM Pt

E« KSEN, SUSAN T,

FAMA, FRANK G,
FELOMAN,SHAR I H,

FIELD, DE30RAH Ct
FIELD, ELLEN Dt

FITZGERALDtSUSAN Mt
FITZSIMMONS, PAULA Jt
FLYNNtMYLES M,
FONTAINE, KIM M,
FONTANELLA,TQDO M,
FREED, NANCY Et
GA9REY, STEVEN W,
GAGNE, MICHELLE Ct
GALLAGHER. KIMBERLY L,
GALL ANT, ROBERT C,
GAMBLE, JAMES Wt
GAUOETtLISA A,

GAWRON, CLIFF Jt
GEARY, TERRY A,
GEOFFRION, MARGARET Et
GEORGE, MALCOLM W,JR
GERLACH.BETTINA,
GHOOSSEE, DIANA S,

GIANELLY, PATRICIA L,
GILFIX,DEBRA Lt
GLADDING, KIM3ER\Y H,

G0GEL,L0UISJE L,
GOLDBERG, NAOMI J,
GOLDEN, ALLISON Lt
GOLDIN, JENNIFER 8,
GOLDSTEIN, JILL Mt
GOLNERtSHERRI Jt
GORDON, MICHELLE Lt
GOROONtSHARI L,
GOUVEIA, LINDA Mt

COVERS. SANORA J,
GRACE. JAMES F,

GRECES, LINDA A,

GREEN, OAVID.
GREEN, SUZANNE R.

GREENWOOD. BRIAN M,
GROSS, DAVID J.

GUILFOIL. COLLEEN A,
HAGSTROM, NANCY E,
HAMILTON. CHARLES S,
HARATY,3RUCE E,
HARPER. DANI EL M,
HARR ISON.L ISA.
HART. JEFFREY W,
HARWICH, JENNIFER A,
HAWKINS. DAVID C.
HEMENOINGER.RICHELLE
HENDERSON, JAMES Kt
HOAR, PHILIP S,

HOFFMAN, AMY L.
HOJLO.TERESA A,

HOLMES, MELISSA A,

HOLWELL, KATHLEEN M,
HORROCKS, STACY Et

HOTZ, REBECCA,
HOWE. EDWARD K,

HOWE. JOHN 0.
HUFF. LISA D,
HUTCHINSON, TIMOTHY (1

JEKANOWSKI ,GARY P.

JOHNSON, JOHANNA V,
KACZOROWSKI, STANLEY
KADLIK,JOHN F,
KAIMOWITZ, NANCY J,
KALLMAN,CORINNE A,
KANE. DONNA M,
KAPLAN, JERRI-LYNNE,
KAPLAN, JO BONNIE,
K ATSOUNAKI S,LISA,
KAUFMANN, LAURA R,

KAYE, JACQUEL INE Et
KEIMACH.LISA A,

KENNEY, OAVID E,
KETTLER. BONNIE L.
KIDD. VALERIE E,

KIMEMIA, ANGELA M,
K INDER, JEFFREY K,
KITTRELL, KEITH D,
KOONCE, VIRGINIA D,
KOSIOR,LISA A,

KOSTELECKY, CINDY M,
KRUEGER. JEFFREY J,

KRUPA, CINDY A,

KUHL, VICTORIA L,
KUPPER, JENNIFER D,
•LA9ELL, JUDITH E,
LANDOCH, DAVID M,

LANE, BRAD S,
LARIV lERE, DONALD R,

LAROCQUE .ERIC S.

LARSEN.CLAY R,

LARSON, SANDRA F,

LATHAM. ADAM W.

LAVALLEE .LEONA M,

LEANING. GWENOA M,

LEEtLINDA St

A.

Rt

LtE.SHANNON K.

LEFF.THEA,
LEVASSEUR, JUDITH A,

LEVY, JILL S.

L I AZOS, ANDREW C.
LI&30WI TZ.LAURI a,

LI TTLE. MICHELLE A.

LOCKE. ELIZABETH L,

LOVETT, RACHEL 0,

MAODIX, RANDY Et
MADSON,KARIN Ct
MAHONEY, DENNIS P,

MARCHMONT

,

SALLY,
MARGIL, JULIE Et
MCCAFFREY, MARY G,
MCCQRRY, KATHLEEN Tt

MCCUSKER, MAUREEN Pt

MCGOVERNtELI ZABETH Rt
MCKINSTRY, JOEL E,

MCNAMEE, KELLY At

MEEHAN.R ICHARD St

MEItJOHN P,
MELNICK, ANDREA D,

MtRGENOAHL, ROBIN L.
MESSINGER. ALEXANDER T,

MHA JAN.PARAMJEET S,

MITCHELL, SUSAN L,
MONAGHANtPATR ICIA A,
MORIN.RENE Gt
MORRIS, DIANE Et
MORRISON, LISA a,

MOWBRAY, ROBERT M,JR
MUELLER. KARLA J,

MURPHY. KAREN A*
MURPHY, LISA Vt
MURPHY, WILLI AM Jt
MUSSONI .JAMES J,

NEVEU,LYNN A,

NEVILLE, SUSAN At
NfYLONtTHERESA Mt
NIEMCZURAtELIZABETH A,

NORRIS, GRACE Et
Q3RIEN, PATRICIA At

QCKO, ROBERT J,

ODONNELL, PAMELA Nt
ODWYER.DEANNA Lt

OLSEN. CAROLYN At

OLSON, ERIC A,

OLSON, VICTORIA M,

ORENSTEIN. SUSAN 3,

ORNE. ROBERT A.

OSULL IVAN.KILLEEN A*

OZOLS. KRISTIN,
PACKMAN, ELLEN M,

PARKHURST.AMY F,

PAULSON. BETH A,

PEERS, KRISTEN F,
PFLUEGER.KATE L, r

PIERCEtKIMBERLEY Mt '

PIPERtTRACY M,
PITTMAN.LISA Mt
PLATT, SANDRA J,
PLENOL. WALTER H.
POCOCK.IAN Jt
POIRIER.LORI At
PORTERtKAREN Lt

POWRI E.CRAIG F,

PREBLE. KELLY St
PREW.ERICKA J,
PUFFER, EL IZABETH L,

RAOLE .LISA Jt
RANE, DIANA L,
RANISZEWSKI .KIM A.

REARWIN, OAVID T,

RE INELT.LAURICE J,
RESNICK.AMY 9.

REYCROFT, JENNIFER E,
RICE, MELISSA E,
R1CE,M1C^A£L A,

R03BINS. CAROLINE Rt

ROSISON. DONNA M,
ROOS.GWENN Et
ROTOLO. MICHAEL Et

ROURKE. LINDA Ot
RUDER. ROBERT R.JR
RUDISILL.TRICI A L.
SA9ATIN0. JEFFREYt
SACCONEtLYNN Mt
SALETTA, SHARON 0*
SALMINEN,EDWARO M*
SANCHEZ, RICAROO,
SCHLQEMANN,SONIA G,
SCHOFIELO, ELIZABETH Bt
SCHWARTZ, LINOA M,

SCULOStCHARLENE Et

SCUORZO, VICTORIA E,
S£AOUIST,PAULt
SEVIGNY,RENEEt
SEYMOUR, PHILIP Kt
SHAPIRO, SCOTT Et
SHARIN, DAVID Nt
SHAUGHNESSY, SHANNON A,

SHEEHAN. CHRISTINE M,

•SHE£HAN,EMMETT M,
SHEEHAN, JOETTE M,
SHEEHAN. JOHN F ,111
SI9L£Y,£MMA L.
SILVESTRI t JOHN M,

SIMON. JOEL S,
SIMON, ROGER E,

SiMPSON, CAROL Ot
SKILLINtMARK Ct
SMACK, JAMES Wt
SMITH, AMY Jt
SMITH, BRIAN P,

SMITH, DENISE Lt
's^^ITH, ROBERT E,
SMITH, TRACEY Kt
SNAPPER, LQRI Jt
SOM€RS, RACHEL A,

SOPRANO, GRACE M,
SPARER, SUSAN,
STAATS, NICHOLAS R,
STFIN, ROBERT F,

STERN. RICHARD J,
STERNHEIMtLAURA St
STINCHF lELDi JESSAMYN £

STRONCZEK.CAROLYNNE At

SYDOR. LISA M,
SZYMALA.ALEKSANDRA,
TALTY, BERNARD Jt
TANSEYtPATRICE Mt

TASSE .MiRIELLE S,

TATARI AN, SUZANNE A,

TAYLOR.Ly. SNA L.
TIVNAN.WcNOY J,
T0*9E,Ml>iDY Dt

TOEPFER, 1.HRI STEL t

TOLLEY, STEPHEN L,
TQRLONE, STEPHANIE G,

TR laUNA.PAUL D

t

TROVATO, THOMAS L.JR
TURMAIL.KARIN L»
TWAMLEY.LISA M,
TYNAN, MAR I ANNE,
UPBIN, LESLIE A,

VANZEELA NO. KATHLEEN
VARRICHIQNE. SUSAN C.

VASSALLO. ELIZABETH A

VAUGHAN. CHERYL A,

VINCENT, ARVIN M,

VOGEL .CHRISTINE K.

VOLLINGER. CATHERINE
WAGMAN, JDNATHAN E,

WAGNER, CHARLENE M,

WALKER. TIMOTHY J,

WARE. ALEXANDER Ct
WARREN. MARK Ft
WARREN. REBECCA A,

WEINER,DE3RA L,
WERSCHLER, MARIE a,

WHITE, AMY S,

WHITE, JOAN Mt
WHITE, KAREN Et
WHITESTONE. LAWRENCE
WILLEV, CLARKE H,

WILLI AMS. NICHOLAS,
WILSON, KAREN Et
WINEGRAD, SANDRA Lt

WINSKY, DONNA A,
WISWALL,JILL Et
WOO, DORIS M,
WOODRUFF, ALAN H,

WOOLR IDGE,KENT,
YASSEN, JENNY M,
ZERAM9Y, JACQUELINE H
ZUKAS , MARGARET A,

BRUNOtMARK 0«
COLLAMORE, RICHARD Ft

CULLEN,MARK Et
FAIR, ERIC St
FALLONtCHRISTOPHER J

FIRTH, SCOTT Pt

FUDGEtSCOTT Pt
HANNAN, MICHAEL Jt

HARRINGTON, TODD J,

HUNTINGtCURTIS Dt

UITTLEFIELOtCHAO A,

MASON, DUANE H,
MCCARTHY, JASON Lt
NORMANtJULIE Et
PETTENGILLiEDWARO Wt

REGAN, KEiTH A,

ROSStMICHAEL Bt
SMIAROWSKItOANlEL At

MANAGEMENT
4A"(E0NIAN,RAY,
/VO A MS. ANN M,
4L3RI CH, ROBERT S,

ALtCHNY, TMAISA L,
ALGtR, STANLEY F,
ALLtN, DEBORAH JEANNE.
ALLYN, BARRY S,

ALLYN.GARY M,
AMIR AULT , JOHN M,
4N0t.RSQN,KATHtR INE J.

ANNAND. DAVID J.
ATKINS.OONALD J,

tiAIL t Y GATES, LAUR IE C ,

dA ILEY, ROBERT J,
tiARNES. DAVID,
HARJN.ELISA B.

'^ARUON. JENNI F£R L,
•1A«^Y, ELIZABETH A,
-tAijS<,C'»»IG J.

U LL C MOH E.CHtRfL A,

d) NGL I AN. JOHN I . JR
iii- NTlE Y.PAMELA,
rtt -i MAN. MICHAEL J .

til ^NS T£ I N.DEtNA £ .

atZKOROVAINY.TAT lANA G,
rll 39Y,LYNN M,
31 aEAU,KRI STIN A,
BICKFORD.AMY E,
3IC1JCCHI .SABRINA K,
i I LL INGS. SHARON M.
dlRD.CHR 1ST INE M,

3LACKADAR. MICHELLE L,
31 AIR.RAINER M,
3LJM, LAURIE A,

30CHES, MICHAEL E,
30l'DE. MICHELLE R,

dULEN. AUDREY L,
aGNANNO,MARK A,
aONANNO. NICOLE Mt
30NAV1 TA, MICHAEL J,
aONOF.DAWN M.
aONOMO. ANTHONY R,
aONS IGNORE, AL ICE 3,

bORNSTE IN, LAWRENCE A,

aOSCO. ROBERT F,
3QUGANIM, DANIEL Yt
30U><QUE. JOAN M.
HOUVIER. THOMAS M,

dOVARNlCK. JEFF At
aOYNEtKELLY At

BOZOGLOS. DANIEL Ct
BRADY. MAUREEN Et
BR INKMANtMICHAEL Wt

dROCKMAN.MARCY St
BRODEUR. ROBERT C.JR
B400KS.BETH A,

aROPHY, MICHAEL Jt
BROWN, ANDREW G,
BROWN, HAYLEY E.
aRUTERR I .KIMBERLY A.

9URG0MASTER .THOMAS Jt
BURNETT. BLAKE H,
3UTLER. MICHAEL Vt

BYRNE. CAROL A,

CALDWELL. CORBY R.
CAPARELL .PHIL IP Wt
CARADONNA.CHRI STOPHER H,
CARDILLO,CLAUDINE A,

CAREY, THEODORE 0,
CARPINTERI , KIMBERLY A,

CASEY. JAMES 0.

CAST ILLO. FRANK,
CHAGNON, MAUREEN A,

CHAMOBRO, JUAN P,

CHANDLER, MICHAEL W,
CH0UINAR0,GL£N J,

CHOUI NARD, PE TER F,

CHRISTENSEN.DEBRA £,

CHR ISTENSEN. JAKOB 0,
CHRI STENSON. BRADLEY M,

CHUNI AS,KlMa£RLY J,
C

I

AMPA.KE ITH G,

C I APPENELLI .ROBERT D.

CLAFFEY, SUSAN Mt
CLANCY. KATHERINE A,

CLANCY. THOMAS 0.

CLARK. LAWRENCE P.ll
CLAUSEN. ROBERT Vt
CLAYBAUGHtCHRISTOPHER Mt

CLEVELAND. KAREN 0.
CLINE. JANET E.

COBIN. LINDA Bt

COHEN. aoaai l.
COHEN, ROBERT At
CONOE.GONCALO N.

COOPER. JOANNE P.

C0R90SItR0. JENNIFER A.

CORRIGAN. STEPHANIE J.

CQUIG. STEPHEN Pt

COUPE .CHARLES T,

COUPE. JAMES A,

COX.MARGO 3,

CREVI ER ,OAV I J a.

Crt IS JLEO, STEPHEN M.

CROFT. WENDY L.
CR0S9IE .KATHLEEN M,

CRQWTMER, !r<ACY L,

CULLEN.J ICMARO T,

CUNNING HAM. LfNN M,

CUTTER. JEFFREY A,

DALEY. T ImOThY S,

DALTON,ANN Et
DAMtN,LlSA A,

DARDZ INSKI .NANCY P,

DARLING, JENNIFER L.
OAVINI.MARY S.

OAVIS. PATRICIA Rt
DEAN, PHILIP Jt

DEANGELO. RICHARD At
,OEGONtOAVIO Ct
OELAPLACE,BETH Mt

DEL I A,MARVANN,
DEMELLO.JOHN L,

OEVL IN,TERRENC£ G,
DIGGINS,JOAN M,

01 GIOVANNI .ROBERT 0.

DION. ANDREW M.

DIPIETRO. PATRICK C.
DI PROFIO.L ISA M.

01 SALVO. PAMELA M,

DOANE, JOANNE a,

DONALDSON, KATHLEEN M,

DONOVAN, ANDREW C,
DONOVAN, RICHARD F,

DOUVILLE, CHARLENE M,

DuaORG, GEORGE F,III
DUMONT, THOMAS Ot
DURRtCHR ISTINE Lt
EAGLESt4A.Y Et
EARSY,PALn. Gt
ECKSTEINtMARK Pt "*,

EISEN, PETER L,
ENGEBRETSON. DONNA L.
ENGEL. ANDREW M.

ENGEL.MARK A,

ENGEL .ROBIN Pt
ENGELMANtKAREN.
ETTENBERG.E iLEENt
FaW. BARBARA J.
FEBBO, GREGORY Et
FERER.BETH A, "*,

FERRARO, ALYSE J, •-

FERR0N,NAT»4. IE Et

FESMIRE, ROBERT 0,

F lELO. WILLI AM C,
F ILdERT. JANETTE Lt
FIORE. DOUGLAS E,

FISHCCwENOY M,

FITZPATRICK, WILLIAM H,

FJELLVANG,AUDt
FOLEY, KATHLEEN A.

FOPIANOtJILL At
FOSTERtSUSAN At
FOX.ADAM M,
FREEL, DONNA M,
FREEMAN, KRISTINE E,
FRIEDRICHS, JOLYNN M,

FRUHBEIS.TODO M,
GAINSBORO, CRAIG A,

GALLAGHER, SHAUN P,
GALLANO, PAMELA A,

GAMBLEtJULlE At
GAMELINtJOHN Jt
GARBERtROSS Bt
GARCIAtJUOY M,

GARF, SHARON Et
GARIEPVtMICHELLE At
GAUGERtKARIN Et

GELSKY,BRAD M,

GETZEN, HOLLY G,
GINSaURG.R ICHARD A.
GIRASELL A. JOYCE A.

Gl TKINO, ANDREW L,
GLASER. MICHAEL L.
GLINSKI.JILL a.

GO. RAYMOND 0.
GONTERtJOHN M.

GOODMAN. DANIEL M,

GORDON, AMY M,
GORDON. EILEEN A.
GORGONE.PHIL IP M,

GOULD. JEFFREY R.

GOUVALAR IS. GEOFFREY J,
GRABIEC.LYNN Ct
GRAHAM. SHERYL A,

GRAY,L(SA M,

GREEN. JAMES T,

GREEN, J 00 I 8,
GREENBcRG, JAMES N.
GRENDI. MICHAEL T,

GRENIER, ISABELLE M,

GROSS, MICHELLE ,

GROSS, STEVtN I.

GRUNER HEGGE.JENS F,

GUY, MICHELLE L.
GUZDAR.RUSTOM At
HADELMAN. PETER Jt
HAFF, SARAH E,

HAINES, FREDERICK E,
HALL. JOHN D,

HALLEE,OENI SE M,

HARRINGTON, THOMAS Jt

HARR IStOAVIO S

,

HARRIS, STEVEN N.
HARRI TY.PATR IC I A A,

HASSENZAHL.DAWN Mt
HATHAWAY. KAREN Et
HAWBOLOT, TERESA L,
HAYNES. SCOTT W,
HEALEY. MICHAEL At
HEALEY.RICHARO St

HECHT.AMY L.
HEGARTY. KATHLEEN S.
HEGERICH, LAURIE A,

HELLMUTH, JOHN J.
HEHORATA. NATAL I At

HINESt JENNIFER At
HlNEStWILLIAM Ct
HIRSCHt JENNIFER Lt
HOGANtSHELAGH M,

HOLMES.LAURA K.
HOLT. CAROL R.
HQLTER.FREDRIK,
HORGAN. CRAIG Ot
HUNT, JOHN Ct
HUSSEY,PATR ICI A A,

HUSTON, JILL A,

HUTCHINSON, BRYAN T,

IDOL. SCOTT Wt
lOANILLl tSTEVEN A,
IRVING, ROBERT J,
IRWIN, GWEN E,
IRWIN, JORDAN Rt
IZUMItMAY R,
JACKSON, KIM At
JANNEY, TRACEY Et

JANTZEN, PETER J,

JEANSONNEt JEFFREY St
jENNINGStOIANE Pt
JOYCE, OAVIOt
JURNAK, MICHAEL Ft
KANTOR, STEVEN A,

KANTROVI TZ. STEVEN H.
KAPLAN. MICHAEL L,
KARP, JEFFREY T.

KAUFFMAN. JACQUELINE A,

KAUFMAN, JOSEPH A,

KEELER, KATHLEEN M,

KEENAN,STACIE L,
KELLOGG, LINOA •£,

KERVI AN. CHRIST INE A.

KESSLER.L INOA At
KING, WILLIAM W,
KITTLERtROBERT At

KIVELtSTACJEY. Lt
KLElNtCVr^THIA Lt
KNAOLERtNANCY At

EXCHANGE & HONORS

AcevE
ALICE
ARC6-
AZAR,
BANCR
BARBA
aARTK
9ELDE
BENGT
BENNE
BLUM,
SORGH
BROWN
aUNN,
CAMMI
GARY,
CHINI
OAVIL
FERNA

00, MARIA MERCEDES,
A RODRIGUEZ. MARED.
LOPEZ. EDWIN.
ELIZABETH A,

OFT, JUNE E.

GALLO, JULIA D,

OSKE, CRAIG,
N,L ISA,
SSON, ANDERS S,

TTS, STAGEY LYNN,
MICHAEL S,

I,GOLLEEN M,

, MATTHEW 0,
RIGHARO W,

OGE , ANDREW NEIL,
SARAH L,

GO, CYNTHIA A,

A ROMAN, ALBA 0,

NOEZ MAGADAN, SA9INA

GALLISA aEC£RRA,MARISCL,
GONZALEZ MORALES, ILEANA,

GOURLAY, FIONA H,

HAMNETT, SHEILA M,

MORIKAWA.TAKEHARU,
HORNSTRAMO,CLAES,
HUNT, IAN RIGHARO,
JEFFERY, STEPHEN MARK,

KELLEY. MICHAEL A.

KIM, GRANT T.

XISHIOA.CHISAKO.
KOBAYASHI , JOEL E.H..
KREISINGER. BRYAN D,

LARSSON, PETER.
L IM.BO.
MATTINA.LORl A.

MEMORY. JAMES JOHN.

MIFFLIN. KATHRYN L.

MOOIG. JORGEN.
NICHOLAS. MICHELLE DAWN.

NI SHIKAWA.NAOKO.
OSMUND. GUNILLA.
PATTON.SHAWNA.
ROLF, STEVEN C,

ROOKS. JENNIFER L.
ROSENFELO. DAVID J.

SCHWE INFURTH-MARTINEZ
SHAW, JOHN H,
SHIMI ZU,KYaKO,
SHORR ,YOAV,
STEVENS, JAGQUELYN,
STONEBAGK.PAMELA J,

T IMMONS, TOM,
WAHLSTROM,JAN.
WETZEL, ANGELA,
WI ERICH, JOCHEN,
WILES, ANDREA L.

WISENBURN, BRUCE A,

VARftOROUGH, NANCY L,

KNASTER,HAOLEY M*
KNIGHT. DOUGLAS K,
KNIGHTLY. TODD A.

KNIZNIK.ANN S.

KOCOT. CHRISTINE M.

KOGON.MARNY,
KOHLtSTEVEN A,

KOTOWITZ. JEFFREY A,

KOZIOL,OtaORAH A,

KRUGER.RENEE Ct
KRUGLAK.CARL Rt
KUHN.ERIC T,

KUSHNER.EVAN M,

LACROIX.L INOA L.

LAM. EL 1

Z

ABE TH.
LANOA.TJNI M,

L APING. KRIST INE C.

LARKIN.DEAN M.

LAHOChE, GREGORY J,

LARRABtE .STEPHEN J,

L A T I N A , K d R R Y ,

LEACH, ADAM P.

LEFEBVRE .ROBERT J.

LEONARD. JILL M.

LEVESQUE .JEANNE Et

LEVINE.RON Gt
LEVY. ERIC S't.

LEVY, ERIK A.

LEVY. JENNIFER Rt

LILLY. KAREN At

LIMAN.ERIN A.

LIMONCELLI .PETER M,

LI PKI N, PAMELA B,

LfPSKY.MICHELLP Tt

LIS. JEFFREY T,

L

I

rWACK. JENNIFER Et

LI VINGSTON.MARC lA A.

LOBDELL . OARREM Ct
LOEWY.BEN Zt

LOTHE.ANNETT St *

LUCIANO. BETH E.
LUTFY. LAURA At
LYNCH. JOHN W,
MACDONALO. JOAN At

MACLEAN. KENNETH W,
MADDEN,KAREN L,
MAOISON, GREGORY P,

MAFF IQRE,KEI TH J,

MAGEL INSKl, SUSAN J,

MAKOWIECKI ,MARCIA Lt
MALLEY,JOHN Jt

MANOELL. ELLEN St
MARGIOTTAtBARBARA A,

MARKOL, VERONICA J,
MARSHALL, LINO* Vt
MASS, ANDREW J,

MATHERS, CHARLENE Lt
MATHIEU.JOHN J,
MAY, SARAH E,

MAZZEO. MICHAEL A,
MCCABE. CELESTE At
MCDONOUGHtLORRAINE Mt
MCFARLANE.SUSANNEt
MCGINNIStBETH A,

MCGOVERN. CHRISTINE Mt
MCINTYRE. JOHN Pt
MCMANUS.HE 101 M,
MCMANUS. KATHLEEN A,

MCNAMEE, JAMES WtJR
MEISELMAN, JULIE 3,

MENATTI , JOAN A,
MERRIMAN, STAGEY Lt
MESSIER, GARY P,

HEVORAH, EILEEN Jt

MEYER, CYNTHIA B,

MEYER. ROBERT T,JR
MICHEL, MARGOT A,

MINER, DENNIS M,
MIRABELLA, JOHN A,

MQNTRONE. PATRICIA A,
MORELLI .JEANNE Mt
MORGENSTERN. JANET L t

MORSE tSHERRILL Lt
MULLENiGAIL Kt
MUNROEiOANIEL Jt
MURPHY, KENNETH Ft
MURRIN, STEPHEN J,

NANNERY, KAREN Jt
NESTItJOHN A.

NEVINS, MICHAEL K,
NIERMAN, DEBORAH At
NIEVES.MAR I IZA,
NINOMIVA, SUSAN Y, •

NORRIS. CATHLEEN F,
NUBELtROGER A,

OBRIEN. FREDERICK P,

OL IVER. CRAIG Rt
OLOUGHL IN. KATHLEEN M.

QRENTL ICH. MICHAEL St
ORILEY, RICHARD R.

SHAUGHNESSY, CHR

I

STOPHER
PACHECO,AMY Et
PANETTA.MARY-REGINA,
PAPROWICZ . JAVNE E,
PASKALIS,ANNEMARIE,
?ASV1N0,9£TH A,
PAUPL IS, CINDY A,

PAXMAN. CAROLE M.

PELLO, CYNTHIA,
PELLOWS, MATTHEW W.
PENNA,MARK R,
Pf NZEL.LESL Y R,
PERE IRA, ALVARQ E,
PEREL, MELISSA Ct
PERKINS, MICHELE Ot
PERREAULT, BRIAN K,
PERRY, GIL N,

PERRY, ILANA,
PETTENGILL, MICHAEL A,

PHIPPS,CHERIE L,
PICKERING, OAVIO M,

PILTCH, GREGG A,

PIPER , SUSAN Rt
P|WKQ,PAUL M,
PL ISZKA, KENNETH Mt
PLUMBtEMILY A,

PQLEN, BARRY N,
PORTER, MILL lAM G,

POULIN, DONALD C,
POWERS, JENNIFER M,
PRICE. LAURA A,

OUEENEY. PATRICIA A.

QUILL .MICHAEL Ct
RACHHALt EDWARD At

RACZKA. CHARLENE Mt
RASKIND, RICHARD M,
RAUSCHER ,MARTA A,
REALE,ANN Jt
REBOULETtJULIE M»
REGANtELlZABETH At
REISERtSHARI B»
RIGGtVANESSA St
RISK,KATHI Lt
RISPOLI , DOMINIC Ct
RI TRIVI , STEPHANIE,
ROBINSON, GARY St ,

ROBINSON. MARK A,

RODENHIZER.L ISA At
ROSEN. JULIE M,
R0SENBAUM,GRA0 R,
ROSENTHAL, PAMELA Gt
ROSSINI ,TODD R

t

ROTH, VANESSA J,
ROTHBARO, MARTIN,
ROWLEY, LINCOLN Et

RUBIN, BLAKE Jt

RUDOtSTACEY Lt

RUGGIERO, KENNETH Lt
RUMPL IK, HEATHER Et
RYAN, KEVIN M,
SABOURIN.OEBRA A,
SALERNO, JOHN A,

SALMON, LAURIE ANNE,
SALOMAAtLEANNE Ct
SANCHEZ, MICHAEL A,

SANTANGELO, JOHN N,
SANTANIELLO,UMa£RTOt
SANTRY,MARYTERESA.
SARGAVAKIAN, EDWARD M,

SATOtLORIANN Y,
SAUERTIG, ROBERT K,

SCHMILL, CAROLYN Ot
SCHUSTERtGLENN Rt
SCHWARTZtCARY Zt
SCHWARTZ, HOWARD Lt
SCOTTtLlNOA Jt
SCRUTON, DIANE R,

SEGERtELLEN Mt

SELKIRK.DOUGLAS F

,

SELTZER. ROaERI A,

SERFF. PAUL INE A.

SERRA.OIANNE M.

SHAMON.JOEL f.

SHATOS.MEG E.
SHENG. LAMBERT Ct
SHEPAROSON.K IM A.

SHIELDS. JUL I ANNE .

SHiMKuS. Thomas p,

SHORT. ERIC R.

S lESERtOAVIO A,

S IFF, DAHLIA,
SINGER, SUZANNE R,

SMITH, DANIEL A S.

SMI TH. MICHAEL A.

SMI TH.R ICHARD M, JH

SMITH. STACY A.

SNA Y. aH 1 AN 0.

SN0W.9EITV A.

SOLIS. ARNOLD J.

SOULE. LAURIE J.

SPENCE. SHAUN M,
SPINNEY, JOHN N.

SPOONER . SHARON L.
STAMATO.NINA M,

S T ANNE , JANt T £ ,

STAPLES, MARNI S,

STARKEY.L I SA H,

STEINER.PAUL Wt
STEWART. DAVID J.

STEWART, T IMOTHY £,

ST INGA.MAR INA H,

STOLFA, NANCY L,
SI4AZ0AS .CReOORY S.

SULL I VAN, DANIEL J*
SWENSON.MARK A,

SZCZ YGIEL , AMY 9.

TAMMARO.L I NOA A,

TAMMARO,LlSA J,

T AMZ AR IAN, ARMtN.
TANSEV, JAMES C,
TELLER, STACEY i,
TERESO.RUI A,

TERRASI ,L ISA A,

THORNTON, J MATTHEW,
TOFI AS, MICHAEL 0.
TOlLEf SEN, TERJE M,

TORRES, SUSAN J,

TROOERMAN, JEFFREY S,

TURNER, KAREN M,

UMEOA, JUL t ANNE S.

UNGER >EL IZABETH R

,

URBAN, MARK E,

WALAOE, KATHLEEN M,

VAROGLU.LALE ,

VECCHi A,iiRENOA J,

VENTURA, JUST IN L

,

VICKERY . OAVIO A,

VLAHOUL

I

S.OEMETR I J

VOCELEY.ChR I S J.

VOLPE .STEVEN f ,

WALKER. COREY T,

WALL ,BE TH R

,

WASSERMAN, OAVIO A,

MASSO, MARNI K,

WArERSON,MARK,
WEAVER, JONATHAN S,

WEBBER. KIM E

,

WESER, STACEY K,

WECLARZ,J0HN F,

WEISSEL , MICHAEL £.

WESCOTT, OAVIO A.

MESTRA,PAUL L, •

WHI TE (BARBARA A,

MHITE, ROBERT L,

WHITEHEAD. 01 ANE M,

WllOAY, JAMES R,

Ml Thee ,chr I ST I ne a.

WOOD WARD, HER BERT . JR

WORThINCTON, JAN L

.

YA8LUN,M ICHAEL S.

YAR IN, OAVIO M,

YATES. MEGAN M,

ZACK.PAUL J,

ZAJACLISA M,

Z APPALORT I, DEAN A,

ZAPPIN.GREC F,

ZAVASKV,MICHAEL J>

ZDONEK, DANIEL H,JR
ZETTL.BETHANNE M.

ZIOEL.NOAH M»
ZWEIFIER.RISA a.

BDIC

BERGSTEN, CHRISTOPHER Dt
BRACEWELLtOEBRA Nt

BROWNtJULIE At
CAHILLtBRIDCET Et
CASGRAIN-GUIOOt JAYME A»
CHICKERINGt JULIA A*
CHOYtPAULINE*
COHEN, OONNAt
COHEN, JAMES M,
DANISH, KIMBERLY S,
OAVIES, JEFFREY L,
EDELSON, REBECCA Mt
EVERETTtOAWN At
OUIOICE, CAROL 0,
HAMILTON-MICHON, CAROL Mt
HARRISONtLISA Mt
HENNIGANtTIMOTHY Rt
HUTWELKERtKATHRYN At
IRELAND, TRACY,
KAM.DEBORA V,

KEELE, OAVIO A,

LANDRY, HEIOI Et

LEOOUX, RAYMOND Pt

LEPLERtHENRY JAYt
LEVINEtREVA C,

LUSS lERtRICHARO F»

MUOGEtJILL Lt
MURPHY, JOHN J,JR
NORMANOIN, JOYCE Et

NYE, LILLIAN Gt
OSTERAAStENE Mt

SALLAH, STEPHANIE A*

SAMMET,LISA A,
SHERMAN, KIMBERLY Et

SIEGELtGLENN St
SNQWtPAMELA Mt

SULLIVAN, MICHAEL F,

TAGAYA,MAKI ,

THRESHERtKAREN Et

WEISS, LAURA B,

YOFFE,MAX A,
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ALLEf4»0IANA Ht

ALLESSIf REBeCAf
ALVAREZ»ANA Rt
ALVESfMIA At
ANOERSONfCARLA Jt
ANOERSONtCHRlSTINE Cr
AYREStKATHV At
SALLONf R ICHARO J*
3LAKE»LAURIE J»
BONTEMPI , KAREN St
BROUGHEARtPAULA J*
3R0WN*HALJRICE Jt
BUTTERtALISON Jt
CANUELtLAUREN Pt
CARMELtKIM Ct
CARPENTERt JANICE Et
CARPENTERt JILL Et
CASPERt JENNIFER Lt
CELLUCCI tCATHERINE H,

CHAPMANtGEORGE Ot
CLOUTIERtCHRISTINE Mt

CRONINtKIH St
OARLINGtTHOMAS Ot
OEMUINCK KEIZERtCHRISTINA
OENNYtEL IZABETHt
OIOOHENICOtPAUL Ht
OIHUZIOtSUSAN Ht
ENGLISHtMARY Et
FARROWtTHOHAS Jt
FISHtOEBBIEt
FISHtJOOI Et
FITZGERALOtMAURA Bt
FLAVINtNANCY At
FRANCIStLAURIE Jt
FRfOETTEtMICHELLE L.
GABLEtCATHLEEN St
GALANTtAMY Et
GERSHAWtLORI St
GIARUSSOtGINA M,

GOLOFARBtELLEN Nt
GOUOEY, CHERYL Bt
GOULKINtPAHELA M»
HAMILTONtLYNNE Et
HANCOCKtCHARLES Ttlfl
HEIMANtSUSAN Ot
HERZOGtERICA Ot
HlLBERGtlCRlSTlN Bt
HOGANtMARY Kt
HUHPHREYStCAROL Et
JAMES, JENNIFERt
JOHNSONtLAURIE Tt
JONEStROBERTA Lt
JOROANtOIANE Jt

ICAUFMANtLAURIE Bt
KILROYtCATHERINE At
KNOWLTONtJOHNt
KUENZEL, DONNA At

ABBRUSCATO, NINA
ANGOTTI, JOSEPHINE A.
AYRES, KATHY A.

BILLINGS, CATHERINE A.
BILLODEAU, DORIS A.

BLACK, CATHERINE M.
BLANCHARD, DEBRA A.
BROWN, DANIEL A.

BURRILL, REBECCA A.

CRESCITELLI, JOHN T.
CROTTY, PAMELA A.
DANOVITCH, LISA 8.

DICKINSON, CHARLOTTE
DUNCAN, JUDSON R.
DWYER, NOELLE M.

EPPICH, RHYS S.
EVANS, GEORGE H. , JR.

FLEURY, LORI A.
GONYEA, LISA M.
noODSTEiN, SUSAN F

HAWKINS, SONYA R.
HAZARD, IVAN A.

JOAFFE, SHERYL A.
KIDD, HOWARD W.
LENROW, MARK
LINDAHL, JOAN M.

MACFAOOENtOONNA A,
MACPHEEtHEATHER Ht
MANORUSt IRENE Bt
MARSHALL, SUSAN Et
MCCHESNEY, PATRICIA A

MCCRAE,MAUREEN L,
MOLLOY,CHR ISTINA A,

MURPHY, DDNNA P,

MURRAY, SHERYL E,
MUSE, PAMELA S.
NELSONtNANCY L,
NI SHIMUS A. 35f N:a V,

N03LE ,SAT 4L I f St

NO^WCCD, NtS?Y L,
nC3NNtLL ,C-«1ST ISr A

PALMc^ , T^ a: Y A

,

PARi(,«.ATR I SA,
?45«>, TE^CN,
PATTE^S2N,C ATHtRlNE
PATT3*<,DAwN M,

PEAflSCN.AMY A,

PE<£Z,A\TONI 3 F,

PREC0B3,J0HN T,
QUAN,SEN M,
ROMER , PATRICIA Jt
ROSENtLINOA Gt
SAMSEL, MARTHA Bt
S4rNA3RI AtOI ANE Mt
SCHEININ,AMY B,
SCHLEGELtOIANNAt
SHANBAUMt SUSAN Lt
SHAW, ERIN Pt
SHORT, LESLIE Nt
SINGLETONtLAUREN Ct
SLEIGH, STEPHEN Rt
SOUCYtJOAN M,
STAROBINtSUZANNEt
STERNtERICA Gt
STEVENSON, LAUREN Ot
TAROIFF, KRISTIN M,
TAYLORtJEB St
TROCKMANtELYSEt
VU I LLEMENOT, MICHELLE
WAOOLEt JENNIFER St
WALOECK, STEPHANIE Jt
WALSH, PATRICIA Jt

WATKINStNICHOLAS Ht
WESTtLANAt
WHITE, KRISTINAt
WICKStBARBARA Lt
WILLIAMStKIM F,
WINKLEYtSTACEY At
WOROENtOEBORAH At
ZEIOMAN, NANCY M,

LITTLE, RICHARD D.

MCGRATh, ANN K.
MEIJER, ASTRIO M.
MILLER, SHERRILYNN
MUSBACH, ETHEL W.
NEFF, ANITA M.
NELSON, NANCY L.
NIEDZIELA, NANCY H.

O'BRIEN, KATHLEEN P.
O'CONHOR, MARGARET M,
OLCOTT, JANET M.
PLAKIAS, NICK

RYBCZYK, JOANNE M.

SANTOLINI, SHEENA A.

STRAIGHT, CARLOS H.
STRONG, JOHN 0.
SULLIVAN, BRENDA E,
SULLIVAN, KAREN A.
SWEET, CONNIE M.
TALLMAN, SEAN C.

WERKHEISER, LAURA 6.

WICKS, BARBARA L

WILLIAMS, MARION
WYNNE, MARY E.
YEAGER, JOYCE H.
ZATYRKA, HELEN

K.

INTERDEPARTMENTAL
FERRI St JONATHAN Ct
KIEFFERtTERESA Ft
LANKARGE, STEVEN P,
MATHIEU, JEFFREY St
MONSERRATEt IVAN Et

PACKAROtOEBRA LYNNEt
PICKETT, EMILY R,
SHR IVER, HOLLY Jt
WILDER, KERRY K,
WOJTKOWSKI , MAR CELL A,

HEALTH SCIENCES

9ERRY, CYNTHIA K,

BOLANOtPATRIClA Bt
aONSIGNORE, PATRICIA Jt
aOVARO, SUSAN L

,

BRC N,BETH E,

BROWN, "NNIFERt
BURGtAORIENNE M,
CAMPBELL, KATHRYN Et
CARPENTER, DIANE F,
CHAMBERS, PATRICIA Lt
Ch4^LAN0,30NNI E J,
CLtARY,StAN J,
CJhEN, STEPHANIE Ct
COLE3ROQKtOONNA Rt
CU^^AN,PAUL Gt
OAHL, KAREN A,
3ALY, CHRISTINE M,

Dl AMJND, KATHLEEN Mt
DJLAN, MARIE D,

DR0Z0C3FF, HEIDI 3,
DUNN, GERARD P,

EM?RIM0,KIM3ERLY R,
EVERETT, KATHARINE Ct
FARRIER, RENEE Ct
FELKER-MARTINtM SUSANt
FERLANOtCHRISTINE Mt
FIELOtVIRGINIA MUNGERt
FLINT, KERI A,

FLYNN, MICHAEL Pt
FULO, HEIDI M,
GLAVIN, JANET H,
GORDONtSHIRLEY At
GRIFALCONI tMIA Lt
GROSSMANtIRA Ht
HACKETTt JENNIFER Lt
HAMANN, JANNA Ht
HEWETTtPAHELA Jt
HOCKING, SCOTT Wt
HOMOLAtELLEN M,
HUGHEStCHRISTINE Bt
HULL, ELLEN H,

JONES, BRINOLEY Tt
KAOIStNATALIEt
KEEFEtOEBRA A,

KENNEDY, JEANNIEt
KIOO, KEITH 0,
KNI ZAK, LAURA,
KOKANSKYtLYNN P,
KRAOEL, KAREN A,
KSZASZCZtCARLA At
LACH, SUSAN Et

CjURSE, JUDITH A,
LAMBERTS, JENNIFER At
LANOINI, SUSAN E,
LARGCOUE,HICHELLE Rt
LEBEAUtCORI Jt
LEHAYtERIC S,
LINEHANtDENISE H,
LI PETZ, SANDRA A,
LOPATEtRANOEE Bt
LOVELANDtREBECCA St
MANGIONtKATHRYN At
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Peculiar policy put forth upon us

the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted

Two weekends agu, I had the loiluiic u> confront the

head of my residence hall in a "public space." She was

angry about the beer I was drinking in the open. Both of

us held our ground, we conducted an amiable discussion,

and she sent me a warning. She believes the alcohol policy

is an unimportant issue and not worth fighting. However,

in light of recent heavy-handed tactics by L'Mass police,

and in regard to the undeniable role of alcohol in

American life. I forcibly disagree

Jeffry Bartash

ofT campus w iiere they will be free from the hassles of RAs
and housing officials, which means many are taking cars;

others are going cruising and drinking. 1 suppose UMass
officials wont recognize these dangers until students are

seriously hurt or killed.

Students are deprived o/' social firouth.Grantod. one does

not have to drink to grow, but alcohol is considered a

necessity at many American social events. By depriving

-students of drinking in their dorms, UMass officials are

retarding the students" ability to drink alcohol in a respon

sihle manner. Since students gather in the dorms less on

weekends, floor and dorm growth is stunted.

In the spring of 1985, as a response to the rise of the

drinking age from 20 to 21. UMass Housing Services

issued a new alcohol policy forbidding all persons, in-

cluding those of legal drinking age. from drinking alcohol

in "public" space, defined as "any space other than a stu-

dent room. e.g. bathrooms, halls and stairways."

Put aside any ideas about liquor liability as a culprit

for the new policy. According to Charles Durant. a Hous-

ing Services official, the sole reason was the increase in

the drinking age.

So what has happened? Condescending politicians in

crea.sed the drinking age, and condescending UMass of

ficials arrogantly responded. Tlii\ i-^iicd ,i pnlicy restric

ting all residence hall occupants m drinking m iheir

rooms: what a privilege!

As expected, tlic new policy has created a lf)t of problems.

Let's examine some of the issues.

Tension has been created between RAs and residents. In

the spring of 1985 the Northeast Sylvan FLA Matters Com-

mittee issued a statement rejecting parts of the new policy:

'The role of RAs ciealing with alcohol should be that of

an educator. RAs are not police <ifficers... Policies of this

nature can create an us rersus them attitude of residents

toward RAs."
There has been an increase in dnnkinfi and drning.

Residence hall students are increasingly going to parties

Residents become closet drinker-^ Those students wlio

drink in the dorms are restricted to their closed rooms.

This creates a "sneaky" attitude among students and

hinders their belief that they are adults and that they are

being treated as adults. The RA committee statement

read:"We feel strongly that no alcohol in public spaces

rules and RA enforcement of the drinking age would cau.se

residents to become 'underground drinkers." locked in

their rooms out of site of any staff or people who might

have been able to intervene in an educative way."

Uninnes. hathnmms and stairwells are public space. This

definition of public space is ridiculous. The areas listed

as public spaces an' not public spaces. These areas are not

for use of the public but belong to the private residents

of the dorms and their guests. Students should be allow-

ed to drink anywhere in a dorm The dorm is their home.

In response to continuous pressure from the student

government, and the Southwe.st Area (Jovernmenl in par

ticular. Housing Sei vices has propo.sed a silly idea ot hav

ing a drinking lounge in Northeast, Central and Orchard

Hill and two to four drinking lounges in Southwest l"or

tho.se of legal drinking age. Although it is a step in the

right direction, it is too small a step and harshly thrusts

aside present residents of legal drinking age.

is a frequent ingredient of .social interaction

groups and ages in our country. Alcohol can
Alcoho

among a

he abu.sed by anyone, including UMa.ss officials and facul

ty In the past year, for example, a UMass professor and

a top level administrator have been charged with driving

while intoxicated.

However. Housing Si-rvict-s < h(i.is(>.- lo lielievc only

-tialim- .ilnise liquor and punish thtiii liy restricting

tliem to their rrxims like rats

They may gripe about" kig jjaitie-. out -crO

©v^«c te^^ f^^f- Ft^-TUR^s

similar foolishne.ss at " cocktail"" parties.

It"s about time Housing Services deals with alcohol fair

ly and responsibly.

Jef'fr\ liartash is a Collegian columnist.

Inappropriate reaction
Perhaps the one thing the Student

Government Association can be most pro-

ud of is Its dedication to Affirmative Ac

tion. Through a well-established and clear

personnel policy, commonly called

Chapter Twenty, the SGA has insured

that every effort be made to reach out to

women and members of minority groups

which have historically been
discriminated against in our society. Fur-

ther, the SGA has provided the Affir-

mati\e Action OtFuers, appointed through

I he ^'en.t'e '-^111 -ikei- and the SoTTatf^ itself,

... : e'Ac-

•i.m inea-ip inciiui;' ''i.ui-.

(i j4ay men in 'he r,iUL;or\- 'il

.,,(,- ,,,.;. .ncally discriminated against.

ia -" dninc i he "^GA has commuted itself

L,hli!iL: {!i^( I"! nimatinn tiased nii s,.\.

,i.<i itreiereiice.

.Ufinnative Action, of course, i- .;i con-

trf)versial issue, but the controversy arises

mostly out of ignorance of what it is. The

policy of Affirmative Action specifies that

eff"ort must be made to insure that

members of discriminatory groups are in

formed of job openings, and treated fair-

ly in the hiring process. No automatic

preference is implied. Such things as

quotas only enter the picture when it can

)e shown that members of minorities are

undei-represented, and that this under

repre-etuat ion arises f"rom a conscious or

unconscious element of discrimination

.vithin the person or organization in

;-hafgi' nf hiring. The -uccess of the .'^G.-X

.Mfirmative Actmn PoIicn arises from the

-ti'ess ,in outii.'l.- unich iiitorni iiuni>r;l\

„a'Mip- of opeinnu'-. and the power .;,',en

' :t'irniative .\ction Officer in m
iriMtK vhen ;he policv is not tieiim

Inllnwed hy ihe .^( ;.\ or suhsidiarv ci'o'ips.

But this ni ' >v coming to .m end.

The balance ui power in the SGA nas

swung to a group of people dedicated to

fighting Affirmative Action. The assault

is being made on several fronts, some

rather petty, some which could be

devastating to the efforts to fight

di.scrimination. The Senate last week

voted to no longer have ballot boxes plac-

ed in certain areas which serve as social

centers of minority groups. While some

who supported this motion did so on

lionorable grounds— simplifying the elec

tion process, for instance— it was clear

that many senators consciously desired to

limit the accessibility to voting for minori

ty groups.

John Hayes
meeting, the President of

iani F^ennilt. 'inveiled ,i

'< • I hapter Tu<.'nt\ .
.

ir;i 'All iinut .in"v fill

;is nn-<H\e(;

aoniii .\nirniat iv< .U i nil

.Atf'ii-niati\e .\ction < M

lot •onsuited wilh it iM.

li in^ -er\'' '\M> purposes; ;n

., , liie loie olthe .Xt'tlmiat ive

Actmn Oidcers m ox'erseem^ .oid ippin\

;ng seaiche-. .md toconipleteK eiimmate

all pro\ isions tor fighting discrimination

hased on sexual orientation.

.\t the sami
'he '^(;.\. \\'i

1 -eO ie\ '

. .n XS hh

-u It at inn '^ r

i<nii\\ ied^eahie ,

sfji ea !cali\ . lh(

:!cer- H'ei'i

R\' limiting the duties of the Affir-

mative Action Officers and giving those

duties to the .S«'nate it.self which has

shown its disregard for Affirmative .Ac-

tion by recent actions, the supposed Af
firmative Action policies of the SGA will

become worthless platitudes.

By removing all reference to the protec-

tion of homosexuals and bi.sexuals, the

SGA is actuail> stating that they do not

deserve to be treated equally, that the

discrimination they face every day will go

unfought. The SG.A will act to justify this

form of discrimination. To bring home the

point, a motion has been entered on the

agenda of the next '-^en.ite nieetintr to

ii>-a|j[jrd\(- 'it t.i-.e Hoard ot (loxernnr- '"e

•'nt inclusion ot' t\M' 'llledby.

iie;nl)ers of the lnuno-, , .,, . .i,,;ininitv.

,in .iction done m recienition at 'he

i._^it , tna' ' .sexual cont-

iuiiuty anu i in- ;iip.--oMi,; \ ofannpen-

\ [K.mio.sexual student he;nu "lected to

the Board. The SG.\ aia\ '.a-rv well

become a source of discrimination on this

c.unpus, and if so will do it in the name
of all the students the\ supposedly rej)re-

sent. No more dangerous message can be

sent. .John Ha\es is a luMuss student.

Revisionist version of the story 3

When I read Stephen Erickson's column about Chile,

I was appalled by his misuse of facts. No, Im not saying

that he was lying, but I will say that he "bent" the truth

a bit I was born and raised in Santiago, Chile, and I mov-

ed to America when I was 8. I thought that I would take

time out to educate Erickson as to what is really happen-

ing and has happened in Chile.

Chile adopted a democratic constitution on September

18. 1833ikindofliketheUnitedStateson July 4. 1776).

Chile had a democratic government up until 13 years ago

when the United States decided that it should no longer

be democratic.

In 1964 Eduardo Frei took office in Chile. He was a

member of the Demo-Christian Party (like the Democrats

here, but with more of a Christian overtone). In 1970.

(presidents in Chile are elected for 6 years instead of 4)

Frei stepped down so that Salvador Allende (elected by

the people) could take office. He was a member of the

Socialist Party inot Marxist). On September 11, 1973, he

was assassinated, and General Augusto Pinochet took

power in a bloody coup.

Some people say that they were against some of

Allende"s policies, and that's why he was overthrown. If

one was to stick with that logic, anyone who doesn't like

Reagan's policies should assassinate him and make the

USA a dictatorship! Erickson thinks that the US had lit-

tle or nothing to do with the overthrow:

"
it is fairly clear that the coup was a Chilean operation

and whereas the United States certainly did not stand in

Pinochet's way, Chile was the master of its own destiny..."

This then leaves the question as to why the Chilean

Democratic government was overthrown. The answer is,

quite simply, money.

The USA was exploiting the Chilean worker, (not the

United States in general, but American businessmen).

They were paying them close to nothing, and contributing

nothing to the Chilean economy. This had a few conse-

quences: 1) Americans were losing money because big

business was using the cheap labor in Chile, 2) the Chilean

economy was suffering, and 3 » the rich were getting richer,

and the poor poorer.

SPEED
LIMIT

QUALIFIED
DRIVERS

^-^^; -^^>ti^:^;:^P>i.;.!^: others

Cristian Ossa

When Allende took office in 1970, he saw a need to stop

this. He got rid of foreign multi-nationals Chile, because

he saw that it was hurting his country's economy, and

that the uneducated were just being exploited (keep in

mind that he was elected into office). I'm not saying

whether this was good or bad, but you don't kill a man

because you disagree with his policies (would Reagan and

Reaganomics still be around?).

Understandably mad about what had transpired, the

businessmen decided to act. The CIA planned and over-

threw the democratic government of Chile in an

American funded covert operation. To the businessmen,

it was back to business as usual, exploitation. The Chilean

people, on the other hand, were not as lucky. When

Pinochet originally took power he promised that he would

hold free elections in two years. That was in 1973. The

US first denied any involvement in the coup, but years

later the CIA admitted otherwi.se.

Things in Chile went from bad to worse. Thousands of

people died on the streets, in soccer stadiums, in bars, etc.

wni^MATivf /^cnoN.

Anyone who had anything to say about the new regime

.soon found a bullet in their head. People I know and

friends of my family have disappeared without a trace.

The government will tell you that they left the country

or something. The frustrating part is that there is no one

to complain to (where do you go. the police?).

There are still many people in Chile who dream of a

return to democracy. I am tired of the killing, the torture

aboard the Esmeralda and getting calls that one of our

friends is missing or has to leave the country for fear of

his life. I am tired of not being able to say what I want

to say in my own country. I am tired of seeing police arm-

ed with sub-machine guns. I am tired of seeing innocent

women and children die and being helpless to stop it. I

am tired of Pinochet.

Cristian Ossa is a U\fass student.
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Letters -

Faith is

very real

In his column dl^epl i-Uh.

Mark Caldeira made the

statement "Religion damns
critical thinking" If '^y

religion, then he means the

blind acceptance of "sacred"

and unquestioned doctrine,

the regular performance of

ritual, and iIk' ;i>sfit ion

that these things constituli-

faith, he is most correct. Un-

toitunati'ly, lie thfreatti-r

dismisses the idea that God

can be objectivelN known, or

that taith in ones (iod can

and should have a well

reasoned basis of fact.

What if youdorit
get intothe

gradschool of

yourchoice?

Of course, youmay get into another

school, but why settle? Prepare for the

LSAT. GMAT. GRE. MCAT or any grad

school entrance exam with the best test

prep organization— Stanley H. Kaplan.

For neaiiy 50 years. Kaplans test-

taking techniques have prepared over 1

million students for admission and li-

censing tests of all kinds. So call. Why go

tojust any grad school, when you can go
to the right one? -y.

The pnihlem here is

neither with God nor with

faith, hut with the ill

foundtil iden that laith

means religion, and religion

IS fragile and not lo be ques-

t Mined. Uiitnrt unalely,

Ciiristianiiy has been

presented in this light for

ccntune.--. Yet Clirislianity

doe.^ not claim to be a

religion, it claims to be the

truth. As such, it is not

meant to be fragile and

handled gently or neatly ac

commodated. Rather, it is

able to accommodate ques-

tions. ..not as a religion, but

as a radical approach to life.

Granted this is not a sub-

, ject to be settled in one Col-

legian column: Caldeira—

and anyone else— is still en-

titled to further questions,

doubts, and discussion.

Come lo the CC concourse

Tuesday afternoons and

stop at the intervarsity

table. Talk to me. If I don't

have all the answers, I will

at least listen to your ques-

tions without pleading

"blind faith."

Michael Giobbe
Amherst

A former
atheist...
Alter reading Mark

("aldeira's column on

religion. I had to smile

remembering when I held

similar beliefs on religion

and Christianity It was

easy to pick out a few-

negative aspects, throw in a

little sarcasm, and draw my
own conclusions. However,

the conclusions were
unrealistic because I refus

ed to look past my own pre

judices to see the true foun-

dation for belief in God.

Having grown up as an

atheist, I can assure you

that not all Christians are

"forced" into believing since

infancy. My faith in Christ

came after months of hard

looking into the claims of

Christ and questioning

others about their beliefs (I

might add that I did this in

an attempt to dispron-

Christianity!. Of the Chris-

tians that I know, none of

them have been told what to

believe. Each of them,

through their own sear-

ching, has made a personal

decision to accept Jesus as

their personal savior. True,

we believe that the Bible is

1
the word of God but this is

based on its historical

-~.iundiH-.-s a.-- ii docuinent

and because we belU'Ve liiat

•lesu^ 1;- not .just another

prophet l)Ut the son oi (iod.

Ii is this claim that makes

Christianity unique from all

(itluT religions

I believe that the whole

issue of God conies down to

the question of "Who is

-lesus Christ?" He claimed

to be the Son of God. If He

IS not then who was he and

why does he have .such an

impact on the world 2000

years after his death'.*

Ultimately it does come

down to faith, but it is faith

backed with reason and

intellect— not merely a blind

leap. Religion can be

repressive, manipulative,

and can be used to justify a

multitude of atrocities, but

we need to recognize that it

IS not God but the in-

dividual who perverts the

true message of the Gospel:

God's love. Find out for

yourself what it it's all

about. Don't just criticize it

and blow it off. Look into

it, you may be pleasantly

surprised!

Kathy Coan
Southwest

KAPLAN
SfANltYH K APIAN tOUCAllOfJAl CENTER ITD

The worlds leading

test prep
organizatjon.

Classes

forming for

December

LSAT
GRE

549-5780
358

N.PLeasantSt

^^ PO R T H AUSl^
TheSklHAUSIsnow
taking applications for

sales positions in

Westfield,Hadley&
East Longmeadown.

Apply at:

THESKIHAUS

1 on Rt 9 next to

McDonalds

584-7880

COURSE
PACKETS

kinko's
220

N. Pleasant

253-2543

Take on
beliefs

Children aiw born into

this world with a capacity to

learn. If they are left alone

after birth without proper

care and guidance, they will

surely die. Fortunately, the

natural order of things pro-

vides the newborn infant

with parents, or at least a

mother, to take on the enor

mous responsibility of rais

ing that child to be a happy,

healthy, complete, and suc-

cessful individual. Of course

this is the goal of most

parents but they soon

realize that the> alom nn
not ensure the tutinf nl ilii-

child so they do whai they

can They care for and raise

llicir child Willi the \ aln. -

they h;i\i' inine In in iieve

111 Thi'\ ''iDtln' them us they

see fit; thr\ t'i(i thein what
they think i- IhvsI: they send

them 111 lb' -I hools they

think 1" and they in-

still in ihein tiie religion

that they have chosen ioi

themselves.

All the guidance the\

have passed on lo then

children comes from what

they themselves have learn

ed through their heritage,

their background, and the

experience of living. A
parent can only give his

child something to believe

in which he may or may not

continue to live by when he

is older.

No child can be forced to

believe in anything -he can

be brought up a certain

way, but must and will

make his ow'n decisions once

he has learned "to que.sliun,

rationalize, and think

critically." Despite what
Mark Caldeira seems t<i

think, we are not forced to

\ lew the worlci I-! •]< rest

nt our live.- thrnugi; the

true God" our parents

have taught us In Itelieve in.

.A.-, human beings, we are

lucky to each have a mind
of our own and can therefore

make decisions for

nui >i'i\ e.-. regardless ol

u hat we have been brought

up to believe 1 have to

laugh when I try to picture

Caldeira's portrait of a

young child at a "tender

age" being tied up and

made to listen to the

preaching of a religious

fanatic. In Caldeira's own
words, the child has "no

will"—that is, he does not

have the power to conscious-

ly choose his own actions, so

why would he even Hcmt [i>

fight back?

Jamie Thaman
Central

i>î iMi^m&i^mmmm^mM^^:^
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Come Browse
in Amherst's New
European Style

Flower Shop

Grand Opening
^ ^ ^

Monday Sept. 15, 9:00 A.M.

• Over 20 varieties of fresh flowers
• Beautiful dried and silk arrangements
• Flowers by wire - daily deliveries

^ Register

to Win;

Flowers
for a year

^

Higher $p««"*

It's honds-free 2-line speaker-

phone, computer terminal and a

63-key standard typewriter key-

board... and MORE!

I

fcJTB XT300E

Built-in 1200 bps modem!2>
m^mi

ti'n^mvDVWB I 'ivii"ii>'iTnwifinr

'<

givaYS in 5t®ni

1^̂

** Open 9 A.M. • 5.30 P^. Monday - Satxmiay

220 North Pleasant St.

Amherst 253-5545

Proprietor* Debby Boyoe and Nancy Garrabrann

^

rOR COMPUTIR TIRMINAISI Hee s ar aea

tamOGS Dra"0 te'minoi at on ynuSuOlly low 0"ce'

" ^^00ltS up '0 moint'omes O' PC s 'Hat use OSyr

chronous tommjnitol.ons Interfotes w'h UNIX*

fOB fXfCUTIVf USE! Oa-o iuDs;. p- on ij-v-ces

•
" . ^'ipne a"C 2 D.,"on speed diO ng

• ' ' "De'i j'e gLfC

FOR ACCESSING DATA SERVICES! &

SPECIAL FEATURES OF THIS SYSTEM: ly«o phone

iines wi'h louch lone' 0' Pulse dioling Au'omQt'i

red'Ol Key AuiomoiK compute' sign on Aulomo'K

screen on oft i^pewite' style keytwo'd FuHASCi

(tiQracte'i 4C 80 cho'octe- iine seiectobie fOb-

D'DQfB'^''T', r.q Ijnction KeyS Ful' duple* Ope'Q'ior

300 i200 2400 9600 ops seietiobie to' tio - :

au> mO'v ports Con use v*ith ouMiiio-, p-^^'f -
•

'lijdeC Downline ooding Ot'-Mne editing

One year limited factory warronty.

Original List Price... $1695

395
Liquidation <

Price...

^m>i:^-m;^mm!?!mr^^?m^i^ir^^

To Order Call

Toll-Free 1-800-342-

1-800-762.
34M
7782

Skipping ond toltt

lai not included.

CollOB Ooto Communications

Products

Cfvdrt Cards wtttam*

MM

Oentci $1.39
MEAD 5 SUBJECT
NOTEBOOK
11 X 8V2"

reg $3.19

200ct.

$3.99
BIG CLIC
2 pack

reg. $1.49

WE KNOW CARRY CONVENIENCE FOODS!!

FROZEN DRY SNACKS DAIRY

FOODS GROCERIES & SWEETS PRODUCTS

PIZZA SUGAR CAKES MILK

ICE CREAM COFFEE POTATO CHIPS BUTTER

FROZEN BREADS COOKIES JUICES

DINNERS SOUPS NUTS YOGURT

BREAKFAST PEANUT CANDY SNACK DIPS

TREATS BUHER NATURAL COTTAGE CHEESE

ICE CUBES CEREAL SNACKS EGGS

ALL WE HAD BEFORE...
AND MUCH, MUCH MORE...!!!

PEPSI or COKE
PRODUCTS
12 oz. cans

/89<^

Assorted
CANDY BARS
or^GUM ^gjgC^

3/$1.00

DELTA GOLD
CHIPS

VERYFINE
JUICES

6.5 oz.

and don't forget to shop our other DEPARTMENTS!

•LARGE STATIONERY
DEPARTMENT

-Art & Drafting Supplies

-Social Stationery

-Pens & Pencils

-Notebooks & Binders

-Glues & Tapes
-Hylighters & Markers

-Mailing Supplies

-Typing Supplies

-and much more

•HEALTH and
BEAUTY AIDS

-COSMETICS
-24 HR. PHOTO
PROCESSING
-HOUSEHOLD
CHEMICALS
-VITAMINS
-COUGH & COLD NEEDS
-COMPLETE EYE CARE
-CARDS & MAGAZINES

'•A7r^>lL»k.

Mwt?

DISCOUNTS HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS

plus CONVENIENCE FOODS

191 No.Pleasant Street, Amherst
Phone 253-3534

Sale Prices Effective thru Sept. 20, 1986

Now, with HP's best-ever prices and HP's powerful,

built-in functions, there's no need to bum the midnight

oil.

You'll get the answers you want and a good night's sleep.

For instance, the HP-13C has more built-in advanced math and

statistical power than any other calculator. The Hr-41
,
with the

MP-41 Advantage module, has the most popular engineering,

math and financial programs ever written tor the HlMl. And,

the HP-12C is widely recognized as the standard amt>ng profes-

sionals in finance and investments.

So go ahead, get an HP calculator. And a good night s sleep.

WAn% HEWLETT
ftXi PACKARD

M—F 9-5

SAT 10-3

Located in the Campus Center

^nmVERSITY
STORED

YOU'VE LEARNED ABOUT POWER...

THIS SPRING, EXPERIENCE IT!

District Council 37, AFSCME, New York City's largest

union, is offering Spring legislative internships to

qualified juniors or seniors.

GOVERNMENT, POLITICS, AND LABOR
As the representative of 120,000 state and municipal workers,

District Council 37 is at the crossroads of politics and govern-

ment. From budgets to bill drafting to research to press con-

ferences, interns learn policy and politics from some of the best

in the business. Recent areas of union concern include toxic

torts, E.R.A, comparable worth, and tax reform.

ACADEMIC CREDIT
Most schools award full academic credit for the January-to-June

Albany, New York internship. Interns also receive a $600 mon-

thly stipend. We are seeking applicants who write well, speak

effectively, and thrive on pressure.

Resumes, with a cover letter and writing sample, to:

Vincent J, Montalbano. Associate Director

Political Action and Legislation

District Council 37, AFSCME
125 Barclay Street, NY, NY 10007

Questions? Call (212)-815-1550, ask for Fred Jacobs

APPLICATIONS CLOSE NOVEMBER 21, 1986
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What's going on in fire prevention
An article in the Sept. 11 Collegian on

perceived inadequate Fne ReKT-ilations in

the Campn-- < 'cnli'i" is misU-ading and con-

tains some erroneous or out of context

information.

When the Campus Center was con

structed in 1970. it met all existm^i

building codes. As we learn more about fire

behavior and its effect upon buildings,

codes are changed to reflect this

knowledge. In most cases, new codes do not

mandate that old buildings be upgiaded to

comply with code revisions because of con

struction or technological difficulties and

the tremendous cost associated with these

changes.

The Campus Center is constructed of

massive reinforced steel and concrete. All

rooms are separated from each other and

the corridors by at least 1 hour fire-rated

walls and doors that should resist the

spread of fire through the building. The

lower two floors are protected by a

sprinkler sy.stem. All hotel rooms are

equipped with smoke detectors tfi provide

early warning to occupants in the event of

a fire or smoke condition

Several statements were made in the ar-

ticle about the rapidity with which fire

would spread between the Student Union

and Campus Center. This simply is nut

trin'- The bottom two floors of the Campus
Ct^-nter are sprinklercd. Sprinklers would

e.xtniL'Uish or contiol any fii'e until the ar-

rnal of I hi' F'.re Department Uvho

automatically respond 011 sprinkler

alarms!.

Another concern made was relative to the

safety of "handicapped" persons who are

above the tiiird floor. This is m't a uniqvie

situation at the Campus Center. It is true

ol' almost (///\ luiilding 111 the world. Any

time mobility impaired persons are above

the ground floor, assuring their evacuation

during a tno emergencs is (.lifl'icult if not

impo.ssible. In most cases the elevator is the

only means of travel and in high-rise fires

elevators often malfunction during fires or

are seized by the Fire Department in order

to haul firefighting equipment and man-

power to battle the \'\vl-. Since mobility-

impaired persons can't use the stairwells,

they effectively could be trapped in a fire

situation. The Office of Handicapped Stu

dent Affairs makes this information known

to the mobility impaired. The Campus
Center Fire Evacuation Policy realistical

ly addresses this problem by not requiring

difficult evacuation for mobility-impaired

persons during a scheduled fire drill. If

there is a real fire emergency in the area,

however, the handicapped must evacuate

as best they can just like everyone else. The

Federal Government currently is conduc-

ting research on the feasibility of use of

specially equipped elevators by handicap

ped during fire emergencies.

I take exception to a statement made that

the Campus Center administration wasn't

big on effort
' when it came to fire safet\

.

.\s the campus agency charged with fire

>afetv responsibilities, we would be in the

best position li> iltii-rmine whether nr not

the Campus Center administration was

"responsive" to iire safety concerns. In

1983 they -pent $50,000 on a new fire

alarm system foi' the Student Union along

with improved fire-rated construction and

kitchen extinguishing equipment. Last

year they were instrumental in securing

^p^t! w^wMA Buy a torch P'

mij

funding that over the next two years will

result in the installation of a sophisticated

fire alarm and smoke detection sy.stem in

the Campus Center, provide kitchen fire

extinguishing equipment, and result in

sprinkler protection in the Student Union.

They also established a Safety Committee
which deals with, among others, fire safe-

ty concerns. In addition, the administration

usually responds favorably to facility pro-

blems discovered during life-safety evalua-

tions made by our Fire Inspectors. This is

not to imply that there are no fire safety

issues in the Campus Center, but rather we
have found their administration to be

cooperative and concerned when fire safe-

ty is involved.

Fire Safety is everyone -- responsibility.

Piobably the most-seen and widely publish-

ed University Policy is the one mandating
evacuation from buildings when the fire

alarm sounds. Those persons who elected

to remain inside the Campus Center dur-

ing the September 4 fire alarm incident

cannot blame the Campus Center ad-

ministration for their own failure to

evacuate any more than one can blame the

auto industry for not personally fastening

all of our seatbelts when we get behind the

wheel of a car.

In the final analysis, no fire protection

sy.stem will fniaruntt'e your safety in a fire

situation. We can dramatically increase

your chances of survival with smoke detec-

tion, fire alarms and sprinklers, but each

of us is responsible for a measure of our

wM7( s(//t7v by reacting' inimediately and

correctlv to an indication that a fire

emergency may he in progress.

Keith E. Hoyle
Sr. Fire Prevention Officer

Environmental Health & Safety

im
THE COMMUTER AREA GOVERNMENT PRESENT.5

i©iiJiinHi ^mm^
WITH MR. VICTOR MASHABELA

MEMBER OF THE AFRICAN NATIONAL CONGRESS
PERMANENT MISSION TO THE UNITED NATIONS

TOPICS:

WORLD REACTION TO APARTHEID
SANCTIONS AGAINST SOUTH AFRICA

THE DIVESTMENT MOVEMENT
THE CONTINUED IMPRISION OF NELSON MANDELA

MORE

TiEStDM, 8E!PT. Ida !]Difl...i:0<DlPn

ITUiESQT iOOilOBil ii^LLIBOOM

fUEE

dNEMA
Mon • Tues

Desperately Seeking Susan

7:00

Smithereens

9:00

DOUBLE FEATURE $3.00
DOWNTOWN AMHERST 253-5426

ATTENTION STUDENTS
Jobs • Jobs * Jobs • Jobs

dining commons

WORK STUDY or NON WORK STXJDY

FOOD PREPARERS
FOOD RUNNERS«DISH MACHINE
FOODSERVERS«POTS & PANS

JANITORS

"Pply TO any of the four Dining Hall Managers

WORCESTER, FRAI>CCLIN, HAMPSHIRE, BERKSHIRE

All jobs are planned around YOUR class schedule.

Prefer Board Plan Members.

I

I

• Hubley
, iinli'-iii ii I' iii'i fiitur I

cl;is>i(iom. I dun"l lusl support (i:iv caic. 1 vr st.iiU'd ;i

luirst'iy scliool. 1 don't just supp<Mt llu' I'liiMrMtx . 1 paid

S'lO.OOO to ai't a duurt'L- tluMf.

M\ r\pri iciin- 1- real liic expfiiiMito, nol jusl work

!nt4 in a politician s ol'iice.
'

Huhlt'V said his thit'e main priorities were support for

the University, environmental protection and streii^^hen

inu human ->
I vices.

On the human services issue. Hubley said while lie sup

ported the "up to poverty" drive in the state that (ocuses

on making «ure all state residents are at the federal pover-

ty line, he also found it disturbing.

'What a wrenching irony." Hubley said. '•Uoyou realize

what that means? "Up To Poverty.' It's such an abdica-

tion of responsibility that we would allow the situation

to develop to the point where we have to do that.

Hubley said he would "look very carefully at areas of

to make sure other resolutions arc introduced to make
sure our need\ arc taken care of'

Hiil>ley said he would work tn secure tundinj; that u.iuUI

iiWow the I'lnvei'-itv "\" lirciimc one of the to|) 10 [mhlu'

schools 111 the couiiti >
'

1 h- .-aiii In- would see that exteii

si(»n services at I'Mass wen ixpanded. so that "tho>e u lio

control lundint; can point at ir.Ma.>-l and ^ay. look what

it docs I'oi- us
'

Hubley said he was a leader in the light against the

diversion of water from the t'onnecticut River intc the

Quabbin Kc-ci vdii-.and supported a MasslMK(i plan to

identity and clean ii|) hazardous waste sites in

Massachusetts within ten veai >

* Rosenberg

Is there something we should

know? Call the Collegian at

545-3500.

$11.99
expires 9-19

Levis
JEAIMSWEAR

(S)

On Men's Cord Pants
all waist sizes but odd lengths (31 & 33)

All others $18.99

197 N. Pleasant St - Downtown Amherst

Mon-Sat 10-6; Sun 12-5; Thur & Sat till 8<30

POWER COOL

m

)T

rentAnrkk

N*w & Us*d Cars
Trucks A Vans Atso AvaMabl*

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wrcck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

S49-2880

lOiitinili'il t'lini IHtgf I

chapter of the National .Vsswiation of Swial Workers, and

the AFLCIO. I've also been endorsed by all five Amherst

selectmen, and all live Belchertown select men

"To uet the support of all the selectmen in these towns

I think says scmu'thin^' about a candidacy." Hosenbern

said.

It takes time to learn how the system works," Rosenberg'

added. "We can't afford a year in which there mij;ht be

mistakes while the repre.sentalive learns the job."

Rosenberg' said his first priority was to make sure that

state tyrants and aid formulae "do not discriminate against

those ol us who are here in western Mas.sachusetts."

He said his next priority was education, both support

of local public schools and the University. Rosenberg said

he was proud ol the work he did with Olver that provided

thousands of dollars in state money for colle^je financial

aid to make up for cuts in aid at the federal level.

Like Hublev, Ro.senbern said he would like to .see UMass

become one of the top 10 public colleges in the country.

He added he would work to t,'et more levels of funding for

faculty and giaduate student research, the UMass library,

and updated lab equipment.

Rosenberg said he was a .strong advocate for en-

vironmental protection, and would work for an investiga-

tion of leaks in the Boston water pipe system that are

blamed for wasting up to 40 percent of the water flowing

out of the Quabbin Re.servoir.

'I view myself more as a problem-solver than a politi-

cian, but I have the political skills to work to find the solu

tions to problems," said Rosenberg, who also pointed out

that tomorrow's Democratic primary is especially impor-

tant because the winner will run unoppo.sed.

MANUSC Kirrs

TMESIS

IJLULPRINTS

HI N DINGS

PIIOIOC.RAPIIIC COLOR COJ'IES F-ROM PRIMS
OVLRNK'.IIT SIGNS AND BANNERS • OVLKSIZLD ORICilNALS

CON VEN I ENT <? i am n.iiASAM mki 1

1

PARKING 549-2854 ammerst

Eliminate Hot Dorm Rooms

Clip on Fans in Assorted Styles

Many other Styles ot Fans Available

Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

WINNER OF THE GOLD CHAPTER EXCELLENCE

AWARD GIVEN TO THE BEST FRATERNITY ON CAMPUS.

WlNNER OF THE OLYMPUS CUP-

GREEK AREA ATHLETIC CHAMPIONS

WINNER OF THE DAVIS CUP-

UMASS ATHLETIC CHAMPIONS

ACADEMICS ATHLETICS - LEADERSHIP

RUSH PARTIES
SEPT. 8, 9, 11, 15, 16 9:00 PM

M-F 9-5

SAT 10-3

PIKE
418 N. PLEASANT ST.

545-2150 545-0047

COME SEE WHAT YOU'RE MISSINO
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ARTS

FAC slide show exposes a conservative movement

Bv CHARLES FRANCIS CARROLL
I "()ll.-t;ian Staff

A week of military display on campus was punctuated

i.ist Thill -(lav night by an artwork projected on the Fine

Art- Ccuicr '.\hioh i;ave the building thi- appearance of

a colossal eagle with a wingspan of bombs and talons com

prised of Cncle Sams pin striped pants.

Krzysztnt Wodiczko. renowned for his monumental slide

images which he projects on buildings to "reveal the

nature and function of those structures within the com

niunitv," created a site-specific piece to render his iinpies

<jons of the starkly sculptured, much criticized Fine Arts

Center building. The exact nature of his rendition was

kept -.ecret until the time of the event.

Several hundred people gathered on Haigis Mall at 8

p.m. When the lights went on, it took a few moments for

the images to register. Then, as time passed, a general

uneasiness could be felt in the throng. People were

wondering, "What happens next?" As the minutes turn-

ed into an hour with the same slides of the eagle, the

bombs and Uncle Sam, the void of unfulfilled anticipa-

tion was filled with the full meaning of these foreboding

icons. It was as if the bombs confronting the viewer head-

on might actually go off!

I spoke with Wodiczko about his creation, complimen-

ehoUi b.v ChiirUs Hin-

ting him about how well he had used the site. He said it

was very hard for him to come up with the idea and he

had to .study the situation for months.

•There is something about the building - I wasn't sure

what at first -a .sort of Nio LJa-.-icisni implicit in the

design. 1 am pointing out what it may do to people," said

Wodiczko.

.\(.t only (lid Wodiczko study the building, he also

familiarized himself with the campus community.

There is something happening here that is unique and

ha.- never happened before; the emergence of a conser-

vative student movement. I am not trying to challenge

this; I am trying to reveal it . . . to e.xpo.se it."

Although not expressing anti-facist messages per se,

rather commenting on the latent ideological content in

architectural form, such concerns have played a central

role in Wodiczko's career, as was the case when he flash-

ed a swastika on the South African embassy in London,

and tanks and coins on an equestrian monument in

Venice. The war eagle on the edifice and columns of the

Fine Arts Center was no exception; it showed how the

powerlessness we feel when we are overwhelmed by the

monstrous is related to the powerlessness we feel in the

face of the mighty. To quote one of the viewers who was

deeply moved by the work, "Wodiczko could not have

given us a bleaker or truer image."

Come Celebrate

with our

TWnJGHT
Dinner Specials

Monday-Thursday

Your choice of:
pill

All htUrees include

Crisp Garden Salad

Baked Potato

Oven Hot Bread

& Creamery Butter

*
*
*
*

Baked Boston Scrod

Broiled Sirloin Tips

Fried Filet of Sole

Broiled ^""^T Chickeii
Wtiiskey

ca

Come See
Amherst*s Newest

&Best r

Sports Lounge! >.

DOWNSTAIRS

Plumbleys
off the common'^
30 BOLTWOOD WALK • 253-9586

Collegian photo by Byrne (iuarnotia

Artist Krzysztof Wodiczko unveiled his slide

presentation created specifically for the Fine

Arts Center last Thursday night.

SOMETHING
TO THINK
ABOUT.

.

Ih- AN6Wt;L\ ..bill.

NxiKit IS I he OUf^STION ? I 9

Come, find out at

AMHERST ALLIANCE CHURCH
Sundays-Evening Worship 6 :

3o pm
UMais Campus Center

1 im Maki, Pastor

for information call 549 5334
h

WE CREATE

STYLES AS

INDIVIDUAL

AS YOU ARE

% by Deborah

please call for an
appointment

549-5610

COUPON SPECIALS

COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATIONS

FREE HAIRCUT with Perms

V2 PRICE HAIRCUT with Highlighting

HAIRCUTS only $10

• STYLES BY DEBORAH •
65 University Drive, Amherst

expires 9/30/86

R.E.M.'s Lives Rich Pageant

reveals a clearer message
By RICHARD GERSHBERG
Colletjian Correspondent

What? You mean you really haven't

heard Lz/i-.s Rich Pahvant by RE M yet?

You goiVd be kidding! It's been a loii^ and

lonely year for buffs of the quartet from

Athens, Georgia. But. I might add, it has

also been well worth the wait

What the band seems to have done with

their new album is transport the revolu-

tionary ideals of the 60s into the 80s in

such a way that they become relevant

again, but they also remind us that the 60s

just didn't work, and that we must, as they

say. 'begin again. " The album, as is true

with all of R.E.M.'s work, conveys a

message, but this time they make it clear

to their audience exactly what that

me.ssage is. rather than trying to hide it

and make each individual fiirure out for

himself what he wants the album to

svmbolize.

When the r\eedle \\\i> Uh's Rich PdMcant

(the apostrophe has purposely been left out

of the title) for the Hrst time, the listener

is bombarded with sounds never before us-

rd hv R.E.M., mostly under the direction

of Michael Stipe, the band's "'lead vocal in

strument" player. Guitar feedback and

loud rhvthmic drums become instantly

highlighted by Stipe's incredibly beautiful

baritone voice. And, believe it or not. you

can actually understand wliat he's singinu'

"Begin the Begin" is a brilliant opener

to the album with its catchy melody mix

ed in with Stipes anger at his audience,

claiming that "this urgency began and you

missed it/I looked for it, and I found it

." The song sets the mood for the rest of the

album by reminding the audience that

there are many problems with the world

and nothing is being done to solve them.

iiinliritifJ D'l ixiiji' 1'^

PINOCCHIO'S RESTAURANT
1177 North Pleasant St

SPECIAL

MONDAY THRU WEDNESDAY

1

LARGE PIZZA

$5.50 +TAX

FAST FREE

DELIVERY

ANY EXTRA ITEM $100 each

Get 2 Items - pay for one

Get 3 items - pay for two

549-3669

SPECIALIZE IN VEAL & CHICKEN PARMESAN GRINDERS

Does not apply in restaurant mention ad when ordering

offcmylSKring,

offanyMKring.

' >^'^#^,

offafiylOKring,

For one week onlv. order and save on the gold ring of your choice. For complete

details, see vour Jostens representative.

JOSTENS
A M E « S COLLf-OE R N

9/15-9/19 10 - 4 pm

L.

^XJNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

$25 deposit

required

Prince Andrew makes top-10
LONDON (AP)-Pnnce Andrew ha.-

voted one of Britain's 10 lH'.st dressed men

ye.sterday, less than eight weeks after his

Westnunsti r .Mjbcy wedding; to Sarali

Kt'iguson.

"Last year he was not even nominated,

hut he sei'iiis to have been dressing up for

Fergie," said a >ptik.-.pi'rson for

Menswear Associalum, which organizes

the annual poll among 2,500 companies.

Andrew. Duke of York and a Royal

Navy helicopter pilot, was thf <)nly

meniber of the roval fanniy in the list. The

association said hi> clothes were 'more

slyli.-'h and more relaxed" tlian iho.-e u

his elder brother. Prince (iKuK-

The others on the list were actors Roger

Moore. Don John.son and Paul Nicholas;

Social Democratic Party leader David

Owen; gossip columnist Nigel Dempster;

Virgin records tycoon Richard Branson:

and pop stars ClifT Richard. Billy Ocean

and Rod Stewart.
AP nil- |)h<it<i

Britain's Prince Andrew

ATTENTION
STUDENTS LOOKING FOR PART TIME

WORK STUDY, ON OR OFF CAMPUS

ATTEND ONE OF THE "JEMS"

(Job Employee Matching System)

WORKSHOPS SPONSORED BY THE STUDENT EMPLOYMENT OFFICE

293 WHITMORE ADMIN. BULIDING

545-1951

Tues Sept 16th

Campus Center Room 163

10:00 am, 11:30 am, ISO pm, 3:00 pm, 6:00 pm

r^ATVE

i*?I^^^

"Making government

work for people -

that's what I

like to do"

STATE REPRESENTATIVE FOR
AMHERST, BELCHERTOWN, GRAMBY, AND PELHAM

DEMOCRATS and INDEPENDANTS - VOTE NEXT TUESDAY

Paid for by the Rosenberg Committee. Peter J. Shea, Treasurer

f. i'«H»> l'Ai»-tis Ir-
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• R.E.M.
iiintinueii from page 17

The second song, however,

pleads us not to give up and

fallows more in the tradi-

tion ofREM. legend in that

the lyrics are much less

audible, but the chorus

clearly states that "we are

young despite the yearsAVe

concern we are hope despite

the times," and a.sks us to

"take this joy" wherever we
go-

The first single off the

album is titled "Fall on

Me," and is a brilliant ex-

ample of vvhat the band can

do with simply their voices.

While Stipe chants out the

lead of "(don'Dfall on me"
repeatedly during the

chorus (he is speaking to the

sky), Mike Mills sings in

perfect harmony asking
cynically meaningless ques-

tions: "What is it up in the

air for'.'' If it s there for long

,

." Stipe also points out in

this song that we, in

America as well as the rest

of the world, have found
ways to run away from pro-

blems we should be facing,

and that "foresight isn't

anything at all."

The ne.\t cut continues to

suggest that something
went wrong with the
establishment of America
by saying that we should

"put our heads
together Start a new coun-

try up Father's father's

father tried'To erase the

parts he didn't like."

The fifth track. "Hyenea,
'

traces the band's roots back
to their tlrst E.P., Chronic
Town, with its up-beat
rhythm and Peter Buck's
unique guitar style of mix-

ing lead with rhythm. The
song, once again, relays the

"message" of the album as

the tempo changes and
Stipe contradicts Roosevelt

by telling us that "the only

thing to fear is

fearle.-;.snes< The bigger the
weapon, the greater the

fear."

The albums ninth track is

another step in a new direc-

tion for the band in that

On the whole, Lifes Rich

Pa^canl is clearly a work of

good art, and a potential bi^

lul for the band, but let's not

turget that this is R.K M.s
fourth full length album
(plus they had a five song

V.V\ which means that as

tar as pop bands go. they're

reaching middle age This

LP could easily be as impor-

tant for R.E.M. as Speaking
III Tongues was for the Talk

ing Heads.

Buck's guitar takes on a

sort of a Tom Petty type rifT

throughout the verses. It

has a nice, catchy tune and
Stipe's voice once again

shows superiority to that of

a lead singer to any other

given pop group.

The best example of

Stipe's voice, however, is on
the ballad titled "Swan
Swan H," a .s(>ng which does

not appear to have much
meaning, but when listen-

ing to this man sing as he

does, lyrics often lose their

meaning, and the focus of

attention is directed to the

"lead vocal instrument,
"

rather than the 'mes.sage
"

The last song, "Super-

man," is another first for

the band. Although it's

widely known that in bet-

ween records the members
of the band have their own
cover bands that play clubs.

REM., itself, has never
relea.sed a cover on vinyl;

that is, ofcour.se, until now.
The song marks an outstan-

ding debut for Mike Mills

singing lead, and also

reminds us that the peace,

love and understanding at-

titudes of the sixties should

not be forgotten, and that it

really never is too late to

start again.

This week at the Iron Horse:
Another big Wfek at the Iron Hor.se

Cafe in Northampton. Here's a list of this

weeks shows and a 'watch list" for two
upcoming and bound to Ik- sold out shows.

On Thursday, Boston native Jonathan
Kichnian will perform two shows, at 7 and
10 p.m.

Jonathan Richman and his band, the

Modern Lovers, have been performing
world-wide since the recording of their

first album Rockin ' and Romance in 1984.

Thev are always a popular act in the

Valley.

Singer songwriter guitarist Jonathan
Edwards will be at the Iron Horse at 7 and
10 p.m. on September 19. Edwards is

known for his 1971 hit "Sunshine."

Opening for Edwards is folk/rock singer

Cheryl Wheeler, who has just released an
album on North Star Records produced by

Edwards.
Two shows to watch out for as tickets

should sell very fast are solo pianist

George Winston on Friday, October 3, and
comedian Steven Wright on October 5.

Both shows will be at 8 p.m. in John M.

Greene Hall at Smith College Both are

also brought to this area l)\ thf Iron

Horse, the Smith College (inin Age
Literary Review, and WRSI F.\l

Winston is known for his albums record

ed for Windham Hill Records. Autumn.
Winter into Spring, and December. He has

al.so participated in the soundtrack for the

movies Country, and the children's story

The Velveteen Rahhit."

Winston is now recording an album of

his long-time favorite musicians under his

own recording label. Dancing Cats
Records.

Wright gained his fame having been

"discovered" by Johnny Car.son's pro-

ducer in a Chinese restaurant. After

several appearances on the Carson show,

Wright went on to a film role in

Despurately Seeking Susan, and to record

an album for Warner Brothers / Have a

Pony.

For further information on shows or

tickets call the Iron Horse at 584-0610.

*' M

; Til

Comedian Steven Wright (left) and performer Jonathan Richman
will perform in the next two weeks at the Iron Horse.

• !•ON'T FORGET

ADD/DROP
DEADLINE
TOMORROW

Tuesday, Sept 16 is the last

day that Undergraduate and
Continuing Education students
may drop courses without

record.

It is also the last day to
submit pass/fail option forms.

For more information call TIPS
& ask for tapes 1006, 1032

INFORMATION DATA BANK 545-1555

TAPED INFORMATION PHONE SERVICE 545-1540

A SERVICE OF THE DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE

GOLD SALE

60% OFF
on 14k Gold Chains

and Earrings

14k Gold Bracelet

Regular $35.00 NOW $12.00

14k Gold Charms
Only $12.00

14k Gold Earrings

Only $10.00

Many other Fabulous

Savings Available

FOR ONE WEEK ONLY
Mon. SEPT.IS thru Sat. SEPT.20

Concourse Sale

M—F 9-5

SAT 10-3

Located in the Campus Center

Q,UNIVERSITY
STORED

ft

1

]
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• vollei/ball wins
iiintmueil friini jm^c 'Jii

"I donl want to sound like I'm making
»-\ru--c- iri't.iiiil>' tliey mil |ila\i'(l u-~ imd

are iar riupendi- than us riglil imw -Inil we

have a lew starters out and the players alx)

have to adju-'l to a new enai lun^ system,"

second year Bt' coach Gary duildea said.

"We meet later in the season and it will

be a belter match."

In the first game, the Ea^'les jumped out

lu a (juick 9 2 lead before I'Mass began it.-

charge.

A kill by senior hitter Michelle Barys and

a cairy by BC's Ellen McCarthy cut the BC
lead to 9 4 A BC miss-hit and an errant

McCarthy spike pulled the Minutewomen
to 9-6. After a sideout, Barys was roofed in

the middle by an Eagle double block to

make it 10 6. But BC would never score

again.

Three BC miscues led to UMass points

before Barys knotted the score at 10-10

with a cross court kill. To miss-passes on

service receive and a block by Violetla

Uladkowska gave UMass ;. l.i I'l l-ad. BC
then nuss pas.sed ;m;iii; at'tci' ;i -idtoul iUid

a net violation endi'd i.;ani( one

'Our Iransition was better tlian it wa-

Wednesday (against Hartford) and wt- were

!)laving agains! two much bettei' teams.

Sort i no said.

Sophoinoi-. ini.ldlf hitter Barhar.i

Meeban agreed that the team is improving

We're getting there. We le still not

qiiiti' where we should be but given a few

more games, we should iie there soon,

Meeban said.

BC jumped out to a 1 1 l^'td m ^;ame two

before a pair of kills by tiiadkowska and

.sophomore hittersetter Juliet Primer tied

the score at 4 4. A service ace by senior

defensive specialist Debbie Cole and three

consecutive mistakes on the Eagle service

receive highlighted a six-point run that

saw UMass extend its lead to 10-4. For all

intents and purposes, the match was

history

ODU drops UMass, 2-0
Hv NK Ol.KFHAK'rM.W
Coiii'^-.'.ni ( 'i>n'i';-]>ondeni

Sal urdax v\ a.-- not a j^ooii

(la\ im t he I i)i\ eisit\ of

Ma>.-acluisetl - wdiuen's

tifld hitckev team.

l)i'spiti' bein^ outshot

;U) KS. fourth laiikrd f)ld

Dominion 1'iu\iimi\

ligured out ,i \sa\' to iieat

s I' \ e nth r a n k e d

Minutewomen, 2 0, on the

turf in Trenton, N.J

its a sad .story because

we had 18 shots in the first

half and 12 in the second.

Unfortunately we only put

eight shots on net," UMa.ss

head coach Pam Hixon

^aid "\Vc wcVf doing t he

I It'll! t li;n^, vvi- ,lu^l

w I'n n't on target

I 'Mis- caiiii/ '>ul I'.anl in

till' first halt lacking up 18

-hots cimipared to ODL".--

IIIIH'.

"We had the chances. 1

think we dominated the

plav IWii unlike Virginia.

\', ( couldn't get the ball in

tlie back of the net," Hix

on said. "When they began
to apply pressure in the se

cond half, we couldn't

think We rushed when
time was running down.
Its tough."

UMass had its best op-

portunity to score midway

ilirought tile tii-t halt

when seiuoi torward Lisa

(inswold was fouled and
a\sai(i>Mi a penaltx shot.

.She Im wide. howtAor, and
the opportunity slipped

a\s a\

i think it la score) would

have changed the outcome
'of the game," Hixon said

ODU ti.ok a 1 l*>ad

when Jill Fisher scored

Irom the field with eight

minutes left in the first

half. Senior ("athy Large

added the second goal in

the second half.

i felt that both teams

were comparable," Hixon
said

A quick glance at the home opener

Themost
demanding,
challenging,
enli^tening;

rigorous,
satisfying,

dimcult,
rewarding, ^

motivatingand
excitingcourse
youcantake
incollege.

RESERVE

OFFICERS'

TRAINING
CORPS

Contact: Major Mahoney or

Major Cunningham
413-345-2321

RESUME SPECIAL!
Have your Resume typeset and printed by the experts

to assist you in landing that important job, and save

money in the process! Just bring these coupons to

WICKLES FINE PRINT IN AMHERST —
and take the first step toward your new job in style.

Coupons may be combined or used separately.

r reTsume "iRETsuME'copiEs]

ITYPESETTINGI
SO Copies with matching

cover letter sheets

and envelopes

$19.75 1 $13.50
I Regular Price $25.00

J

I
Choose VoMr Oun 7\/)t'U\/e'

Regular Trice 51700
Chnnsi hrom Seven Sf\/f^

I ()/ QwdlifN Patter j

Wkkles
FineR'int

1 BOLTWOOD WALK, AMHERST
Mcxi.-Fn 8 30 AM to 5 30 PM

256-0148
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UMass comeback falls short to ESU, 4-2
^•*^ -^ ' •" ^•^' "^^ ^^ _-.. ,

. /^rr With the momentum cleailv on the Miiiuti-mi'ii ssidi

Ginzburg's lapses cost Minutemen in OI

By BRYAN QUENZEL
Collegian StalT

Two overtiniL' goals ruined the University <)i

Massachusetts comeback bid as it dropped a 4 2 decision

tr, East Stroudsburg University Saturday at Boyden Field.

"Three ofthe four goals were giveaways. UMass coac.

Jeff Gettler said We're nnt going to win games when

we give goals away.

The Minutemen spotted EbU two goals befoi. si.rm

ing back to tie the game in the second halt. But in the

overtime periods (two ten-minute segments). E.

Stroudsburg tallied twice on miscues by sophomore goalie

Sam Ginzburg.

The loss lowered the Minutemen's record to 1-3 on the

young season and was its second straight setback at home

after going undefeated on Bovden Field last vear.

Most ofthe action was dominated by the UMass as it

outshot ESU 38-17. but. as has been the case so far this

season, the Minutemen were unable to capitalize on many

good scoring opportunities.

E Stroudsburg broke on top just 3:10 into the game^

Sophomore Eric Wilckens fired a corner kick from the left

side and sophomore Robert Flotz stopped the ball in front

ofthe net. controlled it, then fired a left-footed shot into

the top right corner ofthe go..l from 10 feet out.

For thi' n.-xt tuvntv ininut<>^. the ball remained almo.st

exclusively in the E. Stroudsburg end ofthe field. UMass

had several solid scoring chances, but each time either

tlu' Minutemen's shots went astray or ESU's sophomore

goaltender John Lf.nergan came up with the play.

At the 27:32 mark. E. Stroudsburg struck suddenly and

increased its lead to 2-0. Senior Jeff Maly hit a lob feed

from the left to junior Moulie Mbenga. The forward quick

iy popped a 15-footer into the top ofthe net.

Early in the sec«ind half, the Minutemen appeared to

break the ice, only to be frustrated once again when a Kurt

Manal goal was disallowed because freshman Steve

Cesnek stepped out of bounds before he passed the ball.

Despite the setback, UMass continued to put on the

pressure and finally got on the scoreboard 70:40 into the

contest.

Junior Ferdie Adoboe lofted a corner kick across the

ESU goal mouth. Manal tipped the pass across to junior

Andy Bing and the high-scoring midfielder headed the ball

into the net.

The Minutemen did not let up and tied the score just

4:47 later on a goal by Cesnek.

Adoboe stole the ball at midfield and hit a long feed up

the left sideline to Manal. The forward made a spectacular

move to get inside the defensive back covering him, and

passed to sophomore Alex Carrillo at the top ofthe penalty

area. Carrillo shuffled the ball to Cesnek who cannoned

a 20-footer into the right corner of the goal.

With the momentum clearly on the Miiiuti-men .s .side.

UMass opened the first overtime period dominating play

But it was E. Stroudsburg which scored on a .shut that

Ginzburg should have handled.

Sophomore Manual Oudin hit a high lofting shot trom

30 feet out on the left side. Ginzburg misplayed the ball

and it went over his head into the bottom right corner of

the net.

E. Stroudsbur^'s last tally caim- (Ui anolhtT nu-^take by

the UMass goalif

Ginzburg came way out ofthe net in an attempt to clear

a ball at the top ofthe penalty area, but his kick was in

tercepted by freshman Pat Ferrigno. The midfielder

blooped the ball over the defense and it one-hopped into

the net to account for the 4-2 final.

At the end of the game, Gettler was not pleased with

performance of his goaltender.

"Sam just didn't give us anything," the coach said. "The

first goal (in overtime) was just chipped and he missed

the ball.

"They did not put us under a lot of pressure. They were

just pure, unadulterated mistakes."

The loss was especially tough after the Minutemen had

fought hard to get back into the game.

•We showed a lot of character and heart to come back

from 0-2 " Gettler said. "Then to give the other team the

game is ridiculous. It's going to be a long season if we keep

giving away goals."

MISSED OIT ON

A FRIDGE?

Subscribe Before Sept. 24th Deadline For

call
1986-1987 Season

SPIRIT tIAUS RENTALS

** to arrange delivery

256-5384 256-8433

Auto Glass Center
SAME DAY SERVICE

BILLED DIRECTLY TO INSURANCE CO.

Inaurancs Co. Approved

On PVTA

Most Maler Cradit

Cards Accap<*d

ISk>rthAmherst Motors
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880

"WLOXI BLUES

FESTIVAL OF INDIA

VIENNA CHOIR BOYS

MOMIX

LOUISVILLE BALLET

0«CHESTRE OE LYON

TAP DANCE KID

COUNT BASIE ORCHESTRA

FRANK FOSTER

MARLEEN PENNISONCOMPANV

LESLIE HOWARD. PIANO

NEGRO ENSEMBLE COMPANY

JAZZ ALL STABS A

XJSMUABEa.VOUN.

THE WAVERLY CONSORT

SPRINGFIELD SYMPHONY

STEPHANIE CHASE. VIOLIN

APPLE HILL CHAMBER PLAYERS

VEHUDI MENUHIN. VIOUN

WARSAW SINFONIA

DANNY BURACZESKIS JAZZOANCE

TOKYO STRING QUARTET

TWYLATHARP DANCE

MEL TORMB

GEORGE SHEARING

THE CHIEFTAINS

CHRISTOPHER PARKENWG. GUITAR

HUNGARIAN STATE FOLK ENSEMBLE

MURRAY PERAHIA. PIANO

KATHRYNSCLBY. PIANO

TRACE»»

B0B8Y MCFEfWM
ATLANTA SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

ROBERT SHAW

ALVIN AILEY DANCE TM^WR
PEARL BAILEY

LOUIE BELLSON

LACAGEAUXFOLLES-
ZZ ALL STARS A

Jk THEFINE ARTSCENTER
Qin UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

5 College Students HaW-Prlcel Call 545-251 1

1

i SIGN-UP NOW

•^

STILL ONLY $45
oer semester

(Now till Dec 19)

THE BODY SHOP
Fitness Center

Hour*: 7:30-9 am
11-1 pm
i-9 pm
Sat. 12-3 pm

Herts what you get:

•12 Hydra Fitness machines to work every muscle

•8 Stationary Bicycles

•2 Rowing Machines

•Nordic Tracli Ski Training Machine

•Mirrors

•Stereo

•Experienced Staff

•Burns more calores than Nautilus Super Workouts

THE BODY SHOP
FITNESS CENTER

Totman Gymnasiugi (basement)

Come In for a FREE workout

OPEN TO ALL UMASS UNDERGRADUATES

GRADUATES, FACULTY. AND STAFF

for info call: 545-4065

ii
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DELTA UPSILON FRATERNITY

OPEN RUSH
SEPT

10,11,15,16
9:00 pm

BBQ-SEPT15
4:00 pm

MON NIGHT
FOOTBALL

- 15th

zs

I-

4:

^3

D

4^

86 GREEK
GAIVmS

CHAMPIONS

INTRAMURAL
FOOTBALL
BASKETBALL
WRESTLING

ABOVE
AVERAGE

SCHOLASTICS

EXCELLENT
COOK

71«

3C ZE ZS

CALL 549-3831
ZC zz zz zz zz ^ -*

Doonesbfiry

By Garry Trudeau
The Far Side

By Gary Larson

1=

iOU HAVeNT SAIP
mimiNG ABOUT
*AFl-yiLLB" MIK.B.

Q\DH1 iOU UKa IT .

UKair^UH...

iAjtu.,%iKa"

I5ASTRON6

^ - *f,

lOU DIDN'T

eST IT

DIP YOU^ (I

jHAPiOKAY IT'SA pensa Piece. IT

TAKB5 TIMS TVA&^Of^ dASICAUY,

I^VSTOFMYl/^AGe^MAPBA 51AJB

MENTABOUT POST-FeMINISM

.

INCUIPIN6UJHEN HO.THfflIxm
iOU SAT BUCK /^OUT SOUTH
hiAKBP I/UITHA
PUMPKJN ON
YOUR ^

HaAty

AFRICA. MIKB.

l/U£J(t SOU HAY-
INOJROUBiB

.S££JN6*

Life on o microscope slide.

Gordy By Gorde

TBU. rou
ABOUT
SEX,
l\/Yf

tAJE hakjb a
SiSTBf^HOOp
OF SEve^/ry.
Fiver 2EX's/

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

/S <7- r/VC OF FOOK?

se-r po^fo THC^c

ir 7W4:fi Hirt F^t\/€-

iTHnfs n/jr> ^ Fe\d v-««>s
He *YJIS r© io^tr
F:aie A ase.

Campus Pond By Sal

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

BILL -im CAT
HAS KBN CmHT
TKYlMj TV 5NBAK

m BORpeR //

/ PONT

Tm'KB J(/5rMAKtN0
SUI^ He'6 WOROUOHty

"100%, TKUe fiLUB

ALimeRiCAN

.MP y«/ 5U^K yOU'RB NOT
A CRIMINAL, ANARCHIST
5ANPINI5TA OR SOlHeOfYe MHO

THINKS McPONALP'5
HftlY\eUR(feR6 TASTt

UKBm6Km
TAFe r

Collegian Film Series

The Collegian kicks (•>{{ its iilni series with a

free showing of .4// thv Presidt^nt's Men, starr-

ing Dustin Hofl'man and Holx'rt lledford. at 8 p.m.

tomorrow on the ninth floor oi the ("ampus

Center. All are invited to attend. Watch this

space lor room number!!!

Daily Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1 Hearty dish

5 Binding

10 Librenist Hal
14 Ruckus
15 Soprano s

embellishment

16 LiKe Belmont
1

7

Jason s cfatl

1

8

Dogte catcher

19 Pianist Peter

20 Knitter s need
22 Cheney
23 Attraction

24 Signal trom a

sedan
26 Coastal llyer

28 Boardwalk
hazard

32 Meetings

36 African

antelope

37 Pang
39 Falstatf s

princely tneod

40 Way in

41 Vocalize, in a

way
42 Price

43 Salt s reply

44 Conquer
Kilimaniaro

45 Do nothing

46 Four wheeled
carnage

48 Roomers
SO Island near

Corsica

52 SoHen
53 Dutch expon
56 Reminder
58 One wUh

I trouble

62 Mostet

63 Harmonica vir

tuoso Larry

65 Rppute
66 Blow oH steam
67 Up
68 Mrs

Coppertield

69 Co-imetic

ingredient

70 Wager
71 Hockey shot

DOWN
1 Oiiie s pal

2 Made tracks

3 Advantage

4 Honeysuckle
5 Byway
6 Partite preceder

7 Tabriz com
8 Certain

choristers

9 Pond lile

10 Calendar
heading

1

1

In excess
12 Poet Teasdale

1

3

Road sign

21 — an ear

25 Lab dish

27 Yorkshire river

28 George ol

King Rat

29 Beach in

Barcelona

30 Turn to night

31 Certain

parallelogram

33 Oil source

34 Golden Horde
memt)er

35 Weaver s reeds

38 Sci Ii character

41 Where commut-
ers converH*

42 General Sher-

man et ai

44 Presidential

nickname
45 Pull akxig

47 Take down a

rung

49 British actor

Brian

51 Examine
accounts

53 Poet Pound
54 Distribute •

hand
55 Florence s river

57 Literacy lior>ess

59 Matinee —
60 Rail bird

61 Corner

64 Yotcks'

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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Lunch
Menu

Hot Pastrami on Water Roll

Italian Shell Casserole

Basics Lunch

Humus Vegetable Pocket Sandwich

Vegetable Hot Pot

Dinner
Chicken Cutlet/

Cranberry Sauce

Roast Lamb/Gravy,
,Tuna Salad Plate

Basics Dinner
Cheese Nut Loaf

Chicken Cutlet

Cranberry Sauce

Weather
Today: Becoming' mostly cloudy with a chance of rain

in the afternoon, highs in the mid 60s.

Tonight: Cloudy with a chance of rain, low in the 50s.

Tomorrow: Becoming sunny, breezy and cool, hi^'lis

in the 60s.

v

^ _ Todays Staff
, , ^Night Editor John Yonce

Copy Editor Nan Klingener, the birthday person

Photo Technician Byrne Guarnotta

Layout Technician BethAnne Moskov

Production Supervisor BethAnne Moskov

Production: Connie LeClerc, Kelly Sieger

LaBelle, Rob Catalano. Sheri Knapp, Rob Skelton,

Paul Desmarais and Pete!

1 Executive Board Fa of 1986|

DODE LEVENSON
fflit'-r in Chipf

ROB SKELTON
Editorial Editor

JOHN YONCE
Mcinrtging Ffiitcr

WILLIAM SPAIN

Editorial Editor

STEVE RUBIN
Business Manager

ANSEL ZINTER

Production Manager

1 Business Board Fa of 1986|

STEVE RUBIN
Business Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marketing Manager

PAUL H, LESSER

Advertising Sales Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Circulation Manager

VANESSA ROTH
Finance Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Subscription Manager

t\
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if football wins
1 •htiniii'il /mill />((i,'r 1'/

1 IvMi'd louchiliiu n pass t'roni soplinninii

quarterback Tun Bryant < 12 ol is \\n 154

yards) tied the j^ame at 7 7 with 1:38 to go

in the lirst quaiter.

"There was no doubt in my mind we
wouldn't come back. I didn't know what the

score would be whether 24-21 or 36-28, but

I knew we wouldn't quit," Reid said.

After a 35-yard punt by sophomore

Dimitri Yavis to the Richmond six with

3:33 to go in the half. A one yard run by

senior Greg Grooms and an illegal pro-

cedure penalty pushed the Spiders back to

their own three.

The defense decided it was time for all

kidding to stop.

Grooms swept left on the ensuing play

and was stripped by senior co captain Paul

Manganaro. Sophomore tackle Dan Char-

ron pounced on the loose ball, the Spiders'

sole turnover of the game, giving UMass
posession at the Richmond four.

Bryant, who was credited with seven of

UMass' nine fumbles (one lost) fumbles,

dropped the snap and fell on the ball for no

gam. But sophomore tailback Kevin

Smellif s tdur yaid opt mn to the left cut the

lead to 21 14 at halft •'-....

The l^Mass domination continued in the

second haira> thi ^pidi i< were shut out for

the final two quart ei's.

"(iee/, we ju.st came off the h.ill and

knocked the nap out nfihrin." sciuni' ro

captain Stan Kaczorowski said.

After Richmond punted alter their first

series of the .second half, the Minutemen
started on the Richmond 48 thanks to an

unsportsmanlike conduct penalty. A run by

Neri and a run and a 10-yard reception by

Smellie put the ball on the Spider 32. Four

running plays later, Smellie swept right,

and was sprung for a 19-yard touchdown

run on a textbook block by Kaczorowski to

tie the game at 21 with 8:46 to go in the

third quarter.

"Last night I .saw an NFL highlight film

of the Patriots and John Hannah threw a

block just like that against the Rams,"
Kaczorowski said. "I just thought, "I'm

Hannah on this play"."

But the Spiders weren't about to concede

the game.
•lunio. linebacker Gary Hingi>t fielded a

short Rolf VVendt kick ind rumbled 22
vards to the Richmond 44 After a Bleier

HEY DORM RESIDENTS!
Save 15% on your phone bill with U-Matel!

Sign up in the Campus Center Concourse

5-3535
.

NOW HIRING
GO GETTERS ONLY

25 OPENINGS
Telemarketing Tools and Industrial Supplies to Construc-

tion CompKanys Nationwide. Salary and Commisions and

Bonuses. Three shifts allow you to work around your

schedule. Shifts: 6:30 am-10:30 am; 3 pm - 6 pm;6 pm
-9 pm; Saturdays 8 - 12 and 12-4.

Call Dave 256-4101 7 am - 7 pm

c^^<»''*csa* cc^c;*''^^^ «^^<»"^a;* aff^<»"^«ciap ^^^ciT'^ciSfi «i:^o"''^^?3i^ c^c^dt"

\ Barbara Geffen
\

\ Speaks on
j

''A Uost Tribe Comes Home:

I
The Aliyah of Ethiopian Jewry"

r
G

G

Monday, September 15

7:30 PM
Campus Center Room 904-08

The event is free and the the public is invited to attend

Sponsored by B'nai B'rith Hillel

incomplete, Grooms ran for five yards and
Bleier hit All-America ti^'ht end -John

Henr\ i IM 214 y.irdsi for' thre.e yards to the

r.Mass 1
",

. On fourth andonc , Bleiei kept

fnr one \ ul(i.

(ifcxinis uas stuffed li\ liiiebackers Vito

Perrone and -John MtKi-ovvn for a loss ol

one. After a Bleier incomplete, the quarter

biick hit senior split end James Church for

nine yards t<i the UMass 35. Bleir gave t(;

(Jrormis on fourth and-inches and Grooms
was stacked lor a loss and UMass took

possession.

A pair of 12-yard runs by Smellie ( 19 for

91 yards) and a 2 yarder put the ball on the

Richmond 35. After a holding penalty,

Bryant threw 12 yards to sophomore Tim
Nye and froze the defense on a fake to Neri

and scampered 19 yards to the Richmond
12. To gives to Neri put the ball on the

Richmond one.

After a timeout. Bryant, Smellie and
sophomore fullback Jay Nisbet were stop-

ped on consecutive inside handoffs to create

a fourth-and-inches.

"We had three poorly called plays. It was
mv fault." Reid said.

The Minutemen settled for an 18-yard

field goal by Silvio Bonvini to give them

the le,i(i with :31 remaining in the third

quarter. Bonvini mi.s.sed from 36 yards with
9:27 to \io. Ahnell ini.sscd from 31 yards out

with H:r)2 left.

MflSH

24

16

First Down.s
RuNhing
Fa.ssing T

Penalty 1

Rushing AttemptK 61

Yards Gained Rushing 259

Yards Lost Rushing 39

Net Yards Rushing 220

Net Yards Passing 154

Passes Attempted 18

Passes Completed 12

Had Intercepted
Total Offensive Plays 80

Total Net Yards 374

Average Gain Per Play 4.67

Return Yards 60
Fumbles: No.-Lost 9 1

Penalties: No.-Yards 2 15

Interceptions: No.-Yards 0-0

Number of Punts-Yards 4-150

Average Per Punt 37.5

Punt Returns: No.-Yards 3 60
Kickoff Returns; No.-Yards 4 22
Possession Time 36:43

Third-Down Conv .7 of 14

Sacks Bv 1 9

Rich
20

IF.

29
.106

13

93
,.,.389

41

27

70
. .482

,..6.88

5
2-2

. 10 75

001
4164
. 41

15
4 65

,23:17

6 of 11

1 61

EXPERIENCE THAT PAYS OFF...

It's not too early to start plar..iln^ for spring co-ops.

Employers currently seeking co-op students include:

•The Boston Globe 'Boston Stock Exchange

•Coopers and Lybrand Acctg •IBM

•General Electric •Walt Disney World

•Raytheon •Sheraton Hotels

Deadlines for paid spring co-ops are approaching fast

Come and find out about them!

Information Sessions at the Career Center:

Monday - 2:30 Tues. & Wed. noon Thurs.- 1:30

OFFICE FOR COOPERATIVE EDUCATION
University Career Center 545-2224

, tf5vi!>..<»^«::S=& tf?v^^<» . ;«--vi^i;.

The Five College Program
In Peace and World Security Studies

Sponsors

WOMEN AND WAR CONFERENCE
University of Massachusetts,
Amherst and Snnith Colleges

Thursday and Friday,

September 18th and 19th, 1986
A conference Exploring the Historical, Political and Personal

Perspectives of Women and Their Relationship to Collective Violence

Thursday, September 18
Panel: "Mothers, Militarism and Questions of War a d Peace"
Speaker: Sara Ruddick, New School, New York. N'
Discussants: Jean Bethke Elshtain, Univ. of Mass.
Cynthia Enloe, Clark University

2:00 PM, University of Mass.,
Campus Center, Room 904-08

Keynote Address: "Heroines of the Homefront: Private Lives in a
Patriotic Era"
Speaker: D'Ann Campbell, Indiana University.

8:00PM. Amherst College. Merrill II

Friday, September 19.
Panel: "Tales of War, Tears of Women: Women, War and Narrative

"

Speaker: Nancy Huston, Paris, France.
Discussants: Deborah Lubar, Smith College.

Lynne T. Hanely, Hampshire College
9:30 AM, University of Mass., Campus Center. Room 904-08

Panel: "Mobilizing Women for War"
Speaker: Leila J. Rupp, Ohio State Universityu

Discussants: Joyce Berkman, University of Mass.
Major Frances Dennis. University of Mass.
1:30PM, University of Mass., Campus Center, Room 904-08

Film: "The Cranes Are Flying", U.S.S.R,, 1957. Directed by Mikhail
Kalatosov.

8:00 PM, Smith College, Wright Hall.

Panels, Keynote and Film are all FREE and OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

For additional informaiton call PAWSS, 549-4600 x 519
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UMass takes tri-match
UConn and BC hammered in straight sets

By JOHN NOLAN
( Olk'gian .Matt

The day could have been

worse for University ol

Massachusetts volleyball

coach Elaine Sortino.

With both the University

of Connecticut and Boston

College arriving late for tht

UMass Invitational, Sortinc

was afraid the tournament

would run long. Add nc

water, public addres.s an

iKuiiKcr, or statistician and

Saturday had the makings
'it a nightmare.

But the newly promoted

Division I UMass volleyball

team wasn't about to let a

few setbacks wreck its after-

noon as the Minutewomen
rolled over both UConn
(15-2, 15-10)andBC (15-10,

15 lOl in straight sets at

Tot man.

The ^' ' i>s mipnix ('(I t he

Minutewomen to :}-() on the

season. All three victories

have come against l)i\ iskhi

I opponents.

'We were spotty, but its

so early in the year. What
we did today was develop

our lineup and our
chemistry on the court,"

Sortino said. "We ran a lot

of quick stuff—and we'll on-

ly get better—we made

mi--taki's hut .i> l(tn^' .i>

wr'w makiiii: theni to ini

pi'iisf (uu'M-i\'es I II taki>

t lifin
"

In the day's other match,

BC dftVated UConn. 17 15,

i:i 1.') and 17 15

UMass dispatclu'd UConn
in the day's second match,

setting the table for a

showdown with the Eagles.

But the showdown was
onesided as the
Minutewomen took care of

business in an hour.

riiiitinucd on pa^e 19

• women s soccer
, .iiiiiiiu'il jiiiiti iiiit-'r i! t

The Miiuitt'wonien now
have a week olf ht't'oif

lidstiiij^ \'fnni)nt Saturdas

at 1 p.m.

"This win is .sweet music,"

Banda said. "Our back four

made no mistakes today,

and that is an excellent

sign. We showed that we
can play with anyone. We
played a high pressure

game and forced them to

make mistakes. Now we can

look forward to a rest. We'll

work on a few things and

try to get rid of a couple of

injuries. Wi- \i' had a

changt' (»!' attitul<' and I

ho|)i' It contiiuu's "

Free Kieks: Tin- offt-nsive

surge g'tvc the
Minutewomen 11 goals this

reason with srven goals

against. . , DeSantis' goals

against average is down to

2.0. Adams' CAA is 0.5. . .

UMass had 22 shots against

the Aggies. The
Minutewomen also took 13

corner kicks while Texas
had none.

SOI^ETHIMG

RUSH
ZBTAPSI

Sept 15,16,17

'

1
(3-/o;oo

I

23 phillips st.

For moi^b
lAJFO, CALL

Starting Oct. 1st

Adult Evening Classes

Ballet-Modern

Jazz Dance
lAmherst BalUi

Center
29 Strong St

549-1555
(one block east of

Butterfield Dorm)

\
caliRg place

\

\ CAMPUS PLAZA
^

^(next to Super Stop & Shop)'

; Rt 9 Hadley/Amherst

i 256-6889
\ 6 AM - 3 AM
\ SUN-THURS
\ . OKU 24 MOIIW

hour

photo
fcSRirZ CAMERA 1
25 North Pleasant St. 256-8109

come in and try out our

QUALITY 1 • HOUR
PHOTOFINISHING

and you'll receive a FREE REPLACEMENT

ROLL Of FRESH COLOR 135 mm or 110 mm film

(with this coupon till Sept. 22nd)

" WE ALSO'OFFER: Free Sale Catalog, in-

stant passport photo service,

photofinishing, discount cards, and dis-

count cameras & accesories prices!

CHECK US OUT!

. FO:V SAlE'CALCULA
ENTfMAiNMtNT "FOR REN:

FOP SALE 'FOUND
HELP WANTED • LO^^T

CLASSIFIED
iN MI?l)C HON • MC'IC'RCvLC .

F

l'F(.".C^NAl'.«I>'il' WAN I! I
'

RIDtRS N'. FL;L-li«>tWlCi-b

ROOMAIt WAN]t['«TRAVFL
WANTED •SUBin

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI - 2 30). DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRCR TO PUBLICATION. CASH IN ADVANCE. ISc/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

ATTENTION METALHEADS

I'M LOOKING FOR sorr.eoneis) to go

with me to see Ozzv Osbou'ne and

Gueensryche at the Spfnglield Civic

Center on Sept 1 7tt-, II mtefesled please

call Thea 58-1-9460 eves Leave nanne

and number Keep tne lait^'

BOLTWOOO PROJECT INFO meetings

Man 9' 16 rrn i68C Wed 9/17 rm 904

Tues 9i23 rm 174 all meeiinqs m Cam-
pus Cen-et ai " T 00PM
Come si^p "'-)« v'O- <:!^^- 'leip

GET INVOLVED JOIN rhe UMass
Republican Club Sept 1 5lh 163 Campus
Center at 6 30PM

CYCLISTS & PEOPLE interested in biKe

racmg looKmg 'or nders o* all levels to

start racing cluD 6 1205

ENTERTAINMENT

THE MANNISH BOYS! Best ot Stevie

Ray ZZ'^op Ttiorogood Stones,

Thunderbirds open for Bookings

2532564 or 253-3093 at the Hatch Wed
17 8-11 WC Productions

AHENTION BANDS!!

APPLICATIONS FOR THE Southwest

Battle ol the Bands are now available All

applications must be submitted along

with a recent tape of Ihe band Winner to

open lor Ihe Southwest concert this

spring Applications may be picked up at

the SWAG office m Hampden next to

Munchies For more into call 545-0960

AUTO FOR SALE

1982 CAVALIER, no rust good condition

$1500 or best offer 256-107?

1980 PLYMOUTH HORIZON, 74000

miles automatic, good condition, no rust,

$1700 call after 4PM 549-7160

1975 CHEVY IMPALA reliable healer

broken only $270 call 549-3757

FORD 1976 ELITE body eKcetlenI funs

excellent must sell $1200 BO 546-9605

GREAT ^EALi 1980 Chevy CilaTion

30mpg two door hatchback. 4 speed,

Ironi wheel drive Musi sell, buying new

car Asking $2000, negotiable cal

549-0731

73 OOOGE dart custom ultimate slu

dent car' Great shape, new shocks ex

haust brakes alternator rebuilt transmis
son oeaulV-8 $1250 neg Sue 584-364C

72 VOLVO SEDAN needs work^ soms
lusi asking <or S500 call Andree or Todc
584-255?

FIAT 1974 128 sport Spider converlable
runs perfectly new rool just painted
549-6742

MOTORCYCLE

YAMAHA VERAGO 920CC shaft drive

digital new rubber oval discs low miles

helmet $1200 AC Brandywme stop by

PAYING CASH FOR your baseball cards
please call Mike 549-0333

FOR SALE

PROFESSORS EXAM FILES lor

engineering calculus, physics and
chemistry at University Store

EPIPHONE 1 2 STRING guitar Excellent

condition $125 00 call Martha 545-3146

STUDENT DESK. COMPUTER leTminal

and modom 665-2225

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent free meals

Light cleaCfkip

Call Cheryl aiViXO
S45-215?

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY Supple
ment your income marketing top-quality

nutritional products New company has
developed revolutionary nutritional plan

and products based on sound scientific

research This is a ground-floor multilevel

marketing oppportunity Minimal mvesi
ment, minimal hassle, potential for signifi-

cant income Por information call

586-9926 or write to Padma Products
P O Bon 356 Florence Mass 01060

SCERA. THE STUDENT CENTER lor

Educational Research and Advocacy, is

hiring workstudy positions to research
and organize students issues like study

space racism financial aid, helerosex
ism Etc Women and people ol color en
couraged to apply Applications available

in SCERA, 422 Student Union Due 9/1

7

" 3 30 PM AA/EEO 545-0341

YOU CAN DO IT Learn music, acting

dance Register by Sept 19 Old Chaple
545-0519

STUDENT REPS WANTED earn com-
mission plus free travel 617-321-4165
Montreal Ft Lauderdale

CAMPUS CENTER JOB

THE BOG IS • '
i i*»w coordinators-

ctjuid you be wns.! ah le looking for'' For

more inlormation and applications see us

in 817 Campus Center

INSTRUCTION

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS h»

penenced and palioni teacher Bock/

Pop/ Folk/ and Blues Improv reading

theory composition My studio is on bus
hne m North Amherst Doug- 549-4786

KNOW YOUR CAR' Basic Auto
,i

iTiudinq classroom and
shop.limite n! 253-2098

FOUND

FOUND - THREE KEYS on plain keyr

ing in Herter ?31 Call 253 1259 or the

Collegian at 545 3500 and ask for Kelly

Sieger to identify

SMALL GREEN NOTEBOOK full of

telephone numbers and other important

information Lett 9/2 rm 507 Herter Hall

Please come to the German dept office

5th floor

PHOTON FUTON
gaurenteed quality

king $125 double $91
queen $103 twin %T\

free delivery

call evenings 586-8917

FOR SALE 75 Monza 5-speed standard

over -drive new engine body descent con-

dition $800 call 546-9557

FOR SALE 77 ThunderbirO Classi^VS
39000 original miles mint condition'

$3000 call 546 9557

CUSTOM DESIGN DINING table an^4
chairs Scand Design sofa bed, love

seal, wall unit, TV stand, stereo stand,

call 256-0036

PAIR OF SPEAKERS lTaSOO 125WW li-

quid tweeter, nylon woolers. $300 8 O
call Rob 6-4755

BATAVIS MOPED RUNS well call Shawn
546-9030 $200

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK—A—DISK ENTERTAINMENT
Agency - Discjockeys. Bands, Lights and
Large screen video dances 549 7144

TYPINO SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING, TorTg and short pro

lecls Meticulous proofreading Resumes
a specially Call for estimates 549-0367

SOUTHWOOD APT

STILL TWO VACANCIES available call

256-0166

73 DATSUN 1200, no rust Looks/runs

great $750 323-6726

1975 OLDSMOBILE OMEGA standard

run well new battery $900 549-4444 aflei

530

ST RENAULT 40H. 66000 miles. Clean

$1900 or 8 253-7451 5-8 PM

NilP WANTID

FARM HELP NEEDED in HadJey for tail

harvest near UMass Flexible hours Call

between 6-8pm for more inlormatton,

549-0016

COOKS! LINE. PREP. SAUTE Creative

work full and part time Dishwashers app-

ly also Judie s. Amherst

NATIONAL COLLEGE MARKETING
company seeks individual oi campus
group to work pan lime assisting students
in applying for credit cards Flexible

hours excellent S. full training Meet
students and have FUN, call Robin at

1 800-592-2121

WORK STUDY (4 05$hr) 8-12 hrs wk flex

hrs assist in lab work on soil, plant

samples no exp required call Morteza at

545-2259 btwn 10AM 4PM

NEWSPAPER DELIVERERS NEEDED
on campus Aprox 1 hour/day 7
days/week Good pay' Guaranteed bonus
paid lor good delivery throughout Ihe

semester Call evenings 253-7009

WANTED IMMEDIATELY- full time and
part-time grocery stcxikers- Apply at ,^,-
Bread and Circus- 9 10 9 MonSat 12-8 lOST

^""''^^ GOLD CHARM W/CHINESE characters

MANAGER TRAINEES NATIONWIDE attached to red bracelet string extreme

Tool Co expanding in Amherst Now hir- sentimental value reward' Please call

Ing 25 new employees great money, ex- Tom 546-7222

cellent working cond • carreer oppoftuni- -j ,.7.-«.. « .v;.y ,

ty Part and lull time work For interview SILVER WATCH BLACK lace near

call Willie 256-4101 Herter sentimental value 6-6141 Gin

jOijf
—— UQHT BLUE "jacket" somewhere in

Campus Center please call 548-9153

THE BOARD OF Governors are accep- — , - -x .i

ting applications for Ihe following coor RED VELCRO WALLET near Cape Cod
dinator postions key functions, vending. Lounge reward call collecl 617-653^X)51

governors program council, special pro- —- _ - -- - f.=^^^ nrrri E-f lii
lects, display public relations and LARGE RED LEATHER WALLET IN

building operations Fo' more information Campus Center 9/1 2/86 Please return lo

and applications see us in 817 Campus "ie Collegian office or call 584-3764 No

Q^nter questions asked

PERSONALS

EVANGELICAL CHRISTIAN WORSHIP
services Amherst Alliance Church, Sun-

day evening 6 30 PM at the UMass Cam-
pus Center, RM 168 For information call

5495334

ATTENTION RUGGERS! AM looking lo

contact anyone associated with women s

rugby Want to play Two years ex-

penence Plefist- ,aM' Sarah 586 3827

PREGNANT? NEED HELP? Gall Bir

thnqni 549 1J06

JENNY, HAPPY 18TH birthday' You re

ii very f,pei-ial person and I m glad that

you re my roommate this semester I think

this IS the beginning ol a very special

iriendship Have a super day Love M »

Snuff

HEY BUTTLICK THANKS lor being a

great Inend and roomie I love ya |ust call

me Booger

MUDDY, WE WON'T need a blanket to

keep us warm Until then Guess Who

HAPPY BIRTHDAY BRENNA Long'

you re my favorite stoner" Love ya

Karen no 1A

RP.L, I THINK I'm turning Japanese I

really thmk so'K L J

ROB, PHIL BLESS you lo your health'

666ies

BRINNA

BRENNA SPENNA THIS is your very own
personal happy B-day 21 ?26vm

SERVICES

TYPING. TAPE TRANSCRIPTION Fast

accurate 665 7652

MATURE FORMER TEACHER mother ol

two babysits at her home in Village Park

Amherst call 549-2649

ROOMATES WANTED

RESPONSIBE, FOR LG apt on bus route

own room lurnished but bring bed $210

lor room plus utilities call 323-4989 belore

2PM 323-6311x530 after

TO SHARE ROOM m Bnttany Manor apt

$150 per mo heal included If interested

call 665-2338 for Oave

RESPONSIBLE STUDENT NEEDED.
SharH .'' >:n'di!ii>m t ' ,- bath lownhouse in

Sunderland on bus Pool, stores

Grad nonsmoker $232 665-2577

ONE FEMALE NONSMOKER needed to

share lower half of house 10 minutes to

campus own room on bus route Please
respond 10 9 Grove St weeknightsi alter 81

ONE MALE ROOMMATE needed lor a

lo ir person apt Inquire at 43 Soulhwood
apt Responsible lumor --am^, .vf'f'.ari

TRAVEL

MONTREAL COLLEGE WEEKEND taooK

early $79 Oct 31 Tnur Nov 2 call

617321-4165

FOR RENT

ROOM IN PRIVATE HOME lovely area,

amhersi bus route lemale graduate

pretered utility included $250/monlh call

256-0036

ONE BEDROOM OF TWO bedroom apt

on bus route in Sunderland available im-

ed to responsible student throughout

August with right to sublet Call Kyle at

665-4044 after Sept 12 or come by and

see 28 Hadley Rd m the evening $225/mo
plus utilities

NORTHWOOD APARTMENTS IN

Sunderland some cancellations 2

bedroom garden apartments hot water,

no utilities ollice hours Monday thru Fri-

day 1000AM lo live PM 665-3856

FRIDGE RENTALS CALL R»P package
store 253 9742 free delivery

BRAND NEW HOUSE in quiet N
Amherst neighborhood 3 bedroom I'-v

baths large sunny dining area Living

room with lireplace Walk to bus
850/monlh 256-8678

OCT, 1 . 2 bedroom apt

460« 549-5426
North Amherst.

RIDE WANTED

FRI SEPT 19TH to Needham Ma or vicini-

ty (Boston) and back lo UMass on Sun-

day Call Michelle 6 7419

BRITTANY MANOR APT $150»10elec a

month call 546-8334

FEMALE ROOMIE(S) NEEDED to share

apartment m Bnttany Please call

545-3500 on Fri or Men 9-3 and ask for

Jennifer No moody grumpies need to

respond

WANTID

WANNA START A BAND? No ex-

perience necessary Call now at 549-6816

WORK STUDY

THE COMMUTER AREA GOVERMENT
has two workstudy positions open In-

dividuals should fiave good organiza-

tional skills creativity, layout/design skill

and an outgoing personality 10 lo 20
hours per week Deadline Friday SepI

5,1986 404 SUB 5452145 AA/EEO
employsr
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SPORTS

UMass escapes Spiders, 24-21
Ahnell 's last second FG
miss finishes Richmond
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian StatT

University of Massachusetts head football coach Jim

Reid was prepared for overtime Saturday.

Bui when University of Richmond kicker Ned Ahnell

hooked his game-tying 30 yard field goal attempt with

three seconds remaining, Reids Minutemen were served

a dramatic 24-21 victory over the Spiders at Warren

McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

"1 couldn't believe it when the kid missed it. 1 was get

ting readv for overtime for crying out loud," first year

coach Reid said. '"This was the biggest win we've had in

a verv long time."

Ahnell, a senior, also missed on a 31-yard attempt that

would have tied the game at 24 with 6r52 left.

The win, the Minutemen's second of the season against

no losses, was Reids second consecutive as head coach.

The game was the home- and Yankee Confen-nce opener

for the Minutemen.

The last-second attempt culminaU'd a stunning' 74-yard

i.uuxh in the final 1;25 that saw Sporting Ne\\ - [ii t-ras<Mi

All \\\\< 'ill luarterback Bob Bleier complete tivi- passes

t(.r 43 ot ill.- career-high -389 vards tu give Ahn.-l! his shot

\\\ wt-re hoping to take the \i\\mv ititi. isscrnnie but

>oiiU'liinc> vou lust can't .tAicn the

crossbars.
' Richmond's seventh >< ^ - uu.'.uii Dal Shea-

ly said. "We had them down early ".m > nuldn'i put them

.luav It w.is disappointing that we lost to.l,i\ tltii hav

ing them down.

Richmtmd. 1-1. was coming -u.. .- 12 arnioiitum ot ihi

Universitv m N«\v Hampshnv aiui appeared headed tor

!1
,( ,^

falk to the

t
1 i\ Thev

Collt-Kiun phcilo l)v Paul Di'smarai*.

Junior fullback Jay Nisbet is stopped by Rafe Wilkinson on UMass third try for a score at the

goal line in the fourth quarter Saturday.

UMass pounds on
Texas A&M, 9-0
Minutewomen defeat Aggies for first win

another impre.ssive win as it rolled >'

n-maining in the second quarter

I was just praying for halftime -n i .oi-ii

guys." Reid .said, "ijust wantt-dtln kmih tr,

were so pumped up.

Touchdown passes m m\ .uni i - '.aid.- !r<>in Bleier h--

-cnior flanker Brian Shields and a five yard run l)>

sophomore tailback p:rwin Matthews accounted for the

Spiders' three scores. Senior tlanker John Ciowley ~

rtiiitnnn'tl I'll piifi'' -~

Bv MATT GERKE
(tiiletrian Staff

How nice it is to he home
No three-hour ha- rules or short plane

t'liuhts -lu-i ,1 -iiort walk to the fielc

A> 'h'- rniM;-it\ of Ma-^sachusetts

women - -ni.rfi' tcain i)ro\ cd Saturday,

playing al h(tme can be an advantatre.

The Minutewomen jumped out to a 3-0

first half lead and played sting>' defense as

thev routed Texas A & M. 9 0, at Boyden

Field.

I'M, IS- allowed no shots on goal in the

u'anu. as Carla DeSantis and Brooke
.•\dams shared the shutout.

The win was the first of the season for

I'Mass. after going 0-2-1 in its first three

games, all of which were on the road.

Saturday, the Minutewomen showed the

torm that brought them to last year's final

(bur and made them a pn--, a-on favorite

ihi- sea.son.

Most importantly, they are playing the

wa\ coach Kalekeni Banda knows ihe\ aw
I a pa. hie.

• W , I r t^ack on track," Banda said. "It's

nicf to be at home and we did what we

needed lo do We worked on the offense

over the past three days and it paid off."

It certainly did.

From the opening whistle, the

Minuiiwomcn biought the pla> into th<'

Texa.- end ,ind kept tlie ball there for about

90 percent of the tiame

Six minute- into the t;ame. Deblae

Bel km iJave I'Mass the lead. The junior

hack shouc-d textbook form as she headed

a Carolyn Micheel corner kick past .\ggie

^•oalkee[)e!- Liz Dalton for a 1 lead.

Second team All American Beth Round

tree then took a pretty pass from Belkin

and blasted the ball past Dalton with 31:55

left in the half to make it 2 0.

We planned to think defense for the first

halt,' Banda s.iid We ueiii with three for

wards, who denied th.-m I'lexas' well, and

,ve got three yoal- ot our own

The Minute\\onien could h,ive tome up

with even more goals in the half if it were

not lor the .s,)lid play of Dalton. who made

several nice saves.

"Before the game. I told the players thai

I'Mass wa- big, fa.st and good." Aggie

coach Laura Johnston said. "And when

they came in for halftime they agreed.

UMass is a fine team and played exactly

like we expected they would."

With 26:10 remaining, Sarah Szetela got

the final goal of the period. The freshman,

playing in place of junior Chris Schmitt.

put a shot just under the crossbar. Co-

caplam Kristen Bowsher got the first of her

four assists on the play.

"Szetela did a great job today, "
said Ban-

da. "She filled in well And Bowsher played

like herself."

The Minutewomen continued the barrage

ju.st five minutes into the second half when
Sue Cooper, standing in the right corner

ol the pen, lit \ area, took a pass fi'om

Michelle Powers and beat Dalton lo the

long side to give UMass a I lead.

Bowsher found Powers all alone just two

minute- later and the sophomore forward

scored on a short breakawav to make it .il)

We .scored a lot o. goals, Inil that dni'snt

tell the whole story." Banda said. Texas

played well but 1 think ue ucre just ,» lit

til' (juicker- than them
"

The pla\ was back and i.iurth tor a few

minutes as the .Aggies looked tluir best,

but soon the Minutewomen were liack in

the Texas end, peppering Dalton with

shots.

Roundtree scored off a pass fiom Micheel

with 19:05 left in the contest to expand the

UMass lead to 6-0.

{'ollcKian photo li\ Paul DeMnarai-

Sophomore midfielder Cathy Cassady dribbles past a Texas A&M
defender for one of her two goals Saturday at Boyden. UMass won, 9-0.

Four minutes later. Cathy Cassady, who
had been denied more than once befoie, got

hei-ilf a goal. The midfielder took a

Bowsher feed and came in alone on the

right side, putting the ball past Dalton.

The next UMass u'oal showed how things

were going for Texas. As an Aggie tried to

clear the hall from the penalty box, the ball

caromed off the leg of Powers, who was
charging, and into the net to make it 8-0.

'UMa.ss deserved everything they got,"

Johnston said. "But I felt we could have

slowed some of their chances."

Cassady got the final UMas< K"al with

under two minutes left, when she took a

Bowsher pass, faked Dalton to the ground

and put the ball in the net.

•1 don't feel happy about this loss."

Johnston said. "But I'm not devastated,

either. 1 honestly thmk we played solid soc-

cer We knew coming in that this was a

huge challenge but we needed to kno»v

what it takes to make the national tnurna

ment."
raiitihucd on page 23
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TUBULAR! — Robin Lowenfield works on his tan while building a greenhouse for use
in ozone research. The project is located next to the Textbook Annex.

Gaffin speaks on Ethiopian Jews
By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

Ethiopian Jews who have immigi-ated to Israel have a

hard time adapting to modern culture, said the founder

of the Ethiopian Jewry Committee of the Jewish Com-

munity Council in Boston.

Speaking to about half a dozen people in the campus

center last night, Barbara GafTin said, those Jews who
were fortunate enough to escape had to learn how to live

in the 20th century. The Jews arrived in Ethiopia

thousands of years ago, they have not modernized, they

follow the Bible differently than other Jews, she said.

The Ethiopian emperor for most of the 20th century,

Haile Selasse, was overthrown in 1974, a few years after

a non-publicized famine. This famine was worse than the

most recent one, Gaffin said. He was replaced by a Marx-

ist regime after a Civil War.
At that time many Jews tried to leave, via the Sudan

border believing that was the way to Israel. That slowed

down in the late 70s, early 80s, when Major Melaku was

governor of the Gondar province, near the border. He in-

creased security and tortured people he found trying to

leave.

Gaffin explained if a family did not report .someone miss-

ing within 24 hours the family was thrown into prison

and tortured as well.

In December 1984 and January 1985, the Israeli and

United States governments joined together in Operation

Mo.ses. This project took many Jews out of Ethiopia and

moved them to Israel. It was stopped w^hen the operation

was publicized, she said.

The reason for the halt was the pride of the Sudanese

government, she said.

"They are, essentially, an Arab country helping Jews

get to Israel and fight in the Israeli army," Gaffin said.

The reason for the help in the first place is unknown.
Whether it was to get rid of part of their high refugee

population, or they were getting something in return is

unknown, Gaffin explained.

Now the Ethiopian Jews are in absorption centers in

Israel. They are trying to learn Hebrew, how to use

modern appliances, and practically relearning their

religion, she said.

Students can help by asking their Congressmen to join

the Congressional Coalition for Ethiopian Jewry, sending

money to the absorption centers, and urging their temples

or churches to stay on top of the issue.

IIVJ ll=>
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Small turnout
expected today
for primary
By BOB KIEVRA
Collegian Staff

Low voter turnout is expected for today's state primary

election as area residents choose either Stan Rosenberg

or Robie Hubley as successor to former Amherst represen-

tative James G. Collins.

The winner of the democratic primary is virtually

guaranteed the Third Hampshire District .seat, as

Republicans will not field a candidate in November's
general election.

Collins resigned his --cut in the State House last July,

when he accepted the jxtsition of chancellor of higher

education, a job he lost last week when the board of

regents voted to remove him.

The.se are some of the voting locations applicable to

University of Massachusetts students, according to the

.Amherst Town Clerk's office:

Precinct 1, North Congregational Church Parish Hall,

located on North Pleasant Street: This precinct includes

Brandywine Drive Apartments. Presidential Apart

ments, Puffton Village Apartments, Riverside Park

.Apartments, and Townehou.se Apartments.

Precinct .3, Iinmanuel Lutheran Church, loiated at

•^67 North Plea.sant Street: This precinct includes Cen

tral. Northeast, Orchard Hill, Sylvan, and Crestview

Apartments.

Precinct 4, Bangs Community Center, located in

downtown Amherst: This precinct includes Southwest

and Lincoln Apartments.

Precinct 7, Crocker Farms Schfiol. located on Rte. 116:

This precinct includes Brittany Manor Apartments,

Riverglade Apartments, and Southwood Apartments.

Collins' name will appear on today's ballot, as his

resignation came after the deadline for primary removal.

The 1968 UMass graduate has said that, if elected, he will

decline the nomination.

Amherst Town Clerk Cornelia D. Como said there are

more than 11,000 registered voters in Amherst, although

she doesn't expect a majority of them to vote.

In 1982s primary, voter turnout was only 38^ That

number fell to 2;}'i'n 1984, she .said.

August 19 was the la.st day to register to vote for the

primary. Residents who want to vote in Amherst for

November's general election have until Oct. 7 to register.

On the democratic side. Gov. Michael S. Dukakis faces

no opposition as he seeks his second con.secutive term.

State Sen. Gerard D'Amico of Worcester squares off

against former Dukakis cabinet secretary Evelyn F. Mur-

phy for the lieutenant governor's nomination.

Massachusetts republicans may not know who their

gubernatorial candidate is even after all the ballots are

counted.

Fire alarm policy rules evacuation of buildings

Washer damaged,
alarms not used

By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

An Emerson dormitory resident taking

advantage of Sunday evening's calmness

to do her laundry, inadvertantly caused

the University Fire Department to res-

pond to a call when a washing machine
started .smoking.

The incident occurred at 8 p.m., accor-

ding to Keith Hoyle, senior fire preven-

tion officer at the University of

Massachusetts.

Susan Pfeffer, sitting in the laundry

room and listening to her headphones,

heard "funny noises" from the washer. "I

disregarded it," she said.

After a half hour, when her laundry

should have been done, the machine had

gotten stuck on the spin cycle and would

not stop, she said. Pfeffer removed her

cnntinued on page 5

By CARYN BOWERS
Collegian Staff

Students residing on campus at the

University of Massachusetts are urged to

obey a school-wide policy requiring all oc-

cupants to evacuate a building if an alarm

sounds, said Keith Hoyle, fire prevention

officer for UMass Environmental Health

and Safety, and the Amherst deputy fire

chief.

"There are always multiple stairwells

out of the building, and that's the best way

to guarantee safety." said Hoyle.

In the event of a fire alarm .sounding,

elevators automatically drop to ground

level, and can only be operated with the use

of a key, Hoyle .said. Therefore, the only ex-

ception to the rule is for someone who is

mobility impaired and must wait for

assistance.

If someone is trapped however, Hoyle ad-

vises they keep the door to their room clos-

ed, blocking all spaces to stop smoke from

entering, make sure windows can be open-

ed in case fresh air is needed, and to curly

up as tight as possible in an inside corner

of the room protecting face and head.

breathe slowly and wait.

"There could be a blazing fire in the cor-

ridor of a building, but it would take at

least one hour to break through the wall,"

said Hoyle.

John Findley, staff associate for UMass
Housing Services said generally all the

residence halls are made with fire resistant

materials such as cinderblocks and con-

crete columns.

"Any fire that might start would be con-

tained in a small area," he said.

In his career as Assistant Fire Chief of

Amherst, Paul Lalonde. said there have

been no fatalities (due to fires).

"Trapped people air always accessible to

us. ' said Lalondt.

However. Lalonde did express the impor-

tance of fire safety and prevention, and said

that smoke detection is a major factor.

"When an alarm sounds it should be

meaningful," he said.

Hoyle said if there are a number of false

alarms, people are not likely to respond

favorably.

According to Hoyle, in 1977 the students

of JQA evacuated their building at 2 a.m.

for a false alarrt, but two hours later there

was a real fire, and many people ignored

the alarm.
"We had to carry eight people out," said

Hoyle.

"That by far is our biggest problem," he

said.

Last year there was 379 responses from

fire alarms, and Hoyle said 146 of them

were maliciously activated.

For the first time this year, Hoyle said

Housing Services is offering a $500 reward

for information leading to the arrest and

conviction of anyone pulling a fire alarm

in residence halls.

"We investigate all fire alarms and in-

cidents to determine origin and cause," he

said.

The leading cause of fires in residence

halls has been candles, said Hoyle, with

electrical appliances and smoking running

a close second.

le also said that the division ofenvironmen-

tal Health and Safety has been more active

in education for fire safety and in.spection

the last five years.

Because residence halls are considered

high life hazard, he said they are inspected

once a month.
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Pilot's new Brougham is

smoother and more comfortable than

any rolling ball pen you've ever used.

A gutsy claim but true. Buy a new Pilot

Brougham and prove it to yourself. Send

the coupon,,proot-of-purchase (a receipt

will do) and- $4.95. Check or money order

only You'll get a "What's Smoother" tee

shirt (an $11.00 value) and a FREE Pilot

Spotliter highlighting marker A total value of $11.79

for only $4.95. Allow 4 to 6 w/eeks for delivery.
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Pilot Tee Shirt Ofter,

P.O. Box 4760,

Waterbury, CT 06704

Yes, I want to prove it.
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for (no.)

tee shin(s) and

freeSpotliter(s).

Name

Address
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Center for alternative shopping
Materials only expensive

By MARY REIDY
Collegian Corrt'.spondent

Students who want to get a jump on Christmas shopp

ing may find some inexpensive gift ideas at the Craft

Center located across from the Hatch in the Student

Union.

A scarf can be made in half an hour on one of the

Center's knitting machines for about $3. A set of earr-

ings will total $3 or $4. A pair of sheepskin slippers costs

about $8. Leather belts will cost anywhere between $3

to $5, depending on the length chosen.

Craft Center Director Anna Dolan, described the Craft

Center as a "relaxing place in this really crowded Cam-
pus Center." and said the Craft Center tends to get busy

around exam time. She estimated 100 students will come

in and use the facilities on a given day. "I think crafts

are therapeutic," she said.

Students can walk in any time between 11 a.m. and 8

p.m. after the Craft Center opens Sept. 22, and at no

charge for tools or ins'truction, learn the craft of their

choice. Dolan said.

The only thing students must pay for are the materials,

iflhey don't bring their own. The Craft Center will also

help to repair broken items, such as jewelry, backpacks,

and sneakers, she said.

Dolan has run the Craft Center for two years. She said

.she has eight graduate a.ssistants on her staff, all of which

know one or two crafts from jewelry and candle making

to silk screening and ceramics.

The Craft Center also offers internships, which are

available to art, education and business majors and can

be applied for at the Office of Internships in the Curry

Hicks Building. Interns at the Craft Center can earn up

to 15 credits towards graduation, she said.

In October, the Craft Center will be offering workshops

in the afternoons, Dolan said. In December there will be

a Craft Fair where students and non-students will sell

their works. Demonstrations by professionals will occur

weekly on the concourse level in the Campus Center after

the Craft Center opens.

The Craft Center is funded by the Student Activities

Trust Fund and receives $29,500 per year, according to

Leslie Nakajima. treasurer of the Campus Center Board

of Governors, which controls space allotments in the Cam-

pus Center.

Dolan advi.ses those students intere.sted in making holi

day cards in the Craft Center to do so early this year, as

the Craft Center is busiest around Christmas time.

Collflfian pholu by Nirk S<ikoli>ff

Crafts Center Director Anna Dolan helps
student Chris Vickory.

Alertness important to prevent rapes, assaults
By ADINA LINDGREN
Collegian Correspondent

Although reports show the University of

Massachusetts does not have a high

number of rapes and assaults on campus,

officials are spreading the word to women
that awareness and caution are the keys

to keeping that statistic down.

"The campus, in my opinion, is relative-

ly safe. However assaults do occur," said

Sgt. Jack Luippold, crime prevention and

court officer.

"The most important thing is being alert

to the possibility that fan assault) might

happen. You can't ever think it won't hap-

pen to you, Luippold said.

Luippold said there have been two

reports of rapes on campus within the last

year; five reports of indecent assault; and

52 reports of assault and battery. No
assaults or rapes have been reported this

semester.

Assault and battery reports usually in-

volve two men, he said.

In an effort to prevent assaults, UMass

Women cautioned to prevent assaults
There are several precautionary

measures women can take when walking
alone at night:

• Hdt c (I buddy system and let people

kium u'liere \nu are ffoinf^ and when you
uill return. If you are delayed, make ar-

rangements to call them.

• Ai'oid ualking in unlit area.-<. Walk
near the eurb, away from trees and shrubs.

Avoid parks and streets with bars.

• When riding; buses, be aware ofthose
who fiet off with you.

• When walkinf< to your ear. afmrtiuei't

or residenee hall carry your keys sticking

out between your fingers. You can use

them to scratch an assailant.

• Walk facing traffic.

• Know where you are going and walk
confidently. Stiolies show rapists perceive

their victims as vulnerable.

• Carry a whistle in ycnir poikct. never

around your neck, or it couhi he used
against .ow _ ^^^_^_^ LINDGREN

has an escort service to help women avoid

walking alone at night. Women can call

5-2123 between 8 p.m. and 2 a.m., and be

t'.-^corted anywhere on campus.
Carol Radzik, student security director,

said escorts are students supervi.sors

employed by the Student Security OfTice.

Escorts, both men and women, receive 40
hours of training before they begin accom
panying students and carry police radio

while on dutv, Radzik said.

Two years ago, the service received an
average of two to thi'ee requests each night,

and last year they received an average of

ten requests nightly, she said.

The 1985 escort .service summary shows
the escort service was reque.sted most on

Wednesday nights and least on Saturday
nights.

Luippold said Saturday nights are the

most dangerous for women to be out alone,

becau.se of the "partying," and most

assaults occur during the beginning of the

semesters, because there are more new
students.

Kathy Alexander, coordinator for Educa-

tion and Advocacy Against Violence

Against Women at the Everywoman's

Center, said she encouragt-^ women to

acknowledge t he dangers of walking alone

on campus and to be prepared.

Alexander said FBI statistics show that

a lape occiu's every three minutes and that

one of every four women will be sexually

assaulted during their life time.

Women escape harm when attacked if

they make a .scene and fight back. Pulling

hair, jabbing eyes, hitting the nose, ears,

groin, knees and throat can be effective,

she said.

She also recommended women take self

defense or karate coursjs, and read

available rape and prevention pamphlets

to liecome more aware.

"Women should be able to live fully in

the day and the night," Alexander said,

"but the reality in our society is that there

is an incredible amount of violence in our

country
"

I'hotii liy Wciulv April

REPEAT AFTER ME — Instructor Kimo Wall leads his concentrating students through

a workout at the Goju-ryu Karate Club. During the warm weather, the club uses the field

next to the Totman Gymnasium.

Crash kills man
Services until Thursday

Roy I.Fetterman, a real estate broker in Amherst and

former UMa.ss student, died in a motorcycle accident last

Wednesday on North Pleasant Street.

"He was a warm, outgoing, a .superfriendly guy. That's

why the loss of him is so hard," said Rabbi Saul Perlmut-

ter. UMass Hillel director.

He said Fetterman was very involved with a group call-

ed, "Jewish gi-aduates, older undergiaduates and work-

ing folk."

Perlmutter said, the family's mourning is specific to

Jewish tradition. "Shivah," a term used for the week of

mourning immediately following the death of a family

member in the Jewish religion, is a time for family

members to gather and receive condolence calls, Perlmut-

ter said.

'It is proper to visit the house," he said. "The role of

shivah is to try to come to grips with the loss, grieve the

loss. It is proper to spe^k of Roy."

Some people feel that talking about the deceased per-

son will cause pain, but the family is already in pain,

Perlmutter said. It is proper to bring food. This way,

Perlmutter said, the family does not feel like they have

to be hosts.

"It's not a sign of weakness to show laughter or tears,"

he said.

Perlmutter said shivah has three purposes: to honor the

memory of the person who died, to give support and com-

fort to the family, and to help deal with the sense of loss.

The family is holding ma'ariv services, the evening ser-

vice, in their home at 7 p.m. until Thursday of this week.

-CAROL TANNENBAUM

Cops fine violators, arrest one drunk driver
By LAURA TOMASETTI
Collegian Correspondent

Over the weekend, Amherst Speed and Alcohol Patrols

stopped 26 motor vehicles. They issued 6 speeding viola-

tions and made one arrest for driving while intoxicated,

Amherst police said.

On Friday evening at approximately 10 p.m.. Amherst

police observed a motor vehicle swerving as it left Baget-

ta's Volkswagon on Belchertown Road. Police stopped the

vehicle and arrested the 23year-old male driver. The man
was charged with disorderly conduct, driving to endanger,

drunk driving, and driving an uninspected motor vehicle.

In other police reports:

• On Sunday at 2:47 a.m., at the intersection of Lin

coin Avenue and Fearing Street there was a two-car col-

lision, when one vehicle ran through a stop sign and
smashed into the side of the other. Each car had more than

$1000 damage, police said. One driver suffered nn injury

to his left side.

• On Friday night, Amherst police broke up a fight in

front of Barsie's on North Pleasant Street. The fight began
inside the bar and spilled out onto the sidewalk, police

said. One individual was arrested and charged with

disorderly conduct.

• On Friday morning a vacant Brittany Manor apart

ment was broken into and severely vandalized, according

to management on the .scene. Light fixtures and fire

alarms were .stolen, and windows and appliances were
smashed. Total damage to the apartment was estimated

at $2,500. Several suspects are being sought by police.

• A Brittany Manor resident reported $7,200 missing

from a strongbox in her apartment late Saturday. The box

had been pried open. Resident said that the apartment
door had been left unlocked. Neighbors told police that

several people knew of the money and the strongbox. The
resident said the money was the family's .savings.

• The caretaker at the New England Farm Center near
Hampshire College reported Saturday three rams were
missing. Later that day two were found dead, one still is

missing, police said. Police believe a pack of wild dogs may
have attacked the animals.

In years pa.st. South Hadley and Amherst have had pro-

blems with packs of dogs.
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Journalists condemn
Daniloffs captivity

AP photo

French firefighters carry out person injured in bombing of Paris

police headquarters Monday. The "Committee of Solidarity with

Arab and Middle-East Political Prisoners" claimed responsibility for

the blast.

CAMBRIDGE (APi Five journalist

frunds of Nicholas Daniloff on Monday pro-

tested the Soviet action against the

American reporter and expressed the fear

that this prison release might let people

fortjet he still faces trial for espionage, a

capital offense.

"We know how quickly this kind of thing

can get out of the front pages, out of

everybody's attention,," Ellen Goodman, a

syndicated columnist with the Boston

Globe, told a news conference here.

"And there is your friend and colleague

still waiting for trial and he could get the

death penalty," she said. Goodman and the

others spent the 1974 academic year with

Daniloff in Harvard University's Nieman
Fellowship program for mid-career

journalists.

Daniloff, a reporter for US News & World

Report, was freed from a Moscow prison

Friday in a diplomatic aiTangement in

which Gennadiy Zhakharov, a Soviet UN
employee charged with spying, was releas-

ed in New York.

Martin Kondracke of Newsweek attack-

ed the Reagan administration for agi-eeing

to the deal, saying, "There is no parallel

between Zhakharov and Daniloff."

"I am very disappointed in the ad

ministration for seeming to start a process

whereby the two cases will be dealt with

in parallel and whereby Nick's freedom

will be bargained for Zhakharov's freedom

and vice versa.

He suggested that Zhakharov be traded

for Soviet dissidents, not Daniloff.

The journalists said that Daniloff was do-

ing what any other reporter would do in his

place, and that his arrest might now make
it more difficult for Moscow-based
correspondents.

"Those of us who report and edit in this

country have all done the sorts of things

he did in meeting people, accepting infor-

mation we assume is legitimate," said Ned
Cline, managing editor of the Greensboro,

NC, News and Record, who described the

Soviet case as "trumped up charges."

Kondracke speculated that the arrest

was partly meant to "chill the Western
journalists."

Teenager suspected of murdering mother of two
WORCESTER (AP) - A 14-year-old boy was ordered held

without bail yesterday in the beating death of a 39-year-

old mother of two. who was terminally ill with cancer. Her

partially clad body was found near a pond.

The youth, who police said was arrested Saturday in the

slain woman's car, pleaded innocent at his arraignment

before Juvenile Court Judge Lucian Manzi. Manzi ad-

journed the case until Oct. 2 after ordering the boy to

undergo psychiatric tests to determine his competency to

stand trial.

TTie boy, not named because of his age. was charged with

being delinquent by reason of homicide.

The bodv of Linda A. Slusnvs of Worcester, was found

about 8 a.m. Saturday near Goes pond, two hours before

the suspect was arrested, according to police Detective Lt.

John J. McKiernan. "She was naked from a small coat

dropped over her face down to her stockings," said Alex-

ander J. Lute, 69. who found the body while bicycling

around the reservoir.

Neighbors said the victim was terminally ill with

cancer.

McKiernan, who is heading the investigation, said the

suspect and the victim apparently met some time Friday

night at a place where drinks were being served. He said

the slaying probably took place about 2 a.m., apparently

after—but unrelated to—a party in the area of the slay-

ing that was attended by 75 to 80 people.

The detective declined to speculate on a motive for the

killing and would not comment on whether drugs or

alcohol were factors He also would not say if the dead

woman had been sexually assaulted.

Mrs. Slusnys was apparently killed with a rock,

although the weapon used has not yet been found; McKier-

nan said. He said an autopsy revealed the cause of death

as multiple blows to the head and chest.

McKiernan would not say whether money was missing

from the victims rifled purse, which was found at the

scene of the killing. Lute said the woman was wearing

a gold chain around her neck and four rings on her left

hand.

The most
excitingfewhours

you^ll spend
allweek.

Run. Climb. Rappel. Navigate.

Lead. And develop the

confidence and skills you won't

get from a textbook. Enroll

in Army ROTC as one
of vour elcctives. Get the facts

today. HK ALL VOL CAN HI-.

Contact: Major Mahoney
or

Major Cunningham
413-545-2321
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6 AM - 3 AM
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• OPEN 24 HOVRS

ARE YOU

PREGNANT
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Birthright Can Help
• FREE PfCGNAIICY TESTING
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Amherst
Carriage Shops
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MISSED OUT ON
A PRIDGE?
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ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS JR'MNINC CORPS

SPIRIT HAUS RENTALS

to arrange delivery

256-5384 256-8433

NOW HIRING
GO GETTERS ONLY

25 OPENINGS
Telemarketing Tools and Industrial Supplies to Construc-

tion Companys Nationwide. Salary and Commisions and

Bonuses. Ttiree stiifts allow you to work around your

schedule. Shifts: 6:30 am-10:30 am; 3 pm - 6 pm,6 pm
-9 pm; Saturdays 8 - 12 and 12-4.

Call Dave 256-4101 7 am - 7 pm

Themost
demanding;
chaUengiil,
enligjhtening,

rigjorous,

satisfying,

difficult,

rewarding;
motivatingand
exatingcourse
youcantake
in college.

ARMY
RESERVE

OFFICERS'

TRAINING
CORPS

Contact: Major Mahoney or

Major CunnlnRham
413-545-2321

EbfrA-tVE

^^S^^
Stan Rosenberg

will

Help UMass become one of

the top 10 public Universities

in the country

Get more student financial aid

Move to increase stipends for

graduate student teaching

assistants

Fight for our fair share of

public higher education fun-

ding every year.

Endorsed by:

• Massachusetts Teachers Association

• Massachusetts Society of Professors,

UMass
• Massachusetts chapter National

Association for Social Workers

I
'Mass AFL-CIO

STATE
REPRESENTATIVE FOR

AMHERST, BELCHERTOWN,

GRAMBY, AND PELHAM

DEMOCRATS and INOEPENDANTS
VOTE TUESDAY

Paid for by the Rosenberg Committee,

Peter J. Shea. Treasurer

16 MONTH ACADEMIC YEAR

DESK CALENDARS & APPOINTMENT BOOKS

MANY
PICTORAL

CALANDARS
ALSO

AVAILABLE

LOCATED IN THE
CAMPUS CENTER

OPEN
M—F 9-5

SAT 10-3

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

* laundry machine
itoilinufd fron) pdf^c I

clothes and threw them in the washer
again later. That is when she saw smoke.

"Sparks were coming out of the plug." she

said.

P'earing that the machine would ex-

plode, she pulled out the plug with her

foot.

Shortly after the machine began smok-

.

ing. firefighters arrived at the laundry

room to find thai thiii' was no fire, said

Hovle.

No one ignited the fire alarms because the

floor's residence assistant knew that there

was no fire, he added. "There was no
reason to evacuate the building."

Hoyle said a .sock that wound it.self

around the washer's niotdr causi-d the in

cident Similar incidents occur at least

once per year because of verloads, he
added.

Youths surveyed on drugs
BOSTON (AP) More than two thirds of

youths surveyed in drug rehabilitation

centers in eight states said they have used
cocaine, more than double the number in

a similar survey last year, according to a

report released yesterday
Nearly half, 46 percent, of those surveyed

said they were under 12 when they started

using drugs, and 6.^ percent of the youths

said they had been using drugs for more

than a year before their parents became
suspicious.

The survey was done September 5. on 880

youths between the ages of 12 and 21 who
were being treated at Straight Inc.'s eight

centers, said James Murray, director of the

New England center of the nonprofit

rehabilitation program.

'//////////////////////^^^^

ATTENTION
STUDENTS LOOKING FOR PART TIME

NON-WORK STUDY, ON OR OFF CAMPUS

ATTEND ONE OF THE "JEMS"
(Job Employee Matching System)

WORKSHOPS SPONSORED BY THE STUDENT EMPLOYMENT OFFICE

239A WHITMORE ADMIN. BULIDING

545-1951

Tues Sept 16th

Campus Center Room 163

10;00 am, 11:30 am, 1:30 pm, 3:00 pm, 6:00 pm

{y//////y///y//;y/y/w^^^
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The rhetoric of abortion debate
nuv uj thi' insidious aspects nf the abortion movement

,., lis (Inlitv to louch its rhetoric in manipulative

langua^. AIn r nouii^ women terminate their pre^nun-

,
,

,s, soim-one discards the tissue, because an abortion

r„lluwfd hv ttemating the baby's body would be too

traumatKOiH- the other hand, it is assumed that no

A .man would want to bring a defertne baby to term. The

word abortion itself is rarely tully defined, because it's

a broad term for inducing a woman to give early birth to

the remains of a child which has been killed in some

manner.
The lingo gi>«§¥rtngs to some of the many rationaliza-

tions for abortion, but I think one might sum up the

arguments tongue in cheek with the word "defective."

Always, there is something defective which the miracle

of modern abortion is supposed to fix. For instance, it's

supposed to help us by getting rid of "defective babies."

Now. what IS defective about a baby'? Is it some handicap?

Does vhat mean handicapped adults are defective? I hardly

think so. In fact, the issue of the rights of the handicap-

ped n^ay be closely woven into the case against abortion.

The haiidicappedare not some sort of faulty machinery

to be discarded when discovered on the assembly line. The

biggest handicap of many handicapped individuals, in-

•ludirig mv own brother, is defective egos in the rest of

he population. The feminist sympathies behind abortion

look prettv chauvinistic in that light.

Strangely enough, the womb is another victim of

feminist chauvinism. The womb is treated as though it's

defective when it fulfills its own natural function instead

of turning on and off at will like the male sexual organs.

Presumably, snuffing out untimely babies by abortion is

supposed to correct this, but the implication is that every

woman's bodv is defective, since she can't control her

uterus internally. That's blind; having a womb and en-

vying the freedom of a man is like being given a con-

dominium and complaining because it's not an

automobile. Only a lonl would trv to change one to be

the other, but Aiiu-nca ha- \<>\- .il ImiU

This business of trying to equalize the sex lives of men

and women is onlv the most obvious example of a pr<v

choice tendencv to trv go change the unchangeable, and

to find fault with the faultless. Another example is home

life, which reallv takes a beating under this agenda. U

V) (.X)MU iJjH B(0 IN LAST UlLKS PPiMAPlU,.

.1 s^ Utl.L !Ml.Vl Ml Mli-L » f U;) JOfcS

<^ . "2U tJOMU CA*J T BO

Rusty Denton

a child will be healthy and have two parents, both of them

college-educated, socially aware, and affluent, who were

going to wait another vear for a baby, then that child may

not have enough "quality of life" (oops, more lingol under

the abortion mentalitv. This should be an indication to

us of how trivial the fault-finding can be. Children are

apparently to be made to order and delivered only on de-

mand, like pizza. These people seem to think of having

children as a hobby.

Is the picture becoming clear? The only quality of life

being protected is whatever illusion the mother and/or

father imagines might be in their own future. The only

defect is inconvenience. When I was growing up, we call

ed this .selfishness, but I'm behind the times now. so some

new euphemism such as "self-actualization" or "realiz

ing vour potential" or "going for the gusto' or "protec-

ting your assets" has probably taken over. And that's the

problem. Abortion advocates have developed a host of

polite, sanitized phrases for rationalizing the bloodiest,

messiest, most widespread atrocity in American history

— eighteen million unborn children dead in thirteen years.

The correct word is murder.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian eolumnist

Bureaucracy provides idivi<ihals with a raisoit </ etre

for derrewfing land e<m(rolhn,ii) output.

—Haiold J. Morowitz

U is the common error ofSocialists to overlook the natural

mdidence of mankind. ,i
-John Stuart JVOll-

Make a Romantic
Start this Fall...

With a wide selection of

lingerie in an array of

sensuous fabrics We have
everything from basic cotton

bras & bikinis to luxurious

silk teddies & nightshirts.

We now carry dancewear.

Cotnc in and brouse!

:

* Hours: Monday thru Sat. 10-5:30

Carriage Shops, 233 N. Pleasant St., Amherst 549-6915
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THE COMMUTER AREA GOVERNMENT PRESENTS

TIHIIE giyiliMEKIT iDin!JlMa©G9 M

WITH MR. VICTOR MASHABELA
MEMBER OF THE AFRICAN NATIONAL CONGRESS
PERMANENT MISSION TO THE UNITED NATIONS

TOPICS:

WORLD REACTION TO APARTHEID

SANCTIONS AGAINST SOUTH AFRICA

THE DIVESTMENT MOVEMENT
THE CONTINUED IMPRISION OF NELSON MANDELA

MORE
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Yankee Candle
factory CSi, Country Stori

S.DccrficM.MaM^

iHelp Wanted
he Yankee Candle Com-

Ipany of S. Deerfield is now
jhiring. Seasonal positions

ivailable days, evenings,

Dart-time, weekends. Open-

ngs include retail sales,

clerical, productions,

shipping.

Apply in person Monday-

Friday 9 to 4 (No phone
calls, please) at

Yankee Candle
Rt. 5, S. Deerfield, Mass.

ZS ax: ZE ZS ax ZB acB zt: aoe az as

DELTA UPSILON FRATERNITY

New A Os*d Car*
Trucks A Vans Atoo AvataW*

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wrcck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

S49-2880 ^

OPEN RUSH
SEPT

10,11,15,16
9:00 pm

BBQ-SEPT15
4:00 pm

MON NIGHT
FOOTBALL

- 15th

i
az:

I-

az

a
a

86 GREEK
GAivms

CHAMPIONS

INTRAMURAL
FOOTBALL
BASKETBALL
WRESTLING

ABOVE
AVERAGE

SCHOLASTICS

EXCELLENT
COOK

71«

ag
CALL 549-3831
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Write in Collins
A most interesting twist in the Collins-Dukakis rivalry has

those who wish to show their support for higher education in

Massachusetts writing in the name Jim Collins for Governor

in today's Democratic primary. The movement began from a

group called Citizens Supporting Higher Education, headed

by the first Chancellor, former Provost, and gi'aduate of UMass,

Oswald Tippo. Tippo has called Collins, also a gi'aduate of

UMass "One of the finest young men we've had here," and

"perfectly suited for the job of Chancellor of Higher Educa-

tion." The Collegian Board of Editors echoes that sentiment.

Taking into consideration that Dukakis corrupted the pro-

cess by firing the four people on the search committee who sup-

ported Collins and replacing them with his puppets, Dukakis

needs to hear the anger of the people who elected him to that

position. The idea to do just that was made public yesterday

by the Citizens Supporting Higher Education in the form of

a newspaper ad urging people to write in Jim Collins for

Governor.
With no serious challenger to his throne, Dukakis went out

of his way to embarrass and humiliate a man that has come

through our own ranks at UMass, and has continually sup-

ported public higher education by representing Amherst in the

State Legislature. By writing in the name Jim Collins for

Governor, we will be sending a strong message to Dukakis.

It will let him know our dissatisfaction with his handling of

the Collins affair, as well as helping him to recognize that high

quality, affordable public higher education is a priority for the

voting constituents of Massachusetts.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion ofthe Collegian

Board of Editors.

Cic>. n a TO

Letters
cl^urcA

Letters

Beware: impending morality
In November, one of our most basic rights

will be threatened in a very deceitful way.

The New Right has launched an incidious

campaign against our reproductive

freedom. An amendment to our State Con-

stitution will appear on top of the

November 4th ballot and if enacted, would

allow the State Legislature to regulate all

activities related to abortion within

Massachusetts. This amendment has been

intentionally worded to confuse and hide

the true scope of this legislation. Pro

ponents of this constitutional amendment
are claiming that this is just a tax amend-
ment, and that they are only trying to

eliminate public funding of abortion for low

income women, but this amendment could

have far greater significance. Besides cut-

ting off medicaid funding of abortions, the

Legislature could also prohibit private in-

surance coverage for abortion and develop

unreasonable regulations to force clinics

out of business. If the US Supreme Court

were to reverse its stand on abortion, this

legislation would have removed the last of

our const It Lit ional rights to privacy and
freedom of choice. This law would
guarantee no exceptions, even for victims

lit rape or incest. Abortion would be allow-

ed only to prevent the death of the woman,
with no provisions to consider the quality

of her life.

This amendment is really directed not on-

ly at the poor but also at the young. We are

seeing decades of advancement in personal

and sexual freedom deteriorating. The
wealthy will always have access to abor-

tion, regardless of legislation. Even if you

know or care nothing about politics you

should register to vote on this important

piece of law, as it could affect your life

directly. You have until Oct. 7th to register

to vote, even if you're out of state (you're

living in Mass. now). Don't let a minority

that won't be much affected by this issue

decide it for you. Exercise your rights and

vote against this piece of legislation that

seeks to rob you of your freedom of choice'

Tim Bachclder
Amherst

Cuts both ways
Stuart Gottlieb was absolutely correct in

pointing out that there is more than one

country in the world that practices oppres-

sion and torture (Sept. 1 1 ). He was also cor

rect in pointing out that Etliiopia's Colonel

Mengistu has shamelessly wasted money
that would have been better spent on his

starving nation. However, none of these

arguments reduces in the lea.st the stupidi

ty and horror that typifies South Africa .

The fact that people are starving in

Ethiopia, largely because of a 10-year

drought, does nothing to diminish the fact

that people are starving in South Africa as

well, and mostly due to government

policies.

Gottlieb pointed out that officially sanc-

tioned torture (x-curs in both South Africa

and Zimbabwe (you could add to the list

Chile. Argentina, Mozambique. Poland,

and Northi'in Ireland); this is undoubted

ly true. In Zimbabwe, members of oppos

ing political factions and guerilla groups

have been tortured for their anti-

government stance. In South Africa blacks

have been tortured merely for being black.

Prisoners in South African jails, virtually

none of whom are white, are brutalized as

a matter of routine. The abuses are so

flagrant that one or two white prison doc-

tors have, in the past, filed complaints and

were reprimanded and transferred for do-

ing so.

As for interfering in the affairs of

neighboring countries, this has been the

tradition of nation states around the world.

The United States, the Soviet Union, and

even small nations such as Indonesia and
Vietnam are constantly interfering in the

.sovereign affairs of their neighbors. South

Africa, though, surpa.sses mo.st other na-

tions in its willingness to become involved

in the affairs of others. The Pretoria

government presently pays for the civil

conflict in several nearby countries and

regularly .sends as.sault troops beyond the

frontier to support insurrection. Addi-

tionally, the South African government

maintains control over Namibia where
German troops once annihilated 80 percent

of the native population, and whites .still

ride out on "hunting" expeditions against

the natives.

Selective morality cuts both ways. The
political right ignores the horrors

peipetratfd by their ideological lin-thren

in the "anli communist" countries just as

often as the left ignores the depredations

of their .socialist friends. 1 am not entirely

sure what the answer to this problem is,

but it is certainly not going to be answered

by political extremists throwing mud at

each other George W. Claxton
Amherst

Seeking cure for Sobie blues
Regarding Daniel

Sobel's column of 9/10/86;

All his friends sit around

the table at breakfast

shaking heads, laughing,

admitting that such a

bleeding-heart advertise-

ment takes guts. Hark, the

telephone again. Must be

for Danny — another
endeared potential

girlfriend. Another tan leg.

Another chirping, furry

animal. Another

styrotoam cup. Another

third grade teacher. Hi

there, how 'bout .some stir

fry? Went out of my way to

find Chinese cabbage. How
'bout holding hands. How-

bout a sunset. Sartre's ex-

istentialist works are

brilliant, I think. "I'm

handsome, I think." I'm a

no-simp, no-flake, sen-

sitive, creative kinda guy.

Sorry, no beach, no tan leg.

"But I'm not making any

connnections." How 'bout

a miserable relationship —
we could suffer together

and eat peanut butter and
jelly on Wonder. But none
of that self-indulging sex

crap. What sorta guy do do

think I am? I've had it

with high school

sweethearts! I want a real

woman.

Bill MacGregor
Amherst

ANC not the best for South Africa
Tonight a representative from the African National Con-

gress will be speaking on his view on the current situa-

tion in South Africa. The ANC has been acknowledged

by Congressional crusaders and liberals in general as the

legitimate representatives of blacks in South Africa. The

ANC is in fact, a Soviet-backed movement which does not

work for the well-being of blacks, but instead uses violence

and terror to gain power for itself. They are not disciples

of Martin Luther King or Ghandi as they would like us

to believe; they are vicious opportunists who capitalize

on the suffering of blacks in South Africa.

Have no doubts about it, in the past ten years. South

Africa has made significant reforms towards elimination

of apartheid. For example, in 1976 they desegregized sport

and athletic competition. In 1977, they removed the job

reservation system. In 1978, they allowed 99-year

leasehold home ownership for blacks. In 1979, they

recognized black trade unions, and gave them the right

to strike collectively. In 1980, they desegregized the

leading hotels, restaurants, libraries, and sporting

facilities. In 1981, they accepted the permanence of blacks

living in white areas. In 1982, the President's Council ad-

mitted the urgent need for political reform and instituted

black self-government at the local level. In 1983, me
government of South Africa allowed, by a two-thirds vote,

Coloureds and Indians to Parliament. In 1984, they

adopted the Constitution thai abolished the white-only

parliament. In 1985. they repealed the Immorality Act

and allowed mixed marriages. And in 1986 they abolish-

ed the Pass Laws. So what is causing all the violence in

South Africa?

In short, it is not the reformist government of P.W.

Botha, who, history will demon.strate, has been steadily

unraveling the horrible .system of racial segregation, but

the extremist leaders and supporters of the pro-Soviet

ANC who have zealously coerced blacks into torching

fellow blacks by "necklacing." i.e. placing a tire, laced

with kerosene, around a victim's neck, and then setting

the victim ablaze.

Tony Rudy

From the start of the unrest in September 1984 until

April 22 of this year, 508 people, mostly moderate blacks,

were murdered in this fashion. South African President

Bt.tha recently noted the extent of the ANC violence when

he addre.s.sed Parliament in April, He .said, "We should

consider the motives behind the violence black on black.

It is common knowledge that innocent and moderate

blacks are victims of the so-called necklace executions in

public, people who do not su; port the violent aims ot . ie

ANC and the instigators of unre.st. They are the ones who
are being coerced and intimidated to tow the line of

violence. In the name of freedom and democracy, moderate

blacks are being robbed of their freedom of choice for

peace."

Meanwhile, the moderate faction, which suffers both

under apartheid and the ANC, are being totally ignored.

Mangosutho Buthelezi, chief of South Africa's six million

Zulus, is considered one of the mo.st popular leaders in

the country,

Newsweek noted that Buthelezi opened a historic

meeting between whites and blacks "to discu.ss guidelines

for creating in his home state of Natal the countries first

multiracial government. If the propo.sals are ever ac-

cepted, Buthelezi...could become provincial governor, the

first black to ever hold such a post."

Buthelezi is a strong anti-apartheid leader who, unlike

the black militants of the ANC, hopes for peaceful solu-

tions to South Africa's problems. He says about the

pushers of economic sanctions and divestment: "Why are

they so persistent to push divestment even with the

knowledge that we blacks, whom the purport to be help-

ing, are the ones who will suffer the most?" To the

purveyors of violence, he insi,sts: "I will not lead black

South Africans to maim, hack, and kill black South

.Africans; nor will I lead black South Africans to maim
and kill white South Africans.

"

The chance for peace and freedom in South Africa lies

clearly with the fostering and championing of the

Buthelezi's, while isolating and condemning revolu-

tionaries. So why do the radicals on this campus and the

liberals in the United States Senate keep catering to the

terrorist ANC and their supporters?

Ton\ Rud\ is a UMass student.
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BLACK AFFAIRS

A Focus on Southern Africa This will end the series of films and lectures sponso^-ed

bv Smith Collt",'f on South Africa.

By LISA RIDDICK
Collegian Staff

A series of films and lectures focused on the current

situation in Southern Africa is being held at Smith Col-

lege.

Sponsored by the Smith College Committee on Com-
munity Policy, and organized by several Smith faculty

members,and students. The program aims to "remind the

community about the reality of apartheid and the strug

gle against apartheid."

Among the program events will be lectures by Jennifer
.

Davis, director of the American Committee on South

Africa, and Naomi Tutu-Seavers, the daughter of Bishop

Desmond Tutu.

A new film on South Africa entitled "Witness to Apar-

theid" will be shown Tuesday, September 16, at 7:30 p.m.

in Wright Hall Auditorium. On Thursday, September 18,

at 7:30 p.m., Jennifer Davis, an expert on political and
economic developments in Southern Africa, United States

policy towards South Africa,and investments in that corn-

try, will speak in Wright Hall Auditorium.

An economist, Davis left her native South Africa in 196fi

under threat of banning (a form of self-imprisonment), due

to her work against apartheid. She has lectured widely,

made television appearances, and she has also written

numerous articles on the situation in South Africa. In

1969 she was selected as the first research director of the

American Committee on African, and the African fund.

She created an extensive re.search database, and publica-

tions progi-am, establishing the organizations reputation

u.s a souice of reliable information. She was appointed

Chief Executive of the ACOA AF in 1981.

The film "Namibia: Africa's Last Colony." examines

South Africa's control of the former colony, Southwest

Africa, will be shown Tuesday September 23, at 7:30 p.m.

in Seelye Hall 10.

The final event will be a lecture by Naomi Tutu-Seavers,

the daughter of Bishop Desmond Tutu, and head of the

Bishop Tutu Refugee fund. Tutu-Seavers has been involv-

ed in educating the American public about the South

African situation since 1978, will speak on "South Africa

and Apartheid" on Friday, September 26 at 7:30 p.m. in

Sage Hall Auditorium.

Announcement
Tonight at 8 p.m. South African speaker Victor

Mashabela will be discussing "The Current Situation in

South Africa" in the Student Union Ballroom.

Mashabela is a member of the African National Con-

gress!ANC) permanent mission to the United Nations in

New York City. The African National Congress is the

main opposition gi'oup struggling against the White St)uth

African Government and their system of Apartheid.

Mashabela will also touch upon the world reaction to

Apartheid; the sanctions vote in the Senate; the Dive.st

ment movement; the continued imprisonment of Nelson

Mandela, leader ofANC and other subjects which will give

a better understanding of the continuing crisis in South

Africa.

HEY DORM RESIDENTS!
Save 15% on your phone bill with U-Matel!

Sign up in the Campus Center Concourse
5-3535
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Complete Hairstyling for Men & Women |

Haircut • $9.00

Perms • $40 with haircut

'^l^^hc<if l>di<ih-h

228 Triangle St.

Amherst

Call: 549-1502
SEBASTIAN

SEE THE
LIGHT

DESK LAMP
many styles and
colors to choose

from

Swing Arm Lamp
Starting as

low as

$12.95

M—F 9-5

SAT 10-3

Located in the Campus Center

^nmVERSITY
mSTORE^

THERE ARE ONLY TWO DAYS LEFT...

TO RUSH THE GREATEST FRATERNITY

ON CAMPUS.

TKE-BKO
OPEN RUSH SEPT. 16,17 at 9pm

The source
of perfection

ja^
ARTS

Amherst "Whole Earth Series"
begins with Indian music
By JOHN PURIN
Collegian Correspondent

The Amherst College Music Department
kicked off its "Music of the Whole Earth"
series Sunday with a progi'am of music and
dance from .southern India.

That it was primarily religious music
was evidenced by the small shrine, with
flowers and incense, in the front right cor-

ner of the stage. However, this was not folk

music. It was Indian classical music,

rhythmically and melodically comparable
to the work of western composers.

The first half of the concert consisted of

Indian song. Mrs. Kaldakam Raman pro-

vided rich, vibratto filled vocals. She was
accompanied by two members of the

Amherst faculty, Uavid Drake and David
Nelson. Drake created ethereal textures on

the veena, a stringed instrument similar

to the more widely known sitar. This con-

trasted well with Nelson's percussion,

which was at times hypnotic, at times

viscerally exciting.

After a ten minute intermission, the trio

was joined by (jovinda Shankar. an

American trained in Bharata Natyam, or

solo temple dancing. The dances depicted

religious stories and hymns, which were

sung in a variety of Indian tongues.

Although transitions were provided in the

program, there were many allusions which

left the ignorant confused. All told, the first

half was more accessible to people raised

with western musical and theatrical

values. That would account for the fact that

the audience steadily dw-indled.

Nevertheless the program was in

teresting, if only for the sake of the exotic.

The last dance of the program was especial

ly bracing. The dance was in praise of Lord

Shiva, the creator deity. According to

legend, the evil of the universe was
destroyed by the dancing of Shiva, and, as

the words of the hymn declare "His dance

brought salvation to the world."

*Earth Art' on display at UMass Gallery
By DAVID FISH
Collegian Correspondent

Alan Sonfist, a leading environmental artist, has

created an installation .specifically for this community in

the University Gallery.

Titled Bronze Fallen Branches — Rising, it will run

through October 24. Environmental or Earth Art is by

definition site-specific. Here, artists use all or part of a

given geographic location (often including the natural and

human systems residing there) to make an artistic state-

ment. Works bv Smithson. Christo and Heizer are some

Elvis

Costello

Tickets went on sale

yesterday for Elvis

Costello's three-show stint

in Boston. Costello will

play October 16, 17, 18. On
the 16th, he will perform

alone, on the 17th with the
Elvis Presley band, and
with the Attractions on the

18th. Call the Orpheum in

Boston for ticket

information.

of the most popular — primarily due to their massive scale.

Sonfist's work contrasts with this style of Earth art,

whereby instead of transforming the landscape, he brings

to the site historical reflections of the ecological and
geological systems inherent therein.

For the current show, Sonfist has selected fallen bran-

ches in various states of decay from areas surrounding
the UMass campus. The most decomposed of the branches

lay submerged in a bed of leaves while bronze castings

of the remaining branches seem to float above.

In Sonfist's words, "The work pays homage to the local

ecological system by monumentalizing the cycle of life."

Announcements
Announcements this week: there's a great variety of

events coming up in the next two weeks, some free and
some requiring some quick ticket purchasing.

The University of Massachusetts will open it's faculty

recital series at 8 p.m. on September 18 in Bezanson

Recital Hall with soprano Paulina Stark and pianist

Nadine Shank.

The formal juxtaposition of bare bronze atop the organic

bed creates a visual dichtomy analagous to a

spiritual/material dualism implicit in animistic views of

nature.

Whereas in his earlier works, Sonfist's working process

primarily consisted of gauging and orchestrating the form

and action of organic systems, in the current work the ar-

tist seems to rely more heavily on formal and symbolic

manipulation of the organic media to attain his artistic

ends. Is this move towards formalism, which the artist

considers a means of providing more information, incom-

patible with Mr. Sonfist's role as an environmental ar-

tist? Observing Michael Heizer's success, it seems not.

The pair will perform works by Austrian composer
Alban Berg and Joseph Marx, Classical Hebrew .songs by

Max Helfman, and Magda Sorel's aria "To This We've
Come" from GianCarlo Menotti's The Consul.

Admission is free. Call 545-2227 for information.

Smith College also begins it's concert series with a con-

cert by the Encore Ensemble and a recital by assistant

profes.sor of music Janet Hill, both on September 21.

The ensemble will begin the "Music in the Museum"
series at 8 p.m. in the Museum of Art.

continued on page II

KAR/TTE
' I Health Fitness Centen\

ooso

Riding Classes Available at

Tillson Equine Center

SPACES AVAILABLE IN BEGINNER &
INTERMEDIATE CLASSES

460 Wm»t ; Anthmrmlt_ ,01002

MORNING, AFTERNOON. EVENING CLASSES

KENP0.TAtKWON0O A SPORT KARATE

WEIGHTS. SAUNA. STRETCH MACHINES

Larry Kell«y. 4 YEARS TOP-IP-O S A
KM J«in«»».TOP-iq HEW ENGLAND

Donna ltoU«y 2 YEAIWlk^t W H.E.

OM PVTA BUS ROUTCr: - ' • '^

LOW STUDENT RATt

9:05 - 11:00 Beginner

1 :25 - 3:20 Beginner 1

11:15- 1:10 Intermediate 1

Monday, Wednesday
Tuesday, Thursday

Monday, Wednesday

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
TILLSON EQUINE CENTER 545-0260

•Classes may be added after add/drop period if necessary

BACK
SCHOOL 101
Prereqiiisite:

Back pain dc a referral

from your UHS provider
This 4 session program

(classes one week apart)

Includes information on exercise,

some anatomy, massage,

treatment options, posture tips,

pain relief methods
and relaxation.

DATES: Tuesdays,

October 14, 21, 28
November 4

TIME: 6:30—8:30

PLACE:
University Kealtli Center

* Please advise your UHS provider

for the proper referral

LOOKING

SOMEW/MG
DI/=F£RENT?

RUSH
ZETAPSI
FR/^TERNITY

I Sept 15,16,17

/^

<3-/o:oo
23 PHIULIPS ST.

/^/? AlOf?£
IMFO, CALL

I \ • /

)

Call UHS Health Education

for Infoimation and Registration: 549-2671 .ext. 181.

ev>J

<c^<^

'z¥

\\-- wmmm
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THE FOLLOWING IS A CORRECTED VERSION OF THE INFORMATION AP-

PEARING PRIOR TO THE LISTING OF THE SPRING SEMESTER DEAN'S LIST

Congratulations to those of you whose names appear below.

You have earned a place on the Dean's List by your outstan-

ding academic performance. This honor is accorded to students

who achieve a semester average of 3.5 or higher with twelve

or more graded credits. Since fewer than 15% meet this high

standard, it marks significant accomplishment. Providing the

opportunity for academic achievement is the University's

highest priority and I am especially pleased, therefore, that you

made the most of that opportunity. Your success is a source

of pride to the entire University community. Congratulations.

Joseph Duffey, Chancellor

i

*i

The Dean's List is published under the auspices of the Dean of Student's Office, and is based
on grades provided by the Registrar's Office as of August 1, 1986. (If your name is not listed and
you believe it should have been, based on the stated criteria, please confirm your academic record

with the Registrar's Office and bring a copy of such record to the Dean of Students Office, 227
Whitmore Hall, so that your name can be added to the Dean's List. Reminder - graded credits only

are included, not Pass/Fail credits.

Themost
demanding;
chaUengiiS,
enlightening,

ligprous,

satisfcte
difficult,

rewaiding,
motivatingand
exdtingcourse
youcantake
incollege.

NEW FACULTY AND STAFF
Why risk Your Health insurance

Coverage Until Nov 1

Short Term (1-2 months) Major Medical

is Available As Low As $30/month
FOR DETAILS CONTACT

John Burgess 549-7887

Amherst Creamery Building

150 Fearing St

(Acros form Southwest Dorms)

at mountain (arms mall

The area's only complete weight facility!

\\

ARMY RESERW OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

Contact yajor ';ahonev or >'ajor Cuniiin';liJ"i 5^5-.' 321

ON THE

BUS ROUTE!
Midway between

Amherst 8 Northompton
at the

Mt. Forms Moll

Rte 9 Hodley

Call: 584-2175

• Convenient, easy location

• Free parKing

• Woman's & Man's
shower & locker

,

facilities

• Over lO.OOOIbs. of free weights
• 12 different cable stations

• Exercise bicycles

• Vitamins & supplements
• Tanning beds available

Try us out for 1 month for only *39**l

I
I
I

I

I

* announcements
coiilinuKl Inim pagt ''

Hill uill poi I'o! ni :ii S p ni. in Saue Hall.

Both conci'it- ni iicc (it ch;ii>;t-.

Tin Kt--ti\a! ot' India 19S6 CDmcs to the

Fine Arl> vCntt-r, TMass. at 8 p.m. on

Septeinhii- 21

.

The dance and nuisii,' ot India will he i'\

plort'd, with the uses oi aulhenlu- Indian

instruments
Tickets are available at the Fine Arts

Center box office, call 545-0190 or stop in

^h!-^ nui\ 1)( tlu' \n>l chaiK'f t(p Inn tickets

liii- .\til Siinmrs 'Hiliixi Blue-. ' coiniiiu to

till' Full' .\rts Center at '^ p.m on

September 2H

The 1985 Tony Award lor Best Play win

ner is the sequel to "Bi.t,'hlon Beach
Memoirs," seen at UMass last veai

Tickets are going fast, and are available

also at the Fine Arts Center box olTice

Art Associate Needed
The Arts Editor desparately needs an assistant to

help with layout, headlines, editing and organizing

story ideas, No experience necessary but helptui, will

train. Come to the Collegian, room 113 Campus
Center to apply. Ask tor Kelly Sieger.

Festival of India
comes to the UMass
Fine Arts Center at 8

p.m. on September 21.

Indian music and
dance will be
featured. Shown here

(left) is an Indian
Orissi Dancer. Neil

Simon's Tony Award
winning play, "Biloxi

Blues," the sequel to

"Brighton Beach
Memoirs," will play at

8 p.m. on September
26 at the Fine Arts

Center. For ticket in-

formation call the

FAC box office.

WE CREATE

STYLES AS

INDIVIDUAL

AS YOU ARE

s by Deborah

please call for an
appointment

549-5610

1 L.

COUPON SPECIALS

COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATIONS

FREE HAIRCUT with Perms

V2 PRICE HAIRCUT with Highlighting

HAIRCUTS only $10

• STYLES BY DEBORAH •
65 University Drive, Amherst

expires 9/30/86

J Actors and Stage Crew: I

Casting 4 people for critical walk-on part in
J

multi-media Sept. 24 production stage crew. J
i costumer and security masrshalls also needed. 4-

Retiearsal Sept. 14-24

J
i Contact Julie Moloney ^
4- 545-2416 or Aria Edry at *

I 1-625-2500 ^
J

GREAT COUPON

Buy 1 whole sub at regular

price and get another tasty

SALAOS SUBMARINES SVRIANS

the sub
n AM TO 2 AM / 1 OAVS

T^^r^'T

33 E PLEASANT ST .
AMHERST ( 549 5(60

EXPIRES

TODAY!!

\

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

second sub must be equal or less price of 1st

• *'
!
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THE COMMUTER AREA GOVERNMENT PRESENTS

iniili eUSG^lI^KIT SDinill^TD^lia OKI

i®iiiiinHi ^iFi^e^
WITH MR. VICTOR MASHABELA

MEMBER OF THE AFRICAN NATIONAL CONGRESS
PERMANENT MISSION TO THE UNITED NATIONS

TOPICS:

WORLD REACTION TO APARTHEID
SANCTIONS AGAINST SOUTH AFRICA
THE DIVESTMENT MOVEMENT
THE CONTINUED IMPRISION OF NELSON MANDELA
MORE

TIUEliDM. lEPT. US. llD9(l...a):i

tTmiDEoaT luoiiiiOBa ballhidon

FiEE

CoUege courses forcareersuccess.
TEST YOURSELFl LEARN NEW SKILLS i

EXPERIENCE AMERICAN HISTORY!

COURSES FOR CREDIT
• *•**•*

FIREAPMS SAFETY & MARKSMANSHIP
GETTYSBURG BATTLEFIELD VISIT

U.S. MILITARY ACADH^ (WEST POINT) VISIT
MOUNTAINEERING & ORIENTEERING

U.S. NAVY COLD WEATHER SURVIVAL SCHOOL

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
MAJOR MAHONEY OR MAJOR CUNNINGHAM,

545-2321

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

f
NO, NO PLEASE NO MORE
JB's! I've been eating there

everyday since school
started, awe, why not,

I can't resist.

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
OPEN RUSH

All university men Invited

Tonight Sept. 10, 16, 17

9-11 PM
FREE REFRESHMENTS

Is this you? Come in for your free

regular beef, fries, and soda.

11 am - 2 am 7 days
50 Main St. Amherst, MA

374 N. Pleasant St.

(the blue house) 253-9032

STUDENTS: Solve this money-saving equation by
^r 24tii to find the real value of your
entertainment dollars.

Let's define our terms ...

5-college students can buy tickets for the
Fine Art Center's exciting 1 986-87
Season at half-price.

We're talking Broadway shows, legendary
jazz artists, virtuoso classical performers,
exciting dance and much more.

Now here's the best part ...

ORDER BEFORE SEPTEMBER 24TH
ANDYO lL GET A FURTHER
DISCOUNT OF 30% OFF YOUR
HALF-PRICE TICKETS!!!

Here's how our equation can work tor you:
The single-ticket price (p) for six

outstanding performances on this year's
schedule could total $1 1 2.00. Substitute
$1 1 2. for "p" and -Wow!- you'd pay only
$39.20 for six evenings of unforgettable
entertainment.

It doesn't take an Einstein
to figure out ...

that this is a terrific opportunity to see and
enjoy quality entertainment for very little

cost

YOU CANT AFFORD NOT TO ORDER
NOW!

THE FINEARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Call 545-251 1 for details. You'll like the way it adds up.
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Doonesbury
By Garry Trudeau

' ANVOTHBR

I'M STILL

OPPOStDTO

INPl/J'PON'' ^^CTIONS,

V
MR PRBSI-

\ / peNT...

fj-i
V /?$ / SAIP BeFORt, I

^ ^Jli57D(mihlNKTH5U(^eN
OF AMBRICA ARB PF£mR5.D TO

em UPFRte anp op£maco^
TO Sa/Th AFRICAN DIAMONDS

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

. •yt'
'' yJOMm CAN MAK3 DO

'^ lAJfTHCXITA LOTOF TH/N65,

MR PRBSlPem. BUTMOSTOF THtM

5/MPLY lAJONT da P£N/aP A
6AUS BdST FRiaNPI/

m A R£AL p)^/^
(^ART^aT' sANoms!

I]

"You can run. Thomas, but you can't hide.

"

Gordy By Gorde

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

TMe YOUNG Cocu^e Srv-

FUN t^^iHmLf Asverr.

NO CflKc-^ MOKS/^if U/OKt( TO
So 70. /7 k/MOl^ PSV TV JJir

£^P Of: €^CA' J67Vr»rC7^

7Mti mvp^49.

SWPCJic' 7Z>

^<^

Campus Pond By Sal

I DON'T ^tUEVE 1T,1 PAID /^Y
\,BTLLANDI t>ON'T HAVE HClUSIhKa

ONTHH CAf-\PuS PONP ^

I Kl^OW JUST THE
s?LACLTO HANDLE

THIS

ii:

UaaaSS

OFfKE

T ?/!(, 3aJZ

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

Collegian Film Series

Come see AH the Presidents Men for free,

sponsored by the Collegian at 7:30 tonight

in Campus Center room 917.

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Michel JafTc

ACROSS
1 Polyphonic

composition

6 Adenauer Oar

10 Barber

14 Moslem decree
15 Poet Tea&dala

16 Seed covering

17 Latin American

music

18 Habardastiery

purchases
19 Token perhaps

20 Lodge member
21 Insignificant

sum
24 Orient Eipiess

lor one
26 Avril s follower

27 American pamfer

Gilbert -

29 Nobles
collectively

33 American
composer
writer Louis —
1874 1964

34 Ranch
trademark

3b Corrida C'y

37 Actress

Sommer
38 Swagger
39 Sully

40 Scotlish river

41 Very pretty girl

42 Twig broom
43 Representative

4& Flolillas

46 Spawn
47 Brief ad
48 Informer

S3 Letters on a

ship s bow
56 David lot one
57 Kite adiunct

58 - Bay Gulf of

Mexico inlel

60 Rule Britannia

composer
61 Eye
62 Elect

63 Fastener

64 Wander
65 Do a primer s|ob

DOWN
1 -en scene

2 Spoke"
3 Speak candidly

4 McMahon and
Koch

5 Small whaaiad

labia

6 Actor John —
7 Secular

8 Journey

9 Legal right of

way
10 Fiber used to

make mats and
hats

11 Dtes -
12 After ready,

aim

13 Took flight

22 Triple for one
23 Ointment

25 Demolish Lon
don style

27 Structure

28 Sign of a

vacancy

29 Rich copper we
30 Comfort
31 Results of a frost

Of a scare

32 Waila Land
autlKX

34 Qaucho s

weapon
38 Oaafra Undaf

tt»a —
38 Santa organ

39Prophai
41 Sci OOUTM
42 Mora

outspoken
44 li4ova forward

45 Ziagfatd. lo

trtartdt

47 Anoltiar name
tor Para. Brazil

48 Read hastily

49 O Hara
ptantation

50 Praflk with but
51 Shakespearean

villain

52 Type of

monslar

54 Graf -
55 — of the earth

S9 Cutting tod

ANSKHH TO PWEVlOUt PUZZLE:

KM* Im «>*)« \imtt> Syii4kM*

r Menu
Lunch Dinner

, , , r» 11 Turkey Divan
Hamburg on Roll ^- . m . /t .

, , ,, . , , n . . Fisherman s Plate/Tartar
Ham Vegetable Fnttata _ , ., _

Cocktail Sauce

SUPER SCOOPER CONES

Basics Lunch

Golden Burgers

Rice and Cheese Stuffed

Cabbage

Basics Dinner
Caponata Spaghetti

Fisherman's Plate/Tartar

Cocktail Sauce

SUPER SCOOPER CONES

^

Weather
Today will be cloudy with skies clearing in the

afternoon and temperatures reaching the low to mid

60s. Tommorow will be sunny with highs in the

60s.

Today's Staff
Night Editor ' Tom Middleton

CopY Editor Pedro M, Pereira

Photo Technician Nick Sokoloff

Layottt Technician Michael Berland

Production Supervisor Debbie Pikul

Production: Lynne Dewhurst. Kelly Sieger. Barbara

DeLollis, Thea Kearney. Marc Infield, Laura Bell, Steve

Mathewson, and Ansel Zinter

1 Executive Board Fa of 1986|

DODE LEVENSON ROB SKELTON

tditnr in Chicl tdilorial Editor

JOHN YONCF. WILLIAM SPAIN

M.in.iqinq Frii'cr Editorial [ditnr

STEVE RUBIN ANSEL ZINTER

Business Manager ^'roduction Manager

1 Business Board Fa of 1986|

STEVE RUBIN PATRICE LAWSKY
Bu .iripss Man,igcr Marketing Manager

PAUL H LESSER CRAIG NAUGLE
Advertising Sales Mdfiager Circulation Manager

VANESSA ROTH KAREN HOLLAND
Tinance Manager Subscription Manager
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Volleyball notebook

Sortino^s team
looking strong
By ROGER CHAPMAN
("ollegian StafT

After last weekend's
sweep of the University of

Connecticut and Boston Col

lege at the UMass Invita

Clonal Tournament, the
University of

Massachusetts volleyball

team will enjoy a well

deserved rest this week,
before travelling to

Syracuse University for the
Syracuse Invitational Tour-
nament on Friday.

The Minutewomen, 3-0 on
the season, will face several
tests at the tourney, as
several tough Division I op-

ponents are slated to com-
pete. The three day tourney
culminates on Sunday.
An important tool to the

success of the

Minutewomen this weekend
will be th«' continued consi.s

tent play of Karen
Ferguson. The freshman
setter has been a pleasant
surpii.se to head coach
Elaine Sort! no, and has also

earned the respect of oppos-

ing teams and coaches as
well.

"She is a natural and she
can only get better and bet-

ter," BC head coach Gary
Guildea said after his team
fell to the Minutewomen,
15 10, 15-10 on Saturday.
"She moves the ball so well
that it's hard to set a block.

She really has her basics

Hf)wn.
'

This weekend's tourna-
ment will be the fust of two
important tournaments for

the spikers. UMa«s will host

the 16team UMass classic

on September 26-27, a tour-

nament dominated by Divi-

sion I schools. Several
UMass victories would send
a strong message to the

Atlantic 10 brass (the
University of Rhode Island,

Penn State University, and
George Washington Univer-
sity) and would establish

the Minutewomen as a
serious candidate for the
conference title.

Tuesday, September 16, 1986

I

Sports Notices
There will be an organizational meeting' for the Uni\ei'

.sity of Massachusetts men's volleyball team, tonight at

6 p.m. in room 251, Boyden.
Returning players and anyone interested in playing

for the team should attend. Anyone wishing to play,

should contact Jim Loynd or the Collegian Sports Desk
if unable to attend.

Anyone wishing to participate in this Sunday's five-

mile College Town Classic road race can pick up entry
forms from UMass cross country coach Ken O'Brien in

Boyden.
The race, beginning at Warren McGuirk Alumni

Stadium at 1 p.m.. is sponsored by local merchants and
run by Lynne Hans of the Sugarloaf Mountain Athletic
Club to benefit leukemia.
A two-mile fun run will also be included in the day's

activities.

There will be five running divisions for both men and
women.

CALCULATOR CENTER
Basic Business Scientific

For the student who has no equal

scientific calculators that have
no equal

ep=

HP lie $50.00
list price $56.00

n1

WINNER OF THE GOLD CHAPTER EXCELLENCE
AWARD GIVEN TO THE BEST FRATERNITY ON CAMPUS,

WINNER OF THE OLYMPUS CUP-

GREEK AREA ATHLETIC CHAMPIONS

WINNER OF THE DAVIS CUP-

UMASS ATHLETIC CHAMPIONS

ACADEMICS ATHLETICS - LEADERSHIP

RUSH PARTIES
SEPT. 8, 9, 11, 15, 16 9:00 PM

prKE
545-2150

COME

418 N. PLEASANT ST.

545-0047

^j ^
^J* 3 s S £ 1 • ^IJ^^^^I

ir

'''

HP ISC $«9.00
St price $99.00

This year get a head start on your dosses with the HP-11C
or the HP-15C. So cdvanced they don't need on "equals" key
So extremely easy to use, you'll solve even the most complex
mathematical problems quickly.

Hewlett-rockards innovative design eliminates a vast
number of keystrokes That saves you time with hyperbolics
and other complex calculations . , o big plus at exam time.

Get the HP-llC or HP-15C today, and start out the year one
step ahead Whn% HEWLETT

mL'HM PACKARD
LOCATED IN THE CAMPUS CENTER

OPEN
M-F 9-£

SAT 10-3

SEE WHAT YOU'RE MISSINO |

QyUNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

BRING THIS COUPON IN FOR A FREE COOKIE
Tired of the same old Chinese food, Pizza and Sandwiches

Discover A FINE AFFAIR.
Gottrmet food at prices you can afford!

WEEKLY SPECIALS
($3.50 . $4.00)

SUCH AS

Chicken Enchiladas
Salad & chips

Lasagna
Salad & French bread

brownies 70 cookies 35 - .50 cappucino $1,00
oatmeal fmit bars 75 cakes $1 85 - $2 00 espresso 85

32
1
Main Street, Amherst (across from Emily Dickensen House) Mon - Sat 10:30 - 6:30

TheSKIHAUSisnow
taking applications for
sales positions in

Westfield, Hadley &
East Longmeadown.

Apply al:

THESKIHAUS

on Rt 9 next to

McDonalds

584-7880

J

Starting Oct. 1 st

Adult Evening Classes

Ballet-Modern

, Jazz Dance
Amherst Ballet

Center
29 Strong St

549-1555
(one block east of

Butterfield Dorm)

1
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CollpKian pholo by Paul DrMmarais.

SLAM! - UMass's Karen Ferguson blocks a
spike from a leaping University of Connecticut
player.

Tennis wins
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Correspondent

The University of

Massachusetts men's ten-

nis team opened its fall

.season Saturday afternoon

with a 5-4 victory over Pro-

vidence College in Pro-

vidence, RI.

Leading 4-2 after the

singles competition, the

Minutemen watched Pro-

vidence rally to tie the

match at 4-4 with doubles
wins over the top two
tandems of Brian

Gable Hank Baker and
Rich Nieboer/Paul Zaret-

sky. The Minutemen's
third doubles team of
Chris Johnson and John
DeKlerk was able to pull

out the match with a com-
eback win, 4 6, 6-3, 6-2.

Gable, Johnson, Nieboer,

and Flicka Rodman also

won singles matches for

the Minutemen. The team
opens its home season on
Wednesday afternoon at 3

p.m. against New Hamp-
shire on the Upper Boyden
courts.

Gushing leads
soccer defense
Sweeperback a field coach
H\ EiRYAN Qt'KNZEL
(-olU'^Man Staff

Kvery successful team need.s a leader, a Held general,
someone who can take control and run the game plan.
On a ba.seball team, the job is usually tilled by the cat-

cher. In football, it could be the quarterback or middle
linebacker. For the University of Massachu.setts men's
.soccer team, sweeperback and co-captain Matt Cushing
fills this role.

"He's our leader on the field," UMass coach Jeff Get-
tler said of Cushing. "He has to organize people when we
lose the ball.

"He is responsible for restarts, for getting people in the
right places. Matt does a lot of things in terms of being
a coach on the field."

Cushing knows what his job on the field is and what
Gettler expects of him,
"I'm the defensive leader and organizer," Cushing said.

"When we lose the ball, that's when I come in to use."
Becoming a defensive specialist was a major adjustment

for Cushing after a standout career at forward and mid-
field at Duxbury High School, a town with a strong soc-

cer tradition.

"It's (soccer) very big in the town," Cushing said. "In
stead of playing hoop, kids play three be threes or five-

be-fives, small sided games."
During Cushing's four years at the .school, Duxbury won

three consecutive state championships culminating in a
senior year when he was elected team captain, scored 30
goals, and was named to Parade Magazine's Ail-American
squad.

"It was hard to adjust from the start (switching to the
backfield)," Cushing said. "I have to take pride in shut-
ting down the other team. I don't think I would be as ef
fective up front or at midfield as I am in back."
Cushing already had a sister and a brother attending

UMass and he knew Gettler, so there where strong in

fiuences drawing him to the school. In addition, the
sweeper wanted to go someplace where his presence would
be felt immediately.
"I wanted to step in to a program where I would play

right away," Cushing said. "I wanted to make an impact
right away."
Gettler moved Cushing right into a starting role his

freshman season, but a hamstring injury sidelined him
after just five games.
As a sophomore, Cushing started all but two games and

assumed his leadership role. For his efforts, the juniors

6i_ASSIFlED

Spurts Information photo

Junior co-captain Matt Cushing has been a
solid performer for the Minutemen this

season.

teammates voted him co-captain along with senior mid-
fielder John Shannon.

"I know the position had a lot to do with it," Cushing
said. "I have to lead the team during the How. They had
an easier pick because of that."

Because of his position as one of the team leaders,
Cushing has readjusted his thinking concerning his
objectives.

"I've given up on personal goals for the sake of the
team," Cushing said. "A person who doesn't know .soccer

would not know if I have a good game.

"I want people to know when they play us, it's going
to be a tough match. I want to be known as a tough team.
We do everything with hard work. We are a bunch of good
players, but we play as a team."

Cushing hopes his leadership will help lead the
Minutemen to a winning .season.

"The major goal is to make the NCAA's (play ofTs),"

Cushing said. "It isn't just mine, but the whole teams."
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COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI - 2:30)«DEADLINE 2 DAYS PROIR TO PUBLICATION* CASH IN ADVANCE. 15WW0RD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

AUDIO

COLLEGE STUDENT STEREO Duyers
J.. 1- Sony TecnniCi. P.Oneer JVC

SO-lO percent off deiive'eO lo
'1 apt Higti ena availaoie learn

ii go' ine bes' ou.^a ror your mone^
guarentee'-' enclose $5 m SASE to the
Sounfl Bi-jv 0>Tvard Square X-499. Cam-

ENTERTAINMENT

THE MANNISH BOVS! Bes! of Siev.e
Bay ZZTop Thorogood. Siones

open for D00R;ng$I fiunde'DirdS
253-256^ or 253-3093 a! tne Hatc^ Weo
17 6 1: WC Productions

ATTENTION BANDS!!

APPLICATIONS FOR THE Southwest
Battle of the Bands are now avaiialjie All

applications must be submitted along
with a recent tape of the band Winner to

open for the Southwest concert this

spring Applications may be oicKed up at

ihe SWAG office in Hampden next to

Munchios For more into call 545-0960

AUTO FOR SALE

1982 CAVALIER, no rust good condition

S 1500 or best offer 256-1072

1980 PLYMOUTH HORIZON. 74000
miles automatic, good condition no rust

$1700 call after 4PW 549-7160

1975 CHEW IMPALA reliable heater
oroxen only S270 call 549-3757

FORD 1976 ELITE body exceileni 'uns
excellent must sell SI 200 B O 546-9605

GREAT DEAL! 1980 Chevy Citation

30mpg two door hatchback 4 speed
front wheel drive Must sell buying new
car AsKing S2000 neaotiabie can
549-0731

73 OATSUN 1200. no rust Loo>^ '- >

-
'- "iQ 323-6726

iy7o OlDSMOBILE OMEGA standara
-• new battery jgoo 549-4444 atle'

81 RENAULT 4DR- 66000 miles clean
31900 or B O 253 7451 5-8 PM

73 DODGE DART custom ultimate siu

dent car' Great shape new shocks ex
hausi brakes alternator rebuilt transmis-
sion beaut V-8 $1250 neg Sue 584-3640

72 VOLVO SEDAN needs work some
rust asxinq for S500 call Andree or Todd
5842552

74 OOOGE CORONET needs some work
to pass .nsDecfion call 549-5940

FIAT 1974 spor? Spider convertable -

oerfectly new roof |usi pa"^
549-674? S145C 00

1978 FORD PINTO body good runs well

.jod tires 1100 or BO
• ns Sunderland call

SACRIFICF' 73 BUICK -enlury powf
idows air <:

^o very di?;^^ '

lacit i60C '-.
. 19-5876

CASH

PAVING CASH FOR your oasebaH cards
please call Mike 549-0333

FOR SALE

PROFESSORS EXAM FILES for
engineering calculus, physics and
chemisir, at University Store

EPIPHONE 12 STRING guitar Excellent
condition S125 00 call Martha 545-3146

STUDENT DESK. COMPUTER terminal
and modom 665-2225

PHOTON FUTON
gaurenleed quality

King SI 25 double S91
Queen $103 twin $71

free delivery
call evenings 586-8917

PAIR OF SPEAKERS UA300 125WW 1.

quid tweeter, nylon woofers. S300 B
call Rob 6-4755

BATAVIS MOPED RUNS well call Shawn
646 9030 S?00

ONE SET OF SPEAKERS 125
wails/channel 90 Oecibles/waft liquid

cooled asking $600 00 negotiable cail

549 4744 or 546-8106

FOR SALE: TABLE and four chairs S50
-Many Micnen items Portable tv S50 Two
standard lamps S'5 All excellent cond
tion Caff Phil 54.s-4807|worK) 256-834?

COMPUTER TERMINAL t. mo>- '

sdle 4200 Cheap 256-8676

HUP WANTED

FARM HELP NEEDED m Hadley for (all

harvest nea' UMass Flexible hours Call

between 6 8om lor more inlormation
549-0016

COOKS! LINE. PREP. SAUTE C-eativp
work lull and part time Dishwashers app-
ly also Judie s. Amherst

NEWSPAPER DELIVERERS NEEDED
on campus Aprox 1 hou'-'ddy
days-'week G'->5d pa,-' Guaranteed t.K-iu':

.iid lor go" throughout the
'•mester C : . 253-7009

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
E^'^elleni free meals

Light cioan-uD
C^l' ^h,i<,. al AXO

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY Supplf
-ent your ncorne rnaike'mg lop-quaM>

•lulrilionai products New cprnpany has
developed revolutionary nulniiooal plar
and products based on sound scientitn.

researcn This is a ground-Hoo' mulMevei
marketing oppportu'i ., Minimal invest

mem minimal hassle, potential fo' siqn'fi

can! income For information cal:

586-9926 or wrile to Padma Products
PO Bo» 356 Florence Mass 01060

SCERA, THE STUDENT CENTER lor

Educational Research and Advocacy, is

hiring worksludy positions to research
and organize students issues like study
space, racism, financial aid heterosex-
ism Etc Women and people of color en-
couraged to apply Applications available
in SCERA 422 Student Union Due 9/17
• 3 30 PM AA/EEO 545-0341

YOU CAN DO IT Learn music, acting

dance Register by Sept 19 0ldChaple
5450519

WANTED IMMEDIATELY- full time and
part-time grocery stockers Apply al

Bread and Circus- 9 to 9 Mon-Sat 12-8

Sunday

MANAGER TRAINEES NATIONWIDE
Tool Co expanding in Amherst Nowhir
ing 25 new employees great money, ex
celleni working cond ' carreer opportun
ly Part and lull time work For interview
call Wilhe 256-4101

HOUSE CLEANER
preferences b49-0'il3

WEEKLY

AMHERST BOYS CLUB needs worr

study supervisors lor recreation programs
including both ooys and girls S4 pe' h'

open 2 30 10 5 afternoons 7 lo 9 evenmci
hours sheduled as available located 39 .^

Main St call Rick Bnlt 253 2717

PART-TIME INTERVIEWERS needed
will tram Flexible hours day/evening
Hampshi'B Mall 586-1932

JOBS

THE BOARD OF Governors are accep
ting applications for the following coor
dinator postions key functions vending
governors program council, special pro-

jects display public relations and
building operations For more information

and applications see us in 817 Campi,:
Center

FOUND

FOUND - THREE KEYS

ATTENTION RACHEL L, RIVEN i <

your wailel jn 9- 1 1 n,- -
mini store Was unable '

cjpt through here
b46 4867 to'cldim

FOUND WALLET IN '

LOST

GOLO CHARM WCHINESE (.n.racters

attached U; red oratelet slnng exlceme
ienlimenlai value reward' Please call

Tom 546 722?

LIGHT BLUE JACKET somewhere m
Campus Center please cali ^^-18 9153

LARGE RED LEATHER WALLET IN
Campus Center 9/12/86 Please return to

the Collegian office or call 584-3764 No
questions asked

4 KEYS ON a plain ring, w/a dorm key
car key & 2 others Please call 6-6362 or

lurn in info booth

INSTRUCTION

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS e»
penenced and patient teacher Rock/
Pop' Folk/ and Blues Improv reading
theory composition My studio is on Pus
line in North Amherst Doug- 5494786

KNOW YOUR CAR' Basic Auto
Workshop including classroom and
shop. limited enrollment 253 2098

TUTORING IN FRENCH. Experience and
patient French grad students Call
Isabelle or Nathalie 256 6876

FOR A GOOD TIME CAll

RACK-A-DISK ENTERTAINMENT
Agency Discjockeys Bands. Lights and
Large screen video dances 549 7144

MOTORCYCLE

YAMAHA VERAGO 920CC shaft drive

digital new rubber oval discs low miles

helmet $1200 4C Brandywine slop by

K2 400 1977 red runs line Kawasaki
S350 546 1123 call Phil

ROOMATES WANTED

TWO FEMALE ROOMATES needed for

Briltany 546-7336 Leave message

RESPONSIBLE STUDENT NEEDED.
Sh,if(- ::! DPdroom 1

' . Dalh inwnhousi," in
-, ,r. i.,,i ..T 1 ,,0 uy3 Pool stores

S232 665 2577

ONE FEMALE NONSMOKER needed lo
<ih,iie lower half of house 10 minutes to

FOR RENT

ROOM IN PRIVATf
ifiinei •

: ,

preff'.- ,,(:

2b() 0-

TYPING SERVICE

QUALITY TYPIMi
., ,. t. f,,4.-.t, , ,1..

0367

S;^bO;'ii,.:

ONE BEDROOM Ol rwo
r>n bus rOuie m OU'"- -

: - 1 i ',: -

t-O Ic lesoonsible bludem Ihiuughuul
August with ngh' to sublet Call Kyle ^i

665 4044 after Sept 12 or come by and
see 28 Hadley Rd in the evening $225/mo
plus utilities

NORTHWOOD APARTMENTS IN
Sunderland some cancellations 2
bedroom garden apartments hot water
no utilities office hours Monday thru Fn
day 1000AM to five PM 665-3856

FRIDGE RENTALS CALL R«P package
store 253-9742 free delivery

BRAND NEW HOUSE in quiet N
Amherst neighborhood 3 bedroom 1 ' j

baths large sunny dinmg area Living
room with fireplace Walk to bus
850rmonlh 256-8678

OCT
, 1 , 2 oedroom apt . North Amherst.

450» 549-5426

RIDE WANTED

FRI SEPT 19TH lo Needham Ma or vicim
ly (Boston) and back to UMass on Sun-
day Call Michelle 6-7419

PERSONALS

MARY. MELINDA, SHAZ, Kathy & Karen
friendship IS measured m smiles not
miles' Thanks for Ihe album of smiles' I

love it and love you' Robyn

CONGRATULATIONS SPECTRUM
GOOD )Ob staff and a very special con
gradulations lo Deb P 1 know how hard
you worked on this I m proud of you girl

Tebbin

PAT SPLAT where are you' Another
slate's Call me' Peter

HAPPY 20TH TO my no 1 guy I love you'
Dawn

SOUTHWOOD APT

STILL TWO VACANCIES rtv.i lii.l.- iit

256-0166

WANTED

WANNA START A BAND
penenco nocessnry Call nov. ,

WANTED too OVERWEIGHT people lu

try new heibal wmyhl control Lose 10 29
excess lbs/month Easy No drugs No ex
ercise 100 percent guarenleed Call
Mark. (413) 546 5936

WORK STUDY

THE COMMUTER AREA GOVERMENT
has two workstuOy positions open In-

dividuals should have good organi.?a

tional skills creativity layout/design skill

and an outgoing personality 10 to 20
hours per week Deadline Friday Sept
5.1986 404 SUB 545 2145 AA/EEO
employer

COLLEGIAN CLERICAL HELP

THE COLLEGIAN HAS a position
available lor worksludy The hours
available are Monday 8 30AM-1 1 30AM
Tuesday 12 2 30PM. Wednesday
8 1 1 30AM, Thursday 12-2 30PM and Fn
day 8 30AM-2 30PM II you have these
hours available stop by the Collegian
room 1 13 Campus Center and apply Ap-
plications are being accepted until 9/16
at 3 30PM

Collegian

Classifieds:

They Work!
SERVICES

TYPING. TAPE TRANSCRIPTION Fast
accurate. 665-7652
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Minutemen recover
from bruising victory
QB Bryant named YC Rookie-of-the-Week

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Coming off consecutive last-second vic-

tories, the University of Massachusetts
football team is looking for a chance to rest

and relax.

"A week off will do us good now. We're
2-0 and have a lot of bumps and bruises,"

head coach Jim Reid said. "It will give time

for some of our guys to heal up a bit."

The Minutemen, 16-14 winners at James
Madison University 10 days ago and 24-21

victors over University of Richmond Satur-

day at Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium,
do not play until next Saturday against

Northeastern University at Warren
McGuirk.
"This was the most physical football

game I've seen in some time. There were
arm.-i and legs all over the place." Reid said.

\\'f're coming off probably the biggest win
in the history of this school and I'm dead
exhausted."

However, Reid isn't giving his troops a

chance to slack off in the next couple of

days.
"1 told the guys that we can't have any

time to be ecstatic or disappointed because
there's too much to do right now. You can
think about that after the season," Reid
said "Nothing is going to change because
we've got a lot of work to do."

In other news, thanks to his 12 of 18 pass-

ing for 154 yards Saturday, sophomore
quarterback Tim Bryant was named the

Yankee Conference Rookie-of the-Week.
Bryant, whose counterpart Bob Bleier was
named Yankee Conference Offensive
Player-of-the-Week. is tentatively slated to

start against Northeastern on Sept. 27.

"Were just gonna wait and see. It's real-

ly premature to say anything about it,"

Reid said. "Tim (Bryant) has played real-

ly well. He was reading the coverages real-

ly well (Saturday). He was getting good pro-

tection from the offensive line and was get-

ting the job done.

"Richmond had scouted our first game at

James Madison and I don't think they were

expecting him to run the option as well as

he did."

Still, Reid said Bryant still has work to

do before his next playing opportunity.

"I'm just so happy right now, but we'll

be in even better shape when we get the

center snap in shape," Reid said of Bryant,

who fumbled seven times on snaps. "It's

not a problem with center because Montini

(Pete) has been snapping for two years. Tim
was just bouncing around too much. He got

nervous around the goal line."

Minutemen Mutterings: Preseason
starting tight end Mike Kelley is expected

to be healthy to play in the Northeastern

game in 11 days. Kelley, a junior, missed

the first two games after tearing ligaments

in his knee last spring.

"Mike Kelley is returning this week. It

uas just a tremendous success for Dr.

(k'orge Snook (UMass team orthopedist)

who did a great job preparing a badly

damaged knee." Reid said. "He said in

April that Mike would be back for the Nor-

theastern game and he will be."

Kelley started practicing yesterday. . .

Reid said the team is in good shape in the

injury department. . . senior inside

linebacker V'ito Perrone is expected to be

out for three days with a badly bruised

thigh, senior free safety Bob Shelmire will

miss three days with a hip pointer, and
sophomore receiver Dan Rubinetti should
miss a practice with a series of minor
injuries.

Field hockey notebook

At 1-1, Stickers still solid

Collegian photo by Paul Dfsmarais

Sophomore quarterback Tim Bryant was named Yankee Conference
Rookie of the Week for his performance Saturday against Richmond.

By LINDA DELIVORIAS
Collegian Correspondent

The University of

Massachusetts field hockey
team was in good spirits as

they practiced at the Curry
Hicks Fieldhouse in

preparation for Wednesday
night's contest against the

Boston College Eagles. As
a.ssistant coach Patti Bossio

directed the Minutewomen
through a series of running,

footwork, and agility drills.

Head Coach Pam Hixon
commented on her team's

first setback of the season,

a 2-0 defeat at the hands of

Old Dominion on Saturday.
"The team was disap-

pointed by the loss, but not

devastated," said Hixon. "In

the first half we had several

opportunities to score, but
we just didn't capitalize on
them. We didn't play as

poised in the second half,

and we had mental

(allegian photo by Paul l>i^ina»-al«

Sophomore midfielder Ruth Vasapolli flghts for ball control in early season UMass action
last week.

mistakes."

The statistics justify Hix-
on's perspective of the
game. UMass outshot ODU
by a 2-1 margin in the first

35 minutes of the game,
18-9, but came away empty-
handed on account of four
saves by goalie Shelly
Behrens. At the other end of
the field, Minutewoman net

minder Lynn Carlson
registered three saves, but
at the 8:33 mark Old Domi-
nion's Jill Fi.scher scored
the lone goal of the first

half, which would prove to

be the game winner.

Co-Captain Lisa Griswold
agreed with Hixon's assess-

ment of the team's secor '

half performance.

"We had a mental let-

down and got away from our
game plan," stated UMass'
leading scorer. "We weren't

concentrating, and they
(ODU) took advantage of

our mistakes."

Statistically, the two
teams were identical in the

second half Carlson and
Behrens chalked up four

saves each, and both Umass
and ODLT had five penalty

corners and five shots inside

the circle. The lone dif-

ference was that Old Domi-
nion's Cathy Large snuck
one by Carlson at 19:38.

The loss was probabaly

summed up best by junior

midfielder Veronica Col

eman, a Minutewomen of

few words. "We didn't

.score!"

Free Hits The squad is

practicing in the Cage
because they are facing

their second con.secutive op-

ponent on astro-turf, Boston
College. "The kids love

playing on turf because the

game is so much faster," ex-

plained assistant coach
Bossio, a UMass graduate.

"But they have got to

remember to play a low
stick defense since all the
hops are true." Hixon spent
45 minutes during practice

on a drill designed to help
her players force their op-

ponents to the sideline, and
improve their low defense
techniques and tackling.

"We are doing this (drill) to

improve ourselves in the
long run. Three to four

games down the road,
maybe this technique (low
defense) will show up in a
game. We are not looking
for immediate improve-

ment, but you must all try,"

Hixon said. . . Junior Lynn
Carlson was the only goalie

in practice, since sophomore
Susan Desmond worked out
with the junior varsity. Des-

mond, a sports management
major, will start in net for

the JV s this afternoon. . .

The Minutewomen are in-

jury free, but freshman mid-
fielder Carol Smith, who led

the team with five intercep-

tions in the ODU loss,

received a nasty stick to the
throat during a simulated

game. . . If Lisa Griswold is

the quarterback of the of-

fense, and sweeper Chris
Kocot is the leader of the

defense, then freshman Ber-

nadette Martel of Walpole,
who is a non-stop hu.stler

and yapper in practice,

should be acknowledged for

her on-and-off the field ex-

ploits.
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Rosenberg captures 3rd Hampshire state Rep. seat
Murphy wins nomination; Kennedy takes out Bachrach

By BOB KIEVRA
Collegian Staff

and wire reports

Former legislative aide Stanley C. Rosenberg won the

democratic nomination for state representative in the

Third Hampshire District yesterday, defeating en-

vironmentalist Robie Hubley.

Rosenberg collected 1,755 votes in winning three out of

the district's four towns, Amherst, Belchertown and Gran-

by. Hubley topped Rosenberg 106-104 in Pelham finishing

with 1,040 votes overall.

Yesterday's winner of the democratic primary is virtual-

ly assured victory in November's general election, as

Republicans will not field a candidate for the position.

Reached by phone last night, Hubley said he was disap-

pointed in losing the election, but said he was proud of

his campaign staff.

"I'm sorry I lost, but more importantly I'm sorry for all

the great i>eople who worked long and hard on my behalf,"

he said.

"I called Stan earlier tonight and congi-atulated him on

his victory, and told him I expect that we'll be working
together on issues in the near future," Hubley said.

Celebrating at the University of Massachusetts' Facul-

ty Club last night, Rosenberg said, "I recognize the reali-

ty of being a freshman legislator and I know it's going

to take some time before I reach my own potential."

"I'm tired and elated at the same time," Rosenberg .said.

"But I'm looking forward to going to Boston as this

district's representative."

(from wire services)

Evelyn Murphy yesterday defeated state Sen. Gerard

ELECTION RESULTS
Amherst state representative

Rosenberg: 1,755 votes

Hubley: 1,040

Collins: 421

Lieutenant Governor

with 22% of tot4tl votes in:

Murphy: 58,305 or 59%
D'Amico: 40,929 or 41%

8th Congressional District

with 24 of 222 precincts reported:

Joseph P. Kennedy II: 5,241 or
52Ci

George Bachrach: 2,784 or 28%

('<>ll<*Kian pholo (>> Koh Skellon

CAMPAIGN TRAIL — Some last minute campaigning was
done by these sign-holding supporters yesterday on
Boltwood Walk outside the Bangs Community Center where
voters from the 4th and 5th precincts casted their votes.

D'Amico in the Democratic race for lieutenant governor,

coming a step closer in her bid to become the first woman
elected to statewide office in Massachusetts.

With 477 of 2,193 precmrts reporting, or 22 percent of

the total, Ms. Murphy led D'Amico by 58,305 votes to

40,929, or 59 percent to 41 percent, in unofficial returns.

"1 intend to show you what I can do, run-

ning with Mike Dukakis and what I can do
as your rtew lieutenant governor," she said.

Joseph P. Kennedy II won his political

election debut yesterday in the Congres-

sional district that also launched the career

of his uncle, former President John F.

Kennedy.

In unofficial results, with 24 of 222 precincts reporting,

Kennedy led with 5,241 votes, or 52 percent, followed by

three-term state Sen. George Bachrach with 2,784 votes,

or 28 percent.

His uncle. Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass., embrac

ed his nephew and welcomed him to politics.

Arena study presented
Firm examines possible traffic problems
By ED HAYWARD
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts official

and retained consultants presented the

results of a traffic impact study for the

proposed 10,000-seat multi-purpose arena

at a public hearing on September 11,

revealing the potential traffic congestion

problems and possible solutions.

Ronald Naylor, associate director of the

Physical Plant at UMass, and represen-

tatives from the design firm of Howard,

Needles Tammen and Bergendoff, ex-

plained that the study "was designed to

compare typical weekday afternoon traf-

fic conditions to those of a high-

attendance event at the arena."

The complex, at the present stage of

planning, will consist of a 10,000 fixed-

seat arena designed for an ice rink or

basketball facility, space for ad-

ministrative offices, and a practice rink.

The large arena will also be used for stage

productions and conferences.

The analysis anticipates a total of

11,500 spectators departing the arena and
practice rink at the same time on a Satur-

day afternoon.

The analysis considers a "worst-case"

condition which would be atypical of the

average arena event.

Of the anticipated total of 5,720

undergraduate student (from the on-

campus facilities) attendants, 4,575 would

walk and 1,145 would drive. The 4,575

pedestrians are the only ones anticipated

in the study.

All of the 1,430 off-campus
undergraduate attendants are calculated

to arrive by car. So are 1,100 graduate
continued on page 11

mr\

Rendering by Howard. Needles. Tammen A Bergrndott Co.

An artist's rendition of one possible design for the new multi-

purpose sports arena being planned for the University of

Massachusetts.

ANC member: Apartheid
is ripping our country apart
By WILLIAM SPAIN
Collegian Staff

The people of South Africa need help, in

the form of economic sanctions, to battle

a criminal system that has been condemn-

ed internationally, an official of the

African National Congress said last night

during a speech in the Student Union
Ballroom.

Victor Mashabela, who is attached to the

ANC Permanent Mission to the United

Nations, claimed that sanctions would be

an effective "instrument to weaken the

system and pave the way for a speedy

resolution" to the racial problems in South

Africa.

rollegian phnio by Rob Skelton

African National Congress
member Victor Mashabela
"Apartheid is ripping our country

apart," he said, adding that an economic

boycott would be "encouraging" to the

ANC and would "complement our military

effort against the racist regime."

Apartheid is the legal system of racial

segregation impo.sed by the white minori-

ty government is South Africa.

Quoting polls that say 74 percent of

South Africa's black population support

the idea of sanctions by the West,

Mashabela attacked the Reagan ad-

ministration's opposition to them. Accor-

ding to him, the present attitude in

Washington is that "Black people in South

Africa do not know what is good for them."

Some people in the US "would love to see

you do nothing about a crime against

humanity," he said.

He dismissed the US policy of "construc-

tive engagement" on the grounds that it

is supposed to be "some magical way to

convince the perpetrators of apartheid to

legislate themselves out of business."

Applauding the recent moves by various

American institutions to divest

stockholdings in companies that do

business with South Africa, he said, "We
appeal to you to escalate the struggle. We
are encouraged by universities that divest"

and when it happens, the ANC "gains

some inspiration and strength."

Mashabela described the African Na-

tional Congress, a 50 year old organization

now headquartered in Lusaka, Zambia, as

committed to fighting apartheid "on all

fronts."

Responding to a question about the

ANC's ties to the Soviet Union and the

degree of influence the Soviets have over

the organization, he said, "The African Na-

tional Congress was founded in 1912,

before any Socialist countries came to the

fore."

"We get support from Socialist countries,

Scandinavian countries, African countries,

individual Americans, and the World

Council of Churches," he said.

He rejected the idea that because

Socialist countries supply the ANC with

some military assistance, it is being

manipulated by them or that outsiders

would influence a black-ruled South

Africa.

Another person asked about what future

the white minority population would face

in a one-man, one-vote system.

"Our program has been enshrined in our

Freedom Charter. It makes the ANC duty-

bound to a South Africa where all people

have a role to play, where all people can

enjoy the wealth of the country," he said.
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New testimony in 1971

murder may free man
BOSTON (AP) - A man convicted 15

years ago of murdering a grocery store

owner has asked for a new trial because a

new witness who read about the case in a

newspaper magazine has come forward.

Bobby Joe Leaster was convicted in 1971

of first-degree murder for the Sept. 27, 1970

shooting of Levi Whiteside during a rob-

bery at the Talbot Avenue Variety Store

in the city's Dorchester section. Leaster has

professed innocence throughout all pro-

ceedings in the case.

Boston lawyer Robert F. Muse said the

latest appeal for a new trial, filed Monday
in Suffolk Superior Court, is based on a

statement from the witness who read a re-

cent story about Leaster in The Boston

Globe Magazine. Previous appeals by

Leaster have been denied.

Leaster, 36. has been recommended for

a commutation of his sentence by the Ad-

visory Board on Pardons. Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis must decid whether to approve or

disapprove the recommendation before sen-

ding it to the Executive Council.

Mark Johnson, 28. of the city's Roslindale

section, a school teacher who contacted

Muse after he read the July 27 story, said

he lived in the neighborhood at the time

and was in a vacant lot less than a block

from the store on the day of the shooting.

Johnson said he saw two men run past

him and one of them was wearing a beret.

A beret was one of the identifying features

that led to Leaster's arrest. Johnson said

in his sworn statement that he knew the

man wearing the beret and it was not

Leaster.

"I am absolutely sure that Bobby Joe

Leaster was not involved in the murder of

Levi Whiteside," said Johnson, who was 13

at the time of the shooting.

"When I looked at the picture of the per-

son (Bobby Joe Leaster) who was alleged

to have committed the murder, I knew that

they had the wrong person," Johnson said

in his affidavit.

"The new witness is credible," said the

new trial motion signed by Muse and his

son, Christopher J. Muse, who is also

handling the case. "He grew up in the

neighborhood, knew the people there and
specifically knew Mr. and Mrs. Whiteside.

"His description of the route of the flee-

ing suspects coincides precisely with that

of Mrs. Whiteside," the motion said.

NEW FACULTY AND STAFF
Why risk Your Health Insurance

Coverage Until Nov 1

Short Term (1-2 months) Major Medical

is Available As Low As $30/month
FOR DETAILS CONTACT

John Burgess 549-7887

Amherst Creamery Building

150 Fearing St

(Acros form Southwest Dorms)

i miii.....sgii

PHI SIGMA KAPPA

OPEN RUSH

Wed. September 17
Thurs. September 18
Mon. September 22
(Monday Night Football)

* Refreshments *

All University men invited

510 N. Pleasant St.

(Next to the Fine Arts Center)

Concern for Academics
Best locale on campus
A national fraternity

Great social life

Home cooked meals

^"•—-~7- BB

Lampoon publishes parody
CAMBRIDGE (AP)

Harvard students are out

with a parody of the

newspaper USA Today with

a lead story saying Britain's

Prince Charles and Piincess

Diana are getting divorced.

The Gannett Co. Inc's

puhlication is this year's

target of the Harvard Lam-
poon. Advance copies were

on sale in Harvard Square

Monday.
The parody has the

United States retaliating

against Moammar Gadhafi

by ordering 250,000 an-

chovy pizzas delviered to the

Libian leader's home. The
weather map shows a

glacier creeping over the

United States.

There will be 750.000

copies of the parody on sale

around the country at $2.50

apiece.

MmimijiiiiTi.ii.nTii»ni>niM '»iiiiim

It was living hell," to of USA Today.

produce the parody, because

of the work involved, said

Daniel J. Gready, president

of the Lampoon. Work on it

began last December and

was completed Aug. 20, he

said.

He said the Lampoon
hired a division of Gannett

to print the parody so it

would reproduce the format

"What we told (USA r<>-

(/ay) was that to be parodied

by the Lampoon will make
them an American institu

tion," said Steven Tom
pkins, Lafnpoon production

manager.

Time, Newsweek, Playboy

and Life have been parodied

in the past by the Lampoon.

cafe mediterranean

For the best in Italian, Middle Eastern or Greek Food.

Seafood Specialty! Fine Wines & Beer

Mention this ad for free soup or dessert with entree.

1 Roflndhoose Plaza

Behind City Hall in Northampton 586-3780

MANDARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

"The BEST ChiocM Food"

lOBelchertowoRd.

at Roale 9

Amherst

2560252

Boneless Bar-B-Q smii ur,.

Spare Ribs ^2^ j/i^

Luncheon
Specials

$Q25
From I^^J served 1 1 a.m.

•3 p.m.

New Buffet &
Sunday Brunch

Buffet Served 5-8

Mon.-Thurs.
Brunch Served
Sunday 11:30-3

ALL YOU Sir 75
CAN EAT 5
llltOT4«uhF>nk
MuAhlCMMHk

1) ChKk«n Wint>
«l OwMM BBQ Poili

M &w<r< t Sow Otckm
7irwiFrMdH«
•iPtnFiwdMmtn
wMhOwcJitn

1(H Hot .- Suwt Sot«

Luncheon Specials & Take-out Service

Full Cocktail menu
Sun. -Thurs. 11:30 a.m. -10 p.m.

Fri. A Sat. 11:30 a.m. -11p.m.

^tningiBBinBniBigngtgwMMngwut^^

PHONES
Large assortment

of colors and

styles

Phones Starting

as low as

$9.95

AND PHONE ACCESSORIES

^r

M—F 9-5

SAT 10-3

Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY

IN THE NICK OF TIME... Center provides services

in a friendly atmosphere

i'olleKiHn photo by Hob Skelton

A student hands in his add drop form to an employee of the

Registrar's Office yesterday. It was the last day the forms were ac-

cepted without a fine attached to them.

By SARAH NATHAN
Collegian Correspondent

From homesickness to dating, the

Newman Center wants to help.

This centrally located building on North

Pleasant Street, which serves as a Catholic

chapel on campus, has been welcoming

members of the University community

everv day since 1963.

•'The Newman Center's biggest contribu

tion is that it tries to be an island of

humaneness, giving warmth to people in

what could be a very cold, inhumane ex-

perience," said the Rev. J. Joseph Quigley,

director and campus minister of the cam

pus institution. Fully equipped with two

lounges, a social area, automatic banking

machines, a library, a cafeteria, and,

what's most important, a chapel, the

Newman Center is the largest Catholic

campus operation on the East Coast,

Quigley said.

Counseling is another service offered at

the center, Quigley said. Homesickness is

a prevalent problem early in the fall

semester, he said. Other services include

exam help during finals period. If the stu-

dent needs tutoring but can't afford it, the

center will pay the bill. Quigley said.

During the spring months, when many

students have questions concerning love.

Quigley said the center offers a dating

bureau to help answer questions on the

subject. There is a psychiatrist on .staff for

client is afraid of seeking help or is hesi-

tant about speaking with a psychiatrist,

the center will send the person to

vhomever the client agrees can help

Financially, the Newman Center i^ an

expensive operation. Built 25 years ago

with a grant of $1.5 million from the

Catholic Diocese of Springfield, it has :i cur

rent annual budget of $.3.36,000.

Father Quigley said the Newman Center

is striving toward financial independence

by 1988. This year the center accepted

$100,000 from the Springfield Diocese, he

said.

Through alumni support, Sunday collec-

tions, leasing of the cafeteria, and appeals

to parents, the center raised $250,000 dur-

ing the 1985-86 school year, Quigley said.

Summing up the goals of the center

Quigley said. "We try very hard to help,

be it an academic, monetary, or social pro-

blem."

The Newman Student Association, the

Catholic organization on campus, has an

office in the Newman Center. Quigley said.

The organization reaches out spiritually,

socially, and intellectually to the .student

body, he said.

Complete with a staff of four on-campus

ministers, a psychiatrist, and a deacon, the

Newman Center has truly become a cam

pus institution, providing genuine warmth

and help to all. Quigley said.

'We assist anybody who comes here ana

asks for help," he said.

Companion Program helps needy kids
By WENDY LEE
ColU%nan Correspondent

The Companion Program, a community service agency

•hat matches needy children with an adult one an one to

out. it'lalionship. is lookiuK for interested students t(.

become adult volunteers.

Although the program began in 1975. this is the first

year the Universit\ of Massachu.setts is offering academic

credits for students^ participating as companion. The

credits arr available through the Human Development

department under Field Study course 3891. The amount

of credits may vary depending on each situation.

Jill Markham. director of the Companion Program, en-

courages undergraduates and undeclared majors to use

this as an opportunity to explore the field f)f social and

human service. She emphasizes, however, that the main

objective of the progi-am is mainly recreation oriented, not

a mental health service.

"Generally, the kids are from families over-stressed by

divorce, accidents or nione> problems or not given enough

time from their parents, ' she said.

The Companion Program can be helpful and beneficial

for the whole family she said. The adult companions pro

vide a meaningful relationship for troubled young.sters.

similai to the "big brother bit: si.ster" protrram. she said.

Studi nt.-^ who wish to volunteer as companion.- "uisi

pass an iiiUtn icu . pi ovkU- references and show a sincere

intere.st m the program. Once matched with a child, thf

relationship continues for the entire academic year by

spending three to five hours ,i sMek together.

Organizations within the community and universiiies

have been particularly helpful, especially the Fine Arts

Center, said Mrs. Markham, in providing low cost and ur

free tickets to shows and events. Anyone who's interested

in participating should direct their questions to Renee

Moss or Annette Townley at the Bangs Community

Center. Room 309, telephone number 253 2591.

Currently, there is a long list of children who are

waiting for adult companions and Markham emphasized

an urgent need for participants, especially males and

minoritN irioups.

"It's very rewarding and exciting to watch someone
gi-ow socially and emotionally," said Markham

F YI
Soldier Girls, a movie about a group of young women

and their adjustment to military life after being inducted

into the US ai-my will be shown in Thompson lOi at 8:00

p,m. The movie is the first event of the conference on

"Women and War", sponsored by the Five Coll.^gi Pro-

gram in Peace and World Security Studies

Poet anil ficfion writer Anne Halley will speak at 8

tonight in room 168 of the Campus Center, Her ap

pearance is part of the progi-am series "Writers Speak;

Gender and Identity." sponsored by the Institute tor Ad-

vanced Studv in the Humanities.

Halley is an Amherst resident and Poetry Editor ol The

Massachusetts Reiiew. Her works focus on feminist

themes and have been published in The New Republic.

Fiction, and ^Shenandoah. She attended Wellesly Col

lege and the University of Minnesota, and has taught

poetry and fiction in the US and abroad. She was born

in Germany and came to the US in 1938, a refugee from

Nazism.

Nomination papers for Undergraduate Stud.nt Senate

.st'u/.s are now available in room 420 of th.- Student

Union. Seats are available for each residenc hall and

I
tor the commuter area.

Credit Union is convenient
By ANDREW O'BRIEN
Collegian Correspondent

Since 1975. the University of

Massachusetts Student Federal Credit

Union has provided students with all the

services of most banks, with the added at-

traction of having a central location on

campus.
The credit union, located at the entrance

of the Student Union Building, has over

4,000 student and alumni accounts, both

active and inactive. The usual savings and

checking accounts have an interest rate of

5 and'-^ percent and 5 and '4 percent respec-

tively. The bank also offers a long list of

other services including both personal and

car loans, certificates of deposit, money

orders, and traveler's checks.

Employment at the credit union is bas-

ed on a strictly volunteer basis, with no

employees receiving any compensation.

Despite the negative implications which

the term "volunteer" may imply for those

hunting out good pay in a job, bank Vice

President Robert Segal believes that work-

ing at the credit union provides "good

working experience and is a gi-eat way to

meet people - especially for freshmen."

Over iOO volunteers a semester give

their time to the entirely student-run

organization, Segal said. The students, who

come mainly from business-related majors,

perform such jobs as bank telling, holding

a seat on the various marketing or accoun-

ting committees, or being a member of the

Board of Directors.

Eleven years after it's inception, Segal

said the credit union is taking on bigger

endeavors. At the moment, the credit union

is in the midst of installing a new computer

system and is also considering the possibili-

ty of offering guaranteed student loans in

the future, he said.

Amherst College has even requested a

branch of the credit union be located on

their campus, he said.

Senior astronomy major Michael Masley

said he's had a checking account with the

credit union since he was a freshman. He

said he opened the account then because

of the convenient location.

Catherine Haynes. a freshman in the

school of management opened a checking

account at the credit union because "it's

convenient to come over anytime,"

Registrar supervisor has seen

campus change over the years

Jewelry stolen from Brittany
A burglary was reporiea in Brittany

Manor at 12:30 p.m. Monday. The break-

in occurred "sometime in the morning" and

a small amount of jewelery was reported

missing. There was no sign of forced entry,

police said.

• A camera was reported missing at

10:30 a.m. Monday, police said. The camera

had been brought in for repairs and h^d^

been mi.ssing for at least two days before

being reported.

• Police assisted the Department of Men-

tal Health in taking a 43-year-old Amherst

man "into custody on a pink slip." police

said,

A pink slip is a warrant for apprehension

signed bv a psychologist. The man was
.tiHtmiued vn pugf 7

By ELLEN NOLAN
Collegian Correspondent

Marion Markwell is the supervisor at the

Office of the Registrar whose job has chang

ed as much as the University has during

her 34-year career.

When Markwell .started in 1952, she was

one half of a two-person staff at South Col-

lege, and there were 4.000 students. Today,

with more than 26,000 graduate and

undergraduate students, that number has

multiplied six times. There are eight peo-

ple on the registrar's staff now, and a once

file-filled office is now run with computers.

But what really keeps Markwell at her

job is that .she really enjoys the work and

her colleagues, she said. Even though she

has applied for other jobs on campus, she

said she has always felt her job as "com-

ing to a second home."

Roberta Jones, head of the Registrar's Of

fice said that Markwell's experience and

"sense of history" are what have kept her

here during the various "peaks and valleys

and policy changes" that have occurred

during the four years they have worked

together.

Markwell likes to stay busy rather than

looking for something to do, and this comes

in handy for her during "crunch" weeks

when she can expect to work long hours,

she said.

Based on her experience, she approaches

her work as "this time we're going to do

a better job than before," Markwell said.

She was honored for her work in

September '1981' vfrhen T^he-receWed- the

Distinguished Service Awaid, given to

University staff. It was her riost exciting

and rewarding achievement b .-cause it was

the first year the awards we e given out.

and she was the first to rect ive it in her

office, Markwell said.

The one thing at UMass that hasn't

changed over the years are ihe students,

she said.

First-year students are tht best group to

work with because they are 'so timid and

shy and say 'yes ma'am, no Tia'am,' " she

said. Later, they acquire the sam^attitude

of veteran students who ha /e some sense

of the system. Markwell said.

CollrKiiiii photo by Kob Skt'lton

Marion Markwell

.
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COURSE
PACKETS
• No Cost To Department.
• Lowest Cost To Students.

• Fastest Turnaround.
• Campus Pick-up & Delivery.

• Copyright Permissions Assistance.

• Most Efficient Distribution of Course
Materials. ^^^

kinko's^ I

220 N. Pleasant St I

253-2543 |

CINEMA
Wednesday Saturday

CATCH 22

SLAUGHTERHOUSE 5

DOUBLE FEATURE S3.00

DOWNTOWN AMHERST 253-5426

TONIGHT AND EVERY
WEDNESDAY

THE INCREDIBLY HUMOROUS
*^f** CLIFF MYERS**
.. \ \\ \Vi // //_

9:30 PM —
Top 40 DJ between sets

Free Sodas for Designated Drivers

Rt 9 Amherst 256-8284

WE CREATE

STYLES AS

INDIVIDUAL

AS YOU ARE

s by DeboruK

please call for an
appointment

549-5610

COUPON SPECIALS

COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATIONS
FREE HAIRCUT with Perms

V2 PRICE HAIRCUT with Highlighting

HAIRCUTS only $10

• STYLES BY DEBORAH •
65 University Drive, Amherst

expires 9/30/86

ATTENTION STUDENTS
Jobs • Jobs • Jobs • Jobs

dining commons

WORK STUDY or NON WORK STUDY

FOOD PREPARERS
FOOD RUNNERS«DISH MACHINE
FOODSERVERS«POTS & PANS

JANITORS

Apply 1^ any of the four Dining Hall Managers

WORCESTER, FRAI>nCLIN, HAMPSHIRE, BERKSHIRE

All jobs are planned around YOUR class schedule

Prefer Board Plan Mefiibers.

MENTAL HEALTH GROUP - Fall 1986

Building Relationship Skills - Monday, 3:30-5:00

Lucid Dreaming: The Skill of Being Concious and

Aware When You Are Dreaming (This is not a

psychotherapy group.) Monday, 3:30-5:00

Increasing Self-Esteem - Tuesday, 3:15-4:45

Adult Children of Alcoholics - Tuesday, 1:00-2:30

Children of Divorce Support Group - Wednesday.

5:15-6:30

Self-Exploration Group - Wednesday, 3:30-5:00

Support Group for People With Chronic Physical Il-

lness - Thursday, 4:00-5:00

Screening interviews required for all groups For more information, or to register for

a group call 545-23378 or stop by 127 Hills North before September 30 Groups begin

in early October

Vj^^^ ^1^^^ ''^^^ '^^^/^ /^ /^ /^V
Riding Classes Available at

Tillson Equine Center

SPACES AVAILABLE IN BEGINNER &
INTERMEDIATE CLASSES

Monday, Wednesday
Tuesday, Thursday
Monday, Wednesday

9:05- 11:00

1:25 - 3:20

11:15 - 1:10

Beginner

Beginner I

Intermediate I

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
TILLSON EQUINE CENTER 545-0260

'Classes may be added after add/drop period if necessary

BOARD OF EDITORS FALL 1986

DODE B LEVENSON
tditof in Chief

KELLY SIEGER
Arts Editor

JOHN YONCE
Managing Fditoi

KATHRYN KIRBY

BidcW Affairs fonor

LISA RIDDICK
Blacli Affairs fcdiiot

ROB SK ELTON
Editorial Ed'ior

PAUL DESfVlARAIS

Pr^OtO toitor

WILLIAM SPAIN
fcdi'onal Ediioi

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Editorial/opinion
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JOHN NOLAN
Sports Fditof .
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N«MS Editor

ILANA LEVENSON
Women i Issues Editor

Could any of them imagine?
I shufTled out of my class last Wednesday

- a plum sunny September afternoon —
and drifted past The Car Wreck, down the

Romanesque stairs of the Fine Arts Center

to the Campus Pond. What did I expect to

see there? The usual: students pretending

to do homework, flanks soaking up the sun,

fnsbees, picnics and straying butterflies.

Instead, I spied a gangling young man in-

ching, twisting his way across the Campus

Pond on a ropt- bridge, looking like an

angular spider beating a silken retreat. He

stopped, rigid, at several junctures when

his footing slipped or the rope buckled

beneath him. He appeared terror-stricken,

yet determined. It was a test. Perhaps, for

him, a test of his 'manhood.'

Ringing the tip of the pond were perhaps

200 students, mostly male. Some talked

among themselves, others sat silent on the

warm green grass. Most had backpacks or

books under their arms. They all wanted

to see if the next participant could make

it across in record time without falling,

humiliated, into the duck bath. I. too,

wanted to see if the climber would fall in.

We all wanted a good laugh. Why not? It

was only a game. Whoever crossed the taut

rope the fastest wins, that's all. So what if

it was an R.O.T.C. promotion to attract

students? Nobody was going to get hurt.

The safety boat, the little white flags, the

guffawing and gently prodding R.O.T.C.

students all seemed well-intentioned, the

day so balmy and festive. After all,

somebody had to play soldier while the rest

of us picked potatoes, wrote essays and got

drunk, right? So I stuck around for a few

rilinutes with all the other pigeons, most-

ly for the visual impact ofthe scene. A cou-

ple of women gave it a try, and did quite

well. Perhaps the world was not such a nas-

Frank Flanagan

ty place after all, I thought. Then, I gazed

over and noticed the helicopter. It was

chalk-green, like the massive corpse of a

ghetto riots, torched blocks. Had that par-

ticular machine helped to incinerate entire

Vietnamese villages? How many poor kids

(too many of them minorities), who couldn't

step into the safety of a university admis

sions oifice, had to leap out ofthe big door

wasp inhabited by ants in fatigues. I

began to wonder about this machine.

Where had it been? Had it been used to kill

anybody yet? I didn't find out until later

it was a UH 1H66 troop carrier which had

seen action in Vietnam. Vietnam: doctored

body counts on the nightly news; Nixon

sputtering over speech papers, lying to the

public; Kent State, slaughtered students;

of that aircraft, never to climb back in

again? Or had to be lifted back in again,

leaving a limb or an eye behind?

Vietnam seems too far back to most

students and Nicaragua too far ahead.

They've been weaned on celluloid soldiers

with nebulous moral imperatives who

never lose: Rambo. Chuck Norris, Arnold

Schwarzenegger. They've been raised in

era of relative peace for America. Peac is

the rust of memory. Military decisions,

once again, are never wrong, or even

morally misguided. But what about Viet

nam? Better to go to the movies and forget

or, like Ronald Reagan, pretend you're liv-

ing in one.

As the brash eyed students watched the

lone challenger transit the three feet of tur-

tle soup, I wondered: could any of them im-

agine the challenger was their best friend

trying to cross a snake and sniper infested

swamp in Vietnam or Nicaragua? Could

any of them imagine the books in their

hands as M 16's, their backpacks filled

with ammunition, medical supplies and

dehydrated food? Could any of them real-

ly imagine what it's like to be hip-deep in

mud. urine, blood, insects and parasites, far

from home and all the political rhetoric,

"harmless games" and ideological pro-

paganda? From the glowing looks of most

of those watching, I think not. I'm not sure

many of them know, or even care, that if

there is another 'brush' war, college kid

dies will have to participate this time.

When that happens, the only leap of im-

agination that will be required of them will

be when they have to guess the direction

of enemy fire in a pitch-black downpour. Or

how many of their fellow soldiers are still

with them. In a real war, the ones who get

across the bridge will retain their precious

lives, not ju.st some gift certificate. The
others — the ones who weren't quick

enough or lucky enough to make it — what

will happen to them? Well, as Sergeant

Rock might have said, cigar clamped bet-

ween his teeth — tough luck!

Frank Flanagan is a Collegian
liirrisponih'ni.

Letters

The end of inebriation
I am writing in respon.se to the anti-alcohol policy col-

umn written by JelTry Bartash (Sept. 15).

This is my 7th semester at UMass within the residence

halls. I lived in Pierpont (Southwest) when the policy

regarding alcohol was loose, tailgates involved kegs and

the Maze was still intact.

I was a loud, drunk, obnoxious freshperson then.

I am a less loud, less drunk, and hopefully less obnox-

ious senior now. Add to that, I am now an R.A.

Think back, Bartash, if you were here in 1983; the last

year that the going was "fun." In reality, the going was

gi-oss' Although I am not a staunch supporter of the

alcohol policv, I cannot accept your reasons for blowing

off the policy - Your ideas are invalid as far as Residen-

tial Education goes:

1 On "tension between R.A s and residents? Where

have you been? There has always been tension, (an "us

versus them attitude") between residents arid R.A. s

because it is our job to enforce all university policies In-

cidentallv. Collegian writers have stimulated this attitude

with their negative columns during First Week. (For ex-

ample, "Buy R.A. Spray - To keep away Pests! and labell-

ing R.A.'s as "R.P.s. Resident Parents."

2 On drinking and driving - Ever hear of the PVIA.'

Also from personal experience, I know that most people

are more likely to drink and drive at home, (unless Mom

and Dad let you party in the house.)

3 "The dorm is their (the residents') home." Do residents

throw beer bottles down the stairwell in their real homes?

Puke in the bathroom sinks, or floor? Piss in the hallway

throw furniture out their windows? I doubt it! Hate to tell

you Bartash, but most ofthe vandalism in residence halls

are caused by inebriated individuals and the rate of van-

dalism has gone down since the restriction of drinking in

public space.

4 Wake up and smell the beer, Bartash! It's stale and

so is vour argument. You're bitching to the wrong peo-

ple Write to your Senator. The alcohol policy is not a

whim of the UMass administration. It's the law. The

Federal Government mandated that those states that did

not increase their drinking age to 21 would lose then-

Federal highway subsidies, which in many states, total

in the millions of dollars. Sadly, an 18, 19, or 20 year-old s

right to consume alcohol pales in comparison to the loss

of these irreplaceable funds.

An era of obvious inebriation has ended. The maze is

getting torn down, and I'm sorry, but it looks like you re

stuck standing soberly in public spaces.

Lauren M. Wilton

Project 10

Southwest

Uninvited guests are not welcome
Regardless of the

rhetoric. Rusty Denton

will not be forced to have

an abortion (September

16). He may also continue

to turn his "male sex

organs on and ofT at will'

without the fear of

pregnancy occuring in his

body.

Meanwhile, I am in the

"control" of my womb. If

birth control fails, then I,

according to Denton,

should allow my womb to

"fulfill it's natural func-

tion " regardless ofmy per-

sonal preference concern-

ing pregnancy and

abortion.

Denton compares my
womb to a condominium

while he likens his penis to

«:j*&l^m.'><_

an automobile. I suppose

he is correct for his auto

can drive off if it decides it

doesn't like its surroun-

dings, while my condo is a

dwelling where the in-

habitants are not easily

changed. But, like any

discriminating hostess, I

like to choose my visitors

- and uninvited guests are

not welcome.

I would like to make a

deal with Denton and the

rest of society. I will not

force him, or anyone else to

have an unwanted child or

an undesired abortion. All

I ask in return is the same

Right of Choice.

Lori Bartlett

Central

Students should not pay for this

$23 million is an enormous amount of

money. $23 million is what it will take to

wire the entire campus so that professor's

offices, classrooms, and dorm rooms are

equipped with a telephone and computer

port. It would, of course, be paid exclusive-

ly by students, if Provost O'Brien succeeds

in his attempt to have his plan approved

by the Board of Trustees. Broken down,

each student would pay $271 a year to

finance the project. That's a hefty amount

when you consider that it's more than what

you pay for the Authority fee, which goes

to paying off the debt service on the dorms,

dining commons, and the Campus
Center/Student Union Complex.

Anyone who understands high

technology realizes that today's state of-

the-art equipment isn't tomorrow's.

Generously speaking, five years from now,

the system will be outdated; so are we to

then push for a new system with another

exorbitant fee? Granted, the current

system is antiquated, but it is inap-

propriate for students to bear the entire

cost of a new one.

The average on-campus student pays

$3,151 a year in mandatory fees. Starting

in 1990, that amount will go up another

$91 to pay for the new multi-purpose sports

arena. Add in the $271 and you're looking

at yearly fees of over $3,500. Imagine how

far that $271 could go to securing more

study space and reducing classroom

overcrowding.

Up until a few weeks ago, Provost

O'Brien had managed to keep quiet the

possibility of a student fee to fund the pro-

ject. If Chancellor DufTey had notca.sually

mentioned the possibility of such a prospect

to SGA officers, the silence may have con-

tinued longer. Fortunately, we now know

what we're up against. We must act now

to correct this situation.

Mark W. DeNyse
Chair SGA Rents and Fees Committee

Men occasionally stumble over the truth, but most of them

pick themselves up and hurry offas if nothing had happened
- Winston Churchill

Don't forget

Mandela
Tony Rudy's list of

"significant reforms

towards the elimination of

apartheid" serves only to

highlight a bigoted and

racist perspective ofthe pro-

blem in South Africa.

I find it amazingly easy to

draw a parallel between

the.se "reforms" and the

following scenario: An in-

sane psychopath attacks an

innocent per.son, and after

breaking every bone in the

victim's body, viciously

lacerates him/her from head

to toe. Then, feeling a weak

sense of guilt, the madman
sticks one Band-Aid a day

on the dying victim. The
•reforms' that Rudy talks

about are just about as

superficial in healing the

wounds ofthe South African

majority.

By classifying the ANC as

pro-Soviet, Rudy is amplify-

ing the propaganda that is

unlea.shed by P.W. Botha's

government, in order to

mask reality in a cloud of

anti-communism. While
singing praises of

Buthelezi's popularity, he

chooses to forget about

Nelson Mandela of the ANC
who draws support not only

from millions in South

Africa but also the entire

world.

I hope these facts are

helpful to Rudy in finding

an answer to his question on

why there is so much sup-

port for the ANC. If not, I

can only suggest that he

turn to his conscience.

Amit Bhargava
Sunderland
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SPECIAL OFFER
WEBSTEI'S NEW COLLEGIAn DIQIONARY

$13.95
Regular 15.95

A Large Selection of Affordable
Reference Books Available in Our
Trade Book Department
Located in the Campus Center

Located in the Campus Center

UNIVERSITY
mSJTORE^

OFFICIAL NOTICE
ID CARDS

The attention of students is directed to the

new Code of Student Conduct regarding ID

cards. Please note that ID cards are not

transferable and should not be loaned to

others for any reason. The student named on

the ID is responsible for its proper use. If lost

or stolen, this should be reported immediate-

ly to the ID office in Hampden Dining Com-
mons, SW Residential Area. The new Code
provides for a $20.00 fine if a University ID

is misused and/or confiscated.

For reference, see "Rights and Respon-

sibilities" pamphlet, specifically: page 11, sec-

tion II.A.7 regarding the requirement to iden-

tify one's self; page 11, section IIA.8. regarding

altering, improperly possessing, or lending a

University identification card; and page 15,

section V.H. regarding fines.

Thank you for your cooperation

Office of the Dean of Students

WORKSTUDY POSITIONS AVAILABLE
WORKING WITH HORSES AT

TILLSON EQUINE CENTER - UMASS

RESPONSIBLITIES: Assist in the care and maintenance of the univer-

sity horse herd.

SHIFTS AVAILABLE: Weekdays 7-9 am, 3:30 - 5:30 pm

'Extra projects are also available at flexible hours

EXPERIENCE: preferred, but if you have not worked with horses before

and have the desire to learn we will teach you

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: Gail Hoyle at

Tillson Equine Center - 545-0260

••*We are also looking for a person for general farm maintenance who has

experience with driving farm equipment, fence repairs, stall repairs, etc.

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
$

$

$

$
$
$

$

S
$
s
$
$

$
$
$

$

$
$
$
$

DO YOU WANT TO BE RICH & FAMOUS?

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE...

POSTER CONTEST
TO PROMOTE ALCOHOL AWARENESS WEEK

Sponsored by the Greek Area &

the UniversitY Committe on Alcohol Use

CASH PRIZE!!!

Posters due: October 6th. 1986
Entry Forms Available beginning Sept. 1 7th

at Greek Affairs(Berkshire House 204)

Health Education (251 Health Services)

Campus Center Information Booth

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

CAPE COD WEDNESDAY
The Cape's most famous bartender

i

DAVID HOLLAND
now appearing every Wednesday

Also Join for roundtrip Cape Cod
Hyannis Railway tickets (in the Bar Car)

FEATURING
free t-shirts

Kamakazis - $1 .50

Beer of the month
Heineken

All Beef Hot Dogs After 9pm - $1 .00
Hers d'oevres

4 to 6 seven days a week

Proper ID a Must
57 N. Pleasant St - 253-5141

$600 in albums stolen; runaway found in Hatch
A 33-year-old Belchertown Road resident was charged

yesterday with driving while intoxicated, Amherst Police

said.

Officers were dispatched to a liquor store on College

Street to answer a disturbance. The man had apparently

been giving the cashier "a hard time" and when the

cashier called the police, the man left, police said.

He was also charge with driving without a licence, driv-

ing an uninsured and unregistered vehicle.

• Eighty albums worth about $600 were reported stolen

at 12:23 p.m. Monday from a room on the 13th floor of

John Adams Tower, police said.

A 16-yearold "runaway" boy from Maple Valley High

School in Wendell was found at 12:42 a.m. Tuesday in the

Hatch game room in the Campus Center and was return

ed to the school, University of Massachusetts police said.

• Exercise weights worth $90 were reported stolen at

11:25 a.m. Monday from a room on the 19th floor of John

F. Kennedy Tower, police said.

• A $327 cassette/stereo was reported stolen from a

1980 Toyota at 3:32 p.m. Monday in lot 22, police said.

• A $50 window was reported broken by a rock at 12:25

a m Tuesday on the third floor of Melville House, police

said. - STUART GAMBLE

UnioiiLife

fear after^
year, semester
. after semester,

the iiilkve plan (n>cn Fidelity Tnion Life
has tnren the most accepied. m«»sl popular life in>urani*

proKram un campu.sfs all o\er .\merii-a.Find out why.

Ronald J. Nathan Agency
Call the Fidelity I'nion Ia(v 20 Gatehouse Rd.,

Field Associate in your urea: Amherst, MA
Tel: 256-8351

AND New Academic Site-Licensing for $2.50 Per PC+ Copy!

Yankee Candle
'Tacto/y^ Country Stoii

Help Wanted
The Yankee Candle Com-
pany of S. Deerfield is now
hiring. Seasonal positions

available days, evenings,

Dart-time, weekends. Open-

ngs include retail sales,

lerical, productions,

hipping.

Apply in person Monday-
riday 9 to 4 (No phone

calls, please) at

Yankee Candle
It. 5, S. Deerfield, Mass

COMPLETE
Data Analysis
And Reporting for

IBM PC/XT/ATs
SPSS/PC- combined with Graphic*.

Advanced Slaiisucs TaWes, Mapping and Oau
Eniry Kxm the most compfenensive statistical

sotiware availat)ie fw a microcompoief Fof

nearly 20 years. iMe naine SPSS has been

svx)oymous vnl^ t>ign quality software

SPSS/PC- comes witri everything you stiould

expect ifo<" a marVet leader - a thorough

weii-desigried package with e«ceiient

documentation and customer support

SPSS/PC*

Oiiplay manager t adiKx

file maicf>ing A merging

file Iransler wittt popular PC ptDgrams

Selecti\/e inslallatK>n i r»moi/»l ol procedures

Crosstabulahory

Oescipove statistKi

Multiple regreision

ANO\/A

P<or$ t graptts

Ftenibie data transformabon

Custormed reports

SPSS/PC* DATA ENTWY'

Create customiied data entry screens

Clean and verity data ro specAcaMns

Enter i/m^ and edit data quickly and easily

SPSS/PC-t- ADVANCED STATISTICS

MANOV*
factor analysis

Ousier analysis

Discriminant analysis

Loglinear modeling

SPSS/PC^ GRAPHICS' FEATURING
MICROSOFT CHART

Presemationguality graphics

Creare e"»cnve cnarrs. quicWk and easily

De^ioo custom ctfarK

(nseT tent- wherever you want

Move between data and graphs

msiantaneously

Produce top-quality output and send it to

a variety ol devices

SPSS/PC» TABLES

SruO i Banner laOles

Multiple 'esponse data

Preser^taiion quality tae>les and reports

Full range ol percentaging and
statislici options

SPSS/PC-^ MAPPING' FEATURING
MAP-MASTER'

Display your data with high -impact maps

Move oefH«en dafa and maps easily

Full aggregation lacilities lor

summarizing dafa

CommurHcaie your maps through reports.

overheads. sMes or Ikp charts

For more informahon contact our

Sales Deoartmenl al

312/329-3500

i

\
earnigplac&

|

\ CAMPUS PLAZA
^

((next .0 Super Stop & Shop)^

t Rt 9 Hadley/Amherst

\
256-6889

) 6 AM - 3 AM
}

) SUN-THURS
{

i •0fCN24IMIS \

SPSStnc
444 N Michigan Awenue
Chicago IL 6061

1

VISA MasterCard

•nd Amencan
Express accepted

IN EUROPE
SPSS Europe BV
PO BcK 115

4200 AC Gonnchem
The Nethertandt.

Phono 01183036711
TWX 21019

et«M SPSS re

JSPSSinc. PROOUCTivrrY raised to the highest power

lu— »m I e»t»» mp «««~ — '

—

"~

—

mu ll jmi mn'CitTm^im mtrnm mmaim^mam

iiSmmVSS>»C- Omt>»M«9PSS*C. i«—n,i»wwg5*»«<«• •»<»"«»» ""••-••i—" S««*C-
aui la TTt ~F lOMmSiVC' <*«ai)Sia*s SPSS*^' Oaat'VvtMtna/fC- MM>ng>»>i
u9anrc- ^w n

COPIES
5«

SELF-SERVE

kinko's
a '*

220 N. Pleasant St

Subscribe Before Sept. 24th Deadline For

1986-1987 Season
BILOXI BLUES

FESTIVAL OFINDIA

VIENNA CHOIR BOYS

MOMIX

LOUISVILLE BALLET

ORCHESTRE OE LYON

TAP DANCE KID

COUNT BASIE ORCHESTRA

FRANK FOSTER

MARLEEN PENNISON COMPANY

LESLIE HOWARD PIANO

NEGRO ENSEMBLB COMPANY

JAZZ ALL STARS ^

JOSHUA BELL. VIOLJ\

THE WAVERLY CONSORT

SPRINGFIELD SYMPHONY

STEPHANIE CHASE VIOLIN

APPLE HILL CHAMBER PLAYERS

YEHUDl MENUHIN VIOLIN

WARSAW SINFONIA

DANNY BURACZESKIS JA2ZDANCE

TOKYO STRING QUARTET

TWYLATHARP DANCE

MEL TORM6

GEORGE SHEARING

THE CHIEFTAINS

CHRISTOPHER PARKENING GUITAR

HUNGARIAN STATE FOLK ENSEMBLE

MURRAY PERAHIA PIANO

KATHRYN SELBY, PIANO

TRACERS

BOBBY MCFERRIN

ATLANTA SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

ROBERT SHAW

ALVIN AILEY DANCE THC^TCR

PEARL BAILEY

LOUIE BELLSON

LACAGEAUXFOLLES

/4k THE FINE ARTSCENTER
TiM PlNnVFRSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

5 College Students Half-Price! Call 545-251 1

1

• police
iintiniied from pagr 3

transported to the Northamp-
ton State Hospital.

• A larceny from an automobile was reported at 10:53

p.m. Monday on East Hadley Road, polico said.

A watch valued at $225 was reportedly taken from the

car during the night before and the owner's mail was also

taken and thrown in the road, police said.

^h\

^'Itea

MISSED OUT ON
A FRIDGE?

call

SPIRIT HAUS RENTALS

to arrange delivery

256-5384 256-8433

Epson Equity I

w/printer includes

256 k dual floppy

mono monitor

$1295

Computer Rentals

$200.00
per semester

Terminal Rentals

$130.00
per semester

includes 1200 baud modem

Memory Upgrade
to 640K

$99.00

Fall Prices Good till 9/31

PIONEER VALLEY

DATA EQUIPIVIENT

259 Triangle Street

Amherst
549-1017
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NOW HIRING
GO GETTERS ONLY

25 OPENINGS
Telemarketing Tools and Industrial Supplies to Construc-

tion Companys Nationwide. Salary and Commisions and

Bonuses. Three shitts allow you to work around your

schedule. Shitts: 6:30 am-10:30 am; 3 pm - 6 pm;6 pm
-9 pm; Saturdays 8 - 12 and 12-4.

Call Dave 256-4101 7 am - 7 pm

LAMBDA CHI alpha;

OPEN RUSH
All university men Invited

Tonight Sept. 10, 16, 17

9-11 PM
FREE REFRESHMENTS

374 N. Pleasant St.

(the blue house) ^DO^VVO^

Announcing

A NUTRITION INFORMATION PROJECT
- to encourage and support conscious choice of nutritious snacks

• includes nutritk>n information activities at the Franklin Munch/s
and campus vending machines

- announcements on AVMUA and in the Collegian

SO WATCH FOR SNACKSENSE
- questiorts, comnwnts or suggestions are welcome

Contact: University HeaKh Services

Division of Health Education

549-2671 Ext. 181
University Health Services

University Vending Services

University of Massachusetts/Amherst

The

PSYCHEDELIC

FURS
ith Special Guests

WED
OCT. 1st

F.A.C.
u mass

non students $ 13

• t u d en t s $11
«• F.A.C

box office

Seats"^^7/

'PRODUCTIONS wjlliW, ///

FREE

HORS D'OEUVRES

SERVED DAILY

COME DOWN
AND
RELAX

REASONABLY PRICED LUNCHES SERVED DAILY 11;30 • 2:00 pm

THIS WEEKS SPECIALS
MILLER BOTTLES 99«

COFFEE BRANDY SOMBREROS $1.25

A/teLybelline*^ produ(

with coupon

OFF all

Macybelline'
products

ULT1U-LIMCN

nAoisture
!-\A*iip

Coupons also valid in the Mini Store

50
products

Open
M-F9-5
Sat 10-3

I'm at my best

with MeiE^Delline'

Located in the Campus Center

UNIVERSITY
STORED

Wednesia^ •.eptember 1 7 1986

Doonesbury

By Garry Trtideaa

C0L!':GIAN 9

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

.-"=mn(iAcx:ondjng

I GUSTS'

I

m'yHOmQfOR
A PIA^CmP

^ircouiP,^

mmn He
SANCTIONS

AGAINST
3l- south

AFRICA

JHOSa S7UPI0
SANC'^'OHS'' ITS

SO UNFAIR TO

MIKQIAMONPS
l/UfTH POIAJBR.- .

SHARim' f

HUSH. J J ' THA71S i i^j^qU.
eN0U6H''/0UKWUJ I'^sORRV
I PISAPPRDVa OF I Q(j£,ss

'

GALSmOTRy IM JUSTA
a^ TO TALK

POLITICS
LIULt IPIS-

APP0M5P...

HBRB. LSTS
HAVBSomica
CREAM. IT'LL

TAKBiOUR
S- MINP...

\ '

COUL£>N7Y0U
FUi TOAMSreR-
DAMANPOBT
MeONeoNiua
BLACK MARJ<BT?

\

Attention Collegian Section Eds,

AME's, and Layotit Techs

Don't forget the layout workshop

at 8 p.m. today in the newsroom. At-

tendance is mandatory.

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Michel Jaffe

Only they know the difference.

Gordy By Gorde

PAMAJ /t
GORPYfU/HeRE
ARB YOU/

,vS<^^/^i.- ..r. ~^P /»j ZPACB. ^BH

i

\ ^-^r -r:A.ir.ieifc^ . ^^

ACROSS
1 Anmely

6 Sh(ncl(g

10 Moist

14 Smalt amount.

as of salt

1

5

Movie dog
16 Length « width

17 Impulsive

20 Mountain in NE
Greece

21 Atlenlion-getter

22 Reward tor the

diligent

23 Fathers, in

France

25 Nudges
26 Weather line

29 Shortening

30 Quartet

member
31 Agitate

33 Animallovers

org

37 Follow the

leader

40 Bible giant

41 Shorten sail

42 — Expecta-

tions Dickens

43 Hector long,

long ago
44 Warns
45 Short lacKet

48 alter ihey ve

seen

50 Pait ol a place

setting

51 The Cast

52 Allownnre tc
weight

56 Specks, iotas,

atoms et al

59 Change ot live

60 Rivoi into the

Mediterranean

61 Morning song

62 Exoloit

63 Hoover and

Shasta

64 Hilvir>q a

tendency

DOWN
1 Lhaso —
2 Small portions

3 African

antelopes

4 Holder ol graph-

ic memories
5 Even il. lor short

6 Go swimming
7 ''leesot the olive

lamily

6 Hold back

9 Certain radio

operator

10 Pythias Iriend

11 Aint

acceptably

12 Bills ol tare

13 Touches gently

18 Actor Jamie

19 Newspaper
Item

24 Merit

25 Damage
26 - boy'

27 Observed
28 Brazilian weight

29 Feudal estate

31 Pace
32 Much used

article

33 Cty
Iranspon

34 Marina lie ur

35 Chesterlield

36 Picnic pests

38 Kind ol store

39 Eye
43 Flat bottomed

boat
44 Smell -

45 Part ol a book
46 Sharpens
47 Wake with a

shake

48 Sacred song
49 Buenos ~
50 Weather

condition

51 Samoan
seaport

53 Choir member
54 Check
55 Sort

57 Pass receiver

58 Spirited sprite

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

9/17/86
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Bat Brain By Bill Bearing

1 X OOAJT

I

Lunch
Brown Derby Sandwich

Cheese Mushroom

Fondue Bake

Menu
Dinner

Baked Ham/Orange Glaze

Meatball Grinder

Antipasto Cold Plate with

Bread Sticks

Basics Lunch „ ,
Basics Dinner

Swiss and Sprout Sandwich P°'Ynf'a" Vegetables

ruooe^ M,,chrr.nm Italian Tofu Balls and Sauce/
Cheese Mushroom

Grinder Roll
Fondue Bake

Vegetarian Antipasto with Bread

k. Sticks /

r Weather

Today: Sunny skies with temps in the mid 60s

Thursday: Sunny again, high of 70 degrees.

Campus Pond By Sal

IF AAEAT IS MUR^EP^.
WHAT DO rOU CAIL THOSE
LEATHER SHOES YOU^^

WEARIAIG"?

Todays Staff
Night Editor ,.^fr»?°^
Copy Editor n u^'" "m T'
Layoat Tech Bethanne Moskov

Photo T«h n u ^°\. u°"
Production Supervisor Bethanne Moskov

Production: Pam Bracken, Nancy Klingener, Keith Cooper,

Mike Cooper (not related)

Executive Board — Fall of 1986

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

mcKFmwpfimess
mmmmcumH!

"J^C^

yeAHfwHY.
eXACTLV, PIP
HBcavieMCKr

\

^^^^

ro memh
miKW

DODE LEVENSON
Editor in Chief

JOHN YONCE
Managing Editor

STEVE RUBIN
Business Manager

ROB SKELTON
Editonat Editor

WILLIAM SPAIN

Editorial Editor

ANSEL ZINTER

Production Manager

Business Board - Fall of 1986

STEVE RUBIN

Business M/jn.igpr

PAUL H LESSER

Advertising Sales Manager

VANESSA ROTH
Finance Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marketing Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Circulation Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
•jubscription Manager
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Starting Oct. 1st

Adult Evening Classes

Ballet-Modern

Jazz Dance
Amherst Ballet

Center
29 Strong St

549-
(one block

Butterfield

t Actors and Stage Crew: t

» Casting 4 people for critical walk-on part in »

multi-media Sept. 24 production stage crew, J
X costumer and security masrshialls also needed. 4-

Retiearsal Sept. 14-24
J

tiier

rong St

1555
I

ck east of I

jld Dorm) I

Contact Julie Moloney
545-2416 or Arlo Edry at

1-625-2500
4-

K I a Ai%iiii I
[

7 V^ a

Experience the best m Video

& Live Entenainment

Thursday
Sept 18

tickets $10

Tuesday
may be pureha*ed at Whitman & Whitman

in Northampton

or

Rj^ City in Bfattlrtofo or Flat St mgWclub

doors op«n at 8:00

WED ALL NEW
MID-WEEK
GETAWAY

50 cent Drafts

ifi^LATST .BRATTLEBORO VT

80?-2M-82b7

EARN$
GAIN SALES

EXPERIENCE
Student Reps Needed

For Group Sales

Clubs, organizations, Dorm

Floors, Teams, 5 College Area

Contact Utopia Spas

253-''''

TheSKIHAUSisnow
taking applications for

sales positions in

Westfield. Hadley &
East Longmeadown.

Apply at: _
THE SKI HAUS

on Rt 9 next to

McDonalds

584-7880

i <.lt« itMn HfM<( (hr

I .illf|Mi< KriMllhr

r ( «4lr^tn Hi .-cl lh»

f (ull>||>«n Kfftdlhr

( ..IkKlBit HoMii iKr

( .)(• tflXH Krftd Ihr
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Now's
the time
to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

%^PANDA
GARDEN

WE BRING CHINATOWN TO YOU!!

We Serve Beer & Wine.

For Carry Out & Reservations, Please Call

584-3858
34 Pleasant Street,

Downtown Northampton

= AMMERST DELICATESSEfN |y lnthcCanl*fl«Shop«>Ainh«nt.ylnc« 19751 =

Oa-Cmmpma A Apmrtmmnt
DmUvmry Avmilablm • 549-^314

•Overituffcd SandwlchM
•Foo^Long Subs

•Fresh Soupa tt Salad*
•Bagel* & Lox

•N.Y.

THE
AMHERST
DELICATCSSEH

233 N& St.
J*l .JtaHaM
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HEY DORM RESIDENTS!
Save 15% on your phone bill with U-Motel!

Sign up in the Campus Center Concourse
5-3535
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tion of Boston College. The
.Minutewiimen outshot BC\

36-14. and more than half

their shots (20) came from

inside the circle.

The game should be a

homecoming for more than

a few Minutewomen, since

six of the players are from

the Greater Boston area.

Hixon expects a large

crowd of parents and high

school teams to attend the

game, which should boost

the spirits and morale of

the team.

if arena
l< IH. 1 /

Student attendants and
those classified as "faculty

and others", numbering
2,750. The 500 persons us-

ing the practice hockey rink

fall into the "drive"
category also.

Using a standard traffic

engineering industry ratio

of 2.7 spectators per vehicle,

the study predicted the

arena will attract 2,565

vehicles for a high
attendance event. The
analysis then snoerimposed
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BETTER SYSTEMS FOR SLEEPING A SPACE SAVING

• Reusable

• Portable/Storable

• Hand Assembled

• All Wood with Bolts

CALL TOU FREE

1-800-824-7888
Operator « 217

24 HOURS 7 DAYS

PLUS DEUVERY
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post-event vehicle depar-

tures onto typical Saturday
afternoon base trafT"-

Commonwealth Avenue
will be used by 71 percent of

the traffic to "destinations

west and south of the cam
pus area," the study con

eludes. Another 28.5 per

cent, headed east and north,

will use Governor's Drive.

The analysis estimates

that it will take approx-

imately one hour to clear

the campus area of arena

traffic.

To battle potential post

event traffic congestion, the

study compared existing

A-eekday levels of service

(LOS) at eight campus area

intersections with the pro-

jected LOS following an

event on a Saturday
afternoon.

LOS at the five signalled

intersections surrounding

the campus (Governor's

Drive, Massachusetts
Avenue, Commonwealth
Avenue, North Hadley
Road, and North Pleasant

Street) all received a grade

of 'B' (on an A-E scale) for

their weekday service.

Following computer pro-

jections, only two of the five

failed to require "mitiga-

tion" procedures. Recom-
mended mitigation pro-

cedures include the use of

traffic control officers or, in

the ca.se of the intersection

of Governor's Drive and
North Pleasant Street, the

restriction of traffic to one-

way (east-bound) flow.

The procedures supposed-

ly restore LOS to acceptable

grades.

Naylor admitted that the

findings of the report were

"professional best-guess

estimates." The University

and the surrounding com-

munities would have to wait

until the first few events to

assess the actual traffic

problems.

Then "we'll have to deal

with reality, " Naylor said.

Sand ch«ck( or morwy ord«r« lo:

Architectural Cabinetworks • 708 Ponus Ridge • New Canaan • ct • 06840
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I PAID INTRAMURAL
^ OFFICIALS NEEDED FOR FLAG FOOTBALL,

SOCCER. CO-ED SOFTBALL AND LACROSSE

iTiiio Clinics Remaining: aiednesday, Sept. 17 at 7 p.m.

., , ,. j
Thursday, Sept. 18 a t 7 p.m.

In Boyden Room 249

, IF YOU MISSED THE ENTRY DATES. YOU CAN STILL

ENTER FLAG FOOTBALL, SOCCER, FRISBEE, LACROSSE

U. CO-ED SOFTBALL. MORE INFO AT 215 BOYDEN, 5-2693

ftMIMIjjijuimMaBmramiBiwiffinrr---'-''-'*"**"''

.'.'' .','ie'-> AuL'iO
j'-: , FOr^ jAlE • CALCULATORS
ErjTERTAlNMtNT^FOR RENT

FOR SALE •FOUND
HELP WANTED •LO'^T

CLASSIFIED
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI - 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PROIR TO PUBLICATION.

iNST l?l )C I ION • Ml,; I Cif?C » LCi E .

I 'F
(.•;< >NAl •• U'll •' WANli I

i^iDtU:! r,'.>uti'»sti»vice'-

ROOMATt WAf-gl ED 'TRAVEL

WANTED 'SUBLET

CASH IN ADVANCE, 15«/W0R0/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

STUDENT SENATE^^NOMINATION
papers available now pick up at 420 Stu-

dent Union building due Sepi 22 1986 at

noon

FURY 72 GOOD operating condition best

offer over $200 Prof Quinton 5450977

ISRAELI FOLK DANCING, Wednesday
September 17 7PM for beginners and

8PM for olfiers Commonwealth Student

Union all welcome

UMASS SKI TEAM meeting Thursday

7 30 306 Holdswonh Old members and

interested men/women please attend

coach MacConnell 545-2665

BOLTWOdb PROJECT INFO meetings

Wed 9/17 rm 904 Tues 9/23 rm 174 All

meetings 7PM Campus Center

IMPbRfANT MEETING^ FOR ail

Biochemistry majors will be held Wednes-
day. September 17th at 730 in room
1634, Graduate Research Center Tower

C Refreshments

AHENTION lANDSR

APPLlCAfibN¥ FORThe "Souitiwesi

Battle of the Bands are now available. All

applications must be submitted along

with a recent tape of the band Winner lo

open for the Southwest concert this

spring Applications may be picked up at

the SWAG office in Hampden next to

Munchies For more info call 545-0960

All applications are due on Sept 29 at

5:00PM no late applications accepted

AUTO FOR SALE

1982 FORD EXP looks and runs great

new iires, brakes,anVlm/cass $2200 Call

Joe at 665-3480 and Iv message

1975 BMW 2002 good condition $1600
call 256-6497

78 FORD GRANAT»A~automatic. air

runs/looks excellent. no rust

$950 549-1607

COOKSI LINE, PREP, SAUTE Creative

work- full and part time Dishwashers app

ly also Judies, Amherst

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent free meals

Light clean-up
Call Cheryl at AXO

545-2152

DISHWASHERS: GOOD PAY for reliable

hard workers pan-lime days or nites

Apply Judies Amherst

FOR RENT

PERSONALS

PAT SPLAT where are you? Another
state'' Call me! Peler

OATSUN 73 RUNS well, no rust $500
firm 323-6726

MOTORCYCLE

YAMAHA VERAGO 920CC shaft drive

digital new rubber oval discs low miles

helmet $1200 4C Brandywine stop by

¥.2. 400 1977 red, runs fine Kawasaki
$350 546-1123 call Phil

CASH

PAYING CASH FOR your baseball cards

please call Mike 549-0333

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY Supple

ment your income marketing top-quality

nutritional products New company has

developed revolutionary nutritional plan

and products based on sound scientific

research This is a ground-floor multilevel

marketing oppportunity Minimal invest-

ment, minimal hassle, potential for signifi-

cant income For information call

586-9926 or write lo Padma Products

P O Box 356. Florence. Mass 01060

SCERA. THE STUDENT CENTER for

Educational Research and Advocacy, is

hiring workstudy positions to research

and organize students issues like study

space, racism, financial aid. heterosex-

ism, Etc Women and people of color en-

couraged to apply Applications available

in SCERA. 422 Student Union Due 9/17

» 3 30 PM AA/EEO 545-0341

ROOM IN PRIVATE HOME, lovely area,

amherst. bus route, female, graduate
prefered utility included, $250/month call

2560036

NORTHWOOD APARTMENTS Tn
Sunderland some cancellations 2

bedroom garden apartments hot water,

no utilities office hours Monday thru Fri-

day 1000AM to five PM 665-3856

FRIDGE RENTALSCALL Rip pack^g^
store 253-9742 free delivery

BRA'nO NEW HOUSE "Tn^^iuiet N
Amherst neighborhood 3 bedroom IV?

baths large sunny dining area Living

room with fireplace Walk to bus
850/month 256-8678

YO BOB YOU are not getting older, you
are getting better' Happy birthday Hon
love Me

TYPING SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING, long and short pro

lects Mr'icuIous proofreading Resumes
a special!/ Call lor estimates 549-0367

GLENN HAPPY BIRTHDAY I love you
RC

UNDERGRADUATE BUSINESS CLUB
registration $500 9/17-9/24 SBA lobby

first meeting 9/24 Mahar 7 00PM all

welcome—get involved"

FOUND

FOUND - THREE KEYS on plain keyr

ing in Herter 231 Call 253-1259 or the

Collegian at 545-3500 and ask for Kelly

Sieger to identify

OCT. 1 , 2 bedroom apt North Amherst,

450«, 549-5426

LOST

DEATH ROW PRISONER, caucasion
male, age 40. desires correspondence
with either male or female college

students Wants to form a friendly rela

tionship and more or less just exchange
past expereinces and ideas Will answer
all letters and exchange pictures II in-

terested write lo Jim Jeffers, Box
B-38604. Florence. Arizona 85232

TOM OGGY-HAPPY 3rd anniversary I

love you' Wendy Oggy

ATTENTION RACHEL L. RIVEN: I found

your wallet on 9/1 1 near the University

mini store Was unable lo contact you ex-

cept through here Call Wendy at

546-4867 to claim

FOUND WALLET IN Townhouse arc.

Call 549-4493 to identity

FOR SALE

YOU CAN DO IT Learn music, acting,

dance Register by Sept igOldChapTe
545-0519

PROFESSORS EXAM FILES for

engineering, calculus, physics and
chemistry at University Store

STUDENT DESK, COMPUTER terminal

and modom 665-2225

NEWSPAPER DELIVERERS NEEDED
on campus Aprox 1 hour/day 7

days/week Good pay' Guaranteed bonus

paid lor good delivery throughout the

semester Call evenings 253-7009

GOLD CHARM W/CHINESE characters

attached to red bracelet string extreme
sentimental value reward' Please call

Tom 546-7222

1M2 CAVALIER, no rust good condition

$1500 or best offer 256 1072

FORD 1976 ELITE body excellent runs
excellent must sell $1200 BO 546-9605

GREAT DEALI^ 1980" Chevy Citation

30mpg two door hatchback, 4 speed.
Iront wheel drive Must sell, buying new
car Asking $2000 negotiable call

549-0731

73 DATSUN 120O, no rust Liioks'iuns

great $750 323-67?6

PHOTON FUTON
gaurenteed quality

$125 double S91
$103 twin $71
tree delivery

call evenings 586-8917

king

queen

PAIR OF SPEAKERS UA300 125WW li

quid tweeter, nylon woofers. $300 BO
call Rob 6-4756

81 RENAULT 4DR. liliOOO miles

S1900 or B O 253 74f.1 f. 8 PM
'leiin

73 DODGE DART ciisloin ultim.-tte stu

dent car' Great shixni new shin K:. e\

hausi brakes altomatoi lebmll liiinsinis

sion beaut V-8 $1250 neg .Sim s«4 .Hi4ii

RAT 1974 sport Spirlei

.

perfectly new lool

549-6742 $1460 00

oiivoitnlMe lulls

|iisl p.imlml

1978 FORD PINTO Ikh1> ,]..o,1 uius wII
stereo • equali.'iv gofxl lues 1 li>*l "i HO
can be seen ai Bens Sundnrl.md i iili

367 2893

SACRIFICE! 73 BUICK century powei
steering, breaks, seats, windows, air con-

ditioning & powerful stereo very depen
dable $600 negotiable 649 5876

74 DODGE CORONET needs some work

to pass inspection call 549-5940

78 CHEVY NOVA' am Im casT ?B/Pg^
AC new tires, battery, muffler $1000
negot call after 7PM 253-2004

78 PLYMOUTH HORIZON runs great

needs some work 60K miles $600
2539509

1981 FORD LTD 90000 oTbesFoffer
253-3371 aller 5PM

BATAVIS MOPED RUNS well call Shawn
;-.46 9030 $200

FOR SALE: TABLE and lour chairs $50
M.iny kitchen items Portable tv $50 Two
:.i.inil.iii1 lamps $15 All excellent condi-

imn (".111 Phil 546 4807 (work), 256-8348

COMPUTER TERMINAL & modem for

s.ile S.'OO cheap 256-8678

REG TAPS FOR sale' Brand new. never

used keg l.ips only $26 Packies charge
<..|'i lor used taps Don't waste your

(ii.nev' New laps $25 Call Tony
.V'H i4ja today

BED FOR SALE sin^e box arid mattress

iiisl $?6 lakes it 684-2905 eves (Alan)

KEYBOARD FOR SALE: muliivox MX28
6 octaves, full size keys Asking $ 1 75 call

lor more info Eugene ' 6-8837

1979 CHEVY WAGON. 99 400 miles,

new clutch. Best offer 536-5434 Even-

ings week-ends.

SKIS FOR SALES'pTs call Eva 6-5339

lor more info

WANTED IMMEDIATELY- full-tirDe and
pan-time grocery stockers- Apply at

Bread and Circus- 9 to 9 Mon-Sat 12-B

Sunday

manager" trainees" nationwide
Tool Co expanding in Amherst Now hir-

ing 25 new employees great money, ex-

cellent working cond » carreer opportuni-

ly Part and full time work For interview

call Willie 256-4101

HOUSE CLEANER WEEKLY
preferences 549-0413

LARGE RED LEATHER WALLET IN

Campus Center 9/12/86 Please return to

the Collegian office or cati 584-3764 No
questions asked

4 KEYS ON a plain ring, w/a dorm key.

car key & 2 others Please call 6-6362 or

turn in info tjooth

MARY LIZ: HAPPY birthday sweetie!

Make It a year to remember' Luv, your

roomie

TOOAY IS PiUSSBucksbirthdayi Please

call him to wish him happy birthday

6-5633 He likes to party naked

POR A OOOO TIME CALL

RACK^-DISK ENTERTAINMENT
Agency - Disc|OCkeys. Bands, Lights and
Large screen video dances 549-7144

WANnO

SHELLEROO, I HEAR that tanqueray
costs $6 75 Have sloe, will travel Love
Bowie

WANNA START A BAND? No ex-

perience necessary Call now at 549-6816

WANTEOlOOOVWWEIGHt people to

try Ne» Herbal Weight Control Lose
10-29 excess lbs/month Easy No drugs

No exercise lOO percent guarenleed

Call Mark.(413) 54C-5938

H.P. lie CALCULATOR in library tower

Please call 546-4778 for reward

INSTRUCTION

PRIVATT" OUTTaR lessons, ^ex-
perienced and patient teacher Rock/
Pop/ Folk/ and Blues Improv .reading,

theory, composition My studio is on bus
line in North Amherst Doug- 549-4786

NU NUSOME YOU always have a place
at the big blue house'

SERVICiC

TYPING, TAPE TRANSCMPTKM. Fast,

accurate. 665-7652

AMHERST BOYS' CLUB needs work

study supervisors for recreation programs

including both boys and girls $4 per hr

open 2 30 to 5 afternoons 7 lo 9 evenings

hours sheduled as available located 390

Mam St call Rick Britt 253-2717

KNOW YOUR CAR! Basic Auto-
Workshop including classroom and
shop. limited enrollment 253-2098

TUTORING IN FRENCH. Experierice and
patient French grad students Call
Isabelle or Nathalw 256-6878

71 VOLVO RUNS well needs work $1 75
549-0614 an e 00 Janice

HELP WANTED

FARM HELP NEEDED m HadleyTor fall

harvest near UMass FlexitMe hours Call

between 6-8pm tor more information,

549-0016

PART-TIME INTERVIEWERS needed
will train Flexible hours: day/evening

Hampshire Mall 586-1932

OVERNIGHT POStlONS AVAILABLE^
Care for the elderly in their own homes
Car required Send resume lo Pioneer

Senior Services, Inc .
664 Mam Street.

Amherst. MA 01002 or call 253-9726 lor

an application AA/EOE Minorities,

women, handicapped and Vietnam

Veterans encouraged to apply

IMMEDIATE OPENING EARN 3.75/hr

taking care of a 7yr old Help her with

reading, math, games MWF 1 30-5 30 A
car IS a plus 253 2825

OPERATIONS SUPERVISOR- RESPON-
SIBLE lor smooth technical operation ol

SGA communications and some typeset-

ting No experience necessary Apply at

rm 304 SUB 545-1977 Applications due
Sept 22

fiCKET AGENT. PART-TIMETPilerPan
Bus 79 So Pleasant St Apply m person

No phone calls please

ROOMATES WANTED

RESPONSIBLE STUDENT NEEDED.
Share 2 bedroom 1 Vj bath townhouse in

Sunderland on bus Pool, stores
Grad,nonsmoker $232 665-2577

ONE FEMALE NONSMOKER needed lo

share lower hall ol house 10 minutes lo

campus.own room.on bus route Please
respond to 9 Grove St weeknights(after 8)

WORK STUDY

THECOMMUTER AREA GOVERMBNt
has two workstudy positions open In-

dividuals should have good organiza-

tional skills creativity. layout/design skill

and an outgoing personality 10 to 20

hours per week Deadline Friday Sept

5,1986 404 SUB 545-2145 AA/EEO
employer

TYPESETTER AND RESUME typesetter

positions available Must have good typ-

ing skills Will tram to operate Comp/Eoit

S900 phototypesetter Flexible hours.

Valuable experience apply at SGA Com-
municatwns room 304 SUB 545-1977 Ap-

plications due Monday, Sept 22

GRADUATE AND 25 # STUDENTS

""SOCIAL HOUR AND A HALF
every week Thursday 5:00

Blue Wall
Campus Center

get social

ENTERTAINMENT

TWO FEMALE ROOMATES neeued for

Brittany 546-7336 Leave message

TO SHARE ROOM in Southwood apts

$140 per mo lieat included call Liv-

ingstone 256-6131

TO SHARE TWO bedroorn apt closeto
campus call 549-6173

THE MANNISH BOYS! Best of Stevie

Ray. ZZTop, Thorogood. Stones,
Thunderbirds open for bookings
253-2564 or 253 3093 at the Hatch Wed
17 8 11 WC Productions

ONE MALE NEEDED excellent location

and condition, good people.
$140/mnth&elec desperate keep trying

256-6319

DESPIRATELY SEEKING FEMALE
roommate- 1291 Brittany Stop in evening

or leave name and number on door

COLLEOIAN CLERICAL HELP

THE"^1:0LLEQIAN~HA8^a position
available lor work-study The hours
available are Monday 8 30AM-1 1 30AM,
Tuesday 12-2 30PM, Wednesday
8-1

1 30AM Thursday 12 2 30PM and Fn
day 8 30AM-2 30PM II you have these
hours available stop by the Collegian
room 1 13 Campus Center and apply

BRANDYWINE-1 FEMALE for all female

furnished apt 549-4598 after 5

Collegian

Classifieds:

They

DRUMMER NEEDED

WE NEED A t>eat for our band now! CaN
Rick 6-6038 tor daiails
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Men's soccer looking to snap slump against Wildcats
^

. Aft.. ...»,»^«ro ...ik^pnpr S«m Cnz- two games on Boyden Field this seasc

Gettler seeks results; Phillips to start in net
By BRYAN QUENZEL
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts will try

to put its disappointing early season behind

It and begin to turn things aiound today

when the Minutemen face the University

of New Hampshire on Boyden Field at 3

p.m.

UMass is 1-3 on the year and coming off

a loss Saturday in which it gave the game

away in overtime to East Stroudsburg

University. But the Minutemen are only

0-1 in New England (a 1-0 decision to

number one Boston Univerity) and regional

games count the most.

"It's a New England game, so it's a big

game." UMass coach Jeff Gettler said.

"New England games are the ones we have

to win."

Although UNH (0-1) traditionally does

not field a strong soccer team, the

Minutemen always seem to have trouble

with the Wildcats.

"Year in and year out they are not a good

opponent," Gettler said. "But they always
seem to be tough for us. We struggle

against them. They play kick and run, ag-

gressive, helter-skelter style soccer."

After sophomore goalkeeper Sam Ginz-

burg's poor performance against ESU, CJet-

tler has decided to go with freshman Tom
Phillips in net. The game will be Phillips

first collegiate contest.

"He (Phillips) has great distribution,"

Gettler said. "He is big and strong and is

good in the air. It should be interesting to

see how he does."

The Minutemen have had a multitude of

good scoring opportunities in their last two

games, but have been unable to capitalize

with any consistency. If UMass is to be suc-

cessful this season, it must increase its

dismal offensive output.

After posting a perfect 100 record at

home last year, UMass has dropped its first

two games on Boyden Field this season.

But Gettler is not worrying about such

statistics.

"We gave one away and lost to BU," the

coach said. "They (BU) are 5-0 now and

could be ranked in the top three in the

country when the next polls come out. Try

ing to get a win right now, that's all I'm

concerned with."

After the New Hampshire game, the

Minutemen host Temple University on

Saturday before hitting the road for three

consecutive away matches. The

Minutemen travel to Dartmouth College

on Wednesday, Sept. 24, to the University

of Vermont on Saturday, Sept. 27, and to

Yale University on Oct. 1.

Stickers to
tackle EC
Minutewomen hunt Eagles

By LINDA DELIVORIAS
Collegian Correspondent

The seventh-ranked University of Massachusetts field

hockey team hopes to shoot down the Eagles of Boston

College tonight at 7 in Chestnut Hill, but head coach Pam
Hixon admits that BC cannot be taken lightly.

"BC is a fairly strong team, and they play well on astro-

turf," Hixon said. "They spent the pre-season in Holland,

and although they graduated quite a few players, they

are still an experienced team."

The Eagles' main offensive weapon is senior Shannon
Murphy of Danvers. MA. Murphy, who excelled in both

field hockey and basketball at Danvers High School, mans
the right wing position, and her style of play is similar

to Old Dominion's Cathy Large, who was a dominant force

in ODU's 2-0 blanking of UMass on Saturday.

"Cathy was a key player in the ODU game, and I ex-

pect Murphy will be the same way," Hixon said. "Bernie

Martel and Nancy O'Halloran will try to contain her (Mur-

phy) from the halfback position, and our depth and flex-

ibility on defense should counter BC's scoring strength."

Hixon will not deviate from her usual game plan and
basic lineup, despite the loss to Old Dominion. But if the

team is to return to Amherst with a winning record, it

must find a way to break out of their brief scoring slump.

"It is too early in the season to jump the gun after one

loss," Hixon said. "We have to try to score and amass
penalty corners on ofTense, but our defense will basically

stay the same. We must give up less shots on goal, play

consistent defense, commit fewer turnovers, capitalize on

our scoring opportunities, and put the ball behind their

goalkeeper."

Lisa Griswold, the UMass co-captain, said the team

must play "very aggressive, and not be laid back like we

Collegian photo by Paul Desmarai*

Senior co-captain Lisa Griswold and the field hockey team take on Boston College, tonight at

Chestnut Hill.

did during the ODU game." tory in as many games. However, UMass' margin of vie-

Last season, the Minutewomen blanked the Eagles, 2-0, tory was no indication of the team's all-around domina-

at home, and in the process chalked up their third vie- umUnued on page 11

Men's tennis hosts UNH
Roberts expects fierce battle with Wildcats

Collf-iiian photo by Brian Guarnotta

The University of Massachusetts men's soccer team tackles the Univer-

sity of New Hampshire, today at Boyden.

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

If history is any indica-

tion, today's men's tennis

match between the Univer-

sity of Massacusetts and the

University of New Hamp-
shire should be a thriller

"Everytime we play them,
it's close," UMass coach
Manny Roberts said. "We
expect a tough match but

we will have the home court

advantage."

The match, scheduled for

3 p.m. at the upper Boyden
Courts, will be the second of

the season for the

Minutemen. UMass beat

Providence College, 5-4, on

Saturday to open the

season.

"We played well against

Providence." Roberts said.

"But we won it in doubles

and that's how most of these

matches go.
'

Last season, the
Minutemen battled UNH
twice. In the first match,
played at Boyden, UMass
posted a narrow 5-4 victory.

In the second contest, at

UNH, the score was tied,

3-3, going into the doubles

matches. After each team

took one doubles match, the

third went to a tiebreaker.

The Wildcats won to pull

out the match by the same
narrow 5-4 margin.

"The singles matches will

be close," Roberts said.

"We'd like to win the match
in singles, but it will most
likely be won or lost in

doubles, because those are

the pivotal matches. At
worst, we'd like to split the
singles matches because I

think we will play well in

doubles."

For the Minutemen,
sophomore Brian Gable will

play at number one singles.

Senior captain Flicka Rod-

man will play in the second

spot and sophomore Chris

Johnson will play in the

number three position.

John DeKlerc will play at

number four for UMass.
Rich Niebor, another
sophomore, will play fifth,

and Mike Tofias will play in

the number six postion

In doubles play, the
number one team for UMass
will be Gable and Hank

Baker. Rodman and Tofias

will play number two and

Johnson and DeKlerc com-

prise *^he third team.

In the Providence match,

each of the UMass
sophomores won, and that is

something that Roberts

would like to see continue.

"When the sophomores
win, that says something."

Roberts said. "You expect

the veterans to do well but

when the younger guys

come through, it helps a

lot."

And even though today's

match is only the second of

the season, Roberts sees it

as being important to his

teeim.

"They've lost a few
players and we have a few

new ones," Roberts said.

"That could make a dif-

ference. The biggest match
of the season will probably

be Boston University on

Saturday (1 1 a.m., Boyden).

and we have to get by UNH
first. But if we win, I think

we'll be on the way to a real

good season. Whatever hap-

pens, I'm sure it will be a

white-knuckler."
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Collt-Kian pholo by Paul Franz

SOUP'S ON-Jen Kaufman serves the first lunch of the semester at Earthfoods in the Stu-
dent Union yesterday. Earthfoods, which will be open for the rest of the semester, serves
primarily vegitarian foods.

Protest voters write in Collins
Dissatisfaction with Dukakis spurs action
By BOB KIEVRA
Collegian Staff

Citing dissatisfaction with the governor's stand on
public higher education, more than 700 area voters wrote
in former Chancellor of Higher Education James G. Col-

lins for the Democratic nomination for governor in Tues-
day's state primary.
Final figures for the Third Hampshire District showed

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis receiving 1,851 votes while 719
voters wrote in Collins' name for the governor's post.

Collins, a 1968 University of Massachusetts graduate
and resident of Amherst, received 598 votes from his

hometown neighbors compared to 1,070 for Dukakis.

The write-in campaign was coordinated by a group of
Amherst residents and UMass faculty as a means of show-
ing their dissatisfaction with the governor's stance regar-

ding Collins' brief tenure as state chancellor of higher
education.

On July 1, the board of regents selected Collins, a
14-year veteran of the state house, as the new chancellor
of higher education.

In Augfust, Dukakis appointed a new regents chairper-
son, replaced three regents whose terms were expiring,

and asked the board to reconsider Collins' selection.

On Sept. 9, the regents voted 9-7 to replace Collins, hir-

ing New Jersey educator Franklyn G. Jenifer as the new
chancellor.

Former UMass chancellor Oswald Tippo said the idea

behind "Citizens for Higher Education" developed last

week as frustration grew concerning Dukakis's stand on
public higher education.

"We're trying to send a message to the governor tell-

ing him that we think his stacking of the board of regents

is unacceptable," Tippo said.

Several hundred people have become involved in the
organization, Tippo said, adding that the group hopes to

continue it's efforts in November's general election.

"We're going to get together in the very near future and
decide what our course of action is. I expect that we'll ex-

pand our efforts statewide and have people write in Col-

lins for governor in November," he said.

Collins could not be reached for comment but another
of his supporters, Professor Jerome M. Mileur of the

UMass political science department, said the protest votes

were designed with two things in mind.

"It was a double-edged gesture," Mileur said. "We
wanted to thank Jimmy for all the hard work he's done
over the years, while at the same time telling the gover-

nor that removing Collins as chancellor was a very foolish

decision."

Pufton tenants
concerned over
recent party
banning notice
By REGINA STILLINGS
Collegian Correspondent

Residents of Puffton Village Apartments reacted with

an^jer and confu.sion recently upon rtK;eiving a notice from
the niana^jer that forbids having any parties.

The memo, dated September 8. 1986. stated "Due to pro-

bleni.s that PufTton Village has encountered in the past

with parties, complaints from residents, and dammage to

property... Puffton Village will not allow any parlies to be

held."

Apartment manager Stephen P. Puft'er Jr. said he sends
out similar memos each year to let tenants, the majority
of whom are University of Massachusetts students, know
about the party policy, which is contained in their leases.

Puffton resident Julie Bradeen, a junior business ma-
jor, said,"What constitutes a party? It'slthe memo] kind

of ambiguous, I'd say."

Elizabeth Crowley, a senior Spanish major said, "The
memo should have been more specific, saying to restrict

the size of parties, and keep them under control, which
is the responsibility of the tenants. Then there would be
no problem. We just shouldn't have received a memo say-

ing "NO PARTIES."
Puffer said, "The idea of the memo was to have them

come in and become inquisitive."

So far he has not received any calls or comments from

any tenants regarding this memo, he said. Had tenants

come in to discuss his definition of a party, they would
have learned a party consists of "however many people

can be inside legally. Fifteen to twenty is ample," Puffer

said.

For those tenants who worried about not being able to

have their friends over, they can, as long as the party is

contained inside the apartment, and the tenants don't

violate the section of their lease regarding noise level and
offensive conduct, he said. "The idea is not to leave it

open and have 300 people come. The tenant doesn't even

know them. That's the bad thing," Puffer said.

Tenants who continue to violate their obligations con-

tained in their leases can have their leases terminated,

Puffer said. There are people patrolling the area to

discover any possible problems.

"Just this weekend there were 6 broken windows— peo-

ple throw rocks through windows and even hit tenants
inside. There is also littering, broken signs, disturbing

tenants, and vandalism to cars," he said.

Puffer will continue to enforce this policy on parties,

which "pretty much says in the lease if they don't adhere
to it, they'll suffer the consequences," he said.

Student senate halts decision on child care
Should a referendum question be on the ^GA ballot?
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

The undergraduate student senate last night postpon-

ed action on a controversial child care proposal in a

meeting marked by rancor and confusion.

As a result of a parliamentary move by opponents of the

proposal, the senate will not decide until next week
whether to put a referendum question on the Student

Government Association election ballot.

The question would ask students voting in SGA elec-

tions scheduled for the end of the month whether or not

a line should be added to student bills t^iving students the

option to donate $1 per semester into a fund to provide

day care for the children of students.

Because of a long series of motions to "suspend the

rules,'" or consider items not on the regular agenda for

last night's meeting, the senate did not move out of the

"announcements" section of the agenda until 10:30 p.m.

The meeting started at 7 p.m.

Debate on the child care question took up most of the

senate's time last night, with two factions of senators

huddled on opposite sides of Room 101 of the Campus
Center. As senators made statements, insults were ex-

changed between the two camps.

Opponents of the referendum question, led by SGA presi-

dent Bill Bennett and Central Area president W. Greg

Rothman, argued that putting the question on SGA ballots

would set a dangerous precedent, encouraging other

gi-oups to ti7 to raise money through bill donations of tneir

own.

M. Lynn Murphy, a leader of the drive to put the ques-

tion on the ballot, presented senate .speaker Paul Wingle

with 69 petitions she said contained the signatures of 2800

students who supported the question's appearance on the

ballot. The 2800 signatures, if validated, are more than

enough to require the senate to put the question on the

ballot under SGA bylaws.

Rothman countered with a motion to place 74 additional

questions on the ballot, asking whether students should
have the option of donating $1 per semester ^^ 74 in-

dividual campus groups.

The bylaws would also require that the 74 additional

questions appear on the ballot, because the motion to piace

them there was signed by three quarters of the area
government presidents: Bennett, Rothman, Bob Griffin

of the Interfraternity Council, Mike Milbier of Northeast,

and Arum Hamparian of Sylvan.

As a result, three leaders of groups among the 74 an-

nounced to the senate that they would have the five area
presidents investigated by the SGA Judicial Council,

because they reputedly did not consult the group leaders

before including their groups in the motion.

As the cross debate and insults continued, former
.speaker John Ruddock made an emotional appeal to

senators to act in the interests of students.

"Help the students," Ruddock said. "They're out there

doing their homework thinking they're being repre.sented

by a group of intelligent young adults. Are you acting like

intelligent young adults? Think about it."

Senator Lisa Moskow of Melville said of the referendum

controversy, "I do not approve of any old group putting

itself on [student] bills. I happen to think child care should

be on the hi 11... it's very important that parents have the

opportunity to go to UMass."
Hal Zawicki, head of the SGA's Finance Committee, said

child care was "a good item," but added, "I'm not in favor

of all these items going on the bill."

The SGA elections are planned for September 29 and 30.
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TERMINAL
RENTALS
Rent a
terminal

from us for

as little as
^

$115 per semester.

Call for details

Deposit and Mast tax extra.

MlComputerWorks
228 Triangle Street Amherst

549-7133

^^ Others may think but

WE KNOW that we have the

BEST WINE Selection in the area

You will know too when you

shop the j$|»ritJia«i

338 College St. (Rt. 9 East) Amherst

253-5384 256-8433

extured arid timeiv'

A great combination of suede

and snake skin pririted leafier

In btack or>d taupe

XT-

Open Sundays

at mountain farms mall

The area's only complete weight facility!

\\

• Convenient, easy location

^pTes ,oar'<ing

• Women's & Men's
shower & locker

facilities

ON THE

BUS ROUTE!
Midway batween

Amherst t Northampton
at the

Mt. Farms Mall.

Rte. 9, Hodley.

Call: 584-2175

• Over lO.OOOIbs. of free weights
• 12 different cable stations

• Exercise bicycles

• Vitamins & supplements
• Tanning beds available

Try u» out for 1 month tor only •3«^ I—'-- - -^
'

'

'' • ' I

STUDENTS: Solve this money-saving equation by
September 24th to find the real value of your

entertainment dollars.

Let's define our terms ...

5-college students can buy tickets for the

Fine Art Center's exciting 1 986-87
Season at half-price.

We're talking Broadway shows, legendary

jazz artists, virtuoso classical performers,

exciting dance and much more.

Now here's the best part ...

ORDER BEFORE SEPTEMBER 24TH
AND YO' lL GET A FURTHER
DISCOUNT OF 30% OFF YOUR
HALF-PRICE TICKETS!!!

Here's how our equation can work for you:

The single-ticket price (p) for six

outstanding performances on this year's

schedule could total $1 1 2.00. Substitute

$1 1 2. for "p" and -Wow!- you'd pay only

$39.20 for six evenings of unforgettable

entertainment.

It doesn't take an Einstein
to figure out ...

that this is a terhfic opportunity to see and
enjoy quality entertainment for very little

cost.

YOU CAN'T AFFORD NOT TO ORDER
NOW!

THE FINEARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Call 545-251 1 for details. You'll like the way it adds up.

Faculty members protest contract negotiations
^

University president will address
By JKFFRY B.\RT.\SH
CdlU'^irui .StaiT

Some L'msciMiy of Massachusetts

faculty menibfis plan to picket today to

protest the administration's ."Stance on

contract negotiations, prior to an address

by University President David C. Knapp

to the faculty senate.

Knapps's address, which will take place

at 3:30 p.m. in the School of Management
auditorium, will concern issues unrelated

to the protest, according to a

spokeswoman.
The picket will occur outside the

auditorium at 3 p.m., said Arlyn Dia-

mond, president of the Massachusetts

Society of Professors.

"We have been in negotiations since

January. We feel the University has not

come up with an acceptable package.,"

Diamond said, adding that the faculty's

last contract expired June 30 and that

"they [the administration) do not seem to

take us seriously."

Diamond said two of the main areas of

contention are educational needs funds

and nu'iit pay decision-makin;,' fn tlif

pa.-^t, all faculty members cnu Id receive up

to $100 to pa> tfirediuatKinal tqiiipincnt

they or their department needed, such as

computers, if the request was reasonable.

Now the adniini-.u ation \\ants to cut that

fund, she said.

Also, in the past, merit pay was decid

ed by faculty departments for their

members, however, now "the administra-

tion wants to decide how merit pay is

issued," she said.

Knapp was unavailable for comment
but a sfxikeswoman in his office in Boston

issued a statement prepared by Billie S.

Willits, assistant vice president for

Human Resources at UMass.

"It is my understanding that the facul-

ty and the administration agreed that

bargaining would be done at the table, not

in the media," the statement said.

However, Diamond said,"We are not

bargaining in the media, we are just iden-

tifying our concerns."

"It is not in the interest of the Univer-

sity not to support the faculty—we are the

core of the University." she said.

the first faculty senate meeting today
By NANCY KLINGKNKR
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts President

David C. Knapp will address the first

faculty senate meeting of the semester to-

day at 3:30 p.m. in Room 120 of the School

of Management.

In his yearly appearance before the

senate, Knapp will "speak on the state of

the University, which is traditional at

that time." said Joyce K. Hosie. director

of publicity for Knapp's office.

"He'll also be talking about the budget

and the governor's special message, which

will be on capital outlay," she said.

Knapp appeared before the professional

association senate last Thursday, where

he urged the staff to join the "Mass

Transformation Project," as well as speak-

ing on the governors upcoming message.

The facultv senate is also scheduled to

(olli'^ian phdti) In Piiul Finn/

JUST A RELAXING AFTERNOON-Steve Choate, a member ol the

outing club, peacefully floated around the campus pond in a canoe

yesterday enjoying the beautiful weather.

Three-car collision injures

woman; car was vandalized
By LAURA TOMASETTI
and CONNIE GRIFFITH
Collegian Correspondents

At 6:02 p.m. Tuesday, a car parked at a

fraternity on North Pleasant Street was
vandalized. A cassette player with an

estimated value of $200 was stolen from

the car. One window on the car was smash-

ed and the dash had extensive damage,

Amherst police said.

Tuesday night at 9:26 p.m., a resident of

Village Park Apartments reported to police

that a bag of groceries and her checkbook

had been stolen from the trunk of her car.

The woman had left her car unlocked while

she was carrying bundles of groceries into

her apartment.

In other police reports:

F
Y
I

Professor Susan C. Bourque, a professor of government at Smith

College, and Kay B. Wanen, associate professor of anthropology

and director of Princeton University's women's studies progi-am

Will speak at 4:30 p.m. this afternoon at the Wright Hall Common

Room at Smith. Both professors will speak on "Women. Technology

and Education: Conceptual Insights from the U.N Decade

1975-85."

All registered student nrf;anuatuins that submitted budget pro

posals to the SGA Budgets Committee should arrange a hearing

time with the committee before Oct. 1. For more information con-

tact Budgets Committee Chariman Nate Moore at 545-0341 or stop

hv room 420 in the Student V\u«n.

elect three ot the inur .it large members
for the Rules Committee Members are

elected as places on the committee open

up. From those four members, a chairper

son for the committee will also be elected

tomorrow.

La.st year's chairperson, political science

professor David A. Booth, is retiring from

the senate. The by laws require that

senators must take one year off after

every term.

In their last meeting during the spring

1986 semester, held May 15, appoint

ments to the senate's other committee:,

and councils were approved. Zoology pro-

fessor John Roberts was elected as the

new delegate to the board of trustees.

Jeremiah M. Allen, professor of English,

was elected as the new presiding officer

to the senate. He replaced education pro-

fessor David M. Schimmel in that

position.

Political candidate
disturbs powwow

• . ..Jl A

By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

The Fourth Annual Indian Powwow, held

at the Campus Pond lawn last Saturday by

the American Indian Student Association,

was undisturbed except for a disagieenient

with local Democratic candidate for Con

gress Bob Weiner. according to an AISA

member.

Donna Goodleaf said Weiner phoned her

last Thursday at midnight and she told him

sht would not permit him to speak at the

powwow because she felt he would use it

as a platform for his political campaign

The powwow was a .social gathering for

Native Americans, slu- said, allowing

Weiner to speak would have been "in.sen

sitive and disrespectful to the native peo

pie
" Weiner claimed he planned to pre

sent research he has conducted about the

Indian cause adding that he is very sen-

sitive to the natives' problems.

According to Weiner some of his research

concerns the Big Mountain conflict, which

was caused by the United States Govern-

ment's demand for the "cold removal" of

10.000 Navajos from Oklahoma. Weiner

said he wanted to show "the insensitivity

of Congi-ess" toward the Native Americans

and giant them his support.

Weiner, who is a University of

Massachusetts alumnus, also said he had

been invited by an AISA member to make

the presentation. However, he did not

name the person.

"I was scheduled to be on the agenda at

2:00 p.m. on Sunday," said Weiner.

•(ioodleaf blocked me from speaking. ..at

the last minute. It was a very unpleasant

experience.
"

Despite this Weiner decided to go to the

powwow on Saturday and hand out copies

of his speech. This action, claimed

Goodleaf. up.set the native people

Goodleaf said Weiner proved his in.sen-

sitiveness by .saying "Don't Indian people

keep their promi.ses? Don't they honor their

word'.' " To that, she responded, "Now you

know how it feels when promises have been

broken."

Weiner replied "I understand because 1

am Jewish, " Goodleaf said.

Goodleaf said she still would not allow

Weiner to speak because it would interrupt

the drumming and dancing, which was

why natives participated in the powwow.

Weiner has contacted Saul Perlmutter,

director of the Hillel Foundation, because

he felt she had made an ant i .Semitic

remark.

Perlmutter could not be contacted, but a

Hillel office employee confirmed that

Weiner had indeed phoned the rabbi

Writer speaks on roles
Children are trained for gender roles

• There was a three-car accident on Main

Street in front of the Valley Farms Store,

Tuesday at 1:46 p.m. A car driven by an

18-year-old Amherst man collided with a

car driven by a 60-year-old Belchertown

woman, as she pulled out of a parking

space. Her car then collided with a parked

vehicle. All three cars had estimated

damages of $1000. The woman was taken

to the Amherst Medical Center and treated

for a head injury.

• A Chrysler Cordoba was reported

broken into at 6:05 p.m. Tuesday in the P-

lot near Warren McGuirk Alumni
Stadium. The car's stereo, valued at ap-

proximately $300, was taken, and the door

of the car received $150 in damage, police

said. The break-in happened between Sept.

14 and 16.

By MARY REIDY
Collegian Correspondent

In reference to the character of Jane in

the old "Dick and Jane" books, children are

taught the difl"erences in gender rules in

the same way they are taught the rules of

grammar, a noted author said last night.

Poet and fiction writer Anne Halley

spoke to a crowd of about 70 people last

night as part three in the series "Writers

Speak: Gender and Identity."sponsored by

the In.stitute for Advanced Study in the

Humanitites.

"What I wi.sh for Jane." Halley said,

citing an early dictionary definition of the

word "girl" that once referred to a person

of either gender, "is perhaps some kind of

ungendering, old meaning of a "small per-

son."

Halley added that in birth an-

nouncements instead of listing just the

birth of a human being the gender of the

baby is always included.

Small girls still play with dolls, and small

boys still play with space gear, she said,

urging to end the training of boys to

become fathers, and girls to become
mothers.

.She also said that "gendering puts

humans into a complicated social >ystem"

and hopes to see society "let women give

birth to them.selves." During her speech.

Halley also read two of her poems.

"Autograph Book Prophesy, " an anti-

marriage poem from her book "The Beard

ed Mother." and "Song for the Subversion

of the Old Fashioned Woman," that Halley

de.scribed as "militant."

Halley is an Amherst resident and Poetry

Editor of "The Massachusettes Review."

Her work has appeared in "The New
Republic," "Fiction," and "Shenandoah."

She attended Wellesly College and the

University of Minnesota, and has taught

women's fiction and poetry in the U.S. and

abroad. She was born in Germany and

came to the U.S. in 1938, a refugee from

Nazism.

Poetry and Action writer Anne
Fialley * ollvKlun phol4> b> Puul Kran<
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WORKSTUDY POSITIONS AVAILABLE
WORKING WITH HORSES AT

TILLSON EQUINE CENTER - UMASS

RESPONSIBLITIES: Assist in the care and maintenance of the univer-

sity horse herd.

SHIFTS AVAILABLE: Weekdays 7-9 am, 3:30 - 5:30 pm

'Extra projects are also available at flexible hours

EXPERIENCE: preferred, but if you have not worked with horses before

and have the desire to learn we will teach you

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: Gail Hoyle at

Tillson Equine Center - 545-0260

** *We are also looking for a person for general farm maintenance who has

experience with driving farm equipment, fence repairs, stall repairs, etc.

NOW HIRING

GO GETTERS ONLY

25 OPENINGS
Telemarketing Tools and Industrial Supplies to Construc-

tion Companys Nationwide. Salary and Corrimisions and

Bonuses. Three shifts allow you to work around your

schedule. Shifts: 6:30 am-10:30 am; 3 pm - 6 pm;6 pm
-9 pm; Saturdays 8 - 12 and 12-4.

Call Dove 266-4101 7 am - 7 pm

HAVE WE GOT
STEAK!!
NEW YORK SIRLOIN

OR
DELMONICO STEAK
ONE POUND Served With

Salad, Vegetable, Potato,

& Dessert

n2.oo

Universitry Drive, Amherst 549-5861

Serving Breakfajt • Lunch • Dinner]

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK"^
SUNDAY-THURSDAY, 7 A.M. -10 P.M.

FRIDAY, SATURDAY, 7 A.M.-MIDNIGHT
401 RUSSELL ST - HADLEY, MASS

GOURMET

BEEFBURGER PLATTER
Quarter-Pounder

with choice of
(1) Grilled Peppers, Onions & Mushroonns

(2) Bacon, Mushroom & Cheese

Served with lettuce, tomato, & Choice of

trench fries, coleslaw or potato salad, & a

regular soft drink

FOR ONLY $2.86
Coupon good for all persons in

j
party from Mon-Fri expires 9/30/86

'l^f "Um^cmatim

SIGN UP NOW

Free T-SWrtJ

Ne« Friends'.

Nlusicl

Gitt
Certiiicates

Ce\ebrrties'-

Fun'.
I Sure I'll be a Tower Transformer! Sign me up to work:

8a.m.-Noon I 5p.m. 6-lOp.m.

Name
.

Address

Tel. work:
( )

home:(
)

Student

Faculty

Staff

Alumni

Parent

Community supporter

Class

Dept.

Dept.

Class

To work. I will need child care Yes No

Clip and drop this form at the check-out at the Library Tower

Thursday, September 18, 1986
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Terrorists bomb Paris store,

fifth time in 10 days
PARIS (AP) Terrorists struck the

French capital yesterday for the fifth time

in 10 days, demolishing a clothing store

with a bomb thrown from a car. Five peo-

ple were killed and 58 injured, authorities

said.

Three people were killed and more than

100 injured in the previous bombings,

which prompted the government to adopt

tough anti-terrorist measures. Two groups

seeking to free three imprisoned Middle

Easterners have issued conflicting claims

of responsibility for those attacks.

One woman passerby was blown apart

by yesterday's blast in central Paris, and

a witness said another victim was lifted

several yards into the air. "It is an incredi-

ble sight, many women, children, blood

everywhere." said a witness who refused

to give his name. „.,.„
The bomb was tossed from a black BMW

carrying two mustached men, one of whom

rolled down the window and tossed the

bomb at the Tati clothing and textile store

in the Montparnasse district, said Laurent

Davenas, an assistant state prosecutor.

Windows were blown out at several

businesses. The sidewalk in front ot the

Tati store was covered with glass, debris

and bleeding victims, many crying out for

help. Police cleared a plaza, the Place du

18 Juin. and used it as a heHc()ptei-landitH^

pad to evacuate those with the gravest

injuries.

A spokesman for the public hospital

authority said 19 of those injured in the

5:25 p.m. bombing were in .serious

condition.

"The most seriously wounded were

treated on the sidewalk in front of Tati,"

said one witness. "I saw people dying."

"It was horrible,"said another witness.

"A young woman, her legs cut, had half of

her face torn off. All you could see was

blooding bodies."

COURSE
PACKHS
• No Cost To Department
• Lowest Cost To Students.

• Fastest lUmaround.
• Campus Pick-up & Delivery.

• Copyright Permissions Assistance.

• Most Efficient Distribution ofCourse

Materials.

kinko's

220 N. Pleasant St

1PROFS, GIVE YOUR STUDENTS A BREAK

JEFFERY AMHERST BOOKSHOP •

THE TEXTBOOK ALTERNATIVE

•Longer more convenient hours

•A real bookstore, not a warehouse

• 10% discount on books (non-course)

and school supplies

•Visa, Master Card accepted

•Friendly, pleasant shopping environment

TEXTBOOK ORDERS ACCEPTED ANYTIME

Jeffery Amherst

Bookshop
I

55 S. Pleasant St Amherst

253-3381 256-8735
|

Wdcome to school.

Here areyourmeal tickets

-cS^
"^^

I
-^^

!^m^^!
\ c«J

ALLYOU CAN EAT

SALAD BUFFET $2.59
11 A.M.-4 P.M. Mon.-Sat.

Includes our Hot Spot* with all the

fresh fruit, vegetables and hot soup

you can eat. And much more.

PONDEROSA
At participating steakhouses.

Coupon valid until 10/4/86. oco

-'^S^S^o /

Now that you're back at school, get on the Ponderosa meal plan.

We're serving big, delicious meals at prices that fit your budget.

There^ afeunily fieeUng at Ponderosa."

PONDEROSA

C1986 Ponderosa, Inc

NORTHAMPTON - 293 KING ST
(across from Hampshire Lincoln Mercury)

r;

1 ealingplact

( CAMPUS PLAZA
\

J (next to Super Stop & Shop)

Rt 9 Hadlev/Amherst !

256-6889 \

6 AM - 3 AM
j

SUN-THURS )

• IKM 24 NMgL

Come Browse

in Amherst's New
European Style

Flower Shop

Specials

Ros«s $7.95/dozen
MargncrtU Daisy

Banch $ 1 99
with BabY's Brtath

Cash n Carry

Open Sam - 5:30pm
Monday - Saturday

220 N. Pleasant Si

Amherst 253-5545
Proprietors

Nancy Garrabrants &
Debby Boyce

Help Wanted

Yankee Candle
^J^ctory CS, Countly StoH

S.DccrficM.Mawn*

.The Yankee Candle Com-
Ipany ot S. Deerfield is now
hiring. Seasonal positions

available 'days, evenings,

part-time, weekends. Open-

ings include retail sales,

clerical, productions,

shipping.

Apply in person Monday-
Friday 9 to 4 (No phone
calls, please) at

Yankee Candle
Rt. 5, S. Deerfield, Mass.
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Economy expected to rise in 1987
VASHINGTON < APt - The US economy should perform

. Imht'y better next year, but the gain will not be enough

o make much of a dent jn the unemployment rate,

)usiness economists predicted yesterday at a Boston

. onference.

Members of the National Association of Business

Economists said they remained generally upbeat about

1987 despite the fact that sluggish growth so far this year

forced them to scale back expectations for 1986, according

to a survey of the members released here.

They said they expect the economy to show renewed

vigor in 1987 with somewhat higher inflation rates

healthier corporate profits and only a slight jump in in-

terest rates.

The survey of 300 economists at some of the country's

largest corporations also found that they had pushed far-

ther into the future the date of the next recession, with

two-thirds expectmg the cuiTent recovery will last at least

into 1988.

The economists were still not as optimi-stic as the

Reagan administration, which is predicting much higher

growth both this year and in 1987 and proclaiming no

signs of a riH( ^-^lon over the ne.vt \'\\v >i;trs.

Th. ,,-.-1.1 laiinii -^uivcv, (lone in August, predicted that

the cconumy. as measured by the gross national product,

will expand at a 2.5 percent annual rate this year. This

marked a downward revision from a forecast three months

ago of a 3.2 percent gi-owth this year compared with the

fourth quarter of 1985.

For 1987, the business economists believe the economy

will grow at a 2.9 percent annual rate, not a robust pace

but still an improvement over activity this year.

The Reagan administration, however, is predicting

growth this year of 3.2 percent and a si-'.zling 4.2 percent

pace for 1987.

BIG BACK TO SCHOOL BIKE SALE

FREE upio $199.00
WORTH OF ACCESSORIES OF YOUR

CHOICE WITH THE PURCHASE OF

ANY BICYCLE IN STOCK

S199.00
WORTH or

4aZ&SQftlES wak
CANNONDALE SR600

aX&SOKUS vilA

FUJI SAC&ES

$39.00
VQRTHOr

AOZSSQRliSYiih
NISUIKI SPORTS

AOZSSOKIES vil^
SPECIALIZED ALL£Z

gT^ "'-'HItCI

Sepl 6 through Sepl 20

VALLEY BICYCLES LTD.
93^BOL^^OODWALK 256-O88O

BELCHERTOWN BICYCLE SHOP
5 NORTH MAIN ST. ^9:i.s?nA
BELCHERTOWN •^^-' -'^^"

AMERICAN-MADE
GENUINE LAMBSKIN

LEATHER
SLIM
SKIRT
A wardrobe essential for campus, our soft

yet deadly 26 inch little skirt is fashioned

to take you to classes or to a weekend blow-

out. Dressed up with a silk blouse or cooled

down with a denim jacket, it Is as versatile

as you are.

Choose from fire red, steel grey or jet black.

Junior sizes from 3/4 to 13/14. Limited time

purchase. Order now!

A GREAT "OUT OF AMERICA" VALUE AT ONLY
EACH «/\/> FOR 2

»55.' »99.'

SEND CHEC:K or MONEY ORDER TO

OUT OF AMERICA
P.O. Box 6175
Newburyport, MA 01950

MC. VISA. AMEX ORDERS CALL

1-800-52M230
rOLL FREE

Ask about our "Out of America" T-shirts.

I COMPUTER ACCESSORIES

M.LCarr
IN PERSON

Saturday,

September 20

1:00-3:30 pm

The former Boston Celtics

basketball star will be on

stage for questions and
answers, autographs
and photo session

All proceeds to benefit

Mass Transformation (the IJMass
Library Tower Restoration Proiecl)

^<< Xj'^Mf^ONtkjiCH

finmVE,RSlTY
where you II find STEIGERS.

KMART JCPENNEY and over

80 line shops and restaurants

ROUTE 9 HADLEY. MA • MONDAY SATURDAY 10 GO 9 30PM. SUNDAY 12-5

EXIT 19 0FFI91 NORTH

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

' DO YOU WANT TO BE RICH & FAMOUS? '

HERE^S YOUR CHANCE...

$
$

$
$
$

$

s
$

$

$

$

$

$
$

$

$

$
$
$

POSTER CONTEST

TO PROMOTE ALCOHOL AWARENESS WEEK

Sponsored by the Greek Area &

the University Committe on Alcohol Use

CASH PRIZE!!!

Posters due: October 6th, 1986

Entry Forms Available beginning Sept. 17th

at Greek Affairs(Berkshire House 204)

Health Education (251 Health Services)

Campus Center Information Booth

$

$

$
S

$

$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
S
$
$
$$ Campus Center Inlormation Doom 2>

$$$s$s$s$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$sss$$$$s$$$$$ss$$$$$$s$$$

GOLD SALE

60% OFF
on 14k Gold Chains

and Earrings

14l( Gold Bracelet

Regular $35.00 NOW $12.00

14k Gold Charms
Only $12.00

14k Gold Earrings

Only $10.00

Many other Fabulous

Savings Available

FOR ONE WEEK ONLY
Men, SEPT.15 thru Sat. SEPT.20

Concourse Sale

M-F 9-5

SAT 10-3

Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
STORED

DosfEquisXX- $1.75
all month any time

With Purchase get

Chilli Con Queso, Chips & Dip

FREE
from 4-7. 9-11 pm

Good through Sept 30

ON THE BUS ROUTE

RTE 9 HADLEY

CA=l=t#LL i:=IAVEL

"WE WELCOME STUDENTS"

•Airline Ticlcets at Airline Prices

•Amtrack Tickets

• Budget European & Asian Airlares

Stop in and ask about our European and U.S. Winter Ski

packages and Spring break

departures to Mexico and the Caribbean

"Behind Classe Cafe"
15 Cowles Lane, Amherst MA.

256-8931

MEXICAN MONTH

IN

CARBURS LOUNGE

COLLEGE
DRUG

4 MAIN STREET, AMHERST
253-2523

MON-FRI 9-9. SAT 9-6. SUN 9-3

WE ARE A POSTAL STATION

All Arrid Solid Deoderant $2 .09 2.0

All Mennen Speed Stick $1.79

All Mennen Lady Speed Stick 1.69

2.5 oz.

1.5 oz.

6 pack of

Coke

t<i

RESUMES
— Typesetting • 106 typestyles

— Wbrdprocessing • we'll keep your resume

on file for one year free

— LaiSe selection of paper and envelopes

CopyCat Print Shop

228 i'riangle Street, 2nd Floor, Amherst

Student owned - Student operated
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The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Editorial/Opinion

The opinions on this page are those of the individual w
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No lawyers; LSD gunned
n,e, 0, ca.oo... and do no, nec«san,y -eflec, .he v.ews of .he Colleg.an o, .he Un,vers,ty unless othe,^..se noted

Last month, the administration of this

university took an action that might make

your life more difficult, and they did it

behind your back. On August 5, the UMass

Board of Trustees voted 10-2 to take away

the right of students at this school to use

the Legal Services Office to sue the univer-

sity and represent them in criminal cases.

The Legal Services Office is on the ninth

floor of the Campus Center. Usually

around this time of year, the Collegian

would be running the obligatory story

about LSO, the services it provides for

students, etc. Not this year. The status of

the office is in limbo; administrators say

it can "advise" students of their legal

rights, but if they want real legal represen-

tation, thev have to hire a lavk7er.

The problem with this action is not just

that it shows a disregard for student money

- students with legal problems will now

be paying fees for an office that can't do

anything for them, then paying for a real

lawyer that can.

The real problem is that it was done in

an indefensibly sleazy and hypocritical

manner. Think about it. This is a major

change. Hundreds and hundreds of

students have employed LSO lawyers over

the years to help them out of trouble or to

keep the University in line.

But administrators argue that the abili-

ty of LSO employees to sue other Univer-

sity employees was creating "hostility." 1

can see that, and I suspect a lot of other

students can too. Also, administrators say

it doesn't make sense for the University to

spend money to sue itself so it can pay

damages. True.

On the other hand, a lot of students,

especially poorer students, were helped by

the LSO. A change in its powers, especial-

ly one so major, deserved careful considera-

tion and debate. Students are the most af-

fected constituency and should have been

an integral part of this debate. That would

be the way of the scholar and the

A ftLC£.l4T AUDIT StKXJS TLLOWS, DRUO ABv«.RS AND ^\L^iTM.LV H-i- kJ''>;V;j>J'AL^ Wk^i

BLLN OUARDiMO OOR NOCLLAR A^4bC^LhlCAL ULAPoMS SlTtS Ac^SS IWL U.V

Craig Sandler

gentleperson.

Now, when did the administration

schedule the decision-making process on

this issue? Bingo, in the summer, when the

campus is deserted and most student

leaders are far from campus and the local

press. Did you hear anything last semester

about the administration considering this

move? I didn't, and I was in the Collegian

newsroom five days a week. "Vou'd think

I would have heard, but I didn't. The ad-

ministration wanted it that way.

How laughable, then, to hear ad-

ministrators talk about honor! We hear

rhetoric all the time from the people who

run this university: talk about "working

together," "open debate." "freedom of ex-

pression," "exchange of ideas."

Then their actions speak louder than

their words, and they pull this cynical,

wimpish, disrespectful stunt.

If UMass is one community composed of

equals, why was this decision made during

the summer? Either the administrators are

so incompetent that no one realized

students could have very little say in this

important matter. Or administrators are so

cynical that they just said, "The hell with

it. Let's push this thing through." These

are the only two possibilities.

We can protest. We can make demands.

We can hold our breath until we turn blue.

Nothing is likely to undo this abominable

situation created by people too scared and

dishonorable to even listen to their own, ob-

viously hollow, rhetoric.

Administrators owe students an honest

explanation of this action and why the vote

on it came when it did. Will they have the

guts to supply it. or will they let their

silence indict them?
Craig Sandler is a Collegian staff

member.

Letters

Not fresh
I respect the opinion of

others; however, I think

twice when people attempt

to support an opinion by us-

ing insults. Rusty Denton

tells us that pro-choice sup-

porters are both fools and

selfish (September 16). If

one were to look at his col-

umn "The rhetoric of abor-

tion debate" a little harder,

there are some other less

blatant insults as well.

Denton, toss the

ridiculous simile along with

your special brand of

rhetoric. If you are an anti

abortion, just state it; but

please, unless you have

some new insights from the

anti-abortion league, leave

those stale anti-abortion

arguments to rest. As a col-

umnist, you have a respon-

sibility to capture your

reader's interest, positive or

negative, with fresh

materials or at least fresh

insights.

When you decide to take a

more professional approach

to writing, I will begin to

respect you even though

your evangelic views are

depressing, and I do not

agree with them. On a final

note, I do hope you are

writing under a pen name.

David H. Sprogis
Sunderland

(Editor's note: T/ie Collegian

does not allow pseudonyms.)

Message from the SGA president
„. . 1.1^ i; 1 T* :^ „i.^^\a

William Bennett

Controversy is on the horizon on campus. Within the

next few weeks, several issues are going to be knocking

at your door. As students, we need to look at all the facts

and not just those that support oui- own arguments. More

important, the truth must be told. ..not distorted as some

individuals feel they must do to gain your support!

The first issue I foresee causing controversy are the

possible referendum questions that will add an addi-

tional item on your semester bill. Yes, directly below all

the other optional, "easy-to-get-funded" fees will be an

additional line item. The money generated by this fee

(about 40,000 dollars) will go into a general fund that

the group organizers can spend any way they want.

That's right, no accountability. This money — your

money - can conceivably be used for anything. You will

not have one bit of say in the matter. How about that

for gratitude?

Worse, if this referendum passes, it will lead hundreds

of other groups and organizations to get funding the same

way. By 1988, you will be receiving a three page

semester bill that includes thirty to forty additional

groups...and more important. 30 to 40 additional dollars.

You may realize that I am referring to the child care

referendum. But, for all intents and purposes, it could

have been the Muscular Dystrophy Association, finan-

cial aid, an anti-apartheidjfund, or a host of other

beneficial and needed programs. The issue is not child

care. The issue need not be emotional. It is simple. ..ac-

countability and responsibility to you, the student!

At this time I feel as though it is absolutely necessary

to shed truth on a second issue that has developed in the

SGA. ..Affirmative Action. How can anyone state that the

"SGA can be proud of its dedication to Affirmative Ac-

tion," as John Hayes did in his column (September 15)?

This is the first year the SGA has actually had en-

thusiastic and stable Affirmative Action Officers (AA).

More than that, we do not even have approved person-

nel policy, never mind a "well-established and clear" one

as Hayes believes.

The inaccuracies do not stop there. According to him,

I proposed a revision of Chapter Twenty "without any

consultation with persons involved with or

knowledgeable about AA." This is not true. Ron

Sinacore, the University's Affirmative Action and Equal

Opportunity officer, read the proposal, discussed it, and

approved it before I brought it to the Student Senate.

Sinacore didn't think I neglected lesbians or gay males.

He knows as well as I that all policies of the Student

Government Association need to follow those of the

University — including the policies on Affirmative Ac-

tion and Equal Opportunity. These include gay men and

lesbians. Some individuals are reading a policy that

they don't like and are trying every way they can to pick

it apart. If they choose to use untruths, one sees that "the

controversy arises out of ignorance!" John Hayes could

not have said it better.

William S. Bennett is President ofthe Student Govern-

ment Association.

Will it continue?
Imagine an entire nation of people being forced to move.

On September 30th, the US government will begin to

remove the remaining 2.500 Hopi and Navajo families

from the Big Mountain Reservation in Arizona. They are

being removed so that private industry can strip-mine the

coal deposits underneath their homes.

Their religion holds this land to be sacred. Plus, on the

reservation, they are self-sufficient (or, rather, they were

until 90 percent of their livestock was removed by the

government). On being relocated, they will be complete

ly dependent on government agencies. With their

livestock gnne, they have been forced to either starve or

leave their land "voluntarily".

Will our government write another disgraceful chapter

in our long history of abusing native Americans? Wo hope

to prevent this by a last-minute appeal to our elected

representatives.
Joachim Krautz

Michael Mauri
Sylvan

Separate chambers
I read Tony Rudy's column on South Africa (September

16) and found it misleading. Specifically, he seemed to im-

ply that South Africa has an integrated parliament. In

realfty, there is a chamber for whites, a chamber for In-

dians and a chamber for coloureds.

Geoffrey Feldman
Amherst

The Collegian gladly accepts letters and columns from

the UMass community. All submissions should be typed

at 67 characters per line and should include the author's

name, address and telephone number.

All copy is subject to editing for clarity and length.

Concern indeed
For the overwhelming majority of women, having an

abortion is the hardest and most painful decision of their

lives. Women who abort do so with a sincere belief in the

moral wrongness of compulsory pregnancy and forced

motherhood , especially in a society that refuses to pro-

vide adequate care for single mothers and their children,

while at the same time subjecting them to the worst social

stigmas. Possibly, in a world that provided food, clothes,

education and rnedical care for these women and their

children, less women would choose to abort. But it is a

decision that must be made by every individual, and for

those who do choose abortion, the option must remain

open. Legal, safe abortion does not force people to abort;

it merely gives them an option. Illegal abortion does force

many women into pregnancies and causes many deaths.

I have often been confused by New Right anti-

abortionists who call themselves Pro-Life. Their concern

for life apparently ends at birth, as they consistently give

their money and support to elect politicians who vote

against the things which women and children need most:

prenatal care, quality child care, food stamps, social

security. Aid to Families with Dependent Children, fun-

ding for battered women and abused children and equal

rights.

Is this not a kind of murder?

Here are some facts and statistics:

1. Women in all cultures have always had abortions,

legal or not. In the 1890s, there were an estimated two

million abortions in the United States.

2. In the 1950s, about one million abortions were per-

formed in the US each year, and about 1,000 women died

annually as a result.

3. A New York City study showed more than 45 per-

cent of women who had legal abortions would have tried

to have them even if they were illegal.

4. An early abortion is a safer procedure concerning

maternal mortality than is carrying a child to term and

delivering vaginally.

5. Knitting needles, coat hangers and douches with solu-

tions of lye have been used in the past as abortion pro-

cedures, before its legalization.

6. In 1982, an NBC news poll showed that 80 percent

of people in the US support legalization of abortion.

7. No method of contraception is 10(Ksafe and effective.

It's ignorant and naive to assume that will or should abs-

tain from sexual intercourse any more than men.

Dena Marger
Northampton

For God's sake, give me the young man who has brains

enough to make a fool of himself

-Robert Louis Stevenson

Subject to RA grief
When I was still living within the con-

fines of the dorm system there was a big

poster in the first floor lounge that was put

together by the bureaucracy of my dorm

that named all of the bad "isms" of contem-

porary American society. Among these no-

no "isms" were fascism, racism, ethnocen-

tricism, egocentricism, militarism, sexism,

and male chauvinism. There was, of course,

no mention of feminism, but that's another

story.

While the poster didn't seem to be such

a big deal to me at the time, as I didn't con-

sider myself an "ist" of any of the above

mentioned "isms", I soon began to equate

that poster with the worst possible "ism"

a University of Massachusetts student con

fronts; RAism.

I was barraged with leftist propaganda

in my dorm. Anti-Reagan this, Anti

America that, protest this, boycott that,

don't buy this, etc. What if someone liked

Reagan? What if someone was a white

heterosexual male conservative? Did he

also have a right to live and speak freely?

According to the RAist, no.

Don't get me wrong. I know that all RAs

don't practice RAism. There are plenty of

level-headed RAs who do a commendable

job doing what they are supposed to. They

keep order and peaceful overtones in places

that definitely have the potential to erupt

from time to time. But the RAist is

different.

RAism is practiced by leftist students

who know enough about life, and the world,

to morally teach their immature,

unknowledgable, uninformed, 20 year-old

floormates how to run their lives.

Stuart Gottlieb

My RA sophomore year was a sort of RA
nationalist. The posters and notices she put

up on my floor were the kinds you would

expect to see in the Radical Student Union

(the fortress of RAists). Her RA position,

it was s^d, was her first position of power,

and like a communist with newfound

power she pushed for a seemingly

totalitarian fascist state upon my 4th floor

comrades and I. It appeared to me that

females, homosexuals, and minority

residents were favored, and white

heterosexual males were to be treated as

the enemy and persecuted for their long

standing responsibility for world oppres-

sion. I was one of those victims.

I was once written up four times in a

week, to this day a University record. What

were my crimes you might ask? They rang-

ed from Sports in the Hallways for sitting

on my skateboard outside my room to

Damage/Destruction of University Proper-

ty for changing a "Stop Discrimination of

Legitimate need
for community
Sexual identity is a pressing issue in our society. We

are bombarded on every side with images of what it is

to be a man or woman, ideals to which we should aspire,

and constant urgings to "be oneself- that is, to con-

form as closely to the given social roles as possible.

Perhaps because of the upheavals of the "sexual revolu-

tion," our culture is obsessed these days with the ideas

of normality and abnormality. "Standards" have been

shaken up and many would like to re-establish them .

Reginald Shepherd

Adolescence, as the time of both physical and social

maturation, is a period when sexual questions are

especially crucial. Because it is a period of drastic change,

adolescence is also a period in which these issues are

acutely difficult and confusing. We don't know quite who

we are and we are sometimes afraid to find out. In col-

lege, we are seeking more than one sort of education;

we wsiit to learn about ourselves, to decide who we are.

When so much of who one is depends on one's gender

identity and sexual orientation, sexuality is never

abstract or irrelevant.

Part of the function of the Lesbian Bisexual Gay

Alliance, a registered social organization on campus, is

to provide a safe and comfortable environment for peo-

ple who are homosexual, bisexual or unsure and still ex-

ploring their sexual identity to address these potential-

ly threatening issues. So often when one suspects a "dif-

ference" in oneself, the impulse is to hide it - perhaps

from oneself, certainly from one's friends. As someone

who "came out" to myself and others as gay m high

school, I know well the feelings of isolation and fear one

can experience when you don't know anyone else who

is going through the same things, or someone who has

gone through them and "survived." I pulled myself

through that period by reading gay liberation literature,

which served as a vicarious lifeline to a community out

there to which I could belong. While it's still unrealistic

to hope that the average high school student who thinks

he or she may be gay will have ^ place in his or her school

to go, there is and needs to be such a place in college,

where students are a bit more free to explore and be

themselves, away from prying or overly protective eyes.

In an ideal world, we would all be people and in-

dividuals first, and no one would feel any pressure to be

or act in any given way. In such a world, maybe we

wouldn't need the LBGA, because people wouldn t have

labels at all. In a way, part-of the function of the LBGA

is to make itself obsolete by helping bring such a world

about, both through education of the general Universi-

ty population and through its function as a safe space

for people to be themselves and meet each other. As the

recent Supreme Court decision that homosexuals do not

have the same Constitutional rights and protections as

do heterosexuals has demonstrated, that world is a long

time away. By working together, gays, lesbians bisex-

uals, and heterosexuals who believe in the basic human

dignity of evervone. can help bring that world closer.

1
(The LBGA holds its meetings on Tuesdays at 8 p.m.

in 413B of the Student Union, and has drop-in hours

every weekday. I urge all interested students to involve

themselves.)

Reginald Shepherd is a UMass student and a

member of the LBGA. ^^^^^^^^__

Letters

ANC misrepresented
Tony Rudy's column (September 16) on the ANC was

grossly inaccurate and a false representation of the South

African racial problem and a reflection of the painfully

misinformed views of the far right.

Conservatives in Washington have a tendency to tar the

ANC with the brush of communism rather than listen-

ing to the cry of freedom from the black majority. The

ANC is not necessarily a violent group, as charged by

Rudy. The ANC is a representative body that articulates

the political aspirations of black South Africans.

The apartheid system is immoral and there would be

no ANC if there was no apartheid . Rudy sees the strug-

gle in South Africa in terms of East-West relations, and

that is just not the case. President Botha uses that argu-

ment as a propaganda tool to get Washington's ear in the

midst of international outrage on apartheid in South

Africfl

What Rudy calls significant reforms are nothing more

than a cosmetic exercise designed to fool the world, par-

ticularly the West, and to continue to perpetuate white

minority domination in South Africa. The fact is that the

pillars of apartheid are stronger than ever and that is why

violence flourishes.

Recently, the Commonwealth Group on South Africa,

led by Malcolm Fraser of Australia and former Nigerian

President Olusegun Obasanjo, submitted their reports to

the Commonwealth and the US Congress. They conclud-

ed in their report that the South African government isn't

ready yet to negotiate in good faith about Black participa-

tion in government. The Group proposed that Nelson

Mandela and other political prisoners be released from

jail, that ANC and PAC be unbanned and be a represen

tative body of the black majority, that Uhere be the end

Random Notes
What's it all for? Hey you, pre-success major, wft it's it

all for? You who plans on making a million dollars by the

time you're thirty. I'm talking to you condo builders,

BMW drivers. What's it all for?

On my way to class I happened on an elderly woman.

She was standing in front of the Student Union steps.

Hundreds of you, scurrying to Marketing and Manage-

ment, passed her by. She stood disoriented with two large

bags on her arm and a cane in her hand. What class could

have been so urgent that Julia was almost knocked over

by your careless dash? Did you assume that she had a

destination just as you? Or didn't you care? Is your mind

so clogged by money-making strategies that you didn't see

the sheer distress in Julia's face? She was lost in a crowd

of the uncaring future.

Taking the Greenfield bus to campus, in hopes of get-

ting into a music class, proved to be more complicated than

she expected. Her only solicitation for help was answered

by a curt smile, a map of the campus and a gentle push

out the door. Left to wander aimlessly for hours, Julia

looked haggard and drawn when I found her.

In the twenty minutes it took me to walk Julia to Whit-

more, I found out pieces of this woman's life. Her son

doesn't live locally and she isn't quite sure when it was

that she last saw him. \^as her son as goal-oriented as

we are? Did his lucrative profession take him to the far

corners of the corporate world? Or is he just too busy to

bother with his his mother? I'm sure she was never too

busy to bother with him during the mumps or the measles.

Someday our parents will be like Julia. Will we too

forget they exist? Is this how we will raise our children?

Remember my illustrious peers..."What goes around.

American Indian Women'' poster to "^^top

Discrimination of the Cleveland Indians".

But the big one was for racial discrimina-

tion and harrassment for calling the head

of residents' daughter, a black girl, a "mag-

got" after she dumped a basket of garbage

in my room. Where 1 live in New York the

word "maggot" means a surfer who isn't

a local. It is not racist. Regardless, I had

to go to a formal hearing to have it deter-

r^ined whether or not I was a racist, and

therefore whether or not I was University

material.

I was finally acquitted ofmy charges, but

the absurd overreaction of the resident staff

was ridiculous. My point here is that I

allow anyone their philosophy of life, and

I expect the same. I will not tolerate an in-

fringement of my Constitutional rights by

anyone.
• The Resident Assistant system at UMass
falls into the usual category of "overawar-

ing" its residents, as do most universities

in this country. The 1980's drive to end

discrimination in academia in such an ex-

treme manner is an attempt to eradicate

the discrimination of the 50's and 60's

when admissions of most prestigious col-

leges had quotas for Jews and Catholics,

and admitted no women. Academia today

has a growing attachment to an awareness

crusade which is noble in attempt, but

totalitarian in practice, in trying to

eliminate prejudice and discrimination.

The problem is that the educational

system, like all converts, will stop at

nothing in its attempt to undo the evil of

the past and create a new species of

student.

of hostilities on all sides and for the creation of a referen-

dum that would involve all racial groups. Even Buthelezi

agreed that Nelson Mandela should be released from jail

to help defuse violence and to help bring about a solution.

The South African government maintained in its con-

tact with the Commonwealth group, that the exercise of

economic and political rights in constitutional dispensa-

tion would onlv be negotiated within the context of its so-

called reform program, which specifies racial groups

rather than individual rights. That means it would give

expression to individuals' aspirations only within the con-

fines of their ethnic groups. This kind of policy only

strengthens and serves the exclusive interest of the white

minority, and it's difficult to build a truly democratic

structure on those principles.

The government of South Africa also maintained that

the homeland policy remain in place, and that the pre-

sent tricameral constitution be the vehicle of future

reforms. As it stands, the South African government is

determined to continue to intimidate the Black masses

into accepting these conditions, and even the monkey

knows that violence and bloodshed is the ultimate

alternative. .• ^ r

Black leadership in South Africa has been patient tor

many years and that patience is running out. It's quite

clear that gentle and quiet diplomacy has failed and des-

cent into tragedy seems inevitable unless meaningful

reforms begin immediately.

The South African government continues to maintain

its intransigence on the Namibian question despite the

mandate given by the United Nations. It continues to

destabilize the independent frontline states and sink boats

off the coast of Namibia and Angola. Why should the ANC

not mount an opposition to the South African government

in view of all these atrocities? The ANC certainly have

my full support. Chuck Onu
Amherst

comes around" and we will reach a tender age one day.

Maybe you, the finance major, will have the desire to take

a music class later in your life. I dearly hope you will not

experience whart I saw today - a lonely soul surrounded

by a society with tunnel-vision.

I won't soon forget Julia. For the brief moment she

entered my life, I wasn't the selfish, career-minded robot

society has bred. Alas, it's back to the grind; my resume

is due this week.

Dana Grossblatt is' a UMass student.
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ARTS

'and

yidvanced l^ideo

99&5Ft>i presents
HOfror

SPOTS in New York
You could win ONE of TWO Grand Prizes

. ^z^^*7 • Complete AKAI 60 watt component music system
Itegisterio ^/ ^^^ ^ Mitsubishi hs-337 vhs hq vcR/or a

WW L pair of SPEAKERLAB DAS-7 SPEAKERS
at aw ^p^'> — or —

WVWCt r^ • A pair of A-ha concert ticket at Radio City Music Hall in
\oca ^ p^Q^ yq|,|^ Qj^y airfare, hotel accomodations, limosine

transportation and a tour of MTV Studios

AMiTSuasHr
75 WATT COMPONENT MUSIC SYSTEM

«

A

*

•

1

A

HHFm

• AM/FM stCfM luntf • LEO indicators

• Inltgraltd Ampliliar • Casstllt lap« 6*ck
• 5 band graphic tqualuaf • Stmi-aulomalic turntable

• 3Mray spaakar systam • System cabinet

COMPLETE SYSTEM

34900

AKAI
40 WATT COMPONENT MUSIC SYSTEM

• AM/FM dtgilal quarti tuner

• Integrated amplitter

• Semi-automatic turntable

• 3-way speaker system

• LED Indicators

• Double casetle tape deck

witti high speed dubbing

• System cabinet

COMPLETE SYSTEM

54900
Available in Northampton A Amherst only.

AKAI
60 WATT COMPONENT MUSIC SYSTEM

i

(

I

• AM/FM digital quartz tuner

• Double cassette tape deck

with high speed dubbing

• System cabinet

• LED indicators

• Semi-automatic turntable

• 3-way speaker system

AKAI
35 WATT COMPONENT MUSIC SYSTEM

• AM/FM digital quarti tuner • LED indicators

• Integrated amplifier • Cassette tape deck
• 5 iMnd graphic equaluer • Semiautomatic turnuble

• 3-way speaker system • System cabinet

COMPLETE SYSTEM

39900
Available in Northampton A Amherst only.

Amitsubishi*
100 WATT COMPONENT MUSIC SYSTEM

• AM/FM stereo tuner

• Integrated amplifier

• 5 band graphic deck
• 3-Way speaker system

• LEO indicators

• Cassette tape deck

• Automatic lurnUble

• System cabinet

COMPLETE SYSTEM

49900

COMPLETE SYSTEM

59900
AweileMe In Ne«tl«empton A Amherst only.

AKAI
35 WATT COMPONENT MUSIC SYSTEM

• AM/FM digiUl quarti tuner • LEO Indicators

• Integrated amplifier • Double cassette Upe deck

• 9 Itand graphic equalizer • Semi-automatic turntable

• 3-way speaker system • System cabinet

COMPLETE SYSTEM

44900
Avaltsble In Northampton A Amherst only.

QUANTITIES IIMHEO NO KAINCHCCKS NOT «SPONSI8lC FO« rrPOGHAPMICAl ERROtS SOME lUliSTKATIONS FOt DESIGN ONLY.
TILEVniON SCMENS MEASUMO OlAOONAtlV • PRICES IN EFfEO THAOUOH SUNDAY. SffTEMtER 21 tt I1M

YOU'RE GOING TO LIKE WHAT YOU SEE

>4dvanced Kideo
SOUTH HADLEY
470 Newton Street

Corner Rts. 116 & 33
536-8863

NORTHAMPTON
26 North King Street

586-6501

AMHERST
328 College St. (Rt. 9)

256-4194

BELCHERTOWN
155 North Main Street

Crystal Spring Shopping Ctr.

323-5892

OPEN MONDAY THROUGH THURSDAY 10-8, FRIDAY & SATURDAY 10-9, SUNDAY 12-5
»1M« Advenced Vld«> Servtcee. Inc

Binky and friends explain life

Work Is Hell

A Cartoon Book by Matt Groening
New York
Random House, $5.95.

By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

Who says you can't learn something,

relax, be refreshed for future studies and

even gain a little insight into life from a

book of cartoons?

Matt Groening's Work Is Hell is a tunny,

satirical look at life in the real world.

Taken a little at a time, his creations are

likely to make you see your troubles from

a better perspective. Of course, like almost

any cartoon book, if you read them all at

once, you would cease to appreciate them.

Groening's book is a compilation of car-

toons featuring Binky, a slightly demented-

looking rabbit, and friends. These include

Binky's girlfriend Sheba, and his il

legitimate son. Bongo. You can tell Bongo
from Binky because he only has one ear.

Their adventures m life (askmg for a raise,

getting fired, refusing to mow the lawn) are

documented in detail by Groening.

The best feature of the book is its ab-

solute disrespect for authority, whether in

the form of the much-feaied boss, Binky as

a parent or even the cliches of American
life that nobody even notices anymore. In

one cartoon, Binky is pictured out cold in

front a wall that is covered with little holes.

The caption: "If You Drink, Don't Drill."

The cartoons can be a little contusmg, as

they are sometimes so filled with detail

that you don't know what to look at first

— there are a hundred funny little draw

ings at once, all crammed into one eight

inch-by eight inch square. The way to deal

with them is to take your time and ap

preciate each one, and if you get sick of

looking at little pictures of weird-looking

rabbits, put the book down for awhile.

You'll probably come back to it, and you

definitely won't have to have the whole

thing read for Monday at 9:05 — which is

the beauty of the thing.

Binky, his girlfriend Sheba, and Binky's illegitimate son Bongo ex-

amine life's curiosities in Work is Hell by Matt Groening.

By B. DeLOLLIS
and M. SHAKESPEARE
Collegian Staff

It was a dark and stormy night, and we wanted to see

music, music in the Valley...

Many other people want to see music in the Valley,

too, on stormy nights or otherwise. This, briefly put, is

our raison d'etre to provide you the reader to music in

the Valley, stormy or not.

First the Hanger, then the Rusty Nail. Is it true? Are

they actually taking our last resort to live music, the

Red Barn, away from us, too? The Red Barn, by the way,

is located on and operated by Hampshire College. You

can go there to see live (both up-and-coming, and

established) bands for cheap, with free refreshments.

Well, allay your fears, for the rumours are false. They

are simply renovating the offices in the basement of the

Barn. If you would like to book a show at the Barn (and

be assured that Everyone will be there, no matter how

you sound), call Special Programs at Hampshire.

We heard that Eighth Route Army is breaking up. Too

bad, they were a mainstay of the Valley music scene for

a while, even broke out to perform at CBGB's. and

possibly the first to have bumper stickers. Oh well, like

sand through the hour glass goes the bands of our lives.

Speaking of gossip, the Pajama Slave Dancers' (more

affectionately known as PSD) Friday night date at

Sheehan's Cafe will be guitarist Dax Rexford's last date

with the band. A good time can be had by all, for $3, so

stop by Sheehan's with ID in hand and check out these

whirlwinds of Westfield.

Now for the listings: Thursday night is benefit night

for a daycare worker accused of molesting a child. Cir-

cle, Zydeco Future, and Liquid Lesson will be perform

ing at the Unitarian Church, near Bart's in Amherst for

$3. Don't forget that Jonathan Richman is sold out at

the Iron Horse. Oh, and almost forgot. The Stompers are

playing at Pearl Street for seven dollars at the door. You

know what they sound like, see them if you want to.

Friday night is PSD. And at the Iron Horse, is singer,

songwriter, guitarist Jonathan Edwards at 7 and 10 p.m.

at a cost of $10 in advance, and $11.50 at the door. Folk

rock singer. Cheryl Wheeler will be opening for Edwards.

Wheeler recently released an album, which was produced

by Edwards.
Saturday night brings the Mannish Boys to Sheehan's.

for the usual weekend fee of $3. A spokesperson from

Sheehan's was reported to have said, "They're rock and

roll, they're pretty good."

The Valley is burgeoning with live music, we couldn't

hope to list it all. If you have an event you would like

covered in our column, contact us via the Collegian, and

see what we can do.we

,f

PHI SIGMA KAPPA

OPEN RUSH

Wed. September 17
Thurs. September 18
Mon. September 22
(Monday Night Football)

^ Refreshments ^

All University men invited

510 N. Pleasant St.

(Next to the Fine Arts Center)

Concern for Academics
Best locale on campus
A national fraternity

Great social life

Home cooked meals

JBSSSBBBaBKB^BB MMU^UJJJMJJJ^'''"''' _J

For one week oni\, orfier and save on the gold rin^ of your choice. For complete

details, see your Jostens representative.

JOSTEXS
MEHlCAS COLLEGE BNG

9/15-9/19 10 - 4 pm

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

$25 deposit

required

t l"#»i UMi-n, Iru
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Starting Oct. 1st

Adult Evening Classes

Ballet-Modem
Jazz Dance

Amherst Ballet

Center
29 Strong St

549-1555
(one block east of

Butterfield Dorm)

COPIES

SEIF-SERVE

kinko's

220 N. Pleasant St

Thursday
Sept 18

tickets $10

Tuesday
flwy bt purchHtd« Whitman t WMtnnn

In Northampton

or

Rip City In Bnltlei)Oro or Flal St nigMcluti

(toon open at 8:00

WED ALL NEW
MID-WEEK
GETAWAY

50 cent Drafts

17FLATST BRATTLEBORO VT
802-254 8257

Thursday, September 18, 1986

adirondack music

QUESTION:

Why buy a DUD off the back of the truck?

ANSWER:
You get no warranty, no service, and there is

not any value. Why would you want to buy
legitimate goods with a real warranty, service

availability, and phenomenal value.

For Example:

JCV

KSRX605

Cassette Receive, Removeable Chasis

CD input terminals, 20 station presets

Auto reverse, Hi-Power

Loaded ! CQQQ QC
a $500 value ONLY ^>09w-9%/

Sanyco C60 Portable Stereo

Detachable Speakers
Auto reverse w/ Dolby Nr

5 band graphic equalizer

Phono/Line input

Plus a whole lot more
Compare at 269.95

ONLY. $169.9

EPI T/E 100 plus
2-way 8" Acoustic Suspension

15-90 watts contiuous

polypropolene elements

Brand new in the box

$$$$$$$$$$$$ SAVE $$$$$$$$$$$$

$89.95

EPI 1100 loudspeakers
3-way 10" bass reflex

/, 150 watts continous (300

w/max)

Horn Tweeter
"

Very Efficcient

B-Stock

$7.50 value

$$$$$$$SAVE $$$$$$$

$79.95

EPI LSR22
Cassette Receiver

Digital Tuning

Auto Reverse

Bass/Treble Controls

Great Value at

$119.95

Genensis 44
Loudspeakers
Two-way with passive Radiator

Contemporary Cabinets

Double inverted dome tweeter

250 Watts Continuous

$750 value

ONLY $375.00/pr
cabinet blemishes

Nikko NR1000
Receiver 70 Watt per channel

Quartz tuner, Variable muting threshold.

Moving coil cart, head amp
TOP OF THE LINE

a $550 Value

ONLY...$275.00

TDK SA90

Audio Cassettes

ONLY $1.99

MAXELL XLII 90

Audio Cassettes

$1.99

AKG K2 Headphones
Dynamic System

Lightweight

$$$$$$$$$$$ SAVE $$$$$$$$$$$

$29.95ONLY.
perfect for home usage

Teac V427C
Dolby b«c NR, LED Meters

Bias Fine Adjust

a $235 value

ONLY $89.95

10 -6 Mon-Sat
15 E. Pleasant St - Carriage Shop

All sale prices cash; mastercard visa discover and check add 3%
All quantities limited subject to prior sale Not resoonsible for typoqraohical errors.
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DoonesbtirY

By Garry Trudeau

z^^':

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

AJTEMTION.l/iPfe^'

UtARBOOMPLElbU hlU/tT^f
VXVOUTOFGdM Wn"'"
QUALITi DIAM0NQ5 //y TOOM'

Auujem^ j'U ^iou/j€M.

i£FTARtUNQ/r rOKE TWEVl^/W

INPU^TFJAL 'fyMl
^'^'^^

The door swung wide, and there, to the horror of

the other pirates, stood Captain Monet —
unmistakable with his one eye and pegbody.

Gordy By Gorde

ITf IT'S TJMB POK.
ME 7C SO

THE. /^fJSlA/£R 'To MY PRO-
^JEa^ AMOI0& Tha STARS
" VJU'i DO AU. Gooc
-COOKIMG lAjoMEl^

)

\BH / A1UST ^ACE
T&fB %OUf^C£ To ATTy^/AJ
THa AfJsiA>ef< To -mAT

7t> e^RTWf
C>RIPP/AJ<B-

(

GO^K/A (SO A/UTSf

;• / ]

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

-THUMP=

Campus Pond By Sal

Cm^S ?QND F^OTEST

(
liberal I~) fCWSERvWlvg)

Bloom County

doaevf weLcof^i back ^ll

ON IN OCIveK. W. JONed PA5f -

iHPirwiii iweveK cmAmm
KeumoNmf BermeN mtJ

'ie6..you/KiG(/e56epiT...

mp firms veRy mombnt,

amK IS OOIN(y TO TECePORT

HI5 MOUCULBS KibHT WmjbH
TueMsmeNT ceiuHb AHP
f^Rmrn 1HG^ HeRe fnwe
-we OfM STAIRS ..

by Berke Breathed

a

ftPmRBNTlY
THTia A Fei^

dUbTUlNTm
ThYTHTm...

m
HI

Attention Photographers:

There will be a meeting for all staff photographers and

anyone Interested in working for the Collegian at 8 p.m.

Monday. Attendance is mandatory for technicians.

J
Daily Crossword Puzzle

Edited by Trade Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Powef unit

S One o) Santa I

ramOMT
lOEatary
14 Shan)

15 Chicago touch-

down site

16 Operatic

delight

17 Moieno
IB Salad ingredient

20 Tipplers

22 Take turns

23 Evening, in

Venice

24 as — goes

25 Prances

2B UKa some
brooks

32 Take on
33 Tarnishes

34 Receni Comb
form

35 One of the

Starrs

36 Glittered

37 isolaied rock

38 Basic unit

39 Trick

40 Oieter s need
41 imtMbers

43 Renters
documents

44 Weather
conditions

45 Asian weight

46 Desert

49 Kind of clerk

53 Rater s

challenge

55 Actress Qray

56 Popular Buda-

pest name
57 Cuckoopinl.

eg
58 Hollywood s

Barrett

59 Shea tenants

60 1776 1812 and

1914

61 Likely February

forecast

DOWN
1 Give one s —
(promise)

2 Afghan prince

3 Mon Oncle

star Jacques

4 Church area

5 Huddles m a

corner

6 Butterfietd 8

auttKX

7 Qrapplers

surfaces

8 Prior, to Byron

9 Ivan s sobriquet

10 Price-tixing

group
11 Neighborhood

12 Ring weapon
13 Comfort

19 BartMrs buy

21 Entertainer

Larry

24 Stain

25 English naviga

tor Sebastian —
26 Hersey s be"

town
27 Minute

openings

28 Gifts

29 Peruvians

30 Fraser of tennis

31 Author Vidal and
namesakes

33 Ck>ses

36 Out of -sight

passer\ger

37 Ticket-sellers of

a kind

39 Plant product

40 Ooze
42 Lists of

candidates

43 Scottish

landowners

45 anyone m —
senses Audan

46 Gel in tfte —
47 Lackaday'

48 Al. the

trumpeter

49 Greek portico

50 Do a Tuesday

chore
51 Spanish led

52 Wear away by

nibbling

54 You — Love
Kern

AWSWtR TO PREVIOUS PUZ2U

•/1S/S6
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Menu
Lunch

Fish in Batter/Tartar Sauce,

Cocktai! Sauce

Diplomat Sandwich

Basics Lunch

Grilled Turkey Sandwich

Fish in Batter

Tartar Sauce,

Cocktail Sauce

G

Dinner
Chinese Chicken Wings

Vegetable Chow Mein

Roast Pork/Gravy.

Egg Salad Plate

Basics Dinner
Chinese Chicken Wings

Vegetable Chow Mein

Chow Mein Noodles,

Potato Mushroom Delight^

r Weather

Sunny today, high 65 to 70 Partly cloudy tonight, lows

in the 50s Variable cloudiness and warmer tomorrow

with a chance of showers, highs in the 70s.

Today's Staff
Night Editor BethAnne Moskov

Copy Editor.
' Sheryl Jean

Layout Tech Rob Catalano

Photo Tech Paul Fra^z

Production Supervisor Rob Catalano

Production: Margot Wiles, Sarah Clark, Matt Laurence, and

Steve the Driver!

Executive Board — Fall of 1986

DObE LEVENSON
Editor in Chief

JOHN YONCE
Managing Editor

STEVE RUBIN
Buiincss Managor

ROB SKELTON
Editorial Editor

WILLIAM SPAIN

Editorial Editor

ANSEL ZINTER

Productton Manager

Business Board - td\\ of 1986

. , STEVE RUBIN

Bustnesi Manager

V^PAULH. LESSER

Advertising Sales Manager

VANESSA ROTH
Finance Manager

PATI^i LAWSKY
I

Manager

NAUGLE
C'ffCUmtaBO Manager

KAftfN HOLLAND
SubScriptfOn Manager
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UMass X-country begins
Men and women open vs. BQ Yale today
By STEVE RICHARDS
Collegian Correspondent

This year's University of

Massachusetts men's cross

country team is ver>' r-imilar

to last year's team - but

tht'ir approach to winning i>

dilTerent.

While the team has lost

last year's top lainner, it has

gained maturity, ex-

perience, and depth. As the

team opens its season this

afternoon at 3 p.m. at

Boston College against the

Eagles and Yale, these fac-

tors will be the key to

success.

"We're older and deeper
than last year, " coach Ken
O'Brien said. "For this team
to be successful, we'll need

five solid pt'itormancts eacli

nu'i't 'ITiis I- \v h.fii- t h( i\

penenct' will pa\ off.
'

The Minutemen certainly

won't have an easy time of

it. however. In the cai ly

New England rankings,
UMass is fourth, closely

followed by Yale (5th) and
BC (7th).

"

"It's anybody's race,"

() Biicii -aici Wh()c\ IT

happen- III tui\(.' tile Ix'-I

(las' \\ ill u in It

UMass will l)e led by
^(iiini^ Paul Si.tm^lawzyk,

'John Novak, and Wayne
Levy, whose leadership
O'Brien said has greatly

helped solidifv the team.

Seniors will also play a
big role for the women with

.Sall\ linwt-s. liilh ')i|,

Ddifiii i-jiksim. aiul DifClia

iJoyl' li>adiri54 the pack

The women's team also

opens its season this after-

noon vs. YaU' and BC at

Newton. Coach Randy
Thomas feels that if all goes

well UMass could place

r t^ir::;^'^"^'^ -^

W V
N«w A UMd C

Trucks a V«w Alao Avi

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
l?t. 63 No. Amherst

S49-2880

* women's tennis
cnntinui'd from page 15

This afternoon's match
should be a key one on the

Minutewomen's schedule.

"I see us matching up
against Northeastern very

well. " Steele said. "We're
a very strong team, so we
should beat them."
The Minutewomen's

next home match will be

this Saturday versus Yale

University at 1 p.m. on the

Totman Courts. UMass
will also play host to the

University of New Hamp-
shire, Wellesley College,

Tufts University,

Springfield College, and

Holy Cross College
throughout its 11-game
-schedule.

INES
36 Main St.

Downtown
Northampton

open:
Thurs. evanlngs

Lee WEEK

WFRE SETTING THEM UP

SO YOU CAN NOCK*EM' DOWN

Thursday Night is College Night

20% OFF
on all Lee

including;

• Men's & Women's

Pre-Washed

Denim Lee Riders

8:45-close
A GAME

NORTHAMPTON
BOWL

525 PLEASANT ST
584-4830

positive college ID required

• Black, Grey and White

Dyed Denim for

Men & Women

• Ladies Fall Cords

Denims Inverted Silhouettes

Pleated Jeans

ON SALE NOW

the cninchiest,
crbftiest., tastiist
ftled cliidken
intheyalle^

m£Bie,

Oqo

rt Su • • les

STUDENT

PROFESSIONAL
r ,

r~', so mm 1

\N\

FREE DELIVERY
31 Boltwood Walk

Downtown Amherst 253-7494
through the Alley

behind Time Out

$35.90
list price $85.50

STAEDTLER
MARS
4 piece

jewel-tip

set

quantities

limited

Located in the Campus Center

ilfUmVERSITY
mSTORE*
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Women's tennis to

face Northeastern
UMass matches up well

Field hockey wins on road, 2-0

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Correspondent

Nothing like starting off

on the right foot.

The University of

Massachusetts women's
tennis team opened its

season last Saturday with

a 6-3 win over the Univer-

sity of Rhode Island, in

Kingston, RI.

With a victory already

under its belt, the
Minutewomen travel to

Boston this afternoon at

4:15 to face the Huskies of

Northeastern.

This year, the team is

under the direction of first-

year head coach Deedie

Steele, who heis high hopes

for her squad.

"We had a very good

match against Rhode

Island." Steele said. "And
we were playing without

our number one player. We
have a full team now, so

we should be that much
better."

Steele thinks that the

team should be strong all

the way through the

lineup. Kim Pola leads the

list of singles players,

followed by Laura Morgan
and Judy Mclnnis. Also

playing singles are Debbie

Ginn, Michelle Cope, and
Ann-Marie Pelosky.

Pola and Ginn will team
up as the Minutewomen's
number one doubles pair,

followed by Morgan and
Mclnnis. Pelosky will pair

with twin sister Mary Beth

as the number three
doubles team.

continued on page 14

Carlson registers shutout
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

It may not have been pretty, but University of

Massachusetts field hockey coach Pam Hixon will take

a road win any way she can get one.

Stuck in a 0-0 halftime deadlock, the seventh-ranked

Minutewomen "broke the game open with a pair of goals

in a nine-minute span late in the game to sink a fiesty

Boston College squad, 2-0, last night at Chestnut Hill.

"Two-to-nothing is a good score, especially on the road,"

Hixon said. "We were just looking for the win and to come

home."

Senior Lil Hultin broke the scoreless tie with 18:40 to

go in the game picking up a loose ball in front of the net

and firing a bullet into the upper left corner. The goal was

her first-ever in collegiate action and gave the

Minutewomen, 2 1, their winning margin.

Hixon, who recently moved Hultin from defense and

midfield to the offensive line to add more scoring punch,

said the change paid off.

The Minutewomen added to their lead nine minutes

later when sophomore Julie Stewart scored off of a penalty

corner with 9:22 remaining in the game.

Hultin began the play with a corner strike to senior cap-

tain Lisa Griswold. Griswold crouched and made a stick

stop to set the ball for Stewart's blast, her second score

of the young season.

But the game was not over.

"BC came back after we scored our second goal," Hix-

on said. "They must have had four or five penalty corners

at the end of the game."

On the game, the Minutewomen outshot the Eagles by

a 24 16 count and held the edge in corners, 14 10. But BC
forced UMass goalkeeper Lynn Carlson to make saves on

all but two shots ( 14 of Correction: center the correction'

in 18 pt bold, please. The rest in regular point bold.

• Rodman

AJ Hastings Stationery

Come to us for

GREETING CARDS For Every Occassion

STATIONERY suitable for RESUMES
and all college supplies

45 S.PIeasant St. Amherst, MA.
253-2840

nintinued from pagr W
"It's definitely much easier with Manny. " he said.

•'Tryouts aren't formal, and you more or less make the

decision yourself as to whether you want to stay or not."

This system seems to be much more effective to

Rodman.
"You tend to get the players who are really willing to

put the time and effort into the team. When you're relax

ed, you're friendlier, and that leads to better cohesiveness

amongst the players and coach."

Sports Notice

Anyone interested in try-

ing out for the University of

Massachusetts women's
basketball team should con-

tact assistant coach Karen
Byrne at 545-2610 or stop at

the basketball office in room

220 in Boyden.

In addition, the team is

also looking for someone to

fill a managerial position on

the team. Anyone interested

should also contact Byrne as

soon as possible.

* Corrections
A photo caption in yesterday's Collegian said add/drop

forms could be handed in late with a fine. Late forms are '

not accepted.

A story in yesterday's Collegian misidentified the

department and number of a course. Credits for the Com-
panion Program are available through Human Develop-

ment 3891, offered in the School of Education.

A story in Friday's Collegian cited an officer involved

in the seizure of alcoholic beverages from Washington

Tower. Officer William Bembury [badge -24] was incor

rectly identified as Paul Blach. There is no Paul Blach

on the UMass police force.

ACTIVITIES • AUDIO
AUTO FOR SALE •CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT • FOR RENT

FOR SALE • FOUND
HELP WANTED • LO-^T

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE

CLASSIFIED
INSTRUCTION • MOTORCYLCLES
PERSONALS -RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED 'SERVICES

ROOMATE WANTED • TRAVEL

WANTED • SUBLET

- CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI - 2:30). DEADLINE 2 DAYS PROl^ TO PUBLICATION. CASH IN ADVANCE. ISc/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

STUDENT SENATE NdMINATION
papers available now pick up at 420 Stu-

dent Union Building due Sept 22 1986

at noon

GRADUATE AND 25 Club social hour

and a halt every week Thursday 5:00

Blue Wall Campus Center build a

tradilioni

SPRING SEMESTER IN Siena inlorma-

lional meeting Tuesday Sept 23 7-9PM m
Herter 3rd lloof lounge

WSYlTSTAFF MEETING lonTght. CC917
7PM Bring dues New members
welcome

AUDIO

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH ARGO
speakers Brand new Warranty Type us-

ed in dance bar. aerobics studios $1500

list For sale $750 call 253-9687

AUTO FOR SALE

WOW! 69 BEETLE or 70 Dart $500 call

549-7839 or 617-344-7812

1982 CAVALIER, no rust good cooditlon

$1500 or best oHer. 256-1072

FORD 1976"ELITEbody excellent runs

excellent must sell $1200 BO 546-9605

1975 OLDS OMEGA automatic new bat-

tery runs well $800 549-4444 after 5 30

74 MERCURY VB (ully auto new bat tire

& charger $450/BO call 256-1652 Eve or

aft IIPM

1M0 VW RABBTtTHTesel. 45 MPG. good
condition, call 1-732-5752

KEG TAPS FOR sale' Brand new, never

used keg taps only $25 Packies charge
$45 for used taps Don't waste your

money' New laps $25 Call Tony
256 1438 today

_ . _

BED FOR SALE single box and mattress

lirsi $25 takes it 584-2905 eves (Alan)

FREE MOVIES AT the Newman Center

every Friday night in the front lounge

•Mash'-Sepl 19 at 7 00PM

TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITIATION AN
introductory lecture at the TM Center 327

Lincoln Ave Thurs 7 30PM Sept 18

549-5335

FREE FILM: WESTERN European
studies film series sponsors 'Missing"

9/18/86 231 Herter 7 00PM

UMASS SKI TEAM rneeting Thursday

7 30 306 Hotdswonh old members and in-

terested men/women please attend

coach MacConnell 545-2665

GREAT DEAL! 1980 Chevy Citation

30mpg two door hatchback. 4 speed,

front wheel drive Must sell, buying new

car Asking $2000, negotiable call

549-0731

SI RENAULT 4DR. 66000 miles, clean

$1900 or BO 253- '451 5-8 PM

73 DODGE DART custom ultimate stu-

dent car' Great shape new shocks ex-

haust brakes alternator rebuilt transmis-

sion beaut V-8 $1250 nog Sue 584-3640

FIAT 1974 sport Spider converiable runs

perfectly new root jUst painted

549-6742 $1450.00

1981 RABBIT DIESEL silver grey 4-door

excellent condition, super economical,

$2195. 584-9524

1980 PLVMOiiTH HORiZON,' TioOO
miles, automatic, good conditkjn. no rust,

$1700, call after 4PM 549-7160

lOtT

KEYBOARD FOR SALE: multivox MX28
5 octaves, full size keys Asking $175 call

for more info Eugene ' 6-8837

1 979 CHEVY WAGON."997400^ miles!

new clutch Best offer 536-5434 Even-

ings week-ends*

SKIS FOR SALE ^prs call Eva"6-5339
for more into

GOLD CHARM W/CHINESE characters

attached to red bracelet string extreme
sentimental value reward' Please call

Tom 546-7222.

LARGE RED LEATHER WALLET IN

Campus Center 9/12/86 Please return to

the Collegian oftice or call 584-3764 No
questions asked.

SOFT CONTACT LENSES most daily

wear lenses. $1800to$25 00ea Extend

ed wear lenses $30 00 to $48 00 lowest

prices on contact lens solutions heat units

$12 95 Amherst Optical "hoppe
413-253-5412, 413-256-6403

ONE SET OF speakers 1 25 watts/chan-

nel 90 decibles/watt Liquid cooled Ask-

ing $600 00 negotiable Call 549-4744 or

546-8106

PART-TIME INTERVIEWERS needed
will tram Flexible hours day/evening
Hampshire Mall 586-1932

OVERNIGHT POSTIONS AVAILABLE.
Care lor the elderly in their own homes
Car required Send resume to Pioneer

Senior Services, IrK , 664 Main Street,

Amherst MA 01002 or call 253-9726 lor

an application AA/EOE Minorities,

women, handicapped and Vietnam
Veterans encouraged to apply

IMMEDIATE OPENING EARNl.75/h"r
taking care of a 7yr old Help her with

reading math, games MWF 1 30-5:30 A
car IS a plus 253-2825

OPERATIONS SUPERVISOR- RESPOND
SIBLE lor smooth technical operation of

SGA communications and some typeset-

ting No experience necessary Apply at

rm 304 SUB 545-1977 A0plications due
Sept 22

KNOW YOUR CAR' Basic Auto
Workshop including classroom and
shop. limited enrollment 253 2098

TUTORING IN FRENCH. Experience and
patient French grad students Call

Isabelle or Nathalie 256-6878

FOUND

FOUND — THREE KEYS orTpTain keyr

ing in Herter 231 Call 253-1259 or the

Collegian at 545-3500 and ask for Kelly

- Sieger to identify.

ATTENTION RACHEL L. RIVEN: I found

your wallet on 9/11 near the University

mini store Was unable to contact you ex-

cept through here Call Wendy at

546-4867 to claim

GRADUATE AND 2S# STUDENTS

SOCIAL HOUR AND A HALF
every week Thursday 5 00

Blue Wall

Campus Center
get social

1978 FORD PINTO body good runs well

stereo » equalizer good tires 1 100 or BO
can be seen at Bens Sunderland call

367-2893

SACRIFICE! 73 BUICK century~power

steering, breaks, seats windows, air con-

ditioning & powerful stereo very depen-

dable $600 negotiable 549-5876

4 KEYS ON a plain ring, w/a dorm key,

car key & 2 others Rease call 6-6362 or

turn in info booth

WESTBURY ELECTRK: GUITAR with

Oimarzio pickups $12500 also DOO
distortion and MXR phase 100 $40 00
eac>- call Rick 665-8859

HEir WANTED

TICKET AGENT. PART-TIME. Peter Pan
Bus 79 So Pleasant St Apply in person

No phone calls please

DISHWASHERS: GOOD PAY for Taiiable

hard workers part-time days or nites

Apply Judios Amherst

FOUND WALLET IN Townhouse arc.

Call 549-4493 to Identify

FOR A OOOD TIME CAU

RACK-A—DISK ENTERTAINMENT
Agency - Discjockeys, Bands, Lights and
Large screen video dances 549-7144

WEEKEND EMPLOYMENT AT Ri\«rSKJe

Park work rides, foods or games transpor-

tation to and from work is pro>ided if in-

terested or would like more info call Dave
at 546-9248 or Bonnie at 546-9212

H.P. lie CALCULATOR in library tower

Please call 546-4778 for reward

ENTERTAINMENT

THE MANNISH BOYS! Best of Stevie

Ray. ZZTop, Thorogood, Stones,

Thunderbirds open for bookings
253-2564 or 253-3093 at the Hatch Wed
17 8-11 WC Productions

MUSICIANS NEEDED FOR perfor

mances at Belchertown State School

Funding available Contact Bruce

2564236

74 DODGE CORONET needs some work

to pass inspection call 549-5940

78 CHEVY NOVA am-fm cass. PB/PS.

AC new tires, battery, muffler $1000

negot call atler 7PM 253-2004

MOTORCYCLE

YAMAHA VERAGO 920CC shaft drive

digital new rubt>er oval discs low miles

helmet $1200 4C Brandywme stop by

78 PLYMOUTH HORIZON runs great

needs some work 60K miles $600
253-9509

CASH

AniNTION RAHDSn

APPLICAfl6riS~FbR THE Southwest

Battle of the Bands are now available All

applications must be submitted along

with a recent tape of the band Winner to

open for the Southwest concert this

spring Applications may be picked up at

the SWAG office m Hampden next to

Munchies For more info call 545-0960

All applications are due on Sept 29 at

5 00PM no late applications accepted

71 VOLVO HUNS well needs work $1 76

549-0614 ah 6 00 Janice

FURY 72 GOOD operating condition bes;

offer over $200 Prof Ouinlon 545-0977

1982 FORD EXP looks and runs great

new tires.brakes.am/fm/cass $2200 Call

Joe at 665-3480 and Iv message

PAYING CASH FOR your baseball cards

please call Mike 549-0333

FOR SALE

PROFESSORS EXAM FILES for

engineering, calculus, physics and
chemistry at University Store

1975 BMW 2002 good condition $1600

call 256 6497

faTFORD GRANANOA automatic, air

runs/looks excellent, no rust.

$950 549-1607

PHOTON FUTON
gauranteed quality

$125 double
$103 twin

tree delivery

call evenings 586-8917

king

queen
$91
$71

COOKS! LINE, PREP, SAUTE Creative

work- full and pan time Dishwashers app-

ly also Judie's, Amherst

kFtCHEN help WANTED
Excellent free meals

Light clean-up

Call Cheryl at AXO
545-2152

YOUCAN DO IT Learn music, acting

,

dance Register by Sept 19 Old Chaple
545-0519

NEWSiPAPER DELIVERERS NEEDED
on campus Aprox 1 hour/day 7

days/week Good pay' Guaranteed bonus
paid for good delivery throughout the

semester Call evenings 253-7009

'WANTED IMMEOiATELY-'full-time and
part lime grocery stockers- Apply at

Bread and Circus- 9 to 9 Mon-Sat 12-8

Sunday

MANAGER TRAINEES NATIONWIDE
Tool Co expanding in Amherst Now hir-

ing 25 new employees great money, ex-

cellent working cond » carreer opportuni-

ty Part and full time work For interview

call Willie 256-4101

SUPERIOR PIZZARIA NORTH Amherst
Flexible hours during the week call

549-0626

PART-TImE CASHiER wanted for local

store some nights and weekends please

call 548-3603

NEED A JOB? Like travel? Ambitious

people needed to market unique travel

product with no existing competition Ex-

cellent experience for business, com-
munication and HRTA maiors No ex-

perience necessary, car helpful Contact

Mary 549-6118

FOR RENT

ROOM IN PRIVATE HOME, lovely area,

amherst, bus route, female, graduate

prefered utility included. $250/month call

256-0036

ONEBEOROOM OF TWO bedroom apt

on bus route in Sunderland available im-

ed to responsible student throughout

August with right to sublet Call Kyle at

665-4044 after Sept 1 2 or come by and
see 28 Hadley Rd in the evening $225/rTK>

plus utilities

NORTHWObO APARTMENTS IN

Sunderland some cancellations 2

tiedroom garden apartments hot water,

no utilities oflK:e hours Monday thru Fri-

day 10OOAM lo live PM 665-3856

OOMATIS WANTED
WORK STUDY

TYPESETTER AND RESUME typesetter

positions available Must have good typ-

ing skills Will tram lo operate Comp/fcdit

S900 phototypesetter Flexible hours

Valuable experience apply at SGA Com
munications room 304 SUB 545-1977 Ap-

plications due Monday, Sept 22

2 ROOMATES MALE/FEMALE wanted
to share room m house on bus route
Steve 256-0608 keep trying

INSTRUCTION

DATSUN 73 RONS well, no ru«l SSOO

firm 323-6726

BATAVtS MOPED RUNS well call Shawn
546 9030 $200

COMPUTER TERMINAL & modeirTior

sale $200 cheap 256-8678

AMHERST BOYS' CLUB needs work

study supervisors lor recreation programs

including txith tx)ys and girls $4 per hr

open 2 30 to 5 afternoons 7 to 9 evenings

hours sheduled as available kx:ated 390
Mam St can Rick Britt 25^2717

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS, ex
perienced and patienl teacher Rock/
Pop/ Folk/ and Blues Improv .reading,

theory, composition My studio is on bus
line in North AmtiersI Doug- 549-4786

RESPONSIBE. FOR LQ apt on bus route
own room, furnished but bring bed $210
for room plus utilities call 323-4989 before
2PM 323^311x530 after

fOSHARC ROdSfin Bnttany Menor a|
$150 per mo heat included II interesti
call 685-2338 for Dave

anTTfANY MANOR APT $1S0*10elec
month call 548-8334

FEMALE ROOMIE(S) NEEOCD lo share
apartment in Brittanv Please call

S45-3S00 on Fri or Mon 6-3 and s*k for

Jennifer. No moody grumpies need to

respond
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Minutemen bomb New Hampshire, 5-0
Booters ' sluggish offense wakes up

By BRYAN QUENZEL
Collegian Staff

After two frustrating losses in the last

week, the University of Massachusetts

men's soccer team broke out yesterday and
buried the University of New Hampshire.
5 0, at Boyden Field.

The Minutemen posted three first-half

goals then put the controls on cruise the

rest of the way to increase its record to 2-3

on the season.

The five goals matched the team's offen-

sive output during its first four games this

season. Up until yesterday, the Minutemen
had had plenty of opportunities to score,

but had been unable to put the ball into the

net with any consistentcy.

"We were not poor offfensively," said an
elated UMass head coach JeffGettler. "The
sleeping giant has awakened."

Freshman Tom Phillips, playing in his

first collegiate contest, picked up the

shutout in net for UMass. But the

goalkeeper was more concerned with the

teams play than his own.

"I'm just happy for the win." said

Phillips. "My decision making was poor, It

was for the whole defense at the beginning.

"But when the offense got going, the

defense relaxed and I got more comfortable.

Matt Gushing played a great game, the

whole team did.

"I guess it's a little bit of a cloud nine."

Gettler agreed with Phillips' assessment

of both the team's and the goalkeeper's

performance.

"I was not happy with the defense in the

first half, but 1 was with their play in the

second half, ' said the coach. "His (Phillips)

decision making was not good in the first

half, but for his first time out, he did

alright."

UMass got the only goal it would need at

15:02 of the first half on a spectacular shot

by freshman Bill Kousmanidis.
The midfielder picked up a loose ball at

the right side of the penalty area 15 feet

from the UNH net. With his back to the

goal, Kousmanidis steadied the ball and,

in one motion, turned and fired a shot off

the inside of the right post.

During the next 10 minutes, the
Minutemen increased its domination over

the Wildcats, but not its lead. Kousmanidis
and junior Ferdie Adoboe each broke in on
UNH goalkeeper Dave Barlow, but were

turned away.
At the 24:43 mark, sophomore Kurt

Manal got UMass on the board again.

Junior Andy Bing stole the ball and
began a rush up the center of the field. The
midfielder passed to Manal on the left and
forward blasted a shot on the run into the

top left of the net.

With 9:12 left in the half. UNH had its

best scoring opportunity, but an alert play

by senior Aaron Feigenbaum preserved

Phillips" shutout.

Phillips and Wildcat forward Joe Alma-
sian collided going for a bouncing shot in

front of the UMass goal. The ball got pa.st

Phillips and headed for the net, but Feigen-

baum got to it in time to clear the sure

score.

Almasian brok^his nose on the play and
to be taken out of the game.
The Minutemen added one more goal

before the half ended on a great rush by

Manal.
The forward carried up the right side,

beating' two UNH defenders. Barlow made
a gfKxi play to deflect Manal's shot, but

(rt'shman Steve Cesnek was there to put

the rebound into the open net and give

UMass a 3-0 halftime lead.

In the second half, the Minutemen con-

tinued to control the action and add to its

lead.

At 59:52, Bing began a run up the right

side of the field. The junior spotted senior
Tom Giordano free on the left in back of the
UNH defender. Bing fired a pass over the
Wildcat defense and the forward put a shot
past Barlow into the right side of the goal
for the 4-0 advantage.

With 22 minutes left to play, Gettler

made major substitutions, electing to give

his starters a rest with the game so well

in hand. But the UMass domination
continued.

Junior Brian Sullivan registered the

final Minuteman tally while adding a per-

sonal touch of flare to the contest.

The forward cut toward the net and took

a perfect pass from freshman Tom Skiba
on the right. Sullivan fired on the run from
10 feet out past Barlow's left.

After the goal, Sullivan slid on his knees
with fist raised in the air to the delight of
the UMass crowd and players.

Gettler saw the change in his team as
more of a mental adjustment than a
physical one.

"The difference was up here," said Get-

Collrgian photo by Brian Guarnotl^<

UMass forward Ferdie Adoboe is denied by UNH goaltender Dave
Barlow in action yesterday at Boyden Field. The Minutemen won, 5-0.

tory to springboard back toward the top of
the New England rankings. While UMass
is 2-3 overall, it is 1-1 in the region with
the only setback being a 1-0 loss to number
one Boston University.

Gettler and his team must now turn its

attentions to Temple University. The Owls
come to Boyden Field this Saturday for an
11 a.m. contest.

tier, pointing to his head. "The team took
charge mentally. UNH was no different a
team than East Strondsburg (a 4-2
Minutemen loss)."

The game statistics confirmed the that
the score was no fluke. UMass outshot
UNH 25-12 and had five comer kicks to the
Wildcats' one.

The Minutemen now hope to use this vie-

Rodman: Leads by example
Role model for Minutemen
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Correspondent

Being the captain of any sports team is never an easy
job. It takes a special breed of person to fit this mold,
and, in the case of the University of Massachusetts men's
tennis team, Franklin "Ficka"' Rodman does just that.
Rodman, a senior from Brookline. MA., was tabbed by

teammates as the captain of this years team, and it's

a title he pretty much takes in stride.
Rodman is currently 1-0 on the season, winning his

singles match vs. Providence College, 7-5, 6-4.
A member of the team for his full four years here, Rod-

man has been a starter for the last three. This year, he
is currently in the number two singles position, behind
sophomore Brian Gable, and teams with junior Mike
Tofias as the number two doubles tandem.
A captain must be willing to put in the time and set

examples for the yaunger players. Rodman can usually
be seen on the Upper Boyden Courts in excess of a half
an hour before practice, loosening and warming up with
fellow teammates.
"This kind of dedication is what coaches are looking

for in a captain," Rodman said. "It (being the captain)
really doesn't carry any pressure with it. I feel that they
respond to me pretty well. This team is very easy to work
with, becau.se they're such a great bunch of guys.'

It wasn't always this way. When Rodman was a
frt'.shman, he had to go through a formal tryout con-
ducted by coach Manny Roberts' predeces.sor. "It was a
tough situation, " Rodman said. "Here I was. forced to
go through various drills and calesthenics, just to make
the team."
Times have changed since those days. Current coach

Manny Roberts entered the picture, and with him came
a much more relaxed atmosphere.

continued on page 15

Tennis wins
Doubles match nips UNH

Senior captain Flicka Rodman is a four-
year member of the UMass men's tennis
team. CollejOHn photo by Paul Ursmaraiit

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Correspondent

All good things come to

those who wait.

So far, the theory of coach
Manny Roberts and the
University of
Massachusetts men's tennis
team has been to manage to

make it through eight mat-
ches and get the contest in-

to the hands of the doubles
duo of Chris Johnson and
John DeKlerk.
As was the case in last

Saturday's 5-4 season-
opening win against Pro-
vidence College, yesterday's
match vs. the University of
New Hampshire came down
to the final doubles match
between Johnson/DeKlerk
and UNH's tandem of Paul
Ratcliffe and Brian Brady.
Johnson/DeKlerk came
back from one set down to
win. 4-6, 7-5, 6-4, and give
the Minutemen a 5-4 win on
the sun-drenched LTpper
Boyden Courts.
The match was even at 3-3

after the singles matches, as
Brian Gable, Flicka Rod-
man, and Mike Tofias came
away with wins for the
Minutemen. Things looked
eood for UMass as Gable

and Hank Baker took their

doubles match, 6-4, 6-3 for a

4-3 UMass lead. Rodman
and Tofias then fell, 6-2, 6-4

to set the stage for the

Johnson/DeKlerk fireworks.

After splitting the first

two sets, Ratcliffe and
Brady survived a series of

service breaks to lead, 3-2,

in the final set. However,

the fiery DeKlerk bounced

back with a service win and

set the duo off on a 4-1 run
to ultimately win the

match.
Both players credited

great efforts by the other as

the key to victory. "John
was superb," Johnson said.

"He was serving great in

the clutch and that really

did it."

"Chris really hung in

there," DeKlerk said. "They
(UNH) made a couple of

tough calls, but we were
able to bounce back."

"This is a very satisfying

win," Rodman, the team
captain, said. "It's good to

be 2-0 going into the Boston

University match (Saturday

here at 1 1 a.m.). That match
will be tough."

"We're rolling now,"
Johnson said.
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Contract talks
upset faculty;

protest occurs
Dispute over lost benefits

By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

About 50 pukeliUK iaciilty mfinl)er^ and librarian.^

gi-eeted UniMisity of Massai hu.^etts President David C,

Knapp vt-t< id. IV ;i- iu .n rivcd Ui address the Faculty

Senate.

Related story page 3.

Members uf the Massachusetts Society of Professors

were protesting the lack of progress in contract negotia-

tions, which have been going on since last January.

Although the contract expired in June, it is still in effect,

as allowed by one of its clauses.

"I think the president and the president's office need

to know that it is not simply the six or eight people at

the table that seem to be difficult to them, but that they

represent a large number of faculty," said John Kendall,

a member of the union's bargaining team.

Craig Edwards, also on the bargaining team, said,

"We're not talking about even a maintaining situation.

We're dealing with a take-back situation, in effect."

The "take-backs " Edwards referred to involve person-

nel policies: Educational needs funds, merit pay decision-

making, and part-time faculty pay. While income for full-

time faculty would not be cut, smaller increases have been

proposed by the administration.

"The part-timers is an embarrassment," Edwards said,

referring to the salary part-time faculty receive. Those in

the bargaining unit receive $1,800 per cour.se, while non-

union part-timers get $1,500 per course per semester.

('olle^an photo by Ricri Bonanno

Faculty members protest over the lack of progress in contract negotiations, yesterday, outside

the School of Business Administration.

"They do a substantial percentage of teaching, " especial-

ly at the Boston campus, Kendall said.

The administration also wants to cut the money facul

ty members can receive to pay for educational equipment

and end the practice of merit pay amounts being decided

by departmental committees, union members said.

Although they are protesting, union members are not

yet talking about a strike. "We're willing to keep baryain

ing as long as it takes to get a decent contract," said Arlyn

Diamond, president of MSP, which represents faculty at

the Amherst and Boston campuses. "To tell you the truth,

I don't know why the negotiations are going so badly."

Both Diamond and members of the bargaining team said

they were frustrated about a lack ofcommunication with

the administration. Union members are receiving no ex-

planation why the administration wants the changes, they

said. "It was a livable system" under the old contract, Dia

mond said.

The protest Was quiet, with no chanting or shouting. For

one half hour before the meeting, faculty marched around

the School of Management auditorium, carrying signs that

read: "Who Runs This Campus?" and "Say 'No' to Presi

dents Office'

"We're hoping that this has some infiuence, ' Edwards

said 'We spend an awful lot of time simply waiting for

a response from the other side."

Knapp said the protest looked like "basically, peaceful

picketing," but would not comment on any influence it

would have on the negotiation process.

"I believe that bargaining should take place at the table

and anything that takes place away from the table is pre-

judicial," he said.

Plan created to help RAs
avoid conflict of interest

By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Avoiding conflicts of interest between

resident assistants holding elected posi-

tions in area governments is the focus of

a document drafted by student leaders and
Housing Services officials.

The document, drafted last spring, calls

for Housing Services to remain neutral in

elections and asks area governments to be

aware of campus policies and resources.

The statement also lists each area

government's obligations to Housing Ser-

vices, which include following housing

regulations and referring "student in-

terests and concerns to appropriate ad-

ministrators and agencies."

Housing Services Director Joseph Zan-

nini said housing officials and area govern-

ment leaders plan on signing the document

on September 28. "All the area govern-

ments endorsed it last year," Zannini said.

The statement is working toward "pro-

ductive and cooperative" relationships bet-

ween the two parties, he added.

The Southwest Area Government has

taken one step beyond the agreement by

prohibiting RAs from holding top SWAG
positions.

Joel Rabinowitz, SWAG co-president,

gave two reasons for adding an amendment
to their constitution to deal with the situa-

tion. He said that most of SWAG's ad-

vocacy involves housing services, which

could originate a "conflict of interest," and

because of time constraints.

"An RA puts in a lot of time," said

Rabinowitz, adding that a SWAG president

works about 40 hours on an "easy week '

The amendment, however, does not pro-

hibit RAs from participating in the SWAG
assembly, Rabinowitz said. Neither the

students nor the RAs have had negative

reactions to the amendment, he added.

"Overall, (the amendment) is a positive

step."

Zannini said RAs who hold top area

government posts are filling positions other

students could occupy. He understands

both the positions of housing and the area

governments on the issue, he said.

continued on page 5

Pro-life group sponsors
walk through Amherst
Organizers will present 'positive position'

Campus residents exasperated
by washing machine price hike
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Correspondent

Students who live m University of

Massachusetts residence halls are paying

40 cents more than they paid last spring

to do their laundry.

The price increase, requested by the

vendor, is intended to offset rising costs,

according to Bud Wilkes ofCampus Ven-

ding. "The increase reflects increases in

the cost of labor, parts, machines and in-

surance." Wilkes said. "The price increase

was the first in three years."

Rich Silva, a resident of Coolidge Tower,

said, "It used to cost 50 cents to wash your

clothes and 60 cents to dry them. Now it

costs 75 cents for each. A 40-cent increase

is just a little excessive.
conttnu^ on page 5

By MARIANE MEUSE
Collegian Correspondent

A pro-life stroU-a-thon through the town

of Amherst on Saturday will be part of a

statewide effort to gain support for the pro-

life movement.
The stroll-a-thon is sponsored by the New

England Christian Action Council, the

regional chapter of a national pro-life

organization based in Washington, D.C.

"We'd like to raise public awareness

of the issue ofabortion... The fetus is a

person and must be protected.

"

—Anti-abortion advocate David Hill

"We're hoping for about a hundred peo-

ple to march in Amherst," said David Hill,

who along with his wife, Ingrid, is organiz-

ing the local march.

The C.A.C. is hoping to hold 17 such mar-

ches across the state on Saturday in an at-

tempt to gain recognition for their cause.

"We'd like to raise public awareness of

the issue of abortion," Hill said. "We're

hoping to bring it to the forefront and make
people think about it. The fetus is a per-

son and must be protected."

The organizers will raise money by ask

ing participants in the three-mile walk to

find sponsors who will pledge money.

The proceeds will go to supjwrt the direc-

tor of the C.A.C, to free him from office

tasks so that he can focus on the pro-life

movement itself, according to Hill.

The march will not be political, and will

not attack any organizations or people, said

the Rev. John Rankin, executive director

of the C.A.C, but will merely focus atten-

tion on the cause.

Organizers are also hoping the march
will enable them to present their views on

abortion to the general public in what they

term a "positive" way.

Although the organizers are not endors-

ing individual politicians, one of their goals

is to focus attention on the Nov. 4 referen-

dum .on state-funded abortions.

"Over the past two years, the

Massachusetts Legislature has passed two
resolutions concerning state-funded abor-

tions. This means that the issue will now
go to the public in the form as a referen-

dum on Nov. 4," Hill said.

If passed, the referendum would give the

state the right to withold public funding of

abortion, except in cases where the

woman's life is in danger.

The march will be conducted in a positive

manner, said Rankin, in a phone interview

from Gloucester.

"The number one goal we have is to

demonstrate a pro life presence in a

positive way," Rankin said. "There's a lot

of name calling and rhetoric surrounding

the abortion debate. 1 .seek to cro.ss the bar-

riers wherever I can."

The marchers will keep in mind that they

are Christian and will try to "lift up life

and not attack those who oppose us,"

Rankin said.

"We don't show bloody pictures and we
will not play on people's fears," Rankin

said. "We want to show people that to be

pro-life is to be pro-woman and pro-justice."
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Drug dealer talks ofbribes

Says ex-police chief was present for transaction

BOSTON (AP) Convicted drug dealer

Jesse J. Waters, who claimed he paid a

$5,000 bribe to then-Boston Plice Commis-
sioner Joseph M. Jordan, says he never met

Jordan and did not give the money direct

ly to him.

But, Waters testified in US District Court

Wednesday that Jordan was present in a

restaurant parking lot years ago when the

alleged bribe was given to Deputy
Superintendent Stephen C. DeLosh.

"He (DeLosh) got out of the car with the

commissioner and got in the car with me,"

Waters said. He said he gave the $5,000 to

DeLosh.

Asked by defense attorney Willie J.

Davis what DeLosh did with the money.

Waters said, "I know what he told me he

did with it." But Waters was not asked

what DeLosh allegedly told him.

Waters said he paid the $5,000 to DeLosh

at a time when the amount he allegedly

paid in bribes was being increased.

"I had a dispute with the department

over a raise in the amount I was to pay,"

Waters said. "(DeLosh) was proving to me
where the money was going and who was
involved."

Waters had testified that for years he

made bribe payments of neaerly $2,000 a

week to Boston police officers and squads

so they wouldn't shut down his marijuana

business.

Waters, who operated seven variety

stores in the Roxbury and Dorchester sec-

lions, said he grossed $18,000 a week and

70 pecent of it was from marijuana sales.

He said he paid police about 10 percent

his drug business.

AP photo

DERAILED TRAIN—Twenty cars of a 68-car train lie derailed near
Flora, Miss., after a collision with a motorhome. Some of the cars

carry hazardous chemicals, forcing the evacuation of more than 800

people.
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Don't forge! to pick up

the Delano Monthly

Class Schedule

September Specials

Beer of the month

Heineken

All Beef Hot Dogs After 9pm $1.00

Hors d'oevres

4 to 6 seven days a week

i

•
1

Proper ID a Must

57 N, Pleasant St - 253-5141

FOUR SEASONS
584-8174 Rt 9 Hadley

CASE SPECIALS
BUSCH $8.99

BUD $10.99

LIGHT $10.99

COOKS $10.99

STROHS super 30 pk $11.99

HEINEKEN $15.49

CABLING 12 oz btls $6.99

UTICA CLUB 12 oz btls $6.99

SIX PACK SPECIALS
BECKS $3.99

HEINEKEN $3.99

SWISS HOPPENPERLE $3.25

LABBATTS beer or ale $3.75

SAM ADAMSvoted America's best beer $4.99

MARKSORAN English Lager $4.99

KNICKERBOCKER
(remember your first sip of beer) . $2.49

BARTLES & JAMES WINE COOLERS $2.99 4-pk

SEAGRAMS GOLDEN WINE COOLERS $2.99 4-pk

NEW WHITE ZINFANDEL
LOST HILLS $3.99

New Peach Riunite

STO
There's no.
need tOL
hurr

Vodka
Gin
Rum

$8.99 1.75L

$8.99 1.75L

$10.99 1.75L

Lowest keg prices around. We Deliver.

We're located on RT 9 just past McQonalds and Burger King

Our convenient hours allow
you to shop early or late.

TEXTBOOK
ANNEX

MAIN STORE
MINI STORE
MUNOHY's

WED — THUR: 9 am to 9 pm
FRIDAY: 9 am to 5 pm
SATURDAY: 10 am to 3 pm

MON — FRI: 9 am to 5 pm
SAT 10 to 3

MON — FRI 7:30 - 10 pm
SAT & SUN: 8 am to 10 pm

HAMPDEN: MON — FRI 8 - 9

WORCESTER - MON - FRI 8 - 9

FRANKLIN: MON - FRI 7:30 - 9
ALL MUNCHY STORES SAT & SUN 12-8

ALL OF YOUR
BACK TO

SCHOOL NEEDS

^yUNIVERSITY
(^^STORED

Public higher education
needs coordination: Knapp
Faculty senate meets first time this semester
By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

Uni\i'isit.v of Massachusetts President

David (' Knapp expressed basic concerns

about the state's higher education system,

commented on the current state of the

University and outlined some future

developments in an address to the Faculty

Senate yesterday.

"I would suggest that we have yet to

devise a coordinated public higher educa
tion system in Massachusetts which links

academic excellence with public accoun
tability in a satisfactory fashion. " Knapp
said, during the senate's first meeting of

the semester.

He outlined three major concerns about

the workings of the Massachusetts Board
of Regents of Higher Education:

• The boaid of ngeiits. he said, "does not

sufficiently distinguish between the policy

and management needs of diiTerent kinds

of academic institutions.'"

• T'nd( 1- the Regents' system, our

public college.- and universities are increa.s

ingly viewed within stale ^nvernment as

-inipl\' pai'ts Iniiciu- ' \<ni wish nf a

-taiulard state line a)_;i'iK\. Knapp -aid.

• The regents .nul -lal't "have hi-cn

preoccupied miiii' uitli -t.iiulardizini; m
stitutional nianai^tniciit than m address

ing issues of basic pdhcy and direction for

public academic mstit ul inns. " he said.

Knapp praised the University's recent

rise m public opinion and outlined some

tuture developments, including about $20

million more in stale funding this year.

In other senate business, three new
members and a new chairperson for the

rules committee were elected. The rules

committee, a steering committee for the

senate, is one of only two committees for

uhich members are elecled by the i- lit ire

senate.

Provost Richard U. O'Brien announced
85 new faculty appointments, and said the

year's new faculty members were an 'e.x

ceptionally well qualified and talented

group."

A .scheduling dilemma presented by the

University's policy of alternating Saturday
and Sunday for commencement will be

lesolved within a few wekks, O'Brien said.

Commencement had been scheduled foi-

one week after the la.st exam, but will pro

bably be changed to the day after exams.

Vice-chancellor for University Relations

and Development Deidre Ling urged facul

t\' to join in the "Mas- Ti anstnnnation'"

IMon'ct She said ^..10(1 \{)luiitt'ei- had
liicadv -igiU'd up tdi t hi' weekend ol Stpt

_'.") '!>'- and outlined thf various acti\ ities

planned, including the charge ofthi- light

bulb brigade." when the football team, in

full uniform, will distribute lighthulb-.

from the basement to iht- \ arious floors of

tht- building.

F
Y
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The 9th annual SugarlnafMountain Athletic Club's Collegetown

Classic Road Race will be held Saturday, Sept. 20 at 1 p.m. star-

ting at the north end of the University of Massachusetts Alumni
Stadium. The 5-mile race course is a fast, flat loop through Hadley.

A 2-mile Fun Run will start fi-om the same location at 12:30 p.m.

The entry fee for the 5-mile is $7. for the Fun Run, $3. Proceeds
will benefit the Leukemia Society. For more information, call

Lynne Hans at 788-0586.

The Northampton League of Women Voters will hold its 37th an-

nual book sale on Saturday, Sept. 20 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on the

lawn of the Unitarian Church at 220 Main Street, Northampton.
Undergraduate Student Senate nomination papers are still

available in Room 420 of the Student Union Building. All papers
are due on Monday Sept. 22 at noon

('o!lf){iun pholii hv Kii ri HonHnnii

THE WAITING GAME-Senior Pete Simonsen waits patiently for
his bus outside the Fine Arts Center, yesterday.

UMass researchers use animals despite objections
By MARJORIE A. NAYLOR
Collegian Correspondent

Laboratory animals are playing an important role in

scientific research at the University of Massachusetts, but

an animal protection group remains concerned.

Dr. Eric Martz, a professor in the microbiology depart-

ment, explained some of the significant studies being con-

ducted in his department. One study involves the produc-

tion of monoclomal antibodies, which Martz said "could

prove useful in clinical treatment and possibly even

prevention of some cancers."

By injecting mice with cancer cells, then allowing a

tumor to develop and gi'ow inside the animals, Martz and

his associates are able to produce the monoclomal an-

tibody. This antibody has also been effective in preven-

ting the body's immunity system fiom rejecting transplant

tissues, such as donated organs, he said.

Martha Armstrong, director of legislative issues at the

Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to

Animals, .said, "The MSPCA urges researchers to use

studies that do not infiict constant pain to the animals.

"We advocate what we call the three R's: refinement

of research techniques, replacement of lost animals, and

the gradual reduction of overall use of animals in

research."

Within the department of microbiology, the most com-
mon animals used in testing are mice, then guinea pigs,

rabbits, and an occasional goat. Martz said.

Dr. M.S. Kaulenas, chairman of the department of

zoology, said rabbits are used for immunological research,

while his own research requires the use of crickets.

Other studies involve the use of rabbits and guinea pigs.

Rabbits are being used professor Donald Cox in his

research of syphilis. Because it is impossible to grow the

bacteria in a culture, researchers must produce it by in-

fecting laboratory animals, Martz said.

Guinea pigs are also contributing to scientific advance-

ment in the area of combating venereal disease, Martz

said.

'The clamydia becteria is the major cause of blindness

in the world today—mostly in the third-world countries,

and is the major cause of venereal di-sease in the United

States."

By infecting guinea pigs with the di.sease, researchers

are able to .study the physiology of the clamydia bacteria

and can work toward better understanding and treatment

of the disease in human beings, Martz said.

Armstrong said she believes the animal welfare com-

munity and researchers could be "friendly adversaries,"

each offering the other constructive criticism.

"By establishing a dialogue between the two, stating

our concerns, and really listening to one another, so much
more could be accompished " she said.

"I'd love to see the day when animals are no longer us-

ed in research. " Armstrong said, "But until that day, the

scientific community and animal welfare organizations

must work together for the sake of the animals."

New dean at Hampshire wants to be *enabler'
By SIOBHAN MASTERSON
Collegian Staff

When Sue Alexander became the new dean of students

at Hampshire College in July, she had a goal: To help

other people realize their dreams can come true.

"I want to be perceived as an enabler," said Alexander,

sitting in her new office. "I want to serve as a resource.

Not as the person who does it, but who helps other people

do what they want."

Women on Campus
Alexander, who served as acting dean of students since

last July, has been with Hampshire College for more than

14 years. She started working in the admissions office,

and then decided to transfer to the office of student af-

fairs in 1980.

"I decided I really wanted to be in student affairs. At

admissions, I just didn't have a chance to see the results

of my labors. " she said.

After growing up in a small farm community in Penn-

.sylvania and graduating from Anticoch College in Ohio,

Alexander decided to go to East Harlem to counsel

students.

"I took the subway and got off at 103rd Street in the

middle of a tenement block," she said. "It was a dirty,

crowded deteriorated part of the city and I was shocked."

"But after you've been there for only a short period of

Photo by ('. (•pprnheim

Dean of Hampshire College Sue Alexander

time you .see a community of hope. I discovered people who
were living lives of hope for their families," she said.

While .serving as a coun.selor for high .school students,

Alexander said she found a lot of qualified, eager students.

"I tried to seek out colleges that would give scholarships

to them," she said.

So in 1971, Alexander founded the East Harlem

Counseling Program that was geared to do just that —

help students get the scholarships they wanted. Today the

program is run by one of Alexander's first graduates.

"One group of kids I worked with had gone on to col-

lege and had brought their whole familes out to Berkeley,

California," she said. "Here are these people who had

gi-own up in tenement houses, and look where they are

now."

Although East Harlem and Amherst, Ma.ssachusetts are

worlds apart, Alexander said she believes people have the

same basic needs.

"What I've learned is that when people are empowered,
when they take responsibility for lives, they have abilities.

You can't just change your life by sitting around and
thinking about your it. Pick yourself up and do .something

with people for someone else," Alexander said.

She said that idea is what she plans to imbue Hamp-
.shire College students with. "I want to let them know that

we really care, she said. "I'm going to talk to them about
what they want their lives to be like."
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Hadley mall rejuvenated
New owners hope to feature popular stores

At present, all but five of the 22 stores

in the mall ai-e leased, Lange said, the rest

are vacant. He said the stores were nfit in

By MARIBETH O'BRIEN
Collegian Correspondent IFOR RENT

Dormant graduate forum series returns tonight

Lacking crowds of bustling shoppers, the

Mountain Farms Mall in Hadley is not the

typical shopping mall—the majority of the

stores are closed and those that are open
look dark and desolate.

Mall manager Charles Lange said it w^as

not always that way, remembering a time

six years ago when the mall was a thriv

ing operation.

Lange says the mall's problems began
about five years ago when the major stores

left Mountain Farms and moved into the

nearby Hampshire Mall. When the 1979 oil

crunch came along, it was difficult to get

new tenants who were willing to pay the

high cost of heating a store, he said.

Since that time, he said, the area has
become "over-retailed," causing problems
for the mall. Lange said he believes Route
9 has become a "business barrier" because

people coming from Amherst arrive at the

Hampshire Mall first. As for Northampton
residents, the Holyoke Mall at Ingleside is

more accessible, and they tend to shop

there, he said.

"It takes a person only seven minutes to

get to Ingleside whereas it takes 25

minutes to get here." Lange said.

shape, citing an overabundance of carpen-

try work and shortage of labor in the

Amherst area.

Despite all its problems, the mall \va>

sold in 1985 to vt New York business firm.

which immediately announced plans to

bring business back to Mountain Farms
Mall Repairs became a top priority, and

already the parking lot has been repainted

and the potholes filled in.

Lange said the presence of anchor stores

would help the mall get back on its feet and

said there are heavy efforts to bring in two

popular stores Also, a well known
restaurant that would stay open until the

"wee hours of the morning," is expected to

replace the vacant Bonanza restaurant, he

said.

Advertising efforts to get businesses to

lease in the mall began last March and

have already proved successful. Lange said.

Within the next six months, he said he ex

pects the mall to be fully occupied.

Lange said that mall plans are looking

very good because the parent company isn't

afraid to spend money for renovations. The
mall's first priority, he said, is to change

its image, a task already underway, he

After a year of reorganization, the graduate forum series

will make its semester debut from 4 to 7 tonight in

Memorial Hall, said George Claxton. president of the

Graduate Student Senate.

The purpose of tonight's forum is for graduate students

to get a chance to become acquainted with the senate and

meet students from different departments, he said.

Departments may be able to help each other, "but often

you find people just don't talk to each other. We're hop-

ing for interaction," Claxton said.

The forums, similar to panel discussions, with par

ticipants debating such questions as: "What is science?"

"Do we provide research to fit funding or fit funding to

research?"

The panels will consist of mainly faculty and students,

depending on the topic, he said.

Some panels may feature administrators and guests

from outside the University. Claxton said they are basical

ly looking for experts who can present a variety of

positions. -CAROL TANNENBAUM

('olIeKian photo by Paul Kranz

New owners of the Mountain Farms Mall hope to compete with

the Hampshire Mall by adding popular stores and a late-night

eatery.

said, citing the outdoor construction work.

"But these things always take awhile,"

he said, adding he doesn't expect the mall

to be back in full competition for at least

another two years.

Lange said he looks forward to a time

when Mountain Farms will be in tough

competition with the Hampshire Mall. At

the same time, he added, the two malls are

very dift'erent.

He called Mountain Farms a unique mall

because one of its priorities is to help small

area businessmen get a start. He said lower

leasing rates will make this happen.

Lange said he expects Mountain Farms
to attract a different kind of crowd. Because

the mall has a much quieter atmosphere

than other malls, he said his future visitors

will be relaxed, as opposed to the fast pace

of other shopping plaza.s.

Man charged
with assault

Police arre.sted a man at 12:15 a.m., yesterday at a

sorority at Nutting Street. He was charged with being

disorderly person and with two counts of assault and bat-

tery on a police officer, Amherst Police said.

The officers were answering a report of an unwanted
man at the .sorority, upon arrival, they found the man who
allegedly le^usKl to leave the house, police said.

When the ofllcers tried to place him in protective

custody, "he became violent with both officers. One was

kicked several times in the thigh," police said.

The officer sustained minor injuries, police said.

In other Amherst Police reports:

• At 1:14 a.m. yesterday, a passerby reported a post of-

fice jeep left the post office lot "under unusual

circumstances."

At Butterfield Terrace, University of Massachusetts

police stopped the vehicle after it was seen being driven

erratically. The driver was charged with using a govern-

ment vehicle without proper authority, police said.

• A 21-year-old Worcester man was arrested at 2:17

a.m.. Wednesday on South East Street and charged with

driving while intoxicated, police said.

• Amherst Police assisted UMass police in the arrest

of a man who was charged with theft of an automobile,

police said.

In UMass police reports:

• A UMass maintenance worker received stitches in his

finger the UMass Infirmary after he cut it with a power

tool at 8:50 a.m., Wednesday in Dickinson Hall, police

said.

• A $450 stereo was reported stolen from a 1986

Chevrolet at 5:30 p.m., Wednesday parked in the lot near

Warren Mcquirk Alumni Stadium, police said.

-by PATRICK JOHNSON and STUART GAMBLE

EARN $ I

ftAIM SAIESOMN SALES

EXPERIENCE
Student Reps Needed

For Group Sales

Clubs, organizations, Dorm

Floors, Teams, 5 College Area

Contact Utopia Spas
253.SPAS

7727

This Fall
\A/e^N/e Got It /Vll

Blouses Skirts Dresses

India Print

Bedspreads
$6 95

Chinese
Shoes

Posters

Paper
Lampshades

Mercantile
Horihampion-18 Center Si

l|.
Amherst-CarriageShops.

COURSE
PACKETS

kinko's^

aO to 50% Off SelectecJ

Earrings Rugs

Blouses Skirts Dresses

220 N. Pleasant St

* resident assistants
continued from page 1

Sylvan Area Government President Aram Hamparian,

who is also an RA, said "There are some serious

possibilities for a conflict of interest, but I feel that

students who are RAs should never be denied the oppor-

tunity of being involved in student governments."

RAs involved in student government are often forced

to "play both sides of the fence. You never really go one

way or the other," Hamparian said.

"I've always felt secure in my job (as an RA)," he added.

Undergraduate Student Senate Speaker Paul Wingle

.said that, according to the SGA constitution. "All

undergraduate fee payers have the right to run for office,"

including RAs.

"If an RA wanted to challenge (SWAG's amendment),

they would have a good case." Wingle said. This issue,

lie rmphasized, should be taken to the ek'cforate.

* laundry
< niltnui'd from pane I

"We were told that the price increase is intended for

repairs. This seems ludicrous, since repairs often aren't

completed for an entire semester," Silva said.

Residents of the 18th floor of Coolidge tower complain-

ed of poor service. Sophomore John F'ogarty .said. "Last

year our dryer was broken for half a semester.
'

Mike Kaplan, another Coolidge resident, said, "It is an

atrocity. I can't afford it 1 came to a state school for finan-

cial reasons.

'Now they're going to take me to the cleaners on my
laundry, he said.

Sun 12-5
Daity 10-6

N'hamp.Niqhts
Th -Fri 9 P M

LOOK! LOOK! LOOK!
GREAT USED CARS

SPECIAL
83 TOYOTA CELICA
convertable

F461 $4,895

S3 TOYOTA TERCEL
4x4 wagon
F464

82 DATSUN 210

4 DR AulO

F4b4

80 OATSUN 510

4 DR 1 owner

F390

73 VOLVO P/800

2 DR wagon
F383

$5,295

S2,995

$2,695

SS.SOO

Are you

looking ^
for a ^
GREAT

USED CAR?

See what
AUTO HAUS
has to offer!

Rt. 9, Amherst

AUTO HAUS
256-6466
Dan FMKtaintf Mgr.

SPECIAL
82 TOYOTA COROLLA
3 DR H/bk Auto

F464 $3,700

82 SUBARU CL
4x4 wagon
F435 83.795

79 OATSUN 210

2 DR 5sp A/C

F449 S2.29S

80 TOVOTA CRESSIOA
4 DR wgn Loaded

F359 $4.1951

77 PLY VOLARE
4 DR WGN 1 owner

C466 SI.200

AskfbrBudLiqht

Evnerytning else
is just a lights

• • •

)
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Poisoned pills found in Quincy;
Rite-Aide taken off shelves
BOSTON (AP) - Rite-Aid, the nation's third-largest drug

chain, cleared its house brand of aspirin tablets from New
England outlet shelves yesterday after a Quincy woman
found three pills that the FBI says apparently were lac

ed with deadly cyanide.

Quincy Policy Detective Lt. Walter Lynch said Rite-Aid

customers in the Boston area have begun turning in

aspirin bottles bearing the same lot number of the tainted

aspirin. But there has been no report yet of other pills

"discolored and swollen" like those discovered Sunday

night, he said.

"We've pulled all Rite-Aid brand aspirin from the

shelves in New England, and all of the same lot number

chain wide 1,428 stores in 20 states," Rite-Aid spokesman

Jerry Singer said form the tirm's head ofTice in Har

risburg, Pa.

"It's been done first thing this morning, just to play it

safe," said Singer, who called the case different from

earlier tampering incidents involving analgesics and cold

remedies in capsule form.

Singer said it was the first experience Rite-Aid, the big-

gest drug chain in the New England region, had with a

house brand adulteration case.

Rite-Aid responded by notifying the aspirin's manufac-

turer Pennex corp., of Verona, Pa., the FBI. and the Food

and Drug Administration, he said. The company could not

yet identify the areas receiving the same batch as the

tainted aspirin, he added.

The FBI in Boston reported that "tests indicatt-d tract ^

oicyanidt' m tliost' three particular tablets in ttial par

titular bottle.' Police Capt. David Rowell said.

The Quincy police waited until early yesterday folluw

ing test results, before notifying the media, said Rowell.

who said officials did not want to create a panic with a

premature announcement.

Rowell said the woman reported she purchased the

aspirin several months ago and first suspected something

might be wrong when she decided to take one of the pills

and saw it was discolored and swollen.

"She saw that one tablet didn't look right," Rowell said.

"She emptied them out and found two more like it. She

called the police. A patrolman took the aspirins to state

officers."

The police have requested anyone who has aspirin hot

ties from the lot he identified as L7H, with an expiration

date of November 1987, to return the aspirin to the Rite-

Aid store or to police.

INVITATION
Subject:

Innovation, entrepreneurship, competitiveness ....

How is your future affected?

Monday, September 22

Campus Center 163

1:00 to 2:15 pm

Please come to participate in the

Governor's teleconference.

Governor Michael Dukakis will deliver a

major address on

''the Future of the Massachusetts Economy.

(Large screen videocast via sattelite.)

There will be a question and answer period

between students in Amherst and the

Governor in Boston.

For more information interested people

should contact the Chancellor's Staff at

545-3137

r:*

\ eating plam ^

''

[ CAMPUS PLAZA
{(next to Super Stop & Shop)

f Rt 9 Hadley/Amherst

I

256-6889

) 6 AM - 3 AM
) SUN-THURS
i •0PEN24N0IIS

S

)

Memories Are

Made At The

TIME OUT

f

)

A MAm>ARm « SZECHUAN RESTAURANT

Open 7 Days for Lunch ft Dinner - Hours; Sun - Thurs 11-10 - Fri & Sat 112

WEEKDAY DINNER BUFFET - Men - Thurs $6.95, 5-8:30

SUNDAY BRUNCH 11:30-3
Full Liquor License

•S

h^^^h^^Mbl hUAAMJ t^k^hAM h^l^^jyMAAAAM
'.••_•-•.•-•

' * * f

«

$5.00
or^e coupon per person

expires September 30, 1986

Levi's
JEANSWEAR

$5.00 off prewashed
505 BLUE COLOR ONLY!

197 N. Pleasant St - Downtown Amherst

Mon-Sat 10-6; Sun 12-5

LIQUORS

61 Main St.. Amherst
Next to Town Hall

FOR FREE DELIVERY OF
»20 MINIMUM ORDER.
(OFF UMASS CAMPUS)

Dial
253-3091

— All Prices In Store Cash Only — jhru 9/13

Schooner
Beer

From Canada

380
6 pk -I- Dcp.

Absolut
Vodka

From Sweden

975

Bud & Lt.

Coors & Lt.

Miller Lite
Suitcase

11'' + Dep.

Mondavi
Red & Wh.
Table Wine

1.5L699

French

Macon
Chardonnay

499750 ML

Becks
Heineken
Amstel

3.99 -I- Dep. 6Pk.

Pilecki aide says he knew about allegations

but not $10,000 bribe; state to be reimbursed
BOSTON (AP) Former Westfield State Collefje Presi-

dent Francis J. Pilecki's top aide says he was aware of

allegatons of sexual misconduct against the president in

January.
But Garreth J. Lynch told the state Executive Council

that he didn't know about a $10,000 payment to a stu-

dent who claimed he was sexually assaulted by the presi-

dent until after the check was approved by college

trustees.

Lynch, the college's vice president for administration

who had served as Pilecki's executive assistant, and Paul

Mei, college treasureer and vice president for finance,

testified Wednesday at hearings being conducted by the

state Executive Council. The council approved state reim-

bursement of the $10,000, which was submitted to state

officials as a "tuition .stipend.'"

Pilecki was indicted in June on charges of sexually

assaulting two male students. He took a leave of absence

from the college in January and resigned in March, ef-

fective Aug. 31.

"He (Pikecki) said a mother has been to the Board of

Regents and she is 'trying to ruin me." " Lynch recalled.

"I asked him. 'Aren't we going to fight this?" He said "No,

I'm too exhausted. I can't put my family through it and

the college through it. Even if you win a fight like this,

you lose."

Lynch said Pilecki told him that he had tried to persuade

the student to stay after he arrived at Pilecki's house

drunk and that it was all being misinterpreted.

Lynch told the council that he did not believe Pilecki

and felt the complaint stemmed from "misbehavior bet

ween men
'

His first contact with the student. Lynch said, was m
April, when he got a telephone call from the student's

mother.

"She was looking for someone who could talk to her

son," Lynch said. "Her claim was that he had been

isolated by the administraiton of the college.""

Mei said he was never told the $10,000 settlement in-

volved a sexual allegation, but could not explain a four

month gap between the date the check was issued—Jan.

29—and the state reimbursement—April 23.

He said the college used trust funds to make the pay-

ment, because it did not have money immediately

available in its regular budget accounts

Daniloff situation
threatens summit
WASHINGTON (AP) Secretary of State George P.

Shultz will confront Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard A.

Shevardnadze head-on today with a demand to free

American reporter Nicholas Daniloff, and is ready to cut

short their summit planning session unless he gets a

satisfactory reply, US officials said.

In Moscow, however, soviet leader Mikail S. Gorbachev

yesterday denounced the correspondent for f-AS News &
World Rt-port as a spy and suggested the United States

had exploited the case to try to spoil superpower

relations.

As tensions rose, the Soviets exchanged barbs with the

Reagan administraiton Thursday over a US order that

25 Soviet diplomats assigned to the United Nations leave

the country by Oct. 1.

Shevardnadze, arriving at Andrews Air force Base on

the eve of the two-day meeting with Shultz, called the

expulsion illegal and also "a bad decision."

But Bernard Kalb, the State Department spokesman,

said Soviets holding visas were "well over the level of

218." He declined to give a precise count, and he accus-

ed the Soviets of disobeying the order, issued initially

last March, by not providing the names of any depar-

ting diplomats.

The US spokesman, responding to Gorbachev's state

ment on Daniloff. said the reporter was the victim of

"contrived charges, a fiameup, and there is no retreat

from that."

You're Too BUSY!
Don't waste time doing

your own laundry...

Take It To

t1 PRAY ST. AMHETOT.MA.

549'WeS

We Offen
• Hand Pressing

• Shirt Servtee

• Same Day
Service

Mon.-Thuis. 10 00»m-10 00pm, Sun 5 00pm- 10 00pm
Frtd.yi 10 00«m-5 00pm ih.n 6 OOpm-10 00pm

Sal 10:00am.S;O0pm than 7 OO-IOOOpm

ATTENTION BRITTANY

& RIVERGLADE RESIDENTS

DID YOU KNOW THAT

J R&P PACKAGE STORE IS YOUR

% CLOSEST PACKY? JUST 2

% MINUTES DOWN THE ROAD

4-

It'

ejcBni

Come Browse
in Amherst's New
European Style

Flower Shop

Specials

Rotes S7.95/doz€n
Mcrgacrtlt Daisy

Banch S 1 99
with Baby's Brsatli

Cash n Carry

INKERY. TO MEET. RELAX & El

35 EAST PLEASANT ST AMHERST

Optn Sam • 5:30pm
Monday - Saturday

220 If. PUasattI St

Amherst 253-5545
Proprietors

Nancy Garrabrants &
Debby Boyce «r TNI caris or %MirM coufoi

I
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Letters

Letter 'insulting'

This is in response to Lauren Wilton's letter, "The End

of Inebriation" (September 17i

Wilton, the attitude conveyed in your letter was con-

descending and insulting to dormitory residents. The ig-

norance that is par for the course with people who hold

such attitudes was unveiled in your attempt to support

an argument with false and misleading information. Do

not assume that because you were "a loud, drunk, ob-

noxious freshperson" that the rest of the freshpersons

.ire also. They are not. The vast majority of freshpersons

do use alcohol responsibly.

Your nemesis, JefTry Bartash, was correct. The alcohol

policy has led to increased tensions between residents

and R.A.'s. The R.A. must now act as police officer and

confront any person consummg alcohol in common areas,

regardless of whether they are using it responsibly or

not. The R.A. loses his/her power of discretion. We are

extremely offended by the way you portray students who

consume alcohol as 'pissing in the hallways," "puking

in the sinks', and "throwing furniture out of the win-

dows." This picture is inaccurate. Only through a warped

perception <>f residents would it seem normal.

Your letter went on to stale that the alcohol policy is

"the Law". Wrong. It is not the law Rather, it is a decree

handed down by Joe Zannini, Director of Housing Ser

vices. Your claim that lounges and hallways are public

> p.iL.'s was also misleading. They are not. Lounges and

1 all ways are considered by Housing Services m lu- com

'non areas; common only to the residents, not to the

uublic You have shown your true colors, W' ilton. as one

.f the more uninformed R.A.'s on campu.s. We would sug

, e-1 a you do some research iH-fnre your next opinion

. riunds across our community.

h > time that Housing Services ends the prohibition

and supports a policy that promotes responsible alcohol

use. Students must speak out against this repressive

)olicy and not echo its simplistic, self-righteous rea.son-

ing like a bunch of parrots!

Joe Demeo
Joel Rabinowitz

Co-Presidents

Southwest Area Government
Bob McDevitt
Co-President
Moore House

Friday, September 19, 1986

The Collegian's

Editorial Opinion itectum

filadly (iufpts letters una

colunmti about hxul. na-

tional, and internationol

insues. All submissions

should be typed at 67

characters per line, double-

spaced and must include the

author's name, address and
telephone number.

Due to space limitations,

letters should he no more

than 35 lines and columns

no more than 60 lines. When
responding to a preci(nist\

published item, please do not

exceed the length of the

original. All copy is subject

to editing for clarity and
length.

Submissions can he mail-

ed or dropped off in person

at 113 Campus Center.

««»»»#M«#»»»*ijjjjju fffTfrf"^*"****«<«M>»I«**M»»M#»«»»»»»»»»*»*»»**i

BETTER SYSTEMS FOR SLEEPIMO ft SPACE SAVIMO

• Reusable

• Portable/Storable

• Hand Assembled

• All Wood with Bolts

CALL TOLL FREE

1 800-824-7888
Operator # 217

24 HOURS 7 DAYS

PLUS DELIVERY

Sand checks or money order* to:

Architectural Cabinetworks • 708 Ponus Ridge • New Canaan • ct • 06840 <
.

>*#**»»»»«****»»»»*#****»»»»»»»»»***#»*»«*»*»»»»*******»*******************

HADLEY !

PUB '

Rt. 9. Hodtoy. Moss.
566-4444

MO COVtP DANCt PLOOal

rVtEATRES

SUNDAY » MONDAY
R4B OLDIES R€VUE

ml THC COUNT.

TUESDAY ALIVf ft KICKING

THE JEFF

IK^LMES
BIG BAND

[I2.<"^TWIUTESM0W

MTfMK4 -Jrr 584 9153

HARD BODIES II

Fn (S 00 a 1:00)7 4S. • SS

Sal (S 00 3 > 001 7 «9. t:SS

WALT OISNEV S
FLIGHT Of THE NAVIGATOR

Is Sal tl 2 00

DESSERT HEARTS
Fn (4 4S 2 001 7 M.9 4S

K Sal 2 I S 14 )0 > 2 00)7 lO.t 4S

TOP GUN
fn (4 4S 2 00) 7 JO. •:4S

TQ S«ll ni* » . 2 00) 7:30 . »:48

'HW»DAY * FfifDAY

rOP40X>ANCi
T0^40/[>ANCi

T0^4O/0ANCi
00 fOTH NfOHTtI

"wIWi PJ ALTO L«
sAfuftfiAv . s^l^JwlKlfl vou*
REQUESTS

Dff B. THE ROCK DOC
FREE PIZZA!

,S«rved 6-« p m every

Sundoy, MoncJoy ft Tuesday

iE a[z az

STAND BY ME
Fn(4 15 2 00)715.955

111 S«H 00(4 W . 2 00)7 15. » 55

• NAHPSNIRE • -rL^r 584 7550

THE FLY
Fn (4 45 . 2 00) 7 10. * 45

S«M 45 |4 45 J 2 00)7,30.9 45

NOTHING IN COMMON
Fn (4:15 2 00) 7 00 9 30

Iffl S«n 30(4 H t,
2 00)7 00 9 30

RUTHLESS PEOPLE
f fi (4 45

Sal (4 45

2 00) 7 30 9 45

2 OOl 7 30 9 45

ALIENS
Fn (4 00 2 00) 7 M. 9 30

!]( Sal 1 4S 14 . 2 00) 7 00 9 30

HANNAH & HER SISTERS

,
Ft, (4 30 2 0017 15.9 45

•^ai S«l 1 45i4 }0 2 OOl 7 15.9 45

Sy 5 45 m • 10 Ki'llt li<« Irtt

THEGlS^*V5'A?^|TJCTlVE

Sl< •( 2 00

KARATE KID
F,. 14 30 2 001 7 15 9 45

iq Sill 30 H 30 2 00)7 15 9 55

prnVFlf^b^BEVERLY
« THE WALL _i* HILLS COP ^
~ ALIENS ^?JV

THE FLY ' "OCKY
I n rvg admm prtct • HORR

"fourbasic
pidWem:
Physics

Genetics

Statistics

Calculus

Complex Numbers

Analytical Geometry

Stress Analysis

Organic Chemistry

Probability

Gaussian Transformations

Differential Equations

Titrations

Electromagnetics

Thermodynamics

Fluid Mechanics

Etc, etc*, etc . .

.

^fourBASIC
solution:

>«5i5g>»saHMtJWB:*«<;?»«3(!W3WrP^

tflN6ijii%£ cnxuLPrroRi

Itef ,S35»,«tSi»« i'55.*«jv:?i5:j;: ;s|:;:.JigWi*?3l^'^3»,'''ai
1 < >

iimimMi, -mRyf^.im, n
:<.i.^^<iia^i-^vy^ix^<S£mi^vssem!:m;i i^iii,i2id*^k-^^

IntroducingBASICALC: Tt
as Instruments programmable

Now there's a programmable scientific calculator

that solves even the most complex math, engi-

neermg and science problems in a BASIC way.'

TheTl-74BASlCALC.
Unlike most other programmable calculators

that require you to learn a new, complicated

system of keystroke commands- in effect, a r^ew

Your basic specs:

• Operates as a calculator or BASIC computer

• aK RAM expandable to 16K RAM
• 70 built-in scientific fiinctions

• Optional software cartndges for mathematics

and statistics

• Optional PASCAL language cartridge

• Optional pnnter and cassette interface

programming language- the TI-74 BASICALC
allows you to use the BASIC language program-

ming you already know.

But don't let the BASlCALC's ease of opera-

tion fool you. It also has more calculating power

than comparably-priced programmables. And a

variety of options, like software cartndges, are

available that make it even more poweiiful ai^i

convenient.

Stop by and see the Tl-74 BASICALC for

yourself In basic tenns, what it really offers you

is a bargain. ft'^

Texas ^^
Instruments

{ N86T1

Your basic campus demonstration:
TexasJnstruments will be conducting a free

hands-on demonstration of the new TI'74 BASICALC.
Check with The University Store for dates and times.

Friday, September 19, 1986
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Sandbox shenanigans
When undergraduate student senators act idiotically, they

should remember they're doing it at student expense.

A case in point is the controversy over whether a line should

be added to student bills, giving students an option to donate

to a fund for child care.

Supporters of the fund worked for weeks, gathering more

than 2500 petition signatures from students who support a

campus vote on the issue. The petition was presented to the

senate Wednesday night.

A group of senators is opposed to the plan. They say it would

set a dangerous precedent, encouraging other groups to try to

put their own donation options on student bills.

They might be right. But the way they chose to show their

opposition was an illustration ofwhy so few students take the

senate seriously.

W. Greg Rothman, Central Area Government president,

made a motion to add 74 questions to this month's student elec-

tion ballots, asking if students should have the option to make

voluntary donations to 74 individual campus groups.

Unbelievably, this dilatory and stupid proposal was cosigned

by four other area heads, including the student body president,

Bill Bennett.

Bennett stood tossing catcalls across the senate meeting room

in support of a shabby waste of the senate's time, instead of

working to solve the problems posed by the child care question.

Lost in the idiocy was the fact that very few other gi'oups

could be expected to put the kind of effort into a drive to raise

funds that the child care fund advocates did. Lost in the idiocy

was the fact that child care is a very serious issue; it costs more

to provide child care for a semester than it does to pay tuition

for a semester.

Most of all, lost in the idiocy was the fact that students fund

the senate through student fees, and when senators act like

children instead of leaders, they're wasting student money.

The senate never even came to a decision on the child care

question.

Higher education is expensive enough. Senators should stop

wasting student money on sand-box politics.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion of the Collegian Board of

Editors.

Life no longer single
Something very interesting happened to

me this summer. I began to date one per-

son exclusively. Oh sure, humans have

been doing it for centuries, but I could

never picture myself getting involved to

this degree.

You see, I've always believed that the col-

lege years were the wrong time to get emo-

tionally involved with another peson. My
feeling was that we ^ere here to learn, and

have the "occasional" good time. Com-

mitments were to be made later in life. No,

let me change that to much later in life.

All these ideas went thrown out the win-

dow at the beginning of the summer. Let

me tell you, it was a change in my life that

I was ill prepared for.

First of all, there is getting used to the

idea of thinking in the plural rather than

the singular. For example:

"I think I'll go to the movies tonight,'

becomes
"I wonder if we could go to the movies

tonight."

This may be a minor point, but if you

multiply it by just about everything you do

every day, you may get an idea of what I'm

talking about.

Don't get my wrong. I'm not saying that

it's not worth the effort to start thinking

in this manner, just saying that it's not

easv.

Then there is the bed and room problem

while on campus. This summer, I lived in

an apartment and had a single room but

now everything is different. Privacy has

Herb Ramy

Disease of

white males
Are you oppressed? If you are reading

this column you probably are. Oppression

wears manv masks; no one is immune to

its venom.' In today's society, there are

manv popular oppressions. Some involve

workers and bosses; some, students and

trustees. But there is one form of oppres-

sion that I would like to discuss in this col-

umn. It is the most oppressed oppression.

It's called Heterosexual White Male-ism.

And it's not getting the attention it needs.

Let's take an emotional look.

suddenly become a highly prized commodi-

ty. Not only do I have to memorize my own

schedule, but my roomates', as well.

When it comes to the beds, I must say

that I am extremely displeased. My
apologies to Housing Services, but twin

beds just aren't conducive to friendly chat

ter at all hours ofthe evening. (We all know

that nobody engages in sexual acts here at

the university. It's immoral and offensive

and should be outlawed if it hasn't been

alteady.)

A recurring dilemna involves the fact

that our idle chatter can. on occasion, be

quite loud. It's very difficult to remain calm

when discussing issues of universal impor-

tance - issues which, I'm sorry to say,

escape me at this moment. It has gotten to

the point where we have to continually

stuff pillows in our mouths to keep from

waking our neighbors.

The morning after can also be rather

awkward. I hate hearing the snickers of

people who are so sure they know what

went on the previous evening. It's almost

enough to make a person stop having in-

tellectual conversations (almost).

I guess when all is said and done, things

aren't so bad. In fact, they are quite good.

It's pretty easy to look beyond, all of the

above problems if the person you are with

is special enough, like this one is.

Herb Ramy is a Collegian columnist.

''JJust want to point out to everybody that in Orwell's 1984,

Room 101 was where Winston Smith's worst dreams came

true." —Paul Wingle

"In political discussion, heat is usually in inverse proportion

to knowledge."
r ^ r. i^n- w—J.G.C. Mmchm

Mark Caldeira

We are all familiar with racism. Thanks

to the conservatives on campus, we know

that racism is the unfair treatment of

whites by blacks who are unjustly accus-

ing whites of oppressing them. We know

that homophobism is the unconstitutional

actions of homosexuals in oppressing

heterosexuals by desiring to publicly

display their "unnatural " sexual

preference. Likewise, we all know that sex

ism is the ranting and raging of "uppity

feminists" who voice their complaint—of

being treated in an inferior manner by

male chauvinist pigs—via "special in

terest" departments and courses. For these

revelations, and many more, we all are tru-

ly indebted to the campus conservatives.

The left on this campus, I feel, have been

unfair to the right-wing in downplaying

their cry for heterosexual, white male

rights. This has been one of the left's most

myopic actions. Let me state to the world,

(and let my conservative comrades take

comfort in the fact) that yes, heterosexual,

white males are oppressed in this society.

They suffer economic oppression, religious

oppression, bureaucratic oppression, media

oppression, and many other oppressions

alike. But aren't these oppressions ex-

perienced by non-heterosexual, white

males?! Yes, of course. Then where is the

most oppressed oppression to be found? It

is found in the unique situation of being a

heterosexual, white male.

Heterosexual, white males are the most

oppressed group in our society by the fact

that not only do they suffer "common in-

teresf'oppressions (as do non-heterosexual,

white males) but also suffer the guilt pro-

duced from realizing that it is they who

have created "special interest" oppressions

and *0&$-ed up the world. Can you im-

agine liVing with yourself after coming to

the realization that you have been the

cause of everyone's grief and complaint?

Can you imagine what it feels like to wake

up every morning and hate yourself for be-

ing "normal?" And groups like women,

gays and lesbians, racial non-whites, and"

left-wing communist Marxist fascists dare

U> not recognize the magnificent suffering

in heterosexual, white male's ultimate op-

pression? This is clearly a horrendous

abomination and attack on the civil liber-

ty of a vast minority of the population! To

this I declare, 'Stop Heterosexual White

Male-iMi! now!'

Mark Caldeira /> <i <• nilrKiaii columnist.

Ronstrictions
This month the Reagan administration

rejected an application from Oxfam

America, a Boston-based relief agency, to

send $41,000 worth of donated and pur

chased supplies to Nicaragua. The sup

plies include rakes, seeds, water pipes,

chain saws, shovels, agricultural books,

and other tools which were to be passed

on to two non-governmental organizations

in Nicaragua—an agricultural school and

a refugee agency run by the Catholic

Church. The purpose of this aid, according

to Oxfam officials, was to alleviate food

shortages in Nicaragua, caused by the US
embargo and the US-sponsored contra

war.

Mitch Gaslin

While similar shipments have been ap-

proved by the US government in the past,

this recent denial illuminates the true

goal of the Reagan administration in

Nicaragua. Despite its claims of aiding

the innocent victims of a Communist

takeover, the Reagan administration and

its supporters are clearly attempting to in-

crease the level of suffering to the point

where the people there will turn against

their government.

This strategy is, of course, an anathema

to American ideals, and this has been

recognized by the two-thirds of the

American public that has consistently op-

posed the illegal US war on Nicaragua.

However, while Reagan may indeed be an

idiot, his handlers most definitely are not.

This strategy has been tried previously

and, at least by their standards, as a suc-

cess. After the dismal failure of the Viet-

nam war, both in Vietnam and here at

home, the crazies who plan these things

came up with a different strategy for

Chile. There, a democratically elected

socialist government was subjected to in-

tense covert pressures by the US
government.
These pressures on the Allende govern-

ment, as is the case in Nicaragua today,

were twofold: intense economic pressure

designed to increase domestic chaos, and

support for domestic organizations which

might be in a position to benefit from this

chaos. The desired end result is the same

in both countries—a mass of people so

desperate that they will welcome a

military coup.

While Reagan may have learned

something from the overthrow of Allende,

so have the American people. Material aid

shipments to the Nicaraguan people, such

as those organized by Oxfam, have helped

to offset the effects of the hundreds of

mi lliono ofAH»tax-dot lai -< gi t e ii lothetuii--

tras to terrorize these same Nicaraguans.

The American people will never forget the

result of the US sponsored overthrow of

Allende-the tyrannical rule of General

Pinochet—and we will continue to prevent

a similar occurence in Nicaragua.

Mitch (iaslm is a UMass student and a

member of the Radical Student Union.
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CLEARANCESALE

CONNECTICUT STORES OPEN 7 DAYS
SAT SUN 10-6 • MON-FRI 10-9

ROUTE S EAST WINDSOR. CONN.

1131 CAMPBELL AVE., WEST HAVEN, CONN.

ROUTE 184, (OPP CROTON KOTOW INN) GROTON. CONN

MASS STORES OPEN 7 DAYS
HAMPSHIRE MALL - HADLEY, MASS.

SUNDAY 12 5 • MON SAT 10 9

CANAL STREET TURNERS FALLS, MASS.

SATURDAY 12-6 • SUNDAY 10-6 • MON-FRI 10-9

\ VV' ^oospriscilla

ROOM SIZE CARPET BUY OUT
BECAUSE WE BUY TRAILERLOADS WE CAN OFFER ROOM SIZE CARPETS

AT 50% TO 70% OFF NORMAL PRICES.

MOST AT BELOW WHOLESALE PRICES.

BEAUTIFUL CARPETS FROM ONE OF THE

LARGEST CARPET MAKERS.

OVER 1000 IN STOCK
THESE ARE BETTER GRADES OF

RESIDENTIAL CARPETING

ENTIRE STOCK
ARTIFICIAL

GRASS CARPET
12 FT WIDE ROLLS

'V^ $198
$g9S ^Jfovo.

7

ELEGANT PATTERNS 98" X U"
MANY HAVE SHIRRED TOP WITH

ATTACHED VALANCE • POLYESTER-

COTTON BLEND • MACHINE WASH
IF PERFECT It
CATALOG VAL 3
TOCifOO^
«44'

SHAGS* PLUSH • SPLUCH • SCULPTURED • LOOPED AND MORE

12'xl0' ."T^«

f COMPARE
AT S220 0012'xll

1 ^f^% O' COMPARE

IZ XiZ ATS240W

1 O'wl Of COMPARE
iZ XlO ATS2S9 0(

IZ Xi4ATS2S0 0l

00

00

*69
$7999

$9999

no9»*

M

M
M

\M

N

w
N

w
N

w

IZ X1DATS319 9S

1 O^wl 7f COMPARE
IZ XII ATSMOOO

1 OfwIQ'COMFARE
IZ X1OaTS3«0.00

t Ofw 1 QfCOMPARE
IZ X19ATS379 00

12'x20Vt'S;:'{.

ni9

"o»i39»*

*144"
$14999

N

N

ENTIRE STOCK
6 FT OZITE

CARPET
^r$098
»14»* «""
RUBBER BACKED
LEVEL LOOP

CARPET
"*Tr$398
$795 YD.

CRUSHED WHITE GOOSE

FEATHER PILLOWS
'/////^iVALUE ne^*

fibreTilled pillows
VALUER fiiMaiC"y
$995^ ^^/

OUR ENTIRE STOCK

MATERIAL
50% OFF
OUR ALREADY LOW PRICE

ONAUJEWmyUTMIAL

SEW-IT
SEWING TECHNIQUE

BOOK
VALUE :'

$795 <-<

REGENCY LUGGAGE SET

N

N

w

COMMERCIAL
PLUSH PRINT

CARPET
$C98

VALUE
TO

<20^ SQ.
YO.

28" OVERSEAS WITH WHEELS
26" PULLMAN WITH WHEELS
24" WEEKENDER SUITCASE
2r OVERNIGHT CASE
AND TOTE BAC

!^;. * -V.

VALUE '200

NOW d
YOU H
PAY

A-

COMPLCTt
B PtECt SCT 11

W66b, BRAiS AND GLASS

|J^_i -DINETTE*

%^29r$138

DINETTE SETS
TABLE AND
4 CHAIRS

TABU 1 4 CHAIRS
WITH PADDED SEATS

' '"^ VALUE

SWEATSHIRT CLEAROUT

I
o$X49^d IBCREWNECK

HUNDREDS TO CHOOSE Fiium

BOYS POLYCOnON value$^00

TABLE AND
6 CHAIRS

LADIES COnON value $700'
TEXTURED KNIT ^22^^ I
MENS HOODED value $Q00
ZIPPERED FRONT ^16^^ O

CatnappeKLBEDP'NG buys

\Mk''mrnm

f^

_. INNERSPRINGmP?^ .

MATTRESS OR FOUNDATIONS
• TWIN I • FULL I

• QUEEN

M»^nnrr

AND

ICHAIR

Hr I ^sr I ^79'«nS8iSr$199^
MUST BE BOUGHT AS MATCHED SETS I FABRIC VW

LADIES JEANi I MENS JEANS
MADE IN THE SHADE

4 POCKET
JR. SIZES S-13

ROSE
TAN VALUE

BLUE ^28**

»7»« EACH

GIVENCHY
POLYCOTTOMS
SIZES 29-36

VALUE '27

kOO

TRAILER LOAD OF DINETTES CAMEL

s*

€t>>^o
w

u^^^:i^

TABLE
AND
2

CHAIRS
$.

TABLE
AND
4

CHAIRS
$1

TABLE
AND
6

CHAIRS

$1

FLANNEL PLAID

SHIRTS
VALUE »19*«

EACH
199
ACH

OR

MONSIEUR

LONG SLEEVE
carnNVMLv uxMO

DRESS
SHIRTS ,.

VALUE *24««
j i ^

EACN f

'

PAIR

3in9so

CACM

on

30^9^0
u
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ARTS
Dance troupe examine^women^lives through dance

The AmDans Theatre began performances
last night of it's show celebrating women. The
show will run through tomorrow night.

By MAKY CA'l'KNKSK
Collegian Coiif^pondent

AmDans Theatre Inc. in Cniui it i- runninj^ ilii<ni^;h

t.iiiKirrow niKlil at Kasl St. Theaiiv m Hacllr> Ttic pti

tnimancc hegins at 8:()0p.m. The artistic diretlcr ot the

^Moup. Richard Jone>pre->ented a l)()dy of work nicludnu:

live dances. Members of the company. Amy C'o\, Aiulica

Donabed. Ann Ducharme, Audrey LaChapelle and Nicole

McGlynn were acccmipanied by ^^uest artisi.-. Ann Brown

Allen and Rebecca Nord.^trum.

The first piece, •'Brubeck." was an "abstract daiu.
,
with

IK. meaning ' act-oidioK to .1 < The tour daiuro per

formed an arrav of revoUmt; spins, cat leaps and wore

lalsely bright >miles .Joiu- spoke aptly, it held nothing

stimulating

In the second. Rebecca Nordstrum performed -I hat

Voice A Tiibute to Edith Pilaf." Nordstrum. a dancer with

a beautiful knowledge of her art, relived Pilaf s perfor

mance techniques . . . embodied the despair of solitude

lound in offering ones soul to ones audience.

In 'Solo Observed" a trio of dancers celebrate the "vir

tuositv'" in the piano playing of an absent friend. At this

point of the performance the theatre was transformed by

the more emotional and meditative motions performed,

the dancer- seemed to finally involve themselves

personalis

The final two d.mces were absorbing and provocative.

In inv opinion these were the only two segments worth

-•.in^^ In •(Jardenia In Memory of Billie Holliday" Ann

Hinun Allen sensuously embodied the nies.sages expressed

m llolulav'.s i.adv Sing the Blues." -l-over Man." -Stor

m\ Blues ' and "God Bles> the Child." At times melan

cholv and dreamy, steamy and vibrant. Allen was

Ix'autiful. After the performance, .she spoke of her work

with thi' piece mentioning that it was trying, to work with

vnice arrangement- .uui it was important to "accept the

nuisicality of hei voice.

In the final piece. "The CJift," live women danced at a

l)ridal shower and di.scussed their own personal feelings

regarding giving birth. The strength of this piece lies in

the differing attitudes of the women involved, and the dif

ficulty one woman encounters in making her decision. Her

rebellion, her doubt leads to a powerful and expressive

dance where she seems to imitate the birthing process and

the women with her experience the reflections and

1 arifications of her experience along with their own

WainWright shows he's human
By KARL SCHIENEMAN
Collegian Correspondent

On Sundav. S. pK niber 14, Loudon Wainwright III

brought his brand of comedy-folk music to the Iron Horse

in Northampton.
To the great majority of you who have never heard of

Wainwright, he enjoyed a hit single in the mid 70s called

"Dead Skunk" and also appeared in the T.V. series

Af*A*S*// as a soldier who would occasionally play

acoustic guitar songs.

If this rings a slight bell or causes no reaction what

soever, then you are truly missing out on something

special.

The show was opened by Joel Zoss, called in as a last

minute replacement. Zoss had just come back from spen-

ding the afternoon "playing wifTleball on horseback." He

had little difficulty making the transition from athletics

to musician, however, and he played a short set of six

songs which ranged from political to a song which Bon

nie Raitt recorded from him. It was very solid stuff and

if you are into acoustic guitar. 1 recommend seeing him

at 8:30 on September 23 at the Iron Horse.

Wainwright came on soon afterwards with a beer in one

hand, acoustic guitar in the other. The show featured a

diverse mixture of songs which ranged from absurd to

touchingly sentimental Some of the notable selections

were; "Westchester County," which Wainwright called

a "Country Eastern Song" and describes coming to age

at a country club in, you guessed it, Westchester County;

"I'm All Right" which discusses breaking up with .so-

meone and being so upset that the first thing you reach

for in the medicine cabinet, past the razors and the pills,

is the dental floss; and "Saturday Morning Fever," which

details Saturday morning cartoons and is described by

Wainwright as a "kind of a Bee Gees .song," complete with

a high "aah aahing" chorus,
miUimn'd an piific 14

^^PANDA
GARDEN

WE BRING CHINATOWN TO YOU!!

We Serve Beer & Wine.

For Carry Out & Reservations, Please Call

584-3858
34 Pleasant Street,

Downtown Northampton

CINEMA

FRIDAY - SATURDAY 1
CATCH 22 7:00 1
SUUGHTERHOUSE 5 9:00 1

SUNDAY - TUESDAY 1
THE MYSTERY OF KASPER HAUSER 700 |
A DAY AT THE BEACH 9:00 1
DOUBLE FEATURE $3.00 |

DOWNTOWN AMHERST 253-5426

Subscribe Before Sept. 24th Deadline For

1986-1987 Season
BILOXI BLUES

FESTIVAL OF INDIA

VIENNA CHOIR BOYS

MOMIX

LOUISVILLE BALLET

ORCHESTRE DE LYON

TAP DANCE KID

COUNT BASIE ORCHESTRA

FBANK FOSTER

MARLEEN PENNISON COMPANY

LESLIE HOWARD. PIANO

NEGRO ENSEMBLBCOMPANY

JAZZ ALL STARS ^

JOSHUA BELL.' VIOUfH.

THE WAVERLY CONSORT

SPRINGFIELD SYMPHONY

STEPHANIE CHASE. VIOLIN

APPLE HILL CHAMBER PLAYERS

VEHUDI MENUHIN VIOLIN

WARSAW SJNFONIA

DANNY BURACZESKI S JAZZOANCE

TOKYO STRING QUARTET

TWYLA THARP DANCE

MEL TORME

GEORGE SHEARING

THE CHIEFTAJNS

CHRISTOPHER PARKENING. GUITAR

HUNGARIAN STATE FOLK ENSEMBLE

MURRAY PERAHIA. PIANO

KATHRYNSELBY. PIANO

TRACERS

BOBBY MCFERR1N

ATLANTA SYMCHONV ORCHESTRA

ROBERT SHAW

ALVIN AILEY DANCE THEVW
PEARL BAILEY

LOUIE BELLSON

"LACAGEAUXFOLLES-

THE FINEARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

5 College Students Half-Price! Call 545-25111

IME OUT = Overall

Merriment

Epson Equity I

w/printer includes

256 k dual floppy

mono monitor

$1295

Computer Rentals

$200.00
per semester

Terminal Rentals

$130.00
per semester

includes 1200 baud modem

Memory Upgrade
to 640K

$99.00

Fall Prices Good till 9/31

PIONEER VALLEY

DATA EQUIPMENT

259 Triangle Street

Amherst

549-1017
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Soldier Girls

examines women
in the military

By KATHRYN POHNER
Collegian Staff

Soldier Girls, a 1980 film about young women ad-

justing to military life after being inducted into the U.S.

army provided an unusual look into military life—the

army as experienced by women.

However, this documentary was no Private Benjamin.

It began with the women moving into a fort in Georgia,

talking about what the army would be for them. The

scene switched to a speech being given by a sergeant,

where he told the women what he expected of soldiers

and that they had better live up to his expectations.

He went on to speak of Vietnam, saying that the war

was fought more for "DuPont. Ma Bell, and AT&T" than

the American people. He said that Vietnam could have

been won.

The most dramatic scene in the film showed the women

running for one of the first times in their basic train

ing, clapping and chanting "I want to go to Iran ... I

want to kill an Iranian . . . Blood Guts .
Kill .

. Kill." The confidence in their faces was riveting as they

ran along, chanting words that carried so much meaning.

The women as a group were interesting, but the film

focused on a few women who stood out from the others.

First was Private Johnson, who continually was

reprimanded for smiling. "Every time I look at you,

you've got that stupid smile on your face. And every time

I see it. I'm gonna wipe it of!!." yelled the sergeant at

one point. But pushups, insults and threats wouldn't

wipe that smile off her face. And the sergeant always

found it infuriating.

Soldier Girls gave a rounded view of military life and

showed the women going through a number of different

exercises, such as throwing grenades and learning how

to shoot. The pistol range proved emotional for one

woman, who tried to shoot with her eyes closed. Through

tears she found that she could kill someone if she did

n«)t think with her head.

The scene that summed up the film, though, was a

scene where one of the women comforted another

enlistee. "We came in here to make a better life for

ourselves, and we're going to do it . . . we're gonna show

those sergeants, "she said. "When we come out of this

place we're gonna be different."

FRIDAY

FILM

By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

In the beginning there

was Siskel and Ebert. And
the populace looked at them

and saw they were good.

Soon the populace could not

get enough of the famed Ab-

bot and Costello of con-

sumer cinema criticism.

They ran to the stores in

marauding packs purchas-

ing all the Roger and Gene
paraphernalia they could

bet their hands on. They

bought the books, the

videos, the T-shirts, the

famous line of feminine

hygine products, etc.

The Collegian, quick to

sense a moneymaking
trend, asked me what I

thought of the idea of bring-

ing in another weekly film

critic. What followed was a

rather heated discussion.

After the police restrained

me and the editors threaten-

ed to press charges, 1 began

to warm up to the idea.

So, next Thursday will

mark the arrival of a new
column titled Double
Feature. The column will be

written by yours truly and

Tom Harrington and in it

we will review two of that

week's movies. Following

the birth of Double Feature

on Thursday, Friday's paper

will have the afterbirth of

the new Friday Film Follies

which will be a quick cap-

sule of all the movies play-

ing in the area which will be

compiled by your humble
servant.

So look in your favorite

stores for all the new Dou-

ble Feature and Friday Film

Follies products. Buy them.

I have student loans to pay
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Jay Underwood stars in The Boy Who Could

Fly, previewing this weekend.

off.

There isn't much new on

this week's cinematic scene.

On Sunday, the Hampshire

6 is showing a sneak

preview of The Boy Who
Could Fly. If you see this

show at 5:45, you'll get to

see the 8:30 show of Karate

Kid 2 for free.

Jackie Gleason and Tom Hanks star as father and son in Nothing

in Common.
,

Weekend Best Bets:

Nothing in Common, a com-

edy/drama starring Tom
Hanks, Jackie Gleason and

Eva Marie Saint. Adman
Hanks must grow up and

reverse roles with his

parents when they split up.

Hannah and Her Sisters is

Woody Allen's latest and

some say his best film. The

film stars Michael Caine,

Barbara Hershey, Mia Far-

row, Max Von Sydow and

Woody Allen as a hypochon-

driac who may finally be dy-

ing. It is a very funny film,

see it.

If you are looking for a

good solid action film.

Aliens still packs a punch.

Sigourney Weaver returns

as the embattled Ripley, the

survivor of the 1979 SF/Hor-

ror classic.

And finally if you are in-

terested in animation. The

19th International Tournee

of Animation returns to The

Pleasant St. Cinema this

weekend and will play until

Tuesday.

L.B.C. BOOKS IS NOW OPEN
'^RETAIL" AT THE MT. FARMS MAU

HADLEY, MA

"RETAIL BOOKS AT

WHOLESALE PRICES"

ALL TITLES

aa-so^oFF
PUBLISHERS
LIST PRICE

DISCOUNT
CHILOREN'S BOOKS
OUR SPECIALTY

WITH THS COUPON. THRU 9/30/86

e>?ra10% off
OUR LOW DISCOUNT PRICES

(Not to be combined with any other discount otter.)

STORE HOURS: SAT: 10 a.m.-4 p.m.

SUN: 8 a.m. -4 p.m.

Retailen Contact for Wliolesale PrieesU
532-7862

NOW HIRING
GO GETTERS ONLY

25 OPENINGS
m Telemofkettng Tools ond Industrlcrt Supptles to Construe-

I tlon Componys Nationwide Salary and Commisions and

I Bonuses Three shi^*; allow you to work around your

I schedule Shifts; 6.3C am-10:30 am. 3 pm - 6 pnn;6 pm

I
-9 pm; Saturdays 8 - 12 and 12-4.

I
Coll Dave 256-4101 7 am - 7 pm

RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

lb Main St. Downtown Amherst 253 5441

$2.99 4/pk NEW $17.00 case

SEAGRAMS
GOIDEN

E
3
E
0)

WINECOOLER

ITSWET
ff?DRY

SUITCASES:
lud, Coors, Lite $11.99 cs + dep

Bush, Old Milwaukee $9.95 cs + dep

BAR BOTTLES:
Utica Club $6.99 cs + dep

Carling Black LabeL $7.99 cs -»> dep

Rolling Rock $11.00 cs + dep

CHEAPIES:
Ballantine Beer $3.40 12/pk + dep

Narragansett is oz cans $9.80 cs -i- dep

Shahn exhibit at New Africa House
inspires hope for human condition

The Augusta Savage Art Gallery in Central

is now showing the works of Ben Shahn. Here

is Shahn's rendition of James Chaney, one of

three young men killed in the summer of '64.

By CHARLES FRANCIS CARROLL
Collegian StafT

Ja UK'S Chaney. Michael Schwerner. Andrew (ioodnian.

Do you recognize these names? I didn't either. But then

I read the guide to the works in the Ben Shahn exhibit

currently at the Augusta Savage Gallery at the New
Africa Hou.se and realized that the.-.e were the three young

men who were killed during the summer of 1964 in

Mississippi. I was a little boy and well remember this

event. Along with the assassination of President Kennedy
and the Birmingham church bombing, it marked the

beginning of the end of my childhood joy and innocence.

It is little things like this memory stirring my conscience

which makes Ben Shahn and his artwork truly gieat. As

the exhibit, "Ben Shahn on Human Rights," amply

demonstrates, Shahn was an artist who was concerned

with "the human condition," not merely describing it but

trying to improve it. Throughout his life, from 1898 to

1969, Shahn documented the underbelly of history: the

Sacco-Vanzetti trial, the Depression, the Dustbowl, Huey
Long, McCarthyism, Franco and the Spanish Republic,

Vietnam, and the American Civil Rights movement, to

name some of the most prominent examples of his sub-

ject matter.

It is this last group from which most of the works on

display at the Savage Gallery come. Frederick Douglas.

Martin Luther King. The slain civil rights works men
tioned above. But there are other works as well, among
them some of Shahn's most famous. Gandhi sitting

upright and uprighteous. The gut-wrenching prisoner of

"Warsaw." Psalms, credos, and prayers, featuring Shahn's

unique calligi-aphy.

"Ben Shahn on Human Rights" is. without exaggera-

tion, a moving and inspirational exhibit. WaiTen Robbins,

Founding Director Emeritus of the National Museum of

The National Security Agency's
Professional Qualification T»st

Don't even think of limiting your employ-
ment options...because we wouldn't. At the

National Security Agency, we've devised a Pro-

fessional QualificaUon TEST (PQT) that might
prove Just how perfect you'd be for an unheard
of challenge—an NSA career.

Your Job would be important to our Job. We
analyze foreign communications. We safeguard

this nation's vital communications. We secure

government computer systems. All using
tomorrow's state-of-the-art technologies. All

for a very good cause: America's National

Security.

The PQT Is your first step toward qualifying

for one of the National Security Agency's

career fields. If test results indicate good poten-

tiatl, an NSA representative will be in touch to

set up an interview. You'll have the chance,
then, to explore the particulars of oppor-

tunities in data systems, information science,

language, communications and management.
So do something smart for yourself. Pick up

the PQfT bulletin at your placement office. Or
write to NSA for a copy, soon. Registration is

free, but forms must be received no later than
October 10th. Test date? Saturday. October 25th.

If you're a graduate with a Bachelor's or

Master's degree In Electrical/Electronic/Com-

puter Engineering, Computer Science, or a

Slavic, Near Eastern or Asism language, you get

a break; no test necessary. Just schedule an in-

terview with our representative through your
placement office.

Give the PQT a chance to prove what you can

do with Intelligence.

Register by October 10th to take NSA's
Professional Qualification Test.

NATIONAL
SECURITY
AGENCY

NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
A'ITN:M322(AAM)
Fort Meade, MD 20755-6000

tJ.S. cSUzenshlp rsqulred for applicant and immediate

family members

An equal opportunity employer.

"^ TTJVD Dm wy^n o

'7-11^0 7/7^T-^ 'iDnr< rrnTp

Ben Shahn's serigraph titled "Warsaw,
1943."

African Art, said at the show's opening that Shahn would

have been proud to have seen his artwork displayed in

the context of human rights. But. in fact, all of Shahn's

artwork is in the context of human rights and it is we who

should be proud and grateful for having so gi-eat a

spokesperson for human rights as the artist Ben Shahn.

The exhibit will clo.se October 17. New Africa House can

be found across the way from Wheeler in Central.

TIME OUT =F

For the best in Italian, Middle Eastern or Greek Food.

Seafood A Specialty! Fine Wines & Beer

Botintiftil BafTet Branch 10:30 3:00 pm

Mention this ad for free soup or dessert with entree

I Roandhoase Plaza

Behind City Hail in Northampton

Toes Sat from 5:00 pm

586-3780

-••••:
HILARIOUS

... a feast for audiences who
appreciate nuance, style and character

. .. delightfully entertaining.'
Wllllaro Wolf. GANNETT NEWSPAPERS

•A TRIUMPH-
VIGOROUS, FUNNY

«

AND STIRRING
...hfory produces the most

consistently handsome and
exciting scenes of his career."
-David Dcnby. NEW YORK MAGAZINE

ARoom

MHINA HllNIIAHl iSH 11 K II II IAN SAM "^ llAMII l>«\ I I Wis

Cinecom

STARTSTODAY
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* Wainwright
continued from ptini- 1

1

Some of the sentimental
songs were "Five Years

CAMPUS
CAR SALES

79 TOYOTA COROLLA
65K one owner No221

$1995

82 TOYOTA STARLET
one owner A/C 60K No227

$2495

81 TOYOTA COROLLA SEDAN
A/C 5 speed 57K. No225

$3500

80 VW RABBIT
No 208

$2300

75 VOLVO DL WAGON
No213

$2300

Old," which IS al>()Ut miss-

ing his daughter's birthday

while pn tour; "Your
Mother and I," which tells

about explaining his divorce

to his child; and "Unhappy
Anniversary." The songs

are touching, vivid, and
bring out the fact that this

very funny man is also

hunum.
But quality songs are on-

ly a part of the show. What
makes the evening special is

Wainwright's "hamming it

up" with the crowd. One
minute he is talking to a

couple in the front row who
were paying their check ear-

ly and mimicmg the female,

"yeah, great seats and he's

all right but he's (Wain-
wright) spitting on us. Next
time lets go see a movie."
Then he convinced them to

leavf fi hit'r'er tin Annthfu-

antic occurred at the end of

the show when he ducked
behind a counter while be-

ing called out for an encore

and popped his head up like

a Jack in-the-Box to inspire

a louder ovation.

The highlight of the show
was his tale of the
psychedelic summer of '67

which ended in the fall

when it "got weird." So
Wainwright left to go back
East in a car with two hip-

pies and a lOOpound bag of

brown rice in case they got

hungry. The other luggage
for this transcontinental

trip included a magazine
called The Psychedelic
Oracle which you had to be
psychedelic to read and con-

tained articles on "How To
Cure Yourself of Hepatitis"

and "What Is Pig Pen Real-

ly Like," and a nickel bag of

brown weed. They were
passing through Oklahoma

City with no headlights on

when a cop saw them and
called for ten of his other

buddies. The cops were ap
parently very happy to see

them and thought that the

brown rice was heroin in

capsule form. There was a

period of penitence after

this epi.sode in his life which
set the stage for a song,

about not having taken acid

in 12 vears called "Out Of
This World."

Yankee Candle
factory(^ Country Stort

S.OeerfKM.MaMtO

Help Wanted
The Yankee Candle Com-
pany of S. Deerfieid is now
liring. Seasonal positions

available -days, evenings
Dart-time, weekends. Open-
ngs include retail sales,

clerical, productions,
hipping.

Apply in person Monday-
-riday 9 to 4 (No phone
calls, please) at

Yankee Candle
t. 5, S. Deerfieid, Mass

SELF-SERVICE
COPIES

At Kinko's we offer the highest quality copies

at very low price. Our other services include

bindina, collating and a self-serve workspace

stocked with all tne things you need to put

together that project or proposal. Try Kinko's.

For great copies. And great deals.

kinko's
Open early. Open late.

Open weekends.

220 N. Pleasant St

1/

Jk
.•"'*

WE ARE PLEASED
TO ANNOUNCE 2 GOOD ^

REASONS WHY YOU
\ SHOULD BUY YOUR
\jEXT OXFORDCLOT
t\BUTTON DOWN
\ \ FROM US.

COTTON a $31.00
- 7.00

1.$7

2. We're closer than Freeport, Maine

New Regular Price! $24.00

DURAPRESS II $29.00

-^.00

New Regular Price! $22.00

Our all cotton and polyester/cotton long sleeve oxford cloth

dress shirts from Sero' have gotten even better...they've

come down in price! Original quality and comfort at a new
and more comfortable price. Available in your choice of white

or blue. Purchase in an assorted box of

three for even greater savings.

The House of Walsh and Sero'

. . . nothing is obvious except the quality.

^oitseofBalsli
02 Mom St Amherst • 253-0361 • Mon Sot 9 5 30

THE PLACE

TO BE FRIDAY

AFTERNOONS

MIKES FAMOUS
SMORGASBOURD

EVERY

FRIDAY

COME DOWN AND RELAX

REASONABLY PRICED LUNCHES SERVED DAILY 11:30 - 2:00 pm

THIS WEEKS SPECIALS
MILLER BOTTLES 99^

COFFEE BRANDY SOMBREROS $1.25

BLACK AFFAIRS

Programs sponsored by Third World Affairs Office
. ^. ,1.1 ..A 1 ..,;ii ^Ur^r^cra fVioir maim- Shp hpltpvps: "more

By LISA RIDDICK
Collegian Staff

First in our series of profiling outstanding minorities

on campus is Thelma Hamilton, a senior Chemical

Engineering major from Chelmsford, Massachusetts.

She chose to go into Chemical Engineering because she

liked chemistry,and engineering, so she put the two of

them together.

Thelma has found time out of her busy schedule of

classes and studying to help students. She counseled the

Freshmen Engineering FVogram panel discussion for high

school students sponsored by the Minority Engineering

Progi-am. Also she is a member of the MEP support gi-oup

for students. She is also a member of the National Socie

ty of Black Engineers since they started three years ago.

She tutors math at CCEBMS. Also she has been a Kappa

Diamond since 1984, and she is also the treasurer.

She really cares about the students on this campus,

because she knows engineering is a very demanding ma-

jor on this campus. A lot of minorities are easily discourag-

ed, and will change their major. She believes: "more

blacks should get into engineering, keep persevering and

don't give up". You could have a Freshmen class of about

40 engineers, but only three or four will graduate, the

reason is the remaining got discouraged along the way.

Her inspiration is Dr. Jeannie Patrick, who is the first

black female to get a Doctorate degree in Chemical

Engineering from Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Her plans for the future is to work in an industry for

now. and she wouldn't mind teaching .someday in the

future.

\

\

ON THE GREEN -SOUTH HADLEY

20% Oft

I

FEATURING:
leotards sweats

tights

skirts and dresses

Capezio Shoes
I

jazz, tap, pointe "rth coupon — good th™ 9/Z7 ^^^^^ IWith coupon - good thru 9/27

JOB POSITIONS OPEN

Attorney General

SGA Treasurers
Assistant

Pick up applications at

406E Student Union

10 hrs a week
Minimum wage

Applications due September 26

the SGA is an equal opportunity employer

Keep persevering and
don't give up
By KATHRYN KIRBY
Collegian Staff

With the fast growing awarness of

Crack and its effects it has on our socie-

ty, the Office of Third World Affairs plans

to make sure that the people of this com-

munity realize how dangerous it

is.

The Office of Third World Affairs will

open its Fall semester

with a substance abuse progi'am entitl-

ed Crack the Killer Drug on Sept. 23 at

8:00p.m. in the Campus Center room

168C.

Crack which is a potent form of purified

cocaine which is smoked in order to derive

a drug high is a very addictive drug.

According to Sherwood Thomp.son.

Director of the Office of Third World Af

fairs. 'In many parts of the country, the

drug has reached epidemic proportions

that are affecting the lives of individuals

from various segments of society
'

On November 5. at 8:00p.m. in the Cam-

pus Center room 101, the

Office of Third World Affairs will present

Melvin P. Foote, Director of Africares

Development Education Program.

Mr. Foote will discuss African issues

related to the quality

of Africa. The emergency aid program is

sponsored by Africare for victims of

natural disasters will be discussed.

Thompson said,'The purpose of this pro-

gram is to increase the campus awarness

about Africa. African issues and the pro-

cess of development in African countries.

Office of Third World Affairs is a multi

cultural student service organization, and
its main objectives this Fall semester is

to increase Third World student participa

tion and campus wide activities, and RSO
iRecognized Student Organization)

affiliation.

Other objectives include, to increase tun-

ding sources of Third Wnrld Organiza-

tions, to deveiope and nroaden Third

World student experiences in governance

boards throughout the University, and to

sponsor various progiams that re-affirm

the numerous ethnic identities and obser-

vances of Third World people

If you need more information concern

ing these or other progi*ams please con

tact Sherwood Thompson at 308 Student

Union Building, or call 54.'i-'2517

CHINESE KITCHEN
FAST FOOD

RESTAURANT

Eat In or Take Out Hours

Sunday Noon To 10 PM
MonSat 11:30 AM to 10 PM

Pu-Pu Platter $12.00

>' ^

Try Our Luncheon-Dinner Specials

Only $1 .49 before 3 PM, $1 .90 after 3 PM

2 LOCATIONS

430 Russel St (Rt 9)

HADLEy
253-2571

150 King St

NORTHAIVIPTON
586-8220

vv books^lopvv

Meditations
WITHl

THE HOPI
MediUliom With" the Hopi i» a heartfelt and reverential view o> the

Hopi Wiy as seen by one o( the (ew white men to have liv^d within

this ancient culture The author left his nati\* France after World VVHr

II to find himself on a spintual |Ourr>ey that led him to the Hopi

villages of northern Anzona Here he shares with us the essence of

the Hopi experience, from child's first cry to souls departure, each

transition celebrated in song and ritual

This IS also a story of creation and change, of prophecy ar>d

fulfillment in the world ww all journey through: a worid the Hopi call

"koyaanisquaisi," "world out of balance,"

103 North
Amh««l4>2S34S74

• • * « « • *
«••<«»•'
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• field hockey
continued from pafiv 19

Ronnie Coleman, and senior

co-captain Lisa Griswold, all

turned in stellar perfor-

mances against Boston
College.

"Pam did an excellant job

against Shannon. Shannon
had only three shots on goal,

and was not a factor in mid-

field," Hixon said. "Ronnie

was a midfield substitute,

and she sparked us in the

second half. Lisa, although

she didn't score, gave us

quality offense throughout

the game by creating penal-

ty corners."

In fact, one of UMass'
goals came via a penalty

corner by sophomore Julie

Stuart. Senior Lil Hultin

fired a shot into the upper

left corner of the net for the

team's other score.

The Minutewomen's

whitewashing of the Eagles

was deceptive in that all of

the Eagles' shots on goal

came from inside the circle,

and Boston College controll-

ed the first 35 minutes of

play with their long-ball

game.
"BC kept pressure on us

for the entire game. I'm glad

they didn't score first,

because they were all over

us in the first half," Hixon
said. "They would put the

ball deep in our own end
with their long-ball game,
and it wa.»5 difficult for us to

get out. In the second half

we made some adjustments

to counter the long-ball. We
made some counter-attacks

and had BC in transition for

most of the second half, but

they (BC) never played

dead."

Hixon also noted that

UMass had it's moments of

brilliance in the BC game,
something that the
Minutewomen will need to

defeat the Boilermakers
this weekend.

"We have to play steady

and intelligent against Pur-

due," said Hixon, who will

be scouting the Boiler-

makers tomorrow against

Springfield College. "We
have to apply offensive

pressure, which means
strong attacks and creating

penalty corners, in order to

wear down our opponent. It

is also a plus that we are

playing at home and on

grass."

Last year UMass pounded
Purdue, 5-0, at the Univer-

sity of Michigan. Tonia

Kennedy registered two

goals, and Griswold and

Ruth Vasapolli had one

each.

* women's soccer
continued from page 20

mirably for Chris Schmitt, who is injured.

"Szetela showed a lot of understanding

of the game," Banda said. "She's a good

find. She's not lazy, does smart things, and

can run the whole field. Schmitty is still

the starter but Szetela is and excellent

utility player and hasn't hurt us yet. If she

keeps playing the way she has, who
knows?"

The Catamounts come into the game
with a record of 1-2. They have scored four

goals this season and freshman forward

Melanie Railings owns two of them.

Amy Shorey, a junior forward, scored the

winning goal for UVM against Plymouth

State. Junior midfielder Sally Isham had

two assists in the game.

UVM coach John Carter will probably go

with Jen Starr in goal. In three games,

Starr has posted a LO goals against

average with 22 saves and one shutout.

Banda feels the key to tomorrow's the

game will be defense.

The weekend
Though the football team has the

weekend off and won't be playing

anywhere. UMass sports action will be

plentiful this weekend.
Five sports will be played at home with

men's and women's soccer playing at 11

a.m. and 1 p.m., respectively, on Saturday

at Boyden.
The men face Temple University, while

the women take on the University of Ver-

mont. Both teams show signs of breaking

out of early-season slumps.

Both the men's and the women's tennis

teams will also see action Saturday with

the men taking on Boston University at 11

a.m. at the Upper Boyden Courts and the

women battling Yale University at 1 p.m.

In other action, the volleyball team
travelled to Syracuse yesterday to play in

the Syracuse Invitational Tournament
which begins today. The tournament, a

three-day affair, features the

Minutewomen against several prominent

Division I opponents including Big East

champion Providence College and
Svracuse.

Doonesbfiry

By Garry Trudeau
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson
THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON

l^mTRbPORJlFSAFB SiMPlY
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SBOJLAR HUMANIST MASTERS,
TmaPlTOliS, l/UHO
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UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST
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Friday, Sept 26, 8 pm
Concert Hall

Tickets $20 18.16

Monday, Sept. 29,8 pm
Concert Hall

Tickets $16 14 12

"cMlumMf opmnttmt, tsend tongt,
$»culai »na lotk mutic Iftaf trtll dtlighl

Monday, Oct 6, 8 pm
Concert Hall

Tickets $16 14.12

at mountain (arms mall

The area's only complete weight facility

ON THE

BUS ROUTE!
Midway between

Amherst & Northompton
at the

Mt. Forms Moll,

Rte. 9, Hadley

Call: 584-2175

NO

^^'^ -n^ ^^'^
/ THAT Quy^

f^6HT OKAi

Attention Photographers:

There will be a meeting for all staH* photographers and
anyone interested in working for the (ollegian at 8 p.m.

Monday. Attendance is mandatory for technicians.

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trude Michel Jaffe

Early chemists describe the first dirt molecule

1

I

Gordy By Gorde

if Five College students Half-Prical *
Tickets available at Fine Arts Center Box Otiice Call (• 1 3)545-25 1

1

• Convenient, easy location

• Free parking

• Women's & Men s

shower & locker

facilities

• Over 10,000lbs. of free weights

• 12 different cable stations

• Exercise bicycles

• Vitamins & supplements
• Tanning beds available

Join fof the rest of the yftar for only *1 1 9**!
|
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Acnoss
1 The husbano ol

Ruth

S Wipe ott

10 Incandescence
14 Sian cil many a

laia

15 Designe' 5 logo.

in a way
16 Zhivago s

ainou'

17 Mural paintei

tfom Spain

IS Johnny Maltiis

recording

20 Ofigmai design

22 Prokofiev

23 Sptils

25 — MaiSler

sir>ger von

Nurnberg

26 Score ol a goil

pro

30 The besi

32 Oil snore

36 Bringing into the

open
37 Certain ler

39 104 to Cicern

40 Refinery worker

42 Cily ol the

Alhampra
44 Sympathy s

partner in a title

45 Rainchech

usually

47 Eipressions of

|0y

48 Pans of a

studio

SO Evening >n

Roma
52 Wield

53 Lacking clanly

S5 Sorrow
57 Kite

60 Irritating

6S Like a ledious

speaker

67 Oili in the BiDle

68 Pitcher

Mershiser

69 Winter month m
MeiiCO

70 Mideast land

71 Facial feature

7? Fender bende'^
73 Fountain oidfi

DOWN
1 Fall Iruit

2 Lulu

3 Seaport in

Israat

4 Greek letter

5 Janis the

actress

6 Loratta Young
role

7 Eiuberance
8 Piece at a

concert AOOr

9 Additions to a

house
10 A Vandartiiit

11 On a

31 Makes moiaka
33 Source ol

down
34 Stop' at sea

36 Merits

38 Instrument tor

Ansel Adams
41 Was regretful

43 No siri

46 E«tar>d

49 Gel on lirsi

SI Victofia %

consort

S4 GuH
S« Church 1 its

57 CoUega • Nonti
Carolina

58 Parrot

59 Bound
61 Levantine ketch

62 Nested bene*
63 Cook s chorea

64 vok:ar>o m NE
Sicily

66 Letters Oft •
compass

opulently

1

2

Part ol a shield

13 Depression in

the desert

19 Unite

21 Rivers in Canada
and England

24 Hitch

26 Turns toward the
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Bat Brain By Bill Bearing

?<^°'0
175 UNIVERSITY DRIVE

AMHERST 1 .»— ROUTE 9

25Z-b5S5 1 75 UNIVERSITY DRIVE

MILLER DRAFT
12 oz bottles $2.70 + .30 6pk

BUD or BUD LIGHT
suitcase $11,49 + $1.20 cs

GENESEE BEER
suitcase $8.80 + $1.20 cs

GENESEE ALE
suitcase $9.80 + $1.20 cs

Vodka 1.75L $8.99

Gin 1.75L $9.99

Rum 1.75L $11.99

California Cooler 6oz $10.95 cs

Bartles & Jaymes Coolers $2.99 4pk

GREAT

JOB

UMASS

SPORTS!

so /yrS5«-D u^

EWEK\>i^JU€Xe/

rt^KtyJ OF OtJ

OF tooMPS5

Lunch

Torpedo Grinder

Seafood Quiche

Basics Lunch
Summer Salad

with Syrian Bread

Seafood Quiche

Menu
Dinner

Roast Top Round of

Beef/Gravy

Spaghetti/Red Clam
Sauce, Tomato Sauce

Basics Dinner
Potpourri

Hi-Protein Spaghetti/

Red Clam Sauce,

Tomato Sauce >

Campus Pond By Sal

Weather
Today: Partly sunny with more sunshine in the afternoon

Highs in the mid to upper 70s

Satarday: Cloudy with possible chance of showers High

near 70.

Sunday: Mostly cloudy with a chance of showers. Boo

Qoo
^

Todays Staff
Night Editor Daniel Sobcl

Copy Editor Jeffry Bartash

Photo Tech Ricci Bonanno

Layout Tech Ansel Zinter

Production Supervisor Ansel Zinter

Production: Karlin Isele, Laura Bell, Robert Levine

Michelle Eichclman, Valerie Warren and Kirk

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

mlLPeABiew

\

50..UK5, COULP you
Pt/TMY 5UPPeK5
imV A CW5eT tN

eovn r 5URe

/

FmMe^/

1 Executive Board Fa of 1986|

DODE I EVENSON
Editor in Chiet

ROB SKELTON
EiJitonal Editor

JOHN YONCE
Mdnagmg Editor

WILLIAM SPAIN

Editorial Editor

STEVE RUBIN
Business Mdnayer

ANSEL ZINTER

Production Manager

1 Business Board Fa of 19861

STEVE RUBIN
Business Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
M.ifKetiny Mrinager

PAUL H LESSER

A i.-Ttsmg Sales Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Circulation Manager

VANESSA ROTH
Finance Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Subscription Manager
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'J'l HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

^#

11 am - 2 am 7 days

50 Main St. Amherst. MA

SALE!

BURKEY: Hey Shane, did you know J.B's doesn't serve

only Roast Beef Sandwiches?

SHANE: NO!?! Really, wow thats great!

BURKEY: How come you didn't know?

SHANE: Because I can't read!

BURKEY: Don't worry, I'll read the menu for you.

Want your picture in a J.B.'s ad. Bring them in to

the Collegian or J.B.'s.

As for Burkey and Shane, come in for your free Beef

Specials.

RED, BLUE, TEAL, BLACK CANVAS

BLACK FRAME I J
REG. $39.95 ''^'—

^

NOW
$29.95

LAST 3 DAYS!
SALE ENDS 9/21/86

' omhefst /nofthompton

doily and sundoy

I

YtVcesS

SALE!

Calculators that have no equal

atgiices that equal savings.

So advanced they don't need an "equals" key. And so fast. You

save time, and work with greater confidence because you see

your calculations in progress. Besides that, you save money
with our lowest-ever prices.

The HP-15C has more built-in advanced math and statistical

power than any other calculator. The HP-41 has more than 2500

programs. And, the HP-41 Advantage, a plug-in module, has

the most popular engineering, math and financial programs

ever written for the HP-41. There's also the HP-llC for the

math, science and engineering solutions you need at a low,

low price.

See the calculators that have no equal. Today.

¥/iff%
HEWLETT

^jUNIVERSITYmSTORED

SToB^^^
&0bg^ZM^

STACKING BINS
NOW 3 FOR $12.95

RECORD CRATE KITS

NOW 2 SIZES $6.95 & $7.95

CYLINDER TRASH CANS
RED, WHITE, BLUE, YELLOW, BLACK, GRAY
NOW $5.95

COVERED TRASH PAILS
NOW $7.95

UNDERBED STORAGE BOXES
2 SIZES NOW $2.49

LAP DESKS. SELF-ADHESIVE
HOOKS, SHOWER CURTAINS, jl

CLOSET ORGANIZERS, WIRE GRIDS
AND ACCESSORIES, UNDERSHELF BASKETS
LAUNDRY BAGS, ALARMCLOCKS, 3 TIER SHELVES,

SHOWER CADDIES

LAST 3 DAYS!
SALE ENDS 9/21/86

' omhent /noftSompton

doily and sundoy

«

Stickers to battle Purdue
By LINDA DELIVORIAS
Collegian Correspondent

If goalkeeper Lynn
Carlson and the rest of her

teammates continue their

defensive prowess, then the

seventh-ranked University

of Massachusetts field

hockey team should have no

trouble notching their third

victory of the season on Sun-

day at 1 p.m. against Pur-

due University at NOPE.
Head coach Pam Hixon

had nothing but praise for

Carlson, the junior who
registered her second
shutout in three games as

UMass blanked Boston Col-

lege Wednesday night, 2-0.

"Lynn Carlson played

great. She kept us in the

game," Hixon said. "BC is

a pesky team, and we would

have been in serious trouble

if it weren't for Lynn mak
ing saves and clearing the

ball to the side."

Carlson, who has

registered 25 saves this

year, wasn't the only

Minutewoman who caught

the eye of Hixon.
Sophomore midfielder Pam
Bustin, who had the unen
viable task of keeping the

Eagles' Shannon Murphy in

check, junior midfielder
continued on pa^e 16

WE CREATE A STYLE
AS INDIVroUAL AS YOU ARE

V ConsultAtlcn & Style Cuts

$10.00
Stylfes by Deborah

68 Unlveni / Drive, Amherst 549-MlO
P1ei««« call for an Appointment exp. 10/15/86

• volleyball

((iiitinued from pane 20

said. "They're going to

have to make a lot of deci-

sions with very little infor-

mation."

Offensively, the
Minutewomen have been

i scoring, and scoring often.

Guiliotis and Meehan have

led the charge from the

middle, with sophomore
hitter Juliet Primer doing

the damage from the out-

side. The return of senior

hitter Violetta

(iladkowska to the lineup

adds a big boost to the

UMass offense as well.

If a weak link does exist

in the UMass arsenal,

blocking would qualify,

which is something that

concerns Sortino.

"Blocking is going to be

a big bone ofcontention for

us, mainly because of our

size," Sortino said. "We're

not as consistent in that

catagory as we are in

others. But when we do it,

we do it well."

Side Outs:The
Minutewomen have placed

several players among the

conference statistical

leaders. Guiliotis, who
leads the A- 10 in blocks

per-game (2.00), was
nominated for conference

Player-ofthe-Week. . .

Primer is eighth in the

conference in hitting effi

ciency (27.^ with 17 kills

and five errors in 43 at

tempts. She is also seventh

in kills-per-game (2.43) and
digs per game (2.29)

AUTOMATCI^^^
Selling a car?

Buying a car?
Let Automatch make the match.

Free for buyers, one-time fee to sellers.

241 King St., Suite 32
Northampton

584-0341

Ci«#t (.mrt* wtkaiM

MANUSC Ull'TS

TMESIS

BLULPKINIS

BINUINCiS

PIIOIOCiUAPIIK COLOR COPIES FROM PRINTS
OVERNKiMT SIGNS AND BANNERS • OVERSIZED ORIGINALS

CONVENIENT \7 1ASI niASANr MUI I l

PARKING 549-2854 amuerst

ACTIVITIES •AUDIO
AUTO FOR SALE • CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT 'FOR RENT

FOR SALE • FOUND
HELP WANTED •LO'^T

CLASSIFIED
INSTRUCTION • MOTORCYLCLES
PERSONALS • RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED 'SERVICES

ROOMATE WANTED 'TRAVEL
WANTED • SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI - 2:30) .DEADLINE 2 DAYS PROIR TO PUBLICATION. CASH IN ADVANCE. ISc/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

STUDENT SENATE NOMINATION
papers available now pick up al 420 Stu-

dent Union Building due Sept 22 1986
at noon

SPRING SEMESTER IN Siena intorma
lional meeting Tuesday Sept 23 7-9PM in

Herler 3rd floor loun^

WORK STUDY (4.05Shr) 8 12 hrs wk
(lex hrs assist in lab work on soil, plant

samples no exp required call Morteza at

545-2259 between 10AM 4PM

UNDERGRADUATE BUSINESS CLUB
reg'Stralion $5 00 9/17-9.'24 SBA lobby
lirsi meeting 9/24 Mahar 7 OOPM All

welcome -gel involved"
GRADUATE AND 25 + STUDENTS

SACRIFICE! 73 BUICK century power
steering, breaks, seats, windows, air con-

ditioning & powerful stereo very depen
dable $600 negotiable 549-5876

74 DODGE CORONET needs some work
to pass inspection call 549-5940

78 CHEVY NOVA am fm cass, PB-'PS

AC, new tires, battery, muffler SIOOO
negot call after 7PM 253-2004

78 PLYMOUTH HORIZON runs great

needs some work 60K miles 5600
253-9509

71 VOLVO RUNS well needs work $175
54906 14 aft 6 00 Janice

SOCIAL HOUR AND A HALF
every week Thursday 5 00

Blue Wall
Campus Center

gel social

FURY 72 GOOD operating condition best

offer over $200 Prof Quinton 545-0977

1975 BMW 2002 good condi^lion $1600
call 256-6497

78 FORD GRANANDA automatic, air

runs/looks excellent, no rust

$950 549-1607

ENTERTAINMENT

THE MANNISH BOYS! Best of Stevie
Ray, ZZTop. Thorogood. Stones,
Thunderbirds open for bookings
253-2564 or 253-3093 at the Hatcfi Wed
17 8-11 WC Productions

MUSICIANS NEEDED FOR perfor-
mances at Belchertown State School
Funding available Contact Bruce
256-4236

ATTMTION ANDSn

DATSUN 73 RUNS well, no rust $500
firm 323-6726

74 MERCURY VBTuliy auto riev» batlire

& charger S450/BO call 256-1 552 Eve or

aft 11PM.

19B0 VW RABBIT, diesel, 45 MPG, good
condition, call 1-732-5752

KEG TAPS FOR sale! Brand new. never
used keg taps only $25 Packies charge
$45 lor used taps Don't waste your
money' New taps $25 Call Tony
256 1438 today

BED FOR SALE single txix and mattress
first $25 takes i! 584-2905 eves (Alan!

KEYBOARD FOR SALE: multivox MX28
5 octaves full size keys Asking $1 75 call

for more mfo Eugene ' 6-8837

1979 CHEVY WAGON. 99,400 miles.

new clutch Best offer 536-5434 Even-
ings week-ends

LARGE BLACK DRAWING table $75
large bureau 6 dravvrers $65 253-3690

HELP WANTED

COOKS! LINE, PREP, SAUTE Creative

work- full and pan time Dishwashers app-

ly also Judie s, Amherst

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent free meals

Light clean-up
Call Cheryl al AXO

545-2152

APPLICATIONS FOR THE Southwest
Battle of the Bands are now available All

applications must be submitted along
with a recent tape of the band Winner to

open (or the Southwest concert this

spnng Applications may be picked up at

the SWAG office m Hampden next to

Munchies For more info call 545-0960
All applications are due on Sept 29 at

5 OOPM no late applications accepted

AUDIO

1981 RABBIT DIESEL silver grey 4-door,

excellent condition, super economical,
$2195. 584-9524

f980 "PLYMOUTH HORIZON, 74000
mKes. automatic, good condition, no rust,

$1700, call after 4PM 549-7160

VOU CAN DO IT Learn music, acting.

dance Register by Sept 19 01dChaple
545-0519

NEWSPAPER DELIVERERS^ NEEDED
on campus Aprox 1 hour/day 7

days/week Good pa/ Guaranteed bonus
paid for good delivery throughout the

semester Call evenings 253-7009

PART-TIME CASHIER wanted lor local

store some nights arnJ weekends please

call 584 3603

NEED A JOB? Like travel' Ambitious

people needed to market unique travel

product wiin no existing competition Ex-

cellent experience tor business, com
munication and HRTA majors fvio ex-

perience necessary car helplul Contact

Mary s-jg-ena

FOOTBALL CONCESSIONS NOW hiring

for at least 4 games starting pay al 3 65
and free food If interested see Arlene on
lOlh floor CC or call 6-5488

INSTRUCTION

PmVATE GUITAR LESSONS, ex

perienced and patient teacher Rock/

Pop/ Folk/ and Blues Improv .reading,

theory, composition My studio is on bus
line in North Amherst Doug- 549-4786

KNOW YOUR CAR' Basic Auto
Workshop including classroom and
shop, limited enrollment 253-2098

TUTORInG in FRENCH. Experience and
patient French grad students Cad
Isabelle or Nathalie 256-6878

WANTED

SONGWRITERS LOOKJNG^O foTm

band mainly interested m doing originals

keyboard, bassist, sax. guitarist, flute,

drums Wide variety of musical tastes a

must Serious inquiries only Kevin

546-4427 Andy 549-7778

BURGUNDY WALLET SOMEWHERE in

Hadiey/Northamplon area Last seen
9/12 Need IDs. keep anything else'

Please call 586-7749 or 586-5165 or drop
off at Internship Program m Curry Hicks

lor Racheal No questions asked'"

PERSONALS

DEVIL S COSTUME. MASK wanted for

student skits Rent/txiy Goerge 586-5487
anytime

PREGANANT? NEED HELP? call Bir

Ihrighl 549 1906

HOPIE, AND YOU know who you are

The year you would have never believed

twelve months ago I suppose you want
to know when! I love you" Doug

MAJACKAMO'S PLACE, look fomvard to

a great year' Who knows, maybe we'll all

be able to find IT" Love ya. Timmy & Cyn

ILANA-WHAT CAN I say? Yes. these
weeks have been hard, but what the hell

It s nothing a little hot tub action can't

cure neets P S that is, of course, with

the appropriate partner

ROSEN- YOU AREso beauTiful

HEY K-NUCKLEHEAOrsuprize is the el^e-

ment' Oaytona, Apnl 6, July 4, NH, my
troubles, and the rest' Happy b-day and
merry 6 month Love ya Cookie

HAPPY 21 ST SORAYAt Show us young
kids how to party! Love Spike & Pulf

ROBIN HURWITZ

ROBIN HURWITZ, TIME to throw out that

lake ID and lurn in those teddy bears for

real men This is the one you have been
waiting lor Happy twenty first birthday

from the guys at two Thistle The lirst

dnnk IS on Andy

FOR RENT

ROOM IN PRIVATE home, lovely area,

Amherst, bus route female graduate
prefered, utility included, $250/month call

2560036

ONE BEDROOM OF TWO bedroom apt

on bus route in Sunderland available im-

med to responsible student throughout

August with right to sublet Call Kyle al

665-4044 after Sept 12 or come by and

see 28 Hadley Rd in the evening $225/mo

plus utilities

NOHTHWOOD APARTMENTS IN

Sunderland some cancellations 2

bedroom garden apartments hoi water,

no utilities, office hours Monday thru Fri

day 10:00AM to live PM 665-3856

FHIDGERENTALS CALL R»P Package
store 253-9742 free delivery

3 BEDROOM HOUSE in Hadley 800«'or

29S per room 253-5365

1977 AUDI IDOLS sedan 28MPG on
regular at AC SR stereo asking $1000
665-8217

WANTED IMMEDIATELY- full time and
part-time grocery Blockers- Apply at

Bread and Circus- 9 to 9 Mon-Sal 12-8

Sunday

WANTED 100 OVERWEIGHT people to

try new herbal weight control Lose 10-29

excess lbs/month Easy No drugs No ex-

ercise too percent guarenteed Call

Mark,(413) 546-5938

JUDY HAPPY 20TH~ welcome to the

adult world Have a great day' Love Jules

SOUSIE POLITICS ASIDE. I vote aye on
this one' Barry

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH ARMspeakers
Brand new Warranty Type used in

dance bar. aerobics studios $1500 list

For sale $750 call 253-9687

AUTO FOR SALE

79 VW RABBIT diesel 4 door, standard,

48 MPG rebuilt engine good condition,

cheap transportation Asking $1400
665-8291

MOTORCYCLE,

YAMAHA^ERAGd 926CC shaft drive

digital new rubber oval discs low miles

helmet $1200 4C Brandywine stop by

CASH

PAYING CASH FOR your baseball cards

please call Mike 549-0333

1982 CAVALIER, no rust good condition

$1500 or best offer 256-1072

FORD 1976 ELITE body excellent runs

excellent must sell $1 20O B O 546-9605

81 RENAULT 4D'R. 66000 miles, clean

$1900 or B O 253-7451 5-8 PM

73 bOOQE DART custom ultimate stu-

dent car' Great shape, new shocks ex-

haust brakes alternator rebuilt transmis-

sion beaut V-e $1 250 neg Sue 584-3640

FIAT 1974 sporl Splderconverlable runs

perfectly new roof jutt painted
549-6742 $1450 00

FOR SALE

PROFESSORS EXAM FILES tor

engineering, calculus, physics and
chemistry at University Store

MANAGER TRAINEES NATIONWIDE
Tool Co expanding in Amherst Now hir-

ing 25 new employees great money, ex-

cellent workir>g cond • carreer opportuni-

ty Part and full lime work For interview

call Wilhe 256-4101

PART-TIME INTERVIEWERS needed
will train Flexible hours day/evening
Hampshire Mall 586-1932

OVERNIGHT POSflONS AVAILABLE,
Care for the elderly in their own homes
Car required Send resume to Pioneer
Senior Services. Inc . 664 Main Street

Amherst. MA 01002 or call 253-9726 for

an application AA/EOE Minorities,

women, handicapped and Vietnam
Veterans encouraged to apply

IMMEDIATE OPENING EARN 3>i/hr
taking care of a 7yr old Help her with

reading, math, games MWF l 30-5 30 A
car is a plus 253-2825

FOUND

JENNIFER A. SCOTT happy 21st birth

day don't do anything we wouldn't do!!!

Have a great one" Love Julie, Carolyn a
Karen (your best roommates)

ROOMMATES WANTID

2R06mMATES MALEyFTEMALEwafiied
to share room in ixjuse on bus route

Steve 256-0608 keep trying

RESPONSIBLE FOR LG apt on bus route

own room, furnished but bring t)ed $210
lor room plus utilities call 323-4969 tjefore

2PM 323-6311x530 after

FOR A OOOD TIME CALL

RACk-A-DISK ENTERTAINMENT
Agency - Disc|OCkeys Bands, Lights and

Large screen video dances 549-7144

TYPINO li WORD PROCESSINO

NEXT DAY SERVICE Type-flile.

323 4579

ERICA—CONGRADULATIONS ON your

20 b-day 143 Babe big time Nick

king

queen

call evenings

PHOTON FUTON
gauranleed quality

$125 double
$103 twin

free delivery

$91
$71

586-8917

BATAVIS MOPED RUNS well call Shawn
546-9030 S200

197S FORO PINTO body good runs well

stereo A equalizer good tires 1 100 or BO
can be seen at ^tns Sunderland call

367-2893

COMPUTER TERMINAL A modem (or

sale $200 cheap 256-8678

TICKET AGENT, PART-TIME. Peter Pan
Bus 79 So Pleasant St Apply in person
No phone calls please

DISHWASHERS: GOOD PAY for reliable

hard workers part-time days or nites

Apply Judies Amherst

WEEKEND EMPLOYMENT AT Riverside

Park work rides, foods or games transpor-

tation to and from work is provided if in-

terested or would like more info call Dave
at 546 9248 or Bonnie al 546-9212

LOST

GOLD CHARM W/CHINESE characters

attached to red bracelet string extreme
sentimental value reward' Please call

Tom 546-7222

LARGE RED LEATHER WALLET IN
Campus Center 9/12/86 Please return to

the Collegian office or call 584-3764 No
questions asked

CONGRATULATIONS ON MAKING
dean's list Nikki we are all real proud
Ellen and Co

BILL-GOOO^RIENDS are hard tocome
by these days Happy birthday! Love, Kim

HEED-YOU KNOW what raw fatty tuna
does to me' I love you from head to tail'

PHIL AND LAURIE you guys are Ihe best

friends anyone couk) ask for and more
Thank you' Love, Amy

BRIAN MILLER. HAPPY Anniversary
Thank you for twp years filled with hap-
piness and love' I love you so very much!
Forever yours Carta H

PAT SPLVt where are you? Another
slate? Call me' Peter

TO share room in Brittany Manor al

$150 per mo heat included. If interested

call 665-2338 lor Dave

BRITTANY MANOR APT $150$10elecr
month call 546^8334

FEMALE ROOMIE(S) NEEDED to share

apartment in Brittany Please call

545-3600 on Fri or Mon 9-3 and ask for

Jennifer No moody grumpies need to

respond

NEED ONE FEMALE roommate to share

bedroom in house 200 yds from grad
lower 549 5039

ONE MALE NEEDED excellent location

and condition. good people,
$i40/mo&elec Desparate keep trying

256-6319

WANHD

H.P. 1 1C calculator in library tower
Please call 546-4778 lor reward

MICHELE FARMER-I'M bummed it's

over, I kinda liked being nice to you (y«ah,

right, you slime!) Love ya! Calh

DRUMMER. GUITARIST. WANTED for

rock band 50s music plus Spnngsieen,

U2, Who, and other good rock-n-roll call

Dave 6-5680

LEFT IN CAR: to the two Sutherland
bound men who picked me up Tues on
Mass Ave I desperately need my key"
Walkman would be appreciated!' Please
call Karen 6-6289 or drop oil at box 21
Mackimmie.

MICHABL FERRICKN

SUPERIOR PIZZAMA NORTH Amherst
Flexible hours dunng the week call

549-0626

HAPPY 21 ST BtRTHDAYI Love. JJ
Good Times and Les P S Oave Carlson

shops al the Gap
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Athletic department tabs Leaman hoop coach
3y JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts athletic department

put an end to its. three-week-old women's basketball head

coaching vacancy Wednesday, naming former UMass

men's basketball head coach Jack Leaman as the mentor

for the Minutewomen this season.

The decision came 10 days after Athletic Director Frank

Mclnemey approached Leaman, the current athletics coor-

dinator and head basketball coach for the Stockbridge

School of Agriculture, and offered him the job.

•Jack Leaman is a man with very serious credentials

He has a national reputation and he's still sought after

by major college coaches for advice." Mclnemey said.

The vacancy occurred when three-year head coach Bar

bara Stevens abruptly resigned her post last month to take

the head coaching position at Bentley College in Waltham,

MA

"I'm delighted. My main concern was that we couldn't

give these women adequate coaching, " Mclnerney said.

•I'm relieved now that they have the coaching of Pam
Rocha. and Jack Leaman."
Leaman was the head coach for UMass for 13 years from

1966 79 when the Minutemen made six appearances to

the National Invitational Tournament. The winningest

coach in Minuteman history, Leaman's 217-126 record in

eluded teams of 23-4 (1970-71). 20-7 (1972-73), and 21-5

( 1973-74). Leaman was the head coach during the two-year

Julius Erving Era in 1969-71. Leaman's reign remains

the most successful in UMass basketball history.

"I think its going to be fun to be in this position. I con-

sider myself a teacher and these kids seem like old-

fashioned kids in that they're hungry to learn," Leaman,

a two-time New England Coach-of-the-Year, said. "I think

I'm in a position where I can be of service to the athletic

department aqnd the program at this time.

I think Stevens did an excellent job assembling a strong

program with Karen Byrne and Pam Rocha. This is a

chance to put the pieces together and see the program con

tinue to improve."

Mclnerney said that had Leaman not accepted, the

possibility that the Minutewomen would be without a full

time head coach for the 1986-87 season could have

materialized.

"The only way to go outside our department would be

to conduct a national search which would have been very

time consuming," Mclnerney said. "Even if we located a

person we wanted, the odds of that person leaving the pro

gram that he or she was associated with would probably

be great. It would probably be until January, February

or even March before he or she could settle in."

The Minutewomen are glad he's here.

"I wish I was a freshman all over again," senior center

Karen Fitzgerald said.

SPORTS

UMass set for Temple
Offense is fired-up
By BRYAN QUENZEL
Collegian Staff

There is nothing quite like a good old

fashioned blow-out to restore confidence to

a team.
That IS just what the University of

Massachusetts men's soccer team got when

it crushed the University of New Hamp-
shire, 5-0, Wednesday at Boyden, and now

the Minutemen will try to carry that im-

presssive effort over into tommorrow's con-

test with Temple University at 11 a.m. on

Boyden Field.

Before Wednesday's triumph, the UMass
offense had generated many good scoring

chances, but few goals had resulted.

Against UNH, the flood gates opened.

"Five different people scored," UMass
coach Jeff Gettler said. "A lot of people

played well. Kousmanidis played well—the

freshman. Shannon played well, which was

good to see.

"I don't see any big differences in the

team. Mentally, we sorted things out."

The Minutemen's (2-3, 1-1 in New
England) offense has been led this season

by junior midfielder Andy Bing (two goals,

three assists; seven points), sophomore for-

ward Kurt Manal (1-3-5), and freshman for-

ward Steve Cesnek (3-0-6).

Gettler will reinsert sophomore Sam
Ginzburg (1-3, 28 saves, 2.4 goals against

average) in the UMass goal after sitting out

the UNH game.
Temple should be a powerful opponent for

the Minutemen. Last year, the Owls were

one of only two undefeated teams in the iia

tion. This season, they are 3-0 and have

received votes for the top twenty.

Kennedy Torres (3-2-8) and Steve

Jeremenko (30-6) lead the Temple offense

while goalkeeper Fred Costello (3-0
1 an

chors the defense.

Gettler thinks a good defensive effort will

be a key for the Minutemen to defeat the

Owls.

"The transition from attack to defense

has to be organized," the coach said. "Con-

centration, that's the key word. When the

ball goes dead, those are the times when
' we lose concentration on defense. Those are

soft goals.

"Of the nine goals we've given up this

season, seven have been soft goals. As long

as we don't give up soft goals, we can beat

Temple."
Though this is not a regional game, the

Minutemen have thier motivation.

"We play these kinds of teams to make
the region look good," Gettler said. "We
have to show the other teams that New
England teams are tough.

"Stroudsburg was no different than New
Hampshire, yet we lose to one 4-2 and beat

the other 5-6. That's mental, but now we

have some clues to accomplishing things.
'

Even though the Minutemen are current

ly under the .500 mark, their play as a

team has been steadily improving. The

statistics show an edge to UMass over its

opponents.

Massachusetts has outshot its foes by a

106-96 margin. But a telling sign of its pro-

blems is that the Minutemen have forced

only 29 saves by opposing goalkeepers com-

pared to 31 for UMass netminders.

Collegian photo by Brian Guamotta

University of Massachusetts junior forward Brian Sullivan (right) and

the rest of the team look to win, Saturday at Boyden.

Minutewomen face UVM
Recent slump over

Spikers play in Syracuse
Face serious test

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

women's soccer team is at the end of a

week's rest, but its ready to get back on the

field and battle the University of Vermont

tomorrow at 1 p.m. at Boyden Field.

After an 0-2-1 start, the Minutewomen

pasted Texas A & M, 9-0, last Saturday,

playing perfect defense and impressive of-

fense. It was UMass' first win of the season,

and coach Kalekeni Banda would like his

team to stay in the same frame of mind.

"We have a winning attitude now." Ban-

da said. "And although we have dominated

Vermont for the past few years, they

always give us a hard time. Its a

frustrating kind of game when you play

them and winning isn't easy."

Winning looked very easy for the

Minutewomen last Saturday against the

Aggies. UMass jumped out to a 3-0 first

half lead and exploded for six goals in the

second half to account for the final score.

"We set the tempo in the first twenty

minutes against lexas, " Banda said. "And

that's what we have to try and do again.

If we can maintain possesion like we did,

it will be an easy day."

Possesion was probably the most domi-

nant factor in the Texas game, as the

Minutewomen kept the ball in the Aggies'

end for about 90 percent of the game.

Although Carla DeSantis played the ma-

jority of the game in goal for UMass,

Brooke Adams took over during the second

half. Banda said he can see the two

sophomores splitting the goalkeeping

duties against Vermont.

Tri-captain Kristen Bowsher had four

assists against the Aggies and made the

Texas defenders look foolish on more than

one occasion.

"Bowsher was at the top of her game
Saturday," Banda said. "She was looking

for people and passed to the open person.

She made the ball do the talking. It was

one of her better games.
"

Although people have come to expect

such performances from Bowsher, a plea

sant suprise for the Minutewomen was

Sarah Szetela. The freshman scored her

first collegiate goal while filling in ad-

coutmued en page 16

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

The rest is over for the

University of

Massachusetts volleyball

team. Now it's time to get

down to serious business.

The Minutewomen, 3-0

on the season and cturrent-

ly sitting in the top spot in

the Atlantic 10, travel to

Syracuse University for

the first-round of the

Syracuse Invitational

Tournament. The three-

day tourney gets under-

way today at 4 p.m., with

the spikers facing Pro-

vidence College.

UMass will also face

West Virginia University

at 8 p.m. The
Minutewomen will meet
Drexel University and
Cleveland State Universi-

ty on Saturday at 9 a.m

and 5:30 p.m.. respective-

ly. The spikers will then do

battle with host Syracuse

at 12:30 p.m. on Sunday.

"This is going to be our

first true test in the waters

of high-quality Division I

volleyball. We'll know
where we stand after this

weekend," UMass head

coach Elaine Sortino said.

''We'll have to be a.

quicker, faster, and scrap-

pier team to do well this

weekend. We're definitely

looking forward to com-

peting with teams of this

caliber."

The tourney won't start

out on an easy note for the

Minurewomen. Pro-

vidence, last season's Big

East conference cham-
pions, returns everyone

from last year's squad. Sor-

tino admits that Pro-

vidence, like most of the

teams in the tournament,

will have a large advan-

tage in the height

department.
"We need to realize that

we are going to be a small

team. Boston College

blocked us real well last

weekend," Sortino said.

"This is why our offense

needs to be so quick at the

net."

Although the

Minutewomen enjoyed a

four-day rest after last

weekend's UMass Invita-

tional Tournament victory,

the spikers have been

working hard in practice

and are "getting better

everyday, " according to

Sortino.

"We basically worked on

individual things that

needed improvement
where the setters and the

timing of the hitters was
concerned," Sortino said.

"We tried to emphasize

quickness in our transi-

tioning and worked on a

lot of passing as well."

One of the keys to a suc-

cessful weekend for the

Minutewomen will be the

play ofjunior middle hitter

Marcy Guiliotis and
sophomore middle hitter

Barbara Meehan. Both

Guiliotis and Meehan have

dominated the middle this

season, but can expect

things to be drastically dif-

ferent this weekend.

"Marcy and Barb will

have a lot more to reckon

with than anyone else. It

will be a great learning ex

perience for them," Sortino

continued on page 19
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Broken pipe spurs
campus water alert
Water use limited Friday and Saturday

Collegian Photo by Paul Dcxmarais

Physical Plant workers excavate in the lawn south of Emerson
House. A crack in a section of ten-inch pipe there caused a water-

saving alert Friday and Saturday.

By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

A ruptured water main in the Southwest

Residential Area caused the University of

Massachusetts to enact a precautionary

water-saving alert Friday and Saturday. •

Because of the severed pipe, all un-

necessary uses of water were banned until

the water in the Orchard Hill reservoir

climbed back to the normal operating level

late Saturday afternoon. University

vehicles could not be washed, and
disposable plates and eating utensils were

used in the dining commons to save water

normally used for washing dishes.

The break was in a four foot section of a

10-inch line in Southwest, according to

University Spokesman Richard B. Shanor.

"Water was reported bubbling out of the

ground at about 5:45 in the morning on the

lawn south of Emerson," he said Friday

afternoon.

"The physical plant started digging.

They drained the hole and found a 10-inch

main with a leak. It was a spiral crack,

wrapped around a four foot section,"

Shanor said.

The leak immediately affected four

residential halls in Southwest: Emerson,

James, Thoreau, and Melville. Many of the

600 residents in the four buildings woke
Friday morning to find there was no water.

, John Findley, the director of operations

and maintainance for housing services,

said, "We posted notices [in the affected

dorms] about the break at about 8:30."

Water to the four buildings was shut off

between 9 and 9:30, Shanor said.

The leak affected the water pressure on

the east side, Shanor said. "Nothing was

shut off. The pressure was later equalized."

The leak was the second in Southwest

resulting from a burst main in less than 24

hours. Thursday evening, another pipe

burst near the Hampden Dining Commons.

"The break last night (Thursday) was on

the same line, between 100 and 150 feet up

near the DC," Slianor said. "I'm told that

very often shutting down a line will cause

stress which will cause the other end of the

line to break."

"The pipes are about 20 years old. They

went in with Southwest in 1964 or so.

They're not old as far as far as iron pipes

go. Cast iron pipes are supposed to last a

long time," he said.

The section of the line was replaced at

about 2:15 Friday afternoon and water was

back in the dorms an hour later, Shanor

said. But the leak caused the water tank

on Orchard Hill to drain 10 feet below the

minimum level of 55 feet required for dai-

ly water use, he said.

The precautionary alert was enacted on
campus Friday and stayed in effect until

Saturday morning when the water level

climbed back to the 55-foot level and
physical plant workers were confident the

repairs to the leak held, said Jeanne
Hopkins-Stover, the director of the Office

of Public Information.

During the alert, there was no danger,

she said. "We maintained the basics but

dropped off the extras like washing buses.

None of the normal services were inter-

rupted except for the paper plates in the

DCs."

Amherst opens
registration drive
By MARJORIE A. NAYLOR
Collegian Correspondent

The town of Amherst kicks off a voter registration drive

today, aimed at getting students registered in time for the

upcoming election.

At the University of Massachusetts, students can

register from 10 a.m. until 2 p.m., Sept. 22 through 25,

on the Campus Center concourse. Students may also

register at Amherst Town Hall from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. on

Saturday, Oct. 4, and from 10 a.m. until 10 p.m. on Oct.

7, the last day for registration in the November elections.

"In the past, voter turnout among area students has not

been good," said Cornelia D. Como, assistant town clerk

in Amherst. "However, during presidential elections, it

has been very high."

By registering to vote in Amherst, students cannot vote

elsewhere and any previous registration in another

Massachusetts town is automatically cancelled, Como
said.

Students not wishing to register ir Amherst who are

registered in their home towns can vote by absentee ballot,

she said.

"The town of Amherst absolutely encourages students

to register and vote," Como said, "But the town has no

interest either way."

"It remains the obligation and responsibility of the peo-

ple, giving them more say in government," she said.

Como estimated the present number ofUMass students

registered to vote in Amherst at 3,000 with Amherst Col-

lege at 1,500 and Hampshire College at 1,000.

While many students register to vote in Amherst, few

actually participate in the town's elections, she said.

"This affects the turnout percentage, making voter tur-

nout appear low — 12 percent in the last town election,"

Como said. "That percentage doubles in state primaries

and triples in state elections."

In last week's primary. Amherst had a voter turnout

of 28 percent.

Student government treasurer's report

tells tale of strife over trust fund
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

A history of the Student Activities Trust Fund prepared

by the treasurer of the Student Government Association

tells the story of increasing hostility between students and

administration over management of the fund.

The report, titled 'The Student Activities Trust Fund:

A Perspective," was put together by treasurer Katherine

Strickland as an adjunct to a fee increase she proposed.

"This is a way for senators to get an idea of what the

history of the SATF has been," Strickland said as she

prepared earlier this month to persuade the

undergraduate student senate to hike the trust fund fee.

The senate approved the fee increase for the $3.5 million

fund, which pays for a wide range of student activities

and provides money to pay professionals who work in stu-

dent services offices.

According to the 16-page report, money for extracur-

ricular activities was originally controlled solely by ad-

ministrators, who set fees and allotted the money col-

lected, duties now handled in part by the senate.

The history describes the 1950 formation of the

"Recognized Student Organization Office," the forerun-

ner of today's Student Activities Office. The office over-

saw spending by student groups and improved accounting

and budgeting procedures.

"In 1966 the Recognized Student Organization office had

its quarters in the Student Union Building. The office was

held in generally high esteem by the students on the cam-

pus, [and] the Collegian," the report says.

But that situation changed, according the study, as

deficits accumulated in the trust fund and administrators

began to take more control over the management of fund

monies.

The report details actions taken by Dennis Madson, vice

chancellor for student affairs, after his hiring. According

to the report, Madson "asserted that the Student Ac-

tivities Office would no longer be dependent on the very

organization whose activities it "monitored,"' ordering the

senate to set aside funds to run the office.

The history also recounts the issuance of "the famous

'November 19th memo,'" released by Madson and Student

Activities director Randy Donant last year, which told

students that SGA funded operations would be determined

by Donant, not the senate, and which prohibited senators

from setting aside reserve funds until other budget areas

were fully funded.

"In response to the memo there was an outbreak of sit-

ins, rallies,...and arrests. It is not clear if any of the staff

of the Student Activities Office or any administrators tried

to point out the on-going crisis of the SATF to student

leaders," the report says.

Student
coping with change
By JESSICA PORTNER
Collegian Correspondent

Headaches, a rapid heart beat, and sweaty palms are

«)me common physical symptoms of stress which few caii

deny having experienced at some point in their academic

careers.

Stress, as it is understood by most experts, is a reac-

tion to change. The University of Massachusetts, in

response to this condition, has provided services to cater

to students' needs.

Both the Center for Counseling and Academic Develop-

ment and the University Mental Health Services, in ad-

dition to offering individual psychological counseling^

run workshops designed to alleviate stress and cope witlf

stress related problems.

"Students are clearly under a number of m^jor stresses:

academic, financial, family related, not to mention the

transition from summer vacation to going back to

school," said Ted Slovin, a counselor at the Center for

Counseling and Academic Development.
continued on pagt 9
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New generation of Kennedys pull together

to help 'Young Joe' win Congressional seat
CAMBRIDGE (AP) Just as Bobby and Teddy Kennedy

once helped their brother Jack get elected president, a

new generation of the famous political clan is running

the "boiler room" operation for candidate Joseph P. Ken-

nedy II, who is aiming for Congress.

With the victory by 33-year-old "Young Joe" in last

week's Democratic primary, a new generation of Ken-

nedys is joining the family business of big-time

Democratic politics.

Joe, the oldest son of the late Robert F. Kennedy, was

help^ along by several members of his own generation

— especially his sister Kerry and his brothers Michael

and Christopher.

"It's a very talented group. They were just central to

the whole campaign," says Boston political consultant

John Martilla, who helped Kennedy win in his political

debut over a crowded field of experienced Democrats.

"You just can't minimize the roles they played," adds

Michael Goldman, another consultant who was enlisted

in the Kennedy effort.

There was assistance, too, from the team that grabb-

ed the country's attention during the 19608. Although

he stayed away from day-to-day campaigning, Sen. Ed-

ward M. Kennedy, the last surviving male in the older

generation, gave advice when asked.

Richard Goodwin, a speechwriter and adviser to RFK
and JFK as well as a friend to Joe, helped too. And so

did Joe's mother, Ethel, and other aunts, uncles and

family friends from the Camelot days.

But the energy and organization for Joe's winning cam-

paign came from his contemporaries, and that decision

is seen as an important one.

"It was politically wise for them to put it together on

their own terms," Martilla observed.

Kennedy could not have escaped his name, even if he

wanted to — not in a district that sent his great-

grandfather to the state Senate and his uncle Jack to

Congress. But observers say it would have been a

mistake to depend on Uncle Ted or to emphasize his

"legacy."

Instead, he drew on his rapidly maturing siblings and

cousins, who are credited with working harder for Joe

than hired hands would. Their 14-hour days are said to

have set the pace for everyone else in the operation, head-

quartered in a basement office here along-side the

Charles River.

"These people were rolling up their sleeves and doing

the work, and that's not always true of the candidate's

family," said one well-positioned observer. "Serious

would be a very important word."

Although Joe's older sister, Kathleen Kennedy Town-
send, is running her own campaign for Congress in

Maryland, there are still plenty of young Kennedys to

go around— 10 surviving sons and daughters of Robert

and Ethel Kennedy, along with 19 cousins.

By all accounts, Kerry, 26, on a leave from Boston Col-

lege Law School, played a central role in the campaign

as field director and frequent stand-in for her brother.

And while Joe waited in the wings last Tuesday night

to give his victory speech, it was his poised and elated

sister Kerry who kept the crowd and the television au-

dience keyed up.

Michael, 28, a vice president in the non-profit oil com-

pany Joe founded, was the fund-raiser who produced $1.1

million in eight months, the exact target set at the sta^t.

And Christopher, a 23-year-old BC graduate, pulled off

one of the campaign's greatest coups. Assigned to

organize for Joe in Watertown, the hometown of Ken-

nedy's closest rival, Christopher delivered the city by 44

votes.

AP Photo

SILVER ANNIVERSARY - First Peace
Corps Director Sargent Shriver and Eunice
Kennedy Shriver kneel at the tomb of John F.

Kennedy, after a memorial walk com-
memorating the corps' twenty-fifth
anniversary.

Reagan will

address UN
UNITED NATIONS vAP) - President Reagan will focus

today on superpower relations, mcluding arms control and

the Daniloff case, when he addresses the United Nations

for the fifth time.

With US-Soviet relations strained by the espionage

charges against American journalist Nicholas Daniloff,

Reagan will "put considerable emphasis on human rights,

and he will underscore the (Daniloffl case. .with what I

would emphasize is straight talk on the matter," presiden-

tial spokesman Larry Speakes told reporters in

Washington.

Daniloff was arrested in Moscow on Aug. 30. He spent

13 days in prison before being released into the custody

of the US Embassy and is not free to leave the Soviet

Union.

Speakes said the president's speech "will center main-

ly on East-West relations with a special and detailed em-

phasis on arms control."

Reagan is expected to include in his speech reaction to

a letter from Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev. The

Soviet leader's letter reportedly was in response to fresh

US arms control proposals.

Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze gave the

letter to Reagan in Washington on Friday.

Reagan "will stress we now have an opportunity for pro-

gress in arms control," Speakes said.

Last week, administration officials in Washington

disclosed that Reagan had proposed significant reduction

of the number of nuclear missiles in Europe.

According to Speakes, Reagan's UN speech also will

"emphasize the impact of regional conflicts on superpower

relations, stressing the difficulties that Soviet involve-

ment in Afghanistan...Cambodia. Cuba, Ethiopia, Angola

add to the equation."

Before his speech, Reagan is to meet with UN Secretary-

General Javier Perez de Cuellar. whose five-year term

ends Dec. 31.

Reagan is expected to endorse 1 he 66-year-old Peruvian

for another term, despite Perez de Cuellar's recent

criticism of the United States for withholding assessed

contributions to the UN budget and for ordering the ex-

pulsion of 25 UN-accredited Soviet diplomats.

The US contribution cuts mandated by Congress, have

raised concern that the United Nations might become in-

solvent before the end of the year. But administration

spokesmen have said the State Department will try to in-

tervene with Congress to block most of the cuts.
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• Expand To 640K- Mother Board

• Monitor & Keyboard

WHILE SUI^PLY LASTS

SALE PRICE$1310

$200 Opportunity CaUing REBATE

DEMO ON SEPT. 22^3,24
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Conference on
women and war
opens at Amherst
By ADAM LAVINE
Collegian Staff

The value of women's roles in wartime has not been pro-

perly evaluated and given credit, according to an Indiana

University history professor and dean for women's affairs.

D'ann Campbell gave the keynote address of the

"Women and War" conference sponsored by the five col-

leges. Her address was titled "Did Women Lose World
War II?"

"Historians have not approached the role of women in

World War II," she said.

Campbell said our modern view of history centers

around "issues men decided," dividing historians into six

ijumerical levels, zero through five, where level zero

"ridiculed women" and level five tried to "recover what
women did" and "not put the history of women in male

terms."

"Wartime was maletime," she said, with preference and

privileges given to the warriors and soldiers. So many men

were off at war that women had to start working to sup

port thoir families, she said.

"The absence of men allowed or forced women into the

vacuum." she said.

Unemployment dipped from 17 percent in 1939 to five

percent in 1942, where it soon stabilized at two percent,

she said.

Most women had the double workload of paid jobs and

housewives. "Roles and responsibilities were important,"

Campbell said.

With the decrease of available foods, women had to in-

crease their knowledge of nutrition, and the majority of

households had victory gardens, she said.

The increase in responsibilities carried over into the

postwar era. Although half of the women quit their paid

jobs after the war, the economic and domestic decision

making was shared by the men and women more than

in the prewar period, she said.

Quoting William Chaffe, she said, "Paid work is

freedom. The initiation ofwomen in the workfront set off

a time bomb that went off in the 19608."

Phuto tiy Uavid Shimkui,

ERECTOR SET - Graduate student Dave Fish assembles "Constructer Construction" out-
side the Fine Arts center.

The UMass Parachute Club:
Free fall fun at 12, 000 feet

F
Y
I

Gox}€mor Michael Dukakis wiU telecast

a major address on *'The Future of Tb«
Massachusetts Economy" by satellite at

I p.m. tod^ in room 163 of the Campus
Center.

The Governor, who will be shown on a

large screen, will give a brief talk about

innovation, entrepreneurship, and com-

petition. There will then be a question and

answer period between people in at-

tendence and Dukakis in Boston.

By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Correspondent

Few organizations on campus offer students excitement

comparable to free-falling at twelve thousand feet over

Haigis Mall.

The University of Massachusetts Sport Parachute Club
makes accessible a safe and relatively inexpensive en-

vironment in which the complete novice can learn to

skydive.

The club, formed in 1959, is one of the oldest on cam-

pus and is the oldest sport parachute club or center in the

country, according to former club president Peter Wolfe.

"We have an unblemished safety record," Wolfe said.

"We use square 'Ram-Air' gliding parachutes for a stand-

up landing." Likening the sport to an art form, Wolfe said

parachuting "builds self-confidence, promotes awareness

and coordinates body movement."

Beginning parachutists have a choice of two programs

which they may follow, he said. The first few jumps of the

traditional program utilize a "state-line" parachute,

which is opened for beginners as they exit the airplane.

Having demonstrated proficiency with the static line at

lower heights, students move to the free-fall method, in

which parachutists controls their own apparatus andjump

from a much greater height.

In the "accelerated free fall" method, the more am-

bitious beginner's first jump is from 12,500 feet. The ac-

celerated free-fall method requires a good deal more train-

ing than the traditional method.

The fee for the static line method is $125, which includes

the price of the first seven jumps and membership in both

the club and the United States Parachute Association. The

accelerated free-fall method has a $225 fee and includes

the price of membership and the first jump only.

Parachute Club airplanes take off from Turners Falls

Airport and, until now, free-fallers have landed primari-

ly at Haigis Mall. Recently, however, the club obtained

approval from the University to land on the area surroun-

ding the campus pond. According to Wolfe, the club has

an active membership of65 to 70 and a total membership
of 300 to 400.

Wolfe considers the club a close-knit, "family-oriented"

organization which he hopes will "remain a club at-

mosphere" whose chief objective is to get college students

into the air as soon as possible.

The Parachute Club is open to anyone wishing to join,

but the fees listed apply only to University students, staff,

and faculty. Information is available Thursdays on the

Campus Center concourse.

Spe|^lfers explore relation

of Wdinen and technology
Gender issues series opens at Smith

By KATHRYN POHNER
Collegian Staff

Two professors discussed the emerging

feminist women's movement in Latin

America and its' relation to third world

technology, opening the "Gender Issues In

International Development" series last

week in Northampton.

The series, sponsored by The Project on

Women and Social Change at Smith Col-

lege, began with a presentation concerning

research on women and technology.

They spoke about "Women, Technology

And Education: Conceptual Insights From

The U.N. Decade 1975-1985," to about 25

people at Smith College.

"We must consider the unquestioned

assumptions of the positive impact of

technology in Third World countries," said

Susan Bourke, a professor of government

at the college.

Bourke has studied with Kay Warren,

the director of women's studies at

Princeton University and a professor of

anthropology.

Through field work in Peru and the

Dominican Republic, Bourke and Warren

have worked to find answers to the ques-

tions of how technology transfers have af-

fected women's lives.

They spoke about the five major schools

of thought of "feminist theoretical conduct"

that arose from recent research on

technology transfer.

The first school of thought, said Bourke,

is the "luddites," who would like to "halt

technology and move back to low-

technology, less costly life-style

It is considered by most an "unrealistic

escapism ot real uie, uourKe aaiu.

The second major school of thought is the

feminization of technology. This perspec-

tive calls for "a radical reorganization of

society with female values playing center

role." said Burke.

Advocates of this theory feel that human,

rather than economic, growth is important.

They also support the idea of a society with

little or no hierarchy.

"This school. ..is highly symbolic, a terri

ble idealization of family and of gender,"

Bourke said.

Appropriate technology is the third

feminist perspective, they said. It favors

low cost technology to increase equality in

society without enforcing dependence on in-

dustrial nations. The global economy

theory claims that decentralized, small

scale work would be more beneficial than

the other schools of thought, and is not

necessarily a contrast to high-tech systems.

The last school of thought is cultural-

political integration. It would integrate

women into scientific and technological

fields, and challenge existing sexual dif-

ferentiation of labor and authority.

The professors said there are problems in

getting women into schools and having

educational equity once they are enrolled.

"Schooling is not paying off for women
as it is men in Third World countries,"

Bourke said.

Bourke and Warren said there is a hid-

den curriculum in schools that channels

girls into non-scientific fields from the

beginning of school.

"The countries must re-think the cur-

riculum,and impose a different ad-

ministrative structure before changes can

be made," Bourke said.

CoUeglan Photo by Rob Skelton

GETTING DOWN AND DIRTY - UMass graduate Diana Denning

of Amherst Landscape Design cuts bricks for the Boltwood Walk
Renovation project. ....
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What ifyou dorit

get intothe

gradschool of
yourchoice?

Of course, youmay get into another

school, but why settle? Prepare for the

LSAT. GMAT. GRE. MCAT or any grad

school entrance exeim with the best test

prep organization— Stanley H. Kaplan.

For neciriy 50 years, Kaplan's test-

taking techniques have prepared over I

million students for admission and li-

censing tests of all kinds. So call. Why go

tojust any grad school, when you can go

to the right one? ,„^—

,

Yankee Candle
^actotyCS, Country Stori

n Deerneld.MaM"*

Help Wanted
The Yankee Candle Com-
pany of S. Deerfield is now
hiring. Seasonal positions

available days, evenings,

part-time, weekends. Open-
ings include retail sales,

clerical. productions,

shipping

Apply in person Monday-

-riday 9 to 4 (No phone

calls, please) at

Yankee Candle

It. 5. S. Deerfield, Mass.

£
KAPLAN
"n^ worlds leading

•es* prep

Classes

forming for

December

LSAT
GRE

549-5780
358

N. Pleasant St

! HADLEY
'^ PUB

Rt. 9. Hodl9y. Mott.
586-4A44

WO COVIP DANCC FLOOR

$5.00
one coupon per person

expires September 30, 1986

Levis
JEANSWEAR

$5.00 off prewashed
505 BLUE COLOR ONLY!

197 N. Pleasant St - Downtown Amherst
Mon-Sat 10-6; Sun 12-5

SUNDAY ft MONDAY
R&B OLOIES REVUE

w/ TXE COUNT^

mrowN/souu psycMeoEUC M»
TUESDAY ALIVE » KICKING

THE JEFF

HOLMES
BIG BAND

i/t.dot'bdoy NO COVER

Bring Midas anyone's wiitten estimate

for installing a muffler and we'll meet it

or beat it. No ifs, ands or buts. Going
someplace else could cost you.

BRAKES*69««
PER AXLE MOST CARS

Our Brake Job Includes:

• New (Guaranteed Brake
Pads or Shoes
( Semi-metallic pads extra, i

• Keoinditidn Drums or Rotors

• Inspect Calipers

• Inspect Wheel Cylinders

• Inspect Brake Hard\v;ire

• Road Test

FREE BRAKE INSPECTION

THUR^AY li FRIDAY

r0^4O/CMMCf
T0P40/DANCE

T0^40mANCi
DO lOTN NIONTSt

^wHh DJ ALTO LII

«

SAtufe6AY »\m\m V6ufe
—

REQUESTS

DR B. THE ROCK DOC
FREE PIZZA!

.Served 64 p.m every
Sunday. Monday 4 Tuesday

ZS

Student
Health
i5a\7isq^
Board

INVITES YOU TO JOIN

Please come to the first meeting if you:

-are interested in the health field

-have creative ideas about outreach activities

on campus
-want to help formulate policy for the Univer-

sity Health Services

When: Tuesday September 23, 1986 - 5:30 -6:30pm

Where: University Health Center Room 302

It IS likely additional parts and services will

de needed which are not included m this price

See guarantee terms at your local Midas dealer

TAKEITTOMUUIS

TKKl IT TO SOMEONE YOU TRUST

JUNCTION RT 9 & 116

HADLEY
586-9991

143 KING STREET
NORTHAMPTON

586-4840

HOURS:
Mon-Fri 8 am - 5:30 pm
Saturday: 8 am -2 pm
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Patrons get real 'juiced'

at new Northampton bar
By LIZ HETTINGER
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - People in Nor-

thampton don't just smoke grass anymore

— they drink it.

They're drinking it at a new bar; no or-

dinary bar, it's the Juice Caboose, located

on the lower level of Thome's
Marketplace. Owned and operated by

Gabriel Jackson, Sadie Tracy, and Mike
Archbald. the juice bar offers a wide

assortment of nonalcoholic juice combina-

tions for which the owners chop, mash,

blend, and shake the all-natural ingre-

dients right before customer's eyes.

Whether it's with beets and carrots or

oranges and apples. Jackson said he and

his associates can produce the juice to give

people the vitamins they lack.

It is the wheat grass juice, however, that

gets the most attention, Jackson said.

Feeding the wheat grass into a metal

juicer near the counter, Jackson caught

a few drops of the green liquid that he said

is quickly becoming as necessary to some

as coffee and cigarettes are to others.

"Wheat grass juice gives people a sub-

tle energy boost that can be felt within

minutes after drinking it," Jackson said.

He explained that the juice is 70 percent

chlorophyll, which is akin to human blood

in composition, and that it aids in

rebuilding the blood stream.

"We are the only place on the east coast,

outside of New York, to sell it," said

Jackson.

"It gives you a natural high," said

Charlie Donahue, a regular juice bar

customer. Donahue said he's been drink

ing a shot of wheat grass juice almost

everyday since the juice bar opened.

A confirmed coffee drinker in the past,

Donahue said wheat grass juice "gives

you the kind of energy you get from cof-

fee without the downside.

"You don't feel tired after the effects of

wheat grass juice have worn off as you do

with coffee," he said.

The juice bar is owned jointly by

Jackson, Tracy, and Archbald. Tracy join-

continued on page 9

Cinema changes with the times
from carriages to classics

legian Photo by Ricci Bonanno

Owner Gabriel Jackson serves a customer at Northampton's Juice

Caboose.

By SYLVIA GAUDETTE
Collegian Correspondent

Amherst Cinema pro-

bably smells a lot better

than it did 103 years ago.

Now one of the most suc-

cessful theaters in Western
Massachusetts, Amherst
Cinema's aromatic past can

be traced as far back as

1883 when it was Paige's

Livery Stable.

Where giant pictures of

Charlie Chaplin, Humphrey
Bogart and Clark Gable

now welcome you into the

long, red-carpeted lobby,

carriages used to enter.

What is now the main
theater was once the stable

for 50 to 60 horses. Room for

the silver screen was made
by tearing down the second

floor which served as the

hayloft.

The stables tried their

best to keep up with the

changing times by supply-

ing the town's first

stagecoach, carrying

passengers from Amherst to

Northampton.
Eventually, however,

railroads and automobiles

pushed the livery stable out

of style and in 1926 it was
sold to the Shea Corporation

and became The New
Amherst Movie Theatre.

Sixty years later, the

Amherst Cinema is enter-

taining its third generation

of moviegoers.

Predominantly used for

showing movies — a dif-

ferent one almost every day
— the theater also offered

vaudeville acts every
Wednesday night and was

Come Celebrate

with our

TWnJGHT
Dinner Specials

Monday-Thursday
Ail hnfrees include.

Crisp Garden Salad

Baked Potato

Oven Hot Bread

& Creamery Butter

Your choice of:

* Baked Boston Scrod

* BroUed Sirloin Tips

* Fried Filet of Sole

* Broiled ^r!''F Chicken

%0Vf^
Come See

Amherst's Newest
&Best

Sports Lounge!

DOWNSTAIRS

Plumbleys
off the common
30 BOLTWOOD WALK • 253-9586

« » t »

« m H « R ST

CINEMA

C'ullFf(ian phoUi by Byrne Guarnotta

The Amherst Cinema on Amity Street has

been showing classic films for 60 years, since

it was converted from a livery stable.

occasionally the location for

town meetings.

The theater's special tirst

anniversary week program

in 1927 featured the double

bills of Lily Tashman in

•"The Woman Who Did Not

Ci.re" and Gary Cooper in

"Nevada" along with Ed-
wurd Khearn \n "Hook and
Ladder No. 9" and Dorothy

Revier as "The Tigress.'*

Lease disputes in June

1955 forced the Shea Corp.

to close the theater until it

was bought by Colonel

Samuel Goldstein, president

of the Western
Massachusetts Theater Inc.

The fully air-conditioned

theater reopened

continued on page 9

Auto Glass Center
SAME DAY SERVICE

BILLED DIRECTLY TO INSURANCE CO.

Inturanc* Co. Approved

NorthAmherst Motors

CarM Accwiatf 549-28oO

cJAnn <Tields

FULL
LIQUOR
LICENSE

Country^ 'Vie

'liestaut^nt

' Serving Breakfait • Lunch • Dinner!

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK" ^ ^^
SUNDAY-THURSDAY, 7 A.M. -10 P.M.

FRIDAY SATURDAY, 7 A.M.-MIDNIGHT
401 RUSSELL ST. - HADLEY. MASS.

,

GOURMET

BEEFBURGER PLATTER
Quarter-Pounder

with choice of

(1) Grilled Peppers. Onions & Mushrooms

(2) Bacon, Mushroom & Cheese

Served with lettuce, tomato, & Choice of

french fries, coleslaw or potato salad, & a

regular soft drink

FOR ONLY $2.86
Coupon good for all persons in

party from Mon-Fri expires 9/30/86

itiitiittttt
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Letters

-

Paranoid
reactions

I am writing in response

to Stuart Gottlieb's

pseudo-column (September

18).

My initial thought upon

reading this column was

that it must have been left-

over from the April Fools

edition, due to its

ludicrousness. Once it oc-

curred to me that the guy

was actually serious, I

became outraged.

One of the main roles of

an RA is to be a resource

and referral person - not to

"keep order and peaceful

overtones" as Gottlieb pro-

fesses our function to be.

The posting of pamphlets,

posters, and informational

flyers in the residence

halls is a way to

disseminate information

and make it readily ac-

cessible to interested

students.

It seems to me that Got-

tlieb's reaction to the

posted material was a bit

paranoid if it made him

feel as if he was being

"treated as the enemy and

persecuted for . world op-

pression." His views on op-

pression are exemplified

by his admitted deface-

ment of a poster denounc-

ing discrimination against

a minority group. His ac-

tions not only belittle the

discrimination, but his in-

ability to realize that it

was wrong to do so in-

criminated him further.

Gottlieb, no one is infr-

inging upon your rights by

the placement of signs or

posters - if you don't like

them, don't read them.

Contrarily, the vandalism

of said posters is an infr-

ingement on the rights of

others, so practice what

you attemot to preach.

In closing, I'd like to in-

form him that the'

"discrimination of the 50's

and 60's" that he refers to

is still present in the 80's.

What is wrong with the

educational system stopp-

ing at nothing "to undo the

evils of the past and create

a new species of student?"

Remember, the students of

today are the adults of

tomorrow, and any im-

provements made now will

be reflected in generations

to come.

Dave Raid
Southwest

Be fair and
realistic

I am writing in response

to yet another anti-RA ar-

ticle published in the Col-

legian (Stuart Gottlieb,

September 18).

Why is it that the Us-

Them attitude in some

R. A. -Resident relation-

ships must be perpetuated

in the most widely-read

source of information on

campus?

The attitudes professed

by many Collegian staffers

in the past two weeks have

proven to be very damag-

ing to students living in

the residence halls,

especially new students.

Frosh come into UMass
with a clean slate and the

first issue of the campus

paper warns them to carry

"RA spray" and to watch

out for "Resident

Parents." Next, they are

told that the RAs are to act

as police enforcers of the

unfortunate alcohol policy.

And, as if that isn't enough

to preform some opinions,

students are told that RAs

will use totalitarian

measures in forcing infor

mation down their throats.

Accompanying the column

was a drawing of an RA
carrying a sickle and a

sledgehammer. Nice at-

tempt at using extra space,

but how many RAs have

yo" seen wielding a sickle?

If we can be fair and

realistic for a moment, it

becomes obvious that RAs

are a vital and helpful part

of this campus. To claim

that all RAs are bad

because of an overzealous

few would be as absurd as

claiming that all Collegian

writers are bad because of

a few inaccurate articles

and/or columns.

The RA-Resident rela-

tionship is usually a

friend-friend relationship

and this is the facet of the

RA role which should be

stressed. As a third-

semester RA, I have had

more rewarding, pleasant

experiences with my
residents than disciplinary

confrontations. I'm sure

that many other RAs and

residents can attest to the

same type of relationship.

Kelley A. Saunders
Project Ten

Equal eyes,

open minds
I wish to respond to

Stuart Gottlieb's column

(September 18).

As a Resident Assistant

on this campus I took

tremendous offense to your

attack on the position that

I hold. The Resident Assis-

tant is not simplv a "Resi-

dent Parent" as we were

previously called, having

to "keep order and

peaceful overtones." We
are also meant to be "sen-

sitive to issues of racism,

sexism, heterosexism, anti-

Semitism, and handicap-

pism"-this is taken right

from the job description.

In a state university of

this size, a good number of

students arrive unaware of

their options. They do not

know that there is more to

life than classes, a major,

and a financially secure

career. The Resident Assis-

tant is a resource for

students that might want
information regarding

issues on campus—
whether it be The
Republican Club, Hillel,

SCERA, or even the

Radical Student Union.

As for being written up

four times in a week, since

when did a poster about

American Indian Women
cause an "infringement on

(your) constitutional

rights?" You were denying

someone else their rights

by not allowing them to be

heard in the best possible

means — an informative

poster.

It is also interesting that

this black child dumped

garbage on your floor for

no apparent reason. Why
was that? You say that the

word "maggot" is not a

racist term. Alright, I'll

give you that, but what

«ibout that poster? By

defacing that poster you

were guilty of not only

defacing university proper

ty, but also of racism and

sexual discrimination.

Your point, as you state,

was allowing anyone their

own philosophy of life. I

agree, freedom of choice is

very important to our way

of life - until that freedom

infringes upon someone

else. A Resident Assistant

placing informative items

going against the conser-

vative norm infringes on

no one. If you feel

threatened by material not

adhering to your

philosophy of life, perhaps

you should take a gf>od

look at yourself and the

security of your beliefs.

The Resident Assistant

system at UMass is con-

sidered one of the finest in

the country. We didn't get

that way by being

"...totalitarian in practice,

in trying to eliminate pre-

judice and discrimina-

tion." We got that way by

adhering to the university

regulations and by view-

ing all students with clear,

equal eyes, and an open

mind.

Seth Kamil
Sylvan
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WE CREATE A STYLE
AS INDIVIDUAL AS YOU ARE

Consultation & Style Cuts

$10.00
styles by Deborah

66 University Drive, Amherst 549.W10

PleMe call for an Appointment exp. lO/lS/86

*wy^yyyyyy/^>.iv^^^^^^^

NON-WORK STUDY POSITIONS AVAILABLE

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
INFORMATION DAY

$8.00/HR TO START - EVENING SHIFTS

Non-Work study part time employment available with U.P.S. in

Shrewsbury, MA. U.P.S. will provide transportation from Univ

of Mass to job site and back. Students and/or spouses are en-

couraged to apply.

MONDAY SEPTEMBER 22

CAMPUS CENTER ROOMS 811-815

10:00 am - 6:00 pm on going

SPONSORED BY THE STUDENT EMPLOYMENT OFFICE 545-1951

s'—

N

rs^\
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CRACK ...

THE KILLER

DRUG

f

F/^.>yyy^yy>'yy^^^^^^^^

Tuesday Sept 23, 8pm, CC Room 168 UMass

GUEST SPEAKER - MR HENRY ANDERSON
Co-founder of Concerned Parents Against Substance Abuse - NYC

and other guests

Sponsored by Office of Third World Affairs - for more info call 545-2517

Commuter Area Government Presents

^^Reel Classics
Film Series... Fall86

404 jruiMflf Uhtafi UIMiu/Amhmnt 01009 SM-2144

September 22 "Las Madres"
Thompson 104, 8 PM

(Argentina, 1985, dir by Susana Munoz
and Lourdes Portillo)

September 29 "Shop on Main St."

Thompson 104, 8 PM
(Czechoslovakian. 1965. dir. by Jan

kadar and Elmar Klos)

October 6 "State of Siege"
Thompson 104.8 PM

(French. 1973, dir. Costa Gravas)

October13 "Battle of Algiers"

Campus Center 163, 8 pm
(French, 1966. dir by GiHo Pontecorvo)

October 20 "Spirit of the Beehive"

Thompson 104, 8 PM
(Spanish, 1974, dir by Victor Erice)

October 27 "Nosferatu"

Thompson 102, 8pm

F

R

E

E

November 3 "the Bicycle Thief"

Thompson 104, 8pm
(Italian 1918, Dir; Vitlorio DeSica)

November 10 "The Tallest Tree In our Forest

Campus Center 101. 8pm
(United States)

November 17 "Yojimbo"
Thompson 104. 8pm
(Japan, 1961. dir: AkJra Kurosawa)

November 24 "Jane Eyre"

Thompson 104, 8pm
(England, 1970, dir Delbert Mann)

December 1 "The 400 Blows"

Thompson 102, 8pm
(French, 1959. dir; Francois TruHant)

December 8 "Diva"

Campus Center 163. 8pm
(French, 1984, dir: Jean^acques Beiniex)

UMASS TRANSIT SERVICE PRESENTS THE

Fall Training Program For New Bus Drivers

COME TO THE

Applications Meeting

Wed. Aug 24th 7:00 PM CC. RM. 804

Applicants Must:

Be at least 1 8 yrs. old

Have had a drivers license for at least one yr.

Have at least two semesters remaining

at UMASS in a degree program

You absolutely must bring proof of class year to the meeting (Schedule,

transcript or letter form the registrar) ID'S are not acceptable.

Only the first 125 people will receive applications!

For lyiore Information Call 545-0056

UMTS is an AA/EO employer ^___
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An> Editor
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Right's insidious agenda

BOARD OF EDITORS FALL 1986

JOHN YONCE
Mtioagiig td"or

KATHRYN KIRBY LISA RIDDlCK

Black At»dir$ f drtor Blacl. Affa.fs fd.tot

ROB SKELTON
Edttona! tdi'of

WILLIAM SPAIN
Editonal Editor

PAUL DESMARAIS
Photo Editor

JOHN NOLAN
Sportv Editor

PATRICK JOHNSON
NWrt Editor

ILA^N^-. LEVENSON
Women's issues Editor

.ecessaniv reflect tnt .ews o^ th. Collegiar or the University unless otherwise noted

the event.'- of tht firsi two

Undergraduate Student Senate meetings

of this school year clearly show tht deceit

of some senators They art attempting to

strip power fron. tht- AfTirmative Action Of-

ficer, refusing it allow ballot boxes in New

Africa House ano Buttertield, ami aoing

everything in then powe. o preveni the

running of a reterendum uuestion lu time

for the upcomint SGA elections

Bo^" Sirruas

Any visitor t. senate jeting quickiy

realizes that th. oom is^ ft ided into two

tactions; the "pp.KTessiv- and the con^

servatives". The progressives are a blend

of the Third Worci caucus che Commuter

Area Governmer • The Lesbian. Gav and

Bisexual Allianct and many others The

conservatives have far greater homogenei

ty; many of then name are ui the

mastheaa of Th> Minute >' in

University ch >a care a polarizing

issue. Most iindergraduau students are not

presently paren' and dr -ot realize the

need for it L ainly .ne number ot

students with ch, nrer is snial- enough that

the conservative . woum Ijk : to ignore the

entire issue. The student oody of U'Mass

felt otherwise, however, when they signed

a petition requesting a referendum ques-

tion asking foi a S' options' fee to support

a child care funr. <!.80<J signatures are on

this petition i»00 mor< han required.

The most recent Senat* meeting was

dominated by reprehensibi* maneuvering

by some senatorsd who were trying to

defeat the chiit. care petition. A the

meeting, the pennons wet presented by

a non-senatoi win. coucn not introduce

them without :^ maker ot the motion."

Greg Rothman. a senator from Central,

was th^ firsv t(^ offer himse- as the maker.

As the makei he thei ntroduced ar

amendment whiiih consister^ of 74 referen-

dum questions asking i* voters wanted to

support a waivable $2 te. or each ot the

Registered Student Organizations This

RSO list was the FY 88 Budget request

list, with the question tacked onto each

name. As the order of the questions are

decided at random, the child care issue

would be totally buried

Then they moved to Table the motion ir

definitely in order to prevent it from ap-

pearing on the Septembev ballot ir. time.

This motion overwhelmingly tailen but

these are the senators who attempted to

table It indefinitely. BiH Bennett, the SGA

President Kathenne Strickland, SGA

Treasurer Greg Rothman, (Baker i. Aram

Hampariar. and Michael Matuesyk

Cashini; James Smack iChadbourne;

Viark DeNyse and Mathew Saroft (Com

muter Area^ Hal Zawacki iDwight;. Nate

Moore < Field*, Kirk Merrow ( Gorman i.

Coehlo/Hackett John Goggins and Grit

fin/Ross 1 Greek Areai. Arthur Stephenson

ijohr Adams). Michael Levine John Qum
cy Adams*. Jot Demei> iMoore*. Michae

M'tbier (Thatchen. Shan. Silkot*

Washington and Mark Saietmk
• Wheeler'. When that vote taiieci

McCabe/Rudy changed then vote at the

last minute and then "moved to reconsider

enter m the minutes," which tabled the mo

tion automatically for a week.

This would insure that the preposterous

motion would be "tabled" long enough that

11. would not see the SGA election ballot,

if It would ever appear at all Most impor

tantlv, this would insure that the Board ot

Trustees would disapprove the entire

package, thereby eliminating the child care

referendum
Why IK it an imperative to make sure

that single parents cannot afford U. go to

school.'' Currently , child cart costf monj pet

semester than tuition. This either make,-

it impossible for many students to leav.

their children long enough to attend

classes, or i-. makes schooling prohibitive

ty expensive, insuring that they cannot at

tend college (Bill Bennett was tht one

dissenting vote when University child care

tried to get money over the summer. This

IS why the referendum was created.

If these senators wanted to see students

rights affirmed ther they would put the

issue before the students to see how then

constituencies tpH instead of voting tt

table i. mdet'mitep, The consistent actions

„t- r.hf: oaniDu vght are clear they are

dedicated to :ne empowerment only ot

those who need empowerment the least, as

vvel' as determined to make sure that m
,ine else ever makes it to power, or to

school, with anv ot their money. If you are

disturbed bv this string of events, ther

please think carefully whether the people

in the Senate represent you, or their own

secret agenda.

Bob Simons is a Senator from the Com
muter Area.

Letters
Sand-box editorial
h. responst il Sept '9ths aiatnbe

against tht Undergraduate Studem,

Senate t; actions concerning the child can

issue, i have a few thoughts. Losi m
idiocy" of bashing Student Government

notables, the Collegian Board ot Editors

acteci I pocritically by 'Tossing catcalls'

m the 'rection ot our elected officials Not

oiiiv did the Board engage in sano-box

euitoriaiizing in implying thai, ureg

Destiny of ^play soldiers'

Rothman and Bil' Bennett are idiots, but

che\ exposed their ignorance of the issue

av, hand. This proposal for child care would

open the door for other RSOs to oe on the

bjl' Greg Rothman s motion to put 74

similar questions on the bill aptly express-

ed to the voters the problem of the number

of negative check-offs student pay for

Random Notes
First it was "go." Now it's "I'm like."

Very soop. English will be unintelligible.

John Derge

In the 1970's, "go" meant something

very different than it does now. One

would "go" to a show, a class, or to the

bathroom. The latter connotation in fact

was "in;" one often spoke ot going" when

addressing those functions. . . .,

Somewhere between the end of the Me

Decade and the Reagan Revolution, "go-

ing" came to mean something else. It sud-

denly referred to speaking, as ^n"And

then he goes, but she goes, and then he

goes, you know?" Why the change took

place is beyond me. Perhaps since speech

is often referred to as "bullshit,'' there is

some connection between the old and the

new connotation.

The bigger mystery is the sudden vogue

of the phrase "I'm like," as in "He told

me he wanted to kill himself, and / m
like..." Like is usually the last word in

such open-ended sentences, leaving the

listener to wonder what the speaker really

is like. What could such a sentence

possibly mean? In terms of standard

English, "I'm like" could only be a state-

ment proclaiming that one is LIKE, the

lemon-lime drink of the Pepsi-Cola Coni-

pany; an alternative might be "I'm Coke,

or "I'm Sprite." But this is still a mystery;

wouldn't most people rather BUY the

world a Coke and not be one?

Let me know if you can solve this puz-

zle. But do it quickly, before these phrases

are no longer neat, cool, hot. groovy, out-

of-sight, uptight, far-out, or totally

awesome. One of these days, they will no

longer be fashionable. You can bet your

disco dress and CB radio on that one.

"10-4 good buddy."

John Derge is a Collegian cofrespondcnt.

Ill response tr Frank

Flanagans column entitled,

'Could any of them im

agine?' (September 11\ T d

iike to offer some opposing

views,,.hoping to open the

eyefj in his narrow-minded

head

The Reserve Officer's

Training Corps Program is

strictly volimtary. No one is

conned into joining. Those

who do exercise their right

to choose without reserva-

tion The students in the

program do not "play

soldier," they are soldiers.

What might make this dif-

ficult for you to understand

is the fact that they are

students as well. In addition

to attending classes like

yourself, these

students/soldiers must suc-

cessfully complete the

ROTC's slate of difficult

criteria to become commis-

sioned officers. This is no

picnic Cadetr, also have to

give ufi many ot theu' free

weekends and up t( nine

weeks of the summer bet-

ween their junior and senior

yeai tor training. This train-

ing is physically and men

tally demanding.

As a former student ofthe

UMass ROTC program, the

hardest thing I had to deal

with was not the additional

time spent training; it was

having to deal with and

swallow mindless, incon-

siderate writings and verbal

comments.

The Vietnam War is over.

The memory of the

thousands of yoiing men

who have lost their lives

over lost ideals is not. It's a

disgrace that a countless,

number of Vietnam Vets

are still trying to piece

together their shattered

Brian Darling
Southwest

\wes The unmistakable fact

IS that mtervenaoii by the

US Military in '.hi', war was

wrong, period Your state-

ment that "Military deci

sions, once again, are never

wrong, or t^ven morally

misguided" is totally un-

founded The objective ofthe

US Military today i. that of

deterrence, not of promoting

war The destiny of many of

your so-calied "play

soldiers" (including myself)

may lie on foreign soil stop-

ping enemy bullets but we

won't be playing dead — we

will be defending your right

to dissent. This is an obliga-

tion we have freely chosen

to take. The military has

been with us since our

freedom, is with us today

maintaining it, and will be

with us tomorrow in order

to preserve it.

Michael E. Zarbo
Amherst

We need columnists! The editorial page

staff ofNew England's largest college dai-

ly newspaper is expanding - m size, m
iope, in diversity, in general. Written col-

umns, illustrations, editorial ideas ac-

cepted daily, see Rob Skelton or Bill

Spain, 113 Campus Ctr. Women and

Third World students encouraged to

apply.
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COMPUTER ACCESSORIES
MEXICAN MONTH

IN

CARBURS LOUNGE

Dos^EqttisXX - $1.75
all month any time

With Purchase get

ChilH Con Queso, Chips & Dip

FREE
from 4-7, 9-11 pm

Good through Sept 30

ON THE BUS ROUTE

RTE 9 HADLEY

LOCATED IN THE
CAMPUS CENTER

ON CAMPUS RECRUITING
Office for Cooperative Education

REVISED INFORMATION SESSION TIMES

M
Tu,W
Th

1:30

Noon
2:30

Rm lOlA
Rm 220

.

Rm 220

Q,UNIVERSITY
STORED

Sessions held in the University Career Center

(Take the Orchard Hill bus)

Companies Coming In The Fall

IBM
Windward Management

Walt Disney World

Coopers & Lybrand

•One of the smartest moves I made in my academic career."
''""(^J^S^r'taMii

Call us TODAY: 545-2224 Raytheon C

Mould you like to find out about:
f

•a great, inexpensive way to

get to Israel and earn credit in

the process

•high holy day services and

meals

•exciting Jewish social,

cultural, educational, and

social service opportunities

•valuable recommendations

for jobs

•graduate school

•marriage

•opportunities for student

leadership development

•regional conferences on
peace and justice

T

•ecumenical
services

worship

AND MORE .

FILL OUT THE FORM BELOW AND SEND IT TO EITHER:

T
Hillel (Jewish)

302 Student Union

Campus
(545-2526)

T
Newman Center (Catholics)

472 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA 01002
(549-0300)

T
United Christian Foundation
(Protestant)

428 Student Union
Box 157 - Campus
(545-2661)

t

Please put me on Name __«__«^.

your mailing list ^, ^ r^ ^ *' ^ Year of Graduation.

U Mass/local address

Home address

A riiiino VinnnvQ ViiKshfinrl Manprepares for Seabrook battle
-rVt|U.lllU lltuPlltJX O X1.U9R^CIXJ.U.

^^^^^^, ^f^^ ^_ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ washinrton rounding Seabrook in the

Philippine president attends Mass in Newton
NEWTON (AP) - Philippine President

Corazon Aquino, who left this quiet suburb

three years ago a housewife in her hus-

band's shadow, returned yesterday to pay

tribute to her slain spouse and fondly

remember the last home they shared.

"Perhaps no less than the sacntice of a

man was needed to give freedom to a peo-

ple," she said at a Mass at the Roman
Catholic Church where she and Benigno

"Ninoy" Aquino had worshipped during

his self-imposed exile in the early 1980s.

Mrs. Aquino removed her glasses and

wiped away a tear when a choir sang a song

her husband used to sing to raise his spirits

while a political dissident imprisoned in

the Philippines.

"I think Ninoy's joy is the knowledge

that he pulled a fast one on me. Once more

he has gone on his merry way and left me
to pick up the mess," she said.

Boston College presented her with its

highest honor, the Ignatius Medal, which

Mrs. Aquino said she accepted on behalf of

Filipinos who joined her in the peaceful

revolution to overthrow President Ferdi

nand Marcos.

She thanked the packed church of more
than 1,000 invited guests for helping her

husband "regain his good cheer" when he

lived in the community, "for helping to fill

his cup ofjoy before he went home to drain

it and for extending to me the same
warmth "

Aquino was assassinated in 1983 upon

his return to Manila.

"I am glad to be here again among fami-

ly," she said, "in the church that provided

me solace.. .in the city that provided the last

home Ninoy, the children and I shared."

She left Boston for New York, where she

plans to address the United Nations today.

About a dozen neighbors stood in the rain

to wave to Mrs. Aquino when she visited

her old three-story. Georgian colonial

home, now a museum to her husband. Mrs.

Aquino smiled and waved as a neighbor

shouted, "Madam President, welcome

home," but ignored reporters' questions.

Neighbors, who remembered her as a

housewife who loved to cook and stood

quietly in her husband's shadow, were ex-

cited by the visit. "You don't expect the

woman next door to be president," said

James Sullivan.

BOSTON (AP) - Gover

nor Michael S. Dukakis's

decision not to submit
evacuation plans for towns

near the Seabrook, N.H.

nuclear power plant is one

victory in a long battle

against the plant, an oppo-

nent of the plant said yester-

day as he prepared for

another round in the na-

tion's capital.

"We should applaud the

governor for what he's done,

rally around him and con-

tinue our efforts," said

Steven Comley of Rowley,

who has traveled to

Washington, D.C., to knock

on the doors of congressmen,

administration officials and

anyone else willing to hear

his case.

"But we're nowhere near

done."

Comloy, who hopes to pre-

sent President Reagan with

petitions signed by most of

the registered voters in the

tiny, Massachusetts town

about 12 miles from the

plant, said he was taking

his case to Washington

again tomorrow. He also

said he planned to have

planes trailing banners

bearing anti-Seabrook

messages fly over the New
Hampshire Statehouse and

the US Capitol this week.

Dukakis said Saturday he

would not submit an

evacuation plan for the six

Massachusetts towns within

10 miles of the nuclear

power plant because "it's

simply impossible to

evacuate the p>eople sur-

• stress
continued from page 1

At the center, treatment for stress is provided in con-

junction with appropriate medical consultations, based on

particular symptoms, according to their Stress Control and

Anxiety Management brochure available in room 123 of

Berkshire House.

Through self-management training, students can learn

about techniques such as biofeedback, relaxation exer-

cises, and behavioral therapy. The center also holds

workshops on topics such as "Math Anxiety," "Choosing

a Major and Career Direction," "Effective Test Taking"

and "Managing Stress and Panic."

The University Mental Health Services, although tradi-

tionally occupied with individual counseling services, also

holds a two-hour workshop on Time and Stress Manage-

ment as it relates to exams.

Lynn Bechtel, the educational workshop coordinator at

Mental Health Services, says the Exam Alert workshop

is her most frequently requested one. averaging 15 a year

for the past five years.

Interested students should contact the Mental Health

Division of Health Services for information at 545-2337.

As Bechtel suggests in a UMass newsletter, students

should "see stress as a challenge, and turn this potentially

unhealthy fact of life into a positive one."

• juice

WHAT DO YOU DO WHEN IT'S AFTER 1 am AND
YOU WANT A BEER OR YOU'VE GOT THE MUUN-
CHIES BUT THE WEATHER WON'T LET YOU GO
OUT? IT'S EASY . . .

RENT A
FRIDGIE!

FREE DELIVERY — 2 & 5 cu. feet.

R&P RENTALS
R&P PACKAGE STORE
460 WEST STREET

S. AMHERST 253-9742

continued from page 5

ed Jackson as a partner six month.s

after he opened for business, and Archbald became a joint

owner this week.
< n c

Archbald, former general manager of Sheehan s Cate

in Northampton said "I'm interested in this sort of

business. I want to help people achieve good health.'

Though he is not a doctor, Jackson said he has studied

nutrition and holistic medicine. He said he and his

customers seem to agree that the juices can help improve

people's health.

"What have you got that will knock the socks off a cold?"

asked Rob Mcllwain, walking up to the bar with tissue

in hand.

ackson responded with a Cayenne Cooler containing

garlic, maple syrup, lemon and cayenne.

"Cayenne is a catalyst for everything," he said. "It's

high in vitamins A and C, and it improves circulation."

When Jackson opened the Juice Caboose in April 1985,

it was just a stand on the bottom level of Thome's

Marketplace. It has now grown into a full bar that Jackson

said will soon add falafels, pocket sandwiches, and dips

with raw vegetables to the menu. He said he hopes to open

a juice bar in Amherst by Christmas.

^ CINEMA
FRIDAY - SATURDAY

CATCH 22

SLAUGHTERHOUSE 5

MONDAY - TUESDAY
THE MYSTERY OF KASPER HAUSER

A DAY AT THE lEACH

DOUBLE FEATURE
DOWNIOWN A^lHbl^SI 253-5426

rounding Seabrook in the

event of an accident."

The move will probably

delay the troubled plant's

spring start-up and could

cost consumers millions of

dollars, owners of the plant

said.

"The governor has taken

a strong stand for what he

believes is right regarding

Seabrook," US Rep. Edward

Markey, D-Mass., who
heads a House subcommit-

tee on energy, said through

a spokeswoman.

* cinema
amtinui'd from page 5

on August 1. 1955.

Part time UMass student Andrea Llamas, current

manager of the cinema, said the theater has remained

open since then, except for some renovation a few years

ago.

The format of the theater today is oldy-goldy double

features. Llamas said. This is fitting and proper, she said,

since the original projectors are still used. They are 35mm
carbon arc and the reels are changed by hand. There is

also a star on the candy room door downstairs where the

vaudeville star's dressing room u.sed to be, she said.

The cinema may be showing fewer old flicks in the

future because the cinema will be changing over to art

film format similar to The Academy of Music in Nor-

thampton, Llamas said. As one-screen theaters across the

country give way to multi-movie extravaganzas, reprints

of old films are becoming less prevalent and more expen

sive, she said.

While most first-run theaters charge between $4 and

$5 per person, Amherst Cinema charges adults $3 for a

double feature and $2 for children and seniors. Llamas

said older movies are cheaper to rent and the film

distributors take a lower percentage of the profits. A
sellout crowd, which is common is worth $2,000 she said.

Employees aren't necessarily drawn to the theater for

the high wages, LLamas said, but for the fun of being part

of an exciting place. "People who work here work here

for years. I don't even have an application," she said.

LLamas noted that Amherst Cinema is now entertain-

ing third generation Amherst moviegoers. She said she

is amazed at the diversity of the crowd, where children,

teenagers, parents and grandparents can be found under

the same roof having a great time.

Hot
Tubs

175 Universty Dr.

Next to Staduim Liquors in Price Chooper Mall

jpen Monday till 1. Tues - Sat 1 1 tut 1am

Heservations suggested - Gift certificatt^s available

SPAS
7727

PINOCCHIO'S RESTAURANT
1177 North Pleasant St

SPECIAL

MONDAY THRU WEDNESDAY

LARGE PIZZA

$5.50 +TAX
ANY EXTRA ITEM $1.00 each

Get 2 items - pay for one

Get 3 items - pay for two

FAST FREE 549.3569_ DELIVERY ^^^ ^""^
SPECIALIZE IN VEAL & CHICKEN PARMESAN GRINDERS

Does not apply m restaurant mention ad when ordering

Call 253-

STUDENT SPECIAL
1 Hour Hot tub

for V2 price

LEAN, sAI-E. PRIVATE HOT TUBS

lllilllllllllllinilllllllllllllllilNNilitf

Nomination Papers

are still available for the

COMMUTER AREA GOVERNMENT

GOVERNING BOARD
Deadline is Today at

NOON

Commuter Area Government

= 404 SUB/UMASS 545-21
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ARTS

Exhibit focuses on computers
Computer Images, a show

of computer designed prints

and paintings is currently

on display in Hampden
Gallery - through

September 30.

Matthew Wrbican, a

graphic designer from New

York City and JefTBrice. an

Global Yin-Yank by

Matthew Wrbican is

now on display at the

Hampden Gallery as

part of the Computer

Images exhibit.

art student at Carnegie-

Mellon, create work self-

reflective of its media.

Wrbican, in his Challenger

Explodes series, uses com-

puter collage techniques to

question and present the

awful magnitude of our

burgeoning technology.

Jeff Br eries of

diagrammatic prints —
wireframe blueprints of

machine and box forms with

poetic labels - reflects the

use of computer model? in

mapping the human psyche

Reproduced on unstretch-

ed animal hides, the works

underscore the hard-edged

artificiality of this sort of in-

terposition — machine

structure on living

organisms. Each artist goes

beyond the use of the com-

puter a.s mere tool for formal

manipulation ny using its

structure ana scientific con-

text as a source of

inspiration.

- DAVID FISH

CHINESE KITCHEN
AST FOOD

RESTAURANT

Eat tn or Take Out Hours

Sunday Noor) to 10 PM
Mon-Sat 11:30 AM to 10 PM

Pu-Pu Platter $12.00

e

Try Our Luncheon-Dinner Specials

Only $1 .49 before 3 PM, $^ .90 after 3 PM

2 LOCATIONS

430 Russel St (Rt 91

HADLEY
253-2571

150 King St

NORTHAMPTON
586-8220

1 Pray St Amhcrsi

549-5403

Open 1 lam 7 days a week

Call for take out

GOOD FOOD & DRINK

SSSSH!
gotta keep this quiet.

Charlies homemade pizza is amazing

POOL TABLE. VIDEO GAMES. JUKE BOX. 2 COLOR TV

A FAVORITE LOCAL TAVERN SINCE 1976

We're crunchii^ numbers

ontheffiMPC.

i

Now you can save money on a PC and

still get IBM quality.

Because we're selling the original IBM
Personal Computer- complete with two

diskette drives, monchrome monitor and

adapter- at our lowest price ever.

So if you're in a crunch for a computer,

stop in.

We've got your numbers.

IBM PC Package

$1100.00
Demo Sept. 22,23,24,

10AM-4PM
•Must be a UMASS student, faculty, or staff member to qualify'

Limited to one computer per person

^VNIVERSITY
STORED
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Richman offers his usual antics
By BARBARA DeLOLLIS
Collegian Staff

Who else, but Bostonian Jonathan Richman. can sing

about chewing gum wrappers? Last Thursday night, "Jo-

Jo" sang his heart out during two sold out shows at the

Iron Horse Cafe.

Richman, accompanied by two Modern Lovers, Brennan

Totten playing guitar and Marc Yedinak on the singular

drum, opened the show with "This Love of Mine." From

this point on, the audience was all smiles.

The audience was also very vocal, as everyone in the

audience seemed to be fans of Jonathan and his Modern

Lovers. Most of the songs he chose to sing reflected love,

plain and simple. Richman sang "Gail Loves Me" to his

wife, Gail, and their baby during the first show, and to

an enthusiastic audience during the second one.

Richman, at 35, has got to be one of the oldest kids sing-

ing today. His songs, other than love-songs, are about

growing up and childhood memories, all with two key in-

gredients; simplicity and sincerity.

While attempting to look sexy, Richman moved his lit-

tle body" around while singing "When I Dance."

Since they did not make use of playlists, Jo-Jo always

said, "Okay," to requests from the audience such as. "Cor

ner Store," and "Summer Feeling."

The floor shook when they sang "Give Pans One More

Chance." While the audience stomped their feet, Totten

broke a guitar string while pounding on his guitar.

The Modern Lovers took a break while they listened to

Richman perform his brand new song about Harpo Marx,

which they apparently had never heard before Thursday.

Richman "said, "I don't know what it's going to sound

like
" before he sang, "When Harpo Played the Harp"

At the end of 13 songs, Jo-Jo left the stage with the

Moderji Lovers to come back for one more encore at their

first show, and two more at the second show.

Before beginning the first encore at the second show

Richman decided to entertain the audience with the bad

kind of jokes that you would expect from him.

The first encore ended with Richmans rendition ot

"Volare " And what better way to end the evening than

with Jo-Jo singing about a purple plastic squirt gun for

the second encore?
, , . . lu

Jonathan Richman and the Modern Lovers latest album

is entitled, "It's Time For." available on Upside Records. Jonathan Richman
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Johnny Dyani
(shown here) and John
Tchicai will be
featured when the Iron

Horse in Northampton
presents the South
African jazz quintet

Witchdoctor's Son,
tonight at 7 p.m.
Witchdoctor is

known for it's com-
bination of African
and Congolese music
and American jazz.

Dyani most recent
album, Song for Biko,

has gained him con-

siderable fame.
Witchdoctor's

themes come primarily

from South Africa,

either by Dyani or

from traditional Xosha
folk songs.
Ticket information

can be obtained by
calling 584-0610.

Talking Heads return
with their True Stories
By DAN GOODIN
Collegian Correspondent

The creators of one of Amherst's favorite

cult films, The Talking Heads, whose Stop

Making Sense recently dazzled full house

capacities at the Amherst Cinema, has

released a new album titled True Stories.

Diversity is a word that immediately

arises when listening. In True Stories the

band contrasts steel guitar country tex-

tures with Latin influences, gentle ballads

with hard driving, rough edged dance

tunes, jovial accordian umpas with soulful

gospel flavors, and sprightly happy moods

with mysterious, haunting tones.

A movie also titled True Stories which

David Byrne, the Talking Heads' leader

and driving force, has directed will be

issued at an undisclosed date, the songs of

which, the same songs performed by The

Talking Heads on this album, wiU be

available on a soundtrack with the actors

I

T»«ek« a V»» AIM

NorthAmherst I

Rent-A-Wreck I

\ CAMPUS PLAZA
\

{(next to Super Stop & Shop)|

Rt 9 Hadley/Amherst

256-6889

6 AM - 3 AM
SUN-THURS
• OPEN 24 HOm

COURSE
PACKED
• No Cost To Department
• Lowest Cost To Students.

• Fastest Turnaround. '

• Campus Pick-up & Delivery.

• Copyright Permissions Assistance.

• Most Efficient Distribution of Course

Materials.

Icinko's

220 N. Pleasant St

AMHERST COPY CORNER

MANUSCRIPTS
THESIS

BLUEPRINTS

BINDINGS

PllorOGRAnilC COLOR COPIES FROM PRINTS

OVERNKillT SIGNS AND BANNERS • OVERSIZED ORIGINALS

CONVENIENT *^ ^^^* ni asant mui i i

PARKING 549-2854 ammurst

performing their own covers.

Most prominent in True Stories is the

playful mood the band conveys and evok. .^

in both the music and lyrics. "Wild Wil

Life," "Hey Now." and "Radio Head" ;-!'

celebrate the simpler joys of life, in contra-i

to more complicated and uptight conve-

tions living in the real world can pose

The album doesn't stay content confinir '

itself to only innocent themes as "City

Dreams" laments the genocide of tl

American Indian, killed by the greed an

cruelty of the new settlers. The city l>''

dreams is Byrne's idea of Utopia, devoid l.:

racism and scorn. Even in view of the sul

ject matter, the mood is wistful, not angr\

Other high points in True Stories incluti

"Dream Operator," a catchy tune in% tin.

with soothing R.E.M.like guitars. Drean

in both the subject matter and in ti _

overall feel to the album seem to be a main

feature. ti>ntinufd on pniif ;

INVITATION
Subject:

Innovation, entrepreneurship, competitiveness ....

How is your future affected?

Monday, September 22

Campus Center 163

1:00 to 2:15 pm

Please come to participate in the

Governor's teleconference.

Governor Michael Dukakis will deliver a

major address on

the Future of the Massachusetts Economy.

(Large screen videocast via sattelite.)

There will be a question and answer period

between students in Amherst and the

Governor in Boston.

For more information interested people

should contact the Chancellor's Staff at

545-3137 ^__^^

II
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Local recording studio offers student packages
*^^^ ^ BvROBSKELTON bassy's actual engineering setup is

Cullvgian photo by Rob Skellon

Embassy's main control board and a sampling of keyboards are

just an example of the technology that will help area bands produce

the professional sound they want. Embassy has recently begun a

student plan with reduced rates for the use of their studio.

• Talking Heads

By ROB SKELTON
Collegian Staff

A new state-of-the-art studio in what was

once a local slaughterhouse has been

readied to serve the needs of recording ar-

tists and others interested in acquiring the

most professional sound product available

in the area, according to its promoters.

The rock group Fantini, who along with

Scott Foulis co-own Embassy Recording

Studio on Amity street, have brought all

the high-quality equipment that a good

recording requires under one roof with the

hopes of serving local student and musician

needs, as well as attract some bigger names

with the goal of producing some hit records.

Recording engineer and general manager

P.J. Gombe, who was hired out of New
York with more than twelve years of

studio-related experience, believes Em-

bassy can serve a legitimate need in the

Pioneer Valley.

•'We want to provide the opportunity for

musicians to create the very best product

available, and for a reasonable cost. We
don't compromise. We're here to please the

musician and provide a comfortable at-

mosphere, in order to get the best sound

possible,"he said.

In addition to providing all the basic

soundtrack instrumentation that a musi-

cian might need, and personnel to guide the

making and marketing of the product. Em-

bassy's actual

extensive.

The control board is a 32-input/24-output

Trident Series 80 imported from Battery

Recording Studios in the U.K. They also

have a DMX Oberheim drum machine, a

Yamaha RX7 synthesizer, Delta Lab

digital delays, parametric and graphic

equalizers, electronically-created acoustic

and digital environments, compressers,

limiters, and 3 types of monitors.

Embassy's marketing director Dan Col-

lei has created a Student Talent Opportuni-

ty Program (STOP) to attract student musi-

cians from this area. Negotiated package

deals will be an Embassy trademark, he

says, and they will include recording super-

vision, engineering, editing, soundtrack

production and marketing advice.

Other local recording set-ups are ten

years behind the times, the staff of Em
bassy contends, as they found when they

toured the area to scope out the competi-

tion. Gombe, who studied music engineer-

ing at the University of Miami, and went

on to work with Elvis Presley's sound

engineer Bill Porter before producing top

Latin American acts, feels his setup can

produce professional level material, and is

eager for the chance to prove it.

"We want to educate as well as provide

the best recording opportunities around.

We want to add to this area." he says.

r.intmued from page 11

"People Like Us" furthers the country sound The Heads

began on their last album. Little Creatures, this time

around, with the addition of a steel guitar and a fiddle,

that, along with the lyrics, create a comfortable, down-

home mood.
"Puzzlin" Evidence," with its soulful gospel choir and

its chapel-sounding organ, opens up yet another style of

music The Talking Heads have integrated into their reper-

toire. Oddly enough, Byrne's manic falsetto blends in well

with the choir.

The best song, "Papa Legba," is a moving Spanish tune,

with impressive Latin percussion and chord progressions.

Bryne's haunting chants, the eerie minor melodies, and

the exotic rhythms all blend together to bring about a rich,

ghostly mood and the album's biggest strong point,

although there are many. Also interesting are the

choruses which are sung in Spanish.

As with most Talking Heads albums, the technical pro

duction of True Stories is impeccable. Not only is the sound

rich and clear, but background effects slither effortlessly

from channel to channel almost unnoticed.

Not only have The Heads directed themselves back to

their roots (David Byrne, Tina Weymouth, Jerry Harrison,

and Chris Frantz. the original four members), they have

also scaled down their lyrical content. As opposed to reflec-

ting the sentiments of a half-crazed maniac or manic

psycho killer, the songs resemble more the dreams of a

child or of an adult who has consciously put himself in

the place of a child. Byrne's voice has ripened a great deal

in the last decade, from a tiny high pitch to what is now

a dynamic force. Reaching the nether octaves one never

knew existed, to stratispheric shrieks, sporting coarse

stacatto rasps in some songs and gentle tones and legat-

to phrasings in others. To say that True Stories is well

worth the money spent would be like saying the Grand

Canyon is a big hole in the ground. Like a fine wine, The

Talking Heads seem to only improve with age. 1986 may
prove vintage!

The Talking Heads return to the recording scene

with True Stories.

The AT&T Personal Computer.
SAVE OVER 50% OFF ORIGINAL PRICE

AT&T PC6300 SALE
256 DUAL FLOPPY - MONOCHROME

• Intel 8086 Pocessor

• Paralell & Serial Ports

• Expand To 640K- Mother Board

• Monitor & Keyboard

WHILE SUPPLY LASTS

$1310

$200

SALE PRICE

Opportunity CaUing REBATE

DEMO ON SEPT. 22,23,24

$1110 Final SALE PRICE
After Rebate

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

*BUY BEFORE SEPTEMBER 30, 1986

•MUST BE A UMASS Student, Faculty, or

Staff Member To qualify. LIMIT OF 1 PER CUSTOMER

Doonesbury
By Garry Trudeau

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

l'M60/A/6 mPON'T
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Inadvertently, Roy dooms the entire earth

to annihilation when, in an atterr^pt to be
friendly, he seizes their leader by the

head and shakes vigorously.

Gordy By Gorde
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Bat Brain By Bill Bearing
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Campus Pond By Sal
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SPITTING OUT THOSE
NASTY Ei^ICKS AGAIN
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Bloom County by Berke Breathed
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Attention Photographers:

There will be a meeting for all staff photographers

and anyone interested in working for the ColUglan

at 8 p.m tonight. Attendance is mandatory for

technicians.

Daily Crossword Puzzle

ACROSS
1 Potest deni/en

5 Percheo above

9 Benor <>

concern
1

3

Dies —
14 Asiatic pairr

15 Flynn ol lilms

16 Type ol dm 01

Dee
IB Misttitdt

19 - Paik r , 10

20 Mine yield

21 CodtBfl *ith

hoarlrost

22 Go ovei again

24 Gfown-ups
26 Have a tnaijin

ovei

26 — Buddwing
1966 Gainer
dim

31 Judicial garb

34 Memcan wrap

37 - du Diable

38 Sidestep

40 Aloha symbol

41 Sped
43 — Moines
44 Tidily

47 Turner and DDE
48 Kind ot Kick

50 Evening along

the Seme
52 Bmerly

humorous
55 Sani and Tom
59 Solitary person
61 A Team

member
63 Felony

64 Ponenls
65 To bleep - to

dream
67 Releasiit

68 Cnleitaiiief

Adams
69 Nourish

70 Platlei spinnit.g

lOcKey

71 Easy stride

72 Low card

DOWN
1 Kitchen utensil

2 Delete

3 One ot the

planets

Edited bv Tru
4 Abolished

5 Raggedy —
6 Musician

Puante
7 Otelio or

FalstatI

8 Trimmed away
9 Satellite s paths

10 Turkey serving

11 Prescribed

amount
12 Coaster ol a

type

1 5 Belorehand
1 7 Being Lat

23 Possesses
25 Ret s Kin

27 Creme - creme
(the best)

29 Robt -
30 Cincinnati team
31 MaKe over

32 Range leatuie

33 Beds lor batxes

35 SoaK ilax

36 Suiters

39 Appiove

dc Michel Jaffe
42 Dirigible e g
45 Poetic time

46 — Only Live

Twice 1967

Connery lilm

49 Peacelui

51 Move very

slowly

53 Move lorwaid

54 Statement ol

betie'

56 Passenger ship

57 snow host

58 Run-down
59 Noisy

60 Atlanta arena

62 jouinay

66 Average grade

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

9/22/8«
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Lunch
Menu

Kentucky Hot Brown
Dutchess Meat Pie/Gravy

s^afo^lTRTce Salad' Plite

Dinner
Veal Parmesan

Pineapple Ham Steak

Basics Lunch

Falafel Pocket Sandwich
Fiesta Rice and Cheese

Basics Dinner

Fried Mozzarella

Eggplant Parmigiana

Tomato Sauce

Weather
Today; Some morning sun, clouding up in the after-

noon. Highs in the upper 60s.

Tonight: Cloudy, with a 40 percent chance of

showers, low 50 to 55.

J

Today s Staff
Night Editor Nan Klingener

Copy Editor John Yonce

Photo Technician Byrne Guarnotta

Layout Technician BethAnne Moskov
Production Supervisor BethAnne Moskov
Production: Kelly Sieger, Connie LeClerc, Robert

Levine, Michael M. Cooper and Dancin' Rob Skelton

1 Executive Board Fa of 1986

DODE LEVENSON
Editor m Chief

ROB SKELTON
Editorial Editor

JOHN YONCE
Managing Editor

WILLIAM SPAIN

Editorial Editoi

STEVE RUBIN
Busmo'jS Manayor

ANSEL ZINTER

Production Manager

Business Board - Fall of 1986

STEVE RUBIN
Business Manager

PAUL H. LESSER

Advertising Sales Manager

VANESSA ROTH
Finance Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marketmy Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Circulation Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Subscription Manager
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• Owls drop Minutemen
cantinued from page 16

the ball away, but the side

ofTicial ruled that the shot

had crossed the goal line.

"The shot was taken when
we had trouble clearing it

out," Ginzburg said. "It

deflected off (Aaron) Feigen-

baum and my motion was
going left. I saved it, but it

had trickled in.

"I thought I had it, but the

calls haven't been going for

me or the team."
Despite being down 1-0,

the Minutemen were still

very much in the game at

halftime.

The second half belonged

to the Owls as they took con-

trol of the game. Again
Ginzburg thwarted good

Temple scoring oppor-
tunities, but 10 minutes in-

to the period the lead went
to 2-0.

Senior Larry Bell broke in

from the left. Ginzburg
came out to cut down the

angle and Bell shot for the

far corner. The UMass
goalkeeper deflected the

ball wide, but freshman

Matt Mannino was there to

put the rebound into the

open net.

Temple freshman Brian

Monte completed the scor-

ing for the day with 11:22

remaining.

Monte streaked down the

right sideline and faked

past a UMass defender to

create a seam in the

Minuteman defense. The
midfielder headed straight

for the net and blasted a

shot for the left corner.

Ginzburg dove and made
the initial stop, but Monte
followed up the shot and

scored the final goal.

"I'm jjetting the saves, but

sometimes things just don't

roll your way," Ginzburg
said. "The team still backs

me. We have faith in each

other out there."

The Minutemen must now
put their poor start behind

them and prepare for a host

of New England contest

coming up in the next two
weeks.

"This is not a time to

panic, this game was out of

region," Ginzburg said. "We
just had a team meeting and

we will be fired up for Dart-

mouth."
Gettler is also looking to

the future, but the coach

knows there is going to have

to be improvement if UMass
hopes to be successful.

"We have three New
England games coming up

and the hope is to win all

three," Gettler said. "But
we won't if we keep playing

like that."

• field hockeu wins
,,,„Unued from pa^e iS

the first thirty five minutes

of play. Consequently, UMass had great

field positon throughout the first period,

and their definitive edge in time of posses-

sion took some pressure off goalkeeper

Carlson and the rest of the defense.

Purdue came out strong in the second

half, and it appeared that UMass was hav-

ing a mental lapse just as the Boilermaker
offense was getting into high gear.

"Purdue is not a bad team. They hung
tough throughout the game," Hixon said.

"They caught us off guard in the second

half by making some adjustments with

their long-ball offense."

The Minutewomen quickly regrouped

and soon had their smooth transition game
back in tow, scoring two goals in a span of

less than three minutes.

With 8:08 left to play in the game, the

fiashy Griswold picked up her second goal

of the game, an unassisted shot into the left

part of the net. The Simsbury, CT native

now has two multiple goal games, and is

the major scoring weapon in the
Minutewomen's offensive arsenal.

STUDENT MEMBERSHIP
Before October 15

Buy 8 Month Nautilus Membership

for $140.00
Under $20 per month

THE AMHERST

RACQUET & FITNESS CENTER
Rte 116, North Amherst

(on the bus route)

549-4545

Art Su • t les

STUDENT

PROFESSIONAL
Kit """" ^

$35.90
list price $85.50

STAEDTLER
MARS

,4 piece

jewel-tip

set

quantities

limited

•t-f 9-5

SAT 10-3

tocated in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITYmSTORE*
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Hultin got back into the acoring act at the
5:35 mark with a bullet from the top of the
circle that was nothing but net. Hultin now
has three goals in two games, after not-

ching her first collegiate goal in action
against Boston College last week.
The UMass defense had it's work cut out

for them in the second half, and Carlson
and her teammates responded to the
challenge. Lynn had four saves in goal, and
now has twenty-nine for the season.
"Everyone played well, Lil, Carol Smith,

Tonia Kennedy. On defense, Nancy
O'Halloran (9 interceptions) came to the
ball real well and followed through," assis-

tant coach Patti Bossio said. "Purdue
played good in the second half, but we just

settled down and played our game."
"UMass is a great team with a lot of

talented players. But the 4-0 score is not
indicative of how our team played. It

should have been a lot closer," said Purdue
head coach Nancy Cross, whose squad
played Springfield College on Saturday. "I

am very disappointed with the outcome of

the game. I think a factor in the loss was
that we played on astro-turf yesterday and
on grass today. It is tough to make the tran-

sition in just one day."

Monday, September 22, 1986
COLLEGIAN 1
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KOW HIRING
GO GETTERS ONLY

25 OPENINGS
Telemarketing Tools and Industrial Supplies to Construc-

tion Companys Nationwide. Salary and Connnnisions and
Bonuses. Three shifts allow you to work around your

schedule. Shifts: 6:30 am-10:30 am; 3 pm - 6 pm;6 pm
-9 pm; Saturdays 8 - 12 and 12-4.

Call Dave 256-4101 7 am - 7 pm

^ THE FINE ARTSCENTERM
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST ,

1985 Tony Award-
Wimwr...BEST PLAY

Nail Sknon'B

Hues

Fnday, Sept. 26, 8 pm
Concert Hall

Ttchels $20 18 16

FESTIVM.
'INDIA
MOi« i moo

miniciant elHi

pmrformiitg

Monday. Sept 29. 8 pi^

Concert Hai

"cottumatf cptrmltat , taend tongt.

fculti *nd Wk muvc thai wUI #*Mpllt

M«irMotaram^/r..."

Monday. Oct. 6, 8 pm
Concert Hall

Tickptp $16 ^A ^?

I

* Rve CoMege Students K«lf-Fr«o«l *
Ttckels available at Fme Arts Center Box OMice Call (4 1 3)545 25J l

RESUME SPECIAL!
Have your Resume typeset and printed by the experts

to assist you in landing that important job, and save

money in the process! Just bring these coupons to

WICKLES FINE PRINT IN AMHERST —
and take the first step toward your new job in style.

Coupons may be combined or used separately.

RESUME IrESUMECOPIES'i
TYPESETTINGI

$19.75
Regular Price $25.00

Choose Your Osjjn 7>/v5r\le'

I

50 Copies with matching
cover letter sheets

and envelopes

$13.50
Regular Price $17.00

Choos^ From Seven Styles

of Quality Paper

I

I

I

I

J

Wkkles
FineR'int

1 BOLTWOOD WALK. AMHERST
Man Fn 8 30 AM to 5 30 PM

256-0148

Volleyball takes second at Division I Syracuse tourney
•^

m . j» w jt. w w virfence and Dlaved our worst of the tournament,

Minutewomen lose to Big East champ; rock rest ofthe field

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

No one could be happier than University of

Massachusetts volleyball head coach Elaine Sortino was

yesterday - except maybe her players.

Playing six matches in three days at the Syracuse In-

vitational Tournament over the weekend, the

Minutewomen didn't expect to return to Amherst with a

winning record. But the Minutewomen surprised

themselves and their competition, winning four of five

matches to place second in the six-team Division I

tournament.

"People looked at us this weekend and were shocked,"

Sortino said. "I fantasized maybe going three and two.

1 feel this is a Division I team to be reckoned with."

The Minutewomen defeated West Virginia, 15-8, 9-15,

15-12 and 15-10. Drexel University, 15-4, 7-15, 15-13,

13-15, and 17-15, Cleveland State, 15-10, 15-2, and 15-5,

and Syracuse University, 15-5, 16-14, and 15-5 to secure

their second-place finish.

UMass lost to three-time defending Big East champion

Providence College, 7-15, 0-15, 17-15, and 11-15 in the

tournament's opening match on Friday. The Friars went

on to sweep the field and win the tournament, dropping

just its one game against the Minutewomen.

"We're pretty tired but we feel great. Geez, I thought

we were going to come up here and be taught how to play

volleyball but we played well and earned a lot of respect,"

Sortino said.

Facing the Friars to open the tournament, Sortino said

she nor the team knew exactly what to expect. She did

say, however, that the tournament selection committee

expected the Minutewomen to finish last.

"They seeded us to come in sixth," Sortino said, poin-

ting to UMass' tougher schedule and unbalanced playing

times. "I'm just very pleased with our showing. We had

a lot of character and poise. We played with a lot of con-

fidence and just didn't get rattled out there."

Still. Sortino said that if the schedule had been different,

UMass might have fared even better.

"I'll tell you something, we opened Friday against Pro-

vidence and played our worst of the tournament," Sortino

.said "I think had we played anyone else to get our feet

wet, we would've done better against them."

Against the Friars, Sortino said the Minutewomen were

unable to get on track early on, dropping the first game

before being embaiTassed in game two.

"We went out to a 6-0 lead which took Providence by

surprise. Then they came back. It was our first true test

and we got intimidated," Sortino said. "I was really get-

ting a sinking feeling. The second game was a washout.

Watching the game, I didn't know who we were.

"Providence was looking at us and saying 'hey. get real,

you guys just came up from Division II." They didn't take

us seriously," Sortino said.

But the Minutewomen came back to win the third game

before falling. After the Friars, UMass dominated.

"We hit the ball harder than anyone else out there. We
played good volleyball all weekend long," Sortino said.

Included in the four wins was UMass' first Atlantic- 10

victory, its four-game win over West Virginia.

"I'm just pleased we're not at the point where people

were saying all summer long that we were going to get

our butts kicked moving up to Division I." Sortino said.

"The kids are so proud of themselves."
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THE MEXICAN RESTAURANT

'Gooey Cheeze, tender

chunks of chicken breast,

spicy pork...Oooh La La Cuzuela! '^^^

.">

COUNCIL TRAVEL
AMHERST

[4131256-1261

y OLD SOUTH STREET
NORTHAMPTON - 5BB-0^00

OiisaletiKiilio's!

i KODAK
FLOPPY DISKS

$1.00 $1.20
SV4f SV« 6*

$1J0 $2.30
V» micro •/% Vt micro d/»

Alto sold m 10-packs

220 N. Pleasant St

ACTIVITIES • AUDIO
AUTO FOR SALE • CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT "FOR RENT
FOR SALE • FOUND

HELP WANTED • LC^T

CLASSIFIED
INSTRUCTION • MOTORCYLCLES
PERSONALS • RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED -SERVICES

ROOMATE WANTED • TRAVEL
WANTED • SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI - 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PROIR TO PUBLICATION. CASH IN ADVANCE. 15«/W0RD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACnVITlit
AUTO K>R SAU POISAU

EXPERIENCE THE FRENCH way Parly

Thursday S«plember 25 CC 1009 6-1 AM
Tix $2 CC Concouraa, Door $3. Muaic,
Food and...

HILLEL OPEN COUNCIL m«eting CC
905-909 TonHs 4:45. Chack us out! All

Ideas welcome. 545-2526

BAHA'I FIRESIOE-AN introduction to ttie

Baha'i faith A speaker will addraa* the

issue of world peace Tuesday Sapt 23.

7 00 PM.RM 911-915

LESBIAN.QAY,BI8EXUAL,coun»elinq
collective is open Mon.Wed,Thur8,3-7 RM
433 SUB 545-2645 Want to talk?

SPRING SEMESTER INSiena informa-

tional meeting Tuesday Sept 23 7-9PM in

Herter 3rd floor lounge

WORK STUDY (4.05Shr) 8-12 hrs wk
flex hrs assist in lab work on soil, plant

samples no exp required call Morteza at

545-2259 between 10AM-4PM

UNDERGRADUATE BUSINESS CLUB
registration S5 00 9/17-9/24 SBA lobby
first meeting 9/24 Mahar 7:00PM All

welcome---get involved!'
ORADUATf AND SS + STUDINTS

" SOCIAL~HOUR AND A HALF
every week Thursday 5:00

Blue Wall
Campus Center

get social

iNTRTAINMINT

•1 I^NAULT 40R. 66000 miles, clean

$1900 or BO 253-7451 5-8 PM.

7% CHEVY NOVA am-tm cass. PB/PS.
AC, new tires, battery, muffler S1000
negot call after 7PM 253-2004

1975 BMW 2002 good condition S1600
call 256-6497

DATSUN 73 RUNS virefl. no rust $500
firm 323-6726

19*1 RABBIT DIESEL silver grey 4-door
excellent condition, super economical.
$2195: 584-9524

1977 AUDI 100L8 swlan 28MPG on
regular at AC SR stereo asking $1000
665-8217

79 VW RABBIT dieael 4 door, standard.
48 MPG rebuilt engine, good condition,
cheap transportation Asking $1400.
665-8291

1975 OLDS OMEGA Atuomaticliew bat-

tery runs well $800 549-4444 after 5:30

79 HONDA ACCORD excellent engir>e
spot of rust on body.new clutch, njel,

tank, exhaust, system, transmission
Must sell asking $1400 or bo Call Nik
569-4836 eves

76 TOYOTA WAQON Runs needs work
$100 253-2783

1981 TOYOTA COROLA srs hatchback
5 speed. AM/FM Stereo, excellent
car.$2100 or BO 256-1826 Oeb

PROFESSORS EXAM FILES lor

engineering, calculus, physics and
ctiemistry at University Store

PHOTON FUTON
gaurantaed quality

king $125 double m
queen $103 twin $71

free delivery

call evenings 586-8917

BATAVIS MOPED RUNS wetl call Sha«vn
546-9030 $200

COMPUTER TERMINAL « modem for

sale $200 cheap 256-8678

KEG TAPS FOR sale! Brand new. never
used keg taps only $25 Packies charge
$45 for used taps Don't waste your

money! New taps $25 Call Tony
256-1438 today

WANTED IMMEDIATELY- full lime artd

part-time grocery stockers- Apply at

Bread and Circus- 9 to 9 Mon-Sat 12-8

Sunday

MANAGER TRAINEES NATIONWIDE
Tool Co expanding in Amherst Now hir-

ing 25 new employees: great money, ex-

cwlenl working cond * carreer opportuni-

ty Part and full time work For interview

call Willie 25&4101

TYPtNO * WORD PBOCitSHM

NEXT DAY SERVICE. Type-Rite
323-4579.

LOST

BED FOR SALE single box and mattress
first $25 takes it 584-2905 eves (Alan)

KEYBOARD FOR SALE: multlvox MX28
5 octaves, lull size Keys Asking $175 call

for more info; Eugene » 6-8837

1979 CHEVY WAQON. 99,400 mites,

new clutch, Best offer 536-5434. Even-
ings week-ends

OVERNIGHT POSTIONS AVAILABLE.
Care for the elderly in their own homes
Car required Send resume to Pioneer
Senior Services, Inc

,
664 Mam Street.

Amherst, MA 01002 or call 253-9726 for

an application AA/EDE Mir>orities,

women, handicapped and Vietnam
Veterans encouraged to apply.

MMEOIATE OPENING EARN 3.7$/hr
taking care of a 7yr old Help her with
reading, math, games MWF 1:30-5 30 A
car IS a plus 253-2825

TICKET AGENT. PART-TIME. Peter Par)

Bus 79 So Pleasant St Apply in person
No phone calls please

DISHWASHERS: GOOD PAY for reliable

hard workers: part-time days or nites

Apply Judias Amherst

H.P. lie CALCULATOR in library

Please call 546-4778 for reward

LEFT IN CAR: to the two Suthertand

t>ound men who picked me up Tues on
Mass Ave I desperately need my xeyl!

Walkman would be appreciated!! Please

call Karen 6-6289 or drop off at box 21

Mackimmie

BURGUNDY WALLET SOMEWHERE in

Hadiay/Northampton area Last seen

9/12. Need I s. keep anything else!

Please call 586-7749 or 586-5165, or drop

off at Internship Program in Curry Hicks

tor Racheal No questions asked'"

HRtONALt

DEVIL'S COSTUME, MASK wantedlor

student skits Rent/buy Goerge 686-5487

anytime

PAM ROSENTHAL- THANKS for doing

such a great |0b dunng rush All of your

hard work paid off We love youll- Tfia

sisters and pledges of Oetta Zeta.

fOBintT

ROOM IN PRIVATE home, tovely area.

Amherst, bus route, female, graduate

prefered. utility indudad. $2S0/monlh call

256-0036

ONE BEDROOM OF TWO bedroom apt

on bus route m Sunderland available im-

med to responsible student throughout

August with right to sublet Call Kyle at

685-4044 after Sept 1 2 or come by and

see 28 Hadley Rd in the evening $22S/mo

plus utilities

NORTHWbob APARTMENTS IN

Sunderland some cancellations 2

bedroom garden apartments hot water,

no utilities, office hours Monday thru Fri-

day 10 00AM to five PM 665-3856

3 BEDROOM HOUSE in Hadley 800* or

296 per room 253-5365

PREGANANT? NEH) HELP? call Bir-

thright 549-1906

ROSEN- YOU AREso beautiful^

FRIDGE RENTALS CALL package store

253-9742 free delivery

ROOMMATU WANTID

LARGE BLACK DRAWING table $75
large bureau 6 drawers $65 253-3690

SUPERKIR PI2ZARIA NORTH Amherst
Flsxil>le hours dunng tfie week call

549-0626

REED-YOU KNOW what raw fatty tuna

does to me! I love you, from head to tail!

DIGITAL DECWRITER.FREE phone and
nvxlem $300 or BO Rowing machine, ex-

cellent conditk>n $800 or BO 865-7920

THE MANNISH BOYSI Best of Stevie
Ray. ZZTop, Thorogood, Stones.
Thunderbirds open tor bookings
253-2564 or 253-3093 at the Hatch Wed
17 8-11 WC Productions

LOST

MUSICIANS NEEDED FOR perfor
mances at Belchertown Stale School
Funding available Contact Bruce
256-4236

CEUtlcsWeULLETS on Dec 2 1986
at the Hartford Civic center trip includes
game ticket and roundtrip on a luxurary

motorcoach all for $25 limited seating
available So call now to make your reser-

vations 549-7142

ATTINTION SANDSn

APPLrCAfTONS" FOR THpSouthwest
Battle of the Bands are now available All

applications must be submitted along
with a recent tape of the band Winner to

open for the Southwest concert ihis

spring Applications may be picked up at

the SWAG office in Hampden next to

Munchios For more info call 545-0960
All applications are due on Sept 29 at

5:00PM no late applications accepted

LOST...aOlO LINK bfae«l«t. OrMt
s«ntlm«nlal vohi*. H found, ptoos*
call SIOMy, S4«-I2SI r«war^$

MOTORCYCLI

YAMAHA VERAGO 920CC shaft dnve
digital new rubber oval discs low miles
helmet $1200 4C Brandywme stop by

CASH

SOFT CONTACT LENSES most daily

wear lenses, $1800t$26009aExtend-
ed wear lenses $30 00 to $46 00 lowest

prices on contact lens solutions heat units

$12 95 Amherst Optical Shoppe
413-253-6412 413-256-6403

NIKKORMAT FT-2 CAMERA body Mint

$150 or BO Call Mark 253-5910

23"x 41 " X 27" computer desk with ad-

justable shelves excellent condition $45
Call 549-5216 alter 7pm

PART-TIME CASHIER wanted for local

store some nights arKl weekends please
call 584-3603

need"A~J0B? Like travel? Ambitwus
people needed to market unique travel

product with no existing competition Ex-
cellent experience for business, com-
munication and HRTA majors No ex-

perience necessary, car fielpful Contact
Mary 549-6118

FOOTBALL CONCESSIONS NOW hiring

for at least 4 games starling pay at 3 65
and free food II interested see Ariene on
10th fkX)r CC or call 6 5488

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE New
Delta Zeta pledges: Jeanna, Susan. Lisa.

Wendy. Trish. Brandy, Chris. Lauren.

Missy, and Uza!'! Gel psyched for a great

semester Love your sisters and fellow

pledges

2 ROOMMATES MALE/FEMALE wanted

to share room in house on tKis route^

Steve 256-0606 keep trying

RESPONSIBLE FOR LG apt on bus route

own room, furnished but bring bed $210
for room plus utilities call 323-4989 before

2PM 323-6311x530 after

PAYING CASH FOR yojr baseball cards
please call Mike 549-0333

RALEIGH SPORTIF 19" SSOFuji sagrts

23 vwth mirror. racir.bottie holder and
«rvp'"rr!e lock Sl'^OCal! 549-5216af!er

INSTRUCTION

COILITTI LIOAULT

COLLETTE YOU CRAZY LADY, you're
one of a Kind! Have a loony Birthday'
Love your 6th floor inmates

HILP WANTID

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS, ex-
perienced and patient teacher. Rock/
Pop/ FolK/ and Blues improv .reading,

theory, composition My studio is on bus
line in North Amherst Doug- 549-4786

JULIE McC-SATURDAY'S BIRTHDAY
woman" Conaralulalions and happy

I went yflrsl May all your days b« sunny

and your Massachusetts nights quiet for

a change' Many happy retiirrjs. your

abodemaies' in SOB

fO THE^MAN that I secretly love, tonight

is our night to meet I'll be at the Monday
night football game shown by SWAG on

their famous big screen T V in the Hamp-
den Souths DE room next to Munchy's of

course, it's another SWAG productk>n

KATHY C HAPPYBda^ (A day late)GGf

ready tor tonite and tor lab! Luv. Ash

WSYL RADIO IOsTTFM IS^BCk,broad
casting daily 9am to 3am

TO SHARE ROOM in Brittanv Manor at

$150 per mo heal included If interested

call 665-2338 for Dave

BRITTANY MANOR APT $1S0S10elec
month call 5464334

CLASS II DRIVIRS WANTID

AUDIO

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH AR90speaKers
Bra/ifl new Warranty Type used in

dance bar. aerobics studios $1500 list

For sale $750 call 253-9687

BUS DRIVERS WANTED UMass Transit

Service needs drivers to start immediate-
ly You must have a Mass Class 2 license

and be in a degree program taking at

least 6 credits Hours are flexible starting

pay is $4 60/hr with regular raises App-
ly at tghe bus garage (behind Hoidsworth
Halh or lor more info call Lindsay or Bud
a' 545-0 :o6

COOKS! LINE, PREP, SAUTE Creat ve

work- full and part lime Dishwashers app-

ly also Judie s Amherst

KNOW YOUR CAR' Basic Auto-
Workshop including classroom and
shop. limited enrollmeni 253-2098

TUTORING Tn FRENCHrExper«nce'and
patient French grad students Call
isabelle or Nathalie 256-6678

VIVIENNE BOSCH Happy Birthday you

Alpha chi wildcat' In a month I'll celetirate

with you! Love, Crew

FEMALE ROOMIE(S) NEEDED to share
apartment in Brittany Please call

545-3500 on Fn or Mon 9-3 and ask for

Jennifer No moody grumpias need to

respond

NEEOONE FEMALE roommate toshare
t>edroom in house 200 yds from grad
tower 549-5039

OESPARATEIy SEEKING FEMALE lo
share room at 1291 Brittany-Sept & Oct
rent tree Stop by evenings or leave name
& number on door

RIFIRliS

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent tree meals

Light cleanup
Call Cheryl at AXO

545-2152

NEWSPAPER OEUVEREI^ NEEDED
on campus Aprox 1 hour/day 7

days/week Good pay< Guaranteed bonus
paid lor good delivery throughout the

semester Call evenings 253-7009

POUND

IMIIY RAKOWSKII I found
sitawmut card.Call M6-I2I3

tiA MARIA- FELIZ cumpleanos' Cuan-

los anos tiennes'' You're finally legal' We
will have a blast' Love, Julia

TO ML AND THE DUDE: Thanks for a

qreat rush'!' wHh much love, your Chi

Omega sisters'

your

FOR A QOOO TtMl CALL

RACK-A—DISK ENTERTAINMENT
Agency - Dlscjockeys. Bands. Lights and
Large screen video dances 549-7144

« 1 * a 1 f—!—:—:

—
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CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR n«w
pledges Lisa. Liza.Wen-
dy.Chris, Melissa. Trish,Brandy,Susan.J-

eanna, & Lauren Love the sisters &
pledges of Delta Zeta

AHAUS REGISTERED REFEREES to

work Amherst Youth Hockey Games
Dave 549-6785, Bud 549-0383

nwtett

PROFESSIONAL TECHNK:AL EOffOR^
Will improve your wnting Call 256-6150

TERRIFiC TYPING FROM ' Spiid/"'
keys Professional reliable service
256-1002, 8am-11pm

PELTIER WELCOME BACK I Meed
Book! Call 665-4813 Lorraine . . • ,

TYPING. TAPE TRANSFER. FM ao-

. ,cv^.,P^JPV, e • . • I • •
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SPORTS

Soccer teams split on Saturday
Women down
Vermont, 2-1
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

A tie with the University of Vermont
would have been a disaster for the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts women's soccer team.

Saturday on a rain-soaked Boyden Field,

the Minutewomen found themselves in a

deadlock with just over ten minutes left in

the game.

But just as the clock hit the ten-minute

mark, Michelle Powers put a shot over div-

ing UVM goalie Jen Starr to give UMass
a 2-1 victory.

"It felt great to put that shot in," Powers

said. "We certainly didn't want to tie them

and we wanted to get it over in regulation.

This is an important win for our con-

fidence."

The victory evens the Minutewomen's
record at 2-2-1 and leaves them a perfect

2-0 at home.

"Vermont played us tough like they

always do," UMass coach Kalekeni Banda
said. "The rain made them look better

because it took away some of our sp>eed. But

we were composed enough to look for a way
to win and, thank God, Powers found a way
to put it in the net."

It cannot be said that the Minutewomen
escaped with a victory, but they surely did

not look as dominating as they did in their

9-0 victory over Texas A & M last week.

Saturday, the majority of the first half

was played back and forth, and Starr, a

fi-eshman, stopped a few solid UMass shots

early on to keep the Catamounts in the

game.

With 21.50 left, the Minutewomen got on
the board. Junior tri-captain Kristen

Bowsher, a first team All-American last

year, blasted a shot into the top right cor-

ner of the net from 15 feet outside the

penalty area to make it 1-0.

A short time later, Starr made a diving

stop on Cathy Spence, who came in on a

short breakaway for the right. UMass
dominated the rest of the period but could

not score.

"Jen played a good game," UVM coach

John Carter said. "She hesitated a little on

their second goal, but I can't fault her.

There's no question that UMass is an

outstanding team. Bowsher and Belkin

ColleKian photo by Paul FranU

Michelle Powers dribbles past a Vermont defender Saturday at Boyden
Field. UMass won, 2-1.

Men blanked
by Owls, 3-0

By BRYAN QUENZEL
Collegian Staff

One basic rule in sport is if you do not

score, you do not win.

This was the case once again for the

University of Massachusetts men's soccer

team as the Minutemen were shutout 30
by Temple University, Saturday at

Boyden Field.

UMass (2-4) has now been held scoreless

in three of its six contests this season.

"They beat us in every aspect," UMass
coach Jeff Gettler said. "We dominated

the first 20 minutes, but in the next 70,

we went into a shell. They won every ball,

they were aggressive, and they won the

midfield.

"If I could explain it, I'd be making a

million dollars."

In the first half the Minutemen came

out strong, keeping hea^'y pressure in the

Owl's end of the field. Still, UMass was

unable to capitalize on its scoring chances.

Temple also had a couple of good

threats, but sophomore goalkeeper Sam
Ginzburg came up with several big saves

to keep the game deadlocked.

A controversial call finally broke the ice

at the 25:10 mark.
Freshman midfielder Kennedy Torres

collected a loose ball in front of the UMass
net and fired on goal. The shot deflected

off a UMass defender and caught Ginz-

burg off balance and moving in the wrong

direction. The goalkeeper was able to ad-

just and slap ^. , ,

,

•" continued on page 14

really play well. They make the team go."

UMass took the play to the Vermont end

and just missed wide on a shot 30 seconds

into the second half. Moments later, Starr

robbed Spence again from the left.

A steady rain began falling with 25

minutes left and, seconds later, the Cata-

mounts tied the game on a very bizarre

goal. The ball went in off Belkin's leg to

make it 1-1. It is called an 'own goal', and
no one gets credit for it. So Vermont scored

without shooting.

"They scored because we had a defensive

lapse," Banda said. "The ball should have

been stopped by the wing fullback. It was
just too late for Debbie to move her leg."

Overall, the Minutewomen matched up

to their defensive showing against the Ag-

gies. For the second game in a row, UMass
has not allowed a shot on goal.

"The ball has been in our end more than

last year," Banda said. "But that's good in

a way because it's teaching us to play bet-

ter defense. When the ball comes in our

half. It's no big deal. We don't panic. We
just .'lear it out."

As the rain continued, most of the fans

left and thoughts turned to overtime. But

Powers took care of that as she converted

a pass from Carolyn Micheel into the game-
winning goal.

"Every win is important from here on

out," Banda said. "We have to .show the

(NCAA playoff) selectors that we're good.

We have the toughest schedule in New
England but I think the New Hampshire
College loss (a 2-1 setback earlier in the

season) may come back to haunt us.

"We looked good but not great today,"

Banda continued. "We have to win convin-

cingly because at the end of the season, we
don't want other teams to determine our
future. We want to make our own season,"

Field hockey shuts down
Boilmakers' attack, 4-0
Hultin and Griswald lead UMass offense

CoUefian photo hy Rirci Bonanno

Junior forward Tenia Kennedy prepares for play during the

Minutewomen's 4-0 victory over Purdue Saturday at Totman Field.

By LINDA DELIVORIAS
Collegian Correspondent

The University of

Massachusetts field hockey
team boosted it's record to

3-1 this season with a con-

vincing 4-0 whitewashing of

Purdue University yester-

day afternoon at Totman
Field.

Co-captain Lisa Griswold

and senior Lil Hultin pro-

vided the scoring for the

Minutewomen, as each
player tallied a pair of goals,

and junior goalie Lynn
Carlson notched her third

shutout in four games.
UMass head coach Pam

Hixon was all smiles after

the game, but was upset

over the poor officiating of

the contest.

"I was very pleased with

the team's performance, we
played very well," Hixon
said. "The officiating was
very inconsistent, however.
It is very frustrating when
the officials don't call things

that should have been call-

ed, but it did not have an ef

feet on the outcome of the

game."
What did have an effect on

the outcome was the play of

Griswold, a threat to score

every time her stick touches

the ball. Griswold chalked

up her team-leading third

goal of the year at the 31:16

mark of the first period.

Junior midfielder Ronnie

Coleman started the scoring

drive by intercepting an

outlet pass on the right

sideline. Coleman passed to

a streaking Griswold up-

field, who dribbled past a

few Boilermakers and slap-

ped the ball, for what would

prove to be the winning
goal, into the bottom left

corner of the net.

"Griz makes things hap-

pen for us out there. She is

a steady offensive player,"

Hixon said. "She also com-

bines wtu with her team-

mates, particularly Lil

Hultin."

It was Hultin who gave

the Minutewomen some
breathing room in the first

half by registering her se-

cond goal of the season with

a little over ten minutes to

play before halft;ime.

Sophomore Pam Bustin,

struck in the throat by a

Purdue stick in the first

half, picked off a pass in the

defensive end of the field

and fired the ball to

Griswold at midfield.

Griswold streaked toward

the goal on a breakaway but

was fouled by a Perdue

player before she could do

any damage.
UMass proceeded to set up

their penalty comer offense,

and Hultin inbounded to

Bustin, who shoveled the

ball to Griswold in front of

the net. Griswold's shot was
deflected by a Boilermaker,

but Hultin was on the spot

and deposited the loose ball

by the Purdue goalie, who
had advanced half-way out

of the goal to stop

Griswold's shot.

Statistically, the

Minutewomen offense rack-

ed up six penalty corners

and fifteen shots on goal in

continued on page 14
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SCHOOLTALK— Two UMass students chat between classes while walking on the Campus
Center outside the University's hotel.

Food union hires picketers
Rules might be violated
By MICHAEL ALTER
Collegian Correspondent

Picketers in front of Louis' Foods supermarket are con-

ducting an information campaign, not seeking to organize

Louis' workers, an organizer with the union that hired

them said last week.

A representative of the National Labor Relations Board

(NLRB) said he was unsure whether the picketing is in

violation of NLRB rules. Earlier this summer, Louis' fil-

ed a charge with the board, claiming the union was in

violation of the guidelines.

The marchers were hired by the American Food and

Commercial Workers Union and have been picketing at

entrances to Louis' new location on University Drive since

it opened May 10.

The union says the picketers are simply informing the

public that Louis' workei-s, who are not unionized, are paid

less than workers in other area supermarkets. Louis'

employs about 100 people.

Joseph Griffin, an NLRB investigator, said the board

prohibits unions from picketing for more than 30 days for

the purpose of organizing workers. "If they go beyond that

*Spirit of innovation
economic situation,
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Correspondent

Governor Michael Dukakis spoke yesterday afternoon

via satellite from the University of Massachusetts at

Boston to the University of Massachusetts at Amherst,

The University of Massachusetts Medical Center m
Worcester, and Southeastern Massachusetts University.

About 200 people in the Campus Center Auditorium

watched the speech "Creating The Future," which focus-

ed on innovation and the future of the economy of

Dukakis began by discussing his recent trip to Wiscon-

sin. ,

People talked about turning that state into the

Massachusetts of the Mid-West, he said.

"When people talk about economic innovation, they talk

about Massachusetts," Dukakis said.

"As we looR ahead, we must try to understand how the

Massachusetts miracle happened." Dukakis said. "We did

it together. Communities, particularly older communities,

refused to die." he said.

without filing a petition to represent employees, they have

violated the act," Griffin said.

"What happened was that Louis' filed a charge saying

the union was involved in recognitional picketing beyond

30 days," GriRin said. "The union filed a disclaimer in-

forming the employer and the region that they don't wish

to represent the employees of Louis'. Then the employer

withdrew the charge and a petition for an election. There

are no more cases pending in this office against Louis'

Food."
Griffin said that in response to the charges filed with

the boEU"d hy Louis', the union stopped picketing for two

weeks. The picket began again in early September.

"If the union is truthfully advising the public, there is

no delivery or work stoppage, and no effect on business,

then the picketing is considered lawful," Griffin said.

Whether the picketing out there now is lawful or

unlawful. I don't know," Griffin added.

Louis' owner Richard Vincent said, "There's a lot of peo-

ple who would assume the picketers are workers from

Louis'. In this case that's just not true. We gave the union

an opportunity to take a vote, and they decided not to.

We're going to continue to make an effort to do what the

employees want us to, and that is not to have a union."

'I believe in freedom of choice," Vincent said. "My family

continued on page 6

boosts state's

Posters label
SGA president
undemocratic
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

Posters attacking Student Government As.sociation

president Bill Bennett greeted students entering the Stu-

dent Union building around lunchtime yesterday. Ben-

nett denied charges contained in the posters that he abus-

ed his power at last week's undergraduate student senate

meeting.

"Guess what he did now?..." read the lavendar posters,

which appeared on walls and signboards throughout the

Student Union Building and the Campus Center.

The posters went on to charge that Bennett ignored the

interests of students and attempted "to avoid the

democratic process" by initiating a motion during last

Wednesday's senate meeting.

The motion effectively delayed a decision on whether

a question should appear on ballots during student elec-

tions later this month. The question would ask students

whether they should have the option to donate $1 on their

semester bills to a fund for UMass Daycare.

The posters also took Bennett to task for supporting a

motion made by Senator W. Greg Rothman that would

put 74 other separate voluntary donation questions on the

ballot. That motion was an attempt to point out the

dangers of putting extra lines on student bills, Bennett

and others have said.

"I don't know what they mean by abuse ofpower," Ben-

nett said. "It's within the president's power to initiate

referendum questions."

"What people don't understand is, I'm one of the 2,800

signers" of a petition to get the child care question on the

ballot, Bennett said.

"I want the thing on the ballot, I just don't support it,"

he added.

Of the poster itself, Bennett said, "It's hysterical. For

one, the group didn't even feel strong enough to put their

name on it," a reference to the fact that the posters were

anonymous.
The type style of the posters suggests they had been

printed by SGA Communications, a printing service for

student organizations. The printshop's manager, Tim Har

ris, confirmed his office did the printing of the posters,

though he stressed it had no opinion on their message.

Harris confirmed the posters were purchased by Sarah

Bush, a leader of the drive in favor of donations to child

care. Harris said he was sure Bush had bought the posters

with her own money.

Bu.sh was unavailable for comment yesterday. Another

student leader said she was unsure of Bu.sh's involvement,

but had seen child care advocate David Vassi putting up

the posters.

Bennett said he understood that child care was a serious

issue, but that deficits within the trust fund that helps

pay for UMass Daycare prompted him to block a request

this summer for an additional $1000 for the service.

Bennett suggested that advocates of child care try to

work out alternate means of funding the service with

administrators.

"I hope people come to the [next] senate meeting and

let us know they approve" of opposition to the referen-

dum, Bennett said.

says Gov. Dukakis,
"miat makes our economy tick? If you had to boil it

down to one word, I would use innovation. The spirit of

innovation has always driven the Massachusetts

economy," Dukakis said.

"Last January, we brought together 150 leaders in in-

novation for a conference." Dukakis said. "We've learn-

ed three very important things."

"First, innovation is alive. Second, innovation is by no

means the exclusive property of the high-tech industry.

Thirdly, there are important ways for the commonwealth

to help. Older industries all over the state are ready to

modernize and innovate with the help of high technology,"

he said.

"If we are to achieve all that we hope to achieve, we

must do more," Dukakis said.

"The creation of a Center for Applied Technology would

help us make traditional products in new ways," Dukakis

said. "It would be a kind of industrial greenhouse. I see

a new and stronger relationship between our schools of
'' engineering and established industry," he said.

The Governor discussed the development of a network
continued on page 6

Anderson to speak
on substance abuse

;
At 8 p.m. tonight in Campus Center 168, the Director

ofthe Coalition ofConcerned Parents Against SubstaiMxl

Abuse in New York City, Henry Andemm, will be epetk-

ing on "A push for a sober America."

Anderson's speech is part o( a massive campaign

against all imnecessary substance abuse, said Sherwood

Thompson director of the Office ofThird World Affairs.

Aniterson wU talk about a prevention prqject, research

on substance abuse, the New York environment, and

local manufacturers of cocaine, foreign governments, and
j

if incarceration is the solution to the problem.

He will also dispell myths that some government of-

ficalB theorize that drugs are good for social control in

urban settings, Thompson said.

Anderson will be accompanied by a medical doctor who

is a former drug user, a narcotic detective from the New
York Police Department, and a person who is currently

undergoing rehabihtation for drug abuse.

CAROL TANNENBAUM
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UM accused of violating law
BOSTON (AP) - The Inspector General yesterday accus-

ed the University of Massachusetts Medical Center of

violating state law by spending $100,000 from a trust fund

to secure a lease for a clinic without getting needed ap-

proval and called for a probe by the state Board of Regents.

But university President David C. Knapp said there was
nothing illegal about spending the university's self-

generated money to secure a lease while paperwork passed

through bureaucratic channels and accused the inspec-

tor general of couring the hospital's expansion plans.

At issue is a decision by the Medical Center in April

1985 to use money from the center's Group Practice Trust

Fund to secure a lease for a clinic in a building under con-

struction across the street from the Medical Center's

Worcester campus.
The trust fund was established in 1974 to allow the

university to spend money for the "improvement and
benenfit of the medical school" without legislative

approval.

But Inspector General Joseph R. Baresi said state law

prohibits spending the trust fund money without first go-

ing through the state Division of Capital Planning and
Operations.

He said it was an indication that the university was not

planning its future adequately. And attempting to bypass

the division, an agency created under the 1980 Ward Com-

f^''*sion rpform laws, further aggravated the situation, he

said.

Barresi recommended that the Board of Regents of

Higher Education establish an internal audit unit to

review the particular case and all other activities involv-

ing trust funds held by state education institutions

The move comes several months after the Westfield

State College case involving a $10,000 payment from a

trust fund to a student who alleged he was sexually abused

by the college president.

In that case, the Board of Regents and even Gov.

Michael S. Dukakis were charged with mishandling the

case, and the expenditure of trust fund money was label-

ed as improper by some politicians.

"The Medical Center still has not determined how much
space it needs for its various clinics. " Barresi said, "nor

has it determined the most cost-effective manner of ob-

taining such space."

But Knapp said spending money from the trust fund was

justified because without paying the developer, Richard

Biglioti, monthly fees totalling $67,633 to hold the

building through the approval process, the process itself

could not have occurred, because the building would have

been rented to a retailer.
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AH Photo

Unidentified student is arrested along

with about two dozen others protesting Yale's

investment in South Africa.

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
JP FLAVIN

FROM:
Debbie, Hamza Jim D, Lisa, Ann, Ruth, John Cr,

Joann, Sharon, Tali, Jim IVI, John Ck, Craig, Janice,

Steve, Doug, Bruce, Mark C, Eric B, Pom, Mindy, Jim L

CALCULATOR CENTER
Basic Business Scientific

For the student who has no equal

scientific calculators that have

no equal

HP no $50.00
list price S56,00

ffi| ;:,f3s SfcVTr[|i^

0BB©^lilftS®ft
HP15C $89.00
list price $99..00

This year get a head start on your classes with the HP-llC

or the HP-15C. So advanced they don't need on "'equals" key.

So extremely easy to use, you'll solve even the most complex

mathematical problems quickly.

Hewlett-Packards innovative design eliminates a vast

number of keystrokes. That saves you time with hyperbolics

and other complex calculations ... a big plus at exam time,

Get the HP-llC or HP-15C today, and start out the year one

step ahead Wlm% HEWLETT
mL'nM Packard

LOCATED IN THE CAMPUS CENTER

OPEN
M-F 9-5

SAT 10-3

Q,UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

* * * * * * *

IBM computer sale

IBM xT W/-20 MEG hard drive, serial/parallel

adapt 640k clock and calendar Amber Monitor

w/mono graphics

IBM AT w/20 MEG hard drive, serial/parallel

adapt, 512k Amber monitor w/mono graphics

XT clone 640 k 20 MEG, serial/parallel

w/Amber Monitor w/mono graphics Clock,

calendar

Also Available:

$2500

$3,695

$1,495

Compaq, Apple peripherals and software.

Call Larry 546-8930
Free setup delivery & support
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YES!
THERE ARE STILL SOME

OPENINGS LEFT AT TELEFUNDI

If you are intelligient and articulate, confi-

dent and enthusiastic you shouldn't be do-
ing a boring job for minimum wage.

Get REAL MONEY and Real experience

(Something that will add to your resume at TELEFUND!)

$4.50/HR, $ BONUSES TO START
Our top callers make $6-7/HR and even more!

YES!
TELEFUND PAYS!

Come to the basement of Memorial Hall

for an application.

Experience it!

y////////////////////////////////^^^^

Band director praises enthusiasm of musicians
Excitement from football team, crowd, bandmembers
generate enthusiasm, says 10 year director Parks

Collegian Photo by Paul Deamarais

UMass band Director George N. Parks
leads his musicians at the football game
Sept. 13.

by BRAD GORDON
Collegian Correspondent

The key to George Parks' success as director and
motivator of the University of Massachusetts Minuteman
Marching Band has been the quahty and the enthusiasm

of the band members, said Parks, sun tanned and smiling.

"The people who join the band want to be motivated,

and I pull out their energy," he said.

Parks, in his 10th year as director of the band, has found

and applied what he says are ingredients that are vital

to a performance. He said he draws his energy from many
sources and tries to put it back into the band. The excite-

ment coming from the football team, the crowd, and the

bandmembers are all factors in his enthusiasm, he said.

A certain "magic is happening when the band and the

crowd mesh together...this magic makes the performance

exciting," Parks added.

Parks's musical training began when he was very young

and he had numerous influences, he said. In ninth grade,

Parks knew that he eventually wanted to become a band

director, and when he became a drum major at his high

school in Delaware, this desire was strengthened, he said.

Both of Parks' parents were drum majors, and they, in

conjunction with his high school band director, were

strongly influential on his musical career, Parks said.

After undergraduate study at Westchester State Univer-

sity in Pennsylvania and graduate study at Northwestern

University in Chicago, Parks came to the University of

Massachusetts to begin his career as director of the mar-

ching band, he said, adding that it was his first job.

"In five years, I accomplished what I set as my ten year

goal. ..we've become the best college band in New
England."
Parks cited the band's two performances at Presiden-

tial inauguration ceremonies and that they have become
the feature band for the New England Patriots' home
games as examples of the success that the band and he

have attained. Parks said however, that he wants the band

to get .still better and become more widely known.

On the field, Parks is easily distinguishable by his red

hair and his energetic movements as he guides the band
toward excellence.

"When he conducts, he shows his energy and en-

thusiasm. ..he has a way of talking to the crowd with his

eyes," .said Amy McQuarrie. band manager and a UMass
Student.

After the band's first performance at home last week,

Jack, a freshman band member, said that although there

were a few mistakes on the field, all went well because

the band "respect(s) (Parks).. .he motivates (us) to do all

(we) can to make the show perfect."

Parks said of his success as director of the marching

band simply, "I like the job. I like to entertain."

Grad senate takes up grad students' issues
By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Graduate Student

Senate is the main organization representing graduate

students on campus.
"We serve as sort of a liaison between graduate students

and the University," graduate senate President George
Claxton said.

If a problem has to be solved outside of students' depart-

ments they can come to the senate and if the senate can-

not solve the problem they can refer people elsewhere, he

said.

The senate also serves as a bridge between the 6,000

graduate students at UMass and the Board of Trustees.

The senate tries to run interference to stop things that

will be "unpleasant," Claxton said.

While Dani Burgess, the Student Government Associa-

tion student trustee, is doing a good job, he said, it would

be better for everyone if the graduate senate got their own
representative. The state legislature has final say over

the Board of Trustees.

Also involving the legislature is the Board of Regents,

which Claxton would like to see have a graduate student

representative. The student representatives are changed

every year, and two out of three years there are students

who are from schools without graduate students. Often

the graduates "get shorted," he said.

Claxton said getting a representative on the Board of

Regents was doubtful, "but we'll give it a try. It's more

important for representation on the Board of IVustee.-,

especially given the way the Board of Trustees runs," hu

said.

The graduate senate has an executive committee con-

sisting of a president, vice-president, treasurer and ex-

ecutive officer. There is one senator for every 50 graduate

students in each department. They are elected positions

and every department has their own rules concerning elec-

tions. Most senators are elected in September and the of-

ficers are always elected in May, said Claxton.

The senate functions on an average budget of $200,000

per year. The money comes from a $54 student fee tax.

Graduate students away from campus, writing their

dissertations or doing field work, pay a program fee in-

stead of the tax. The money from the fee tax goes towards

funding various services the senate is attached to as well

as renting the office space in the campus center, he said.

The senate, formed in 1971, has grown considerably,

Claxton said. It has taken in more money, expended more
money, and grown in the number of people involved. It

has also expanded in the senate's relationship with others,

he said.

In the past, the senate has debated some heated issues,

he said. For instance, a few years ago the graduate

students wanted to form a union. Graduate students teach

30 to 50 percent of the classes, and do a lot of research.

Claxton said the grant is written by the professors, but

the work is done by the students.

Graduate students average $6,000 per year. From
1973-1985 there was no increase in the teaching assistant

stipends at all. Last year there was an increase of $1
million to cover all departments, he said.

The union was found to be illegal, he said.

Graduate students do not spend a lot of time on activites

aside from academics, he said. They feel they are "sup-

posed to be doing research and dissertation all the time.

That's something we're going to-try and break through,"

Claxton said.

Professor talks

about Nazism
By KARA MULLEN
Collegian Correspondent

Hubert Rottleuthner, professor of law at

the Free University of Berlin, will speak

about the "Role of Professors in Nazi Ger-

many" at 8:00 tonight in Campus Center

163.

The discussions will examine how profes-

sionals behave under governmental in-

justices such as Nazism.

One of the challenges of the 20th century

is to come to grips with Nazi Germany, its

devastation, its origins and its develop-

ment. According to Legal Studies Professor

Ethan Katsh, "It is of considerable public

interest as to what the intelligent people,

the doctors, lawyers, etc., do in this type of

situation. What can we expect of them?"

Rottleuthner holds a doctorate in

philosophy from the University of

Frankfurt and is director of the Institute

for Study of the Foundation of Law. An
organizer of a national conference on Nazi

,

jurispudence in Berlin, Rottleuthner has

been studying continuities and discon

tinuities in 20th century German history.

Rottleuthner is a member of the govern-

ing boards of the West German section of

the International Association for Legal and

Social Philosophy, the German Association

for Legal Sociology, and the Committee to

Combat Anti-Semitism of the Berlin City

Government. Tonight's talk will be the

first in a three-night series co-sponsored by

the Institute for Advanced Studies in the

Humanities and the legal studies

department.

At 7:30p.m. Wednesday, "The Role of

Lawyers and Judges in Nazi Germany,"

will be hosted at Wiggins Tavern in the

Hotel Northampton.
The final discussion, "Lawyers and

Judges under the Nazis," will begin at 7:30

p.m. on Thursday.

Collegian Photo by Nick Sokoloff

SO THIS IS ART — Music miyor Ira Baron studies sculpture to be used
in a multi-media dance event tommorow night.

Activities for new semester
planned by area governments
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

As the semester rolls on, some ofthe area

student governments are re-writing their

constitutions and planning movies, con-

certs and other events for their

constituents.

The Northeast Area Government is rati-

fying its constitution, said president

Michael Milbier. The 16-page document's

goal is to redefine student rights and of-

ficers' roles, and "the rights of the

assembly as a whole to student empower-

ment," he said.

The alcohol policy plays an important

role in the new constitution, since the on-

ly dormitory where students will be allow-

ed to drink alcohol in public spaces will be

in Northeast, Milbier added.

The constitution also creates three new
committes: activities, issues, and
maintenance, he said. "The activities com-

mitte will plan one major event for the

winter," Milbier said.

Northeast area representatives hope to

rent some buses to transport students to an

October fest in New York state or Boston,

he said. "There would be a lot of cultural

diversity."

Minors
charged
with fake
IDs
By CONNIE GRIFFITH
Collegian Corresi>ondent

In a busy weekend, 17 people were ar-

rested, three were placed in protective

custody, and 13 were summoned to appear

in court. University of Massachusetts

police said.

There were eight cases of ipinors using

alcohol or instances of falsifying a
Massachusetts Liquor Identification Card,

police said.

A man and woman, both non-students,

were arrested and charged with possession

ofcocaine at 4:18 a.m. Friday. They will be

held for arrainment, police said.

Keys to Hasbrouck laboratory and to the

Fine Arts Center were reported missing at

3:40 p.m. Friday. The locks to the two

buildings will be replaced, police said.

A two-car accident occurred at 8:15 p.m.

Friday on Massachusetts Avenue between

a 1972 Volkswagen driven by a 20-year-old

Milford man and a 1969 Oldsmobile driven

by a 19-year-old local man. The VW had

$1,100 in damages and the Olds sustained

$500 in damages. The driver of the

Oldsmobile was cited for traveling too close

to the other car.

An assault on a resident of Patterson

House was reported at 3 a.m. Saturday,

police said. The man reported that four

other men attacked him, causing lacera-

tions to his eye. He was transported to

University Health Services for treatment.

i
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ENJOY THE SPECTACULAR
VIEW

FINE DINING
AND

FRIENDLY SERVICE
•vs*-

;.rt)<Vv^-^ ^^*-

OPEN DURING ACADEMIC YEAR

Lunch: Monday-Friday 11:30 am-2:00 pm
Dinner: Tuesday-Saturday 5:00 pm-9:30 pm

Call 549-6000 ext. 639

for reservations

Validated Parking
Tfrifrr
irrrrrrr

** f*' 9^^ *« 9^

TOP or the

CAItIi Ul^ RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

ll'" FLOOR/CAMPUS CEOTER/IMASS
Collegian Photo by Paul Desmarais

PUPPY LOVE — UMass student plays with dog at the Boyden

soccer field.

The AT&T Personal Computer.
SAVE OVER 50« OFF ORIGINAL PRICE

AT&T PC6300 SALE
256 DUAL FLOPPY MONOCHROME

• Intel 8086 Processor

• Parallel & Serial Ports

• Expand To 640K- Mother Board

• Monitor & Keyboard

WHILE SUPPLY LASTS

$1310

$200

SALE PRICE

Opportunity CaUing REBATE

$1110
DEMO ON SEPT. 22,23,24

^.UNIVERSITY
mUstore^

Final SALE PRICE
After Rebate

BUY BEFORE SEPTEMBER 30, 1986

•MUST BE A UMASS Student, Faculty, or

Staff Member To qualify. LIMIT OF 1 PER CUSTOMER
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Seabrook sanity
The decision by Governor Dukakis to block the opening of

tlie nearly completed nuclear reactor at Seabrook, New Hamp-
shire is to be commended. The pressure to move ahead on pro-

duction must be tremendous, given the $4 billion which has

already been sunk into the project; for resisting this he should

be praised. Insuring human safety, as the people at NASA have
learned, must be placed foremost above ever5rthing else.

Federal regulations require that emergency evacuation plans

be drawn up for the area within ten miles of any new reactor.

The six Massachusetts communities affected by that ruling

come under the jurisdiction of the governor, who announced
this weekend that contingency plans for a nuclear emergency
are in effect a farce.

"Conditions at Seabrook, viewed through the Chernobyl lens,

compel me to conclude that, under the federally imposed
assumptions, adequate plans cannot be devised," said the

governor of the state which, according to Seabrook spokesman
John JCyte, would be hurt economically if the block succeeds.

According to Kyte, who is employed by New Hampshire
Yankee, Seabrook's parent organization. New England will

also suffer from widespread power shortages next year, should

the reactor be delayed further.

Dukakis sees through such reasoning, which precludes con-

sideration of alternative energy sources, and instead proposes

that officials from New Hampshire and Massachusetts consider

the option ofconverting Seabrook into a plant which uses fossil

fuels to generate energy. The surplus of world oil also bodes

ill for the New Hampshire Yankee line of reasoning.

Long Island's Shoreham nuclear plant has been in a similar

licensing limbo for similar reasons. Nuclear emerg:encies must
be expected, and for that reason many plants will have dif-

ficulty opening. The five major shortcomings of Seabrook
specifically, and nuclear plants in general, and which are sound

supportive bases for decisions like these, are: the possibiltiy

ofwidespread exposure to dangerous radiation levels; unpredic-

table weather patterns; inadequate shelters; the probability

of low-altitude radioactive plume increasing their risk of

serious exposure, and the length of evacuation time, a factor

in many cases influenced by high regional population density

and low numbers of exit roads.

Governor Dukakis, you did the right thing.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority view ofthe Collegian

Board of Editors.

Indoctrination exposed

We have inherited an incredibly beautiful and complex garden, but the trouble

is that we have been appallingly bad gardeners. We have not bothered to acquaint

ourselves with the simplest priciples of gardening. By neglecting our garden, we

are storing up for ourselves, in the not very distant future, a world catastrophe

as bad as any atomic war, and we are doing it with all the bland complacency of

an idiot child chopping up a Rembrandt with a pair of scissors. We go on, year

after year, creating dust bowls and erosion but cutting down forests and overgraz-

ing our grasslands, polluting one of our most vital commodities — water — with

industrial filth, and all the time we are breeding with the ferocity of the Brown

Rat and wondering why there is not enough food to go around. We now stand so

aloof from nature that we think we are God.
—emerald Durrell

I know now that 1 should not have got out

of bed this morning. Last night was par-

ticularly brutal — a horde of drunken,

lascivious women were harassing the men
on my floor, yelling "Hey, Baby!" and mak-

ing scatological remarks and gestures that

I don't dare repeat here. I had to write them
all up; you see I'm the RA on the floor. But

I probably won't be after my revelations

are finished.

What I am about to tell you will confirm

many of your worst nightmares. I have

always hoped that I wouldn't need to

disclose the following information, but it

is apparent now that the radical right on

the campus is too close for my own comfort.

For you see, I am a Communist; not only

a Communist, but a specially trained KGB
agent sent to subvert the youth of America.

And, rest assured, I'm not alone — all of

the RAs on campus are KGB (don't be fool-

ed by those pathetic little letters to the

editor). In fact, the best men and women
are stationed in Southwest, which our com-

rades in the Kremlin have deemed the

toughest capitalist nut to crack. These

special agents are so good that you would

swear that they are American.

Perhaps you are asking yourself why I

choose this time to reveal myself and my
comrades to the community at large. I do

it because there is another twist: I am a

double agent. I have been working closely

with an organization titled "Accuracy in

Residence Assistance", which is funded by

the CIA, FBI, and Burger King. I was ap-

proached by a man on my floor and offered

political asylum if I would cooperate with

their venture, which was aimed at flushing

all of these infiltrators out of the program.

This may sound farfetched, but I have

Baub Menzcl
tions. All of the posters that we put up have

subliminal messages super-imposed, such

as: "No Nukes", "Marx is God", and
"Phone home, E.T." I know. I helped to

develop them. Another secret tool is the

smoke detectors — in reality those are two-

way tape systems. During the day we listen

in on people's conversations to isolate

potential candidates for oppression, as well

as spotting potential vanguardistas. At
night we use this system to pipe in

subliminal messages while you sleep. My
favorite tape is Marx's Communist
Manifesto, but I know each person has their

own favorite.

These vanguards are the key to the en-

tire program. By isolating certain

character types and brainwashing them
(beware of the food at study breaks), we
create a force of Americans who help us in

our subversion. We tend to focus on peoples

who have been traditionally disenfranchis-

ed, thus the emphasis on issues of oppres-

sion. They are sympathetic to our cause,

because we want to help them achieve

equality, and they are willing to fight; they

have nothing to lose, and a world to gain.

Remember this the next time you're play-

ing hacky-sack with someone on your floor.

Everyone thinks they come from Califor-

nia, but I know better because I helped to

invent that as well. Any floor activity is

loaded with subliminal undertones, so

remember to wear your earplugs. You have

been forewarned, America. Now I must flee

to a safe house before my considerably

disgruntled comrades get hold of me. Das
jjedanya...

Baub Memel was an RA on Orchard Hill

Problems with promiscuity
One of the truisms about alcoholics is that they rarely

acknowledge their condition. "It's under control," or "it's

not hurting anybody," or "nobody tells me what to do."

Those close to an alcoholic can clearly see that the per-

son is only fooling himself or herself, and they have to

put up with that person's attempts to convert them to

alcoholism, also. Sober people are an unwelcome reminder

that an alcoholic doesn't have his or her act totally

together.

Lately Tve been noticing the parallels between

alcoholics and those who agitate for sexual freedoms. "We
can handle it," "It's not hurting anybody." "Nobody tells

me what to do." "You're just afraid you'd have a good

time, too." Does it sound familiar?

On their surface, some of the sexual liberation

arguments look pretty good. After all, if two adults con-

sent to have intercourse in private, how does that affect

anyone else? We may have to overlook the mutual ex-

change of diseases, the displacement of roommates, and

embarrassing situations with ex-lovers, but that's "under

control," we're told. So far. that sounds like a pretty

private matter.

However, sex, like drinking, has a way of producing

public results. Taxpayers foot the bill for YD treatment,

AIDS research, contraception for teenagers, and abortion

(Massachusetts spends 1.4 million tax dollars per year on

Rusty Denton

aoortion). Has the medical aspect cost any lives? Is it "out

of control"? Is it expensive? The answer to all of these

questions is yes. I would say that makes it a public issue.

America was founded on the principle of no taxation

without representation, so sex libbers should not be sur-

prised to find irate taxpayers rising up to protest paying

for irresponsible sex. If it can kill people or make them

sick, or requires an operation, then it is irresponsible and

rightly illegal.

Another effect of sexual liberation is the pervasive in-

fluence of chauvinistic literature. Its message is that the

chief pursuit of man is pleasure, and the chief pursuit of

woman is man. That's a euphemism for smut, but it isn't

limited to pornography. Advertisers depend heavily on

seduction and sexual connotations to meu-ket products, and

television producers apparently have a hard time produc-

ing shows — even Saturday morning cartoons — which

don't include a few overtly sexual overtones. You don't

have to be a Puritan to see the ubiquitous effects of a do-

your-own-thing attitude in this culture.

At this point, many women congratulate themselves

smugly, because after all, they are not like men. Men go

after pornography the way a wino looks hopefully into an

empty bottle; women don't. Women don't start wars.

Women aren't corrupt. Women are noble, and what a man
really needs is to be wrapped around a woman's finger

(with sex) because she has the wisdom of the earth to im-

part to him. That may sound silly, but it sums up some

of the feminist literature very succinctly. It also sums up

the message of a multitude of trashy romance stories cur-

rently on the market.

Obviously, a great deal of self deception is present

among both male and female sex-libbers. American men
have adopted a low view of women, since it is perfectly

acceptable to "love 'em and leave 'em." It doesn't seem

to matter if the women are left penniless with kids, as

some other guy may come along for the leftovers.

American women have adopted a low view of men, since

the men with guts "only want one thing", and the others

are wimps and wormboys, taking off when the going gets

tough.

There's another way, with no mornings after and no

hangovers. It's called love. It's based on the idea that a

deep and sensitive relationship should precede sex, even

though it takes a long time to build. Nobody says it's easy,

but abstinence before marriage hurts nobody. It's also

"under control."

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist
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Jury finds no indictments
•^ J ^^^A Uia rasicmflt.inn in March

Gov. Michael Dukakis addresses

economic success of Massachusetts.

^ Dukakis
continued from page 1

of industrial incubators in

Massachusetts. "These would be a place for
•

an enterprising man or woman to start a

business. When a business moves on

another fledgeling company would come

in," he said.
. ^u- a

Incubators already exist in Chicopee and

Lynn, according to Dukakis.

The opportunity for Massachusetts

businesses in the world economy could be

ToUeglan Photo I

university members about the

increased by employing a new concept in

marketing the state's economy. Dukakis

^
Dukakis stressed the need to expand the

state's role in research development and

the development of new products.

The governor discussed the labor market

in Massachusetts. "Job training and place-

ment are as important to our economy to-

day as the development of sewer systems

was in the past. I want to be able to tell new

companies that we can create a working

structure that is right for them," he said

* Louis'
continued from page 1

'Since Louis' opened the new store they have become

more of a threat, like when we bargain with competitors

of Louis' and they say, look. Louis' doesn't have pensions,

health insurance or pre-paid legal services for employees,'

Courtney said.

SPRINGFIELD, Mass. (AP)-A second

grand jury investigating Westfield State

College has completed its work without

handing up any indictments, Hampden

County District Attorney Matthew J.

Ryan, Jr. said yesterday.
. ,. , ,

A different grand jury in June ina»cted

former college president Francis J. Pilecki,

52, on charges of sexually assaulting two

male students in 1984.

Pilecki's attorneys have entered innocent

pleas on behalf of the former president, who

has been hospitalized for severe depression

since his indictment. A pretrial conference

in the case is scheduled for Friday.

Pilecki, who had headed the college for six

years, took a semester's leave in January

* Area governements

W. Greg Rothman, Central Area presi-

dent, said that a new constitution, which

resembles that of the Southwest Area

Government, was voted on last night.

Central's new philosophy encourages

house councils to sponsor free movies and

T-shirts and semi-formals, he said. It will

sponsor a three-band festival on Oct. 19.

The first 400 Central residents to attend

will receive free T-shirts, he said

"One of our key things is communication.

We'll be advertising in the Collegian,"

Rothman said. Central will begin

publishing a newsletter soon and is conduc-

ting a survey to "find out what students

want," he added.

"Students should get their moneys

worth," he said. "We will be accounted to

the students in Central."

Southwest Area Co-president Joel

Rabinowitz said his area government con-

cerns itself mainly with "activities for the

residents and advocacy for their rights.

Currently, the Southwest Area's ac-

tivities committee is planning to put on the

Seventh Annual Battle of the Bands,

possibly in the Student Union Ballroom.

and announced his resignation in March.

At that time, he said he had been offered

a consulting job at the University of

Massachusetts. ^,, .

The latest grand jury, which heard

testimony from several college ad

ministrators and security officials as well

as from professors who had been conduc-

ting their own informal investigation into

the scandal, completed its work on the

Westfield State case last week, Ryan said.

He said the failure of the grand jury to

return any indictments would not preclude

his presenting further evidence, if any

should be uncovered, to another panel.

"An investigation of this nature is never

closed," Ryan said.

Five different bands will compete,

Rabinowitz said.

In response to the Fine Arts Council s

decision to tear down the maze because of

its delapidation, more than 100 people have

signed a petition to "save the maze," he

claimed.

Area government Co-president Joe

Demeo said , "We're putting together a

task force to research possible funding."

Repairing the maze would cost $50,000, he

added.
Rabinowitz said, "Everytime we ever do

something, we usually take a win."

According to Sylvan Area President

Aram Hamparian. "House councils are the

most valuable aspect of area governments.

Sylvan is planning a concert for Oct. 4

and a dance for Oct. 25

Currently, it is selling raffle tickets for

"excellent tickets" at the upcoming

Psychadelic Furs concert, he said.

So far this semester the Sylvan Area

Government has sponsored a free dance in

the Totman tennis courts and free movies.

Field House Senator Vipul Bhushan said

Orchard Hill has not yet made any plans

for this semester.

SELF-SERVICE
COPIES

At KInko's we offer the highest quolity copies

at a very low price. Our other services include

binding, collating and a self-serve workspace

stocked with all the things you need to put

together that project or proposal. Try Kinko's.

For great copies. And great deals.

kinko's
open early. Open late.

Open weekends.

220 N. Pleasant St

WE CREATE A STYLE
AS INDIVroUAL AS YOU ARE

Consultation & Style Cuts

$10.00
Styils by Deborah

08 Unlvenicy Drive, Amherst 549-5610

PleMe call for an Appointment exp. 10/15/86

j
eating pbc& |

\ CAMPUS PLAZA
{

\{nex\ to Super Stop & Shop)^

Rt 9 Hadley/Amherst

256-6889

6 AM • 3 AM
SUN-THURS
• 0PEN24N0IIS

ARE YOU

PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HELP?
Birthright Can Help
• Ff€E PREGNAUCY TESTING

• S«m« Day Result*

~$«rWc«s that are
Fr—, CoMkiantll, Caring

« Hatptul

8549-1906
Amherst

Carriage Shors
an alter-^aiive to abortion

TrV.
X )^ :^-

RENTA^RECK

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also Available

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880 .

BOOK SALE
MON.-SAT. Sept. 22-27

30% OFF ALL HARD BACKS
20% OFF ALL PAPERBACKS

New & Used Books - Great Savings

VALLEY BOOKS
Carriage shops - Amherst

Mon-Fri 10:30-5:30

Sat 10-5, Sun 12-5

549-6052

VIM/MC

Tuesday, September 23rd
11:30 AM - 2:00 PM
Metawampe Lawn ^^ (g)^
RAINDATE: WED., SEPT 24th

^

Yankee Candle
YFactoryC& Country Store

S. Decrfield, Maw***

iHelp Wanted
The Yankee Candle Com-
pany of S. Deerfield is now
hiring. Seasonal positions

available days, evenings,

part-time, weekends. Open-

ngs include retail sales,

clerical. productions,

hipping.

Apply in person Monday-

-riday 9 to 4 (No phone

calls, please) at

Yankee Candle

Rt. 5, S. Deerfield, Mass.

BLACK AFFAIRS
,..-...i..:o..x*--.;..

Commuter services offered
By KATHRYN KIRBY
Collegian Staff

For those students who live off-campus

and still want to feel a sense of social and

entertaining closness to the University,

the Commuter Area Government tries to

access these needs.

Jose Tolson, program coordinator of the

Commuter Area Government said, "The

Commuter Area Government wants to

make as many education opportunities as

possible to off-campus undergraduates.

Thats why we offer film series that

7
.^

"I FEEL CONFIDENT"

students can organize.field trips, poster

layout design, theatre and much more."

Though the Commuter Area Govern-

ment provideo their services to approx-

imately 7000 undergraduates, most of

whom are juniors, seniors and transfers,

the Commupter Area Government likes

to feel its doing service to the entire

community.
Tolson said, "We really feel like were

a two-prong operation.

First to serve the needs of off-campus

students, but also to try and incorporate

on campus students as well."

The most important aspect of this

organization according to Tolson. "Is that

were the only Area Government that has

in our constitution, that we do programs

that are anti-sexist, anti-racist, multi-

cultural and entertaining.'

Some of the services and progams for off-

campus students that are offered is the

Commuter Newsletter directly mailed to

all off campus students, and funding to

the Childcare centers and to the Off

Campus Housing Office. Included for all

students is the Progressive Film and
Speaker Series.

$10
$10

K V

i'.

//,

\
Mv'^'v^^^

Front End Alignment
Shocks/struts
AntI Freeze
Front End Specialist

^10 •.^^ Ku\o Center ;

\ $10 exp^^^r--

And $1 says you will too!

Take this coupon to Hadley

Tire & Auto Center...Apply it

toward any of their services or

for two or more new tires. 30 or

more, and I will know you'll feel

confident too!

Tim & Steve will show you how

\ far your dollars can go-for
^'^^ ^ brakes, tires, alignments and

more!!

Services:
Brakes

Lube Oil Filter

Belts & Hoses
Exhaust Systems

Student
.ealth

Board
^

v^

HADLEY TIRE^o AUTO CENTER
mangaH ohc bloo.

439 RUSSELL ST., RTE. 9 253-^91

1

HAOLEY AMNKRsrrMAOunruNr

INVITES YOU TO JOIN

Please come to the first meeting if you:

-are interested in the health field

-have creative ideas about outreach activities

on campus
-want to help fornnulate policy for the Univer-

sity Health Services

When: Tuesday September 23, 1986 - 5:30 -6:30pm

Where: University Health Center Room 302

We're crunchii^ numbers

ontheffiM PC.
Now you can save money on a PC and

still get IBM quality.

Because we're selling the original IBM
Personal Computer- complete with two

diskette drives, monchrome monitor and

adapter- at our lowest price ever.

So if you're in a crunch for a computer,

stop in.

We've got your numbers.

IBM PC Package

$1100.00*
Demo Sept. 22,23,24,

10AM-4PM
*Must be a UMASS student, faculty, or staff member to qualify*

Limited to one computer per person

, .i.fc .-^. .^. ,,.-'— .

W^'

tli-Sv-lTry*!-;'*^'.» At?i iSZSii 58**

\" \ 3-';-"- ^- x-y •/ CZl'"^^"

^.UNIVERSITY
MESTORE^ :^'-.v^--^^-A
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ARTS

FAC scene for Multimedia event

Trombonist David Sporny will be featured

i^ a concert at 8 p.m. on September 25" in

Bezanson Recital Hall.

By DAN GOODIN
Collegian Correspondent

The Multimedia perfor

mance series for public

spaces has chosen the Fine

Arts Center at UMass for

the premiere of the Kinetic

Environment Project,

"Where Sheep May Safely

Graze," to run two shows at

8:30 and 9:30 p.m. tomorrow

night.

Concept director and pro-

ducer Aria Edry holds a

master's degree from Col-

umbia's School of Interna-

tional Relations, certificates

from Leningrad State

University, and the Univer-

sity of Geneva, as well as

having studied dance at the

Martha Graham School in

New York. She now teaches

dance composition and im-

provisation in UMass'
Southwest Academic pro-

gram and performance art

in the University's Depart-

ment of Art.

"Kinetic Environments is

a project of mine that I in-

troduced at the university

through the department of

art," said Edry. "What
we're concerned with is how
to make a performance us-

ing outside spaces in rela-

tionship to the campus and

it's ambiance and it's light

and architecture, etc."

Edsy said her reason for

using the Fine Arts Center

was it's ominousness. "To

me, (The Fine Arts Center)

is a cross between Hitler's

bunker and a mauseleum
and an attempt by the ar-

chitects to create an im-

perial civilization."

The multimedia event,

consisting of dance, film

loops, slide photography,

original electronic music,

and twelve-foot moving
sculptures is created by an

extensive crew of profes

sionals with impressive

credentials. Admission is

free, but donations will be

accepted.

I

Starting Oct. 1 st

Adult Evening Classes

Ballet-Modern

Jazz Dance
Amherst Ballet

Center
29 Strong St

549-1555
(one block east of

Butlerfield Dorm)

COURSE
PACKETS

kinko's^

220 N. Pleasant St

253-2543

UMASS TRANSIT SERVICE PRESENTS THE

Fall Training Program For New Bus Drivers

COME TO THE

Applications Meeting
Wed. Aug 24th 7:00 PM C.C. RM. 804

Applicants Must:

Be at least 18 yrs. old

Have had a drivers license for at least one yr.

Have at least two semesters remaining

at UMASS In a degree program

You absolutely must bring proof of class year to the meeting (Schedule,

transcript or letter form the registrar) ID's are not acceptable.

Only the first 125 people will receive applications!

For More Information Call 545-0056

UMTS is an AA/EO employer

NOW HIRING
GO GETTERS ONLY

25 OPENINGS
Telemarketing Tools and Industrial Supplies to Construc-

tion Companys Nationwide. Salary and Commisions and

Bonuses. Three shifts allov^ you to work around your

schedule. Shifts: 6:30 am-10:30 am; 3 pm - 6 pm;6 pm
-9 pm; Saturdays 8 - 12 and 12-4.

Coll Dave 266-4101 7 am - 7 pm

i-

WHAT DO YOU DO WHEN ITS AFTER 1 am AND
YOU WANT A BEER OR YOU'VE GOT THE MUN-
CHIES BUT THE WEATHER WON'T LET YOU GO
OUT? IT'S EASY . . .

RENT A
FRIDGIE!
FREE DELIVERY — 2 & 5 cu. feet.

R&P RENTALS
R&P PACKAGE STORE
460 WEST STREET

S. AMHERST 253-9742

HNANCULAID
H)RSTUDOnSMlp
coMMUMamoiis.

^ CUSTOM DEERSKIN FoOTBAGS S

;$tni <5\eak or ni.«.

TtoS

a • Custom ^•^

« . SASE sets -ft-e*WKore w/l>^5ae lyrics... |

>SL^ii5L 4Pa»cu B?a>«^_ ^Js^ f

5TAR BO'J

If vouVr a stiuJriit looking for ihe

lalcsl ill TV^, \(\U, and ^t(^•os, ihc

las! thing lliat should stand in \our v\ay

is inoru'v. Which is why Hcdi-Vision

is now offering vou these t err i fie

student deals.

You'll find this financial aid

|)acLige worth looking into.

»«WSl«*^'!<?!«««W»y.

'^fj'^ -^l?*
"-%«."* Jiff"

^i ^ Price irt^wa.9 f >«se- < "WanAA.n^.

d ftc^c^-^^ai* ^dc^etr^ntfi C£r'<»"'^:M* 9£r^Gir*osa 6

$

VCR

32%.
REDIVISIOM
VIDEO LEASING

$

19" COLOR T\'

24%.
|M month -lurlt-nt it-.i-ti

K)H INKOKMVnoNCM.I,
I H()0.i!2l 7:iU
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Doonesbury
By Garry Trtideau

COLLEGIAN ^

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

YOU
POHT
UKB
IT

\

J J., I UIAHJBDA TRIM!

iOu'veMAoeMBuooK

DOUINTOm IRmCOIP!

•'H Sf";n:«l»

^%i\_
^^BoS^^^'^^X7-f^

C\4»J»V

"Well, wouldn't you know it — we've come
oil this way to our favorite beacti and

someone's strung ctiicken wire around it."

Gordy By Gorde

JC/ST PO/iu3> Mr ToB,
•SIR. •' rue K/£i/oesT
SAR. It J ro^.i^J-THE
SAAOKBY G^IUL"- OOIaJN
THE. ALi-£Y AKIO T&

^ THE LEf=T.
»

|1
Bat Brain By Bill Bearing

\

Campus Pond

?^fn,?^m Youve got to
HEL? y^E, DUDE, I'M BEING

CHASEt) ABOUND i __

rWWAT

rr-'S A BIG HAIRY miNt
IT SMELLS, ITt SLinET

AND IT DROOLS [

A/01 ITCANJT WeT"
I TH'OUGWT IT WAS
GONE FOREYFRTN
THE DEPTHS OFTHE

?ONDl

(vOy...WHAT IS IT?

" (rr's..m

r,G^^'

The Collegian will show the movie Dr. Stran^elove

at 7:30 tonight in n»oni 917 in the ( ampus Center. The

movie is free for all students interested in writinjj and

for staff

By Sal

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

/v\IU)...V0^e'5 ft

MYseLF /Kf.055

so?

PILL we CAT

IN -me TELBPOf^K
$m<m A cmKent...

\

I WINK OUR P>N

A

mcecuLes wef^ mop
/^ixep. mftFmp HeA\/eNS...

r/*f 5UM.i nmm WHftT'5

IN1D ft CftT. Hftfm/m

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Michel Jaffc

ACROSS
1 Outdoor toy

5 Play

10 Bus station

14 First garden

15 Smidgens
16 Low-pitcned

brass
instrurT>enl

17 Tenant s

concern

IS BiKe

20 Space agcy

21 Haw s partner

22 Bring up
23 Root worKei

25 Not witn a bang
but a — T S
Eliot

27 Place to enter-

tain guests

29 Glisten

30 Wide ot the

mark
31 Lover s quarrel

32 Consider

36 Jabber

37 Diets Bntisti

style

36 Indignation

39 Snick-or

—

41 All — (listening)

42 Night watch

44 Grassy plain ol

Spanisn-

America

46 Expressed relief

47 Attack

50 Intone

51 Exchanges

52 Mrs . m Malaga

53 Construction

beam
56 Cowboy s

weapon
59 Scarlett

Hara s home
60 Fencing sword

61 Bluenose

62 Yaiies

63 Theresa to

friends

64 Choir member
65 Hit lightly

DOWN
1 Composer ot

Show Boat

2 Concept

3 Bowler s goal

4 Involves

5 In a —
(agitated)

6 Oarsman
7 Energy source

8 Animal s throat

9 Baseball bat

wood
10 Cooked a

certain

way
1

1

Spring btoom
12 Overly plump

13 Kitchen utensil

19 — go bragh

24 — Angeles

25 Smashes into

with force

26 Homers, for

example
27 Reimburses

28 — for All

Seasons
29 Agnew
31 Incline

33 Mistit, in a way

34 Buffalo s canal

35 Blend
37 Close tightly

40 Goes by

42 By way of

43 Lights

45 Luxurious

46 Participant

47 Possession

48 Filch

49 Reed instru-

ments for short

50 Religious tenet

52 Amaze
54 Opera highlight

55 Carpenter $ tile

57 Choose
58 Mineral deposit

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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Lunch

Shrimp Cantonese

Tacos

Basics Lunch

Vegetable Taco

Shrimp Cantonese

Menu
Dinner

Barbecued Chicl<en

Chopped Beefsteak Special

Basics Dinner

Mixed Bean Casserole

Barbecued Chicken

Weather
Today morning showers are predicted with scattered

sun breaking through the clouds. Temperatures in the low

70s and clearing skies at night. Tommorow will be sun-

ny with highs in the 70s.

Today's Staff
Nitfht Editor TomMiddleton

Copy Editor P^^lro M Pereira

Prodactlon S«p«rvUor Debbie Pikul

Layoot Tech Michael Berland

Photo Tech NickSokoloff

Prodactlon.Lynne J. Dewhurst, Barbara DeLoIlis, Thca

Kearney, and Steve Mathewson

Executive Board — Fall of 1986

DODf LEVENSON
Editor m Chipf

JOHN YONCr
M;in<iging Editor

STEVE RUBIN
Business Manager

ROB SKELTON
Editorial Editor

WILLIAM SPAIN

Editorial Editor

ANSEL ZINTER

^Voduction Manager

Business Board - Fall of 1986

STEVE RUBIN
Business Manager

PAUL H LESSER

Advertising Sales Manager

VANESSA ROTH
Finance Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marketing Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Circulation Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Subscription Manager

MiaHi twiufek
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* Field hockey

continued from page 12

had nine thefts.

The Minutewomen are solid in goal

with Lynn Carlson, who has chalked up

three shutouts this season in four games.

The junior, a native of Newtown, PA, has

29 saves this year, almost five times as

many as she had in spot duty last year.

"Lynn Carlson has improved from last

season," Hixon »aid. "She is playing more

consistently, and is making good decisions

back there. She is a good athlete and a

hard worker in practice."

The aggressive play of UMass' defense

has also been a big factor in the team's

success this year. Senior co-captain Chris

Kocot. who had eight interception?

against the Boilermakers, and freshman

midfielder Carol Smith, who had a pair

of shots outside the circle, received praise

from their coach for their performances in

the Purdue game But Hixon is quick to

note that the entire team has made great

strides since last season.

"Chris played steady and poised against

• Volleyball

Purdue, and Carol is smart and compos

ed on the field," Hixon said. "But

everyone has improved from last year,

both skillfully and tactically. They

understand the game much better and

they're one year older. All of these things

have made a big difference this year."

Offensively, the Minutewomen are

tough to contain. Other teams cannot key

on high-scoring Lisa Griswold, since

several players, most notably Lil Hultin,

Stuart, and Tonia Kennedy, have proved

that they can put the ball in the net.

"Teams try to key on Griz, and in the

process she gets physically abused. But

Lisa has withstood the pressure well. She

is a much better player than last year.

Her skills have caught up with her speed,

and all the parts of her game are starting

to come together," Hixon said. "We can't

always look for Gnz on offen-se. Ronnie

Coleman and Sue Hodgkins are great at

creating penalty corners, and all of our of-

fensive players have shown they have the

ability to score."

/vv^AA^^AA;'^A^^vv^A^AA^v^vv^^^AJ^AAA^A^^^^

continued from page 12

ches caught up with the Minutewomen

against Drexel University.

"Drexel was the worst struggle of the

tournament. All of the travelling and so

forth really hit us on Saturday," Sortino

said. "We were very tired and that was

clearly our only problem against Drexel."

The match itself went the maximum five

games, with UMass coming out on top 15^,

7 15. 15-13. 13-15. 1715. In the fifth and

decisive set. the Minutewomen saved six

match points with Drexel leading 15-14.

"If we had been rested, the match would

not have gone that far," Sortino said.
"

Drexel was only the third or fourth best

team there."

The Minutewomen received their much

deserved rest, as the next match against

Cleveland State University was not

scheduled until Saturday night. CSU had

the unpleasant task of finding out how the

spikers can play when they are rested.

"After the Drexel match, the kids got a

chance to kick their feet up and relax for

a while," Sortino said. "That really made

the difference. When they came hack, they

Tuesday, September 23, 1986

were fresh as daisies."

For Cleveland State, the fresh scent of

daisies served as a prelude to destruction.

The Minutewomen blew the doors off CSU,

taking to bed a 15-2, 15-8, 15-12 sweep and

setting up Sunday's showdown with host

Syracuse University.

But the showdown turned out to be

nothing more than another UMass victim

biting the proverbial dust. The spikers ad-

ministered a 15-5, 15-13, 15-5 beating to

the Orange and captured second place, thus

proving to the conference and, more impor-

tantly, themselves, that this team and this

season is for real. In a war, confidence is

often the most important element.

Side Out8:Senior co-captain Debbie Cole

leads the A-10 in aces, averaging 1.0 aces

a per game. Junior co captain Michele

Barys and freshman setter Karen

Ferguson are tied for eighth, with both

averaging .571 aces per game. . .As a team,

the Minutewomen lead the conference in

digging average (7.43) and are second in

aces per game '3.14) LIMass is also third

in the conference hitting percentage M51).

Complete Hairstyling for Men & Women

Haircut - $9.00

Perms - $40 with haircut

DELTA
ZETA

(&yys4-

228 Triangle St.

Amherst

Call: 549-1502

StBASTIAN

All University Women
are invited to open rush on:

Tuesday, Sept. 23 6:00-6:45

Wednesday, Sept. 24 6:00-6:45

Thursday, Sept. 25 6:00-6:45

Delta Zeta Sorority

11 Phillips St., Amherst
For more information, call Pam at 253-9916
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SEE THE
LIGHT

Swing Arm Lamp
Starting as

low as

$12.95

DESK LAMP
many styles and
colors to choose

from

M-F 9-5

SAT 10-3

Located in the Campus Center

f}.UNIVERSITY
mUstore^

The Distinguished Visitors Program
Presents

JACOB HOLDT
with

AMEWGAN

The Country You Never Knew

Wed. Sept. 24, 1986
7:00 PM

Student Union Ballroom^se^

UMASS jnt^^^mnnn
FREE distinguished

Vbitors program

I
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Men's x-country tops BC, Yale
The University of Massachusetts men's

cross-country team started the season off

on the right foot with a pair of convincing

triumphs, last Thursday at Chestnut Hill.

The Minutemen defeated Boston College,

25-39, and Yale University, 25 60 to run
their early season record to an unblemish-

ed 2-0.

"In one respect, it was what we ex-

pected," head coach Ken O'Brien said. "We
thought we could beat BC and Yale but we
didn't think we would beat them by what
we did."

UMass accomplished its sweep with a

balanced attack by placing its five scoring

finishers in the top eight, and seven run-

ners in the top 10.

"We accomplished what we wanted to do

perfectly by placing four runners in the top

six," O'Brien said.

Leading the way behind BC's Joe Rocha

(who set a 25:17 course record) was Bill

Stewart who crossed the line in 26:40.

Stewart was followed by UMass teammates

Kerry Boyle (26:48), Rick Dow 1 26:51) and

ReinardoFlores (26:54).

Wayne Levy placed eighth at 26:59,

while Minutemen John Novak and John

Lorenzini rounded out an impressive

UMass top- 10 domination.

"We're going to have to have that kind

of group running to continue to win,"

O'Brien said. "We didn't have anyone who
could match up against Rocha, of course he

finished about a minute and a half ahead

of anyone else."

Men's tennis to host Huskies
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Correspondent

The University of

Massachusetts men's ten-

nis team will be on the Up-

per Boyden Courts this

afternoon at 3 p.m. to take

on the Huskies of the

University of Connecticut.

The Minutemen are now
21 after suffering their

first loss of the season, 7-2,

at the hands of Boston

University, Saturday at

Boyden.
UMass played close in a

counl*» n^'r.'*"»''<"nl losses.

but just weren't enough to

beat the powerful Terriers,

a team which has reci-uited

players from all over the

world.

BU has three players

from the U.S., plus players

from France, Chile, and

the Phillipines. The
Minutemen are

homegrown, with all its

starters from
Massachusetts.

Once again, the number
three doubles team of

Chris Johnson and John
DeKlerk came from a set

back to gain one of the two
UMass wins. DeKlerk took,

the other himself from the

number four singles

position.

Coach Manny Roberta

and his team are looking

forward to today's match

with UConn. "They
(UConn) are a lot like New
Hampshire, " Roberts said.

"So, we should be able to

beat them."
Last year, the

Minutemen pulled out a

close one here, nipping the

Huskies, 5-4.

STUDENT MEMBERSHIP
Before October 15

Buy 8 Month Nautilus Membership

for $140.00
Under $20 per month

THE AMHERST

RACQUET & FITNESS CENTER
Rte 116, North Amherst

(on the bus route)

549-4545

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

11 am - 2 am 7 days
50 Main St. Amherst, MA

I can't help

myself the roast

beef at J.B.*s makes
me drool.

The tastebads on

my tongue go wild!

Is this you? Come in for your deluxe special

ACTIVITIES • AUDIO
AUTO FOR SALE • CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT • FOR RENT
FOR SALE • FOUND

HELP WANTED 'LC^T

CLASSIFIED
^«:•

INSTRUCTION • MOTORCYLCLES
PERSONALS 'RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED • SERVICES

ROOMATE WANTED • TRAVEL
WANTED -SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI - 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PROIR TO PUBLICATION • CASH IN ADVANCE. 15e/W0RD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITliS

EXPERIENCE THE FRENCH way Party

Thursday Septembef 25 CC 1009 8-1 AM
Tm $2 CC Concourse. Door $3. Music,

Food and .

WORK STUDY (4.05$hr) 8-12 hrs wk
(lex hrs assist in lab work on soil, plant

samples no exp required call Morteza at

545-2259 between 10AM-4PM

UNDERGRADUATE BUSINESS CLUB
registration $5 00 9/17-9/24 SBA lobby

first meeting. 9/24 Mahar 7;00PM All

welcome—get involved!'

ORADUATi AND 25 -• STUOINTS

SOCIAL HOUR AND A HALF
every week; Thursday 500

Blue Wall
Campus Center

get social

FALL FOLIAGE FlFGHT SI buys a

chance at 3 seats on a one hour plane

ride over the beautiful western Mass
Foliage tickets on sale Tuesday and
Wednesday on the concourse Help sup-

port AIIE

ATTENTION PSYCH MAJORS and
minors! Join CUSP; our own Psych club'

The first meeting is Wed Sept 24. at 6 30

in Tobin 304. Fteshwo/men especially

Invited.

ATTENTION UPC MEMBERS!!!! Generic

meeting on Tuesday September 23 at

6 30 PM in CC 101 new members always

welcome

HILLEL BLOOD DRIVE. Over 50 pints

goal Hospitality volunteers needed.

10:30-4:30 CC165-169

ATTINTION lANOM

APPLICATIONS FOR THE Southwest
Battle of the Bands are now available All

applications must tie submitted along

with a recent tape of the band. Winner to

open for the Southwest concert this

spring Applications may be picked up at

the SWAG office in Hampden next to

Munchies. For more into call 545-0960

All applications are due on Sept 29 at

5:00PM no late applications accepted

AUMO

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH ARBOspeakers.

Brand new Warranty Type used in

dance bar, aerobics studios. S1500 list.

For sale $750 call 263-9687

AUTO KM SAL!

81 RENAULT 4Dfl. 66000miles. clean
$1900 or BO 253-7451 5-8 PM

78 CHEVY NOVA m-lm cass. PB/PS,
AC. new tires, battery, muffler $1000
negot call after 7PM 253-2004

1875 BMW 2002 good condition $1600
call 256-6497

0AT8UN 73 RUNS wall, no rust. $500
firm 32*6726

1881 RABBIT DIESEL silver grey 4-door.

excellent condition, super economical.

$2195. 584-9524

1977 AUDI 100LS sedan 28MPG on
regular at AC SR stereo asking $1000
665-8217

79 VW RABBIT diesel 4 door, standard,

48 MPG rebuilt engine, good condition,

cheap transportation Asking $1400.
665-8291

1975 OLDS OMEGA Atuomatic new bat-

tery runs well $800 549-4444 after 5:30

79 HONDA ACCORD excellent engine
spot of rust on body.new clutch, fuel,

lank, exhaust, system, transmission

Must sell asking $1400 or bo. Call Nik

569-4836 eves

76 TOYOTA WAGON Runs needs work
$100 253-2783

1981 TOYOTA COROLA srs hatchback.

5 speed. AM/FM Stereo, excellent

car $2100 or B.O. 256-1826 Oeb

A BARGAIN! 1979 Ford Pinto SOK miles,

no rust, new tires, recent lube and oil

change Fully inspected/registered S660
call Russ 54&4435

OATSUN 710 1976 new clutch, mufflers,

brakes. 4 radials, no rust, runs great Ask-

ing $1000 call 253-7798

CASH

PAYING CASH FOR your baseball cards

please call Mike 549-0333

CLASS II OMViRS WANTID

BUS DRIVERS WANTED UMass Transit

Servk^e needs drivers to start immediate-

ly You must have a Mass Class 2 license

and be in a degree program taking at

least 6 credits Hours are flexible, starting

pay is $4 60/hr with regular raises App-

ly at tghe bus garage (behind HoWsworth
Hall) or for more info call Lindsay or Bud
at 545-0056

DILTA »TA OPIN RUSH

GET THE DELTA ZETA SPIRtTI All

UMass women Invited to open rush at

Delta Zeta llPhlllipsSi &&^^^Ki9/23.
Wed 9/24 » Thurs 9/25 for more Info call

Pam at 253-9916

NTIRTAINMINT

THE MANNISH BOYS! Best of Stevie

Ray. ZZTop. Thorogood. Stones.
Thunderbirds open for bookings
253-2564 or 253-3093 at the Hatch Wed
17 6-11 WC Productions

MUSICIANS NEEDED FOR perfor-
mances at Belchertown State School
Funding available Contact Bruce
256-4236

FOR RINT

ONE BEDROOM OFTWO bedroom apt
on bus route in Sunderland available im<

med to responsible student throughout
August with right to sublet Call Kyle at

665-4044 after Sept 1 2 or come by and
see 28 Hadley Rd in the evening $225/mo
plus utilities

NORTHWOOD APARTMENTS IN
Sunderland some cancellations 2
bedroom garden apartments hot water,
no utilities, office hours Monday thru Fri-

day 10 00AM to five PM 665-3856

3BE0ROOM HOUSE in Hadley SOdiTor
295 per room 253-5365

FRIDGE RENTALS CALL package store

253-9742 tree delivery

2BEDR00M APT. tor rent Squire Village

5 mins from UMass on bus rt $470/month
call 665-4793 Dan or Audrey

HOUSEMATE WANTED FOR 5 bedroom
house in Hadley Large bedroom Nice
people 584-4916

FOR SALI

PROFESSORS EXAM FILES f^r

engineering, calculus, physics and
chemistry at University Store

SPEAKERS! KENWOOD 78W bookshelf
utmost quality a bargain at $160 or BO
also: ultra acoustics 300 12SW separate
tweeter and midrange controls compact
disc ready for the works' Don't pay $600!'

Steal them from me for only $250' 6- 1 441
eves.

MUST SELL!! Need caahll Spectrum
radar detector $100. 19 Raleigh Capri
$150 both like new!' Will bargain' Call

253-5986

RALEIGH SPORTIF 19" S80 F Mji sagres

23 with mirror. rack. bxDillc holder and
kryptonile lock $170Call 549-52l6after

7pm

MACINTOSH 512 W/EXTERNAL drive,

mouse, printer. Jaiz, MacWrite. Mac-

Paint, and more! $2400 00 or BO Russ
256-6041

FuOTBALL CONCISIONS NOW hinna
for at least 4 games starting pay at 3 65
and tree food II interested see Arlene on
10th floor CC or call 6-5488

RADIOLOGK; technologist needed
to work afternoon/eariy evening shift 3
days/wk plus on-call hours for medical

group in Amherst Call Barbara Keegan
9AM- 12PM 256-8561

SHAWN—HAPPY BIRTHOAYIII Love
ya. Dad. Mike. Neil. Wendy. Slan. Dave.

Ric & Dave. Shaun & J C etc

VIETNAM VETERANS: EARN $15 and
help us better understand the Vietnam
expenence Answer a 1 '/t hour question-

naire at home For details call 548-9021

SHAWN-O HAVE^nolhing birt furTon your

birthday! We love ya!-<and we're not

angry with you!) Stan and Swen

INSTRUCTION

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS, ex-

perienced and patient teacher Rock/

Pop/ Folk/ and Blues Improv .reading,

theory, composition My studio is on bus

line in North Amherst Doug- 549-4786

KNOW YOUR CAR' Basic Auto-

Workshop including classroom and

shop, limited enrollment 253-2098

JEAN ZONA THE best roommate and
friend one could have Look forward to a

great semester Love ya, Kelly and Opus

GWEN HAPPY BIRTHDAYI Will you be
my Iriaivl? Yah. right. Me

FOUND

EMILY RAKOWSKII I found your

shawmut card Call 546-1213

rOR A OOOD TIMi CAU

TUTORING IN FRENCH. Experience and

patient French grad students Call

Isabelle or Nathalie 256-6878

UTTLi SISTIR RUSH

ROOMMAnS WANTID

2 ROOMMATES MALE/FEMALE wanted
to share room in house on bus route

Steve 256-0608 keep trying

RACK-A-OISK ENTERTAINMENT
Agency - Disc)Ockeys. Bands Lights and

Large screen video dances 549-7144

HiLP WANTID

COOKS! LINE, PREP, SAUTE Creative

work- full and part time Dishwashers app-

ly also. Judie's. Amherst.

DELTA CHI LITTLE sisters cordially in-

vite all University women to a little sister

rush party SepI 25. 7-9PM 118 Sunset

Ave For more information atx>ut this side

of fraternity life, call Sheryl 546-1095 or

Nicki 256-0945

LOST

RESPONSIBLE FOR LG apt on bus route

own room, turnished but bring bed $210
lor room plus utilities call 323-4989 before

2PM 323-6311x530 after

PHOTON FUTON
gauranteed quality

kirtg $125 double $91

queen $103 twin $71

free delivery

call evenings 586-8917

BATAV» MOPED RUNS welt call Stiawn
546-9030 $200

COMPUTER TERMINAL & modem for

sale $200 cheap 256 8678

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent free meals

Light clean-up
all Cheryl at /

545-2152
Call Cheryl at MO

LARGE RED LEATHER WALLET IN

Canipus Center 9/1 2/86 Please return to

the Collegian office or call 584-3764. No
questions asked

H.P. 1 1C CALCULATOR in library tower
Please call 546-4778 for reward

BRITTANY MANOR APT $150$10elec
month call 546-8334

RIFiMKS

AHAUS REGISTERED REFEREES to

work Amherst Youth Hockey Games.
Dave 549-6785. Bud 5490383

WANTED IMMEDIATELY- full-time and
gart-time grocery stockers- Apply at

read and Circus- 9 to 9 Mon-Sat 12-8

Sunday

KEQ TAPS FOR sale' Brand new. never

used keg taps only $25 Packies charge
$45 for used taps. Don't waste your
money! New taps $25 Call Tony
256-1438 today

BED FOR SALE single box and mattrass

first $25 takes it 584-2905 eves (Alan)

KEYBOARD FOR SALE: muttivox MX28
5 octaves, full size keys Askina $175 call

for more info; Euger>e • 6-8837

1979 CHEVY WAGON. 90,400 miles,

new clutch. Bast oftef. 536-5434, Even-
ings week-ends.

LARGE BLACK DRAWING table $75
large bureau 6 drawers $65 253-3690

MANAGER TRAINEES NATIONWIDE
Tool Co.. expanding in Amherst. Now hir-

ing 25 new employees great money, ex-

cellent wort<ing corxJ » carreer opportuni-

ty. Part and full time wofk. For interview

call Willie 256-4101

nCKET AGENT. PART-TlMETPeter Pan
Bus 79 So Pleasant St Apply in person.

No phone calls please

BURGUNDY WALLET SOMEWHERE in

Hadley/Northampton area Last seen
9/12 Need I s. keep anything else!

Please call 586-7749 or 586-5 1 65. or drop

off at Internship Program in Curry Hicks

for Racheal. NIo questkins asked!!!

A SET OF KEYS Ritz Cracker keyring

please call 6-7572

BROWN LEATHER JACKET^tTat Bar
sies on Wed 9/17- any knowledge of its

wt>ereabouts will be rewarded ar>d greatly

appreciated- please call Jeff 549-0504

SIRVICIS

DISHWASHERS: GOOD PAY for raHable

hard workers part-time days or nites

Apply Judies Amherst

CELTICS VS BULLETS on Dec 2 1986

at the Hartford Civic center trip Includes

game ticket and roundtrip on a luxurary

motorcoach all for $25 limited seating

availabte So call now to make your reser-

vations 549-7142

DtOITAL DECWRITER.FREE phone and

modem $300 or BO Rowltig machine, ex-

cellent condition $80 or SO 665-7920

23"x 41 " X 27" computer desk with ad-

justable shelves excellent condition $45

Call 549-5216 after 7pm

SUPERIOR PIZZARIA NORTH Amherst
Flexible hours during ttta week call

549-0626

PART-TIME CASHIER wanted for k>cal

store some nights and weekends please

call 584-3603

NEED A JOS? Like travel? Amtmious
people needed to market unique travel

product with no existing competitkjn Ex-

cellent experience lor busir»ess, com-
munication arKi HRTA maiors No ex-

perience necessary, car helpful. Contact
Mary 549-6118

LOST. GOLD UNK bracelet Great sen
timantal value If found, please call

Stacey 546-1251 Reward$$

MOTORCVCU

YAMAHA VERAGO 020^ Shalt drive

digital new rut>t>er oval discs k>w miles
helmet $1200 4C Brandywine stop t>y

NRSONAU

W8YL RADIO 108. 1 FM is back.broad-
caating daily 9am to Sam

GIDGET A^SUSAN. THANKS for all

you've done, I'll never forget H Love and
miss you, Jill

PROFESSKHIAL TECHNKAL EDITOR.
Will improve your writing Call 256-6150.

TERRIFIC" TYPING TrOM '^Speedy"

keys. Professional reliable service.

256-1002. eam-llpm

TYPING, TAPE TRANSFER. Fart ac-

curate. 665-7652

PAPERS TYPED- S.WEST only Neal
Iast-accurate-any1hir>g call for estimate

Laura 6-9751

TYFIMO * WORD MOCiSSMiO

NEXT DAY SERVICE. Type-Rite

323^79

WANTtO

WANTED St OVERWEKIHT people to

try new herbal weight control Lose 10-29

excess ihs/month Easy No drugs No ex-

ercise ,00 percent guaranteed Call

Mark (413)546-5938
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Yankee conference race takes on new light
UConn, Maine, UNH show
strength; Spiders fall

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

While the 12th-ranked University of Massachusetts foot-

ball team had the weekend off from both practice and its

weekly game, the Yankee Conference title chase took a

surprising turn in the Minutemen's favor.

The University of Connecticut, flexing previously

unheralded muscles, shocked a preseason conference

favorite University of Richmond, 29-22, at Storrs. CT. The

loss, Richmond's second in two weeks, is expected to knock

the 19th-ranked Spiders out of the national polls and deal

a serious blow to their conference title hopes.

"I couldn't believe it. You can't lose two games in this

conference and expect to win it," senior fullback Al Neri

said. "I think right now being 2-0 and having the week

off, we're in the driver's seat But I can't think about that

because every game is a tough one."

"I think we took some of the heart out of them,"

sophomore cornerback Andrew Thomas said.

Senior center Pete Monti ni said that while he didn't

think the Minutemen were now the team to beat in the

conference, the weekend's results prove that no one is safe

from an upset.

"You can't really worry about what others do. In the

Yankee Conference anything can happen," Montini said.

"Rankings count at the end of the season."

Included in the weekend was a 26-9 University ofNew
Hampshire victory over Boston University, and an im-

pressive 34 14 University of Maine win over the Univer-

sity of Rhode Island. UNH is now 2-1 in the conference

while Maine holds the top spot at 3-0.

"We thought we had played one of the top two teams

in our conference last week, but in actuality maybe we
haven't," UMass head coach Jim Reid said.

Along with the inter-conference games, other pre-seeison

favorite. University of Delaware, struggled to beat

unknown West Chester State, 33-31, on the game's final

play.

"Everyone's talking about the Yankee Conference and

UConn's win over Richmond. It shows us we have more
tough tasks ahead," Reid said.

While the break gave UMass a chance to catch its

breath, sophomore tailback Kevin Smellie said the team

had better maintain its level of intensity because if it does

not, UMass could be the next team to lose.

After a week off, the Minutemen have had a chance to

rest and recover after their physical 24-21 home-opening

Stickers to
host Stanford
UMass looking to

extend win streak
By LINDA DELIVORIAS
Collegian Correspondent

The seventh-ranked University of

Massachusetts field hockey team will put

their two-game winning streak on the line

against the M.I.T. of the west, Stanford

University, todav at 3:30 p.m. at Totman
' ;eld.

Head coach Pam Hixon believes that

1 he key to victory for the Minutewomen
iS to execute the basic fundamentals.

"We must play steady and solid on

defense and not give up a lot of shots,"

Hixon said. "On offense we have to

capitalize on all sewing opportunities, and
keep pressure on ti(KS opponents' defense

like we did in the Purdue game."
UMass, 3-1, has never clashed with

Stanford, either in the regular season or

in the playoffs, so Hixon and her squad
have their work cut out for them if they

are to capture their fourth victory of the

season.

Stanford is coached by Cheryl Johnson,

a two-time member of the U.S. Olympic
field hockey team. The assistant coach,

Megan Donnelly, led the Minutewomen
in scoring last year with 16 goals. Stan-

ford, 3-1 losers to Springfield College on
Sunday, scouted UMass in their convinc-

ing 4-0 romp over Pturdue.

"We don't want to be the team that

stops their losing streak," Hixon said.

"Stanford has a lot of good players. For-

ward Mary Chung is an offensive threat,

and midfielder Allison Smith competed in

the Olympic Sports Festival this past

summer."
Hixon will counter Stanford's explosive

duo with Amy Robertson and Julie

Stuart. Both players were defensive

demons in the Purdue game. Stuart, a

sophomore, registered a game-high nine

interceptions, while the senior, Robertson,

continued on page 10

Sporta Information Photo

Senior fullback Al Neri and the rest of the Minutemen are flying high at 2-0 and 12th in Division

lAA.

victory over the Spiders last Saturday at Warren McGuirk

Alumni Stadium. Thanks to the break, the team feels its

ready to tackle Northeastern University, 23-21 winners

over Youngstown State, Saturday.

"Right now, we don't give a damn about the Yankee Con-

ference because this isn't a Yankee Conference week,"

Reid said. "What I'm saying is that we better play really

good because Northeastern is one of the finer teams in

New England this year."

In th*» Ipo* *v>rAA yearo the Huskies have churned out

more yardage in its three head-to-head competition with

the Minutemen. This year, they have rolled up over 1,000

total yards in just two games. Those numbers have Reid

Collegian photo by Paul Desmaraia

Field hockey coach Pam Hixon leads her nationally-ranked Minutewomen
versus Stanford University, today at NOPE.

a little worried.

Citing an offensive line listed at 270. 280, 265, and 245

pounds, Reid said UMass will not be able to take it easy

on Saturday.

"I think what the players are excited about is number

one, they can hardly wait to play, number two, they an-

ticipate a tough game, and three, the crowd that's going

to show up for the game," Reid said.

"The next three weeks are really important in the

Yankee Conference, but we've just got to take one game
at a time," he said. "Last week we beat Open. We beat

them bad. They didn't score a point. Fortunately we're

healthy and anxious to play again.

Volleyball notes

Tourney wins
key for UMass

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

Someone once said that the battle is won,

but the war isn't over.

For the University of Massachusetts

volleyball team, the victorious battle was
walking away from the Syracuse Invita

tional volleyball tournament with second

place tucked neatly under their belts. The

war, however, is the rest of the season that

lay before them.

"We have a long laundi-y list of things we

need to work on in practice," head coach

Elaine Sortino said. "I am very, very pleas-

ed with the things we did at the Syracuse

tournament. We are facing some very good

competition."

The Minutewomen, who were seeded

sixth in the tourney, served notice to the

East Coast volleyball heirarchy that they

will not be a team to be overlooked. After

dropping the first two games in the first

match to Providence College on Friday

night, the spikers awoke from the dead and

let the powerful Friars know that they

were not feared.

"They just gritted their teeth and dug in

against Providence," Sortino said. "It was
too little too late (UMass lost the match
7-15, 0-15, 17-15, 11-15), but they proved

to themselves that could play with that

team. There was no way we were going to

concede anything."

That attitude carried over into the second

match of the night against Atlantic 10 foe

West Virginia University. The
Minutewomen disposed of the Moun-
taineers in four games, 15-9, 8-15, 15-11,

15-10. The win over WVU was especially

significant, as the Mountaineers are con-

sidered one of the better teams in the

conference.

On Saturday, the fatigue of travelling at

6 a.m. the previous morning and two

physically and emotionally draining mat-

continued on page 10
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Student Activities head comes under fire
No-confidence vote nixed

By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

Professional staff members in the Student Activities

Division decided by a one vote margin yesterday not to

hold a vote of no-confidence in its director. Randy Donant.

Donant and staff members agreed to hold a meeting next

month to discuss problems — with the setup of the divi-

sion and Donant's leadership — described as "serious" by

some members.
The question as to whether to hold the vote arose when

Gerry Scoppettuolo, a staff member, verbally attacked Do-

nant during the division's regular meeting yesterday mor-

ning. Scoppetuolo is a staff assistant at the Student Center

for Research and Advocacy. He is resigning his job this

month, citing Donant's reputed mishandling of the divi-

sion as a major reason.

Some staff members said that if such a vote were held,

'"no-confidence" would win. Others disagreed, and opi-

nions reflected a split many members said exists in the

division between professionals who work closely with Do-

nant in the Student Activities Office, and those who work

in advocacy and program offices.

Students fund the division by paying into the $3.5

million Student Activities Trust Fund. The money comes

from fees on student bills, student-run businesses, and ad-

mission fees to student events such as movies and con-

certs. Student senators budget the money subject to ap-

proval by the University of Massachusetts Board of

Trustees.

The division comprises the Student Activities Office and
a variety of student service organizations such as the

Senate
places 69
questions

on ballot
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

After much chaotic debate, the

Undergraduate Student Senate last night

passed a motion to add 69 referenda ques-

tions to the ballot for the Sept. 29 and 30

Student Government Association election.

Included in the 69 questions will be a

referendum to ask students whether a line

should be added to semester bills giving

them the option to donate $1 to a fund for

child care.

The other questions ask students

whether lines should be added to their bills

giving them the option to 68 individual stu-

dent organizations. W. Greg Rothman,

Central Area President, had moved to add

them last week in response to a motion to

include the child care question.

Senator Patsy White, one of the child

care supporters, had moved to separate the

child care question from the other 68

earlier at the meeting. Her motion failed

with a secret ballot 24-22 vote. "I knew
that it would fail, but I'm very optimistic

that so many senators changed their votes

in the secret ballot," she said.

SGA President Bill Bennett, who sup-

ported Rothman's motion, said, "I'm very

happy that (the questions] are going out on

the 29th and 30th ... I say let's let the

students decide. They are more democratic

than the people that tried to divide the

question."

Before White's motion to divide the ques-

tions, Wingle handed the speaker's gavel

over to treasurer Katherine Strickland.

Wingle called Rothman's motion a

continued on page 6

Legal Services office, SCERA, and more than 100

Registered Student Organizations.

"I'm grateful for that vote," Donant said after the

meeting. "I thought it would go the other way." He said

the problems within the division were ones of "system,

not of personalities," adding that he is working to keep

lines of communications open so that grievances can be

aired and problems solved.

But many staff members said Donant was one of the

principal problems in the division because he has in-

timidated staff members who disagree with his policies

through unfair job performance evaluations and the

withholding of merit pay awards.

Many members also faulted Donant's leadership within

the division, saying he does not work to promote unity

and that he plays staff members off against one another

in seeking to further his control over the division's

operations.

Some members unhappy with Donant said he tend.s to

reward those who supposedly agree with him that profes

sionals should have control over the student trust fund

and seeks retribution against those who advocate for

greater student control of the fund.

Donant said too much emphasis was placed on the ques-

tion of control of the fund, and that he wants to establish

an atmosphere in which students and administrators

could work together to manage the fund responsibly.

"There's no doubt in anyone's mind that the division

does have problems," om staff member said, adding that

Donant would lose a vote of no confidence. "I'm looking

forward to the future discussion" of problems with Do-

nant's leadership, the member added.

A number of staff members said tensions in the divi

sion were due to a long-standing debate between students

continued on page 5

Staff assistant quits,

cites Donant as factor
By PATRICK JOHNSON and ILANA LEVENSON
Collegian Staff

A staff assistant with the Student Center for Educa-

tional Research and Advocacy announced he will resign

after a long battle with the director of the Student Ac-

tivities Office.

The resignation of Gerry Scoppettuolo will take effect

October 24, although after October 3 his duties will be

to help facilitate the new director of SCERA.
Scoppettuolo. who has been with SCERA for three

years, said one factor in his resigning was to

"demonstrate some of the difficulties that some of the

slatY have working under Randy Donant."

"We receive no support for our work," he said. "Those

who work to empower students find it difficult to work

in this environment with Donant who has extended

restrictions on student government and empowerment

an extra 20 years."

Donant described Scoppettuolo's charges as

"ridiculous."

"I have nothing to say other than it's a personal pro-

blem between him and me. I don't see it as a Collegian

story," he said.

"I don't think its fair for me to make comments about

him. If he chooses to make them about me, that's his

privilege," Donant said.

Christine Alibrandi of SCERA said the organization

has half the number of employees from three years ago.

continued on page 6

AIA rep
to speak on
censorship
BY GAIL ARGENTINE
Collegian Correspondent

Christopher Alario, a representative for

the conservative watch-dog organization

Accuracy in Academia, will be speaking

tonight in the Student Union Ballroom at

7 p.m.

Alario, managing editor of the organiza-

tion's monthly Campus Report, will spegdi

on instances of alleged censorship on cam-
puses where speakers' rights to freedom of

speech have been violated as well as

presenting an overview of the goals and ob-

jectives of AIA, said Brian Deu'ling, chair-

man of Students for America, the group
sponsoring the lecture.

While AIA is claiming it will investigate

any bias in the classroom reported by

students, only professors whose views fall

to the left of the political spectrum have
found themselves the subjects of the

organization's reports.

continued on page 8

i'olleKian photo hy Hnan (liuarnuUa

STANDING FOR PEACE-A cast member of "Lemon in the Sky"

performs outside the Student Union. The play demonstrated the

follies of the proposed "Star Wars" plan by the Reagan
administration.

Parents Day
offers events
By SUSAN V. WHEELER
Collegian Correspondent

Parents Day, an activity-filled occasion,

will happen at the University of

Massachusetts Saturday.

The day begins at 9:30 a.m. with coffee

and doughnuts.

Activities during the day for mom and dad

include "master classes," a picnic. Mass
Transformation, and a Minutemen foot-

ball game.
"We're going to show off what we do

here. We're terrific," said Valerie Falk,

a.ssistant director of Alumni Relations.

Parents were sent information concer-

ning the program continued on page 5
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Proposals discussed for Daniloff case
UNITED NATIONS (AP) - Soviet Foreign Minister

Eduard A. Shevardnadze said yesterday he had made

"good proposals" to Secretary of State George P. Shultz

on a formula for resolving the case of an American

reporter arrested in Moscow.

But a US ofTicial in Washington said, "There hasn't been

anything acceptable to us that the Soviets have proposed

yet." Shultz and Shevardnadze met twice on Tuesday.

Shevardnadze, emerging from a meeting with a Maltese

Senate passes
highway bill
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate approved yester-

day a $52.3 billion highway program that would raise

the maximum speed limit to 65 mph on interstate roads

between cities and bar construction of billboards along

federal highways.

The action came after senators voted 65-32 to delete

a provision to discourage contractors and suppliers from

doing business with South Africa.

The plan, which envisions $12.35 billion in federal

highway aid annually starting in the current fiscal year

and extending through fiscal 1990, now goes to a con-

ference committee with the House.

The House has narrowly rejected a speed-limit in-

crease, kept the South African provision and adopted a

markedly different billboard feature.

Billboard construction on federal highways would not

only be banned, but state and local governments would

get out from under a federal law that blocks them from

removing the signs without cash compensation to

owners.
Instead, billboard companies could "amortize" theu- in-

vestments by leaving them in place for periods up to five

years.

The House, yielding to claims that such a provision

would be unfair to the outdoor advertising industry', has

instead approved a "freeze" on billboard construction.

After defeat of the South Africa provision. Sen. Daniel

P. Moynihan, D-NY, expressed hope that Senate con-

ferees would yield to the House, which has retained the

measure to aid protests against that nation's apartheid

policy.

A major provision adopted 56-36 Tuesday would enable

state legislatures to raise the speed limit to 65 mph on

interstate highways outside communities with popula-

tions of 50,000 or more.

It would affect an estimated 70 percent of the interstate

system.

official at the United Nations, said he still believed there

was a chance of resolving the dispute over Nicholas

Daniloff, a correspondent for US News & World Report

magazine.
"Yes, yes, there's a possibility. There is a chance.

Everything's up to the American side," he said.

Shultz. asked earlier yesterday at the UN whether he

could offer an assessment on Tuesday's talks with the

Soviet official, replied: "No, I don't have any comment on

that."

Asked whether he planned to see Shevardnadze again,

Shultz said: "I just don't have any comment. We're work-

ing on it."

Presidential spokesman Larry Speakes said from

Washington yesterday that after the two meetings the

"issue is not resolved."

The Soviet foreign minister said he had presented "good

proposals" to Shultz. "They must think about them."

Asked whether the two sides were discussing some sort

of exchange during their negotiations, he said, "Don't in-

terfere with them. Give us a chance to work."

An administration official in Washington, speaking on

condition of anonymity, said the two sides offered several

proposals on Tuesday but that the Soviets still were in-

sisting Daniloff be traded for Gennadiy Zakharov, a Soviet

UN employee who was arrested last month and charged

with espionage.

Daniloff was arrested August 30 and charged with es-

pionage. After 13 days in prison, he was released to the

custody of the US Embassy but is confined to Moscow pen-

ding his trial. Zakharov was released to the custody of

Soviet diplomats in New York on the same day.

AP photo

MEMORIES OF FRIENDS - A minor is

held up shoulder high with a tire around his

neck, representing the "necklace" used by

militants in the black townships to burn vic-

tims in South Africa, at a memorial service

held yesterday in Embalenhle, South Africa.

150VAC CRANE
OniBUTAL
FOOD MAHt^ET

360 College St Amherst 253-5658
Sunday - Friday 10 - 8, Sat 9 • 8

SAUCES & SPICES»FRESH NOODLES
FRESH FRUITS & VEGATABLES

PASTRIES^FROZEN & DRIED FISH

WOKS, RICE COOKERS & IMPLEMENTS
DISHES & GIFTWARE-COOK BOOKS

TEA SETS & SAKE SETS'TAKE OUT FOODS
KOREAN MINK BLANKETS & BEDSPREADS

ROAST DUCK & CHICKEN BY ORDER
DISCOUNTS FOR STUDENT GROUP FUNCTIONS

DON'T THROW YOURI

MONEY AWAY VISIT

THE

SLEEP CENTER

AND SAVE

Platform Beds

Water Beds

softsided water beds

Living Room Furniture

16 Armory Stj

Northampton
586-5544

u N I Q u E

The typical stereo store demonstrates audio

components in one room packed with speak-

ers, racks of components, switches, and other

people. Demonstrations at Music First are

different. We believe that the best way to

evaluate audio components is in a setting like

a typical home environment: one pair of

speakers, direct connection of system compo-

nents, comfortable furniture, and privacy.

When demonstrations are done under these

conditions, seemingly minor differences

between components become clearly audible,

and choices based on musical criteria become

simple. It is remarkably easy to have "trained

ears" when the demonstration is properly

conducted. When you shop at Music First, you

become "the expert" with proper demonstra-

tions in one of our three listening rooms or

in your own home.

Music/irst
Unique Audio Systems

Danco Center Shops

Rte. 5, Hatfield, MA 247-3364
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The Hatch holds barbecue for fall festivity
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Correspondent

People who wandered into the Hatch for

their usual lunch yesterday may have been

surprised to find the cafeteria closed, and

barbecue style food beinn served with jazz

music on the adjacent Metawampe Lawn.

The evtnt, heralded as "Fall Fesl,' was

sponsored by the University of

Massachusetts Food Services according to

La\\Tence Jeflers, assistant director of Food

Services.

"The Hatch mcvfs ,i:it.-i(if .uul ui- .-erve

chicken, ribs, hot dogs, burgers, and things

like that," Jeffers said.

Not eneryone was pleased with the event

and the mu.sic of the band, Quintessance.

William Mullen of the Physics Depart-

ment in Hasbrouck complained about

distracting noise

"I'm upsft. There seems to be no control

over amplified music." he said. "I com-

plained to the Director's office and was told

that it would be over at 2 p.m. Things like

that should end no later than 1:30 p.m."

"This has been a long-.standing problem.

I have complained to the police in the

past," Mullen said.

last year. They tried to be considerate by

inviting everyone in Hasbrouck, but I

decided not to come in because I knew I

would not be able to get any work done,"

Mullen said.

Randy Donant. director of the Student

Activities Office, said the office has receiv-

ed a number of calls in the past from Mor

rill and Ha.sbrouck. "A few have called to

complain about amplified music causing

vibrations in their laboratories," Donant

said

"As far as I know there is no official

policy on amplified music during class

time?" he said. "We have an agreement or

understanding with the groups that stage

events."

"One area of concern has been the

Chancellor's Reception for Seniors in the

spring. We have worked out a policy pro-

hibiting amplified music during finals

week," Donant said.

"We have also had some problems with

events that are held on the side of the Stu-

dent Union Building. We have tried to

limit amplification to times when students

are passing between classes," Donant said.

According to JelTers, Food Services holds

annual Fall and Spring Fests. "We did not

do this last year due to various reasons, but

we used to do it every year," Jeffers said.

"The Chancellor's office had Senior Day

Number of break-ins rise

Brittany vandalism increases
LAURA TOMASETTI
Collegian Correspondent

There has been an increased amount of break-ins in the

Brittany Manor apartment complex during the month of

September and an overwhelming number of vandalism

reports. Amherst police said.

According to police records, which state since January

1986, there have been 13 reported break-ins at the com-

plex, most of the break-ins have had to do with residents'

cars parked in the Brittany Manor lots.

Two-year resident Donna Robison, reported that three

of the four persons living in her apartment have had their

cars vandalized or broken into in the past year.

"Each incident was reported to the office at Brittany-

Manor, but there was no follow-up by the management."

Robison said.

James Daresa of Brittany management said, "Yes we

have had problems [with break-ins] and we are dealmg

with them internally." He declined further comment.

Captain David Jankowski of the Amherst police depart-

ment said "There have been a chain of breaks because

there have been a number of successful breaks in the past.

It becomes a lucrative place to break into."

"The number of breaks in Brittany Manor is propor-

tional to the size of the complex, there are breaks in every

complex in Amherst," he said.

According to police records, there are more than 250

breaking and entering reports annually in Amherst and

ten times as many vandalism reports. When police do

C'ltllt-Kian Photo by Paul Fran/

COME AND GET IT! — Rich Callender, Hatch food services, helped out

with the cooking in the Hatch sponsored barbecue held yesterday. The
cookout was held to help kick-off the beginning of fall.

Israeli to speak
on terrorism
The squadron commander of the famous Israeli raid on

Entebbe Airport in Uganda will be speaking on terrorism

at 7 p.m. tonight in room 917 of the Campus Center.

Colonel Joshua Shani, now the air attache at the Israeli

Embassy in Washington, D.C., is an Israeli Air Force

veteran who served his country during the 1967 and 1973

Arab-Israeli wars, in addition to coordinating the airborne

part of the anti-terrorist operation. He is a graduate of

the Israeli Air Force Academy and holds degrees from the

Air War College and Auburn University in Montgomery,

Alabama.
The strike on Entebbe, nicknamed "Operation Thunder-

bolt," was carried out on July 4, 1976. Its purpose was

to free 104 hostages held captive by Palestinian terrorists.

The first of its kind, the Israeli action has become a blue

print for formulating counter-terrorist plans, though not

all other nations who have made the attempt met with

such overwhelming success as the Israelis. They ac-

complished the feat with the loss of only one commando
— the leader of the group who was killed as the squad

burst through the airplane door.

The event is free and is sponsored by B'nai B'rith Hillel.

-WILLIAM SPAIN
^ ,,

make an arrest the number of break-ins immediately

drops off either because it is one individual who is respon-

sible for many ofthe breaks or because other suspects are

scared away for a while, Jankowski said.

A high percentage of Brittany Manors' residents are

students at the University of Massachusetts, many of

whom say they feel safe because they generally know their

neighbors. However, many of the break ins at Brittany

have no signs of forced entry meaning residents may leave

their doors unlocked because they feel secure, police said.

Last week $7200 was stolen from one of the apartments.

There was no sign of a forced entry, according to police,

who believe the suspect used a key to enter the apartment.

Former resident John Moran said,"The locks are not

changed when new residents move into an apartment.

Previous residents often keep keys and therefore have ac-

cess to the apartments." Moran also said,"The manage-

ment does not ask for any identification when letting so-

meone into an apartment who says they are locked out."

Parking lots are not well lit and although the apart-

ments have light fixtures outside of them, according to

residents, many are broken which are often not fixed for

months.

Cases reported in the month of September are all still

under investigation. Several of the cases have suspects.

Jankowski is confident that one will be apprehended soon,

and said that officers are keeping a close watch in South

Amherst.
"The officers are on the same beat for six months at a

time so they know their trouble areas," Jankowski said.
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People attempting to use the Tower

Library may experience some difficulties

reaching above the sixth fioor until early

Monday morning as the "Mass Transfor-

mation" library rehabilitation project gets

underway. The elevators and stairwells on

some floors may be partially blocked arid

people planning to study may elect to do

it elsewhere.

Journey of America seen on film
Presentation focuses on various forms of oppression

By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

Pictures and narration of a white Southern woman who

lives on $30 to $40 a month and people sleeping in the

streets of Immoklee, Florida waiting to die were just two

of the images seen through the lens of Jacob Holdt on his

journey of the LInited States.

Holdt showed his multi-media presentation, compiled

over five vears in the 1970s, to a diverse crowd of 800 peo_

pie in the Student Union Ballroom at the University of

The way to solve oppression is to get in touch

with our own oppressions and understand the ef-

fect it has on ourselves.
Jacob Holdt

Danish Photographer

CollrKian photo hv Piiul Fran/

Jacob Holdt

Massacahusetts last night.

"One idea [of tonight] is to put you through a form of

oppression," the 39-year-old Danish hitch-hiker said,"you

don't know how long oppression will last."

Before the show began he explained that after he was

kicked out of high school, and then the army for refusing

to fire a gun, he came to America with $40. He sold his

blood plasma twice a week to get money for film.

The .second half of the program focused on the North

while the first half of the program focused on the oppres-

sion of southerners, blacks and whites.

Citing that the master/slave relationship still exists m

the South, especially in the tabacco industry, Holdt said,

"if (the blacks] got a few cents from every pack of cigaret-

tes they would be O.K.." However, they are not getting

the money they are due from picking the tabacco, he said.

Another form of oppression Holdt touched upon is the

sugar plantations which still operate under a feudal

sytem. There is one person who owns the workers' homes

and a store which charges one-third more than the nearest

store, which the workers cannot afford to get to, he said.

The average income of these people is $3,000 per year,

for a family of 6 to 10 people.

The double screened presentation contained some

graphic pictures including contrasting photos of poor

whites and poor blacks as well as blacks and Ku Klux

Klan members. He also had pictures of parades,

demonstrations and severely deformed people.

Holdt played a section of a tape which he had secretly

recorded from a KKK cross-burning meeting where a

member of the Klan said "The Klan is here when the law

becomes inoperable."

However, Holdt "found them beautiful human beings

on individual levels." They're very oppressed, they suf-

fer from self-hatred. They have a "catagorial need to hate"

people above and below them, he said.

Holdt lived with blacks and whites, poor and rich. He
said that when it was too depressing he went and stayed

with richer people, yet he could not stay too long in the

"good life." The way to solve oppression is to get in touch

with our own oppresions and understand the effect it has

on ourselves, he said.

Holdt was sponsored by the Distinguished Visitor's

Program.
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Beyond Conventional Stereo...

Artistry in Sound

Cassette Decks
$139-$445

ONKYOTA-2017

Receivers
$195-$745

Amplifiers

$219-$499

ONKYOTX-18 ONKYO INTEGRA A-8057

Cassette Deck with Dolby C, new
low price!

ONKYO TA-2028

Thirty watt/ch. Computer-Controlled

Receiver

ONKYO TX-28

Sixty-Five watt/ch. Real Phase

Amplifier

ONKYO INTEGRA A-8087

Two-Motor Computer-Controlled

Cassette Deck.

ONKYO INTEGRA TA-2047

Forty-Five watt/ch. Receiver with

Dynamic Bass Expander

ONKYO TX-38

»o CO - :s'^'W
One Hundred watt/ch. Real Phase

Amplifier

^^ "^

6 -^^S££--— Z^m rrmo
ife^ OrtJ: b.

Tuners
$150-$645

ONKYO T-4038

Three-Motor Cassette Deck with

Real-Time Counter

ONKYO INTEGRA TA-2048

Fifty-Five watt/ch. Receiver with

Automatic Precision Reception

System

ONKYO INTEGRA TX-88

Quartz-Synthesized FM Stereo

Tuner

ONKYO INTEGRA T-9090

Three-Head. Three Motor Cassette

Deck

ONKYO INTEGRA TA-2058

Remote Control 80 watt/ch. Real

Phase Receiver

ONKYO INTEGRA TX-108

State-Of-The-Art FM Tuner with

Expanded Precision Reception

System

Compact Disc Players
$265-$545

ONKYO INTEGRA DX-320

Three-Head Cassette Deck with One-Hundred watt/ch. Real Phase Compact Disc Player with

Dolby HX-Pro, Real-Time Counter Remote Control Receiver Opto-Coupling

WE'RE
MOVING!
Opening Sept. 24

Our new store at

l\/lillbank Place
351 Pleasant St
Northampton

* parents
iuntinued from page 1

and were asked to reply to the events they'd like to at-

tend. More than 2,000 parents are expected, Falk said.

The activities which seem to be crowd attractions are

the picnic and the football game.

This is the second year for a Parents Day in the fall.

The expected attendance is almost double last year's,

Falk said. Parents Day seems to be a welcomed and im-

portant event for everyone involved, she said.

"Parents Day is important because it makes parents

more than hi'tl-pavers." Falk said. "Students feel better

HAVE WE GOT
STEAK!!
NEW YORK SIRLOIN

OR
DELMONICO STEAK
ONE POUND Served With

Salad, Vegetable, Potato,

& Dessert

U2.00

if their parents approve of where they are. I'his lets

parents be a part of things."

In order for Parents Day to be a success, "all of the

elements of the campus are pulling together. The facul-

ty is involved and terrific," Falk added.

Both parents and students are encouraged to attend

some of the programs and activities offered. Once parents

have been orientated to the program, classes will begin.

Nine topics will be discussed by University professors.

After classes, there will be a picnic on Metawampe Lawn,

which is perfect for socializing.

Following the picnic. Mass Transformation begins.

1
MillbankPlace«351 Pleasant St., Northampton • 584-9547

-^^^^reet,-

[uets

TONIGHT-THURSDAY 25TH SEPt.

RED-HOT ROCKIN' RYTHM AND BLUES

FROM THE VALLEY'S NO. 1 PARTY BAND

ROGER SALLOOM
AND THE STRAGLERS
ONLY $3.00 AT THE DOOR

Universitry Drive, Amherst 549-5861

THURSDAY OCT. 2ND
THERE ARE PEOPLE OUT THERE WHO THINK THEY ARE

BIZZARE WELL THEY'RE NOT. THESE GUYS ARE

THEY
MIGHT BE
GIANTS

RABID, RITUALISTIC.

EXISTENTIAL POP
ALSO

DIRECT FORM NORTHHAMPTON

THE MALARIANS

TIX IN ADVANCE DOORS OPEN AT 8:00

$5.00 AUGIES & ALBUMS SHOW STARTS AT 8:30

ifl.-p/4/?/ sffff/f HonjHuupjm. Mn mmiiu

Help us honor Robert Francis on

Saturday, Sept. 27 from IIA.M.-IZ Noon
for his latest book

Travelling in Amherst
A Poet's Journal 1930-1950

Autographed copies will he

availahle as well as Rohert

Francis's other books from

The LJ'Mass Press...

The Trouble with Francis Robert Francis: Collected Poems

Like Ghosts of Eagles The Satirical Rogue On Poetry

...and his newest books of poetry from Paul Carman's Press...

Butter Hill

The Satirical Rogue On All Fronts

* Donant continued from page 1

and administration over the degree of control each should

have in deciding the use of trust fund money.

"I don't think one person has that much to do with it."

said Bill Stepchew, WMUA's professional staff member,

"It's like saying impeaching Reagan would get rid of the

deficit."

Delphine Quarles of the Student Activities Office said

Donant was not the specific cause of the problems, adding,

"as within most large organizations, there are always con-

flicts and areas that need improvement. What we need

to do is focus on problem solving as opposed to singling

out one particular individual."

r.
\

\
eatiiig place |

\ CAMPUS PLAZA
^

((next to Super Stop & ShopW

f Rt 9 Hadley/Amherst '

j
256-6889

j 6 AM - 3 AM
\ SUN-THURS

N«w4 UMd
T>«dis « VM AIM AvaUH*

I
North Amherst I

Rent-A-Wreck I
Rt.AJ No. Amherst I

S49-2eeO^

Jeffery Amherst

4 Bookshop^
5S South Pleasant Street Amherst 253 • 338J

AJ. Hastings
Clean Cut Edge
Computer Paper

Suitable for Resumes
and Papers

45 S. Pleasant St. Amherst

253-2840

JB UMass Arts Council

CALL FOR GRANT PROPOSALS
l!!!l!l!l!!!!!!!l!!!!l!!!!!!!!!!l!!ll!!l!!!!!!l!!!!!!inn

Deadline for submission of grant proposals for

single projects or events

Friday, October 3

Grant guidelines and applications available at

Arts Council, the Student Activities office, or

the Arts Extension Service.

Arts Council 125 Herter Hall S4S-0202
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Theatre group performs
mock "Star Wars"
By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

People walking by the side of the Student

Union at the University of Massachusetts

at noon yesterday were entertained by a

traveling troupe performing a parody of the

Strategic Defense Intitative called "Lemon

in the Sky."

"What can you do with a perfect lemon,

except suck?" asked Court Dorsey, the

master of ceremonies for the Street Talk

Theater production.

He then presented to the audience

"perfect lemons," beginning with a suit of

invisible clothes, with a matching um-

brella, and ending with their imitation of

"Star Wars:" a piece of cardboard with

three balloons attached, at which someone

threw darts.

The show demonstrated the gullibility of

many consumers. The actors and actresses

simply "bought" whatever was offered.

Many members of the audience seemed

to like the production and said they were

opposed to Star Wars.

"I think it's well done. The acting is well

done, it's well wTitten, ' said Mollie

UUman, a junior animal science major who

is opposed to "Star W'ars."

However, not ever>'one in attendance was

opposed to SDI.

"I never thought much of Reagan but

now I'm convinced both sides are a little

looney," said senior English major, Lance

Crowley.

Dorsey summed up the half hour produc-

tion by saying, 'We need to get all the bugs

out. It's not possible without a nuclear

war."

After the play Dorsey said, "I thought it

was good, a lot of people stayed. A lot of peo-

ple got the idea that Star Wars is one more

expensive hoax. I hope they get the idea

and chase out the people who are trying to

sell it."

Matthew Leighton, the group's producer

and representative of the Traprock Peace

Center, said, "It was a good turnout. I

think people were amused ... they got into

it and the spirit of it. It reminds people of

the ludicrositv of Star Wars."

The seven players in the cast: Dorsey,

Andy VanAssche, Suzy Polucci, Shelly

Abend, Marilyn Andrews, Annie Hassett,

and Janice Hassett took four weeks to wTite

the short, light-hearted skit, Dorsey said.

The inital budgeting was done by the

Traprock Peace Center, he said.

Thursday, September 25, 1986

* Scoppettuolo • senate
continued from page 1 "One

reason why people leave their positions is

they get no support from SAO."
Scoppettuolo's resignation, following the

resignation of Director Debra Piltch last

spring, leaves SCERA without any full-

time professional staff.

"We'll miss him," Alibrandi said. "He

can crank out research incredibly."

Scoppettuolo said. "People who work at

L'Mass who have strong feelings about stu-

dent empowerment, are knocking their

heads against the wall L'Mass mistreats

its staff, some like me leave."

"What I want to bring out is the institu-

tional repression here," he said.

continued from page 1

"parliamentary tactic" to subvert the in-

itial motion. In support of the child care

referenda, Wingle said, "More people sign-

ed the petition [to put child care on the

ballot] than voted to elect Bennett presi-

dent."

Stacey Lyon, mother and student, stress-

ed the child care question is too important

to be put in a set of other questions. "In the

next 10 years you will be in a group called

parents," she said, addressing the senators.

Cashin House Senator Tony Rudy said 75

percent of the people to benefit from child

care will be faculty and staff. Child care ad-

vocates refuted the claim.
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VALUABLE COUPON

theSUB
33£a£ASANTST AMHtRST* OPEN 1 1 /*M TO 2AM ' SEVEN DAYJ A WgK

fiMUS
HALF- WHOLE
2.99 H.29
2.59 3.t9
2.29 3-/9
2.29 3.11
1.99 2.39
2.39 3.69
2.19 3.09
2.59 3.79
2.39 3.39
2.29 3.29
3.19 M.59
2.29 3.39
3.09 ^.89
2.29 3.«9
2.09 2.99
1.99 2.79
2.29 3.i9

on S(/BKOU or SfKlANBKEM>
SP E CIAL • Ham, Turiey^ Amtric&n C/w^ ^
SU PER • Mam,(xnoa,Boh<^aMpGfr}"'. fh^lone Oieest

ITAL IAN • ^nr/vja 5b/am/, Pepperon,] h>\^k>ni Otct
COMBINJ ATION *ham, Cj^oa Sdan,^, Soto^m

B0L06NA „ ^ ^
STEAK AND CHEEbE •f^u^rvo/m, ftpfcrs Betra

GENOA SALAMI
ROAST BEEF
TURKEY
HAM

:ooK
tJe^ Sa

'r^ch

CLUB • /^oasf- 5«f, Tijrkey,Awnaiii Cheefa

HAM AND G€NOA SALAMI
CRAB SALAD
CHICKEN SALAD
TUNA SALAO
ECrCx SAvLAD
MEATBALL

TELEPHONE

SH9'5I60

I 49 i.7f VE(>ETAR\AN
I 79 2.39 CHEESE* AfWnaifi or ffoye/O/x

2^29 3.19 PEPPERONl
2.29 3.19 PASTRAMI

SERVED wifh^orchoict of OiKSt,OfiiOn5,

fill pr>a>j^ sut>,c>& to s% fiass^eklsTo/^

ALL SAkDWICHE
UtiuUL To^^f^,.
Pepper, Garhe rowder

'icKles ^Om^n PSpcrk "BlockO/, ^<!'{'d<i',V>r.egar Salt,

^^iT'e?i Chips m,AiKus^crihcpnc£o)l>OUiLeM^^^

FOR FAST PICKUB^qU
^ 5H<I-5I60^^^ K-OOMITOtOOAM

Collegain Photo by Maria Bull

THE LAST OF THE SUMMER - Sri Lankan Fullbright

Scholar Hema Abeygunawandena, picked the last blooms of

summer yesterday on North Pleasant Street. She is a member

of the Center for International Education.

GREAT
MEXICAN
FOOD !

in downtown Amherst
beer & wine served

TACOVILLA

:• Ay ApyE^ITaf^E,''lN. CHINESE SONGg^^'^^^^^^^

8 pm - 10 pm, September 30, 1986
Fine Arts Center Auditorium

N Free tickets available at Box Office in FAC
at at

Renovations begin today Support group may form

The first of 10 shifts in the four-day-long

Mass Transformation volunteer renovation

project began at 8 this morning in the

Tower Library.

The project, first announced in March

1986 by Chancellor Joseph Duffey, will

bring over 4,000 volunteers to the Tower

Library in an effort to put the finishing

touches on extensive renovation in the

building which began in the spring of 1985.

Staff, faculty members, University of

Massachusetts students, and Amherst

townspeople will give their services during

one or more of the ten morning, afternoon,

and evening shifts beginning today and en-

ding September 28, said Peter O'Neil,

News Editor of Public Information.

The last day of registration for Mass

Transformation was Monday, September

22, and the goal to recruit 4,000 volunteers

was well surpassed, said Grant Ingle, co-

coordinator of Mass Transformation.

"We have too many people," Ingle said,

explaining that too many workers

registered for the Thursday evening shift.

He said that they will probably ask the ex-

tra people to switch the time they work to

the Friday night or Sunday morning shift,

which are lacking people

Volunteers will help clean floors, study

carrels, bookshelves, wash windows, paint

walls, change lightbulbs, and strip wax

from the floors on 22 of the 26 floors in the

building, O'Neil said.

The shifts run from 8 a.m. to 12 p.m., 1

p.m. to 5 p.m., and 6 p.m. to 10 p.m. on

Thursday and Friday. There are no even-

ing shifts on Saturday and Sunday, and the

Sunday afternoon shift ends at 4 p.m. for

the closing ceremonies, Ingle said.

Refreshments will be served and musical

entertainment will be provided between

shifts, Ingle said.

The closing ceremony is for volunteers

only and will be held from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m.

on Sunday. Director of the Journalism

Department Howard Ziff and Dean of the

Stockbridge School Jack Dennison will be

the Masters of Ceremonies.

Speeches will be delivered by Duffey,

retired Celtics star ML. Carr, Library

Director Richard Talbot, Director of

Physical Plant Roger Cherewatti, Student

Government Association President Bill

Bennett, and Vice Chancellor for Univer-

sity Relations and Development Deirdre

Ling, said project consultant Jim Bonilla.

The appearance of actor Robert Urich is

uncertain because the recent rainy weather

in Boston has impeded the shooting

schedule for the ABC series Spenser for

Hire, Ingle said.

THE FINEARTSCENTER -^

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

i?B^

IFESTIV\L|
INDIA

IMOMIX
Indit'smosl
C»l9brtl»d
atnctn and
musicians otf^r

I ttscintling

ptnortmt of

ptrlorming
triditiont.

Spai-
It's mmitit.

It's wondtrfut

Monday, Sept. 29, 8 pm
Concert Hall

Tickets $16.14,12

"coslumatf ofititttn. Mcr*d tongs,

Mcularand totk music that will d»ligh1

Iti* wholt ttmil). "

Monday, Oct 6.8 pm
• Concert Hall

Tickets $16,14 12

Thursday, Oct 9 8pm
Bowker Auditorium

Tickets $15,13

• Five College Students Half-Pricel •

Tickets available at F«ie Arts Center Box Ottice Call (4 1 3)545 251 1

FALL
FEST
Grilled Hamburgs

BBQ Chicken

BBQ Ribs

Kielbasa

Campfire Baked Beans

Potato Chips

Apple Pie

Harvest Spice Cake

Lemonade

Apple Cider

Tuesday, September 23rd

11:30 AM- 2:00 PM
Metawampe Lawn c^ (g)^
RAINDATE: WED.. SEPT 24th

BY LORI CURTIS
Collegian Correspondent

A meeting scheduled today for visually

impaired University of Massachusetts

students and staff will determine if there

is a need on campus for a support group for

the visually impaired.

Until now the only services available for

students and staff with a visual impair-

ment were handled within the Handicap-

ped Students Affairs office. If formed, the

group would provide useful information

about available readers, books on tape and

where to find them, academic advisors and

special equipment for students with a vi-

sion problem.

In addition to providing resource infor-

mation, the group would offer personal sup-

port and guidance to those afflicted with

a visual impairment.

The group will help to make sure visual-

ly impaired students aren't making the

same common mistakes, such as not ask-

ing for exams other than the multiple

choice, or not asking for help with a too-

heavy reading workload, said Howard

Dreyfuss, a sophomore with karetaconis, a

degenerative eye condition.

The group would also attempt to help

students cope with their particular condi-

tions. Also to be discussed are mobility pro-

blems and awareness issues on campus con-

cerning the visually impaired, said Laura

Rauscher, assistant director of Handicap-

ped Student Affairs.

The meeting will be held at 3:30 p.m. to-

day in room 904 of the Campus Center.

riANQ0^
dance club is available for

1 PRTVATE PARTIES
- The lowest price in the area

^yy
'<<SS'^

- ,-v:^ Vv

^- . ^ ^ ^ Scmi-Formals

^ance club at 256 8284 or 586 4158 for full details

TAKE CHARGE WITH AVIA^

Avia "830"

^65.99

AvIa "810'

^56.99

Lead the way on and off the court in full gram leather Avia basketball

shoes Designed with maximum stability, comfort and protection, nothing

can match Avia. Start making all the right moves. Come to

Winners Circle . . you'll step out ahead.

FREE AVIA HATS
You're a winner at Winners Circlei With each

pair of Avia basketball shoes receive a free Avia

hat Offer good while quantities last, so hurry on in

WlNNEIlS CiRjCU
Youalways come out ahead ^

J—1A \Hampfhire M»H, Rte. 9, Hadley. >M
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Local jeweler robbed;
clothes dryer stolen
By LAURA TOMASETTI
Collegian Correspondent

Employees at J. Austin Jewelers reported

several pieces ofjewelry missing from the

front-room safe at 10:22 a.m. Tuesday,

police said.

The safe is left unlocked while the store

is open, police said. The owner is current-

ly out of town so no estimate has been

given for the loss.

At 11:41 a.m. Tuesday, the management
at Townehouse Apartments on Meadow
Street reported that a Maytag clothes dryer

had been stolen from one of the laundry

rooms. The machine was bolted to the ce-

ment floor, however, the bolts were pryed

loose and the machine was taken, police

said.

The value of the machine is about $500.

Over the weekend the Townehouse sign

was also stolen. Its value is $2000.

At 6:33 p.m. there was a larceny reported

from Mills Street in Amherst and an IBM
personal computer valued at $2000 was

stolen. The suspect broke into the home by

smashing a window, police said.

In other police reports:

• A gas grill was taken from a Bran-

dywine apartment at 5:35 p.m. Tuesday.

The grill was stolen from an outside porch

sometime on Tuesday, police said. The

estimated value of the grill is $80.

• Police responded to a call that a there

was a sick raccoon at 8:27 a.m. Tuesday on

Curtis Place in Amherst. The animal ap-

peared distempered and was "put out of its

misery" by police on the scene. There was

a similar report earlier in the week that in-

volved a sick skunk. Police said these

reports are common during this time of the

year.

• At 9:01 a.m. Tuesday, police received

a report of an accident on No. East St. The
first vehicle driven by a 23-year old woman
of Port Jefferson, N.Y. was struck by the

second vehicle which was operated by a

39-year old Bramdywine man. The man was
issued a citation for following the other

vehicle too closely, police said. Both

vehicles suffered damages.

• At 9:56 p.m. on Tuesday there was an

accident reported on Lincoln Ave., in front

of Umass lot 32. There was $2000 damage
to the vehicle operated by a 28-year old So.

Hadley woman when her vehicle was hit

by a vehicle operated by a 16-year old

Elmhurst, N.Y. man. He was issued a cita-

tion for turning without using care, police

said. His car also suffered damages
estimated at $2000. Both cars were towed

from the scene.

• At 7:35 a.m. Tuesday there was a

report of an accident on East Pleasant St.

involving a vehicle operated by a 17-year

old Shutesbury man and a vehicle operated

by a 19-year old Amherst woman. The

woman's car struck the other car when it

stopped quickly in traffic. Both cars had

damage estimates of $1000.

In Pursuit of

HOUSING
Cliffside Apartments offers you the chance to be secure

this fall by making your off-campus housing arrangements

now. 1, 2, & 3 bedroom apartments available - all utilities

included - with dishwasher, disposal, stove and
refrigerator. On the bus line.

Call 665-3958 for more information.

ffE^S
36 Main St.

Downtown
Northampton

open:
Thurs. evening

until 9pm

Man didritspend60
millionyearsevolving
fromthe sea,justto
oidupwitiiwet feet

The choice is simple. You can wear boots that leak or

boots that don't.

For those who prefer the latter, we recommend Herman

Surv ivors. Our insulated, waterproof Survivors are

desicined to keep you dry and comfortable in even the

..^ worst weather

Waterproof Herman Survivors.

Becau.se after 60 million years man
should be able to enjoy nice, dry feet.

Vt »(rr.^.j!, \K^i -n.pi lll^r VH |«^

Syic nct%

ON SALE

$59.95
reg $79.95

Two candidates for governor
open new high-tech building
WESTBORO, Mass. ( AP) - The two can-

didates for governor shared the spotlight

yesterday at the opening of a new

microelectronics center that was designed

by Republican George Kariotis and was

hailed by Democrat Michael Dukakis as a

way of strengthening high tech research.

Gov. Dukakis sought to diffuse any

potential political confrontation with his

GOP opponent at the ceremony for the $47

million public-private research center.

Dukakis said that in the past, two Greeks

would get together to open a restaurant.

But the status ofGreek-Americans had im-

proved "so that when two Greeks get

together, now they open up a microelec-

tronics center," he joked.

Kariotis, who remarked that his name

did not appear on the program, pushed

hau-d for creation of the center while serv-

ing as the state's economic affairs secretary

from 1979 through 1982.

He was the initial director of the project

and won a highly publicized battle with

Dukakis to have it located in Westboro,

near electronics companies, instead of in

Taunton, where Dukakis hoped it would at-

tract new high tech firms.

Kariotis, who called the new microelec-

tronics center "a good project," was given

some credit for the new center by Joseph

Stach, its executive director. He said

"Kariotis' personal credibility had advanc-

ed the project" when it was first proposed.

Stach also noted that in 1983 Kariotis

was employed by the Dukakis administra

tion as the director of the embryonic pro-

ject, which caused Dukakis—who returned

as governor that year—to smile. The Even-

ing Gazette of Worcester reported.

The center will provide research and job

training for high technology companies in

hopes of keeping Massachusetts in the

forefront of computers, home electronics,

defense weaporu-y and related fields.

AP photo

Massachusetts gubernatorial contenders George Kariotis, left,

Republican, and Democratic incumbent Michael Dukakis shake

hands following the dedication yesterday of the Massachusetts

Microelectronics Center in Westboro.

* accuracy in media
continued from page 1

Chancellor Joseph Duffey believes that

AIA presents a very distorted picture of

American universities. He feels the group

has some legitimate concerns but has a

misguided way of dealing with them.

"I frankly don't think people are taking

the organization seriously," said Duffey.

Roger Morey, a student activist with the

Radical Student Union, feels that AIA is

an organization used to intimidate pro-

fessors who don't represent the current ad-

ministration's view of America.

"It doesn't allow for certain perspectives

of history and economic trends. It promotes

distortion in academia," said Morey.

Darling said he believes the reports

issued by AIA are balanced and that the

investigators "bend over backwards so they

can't be accused of holding bias toward pro-

fessors."

"Even if they were biased it wouldn't

bother me. They aren't a straight

newspaper and never claimed to be," said

Darling.

"I don't believe they have to ascribe to

the theory of presenting both sides of an
issue," he said.

Chancellor Duffey has confirmed that

there is a possibility that he may debate

the founder of Accuracy in Academia, Reed
Irvine, on campus later in the semester.

I
Climb onto the Magic Carpet

of your Choice
and travel from the commonplace into the rare

1001 pleasures await you at

chocolate
bakery
Your Key to the

c^ Land of Your Heart 's Desiret'oa v^

The First Chocolate and Baked Goods
Emporium of its kind in North America

Offering 10% discount to students with valid ID
(not applicable to specials)

Hours

MONDAY ...CLOSED
TUESDAY 10 AM TO 6 PM
WEDNESDAY 10 AM TO 6 PM
THURSDAY 10 AM TO 8 PM
FRIDAY 10 AM TO 6 PM
SATURDAY 10 AM TO 5 PM

CLOSED MAJOR HOUDAYS. DECEMBER 26 AND JANUARY 2

b Next to the Registry of Motor Vehicles

241 King Street, Northampton • in the Potpourri Mall 58A-7835d
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adirondack music
15 EAST PLEASANT STREET • AMHERST 253-3100

239 MAIN STREET • GREENFIELD 772-6803

next to the Police Nation

JDK SA90 AiMlto Cassettts

Oriy

in lots of ten

$1.99

TDK KSnZO VMM casMttM

Only
S5.99

/yin>ndack Musfc preseiils Its annuar'Thet^
This is just one of five pages of our greatest fall sale so look inside this paper and

see the best for less.

Genesis 44 UwlsHaktn
Tv\(0-way with passive radiator

Contemporary cabinets

Double inverted dome tweeter

250 watts continuous

$750 value -*«-.-- aai -
ONLY $375.00/pP.

cabinet blemishes

Sanyo 9840 ptrtaM sim^
5-Band graphic equalizer

Six speaker system

Auto stop and more

$$$$$mvE

ONLY $99.95

Thorens 318
Semi-automatic

Isolated suspension system

w/Acutex 412str cartridge

This is a
$395tumtablB

Buy tor only

S229.9S

COnCOPd HPLS20 cassette Receiver

25 watts/channel

Dolby B/C noise reduction

FM noise reduction

Loudness contour

Plus much more!!!

a$550value

ONLY. .

.

*b-stoci(

$229.95*

AKGK2
Dynamic system

Lightweight

$S$$$AVE

ONLY
peiiect for home usage

$29.95

Teac V450X casstm nch —
Dolby B+C noise reduction & DBX
Cobalt amorphous head

LED meters
'^""

Plus much more

$250 value

Only
$99.95

MONDAY-SATURDAY 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

Al items limited quantity•Subject to pnor sate

r^t responsibte for typographical errors

AM sates cash«MCA/ISA/DISCOVER and Check add 3%
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A real library at last
In an age when college students are frequently accused of

apathy, there is a volunteer movement afoot on this campus

that Hies in the face of such ideas. Several thousand people

- students, faculty and staff- are making a meaningful and

lasting contribution to the University of Massachusetts with

their work of transforming the Tower Library from a giant

embarrassment into a viable storehouse of knowledge.

When Gk)vernor Michael S. Dukakis ignored reasonable fun-

ding requests for rehabilitation of the library - who can forget

the famous "We're not California...we're not Texas" speech

_ UMass was faced with a dilemma. We could either take this

insult lying down and resign ourselves to a library with the

status of a bad joke or we could take matters into our own

hands and get the job done.
. . ^ , ^ «•

That thanks to the hard work and creativity of several stat!

members in organizing "Mass Transformation," is exactly

what is going on. These people have harnessed and directed

the affection people have for this University in one of the most

productive ways possible. Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey describ-

ed the effort as "rediscovering the community we have, the

obligations to each other, and the things we share. Mass

Transformation is an acknowledgment that this campus will

only be as good as we make it."

For the first time since its construction, our library is real.

The scandal of its uselessness, created by a combination of

crooked contractors, self-serving unions and utter in-

competence, is being wiped away just as surely as the obscene

graffiti on its walls. Anvone who been here for a few years,

suffering the inability to boast of a decent repository of intellec-

tual accomplishment, can testify that the change has been

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion of the Col-

legian Board of Editors.
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Letters
Trade him
Now that Baub Menzel

has openly declared his con-

nections to the KGB ("In-

docrination Exposed,"
September 23), the US
government shouldn't waste

another minute in having

him arrested and traded to

Moscow for Nicholas

Daniloff.

Andrew C. Chu
HadleyHacuey

These ads don't deserve no respect

Ballots will

be in New
Africa House
In response to Senator

Simon's insidious column

about the SGA Senate

(September 22),I ask that

the Senator would check his

facts before writing in the

Collegian. He said the

Senate has been "refusing

to allow ballot boxes in the

New Africa House." For his

information, I asked the

Senate to pass by

unanimious consent the

placing of a ballot box in

that area. Next Monday and

Tuesday, there will be a

ballot box in the New Africa

House.

Tony Rudy
Sylvan

To most people, the word commercialism summons im-

ages of trade and commerce; the interaction of local, na-

tional businesses concerning selling and buymg of their

products. .

To a small few, commercialism signifies the insidious

attempt of advertising agencies to promote products they

represent and reduce their audience to subservient and

babbling masses.

Jeffry Bartash

Day after day, night after night, American television

viewers are bombarded with commercials. Some are

serious, worthy of admiration. Some are humorous and

poke fun at the characters in the ads, while treating the

viewers with deference. Yet most commercials are silly

and absurd and treat their audience like dummies.

The greatest protection against mind numbing commer-

cials has been the advent of cable and remote television.

One can be spared the ignominy of watching inane ads

hazardous to one's intellectual health simply by pushing

a button.

Who in his right mind wants to watch massive athletes

threaten us with a fate worse than death if we don't buy

the products they represent. Who wants to watch the

"price basher" bash low prices on cars in his dealership

with a plastic bat. Who wants to watch whole families sing

idiotically about their favorite faucet pipe cleaner.

What about the people who produce these ads? I asked

a guy involved in advertising why he enjoyed it so much.

He said advertisers like their job because it gives them

infinite opportunity to use their creativity and in-

telligence. Unfortunately, I didn't ask why so many ads

are childish and condescending.

He also said advertisers are genuinely concerned about

letting the public know about a good product they other-

wise may not discover. He said advertising firms wouldn't

represent a product unless it was good.

Then why did a firm take the Meisterbrau contract. Is

it because it tastes as good as Budweiser and costs less.

Of course not, Meisterbrau tastes like regurgitated soda.

It is because the Meisterbrau producers offered big bucks

- and as we all know, money always wins over principles

in the USA.
The most disturbing intrusion of commercialism now.

pertains to its new found prominence in American life.

What occurred to me last week is a perfect example.

I was tense and uptight from my Friday classes and weirt

to town for a few drinks. The bar was crowded and the

tables were all taken. Impatient, I searched for the

meekest character I could find on a barstool and tossed

him off.

"I tell ya I don't get no respect," he mumbled as he walk-

ed away.
"I'll have a light," I said to the bartender.

Whoosh! Three fiaming arrows flew by my ear and stuck

in the wall.

"You've got a choice, you know," the bartender said.

"Bud Light. It has the first name in taste and it won't

fill you up,"

Before I could reply, a smiling old an, hunched, smok-

ing a cigar, ambled to the bar and said,"Hey, why dont-

cha try Miller Light. It surrreee tastes great."

"Less filling," cried half of the barroom.

"Great taste," the other half hollered.

While the two groups shouted back and forth, I grabb-

ed the bartender and said, "Come to think of it, I'll have

a Heineken.
He gave me one and I scurried to a table in back. To

my surprise, I saw a beautiful blonde sitting alone at a

table for two. I approached her; I noticed she was smok-

ing Virginia Slims.

"You've come a long way, baby," I said coolly.

"Ooo/i Mickey"

Jeffry Bartash is a Collegian columnist.

Will you promise, Duke?
As this goes to press, the news is that

the governor of our fair state will popp-

ing by campus for a visit today. That's

right, Michael S. Dukakis, a Democratic

voice for the future, is gracing the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts at Amherst with his

benign presence. And this time, in the

flesh - no video hook-ups involved.

Hmmmm. I wonder, is he bringing the

economic miracle with him? I sure hope

so. I'm a little short this week and could

use a few bucks to buy drinks for loose

women this weekend. Seeing as how the

educational institution I attend is unwor-

thy to share in the revenue surplus he is

so proud of, maybe I have a chance to get

my piece of the action in another form.

i must admit to being a bit intrigued by

this man. As a child of 12 when he first

ran for the Bay State's highest office and

.still only a pup when everyone's favorite

William Spain

slime Edward King took him out in 1978,

I never got a chance to vote for the Duke

until 1982. Ah, the Democratic primary

of 1982 what a feeling. Dukakis got the

chance to regain the State House from

"Ronald Reagan's favorite Democrat' and

I was. to use the vernacular, into it. I cast

my vote for Duke with relish. I must con-

fess that I was even tempted to cough up

bits of the day's cigarette ration on the

lever next to his opponent's name in order

to discourage others from making the

wrong choice. It was only my love for John

Stuart Mill and his ideas of letting morons

choose their own direction that stopped

me.
Be that as it may, I am having a few se-

cond thoughts. As a matter of fact, CJover-

nor Dukakis has made me rather unhap-

py. I thought he was a real liberal. I

thought he cared about more than his own
electoral future. I thought he might be one

of the few Democrats who refused to join

the party's march to the right. I thought

he was dedicated to the notion of public

higher education.

I think I was wrong. Of course, I am not

in Texas and I am not in California so

perhaps I may be forgiven for that. I do

not have the brainpower of a Harvard or

MIT degree, either. Hell, I suppose I am
pretty ignorant at that. Then, why am I

complaining? It is all my fault for leav-

ing my intellectual advancement up to

the state. I will know better next time.

I am left with a problem, however. Who
do I vote for this fall? Even the most

remotely viable Republican candidates

have been too busy shooting themselves

in the foot to attract my attention. I have

never been too fond ofthem (in a political

situation) anyway and faked war-records

certainly can't float my boat.

Do I vote for the guy? Do I vote for Jim
Collins in protest? Do I write in Mickey

Mouse? Lyndon LaRouche? Huey Long?

Tell me, Duke. Tell me why I should

bother. Will you promise not to use

UMass Commencement as a political plat-

form? Will you promise to sacrifice

political expediency for principle? Will

you promise to see what the Trolley is like

again?
I doubt it, but tell me anyway.

A farewell, fighting message
Goodbye. It's really hard to say that word. After three

years as a professional staffer at SCERA. part of your stu-

dent government, I will be moving on at the end of this

month. Like the other 15 full-time people employed by

students, my job here has been to work with and for you

to advance your interests, student control of SATF money,

and other matters concerning students. It hasn't been

easy. Over the pa.st three years I have seen the traditional,

progressive and empowering face of your student govern-

ment come under attack by an organized group funded

by outside corporations. This group, which is best

represented by the editors of the Minuteman, intends to

dismantle every progressive gain and sign of student

power that your predecessors fought for from the late 60s

until now. They will fail and will ultimately be swept

aside by the emerging multiracial coalition of progressive

students called the "Wheel." As someone who has been

active in social justice issues for twenty years, I know that

ultimatelv people follow tho.se who build up, not those who

tear down. People like to see love and harmony affirmed,

they don't like to see women, people of color, and gay peo

pie attacked by people who seemed to be fueled only by

resentment and bitterness.

I'm 39 years old. In my time I have seen a lot come and

go I believe that there is no human organization more

powerful than one that affirms a multiracial progressive

vision that believes in equality. Our ability to work with

each other, latino, black, white, Asian, gay, straight, men

and women already shows that we are strong enough to

overcome divisions that others don't have the faith or

energy to overcome. When we sit down at the table

together we're strong and we have love and we believe

in something.

Students at UMass have more control over their govern-

ment and finances than any other student body in the US.

Gerry Scoppettuolo

Students of mv generation who were active in the 60s

made UMass what it is today and your generation has

thus far preserved those gains. I was hired by students

and students only. What I can do in my job is determined

bv you - that's student empowerment, student Power.

Your sisters and brothers at UMass established SCERA.

the SGA the Off Campus Housing Office, the Office of

Third World Affairs, the Legal Services Office and all your

other RSO's. We created these agencies out of our ex-

perience on the anti-Vietnam War movement, the womens

movement, the Civil Rights struggle, the gay liberation

movement, etc. A lot of .students sacrificed, demonstrated,

picketed Whitmore, organized petitions, etc. to make your

student government and your Student Activities Trust

Fund independent of the campus administration. Today

the student New Right-epitomized by the Minuternan-

and the Director of Student Activities, Randy Donant, are

extremely busy dismantling and undermining all that a

generation of UMass students have built up. These reac-

tionary forces must be overcome and turned back and on-

ly your generation can do it.

Randy Donant has never believed that students should

exercise supervision over professional staff like myself and

wants to diminish students' role in the hiring process of

student-paid staff. His philosophy of top-down power is cor-

porate and not democratic and he has only the power con-

ferred upon him by his superiors like Dennis Madson and

others in Whitmore who employ him as their lackey to

carry out the administration's wishes. Those of us who

do anti-oppression work and who believe in the students

right to control how their money is spent are frustrated

at every turn by his antipathy to our work. Some of us

are leaving in part because we are forced to spend half

our time in the office trying to undo the problems he has

created for us. For instance it was a monumental strug

gle for us to get him to back down and continue to allow

a majority of students on the search for the new SCERA
Director. Another waste of time was his shabby treatment

of our anti-Semitism/Jewish Awareness educator who will

not be returning to SCERA this fall in what would have

been her fourth year here in part because of his actions.

I could go on but won't waste your time. As students who

pay your SATF fee every year it's up to you and you alone

to regain control over how your money is spent. I trust

you will continue to care about your rights and will suc-

ceed in your struggle.

Finally I want to say that my life has been enriched by

the countless students whom I have known in my years

here. Your idealism and compassion, your capacity to care

about issues other than your own, your willingness to fight

for what you believe in has been a source of inspiration

to me. It is a myth that students of your generation aren't

activists or only care for themselves. The recent students

groundswell of support for the child care referendum

demonstrates something much more than the negative bit^

terne.ss of the campus right, for instance. Idealism and

compassion can not be bought. The multiracial organiza-

tion of the "Wheel" does not owe its support to outside

corporations or people like Senator Jesse Helms, thank

God.

Mv generation was radicalized by being sent to Viet-

nam in an illegal war. I hope that your generation does

not get sent to Nicaragua to kill peasants. I hope that you

have learned something from the lessons of Vietnam^

Stick with the people who love life and who care for social

justice Watch out for the hate-mongerers and drive them

from your midst if you have to. The darkest hour is just

before the dawn.

Gerry Scoppettuolo is a member of SCERA.

Letters—
Columnist intent: obnoxiousness?

Every column written by Rusty Denton

has evoked emotions ranging from an-

noyance to infuriation in me. Denton's ar

tide "Problems with Promiscuity" should

be retitled "My Problems With Promiscui-

ty." We are all adults, Mr. Denton, we do

not need or want your preaching. Why is

it you consider yourself so much wiser than

the rest of us?

Concerning your opinion that women

consider themselves morally superior to

men, I'm curious - What did you base that

theory on? The statement "Women don't

start wars" is ludicrous. How does this

relate to human sexuality? Stick to the sub-

ject at hand, please.

However, the most offensive line is

"Women are noble, and what a man real-

ly needs is to be wrapped around a woman's

finger (with sex) because she has the

wisdom of the earth to impart to him." How
dare you! Did it ever occur to you that

women engage in sexual intercourse for the

same reason men do? To suggest women

use "sex as a weapon" to insure love,

security, and material possessions from

men is downright insultin?independent

women seem less threatening.

As for your arguments concerning the

costs of abortions, VD treatments, and con-

traceptives, yes, these services cost money.

But did you know giving birth costs much

more and is far more dangerous than hav-

ing an abortion? Do you realize that so-

meone must support these children once

they are born and more often than not it

is the taxpayers in the form of welfare?

Surely this is far more expensive than

federally funded abortions and

contraceptives.

Oh yes, one other point. What I do with

my body is not a public issue. It is solely

my decision, and mine alone. I reserve the

right to control my own body.

Lisa Nicosia
Northeast

Yes, we still need
contributors! In-

terested writers and
artists, contact the

Editorial Editors

anytime. Women
and third world
students encouraged

to apply.

Setting out guidelines
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Some difficult situations

In this season, many of us look forward

to our home football games, accompanying

parties and the community spirit

engendered by these events. It has come to

my attention that questions were raised

about tailgate parties and our alcohol

policy during our first home game.

To avoid any confusion and unpleasant-

ness about our alcohol policy and the con-

duct of stadium tailgate parties, I am

writing this letter to inform you of the

regulations which govern such events on

our campus.
, . ,, j

1. Alcohol Policy: NO alcohol is allowed

in the stadium.

2. Time Limits: Tailgate parties may be

held from 11 a.m. until the beginning of the

game and for one hour after the end of the

game.

3. Uwations: The grassy area south of the

stadium will be available for parking and

parties. To facilitate access to the stadium,

the gate on the south end has been expand-

ed to accomodate large numbers of people.

The parking lot north of the stadium will

be reserved for season ticket holders, han-

dicapped persons and special guests of the

University.

4. Alcohol: Kegs and other large volume

containers are prohibited at tailgate

parties.

The above policy will be monitored by the

Office of Public Safety. I ask your coopera-

tion in observing these guidelines and an-

ticipate seeing many ofyou at these events.

Joseph Duffey
Chancellor

Conflict, there is so much conflict. Some

people thrive on it, exist for it, love it.

Others, like myself, who dislike conflict,

yet feel passionately about life and how we

choose to live, often feel overwhelmed by

conflicts which arise, ironically, out of our

passion.

I do not find it pleasant to be polarized

from other people - be they ad-

ministrators, students. Regents or Trustees

- but to have strong convictions as well as

personal integrity is to embrace conflict.

The issues for external conflict are plen-

tiful. Now, it is childcare funding, yester-

day and tomorrow it is legal services, and

the list goes on. For instance, a very expen-

sive telecommunications system, plans for

the $37 million sports arena, funding for

DRUM magazine, the future of SCEKA,

honorary degrees, spring concert, etc

There are conflicts within the Student

Senate as well. Who is to confront this per-

son on that issue? When are meetings to

be held? What about SATF staff

cohesiveness? How do we keep volatile rela-

Dani Burgess

tionships workable? What is the best way

to promote the SGA and student empower-

ment (by that I mean students taking

responsibility for their lives and a trust

fund wholly supported by student fees)?

How should the SGA relate to the Board

of Governors? And of course there are con-

flicts within ourselves — which class to

miss, which meeting is more important,

when will I finish my incomplete, when can

I exist for more than a date book?

And of course there are wonderful things

about being involved with governance at

the University and the state of

Massachusetts. I am privy to discussions

from which students have been historical-

ly excluded. Connecting with student

leaders from other campuses is very helpful

for understanding and responding to com-

mon problems. Having access to so many

different people is quite a learning ex-

ple who I must work with, but dealing with

them is instrumental both for my present

and future work.

I love my job and I've learned and am
learning a tremendous amount, but

sometimes the conflicts are a bit over-

whelming. The Senate itself deals with con-

flicts in such a peculiar way that it rarely

seems a healthy way of resolving conflicts.

I have no alternative and, clearly, it is

essential to student governance, but it is

not entirely clear to me as to why there is

such an intense division.

There are other difficult situations I've

found myself in. Receiving the infamous

November 19th memo which destroyed

months of effort towards trust and coopera-

tion is one example. Others are working

with Trustees who feel that the Universi-

ty is little more than a big business and

want to run it as such, a senior ad-

ministrator who belittles student activists,

a student smoking a cigar in my office 10

feet from the NO SMOKING sign, a Board

of Regents subcommittee that invites me

to a meeting to represent students and then

proceeds to go into "executive session" and

kick me out of the meeting which I travel-

ed four hours to attend, attending a Trustee

lunch in Boston at a fancy club where they

insist that I wear a tie to enter, a clearly

dishonest article in a bizarre campus

publication and being red-baited during a

campaign.

All enhance my understanding and effec-

tiveness in the world but are, at times, a

drae.

This column doesn't have any great news

about my new positions on campus issues

but it does offer, I hope, some insight about

what goes on behind the scenes.

Dani Burgess is the student member ofthe

University of Massachusetts Board of

Trustees and the co-chair ofthe Student Ad-

visory Committee to the Board of Regents.

As always, if you feel passionately about

something, I've got an office, a phone, and

a lot of logi.stical support to offer. I travel

to Boston almost weekly, and company

(especially ifyou have a license!) is always

welcome. And remember, "a mind is like

a parachute — it only functions when
open."
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Top 45s of the week:
the good and the awful
By SAAD HOPKINS
Collegian Correspondent

Single of the Week
The Adult Net
Waking up in the Sun
Edie, who is the Adult Net, has so many

cards up her sleeve that it's difiicult to tell

what hand she's going to play next. For-

tunately the set is so well played that there

is no chance of her losing the game, but,

like all winners, she is deprived of ade-

quate celebration of her triumph. To put

it conventionally she's underrated. Edie is

fresh, she has a good ear for music and her

singles are often so well produced that

anyone who happens to stumble across her

product would have to be a fool for not at

least appreciating it. "Waking up in the

Sun" is actually an appreciative song with

an average melody and usual hokey lyrics

only it's got a very pleasant feel to it. And

even though it may take two or three

listens to reach this high, once you've got

it you can't get rid of it. Edie has made*

three previous singles to this one, all vir-

tually flawless. So you can count on the up-

coming album to be well worth a buy.

Crap Single of the Week
New Order
"State of the Nation"
1 remember way back in 1981 when New-

Order had released "Movement." It was a

year and a half since Ian Curtis hanged

himself and Joy Division were no more.

"Movement" was a record that was perfect

for it's time and basically nothing else has

topped it lately. I was proud to say "New-

Order are my favourite band" and couldn't

understand why few people agreed with

me. But then NO. decided that it was not

only time to quit the drugs but it was also

time to make money; the result, the almost

daring "Blue Monday." That was o.k., not

to mention it made them a fortune. But in-

stead of doing the sensible thing which was

using the money to strengthen their art.

they continued to write disco, thus every

single (with the exception of "Confusion")

progressively got worse. "State of the Na-

tion" is real garbage. The level of suffer-

ing while listening to it is comparable to

going three days without urinating. I wish

there was something more to it. This also

brings up one scary though: their up-

coming album. By the way, the 'B' side is

worse!

The Bodines
"Heard it AU"
Don't confuse the American Bodeans to

this band from Scotland, two almost com-

pletely different styles. One really good

thins about this single is the time they put

into it. Really good guitar work, which at

times seems almost impossible to duplicate.

The bass notes are so high that it sounds

almost as if it were in the foreground

rather than in the backdrop. Another good

thing is the melody, a happy song that

hardly makes an attempt to be disturbing.

If you like B sides you'll definitely be con-

tent with "William Shatner," a fruity song

that draws the man in question to be a con-

fused character rather than the heroic ex-

hibitionist, which gives you the impression

of the Scottish view of Star Trek, or

Americans in general. These guys are so

musically gifted that they are difficult to

continued on page 16
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Ozzy Ozbourne still just a rebel
By THEA KEARNEY
Collegian Staff

Wednesday, September 17 was a metal mania night at

the Springfield Civic Center when the old heavy metal

master, Ozzy Ozborne, performed.

A young and upwardly mobile band called Queensryche

opened up the show. The 5-piece band from Seattle,

Washington appeared on stage in a halo of deep purple

lighting which reflected off of their futuristic stage set.

The set consisted of silver grating placed over the

amplifier stacks and silver tubing around the drum kit

which resembled that used for heating ducts.

Queensryche with Geoff Tate doing vocals began their

set with "Neue Kegel" off their second and latest album

Rage For Order. "Neue Regel" was a song about reaching

JAMES H. McMANUS
eating place
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for the new horizon and a new age. Many of their lyrics

reflect this kind of attitude. They sing of the youth that

are the hope for the future. Queensryche also perform-

ed "The Whisper" and "Gonna Get Close to You," as well

as "The Warning" off of their first full length album of

the same name. Queensryche is a band with five very

talented musicians and are definately worth keeping an

eye on, or should I say ear?

Ozzy Ozborne, the godfather himself, began his set by

appearing above the stage on a throne that looked like

a gigantic version of him in full regalia with cape etc. He
was lowered to the stage floor on this creature and the

show began. He started off with "Bark at the Moon" from

the album of the same name. This was an appropriate song

considering that the next day was to be a full moon. The

second song they performed was "Suicide Solution."

Ozzy also performed "Mr. Crowley" from the album

Diary of a Madman, and "Shot in the Dark" from his

latest album The Ultimate Sin.

The Civic Center was only two-thirds full, but this didn't

stop Ozzy from giving his all and performing an energiz-

ed show with good ol' Jack E. Lee on guitars.

The band did a typical "Take turns doing solos" deal,

at which point the crowd's cheering turned into a loud

roar. A bass pedal was set up on the outside of Randy
Castillo's drum kit so that he could walk around to the

front and play. The entire drum kit was on a platform that

moved out to the front of the stage, the closest I've ever

seen a drummer get to his audience while playing.

Ozzy sang many songs from his newest album. The

Ultimate Sin. A lot of the songs deal with the subject of

nuclear destruction and the fate of the earth. He sang

"Thank God for the Bomb" and "Killer of Giants":

"Killer of giants threatens us all

Mountains of madness standing so tall

Marches of protest not stopping the war

Or the killer of giants..."

Ozzy ended the set with his trademark from his Black

Sabbath days, "Paranoid." He sang this one on the con-

dition that "everyone go crazy."

Ozzy may not bite bats' heads off any longer, and yes

he has definitely slowed down in his older years, but he

still rocks. His lyrics from the song "Rock N' Roll Rebel"

sum things up well:

"I'm a rock n' roll rebel

ril tell you no lies

They say I worship the devil

Why don't they open their eyes

I'm just a rock n' roll rebel."

Wdcome to school.
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ALLVOU CAN EAT
SALAD BUFFET $2.59

11 A.M.-4 P.M. Mon.-Sat.

Includes our Hot Spot" with all the

fresh fruit, vegetables and hot soup

you can eat. And much more,

PONDERGSA
At participating steakhouses.

Coupon valid until 10/4/86. dco
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Now that you're back at school, get on the Ponderosa meal plan,

We're serving big, delicious meals at prices that fit your budget.

There^ abmily feeling at Ponderosa:

Starting Oct. 1 5t

Adult Evening Classes

Ballet-Modern

Jazz Dance
Amherst Ballet

Center
29 Strong St

549-1555
(one block east of

Butterfield Dorm)

Now's
the time
to call-

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

CAMPUS
CAR SALES

79 TOYOTA COflOLLA

65K one owner No221

$1995

Aii
PONDEROSA

c 1986 Ponderosa, Inc

NORTHAMPTON - 293 KING ST
(across from Hampshire Lincoln Mercury)

79 TOYOTA CELICA

65k, one owner, 5 sp No222

$2795
81 TOYOTA COROLLA SEDAN

A/C, 57K, No225

$3500
80 VW RABBIT DIESEL

No.208

$1695
75 VOLVO DL WAGON

87k No213

$2300
312 College St. Rt 9 Amherst

253-5040
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COMPETITIVE EDGE

SKI OUTLET
RTE. 5 Holyoke - 2 miles North Mt. Tom

Open Dally 11-6 538-7662

SKIERS

SAVE 50% AND MORE
Examples

Lange ZR & ZS Boots - Reg $280 SALE PRICE $119

•Ski Poles •Goretex gloves

•Selected skis •Jackets

CHINESE
'j^ CUISINE

Want to try something newl

How about a quiet

evening foi two . .

.

a bottle of wine md

some exquisite

Chinese cuisine

THE MGHT IS YOURS

[

50 Main Street Northampton 586-5708

456 Sumner Ave. Springfield

Full Liquor Service Reservations accepted

^mf^iUbWKsi^Sim

Not all students know
about Hewlett-Packard
calculators yet.

;^ I

Now, with HP's best-ever prices and HP's powerful,
built-in functions, there's no need to bum the midnight
oil.

You'll get the answers you want and a good night's sleep.

For instance, the HP-15C has more built-in advanced math and
statistical power than any other calculator. Ihe HP-41 , with the

HP-41 Advantage module, has the most popular engineering,

math and financial programs ever written for the HP-41 . And,
the HP-12C is widely recognized as the standard among profes-

sionals in finance and investments.

So go ahead, get an HP calculator. And a good night's sleep.

CVl
HEWLETT
PACKARD

M—F 9-5

SAT 10-3

Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
STORED

If

Open:
Tuasdsy-Sunday
4 p.m.-IO p.m

TEXAS
BARBECUE
TexaB-size portions of

the finest barbacued ribs.

chicken, sandwiches.

"THE TASTIEST BARBECUE
THIS SIDE OF WACO"

SUM'S STUDENT SPECIAL
BRING YOUR COLLEGE ID AND GET

$2.00 OFF
ALL DINNER ENTREES FOR YOU

AND YOUR GUESTS
EXCLUDING DAILY SPECIALS

IMPORTED BEER SPECIALS
DM00 MkC It •••••••••••••••••••••••• ywifcv/dlA Udw"

MARKSMAN ENGLISH LAGER $4.20/6pk

O'KEEFE $3.70/6pk

FISCHER FRENCH LAGER $3.95/6pk

LABATTS LIGHT $3.20/6pk

PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE DEPOSIT
NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPO ERRORS

338 College St.(Rt. 9 East)

253-5384

LP
WANTED

3f

THE COLLEGIAN IS

LOOKING FOR
CIRCULATION DRIVERS %

TO DELIVER PAPERS }

ON A DAILY BASIS %

J YOU MUST HAVE A CAR J
AND ALL WEEKDAY t
MORNINGS FREE

(8:30 - 1 1 :00)

EXCELLENT PAY
APPLY AT THE
COLLEGIAN

113 CAMPUS CENTER

3f

If

DOUBLE FUM
By DON LIPPER
and TOM HARRINGTON
Collegian Staff

Desert Hearts: Directed and produced by Donna
Deitch. Starring Helen Shaver, Patrica Charbonneau

and Audra Lindley.

Desert Hearts is a film we both recommend but if you

want to see it, you'll have to see it tonight. This is the

last night it will be at the Mountain Farms Mall.

The film is set in Reno, Nevada in 1959. Shaver plays

Vivian Bell, a professor from Columbia University who
flees an unfulfilling marriage and academic life to get a

quickie divorce. She feels uncomfortable in her new sur-

roundings, with her new freedom and the attentions of

Cay, a daring and reckless woman 10 years younger than

Vivian.

TH: I like the way Donna Deitch takes this story of two

women attracted to each other and plays it just like a

regular screen romance. In fact, it's the most romantic

movie I've seen this year.

DL: This is one of the few movies this year that actual

ly shows mature love as it is felt by real people. The

characters in this film are living, breathing, psychological-

ly complex women who you can see thinking, feeling in

very authentic ways. Although Cay and Vivian are op-

posite in many ways, they share a kindred spirit that

creates a deep love on all levels.

TH: The love isn't all that complex, though. I found it

as much wispy and romantic as anything else. All the

characters, good and bad, play an idealized role in bring-

ing the two women together, and their romance itself is

like something from a comic book. Shaver is all restrain-

ed but looking for a way to free herself, while Charbon-

neau is wild but looking for someone serious.

DL: I think their romance isn't as simplistic as you make

it sound. The film isn't a trite Hollywood romance with

two women in it instead of a straight couple. The love story

doesn't follow the typical pre-packaged format that we

have all seen a thousand times before. You continue to

think about these characters and their story after you

leave the theatre. The film is Desert learts. DL gives

it ***^h and TH gives it ***. Remember you've got to see

it tonight (Thursday)!

Nothing in Common Directed by Garry Marshall.

Stars Tom Hanks, Jackie Gleason and Eva Marie Saint.

Tom Hanks stars in this comedy/drama as David Basner

— a hip, funny advertising genius living in Chicago. One
evening David's father (Gleason) calls him to drop the

bombshell. David's mother (Saint) has left him and taken

all her belongings with her. TH: This movie has a good

idea, but it doesn't approach it very well. From the begin

ning, the scenes with Hanks as a fast-mouthed executive

are hilarious and involving, but the so-called main plot

of his relationship to his parents is stagnant. Gleason is

grumpy and mean, Saint is quiet and afraid, and Hanks

doesn't understand them.

That's it. This movie should have kept Hanks in

the office or worked harder on the "Kramer vs. Kramer"

relationship with his folks. I give it ** 1/2.

DL: I also give it **M2 stars. The comedy and the drama

just didn't mesh well at all. I have the feeling that if they

worked a little harder on it, it might have made a better

movie.

the ounchiest
crispiest, tastiest

fried chicken
in the valley!

Oqo

FREE DELIVERY
31 Boltv^ood Walk

Downtown Amherst 253-7494
through the Alley

iKhind Time Out

SELF-SERVICE
COPIES

5<
At Kinko's we offer ttie highest quolity copies

ot a very low price. Our other services include

bindino, collating and a self-serve workspace

stocked with all me things you need to put

together that project or proposal. Try Kinko's.

For great copies. And great deals.

kinko's
Open early. Open late.

Open weekends.

220 N. Pleasant St

GEIA
ROOMMJIIEYOUCAN
1UHIONANDOFE

:-><<:>>: :-:^:<<«->>': -
->w'.<:y»x«->>>--'

Let's face it. Even the best of

roommates can drive you up the wall

at times. Well, this one won't. It's a

19" color TV from Mitsubishi.

And pick up a roommate that

comes with one great feature.

An OFF^ switch.

)f^^^^-^^^^^^^^^^^^-^^^^^^^^^

REDIVISION
VIDEO LEASING

FUR INFORMATION CALL
1 800-221-7334

$

IM" COLOR T\'

24%.
(''month -tudeni lease!

WE CREATE A STYLE |

AS INDIVIDUAL AS YOU ARE
Consultation & Style Ctrts

$10.00
styles by Deborah

i5 Unlvenity Drive, Amherst 549-5610

PleitM call for an Appointment exp. 10/15/86

Paradise
found...

at Seasons' Sunday Buffet Brunch
...Dixieland style!

Paradise City Jazz Quartet and Seasons famous

Sunday bnjnch all for only tes*? Buftet specialties

from quiche to roast tjeef. eggs and ham and seafood

casseroles to delicious pastnes and the two-beat

rtiythm of New Orleans Jazz'

. 529 Belchertown Road • Amherst • 253 9909

.
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continued from page 12

criticize, which is good, but the only reservations I have

about this single is the lack of variation. All three songs

on this single are so similar that you literally can't tell

which one is which. "Wait, is this the same song oops

it's a different one." The Vangelis disease of music. But

all the same it is worth the cost if not for the amazing

guitar sounds, but for a change of pace.

The Fall

"Mr. Pharmacist"
The Fall have existed for more than 10 years now and

Mark E. Smith is the only original member left, and now

I know why everyone has left him. There is hardly

anything on this single worth writing about, and I'm not

saying that to be crude or pretentious, rather merely to

state that this is a big disappointment. The Fall can be

misleading because you don't know whether they're try-

ing to be rockabilly spoof, a synth-pop band or a Chris-

tian rock 'n' roll sermon. Mark E. Smith sounds like Jim-

my Swaggart (and he always has), the D-X-7's are so loud

and obnoxious that it tramples all over the guitar, which

is the only thing here that has potential. The drummer

must be gonzo because the beat is so monotonous that any

two year old could programme it on his Casio-tone, and

over all you just get a very frustrating piece ofmusic. Flip

it over (if you dare) and you'll hear the greatest Bauhaus

sound-alike every recorded. In a recent interview with

Mark E. Smith, done by NME, Smith explained that peo-

ple enjoy drugs or alcohol only up the point where it

becomes abuse. So is the same with music and creativity,

once you start abusing it, it becomes stale, boring and dull.

But let's not give up hope, I've heard that their new album

(to be out and about real soon) is much better. Let's only

hope.

Note:
Britain's Radio-One has launched a new label entirely

dedicated to releasing John Pell sessions (Peel being sort

of the American Dick Clark). The first of these is by New-

Order, and it's a really good buy .

Thursday, September 25, 1986

Doonesbury
By Garry Trudeati

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Amherst Sunshine CAR
WASH

381 College Street (Rt. 9 East)

AUTOMATIC WASH/WAX
Open Daily 8:00 am to 5:00 pm

SELF-SERVICE BAYS
OPEN 24 HOURS

Soap/Rinse/WaxBubble Brush

Tire Cleaner-Engine De-Greaser

$1.00 & $5.00 changer

Vaccum Cleaners

"OUR AHENDANTS ARE HAPPY TO ASSIST YOU"

Some
restrictions

apply

Hartford/SFC

NYC/London
NYC/Hong Kong

$198
$378
$764

COUNCIL TRAVEL
AMHERST

[4131256-1261

WHAT DO YOU DO WHEN ITS AFTER 1 am AND .

YOU WANT A BEER OR YOU'VE GOT THE MUN-
J

CHIES BUT THE WEATHER WON T LET YOU GO J
OUT? IT'S EASY

IWK, MIKl. I KNOW ITS HARP
FORyOU,BlfT youHAVE TO UN-

.J-, Pei^TANP- I'MCAU6HTUP
1 3./ IN 90METHIN6 HBRB.MP 17%

'^1/ ^CITINO' ILOVBMY
VI NeUJUFB!

y£AH,l/UBlL,lLO\/eMy

dPONB. I've, map,
J.J.,B(JTIJU^DON'T
FITIN tUITH iOUR. 3RA^B
NeWHJORlPOF IRONIC

RENT A
FRIDGIE!
FREE DELIVERY — 2 & 5 cu. feet.

R&P RENTALS
R&P PACKAGE STORE
460 WEST STREET

S. AMHERST 253-9742

1

I

"Ooo! This is always amusing. ... Here

comes Bessie inside her plastic cow ball.

The Sound Company
"Your Stereo Headquarters"

Gordy By Gorde

SAVE $50 SAVE $40 SAVE $40

you KBAU.Y

YOU'RE

roc '/?E
OKIE. OF

THIS IS " THE SMOKBY
^RIU.'' GOO O/IA/fK} tr.'

PASrftAJE'KS f=f$OM THB

To PARTY/.rr'

~X'

BUT.
/UO ' Ot/T'S'
SOK) HEf?^.
rci- PFoue
rrr HEY.
SCkHMfE ...

WeSTPOPJ 5199 AKAI $99 weSTPOPJ $89
Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

Dolby B Noise Reduction, 12 FM Digital

presets, Fader Control, Automatic Music

Select, 36 Watts. Seek and Scan

35 Watts AM/FM Stereo Revelver

35 Watts per channel (70 watts total) , flywheel

tuning, 4 speaker capability

Super value, Digital AM/FM stereo

Radio, 10 presets, Auto Stop ends tape,

12 Watts

SAVE $60 SAVE $80
SAVE $50

METAL DOLBY

CASSETTE RECORDER

$59

THE' CAtT^MOlSTIi A)Ot>

EVrroifi A/»riOK>AL S/kFVTi
P)tC>A^lSATfOAiCCeMS6ie^. /s

Keeps A/Jey€'^KfA^3rrf
snWPfuepi «»* Tur oy^K
^3S CAtTP^AJ/fTS 7b F9UCk).
^tATSeM/K;' kJIU/WAVHn-Ttto/

NOTfti SnpfAi SAi, "Pl>fFi
"

/S STtLL kfeu, iJn»/»> AtUk>-
AMLE IInm

u/os*F£ sfTtn, 3e Suite
•7Z> se Ace^er pog wirry
OK f^lUiH PifAi'bO.l/^

AMUS/aX, AOP tA>FKf^^P
/^7" TlOlSTSj, ^A/P STKies
T?fAT OUAi/QA> Acc-i

ItUffLE A Fei^ feATVEKS.

IMNICAU.% -^b-TH

TMf NAKtifT MXr
(3tJiT¥ Pt>fi>t^*i.

Campus Pond By Sal

TURNTABLE WITH
MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE

Dolby B Noise Reduction, iiort

Touch Controls, Cue & Review,
Metal Tape Permalloy Heads $69

SAMSUNG 12 Inch B&W
AC/DC PORTABLE

TV

SAVE $60

NIKKO

$69
FISHER

DIGITAL AUDIO $159
DISC PLAYER ^

$289

Belt Turntable /vith

Magnetic Cartridge

EMERSON
DOUBLE CASSETTE
RACK SYSTEM

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

^^ ^t^. SINCE 1961

heSoundCompan
201 NORTH PLEASANT ST. AMHERST, MASS

NOTboim w eecoMe
A STAR HALFBACK R?R

He 15. HomveR, ooino

-w ^ecoft^e ft cflT.

JAOUAR XJ5

PLUTO.

IKHOI/i/,P»P.

porm'f^eoN
TV A NSW
m5i5. iNcep
Kirry un^R
IN THB
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NIGHT GRAPHICS STAFF

There will be a mandatory meeting on Sunday

night. Sept 28th at 6.00 pm.

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trudc Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Activate

S Stuffed sfiirt

9 Like some note

paper
14 Mind
15 Marathon
16 - Gay;

historic plane

17 Echoed
1

8

Gossip note

19 Exhaust

20 Humanitarian

organization

22 Pebbles

23 Henley
participant

24 Typewriter bar

25 Consisting of

two parts

28 Gilding material

32 Growing out

33 Hiawatha s cralt

34 High note

35 Bed and-

breakfast places

36 A/imov
character

37 Voting group

38 Actor Beatty

39 Wood color

40 Coeur d — Ida

4

1

Wild geese Var

43 Rained cats and

dogs
44 Diner Sign

45 A Chorus Line

song
46 Comlort
49 Symbol ol

happiness
54 Benchley lish

55 Conduil

56 rulda leeder

57 Singer Lopez
58 A WauQh
59 Entertainer

Home
60 Common

lollower

61 Conifer

62 My Fair -

DOWN
1 Cicatrix

2 Record

3 Angered

4 Minute Mens
foes

5 Religious house
6 Spxlls the beans
7 Sumnfier treats

8 Muffin

9 Ocean woe
10 Open, in a way
1

1

Bank deal

12 Author Wiesel

13 Cuptd and
namesakes

21 Exceptional

22 Drawing room
24 Filleted

25 Essence
26 Word with planet

or space
27 — Devi. Indian

mountain
28 Profit

29 Fisher lor

lampreys

30 Solo

31 Took the dare

33 Sabots km
36 Winged

37 Columbine

39 Boston —
40 Top-drawer

42 Hungers
43 Swoop down
46 JFK sights

47 Elbe leeder

48 Anagram of nail

49 Island off Java
50 Mortgage
51 Thought
52 Shred
53 Low can
55 Atlas feature

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

9/2S/M

1 J— r-r-|Ms f- » i MH i»"ii tJ~ir-

Hii Hit
^|it ^|it

JpT i'JT JTW JPT
" ? iF^^" Im^PIP !i !P"

** K" w
«I9M \m K%w^in Tiowt S>n4icalc •/25/M

Lunch

Hamburger on Roll

Fried Clam Strips

Tartar Sauce

Basics Lunch
Oatburgers

Fried Clam Strips

Tartar Sauce

Menu
Dinner

Roast Turkey/Bread Dressing

Quiche Lorraine

Ham Place with Macaroni Salad

BREAD AND SPREAD BUFFET
Basics Dinner

Roast Turkey/Bread Dressing

Gravy, Cranberry Sauce

Quiche Lorraine

BREAD AND SPREAD BUFFET^

r Weather

TODAY—Sunny with slight breeze, high 70-75.

TONIGHT—Clouds forming, low in the 60s.

Today's Staff
Night Editor BethAnne Moskov

Copy E<*»tor Sheryl Jean

Photo Tech Paul Franz

Layotti T«ch Rob Catalano

Production S«p«rvl»or Rob Catalano

ProdacttooMargot Wiles, Sarah Clark, Matt Laurence. Tori

Gorell. Sheri Knapp. and Crazy Steve!

Executive Board — Fall of 1986

DODE LEVENSON
Editor m Chief

JOHN YONCE
Managing Editor

STEVE RUBIN
BiJSiiH'Si Manaycr

ROB SKELTON
Editorial Editor

WILLIAM SPAIN

Editorial Editor

ANSEL ZINTER

Production Manager

STEVE RUBIN

Business Manager

PAUL H LESSER

Advertising Sales Manager

VANESSA ROTH
Finance Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marketing Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Circulation Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Subscription Manager
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• field hockey
continued from page 20

Free hits: Griswold. who
transferred from Nor-

thwestern two years ago,

has scored in three of the

four UMass victories, and

has five goals for the season

to lead the team. Senior Lil

Hultin is second on the

squad with three goals...The

University of New Hamp-
shire, undefeated in five

games this year, is ranked

number one in the country,

according to a poll publish

ed in yesterday's Boston

Globe. UNH comes to town

on October 18 to take on the

Minutewomen. UMass tied

the Granite state stickers,

2-2, last season. ..Other

teams in the top ten include

North Carolina, University

of Connecticut, Nor-
thwestern, Old Dominion
(the only team to beat

UMassi, and Iowa, The
Minutewomen will knock
sticks with UConn and Iowa

later in the season, but both

games will be on the road.

• men 's soccer game
cnntmued from page 20

mouth did UMass one
better.

Junior goalkeeper John
Scott notched his second

consecutive shutout in goal

as he turned aside the

Minutemen opportunities.

At 20. the Big Green have
yet to allow a goal this

season.

The Minutemen will now
prepare for another New
England clash, taking on

the University ofVermont,

this Saturday at 1:30 p.m.

at Burlington. After facing

the Catamounts, the team
travels to Yale University

for a 3 p.m. battle in New

Haven, CT on Wednesday,

Oct. 1.

UMass returns home to

host its UMass Tourna-
ment the weekend of Oct.

4 and 5. Teams attending

the tourney will include

Central Connecticut, Nor-

theastern University, and
Miami of Ohio.

wCi.'i.'Si'Si^iii^'^.^Si'^e^^i^^

COLONEL
JOSHUA SHAN I

Squadron commander of Enteobe raid

and currently Air Attache
in the Israeli Embassy. Washington, DC,

will speak on

I

I

Thursday I
$

September 25 ^
$7:00pm Is

Campus Center 91 7 |

I University of Massactiusetts |

I I
I

sponsored by B'nai B'rith Hillel ^

I I

THURSDAY IS

PARTY NIGHT
AT MIKES
BEGIN YOUR

WEEKEND HERE

THIS WEEKS SPECIALS
MEISTER BRAU & SCHAFER PITCHERS $2.75

CAPTAIN MORGAN'S SPICE RUM $1.50

BECKS LIGHT AND DARK $1.50

SEA BREEZES $1.50

CATCH OUR FRIDAY NIGHT SMORGASBORD 4-8

RLL UNIVERSITY MEN
-¥'-¥^-¥'

THURSDAY 9/25
7-9p.m

AX haigis
mall

LAST OPEN RUSH
LEARN ABOUT FRATERNITY LIFE

REFRESHMENTS SERVED & FILMS SHOWN
ALL NIGHT LONG

RISKY BUSINESS, STRIPES, ETC ...

{

lincoln av«
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Intramural hockey set to open
_ .1 .1 11 r^. ^ . »' ^»H.4-^1 fr^^ to /111A

* tennis teams

For the first time since the

UMass varsity hockey team

disbanded in 1972, the

UMass Fall intramural

Hockey League has secured

prime-time skating time at

Amherst College's Orr

Rink.

The league will play Mon-

day and Tuesday evenings

is*t
av«

SOUTHWEST
OORMS

•DELTA*
• CHI*

111 SUflMt

r university driv*

at the rink as well as Sun-

day, Wednesday and Thurs-

day nights at the Greenfield

Area Public Skating Rink.

Games will also be played

Tuesday and Thursday mor-

nings at the Lord Jeffs rink.

League Commissioner
John Jonas announced that

team entries and a $350 (per

team) ice rental fee is due

paid in full on Sept. 29.

A managers meeting will

be held at 4:30 p.m. on Oct,

6 at the Intramural Office

on the second floor in

Boyden.
The league is also hiring

referees, scorekeepers and

EMT's. Call Jonas at

546-7475

will allow coach Manny
Roberts to give some of his

younger players some ac-

tion. Paul Zaretsky will

play at number seven

doubles, followed by Gary

Goodman at eight. Zaretsky

will also team with

Humberto Soto as the

fourth doubles tandem.

Roberts' normal lineup

will remain unharmed.
Sophomore Brian Gable will

lead off in the singles,

followed by captain Flicka

Rodman. Chris Johnson,

Jon DeKlerk, Rich Nieboer,

and Mike Tofias will round

out the top six, in that order.

Gable will team with Hank
Baker at number one
doubles, followed by Rod-

conlirnu'cl from page 20

man/Tofias, and the hot

combination of Johnson and

DeKlerk.

"I expect to do well

against the state schools,

but the Ivy League is a

whole different class," said

Roberts. "We should fare

well, considering the com-

petition."

WE'RE SETTING THEM UP

SO YOU CAN NOCK'EM' DOWN

Thursday Night is College Night

$^
<P

8:45-close
A GAME

NORTHAMPTON
BOWL

525 PLEASANT ST
584-4830

positive college ID required

STUDENT MEMBERSHIP
Before October 15

Buy 8 Month Nautilus Membership

for $140.00
Under $20 per month

THE AMHERST

RACCiUET & FITNESS CENTER
Rte 116, North Amherst

(on the bus route)

549-4545

ACTIVITIES 'AUDIO
AUTO FOR SALE • CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT • FOR RENT

FOR SALE • FOUND
HELP WANTED -LC^T

CLASSIFIED
INSI RUCTION •MOTORCYLCLES
PERSONALS -RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED -SERVICES

ROOMATE WANTED 'TRAVEL

WANTED 'SUBLET

.^«. o ,„.«ncAn. IMP 9 nAVc; PROIR TO PUBLICATION* CASH IN ADVANCE, 15«/W0RD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI - 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PROIR TO PUBLICATIUN>
^

|

ACTIVITIft

WORK STUDY (4.0S$hr) B-12 hrs wk
flex hrs assrst in lab work on soil, plant

samples no exp required call Morleza at

545-2259 between 10AM-4PM

79 VW RABBIT diesel 4 door, standard.

48 MPG rebuilt engine, good condition,

cheap transportation Asking $1400

665-8291

197S OLDS OMEGA Atuomatic new bat-

lery runs well $800 549-4444 after 530

TRANSCENDENDENTAL MEDITATION
A video presontatiorv Thurs Sept 25 7 30
PM room 165 Campus Center

ORAOUATi AND 2S + tTUDfNTS

SOCIAL HOUR AND A HALF
every week Thursday 5:00

Blue Wall

Campus Center
get social

79 HONDA ACCORD excellent enoJne

spot of rust on body,new clutch, luel,

tank, exhaust, system, transmission,

f^ust sell asking $1400 or bo. Call Nik

549-4834 eves

A BARGAIN! 1979 Ford Pinto eOK miles,

no rusi, new tires, recent lube and oil

change Fully inspected/registered S650

call Russ 546-4435

2 BEDROOM APT. for rent Squire Village

5 mins from UMass on bus rt $470/month

call 665-4793 Dan or Audrey

SUNNY NEW^BH Amherst house, I'/i

baths Quiet neightxirhood Walk to bus.

Puffers Pond $850/mo 256-8678

FRIDGE RENTALS CALL RAP Package

Store 253-9742 free delivery

ty Part and full time work For interview

call Willie 256-4101
LITTLE SISTER RUSH

DISHWASHERS: GOOD PAY for reliable

hard workers paniime days or nites

Apply Judies Amherst

GRAD STUDENT TO share furnished

house South Amherst Own bedroom,

study Non-smoker 256-0074

TERRORISM LECTURE. Colonel Shani

from Israeli Air Force will speak tonight

in CC917 at 7:00. Sponsored by Hillel.

545-2526.

SEX: EVERYTHING YOU ever wanted to

know about il, bul were afraid to ask

Tonight in Southside room in Hampden
next to Munchies at 9:00PM Still another

SWAG production

GRADUATES AND 25* students Social

Hour every Thursday 5:00 Blue Wall,

Campus Center Build a tradition! Meet
each other!

THE HONORS NEWSLETTER will meet
Thurs., Sept 25, at 7PM, Field Main

lounge. Orchard Hill. All invited to join

FREE MOVIES AT the~Newman Center

every Friday night in the ront lounge Sept

26 at 7:00PM 'The Big Chill"

UMASS UECHI-RYU club meets Fri rm24
Totman 6PM classical Okinawan Karate

new members welcome

DATSUN 710 1976 new clutch, mufflers,

brakes, 4 radials, no rust, runs great. Ask-

ing $1000 call 253-7798

7S CAMARO LT, original oiMner, needs
lower rear fender, $1000 00 584-5940

PLYMOUTH VALIANT-$250 323-6726

Ask for Jack

ROOM WITH PRIVATE bath in South

Amherst near downtown $250/mo five PM
256-0031

FOR SALE

PROFESSORS EXAM FILES for

engineering, calculus, physics and
chemistry at University Store

BATAVIS MOPED RUNS well call Shawn
546-9030 $200

SUPERIOR PIZZARIA NORTH Amherst

Flexible hours during the week call

549-0626

P^RT-tMe CAShTeR wanted for local

store some nights and weekends please

call 584-3603

NEED A JOB? Like travel? Ambitious

people needed to market unique travel

product with no existing competition Ex-

cellent experience for tausiness, com-
munication and HRTA majors No ex-

perience necessary, car helpful Contact

Mary 549-6118

OPEN RUSH THRUS 7 9PM Delta Chi

fraternity 118 Sunset Ave More info call

Nikki 256-0945

LOST

H.P. 1 1C CALCULATOR in library towet

Please call 546-4778 lor reward

EDDIE: YOU MAKE my lite brighter

everyday I am the happiest woman in tf)e

world I love you. Baby Wilka

-WG -REMEMBER- there is more to life

than politics I'll be around to remind you

of that -SL

tWERE TOOLING FOR...
"

BROWN LEATHER JACKET left at Bar

sies on Wed 9/17 any knowledge of its

wf>ereabouts will be rewarded and greatly

appreciated- please call Jeff 549-0S04

CHARLES QUIRK.. .HAPPY birthday

Honey! Lots of love. Cel

LEKIH YOU ARE awesome. Lowe Me

PLEASE HELP. $50 lor any info on blue

and grey denim jacket stolen from Zeta

Psi 9/20 call Ken 6-6057

UMASS VICE T-SHIRTS WILL BE
AVAILABLE IN THE CAMPUS CENTER
CONCOURSE ON THURSDAY AND
FRIDAY, DON'T MISS THIS OPPOR-
TUNITY TO PURCHASE THE MOST IN

NOVATIVE T-SHIRT TO HIT THE CAM-
PUS IF YOU CAN'T SEE US IN THE
CAMPUS CENTER CALL AT 549-2739

UMASS VICE IS HERE

UMASS OU'HNO CLUBS annual fall con-

tradance Saturday Sept 27 at Grinnell

Arena Dinner at 7 00. dance 8 00-12 00

Lots of fun! Everyone^^lcome!

ATTENTION lANDSR

1972 DATSUN 240Z well maintained In

and out $2000 549-7727

1972 SAAB 99C runs beautifully Body
good, interior very good, low milage.

$1500 firm Todd 253-3760

81 TOYOTA TERCEL blue 5SPD
HTCHBK frt>nt wd 30 MPG AM/FM stereo

inside & out. Exc. cond 110,000 mi but

well maint & exc shape $1800
413-634-5045 wkdys after 6:30
617-562-5736 wkends

1978 CHEVY MONZA new tires, new
clutch, body in good condi-

tion $250,leaving country, must sell,catl

617-731-5493 ,

CASH

PAYING CASH FOR your baseball cards

please call Mike 549-0333

COMPUTER TERMINAL & modem lor

sale $200 cheap 256-8678

KEG TAPS FOR sale^^Brand new, never

used keg laps only $25 Packies charge

$45 for used taps Don't waste your

money! New taps $25 Call Tony
256-1438 today

RADIOLOGK: technologist needed

to work afternoon/early evening shift 3

days/wk plus on-call hours for medical

group in Amherst Call Barbara Keegan
IaM- 12PM 256-8561

CLEAN OUR HOUSE in Amherst weekly

$6/hr 256-8678

CARPENTERS ASST. FOR part-time

work in Belchertown Must have own
transponation Hours flexible $5/hr Call

1-739-3198 after 6PM

SSO REWARD LOST a blue suitcase

w/initials EKB in lot 44 Sun night 9/21

please call 546-4319

$50 HEWARD^NE year old neutered

male medium grey short haired with white

spot between hind legs Lives Lincoln

AptS Jeff 549-6158 6-8PM
^

MOTORCYCLE

PILLOWS. PILLOWS, PtLLOWS

CORDUROY BEDRESTS AND floor

cushions sold at drastically reduced

prices Campus Center concourse Thurs-

day/Friday or call Joe at 549-7771

vmRfcs

AHAUS REGISTERED REFEREES to

work Amherst Youth Hockey Games
Dave 549-6785. Bud 549-0382

YAMAHA VERAGO 920CC shaft drive

digital new rubber oval discs low miles

helmet $1200 4C Brandywine stop by

BED FOR SALE single box and mattress

first $25 takes it 584-2905 eves (Alan)

1979 CHEVY WAGON. 99,400 miles,

new clutch. Best offer 536-5434 Even-

ings week-ends

LARGE BLACK DRAWING table $75

large bureau 6 drawers $65 253-3690

DIGITAL DECWRITER.FREE phorieand

modem $300 or BO Rowirig machine, ex-

cellent condition $80 or BO 665-7920

71 CHEVY IMPALA

71 CHEV71mPALA:~A/C, discbr P/S,

350 2bbl Great power! $350 BO call

Tim 256-1462

CLASS II DRIVERS WANTED

MACINTOSH 512 W/EXTERNAL drive,

mouse, printer. Ja22, MacWrite, Mac-

Paint, and more! $2400.00 or BO Russ
256-6041

APPLICATIONS FOR THE Soumwest
Battle of the Bands are now available All

applications must be submitted along

with a recent tape of the band Winner to

open for the Southwest concert this

spring Applications may be picked up at

the SWAG office in Hampden next to

Munchies For more info call 545-0960

All applications are due on Sept 29 at

5:00PM no late applications accepted

LARGERThEAHSALSPACY available

call Embassy Recording Studio 549-0343

549-7640

PROFESSIONAL MULTITRACK
RECORDING student packages quality

demo tapes; promo kits, tape copies, in

house production; record pressing Call

Embassy Recording Studio 549-0343 or

549- 7640

AUDIO

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH AR90speakers

Brand new Warranty Type used in

dance bar, aerobics studios $1500 list

For sale $750 call 253-9687

AUTO FOR SALE

81 RENAULT 4DR. 660b0miles, clean

$1900 or B O 253-7451 5-8 PM

1975 BMW 2662^good condition $1600

call 256-6497

1977 AUDI Tools sedan 28MPG on

regular at AC SR stereo asking $1000

665-8217

BUS DRIVERS WANTED UMass Transit

Service needs drivers to start immediate-

ly You must nave a Mass Class 2 license

and be in a degree program taking at

least 6 credits Hours are flexible: starting

pay is $4 60/hr with regular raises App-

ly at tghe bus garage (behind Holdsworth

Hall) or for more into call Lindsay or Bud

al 545-0056

DELTA ZETA OPEN RUSH

OrTTHE OELtA ZETA SPIRltrAii

UMass women invited to open rush at

DeltaZela UPhillipsSl &645Tues9/23,

Wed 9/» a Thurs 9/25 for more Info call

Pam at 253-9916

MOTOBECANE SUPERMIRAGE 23
'

Very good condition, |ust overhauled

$93 Call after 6PM 256-6749

GOOD HOME REQUIRED for" 74 AMC
Hornet not pretty, but rebuilt engine,

many (many) new parts, runs well Pric-

ed to move at only $250 Call Phil

256-8348 (545-4807 work)

SOFT CONTACT LENSES most^aily
wear lenses, $18 00 to $25 00 ea Extend-

ed wear lenses $30 00 to $48 00 lowest

prices contact lens solutions heat units

$1295 Amherst Optical Shoppe
413-253-5412, 413-256-6403

PART-TIME RELIEF posttons open vwk-
ing with multiply-handicapped persons in

Belchertown and Palmer Flexible

schedules, evening, overnight, weekend
hours Meridian Associates, Box 974^

Belchertown, MA 01007 AA/EOE
323-6872

WORK-STUDY POSITION available,

$4 00 per hour, for creative individual in-

terested in working with children after-

noons, 3-5, in an after-school program

Contact Rosemary 256-8246

fHESGA IS now hiring as assistant to

the undergraduate senate speaker In-

dividuals should have good research and

writing skills, knowledge of the student

senate and a commitment to student em-

powerment Women and people of color

encouraged to apply Applications

available in Student Senate Office 420

Student Union deadline Fn 9/27 5:00PM
AA/EEO

HONDA SHADOW 500CC 1984 only

4500 miles, shaft drive, 2 helmets $1200

or BO 6-2063 after 6PM

KRSONALS

ROOMMATES WANHD

2HOOMMATES MALE/FEMALE wanted

to share room in house on bus route

Steve 256-0606 keep trying

RESPONSIBLE roR LG apt on bus route

own room, furnished but bnng bed $210

for room plus utilities call 323-4969 before

2PM 323-6311x530 after

WSYL RADIO IDS. 1 FM is back.broad-

casting daily 9am to 3am

BRITTANY MANOR APT $150$10elec.

month call 546-8334

VIETNAM VETERANS: EARN $15 and

help us better understand the Vietnam

experience Answer a 1 Vj hour question-

naire at home For details call 548-9021

TO SHARE TWO bedroom apt close to

campus call 549-6173

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

aACK--A-DISir~ENfEHTArNMENT
Agency - Discjockeys, Bands, Lights and
Large screen video dances 549-7144

ENnRTAINMENT

MUSICIANS NEEDED FOR perfor-

mances at Belchertown State School

Funding available Contact Bruce

256-4236

FOR RENT

ONFbEDROOM OF two bedroom apt

on bus route in Sunderiand available im-

med to responsible student throughout

August with righl to sublet Call Kyle at

665-4044 after Sept 12 or come by and

see 28 Hadley Rd in the evening $225/mo

plus utilities

NOHTHWOOO APAHTMENfSnMM
Sunderland some cancellations 2

bedroom garden apartments hot water,

no utilities office hours Monday thru Fri-

day 10 00AM to live PM 665-3856

3 BEDROOM HOUSE^nHadiey 800» or

295 per room 253-5366

FOUND

FOUND-BRACELET-TOWNEHOUSE
apt area on Friday evening Call lo claim

549-0077

ECE 357 TEXT in AEBN call 665-8960 to

claim

LOOK OUT COMMIE professors we are

here!' 7 00 CCA tonight tonight A I A

HELP WANTED

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent free meals

Light clean-up
Call Cheryl at /VXO

545-2152

MANAGER TRAINEES NATJONWiDE
Tool Co expanding in Amherst Now hir

ing 25 new employees great money, ex-

cellent woriting cond » can'eer opportum-

LIFEGUARD INSTRUCTOR WITH WSI,
Apply Hampshire Fitness Club 256-6446

PART-TIME SALES furniture sTore in

West Springfield seeks individual tor Sun-

days ^^PM-bPM and/or one day dunng
week 12PM-8PM Guaranteed salary plus

commission. Ideal lor students!

(203)528-9095

HOUSEBOY NEEDED TO work at Sigma
Kappa Sorority in exchange tor meals

We have two house boys now but need
one more Work a rotating lunch and all

dinners Mon lunch thru Fn lunch Fnday
night and weekends off Home cooked
meals provided 7 days a week in ex-

change lor work Call 356-6887 ask for

Andy or Nancey or leave message You
can get off the meal planm

DO YOU ENJOY competition, talking on

the phone, and making money? If this

sounds like you. call Lon 584-3594 bet

ween lOAM and 5PM Monday thru Fri-

day Several pan lime openings lor

telemarketers now available Experience

a plus, but will tram right persons.

INSTRUCTION

PRIVATE "GUITAHn.KSONS, ex

perienced and patient teacher Rock/

Pop/ Folk/ and Blues Improv , reading,

theory, composition My studio is on bus

line in North Amherst Doug- 549-4786

GWEN HAPPY BIRTHDAYI Will you be

my friend? Yah, right Me

WANYyOU oh your7r^ends picture in a

J B sad? Bring your photos down to the

Collegian and maybe you'll be lucky

enough to star in one of our ads

ALL UNIVERSITY^OMEN invited" to

open rush at lota Gamma Upsiton Home-
cooked meals, top academics, outstan-

ding location and excellent social life

Come to the house and see what IGU is

all about Rush dates; Tue Sept 23 5 15

dinner Tue Sept 23 6 30 Nachos Party

Wed Sept 24 5 15 dinner 406 N Plea-

sant St

ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR room in two

bedroom house on Meadow St could fit

two people 225 plus, great location bus

route near center of n Amherst please

call Marji 256-1082 645-0727 keep trying

available 9-29

ROSH HASHANA

CELEBRATE ROSH HASHANA with

HilleM Services in SUB 10/3 7PM, 10/4

10AM. 7PM. 10/5 10AM Happy New
Yeari

HAPPY BIRTHDAY ANN Gooba"
McDonoughi With lots of love, Kathy, Lin-

da S Jen

ROBERT TUCKER SCULTHORPE JR

J

Happy Anniversaryi I love you Pookey
4.ever & always Mrs Jones

AMIE-HAPPY BIRTHDAY. We can't wait

to party tonight Lets have "sex on the

beach" love. BOMBL

ALLAN THERJAULTiri CONGRATULA-
TIONS on JFK treasurer. Dude! Hugs &
kisses from your best friend!

SERVICES

TERRIFIC TYPING FROM Speedy"
keys Professional reliable service

256-1002 . Sam-11pm

TYPING, TAPE TRANSCRIPTS. Fast ac-

curate. 665-7652

AMI! SMITH'S IIRTHDAYI

CALL HER TODAY and remind her to

have a happy day'" 546-9594

TVPINO ft WORD PROCESSING

NEXT DAY SERVICE. Type-Rite

323-4579

KNOW YOUR CAR' Basic Auto

Workshop including classroom and
shop.limitad enrollment 253-2098

TUTORING IN FRENCH. Experience and

patient French grad students Call

Isabella or Nathalie 256-6878

SEAN-SEE I'M always thinking about

you' I love you & miss you' I cont wait

until Columbus day weekend And
remember California girls aren't all they

are cracked up to be' Love, Mary

THANK YOU CHARLENE, Dawn. Diane,

Donna. Guy, Andrea A John, Katie S Ian,

Scott, a J F O for a fabulous

B'day'l-Faith

HAPPY BIRTHDAY SMILEYlWeicome
to the neighbornood' Hope the sun shines

on you Love your roommates, Pam,

Karia. and Linda

CHARLIE1i|IANEV7 happy Birlhday,

Pumpkin! (Would I forget?) XOXOMB

HEY lETH WAZ

GET READY TO fall face down in the gut-

ter Sat nite'!' Happy birthday Love, April

WANTED

LOSE 10-29 excess lbs/month with Her-

bal Weight Control No drugs No exer-

cise 100 percent guaranteed Call Mark,

546-5938

BASS ^LAVBTwANTED for mostly

cover rock tand Songs from Bruce,

WHO, Beatles, etc Call Doug 6-5680
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SPORTS

Minutewomen shut
out Providence, 8-0
UMass beats Friars soundly for third win
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

Michelle Powers has been working hard

lately and it is paying off.

Yesterday, Powers scored a pair of goals

to lead the University of Massachusetts

women's soccer team to a convincing 8-0

victory over Providence College at Boyden

Field.

The sophomore forward has now scored

five goals in the past three games.

"Powers has been hustling more,"

UMass coach Kalekeni Banda said. "She

is anticipating better and showing maturi-

ty. She has also exceeded her assist total

for last year which shows that she is a total

soccer player."

Powers, who had one assist last year, has

two already this season and leads the team

with five goals.

The Minutewomen, 3-2-1, came out in a

fun' against the Lady Friars and got on the

board eight minutes into the game. Deb-

bie Belkin put the ball into the top left cor

ner off a corner kick to make it 1-0. Monica

Seta was credited with the assist.

•'We had to go out and score early," Ban-

da said. "When the other team is a little

below you and it's not a real challenge, you

have to set the tempo and finish them off

quickly."

Powers doubled the UMass lead less than

two minutes later when she took a pass

fi om Beth Roundtree and beat Friar goalie

Kathy Cronin to the left side.

Tri-captain Kristen Bowsher, who has

been setting up teammates all season, got

a goal of her own with 24:25 lefl in the half.

The junior midfielder took a feed from

Cathy Cassady and blasted a shot into the

right corner from just inside the penalty

area to make it 3-0.

Bowsher's goal came in the midst of a

10-minute stretch when the bal never lefl

the Providence end and was rarely far from

the Providence penalty box.

The UMass domination of the first half

was evident in its final goal. Seta scored

from the sweeper position, a rare oc-

curence, with 16:30 left to expand the

Massacusetts lead to 4-0. The goal was

Seta's first of the season and, in a reverse

of the first goal, Belkin got the assist.

"UMass is a strong team," Providence

coach Gerry Guay said. "If we don't play

our best, we can't beat them. We played flat

today and they took advantage of it."

In a reflection of the solid defense the

Minutewomen have been playing the past

three games, starting goalie Brooke Adams

was not tested once in the first half, as

UMass allowed no shots and no corner

kicks.

"The defense was solid today," Banda

said. "But more people have to help out.

Bowsher is doing most of the work. Some

of the other players are too concerned about

trying to move up and score. People need

to hang back."

The Minutewomen continued the offen-

sive barrage early in the second half.

With 38:55 left, Roundtree rocketed a

shot into the upper right-hand corner of the

net off a pass from Cassady to make it 5-0,

The Friars came to life and were able to

hold the ball in the UMass end more for

more than a few seconds at a time. It was

during this stretch that they took their on-

ly shot on goal of the game, but Adams was

there.

Cathy Spence showed a lot of hustle on

the next goal. The junior forward sprinted

into the penalty area and barely beat

Cronin to a Sue Montagne pass. Spence tip-

ped the ball past the sprawling goalie to

make it 6-0 with 19:40 left.

Freshman Mary Curtis took over in goal

for the Minutewomen and finished the

game to share the shutout with Adams.

With 11:10 left, Powers found herself at

the left post with the ball but only a foot

of room between Cronin and the post. That

proved to be plenty of space though, and

Powers neatly deposited the ball to make
it 7-0.

Junior defenseman Chris Schmitt
defender in the Minutewomen's 8-0

Cassady, who had just missed .scoring on

at least five different occasions, got on the

board with the final UMass goal. The

sophomore forward, standing to the right

of the goal, took a pass from Chris Schmitt

and beat Cronin to the long side to com-

plete the scoring.

Collegian photo by Paul Franz

heads downfield past a Providence
win yesterday at Boyden.

Free Kicks: The ISAA New En^rland

women's soccer rankings are out and

nothing has changed from last week The

Minutewomen are still ranked first while

Brown, Boston College, New Hampshire

College, Holy Cross and Harvard round out

the top six.

Minutemen fall to
the Big Green, 1-0

Ginzhurg injured
By BRYAN QUENZEL
Collegian Staff

In a game it had to win,

the University of

Massachusetts men's soc-

cer team once again failed

to score yesterday and

went down to defeat 1-0 on

damp, sloppy turf at Dart-

mouth College.

The loss dropped the

Minutemen to 2-5 on the

season and 1-2 in New
England. UMass has now

been shutout four times

this year.

The game was expected

to be a battle of New
England rivals desperate

for a victory. With a 1-1

record in the region,

UMass head coach Jeff

Gettler had said earlier in

the week that should the

Minutemen lose to the Big

Green, the team would

need to sit down and re-

assess its season goals.

The Minutemen, who

had set a goal of qualifying

for the national tourna-

ment, hurt its chances of a

New England bid with

yesterday's loss.

The loss might have

been avoided, however, if a

key injury hadn't occurred.

Sophomore goalkeeper

Sam Ginzburg, who allow-

ed the lone goal, suffered

an ankle injury about 30

minutes into the contest

and was forced to leave.

Freshman Tom Phillips

took over in net and did

not allow a goal.

The injury to Ginzburg is

just one in a long series

that has depleted what
was expected to be the

nucleus for a very strong

Minuteman team.

Forced to use a pat-

chwork lineup, UMass
played the Big Green
without the services of

midfielder Andy Bing
(ankle), forward Kurt
Manal Geg), and back Paul

Serafino (ankle). Serafino's

injury appears the most

serious and is expected to

miss at least the majority

of the Minutemen's re-

maining games.

Despite these losses, the

Minutemen generated

several scoring chances,

matching Dartmouth in

scoring chances as each

side had 20 shots. Unfor-

tunately, as has been the

case this season, UMass
was unable to put the ball

in the net.

The game-winning goal

came 18:26 into the first

half as Dartmouth's Scott

Sanford scored off an assist

from Fred Woodhouse on

the play.

With Phillips in goal, the

defense tightened and

repelled evry Big Green

scoring attempt. But Dart-
continued on page 18

Field hockey takes on Friars
Minutewomen on a roll; Hixonpleased with defensiveplay

By LINDA DELIVORIAS
Collegian Correspondent

The seventh-ranked University of Massachusetts field

hockey team hopes to extend their winning streak to four

games as they clash with Providence College at 3:30 p.m.

today in Providence, RI.

The Minutewomen, 4-1, are coming off a 1-0 squeaker

over Stanford University, so head coach Pam Hixon is

looking for more scoring from her offensive unit.

"Stanford was a much better team than we had an-

ticipated. We played solid defense throughout, but until

we scored we got caught in our transition game," Hixon

said. "We would like to get on the scoreboard against them

(Providence) in the first 10-15 minutes of the game, but

they have an excellant goalie in Susan O' Gorman, and

two players who were members of the Irish National

Team."
Last season Gorman had 13 saves in goal against

UMass, but her teammates provided her with no offen-

sive support as the Friars lost, 3-0.

"That was a wide-open, clean game. But Providence is

a better team than last year," Hixon said. "We have no

particular game plan. We just have to go out there and

assess what they are doing in the first few minutes of the

game, make some adjustments, and be organized when

directing plays."

Senior co-captains Lisa Griswold and Chris Kocot are

responsible for the team's organization on the field, and

both have responded well to their leadership roles.

"Griz played her heart out in the Stanford game. She

tried to make the plays and get the offensive line mov-

ing," Hixon said. "Chris played solid, poised defense.

The statistics prove Hixon's point. Griswold, in addition

to scoring the game's only goal on a penalty shot, had

three shots from inside the circle, and four interceptions^

Kocot, a senior, picked off eight passes in the Stanford

game, second only to sophomore Julie Stuart's game-high

nine interceptions.

Hixon said the entire Minutewomen defense should be

commended for their aggressive style of play against Stan-

ford. Eight players had at least five thefts in the contest,

and Hixon noted the strong performances of Ronnie Uol-

eman (5 interceptions), Amy Robertson (8), and Nancy

O'Halloran (8). _ . .

UMass also received another strong outing from junior

goalie Lynn Carlson, who had eight saves, and in the pro-

cess notched her fourth shutout of the season.

Providence, fresh off a 4-0 win over Fairfield Universi-

ty, must not be taken lightly if the Minutewomen are to

return to Amherst with their winning streak intact.

continued on page 1 tl

Tennis teams hit road for key matches
Battle New England rivals
By JIM CLA-RK
Collegian Correspondent

The University of

Ma.ssachusetts tennis teams

will take their acts on the

road, starting today, for key

matches this weekend.

The Minutewomen's
lineup will be without

regular number two singles

player Laura Morgan.

Either Judy Mclnnis or

Michelle Cope will take her

spot, while the other will

play at number three.

Kim Pola will remain as

the number one player,

while Debbie Ginn and Ann
Marie Pelosky will follow up
at four and five. Karen
McShane is battling with

newcomer Irene Lee for the

final singles position.

On the doubles side, it will

be Pola and Ginn at number
one followed by Mclnnis and
Cope. Pelosky will team
with twin sister Mary Beth

in the final doubles slot.

This will mark the first

meeting between these two

teams. However, according

to Steele, the Minutewomen
should be able to win, even

without the services of

Morgan.
The Minutewomen will

return home on Saturday to

face the University of New
Hampshire.
Meanwhile, the men's

team will be involved in the

New England Tournament
at Harvard University
tomorrow and Saturday.

Possible opponents in-

clude Boston University,

Providence. Yale, Harvard,

Dartmouth, and Brown, as

well as Bates and the

University of Rhode Island.

The Minutemen won't know

their first opponent until

just before the preliminary

match on Friday morning.

The teams will be seeded by

a draw out of a hat.

There will be eight singles

matches in each team

match, up from the usual

six, and four doubles mat-

ches rather than three. This

continued on page 19
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Outside report critical of UMass image
Duffey downplays release commissioned by Knapp
By BOB KIEVRA
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts suffers from an iden-

tity crisis, lacks any concrete vision for the future, and

is operated by administrators who have little knowledge

of how institutions relate to the outside world, according

to a consultant's report.

The 19-page document, commissioned in February by

UMass President David C. Knapp to gauge the Universi-

ty's fund-raising potential, criticizes UMass as never hav-

ing developed an image of itself.

The report states that UMass suffers from "a self-

imposed institutional inferiority complex, not necessari-

ly a positive image, not necessarily a negative image, but

a non-image, that is no particular image at all."

The report, prepared by the Stamford. Conn, based con-

sulting firm of Brakely. John Price Jones Inc., cost

$25,000. Joyce K. Hosie, director of public information for

the president's office said.

Knapp could not be reached for comment late yesterday.

The report analyzes all three UMass campuses and the

president's office and is divided into two sections, the first

containing anonymous quotations from interviews con-

ducted over a five-month p)eriod with regents, trustees,

campus administrators, and faculty. The report's second

section includes the authors' conclusions and

recommendations.
Concerning UMass/Amherst, the report takes to task

the administration's efforts to identify the campus' short

and long term funding needs.

"The burden of developing those needs rests with the

Development Office, which is simply wrong," the report

states. "There is no long-range institutional planning

process in place, so that any needs that might be iden-

tified are emerging from a conceptual vacuum."
In addition, the report states that the "responsibility

for planning should properly rest with the administration,

but at Amherst, the Development Office is expected to do

that essential work on its own, with no particular sense

of focus or grand design within which to work."

UMass Amherst Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey

downplayed the report saying he had "found a few in-

teresting observations in it, some of them helpful.

"But there isn't much in it that pertains to this cam-

pus," Duffey said. "I don't plan on using it to any large

degree."

The document was discussed on Sept. 11 at a meeting

of the Board of Trustees Committee on University Rela-

tions and Development, Hosie said. The report would

receive further consideration when the full board meets

on Oct. 1.

The report criticizes the Amherst administration for

prematiu-ely considering the possibility of conducting a

broad-based, constituency-wide capital campaign.

"The administration does not appear to be committed

to the concept; the development structure is inadequate;

the alumni constituency, while large, has not been posi-

tioned in such a way as to make a campaign feasible in

the forseeable future; and - as pointed out previously

there is no cohesive long-range plan that would give rise

to the identification of the funding needs around which

a campaign could be built," the report said.

Duffey defended his administration saying that the

report was compiled by a firm with no knowledge of public

institutions.

"They don't understand the particular workings of a

University as complex as ours," Duffey said.

"He (George F. Brakely III, one of the report's two

authors] works in the privileged domain of private institu-

tions that lack the politicized atmosphere that's prevalent

within Massachusetts," Duffey said.

The ways that UMass relates to the State House is

another topic examined in the report. Quoting one respon-

dent, the document said, "UMass is the total state univer-

sity, so it needs and must have a tremendous political base

in the Legislature."

One of the report's conclusions is that UMass lacks a

system-wide legislative relations strategy and plan.

"If such a plan exists," the report said, "most

respondents perceive it as being oriented to putting out

fires; and as lacking any direction from the top, meaning
the Office of the President."

Seven grants awarded
to UMass by Dukakis
By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

Speaking at Memorial Hall, Gov.

Michael S. Dukakis yesterday awarded
almost $1 million in grants for advanced

research involving industry and education

partnerships.

Of the 21 grants, seven were awarded for

polymer and agricultural research at the

University of Massachusetts Amherst
campus.
The funds were given through the

Massachusetts Centers of Excellence Cor-

poration, which helps specialized research

institutions around the state.

Dukakis said the grants are an "impor-

tant piece ofthis state's economic develop-

ment strategy to ensure that the next

generation of high tech industries take

root, develop and sustain the Com-
monwealth's economic vitality into the

21st centxiry."

The grants range from $16,000 to

$165,000. A major grant will be used to

renovate about 1,700 square-feet of unus-

ed basement space to expand the Polymer

Research Center at UMass.
Polymers are long chains of molecules

which can be arranged to make lighter,

stronger materials, and have many other

possible applications.

Spesdcing about the centers of excellence

CoUeglaii photo by Paul DauBarais

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis

program, Dukakis said, "The key to

economic success and economic opportuni-

ty for the people of this state has got to be
diversity." He added that the grants

awarded are part of his effort to "make
state government a constructive partner"

in industry.

Students, administrators

ciieer for "Sox* to clinch
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

"Progressives" and "con-

servatives" within student

government may have
their differences: staff,

students and ad-

ministrators are often at

U^tgerheada.

But nearly everyone
•grata cm one thing — the

Red Sox are in.

The Boston Red Sox are

poised to win their divi-

8ion» pro ba^ebaU's
Anerioui League East. At
press time, their "nagie
nun^ber" is three, which
means any aKmbinatioa <^

wins by the Red Sox and
losses by the second-place

Toronto Blue Jays that

tolalatibree itfiB nudle the

Soat A.L. East dkanpions.

llie Red Sox have 10

gasMs I^ aD at Ftmway
Baric, their home fiald.

ThmrHI pU|y luhree thb
iwaMMid agiiiiisl Te»e«it(^

%hm Ihraa against the
Balttm<Mre Ofi»lM, and
finish with f<rar a||«inirt

their archrivah^ the New

York Yankees.
Students, staff and ad-

ministrators showed an
eerie consensus in their

comments on the Sox'

hopes. While there was
some controversy — you
knew there'd kave to be

wme controversy — about

exactly what day the Sox
would pullit off, lUMtrly

everyone interviewed said

the team would win the

division and wished them
well.

Randy Dimant, directcMr

of tha Student Activities

Ofiisi^ pMdktad the Sox
would capturs Hkm flaf on
Suadi^, hrafgittg thai aa
Murly aa aud-August, ha
pr«diei4Ni a Sox vteiosy.

])onant added that ht fs a

native Los Angeles Dodger
fan who is slowly conver-

ting to the true faith.

The "progressive" fac-

tion seemed to hang
together on the issue cX

when the clinching would
come. Activist Sarah Bush
said the Sox would win "in

a week." Student Trustee

Dani Burgess pondered the

question for a few
moments, then decided,

'TU go with Sarah Bush."

Student Government
Association President Bill

Bennett, who usually
diiqplays a certain convic-

tion about his opinions, at
first hedged on the exact
day the Sox would win,
then|»cked Sunday, as did
Rayna Sargent, a staff

assistant for the
Massachusetts Public In-

terest Research Group.

As Bennett was asked
when the Sox wouldidineh,
a passing student y«lkid«
"1987!" The studmit
deseribed himself aa a
^'diehard Yankees fan/'

eontiniud on page 5

Leftists hurt free speech, group says
By STEVE HIGGINS
Collegian Staff

College administrators such as University of

Massachusetts Chancellor Joseph Duffey are displaying

indifference to the "fascist" leftist tactics that threaten

free speech, a representative of the conservative watch-

dog group Accuracy in Academia said last night.

"Freedom of speech and expression are no longer univer-

sal rights," Christopher Alario, the managing editor of

AIA's monthly Campus Report said. "These rights have

become ... only for people of the radical left practicing

totalitarianism on campuses."

Alario cited the decision last March of the UMass
Republican Club to cut short a presentation by a "con-

tra" spokesman and an American journalist because of

heckling in the Student Union Ballroom.

Although the May 1986 Campus Report lauded Duffey

for providing funds for an added 50 security guards at the

speech, Alario last night said that security wasn't provid-

ed for the speakers.

"Why wasn't protection provided [for the speakers],"

Alario said. "Duffey's words speak louder than his ac-

tions."

Administrators in universities nationwide have "far too

long practiced a policy of appeasement" toward leftist

university groups, Alario said.

"The tactics these totalitarians [leftists] use are fascist

in nature," and appeasement will only encourage them,

he said.

Alario referred to the silencing by chants and drums of

contra leaders at the University of California at San Diego

as an example of the recent rise of leftist influence.

AIA seeks to eliminate "outright falsehood" in univer-

sity classes, which is a reflection of liberal bias. Reed Ir-

vine, editor of the Campus Report said.

The monthly report is intended to "educate the tax-

payer" by pointing out professors who present facts

continued on page 5

Collegian photo by Rirri Bonanno

Managing Editor of the Campus Report
Christopher Alario
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EAST HADLEY ROAD
AMHERST, MASS
(413) 256-8534

TWO BEDROOM
APARTMENTS

AVAILABLE NOW
$550 Per Month,

3, 10, 12 Month Leases

Rent Includes heat and hot water

ENJOY THESE FEATURES
On the UMass Bus Route

Wall-to-Wall Carpeting

Fully-equipped Kitchen (including disposal)

Large Living Room with

ceiling-to-floor windows
Large Dining Area

Oversized Bathrooms
Wall-to-Wall Closets

Storm Windows
Dead-bolt Security Locks

Cable TV available

Ample Parking

Swimming Pool with Sundeck
Professional Tennis Court

Picnic area with barbecue pits

Rental Oftice Open
9:00 am to 6:00 pm

Monday - Friday
4 am - 1 pm, Saturday

i
1

i

i

S
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House passes new tax bill
WASHINGTON (AP)- The House of

Representatives voted 292- 136 yesterday

for landmark legislation that would change

the way most Americans pay their income

taxes while shifting a big share of the

burden to corporations.

Final Senate action this week or next

would send the bill to President Reagan for

his signature. That would mark the end of

a two-year fight for an issue that Reagan

put at the top of his second-term agenda.

White House spokesman Larry Speakes

said Reagan "welcomes today's vote by the

House."
"The country is now only one vote away

in the Senate from enacting the president's

number one domestic priority - a tax

system that will promote economic growth,

simplify tax returns for the vast majority

of Americans, return the code to a promise

of fairness and equity, and most important

of all, reduce rates for most Americans,"

Speakes said.

Rep. Dan Rostenkowski, D-IU., a chief

author of the bill, said, "We are going to

let the Americsm people know that their

legislative process is working, that when
they request of their leaders in Washington

a change, that we respond."

The legislation, he added, responds to a

public demand "that the family down the

street or the corporation across town can't

beat the system any longer."

"We must not pass up this historic oppor-

tunity to make a contribution to those

elements of the American economy that

have long been neglected: the working

poor, the family, labor and capital," said

Rep. Jack F. Kemp, R N.Y.

"This is the most sweeping tax-reform

legislation in the history of this nation,"

Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill, D-Mass., said

in closing the debate. "If we pass this bill,

the 99th Congress will assume a special

place in the history of this country."

Within moments of the bill's passage,

Rostenkowski strode to his office and hang-

ed a "gone fishin" sign on the door.

The bill would cut individual and cor-

porate tax rates deeply and eliminate or

reduce several deductions and exclusions,

including those for Individual Retirement

Accounts, consumer interest and sales

taxes. On the average, individual taxes

would be cut about 6.1 percent less than

$4 a week - and more than six million work-

ing poor would be dropped from the tax

rolls. Several million couples and in-

dividuals would face tax increases.

Over the next five years, corporations

would pay a $120-billion greater share of

the tax burden and business would lose a

major incentive for job-creating in-

vestments changes that worry some
lawmakers and economists.

Members of both parties spoke against

the measure- expressing fears that it would

damage an already sluggish economy, im-

pose another burden on the middle class or

destroy jobs in their districts.

The legislation, said Rep. Bill Frenzel, R-

Minn., will hurt economic growth, savings,

job creation, exports, US competitiveness,

housing, education and charity.

"This bill poses no threat to the

economy," Rostenkowski told the House.

"About the only people I haven't heard

from are those people this bill does the most

for — low-and middle-income families. They

are the men and women to whom we must
make our case, no matter which way we
vote."

AP photo

Rep. Dan Rostenkowski, D-Ill., puts on a "Gone Fishin" sign while talk-
ing to reporters.

MEXICAN lIONTH

IN

CARBURS LOUNGE

Dos^EqaisXX - $1.75
all month any time

With Purchase get

Chilli Con Queso, Chips & Dip

FREE
from 4-7, 9-11 pm

Good through Sept 30

ON THE BUS ROUTE
RTE 9 HADLEY
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Coal pile

solution
presented
at meeting
By JEFFRY BARTASH
Collegian Staff

The final solution to preventing pollution

of Tillson Farm, Taylor Brook and surroun-

ding areas by a nearby coal pile that

generates power for the University of

Massachusetts Physical Plant was
presented Wednesday night at a Amherst
Conservation Commission meeting.

Roger Cherewatti, director of the

Physical Plant, said that four days ago the

Massachusetts State Department of

Capital Planning and Operations agreed to

transfer $1.2 million to the University for

the project.

"Now we won't have to wait for Boston"

to get the project rolling, he said.

Cherewatti the construction bid will be

awarded by November of of 1987.

"Chances are it will take them [the com-

pany contracted] a couple of months to get

materials and they will probably break

ground in early February or March of

1988," he said.

He said the project should be finished by

November of 1989.

The solution has three phases, according

to Cherewatti. First, an underground

drainage system with a liner will be built

under the pile by removing the coal by sec-

tions and moving the coal back over the

construction after it is finished. Second, a

treatment plant will be constructed to filter

water in the drainage system. And third,

adjacent lands to the pile belonging to

UMass or local residents will be cleaned up.

"Six to 12 inches of topsoil will have to

be removed," he said.

In July 1983, the Conser\'ation Commis-
sion ordered UMass to remove the coal pile

after a report from the UMass department

of environmental sciences showed that

residue from the pile percolated into Taylor

Brook after rairifall and was a source of

sulfuric acid in the brook. However, UMass
could not get the necessary funding to

begin the project and the commission allow-

ed UMass to build a cheap temporary

solution.

Fred Wentworth, a farmer whose land is

near the brook, two years ago said he

believed pollution from the pile caused the

death of three of his cows in August 1984,

and said something in the water was
responsible for lack of production among
his cows. However, no direct medical link

was established.

The coal pile, once as high as 60 feet and

now about 45 feet, has been reduced from

a high of 55 tons to about 45. Cherewatti

said it will eventually be reduced to under

40 tons.

"We've just installed two new oil and gas

boilers and we're going to be more depen-

dent on oil and gas, and less on coal," he

said.

He said the pile will also be sprayed

again with a detergent and area wells will

be continually tested. However, commis-

sion member Tom Zijecik said there has

been no change in the well with the highest

level of acidity despite previous sprayings.

The Physical Plant also agreed to send

a progress report every two months to the

commission.
Said Cherewatti: "There should be

nothing that stops us. We should see quite

a bit of action now."

Colleginn photo by Ricci Ronanno

TRAPPED IN TIME - The facial expressions of Alice Gibb, left, and Betsy Biern are captured, as are

the images of passing cars, in this extended exposure shot taken of the two Mount Holyoke College

sophomores, as they sit outside the Northampton courthouse Wednesday night.

.

Motion to disapprove ofBOG positions rejected

SGA leaders split on seats for gays
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Student leaders expressed conflicting

reactions yesterday to the Undergraduate

Student Senate's rejection of a motion to

disapprove the allocation of two Board of

Governors seats to gays and bisexual?.

The BOG is a student advisory body that

oversees services and space allotment in

the Campus Center and Student Union

complex.
This decision will help the BOG to

broaden its representation and grant a "dif-

ferent way of viewing events on this cam-

pus," BOG vice chairman Mark Friedman

said.

"It's difficult for a group of straight in-

dividuals to understand gay people's issues

without their [gays'] input," he said.

Friedman said he found the senate's deci-

sion "heartening. What was said down
there was listened to by the senators who
stayed.

"Whatever we can do to combat [oppres-

sion of gays J on this canipuis is uupui tuui.

he added. Friedman said he has overheard

certain senators joking about "faggots."

That is an unfair attitude "still pervasive

on this campus."
Sylvan Area Senator Tony Rudy, who

disapproved the senate's decision, .'^aid, "I

think you should judge peopU for the

qualities they possess and not who they are

and what they are.

"I guess the senate is still playing into

the hands of special interest groups," Rudy
added.

Governmental Affairs Chairwoman
Denise Forbes said the senate should not

appoint individuals for their sexual orien-

tation, but for their merits.

"Sexual orientation isn't going to make
a difference on how the board is run," she

said.

Student Treasurer Katherine Strickland

did not comment because the appointment

is a "politicized issue." The treasurer ought

to stay away from politicizing, she said.

Commenting on the issue might also hurt

a contract that she has worked on all sum

mer between the BOG and the SGA,
Strickland added. She would not elaborate

on the contract's nature but will release in

formation in the near future

Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Alliance

member Patsy White said she would like

to see those opposed to the appointment of

the two seats wearing "gay pride" T shirts

for one week so "they would have a slight

idea of what it's like. They won't even come

to this office."

A survey conducted by the Student Af-

fairs Research and Evaluation Office in-

dicated that a "large population" is gay but

fearful of admitting it, Friedman said

The survey, designed to examine the ser-

vices and necessities of gays and bisexuals,

showed that 10 to 15 percent of the

students at Umass are gay.

Seventy-five percent of the surveyed

students feel the SGA meets the needs of

gays and bisexuals inadequately. Over 50

percent of the students called the

Everywoman's Center and the Health

Center adequate.

Tutu's daughter to talk on apartheid
By ROBYN RUGGIERO
Collegian Staff

Naomi Tutu-Seavers, daughter of Nobel

Peace Prize winner Archbishop Desmond
Tutu, will discuss "South Africa and Apar-

theid," tonight at 7:30 in Sage Hall at

Smith College in Northampton.
The lecture is free and open to the public

and will be the final event of a series titl-

ed "Focus on Southern Africa." The three-

week film and lecture series is sponsored

by the Smith College Committee on Com-
munity Policy.

Tutu-Seavers recently returned from

South Africa, where she attended her

father's inaugtu-ation as Archbishop of the

Anglican Church of South Africa.

Tutu-Seavers and her husband, Corbin

Beavers, head the Bishop Tutu Refugee

Fund, a non-profit organization that assists

more than 50,000 South African refugees.

Since 1978, Tutu-Seavers has been involv-

ed in educating the public about the situa-

tion in South Africa.

Employed as an international consultant

in economics for a company in Hartford,

Conn., she earned her bachelor's degree

from Berea College in Kentucky in 1982

and went on to receive a master's degree

in international economic development

from the University of Kentucky. Accor-

ding to a Smith College press release, Tutu-

Seavers eventually plans to work toward

a doctorate degree in economic
development

Israeli: Surprise key to Entebbe raid

Collegian photo by Ricri Bonanno

Joshua Shani

By WILLIAM SPAIN
Collegian Staff

Improvisation and surprise were the two key factors

leading to the success of the 1976 Israeli raid on Entebbe

Airport in Uganda, according to the squadron commander

of the mission.

Joshua Shani, who was recently promoted to the rank

of general in the Israeli Air force, described the rescue

mission to a standing-room-only crowd in Campus Center

917 last night.

The raid, which took place in the early hours of July

4, was aimed at rescuing 105 hostages held captive in the

airport terminal by the hijackers of an Air France Air-

bus 300. "We had only 24 hours for planning, practice and

execution" of the operation and "improvisation became

the key word," he told the crowd of 75.

As the Israeli and French governments attempted to

negotiate a peaceful end to the crisis, military planners

were busy "taking the 5,000 items normally connected

'with a mission like this and putting aside 99 percent of

them."
The first plan was to take two Hercules C-130 transports

loaded with paratroopers and rubber boats and fly them

to a drop-off point over Lake Victoria. Then, they would

sneak in and storm the terminal to free the hostages. This

plan was abandoned because it would have left the en-

tire force at the mercy of Idi Amin, then-leader of Ugan-

da and, Shani noted, "Amin was not trustworthy. He had

been cooperating with the terrorists."

Instead, four planes were flown into Entebbe to "land

on the runway, and take the people home."

This presented two major problems, he said, "the first

was how to land on a dark runway and the second was

how to surprise the Ugandan soldiers" that were guar-

ding the terminal.

"We needed a trick." he said. The Israelis knew that

continued on page 4
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14-year-old boy treated at clinic

after being bitten on thigh by dog
An animal bite was

reported at 4:15 p.m.
Wednesday, Amherst police

said. A 14-year-old boy was
riding his bike on South

Pleasant Street when a dog
bit him on the upper thigh.

The bite resulted in swell-

ing and minor bleeding,

police said. Officers

transported the boy and his

mother to Valley Health on
University Drive.

The owner of the dog was

advised to keep the animal

chained, police said.

In other police reports:

• Windows on the first

floor of Cance House were

reported to be chipped at

10:56 a.m. Wednesday.

University of

Massachusetts police said.

The damage was caused

either by a pellet gun or by

trap rock that surrounds the

building.

• At 4:26 p.m. on Wednes-

day, Amherst police

responded to a three-car ac-

cident at Hillcrest Place.

A 60-year-old Chicopee

woman ran her car into the

rear of a vehicle driven by

a 49 year-old Montague

man as he was slowing to a

stop, police said.

The force of the impact

caused the second car to hit

the back of a third car,

driven by a 55-year-old Con-

way, Me. man.
The woman was cited for

failure to use care in stopp-

ing, police said.

- PATRICK JOHNSON
and STUART GAMBLE

* Shani

WE CREATE A STYLE
AS INBIVIDUAL AS YOU ARE

^ Consultation & Style Cuts

$10.00
styles by Deborah

9B Unlvvraicy Drive, Amherst 549-5610

Pleitse call for an Appointment exp. 10/15/86

THE MEXICAN RESTAURANT

"The Best Food I've Had

Since I left Las Cruces!
"

A UMass Arts Council

CALL FOR GRANT PROPOSALS

Deadline for submission of grant proposals for

single projects or events

Friday, October 3

Grant guidelines and applications available at

Arts Council, the Student Activities office, or

the Arts Extension Servne.

Arts Council M^ Herter Hall S4S-0202

"7 OLD SOUTH STREET
NORTHAMPTON • 586-0^00

continued from page 3
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Idi Amin came to visit the

teiTorists every day, driving

a black Mercedes, accom
panied by two jeeps.

They decided to mas-
querade as the Ugandan
leader, figuring that his

troops would be hesitant to

open fire. General Shani,

who flew the aircraft loaded

with look-alike vehicles,

said it was "a complete sur-

prise."

When the Israeli comman-
dos stormed the building,

"they were shouting in

Hebrew and English for the

hostages to lie down. That's

how we knew who the ter-

rorists were. It took maybe
a minute until it was over,"

he said.

Problems did not develop

until after the shooting stop-

ped, Shani noted, when
"some of the hostages did

not believe we were real.

They resisted and did not

want to get on the

airplanes," that would take

them home.

Located in the Camous Center

'S^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^
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Wild geese targeted
GARDNER. Mass. ( AP)- This city's summerlong bat-

tle to rid itself of the flock of wild Canada geese that has

taken up residence on Crystal Lake could become a

shooting war this fall.

Health Agent Joseph N. Ares said yesterday he has

asked the city council, which earlier instituted a $50 fine

for feeding the geese, to open the reservoir to goose

hunters this October.

Ares said he fears the birds will pollute the city's main
source of drinking water. He decided more stringent ac-

tion was needed when the geese showed no inclination

to fly South for the winter.

The birds moved across the street to Mount Wachusett

Community College after the city adopted its anti-

feeding ordinance.

The flock of 50 to 100 birds now spends part of the day

scrounging handouts on the campus and returns to the

lake to sleep.
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without documentation and encourage a one-sided view-

point, Alario said.

"A good professor comes up to the podium and presents

all viewpoints," Alario said. "He can make any stupid

statement he wants, but not call it a fact."

* Red Sox

AIA has been widely criticized by UMass students and

administrators because professors targeted in the report

have consistently been left wing. Duffey called the group

misguided while a petition drive Iq denounce the group

last fall called it "neo-McCarthyist."

"AIA is misunderstood." Alario said, "We are not to in-

timidate, but promote responsibility."

He denied connection with a classified ad in yesterday's

Collegian which said, "Look out commie professors ... we
are here 7:00 CCA tonight ... AIA."

The speech was sponsored by Students for America.

amtinueil from page 1

But the overwhelming belief appeared to be that the Sox

will go on to the A.L. playoffs, and probably into the World

Series as well.

So, perhaps this unity of thought on the Olde Towne
Team's future portends a new era of student/staff ad

ministration harmony.
We'll see.

(^I»p Thf •NTS fHf.
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AMERICAN-MADE
GENUINE LAMBSKIN

LEATHER
SLIM
SKIRT
A wardrobe essential for campus, our soft

yet deadly 26 inch little skirt is fashioned

to take you to classes or to a weekend blow-

out. Dressed up with a silk blouse or cooled

down with a denim jacket, it is as versatile

as you are.

Choose from fire red, steel grey or jet black.

Junior sizes from 3/4 to 13/14. Limited time

purchase. Order now!

A GREAT "OUT OF AMERICA" VALUE AT ONLY
EACH C/\rk FOR i

*55: «99;

SKNUC HK K i)K MONKY OKHKR K)* -#?l^y^ M< ^'^^ AMKX (>K1)I.RS CAM.

?.S:^B?/sfr^'^'"^(^^ 1-800-521-1230

Newburyport, MA 01950'—^^B^jCi^ l< )1 I I Rl K

Ask about our "Out of America" T-shirts.

TAKE IT EASY...TAKE
PETER PAN TO DOSTOK

NEW YORK CITY!
Peter Pan offers Express

Bus Service to Boston and

New York City.

BOSTON: $19.95*
Round-Trip

NEW YORK CITY:

$35.95 Round-Trip

Special One-Day
Round-Trip

Excursion Fare To
NYC Starting As

Low As:

$29.95From Amherst (UMASS) /Nortliampton,

Peter Pan also serves:

In Massachusetts

D Springfield D Worcester D Newton D Palmer D Cape Cod Points D Lee

D Pittsfield D Albany, NY and points west

In Connecticut

D Hartford D Middletown D New Haven D [Bridgeport D Norwalk

Connections in Boston and New York City for points nationwide.

•.Student Rate avail;iblt at URASS only.

Fur tickets and schedules, contact: UMASS Campus Center Ticket Of/ice: 545-2006

•Amherst Terminal: 2560431 •Northampton Terminal: 586-1030

You 'II Love Our Service!

The People Professionals

EmijaizlianBusLInMBjnc.
7^) South I'lcasonl Stn'ii. Awhcrsl. MA
I Roundhouse t'luza, Sorthamplon. MA
Package Express Service iiiiiilahle on all schedules.
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Tangy, flavorful,

SWEET CIDER
Made from new, washed

apples -great for

FALL PARTIES

We have a SUPER CROP
of big, red, juicy and sweet

CORTLANDS - MclNTOSH - MACOUNS
and Gravenstein, Greenings, Crab Apples, Bartlett Pears

PICK YOUR OWN APPLES - Sat. & Sun. 10-5

Fall Decorative Items:

PUMPKINS, GOURDS,

INDIAN CORN STALKS,

JAPANESE LANTERNS, BROOMS,

FLORAL ARRANGEMENTS

9/26- 10/2

1 dozen

Medium White

EGGS

...with purchase

of 1 lb.

KOHLER BACON

at reg. price

Introducing

sliced, Boneless

ROAST PORK

$5.50 lb.

CHEESE DEPT:
For weekend entertaining, be sure to check out our cheese

spreads, pate's and fresh Greek olives.

9/26-10/2

PEPPER
BRIE

$5.59 lb.

WISCONSIN Mild

CHEDDAR
$2.59

9/26 - 10/2

Young, Tender

GREEN BEANS
49^ lb.

Calif.

CELERY HEARTS
69*^ pkg.

Maine

BROCCOLI
69<^ bunch

Thompson,

SEEDLESS GRAPES
89<' lb.

PLANTS & TEA:
Visit our greenhouse to see our fabulous new shipment

of Bonsai Trees some up to 15 years old!

9/26 : 10/2

25 pak

I

TWINNINGS TEAS
.25 off reg. price

choice of 6 flavors

AFRICANVIOLETS
$1:25

DELI DEPARTMENT
WE HAVE A NEW DELI l\^ENU that gives you

a wider choice of some of our best prepared in a most

delicious way.

9/26 - 10/2

fresh made

MACARONI &
TUNA SALAD

\^ .99 lb.

L^\^

Robust & Spicy

BEER MUSTARD
$2.95 8 01.

favours cheese, sausages,
hamburgs. etc.

ATKINS

•niyiT

OPEN: ^-i=.^ 8-8

CORNWOfRTE. 116

& BAY RD

S AM.HERST, MA.
253 9S28

BAKERY DEPT.
Fresh pressed cider and a fresh made donut make for the

perfect fall snack or party refreshments.

9/26- 10/2

French. Canadian

COFFEE CAKE
Squares

.45 ea. 6/$2 60

-.(WE RESERVE THE FUGHT TO lIMIT QUA^^T^Yh-—

•

fresh made

MACARONI &
TUNA SALAD

.99 lb.

GKING VXARDEN
A MAWDABIMJI &ZECHOAW PESTAUPAWT

BEST CHINESE
Open 7 Days' for Lunch b Dinner H<AiW^-5<ffi - Thurs 11-10 - Fri & Sat 112

WEEKDAY DINNER BUFFET - Mon • Thurs $6.95, 5-8:30

SUNDAY BRUNCH 11:30-3
Foil Liquor License

®fium
DANCE & PARTY ALL NIGHT LONG
SATURDAY SEPT. 27 - 9pm to lam

TICKETS: AVAILABLE AT:
$1 .00 in advance ,$2.00 at door faces, Grape St Records, Peking Gardens

or call 549-5348

Levis
JEANSWEAR

Black Stone
Washed Jeans
ON SALE

yl9. Sizes 28-38

197 N. Pleasant St - Downtown Amherst

Mon-Sat 10-6; Sun 12-5;

RUSSELL'S
LiaUORS

.18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

$2.99 4/pk NEW $17.00 case

SEAGRAM'S
GOIJDEN
WINE COOLER

ITS

E
3
E WET o

Bud, Coors, Lite

Coors Light, Miller Light $11.99 cs + dep

Bush $9.95 cs + dep

IMPORTS:
Heineken, Amstel $15.00 cs + dep

Kronenbourg, Dab, Moosehead.$3.99 6pk + dep

Swinkel, Krakus $12.95 cs + dep, $3.50 6pk

CHEAPIES:
Ballantine Beer $3.40 12/pk + dep

Narragansett 16 oz cans S9 80cs + dep

Utica Club Long Necks $6.99 cs + dep
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Indulging in a bit of iconoclasm
There is a term in journalism called "sacred cow,"

which refers to any subject that is never to be written

about in a negative sense. Examples of sacred cows in-

clude charities such as the Red Cross, the Peace Corps,

or any orphanage, major advertisers, or whatever suits

your publisher's fancy.

Without a doubt, the sacred cow on the University of

Massachusetts campus this semester has to be Mass
Transformation, that noble all-volunteer project to

restore the Tower Library.

Excuse me for a bit while I transform myself into an

iconoclast.

The press releases for Mass Transformation would lead

the unsuspecting into believing that this was the

greatest volunteer effort since the construction of the

Great Wall of China, while downplaying the library's

embarrassing past. Amid all the hyperbole and the com-

parisons to other troubled towers past and pre-

sentC'Things could be worse," the brochures say. "How?"

I ask.], they hope to instill warm feelings for the tower

and prey upon our New England pioneer spirit for tak-

ing matters into our own hands.

The people doing PR for Mass Transformation have

been cranking it out at a staggering pace. Releases await

me in my mailbox each day, all exhorting the need for

volunteers to help make the tower stand tall and, like

the salesman in the TV commercials who is obsessed

with a backlog of cars, I say, "Please, make them go

away." They even scheduled Mass Transformation on

Parents Weekend. In each invitation to the weekend that

parents received, there was an offer to "work along with

your son/daughter." Have they no shame? Evidently not,

or why would they be in public relations?

During a recent interview, a spokesman for the pro-

ject said the library is symbolic of the intellectual com-

munity of any college. Symbolism must have played a

large part in the design of the building.

When the groundwork started, UMass was in the pro-

cess of expanding from an obscure agricultural college

to the flagship university of the state's higher educa-

tional system, so they must have thought it a swell idea

to have an intellectual center that stands head and
shoulders above all others. They never got what they

bargained for.

Patrick Johnson

As UMass' student population and academic reputa-

tion soared, the library deteriorated. Instead of a sym-

bol of a higher intelligence, they had a symbol that was
crumbling to the ground, chip by chip, a symbol that

doesn't hold water, a symbol that was unable to support

itself. How does it symbolize this school's intellectual

center when it is enclosed within a fence, when there

is only one way to enter and exit, when access is

restricted? Does the tower adequately symbolize a public,

liberal arts university? Hardly.

As far as symbols go, all the library symbolizes to me
is a tremendous middle finger thrust into the faces of

state taxpayers. Remember, $16.4 million went into the

construction of that scholarly tenement and it was on

the verge of being condemned six years after it opened.

State inspectors have said a low-level earth tremor will

cause the tower to shed its brickface like a snake, yet

for the time being, the bricks are of no immediate
concern.

As it stands, for the time being, the tower is the only

building on campus not dedicated after anyone. There

is talk at the Collegian that it should be named after

W.E.B. DuBois, but I have to ask, what did DuBois ever

do to deserve that?

Mass Transformation is a fine idea and I wish it well,

but let us not forget why the tower needs transforming

in the first place.

Patrick Johnson is a Collegian staff member

Concept: R. Skclton; Art: A. Tatiackman

*Mass Manipulation'

It is our responsibility

to support child care
I cannot understand the logic and compassion of the part

of our student body that does not support child care. Why
should poor parents be denied an education because they

have to work to support a child? Doesn't it make sense

to educate parents as they are the first to impart values

and culture to children? If the state refuses to see the logic

in supporting childcare and education for parents, then

it is the duty and responsibility of the members of the

university community to support them.
Libby Hubbard

Amherst

If they do it, then how?
In a world that is becoming more and more conservative every day, we must ask ourselves the following

important question. Can conservatives have sex any other way than in the missionary position? I realize

that this may seem like a meaningless question to base a column on, but I believe it must be answered

if one intends to interact with conservatives in a social setting.

Before we progress to the question above, we must TZ ^ _ ——.^—

find out if conservatives are capable of sex at all. This ilCrD Kamy
is not such a ludicrous statement when one realizes —

;

that sex, as far as conservatives are concerned, is for one reason only — the perpetuation of the species.

Of course, this goal can be accomplished through means such as artificial insemination. However, seeing

that this process has yet to be perfected, let us assume that conservatives do engage in sex.

I'm sorry to say that my findings show that 100 percent of all conservatives use the unimaginative mis-

sionary position exclusively. This only takes into account married male-female couples. We all know that

there are no conservatives who engage in premarital sex, or who are in favor of gay/lesbian encounters.

Unfortunately, my findings are a bit hazy in certain areas. One such area deals with mixed relation-

ships. I'm speaking of a relationship where liberals and conservatives are sexually involved together.

I know that most of us have been raised to believe that such a relationship could never occur, but in my

sample of one million individuals I found 12 such couples. This may seem to be a staggering number,

but please believe me when I say that my findings are quite precise.

Each of these couples had gotten by the initial problem of whether or not to have sex. In all 12 cases,

the couples had agreed to have sex on an experimental basis for periods ranging from one week to one

month. At the end of this period they would evaluate their findings. It was also made clear by the conser-

vatives involved that this sex would be in the missionary position only.

In the study group, there were two distinct subgroups. Each of these groups had its own unique problems.

The first group consisted of couples in which the man was a conservative and the woman was a liberal.

In this group, the majority of the complaints came from the women who stated that they were not being

sexually satisfied. One of the respondents was quoted as saying: "John wouldn't know an orgasm if it

bit him in the face."

* In the second group, men complained of the frigidity of the women with whom they were involved, but

all of them were so happy to be having sex at all they they were willing to deal with the problem for

the time being.

Personally I feel these relationships are doomed to failure because of the incompatibility of the people

involved. The reality that the missionary position is the only position that conservatives are willing to

try seems to have destroyed what might otherwise have been twelve promising love affairs.

Herb Ramy is a Collegian columnist.

Where are we going? Over the past decade, there has

been a major realignment , not only in American politics,

but in our values. This shift from emotional liberalism

("Peace, not war. man") to irrational conservatism

("Nuke Libya!") has been fueled by a yuppification of

values. The right has successfully brewed conservative

morality with blind nationalism to produce a religious

individualism — the same which is obsessive in today's

ideal creature, the Yuppie.

Yuppies demonstrate the values of obsessive in-

dividualism. Everyone is independent of everyone else;

everyone has the same "free will" and opportunity;

everyone's goal is to maximize one's pleasure or "utili-

ty;" no one has any obligation to others. The best arena

for this Hobbesian madness is, of course, the laissez-faire

capitalism of yuppiedom.

At home with destructive competition, yuppies perform

well both in the job and goods maiket. They know what's

in their interest and how to get it. Consume, consume,

consume, yuppies have been prepared well for the flue-

An unholy alliance
tuating economy — university-level educations deftly

assemble future economic pawns.

Mark Caldeira

Through manipulation of the media, the right has been

able to deify the young urban professional and institu-

tionalize his or her values. Corporate advertisements,

TV sitcoms and soaps, and pop films all portray the yup-

pie as the heroic archetype of the anti-American hippy-

dippy. This is not always an overt action by free-speech

headhunters like Accuracy in Media and Academia; it

usually occurs covertly, as in the common case where

corporate interests conflict with freedom of the press.

Most media sources are owned by powerful corporations

who must "protect" themselves by insuring news that

is sympathetic to their values. This censorship is almost

never questioned in our yuppified society.

The right has mobilized mass emotion and turned it

into blind nationalism. With the purveyor of all evil

scheming in Moscow, the right can direct frustration and

discontent away from its actual domestic sources toward

a scapegoat Soviet Union (and occasionally to the "mad
dog" Khadafy). To complement this, the corporate media

produces such nationalistic amphetamines as Red Dawn,

Rambo, and Amerika. And the public actually absorbs

them! How ingrained uncritical nationalism is! A
Republican Club member once demanded of me,"Your

country, take it or leave it!" So much for constitutional

values and the democratic process.

Without a major turn around in consciousness and a

de-yuppification of values, democracy as we know it here

may slowly change into a form of totalitarian weapon

for the right. Already we are being manipulated in

unknown ways.

And this is not just a wad of spew.

Mark Caldeira is a Collegian columnist.
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ART

Fall season begins
By LISA RIDDICK
Collegian Staff

The New World Theater will open its fall season with

the play "Asinamali,"a vivid and provocative look mto

tne .::c ^: a >: '
" '" '

i_ne ..\ f!j .-•:' :*.» t r.s:-k pr-.ftrr.er

1: ,! haJtec .^r. '..he f xryrtT-r-e^

The play m&s prL-cu.;-.

Markr: Thesttr

Th;5 ^ca.i'.T. » ' • ^ -

r^ r.'.'.r.'ve wiAt'vc*. and sohj:.

« .r. Jvva:>. Arr-.c-in u.'. .vlU

::.. N. .^ W ".t>.-^tt>r >^rt3

dedicated to the South African people, although only

Asiniiniali addresses itself to events in that unhappy land.

New World Theater was founded in 1979 by Roberta Uno
Thelwell.

The play will be presented on Saturday.September 27

at SOO pm. Tickets are $2 for Five College Students with

ID, and $5.00 for the general public.

CAMPUS
CAR SALES

79 TOYOTA COROLLA
65K one owner No221

$1995
79 TOYOTA CELICA

65k, one owner, 5 sp No222

$2795
81 TOYOTA COROLLA SEDAN

Aye. 57K. No225

$3500
80 VW RABBIT DIESEL

No 208

$1695
75 VOLVO DL WAGON

87k No213

$2300
312 College St. Rt 9 Amherst

253-504Q

THE FINE ARTSCENTER
UMIVI«SIT» Of MASS»CHI.'«TTS AT »MHt«$T

TONIGHT!
1985 Tony Avward-

Winnar...BEST PLAY

Serota to speak on South Africa

By B. DeLOLLIS
Collegian Staff

and M. SHAKESPEARE
Collegian Correspondent

Fall, such a beautiful time, the leaves

turn color, the air gets crisper, and best of

all, the bands begin to tour. Following what

turned out to be the season opening this

past weekend, this coming week should fair

quite well, with lots of bands and secret

parties. While we can't tell you about the

latter, we will tell all about the bands.

Thank Satan it's Friday. If you have

already received one of those "TSIF" flyers,

then you know what we are talking about.

\ .CAMPUS PLAZA ^

vnext to Super Stop & Snop*

f Ri 9 Haoiey/Amherst |

256-6G09 \

\

6 AM 3 AM i

SUN THURS i

• OPEN 24 HOUIS J

.\rthur Serota will speak on the crisis in

South Africa and on the US governments

role on Monday.
Serota. a Springfield lawyer, has spent

three of the last five years in Zimbabwe,

where he worked in agriculture, reforesta-

tion, and water development in rural areas,

and in education in both rural and urban

areas

Next week's program will also include

the showing of smuggled film footage us-

ed in a Senate hearing September 15th.

Banned by the South African government,

it was made available to the American

Friends Service Committee by a London

based organization called Afravision. The

footage shows South African officers using

bull whips against black and white

demonstrators alike and committing other

acts of brutality.

The program is sponsored by the

AFSCand will be held at 7:30 p.m. at the

Unitarian Society, 220 Main St.,

Northampton. - LISA RIDDICK

Friday, Sept 26, 8 pm
Concert Hall

Tickets. S20 18 16

SOMETHING
TO THINK
ABOUT. .

.

jr.,sl!iS (.'l1U>kST l,S

lli<~ .\N6WtD. . bill

nhul IS Ihc QllfATION 9 I ?

ComCj find out at

AMHERST ALLIANCE CHURCH
Sundays-Evening Worship 6 : 3o pm

UMa;.3 Campus Center
1 im Maki, Pastor

for information call 549-5334

Are You Good Enough
To Join The Best

IF YOU'RE A SENIOR TECHNICAL MAJOR
COME FIND OUT

LIQUORS

61 Main St.. Amherst
Next to Town Hall

FOR FREE DELIVERY OF
»20 MINIMUM ORDER.
(OFF UMASS CAMPUS)

Dial
253-3091

— All Prices In Store Cash Only —

Sept. 30 & Oct 1, 1986

AT THE UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT CENTER

LT RICHARD PATSY

NAVAL ENGINEERING
OFFICER PROGRAMS

(518)462-6119

Jack
Daniels

750 ML

SO 99

Sangrc De
Toro
750 ML

$0992

Papillon ^
Dry /!^

White WinerlT
From France

$1 99

750 ML

Cuervo Gold
Tequila ^
750

$849

Rolling rock

$C;95
12 pk

CINEMA

WEDNESDAY - SATURDAY
THI WORLD ACCORDINO TO 6ARP 700

A THOUSAND CLOWNS 9:20

SUNDAY — TUES
GINGER AND FRED 7O0

AND THE SHIP SAILS ON 915

DOUBLE FEATURE $3.00

DOWNTOWN AMHERST 253-5426

Ay me friends

do Yourself a favor

ENJOY THE SPOKE

,oo o .
The
Spoke

Amherst,
Mass.

PROPER ID REQUIRED

Worcester
Breakfast A Special

%i^PANDA
GARDEN

WE BRING CHINATOWN TO YOU!!

We Serve Beer & Wine.

For Carry Out & Reservations, Please Call

584-3858
34 Pleasant Street,

Downtown Northampton

''V^

SPOKE DRINK V^ /
OF THE WEEK V/^

All B.B. Shot* ^^
SCHNAPPS FB
$1.00 /;

Rootbcer, Raspberry. ^ A

ckberry, White Chocolate ST 0X
Cherry Cola / tjF

BEEK OF

MONTH
Molson

$1.25

:ery. to meet, relax & i

EAST PLEASANT ST AMHERST

These flyers have been spreading rumours

of an anti-Christ rally, and possibly a band

or two on Halloween. Stay tuned for more

information. You never know...

Tonight at Davis Center at Smith College

there will be a local band extravaganza.

Definitely worth the $3 dollars if you like

the Malarians. They're a local band work

ing to revive the "farfisa" sound. The

Malarians have an album out entitled, "In

the Cool Room," with all the hits you might

have heard so many times at Sheehan's or

Pearl Street.

Have you been to the Calvin Theatre

lately, perhaps on dollar night? Well then,

you might have seen what some of the

other local talent looks like. Beat Therapy

and Death Rhino are playing at Davis also.

The Hampshire's Visiting Artists Pro

gram has quite a semester in store for us.

Saturday night at 8 p.m., they will be

presenting a solo performance by the in-

famous guitarist Eugene Chadbourne (from

Shockabilly) for a mere $2. He is expected

to perform on electric rake, plunger, and

bird cage.

Another possibility is Sheehan's for a

night of R and B with Kenny Johnson &
Co. Johnson played drums for the Steve

Miller Band, and will be performing with

John Caban, George Cook, and Art Steele,

plus special guests. Our mystery source

said, "Don't forget your dancing shoes."

Timbuk 3 is playing Monday night at the

Iron Horse at 8:30. Their album,

"Greetings From..." is quality, intelligent

eclecticism. You might have heard, "My
Future's So Bright I Gotta Wear Shades,"

or "Haircuts and Attitude." Quality musi-

cianship for $5 in advance.

Just a reminder: They Might Be Giants

and the Malarians will be playing Pearl

Street next Thursday, so get your tickets.

Other rumours include the Butthole

Surfers, and underground locals, Drunken

Boat. We'll be back '.''xt Thursday.

HT
1^ Green Age

jO Horse

I 'v1 present

^IGHT
SUh 5 OCT.

8:0 J P.M. $12.50

John M Greene Hall

Smith College Horthampton, MA

OUTLETS:
Iron Horse, Northampton

For the Record, Amherst
Rap City Brattleboro

World Eye Books, Greenfield

MISUSE YOUR ID CARD
AND BE CHARITABLE

The Code of Student Conduct provides

for a $20.00 fine and possible

discipline record if you alter, improper-

ly possess, or lend a University ID card

to another person. The money col-

lected is deposited into the general

scholarship fund administered by the

University. So if you misuse your ID

card at athletic events, concerts, din-

ing commons, or elsewhere, it may
become an act of **charity"!

Office of the Dean of Students
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Multimedia performance
beautiful and provoking
By DAN GOODIN
Collegian Correspondent

Bizarre, eerie, existentialist, and fan-

tastic were only a small fraction of the ad-

jectives audience members used to describe

Wednesday night's multimedia perfor-

mance presented by the Kinetic En-

vironments. "Where Sheep May Safely

Graze," created and directed by local artist

Aria Edry unfolded its multi-elemented

performance in two shows before large,

mesmerized audiences. Ironically, a

drunken, lethargic, dinosaurian voice

began the performance asserting that its

species would continue to survive just as

it had for the last 300 million years. A
series of slide projections, film loops, and

choreographic movements then combined

recurring themes ranging from em-

bryogenic development to stereotypical

roies men and women fall into, the begin-

ning of life to apocalyptic destruction.

The story began with a group of soldiers

in combat fatigues carrying a black body

bag onto the stage. The men emptied the

contents ofthe bag, an earth man, and plac

ed him into a grave-like hole. As the

aboriginal music began, the earthman (the

specific gender was intentional) began to

break out of the tomb, resurrecting his life

with a simultaneously joyous and wistful

dance, performed on rollerskates. Devoid

of any dialogue, the story continued,

repeating images such as dripping faucets,

splashing streams, and an impressive laser

production of a DNA helix. The electronic

music, although fitting the movement of

the presentation was abstruse, although

some parts were more accessible than

others.

Other themes developed, including a

young woman dressed in a smug white

dress, rolling large rocks like bowling balls,

a woman in lavender (a haus frau or house
wife) listlessly roaming the stage with a

chair in hand, and a business man in a suit

and -e, moving jerkily, robotically about

the stage, touting a bright stop sign. All the

personas were oblivious to the inquiring

earthman, curiously wandering about the

cold, stark architecture.

While the event was attention holding,

parts came across insuccinct and con-

voluted. The scope and multitude of the set

prevented the viewer from taking in all the

various elements going on. Perhaps this

was the artist's intention. Other parts ap-

peared contrived and too overt. A yuppie
flaunting a stop sign, being the best exam-
ple. Nonetheless, the multi-media exhibit

was thought provoking with its revelations

of impending danger to the human species.

The performance served as a warning of

what will happen if humans continue on
their path of violent folly. Utter Bleakness.

We're that Mexican Restaurant
\A/lth all the great food and

atmosphere do\Am the narrow
alleyway next to the TIme-Out on

N. Pleasant St.

Come Discover Us Todayl

TACOVILLA
NOmHAMPTON AMHERST
2 1 CCrnTEH ST *l BOITWOOO WALK
58406/3 2S6B2I7

Bring Ytxjr Own Beer A Wine
Beer or Wine Served

SPRINCrieLD
}49 SUMNCR Ave
788091*

Bring Your Own
Beer t Wine

BE PART OF THE TRADITION
JOIN THE

UMASS SKI CLUB
INFO, MEMBERSHIP SIGN-UP, SALE SIGN-UP &
MORE WED, THURS, & FRI CO CONCOURSE
FOR SKIERS WHO TAKE FUN SERIOUSLY

Epson Equity I

w/printer includes

256 k dual floppy

mono monitor

$1295

Computer Rentals

$200.00
per semester

Terminal Rentals

$130.00
per semester

includes 1200 baud modem

Memory Upgrade
to 640K

$99.00

Fall Prices good till 10/31

^ THE FINEARTS CENTER ¥
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST ,

PIONEER VALLEY

DATA EQUIPMENT

259 Triangle Street

Amherst
549-1017

FESTIVAL
'INDIA

Monday, Sept. 29, 8 pm
Concert Hall

Tickets $16,14,12

indM'XMMt
c«/«6r«f*ir

^nt»n and
mustCMii offer

• laieinating

ptnorama ol

pTtorming
traditions.

"co»tum»d opeiettms. sacred tongs,
aacular and tolk music that mill delight

the whota tamilf...

"

Monday, Oct. 6, 8 pm
• Concert Hall

Tickets $16,14.12

MOMIX

It's mltf.
It's maird.

It 's mondarlul

Thursday, Oct. 9 8pm
Bowker Auditorium

Tickets $15,13

PSYCHIC
AFFAIR

Sat, Sept 27
10-5

OVER 12

READERS
HOLIDAY INN
HOLYOKE

INGLESIDE EXIT

1-95

#

it Five College Students Half-Prioei it

Tickets available at Fme Arts Center Box OHice Call (41 3)545 251 1

Ifli m m

THE TIME OUT SUPPORTS
THE LITTLE HULKSTERS

Hello

This is the Hulk

and I'm Steve of the

Little Hulksters.

If you want details

about the club just

come and

ask me

PS: My friends call me Hulky
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^ hooUshop^

THE WARRIOR ATHLETE leaches you:

3 How to reduce stress and increase energy
through natural training.

<f How to avoid athletic injuries,

fe How to break the circuit of tension.

• Relaxation as a source of strength.

How to use mental practice to learn

physical skills,

a Whole body awareness.

« Balance and unity of mind, body and spirit.

^
STILLPOINT PUBLISHING
ISBN0-113ei1-5?-? $995

103 North PtasMfit Slrc«t

Am»MntJ«-2S3-S574

CHINESE KITCHEN
FAST FOOD

RESTAURANT

Eat In or Take Out Hours

Sunday Noon to 10 PM
MonSat 11:30 AM to 10 PM

Pu-Pu Platter $12.00

E

Try Our Luncheon-Dinner Specials

Only $1 .49 before 3 PM, $1 .90 after 3 PM
2 LOCATIONS

430 Russel St (Rt 9)

HADLEY
253-2571

FRIDAY

^ FILM '•a

150 King St

NORTHAMPTON
586-8220

FNUSATM 1216 SCATS t 3S0|

waom
. DfUU

HUBS

ncMnrNOMDii

^ flCTHSHN

wmM
couar

By DON LIPPER
Collegian StafT

The Boy Who Could Fly stars Colleen Dewhurst and is

about a disturbed young boy whose parents died in a plane

crash and who now believes he can fly.

Crocodile Dundee is a comedy starring Paul Hogan (the

guy from the Austrailian tourism ads on television) as a

hunter from the outback who catches the attention of a

female reporter from New York. She brings this innocent

abroad to the big apple where he must learn to fend for

himself in the urban jungle.

Flight of the Navigator In this children's film by Walt

Disney Studios, an eight year-old boy is picked up by a

U.F.O. and is used to navigate the spacecraft. The kids

is returned to his home minutes later in his subjective

time frame but years later in his parents earth-bound time

frame.

Nothing in Common is a comedy-drama starring Tom
Hanks as a hip Chicago advertising executive who mu.st

cope with the separation of his parents played by Jackie

Gleason and Eva Marie Saint. The comedy is funny but

the drama is flat. The two are not mixed very well.

Reform School Girls: Aah, the title says it all, doesn't

it? The ads for this cinematic masterpiece sound so allur

ing. "So young. ..So bad. ..So What?" I'm sure this epic has

a lot to say about our penal system today and is not sex-

ually exploitive at all. Right.

Ruthless People is the comedy hit of the summer. Bette

Midler is about to be killed by her husband, Danny Devito

when she

is kidnapped by Judge Reinhold and Helen Slater. The
kidnappers threaten to kill Midler if they aren't obeyed.

Devito does all he can to get her killed. Midler and Devito

are the ones to watch.

Stand By Me is a coming of age film based on a novella

by Stephen King and directed sensitively by Rob Reiner.

The story is about four 12 year-old friends from different

backgrounds who go on a journey to find the dead body

of kid in the woods. This was one of the best movies in

the theatres this summer.
Top Gun stars Tom Cruise and Kelly McGillis. It is not

really a movie, it is a 2 hour recruitment commercial. The
commercials tell you all you need to know about the

movie.

The World According to Garp stars Robin Williams,

John Lithgow, Glenn Close and Mary Beth Hurt in the

adaptation of John Irving's best selling novel. This is one

of my p)ersonal favorite movies of all time.

HP^Piij

175 UNIVERSITY DRIVE
AMHERST

I

- ROUTE 9

253-5595 1 75 UNIVERSITY DRIVE

MILLER DRAFT 12 oz cans $5.40 + .60 12pk

BUD 12 oz longnecks $10.50 + $1.50 cs

BUD or BUD LIGHT suitcase $11.49 + $1.20 cs

ROLLING ROCK 12 oz bottles $10.99 + $1.20 cs

MICHELOB or LIGHT suitcase $12.75 + $1.20 cs

SCHOONER 6 pack $3.40 + .30 6pk

Popov Vodka 1.75L $10.99
VIejo Rum 1.75L $11.99

California Cooler 6oz $9.95 cs

Seagram Coolers 12 oz $2.99 4pk

1
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• football vs. Northeastern

Friday, September 26, 1986

< nutinufd from pa/ie 16

Saturday's contest also

marks the return of junior
tight end Mike Kelley to the

Minuteman offense. Kelley,

picked as the starting tight

end during pre-season prac-

tice each of the past two
years, has recovered from a

knee injury suffered in

spring practice and is ex-

* women's soccer

pected to start.

"He's medically 100 per-

cent. I wasn't planning on
using him but I really feel

great about the way he's

been practicing," Reid said.

Saturday's game will be
punctuated by the halftime

performance of 10
Massachusetts high school

bands.

Men's soccer at Vermont

continued from page 15

posted a 1.20 goals against

average in five games with
11 saves.

UMass has allowed just

one shot on goal in its last

three games. On the season,

the Minutewomen have out-

shot opponents, 81-30, and
outscored them 21-8. UMass
also holds a 55 25 advan-

tage in corner kicks.

Holy Cross comes into the

game with a record of 5-2.

The Crusaders, ranked fifth

in this week's ISAA New
England poll, won their first

five games. But Holy Cross
suffered losses to Boston
College and the University
of Connecticut this week.

both by scores of 2-1.

"I think Holy Cross is a

better team than Pro-

vidence," Banda said. "And
the other teams we will face

on the road (UConn and
Rutgers) are strong also.

These teams will be looking

for upsets so if we play like

we have been, that will be
nice."

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Sometimes when everything is going
wrong, the only way to correct a slump is

to play through it.

Swamped with injuries and suffering

through a frustrating slump, the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts men's soccer team
hopes to snap a short two-game losing

streak as it heads to the University of Ver-

mont, Saturday at 1:00 p.m. in Burlington
VT.
"I fully expect to bury them," UMass

coach Jeff Gettler said.

But the Minutemen, losers of four of their

last five games, have lost the services of

three All-New England performers. Mid-
fielder Andy Bing, forward Kurt Manal
and defenseman Paul Serafino are all out

nursing assorted ankle injuries. Serafino
is suffering from a badly sprained ankle
and should miss at least.three more weeks.

In addition, sophomore starting
goalkeeper Sam Ginzbuj-g suffered an

ankle injury and will not see time in tht

net against the Catamounts this weekend.
Ginzburg is expected to miss about three

weeks. Freshman Tom Phillips (10, no
goals allowed) will fill in for Ginzburg.
Despite the injuries and the slump, Get-

tler is confident that the Minutemen, 2-5

and 1-2 in New England, can play their

way through their recent problems.
"The team is struggling with confidence

both as a team and individually," Gettler

said. "We are still putting on players who
are good Division I players. We are so deep
in terms of the number of players we're car-

rying. It should not be a factor."

Unfortunately, the Minutemen are slow-

ly running out of time. The team goal of

securing a regional playoff berth may be
in jeoparody thanks to the team's two New
England losses (1-0 to Boston University,
and 1-0 to Dartmouth College). With a
slumping offense which has failed to pro-

duce a goal in the past two games, the

Minutemen are searching for answers to

their recent pitfalls.

(

You're Too BUSY!
Don't waste time doing
your own laundry...

Take It To

Em
It PHAY 8T. AMHCnST.MA.

SAS'wes

We Offer:

• Hand Pressing

• Shurt Service

• Same Day
Service

OWOP Iton.-Thtwt. 10 OOam-10 00pm. Sun. S OOpm-lQ oOpm
Of' 'rM*ytte:0<U«>-S:0Opm than tOOpm-IO OOpm

"'»*"' Wl. 10:00Mn-S:00pm lh«fi 7 00-10 OOpm

FREE DELIVERY
through th( Allt\

bthind limi Out

"fourbasic
problem:
Physics

Generics

Statistics

Calculus

Complex Numbers
Analytical Geometry

Stress Analysis

Oi^^inic Chemistry

Pit>bability

Gaussian Transformations

DifiFeiential Equations

Titrations

Bectiomagnetics

Thermodynamics

Fluid Mechanics

Etc, etc, etc . *

.

YourBASIC
solution:

^«»ua»M«*w«.'wi.j»K:w»«wr-'T; '^mmM^.,...^. ,,!,.'*-.

LmeunoE onLCuurroR

IntroducingBASICALC^ The new
Texas Instruments programmable calculator*

Now there's a prc^rammable scientific calculator

that solves even the most complex math, engi-

neenT\g ar>d science problems m a BASIC wayf

TheTl-74BASIC:AlJC.
Unlike most other programmable calculators

tfiat require you to learn a new, complicated

system of keystroke commands- in effect, a new

\bur basic specs:

• Operates as a calcubtor or BASIC computer
• 8K RAM expandable to 16K RAM
• 70 built-in scientific Kmctions
• Optiorul software cartridges for mathematics

and statistics

• Optional PASCAL language cartridge

• Optional printer aruJ cassette interface

programming language -the Tl-74 BASICALC
allows you to use the BASIC language program-

ming you already krxrw.

But don't let the BASICALO ease of opera-

tion fool you. It also has itKtre calculating power
than comparably-priced programmables. And a

variety of optiortf, like software cartridges, are

available that make it even more powerful and
convenient.

Stop by and see the Tl-74 BASICALC for

yourself. In basic terms, what it really offers you

is a bargain. h

Texas ^^
Instruments

i l«»86TI

Your basic campus demonstration:
Texas^Instruments will be conducting a free

hands-on demonstration of the new TI'74 BASICALC.
Check with The University Store for dates and times.

'm
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Doonesbury
By Garry Trudeau

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

"Go back to sleep, Chuck. You're just havin' a
nightmare — of course, we ore still in hell."

Gordy By Gorde

\jJHATT/M£
^OO FR.OfA, I

/

I'M F^O^A
-THE

FUTVKE.
HAHA PyST

A/OCcBAH WAR .' t^HBJU'S
THAT (S-'^Ki'lUA ^/if^^FB/V^
/'M P/^M TUB /^eA<SfiN

CAMB

f^£A&AAJ, SUS^, SOSAf,

u
f?OUAJO Fof^ ME AMOM Y MUTTiiAJ T F^iejUPS*

s^ c^^^

Bat Brain

W£HERBf(r "dAT ar/J/A/"

R£/iuy CA/^efiBoi/r hou/

/6 /? r/!ot/9w/^PKe^ ' AMP

WB Txy voT id srifnuurtE:

4wv M/fwoALimr ^^Rsfl^
7H£CENTER OF TWT ROfit>

ANi> MntfreuctTA fiESPOfS

FROM -me gf-PiVEfi,, Be /r
COOVOJf MP, /S (SUlCKCy

97;9y/A/^ ^s SAf^ as i^po,
ButAFTER Au^ 7m less y€^

STICK 01/^ T/i£' U>^^R W£U.

By Bill Bearing

nTM REN/OOED 6P THe
W0RTK5 OF Miet^AEL PtVj

CREfrroR OF *'CME£l^RW(X>.

THE h/ORT> "ORIM /OACW"

HE J^/^/>exeP, "T'H SMjiv

X V^MT JKJOAU) hf^i^r Vbti

HeAO. " Anexj/

Campus Pond By Sal

LIFE AS AN A/AQEBA
HEY GHRIS^UIHATDO
YOO WANT TO 00

TODAY ?

YOU K/^OW CHRIS,
SOMLTIAIES YOUl^t
A PAIM IN THE VACUOLE^

?/AS S<ze

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

V Him.
I'M NOTA CRT
fiFTER ALL'.

nWA5fiLLJUdT
A HOmK£ PRSAfA.

NO\M, IF THI5 M13 OLNER

.

ZDNer -mi^BP iKOi/ecB

gEAsrARTUf^ wrmyouR
Ti/<JITr ENPrn TELEFORTeK
Wfwjyii. 7HI5 mKNm.

NIGHT GRAPHICS STAFF

There will be a mandatory meeting on Sun-

day night, September 28th at 5:00 p.m.

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Malay c)<ie<

& Gafden area

B Long playing

14 Sea in central

A&ia

15 Dinefl

16 Small slieam

17 Part ol a Mage
selling

19 Cut into

20 Stationer \ iiein

21 Part at a

staircase

23 Isle III ine Insn

Saa
24 Nighi s lollower

26 Meintx*! ol tlie

peerage
?? Sound lion, a

doll carnage

28 Norwegian samt

30 f ishlood

31 Lovk lyin^ tracts

32 Cry the blues

34 Hume ol a

Ditjiicai witi:r^

36 Beyond a buok s

coweis

3fl Some laorary

works
42 Auinvii Sinclair

44 Housenoid
45 Bract ol a

ttowe'

4B RoDl —
50 Binerr.ess

51 Served on Ihe

rocks

52 BlacKDirds

53 MaKe inquiries

54 Cuppa s

conteris

55 Co»er
57 The America a

60 Home lor a

hound
62 Game played a>

picnics

64 Whole
65 Numeif
66 Pan oi a shield

67 TaKe u\ agam
66 ChuiT.

69 Boris ,1

Bulgaria

DOWN
1 Noli" i^'ize

winrnriQ

phySiCiil 1>J44

2 inishmore s

island group

3 Gracklas

4 Chem salt

Abor

5 Theda the

»amp
6 Star .

along Ihe

S«ine

7 Regrai deeply

( Orea'y routine

9 Crosspiece on
a ladder

10 Business letter

abbr
1

1

The Male —
Henry Fonda lilm

12 Popular TV
sireei

1

3

Verdugo s

nan^esakes

18 Ouli

22 Actor Jeremy
25 Made use ol

27 Basins lor

yachts

28 Sasn IK
Butterlly

29 Aulhr.f

Deigfitor

30 Ball ol yarn

31 Cast a baiMi

33 Brainchild

35 Margol
fonieyn s Mic

37 Commune in

TuSiJany

39 f reigM mon'is
fin the railway

40 sell

41 Indian weigh!

43 MaKiiS a

mistaiit-

45 Haivebter ol i

son

46 One seeJeJ
Iruii

47 She. I

49 Spain to julK)

52 Cntiposer
Harold

53 Clumsy cral

55 Ihtf May Wa

56 tnvironmental

SCI

58 Campus m L A
Vi tqual
61 Tuck s partner

63 Bosh'

ANSWER TO

S:T I.rHp
PREVIOUS PUZZLE

R I gBr u,i eIdi
NO.l>^
HA \ W
o'n t S

liTATl

lIeInIe!
U H E D

E[

B I Jo,

'IWI* l»^ *»tflc1 lll»c» Sy««M«U S 76 i6

Lunch

Seafood Crabmeat Roll

Macaroni and Cheese

Basics Lunch

Menu
Dinner

Spanish Rice with
Ground Beef

New England Style Scrod

Egg Salad Plate

Basics Dinner

Creamed Vegetable Stew
Bulgar and Bean Salad New England Style Scrod

Macaroni and Cheese Herb Crumb Topping

MIXED BAG
Weather

Today: Cloudy with possible showers. High of 70

degrees.

Saturday; Intervals of clouds and sunshine. Temps
^between 70-75.

Todays Staff ^ ...
Ight Ediior

• Dan Sobcl

Copy Editor Jeffry Bartash

Layovt T«ch Ansel Zinter

Photo Ttch Ricci Bonnano

Production Supcnrlsor Ansel Zinter

Production: Kelly Sieger. Michelle Eichelman,

Maura McHugh. Karlin Isele, Valerie Warren and
Kurt Bisani

{Executive Board =a of 1986|

DODE LEVENSON
Editor in Chief

ROB SKELTON
Editorial Editor

JOHN YONCE
Managing Editor

WILLIAM SPAIN

Editorial Editor

STEVE RUBIN
Business Manager

ANSEL ZINTER

Production Manager

1 Business Board Fa of 1986 1

STEVE RUBIN
Business Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marketing Manager

PAUL H LESSER

Advertising Sales Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Circulation Manager

VANESSA ROTH
• riance Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Subscription Manager
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Stickers extend streak, top PC, 2-0

Griswold, Hultin each tally; Carlson posts fifth shutout in net
speed straight shot that caught Friar net minder Sandra

O'Gorman off balance.

The 6-1 O'Gorman had 16 saves in the game and receiv-

By LINDA DELIVORIAS
Collegian Correspondent

This is what makes the bus ride back to Amherst
enjoyable.

The University of Massachusetts field hockey team ex-

tended their winning streak to four games, all shutouts,

as it stifled Providence College, 2-0, yesterday in Pro-

vidence RI.

The Minutewomen's slim margin of victory was no in-

dication of the team's all-around dominance of the Friars.

UMass outshot PC, 44-5, including 26 shots in the second

half, and had a definitive edge penalty corners, 22-4.

"We totally dominated them. We played good, finesse

hockey, and combined it with our passing game," head

coach Pam Hixon said. "We were a little nervous about

Providence getting on the scoreboard early. But we didn't

give them a chance to get into the game, use their emo-

tions, and get on a roll."

The game wasn't even five minutes old when senior co-

captain Lisa Griswold notched her sixth goal of the season

at the 30:48 mark. Griswold's unassisted goal was an off-

ed praise from Hixon for her performance.

"She played excellent out there. She is a really good

goalie - very agile," Hixon said. "It was just like last year's

game where she made all those saves (13), and had no of-

fensive support."

Despite Gorman's prowess in goal, senior Lil Hultin

managed to pick up her fourth goal of the year with 13:24

left to play in the first half. Hultin scored off a rebound,

and the ball sailed high into the upper left-hand corner

of the net.

Providence came to life after the two Minutewomen
goals, but Hixon made some adjustments at halftime to

insure UMass' fifth victory.

"After we scored our goals they got their offense going

late in the first half. They had an opportunity to score on

a breakaway and a penalty corner, but we just shut em'

down," Hixon said. "In the second half we took the ball

low and crossed it. We put the ball in great scoring posi-

tion, but missed the net."

Men's x-country
race at Dartmouth
By STEVE RICHARDS
Collegian Correspondent

Although it is still very

early in the season, the

University of

Massachusetts men's
cross-country team enters

Saturday's 1 p.m. eight-

team clash at Dartmouth
expecting stiff competition.

"This is the kind of meet
you'd like to see a little far-

ther down the road, when
the teams have really

come together. But this

should be a helluva
meet,"Thomas said.

Massachusetts will be

facing several national-

caliber opponents, in-

cluding Dartmouth, North

Carolina St., and
Maryland.

UMass (currently ranked

fourth in New England)

will continue to rely on its

depth, which was good

enough to place seven run-

ners in the top ten in

sweeping Boston College

and Yale last week.

New England rival and

host team Dartomuth
should present the best

competition for the

Minutemen.

"They're the only team

in the meet that can match

our depth with quality

runners," Thomas said.
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FREE FRIDAY
4 - ? Delano's famous buffalo wings

with blue cheese dressing

^
Proper ID a Must - 57 N. Pleasant St - 253-5141

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

11 am - 2 am 7 days
50 Main St. Amherst, MA

HI! Wanna know where we'll be latenight?

ril bet you do! J.B/s is open till 2:00 am
GREAT HUH! So why don't all of you big boys

sttfmble on down to J.B.'s.

We're waiting to satisfy yottr appetite

HEY TERI & GAIL COME IN FOR YOUR
FREE MOZERELLA STICKS AND SODA

TERMINAL
RENTALS
Rent a
terminal

from us for

as little as
$115 per semester.
Call for details

Deposit and Mass tax extra.

[ffl)ComiHitBrlitorks
228 Triangle Street Amherst •

54S-7133

FOUR SEASONS
584-8174 BEST PRICES AROUND Rt 9 Hadley

CASE SPECIALS
BUSCH $8.99

BUD $10.99
LIGHT $10.99

LITE $10.99

STROHS super 30 pk $11.99
HEINEKEN $14.99

CABLING 12 oz btls $6.99

UTICA CLUB 12 oz btls $6.99

SIX PACK SPECTACULARS
xiEINEIvENan unbelievable •...•••• $3.79

GRIZZLEY $3.49

LABBATTS beer or ale $3.75

HOPPENPERELE $3.25

DAB $4.25

MARKSMAN English Lager $4.99

KNICKERBOCKER as good as ever $2.49

SCHAFER an or Fenway Favorite $2.99

BARTLES & JAMES WINE COOLERS $2.99 4-pk

SEAGRAMS GOLDEN WINE COOLERS $2.99 4-pk

El Cheapo Vodka "Tastes Uke Homemade" $8.99 1.75L

Bathtub Gin "Relive Prohibition" $10.99 1.75L

Four Seasons own Rum $10.99 1.75L

Kegs? Absolutely. Lowest prices around. We
Deliver. WeVe located on RT 9 just past McDonalds

and Burger King

->
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Minutewomen ready to tackle Holy Cross Crusaders
Banda's offense in groove
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's soccer team

has shown a lot of talent over its past three games.

But one thing the Minutewomen have yet to prove is

that they can win on the road.

UMass begins a three-game road trip today when it

visits the Crusaders of Holy Cross at 3:30 p.m., and it is

a very important series for the Minutewomen.

"It was nice to be home." UMass coach Kalekeni Ban-

da said. "We played well and set the tempo for this trip.

We'd like to go 3-0 on the road."

The Minutewomen have won three consecutive games

at home after losing a pair and tying one on the road. At

Boyden, UMass has outscored opponents, 19-1. But when
they are the visiting team, the Minutewomen have been

outscored, 7-2.

The most important thing, though, is that UMass has

won its last three and is on a roll.

The Minutewomen are coming ofF an 8-0 thrashing of

Providence College on Wednesday, in which seven dif-

ferent players, including the sweeper, scored goals.

Sophomore Brooke Adams and freshman Mary Curtis

shared the shutout.

Offensively, Michelle Powers has been the threat late-

ly for UMass. The sophomore forward has scored five goals

in the past three games, including the game-winner

against Vermont last Saturday.

Beth Roundtree. another sophomre forward, is second

in scoring with four goals and an assi.st.

Carla DeSantis, Banda's first-string goalie, has posted

continui'd on page 12

AJETOMATntm:.
Selling a car?

Buying a car?
Let Automatch make the match.

Free for buyers, one-time fee to sellers.

241 King St., Suite 32
Norttiampton

584-0341

(fa«l Ut* ••<>•»

MANUSC KIPTS

TIICSIS

BLULPRINIS

BINDINGS

niOKKiUAPIIir COLOR COPIES FROM PRIN IS

OVURNKillT SIGNS AND BANNERS • OVMRSIZLD ORIGINALS

CONVENIENT w i am m asant siki r I

PARKING 549-2854 amuerst

ACTIVITIES • AUDIO
AUTO FOR SALE • CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT • FOR RENT
FOR SALE • FOUND

HELP WANTED • LO-^T

CLASSIFIED
INSTRUCTION • MOTORCYLCLES
PERSONALS -RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED 'SERVICES

ROOMATE WANTED • TRAVEL
WANTED •SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI - 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PHUIH lO PUBLICAIION* CASH IN ADVANCE, 15<=/W0RD/0AY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIIS

WORK STUDY (4.0Sthr) 6-12 hrs wi(

flex hrs assist in lab work on soil, plant

samples no exp required call Moneza at

545-2259 between 10AM-4PM

GRADUATES AND 25* students Social

Hour every Thursday 500. Blue Wall,

Campus Center Build a tradition! Meet
each other!

UMASS VICE T-SHIRTS WILL BE
AVAILABLE IN THE CAMPUS CENTER
CONCOURSE ON THURSDAY AND
FRIDAY. DON'T MISS THIS OPPOR-
TUNITY TO PURCHASE THE MOST IN-

NOVATIVE T-SHIRT TO HIT THE CAM-
PUS IF YOU CANT SEE US IN THE
CAMPUS CENTER CALL AT 549-2739
UMASS VICE IS HERE

A BARGAiNI 1979 Ford Pinio eOK miles,

no rusi, riew tires recent lutie and oil

charwe Fully Inspected/registered S650

call Russ 54&4435

75 CAMARO LT, original owrw. r»e^
lower rear tender, $1000 00 584-5940

PLYMOUTH VALIANT-$250 323-€726

Ask for Jack

FOI SALi

PROFESSORS EXAM FILES for

engineering, calculus, physics and
chemistry at University Store

COMPUTER TERMINAL & modem for

sale $200 cheap 256-8678

THE SGA IS now hiring as assistant to

tlie undergraduate senate speaker In-

dividuals should have good research and
writing skills, knowledge of the student

senate and a commitment to student em-
powerment Women and people of color

encouraged to apply Applications

available in Student Senate Office 420

Student Union deadline Wed 10/3

5 00PM AA/EEO

VIETNAM VETERANS: EARN SIS and

help us t>etter understand tt>e Vietnam

experience Answer a 1 Vj hour question

naire at home For details call 548-9021

QWEN HAPPY BIRTHDAYt Will you be
my friend? Yah. right Mo

1972 OATSUN 2402 well maintained in

and out $2000 549-7727

1972 SAAB 99C runs beautifully Body

tood, interior very good, low milage

1500 firm Todd 253-3760

KEG TAPS FOR sale' Brand new, never
used keg taps only $25 Packies charge
$45 lor used laps Don't waste your
money' New laps $25 Call Toi

256-1438 today

Tony

UMASS OUTING CLUBS annual fall con^

tradance Saturday Sept 27 at Grinnell

Arena Dinner at 7 00, dance 8:00-12:00

Lots of fun! Everyone welcome!

ORTHODOX EVENING PRAYERS, Sun-
day. Sept 2eih, 6PM, front lounge,

Newman Center.

ASTRONOMY CLUB MEETING.
Douglas McGonigle on Voyager Erv

counter " Everyone welcome Saturday
27 Sept 7:30 PM Amherst College

planetarium info 545-0731

HILLEL FRIDAY NIGHT sevices. 7:00 In

Dukes room SU. All welcome.

ATTBOION BANDN

APPLICATIONS FOR THE Southwest

Battle of the Bands are now available All

applications must be submitted along

with a recent tape of the band Winner to

open lor the Southwest concert this

spring Applications may be picked up at

the SWAG office in Hampden next to

Munchies For more info call 545-0960

All applications are due on Sepi 29 at

5:00PM no late applications accepted

LARGE REHEARSAL SPACE available

call Embassy Recording Studk) 5490343
549-7640

PROFESSIONAL MULTITRACK
RECORDING student packages quality

demo tapes; promo kits, tape copies, m
house production, record pressing Call

Embassy Recording Studio 549-0343 or

549-7640

AUDIO

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH AR90speakers
Brand new Warranty Type used In

dance bar, aerobics studios $1500 list

For sale $750 call 253-9687

81 TOYOTA TERCEL blue 5SPD
HTCHBK front wd 30 MPG AM/FM stereo

inside & out Exc cond 110.000 mi but

well maint & exc shape $1800
413-634-5045 wkdys after 6 30
617-562-5736 wkends

1978 CHEVY MONZA new tires, new
clutch, body in good condi-

tlon.$250,leaving country, must sell.call

617-731-5493

CHEVY VEGA 76 mech sound 2 door

good condition $900 546-4294 or

586-2716

1979 PLYMOUTH TC3 great cond $1 150

or BO 256-0912

1971 MUSTANG GOOD condition

Dominique evenings at 527-3672

CASN

BED FOR SALE single box and mattress

first $25 takes it 584-2905 eves (Alan)

1979 CHEVY WAGON. 99,400 miles,

new clutch. Best offer. 536-5434. Even-
ings week-ends

LARGE BLACK DRAWING table $75
large bureau 6 drawers $65 253-3690

HOUSEBOY NEEDED TO work at Sigma
Kappa Sorority in exchange tor meals

We have two house tioys now but need
one more Work a rotating lunch and all

dinners Mon lunch thru Fri lunch Friday

night and weekends oft Home cooked
meals provided 7 days a week in ex-

change for work Call 256-6887 ask for

Andy or Nancey or leave message You
can get oti the meal plan!!'

WANT YOU OR your friends picture in a

J B s ad? Bring your photos down to the

Collegian and maybe vou'll be lucky

enough to star in one of our ads

LEIGH YOU ARE awesome Love Me

ClkLLING BUCKY BEAVER moooore
partying tonighl or no? Damn right we
are' LKnSI

JILL AND SUSANII I've missed vou very

much Nice to finally meet you, Alan and
Stuart! Love, Leslie

HAPPY BIRTHDAY BRIANTMay ttiis on-

ly be the start to many more good times!

I m so happy to be stuck with you! Love,

Mary

PILLOWS. PIUOWS. PILLOWS

CORDUROY BEDRESTS AND Tioor

cushions sold at drastically reduced
prices Campus Center concourse Thurs-

dayfFnOay or call Joe at 549-7771

HAL WHAT'S ALL that smoke from-it

doesn't affect me

OtQITAL DECWRITER, FREE phone and
nxxlem $300 or BO Rowing machine, ex-

cellent condtition $80 or BO 665-7920

MOTOBECANE SUPERMIRAGE 23"
Very good condition, just overhauled

$93 Call after 6PM 256-6749

LES PAUL TYPE Guild guitar with case
and optional crate amp. $125 call Sftawn
546-9030

SUNGLASSES SUNGLASSES
SUNGLASSES all styles and lenses

available, cheap S3 and up, call

549-7575, Mike

DO YOU ENJOY competition, talking on
the phone, and making money? II this

sounds like you, call Lori 584-3594 bet-

ween 10AM and 5PM Monday thru Fri-

day Several part time openings for

telemarketers now available Experience

a plus, but will train right persons

S4/H0UR carHOUSECLEANING:
necessary 549-6703

TO MOVE FURNITURE, boxes, etc from

a house in Northfield Mass on Saturday
the 27th from 8:30AM to approx 5 OOPI^
Must supply own ride or I can help with

a ride $5/hr 546-6056

PUNJAB-YOU CAMEL |OCkey-mind if I

dance with your date? AI>ubacco

ETHERIAL-YOU WERE alucky dog once
and you will be again- smile- Babushka

HEY STEVlTWE heard you had a real

pisser vraekend! from 5 East Webster

JOANIIHAPPY BELATED birthday I'm

sorry I didn't even Know when il was, but

my wishes remain just as sincere! Love,

Jen

MHMiS
AHAUS^REGISTERED REFEREES^
work Amherst Youth Hockey Games
Dave 549-6785, Bud 549-0382

tOSHHASNANA

CELEBRATE ROSH HASHANA with

Hilleli Services in SUB 10/3 7PM, 10/4

10AM. 7PM: 10/5 10AM Happy New
Year'

PAYING CASH FOR your baseball cards

please call Mike 549-0333

CLASS II DtiVfRS WANTID

BUS DRIVERS WANTED UMass Transit

Service needs drivers to slarl imrriediate-

ly You must have a Mass Class 2 lk»nse

and be in a degree program taking at

least 6 credits Hours are flexible: starting

pay is $4 60/hr with regular raises App-

ly at tghe bus garage (behind Holdsworth

Hall) or lor more into call Lindsay or Bud

at 545-0056

OCLTA ZITA OPfN RUSH

GET THE DELTA ZETA SPIRIT! Alt

UMass women invited to open rush at

Delta Zela 11 Phillips St 6«.45Tues9/^,

Wed 9/24 8i Thurs 9/25 for more Info call

Pam at 253-9916

INTIRTAINMINT

MUSICIANS NEEDED FOR perfor-

mances at Belchertown State School.

Funding available Contact Bruce
256-4236

COMPUTER TERMINAL FOR sale VT52
compatible $200 Modem/w cable $50 or

B.C. 549-2715

fOR A OOOD nMi CALL

RACK—A—DISK ENTERTAINMENT
AgerKy - Oiscjockeys, Bands, Lights and
Large screen video dances 549-7144

POUND

^357 TEXT in AEBNcaU 665-8980 to

claim

KENNETH H. LLOYD, your Shawmut
card has been found Call 253-2260 to

pick It up.

CAMPUS CENTER HOTEL still hiring

desk clerks/auditors, rm. cleaners and
housepersons.

71 CHIVY IMPALA

HAPPY BIRTHDAY NANCI I love you

Hon- Jim

FLASH; EXOTIC MELON eatenby killer

orange on 18th birthday Happy birthday

Ellen, you lany chick, you! Love, Kim and

Suz

71 CHEVY IMPALA: A/C, discbr P/S,

350 2bbl Great power! $350 BO call

Tim: 256-1462

INSTRUCTION

PETE. HAPPY B-OAY I love ya Uncle

Bob and so does Happy* Jenn

PAUL SAW VOU at party 9/19 emotion

rendered me speechless, dkln't intend to

be rude Love, Bill

ROOMMATIS WANTID

2 ROOMMATES MALE/FEMALE wanted

to share room in house on bus route

Steve 256-0608 keep trying

RraPONSIBLEFORLO^on^s route

own room, furnished but bring bed $210

lor room plus utilities call 323-4889 before

2PM 323-6311x530 after

BRITTANY MANOR APT S150S10el«:

month call 546-8334

TO SHARE TWO bedroom apl doae to

campus call 549-6173

HILP WANHD

KITCHEN ^ELP WANTED
Excellent tree meals

Light clean-up
Call Cheryl at AXO

545-2152

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS, ex-

perienced and patient teacher Rock/

Pop/ Folk/ and Blues Improv .reading,

theory, composition My studio is on bus
line in North Amhersi Doug- 549-4786.

KNOW YOUR CARI Basic Auto-

Workshop Including classroom and
shop.llmited enrollment.253-2098

TUTORING IN FRENCH, Experience and

f>atienl French grad students Call

sabelle or Nathalie 256-6878

LOST

HAPPY 19TH
you-Grandma

SONNY I love

H.P. lie CALCULATOR in library tower

Please call 546-4778 for reward

RSHER XP95B SPEAKERS 75 wan $70

pair 15" woofer 2-5 "mids 3" tweeter

323-7031
FOR RINT

AUDITIONS

LOOKING FOR ACTORS to work as an

ensemble Will be developing the script

from Stud Terket's WORKING For irwjre

information see sign up sheet in the

UMass theater department. Auditksns will

be in room 204 FAC from 7-t 1 on Sept

30 and Oct. 1

AUTO FOR SALI

81 RENAULT «DR.66600miles. clean

$1900 or BO 253-7451 5-8 PM

ONE BEDROOM OF TWO bedroom apt

on bus route in Sunderland available im-

med to responsible student throughout

August with right to sublet CaH Kyle at

665-4044 alter Sept 12 or come by and

see 28 Hadley Rd in the evening S225/mo

plus utilities.

NORTHWOOD APARTMENTS IN

Sunderland some cancellations 2

bedroom garden apartments hot watei,

no utilities, office hours Monday thru Fri-

day 10 00AM to five PM 665-3856

MANAGER TRAINEES NATIONWIDE
Tool Co expanding in Amherst Now hir-

ing 25 new employees great money, ex-

cellent working cond • can-eer opportuni-

ty Part and full time work For interview

call Willie 256-4101

DISHWASHERS: GOOD PAY for reliable

hard workers part-time days or nites

Apply Judies Amherst

1975 BMW 2002 good condition $1600

call 256-6497

1977 AUDTi I^OOLS sedan 28MPG on

regular at AC SR stereo asking $1000

665-8217

3 BEDf^OOM HOUSE m Hadley 800» or

295 per room 253-5365

2 BEDROOM APT, Tor rent Squire Village

5 mins trom UMass on bus rt $470/montti

call 665-4793 Dan or Audrey

79 VW RABBIT diesel 4 door, standard,

48 MPG rebuilt engine, good condition,

cheap transportation Asking $1400

665-8291

1975 OLDS OMEGA Atuomatic new bat

lery runs well $800 549-4444 after 5 30

79 HONDA ACCORD excellent engine

spol ol rust on body,new clutch, fuel

lank, exhaust, system, transmission

Must sell asking $1400 or b o Call Nik

549 4834 eves

SUI4NY NEW 3BR Amherst house, Vi
balhs Ouiet neighborhood Walk 10 bus.

Putters Pond $850/mo 256-8678

FRIDGE RENTALS CALL HAP Package

Store 253-9742 free delivery

GRAD STUDENT TO Share furnished

house South Amherst Own bedroom,

study Non-smoker 256-0074

ROOM WITH PRIVATE bath in South

Amherst near downtown $250/mo five PM
256-0031

SUPERIOR PIZZARIA NORTH Amherst

Flexible hours during the »veek call

54(^>626

P/^RT-TIME CASHIERwanted for local

store some nights and weekends please

call 584-3603

NEED A JOB? Like travel? Ambitious

people needed to market unique travel

product with no existing competition Ex-

cellent experience tor business, com-
munication and HRTA majors No ex-

perience necessary car helpful Contact

Mary 549-6118

RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGIST needed

to work atternoon/early evening shift 3

days/wk plus on call hours lor medical

group m Amhersi Call Barbara Keegan
9AM 12PM 256-8561

CARPENTERS AS^t7 FOR part-time

work in Belchertown Must have own
transportation Hours flexible $5/hr Call

1-739-3198 after 6PM

PLEASE HELP, $50 tor any info on blue

and grey denim jacket stolen Irom Zeta

Psi 9/20 call Ken 6-6057

$S0 REWARD LOST a blue suitcase
w/inilials EKB in lot 44 Sun night 9/21

please call 546-4319

SSO REWARO-ONE yMr old neuttfrw)

male medium grey sIvmI haired with white

spot between hind legs Lives Lincoln

ApIs Jett 549-6158 6-8PM

REWARD-LOST GOLD women's watch
by campus pond on 9/24 reward if found
call 549-0420

P~HONE CONTACT WITH person who
found my calculator call againi 546-4778

HAPPY (LATEJ BIRTHDAY
you. iol<«r io^ *"'"' west tor ten Love

yal

KIM P. MARRIED MEN and seafood cofv

tribute to mood swings- what happened
to Gherkins? Maybe we can get B. out of

training Just ooncerr)ed Jen, Anita, and

Sandy

PHI MU DELTA new brothers, Congrats

from the sisters and pledges ol Sigma
Kappa And don't forget cortie over and

study anytime!

...AND THAT'S WHAT friends are made
of To Molly, Lannae, Tim, Felix For be-

ing there when I needed you rrtosl My
sadness is dwarfed by tfie care and com-
fort you've showed me. You're tfie

greatest! Love, Susan

ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR room in two

bedroom house on Meadow St. could fit

two people 226 plus, great location bus

route near center of Kl Amherst please

call Marji 256-1062 545-0727 keep trying

available 9-29

MAISTRO ROSSINI

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TOTapicial firwnan

a day latel Love Eddie Munsler

SIRVICIS

TERRIFIC TYPING TrOM Speedy"

keys. Professional reliable service.

258-1002., 8aiTi-11pm

TYPING, TAPE TRANSCRIPTS. Fast ac-

curate. 665 7652

CHADBOURNE: KEEP JAMES Smack
your senator Vote today a( FranMlo

TO THE SISTERS of Sigma Kappa: we
love yout Good times ar« on the way*

Love your pledges

TYPINO ft WORD PROCISSINO

NEXr^AY^^ERVICE. Type-Hltel

323-4579

EILEEN M. LOOK you finally got a per-

sonal' Have a great Saturday night Love
your so-called roommate

BABY-PIE I'M sorry let's •ignof* hlm~.

Keep smiling I love you. Ma

«SMONEY$$

WEEKEND EMPLOYMENT AT Riverskle
Park work ndesfoods-games' Transpor-
tation to and Irom work it interested call

Dave 546-9248 Bonnie al 546-9212

MOTORCYCLf

YAMAHA VERAGO 920CC shaft drive

digital' new rubber oval discs low miles

helmet $1200 4C Brandywine stop by

WORK-STUDY POSITION available.

$4 00 per hour, for creative individual m
leresled in working with children after

noons, 3-5, in an after-school program

Contact Rosemary 256-8246

PIRSONALS

WSYL RADIO 105. 1 FM is backTbroad
casting daily 9am to 3am

MBS-I LOVE YOU SO mucft. Win you ba
mine? "Eggroll"

ILOVE YOU, Jayll

MARLA ZIRKES-THI8 is a personal for

Sharon Have you seen her? Love ya,

Agee

SIGMA KAPPAS YOUR attention piease-

ihe big daddy is great ar>d I unashamed-
ly had a blasl-you know who

HAPPY BIRTHDAY GINAI From the men
of TAU IOTA TAU Toby. Rick, Bora &
Pete

HI BONII I don'thke this space sluft but

I'll try" I love you, Dave P S No, you're

not a pretzel

HAPPY BIRTHDAY SHARON go cra/y

love Melissa

PREGNANT? NEED HELP'7 Call Bir

thrlght 549-1906

TVmMSItVICi

QUAUTY TYPING LONG Of Short pro-

lects Metk:uloos proofreading Rushjobs

OK New IBM typewriter 549-0367

WANTID

LOSE 10^29 excess lbs/month with Her-

bal Weight Control No drugs No exer-

cise too percent guaranteed Call Mark,

5465938

BASS PLAYER WANTED tor mostly

cover rock band Songs trom Bruce,

WHO. Beatles, etc Call Doug 6-5680

PAIR OF CLEATS (man's size 9"/j 10)

Good to excellent cond only' 546-6056

WE'RE LOOKING FOR a fraternity,

sorority or large student organization that

would like to make $2,000 plus this fall

tor one week tong on-campus marketing

protect No sales involved Group must be

organized and hardworking Interested?

To apply call Beth at (800) 592-2121
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Minutemen pumped for Huskies
Defense prepared
to stop Wishbone
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Even though the 12th-ranked University of

Massachusetts football team stands as one of the top Divi-

sion I-AA programs in the country, head coach Jim Reid

is not about to let his team overlook this weekend's

unranked opponent.

"I'm concerned about one thing right now and that's

Northeastern," the first-year coach said. "Every waking

moment my thoughts are there."

For Reid and his unbeaten Minutemen, Saturday's 1

p.m. game against Northeastern University at Warren

McGuirk Alumni Stadium looms ominous because of one

reason - no one has stopped the Huskies' Wishbone offense.

"They have the kind of offense that if run properly, an

offensive wishbone team can run the ball against a defen-

sive team, even if it is out-personelled," Reid said.

The Huskies. 1-1, rolled up 406 total yards but were

hard-luck losers to The Citadel 2414, in their season

opener. Last Saturday, the NE offense hit high gear

amassing 541 total yards as it beat Youngstown State,

23-21. The Huskies have battered their opponents with

six running backs averaging over four yards a carry.

Leading the ground attack is senior fullback George

Olson (53 carries for 274 yards) along with sophomore

quarterback Jim O'Leary (31-201 yards) and senior

halfback Lonnie Hooker (24-139).

"Lonnie Hooker is the fastest runner in New England,"

he said of the two-time defending New England 100- and

200-meter dash champion. "Their quarterback makes ex-

cellent reads on the offensive front and they have a real-

ly good fullback this year in George Olson.

"What you're going to see on Saturday is the quarter-

back taking the ball and sticking it in the fullback's gut.

He'll then read the pursuit and decide to keep it, hand

to the fullback or pitch to the tailback. If he reads cor-

rectly, the defense will overplay. It's a triple threat."

Reid said that to defend against the Wishbone, the

Minutemen are going to have to play their most disciplin-

ed ball of the year. Defensively the game is expected to

be a departure from the Minutemen's reckless abandon

they showed in their 24-21 victory over Richmond at War-

ren McGuirk Alumni Stadium two weeks ago.

"We can't let our hair down like we did against Rich-

mond," Reid said. "Defensively, our job is to dig in and

not give them the luxury of tipping off what we're going

to do. We need to give them different looks up front,

change our assignments and hopefully create some con-

fusion in the reads."

Still, he said the defense had better not concentrate sole-

ly on stopping the Wishbone.

"What happens is that the secondary has to play run

on every snap. Then they fake run and throw deep," he

said, taking note of the Huskies extremely high yards-

ner-cat«h average.

Collegian photo by Paul Deamaraia

Senior offensive tackle Bob Greaney (right) and the rest of the UMass line will have to protect

sophomore quarterback Tim Bryand for the offense to be production Saturday against Northeaster

at Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

With just 11 completions this season, the Huskies won't

test the secondary on many occassions, but with nine cat-

ches for 234 yards (26 0), sophomore wide receiver Mike

Williams is a definite threat.

But the Minutemen are solid favorites Saturday - and

for good reason.

Offensively, the Minutemen have been scoring to the

tune of 20 points-per-game while averaging 346 yards

total offense in its two contests. Senior fullback Al Neri

is averaging 100.5 yards a game while sophomore tailback

Kevin Smellie averages 78.0.

Despite the numbers, Reid doesn't think the offense is

producing at its potential yet.

"It's probably my fault we're not scoring 24 points per

game because I pulled the reigns in at James Madison,"

he said. "It almost cost us the football game. I'm sure we
could've scored more if I had let Tim (Bryant) run the

offense.

Bryant, who will start his second game since replacing

iiXJured sophomore starter Dave Palazzi in the first quarter

of the Minutemen's 16-14 win over JMU three weeks ago,

has thrown for 248 yards on a 19-32 performance. The
sophomore walk-on has thrown for one touchdown and no

interceptions for a high 134.8 passing rating efficiency.

"Their is no pressure on that guy right now. He feels

he's got the job and does," Reid said.

Palazzi has taken his sling off and is sceduled to be look-

ed at by a specialist on Tuesday.

Two weeks ago, Bryant hobbled a total of seven snaps

from senior center Pete Montini. Noting that most of the

fumbles occurred near the goal lines, Reid said that if the

team was to continue to grow offensively, Bryant would

have to settle down behind Montini.

But Reid thinks the week off helped Bryant settle his

nerves and doesn't expect any problems Saturday.

"The funny thing about Tim is that he only had one bad
snap in 110 snaps in the spring," Reid said. "But the pro-

blem's solved. Its got to be."

continued on page 12

Minutewomen are confident
Set for Classic tourney this weekend at Boyden

(olleflian photo by Paul l><>>imHraii

Hitters Juliet Primer and March Guiliotis

(background) will lead the Minutewomen in the

UMass Volleyball classic at Boyden this

weekend.

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

If the University of

Massachusetts volleyball

team will have one thing in

their favor going into this

weekend's UMass Classic

volleyball tournament, it

will be a sudden, and very

strong, sense of confidence.

"Their confidence level is

much stronger since the

Syracuse tournament. The
expectations are much
higher," head coach Elaine

Sortino said. "They now de-

mand so much more of

themselves, individually.

They want to be better and
know they can get better."

The Minutewomen, 71 on
the season and currently

atop the Atlantic 10, come
into the Classic not knowing
a great deal about the teams
they will face in pool play.

UMass will face the New
York Institute of

Technology on Friday night

at 7 p.m. On Saturday, the

Minutewomen will meet
Holy Cross College at 9 a.m.

and Seton Hall University

in the final pool play match

at 4 p.m. The tournament
will be held at Boyden
Gymnasium.

"There's no question that

we can be one of the top

three teams on Saturday,"

Sortino said. "But we're not

at a point where we can

assume anything about

anyone. We're just not there

yet."

UMass opens with NYT, a

team that the

Minutewomen faced last

season at the Northeastern

University tournament. The
spikers emerged victorious,

but not without giving NYT
a great deal of respect.

"They (NYT) were a very

scrappy team last year at

Northeastern," Sortino said.

"They play incredible

defense and are awfully

quick. They will really be

tough."

As for Holy Cross, the

Minutewomen hope not to

have as much trouble with

the Worcester school as they

did last season. UMass
swept Holy Cross last year,

but not before having to

erase a seemingly insur-

mountable 0-14 Crusader
lead in game one.

"We couldn't have played

any worse in that match
last year," Sortino said.

"Holy Cross has a lot of big

players. They will be as big

a team as we'll see all year."

UMass and Seton Hall, a

member of the Big East con-

ference, haven't met for

over three years, but Sor-

tino is quick to acknowledge

that her team must be ready

for the New Jersey school.

"They will all be very

tough matches, but we will

have to adjust to every

situation that comes up,"

Sortino said. "The big ques-

tion is whether we will be

able to be what we need to

be against those teams."

The Minutewomen, who
as of late have been very po-

tent offensively, will need

especially strong perfor-

mances from junior middle

hitter Marcy Guiliotis,

sophomore middle hitter

Barbara Meehan, and
freshman setter Karen
Ferguson. The quick offen-

sive scheme Sortino
preaches revovles around
these three and the con-

sistency of the team's
passing.

"The offense is there, it's

just a matter of using it, but

there are so many things we
need to do well this

weekend," Sortino said.

"Mainly, we're looking to

block and serve a little bet-

ter.;;

Ironically, the

Minutewomen are ranked
17th nationally in team
blocks (Guiliotis is ranked
sixth in the nation with a

2.00 blocking average) and
ranked fifth overall in team
service aces (senior co-

captain Debbie Cole is

seventh in the nation with

an average of 1 .00 aces per

game).

"My sense is that we're

not going to see a lot of

things run at us from the

middle, so we'll need a

strong block," Sortino said.

"Our transition off serve

receive and defense needs to

be quicker. It all basically

boils down to chemistry on

the fioor."

t'
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Student government referenda nixed
Student official cites deception and disorganization

By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
and PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate elec-

tions were cancelled late last night by the

co-chair of the Student Government
Association Governmental Affairs Commit-

tee following reports of deception and

disorganization.

Denise Forbes said she had no choice but

to have the "elections thrown out due to

election violations such as people ripping

down other people's posters, duplicate

posters, and some senators and/or people

committed to working ballot boxes never

showed up."

Problems occurred through out the day.

she said, as some people were turned away

because of a shortage of ballots or because

their names were not on the alphabetical

listing for their areas.

The senate added new voting locations

last week and the listings were not up-

dated, she said.

Forbes said she could not estimate

whether the number of ballots was 5,000

or 20,000. Turning people away, she said,

is "not part of the democratic process."

The voting, which will be rescheduled for

Oct. 6 and 7, will elect a new crop of

undergraduate student senators and decide

69 referendum questions, including one on

whether a line should be added to semester

bills giving students the opportunity to

donate to a fund for UMass child care.

One incident of deception that Forbes

mentioned concerned a pro-child care

poster printed by a coalition called the

"Wheel."
"The other side took their poster, shrunk

it and put it on one of their posters along

with some nasty words. There was also the

'Lets put one poster over another poster'

type of deal," she said

CoUegian Photo by Nick Sokoloff

Student Senator Lynne McCabe and Greg Fink of The Wheel organiza-

tion hand out leaflets on the steps of the Student Union Building

"In the past, in every election to a degree

(poster fraud] has happened," she said.

Jennifer Hughes, co-chairperson of the

Public Policy Committee, had said earlier

yesterday that the ballot box for Worcester

Dining Common arrived late and she never

received absentee ballot envelopes. In ad-

dition, Cashin House Senator Tony Rudy,

who had been assigned to staff the box with

her, never showed up, she said.

Rudy, who is running for re-election, said,

"I didn't want to sit there if my name was

on the ballot. If I win, I'd look like a slime."

Meanwhile at Franklin Dining Common,
Assistant to the Speaker Rebecca Lauter-

hach had run out of referendum question

ballots. "I feel (running out of ballots] is a

mistake that shouldn't happen."

Late yesterday afternoon, Central Area

resident Joe Diverdi voted at Franklin, but

then noticed he did not have the referen-

dum questions, he said. Asking for a ballot

from Forbes, who was staffing the box at

the time, he was refused because of a shor-

tage, Diverdi said. His name had already

been crossed out from the list, which meant

he could not vote again, he said.

"It's so unfair, and my case is the same

for other people in Central," he added.

Forbes called the incidents "natural

errors.

"So far (the election] is going well. It ap-

pears as though we're having a large tur-

nout," she said. The shortage of ballots at

Franklin, Forbes added, occurred because

of the large turnout.

Lauterbach reported that many voters

had expressed anger when picking up the

referendum questions. "I heard someone

say 'Why is that stupid person in govern-

ment wasting our time with these ques-

tions?'

Commuter Area Senator Bob Simons,

who staffed the Hampshire Dining Com-

mon box, said that the candidates for Pat

terson House had not been included in the

Southwest ballot.

Southwest Area Co-Vice President Karen

Morvay said, "You always get problems

during elections. People on either side are

ripping down posters."

Most of the problems stem from placing

ballot boxes in places like Butterfield and

New Africa Houses because not enough

people are available to staffthem, she said.

The top priorities ought to be the dining

commons and the Hatch, Morvay said.

Senate co-Affirmative Action Officer Lisa

Bernard expressed dismay at the some peo-

ple's tactics in the election. She specifical-

ly condemned them for putting up signs

that read "Vote against left;-wing radicals,"

namely the Gay, Bisexual and Lesbian

Alliance and the Radical Student Union,

which belong to the Wheel.

"They're trying to get the elections

thrown out," Bernard said.

SGA President Bill Bennett said the con-

servatives "are doing a good job of counter-

ing the Wheel's poster." The poster urged

students to vote for child care.

Forbes said, "I'm like a rookie. It's the

first time I've ever run an operation like

this. I hope it will be more organized next

time. I pray to God everything goes

smoothly."

Commencement moved back from May 30
Faculty senate will make decision by next month
By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

It almost happened - 4,000 seniors with nothing to do

but celebrate their upcoming graduation, for a solid week.

But the University of Massachusetts administration

averted chaos from reigning next May. through some

schedule-shuffling and the cooperation of the Faculty

Senate's Space and Calendar Committee.

Undergraduate commencement had been scheduled for

May 30, 1987, a full week after the last exam of the spring

semester. As the date approached, however. University

officials began to realize the implications of having 4,000

students on hand for a week with nothing to do.

Cost estimates for rxmning the campus for an extra week

were "in the tens of thousands," according to Provost

Richard D. O'Brien. Resident expenses, health care, food,

and personnel support would run up a large bill, he said.

The calendar is formed about three years in advance by

the Space and Calendar Conunittee of the Faculty Senate,

UMass receives best
allowing allocations
By BOB KIEVRA
Collegian Staff

Calling it the best budget the campus has received in

years. University of Massachusetts Chancellor Joseph D.

Duffey said the Amherst campus may finally be achiev-

ing parity with the rest of the state college system.

Duffey recently outlined the fiscal year 1987 budget,

which provides more than $171 million for the Amherst

campus. J #0 c
About $18 million was requested for this year, and $9.b

million was received, Duffey said. The budget includes

several one-time expenditures the campus desperately

needed, he said.

and usually alternates Saturdays and Sundays as com-

mencement dates for "religious considerations," said

senate Secretary Roland Chilton.

Since commencement was held on a Sunday last year,

it was set for the Saturday after exams ended. But the

last exam is also for a Saturday, May 23, pushing the

ceremony back a full week.

"It was just kind of an oversight," Chilton said. "I don't

think [the committee] realized it and nobody caught it."

A potential problem with attendance at the ceremony

also presented itself. Many professors and possibly some

students could decide to forget the ceremony completely,

rather than sacrifice summer plans and free time with

the date set for Memorial Day weekend, O'Brien said at

the last meeting of the faculty senate.

Changes in the University calendar must be voted on

by the faculty senate in two meetings, which would delay

a final decision until November. But, Chilton said, since

the provost had already brought the matter to the senate's

budget in years,

for maintenance
"We received $2.2 million for the Tower Library, and

$4.5 million towards the engineering program," Duffey

said. "This is money we've been trying to get for years."

A one-time expenditure of $5.7 million to be used by the

Physical Plant for deferred maintenance will also put the

University back on course, Duffey said.

Physical Plant Director Roger Cherewatti said $3.4

million will go toward repairs for the Fine Arts Center.

"That structure has water leaks all over the place that

are in desperate need of repair," Cherewatti said. "We
hope to start phase one of the project by early next year."

The remaining money will be used to repair roofs of 1

1

academic buildings, hook up more buildings to central

continued on page 4

attention at their Sept. 18 meeting, the committee is go-

ing to present the issue to the senate for a final vote at

its next meeting, in October, as long as no senator objects

to the process.

"As I understand it, they feel that it's already been

discussed once and that it would be appropriate for the

senate to vote on it as if it were the second meeting," he

said. "It doesn't really affect any examinations or any

scheduled classes."

O'Brien said the calendar committee had been consulted

last week before the change was announced, and that Vice-

Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis L. Madson had con-

sulted student leaders about the change.

So far, no objections to the change or the method of

changing have been raised, both O'Brien and Chilton said.

One more problem remains: under a new University

policy, graduate commencement is now separate from the

undergraduate ceremony, and is still scheduled for the

Memorial Day weekend. Graduate commencement is "still

up in the air," Chilton said.

Student arrested
at bar disruption

By LAURA TOMASETTI
Collegian Correspondent

Amherst police responded to 250 calls this "busy

weekend," police said. There were more than 50 reports

of disturbing the peace.

At 12:07 a.m. Saturday, police received a report of a

fight in the Time Out bar on North Pleasant Street.

Several UMass students were involved in the fight, police

said. When police arrived at the bar several of the

suspects fied through the rear exit of the bar. A 21 -year

old UMass man was placed in protective custody after

he failed sobriety tests and "stumbled into an officer

continued on page 4
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Photographer
will lecture

on oppression

By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

Kicked out of high school for speaking no"-«t/"f^,''^

Danish, then kicked out of the army for refusing to fire

aSn Jacob Holdt left Denmark with $40 m his pocket.

Hitchhiking through the United States on route to Latin

America, he wound up spending five years here taking

pictures of America, its families, its highs and lows.

Sixteen years later he is touring the United States once

again ttis'time with a P-sentation known as^^^^^^^^^^^

Pictures Aaer a positive response here last week, nomv

Is repeating his performance at 7 tonight in the Student

Union Ballroom.

American Pictures concentrates on oppres^ion^i^^^^^^^

United States, both in the "^^^^ and south^^^^^^^

the show go into a foundation ^h«V?°^**},f^f^^?;ets^p
as American Pictures, based in New York

^^^^^^
up

racism and poverty programs m the United States.

••We caused the problems in Africa, not America." Holdt

said m answer to why the money did not come back to

help the oppressed here.

He also created a separate European fund that aids

Africans.

On the way to Latin America. "I fell in love with the

American students I met at the time, he said.

Not believing some of his stories such ^s diving drunk

with Ted Kennedy, his parents then sent him a pocket

Camera to sLd back pictures. That began his career as

a photo journalist

^ Photo from American Pictures.

One of the portrai.. of poverty fro., aacob Ho.dfs booU An.ncan Pic.ures. a coUection of .etter,

and pictures from his travels in the United States.

He returned to Denmark in 1976 "terribly disillusion

ed and with 15,000 pictures," Holdt said.

When he returned to Denmark his father, a minister

gave him equipment to show the pictures and dispell the

fumors of the minister's son becoming a junkie m
America. Holdt said they were shocked.

That eventually led to the presentation a book and now

a movie that Holdt is trying to adapt to America. He said

X he sofd the movie to the BBC. all the proceeds went

to tie European fund and left no money to mvest with^

It has cosr$160.000 and will cost "maybe $50,000 to

finish making it fit for an American audience he sa^d^

The first part was a big success in New York, he sam

they are trying to raise the money to finish the second

^
He said the presentation is now being used at new stu-

dent orientations at many Ivy League colleges.

"I hope it will be used here." he said.

"Raci^ has been worsening a lot in the past years. I

can see it in my friends. 21 ofwhom have been murdered,

and countless numbers in prison, said Holdt.

-Right now society is locked in fear which confines

everyone to their little narrow boxes. People are so

paralyzed. We must break out of our boxes and create a

more trusting society, a more open society and make

America beautiful again, he said.
.

The Distinguished Visitors Program is sponsoring

Holdt's show. They are asking a $2 donation.

a pnoio juuiiiaiioi,.

Water supply will
continue receiving
chlorine treatment
„ r Tr, iTTTTrrTMr-Tro chlorine than on campus.

New bill may increase

students' financial aid
CF V %i«.-^^ n«rental contribution if their families

By LIZ HETTINGER
Collegian Staff

Though residents on and off campus

would like to see a change in the towns

chlorinated water supply, it will do no good

to complain, according to Amherst s

Superintendant of Public Works. Stanley

Ziomek.
, , , *

'•We are under state order to chlorinate

the water supply due to bacteria on cam-

pus," said Ziomek. "Complaining about it

won't make a difference."

One Amherst resident who would like to

see an end to the chlorinated water is

University of Massachusetts senior Andrea

Giordano. "Our bathroom smells like a

chlorinated pool," she said. She said she

would like to know who to call to complain

to and would like to see other people who

are bothered by the water problem to call

to complain as well.

Although the chlorine was added to solve

a campus-based problem of high amounts

of bacteria in the water supply, some areas

off campus are receiving higher levels ot

chlorine than on campus. According to

Ziomek, some apartment areas including

Brandywine and Pufflon Village have

higher levels of cholrine in their water

than on campus because they are closer to

the sources where the chlorine is injected

into the system.
.

Kelly Baxter, another UMass senior liv-

ing in Amherst, said, "The water is so dry-

ing to hair and skin. And the smell is

^
Giordano says that she doesn't feel that

the chlorine cleans the water. "It looks

clean," she said, "but you're really just ad-

ding more chemicals."

However, Ziomek said, "The state is not

about to lift the order until they are 110

percent sure that the bacteria problem is

over on campus."

He adds that the two water mains that

broke over the weekend could possibly have

let even more bacteria into the system^

"When we are totally sure that the

bacteria has been eliminated, the chlorine

will be 3topped,"8aid Ziomek.

I

United StateB, who was assinated '" ^^^"f^Jf^r^oZight et the

the impact of US aid to the contras.

By MARIANE MEUSE
Collegian Staff

The University ofMassachusetts may be

receiving more financial aid next year due

to a recent House of Representatives vote

on new standards for student aid according

to the director of Financial Aid Services.

"The amount of aid to students will rise

next year due to this new bill," said Arthur

Jackson, financial aid director. Last

week, the house voted 385-25 to approve

the higher education bill. The Senate is ex-

pected to vote on the bill this week.

The new standards will mean an increase

in the level of Pell Grants. Guarariteed Stu-

dent Loans, and other forms of aid. The en-

tire increase will raise aid expenditures

from $8.5 billion for fiscal year 1986 to

$10.5 billion for fiscal year 1987.

However, officials at the Financial Aid

Office have some reservations about the

bill because of the anticipated increase in

administrative work, according to Jackson^

••We're pleased that the amount of aid

will increase but it will probably create

new administrative standards that

students will have to deal with, said

IflPiCSOTl

•'Fortunately, we have eight months to

educate the students before the program

takes effect." Jackson added.

One of the changes involves the paren-

tal contribution. Until now, students could

borrow the equivalent of the suggested

parental contribution if their families earn-

ed less than $30,000 a year.

That will no longer be the case, Jackson

said "Parents will now be expected to

supply this contribution. That will be tough

on students who are currently borrowing

that money, " he said.
. • „ :^

Stricter requirements are also being im-

plemented for independent f^uidents^

Students will have to be at least 24 years

old or self-sufficient for two years to be con-

sidered independent.

The new package also requires aid reci-

pients to maintain a "C" average, but

UMass already has a similar 'equirement

If students' grade point averages fall below

2.0, they are placed on probation, according

to Jackson.
, .

...

As part of the federal legislation. Univer-

sities will also have to off^er f drug preven^

tion program to be eligible. Jackson said

that the University Health Services

already has off-icials trained in drug

prevention. .,

Officials are still expecting the aid

package to help more studc nts next year^

UMass students receive $43 million each

year in aid, down from a p. evious figure of

$50 million a year. •'We're expecting the

aid to increase next year, especially in the

form of Pell Grants and Guaranteed btu-

dent loans," Jackson said.

The new package is a welcome retreat

from the "new" federalism* of the Reagan

administration, he added.

the impact of US aid to the contras. _ 1 • ^^X

New elevators at Tower Library more efficient

students confused, unaccustomed to new system

* I ' . ' f ' < I

By STACEY MEYROWITZ

TeTvarrhetwar Ubrar, at the Unive.ity of

MissachuC have been installed, refurb.shed and

repaired, during a "Mass Transformation project tn.3

'
clirrently, the 28.story library has 4 of its new S^car ser-

'SX -hmcian from Montgome^^
,

;^rtois'r.nd%!^ndTwr:-p>«^
"-"»-'"

go from floors 12-20, by using elevators 3 and 5 he said^

vou must go up to the 16th floor, get out, and take

devaTors Ar 2 up to 20. Or, you can simply take 1 or

2 rom the main floor, up to 26, without ever getting out^

••Elevators 3 and 5 serve on\y-^^^'\^f,^J^^\^^l
*u^^,.«v, ifith nnlv For access above the Ibtn, laKe

etators 1 or 2." read!a sign found posted inside and out-

""Vhatwt wrong with the way it was last year?" asks

RobTn WeTr^Ta'sophomore at UMass. "I think it would

K^fStrr to walk down from 26 than to take an elevator.

""whiL'^nelitician said "everybcxiys still confused/;

Ryan said that, "if they read the signs, they will know

"From reports indicating where traffic is heaviest, the

16th floor was selected »- . -o...over floor, said Ryan.

The iXmation irom tne reports was «unmiuea iron,

library staff and committee members. Ryan would not say

if students were consulted in the decision^

'•This is weird. I feel like some space cadet, said Laura

Cedrone, 20. a junior, as she exited from the second

^^Afterbng range planning, the Department of Capital

Planning and Operation in Boston, which controls the con-

struction within the stat^, was called upon to vitiate the

project. UMass then had to wait for funding from state

^^itTaSor^^trt's were involved. "One was for the

inSlatSn of the new 3rd and 6th," originally left out

for more space. Ryan said. The other contract was to refur-

bish and fix the 2nd. 4th. and 5th. w^«.
"We are a coordination and agency link betwee

D.C.P.O., and the user." They administer the contract tor

"whU; Ryan std that the "elevators are still under con-

tract and won't be finished for another month^rosby said

that he doesn't know the comp etion <i«^'
yf_^_«

original contract was for completion on October 8.

however, "we got a 60 day extension to the operation,

said Bill' Wiley, of Montgomery Elevators.
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Store is competitive
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

The University Store provides students

with the convenience of shopping for health

and beauty aids on campus at competitive

prices, according to Winthrop Cummings,

store manager.
Prices at the University Store seem to be

competitive. A person shopping for a seven-

ounce bottle of shampoo, a half-ounce can

of Free-Hold Styling Mousse, a one and-a-

half-ounce bottle of anti-perspirant, and a

4.6 ounce tube of toothpaste can expect to

pay approximately the same amount on

campus as he or she would at the smaller

stores in town.

The total cost of this list would be $9.19

at the University Store, $9.15 at College

Drug, $10.08 at Archer Kent, and $13.08

at Mini Food Basket.

"Over all we are pretty darn com-

petitive," Cummings said. "Ifyou go shop-

ping around, the prices of individual items

will vary between here and town at any

time. Our specials compete with anybody.

In the long run, prices probably average

out," Cummings said.

ir budget

continued from page 1

water lines,

masonry work, and upgrading of the cam-

pus's electrical system, Cherewatti said.

Cherewatti said he hopes deferred

maintenance will become a regular aspect

of the budget process, noting that the

University had received no funding in that

category since 1984.

"We're going to ask for $10 milliona-

year over the next five years," he said. "We
need this money to make up for a lot of

years of neglect."

The normal physical plant budget of $26

million will include work on gutters, im-

proved drainage, pavement repair, im-

provement of parking lots, and roof repairs,

Cherewatti said.

"Unfortunately we didn't get all the fun-

ding we need," he said. "I'm afraid work

"Our inventory of health and beauty aids

is maintained by a distributor. We try to

keep out-ofstock situations at a

minimum." Cummings said.

The selection at the University Store is

not as large as Cummings would like it to

be. "I wish we had more room. We don't

carry a broad range of sizes because of our

space limit." he said.

Profits from the University Store are us-

ed to support the Campus Center, accor-

ding to Cummings.
"This is a self-sustaining building. Some

of the profits are used for maintainance and

repairs.

"The total student body benefits because

anything we contribute helps to keep fees

down." Cummings said.

According to Lauren Toolin, finance coor

dinator for the Campus Center Board of

Governors, "The University Store con-

tributed $993,348 in fiscal 1986 to

redistribution for central services, which is

used for building operations."

The University Store also creates a lot of

student employment, according to Cumm-
ings. "About half of the employees have

work study. It's hard to hire only work-

study students."

that we want to do on Clark and Wilder

Halls, along with the East Experiment Sta-

tion will be delayed."

DufFey said he was pleased with the in-

itial grant of $613,000 to launch the

general education program but said he had

hoped to do better with his request of $2.5

million for academic computerization. The

budget provides $950,000 in this category.

The University may finally be achieving

a strong budgetary position, Duffey said,

after years of being funded at lower levels

than needed.

"For some time our campus was lagging

behind in the percentage of increases we
were receiving each year," he said. "We
were being equated with all the other state

colleges, and that doesn't work for a place

as large as ours," he said.

Duflfey said several state legislators, in-

cluding former Amherst Rep. James Col-

lins worked very hard on behalf of the

University.
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LIGHT
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Collegian Photo by Nick Sokoloff.

TAKE THE CHALLENGE - UMass graduates Steve Sobert and Steve

Gent use their mountain bikes to negotiate the steps of the Fine Arts

Center yesterday.

• police
continued from page 1

while attempting to read the officer's

badge," police said. The bar was closed ear-

ly for the night.

At 12:02 p.m. Sunday, a resident of

Sunset Avenue, Amherst reported that his

1986 Volkswagen GTI had been stolen

from his driveway sometime during the

night before. The owner told police that he

may have left his keys in the ignition, as

he was intoxicated when he came in Satur-

day night. The vehicle has a value of

$9,600.

At 1:30 a.m. Saturday, a Brandywine

resident reported a black and white televi-

sion and a portable stereo as missing from

his apartment. The thief had crawled

through a window which he smashed in

order to enter the apartment, police said.

In other police reports:

• Police responded to a noise disturbance

report at 2:39 a.m. Sunday, at Townehouse

ed a report from another Townehouse resi-

dent who told police that a cassette player

and some tapes were stolen from his apart-

ment. The thief is believed to have entered

through the sliding-glass door at the rear

of the apartment, according to police.

• Also at Townehouse apartments, at

4:18 a.m. Saturday, police received a report

of an assault outside of a party there. A
woman who was arguing with one man was

assaulted by his friend, a second man who
grabbed her and ripped her shirt, police

said. A 19-year-old Brittany Manor man
was identified by people at the party as the

suspect and will be formally charged later

this week.
• At 11:38 p.m. Friday, a 19-year-old

UMass man was arrested and charged with

malicious destruction and possession of

counterfeit identification. He had alleged-

ly taken the Benetton sign and was runn-

ing from the scene when police apprehend-

ed him.
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Imagine these problems
According to Friday's Collegian,

Chancellor Duffey does not believe a fund-

raising consultant's report that

UMass/Amherst has an identity crisis, a

short-sighted strategy, and unsavvy public

relations. Duffey is the ultimate politician

— affable, politically connected, op-

timistic...and image conscious. However

much good his connections may do for this

campus, though, his tenure here has not

yet changed some old political liabilities.

The UMass image is inextricably tied to

the way that students and their parents

perceive it. Since we perceive that the ad-

ministration is less concerned with prac-

tical student needs than with the cosmetics

of prestige, public relations employees will

continue to encounter skepticism in the

Commonwealth.
What kind of student needs am I talking

about here? Well, let's start with housing.

University plans expect the greedy

neighbors ofUMass to accommodate near-

ly 15,000 off-campus students, since cam-

pus capacity is only about 10,000 residents.

One low-rise dormitory is expected to meet

the needs of 5,000 graduate students. Rents

continue to skyrocket, forcing commuters

to move as far away as Hatfield and

Turner's Falls in search of affordable

rooms. Employees commute even further.

The housing that is on campus reflects a

cavalier attitude toward students. The

residential towers were designed less for

comfort and sanity than for exterior im-

pressions and economy of land, even

though UMass owns considerable amounts

of barren acreage. We are not social ex-

periments here; most of us eryoy living in

normal buildings. The University has even

exacerbated the housing shortage by con-

verting residential buildings to office space,

such as the former Arnold and Hills dor-

mitories, and fraternity/sorority houses at

Butterfield Terrace and Fraternity Park.

Housing is not the only shortage at

UMass. We are also shy of instructors for

the popular courses. I haven't met too

many students who haven't been bumped

out of a schedule request, sometimes

several, and sometimes every semester un-

til they graduate. In fact, some people even

get bumped out of their chosen major. Are

the career opportunities in business or com-

Rusty Denton

puter science so limited that students

without straight A's have to be turned

away from those majors? Or is the prospect

of catering to the will of the state's com-

mon people too undignifying for this ex

alted institution?

Judging from the second-class status of

Stockbridge, I'd say Umass is just getting

snobbier. Stockbridge School of Agriculture

represents the oldest part of UMass.and

dates back to the days when a state school

was established to train the kids of

Massachusetts farmers. Today the Univer-

sity won't even provide sufficient funds for

the agiicultural testing station on campus

to replace retiring workers, so the state has

given Tufts University $4 million to do the

same work that could have been done here

for $50,000. Being a utilitarian school just

doesn't have the status UMass ad-

ministrators love, see?

Sports are the same way. Getting decent

facilities such as a hockey rink has been

like pulling hen's teeth in the last twenty

years. It's too plebeian. Most sports have

trouble getting recruiting dollars, and a

few nationally ranked athletic groups on

campus can't even get official team status

from the administration. The ironic thing

is, that's one place where UMass could easi-

ly generate some much-needed school

spirit. School spirit can be measured by

alumni dollars, and by influence in the

state house. In a state full of Red Sox and

Celtics fans, good sports programs would

be cheap public relations.

But we at UMass/Amherst don't have

that sort of rapport with the residents of

the Commonwealth. They are ambiguous

about us, and they should be. This univer-

sity has an identity crisis because it is too

proud to be a servant of the state, which

is what it was intended for. It lacks the

strategy to anticipate student needs

because students are a lower priority than

a prestigious reputation. And it is unsav-

vy about public relations because it doesn't

recognize that students are the public. No
wonder we need help at fund-raising.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist
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Letters

Final RA word
I am writing in response to Stuart Got-

tlieb's column concerning RAs. I, for one,

wish to commend him.

His view on RAism is more than evident

in UMass dorms. Propaganda runs ram-

pant through the halls, the walls, and

through RA's calls. Maybe it is in the RA's

job description to educate and inform, but

did the UMass dorm residents ask them to

do that?

Aren't we all in college to learn from our

professors; do we also have to learn from

our RA's unwillingly?

RAs should act as peer counselors, keep

harmony on the floor and be a friend in

need. I lived in Northeast and I don't feel

many RAs did their jobs.

I think the hiring process is to blame.

You turn in an application and ifyou know

someone you get picked for an interview.

Ifyou don't know anyone then tough luck.

Why do all job applications say women and

minorities should apply? Who really is a

minority on this campus? Shouldn't the

most qualified person be hired? Does it

matter what the person's sex or race is? I

don't feel we should have to fill any quotas.

Let's do away with discrimination and hire

the best possible candidates. This reverse

discrimination is a joke.

Daniel Bryant
Amherst

Letters

Indoctrination
I am not now, nor I have

I ever been a CIA operative,

but judging from what I saw

of Mass Transformation I

should have been. The
event, innocent enough on

the surface, could well have

been a not so subtle part of

the communist conspiracy

to subvert this campus. Like

so many unsuspecting peo-

ple I signed up, was assign-

ed to a landscape crew (read

brigade) under the direction

of a land-arc student named
Bill (Comrade Bill?).

Several of us began raking
— from each according to

abilitv — toward the

totalitarian purpose — fix-

ing up the property of the

state.

After several hours of

work we were sent to a cen

tral tent for coffee (read in-

doctrination, morale
building and self criticism).

Then after several more

hours of raking we were

dismissed and sent back to

our regular work
assignments.

It was clear to me that

many who participated

were simply dupes who did

not know where the com-

munitarian spirit of the

event would inevitably lead.

But all they would have had

to do would have been to

look around and see

students, faculty, and staff

acting like a 'ounch of

Chinese communists in a

conununal bucket brigade.

When the work was over we
were expected to wear the

Mass Transformation
uniform to attest to our par-

ticipation in the indoctrina-

tion program. Come on now!

Chairman Mao is dead.

A word to the wise is

sufficient.

John Bonsignore
Legal Studies
Department

Thank you

I would like to commend
Mr. Sherwood Thompson

and the Office of Third

World Affairs for an ex-

cellent educational program

on "Crack ...The Killer

Drug" which was presented

on Tuesday, September

23rd.

I only wish more members

of the University communi-

ty had taken time from very

busy schedules to hear this

presentation to learn just

how dangerous this drug is.

Phil Cavanaugh
UMass Public Safety

Correction: In last week's

column on the African Na-

tional Congress by Jason

Rabinowitz, an editing error

rendered one sentence incor-

rect. The sentence should

have read "The ANC was an
explicitly nonviolent

organization for the first haif

century of its existence."

Who decides who gets degrees?
Few things would enlighten the lives of the profes-

sional innocents on campus and around the country as

much as the arrival of Zimbabwe's Prime Minister

Robert Mugabe at UMass. I guess the only thing that

would enlighten them even more would be Mugabe's ac-

ceptance of a UMass honorary degree.

The left wing in the United States considers Mugabe

a hero. He represents oppressed peoples around the world

struggling for independence from their respective

tyrants.

But what happens if the hero becomes a tyrant in his

own right? Is he also a tyrant? Or does the color of his

skin determine his level of tyrantness?

When Zimbabwe was Rhodesia, the minority white

ruler Ian Smith waged a brutal covert bush war against

black rebels. The travesties included killing, torturing,

and imprisoning black leaders without charges. Smith

kept the war fairly secluded from Western media for

several years, but when the word was out Rhodesia

became the liberal cause of the late 70's.

Jimmy Carter led the moral cause against the Smith

regime. He rallied support from the rest of the world in

support of Robert Mugabe, the leader of the Zimbabwe

African National Union, who was fighting for in-

dependence from white rule. Heavy sanctions were im-

posed on Rhodesia from around the world, and the

government was soon destabilized enough for Mugabe

to take control. Smith was a repugnant leader, no doubt

deserving of such a fate. But the opposing argument was

that his successor would most likely be just as repug-

nant. It appears that argument was correct.

After six years of black majority rule under Prime

Minister Mugabe the bush war goes on. This time it's

against a black minority tribe in Matebeleland, and Mr.

Mugabe flatters his white predecessors, indeed condones

them, by using Smith's "abominable" methods and laws

against his political opponents.

Stuart Gottlieb

The brutality of N^ugabe's regime was amply

documented by the Lawyers Committee for Human
Rights, a multinational organization, after a lengthy stay

in Zimbabwe which included field reports and extensive

interviews. It is documented that Mugabe's militia has

killed thousands of Ndebele people, a large tribe which

lives in the southwest provinces of Zimbabwe who are

members of the opposition ZAPU party, and who aren't

sympathetic to Mugabe's Marxist cause. Mugabe is

evidently not as politically opened minded as he once led

the Western media to believe.

The bleeding hearts around the world who cried at the

human rights violations of the Ian Smith government

appear to be applauding the human rights violations by

the Robert Mugabe government. Could it be that white

killing black is not tolerable, while black killing black

is'' Did UMass Chancellor Joseph Duffey read the

Lawyers Committees for Human Rights' report before

he invited Mugabe here to receive an honorary degree?

Is Robert Mugabe still a hero in your eyes?

Another delusion given off by Mugabe and his sup-

porters is that Zimbabwe is an example of blacks and

whites working together in harmony. That only came

about (if it in fact exists) after all of the whites were kick-

ed out of parliament, and most white Rhodesians fled

the country in fear of their life. They were only invited

back after the economy began failing. Mugabe claims

to be a foe of apartheid, and one of his government of-

ficials verbally trashed the U.S. at a ceremony in H^are

about their lack of sanctions against South Africa. Zim-

babwe has callously declined sanctions themselves^ It ap-

pears that economic benefit has overshadowed the in-

tolerance" of apartheid in Mugabe's eyes.

I wonder what credentials are needed to receive an

honorary degree from UMass, as Mugabe will on

Wednesday I guess Duffey likes the fact that Mugabe

is the chairman of the so-called "Non-Aligned Move-

ment" with people like Castro, Arafat, and Khadaffi

members in good standing. Or maybe Duffey just likes

the fact that Zimbabwe voted anti U.S. 85.4 percent of

the time at last years General Assembly.

Stuart Gottlieb is a Collegian columnist.
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Soviets release Daniloff, agreement reached
MOSCOW (AP) American reporter Nicholas Daniloflf

was freed by the Soviet Union yesterday and flew to West

Germany, signaling the apparent end of a month-long

diplomatic showdown that threatened to wreck super

power relations.

In New York, an informed source at the United Nations

said accused Soviety spy Genadiy Zakhorov also would

be freed as part of an exchange.

There was no confu-mation of that report. Earlier yester-

day, the US attorney's ofilce in Brooklyn. NY where

Zakharov was indicted, said there was no change in his

status.

A knowledgable US Justice Department source in

Washington would not discuss what deal, if any, had been

made, but he said Zakharov would not leave the United

States today. Bob Dole, the US Senate majority leader.

suggested DanilofTs release might be unconditional.

In the United States, President Reagan reported

DanilofTs release at a campaign stop in Kansas City. MO,

but said nothing of the negotiations that led to ir

Presidential spokesman Larry Speakes. when asked

whether a summit was still possible this year, replied.

it's possible."
r ttc

The 51-vear-old Daniloflf, Moscow correspondent for U.t>.

News & World Report for five years, told reporters at

Moscow's airport he was leaving "more in sorrow than

in anger."

The release of DanilofT. who had been accused by the

Soviets of spving, came af^er long hours of negotiations

in Washington and New York between US Secretary of

State George P. Shulu and Soviet Foreign Minister

Eduard Shevardnadze. New York sources had said the

superpower deal might also include the release of some

Soviet dissidents. The Soviets, meanwhile, have sought

a relaxation of a US order expelling 25 Soviet diplomats

from the United States.

Daniloff had been living in the US Embassy in Moscow

since Sept. 12. when he was released into the US Em-

bassv's custodv af^er 13 days in Lefortovo Prison.

THURSDAY OCT. 2ND
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Relax you can t run
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.

STUDENT BUDGET
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DELIVERY!
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THE PAPER HOUSE, INC.

65 UNIVERSITY DRIVE
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American journalist Nocholas Daniloff waves as he

steps off the plane in Frankfurt, West Germany. He

is accompanied by US Ambassador to West Germany

Richard Burt.
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The Monkees successfully return sans Mike
.
^—— 1 i:_ l; ., 1 I ; aiiph an intrnHilPtinn. A

The Monkees, shown here from their TV days, have returned to

recording and touring. The band is intact save for guitarist Mike

Nesmith, who is now a successful producer. The sound is the same,

even without Mike, as the Monkees concert showed last weekend

at Foxboro Stadium.

By DARREN GARNICK
Collegian Correspondent

How many six-year-olds do you think

you'd find at a Joan Baer concert? The

Monkees first hit the road twenty years ago

— in the 60's, a decade in which protest

songs like Baez' captured the imagination

of millions.

Yet at Friday nights Monkees concert in

Foxboro, a surprising amount of fans were

bom in the 80s. With the Monkees most of-

fensive lyrics being "We're too busy sing-

ing .. . to put anybody down," apparently

most parents (probably young fans in the

608 themselves) didn't think twice before

bringing along "Junior." To date, Pat

Robertson and Jerry Falwell haven't urg-

ed anybody to bum copies of "Last Train

to Clarksville."

It's refreshing to go to a concert once in

a while when people are content with sing-

ing along with their favorite songs, and

refrain from breaking bottles and throw-

ing things. Sometimes it's nice not to worry

about being stabbed.

The Monkees (minus Mike Nesmith, who
blew off his old buddies once he became a

successful producer) opened up with their

traditional theme song. It seemed as if they

were lip-synching a record, and my suspi-

cions were confirmed when it started skip-

ping. At this point, Mickey blew up the

record player with "explosives" and the

Monkees went right into moving renditions

of "Last Train to Clarksville" and "A Lit-

tle Bit Me."
Throughout the concert, Davey Jones,

Peter Tork. and Mickey Dolenz took center

stage as a back-up band provided most of

the music. Peter, the only Monkee chosen

by NBC solely for his musical talent, did

play the guitar and Mickey played a

token?????'.>"rm Not Your Stepping Stone,

'

the Monkees seemed to possess the same

flowing harmony that prompted the Beatle

comparisons in the 60s. Beautiful perfor-

mances of songs like "She," "Vallerie." and

"I'm a Believer" sounded identical to the

album versions, and Davey Jones still can

make your heart quiver with his magic

tamborine.

Time hasn't changed Peter or Mickey;

with the exception of a little hair loss, both

look relatively the same. Davey. on the

other hand, is another story. To put it simp-

ly, he has become a carb»on copy of U2's

Bono. His short pitch black hair has evolv-

ed into a shoulder length light-brown ver-

sion. While wearing a sleeveless black t-

shirt, a lot of his stage mannerisms remind-

ed me of Bono too. He even went as far as

to give a Bonoesque 30-second introduction

to "I'm a Believer:"

"With this song I'd like to take you back

to yesteryear. Back to a time when boys lik-

ed girls and girls liked boys . . . and the only

one who swung both ways was Tarzan,"

said Jones in a raspy voice.

It was appropriate that Jones would give

such an introduction. A teen-idol during

the 60s, Davey always got the girl on the

TV show (in one episode the rest of the

Monkees bet him he couldn't stay away

from girls for 24 hours).

All three performers contributed to the

success of the concert in their own v/ay.

Davey was full of energy, jumping all over

the stage. From "I Want To Be Free," in

which he skipped around like Pippi

Lonstocking to "Daydream Believer" in

which he marched around Bono, he wa>

10(> absorbed into the music. Monket

purists will also be happy to know he in

eluded the traditional "What number i.s

this? 7A!" prelude to "Daydream
Believer."

Mickey Dolenz enthralled the crowd with

his crackpot facial expressions, famous on

the show, which could be seen on the large

TV screen to the right of the stage. He also

turned some heads during "Going Down,"

going out of control under a strobe light.

"Going Down" is a fast-paced jazz like rap

nonsense song inspired by James Brown.

Peter gave it his all singing "Shades of

Grey," one of the few Monkees tunes he

sings lead. He was also brilliant in his

"That Was Then This is Now" (the catchy

new song by Tork and Dolenz) duo with

Mickey.
The band waved goodbye during another

go at the Monkees theme, but came back

for an encore of "Listen to the Band," and

"Pleasant Valley Sunday." There has been

a lot of criticism in the press that the

Monkees are touring without one member
and don't play enough of their own music.

But most of the big time critics love to look

for the worms in the apple, anyway.

Lots of art, lots of music, lots of politics this week.

Hopefully you all will have time to get involved with you

favorite kind of entertainment.

Tonight at 8 p.m. in the Fine Arts Center Auditorium

the 1986 Youth Goodwill Mission from Taiwan will per-

form. The program will include traditional dance and

song from the Republic of China. Call the Fine Arts

Center Box Office for ticket information.

The works of B.F.A. candidate Sharon Burke is on

display in the Student Union Art Gallery. The exhibit

ends Friday, so catch it while you can.

DRESS FOR SUCCESS
Now that you're fini.shing school,

you're beginning a whole new way ol

life. To be a sucte.ss in the ival worlil.

you need a job that lives up to your

potential.

As a Naval officer, you ^et the

management experience and

leadership opportunity that makes a

big dillerence in any career

In operations and manat^'enicnt.

in the scientific and technical fields,

training and duty a.ssif,fninents for

Naval ofliciTs are designed to make
the best use of their professional

development.

Naval ofllcersearn solid starting

.salaries with additional allowances

adding more to their income, and
benefits like free medical and dental

care, thirty days" paid vacation each

year, and opportunities for po.st-

graduate education.

Minimum qualifications are a BA
or BS degree, U.S. citizenship and
.security clearance. You must not

have reached your 2yth birthday by

conimi.ssioning, and you nui.st pass

an aptitude and physical le.-^t. For

luilher information, call Navy
Management Programs: collect,

(518) 4b2-fall9
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Not all students kirow

about Hewlett-Packard
calculators yet.

WE WILL BE INTERVIEWING
AT THE

CAMPUS PLACEMENT OFFICE
Oct. 1st & Oct 2nd

Now, with HP's best-ever prices and HP's powerful,

built-in functions, there's no need to bum the midnight

oil.

You'll get the answers you want and a good night's sleep.

For instance, the HP-15C has more built-in advanced math and

statistical power than any other calculator. The HP-41 with the

HP-41 Advantage module, has the most popular engineering,

math and financial programs ever written for the HP-41
.
And,

the HP-12C is widely recognized as the standard among profes-

sionals in finance and investments.

So go ahead, get an HP calculator. And a good night's sleep.

WLjm HEWLETT
mUnM PACKARD

M—F 9-5

SAT 10-3

Located in the Campus Center

€} XJf^IVERSITY
STORE*
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Wildflowers: creative

and sure to catch your eye

Photographer Joel Meyerowitz has released a new collection of

images from around the world called Wild Flowers. Shown here is

a child from San Cristobal de las Casas, Mexico, taken in 1971.

Wildflowers by Joel Meyerowitz

A New York Graphic Society Book

Little, Brown & Co.

By ROB SKELTON
Collegian Staff

Street photographer Joel Meyerowitz

Wildflowers is a cumulative collection of

color shots taken between 1963 and 1981;

the locations vary, but the flower theme

runs consistently throughout — from New
York City to London to Turkey, the shot

of beauty which the petals provide are sure

to please the onlooker.

More than this, Meyerowitz' use of bold

color set-ups and knack for capturing ge-

nuine human emotion make this book one

that the reader is sure to return to — or

pass on. The stunning purple robes and

obsessed glances of processional marchers

in Malaga, Spain attest to the

photographer's knack for capturing the mo-

ment in all its splendid glory.

Females, foreigners, and fantasy get play

in this collection, often in combination with

the central flower theme. A post nose-job

NYC woman brushing shoulders with a

bouquet-carrying polyester-suited male on

42nd Street evokes city hustle-bustle. A
(flower) tattooed man in a tweed coat on

London's Portabello Road watches over a

junk stall; a toothless Mexican peasant

woman carries flowering plants on her

shoulders — all the pictures have a nitty

gritty about them.

Meyerowitz caught the warmth of a gyp-

sy family in Spain; the chalky pastel blue

and pink walls decorated with old

photographs adds a historic dimension to

this traditional celebration (flowers on the

curtains in this one).

A striking vista where mountains meet

ocean and where wildflowers line

manicured green grass on the Pacific coast

near San Diego show what can happen

when a photographer utilizes weather con-

ditions and depth of field correctly.

Numerous shots of color and flower-themed

bedrooms in places such as the Bronx,

Rockport, Mass., and Grenada display full

composition; in one shot a round fluores-

cent light fixture might fill out a darken-

ed corner, in others the hues of the

wallpaper complement the bedspread.

Other shots of interest include a flowered

low-rider screaming past a California shop-

ping mall, a Spanish magician with flower

props from a travelling circus, a street

walker carrying a rose (NYC), and a

strawberry seller in Paris with a carnation

pinned to her dress.

These photographs by Joel Meyerowitz,

compiled over twenty years off the streets

of this world, deserve consideration. The

collection is extensive, colorful, detailed. It

is more than a great gift for grandma.

Tickets are still on sale for the upcoming Jef-

frey Osboume show, to be held at 8 p.m. on Oc-

tober 13.

* calendar

continued from page 7

Amherst College con

tinues its Amherst Flics

this weekend with
Deathrace 2000. Amherst
Flics occurs each week at

8 and 10 p.m. on Friday,

Saturday and Sunday.
Watch this column each

week for the schedule. The
films are shown in Merrill

I at Amherst College.

"Toymaker and Son," a

mime-drama about
rebellion and love will be

performed three times this

weekend in the Amherst
area. The troupe from
Texas will perform at 2

p.m. on Saturday on the

Amherst Common, at

10:15 a.m. on Sunday in

the Campus Center

Auditorium and at noon on

Monday in the Student

Union Ballroom. Admis-

sion is free to all three

shows.

An exhibit of landscape

photographs from
Salamanca, Spain by

native Ernesto Marcos
opens at the Smith College

Museum of Art on Thurs-

day for a run through

November 9. Marcos will

give a talk in Spanish at

2:30 p.m. on Sunday in the

Gallery and next Tuesday

from 4:30 to 6 p.m. Both

events as well as the

display are free of charge

and open to the public.

The works of Hampshire
graduate Steven Siegel

will be on display at from

October 5 running through

October 30. A reception for

the artist will be at 5 p.m.

on Sunday.
Tickets are still on sale

for two upcoming shows:

The Vienna Choir Boys

return to UMass at 8 p.m.

on October 6 in the Fine

Arts Center at UMass.

Political activist Abbie Hoffman will speak
at two shows at 7 and 10 p.m. on October 7 at

the Iron Horse in Northampton. Hoffman is

currently working on several projects, in-

cluding mobilizing opposition to the United
States policy in Central America.

W \4 I

Ttadis i Sm» AIM AvaUbtM I

NorthAmHersft I

Rent-A-Wreck I
Rt. 63 No. Amherst I

STUDENT
FARES

New York (rt)

Ireland $378

Tel Aviv $578

Mexico City $288

Rome $428
Som* Rattrlctlon* Apply

CCXINCIL TRAVEL
AMHBtST

(413] 756-1261

ealiiig place

CAMPUS PLAZA
(next to Super Stop & Shop)

RT 9 HADLEY/AMHERST

256-6889
SUN - THURS
6 AM - 3 AM
FRI & SAT

OPEN 24 HOURS

THE COMPUTER
FACTORY HAS
ANOTHER STORE...

1 109 BOSTON RD. • SHOWOFF PLAZA
SPRINGHELD, MA 01 119 • 413-782-9974

COMPUTER FACTORY IS...

• the largest privately owned computer store in the world

• service and training after the sale

• the largest inventory of any computer store in the N.E.

WE HAVE LEADING EDGE IN STOCK!

STUDENT AND FACULTY DISCOUNTS

THE '^^

COMPUTER 1 109 BOSTON RD.

FACTORY SPRINGFIELD. MA 01 1 19

413-782-9974

APPLE
COMPAQ

LEADING EDGE
TANDON

I
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Doonesbury
By Garry Trudeau

COLLEGIAN 9

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

/H/^£- SORRY If" I
i/uoxayouup.

THAIS OMY. ^„^, , y^
I HAP TO 667 9^!iJ;„J^
UP SOON ANY' COMB IN''

OF course. I _,

UmyOU'RBHEfd, ^
-5^ MIKB. /
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THIN6T0P0WITH /u a
iOUR HAIRCUT. ujM

I RJOHT- pr^

71
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f^OhVj^&e dd you ^ef

f h'lTA, \Jera^C'mere you

cuTe
^. '/era'

Seconds later, Mrs. Norton wos covered with ink.

Gordy By Gorde

/ (SOTTA -rEj.1- YA ,

:SULIE- BA&f, I ^AS
LPOKlKt' TO G,BT
A\AJA\ For. AMHIL.E,
SOT ruts IS RIOICOCOUST

ALL I {^A^-reo
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UP IM •'THE TMUIG>HT
ZjOKIE ." THIS fS A
TTiiPAJJD A HALF.'.'.'
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Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

\
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I
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,

I
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Campus Pond By Sal

NOT AGAIN, FELIX, HOWAANY
TIMES DOT HAVE TO TELL

YOU TO WATCH WHAT YOU EAT I

Z^

Bloom County

^
TBU. YOU

INPIiPOSBP. YOU Pl^ii'

. THt CARWH.

IPIPNTMeAN -rneY'f?£
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-mefA wm a KefiptNo

RACIAL Sil/I?- Pt/0CIC...

lycYRe ^f^y
FOROIVWO.

by Berke Breathed
-rj

Tmr'Re
Hf\ym A TherRE
cmFfiKe! euRNm

YOU IN

Positions Open:

The Collegian is now accepting applicatioiu for

Women's Issues Editor and Assistant to the

Editors. Come to the news room. 113 Campus
Center, and talk to John Yonce or Dode Levenson.

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Michel Jaffc

ACROSS
1 Obs«rv»
5 On* of (he

Philippinss

10 Unit of

illuinirialion

14 Ancivnl Parsian

Gull Kingdom
15 Littaty slixy?

16 Dsmolish.

So<K> style

1

7

Bamako i!> its

capital

18 Up
19 First name in

mysteries

20 Excesses
22 In lew

mstaiKes
24 Of a certain

grain

25 Via with

26 Levantine

garment
26 Modily by

heating

31 Oer -
32 What IS done

with The
34 Environmental

SCI

35 Express t>^mi

36 Play a part

37 Ring finales,

lor short

38 Son of Setn

40 Plane and pium

42 Piedmont
province

43 Divided into

portions

45 Winged pest

47 Caused
annoyance

48 Where to find trie

Purpit) Rose"^
49 Peninsula on

f^anila Bay
51 Commercial

alloy

54 Touiisl attrac-

tion of a sort

55 implemenis

57 River in

Yorkshire

58 Opposite of

1 8 Across

59 Ecclesiastical

wear
60 Grant

namesakes

61 Hardy s pure

woman'
62 Actor Uoyd
63 NCO

DOWN
1 Verne character

2 Popular nam*
in 12 Down

3 Novel 1*1 m Lon-

don and Pans,

with A
4 Eastern realm

5 American por-

trait pamtar

6 Future citizen

7 Long for

8 The rait-

ipNttar"

9 (jelling out

me suds
10 High-ranking

clergyman
1

1

Tales of woe
12 Kon Tiki

(Museum city

13 Abound
21 standstill

23 Stowe s M«s
SI Clare

25 Income, in

Cannes

26 Attraction at

Luray. Va
27 Without support

28 Cut, as carrots

29 Haley opus
30 Miss Dinsmore
33 Ran
39 Some b«actias

40 Site of a Wash-
ington crossing

41 Three time

presidential

candidate

4? Grid pas**s
44 Riv*r at Gorky
46 Commana lo

Rovar
48 Greenhouse

plant

49 Whipper-

snapp«r

50 Seme laeder

51 Hot ember
52 Cal s neighbor

53 Lotty abode
56 Granada goM

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZU:

iClklAlflf-PtnQTlTf A I C 1 llAJ

Menu
Lunch

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich/

Cranberry Sauce

Cheese Strata

Basics Lunch

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich/

Cranberry Sauce

Cheese Strata

Dinner

Rotini/Salsa Con Verdure

Roast Pork/Gravy

Silver Palate Salad Plate

Basics Dinner

Garden Medley Casserole

Hi-Protein Spaghetti/

Tomato Sauce ^

/"
Weather

"N

TODAY; Chtince of morning shower, mixture of sunshine

and clouds. Temperatures in the low to mid 80's.

TONIGHT: muggy, temperatures in the 60's.

TOMORROW: chance of showers.

Today's Staff
Night editor Tom Mididleton

Copy editor Pedro M. Pereira

Photo tech Nick Sokoloff

Layout tech Michael Berland

Production supervisor Debbie Pikul

Production L. J. Dewhurst, Marc Infield, Thea
Kearney, Barbara DeLoIlis, and Steve Mathewson

StBASTIAN

1 Executive Board Fa of 1986|

DODE LEVENSON
Editor in Chief

ROB SKELTON
Editorial Editor

JOHN YONCE
Managing Editor

WILLIAM SPAIN

Editorial Editor

STEVE RUBIN
Business Manayei

ANSEL ZINIER

Production Manager

1 Business Board Fa of 1986 1
STEVE RUBIN

Business Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marketing Manager

PAUL H LESSER

Advertising Sales Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Circulation Manager

VANESSA ROTH
Finance Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
SubiCiiption Manage'

« « * 1 • * •
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AP LaaerPhoto

Los Angeles Mayor Tom Bradley and state Senator Diane Watson pitch in at

the groundbreaking ceremony for a $3.3 million Metro Rail subway system.

Firebombings damage
Springfield junior high
SPRINGFIELD (AP) School officials said

three classrooms and a hallway suffered

minor damage afer 11 firebombs were
thrown through the windows of the
Chestnut Street Junior High School.

No injuries were reported in the firebom-

bing shortly before 9 p.m. Sunday, officials

said, and classes were held in the building

yesterday.

Three of the devices, fashioned from beer

bottles filled with gasoline, failed to go off

and were recovered. Detective Sgt. Herbert
Webber of the city's arson squad, said

yesterday.

Principal Richard M. Medura estimated
the damage to the 86-year-old, three-story

brick building at about $1,500.

"It's amazing, because this is a very old

building and if it had caught fire, the whole

thing would have gone," Medura said.

"The kids were upset, because their
building had been violated," he said.

"When they began classes, they helped
teachers clean up."

The most expensive damage was to a

classroom in the southwest corner of the

building, where the floor was burned in

several places and a wall was damaged, he

said.

Screens were torn offfirst-floor windows
and the incendiary devices were tossed in-

to two rooms in the northwest corner of the

school as well as the room in the southwest

corner of the building, Webber said.

Three of the four small fires, started by
the devices quickly burnt themselves out,

but city firefighters had to put out a fourth

blaze, he said.

State tuition plan in installments proposed
BOSTON (AP) A state tuition plan proposed yesterday

could get more Massachusetts teen-agers into colleges and

keep classrooms full by guaranteeing tuition rates to

parents who start payments while their future graduates

are still in diapers.

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis, addressing about 100

educators at Northeastern University, said the

preliminary plan calls for an investment fund in which

parents would pay installments soon after a child is born

and get guaranteed low tuition at participating

Massachusetts colleges.

Similar plans have been proposed in Michigan and New
Jersey, said Robert Schwartz, an education advisor to

Dukakis.
Statistics indicate there will be a 43-percent decline from

1983 to 1993 in the number of 18-year-olds in

Massachusetts, b£ised solely on census figures showing the

number of eight year-olds versus 18-year-olds in 1983,

Schwartz said.

Thus, lower tuition fees are seen not only as helping
families afford higher education, but also as guarantee-
ing a steady flow of students to colleges and universities

that are expected to be impacted by a diminishing popula-

tion of college-age youth.

"I'm siu"e many colleges, both public and private, would
rather have a student enroll at what might be a discount

rate than to have the seat empty," he said.

But some larger private colleges with national reputa-

tions may see no need to participate because they attract

students at any price, Schwartz added.

Under the draft plan, the state and participating schools

would agree to fixed annual tuition increases, say 7 per-

cent, and the state would guarantee investors a yield of

at least that percentage, if not higher, he said.

'The goal here is to create a strategy to induce young
families to begin investing and saving early and the hook
is this: if you're willing to buy now at today's prices we
can lock in tuition rates," Schwartz said.

The risk for parents, would be that if iheir child chooses
to attend a non-participating state school or go out of state,

the parents would forfeit a percentage of investment ear-

nings, Schwartz said.

Funds could be transferred to other family members, but
without the guarantee of fully meeting future tuition

costs, according to the preliminary plan.

ARE YOU

PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HELP?
Birthright Can Help
• REE PREGNAUCY TESnNG

S«m« Day Result*

Sfiflct that an
ffM, ConHdmntM, Csring

« HmlptuI

S
549-1906

Amhcnt
Carriage Shors

an atteffline lo »bonion

* tennis
continued on page 11

man serving up eight aces,

to set the table for

Gable/Baker.

Gable/Baker lost the first

set, 7-5, and the pressure

was on. They rallied to win
the second, 6-4, but quickly

fell behind 2-0 in the third,

with the UConn team serv-

ing. Gable and Baker broke

serve, however, and reeled

oflf six straight games for a
6-2 set and the match.
Service Points: The

Minutemen didn't have the

luck of the draw in the New
England Tournament at

Harvard over the weekend,

as six of the eight singles

players were selected to face

opponents from Ivy League
schools.

Water polo ties Brown "B" club
The University of

Massachusetts water polo

team increased its chance to

finish in the top three places

in New England as it tied

the Brown University "B"
team, last weekend at the

Brown Invitational water
polo tournament in Pro-

vidence, RI.

The Minutemen, down
11-10 with less than a
minute to go in the match,
salvaged a tie as Michael
Hoover scored off of a quick
pass from Drew Donovan
with 14 seconds left.

"We dominated for the
first two quarters with
strong defense," team cap-

tain Fred Marius said. "In

the third quarter we let up
and let them back in."

Marius said that with the

Minutemen's 14-7 victory

over Harvard, two weeks

ago, UMass is in good shape

to finish second behind the

Brown "A" team which is

nationally ranked.

I1IAIICIALAD_
FORSlUKinSMTO
COMMUIIICMIONS.

If vouVe a studoni looking for the

lalcsl in 'l\s, VdKh, and ^Irrcos, ific

la.sl thing thai should stand in your way

is money. Which is why Rtxli-Vision

is now offering you tlu^se terrific

student de^ls.

You'll find this financial aid

package worth looking into.

" »«
|!jW IW"';iWW""^t>' D"M« ' WJU((.1«A(IIIH ^WtWHS^fc.

VCR

iV mnnih ^tudtrt .-iMsrl

REDIVISIOM
VIDEO LEASING

$

19" COLOR TV

i^-motuh ^tudfnt Ira^n

WE CREATE A STYLE
AStNBIVIDUAL AS YOU ARE

Consultation & Style Cuts

$10.00
styles by Deborah

68 University Drive, Amherst 549-5610

PleMe call for an Appointment exp. 10/15/86

lOI^ INFORMATION CAM.
i-«(K).2L>i-7;i;it

BACK
SCHOOL 101
Prerecpiisite:

Back pain & a referral

from your UHS provider
This 4 session program
(classes one wh^.k apart)

includes information on exercise,

some anatomy, massage,
treatment options, posture tips,

pain relief methods
and relaxation. _^
DATSS: Tuesdays,

October 14, 21, 28
November 4

TIMB! 6;30—8:80

PIJLCS:
Unlveraity Healtli Center

• Please advise your UHS provider

for the proper referral b^^^^^m
Call UHS Health Education

for Intoimation and Registzation: 549-2671, ext. 181.

f
I
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through the Vermont
defense and beat goalkeeper

Jim St. Andre. But his shot

glanced off the post and the

game remained scoreless.

UMass had two more scor-

ing opportunities with
under two minutes left in

the game. The first chance

came when Andy Bing
crossed from the left to Tom
Giordano in front. Giordano

took the cross but headed

over the crossbar. Moments
later, Brian Sullivan took

another cross in front, but

his blast hit St. Andre
square in the chest.

For the game, both teams
managed 18 shots with St.

Andre coming up with five

saves while Phillips manag-
ed one save for the

Minutemen.

X-country takes fourth
By STEVE RICHARDS
Collegian Correspondent

The strength of the University of

Massachusetts men's cross country team,

its depth, was evident in last Saturday's

four-team, 4.6 mile race at Dartmouth
College. Unfortunately, without a true

front-runner the team was doomed to a

fourth-place finish behind Dartmouth,

University of Maryland, and the Univer-

sity of Georgetown.
Dartmouth outclassed the field, placing

the first and third finishers, and winning

the meet with 31 points. The Big Green

were followed by Maryland (53),

Georgetown (60), and UMass (64).

"The competition was very close bet-

ween Maryland, Georgetown, and us, but

they just had too much strength up front,"

said coach Ken O'Brien.

Running away from the rest ofthe field,

Dartmouth was led by Bob Kenpainen
who set a course record at 22:04. In all,

the top seven finishers broke the previous

course record. None of them, however.

were wearing the red and white of

Massachusetts.
Junior Bill Stewart and senior Wayne

Levy led UMass for the second week in a
row, finishing 12th and 13th respective-

ly, but they were thirty seconds off the

record-setting pace of the leaders.

The Minutemen actually placed four run-

ners in front of Maryland's top four with
Kerry Boyle (17th) and Jon Novak (19th)

coupled with Stewart and Levy.

'*We just couldn't overcome their fron-

trunners," O'Brien said.

O'Brien felt his team's performance was
somewhat disappointing. While he said

the team has the potential and ability to

improve, he added he thought it would be

a little closer by now.
"It is best to have a meet like this ear-

ly in the season. We have some work to

do, but we also have time to do it,' O'Brien

said.

The men are off this week and will see

action again on October 14 against Nor-

theastern University, Keene St., and the

University of Lowell. __^__

Men*s tennis team
edges UConn, 5-4
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Correspondent

Chalk up another nail

biter for Manny Roberts'

crew.

The University of

Massachusetts men's tennis

team ran its fall record to

3-1 with a 5-4 squeaker over

the University of Connec-

ticut Huskies yesterday

afternoon.

This type of match has

seemingly become old hat

for the Minutemen, as all

three of their wins have
come by a 5-4 margin.

"I kind of like it that

way," Roberts said when it

was over. "Once you've won
a few close ones, you don't

feel as much pressure when
another tough situation

comes up. If you won every

match handily, and then

had a close one, you might

choke."

The Minutemen certainly

haven't choked yet.

As usually is the case, the

match was dead even at

three following the singles

matches. And, once again,

everything came down to

the final players on the

court.

Brian Gable and Hank
Baker, the number one

doubles combo, were those

final players. Chris Johnson

and Jon DeKlerk were
knocked off in their effort,

forcing the Minutemen to

capture the final two mat-

ches. Flicka Rodman and

Mike Tofias did their half,

winning 6-3, 6-2, with Rod-

HOT
ROASr BEEF
SANDWICHES

11 am - 2 am 7 days
50 Main St. Amherst. MA

We get so

when someone mentions

J.B.'s. We can hardly

Is this yoti? Come ia for yo«' f*** ''*«**

mushrooms, onion rings and soda

ourselves! Our mouth's pop
open and our eye's

Pretty soon we'll begin to

r-

i

Make a Romantic
Start this Fall...

With a wide selection of

lingerie in an array of

sensuous fabrics. We have
everything from basic cotton
bras & bikinis to luxurious

silk teddies & nighitshirts.

We now carry dancewear.

Come in and hrou&el

t

Hours: Monday thru Sat. 10-5:30

Carriage Shops, 233 N. Pleasant St., Amherst 549-6915

H-i^-H .A

ACTIVITIES • AUDIO
AUTO FOR CALE •CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT •FOR RENT

FOR SALE • FOUND
HELP WANTED •LO^T

CLASSIFIED
INSTRUCTION • MOTORCYLCLES
PERSONALS •RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED • SERVICES

ROOMATE WANTED •TRAVEL
WANTED •SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI - 2:30) .DEADLINE 2 DAYS PROIR TO PUBLICATION. CASH IN ADVANCE. ISc/WORD/OAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTnnTllt

UPC GENERAL MEETING (Brand name)
Tuesday, September 30, 6 30 pm in

Room 101 CC Info on Jettery OstMrne
& upcoming shows!!)

WSLY STAFF MEETING tonight. 7pm
Campus Center Room 162 175

CHINESE NATIONAL DAY Calebratlon
Reception & Movies

Time: October 1 (Wednesday) 7pm
Place: Student Union Ballroom

WORK STUDY (4.0SShr) 8-12 hrs wk
flex hrs assist in lab work on soil, plant

samples no exp required call Morteza at

545-2259 between 10AM-4PM

QRAOUATES AND 25' students: Social
Hour every Thursday 5:00 Blue Wall.

Campus Center Build a tradition' Meet
each other!

ATTCNTIOM BANDS

APMJCATIONt KM TMI SoulhwctI
laHl* of Ih* Bands ar« new
ovallabte. AR appMcottont must b«
*ubmHt*d along wNti a reconi tap*
o( ItM band. Wlnnor to opon tor m«
Soulhwosl concoit Hili tpiing. Ap-
pMcoHons may bo plekod up at Iho
SWAO ofllco In Hampden next to
Munchy's tor more Into call
MSK>960. AH oppMcattons am duo
en Sopt 29 al S:6o pm. NO LATi AP-
niCATIONS ACCIPTID.

lars BMW 2002 good condition $1600
call 256-6497

79 VW RABBIT diesel 4 door, standard.

48 MPG rebuilt engine, good condition.

Cheap transponalioo AsKing $1400
665-8291

75 CAMARO LT, original owner, needs
lower rear lender, $1000 00 584-5940

PLYMOUTH VAUANT-$250 323-6726

Ask for Jack.

1972 DATSUN 240Z well maintained in

and out $2000 549-7727

1974 OPEL MANTA inspected, sporty,

reliable, $750 2564258

79 VW BUS runs great super body 74K
must sell $2600 or BO 584-9193 work
527-6425 home Andy

CHEVROLET CrfATION FRONT drive

air conditioned automatic V-6 excellent

condition new tires best offer over $2000
665-2577

71 CHIVY IMPAU

71 CHEVY IMPALA: A/C, discbr. P/S,

350 2bbl Great power! $350 BO call

Tim: 256-1462

ON BUS ROUTE Amherst 5 bedroom
house carpeted living rm kitcf)en 2 baths

garage yard $185/mon per rm 253-5490
(after 6PM)

NORTHWOOD APARTMENTS IN

Sunderland some cancellations two
bedroom garden apartments, hoi water.

no utilities office hours Monday-Friday
10:00AM-5:00PM 665-3856

1-2 ROOM OFFICE close to campus
and Amherst Starting al $210/monlh in

eluding utilities O.H. Jones Real Estate,

549-3700

DISHWASHERS: GOOD PAY for reliable

hard workers part-time days or nites

Apply Judies Amheret

MOTOKVCU

SUPERIOR PiZZARM NORTH Amherst
Rexible hours during the week call

549-0626

PART TIME CASHIER wanted tor local

store. Some nights and weekends
Please call 584-3603

YAMAHA VERAQO 920CC shaft drive

digital new rubber oval discs h>w miles
helmet $1200 4C Brandywine stop by

ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR room in two

bedroom house on Meadow St could fit

two people 225 plus, great location bus
route near center of N Amherst please

call Marji 256-1082 546-0727 keep trying

available 9-29

PiRSONALt

rORSAU

for

and

CASH

PROFESSORS EXAM FILES
engineering, calculus, physics

chemistry at Univereity Store

COMPUTER TERMINAL & modem for

sale $200 cheap 256-8678

KEG TAPS FOR sale! Brand new. never

used keg taps only $25 Packies charge

$45 for used laps Don't waste your

money! New taps $25 Call Tony
256-1438 today

BED FOR SALE single box and mattress

first $25 takes it 584-2905 eves (Alan)

1979 CHEVY WAQON. 99.400 miles,

new clutch. Best offer 536-5434 Even-

ings week-ends

NEED A JOB? Like travel? Ambitk>us

people needed to market unique travel

product with no existing competition Ex-

cellent experience for business, com-
munication and HRTA majors No ex-

perience necessary, car helpful Contact

Mary 549-6118

PAVING CASH FOR your baseball cards

please call Mike 549-0333

LARGE REHEARSAL SPACE available
call Embassy Recording Studio 5490343
549-7640

PROFESSIONAL MULTITRACK
RECORDING student packages quality
demo tapes; promo kits, tape copies; in

house production; record pressing Call
Embassy Recording Studio 549-0343 or
549-7640

AUDIO

INTiRTAINMINT

MUSICIANS NEEDED FOR perlor

mances at Belchertown Slate School

Funding available. Contact Bruce

256-4236

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH AR90speakers
Brand new Warranty Type used in

dance bar, aerobics studios $1500 list

For sale $750 call 253-9687

AUOmONS

LOOKING FOR ACTORS to work as an
ensemble Will be developing the script

from Stud Terkel's WORKING For more
information see sign up sheet in the

UMass theater deparlmenl Auditions will

be in room 204 FAC from 7-11 on Sept
30 and Oct 1

FOR A OOOD TIMi CALL

RACK-A-DISK^NT^RTAINMENT
Agency - Discjockeys, Bands. Lights and

Large screen vkleo dances 549-7144

MOTOBECANE SUPERMIRAGE 23"

Very good condition, just overhauled

$93. Call after 6PM 256-6749

LES PAUL TYPE Guild guitar with case

and optional crate amp. $125 call Shawn
546-9030

SUNGLASSES SUNGLASSES
SUNGLASSES all styles and lenses

available, cheap $3 and up, call

549 7575. Mike

SCOOTER 1083 HONDA aero excellent

cond Its simply awesome $500 BO
anytime 253-3045 Chris

THE SGA IS now hiring as assistant to

the undergraduate senate speaker In-

divkluals should have good research and
writing skills, knowledge of the student

senate and a commitment lo student em-
powerment Women and people of color

encouraged to apply Applications

available in Student Senate Office 420
Student Union deadline Wed 10/3

5:00PM AA/EEO

HOUSEBOY NEEDED TO work at Sigma
Kappa Sorority m exchange for meals

We have two house txjys now but need
one more Work a rotating lunch and all

dinners Mon lunch thru Fri lunch Friday

night and weekends off Home cooked
meals provided 7 days a week in ex-

change for work Call 256-6887 ask for

Andy or Nancey or leave message. You
can get off the meal plan!!'

HOUSECLEANING:
necessary 549-6703

CREATIVE MINDS WANTEOI Artists,

writers. Communications majors and
anyone with innovative ideas We will

publish your work in the Southwest
newspaper Circulation is 5500 For infor-

mation or if interested come to tfie SWAG
Office in Hampden or call 545-0960

HAPPY BIRTHDAY ELLEN. We love

you The Baked Attempt.

DEBI cr LOVE you Rick O

BETH MARTIN. WISHING you the usual

belated happy birthday! Much love, Tara

SQUIRE VILLAGE ON bus route near

stores share large 2-bedrooiT, )Vj bath

lownf>ouse grad preferad. Partly furnish-

ed $232 665-2577

SHAZ, ANNA, KAREN, Mary, Kerry,

Melinda. Anita, Erika- you're a bunch of

fabulous babes! Love. KB

MIKE RYALS. HAPPY belated birthday

stud Hpoe it was a good otte PS. you
didn't need a haircut!

PELHAM. 1 MATURE m/f for new 3br apt

(duplex) 5 miles from Amherst Ouiet.

wooded tocatkm, w/w carpet, appliances,

w/d, storage, car a must $230/mo plus

Vi electric ist, last, sec ,
lease

253-5811, Luis or Paul Available

immediately

NON-SMOKING FEMALE preferably 21

or over to share a room in Rolling Green
$158 inclusive 253^422 Cyndi avail 10-4

SiRVICfS

TERRIFIC TYPING FROM "Speedy"
keys Professional reliable service.

256-1002, 8«m-11pm

TYPING. TAPE TRANSCRIPTIONS.
Fast accurate, 665-7652

CRAIG JENNINGS WATCH out for bug-

gies on the 50 yard line

VIETNAM VETERANS: EARN $15 and
help us better understand the Vietnam
experience Answer a 1 W hour questk>n-

naire at home For details call 548-9021

TENNIS, RAQUETBALL. ETC. Stringing

service Call 549 1076

TRAVIL

S4/HOUR car

CAMPUS CENTER HOTEL still hiring

desk clerks/auditors, rm cleaners and
housepersons

INSTRUCTION

KNOW YOUR CAR! Basic Auto-

Workshop including classroom and
shop.limited enrollment 253-2098

GWEN HAPPY BIRTHOAYI Will you be
my friend? Yah, right Me

WANT YOU OR your friends picture in a

J B 'sad? Bong your photos down to the

Collegian and maytie you'll be lucky

enough to star in one of our ads

CHADBOURNE: KEEP JAMES Smack
your senator. Vote today at Franklin

POUTICAL WORK

MONTREAL COLLEGE WEEKEND Oct
31 Nov 2 $79 Call Sandy or Debbie
665-4729

TVPIN«MRViei

QUAUTV YyPING Long or sfKJrt pro-

lects. MetKukKis proofreading. RkMh )ob«
OK. New IBM typewriter 549-0387

FOR RiNT

AUTO FOR SAli

79 HONDA ACCORD Excellent engine,
spot of rust on body New clutch, feul

tank, exhaust system, transmission Must
sell, asking $1400 or 80 Call Nik

549-4834

NORTHWOOD APARTMENTS IN

Sunderland some cancellations Z

bedroom garden apartments hot water,

no utilities, office hours Monday thru Fri-

day 10 00AM to five PM 665-3856

2 BEOflOOiirAPT. tor rent Squire Village

5 mins from UMass on bus rt $470/month

call 665-4793 Dan or Audrey

SilNNY NEW 3BH Amherst house. 1'^

baths Quiet neighborhood Walk to bus,

Puffers Pond $850/mo 256-8678

ROOM'wrfH "PRIVATE baftTm South

Amherst near downtown $250/mo five PM
2560031

SOFT CONTACT LENSES most daily

wear lenses. $18 00 to $25 00 ea Extend-

ed wear lenses $30 00 to $48 00 Lowest

prices on contact lense solutions heat

units $12 95. Amherst Optical Shoppes
413-253-5412, 413-256-6403

LORT

$50 REWARD LOST a blue suitcase in

Lot 44 on Sunday night (9/21) Contents
very important to owner Please call

546-4319

WHY FLIP BURGERS Of wait tables?

You can gel the training and respect of

a professional paid activist Earn
$36-50 00 daily Nowhirir>g full/part time

Call clean water action, 549-7450

TVFWW ft WORD PROCISMNO

nTxT~0AV SERVICE. Typo-Rlto.
323-4579

WANTIO

WANT ANY SOFT CELL tapeo/Mium*
etc Call Kalty 6-744S

HiLP WANTfD

WORK WEEKENDS, $5 per hour Help

elderly in their homes Car required call

253-9726 for applications AA/EOE
minorities, handicapped, women, Vietnam

veterans, encouragiBd to apply

KJTCHEN HELP WANTED"
Excellent free meals

Light cleanup
Call Cheryl at AXO

545-2152

DESPERATELY NEED MY Linear

Aloerbra" text & notebook - both are blue

l( found in ELAB' Goessman'' GTWR''
Please call Pam 546-5532

AHAU8 REGISTERED REFEREES to

work Amherst Youth Hockey Games
Dave 549-6785. Bud 549-0382

A TALENTED FEMALE Vocalist and
synth player are needed for the funk

t>and. Curious Those interested may call

Scott for an audition at 546-7480 or

George al 549-2812

H,P. lie CALCULATOR in library tower

Please call 546-4778 for reward ROOMMATIS WANTIO A FULL SIZE box spring call after 7:00
PM 549-0710

REWARD-LOST GOLD women's watch
by campus pond on 9/24 reward if found

call 549-0420

PHONE CONTACT WITH person who
found my calculator call again' 546-4778

2 ROOMMATES MALE/FEMALE wanted
to share room in house on bus route

Steve 256-0608 keep trying

RESPONSIBLE FOR LG apt on bus route

own room, furnished but bring t>ed $210
for room plus utilities call 323-4989 belore

2PM 323-631 1x530 after
, ,
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SPORTS

Spikers to
host Brown
Minutewomen coming off

UMass tourney victories
By ROGEK CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

You can forget everything that was ever said about this

season being a season of turbulent and unsettled waters.

The University of Massachusetts volleyball team is handl-

ing it just fine, thank you.

UMass will look to continue its winning ways when the

spikers take on the Bruins of Brown University tonight

at Totman Gymnasium. Game time is slated for 7 p.m.

The Minutewomen finished among the top three teams

this past weekend at the UMass Classic volleyball tour-

nament and did it in rather convincing fashion. The

spikers went undefeated in their respective pool with a

3-0 record.

On Friday, UMass swept Holy Cross College, 15-10,

15-11, 15-7, in the first match in pool play. Saturday mor-

ning, the spikers went out and dismantled an outmatch-

ed New York Tech squad, 15-9, 15-7, 15-8. In the pool play

finale, the Minutewomen made it a perfect three-for-three

with a 15-10, 15-9, 15-4 pasting of Seton Hall University.

The three tournament victories raises the spikers record

to 10- 1. UMass has won seven straight contests after drop-

ping a four set match to Providence College at the

Syracuse tournament two weeks ago.

"We really struggled on Friday night. It was like we
weren't even there," head coach Elaine Sortino said. "Our

passing was off and we couldn't seem to get on track.

Saturday was much better."

Much, much better. The quick-strike offense the new-

look Minutewomen have been pounding opponents with

caught fire against NYT and Seton Hall. The main kill

demon was junior middle hitter Marcy Guiliotis, who pep-

pered the floor of Boyden Gymnasium continually

throughout the day.

Also contributing to the fun was sophomore middle hit-

ter Barbara Meehan, who was also on the giving end of

a few rockets, including an outside shoot set that is still

on its way to China. The Minutewomen also recieved solid

performances from the setting corps of freshman Karen

Ferguson and sophomore Ann-Marie Larese.

Ferguson was a question mark going into the tourney

due to an ankle injury she she sustained last Thursday

in practice. But, according to Sortino, the ankle didn't give

Ferguson too many problems in the tourney.

"Karen played well, but the thing we were looking for

was that she wasn't favoring her ankle too much," Sor-

tino said. "She was limited with the things she could do.

Ann-Marie played very well.
"

The Minutewomen will require more consistent perfor-

mances, as UMass faces a formidable opponent in the form

of Brown University. The Bruins were among the top

finishers in the Ivy League last season and gave UMass
all they could handle last year at the Northeastern

University tournament. The Bruins have consistently

been a thorn in the side of such East Coast powers as

Rhode Island and Penn State, and look to be just as much
of a pain for Sortino's troops.

"I expect it to be a real good match. They have some

big people and are very well coached," Sortino said. "They

have an excellent recruiting program and have a few

Junior outside hitter Violetta Gladkowska will

Brown University, tonight at 7p.m. at Totman

players from the Junior National program. It will be a

great match."
But despite the recent good performances by her team,

Sortino acknowledges that the Minutewomen still have

a couple of weak spots to strenghten, especially where

blocking is concerned.

"Our blocking still isn't where it needs to be. The same

goes for our defense as well," Sortino said. "There are still

a lot of things we need to work on."

"We're a lot more aggresive on our serving, but we need

to maintain and increase our serving capabilities. When
we serve tough, it's difficult for the other team to get in-

to their offense," Sortino said.

One thing that hasn't abandoned the Minutewomen is

CoUegian photo by Paul Desmaraii

be a key to the Minutewomen's success against

gym.

their offensive out put. Due to the maturing of Guiliotis

and Meehan, and the well-disguised set selection of

Ferguson, UMass has been able to try new things, things

that, so far, have worked very well. But at the same time,

these new offensive attack schemes haven't deviated from

the basic game plan.

"We're beginning to run some shoots (a set to the out-

side hitter that travels about two to three feet above the

net at a quick pace) to our outside hitters and to our mid-

dle hitters," Sortino said. "We need to incorporate slower

shoots to certain people."

"But we aren't going to change our game plan for

anybody. We just have to execute," Sortino said. "We
know what we need to do."

Men's soccer
falls again
Woes continue for Gettler

Collrcian photo by Paul Franz

The UMass men's soccer troubles continued Saturday, as the team lost to UVTVI, in Burlinton, VT.

Midfielder Andy Bing is shown here vs. Temple.

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

The University of

Massachusetts men's soccer

frustrations continued
Saturday as the University

of Vermont sank the

Minutemen, 1-0, in Burl-

ington, VT.

The loss was the

Minutemen's fifth in their

last six games and marked
the third consecutive game
that the- UMass has been

shutout.

"We're still not playing

well enough to win," head

coach Jeff Gettler said of his

2-6 team.

The Catamounts capitaliz-

ed on a UMass defensive

breakdown to snap the

scoreless deadlock in the

57th minute.

Trying to clear the ball

out of the UMass defensive

end, the defense gave the

ball away to Vermont for-

ward Mike Mason just out-

side the box. Mason dribbl-

ed in alone against UMass
goalkeeper Tom Phillips,

playing in place of the in-

jured Sam Ginzburg, and

fired high into the net near

the far post.

"We were struggling in

the midfield. We were win-

ning the ball but we just

weren't advancing it," assis-

tant coach Scott Eldridge

said.

Playing in front of about

1400 fans for the Cata-

mounts' Homecoming
Weekend, the Minutemen

had several chances to score

but could not capitalize on

their opportunities.

Two minutes into the

game, freshman forward

Steve Cesneck broke
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Student charged

with sexual assault
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

A University ofMassachusetts student pleaded not guil-

ty to charges of rape yesterday in Hampshire District

Court, stemming from an incident reported early Friday

morning.

The student, a 20-year-old sophomore living in the Theta

Chi fraternity on North Pleasant Street, was arrested and

charged with rape at 9:30 a.m. in his house, UMass Police

Chief Robert G. Joyce said. He was arrested following an

investigation of reported rape which allegedly occurred

3:30 a.m. Friday, Joyce said.

Police received a call Friday from a woman who reported

that she was raped by one assailant, Joyce said. No details

of the location were given except that it happened on

campus.
No details regarding the victim were released due to

victim-protection laws, Joyce said.

A clerk at the Hampshire District Court said the accused

had entered a plea of not guilty and will appear at a pre-

trial hearing today.

"There was no bail. He was released on his own

recognizance as long as he stays away from the victim,"

the clerk said.

Jeanne Hopkins-Stover of the Office of Public Informa-

tion confirmed that a student was arrested and charged

with aggravated rape. He will appear in court today with

his father, she said.

Hopkins-Stover said she had no information about the

victim.

According to the University Records Office, the student

has been attending the University since the fall of 1985,

and is majoring in mechanical engineering.

John Healey, Theta Chi president, said he "heard

rumors" about the incident but "is not at liberty to say

anything."

He would not confirm if the accused was a member of

his fraternity, and "it was not associated with the house

in any way, it was an individual action," he said.

Photo by Jane Lapato

TAKE THE STAIRS- Senior UMass
Physical Education m^or Brian Cove walks

down the Campus Center stairs the hard way
yesterday.

Many campusjobs are still unfilled
By NORA MacKAY
Collegian Correspondent

There are still about 300 work-study jobs and over 100

non-work study jobs available to students on campus, of

ficials at the Student Employment Office said.

"We have too many jobs and not enough students to fill

them," Dianne Piquette, senior clerk at at the employ

ment office said.

"We've got listings from any place on campus," Piquette

said, "firom administration to labor - anything."

The vacancy rate of on-campus jobs at UMass is

representative of a nation-wide trend, according to Arthur

Jackson, director of financial aid services.

"Students are less willing to take startingjobs and less

attractive jobs," Jackson said.

Of the $7 million offerred for work study jobs to eligi-

ble students at UMass this year, only $4 million has been

G

accepted, Jackson said.

"That means that close to 50 percent of students are not

working their jobs." he said.

At the same time, a higher percentage of students are

applying for and accepting loans, he said, demonstrating

a trend to "borrow more and work less."

Jackson said when the economy slows down and

unemployment rates go «p in the outside world, more

students will return to work study jobs.

"I think there are excellent opportunities for college

work study jobs," he said.

Although students may not find a particularly attrac-

tive job initially, the work available on campus is "just

like the outside, to find a job you have to have a job. and

work your way up by displaying good work habits on cam-

pus," Jackson said.

Those students who have

accepted a work study grant

need to find a job and have

all their paperwork cleared

by Oct. 15 in order to retain

their award, Bemie Stalker,

a principal clerk at the Stu-

dent Employment Office

said.

Any student seeking

employment should start at

the Student Employment
Office in Whitmore, Stalker

said.

"Student Employment
has over 300 listings for on-

campus work study jobs

available," Stalker said.

"Departments keep call-

ing us, desperate for work

study students," Stalker

said.

In addition to work-study

jobs, the Student Employ-

ment Office has hundreds of

non-work study job listings

on their computerized job

matching referral system,

known aa JEMS.
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UMass may
be sued for

LSO decision
By DANIEL SOBEL
Collegian Staff

A lawsuit soon to be filed against the University of

Massachusetts over a restriction of the Legal Services Of-

fice's [LSO] right to sue the school, will probably focus on

First Amendment rights violations, Richard Cole, the civil

rights lawyer representing the case said.

The suit, to be filed sometime within the next two to

three weeks, is a response to an August decision made

by the UMass Board of Trustees to take away the LSO's

right to sue the University and of representing students

in criminal cases.

"We're suing to stop the University from taking away

the right to sue," said Paul Wingle, speaker of the

undergraduate student senate. "We're going to try to

restrain them from that action and while the restraint's

in place, we're suing to keep the right to sue for good."

Student governing leaders, the governing board of the

LSO and some students who have been denied access to

legal counsel since the trustee decision are plaintifTs in

the suit. And, because it is a class action suit, "every stu-

dent past, present and future" will also be named as plain

•tiffs, said Chuck DiMare, director of the LSO.

"It's a very strong First Amendment claim and there s

a substantial likelihood of success," said Cole, an attorney

for Stahlin and Bergstresser Inc., a Boston law firm.

According to Wingle, Cole cannot be paid becaxiae the

money allocated by the Student Government Association

office to pay him would not be forwarded by William Sear-

son the general counsel who works out of the president s

office in Boston. Wingle cited a case in 1983, when an out-

side lawyer was retained for some investigative work and

the $1,500 allocated for payment was held up by parson.

However, Cole said he took the case because "I do cases

that I believe have substantial political ramifications.

"Cases such as this have important political impact on

our society [with regard to First Amendment violations].'*

"I'm very disappointed with the trustees' actions,"

DiMare said. "It's unfortunate that they chose to run this

public University as a private corporation.

"They have to seriously consider what their repon-

sibilities as trustees are," DiMare said, adding that

"trustees are supposed to act on behalf of the beneficiaries

of the trust fund — the students."

He said that when trustees act in their own best mterest

"it's a breach of trust and fiduciary duty, in my opinion."

Wingle said trustees question why they should allow

money to be sj)ent for law suits that go against the Univer-

sity. But he added that the money in question is money

provided by the students.

"It isn't their money. It's a student fee that funds the

Student Activities Trust Fund. It's budgeted and allocated

by students for the needs and concerns of students,"

Wingle said.

"Most administrators feel threatened by legal services

on campus, however it's dangerous to students not to have

legal services," said Wingle, adding, "Our sympathies are

with the students whose rights have been violated.

"They're saying, 'We feel threatened and restricted in

our jobs,' and we're saying, 'You should feel threatened,'

" Wingle said.
^ ^ x o^

Since it has lost the;right to sue, DiMare said the LSO
hasn't seen changes in the numbers of students it

counsels, but "What we do if the case changes."

RAf^X '^-/'*

Republican Club
founder resigns

By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

The founder and president of the UMass Republican

Club said yesterday he is resigning as president because

the conservative movement on campus is becoming too

reactionary.
,^

William Pyne started the group three years ago as a

medium for mainstream moderate to conservative views

on campus.
"It's a shame to see what's become of it. It s gone from

being a well-managed organization designed to promote

the moderate to conservative viewpoint to a group that's

I lost a lot of credibility due to the somewhat reactionary
continued on page i$
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Reagan claims victory

in Soviet "showdown"
WASHINGTON (AP)- President Reagan

and Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev,

ending the diplomatic tug-ofwar provoked

by Moscow's arrest of an American jour-

nalist, agreed Tuesday to meet in Iceland

in 10 days to resume the search for an arms

control accord.

The surprise summit was arranged as

part of a deal that brought the release Mon-

day of Moscow correspondent Nicholas S.

Daniloff and the expulsion Tuesday of ac-

cused Soviet spy Gennadiy Zakharov.

Another element was a Soviet pledge to

free Yuri Orlov, a prominent Soviet dissi-

dent exiled to Siberia, as well as Orlov's

wife next week.

Hinting at the carrot that lured him

away from several apparently inflexible

public positions taken in recent weeks,

Reagan told reporters, "The chances are

better than they've been for many years for

researching some agreement on arms

reduction."

Secretary of State George P. Shultz said

those chances include "reasonable pro-

spects" for reducing medium-range
missiles in Europe.

U.S. officials refused to call the Oct. 11-12

session between Reagan and Gorbachev a

summit, and Shultz said the administra-

tion did not expect the talks to produce the

signing of a new arms accord.

But Reagan told world financial leaders

a short time later at the International

Monetary Fund that the October session is

intended "to prepare the ground for a pro-

ductive summit."

Shultz said he still hopes a summit can

take place later this year in the United

States, as agreed to by Reagan and Gor-

bachev last year in Geneva. The one-on-one

talks in Reykjavik, the secretary said, "will

give a special push" to the various talks

already going at lower levels.

Shultz said the hurry-up meeting

scheduled in less than two weeks in the

capital of the tiny NATO island nation was

proposed by Gorbachev in a letter delivered

to Reagan on Sept. 19, which also contain-

ed the Soviet Union's latest bargaining

position on proposed nuclear weapons

reductions.

The two sides had been carrying on arms

control discussions at various levels while

trying separately to settle the case of

Daniloff, whose arrest on what Reagan in-

sisted were "trumped up" spy charges cast

a pall over U.S.-Soviet relations and dimm-

ed prospects for a summit this year.

Wednesday, October 1, 1986

Soviet U.N. worker Gennadiy Zakharov at Dulles International

Airport yessterday on his way back to Moscow after being releas-

ed. Gennadiy was arrested for spying.

Pride and respect.

Theycomewiththe territory.

Leaders will
meet in Iceland
WASHINGTON (AP)- The Reagan administration, un-

wrapping the package deal that sprang Nicholas S.

Daniloff and spared an accused Soviet spy a trial, pro-

claimed yesterday the United States triumphed in the

showdown of superpowers.

The month-long negotiations also culminated in the eas-

ing of a U.S. order expelling Soviet diplomats from the

U.N. mission in New York and a Kremlin decision to per-

mit the emigration of prominent Soviet dissident Yuri

Orlov, and his wife. President Reagan, who had insisted

all along that Gennadiy Zakharov, the Soviet scientist ac-

cused of spying, would not be traded for Daniloff, told

reporters ina jammed White House briefing room: "There

was no connection between the two releases."

Only a few minutes earlier, Zakharov was allowed to

plead no contest to the spy charges in a federal court in

Brooklyn with a U.S. guarantee that he would be swiftly

expelled, Daniloff, the 51-year-old reporter for U.S. News

and World Report, arrived at Washington-Dulles Inter-

national Airport at Chantilly, Va., late yesterday after-

noon, waved to a group of well-wishers and, accompanied

by his wife Ruth, got in a van for a short ride to the

terminal.

Once there, Daniloff was reunited with his daughter,

Miranda, 23, and son Caleb, 16, and a host of friends and

associates. Miranda clutched a batch of yellow roses as

she hugged her father. The group shared a champagne

toast.

"What can I say?" Daniloff asked. "I'm overwhelmed.

Well, I'm awfully glad it's all over. I never knew what

was going to happen next."

Daniloff and his family were invited to meet with

Reagan Wednesday at the White House. Daniloffhad been

held in a Soviet prison for 13 days, and then confined to

the American Embassy for 17 more days, on charges of

committing espionage against the Soviet Union, before

being allowed to leave Monday.
Daniloff had protested his innocence, and Reagan had

vouched for the veteran American journalist in a letter

the president sent to Soviet General Secretary Mikhail

S. (Gorbachev.
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1-800-327-NAVY.

M
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LEADTHEADVENTURE AP Photo

American reporter Nicholas Uaniiolt ar-

rives at Dulles International Airport yester-

day after he was released from Moscow after

being held on spy charges.
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Scientist comes to U Mass,
received honorary degree
Addresses genetic engineering
MARJORIE A. NAYLOR
Collegian Correspondent

Modern biotechnology has the ability to

increase the quality of human life the

senior vice president and chief scientist for

the Monsanto Corporation said yesterday

to a crowd of 100 people in Bowker

Auditorium at a special convocation in his

honor.

Howard Scheiderman, receiving an

honorary degree from UMass spoke about

the "Joint Venturing with Mother Nature:

What Biotechnology Has in Store for Us."

Provost Richard O'Brien, on hand to pre-

sent the honorary degree, said this was one

of series of such events planned at UMass.

"The University is presently seeking a

director of biotechnology , and we expect a

steadily growing involvement in that

area", O'Brian said.

Scheiderman said biotechnology enables

many possibities because it involves chang-

ing genetic traits

"The power of biotechnology comes from

genetic engineering which involves the

transfer of genes from one organism to

another, transforming traits.'

The Monsanto Company is a front run-

ner in the field of biotechnology and will

be working with UMass on the creation of

a film explaining genetic engineering to

the public, Scheiderman said.

"Scientists can take one or several genes

from one organism and insert them into

another, creating such vital substances as

human insulin, which is used to treat

diabetes," Scheiderman said.

Other substances developed through

genetic engineering include such things as

growth hormones, immune factors for

allergies, blood clotting factors for

hemophelia, and neuropeptides to treat and.

prevent neural diseases including

schizophrenia, depression, Alzheimer's

disease, and some addictions, Scheiderman

said.

"Genetic engineering is as natural as

Collegian photo by Rob Skelton

Howard Scheiderman receives an honorary degree from Provost

Richard O'Brien yesterday in Bowker Auditorium.

plant breeding but it enormously speeds up

the process," he said
'

"In the area of crop production, we have

genetically engineered tomatos to resist in-

sects and viruses," Scheiderman said,

"which could mean a future free from in

seoticides."

Biotechnologists and genetic researchers

are also developing crops which shall be

free from destruction caused by frost, he

said.

"Over $14 million worth of crops are lost

worldwide every year because of unex-

pected frosts," he said. "However, I do not

promise orange groves in Amherst,"

Scheiderman said.

Survey says students are "very satisfied" with college
By JEFFRY BARTASH
Collegian Staff

More than 50 percent of students surveyed in the five-

college area believe transportation, lack of information

and courses being closed are somewhat serious obstacles

to course registration for the five colleges.

This and other information concerning five-college area

students was recently released in the Five College Cycles

1986 report, compiled by Joyce D. Clark and Debra

Rubinstein of the Student Affairs and Evaluation Office

at the University of Massachusetts.

The report was compiled from information gathered by

the individual colleges, which assessed student satisfac-

tion with aspects of college life ranging from academics

to campus security.

The report also showed:

• More than 85 percent of students at each of the five

campuses said they were either "satisfied" or "very

satisfied" with their overall college experience.

• The percentage of students "very satisfied" with their

academic experience ranged from 15.6 at UMass to 45.6

at Mt. Holyoke college

• UMass students are the most satisfied with their

social life (86.6 percent).

• Hampshire College students use five-college area op-

portunities more frequently than other campuses, ex-

cluding attendance of social events. While about four per-

cent ofUMass students take classes at another of the five

colleges nearly 50 percent of Hampshire students do so.

"One of the reasons is the difference in size of the two

institutions. UMass offers a larger variety of courses," said

Larry Reede, of the Dean of Faculty office at Hampshire

College.

"Students design their own major at Hampshire and it

is easier for them to fit courses from other colleges in their

programs," he said.

• Smith College students show the most satisfaction

'with food services (81.4 percent); UMass students show

the least satisfaction (55 percent).

• About 90 percent of the students at all schools believe

faculty, administrators and student government are

responsive to student needs, except UMass students, who

were not asked those questions

"The reason [UMass students were not asked those ques-

tions] is because we have replaced those questions with

different ones," UMass researcher Clark said. "We think

there is a better way to get answers for those questions

by asking them a different way."

• UMass students spend more time working for pay (7.7

hours a week) and Amherst students spend the most time

exercising 7.45 hours a week). UMass students also spend

the most leisure time each (22.3 hours a week), while Mt.

Holyoke students spend the least (19.4 hours a week).

Response rates of the survey, which is issued in the

spring, ranged from 43.5 percent of UMass students (1363

of 3133 students) to 72 percent of Smith students (458 of

635 students).

Since 1982, all five colleges have participated in the

Cycles project. Each year representatives from each cam-
pus meet to discuss and review the survey, and if

necessary, make changes. Although each college organizes

its own survey, a group of questions is common to all.

The individual UMass survey should be out next week,

Clark said.

Prime Minister Mugabe at Duffey's House Disorganization is cause for

delay in SGA elections

Collegian photo by

Prime Minister Robert Mugabe of Zimbabwe speaks at the

Chancellor's House last night to a group of forty invited guests,

while Chancellor Duffey listens at the far left. Mugabe will receive

an honorary UMass degree this morning. ^^^

Men stopped for traffic violation

By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

Leaders of student government of all

ideological bents expressed dismay yester-

day about the postponement of Student

Government Association elections, but

agreed that disorganization, not political

chicanery, was behind the postponement.

The elections were postponed by SGA
Governmental Affairs Committee Chair-

woman Denise Forbes because of what she

said were election violations involving

posters being torn down or covered over,

and because of a lack of ballots and ballot

box staffers.

The elections, for undergraduate student

senators and to decide 69 referenda ques-

tions, are scheduled to be reheld on October

6& 7.

"What I saw was just a lot of confusion.

I was working a ballot box and we ran out

of ballots. It's really a shame because I

know Denise [Forbes] put in a lot of work

putting together the referenda questions

and get people to man the ballot boxes,"

said senator Jennifer Abrams, "and now

she's going to have to do it again."

There were reports from various sources

of a shortage of ballots, a shortage of ballot

box staffers, of students not being includ-

ed in voter lists, and one situation in which

there were enough ballots and a person to

staff the polling place — but no ballot box.

"It's a shameful waste of students' time

and money," said progressive activist

Sarah Bush. Noting the the Govermental

Affairs committee is composed largely of

fiscal conservatives, she added, "For a

group of people that claim to have a coi-

ner on the efficiency market, they prove it

in a pretty strange way." She said, though,

that she thought the problems were related

more to poor organization than ideology.

SGA president Bill Bennett said that no

one side was at fault.

"I believe there was a lot of poor plann-

ing. Neither side was the cause. It was the

SGA's fault." He went on to say that the

departure from the University last

semester of Scott Protentis, former Govern-

mental Affairs co-chair, exacerbated pro-

blems with running the elections.

Bennett also said Paul Wingle, speaker

of the senate, should have exercised more

leadership in solving election problems.

"There was no general guidance by the

speaker of the undergraduate student

senate," Bennett said.

Wingle rebutted Bennett's comments,

saying, "There's a specific deligation of

authority. The Grovernmental Affairs com-

mittee is in charge of the elections."

"If I start interfering with the jurisdic-

tion of the committees, I assure you I'd

catch a good deal of hell," Wingle added.

Two men were arrested Monday in

Amherst for having outstanding warrants,

Amherst police said yesterday.

The two men were riding in the same car

on Belchertown Road in Amherst when the

car was pulled over for having studded tires

out of season, police said.

A computer check revealed that the

driver oflhe car, a 30-year-old Shelbourne

Falls resident was wanted by Barnstable

police for a traffic offense, police said.

A check on the passenger, a 30-year-old

Deerfield resident, showed that the state

police barracks in Shelbourne Falls had

issued a warrant for his arrest, police said.

A 20-year old Braintree man was ar-

rested at 3 p.m. Monday on the fourth floor

ofThatcher House on a warrant for assault

and battery on a police officer, issued by

Quincy police.

A 1972 Toyota Corrola, which was

reported stolen on Sunday, was recovered

at 7:50 a.m. Monday by the Fine Arts

Center, Amherst police said.

No keys were in the ignition, and the

owner picked the car up, police said. Police

are skeptical the car was actually stolen,

because the owner said he had been drink-

ing when he last saw it.

F
Y
I

Personal experiences with illegal abortions will be discussed at 7:30

tonight at the Franklin Patterson West Lecture Hall at Hampshire Col-

lege. Titled "Presentation: Speak Out on Abortion," the program is be-

ing sponsored by the Civil Liberties and Public Policy Program.

The founder of the Working Group for Democracy in Chile. Isabelle

Letelier, will be speaking at 8 tonight in McConnell 103, Smith Col-

lege. Her topic will be "Third World Women and the Global Struggle

for Human Rights."

Students from the five-college area will be gathering at 5:00 p.m. to-

day on the Amherst Town Common to protest United States aid to the

contra forces in Nicaragua.

A five-member panel discussion on South Africa will take place at

7:15 p.m. tonight at Mount Holyoke's Hooker Auditorium. The event

is sponsored by th? Fiy^-^qjllpge loterreUtip^s Cominittee.

i
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Belchertown State School building still unoccupied
State court order holds up plan, date of occupation uncertain

By REGINA STILLINGS
Collegian Correspondent

Belchertown State School residents will not soon be able

to live in the two newly built Intermediate Care Facilities

located on North Pleasant Street, a school official said.

The Belchertown State School Infirmary had been

declared unfit for occupancy by federal courts and the

Department of Mental Health and had been given until

June 1986 to find alternative housing for residents in that

wing.

Construction of the one-story, wheelchair accessible

units began in 1985 on land donated by the University

of Massachusetts, but was not completed by June.

"The construction is complete on one and finishing up

on the other," Terry Blanchard, director of community ser-

vices for the Belchertown State School said.

It is not certain when the residents will move in, he said.

"That's still contingent on some external issues above

and beyond construction," Blanchard said. He added that

the primary step towards occupancy is securing final ap-

proval from U.S. Federal District Court Judge Joseph

Tauro in Boston.

"He [Tauro] has indicated that he is ready to give his

support," he said. "We are anticipating that the remain-

ing questions raised will be answered to his satisfaction,

and if they are, we'll get permission to proceed. Until then,

we are not able to assign any personnel."

Tom Watchell, court monitor for the U.S. Federal

District Court in Boston said that what is actually holding

up the school's opening is a state court order to consider

redeveloping a method for staffing the school. Under the

original plan, the school would have been staffed by p>eo-

ple currently working at other state schools.That's not ac-

tually correct, he said.

"The court asked the Department of Health and Human
Services to work with the state to develop a more adequate

methodology of making the determination," Wachtell

said. "This is what has held up the programs."

It has taken time for the state to develop a more ade-

quate method of staffing all state schools, and the main

concern of the Court was that "residents at the schools

CHINESE KITCHEN
FAST FOOD

RESTAURANT

Eat In or Take Out Hours

Sunday Noon to 10 PM
MonSat 11:30 AM to 10 PM

Pu-Pu Platter $12.00

Try Our Luncheon-Dinner Specials

Only $1 .49 before 3 PM, $1 .90 after 3 PM
2 LOCATIONS

430 Russel St (Rt 9)

HADLEY
253-2571

150 King St

NORTHAMPTON
586-8220

would have adequate care when the staff left," Watchell

said.

"The court has given conditional approval to the state

to use that methodology (the original plan] to make the

determination about the number of staff needed. Once

completed to HHS's satisfaction, they [the State] can go

ahead and reassign staff," Watxihell said.

Blanchard said he is looking forward to the school's

opening.

"It should be beneficial integrating the residents with

the community," he said. "It will be a credit to the depart-

ment and the families will be pleased," Blanchard said.

These are just two of eventually twelve programs across

Western Massachusetts that will be managed by Belcher-

town State School.

The delay in opening is not because the court doesn't

want the facilities to open, Watchell said.

"But ... the Court wants to make sure that when they

open, clients in these new programs as well as those re-

maining back at the institutions are adequately protected

and cared for."
, , ,, . ,

"It's better to do it right than do it quickly, he said.

RENT A
FRIDGE
2 & 5 cu. feet

FREE DELIVERY
R&P RENTALS
R&P PACKAGE
460 West Street

S. Amherst
253-9742

FRED VILLARIS

STUDIO OF

SELF DEFENSE

DO YOU
know

how to

use this

APPLE
MACINTOSH?

RENT TIME on our APPLE MACINTOSH®

Gel PRINT-OUTS on our APPLE UVSERWRITER®

THE PAPER HOUSE, INC
65 UNFVERSITY DRJVE

(NfEXT TO BELLS PIZZA)

AMHERST

549-5656

6 Weeks Karate - $49.95

Uniform only $1.00

253-7349

BUSINESS WEEK CAREERS PRESENTS

THE CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH CAREER SEARCH WORKSHOP

SPONSORED BY UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE

9:46

October 3 at

11:15 2:00

iiifffrr;*^t" ,^ttm

I

This hour long workshop is ooen to all majors and covers virtually every step
required to achieve career development confidence. The workshop will be staffed

by a team of experts from BUSINESS WEEK CAREERS.

SIGN-UP IN PERSON OR BY TELEPHONE
AT THE UNIVERSITY CAREER CENTER
FRATERNITY-SORORITY PARK, 545-2224

ALL STUDENTS ENCOURAGED TO APPLY
! I" nmmmmammmmmmmmmtmmmmmmmmmmmtmmmmmmmmmmmm
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GRAND OPENING

Price SALE!! Price
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 1st thru SUNDAY, OCTOBER 5th

THE SKI HAUS OPENS A NEW STORE IN HADLEY, MA &

CELEBRATES WITH A V2 PRICE SALE AT ALL 3 SKI HAUS LOCATIONS.

Over
500 Pair

of
Selected
Rossignol

Blizzard and

Dynastar

Skis

at

V2 price

Over
1000 Pair

of
Selected
Scott and

Rossignol

Ski Poles

at

V2 price

Over
$100,000 of

Famous Ma/cers Ski Wear
including

Parkas, Pants, Bibs, Gloves,

^_ Sweaters, Hats, Shells

and T-Necks

at

V2 price

SKI PACKAGES >-

.

ih:

Junior Package

Rossignol Ski

Marker Bindings

Rossignol Poles

Custom Mounting

Reg. $190 00 Value

Now
95

Recreational Package

Blizzard UnoSki
Salomon 347 Binding

Scott Poles

Custom Mounting

Reg. $335.00 Value

Now
95M49

Recreational Package

Rossignol Spatial Ski

Salomon 347 Binding

Rossignol Poles

Custom Mounting

Reg. $340 00 value

Now
95M59

Sport Package
Dynastar CX Lite Ski

Salomon 447 Binding

Dynastar Poles

Custom Mounting

Reg $415.00 Value

Now

$20750

Racing Package

Rossignol or Dynastar

Salomon Ski

Marker MR or MPR
Bindings

Rossignol Poles

Custom Mounting

Reg $485 00 Value

Now

$28995

K^

^ree

to%^f^ener

•^^ ^

FREE
BLACK BEAR OR

ALPERNA BIB WTH

PURCHASE OF MENS

ORVVOMEN'S

REGULAR PR»CE

PARKA

Open;
Daily 10-9

Sunday 12-5

55 Franklin St

Route 20
Westfield
562-5004

»^PORTHAUS
Route 9, Hadley

Next to McDonalds
584-7880

MasterCard
Visa, Amex, Welcome

16 Shaker Road
At the Center of

East Longmeadow
525-6633
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KEEPING THINGS IN ORDER is this UMass student, working
outside the Tower Library as part of an assignment for an arbor-

culture class. •

BOOK
SALE

STARTS WED
OCT 1st

9:30 - 4:30

SAVINGS
OFF

of Regular Price

hundreds
to choose from

Hardcover
and

Paperbacks

3 DAYS
ONLY

Located on Sale

Tables on the

Concourse

Located In th« Campus Cantar

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

UMass yearbook may become
independant of SATF
LAURA TOMASETTl
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts year-

book may become independent of the Stu-

dent Activities Trust Fund with an op-

tional student fee listed on tuitions begin-

ning next fall, the chair of the Student

Crovemment Association Budgets Commit-

tee said.

The Index management received an an-

nual budget allocation to produce the year-

book from the SATF. In 1984 the Index was

given $31,000 by the SGA to produce the

yearbook and make it available to students

at a cost of $18 each. In 1985 the budget

was cut by nearly 50 percent, to $16,000,

because of the climbing Index deficit and

tighter SGA budget requirements, Nathan

Moore said.

"The Index had an increasing deficit for

years. The Index management spent more

than it had in receipts," Moore said.

He said that one of the causes of the

deficit was that the yearbook management

was over-ordering copies of the Index before

they were sold.

As of 1985 the deficit was an overwhelm-

ing $20,570, which the SGA is still trying

to pay, according to Moore. Because of this

deficit, the Index was removed from the

SGA budget in the fall of 1986 by the SGA
executive staff.

continued on page 26

CAPE COD WEDNESDAY
The Cape's most famous bartender

DAVID HOLLAND
now appearing every Wednesday

All Beef Hot Dogs Atter 9pm - $1.00
Hors d'oevres 4 to 6 seven days a week

Proper ID a Must - 57 N. Pleasant St - 253-5141

Boneless Bar-B-Q s„.„

ire Ribs ^2^

n ^ ai * m
5^^M«M garden
i<eMaurant

MANDARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

"Th« BEST Chinese Food"

lOBelchertownRd.

at Route 9

Amherst

256-0252

From

Luncheon
Specials

$025
fi^^ served 11 a.m.

-3 p.m.

New Buffet &
Sunday Brunch

Buffet Served 5-8

Mon.-Thurs.
Brunch Served
Sunday 11:30-3

ALL YOU $Cr75
CAN EAT
I) Okkm Fwf It

It CHckm Win(>
41 CKoM BBQ roth
Si B<auo« HI Oytin Sue* 101 Ho ^ Suui &oi«

WSmx t tewCMckm
7| Pan FrMd Km
I P«n fnrt N«n«n
wrfhChtktn

9l Pan fnr4 Hmo*

Luncheon Specials & Take-out Servica

Full Cocktail menu
Sun.-Thurs. 11:30 a.m.-IO p.m.

Fri. A Sat. 11:30 a.m. -11p.m.

'JWIlBIWWBIglgUWllllMUroMMBWeWgJW^^

MOMIX

"cosCum«d op«r«tta8, (•cr*d longt,
fccular §nd folk mutic that will dtlight

th» wttol0lamily..."

Monday, Oct. 6, 8 pm
Concert Hall

Tickets $16,14,12

ns wirty,

It's wird,
it's wondtrlul

Thursday, Oct. 9 8pm
BoVvker Auditorium

Tickets $15.13

LouiwiOe

Ballet

"an unlorg»n»bl» •vcmng of

c(«ts>c«(t)«((»t"

Thursday, Oct. 16 8pm
Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall

Tickets $16,14,12

Dyslexic Student Organization offers counseling
LAURA TOMASETTl
Collegian Correspondent

For five years the Dyslexic Student Organization has

been providing counseling, referal and informational ser-

vices about the learning disabled to the five-college

population and the Pioneer Valley.

Dyslexia is a language learning disorder, which means

"dyslexic students simply process information in a dif-

ferent way, which has nothing to do with a person's level

of intelligence," Judy Herrell, the graduate advisor to the

program said.

"The DSO discusses campus and outside issues and

works to meet the needs of all learning disabled students

which have not yet been met," said Herrel. Dyslexia and

other related disorders are hard to detect and determine,

Herrel said. Students believed to have a possible disorder

are referred by the DSO to the Communication Skills

Center in Berkshire House for diagnostic testing.

There are state and federal special education laws which

give qualified students the right to a foreign language

waiver at the college level of education, Herrel said.

MASSACHUSETTS .VS DELAWARE

TTENTION ADVERTISERS
^ '

: I 1 , i / ,

DON'T MISS THE COLLEGIAN'S
SPECIAL HOMECOMING ISSUE

ON OCTOBER lOth

A Special Weekend Edition of the Collegian

will be distributed at the football game

INCLUDING

•A preview of the big game on Saturday, October 1 1th

•Special advertisement placement and color ads

Contact the Daily Collegian Advertising Department 545-3500 11? Campus Center

Last year Carol Reis, the current president of the DSO,

filed a suit against the University on behalf of the learn-

ing disabled at UMass, which would have made the

language waiver mandatory in all cases. Reis was allow-

ed the waiver.

"The case was dismissed without prejudice which means

that it can be brought to court again if another problem

arises," according to Reis' attorney Ken Leiberman. He

is trying to set up a meeting between representatives of

the DSO and University administrators which will

hopefully establish an agreement about the language

waiver at UMass, Leiberman said.

The funding for the DSO is provided through the Univer-

sity budget. The group also relies upon private contribu-

tions in order to stay in operation, said Herrell.

The Dyslexic Student Organization this month became

a member of the Orton Dyslexic Society, a national group

that advocates for the rights of the learning disabled.

In the past the DSO has assisted more than 500

students. At present its membership is up to 150. Plans

for this semester include hosting a guest speaker for a

credit-free colloquium, sponsoring a fundraiser to be held

in October, and attending an Orton conference in

Philadelphia, she said. The DSO is looking for contribu-

tions to sponsor the trip to Philadelphia. There will be

an informational meeting for old and new members on

Wednesday, at 7:00 p.m. Oct. 8th in the DSO office.

AP I'hoUi

Father of 6-year old Renee Chen, killed dur-

ing filming of the "Twilight Zone" movie,

breaks down on the witness stand yesterday

i recounting his last visit to the movie set.

SALADS SUBMARINES SYRIANS

t;he sub
11 A.M. TO 2 A.M. / 7 DAYS

it Five College Students Half-Price I •
Tickets available at Fine Arts Center Box Ottice Call (4 13|545 25

AN EASY PICTURESQUE
WALK FROM CAMPUS

I • « • • « >
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Political cynicism and factual distortion
It is often possible to disagree totally with the political

views of another person while maintaining high respect

for their character and intellectual integrity.

But, with the new phenomenon known as the Conser-

vative Student Activist - a collection of terms one would

have thought to be mutually incompatible - this respect

is regrettably not possible. A consistent pattern displayed

in their political writing in the student media make this

so. Part of this is their flagrant and transparent disregard

for fact, which they invent, ignore or distort at will. This

could simply mean that they are ignorant of the matters

on which they insist on writing, in which case there is

no intellectual competence to respect. But since these er-

rors of fact, and omissions are invariably in service to a

world view at considerable variance with reality, there

seems to be more than carelessness and ignorance at work.

This pattern suggests a manipulative and deliberate

political cynicism which is distressing, particularly in peo-

ple so young. If this is the case then it is a deficiency not

of intelligence, but of character and principle.

Stuart Gottlieb's attack (September 30) on the decision

to award a degree to Prime Minister Robert Mugabe is

a case in point.

It was Gottlieb's purpose to present Prime Minister

Mugabe as politically unprincipled, tyrannical and con-

temptuous of human rights and Chancellor Duffey and

the Board of Trustees as representative of "the bleeding

hearts around the world who...appear to be applauding

the human rights violations of the Mugabe government."

That would be fine if he had not, in order to do so, com-

mitted serious violations of fact, truth and honesty. He

tells us that A) there is a bush war still in progress in

which the government is guilty ofhuman rights violations

and is using the brutal techniques of the previous regime,

B) the government has kicked whites out of Parliament

and C) while pretending opposition to Apartheid, the

government has "callously declined sanctions" in order

to reap the economic benefits of cooperation with South

Africa.

It is of course, possible that Gottlieb is merely misin-

formed on all these questions. If so. why is he writing on

them? Anyway, here are the facts:

Prime Minister Robert Mugabe led his people in a ten

year struggle against white domination and holds power

as a consequence of democratic elections. He is no dictator,

but a national hero.

Michael Thelwell

The agreement ending the war of liberation - as an in-

terim step - guaranteed the white community represen-

tation in parliament for a certain period. If this term ban

not expired they are still there. If it has expired and they

are not there, it is because the people voted for someone

else.

At independence many whites, fearing a black govern-

ment, left. Many stayed. Seeing that the Mugabe govern-

ment was serious about guaranteeing their legitimate

rights, many returned.

About the human rights violations — yes, unfortunate-

ly, these occurred but what really happened? After the

elections some elements of the losing ZAPU party took

up arms. The rebellion was suppressed and serious human
rights violations attributed to government forces were

reported.

The government's response? The troops responsible were

removed from the area, some units were disbanded, others

disciplined and the security forces reorganized.

Since then there have been no further reports. (Gottlieb

must also have known that at independence the new

government had been forced to accept a significant

number of units of the old Rhodesian military and police

into its security forces as an assurance to the whites. That

some of those units behaved in accordance with their

training and past practice should surprise no one.]

What is patently not true at this time is that there is

any "bush war" going on in South West Zimbabwe. An
American friend who just returned from there describes

the situation as follows;

"Hell no, there is no war going on. What is happening

is attempts at sabotage and destabilization like

Nicaragua. A few ZAPU ex-guerillas, apparently spon-

sored by South Africa - it is a border area - have been at

tacking at night. White farmers, schools and government

officials like doctors and teachers are the targets. So there

is a high security presence, but nothing like a war, no mat-

ter how much the South Africans might wish it," and ap

parently, Gottlieb.

But the really cynical or ignorant statement was the

one about apartheid and sanctions. Surely Gottlieb must

have known, and should have told his readers that despite

considerable economic hardship, small, democratic Zim-

babwe did impose sanctions against South Africa? They

did this despite their extreme vulnerability to South

African economic retaliation. Should he not also have

mentioned the Reagan administrations' response to this

principled and selfless act? The U.S. administration - one

week later - cut off all aid to Zimbabwe while vetoing sanc-

tions against South Africa. Maybe Gottlieb did not know.

In any event, the answer to his question is that the

Board of Trustees decides who gets degrees here, and it

is not the University of Massachusetts who is honoring

Robert Mugabe. It is the Prime Minister who honors the

University by accepting.

But what of the Gottliebs of this student generation?

What are we to make of them? Are they dupes, parrotr

or manipulative and cynical ideologues? Whatever the

case, if they are as they are now one hardly wishes to im-

agine what they will by like at fifty.

Michael Thelwell is a professor in the department ofAfro-

American studies.
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Epson Equity I

w/printer includes

256 k dual floppy

mono monitor

$1295

Computer Rentals

$200.00
per semester

Terminal Rentals

$130.00
per semester

includes 1200 baud modem

Memory Upgrade
to 640K

$99.00

Fall Prices good till 10/31
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PIONEER VALLEY

DATA EQUIPMENT

259 Triangle Street

Amherst
549-1017

QUESTION ^2.

HOWCAN THE BUDGET-CONSCIOUS
COLLEGE STUDENT SAVE MONEY?

a) Save over 50% off ATKT's weekday rates on
out-of-state calls during nights and weekends.

b) Don't buy textbooks when "Monaixh Notes" will do
just fine.

c) Save 40% off AT&T's weekday rate on out-of-state

calls during evenings.

d) Counton AT8J for exceptional value and high quality

service.

e) Hang around wHh tfie richest kkis in school; letthem
pick up the tab whenever possible.

If you're like most college students in the western hemisphere,

you try to make your money go a long way. That's why you should

know that A'T&T Long Distance^Service is the right choice for you.

:i|«rAT&T offers so many territ^ic values. For example, you
^-'^'^'^

can save over 50% off AT<&T's day rate on calls during

weekends ^ until 5 pm Sunday, and from 11 pm
^ Sunday through Friday.

Call between 5 pm and 11 pm,

Sunday through Friday, and you'll save 40%
off our day rate.

Ever dial a wrong number? AT&T gives you

jmmediate credil if you do. And of course, you can count on

AT&T for clear long distance connections any place you call.

To find out more about how AT&T can help

^

ave you money,

give us a call. With a little luck, you won't have toKang around with

the rich kids. Call toll-free today, att 800 222-O3i09 .y

'-r^j^

AT&T
The right choice.

c 5'<hf,AT&T
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Trustees on trial
The UMass Board of Trustees, who are visiting the Amherst

campus today, are about to become defendants in a lawsuit

filed by students. It will charge that the board abused its

powers by voting that the Legal Services Office can no longer

represent students in criminal cases or when they sue the

University. , ... ,

The latter restriction is particularly reprehensible when con-

sidering events of the last few years. Yvette Henry a woman

whose name and reputation were dragged through the mud

when the administration panicked and had her arrested on

the flimsiest of evidence, found recourse through Lfc>U. 1 he

UMass police have an long and appalling record of civil rights

violations that is unlikely to get any better with an impotent

LSO We understand that they have been thoroughly enjoy-

ing the trustee decision in Dickinson Hall and, indeed, com-

plaints about the police are up considerably in the opening

weeks of this semester. c ^^^

The money to run the Legal Services Office comes from the

Student Activities Trust Fund, which is supported wholly out

of the pockets of students. As the situation now stands the

trustees' decision means students are paying for an office that

can only give them advice and they are forced to hire an out-

side attorney to represent them. Viewed from this perspective

- the student's perspective - this decision was a terrible one.

Even worse is the fashion in which it was made - voting

on the matter during the summer when most students M-e far

from campus and campus issues. The trustees choice to decide

on this matter when student power is at a seasonal nadu- seems

to reflect a cynical and underhanded strategy. It gave students

an excellent example of how the "real world' works, unfor-

tunately. It is depressing that not even the administration

listens to its rhetoric about integrity, freedom of expression.

We hope that trustees are forced to rescind this decision. We

hope the court rules that the trustees misused their powers

of control over the trust fund by putting the interests of the

administration before the interests of the fund s intended

beneficiaries. ^ ^ c

It is shameful that students have to go to court to force our

trustees to behave honorably.

Honored by a visitor

The University of Massachusetts is being honored today by

the visit of a foreign head-of-state, Prime Minister Robert

Mugabe of the Southern African nation of Zimbabwe. He is

here to receive an honorary Doctor of Laws degree which will

be presented by University President David C. Knapp.

It is a rare pleasure for this community to welcome a man

who has led his nation from the brink of race war to a situa-

tion of relative harmony between its white and black citizens,

especially considering the level of bitterness that had built up

over ten years of guerilla warfare.

Zimbabwe still has problems - intertribal animosities,

economic disparities, a one-party political system, a powerful

and hostile South Africa on its frontier, drought, and a host ot

other ills usually associated with developing ^a^^^ns - but it

also has promise. Whites who fled the land after the 1979 black

takeover, taking with them their knowledge, their managerial

skills, their agricultural prowess, are coming back in droves.

This is due, in no small part, to the efforts of the man who

is here today. Prime Minister Mugabe, we welcome you to the

University of Massachusetts. ..... f,u^n^\
Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion of the Uol-

legian Board of Editors.
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Too easy to point fingers

It is easier for a country to gaze overseas

and point out evils being committed by

others than it is to reflect upon evils being

committed at home. With South Africa

assuming great prominence in the news

Marc Ferris
these days, Americans are among tne most

vocal and voracious finger-pointers. But

does America have the moral standing

from which to point fingers at South

Africa? Quite simply, we do not. Our house

is not in order and the people who correct-

ly identify South African racism as evil are

doing an injustice to the similar ex-

periences of black Americans.

From the beginning of the black

American experience, segregation has been

the norm. Slavery is an ugly blight on our

past. Our ancestors exploited the labor of

African blacks much in the same way that

the diamond and gold companies of South

racial situation. Many American blacks

receive an inferior education; functional il-

literates are churned out by the tens of

thousands each year by the New York Ci-

ty school system alone. Expenditures for in-

ner city schoolchildren and subturban

schoolchildren are not on par, a situation

which mirrors that of South Africa. It is im-

portant for a constituency to be informed

and literate. The proliferation of illiteracy

in America is an assault upon our

democratic principles. Blacks in South

Africa are separated as to where they can

reside What then is the difference between

an all black homeland and the mostly black

and Puerto Rican Bronx? In theory,

American blacks are free to reside where

they wish, but the continuation of de facto

segregation exists in practice thus making

the right of freedom of movement moot.

Living in a homeland and living in a ghet-

to are two similar experiences and both

Africa blatantly exploited the labor of

South African blacks. The similar economic

systems of both South Africa and the

United States has sorted the races out.

Whites have gotten, and still do get rich on

black toil while average black income is

much less than average white income in

both countries. Until the economic

disparities are solved in America, we have

a short ethical standing from which to

deride others. In the political realm, most

blacks in America have little more power

than do blacks in South Africa. The

American south is rife with a history of

vote fraud, gerrymandering and political

terror. Is this democracy at work? Does the

situation for America's urban blacks ever

change, even though minorities are sent to

Congress? What then is the difference bet-

ween being allowed to vote and being

politically impotent and not being allow-

ed to vote and being politically impotent?

Despite the 30 years which have elapsed

since Brown vs. Board of Education,

segregation in American schools is another

glaring disparity plaguing the domestic

rom

South Africa and the United States, which

allow the appalling situations to fester, are

culpable.

Apartheid, literally translated to "apart-

ness", exists in America. It is true that the

degree of difference between South African

apartheid and American apartheid is less

glaring, but is a more subtly disguised form

of evil less morally reprehensible? Greater

opportunities also exist for American

blacks than they do for South African

blacks, but for every black American who

has "made it", there are thousands of

others doomed to an existence on the

fringes of our society. One need only to look

at our inner cities and the deep South for

proof of this. As a supposedly Christian na-

tion, America has not heeded the words of

Jesus Christ when he said "let he who is

without sin cast the first stone." Americans

who are not without sin are casting stones

and the proliferation of this hypocritical

situation is a disgrace to this nation.

Marc Ferris is a UMass student

OKfrcT,. I WONDER IF ANfCWE Wili EVS^CbME VlSlT,

After prolonged research on myself I brought out the fun-

damental duplicity of the human being. Then I realized that

mS helped me to shine, humility to conquer, and virtue

to oppress. —Camus, The Fall
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Plagued by conformity
In addressing those who oppose abortion

and the pro-choice contingent on supposed-

ly Christian grounds, 1 would first like to

say that I have yet to read one passage in

the Bible that clearly labels the act of abor-

tion as sinful or damning. I have, however,

read passages in the Bible that might be

interpreted as holy condemnation of abor-

tion. Yet, if all you have are your inter-

pretations of ambiguous Biblical passages

that in your opinion indicate that abortion

is wrong, your au-gument has little or no

substance.

such as rape and incest, nor will it prevent

pre-marital, extra-marital or even post-

marital sex. As well, what about marital

sex without or with some unlucky form of

contraceptive?

A law against abortion is as wrong as a

law against birth control. Some people

might claim that, with birth control, you

are "killing" a potential baby and in that

way r^ecting the gift of a human creation

by God. How would you feel if contracep-

tives were illegal and you were coerced to

have every baby you happened to become

Anafrancisca Shepp-Cardoza
impregnated with? I doubt you would

Secondly, I would like to remind you that

despite what you feel the Bible and, thus,

God has to say about abortion, despite your

ardent desire that others should lead a

Christian lifestyle and follow the Lord and

despite the fact that you are not among
those who may never need an abortion, as

Christians, you know that as God gave you

the right to choose what you would do with

your lives in the same way he gave

everyone on earth the right to choose his

or her path. Accordingly, you have no right,

as true Christians, to attempt to force

anyone to do anything because you believe

you know it to be right, for that would be

unholy. As you gave your life up to Jesus,

give this cause up.

The establishment of an earthly law

rendering (the public funding of) abortion

illegal will neither change the sin that in-

cites ^opletoactsofviolenceandf^

wholeheartedly advocate such a policy.

Jesus can work much more successfully

at changing peoples lives on an interper-

sonal basis. The people ofGod should pray

to the Lord to actively change the lives of

individuals rather than inadvertently seek-

ing to elicit hatred from many others by

aiding the establishment of an abortion

law. It is mere ignorance, naivete, ex-

clusivism and unadulterated sadism to

believe that an earthly law rendering

(many an) abortion illegal could possibly

help people come to know Jesus— and

among other things, that is what Chris-

tians want, isn't it? Christians should

honestly reflect upon this issue and not fall

victim to the pressures of cult-like confor-

mity that tend to plague many churches.

Anafrancisca Shepp-Cardoza is a resident

of Amherst
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Bungled on purpose
One thing many people might not have

realized at the aborted elections Isist Mon-

day is that the referendum questions were

never meant to be taken seriously in the

Bob Simons
first place. Bill Bennett, writing in the

Collegian, said that his intent was to show
the absurdity of funding with line items.

He has said that he believes that the

Board of Trustees would then throw out

the entire referendum, when it reaches

their desk, effectively defeating the
childcare proposal.

The ill-intentioned questions regard

groups which have applied for SATF fun-

ding, through the SGA budget committee,

for FY '88. If these groups did win line

item funding, through a 15 percent vote,

then they would be removed from SGA
funding. This is contrary to the

philosophy of the SGA Budget Commit-
tee, which would prefer to stay in control

of RSO spending.

Uncontrolled item funding would
weaken the SGA, as well as help Randy
Donant, director of student activities, in

his fight to gain control of the SATF. Pro-

ponents of the child care referendum are

only asking for one line item for a non-

RSO, not the prepostorous list which will

now appear next Monday. While Ben-

nett's which was to kill the childcare

referendum, he may be weakening the en-

tire student body against the administra-

tion. He has not only wasted the money
spent on a referendum he does not take

seriously, but he has wasted the time of

everyone who either filled out the list of

questions, as well as everyone who work-

ed at the ballot boxes. He certainly has
abused the trust of everyone who took the

referendum seriously.

At this late point, the only possible solu-

tion is for all undergraduates to ignore the

68 pointless questions, which are
undesirable and potentially very damag-
ing to student democracy. At the elections

next Monday and Tuesday, vote yes on the

childcare referendvun, as well as voting no

on the computer wiring question. Voting

on the 68 other questions will only cloud

the childcare issue, and further weaken
the SGA
Bob Simons is a Senator from the Com-

-^uter Area.

ARTS

Comic book series gives different view of superheroes
By THOMAS HARRINGTON
Collegian Staff

At first glance, the contents ofthe Watchmen comic book

may seem like any other superhero adventure. There are

colorfully dressed characters with wild names like "Nite

Owl" and "Silk Spectre," but as you read more closely,

strange things become apparent. Most of the
"superheroes" have been forced into retirement and lead

aimless lives in their civilian identities. Those left active

include "The Comedian," little more than a government-

sponsored terrorist, "Dr. Manhattan," an atomic super-

man who single-handedly wins the Vietnam war, and
"Rorshach," an insane masked detective who throttles

muggers by night.

Worcester
Breakfast A Special

AT
Worcester
Snack Bar!

Monday-Friday
8:00 AM-1 1:00 AM

Offer expires Oct. 31, 1986

The Watchmen, a twelve part limited series published

by DC comics, is typical of the new types of comics that

have appeared due to an older readership and more

specialty stores. These comics are usually not sanctioned

by the Comics Code Authority, are more expensively made

and priced, give greater freedoms to the writers and ar-

tists, and deal with more adult themes.

The Watchmen, as you might guess, takes every

established idea about superhero comics and turns it on

its head. Like Spider-man and Superman, these characters

get dressed up and fight crime at least initially because

they want to make the world better. But they can't over-

come their own personality problems, and their crusades

usually do more harm than good. Rorshach, for instance,

will gladly harass and harm any number of innocent peo-

ple to solve one crime.

Dr. Manhattan, the comic's only super-powered hero,

is used as a dupe of president Nixon. "The newspapers

call me a crimefighter," he recalls, "so the pentagon says

I must fight crime, . . . The morality of my activities

escapes me."
In another scene, two former heroes discuss old times.

Spectre; "Hey, remember that guy? The one who

pretended to be a super-villian so he could get beaten up?"

Nite Owl: "Oh, you mean Captain Carnage? Ha ha ha!

He was one for the books."

Spectre:"What ever Happened to him?"

Nite Owl: "Uh, well, . . . Rorschach dropped him down

an elevator shaft."

Alan Moore, perhaps the most respected writer in the

comic book industry, is clearly in charge here. His em-

phasis is on characterization, and he uses every other issue

to give a biography of a hero as they are slowly removed

from the scene, perhaps by a mysterious assailant. His

plot development is meticulous, often repeating entire

scenes that have appeared in an earlier issue, but from

a different character's perspective.

Dave Gibbons artwork, though good, is almost entirely

devoid of style to place the emphasis on Moore's text. His

pages are divided into a strict 9- panel format, and his

work looks like it might as well be in a standard romance

comic until he shocks the reader with person being hurl-

ed out of a window or a "hero" shooting his pregnant

girlfriend. His depicts violence as being quick and ugly,

stripping the mediiun of its romanticized fistfights.

If Watchmen has a problem, it's that it contains faults

that have until recently been totally absent from comics.

The narrative

is often dry, Intellectualized and pretentious.

Yet The Watchmen is undoubtedly fascinating and ab-

sorbing, perhaps because it's the first comic book to sug-

gest that a world with superheroes might not be a better

place to live in.

Watchmen is currently approaching its sixth issue and

is available in both Moondance Comics in the Hampshire

Mall, and in JR's comics etc., in the Mountain Farms Mall,

for the really addicted comics reader like myself, the Wat-

chmen holds an undeniable fascination, perhaps because

it main purpose is to puncture the romantic images of the

types ofcharacters we've read about all our lives. The Wat-

chmen simply and effectively dispels the myth that a world

with superheroes would be a better place to live.

CINEMA

WEDNESDAY - SATURDAY
MY BEAUTIFUL LAUNDRETTE

STRANGER THAN PARADISE

DOUBLE FEATURE

DOWNTOWN AMHtRST 253-5426

TONIGHT AND EVERY
WEDNESDAY

THE INCREDIBLY HUMOROUS
****CLIFFMYERS***

\\\UJ///

TAKE IT EASY...TAKE
PETER PAN TO BOSTON
& NEW YORK CITY!

•- ^

i^.i

^j^f

Peter Pan offers Express

Bus Service to Boston and

New York City.

BOSTON: $19.95*
Round- Trip

NEW YORK CITY:

$35*95 Round-Trip

%^PANDA
^!^^GARDEN

WE BRING CHINATOWN TO YOU!!

We Serve Beer & Wine.

For Carry Out & Reservations, Please Call

584-3858
34 Pleasant street

Downtown Northampton

FROtt

PUFFER'

MEMORIES
OF

CAPE COD

9:30 PM —
Top 40 DJ between sets

Free Sodas foi^efeignated Drivers

Rt 9 Amherst 256-8284

Special One-Day
Round-Trip

Excursion Fare To
NYC Starting As

Low As:

$29.95From Amherst (UMASS)/Northampton,

Peter Pan also serves:

In Massachusetts

D Springfield D Worcester D Newton D Palmer D Cape Cod Points D Lee

D Pittsfield D Albany. NY and points west

In Connecticut

D Hartford D Middletown D New Haven D Bridgeport D Norwalk

Connections in Boston and New York City for points nationwide.

•Student Rate available at UMASS only.

For tickets and schedules, contact: UMASS Campus Center Ticket Office: 545-2006

•Amherst Termmai: 256-0431 •Northampton Terminal: 5S6-1030

You 11 Love Our Service!

The People Professionals

79 South Pleasant Street. Amherst. MA
1 Roundhouse Plaza, Northampton. MA
Package Express Service ainiilable on all schedules.

"It's about men, women
choices, sex, ambition
moving in, no sex, risk

underwear, friendship

career moves, strategy

commitment, love, fun

breaking up, making up
bedtime, last night...."

^About Iskst iiight..r

TONIGHT
CAMPUS CENTER AUD.
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STUDENT NOTE & PRINTING SERVICE

WE ARE NOT JUST FOR NOTES
S.N.P.S. IS A

STUDENT CONTROLLED BUSINESS

Room 401-3 Student Union Building

Monday - Friday 9 am - 5 pm
545-2271

WHY PAY 1(y> ELSEWHERE?
Xerox 8200 Copying

raducHont
high print quality

two-tided copies
repoits/thetet/retumet

oulomotlc collating, ctopilng

large stock of paper • great colors!

veto bind or spiral bind your manuscript

printing service and lecture notes also available

YOUR WORK COPIED
QUICK OR OVERNIGHT

XEROX 8200
AB DICK

PRINTING PRESS

5^ per

unbound copy
4V2 overnight

DISCOUNT HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS/CONVENIENCE FOODS
191 No. Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3534

-VITAMINS
-COUGH & COLD NEEDS
-COMPLETE EYE CARE
-CARDS & MAGAZINES

WE NOW CARRY CONVENIENCE FOODS

LARGE STATIONARY DEPARTMENT

-Art & Drafting Supplies

-Social Stationery

-Pens & Pencils

-Notebooks & Binders

-Glues & Tapes

STORE WIDE
TODAY

Contraceptive Sponge
3 pack

-Hylighters & Markers
-Mailing Supplies

-Typing Supplies

-and much more

FROZEN DRY SNACKS
FOODS GROCERIES * SWEETS

PIZZA SUGAR CAKES

ICE CREAM COFFEE POTATO CHIPS

FROZEN BREADS COOKIES

DINNERS SOUPS NUTS

BREAKFAST PEANUT CANDY

TREATS BUTTER NATURAL

ICE CUBES CEREAL SNACKS

DAIRY
PRODUCTS

MILK

BUHER
JUICES

YOGURT

SNACK DIPS

COHAGE CHEESE

EGGS

P

Sale Price $2.69

less mail-in rebate...$1 .00

$1.69
ARCHER KENT COUPON

NO NONSENSE PANTYHOSE

SHARPWRITER
PENCILS

3 PACK

390

SILKIENCE
SHAMPOO «

CONDITIONER

$1.69

75<^ OFF

T
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

.L

ARCHER KENT COUPON]

ANY TOOTHBRUSH

ONE-A-DAY
ESSENTIAL

ONE^DAY.

10 tablets

$2.88
liMntiol

l^SSSw

Buy 1

Get 1

(Highest price prevails)

WITH THIS COUPON

TAX CHARGED ON REG. RETAIL WHERE AP

PLICABLE LIMIT ONE. EXPIRES 10/11/86

ARCHER KENT COUPON

ANY 12 oz CAN
OF COKE OR PEPSI

WITH ANY PURCHASE OF $2
OR MORE (excluding cigarettes)

WITH THIS COUPON

1

m

ARCHER KENT COUPON

ANY FROZEN FOOD or

DAIRY PRODUCT

1/2 PRICE
WITH THIS COUPON

I TAy rHAPr,Pn ON RFft RFTAIl WHFRE AP- I TAX CHARGED ON REG. RETAIL WHERE AP | TAX CHARGED ON REG RETAIL WHERE AP- I TAX CHARGED ON REG RETAIL WHERE AP- l|

I PLICABLE Lui^^T ONE EXPI^^^^^^ ! PLICABLE LIMIT ONE. EXPIRES 10/11/86 !^ PLICABLE LIMIT ONE EXPIRES 10/11/86 ^j PLICABLE LIMIT ONE^XPIRESjO/n/M ^J|

This year's Spectrum: a pleasant change
This year's issue of Spectrum Magazine has taken on

a different look from the last two year's issues: artistic

for the sake of art instead of entirely for the sake of
politics.

Titled Art and Science, the main theme of this years
Spectrum can be found on the inside cover with Albert
Einstein's quote: "The most beautiful thing we can ex-

perience is the mysterious. It is the source of all true art
and science."

From the paintings such as Disillusioned Girl, Electrici-

ty, and the computer image Warped Kandinski, to poems
such as Creation, Sleeping With You ( You Cynical Shrew),

you sense the full meaning of Einstein's words.

As the theme has veered away from politics, the power
of the past two Spectrum has also passed. The images are

beautiful biit nonetheless weak, many just scientific im-

ages put forth as art, or in other's words, "I'm called art,

therefore I am."

Of course, the token political innuendos still appear,
such as the below image or The Bombing Mix. The poems
are on the most part immature, such as a pair of poems
titled "Watching A Fly (Fly Poem number D" and "By
Night (Fly Poem number 2)."

Despite these weaknesses, this issue is full of beautiful

and stirring images such as Paula Hodecker's Untitled,

a photograph of a women wearing lace gloves holding a
glass in her hand and in the glass is the image of a child's

face.

- KELLY SIEGER

This traditional and beautiful photo, Untitled by Paula Hodecker,
is an example of Spectrum 's departure from political themes.

William Feeney's Untitled is one of the few political pieces in this year's Spec-

trum. Until this year politics has dominated Spectrum 's themes.

REASONABLY
PRICED LUNCHES
SERVED DAILY

11:30-2

'COME DOWN AND RELAX

THIS WEEKS SPECIALS
BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND

MEISTER BRAU PITCHERS $2.75

CAPTAIN MORGAN'S SPICED RUM—$1.50

MILLER BOTTLES 99*

PEARL HARBORS & MELON BALLS..., $1.50

I
r«.

I /^^^^yWL Black Stone

'^'^^cK^^^^fe^ Washed Jeans

{\^^M?i^^ts, ON SALE

YI'::mt4sj3M:^9 19. sizes 28-38

197 N. Pleasant St - Downtown Amherst

Mon-Sat 10-6; Sun 12-5;

Levis
JEANSWEAR

The Commuter Area Government presents

OCTOBER IS COMMUTER
BLOOD DONOR MONTH

Wed Oct 1

Tues Oct 7

Wed Oct 8

Tues Oct 14

Wed Oct 15

Tues Oct 2

1

Tues Oct 28

ALL DAYS

Campus Center 162-175

Center 165-169

Center 165-169

Center 165-169

Center 163

Center 162-175

Center 804-808

10:30 am - 4:30 pm
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Floods hit midwest Farmer denied citizenship
AP—Floods kept hundreds of people away from their

homes Tuesday in Illinois and Oklahoma, where damage
estimates from a spate of heavy storms rose above $60

million.

In Montant, the Milk River remained well out of its

banks for a fifth day along a stretch of nearly 10 miles,

and was rising downstream, and water from a creek

engorged to a mile wide surrounded the small town of

Saco.

High water, wind, tornadoes and lightening also con-

tributed to damage in areas from Kansas to Michigan,

and forecasters said more rain was on the way.

"We've got a lot of flood water. We've got a little

looting, and we've got some traffic - problems. But other-

wise, we're doing pretty good," said Howard Watson,

director of the Kingfisher City-County Civil Defense in

Oklahoma, which oversaw the evacuation of 300

residents.

AP Photo

BRAVING THE FLOOD- Two boys on
bicycles brave the flood waters yesterday in

Guthrie, Okla.

DON T BE LEFT OUT IN THE COLD
THIS WINTER .. JOIN THE

UMASS SKI CLUB
MEMBERSHIP SIGN-UP &

INFO MEETINGS
THURSDAY, OCT 2
4:00 - CC Room 168
6:00 - Hamden SW
NOT JUST A CLUB

A UMASS TRADITION

ON CAMPUS RECRUITING

FOR

PAID SPRING SEMESTER

CO-OP POSITIONS

Office for Cooperative Education
COMPANY MAJORS DATE

J. Bildner & Sons Food Mktg, Mgt, HRTA Oct 15

Coopers & Lybrand Acctg. Oct 30

IBM Info. Day Bussiness, Engineering Oct 28

10am • 4pm CC 917

Pratt & Whitney ME Nov 10

Walt Disney World Comm,HRTA, Leisure St, Oct 22

Plant & Soil Science 7pm

CC803

ALSO, DEADLINES ARE APPROACHING FOR
CO-OPS WITH MARRIOn, HONEYWELL, THE
BOSTON GLOBE, FIDELITY INVESTMENTS,

THE BOSTON STOCK EXCHANGE AND MORE!

CALLL TODAY - 545-2224

Told to return to Mexico within 30 days

LEICESTER, VT. (AP)- A Mexican farm

worker who gained the support of his town

in his attempt to stay in America has been

denied his dream and given an order to

leave the country in 30 days.

The U.S. Immigration and Naturaliza-

tion Service has denied a petition from
Mario Marquez, said Norman Henry, INS
chief in Vermont. "I have sent him a let-

ter giving him 30 days to depart," Henry
said Monday.

Marquez, who works on a farm with his

family of six, came to this country in

August 1984 on a tourist visa. The family

settled in Leicester, where townspeople

rallied to their aid when they faced depor-

tation this spring.

Marquez sought a visa to work in the

United States under a provision in im-

migration law that lets certain employees

of foreign companies live in the United

States to expand their businesses. Marquez

owns a machine repair shop in Los Mochis,

Mexico.

However, Eugene Fitzpatrick, INS
district director, decided that Marquez was

not eligible to stay, Henry said.

"We appreciate the well-intentioned at-

titude of the people in support of the fami-

ly," Henry said. "They are honest people

and we are sympathetic with a nice fami-

ly. Unfortunately, that is not a qualifica-

tion for immigrating to the United States.

If it were, we would have millions of peo-

ple coming each year instead of 500,000.

Marquez's family and niece arrived in

Vermont two years ago to visit a friend.

M£U'quez began working for Leicester dairy

farmer Gordon Brown, receiving $4 an
hour and living in a two-bedroom trailer

on the farm.

Townspeople said they were disappointed

with the INS decision. "I am really very

said," said Leicester Central School Prin-

cipal EUie Holsman. "People around here

feel they are hard workers. They have in

all ways tried to become a part of the ;com-

munity. The kids play soccer, Little

League, contribute to church fund raising."

Ray Lalumiere, who started a petition

drive last April to keep the family in town,

said, "We worked hard. We did everything

we could. We put our best foot forward. It

wasn't enough."

imems
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BRAND NEW
Available in Blue or Red
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/\/\otorsports
348 King St. Northamoton

584-7303 o^l^y

Everythina else
is just a lignt:

Man killed duringjewelery store robbery * Py^^
PALMER lAP)— A man was shot and killed trying to

rob a jewelry store Monday while a woman accomplice

escaped with $50,000 worth ofdiamonds, state police said.

Trooper Bruce Pinto at the Sturbridge Barracks said the

robbery at the Palmer House of Antiques and Jewelry on

Main Street was reported at about 11 a.m.

Details were still sketchy, but Pinto said both the dead
man and his accomplice were believed to have been from
the Pennsylvania area. •

An unidentified woman clerk at the store was treated

at Wing Memorial Hospital for minor injuries infiicted

by a stungun carried by the woman robber, he said.

Pinto .said police were searching tor a black woman in

her early 20s about 5 feet, 6 inches tall wearing a multi-

colored blouse and tan slacks.

Uniformed state troopers were dispatched along the

Massachusetts Turnpike as well as in towns along Route
20 east and west of Palmer,
The business, which is located in a green, two-story wood

frame house on Route 20, trades in diamonds, antiques
and gold bullion, according to the sign.

'

Customers and workers at a Friendly Restaurant

located across the street also said they were unaware of

the shooting until an ambulance arrived.

"I FEEL CONFIDENT"

I
I
I
I

I

$10

$10 j^^'S^m •
^^B ^^^ ^^^ *

And $10 says you will too!

Take this coupon to Hadley
Tire & Auto Center...Apply it

toward any of their services or

for two or more new tires. 30 or

more, and I will know you'll feel

confident too!

Tim & Steve will show you how
far your dollars can go-for

brakes, tires, alignments and
more!!

eating place

SUNDiyTHURSDIirfil.M.-3ii.

FRIDAY I SATURDAY

OPEN 24K0UR$

Services:

Front End Alignment
Shocks/Struts
AntI Freeze
Front End Specialist

Brakes
Lube Oil Filter

Belts & Hoses
Exhaust Systems

3REAKFAST SERVED
ANYTIME

BEER & WINE
SERVED 'TIL MIDNITE
PLENTY OF PARKING
CAMPUS PLAZA

(NEXT TO SUPER STOP « SHOP)
Rta. 9 • Hadl«y/Amh«r«t

256-6889
EMPLOYMENT APPLICA TIONS

BEING TAKEN

('iintinui'd f'rnm pcif^r I

viewpomt of some of its members."
Pyne would not name specific individuals, but said he

is dissatisfied with extremism among conservative leaders

on campus in general, and in the undergraduate student

senate in psolicular.

"Student government as a whole is nothing more than

an arena for over-inflated egos. It is rather difficult for

a clear thinking individual to proceed with any sort of

mainstream agenda,"he said.

Pyne was the club's first president, forming the club

because "the political arena at the time was, not so much
biased, but not balanced," he said. "When it started, there

were a lot of well-educated people there who would debate

issues. Now there are a lot of people who say, 'I'm a con-

servative, I'm going to ram my agenda down your throat.'

They say, 'I'm a Jerry Falwell type, I'm a Jessie Helms
type, I'm the definition of a conservative.'

"

Jerry Falwell is the founder of the Moral Magority. Jesse

Helms is an arch-conservative US senator from North

Carolina.

"The conservative movement has lost credibility with

this influx of conservative moralists," Pyne said. They call

themselves conservatives, which to me means thinking

the government should do less. Yet these people are the

same people who as an example think the government

should decide whether a woman should havt an abortion."

Pyne said that while he had grown disaffected with the

campus conservative movement and its leaders, he wants
to stay active in the political arena, and plans to write

columns "to help educate people on the issues."

HADLEY TIRE«.o AUTO CENTER
HANGAR ONE BLOQ.

439 RUSSELL ST., RTE. 9
HADLEY

253-9911
AMMERSTrMADLCV UHC

^ar after,
year, semester
. after semester,

the dille}^ plan t'nim Fidelity Tniun Life
h^s bern the mo.sl aicepled. must popular life in>urani-e

proKmm on campusv.<i all o\rr .\merica.Find out nhy.

Fiddig^
UnioiiLife

Call the Kidelil> (nion Life

Field Associate in >»ur urea:

Ronald J. Nathan Agency
20 Gatehouse Rd.,

Amherst, MA
. Tel. 256-8351

v/wyy/yyy^y;^^^^^^^^

s

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT WORKSHOP SCHEDULE
SUBJECTS: RESUME, INTERVIEW TECHNIQUES, ORIENTATION

OCTOBER 1986
Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

New Moon 3rd

Full Mnnn 17th
WORKSHOP SCHEDULE 4

First Quarter 10th ALL WORKSHOPS INDICATED BELOW WILL BE GIVEN AT

I.a8t Quarter 25th 3 pm IN ROOM 101A OF THE CAREER CENTER
1 1

Rosh Hashanah

5 6 7 8 9 10 11

RESUME INTERVIEW ORIENTATION RESUME INTERVIEW

12 13 14 15 16 17 18
Cohimbus Day
(observed)

Yom Kippur

Thanksgiving Day
(Canada)

ORIENTATION RESUME INTERVIEW ORIENTATION

19 20 21 22 23 24 25
RESUME INTERVIEW ORIENTATION RESUME INTERVIEW

26 27 28 29 30 31
ORIENTATION RESUME INTERVIEW ORIENTATION RESUME

Halloween

I

I

I

s

VUi^miiim>MiyM..„„,„,.,,»,>,
,,;,,,,,,j,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,..,

>>>^^^^^^^^
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• Index
lontinued from page 6

The Index will remain in

operation despite its fun-

ding troubles. At present

the Index is trying to sup-

port its operation by selling

UMass posters and by order-

ing only the amount of year-

books which are paid for in

advance, said Index manag-

ing editor John MacMillan.

The Index editors are tak-

ing precautionary measures

by ordering only what can

definitely be sold.

"There were only 2,000

copies of the 1986 Index

ordered, 900 of which will

reach this campus. The re-

mainder are being mailed

directly to students," said

MacMillan.

At a cost of $18, the Index

receives only about fifty

cents profit on each sale, he

said. The Kansas publisher

receives the bulk, of the

profit.

Index editor Judy Fiola

and SGA Rent and Fees

Committee Chairman Mark

DeNyse are negotiating the

publishing contract to cut

costs.

The Index had three op-

tions: to fold, to remain open

as a self-sufficient organiza-

tion, or to apply for student

support as an optional item

on the student bill, accor

ding to Kim Black, former

Index editor. Students in-

dicated their desire for the

Index to remain available to

them in a Spring 1986 peti-

tion drive, said Black.

The Index is expected to

sell out of its 2,000 ordered

copies this November, Mac
Millan said but the proceeds

will not make a dent in the

huge deficit from previous

years, according to Moore.

DeNyse is still working on

the proposal to get the Index

on the 1987 Fall student

bill, Moore said.

The Index has no plans of

closing, at least until then,

according to MacMillan.

Clarification:
Due to a missing comma, a photo caption in

yesterday's Collegian implied that Student Senator

Lynne McCabe is a member of the "Wheel." McCabe

is not a member of that organization.

STOP!
WHAT WILL YOU DO IF YOU

RUN OUT OF OIL?
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

i

Relax you c ant run
Out o* o»* '1 you asV^

tor our

STUDENT BUDGET
PLAN featuring

AUTOMATIC OIL

DELIVERY!

CURRENT PRICE:

f^<<3m^^ P*f gallon

You get our terrific low budget pnce for

top-grade healing oil, plus vou never

have to worry about runrjing out of heat

or hot water ail winter long We also

deliver oil on a C O D basis

PERSONAL CHECKS ACCEPTED

Telephone 253-3408

NATIONAL HEATING
'
"io Shumway Street. Amnerst MA 01002

SELF-SERVICE
COPIES

5<
At Kinko's we offer the highest quality copies

at a very low price. Our other services include

binding, collating and a self-serve workspace

stocked with all me things you need to put

together that project or proposal. Try Kinko's.

For great copies. And great deals.

kinko's
Open early. Open late.

Open weekends.

220 N. Pleasant St

Wednesday, October 1, 1986

.^^oiJ^
Easily and Conveniently

inc( SWEET LIFE

X^

LARGE

\.

LU-92Si

WHITE EGGS
DOZEN

WITH THIS COUPON AND $7.50 PURCHASE EXCLUDINGfl

TOBACCO PRODUCTS. LIMIT ONE COUPON PER|

i
CUSTOMER. VALID OCT 1 THRU OCT 11, 198^..J

LINCOLN LU-926 j

PURE APPLE JUICE
64 OZ BTL

WITH THIS COUPON AND $7.50 PURCHASE EXCLUDING |

TOBACCO PRODUCTS. LIMIT ONE COUPON PER II

CUSTOMER. VALID OCT 1 THRU OCT 11, 1986 II

SWEET LIFE REG OR RIPPLE LU-927
j|

POTATO CHIPS
8 OZ BAG

WITH THIS COUPON AND $7.50 PURCHASE EXCLUDING !l

TOBACCO PRODUCTS. LIMIT ONE COUPON PER !

CUSTOMER. VALID OCT 1 THRU OCT 11, 1986
|

COME IN AND FILL OUT OUR APPLICATION

FOR LOUIS' SAVER'S EXPRESS CARD
AND GET A COUPON FOR

2 LITER BOTTLE OF S' i

COKE K
OR PEPSI•

OPEN
MON.-SAT.
7 AM TO
9 PM

SUNDAY
12 NOON
TO 6 PM

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT

QUANTITIES. NOT RESPONSIBLE
FOR TYBOGRAPICAL ERRORS.

DETAILS
IN

STORE

10 UNIVERSITY DRIVE
AMHERST, MASS.

DIAGONALLY ACROSS FROM
UNIVERSITY OF MASS. STADIUM

I

1

1
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Doonesbury
By Garry Trudeau

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

TUB HAlKUTUJAS ONLY THB
LAfyTSIMi/U, RBV. IT5UP- I

PaNLYHITMe THAT J.J ^

UJfiSHTJUSTFt -INVemiNO

SO I JUSTUJALKBPOUT
THBPOOR PlPNTeiVB
ITASeCDNPTHOUOMT
1 6Uei^ ITM09THAVe
BeeN AuDNOTiMa

COMING-

I'MSORR/ THAtSQUITdALL
T0aAR6aiN RlQHT.MIKliafK
AT9JCHAN imca^HBF£.Ai
UNGODLY WBSANCnjfiRi UN-

HOUR.ft^V, TIL...OOPS.TNAT

BUTI... FdMINPS^^,,^^^^^

^vV/zt,^

"MwH^.

i(MfCANCOM£.
UP.PBOPLei
IT'S HOT THa
Fepsi

\

IN A
MINUTE.,

setkxi.

UB'RB-

PLAYIN6

PIN6-

*Uh-oh ... The Beaumonts' mouth is on fire."

Gordy By Gorde

mfeopLe eor
/\/0 NO A/O f.'' /r
lA^ASAJ'T CIK.S THAT
ATALL/ rtDO
PRAI^ATIC*'*.'

I SIMPLY SA>0 7t>
HlM,"KA/^-OvOe,
ij£T e/M <So OR I

SICK " THC ffr« <st»y
QU YA.'

\/Jh^T{ajas. Your

KW/7f/ soMB LOOU
CAT- lAJORSHfPf^BK

HOCD/AMS, A SPBAIK AT
YOUR HBAO, YOKi

pohj'T ''fur2.r"ARomJOf

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

WH>* TW<f
cosMtiC yiu mtr

T\nr tm* mhikL

AsiMtoceoigf Q^yooK

uefriTiiimriN)f#4iV

\

I wiwr TO

I

W:

Campus Pond By Sal

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

-5/m. :

ir5 A80{/T
/IN 0\/e^U€lM7

SMKTALeCK.

He's A
6LU(J ^ ymrr

Positions open:

The Collegian is now accepting applicatton* for

Women's Issues Editor and Assistant to the

Editors. Come to the news room, 113 Oampus
Center, and talk to John Yonce or Dode l^r^vaatm.

Daily Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1 Trtcfc« that

(Mud*
6 Masaryk ol

Cz*cho«lovakia

9 Orova a(

Oaytona
14 TT>«m«

15 Portar

16 AOanU
univaraity

17 Quiia anough
18 Tidtxt trom

Hawaii

20 Qiva in

22 Cookbook
direction

23 Along with

24 Assam
silkworms

26 BellKX}S« god
28 Gear tooth

30 Clam
35 Atmosphere
37 Praise (Of

EscamiMo
38 Begot

39 Claim

40 Hock n roll

ptoneer

43 Butts

44 Ideal places

46 Vegetabta o(

Japan
47 Word with cap

or pad
48 Contection

52 "Fof Me and
My -
Garland movie

53 Chow or lo

foltower

54 The 400. eg
56 lr«quire

59 Mine entrance

61 Looks sullen

64 Sweet edible

nut

67 Leather whip

68 Chop up
69 Bird Irom Down

Under

70 Soprano
Mitchell

71 Home ot a

biblical witch

72 Co/y place

73 Nordtc epws
DOWN

1 Polaris

2 Where the heart

is. m a aaymg
3 Pastel shade
4 SebesUan Coe.

lor arte

SPtctorial

8 Breed spread

7 Oh. dear mel

8 Bee attractor

9 Make up lor

10 Or s org

11 Heedol
a oomet

12 SiMke-lree land

13 Couple
19 Qracelul

21 Cahlornia-

Nevada border

lake

25 Market

27 Your>g cow
28 Okt Testament

spy
29 A Dog ot

Flanders"

author

31 Acceterata

32 Carver's

favored

material

aSToMfi iwealol

Corlnlh

34 One Of the

Fords

3b Pert ol Vietnam

41 Take it easy
42 Native lands

45 Certain son
shoe

49 Opera heroine

50 Made snide

remarks

51 AnHise
55 Modified

5APInoecte
57 CMmbapole
58 Banevotent

80 Use a
aiopwaich

62 Moon: Let.

63 Amtrak alopa

05 Sgl.

66 Poor Clare,

tor orte

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

nnnn nnnnn nmn

„nnn nnnnn nnnn
nnnnnnnn nnnnnn

nnonn nnnnn
nan annnn nnnn
nn nnn nnn
nnn onn
nnnnn
hlL

nnnn nnnnn nnnn

Menu
Lunch Dinner

Italian Hoagic Roast Top Round of Beef/Gravy

Eggroll/Duc Sauce. Soy Tomato Torte

Sauce Junior Club Sandwich

Basics Lunch
Vegetable Grinder

Eggroll/Duc Sauce, Soy
Sauce

Basics Dinner

Tomato Torte

Chicken Salad Plate with Corn

Chips

Weather
A

TODAY Mostly cloudy and hazy with a chance of rain.

High's in the 70's, lows in the 60's

TOMORROW: Patchy fog, highs in the 70s

Today's Staff
Night Editor Steve Higgins

Copy Editor Liz Hettinger

Photo Tech Rob Skelton

Layout Tech Bethanne Moskov

Production Supervisor Bethanne Moskov

ProdttctfoniPam Bracken. Henry Jost, Keith Cooper

and Mike Cooper.

Executive Board — Fall of 1986

DODE LEVENSON
Editoi in Chief

JOHN YONCE
Managing Editor

STEVE RUBIN
Business Manager

ROB SKELTON
Ediiond;

'

WILLIAM SPAIN

Editorial Editor

ANSEL ZINTER

Production Manager

Business Board - Fall of 1986

STEVE RUBIN

Business Manager

PAUL H LESSER

Advertising Sales Manager

VANESSA ROTH
Finance Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marketing Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Circulation Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
SuDSCnption Manager
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it field hockey
continued from page 20

The Bulldogs sport a 3-1 record. Their lone defeat came

at the hands of Brown University on a penalty corner.

Freshman Sue Sabino of Bedford, New York keeps a tight

watch over the Bulldogs' goal, as evidenced by her 20

saves, and could be a factor in the outcome of the game

according to Hixon.

"Having inexperience in goal is a major factor in our

favor. It is not going to help them," she said. "This does

not mean that we are overlooking Yale. They are a young,

feisty team with a lot of depth on defense. But if we play

well we should win."

Diane Moyer, Yale's head coach, doesn't feel that Sabmo

is a detriment to the Bulldogs' chances of victory.

Sale negotiations

between Patriots
FOXBORO (AP>-The on

again, off-again sale of the

New England Patriots of

the National Football

League reportedly is once

again focusing on Boston

businessman Robert Kraft

as the potential buyer.

The Sullivan family is

negotiating with Kraft to

sell him the club, along with

the lease on Sullivan

Stadium where the team

plays its home games and

adjacent New England
Harness Raceway in Fox-

boro. The Boston Globe

reported yesterday.

The newspaper said the

family, headed by William

H. Sullivan Jr., team presi-

dent, has given up plans to

sell to a group from

Philadelphia that announc-

ed last spring it was going

to make a deal.

Kraft would neither con-

firm nor deny the report.

All I will say is that 1 had

a meeting with Bill and Pat

SuUivan (team's general

manager) last week," raft

told the newspaper. "They

came to see me in my office

and we h.ad a nice conversa-

tion. They have always

treated me well. 1 will not

say any more than that."

Fran Murray, the key

figure in the Philadelphia

group, told the Globe he has

not been notified that his

dealings with the Sullivans

have been terminated.

"Right now, I am trying to

work out an extension on

our option with the

Sullivans," Murray said. "If

I get a little more time, I can

make the deal. The only

thing holding it up is mak-

ing an agreement with Ed-

die Andelman and his part-

ner on the racetrack."

Murray said his written

option to buy the team and

facilities in the present

agreement expired June 15.

"But they kept giving us

extensions," he said. "We
have our bank financing it;

it is all in line. I still want

"It should have no bearing. She has been playing great,

and has only allowed two goals all season," said Moyer,

a former assistant to Hixon. "UMass does have an advan-

tage in being a nationally ranked team, and they are very

quick, but our players have all the ability in the world.

If they play together as a unit, and contain UMass on

defense rather than tackling them, then the game should

be real close."

Yale has a balanced scoring attack with senior Lisa

Bael, Jennifer Langa, and Cyndi Bieler. and are led defen-

sively by their captain, center-halfback Lynne Brookes.

"Our forward line and midfielders have been generating

a lot of offense, and Brookes has done a really nice job

on defense," Moyer said.

The Bulldogs will have to do more than play stingy

brewing
, Kraft
to do this deal very much.

"The Sullivans have been

great to us and I would like

to help them out," Murray
said.

"They are under a lot of

(financial) pressure to get

something done. They need

some relief, and I want to

give it to them."

According to the Globe,

the Sullivans reportedly are

behind in their interest

payments to the banks that

hold notes on the track, the

stadium and the team. The
banks include Connecticut

Bank and Trust (racetrack);

Wells Fargo of Los Angeles

(stadium), and Fleet Bank of

New England, head-

quartered in Providence.

According to the
newspaper, all three en-

tities — the team, the track

and the stadium — lose

money. National Football

League sources say the

Patriots reported a loss of$4
million last year, even
though the team went to the

Super Bowl.

defense if they want to prevent the Minu^ewomen^^^^

chalking up victory number seven
f*

their exi^nse^

"We're looking to peak again over the next three weeK

so we^l^ ready for New Hampshire and Syracuse. H.x-

on said.

Free hits: The Minutewomen blanked Yale last year,

4 0, in New Haven, CT. Co-captains Lisa Griswold and

Chris Kocot were offensive standouts. Griswold had one

goal, and six shots inside the circle, and Kocot notched

2 assists. UMass outshot Yale 22-4, and had the edge in

penalty corners, 20-10. ..Both squads are injury

free...UMass (6-1) is one game ahead of last season's pace

(5-2).. .Moyer noted that Ivy League teams are limited to

15 games a year, and cannot particpate in out-of season

action.

A tradition of experience, involvement, and
camaraderie. We feel you can offer us
something, too. Come down to the newsroom in

Campus Center 113 and ask about working with
the Collegian.

*J4 deeply romantic, ..and sexy love story."
- PHer TVwm, PEOPLE HACAZLSE

She is the most mysterious, independent,

beautiful, angry person he has ever met.

He is the first manwho has ever

gotten dose enough to feel

the heat of her anger..and her love.

One Of The Nation's

Leading Employers Is

Now Interviewing
OnCampus.
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COMING SOON TO A THEATRE NEARYOU.

One of the largest employers in the U.S. Is accepting

applications and scheduling appointments for inter-

views. The Department of the Navy is offering oppor-

tunities in electronics, engineering, nuclear propulsion,

and systems analysis.

These positions provide strong technical and general

management training, rapid professional growth and im-

mediate executive responsibility.

We will be at the the

CAMPUS PLACEMENT OFFICE
Oct 1st and 2nd

tl)arlie'j5
I Pray St Amherst

549-5403

Open 1 lam 7 days a week

Call for take out

GOOD FOOD & DRINK

"GREAT BURGER"
Try us for Lunch or Dinner.

HUNGRY? Late at night our Kitchen

Is open 'till Midnight

Pizza, Nachos, Potato Skins, etc

it volleyball vs Brown
continued on page 20

POOL TABLE. VIDEO GAMES, JUKE BOX. 2 COLOR TV's

A FAVORITE LOCAL TAVERN SINCE 1976

m

down line for a side out

squelched the Bruin com-

eback, and Primer ended

matters with a cross-court

kill for a 15-12 game three

win.

"They (Brown) are a very

smart team. They make you

work for your points and

will make you look silly at

times," Sortino said. "We
were forced to make ad-

justments to their hitting

speed after the first two

games."
In what proved to be the

final set of the night, the

Minutewomen bolted to a

4-2 lead keyed by two Barys

dinks and a pair of Guiliotis

blocks. But, as had been the

case all night, the Bruins

went on another tear and

led, 10-4. Of the eight con-

secutive points the Bruins

tallied, seven were the

result of UMass miscues. At

that point, a fifth and
deciding game seemed to be

a very real possibility.

UMass mounted a com-

eback, anchored by a

Gladkowska crush and
down line kill to cut the

Bruin lead to 10-6. The
Brown advantage continued

to dwindle until a Guiliotis

roof and an Andrews net

violation tied matters at

11-11. Brown regained the

lead on a Joanne Cancemi
dink, but lost the lead when
Barys countered with a dink

of her own to deadlock the

score at 12-12.

Gladkowska then produc-

ed a service ace to give

UMass the lead for good,

13-12. Two Brown miscues

provided the final points of

a 15-13 game four victory

and sealed the Bruins fate.

Men's soccer ready for a challenge
Minutemen will face nationally-ranked Yale at New Haven
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's soccer team

will have a chance to regain some respectability, as it

takes on the nationally ranked Yale Elis this afternoon

in New Haven, CT.

Yale, which is ranked fifth in the country, is 1-0 in the

Ivy League, and 4-0 overall.

"This will be a tough game for us," assistant coach Tim
Schmiechen said. "It will be a great chance for us to show

our stuff as underdogs."

The Minutemen will certainly be underdogs, as they

have posted a disappointing 2-6 record so far.

"We've generated a good number of offensive threats,"

assistant coach Scott Eldridge said. "But we just haven't

been lucky enough to cash in. We've gotten some really

tough breaks."

Eldridge cited an instance in last Saturday's match at

Vermont, when Steve Cesnek had the goaltender beaten,

only to have his shot bounce off the post.

"Plays like that could reshape the whole outlook of the

game," Eldridge said. "But they haven't been coming

up for ua."

"We'll have to put Yale on the ropes early, because

they have a great goaltender," Schmiechen said.

Jess Duback, the netminder for the Elis, has turned

back 17 ofthe 18 shots which have reached him this year,

good for a .944 save percentage and a 0.23 goals against

average. He has recorded three shutouts, with a goal by

Central Connecticut being the only blemish.

Elis coach Steve Griggs will look for offensive help from

his leading scorer. Stephen Cass, who starred on many
Massachusetts state champion teams at Duxbury High,

and leads the team in scoring (3-17). Following Cass are

Marc Schindler (0-3-3), Paul Morsink (1-1-3), and Brad
Burdette (1-0-2).

Coach Jeff Gettler won't alter his game plan to get his

team back in gear. The Minutemen have lost their last

three games (all shutouts), but Schmiechen feels that

everything will eventually come together.

"We played great early in the season especially in the

Boston University match (which UMass lost, 1-0),"

Schmiechen said. "We've played less impressive against

the teams that we should have fare well against."

GREAT DAILY
SPECIALS!
ALL DAYI

EVERYDAYI

TACOVILLA
NOfTTHAMFTON AMHCRST SPRINGFieLD

a>, 21 CENTER iT 41 BOirwOOO WALK 749 SUMNEB AVE
^i 534-0673 iStBilf raao*if

Y?M Bring Your Oyvn Be*rB IMrw Bring Your 0<»n
W Berr or Wine ierved BeetB Wine

UMASS

MEDIATION

PROJECT

Hammer out a solution

But leave your hammer at home

Free, fast confidential way
to resolve disputes

Call or come by M-F 9-5

425 Amity St, Amherst - 545-2462

flow's
the time
to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
S49-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning •

ACTIVITIES 'AUDIO'
AUTO FOR SALE • CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT • FOR RENT

FOR SALE • FOUND
HELP V\/ANTED«LOST

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE

CLASSIFIED
INSTRUCTION • MOTORCYLCLES
PERSONALS • RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED • SERVICES

ROOMATE WANTED 'TRAVEL
WANTED • SUBLET

CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (PR\ - 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PROIR TO PUBLICATION* CASH IN ADVANCE, 15«/W0RD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIIS

WORK STUDY (4.05$hrt 8-12 hrs wk
flex hrs assist in lab work on soil, plant

samples no exp required call Morleza at

545-2259 between 10AM-4PM

GRADUATES AND 25* students Social

Hour every Thursday 5 00 Blue Wall.

Campus Center Build a tradition! Meet
each other!

ATTENTION BROTHERS OF Sigma Phi

EpsilonI Manditory meeting tonight

Wednesday October i CC 165 at 7.30

FIVE COLLEGE CAMPAIGN for choice

planning meeting about the anti<hoice

referendum on Thursday Oct. 2 4:3&«:30

PM Rm 1 74

ATTfNTION lANDS

APPLICATIONS' FOR THE Southwest
Battle of tlie Bands are now available All

applications must be submitted along

with a recent tape of the band Winner to

open (or the Southwest concert this

Spring Applications may be picked up at

the SWAG office in Hampden next to

Munchy's (or more info call 545-0960 All

applications are due on Sept 29 at 5:00
pm NO LATE APPLICATIONS
ACCEPTED.

LARGE REHEARSAL SPACE available

call Ennbassy Recording Studio 54»<}343
549-7640

PROFESSIONAL MULTITRACK
RECORDINO student packages quality

demo tapes, promo kits: tape copies; in

house production, record pressing Call

Embassy Recording Studio 549-0343 or

549-7640

AINNO

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH AR90speaker!..
Brand new Warranty Type used In

dance bar. aerobics studios. $1500 list.

For sale $750 call 253-9687

AUTO rat SALI

79 HONDA ACCORD Excellent engine,

spot of rust on body New clutch, (eul

tank, exhaust system, transmission Must
sell, asking $1400 or BO Call Nik

549-4834

197S BMW 2002 good condition $1600
call 256-6497

79 VWRA8Bif'dieser4 door, standard.

48 MPG rebuilt engine, good condition,

cheap transportation Asking $1400
665-8291

1972 DAtSUN 24bz well maintained in

and out $2000 549-7727

1974 OPEL MANTA irispected. sporty,

reliable. $750 256-8258

79 VW BUS runsgr«at super body 74K

musi sell $2600 or BO 584-9193 work

527-6425 home Andy

CHEVROLET CITATION FRONT
air conditioned automatic V-6 exceUfn-

condition new tires best Oder over $?Cf u

665-?577

198? VW RABBIT 4 door great condition

economical transportaion $2195
584-9524

1 972'SAAB 99C runs beautifully Body

good interior very good, low milage

$1500 (irm Todd ^53-3760

VW BUS '66 good condition needs minor

work $450 546-6301

78 PLYMOUTH HORIZON 61 K miles 4sp

runs good must sell needs some work

$500 253-9509

1981 TOYOTA COROLA SRS hat-

chback, 5 speed, AM/FM stereo, ex-

cellent car $2100 or BO 256-1826 Deb

1978 CHEVY MONZA good body
reliable transportation, great gas milage,

new radiator and tires Must sell, $450 or

BO call 253-2807. Jen, leave message

COMPUTER TERMINAL & modem for

sale $200 cheap 256-8678

KEG TAPS FOR salei Brand new. never

used keg taps only $25 Packies charge

$45 tor used laps Don't waste your

money' New taps $25 Call Tony
256-1438 today

BED FOR SALE single box and mattress

first $25 takes it 584-2905 eves (Alan)

T979^HEVY ^AGON. 99,400^iles,

new clutch, Best offer 536-5434 Even-

ings week-ends

KITCHEN HELP NEEDED. Night and
some day shifts Permanent semester
schedule and free meals Rides available

to and from work Apply at Andy's Pizza
(next to Stadium Liquors) 256-8147

JOE RUDMAN-I miss you Let's get

together soon Susie

1974 OATSUN 26bz good condition but

nds some work $1000 or best offer call

256-6255

79 HONDA CIVIC good condition, runs

well $750 or best offer Call Cam.
549-0053

CASH

PAYING CASH FOR your baseball cards

please call Mike 549-0333

SUNGLASSES SUNGLASSES
SUNGLASSES all styles and lenses

available, cheap $3 and up, call

549-7575, Mike

1 00 OHM L2 speakers Great sound! For

info call 6-7921

HELP WANTID

INSTRUCTION

KNOW YOUR CAR! Basic ^uto-
Workshop including classroom and
shop.limited enroliment.253-2098

LOST

SSO REWARD LOST a blue suitcase in

Lot 44 on Sunday night (9/21) Contents

very important to owner Please call

546-4319

H.P. IIC^ALCULATOH m library tower

Please call 546-4778 lor reward

REWARD-LOSTOOLOwomen ' s watch

by campus pond on 9/24 reward if found

call 549-0420

MICHAEL HAPPY BIRTHOAYI Thanks
for making the pasi 8 months so special

Hope your 20th is an amazing one I love

you! Debbie

bOREEN • IMPORTANT THANKS for

finding my checkbook! But I lost your

numtjer, please call me again Lynda
549-6573

LEIGH F. YOU have incredible amounts
of energy, love, and caring within You
are worth and deserve more than you are

getting in return.

RESPONSIBLE FOR LG apt on bus route

own room, furnished but bring bed $210
lor room plus utilities call 323-4989 before

2PM 323-6311x530 after

SQUIRE VILLAGE ON^ bus route near

stores share large 2-bedroom I'/i bath

townhouse grad prefered Partly furnish-

ed $232 665-2577

to MY BIG sister Elizabeth at Tri-Sig: I'm

looking forward to a fantastic semester

with you and the rest of the sisters!! I'm

psyched!! Love, Inah

HAPPY"2isT^HIELA love your

roommates- Amy, Kelly. Lorraine, Karon

NON-SMOKING FEMALE preferably 21

or over to share a room in Rolling Green
$158 inclusive 253-3422 Cyndi avail 10-4

PELHAM. 1 MATURE m/f (or new 3br apt

(duplex) 5 miles to Amherst Outet, wood-
ed location, w/w carpet, appliances, w/d.

storage; car a must $230/mo plus '/$

electric 1st. last, sec ,
lease. Tel.

253-581 1 . Luis or Paul

71 CHEVY IMPALA

71 CHEVY IMPALA: A/C, discbr P/S,

350 2bbl Great power! $350 BO. call

Tim: 258-1462

OANCEI

FIRST FAL'. DANCED The Lesbian,

Bisexual and Gay /Vliiance's first dance
this semester!! Saturday, Oct 4th on 10th

fkjor Campus Center 9PM- 1 AM!' $3 00 at

entrance Come one, come all, come on

out!! More fun than you've had in a long

time!

WORK WEEKENDS. $S per hour Help

elderly in their homes Car required call

253-9726 for applications AA/EOE
minorities, handicapped, women, Vietnam

veterans, encouragied to apply.

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent free meals

Light clean-up
Call Cheryl at AXO

545-2152

DISHWASHERS: GOOD PAY for reliable

hard workers part-time days or nltes

Apply Judies Amherst

FLAT SMALL GREY strapless bag Satur-

day night at the pub Medical information

enclosed inside needed No questions

asked, Marcia 546-7322

$REWARD$ FOFmY wallet which was
lost in the vicinity of Puffton-Brandywine-

Townhouse on Fhday night-9/26 If found

please call Bob at 549-4123

INTIRTAINMINT

MUSICIANS NEEDED FOR perfor-

mances at Belchertown State School
Funding available Contact Bruce
256-4236

ra« A OOOO TIMi CAU

SUPERIOR PIZZARIA NORTH AmhenM.
Flexible hours during the week call

549-0626

PART TIME CASHIER wanted for kical

store. Some nights and weekends.
Please call 584-3603.

NEED A JOB? Like travel? Ambitious

people needed lo market unique travel

product with no existing competition Ex-

cellent experience for business, com-
munication and HRTA maiors. No ex-

perience necessary, car helpful Contact

Mary 549-6118

REWARD $20 FOR return of Sharon

High '85 class nng lu)8t on Thursday call

Lisa 546-8612

MOTORCYCLI

YAMAHA VERAGO 920CC shaft drive

digital new rubt>er oval discs low miles

helmet $1200 4C Brandywine stop by

POUTICAL WORK

RACK-A-DISK ENTERTAINMENT
Agency Discjockeys, Bands, Lights and

Large screen video dances 549-7144

ratRINT

NORTHWOOD APARTMENTS IN

Sunderland some cancellations 2

bedroom garden apartments hot water,

no utilities office hours Monday thru Fri-

day 10 00AM to five PM 665-3856

THE SGA IS now hiring as assistant lo

the undergraduate senate speaker. In-

dividuals should have good research and
writing skills, knowledge of the student

senate and a commitment to student em-

powerment Women and people of color

encouraged to apply Applications

available in Student Senate Office 420
Student Union deadline Wed 10/3

5 00PM AA/EEO

WHY FLIP BURGERS or wail tables?

You can get the training and respect of

a professional paid activist Earn
$36-50 00 daily Now hinng full/part time

Call clean water action, 549-7450

PERSONALS

CREATIVE MINDS WANTED! Artists,

writers. Communications majors and
anyone with innovative ideas We will

publish your work in the Southwest
newspaper Circulatran is 5500 For infor-

matton or if interested come to the SWAG
Office in Hampden or call 545-0960

TO MY SWEETIE-PIE, I can'l wait to be
with you again' Happy one year anniver-

sary! I love and miss you, love always,

Poxie

TBE PLEDGES: CONGRATULATIONS
and good luck! Mike L

.KH^N NOYES: GOOD iucl( little brother!

Look forward to a terrific semester! Mike

DEAREST LAURIE I love you so very

much and I love being with you Love ya,

Love Philip

AORIENNE AND MARLA: L'Shanah
Tovah! I love you guys! Peshel

HAPPYBIRTHOAY^fO rny^dearest niece

right back at you girtie love Unde Bob

UZ, THANX FOR a wonderful Saturday!

Does Barts have yours? Buttrcrnch

HAPPYTi dee you drunk! Love all ttfe

Perverts!!

KAPPA KAPPA LAMDA pledges: Con-

grats John. Chris. John, Tad. Jim. Jack,

Paul, Todd, Mark. Good luck pledging!

Mike L.

RfFIRiiS

TRAVIL

MONTREAL COLLEGE WEEKEND Oct

31 Nov 2 $79 Call Sandy or Debbie

665-4729

SIRVICIS

TERRIFIC TYPING FROM "Speedy"
keys. Professional reliable service.

256-1002 , 8am-11pm

TYPING, TAPE TRANSCRIPTIONS.
Fast accurate, 665-7652

TTMNa SIRVICI

QUALITY TYPING Long or short pro-

jects Meticukxjs proofreading Rush jobs

OK New IBM typewriter 549-0367

TVPINO ft WORD PROCiSSINO

NEXT DAY SERVICE. Type-Rite.
323-4579.

WANTtO

AHAUS REGISTERED REFEREES to

work Amherst Youth Hockey Games.
Dave 549-6785 Bud 549-0382

WANT ANY SOFT CELL tapes/albums

etc Call Kaity 6-7446

SUNNY NEW 3BR Amherst house. 1';

baths Quiet neighborhood Walk to bus
Puffers Pond $850/mo 256-8678

NORTHWOOD APARTMENTS IN
Sunderiaii';) some canceliatiohs two

bedroom garaen apartments, hoi water

no utilities ot'i-'<j hours Monday Ft'Cr.,

10 00AM 5 OrPW mb •IB'ie

1-2 ROOM OFFICES close lo campus
and Amherst Starling at $210/monlh in-

cluding utilities D H Jones Real Estate,

549-3700

raR SALE

HOUSEBOY NEEDED TO work at Sigma
Kappa Sorority in exchange (or meals

We have two house boys now but need

one more Work a rotating lunch and all

dinners Mon lunch thru Fri lunch Friday

night and weekends o(( Home cooked

meals provided 7 days a week m ei

change (or work Call 256-6897 ask (or

Andy or Nancey or leave me' -"• •'-'•i

can get off the meal plan'"

HOUSECLEANIf^G: $4/H0UH car

necessary S49-6703

OVERSEAS JOM.SUMMER, yr round

Europe. S Amer , Australia, Asia All

fields $900-2000 mo Sightseeing Free

info Write IJC, PO BX 52-MA1 Corona
Del Mar. Ca 92625

WANT YOU OR your friends picture in a

J.B s ad? Bring your photos down to the

Collegian and maybe you'll be lucky

enough to star in one of our ads

BARRY WEISBLATT CAN'T drink alone

or, nis birthday- needs (riends- call

256-6673

RIDI NEIDiD

fO^WILMINGTON. PEZpHILA. Leave
10/10 return whenever Call Chandran
546-4475

ROOMMATES WANTID

ii'ROOMMATES MALE/FEMaLE wanted
to share room in house on bus route

Steve 256-0608 keep trying

A TALENTED FEMALE Vocalist and
synlh player are needed (or (he funk

band. (Surious Those interested may call

Scott for an audition at 546-7480 or

George at 549-2812

A FULL SIZE box spring call after 7 00
PM 549-0710

KNOW WHERE Ica^i get some antlers or

a bucks' head? Call Susan 253-7893

LOSE 10-29 EXCESS lbs/month with

Herbal Weight Control No drugs No ex-

ercise 100 percent guaranteed Call

Mark 546-5938

PROFESSORS EXAM FILES for

engineering, calculus, physics and
chemistry at University Store

DEERFIELD INN-SERVER asst's

wanted All shifts Call Nancy 774-2359.

LET THE CLASSIFIEDS

WORK FOR YOU. .

.
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SPORTS

Spikers squeak
past Bruins, 3-1
UMass sluggish in four-set win

Collegian photo by Rob Skplton

Sophomore hitter Juliet Primer makes a save attempt during last night's

13-15, 15-11, 15-12, 15-13 win over Brown.

football notebook

Minutemen fall two
places in NCAA poll
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Just three games into the

1986 football season,

University of

Massachusetts head coach

Jim Reid isn't about to let a

slip in the national polls ruf-

fle his feathers.

Despite the Minutemen's
31-28 victory over unrank-
ed Northeastern University

last Saturday at Warren
McGuirk Alumni Stadium,

UMass dropped two places

in the NCAA Division 1-AA
poll released this week.

"We deserve it," the

unbeaten first-year coach

said. "We didn't blow
anyone out while everybody

else did."

The Minutemen, falling

into a 14th-place tie with

Jackson State in the poll,

are now 3-0 and preparing

for Saturday's game at the

University of Rhode Island.

"It's more than winning,

you've got to win big - and

we didn't do that," Reid

said. "Holy Cross did. Holy

Cross kicked the stuffing

out of Harvard.

"I'm not at all disap-

pointed. We've still got a

good football team. Eight

points separates us from be-

ing 0-3 so just being in the

poll is great."

On the strength of its 41-0

pounding of Harvard
University, Holy Cross
jumped from out of the polls

all the way to the llth-place

spot.

"It doesn't make any dif-

ference as long as we keep

on winning," junior nose

guard Steve Robar said.

"That's fine, they (Holy

Cross) deserve it. They
humiliated Harvard. The
stage is set.

"We've got Holy Cross on

our schedule and we'll let

our playing do the talking.

It's great to be in the poll,

I mean, it's national
recognition - but it doesn't

matter. We control our own
destiny."

Joining the Minutemen in

the poll are Yankee Con-
ference opponents the
University of Connecticut
(3-0), in the 18th spot, and
the University of Delaware
(3-1) in the 19th position.

The Huskies moved up

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

As of late, the University of

Massachusetts volleyball team has been

passing its tests with flying colors - but it's

nice to know that you can still pass a test

with a low grade.

The Minutewomen extended their winn-

ing streak to eight games with a lackluster

13 15. 15-11, 15-12. 15-13 victory over

Brown University last night at Totman

Gymnasium. UMass is now 11-1 and is cur-

rently nestled atop the Atalntic 10 con-

ference. The Bruins suffered their first loss

of the season, dropping to 5-1.

"I really don't know what it was. It was

like we were a step offtonight," head coach

Elaine Sortino said. "We were totally lost

in the first game and struggled through the

second. It wasn't pretty, but it's a win."

The infant stages of game one were very

pretty for the spikers, as freshman setter

Karen Ferguson delivered two service win-

ners and an ace for an early 3-0 lead. The

Bruins responded by running off eight of

the next nine points to reverse the lead at

8-4.

UMass closed the gap and eventually

took the lead at 11-10, thanks to a Debbie

Cole service winner. The lead changed

hands until a Juliet Primer downball er-

ror gave the Bruins the lead for good, 14-13.

Brown took game one, 15-13, when
sophomore middle hitter Barbara Meehan
shanked a roll hit into the net.

In game two, it was the Bruins that rac-

ed out to an early lead. Brown led 4-1 before

UMass came back to knot the game, 5-5,

on a Michele Barys kill. Again, the lead

changed hands, but the Minutewomen
began to pull away when sophomore mid-

dle hitter Marcy Guiliotis drilled a middle

11 HolvCroM
12. McMto SI.

13 QramMno I

14 JacMon Si

14
1A.E.
17
15 UConn
1>. Ottmm*
20 E. MMMCky

SI.

4-0 7t 1

4-0-1 74 2
»^1 72 3

J-1 71 4
4-0 M
3-0 M 5
3-0 sa S
3-1 St 10
4-0 49 7

2-0-1 4« 11
3-0 37 —
4-0 34 17

S-0 30 10
4-1 24 10
VO 24 12
3-1 29 16
3-1 14 —
3-0 13 20
3-1 • It

2-0-1 T —

kill for an 8-6 UMass lead.

That lead swelled to 11-6 before the

Bruins mounted a rally to close to 11-9 on

a Violetta Gladkowska hitting error. But

the Minutewomen tied the match at a

game apiece when Meehan executed a solo

block and Guiliotis nailed a service winner

to claim game two, 15-11.

"They (UMass) played very well together

on the floor. They are a very good group,"

Brown head coach Cathy Fulford said. "I

think we could have passed and blocked a

little better, but it was a fine performance

by UMaas."
"We started out serving tough in the first

two games, but we became very tentative

afterwards," Sortino said. "It just seemed

like our timing was off."

I think the fact that our freeball reaction

was better and we adjusted to their off-

speed stuff helped us to win," Sortino said.

"The blocking got better from game one to

game four, also. There weren't too many
easy points."

Game three remained relatively even un-

til Meehan stirred things up with a serious

roof block to put the Minutewomen up, 4-2.

A Meehan off-hand dink and a Gladkowska

service ace later, UMass found themselves

on top, 7-2, and on the verge of breaking

the match wide open.

But the Bruins battled back behind two

Marilyn Weigner aces and two Ginny Tom
crushes to even things at 7-7. UMass
answered with a Guilotis block and a Meg
Andrews freeball error to go up 9-7. and in-

creased the lead to 13-7 on a Guilotis ser-

vice winner.

Again. Brown rallied and drew to within

14-12 on an Andrews service ace down the

line. A Meehan crush down line for a side

continued on page 19

three places from the 20th

spot with a win last Satur-

day, while the Blue Hens
stayed in their 19th position

for the second week in a

row. Delaware defeated the

University of Richmond,
20-19, last Saturday.

"The polls are good to be

in but its just a week-by-

week thing." sophomore
nose guard Jon Lanza said.

"Besides, those are just the

opinions of someone else

and half ofthem don't even
see us play. So it doesn't

matter."

The Minutemen will have

a chance to improve their

standing in the polls when
they take on a struggling

URI team, this Saturday in

Kingston, RI.

Division 1-AA Poll

Th* top 20 MWM m MW 1M6 N*-

lionil Co0>0l1» AIMMK AMOCMIon
DMHon 1-AA looitMt poll eonducMd
by ttw DMMon 1-AA FoolMH CofnmN-
IM vNh llrM-pMc* v<otM m paranlti*-

•M. racordt, lolal polnl* Mtd latl

wMk't ranhmg.
1 Nawada-Rano (3)

2. Artianaaa SI.

3. Furnian
4 Oa Sou«Mm(1)
5 Morahaart SI

Field hockey hosts Yale
Seek sixth straight shutout
LINDA DELIVORL^S
Collegian Correspondent

After a much needed three

day rest, the University of

Massachusetts field hockey

team resumes its season-

long quest for an NCAA
tournament bid by hosting

Yale University at 3 p.m. to-

day at Totman Field.

The 6-1 Minutewomen are

riding the wave of a five

game winning streak — all

shutouts — and are coming
off a hard fought 2-0 victory

over Springfield College on

Saturday, which was the

culmination of four games
in seven days. Head coach

Pam Hixon feels her squad

is anxious to return to the

playing field.

"It's important that we
had some time off, but we're

ready and geared up for

Yale," she said. "I'm expec

ting a good game. We're go-

ing to try to go back to a

small passing, posession

type game, rather than a

long-ball game."

continued on page 18

CoUegiaii photo by Paul Desmaraia

„ Midfield/defender Pam Bustin shown here pushing past a defender, will
-

I
help spark the Minutewomen vs. Yale, today at Totman field.
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Mugabe receives degree; denounces apartheid

UMass honors Prime Minister and people ofZimbabwe
By WILLIAM SPAIN
Collegian Staff

The Prime Minister of Zimbabwe was

awarded an honorary Doctor of Laws

degree from the University of

Massachusetts during a special convoca-

tion held yesterday at Bowker Audoritium.

Robert Gabriel Mugabe, in accepting the

degree from UMass President David C.

Knapp, said that it constituted "an elo-

quent testimony of the desire of both this

great University and this famed Com-

monwealth of Massachusetts to extend a

warm hand of friendship across the seas to

the people of Zimbabwe and, indeed, of

Southern Africa as a whole."

"Today you are not only honoring Robert

Mugabe - an honor I accept with deep

humility — you are alsosending a power-

ful signal to my part of the world and its

various people that you associate

yourselves with those of us who struggle

to create a better life for all whom a cruel

history had relegated to inferior positions

and circumstances," he said.

Using the occasion to lash out at the

South African system of apartheid, or

racial separation, Mugabe said that "all of

us who value the freedom and dignity of

man face a major task, namely, that of

assisting to dislodge the hateful system of

apartheid practiced with such vicious cruel-

ty by the white minority regime in South

yVfricfl

Referring to the Reagan administration's

policy of "constructive engagement,"

Mugabe said "persuasion and kindness

have failed. You cannot engage constuc-

tively with [apartheid] at all."

"The lesson that an oppressive and en-

trenched oligarchy does not succumb to

mere pleas and entreaties is not a twen-

tieth century discovery," he said, going on

to quote examples from the American

Revolutionary War.

"In respect to South Africa, we are not

calling for foreign armies of invasion. We
have only called for the imposition of

economic and other sanctions so that

democracy is achieved in that unhappy

land. We believe all mankind has a duty

and an interest in such a democratic evolu-

tion in both South Africa and Namibia,"

he said.

Namibia, or Southwest Africa, is a

former German colony that was made a

protectorate of South Africa after World

War I and is presently being held illegally

by the South African government.

Mugabe, praising recent moves to

disinvest in South Africa, noted that "it is

gratifying that this University, alongside

other similar institutions and state govern-

ments in this country, has taken steps to

continued on page 6

Photo by NeUon Steven*

Prime Minister Robert Mugabe of the Republic of Zim-

babwe speaks on the problems of apartheid after receiv-

ing an honorary degree of laws from the University of

Massachusetts.

Zimbabwean leader

answers questions
By WILLIAM SPAIN
Collegian Staff

During a press conference after the ceremony in which

he was awarded an honorary degree. Prime Minister

Robert Mugabe of Zimbabwe answered reporter's ques-

tions on a number of Southern African issues and

clarified his government's position on several internal

problems.
Responding to recent reports by an international

human rights group that said his government is detain

ing members of an opposition party, he said "When we

got independence, we adopted a policy of national recon-

ciliation. What we did was to appeal to all communities

to recognize," that the country is for everyone.

"This included whites and members ofZAPU [the Zim-

babwe Allied Peoples Union, the main opposition par

ty] but we discovered that ZAPU had hidden quantities

of arms, including SAM-7's," which are Soviet-made

surface-to-air-missiles, he said.

"In those circumstances, we could not leave those who

were planning to overthrow the government to continue

their plans. We took action as any government

would...that does not amount to a denial of human

rights," he said.

When queried about the fact that economic sanctions

against South Africa might hurt Zimbabwe and other

neighboring states, he said "we have already had to

divert our resources," to the military, in order to "create

the capability to defend ourselves against" South African

commando raids.

SWAG says spring concert and
alcohol policies will create friction

By WILLIAM SPAIN
Collegian Staff

Representatives of the Southwest Area

Government and the University of

Massachusetts Department of Public Safe-

ty will clash today at the first of many
Spring Events Planning Meetings, accor-

ding to the co-president of SWAG.

Co-President Joel Rabinowitz said that

tension stems from "the actions of the past,

especially what the police are doing by in-

creasing our costs, by their enforcement

last year and by their bragging about ar-

resting minors," on alcohol charges.

In a letter obtained by the Collegian,

UMass Chief of Police Robert Joyce refer-

red to Rabinowitz and former SWAG Presi-

dent Bill Collins as "immature in-

dividuals" that "perpetuate utter garbage

and untruths to the media, which present

slanted pictures ofactual occurrences. ' Ihe

letter, dated May 8, 1986, was from Joyce

to Michael Jones, program director of the

Student Activities Office.

Joyce's letter continues on to say "I do

not take very kindly to their [Rabinowitz

and Collins] impish remarks and would en-

joy the pleasure of telling them in person."

Joyce could not be reached for comment

late yesterday afternoon.

The letter was part of a package sent

from Jones to non-student members of pro-

gram staff May 13. The package consists

of Joyce's letter, an arrest record covering

last spring's Southwest concert and the two

days preceding it, a "Spring Events Sum-

mary" from Carol Radzik of the Student

Security OflTice, a report by Sgt. P.L. Omin-

sky of the UMass police, and a copy of a

poster advertising a "block party."

Both the Radzik and Ominsky reports

recommend, among other things:

prohibiting all alcohol

•having one concert for the entire campus
• restricting admission to only UMass
students.

Radzik also suggested that concerts be

held in "limited access areas."

UMass Director of Public Safety Gerald

T. O'Neil said the department will not

recommend the cancellation of spring con-

certs as a result of the memo.

"We have nothing against concerts. The

intent is to eliminate some of the pro-

blems," he said. "If I thought they

shouldn't have one, I would have said that

a long time ago."

Noting his concern for the safety of the

campus, O'Neil said "we go out 100 percent

to help" the event planners.

O'Neil did not say if there are plans to

prohibit alcohol from concerts, but "It is

part of the problem."

Rally protests contra aid

Speakers call for action

'f>^v--^
CollegiBn photo by Haul De»m«r«i»

NO AID TO CONTRAS - Members of the Five College community

gather in Amherst to show their strong disapproval of Contra Aid.

By ILANA LEVENSON
Collegian Staff

The people of the United States must

unite to stop funding the contras in Cen-

tral America, according to speakers at a

rally yesterday held to commemorate the

beginning of disbursement of $100 million

in military and economic aid from the

United States to the Nicaraguan

co\mter-revolutionaries.

More than 150 people sat quietly at the

rail y. which was sponsored by the five col-

lege area, and held on the Amherst

Commons.

"People are passive and accepting of

what Reagan will do. Hundreds of

Nicaraguans are murdered, killed, and

raped by these contras. It is real!" said the

first speaker, John Brentlinger, a

philosophy professor at UMass.

Brentlinger, who has spent time in

Nicaragua, told about one incident where

a 26-year-old teacher was riding his bike

in a town near his home and was stopped

by the contras.

"They [contras] stabbed him 42 times, cut

out his tongue, his eyes, genitals, and put

pieces of wood with nails in them on his

feet, so he would have to walk on nails, and

left him hanging in a tree. His mother told

me this story." he said.

Brentlinger ended his speech by chanting

in Spanish and English,"We won't sur-

render. We won't sell out.'

continued on page 6
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ON CAMPUS
Meet Members of our

Technical Staff

October 16, 1986
Lincoln Laboratory professionals ore at the ^o^^^'^u^of

unique Research and Development efforts across a broad

specnurr. of advanced electronics technology .n projects

ranging from component development to the design

and construction of complex protoWPe SYserrjs^ Every

year many of the finest Ph D and MS leve graduates

add their expertise and energy to our '.ntefnat'O"^'
^^f^;

tation for excellence We invite you to )Oin them in one of

the following areas:

• Satellite

Communications

« Signal Processing

• Optics and Lasers

• Microelectronics

INTvE^RTlT^'T^TMASSArHUStTTS AT AMHERST

MDMIX

ns witty,

n't wtird,

it'* »iond0rtul

• Digital Systems

Processing

• Machine Intelligence

• Image Processing

• VLSI

costunfd op«r«n«t, fcnd lonai,

McuMr and totk mutic that will dtlighl

thtwhot»1*mili..."

Monday, Oct. 6.8 pm
Concert Hall

Tickets $16,14.12

Thursday. Oct. 9 8pm
Bowker Auditorium

Tickets $15.13

"an unror0*n*b'« •oning of

c/assica/ba/zaf"

Thursday, Oct 16 8pm
Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall

Tickets $16, Ml 2

• Five College Students Half-Pricol •

Tickets available at Fine Arts Center Box Otiice Call (4 1 3|545-25
1

1

Located at the heart of of Nev^ England's high technology

belt a career at Lincoln Laboratories also puts you within

easy reach of the regions most beautiful beaches and

mountoins-and less than 1 5 miles from downtown Boston

with its diverse cultural educational and athletic events.

Contact your placement ottlce to arrange 'ntervjewt or

STnd your resume to Mr. Ctiet Yablonskl. MIT Uncoln

Laboratory, 244 Wood Street. Lexington, MA 02173.

(617)863-5500, Ext. 7050. U.S. Cltlienship required.

An equal opportunity affirmative action employer

IVjflt to iiy something nevfl

Hovf dhout d quiet

evening foi two . .

.

d bottle of wine md

some exquisite

Chinese cuisine

THE MGHT IS YOURS

50 Main Street Northampton 586-5708

456 Sumner Ave. Springfield

Full Liquor Service Reservations accepted

CHINESE
'j^ CUISINE

NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM
The National Student Exchange Program W\\\ be holding information sessions

for students planning on participating in the program for Fall 1987/Spring 1988, Belov^

are times, dates and locations of each session.
, ^ _, . .

Students vy/ho are interested in the restricted schools must attend an info-session

to pick up an Initial application. The follovy/ing schools ore considered restricted:

Colleqe of the Virgin Islands; Univ. of Hav^aii/Hilo; Univ. of Hav^cii/Manoa; Univ. of

Maryland; Univ. of S. Florida; Cal. State Polytechnic/Pomona; Cal. State/Northridge;

and Sonoma State.
. . ^. i. ^iu. mcc

If you have any questions, please contact the student coordinators at the NSE

Office, E-26 Machmer (545-2191). Brochures and regular applications v^ill be available

in October.

Info Sessions: (all sessions 4:00-5:00 p.m.)

Monday
Thursday
Monday
Thursday

Oct 6
Oct 9
Oct 20
Oct 23

CO 162
CC165
CO 174
CC174

Tuesday
Friday
Tuesday
Friday

Nov 4
Nov 7
Nov 18

Nov 21

CC168
CO 917

CC168
CC174

Monday
Thursday
Monday
Thursday

Dec 1

Dec 4
Dec 15

Dec 18

CC165
CO 197

CO 168

CO 168

This ad is provided as a service to tiie campus community by tlie Informa-

tion Data Banl< (IDB), and ttie Taped information Phone Service (TIPS), spon-

sored by the Dean of Students Office.

69 questions withdrawn
from SGA election

I'holo h> .Jfffrf> l.fi^uiia

AND THE WINNER IS - Taking advantage of the warm

weather, some members of Theta Chi fraternity eiyoy a "casual

game of volleyball.

By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian StafT

Applause echoed across the senate floor

last night after President Bill Bennett

withdrew a motion that had added 69

referenda questions to the University of

Massachusetts Student Government

Association election ballot.

The referenda asked students whether

lines should be added to semester bills leav

ing students v/ith the option of donating to

68 individual student organizations.

Now students will only have to answer

whether a line asking to donate to child

care and another charging $271 for a new

telecommunications system should be in-

cluded in each semester's bill.

The elections, originally scheduled for

last Monday and Tuesday, have been

postponed to Oct. 6 and 7.

Bennett said he withdrew the motion

because "we really look like a bunch of

fools out there to the students,"" adding that

it is difficult to run an election when the

voters call it "stupid."'

The SGA needed unity, he stressed. "It

was the best decision to be made."'

Patsy While, one of the child care ad

vocates, said,"It was nice to see Bill (Ben

nett] understanding the full ramifications

of his actions." She also said that Bennett's

reconsideration meant a victory for the

child care issue.

W. Gree Rothman, initiator of the motion

said, "Fee increases always get pushed

through the student body. We have

brought the issue to the students; they

have seen the dangers. Hopefully now the}

will act accordingly."

Senate Speaker Paul Wingle said the up

coming elections will now have more

credibility. "Certainly our image is hurting

in light of what happened this week."

M. Lynn Murphy, another child care ad

vocate, called Bennet's action a "victory for

everybody," namely the students.

After the senators voted to hold the elec-

tion next Monday and Tuesday, a motion

to create a task force that will make recom

mendations to the Finance Committee on

whether or not to fill request for computers

to RSO's was also brought to the floor.

Four RSO's - Office of Third World Af-

fairs. The Minuteman. Outing Club and

Student Federal Credit Union - have re-

quested computers.

Mark DeNyse. formulator of the motion,

said, the task force will review these re-

quests and then make a recommendation

to the Finance Committee, which will

make the final decision. 'The Finance

Committee can look at our recommenda

tion and toss it aside, " he said, adding he

hopes that will not happen.

Finance Committee member Vipul

Bhushan stressed the task force will add

more red tape to the process. "The more red

tape you add to the process, the less effi

cient it becomes.""

Two programs
lack facilities
By BOB KIEVRA
Collegian Staff

Two programs at the University of Massachusetts are

in need of expanded facilities while four departments

should increase graduate stipends according to documents

submitted yesterday at a meeting of the UMass Board ot

Trustees.

Review teams working for the State Board of Regents

concluded that both the University Without Walls (UWW)

and the Social Thought and Political Economy (STPEC)

majors are lacking in physical equipment, office space, and

furniture.

At the same time the documents recommended that the

departments of sociology, economics, political science, and

communication should raise stipends for graduate

students in order to compete with other institutions for

promising new students.

Established in 1982, the program review process is con-

ducted at the direction of the Board of Regents. Each pro-

gram undergoes both an internal review and a review by

a team of external evaluators - faculty distinguished m
their field from outside the Commonwealth.

This year, programs in the Social and Behavioral

Sciences were designated for evaluation. The Program

Review Summary Sheet for the political science depart-

ment recommends that the department should cultivate

a "more entrepreneurial spirit" in pursuing external

research grants" or consider "raising funds for a depart-

ment endowment." The department should also develop

a more flexible sabbatical system and more generous fun-

dings of travel money, the report recommends.

The summary sheet for UWW concludes that the pro-

gram has reached a critical point in its history. "The pro-

gram can be maintained well at its current, modest size

and influence or; it can be designated to take a great leap

forward in terms of enrollment and new program develop

ment
'

Budget process improves ^r>,^ n j
Hearings may help RSO funds^ Th«v vi'prp rallpd uD and told, *0K, this is the da
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

Members of registered student organizations, listen up

- Nate Moore wants to hear from you.

Moore, the chairman of the Student Government

Association's Bugets Committee, yesterday warned

leaders of the student organizations that their chances of

getting the level of funding they want for next year are

improved by scheduling a hearing with the committee^

There are more than 200 RSOs for students interested

in a variety of activities from hangliding to chess. Much

of the money to fund these groups comes from the SGA.

Each year, the Budgets Committee hears requests for

money from members of the groups and prepares a

recommdation to the undergraduate student senate lor

approval. ,.14.
Last year, many groups were upset by the budget pro-

cess, saying they did not receive enough advance notifica-

tion of the hearings.
... u j *

"Organizations believed that the committee had not

given them enough time to choose hearing dates that were

best suited for the knowledgable members of their groups

to attend.," Moore said.

"Usually a contact member was called over the phone.

They were called up and told, *0K, this is the date," and

the person on the other end was put under some pressure."

"This year," Moore said, "we decided to give them a lit

tie more leeway." Letters were sent out in August to all

groups, telling them of the opportunity to schedule hear-

ings in October and early November. "I'm going to use

up my whole budget sending out letters," Moore joked.

He added that he is working on a change in the way

the committee looks at budget requests. The panel cur-

rently examines requests by "object codes," or general

categories for which money is to be used. Moore said he

is reorganizing the process so that it focuses on each

group's planned activities so that, in his words. It s a lit-

tle more organized and a little more well-planned.

Moore said that 36 of the 60 groups that submitted

budget requests have scheduled hearings. Groups that do

not meet the October 10 deadline for scheduling will have

a date set for them, he said.

Moore said that when group members do not attend

their hearings, "it becomes a bit lopsided because there's

no one there from the group to clarify or prioritize for the

committee. So the committee tends to gather information

on the organization purely from the group's [documents].

It usually tends to work against the group."

UMass undergraduates will staff

new scholarly writing journal

ColleKian Photo by Paul Frani

Universtiy of Massachusetts President David

C. Knapp.

By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Journal, a new campus publication,

is accepting submissions from undergraduates of all ma

jors in the University, according to a teaching assistant

for the Honors Program.
, , ^ • , .. t

Matthew Schmidt said the main goal behind the Jour-

nal is to create a multi-disciplinary magazine that will

give undergraduates an opportunity to see their own work

in print, and to tailor their writing to a general universi-

ty audience. „
"We would like to see undergraduates serve both as statt

and as contributors to an annual journal." he said, ad-

ding that the journal would take on the format of a

magazine.
. ,,

"All undergraduates from across the University are in-

vited to submit scholarly papers, short stories, essays,

poetry, artwork, and photos suitable for black and white

reproduction," he said. .,1,1
Schmidt also noted that the journal is particularly look-

ing for undergraduates with experience in editing and

graphic arts to serve as editors and layout people.

According to Schmidt at the present there is no forum

for scholarly work produced for and written by UMass

undergraduates. He did cite "The Spectrum" magazine

as "an excellent magazine which does provide an audience

for our creative artists and writers, but our goal is to of-

fer students a magazine that will combine fiction and non-

fiction with scholarly and creative work." Another goal

of the magazine is to engage students from all areas ot

the academic spectrum, from the sciences to the

humanities, from education to business, in an intellectual

dialogue, Schmidt said.

"For instance, a forestry Major may wish to submit a

paper on the study of forest types in the Connecticut rtver

valley," he said. The aim of writing for the journal would

be to make this obviously complex or highly specialized

research not only understandable, but also enjoyable.

"There is no reason why an undergraduate in the bchool

of Education, who is writing a thesis on early childhood

education shouldn't publish their work in a form of style

and with a contemporary substance that would be in-

teresting to a student in the School of Management,

Schmidt said.
, , ,. v

He added that he would like to enlist faculty members

as readers of scholarly works submitted to give feedback,

and make recommendations.
. , . •

"We would ask faculty members who are specialists in

a given area to serve as readers," Schmidt said.

Faculty members would not be final judges, Schmidt

said but that the undergraduate editors will be making

the final decisions as to the context of the magazine.

Schmidt said that basic guidelines for submission will

be available in Machemar E-23. Students can also drop

into the Honors Office and make an appointment to see

the Graduate advisor or one of the student staff members

of the journal if they have any questions.

The Central American Solidarity Associo-

tion will hold an orientation meeting at 8

p.m. tonight at Earthfoods.

CASA is a national organization in sup-

port of the peoples of Central America.

The meeting is for anyone interested in

joining the association. University efforts

to support the people of Central America

will be discussed.

Mayra Buvinic, director of the Interna-

tional Center
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GREAT
MEXICAN
FOOD !

In downtown Amherst
beer & wine served

TACOVILLA
NOItTHAMPTON AMHERST
21 CENTER %T

5B40tf}

Bring Your Own
Beer or Wine

41 BOITWOOD WALK
2S6 8il7

Beer i Wine
Served

SPniNCFIELD
749 SUMNEK AVE
788 0919

Bring Your Oyvn
Beer S Wine

SELF-SERVICE
COPIES

5<
At Kinko's we offer the highest quality copies

at very low price. Our other services include

binding, collatinq and a self-serve workspace

stocked with all me things you need to put

together that project or proposal. Try Kinko's.

For great copies. And great deals.

kinko's
Open early. Open late.

Open weekends.

220 N. Pleasant St

DON'T BE LEFT OUT IN THE COLD
THIS WINTER JOIN THE

UMASS SKI CLUB
MEMBERSHIP SIGN-UP &

INFO MEETINGS
THURSDAY, OCT 2

4:00 - CC Room 168
6:00 - Hamden SW
NOT JUST A CLUB

A UMASS TRADITION

NO LINES

NO INITIATION FEE

OPEN 7 DAYS— 216 N. King St. Northampton

Now's
the time

to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

IF YOU'RE LOOKING FOR EXCELLENCE,

WE'RE LOOKING FOR YOU.

Lever Brothers Company continues to expand its research

and development efforts m household and personal products.

To support our expansion, our representatives will be on your

campus on Tuesday, October 14th, interviewing the follow-

ing candidates for opportunities at our state-of-the-art R &
D Center, located in Edgewater, New Jersey.

Ph.D
• Polymer Scientists

• Chemists

• Chemists
Lever Brothers offers a generous compensation package and
excellent professional growth potential. Interested candidates

should contact your Placement Office, or send a resume to:

Department UMA

LEVER RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
45 River Road
Edgewater, New Jersey 07020

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

Lever Research & Development

Qateway to London and "Beyond

ITHACA k COLLEGE

London
Center

1(6 mK^

t'

a

SEMESTER OR YEAR PROGRAM
ITHACA COl LEGE CREDIT

BRITISH FACULTY

Learn about British and European
cultures through courses m
literature history business, music
sociologv communications
politics, and much more Special
program oflered m Drama
Internships available to qualified

students m international business
social services, communications,
political science and economics

! ViS'ts to the theatre, museums,
:

galleries schools, social and
i

political institutions are an m-
J[ tegral part of the curriculum.

I For further inlormation write:

International Programs SP i

Ithaca College, Ithaca. New York 14850

3^

^#5

jii

m^.

i
^

SUPER SPECIAL j

TWO MONTH NAUTILUS
\

MEMBERSHIP I

ONLY $49.95
R»gr-$?tr

with the coupon exD. 10/30/86

ca\\
'^ 2 • 24 Nautilus stations • New Lifecyciss •

t>»* **l^ w % • Olympic Free Weights • Monark Exercise

^Mntt ^ Bike • Concept II Rowing Machine •

^oiwout ; , Aerobics •

... . 1*^0 AVAItABtB AT MINIMAk COST MASSAGE AND TANNING •«}

$599
AIR ONLY

$799
per person
dbl occup.

J

COUNCIL TRAVEL
AMHERST

[4131256-1261

LATE WEEK SPECIALS
Served

Thursday • Saturday 5:30 • 1 1 :00 pm

Scallop &
Chicken Toss

Broiled Fresh

Swordfish

$10.95
Sirloin &

Shrimp TeriYaki

$10.95
Salad, Potato, Vegetable, and DetMrt

UniversltY Drive, Amherst 549-5861

$9.95

Prime Rib

$10.95

THURSDAY OCT. 2ND
THERE ARE PEOPLE OUT THERE WHO THINK THEY ARE

BIZZARE WELL THEY'RE NOT THESE GUYS ARE

THEY
IVIIGHT BE
GIANTS

RABID. RITUALISTIC,

EXISTENTIAL POP
ALSO

DiRtCr FOI*M NORIHHAMfTON

THE MALARIANS

TIX IN ADVANCE DOORS OPEN AT 8:00

$5.00 AUGIES & ALBUMS SHOW STARTS AT 8:30

\ifmimu] nmuKkMHii m 4t9m?7n

Recli-Rent
KEEP COOL WHILE YOU CRAM!

Rem a mini-refngerator —
an ideal way to seep drmks
& goodies on ice — right
in your room' 2 spacious
shelves: 2 bottle racks: 2
treezer ice cube trays. Ad-
lustablethermostat.

^ 301 Russell Street, RT 9

Hadley
Phone - 584-9992

GRAND OPENING

Price SALE!! Price
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 1st thru SUNDAY, OCTOBER 5th

THE SKI HAUS OPENS A NEW STORE IN HADLEY, MA &

CELEBRATES WITH A V2 PRICE SALE AT ALL 3 SKI HAUS LOCATIONS.

Over
500 Pair

of
Selected
Rosslgnol

Blizzard and

Dynastar

Skis

at

V2 price

Over
1000 Pair

of
Selected
Salomon

Koflach and

Lange

Ski Boots

at

V2 price

Over
1000 Pair

of
Selected
Scott and

Rosslgnol

Ski Poles

at

V2 price

Over
$100,000 of

Famous Ma/cers Sk/ Wear
including

Parkas, Pants, Bibs, Gloves,

Sweaters, Hats, Shells

and T-Necks

WA at

^-
' V2 price

^

j^X

SKI PACKAGES M*^**^-

Junior Package

Rosslgnol Ski

Marker Bindings

Rosslgnol Poles

Custom Mounting

Reg. $190 00 Value

Now
95

Recreational Package

Blizzard Uno Ski

Salomon 347 Binding

Scott Poles

Custom Mounting

Peg. $33500 Value

Now
95M49

Recreational Package

Rosslgnol Spatial Ski

Salomon 347 Binding

Rosslgnol Poles

Custom Mounting

Reg $340 00 value

Now
95M59

Sport Package
Dynastar CX Lite Ski

Salomon 447 Binding

Dynastar Poles

Custom Mounting

Reg $415 00 Value

Now
50207

Racing Package

Rosilgnol or Dynastar

Salomon Ski

Marker MR or MPR
Bindings

Rosslgnol Poles

Custom Mounting

Reg $485 00 Value

Now
95289

L--^,
Sfy

^<f9e

^ach Day

s-

FREE
BLACK BEAR OR

ALPERNA BIB WITH

PURCHASE OF MENS

OR WOMEN'S

REGULAR PBICE

PARKA

Open:
Daily 10-9

Sunday 12-5

55 Franklin St.

Route 20
Westfield
562-5004

i^^PORTHAUS
Route 9, Hadley

Next to McDonalds
584-7880

MasterCard
Visa, Amex, Welcome

16 Shaker Road
At the Center of

East Longmeadow
525-6633
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* Rally
continued from page 1

Estella Rocha, a Nicaraguan teacher who spoke through

an interpreter, urged people to fight against Reagan's

"false politics."

"We want peace through dignity, not through the dollars

of Reagan," she said.

Rocha saluted the five Vietnam veterans who have

fasted for 31 days in protest of contra-aid, and also mothers

who are teaching their children about the situation in

Central America.

Susan Triolo, who recently returned from Central

America with a group of 20 people from a human rights

delegation said she went to "see, hear, and feel the reali-

ty those people live every day."

"The Sandinista Nicaraguan people fought for their

liberty and independence. The United States is threaten-

ing their liberty," she said.

The Reagan administration is trying to pacify

Americans with images of "professional armys," she said

defining this as people wearing clothes with labels that

say "made in the U.S."

"Will you be pacified by these images? We must become

much better informed ourselves," she said.

Brian Emond of Leverett from the Veterans Peace Coali-

tion spoke on behalf of the five veterans fasting.

"They'll stop the fast when they see the people in this

country getting angry, and the people in this country get-

ting active," Emond said.

He said if people don't do something, they will fast un

til their deaths.

"The mind is like a parachute. It doesn't work unless

it is open. Let's open some minds." he said.

^Substance' found in soda can
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

At 309 p.m., police answered a call about a possible pro-

duct tampering at a Pushman street store, Amherst police

said.
, , f

The person who made the call claimed to have a can ot

soda, which was suspected of containing a foreign

substance, "described as oily and smelling of petroleum.

police said.
.

The can is scheduled to be analyzed by either someone

at the University or the state poison center in Boston,

police said.

The store and the bottling company in Brattleboro, Ver-

mont have been notified.

A 24-year-old Springfield man was arrested on charges

of having outstanding traffic violations at 3:25 a.m. on

State Street, police said.
. , .

The officers were investigating a parked car that had

its keys in the ignition. When the man appeared on the

scene, police did a computer check of him and found he

had outstanding warrants.

A 38-year-old Amherst man escaped injury at 5:20 a.m.

Tuesday on East Leverett Road when a car driving in the

wrong lane forced him off the road, police said.

His car struck the guardrail, and received $1,000 in

damages, police said.

Two cars were involved in an accident at 9:16 a.m. Tues-

day while in the Golden Nozzle car wash on Route 9, police

said.

Two cars were going through car wash on a conveyor,

when the vehicle in the rear apparently struck the vehi-

cle in front, pushing it from the track and into some equip-

ment, police said.

• Mugabe
continued from page I ,,.

' ^ *
disinvest in

South Africa. This gesture of friendship and solidarity is

highly appreciated by the people of Southern Africa."

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey, explaining why Mugabe

was chosen to receive the degree, said that 'We wanted

to give support to his call for econmoic sanctions."

The trustees also wanted to "remind people of the

hysteria that surrounded the long struggle " to free Zim-

babwe from minority rule and the predictions of race-war

that accompanied it and how Zimbabwe has become a

"society built on principles of reconciliation and non-

recrimination,"Duffey said

The Chancellor also called Zimbabwe "a potential

lesson" for peaceful resolution of the conflict in South

Africa.

State representative Raymond Jordan, addressing the

Prime Minister on behalf of Governor Michael S. Dukakis,

compared Mugabe to George Washington for his devotion

to his country.

Other speakers included Makaziwe Mandela, the

daughter of Nelson Mandela, the head of the African Na-

tional Congress currently in prison in South Africa and

Isabella Matzikidze, a Zimbabwean graduate student.

Music was provided by the Graduate Jazz Quartet, the

New World Theatre Ensemble and professor Walter

Chestnut who blew the ceremonial fanfare to begin the

event.

u N U

Quality
Mass-market manufacturers sacrifice

quality for quantity and design simplicity

for unneeded "bells and whistles." In

contrast, Music First components offer

the world's most advanced MUSIC
reproduction and unsurpassed quality in

workmanship and electronic design.

Music/irst
Unique Audio Systems

Banco Center Shops, RT 5, Hatfield. MA 247-5364

Three listening rooms, custom home installations, and complete service facilities

SAVE THIS WEEK
AT COLLEGE DRUG

All prices good thru Sunday, Oct. 12

speed stick
DEODORANT

byMENNEN

2.5 oz.

Reg. $3.09 $1.79

speed
stick
OfOOOCAN

Mf NMCM

L Mlk 3

ARRID SOLID
ANTI-PERSPIRANT

DEODERANT

2 0z.

Reg. $3.85

KERI LOTION
For dry skin care

6.5 oz.

REG. $3.99

SALE $1.89

MPG REBATE $1.00

YOUR
COST 89
BASIS SOAP

For normal to day skin,

extra dry skin or sensitive

skin.

$1.19
CUP & SAVE!*——

OFF ANY

1
I

I

I

CHANNEL PRODUCT
'

WITH THIS COUPON - GOOD THRU SUN.. OCT. 12

COLLEG
D^UG

4 Main St. Amherst

253-2523

Mon. - FrI., 9-9

Sat. 9-6, Sun. 9-3

SENIOR CITIZEN DISCOUNTS WE ARE A POSTAL STATION

Van may replace discontinued Shopper Shuttle
^ *^** *-"--'^^ Mr ... According to Tolson. the cost to run the shuttle used to

The Shopper Shuttle, the free bus which took students

to and from Stop & Shop and Price Chopper last semester,

was discontinued because of low use, according to a Com-

muter Area government worker.

Jose Tolson, Program Coordinator for CAG said the bus

which used to travel on North Pleasant St. on Saturdays

might be replaced by a 15-person van by next September.

•'The van would belong to us, and we would be responsi-

ble for the upkeep. We recognize there is a real need for

f V|A service

.

"We can't act until the new governing board gets elected

next Monday and Tuesday. The real question is whether

there's enough time to make the thing happen this school

vear " Tolson said adding, "Were thinking of requesting

half of the money from the student senate, but we re not

sure that's even possible.
"

"If the Student Senate doesn't have the money we won t

have service until September of 1987, and then we'll have

to raise the cost to $15,000 or $16,000."

According to Tolson, the cost to run the shuttle used to

be $2,000 or $3,000 each semester. "That money couldn t

be justified because of the low ridership. The thing which

makes the situation worse is now that Louis' has moved

from town, there are no real outlets tcfdo fo(xl shopping,

" Tolson said.

"We put on dances, show films, and we have a date, Uct.

30 for an escape artist, which might be zany enough to

raise some money. We're always looking for fund raisine

ideas
" —MlLHAhL ALlbK

NEW YORK CITY'S FINEST

ff^imjmsw^ ""Vr,/TV'"'-'""^-'nimP mum\fmm^mK>w^

THE RAMONES
Thursday Oct 16th

Tix in advance only $9.00

Available In Amherst at Augies & Albums

and at all TIcketron outlets

DON'T FORGET EVERY

THURSDAY NIGHT

IS

PARTY NIGHT
AT MIKES

CHECK OUT OUR DRINK SPECIALS

THIS WEEKS SPECIALS
BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND

MEISTER BRAU PITCHERS $2.75

CAPTAIN MORGAN'S SPICED RUM........$1.50

MILLER BOTTLES
99*

PEARL HARBORS & MELON BALLS..........$1.S0

.-,
T,.-^..~,^f,,.«>r^.Y<T.'Otr.tir,^>r»t,r„yir,,i^nr,x>T«

=^^^n^ T>~

s^c^r^n

:'IV|||lHIVI|ll'tllP>

BOOK
SAU
25%

SAVINGSI
OFF

of Regular Price

hundreds
to choose from

Hardcover
and

Paperbacks

3 DAYS
ONLY

Located on Sale

Tables on the

Concourse

syg&
PERAXLE MOST CARS

STARTS WED
OCT 1st

9:30 - 4:30

Locatttd In the Cannput Center

QnmVERSITY
AiSTORE

*

Our Brake Job Includes:

• New Guaranteed Brake

Pads or Shoes
(Semi-metallic pads extra.)

• Recondition Dnjms or Rotors

• Inspect Calipers

• Inspect Wheel Cylinders

• Inspect Brake Hardware

• Road Test

TAKEITTO»«IPAS

TAKE IT TO SOMEONE YOU TRUST

JCT W 9 8, 116. HADIEY 5869991

143 Km?ST NORTHAMPTON -586-4840

Mon - FrI 8am-5:30pm

Saturday 8am-2pm

'<(««•77n77^77777IZn77777Jy^^*-
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Come on, folks
Election season is upon us, and this year the Student Govern-

ment Association elections are taking bnger than usual By

this time, the University should know who the new

undergraduate student senators are, and whether students

want to add lines to semester bills for donations to various

causes and groups.
i ^ <- j ««f

But we are going to have to wait another week to find out

the results of these votes, because the SGA elections were

postponed by Governmental Affairs committee chairwoman

Denise Forbes. Forbes cited disorganization as one of the

reasons - not enough referendum ballots were printed, not

enough senators volunteered to staff ballot boxes, students

were left off voting lists.

Clearly, Governmental Affairs and the entire SGA need to

get their house in order. When they prove unable to hold their

own elections, they raise doubts as to whether they are able

to handle the $3.5 million trust fund they are ch^ged with

budgeting - doubts in the minds not only of students, but ad-

ministrators interested in taking control of the fund.

There was another, sorrier reason Forbes had for reschedul-

ing the voting to October 6 & 7. Apparently, factions within

student leadership were ripping down election posters and in

Forbes' words, "there was also the 'let's put one poster over

another poster type of deal.' " Opponents of a referendum that

would allow students to donate to fund for child care used a

poster printed by the other side to create a nasty, disreputable

poster of their own.

Such shenanigans are not unheard of, and it m^es o^
wonder why the people responsible don't just knock it ott.

Disparaging comments about the senate and its members are

common! and it is this kind of foolish dishonesty that gives

such comments validity. Presumably, the people tearing down

posters and practicing dirty tricks care in some way about stu-

dent government and the issues involved, but their manner

of expressing concern makes the average student think less

of the senate, its characters, and ultimately the issues.

For the sake of the SGA, the people involvedm dirty tricks

should have the sense to refrain from them in the new

elections.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion ofthe Col-

legian Board of Editors.

yiia< mi4t^iH/

Danger from the fringe
^ ... r.acaaap nf the child carc m<

Conservatism is dead! The golden age of

traditional conservative politics has given

William Pyne

way to a darker age of right-wing reac-

tionism and hysteria. As the founding

father of the University of Massachusetts

Republican Club, I have seen the conser-

vative movement develop from its initial

stages. Today, I'm appalled at the state of

affairs. Those who consider themselves

leaders of the conservative movement,

those who would consider themselves

"politically aware" are really political

elitists. Their intolerance for opposing

viewpoints (even among their own) is in-

dicative of the current decay of traditional

conservative politics on campus. What was

once a medium for thought-provoking

moderate to conservative views, the conser-

vative movement has become a playground

for a few right-wing reactionaries.

Just last week at a lecture given by Chns

Mario of Accuracy in Academia, mention

was made by an audience member of a

classified ad that appeared in the Col-

legian. The classified read, "Watch out

commie professors, we're here." More

recently, certain members of the

undergraduate student senate's "conser-

vative wing," in an attempt to block

passage of the child care motion, resorted

to childish tactics in order to kill the mo-

tion. Actions like these do absolutely

nothing to further the conservative cause.

Indeed, such actions are detrimental to the

success of conservatism at UMass.

The trend of right-wing reactionism now

on campus has set the conservative move-

ment back. Many people who, in the past,

associated themselves with the conser-

vatives, have since disaligned themselves

with the movement. They have realized the

liability that reactionism presents to the

conservative movement. I recently resign-

ed as president of the Republican Club

after becoming distraught with the way

things were being dealt with by my conser-

vative peers. At present, the conservative

movement is vulnerable to outside in-

fluences. If the right steps aren't taken to

rebuild its image, the conservative move-

ment may well become something of the

past. That would be most unfortunate

because there is a need to offer the Univer-

sity many different political ideologies.

Moderation is the key to success for the

conservative movement. In the future, peo-

ple will realize that reactionary tactics

bring nothing but failure. In the future, it

will be the moderates who prevail.

Bill Pyne is a UMass student.

Letters

Why print?
In response to the

September 19th column by

Herb Ramy about his

girlfriend: who cares? Is it

such an important event

that Herb has a female com-

panion that it must be given

editorial space? I unders-

tand that it is important to

him (and possibly his

girlfriend), but to who else

does it matter?

I am asking these ques-

tions to you because I think

you should have asked them

to yourself before the article

was even published. I know

I am not alone in this

because I asked a few people

to sign a petition. It reads as

follows:

We the undersigned really

don't care i/" Collegian col-

umnist Herb Ramy has a got

a girlfriend. We feel that his

recent column announcing

this occurence of inextraor-

dinary magnitude was a

vast waste ofeditorial space

and belongs in the

personals.

David Margil

Ari E. Weinstein
Brown

and 40 others

^
^ ..J i^AfJ AR.IM& RAcE LOvC CIS*.

/5t>.>- PO^S AUCOMOU RAPE cotfNVMe 1K*ES\

No consideration for seniors
./^

Next May I will graduate from this

University. It will be, perhaps, the biggest

turning point in my life. I will be saying

Karen Holland

goodbye to all the friends I have made

throughout my college career, because we

will all be going off to different places

around the country. We'll all be saying

goodbye to what are said to be "the best

times of our lives." The University has

just decided that we, as seniors, can say

goodbye on May 23, because commence-

ment will be on the 24th. There are many

problems that arise from this date change,

and after discussing this with many ofmy

senior peers we have come to the conclu-

sion that this date change simply is not

feasible.

First of all, what are we seniors who

made hotel reservations for our parents

two years ago for the weekend of the 30th

supposed to do? A friend of mine made

reservations for his parents two years ago

because they are coming all the way from

Montana, but since the administration

has changed the date, he doesn't know

where they will stay. This is going to

cause major problems for all of those

who've made reservations for their

parents. Second, if exams end Saturday,

May 23, and commencement is Sunday,

May 24, when will Senior Day be? If the

Administration expects us to take a 4:00

p.m. exam on Saturday, and graduate

Sunday morning, they are sadly

mistaken. This leaves us no time to

celebrate, to reminisce, to say goodbye to

our college career. No one took into con-

sideration how we seniors feel about the

change in date. A few years ago someone

made the mistake of planning a gradua-

tion one week after the last exam. That

is their mistake; we should not have to

pay for it. October is a little late to tell

us that our graduation date is going to be

changed.
Are there any other solutions? Perhaps

we could graduate during the week. Let's

don't make a hasty decision; this is our

graduation. Since our parents don't have

a place to stay now, maybe the people who

made this decision could find my parents

a hotel to stay in for May 23, 24, and 25.

Or perhaps you all have spare bedrooms

in your homes.

So those seniors who are bothered by the

change, call the Trustees, it is they who

made this rash decision.

Karen M. Holland is a Collegian staff

member.
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SUKit) FAITH.

'*lt is only the cynic who claims 'to speak the truth' at all times

and in all places to all men in the same way but who, in fact,

develops nothing but a lifeless image of the truth. He dons the

hah ofthe fanatical devotee oftruth who can make nx) allowance

for human weaknesses; but, in fact, he is destroying the living

truth between men. He wounds shame, desecrates mystery,^

breaks confidence, betrays the community in which he lives.

-Dietrich Bonhoeffer

Poor planning caused this failure
*

<. u_ii„» u^« ,!,.*« ailpaed violations that occur !

On September 29, as students at the University of

Massachusetts, you were given the opportunity to vote

in the Student Government elections. You had the

chance to go to one of the balloting locations and cast

your vote for those you wish to represent you. There also

existed the opportunity for you to tell the University s

trustees whether or not you wanted additional fees plac-

ed on your bill. Yes, the opportunity to vote was there,

but only for a short while.

On September 30, you were denied that opportunity.

You walked to lunch only to see no ballots, no ballot

boxes, no referendums, nothing! If you were fortunate

enough to read the Collegian on Tuesday you woiUd have

realized that the SGA elections scheduled for the 29th

and 30th were invalidated and quickly brought to a halt.

If you were unable to catch the Collegian on Tuesday,

you were probably left in the dark.

This decision was made at 5 p.m. on Monday the 29th.

The reasons listed for invalidating the SGA elections are

as follows: election violations (such as people ripping

ballot box duty...alleged violations that occur at every

^
m'mosi a'icurate reason for invalidating the elections

must be made. Working within the Student Government

for four consecutive years, the reason seems quite clear

poor planning! Yes, due to the poor ?«"">"« °" P^^ °*

the SGA you, the students, are going to be asked to vote

William Bennett

again on the 6th and 7th of October. Due to poor plann-

ing the SGA's oft-ice manager and her staff are going to

have to run off all the ballots once again...not an easy

job by any means. Due to poor planning some in-

dividuals are going to have to sit at ballot boxes for a

third, fourth, and fifth time.

Well, I have always been one to admit when I feel as

though I am wrong. At this point in time, the Student

Government Association should be no different. Do not

let some students fool you into believing that one side

or the other, the "right" or the 'l«ft,'^were resiKjnsible

for invalidating the SGA elections. Both sides have

acted as they have in every election since ""X
«J-";;«/

°"

this campus in 1983. Neither side performed actions

which would have justified the
'"^^^i^i^t'^^f ^Jmnn^^a'

SGA elections. The senate and its lack of communica-

tion and poor planning was the reason.

As students at this great University. I ask that you

please accept my personal apology for any inconvenience

this year's election has placed upon you or may place

upon you in the future. However I also wish to ask that

you realize the senate does make mistakes like everyone

else. Believe it or not. we (the senate) are human beings

too You can help to minimize those mistakes by getting

involved.and not by letting frustration and apathy take

control. Make the extra effort and please vote on the 6th

and 7th of October. That extra effort can make a great

deal of difference in how the SGA operates. Thank you

for you understanding and please, once again accept my

apology.

Bill Bennett is the president of the SGA.

Dreams prompt action
As tiny children, immune from the evils

that plague our world, and lost in the spirit

of curiousity and benevolence, we dreamed.

As we grew, our dreams transformed in-

to conscious desires; our needs, wants and

hopes soon began to direct our lives.

Our hopes created our ideals. We fought

for love, peace, harmony and happiness.

Yet our hopes were the hardest to meet,

and soon diminished in face of stronger op-

posing forces.

Our wants pushed us enthusiastically

toward a promising future. Yet when the

future came, it coldly denied us what we

wanted, and we sank back into unpleasant

1*6 fill i^v>

Our needs, we believed, were few. Yet

there were so many; when we left the

blissful state of dependence on our parents

we struggled every week to satisfy our

neverending needs.

Hope was transformed into apathy, want

was transformed into greed, and need was

modified into the primitive struggle to

survive.

Dreaming, the last remaining bastion ot

salvation for humanity, is being

threatened.

War, hunger, disease, unemployment,

jealousy and greed fueled by the threat of

nuclear holocaust have turned our dreams

into fears, and many individuals have run

from these fears for the unreachable

reverie of youth.

Without dreams, humans have no future.

Dreams are what cause us to be curious;

dreams are what cause us to build schools,

to develop medicine and to travel to the

moon.
Without dreams, humans, like ail other

organisms, become nature driven beings,

without any purpose except to perpetuate

(or destroy?) the species.

Jeffry Bartash

Without dreams, each individual

becomes a grain of sand on a large beach.

Each grain is manipulated, rolled back and

forth by advancing and receding waves of

power, unable or unwilling to resist.

The United States has long been con-

sidered the land of dreams and dreamers,

and for a long time that was true. The

United States offered a range of oppor-

tunities far exceeding other countries, and

still does.

However, the number of dreamers seems

to dwindle every year, and in a world that

creates technological monstrosities at an

incredible pace, we need more dreamers

than ever; the United States must continue

to be a fortress of hope.

As adults, tainted by the evils that

plague our world, and blinded by the fears

that we ourselves have created, we have

begun to lose our capacity to dream.

Yet now is the time we must dream and

destroy the nightmares we have created.

Because if dreams die first, so too will the

advancement of our race, and quite

possibly, our survival.

Dream of peace, of freedom, of human

rights, of conservation, of economic equali-

ty and prosperity. Dream of a world

'"ithout crime, hunger, discrimination,

r.uclear waste, battered women and abus-

ed children.

Then work for these goals.

Everything begins with a vision. No one

should ever forget the opening line of one

of the greatest speeches delivered in recent

times, one by Martin Luther King Jr.

/ have a dream.

Jeffry Bartash is a Collegian columnist.

Letters
No stand

I would like to clarify a

few points regarding a letter

that appeared on Monday,

September 29 regarding the

referenda questions on the

Student Government
Association ballot.

Although the letter stated

that the Legal Services Of-

fice was a co-signer, it

should have identified the

LSO Governing Board in-

stead. It is and has been a

firm policy that the LSO
itself will not become in-

volved in student versus

student issues. My intention

was to indicate that the

Governing Board was not

asked if they wanted a ques-

tion about the funding of

LSO to appear on the ballot

and that we do not want to

have LSO supported by a

check-off system. We en-

courage all undergraduate

I students to vote on the child

care referendum question

on October 6 and 7.

However, the LSO Govern-

ing Board does not take a

stand either for or against

the child care funding

question.

David A. Gobran, Chair

LSO Governing Board

Misleading
As officers in the

Republican Club and active

members of the "conser-

vative movement," we

found William Pyne's com-

ments regarding the club to

be very misleading. We do

not consider ourselves "con-

servative moralists." nor do

most members of the

UMRC. One must take into

account that there is a great

amount of diversity within

the club itself - beliefs

ranging from that which

can be classified as

moderate to the outer limits

of the right side of the

political spectrum. It is the

duty of the UMRC to repre-

sent all philosophical views

that fit under the broad

term Republican.

Lynne M. McCabe,
Treasurer;

Brian Darling,

Secretary, UMRC

The Collegian accepts let-

ters about local, national,

and international events as

well as those that comment

on our performance. Un-

solicited opinion columns

are also welcome.

All copy should be typed at

67 characters per line and

include the author's name,

address and telephone

number. Letters should be a

maximum of 40 lines and

opinion columns a max-

imum of 60 lines. Both can

be mailed to, or dropped off

in person at, 113 Campus

Center.

We receive an overwhelm-

ing volume of mail and are

unable either to publish it all

or to respond in person. This

is one of the reasons our

philosophy is "the briefer the

better. " Do not take offense

and remember — polite per-

sistence is the key to dealing

with people who drink too

much, eat too poorly and

work too hard.

There will be a free show-

ing of the film Witness to

Apartheid tonight at 7:30

pm in the Campus Center

Auditorium. This movie

was smuggled out of South

Africa just before the state

of emergency was imposed

and shows what life is real-

ly like in the black

townships of that troubled

nation. It is one of the few

up-to-date motion pictures

on the current situation in

South Africa and, as such, is

well worth seeing.

-The Editors

*%>•
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The game: latest version

Good evening, ladies and gentlemen. Ron

Berutti here with Eyewitness Sports. This

late breaking story is just in to our studio:

the hometown USA Eagles have beaten the

trade deadline by dealing for star reporter

Nicholas Daniloff. The USA squad had to

deal away their own star spy, Gennady

Zakharov, in this deal with the Soviet

Union Bears. .

That's not all. The Eagles also promised

to allow some Soviet diplomats on loan

from the Bears, to stay on the team, even

though they were supposed to return to the

Soviet Union. Also, the Bears are giving

the Eagles two players to be named later,

reportedly promising dissident Yuri Orlov

and his wife.

"Dos va donja " is what the press release

out of the Soviet Union read, but let us now

go to the USA locker room, where general

manager Ronald Reagan, and manager

George Shultz ofthe Eagles are waiting to

meet the press.

"Mr. Shultz, what did you say that got

the ball rolling in this earth-shaking deal?

"I simply said 'try him or trade him, to

the Soviets. It hadn't worked in recent

days, but we finally twisted their arms

enough to force the deal to be struck.

"Do you feel that the loss of Zakharov

will come back to haunt the USA team, Mr.

Reagan?"
. , . *u

"Well, Zakharov had no real value to the

Eagles. He was just going to sit on the

bench and get tired. His spy talents would

have been wasted in jail. I seriously doubt

that the Bears will ever send Zakharov up

to bat against us again, and therefore, to

answer the question, he won't come back

to haunt us."

"Mr. Reagan, is there any other way that

Nothing but garbage

Complaints that the Collegian's

Editorial/Opinion page is nothing but gar-

bage are reinforced by articles such as

John Derge's (September 22). After

reading the article several times, I found

myself stating what I thought: the

Editorial/Opinion page is composed of

earbaee.

Ron Berutti

"No all we want is information."

you cwi assure that he will not bat against

the Eagles again?" ^ ^ , ...

"Well, general manager Gorbachev ot the

Bears and I will meet next week in Reyk-

javik World Arena to discuss a wide range

of issues, including the Zakharov trade.

"Mr. Shultz, what do you think Danilotl

will contribute to the Eagles?"

"To answer that question, US News and

World Report, his minor league team,

wants him back badly, so we plan to give

him back after extensive debriefing.

"Are you hinting at another trade.'

"Where does this minor league star,

Orlov. fit into the picture?"

"Well, if you'll let me do the talking,

Orlov is an oppressed man, and we think

he will flourish here with the Eagles. The

Israeli team has already showed interest

in him, but we won't trade him until he

writes a few books about the Bears and

comes to a few of my political pep-rallies

for the Eagles."

"Why did you keep the diplomatic minor

leaguers that you have on loan from the

Bears, after you had said that they would

be returned?"

"Well these minor leaguers are a little

damaging to the USA, because there is

suspicion that they might be spies;

however, one of these spies might turn in-

to a star, just like Zakharov did, and that

would put the ball right back in Soviet ter-

ritory." ,mmn •>•'

"Isn't that a little devious, MiT Reagan.'

"No, that's just political football."

Ron Berutti is a UMass student

Not only is Mr. Derge inaccurate with

his ridicule of the "in" phrases on cam-

pus, but his article seems to have been

written merely so he could get the word

"bullshit" published. Not very responsi-

ble journalism, Derge. Readers should not

be subject to such trivial trash when

reading the news.

John Waterman
Central

A^^lPk*.
i^^4
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The Louisville BaUet will perform at 8 p.m.

on October 16. Tickets are on sale now and

available at the FAC box office.

Jazz performers Ralph Towner (left) and
Gary Burton will perform two shows at 7 and
10 p.m. tonight at the Iron Horse. Tickets are

still available for both shows.

Thursday, October 2, 1986
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ARTS
By B. DeLOLLIS
Collegian Staff

and M. SHAKESPEARE
Collegian Correspondent

Last week went over

well, as promised all sorts

of groovy live music hap-

penings went down, as did

many of those secret par-

ties we were telling you

about. The Malarians put

on a high energy set back-

ed up by some budding

young talent and free beer.

As for the secret parties,

one host was rumored to

say, "..this party isn't

good, it's the party of the

decade." He then went to

bed, a legend in his own
mind.
As to music this week,

there's lots o* local talent

to be had, and some gnar-

ly name acts will be

around as well. Tonight at

Pearl Street the doubly

awesome They Might be

Giants will be playing for

LIVEWIRE
$5. They will be backed up

by the Malarians (of last

weekend fame). Both

bands have just released

albums so they'll be put-

ting on good shows, so

you'll want to buy their

records. At Lemons in

Chicopee, Roger Patterson

jr. will be jammin' the

blues, might be good,

check it out. The Iron

Horse has two Jazz

vibrophonist's tonight,

Gary Burton and Ralph

Towner, who will be play-

ing at 7 and 10 p.m. for

$10. At Smith College, the

weekly Thursday Night

club at Davis Center is

featuring Cruza. All you

need is a college I.D. to get

in, and beer is 60 cents

with positive I.U.

Friday night, the

Bugaloo Swami's, a zydeco

band, will be at the Iron

Horse at 8:30 p.m. for $4.

At Sheehans, the Incredi-

ble Casuals will be tearing

up the stage at about 10

p.m. Cover will be $3 and

positive I.D. is a must (as

it is at all shows listed

unless otherwise noted).

The Heretix, Blood Turns

2, and a special guest dee

jay will be at Davis Center

(where Thursday night

club is) for $3, plus open

bar with (you guessed it)

positive I.D. or a

reasonable facsimilie

thereof. At the Hot'l War-

ren in S. Deerfield, Coun-

try Caravan will perform.

The Caravan will also be

there Saturday night.

The Llamas are at

Sheehan's Saturday night.

A local band worth seeing,

and of course it is always

good to support local music

in the valley. Saturday is

also the date for the

Sylvan area concerts. The
show starts at noon and
features Free Press,

Knight, and Rods and
Cones, they're from Boston

and we like them, so go see

them.
Monday has Fairport

Convention playing at the

Iron Horse. Their line up

this time around does not

have Richard or Linda

Thompson but they should

still put on a really good

show of progressively

ethereal music with Irish

flavorings. Tickets are a

steep $12.50, but it still

would be worth your while

to check it out, shows at 7

and lOp.m

tS,

RENT/^RKK

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also Available

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880 .

eating place

SUN - THURS
6 AM - 3 AM
FRI & SAT

OPEN 24 HOURS

BREAKFAST SERVED
ANYTIME

BEER & WINE
SERVED 'TIL MIDNITE
PLENTY OF PARKING
CAMPUS PLAZA

(NEXT TO SUPER STOP & SHOP)
Rte. 9 • Hadley/Amhcrst

256-6889
fMPlOyMfNT APPLICA TIONS

BEING TAKEN

549-6314 - OPEN Mon-Sat 9am-10pm, Sat 9-6

%Mi!M^yMimmiimM^^^^^^^^

({FiNEJc;
3fi Main St.

Downtown
Northampton

open:
Thurs. •waning]

IMPORTANT REMINDER m

All course books are now being pro-

cessed for retttrn to the publishers. If

you have not picked up any necessary

books for your courses, please don't

delay.

They will soon be gone.

Jeffer)>

AmKerst

Bookshop

55 S. Pleasant St

Amherst. MA 01 002

253-3381. 256-8735

Lew's® Straight

Leg Denim 505 red tag
A New Looli From
an Old Friend

Levi's* straight leg denim
jeans. Cut long and lean-
just the way you like 'em.

And with heavyweight denim
and Levi's'' quality construc-

tion, you can be sure these

jeans will be with you for

a long, long time. But of

course, that's just what

you'd expect from a friend

like Levi's?'

NOW ON SALE
15.99

regularly $22.95

Levi's
JCANSWEAf*

UTTY NEVER GOES OUT OF STYLE

t

I

adirondack music
15 EAST PLEASANT STREET • AMHERST 253-3100

239 MAIN STREET • GREENFIELD 772-6803

^Oac
SAqi

next to the Police diation

At 90-92 King Street, Northampton,

Adirondack Music is going to give

something to the Northampton Area that

has never been given before... what's

that you ask? S A V I N I N G S ! ! ! !

EPI STAT 450 SPEAKER

floor standing

two-way hybrid

electrostatic

power range

20-250 watts

a $700 value

S149.95

TEAC PD200 DISC PLAYER

3-beam laser system,

multi-programmable

finally an affordable

disc player that really

sounds GREAT !!!!!

$199.95

TEAC V450X CASSETTE

DECK
dolby b/c dbx noise reduction

cobalt amorphous rec/play head

I.e.d. meters
LOADED !!!!! Only

a $250 value
$99

NIKKO NR750 RECEIVER

**TOP RATED**
48 watts/channel

quartz lock tuner

dual tape monitors

LOADED!!!!
a $380 value

$199

SANYO VHR2250 VHS VIDEOCASSETTE

wireless remote control

HO design (3 element)

electronic tuner

14-day 4 event timer

LOADED with all the

goodies Only $349.95

EPI LSR32 AUTO CASSETTE RECEIVER

key off tape eject

bass/treble controls

fader control

dolby noise reduction

plus much more!!!!!!

a $370 value
Only 149.95

EPI LS70 AUTOSPEAKERS

two way six inch

10-100 watts/ch

make your system

the best

a $180 value

$69.95

EPI A12I10 LOUDSPEAKERS

3-way 12" woofer
10-300 watts peak

4 ohms
a $500 pair value

Only

$99.95
ea.'

ALL SALES CASH ONLY MASTERCARD VISA CHECK ADD 3%

ALL QUANTITIES LIMITED SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS

15 E. PLEASANT ST,

AMHERST
239 MAIN STREET
GREENFIELD

All * items are "B" stocic with full new warranty

90-92 KING STREET
NORTHAMPTON
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TOYS • CHILDREN'S BOOKSQ&
RECORDS • STUFFED ANIMALS

Huge selection of teddy bears, dogs, cats, pigs', etc.

Large collection of early childhood education

resource books Glow-in-the-dark ceiling stars

48 H. PlcAMut St.. Amhcsst

b«low Sieve's.

Come in

& Browse!

256- 1609
Mon-Sat. 9:30-5:30

AJ. HASTINGS
mm STATIONARY

AND
GREETING CARDS

45 S. Pleasant St

253-2840

INORTHAMPTON BOWL
Thur. Night Fun Begins

at 8:45 pm to Close

(jm^kier

thi^«.

ma!
WITH COLLEGE I.D.

525 PLEASANT ST
584-4830

KXIT IK RT 91

UMASS
MINUTES WM
FIRST

MEETING

MONDAY OCTOBER 6TH @ 7PM

Meet Southwest Fields

(across from basketball courts)
If Rain-Meeting held at SOT - 409 N. Pleasant St)

ALL OLD AND NEW MEMBERS MUST ATTEND
For more Info call 546-8457, 549-7598, or 546-8422

the crunchiest,
crispiest, tastiest

fried chicken /^
tnthevalleyl ^

IWJCE
^f dor.f

10* PUOOK CC

nOYAL CRAWE
OI^IENTAC
FOOD MARKET

360 College St Amherst 253-5658
Sunday - Friday 10-8, Sat 9 - 8

SAUCES & SPICES'FRESH NOODLES
FRESH FRUITS & VEGATABLES

FASTRIES^FROZEN & DRIED FISH
WOKS, RICE COOKERS & IMPLEMENTS
DISHES & GIFTWARE«COOK BOOKS

TEA SETS & SAKE SETS'TAKE OUT FOODS
KOREAN MINK BLANKETS & BEDSPREADS

ROAST DUCK & CHICKEN BY ORDER
DISCOUNTS FOR STUDENT GROUP FUNCTIONS

FREE DELIVERY.
Dott

WE CREATE A STYLE
A^lNBIVIDUAL AS YOU ARE

Consultation & Style Cuts

$10.00
styles by Deborah

SB University Drive, Amheret 549-5610

PleMC call for an Appointment exp. 10/15/86

7o Hie -^Wrf/^ ^

Z. /pr //^e pnce of2 ,
^^

^^'i% OPEN 10 am - 11 pm
253-5384 or256-8433

Rt. 9 East Amherst

AMHERST AREA'S LARGEST
SELECTION or IMPORTED AND

DOMESTIC WINE, BEER AND LIQUOR

IN STORE WINE TASTING
EVERY SATURDAY 12-5 pm

COLD KEGS

A Fun Place to Shop or Browse ICE

RETURNABLE BOTTLES AND CANS WELCOME

I

Doonesbury
By Garry Trudeau

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

^ ANPI P0N7HAVeA SIN6LB

i w.m INamMON anymorb i

'^AJ'tATQ AtiO'itJimmoF
^ ^ HBfi. QM^Anny. I sea
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"Just o word of wornlng. Myron — If you
miss. I'm comin' offer your big hazel."

Gordy By Gorde
pH^^^^B^^IIB
Tti'el&HT iMA TCHEK

S
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Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

YOU'RE W"^&
ro WRITF YOUR
AinOBiO&RWWY.
WH>r DO S0\)
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NOT f\
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Campus Pond By Sal

Bloom County by Berke Breathed
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UKeim
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fftce.
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wouLP me
TV PIXU55
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Positions open:

The Collegian is now accepting applications for
Women's Issues Editor and Assistant to the
Editors. Come to the news room, 113 Campus
Center, and talk to John Yonce or Dode Levenson.

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Michel Jaffc

ACROSS
1 Sluggard
6 Roughan
10 Mary s pat

14 Siouan paopta

15 Piadga
1

6

Potpoun
17 Farawall, in

Franca
18 Lai It ba known
20 — Aviv

21 Unit of waight

23 Proba
24 Orthodox

synagogua
25 Install

26 Caustic, as a

CfltIC

30 Be moved
34 Christmas

adornment
35 Plurality

37 Rsh eggs
38 Footnote

notation

39 Like some
gases

41 Poetic time

of day
42 Negative prefix

43 Agitated state

44 Los —
46 Welcome
48 Rebuke
50 Be too fond,

with on
52 Half Prefix

53 Suppose
56 One: Prefix

57 Prune
60 Wars of the

Roses royal

name
62 Folklore

creature

64 Buckeye, eg
65 Civil wrong
66 Ardent

67 Pindar s

products

68 Understands
69 Exhausted

DOWN
1 Quarrel

2 Dilemma
3 Blue dye
4 Coolant

5 r^idicula

6 Daap blue

shad*
7 ln|ura

8 From — Z

9 Synchronize,

with in"

10 Diacovar

11 Wlnghka
12 Catchall abbr.

13 The two

1 9 Loved ones
22 For fools —
24 Large amount,

with a

25 Cicatrix

26 Oscillate

27 Shady retreat

28 Mane
Antoinette, eg.

29 — man
with

31 Bouquet
32 French

landscapist

33 Strained

36 NYC island

borough
40 Pleasant

41 Wise men
of ok)

43 Simp4a
opanings

45 Chinawara from

France
47 Draws out

49 Summer
apparel

51 Experiments

53 Choir member
54 Chalcedony
55 Ancient blad*

56 Arm of the sea

57 Theater area

58 Portant

59 Saucy
61 — the line

63 Siesta

TO PREV IOUS PUZZLE:

11

Lunch

PANCAKE PARADE

Cheeseburger

Spinach Noodle Casserole

Basics Lunch

PANCAKE PARADE

Golden Burgers

Spinach Noodle Casserole

Menu
Dinner

Chinese Chicken

Ham and Cheese Florentine

•

Basics Dinner

Stir Fry Vegetables and Tofu

Chinese Chicken

Weather

Today—Cloudy with a slight chance of rain, high in the

60s
Tonight— Fair and cloudy, temps 45-58"

Today's Staff
Night Editor BethAnne Moskov

Copy Editor Sheryl Jean

Photo Tech Paul Franz

Layoat Tech Rob Catalano

Production Supervisor Rob Catalano

ProdactlonNancy Klingener, Margot Wiles, Sarah Clark.

Matt Laurence, and Crazy Steve'

1 Executive Board Fa 0- 1986|

DODE LEVENSON
Lditor m Chief

ROB SKELTON
Editorial tditor

JOHN YONCE
Managing Editor

WILLIAM SPAIN

Editorial Editor

STEVE RUBIN
Busini^ss Manaycr

ANSEL ZINTER

Production Manager

1 Business Board • Fa of 1986 j

STEVE RUBIN
BuMPiess Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marketing Manager

PAUL H LESSER

Advertiiing Sales Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Circulation Manager

VANESSA ROTH
Finance Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Subscription Manager

* i
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• the secondary
continued from page 16

"We're just psyched to go against a pass-

ing attack," Williams said. "It's all game
experience. When we get that there's no

way we're gonna get beat."

But even the statistics aren't that bad.

Aside from Richmond, the UMass defense

has allowed just 178 yards passing combin-

ed in its other two games. While none of

the performances have been stellar, none

have been poor.

"We were searching for the feeling of con-

fidence and I think we have that now,"

Brown, who was redshirted last year, said.

"Richmond got us early. If we played them

the way we did against Northeastern

there's no way he could have passed for 400

yards."

"I think this game you'll see a new defen-

sive backfield," Thomas said.

"Yeah," Williams responded, laughing.

"Because we all got cut and there's gonna

be new people out there."

>^'rt*t^'y#*i '>#<"»«•' >#••>«•' WJ.WJJURUUytLWJJfJ.;U^' ^'^.XAXnUKJJ g.wj.Ai;uj u

The University of

Massachusetts men's
basketball team will be

holding a meeting for

anyone interested in

becoming a manager for

the team.

The meeting will be held

today at 3 p.m. in the

basketball offices on the se-

cond floor of Boyden.

Sports Notices
Anyone who is unable to

attend should call the of-

fice at 545-2610 or contact

Brian Gorman before the

meeting.

The team is also looking

for anyone with artistic

skills to help improve the

appearance of the locker

rooms in the Curry Hicks

Cage. Anyone interested

should also contact the

basketball offices as soon

as possible.

Anyone interested in

participating in rhythmic
gymnastics at UMass
should contact Leora at

546-7284 or attend a team
meeting at Boyden at 7

p.m. on Tuesday and
Thursday evenings as soon

as possible.

ROSH HASHANA
at Chabad House

Everyone Welcome
No Charge, Meals included

Singing, Stories, Chassidic Atmosphere

No prior experience required

FridaY Night

Saturday

Saturday Night

Sunday

October 3

October 4

October 4

October 5

7:00 PM Candle Lighting 6: 1 1 PM

rO:00 AH
7:30 PM Candle Lighting 7:13 PM

10:00 AM

...„_j House is located at 30 North Hadlcy Road between Lincoln and Sunset

A%"en"ues directly across from the Whitmore Administration building at the

University of Massachusetts

For mof« Information call: 549-4094, of S490078, or 253-3516

•^ ,»•<< H»A, J««. >»A,rf«*( l»»«- A»«. »»•». »••"
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**¥* Joe, CaroIinc.Slacey, Tom, Lindy. ^-

3HAPPY
BIRTHDAY

SUSAN

WE LOVE YOU!

to

o

a

o
a
>-

iU* *Chiick, Cafi, Scott H.. Rachel. Mike C. Scott S., Robin. Lisa. Mike P.,

|i^i,iii;iili|i|.|i|,|;|,|i|iii
iiiHiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiii iiiiiiimi iiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiniiiiiiiiiw iiiiniiiiniiiiiiiiiiniinutt

AWORDFROM
<fYTHOrnSCOPOEX'WRESrLS

ABOUT MILLERUn

* TRANSLATION A SUPERBLY BREWED, FINE TASTING PILSNER BEER
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• field hockey vs. Yale
continued from page 16

"Laura did a good job out there. It just proves to me that

even with an inexperienced sweeper (Chris Kocot is the

regular), we still don't give up much on defense."

Junior Lynn Carlson didn't receive much action in goal,

but still picked up two saves en route to her seventh

shutout of the year.

Statistically, the Minutewomen dominated the Bulldogs

in every category. UMass had 29 shots and 8 penalty cor

ners, while Yale countered with 6 shots and three penal-

ty corners.

"We have to polish up on a few things, but I was happy

that we came away only two goals down. We had the op-

portunities on a few breakaways, but we also made some

unnecessary plays," Moyer said. "UMass has some power-

ful midfielders. And it's nice to have Lynn, Lil, Griz, and

Chris, who always play consistently, mentally and

physically. And the players can't ask for a better coaching

staff."

MATAHARI CLOTHING

122 Main St.

Pinocchio Building
Northampton

584-6161

WHITMAN & WHITMAN
HAIR DESIGN

56 Maplewood Shops
Northampton

586-7506

ACTIVITIES -AUDIO
AUTO FOR SALE • CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT • FOR RENT

FOR SALE • FOUND
HELP WANTED • LOST

CLASSIFIED
INSTRUCTION • MOIORCYLCLES
PERSONALS -RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED 'SERVICES

ROOMATE WANTED -TRAVEL
WANTED -SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI - 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PROIR TO PUBLICATION. CASH IN ADVANCE. 15«/W0RD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

WORK STUDY (4.05$hr) 8-12 hrs wk
flex hrs assist in lab iMork on soil, plant

samples no exp required call Morteza at

545-2259 tietween 10AM-4PM

GRADUATES AND 25* students: Social

Hour every Thursday 5:00 Blue Wall.

Campus Center Buikj a tradition! Meet
each other*

CELEBRATE ROSH HASHANA with

Hillell All services in Student Union

Ballroom Fri 7PM; Sat 10AM, 7PM; Sun
10AM Note: Yom Kippur break-lhe-fast

sign-up deadline is Monday 545-2526

1M1 VW RABBIT 4 door great condition

economical transportaion $2195
584-9524

1972 SAAB 99C runs beautifully Body
good, intenor very good, low milage

$1500 firm Todd 253-3760

VW BUS '66 good condition needs minor

work $450 546-6301

78 PLYMOUTH HORIZON 61 K miles 4sp

runs good must sell needs some work

$500 253-9509

1981 TOYOTA COROLA SRS hat-

chback, S speed, AM/FM stereo, ex-

cellent car $2100 or BO 256-1826 Deb

DVP MEETING TONKSHT. 6 30PM in

902CC all members please attend.

PSYCH MAJORS AND minors join us
Thurs Oct 2 3:30-430 Tobin 423 Wine
and cheese social meet faculty.

FREE MOVIES AT the Newman Center
every Friday night in the front lounge

"Jungle Book" Oct 3 at 7:00PM

AHENTION SANDS

1978 CHEVY MONZA good body,

reliable transportatkxi, great gas milage,

new radiator and tires. Must sell, $450 or

B O call 253-2807, Jen. leave message

LARGE REHEARSAL SPACE available

call Embassy Recording Studki 549^)343

549-7640

PROFESSIONAL MULTITRACK
RECORDING student packages quality

demo tapes; promo kits; tape copies; in

house production; record pressing. Call

Embassy Recording Studio 549-0343 or

549-7640

AUDIO

1974 OATSUN 260Z good condition but

nds some work $1000 or best offer call

256-6255

79 HONDA CIVIC good condHion, runs

well $750 or best offer Call Cam,
549-0053

79 VW RABBIT REG gas $1200 nice

dependable car Tom 549-4442

1975 DATSUN GOOD engine repairable

rust must sell this week $600 BO Jo
665-7779

CASH

PAYING CASH FOR your baseball cards

please call Mike 549-0333

COtMI

ROOMS JUST BECAME available in a

fraternity Great home cooked meals and
a unique social atmosphere For rrtore in-

fo call Tom at 549-5515

NORTHWOOO APARTMENTS IN

Sunderland some cancellations two
bedroom garden apartments, hot water,

no utilities office hours Monday-Friday
10 OOAM-5 00PM 665-3856

1-2 ROOM OFFICES close to campus
and Amherst. Starling at $210/monfh in-

cluding utilities O.H. Jones Real Estate,

549-3700

ROOMT IN 3 bedroom house for rant in

Hadley 295 584-2937

FOR SALS

PROFESSORS EXAM FILES for

engineering, calculus, physics and
chemistry at University Store

COMPUTER TERMINAL & modwn for

sale $200 cheap 256-8678

(ields $900-2000 mo Sightseeing Free

info Write IJC. PC BX 52-MAl Corona
Del Mar, Ca 92625

DEERFIELD INN-SERVER assts
wanted All shifts Call Nancy 774-2359

KITCHEN HELP NEEDED. Night and

some day shifts Permanent semester

schedule and free meals Rides available

to and from work Apply at Andy's Pizza

(next to Stadium Liquors) 256-8147

UMT

$50 REWARD LOST a blue suitcase in

Lot 44 on Sunday night (9/21) Contents
very important to owner Please call

546-4319

H.P. 1 1C CALCULATOR in library tower

Please call 546-4778 for reward

KAREN SCHILLER (AKA Quiche) I'm

right here and I'll continue to tie until you
return Love, OavaP.S Think Christmas

THANK YOU NO. 1, no 2, no 3. no.4, and
no 5 for a great birthday Love no.6

SEVE-JUST 365 moredays till legal MBC
happy birthday'

uwii luom, furnished but bung t«d $2io
for room plus utilities call 323-4989 before
2PM 323-6311x530 after

HEY PAUL C.I Happy 21 si birthdayl

From Sue, Gwynn. and Dawn

HAPPY BIRTHDAY DORENEII Love

you, Juno and the rest of 4South

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH AR90speakers
Brand new Warranty Type used in

dance bar, aerobics studios $1500 list.

For sale $750 call 263-9687

THE ANNOUNCER'
your business soon

' will be exploiting

DANCH

AUTO FOff $ALi

79 HONDA ACCORD Excellent engine,

spot of rust on body New clutch, feul

tank, exhaust system, transmission Must

sell, asking $1400 or BO Call Nik

549-4834

1975 BMW 2002 good condition $1600

call 256-6497

79VW RABBIT diesel 4 door, standard.

48 MPG rebuilt engine, good condition,

cheap transponatKjn Asking $1400

665-8291

FIRST FALL DANCEI! The Lesbian,

Bisexual and Gay Alliance's first dance

this semester" Saturday, Oct 4th on 10th

floor Campus Center 9PM- 1 AM" $3 00 at

entrance Come one, come all, come on

outi! More fun than you've had in a long

time!

KEG TAPS FOR sale! Brand new, never

used keg taps only $25 Packies charge

$4b for used taps Don't waste your

money! New taps $25 Call Tony
256-1438 today

BED FOR SALE single box and mattress

first $25 takes it 584-2905 eves (Alan)

1 979 ^HETy WAGON. 99,400 miles!

new clutch. Best ofler 536-5434 Even-

ings week-ends.

SUNGLASSES SUNGLASSES
SUNGLASSES all styles and lenses

available, cheap $3 and up, call

549-7575, Mike

100 OHM L2 speakers Great sound! For

Info call 6-7921

FUJI DELREY 23" black frame, excellent

condition, very slick $250 call Dave
586-3385 keep trying

SCPT CONTACT LENSES mostly daily

'weai lenses. $18 00 to $25 00 ea Exlend-

••ed wet' lenses $30 00 to $48 00 lowest

prk:es on contact lens solutions heat units

$1205 Amherst Optical Shoppe
413-253-5412 413-256-6403

REWARD-LOST GOLD women s watch

by campus pond on 9/24 reward if found
call 549-0420

SREWAROS FOR MY wallet virhich was
k>st In the vicinity of Puffton-Brandywine-
Townhouse on Frklay nighl-9/26 ll^found

please cajl Bob at 549-4123

REWARD $20 FOR return of Sharon
High '85 class ring Lost on Thursday call

Lisa 546-8612

MOTORCVCU

YAMAHA VERAGO 920CC Shalt drive

digital new rubber oval discs k>w miles

helmet $1200 4C Brandywine stop by

susii OMNsnm

GOOD LUCK ON your internship I love

you Jeff

PfRSONALS

CONGRAOULATIONS TO THE new
pledges of Sigma Stoma Sigma! Inah

Choi. Sue VanDyke. (Jarolyn Sluskmis,

Marcia Espenoza, Tabitha Polley, Kathy

fligaut, Ellenor Kapantais, Michele

Mosca. WE LOVE YOU!! Love, the sisters

of Sigma Sigma Sigma

•J BRANOYwTnE- Thanks lor t^
weekend crash pad, the rates can't be
beat!! Meet us at 1 tonight. .

think about

it*!! Staph and Wendy

SQUIRE VILLAGE ON bus route near
stores share large Pbedroom t'/^ bath

townhouse grad prefered Partly furnish-

ed $232 665-2577

ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR 3 bedroom
house on River Drive in Hadley Please
call Jennifer at 54&8337

ROOMMATE NEBDOl' PREFER male tor

own large room with three women in large

3 bedroom apt Rent $150 00 plus

Smokers O K occupancy now or

November first 665-8265

SERVICCS

TERRIFIC TYPING FROM "Speedy

"

keys Professional reliable service

256-1002 , 8am 11pm

DESPERATELY SEEKING TED Born

1963; hair curly brown, eyes blue, ma-
jor journalism, mode ol transportation

motorcycle, local hangout Barsie's;

friends: Kevin, Mike and Gene, former

school UMaine So glad you like my
shoes Had a fun time at Brittany on
Saturday, hope to see you again

sometime.

BRETTTthanks FOR being such a cool

roommate Love the Lysol* -Ed

TYPING, TAPE TRANSCRIPTIONS.
Fast accurate, 665-7652

TRAVIL

MONTREAL COLLEGE WEEKEND 0«
31- Nov 2 $79 Call Sandy or Debbie

665-4729

TYPtNO » WORD PROCISSINO

TODAY IS WORLD day for fami animals

Before you eat anotfier hamburger, learn

about the suffering you are causing down
on the factory farm Call 259-1626

POUTICALWORK

NEXT DAY SERVICE. Type-Rite.

323-4579

TYMNa SIRVICi

HILP WANTED

ENTERTAINMENT

1972 DATSUN 240Z well maintained in

and out $2000 549-7727

79 VW BUSTuns great super body 74K

must sell $2600 or BO 584-9193 work

527-6425 home Andy

CHEVHOiTfcffiH'lOirFRONT drive

a.r conditioned automatic V-6 e""!^
condition new tires best offer over $2000

665-2577

15a

MUSICIANS NEEDED FOR pertor-

mances at Belchertown State School

Funding available Contact Bruce

256-4236

LAN^TYOE RECORDS AUOlfiONiNO
female models for rock video Auditions

Sat Oct 4 Call Kate tonight for informa-

tion/audition 6-6293

FOR A OOOD TIME CAU

WORK WEEKENDS. $5 per hour Help
elderly in their homes Car required call

253-9726 for applications AA/EOE
mirrorities. handicapped, women, Vietnam

veterans, encouraged to apply

CREATIVE MINOS WANTEDI Artists,

writers. Communications majors and
anyone with innovative ideas We will

publish your work in the Southwest
newspaper Circulation is 5500 For infor-

mation or if interested come to the SWAG
Office in Hampden or call 545-0960

WANT YOU OR your friends pk:ture in a

J B 's ad'' Bring your photos down to the

Collegian and maytie you'll be lucky

enough to star in or>e of our ads

WHY FLIP BURGERS or wait tables?

You can get the training and respect of

a professional paid activist Earn

$36-50 00 daily Now hiring full/part time.

Call clean water action, 549-7450

QUALITY TYPING Long or shorl pro-

jects MetknjkHis proolreading Rush job*

OK New IBM typewriter. 549-0367

WAMTSO

WANT ANV soft CELL lopes/albums

etc Call Kaity 6-7445

RACK-A-DISK ENTERTAINMENT
Agency Discjockeys, Bands, Lights and

Large screen video dances 549-7144

N>RRENT

NORTHWOOD APARTMENTS IN

Sunderland some cancellations 2

bedroom garden apartments hot water,

no utilities, office hours Monday thru Fri-

day 10 00AM to five PM 665-3856

SUNNY NEW 3BR Amherst house, 1'.^

baths Quiet neighborhood Walk to bus.

Puffers Pond $850/mo 256-8678

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent free meals

Light clean-up
Call Cheryl at AXO

545-2152

PART TIME CASHIER wanted for local

store Some nights and weekends
Please call 584-3603

NEED A JOB? Like travel? Ambitious

people needed to market unique travel

product with no existing competitwn Ex-

cellent experience for business, com-
munication and HRTA majors No ex-

perience necessary, car hielpful Contact

Mary 549-6118

DOREEN ' IMPORTANT THANKS for

finding my checkbook! But I lost your

numtier, please call me again Lynda
549-6573

PROFESSIONAL TYPIMO SERVICE

PAPERS, CASESi. DISSERTATIONS-
dependable on-campus. reasonable.

584-7924, Nancy

RIDE NEEDED

A TALENTED FEMALE Vocalist and
synth player are needed for the funk

band. Curious Those interested may call

Scott for an audition at 546-7480 or

George at 549-2812

A FULL SIZE box spring call after 7:00

PM 549-0710

LIZ. THANX FOR a wonderful Saturday!

Does Bans have yours? Buttrcrnch

JOHN^ * JOANTTTappy birthdayii^^
good to finally live with two other Libras

It's a new and wonderful experience*

You're really great people, and I'm kX3k-

ing forward to a wonderful year Love.

Jennifer

TO WILMINGTON. PE/PHILA. Leave
10/10 return whenever Call Chandran:

546-4475

THE RIPPER

HAPPY B-DAY Brad Parsons from your

UMass past Joann, Sharon, Sheri, Lin

da Sue, I don't remember (Robin). Kelly,

Sue, Elaine, Geraldine, Jeanine. etc

KNOW WHERE I can get some antlers or

a bucks' head? CaH Susan 253-7893

I'M LObkJNG FOR a second hand piano

to buy call Brian 549-5418

HOUSECLEANING:
necessary 549-6703

S4/H0UR car

OVERSEAS JOBS..SUMMER, yr round.

Europe, S Amer , Australia, Asia AN

HEYt RASTA MON. Musky. Roc and
Gurggle Jerk yah make mee feeell sooo
fine' What do y'all say to instant replay

on Saf Fire and srrxjke. Love. Kimba

HAPPY'WRTHOAV JEN^ you knowwhat
they say atxxit New Jersey girts when
they turn 18*! Lisa and Sue

ROOMMATES WANTED

PELHAM, 1 MAfURE^WWF for new 3br

apt (duplex) S miles to Amherst. Oulel,

wooded, location; w/w carpel ap-

pliances W/D, storage, car must.

S230/mo plus V. electric. 1st, la»t, sec,

Tel 2S3-S811, Lula or Paul

(^SPONSIBLE FORLQ apt on bus n*M>
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Women travel to UConn for big game
^^ ^-^••**^^*'^ m/A «^ ^W* w

six goals for a 0.86 goals against average. DeSanti

LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY IN NEW ENGLAND

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

Every team has a couple of games on its schedule that

are just a little more important than the rest.

For the University of Massachusetts women's soccer

team, one of those games is taking place this afternoon.

The Minutewomen travel to Storrs today for an impor-

tant 3 p.m. contest against the 6-2 Huskies of the Univer-

sity of Connecticut.

"There is a big-time rivalry between UMass and

UConn " UMass coach Kalekeni Banda said. "I guess

you could say there's no love lost between the two teams.

It is always intense competition."

Last year's final score reflected the closeness of the two

teams as the UMass edged the Huskies, 1-0, at Boyden

Field.

This year, the Minutewomen have a 4-2-1 record and

have won their last four in a row. UMass has outshot

opponents, 81-30, and have a 13-4 advantage in second-

half scoring.

Sophomore forward Michelle Powers is leading the

team in scoring with five goals and two assists for 12

points. Sophomore Beth Roundtree (4-1-9) is second while

junior tri-captain Kristen Bowsher (24-8) and sophomore

Cathy Cassady (3-2-8) are tied for third.

Junior midfielder Carolyn Micheel kads the team with

12 shots on goal.

But the m^or strength of the Minutewomen has been

steady defense. They have three shutouts and have

allowed just four shots on goal in their last four games.

The 55-25 advantage the Minutewomen have in cor-

ner kicks is a good indicator of how little the ball has

been in the UMass end.

Carla DeSantis will start in goal for UMass The

sophomore has played in seven games and has allowed

six goals for a 0.86 goals against average. DeSantis has

made 11 saves and has a shutout against Holy Cross.

She also combined with backup goalie Brooke Adams to

blank Texas A & M.
. , ^ .u «•

For UConn, Terry Koziel has been the offensive

weapon. As of Monday, the sophomore forward had eight

goals and two assists for 18 points.
. ,q g «,

Megan O'Connell (5-2-12) and Margaret Jarvis (3-3-9)

round out the top three scorers.
, .^ ,

Bonnie Mitchell is the starting goalkeeper for the Len

Tsantiris' Huskies. She has allowed seven goals for a 0.89

GAA while making 38 saves.

So looking at the statistics and the past results when

these two teams have met, today's game will probably

be a tight, defensive battle and Banda is ready.

"We have to think win," Banda said. "I don't care how

we win as long as we win. We want good, quick think-

ing and sound soccer. Hopefully, the results will show

what a high-level team we are."

SPORTS

UMass takes
the Eli's, 2-0
Philhrick, Griswold score

By LINDA DELIVORIAS
Collegian Correspondent

The beat goes on.

The seventh-ranked University of

Massachusetts field hockey team chalked

up its sixth consecutive victory yesterday

as it shutout Yale University, 2-0, at Tot-

man Field.

The Minutewomen, 7-1, have now posted

seven shutouts - including six straight - this

season, but head coach Pam Hixon believes

her squad hasn't reached its peak.

"I'm satisfied writh the team's perfor-

mance. We've shown flashes of brilliance,

but we have to score more," Hixon said.

"Today we got a lot of balls in scoring posi-

tion, but most of them ended up behind the

net rather than in it."

Lisa Griswold put UMass on the

scoreboard at the 31:48 mark. The senior

co-captain notched her team-leading

seventh goal of the year, a slap shot in front

of Bulldogs' goalie Sue Sabatino that was

nothing but net.

"Griz always plays consistent. She real-

ly made things happen out there, and did

a great job of getting the ball upfield," Hix-

on said.

Griswold, who also had four intercep-

tions, didn't feel that the Minutewomen of-

fense was in high gear against Yale.

"Offensively, we didn't get into the flow

and we didn't combine well. We have to im-

prove our passing, but that only comes with

experience. Also, their goalie hung in there

and stopped a lot of shots," Griswold said.

Sabatino, a freshman, registered eigh-

teen saves, nine in each half, and proved

Hixon's pre-game prediction that her inex-

perience in goal would be a big advantage

for UMass.
"Pam was right about the inexperience

factor. Sue was a little nervous out there

and didn't play her usual steady game. But

one bad game shouldn't affect her. She'll

be alright down the road," said Diane

Moyer, Yale's head coach.

The Minutewomen had a 45-minute dry

spell before frehman Nancy Philbrick gave

UMass some breathing room with 15:01

left to play in the contest.

UMass set up its penalty corner offense,

and senior Lil Hultin inbounded to Pam
Bustin. Bustin, a sophomore, fired a shot

that was deflected by several players before

Philbrick deposited the loose ball for her

first collegiate goal.

"Nancy provided a good spark for us. She

hung in there for the entire game," Hixon

said.

Hixon was also impressed with the play

of sophomore Laxira Fagan, who had four

thefts from her sweeper position.

continued on page 15

Collegian photo by Paul Fran*

Freshman Steve Cesneck, shown above against Temple and the

MinTteme^suffered their fourth straight shutout, dropping a 14)

decision to Yale, yesterday in New Haven.

i;^**

1i

CoUectan photo by Paul Frani

University of Massachusetts' Pam Bustin battles for
»
Joose ^a" ipf^o"**

of the Yale net in yesterday's 24) UMass victory over the Eh s at Totman

field.

Minuteman secondary:
Looking for the big play
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

With just one interception and few on-

the-field accomplishments to boast, the

defensive secondary of the University of

Massachusetts football team is looking for

one thing Saturday against the Universi-

ty of Rhode Island - proof that it can stop

the pass.

"This is a big week for us defensive backs

because we need to prove ourselves," jimior

cornerback Kirk Williams said. "We

haven't had a big play. We've had a few

fumble recoveries but we need the big in-

terception to help our offense out and get

good field position."

The Minutemen, 3-0, have faced three dif

ferent running offenses (the Wing-T, Power

1 and the Wishbone) this year and are mak-

ing the adjustment to defending against

the high-powered passing attack of the

Rams.

Rhode Island, the quarterback factory

that produced NCAA Division 1 AA
multiple-record holder Tom Erhardt, has

yet another strong-armed passer in junior

Greg Farland. Farland has passed at a 263

yards-per-game clip and should air the ball

out again on Saturday.

Three weeks ago, the UMass secondary

was shredded for 389 yards by University

of Richmond All-America quarterback Bob

Bleier and the team survived, 24-21. But

if the Minutemen are to remain at the top

of the Yankee Conference standings, the

secondary must prove it can stand up

against pass-oriented offenses.

"We've all heard people saying on cam-

pus that the defensive backs aren't mak-

ing the big plays but we just haven't got-

ten the opportunities to make them,"

sophomore cornerback Andrew Thomas

said. "As we get more chances we'll make

them."

Aside from Bleier's feat, the secondary,

which includes starters Thomas, Williams,

senior safeties Bob Shelmire and Scott

Brown with help from junior Jim Vertuc-

ci, has given up a potential game-winning

67-yard touchdown pass at James Madison

and allowed Northeastern sprinter Lonnie

Hooker escape containment for an 85-yard

touchdown run last Saturday.

Statistics don't lie, but they don't tell the

whole story according to head coach Jim

Roid.

"Big plays coinr when you're ahead or

the other team needs one because you can

let your hair down," Reid said. "But when
have we been in that position? If we're up

with a big lead with five or 10 minutes left,

then you'll see the big plays from our secon-

dary." continued on page 14
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Major
repairs
to begin
at UMass
First ofa two-part series on how the 1987

budget for the Amherst campus will affect

the operation of the University.

By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

Over the next two years, faculty, students

and staff will see the start of repairs to cam-

pus buildings which have been put off for

four years, according to Physical Plant

Director Roger Cherewatti.

The University was alotted about $5.9

million for repairs and renovations in its

1987 budget. These funds will be u.sed to

begin repairs to the Fine Arts Center and

11 academic buildings.

BUILT TOUGH - Ray DuCharme, an employee for the subcontractor D.S. Adams Construction, emplaces

reinforcing rods for concrete base of tank to be built outside Campus Garage. The tank will hold oil, which

is replacing coal now used to generate power for the Physical Plant.

By ADINA LINDGREN
Collegian Correspondent

Although partying has always been a

part of campus social life, authorities at the

University of Massachusetts say alcohol

abuse and related problems are increasing

this semester.

Student Security Director Carol Radzik

said she has seen a "sharp increase" in

alcohol use this year. "We're getting call-

ed into the dormitories more than we have

in the past."

Already once this semester the UMass
police closed off the Southwest Residential

Area highrises to non-residents because of

excessive drinking. According to Sgt. Paul

Ominsky, students were overcrowding

floors and getting "out of hand" the first

weekend of school.

UMass students who were in Kennedy
Tower when it was closed to non-residents

said about 175 students were involved in

a party on the 21st floor. There are 32

students per floor in the Southwest towers.

Radzik said this year police have

responded to alcohol related calls as early

as Wednesday nights, but last year most

problems with .drinking began on

Thursdays.

The administrators from the east and

west sides ofcampus say alcohol problems

affect their areas differently.

Larry Moneta, assistant director of

residential education for the east side,

which includes Orchard Hill, Sylvan, Nor-

theast and Central, said that although

"alcohol consumption is high," much of the

drinking "goes on behind doors."

He said he has noticed a slight increase

in incidents, but added it could be a result

of the increased legal drinking age from 20

to 21, which occurred in June 1985.

Charles Durant, assistant director of

residential education for the west side, said

"there seems to be a noticeable increase in

the number of under-age students obtain-

ing and transporting alcohol to the

residence halls."

Russell Keck, a Southwest area coor-

dinator, said "The problem is not that peo-

ple drink, it's that they drink to excess."

Durant said police had been called in four

or five times by the first two weeks of the

semester to break up parties and fights.

Keck said, "better than 90 percent" of the

maintenance work done in Southwest

results from alcohol use. "Generally, the

people we experience problems with are

under age." continued on page 6

Statistics indicate

increase in arrests
The 1984-85 Department of Public Safe-

ty Report shows that criminal incidents

related to alcohol increased from 6.7 per-

cent in 1984 to 8.2 percent in 1985.

Reported violations of liquor laws increas-

ed from 10 to 15 arrests and arrests for

disorderly conduct increased from 37 to

47.

In 1985, there were 444 arrests on cam-

pus, about 50 percent were campus

residents. Of the 444 arrests, 392 were

white males.

Police reports from this semester show

11 arrests of minors in offenses related to

alcohol in the first two weeks. Nine of the

eleven arrests occurred in Southwest.

Radzik said 85 percent of the students

living on campus are under the legal

drinking age of 21.

Arrests in 1985 for driving under the in-

fluence of alcohol remained at the 1984

level of 37.
- ADINA LINDGREN

Organizers discuss spring concerts
By WILLIAM SPAIN
Collegian Staff

Students and adminstrators met yester-

day in the first of a series of meetings to

define the role of spring concerts and who
should be allowed to attend them.

The Spring Events Planning Committee

took 90 minutes to grapple with the first

of four issues contained in a memo to the

committee from Randy Donant, director of

Student Activities and Joseph Zannini,

director of Housing.

The memo set the agenda for the meeting

as "The purpose of these events, for whom
they are planned, who should attend, and

specific budgetary obligations and limita-

tions.'

ment of support for the present planning

process. Student Activities Program Direc-

tor Michael Jones threw the question up

for feedback from the group, which includ-

ed representatives from the Student

Government Association, area govern-

ments, the Housing Office, the Department

of Public Safety, the Union Program Coun-

cil, and the Office of Public Information.

Jones, who characterized last year's

events as "very good," said there was
"nothing negative intended in the ques-

tions" and "Any decisions we reach, we
reach as a group."

Donant, called the consideration "impor-

tant to define," and said that a "consensus

of purpose" was needed when approaching

this and other questions.

After opening the meeting with a state- "Who we choose to let in [at an area

show] is up to the area," said Joe Demeo,

co-president of Southwest Area

Government.
Damon Riley, production manager of

UPC, said that the shows are "intended for

UMass students."

Director of Public Safety Gerald T.,

O'Neil, expressed concern about "people

who come here to have a good time at our

expense," and quoted the example of a

"motorcycle gang from Holyoke" that

showed up at a concert last year.

Said Charles Durant of the Housing Of-

fice, "Area shows are for areas and UPC
[Pond Concert] is for five-college."

Nate Moore, chairman of the SGA
Budgets Committee said his chief concern

was "how to make sure [fee-paying

students] get their money's worth."

.::-.^:^;>Kg;.

Officials:Student drinking 'excessive'
Liquor-related problems said to be on rise Although $3.4 million of the total was

allocated to repair leaks in the fine arts

building, Cherewatti said, only $1.2 million

will be used to begin the first phase of the

project. The remaining money will go to

other projects.

Designing both phases of repairs will

begin in February and be completed in

December of 1987. "The first phase is to

repair the real bad deck leaks, " Cherewatti

said.

Once a repair plan is completed,

materials will be ordered and construction

will begin on the deck, [the vast, concrete

area centered by an abstract sculpture], in

March so that the heaviest work will be

done in the summer while school is out.

The second phase ofFAC repair includes

sealing smaller leaks around the building,

which is expected to be paid for by funds

from future budgets.

Members of the governor's staff "feel

very confident that the money will be

available in the future," Cherewatti said.

The remaining $4.5 million from this

year's budget will be spent repairing the

roofs of 11 academic buildings including,

Goodell, Marston, Bartlett and the Morril

Science Center, Cherewatti said.

Little dormitory roofing is being fixed

with the University's repair money
because most of the buildings are under the

control of the UMass Building Authority

until the bonds are paid off. Bonds are long

term loans used to pay for major

construction.

In addition to roofing repairs, about $1.5

million will be used to renovate the elec-

trical system in buildings at the north end

of campus. According to Cherewatti, new
computers, air conditioning and a plann-

ed polymer science center have made power

increases necessary. The Graduate
Research Center and Goessmann
Laboratory will be among the buildings

which will be wired for increased electrical

capacity.

Basic Physical Plant operations have

been funded at the .same level as last year,

Cherewatti said. This includes custodial

services, basic maintenance and utilities.

The University will request $10 million

for deferred maintenance each year. Since

1984, the University has received no fun-

ding for buildings repairs.

continued on page 6
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Senate deals Reagan setback
by overriding sanctions veto
WASHINGTON (AP)- The Senate voted

78-21 yesterday to override President

Reagan's veto of tough new sanactions

against South Africa, joining the House in

enacting measures designed to force

Pretoria's white-minority government to

abandon apartheid.

In dealing Reagan one of the most

dramatic foreign policy setbacks of his

presidency, and the first substantive over-

ride of a Reagan veto, the Senate rebuffed

administration pleas that the punitive

economic sanctions would prove most

harmful to South Africa's blacks. Five

previous Reagan vetos, on lesser issues,

had been reversed.

Despite fierce lobbying by Reagan and

other White House officials, and members
of the Senate supportive of the administra-

tion's policy, the final vote showed the

president falling 13 votes short of the 34

needed to sustain the veto.

Forty-seven Democrats and 31

Republicans voted to override Reagan,

while 21 GOP lawmakers voted to back

Reagan. Sen. Jake Garn, R-Utah, who
recently donated one of his kidneys to a

daughter, was absent.

In a statement issued from the White

House, Reagan said that despite his objec-

tions to the measure, "Our administration

will, nevertheless implement the law. It

must be recognized, however, that this will

not solve the serious problems that plague

that country."

Vice President Geroge Bush, presiding
over the Senate, announced that the
Senate's sanctions measure had passed,

"the objections of the president of the

United States notwithstanding."
The House had voted 313-83 Monday to

override Reagan's veto.

While the newly enacted sanction stop

short of ordering outright American
disinvestment, and do not call for a com-
plete trade embargo, they do take several

significant steps intended to bring pressure
to bear to persuade the Pretoria govern-
ment to dismantle its apartheid system of
racial separation.

As a first step, the legislation bans new
investment and new bank loans.

It also bars the importation into the

United States of South African steel, iron,

coal, uranium, agricultural products, food,

arms, ammunition and military vehicles.

And it transfers the South African sugar
quota to the Philippines.

The measure puts an end to direct air

transportation between South Africa and
the United States, abrogates U.S. landing

rights for South African aircraft and ter-

minates the air services agreement now in

effect between the two countries.

Clemens shrugs off arm injury
BOSTON (AP)- Roger Clemens, the

mainstay of the Boston Red Sox pitching

staff who escaped a line shot to the arm
with just a bruise, said yesterday he is

"almost positive" he will take the mount
in the American League Championship
Series opener next week.

The 24-game winner, who was struck on

the elbow of his pitching arm Wednesday
night by a ball sharply hit by Baltimore

catcher John Stefero, said his right arm
was "a little sore, a little puffy. But I think

I's going to be all right."

Team physician Arthur Pappas said

there was a bruise over a bone and that the

amount of swelling would determine how
soon Clemens could pitch again.

Several hours before being hit, Clemens
had been named the starting pitcher for the

Tuesday opener in Boston against the

California Angels. That announcement has

not been changed.

"It just went numb. But after the numb-
ness went away, I could tell I was all

right," Clemens said in regularly schedul-

ed telephone interview with WBCN-FM.
"Pappas, I'm sure, is going to go cautious

with it. But I'm almost positive that I'm not

going to miss my Tuesday start."

BOOK
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25%
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Scandal at Westfield forgotten;

students want a return to normal
WESTFIELD (AP)- The faculty is angry,

the trustees are under fire and the last man
to serve as college president is under

indictment.

But for many of the 3,000 students at

Westfield State College life remains a nor-

mal round of studies and football games.

A hand-lettered poster, signed "Students

of W.S.C." and taped to the front door of

the administration building, reads:

"To the faculty, administration and the

media...Let it be. Let it die. Let it go. It's

over. Leave the students and the nature of

Westfield State College out of it."

Mary Rose Juettner. president of the Stu-

dent Senate, which approved the poster,

said there was no point in dwelling on the

case against former college President

Francsis J. Pilecki, charged with sexually

assaulting two male students. One of the

students was quietly paid $10,000 in a deal

approved by state officials.

Pilecki, 52, who headed the college for six

years, in March announced his resignaton,

which took effect in August. He has not

been replaced, and awaits trial.

"It's just that we feel that there is

nothing the students can do now," Juett-

ner said.

"We're here for an educaton and we are

worried about our grades and other things.

Whatever happened is not going to have

any effect on whether or not I get into law

school."

Westfield Mayor George A. Varelas, a

former police lieutenant and Westfield

Alumus, agreed.

"Enough is enough," he said.

"The students I give rides and talk with

are not politically motivated. They have

their sports, their girlfriends, their guitars

and their studies. And it I were in their

shoes, I'd say, too, let's get on with the

business of education."
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CHINESE KITCHEN
FAST FOOD

RESTAURANT

Eat In or Take Out Hours

Sunday Noon to 10 PM
Mon-Sat 11:30 AM to 10 PM

Pu-Pu Platter $12.00

ei

Try Our Luncheon-Dinner Specials

Only $1 .49 before 3 PM, $1 .90 after 3 PM
2 LOCATIONS

430 Russel St (Rt 9)

HADLEY
253-2571

150 King St

NORTHAMPTON
586-8220

FOUR SEASONS
584-8174 BEST PRICES AROUND Rt 9 Hadley

CASE SPECIALS
BUSCH $8.99
BUD $10.99
LITE $10.99
STROHS super 30 pk $11.99
GRIZZLY $13.99
HEINEKEN $14.99
BLACK LABEL "Maybles" $6.99
UTICA CLUB 12 oz btls $6.99
MILLER DRAFT - 12pks $5.99

SIX PACK SPECTACULARS
HEINEKENan incredible $3.79
GRIZZLEY $3.49
SAM ADAMS voted America's Best Beer $4.99
HOPPENPERELE $3.29
DAB $4.25
KNICKERBOCKER remember your 1st beer $2.99
FORT SCHYLER a Give Away $1.99
SEAGRAMS GOLDEN WINE COOLERS $2.99 4-pk

Vodka "Tastes Like Homemade"

Bathtub Gin "Relive Prohibition"

Rum Dark or Light

KEG SPECIAL

$8.99 1.75L

$8.99 1.75L

$10.99 1.75L

MEISTER BRAU Mj Keg - $29.00

Kegs? Don't think about going anywhere else!
Lowest prices around. We Deliver.

We're located on RT 9 just past McDonalds
and Burger King

FOUR SEASONS: "YOUR FIRST STOP
ON THE ROAD TO GOOD TIMES"

Vietnam vets,

supporters,
continue fast
By WENDY LEE
Collegian Correspondent

Supporters of the Veterans Fast-For Life

protest against US aid to the 'contras' in

Nicaragua, are holding vigils every Mon-

day from noon to 1 p.m., at the Amherst

Town Commons.
In an effort to publicize the water-only

fast of Tive war veterans, supporters here

conduct fasts on Mondays and hand out

literature during the vigils.

Apple Ahearn, an Amherst resident and

a Fast-For-Life supporter, said the publicity

for this protest is "terrible. The national

media is not covering this at all. The

United States government is ignoring

these men. Our government spoonfeeds the

media; they just mouth-off what they've

been told."

The support group has spent more than

$2,000 in literature to inform the public

about this situation. World War II veterans

George Mizo, from Trenton, New Jersey,

Duncan Murphy form Sulphur Springs,

Arkansas and Victor Tolley; and Vietnam

veterans Charles Liteky from San Fran-

cisco and S. Brian Wilson from Chelsea,

Vermont have vowed to break their fast on-

ly if "the American people demonstrate a

significant increase in the level of public

opposition fo US-backed military aggres-

sion against the people of Central

America," according to a press release.

Originally, they wanted the US to stop

contra aid completely, but were talked out

of that, as it is obvious it's not going to hap-

pen, Ahearn said.

Over a month has passed since the first

man started his fast. There have been

reports about Mizo developing respiratory

problems, but Ahearn said he seemed pret-

ty clear when she recently heard him

speak.

The men have received letters from Cen-

tral America asking them not to die,

Ahearn said. They feel, however, that their

own lives are not as important as "the

situation faced daily in Nicaragua by the

innocent victims of US-financed contra

atrocities," according to the release.

Ahearn encourages students to show

their support by writing to Congress and

the media, or "plan a civil disobedience."

On Wednesday, Oct. 1, there was a rally

at the Amherst Common to protest contra

aid, sponsored by the University of

Massachusetts Central American Solidari-

ty Association and the other colleges in

this area.

Collegian photo by Ricci Bonanno

SHADY TALK — Two silhouetted Campus Center

visitors discuss things, late yesterday afternoon.

Y
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RoBk Haakana services will be held in the Student

Union Ballroom today through Monday. They will led

by the Rabbi Saul Perlmutter with student cantors. A
schedule of events:

Rosh Ha&hana
Friday, 7 p.m. — Evening service and Kiddush

Saturday, 10 a.m. — Morning service

Saturday, 7 p.m. — Evening service and Kiddush

Sunday, 10 a.m. - Morning service

followed by Taahlich at campus pond

The Zoology department Colloquium Series presents

Dr. J.L. Travis of the department ofbiology, Vassar Col-

lege, today at 4 p.m. in room 203, Morrill Science Center.

The topic of the presentation is "Microtubule Associated

Motility in AUogromia." Refreshments will be served at

3:30.

Veteran's Fasting for Life will be available for inter-

views between 1:30 and 4:30 today in the Video Screen-

ing Room in the UMass Campus Center. The veterans

will also be attending the one-year anniversary of the

Peace Pagoda at 1 p.m on Sunday in Leverett.

Activist says
women differ

over 'rights'
By KATHRYN POHNER
Collegian Staff

The concept of human rights is perceived differently by

women in Third World countries than women in industrial

countries such as the United States, a Chilean human
rights activist told a Smith College audience Wednesday
night.

"Women of the Third World are primarily concerned

with the underdevelopment of their countries and political

oppression, whereas women from first-world countries are

primarily concerned with women's rights," said Isabel

Letelier, senior fellow at the Institute for Policy Studies

in Washington DC, to about 100 people m McConnell

Hall.

Letelier is the widow of Orlando Letelier. the Chilean

ambassador to the US who was assassinated in

Washington 10 years ago.

Global human rights are freedom of speech, freedom of

press and right to assembly, she said. However, the ten-

sions that exist in countries are different.

"What is the meaning of freedom of speech to people

who are so weak they can barely stand up, or so poor they

cannot buy books?" she said.

The concept of basic human rights is slightly altered

from country to country, she said. In Chile, people must
suffer the consequences of torture.

"We have suffered the irreversible effects of the viola-

tion of human rights," she said

"The effects of torture are with a person for the rest of

his or her life," Letelier said, referring to the political

prisoners in Chile who have "disappeared."

Letelier told of the search for husbands, brothers and

sons who were taken prisoner during the revolution, many
never to be seen again.

"We didn't know that the reason these people disap-

peared was because they had been so badly tortured that

the government didn't want anyone to see them. So they

disappeared," she said.

The search for the missing prisoners culminated in a

women's organization called Relatives of Disappeared

People.

Letelier said that in Chile, protest rallies were too tradi-

tional to be very effective, so women took the problem in-

to their own hands. In 1984, a women's organization called

"Mujeres por la Vida" staged a rally of 11,000 women.

"The rally was the base for a non-violent movement,"

she said. All over the world, Letelier said, women are

fighting together for freedom of oppression.

"A little bit of wishful thinking," she said, "is that the

liberation of women will take place with the liberation

of their countries."

SGA, Fees committee vow to fight yearbook 'charge'
«.. oiPTM,.^ iv^r OTTTJirn, A not non.,nlted. Senate Speaker Paul Wingle said /nc/«'s management
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

In 1985, the Student Government Association decided

to cease funding Index, the University of Massachusetts

yearbook, because of an escalating deficit, according to

SGA officials.

In March of this year. Student Activities Director Ran-

dy Donant addressed a letter to the vice chancellors, pro-

posing that a charge for the yearbook be included in

students' fall semester bills, or that publication of the

yearbook discontinue .

This action dismayed student government members

because Donant allegedly never consulted them while

planning the proposal. Donant could not be reached for

comment.
The SGA will not endorse any new fee on semester bills

unless the Rents and Fees Committee reviews it, Mark

DeNyse, the committee's chairman said. But, because Do-

nant called it a charge and not a fee, the committee was

not consulted.

DeNyse is attempting to prevent the charge from be-

ing included on the bill. "I support the yearbook," he said,

but "it [the charge] is not going to go on the bill until it

goes through the proper channels."

Students should pay for yearbook or it

should be discontinued.

Randy Donant, director ofStudent Activities

Office

These channels include the Rents and Fees committee's

revision of the plan. Following some bureaucratic pro-

cedures, the board of trustees will make a final decision.

"If the Trustees approve it, it's on the bill," DeNyse said.

Nate Moore, budgets committee chairman, .said "By put-

ting a line item on the bill [for Index] it eliminates any

input from the elected student representatives on this

campus.. .this thing will hopefully be shot down because

it's an added fee."

Senate Speaker Paul Wingle said Index's management
has "to seek ways to minimize the cost to the students,"

which they did not while the Student Activities Trust

Fund still funded them. In 1985, the publication's deficit

was $20,570.

"There is no motivation to seek alternative funding [by

Index's management]," said Wingle, suggesting the use

of advertising. Plenty of advertisers would be willing to

use Index, the oldest college yearbook in tne nation, he

added.
Moore said some administrators have suj.'gested that a

professional staff member be hired to give Index more ac-

countability. That would increase their deficit even more,

he added.

Index's management has sold the 1986 issue at $18 each

and sold UMass posters to raise funding. They intend to

continue fund raising the same way this year, according

to Inah Choi, organizations editor.

"So far we have no funding, so we have to raise money
somehow," she said, adding the management considered

sponsoring a fundraiser when they met Monday.

UMass grad-turned-teaeher loves the sound of music
Bv MARK CALDEIRA
Collegian Staff

Teaching music to 300 inner-city teens

isn't easy, but Robin Eig loves it.

Eig, a 24-year-old UMass graduate with

a bachelor's degree in music education,

teaches general classroom music at

Springfield's John F. Kennedy Jr. High

School. In the five classes she teaches dai-

ly, she provides her students with the op-

portunity to learn about different styles of

music, musical eras, composers and

instruments.

"I try to give them a broad general music

education-something they'll never get

again. In high school, music becomes

specialized," she said.

Eig also conducts the school band—which

means being able to teach and play the

flute, trumpet, trumbone, tuba, clarinet,

violin, and percussion. An accomplishment

in itself, it becomes more impressive in that

conducting has been a predominately male

occupation, Eig said, adding there are on-

ly a few female conductors of major

orchestras.

Eig said that not many of her students

take interest in orchestral music.

"Most of the kids hate classical, country

and jazz music. They're into rap and rock.

My job consists of exposing them to as

many types of music as possible—to give

them a chance to interact with the music

and musicians they are not always expos-

ed to, so they can decide for themselves,"

Eig said.

"My bigge.st asset," Eig said, "is the fact

that I'm fresh out of college. I have a bet-

ter perspective of what kids need."

But sometimes her "freshness" makes it

a little awkward for her. Some of her co-

teachers and students find it strange that

she is in her position at such a young age.

"Although the kids can really relate to

me, they're not accustomed to acting pro-

perly in front of young authority figures.

I have to prove myself to gain their

respect—something older teachers don't

always have to do," she said.

Eig started her job three weeks after her

date of graduation. She said that she was
"thrown into a whirwind"— a program that

was unstructiu"ed and twisted upside down.

"Because of my training at UMass, I felt

100 percent prepared," Eig said. " The
music education department is outstan-

ding."

Besides teaching, Eig also sings, plays

guitar and writes music for the Pioneer

Songwriter's Collective, of which she is a

founding member.

Collegian photo by Byrnr Guarnotta

Music lover Robin Eig
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Orchard Hill residents volley
to help terminally ill children

the organization, both house councils .

unanimously voted to donate the money to

the program. The idea of raising money for

charity came out of the Dickinson House

council, which collaborated with Webster's

House council, Hatchovel said.

The volleyball games began two weeks

ago with teams from different floors play

ing one another. On Sunday, the area

championship game will be held, Hatchovel

said.

The Mahuckers of 4North-Field, with a

record of 6-2, will be playing the Babble

Masters of 2-South-Grayson, 6-2, at 1 1 a.m.

The Spike Force of 7-West-Dickinson, with

a 10-3 mark, will be playing the Thugs of

5-West-Webster, who are 8-1, at noon.

The winners of those games will battle

at 2 p.m. in the Orchard Hill bowl. Follow

ing the game, the Orchard Hill Area

Government will sponsor a barbeque with

a disc jockey, Hatchovel said. The food is

only for Orchard Hill residents, he said.

By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian '^'taff

Two house councils from the Orchard Hill

residential area have joined in a volleyball

tournament to raise money for terminally

ill children, according to one of the event

organizers.

The house councils of Webster and

Dickinson houses passed out sign-up sheets

in all four of the residence halls, with 44

out of a possible 48 teams registering to

play, Philip Hatchovel, co-chairmen of the

tournament said.

Every team member donated 50 cents

and raised a total of $280, with money go-

ing to the charity "A Wish Come True."

which grants wishes to children who are

terminally ill, he said.

If a dying child desires a puppy, then one

is bought, Hatchovel said. If their wish is

to go to Disney World, they are sent there,

he explained.

After speaking with a representative of

I oUiKiaii phuli) 1j> Kiiii Bonanno

BUG BOX BUILDER - Arthur Tuttle, an entomology research

assistant, constructs a cage for potato beatles, yesterday behind the

Morrill Science buildings.

Amherst man badly hurt

after ear veers off highway

Board of Governors advocates
looser Halloween party policy

An Amherst man was seriously injured

at 3 p.m. Wednesday when he drove his car

off Route 116 while unsuccessfully swerv-

ing to miss a dog on the highway. Several

witnesses told police they saw the car skid

100 feet before it went over the

embankment.
The car "sailed upside down over the

guardrail and stream," according to

Amherst police. When the car finally stop-

ped it was 231 feet from the road. The
driver is being treated for head injuries,

police said.

In other reports:

• Police stopped and arrested a 36-year-

old Sunderland man at 12:32 a.m. Wednes-

day on East Pleasant Street. He was charg-

ed with operating under the influence of

alcohol. TTie man was driving erratically

and moving in and out of his lane, police

said.

• In response to a damaged Pepsi can
found on Tuesday at Kushman's General

Store, officials from the Vermont Pepsi

plant and officials at the Epic Cannery
Company in Ayer visited the store to in-

vestigate. They inspected other Pepsi cans

at the store and found no signs of tamper-

ing with the cans, according to police.

Officials at Pepsi said, "Sometimes there

is a malfunction in the canning process,

which produces a crack or bubble in the

can, causing the aluminum to react with

the soda." This gives the soda an oily taste

or odor but is not harmful if swallowed, of-

ficials said.

• A 1986 Chrysler Lebaron worth

$17,000 was reported stolen at 4:12 a.m.

Wednesday from the parking lot in front

of the Pub, Amherst police said.

By ANNE TAUGER
Collegian Staff

Recommendations to make the Campus
Center's Halloween policy more lenient

were discussed at last night's Board of

Governor's meeting.

The board questioned a University policy

stating that concerts, dances, and parties

in the Campus Center Auditorium, the Stu-

dent Union Ballroom, and the Blue Wall,

cannot be held on Oct. 31 if such activities

"purport to Halloween." In other words,

the policy prohibits students from openly

celebrating Halloween, one board member
said.

"Everyone is thinking about Halloween,"

board chairman John Hayes said. "The
rule is silly, and will not be applied."

Hayes pointed out that a conference spon-

sored by the Science Fiction Society, to

which people will be wearing costumes, is

scheduled for Halloween. "To say that this

conference does not purport to Halloween

is ridiculous. The policy just doesn't make
sense," he said.

The BOG will circulate a written recom-

mendation, requesting that the phrase,

"parties which purport to celebrate Hallo-

ween cannot be scheduled," be replaced

with "parties which are potential to injury

or destruction cannot be scheduled."

Campus Center Director William Harris

said that the policy is written with regard

to students' safety.

"Three or four years ago, there was quite

a bit of abuse to women during Hallo-

ween," Harris said. "Abusive acts are

much easier to carry out by someone in

costume," he said. While the policy cannot

prohibit students from dressing up on Oct.

31, masks will not be allowed, he added.
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* alcohol
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alcohol content, atuil lampuses show that

abrnit 60 percent of the iiijunes treated ai'e alcohol rolatoc'

McBride said.

The number one drug abu.sed in the United States is

alcohol and not enough attention is given to that fact,

McBride said.

Health Services sponsors an Alcohol Education Pro-

gram, which provides workshops on alcohol in the

residence halls and provides counseling services for

students who think they have a drinking problem. The

program has not had a director since the beginning of sum-

mer. Gretchen Krull, a teaching assistant who works with

the program, said its services are not used "near enough."

Joe Demeo, co-president of Southwest area government,

said the workshops are not effective since "people don't

go to them."

Most students asked about the alcohol policy were under

21 and said they did not find the policy threatening.

As one student put it, "I think they're appropriate, but

nobody obeys them anyway."

The alcohol policy only permits alcohol at registered

events in designated areas or inside residents' rooms when
students are of age.

Bob McDevitt, co-president of Moore House in

Southwest, said students usually don't register parties

because "the administration puts so much paper work into

it, it's not worth the time."

Durant said, "generally the people who are excessive

drinkers are a minority, but that minority puts

themselves in the position where they are vulnerable and

a hazard to the rest of the population."

I

You're Too BUSY!
Don't waste time doing

your own laundry...

Take It To
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WE CREATE A STYLE
A^INDIVIDUAL AS YOU ARE

ConsaltatSon & Style Cuts

$10.00
styles by Deborah

98 University Drive, Amherst 549-5610

P1ef«se call for an Appointment exp. 10/15/86
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DO YOU
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how to

use this

^ APPLE
MACINTOSH?

RENT TIME on our APPLE MACINTOSH®

Gel PRINT-OirrS on our APPLE LASERWRITER®

THE PAPER HOUSE, INC
65 UNIVERSITY DRIVE
(NEXT TO BELL S PEZA)

AMHERST

549-5656

Springfield killer identified by police
I'l'IN.
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n fif rmat?iT)rints on fiU

-vlvaiua authorities sh -^upple^

t iminal record," hut he (Jfcliiii«'d to reveal the churt,'e^

.Joseph Long, executive assistant to the chaicman or the

Pennsylvania Board of Probation and Parole, said Sup
pies was released from prison on May 6, 1985, after serv

ing consecutive sentences of 3-8 years on charges of forgery

and theft by deception and attempted forgery.

Harrington said police were still searching for a man
and a woman who escaped with $50,000 worth of

diamonds and jewelry in the daytime heist Tuesday at the

Palmer House of Antiques and Jewelry.

Hampden County District Attorney Matthew J. Ryan
Jr. said he does not expect to seek an inquest into Sup-

ples death and no charges have been filed against shop

owner Richard R. Theriault.

Ryan said Theriault "had been shot at and the other

two people in the store at the time had been shot" with

a stun gun before Theriault returned fire with a .38-caliber

handgun he was licensed to carry.

Harrington said Supples and a female accomplice

entered the Main Street store in the small western

ce and I an

:rom an inHUrance ct>mpany ollicc above the

. ^vt'i! y .stui . . She v. na then gra})bed by Supplies, w)io held

ner around Iwr ik t k and fired i ho stun tmn at her, Harr

ington said.

Tht-riault. wliu was m bed m the cnuple's apartment

aiwve the store recovering from an autoniubile accident,

heard his wife's screams and went to the stairwell armed

with his revolver. He fired after the robber started up the

stairs and fired on him with the stun gun, Harrington

said.

* budget
continued from page I

Director of Budget and Financial Affairs Paul Page said,

"An area of the budget we have a particularly hard time

with is in facilities maintenance. We have been arguing

and continue to argue for more money for maintenance.

We would like to get it in our operating budget."

Funding outlined in the school's operating budget is

easier to plan for because the funds come at a set times

during the year. However, funds in the capital outlay

budget usually used for one-time expenditures cannot be

counted on, Page said.

SELF-SERVICE
COPIES

At Kinko's we offer the highest quality copies

ot very low price. Our other services include

bindina, collating and a self-serve workspace

stocked with all me things you need to put

together that project or proposal. Try Kinko's.

For great copies. And great deals.

kinko's
open early. Open late.

Open weekends.

220 N. Pleasant St

The
Spoke

Amherst,
Mass.

PROPER ID REQUIRED

INKERY. TO MEET. RELAX fie Eb

35 EAST PLEASANT ST AMHERST
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"Such as?"

"Well, let's take AIDS for example. I wouldn't be much
of a Christian if I cured these people, would I? It wouldn't

be right for me to cure those afflicted with a plague from

heaven."
"Doesn't time fly by when you're having fun. I'm sorry

Pat, but that's going to have to be it for today."

"That's OK, I understand. Goodbye everybody, see you

in November. Remember, keep those checks and letters

coming."
Was this a telling of the way things will be. or may be?

I'm sorry folks, but at this point we just don't know.
Herb Ramy is a Collegian columnist.

Not so long from now on a world that's pretty damn close

by strange things are happening.

Roll the videotape please.

"The sovereign state of Mississippi is proud to commit
its eight delegates to Pat Robertson making him the

Republican candidate for the Presidency of the United

States!"

"Ladies and gentlemen, that was the scene in Houston

less than an hour ago at the Republican National Con-

vention where Pat Robertson was the Party's choice as

candidate for the presidency. Mr. Robertson has been

gracious enough to grant this reporter an interview via

satellite from Houston. Thank you Mr. Robertson."

"You're welcome Tom. Please just call me Pat or God's

instrument ifyou must, Mr. Robertson sounds so darn for-

mal."

"Of course. Pat, I think the world would like to know
how surprised you are at being chosen as the Republican

Candidate for the upcoming election."

"To be honest with you Tom, I'm not surprised at all.

God's been backing me all the way, and it's pretty hard

to lose with that kind of support."

"That's fine as far as spiritual support goes, but what

about monetary support. How did you finance your cam-

paign?"
"I'm glad you asked that question Tom. I did receive

some support from several large corporations such as

Raytheon and Macdonald-Douglas. Pretty much every

company committed to this country's defense was commit-

ted to me. They know I want peace, but it's easier to re-

Collapse (if no support)

main at peace when you can blow the other guy to bits,

if you know what I mean."
"I'm afraid I do."

"I thought you might, and oh yes— I can't forget all the

little people who contributed to my campaign. For exam-

ple, one little ol' woman from Alabama gave me her social

security check for four straight months. Now that'.s dedica-

tion.

"Four months, didn't she have trouble surviving without

any money for such a long period?"

Oh sure, she lost a few pounds, but we all know that

we can't make it into the kingdom of heaven without suf-

fering a little here on Earth first."

"If you say so."

"I do."

"Pat, one of your biggest campaign promises was to heal

all the sick in this country. Isn't this a fairly tall order,

e.specially when one considers your other duties if you

Herb Ramy

become president?"

"I really don't think so. All I'd need is about fifteen

minutes of television air time a day and everything would

be fine. Besides it will keep me in practice."

"Do you have the ability to cure all manner of illnesses,

or are you restricted to only some?"
"That's a tough question Tom. I can cure all illnesses,

but there are some that I just won't do."

I have been a member of the Collegian

staff since my freshman year and began
working as Associate Women's Issues

editor last semester. This semester, I went
on to become the editor.

I was happy to take on the position. I

knew that getting writers for the women's
desk had been tough in the past, but I

thought I could find some good ones on this

progressive campus of ours. Surely
somebody would be interested in covering

women's issues.

I was wrong. From what I have seen on
this campus of some 25,000-odd persons,

people voice their opinions about the ERA,
abortion, and the general exploitation of

women in our society. However, it seems
this campus can't even support the

women's desk of the primary student

newspaper on campus. Pretty sad.

If the women's desk was eliminated,

there would be a public outcry attacking

the Collegian for not providing a desk
dedicated to women's issues in the

community.
Last semester, the Collegian had a male

Women's Issues editor. Many women in the

community thought it was criminal for a

man to hold the position. We explained that

of the three applicants for the job, John
Yonce was by far the most qualified. That
should have been a warning to people who
were so angry about him holding a tradi-

tionally "woman's" position to do

something about it. These critics ranted

and raved about how wrong it was to have

a man in such a position. They did not come
down and offer to help. In fact, they com-

pounded the problem by, on occasion, refus-

ing to speak to him about stories.

liana Levenson

If anyone out there is concerned about
women's issues, come down and support
the desk. You don't need to write a thou-

sand stories. It is on your own time, but we
need writers. Otherwise, there is no desk.

I resigned my position last week, because
it was impossible to have a two person
department. Many people have expressed
their disappointment regarding my deci-

sion. They have said to me "What is going
to happen to the department now?" as if my
resignation meant I would no longer sup-

port the department. I intend to write for

the desk. But that is not enough.
When I first came down to The Collegian

and got a story, I wasn't a journalism ma-
jor. In fact, I had never written a news story

in my life. It is time for other people to

come down and help. The desk needs sup-

port from the campus in order to continue
to exist.

liana Levenson is a Collegian staff

member.

Letters

Difficulty: reflective selectivity
Recently the Organization for Marxist

Studies applied to hang a banner on the

parking garage on campus. It read, "The
Soviets Stopped Te.sting. Wby Don't We?"
The application was returned with the

words, "No! Too Political!" written across

it. When we spoke with the campus park-

ing coordinator she told us that any ban-

ner "telling people to do one thing or

another or expressing a political state-

ment with words, or advertising is not

allowed." When the advertisement for

Baybanks was mentioned (not to mention
the one for the Massachu.setts National

Guard) she said that they had been hung
without consent but had not been remov-

ed yet. How long would it have taken our

"too political" banner to be removed? If

we weren't afraid of losing a good banner
we would have tried the experiment.
The campus garage wall has traditional-

ly been a space for people to "advertise"

issues. Why has it now been turned over

to the domain of fraternity rush parties?

What is it these days that is so taboo

about being "political?" The issue of the

ban on the testing of nuclear weapons has

been ignored by the press for over a year
since Mikhail Gorbachev initiated the

moratorium in the Soviet Union. Many
students we've talked to say they "don't

really know about the issue." There has

been little or no activity as yet on our

campus to raise the issue.

Students of the eighties have been ac-

cused of being apathetic. Yet questions

students may rai.se regarding war and
peace strike closer to the heart of the

universities than Vietnam ever did.

Universities such as UMass have untold

and un.seen amounts invested in the arms
build-up. Research funds are tied up in the

Strategic Defense Initiative and other pro-

jects sent down from the Pentagon.

Students have all the more stake in rais-

ing questions about the arms race.

We wanted to place a crucial question

in the public eye on a college campus. We
will place it elsewhere, but this idea of be-

ing "too political" is disturbing, to say the

least. When did it become policy not to

allow political statements to be hung? The
arms race isn't just a Washington issue

or "another foreign policy" problem to be

worked out by the "experts" who know
the tonnage of the various weapons or the

ranges of intercontinental ballistic

missiles. It is our issue — the student's

issue — and the questions must be rais-

ed. The policies must be challenged.

The Organization of Marxist Studies

Troubling effects of bad policy
It is one of history's most unfortunate ironies that the

heroic struggle and enormous sacrifices of Black South

Africans—particularly the youth—should coincide with the

second term of the Reagan administraiton. Claiming the

murderous and racist Botha regime to be reformist, the

Reaganites have refused to use any of the considerable

means of pressure at the disposal of the U.S. Government.

Worse, it has diffused and diluted Congressional efforts

to do so, while blocking and deflecting attempts by Euro-

pean allies to mobilize pressure on the South African

Government for real democracy there. All that this does

is to postpone the inevitable and ensure that change in

South Africa, when it comes, will be costlier, bloodier,

more destructive and chaotic than need have been the

case. Thus, at a time when the American Government

could and ought to be leading an international diplomatic

alliance that would make unmistakably clear, even to the

Botha Government that it must immediately and serious-

ly begin the process of dismantling apartheid, it does the

opposite. Under Reagan, our government has become the

most blatant and vulgar international apologist for apar-

theid, thus encouraging the Boer regime to tough it out

and prolong and intensify the agony.

Thus, the Administration's alliance with the Botha

government — and that is what it is — serves neither our

moral values nor political interests. It is the policy most

likely to create precisely the chaos, destruction and car-

nage in which American interest.'^ cannot be protected or

advanced. It makes, therefore, no political .sense.

As Prime Minister Mugabe .said. "This is a regime which

should not be treated as a normal member of the mterna-

tional community. This is a regime which, precisely

because it flouts all norms of decency and civilized con-

duct in its relations with its neighbors, should long ago

have attracted both the opprobrium and active opposition

of all mankind."
What does the administration's apparent indifference

to the wide spread murder of unarmed black men, women
and children; the arrest without trial of 16,000 black peo-

ple, 3,000 of whom are children, say to .30 million

Americans who are black?

Michael Thelwell

Apart from moral tirgency and political credibility, there

is much that is distressingly absent from the political

dialogue in this country.

From our media there issues only a consensus of doom
— inevitable and quite beyond the reach of international

will and imagination — which is a curiously resigned and

detached attitude in a country with the recent history and

racial composition of this one.

From our government there emerges no discernible

sense of urgency, no willingness to deploy — nor apparent-

ly any clear idea of how, and to which ends — the con-

siderable means of influence at its disposal. Present ad-

ministration policies seem, to an extraordinary degree,

static and outside the context of any overarching design

and purpose. Consequently, they appear to lack any

engaged sense of process — the capacity to adapt and take

advantage of opportunity and movement as the.se present

themselves in a political circumstance which is, in reali-

ty, quite dynamic.
Do we for example, have policies designed to enhance

and legitimize the positions of white and black moderates

like Ms. Suzman or Bishop Tutu; or to consolidate and

encourage the remarkable shift towards sanity present-

ly being recorded in white public opinion there? To sup-

port an emerging industrial and financial leadership in-

creasingly willing to accept and speak for change in South
Africa?

If these policies exist, they are visible neither here nor

in South Africa. And to the extent that they are not, their

absence contributes to precisely the result we most wish

to avoid: They encourage the Laager mentality of the

Botha regime, ensuring that that change, when it comes,

will be bloody, destructive and unmanageable.

But I refuse to accept that this crisis has moved beyond
the reach of American influence and international

prestige. Indeed, the opposite seems true. At present, the

South African situation is more susceptible than it has

ever been to the mediation of constructive international

intervention and public diplomacy. Envision the impact

of a diplomatic initiative by an international alliance led

by the United States which presented the South African

government and people with clear alternatives: a choice

between firm and comprehensive trade and economic sanc-

tions balanced against equally generous, far-reaching and
substantial economic and technical incentives, both as in-

ducement to democratic change as well as to provide

material assistance with the transition. The single

greatest obstacle to such a development appears to be the

reluctance of the United States to assume leadership, even

though to do so would be natural and quite consonant with

national political values and our clear international

interests.

That is why — as a matter of national honor and humane
concern -- and to try to save human lives in South Africa,

that the American people and their Congress must change

the direction of American policy now. That is why we
.should all march in Springfield this Sunday.

Michael Thehcell is a professor ofA frtyAmerican studies
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Harvard to divest $158 million in stocks and bonds
CAMBRIDGE (AP)- Harvard is selling

stocks and bonds in eight companies
because some sell to South African militar>'

and police and others are not adhering to

the Sullivan Principles, the university's

treasurer said yesterday.

"We tried everything we could to avoid

doing this," said Roderick M. MacDougall,

who also is chairman of the Harvard Cor-

poration Committee on Shareholder

Responsibility.

"We'd much rather have companies move

forward" in meeting anti-discriminaton

demands.
The $74.7 million in .stocks and $84

million in bonds that Harvard is selling

represent 4 percent of the total school en-

dowment of $3.8 billion, said MacDougall.
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The holdings also represent 37 percent of

$427 million in university holdings in 80

or 90 companies doing South African

related business. MacDougall said.

MacDougall said Harvard advised the

companies of its intent to sell the holdings

in July and August.

He said the sales did not mean a policy

change and student protests of the past two

years had little influence on the decision.

The sales were in line with a May 1985

policy "to avoid involvement as a

shareholder in significant sales to the

South African police and military of impor-

tant products used in the direct enforce-

ment of apartheid. he said.

But u took the university nearly 18

months to determine whether the com-

panies were int'act selling products to the

military and police. MacDougall said.

"They're not being stubborn. It's just a

complex subject," he said.

Among the companies are five oil con-

cerns - Mobil Corp.. Texaco Inc.. Chevron
Corp.. Exxon Corp. and the Royal Dutch-

Shell Group of Companies - that may serve

the military and pwlice because of a law

that requires companies to supply oil pro-

ducts at the government's demand.

The university also rid itself of stocks and
bonds in the Ford Motor Co. because the

car company said a subsidiary it owns 42
percent interest in would continue sales to

the police and military.

The Harvard report, however, noted the

strong record of the five oil companies and
Ford in opposing apartheid and adopting

progressive labor policies.

The university also is disposing of its

stock in the Schlumberger Co., which drills

oil wells off the coast of South Africa.

Although the company did not render ser-

vices to the military or police, it did not

sigfn the Sullivan Principles, the report

said.

The code of conduct was proposed by the

Rev. Leon Sullivan of Philadelphia to

eliminate racial discriminaiton in South
Africa.

The university disposed of stocks in

Phelps Dodge, a mining company doing

business in South Africa, because the com-

pany did not provide the university with

sufficient information about its operations

after dropping its Sullivan rating to IIIA,

or "needs to become more active."

#

LANGUAGE
of the Birds

ThCTf wii a tunc when uunuls »nd hunuro convened freely wiih ciih other

the time ol the Old IVople. dream ome, "long ago when the world wa» new
"

Thu pnmordul language thaiivaiu tall "the Ungoage ol the birds." and today

It u the Ungiuge o( ttaiutormaoon and the uiKoouctous, ol' an and religion,

of a lingcnng vision ol U»t coherence

Thji unuiual and cxcmng anthology J.^umenis the teUtiooi between hu-

mans and arumais as recorded by the great storytellen. shamans, and amsis

ol the world 'The dulogue between man and ruture, " cxpUms editor David

Cuss, "is ptescnied here as it unfolds in the lour cycles ol creation These

cycles, appeanng again and again in religioru and myths throcighuut (he

world, are like a map of consciousness tracing our journey as a species

through the Landscape—from wholeness to separation and bici again They

are a history of animai-human relatioru

^ 103 North PtaMwit Siri

Afnh«nt4>2S3.SS74

^UTOMATCH^..
Selling a car?

Buying a car?
Let Automatch make the match.

Free for buyers, one-time fee to sellers.

MAMv rAR<5 241 King St„ Suite 32

1™ .„ «„„ Northampton
UNDER $2,000 584-0341

AMERICAN-MADE
GENUINE LAMBSKIN

LEATHER
SLIM
SKIRT
A wardrobe essential for cannpus, our soft

yet deadly 26 inch little skirt is fashioned

to take you to classes or to a weekend blow-

out. Dressed up with a silk blouse or cooled

down with a denirri jacket, it Is as versatile

as you are.

Choose from fire red, steel grey or jet black.

Junior sizes from 3/4 to 13/14. Limited time

purchase. Order now!

A GREAT "OUT OF AMERICA" VALUE AT ONLY
EACH ^t\i\ FOR 2

^55: ^99;

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

11 am - 2 am 7 days
50 Main St. Amherst, MA

SKNI) ( HK( K OK ,Mf)M N ORIIKR lo

OUT OF AMERICA
P.O. Box 6175
Newburyport, MA 01950

\|t:, \I,SA, AMKX ()RI)I,RS (All

1-800-521-1230
voxA KRKK.

Ask about our "Out of America" T-shirts.

Don't hate me for being beautifttl

I'm really an average person. I love mudwrestling,
Indian Wrestling or any kind of wrestling. But (tee-

hee) what I really love is J.B.'s Roast Beef Sandwiches

SO DONT
EAT YOUR
HEART
OUT

EAT AT
J.B.'s

Is this you?
Come in for your free

regular beef & soda

BLACK AFFAIRS

Support, recruit, retain

and graduate minorities

i oiipKian photo by Rirri Bonanno

Dwight Tavada is shown here speaking with MEP student Scott

Thompson.

By LISA RIDDICK
Collegian Staff

What is MEP? MEP is the

Minority Engineering Pro-

gram which supports,

recruit, retain, and
graduate minorities.

MEP was started in 1970

by a couple of students and

faculty, who believed

minorities in the field of

engineering on campus
needed a support network.

During the summer they

sponsor an Engineering

MEN'S AND
WOMEN'S

DUOFOLD

TURTLENECKS
"unconditionally

guaranteed"

Their Price - $22

Our Price

$16.99

197
N. Pleasant St

Downtown Amherst

Mon-Sat 10-6;

Sun 12-5;

' A Christ - Centered Church

I Declaring The Dynamics of

! The Holy Spirit:

j
(Cornerstone Qlljapel

580 Bridge Rd., Northampton, Mass.

I
tummmmmi Rev. Rooald S. Hale, Pastor

^^5^ SUNDAY SERVICES

! 9:45 am Sunday School • Graded

I Bible Study Classes For All Ages

I
11.00am Hour of Praise & Worship

' 7:00pm Evening Worship Service

I For Information Call 584 5168

Career Orientation Pro-

gram for high school

students in their junior and
senior year. The students

that participate are chosen,

because they show a high

potential of math and
science skills. The program
lasts for about three weeks,

they have about four or five

classes a day, they have
seminars and listen to

speakers. They have
counselors who are MEP
students.

MEP also has a panel

discussion for high school

students on weekends from

New York state, who have

an interest in the field of

engineering. Members of

MEP talk to them about the

campus, and the different

facets of engineering.

Two weeks before school

starts all incoming
freshman engineers are ar-

riving at school to find out

about the campus, and their

classes. This is known as the

Minority Engineering
Freshman Orientation.

MEP also has a lot of pro-

grams sponsored
throughout the school year.

On October 20th from 9-4

pm in the Campus
Center,there will be a

Career Fair with about
25-30 people from different

industries.

They also have tutors who
help students that need

help, and there are

seminars sponsored through

the year.

At the end of the year in

April there is the MEP An
nual Banquet, which
highlights and honors in-

dividual students for their

achievement during the

school year. Awards are

given out in different

categories.

A few years ago the Na-

tional Society of Black
Engineers got a chapter on

this campus started with

the help of MEP.

One of the advisors from

MEP, Dwight Tavada is

respected by so many of the

.students.who look to him as

a father figure. Whenever
they have a problem or need

someone to talk to they can

go to his office,and he will

listen. He has helped so

many students with pro-

blems. He encourages them
to stay in engineering, and

don't give up.

One of the goals ofMEP is

to support, recruit, retain,

and graduate at least 80

percent of the minority

engineering students,

Tavada said. They have

almost achieved this goal in

past years, but this could be

the year when the goal is

reached. You should keep

persevering and don't give

up, the goal can be reached.

aniEMA

WEDNESDAY - SATURDAY
MY BEAUTIFUL LAUNDRETTE 7:15

STRANGER THAN PARADISE 900
SUNDAY - TUESDAY

THE LADY KILLERS 700
THE LAVENDAR HILL MOB 900
DOUBLE FEATURE $3.00

DOWNTOWN AMHERST 253-6426

What If . .

.

you could carry your own
Professional Business Consultant

in your briefcase—NOW you can

with the HP-18C calculator.

Elek'Tek
Price ^135

Order No 420109
Mfr Sugg Ret $175

Ui«s Industry Standard Algebraic Operating System

(Not RPN).

Features:
• Menu larje-ii

• So'' i-e,?

Built-in functions:

Inie'est ra's

Statistics

Separate aipfia and r^jmenc

i-e/t)oards

Fojf-ime LCD display

inlrared printer irtertace

iD'nier available soon)

Markup and margin

inieresi rate conversic^s

Time and appomime'^'^.

Internal ra'f? o' feli,"i

Application books available
VXaI HEWLETT
mf:^ PACKARD

CALL TOLL FREE 800 621 1269 EXCEPT
Illinois. Alaska. Hawaii

Accessories d'scouiied loo Masiefca'd of Visa by pnone o' maa Mail

Cashie' s Cneck Money O-a Pe's C^ecK (2 weeKslo cn ScvnoCOOs
Add '*" isi iiei^ '1 eacfi adoi sripg & handi Ship's to iL a-iO'ess add

7% tan Prices suDi locfiange umversiiy'CoHege PO s welcome WRiTE(no

calls) tor iroe catalog 30 day return policy lor detective mercharidise only

ALL ELEKTEK MERCHANDISE IS BRAND NEW 1st QUALITY AND

COMPLETE

ELEK-TEKjnc. •S57 North Lincoln Avenue,

ChleSflO. IL MC4S (3U)67T-7S>0
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ARTS

The Boy Who Could Fly

crash lands forcifuUy
Bv TOM INCHALIK and

BOB SCHWARTZ
Five College Correspondents

Anyone who thinks that movie reviewing is an easy job

should try to sit through The Boy Who Could Fly. Two

hours of washing dishes would probably have been more

entertaining and would certainly have been more intellec-

tually stimulating than the time we spent watching this

lame piece of filmmaking.

It is a story about a lovely, caring, mature, hopeful

young girl (Milly) and an autistic boy (Eric) who likes to

climb out second-floor windows and walk around on his

roof, pretending he is an airplane or maybe a bird. (It is

interesting that such a bad film can resemble BIRDY. an

excellent movie, so closely.) According to his alcoholic un-

cle, Eric can fiy. Of course, no one believes it; but good,

trustful Milly wonders. What if...? And besides, maybe all

he needs is a friend-someone who really believes in

continued on page 11

Friday
Film

« * * * Excellent * * Fair

* • • 'A Very Good * '/: Poor

* • • Good tBad

* * '/j Pretty Good '/» Abysmal

NR Not Rated

Bv DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

The Boy Who Could Fly stars Colleen Dewhurst and

is about a disturbed young boy whose parents died in a

plane crash and who now believes he can fly. • • (See

review)

Crocodile Dundee is a comedy starring Paul Hogan

(the guy from the Austrailian tourism ads on television)

as a mythic hunter from the outback who catches the at-

tention of a female reporter from New York. She brings

this innocent abroad to the Big Apple where he must learn

to fend for himself in the urban jungle. • • •

Playing For Keeps is the story of a bunch of college

age guys who decide to buy an old hotel in a sleepy little

town. They want to have fun, the town wants them out.

NR
Ruthless People is the comedy hit of the summer. Bette

Midler is about to be killed by her husband, Danny Devito

when she

is kidnapped by Judge Reinhold and Helen Slater. The

kidnappers threaten to kill Midler if they aren't obeyed.

Devito does all he can to get her killed. Midler and Devito

are the ones to watch. •••
Stand By Me is a coming of age film based on a novella

by Stephen King and directed sensitively by Rob Reiner.

The story is about four 12 year-old friends from different

backgrounds who go on a journey to find the dead body

of kid in the woods. This was one of the best movies in

the theatres this summer. • • • V^

Top Gun stars Tom Cruise and Kelly McGillis. It is not

really a movie, it is a 2 hour recruitment commercial. The

commercials tell you all you need to know about the

movie. ••
Tough Guys is a comedy starring Kirk Douglas and

Burt Lancaster as to aging convicts who have spent most

of their lives in prison and now must adapt to the outside

world in the 1980s. NR.

RENT A
FRIDGE
2 & 5 cu. feet

FREE DELIVERY
R&P RENTALS
R&P PACKAGE
460 West Street

S. Amherst
wfcBSF^M

Epson Equity I

w/printer includes

256 k dual floppy

mono monitor

$1295

Computer Rentals

$200.00
per semester

Terminal Rentals

$130.00
per semester

includes 1200 baud modem

Memory Upgrade
to 640K

$99.00

Fall Prices good till 10/31

PIONEER VALLEY

DATA EQUIPMENT

259 Triangle Street

Amherst
549-1017

MASSACHUSETTS VS DELANA/AR

» *«

ATTENTION ADVERTISERS

DON'T MISS THE COLLEGIAN'S
SPECIAL HOMECOMING ISSUE

ON OCTOBER lOth

A Special Weekend Edition of thie Collegian

will be distributed at the football game

INCLUDING
•A preview of the big game on Saturday, October 11th

•Special advertisement placement and color ads

Contact the Daily Collegian Advertising Department 545-3500 113 Campus Center

Psychedelic Furs' sound f^ lis flat

Collegian photo by Byrhe Guarnotta

The Psychedelic Furs played the Fine Arts

Center Wednesday night.

* Movie Review

ding percus' le tradf , ,

Furs, the ihioaty. sandpaper vocals ol Hichaiis HuUn ,

seemed to compete with one another most of the eveninti

rather than blend to form one voice, Mcist ot^the dissonance

did little mov than i r.-tii a cacopiiduy (»f confusion thai

served no virtual end. Sonys like "Heaven" and "Presi

dent Gas," especially the latter, fell disappointingly flat.

The acoustics at the Fine arts center helped to distort the

sound further.

The Vels, a Philadelphia based band who records on

Polygram records, opened the show with an uninspiring

forty minute set. The band sported some impressive key

board proficiency but seemed almost oblivious to the large-

ly unmoved audience. Their uncommited, spunkless brand

of music left the feeling that somehow all this had been

Also effective was Hahai pr. ,-Mace.

Dre.ssed m purple and bl, aunlered,

gestured, .iiid danced about i im ii to the au-

duMuc'-^deliglii. Rumor h.. u Furs album

will have a hard.-r, rougher ..^;. . .i d if last night

was any indication, that is ju.st the direction the band is

headed" Their newer tunes possessed a bubble and fizz that

has lacked on a gi'eat deal of their older material. The

release date for their new album has been pushed back

to October 23; keep your fingers crossed.

The psychedelic Furs wrapped up the show in two en-

cores with four songs including "Pretty in Pink." and

"Forever Now." The pervasive feeling, however, remain

ed: emptiness.

continued from page 10

him—to conquer his disorder and make him whole again.

Never mind the rest of it.

Yes, Eric does fly. But the audience doesn't see it hap-

pen until the very end. The suspense was unbearable. And
in the last few minutes, he suddenly learns how to talk,

too. When he said his first word, "Milly," we were truly

moved. Their first kiss sent an electric charge through

the theater.

It is not clear what kind of audience writer-director Nick

Castle had in mind when he made this vacuous, bland mo-

tion picture. A story about high school romance, complete

with flowers and a gold ring, might appeal to young

teenagers and many others. That, however, requires an

interesting script. The Boy Who Could Fly seems better

suited for overly passionate six-year-olds, but even they

might be insulted by the predictable, patronizing

screenplay. The audience is mercilessly and repeatedly

clobbered with the movie's joyous message: You can do

absolutely anything ifyou just believe in yourselfand Try.

Hopefully, not too many kids will take this advice

seriously.

Indian dance and culture examined
By JOANNE MURRAY
Collegian Correspondent

On Monday night the

Fe.stival of India visited

the Fine Arts Center and

brought with it an array of

cultural entertainment.

The concert hall was
ablaze with the spec-

tacular colors and exotic

sounds of more than thir-

ty performers. The au-

dience sat, seemingly
mesmerized at the many
types of classical Indian

dance and music
displayed. The Festival in-

cluded art forms from In-

dia's numerous and
diverse regions and was
spiced with dance and song

representing the folklore of

Hindu, Moslem and Bud-

dhist religions, all of which

are prevalent in India's an-

cient mythically rich

history.

The Festival began with

a Sikkim dance called the

Snow Lion. Other Sikkim
dances were performed

throughout the night such

as a war dance and two

monastic dances. All three

short dances were alive

with intense passion.

Other dances include the

Odissi, Purulia Chhau,
Kalaripayyatu and
Qawwali. The Odissi, from

eastern India is an erotic

dance that w£is performed

beautifully by two Indian

women. It originally came
from the sculptures on an-

cient Hindu temples.

Kalaripayattu is a form

of martial arts that re-

quires precise control over

the mind and body and a

perfect harmony of rhythm
between the performers.

Weapons used include

sticks, spears, swords and

daggers. The reflections

cast on the audience by

some of these weapons was
captivating.

Qawwali is a Moslem
music tradition whose
origins date back to the

13th century. This type of

song is usually about

praise of Allah or mystical

love. It definitely seemed

to put the audience in a

hypnotic state, as intend-

ed. Some of the audience

even clapped along with

the performers. The
brilliant lead singer,

Mohd. Hayar Khan is one

of India's leading Qawais.

The performance came to

a close with a masked
dance drama called

Purulia Chhau which
represents the destruction

of evil. The costumes, in

particular, were outstan-

ding in color and texture

and seemed to be "bigger

than life" because of chill-

ing masks and huge head

pieces. Shri Nepal Mahato,

the prestigious lead artist

has performed all over

India.

Well-known Indian

musicians filled the con-

cert hall with melodious

sounds from a part of the

world foreign to most of us.

Overall, the entire show
was a beautiful display of

Indian culture.

^R_Peking Garden^:., I ','.:,._.,

A MAIfDAttlM m SZCCHUAN atSTAURAWT

BEST CHINESE FOOD!

OCTOBER 3rd OCTOBER 4th

C.B.EXPRESS JUST IN TIME
9:00 - 1 :00 9:00- 1:00

Country & Swing & Jazz

Western Band With Us

^ THE FINEARTS CENTER¥
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Open 7 D»v»'for Lunch ft Dinner H<lu?r-**h Thur» 11-10 - Ffi & S»l 112

WEEKDAY DINNER BUFFET • Men - Thur* $6.95. 5-8 30

SUNDAY BRUNCH 11:30-3
Full LKiiior License

FESTIVAL
INDIA

Intlit'i most
c»l0brai»d
dtncars and
muticiani otttr

I fitcinaling

panorama of

parlo/ming
traditions.

Monday, Sept 29, 8 pm
Concert Hall

Tickets $16.14 12

Vienna
(J^oir

"cottumad oparatlas, saciad songs,

aatular and fo/t music that will dalight

Itta whola lamily..."

Monday, Oct 6, 8 pm
• Concert Hall

Tickets $16 14.12

MOMIX

n't mitti.

It's waird.

It's wondartui

Thursday, Oct 9 8pm
Bowker Auditorium

Tickets $15.13

* Five Colleoe Students HaW-Prfcol •

Tickets available at Ftne Arts Center Box Ottice Call (41 3)545 261 1

I

RUSSELL'S
LiaUORS

18 Main St. Downtown Amherat 263 5441

BEERS
SUITCASES:
Bud, Coors, Lite,

Coors Light, Miller Ught $11.99 cs + dep

Busch $9.95 cs + dep

IMPORTS:
Helneken, Amstel $15-00 cs + dep

Kronenbourg, Dab, Moosehead.$3.99 6pk + dep

Swinkel, Krakus $12.95 cs + dep, $3.50 6pk

CHEAPIES:
Ballantine Beer $3.40 12/pk + dep

Narragansetti6ozc.n. $9.80 cs + dep

Utica Club Lonq Necks $6-99 cs ^ dep

pii*iiiiiiii.t...iiiiiii>

i€UilO

Please come In and wish our star

bartender MARK a Happy Birthday!

FREE FRIDAY
4 - ? Delano's famous buffalo wings

with blue cheese dressing

Proper ID a Must - 57 N. Pleasant St - 253-5141
. l . l.. .. i l l l| |I.I I I I I MIIIIIlllllimmnlMllMIM Mi ,,i,, ,,.y.ff,..,|......i. .iliilH /l^jlllliHITTWTrt,
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Water polo to be in action
New England assault to continue at tourney

Zoo disc hosts Ultimate Affair

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's
water polo team expects to continue its

assault on New England opponents as it

returns to the water this weekend, to play

five matches in two days.

The Minutemen, led by coach Russ Yar-

worth, battle Yale University and the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology on
Friday night before taking on Harvard
University, Boston College and Brown
University on Saturday.

Yale, Harvard and MIT have already

fallen victim to the high-powered UMass
attack erlier this year while Brown locked

horns with the Minutemen last weekend.
The two teams finished in an 11-11

deadlock.

Team captain Fred Marius thinks that

the team should do quite well this weekend

as long as the Minutemen's top guns con-

tinue to produce goals.

"With Michael Hoover, probably the

strongest hole (center) man in the league,

and Drew Donovan complementing him
with his strong offensive driving, they are

an offensive two-some that are hard to

stop," Marius said.

Along with Donovan, Hoover and Marius

in goal, the Minutemen are expecting solid

performances from Owen McGonagle, Jeff

Piaget and Jimmy Boudreau. All can pro-

vide an offensive spark and should score

goals.

On defense, UMass needs to get the same
consistency that it had in earlier victories

this season. Jimmy Flannery, Paul
McDoughn and Eric Beucheck have the

ability to break up offensive drives and
start quick transitions and should provide

the Minutemen with the depth it needs.

The University of

Massachusetts Zoo disc

ultimate frisbee team kicks

into action this weekend,
hosting the Ultimate Affair

frisbee tournament on the

Southwest fields.

The tournament, con-

sidered the most prestigious

of the fall season, has at-

tracted more than 70 teams
to the UMass campus. The
tournament gets underway
Saturday morning and con-

tinues through Sunday
afternoon.

UMass, the defending Na-
tional Collegiate Ultimate
Frisbee Champions, expects

to continue its domination
of both the best of New

England and national
teams.

Other schools expected to

attend include Dartmouth
College, the University of

New Hampshire, and
Boston University. Teams
throughout the East coast

and the United States will

compete.

uHtMMiitNttiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiMitmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiH

I
SUNDAY SPECIAL |

COPIES 3<^
I

i EVERY SUNDAY ALL THE SELF SERVICE

I MACHINES WILL BE ONLY 3« PER COPY
I

CopyCat. Print Shop

"When the copy ia aa importeunt as the original"

228 Triangle St

I
2nd Floor 549-3840 »

I
M-F 8:30-7:30 SAT 10-5 SUN 12-5

|
IbiHiMnnniiiiiHiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiuiHiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMIIUIIIIIlllilllllllllilllllllllllimuilU^

LIQUORS

61 Main St., Amherst
NcKt to Town Hall

FOR FREE DELIVERY OF
»20 MINIMUM ORDER.
(OFF UMASS CAMPUS)

Dial
253-3091

— All Prices In Store Cash Only - Thru 10/4/86

Baileys

Irish

Cream
750 ML

9913

Southern
Comfort
$699
750 ML

Grolsch

$425
6pk

15% OFF
All French Wine

With This Ad
Wines On Special Not Included

r Worcester
Breakfast A Special

I

AT
Worcester
Snack

Monday-Friday
8:00 AM-llrOO AM

Offer expires Oct. 31. 1986

Featuring New, Low Fares!
Peter Pan offers 1 1 daily express trips from Amherst
and 9 daily express trips from Northampton to

New York City.

From Amherst:$38.98 ^r
From Horthunpton: $34.98

Round-

From Amherst/Northampton, Peter Pan also serves the
following areas:

• Springfield, Holyoke, Pittsfield, Worcester, Boston &
Gape Cod, MA • Hartford, Middletown, New Haven, Bridgeport
& Norwalk, CT • Albany, NY • New Hampshire

Special One-Day Round-Trip Excursion
Fare To NTYC Starting As Low As: $«9.98

For tickets and schedules , contact;
UMASS Campus Center Ticket Office: 848-8006
• Amherst Terminal: 886-0431
• Northampton Terminal: 886-1030

You'll Love Oar Service!
Tht Ptoplt Proftisionilf

HaJleucJian
79 South Pleasant Street, Amherst, MA
1 Roundhouse Plaza, Northampton, MA
Package Express Service available on aJl schedules.
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DoonesbfirY

By Garry Trudeau
The Far Side

By Gary Larson

M//(£, I KNOW ^'^2\r,

,

yOUlHOUG^THOr l^<^

J.J.mULPUBMAlNTH^

-1^

.<---lc"n

MIK£.,COULPY0U
WRMPOUNiOUH OH 9Ufie
SOUNPViACK A SOR/?y
LITTLS «" /

(s31^c&i'OoZT
Suddenly, the living room was flooded with light

and the angry sounds of an engine being revved.

And everyone knew — the cat wasr back.

Gordy By Gorde

THAKiKS f^OK.
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NAVE. THAT

PtACe. AROUVO
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Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

wKVNcrr?wff
-TURNl^Je POWM

A CHANCE TO

WRITE HI6TT)«.

\

J. por/T CflRE flftO/r

HOURS IN we hJ^eK
TO po weuoR^

.

I'H GiVtN

CON&it>eR. THERE
WONT Bt f^^ ^°°^

\

~\

PON'T NeeD HIS
HELP f\tHVlfVi.

79.

Campus Pond

CAHPUS PONDlLECf

By Sal

w IF ELECTED, I PKOniSE TO
ABOLISH ALL FOHMSOFGOVERNWnl
ON THE POND. TOTAL ANARCHT

I

OKAY,OKATI LET'5 TUST ACT
LIKE STUDENTS AND PRETEND
WE'RE 60NNACHAA/GE THE WORLD

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

AFPfiRem-Y,
VOURCfifWON
RefBKi TV
TBPKOPPeL

y^meN'5

,\

rrme
ftLrme
JOKB.

wem/LWT
t mrrr TV upser
i m. KOPPBi lt4W

'^i fi LAmuiT

% FORK ir
\\ (MR. W-

mU JU5T
CLEAN IT UP
A Lime. YOURi

PRIRRING

3UMe
ON IT. P

NO

Positions Open:

The Collegian is now accepting application* for

Women's Issues Editor and Assistant to the

Editors. Come to the news room, 113 Campus
Center, and talk to John Yonce or Dode Levenson.

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Frona

S ExplO'tr da
Gama

10 Woffls Irom

Caasa'
14 Fragranca

15 Hollywood priza

16 Kimono aatnas
17 Cfiinata Comb

form

18 Pal Joay
aumor

19 Motor (Oliowar

20 AppaaraO
22 Captain

Truman S

company
24 Cosmaiic plant

26 — Shan Kirgi/

mts
27 Food in iha iiaid

31 Birtnpiaca ol

H C Andarsan
36 Negatives to'

baby
36 Radar display

36 Intetiecliont ol

disgust

39 Court cry

40 Madras
masters

41 Qardnar at •!

42 Brown
43 Shrivel

44 Stock market
holding

45 Senior partner'

40 Militant black

leader

50 Hard to fino

52 Storylelier o< a

kind

53 Ascorbic aciO

57 Threefoifl

61 Greek god
62 Lariat feature

64 Asiatic ox

65 f^ntaii duc»

66 Liquid tron^ egg
whites

67 Grampuses
66 Soviet press

agcy
69 Sailors

70 Munch

DOWN
1 Privation

2 Enierlainer

Adams
3 Firit-rate

4 Comptate
5 Hen
6 — Wednesday
7 Healing sign

8 200 milligrams

9 Dignified

discourses

10 Geological

epoch
1

1

Kir)d of lift

12 Orderly

13 OKI
21 Whitlenpoofs,

eg
23 Mack or Knight

25 Follow

27 One hundred
bucks

26 Shade ot blue

29 Put — to (stop)

30 Go away'

32 Pan oi USNA
33 Body ot bees

34 English

county
37 Of the ear

40 Go-go wear
41 Topsoil variety

44 Catface

46 Oeietes

47 Penrod s pal

49 Metric

measures
51 — Gay

noted plane

53 Large
54 Friend ol TV

tame
55 Rive' ol

H England

56 Carbonaceous
luei

58 Pianiit Pete:

59 Basic facts

60 Fertile

63 Perch

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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Lunch

Tuna Salad on Water Roll

Turkey Divan

Menu
Dinner

Fish Fry/Tartar Sauce

Cheese Lasagna with

Tomato Sauce

Basics Lunch

Rice Frittata

Tuna Salad and Water Roll

Basics Dinner

East West Lasagna

Fish Fry/Tartar Sauce

Weather
Today: Sunny early with increasing clouds in the

afternoon. High in the upper 60s.

Tonight: Rain likely. Possible galosh conditions

Saturday: Mostly cloudy, chance of showers. A high

of 70 degrees.

"N

Today's Staff
sight Edttof * Dan Sobel

CopY Editor .Jeffry Bartash

Photo Tech Ricci Bonanno
Layottt Tech ...Ansel Zlntcr

Production Sapenrlsor Ansel Zinter

Production: Kelly Sieger, Michelle Elchelman,

Henry Jost, Vallerie Warren and Kirk Pisani.

1 Executive Board Fa of 1986|

DODE LEVENSON ROB SKELTON
tdiior in Chief bditonal Editor

JOHN YONCE WILLIAM SPAIN

Mdnaging Editor Editorial Editor

STEVE RUBIN ANSEL ZINTER

H.isiiH'S'> Managof Production Manager

1 Business Board Fa of 1 986 1

STEVE RUBIN PATRICE LAWSKY
h .sra'bs Mjndger Marketing Manager

PAUL H LESSER CRAIG NAUGLE
Advertising Sales Manager Circulation Manager

VANESSA ROTH KAREN HOLLAND
finance Manager Subscription Manager
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* football preview
continued from page 16

first half, the Minutemen scored 24 unanswered points

to overcome the Huskies.

Rhode Island, meanwhile, added Brown University (27-7

victors over the Rams) to its growing list of masters last

Saturday. Along with Brown, the Rams have been soundly

thrashed by the University of Delaware (44-10), Towson

State (35-14), and the University of Maine (34- 14).

If the Minutemen should win any game, it's this one.

Still, the Minutemen cannot overlook anyone.

"Watching the game films against Brown, I see Rhode

Island dropping three passes for big plays and two total-

ly blown coverages — I haven't seen any that bad in years

— that allowed Brown to score two touchdown's easily,"

Reid said. "Those aren't Rhode Island characteristics and

we can't count on that for our game."

The Rhode Island game plan is predictable. Junior

quarterback Greg Farland (80 167 for 913 yards, four

touchdowns and nine interceptions) likes to throw almost

as much as now-legendary All-Everything NCAA Divi-

sion I-AA multiple-record holder Tom Ehrhardt. The of-

fense averages 263 yards passing and a whole 11 yards

rushing per game.
But the line is not as strong as it once was. Farland suf

fered a hip pointer against Maine and has been sacked

25 times already this season.

"We had better get pumped up and get radical play from

our front four," Reid said. "With a good pass rush and

good underneath drops we should be able to avoid giving

up the big play we've been susceptible to."

The Ram defense (which has given up 35 points-per

game this season) is anchored by tackle Phil Mulcahy (30

tackles), linebacker Jim Happe (33 tackles) and first team

All-Yankee Conference cornerback Ray Williams.

The big question concerning the Minutemen will be how

well the secondary responds to Farland's day-long pass-

ing barrage.

"We're going to try to do the same thing we did against

(Northeastern quarterback Jim) O'Leary," Reid said.

"We'll disguise and mix-up our coverage to confuse

Farland."

What it means is that defensive backs Bob Shelmire,

Scott Brown , Kirk Williams, and Andrew Thomas are

going to have a busy day. In order to shut Farland down,

the secondary is also going to need strong performances

from super-sub strong safety Jim Vertucci and the

linebacking corps of Todd Rundle, John McKeown, Vito

Perrone and co-captain Paul Manganaro. "The coaches

have gotten us to the ball and now we just have to give

them what they deserve in return — and that's to make
great plays in return. We've got to do it for them," senior

strong safety Scott Brown said.

• men 's soccer tourney
continued from page 16

Coach Shaun Green's Devils feature the high scoring

of Mark Miller (3-3-9) and Dave Voelpel (3-0-6), along

with some good goaltending from John Susi (1.16 goals

against average, three shutouts). The Devils have scored

13 goals in their last three games.

The Huskies of Northeastern are re-building this year.

Currently 1-3, the Huskies have scored just one goal, by

Warwick Davies in a 1-0 win over the University of

Lowell. Coach Winston Smith will place his hopes in net-

minder Rick Carreiro, who has allowed 11 goals and

made 38 saves.

Miami has a deceiving 2-4-2 record thus far. Among
the losses for the Redskins were national powers Univer-

sity of Indiana, University of Akron, and Cleveland

State. The Redskins have been playing a very tough

schedule after a very successful 14-2-2 finish in 1985.

Coach Bobby Kramig will be looking for ofTense from

junior Jeremy Clorsene (4-3-11) and sophomore Kevin

Rappel (2-4-8). Goalie Eric Whitnable is 2-3-2, but has

a goals against average of 1.76.

ROSH HASHANA
at Chabad House

Every^^^ Welcome
No Charge, Meals included

Singing, Stories, Chassidic Atmosphere

No prior experience required

Friday Highl

SatnrdiY

SaturdaY Night

SondtY

October 3 7:00 PM Candle Lighting 6: 11 PM

October 4 1T):00 AM
October 4 7:30 PM Candle Lighting 7:13 PM

October 5 10:00 AM

Chabad House is located at 30 North Hadley Road between Lincoln and Sunset

Avenues, directly across from the Whitmore Administration building at the

University of Massachusetts

For more Information oU: 549-4094. or 549-0078. or 253-3516
m, »i mummumfmmumjmuM

175 University Drive

PIZZA

GRINDERS, SALADS
ITALIAN DINNERS. BURGERS

FULL LIQUOR LICENSE

ANDY'S PIZZA
Month of October Special

Upon Request Only

Free 64 oz pitcher of soda with purchase over

$7.00 inside restaurant or to go (no delivery)

Hfi-P'u

175 UNIVERSITY DRIVE
AMHERST *— ROUTE 9

253-5595 175 UNIVERSITY UP'VE

KEGS - FREE DELIVERY OFF CAMPUS

I

O'KEEFE 12 oz bottles $3.15 + .30 6pk

SCHOONER 12 oz bottles $3.40 + .30 6pk

O MILWAUKEE 12 pack $4.40 + .60 12pk

ROLLING ROCK 12 oz bottles $10.99 + $1.20 cs

MICHELOB or LIGHT 12 oz cans.$12.75 + $1.20 cs

MEISTER BRAU 12 pack $4.00 + .60 12pk

VOClKS I iOlm > !|>1 U«w%/

Gin 1.75L $11.99
SEAGRAM COOLERS 12 oz $2.99 4pk
BARTLES & JAYMES 12 oz $2.99 4pk

BEAT

ISLAND

• women's soccer
continued from pa^i' 16

As the second half began, the Huskies
dominated for the first few minutes, but

UMass soon brought the ball into the

UConn end. Momentum slowly shifted to

the Minutewomen and would soon play a

dominant part in the game.
With 32:50 left, Seta fouled a UConn

player breaking in on DeSantis. The
referee awarded a penalty kick and UConn
coach Len Tsantiris chose Jennifer Ken-

nedy to take the shot. With a chance to put

the game almost out of reach, the junior for-

ward squibbed a kick to the left of the goal

and UMass had a new life.

"I was trying to distract her more than

anything," said DeSantis, who did not have

to make a save on the shot. "I had nothing

to lose and she had everything to lose

because on a penalty shot, 99.9 percent of

the time, the shooter will score."

That .01 percent rejuvinated the

Minutewomen, and they sent even more

shots at Mitchell.

"That penalty kick could have been the

psychological end of the game," Tsantiris

said. "The games are always close uhtii

these two teams play but today they show-

ed that maybe they're a more experienced

team."
Finally, with 8:16 left. UMass tied the

score. Chris Schmitt found Powers virtual-

ly alone in front of the net. Powers trap-

ped the ball neatly and put it past Mitchell.

Before the Huskies could recover, the

Minutewomen took the lead. Freshman
back Sarah Szetela sent a shot toward the
goal from the right corner. Mitchell dove
out and tipped the ball, but it came through
to Powers, who put it in the net with 6:33

left.

UConn threatened, but had no real

chances to score until DeSantis made a nice

diving stop with five seconds left to

preserve the victory.

"This was one of the biggest games of the

year and it's a great feeling to beat them,"
DeSantis said.

• stickers
cimfmued from p<iM>' 16

have come out of hiberna-

tion, as evidenced by their

impressive 7-2 record and
first-ever national ranking.

"Last year we played an

upgraded schedule against

some nationally ranked
schools, and our players got

a lot of experience. I was
surprised at how quickly

they adapted to the game,
since most of the players

had limited experience,"

said Jerri Whitehouse,
Maine's third-year head
coach. "This season our

players are working real

hard in practice, and they

are very unselfish. All of

these attributes have made
us come together as a

team."

The Black Bears possess a

balanced offensive attack

with sophomore Charlene

Martin (7 goals, 2 assists),

senior Lori Carroll (4 goals,

2 assists), and freshman
Ann Goldfine (3 goals, 2

assists). Michelle Lambert,

who had one shot inside the

circle against the

Minutewomen last season,

heads a consistent defensive

corps. Maine is solid in goal

with Tina Oulette, who has

a .82 goals against average,

and made 17 saves against

UMass last year.

Both coaches have no

definite plan of attack for

the contest, but have some
thoughts on what it will

take to insure their team's

eighth victory.

"We have to score early.

That has been the key to all

(if our games. We have to

continue to play solid and
consistent defense, and app-

ly pressure," Hixon said.

"We need more explosive

plays from our midfielders

and backs, and we must
create and capatilize on our

scoring opportunities."

"We have to shut down
Lisa Griswold, play our

game, and hopefully get the

breaks to go our way."

Whitehouse said.

Free hits: Hixon
downplays the importance

of NCAA rankings. "They
don't mean anything on

paper. It only makes a dif-

ference at the end of the

year when they're choosing

teams for the tournament,"

she said. "However, its a

nice feeling to be in the mid-

dle of the pack."

We're that Mexican Restaurant
with all the great food and

atmosphere down the narrow
alleyway next to the Time-Out on

N. Pleasant St.

Come Discover Us Todayl

TACOVILLA
NORTHAMPTON

4 I BOl rWOOO WALK
!i6 8217

Beer ti Wine
ierved

SPniNGFIELD
/•«» iUMNER AVE
788 0919

Bring Your Own
Beer S Wine

M.ANUSCKIPTS

THLSIS

liLUHPKINIS

HINDINCiS

IMIOIOCiKAI'HU; COLOK COPlIiS F-ROM PRIN IS

OVliRNlCiin SKINS AND HANNHRS • OVERSIZE- 1) ORKJINAI.S

CON VFiNl ENT w i asi n i asam siki I I

PARKING 549-2854 am hirst

ACTIVITIES -AUDIO
AUTO FOR SALE • CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT • FOR RENT
FOR SALE • FOUND

HELP WANTED • LOST

CLASSIFIED
INSIRUCnON • MOTORCYLCLES
PERSONALS -RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED "SERVICES
ROOMATE WANTED 'TRAVEL

WANTED 'SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE — CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI - 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRQIR TO PUBLICATION* CASH IN ADVANCE, ISc/WORD/OAY FOR STUDENTS

ACnVITIIS

WORK STUDY (4.05$hr) 8-12 hrs wk
flex hrs assist m lab work on soil, plant

samples no exp required call Morteza at

S45-2259 between 10AM-4PM

GRADUATES AND 25* students Social

Hour every Thursday 5 00 Blue Wall,

Campus Center Build a tradition' Meet
each other!

CELEBRATE ROSH HASHANA with

Hillei' All services in Student Union
Ballroom Fri 7PM, Sat 10AM, 7PM, Sun
10AM Note Yom Kippur break-the-last

sign-up deadline is Monday 545-2526

1974 DATSUN 260Z good condition but

nds some work $1000 or best otier call

256-6255

79 HONDA CIVIC good condition, runs

well S750 or best otter Call Cam,
549-0053

Tg'vw RABBIT REG gas SI 200 nice

dependable car Tom 549-4442

COMPUTER TERMINAL & modem lor

sale $200 cheap 256-6678

KEG TAPS FOR sale' Brand new, never

used keg laps only $25 PacKies charge
$45 lor used taps Don't waste youi

money' New taps $25 Call Tony
256-1438 today

LOST

H.P. t1C CALCULATOR m library tower

Please call 546-4778 tor reward

LEARN TO JUGGLEI (It looks great on
a resume') No. really, give It a shot

3-5 30, today Good weather, Campus
pond, bad weather check concourse in-

formation desk

ATTiNTION lANDS

1977 PLYMOUTH VOLARE wgn
Slant/6 Excellent mechanical condition

$650 549-7166

'72 ~BMW 2002. beautiful condition,

sunroof, must see, asking $2500,
586-4120

CASH

PAYING CASH FOR your bas^balTcards
please call Mike 549-0333

BED FOR SALE single box and mattress
first $25 takes it 5S4-290S eves (Alan)

1979 CHEVY WAGON. 99,400 miles^

new clutch, Best offer 536-5434 Even-
ings week-ends

100 OHM L2 speakers Great sound! For
info call 6-7921

FUJI OELREY 23" black frame, excellent

condition, very slick $250 call Dave
586-3885 keep trying

COKRII
APPLICATIONS FOR THE Southwest
Battle of the Bands are now available All

applications must be submitted along
with a recent tape of the band Winner to

open for the Southwest concert this

Spring Applications may be picked up at

the SWAG office in Hampden next lo

Munchy'E for more info call 545-0960 All

applications are due on Sept 29 at 5 00
pm NO LATE APPLICATIONS
ACCEPTED,

LARGE REHEARSAL SPACE available

call Embassy Recording Studio 549-0343
549-7640

"THE ANNOUNCER " will be exploiting

your business soon

DANCE!

MEN'S 3 SPEED ccm bike or 2 Goodyear
snow tires radials P18580R13 both ex-

cellent condition BO 594-4202 Leave
message

GUCCl"WAtCHES FOR ladies many
styles only $30 call Brian 6-7425

DAVID . OITLITZ

$REWARD$ FOR MY wallet which was
lost in the vicinity of PufttonBrandywine-

Townhouse on Friday nighl-9/26 If found

please call Bob at 549-4123

REWARD $20 FOR Return of Sharon
High 85 class ring Lost on Thursday call

Lisa 546-8612

1 PAIR OF brown metal frafned

eyeglasses if found please call 546-5043

ask lor Tim

L0ST-GOLX» BRACELET around
stadium area, sentimental value -

REWARD' Please contact 546-4397

MOTORCYCLE

YAMAHA VERAGO920C<r shaft drive

digital new rubber oval discs low miles

helmet $1200 4C Brandywme stop by

8/30/86 I was the one who warned you
of the Loch Ness Monster I think you're

HOT STUFF, I must say, as well as F D
Would like to wine you, dine you, and
have you bear my children II interested,

bring an oxygen tank to my place I'll keep
the champagne chilled. Bob

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

PAPERS. CASES. DISSERTATIONS-
dependable oncampus, reasonable.

584-7924, Nancy

TO THE WOMAN who has everything but

this Keep driving us all crazy Your secret

admirer

TRACY. HAPPY 218T. Your finally legal

God help you. Love Mark

ROOMMATES WANTED

JENNYBUG, JUST BECAUSE you live in

Brookline and wear Guess leans doesn't

mean you're a JAP By Iheway, Dwight's

not so bad. I used to live there Brian

HAPPY B-6ay Moay- the 1st fioor and
Berm

NANCY- THANK YOU for the best six

months ever I love you!!' -Joe

PELHAM, 1 MATURE M/F for n«w 3br
apt (duplex) 5 miles to Amherst Quiet,

wooded, location, w/w carpet' appliances

W/D, storage, car must $230/mo plus '/^

electric 1st, last, sec, lease Tel

253-5811, Luis or Paul

RESPONSIBLE FOR LG apt on bus route

own room, furnished but bring bed $210
for room plus utilities call 323-4989 before

2PM 323-631 1x530 after

PROFESSIONAL MULTITRACK
RECORDING student packages quality

demo tapes, promo kits, tape copies, in

house production, record pressing Call

Embassy Recording Studio 549-0343 or

549-7640

AUDIO

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH ARWspeakers
Brand new Warranty Type used in

dance bar, aerobics studios $1500 list.

For sale $750 call 253-9687

FIRST FALL DANCE!! The Lesbian,
Bisexual and Gay Alliance's first dance
this semester!! Saturday, Oct 4th on 10th

floor Campus Center 9PM-1 AM" $3 00 at

entrance Come one, come all, come on
out!! More (un than you've had in a long
time!

ENTERTAINMENT

THANKS FOR STICKING by me even
through my insane periods I would not

have made it this far without )[ou I love

you forever and always- Pamela

SUSIE ORENSTEIN

GOOD LUCK ON your internship I love

you Jell

JOANNE- HAPPY ANNIVERSARY I love

you -Matt

MY SWEETIE. ONE year agoTthis very

day. our love we sparked, with Bud and
Dave. Love, your honey.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY.
Love, Mom

MICHAEL Toria

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED

MUSICIANS NEEDED FOR perfor
mances at Belchertown State School.
Funding available Contact Bruce
256-4236

FOR A OOOD TIME CALL

RACK—A-DISK ENTERTAINMENT
Agency - Discjockeys. Bands. Lights and
Large screen video dances 549-7144

K>R RENT

WORK WEEKENDS, SS per hour Help
elderly in their homes Car required call

253-9726 for applications AA/EOE
minorities, handicapped, women, Vietnam
veterans, encouraged lo apply

AUTO FOR SALE

79 HONDA ACCORD Excellent engine,

spot of rust on body New clutch, fuel

tank, exhaust system, transmission Must
sell, asking $1400 or BO Call Nik

549-4834

1975 BMW 2002 good condition S1600
call 256-6497

197^0ATSUN 240Z well maintained in

and out $2000 549-7727

NORTHWOOD APARTMENTS IN
Sunderland some cancellations 2
bedroom garden apartments hot water,

no utilities, office hours Monday thru Fri-

day 10 00AM to live PM 665-3856

NORTHWOOD APARTMENTS IN

Sunderland some cancellations two
bedroom garden apartments, hot water,

no utilities office hours Monday-Friday
10:0OAM-5 00PM 665-3856

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent free meals

Light clean-up
Call Cheryl at /0(0

545-2152

PART TIME CASHIER wanted for local

store Some nights and weekends
Please call 584-3603

NEED A JOB?" Like travel? Ambitious
people needed to market unique travel

product with no existing competition Ex-

cellent experience lor business, com-
munication and HRTA majors No ex
perience necessary, car helpful. Contact
Mary 549-6118

OVERSEAS JOBSTiSUMMER, yrround
Europe S Amer Australia, Asia All

fields $900 2000 mo Sight seeing Free
info Wnte IJC, PO BX 52-MA1 Corona
Del Mar, Ca 92625

CREATIVE MINDS WANTED! Artists,

writers. Communications majors and
anyone with innovative ideas We will

publish your work in the Southwest
newspaper Circulation is 5500 For infor-

mation or if interested come lo the SWAG
Office in Hampden or call 545-0960

WANT YOU OR your friends picture in a

J B 's ad? Bring your photos down to the
Collegian and maybe you'll be lucky
enough lo star in one of our ads

HAPPY 21 ST BIRTHDAY Lisa RiCCi'

You're finally legal so go wild! Deb, Ann,
Karen, and Joni your 53 roomies

HAPPY 19TH FlLONf6uSJoyce~The
soup kitchen is open at last -Smed PS
Vlag made this one day late

SQUIRE VILLAGE ON bus route near

stores share large 2-bedroom 1 'j^ bath

townhouse grad prefered Partly furnish

ed $232 665-2577

ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR 3 bedroom
house on River Drive in Hadley Please

call Jennifer at 546-8337

ROOMMATE NEEDED PREFER male for

own large room with three women in large

3 bedroom apt Rent $150 00 plus

Smokers O K occupancy now or

November first 665-8265

SERVICES

K.C, O'C. you are the ballz! (but only

cause you hang out with me!) Gald you
sauntered through my door last year
Love you, Jenzo

LIZ, THANX FOR a wonderful Saturday'
Does Bans have yours? Bultrcrnch

HAPPY BIRTHDAY JEN- you know what
they say atKiut New Jersey girls when
they turn 18!' Lisa and Sue

DEAR KARINE HAPPY birthday you par-

ty animal! Love your Roomies, Gina & Jen

MINDLE, ANOTHER YEAR7 anotherpeT-
sonal' Just wishing my sister a very hap-

py birthday' You're finally no longer a

teenager' You're the t)est' Love you, J L

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TifZ!We1ove^«Ju!
Best buddies forever* Love ya. Ditz & Blitz

TERRIFIC TYPING FROM Speedy
keys Professional reliable service
256-1002 , 8am 11pm

TYPING, TAPE TRANSCRIPTIONS.
Fast accurate, 665-7652

79 VW BUS runs great super body 74K
must sell $2600 or BO 584-9193 work
527-6425 home Andy

1-2 ROOM OFFICES close to campus
and Amherst Starling at $210/monlh in-

cluding utilities D H Jones Real Estate,

549-3700

DEERFIELD INN-SERVER asst s

wanted All shifts Call Nancy 774-2359

1981 VW RABBIT 4 door great condition

economical transportaion $2195
5849524

VW BUS '66 good condition needs minor
work $450 546-6301

1981 TOYOTA COROLA SRS hat
chback, 5 speed, AM/FM stereo, ex-
cellent car $2100 or B O 256-1826 Deb

1978 CHEVY MONZA good bodV,
reliable transportation, great gas milage,
new radiator and tires Must sell, $450 or
B O call 253-2807, Jen, leave message

ROOMS JUST BECAME available In a

fraternity Great home cooked meals and
a unique social atmosphere For more in-

fo call Tom at 549-5515

ROOM IN 3 bedroom house for rent in

Hadley 295 584 2937

PELHAM 2 BDRM log cabin woodstove
borders conservation land $500 mo
available <>cl. IS call 549-6604 or

253-2671

FOR SALE

KITCHEN HELP NEEDED. Night and
some day shifts Permanent semester
schedule and free rrteals Rides available
to and Irom work Apply at Andy's Pizza
(next to Stadium Liquors) 256-8147

DESPERATELY SEEKING TED Born
1963: hair: curly brown, eyes blue: ma-
jor journalism, mode o( transportation

motorcycle, local hangout Barsie s
friends Kevin, Mike and Gene, (ormer
school: UMaine So glad you like my
shoes Had a fun time at Brittany on
Saturday, hope to see you again
sometime

TODAY IS WORLD day lor farm animals
Before you eat another hamburger, learn

at)oul the suffering you are causing down
on the factory farm Call 259-1626

KITTENHEAD-HAPPY ANIV, Here's lo

two years of unrelenting passion and
growing respect- Amazing -Bunnyface

HAPPY BIRTHDAY LAUI Hoping for

many more I love you J B

PREGNANT? NEED HELP? Calf Bir

thright 549-1906

DAVE HAPPY BIRTHDAY- I love you
always, Lisa

SMITTY HAPPY BIRTHDAYt You re

legal now It's been a great 9 months! I

love you XOXO Stephanie

ANNE TAILON

HAPPY 21ST BiRTHDAYI Well have yo
celebrate with the red stuff " Have a
great day! Love the girls

TRAVEL

MONTREAL COLLEGE WEEKEND Oct
31' Nov 2 $79 Call Sandy or Debbie
665-4729

HAPPY BIRTHDAY ROSEMARYI Have
a great day- Love you. Jamie

TYMNO ti WORD PROCESSING

NEXT DAY SERVICE. Type-Rite"
323-4579

HAPPY BIRTHDAY CHRISI Enjoy
celebrating Love. Paula A Tama

MANAGER TRAINEES NATIONWIDE
Tool Co expanding in Amherst Now hir-

ing 25 new employees great money, ex-
cellent working cond $ career opportuni-
ty Part and lull time work For interview
call Willie 256-4101

ICH UiBE DION

PROFESSORS EXAM FILES for

engineering, calculus, physics and

chemistry at University Store

HAPPY ANNIVERSARYI! Thank you for

the best year ol my life Best fnends
Together forever I k>ve you, Jay XO Les

COURTNEY! HAPPY ANNIVERSARY! I

still love you as much as when we first

met Honey' So here's to the best of

friends and many more happy years
together Kathleen

HAPPY BlinHOAY RENEEI VVe1ove~you
Patrice, Connie, Kelly, Stef, Jen, and
Ellen

TO THE BEAUTIFUL blond from
Minnesota- you were dnnking at the T(X

MARWAN HOPE YOU have a happy bir-

thday I am not such a cold person after

all Love, Barbara

SHOOBY HAVE A super-duper happy
birthday' We love you- tfie Doobies

POLITICAL WORK

WHY FLIP BURGERS or wait tables?

You can get the training and respect of

a professional paid activist Earn

$36-50 00 daily Now hiring full/part time

Call clean water action, 549-7450

TYPINO SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING Long or short pro

lects Meticulous proofreading Rush jobs

OK New IBM typewriter 549-0367

WANnO

A FULL SIZE box spring call after 7 00
PM 549-0710

I'M LOOKING FOR a second hand ptano

to buy call Brian 549-5418
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Minutewomen come back to beat UConn Huskies, 2-1

Powers scores twice to help UMass defeat rival UConn
By MATT GERKE
Collegian SUflf

STORES, Conn. — It was just a matter of time.

The University of Massachusetts women's soccer team

dominated the majority of yesterday's game against the

University of Connecticut, but still found itselfdown, 1-0,

in the second half.

With just over eight minutes left, however, sophomore

forward Michelle Powers scored two goals within a

43-second span to give the Minutewomen a 21 victory over

UConn at Connecticut Soccer Stadium.

"I was happy to be able to come through," Powers said.

**I wanted to help the team this year by being dependable

and consistent. So far, I have been getting good set-ups

from ray teammates."

The win was significant not only because of the tremen-

dous rivalry that exists between the two schools, but also

becuase it was the first comeback victory for the Minut-

women this season.

"The emotions were high between both teams," UMass
coach Kalekeni Banda said. "But we definitely dominated
them and showed that we were the better team. We also

came from behind, which will help us down the road."

The road became a great deal smoother with yesterday's

win. The Minutewomen are now 5-2-1, while UConn falls

to 6-3.

In what has become the tradition in UMass-UConn
women's soccer games, it was a tight, defensive battle.

Both teams came out slowly, sizing each other up.

With 38:56 left in the first half, the Huskies got on the

board with their first shot. Kim Prutting, standing about

15 feet out to the left, took a pass from Shelly McElroy,

The freshman midfielder put a shot past Carla DeSantis

on the long side for a 1-0 UConn lead.

"They had the best chance early," Banda said. "We
miscued it and they took advantage."

UConn goalie Bonnie Mitchell kept her team in the

game for much of the first half, roaming from her net to

to tip or fist high shots from the penalty area.

With 21 minutes left in the period, Carolyn Micheel had

the best opportunity of the half for UMass. The junior mid-

fielder blasted a high shot that Mitchell got her hand on.

The rebound trickled toward the net but Mitchell dove

and tipped the ball out of bounds.

Although the Minutewomen outshot UConn, 7-2, dur-

ing the first half, they were still down by a goal at

halftime. continued on page 15

SPORTS

C ollegian photo by Paul Deomarais

Sophomore quarterback Tim Bryant leads the unbeaten 14th-ranked Minutemen into Kingston,
RI tommorrow to battle the pass-oriented Rams. UMass sports a 3-0 reecord.

UMass set
for Rams
Pass defense geared up
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Four weeks into the 1986 college football season, no one

around the University of Massachusetts is thinking of

eliminating teams from Yankee Conference contention —
but the Minutemen are ready to push one team to the

brink.

At 0-4 overall and 0-2 in the Yankee Conference, the

Rhode Island Rams, host to the Minutemen at 1:30 p.m.

Saturday at Kingston, RI, cannot afford another con-

ference loss. Playing six conference games this season, a

third loss would almost certainly end any Ram title hopes.

"We have a chance to move in the Yankee Conference,"

UMass head coach Jim Reid said. "If we win, then we've

got more momentum. It doesn't matter by how much. A
big win to me is one point."

But Reid said its too early to talk about titles. Instead,

he would rather talk about revenge.

"It's a payback," Reid said. "It's a payback for us only

winning one of our last five games against them and for

losing 7-3 here last year in the mud."
Reid has company on that thought.

"We're gonna go in there and try to run it up on them,"

junior nose guard Steve Robar said. "I'm not saying that

because we want to make them look bad, but we don't

seem to know what to do until we get our backs up against

the wall. I think it's time for us to finally roll."

Last year, the Rams scored on an eight-yard end-around

with 1 :42 to go in the third quarter to give them the come-

from-behind win to help sink UMass conference title

hopes.

The Minutemen, 3-0, Eire coming off a narrow 31-28 vic-

tory over Northeastern University last Saturday at War-
ren McGuirk Alumni Stadium. Trailing 28-7 late in the

continued on page 14

Volleyball hosts Rutgers Men's soccer to host tourney
ImportantA'lO test looms for Minutewomen
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
volleyball team will open its Atlantic 10

conference schedule tonight, as the

Minutewomen face Rutgers University at

Totman Gymnasium. Game time is

scheduled for a 6:30 start.

The spikers, 11-1 on the season and win-

ners of eight straight, will go up against

a Lady Knights squad that is 1-10 on the

season. Rutgers has also lost four straight

games after defeating Seton Hall Univer-

sity for its lone victory. Tonight's match
also marks the first meeting between the

two schools in over four years.

"We really don't know a whole lot about

them (Rutgers) because we haven't played

them in so long," head coach Elaine Sor-

tino said. "I do know that the program is

on the way up and that they have made a

committment to establishing a solid

volleyball program."
Rutgers is paced by freshman hitter Elke

Voigt and junior setter Danaan Luce. Voigt

is currently sixth in the conference in the

service ace catagory, averaging .459 aces

per game. Luce is ninth in assists, averag-

ing 2.72 assists per game. The team
statistics for Rutgers aren't very im-

pressive, as the Lady Knights occupy the

last spot in four of six catagories.

But every coach knows that, come game
time, statistics mean nothing. In spite of

the poor numbers Rutgers has posted, Sor-

tino knows her team cannot look past the

Lady Knights, especially after a sub-par

performance in Tuesday night's four-set

win over Brown.
"We really need to improve over our

match with Brown. The bottom line is that

we played a flat match," Sortino said.

"We've been working very hard on our
defense and attack coverage and I was
pleased with our serve reception in prac-

tice."

In addition, Sortino says that her team
will have no problems getting motivated

for tonight's match. "I would be shocked

if they weren't up for our first Division I

conference match. This is definitely a key
match for us," Sortino said.

Side Outs: Freshman setter Karen
Ferguson was nominated for conference

Freshman-of-the-Week for the second con-

secutive week. Ferguson is second in the

conference in assists, averaging 10.94

assists per game. . .junior middle hitter

Marcy Guiliotis still leads the conference

in blocking, averaging 1.91 blocks per

game. Guiliotis was nominated for con-

ference Player-of-theWeek for the second

time this season. Sophomore middle hitter

Barbara Meehan is third, averaging 1.31

blocks per game. . .senior hitter Violetta

Gladkowska is sixth in the conference in

hitting effciency (.264) and sophomore hit-

ter Juliet Primer is 10th (.230). . .senior co-

captain Debbie Cole is seventh in aces per

game (.429).

Tonight's match has been dubbed "Beach

Volleyball Night". Everyone in attendence

should plan on wearing Jams and bringing

a beach chair. Don't forget sunglasses (like

you can't see as it is). Sand, seagulls and

ocean surf are optional. No scuba diving,

please.

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Correspondent

Pull up your lawn chairs.

This weekend's going to be

a good one.

With all other fall sports

teams playing on the road,

the hottest action in town is

sure to be the University of

Massachusetts Men's Soccer

Invitational, to be held

Saturday and Sunday after-

noon on the Boyden Field.

Along with our own
Minutemen, 2-7, the
tourney will also feature

teams from Central Connec-

ticut State University, Nor-

theastern University, and
Miami (Ohio) University.

UMass and Northeastern

will square off at noon
Saturday, followed bv

Miami/Central Conn. The
winners will meet for the

championship at 2:30 Sun-

day, following the consola-

tion match. An awards
ceremony will follow the

final game.
The Minutemen may have

two key players returning

from injuries. John Shan-
non, the team captain, and
Andy Bing, last season's

leading scorer, could be

back for this weekend's ac-

tion. "I'd have to say they

are about 70 percent," assis-

tant coach Tim Schmiechen
said. "We are counting on
them heavily to help
strengthen our midfield."

The Minutemen also hope

the returning players can

add to the somewhat anemic

offensive attack, which has
been shut out for four con-

secutive games.

"We're definitely excited

about this tournament,"
Schmiechen said. "We won
it last year, and it always

feels good to win your own
tournament."
Northeastern, however, is

the only other team return-

ing from last year.

Central Connecticut
comes in on a high. After

starting the year with three

straight losses, the Blue

Devils have gone 4-0-1. All

of their losses have come to

unbeaten teams, and two in

overtime. They have also

defeated former nationally-

ranked New Haven, 6-0.

continued on page 14

Field hockey travels to Maine
By LINDA DELIVORIAS
Collegian Correspondent

In a game that could
signal the ascent of the

Minutewomen into the up-

per echelons of the NCAA
rankings, or end its six-

game winning streak, the

seventh-ranked University
of Massachusetts field

hockey team travels to Caf)e

Elizabeth, Maine on Sunday
to battle the thirteenth-

ranked University of Maine.

The Minutewomen, 7-1,

have never lost to the Black

Bears in the history of their

rivalry, but head coach Pam
Hixon is cautious about

predicting a UMass victory.

"Maine is a very

dangerous team. Since they

haven't beaten us, it should

provide them with an emo-

tional factor," Hixon said.

"They are a much improved

team from last year. They

are tough, have speed, and
play a long-ball type of

game."
Last season the

Minutewomen tamed the
Black Bears in a 30
shutout. LTMass had 25
shots on goal and 18 penal-

ty corners, while limiting

Maine to a single penalty

corner and a paltry three
shots on goal.

This year the Black Bears
continued on page 15
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Over 1000 participate
in anti-apartheid rally

Collet^an photo by Rob .Skriton

Afro-American Studies Professor Michael Thelwell speaks at the

rally against apartheid, yesterday in Springfield. Behind Thelwell is

US Rep. Edward Boland, D-Springfield.

Apartheid must go, protesters say
By ROB SKELTON
Collegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD - More than a thou

sand peopk marched to City Hall from

Winchester Square yesterday to rally in

support of the people of South Africa, and

against the apartheid regime of P.W
Botha.
The Western Massachusetts March

Against Apartheid brought political,

labor and religious groups together on a

sunny afternoon to bring attention to the

increasing state of tension in South

Africa. Speakers included US Rep. Ed-

ward Boland, D-Springfield, Naiomi Tutu-

Seavers, daughter of South African Ar-

chbishop Desmond Tutu, and Maki
Mandela, daughter of imprisoned ANC
leader Nelson Mandela.

"South Africa, the time for benign per-

suasion on this issue is over. Free the

prisoners, like Nelson Mandela, end apar

theid, and let your people go," said

Boland, who recently announced his 18th

run for Congress from the Springfield

district.

Ida Flynn, of the Springfield chapter of

the National Association for the Advance-

ment for C'jlored People, told the racial-

ly and agedly mixed crowd, "They are be-

ing held prisoner in their own country."

Professor Michael Thelwell of the Afro-

American studies department at the

University of Massachusetts spoke of the

struggle against apartheid, South Africa's

policy of racial separation which ensures

that 20 percent of the country's residents

hold political power at the expense of the

racially-mixed 80 percent majority.

Messages of support were read from US
Senator John Kerry and US Rep. Silvio

Conte, R-Mass, and from the Jewish Com-
munity of Springfield. The Freedom Choir

performed songs of hope between an-

nouncements from community and
political spokespersons. It was announc-

ed that the mayors of Springfield,

Westfield, Northampton and Holyoke pro-

claimed the week from Sept. 29 to Oct. 5

Anti-Apartheid week.

Mandela saluted the American people

for the congressional override of the

presidential veto on sanctions against

South Africa, but she warned, "Let us not

be tempted to rest on our laurels, " now
that US pressure has been applied. "We
have not crossed the Rubicon yet," she

said.

Tutu-Seavers said of the power of the in-

dividual: "Needs in South Africa are

great. People feel there is nothing they

can do. Don't ever underestimate the

power of one person,"

Veterans protest contra aid
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian StafT

LEVERETT - Three of the four veterans

who are fa.sting in protest of United States

support of the Nicaraguan contras spoke

yesterday to 500 people at the first anniver-

sary of the dedication of the Peace Pagoda.

The first to speak was World War II

veteran Duncan Murphy who began his

'^st Sept. 15.

"Our sacrifice is nothing compared to

what the people we are fasting for have

gone through ," Murphy said.

"In one week of fasting on the Capitol

Hill steps, I saw more response than I ever

saw before," he said.

Vietnam veteran S. Brian Wilson, who
also began his fast Sept. 15, was the next

speaker.

continued on page 3

Two referendums make
election planning easier
Publicity may increase voter turnout
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

The withdrawal of 68 referendums from

the ballot has made preparation for the se-

cond coming of the Student G<ivernment

Association election "much easier," accor

ding to the chair of the SGA Governmen
tal Affairs Committee.
Now, in addition to voting for their

representatives to the Undergraduate Stu-

dent Senate, students have to decide on two

referendums: whether to allow the addition

of a $1 optional fee to semester bills to sup-

port child care for UMas.s students, and

whether students agi-ee with a proposed

$271 fee hike for a new campus telecom-

munications system.

Members of both the senate, and the area

governments have offered to staff ballot

boxes in the dining commons to avoid pro-

blems which occuired during last Monday's

election.

The elections to be held today and tomor-

row were originally scheduled for la.st Mon-

day and Tuesday but were nullified by

Denise Forbes after the first day.

She cited disorganization and poor

preparation by the committee and reported

deceptive tactics by supporters and non

supporters of the child<are referenda a.-

reasons. Other problems included ballot

shortageb, incomplete alphabetized li.sts,

and failure of scheduled ballot box staffers

to show up.

Forbes has prepared instructions and
computerized ballot sheets for the staffers,

and has requested updated alphabetized

lists of voters from the Registrar's Office.

She has also prepared "an entire list of

things I have to do. I've got my act

together. I know what I'm doing and pray

to God (the election) will go very well."

This time, however, "I've gotten a lot of

support. . .from just about everybody," she

said, adding that Commuter Area Senator

Bob Simmons has offered to deliver ballot

boxes to the dining commons for Forbes,

who has an injured leg.

M. Lynne Murphy, an initiator of the

child care referendum, said, "A g<x)d teel-

ing is going around about child care. It will

get a lot more votes now that it's number
two and not number 18 (on the ballot)."

Murphy's only concern is that students

who voted last Monday might not realize

that elections are being held again, she

said.

Senate Speaker Paul Wingle said much
human effort has been put into preparing

this election. He expressed gratitude to the

administrators who have prepared new
alphabetized lists in one week. "Those peo-

ple have really pulled through for us and
they should be recognized for all their

work," he said.

If any problem should emerge, it would

be technical, Wingle said.

Much publicity involving this election

might translate into a high voter turnout,

said Wingle. "There's going to be a bit o(

exasperation on (the voters') part. I im-

agine." becau.se they have to vote again,

he added.

Student Treasurer Katherine Strickland

reported that the election's co.st has doubl-

ed now that it is being held again. Last

week's invalidated election cost $57.46;

this week's will cost less because less paper

is needed, she said

Where to vote:
Southwest: Berkshire D.C., 10:30

a.m. -1:30 p.m., 4:30-7 p.m.

Hampshire D.C., 11 a.m.-2 p.m., 4-6:30

p.m.

Northeast and Sylvan: Worcester D.C.,

11 a.m. -2 p.m., 4-6:30 p.m.

Orchard Hill and Central: Franklin

DC, 10:30 a.m. 1:30 p.m., 4:30-7 p.m.

Greek Area: The Newman Center,

noon-5 p.m.

Commuters: The Hatch. 11 a.m. 4 p.m.

Absentee balloting: Butterfield, 5-6 p.m.

Hampden DC. 5-6:30 p.m.

New Africa House, 10:30 a.m.-l:30 p.m.,

4:30-7 p.m.

Budget will improve library,

increase graduates' stipends
Second of a two-part series on how the

1987 budget for the Amherst campus will

affect the operation of the University.

By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

Upgrading the University of

Massachusetts's library and pay increases

for graduate students are on-going priori-

ty items which this year's budget begins

to address.

More than $4 million will be spent pur-

chasing library materials such as books

and back issues of journals. Once highly

ranked in the 40s, the UMass library's

rating sank to 86th among the top 100

re.search libraries in the northeast in 1985,

according to Fern Johnson, associate vice-

chancellor for academic affairs.

State budget cuts in the 1970s left the

library without adequate funding, Johnson

added. "Our goal is to get up to place 50
and to do it within five years. If we keep
getting the funding at this level, we'll

achieve this goal," she said.

In this year's budget. $695,000 was add-

ed to the base operating budget of the

library. The base pays for overall library

operations. The increase is now permanent

in the base and will be spent on acquisi-

tions this year.

Another $3.5 million was allotted for the

library through a combination of funds

from the Massachusetts Board of Regents

of Higher Education and supplementary

money from the state legislature.

Improving the library has been a priori-

ty in recent budget requests, Johnson said.

"In the last few years, it's been in the list

of top items and it will stay there until we
get the library back into good standing.

"We will need to count on continued sup-

port at this level, a one-time shot will not

complete the job," Johnson said.

Although the money received in this

year's budget will help to improve the

University's library, no money was receiv-

ed to fill 14 positions needed to service the

increase in library materials.

continued on page 4
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Orlov glad to begin *new life'

NEW YORK (AP) - Soviet dissident Yuri Orlov, freed

from nearly a decade of internal exile in the deal that

allowed an American reporter to leave Moscow, arrived

yesterday in the United States and pledged to contmue

the human rights work that led to his banishment.

"I'm very glad I have begun a free life," Orlov said,

speaking through an interpreter at a brief meeting with

reporters after he and his wife, Irina, arrived at John F.

Kennedy International Airport about 2:30 p.m. EDT.

"I can say whatever I want freely. Now, I can speak my

mind about how the Soviet Union should develop."

Orlov, 62, has been in poor health but said he felt well.

He said he felt "very complicated" about his release to
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m Univtrsity Drive, Amherst 549-5610
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the West. "I've left my homeland, I've left my native

culture, close friends, and this is not easy," he said.

Mentioning other dissidents still exiled in the Soviet

Union, Orlov said, "I probably feel guilty in regard to

them. Why am I here and they are there?"

As for his plans in the United States, Orlov said, "I pro-

mise not only to engage in scientific research but to go

on defending the rights of Soviet people. I will continue

to express my views."

The Orlovs' departure for the United States was allow-

ed under a superpower agreement under which American

reporter Nicholas Daniloff and Soviet UN employee Gen-

nadiy Zakharov were allowed to return to their home

countries. Zakharov was arrested in New York on Aug.

23 on spy charges, and Daniloff was arrested in Moscow

on spy charges a week later.

The United States insisted Daniloff was set up in retalia-

tion for Zakharov's arrest.

Mrs. Orlov, 40, bid a half-dozeen friends a tearful

farewell before disappearing beyond the customs terminal.

She said Saturday she was worried about leaving her sick

mother and hoped to be able to return to visit her. Soviet dissident Yuri Orlov
AP photo
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New publication to address Southwest issues
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

A newspaper for the Southwest Residential Area will

be in print by Halloween, according to Southwest Area

Government officials.

"The paper will contain news of campus events, but will

be more concentrated on Southwest," said Stephanie

Orefice, editor of the newspaper.

"We have not yet decided on a title for the newspaper,

it is still up in the air," Orefice said.

SWAG Co-President Joel Rabinowitz said the paper will

contain stories about Southwest issues, activities, the

alcohol policy, the Maze and Southwest residents, and will

also have sections for editorials and letters.

The format of the paper has not yet been determined,

according to Rabinowitz. "We are considering using

Students gain
self-confidence
at Telefund
By KATHLEEN DUNICAN
Collegian Correspondent

Telefund, the University of

Massachusetts telephone soliciting service,

plans to raise $2 million this year, surpass-

ing last year's total of $1.8 million, accor-

ding to the program's director.

Telefund employs students to phone

alumni, parents of present students, and

UMass students in their senior year for

donations. Linda Lawrence said.

Telefund has approximately 10 student

employees who have gone through "an in-

tensive training and interview process,"

she said.

"Soliciting from anyone can be tricky. We
want to avoid problems. Telefund looks for

people with a good working knowledge of

the University and a positive attitude

about the school who can express and con-

vey that over the phone, and a good degree

of enthusiasm that comes acres? all the

time," she said.

"People that enjoy this kind of work find

it an excellent student job," Lawrence said.

"Employers love to see it on resumes. It

builds self-confidence, you learn to sell both

the University and yovu-self, and you can

immediately see the big difference you

make to the University."

Twenty-two percent of UMass alumni

support the University through Telefund,

a very favorable response, according to

Robert Fricker, director of the Develop-

ment office.

"Parents are increasingly generous to the

University, and it is very successful to call

present seniors, especially those who have

already found jobs; they are feeling very

good about the University," Fricker said.

"The hardest thing is to get people in the

habit of giving." he said. "Even if they give

a small amount to begin with, once they're

in the habit of giving, they usually con-

tinue."

Funds support scholarships, teaching

awards, library acquisitions, departmental

gifts and various special opportunities or

needs that the budget did not anticipate,

in addition to ongoing projects like Han-

dicapped Affairs, the marching band and,

this year, campus beautification, Fricker

said.

Telefund is the primary source for these

funds. The Development Office does han-

dle direct mail solicitations, and there are

limited voluntary solicitation projects in

connection with the reunion classes.

The average donation is $60, Lawrence

said.

newsprint, but it depends on the cost," he said.

"SWAG will put up the money to begin with, but we

are going to seek out funding," he said.

The Cultural Enrichment Fund is one possible source

for financial support, Rabinowitz said.

"The fund contains money collected from laundry rooms

and pinball machines," he said.

The newspaper will come out every two weeks, and "will

probably be distributed within the Southwest dorms, free

of charge," Orefice said.

"Most of the articles in the first issue were written by

SWAG people. In the future we would like to have more

students involved," she said. "We do not want to make

this a sounding board for SWAG."
Charles Durant, assistant director for residential educa-

tion said, "Any student group has a right and responsibili-

CoUe((ian photo by Byrne Guarnotta

THE FOGGY, FOGGY DEW - North Pleasant Street takes on an

eerie appearance, as a figure approaches in Saturday morning's eariy

fog.

ty to keep other students informed of important issues."

"As long as it is responsible journalism, 1 fully support

it," Durant said.

Southwest resident Lauren Povol questioned the need

for a newspaper complete with editorials and letters.

"1 think it is going to have a tough time competing with

the Collegian, but the bulletin part is a good idea," Povol

said.

"Southwest is so big that people don't really know

what's going on," said Southwest resident Teresa

Ferreira.

"I think we need a newspaper to keep everybody in

tune," she said.

Any student interested in contributing to the Southwest

area newspaper should stop by the SWAG office in Hamp-

den Commons, Orefice said.

Top club

offers students
opportunity
to work out
By PASQUALE RETTURA
Collegian Correspondent

Working out on Orchard Hill can mean
more than just walking up it - for three

years, the Hilltop Health Club in Webster

has been keeping hill residents in shape.

Opened in 1983 with a $20,000 ^ant

from the University, the health club is now

selfsufficient. with a surplus of funds that

will he used to start a new health club in

the Central Residential Area, according to

Carol Wallace, the Orchard Hill/Central

area coordinator.

Signups for the Hilltop Health Club take

place every semester and the cost for

students is $25 per semester. Health club

enrollment is open only to students from

Orchard Hill, she said. If any of the 225

spaces are empty, students from Central

are given the first opportunity to enroll,

Wallace said, adding that vacancies have

not been a problem.

"It's smaller than Boyden Gym, but over-

crowding has not been an obstacle," she

said.

Wallace said there are many benefits

that the club offers the area. It has conve-

nient hours and is accessible for Orchard

Hill residents, who find themselves a long

distance from the campus gyms. The club

has had unforeseen positive side-effects,

Wallace added, citing a decrease in area

vandalism since the club first opened.

The club offers courses for credits in

nutrition and sport, weight training for

women, jogging and cardiovascular train-

ing, and total body conditioning, Wallace

said. Internships are also offered to those

who have "interest and experience" in

sport management, stress management

and other health-related fields.

The health club provides universal and

free weights and an exercise bicycle,

Wallace said, adding that tailor-made

weight training and nutritional plans are

also offered along with fitness training. The

club caters to both sexes and has hours set

aside specifically for women, she said.

"The Hilltop Health Club is more than

just a place to lifl weights," Wallace said.

"It helps promote a sense of healthy living

in the Orchard Hill area by promoting pro-

ductive activities. Students, staff, and

faculty get a chance to work together in

making Orchard Hill a robust and vigorous

part of UMass."

• fast
continued from page 1

"It's a real privilege to be here today. It's a blessing

beyond anything I ever thought possible, going without

food for 21 days," Wilson said

"As Central America started heating up in the iy»us,

I was very concerned with the arms race, the fact that we

were intervening all over the place, and t.he increasing

military budget," he said. Wilson said he traveled to

Nicaragua in January and February of this year.

"The first days we were there, I heard machine guns.

I said to myself, 'that is m: money out there^I absolutely

cannot allow this to happen in my name. There were 11

people killed that week," Wilson said.

"The people of Nicaragua had a love for North

Americans even though we were killing them each day.

They were continually forgiving us.

"We stood on the steps of the Capitol representing the

Nicaraguans who could not be there." he said.

"We would like to leave the steps and join a larger move-

ment of peace. We want peace more than anything else,

*"Vietnam veteran George Mizo, who began his fast 14

days before Murphy and Wilson, has had nothing but

water for 35 days.
, ^ . u

"This will be my last trip. I was determined to be here

xf I had to be carried here." Mizo said.

"1 have had physical problems. I have had a virus since

the second week." he said

"After the food and poison leaves your body you become

clear and peaceful. I am weak, but mentally and spiritual-

ly 1 have never felt stronger," he said.

Mizo said the United States produces three new nuclear

weapons every week.
"1 firmly believe that the United States has a mass

suicide wish. We may have the right to kill ourselves, but

we do not have the right to destroy God s world, he said^

The three veterans said they based their decision to fast

on the fact that each of them had risked his life for war.

They said they now wanted to sacrifice themselves tor

^sSaking after the rally. Wilson said the question of

whether to continue the fast is each man s individual

*"We have to discern whether there has been a substan-

tial new commitment on the part of the people,' he said.

Women's Forum

Women's Forum is a weekly listing of events related to

women's issues. Notices should be sent to the women s

issues editor, care of the Collegian, by the Friday before

the event.

Wednesday-
An Educational Access and Outreach Human Kela-

tions Forum will discuss the major issues facing the divi-

sion, 12-1:30 p.m. in 805-9 Campus Center.

Thursday— .

The Working Women Film Series will show * Rosie

the Riveter", a documentary about the experiences of

women workers during World War II. The film will be

shown from 8-9:30 p.m. in 104 Thompson Hall.

The Counseling Center at Berkshire House is

hosting an Assertiveness Training Workshop for Women
from 4-5:30 p.m., 310 Berkshire House.

Saturday—
A Dance for Women to benefit The Women s Con-

struction Brigade To Nicaragua, 8:30 p.m., at Nor-

thampton Center for the Arts.
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The University will request funding to hire a few of the

needed support staff each year. Within five years, Johnson

said she hopes to have secured funds for all 14 positions.

"The way we will try to handle the situation is to hire

some people temporarily on reserve funds," Johnson said.

Because temporary employees often leave to take full-time

jobs, training will be more expensive than usual, she

added.
Although no money was budgeted for an increase in

graduate students' pay, those that teach or work as

research assistants will receive a 4.5 percent increase in

their paychecks.

Last spring, officials in the provost's office agreed on

the raise in graduate stipends, according to Johnson. "The

stipends you pay to graduate students are in many ways

the key to the University. The better the stipend level you

have, the more attractive your school will be, " said

Johnson.
Undergraduates benefit by having better graduate

teaching assistants and better graduate students often at-

franf h^crh^'r niiilit\' fnouUi- .TnHn<<on «HHed.

"We're in pretty bad shape generally as to how we com-

pare with other schools in graduate stipends," said

Johnson.
Overall, in English departments at New England col

leges and universities, the highest paid graduate teaching

assistants earn $7,800 per year. The lowest paid ones earn

$5,000. UMass pays graduates in its English department

$5,225.

The UMass sociology department pays the least in New
England at $5,500 per year. The best paid in New England

earn $7,750.

Teaching assistants in the UMass physics department

fare better than their counterparts in the liberal arts.

Graduates earn $6,700 at UMass while the high end of

the scale in New England is $7,800 and the low end is

$5,800, according to Johnson.

Auto Glass Center
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BILLED DIRECTLY TO INSURANCE CO.
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Card* Acc*ot*d 549-2880
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' '
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A free helping hand
The single most important question in the Student Govern-

ment Association elections today and tomorrow is whether a

line should be added to semester bills giving students the op-

tion to donate to a fund for child care. According to students

working on the child care drive, a committee of students would

be set up to distribute vouchers to parents; the vouchers would

be used to pay day care centers and baby-sitters.

Supporters of the fund worked for weeks, gathering 1000

more petition signatures then they needed to put the question

on the ballot. They point out that child care for a semester costs

more than tuition for a semester, and that some poor parents

are prohibited from going to college by the expense of child

care.

Opponents of the referendum say they are not against child

care per se. They say they are worried that the question, if

it succeeds, will set a bad precedent, encouraging other groups

or causes to try to add their own donation lines to bills.

The opponents of the child care referendum ignore two facts:

only two groups in the history of the University have ever

made it onto the bill, and very few groups are prepared to put

the time and effort into getting on the bill as did the child care

advocates.

Students should vote "yes" on this question. While sup-

porters of the referendum haven't explained all the details of

the committee and vouchers, their statement that it would be

modeled after a program at the University of Wisconsin is

reassuring — that is an excellent program.

Most importantly, the establishment ofthe fund would help

hundreds of people. UMass is a public, land-grant college, com-

mitted to improving the lives of middle and working class peo-

ple through education. The fund would allow parents to get

college degi-ees they could not obtain otherwise. In so doing

it would better not only their lives, but the lives of their

children. The fund would be a classic example of people help-

ing people, as students with a buck to spare lend a hand to

those who must watch every penny.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion of the Col-

legian Board of Editors.

Letters

Clarification needed

The fact.s presented in the

October 1 story regarding

the fate of the University's

yearbook need serious

clarification

First, the article seemed
to report that the Index was
on its last leg and headed for

obscurity. That is not true.

As a matter of fact, the 1987

edition has already begun
work toward publication

and sales for the book look

promising.

It is true that the year-

book is in a large deficit.

But, unlike what the article

reported, that debt is and

will continue to be paid off

each November for the next

five years. And, incidental-

ly, the Student Government
Association is not paying for

the yearbook's debt. In-

stead, when paying the

negotiated fee, money from

the Index's account is

transferred into a deficit ac-

count where it remains.

Second, the allegation

that the yearbook may
become independent from

the Student Activities Trust

Fund is completely inac-

curate. The Index is already

independent from the

SATF. It has been for the

past year and will continue

to be this year. The funds to

complete the book will come
from a strong fund-raising

campaign and sales of the

book. Presently, the Index is

priced at a special $15.25.

but will increase to $21 on

November 1.

Finally. no formal
negotiations to reduce the

costs of the book have been

initiated between Editor in

Chief Judith Fiola and SGA
Rent and Fees Committee
Chairman Mark DeNyse.
Also, the Index has been in-

formed that it is on the 1987

Fall semester bill as a

negative check—off, mean-

ing that students will pay

for the 1988 Index unless

they subtract it from their

bill. This is meant to be a

convenient option for

students, not a "charge."

John MacMillan
Managing Editor

A glorious crusade
Just say no!' said First Lady Nancy

Reagan as she took a chug of calTeine lac-

ed coffee, puffed on a nicotine infested

cigarette and topped it all off with a very

legal shot of bourbon.

Dodc B. Levenson
Isn't it ironic that first lady Nancy

Reagan and her hubby Ronny are going on

an all-out anti-drug campaign while con

veniently forgetting about the most

heinous drug crimes of all — the ones that

are legally and socially acceptable. Imagine

if you will, that instead of all of the politi-

cians fighting over each other to urinate

in a bottle, that they showed the courage

to go against big business interests and

really try and rid drugs from our society.

In fact, if politicians were to speak up

against the true injustices in America in

stead of what the polls say they should

speak up about, the Mike Barnicles of this

country would be writing columns that

went more like this:

When I first heard that the magic couple

from Pennsylvania Avenue were going on

an anti-drug campaign, I thought to myself.

Great, at long last our national leaders

were recognizing that cigarettes, with its

deadly and addictive nicotine, coffee, with

its wiring caffeine, booze with its deadly

depressive and dangerous side-effects, are

finally going to meet true justice,' in the

form of the President of the United States.

The President has done what was right.

The 'Great Communicator' looked big

business square in the eye, and said, 'I

know there is a lot of money involved in

your respective industries, but dammnit,

your products are slowly and painfully kill-

ing a lot of our people.' Looking back, I

think that was the moment that I began

to really respect, nay, admire the First

Couple.

But the admirable crusade didn't end

with just the usual rhetoric. I listened to

Ron's speech on television. He said, '...then

those who are killing America and terroriz-

ing it with slow but sure chemical destruc-

tion will see that they are up against the

mightiest force for good. They will have no

dark alleyways to hide in.' Having a good

friend of mine who is a recovering

alcoholic, and watching the pain and suf-

fering he has had to go through because

this addictive, lethal, socially acceptable,

bottled poison is available in every city in

the country, I took particular comfort in

knowing that the President was taking on

the dreaded drug, killer alcohol, in his 'Just

say no!' campaign.

All it takes is a phone tip from an aware

neighbor and whammo - a drug ring is

broken. Police break down the door, rip

open all the mattresses and couches — in-

side one mattress a carton of Winstons

shows up. What's this? They found a half-

full bottle of gin in one of the cabinets in

the criminal's kitchen next to (get this) a

can of Maxwell House ca/)'"^mf-loaded cof

fee! What a bust! This couple is going

straight to jail. It's about time some justice

took place in this lawless society of ours.

The latest movement in the anti-drug

campaign is from the legislators. They are

talking about bringing back the death

penalty for drug pushers. Yeehaw! Final-

ly, our Congress isn't afraid of getting some

garbage from special interest groups. I

never did like those liquor store owners!

And how about the tobacco shop pushers?

I think they ought to get the death penal-

ty too. Way to go President Reagan, this

citizen supports you eradicating the evil

chemical poisons that permeate our socie-

ty

If any of you out there feel as strongly as

I do, write President Reagan care of the

Citizens Against Drugs and Dummies
(CADD) at 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue,

Washington, DC.
Dode B. Levenson is a Collegian staff

member.

A dose of nostalgia and chicken pucks
I had a few goals in mind when I decided to begin the

desperate search for off-campus housing. I dreamed of

a retreat from blaring Run D.M.C. repetitions, vengeful

mobs wielding cans of shaving cream. A place where I

could open the door without having my room stamped-

ed, and turn on the heat before November. You never

had to worry about folks inadvertently blowing your

speakers. I dreamed of all these things.

One thing I hadn't anticipated in my optimism was

cooking. I realized I would have to shop and eat but,

Daniel McCarthy

never having to cook on a regular basis, I forgot it was

even necessary. The culinary arts have since slowly

revealed themselves and I now know a little more. I've

discovered the flashpoint of Perdue chicken is a little

above 800 degrees farenheit. tuna is everything, and bak-

ed beans still need baking.

A little bit after I realized the current state of meat

prices and a short span before the neighborhood pets

began to mysteriously disappear, I suffered a bout of

nostalgia. I returned to the days when meals were

prepared for me: the days I had to venture a cold half-

mile to stand in line for meals in which the only warm
item on the menu was the milk. Was it true only the bad

things about the DCs clung to my mind like congealed

supreme sauce? Whenever I sit down to a meal of toast

and Slim Jims, I wonder if it was really so bad.

I resolved to return to the line for a single meal. My
roommates tried to reason with me to no avail. It was
something I had to do — like a first kiss. I stayed on cam-

pus one day and went to dinner instead of retreating to

the country. Experience had taught me the lines don't

begin to grow until after 4:30, so I arrived at 4:00. The
ladies of the line were ready and waiting for me: serv-

ing .spoons clenched in their fists, poker faces solid on

top of white collars.

I must pause to note it is very easy to project our

dissatisfaction with the sometimes food on innocent DC
workers. I don't blame them. They try. It's hard to

prepare 8,000 satisfying meals three times a day. When
Jesus did 5,000, it was called a miracle.

I considered the choices. Confidence faded under the

expectgjit eyes of the line ladies as I stared at the cheese

and mushroom strata, and the scrod with cheese sauce.

I was faintly aware that my scalp had begun to itch. I

sensed rather than saw the line behind me. I heard

myself ask for the garden plate. Moving to a table, I pass-

ed the bar: antiquated fruit, mysterious pink whip,

leftover lunch dessert, mangled heels of bread stamped-

ed by hands groping for the middle pieces, and industrial

strength salad dressing. I sat down and caught my
breath. "It's so ea.sy to forget," I thought.

My roommates were kind and understanding. Wrapp-

ing me in a blanket and putting a slightly burnt Pop Tart

in my hand, they listened attentively.

When I finished, they informed me it was my turn to

cook the next night — an oatmeal, cheese and Fruit

Roll—Up casserole.

Daniel McCarthy is a UXfass student.
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Winston charming in Noho
By KELLY SIEGER
Collegian Staff

Pianist George Winston

fingered his charming spell

over a sold-out house at the

John M. Green Concert Hall

at Smith College last Friday

night.

Pluinblcy's
oil ihcv-oiTHiMn"^

Dishwashing positions

now available

Earn extra spending

money. Room for

advancement. Apply

at the Valley's favorite

restaurant Plumbley's

off the Common
Downtown Amherst

Winston, casually dressed

in jeans, a plaid shirt and

brown-socked feet, played a

two-and-a-half hour set of

both his well-known songs

and some surprises.

Since the concert took

place in the fall, Winston

choose most of his selections

from his Autumn and
December albums, neglec-

ting his equally popular

Winter Into Sprinfi.

Also thrown into the selec

tion were two songs from

the Peanuts Christmas
show; both were obviously

crowd favorites. He also as-

tounded the audience by

taking a break from the

piano by playing a tradi-

tional Yiddish holiday song

on a pair of harmonicas.

On another surprising

note, Winston departed

from his usual, thought-

provoking style to play the

works of otiier musicians

who has inspired him, per-

forming several jazz style

pieces from the 1930s.

After a twenty minute in-

termis.sKm, Winston con-

tinued his sliDSv with most

ly holiday-related pieces,

giving his renditions of both

popular and obscure holiday

carols.

Winston is known for his

environmental records on

the Windham Hill label. In

1983 he left Windham Hill

to form his own label, Dan-

cing Cat Records. Winston

hinted on his future sub-

jects; tentative themes
planned for his future pro-

jects are an enchanted
forest, the summer, outer

space and an album of Vince

Guaraldi compositions
(author of the Peanuts
pieces).

Winston tours twice a

year, and he will definitely

be a good catch in the spring

so don't miss him this time

around.

CLEAN, SAFE. PRIVATE TUBS
17S Univ»r«ty Or.
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a better shot
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Okay, it may be too late to get a 4.0. But
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there's Stanley H. Kaplan.

No one has prepped more students

than Stanley H. Kaplan.Our test-taking
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have taken a Kaplan course.
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Jayaya: Past and Present

Herter exhibit worth seeing
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If you haven't seen the current exhibit

of paintings at Herter Gallery, Juan San-

chez: Contra Anki, be sure you visit in the

next two days since the show closes

Wednesday.
A New Yorican who is fervent about in-

dependence for Puerto Rico, Sanchez

draws from multicultural, multi-ethnic

imagery to make direct statements about

the intrinsic human need for freedom and

dignity, so that even though these works

are particularly concerned with Puerto

Rico, they reflect the human condition.

"Contra Anki" literally means "against

the enemy."
Using elements of collage, in terms of

the composition of the painting per se, as

well as adding bits of newspaper, poems.

photographs, and other materials, San

chez's artwork has a stark grapnic quali

ty on the surface which lends itself to

direct reading, all the more accented by

elements of text. But the surface message

is underscored by ancient, archetypal

motifs which give the work deep

resonance. It is because of this multi

layered meaning that Sanchez's works ap-

peal to a large audience despite dealing

with a specific political situation, i.e.,

Puerto Rican independence. Thus, seeing

such an exhibit not only enables us to bet-

ter understand the issue of Puerto Rican

independence, but reintegrates us with

the community of the world and reminds

us of our common humanity.

- CHARLES FRANCIS CARROLL

eating place

SUN - THURS
6 AM - 3 AM
FRI & SAT

OPEN 24 HOURS

BREAKFAST SERVED
ANYTIME

BEER & WINE
SERVED "TIL MIDNITE
PLENTY OF PARKING
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(NEXT TO SUPER STOP & SHOP)
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Eat In or Take Out Hours

Sunday Noon to 10 PM
Mon-Sat 11:30 AM to 10 PM

Pu-Pu Platter $12.00

E

Try Our Luncheon-Dinner Specials

Only $1 .49 before 3 PM, $1 .90 after 3 PM
2 LOCATIONS

430 Russel St (Rt 9)

HADLEY
253-2571

150 King St

NORTHAMPTON
586-8220

The
Spoke

Amherst.
Mass.

PROPEK ID REQUIRED

A DRINKERY. TO MEET, RELAX & ENJOY.

35 EAST PLEASANT ST AMHERST

PARKING 549-2854 AMHI KSl

Adegree
of caring.

For people who care about people-

teachers, counselors, health and human
services professionals—Northeastern Uni

versity has a special place where you can

obtain the knowledge and skills needed

to help others Boston-Bouve College of

Hunnan Development Professions.

You can reach out and further your

career with Master Degree programs

that include:

Master of Education
• Counseling
• Consulting Teacher of Reading
• Curriculum and Instruction

• Educational Research
• Human Development
• Rehabilitation

• Special Education

Master of Science
• Counseling Psychology
• Physical Education
• Recreation Management
• Speech-Language Pathology &
Audiology

O^^CJTf^lVr Doctoral and non-degree certification

^J^^l^ X V^X^ programs are also available.

^^ __ / For more information and a free catalog,

Rlil Tl/P call (61 7) 437-2708 or write to Boston-
mJ\J\J V J^ Bouv6 College at the address below.

O Northeastern Lnivcrslty

Graduate School, Boston-Bouve College of Human Development Professions

107 Dockser Hall, Northeastern University, 360 Huntington Ave., Boston, MA 021 15

Nf'fifcds'er'i ,.' ,
:
.1'- equji r'Pponunity,'altnmd!i<e jction educdlipnai institut'on and cmpinypr

l^lk With The Best Information

S^ms Peopie In The Business

...MEET AN AMS REPRESENTATIVE

ON CAMPUS NOVEMBER 14.

We cordially invite all Computer Science majors

to attend a presentation on opportunities at

AMS being held at: Career Center,

November 13th at 7:00 pm.

American Management S> stems. Inc. is lookmg lor innovative people

interested in designing, developing and implementing intomiation

systems. You will have a variety of challenging assignments analyzing

and solving our clients' management information problems.

AMS IS one of the nations leading firms in applying computer and

systems engineering technology to solve the complex management pro-

blems of large organizations Founded in 1970, AMS has grown to over

1600 employees nationwide.

If you are interested in hearing more ab<iut our Programmer Analysts

and Systems Analysts opportunities, please contact the placement ol-

fice or f«)rward your resume to Pattsy A. Chimini, Manayer of C'ol-

Itye Relations. American Management Systems, Inc., 1777 North

Kent Street, Arlington, VA 22209.

ams
AMERICAN MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS. INC.

Wa-shington, D.C. - New York Chicago - Houston Denver .San Francisco

_^_^_^.^—» E«iuttl Opportunity Employer ___«,.^_»«__—

All Ai^alog Quailz

Benru$.Gnien.Elgin.
Julesjiu^ensen.

Heniros.Cti]i&n.ll!edtham
liidenPiccard.

Hamilton-Buren.

\bur Cl>oicc

$ $3995
J

DESIGNER WATCHES AT $49.95

LADIES ANALOG QUARTZ

MESH BRACHl.ETS

FASHION LINK

DIAMOND
SPORTS
CALENDAR
NURSE SW[ EPSI COND
DAY & DATE

GENTS ANALOG QUARTZ

SPORTSMAN
WATER RESISTANT

DRESS
CALENDAR
DAY & DAT'

POCKET
"DIGI ANA"

Warrai>tced By T\)^ Manufacturer
.S«Mm- ilfin> art- for desiKn pitrpOM-> inih aiid d<i iHM m-» i-s,>arih n-prfM-iil ilfiii>« (ni .si«lr

Located in ^.UNIVERSITY
Campus Center

SfMSTORED
Open M-W 9-5
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i^ football wins
continued from page 12

"We made him (Haynes) look like a first team Ail-

American," Reid said.

UMass made the whole Ram team look like All

Americans in the first 15 minutes.

"We played like mush in the first quarter," Reid said.

"I told the defense that never in 13 years here did I have

a defensive unit that tackled so poorly - they were awful."

But the shaken Minutemen awoke to quiet the

6,000-plus Rhode Island fans to play the way they know

how.
Led by sophomore quarterback Tim Bryant, who threw

for a career-high 303 yards and ran for 98 more, UMass

overwhelmed the Rams on both sides of the line, and

charged back to tie the score 17-17 at halftime.

"I don't know what to expect from Timmy (Bryant)."

Reid said. "His interception hurt us, .some motion checks

that he failed to pick up also hurt us in the first quarter.

but then he did a total about face and brought us

downfield."
. .„ „ ^ . •.. j

With 13:14 remaining in the half, Bryant hit wide

receiver Dan Rubinetti (8 receptions for 147 yards) for 30

yards to create a first and goal from the URI three. Three

plays later, the Minutemen tried, and failed, on a pass

from the five on fourth -and-goal.

The call was an unsuccessful shocker but Reid had no

regrets.

"If you're down 17-3 after the way we started out, would

that get us fired up? I doubt it," Reid said. "If we bust

our butts to get down there we want that seven points.

If we don't then I have confidence that our defense will

hold them and give us another shot.

"If we take three points, then we give up good field posi-

tion for only three points. When I came here, I said we

were going to play good aggressive defense and offense

arid wG Eire

The defense backed Reid and UMass took over at the

URI 35 after the punt. One play later. Bryant tossed a

22 yard screen to sophomore running back Kevin Smellie

to the 11. Senior fullback Al Neri carried to the seven

before Bryant scored on a bootleg.

The Rams punted to the UM46 on their next posession.

Junior tight-end Mike Kelley's 18-yard catch, a 13-yard

Smellie sweep and a facemask penalty moved the ball to

the 14. Four plays later, Bryant hit Neri for eight-yards

over the middle to make it 17-14.

An interception by junior cornerback Ray Jackson at

the UMass 10 halted a 59-yard Ram drive with 26 seconds

left in the half. Bryant hit Rubinetti for two passes for

56 yards before sophomore kicker Silvio Bonvini's 41 -yard

field goal tied the score with three seconds remaining in

the half.

StOPl
WHAT WILL YOU DO IF YOU

RUN OUT OF OIL?

Relax you can \ run

Obl Ot oil 'f yOu ask
tor Our

STUDENT BUDGET
PLAN featuring

AUTOMATIC OIL

DELIVERY!

CURRENT PRICE:

63.90 p«r gallon

You get our temlic low budget price tor

top-grade heaimg oil, plbs you never

nave to worry about runr^mg out ot tieat

or hot water all winter long We also

deliver oil on a C O D basis

PERSONAL CHECKS ACCEPTED

Telephone 253-3408

hiikTI^NAL HEATING
60 Snurrmjy oi'eet Amnerst MA 0W02

[uers

EARLY WEEK
SPECIALS

Served

Sunday - WcdncsdaY 5:30 • 9:00 PM

Baked Stuffed or Broiled Scrod $6.95

Scallops Au Giatin $8.95

Chicken Maisala $6.95

Sirloin Teriyaki $7.95

MEALS INCLUDE:
Salad. Potato, Vegetable, and Desert

Uahrcnlty Drive, Amherst 549-5861

ONEMA
SUNDAY - TUESDAY

THE LADY KILLERS
7:00

THE LAVENDAR HILL MOB
9:00

DOUBLE FEATURE $3.00

DOWNTOWN AMHERST 253-5426

|iiiiii«iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiniiiWtiiMiiiNMiiiiMiiNiii«tiiiiiiiiiiiiiMnimnnimn

I
NOW HIRING

I

I Wanted - Now hiring ushers |

and concessionists at |

AMC Hampshire 6 Theatre. |
X

IUIustbe18andableto work |

nights, weelcends, and |

intersession. |

I
Apply at

I

I
theatre In person |

il|l|llllllHlllliHlllllllllll)ll|llllllilililllllll)lllHillllllllKII«l'MI|llil'lllirilliVltli|llllll1llllll:k^

COAmUTER
AREA
GO\^ERNMENT

OFF CAMPUS STUDENTS

VOTE TODAY
FOR THE

COMMUTER AREA GOVERNING BOARD

The Commuter Area Government provides

newsletters, information handbooks, trips, film

series, work shops, lockers, a commuter lounge,

and somebody to lean on.

Commuters if you want to keep these services

going get involved and

VOTE TODAY!'.
11 - 4 pm in front of the HATCH

STUDENT
TELEPHONE
DIRECTORIES

The 1986-87 academic year Student Telephone Directory

will be available on or about October 6.

Residence hall students will receive one per room, by

direct delivery.

Commuters' distribution will be from Campus Center Con-

course. One copy per household only. (Please do not

deplete the allocation to students by taking copies from this

source if not eligible.)

Faculty and staff will receive copies via Campus Mail within

one week after distribution to students is completed.

The Student Telephone Directory is sponsored by

the Information Data Bank,

a service of the Dean of Students Office
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Doonesbury
By Garry Trudeau

my Does

iWK'iO

urn. I'M
AFRAIP

^ONAL,
CAPW5...

I'M

L05IN6

MY
lAJIFB-

I

OH... I'MVERiSORRi, SeNOR. I

K/^owHOWmFm. i lostmy
i{/IF^ANPm050N^ men GUATE-

MALAN ^eOJRin FOROS BURNtP
DOmMY VILiAOe.

Gordy

/F rr s sruF'iD PoR
A/ffi ro '^i> BACK .

r - SAI^TH, THAT /s

our For 'A/l/M8£'?^ 2 ', CAcK
To SAUA&e CAPr TAC 'STs,

AfJD oecAoeAjca
RUhi AMOK

Bat Brain

WHAT
VOUTHINV

•'BATBRMN-'

fHE Uf"c P\NP

TIMES OF

THE WORLD'5

THAT '5 \Ti

ONIV THE

nn^i' you

Campus Pond

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

"Say. ain't you a stranger in this part?"

By Gorde

fiACK Ta A lA/OKcD

SUST lA/AAjrS TO St££f>
EAK^TH,

HE^e tCoAAE .'.'.'

•:
•

•

'•

>T :'l^^ ^

r-u^ > -^r:^:-

By Bill Dearing

THAfr COUNlTS,

NOT MET

3i

HARP TO t'fr-

nivt. (no

r-ni rtu iHfl/

By Sal

CAnPAlGNlNG CONTINUES

VOTE IGGY
FROG
FOR

POND SEMATOR

WOULD

rACE LIE?

1:
THAMK YOUJHANKYOU

ANY aut SCIONS?, HOW DO YOU

FEEL AfeOUT

BOBBY EWrNG'5 ^,

RETURN TO DALLAS^

NEXT QUESTION

PLEASE

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

im ecoNOMV 15 pvu/n..

ANP Pf{W LemK/YIAN'5

FROf\fr Item are still

SPKeftPtNO AFftKT.

WfiNNA KNOW WHAT

I WINK ^

I KNou/ WHAT va/mm

'

'iOU THINK NOTH/NOS
peeN The 5Am 5iNce

fmKie odMONP'3 pNORce.^^

7H/fT'5 flMfiys li/mrW WINK //

*-^ y^^

HOI^ PBRFBCTIV
poofy OF you to ^ay
imr IN F/icr, mi5
iNHOLe TVI/^N HA3 dBBN
flCriNO POOfy MTBLY.

\

>' v 'K.L^^ >..j

^

IN FACT, we i^HOte

COUNTKY HAd OONe fO
h^Li iNFi HmP5fl6i':T^r

5iNce pfiyip Lee tvifi

UFT VfiN HF^LBN."

"Vie have learned the answers, all the answers:

It IS the question that we do not know.

— Archibald Macleiah

Daily Crossword Puzzle

ACROSS
1 Miscellaneous

mixture

5 Bind

10 Ottoman
standard

14 Pro -
'5 Rub the ^rong

way
'6 Caesar i>

larew/eil

1 7 Order Irom

Hercule Poirot

20 LirnD

21 Brothers of com
edy lame

22 Zodiac sign

23 Indian Du//a'd

24 Metric land

measure
26 Pan ol USSR
29 Eliot s Marne'

30 go ttragh

31 Tossed repast

32 man (all)

35 Appeiiat'on '. • ,1

Nigntirigj^H

39 Ga ne.qrt'. '

40 Turhish

rec)i'"Hrits

4 1 WV\ 11 .

42 Out '

43 Lignt

45 Trip

48 Boieyn

49 Muse ot poetry

50 Canine lilm role

51 Gibbon
54 Eleano' H' I

'.!

veil literjiiy

58 Biblical town m
Samaria

59 Street sound

60 Trudge
61 Pair

62 Practice

frugality

63 Kind ot bean

DOWN
1 Whale
2 An Ol star

3 Part ot a list

4 Crew member
5 Crystalline rork

6 Greek letter

7 Herklf"

(oppose)

43 Purpose
44 tMibbie

45 Sounded like

tabby

46 Satire

47 Coming of Age
in M Mead

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

Edited by Trade Michel Jaffe

8 Labor org 42 Make agamst

9 Coal si/e

10 Wards off

1

1

Vampire

12 Playwright Rice

13 Cabinet

member
18 Algonquin

19 Building

frontage

23 Diminutive

24 Sword handles

25 A king of l'»raei

26 Ego
27 Voiced

38 Life m Spam
29 Hindu title

31 Impress upon

32 Metered
conveyari !

33 Elide

34 Church e . J,

36 i^aak the

angler

37 Nasiase ot

rennis

18 M-ijhway

section

48 Pale

50 Italian bell town

51 Singer Gulhne
52 Tactic

53 Norse narrative

55 ClA forerunner

56 Like a fiddle"*

57 Harvest

goddess

Lunch
Menu

Dinner

Swiss Turkey Sandwich Roast Top Round of Beef

Squash Bake Fried Shrimp Dinner

Italian Garden Plate

Basics Lunch Basics Dinner

Garbanzo Cheese Loaf

Caponata with Pocket Bread Mushroom Sauce

Squash Bake Fried Shrimp Dinner

Weather
A

Today: variable cloudiness, with a 30 percent chance

of showers, high 55 to 60.

Tonight: partly cloudy and cold, low around 35 degrees

Tomorrow: mostly sunny, high 55 to 60.

Today's Staff
Night Editor Nancy KUngener
Copy EdJitor Pedro M, Pereira

Photo Tec^ - Byrne Guarnotta

Layout Tech ~ BethAnne Moskov
Production Supervisor »......»..Ansel Zinter

Production «....Laiira Bell, Connie LeCferc

Tori Gorell, Robert Levine, Sheri Knapp, Dode and
Dancin' Rob Skelton.

1 Executive Board Fa of 1986|

DODE LEVENSON
Editor m Chief

ROB SKELTON
Editorial Editor

JOHN YONCE
Mjndqing Editor

WILLIAM SPAIN

Editorial Editor

STEVE RUBIN
Business Manager

ANSEL ZINTER

Production Manager

1 Business Board Fa of 19861

STEVE RUBIN

Business Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marketing Manager

PAUL H LESSER

Advertising Sales Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Circulation Manager

VANESSA ROTH
Finance Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Subscnption Manager
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• stickers
continued from page 12

the game-winning goal with

12:27 left to play in the first

half, a cros-ball shot that

she pounded for her second

multiple-goal game of the

year.

The thirteenth-ranked

Black Bears, who lost 5-3, to

the University of New
Hampshire on Saturday,

didn't go into hibernation

despite the Minutewomen's
2-1 halftime lead.

"Maine is an incredibly

physical team, not a finesse

team Rut thev nre hetter

than last year," Hixon said.

'There was a lot of conges-

tion on the ground for the

entire game, and we had to

play tough to beat them."

Senior co-captain Chris

Kocot, who returned to her

customary sweeper position

after a one-game abscence,

gave UMass some breathing

room in the second half.

In a span of 1:26 Kocot

had chalked up a pair of

goals, her first and second of

the season - one on a direct

corner shot. Hultin assisted

on both scores, which were

\ MWf 'i'^' ^i^^y^^ Some
L/ V^l AtJ'^^r restrictions

I Y^ Drop by for free

I
student travel catalog

Hartford/California $198

NYC/London $378

NYC/Hong Kong $764
round trip

COUNCIL TRAVEL
AMHERST

[41 31 256-1261

registered at the 22:55, and
21:28 mark, respectively.

Maine quickly retaliated

with 20 minutes to play in

the contest. This time Mar-

tin was on the receiving end

of a pass from Finegold, and

the sophomore picked up

her team-leading eighth

goal of the season. But it

was too little to late as the

Minutewomen marched off

the field with their eighth

victory.

"It was a total team effort,

but I felt Julie Stuart played

her best game of the season

so far. She made several

nice stops," Hixon said. "It

is difficult to play on the

road, but I think we have

proved to ourselves that we
can win decisively whether

we're home or away."

Volleyball sweeps Rutgers,

3-0, in Atlantic 10 opener

?^^^*
* '^'

RE^^/^^NRECK

New & Used Cars
Trucks A Vans Also Available

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

S49-?880 .

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

It was a night ofextreme significance for

the University of Massachusetts volleyball

teaun.

Friday night's 16-14, 15-5, 15-11 sweep

over Rutgers University not only marked

the first-ever Division I Atlantic 10 con-

ference win for the Minutewomen, but it

also showed how well the spikers can play

when the heat is on.

The Minutewomen, 12-1 on the season

and winners of nine straight, went into the

match facing a team that was 1-10 on the

year. But the Rutgers record didn't tell the

whole story. Of the 10 losses the Lady

Knights suffered, seven came at the hands

of teams that have perennially been in and

out of the Top 20.

"We were very, very nervous coming in-

to the match because we knew that their

1-10 record was exteremely deciving," head

coach Elaine Sortino said. "There was no

way we were going to take them lightly.

We were very serious."

"UMass has a very nice team. They did

an exceptional job against us," second-year

Rutgers head coach Terie Velardi said.

"We have a young team (Rutgers carries

nine freshman), but I don't want to take

anything away from UMass. They played

well."

That wasn't the case in the early going

of game one. As was the case against

Brown University last Tuesday, the

Minutewomen started out on a sluggish

note and found themselves trailing, 8-2,

thanks to the pinpoint serving of Lady

Knights freshman Elkie Voight.

But the spikers roared back, scoring eight

unanswered points to take the lead 10-8.

The rally was keyed by five Rutgers
continued on page 11

Worcester
Breakfast A Special

FREE F

WIN A

• !• TBALL
At J.B.'s your name will be

entered in the official N.F.L.

Gameball Drawing Contest

Begins October 6, 1986. So hurry

on down to J.B., you may be a

lucky winner. Winner's name will

be announced Oct 20th

in the Collegian

COMPUTER ACCESSORIES

UMASS
MINUTES
FIRST

MEETING

MONDAY OCTOBER 6TH @ 7PM

Meet Southwest Fields

(across from basketball courts)
If Rain-Meeting held at SDT - 409 N. Pleasant St)

ALL OLD AND NEW MEMBERS MUST ATTEND

For more Info call 546-8457, 549-7598, or 546-8422

LOCATED IN THE
CAMPUS CENTER

§f,UNIVERSITY
STORED

ii^ volleyball wins
continued from page 10

miscues and two kills by sophomore hitter

Juliet Primer. Rutgers came back to tie the

score at 11-11 behind a Voight crush and

a UMass miscue, but the Minutewomen

forced a Rutgers time out and regained a

two-point advantage thanks to a Barbara

Meehan roof block for a 13-11 lead.

Rutgers answered by notching the next

three points and were on the verge ofclaim-

ing game one, 14-13. The Minutewomen
saved game point when a Voight served

sailed long for a UMass side out. Meehan

then destroyed a middle kill on a pretty

assist from freshman setter Karen
Ferguson to knot the score at 14-14. Two
Rutgers miscues later, the spikers were on

top of a 16-14 game one win.

Game two was a sharp contrast to the

happenings of game one. The
Minutewomen jumped all over the Lady

Rights and cruised out to an overwhelm

ing 13-1 lead. The excitement of game two

came with the spikers leading, 5-0. Senior

coK:aptain Debbie Cole pulled off a spec-

tacular dig of a Marge Puccio hit, with the

*men 's soccer sweeps

pass floating right into the hands of

Ferguson.

Junior middle hitter Marcy Guiliotis did

the rest, as she electrified the 150 fans at

Totman Gymnasium with a textbook mid-

dle kill that would make the West Coast

teams choke on their California Coolers.

The reaction from the Rutgers side of the

net was expected, as looks of disbeleif seem-

ed to indicate that the Lady Knights were

probably wondering what they were doing

in such a dangerous place known as a

volleyball court.

The fun in the middle continued with

Meehan getting another and Guiliotis ad-

ding one more for good measure. A Primer

service ace ended the slaughter, 15-5.

"I am very pleased with our performance.

This was a good match for us because we

haven't seen a team that has played at our

tempo in a while," Sortino said. "They

were a decent team, but we were psyched

to get our first conference win."

continued from page 12

Thwarting several UMass
scoring attempts, Central

Connecticut mounted one

last scoring attempt in dou-

ble overtime but were
denied. Voelpel took a pass

and sent a header just below

the crossbar. UMass
goalkeeper Tom Phillips

barely tipped the ball over

the bar to preserve the win
with 30 seconds remaining.

On Saturday, the

Minutemen took on the

winless and offenseless (one

goal scored this season)

Huskies. Tallying its

highest scoring output of

the season, UMass rocked

the Huskies for three goals

in each half for the victory.

"It was a nice win. We had

a lot of different players

score which was good," Get-

tler said.

UMass opened the scoring

11.21 into the game as

Cesnek took a pass from

Tom Skiba and fired from

long range into the upper

right corner for his fourth

goal of the season.

Carillo increased the lead

to 2-0 10 minutes later tak

ing a pass from Manal and

volleying into the upper left

corner. At 37:18, Bing
struck from the left side on

a shot that deflected off of a

Northeastern defender to

make it 3-0 and the rout was
on.

In the second half, the

Minutemen upped the lead

to 4-0 as Manal scored on a

breakaway from Mike
Bellino. A Giordano penal-

ty shot pushed the score to

5-0 and a Brian Sullivan

goal capped the scoring with

two minutes remaining.

PINOCCHIO'S RESTAURANT
1177 North Pleasant St

SPECIAL

MONDAY THRU WEDNESDAY

LARGE PIZZA

$5.50 +TAX
ANY EXTRA ITEM SI.00 each

Get 2 Items - pay for one

Get 3 items - pay for two

FAST FREE 549.3569
DELIVERY ^^^ ^^^^

SPECIALIZE IN VEAL & CHICKEN PARMESAN GRINDERS

Does not apply m restaurant mention ad when ordering

riANQiS
dance club is available for

. PRIVATE PARTIES
- The lowest price in the area

"•'::iii\i lu/imm

m^ M. ». ,^ m - Semi-Formals
NANOrc>•
^ance club at 256 8284 or 586 4158 for full details

ACTIVITIES 'AUDIO
AUTO FOR SALE • CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT .FOR RENT

FOR SALE • FOUND
HELP WANTED 'LOST

CLASSIFIED
INSTRUCTION • MOTORCVLCLES
PERSONALS "RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED 'SERVICES

ROOMATE WANTED 'TRAVEL
WANTED 'SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE _ CC „3 MON-THURS 8:30.3:30 ,FR, • 2:30). DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRO.R TO PUBLICATION. CASH IN ADVANCE. .S./WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS
^

Acnvinit

WORK STUDY (4.0Sthl1 M2 hrs wk.

Hex hrs assist in lab wwfk on soil, plant

samples no exp required call Morleia at

545-2259 between 10AM-4PM

QRAOUATES AND 25» students Social

Hour every Thursday 5 00 Blue Wall,

Campus Center Build a tradition! Meet

each other!

UMASS REFUBUCAN CLUB nwetlng

tonight CCS 15 at 7;00PM

PSYCHOLOGY MAJORSTCOME to in-

ternshlp plannino seesion on Tuesday

Oct 7 at 4PM in Tobin 204

AHORA Y CONCEPTO Latino te invitan

a su proxima reunion 1(V6ffl6 6:30PM 162

CC

LESBIAN QAY BISEXUAL counceling

collective oWers peer counseling and

events hotline 545-2645. MWTh 3-7 rm

433 S U Rap Group Tu 8PM 413 S.U.

AIRMO

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH ARMmeaker*
Brand new Warranty Type used in

dance bar, aerobics studios. $1500 list.

For sale $750 call 253-9687

AUTO KM SAU

79 HONDA ACCORD Excellent engine,

spot of rust on body New clutch, fuel

tank, exhaust system, transmisston Must

sell, asking $1400 or BO Call Nik

549-4834

IS IT TRUE you can buy jeeps tor $44

thro'jgh the US government? Get the

facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142 ext

5931 -A

CASH

COMPUTER TERMINAL & modem for

sale $200 cheap 256-8678

PAYING CASH FOR your basebafl cante

please call Mike 549-0333

KEG TAPS FOR sale! Brartd new, never

used keg taps only $25 Packies charge

$45 lor used taps Don't waste your

money! New laps $25 Call Tony
266-1438 today

BED FOR SALE single box and mattress

first $25 takes it 584-2905 eves (Alan)

UNION VIDEO CENTER is hinng T*i«j

work study positions avail No exp. need-

ed Call 545-1336

BAKER'S HELPER AND delivery pereon.

nights 11PM to 7AM, lulMime or part

Valid drivers license needed Good pay

& benefits Call 253-9528, M-F, 9-5

OANCa

RRST FALL DANCEII The Lesbian.

Bisexual and Gay Alliance's first dance

this semester" Saturday Oct 4th on lOth

fVxx Campus Center 9PM-1 AM'! $3 00 at

entrance Cocne one. come all, come on

out!! More fun than you've had in a long

time!

DCSPIIATILY tiKIN* VW RABMT

LOOKING FOR RABBIT In perlect con-

ditk)n No diesel, f^eed $? Have it? I'M boy

rt call today-549-1634 leave

NTMTAINMINT

MUSICIANS NEEDED FOR perfor-

mances at Belchertown State School.

Funding available. Contact Bruce
256-4236

197S BMW 2002 good condition $1600
call 256-6497

79 VW BUS runs great super body 74K

must sell $2600 or BO 584-9193 work

527-6425 home Andy

1961 VW RABBIT 4 door great condition

economical transportaion $2195
584-9524

197$ CHEVY MONZA good body.

reliabte transportation great gas milage,

new radiator and tiros Must sell $450 or

BO call 253-2807. Jen. leave message

1974 DATSUN 260Z oood condrtk>n but

nds some work $1000 or best offer call

256-6255

ra* A 9000 TIMI CAU

RACK-A-OISK ENTERTAINMENT
Agency • Dlscjockeys, Bands, Ughts and

L^rge screen video dances 549-7144

MM BINT

1-2 ROOM OFFICES close to campus
and Amherst. Starling at $210/month in-

cluding utilities. DM Jones Real Estate,

549-3700

ROOMS JUST BECAME available in a

fraternity Great home cooked meals and

a unkiue social atmosphere For more in-

fo call Tom at 549-5615

1979 CHEVY WAGON. 99.400 miles,

new clutch. Best offer 536-5434 Even

inga week-ends

100 OHM L2 speakers Great 80ur«dl For

info call 6-7921

MEN'S 3 SPEED ccm bike or 2 Goodyear

snow tires radials P18580R13 both ex-

cellent condition BO 594-4202 Leave

message

GUCa WATCHES FOR ladies many
styles only $30 call Brian 6-7425

ELVIS COSTELLO TlxT^Best offer takes

them 2 great seats tor Fri Oct 17 at the

Orpheum call Holly 549-51 72 leave name
and "O

HAPPY SOTN ilBTNOAY

HAPPY 20TH BIRTHDAY Mindy Love,

BetH

HHP WANTID

WORK WEEKENDS, M per hour Help

ek^erly In their homes Car required call

253 9726 lor applications AA/EOE
minorities, handtcapped. women. Vietnam

veterans, encouragisd to apply.

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent tree n^als

SUPERIOR PIZZARIA NORTH Amherst

Flexible hours during the week n>ornlng

or night drivers who know the area

wanted call 549-0626

TnEED help translating a letter from my
Japanese fnend! Pis call 549-1313

LOST

H.P. 1 1C CALCULATOR in library tower

Please call 546-4778 for reward

$REWARO$ FOR MY wallet which was

lost in the vkynity of Puffton-Brandywine-

Townhouse on Fnday night-«26 H found

pieaaa call Bob at 549-4123

LOST-GOLD BRACELET around
stadium area, sentimental value -

REWARD! Please contact S4A4397

CASH REWAROII For return of black

leather wallet Loet on 10/1 somewhere
between Southwest and Thompson 106

If foond pleaae call Larry at 546-8419 ,

Call

Light clean-up
III Cheryl at AXO

545-2152

LOSTIAItmOS

OH COUCH IN Campus Center Con
course, near Blue Wa« They are big twirl-

ed copper wire earrings Very sentimen-

tal pleaae return, if lound call: 549-1634

MOTOaCYCU

YAMAHA VERAGO 920CC shaft drive

digital new rubber oval discs k>w miles

helmet $1200 4C Brandywtne stop by

MBSONALS

COURTNEY! HAPPY ANNIVERSAHYI

I

still love you as much as when we lirst

met Honey! So here's to the best of

friends and many more happy years

togetfwr Kathleen

TRACY, HAPPY 21ST. Your finally legal

God help you. Love Mark

PREGNANT? NEED HELP? Call BiT-

thrlght: 549-1906

HAPPY THREE MONTH anniversary Li-

zoon a k a sack of cuddles I k>ve you

DM
ROBIN- IT'S NO fluke! How about

dinner?

UZ- WE STILL love you in spite ol your

poaaeased phone- your suitmatas

CONGRADULATIONS TO OUR new
pledges: Michelle, Kim. Karla. Htsa. Kel-

ly, Jennller, Tina, and Julie. Get psych-

ed lor DeHa Zetall Love your sisters and
tslk>w pledges.

JENNIFER FARELIThAPPY 21 at blrlh-

day enjoy! Love Laura, Toni, Qlna

SEAN, IT'LL BEHOOVE ya to care for

your uvula R

HEY YOUSKIE- HAPPY annlveraaryl

You're the greatest and I kive youl

Squirmy

LBC DOCS THE no.2e ring a bell? I've

been trying to reach you forever. Where
are you the Tvirighllght Zone? CaH me
soon I miaa ya honf SAI

SARA GREER- 18 years ol borrowing

ctothes I hope you can stand many morel

Happy birthday to a terrifk: sister!

YO MARYBOB - SMILEI Yo^ know that

I'M always be here for you DM that cheer

you up"^! Fineaae

BRUINS TK^ETS AVAILABLE Sunday^

Oct 12 against Hartford, in Boston Call

546-4706

PBOFISSIONAL TYPING $IRVK:i

PAPERS. CASES. DISSERTATIONS^
dependable on-campus. reasonable,

584-7924. Nancy

BIMWANTW

TO BOSTON, Thursday ater gOWM
Will share expenses Call Sally 256-6076

after lOPM

lOOMMATIS WANTCD

FCSPONSIBLE FOR LG apt on bus route

own room, furnished but bring bed $210

tor room plus utilities call 323-«e9 before

2PM 32»«3 11x530 after

SQUIRE^VILLAGE ON bus route near

stores share large 2-bedroom 1 V!r batt»

townhouse grad prelered. Partly furnish-

ed $232 665-2577

NOOMM/kTE NEEDED FOR 3 bedroom

houae on River Drive in Hadtey Please

cril Jennller at 54»8337

snvicn

TERRIFIC TYPING FROM Speedy"

keys Professional reliable service.

256-1002, 8ain-11pm

TYPING, TAPE TRAH8CRIPTKJMS.
Fan eocurate. 665-7662

TBAVIL

MOHTREAL COLLEGE WEEKEND Oct

31- Nov 2 $79 Call Sandy or Debbie

665-4729

79 VW RABBIT REG gas $1200 nice

defjendable car Tom 549-4442

1977 PLYMOUTH VOLARE wgn.

Slant/6 Excellent mechanical condition.

$650 549-7166

ROOM IN 3 bedroom house for rent in

Hadley 295 584-2937

PELHAM 2 BDRM k>g cabin woodstove

borders conservatk>n land $500 mo
available "ct 15 call 549-6604 or

253-2671

SINOLE ROOM FOR rent 500 yards away
from Grad Tower PBA stops in IronI

549-5039

PART TIME CASHIER wanted for kxal

store. Some nights and weekends
Please call 584-3603.

NEED A JOB? Like travel? Ambitious

people needed to market unique travel

product with no existing competrtKm Ex-

cellent experience for busir>ess, com-
munication and HRTA ma|ors No ex-

perier>ce necessary, car helpful. Contact

Mary 549-6118

OVERSEAS JOBS..SUMMER, yr round
Europe, S Amer , Australia, Asia. All

fields $900-2000 mo Sight seeing Free
info Write IJC PC BX 52MA1 Corona
Del Mar. Ca 92625

CREATIVE MINOS WANTEDI Artists,

writers. Communications ma)ors at>d

anvone with mnovalive kleas We will

publish your work in tfie Southwest
newspaper Circulatkxi is 5500 For infor-

matk)n or if interested corrm to thie SWAG
Office in Hampden or call 545-0960

DESPERATELY SSKING TED Bom
19(83; hair: curly brcwrn; eyes blue: ma-
jor journalism, mode ol transponation:
motorcycle, local har>gout Barsie's,

friends Kevin, Mike and Gene; forrrier

school UMaine. So glad you like my
shoe* Had a fun time at Brittany on
Saturday, hope to see you again
sometime

GIDGET- Want to know what's

something? First.

.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY HOLLY Hawkes

hope you have a greet 21st Love. Anne.

Martha, Kelly

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY LAUI Hoping lor

many more I tove you J B

TTfnM SIBVICI

QUALrrTTYPIHG Long or short pro-

nets Meticutous proofreading Ru*» jobs

bK New IBM typewrttet. 54»0367

TYPMM B WOflO PBOCISSHM

NEXT DAY SERVICE. Type-Rile

323-4579 _.

Loal Sunday Oct 5. one tuquoise and

Sliver aequlned ahirt with » butterfly

design on it 8etw«en Albion books and

UMass between 3pm and 4 p m Sen

timental value reward offered Call liana

256 6182 or S45 3500

WANTID

AMY nNDIL

To the woman who has everything but

this Keep driving us all crazy Your secret

admirer

A FULL SIZE box spring call after 700
PM 549-0710

LANTERN COURT TAKE over 2 bdrm
lease from October 15 call 665-6451

DEERFIELD INN-SERVER asst's
wanted All shifts Call Nancy 774-2359

HAPPY BIRTHDAY CHRIS! Enjoy
celebrating Love. Paula & Tama POLITICAL WOBK

'72 BMW 2002. beautiful condrtion,

sunroof, must see. asking $2500.

586-4120

1962 MAZDA 626LX 52000 mis $4200

527-8337 ask lor Mike

rat SAU

PROFESSORS EXAM FILES^or
engineering, calculus, physics and
chemistry at University Store

MANAGER TRAINEES NATIONWIDE
Tool Co expanding in AmtierBl Now hir

ing 25 new employees great money, ex

cellent working cond $ career opportuni-

ty Pan and full time work For interview

call Willie 256-4101

DEAR FROOGIE Hi»)py 22 B-day love u

Princess

hTpPY BIRTHDAY MaTgu^ta'" Were

you a good girt this weekend''

WHY FLIP BURGERS or wail tables?

You can get the training and respect ol

a professional paid activist Earn

$36-50 00 daily Now hinrw full/part time

Call clean water action. 549-7450
I

I'M LOOKING FOR a second hand pwno

to buy call Bnan 549-5418

MODELS NEEDED FOR hair show on

Oct 13 for an eduacalional lor hair-

dressers inquire before Oct ti at

586-7477

LdSETO-29 EXCEMlba/month'wHh her-

bal wetght control No drugs No exercise.

100 percent guaranteed Call Mark

546-5938
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Soccer returns to winning ways
UMass tops Northeastern, 6-0 and Central Connecticut, 2-1

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Sometimes setting short-term goals is the only way to

settle a team and win.

The University of Massachusetts men's soccer team,

losers of four straight games via the shutout, came alive

over the weekend, taking a pair of victories to capture

the University of Massachusetts Challenge Cup Invita-

tional at Boyden.

The Minutemen broke a four-game scoreless string

with a 6-0 pounding of Northeastern University on

Saturday, and won the Invitational with a 2-1 double-

overtime victory over Central Connecticut yesterday.

"They're pumped up," UMass head coach Jeff Gettler

said of his players after yesterday's win. "We were

definately intense and pulled together."

The wins improved the Minuteman record to 4-7, while

Central Connecticut fell to 5-4-1.

"We always knew we were a good team because we've

always had our scoring chances, we just haven't been

finishers," co-captain Matt Cushing said. "This was the

first time all season that we really played as a team.

"Before the tournament, we made a short-terni goal

to win our tournament because the playoffs are kind of

out of reach. It was good to come alive and win it."

Playing with intensity and unrelenting aggressiveness,

the Minutemen finally came alive in their two victories.

Yesterday, the Minutemen, who placed John Shannon,

Kurt Manal, Tom Giordano and MVP Bing on the All-

Tournament team, captured its tournament with their

second win of the weekend.

Central Connecticut opened the scoring 29:35 into the

first half when forward David Voelpel passed to mid-

fielder Andy Knighton who fired from 25 yards out.

UMass tied the score, 1-1, 10 minutes later as Kurt

Manal took a pass from Tom Giordano and blasted from

15 yards out. Alex Carillo and Giordano were credited

with assists.

Neither team was able to break the deadlock until

fresman forward Steve Cesnek headed a corner kick from

Giordano into the upper right corner to provide the

Minutemen with the margin of victory.

continued on page U

SPORTS

URI falls to
UMass, 31-17
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

KINGSTON, RI - The University of

Massachusetts football team is now 4-0 —
but head coach Jim Reid's worries

continue.

The Minutemen, spotting the Universi-

ty of Rhode Island a 17-point first quarter

lead, rallied to score 31 unanswered points

to pull away from the winless Rams, 31-17,

Saturday at Meade Stadium.
The victory- allowed the Minutemen and

NCAA TEAM STATISTICS URI UMASS

First Downs 17 24
Rushing 7 6

Passing 8 15

Penalty 2 3
Rushing Attempts 24 47
Yds. Gained Rushing 170 .181

Yds. Lost Rushing 22 23
Net Yds. Rushing 148 ....168

Net Yds. Passing 211 .303
Passes Attempted 44 33
Passes Completed 19 19
Had Intercepted 2 2

Total Offensive Plays 68 80
Total Net Yds 359 . .,461

Average Gain Per Play 5.3 5.8

Return Yds 135 .. .108

Fumbles: No.-Lost 7-3 3-0

Penalties: No.-Yds 5-47 ...3-40

Interceptions: No.-Yds 2-23 .2-10

No. of Punts-Yds 6 164 .7 222
Average Per Punt 27.3 ...31.7

Punt Returns: No.-Yds 4-29 ...2-14

Kickoff Returns; No.-Yds 5-83 .4-84

Possesion Time 26:09 .33:61

Third-Down Conv 4 of 13 6 of 17

Sacks By 0-0 ...2-13

Reid to remain unbeaten and improved the

team's Yankee Conference record to 2-0.

The Rams, meanwhile, fell to 0-5 overall

and 0-3 in the conference.

For UMass, the game was the fourth

come-from-behind win of the season, and
continued a disturbing trend for Reid.

"We must start playing 60 minutes of

football," a concerned Reid said. "The tur-

ninj^ point in this sea.son is when we start

winning the games from the start. It's im-

perative that we start out better because

ril tell you what, it's gonna catch up with

Uh."

Reid's words rang true m the first

quarter as the Rams stunned the

Minutemen and jumped out to a 17-point

lead.

"I was really furious because we were
makinf; errors we don't generally make."'

he said. "There was an interception — the

first of the year, a partially blocked punt
— another first — and nobodv tackled at

all."

The Rams capitalized on the blocked

Dimitri Yavis punt, driving 42 yards to

score on a nine-yard touchdown pass from
junior quarterback Greg Farland to

sophomore running back Doug Haynes
with 7:06 remaining in the quarter.

Senior kicker Michael Griffm added a

37 yard field goal two minutes later to

make it 10-0 before a 61-yard touchdown
run by Haynes made it 17-0 with 1:23 re-

maining in the quarter. Haynes, who broke

four tackles, escaped from a pile, cut right,

and bolted untouched down the sideline for

the score.

continued on page 8

Collegian photo by Paul Dp>imarBiR

Sophomore Chip Mitchell returns a point against the Rhode Island Rams
Saturday. The Minutemen beat the Rams, 31-17.

Stickers win,
streak snaps

By LINDA DELIVORIAS
Collegian Correspondent

One streak remains in-

tact, but another has been

broken.

The seventh-ranked
University of

Massachusetts field

hockey team extended its

winning streak to seven

games in a 4-2 win over the

University of Maine
yesterday at Cape
Elizabeth, Maine; but the

Black Bears stopped goalie

Lynn Carlson's six-game

string of consecutive
shutouts.

"I knew it (Carlson's

streak) had to come to an

end sooner or later. Lynn
played good (8 saves), the

second goal was a mixup
on our part," head coach

Pam Hixon said. "I was
impressed with the play of

our midfielders. They
made some great passes

and combined well with

each other, something that

we had practiced all week
long."

surprisingly, it was
Maine that got on the

scoreboard first.

With less than three

minutes elapsed in the

first half, freshman Ann
Finegold scored her fourth

goal of the season.

Charlene Martin was
credited with the assist

that put the Black Bears

out in front by a slim 1-0

margin.
The Minutewomen, 8-1,

wasted little time in tying

the score at 1-1.

After a UMass shot was

saved by net minder Tina

Oulette, Lil Hultin took a

pass from senior co-captain

Lisa Griswold and flicked

home her fifth goal of the

year at the 32:37 mark.

"Lil played great and

Griz was just excellent out

there," Hixon said. "Lil

and Pam Bustin combined
well on the right side,

while Griz and Ronnie Col-

eman combined on the

left."

Hultin, a senior, notched

viintinui'd on page JO

Minutewomen win thriller over Rutgers
Belkin scores in double OT
. MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

There are several words you could use to describe it:

tense, dramatic, perhaps even nerve-racking. But the bot-

tom line is it was a win.

Debbie Belkin scored on a brilliant feed from Cathy
Cassady 11:14 into the second overtime to give the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts women's soccer team a clutch 2-1

victory over Rutgers University in New Brunswick, NJ
yesterday.

"It was a cliff-hanger just like the UConn game," UMass
coach Kalekeni Banda said. "We were the better team but

the (artificial) turf equalizes things. We had to beat the

other team, the turf and the officials."

The Minutewomen, 6-2-1, started the game with four

forwards and four midfielders to open up the offense, but

were denied until there were under five minutes left in

the first half.

Cathy Spence got her second goal of the year with 3:14

left in the opening period. The junior forward took a pass

from Michelle Powers and tapped it into the right corner

of the net for a 1-0 UMass lead.

"Spence really hustled," Banda said of the first UMass
tally. "That was a good goal."

The Minutewomen outshot the Lady Knights, 5-0, in the

first half, but the play evened out in the second period,

when each team put three shots on goal.

Rutgers beat UMass goalie Carla DeSantis with 6:15

left in the game Freshman forward Beth Schimenti scored

on a direct kick to knot the game. 1-1.

Neither team could generate a real offensive chance for

the remainder of regulation as was the case in the open-

ing overtime period.

The* Minutewomen put two shots on goal in the first

15-minute ovetime, and the Lady Knights sent just one

shot at DeSantis. Both goalies were equal to the task and

after 115 minutes of play, the score was still 1-1.

With about eight minutes left, Banda moved Carolyn

Micheel to forward and dropped Powers back to midfield,

a tactic he employed against UConn (another 2-1 victory)

as well.

"We needed a more powerful shooter up front and a lit-

tle more speed at midfield," Banda said. "So we made the

switch. It worked, but we still could have contained the

middle a little more."

The Minutewomen had their best chance with 3:16 left

in the contest and took advantage of it. Cassady dribbled

the ball into the right corner. While in midair, the

sophomore forward sent a cross to Belkin, who scored from

five yards out on the left side to make it 2-1.

"Cathy sent a nice pass in front and Debbie kicked a

line drive," Banda said. "It was a good shot."

The Lady Knights had a good chance of their own
toward the end of the game, but DeSantis came up with

a big save to preserve the victory.

"Carla was tested," Banda said. "And she made a great

save at the end. That was the play of the game, aside from

the game-winning goal.
"

Statistically, the Minutewomen outshot the Lady

Knights, 13-5, in the game, and held a 10-4 advantage

in corner kicks. UMass also outfouled Rutgers, 36-17.

The Minutewomen have now won six in a row and will

return home for a game against New Hampshire tomor-

row at 3 p.m.

"We've been tested lately and we're playing to win, no

matter what it takes," Banda said. "We stayed in the

game as a team today and it was a big win, but we need

more than two goals a game. We're going to have to work

on the offense."
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Vigil for Peace

Collegian photo by Kob Skelton

Protestors hold vigil yesterday in Pulaski Park, Northampton, urging an end to US-

sponsored killing in Central America. Local supporters of the Fast for Life, undertaken by

several US veterans to draw attention to the struggle for peace in Central America, are holding

support fasts and vigils every Monday in four Massachusetts towns —Amherst, Northamp-

ton, Greenfield and Wendell.

New ballot spurs interest
Election flaws corrected
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

A high voter turnout was
reported yesterday in Stu-

dent Government A.s.socia-

tion elections, organizers

said, due largely to con-

troversy surrounding the

issues mvolved.

Last week's elections were

cancelled because of

organization flaws such as

ballot shortages and in-

complete voter lists.

Several report.* from

ballot box staffers have in-

dicated that this time more
students eire voting and less

are complaining. They have

attributed this response to

SGA President Bill Ben-

nett's withdrawal from the

ballot of 68 referendum
questions asking students

whether they wanted to

donate $1 to individual stu-

dent groups.

Now students need only

elect their representatives

to the student senate and

vote on two referendums
asking whether or not they

approve the addition of a $1

optional fee for child care

and a proposed $271 charge

last week.

Orchard Hill Area Co-

Senator Russell Kirshy said

Bennett's withdrawal show
ed that he recognized he had

made a mistake. Besides,

'look at the amount of

Where to vote:
Southwest: Berkshire D.C.. 10:30-1:30, 4:30-7

Hampshire D.C., 11-2, 4:30-7

Northeast and Sylvan:
Worce.ster D.C., 11-2, 4-6:30

Orchard Hill and Central:

Franklin D.C., 10:30-1:30. 4:30-7

Greek Area:Newman Center, noon—

5

Commuters: The Hatch, 11—4
Absentee balloting:

Butterfield, 5-6

Hampden D.C., 5-6:30

New Africa House, 10:30-1:30, 4:30-7

for a new telecommunica-

tions system to semester

bills. The voting will end

this afternoon.

Southwest Area Govern-

ment Office Manager
Josslyn Quill, who staffed

the Berkshire Dining Com-
mons box, said students

have shown "much more in-

terest" in voting this time.

Quill herself had not voted

papf^r we're using now and
look at how much we used

before," he said.

Ballot box staffers com-

mented on this election's

better organization,

although several problems

emerged. These included

Hampshire Dining Com-
mons staffers' failure to

show up during the lunch

shift, the Housing Office's

inability to provide

alphabetical lists of

students and the late

delivery of Worcester Din-

ing Commons' ballot box.

Governmental Affairs

Committee Chairperson
Denise Forbes said,

"Everything is going so

much better than it did last

week."

The no-shows at Hamp-
shire Dining Commons
have "been the biggest pro

blem," she said. She at-

tributed it to "errors, or be-

ing blown off, whatever you

want to call it."

Telephone directories

were used to cross voters'

names off, since there are no

alphabetical lists. "They
(the directories] are just as

useful to us," because they

contain students' names
and addresses, said senate*

speaker Paul Wingle.

However, W. Greg
Rothman, Central Area
president, said the ink used

in the directories has sunk
through and crossed off

more than one name at a

time.

Amherst police check bars and issue citations
On Friday night, Amherst police randomly checked the

customers in nine downtown bars and liquor stores for pro-

of of identification. Police were looking for proprietors who

are allegedly selling alcoholic beverages to minors, police

said.

Two of the nine establishments were issued citations for

serving minors. The citations will be forwarded to the

Board of Selectmen in Amherst for a formal decision on

the matter, police said.

There have been complaints that several of the

establishments have been knowingly serving those under

the age of 21 and owners of the bars and liquor stores were

warned in advance of the spot checks last Friday, police

said.

In other police reports:

• At 12:08 a.m. Sunday, a television, clock radio and por-

table stereo were reported stolen from a Brittany Manor

apartment, police said. The suspect had sliced through a

window screen to enter the apartment sometime on Satur

day night, police said.

• Police received a report of a man exposing himself to

three young women and a boy at 2:08 p.m. Sunday in the

rear of the Price Chopper parking lot. The suspect has

been described as a 5'9" white male wearing gla.sses, with

a beard and dark, curly hair, police said.

-LAURA TOMASETTI
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Pro-choice
people don't
vote, poll says
By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

Many pro-choice people are not registered to vote, ac-

cording to a Campaign for Choice poll taken last night

at Worcester, Hampshire and Franklin dining commons,

said Sharon Zalewski of the campaign.

Today is the last day to register to vote in November's

election which includes a referendum question on state

regulation of abortion. Students can register from 10 a.m.

to 10 p.m. at Amherst Town Hall.

"People are big time pro-choice and big time non-

register-to-vote," Zalewski said. "It doesn't make a dif-

ference if people are pro-choice or not if they're not

registered to vote."

It is "crucial" to register to vote, "every vote is really

important, " said Sarah Buttenwieser of the choice cam
paign. She said a recent poll of people across the state

shows that about 85 percent are pro-choice. A low percen-

tage of these people are active.

The campaign has been fundraising to increase

awareness and to educate voters about abortion, Butten

wieser said. It will be sponsoring a general meeting for

interested students on Oct. 16, .speaker Kitty Colberg on

Oct. 23 and a vigil on Oct. 29.

The campaign, which is an umbrella group for many
organizations throughout the state, is planning on sen-

ding two buses to a march in Boston on Oct. 18. The march

will start at 1 1:30 a.m. in Copley Plaza and end in a rally

at Government Center at 1 p.m. according to campaign
I member Lon Bartlett.

The rally is in recognition of Rosie Jimiez wro died of

an illegal abortion, said Buttenwieser. Bus tickets are

available at the Everywoman's Center, Hampshire

Woman's Center and the Food for Thought bookstore.

"Student presence there is real important, " she said.

Tonight there is a cocktail fundraiser in Amherst for

the campaign, said Buttenwieser. This money will be us-

ed for educational outreach, she said.

"At least the community will be informed. The amend-

ment is very misleading," Buttenwieser said.

The referendum asks voters if they approve of an amend

ment that would allow the legi.stature "to prohibit or

regulate abortions to the extent permitted by the U.S. con-

stitution."

A yes vote would allow the .state to regulate abortions

and a vote of no would leave the con.stitution unchanged.

This question increased the number of regi.stered voters

lat Hampshire College, Buttenwieser said. 130 students

registered to vote in a single day, which is the largest tur-

nout they had in a non-presidential year, she said.

Cotieglan photo by Byrne Caoiuotto

KITTY CORNER — Seven-year-old Matthew

Drier of Belchertown gives away his kittens

on a street corner in Amherst Center.
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175 University Drive ^ ^ ^

PIZZA

GRINDERS, SALADS N ^

ITALIAN DINNERS. BURGERS

FULL LIQUOR LICENSE

ANDY'S PIZZA
Month of October Special

Upon Request Only

Free 64 oz pitcher of soda with purchase over

$7.00 inside restaurant or to go (no delive-'^

ver
I

Nuclear powered Soviet submarine sank yesterday after being damag-

ed by a fire which caused the vessel to take on water in the seas off Bur-

muda, according to Pentagon officials.
^
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Complete Hairstyling for Men & Women i

Haircut - $9.00

Perms • $40 with haircut

THE MEXICAN RESTAURANT
"Gooey Cheese, tender

chunl<s of chicken breast

spicey pork ... Oooh La La Cazuela

•7 OLD SOUTH STREET
rslORTHAIVlPTON • 5BB-0^00

Call: 549-1502
StBASTlAN

We're crunching numbers

onthelBMPC
Now you can save money on a PC and

still get IBM quality.

Because we're selling the original IBM
Personal Computer- complete with two

diskette drives, monchrome monitor and

adapter- at our lowest price ever.

So if you're in a crunch for a computer,

stop in.

We've got your numbers.

IBM PC Package

$1100.00*
Demo Oct 6, 7, 8, 9

*Must be a UMASS student, faculty, or staff member to qualify*

Limited to one computer per person

^.UNIVERSITY
STORED
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Sightseers flock to Valley for glimpse at foliage
By ELLEN NOLAN
Collegian Correspondent

Within the next week or two, Western Massachusetts

will transform itself from the greenery of summer to the

spectacular colors of autumn inducing a flow of urbanites

into local communities.

Oct. 10 is said to be the peak of the season for sightseers,

with prime views available along the Mohawk Trail or

at nearby Skinner State Park, according to University of

Massachusetts Botany Professor Edward Davis.

The brilliant colors that will light up the Pioneer Valley

are from leaves going through a process called abseission,

Davis said. Sugar substances formed from the growth of

a corky substance between the leaf and the branch con-

tributes to photosynthesis, the process that gives leaves

their distinctive colors, he said.

Cold weather contributes to a leafs radiance bringing

about brighter colors, said Davis. This year has been cooler

Hit and run car
causes $2,500
in damages
to '86 Charger
There were 10 separate incidents of il-

legal possession of alcohol by minors

reported over the weekend. University of

Massachusetts police said.

In other police reports:

•At 1:25 a.m. Saturday, there was a two-

car, hit-and-run accident at the corner of

Fearing Street Extension, police said.

A 1986 Dodge Charger, driven by an

Amherst woman, sustained $2,500 damage

to its door. The car that left the scene was

reported to have damage to front bumper
and fender, police said.

The accident is under investigation,

police said.

•The theft of a motorcycle helmet was

reported at 2:17 p.m. on Oct. 3, police said.

The owner estimated the value of the

helmet at $170.

than 1985, ,. ^ ,

so the foliage should be turning color earlier than normal.

In anticipation of the season, people from all over

Massachusetts and New England are making reservations

at places such as Eleanor Hedert's Twin Maples Bed and

Breakfast in nearby Williamsburg.

With a visit to Twin Maples you can expect to enjoy a

beautiful walk through the "foothills of the Berkshires,

then maybe take in an antique shop or the general store

and then dinner in one of the many restaurants in Nor-

thampton," Hedert said.

Returning to Twin Maples you can enjoy a good book

or watch television in the sitting room or, on cold nights,

sit by a wood stove, Hedert said. At night you can sleep

in either a restored antique bed or a double brass bed with

a "Martha Washington" type bedspread. In the morning

you can expect a full breakfast, she said.

People can stay "as long as they want" said Hedert but

"they especially do during the month of October."

Collegian photo by Nick Sokoloff

TOO COLD FOR COMFORT - Junior sociology major Stephanie

Payne huddles against a cold gust of wind near the Graduate Research

Center. —

Co-ops help develop career goals

By SARAH NATHAN
Collegian Correspondent

Since 1982 the Office of Cooperative

Education has been offering the opportuni-

ty for University of Massachusetts students

to attain paid, pre-professional experience

prior to graduation, according to the pro-

gram's director.

The main purpose of cooperative educa-

tion, a division of the University Career

Center, is to connect what has been learn-

ed in the classroom with outside employ-

ment, said Joan Stoia, director of the

program.
The co-op plan offers many benefits to

those who participate, giving them not on-

ly a chance to earn money, but the ex-

perience that helps form career decisions,

gain professional contacts and perhaps a

full-time job after graduation, she said.

"There is more to cooperative education

than just a job. It's planning, working and

analyzing what you've learned at work,

and how you are going to put that ex-

perience to work for you."

To register in the co-op program a stu-

dent must be enrolled as a sophomore,

junior, first semester senior, or in graduate

standing. The student must spend time

back at the University after a co-op has

been completed, Stoia said. The applicant

must also have a declared major and a

grade point average of at least 2.0,

although some employers may require a

higher one, she said.

"The student has to certify that he or she

would be a good representative of the

University to the business community,"

Stoia said, adding that competition for

academically-geared jobs is not as strong

during the school year because less

students are applying for jobs.

The co-op process involves several steps

for the applicant, beginning with atten-

dance at one of the information sessions,

which are held several times a week, Stoia

said. These sessions are run by student ad-

visors who have already worked in the

program.
After completing a program application

an advisor will help with job researching,

including resume instruction and applying

for jobs within the program, of which there

are approximately 30 new openings each

week. The actual working period begins at

this point, and after it is completed, the ap-

plicant returns to school and integrates

what has been learned, Stoia said.

While the students are working they are

required to send in periodical progress

reports and a representative of the co-op of-

fice arranges a visit with the participants

while on the job, Stoia said.

On Thursday, the Cooperative Education

Program will hold its annual reception for

returning co^op students. The program will

be celebrating its fifth year. Speaking at

the ceremony will be employer, Edward

Stumpek of General Electric Plastics, and

co-op educator Daniel Mahoney, an in-

dustrial engineering major, Stoia said.

Both will be speaking on the benefits of the

program. Thirty other students will be

receiving certificates of outstanding

achievement in the work place.

Stoia said that cooperative education has

been helping students gain on the-job ex-

perience and helping them make both

academic and career decisions. Since 1981,

almost 400 students have found jobs

through the program, Stoia said.

Gym Classes
at UMass
are high
in demand
By CARLA GRACEY
Collegian Correspondent

Last year, one-third of the undergraduate

student population participated in physical

education courses offered at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts, making physical

education one of top UMass departments

in terms of demand, said the director of the

program.
The department offers 52 courses and 190

sections, providing a wide variety of ac-

tivities at all hours every weekday for

students to choose from, Director Russ

Kidd said. The program is set up in such

a way that students with little or no ex-

perience in an activity may participate and

learn something they have never tried

before, he said.

Kidd said he is trying to provide a pro-

gram of quantity, quality and diversity.

The basic philosophy of the program, he

said, is to offer instructional courses in a

low-competitive situation while having fun.

Through a survey which is performed

each semester — every student par-

ticipating in a gym course fills out a form

— Kidd concludes that 97 percent of the

participating students are taking the

courses to either learn or participate.

"If credit was not offered, half as many
students would participate," le said.

Until 1973 gym classes were a man-

datory part of an education at the Univer-

sity. When gym classes became elective,

there was a feeling the department would

disintegrate; in reality just the opposite has

happened, Kidd said.

Three years ago there were three sections

of "slimnastics" offered. This year, there

are 48 sections available. The program is

working hard to meet the demands of the

students, Kidd said.

There are 350 instructors n the depart-

ment; 320 of them are undt rgraduates.

"I am very proud of my instructors. They

love what they do, are motivated, well-

supervised, and extremely enthusiastic,"

he said.

Peace Corps alters peoples' lives
By SIOBHAN MASTERSON
Collegian Staff

Two years ago, when Patricia Hart was a senior at

William and Mary College, she received a package that

changed her life.

It was a few days before Spring final exams began and

she was just getting home from a night of studying. On

the kitchen table lay a package from the Peace Corps.

Hurriedly, she tore it open to find out if she'd been ac-

cepted as a volunteer. And there, among all the acceptance

forms and informations pamphlets, was a photo of Mount

Everest.
. , i j

Her assignment? To be a liason between the banks and

the farmers of Nepal, an Asian country surrounded by In-

dia, Pakistan and China.

"The first thing I did was call my parents to tell them

I was definitely going," Hart said.

Now a graduate student in the agricultural economics

department at the University of Massachusetts, Hart said

that she still doesn't know exactly why she joined the

Peace Corps.

"You never really know why - half of you doesn t know,

and the other half always wanted to do it. All I can say

is it was the most profound experience ofmy life thus far."

she said.

Hart, a short, athletic woman with sparkling blue eyes,

said that upon arriving in Nepal she went through a

period of adjustment. Although the Peace Corps gives all

its recruits training sessions to prepare them for cultural

differences, she said, the transition from America to Nepal

was still overwhelming.

"The culture there is very different. They have a caste

system which was really hard for me to get used to. I

couldn't figure out what motivated them from day to day

- they believe what happens, happens, "she explained.

Other aspects of the culture were confusing, too, she

said. "I knew nothing about agriculture - I didn't even

know the difference between a cow and a water buffalo,"

Hart said with a grin.

But after a few months everything fell into place. The

people were friendly, the food delicious, and the job became

easier.

"After work, I used to work in the field with the women.

Sometimes my back hurt so much I wanted to scream,"

she said," but I kept working. Then we'd all sit around

the fire and talk about our days, sing songs and tell jokes."

The friendliness is what she misses most about Nepal,

Hart said. "Here no one really shares th^ir evenings.

Everybody has given that up for what? SuQcess? Money?

I just don't know."

Hart, back in the United States aft«r two years in Nepal,

said she now sees everything in a global perspective. "I'm

more aware of real politics. I saw how Urited States ac-

tions affect other countries, including Nepal."

Said Western Massachusetts Peace Corps Recruiter Lisa

Sammett, "Living in another country gives people that

chance to understand the world from another point of

view."

"One of the best things about being in another culture

is learning to understand your own culture more," Sam-

mett, a former volunteer English teacher in the Ivory

Coast, said.

"I've discovered I'm very happy to be born in America.

If I was born in Africa or Greece I'd have very few oppor-

tunites because I'm a woman," said Sammett, one of the

few women teachers in the Ivory Coast village of

M'Bahiakro.
People join the Peace Corps for all different reasons, she

said, but a uniting factor among the volunteers is the

desire to live their beliefs.

Said Sammett, "My reasons can best be explained by

a quote from Ghandi: There's enough in this world for

every man's need, but not enough in this world for evey

man's greed.'
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AP Photo

Sen. John Kerry, D-Mass., left, speaks with Edward Perkins who

was nominated by President Reagan as the new ambassador to South

Africa.
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Probe uncovers fraud
BOSTON (AP) - The indictment an-

nouncement came just hours after federal

and Virginia state law agents searched

LaRouche's headquarters in Leesburg,

VA., yesterday. Three LaRouche sup-

porters were arrested.

Assistant US Attorney Daniel I. Small

said the agents had warrants for a variety

of documents relating principally to the

credit card fraud allegations.

In Quincy, FBI and Secret Service agents

raided a Caucus Distributors office looking

for records connected to the credit card

fraud allegations, acting US Attorney

Robert S. Mueller II said. No arrests were

made, he said.

LaRouche and his organizations have

repeatedly said the government probe was

an attempt to cripple them and deprive

LaRouche supporters of their constitutional

rights. The groups named in the indict-

ment are Caucus Distributors Inc. and

Campaigner Publications Inc.

The investigation, started in November

1984, included the FBI and Secret Service,

TOP of the

CAMPUS

which have jurisdiction in credit card fraud

cases. The Internal Revenue Service also

investigated possible income tax evasion by

Caucus Distributors.

The organizations are among those which

refused to comply with court orders to turn

over financial records sought by the federal

grand jury in Boston and were found in con-

tempt of court last year and fined.

Last month, federal prosecutors filed a

motion to start collecting more than $21

million in fines that have accrued since the

contempt finding by US District Judge A.

David Mazzone. The fines, imposed in

March 1985, are up to $45,000 a day.

LaRouche, who has announced he is run

ning for president in 1988 as a Democrat,

has accused the Queen of England of drug

trafficking and former Secretary of State

Henry A. Kissinger of being a Soviet agent.

His followers have run for hundreds of of-

fices around the country, and gained

widespread attention in April by winning

Democratic nominations for lieutenant

governor and secretary of state in Illinois.
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I NOW HIRING
I

I Wanted - Now hiring ushers |

i and concessionists at
|

I AMC Hampshire 6 Theatre.
|

I Must be 18 and able to work |

I
nights, weekends, and |

I intersession. |

1 Apply at
I

I theatre in person
|
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RENT/\NRECK

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also Available

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880

Enter Hampshire Mall's big billiard

tournament benefitting the Hampshire

County United Way.

WINNER PLAYS
STEVE MIZERAK!

1 Participation guaranteed to first 256
entrants registering by 5 30p m
Wednesday Oct 1 5tti

2 Entry tee of $1 must accompany
registration (Nonrefundable lor

first 256 entrants |

3 Tfie $10 00 entry fee IS your tax

deductible contribution to Tfie United

Way

4 Troptiies awarded to winner and

runner-up Prizes and gift certifi

cafes awarded for difficult stnots

made'

It's Hampstiire Mall's

ANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATION

Starring

Steve Mizerak
WORLD BILLIARDS CHAMPION'

Saturday, Oct. 18, 1986
12 Noon

Watch Steve demonstrate ttie amazing

billiard technique you ve seen on
national television'

"Just

Showin' Off"

«,iO ta» deductible
^,,,^ tpf. f.nrlosed

Wi-
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It's your Cue for Savings!

8th Anniversary Celebration

SIDEWALK SALE!
Thursday thru Sunday...

October 16-19

Put some terrific savings into

your side pocket '
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Gotta love them
Boston Red Sox
Well, sports fans, it l(X)ks like this may be the year for

the Red Sox. And why not? After all, the Patriots

miraculously got to the Super Bowl last January, and the

Celtics obtained their "Sweet 16," so how about the Sox

getting their share of the champagne? Like the rest of you,

I'm rooting for them to go all the way. They've certainly

played hard enough to earn the title as American League

East champs^ ^
Connie LeClerc

Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted

However, I must confess I'm not one of those "die—hard"

fans of the Red Sox-the season ticket holders, the ones

who have numerous autographed pictures of Ted

Williams, Yaz, and Jim Rice, and those who have follow-

ed their losing seasons until the very end, believing that

next year will be a better one. Ever since 1975, I've been

cautiously supporting them, unsure of where they would

eventuallv end up in the standings at the closing of the

season. I never forgot the countless times I was let down

when they lost their 14-game leads during mid-season,

when they traded their best players (Freddy Lynn and

Carlton Fisk instantly come to mind), and when they were

playing musical chairs with their pitching staff. The years

when Don Zimmer was coaching the team were the big-

gest jokes of all. I had no desire to wa.ste my time wat-^

ching Sox games on television then because the sight ot

Zimmer yelling and screaming at the umpires with his

cheeks full of chewing tobacco was the most revolting act

I had ever seen. To be perfectly honest, I hadn t the

faintest idea who was playing on the team until this

season; I was actually surprised to discover Dewey Evans

was still there in outfield, and Roger Clemens had been

pitching for the Sox since last year.

So why did I suddenly change my attitude? Good que.s

lion. I was skeptical of the Red Sox's ability to defeat then-

best opponents - the Yankees. Angels. Orioles, the Blue

Jays - before the season began. But in the back of my

mind I thought if the Pats managed to make it to the

Super Bowl, maybe the Sox were due for a comeback, too.

Setting past disappointments aside, I decided to follow

them once again, hoping that it wasn't going to be another

one of those long seasons. Thank goodness they proved

me wrong.

Now that the Red Sox are heading towards the World

Series, I've let bye-gones be bye-gones - I'm respecting

them more as a professional team rather than a bunch

of bungling clowns. Sure, their performance on the field

was shaky after the AU-Star Game, and certainly Oil

Can Boyd's conduct off the mound wasn't at all too pleas-

ing (but wasn't it gratifying to see him finally smile after

winning the game that clinched the AL East?). And of

course, Bob Stanley has been getting a lot of static since

the beginning of the season for being a good-for-nothing.

But why worry? From here on, their chances of moving

up to the World Series appear promising. If I'm wrong,

I'll still remain behind them next season.

Connie UCIerc is a Collegian staff member.
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Disinformation victimizes America
When a discussion of the CIA comes up

I can usually be seen defending its ex-

istence. The basis of my argument is that

if the Soviets have the KGB unleashed

upon the world than we have every right

to have a common U.S. denominator.

I do agree, however, that many actions

taken by the CIA could be toned down, if

not eliminated altogether. One of those

practices is their disinformation campaign

aimed at the American people. This is

usually done through false reports in

foreign newspapers that eventually evolve

back to the US through our mass media.

Although that practice is considered ex-

plicitly illegal by our government, it takes

place regularly. Even though I can sym-

pathize with the rationale of disinforma-

tion as a way to combat the greatest disin-

formationizers in the world; the Soviet

Union. I still find it personally distasteful.

What I find even more distasteful is our

governments use of the American media as

direct disinformers of the public for govern-

mental benefit.

Last week The Washington Post disclos-

ed a memorandum which stated that on

August 14 the White House endorsed a

secret operation which would spread lies

through the American mass media, and

people, in an attempt to "combine real and

illusionary events—through a disinforma-

tion program—with the basic goal of mak-

ing Khadafy think that there is a high

Stuart Gottlieb

degree of internal opposition to him within

Libva, that his key trusted aids are

disloyal, and that the US is about to move

against him militarily."

In late August the Wall Street Journal

and other major newspapers reported what

the government wanted them to report;

that the US had further evidence of Libyan

terrorism and was planning another

military strike. This time the strikes were

intended to be far more devastating. The

American people read these "facts" and

believed them. Reporters began question-

ing government officials about these fac-

tual rumors, and the officials responded

with a series of semi-denials.

Secretary of State George Shultz said

that Washington was free to do whatever

actions they felt would cause trouble for

Khadafy due to our continuing tensions

with him. Although he didn't openly cori-

firm the disinformation operation, he didn't

deny it.

I'm not one to defend Khadafy and Libya,

but that is not the way to resolve our ongo-

ing dispute with even a key terrorist

leader. The tactics displayed by our govern-

ment could probably be found somewhere

in the KGB field manual. If the CIA is not

allowed to use these tactics, how can we ac

cept our governments use of them? If, as

in our open society, the government is

caught red handed lying to its own people,

how does that government appear to re.st

of the world? Will they still believe us when

we say a journalist is not a spy? This

disinformation was the worst form of en-

trapment because the American people, not

Khadafy, were the real victims. They were

the victims of a combination of governmen-

tal disillusionment and attempted

cheerleading.

The ultimate goal of the plan was to force

Khadafy into some desperation action

which we could use against him for a real

military strike. The reality of the plan pro-

ved to be a bunch of red-faced politicians

each holding a red herring.

Stuart Gottlieb is a Collegian columnist.

Psych Furs:

A great show
I am writing in response to Dan

Goodin's review of the Psychedelic Furs

show last Wednesday night.

I feel Mr. Goodin dwelt far too much on

the .sound quality in the Fine Arts Center

and almost totally ignored the emotional

impact of the band. I have seen many

shows in the FAC. with seats ranging

from the balconies to the orchestra pit,

and have found that sound quality varies

greatly from one extreme to the next. I

have friends who were at the Furs show

who agree with me. They were in the

third balcony and said that the sound

there was good but could have been

louder. I, on the other hand, sat in the

third section and felt that the sound was

a little loud and distorted but otherwise

good.
,

We all agreed, however, that the F urs

excellence transcended the sound quali-

ty. It seemed to me that the rest of the au-

dience felt the same way. Everyone was

on their feet throughout the whole show

and. at the end, clapped and whistled the

band back for two great encores. The band

was getting into the audience as well,

especially the singer, Richard Butler. His

stage presence and enthusiasm grew as

the audience yelled out their support. His

enigmatic style is perfect for the band's

brand of progressive rock.

Anyway, these are the aspects of a show

I feel a reviewer should hit upon, instead

of basing an opinion on technical aspects.

The Psychedelic Furs put on an excellent

show and, for the many in the audience

who ignored sound quality and paid atten-

tion to the band quality, it was a great

night.
Stephen Locke

Amherst
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UBYAN TEPpopi5fA

Wallet what?

On Thursday, October 2,

1

lost my wallet somewhere
between Herter and
Machmer Halls. The wallet

is tan and it was a gift from

my Aunt Millie (that's

right, my aunt from

Georgia). I would say the

wallet has sentimental

value, but it doesn't. Sorry,

Aunt Millie. What value it

does have for me is that it

contains my license — my
key to driving my car and

acquiring alcohol — and my

bank card — my key to buy

ing food (for me) and gas (for

my car).

I know what you're think-

ing — you're thinking

"Dave, what the heck does

this have to do with the opi-

nion page?" Well, funny you

should ask, I was just get-

ting to that. I have an opi-

nion just like anyone else,

and it is my opinion that the

person who found my wallet

should return it.

Dave Martin
Northampton

586-5741

No logic
I found it difficult to

understand Professor

Thelwell's line of rebuttal in

his column on last Wednes-

day. His tactics of mudsling-

ing and name-calling

against Mr. Gottlieb did lit-

tle to impress me. Based on

this maturity level of this

column the only question I

had after reading it was

whether or not Mr.

Thelwell's degree is as

phony and insignificant as

Mugabe's. ...,-, ,

Philip W. Sayies
Amherst

Ordinarily, when 1 read some of the

trash you put to print, 1 .^imply refer

to it as "Yellow Journalism." and

treat it accordingly by placing it in the

round file. However, on reading your

policy editorial, Trustees on Trial (Oc-

tober 1). I considered it to be personal-

ly olTensive, generally offensive to all

members of the Department of Public

Safety, particularly lacking in any

substance as it related to the allega-

tions put forth against our officers, and

overall only worthy of being utilized to

wrap the left over fish particles for

deposit in the nearest garbage can.

First of all, and for the record, we in

the department are not thoroughly

"enjoving the Board of Trustees deci-

sion." as it related to the operation of

the LSO and your editorial. That com

ment alone provides one with a quick

and clear indication of the energy and

mentality that created the so-called

"majority opinion." In testimony

before the Board of Trustees in Boston,

I indicated that during my tenure at

the University (over 20 years), and

having been here since the inception of

the Legal Services Office, I have seen

it go from a willing partner worthy of

trust and cooperation, always helpful

to those in need (regardless of status,

i.e. student, staff, faculty), and a

vibrant community service to a

threatening, self-serving, untrustwor-

thy, arbitrary and frivolous entity that

does nothing to enhance the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts and its communi-

ty. They have a penchant for the

media event, providing unsubstan

tiated and slanted information that is

designed to embarrass, damage reputa-

tions, and generally put forth a

negative image of the University. Yes,

blunt it is.

The young men and women of the

University Department of Public Safe-

ty, who I might add are .some of the

brightest, imaginative and highly

trained officers in the Commonwealth,

have had to bear the brunt of frivolous

law suits that are settled out of court

not because of fairne.ss, but only

because of the monetary considerations

that must be made to defend against

the allegations, and without the con-

sent of the individuals named. Now
add the unsubstantiated allegations of

misconduct, and the slanted newspaper

reporting by that "Journalistic

Miracle" known as the Collegian, and

further pressure is placed upon the of-

ficers, and importantly their families.

Yes, I and we feel threatened by these

actions, but only because they have no

validity and lack any substance. They

are slanted by those with the most to

gain.

Yes, I encouraged the Trustees to

give us some assistance, along with

other responsible members of the

University community. You, in your

role of being the Board of Editors,

would do well and serve your

newspaper and community well by

printing factual information, and not

that created by your fantasies.

Robert G. Joyce

Chief of Police
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ARTS
Dance troupe performance stunning

Steven Wright drones his way to laughter
By ILANA LEVENSON
Collegian Staff

Steven Wright's monotone can still make
audiences laugh, even if his material isn't

all new.

"I woke up this morning in a dream and

went into a daydream, and I've been there

ever since," he said to open his hour-long

performance at the packed Smith College

hall. Sunday night.

Wright, who makes fun of all kinds,

began with the young children of society.

"Babies don't need vacations but I still

see them at the beach. I say to them 'What

are you doing here, you never worked a day

in your life,'" Wright said receiving a

round of laughs and applause.

He spoke about many of his own life

experiences.

"I was walking down the street wearing

glasses, and my prescription wore out."

Wright said.

He seemed to wonder about many things,

which came through in a series of

questions.

"Why is the alphabet in that order. Is it

because of that sont?? Why is it a penny for>

your thoughts, but you have to put your

"two cents in. Someone is making a cent

here," he said.

"You think when they asked George

Washington for his I.D. he just took out a

quarter?," he asked.

He wound up by talking about a horse.

"I had this horse who had bizarre elec-

trolysis accident. He lost all his hair, and

now I rent him out for Hare Krishna par

ties," Wright said.

James Lee Stanley, a comedian, and

singer from California opened for Wright.

Stanley, who has a Phil Collins type of

voice impressed the audience with his

original songs and humor.

"Sometimes I feel like a lesbian trapped

in a man's body," he said.

"These are Carlos Santana's favorite two

chords," he said before singing. 'Maybe

you're just like my father he's never

satisfied. Maybe you're just like my
mother. This is what it sounds like when
tortillas fry." he sang.

By MARY CATANESE
Collegian Correspondent

Trisha Brown and Company presented an inspiring per-

formance at the Amherst College Kirby Theatre last

Saturday evening.

Prior to performance time the audience whispered m
jovful anticipation. Afterward, many were left stunned.

Those in the house offered the Company a standing ova-

tion, and Brown mentioned later that she was overwhelm-

ed by "such a beautiful reception." The performance was

shaped with three separate pieces. In the first, "Lateral

Pass," we were introduced to a gioup of eight dancers,

one of whom was fitted with a rope which hung from the

ceiling. He was lifted and would glide over the others. The

motions were organically derived from the possibilities

of movement and the logic of the structure of the human

body. This form was characteristic throughout the perfor-

mance. In the second piece, "Opal Loop," the dancers

began including subtle communications through eye con-

tact with each other. Their individual movements seem-

ed to revolve aiound an idea of roundness or looping.

In the final pHHt- "S^-t and Reset," the stage was set with

a visual lepresfiit itiMii liy Robert Rau.schenl)erg. Moving

pictures flickered upon three dimensional screens, Laurie

Anderson's ""Long Time No See" accompanied the dancers

Brown said afterward that it had been developed on a

structural level as well as in accordance with the in-

dividual behaviors of the dancers. For her the piece ex

emplifies the fact that the individual becomes the ensem-

ble and the en.semble becomes the individual. "So we see

the technical phrase to a dancer wiping the sweat from

her brow."
.

Brown also explained that "each phrase renews itself with

new life."

S^'^
Save
10%

^t *

Amherst's complete health & fitness club

• Jacuzzi • Free Weights
• Tennis Courts • Monthly rates
• 01>mfipic sized pool • Nautilus
• Swimming lessons • Sauna

Aqua-aerobic classes

starting soon

Hampshire
Fitness Club

QatehouBe Rd., Aiiiherst 256-6446

cl^arlie'?

THE UNIVERSITY STORE PRESENTS THE:

YELLOW SALE

1 Pray St Amherst

549-5403

Open I lam 7 days a week

Call for take out

GOOD FOOD & DRINK

SSSSH!
gotta keep this quiet.

Charlies homemade pizza is amazing

...You

20-60%

SAVINGS
Off Publishers

List Price

limited quantities

and titles

sale in progress

POOL TABLE, VIDEO GAMES, JUKE BOX. 2 COLOR TV's

A FAVORITE LOCAL TAVERN SINCE 1976

Store Hours
Monday-Friday 9-5

.^'^^VJf^^^*

^^>%s^'

Hi

NEW YORK CITY'S FINEST

(on special sale

tables located

in the Trade Book
Dept.)

Located in the Campus Center

'T^VNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

•^.^-^.^-.^-^.^-^^^^-^^^^^^-^^"'^--^^^^-^^^^^

1

%

2

THE RAMONES
Thursday Oct 16th

Tix In advance only $9.00

Available in Amherst at Augies & Albums

and at all Ticketron outlets

II Pfiii sriff I Niirimf JIN. mi. 4ij si4 7771

Worcester
Breakfast A Special

Cajun Month
•H-l Monday-Thursday

Your choice of:

Shrimp Rouinilade

Glicken EtOufe overRice

Blackened Sea Perch
with Rice Pilaf^^H»,' •-y-pim- #».- - i

*'

Cajun BeefBrochette
over Rice Pilafi"KS^ -^^^

AT
Worcester
Snack Bar!

Monday-Friday
8:00 AMI 1:00 AM

Offer expires Oct. 31. 1986

Not valid Monday, October 13;

Columbus Day

Plumbleys
off the common »^

30 Boltwood Walk • Downtown Amherst

DISTINGUISHED TEACHERS
AWARD

NOMINATIONS

DEADLINE: November 7, 1986

IF YOU KNOW A FACULTY TEACHER OR

TEACHING ASSISTANT/ASSOCIATE

WHO IS TRULY OUTSTANDING AND DESERVES RECOGNITION,

SUBMIT A NOMINATION IN WRITING WITH A BRIEF DESCRIPTION

OF WHY YOUR NOMINEE DESERVES THE AWARD.

STUDENTS AND ALUMNI MAY MAKE NOMINATIONS.

SUBMIT NOMINATIONS BY FRIDAY, NOV. 7TH

TO: DISTINGUISHED TEACHING AWARDS COMMITTEE

GRADUATE DEAN'S OFFICE

A217 GRADUATE RESEARCH CENTER

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
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DOYQJi
know

how to

use this

APPLE
MACINTOSH?

RENT TIMi: on our APPLE MACINTOSH *

Gei PRINT-OUTS on our AJ'PLE l.ASERWRI lER®

THE PAPER HOUSE, INC.

65 UNIVERSITY DRIVE

(NEXT TO BELLS PIZZA)

AMHERST

549-5656

TERMINAL
RENTALS

Rent a terminal trom us tor as
little as $115 per semester.

Call tor details

^^^(/ODSV^"^ fue

noqn

HOMECOURT
Downtown Amherst

253-9586

Plumbleys
oil Ihc common*^

In Leadership

In Friendship TC: In Service

ALPHA PMI OMEGA • KAPPA OMICRON CMAPTtR

CO-CD NATIONAL StRVKC FRATtRNITY

WE HAVE:

Over 630 chapters in U.S.A. • International chapters

No conflict with social fraternities

WE SPONSOR:
Vegas Night

Book txchange
Campus Blood Drives

Scouting Projects

Karate Marathon

OPEN RUSM - October 7,8,14

6:00 P.M. Room 41 5A STUDENT UNION

Lndergrdds. Grads. Sotial fratcrnity/Soroiitv Members, on and off campus

STUDENTS - ALL WELCOME!! i

S99.00
^ only 5 left

Deposit and Mass tax extra.

^ [AlCiiiniHitBrWtorks ^
228 Triangle Street Amherst

54S-7133

HAVE YOU EVER
MET PEOPLE LIKE...

Vincent Price, Berke Breathed, Dr.

Ruth, Seymour Hirsch, Betty Friedan,

Rick Horrow, Geoffrey Holder, Arthur

Schelessinger, George Gcluup Jr., Ed-

win Newman, Helen Caldicott, Bill

Baird, Stephen King, George
McGovern, Dr. Richard Leakey, Cur-

tis and Lisa Sliwo, John Stockwell,

Jacob Holdt...

MAYBE IT'S TIME.

distinouishecl

Visitors program

WE BRING THE WORLD
TO UMASS

New Member Recruitment Meeting

Wed. Oct. 8th

8 PM
905 Campus Center

Freshr rn and Sophmores Welcome

HOT ROAST BEEF SANDWICHES
11am-2am 7 days, 50 l\/lain St.

TAKE
ME
TO

YOUR
BEEF!

!S THIS YOU'' COME IN FOR YOUR FREE DELUX BURGER & SODA J

All the Help You Need
to Get through College

or into Graduate School

nmimSumm

HBJ COLLEGE
OUTLINE SERIES
The Most Efficient Way to Study:

• complete course m outline form
• key concepts clearly explained
• extensive drill and problem-solving practice

• full-length practice exams with answers
• textbook correlation table

HBJ TEST
PREPARATION GUIDES
The Key to Success:

• full-length practice exams
• detailed explanations of answers
• step-by-step test-taking strategies

• scoring charts

HBJ College Outlines Now Study Guides

Available For: Available For

• Analytic Geometry •GRE
• Applied Fourier Analysis •GMAT
• Applied Vector Analysis •MCAT
• Arithmetic •MAT
• Business Communications •LSAT
• Business Law •CLEP
• Business Statistics •NTE
• Calculus • TOEFL
• College Chemistry . NCLEXPN
• Intermediate Accounting • NCLEX-RN
• Intermediate Microeconomics
• Introduction to BASIC
• Introduction to Fortran
• Principles of Economics Microeconomics
• Trigonometry

Available from: The U niversity Store

t^l Harcourt BraceJovanovich

i

i
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Auditions for the Lone Ranger's horse

Gordy

"Raised the oi' girl Uom a cub. I did. ...

'Course, we had to get a few things straight

between us. She don't try to follow me into

town anymore, and I don't try and take

her food bowl away til she's done
"

By Gorde

7U5r50AK/M l^ATE^

ms/rmsmuTis

f^BAO '04E

KILL 'EM ALL,
LBT GQO SOf^
^E^^ OUTf"

J
>

"C^^ "^ A ^

/ ' ' / '
^

•3. /
Me., losr

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

OF AU rn^eSCfmi-S
ihJ THti h/ORi-P YOU

COUU> HPNE' GONi m
Hene AT uMfiss ^

\

iTUHE-nmr' IT 19 I PIPNT

&OODSCH00C-

MEflNITUkf
THAT. urin69
IS »6R£«T
SCHOOL <^H0OL. SURE

'5 I THINK
SO.

pover ca^y^K-

ITS

Campus Pond By Sal

DOHS STATIC MEAD HAVE A CHANCE
?^^^

VJHAT do think 0^ THE. Due I'.

BILL PENDING APPROVAL IM
THL POND SEMATE?

I THINK IT SHOULD
BERtTURNEDTOXTS

KIGHTFULOWAJER

Bloom County

fe 15m imKBPiP RiPomx
FOf<'iHe 3L00M picmm- on
m-mfiCKOf-meiooeST
5T0l^0FHidCfiR££f^-

m iEARCH FOR we FAPCeP

BfiSseLOPe .'' 5IR... mm;

T/

HOUNP... PflfH'

ANTtLOPe.
\/BRYF/\Pe.

/I Mieuope ^owps vc/ous

.

Hm ANY PRmCTlON ^

dRiNOlHO

UPMf^f^
/

m dHOeS Af^ BY 'REBBOK "...

m WEAPON. 8Y XOUWILLB
scuooeR ".. -me fashions ^y
WNANftmWLIC.'

mANKYOUYU 30 AKJCHf

?:-v

Due to a syndication error

Doonesbury will not appear until

later this week.

by Berke Breathed

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trude Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 E«cuse
6 Sofi drink

1 Waep
13 Theate' queues
14 Portentous as a

decision

1& Slat for

Gooden
iBOancei Kelly in a

downpour''

19 With respect to

20 Logical

explanation

21 Uitiie brotrier at

times

24 Cliches

26 Lecfi Walesa

eg
27 Set on lire

28 Icy rams

31 Actor Beany

32 Muse ot love

[loetfy

35 E»pansive

37 Stan dancing to

a Latin tjeaf

43 Fine line m
printing

44 — Lee Masters

45 Preserve

48 — Leone
51 Diamond —
52 Novelist Leon

54 Thailand once

55 Stubborn
animal

56 Drives

59 Growing
outward

61 Being classy a la

Aslaire''

66 Sutti« with Japan

or Siam
6" Henry and

Gerald

68 Lebanon s

neighbor

69 Hideaway
70 Dwindles

71 Shuleye

DOWN
1 Pacmo and

others

2 CIV halved

3 Caravansary

4 Sired

5 The proof ol the

pudding — the

6 Request Irom a

new classmate''

7 Hallol-Fam«r

Mel
8 Actor Ben
9 Out of the wind

10 Add pepper

1

1

Baltimore

athlete

12 Outlawed
14 Last

17 Renowned loch

18 Talk mod style

21 One ol the com
mon lolK tor

short

22 Green country

23 Party line''

25 Yugoslav

29 — the line

(Obey)

30 Cooking herb

33 My country —
of thee

34 Singles

36 Flop

36 Prefix with poo
or angle

39 Hastens

40 Arctic abode
41 Hammer s

target

42 A Gardner

45 Was startled

46 Agitate

47 Hand warmer
49 Carries on

vocally

50 Oriental

nursemaid
53 Tippler

55 Actress Streap

57 Widespread

58 Highbrow
60 Hardy girl

62 The moon
one

63 Fury

64 Dead heat

65 Move with force

for

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

WO|M,Ai
iEnMn*
DYAD

p—j— r-r-r g^gi ' i-r-j^ir-.i ry-W w
ii- IT T-

jT rW B-r-iT-

r IT iTB^r-

H BnT IH^
eating

Lunch
DC BURGER DAY
Double Burger

Hot Dog on Roll

Boston Burger

Basics Lunch

DC BURGER DAY

Oatburgcrs

Boston Burger

Menu
Dinner

Roast Turkey/Bread Dressing

Gravy, Cranberry bauce

Scalloped Spaghetti

with Meat Sauce

Basics Dinner

Roast Turkey/Bread Dressing

Gravy, Cranberry Sauce

Vegetarian Scalloped Spaghetti

Weather

Today will be mostly sunny, with highs in the mid-50s.

Tomorrow will be partly sunny, breezy and warm,

temperatures in the upper 60s.

V.

Today's Staff ^^^,^,^^
Nigh! Editor .^ TomMiddleton

Copy Editor Siobhan Masterson

Photo Tech NickSokoloff

Layout Tech Michael Berland

Prodaction Supervisor Debbie Pikul

Production Lynne Dewhurst, Marc Infield

Barbara DeLollis, Thea Kearney, and

Steve Mathewson

Executive Board — Fa I of 1986

DODE LEVENSON
UMoi 111 Chiel

JOHN YONCE
Managing tditcv

STEVE RUBIN
Business M.Hijgcf

ROB SKELTON
iditOfiJi Editor

WILLIAM SPAIN

Editorial tduor

ANSEL ZINTER

Production Manager

Business Board -- Fall of 1986

STEVE RUBIN

Business Manager

PAUL H LESSER

Advertising Sales Manager

VANESSA ROTH
finance Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marketing Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Circulation Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Subscription Manager
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Tunde gives message through music
By KATHRYN KIRBY
Collegian Staff

The importance of how unity between people can make
the world a better place is a message that Tunde
Odunlade. a native from Nigeria, tries to give in his soon

to be released album titled Toki.

Tunde who has been in the United States for six weeks
working on his album, which is a cross between African

and West Indies rhythms said, "Generally I see art as a

means of communication between humanities. So it's

always my target to make sure that whatever I lay my
hands on artistically, carries one or two messages of great

importance."

Tunde said he believes that whoever created the world

created it so that we the human beings can live together

and exchange ideas.

"Out ofmy album titiled Toki, there's a track titled Ada
Ba Ti, which means 'a dove that has no wings, how does

it fly?' The point of this particular track is that we human
beings are bound to need ourselves. For instance, a man
needs a women, the old need the young, blacks need the

whites, and the whites need the blacks. This has to do with

the approach towards human relation," he said.

Tunde not only demonstrates his talents through music
but through visual art as well. He has been making
wallhangings, tye-dyes, wood and lanolium prints.

Tunde's most frequent work is tye-dye, which is also

known as batik. Batik is an art medium that is very old

in Africa, especially in Nigeria.

Batik is made through a process where hot wax is ap-

plied to cloth. The cloth is dipped in any color dye and
after it dries and the wax is ironed it becomes a batik.

Tunde's work has been exhibited all over the world in

places such as: the Artists' Club, Hamburg, West Ger-

many, 1975; London School of Economics, London,

Eaigland 1981; World Congress Center,

Atlanta, Georgia, 1984, National Museum, Lago, 1976.

One of Tunde's future plans is to exhibit his work at

the University of Massachusetts Art ('Tallery

ealiog place

PLAYOFF PARTY

ARE YOU

PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HELP?
Birthright Can Help
• FREE PfCGfOICY TESTING

- Sam* Day Ratullt

Fr—, Contid^ntM, Curing

8549-1SC6
Amh«f*t

Carriage Shops
an atte'-^^'Ke to abonrr.n

SUN - THURS
6 AM - 3 AM
FRI & SAT

OPEN 24 HOURS

BREAKFAST SERVED
ANY TIME

BEER & WINE
SERVED 'TIL MIDNITE
PLENTY OF PARKING
CAMPUS PLAZA

(NEXT TO SUPER STOP & SHOP)
Rte. 9 • Hadley/Amherst

2S6-6889
EMPLOyMENT APPLICATIONS

BEING TAKEN

t

REOSQX NIGHT

TUESDAY, OCT. 7th til 12:30 AM
Color TV

Free hors d'oeuvres

Game drink specials

TOP or Ihe

CAMPUS
LOUNGB
11th FLOOR CAMPUS CENTER

tlV '/,//

Monday-Friday

11:30 a.m. to 12:30 a.m.

Saturday & Sunday
5:00 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.

ARE YOU DRINKING MORE

NOW & ENJOYING IT LESS?
The Studnet Opportunity Pro-

gram offers information and
group support to help you

change your drinking patterns.

Contact Amy Leos-Urbel at UHS
549-2671 X181

COAmUTER
AREA
GOVERNMENT

OFF QAMPUS STUDENTS

VOTE T
FOR THE

COMMUTER AREA GOVERNING BOARD

The Commuter Area Government provides

newsletters, information handbooks, trips, film

series, work shops, lockers, a commuter lounge,

and somebody to lean on.

Commuters if you want to keep these services

going get involved and

VOTE T AY!!
11 • 4 pm in front of the HATCH

16 MONTH ACADEMIC YEAR

DESK CALENDARS & APPOINTMENT BOOKS

LOCATED IN THE
CAMPUS CENTER

OPEN
M—F 9-5

^.UNIVERSITY
STORED
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ifwomen's soccer vs. UNH
• (intmuiit jn">! jiit^i I'J

•We will have to attack and put pressure on the ball ear-

ly. We need to move the ball into the corners with our

speed and then cross n If we can do that, we'll be sue

oessful. It' not, it will be a long day"
The fact that this is a New England regional battle and

could loom lai-ge around playofTtime has not slipped Ban

da's mind, either.

"It's important because it's a region game," Banda said.

•If you finish first in New England, you will make the

playoffs. If you finish second, it could be up in the air. So

we have to go out. do an excellent job, and take care of

business."

Free Kicks: The recent success of the Minutewomen

has not gone unnoticed by the people who determine the

rankings. In both the ISAA and NEWISA polls this week,

UMass is ranked first. The polls also agree that Brown

(6-1-1) is ranked second and Hai-vard (5-0) is fourth. UConn

is third according to NEWISA while ISAA gives the third

position to Boston College. UNH and New Hampshire Col-

lege round out the ISAA top five. . . If the Minutewomen

go into hamime with a lead or even tied, statictics say

they'll be in good shape.

Correction
University of Massachusetts men's soccer goalkeeper

Kevin Hart made a crucial game-winning save late in the

second overtime during Sunday's 2 1 victory over Central

Connecticut in the UMass Challenge Cup Invitational at

Boyden. The save had been incorrectly credited to Tom
Phillips in yesterday's Collegian.

Ctillfltian pholo by Kric (MililnnHn

A . ..1 „f «inn vuas raised bv four dormatories, the result of the Orchard HUl Volleyball Tourna-

ment wtieh^rnc^edj^^d^^^^ _to the "A Wish Come True" chanty.

Plumbley's
oil Ilk ..omiiiotK

Dishwashing positions

now available

Earn extra spending

money. Room for

advancement. Apply

at the Valley's favorite

restaurant Plumbley's

off the Common
Downtown Amherst

Hammer out a solution

UMASS

MEDIATION

PROJECT

But leave your hammer at home

Free, fast confidential way

to resolve disputes

Call or come by M-F 9-5

425 Amity St, Amherst - 545-2462

I SOX ARE ON!
T • li AY AT THE

TIME OUT
ACTl\/1TirC»AUD:C

AUTO FOR SALE •CALCUlATOIJS

ENTERTAINMENT .FOR RENT

FOR SALE -FOUND
HELP WANTED • LOST

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE

CLASSIFIED
INSTRUCTION • MOTORCYLCLES
PERSONALS • RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED 'SERVICES

ROOMATE WANTED • TRAVEL
WANTED 'SUBLET

- CC „3 MON.THURS 8:30.3:30 (FR, - 2:30,»DEADLINE 2 DArS PROIR TO PUBLICATION. CASH ,N ADVANCE. IS-ZWORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIIS

WORK STUDY (4.05i»hr) 8-T2 hrs wK

flex hrs. .assist in tab work on soil, plant

samples no exp required call Morteza at

545-2259 between 10AM-4PM

CASH

GRADUATES AND 25' students Social

Hour every Thursday 5 00 Blue Wall,

Campus Center Build a tradition' Meet

eacti other!

PAYING CASH FOR your baseball cards

please call MiKe 549-0333

DANCEt

SOFT CONTACT LENSES mostly daily

wear lenses $18 00 10 $25 00 ea Extend-

ed wear lenses $30 00 to $48 00 lowest

prices on contact lens solutions heat units

$12 95 Amherst Optical Shoppe
413-253-5412, 413-256-6403

SUPERIOR PIZZARIA NORTH Amherst

Flexible hours during the week morning

or nighl drivers who know the area

wanted call 549-0626

fNEED HELP^translating a letter from my

Japanese friend' Pis call 549-1313

PARTY AT CHANOK

HEY ALL SENIOR Business ma|ors-

have a good time tonight (10/7) at

Changes dance club- sponsored by Beta

Alpha Psi

PROFESSIONAL TYPINO SERVICi

PAPERS. CASES, DISSERTATIONS
dependable on-campus. reasonable.

584 7924, Nancy

FOR RENT

UPC GENERAL MEETING Tuesday 10/7

6 30 PM in Earthfoods New Members

always welcome'!' See you there!'

FIRST FALL DANCE!! The Lesbian.

Bisexual and Gay Alliance's first dance
this semester" Saturday, Oct 4th on 10th

floor Campus Center 9PM-1 AM!' $3 00 al

entrance Come one. come ail. come on
out!' More fun than you've had in a long

time'

1-2 ROOM OFFICES close to campus
and Amherst Starting at $210/month in

eluding utilities OH Jones Real Estate.

549-3700

AUDIO

ACOUSTIC^ESEAHCHARsbspeakers
Brand new Warranty Type used m
dance bar, aerobics studios $1500 list

For sale $750 call 253-9687

DESPERATELY SEEKINO VW RAMI?

ROOMS JUST BECAME available in a

fraternity Great home cooked meals and

a unique social atmosphere For more in-

to call Tom at 549-5515

ILANA!

HAPPY 20tH BABY! Vou re no longer

my little SIS You're 20 Good God Have

a wondertul day, even though you don t

have a sequined top, you have my love

Dode

PERSONALS

CREATIVE MINDS WANTEDl" Artists.

writers. Communications majors and

anyone with innovative ideas We will

publish your work m the Southwest

newspaper Circulation is 5500 For inlof

mation or it interested come to the SWAG
OHice in Hampden or call 545-0960

RIDE WANTED

to BOSTON, ttiursday ater 9 00PM
Will share expenses Call Sally 256-6076

after 10PM

TO BINGHAMTON-ITHACA NY. area

on Friday Oct, 10 call 546-4220

LOOKING FOR RABBIT in perfect con

dition No diesel Need $? Have it? I'll buy

It call today-549-1634 leave message

AUTO FOR SALE

ENTERTAINMENT

79 HONDA ACCORD Excellent engine

spot of rust on body New clutch, fue

tank, exhaust system, transmission Must

sell, asking $1400 or BO Call Nik

549-4834

1975 BMW 2002 good condition S1600

call 256 6497

79 VW BUS runs great super body 74K

must sell $2600 or 80 584-9193 work

527-6425 home Andy

1981 VW RABBIT 4 door gTeat condition

economical Iransportaon $2l9b

584-9524

197B^CHEVY MONZA good body

reliable transportation great gas milage

new radiator and tires Must sell, $450 or

B O call 253-2807 Jen. leave message

MUSICIANS NEEDED FOR perfor

mances at Belchertown Slate School

Funding available Contact Bruce
256-4236

FOR A OOOO TIME CALL

RACK-A-DISK ENTERTAINMENT
Agency Discjockeys Bands. Lights and

Large screen video dances 549-7144

1974 DATSUN 260Z good condition but

nds some work $1000 or best offer call

256-6255

79 VVT RABBIT REG gas $1200 mce

dependable car Tom 549-4442

T977^PLYlir6UT»rV0LARE wgn

Slant/6 Excellent mechanical condition

$650 549-7166

72 BMW" 2002. beautiful condition

sunroof, must see asking $2500.

586-4120

J982MAZ0A 626LX 52000'mis 1^200

527-8337 ask for Mike

19^0 MG MIDGET eiceiient condition

must see call 546-7031

•73 VWSUPERBEETLE. Rebuilt engine

new tires, sunroof reliable 549-6364

A COED PRATIRNITY?

ALPHA PHI OMEGA. Tco«d~«rvice
fraternity wilh unrestricted social ac-

tivities, invites all university students to

an open rush Oct 7.8,414 at 6 00 PM in

room 4 ISA Student Union'

FOR SALE

PROFESSORS EXAM FILES for

engineering, calculus, physics and

chemistry at University Store

COMPUTER TERMINAL S modem toi

sale $200 cheap 256-8678

KEG TAPS For sale' Brand new never

used keg taps only $25 Packies charge

$45 tor used taps Don't waste your

money' New laps $25 Call Tony

256-1438 today

BED FOR SALE single box and mattress

first $25 takes it 584-2906 eves (Alan)

1979 CHEVY WAGON. 99,400 miles.

new clutch. Best offer 536-5434 Even-

ings week-ends,

100 OHM L2 speakers Great sound' For

into call 6-7921

MEN'S 3 SPEED^cm bike or 2 Goodyear

snow lires radials P18580R13 both ex

cellent condition BO 594-4202 Leave

message

GUCCf WATCHES FOR ladies many

styles only $30 call Bnan 6-7425

ELVIS cbSTELLO fix, Besl^lfer lakes

them 2 great seats tor Fri Oct 1 7 at the

Orpheum call Holly 549-5172 leave name

and "0

ROOM IN 3 bedroom house for rent in

Hadley 295 584-2937

PELHAM 2 BDRM tog cabin woodstove

borders conservatkjn land $500 mo
available "cl 15 call 549 6604 or

253-2671

SINGLE ROOM FOR rent 600 yards away
from Grad Tower PBA slops in front

549-5039

LANTERN COURT TAKE over 2 bdrm
lease from October 15 call 665-8451

HELP WANTED

WORK WEEKENDS, $5 per hour Help

elderly in their homes Car required call

253 9726 for applications AA/EOE
minorities, handicapped, women Vietnam

veterans encouraged to apply

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent free meals

Light clean-up

Call Cheryl at AXO
545-2152

PART tTmE CASHIER wanted tor local

store Some nights and weekends
Please call 584-3603

NEED A JOB? Like traveP Ambitious

people needed to markat unique travel

product with no existing competition Ex
cellent experience lor business, com
munication and HRTA majors No ex-

perience necessary, car helpful Contact

Mary 549-6118

OVERSEAS JOBS. .SUMMER.^round
Europe, S Amer Australia. Asia All

fields $900 2000 mo Sight seeing Free

into Write IJC, PO BX 52-MA1 Corona
Del Mar, Ca 92625

INSTRUCTION

WANTEDTviOUN LESSONS- 1 have had

some experience Please call Anne
256-1700

LOST

H.P. lie CALCULATOR in library towe'

Please call 546 4778 lor reward

SREWARDS FOR MY wallet which was

lost in Ihe vicinity ot Puffton-Brandywine-

Townhouse on Friday nighl-9/26 If found

please call Bob al 549-4123

CASH REWARD!! For return ol black

leather wallet Lost on 10/1 somewhere

between Soulhwest and Thompson 106

II found please call Larry al 546-84)9

LOST GOLD RING with amethyst stone

Wednesday October 1st in town sen-

timental value reward if Sound call

549-0649

LOST EARRINOS

ON COUCH IN Campus Center Con

course near Blue Wall They ars big twirl

ed copper wire earrings Very senlimerv

tal please return f found call 549-1634

MOTORCYCLE

YAMAHA VERAGO 920CC shaft drive

digital new rubber oval discs low miles

helmet $1200 4C Brandywine stop by

DEERFIELD INN-SERVER assi s

wanted All shifts Call Nancy 774-2359

MANAGER TRAINEES NATIONWIDE
Tool Co expanding in Amherst Now hir

mg 25 new employees great money ex

cellent working cond $ career opportuni-

ty Part and full time work For interview

call Willie 256-4101

UNION VIDEO CENTER is hinng Two
work study positions avail No exp need-

ed Call 545-1336

NONWORKSTUDV

SCERA, THE TTUDEN-T Center lot

educational research and advocacy, is

hiring nonwork-study positions to

research and organize student issues like

study space, racism, financial aid,

heterosexism, etc One position for

graduate student deals specifically with

anIiSemilism Women and people of col-

or encouraged to apply Applications

available in SCEHA. 422 Student Union

DuOlO/15al3 30PMAA/EEO 545-0341

DESPERATELY SEEKING TED Born

1963, hair curly brown, eyes blue ma-

jor journalism, mode of transportation

motorcycle, local hangout Barsie's

friends Kevin Mike and Gene, former

school UMaine So glad you like my
shoes Had a fun time at Bnllany on

Saturday hope to see you again

sometime

BRUINS TICKETS AVArLABLE Sunday,

Oct 12 against Hartford, in Boston Call

'j46-4706

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY LAU! Hopng for

many more I love you J B

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY (a day late)

Susan Carter' I love you very muchi Scot

ty Dashee

TO THE BURGLARS m 318 Cance nice

try guys better luck ne,<' timfi Del'a

Smooth Vice

NINA REMEMBER ME? We spoke brief

Iv on Wednesday mghl I would like lo

meet you Interested' Call 774-5401 on

Wednesday or Thursday night Thanx

LONELY MALE DESPERATELY seeking

companion or intimate friend Please call

Vinny al 546-7734 Ask for Pookie

KIM CANONICA- My big hoot, thank you

for all of your support I love you. Love

your little hool Kimmy

OAVEY NADIG I love you madly your

secret admirer

HAPPY 19TH WHAT a great nine

months' I love you Rebekah

3RbSiPTRIT~ HAPPY birthday you~hol

Italran Momma" Don't you all of a sud-

den feel like a Carv«l7? Love, The 2rwl

Spirit

POtinCAl WORK

ROOMMATES WANTED

RESPONSIBLE FOR LG apt on bus route

own room, furnished but bring tied $210

lor room plus uUlities call 323-4989 before

2PM 323 6311x530 after

SQUIRE VILLAGE ON bus route near

stores share large 2-bedroom 1'/^ bath

lownhouse grad prefered Partly furnish

ed $232 66^-2577

SERVICES

TERRIFIC TYPING FROM Speedy"
keys Professional reliable service

256-1002 . 8am- 11pm

TYPINO. TAPE TRANSCRIPTIONS
Fast accurate, 665 7652

DISSERTATION BLUES? PROFES-
SIONAL editor can help wnting/pro

ijfreading Student rales Call 256-6150

TRAVEL

MONTREAL COLLEGE WEEKEND Oct

31- Nov 2 $79 Call Sandy or Debbie

6654729

TYPINO A WORD PROCSSSINO

NEXT DAY SERVICE. Type-Rite
323-4579

TYPINO SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING. Long or short pra

jects MetK:uk)us proofreading Rush lobs

OK New IBM typev»riter 549-0367

WHY FLIP BURGERS or vi/ail lablM?
You can gel the training and respect of

a professional paid activist Earn
$36-50 00 daily Now hiring lull/part time

Call clean water action. 549-7450

WANTED

A FULL SIZE box spring call attv 7 00

PM 549-0710

MODELS NEEDED FOR hair »1owJW
5^ 13 for an eduacational tor hair-

dressers inquire before Ocl n at

586-7477
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SPORTS

UMass ready for regional test
Minutewomen will

battle UNH today

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts women's
soccer coach Kalekeni Banda is pleased

that his team has won its last six games
— but the fact that its last two games have

been narrow, 2-1 victories concerns him.

Facing the University of New Hamp
shire, 4-1-1, today at 3 p.m. at Boyden
Field, UMass may have to score more than

two goals if it hopes to emerge with a win.

The Minutewomen are coming off a

double-overtime victory over Rutgers in

which they had the lead with less than

seven minutes remaining in the game.

One game earlier, UMass scored two

goals in less than two minutes with under

10 minutes remaining in the contest to

defeat the University of Connecticut last

Thursday at Storrs.

"It would be nice to score more," Banda
said. "Whether the goals come early or

late, it doesn't matter, as long as they

come. We have a lot of people on this team
with the talent to score, so I'd like to split

up the scoring."

Michelle Powers has been the offensive

leader for UMass of late. The .sophomore

forward has scored seven goals and four

assists for 18 points. Beth Roundtree
(5-2-121 is second and junior tri-captain

Kristen Bowsher (3-5-11) is third.

When in need of clutch goals, the

Minutewomen have turned to Debbie

Belkin. The junior tri-captain has scored

three game-winning goals this season,

against Texas A & M, Providence and

Rutgers.

Defensively, the Minutewomen have

been very solid. The team has allowed an
average of 0.50 goals against in its past .«ix

games and allowed only 41 shots on goal

all season.

Carla DeSantis will start in goal for

UMass. In eight games, the sophomore
keeper has posted a 1.00 goals against

average with 20 saves. DeSantis shut out

Holy Cross and shared a shut out against

the Aggies with Brooke Adams.
The starters will be the same for the

Minutewomen with the exception of Sue
Montagne. The sophomore back has been

experiencing neck spasms and will be

replaced by Sarah Szetela. a freshman.

UNH enters the game fresh from a 1-0

victory over New Hampshire College.

Cathy Cassady and the rest of the

England rival, the University ofNew
Field.

Coach Marge Anderson's Wildcats have
allowed just three goals all season, all of

which were surrendered to Harvard.
Freshman forward Ellen Weinberg leads

the team in scoring with three goals and
an assist. Sarah Stokes, a senior forward,

has scored three goals.

Janene Tilden is the goalie for UNH. The
sophomore has registered five shutouts in

six games, while turning back 62 shots on
goal, and has a GAA of 0.20.

Banda expects a battle from the Wildcats,

but will not make any major changes.

Collegian photo by Paul Dt-smiirain

Minutewomen will clash with a New
Hampshire, today at 3 p.m. at Boyden

"They are always a difficult team," Ban-

da said. "We had a hard time the last time

we played them because we were flat, but

a good team will win under any cir-

cumstances, which we have been doing

lately.

"They (New Hampshire) pack it in and

try to keep the score down, so they'll pro-

bably have 10 or 11 players back, so it will

really test our patience," Banda continued.

"We will have to attack and put pressure

on the ball early.
ronttnued on page 11

It's the best
of four worlds
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Every October since time immemorial

I have sat around the television wonder

ing why in the hell all my favorite

baseball teams were sitting out just like

me.
It seems that every year a favorite of

mine, no matter how colorful or talented,

has always fallen prey to an overachiever.

Oh it didn't matter if I rooted for a dif

ferent team or changed allegiance at the

All-Star break. It just didn't matter.

But I've changed and so have the times.

Tonight when the Bo.ston Red Sox host

the California Angels at 8 p.m. at Fenway

Park, it will mark one of my more master-

ful viewing achievements. You see, for the

first time in years, I have a team in the

playoffs. Check that. Four teams.

For the first time, my favorite team in

each division, the New York Mets, Boston

Red Sox, California Angels and Houston

Astros, have put all the ingredients

together — the ingredients for an en-

joyable October this guy.

I've got my own special reasons for

rooting for all four so don't anybody throw

a bunch of jump-on-the-bandwagon-
where's-your-loyalty-crap at me.

In fifth grade in Summerville, S.C, 1

heard about a strikeout pitcher for the

Angels, Nolan Ryan, a talented guy with

my name. Well, almost anyways. I bought

his autobiography and stuck with him
and the Angels ever since.

My family moved to Massachusetts in

1979 so I was bound to root for the

hometown Red Sox. But living in Western

Mass. the only two televised teams our

cableless household got were the two New
York clubs. Well, I've never cared much
for the Yankees so I faithfully watched
the hopeless Mets and Craig Swan.
Ryan was traded to the Astros in 1980.

I couldn't abandon ship so I picked up a

National League favorite to compliment
California. The way I looked at it, I had

a team in each division I could root for

thus ensuring an interesting October.

As it turns out, none ofthem have done
much more than win a cactus league or

two since I devised my system in 1980.

I've played it smart, been patient, and
know while all my friends rip their hair

out and bet against each other. I'll just

drink a few brews and enjoy what I expect

should be three of the more exciting

series in a whole lot of vears.

QB Bryant named for conference,ECAC honors
Bv JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Sophomore quarterback Tinfi Bryant who threw for a

career-high 303 yards and ran for another 98 yards in the

Minutemen's 31-17 victory over the University of Rhode

Island on Saturday, was named to a pair of Player-of-the

Week honors yesterday for his performance.

Bryant, starting in his third consecutive game since

sophomore Dave Palazzi suffered a separated shoulder

against James Madison in the season opener, was named
the Yankee Conference Co-Offensive Player-of-the-Week

Collegian photo by Paul Dramarals

Sophomore quarterback Tim Bryant was named to a pair of Yankee Conference and ECAC awards

this week for his performance in the Minutemen's 31-17 win at URI in Kingston, RI last Saturday.

and ECAC co-Rookie-of-the-Week.

"I think he deserves it," UMass head coach Jim Reid

said. "It was just a great performance."

Bryant's effort shattered on all-time UMass record and

put him high on another all-time UMass offensive list.

Bryant's 401 total yards broke the previous single-game

record of 396 yards held by Greg Landry set in 1965. His

303 yards passing ranks third on the all-time yards

passingper-game behind 1977 grad Brian McNally (389),

and 1953 grad Noel Reebenacker (316).

Additionally, sophomore flanker Dan Rubinetti's 147

yards pass receiving places him second on the all-time

UMass for most yards receiving-per-game behind 1966

grad Milt Morin (181 yards). Senior flanker John
Crowley's 75-yard touchdown pass reception in the second

half Saturday ranks as the third longest in UMass history.

"Whenever a quarterback throws for 303 yards, some
of the credit also has to go to the receivers," Reid said.

"Whenever there's a big disparity in the number of passes

completed (19) and you have 303 yards passing then the

quarterback must have gotten some big plays from his

receivers.

"He (Bryant) threw some balls that less talented

receivers might not have gotten to. That shouldn't be

overlooked. Crowley and Rubinetti both had a great game
and Timmy would be the first to congratulate them for

their efforts."

The explosive offensive production is no surprise to Reid

who has installed the most potent UMass attack in a very

long, long time.

"Early in the season the administration was saying that

we should just do the best we can and not worry," Reid

said. "After David (Palazzi) went down then the ad-

ministration was saying to try to do the best we can and
not get nervous. Now they're saying, hmmmm, we want
to win."

Reid said that one of his goals as head coach has been

to create an exciting offense — and certainly, he and his

coaches have done that.
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Projected victory for

child care funding
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Supporters of the child care referendum

rejoiced at the Student Government
Association election vote count last night

as the first obtained results indicated it

would pass.

At press time exact totals were
unavailable, but the child care referendum

had apparently passed by a landslide of

votes. On the other hand, the referendum

asking students whether they appproved

the addition of $271 charge to semester

bills for a new telecommunications system

did not seem likely to pass.

David Bassi, a

representative of the

child care committee

commented on
students' over-

whelming suppport

of the referendum.

"We [the committee]

hope that the Stu-

dent Government
Association and the

(Board of] Trustees

take into account the

sentiments of the
students and add
this to the student

bill."

PROJECTED
REFERENDUM
RESULTS

1: Do you support a $271 a year fee

to fund the wiring of all professors' of-

fices, classrooms and dormitory rooms

for telephones and computer parts?

NO
2: Do you support a $1 optional fee ap-

pearing on the semester bill to fund

a child care tuition assistance pro-

gram for undergraduates with
children?

YES

CoUcgiui photo by Maria B«U

PAINTING SHADOWS- The shadow of a painter for Ted's Con-

struction Company of Woonsocket, R.I. is cast on this North Plea-

sant St building yesterday.

Cancer survival rate
low for poor: study
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

Economically disadvantaged cancer patients are less

likely to survive the disease than middle class victims,

an American Cancer Society study released yesterday in

New York City said.

The study was based on a suspicion that income has a

greater effect than race on the chances ofsurviving cancer,

Joann Schellenbach of the American Cancer Society said.

"Poor people do not have access to proper care. They do

not have money to pay for exams, and tend to use the

health care system only in emergencies," Schellenbach

said. Two thirds of the nation's poor are white, she said.

Schellenbach emphasized that similar results were

found among all racial and ethnics groups, seeming to in-

dicate that the problem is not a racial one.

"The American Cancer Society has traditionally felt

that early detection is the key to prevention. We en-

courage routine checkups," Schellenbach said during a

phone interview on Monday.

Middle-income cancer patients have a 50 percent chance

of recovering from the disease, while those who are

economically disadvantaged have a 15 percent survival

rate, according to Schellenbach.

The report lists several recommendations for increas-

ing the amount of health care available to the poor. These

include early diagnosis, funding for the screening of

populations who are at a high risk of contracting the

disease, and campaigns to increase the level of awareness

of the early warning signals.

Based on the poverty index of 1980, nearly 34 million

of the nation's 238.8 million people live below the pover-

ty level, according to a report of the study.

The report suggested that a speakers bureau be

established to present the facts and implications found.

The report calls for the inclusion of low-income patients

in all cancer research, and cites a need for further study

of the nutrition habits and home environment of these

patients.

continued on page 3

David Bassi, a representative of the child

care committee commented on students'

overwhelming suppport of the referendum.

"We [the contunittee] hope that the Student

Government Association and the [Board of]

Trustees take into account the sentiments

She added that except for several "minor
difficulties," the election ran smoothly and
thanked everyone who made it possible.

Commuter Area Senator Bob Simons

said, "I'm very pleased because I think the

progressives won very big. I'm referring to

both the referendums and the number of

senate seats we won."

To count the ballots, senators were divid-

ed into groups of two, one supporter of child

care and one non-supporter. After agreeing

on a total, each duo revealed it to the coor-

dinators. About 25 senators were present.

_ they wanted a line

asking students to

donate $1 to 68 in-

dividual organiza-
tions. After the
senate approved this

motion two weeks
later, the questions

were placed on the

ballot.

The election, in-

itially scheduled for

Sept. 29 and 30 was
cancelled by Govern-
mental Affairs CYiair

Denise Forbes due to

disorganization and

deceptive tactics by

both factions of the child care issue . The
senate then postponed them to Oct. 6 and 7.

Forbes said the voter turnout had ap-

parently been high, but she will not know
if the 15 percent positive response needed

for child care to be brought to the trustees

was achieved.

Herter satellite dish receives

foreign language telecasts
By REGINA STILLINGS
Collegian Correspondent

There's a new addition to

Herter Hall this year — a

satellite reception dish.

The dish is located on top

of the Herter Art Gallery

and is currently being used

by the foreign language

department to "receive

broadcasts from satellites

with the intent to supply

either original or transfer-

red foreign language
telecasts," Hans J. Fritsch,

director of the University of

Massachusetts Language
Laboratories said.

The satellite dish receives

telecasts from other satellite

dishes in the US, Fritsch,

said. It also receives

telecasts from France
through a relay system,

Spanish and French
telecasts from Mexico and
Canada, and from Voice of

America.

The satellite reception

dish is "intended to make
foreign language material

available to professors and

TAs for use in the classroom

within legal con-

straint8,"Fritsch said.

The television broadcasts

will be recorded for future

use and can be shown
many students, he said.

to

"Already an advanced
French class has seen news
from France under the

Antennae 2 program which

includes general news,
sports, and political and
cultural events," he said.

The dish, which cost

$2,900, was . obtained

through funds allocated by

College of Arts and Sciences

Dean Murray Schwartz,

Fritsch said.

A considerably larger

satellite reception dish is ex-

pected in the near future,

one which will receive

telecasts from countries

overseas, Fritsch said. The
larger dish will cost around

$29,000, he said.

"We hope to receive

broadcasts from two Rus-

sian satellites, which will

include telecasts firom dif-

ferent Iron Curtain coun-

tries and Russian televi-

sion," Fritsch said.

CoUagUa photo by NiU SokotofT

Satellite reception dish on Herter Hall roof.
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TIME OUT

Family Resale Clothing

ONCE MODE

ITH FEELIN
The best place for all seasons

the most economical too!!

AmVitrst,nA.CarrUgc Shops

z.uN.Plcasaiit
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I Pray St Amherst

549-5403

Open I lam 7 days a week

Call for take out

GOOD FOOD & DRINK
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"GREAT BURGERS"
Try us for Lunch or Dinner.

HUNGRY? Late at night our Kitchen

is open 'till Midnight

Pizza, Nachos, Potato Skins, etc

POOL TABLE, VIDEO GAMES. JUKE BOX. 2 COLOR TVs

A FAVORITE LOCAL TAVERN SINCE 1976

We're crunching numbers

onthelBMPC
Now you can save money on a PC and

still get IBM quality.

Because we're selling the original IBM
Personal Computer- complete with two

diskette drives, monchrome monitor and

adapter- at our lowest price ever.

So if you're in a crunch for a computer,

stop in.

We've got your numbers.

ui •Wil'.

? ::

Hi

IBM PC Package
,.L.s

$1100.00*
Demo Oct 6, 7, 8, 9 ':.i:.;ii.^yk-^r\)Siii.\^cid^>^^

•Must be a UMASS student, faculty, or stafT membrr t,- qualify*

Limited to one computer per pennon
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^
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Sexologist and *horny toad' do lecture circuit
^^ ^ 1 1 ^ i I :uu.. v„„ .u.»<, knwBVAr Hp is currentlv sendlni

By KELLY SIEGER
Collegian StafT

Sexologist Roger Libby's best date these

days seems to be a horny toad.

Libby is a former assistant professor of

home economics at the University of

Massachusetts. After being denied tenure

by the University in 1985, he filed suit in

Springfield District court for violating his

first amendment rights.

"They didn't like my sexual values," he

said

Pending the results of a suit against the

University, Libby now travels to other

state universities and colleges across the

country with his messages regarding sex.

Accompanying him is his five-foot frog,

"Roxanne Ribbit," made by soft sculpture

artist Tinimi Skinner of Easthampton.

Roxanne, her voluptuous green body cloth

ed in a black dress and a black lace teddy,

represents to Libby the good things about

sex.

"She is the symbol of an independent

assertive frog/woman," Libby said.

"Women don't have to wait to be asked for

sex, Roxanne doesn't."

When asked why he used a frog as the

symbol, Libby said his women friends gave

him that idea.

"They all saw me as a sexual enthusiast,

or, a horny toad," he said.

Today'« society "puts down people who

like pleasure, and advocates work," Libby

said. "It is a question of society viewing sex

as humorless."

"Our society is so repressed about sex.

It's what I call a pleasure phobia, a fear of

pleasure," he said.

On his lecture tour, Libby has three

separate lectures. Two are serious, one,

which he calls the Caring Sex lecture, is

more humorous, including a beginning film

of several frog puppets making love.

In the Caring Lecture, Libby stresses an

openness about sex. Although he advocates

"sexual friendships" with casual sex, he

also encourages "presex interviews," in

which the man and woman "interview"

their prospective partner about what their

relationship will be, diseases and birth con-

trol. He is also strictly opposed to "one

night flings."

"They should talk about it first; if they

can't talk about it, they shouldn't be doing

it," he said.

In a way Libby hopes to be the next Dr.

Ruth Westheimer. He describes his views

a<j hpinf Tn»i''Vi more liKpral than hpr«

however. He is currently sending his lee

ture tapes (complete with Roxanne) to such

shows as David Letterman. He is also mak-

ing a Roxamie cartoon book and occasional-

ly doing stand-up comedy, the topic of both

being, you guessed it, sex.

"I feel I'm a non-Jewish Woody Allen,"

Libby, who has spoken with Allen several

times, said. He said he also identifies with

Dick Cavett, "They are both my 'heroes,'

or role models."

Libby will be leaving the Amherst area

in December, to try his luck in Atlanta. He
has found the South more friendly, describ-

ing New England as "stodgy," especially

the Amherst area. In the South's warmer

climate he will continue his crusade for

"this society's need for less work and more

sexual leisure."

Drunk driving
conference will

be held today
LAURA TOMASETTI
Collegian Correspondent

About 150 people, including state higher education ad-

ministrators and pub managers, are expected to attend

a conference on ways to reduce drunk driving at 11 a.m.

today in the Student Union Ballroom.

"The purpose of the annual event is to regenerate and

stimulate student interest in the prevention of alcohol

abuse on campuses across the conmionwealth," Irene

Bent, the principle planner at the Governor's Highway

Safety Bureau said.
.

The conference is part of the The Governor and Univer-

sities Actively Reducing Drunk DrivingtGUARDD] pro-

gram, formed three years ago when Governor Michael

Dukakis expressed concern for the growing number of

highway fatalities, Bent said.

Three years ago, the number of deaths was especially

high in the ages between 16-24, and at least sixty percent

of the deaths were found to be related to alcohol abuse,

she said.

Student representatives from universities in the com-

monwealth put together the student-motivated GUARDD
program with assistance from the Executive Office of

Public Safety and the Governor's Highway Safety Bureau,

hoping to reduce the number of deaths related to alcohol

in the future.
. r j

GUARDD receives a small annual budget used to fund

the annual educational event at the beginning of the

school year, distribute literature and hold meetings to

discuss problems with alcohol on campuses. Bent said.

Last year, UMass student Dana Fokos designed a poster

which GUARDD is using for its state-wide campain

against drunk drivers. Fokos' poster reads "The Future

Is Ours, Let's Not Drive Off The Road To Success."

The Executive Director of University Health Services,

David Kraft, M.D., will be representing the University's

Alcohol Education Project at the conference.

"The Health Services has always played a key role in

alcohol awareness at the University through the Alcohol

Education Project and GUARDD," Kraft said.

"The GUARDD program acts as a liaison between col-

leges and the Public Safety Office, and tries to educate

students about the risks of alcohol abuse," he said.

Today's conference will feature a lecture and slide show

on "The Power of Alcohol as Seen Through the Eyes of

Advertisers,"presented by Dr. Jean Kilbourne. Author of

"Calling the Shots," Kilbourne has written for Time and

Newsweek and worked for the British Broadcasting Com-

pany. She lectures fi^quently about the subliminal effects

of advertisements. „
"It is an honor to have such an event on this campus,

Kraft said.
. u

Registration for the conference remains open to all

University members.

^ Collogian photo by Maria Bull

IS IT REAL? - Amherst CoUege biology m^or Ruth Davidson works on her rendi-

I

tion of Amherst Town Hall yesterday afternoon.

Graduate Senate allocates funds
Child care may receive $3,500 and temporary facility

By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Graduate Student

Senate passed a motion to give emergency funds to the

child care office and urge the University administration

to find a temporary facility by Thanksgiving last night

without much debate.

The senate reported that there is a waiting list of '-'=;5

families for child care. Seventy of those families are

graduate students. The available slots were cut by 30 per-

cent with the closing of the North Village child care

center, which was one of three centers run by the child

care office, senator Dan Weintraub said.

Also included in the motion is a recommendation to the

administration to find a permanent child care facility.

Under the emergency ftmding proposal use of the money

for child care would be accountable to the graduate stu-

dent parents "as guided by the policies of the child care

office," the motion reads. Weintraub suggested alottmg

$3500 for the fund.

The issue of joint authorship was hotly debated last

night. Senate President George Claxton raised the issue

ol professors taking credit for research work done by

graduate students.

"It's a horribly complex issue," he said. Sentiment about

the issue varied from intense oppostion to unconcern.

"By instituting a policy (addressing professorial fraud]

we're instituting fair play," said Ralph Sbragia, executive

officer.

A memo will not keep professors from doing anything

dishonest, if they are going to anyway, said Senator Lori

Anderson. .

The debate was closed when senators agreed to bring

the issue before their constituencies.

In other money matters last night, Claxton announced

there has been an increase of $25,000 for graduate

fellowships.

"You might be able to live on it for a year while you

write a dissertation," he said.

He also said that the Provost has dech J-ed that teaching

assistants are not paid enough. The Prwost wants to in-

crease graduate student stipends so the University is m
"the top five, instead of the bottom six," he said.

The finance committee also reported that a donation of

$205 to the dyslexic student organizaticn was used to send

a represenative to a convention in Philadelphia.

Group to discuss nuclear arms

,\t'a,uiiiii?fii'irr»{^',ttji^[^^^^^

The Five-College Program in Peace and

World Security Studies will host an infor-

mational panel which will discuss the

potential for progress in nuclear arms con-

trol at 8 tonight in the Converse Hall Red

Room at Amherst College.

The panel, titled "US/Soviet Arms Con-

trol Talks: A Status Report," will feature

James P. Rubin, a senior research analyst

for the Arms Control Association in

Washington DC. , Allan Krass, a professor

of physics and science policy at Hampshire

College, and William Taubman, professor

of political science at Amherst College.

Lois Ahrens of PAWSS said the panel

will discuss what people can expect from

the summit meeting next week in Iceland

between President Reagan and Soviet

leader Mikhail Gorbachev.

"It is an informational panel, all the peo-

ple will speak from the point of view of in-

forming the audience. It's not a debate,"

Ahrens said.

"I think people are interested in arms

control. The reason why Reagan is

negotiating is because he's seen that peo-

ple want arms control."

"How many will be there? Thousands,
"

she said jokingly. "I don't know, I hope at

least 100. It depends on how interested peo-

ple 8u-e in su-ms control," she said.

Rubin will begin the program by presen-

ting an overview of current negotiations

between the US and Soviet Union. He will

be followed by Krass and Taubman who

will give short presentations of what they

expect for the future.

Krass is a senior arms analyst for the

Union of Concerned Scientists, and an ex

pert on arms control verification techni-

ques, Ahrens said.

-PATRICK JOHNSON

Cars collide in parking lot
A two-car accident was reported at 4:48

p.m. Monday on South East Street,

Amherst police said.

A 28-year-old Amherst woman was cited

for failure to use proper care when starting

as she pulled out of a parking space and col-

lided with a car driven by a 25-year-old

Peabody woman who was traveling north

on South East Street, police said.

The first car received $750 in damages

while the second received $2,000, police

said.

A larceny was reported at 10:37 a.m.

Monday at Southwood Apartments, police

A resident of the apartment reported the

am/fm radio in his car was missing along

with a down jacket, valued at $180. He told

police the break occurred on the evening

of Oct. 4, police said.

The person who broke in used "some sort

of tool to pop the lock."

A 1984 Ford Mercury was reported

damaged at 3:35 p.m. Monday in lot 47,

University of Massachusetts police said.

* Cancer
continued from page 1

"There are a lot of people who fall

through the cracks of Medicaid or Medicare

because their income is just a little too

high. We are very interested in seeing some

kind of health insurance for the poor that

would help to defray the astronomical cost

of cancer treatment," she said.

Schellenbach said there has not been a

substantial amount of research done in the

area of economic effects on cancer survival

ra^6S.

'Clearly there needs to be a lot more

research done in this area," she said

The study was presented by Dr. Harold

P Freeman, chairman of the ACS Subcom-

mittee on Cancer in the Economically

Disadvantaged.
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Amherst

insurance Agency

20 Gatehouse Rd.

Amherst. BCaseaohueette

(413) 263-9387

Auto - Motorcycle - Renters

.<«^t«>"%

iSi'

for a

Quality

Laundry

let us do yOur
11 PRAY ST. wash-dry- fold

AMHERST. MA. and

SELF SERVICE ^^"^ ^^^^^"^

7 DAYS • 7AM-10 P.M.
549-1665
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i NOW HIRING
I

I Wanted - Now hiring ushers |

and concessionists at |

AMC Hampshire 6 Theatre. |

1

I Must be 18 and able to worl( |

I nights, weelcends, and |

I intersession. |

I
Apply at

I

I theatre in person |
^WIIIiliMlllllttmillllltlHilllllllilllllllllltriiliMlllliRIRtlMrillilllllillttllllllillltlllilllilliliMiH

I

%^PANDA
GARDEN

WE BRING CHINATOWN TO YOU!!

We Serve Beer & Wine.

For Carry Out & Reservations, Please Call

584-3858
34 Pleasant Street

Downtown Northampton

SfofM
WHAT WILL YOU DO IF YOU

RUN OUT OF OIL?

O'J. 'J '>' t yOu ask

STUDENT BUDGET
PLAN featuring

AUTOMATIC OIL

DELIVERY!

CURRENT PRICE:

63.90 p«f gallon

You get Our terndc low budget price

top-grade heatmg oil, plus vou never

tiave to worry about ruOQing out ot heat

Of hot water all winter long We also

deliver Oil on a C O basis

PERSONAL CHECKS ACCEPTED

Telephone 253-3408

NAJs^t4AL HEATINO
60 Shumway Street Amherst MA 01002

Wednesday, October 8, 1986

Easily and Conveniently

fi,ai£^

CR»»''
»ttTJl*

blil

'rinee®

spaghetti

^inc^ eMUtcMto

mnspaowtt.

,,, ,60Z0l«l-«"V

SWEET UK SWEET LIFE

LU-928 I

I

I

Vtv
irpe:,

CREAMY BUHER
1 LB QTRS ||

WITH THIS COUPON AND $7.50 PURCHASE I

EXCLUDING TOBACCO PRODUCTS. LIMIT |l

ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER. VALID OCT. g-11.
1986J

PEPSKOLA

LU-924 I

REGULAR
I

OR DIET I

2 LITER BTL I

WITH THIS COUPON AND $7.50 PURCHASE
EXCLUDING TOBACCO PRODUCTS. LIMIT

ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER. VALID OCT. 8-11, 1986.

LU-930

i»ince
SPAGHETTI

1 LB PKG
REGULAR
OR THIN

il?!^
m.

WITH THIS COUPON AND $7.50 PURCHASE
EXCLUDING TOBACCO PRODUCTS. LIMIT
ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER. VALID OCT. 8-11, 1986.

COME IN AND FILL OUT OUR APPLICATION

FOR LOUIS' SAVER'S EXPRESS CARD
AND GET A COUPON FOR

2 LITER BOTTLE OF

tft\sT!&

COKE
OR PEPSI

OPEN
MON.-SAT.
7 AM TO
9 PM

SUNDAY
12 NOON
TO 6 PM

WE RESERVE THE RiaHT TO LIMIT

QUANTITIES. NOT RESPONSIBLE
FOR TYPOORAPICAL ERRORS.
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Lessons from second try

Student Gk)verninent Association elections ran smoothly this

time around, and those responsible should be commended.

While last week the elections were fraught with disorganiza-

tion and cheating, ballot box staffers say the process is hum-

ming along this time.
*. i o 4.001

Some lessons emerged from the disaster of the ^^f^y^^'
tions, and we hope they will not soon be lost on SGA leaders

President Bill Bennett was one of those responsible tor both

the original debacle and the subsequent success. With his

political move of introducing 68 referendums to the ballot to

squelch the child care issue, Bennett made the problems ot

Sept. 29 abnost unavoidable, no matter what precautions elec-

tions coordinator Denise Forbes may have taken. The lo^stics

of balloting on the 69 questions caused much ot the

disorganization. j 4.1, *

After the elections were thrown out, Bennett announceci that

he was withdrawing the other 68 questions from the ballot -

declaring that he had ''made his point" about the dangers of

line items. His action paved the way for a smoother election

this week, and for that he deserves credit.
, , ^r.

Bennett may have made his point, but at what cost to the

credibility of the senate in particular, and student rights m
general? He was quite correct when he said the senate looR-

ed stupid," and the effects of that stupidity may be far reaching

_ especially in light of recent student rights erosions a la

Legal Services OfTice and control of the Student Activities

Trust Fund. How much more irresponsible do students look

to the trustees now? j j ««
Furthermore, if the 69 questions had been passed and ap-

proved by the board of trustees, Bennett would have been

responsible for the ultimate erosion of student rights - the

complete removal of fiscal responsibility from the senate. His

gamble to *'make his point" may or may have not been such

a gamble in his eyes- some opponents ofthe child care referen-

dmn were prominently absent from their assigned ballot boxes

during the election, thus lending to the confusion - but is not

a gamble that should be made with student funds and money.

The president of the SGA is vested with the power to place

any question on the ballot in student elections if supported

by the majority of residential area presidents, and it is not a

power that should be taken or exercised lightly. The child care

question was put on the ballot courtesy of a minimum of about

1,800 signatures; Bennett should think a little longer the next

time he exercises the power of 1,800 students.

Always know your rights

I have long been infuriated by the un-

constitutional nature of the Massachusetts

drinking age and by the illegal means with

which police enforce it. Often I have

thought of explaining in the Collegian how

students can protect themselves from police

violations. I write this today with par

ticular passion and purpose, the result of

two recent experiences. The first occurred

the other night when I saw a UMass police

officer forcing two students to open and

Loren Spivack

empty 24 cans of beer that he had caught

them with. On Tuesday, I read a front-page

story in the Collegian about how Amherst

police were spot-checking local bars to see

if the patrons were of "legal" age. G'm sure

you and I know that "legal" age is 18 but

that argument is for another day.)

Both the UMass police and the Amherst

police are caught up in the anti-alcohol

crusade and witch-hunt which was inspu-ed

to a large degree by our not so beloved

Governor Dukakis. In the course of mak

ing Amherst safe for sobriety the police

have been rampantly violating the civil

rights of those of us who do not have gray

hair. It is my strong conviction that if

students are better informed of their civil

rights we will be in a position to not only

keep ourselves out of trouble, but also to

deal a strong blow against those who at-

tempt to destroy hard-won freedoms and

American principles (and who, it must be

said, would go much farther in that direc-

tion if not challenged).

On to the relevant constitutional rights.

You have the right to be presumed inno-

cent until proven guilty. You cannot be ar-

rested without charge. The police must

ha«'e probable cause to arrest you on any

charge. And finally, in 1979 the Supreme

Court in Brown v. Texas ruled that the

police do not have the right to require that

a person present identification if there is

not probable cause that that person com-

mitted a crime. This ruling merely upholds

a long standing principle in the relation-

ship between civilians and the police i.e.

if there is no probable cause that you have

committed a crime you need not identify

yourself, explain yourself or answer any

questions. You may simply walk on your

innocent merry way and ignore the police

officer as you would anyone else who tried

to harass you in public.

So, next time you are having a drink at

a bar or carrying a case back to your room

and the police stop you to ask for I.D., take

Mrs. Reagan's advice and "just say no!

The officer cannot legally arrest you. And,

if he or she does, a competent lawyer can

have the case thrown out of court even if

it turns out that you are under 21 (unless

there is prior evidence that you are under

21 which is not likely, unless you are

known or are foolish enough to admit it).

If you do find yourself in this situation

please note that if the incident involves

local police you can get help from the Legal

Services Office. However, you are out of

luck if it involves University Police since

LSO has been emasculated by the board of

trustees. Always remember that the

American and Massachusetts Civil Liber-

ties Union can be a good place to turn.

I hope that some of you find this helpful.

But don't thank me; the credit goes to our

founding fathers and the United States

Supreme Court.

Loren Spivack is a UMass student

Unsigned editorials represent the majority

legian Board of Editors.

opinion of the Col-

LetterS

Not ten, but

one hundred!
I would like to thank you

for Katie Dunican's article

on the Telefund program in

Monday's Collegian - it

was accurate and well-

written. However, I would

like to make the following

correction. We employ not

ten (as was reported) but one

hundred students. Also, I

should point out that some

of these positions are now

open. Interested students

should apply in the base-

ment of Memorial Hall.

Linda M. Lawrence
Director of Telefund

The Collegian accepts let-

ters and columns for

publication. All copy

should be typed at 67

characters per line and is

subject to editing for clari-

ty and length.

At least they have a sense of humor
To get my way, I used to scream that my older brother

had hit me when he hadn't. Since he was occasionally guil-

ty of that offense, my parents very often took my word

over his. .
—

David Keith

I heard Chris Alario of Accuracy in Academia (AIA)

speak on "Campus Intolerance" toward «I^«1^«^«
j^^^^^J

rCht At the allotted time and only after Alario had

acknowledged my raised hand, I asked some admittedly

;lted but honest questions. I
--/.^^/..-^^^/Jr.

members of the sponsoring group why I had attacked

AlaT^ Was this the nature of other "attacks' cited in

the soeech? Now I know how my brother telt.

Id Covered, though, that the new conservatives do have

an active sense of humor. In one speech they combined

"^JXy must get a bang 0"^
^J

claiming t^att^^^^^^

freedom of speech is being curtailed while the Heritage

Foundation's%o/.c, Review hammers or^e.eryt^ng^on.

•'Ventriloquist journalism at National Public Radio to

•'Communism and The New York Times and AIA

monitors classrooms for ''^^}>^\^^'^,^:'!^^^

that as he denied responsibility for the Look out com

mie professors..." ad in the Collegian, Alario said AIA does

not ask students to monitor their teachers. Let s just call

it an understanding. They spray us with seltzer water,

hide it behind their backs, and ask who sprayed seltzer

water. The straight face makes the joke.

Second, though Alario denied knowing much about

the McCarran Walter Act, the right knows they ve already

curtailed student's rights to hear speakers. They re speak-

ing about a moot point, a dead issue. As used since Reagan

came to power, an estimated 40,000 names are entored

in the Automated Visa Lockout Systom under the

ideological exclusion clauses of this McCarthy era act.

Among those denied visas in what Hodding Carter has

called the "electronic curtain" have been four Mothers

of the Disappeared on their way to receive the Robert F.

Kennedy Human Rights Award, Hortensia Allende (while

Mrs Pinochet has been a guest at the White House), Nino

Pasti who is an ex-NATO general who wanted to speak

in the U S. against cruise and Pershing II missiles, Carlos

Fuentes, Margaret Randall, Graham Greene and even

Farley Mowat who wrote the book "My Discovery of

America" about the experience. These people are not ter-

rorists, they are kept out because the Reagan administra-

tion disapproves of their ideas.

Alario is a master of deadpan when speaking of the

abuse the contras get on Massachusetts campu8es_ Just

prior to last year's contra aid vote, contra defector Efrain

Mondragon wanted to go to Washington to talk about

contra-CLA ties. His visa was denied

Funnier still, George Schultz and the right keep call-

ing for a "Preemptive Strikes" bill, which as first sub-

mitted to Congress would have given the State Depart-

ment power to name suspected terrorists and then have

them killed. While contra terrorists on campus must brave

shouts, "bad" terrorists (and who knows who else) would

fnpp shots

The biggest joke of all, though, is that AIA knows it

doesn't have to do anything. Who asks a
"l^gg^'"!"

P'L^^

the gun is loaded? AIA can play on residual fear of McCar-

ihySm just as a man who has once badly beaten h,^ wife

may never need to hit her again (though he will hit her)

to achieve the fear and submission he seeks. Just let pro-

fessors - and their administrators - think they are be-

ing watched. Let them wonder what they are being wat-

ched for - does "balance" mean the Marxist must pro-

mote "supply side" of the biologist pretend Creationism

is science? ALA doesn't need to put film in the cameras

or tape in the recorders.

David Keith is a resident of Sunderland

An irresponsible reporter in front of a typewriter can

do more damage than a drunken surgeon swinging a

knife in the operating room. -Damon Runyon
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Genesis still rockin' but with mostly 80s tunes
Fiy KAKI. SCHIKNKMAN
(Joll«fj,'ian (;orrf;Hpond<;nl

On Thurnday Octob«jr 2nd, Genenis

pjiiynd t,h»; 4th of itH five sold out shows at

Madiwjn Squan^ Gardcin By most n;sp<K.t.s,

It was a fantastic show with incrtdibU;

lights, an ongagfid audienc*;, and Phil Col

Ims if;ading thf^ hand through a very

thf-atricai show
.Judging by th«' audience's reactions both

during and after the show, it was obvious

to me that many fxtople had sm:r\ one of the

finest pttrformances that they had ever

witnessed. It is als^j obvious to me that

these are the same people who pushed the

single "Invisible Touch" to the lop of the

charts and put its follow up "Throwing It

All Away" to number four on this weeks

billboard charts

But for anyone who was with the band

before And Th'-n Tht-n- W^'ft- Thri'c and

subsequent commercial success, I can on

ly promiH<: you fifteen Ui twenty minutes

of pleasur*- which came in the form of "In

The Cage" followed by the last M-ledion of

the Pet#;r Cabriel classic "Supp«-'rs Ready
"

Thi in Itself was worth the pncf of ad mis

-.ion for me as fjenesis's elat^jr-it*- rf.m

piiU-nzed lighting system reallv <
'''< '"

this powerful, complex style of music. L'n

fortunately fi«-nesi.s followed this high with

a compleUj lack of .sensitivity Uiwards their

older fans by playing "Invisible Touch" and

ruinin" *^'- -"noment

Still lotsof gfxxl things happened during

the 2 and onf half hour, sixteen song set

which the band p<;rformed One srmg which

I particularly like off the new album is

"Domino" which details the exp^^rience of

a nuclear attack. The us<i of lighting was

outstanding with purple flashes simulating

missiles exploding and a red spotlight

which perifxJically came through the fioor

onto Collin's face, turning it into a sinister

scowl

Another high point was during audience

participation time Collin's got the au

dience "to get in touch with the other

world" by encouraging everyone to put

their hands up in the air and make ghost

ly noi.ses. Usually the ghosts signal their

arrival by lowering the lighting rig, but on

that night Collin's said that they would

raise the fifxjr Ut the lights. Kveryone did

it and the lights went down or the fioor

came up depending on your mfK<d or

substance "Home By The .S«ia," a song

about robbers breaking into a haunted

house ff>l lowed

One big surpnv- v.;i~ ihut lh<-y played the

weird instrumental on their new album.

"The Brazilian " However, it worked aid

i-(\ by ;j lighting rig which turned into

something out (AClose fCnrnunters.

In general, if there was a major fiaw it

was that the two new hits and the future

third one, "In Too Deep" are very simple

songs characterized by Phil's never ending

pain brought on through failed romance.

This leaves the rest of the band at a loss

on what to do. Tony BanJtb is too talented

a musician to be limited to three chords,

the lighting is stagnant for such one dimen

sional songs which latk speed, and I per

sonally saw Chester Thompson napping

during "In Too Deep" But this may be

biased as all the adolescent. Solid dold

watching people seemed quite impressed.

And Ui be fair, Collin's does add some in

teresting crowd chants to the hits which

reinvigoratf
them.

loriif of I li<- origin;ii sp;ii k in

As far as I know, iU-m-.-.w, lias not yt-X

released information about shows at

Worcester or Hartford I whoh; heartedly

recommend this show to anyone who has

never seen them before or someone who
just knrjWH th«'ir recent material. To the

old«'r fans who go back to '/'/ic Lurnh Lirs

Diujiri Oft ftroudway. be pr«'par«;d t(i hear

mostly mat(!rial from the 80s That warn

ing aside, (ienesis is still one of the l^x-st live

shows around and well worth ch«icking out

Worcester
Breakfast A Special

ENT A
FRIDGE
2 & 5 cu. feet

FREE DELIVERY
R&P RENTALS
R&P PACKAGE
460 West Street

S. Amherst
FwwwiW

FRED VILLARIS

STUDIO OF

SELF DEFENSE

6 Weeks Karate - $49 95

uniform only $r00

253-7349

;>

SPAS'
CLEAN, SAFE, PRIVATE HOT TUBS

1 Ti Unl»»f«ty Or

N*(1 to %«*dutn< Liquor* in ^rtc« Choopw M«M
Op«n MorxlaT « till 1 Tu«* Sal nam lam

Raaarvattont auggaalad GIW caniflca«a« a^allabla

Call 253- 5"^

<^,

7727

Coupon Book Membership
$50 for 12 Vahr Hot tubs

Coupons good for 1 hr on Mon-Wed

BEST HOT TUB DEAL IN VALLEY
Split the cost with a group of friends

AT
Worcester
Snack Bar!

Monday-Friday
8:00 AM-lliOO AM

Offer expires Oct. 31. 1986

INTRODUCING THE CHERRY COKE

MOST OUTRAGOUS STUDENT

CONTEST

REMEMBER SEEING 17 PEOPLE CRAMMED IN-

TO A TELEPHONE BOOTH, OR SOMEONE
EATING 30 HOT DOGS AT ONE SITTING?

THESE PEOPLE WERE PRETTY OUTRAGEOUS.

snri ]T)KNT ^^^^ ^®®^ starting next Thursday, Cherry Coke" will award the most outrageous student
^^^^ — or group of students with Coca-Cola" prizes and products.

If you've got an outrageous story with an accompanying photo of yourself or your frlend(s),

drop them off at the COLLEGIAN BUSINESS OFFICE AT 113 CAMPUS CENTER. Each week

a story and a picture will be chosen to be placed in the paper. Prizes will be awarded to the

individual(s).

Also, each week a random drawing will be conducted from all the stories submitted, and the

winner will receive a case of Cherry Coke' .

So bring those outrageous stories and photos to the Collegian and make yourself a winner.

7—9pm

THE WRITING CENTER
OPENS FOR THE SEMESTER
ON TUESDAY OCTOBER 9

Pierpont in Southwest:

Mon & Wed
Baker B24 in Central:

Mon & Tues. 7—9pm
BRING ANY PAPER
AT ANY STAGE

PEER TUTORS CAN HELP
II

Small L^rgaBoneless BarB-Q

larc Ribs ^280 j^^^

5{^H«M garden

MANDARIN SZECHUEN CUISINE

"Th« BEST Cbiocsc Food "

lOBelchertowaRd.

at Roatc 9

Amherst

2560252

Luncheon
Specials

$Q25
From /W ^^'^^^^

\}
* »"

-3 p.m.

New Buffet &
Sunday Brunch

Buffet Served 5-8

Mon.-Thurs.
Brunch Served
Sunday 11:30-3

ALL YOU $ir75
CAN EAT

tl S<Mr< t Sow OttkM
7| fw. f nml Kk>

il •lauoli u< Oyoiri S>a<« 10) Hu< - V«.'

Luncheon Special* & Take out Service

Full Cocktail menu

Sun -Thurt. 11:30 a.m. -10 pm.

Fri & Sal 1 1 30 a m 1 Ip m

BLUEPRINT SPECIAL

ONLY 49<> EACH
CopyCat.Print Shop

At your service seven days a week:

8:30 -7.30 M-F 10-5 Sat 12-5 Sun

228 Triangle St. 2nd floor, Amherst

OFFER GOOD THRU 10/31 549-3840

'%

DO YOU THINK THERE'S MORE TO COLLEGE
THAN BOOKS AND BEERS? THEN ....

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
IS FOR YOU

A National Service Fraternity

with unlimited social possibilities

ALL STUDENTS WELCOME TO OPEN RUSH

Oct 7, 8, 14 Room 41 5A Studnet Union 6:00pm

HAVE YOU EVER
MET PEOPLE LIKE...

Vincent Price, Berke Breathed, Dr.

Ruth, Seymour Hirsch, Betty Friedan,

Rick Horrow, Geoftrey Holder, Arthur

Schelessinger, George Goiuup Jr., Ed-

vs/in New/man, Helen Coldicott, Bill

Boird, Stephen King, George
McGovern, Dr. Richard Leakey, Cur-

tis and Lisa Sliwa, John Stockvs/ell,

Jacob Holdt...

MAYBE IT'S TIME.

clisrinouished

Vbitors prooram

WE BRING THE WORLD
TO UMASS

New Member Recruitment Meeting

Wed. Oct. 8th

7 PM
905 Campus Center

Freshmen and Sophmores Welcome

YOU'RE
WORTH
GOLD

t"^

$35 OFF OR
A FREE $50 NECKLACE

WHEN YOU BUY 14K TOLD

Reward ytnirsclf with a 14K gold ArlCarvcd ring.

'

and we'll take S.VS i)tt its priee

or give you a S.*>() neeklaee, tree.

Our Representative is on campus with distinguished

traditional and contenipt)rary styles-

each backed by a lull lifetime Warranty.

L

October
6,7,8

DATE

10am #,t;MVERSJTy
- 4pm mMSTQRE*

TIME PLACfc

c "«(> .»' " 1 .M I «•• fWigi
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UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE FALL RECRUITING SCHEDULE
ThU ,.st contains Interview for which RESUMES A«"^JJ«UGH October 3,.

,«^--=J°-;-,^fEJ^J^J^^^S^.lriint'Spen":^ Oct!"™'. 1? VmH

To use this schedule: • •

1. Select the companies with which you
J-^^ .^^^""Jj" ^'i^^'l^^^..^ „ ^o the University Career Ctr. or Whitmore Sign-up desk{Mon-Tues 9:00-3:00)

2. If pre-screened(P) submit 2 resumes by the due
J^^^' ^"^""^^^"^^^

^o to
JJ^^"!^^'^^'

[^
'J^^^jg^^ DESK IF YOU HAND IN MORE THAN ONE RESUME FOR

!•
T"? ""'L !'°''tT I JSurR IPonI ll nv S E F? « i POINTM?N iSe If no list has been posted by 1 week before the Interview date, you

tbo:i"cbecrdaily. slnclwe addTo^JleteJ s™ed"es fo? pre-screened companies as lists of selections are received froa, those companies.

MANAGEMENT
HAJO«S OCCIEES

US. ,r*SM. MT. BM, »S
HKTC. NOT. lit
ACCT IS
HCT. HKTC. , UA

FUikilCC ii» FAU.

ACCTG. .HIS ISA

NOT.. Rrrc., 01 UA
FU. ACCTO.
HGT. HA
HKTC. B«A
ACCTG 3.0 art tIA

HOT. , HKTC.

.

FIN., ACCTC.
RtA If/ K III

CHE Ot CHER.
HBA «/ IS III

CMC OR CHU.
OCT.

tA

ORQAMIZATIOIIS

ARCS DCPT. STORES
BLACK 1 DECKER IRC.
BOSTOR OAS CORPART
CVS

QERERAL ELECTRIC

IRFORRATION RAMAOCRCRT
ASSOCIATES
l-RART

LECHRERE
ORTHO PHARHACEUTICALS
PARRELL (ERR FORESTER

PILLSBUR*

PROCTER i GARBLE

PBOCTER 4 GARBLE I RAD I

VISA VISIT DATE DUE DATE

STORE NCR. TRAINCE
RETAIL SALES REPRESERTATIVE
ACCaUHTART TRAIREE
RARAOEHERT TRAINEE

STAPr COHSULTART

RARAGERERT

RAHAGEREHT
SALES REPRESERTATIVE
ERTRV LEVEL IR PUBLIC
ACCOUNTIRC

BBA FALL TERADTBE INC.
GRAOS ONLt

PRODUCT DEVELOPRERT

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

PUSOMNEL

OCT 30
NOV 3,4
NOV 10
OCT 2»

MOV IB

NOV 13

MOV 7

NOV 4
DEC I

MOV 13

NOV 17. IB

OCT 29

OCT 2a

MOV 20

OCT 14, IS
OCT 10 -P'
OCT 27, 2B
OCT 14, IS

OCT 21 'P'

OCT IS 'P-

OCT IS

OCT 16
OCT 31 'P'
OCT 14 -P"

NOV 3,4 -0'

OCT 14, IS '0'

OCT 14, IS -O'

MOV 3,4 '0'

NATURAL SCIENCES & MATH
HAJORS

COINS

COINS
CHEHISTRV

COINS
COINS
POLVRER SCI.,
CHER
COINS
COINS
COINS

DEGREES

BS/RS

RS/HS
BS/NS/PND

BS/RS
RS/RS
PND

BS/HS/PHD
BS/RS
NS/PHD

ORGARIZATIOMS POSITIORS VIS* VISIT DATE DUE DATE

CHEHISTRT. POLY RS/PHO
SCI
PHYSICS. BATH, RS/RS
COIRS
COIRS BS/RS/PHD
CMUI.PHVSICS RS/fMD

PHYSICS. COINS, BS/RS/PHO
HATH

COIRS
COIRS

(CMUI.PHVSI
PHYSICS. C

HATH

AHERICAN RARAGERERT SYSTEMS

ARALQC DEVICES
BASF CORPORATION IRNORT
DIVISION

EATOR CORPORATION/AIL DIVISIOR
GENERAL INSTRURENT
HERCULES INC. RESEARCH CENTER

H/A-COR GOVERNNENT SYSTENS
RAYTHEON COHPANY
THE ANALYTIC SCIENCES CORP.
URIOR CARP R i D

US NAVY

RANG LABS
VCSTVACO CORPORATION

PROGRAHRER/ANALYST. SYSTEMS
ARALYST

CHERISTS, DEVELOPRENT
CHERISTS. SR. DEVELOPRERT
CHEN.
DESIGN t DEVELOPRENT

NOV 2S
NOV 6,7

MOV 17
MOV 17
DEC 1,2

OCT 27 -f-
OCT IS -P'

OCT 24 -P'
OCT 17 'P-
OCT 31 'P'

SOFTNAHE DESIGN . C
SOFTNARE DESIGN I DEVELOPRERT C
HERBER OF TECHNICAL STAFF C
RESEARCH SCIERTISTS C

ROV IB OCT 14 "P'
NOV 6 OCT 14 'P-
NOV 4 OCT 20,21 '0'

MOV 13. 14 OCT IS -P"

SOFTWARE ENGINEER
SEE PLACEHENT SERVICE FOR
ADDITIORAL IRFOailATIOM

MOV 6

ROV 12
ROV 14

OCT • 'P'

OCT 14
OCT IS

OCT 24 'P-

MISCELLANEOUS
RAJORS DEGREES ORCaNIZATIORS VISA VISIT DATE DUE DATE

FASH. BKT. BS 'FALL ARES DEPT. STORES
GRADS

[2bOr"rELATIORS BS/Ia fall TER'<iDYNE"'iiic:

CRADS

ORTHO PHARMACEUTICALS

STORE NCR. TRAINEE

SALES REPRESIHTATIVE

OCT 30

DEC i

ROV 20

OCT 14, 15 O'

OCT 31 'P-
NOV 3,4 0'

ANY MAJOR
ORGANIZATIONS VISA VISIT DATE DUE DATE

>HY
ANY

ANY
ANY

ANY
mi
ANY
• NY

•S
BS/BA

BS/RS
I ALL
BA/8S
B5 -FALL
CRADS
SS/BA
BA'BS
BS/NS/PHD
BS/RS/PHD

ARERICAR IRTERRATIORAL
ADJUSTMENT
AUTORATIC DATA PROCESSING IRC
CALDOR

CALDORS

CVS
JORDAR HARSH

KMART
LECHHERC
us CENTRAL IRTELLIGERCE AGENCY
use GRAD. SCHOOL OF BUSIRESS

CLAIMS TRAIREE

ACCOUNT REPRESENTATIVE
ITOREVIDE SALES/RANAGEMENT
TRAIREE
STOREVIOE SALES MGT TRAINEE

RANAbEMENT TRAINEE
EXECUTIVE TRAINING PROGRAR

NOV 19. 20 ROV 3, «

MANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENT TRAINEE
ENTRY LEVEL ARALYST
RBA CARDIDATES

NOV 12
ROV 13

NOV 13

OCT 28
NOV 7

NOV 7
ROV 4
NOV 14
MOV 13

OCT
OCT

14 -f
16 P-

OCT 16 'P'

OCT
OCT

OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT

14, li
9 'P-

15 f
16 !•
16 P-
27.28

ENGINEERING
RAJORS 0RCAMIZATI0M5

EE »/
MMICRORAVE
EE. CHE
EE
RE.CE.CHE

CE «/ EMPHASIS
IN ENVIROR.
ME, EE, CHE, CE
EE, IE,

BS/MS/PHD AEROJET ELECTROSYSTER CORPARY

EE. ME, IE
EE, IE
EE. RE, IE

IE. CE. EE. RE,
CHE
EE
BS/RS

HE, IE

EE,

CE, CSE
CE

CHE
tt.ME
Ct. EE. IE. ME
EE, ME, CHE

EE. ME.CHE

BS/MS/PHD ARALOC DEVICES
BS/RS AT(T TECHROLOGIES
BS BOSTOR CAS CONPARY

RS/RS CARP DRESSER I MCKEE IRC.

RS/MS DEPT. OF ENERGY 5CHERECTADY
BS/RS DYRARICS RESEARCH CORP.

BS/RS EASTMAR KODAK(ROCHESTER, NY I

BS/RS EATON CORP. /AIL DIVISIOR
BS ELECTRONIC DATA SYSTEMS

RS FACTORY RUTUAL ERCINEERING

POSITIORS

DESICRIRC MILLIMETER RAVE
COHPOMERTS iREFLECTOR

VISA VISIT DATE DUE DATE

ACCOUNTING
TRAIREE. ERGIREERINC TRAIREE
BOSTOR OFFICE

NUCLEAK ENGIHEEIIING
SOFTNA IE, INDUSTRIAL, SYSTEM. LO
GISTICS ENGINEERS
RAD, SCTKARE ENGR .MFC, IE.

DESIGN t DEVELOPMENT
ENGINEERING SYSTEMS
DEVfLO.'MtNT PROGRAM
LOSl' 'i^EVERTIOH CONSULTANT

BS/RS
IE
RAMUFACTUM
IRO
ts

BS, MS. PND

BS, RS/PMD
BS

GENERAL INSTRURENT
HARILTOH STANDARD

IRCERSOLL RARD COMPANY

LAVRERCE LIVERRORE RATIONAL
LAB
M/A'COR GOVERRMERT SYSTEMS
MCTROREST ERGIREERIRG IRC

BS/MS MOBIL CHEMICAL CO.
BS/MS/PHD NICHOLS RESEARCH CORPORATION
BS/MS NORFOLK RAVAL SHIPYARD
BS/RS/PND POLAROID CORPORATION

BS/RS/PHD POLAROID CORPORATIOR

PORTSROUTH NAVAL SHIPYARD
PROCTER I GAMBLE <RtD>
PROCTER t GAMBLE I RID I

RAYTHEON
RAYTHEON COMPANY
THE ANALYTIC SCIENCES
CORPORATIOR
THE TORRIROTON COMPANY

TIDNE I BOND CONSULTING
ENGINEERS
TORRIROTON CORPARY

URIOR CAMP RAD
URtON CARP RESEARCH 6

DEVELOPMENT
•AHG LARS
•ESTVACO
•ESTVACO CORPORATION

APPL. ;
RAR'JFa

ION, SALES,
IRIRG HARACEREMT

ERGIREE11NG i HARDNARE DESIGR C
DESIGN ENGR, SEPTIC DESIGN,
ETC. SOME FIELD NORR
RAJ EP'-MR I PRIRCETOR RJ

PRODL'tV, PROCESS DESIGN,
PRODUCTIOR 1 8UALITY ERG.
ENORS IR CARBRIDGE A BOSTOR
AREA

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

HARDNARE DESIGR A DEVELOPRERT C

REMBER OF TECHRICAL STAFF C

RESEARCH, SALES PRODUCT, P

MARUFACTURING ENGINEERS
^

PESEARCH. SALES. PRODUCT. C

MANUFACTURING
RESEARCH SCIERTISTS C

HARDNARE EROIREER

SEE PLaCERERT SERVICE FOR
ADIIITIOMAL IMFORRATION

MOV 7

NOV 23
MOV S
NOV 10

NOV 20

NOV 19
NOV 7

NOV 12.

I

NOV 17
NOV 20

ROV 19

NOV 17
MOV 18

OV 7

OCT 23

MOV IB
NOV 14

NOV 10
NOV 3
NOV 20
NOV 13

NOV 13

NOV 18
OCT 28
OCT 29
NOV 21
ROV 6
ROV 4

ROV IB

ROV 12

ROV 18

ROV 13,
ROV 13

•OV 12
NOV 14
ROV 14

MOV 31

OCT 20,21 'O'

OCT 27 -P-
OCT 14 -P'
OCT 27, 2B'0'

OCT 22 'P'

OCT 21
OCT IS

OCT 15
OCT 24
OCT 23

OCT 17
OCT 21

OCT 20,21 '0'

OCT S -P'

OCT 14
OCT 16

OCT 15 P-
OCT 10 P'
OCT 20, il O'
OCT 15 P-

OCT 15 -f

OCT 20 'P-
OCT 14, 15
OCT 14, 15
OCT 23 'P'
OCT 14 P'
OCT 20,21

OCT 20 P'

OCT 27, 28 O-

14 OCT 14 P'
OCT 14 P-

OCT 14 P-
OCT 27, i8 0'

OTT 15 'P'

OCT 24 -P-

REMEMBER!!
YOU MUST

REGISTER WITH
UNIVERSITY
PLACEMENT
IN ORDER

TO INTERVIEW.

Additional information on positions, loca-

tions, schedules, etc. at the University

Career Center and at the Whitmore Sign-

up desk.

VISA Code:. P:Permanent Resident Visa:

C: US Citizenship

PLEASE CHECK THE MESSAGE BOARD AND
THE SCHEDULES BOARDS AT THE UNIVERSI-

TY CAREER CENTER FOR CURRENT INTER-

VIEW REQUIREMENTS!! IF YOU MISS AN INTER-

VIEW BECAUSE YOU DID NOT CHECK THESE
SCHEDULES YOU WILL LOSE FUTURE INTER-

VIEWING PRIVELEGES. ALSO REMEMBER TO
PICK UP COMPANY LITERATURE AT THE
CAREER CENTER.

ATTENTION SENIORS:
WHEN YOU HAVE ACCEPTED A
FULL TIME POSITION, PLEASE

LET US KNOW ...

HELP US TO HELP YOU.

ORGANIZATION

INFORMATION SESSIONS

DATE TIME

AEROJET
AMERICAN MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
AMES DEPT. STORES
ANALOG DEVICES
BASF INMONT
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
CODEX
COLGATE DARDEN SCH. U OF
VIRGINIA
CONSORT. GRAD STUDY IN MGT
CONSORT. GRAD STUDY IN MGT.
DEFENSE MAPPING AGENCY
FILENE'S
GENERAL DYNAMICS/ELECTRIC BOAT
LORD & TAYLOR
LOYOLA U OF CHICAGO SCH. OF
LAW
NORFOLK NAVAL SHIPYARD
PROCTER & GAMBLE
SANDERS
THE ANALYTICAL SCIENCES CORP
UNION CAMP
UNITED TECHNOLOGIES
US MARINES (0 CC CONCOURSE)
use. GRAD. SCH. OF BUSINESS
WASHINGTON U SCH. OF LAW

NOV 6
NOV 13
OCT 29
NOV 24
NOV 5
NOV 13
OCT 28
NOV 10

OCT 30
OCT 17
OCT 20
OCT 28
OCT 27
OCT 29
OCT 29

NOV 19
NOV 20
NOV
NOV

3
3

NOV 12
OCT 14
OCT 27, 28
NOV 13
NOV 4

7: 00 PM
7: 00 PM
7: 00 PM
7: 00
7: 00 PM
7: 00 PM
7: 00
4: 00 PM

9: 00
12:00-3:30
7: 00 PM
7 00 PM
7- 00 PM
7 00 PM
11:45 AM

7 iOO PM
7 :00
7 tOO PM
7 :00 PM
7 :00
7 :00 PM
10:00-2:00
10:00 AM
11:00-1:00
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DoonesburY
By Garry Trudeau
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson

0iATI5 MYCANPIPf^aABOUT ^

n'$ ABOiJTA DRU6-FP£a
AMEJUCA' Its ALW ABOUT

j PRU6-FR3B '

- LtAU>eRS>HiP'

/3$ vorej^.youNeep to knou/
UJHICM OF THB CANPlPATBf^ /5

aeANANPAI£RJ, AHqjAJHia4

ISAZONBP-OUT
AVOCADO I -

AS 1 60 ourON 7HB CAIV\PAI6N

TRAIL. I RL£D6B TO YOU ThAT
ll/UllLAIMlAfSBe
AMiLABLa FOR
FULITBSTINO'

OH.

NO

ANyPLAa'AK/TIMB'
JU/ILLFILLANy
BOTTlBf

"No one man can make a difference, but

every man should try.
"

John F. Kennedy

'Ha! Figured you might try escapin',

Bert — so I just took \\\e liberty

of removin' your tiorse's brain."

Gordy By Gorde

ffo You^
eve.

E SCffTTYf"

:jusr ONE

you GO, AAY

YouVE eeef^t RGAPff^&

/ /=o^&iy£ you.
A/£SS>S/^

<
'f^l^A^PTbAJ COMES
AC/i/CALSoMr

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

c.t>f5S...

\
(\

•BUT you HAVCTO t/Vf -ALC

tHWtriFOR. TueNerr two
iEJun., Lose FNe poo^os ^

\J

OK
\

(

\J

»F soy CAW^ ^

WHO C.AN VflU

fool!

"Q
Ûffa.

Campus Pond

I ALSO PROniSE ID PLANT

A KOSt GAKDEN ON THE
CATAPUS POND ISLAND 1

Daily Crossword Ptizzle

Edited by Trudc Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Chooses
5 Basics for a

first grader

9 Member ot the

fold

t3 Skaters milieu

14 Defeat

15 Coach
16 Barely maKes it

18 Unaccompanied
19 Describing some

space
20 Turns to

22 A — robins m
her hair

24 Partake of the

picnic

25 Body, to a

biologist

28 Be good
33 Clears out

38 Architectural

style

39 Sshaped
molding

40 Impassive

42 Grocery list

Item

43 Glorily

45 Softens

47 Arrangement

49 Camper s cover

50 Teachers org

52 Arctic plain

57 Rats

63 Entertainer

Burnett

64 Napoleonic

marshal

65 Enpr asses one s

opinion

67 Tidal tx)re

68 Pan ot QED
69 Pony up
70 Gives a

once-over

71 Neophyte
72 Villain s looksee

DOWN
1 Welles ot

Citizen Kane
2 t^ake angry

3 Small hardware

Items

4 Trapshooting of

a sort

By Sal

Bloom County

Armcope. TmMiuTflpy
HA5 men LooKm for
OM£F0R%flR6...

\

TVU^eineM A$...M..

RefVBiic" aoims ^

/

1V0K

OFF.

PO m/ Hfl"^MY IPEA

wHATHftppens meN
"YOU Hlf<F UP 1^ f^lF< OF
5H0f^5^NP yOURLBG5
Am ONi.Y TWO INCHES

LCNO^

NO.

im exppesdioh

16 CAUeP
^oerriNO /?

WEPCflB."

B(/ri5HfiN'r
eLfiBORffre.

5 Raiders of the

Lost —
6 Pear

7 Haiti s neighbor

8 Manner
9 Humdinger

10 At the peak

1

1

Lake in E
California

12 Br machine
gun

15 Experienced

17 Came up
21 Big dog. for

short

23 Moat
26 Early feminist

Lucretia —
27 Going on

29 Part of a parka

30 One ot Woody s

children

31 Sight trom a

picture window

32 School sub|

33 Moves up and
down

34 Like Andersen s

duckling

35 Letters

36 Pugency

37 Jim-dandy

41 Not worth a

red —
44 Upper house

46 Stymied

48 Diner owner on

TV's Alice

51 Strong point

53 Twangy

54 Monotonoul
hum

55 66. eg
56 Make a change
57 Widgeon
58 Whan
59 Egg on

60 Jug handles

61 Grand Oie —
62 Close

66 From — Z

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

n 1^— ~H^
JT ~ii'^

sr "Bf*" ^gJT"

MMMHSI ^llBI ^^ ^"""
^P^P ^l^^il

1" ^'-
n ^m^ [»

Lunch
Spinach and

Mushroom Quiche

Tacos

Basics Lunch
Garden Sandwich

Spinach and

Mushroom Quiche

Menu
Dinner

Pineapple Ham Steak

Savory Beef Strudel/Mushroom
Sauce

Fruit Plate with Orange Bread

Basics Dinner

Baked Cod/Lemon Wedge
Broccoli and Cheese Strudel

Weather
A

TODAY: Morning sunshine, becoming partly cloudy and

breezy in the afternoon. High's in the 60's.

TOMORROW: Partly cloudy with a chance of showers,

highs in the 60's.

Today's Staff
Night Editor Steve Higgms

Copy Editor L^^ Hettmger

Photo Tech Rob Ske ton

UYOUt Tech Bethanne Moskov

Production Supervisor Bethanne Moskov

Productlon:Pam Bracken, Maura McHugh, Keith

Cooper and Mike Cooper.

Executive Board — Fa I of 1986

by Berke Breathed

DODE LEVENSON
tditor in Chief

JOHN YONCE
Managing Editor

STEVE RUBIN
Businesi Manager

ROB SKELTON
Editorial Editor

WILLIAM SPAIN

Editonal Editor

ANSEL ZINTER

Production Manager

STEVE RUBIN

Business Manager

PAUL H. LESSER

Advertising Sales Manager

VANESSA ROTH
Finance Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marketing Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Circulation Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Subicripuon Manager
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• women's soccer vs, UNH
continued from page 12

The Minutewomen spent about eighty percent of the

first half in th*» '^'w Hampshire end, but were denied after

the opening goal.

In the second half the Wildcats, now 4-2-1, looked like

a different team. UNH came out quickly and brought the

ball into the UMass end immediatly.

"UNH suprised me," Banda said. "They didn't hang

back. They played an open game and gave us a good test."

The UMass defense came together, though, and did not

surrender a shot on goaL

The momentum soon returned to the Minutewomen and

the play was back in the New Hampshire end for most

of the remainder of the game.

Chris Schmitt got the second goal for the Minutewomen.

With 35:40 left, the junior back blasted a shot into the

top left corner from about 30 feet out to make it 2-0.

"We're a very young team that's building around

defense," UNH coach Marge Anderson said of her squad,

which includes 11 freshmen. "Janene played well but she

did not look as good as she has. She should not have allow-

ed the last two goals. It should have been a 1-0 game."

Junior tri-captain Debbie Belkin finished the scoring

for UMass when she beat a diving Tilden into the lower

right corner with 12:20 remaining. Freshman Sarah

Szetela got the assist.

"The fact that they had no shots on goal is misleading

because they threatened," Banda said. " But Til take no

shots allowed every game. We didn't play intelligently,

though. We have to get our act together because we can't

afford to play this way against Brown (Saturday)."

Free Kicks: The game was somewhat of a homecom-

ing for Anderson, who played soccer for UMass from

1978-81, including two years under Banda.

Sports Notice

There will be a mandatory meeting for members of the

women's track team and any new members who wish

to participate in the winter season. The meeting will be

Thursday at 4:30 p.m. in room 249 in Boyden.

Everyone is expected to attend, but those who absolute-

ly cannot attend should call coach Kalekeni Banda at

545-4343 or stop into the track office on the second floor

of Boyden before the meeting.

Football team in limbo

Thanks to an administrative oversight, the University

of Massachusetts athletic department failed to turn in the

proper paperwork to insure eligibility for this week's

NCAA National Division I-AA poll an official close to the

football team said yesterday.

As a result, the UMass football team was omitted from

this week's national poll released Monday evening. The

team, ranked 14th last week, improved its record to 4-0

with its 31-17 victory over Rhode Island Saturday.

Now's
the time
to call..

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning •

eating place

SUN - THURS
6 AM - 3 AM
FRI & SAT

OPEN 24 HOURS

BREAKFAST SERVED
ANYTIME

BEER & WINE
SERVED 'TIL MIDNITE
PLENTY OF PARKING
CAMPUS PLAZA

NEXT TO SUPER STOP A SHOP)
Rte. 9 • Hadley/Amherst

256-6889
EMPLOYMENT APPLICATIONS

BEING.TAKEN

CHINESE KITCHEN
FAST FOOD

RESTAURANT

Eat In or Take Out Hours

Sunday Noon to 10 PM
MonSat 11:30 AM to 10 PM

Pu-Pu Platter $12.00

Try Our Luncheon-Dinner Specials

Only $1 .49 before 3 PM, $1 .90 after 3 PM
2 LOCATIONS

430 Russel St (Rt 9)

HADLEY
253-2571

150 King St

NORTHAMPTON
586-8220

THIS

WEEKS
SPECIALS

BECKS LIGHT & DARK $1.50

MEISTER BRAU & MILLER PITCHERS $2.75

COFFEE SOMBRERO $1.25

ROSI SPRITZER'S 99«

LttlCHES SERVED DAILY 11 :30 - 2

FREE MORS D'OEUVRES
EVERY AFTERNOON AT MIKE'S

>^^^^^^^^^^^^mj!^!̂ mi^m,i^MMiMi!immmmMMMmmm!iiismm
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THE STUDENT SLIDE RULE
CALCULATOR THAT NEVER NEEDS BATTERIES

THE LIGHT
POWERED
TI-30 SLR

from
TEXAS

INSTRUMENTS

$14.95
list - $17.95

• Functions designed specifically for students, and a special power system design-

ed to work in almost any light.

• It has a solar/light panel instead of batteries, so It doesn't even need an "on-off"

switch. If you have enough light to work, so does the calculator - automatically.

•Contains the advanced algebraic and trigonometric functions today's math and

science students need.

• Most-needed slide rule funtions at the touch of a key: Roots. Powers. Reciprocals.

Common and natural logs. And more
• Angular conversion for degrees, radians, and grads.

•Easy to use four-key memory with Constant Memory feature

• Handles even the largest or smallest numbers with scientific notation.

•AOS algebraic operating system makes it easy. Just enter problems as they are

written, left-to-right.

•Liguid crystal display shows 8 digits in standard mode, or 5-digit mantissa with

2-dlgit exponent for scientific notation.

M—F 9-5
QXjmVERSITY
STORED

3

V/////////////////////////ry/////^^^^

CINEMA

WEDNESDAY - SATURDAY

ENTRE NOUS
7:00

DESERT HEARTS
9:00

DOUBLE FEATURE $3.00

DOWNTOWN AMHERSr 253-5426

GREAT DAILY
SPECIALS!
ALL DAY!

EVERYDAY!

TACOVILLA
NORTHAMPTON AMHCRST

«) BOirWOOO WALK
iS6 8217

Beer t Wine
Served

SPItlNGFICLD

r4<) iUMNER AVE
/aa 0fi9

Bring tour Own
Beei t Wine

Plumblcy's
oil llio UMiiiiiori'^

Dishwashing positions

now available

Earn extra spending

money. Room for

advancement. Apply

at the Valley's favorite

restaurant Plumbley's

off the Common
Downtown Amherst

FILM

These are the most appealing,

optimisoc, kdealistfc, impassioned

people of their time with

everything to live for.

This was Jewish Poland, 1930.

Wednesday, October 8

7:30pm

CC904-08

FREE

IMAGE BEFORE MY EYES

SUJQAB
* Most Americans consume about 33 teaspoons of sugar a day.

* 70% of the sugar you consume is in processed foods.

* Sugar is the leading ingredient added to foods.
* High sugar consumption has been related to obesity and

dental cavities.

* Sugar has little nutritional value.

SENSIBLE SUQQESTIONS

You don't have to give up all your favorite sweets

but try to eat sweets in moderation.

Cut down on portions.

Put the sugar bowl avay.

Use spices like cinnamon or nutmeg instead of sugar.

Substitute nature's candy - FRUIT - for some dessrts and snacks.

Division of Health Education and University Vending Services

ACTIVITIES •AUDIO
AUTO FOR SALE • CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT • FOR RENT

FOR SALE • FOUND
HELP WANTED 'LOST

CLASSIFIED
INSTRUCTION • MOTORCYLCLES
PERSONALS • RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED -SERVICES
ROOMATE WANTED • TRAVEL

WANTED •SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI - 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PROIR TO PUBLICATION. CASH IN ADVANCE, ISc/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

WORK STUDY (4.05$hr) 8 12 tirs Ak

flex hrs assist in lab work on soil, plant

samples no exp required call Morteza at

545-2259 between 10AM-4PM

79 HONDA CIVIC. Runs well good con-

dition $750 or best otter Cal! Cam.
549-0053

74 PLYMOUTH VAUANT new transmis

sion dependable, asking $350 665-8114

GRADUATES AND 25' students Social

Hour every Thursday 5 00 Blue Wall

Campus Center BuHd a tradition' Meet

each other'

•JEWISH CULTURAL DAYS*
Breaking Down Barriers' teens discuss

black and Jewish relations 7 30PM 10/8

Webster Lounge

ALPHA PHI OMiOA

ARE YOULOOklN^ lor the atmosphere

ol a fraternity or sorority but don't have

the time they demand? Do you leel more

comfortable in a coed environmenf Then

Alpha Phi Omega is for you The only

coed fraternity on campus, we are a ser-

vice fraternity with unlimited social

possibilities Check us out Rush dates

Oct 7,8,14 at 6:00PM. room 41 5A Student

Union

AUDIO

BILL lORAL

HAPPY 19TH WHAT a great

monthst I love you. Rebekah

CASH

BED FOR SALE single box and mattress

firsi S25 takes it 584-2905 eves (Alan)

1979 CHEVY WAGON. 99.400 miles,

new clutch Best offer 536-5434 Even
ings week-ends

MEN'S 3 SPEED ccm bike or 2 Goodyear

snow tires radials P18580R13 both ex-

cellent condition BO 594-4202 Leave
message

GUCCI WATCHES FOR ladies many
styles only $30 call Brian 6 7426

FISHER SfV 87S speakers $ 1 00 each

Interested? Call 546-6117 Kyle

PAYING CASH FOR your baseball cards

please call Mike 549-0333

OfSPiRATILY SEEKING VW RAiBIT

LOOKING FOR RABBIT in good condi-

tion Nodiesel Need $? Have it? Ill buy

it call today-549-1634 leave message

S12K MACINTOSH. IMAGEWRITER,
Macnifty Audio. Digitizer, stereo cable

carrying cases, Macwnte. Macpaint, The
Word, studio session composer, lode run-

ner, Sargon, others Top condition,

$2300 Call Matt, 6-7001, for details

LOST

H.P. lie CALCULATOR m library towe'

Please call 546-4778 lor reward

CASH REWARbll For return of black

leather wallet Lost on 10/1 somewhere
between Southwest and Thompson 106

If found please call Larry at 546-8419

LOST GOLD RING with amethyst stone

Wednesday October 1st in town sen-

timental value reward if found call

549-0549

HEART "SHAPED PENDANt^t

h

"

3
pearls if found please call 549-7378

Reward

TO OUR CLIENT Cara Solving cases,

bouncing on tennis courts, or living in

Miami we'll always tie best friends' Hap-

py birthday Love, Maddy. Dave & the

rest of the Blue Moon Detective Agency'

CARA SMYTH BUSiCH m your Reeboks'

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TANYA!!!! We re so

psyched that you're finally 21- it's going

to be great' Have a super day Much love.

Player and Elizabeth

MICHELE, MY VOLUPTUOUS room

mate, I'm a lucky dog' l m a lucky dog'

You lose things that aren't yours and you

can't hold your liquor but I love you

anyway' Stacey

1978 AUDI NEW paint, slicker S1500
253-9393

LOST EARRINOS

ON CduCH IN Campus Gentler Con
course, near Blue Wall They are big twirl-

ed copper wire earrings Very sentimen-

tal please return, if found call 549-1634

HAPPY 25TH BIRTHDAY Bnan What
am I going to do with you now that you've

hit the quarter century mark'' Don t even

think about kicking thirty in the head

without me' Be good Love, Sugar Ray

POTSY THANX FOR Friday night and

Saturday The stars were tseautilul on

Sunday too I love yal Pinky

RIDERS NEEDED

WOULDN'T YOU L«E to go to beautiful

sunny Rochester, t^ Y ' Well. ! need
riders I'm leaving Fri 10/10 and return-

ing Mon 10/13 II interested, call

?56-8378 and ask foi Vanessa

RIDE WANTED

TO BINGHAMTON-ITHACA NY.
on Friday Oct 10 call 546-4220

ROOMMATES WANTED

RESPONSIBLE FOR LG apt on bus route

own room furnished but bnng bed $210
for room plus utilities call 323-4989 before

2PM 323-6311x530 after

SQUIRE VILLAGE ON bus route near

stores share large 2-bedroom IVj bath

townhouse grad prefered Partly furnish-

ed $232 665-2577

ENTERTAINMENT
FOUND

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH ARSOspeakers

Brand new Warranty Type used m
dance bar, aerobics studios $1500 list

For sale $750 call 253-9687

MUSICIANS NEEDED FOR perfor

mances at Belchertown State School

Funding available Contact Bruce
256-4236

SINGLE KEY ON a BMW keyring You
can pick It up at the information desk in

the Campus Center concourse

HELP WANTED

MOTORCYCLE

YAMAHA VERAGO 926CC shaft drive

digital new rubber oval discs low miles

helmet $1200 4C Brandywine stop by

TED KENNEDY WE want to parly with

you' Orange Reeboks and Birthday Girl

RED SOX ALL the way in 86

AUTO FOR SAU

79 HONDA ACCORD Excellent engine.

spot of rust on body New clutch, fuel

lank, exhaust system transmission Must

sell, asking $1400 or BO' Call Nik

549-4834

1975 BMW 2002 good condition $1600

call 256-6497

1978 CHEVY MONZA good body

reliable transportation, great gas milage

new radiator and iires Must sell S450 or

B O call 253 2807 Jen leave message

79 VW RABBIT REG aas $1?00 nicp

dependable (.-.^
''''"--

1977 PLYMOUTH VOlARE aQ'^

Slanl/6 Excellent rriechftn.cal c-ond:tiOii

Sf550 5'19"'166

72 BMW 2002 n-j.'

sunrool. ml;^
586-4120

1982 MAZDA 626LX 52000 tus S-:;"^

F>?T-83.37 asi- toi Mii-e

1970 MG MIDGET excellent condition

must see call 546-7031

FOR A OOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-DISK ENTERTAINMENT
Agency • Disc)ockeys, Bands. Lights and

Large screen video dances 549-7144

FORRfNT

ROOMS JUST BECAME available in a

fraternity Great home cooked meals and

a unique social atmosphere For more in-

fo call Tom at 549-5515

SINGLE ROOM FOR rent 500 yards away
from Grad Tower PBA stops m front

549-5039

LANTERN COURT TAKE ove' 2 bdrm
laa<!e trom October 15 call 665-845'

FOR SALE

PROFESSORS EXAM FILES ,

pnameenng calculus Dhys . . ,,

••<;.Ti,5(rv a" University Store

COMPUTER TERMINAL * modern fo'

.IP $200 Cheap 256 867S

KEG TAPS FOR sale' Brand new, never
s.'d K?g taps only $25 PacKies charge

S46 to'useo laps Don't waste you-

money' New taps S26 Call tony
256 1438 today

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent free meals

Light clean-up
Call Cheryl at AXO

545 2152

1981 KAWASAKI 550. a bit dirty but runs

perfectly and is a great buy Oil was
changed regularly and has many after

market pans $500 cheap, call late even-

ings 549-5091 ask lor Steve

HAPPY BIRTHDAY SMY! Hope its a

good one, we love you Tons. Casey, Er-

nie & Sasha

PART TIME CASHIER wanted for local

store Some nights and weekends
Please call 564-3603

nIeo' a job? Like travel? Ambitious
people needed to market unique travel

product with no existing competition Ex-

cellent experience lor business, com-
munication and HRTA maprs No ex-

perience necessary, car helpful Contact

Mary 549-6118

DEEHFIELD IN^f-SERVER asst s

wanted All shifts Call Nancy 77i!-2359

MANAGER TRAINEES NATIONWIDE
Tool Co ,

expanoing m Amherst Now tm

ing 25 new employees great money e«
ceTlen! working cond $ career opoortu'n

Iv Par! and full time wo'K For interview

call Wilhe 256-4101

UNION VIDEO CENTER s ninng Two
work study positions avaii No exD need
ed Call 645-1336

SUPERIOR PIZZARIA NORTH Amhersi
Flexible hours dunng the week mommg
0' night drivers who know the area

wanted call 549-0626

NONWORK-STUDY

PART TIME GAS attendani
v,,-fK^-nds Hadley 256-6875

luli-servt*

CLASSIFIEDS WORK
FROM A - Z

HOMEMADE CHOCOLATE
CHIP COOKIES

HI! I NEED a ride to FitchDurg/Ft Devens
area on Thursday Oct 9. attei 4 1 mull

share gas expensas and bake chocolate

chip cookies Please call Jennifer

256 8883 after 4

SCERA, THE STUDENT Center for

educational research and advocacy, is

hiring nonworksludy positions to

research and organize student issues like

study space, racism, financial aid

heterosexism. etc One position for

graduate student deals specifically with

anti-Semitism Women and people of col-

or encouraged to apply Applications

available m SCERA. 422 Student Union

Due 10/15 a! 3 30 PM AA/EEO 54&.0341

PERSONALS

CREATIVE MINDS WANTED! Artiilb

writers Communications majors and
anyone witti innovative ideas We will

publish your work m the Southwest
newspaper Circulation is 5&00 For infor

rnalion or if irtteresteo come to the SWAG
Office in Hampden or call 645-0960

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY LAU! Hoping for

man^ metre t love yoc J B

TO THE BURGLARS in 318 Cance- nice

try guys better luck next time -Delta

Smooth Vice

LONELY MALE DESPERATELY leeKng
companion o' mnmate trtend Please call

Vinny at 546-7734 Ask tor PooRip

3RD SPIRIT- HAPPY birthday you ho;

Italian Momma" Don't you all of a sud
'^ Love. The 2nd

NELSON- OF ZETA PSIl You're a lousy

lover and you kiss like a goldlish' All the

girts agree!'

JEFF^ORRY ABOUT the misunderstan

ding Sat nite in Cramplon Please call so

I can explain Lana 231A 6-1471

SUE- FMISS you somuch. Love Mega

BRIAN DAHLINi< QUESS~|eans?' Never

heard ol em' I'm into bellbottomed

wrangler cords, stili interested''

Jenny-bug

SERVICES

TERRIFTc TYPING FROM "Spaedy"
keys Professional reliable service

256-1002 ,
8am- 11pm

TYPING. TAPE fnANSCRTpfidNS^
Fast accurate, 665-7652

OlSSERTATIOrr BLUES? PROFES-
SIONAL editor can help writing/pro-

ofreading Student rates Call 256-6150

TO SUBLET

AMHERST CTRIbdr apt 400 (heat &M
water inci) Laundry & storaga 256- 1647

den feel like a Carvef^
Spi'

LISA FAJNOR No. I dtdn'l (orget your

birthday -I'm coming up «o watch out' An

ticipating the moment Love Mikelle (MK)

NONVIOLENCE BEGINS AT breakfast

For information on vegetarianism, contact

UMass Animal Rights Coalition 259-1626

ATTENTION WE ARE pleased to

welcome Roz to the varsity team She !•

neve' see J V agam' Love, the angry

Babies P S Stock uo U Store bags no a'

PLAYOFF SOUVENIRS

CATCH THE PENNANT 'ever See us on

the concourse Wednesday i Fnday SSS
enterprises

POLITICAL WORK

WHY FLIP BURGERS or wait tables''

You can get the training and resoect ol

a professional paid activist Earn

$36-50 00 daily Now hiring lull/part lime

Call clean water action. 549-7450

PROFESSIONAL TYPINO SERVICE

PAPERS, CASES. DISSERTATIONS-
dependable on-campus reasonable.
584 7924, Nancy

TYPINO ft WORD PROCESSING

next" day SERVICE, Type Pile

323-4579

TYPINO SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING, Long or short pro-

(f>i,ti Meticulous proofreading Rush tobs

OK New IBM typewrite' 549036^

TRAVEL

MONTREAL COLLEGE WEEKEND Oct

3; ,ijov 2 $79 Cali S«ndv ';• Debbie

665-4729

WANTED

A FULL SIZE Don spring cal' after 7 00

PM b49-07in

MODELS NEEDED FOR hair snow on

Oc 13 for an eduacationai tor hai'

dressers inquire before Oct 11 at

5867477

LOSE 10-29 EXCESS lbs/month with her

bai weight control No drugs No exercise

too percent guaranteed Call Mark

5465938

ADVANCED DRUMMER LOOKING for

pro set will pay good money call 584 9587

after 5PM
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SPORTS

Minutewomen downUNH, 3-0

Collcfnan photu by Paul Desmarais

Sophomore forward Michelle Powers (right) defends against a University of New Hampshire
player yesterday at Boyden Field. The Minutewomen beat UNH, 3-0.

Minutewomen to host
the rival Huskies

Roundtree, Schmitt
and Belkin score
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

You know things are going well when you can post a

convincing victory while two of your key players are on

the bench and you don't play as well as you are capable.

Things are going just fine for the University of

Massachusetts women's soccer team, which beat the

University of New Hampshire, 3-0, yesterday at Boyden

Field.

Sophomore forward Cathy Cassady, who injured her

knee in Sunday's 2-1, double-overtime victory over

Rutgers, and sophomore back Sue Montagne, who has

been experiencing neck spasms, did not play.

And although the Minutewomen dominated the

Wildcats throughout the game, UMass coach Kalekeni

Banda feels that there is room for improvement.

"It's nice to get a regional win," Banda said. "But we
didn't go out early enough and get the job done. UNH
played well and the game was still close at halflime, so

I had to leave my starters in. I wish more players had got-

ten a chance to play."

Sophomore goalie Carla DeSantis earned the shutout

for UMass without facing a shot.

The win was not only significant in that it was the

seventh in a row for the Minutewomen and raised their

record to 7-2-1, but also because it was against a New
England rival, which will be important when playoff time

arrives.

The Minutewomen took the ball into the New Hamp-
shire end from the start and had several near misses in

the first ten minutes. Those shots that were on goal were

stopped by UNH goalie Janene Tilden.

TTie sophomore netminder showed why she came into

the game with a 0.20 goals against average and five

shutouts, stopping the aggresive Minutewomen often to

keep her team in the game, but was finally beaten seven-

teen minutes into the contest.

Sophomore forward Beth Roundtree made a nice move
to elude a Wildcat defender and put a shot into the left

side of the net to give UMass a 1-0 lead with 27:55 re-

maining in the half

continued on pagf W

By LINDA DELIVORIAS
Collegian Correspondent

Green Bay Packers head coach Vince
Lombardi used to say a tie was like kiss-

ing your sister.

With that thought in mind, the seventh-

ranked University ofMassachusetts field

hockey team hopes to extend its seven-

game winning streak against Nor-
theastern University, a team they tied

last season, 1-1, today at 3 p.m. at Totman
Field.

"Nor-
theastern is

a turf team,
so we have
a definite

advantage
playing at

home,"
head coach
Pam Hixon
said. "They
lost a

number of

players to

graduation,

SporU Informmtioii photo

Junior Lynn Carlson

but have improved steadily this

season."

The 8-1 Minutewomen are coming off an
impressive 4-2 win over Maine on Sunday,
but the Black Bears' two goals ended net-

minder Lynn Carlson's shutout string at

six games. Carlson, a senior, has been a

human vacuum cleaner all year, allowing

a mere four goals in nine games.
Last year UMass and the Huskies

played to a 11 deadlock at the end of

regulation, but Northeastern head coach
Joan Broderick declined an offer to let the

teams battle it out in overtime despite

Hixon's approval.

"We're hungry for the win," Hixon said.

"I'm encouraged by the team's progress,

we're making positive strides each game.
But we can't be satisfied with just one per-

formace. We have to play with the same
intensity for the rest of the season, and
not get lackluster."

The Huskies come into the contest spor-

ting an impressive 6-2 slate. Their most
recent victory was a 3-1 upset of

California-Berkeley on Sunday, but Nor-

theastern knows they must play above

and beyond their capabilities if they want
to return to Boston with win number
seven.

"UMass has a lot of outstanding players

that must be contained, and we have a lot

of respect for them. But we're ready for

them, and our players feel they have
somehting to prove after last season,"

assistant coach Cheryl Murtaugh said.

Senior co-captain Karen Davidson and
sophomore Jeannie Fisher lead a balanc-

ed offensive attack, while Lisa
Defrancesco is a defenive demon from her
center-back position. Lisa Boudreau is a
consistent goalie with a 1.00 goals against

average.

"We graduated four key players, so our
offense is a lot different from last year.

Last season the team would look to our
seniors for scoring, but this season we're

playing together as a team, and one
player isn't dominating on offense," Mur-
taugh said. "We have to play well to beat

UMass and mix up our offense. I don't

think the grass will be a big factor. We
prefer playing on turf because of our de-

cent speed, but we've played on grass

three times already and it hasn't made
that much of a difference."

Free hits: Last year's UMass-NU tie

game was almost equal statistically, as

well as on the scoreboard. The
Minutewomen ammassed 12 shots, 7

penalty corners, and 8 saves; while the

Huskies compiled 12 shots, 6 penalty cor-

ners, and 6 saves...Senior co-captain Lisa

Griswold was one of the few offensive

standouts of the contest, as she chalked

up 3 shots and was credited with UMass'

lone assist...Hixon continues to downplay

the NCAA tournament as a motivational

goal. "If we take care of ourselves, con-

tinue to execute and improve each game,

then we won't have to rely on others to

determine our fate," she said.

Volleyball hits the road
Cole out
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

The University of

Massachusetts volleyball

team will look to extend its

winning streak to 10
straight, as the spikers

(12-1 overall and 1-0 in the

Atlantic 10) travel to Con-
nnecticut to face Fairfield

University.

"We are going to work
on our serving a lot

tougher and opening up
our offense a little more,"
head coach Elaine Sortino

said. "This match will give

us a chance to work on a
few things."

Like UMass, Fairfield is

also in its maiden season
as a Division I school, and
sports a record of 4-6 before

last night's game with
Trinity College. Fairfield

was swept by Holy Cross
and Hartford, two teams
the Minutewomen had lit-

tle trouble with at all.

"We're still in our
building years as a Divi-

sion I school. Our team is

comprised mostly of

freshman and
sophomores," Fairfield

head coach Jean Osbourne
said. "Our ground game
(defense) is our strongest

suit. The hitters are very

young, so our hitting is an
up-and-coming sort ofi

thing."

Fairfield is led by team
assist leader Anne
Kupferschmidt and
freshman middle hitter Liz

Kenyon. FU is also paced
by 6-3 sophomore hitter

Leila Metzker. Fairfield

has also been snakebitten

by injuries, as several key
players will not see action

tonight.

The same can be said for

the Minutewomen, who
lost the services of co-

captain Debbie Cole. The
senior defensive specialist

dislocated her left pinky
finger while digging a ball

in practice on Monday.
Cole will definitely be out

for tonight's match, but is

hoped to be ready for this

weekend's A- 10 battles

against Duquesne Unver-
sity and West Virginia
University.

"We're real optomistic
about Debbie's condition.

It was pretty bad, but it

could have been a lot

worse," Sortino said.

"Hopefully, she'll be ready
for this weekend.

Collegian photo by Paul Dtwinarals

Middle hitter Marcy Guiliotis fleft) prepares
to put down an assist from setter Karen
Ferguson in action earlier this year.
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HOW MANY PEOPLE? - First-

time jumper Amy Needham, a
senior at Wheaton College, per-
forms a tandemjump with instruc-

tor Dave Strickland from LaFieur
Airport in Northampton.

Child care fee
passes easily

Computer plan rejected

By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

Supporters of a plan to establish a fund for child care

said yesterday they were pleased with Student Govern-

ment Association elections in which students voted their

approval of the fund, while opponents said the vote did

not reflect the sentiments of the whole student body.

The rejection of a referendum asking students if their

fees should go up to pay for the wiring of offices and dorm

rooms for computers brought expressions of satisfaction

from students opposed to the increase, and a clarification

from an administrator working on the computer plan.

Little expected from superpowers meeting

Panel discusses nearing summit
By CARYN BOWERS
Collegian Staff

A panel of three authorities on arms control agreed last

night that little would result from next week's meeting

bttweL'n the United States and Soviet Union.

The three-member panel consisting of William Taub-

man. James P. Rubin and Allan Krass spoke in front of

more than 150 people in a discussion presented by the Five

College Program in Peace and World Security Studies at

Amherst College.

William Taubman, professor of political science at

Amherst College predicted that President Reagan and

Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev would make enough pro-

gj'ess to guarantee the next summit.

"A funny thing happened to Reagan and Gorbachev on

the way to the summit," said Taubman. referring to the

Daniloff-Zakharov case. "They almost didn't get there,"

he said.

According to Taubman, the Daniloff-Zakharov issue was

another blow to the meeting agreement in Iceland.

However, he said they still share common interests in

economic and social issues.

"One can see why Gorbachev is eager for a summit, but

he cannot afford another one like Geneva, where nothing

was accomplished." he said.

James P. Rubin, senior research analyst for the Arms

Control Association in Washington D.C. called Taubman's

view optimistic, and said the two sides are as far apart

as they've ever been.

"We're many, many years away from final negotia-

tions." he said.

According lo Rubin, the US has rejected almost all

policies on arms control under the last six presidents, and

the Reagan Administration s approach to arms control has

been disastrous.

"The devil of arms control has always been the detail."

he explained.

"Reagan wants a shield that will protect the US like

a roof protects a family from the rain." Rubin said.

Allan Krass, professor of physics and science policy at

Hampshire College and senior arms analyst for the Union

of Concerned Scientists, said the issue of arms control is

very misleading and "is played as a game, a game as a

result of domestic and political factors."

Vote results

Child care: YES
1807 (76 percent) said yes, 574 <24 percent) said no

Wiring fee: NO
2063 (86 percent) voted no. 268 ill percent i voted vr.sl

There were two questions on the ballot during elections

held Monday and Tuesday: one on whether a line should

be added to semester biJJ.s giving sfudent.s a chance to

donate to the child care fund and another asking whether

students approved of a $271 fee increase for a new lelecum

munications system.

The child care question passed by a large margin, while

the telecommunications question was resoundingly

defeated.

Child care advocate Chris Alibrandi said she felt "like

all the hard work finally paid off. We're one .step clo.ser

to helping out single parents, particularly women, who
often have limited access to the University due to the need

for child care."

"Its wonderful, " said M. Lynne Murphy, who circulated

petitions to get the question on the ballot. "I thought we
would win. but I didn't think it would be by .so much. It

shows the administration what the students want."

An opponent of the referendum. Southwest .senator Ar-

thur Stevenson, said he was disappointed in the referen-

dum's outcome and disagreed with Murphy's assessment

of the vote's meaning.
"If you did a poll, I .still think the majority would be

against it," Stevenson said. "I don't think the people op-

posed to the referendum did a good enough job of presen-

ting the case that this could mushroom into a whole bunch

of (semester bill] line items."

SGA president Bill Bennett had said he was opposed to

the referendum because he believed the majority of

students opposed it, and stuck to that opinion yesterday.

continued on page 3

Group promoting disarmament heads for T>.C.

Peace marchers walk across the country

in protest of the nuclear arms race

By PAUL MASCIOLI
Collegian Correspondent

Franklin Folsom, the oldest person on the

Great Peace March for Global Nuclear

Disarmament, will speak at 8 p.m. today

in Campus Center Room 917.

Folsom is a 79-year-old resident of

Boulder, Colorado. He was a Rhodes

scholar, journalist and has written over 60

books, most of them for children.

Folsom has celebrated his 50th wedding

anniversary and his 79th birthday en

route.

The group is marching across the US to

promote nuclear disarmament. They will

arrive in Washington D.C. Nov. 15 with

their message for the President and the

Congress.

The Great March for Peace was organiz-

ed by a Hollywood group, PRO—Peace. The
group tried to attract 5,000 people to march

and raise $13 million. PRO—Peace raised

$3 million, most of which never reached the

marchers due to mismanagement.
Early on in the march, the marchers

went through a reorganization period that

disassociated the march from PRO—Peace

and cut the number of marchers from 1 ,500

to 500. The marchers created a nonprofit

corporation titled The Great March for

Nuclear Disarmament and began raising

the funds they need along the way. The
marchers need $3,000 a day to continue.

The marchers have received contribu-

tions from peace groups across the country

including the Peace Development Fund in

Amherst. Additionally, individuals have

made large donations to the march. Yoko
dno and Paul Newman have donated

$10,000 apiece.

Oldest peace marcher will speak tonight

By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

Beset by hardship, taken in by people

across the nation and growing in strength

and numbers, the 700 members of the

Great Peace March have walked across

the country for seven months in protest

of the nuclear arms race.

The marchers are now in New Jersey

and are on there way to New York,

Philadelphia and finally Washington D.C.

for a rally, said 72-year-old marcher and

University of Massachusetts graduate

student Phyllis Rodin.

"We have learned that one person can

make a difference. We're not afraid to

take risks," she said. "If people who stay

at home think globally and act locally,

things will get done."

continued on page 4

Photo courtrty of Michelle Segall

PRO—Peace marcher Phyllis
Rodin
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Red Sox beat Angels, 9-2, to tie the playoffs
... 1 .1 t.,«l mt 1 1- il-_i U1„J D

BOSTON (AP) - In the battle of the bad

bounces, blunders and bizarre plays, the

Boston Red Sox won their most important

game of the season yesterday.

With every ball an adventure in Fenway
Park's late afternoon sun and swirling

wind, the Red Sox beat the California

Angels 9-2 and evened the best-of-seven

American League playoffs at one victory

apiece.

No team has ever won a playoff series

after losing the first two games at home,

and some luck and strange occurences

enabled Boston to avoid that precarious

position.

"It's a game ofhuman beings. Errors are

going to be made," Boston Manager John

McNamara said. "That's the nature of the

game."
The Red Sox broke a 2-2 tie in the fifth

when Dwight Evans' pop fly was lost in the

sun and wind and fell for a tie-breaking

double. Boston broke the game open with

three runs in the seventh, helped by three

Angels errors, and three more in the

eighth, two on Jim Rice's homer.

Only five errors were charged, three by

California, but a half-dozen other balls

caused trouble because of either the condi-

tions or poor judgment.

"No use in me discussing what happen-

ed because I don't understand them,"

California Manager Gene Mauch said.

For awhile, it seemed like the last team

to touch the ball would lose. Even the

game's final out was in doubt when a

grounder skipped off third baseman Wade
Boggs' chest before he recovered to get a

force at second.

Now, the scene shifts to Anaheim
Stadium, site of the next three meetings.

Game 3 is scheduled for tomorrow night.

The Red Sox bunched seven hits in the

first two innings, including a leadoff triple

by Boggs and a following double by Marty
Barrett, who had three hits, but managed
only a 2 lead. Then, as the shadows crept

across the infield, the Angels began creep-

ing back into the game and they eventual

Iv tied it in the fifth on Wally Joyner's

home run, the first ever by a rookie in a

playoff game.
But in the bottom of the fifth, with two

outs and Bill Buckner on first base, Don

Baylor drew a walk on a 3-2 pitch from

starter and loser Kirk McCaskill that bare

ly missed outside.

Evans, hitless in the series, followed with

a high pop fly behind second base. Short-

stop Dick Schofield and second baseman

Bobby Grich converged on it, both taking

turns looking at the ball and each other.

At the last moment, Grich lunged

backwards for the ball, but it dropped for

a two-base hit that allowed Buckner to

score.

The luck that enabled Boston to take the

lead stayed with them in the top of the

sixth. With one out, Grich .singled and took

second on Schofield's single off starter and

winner Bruce Hurst.

Bob Boone, the Angels' best career hit

ter against Hurst, lined a single to left and

Rice came up throwing. Grich rounded

third in full stride but suddenly stopped as

thrid baseman Boggs cut off the throw.

Boggs then threw to shortstop Spike Owen,

nailing Grich as he scrambled back the

base.

Grich sprang to his feet, screaming at

third base coach Moose Stubing. Grich

threw his hands up in the air before slam-

ming his helmet to the ground.
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YOM KIPPUR
at Chabad House

EVERYONE WELCOME
Were Rosh Hashana services boring where yoa were this year?

Why subjugate yourself to the same on Yom Kippnr, come to Chabad House

An exploration in Chassidic sprirituality. No prior experience required. Free

break the fast meiil after services

Shabbat Shuva
Friday Night October 10 7:00 pm Candle Lighting 6:00 pm
Saturday October 1 1 10:00 pm

Yom Kippttr

Sunday night October 12 6:00 pm Candle Lighting 5:57 pm
Monday October 13 10:00 pm

Chabad House is located at 30 North Hadley Road between Lincoln and Sunset Avenues, directly

across from the Whitmore Administration building at the University of Massachusetts.

For more ioformation call: 549-4094. or 549-0078, or 253-3516

AP Photo

Red Sox third baseman Wade Boggs slides safely into third for a triple

during Boston's 9-2 rout of the California Angels yesterday.

COLLEGE
D^UG

4 Main St. Amherst

253-2523

Mon. - Fri., 9-9

Sat. 9-6, Sun. 9-3

Enjoy indoor
comfort this

winter with

the new state

of the art

Save 35%
Suggested retail $77.50

while they last only

$49.99
save $27.51

Ultrasonic
Cool Spray
Humidifier

Model 665 - One Gallon

CHINESE
'J^ CUISINE

^m\ to try something newl

How about a quiet

evening jot tm . .

.

a bottle of wine and

some exquisite

Chinese cuisine

THE MGHT IS YOURS

50 Main Street Northampton 586-5708

456 Sumner Ave. Springfield

Full Liquor Service Reservations accepted

SunMark 660 Humidifier

• 1 Gallon Capacity ^^q qq
Adjustable Control *> I O - 57^

Sugg. Retail $17.95

({FINES
36 Main Si.

Downtown
Northampton

open:
Thurs. evening!

SunMark 750 Vaporizer

1 Gallon Capacity ^c qq
Auto Shut Oft ^0-5^^
Top Lock Sugg. Retail $9.95

aasM^aiaiB
Levi's^ Straight

Leg Denim 505 red tag
A New Look From
an Old Friend

Levi's^ straight leg denim
jeans. Cut long and lean-
just ttie way you like 'em.

And with heavyweight denim
and Levi's "f quality construc-

tion, you can be sure these

jeans will be with you for

a long, long time. But of

course, that's just what

you'd expect from a fnend
like Levi's*-

NOW ON SALE
15.99

regularly S22.95

Levi's

SENIOR CITIZEN DISCOUNTS WE ARE A POSTAL STATION
JCAMSWCAM

UAUTY NEVER GOES OUT OP STYLE

Ads have negative effect on alcohol use
By LAURA TOMASETTI
Collegian Correspondent

Giving alcohol a positive image in advertisements con-

tributes to the abuse of alcohol, according to Dr. Jean

Kilbourne who lectured yesterday at an alcohol awareness

conference in the Student Union Ballroom.

"Alcohol is big business, grossing more than $65 billion

in profits annually. The college market is big business for

alcohol advertisers," Kilbourne said.

Kilbourne cited several statistics from the National

Council on Alcoholism about alcohol abuse in this coun-

try. Alcohol is the most-u.sed hard drug and the leading

cause of death among people 15-24 years of age. she said.

"Reagan's "War On Drugs" does not mention alcohol

because it is such a profitable business," she said. "The

emphasis is placed on crack as a killer, while it kills 600

annually and alcohol kills more than 200,000 each year."

"The advertising industry is concerned with making

young people daily drinkers. The industry depicts alcohol

as being an anti-depressant while it i.s really just the op

posite," Kilbourne said.

Kilbourne's lecture was part of the Governor and

Universities Against Drunk Driving third annual con-

ference. Students, police and administrators from college

campuses across the commonwealth discussed alcohol

abuse after the lecture and slide show. There were

representatives at the conference from the University of

Massachusetts, Northeastern University, Boston Univer-

sity, Emmanuel College and other schools.

The conference was hosted by the Governor's Public

Safety Office and Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs Den

nis L. Madson. Madson gave a brief welcome address

stating, "GUARDD is an important collaboration between

the commonwealth and the colleges in the commonwealth,

providing an opportunity to share ideas and concerns

about alcohol abuse on campuses."

"A 1985 UMass student affairs study states that almost

50 percent of the 93 percent of students who say they

drink, also admit they are moderate drinkers. A big pro-

blem in Amherst is that many of the .students who go off-

campus to drink try to drive themselves home after drink-

ing," Madson said.

The Alcohol Education Project at UMass and GUARDD
are successfully creating a concerned awareness about

alcohol abuse on this campus, he said.

Both Madson and the Executive Officer of Public Safe-

ty Gloria Fernandez Tearte said GUARDD is working but

much more activity concerning alcohol awareness pro-

grams is needed.

Tearte provided informational brochures and posters

about drunk driving laws and the new seat belt law to

educators attending the conference. At the close of the con

ference there was a non-alcoholic drinks demonstration

in which pub managers participated.

Kilbourne, who has lectured before at UMass. warned

the audience, "We need to examine our attitudes about

alcohol in our society. Advertisers glorify alcohol abu.se;

advertising is the propaganda of our society."

INSIGHT INTO KNOWLEDGE - The evening studying scene at the

from the library's new entrance on the south side into the first level.

CollfKian photn by I'aul Kran/

newly-renovated Tower Library takes on a new perspective, looking

1987 senate convenes;
new committee named

Police arrest Amherst man for

driving into telephone pole

By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

The new year began last night at precise-

ly 8:52 p.m. — for the undergraduate stu-

dent senate, which rang in a new crop of

senators and chose the members of an im-

portant committee.

In a meeting almost totally devoid of the

rancor which often marks the senate's ses-

sions, members accepted the results of this

week's senate elections, which under Stu-

dent Government Association bylaws end-

ed the 1986 session of the senate and began

the '87 session.

The motion to adjourn the '86 session was
made by SGA president Bill Bennett and
seconded by Bennett's opponent in last

semester's presidential race, M. Lynne
Murphy.
Then the first roll call of the new session

was held, and signs of the split nature of

the senate which has led to many past bat-

tles appeared.

As the roll was called, members of the

Wheel, a coalition of campus groups with

which many so-called progressive senators

align themselves, sat on the left side of

Campus Center meeting room 165 and

checked off members whose votes they felt

they could count on.

On the right side of the room, a group of

so-called conservative senators clustered,

toting up members they viewed as being

in their camp.

Arthur Stephenson, a conservative

senator from John Adams Tower, said the

1987 senate should be 55 percent conser

vative. Patsy White, a Wheel leader, con-

tradicted that analysis saying, "We've got

at least 50 percent."

The senate took a secret ballot vote to ap-

point members of the influential

nominating subcommittee of the SGA's
Governmental Affairs committee. The sub-

committee has the power to decide the

makeup of the six SGA standing commit-

tees, which among other things recommend
the budget for the $3.5 million Student Ac-

tivities Trust Fund and deliberate on stu-

dent fee increase requests.

Jhe were eight nominees for the commit-

tee; only four could be elected. Stephenson

and Joel Rabinowitz of John Adams, both

widely viewed as conservatives, won elec-

tion as did Bob Simons of the Commuter
Area Government and Hollis Cotton of

Central, both considered progressives by

most senators.

The subcommittee has in the past been

charged with playing politics with the ap-

plications of senators wanting to serve on

certain committees, but all the new
members pledged to make the subcommit-

tee non-partisan.

The senate also voted to demand that the

date for 1987's graduation be moved back

to May 24. Administrators announced last

week the date had been changed to May 30,

angering some students.

Amherst police arrested a 24-year-old

Amherst man and charged him with

operating under the influence of alcohol at

midnight Tuesday on Station Road.

The man was involved in an accident

prior to the arrest, police said. Witnesses

told police the man drove into a telephone

pole on Station Road with his car, break-

ing the pole in half. The driver told police

he was "swerving to avoid hitting an

animal in the road, and then struck the

telephone pole." He suffered minor injuries

and his car was totalled, said police.

In other police reports:

• At 4:29 p.m. Tuesday, there was an ac-

cident at the intersection of West Street

and Bay Road involving a car and a

bicyclist, police said.

•A 32-year-old Amherst man was struck

by a car driven by a 25-year-old Pelham

woman while riding his bike. He suffered

injuries. The woman was issued a citation

for failure to use care in turning. Her car

had damages estimated under $500. The
bike was a total loss, police said.

• Police received a report of a larceny at

the Amherst High School at 4:06 p.m. Tues-

day. An Ohaus electronic balance valued

at $950 was reported missing from the

storage room at the school. The larceny is

believed to have occurred during last

week's open house, according to police.

• At 10:43 a.m. Tuesday police received

another report of a sick skunk, this time

at Colonial Village apartments. The
animal had to be destroyed, according to

police.

Police have had to destroy several skunks

in the la.st month because of disease.

-LAURA TOMASETTI

* vote
continued from page 1

Pointing out that less than 15 percent of

the student body voted in the elections,

Bennett added, "I still think there's 17,000

students out there that didn't vote. I still

believe a lot of students out there voted on

emotion."

Alibrandi took issue with Bennett's in-

terpretation. "I think 12 percent of the

UMass population is enough to show tha

there is interest in this issue," she said.

Mark DeNyse, who led the fight against

the telecommunications referendum, said

of the question's defeat, "I'm very pleased.

Truthfully, I wasn't surprised. It shows

that students do not want to pay this

massive amount of money."

Director of Housing Services Gerald

Quarlcs said the student vote would be

"ammunition" for administrators when
they seek state money for the computer
system, "to avoid these kind of fee in-

creases."

Quarles said the vote was "a call for us

to be creative" in seeking funding for the

system, and said the referendum's $271
figure was a "worst case planning figure

if we got no state funding."

DeNyse, chairman of the SGA's Rents

and Fees committee, said he would work
to make sure UMass trustees do not put the

computer fee on student bills, while sup-

porters of the child care referendum said

they would now seek to persuade ad-

ministrators and trustees to include the

child care donation option.

CoUeflan photo by Paul Kranr.

HAWTHORNE'S NEW ENGLAND - The view of the Connecticut
River Valley from Sunderland's Mt. Sugarloaf is one of many that

will have tourists aplenty, with the leaf season's peak weekend
approaching.
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* peace march
nmtmued from page 1

Rodin encouraged students to join the march when they

rally on Nov. 15 in Washington, DC,
"It's the responsibility of college students that this stops

here and now. Lxxjk how they stopped the war in Vietnam.

This is crazy." she said.

The march began March 1 in California but was cancell-

ed a few days later outside of Los Angeles. Coordinator

David Mixner called it off when 1.800 people of an ex-

pected 5,000 volunteered to march, Rodin said.

"I went into the march because Joe Duffey invited me

to attend the lecture by Mixner, and he encouraged me

to join the march," she said.

When many people became discouraged and were

preparing to leave. 79-year-old Frank Fulsom announc-

ed ho had come to march to Washington regardless of how

many came with him, she said. Three hundred and fitty

people joined him. The number has since grown to 700.

While they were in the desert, people from Clairmont,

Cal. collected $3,077 and brought enough food for 700 peo-

ple, she said.

The marchers formed a mobile, self-contained communi-

ty called Peace City. Their experiences included a potluck

supper made by the Paiute Indians in Wyoming. They

made a big open fire for a barbecue and danced for the

marchers. That night the marchers began to cough and

get diarrhea. It lasted for a month until they reached

Colorado.

Rodin later found out that the Indian village was down-

wind of the Nevada Flats nuclear testing range. The

Department of Energy had problems with their vents and

opened them to avoid a volcanic explosion but did not tell

anyone in the area because they did not think it was im

portant and was only the eighth of 120 experiments, Rodin

said,.

"I think I've never been so proud of being an American

as I am now. Because I know the potential to change is

there," she said. "If you're doing the right thing the door

will always open for you."

A man named Jack has got her Jumpin' and the world

may never be the same!

JACK
FLASH
AN ADVENTURE IN COMEDY
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American chemist defects

to USSR with family
MOSCOW (AP) - The oHkial Soviet

news agency Tass reported yesterday that

an American cancer researcher defected to

the Soviet Union after being fired from his

job because he opposed US foreign policy.

The news agency said Arnold Lokshin,

his wife and three children arrived in

Moscow yesterday after being granted

political asylum.

Tass said Lokshin was a 47 year old

biochemist and oncologist who headed the

cancer research laboratory at St. Joseph's

Hospital in Houston, Texas, from 1980 un-

til last month.

The man identified as Lokshin, a woman

identified as his wife, Lauren, and three

children were sh<iwn on the Soviet televi

sion evening nt-w.s. Speaking in English, he

told TV viewersj that he and his wife had

opposeii the N'ietnani War and had fought

for social ju.'^tue in the United States ever

since.

Lokshin wa.s quoted as telling Tass he

and his wife made a "very difficult" deci

sion to leave the United States after being

persecuted for waging "an active struggle

against the dangerous aspects of the

foreign policy of the Republican ad-

ministration."

Loshkin was ciuoted as saying that he

had brought with him examples of what he

claimed were FBI measures against his

family.

He said the family's telephone conversa-

tions were tapped, private mail opened,

that they were followed and received pro-

vocative phone calls Tass reported.

"This all finished with my being fired

and threatening to physically destroy me,

together with my three children, the oldest

of whom is 15," Loshkin was quoted as

saying.

Amherst Sunstiine CAR
WASH

381 College Street (Rt 9 East)

AUTOMATIC WASH/WAX
Open Daily 8 00 am to 5 00 pm

SELF-SERVICE BAYS

OPEN 24 HOURS
Soap/Rinse/Wax-BubDie Brush

Tire Cleanef-Engine De-Greaser

$1 .00 1 $5.00 changer

VKCum Cleaners

WE UTOTHER
PEOPIE DO OUR TALKING

'OUR AHENDHNTS ARE HAPPY TO ASSIST YOU"

ol^lEMTAl:
FOOD MAl^t^ET

360 College St Amherst 253-5658

Sunday - Friday 10 - 8, Sat 9 - 8

SAUCES & SPICES'FRESH NOODLES
FRESH FRUITS & VEGATABLES

PASTRIES-FROZEN & DRIED FISH

WOKS, RICE COOKERS & IMPLEMENTS
DISHES & GIFTWARE'COOK BOOKS

TEA SETS & SAKE SETS-TAKE OUT FOODS
KOREAN MINK BLANKETS & BEDSPREADS

ROAST DUCK & CHICKEN BY ORDER
DISCOUNTS FOR STUDENT GROUP FUNCTIONS

NORrHROP IS A
nCHNOLOGICAL POWERHOUSE

/>uii « Hwniuiui MimtJi

NORTHROP IS RRST FOR
INNOVATIVENESS

Fiirtune magaztru
yy

^^ NORTHROP. ONE OF THE 100 %%LL BEST COMPANIES TO WORK FOR //
IN AMERICA
TV UtO Bf»t ( 'umpanut to Work For In A mrrxca.

Levpring, Moakowitz mnd Katz.

ON CAMPUS
()<(olM'r9

Check with vour Placement Office about sipninR up.

FAMOUS
NAME

BRANDS
FINAL 2 DAYS

WATCH SALE!
• BENRUS
• GRUEN
• TISSOT
• JULES

JURGENSEN
• HELBROS
• CLINTON

• WALTHAM • DUFONTE
by LUCIEN PICGARD
• HAMILTON-BUREN

OTHER FAMOUS BRANDS

The Distinguished Visitors Program

is proud to present British Historian

JAMES BURKE

FEATURING:
ANALOG QUARTZ • DIAMONDS

TWO • DIAMONDS - FOUR
• DIAMONDS - SIX • MESH

BRACELETS • FASHION LINK
• SPORTS • NURSE-SWEEP SECOND

• DRESS • AUTOMATIC DAY &
DATE • AUTOMATIC CALENDAR
• ALARM-CHRONOGRAPH-L C D

• POCKET WATCHES • ELECTRICS

M-F 9-5

Available at

The Jewelry

YOUR CHOICE

$49.95

not

all models

are

available

W7UNIVERSITY Located m

MSTORE <%> t^'' ^^-^p"^ ^'"''^'

Author of

"The Day The Universe Changed"

Speaking on

Technology and Change

"DO LEMONS WHISTLE?"

Tuesday October 14

at 8pm
Campus Center Auditorium

distingubhed
Visitors prooram

FRE
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GOOD LUCK MINUTEMEN!

HOMECOMING 1986

NORTHAMPTON-586-4840
Mon • Fri 8am*5:30pm

Saturday 8am-2pm

Bring Midas anyone's wTitten estimate

for installing a muffler and we'll ineet it

or beat it. ^fo ifs, ands or buts. Going

someplace else could cost you.

KiiJi'^0^

...IT ONLY TASTES EXPEMSIVf

PER AXLE MOST CARS
Our Brake Job Includes:

• New (jiiai;uUeed Bi:\l<e

l'adsorSh(»es

(SeniiineUdlic pads extra )

• Recundition Drums or KotDfs

• ln^|)ect Calipers

• liisix.'Ct Wheel Cylinders

• Inspecl Bi ;Jve 1 i:u dwiire

• Roiid T est

FRI- E BRVKE LNSPLCTION

It IS IiKl'Iv additional pd'ts and services will

t)e needea which s\g not included m this pnce

See guarantee terms at your local Midas dt-aler

TAKE IT TO MIDAS

AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL PACKAGE STORE | TAKE IT TO SOMEONE YOU TRUST

We're crunching numbers

onthelBM PC.
Now you can save money on a PC and

still get IBM quality.

Because we're selling the original IBM
Personal Computer- complete with two

diskette drives, monchrome monitor and

adapter- at our lowest price ever.

So if you're in a crunch for a computer,

stop in.

We've got your numbers.

IBM PC Package

$1100.00*
Demo Oct 6, 7, 8, 9

•Must be a UMASS student, faculty, or staff member to qualify*

Limited to one computer per person

»_'A*
ii<> ii

"

ii)tf ifeii

'

i '^aitmrniii ^IB 1

\iHi

m-.

V',' 5^V/ ^U?<T 'i*M£s:^i^t^i

•*- Vf—v,/ w—

'

Q,UNIVERSITYMSTORED
mmim^ m-M.
*j^5r*ori \

•t**«w»>*i»Mtwii>ii«j
'

* ^P PC

Collegian photo by Paul Franz

RED AND BLUE DO MIX - Red Sox fans take some time off from stu-

dying and enjoy the victory yesterday in the Blue Wall.

UM fans cheer the Sox
By JEFFRY BARTASH
Collegian Staff

The first cheer erupted when Wade Boggs

tripled to open the Red Sox first inning, and

a second, louder cheer occurred when he

scored after Marty Barrett's double.

That was the scene in front of a televi-

sion on the lower level of the Campus

Center and in places all across the Univer

sity of Massachusetts yesterday as the Red

Sox slipped past the California Angels in

an er/or-fiUed game, 9-2, to even the

American League Championship Series at

one game.

A crowd of about 30 to 40 people -
students, employees and visitors — filled

the hall to watch the beginning of the

game.
"I have crew practice at 4 p.m. so I came

here to watch," said junior psychology ma-

jor Kristine Keel, a longtime Red Sox fan.

"Besides it's more fun to watch the game

with a lot of people than alone in your

room."
Geoff Dawson, a junior history major,

said he was watching the game on the

lower level because he had a 4 p.m. class

and couldn't hear the TV in the Blue Wall.

Dawson said he is a transformed Red Sox

fan: "When I came back to school the

Orioles were in last place. It was very easy

to fall into the enthusiasm."

Electrical engineering majors Mike

Lynch and Kevin Nordberg said they had

a"5:30 p.m. lab and they were working on

their lab project while watching the game.

•Id bo in a bar right now if I didn't have

.1 lias.-;.' Lynch said.

Not all the viewers were fans, however.

High school student and New York

Yankees follower John Anderson was wat-

ching the game while waiting for his

mother, a secretary at UMass, to finish

work. He said he was watching the game

because there was nothing else to do, but

predicted the Sox would win 8-2.

Eager Sox fans agreed that Roger

Clemens' effort was disappointing and that

he overthrew the ball in the first game loss,

but all expected Bruce Hurst to win the se

cond game for the Old Towne Team.

"Hurst is good. If he didn't get hurt dur

ing the season he would have won 20

games," said Nordberg, who placed a $10

bet on the Series with a friend.

Sporadic cheers filled the hall after every

Red Sox score. The cheering turned to

mocking after California committed two er

rors in the bottom of the seventh inning to

turn a close 3-2 game into a Sox blowout.

'The game was decided by the Califor

nia defense. They would have had a much

better chance to win without the errors,"

said senior economics major Jack Hannon.

After hedging on who would win the next

game, he picked the Sox: "I've got to have

confidence in them."

"I think the Sox will take it in six

games," Nordberg said.
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Registrar Roberta Jones

wishes to remind everyone

that Columbus Day is

Mon. Oct. 13, not Tues.

Oct 14

A calendar produced by

a New York firm is cir

culating around campus

with Columbus Day incor-

rectly listed, and many
people have inquired to the

Registrar's Office about it,

she said.

Wednesday will run on a

Monday class schedule.

The American Lung
Association and Cooley

Dickinson Hospital will

sponsor the "Better

Breathers Club" beginn-

ing Oct. 29 and every

Wednesday in November.

The course is designed

for people who suffer from

breathing problems.

The Amherst Child Care

Resource and Referral pro-

vides child care informa-

tion and support services

to parents, providers and

the Amherst Community.
For more information call

253-5771.

Eric J. Hobsbawn, a pro-

fessor with the University

of London will speak at 4

p.m. today in the New
York Room of the Mary E.

Woolley Student Center at

Mount Holyoke College.
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spaS
CLEAN, SAFE, PRIVATE HOT TUBS

17S Unlvtnty Or.

N«xt to Stadulm Liquon In Prte* Choop«r Mall

Op«n Monday 4 till 1. Tu« - Sal nam - lam

Raaarvatlona augsaatad - am cartlflcataa avallabta

Call 253- f?,*7^

C^ Lr^

EARNS
Student Representatives

Needed For Group Sales
Clubs, organizations, Dorms Floors, Teams

5 College Area

Featuring

Drink of The Week

KAHLUA
White Russians $2.25

(Tee Shirts - Prizes)

Beer of the month

St. Pauli Girl $1.25 • Miller Lite 12 oz. $1.00

The St. Pauli Girl will be here

TONITE in person at 8:00 PM

TIME IS MONEY
KINKO'S IS COPIES
When you need copies in a hurry, come (o Kinko's.

You get clear, quality copies and fast, friendly

service.

If you need copies, you need Kinko's.

kinkoi'
Great copies.Great people.

220 N. Pleasant St

253-2543
^mm

<>.•.»« • «»»•»<•'
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Do not think for a moment that I entered Whitmore un-

prepared. I had trained long and hard for this battle and

was determined to chalk up a victory. If you think I ex-

aggerate in accounting this tale, you haven't been to

Whitmore. -

Jon Bowser
Before I even began thinking of paying my overdue

library bill, I went into training — pushups, pullups,

situps, sprints, and the occasional three mile breather.

Next was a stop at the Student Credit Union to withdraw

the four dollars and fifty cents that I owed, first in cash

and then in a check. The check was blank so that I could

make it out to anyone once I reached the cashier window

in the Bursars Office. All of the bases were covered. I left

for the Bursars Office the next morning after a good nights

sleep and a hearty breakfast. I felt invincible. It was go-

ing to be my day.

In line, I noted that there were 43 people in front of me.

Aft«r fifteen minutes had passed, there were 42. 1 adjusted

my breathing accordingly. After 20 minutes, the line was

moving at an impressive clip and I was now number 36

with 15 behind me. A gentleman in front with a punk hair

not necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the University unless othenA^ise noted.

throughout the entire line. Everyone expected me to fail.

When I handed her the check, her hand was shaking so

badly that she almost dropped it. I was just about to leave

when she had an idea.

"I can't accept a personal check without a driver's

license." Her smile broke across her face like a lightning

bolt. I smiled back and pulled out my driver's license, my
UMass ID and my social security card. Her hair was a

mess and beads of sweat were running off the end of her

nose.

I could hear the excited buzz of conversation growing

as accounts of the struggle were related to those too far

back to see.

I could feel the confidence swelling in me as I turn

around to sign an autograph. Then I heard the cashier

give a triumphant yell. My blood turned cold as I turned

around, knowing at last that she would win, that she was

out of my league. Victory was hers and we both knew it.

The people who had been supporting me and asking for

autographs shrunk up against the wall, fearfully awaiting

the final blow.

"This bill is one day overdue, sir. Late fees are to be

paid in the next line over with an additional late fee of

fifty cents." She smiled at me as I fell to the floor.

Jon Bowser is a Collegian correspondent.

cut gave up in disgust when his Walkman batteries gave

out, moving me up to number 35. 1 found myself breathing

easily. A girl passed out. I chuckled to myself thinking

that she couldn't have trained enough. I checked my heart-

beat and was pleased with the result.

As two young boys were carrying the unconscious

woman past me, she suddenly came to life and began

struggling back towards her place in line, kicking and

swinging wildly. She finally gave in and not a few ap-

plauded her gallant effort. During the commotion, I

managed to sneak up in the line without detection. I could

hardly believe my good fortune.

A little under two hours later I reached my goal, wind-

ed but still confident. The teller was a large German-
looking woman with her hair in a tight bun. I could see

my reflection in her spotless glasses. I handed the bill

through the cage and pulled out the four dollars and fifty

cents in cash. Her eyes flickered briefly over the bill to

rest on the cash.

"Library fines are only accepted in checks made out to

the Bursars Office," she smiled.

I smiled back and pulled out the check, quickly mak-

ing it out to the Bursars Office. There was dead silence

Drunks no fun at all

''/^flVn- f**^ SV^

Letters
Opinionated? Clarification Inaccurate
Seeing as how you are to

spread news on the campus,

I feel the role you fill is

necessary. The way you do

it is not. News should be

news, opinions should be

opinions, and the opinions

should be placed in the

editorial section.

Referring to Tuesday's

paper, I find a striking and

disgusting annoyance por-

trayed on the front page.

Beneath a picture of

peace—hopefuls, the caption

reads: "Protestors hold

vigil. ..urging an end to

US—sponsored killing in

Central America."
Killing?! Oh, that's a fine

bit of news. Or is it opinion?

Please, get real! If I want to

read someone's opinion, I'll

refer to the editorials. Have
you moved them to the front

page? I thought not.

One of two things is hap-

pening. You either let the

staff write their opinionated

ideas where they will, try-

ing to persuade the public in

subliminal ways; or else

you're desperate for

editorials. If this be the case,

place an ad—it doesn't cost

that much. If it isn't, screen

your employees for

inabilities.

Christopher Wysocki
Amherst

Editor's note: The US spon-

sors the contras, who, in

their mission, have killed (no

longer news, but not exactly

opinion). The inherent

political nature of the news

event and the message it was

intended to convey resulted

in the photo cutline. which,

for alLtntents and purposes,

was informational.

The new Code of Student

Conduct requires students

to identify themselves "to

any properly identified (by

name and position) member
of the University staff (e.g.

dining commons personnel,

member of the Department
of Public Safety, Housing
Services employees), when
appropriately requested to

do so. The preferred form of

identification shall be a cur-

rent, valid University Iden-

tification Card."

Loren Spivack, in his

Wednesday Collegian col-

umn, failed to note the

distinction between arrests

for violation of the law vs.

University policy, and in so

doing, may have misled

students into believing that

they can, with impunity,

refuse to produce a Univer-

sity ID card when requested

to do so.

The reason an ID is most
often requested is to ensure

that the bearer is indeed a

registered student at the

University, entitled to use

the resources of the campus
rather than an "outsider"

who may be on campus for

reasons inimical to the

University's educational

goals and purposes. Thus, it

is truly in your interests to

cooperate.

Robert N. Brooks
Associate Dean of

Students

David Keith's column (Oc-

tober 8) on Accuracy in

Academia and Christopher

Alario only goes so far as to

purport a number of unjust

and illogical facts which

must be clarified.

First of all, conservatives

don't view the limitation of

free speech on college cam-

puses as a joke; free speech

remains an undisputed
right under the Constitu-

tion. Keith, however, would

like you to believe other-

wise. It wasn't a joke last

semester when radicals

outrightly denied the contra

representative Jorges

Resales his freedom of

speech by their disruptive

heckling and immature
child-like theatrical

performance.

Secondly, the association

which Keith portrayed bet-

ween the McCarran Walter

Act and Accuracy in

Academia demonstrates the

lack of understanding he

has for the activities of AIA.

It is an organization based

upon the reporting of in-

cidents that occur on college

campuses where students

have denied others the

freedom of speech, and
where professors have ex-

ploited the classroom as a

place not to educate but to

propagandize. AIA has
nothing to do with the for-

mation of the McCarran
Walter Act and will never

have any association with

Item: a few nights ago ABC News aired

a report on the widespread use of fake IDs

by this nation's teenagers, and its conse-

quences: a mother, whose son and several

of his friends died as a result of driving

while intoxicated, looked squarely into the

camera and said, "They died because they

had fake IDs."

Item: UMass Housing Services and

Residential Education prohibits drinking

in public spaces, and students protest this

infringement of their rights.

Item: Officials in the Department of

Public Safety mull various ideas on

limiting the problems at area concerts, and

come under fire.

"Party 'til you puke," "let's get wasted,"

golf parties, drinking games, and the Fun-

nel have now become the definitions of a

good time, with the result of increasing

vandalism, fights, and generally obnoxious

behavior. Let's not equivocate here. A
weekend night spent wandering in and out

of the residence halls will reveal the extent

of the problem. The reality is that a signifi-

cant portion of the UMass population, by

its alcohol-induced insensitivity and anti-

social behavior, is effectively holding

hostage those students who want to live in

a civilized environment.

The problem is a matter of attitudes. The
attitude of the mother on ABC (and others

of her Mothers Against Drunk Driving ilk)

who, rather than admit that she didn't

bring up her son right, blames his irrespon-

sibility on a piece of plastic (people don't

kill people, guns do...).

The attitude of Housing Ser-

vices/Residential Education combines a

restrictive alcohol policy with a joke of a

judicial system. As one Residential Educa-

tion official once explained to me, remov-

ing problem students from the residence

halls is not a solution, as a student needs

an environment in which to make mistakes

and work things out.

The attitude of student leaders is to

blame everyone but those who are most at

fault: that large group of inebriated

students at the root of the problem. When
SWAG CO—presidents Joe Demeo and Joel

Rabinowitz accused RA Laurie Wilton of

being ignorant when she enumerated the

standard behavior of drunks, they showed

a touch of ignorance themselves: do they

really live in Southwest? Are they blind?

Are they hypocrites?

The end result is that various groups are

left to suffer the consequences. RAs asked

by Residential Education to operate like

the Gestapo, with no discretionary powers,

become Royal Assholes, while receiving no

support whatsoever from those officials

responsible for overseeing the judicial

system.

Ben Brogan

The Dept. of Public Safety, both the

UMass Police and Student Security, are

written off as violators of civil rights, in-

tent on joining Big Bad Blach in a spree

of student harrassment. Meanwhile, no one

seems concerned at the amazing amount of

abuse receptionists, supervisors and police

officers receive while on duty, everything

from verbal harassment to physical

assault.

As long as students, and the rest of the

nation, refuse to recognize that students,

and not policies, fascist conspiracies,

alcohol availability or drinking ages are

the cause of the problem; as long as Hous-

ing Services/Residential Education refuses

to deal with the problem on a disciplinary

level, while echoing the University's brag

that the quality of entering students in-

creases every year; and as long as the stu-

dent population remains silent and accepts

the vemdalism, the noise and the obnoxious

behavior inflicted on us, the problem will

remain.

And as a result, RAs, Student Security

and the UMass Police will continue to

unenthusiastically do what they are paid

to do: uphold the policies of a clueless Hous-

ing Administration and the laws of a delud-

ed state and nation, all the while trying to

avoid the misguided and unnecessary

bullshit aimed their way by people refus-

ing to admit that "one must pay to play."

Ben Brogan is a UMass student.

its enforcement.

Finally, it appears that

Keith doesn't believe in the

right of people to fight for

freedom, for he has labeled

the Nicaraguan contras as

"terrorists." I wonder if he
would label our founding

fathers as "terrorists?"

Eric R. Short
Southwest

On AIA
In response to David

Keith's column appearing
in the October 8 edition of

the Collegian, I have a few
revelations. A friend and I

"In time of war, 'the truth is so precious H must be attended

by a body guard of lies.
'*

-Winston Churchill, as quoted by Secretary of State George

Shultz in defending the decision to plant false stories

in the media to intimidate Libyan leader Moammar Khadafy.

put in that now famous

classified ad "Look out

Commie professors, we are

here, AIA," and
Christopher Alario of Ac-

curacy in Academia had

nothing to do with it. I think

the one statement that

Keith was right on was the

quote, "new conservatives

do have an active sense of

humor." Thank you Keith.

I am sorry that you did not

get the joke.

Mr. Keith states that:

"the Heritage Foundation's

Policy Review hammers on

everything from ventrilo-

quist journalism at Na-

tional Public Radio to Com-
munism and The New York

Times." He implies that

criticism is a freedom of

speech violation. Well, that

mentality is typical of the

left, because they claim that

conservatives criticizing

liberal publications is cen-

sorship, yet they believe it

is perfectly OK to heckle

and disrupt a speaker if the

speaker is a conservative.

These fascists would love to

censor publications like Ac-

curacy in Academia'a Cam-
pus Report and anything

they do not agree with. Ac

curacy in Academia is exer-

cising their rights to free

speech and I am sorry to see

the fascists on this campus,

those who heckled the con-

tras last semester, walk all

over the United States Con*

stitution's First

Amendment.

Brian Darling
President, Republican

Club

Suggestions for Senators
For at least five years, there has been a

consensus that the Undergraduate Student
Senate has significant problems. For what

Dani Burgess

it's worth, I'd like to offer some observa-

tions and recommendations.
Overall, the SGA and the Undergraduate

Student Senate provide us with an essen-

tial forum for student governance and par-

ticipation within the University structure.

Our SGA Constitution, not yet approved by

the Trustees, is an important and strong

document which provides the necessary

foundation and guidelines to protect and
empower students now and in the future.

"Sandbox Politics" is one recent observa-

tion of the Senate that I've read, another

is that the Senate is full of egocentric

resume-builders. A third criticism is that

the Senate is little more than a forum for

students who wish to further their own
political agenda. All of these observations

have merit. However, it seems to me that

regrettably few people have taken a step

back to really try to understand the Senate,

its problems, its limitations and any possi-

ble solutions.

I will begin by stating my three basic

assumptions:
•The Senate, the SGA and its substan-

tial infrastructure (the Student Judiciary,

SCERA, WMUA, etc.) as well as the goal

of student empowerment through student

participation in University governance is

both important and desirable. This needs

to be stated because there are more than

a handful of people (faculty, students and

staff) who feel that more of a hierarchy and

less of a democracy would be a preferable

and more "simple" arrangement.

•The high deg^ ee of student government

autonomy (i.e. regulating student groups,

running our own elections, etc.) is positive.

• Students are responsible, capable, in-

telligent, sensitive people, worthy of

autonomy and their own infrastructure.

Having worked with (while

simultaneously observing) the Amherst

Town Meeting, the Faculty Senate, the

Board of Trustees and the Board of

Regents, as well as the Senate, I've had the

benefit of comparing different political

bodies and evaluating what helps them run

smoothly as well as what undermines their

process and program. Conflict is an in-

herent danger for large groups of people

making important policy decisions, but

what is especially interesting is noting the

different ways that the different bodies deal

with it. Unfortunately, like the Board of

Regents, the Senate has not been very ef

fective or creative in dealing with internal

conflict.

It is important to realize that most

senators have not had direct experience

with or exposure to comparable policy

making responsibilities in large, diverse

groups of people. This makes the Senate

slightly more vulnerable to manipulation

and abuse by strong and vociferous

members. What we end up with, more oft^n

than not, is the abandonment of process,

respect, vision and "group integrity" for

the sake of someone's urgent agenda.

Senator orientation is something that has

always, in my perception, been lacking. I

would suggest a mandatory two hour

workshop on the SGA, group dynamics,

and parliamentary procedure. Such ses-

sions could be held frequently enough to be

a precondition for Senate membership. The

Senate should frown very heavily upon the

use of: "points of personal privilege,"

"points of order," attempts to "rearrange

the agenda," attempts to "make a motion

not previously on the agenda" and similar

tactics.

By no means do I expect or want people

to give up their own politics and perspec-

tives — indeed, as a spiritual pragmatic

radical idealist, nurturing transformation,

I firmly endorse strong convictions. It is

more a sense for the process and perspec-

tive that I wish the Senate would embrace,

as well as respect for each other — no mat-

ter how deep the political and philosophical

divisions.

Dani Burgess is the student member ofthe

UMcuis Board of Trustees and co-chair of

the Student Advisory Committee to the

Board of Regents.

Letters—
Even a losing team deserves our support
This letter is in response

to Connie LeClerc's column
(October 7) on her "team of

the year," the Boston Red
Sox. Obviously not a

diehard fan, she could be

defined as a fair-weather

friend/fan. Fine, the Red
Sox are on top of the

American League East this

fall and now, as a result, she

keeps on top of them in the

sports page. Sports fans like

her really disappoint me.

The team you root for now
needs your support all the

same during the seasons it

is not of championship
caliber. And this fact goes

for all teams Americans
avidly follow. I speak here

and now from the stand-

point of being a lifelong,

true to my faith. New York

Yankees fan (No, Phil Riz

zuto is not a biased sport-

scaster). Anyway, when I

was a kid, I inherited my
loyalty to the Bronx
Bombers from my father.

And through it all, the

many non-pennant years,

the horrendous mentality of

George Steinbrenner, the

famous Billy-Reggie-George

love/hate triangle, and the

circus-like atmosphere of

the clubhouse that kept

New York sportswriters

busy for years, I still love

the Yankees.
But, as we all know, team

New England is the best

team in the East this

season. The Red Sox deserve

that title and so do all their

genuine diehard fans who
have been waiting since

1975 for a chance to see

their team go all the way.

And even though Boston is

my team's archrival, the

Sox get my vote for a World
Championship. I know the

Yanks struggled this season

and pulled out a strong se-

cond place finish, but I

refuse to jump on the

crosstown bandwagon to

Shea like many New
Yorkers have in the past

two seasons. So, good luck,

Boston — treat your time

right, win or lose! And
watch out in '87; I hear

Bucky Dent is returning to

the Big Apple.

Chris Veritas
Southwest

Rescind the inappropriate

Editorial license
Editing the part of the campus paper

most open to the community can be trying.

As Editorial Editors, we are at the political

forefront, yet we must strive to maintain

a balance of viewpoints in order to sustain

the credibility of the editorial/opinion

section.

We cannot select material for publication

strictly on the basis of our own tastes. To

do so would be to betray the duty the we
have been elected to perform. Dealing with

ideologies we consider vile and minds we
consider closed is part of the bargain. There

is a line between censor and editor that is

frequently tempting to cross, but it is one

we try hard to stay away from.

There are certain things that are im-

mediately filed for the duration. Racist,

anti-Semitic or sexually-bigoted letters do

not cut it. Nor do those from a certain

character in California by the name of

Wayne "civilization began to decline when

women started wearing pants" Johnson.

Amusing, perhaps, but not what we had in

mind.
Name-calling, too, is not a favorite. You

may not believe it when you read the page,

but we take an awful lot of epithets out of

copy before it gets published. Sometimes,

Skelton/Spain
however, it is important to leave them in

so readers can truly understand the mind-

set of the author. Yeah, right, in an ideal

world

A piece of advice on that is in order.

Never give your letters/columns to people

like us when you are really mad. Sure, you

can write them that way. Take a second

look before you hand them over because we
might actually use them and, once it is in

black-and-white, they are a lot harder to

take back.

We have got a lot of material on hand
now. Never enough, but still too much, if

you catch the drift. It is, unfortunately,

beyond our abilities to get everyone onto

the few ad-free pages we have to work with.

There may be a few people asking
themselves "Why did that guy's lousy

writing get in and those bums just ignored

mine." What can we say? Sorry, but try

again.

Please keep writing, folks. Short and

sweet, concise and coherent — that's the

ticket!

Rob Skelton and William Spain are the

Collegian's Editorial Editors.

m THAT pm
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Rusty Denton

As I write this, I am looking at a pamphlet called

"Straight Talk About Homosexuality," which arrived

this afternoon in my departmental mailbox, addressed

with my legal name. It was prepared by the "Sexual

Orientation Services Committee," the "Program for Gay,

Lesbian, and Bisexual Concerns," and the "Office of

Human Relations." An employee in and of those offices

informs me that those are all administrative entities, and

*that the pamphlet is a UMass publication. One would

think that the University would have learned by now

just how much they could get away with in political pro-

paganda, but the contents of this pamphlet indicate that

it hasn't.

It states, for instance, that religious teaching condem-

ning homosexuality is based primarily on a small

number of isolated Bible passages, and implies that they

were taken out of context. It also suggests that those who

refer to them are intent upon oppressing helpless peoples,

whereas it says many clergy today no longer believe that

the Bible condemns homosexuality. Let me tell you about

those clergy Most of them don't believe the Bible when

it says Jesus is the only Messiah of the world, or that

He was killed and raised from the dead to atone for the

sins of others. The Bible is very plain on those two points.

It is also forthright about the sinfulness of homosexuali-

ty. I challenge anyone on this campus, faculty, student,

or otherwise, to debate me publicly on the plain mean-

ing of these scriptures taken in context. The Bible is

hardly silent or ambiguous about the issue of

homosexuality.

But this is actually beside the point. The pamphlet

makes a judgment on a traditional Judeo—Christian doc-

trine, and that judgment by a state university is tanta-

mount to the state establishment of a religious dogma.

The last time I heard, that was unconstitutional.

I had also heard that using public money and employee

hours to advance the cause of a special interest group

was illegal. And yet this university pamphlet is nothing

less than the opinions (presented as facts) of a special

interest group concerning their special interest. For in-

stance, the controversial Kinsey population sexuality

report is given the homosexual interpretation and

presented as conclusive. People who oppose homosexuals

on certain political issues are described as acting out of

fear, without facts (of course, the pamphlet had no study

to "prove" that). Society is blamed for most of the pro-

blems of a homosexual (including stress between

homosexual lovers), and only the most obnoxious opposi-

tion views are presented.

Living in Amherst, I've gotten used to this sort of

rhetoric, but I have always recognized it for the political

activism it is. The University is responsible only for

securing the civil rights of each student and professional,

not for providing a political platform to canvass the en-

tire population. That is what this publication has done,

supposedly to make the world safer for the homosexual

person, I presume. An additional political platform spon-

sored by the administration is Gay and Lesbian

Awareness Week, which is more about politics than civil

rights.

But if that weren't illegal enough, consider that the

University has granted unique privileges (publishing

and distribution by official mailing list) to a special in-

terest group at a public institution. Now, if I were greedy,

1 might demand equal time at the office, press, and com

puter mailing labels for every group on campus, in-

cluding my own favorite, the New Testament Fellowship.

However, I don't think that would be equitable for the

taxpayer. So I'm going to ask for something different,

and I'm going to persist. I'm asking that any remaining

offending pamphlets be destroyed, and that the ap-

propriate office publicly acknowledge that an error was

made. Considering the gravity of what they did, that's

asking very little restitution.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist.
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Crocodile Dundee
Starring Paul Hogan
Mountain Farms Mall

Crocodile Dundee is about a tough Australian poacher

who gets his first taste of civilization in an all-expense

paid trip to New York City. It is the American film debut

of the popular Aussie comic, Paul Hogan

TH: Dundee is the classic comedy concept of the tou^jh

country boy making it in the big city, and it's ii-ally hard

to dislike. Hogan has a lot of charm, and he's not afraid

to make fun of himself. But I didn't find any of the othi-r

characters particularly engaging, and to be honest,

nothing much happens.

DL: This movie broke all the box office records in the

land down under. While it's outrageous success down

there may have more to do with Austrailia's need for a

modern Davy Crockett during it's current economic dif-

ficulties, the movie has something to ofTer American au

diences. Everyone would like to identify themselves with

this strong, competent, wry, outdoorsman who can han-

dle anything the wilderness throws his way. He is the

natural man. who can survive in his natural habitat. By

taking this innocent abroad we see our modern culture

PRESENTS THE

RAMONES

in a new way Everyday objects have new meanings,

escalators become threatening, elevators a mystery, etc

TH; You might have a point. I know se\t i;il people

who've seen Dundee and they all left feeling pretty good

He's as tough as a lot of American movie heroes, but he's

not obnoxious or vengeful, and he doesn't get involved in

breaking up some crime ring. It's a nice spirited, non

hassle movie. I give it •* 1/2

DL: I'm making it sound a lot more ponderous than it

really is. The movie is a lot of fun. Dundee does things

we'd like to do. He makes friends all over town, handles

waterbuffalos, muggers and dobermans with the same

easy smile. I liked this a lot I'd give it *••.
Ruthless People
Starring Danny DeVito, Bette Midler, Judge

Heinhold, Helen Slater.

Hampshire Six theater

DeVito plays a con-man millionaire who's gotten

everything he's wanted out of life except for the death of

grotesque wife (Midler). Just when he's about to kill her

though, she's kidnapped by two soft-hearted criminals who

threaten to kill her. DeVito realizes that that someone

continued on paiie 12

eating place

Automobiles

Listen to Win Ramones Albums and Tickets on October 10th

ONE PERFORMANCE ON OCTOBER 16th

SUN - THURS
6 AM - 3 AM
FRI & SAT

OPEN 24 HOURS

dREAKFAST SERVED
ANY TIME

BEER & WINE
SERVED 'TIL MIDNITE
PLENTY OF PARKING
CAMPUS PLAZA

(NEXT TO SUPER STOP & SHOP)
Rte. 9 • Hadley/Amherst

256-6889
EMPLOYMENT APPLICATIONS

BEING TAKEN

Plumbicy's
oil Ihra^indKMi''

Dishwashing positions

now available

Earn extra spending

money. Room for

advancement. Apply

at the Valley's tavoritr

restaurant Plumbley's

off the Common
Downtown Amherst

2. -/vr //^d- fJnui of2 .'^

Ticket Sales

Sporting Goods

If you're looking for edification at U. Mass, there's one text you'll

need your entire academic career.

(I3e8lde8 "Roget's Thesaurus!')

Its The Unjvensity of Mas&'ichusetts .at Aiiiiwi^.i Student Tele-

phone Directory A listin.f^ nf n.-arlv rvnry scholar, teacher, and busi-

ngs establishment in a;

,

:area.

Ppom Bio tutors to basRetDa;: idtjni directoi^' func-

tions like a Cliffs Notes* on campus life. And we've crammed in

enough information to take you through the next 32 credits.*

Now you'll h^ receiving our book around your campus. So
while you wait, you might as well do
some serious studying. iUiVlLIC^^

After aU, it's hard to start a party W IMfcJm
without us. IfellowPages
'Kigure m^ Htsnj acooMling lo iiKlividuii coure* lual aiiit wtwlal obligaiwiw.

THE MEXICAN RESTAURANT

"Terrific ... you can enjoy a great

meal in a nice place and not have

to write home for more money."

TAKE IT EASY...TAKE
PETER PAN TO BOSTON
C NEWYORK CITY!

7 OLD SOUTH STREET
NOPTHAMPTON • 5BB-0*aOO

THE WRITING CENTER
OPENS FOR THE SEMESTER
ON TUESDAY OCTOBER 14

Pierpont in Southwest:

Mon & Wed
Baker B24 in Central:

Mon & Tues. 7—9pm

BRING ANY PAPER
AT ANY STAGE

r'

7—9pm

PEER TUTORS CAN HELP
II

ix i

Peter Pan offers Express

Bus Service to Boston and

New York City.

BOSTON: $19.95*
Round-Trip

NEW YORK CITY:

$35*95 Hound-Trip

Special One-Day
Round-Trip

Excursion Fare To
NYC Starting As

Low As:

$29.95From Amherst ( I IMASS) Northampton,

I'cttT \\\x\ also scn'i's:

In Massachusetts

G Sprin^ifield U Won ester n Newton G I'almer D Cape Cod Points D Lee

D I'lttsfield D Albany. NY and points west

In Connectji ut

D Hartford D Middletown D New Haven H IJrid(Jeport D Norwalk

Connections \x\ Boston and New York City tor points nationwide.

'.Studinl K.itf avjil.ibli .il I .MASSmilv

For tickets and schedules, contact: I MASS Campus Center Ticket Office: 545-2006

'Amherst Terminal: 256-0431 'Northampton Terminal: 586- 1030

You 11 iMve Our Service!

The People Professionals

RjaJteLz:Ran BusLinms, Inc.
7H South Pleasant Street. Amherst. MA
I Roundhouse Plaza. Sorthampton. MA
Package Express Service available on all schedules.
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By B. DeLOLLIS
Collegian Staff

and M. Shakespeare
Collegian Correspondent

April may indeed have been "the cruelest month" just

as Eliot said, however under the same token. October is

the coolest month. Of course there's all the natural stuff,

like trees changing color.the appearance of those God-

awful ears of corn on colonial front doors, and best of all

apples, with all their byproducts. Beyond the physical

beauty of October there is also to be felt a certain mood
in the air, a zest for life that is unique to this tenth month:

beer tastes better, bands sound better, and people look bet-

ter. It is with this in mind that we offer you this week's

choices for nights out.

A lot of people say to us "Livewire, you're so thorough,

so complete, why don't you just talk about Rock n'roll;

you could get away with it, you're great." Well after we're

done thanking them for the accolades we tell them, "You
see we try to be as broad minded as all get out." So In

keeping with our rabid eclecticism, we would like to re-

mind you that there is an ongoing bi-weekly classical
mu.sic recital in Sa^'c Hall Sunday.s at Smith ('ulU'^,a-, with
optional coffee and sweets at everyone's fasorite cafe after
the show. Therefore, if your looking to expand your
musical parameters from Bauhaus to Brahms, from the
Malarians to Mahler, or just to impress your date this
could be the place for you. Anyway, here's the listings and
commentary for the more banal alternatives this week.
Tonight Transfusion will be at Sheehan's in Northamp-

ton. Thursday shows at Sheehans are free, but be careful,

experience has told us that any band having the word "fu
sion' in it can sound like Jeff Beck being beaten up by
half of Spyro Gyra in a low grade recording studio. But
hey it's free, and as we like to say, "try anything once,
twice if it doesn't hurt or cost money." The Shaboo Allstars
will be at Pearl Street. We saw them open for Bo Diddley;
they are definitely tight and if Motown is the genre for

you, then go to Pearl Street tonight at 8 p.m. with at least

$4 for the cover. And the Free Press is playing in the
Hatch tonight. We haven't seen the band this semester
yet, but supposedly the changes that were made in its

members have worked out quite nicely. The show starts

at 9 p.m. (best get there early, enjoy a few beers, and you'll

have a swell time).

Every Thursday, Friday, and Saturday night, the Nor-
thStar has dancing. Thursdays a dollar, Friday and Satur-
day add one. Some maintain that it is the scene, but we
would be more inclined to use the past tense in this

instance.

Red Barn! We certainly won't miss the Malarians on

Friday night. They're playing at the Barn for the Varsi

ty Bread Subi.u.s^icns Dn\e and Benefit Bash. The 'Var-

sit \ Bread needs submissions, su if you biing one ' use youi-

imagination...), you can skip the $2 cover. Either way, go

It's supposed to be "a pai-ty for intellectuals and all other

pretentious fools." Who could ask for more?

ic Double Feature
continued from page 11

\\a^ offered to do his dirty work, and the kidnappers realize

that they've acquired undesirable property.

DL: Based on O. Henry's relatively simple short story

The Ransom of Red Chief this movie takes the premise

to ridiculous extremes. A screw is the image you see on
the advertisements for this movie, not because this is one
of Hollywood's classic screwball comedies (which it is) but
because almost everyone of the characters is trying to

screw with someone.

TH: Most of the humor does stem from all the different

schemes that run into each other. Guiltless evil is Danny
DeVito's specialty. Bette Midler who has a natural sense

of burlesque, really eryoys playing the loudmouthed

spjouse. Reinhold and Slater contrast well as the two kid-

nappers who just can't be as vicious as they'd like to be.

a nice, professionally done comedy. •••
DL: I just wish there were more scenes with Midler and

DeVito together. When they are on the screen together,

the sparks really fly. I enjoyed this movie a lot, I'd give

it •••.

LATE WEEK SPECIALS
Served

Thursday - Saturday 5:30 - 1 1:00 pm

Scallop &
Chicken Toss

Broiled Fresh

Swordfish

$10.93
Sirloin &

Shrimp Teriyaki

$10.95
Salad, Potato, Vegetable, and Dessert

University Drive. Amherst 549*5861

$9.95

Prime Rib

$10.95

I

DO YOU
know

how to

use this

APPLE
MACINTOSH?

RENT TIME on our APPLE MACINTOSH®

Ge( PRINT-OUTS on our APPLF LASERWRITER®

THE PAPER HOUSE, INC
65 UNIVERSITY DRIVE
(NEXT TO BELLS PIZZA)

AMHERST

549-5656

OPENING SOON AT THE FINE ARTS CENTER'S RAND THEATER
THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS DEPARTMENT

OF THEATER'S 1986 FALL SEASON

ANGEL CITY AMEDEE OR HOW TO GET RID OF IT

Sam Shepard's brilliant, surrealistic vision Eugene lonesco creates an original and

of Hollywood IS underscored by the cool hilarious evening of entertainment out of

)azz music of America. A play that is as an utterly commonplace couple and their

comic and cutting as it is telling. utterly uncommonplace border.

October Ib-IH, 22-25, df 8.00 PM December 4-b, 70-73 at 8:00 P\J

^f'.ison subscriptions ate still available ihrDu^h the Fine Arts Center Box Office. S-4S-2t1 1

sa\(' J^'V or more f)V sufiscnhmf; to both AN(,[l CITY and ASUDEE Season suf)Scriptionb

,irc sh on tor the ^eneral publu and s4 ()() for students and senior < iti/ens.

Ik kcts tor individual slious are S4 ()i) tur the ^(Mieral publK and > ^ OO tor students and sen-

ior ( iti/ens »

CALL IN YOUR MASTERCARD OR VISA ORDER AT (413) 545-2511.

NEW YORK CITY'S FINEST

THE RAMONES
Thursday Oct 16th

Tix in advance only $9.00
Available in Amherst at Augies & Albums

and ?* ill Ticketron outlets

Nkii siiujilifuMniii. Mi. mmnn

EVERY THURSDAY IS

PARTY NIGHT AT

MIKE'S!

*. V »kXir*^ v»», ^rv*. •rv,» 'r '.».•».•.•* t>«*«<^i<.i II iii«ii>i'/ (

THIS WEEKS SPECIALS
BECKS LIGHT & DARK $1.50

MEISTER BRAU & MILLER PITCHERS $2.75

COFFEE SOMBRERO $1.25

ROSE SPRITZER'S 99«?

Don't forget to come down to MIKE'S for our own
FRIDAY SMORGASBOARD 4:00 - 8:00!!

I «m t, -'
itiJ«

DoonesburY
By Garry Trudeau

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

6INNY' ^(^ON p
unuj<iT TO YOUR

lJT44!^^'J And now that's the lost o( that."

Gordy By Gorde

T/'"
i- - 2 •--., — «. ~

. :•.
.: .. .'.*.;•

X"

L

%.

•

r

(30RPY

1.

m.

Lf
.V. • • «..i^.Sv;j.=i-.L- t>^ _J

GOKOr GoKoy GoROY
<SOf?DY c30R.cr/ GOUc^.'

A/Ol/u^ AUD ALL f Cj^KJ

K-
GORPYf \

-\,t -/— /—•.V

Campus Pond By Sal

WHINE BftG.
SWftNNY WON
THE SENATE
ELECTIONS

HOW COULD HE Wl(J?
HE DIDNT EVEM

,

CAMPAftftlGNNNEl

I5WA^\BYAFEWT1MES
m> 0VERHEAF\P HI^^ BRIBE

AND THREATEN SOnE
OTHER DOCKS

NOW IF YOU VOTE FOR AlE,

im&HT JUST KEEP THl^
ncA\ALLARD BURGER IDEA

TOn^SELF '.

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

Qmw/ me iNimPi[^ RePORf-

BR flNP HIS ftmSP A55l5T/\r{T

Lie IN mir for miRetusNe

... duppem n^ey ^py me ^
RfiRe RHiMftL xuRRYiNo peep
INTO me INKY [^RKNeid OF

me THICK l^OOP^ / 77/5

CHfi^e HON ''/

RBCKLeddLY mCY leflRmROUOh

me THORHi /WP P0t30N IVY ^

flNp woemeR THSYLeftR

UPON THe m/CKII\K;. 5N0RTIN0,

5FimN0 3BMT <r..

..FANOb UlSTEN^PLOOPFCVK/di

FEEL W-
PMWULftRCY

COMPFLieP TO
KeePURMTH NOPe.

THI5 5WRY ^
I

CertMialf lh« prolonged tducution indiapttf

sabU to the progrets of socitty is aot

oaturMi to ioaaklad.
-^Wlnatoa Cbtircbitt

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Ember
4 Posts

9 Bio
. Bol . or

Priys

12 Km of etc

14 Haberdashery
purchase

1

5

Sofi drink

16 Vegas game
17 Delia the

singer

18 Sign

19 Floor

21 Swains

23 Command, old

style

24 Uncle, in

Scotland

25 Honey producer

26 Map abbrs

29 Namesakes of a

Roman emperor

33 Capital of

Calvados
35 Wagner Powers

vehicle

37 Pub order

38 Driving

maneuver
39 Old car

40 Han. Hane
choice'

43 — a Wonderful

World

44 Actor O Toole

45 Great'

46 Recipe abbr

47 Intelligence org

49 Consumer
&! Stdndards

b4 Companion of

flora

65 Soon
56 Sam, the

detective

60 Decorator s

color

62 Do a farmer s |ob

63 Eldritch

64 Hans
6b I nattier tool

66 Pic:< up th« tat)

67 D C notable

DOWN
1 WWI group

2 Put away
3 Antelope
'. Travers o' Tyler

Moore

5 Peer Gynt s

mother

6 Decorate •

cak«
7 Pan oi LA
8 Cubic meter

9 — of These
Days'

to Singer Lame
1 1 Actor McKellen

and namesakes
13 Untie

15 Pan of an
Neill title

20 Abbr on a road

map
22 Melville novel

26 Waited

27 Cape Cod town

26 Sprinkle

30 Candidate Gary

and km. once

31 Mine products

32 Portico, m old

Athens

33 Vacationer s

choice

34 Cosmetic plant

35 Ben the

charioteer

36 ExpKisive

initials

41 Gear shift

42 Mourning
Becomes
Electra role

43 Brought forth

46 River in N
Portugal

48 Plus

50 Street show
51 SerKxa s

domain
52 I II turn over-

leaf "; Cervantes

53 Coward of note

54 Parts of yards

57 — sa

58 Afl the Things

You —
59 Day. in Madrid

61 Samovar

ANSWER TO PHEVIOUS PUZZLE

1 IB' ^
-7— [—HHI T-ii

^^H« ^
'^ ^1'*

W^ —L-
^^l'" "

vr PW ^SS IBKirsT B

^Wi H*"
L^Hu ^H|H1)

Lunch

Cavatelli Supreme

Country Broil Sandwich

Basics Lunch

Basic Country Broil

Soybean, Corn,

Tomato Casserole

Menu
Dinner

Baked Chicken

Supreme Sauce,

Cranberry Sauce

Cod Florentine

Basics Dinner

Baked Chicken

Supreme Sauce,

Golden Carrot Bake

Weather
A

Today: partly sunny and breezy, with a 30 percent chance

of showers, high 60 to 65.

Tonight; breezy, clearing and turning cold, lows in the

30s.

Tomorrow: sunny, breezy and cold, high 45 to 50

Today's Staff

Hlght Editor Nancy Klingener

CowBdttor ShetylJ«an

Photo Toch -"l^f
Pf««

UTO«t Toch. •••«<* JataUwo

Proihiclloft S«i»mw»r .RobCatalano

P«>d«ello0Connie LeClerc. Margot Wiks, Sarah aark. Paul

Desmarals. Matt Laurence, and Big Steve...

DODE LEVENSON
l.ii'ur 111 Chiff

JOHN YONCE
f.' II iging tditor

STLVE RUBIN
111, , I'. 1 , N',iM,i9t'r

ROB SKELTON
fccJiKjiMl tditor

WILLIAM SPAIN

fcditonal tdiior

ANSLi ZINTER

Production Manager

STEVE RUBIN

Business Manager

PAUL H LESSER

Advertising Sales Manager

VANESSA ROTH
finance Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marketing Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
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]^igig/i_g soccer game
continued from page 16

"A win for us will hopefully reinforce that we're get-
ting consistent play from many of our players from game
to game," the coach said. "I think confidence-wise and
winning-wise, what it does winning do for a team? I'm
not sure we need any more confidence at this point, just
some kind of reinforcement that's all."

Free Kicks: Gettler announced that freshman
goalkeeper Kevin Hart will start in goal against Fair
field instead of Tom Phillips, who has started five games
for the injured Ginzburg. . . The Minuttmen have given
up just one goal or less in eight games so far this season.
Unfortunately, the team has lost four of those games.
.

.
Gettler said that his collective play of his goalkeeper's

has been strong since the first game of the season but
that until very recently, the defense hasn't been doing
Its share to keep the goalies, especially Ginsburg from
being peppered with shots.

it football notebook
continued from pa^e 1

chances of stopping the Delaware offense Saturday.
"You've got to give credit to the other guys because a

captain can only do so much," Reid said. "I can't believe
that our intensity level would drop with him out becuase
we've got enough leadership out there on defense that
we'll do alright."

Manganaro, an outside linebacker, will be replaced by
either sophomore Drew Comeau or senior Dan Sullivan.
Additionally, senior fullback Al Neri has been listed as

doubtful for the game. Neri, who suffered a severe knee
bruise against Rhode Island, would be out for the season
according to Reid if he had not been in such good shape.

"If he didn't work so hard on his legs in the weight room,
he would be looking at a major reconstruction job instead
of a sprain."

Two starters on the offensive line, seniors Bob Greaney
and John Benzinger, are probable for the game.

Sports Notices
There will be a mandatory meeting for members of the

women's track team and any new members who wish
to participate in the winter season. The meeting will be
today at 4:30 p.m. in room 249 in Boyden.
Everyone is expected to attend, but those who absolute-

ly cannot attend should call coach Kalekeni Banda at
545-4343 or stop into the track office on the second fioor

of Boyden before the meeting.

The Curry Hicks and Totman gymnasium facilities will

be closed for the Columbus Day weekend while all

Boyden facilities will operate on regular weekend
schedules on Saturday and Sunday.
Monday's Boyden schedule is as follows: the pool will

be open from 12 to 4 p.m. while all other facilities will

be open from 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

cl^arlie';?
I Pray St Amherst

549-5403

Open 1 lam 7 days a week
Call for take out

GOOD FOOD & DRINK

NORTHAMPTON BOWL
Thur. Night Fun Begins

at 8:45 pm to Close

^ MffM

TIRED OF THE LINES?
TRY CHARLIES
October Specials

St Pauli Girl $1.50 Miller Light .99
Copa de Ora Sombrero's $1.25

other weekly drink specials

POOL TABLE, VIDEO GAMES. JUKE BOX, 2 COLOR TVs
A FAVORITE LOCAL TAVERN SINCE 1976

nVfVBlliiKBHttl

WITH COLLEGE LD.

525 PLEASANT ST
584-4830

KXIT 18 HT 91

FOR THOSE WHO ARE SERIOUS
ABOUT THEIR PLAY

Saucony^

* Located on Special Sale
Tables in the Trade Book Dept.

PAPERBACK

BOOKS
Open M-F 9-5

original

price

Located in the Campus Center

LIMELIGHT-
High Top Leather Aerobic Shoe LIMELIGHT'"

Women's sizes Leather Aerobic Shoe
$42.99 Women's sizes

$39.99

AMERICA"
Nylon & Suede Jogger
Men's & women's sizes

$47.99

If you demand top performance, Saucony? footwear
IS for you. High tech features. Superior stability and cushioning.
Top quality materials. Play your best. Play in high performance

footwear by Saucony

"

h
^-^1

a
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xf

/ Winners CirjCIe
You always come out ahead

T"V-
f'\

\^- /

> ) /

Id^
p'J \ ^Hamp«h(re Mall, Rte. 9, Hadley. ^

-A

1^

RB41/^^NRECK

New & Used Cars
TrucKs A Vans Also Available

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
r?t. 63 No. Amherst

549-?q80

FREE DELIVERY
^1 li<ilh\»0(j VV.IIK

Downtown Amhttst
J
253-7494 [

lludiiqh tilt Alli >

bihiiui Time Out

Tl It FINL AH.TSCtN T tK
I'NI^IBStlV tW MA-NM HLi^l In aI AWHtHM

TONIGHT!

MOMIX

Thursday, Oct 9 8pm
BowKer Auditorium

T -•ts S15 1 3

Ccilleioun photo hv Bvrnr (iaurnuttn

Tom Giordano (in white on left) and his soccer teammates hope to

continue a modest winning streak as the Minutemen tackle Fairfield

I
University, today at 4 p.m. at Farfield. CT.

GREAT
MEXICAN
FOOD /

in downtown Amherst
beer & wine served

11

TACOVILLA
..Offvrinc Quality

Mcairan foodt

NORTHAMPTON
21 CENTER SI

S8* 0673

Bring Your Oyvn
Seer or Wine

AMHBRST
4 I BOl TWOOO WALK
'54 «•' 1

1

Beer S Wine
Served

SPRINCFI£LD
'«» SUMNER AVE
TUB 0919

Bring Your Own
Beer < Wtrv

pilllllllllllillllllllllillMlllllllllllMIIIIIIIIINIIIIMMIIIIIWIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMlllllllfl^

I NOW HIRING I

I Wanted - Now hiring ushers |

i and concesslonists at |

I AMC Hampshire 6 Theatre, i

I Must be 18 and able to work 1

I nights, weekends, and

I intersession. I

I
Apply at

I

I
theatre in person

niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiJiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii<iiiiNiiiiiiiiMiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiii»iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiini«

Now's
the time
to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
S49-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

ACTIVITIES •AUDIO
AUTO FOR SALE • CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT •FOR RENT

FOR SALE • FOUND
HELP WANTED • LOST

CLASSIFIED
INSTRUCTION • MOTQRCYLCLES
PERSONALS • RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED -SERVICES

ROOMATE WANTED • TRAVEL
WANTED 'SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI - 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PROIR TO PUBLICATION • CASH IN ADVANCE, 1 Sc/WORD/PAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

WORK STUDY (4.0SShr) 8 12 hrs wk
Ilex hrs assist in lab wo'k on soil, plant

samples no exp required call Morteza at

545-2259 t»tv»een 10AM-4PM

71 DODGE DART. S30Q Cash or BO call

256-1047

1972 "art dcco pink" Matador-$475- ask
tor Adair at 586-8550

FISHER STV 87S speakers S100 each
Interested? Call 546-6117 Kyle

GRADUATES AND 25* students Social

Hour every Thursday 500 Blue Wall

Campus Center Build a tradition' Meet
each other!

MEETJNG Tonight for the Ammal
Rights Coalition anyone welcome SU
room 306 at 4 30 Refreshments will be
served

FREE FILM: WESTERN European area
studies sponsors Stale of Siege" Thurs .

Oct 9th. 7PM, 106 Thompson Hall

CASH

PAVING CASH FOR your baseball cards
please call Mike 549-0333

DESPERATEIV SEEKING VW RAMIT

LOOKING FOR RABBIT in good condi
tion No diesel Need $'' Have it? Ill buy
It call ioday-549-1634 leave message

51 2K MACINTOSH, IMAGEWRITER
Macnitty Audio, Digitizer, stereo cable,

carrying cases, Macwrite, Macpaint, The
Word studio session composer, lode run-

ner, Sargon, others Top condition,

$2300 Call Matt. 6-7001. for details

1978 AUDI NEW paint

2539393
sticker $1500

SANYO CAR STEREO w'Becker 3way
speakeis excellent cond $150 00 call

Jason at 6 7572

NICE COUCH S50 upright vacuum
cleaner w/bags $25 call 253-2212 alter

5 30 PM

ATTENTION ALL OREEKSI

DO YOU LIKE service proiects' Alpha
Ph' Omega needs you You can tje a
brother" even if you are currently in a

campus fraternity/sorority Rush dales
Oct 7.8.14 600PM room 415A Student
Union!

AUMO

ENTERTAINMENT

MUSICIANS NEEDED FOR perfor

mances at Belcherlown Stale School

Fundmg available Contact Bruce
256-4236

FOR A OOOO TIME CALL

LOT 22 STICKER S25 or 80 665-8892

SOFT CONTACT LENSES most daily

wear lenses, $18 00 to $25 00 ea Extend-

ed wear lenses $30 00 to $48 00 lowest

prices on contact lens solutions heat units

$12 95 Amherst Optical Shoppe
413-253-5412, 413-256-6403

RACK—A—DISK ENTERTAINMENT
Agency - DiscjocKeys. Bands, Lights and
Large screen video dances 549-7144

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH ARMspeakers
Brand new Warranty Type used m
dance bar, aerobics studios SISCO list

For sale $750 call 253-9687

FOUND

SINGLE KEV^N^aBMW keyWg You
can pick it up at the information desk m
the Campus Center concourse

SKI SHOP MECHANIC experienced
prelered apply in person Western Village

Ski 32 Mam Street, Northampton MA

OOCATIONAL ON-CALL work lor

human serv agency Training provided

536-5473 9AM-5PM EOE

LOST

H.P. 1 1C CALCULATOR m library lower

Please call 546-4778 lor reward

CASH REWARD!! For return of black

leather wallet Lost on 10/1 somewhere
between Southwest and Thompson 106
If found please call Larry al 546-8419

HEART SHAPED PENDANT wUh 3
pearls it found please call 549-7378
Reward

WHILE DOING MASS, transtormation I

left a grey sweatshirt outside the tower
It says Headers on ii Please call 6 9541
Mark

LOST A THIN gold bracelet Great sen-
timental value Please call 546-7230

LOSTf WHITE JEAN jacket and budlight

key ring-need tjoth-lost al or near please
call 6-9246

FOR RENT
MOTORCYCli

AUTO FOR SALE

79l<ONDA ACCORD Excellent engine,

spot of rust on body New clutch, fuel

tank, exhaust system, transmission Must

sell asking $1400 or BO Call Nik

549-4834

197S BMW 2002 good condition $1600
call 256-6497

1977 PLYMOUTH VOLARE wgn
Slant/6, Excellent mechanical condition

$650 549-7166

1982 MAZDA 626LX 52000 m!s S4200
527-8337 ask lor Mike

1970 MG MIDGET excelle,ni

must see call 546-7031

79 HONDA CIVIC Runs wen good con

.iio^ $750 .1' 3BSI offer Cal Cam.
•j49.0053

74 PLYMOUTH VALIANT s

sion dependac*'^ asking SJbu tab's «i 14

1983 LYNX 2bH 4 speed standard m exi

condition runs well never been abused

must sell 10 pay oft loan Call 549-6129

or 256-6887 ask for Andy or leave name
and nc very good buy'"^'

76 DODGE ASPEN. Only 33K miles' 4

'ivjr auiomaii'. Vany new parts Some
rusi $700 firm Helen 548 9343 a'l"

5PM

1975 AMC HORNET runi wel . depen

dable very httle rust $700 549-7778

ROOMS JUST BECAME available in a
fraternity Great home cooked meals and
a unique social atmosphere For more in-

fo call Tom at 549-5515

NELP WANTID

SINGLE ROOM FOR rent 500 yards away
from Grad Tower PBA stops in front

549-5039

LANTERN COUHf^TAKl^ver 2 odrm
lease from October 15 call 665-8451

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent free meals

Light clean-up
Call Cheryl at AXO

545-2152

FOR SALE

PHOFHSSdRS EXAM FILES lor

eng-neenng, calculus, physics and
chem-stry at University Store

COMPUTER TERMINAL & modeT, to-

sale S200 cheap 256-8678

KEG TAPS FOR sale' Brand new, never

used keg taps only $25 Packies charge
$45 lor used taps Don t waste yO'j-

money Ne'iv 'aps $2? CaM tony
?56 1438 today

BED FOR SALE single box and mattress
first $35 laKes >' 584 2906 eves (Alan)

1979 CHEVY WAGON. 99 400 m,les

new clutch. Best offer 53f "^434 Even-
ings week-ends

MEN'S 3 SPEED ccm bike or 2 Goodyear
snow tires 'adiais P18580R13 both ex-

cellent condition BO 594-4202 Leave
message

PART TIME CASHIER wanted for local

store Some nights and weekends
Please call 684-3603

NEED A JOB? Like travel^ Ambitious
people needed to market unique travel

product with no eMSIing competition Ex-

cellent expenenue for business, com
munication and HRTA majors No ex-

perience necessary car helpful Contact
Mary 549-6118

OEERFIELO INN-SERVER asst s

wanted All shifts Call Nancy 774-2359

MANAGER TRAINEES NATIONWIDE
Tool Co expanding m Amnersi Now hir-

ing 25 new employees' great -rioney ex

celleni working cond $ career opporium
'y Pan and lull time work For interview

call Willie 256 4101

UNION VIDEO CENTER s h.nng Two
worK study positions avail No exp need
eo Call 545 1336

SUPERIOR PIZZARIA NORTH Amherst
Flexible nours Oorinq the week for kitchen

help Drivers who know the area wanted
Call 549-0626

GUCCI WATCHES FOR lades many
styles only $30 can Brian 6 7425

PART TIME GAS attendant full-serve

weekends, Hadley 256-6875

YAMAHA VERAGO 920CC Shaft drive

digital new rubber oval discs low miles

helmet SI 200 4C Brandywina stop by

NONWORK-trUDY

SCERA, THE STUOENT Center for

educational research and advocacy is

hiring nonwork-study positions to

research and organi/e student issues like

study space, racism, financial aid

hoterosexism. etc One position tor

graduate student deals specifically with

anti-Semitism Women and people of col-

or encouraged to apply Applications

available m SCERA. 422 Student Union

Due 10/15at3 30PMAA/EEO 545-0341

PERSONALS

CREATIVE MINDS WANTED! Artists

wiiers, Commun cations maioia and
anyone with innovative ide.is We will

publish your work m the Southwest
newspaper Circulation is 5500 For mtor

mation or if interested come to the SWAG
Office in Hampden or call 546-0960

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY LAU! Hopng tor

many more i lovr> you J B

JEFF SORRY ABOUT the misunderslan

ding Sal nile m Cramplon Pleaso call so

i can explain Lana 231A 6-1471

MARY SEX GODDESS welcome to the

21st year" Let s get mio trouble Love
your partner. Head Pervert

MARKO A SUZIE Q happy 19th let s par

ty' Love Dee

CRAIG- HAPPY BIRTHDAY. Im glad

we're still together after all we ve been
through I love you' -Linda

CONGRATULATIONS TO STILL more
pledges. Gretchen. Amy and Deb Love

the sisters and fellow pledges if Sigma
Kappa Welcome aboard'

PLEASE NOTE: AN error was made in

this Fall's Studerit Directory The coorect

phone numbei of Timothy Lynn is

549-7770 Write It down t)efore you forget

HEY SPORTS FAN- Old hockey equip

men! tor sale Today HAM 1PM and
6PM-8PM Boyden 215

SNUFF-CONGRATULATIONS ON ih.

new arrivals' Love Aunlie Ali

ALAN HAPPY BIRTHDAY! I love you

now & forever Patty

BABY-DADDY WANTS to thank you for

getting close Even if it was for a short

time I thought you were awesome! Let s

get It together soon, cause you lake me
to the moon, Hope I can help you like

you've helped me Make me a proposi-

tion you know I can't refuse Ouch' Love

ya' Babe, Negg 10-2-66

HEY MULLY HAVEa lantasiiclTme with

your babies" I love you- Bubbles'!'"

CHEETOH , GET ""PSYCHED for

Washington and Florida' (and camp'') i

love you'

RIDE WANnO

TO BINGHAMTON-ITHACA N.Y
on Fridav Oct 10 call 546-4220

ROOMMATES WANTED

RESPONSIBLE FOR LG apt on bus route

own room, lurnished but bring bed $210
lor room plus utilities call 323 4989 before
PPM 323-6311x530 after

SQUIRE VILLAGE ON bu:: route near
stores share large 2 bedroom I's bath
townhouse grad preferea r'.-:rtiv lurnish

ed $232 665-2577

SERVICES

TERRIFIC TYPING FROM Speedy
keys Professional reliable service
256 1002 8am llpm

TYPING, TAPE TRANSCRIPTIONS
Fast accurate, 665-7652

DISSERTATION BLUES? PROFES-
SIONAL editor can help writing/pro-

ofreading Student rales Call 256-6150

TO SUBLET

AMHERST CTR 1 bdr apt 400 (heat & hot
water inci; Laundry & storage 256-1847

OAWNATHAN. HAPPY 21STI Pee) the

scotch tape off of your license Love, li

bickio, Lee, Jules, Drugs, Beeboe.
Beaming

JILL FISHER! HAPPY birthday from all

your friends m the 7th floor of

Washington'

TOllii PIA: YOU botter'aet well soon or i

will bile your nose of"' Glad we met

Valerie

GIDGIE-I LOVE you, please marry me-

Pran|u(

MATTHEW HERT HAPPY birthday to the

KP kid Have a great dayl We love you

Su/anne Risa Hillary Ellen & Dana

PLAYOFF SOUVENIRS

CATCH THE PENNANT lever See us on
thi> concourse Wednesday 4 Friday SSS
enierpnsps

POLITICAL WORK

WHY FLIP BURGERS or wait tables''

you can gel the training and respect of

a professional paid activist Earn

S36 50 00 daily Now hiring lull/part lime

Call clean water action 549-7450

PROFESSIONAL TYPINO SERVICE

PAPERS. CASES. DISSERTATIONS
dependable on campus reasonable

584 7924. Nancy

TRAVEL

MONTREAL COLLEGE WEEKEND Oct
31 Nov 2 $79 Call Sandy or Debbie
6654729

TYPING SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING, Long or shon pro-
jects Meticulous proofreading Rush jobs
OK New IBM typewriter 549-0367

TYPINO A WORD PROCESSING

NEXT DAY SERVICE TypeRite
3234579

WANTED

MODELS NEEDED FOR hair -show on
Oct 13 fO' an eduacationai lor tM •-

dressers inquire before Oct i ' al

586-7477

ADVANCED DRUMMER LOOKING for

P'o sei will pay g<>x1 mone» call 594-9587
atter 5PM

WANTED USED UGLY oean bag i

reward call Malcolm 256-4246
hairs
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UMass gets past NE, 1-0
Griswold strikes

~

to lead stickers
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts field

hockey success story continues.

Yesterday it was a match-up of

nationally-ranked teams, as the seventh-

ranked Minutewomen battled the ninth

ranked Huskies of Northeastern Universi

ty. The Minutewomen were able to up their

record to 9-1 with a close 1-0 win over Nor

theastern at Totman Field, their eighth

straight victory.

UMass dominated the action over the

course of the game, supporting the fact that

the Huskies don't play as well on natural

grass as they would on artificial turf The

Huskies play their home matches on an ar-

tificial surface.

Both coaches downplayed the grass/turf

controversy. "I don't think it really hurt

them (playing on grass)," Hixon said. "In

order to be a good team, which they are,

you have to be able to play equally as well

on both types of surface. I think we are just

as effective on turf as we would be on

grass."

Broderick agreed.

"I'm not going to make any excuses," she

said. "The grass didn't play a big factor. I

think our biggest problem was in execu-

tion. The defense had some problems, and

I think everyone just had a menta'

breakdown. There was a lot of confusion at

times, and that's a credit to UMass' execu-

tion. We had a lot of technique problems,

as well."

Play was somewhat sluggish in the first

half until the Minutewomen began to pick

up the pace with about 10 minutes remain-

ing. There was no scoring in the first half

but the momentum carried over to the ear-

ly stages of the second half when UMass

finally capitalized for the game's only goal.

•We definitely felt a momentum shift

late in the first half" coach Pam Hixon

said. "We were finally getting our passing

going, and it just kept going."

Shortly after a corner play, one of 12 for

the Minutewomen in the game, junior mid-

fielder Ronnie Coleman sent a cross-circle

pass to senior co-captain Lisa Griswold.

who deflected the pass behind Huskie

goaltender Lisa Boudreau with 26:25 left

in the contest.

Hixon was glad to get the win in

ref^ulation.

•it looks better .stati.stically to win in

regulation," Hixon said. "It makes the op-

ponent look better if they force you into

(ivertime. too.'"

Another reason could he thnt l.i-t year <

match ended in a 1 1 tie when Nor

theastern coach Joan Broderick -. Huskies

( olU-Kiun photo by I'aul Franz

Senior co-captain Lisa Griswold scored the lone goal in the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts' 1-0 field hockey win yesterday at Totman Field.

UMass improved to 9-1.

had their chances this year too.

Northeastern had a golden opportunity

to make it 1-1 with 18:30 left. On a series

of three straight corners, the Huskies put

great pressure on UMass goalie Lynn

Carlson, but Carlson made a spectacular

save on a screen shot to protect her shutout.

The shutout was the eighth of the year

for the junior netminder. She has allowed

only four ^"als all sea.-^on.

•'Lynn has done a superb job for us," Hix

on said. "She really has played steady, and

that helps in a game like this."

UMass had chances to up its lead, only

to see them go by the wayside. The

Minutewomen outshot Northeastern, 18-7.

but could not put anything else behind

Boudreau.
"Their (the Minutewomen's) counter

attack gave our defense trouble." Broderick

said. "They put a lot of pressure on us, and

forced us to play in our own end a lot more

than A. wnuld have liked.

•'I detinitely have to give a lot of credit

to their forwards." Broderick said.

•Especially (inswold. iChrisi Kocot. and

(Lili Hulton. They dominated play in our

end.

What did
you say?

Getting behind
volleyball lingo

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

Think hard. Are you one of those peo-

ple that has absolutely no clue when it

comes to volleyball terminology? When

somebody say's "nice kill", do you look for

a body on the court? Or are you the one

who searches the gym for Budweiser cans

when someone yells "six pack"?

Well fear no more. What you are about

to learn is the oft times confusing

vocabulary of the sport of volleyball. The

looks of bewilderment are many, so if

you're one of the hundreds of confused

spectatators at a University of

Massachusetts volleyball match, pay at-

tention. Closely.

Kill: The word "kill" refers to a ball that

hits the floor unmolested. A kill can be

registered by way of a hit or what is com

monly called a "dink".

Dink: The name definitely fits. This

refers to a ball that is not hit with a great

deal of velocity, but rather is lightly tap-

ped to the opponent's side of the net.

Crush: No relation to "Crush Groove".

A crush differs from a kill in that it is, at

some point, touched by the opposition in

a significant manner. For instance, a ball

that is hit off a block and goes out of

bounds is considered a crush.

Watermelon: Not to be confused with

the edible variety, this refers to a set ball

that has absolutely no spin on it. Either

the setter has a great pair of hands or the

ball has a gyro in it. The result is often

a hole in the floor on the opposition's side

of the net.

Roof: Often heard at UMass matches.

A roof is a type of block that sends the ball

straight down on the opponent's side of

the net. Usually, the ball hits the floor

before the hitter does. Also referred to as

"heavy termination". Roof blocks are

notorious for causing severe mental

degeneration.

Dig: The word "dig" usually refers to

a hard-hit ball that is passed or saved

from hitting the floor. It also refers to a

ball that may not be hit as hard, but is

about to hit the floor anyway. Digs are

usually the spark behind an offensive

rally.

Pancake: Refers to a ball that is saved

from hitting the floor by way of laying the

hand flat on the floor so that the ball is

still able to bounce (did you i^it all of

that?l. This is usually a last-ditch defen-

sive manuever, but when done correctly

is very pretty.

Reid says Palazzi

is ready for action
Manganaro out; battered

Neri may not be playing
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Sophomore quarterback Dave Palazzi will be available

to play in the Homecoming game Saturday at Warren

McGuirk Alumni Stadium University of Massachusetts

head football coach Jim Reid said yesterday.

"Palazzi has been given the okay to play," unbeaten

first-year coach Reid said. "The doctor told me the

shoulder is as good as its going to get this year. Whether

it takes a hit now or four weeks from now makes no dif

fGrcncG.

Palazzi, last vear's Yankee Conference and ECAC
Rookie-of-the-Year, has missed three consecutive games

since suffering a shoulder separation in the season's first

game, a 16-14 Minuteman win at James Madison.

But now Reid is faced with a difficult decision. Since

Pakizzi's injury, sophomore walk-on Tim Bryant has risen

to the occasion, directing the Minutemen to their four wins

including last Saturday's 31-17 romp over Rhode Island.

Brvant threw for a career high 303 yards, rushed for 98,

and set a new school total offense record with 401 yards.

A decision is expected to be announced today.

Injuries have also taken their toll on several other

Minutemen including senior co-captain Paul Manganaro,

who will miss Saturday's game with a sprained knee.

Despite the injury, Reid is optimistic of his team s

(onhnuted on page 14

Minutemen travel to Fairfield
Trying for third straight

By JOHN NOLAN and JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

Now is the time to go on a roll.

The University of Massachusetts men's soccer team,

playing the best it has all season, will try to pick up where

it left off after its UMass Challenge Cup championship

this weekend when it travels to Fairfield University for

a 4 p.m. contest.

The Minutemen, 4-7, have won two straight games and

are looking for bigger and better things.

"We would like to put together a modest win streak,"

UMass head coach Jeff Gettler said. "We would like to

beat Fairfield, and Rhode Island so we can head into

UConn (University of Connecticut) with four straight.

"But right now we're just thinking about Fairfield."

The Minutemen are coming off their best performances

of what has been a dissappointing season to date.

With a 6-0 victory over Norhteastern University, Satur-

day, and its 2-1 double-overtime victory over Centeral

Connecticut on Sunday, UMass is finally playing the kind

of consistent soccer that Gettler has been looking for since

preseason.
"Against Central Connecticut, we came out of the game

feeling that not one player who had entered the game

played poorly — that was only the second time we had real-

ly done that this year," Gettler said. "We've been look

ing for the type of consistency where nine or 10 players

will play well. If we can get that kind of play, then were

not going to lose
"

But, as Gettler pointed out, those occasions have been

few.

Gettler said that much of the team's inconsistency has

been due to a staggering number of injuries that hit the

club at the very wrong time.

"Last year we beat everyone we were supposed to ex-

cept Mairie. Why can't we do that this year? Because we've

been hit by injuries in the New England games," Gettler

said. "I didn't want to admit it did affect us at the time

but there's no doubt in my mind that it did."

UMass lost the services ofjunior scoring midfielder An-

dy Bing, midfielder Paul Serafino, sophomore forward

Kurt Manal, sophomore goalkeeper Sam Ginsburg senior

forward Ferdie Adoboe, co-captain John Shannon and had

others sidelined with lesser injuries during a stretch of

four games in which the team lost by a combined score

of 6-0.

But Gettler feels the team is ready to win with Shan-

non, Manal, and Bing back in the lineup.

"There's no question in my mind that we play better

with him (Bing) in the lineup," Gettler said. "We haven't

played well all year but in the tournament, we did."

Fairfield, 3-7, is coming off losses to nationally-ranked

Seton Hall, 4-0, and Army, 3-0 and has relied mostly on

defensive strength so far. Freshman goaltender Jim Kallio

has been a big factor in the nets, allowing 14 goals in eight

games, for a 2.00 goals against average. He has turned

aside 71 shots and produced two shutouts.

"The Army coach said that defensively, they are a very

good team and are hard to score against," Gettler said.

"That will be good for us because we have to find ways

to score. They pack it in defensively and that will present

problems for us in our attempts to score goals."

The Fairfield offense has sputtered all year, producing

only seven goals in its ten games. Coach John Barrett will

place his hopes on top scorers Patrick Robb (2-1-5) and Rob

McMahon (2-0-4) to break his team's scoring slump.

continued on page 14
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11 am - 2 am 7 days
50 Main St. Amherst, MA

THIS WEEKEND ONLY!
JB's is offering free soda!

All you have to do is bring

this coupon in and with anything
you purchase, you'll receive a

FREE SODA
So hurry on down this offer

is only good till Oct 12, 1986

HOMECOMING WEEKEND
15th ANNUAL BLOODY MARY BREAKPAST

14oz Bloody Mary, 2 Eggs, Ham, Bacon or Sausage
homefries, Toast, & Coffee

Saturday
10:00am til 1:00 $4.25 October 11

1986

APTER THL uAMt
— Join Us —

food Served Until 9:30 PM

Dancing
9 til 1

No Cover M^k
A^AuuEBSSu^
DON'T BE

A
LOSER

Come to MIKE'S after the big game

^ ' WEEKS SPEC A3
BiCKS LI0HT & DARK 51.SO
MEISTER BRAU & MILLER PITCHERS 12.75
COFFEE SOMBRERO $1.25
ROSE SPRITZER'S ........ „ff«

PEKING GARDEN
On Route 9, Hadley 586-1202

WEEKLY BUFFET DINNER
- 8:30 p

$6.95 ALL YOU CAN EAT

Ave Mates

Five & Zero

Has a nice f

ring doesn't it?

A DRINKEJ^Y. TO MEET. RELAX & ENJOY.

35 EAST PLEASMT ST AMHERST

No. Name
28 AMOS.Garrlk
14 BALDACCI, Roger
40 BARRETT, Ted
70 BARRETTE, Michael
76 BENZINGER, John
1 80NVINI, Silvio
24 BROWN. Scott
13 BRYANT, Timothy
69 BUTLER, William
95 CHARRON Daniel
19 CIOPPA, Tom
96 COMEAU, Drew
52 CORMIER, Ron
6 CROOM, Jerome

12 CROWLEY, John
97 CULLEN, Joe
3 CUMMINGS, Sean
45 DESPATHY, Brant
66 DIGGS. Bernard
2 DOWDY, Jay

GEORGE. Alex
87 GIROUARO. Kenny
78 GREANEY, Robert
38 HALL, Tom
10 HECHT, Tim
32 JACKSON, Raymond
72 KACZOROWSKI, Stan
30 KARELAS, George
20 KARELAS, Richard
86 KELLEY, Michael
68 KOWALSKI, Michael
54 LANZA, Jonathan
60 LEMIEUX, Bruce
56 MANGANARO, Paul
31 McCRAY, Chrisotpher
37 Mcintosh, Dave
47 McKENNEY, Michael
35 McKEOWN. John
23 MITCHELL, Chip
50 MONTINI, Pete
80 MORAN, Mike

MORAN, Tom
39 NERI, Al
49 NISBET. Jay
89 NYE. Timothy
29 OLOSN, Steven
7 PALAZZI, Dave
18 PATTERSON, Matt
44 PERRONE, Vito
75 PHILLIPS, Patrick

POWERS, Joseph
74 PRAWL. Mike
73 ROBAR, Steve
84 ROCHE, John
21 RUBINETTI, Dan
85 RUNDLE, Todd
51 SALMON, Nick

SAMPSON, Kenneth
17 SHAUGHNESSEY, Bill
48 SHELMIRE, Bob
41 SMELLIE, Kevin
22 STRICKLAND, Anthony
57 SULLIVAN. Daniel
90 SYMONDS, Jon
99 TANOLER, Jim
25 THOMAS, Andrew
77 TOFFEY, Edward
15 TRIFARI, Michael
36 VERTUCCI, Jim
55 WAGNER, Craig
4 WENDT, Rolf
34 WILLIAMS, Kirk
11 WILLIAMSON, Robert

YAVIS. Dimitri

Pos. Ci. Ht. Wt.

CB So 5-10 175
QB So 6-3 205
TB Jr 5-10 188
OT Jr 6-5 265
OT Jr 6-3 260
PK So 5-11 217
SS Sr 6-1 187
QB So 6-1 188
GO Jr 6-0 245
DT So 6-5 255
SE Sr 6-1 180
OLB So 6-4 218
OT So 6-0 240
WR So 5-5 150

FL Sr 5-10 170
NO So 5-11 175
FB So 6-11 235
ILB So 6-1 220
OT So 6-3 230
SE So 5-1 175
F8 So 6-0 190
TE So 6-2 230
OT Sr 6-2 250
DB So 6-0 178
QB Sr 6-3 185
OB Jr 5-1 175
CO Sr 6-2 205
ILB So 6-3 230
SS So 5-1 185
TE Jr 6-4 220
OT Sr 6-5 240
NO So 6-1 235
ILB So 6-2 215
OLB Sr 5-11 230
ILB Jr 6-0 205
FS Jr 6-0 193
ILB So 5-9 185
ILB Jr 6-0 220
TB So 6-0 180
C Sr 6-3 250
OT Sr 6-2 260
PK So 6-1 175
FB Sr 6-2 225
FB Jr 6-0 208
FL So 6-4 210
TB So 5-10 175
QB Jr 6-1 200
OB So 5-10 175
ILB Sr 6-1 235
OT So 6-4 240
CB So 5-9 165
OT So 6-1 260
NG Jr 6-3 260
TE So 6-3 210
FL So 6-1 195
OLB Jr 6-3 230
C So 6-2 250
QB Fr 6-2 180
QB So 6-1 195
FS Sr 6-1 215
TB So 5-1 180
FB Sr 5-11 200
OLB Sr 6-2 230
FL So 6-1 180
ILB/P Jr 6-2 225
CB So 5-11 170
C Sr 6-4 245
FL Jr 5-11 195
SS Jr 6-1 210
C So 6-0 230
PK Sr 6-2 200
OB Jr 6-2 195
QB Jr 6-3 205
DT/P So 6-6 255

Canyou afford to

gamble with the LSAT?^ SAT? GRE?
^ GMAT? MCAT?
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Rally over downed US flyer ends in clash
Hasenfus called 'hero';

Sandinistas criticized

By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

A Republican Club-sponsored rally yesterday in support

of an American mercenary shot down Sunday by

Nicaraguan forces often broke down into a shouting match

as speakers jousted with hecklers from the audience.

Throughout the half-hour event. Republican Club

members called for the safe return of Eugene Hasenfus,

the only American to survive the cargo plane crash.

Club Vice President Jennifer Abrams said, "Eugene
Hasenfus is a good American who should be commended."
Co-Editor of the Minuteman student publication Tony

Rudy said, "Eugene Hasenfus deserves our support. Clear-

ly, the Sandinista Government must be overthrown.

Eugene Hasenfus is a brave American."

About 20 people chanted "US, CIA, out of Nicaragua"

while Republican Club members held a moment of silence

for William H. Cooper and Wallace Blaine Sawyer Jr., the

two Americans killed when the plane was shot down.

Shouting over hecklers. Republican Club President

Brian Darling said, "We are here to rally in support of

Eugene Hasenfus and the contra freedom fighters. All I

can say for the people on that flight is God bless them."

Student Senator and club Treasurer Lynne McCabe said

after the rally, "We're simply trying to help an American
who has been captured by the Sandinistas."

Student Senator W. Greg Rothman responded to fre-

quent challenges by audience members by asking the au-

dience, "When are we going to start rooting for the home
team?"
Rothman then began to lead supporters in chanting

"USA, USA." He added, "Stop communism, communism
kills."

Student Government Association President Bill Bennett

asked members of the audience to stop heckling students

Student senate to fight

change in graduation date

Collegian photo by Byrne Guarnotta

UMass Republican Club member Lynne McCabe: "Trying to help an American who has been cap-

tured by the Sandinistas."

speaking at the podium. Aft«r the rally, Bennett said, "I'm

very upset with the heckling. There are a lot of

uneducated people on this issue, they need to listen to this

and to opposing views and to research the situation to

decide for themselves.

Following the rally, small groups of students both sup-

porting and opposing Hasenfus gathered in heated

arguments over the issue.

Hasenfus was captured by Sandinista forces Sunday
after his plane was shot down over Nicaragua. The cargo

plane was carrying weapons and supplies to rebels known
as "contras " seeking to overthrow the Sandinista regime.

The US government has denied allegations that Hasen-

fus was under CIA orders.

Memo about outdoor concerts
denounced by SWAG leaders

By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

Lynne M. Murphy has her reservations

about holding next year's commencement
ceremony on May 24, because a great many
parents have reservations for the weekend
of May 30, the date graduation was
originally scheduled.

Murphy, an undergraduate student

senator, said yesterday she and many other

students are upset over a decision last week

by administrators to change the ceremony

date. Murphy said the change will wreak

havoc with long-standing plans for travel

and lodging for parents coming to Amherst

from all over the country.

Commencement is held the Saturday

after exams end in even years and the Sun-

day after exams in odd years. But next

year, exams are set to end Saturday May
23, meaning a week would elapse between

the close of the academic year and

graduation.

Administrators have cited this fact, and

the high cost of keeping residence halls

open the extra week, as reasons for the

change.
But Murphy said the administrators

showed insensitivity to parents and

students in making the change, and as a

result she and Mary Rita Kropp of John

Adams Tower made a motion at Wednes-

day's senate meeting.

The motion read, "Whereas the gradua-

tion date has been set for two years

and...reservations and other plans have

also been made two years in advance, and

whereas finals end at 4 o'clock the previous

day, [the senate should] demand that the

administration hold the 1987 graduation

on the original scheduled date of May 30,

1987."

The motion passed unanimously.

"After hearing of it, I thought it was so

unfair that they would say it was one date

and then change it," Murphy said. "I was
talking to all my friends. ..and they were

disappointed and angered because their

parents had made plans and reservations

for that date."

Murphy said she thought the decision

was unfair to people who have exams, and

that the change threatened Senior Day, an

annual barbecue and party for graduating

seniors.

"They should have a full day. they should

have at least one last night out," Murphy
said, adding that she plans to meet with

Provost Richard O'Brien to convey student

discontentment with the proposed change,

which will be voted on at the October facul-

ty senate meeting.

Daniel Melley, one of the officials involv-

ed in the decision, said "some people have

been done a terrible injustice, in the sense

that they have made these plans so far in

advance. ..but there are a number of

reasons for doing it.

"We have made a commitment to having

housing on campus" for relatives affected

by the change, Melley said.

Melly said the change was made because

of the high cost of keeping residence halls

open an extra week, the unavailability of

non-senior student employees to work
graduation, and the fact that many seniors

might simply skip the ceremony if they had

to wait ten days or more.

Also, he said, the plant that provides

steam for cooling and hot water is schedul-

ed to be shut down for maintenance on the

weekend graduation was originally

scheduled.

As to the Senior Day conflict, Melley said

it would have to be held during finals, but

pointed out that most seniors would be

done with exams before the period ends.

By WILLIAM SPAIN
Collegian Staff

Representatives of the Southwest Area

Government yesterday condemned a Stu-

dent Activities Office memo about last

year's Southwest Area concert at a meeting

attended by student leaders and ad-

ministrative division heads.

The memo, parts of which were made
public in the Collegian last week, consists

of a cover letter from Michael Jones of the

Student Activities Office, a letter from

University of Massachusetts Police Chief

Robert G. Joyce to Jones, a memorandum
from Carol Radzik of Student Security to

Director of Public Safety Gerald T. O'Neil,

a report on Southwest, Greek Area and

East Side concerts from Sgt. P.L. Ominsky

to Joyce and a copy of a poster advertising

a "block party."

Southwest Area Government Co-

President Joel Rabinowitz, after

distributing copies of the memo, question-

ed a paragraph in the Jones letter re-

questing all recipients to "please tr?at it

with discretion...this information is not for

general circulation."

"Students have a right to know. We re-

quested this information three times," he

said, adding that withholding the reports

"undermines a relationship of mutual

respect between students and program

staff."

Rabinowitz quoted parts of Joyce's letter

referring to Rabinowitz and former SWAG
president Bill Collins as "immature in-

dividuals" who "perpetuate utter garbage

and untruths to the media, which present

slanted pictures of actual occurrences."

"This is outlandish to me — a police chief

singling out people. I think [the letter] is

slander. I am very upset that it was not

brought to my attention," Rabinowitz said.

Going over the Ominsky report point by

point, Rabinowitz questioned the accuracy

of some of its observations about alcohol

continued on page 8

Busy Homecoming Weekend
expected to attract 18,000

By MARY REIDY
Collegian Correspondent

With all area hotels booked for the

weekend, about 18,000 people are expected

to participate in one or more events schedul-

ed for Homecoming Weekend tonight and

tomorrow, according to Gerald Gracy. coor-

dinator of Community and Alumni
Relations.

The weekend will begin with a free

"MultiBand Pops ' concert in the Fine Arts

Center at 8 tonight, Grady said.

A Homecoming parade sponsored by the

Greek AfTalrs Office will b^in at noon

tomorrow at Lot 34, across from the Haigis

Mall, travel to North Pleasant and Fearing

Streets then head west onto University

Drive, Grady said.

Deb Valkenaar, assistant coordinator for

the office of Greek Affairs, said the parade

this year will be "kind of small " with about

20 entries The University of Massachusetts

Minuteman Marching Band will participate,

along with cheerleaders and maybe the

equestrian team, she said.

"We would like to make it more of an all-

unh^ersity parade," to increase school spirit

for homecoming, »h« said

Tickets are still available for the football

continued on page 8
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The Distinguished Visitors Program

is proud to present British Historian

JAMES BURKE

Author of

"The Day The Universe Changed"

Speaking on

Technology and Change

"DO LEMONS II

Tuesday October 14

at 8pm
Campus Center Auditorium

distingubhecl

Visitors program

AP photo

CLAIBORNE CONVICTED - U.S. District Judge Harry Claiborne

is escorted to the Senate chambers prior to his conviction of "high

crimes and misdemeanors," yesterday in Washington. Claiborne is

the fifth official in history removed from office through the impeach-

ment process.

Tobacco firm fights $3M suit
BOSTON (AP> - Liggett and Meyers

Tobacco CO. argued in federal Appeals

Court yesterday that health warnings on

cigarette packs shielded the company from

a $3 million suit by heirs of a man who
smoked L&M cigarettes for 23 years.

Opposing attorneys locked horns over

whether the federal law requiring warn-

ings on cigarette packages restricted states

from passing laws of their own requiring

additional warnings.

Ronald Cohn, an attorney for the

cigarette manufacturer, argued that the

Federal Cigarette Labeling and Advertis-

ing Act of 1965, requiring all cigarette

packages to bear a warning that smoking

may be hazardous to health, restricted any

additional warnings.
Liggett and Meyers is seeking to reverse

a ruling in April by US District Judge A.

David Mazzone permitting a trial on

whether reasonable manufacturers should

have included stronger warnings than

those required by the federal law.

The suit against Liggett and Meyers and

Liggett Group Inc. was brought by the

heirs of Joseph C. Palmer of Newton, who
died in 1980 at age 49. He smoked as many
as three or four packs of L&M cigarettes

daily, according to the suit.

We've moved!
Ten years in our old store was enough. Although we have made many friends there and served

many thousands of customers, we are ready for something newer and better. We hope you are too.

Our new store provides:

• Twice the space

• Four listening rooms

• Easy access from 1-91 or

Northampton Center

• Excellent Parking

• Same-location car stereo installation

• Expanded displays in all departments

including car stereo, high-end audio,

video, compact disc, and audio/video furniture

• The same quality components and qualified

sales & service that

have made Sound & Music

"Best in the Valley"

Our Brand New Store at

%

Millbank Place 351 Pleasant St. Northampton
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SGA committee hunts
for new attorney general
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

A Student Government Association
search committee is screening applicants

for the student attorney general position,

which has remained vacant since Scott

McCracken's term ended last spring.

The attorney general advises students

about legal matters, prosecutes violators of

the SGA constitution and heads the Stu-

dent Judiciary Committee. The individual

appointed to this position is a non-voting

senate member and represents the senate

in student court cases.

SGA President Bill Bennett said that he

expects to appoint a new attorney general

within the next two weeks. The senate

must then approve his selection by a two-

thirds vote.

W. Greg Rothman, chairman of the

search committee, said, "We've received

three applications [for the position] and
we're going to have interviews with those

three candidates."

Bennett emphasized that the individual

he will appoint to the position must have
enthusiasm and "a general idea of how the

student government — especially the

judiciary — works.

"That position in the last few years has

gone down hill," he added.

At Wednesday's meeting the senate ap-

pointed two of its members, M. Lynne Mur
phy and Lynne M. Murphy, to the search

committee.
The SGA constitution rules that this com-

mittee be formed within one month of the

president's election. That did not happen
because of a controversy involving Ben-

nett's campaign last spring.

Some of his campaign posters stated that

Lynn M. Murphy, a conservative senator,

supported him. which caused confusion

among voters who thought she was runn-

ing against him. His opponent was M.

Lynne Murphy, a progressive. Bennett had

to appear before the judiciary committee as

a result of the episode.

As soon as the committee ruled him in-

nocent, Bennett said, he attempted to

organize a search committee. However, it

was delayed because many SGA members
were busy with final exams.

Bennett said he attempted to appoint a

temporary attorney general, but the

senate's affirmative action officers

disallowed the appointment.
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A Homcoming Dance will be held from 8:30 till 12:30 this Saturday

night in the Student Union Ballroom. There will be a live band and

a cash bar. All members of the Five-College Area are welcome to at-

tend. There is a $2.50 admission charge.

Dr. J. Kunkel ofthe zoology department will be speaking on "The Role

of Ions in Vitellogenesis" as part ofthe department's Colloquium series.

The seminar begins at 4 p.m., with refreshments at 3:30 p.m., in room

203 of the Morrill Science Center.

Yom Kippur services will be held Sunday and Monday in the Student

Union Ballroom, and will be led by Rabbi Saul Perlmutter. Services

will be held at the following times:

Sunday 7 p.m.—Kol Nidrei

Monday 10 p.m.—Morning service

3 p.m.—Reading and discussion from the Book of Jonah

4 p.m.—Tshuvah exercises

5:30 p.m.—Neilah followed by the Break-the-Fast meal.

All services are free and open to the public.

All registered student organizations applying for fiscal year 1988 Stu-

dent Government Association funding are reminded that the deadline

for scheduling a hearing time is 5 p.m. today. Contact Budgets Chair-

man Nathan Moore in the senate office on the fourth floor of the Stu-

dent Union Building or call 5-0341.
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CnllfffiHn photo by Rirri Bonanno

TIME TO THINK — Sophomore Christopher Cowen takes advan-
tage of the tranquil setting at the Knightsville dam on the Smith Col-

lege campus, Wednesday afternoon.

Police, liquor dealers take cautions against fake IDs
By SARAH NATHAN
Collegian Correspondent

Stiff penalties for using false identification should make
potential offenders think twice before using them, but they

are still a major problem in the Amherst area, police say.

The problem stems from the fact that three out of four

UMass residents are under the legal drinking age of 21,

according to University of Massachusetts Police Chief

Robert Joyce and Captain David Jankowski of the

Amherst Police Department.
"There is great potential for fake IDs in this communi-

ty," Jankowski said. "We take it very seriously. The bot-

tom line is we know they're out there. When it comes to

our attention we prosecute in court."

Massachusetts alcohol laws state that anyone who
misrepresents his or her age to obtain alcohol is subject

Peace march rolls on
Oldest participant, 79, boasts about group

to a $300 fine. It is a mandatory tine, retlectmg the state s

awareness of and concern for the problem. People who help

offenders misrepresent their age are subject to the same
fine.

Along with a stiff fine and possible imprisonment, the

person charged may also have to pay court and lawyer

fees, miss school or work days, Joyce said, adding that the

charges become a matter of public record.

"It doesn't make sense to come to a university to get

an education, and end up with a felony record. With a

felony record, who will hire you?" Joyce asked.

Jankowski said, "Owners and establishers of drinking

places are making an effort" to catch people using fake

IDs, "so we make an effort to support them." Efforts in-

clude spot checks on liquor establishments at least once

a weekend, he said.

Bob Cramer manager of C & C Liquors in downtown

Amherst, said that if an ID is suspect, it is confiscated

and police are called. Cramer would not say how many
IDs had been taken recently. Mike Fuscia, manager of

Time Out, a North Pleasant Street bar, said the bar

follows the same policy.

"The only thing we can do legally is take fake IDs. We
are not the judicial system, we just put them into the

police's hands."

Todd Lockwood of Four Seasons package store in

Hadley, said clerks there look for signs of tampering on

IDs, including darkened birth date numbers or signs that

the original birthdate has been erased with correction

fluid. He said clerks also look for certain marks the

Registry of Motor Vehicles puts on legal IDs and licenses,

and are careful to match the ID picture with the face of

the would-be purchaser.

By PAUL MASCIOLI
Collegian Correspondent

After eight months and 3,000 miles of

walking, marchers in the Great March for

Peace will arrive in Washington, D.C. Nov.

15, said Franklin Folsom during a speech

MillbankPlace«351 Pleasant St., Northampton • 584-9547
Collegian photo by Rirci Bonanno

79-year-old peace marcher
Franklin Folsom

yesterday in the Campus Center.

At age 79, Folsom is the oldest of the 700

marchers who began their march for peace

eight months ago in Los Angeles.

The marchers are now camped outside

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania and are on their

way to New York City for a rally in front

of the United Nations plaza, Folsom said.

"There will be 17,000 more nuclear

warheads built in the US in the next ten

years. It is an uncontrollable situation,"

Folsom said.

There is a long history of people mar-

ching for causes, he said, but the Great
March for Peace is "unique in the peace

movement. Peace organizations have
become more vigorous due to the March,"
Folsom said.

Although he expected more resistance to

the marchers, there has been "very little

opposition," he said. The marchers have
received many donations from individuals

and churches have given them meals and
"badly needed showers. The support has

been absolutely astonishing," Folsom
remarked. . ,

continued on page 11

Board of Governors approves
motion to become autonomous
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Stafl"

The Campus Center Board of Governors

last night unanimously approved an agree-

ment that will recognize the board as

autonomous from other student governing

groups.

The agreement will go to the

Undergraduate Student Senate to be

ratified next week. Before the agreement

can take effect, it has to be approved by the

Graduate Student Senate, the Stockbridge

Senate, and the undergraduate senate.

If it is approved, and signed by the presi-

dent and treasurer of each, the agreement

is binding, Chairman John Hayes said.

"We don't want the (undergraduate senate]

to take it back if we do something they

don't like."

The agreement defines the board as "The
principle and primary student voice in ad-

ministering and formulating operating

policies... in the Campus Center/Student

Union Complex."
Each fiscal year, the board is to receive

$7 from the graduate, undergraduate, and

Stockbridge senates for each represented

fee-paying student.

The board will al?!o transfer 2.4 percent

of its budget to the Student Government
Association full costing account to pay for

administrative costs, and 2.6 percent to the

Student Activities Account to pay for ser-

vices rendered.

The agreement will ensure the board's in-

dependence for the future, Hayes said.

Since the board was reorganized in 1985,

the undergraduate senate has distributed

monies to the board. One of the reasons for

the agreement was the board "felt it had

to be done out of the fear the

[undergraduate senate] might try to hold

our money hostage if we were to disagree

on policy," Hayes said.

He and board Treasurer Leslie Nakajima
credited student government Treasurer

Katherine Strickland with the agreement.

"She recognized our need to be

autonomous," Hayes said.

There are some opposed to the agreement

in the undergradute senate but not enough
to prevent its passage, Hayes said.

"The only problem with the agreement
is if we go into deficit, then the
[undergraduate senate] will have to cover

our deficit," Hayes said. "But that will

never happen, because we've never been at

a loss."
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UMass Sox fans think team is bound for World Series

Ourbocdccoversthe siitjocts

th^don^teach inaclassroom
Hairstyling

Stereophonic Equipment

Opticians

Film, Processing

Delicatessens

Sporting Goods

NYNEX
Y&llowPages

By HILARY TRACY
Collegian Correspondent

The general sentiment here at the

University seems to be that the Red Sox

will make it to the World Series because

they are the local team and success has

eluded them for a long time.

Joe Pernice, a 19 year-old sophomore

English major from Holbrook, said, "It's

good for other teams from Boston, besides

the Celtics, to get into the championships."

Bill Ambrose, 20, a freshman Judaic

Studies major from Concord, also likes the

home team. "They've got the best team

Collegian photo* by Byrne Guarnotta

ever. It's a terrific team. They've got the

capability and the talent; all they need is

the desire" to get into the World Series, he

comment 'id.

this far."

Most fans felt that the Red Sox were win-

ning because of their talent. Emma
Paladino, 22, a freshman from Pittsfield.

feels that the Sox will win "because of

IRoger Clemens! the pitcher."

Freshman Kelly Freeman. 17, a pre-

communications major from Cohasset, said

the Red Sox will "definitely win. The team

as a whole is excellent, but especially Roger

Clemens."
Chris Slater, a 21 -year-old sophomore

from Springfield, cited Wade Boggs as the

reason for the Sox' success.

Stacy Crawford, 18, a freshman from

Holbrook, thinks that the Sox will win

"because they're from Boston." However,

John Carlin, a native of Philadelphia,

disagrees. The sophomore economics major

said that they will "definitely lose" if they

Joe Pernice

Emma Paladino

Other fr.ns were less sentimental. Junior

Adam Goodman, a sports management ma-

jor from Spring Valley, NY, is glad that the

Red Sox made it to the playoffs because

"it's quicker to Boston" than other ball

parks. Goodman added that his hometown

Mets "will win the World Series in six

games."
Beth Cohen, 19, said she thinks the Sox

will win the playoffs. However, Cohen, a

freshman pre-education major from Milton,

also said. "I don't think they'll win the

Series. I think it's luck that they made it Kelly Freeman

John Carlin

make it to the Series. Carlin would like to

see a showdown between the Mets and the

Angels, saying that the Angels would win

"because they have the better pitching

staff."

Mary Gala, a Yankees fan, even believes

that the Red Sox have a chance to win the

Series. The senior from Lennox, says that

they can win "if they don't get overconfi

dent, and take things one game at a time.

They have an incredible dedication that

helps them psychologically." Gala added

that the Sox might win because "they've

waited so long and had the people behind

them so long."

COLUMBUS DAY
SKI SALE

ALL "3" SKI HAUS LOCATIONS
16 Shaker Rd. East Longmeadow

55 Franklin St Westfield

Rt 9 Hadley, in front of the Hampshire Mall

THOUSANDS OF ITEMS ON SALE

c«i« n«»«« ^fe FINANCING AVAILABLE
Sale Dates „^si» TO QUALIFIED

Fri. Oct. 11 • Sun. Oct 19th niSS^R- lugMuritu

Closed Monday Columbus Day
BUYERS

SUPER DEAL
BINDINGS

Lj3:

-;a

Salomon 137

Salomon 347

Salomon 447

> Marker MRR

REG NOW
$65.00 $49.95

$90.00 $59.95

$95.00 $69.95

$150.00 $99.95

SO«RO««.'V^ „g NOW
Blizzard UNO $185.00 $92.50

Rossignol Spatial $195.00 $97.50

Dynastar CX LITE $25.00 $125.00

Dynastar Carbon CS $325.00 $249.95

7

Epson Equity I

w/printer includes

256 k dual floppy

mono monitor

$1295

Computer Rentals

$150.00
per semester

Terminal Rentals

$101.25
per semester

includes 1200 baud modem

Memory Upgrade
to 640K

$99.00

Fall Prices Good till 10/31

SUPER DEAL BOOTS
REG

Tecnica Tornado

Salomon SX 50

Korflach211

Nordica315

NOW
$120.00 $89.95

$175.00 $87.50

$235.00 $149.95

$130.00 $99.95

.N>

/

SUPER DEAL SKIWEAR
MNS & LDS Parkas

Junior Parkas

MNS & LDS Bibs

Junior Bibs

Ski Socks

7 Ox

REG NOW
$110.00 $59.95

$60.00 $49.95

$90.00 $49.95

$60.00

$10.00

$45.00

$6.50

^ -^i

ADULT SKI PACKAGE
BUZZARD SKI 190"

SALOMON BINDINGS 95**

£. scon POLES 25"

:,rffeff->S LABOR 30" '

'^StOM MOUNTING $335 VALUE

%^' ^/>.

gsi

"(JO"

JDnM
^^PORTHAUS

NOW $149.95

es%^^^.

'w^^

OPEN DAILY 10-9

SAT 10-5

SUN 12-5

16SHAKER RD^AT THE CENTER OF EAST LONGMEADOW 52S-6633

55 FRANKLIN ST.. RTE. 20 WESTFIELD

PIONEER VALLEY

DATA EQUIPMENT

259 Triangle Street

Amherst
549-1017
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IT AIN'T THAT HARD — Dan Jones, a junior environmental science major, relaxes against

one of many Fine Arts Center concrete walls, early Wednesday evening.

Phonathon' raising funds for Newman Center

By RICK SASSON
Collegian Correspondent

Volunteers for the Newman Center began a 16-night

'phonathon' Monday night to raise funds in order to bat-

tle yearly costs, according to Judie Mckenna, program

coordinator.

"We hope to raise at least $46,000, our total in the

spring 'phonathon,' since we have twice the number of

phones and people to contact," McKenna said.

The center, which opened in 1963, receives funding from

the Springfield Diocese and a variety of other sources in-

cluding the center's cafeteria, the two automated bank

tellers, and miscellaneous donations, according to McKen-

na. The center requires about $336,000 yearly in

operating expenses.

The 'phonathon', which will run Monday through Thurs-

day nights during October, "is designed to make the

center more [financially] self-sufficient," McKenna said.

Rev. John Smegal, who is also running the fund-raiser,

said, "I'm very enthusiastic about the turnout of

volunteers, particularly the fraternities - Pi Kappa, Theta

Chi, Delta Zeta, to name a few. It's nice to see the cam-

pus pitch in and help us when we need a hand," he added.

The volunteers, mostly students, arrive at 5:30 p.m. and

are fed dinner. Following that, there is a brief training

session, after which they begin phone work, according to

McKenna. They will be calling both parents and alumni.

"We need to fill 30 spots each night, so we encourage

all the help we can get," McKenna said.

Anyone interested in volunteering can sign up on the

first floor of the Newman Center or call 549-0300.

You're Too BUSY!
Don't waste time doing

your own laundry...

Take It To

•iJV£li..t4.i)iM

U PRAY ST. AMHEnST.MA.

B43-f663

We Otter.

• Hand Pressing

• Shirt Service

• Same Day
Service

OnOr Mon.-Thur*. 10:OOam-10:OOpfn, Sun. S.OOpm-l 0:00pm
OfF Friday* 1O:0Oarn-S:00piT< than 8:00pm-1 0:00pm

HOURS Sal. 10:0OBm-S:0Opa\ than 7:00-1 0:00pm

^ aniEMA
WEDNESDAY - SATURDAY

ENTRE NOUS 700

DESSERT HEARTS 900

SUNDAY - TUESDAY
THE LAST PICTURE SHOW 700
BADLANDS 9;05

DOUBLE FEATURE $3.00

DOWNTOWN AMHERST 253-5426

Pelham recalls

anniversary
of rebellion
By SHERYL JEAN
Collegian Staff

The town of Pelham will hold a series of events this

weekend to commemorate the 200th anniversary of Shays'

Rebellion.

Shays' Rebellion took place in the winter of 1786-87 as

an armed revolt of debt-ridden farmers, angry against the

heavy taxes imposed on them through the new govern

ment under the Articles of Confederation. The revolt

against the seizure of the farmers" land through

foreclosure was led by Revolutionary War veteran Daniel

Shays of Pelham.

Shays led about 1,000 farmers to march on the federal

arsenal in Springfield to secure arnis and ammunition.

Shays' Rebellion showed the need for a more centralized

government and greatly influenced the creation of the

Constitution.

The activities for the bicentennial celebration are be-

ing sponsored by the Pelham Historical Commission.

"This is the most complete and interesting commemora-

tion about the rebellion," said Chairman of the Pelham

Historical Commission Lawrence Siddall.

Attendance is "anticipated to be in the hundreds" and

if the weather is good more are expected, Siddall said.

Special guests scheduled to attend the commemoration

are former State Representative James Collins, State

Representative-elect Stanley Rosenberg, State Senator

John Olver and Congressman Silvio Conte.

There is one aspect of the rebellion that many people

do not recognize, Rosenburg said yesterday in a telephone

interview from his home in Amherst. Even though the

movement grew out of the Pelham area it represented "a

coalition of rural communities throughout the state, link-

ing up with people in other states to deliver a message

to the American government," he said.

"There's a lesson to be learned here," Rosenberg said

referring to the present plight of the American farmers.

"If a rural community has concerns and wants to be

heard—they cannot stand alone—they must join together

with people who have similar problems.

'Some things never change and when it comes to taxes

some people are always watching taxes and thinking

maybe we should be paying less," Rosenberg said com-

paring the anger of the farmers that led to Shays

Rebellion with the anger of farmers today toward govern-

mental taxes.

He cited Proposition 2'^ that was passed almost 10 years

ago and the tax cap as examples of taxes that spur peo-

ple's anger.

Opening ceremonies begin at 9 a.m. Saturday Oct. 11,

and continue with games and a docudrama throughout

the day, with a barbecue at 5:30 p.m. and a contradance

at 7:30 p.m.

Sunday's festivities begin at 1 p.m. with the film, A Lit-

tle Rebellion Now and Then, special programs and ex-

hibits. The Pelham Town Hall and Museum features an
exhibit on Monday from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. All events will

continue rain or shine.
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WELCOME PARENTS & ALUMNI

TO THE UNIVERSITY OF MASS.

COLE HAAN
CONTEMPORARY CLASSICS

TB0NTO IN BLACK ORCHO-NA =—
E N CONTIMTOHAHY

FOR MtN

THORNfS MARKETPlACt NORTHAMPTON 584 7803

GETTWO
SANDWICHES
FORHALFTHE

KlEADi
Bnng in thie coup<in btlow when you buy any size delicious

Danf»el() suh and gel another one of the .same kind free
*

You can choose any ol our more than 20 varieties from steak and
cheese or meatball to sealood salad From ham and cheese to saasa^
From tunafish to cheesehurjiers to pastrami. They re just one more
»*jv you'll see the difference Dangelo makes.

2-POR-lONALLSUBS.
' Free sandwich must be a small

.size Coupon must be presented

at time of purcha.se This oftci is

not valid with any
other h'anfielo

discount or

promotional offer. One coupon
per family per day please.

Hurr\' Ofter expires and
IS valid only at

d*an9€/e
aandMicti shops

Wli.ll .1 dltlinlK r |).lll>;tlil IlLlki-

OFFER EXPIRES
DEC. 31 1986

256-4131

GETTWO
SANDWICHES
F(«HALFTHE

BREADl
Bnn(? in the coupon below when you buy a delicious Dangelo

Vegetarian Pokket sandwich and get another one free"

(Xir Vegetarian Pokkels are made with sauteed fresh mashriMims.

sweet peppers and onions topped with melted American and Provo-

lone chee.se. And they're served with your choice of tomatoes, pickles,

and lettuce in our own Syrian bread

It's the best Vegetarian aiiwhere. And its just one more way you'll

see the difference L) angelo makes.

2.FDR-10N VTCETARIAN POKKETS.
' Coupon must Ix' pfcscnted .it

time of purcha.sc This otter is

not valid with any

other U'angelo

discount or pro-

motional offer

( )iu coupon pri l.iniih pi r day

pk'.LM' Hum'UtKi ivpnis

.ind IS v.ilid

i.lih ,il

OFFER EXPIRES
DEC. 31 1986

Ul.jl .1 JrTI,lir»»» i' Jll>;iin (TuKl-. 256-4131

d*aB9€l»

sandwich shops

48 North Pleasant St

Amherst

256-4131

Residents of Orchard Hill

organizing radio station
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

In an attempt to stir more involvment in

their living area, a group of Orchard Hill

Area residents are attempting to start their

own radio station, according to Grayson
resident John Waters.

"The idea first developed because I

became frustrated by the lack of involve-

ment on the part of people who live here.

I feel this is due in part to the fact that they

are unaware of events and activities,"

Waters said.

The theme of the new station would be

similar to WSYL, the Sylvan Area station,

Waters said. "We would play a variety of

music including hard rock, electronic,

classical, jazz, new folk rock, and every

other spectrum," he said.

The goal of the station would be to pro-

vide residents with news, campus, and area

information, according to Equipment
Engineer Craig Barnes.

"We are thinking of providing informa

tion for incoming students that would help

them with scheduling and add/drop,"

Barnes said.

Waters said the group is seeking funding.

"We have a request in to the Arts Coun-
cil, and we are looking into other

possibilities," he said.

Fund raising ideas are also being con-

sidered, Waters said. "We are holding a

'Silly Human Tricks' contest on October 23.

First prize is a pair of tickets to Late Night

With David Letterman., (the popular talk

show]. There will be posters publicizing the

contest put up early next week," Waters

said.

Dickinson resident Noelle Boc said she

is interested in becoming a disc jockey at

the statHin. "I think every area should

have its own radio station so people who
live there can become involved," she said.

WMUA Program Director Meredith Got-

tesman said the new station would provide

experience to students who are interested

in radio. "I think it's a good idea. A sta-

tion like that is more accessible to students

who are just starting out. It's hard to get

a show here without experience," she said.

There are 30 people involved in starting

the station, Waters said. "We encourage all

students who are interested, not just Or-

chard Hill residents, to get involved," he
said.

Anyone interested in becoming involved

with the new station should contact John
Waters at 546-6958.

Bee Wear

Cherokee

Emanuelle

north pleasant st..amhefst Esprit

main st., northampton Michel

doily end sundoy Prime Cut
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• Southwest concert
continued from page 1

control and student security during the

"Southwest Week" that preceded the

concert.

Ominsky had written that there was no

alcohol control or student security at any

of the "Southwest Week" events.

"This is false," Rabinowitz said. "We
worked it all out with housing beforehand

— the amount of beer allowed in, identifica

tion of student security volunteers."

Ominsky had also characterized comedy

performed one night on the Southwest

Pyramids as "offensive."

Rabinowitz asked "Why is this in here?

I have no idea what that is doing in a police

report."

Joe Demeo, the other SWAG co-

president, branded Ominsky's report as "a

view through blinders,"

O'Neil, when asked at the meeting why

the report was not released, said that he

had never seen any requests for it.

He did say that Southwest Week and the

concert were not well -organized programs.

"There was no real person in command,"

and that could "put us into an emergency

situation," O'Neil said.

"We are not out there picking on people,"

he said. "The police used a lot of restraint."

Dennis Madson, vice-chancellor for stu-

dent affairs, said after the meeting "there

is frustration on all sides."

But, he said, "it is important not to dwell

on it."

• homecoming
continued from page 1

game between the undefeated UMass team

and the University of Delaware at 1:30

p.m. tomorrow, the UMass ticket office

said.

Tailgating will be allowed before and

after the game at the south side of the

stadium.

At 8:30 p.m. tomorrow, there will be a

homecoming dance in the Student Union

Ballroom. Live entertainment will be pro-

vided by "The Memories," and there will

be a cash bar in the Commonwealth Room.

The dance is sponsored by the Alumni Of-

fice and Students Advocating Financial

Aid, Grady said.

The Campus Center Hotel and other

motels in Amherst. Northampton, Hadlev,

and West Hatfield are operating at full

capacity this Homecoming weekend.

"For all practical purposes, we're book-

ed." said Eric Perkings, manager of the

Amherst Motel.

"This is peak hotel season," said Darryl

Clark, general manager of the Hotel Nor

thampton. He said the reason for the solid

bookings was a combination of special

events at area colleges, and the foliage

season. This weekend is the Seven Sisters

Cross Country Championship at Smith Col-

lege as well as homecoming weekend at

UMass.

"People really flock to New England to

see the foliage," Clark said. "Late

September and October in this area are a

busy season — similar to Cape Cod in the

summer," he said.
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VALUABLE COUPON
r

!

BUY ONE - GET ONE

FREE!
Two Large Eggs,
2 Strips of Bacon.
2 Sausage Links.

& 2 Pancakes

Buy A Big Breakfast and gel

another one |ust like it FREE.

Cannot be used with any other

oiler or discourti coupori. must be
presented at time ot order

Valid T days a nneek

OFFER EXPIRES OCT 30

Coupon good 'or aH pprsons in pafly

ealiiif place

SUNDAY THURSDM 6 A.M.-3 A.M.

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

OPEN 24 HOURS

BREAKFAST SERVED
ANY TIME

BEER & WINE
SERVED TIL MIDNITE

PLENTY OF PARKING

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER STOP 4 SHOP)

Rte. 9 • Hadley/AmhersI
256-6889

EMPLOYMENJ APPUCA TIONS
BEING TAKEN

I

I

I

I

- I

I

I
-

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

$100 OFF
ANY DINNER ENTREE

• Fresh Batter Dipped Filet ol

Cod & Steak • 3 Pc Fried

Chicken & Broiled Scrod •

Fried Clann Plate • Broiled

Pork Chops • Scallops •

Boneless Chicken Breast •

Chopped Sirloin • Open Steak

Sandwich

Includas los««d salad, roll t bultar.

choice ol franch Irias. bakad pota-

to, vagatabta ol Itia day. cola slaw

Of cottage cheese.
Cannol 0*- u^f*d *'fn jn, dfp' ollf r"

a'%cou»t coupon mu%l ^«• pff^^Plpff ,?f '"ni-

ol otdei

OFFER EXPIRES OCT 30

Limit 1 coupon per purchase

Cima...
Everyday

everywhere

casual

elegance in soft

100% wool

separates

Cima...
for all wool or

all natural fiber

clothing.

211 MAIN STREET CIMA NORTHAMPTON

%^PANDA
GARDEN

Wt BRING CHINATOWN TO YOU!!

We Serve Beer & Wine.

For Carry Out & Reservations, Please Call

584-3858
34 Pleasant Street,

Downtown Northampton

$599
AIR ONLY

$799
per person

dbl occup.

^Ae ^jfpewzitez Shop, One.

Featuring

SMITH
CORONIV 7A AMLEItTVPEWniTERS

COUNCIL TRAVEL
AMHERST

f4131256-1261

We Service

Everything

We Sell!

• Rentals • Supplies • Sales

• typewriters

• calculators

• word processors

21 state Street

Northampton, Ma.

586-0680

An Alternative Record Store

Spacwiifing m PlycriMakc "

Punt ' O'lMlul 0«*d '

no(» n no* ' F.xpanmantal

Muvc
ALIO ouALrrr TtHwrt 4 mstims

TOP CASH P»in F0«
«FCOflDS TAPtS STEnEOS OU'TABS

MAXELL XL-2
BOX OF 10 FOR

$21

MAXELL UR-90
BOX OF 10 for

$10
253-9209

M-Sat 11-7, Sum 2-5

1
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

K^jDOVE^ -^ Secretarial Services

Fast, Accurate Typing

of

• Resumes
• Term Papers

• Dissertations

79 South Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass 01002

256-1335

253-7480

•••>••••••••••••••••••

Bookstore for Feminists

provides many services
By MEG KROEPLIN
Collegian Staff

The owner of the first feminist bookstore

in western Massachusetts said the shop

provides a variety of valuable services for

the women of the Pioneer Valley.

Jil Krolik, owner of Womonfyre Books in

Northampton, said she researched area

bookstores for feminist literature before

opening her store eight years ago.

"Women's books were glossed over m
other bookstores, in spite of a large feminist

population in the area," Krolik said.

She said ai'ter Womonfyre opened, other

bookstores began to carry more feminist

literature and other books specifically per-

taining to women.
One reason Krolik said she opened a

women's bookstore was to show that there

was more to women's literature than diet

and makeup books.

Womonfyre sells books, records, tapes,

buttons, stickers, and jewelry.

Although the store carries primarily

books by women, she said male authors are

carried when they write about relevent

issues.

The store also serves as a referral place

for people who want to advertise or find a

service. The most used service is help for

people looking for housing. That service is

used mostly by women, but is open to

everyone, according to Krolik.

She said the store has received threats

in the past. She said she thinks these at-

tacks are delivered because the store has

an open mind about gay and lesbian issues.

The threats are unidentified, but Krolik

does not think students are the source.

"They don't have enough time to bother

with threats " shp said.

^ Collegian photo by RScci Bona.iiio

CHECKIN' THINGS OUT - Sophomore Isaac Machado scopes the

street scene from his perch at the Mount Holyoke College Student

Center, yesterday. —^———ZZZ

OPENING SOON AT THE FINE ARTS CENTER S RAND THEATER

THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS DEPARTMENT

OF THEATERS 1986 FALL SEASON

ANGEL CITY

Sam Shepard's brilliant, surrealistic vision

of Hollywood IS underscored by the cool

jazz music of America. A play that is as

comic and cutting as it is telling.

Oclober 16-18, 22-25, d( 8 m PM

AMEDEE OR HOW TO GET RID OF IT

Eugene lonesco creates an original and

hilarious evening of entertainment out of

an utterly commonplace couple and their

utterly uncommonplace border.

December 4-6. 10-U a( 8 00 PM

tor citi7cns

CALL IN YOUR MASTERCARD OR VISA ORDER AT (413) 545-2511.

introducing handcrafted

THE
ARTISAN

Thornes Marketplace, lower level

150 Main St. Northampton

^rit5W ^OPEN
10 am - 11 pm

253-5384 or256-8433

Rt. 9 East Amherst

iHMIH Mfl

AMMERST AREA'S LARGEST

SELECTION Of IMPORTED AND

DOMESTIC WINE. BEER AND LIQUOR

IN STORE WINE TASTING

EVERY SATURDAY 1 2-5 pm

mm

COLD KEGS

ICE

A Fan Place to Shop or Browse

RETURNABLE BOTTLES AND CANS WELCOME

> . *

AAAX STUDIO KNITWEAR
by

L I O N Ml A X

CONTfMPOWARY FASmON AfO SHOfS

IHORNES MARKETPIACE NORTHAMPTON 584 7803
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Iceland welcomes Reagan
for superpower summit
REYKJAVIK, Iceland (AP) President

Reagan, vowing to "face the tough issues

directly" but frowning on quick-fix deals,

arrived in Iceland last night for his

weekend superpower summit with Soviet

leader Mikhail Gorbachev.

Under a pelting rain, Air Force One tax-

ied on the tarmac on the Keflevik airport.

The president, wearing a light tan rain-

coat, was greeted by Iceland's president,

Vigdis Finnbogadottir, the only elected

woman president in the world, along with

Prime Minister Steingrimur Hermannsson

and Foreign Minister Matthias A.

Mathiasen.
An honor guard of Icelandic policemen

stood by as Reagan shook hands, then took

a limousine ride into Reykjavik, the capital

city.

Several hundred Icelanders, a few

holding candles in the darkness, stood

along the motorcade route in the rain to

catch a glimpse of Reagan's armored

limousine as it sped by.

About 25 people from the neighborhood

where the president will be staying waited

in a chilly drizzle at a roadblock at the en-

trance to the street where the American

ambassador's residence is located.

When Reagan's limousine turned down

the street, television lights momentarily il-

luminated the president's face, and there

were squeals of delight and cheers from the

crowd.
Smare Gudmundsson, a 24-year-old

meatpacking plant employee, said, "This

is a big moment for everybody to have

President Reagan here in our country."

In an indirect reference to his railure to

win a congressional consensus for dropping

a package of restrictions on his arms

policies, Reagan said he needed the na-

tion's unified support.

But the president left with the Congress

still at loggerheads over his demand that

it give him unqualified support to negotiate

with Gorbachev — not his own government

- on the future of the "Star Wars"

futuristic missile defense shield, nuclear

tests, chemical weapons and strategic arms

limitations.

Given a choice by Gorbachev, who pro-

posed the new round of talks just three

weeks ago, Reagan picked the remote

island nation on the Arctic Circle in keep-

ing with his desire for a low-key,

businesslike session without ther media

circus that attended his first meeting with

a Soviet leader last November in Geneva.

And both sides agreed the talks would be

accompanied by a news blackout.

In fact, Mrs. Reagan chose to stay home,

keeping commitments she had for an array

of appearances associated with her work in

educating people about the dangers of drug

abuse.

Although Reagan portrayed the meeting

in Reykjavik as a private talk between two

men, the Soviets were expected to send

about 300 in their official party, and the

US contingent was likely to be about the

same size.

^ peace march
continued from paiie 3

Along the way, the marchers have been

helped by people in small towns, he said.

Farmers have given them a haybailer to

transport supplies and a tractor, and there

have been numerous "saviours" willing to

give the religiously diverse marchers

spiritual guidance, Folsom said.

The marchers are united in the sense

that they all want peace but otherwise are

a diverse group, he said. There are hippies

and punks with mohawks, anarchists and

ordinary families with their children,

Folsom said.

"Many people have given up their jobs

and sold their homes," he said. "It has been

a rich experience. Very few have regretted

taking part in the march."
Representatives from UMass

Peacemakers said they will be sending

vans to the Nov. 15 demonstration.

"Congress is really the key," Folsom

said. "Until we turn the Congress around

we will have the arms race. We are rais-

ing the conscience of America."

SUMMIT, ROUND 2 - President Ronald Reagan is welcomed by Icelan-

dic President Vigdis Finnbogadottir, as he arrives at Keflavik airport

yesterday. Reagan is in Iceland for his Oct. 11-12 meeting with Soviet

leader Mikhail Gorbachev.
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"Oh, lomrtimei I do uii* ue uerr the tyft of ftofle

ufco \end out for fizza."

GOURMET PIZZA & RIBS

OVER 25 AMAZING TOPPINGS
CALZONf WHOLE WHEAT « WHITE CRUSTS

ZANY SALADS WITH ZIPPY DRESSINGS
DESSERTS BEER « WINE

BAKED A UNBAKED PIZZAS TO TAKE AWAY

FREE LOCAL DELIVERY

norTham'Jton / 586-8424?^

il l m- - X...I t;!;"'^

FADING?
Q. How do you acNe¥» Ihe goiclen glowr or

a tan in Ihe wtntor In Now England?

A. Aoopulco ($950)
& Florida ($399)
C Paradise bland

J$1P00)
D. !» Bon SoloH ($39)*

'Our state cf the art equifyT>er)t

is safer than ttie

^jn and contains 1150 of

m tyarmfiri "B".rayt

NOW
*20% OFF If you join with a friend

1 mo. U9
2 nr^o. $89

Installment pkans avoilablei

•except monthly memberships

i£§00SOiM
264 N. Pleasant St^ Amherst. MA

call lor an appointment 253-9454

FIRSr Vm fWEF WfTN THIS AD

SAVE A FORTUNE
In today s world ofliij*!! prices and scr\icc at a

snail's pace, it's j^reai to see an except it)n to the

nile. At Kinko's vou get the highest quality copies

available at a price that will save you a fortune.

And if vou don't take advantage of our great

ser\ice and prices - well, that's the way the

cookie crumbles.

kinkof
Great CMiles. Great people.

220 N. Pleasant St

AMHERST

253-2543

We're that Mexican Restaurant

with all the great food and
atmosphere down the narrow

alleyway next to the Time-Out on
N. Pleasant St.

Come Discover Us Todayl

TACOVILLA
SPRINGFIELD
7^9 SUMNER AVE
788 01 19

Bring Your Own
Brer S Wine

•UOWCI»CR**«IMCOf aCERSe-ANHEuSERauSCM INC -ST LOUIS

MANUSCKIPTS
THESIS

BLULPRINIS

HI N DINGS

PHOIOGKAPHIC COLOR COPIES FROM PRINTS

OVERNIOIIT S^^^^^^ AND BANNERS • OVERSIZED ORIGINALS

CONVENIENT '^ '^^' ''>»^^^ANr mki ii

PARKING 549-2854 amuerst
^

Qpieh Sundoys J

AMERICAN-MADE
GENUINE LAMBSKIN

LEATHER
SLIM
SKIRT
A wardrobe essential for campus, our soft

yet deadly 26 inch little skirt is fashioned

to take you to classes or to a weekend blow-

out. Dressed up with a silk blouse or cooled

down with a denim jacket, it Is as versatile

as you are.

Choose from fire red. steel grey or jet black.

Junior sizes from 3/4 to 13/14. Limited time

purchase. Order now!

A GREAT "OUT OF AMERICA" VALUE AT ONLY
EACH «r\/\ rOll2

*55: »99.'

SKNU c;hf.c;k or monky ordkr to

OUT OF AMERICA. —
P.O. Box 6175 '4t^MEWC/
Newburyport, MA 01950"-^jg^

MC. V ISA. AMKX ORDKRS CAM.

1-800-521-1230
roLI KREK.

Ask about our "Out of America" T-shirta.

t«««»»*«ftS.»V«««*fc^ %.^, *y- '»**m fcwi wi—i MMMMMI I mm >if » »
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New perspectives on everything
There's been a change in my life. It all began this past^

summer when I had my oct-annual eye check—up. "You
need glasses son," announced Dr. Foccalstein, fingering

the final slide from the projector. Glasses! Oh Gawd, why
not contacts? I've gone without glasses all these years.

"Your eyes need a period of adjustment," he said, scrib-

bling down my lens prescription, "and you'll have to wait

a year before you are ready for contacts."

So I scouted the town, trying on a multitude of frames.

Finally, I located a pair possible to continue my life with.

The final bill for the check—up, frames, lenses: $150. And,

the frames were cheap. The doctor was right; when I put

on my new glasses and headed down the street, everything

looked different. Had there been some redevelopment?

Buildings seemed to lean in on me and people walked

at angles like the tilted images from an overhead projec-

tor. By the time I reached the coffee shop, I was dizzy and

my rather prominent nose had been painfully pinched. I

ducked into the pharmacy to get some nose-landing pads

for glasses. I'd seen them on other beaks so they had to

existed.

The eye care section was mostly jammed with contact

lens gear but I found the nose pads, a two ounce spray

can of lens cleaner, cleaning tissues and a thick length

of black string (kind of like the one Mrs. Applebaum, my
third-grade homeroom teacher, used except hers somehow
seemed more like a cord) to catch glasses if they fall. When
I got home, I stuck on the pads, hooked up the string,

sprayed and polished the lenses, and put my newfound

vision back into its case.

A few minutes later, I took them out and swooped in

front of the mirror. Not bad, I assured myself, though a

bit like Mr. Chips. I looked older, more...serious. The old

woman who runs the vegetable stand said I looked

distinguished. Imagine — more distinguished. Everytime

I put on my glasses, my IQ positively seemed to soar. I

started using words like enumerate, dialectic, apotheosis,

epiphany. Folks started addressing me with "how do you

do" instead of the usual "how's it going." Wiry scruffs

Frank Flanagan

on the sidewalks jostled me when passing. Police officers

and senior citizens nodded knowingly at me.

I began to fancy myself a quasi-intellectual, piously

reading The New York Times Book Review cover to cover

and comics in the New Yorker. I considered rereading

Plato, Marx and Freud. Obscure Italian liqueurs replac-

ed Captain Morgan's Spiced Rum on my bedstand. Peo-

ple I'd known for years who'd smile (and sometimes laugh)

when they saw me, now crossed their arms and pressed

their lips together when talking to me, as though we were

dignitaries at discussing economic anthropology at a

cocktail party.

When I returned to school, I attended my first depart-

mental function — a wine and cheese wake. I was not in-

stantly recognized. Faculty and staff seemed genuinely

interested in how I spent my summer but my old student

peers treated me as if I had accepted a scholarship to Bob

Jones University. I could sense — with growing certain

ty — that my academic comrades found me, well. ..boring.

glasses et al.

That's when I stopped wearing them ("all the time" as

Dr. Foccalstein had warned) to public outings. I was

displaying symptoms of the Clark Kent/Superman Syn-

drome. I'd stash my glasses in the front pocket of my
backpack, only to slip them out for reading, classes and

TV. I found it as awkward to put my glasses on in public

as I would to discover my fly was down during a standing

oral report and have to zip it up. So now I squint a lot,

take crosswalks at breakneck speed and meet people who

confront me later and 8ay-"You walked right by me the

other day and didn't say 'hi,' you must be ignoring me!"

1 trashed the eyeglass clips, pads, cleaner and tissue.

All I do now is scald the damned things under the faucet

on my way out the door in the morning and maybe dry

them with toilet tissue if I have the time. Life's too com-

plex to have to deal so many extraneous details. I can't

wait to get my hands on some contact lenses. Hey, when

was the last time you had your eyes examined? Bet you

need glasses.

Frank Flanagan is a Collegian correspondent.

Biblically speaking
I congratulate Rusty

Denton for his clarifying

insight into the "plain

meaning" of Biblical con-

demnations of homosex-

uality. His perspective

reminds us all of Biblical

passages that assert the

natural inferiority of

women, passages that

valorize slavery, passages

that condemn all forms of

birth control, and passages

that prohibit the consump-

tion of shellfish. Perhaps

he would like to publicly

debate the plain meaning
of these scriptures as well?

George Leaman
Amherst

COMPETITIVE EDGE
SKI OUTLET

DISCOUNT PRICES

SpauJding Al Modeb 50%
Inckxling Squadra Covrse OFF
Kastte 65 Models & More

T-NeckS5o^

BOS OFF BOOTS
Lange ZR & ZS
'tappeur 4X)00

RETAIL SALfc

•280 MIS
•225 •99

HOURS
Mon-Sat 11-7

Sun 12-5

PKGS - Begnnefs
INT.

EXP.

•240 •99

•350 •149

•475+ •250+

TNNSULATE GLOVES & MIT »30 1250

4 Northampton Hwy(RT 5) Holyoke. MA 01 040 (413)538-7662

Are you
looking for a

GREAT USED CAR?

See What AUTO HAUS
has to offer!

Rt. 9, Amherst

AUTO HAUS
256-6466

Don Fountain, Mgr.

j •C0UP0N*C0UP0N*C0UP0N*

jESRITZ CAMERA i^"-
I 25 N. Pleasant St -256-8109

I Come in and try our

QUALITY 1-HOUR
> PHOTOFINISHING

And you'll receive a FREE

REPLACEMENT of fresh

color 135 or 110 film
\

(with this coupon till Oct 14) |

I

I
CHECK US OUT
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LESBIAN BISEXUAL & GAY ALLIANCE

BEATING THE HIGH COST
OF HOMOPHOBIA!

( and we need your support

)

*DANCES — THE TRADITION CONTINUES
*RAP GROUPS EVERY TUESDAY AT 8pm IN OUR
OFFICE
*A OMFORTABLE, SUPPORTIVE ENVIRONMENT ON
CAMPUS — STOP BY OUR OFFICE IN 413 Stu. Union

LESBIAN, BISEXUAL AND GAY COUNSELING COLLECTIVE

Providing trained peer counseling for the area
Monday Tuesday and Wednesday 3 - 7 pm

433 Student Union or call 545-2645

Remember: When you make your alumni contribution, you can specify that it go to the LGBA or the Counseling Collective
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Support the fast for life

Not the way to carry on
Last week, the Washington Post charg

ed the Reagan Administration with

organizing an elaborate "disinformation

campaign" intentionally designed to

mislead American reporters about Libya

and its leader Muammar el-Qaddafi. Na-

tional Security Advisor John Poindexter

in a memorandum to the President said

the campaign against Quaddafi ''combines

real and illusionary events-through a

disinformation program-with the basic

goal" of shaking up the Libyan leader.

White House spokesperson, Larry bpeakes

also misled the press and the American

public on Libya by publicly supporting

Poindexter's scam. Secretary of State

George Shultz said "I hope it s true, that

our government is using deception and lies

against the American public to further its

attack on Libya. From the reaction of the

media and of liberal critics, it would appear

that this "disinformation cairpaign was

a horrendous and rare slip by an otherwise

honest bunch of poUlicians. A closer look

at the Reagan administrations actions

shows that it could not carry out any of its

foreign policies without a continuous com-

mittment to deception.

In 1979, the Sandinista National Libera-

tion Front succeeded in overthrowing the

US puppet regime of Somoza. Although ad-

mittedly making many mistakes, such as

in the unjust treatment of the Misquito In-

dians, the Sandinistas have unques-

tionably raised the Nicaraguan peop e out

of the repression and misery previously im-

posed by the US-Somosa dictatorship^ In

1982, after repeated efforts by the San-

dinista government for US aid and sup^

^rJ,and after as many refusals, the IJni^d

Sates began its "covert'' war against

Nicaragua. The Reagan administration s

first excuse for intervention was the sup-

Right now there are four veterans starv

ing themselves to death on the steps of the

Capitol, but they are not committing

suicide. They have been fasting for the past

39 days for the right to live.

This is a desperate plea to the American

people to take action to counteract the cur-

rent administration's murderous and im-

moral war on the Nicaraguan people. All

of these veterans have experienced the hor

rors of war. Two ofthem saw action in Viet-

nam, two in the WWII. They are so appall-

ed by the apparent repetition of history

that is taking place in Central America

that they are willing to die in order to stop

it Reagan's rationalizations of "domino

theory and national security" sound all too

familiar to the empty rhetoric which led us

into the Vietnam war - a war that lett

three million dead and a country ruined^

Will the American people let them die.

And more ominously, will America con^

tinue on this path? These veterans do not

want to die. This is a desperate plea for the

64 percent of Americans opposed to Con-

tra aid to join the veterans in condemning

US policy with concrete action.

Despite the national press' complete

blackout of the fast, there is an energetic

and vibrant peace movement spreading by

word of mouth.

On the Boston Common a permanent

Joseph Rubin

peace vigil has been set up in support of the

Fast, with dozens of people sleeping in

tents every night. Here in the Valley, a

hastily-organized rally drew 150 sup-

porters. An exciting sense of solidarity w-as

evident at the rally, the likes of which I

have never experienced in Amherst.

On campus an organization that is work-

ing to support the veterans is the Central

America Solidarity Association. CAbA

helped organize the rally, has shown two

films about the Latin America situation,

and has set up a table in the Student Union

to publicize the Veterans Fast. People can

show their solidarity by fasting along with

the veterans on Mondays. In addition peo-

ple are showing their support by wearing

blue armbands all week. A support gather

ing of fellow fasters takes place at noon on

Mondays on Amherst Commons.

The Fast started as a whisper and has

become a strong voice. We must now in-

crease it to a lion's roar. This is not just a

fight for the people of Nicaiagua's freedom.

This is a fight for our own freedom.

We must act. or the blood from the Con

tra's bullets is on all of our hands.

Joseph Ruhin is a Collegian
corresponaint

Mark Caldcira

posed arms flow from Nicaragua to the

FMLN in til Salvador. Unfortunaiely tor

the administration, they could provide no

corroborated evidence for their accusation,

since there never was an arms flow. Yet it

purposely fabricated this story which

deceived the American public in order to

gain credibilitv for its intervention.

After enduring more than a year of

murders, rapes and destruction by the con^

tra killers, the Sandinistas found

themselves militarily and economically

disadvantaged. Naturally, they sought

assistance. Regrettably, the only place they

could go for help was to the Soviet's open

hand. Because of this Soviet support, the

Reagan administration now justifies its

contra intervention, claiming that

Nicaragua is the next Soviet "colony. If

Reagan is so concerned with stopping

Soviet influence in this hemisphere, then

he should never have begun his murderous

CIA campaign—because it was the contra

war which drew the Soviet Union into

Nicaragua. Yet, he continues to lie to the

American public about the nature of this

''now the Reagan administration is trying

to hide the fact that the downed US

mercenary in Nicaragua, Corporal Eugene

Hasenfus, has no connection to his policies

or to the CIA. It's funny that even Hasen-

fus' wife and brother confu-med that he is

working for the CIA. Hasenfus is not a

"hero " he is a "political whore.

When former President Nixon was

caught up to his nose in deceit he was im-

peached. Does Ronald Reagan deserve any

Mark Caldeira is a Collegian columnist

Letters

Thanks for enlightenment, pals
:....„ ^;l;ar^7 air base in El Salvador. Sow

1 would like to take this opportunity to

thank the Republican club for once again

pointing out the evils of the Sandimsta

government in Nicaragua. Those evil,

paranoid Sandinistas had the un^

mitigated gall to shoot down an innocent

US C130 cargo plane loaded with weapons

and other war supplies for the contras^

Every U.S. citizen has the right to fly a

plane loaded with weapons anywhere he

or she desires (I think its in the Monroe

Doctrine or the Republican Party plat-

form or something).

I urge all UMass students to be on the

lookout for those campus radicals who

would confuse us with facts. So what if the

plane took off from a US supported

military air base in El Salvador. So what

if one of the dead crew members was a US

Ldvisor in El Salvador? So what .the

plane was owned by a reported CIA front?

So what if the contras engage in

terrorism? ^u c.„
The point is, if we don't stop the San

dinistas soon, people all over Latin

America will think they have a right to

decide their own destiny, to learn how o

read and write; to decent, affordable

health care.

Forget the facts, just call it communism

and send in the marines (By the way,

have you registered ^or^he .draft^
)

^^^^
Northampton

Response was to a need
It's unfortunate that someone like Rus-

tv Denton, who claims to have his right-

wing finger firmly on the left-wing puse

of this campus, should so conveniently

forget the past in the process of mismtor-

ming us on lesbian and gay issues. He

should recall that the Program for Les-

bian Bisexual and Gay Concerns v^s set

up in response to threats that an efTi©' of

a gay person would be burned at the Stu-

dent Union (Dec. 1984). A study by the ad-

ministration found widespread verbal and

physical attacks on lesbians^bisexuals

and gay men at UMass. This study,

available to Denton and anyone else

through the Program office, makes it

abundantly clear that accurate informa-

tion about "homosexuality has to be

available to all. Denton's editorial con

firms this.

Now that a positive step toward counter-

ing harmful attitudes has been taken

with the publication of "Straight TaU.

About Homosexuality," Rusty has to be

held responsible for his objections. The im-

plications of his position are inexcusable.

He is saying: Lesbians, bisexuals and gay

men might be abused, but they should not

be heard. Paul Throne
Amherst

f ^exc^se for intervention »., the sup- «ar, .««..... " " '
^„„\rxir>

Fanning the flames of Bosox passion
^ .... „_...„ In 1971 my mother left the Big Apple for Boston

All too often baseball fans are maligned and even curs-

ample, this year baseball overs tromr ^
^^^^

ed over another season with ^^^e Pirates a team

80 often that a victory warranted the closing oi p

on television or,
^"^"'"^f"^'a^.^/mv^ six years

o.the'VanUee.A^happens^^

^^rLtieriortiVajj-^^^^^^^
ing his bright blue and gray uniform and swinging f

of lumber bigger than me.
,,

^ ^ ^^e Mets
That was it. I was an "l^^^^'^^^^/,^^^^ Staub or

were my team. I dreamed of ^m|^^^^^^^^
^^^^,^i,

John "The Hammer ^ Iner ^^ ag^^^^^
Strangely,

was my life's calling, all I

'^f
^
J°
^V^

i don't vividly

' -1tt^^69 Me^^?^oHS^^^^
Baltimore

J^l:^^a'X^y busy with that nursei. school ger-

bil experiment (they don t float).

In 1971 mv mother left the Big Apple for Boston. I

foiow^ L^beclse I couldn't afford the $800/mon h ren

on our West Side apartment. Beantown was smaller but

it was sViU a city and we settled into a Brookline apart^

ment made new friends and adapted to a new place and

^new baseball team - the Red Sox. It was difficult at

first but slowly the Sox captured my adoration and wat-

ch ^g a game at cozy Fenway Park was almost a living

fantasy - I could see myself at the plate cracking a boom-

ing homer that sailed over the wall and landed somewhere

in downtown Boston. ^^
Daniel Sobel

When the Sox beat the Oakland A's for the 1975

American League pennant I was at the height of ecstasy.

T^en came the Reds of Cincinati, the highly favored team.

I deS Bernie Carbo when he hit his clutch homers

in the late innings of the first few games to keep the series

Lven attacked my brother in a fit of jubilation after

Son Fisk hit his 12th inning "shot beard round the

Commonwealth," to win game six force
^/'^^[Hf'^^

Brother and I sat in front of the set prepped with ch^s

Sda and baseball mitts for game seven when our doorbell

r^g Seeing my father climbing the stairs after travel-

^ foi^hovSs from New York to watch the game, I realiz-

ed how much tbis all meant, ms was the Red Sox. The

a fairweather Bosox fan. I had^^^^^
^^.^ ^^^

boyhood '^en^°"f„7^f^^,';'^:
un^acceptable. Those times

worid and anytbmg less was un p ^
^^^^^^

are gone now My fantasies ,°i J

^ by that.

wkefher the fed Sox win or lose this year won t change

butterflies Hew, »h\
f»""^^'„'/^Sld beat the Sox. With

ran^ZtaTnrtntru;: innings I waUhed and

rooted for the ^"r^^J-^oM U a Collegian columnist
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175 UNIVERSITY DRIVE
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253-5595 175 UNIVERSITY DRIVE

KEGS - FREE DELIVERY OFF CAMPUS

MILLER LIGHT 12 PK C $5.40 + .60 12pk

MILLER DRAFT 12 PK Bottles $5.40 + .60 12pk

BUDWEISER OR LIGHT 12 oz cans $11.49+ 1.20 cs

KULMBACHER 12 oz bottles $3.25 + .30 6pk

SWINKLES 12 oz bottles $3.25 + .30 6pk

MEISTER BRAU 12 pack $4.00 + .60 12pk

KNICK12 oz cans $8.75 +1.20 cs

Vodka 1.75L $8.99

Gin 1.75L $8.99

Leroux Peach Schnapps 1.75 $10.99

SEAGRAM COOLERS 12 oz $2.99 4pk
BARTLES & JAYMES 12 oz $2.99 4pk
PRINCIPATO DRY RED OR WHITE 1.5 $3.99

• KEGS •BEER*
• WINE^SODA^ICE^

Photos by Paul Desmarois

University of Massachusetts Marching Band
"The Power and Class of New

England" is how the University of

Massachusetts Minuteman Marching
Band is described by its director,

George N. Parks, during his introduc-

tion of the unit before its Saturday
halftime show at football games.
More than 200 members make it the

largest collegiate band in this region.

About 15 hours of practice and perfor-

mance time a week produces the

smooth routine and polished sound
that fans of UMass football have
become accustomed to.

The band is composed of three sec-

tions; instrumental, color guard, and
baton twirlers. The instrumental sec-

tion has 10 different instruments in the

marching section and a special

'frontline' section composed of large

percussions.
The band performs exhibitions at

several high school band competitions.

This past weekend, the band perform-
ed at Sullivan Stadium during the

halftime show of the Patriots-Dolphins

game.

Senator Edward Kennedy said of the

band's performance at the 1985
Presidential Inauguration "The
Minuteman Band brought unique
honor to the University and to our com-

monwealth."
This weekend the band will be perfor-

ming a special homecoming show
featuring the annual "Alumni band
show," in which former members of the

band perform music n the pregame
festivities, featuring tailgate parties.

Revelers may find a ice to park their

vehicle in the gras ., area to the im-

mediate south of Warren McGuirk
Alumni Stadium.

->» «
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College activism a la Abbie Hoffman
By MARK CALDEIRA
Collegian Staff

and HOPE HEALY
Collegian Correspondent

Ifyou were at the Iron Horse Tuesday night, you might

have thought that you were listening to some scruffy

stand-up comedian, instead of founder of the Yippie move-

ment, Abbie Hoffman. Well, you wouldn't have been too

far off. America's most famous activist is once again

reaching the people — but this time around, he's wooing

his audience with wit. and not pissing on the Pentagon.

"If you watch the way I use humor. ..it's all political,"

Abbie related backstage, in between gulps of Molson and

slices of orange. Yet, "I would use any weapon that I had."

Throughout the show. Hoffman drew distinct parallels

between the frigidity of the fifties and the conservatism

of the eighties. In particular, he compared Eisenhower's

attack on communism to Reagan's war on drugs.

"Back then, we had "drugs.' but not 'those kinds' of

drugs. So instead, we had communism. We had witch-

hunts...kicking out professors...and doing them all in. And
the people who believed in the constitution were obviously

all Red.'

"In this era, this 50's re-do which we're in now, there's

no 'commies,' so we got to do it ^make attacks on drugs.

Not that I'm not for urine tests, cause / want to know
who's been pissing in the dope just like everybody else."

Abbie Hoffman had much to say about student activism

and social change. He advised young people that "if

your're gonna make you're mark.. .you're the one's who
are plugged into the culture: you've got the personal com-

puter, the new ideas, the energy, and you've got the im-

patience. I mean, you have to have impatience to make
social change. You need to see Apartheid come down
now—80 it will come down now."

Even though "the world has gotten smaller," Hoffman
doesn't believe it's possible to organize on a global scale.

You've got to think globally, but you can organize local-

ly."

"Pick an issue," he continued. "Not world peace, not

world hunger. I can't do that. But I can clean up that river

over there. That I can do."

Abbie portrayed history as a series of cyclical events.

There are conflicts and contradictory forces, and these

move history. But common themes resurge from time to

time. What will be the issues ten years from now?

"The issues will be, um, how to get Reagan out of of-

fice... how to get our troops home from Central

America...how to clean up the mess we're making today." Abbie Hoffman

Arts Calendar

The twelfth annual Multiband Pops will perform at 8 p.m. tonight in

the Fine Arts Concert Hall at UMass. The Minutemen Marching Band
will be featured as well as other university groups.

By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

Columbus Day weekend
has long been considered

the fall's peak for foliage

viewing. But there will be a

lot to view and see and hear

inside as well, if fighting the

tourist traffic doesn't seem
that appealing.

The twelfth annual
Multibands Pops concert

will start the weekend off,

at 8 p.m. today at the Fine

Arts Center Concert Hall.

The show will feature the

Minuteman Marching Band
and also include the Chapel
Jazz Ensemble, Jazz Ensem-
ble I, UMass Marimbas,
Percussion Ensemble, Sym-
phony Band and Wind
Ensemble.

The marching band will

perform the entire second

half of the show, playing

highlights from the season's

field music. Last weekend,
the band played at the

Patriots-Dolphins game in

Foxboro.

"The Dancin' Demons,"
tap dancers Henry Belcher

and Irvin Taylor, will be

special guests of the pro-

gram. Admission to the con-

cert is free, courtesy of the

Department of Music and
Dance.

The Music at Amherst
series kicks off a new year
with the Soviet Emigre Or-

chestra, in a concert at 8:15

p.m. today in

continued on page 19

THE MOST POPULAR, CRISP, JUICY

JUST PICKED HOME GROWN APPLES NOW AVAIUBLE

MCINTOSH
EMPIRE
GREENINGS

MACOUN CORTLAND GOLDEN DELICIOUS
SPY GOLD SPENCER MUTSO

BALDWINS RED DELICIOUS

Atkins PEARS
Bartlett - Bosc - Sheldon
Choose you favorite for eating , canning or baking

Atkins Is a perfect ending to your Fall

Foliage trip - the cornucopia of

Western Massachusetts

SWEET CIDER
A fresh presses, delicious tangy treat anytime of the day

Also Pear Cider, Lemonade, & Apple-Orange Juice

CHEESE DEPARTMENT
You will enjoy our expanding Italian line of cheeses with

creamy Talleggio, Buffalo Mozzerello, Smoked
fy/lozzerello and robust aged Provoione

SMOKED
GOUDA
$3.99 lb

creamy & smooth with a

delicious smokes flavor

DANISH
BLUE

$3.99 lb
a sharp, tangy addition

to salads

FLOWERS, TES, & COFFEE
INTRODUCING Expresso Coffee at Atkins this Sat &
Sun we will sample our new fresh ground & fresh brew-
ed Expresso coffee on Jeriko's Expresso machine

FALL DECORATIVE IDEAS
Pumpkins, Bittersweet Corn, Witches, Gourds, Japanese
Lanterns, Flowers Indian Corn, Lanterns, Gift Items, Corn

Stalks, Scarecrows

IDAHO
POTATOES
5lbs - 99<^

SWEET CALIF.

CARROTS
3pk/$1
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••5^ FILM «•••

By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

Amadeus is the academy award winning movie that
deserved every statue it got. Directed by Milos Forman,
it stars F. Murray Abraham as Sallieri, a rival of Mozart's
who claims to have murdered the musical master. Tom
Hulce stars as Mozart. • • • • (7:00 and 9:45 on Satur-

day and 2:00 p.m. on Sunday. Gamble Auditorium, Mount
Holyoke College)

The Boy Who Could Fly stars Colleen Dewhurst and
is about a disturbed young boy whose parents died in a

plane crash and who now believes he can fly. • •
Crocodile Dundee is a comedy starring Paul Hogan (the

guy from the Austrailian tourism ads on television) as a
mythic hunter from the outback who catches the atten-

tion of a female reporter from New York. She brings this

innocent abroad to the Big Apple where he must learn

to fend for himself in the urban jungle.* ••
Deadly Friend is a teenage horror movie directed by

Wes Craven. This looks like another Carrie. NR.
Desert Hearts is the story of Vivian Bell, a professor

of English from Columbia University who (in 1959) goes

to Reno, Nevada for a quickie divorce. She soon finds

herself receiving the amorous attentions of Kay, the

reckless and daring daughter of the owner of the ranch

where Vivian is staying. Vivian doesn't know how to han-

dle these strange new feelings. What follows is a love story

that I liked very much, •••'/i (Amherst Cinema)
Entre Nous is the story of two women from different

backgrounds who meet in the 1950's. They have surviv

ed the war, each at the cost of love and now as their friend-

ship grows, they begin to love again. ••• (Amherst
Cinema)
The Fly is a gross remake of the 1950 horror classic.

This time Jeff {The Big Chill) Goldblum is the unlucky

scientist whose atoms and genes are scrambled with those

of a fly. Geena (Too^sze) Davis also stars as a reporter who
becomes Goldblum's lover and must chronicle the scien-

tist's slow, gross, Kafkaesque metamorphosis. I'm weird,

so I liked this movie, but it is not for the squeamish. • • 1/2

The Great Dictator is directed and stars Charlie Chaplin

in his first "all talkie". This is the classic Chaplin com-

edy/satire look at totalitarianism. Cartoons will also be

shown. (Franklin Patterson Hall, Hampshire College).

Jumpin ' Jack Flash is a new comedy starring Whoopi
Goldberg as Terry Doolittle, a bored bank worker who sits

behind her computer all day. One day she gets a message

on her screen from someone called "Jumpin' Jack Flash"

and suddenly she caught up in a web of international in-

trigue and adventure. NR

Whoopi Goldberg, in her first starring role,

plays a computer whiz tangling with the CIA
and KGB in Jumpin ' Jack Flash.

Peggy Sue (Kathleen Turner) receives the Queen's crown at her 25th
high school reunion in the soon to be released Peggy Sue got married.

Men... is probably the best new movie in the valley right now. This very funny

comedy is the story of a man who leaves his wife when he find out she's having

another affair. He moves out and moves into his wife's lover's apartment. The lover

doesn't know he's sharing his apartment with his girlfriend's husband. The com-

edy comes from the husband's secret attempts to destroy their relationship. I give

it my highest recommendation. •••• (Academy of Music).

Pee Wee '» Big Adventure Pee Wee Herman stars in the dumbest comedy ever

written. It's not funny at all unless you are so full of mind altering substances

that you would laugh at lawn furniture. If you are in such a state or if you have

the brain of a pancake, then this movie is for you. • (8 & 10 p.m., Fri. Sat. and

Sun. Merrill Hall -1, Amherst College.)

Peggy Sue Got Married stars Kathleen {Body Heat, Romancing the Stone) Turner

as Peggy Sue a woman with a lot on her hands. She has two kids. She owns her

own business. Her marriage is heading for divorce. At her 25th high school reu-

nion, she has an accident which transports her back to her high school days. Now
she has a chance to change the mistakes she made in her life. NR
Some Like It Hot is the 1959 comedy directed by Billy Wilder. It stars Tony Curtis

and Jack Lemmon who are two musicians on the run from the mob and so they

do what anyone of us would do. They dress up as women. They join an all female

band that includes Marilyn Monroe and then the fun really begins. (7:00 & 9:15,

Friday only in Gamble Auditorium, Mount Holyoke College).

Stand By Me is a coming of age film based on a novella by Stephen King and

directed sensitively by Rob Reiner. The story is about four 12 year-old friends from

different backgrounds who go on a journey to find the dead body of kid in the woods.

This was one of the best movies in the theatres this summer. it-k-kVi

about the movie. ••
Tough Guys is a comedy starring Kirk Douglas and Burt Lancaster as to aging

convicts who have spent most of their lives in prison and now must adapt to the

outside world in the 1980s. NR.

KATHADIN
POTATOES

$4.95 - 50 lbs
buy now to stock up

GOLDEN
SWEET POTATOES

29Hb

DELI DEPARTMENT
Visit our GIFT SHOP for quality and unique gifts and l|

the GREENHOUSE for a great selection of green plants '/ATKINS
P y^f ??kVTCi and enjoy our new shipment of Bonsai plants

I Ml riCTtC l»'l SHOWS

FHllSAT m ia IS SEATS S 3S0|

WTWBWOW
• IT t MK IT IHl

rut FIT

mC MMSKONi

X

a

TOUWWVS
MS AMiSSKM

MumMnnun WCCTWt
SOTIIMNtC

Choose from
assorted colors

ROSES
$3.00 Vadoz

(75«ea)

BULK RUSSIAN
CARAVAN TEA

$1.60
subtl* blend of black taM

Sliced white

TURKEY BREAST

$4.99 lb

(WE RESERVE THE RJGHT TO UMJT QUAmTrYh"

SLICED AMERICAN

CHEESE

$2.29

Autumn Fascination

CLEAN, SAFE, PRIVATE HOT TUBS
175 UnlverMy Or.

N«(t to Stadulm Liquor* In Pr1c« Ctwopf Mall

Op«n Monday 4 till 1 , Tum -Sal 11 am - l am
Raaarvatlona auggaalad - Gin caniflcataa avallaM*

Call 253- ??,*/

GROUP PARTY RATES
( 1 HOUR )

Clubs, Organizations, Dorms, Teams
$50 per room or $150 for whole place &
8 FREE PIZZAS - UP TO 30 PEOPLE

A Christ - Centered Church

Declaring The Dynamics of

The Holy Spirit: i

J

Wool sport coat from Corbin, wool flannel

mauMtt from Majer. cotton broadcloth thirt

from Gitman Bro«., Shetland cable crew from

Byiord, cotton utlerMJI «x-k» with clauic

pennv loafen from Ba<>

Boiled wool iackel with knitted ileevet

(ihown with antique repruduclion pin) and
wool chalhf print skirt hv Boot, cotton

pinpoint blouK by Foxcroft, calfskin

caahmere-lincd giovet by Daniel Hayt.

Clutch purse and travel bafi from the

Ghurka collection.

lljiraseaffllalsti

32 Main St.. Amher»t 253-3361 Mon.-S«t., 9-5:30

i
(Cornerstone (Eljapel j

i

580 Bridge Rd., Northampton. Mass.

UMtAjja Rev. Ronald S. Hale, Pastor

^^ SUNDAY SERVICES

9:45 am Sunday School • Graded

Bible Study Classes For All Ages

11 OOam Hour of Praise & Worship

7:00pm Evening Worship Service

For Infofmahon Call 584 S»68
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WELCOME BACK ALUMNI
GET THE INSIDE SCOOP OF
WHAT GOES ON AT YOUR

ALMA MATER!
KEEP UP WITH THE TIMES

SUBSCRIBE TO THE
LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY IN NEW ENGLAND

The Massachusetts Daily

IAN
RSO-UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS-AMHERST 113 CAMPUS CENTER 545-3500 VOLUME CXVII ISSUE 1

>-»

WE HAVE A NEWSROOM, GRAPHICS AND
BUSINESS STAFF OF MORE THAN 200

UMASS STUDENTS WHO TAKE THE PULSE
TO THE COMMUNITY AND PUBLISH IT FOR
30,000 READERS IN THE 5 COLLEGE AREA

EVERY WEEKDAY

WE COVER
STUDENT ACTIVITIES AND GOVERNMENT

FACULTY & ADMINISTRATION
AMHERST TOWN POLITICS
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

WOMEN'S ISSUES & BLACK AFFAIRS
LOCAL AND NATIONAL SPORTS

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
$35 per semester $65 per year

Payable in advance to

Massachusetts Daily Collegian

113 Campus Center UMass/Amherst 01003
(413) 545-3500
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(Above) Tricia
Greaves and Todd
Hochman perform in

Seventy Scenes of
Halloween, at 8 p.m.
on October 16-18 and
22-25 at Kirby
Memorial Theater,
Amherst College.

Oeft) Glimpses Into

The Past contains
treasures of The Yid-

dish Book Center.
The exhibit is being
held from October 9
through October 19 in

Wheeler Gallery,
located in Wheeler
House, UMass.
(right) Michael

Flood and Stephen
Mathewson can be
seen in the UMass
Department of
Theater's production
of Sam Shepard's
play Angel City, at 8

p.m. on October 16-18,

and 22-25. Tickets are
available in the FAC
box office.

cunlmued from page 16

Buckley Recital Hall at Amherst College.

There will be music from Mozart,

Shostakovich and Tchaikovsky.

Directed by Lazar CJosman, former music

director of the Leningrad Chamber Or

chestra, the group is made up of musicians

who left the Soviet Union in search of

greater {>ersonal and artistic freedom.

Tickets are $9 (students $7) and will be

available 45 minutes before the concert. To

reserve tickets, call 542-2195.

A new exhibit at the Wheeler Gallery, in

Wheeler House, opened yesterday. Called

"Glimpses Into the Past, Treasures of the

Yiddish Book Center," it is a collection of

rare printed and photographic materials in

Yiddish. The exhibit materials come from

the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe.

Gallery hours are Monday through

Thursday, 4 8 p.m. and Sunday 2-5 p.m.

The exhibit will be at the gallery until Oct.

19.

The Herter Art Gallery opens a new ex-

hibit Monday, "Tidal Alchemy," by UMass
art professor Jim Hendricks. The collection

is one of low-relief assemblage sculptures.

made from material mostly collected from

the beaches of New England, California

and Korea.

A poetry reading, from 7-9 p.m. on Tues-

day, will replace the usual opening recep-

tion. Paul Moriani. Amy Clampitt and Joe

Langland will be featured. The show runs

through Oct. 29.

The UMass department of theater will

present "Angel City" by Sam Shepard, at

the Rand Theater of the Fine Arts Center,

at 8 p.m. Oct. 16 to 18.

Tickets are availavle through the Fine

Arts Center box office, and $4 for the

general public, $3 for students and senior

citizens.

The Amherst College department of

theater and dance is presenting "70 Scenes

of Halloweeen" by Jeffery Jones, Oct. 16-18

and 22-25. Tickets are $4, $2 for students

and senior citizens and Amherst College

students admitted free with an I.D.

George F. Walker's "Criminals in Love"

will be the Smith College theatre depart-

ment's first production of the season. The
show will be presented at 8 p.m., Oct. 16,

17 and 18 in the Hallie Flanagan Studio

Theatre.

Tickets are $1: advanced reservations are

recommended.

FOUR SEASONS
584-8174 BEST PRICES AROUND Rt 9 Hadlcy

CASE SPECIALS
BUSCH $8.99

BUD $10.99

LITE $10.99

STROHS super 30 pk $11.99

GRIZZLY $13.99

HEINEKEN $14.99

BLACK LABEL "Maybles" $6.99

UTICA CLUB 12 oz btls $6.99

SIX PACK SPECTACULARS
HEINEKENnumber 1 import $3.99

GRIZZLEY maul yourself !)>0.49

SAM ADAMS voted America's Best Beer $4.99

DAB Lusty German $4.25

KNICKERBOCKER Dads old choice $2.99

FORT SCHYLER Times are tough $1.99

WE HAVE SEAGRAMS GOLDEN WINE SPIRITS

BUY 3 4 pks GET 1 FREE W/MAIL-IN

Vodka "Tastes Like Homemade" $8.99 1.75L

Bathtub Gin "ReUve Prohibition" $8.99 1.75L

Rum with a punch $10.99 1.75L

Leroux Peach Schnapps$6.99 after $5 rebate, 1.75

Kegs? Absolutely! We do'em right not like you know who. We

deliver with the lowest prices around. See us on RT 9 Hadley

just past Burger King and McDonalds

WHEN THE GOING GETS WEIRD
GET GOING TO FOUR SEASONS

^
vv booksliopvv

Thrrt Art Goddtun m Evrrrwaman! Whirh Oitei Oprralt m i'ouT

Wh» u II thai ant woman lalun mama^r and children, while anoihfr

places pnman imponancron independence and aihie\emeni.- Wh» ii ii

ihal in one vilinf; a woman ma» be an exirovened. logical professional

whopat^adeniion lodeuil. while in another »he mak be iranjlormed inio

jn inirovened homebcxl*- The more mmplex ihe woman. Dr Bolen

poinuoui. ihemore likeh she is lo have manv gi>ddesses acitve wiihin her.

The usk ii lo decide which lo culiivate and which lo overcome. l,oddr\\ei

m tirryuoman shows how lo do both.

"t\crv woman will hnd herself in one of the more of ihe Greek heroines,

jnd no woman . will find herself cnliciied. GodjUssn m Ei'rryuoman

supplies powerful concreie images lhal can be used effectivelv lo pnxluce
self-understanding and change. Highlv recommended."

~i\L^ BooUul

.JEATJ Sym^ODA BCJ.EiH >A.U

GODDESSES IN
E\/ERY^AOM.A,J\r
A ^;ew psychology of women

FORfUORD BY GLORIA STEINEM

^tn^^ledbrIbfvxl^To<l>erc^«nm•v^lIr^ uidlcrf,,- -n,,, ^^nimra
oy a annu -HKH»ra Bach uuior ..i iosaih >.

( wm .ct. is ^f >
oc'U. ind rHi SRIDOE ^ noii nxtfs m

103 Noftti P1>Mirt Strvflt

AmlMntJ9>2S3.^74

Restaurant & Lx)unge CARBUR'S

BUS
The PVTA bus stops right here at

Carbur's. Join us for breakfast, lunch,

dinner or drinks...

Let someone else do the driving!

STOPS
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Announcement

Attention all Third World Students, we would like to

start a Black Student Union for any, and all students

that will express an interest. What we are proposing to

do is initiate an atmosphere where students of color can
enjoy being in an enviroment where you are among your
peers that share your similar interests, feelings,

background, and experiences.

Our primary intention is to provide you with a place

where fellowship, unity, resources, and trust can be nur-

tured. This organization is being designed for you by

those that can relate to your needs. All we are asking

of you is to show up alone or bring your friends.

We want to alert you of various planned social ac-

tivities on the campus that will unify the black student

population. Various social activities that could be plann-

ed would include a Black Alumni weekend, parties for

students of the five college area and their guests, film

series, study breaks. We openly welcome your ideas, and
resources.

The Black Student Union will not be rigidly registered

to any set agenda, it will be whatever you make of it.

We emphasize that this Black Student Union is for you.

We hope to recieve input from you. For further details,

or questions please call John Bradley at 546-9404, or

David Moore at 546-9470. We look forward to your in-

put for making this a success.

BLACK AFFAIRS

Annual ABC walk scheduled

Field hockey ready to tackle Temple Owls
Minutewomen on a roll as offense and defense look sharp

By LISA RIDDICK
Collegian StafT

The annual Amherst A Better Chance walk is schedul-

ed for Saturday, October 18th. Registration for the 20

kilometer [12 mile] walk is required and will take place

from 8 a.m. to 10 a.m. at the Mill River Recreation Area.

A map of the trail, complete with legend and instructions

will be available at registration.

Adult walkers, runners, and joggers are especially en-

couraged to participate, because Amherst ABC will

receive one dollar per kilometer from community donors

for each adult participant. Students can walk with pledge

cards which are available in the Amherst and Pelham

schools and at Jones, North, and South Amherst libraries.

Anyone wishing to complete half the walk may register

from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Amethyst Brook Conservation
Area. The trail ends at South Amherst Common.
Refreshments will be served at checkpoints along the way,
and several prizes donated by Amherst businesses will be
awarded.

The walk is a fund raiser for the ABC program in

Amherst, a program which brings highly motivated
youths from urban schools to live in town and study at

the Amherst Regional High School.

Bring your family and friends! Enjoy thye fall foliage

and explore conservation areas while you support a local

youth program. For more information contact Jeanne
Juster at 549-6883.

; Plumbley's
L oil llica'mitiKMi''

Dishwashing positions

now available

Earn extra spending

money. Room for

advancement. Apply

at the VaHey's favorite

restaurant Plumbley's

off the Common
Downtown Amherst

EXCELLENCE IN

JAPANESE CUISINE
COOKED AT YOUR

TABLE

WELCOME ALUMNI
Go UMass Beat Delaware!!

AUGIES
TOBACCO SHOP
108N. Pleasant St

253-7896

M-F 6:30am - 9pm Sat 7 - 9, Sun 6 - 5

THE
CENTER of:
DOWNTOWN
AMHERST

/
TUES., WED., THURS., SPECIALS

Two Dinners For $12.
SUKIYAKI STEAK ! CHICKEN COMBINATION
Includes Soup, Salad, Vegetables, Noodles

Steamed Rice. Tea and Ice Cream

FRIDAY'S SPECIALS

Two Dinners For $17.
SHRIMP AND SCALLOP COMBO DINNER

Includes Soup. Salad, Vegetables, Noodles
Steamed Rice, Tea and Ice Cream

SUNDAY AFTERNOON SPECIALS
2-5 P.M. TWO DINNERS FOR $1 2

OF JAPAN
Rt«. 116, Sunderland, MA

RE6UUR MENU AVAILABLE

Cocktails and
^Oriental Drinks

Open Tues.-Sat.

at 5:30 p.m.

Sundays at 2:00

Closed Monday

413-665-3628

!^Di£a Reservations Welcomed.

Can we build one for you?
serving "quality" foot long subs.

If you believe that a sub should be more
than just a lot of bread. It's time to visit

THE AMHERST DELICATESSEN
Amherst Carriage Shops - 549-6314

open til 8pm M,TU, & W - till 10 pm TH. F, S

^REMINDER - WE DELIVER FREEIT

YOM KIPPUR
at Chabad House

EVERYONE WELCOME
Were Rosh Hashana services boring where yoti were this year?

Why subjugate yotirself to the same on Yom Kipptir, come to Chabad House
An exploration in Cliassidic spriritaallty. No prior experience required. Free

break the fast meal after services

Shabbat Shava
Friday Night October 10 7:00 pm Candle Lighting 6:00 pm
Saturday October 1 1 10:00 am

Yom Kippur
Sunday night October 12 6:00 pm Candle Lighting 5:57 pm
Monday October 13 10:00 am

Chabad House is located at 30 North Hadley Road between Lincoln and Sunset Avenues, directly

across from the Whitmore Administration building at the University of Massachusetts.

For more informattcn call: 549-4094, or 549-0078, of 253-3516
OA* l»l»Al !».•*( U**! K*JU «.•*! l»»*l !«.• <J l»«»J 1»

THE FINEARTSCENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

LoUisvlDe

Ballet

"•n untorgtrtabl* »r»nln$ at
claulcH ttalM"

Thursday, Oct 16 8pm
Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall

TicKelS Sie.14,12

ORCHESTRE
NATIONAL
DE LYON

SERGE BAIJIK)

"4 nmtnllc »fnlng of Fmictt mutic

'

'

Wednesday, Oct 29. 8 pm
Fme Arts Center
Concert Hall

TicKels $18 16 14

"Tonir Amart-Wlnning Chonogrtphf'

Sunday. Nov 2, 3 pm & 8 pm
Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall

Tickets $18.16 14

•* Five Collage Students Half-Price!
Tickets available at Fine Arls Center Box Office Call (4 1 3)545 251 1

By LINDA DELIVORIAS
Collegian Correspondent

The next stop on the victory tour is the City of Brother-

ly Love.

The University of Massachusetts field hockey team
travels to Philadelphia, PA on Sunday to do battle with

Temple University in a game that could extend the

Minutewomen's eight-game winning streak.

"Playing on the road makes it tough. Temple has the

advantage playing at home and on turf," head coach Pam
Hixon said.

"They've been inconsistent all season, and they're not as

strong as they were last year. But that doesn't mean
they're going to roll over and play dead."

The Minutewomen, 9-1, were dropped from the national

poll along with all other UMass teams this week because

an NCAA-mandated regulation had not been adhered to

by the athletic department. UMass is expected to return

to the polls next week.
"It's unfortunate that we were dropped. It definitely

hurts our visibility as a team. And I have no answer for

my players, fans, or other coaches who ask why we aren't

ranked," Hixon said.

Last season, UMass outscored the Lady Owls, 4-2, at

Amherst. Ruth Vasappoli and Amy Robertson provided

the offensive spark for the Minutewomen. Vasappoli had

one goal and two shots inside the circle, while Robertson

countered with two assists, and five shots on goal.

"Last season's game is no indication of the outcome oi

this year's game. The turf isn't a big deal. We're a skill-

ed team, and we play as well on turf as grass," Hixon said.

"Temple uses similar formations to us on offense, so we'll

have to concentrate defensively on keeping the ball out

of our end of the field."

Temple posts a 5-3-1 slate coming into the weekend con-

test. That record, plus the fact that tomorrow is Parent's

Day, should attract a large crowd.

Right wing Crystal Gibbs, who found the net against

UMass last year, is the team's most explosive ofFenisve

weapon, as evidenced by her nine goals. Gail Cummm-
ings (5 goals, 3 assists), center-midfielder Denise Bourassa

(4 goals, 3 assists), and Bonnie McGee are a strong sup-

porting offensive cast that complements Gibbs' talents.

Goalie Kim Lambdin boasts a 1.00 goals against average

to lead Temple's defensive unit.

The Minutewomen, who haven't experienced the bitter

taste of defeat since September 13, must generate more
offense if they want to reach the double-digit victory

plateau.

"Offensively, we have to create penalty corners and scor-

ing opportunities as much as we can. I didn't feel we did

that in the Northeastern game," Hixon said. "But play-

ing on astro-turf, which is a more fast-paced game, should

allow give us a lot of chances to score off the corners."

The statistics from Wednesday's 1-0 squeaker over the

Huskies proves Hixon's point. The Minutewomen compil-

ed 12 penalty corners, but had a lone goal to show for their

efforts. UMass can boast of only threee games where its

offense produced more than a pair of goals. Comparative-

ly, Temple has scored at least three times in four of their

five wins, including a 9-0 whitewashing of Rider, and a

8-1 pasting of American.
This is no indication that the Minutewomen offense is

sputtering, but it has been the steady defense, in addi-

tion to the near-flawless goaltending of Lynn Carlson, that

has kept UMass in all of its games this season.

Senior sweeper Chris Kocot is the mainstay of an ag-

gressive defensive corps that often goes unnoticed by fans

and the press. Junior Robertson and senior Nancy
O'Halloran are seasoned veterans that can be counted on

to stifle almost any offensive drive, and freshman Bernie

Martel is making strides each game as primarily a second-

half substitute.

"We're going to try to get the offense going by pushing

the ball by the goalie. It's just a matter of time before more
of the shots start going in, so we're not making any ma-
jor changes," Hixon said.

Free hits: In last year's 4-2 win, UMass had the edge

in shots, 19-6, and penalty corners, 12-4, while Temple
registered more saves, 10-4. ..Temple is coming off a 0-0

tie against the University of Maryland. ..The

Minutewomen are injury free...Senior co-captain Lisa

Griswold leads the team in scoring with 9 goals.

Sports Notice
The Totman gymnasium and (Jurry Hicks Cage

facilities will be closed for the entire Columbus Day
weekend while all Boyden gymnasium facilities will

operate on the regular weekend schedules.

On Monday, the pool will be open from 12 to 4 p.m.

while all other Boyden facilities will be open from 10 a.m.

to 5:30 p.m.

V :^ ^'-V^^^4>^llS^^:y>ij^^tt»A^
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Senior co-captain Lisa Griswold leads the UMass offense against Temple University at noon
in Philadelphia, PA, Sunday. The Minutemen are 9-1, winners of eight straight games.
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BLACK AFFAIRS

Announcement

Attention all Third World Students, we would like to

start a Black Student Union for any, and all students

that will express an interest. What we are proposing to

do is initiate an atmosphere where students of color can
enjoy being in an enviroment where you are among your

peers that share your similar interests, feelings,

background, and experiences.

Our primary intention is to provide you with a place

where fellowship, unity, resources, and trust can be nur-

tured. This organization is being designed for you by

those that can relate to your needs. All we are asking

of you is to show up alone or bring your friends.

We want to alert you of various planned social ac-

tivities on the campus that will unify the black student

population. Various social activities that could be plann-

ed would include a Black Alumni weekend, parties for

students of the five college area and their guests, film

series, study breaks. We openly welcome your ideas, and
resources.

The Black Student Union will not be rigidly registered

to any set agenda, it will be whatever you make of it.

We emphasize that this Black Student Union is for you.

We hope to recieve input from you. For further details,

or questions please call John Bradley at 546-9404, or

David Moore at 546-9470. We look forward to your in-

put for making this a success.

Annual ABC walk scheduled
By LISA RIDDICK
Collegian Staff

The annual Amherst A Better Chance walk is schedul-

ed for Saturday, October 18th. Registration for the 20

kilometer [12 mile] walk is required and will take place

from 8 a.m. to 10 a.m. at the Mill River Recreation Area.

A map of the trail, complete with legend and instructions

will be available at registration.

Adult walkers, runners, and joggers are especially en-

couraged to participate, because Amherst ABC will

receive one dollar per kilometer from community donors

for each adult participant. Students can walk with pledge

cards which are available in the Amherst and Pelham

schools and at Jones, North, and South Amherst libraries.

Anyone wishing to complete half the walk may register

from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Amethyst Brook Conservation

Area. The trail ends at South Amherst Common.
Refreshments will be served at checkpoints along the way,

and several prizes donated by Amherst businesses will be

awarded.

The walk is a fund raiser for the ABC program in

Amherst, a program which brings highly motivated

youths from urban schools to live in town and study at

the Amherst Regional High School.

Bring your family and friends! Enjoy thye fall foliage

and explore conservation areas while you support a local

youth program. For more information contact Jeanne
Juster at 549-6883.

iPlumbleys
*. oil IhccomiiK^"'

Dishwashing positions

now available

Earn extra spending

money. Room for

advancement. Apply

at the VaHey's favorite

restaurant Plumbley's

off the Common
Downtown Amherst

^/ Mi

EXCELLENCE IN

JAPANESE CUISINE
COOKED AT YOUR

TABLE

WELCOME ALUMNI
Go UMass Beat Delaware!!

AUGIES
TOBACCO SHOP
108N. Pleasant St

253-7896

M-F 6:30am - 9pm Sat 7 - 9, Sun 6 - 5

THE
CENTER of:
DOWNTOWN
AMHERST

/•

TUES., WED., THURS., SPECIALS

Two Dinners For $12.
SUKIYAKI STEAK & CHICKEN COMBINATION
Includes Soup, Salad, Vegetables. Noodles

Steamed Rice, Tea and Ice Cream

FRIDAY'S SPECIALS

Two Dinners For $1 7.
SHRIMP AND SCALLOP COMBO DINNER

Includes Soup. Salad, Vegetables, Noodles
Steamed Rice, Tea and Ice Cream
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SUNDAY AFTERNOON SPECIALS
2-5 P.M. TWO DINNERS FOR $1

2

REGULAR MENU AVAILABLE

Coclctails and
Oriental Drinks

Open Tues.-Sat.

at 5:30 p.m.

OF JAPAN — ^S^'Z^^,
Rte. 1 1 6, Sunderland, MA 41 3-665-3628

rCZ *̂ JtcrrfC^caroiiCIi^^agjCiiCa Reservations Welcomed.

Can we build one for you?
serving "quality" foot long subs.

If you believe that a sub should be more
than just a lot of bread. It's time to visit

THE mnmi delicatessen
Amherst Carriage Shops - 549-6314

open til 8pm M,TU, & W - till 10 pm TH. F, S

"^ REMINDER - WE DELIVER FREEIT

YOM KIPPUR
at Chabad House

EVERYONE WELCOME
Were Rosh Hashana services boring where you were this ycai'?

Why subjugate yourself to the same on Yom Kippur, come to Chabad House
An exploration in Cliassldlc sprirituality. No prior experience required. Free

break the fast meal after services

Friday Night

Saturday

Shabbat Shava
October 10 7:00 pm Candle Lighting 6:00 pm
October 1 1 10:00 am

Yom Kippur
Sunday night October 12 6:00 pm Candle Lighting 5:57 pm
Monday October 13 10:00 am

Chabad House is located at 30 North Hadley Road between Lincoln and Sunset Avenues, directly

across from the Whitmore Administration building at the University of Massachusetts.

For more information call: 549-4094, or 549-0078, or 253-3516
pj^iA*Aiii9J^iX*Aii^.*lJ\y*lt\>^Atif^^i^*Aitt^JUi»M4ti*^*ii*'^Ji4\>'*J'^\^**4ii^i4lK^*4l>^K,i mmmmmm

THE FINEARTSCENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Louis^Oe

Ballet

"in untorgtnabi* tftnlng of
el»fic»lfn»t"

Thursday, Oct 16 8pm
Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall

Tickets $16.14,12

ORCHESTRE
NATIONAL
DE LYON

SEHGE BAiJDO
"A rtmtnUc twtiting of frtnch muUe

'

'

Wednesday, Oct 29, 8 pm
Fme Arts Center
Concert Hall

Tickets $18 16 14

"Tonir Mttard-Wlnning Chonographf'

Sunday, Nov 2, 3 pm & 8 pm
Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall

Tickets $18.16 14

* Five College Students Half-Pricef *
TicKels available at Fine Arts Center Bon Otiice Call (4 13)545-251
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Field hockey ready to tackle Temple Owls
Minutewomen on a roll as offense and defense look sharp

By LINDA DELIVORIAS
Collegian Correspondent

The next stop on the victory tour is the City of Brother-

ly Love.

The University of Massachusetts field hockey team
travels to Philadelphia, PA on Sunday to do battle with

Temple University in a game that could extend the

Minutewomen's eight-game winning streak.

"Playing on the road makes it tough. Temple has the

advantage playing at home and on turf," head coach Pam
Hixon said.

"They've been inconsistent all season, and they're not as

strong as they were last year. But that doesn't mean
they're going to roll over and play dead."

The Minutewomen, 9-1, were dropped from the national

poll along with all other UMass teams this week because

an NCAA-mandated regulation had not been adhered to

by the athletic department. UMass is expected to return

to the polls next week.

"It's unfortunate that we were dropped. It definitely

hurts our visibility as a team. And I have no answer for

my players, fans, or other coaches who ask why we aren't

ranked," Hixon said.

Last season, UMass outscored the Lady Owls, 4-2, at

Amherst. Ruth Vasappoli and Amy Robertson provided

the offensive spark for the Minutewomen. Vasappoli had
one goal and two shots inside the circle, while Robertson

countered with two assists, and five shots on goal.

"Last season's game is no indication of the outcome of

this year's game. The turf isn't a big deal. We're a skill-

ed team, and we play as well on turf as grass," Hixon said.

"Temple uses similar formations to us on offense, so we'll

have to concentrate defensively on keeping the ball out

of our end of the field."

Temple posts a 5-3-1 slate coming into the weekend con-

test. That record, plus the fact that tomorrow is Parent's

Day, should attract a large crowd.

Right wing Crystal Gibbs, who found the net against

UMass last year, is the team's most explosive offenisve

weapon, as evidenced by her nine goals. Gail Cummm-
ings (5 goals, 3 assists), center-midfielder Denise Bourassa

(4 goals. 3 assists), and Bonnie McGee are a strong sup-

porting offensive cast that complements Gibbs' talents.

Goalie Kim Lambdin boasts a 1.00 goals against average

to lead Temple's defensive unit.

The Minutewomen, who haven't experienced the bitter

taste of defeat since September 13, must generate more
offense if they want to reach the double-digit victory

plateau.

"Offensively, we have to create penalty corners and scor-

ing opportunities as much as we can. I didn't feel we did

that in the Northeastern game," Hixon said. "But play-

ing on astro-turf, which is a more fast-paced game, should

allow give us a lot of chances to score off the corners."

The statistics from Wednesday's 1-0 squeaker over the

Huskies proves Hixon's point. The Minutewomen compil-

ed 12 penalty corners, but had a lone goal to show for their

efforts. UMass can boast of only threee games where its

offense produced more than a pair of goals. Comparative-

ly, Temple has scored at least three times in four of their

five wins, including a 9-0 whitewashing of Rider, and a

8-1 pasting of American.
This is no indication that the Minutewomen offense is

sputtering, but it has been the steady defense, in addi-

tion to the near-flawless goaltending of Lynn Carlson, that

has kept UMass in all of its games this season.

Senior sweeper Chris Kocot is the mainstay of an ag-

gressive defensive corps that often goes unnoticed by fans

and the press. Junior Robertson and senior Nancy
O'Halloran are seasoned veterans that can be counted on

to stifle almost any offensive drive, and freshman Bernie

Martel is making strides each game as primarily a second-

half substitute.

"We're going to try to get the offense going by pushing

the ball by the goalie. It's just a matter of time before more
of the shots start going in, so we're not making any ma-
jor changes," Hixon said.

Free hits: In last year's 4-2 win, UMass had the edge

in shots, 19-6, and penalty corners, 12-4, while Temple
registered more saves, 10-4. ..Temple is coming off a 0-0

tie against the University of Maryland. ..The

Minutewomen are injury free...Senior co-captain Lisa

Griswold leads the team in scoring with 9 goals.

Sports Notice
The Totman gymnasium and Curry Hicks Cage

facilities will be closed for the entire Columbus Day
weekend while all Hoyden gymnasium facilities will

operate on the regular weekend schedules.

On Monday, the pool will be open from 1 2 to 4 p.m.

while all other Boyden facilities will be open from 10 a.m.

to 5:30 p.m.

<'<>llr)(iHn phulo h\ PhuI DrMiniiraiii

Senior co-captain Lisa Griswold leads the UMass offense against Temple University at noon
in Philadelphia, PA, Sunday. The Minutemen are 9-1, winners of eight straight games.
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• UMass football
continued from page 28

co-captain Paul Manganaro said. "We
would like to be the first UMass team to

beat Delaware. I don't know if you could

call it revenge, but I guess you could call

it that if you had to."

But for Managanaro, three years of

frustration will have to be alleviated

through his teammates. Manganaro, who
suffered a dislocated knee in the first half

of Saturday's 31-17 win at Rhode Island,

will not play and will have to watch as his

replacements, sophomore Drew Comeau
and senior Dan Sullivan anchor the right

outside linebacker spot.

"I don't know what I'm going to do Satur-

day. I'm frustrated, but we've got to get the

"W," the senior said.

"If either of us hopes to be the Yankee
Conference champ, you don't want to get

silly," Raymond said. "It's only Oct. 11, but

in this conference, it's a must effort. Every
Yankee Conference game is important."

At 3-1, the Blue Hens are chasing a

Minuteman team that was ranked third

behind Delaware and Richmond in most
pre-season conference polls. UMass has
knocked two conference opponents off

already (Rhode Island and Richmond), and
a win would vault the team into prime posi-

tion to control their own destinies.

"I would say that Massachusetts has the

answer to winning, whatever that is," Ray-

mond said. "They've got to be, certainly.

the best team we've faced to date."

The Minutemen have made no bones

about giving the fans their money's worth,

winning all four of their games in dramatic

fashion. UMass ran up large, early deficits

against Richmond (21-7), Northeastern

(28-7), and Rhode Island (17-0). UMass also

pulled out its season-opener at James
Madison sophomore kicker Silvio Bonvini's

last second field goal.

So far, the Minutemen have been play

ing with fire — something that Reid is wary

of.

"I've been asked a 1000 times why but

I can't put my finger on it," said Reid, who
altered this week's training routine to keep

the team mentally sharp. "But we had bet-

ter not do the same against Delaware

because I just don't think they'll let us back

in."

Should the Minutemen spot the Blue

Hens a bundle of points like they've been

granting other opponents, the team will

need to shovel ofT after the game.

"I think the key for us is to come out and

start playing ball from the start," junior

defensive back Ray Jackson said. "It's fun-

ny because both sides (offense and defense)

come out slow. I think it's a trend we've

fallen into but it's a perfect time to break

out of it. Personally, I'm pretty pumped
up."

The Minutemen should be with the

return of sophomore starting quarterback

Dave Palazzi. Palazzi. last year's Yankee

Women's tennis in action
The University of Massachusetts women's tennis team

takes on Springfield College, at 11 a.m. at the Upper
Boyden courts Saturday.

In other action this weekend the University of

Massachusetts men's rugby team hosts rival Boston

University at 12:30 p.m. at the Lower Boyden Fields,

Saturday.

The Minutemen, sporting a winning record, need a vic-

tory over the Terriers in order to qualify for the New
England Collegiate Rugby Tournament at Harvard on

Oct. 25.

"This is the one to watch," team captain Rick Stone said.

"We haven't really been getting anyone to our games and

really think that if anyone ever wants to see a good, hard-

hitting game that incorporates lacrosse and football, then

this is the game to see.

"We really think this is the best team we've had in

many years."

eating place

SUN - THURS
6 AM - 3 AM
FRI & SAT

OPEN 24 HOURS

aREAKFAST SERVED
ANYTIME

BEER & WINE
SERVED 'TIL MIDNITE
PLENTY OF PARKING
CAMPUS PLAZA

NEXT TO SUPER STOP 4 SHOP)
Rie. 9 • Hadley/Amharst

256-6889
EMPLOYMENT APPLICATIONS

BEING TAKEN

\MQr J 8 id

TOYS • CHILDREN'S BOOKSC&
RECORDS • STUFFED ANIMALS

Huge selection of teddy bears, dogs, cats, pigs; etc.

Large collection of early childhood education

resource books Glow-in-the-dark ceiling stars

48 N. Pleasant St.. Amherst

below Steve's.

Come in

& Browse!

256-1609
Mon-Sat. 9:30-5:30

Levi's
JEANSWEAR

PREWASHED
501s IN BLACK
BLUE OR GRAY

PREWASHED — BUTTON FLY

SOl's $23.99
only with this ad!

197 N. Pleasant St - Downtown Amherst

Mon-Sat 10-6; Sun 12-5

Conference and ECAC Rookie of the Year,

suffered a shoulder separation on the

season's third series at .James Madison.

Palazzi was replaced by sophomore walk

on Tim Bryant who led the Minutemen to

their four straight wins during Palazzi's

absence.

"He's had two really good weeks of prac-

tice and his shoulder is the same right now
as its ever going to be this yeEU"," Reid said.

"The only way he's going to be able to im-

prove the shoulder any more than it is is

by working out in the weight room during

the off-season."

Reid said that Palazzi will start but he

does not expect him to play the entire game
unless he does exceptionally well. Bryant,

who passed for 303 yards and ran for 79

last week at Rhode Island, will be ready to

come off the bench if needed.

"He's (Bryant) a great man. His job was
to hold us up and at 4-0 he's certainly done

that," Reid said. "Now his job is to come
in and get the team rolling when he's ask-

ed to do that because obviously he can."

The Minuteman offense is going to have

to roll, if it expects to keep up with the

Delaware attack.

At 29.5 points-per-game and 439.5 yards

total offense-per-game, the Blue Hens are

a team that is tough to stop. Senior quarter-

back Rich Gannon, who throws with the

proficiency of Richmond's Bob Bleier (389

yards vs. UMass) but is a better runner, has

been passing at a rate of 47.2 percent (52

for 106, 781 yards, 5 touchdowns and six

interceptions) and should continue to be

dangerous.

"Gannon is an excellent player who can
throw, run and has a great command of the

offense," Reid said. "I'm really nervous
about him and I should be too."

Behind Gannon will be running backs
Bob Norris and Fred Singleton. Norris, who
Reid regards as another lightning-quick

Lonnie Hooker, leads the team in rushing
with 289 and is second in receptions with
12 for 185 yards. Singleton, who burned the

Minutemen with last year's game-winning
catch, has rushed for 222 yards and has
eight catches for 114 yards.

Defensively, the Blue Hens are solid. An-
choring the line are a pair of boulders in

senior right tackle Joe McGrail (6-3. 279
pounds) and junior left tackle Walt Mazur
(6-0, 254). In the middle will be preseason
All-America linebacker Darrell Booker
(6-0, 235), who tore apart the Minutemen
last year.

"Darrell Booker is the finest linebacker
we will have faced to date. I don't know
how we're going to take advantage of get-

ting him out of the plays." Reid said. "We
can't really double-team anybody because
if we do, Booker will come in from the mid-
dle. He goes all over the place."

The Minutemen will have to figure out

a way to get past him however, because the

Minuteman train doesn't want to stop

anywhere but the end zone.
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Selling a car?

Buying a car?
Let Automatch make the match.

Free for buyers, one-time fee to sellers.
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UNDER $2,000 5840341
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Buy any pair of shoes and get

any second* pair or any handbag

or any accessory at 1/2 price . . .

!

Offer good through Sunday, November 30,

1986. '1/2 off discount will be deducted

from the price of any second item

purchased with an equal or lower price.
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MASS STORES CLOSED
COLUMBUS DAY

t REDUCES HEAT LOSS
AS MUCH AS 43%

• ALUMINIZED • REFLECTS
SUNS RAYS

• SAVES ON HEATING AND
AIR CONDITIONING COSTS

• HEAVY WEIGHT
ROOM DARKENING VINYL
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MEN'S FLANNEL PLAID

SHIRTS
5000 HEAVY WEIGHT YUKON
FUNNEL SHIRTS. THICK YARN
DYED WOVEN PLAIDS WITH
BRUSHED RNISH. NYLON UNED
COLLAR YOKE, POCKET FLAPS
AND BARREL CUFF

VALUE *19'»

MEN'S DRESS

SHIRTS
LONG SLEEVE

COnON/POLYESTER

• WHITE I SAVE
• BLUE
• YELLOW
VALUE »24

irigg

/.

00

FOR

IF BOUGHT SEPARATELY THE PRICE IS "9.99 EA.

LADIES' WRANGLER

SHIRTS-BLOUSES
SOLIDS-PRINTS-JACGUARDS

POLY AND POLYCOTTON
VALUE
TO N

Wk DRESSES

illl{ WDSUVCSII
SOLID, DIAMOND OR

FLORAL DESIGN

MACHINE WASHABLE

POLYESTER/RAYON

PERMANENT PRESS
VALUE N
TO O

W^4»s

SHIRTWAIST AND CHEMISE STYLES

100% SILK IN 6 COLORS
SIZES 8 TO 16

VALUE
TO

MENS' CORDUROY VALUE
SUCKS & JEANS •so-"

$00JlOO% COTTON-SIZES 28-36^
HgOOD ASSORTMENT OF ^
:OLORS - PULL-ON AND O
lELTED STYLES W

N
O
W

MENS' POLYCOTTON VALUE
JURTLENECKS U3°<>

LONG SLEEVE n
HOICEOFCOLORSO

S-M-L-XL VV

ANE COLBX^
fiUGBY SHIRT

BEAUTIFUL ASSORTMENT
OF COLORFUL STRIPES

WOVEN COLLAR S-M-L
VALUE N
TO

$24 "^

SHOWER CURTAINS
BEAUTIFUL FASHION DESIGN
VALUES N(tHVQQ
*19^ m
COORDINATING ^
VINYL LINER w

SPECIAL
PURCHASE WASHCLOTHES
YOUR CHOICE OF VALUES S c«. $'

SOLID OR FLORAL^ T^ 95C w -^ ^'"'

"7rN'Y"L"'CRIB MATTRESS COVER
RUST PROOF ZIPPER VALUE *2''
NON ALLERGENIC

SLIGHT MISCOLOR

WIU NOT AFFECT WEAR 40%
yr- \^

\

'

5 PC. FAT PACK LUGGAGE SETS
EXTRA WIDE JUMBO CASES • 40*^MORE PACKING ROOM

DELUXE GRAINED SOFT SIDE. HEAVY STITCHED VINYL

LUGGAGE WITH HEAVY DUTY STEEL REINFORCED FRAMES
EASY ROLL WHEELS ON 22 . 24 26 AND 28 WITH

I

PULL STRAPS AND REINFORCED EASY CARRY HANDLE
• fASHION SHOULDER TOTE

• 22 iUMBO OVERNICHTER :>,'

• 26 IUMBO PULLMAN ;;,',-,, ^J^J SET
^ • 28 IUMBO OVERSEAS <QV)»

5 PIECE REGENCY <S&,

LUGGAGE SET >

FOR INFANTS * TODDLERS
GIRLS & BOYS * BEAUTIFULLY
STYLED WITH PRINTED MOTIF
FULL ZIPPER A NON-SLIP FEET

BLANKET . ^ ^

.

SLEEPERS 4vv>S*'^J

%:

SIZES
1-3YRS.
VAL »10*»

88

YOUCETTHEy^|^y£$200
TOTE BAG »"fc-"»- *.vw
22 OVERNIGHT CASE

24 WEEKENDER SUITCASE

26 PULLMAN WITH WHEELS
28 OVERSEAS WITH wiiuis

$7099
g ^0 COMPI

SIZES I SIZES .,
4-7YRS. It-UYRSJ
VAL US** IVAL»20«»?

lV^

COMPLTTE
S PIECE SET

3" X 3" SCENTED VALUE *2'^

CANDLESSOA^N

HANDMADE WITH DESIGN ^
SEVERAL COLORS -SCENTS

BROADLOOM CARPET BUY-OUT
2 TRAILERLOADS * OVER 12,000 YARDS
PRICED BELOW NORMAL DEALER COST
PLUS FREE
%" PADDING

WITH JUTE BACK
CUT FROM ROLLS

VALn
TO a

42

VALn
TO a

45
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* men 's soccer game
continued from page 28

ploded. Like I said, we just

dominated."
UMass, holding a 34-9

shot advantage and a 6-4

corner kick edge on the

game, kicked its ofiense in-

to gear, and quickly put

the contest out of reach as

Kurt Manal and Andy
Bing combined to set-up

John Shannon just 1:07 in-

to the second half to give

UMass a 2-0 lead.

Minutes later, freshman
forward Steve Cesnek
struck for a pair of goals

coming off Manal passes.

Cesnek's first goal came at

50:51 , and his second came
at 52:49, to make it 4-0.

Tom Giordano was
credited with an assist

along with Manal on

Cesnek's first goal.

The Minutemen added

their final goal at 76:08, as

Brian Sullivan set up Gior-

dano to make it 5-0.

Locked in a struggle for

ball possession about 18
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Water polo relaxes, set for next weekend
yards out, Sullivan manag-
ed to push the ball out of

the pack to Giordano, who
blasted into the net.

Fairfield with only nine

shots on the UMass goal,

managed to reach

freshman goaltenders

Kevin Hart (60 minutes, 3

saves) and Tom Phillips

(30 minutes, 1 save) just

four times.

Kallio turned back 11

Minuteman shots in going

the distance for Fairfield.

"They never really even

threatened to score," Gat-

nick said. "Near the end

one of their forward's had

kind of a breakaway and
beat Hart to the left but he

was so close to the end line

that he could only really

pass the ball in front. It

didn't matter because Car-

rillo (Alex) was right there

in goal to clear the ball."

The Minutemen face

Rhode Island in Kingston,

RI, at 1 p.m. on Saturday.

Though the University of

Massachusetts men's water

polo team has the weekend
off, head coach Russ Yar-

worth is expecting big

things from his team when
it competes in its final

regular season tournament
next weekend.

"I expect us to qualify for

the New Engaland tourna-

ment and place second,"

Yarworth said. "But right

now I think the guys need a

break, they deserve it.

They've been playing on the

road for the last four

weekends so they need a

rest. But they'll be ready.

The Minutemen are com-

ing off a 3-2 performance

last weekend at a Division

I New England tournament

at Harvard.
UMass defeated Yale

University, 7-6 in overtime.

Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, 10 6. and
Boston College, 15-10. The
Minutemen dropped deci-

sions to Harvard Universi-

ty, 7-6, and to Brown
University, 14-7.

While Yarwoth felt the

team played well as a

whole, he was unhappy with

the team's lackluster play

in a key match against Har-

vard. Building an early

lead, the UMass offense

sputtered and failed to score

on its power-play oppor-

tunities which led to the 7-6

loss.

Brown is currently the

top ranked team in New
England and holds a top-10

national ranking.

R & P
PACKAGE
STORE
We re closest to

Brittany & Riverglade

460 West Street

253-97423

WE'RE BACK
Frye brings back its special brand of

quality Classic and Western footwear

in styles that are indelibly Frye.

SHOE STORC

On the

Village Green"

Throughout your college years,

moke A.J. Hastings your

C^jJ;^^ headquarters for

^ School Supplies!
Count on us for everything from your
first freshman notebook to your final

thesis paper. ..plus all those years of

pens, pencils, paper clips, typewriter
ribbons, etc., in-between!

A'I'Hastings, Inc.——^^— New»dealer aod Stationer -^^t— '-

"Convmnimntly located in th* cmnlar of Amhmrst"
45 South Pleasant Strmet

OPEN: Weekdays 5 a.m. to 9 p.m., Sundays, 5 a.m. to I p.m.

^
KING VXARDEN

A MAr<DARm m szechuan restaurant

Open 7 Days for Lunch h Dinner Hours; Sun - Thurs 11-10 Fri & Sat 11-2

WEEKDAY DINNER BUFFET Mon - Thurs $6.95, 5 8:30

SUNDAY BRUNCH 11:30-3
Full Liquor License

KENS' Eyewear inc

Hamp Plaza, King St., Northampton

15% OFF

CONTACT LENSES
586-8456

DISCOVERA NEW FRONTIER
OF ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
AND ALTERNATIVES

Call TIPS' (545-1540) and
request tapes by number

2682 Army & Air Force ROTC

1010 BCP (Bilingual Collegiate Program)

101

1

BDIC (Bachelor's Degree w/Indiv. Concen.)

1050 Inquiry Program

1030 Internships

1028 Minority Engineering Program

1310 National Student Exchange Program

1038 Study Abroad

1035 University Honors Program

1040 University Without Walls

If yotf have further questions

call IDB' (545-1555)

Information Data Bank (IDB) 545-155S
Taped Information Phone Service

(TIPS) 545- 1540

Services of the Dean of Students Office

227 Whltmore

Doonesbury
By Garry Trudeau

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

..ANPINTHe
^PIRJTOFFULL THissiuy
PfiooeuRt.: MAN ISMY

i WILL ALSOMAK5 OPPONMT^
kiYCHaer ^f-"*\ ^

I

o X-RAtS f X
iL

" \^AVAlLA3iai\'^
*
*

5

/ H ^^FU
f

!S^'
^nf AI/"rT^R*i^»cV/

"

IptrA
~?Sy^^ '" Ji^f" H

X—Av*
\c^—Tp~^ t-^—'— VIjpt^ r>

IN m/$ TIMd OF NAJI(»IAL

CRl^S, JHOSeU'HO setK
fWLICOFFICaHAVtA
SPBOAL 03U6ATI0N TO
saiAN
eMMPLB!

^\,\elcofr\c to heaven

(V^erf 5 Your harp

I imRBFOFB CML- QfdjQ-mB^
LeNeeMYOPPomrr h/haton
TOMeeTM^JNANY FM1HI9
Vme,JDC£RTIFY ^omON
THAT£ACMOF. -

iBauevBTHe
CAMRAJ6NJU9r
TVRMWmoA
P'--IN6
MATCH. \

A WHAT^ I
CAN1-UNP5R-
^ANPWHaN

YOUUSe=
HYPHB^,
OeAR

Gordy By Gorde

THIS IS <SiKB^Tf
ATT P/RSrr DATE.

PARTY l^/TH Sl&MA
EPSiLOtJ CAIi AajD I

PATt. -n> ASK.'.'.'

* SEX.'.'f

WNEfie TNB HECK
DID MAKJ&O PXSAPPCAR

ASK N

1

-^

l»W»^X»IW^I»»l>

HOV^'S IT
Feei- To

su>££r-cHeefs'^

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

WHY AM I P0IN6 THIS?
I "BORROWS"? M7 NEIGH-
BOR'S 1 t)T^ ^/jj^tiT?
THIS "BAR 7-f^ ^° .'^^^'

AT IT.

NOPE. SORRY
'T AtCffT

WAT'S
Norm ./NElGHW^;

BETTER lUt<
NE-jrr TIME"
"BfTTY/ y/

Campus Pond By Sal

WHATKEALLY goes oU in the BuSMES I'M TELLING YA ,STAT1C HEAb, A FULL ,

HOUSE DOESN'T BEAT A ROYAL STRAIGHT!

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

f "ime

/O-IO
^ ^%rW.

The Collegian welcomes back all alum-

ni and wishes the best of luck to Coach Reid

and the Minutemen against Delaware. Kick

Ass UMass.

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Michel Jaffe

ACNOSS
1 Norwtgian
coastal taature

6 Shadowtx)x
10 Way down
14 Diamond State

capital

15 Oiminutiva

anding

16 BuddhisK
aacrad mount

17 Stander

18 Chaw
20 Circia sagmantt
22 Poetic time

23 Old salt

24 Get togethef

26 Holiday dfinKa

28 From — I
29 wnate
31 Kicker s device

32 RR depot
33 Eskimo

transport

35 Kind ot steamar
39 Sea bird

41 treasures

43 The — love

44 Live Free —
N H mono

46 Shallow baking

pan
48 Vat or bin

Abor
49 Baton Rouge

insi

51 Samt o' sailofs

52 — up (e«cited)

53 Sailor s guide

57 A witch on TV s

Bewitched
59 Wood sorrel

60 Corrode
61 Cheroot Var

62 Trim

65 Stop' at sea
68 Sea eagie

69 Helmsman s

direction

70 W African

republic

71 Profound

72 Rather s

specialty

73 Kind ol iron or

roller

DOWN
1 Hyde Park

mooogram
2 DiMaggio
3 To extremes
4 Fortification

5 Boat yard

location

6 Trucker s trailer

7 School gp
8 Bewildered

9 Examine anew
10 Legendary btrd

11 Valuable violm

12 Copper or tin

13 Waterfront

sights

19 Map feature

21 Certain girder

24 Must
25 Water mammal
26 Sailor s concern

27 Aviation prefix

30 Nautical ropes

34 Ship s bonom
timbe'

36 City in Alaska

37 FVset s concern

38 1492 caravel

40 Mediterranean

feeder

42 Dotted pattern

45 Curves
47 South Sea

islanders

50 Person from

Provo

S3 Assumed an

attitude

54 Earthy pigment

55 Singer Frankie

56 Thereby hangs

58 Boat hoisi

61 Observes
63 Vitality

64 Parishioner s

place

66 Red or Yellow

67 See 32 Across

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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Menu
Lunch Dinner

Pizza

Tuna Oriental

Basics Lunch

Pizza

Tuna Oriental

Chopped Beefsteak Special

Jalapeno Shrimp and Rice

Basics Dinner

Sweet and Sour Tofu

Jalapeno Shrimp and Rice

V

Weather
Today: Sunny and chilly, highs in the low 70s
Tonight: Clear and cold.

Tomorrow: Partly cloudy and chilly, highs in the

60s.

Today's Staff
Higlit Editor * Dan Sobel

Copy Editor JcfTry Bartash

Photo Technician Ricct Bonanno
Lafout Technician Ansel Zinter

Production Supervisor Ansel Zinter

Production: Kelly Sieger, Michelle Eichelman,

Henry Jost, Vallerie Warren, Kirk Pisani, and special

guest Jean Beckwith.

1 Executive Board Fa of 1986|

DODE LEVENSON ROB SKELTON
Editor in Chief Lditoiidl tdiiuf

JOHN YONCE WILLIAM SPAIN

Mdnaging Editor Editorial Editor

STEVE RUBIN ANSEL ZINTER

Business Mdnagt't Production Manager

1 Business Board - Fa of 1986 1
STEVE RUBIN PATRICE LAWSKY
Business Manager Marketing Manager

PAUL H LESSER CRAIG NAUGLE
Advertising Sales Manager Circulation Manager

VANESSA ROTH KAREN HOLLAND
Finance Manager Subscnption Manager
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The Sound Company's
HOMECOMING

WEEKEND SALE
NIKKO iC

$69
BELT DRIVEN TURNTABLE

WITH MATCHING DUSTCOVER AND INCLUD-

ED IS A MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE

SAVE $40
^^ffi".;"!' "sr I] ''I'

AKAI $99

AVID
10" 3-WAY

$49 ea

35 WATTS TOTAL - 35 watts/Ch, 4 SPEAKER
CAPABILITY, BASS & TREBLE CONTROLS

SAVE $80

AKAI $169

SAVE $40

1:8

rr Mmn I It. .«««•. I
**^.-

(3

W€STPORJ $89
SEEK TUNING, 10 PRESETS, AUTO STOP, 12 WATTS, LAST

STATION RECALL, BUILT IN CLOCK - SUPER BUY

SAVE $60

SAVE $100
Three beam Laser Pickup, Random Acces Pro-

gramming, Music Search, Great value

SAVE $10

ansiLL

AUTO REVERSE
WALKING
CASSETTE

$39

Sony
WALKMAN
CASSETTE
PLAYER

$29

CROW IN
A^N SAVE $40

Make your own Cassette copies with this

AC/battery double cassette portable

AKAI
Dolby nois Reduction, metal tape capability,
soft touch controls, one touch recording

SAVE $50

$59
SAMSUNG 12 inch B&W

AC/DC PORTABLE TV

WELCOME
PARENTS
AND

ALUMNI

i
I

AM/FM PORTABLE $79
STEREO CASSETTE PLAYER
AM//FM Stereo shortwave radio, cassette

recorder - graphic equalizer

SAVE $80

Belt driven turntable
with magnetic cartridge

WeSTPORT 5199
Quartz digitral tuner, Auto Reverse, Automatic
music search, seek & scan tuning, 12 presets,

fader, dolby B noise reduction, RCA outputs

DEMO SPEAKER SALE
LINEAR ACOUSTIC V Tower Speakers (349ea) $99ea

CERWIN VEGA D1 8" 2-way Speakers (155ea) $109ea

CERWIN VEGA D2 10" 2-way Speakers (205ea) $149ea

GENESIS 20 Lifetime warranteed Speakers (265ea) $129

CERWIN VEGA 05 12" 3-way Speakers (315ea) $229ea

CERWIN VEGA D7 15" 3-way Speakers (395e) $299ea

heSound Compaii
201 NORTH PLEASANT ST. AMHERST, MASS

UMass volleyball ready for two key Atlantic 10 matches
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collgian Staff

Hold on to your hats. The Atlantic 10 is coming.

After Wednesday's 15-3, 15-8, 15-4 thrashing of Fair

field University, the University of Massachusetts

volleyball team will dive headlong into its A-10 schedule

with back-to-back-conference matches this weekend.

The Minutewomen, 13-1 overall and 1-0 in the con-

ference, are currently involved in a lOgame winning

streak and are in a four-way tie for first place in the con-

ference with Rhode Island, Penn State and West Virginia.

The spikers will face Duquesne University, tomorrow at

7 p.m. UMass will then square off with WVU on Sunday
at 2 p.m. Both matches are at Totman Gymnasium and

both are key matches.

Duquesne is currently 3-7 on the season. The Duchesses

are also 0-1 in the A-10, dropping a three-set match to

Temple University. Duquesne is led by freshman sensa

tion Isa Borras, who occupies several individual

catagories. Borras is second in the conference in block-

ing (1.44 plocks per game) and digs per game (2.56), and

is sixth in kills per game (3.04).

The Duchesses are also paced by freshman setter Ivette

Colon (5.74 assists per game, sixth in the conference) and

sophomore hitter Margarita Gorbea (ninth in the A-10 in

kills per game averaging 2.42 and sixth in aces per game
with .424). The Duchesses as a team are third in the con-

ference in blocks per game, averaging 3.20

West Virginia will prove to be the toughest test the

Minutewomen have faced all season. The spikers met the

Mountaineers at the Syracuse tournament, where UMass

took a four-set victory. But WVU head coach Veronica

Hammersmith expects things to be a little different thi.s

time.

"We will have to play with a little more consistency,

especially in our transitioning," said Hammersmith.

"We'll definitely have to play a better defensive game."

The Mountaineers were three set winners over Temple

in their A 10 opener, and travel to URI to face the Wrams
tonight. WVU is paced by sophomore middle hitter Lisa

Scott and junior middle hitter Lori Filipich. Scott leads

the conference in kills per game (3.35) and is second in

hitting efficiency (.301). Filipich is tenth in hitting effi

ciency (.241) and is sixth in blocking (1.12 blocks per

game). As a team, WVU is second in digging average

( 10.07) and is third in both hitting percentage (.224) and

kill average (11.53)

^^w^ vfw wwr-w^^-WMJtAr^Clgag-lf^CJCJg:
^ V If 1£-^

Horseback Riding Classes Available

at Tillson Equine Center

SPACES AVAILABLE IN

THE FOLLOWING CLASSES

i BEGINNER 1 M.W 9:05 - 11:00

1 BEGINNER 1 M,W 1 :25 - 3:20

1 BEGINNER 1 Tu,Th 1 :25 - 3:20

N BEGINNER II M,W 10:10 - 12:05

N INTERMEDIATE 1 M.W 11:15 - 1:10

*Lab fee $100 prorated for classes missed (ave. $6/class)

* Non-credit classes

*For more information contact Gail Hoyle or Paula Haven

at Tillson Equine Center 545-0260

wmji»-«»cji-»gag»g»^i^w^»ca*.3g.^ig«af« n. j :̂

CHINESE KITCHEN
FAST FOOD

RESTAURANT

Eat In Of Take Out Hours

Sunday Noon to 10 PM
Mon-Sat 11:30 AM to 10 PM

Pu-Pu Platter $12.00

Try Our Luncheon-Dinrier Specials

Only $1 .49 before 3 PM, $1 .90 after 3 PM
2 LOCATIONS

a

430 Russel St (Rt 9)

HADLEY
253-2571

150 King St

NORTHAMPTON
586-8220

ACTIVITIES -AUDIO
AUTO FOR SALE • CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT • FOR RENT
FOR SALE • FOUND

HELP WANTED • LOST

CLASSIFIED
INSTRUCTION • MOIORCYLCLES
PERSONALS • RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED -SERVICES

ROOMATE WANTED • TRAVEL
WANTED • SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI - 2:30) • DEADLINE 2 DAYS PROIR TO PUBLICATION* CASH IN ADVANCE, 15«/W0RD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

WORK STUDY (4.05Shr) 8-12 hrs wk
tlex hrs assist in lab work on soil, plant

samples no exp required call Morleza at

S45-22S9 between 10AM-4Pt^

GRADUATES AN02S'~5tudenls Social

Hour every Thursday 5 00 Blue Wall,

Campus Center Build a tradition' Meet
each other!

ALPHA PHI OMEGA, a coed service

fraternity with unrestricted social ac-

tivities, invites all university students to

an open rush Oct. 7. 8. 4 14 at 6:00 PM
in room 415A Student Union!

BOWLING CLUB IS looking for new
members If you en)oy competition, tour-

naments and travel call 256-1550

CELEBRATE YOM KIPPUR with
Hillel' All services in SUB Sun Kol
Nidrei 7PM, Mon 10AM with Yizkor,

3,4, 5:30PM 545-2526

76 UODGE ASPerJTDnly 33K
miles! 4 door automatic Many new
parts. Some rust S700 firm. Helen
548-9343 atter 5PM.

1975 AMC IRORNET runs well,

dependable very little rust $700
549-7778

1972 "art d«co pink"
Matador-S475- ask for Adair at
586-8550

1976 ChTVY ISlALiBU. reliatjie

transponation. $550 or BO call Seth
256-0970

1980 VW RABBIT, delsel. sunroof,
exc. cond. 4-door. stereo tape deck.
$2200. call 442-^126 or 532-3610

DESNRATELY SilKINO VW
RABMT

LOOKING FOR RABBIT In qood
condition. No diesel. Need $? Have
It? I'll buy it call today-549-1634
leave message

COMPUTER TELEVIDEO TS-803
with kevboard, monitor, dual disk
drives Runs CP/M software Plus
variety of software including spead-
sheet, database, word processing
Excellent condition, $600 or best of-

fer. 527-8799 (East Hampton.)

HILP WANTED

ATTENTION ALL OREEKSI

DO^^OU LIKE iervice projects^
Alpha Phi Omega needs you. You
can be a "brother' even ilyou are
currently in a campus traterni-

ty/sorority. Rush dates Oct 7,8,14
6:00PM room 41 5A Student Union!

PLAY-OFF SOUVENIRS

MOTORCYCLE

CSTCH THFPENNANT fever. See
us on the concourse Wednesday &
Friday, S&S enterprises

CHESS
CHESS HAPPY ANNIVERSARY!!
It's been great I love you Carii

ENTERTAINMENT

YAMAHA VERAGO 920CC shaft
drive digital new rubber oval discs
low miles helmet $1200 4C Bran-
dywine stop by

CASH

PAYING CASH FOR your baseball
cards please call Mike 549-0333

FOR SALE

PROFESSORS EXAM I^ILES for

engineering, calculus, physics and
chemistry at University Store

COMPUTER TERMINAL & modem
for sale $200 cheap 256-8678

"noTCHEfTHELP WANTED
Excellent free meals

Light clean-up
Call thervl at AXO

545-2152

PART TIME CASHIER wanted Tor

local store. Some nights and
weekends Please call 5B4-3603.

NEED A JOB'^ Like travel'> Am-
bitious people needed to market
unique travel product with no ex-

isting competition. Excellent ex-
perience for business, communica-
tion and HRTA majors. No ex-

eerience necessary, car helpful,

ontact Mary 549-6118

MANAGER TRAINEES NATION-
WIDE Tool Co expanding In

Amherst. Now hiring 25 new
employees: great money, excellent
working cond. $ career opportuni-
ty. Part and full time work For in-

terview call Wilhe 256-4101

UNION VIDEO CENTER is hirind

Two work study positions avail. No
exp needed Call 545-1336

SUPERTOW PlTiARTA UOnTH
Amherst Flexible hours during the
week for kitchen help Drivers who
know the area wanted Call
549-0626

PaRTTIME GAS attendant, full-

serve weekends, Hadley 256-6875

etc One position tor graduate stu-

dent deals specifically with anti-

Semitism Women and people of

color encouraged to apply Applica-

tions available m SCERA, 4Zf Stu-
dent Union. Due 10/15 at 3 30 PM
AA/EEO. 545-0341

WANTED

MODELS NEEDED FOR hair show
on Oct 13 for an eduacational for

hairdressers inquire before Oct. 1

1

at 586-7477

WANTED USED UGLY bean bag
chairs reward call Malcolm
256-4246

LOSE 1 0-29 excesslbs/month with

herbal weight control No drugs No
exercise TOO percent guaranteed.
Call Mark 546-5938.

RIDE WANTED

HAPPV^ANNlVeRlARY LTUJ!
Hoping for many more I love

you JB

3RD SPIRIT- HAPPY birtTiday you
hot Italian Momma'! Don't you all of

a sudden feel like a Carvel?? Love,
The 2nd Spirit

TIM NYE^YOU are so awesome!
The VC-

HiATiyil5ERT82 daysmarkslt a
valid 6. I love that story. You re

swell too The Hedge

JfNNY^BUG, THIS' late^nfght
phone sex is getting to me. How did

you know I have a bellbottom
fetish? I'll bring the wine if you bring

the cheesecake. Brian

DEAR learne; Manhattan
tjound! Here's to a great two-year
anniversary! Let's paint the town
red. See you at Seven Star? With
all my love, Joshua

JOEY, YOU BlRTY old man H¥p-

py third anniversary I love you bun-
ches (the babies do loo!) All my love

always, your old lady PS only 267
days of single site left! Can you
handle it? XOXO, etc.

TO A SUPER TRISlGMA Don't
forget to wish Amy Best a happy
20(n birthday!

MICHAEL CCYHEmreATS 7UH?
Run away! Not even Halloween yet!

IT^ HARD JOSH to know when to

follow you. You don't ever really say
goodbye. So, I say "hello"-JLK

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-DISK ENTERTAIN-
MENT Agency - Discjockeys,
Bands, Lights and Large screen
video dances 549-7144

TYPINO SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING. Long or short

projects Meticukjus proofreading.
Rush lobs OK. New IBM typewriter.

549-0367

PROFESSIONAL
SERVICE

TYPINO

PAPERS, CA^ES, DISSERTA-
TIONS- dependable on-campus,
reasonable, 584-7924, Nancy

MUSICIANS NEEDED FOR perfor
mances at Belchertown State
School. Funding available. Contact
Bruce 256-4236

AUDIO

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
AR90speakers. Brand new War-
ranty. Type used in dance bar.

aerobics studios $1500 list For
sale $750 call 253-9687

AUTO FOR SALE

1975 BMW 2002 good condition
$1600 call 256-6497

KEG TAPS FOR sale' Braridnew,
never used keq taps only $25
Packies charge $45 for used taps
Don't waste your money! New taps
$25 Call Tony 256-1438 today

BED "FOW 5ALE singlebox and
mattress first $25 takes it 584-2905
eves (Alan)

1982 MAZDA 626LX 52000 mis
$4200 527-8337 ask for Mike

?d HONDA CIVIC. Runs well, good
condition $750 or best offer Call

Cam, 549-0053

74 PLYMOUTH VALIANT new
transmission, dependable, asking
$350 665-8114

1983 LYNX 2DRr4 speed^standlTrd
in exi. condition runs well never
been abused must sell to pay off

loan Call 549-6129 or 256-6887
ask for Andy or leave name and no
very good buy!!!

1 979" CHEVY WA50N. 99,400
miles, new clutch. Best offer

536-5434. Evenings week-ends.

GUCCI WATCHES FOR ladies

many styles only $30 call Brian
6-7425

5T2K MACTNTOShT TM-
AGEWRITER. Macnifty Audio,
Digitizer stereo cable, carrying
cases, Macwrite, Macpaint. The
Word, studio session composer,
lode runner, Sargon, others Top
condition, $2300 Call Matt, 6-7001,

for details

1978^ AUDI NEW paint, sticker

$1500 253-9393

SANYO CAR^TEREO^ w/Becker
3way speakers excellent cond.
$150.00 call Jason at 6-7572

NICE COOCH SiQ^upfiflfii yi^o^HT!
cleaner w/bao. ""= oaTl 253-2212
afler e. 30 p*.*^

LOT 22 STiCKtR ^25 or 60
665-8892

OOCATiONALUN-CALL work for

human serv agency Training pro-

vided 536-5473 9AM-5PM EoE

•DISHWASHER AND PREF' part-

time, all shifts. Apply at the Pub
9-11 or 3-5 weekdays

CATE-COURSE AND teacher
evaluation guide- is seeking a year-

round coordinator Applicants
should have good organizational
and editing skills Appfications are
available from Academic Af-

fairs/SGA, 420 SUB Deadline: Oct.
23. SGA is an Affirmative Ac-
tion/Equal Opportunity Employer

PART-TIME GENERALlielp^call
Kevins Auto Repair 586-9336

POLITICAL WORK

WHY FLIP Burgers or wait
tables? You can get the training

and respect of a professional paid
activist Earn $36-50.00 daily. Now
hiring full/part time. Call clean water
action. 549-7450

NONWORK-STUDY

SeERA,THE STUDENT Center for

educational research and ad-
vocacy, IS hiring nonwork-study
positions to research and organize
student issues like study space,
racism, financial aid, heterosexism,

LOST

Hl*T1 iC CALCULATORlh TTbTai^y

tower Please call 546-4778 for

reward

CASH REWARDIf For retuTrTof
black leather wallet Lost on 10/1

somewhere between Southwest
and Thompson 106 If found please
call Larry at 546-8419

HlART SHAPEDPENDANT wiTh 3
pearls if found please call 549-7378
Reward

SUEYILOVEYOU. Have a terrific

B-day! Thanks for the best 6
montns of my life Scooby

flB^FEUnr ANIVERSARIO! Te
amor ahora y siempre Estoy no por
encima! Mlllones de besos M

HAPPY B-OAY Al Z. Ddnt you owe
me money?

MARY-YOU INFEST me

TO THE PROPRIETORS of J an^
A's Pleasure Palace- keep up the

good work -Sharon.

SALLY THRA5HER-HA1»PY 51 st

birthday- enjoy! I love ya Tom

HAPPY BIRTHDAY RuDYf "We
really like you! But you need to work
on that grin! Love, the Confidence
Kids

ANNETTE-YOUR^GENiUS attracts

and intimidates me. You are often

in my thoughts but with me rarely

Is there time in your busy life to

develope a friendship? Gene

WELL CASST^.TJe'reiris, you^Town
birthday personal' Have a greeat
19th B-day' Love ya, Julie and
Sylvester (tjeorge)

WELCOME TO THE WORLD
MARY ANN STASAITAS

HRTA MAJORS UNITE wi^hTSg
you a happy 21st birthday. (Nostril

Flair?) Love you!

FOR RENT

ROOMS JUST BECAME available

in a fraternity Great home cooked
meals and a unique social at-

mosphere. For more info call Tom
at 549-5515

SINGLE ROOM POR rent 500
yards away from Grad Tower PBA
stops in front 549-5039

LANTERN" COURT TAKE over 2
bdrm lease from October 15 call

665-8451

ROOMIN 3 bedroom hduiefdf rent

in Hadley 275 584-2937

TO SUBLET

AMHERST CTR 1 bdr apMOO (heat
& hot water inci) Laundry & storage
256-1847

BOS KEA i heard it's been ten

weeks today, hiar gel not working?
Meet me in sheep Tield. Baa . LiT-

TLE LAMB

LOST AThIN gold bracelet Great
sentimental value Please call

546-7230

HA^FY ilRTHDAY CASS!
Remember-Cass loves Pete' Love
you too girl'

HEY AUD ALL of me was not for

all of you. Yor

LOST! WHITE JEAN jacket and
budlight key ring-need both-lost at

or near please call 6-9248

FOUND

PERSONALS

CREATIVE MINDS WATTTEDT Ar
tists. writers. Communications ma-
jors and anyone with innovative
ideas We will publish your work in

the Southwest newspaper Circula-

tion is 5500. For information or if in-

terested come to the SWAG Office

in Hampden or call 545-0960

PIKETS rrr Alpha Beta'^s

MAlCl M. TRYING to reach you
Please call 549-1724 -Amy

HEY AUD T5iD sorrieohe walk oh
my lungs or is it just my heart

bleeding? Yor

MONTY^YTHON'S AndTJow tor

Something Completely Different."

Tues, Oct 14, 5.7.9, andll spon-
sored by the UMass Juggling Club

CARVfJ—COHEN-HAVE"Fn
awesome birthday chick, you
deserve it' Keep smiling, it gets bet-

ter! Love your Roomy

ROOMMATES WANTED

RESPONSIBLE FOR LG apt oh
bus route own room, furnished but
bring bed $210 for room plus
utilities call 323-4989 before 2PM
323-6311x530 after

SOUTRE VILLAGE ON bui~rol7te
near stores share large 2bedroom
1 Vj bath townhouse grad prefered.
Partly furnished S232 665-2577

SERVICES

TERRTFTC TYPINli FROM
"Speedy " keys. Professional
reliable service. 256-1002.,
8am- 11pm

TYPING. TAPE TRANSCRIP-
TIONS. Fast accurate, 665-7652

OJSStRTATiON BLUES? TSRO-
FESSIONAL editor can help
writing/proofreading Student rates.
Call 256-6150

TRAVIL

MONTREAL COLLEGE
WEEKEND Oct. 31 - Nov. 2 S79 CaH
Sandy or Debbie 665-4729
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SPORTS

Blue Hens to invade McGuirk

Collegian photo by Paul Desmarais

The University of Massachusetts defense, shown here stopping Nor-
theastern fullback George Olson two weeks ago, will have to stop the
high-powered Blue Hen offense Saturday.

UMass geared for
a rude reception
Bruins set to renew heated regional rivalry

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

If there is one team in New England that
is capable of stopping the University of
Massachusetts women's soccer team, it is

Brown University.

And the 7-1-1 Bruins will get their
chance tomorrow when UMass travels to

Providence, RI for a very big 11 a.m. game.
"Brown looks unbeatable right now,"

UMass coach Kalekeni Banda said. "We
are going to have to play mistake-free soc-

cer to beat them. They capitalize on
everything. Every direct kick that they
take is dangerous."
The Bruins are coming off an impressive

3- 1 victory over the University of Connec-
ticut in which they scored all their goals
within 12 minutes.
Earlier in the season, the Minutewomen

scored two goals in less then two minutes
to post a 2-1 victory over the Huskies.
"Brown has a reputation of staying in the

game until the very end," Banda said.

"They demonstrated that against UConn.
They isolate each play and wait for a
mistake. They never give up."
Theresa Hirschauer has been involved in

most of the scoring for Brown. The
sophomore forward leads the Bruins with
11 goals and four assists. Karen Alderton,

a freshman midfielder, is second with five

goals and two assists. Freshman forward
Karen Lanier has five goals.

Kathy Kostic is the starting goalie and
has played all but ten minutes this season.

The senior has posted a 0.50 goals against
average with 67 saves.

But beating UMass will be no easy chore.

The Minutewomen are 7-2-1 and have
won their last seven in a row. This week.
UMass blanked the University of New
Hampshire, 3 0, but Banda is not pleased
with the way his team played.
"We have to play more intelligently,"

Banda said. "We've been out of it lately.
We just have to play better soccer."
Cathy Cassady, who missed the UNH

game due to a leg injury, will play, but the
status of Sue Montagne, who has been ex-
periencing neck spasms, is still uncertain.
Michelle Powers leads the Minutewomen

in scoring. The sophomore forward has
scored seven goals and four assists. Beth
Roundtree. also a sophomore forward, is se-

cond with six goals and two assists.

Tri-captain Kristen Bowsher is third in

scoring for UMass with three goals and six

a.ssists. Debbie Belkin, another tri-captain,

has four goals, including three game-
winners, and 11 assists.

Defense has been the strength for the
Minutewomen. UMass has played three of

its games without allowing a shot on goal

and has allowed less than 0.50 goals
against per game.
This stinginess has allowed the

Minutewomen to outshoot opponents,
138-41, while outscoring them, 31-10.

UMass holds a big 19-5 advantage in

second-half scoring.

Carla DeSantis is the starting goalie for

the Minutewomen. The sophomore has
played in nine of the first ten games, see-

ing 730 minutes of action. She has posted

a 0.89 goals against average with 20 saves.

DeSantis has two shutouts of her own and
shared one against Texas A & M with
Brooke Adams.
Banda does not know what formation he

will start the game with, but hopes he does
not have to play conservatively.

"Their forwards hustle and harass the
defense,' Banda said. "Ideally, I'd like to

be able to use a 4-3-3 but if things aren't

clicking, we'll have to go to a 4-4-2. We also

need fantastic defense from our forwards."

When the two teams met last year,

UMass rang up a convincing 6-0 victory but
no one, least of all Banda, expects it to be
that easy tomorrow.
"They are in a good position because if

they win, it will look like they upset the

No. 1 team, but that may not be the case,"

Banda said. "We have to go out and be ag-

gressive and not worry about fouls."

Palazzi to return as Minutemen
prepare for crucial showdown
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

"This is the biggest game this year by
far," senior co-captain Stan Kaczorowski
said. "Last year was really big, but this one
is more important because its going to set

the tone for the Yankee Conference. It's so

tough in this conference because
everything is up and down each week."
No question about it, this is the game.
"I told the guys that this is a real big

game," unbeaten first-year head coach Jim
Reid said. "We want to have a lot of fun

and how can we not when all eyes of the

conference and New England £U"e on UMass
at Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium?"
"We put ourselves in this situation and

should be happy we did," Reid said. "We
didn't play in any games like this last year.

This is a great position to be in. We don't

feel any pressure at all. It's super."

It'll be fun, you can bet the house on that,

but Delaware head coach Harold R. "Tub-
by" Raymond is not expecting too many
smiles during the game.
"Our games have always been blood-

baths," said Raymond, coaching his 21st

year at Delaware. "If you look at us this

year, there are enough similarities to be
eerie. We're talking nickle and dime dif-

ferences in yards, points given up and com-
ing from behind wins. It's really eerie when
you look at the scores."

That could play into the hands of the
Minutemen who were clear underdogs in

last year's game.
For UMass, Saturday has been a long

time (doming.

The Blue Hens, thanks .o ?n 18- 'rd
Rich Gannon touchdown pass wit' 65
seconds to play, stunned UMass ind a
raucous Warren McGuirk capacity < rowd,
27-24 in the season's second-to-las: game
last year. The loss knocked the Minutemen
out of playoff consideration and eftective-

ly spoiled the UMass Cinderella season
"We've got four paybaci: ga aes and

we've taken care of two of them," ii^urcd

continued on page 22

The Game: University of Delaware at
L.

University of Massachusetts to celebrate

Homecoming for the Minutemen.
Location: Warren McGuirk Alumni
Stadium, Amherst, Massachusetts.
Time: Saturday, Oct. 11 at 1:30 p.m.
Surface: Natural grass.

The records: The Delaware Blue Hens,
3-1 and 2-1 in the Yankee Conference, and
the Minutemen, 4-0 and 2-0 in the YC.
Common opponents: Richmond (UMass
24-21, Delaware 20-19) and Rhode Island

(UMass 31-17, Delaware 44-10).

The rivalry: The Blue Hens have
defeated the Minutemen in all 10
meetings dating back to 1958. The two
teams have met every year since 1979.

Last year: Blue Hen qb Rich Gannon hit

Fred Singleton for an 18-yard touchdown
pass with 55 seconds remaining to sink

the Minutemen and their playoff hopes.

The inspirations: The Minutemen, at 4-0

and 2-0, would put space between
themselves and the rest of the conference

with a victory

Collegian photo by Paul Desmaraiii.-. vi.urniBn pnoio oy i-aui uesmaraiii
Minutewoman forward Cathy Cassady Oeft), sat out the New Hampshire

game but will see action against Brown University at 11 a.m. in Pro-
vidence, RI Saturday.

Minutemen rolling, 5-0
By JIM CLARK and
JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

University of
Massachusetts men's soc-

cer coach Jeff Gettler was
hoping to put together a
modest win streak.

One win streak, coining

up.

Exploding for four
second-half goals, the
Minutemen picked up
their third straight win
with a convincing 5-0

shutout at Fairfield
University yesterday.

Fairfield had advertised
a packed-in defense, meant
to refuse offensive penetra-

tion and force an overall

slowdown. What generally
results is a low-scoring af-

fair. However, yesterday,
the goal-hungry
Minutemen had other
ideas.

Just 5:52 into the game,
junior midfielder Andy
Bing opened the scoring to

give UMass a quick 1-0

lead. The Minutemen look-

ed to score several times
throughout the half, but
the Fairfield game plan

held and the two teams
were separated by just one
goal at halftime.

But the floodgates open-
ed early in the second half
as the Minutemen pelted
Fairfield goalie Jim Kallio

with several shots in the
opening minutes of the se-

cond half

"We really dominated,"
UMass team manager
Rich Gatnik said. "We
were a little shaky in the
first half but we were still

in control. We came out in

the second half and just ex-

continued on page 24

SALADS SUBMARINES SYRIANS

fthe sub
11 A.M. TO 2 A.M. / 7 DAYS

33 E. PLEASANT ST., AMHERST / 549-5160

The Taste Buds

Never Had It So Good!

WE ALL KNOW IT'S HOMECOMING

SO COIV._
HOM
THE

TIME OUT

UJ No. Name Pes. CI. Ht. Wt.

»1 AMBROSINO. Robert C So 6-1 232
^k^^^l 3* ANDERSON, Peter HB So 5-9 ISO
^^^I^H •9 ANDRE, Doug OT So 6-3 255^ ^^H 1 ATWELL, Phillip

AUCHINBAUaH, Robert
CB Sr 6-1 192

^B ^^H ar FS So 6-1 182
^1 M^H s« BERARDELLI. Frenk OG So 6-2 237
^^^^^^1 88 BITSKO. Nick OG Sr 6-2 272
^H|^^^| SO BOOKER. Oerell LB Jr 6-0 223
^^^^^^H 81 BORKOSKI. Jeff

BORKOWSKI
LB Jr 6-0 200

^H ^^H 34 LB So 6-2 215
^H ^^H 23 BOSSARD, Bryan CB So 5-9 IBS
^H ^^H 83 BRODEUR. Dan OT Sr 6-2 268
^^B^^^l «o BUCCi. Brian HB So 5-9 ISO
^^^^^^1 78 BUCHANAN. David OT So 6-3 232
^^m ^^1 T« CAMEY, Ed DT Jr 6-4 260V 4 V 85 CANNON. Mark C So 6-0 217
^v _ ^ 8 CHRISTODULU QB/SBr 6-1 196^^^^1 TO COVINGTON, Chuck OG So 6-3 210
H^P^H^ 88 COYNE, Chria C Jr 6-2 282
B V W 1 18 DEAN. Patrick FS Jr 5-11 ISO

i
32 DIETZEL, Bob LB Jr 6-1 210

A A 49 DILS. Keith LB So 5-11 210
^^^^^^H 43 DOHERTY, Tim LB/D^r 6-2 225
^^H|^^H ao DUNNE, Terry SE So 5-10 164
^^^^^^H 84 DYEViCH, Jamie OT Sr 6-4 296V A ^ 59 EMERY. Oary OT So 6-3 231

92 FELKER. Paul DT So 6-1 2SO
^r ^m. V 18 GANNON, Rich OB Sr 6-3 200^B^^HH IS GERMAN, Clark QB So 6-0 195
^^^^^^P 41 GIBSON. Bruce FS So 5-11 1169

I *J 42 GOUDEAUX. Tom FB So 5-11 205
IT GREIG, Mike LB So 6-0 185

^1 k ^1 84 HALL, Robert OE So 5-1 1 225
^HHi^l 33 HEALY. Tim FB So 5-11 227
^^H^^H T HELT, Randy PK So 6-2 240^ ^^1 SO HOBAN, Mike OG/D-Br 6-2 255
^1 ^^1 Te HOLLAND. Robert OG So 6-2 222H^H 22 HOLMES, Randy HB So 5-1 O 162

S3 HRANICKA. Todd DE Sr 6-3 250
73 HUDY, Mike OT Jr 6-2 260
99 JAHRSTORFER, Jeff TE Sr 6-4 215
24 KELLEY, Shawn HB Jr 5-10 195
21 LANHAM. Randy HB Jr 5-10 ISO
54 LAWN. Pat OG Jr 6-3 255
81 LOCHSTOER. Erik TE So 6-3 230^V !Z 62 LOTT.Todd SE Sr 6-1 169

m 25 LUCAS. Ken CB Jr 5-9 166
86 MACK, Kevin DE So 6-3 235

^ ," 95 MAZUR. Walt DT Jr 6-1 257
47 McCALL. Brendan SE So 5-S 172

m 19 McCOWN. Kevin SS Sr 6-0 162
fl 12 McCOY, Craig QB So 6-4 195
a 4 Mcdonald, chria CB Jr 5-9 162
# 94 McGRAIL. Joe DT Sr 6-3 266

31 McGURK. Dennia HB So 5-S 172
36 MICHAELS, Ed FB So 6-2 200
69 MODESITT. Jeff TE Sr 6-5 254

l^^^^^K 28 NEEDS, Bob CB So 6-1 ISO
l^^^^^l 37 NORRIS, Bob HB Sr 5-10 200
^^^^^^B 11 OCHS. David SS Jr 5-10 ISO

fl 1 ORIO. Pete OT Jr 6-2 281
9 35 PANASUK. Gregg FB Jr 5-11 215S 6 POWELL. Jaaon PK So 6-2 192V 9 RiCHINS. BUI CB So 5-9 165
s 3 ROBERTS. Nell PK Jr 6-2 194
Jj 96 ROGAN, Kevin DE Jr 6-0 230
l-B 75 ROLKA. John OT Jr 6-2 275
^ 14 SIERER, David QB So 6-2 166W 36 SINGLETON. Fred HB Sr 5-11 179
'3 5 SKARBEK. Steve LB Sr 6-1 206
«l 96 SMITH. Gray

SOUDERS. Donald
DE So 6-2 225

67 DE So 6-3 248
57 STEIGERWALT, Todd LB So 6-2 213

^9 67 SULLIVAN. John L. OT So 6-4 241
^^^^HH 93 SUZENSKI, Joe OE So 6-3 222
^^^^^^H 68 THOMPSON, Ben TE So 6-1 195
^^^^^H 29 THOMPSON. Gary SS So 5-11 174

56 TUREK, Mike c Sr 6-3 266
m 20 TURNER, Jim LB Sr 6-1 227
« 46 ULMER. Bobby LB So 6-0 212
41 52 VESSEY, Tom LB So 6-3 227

13 WEST, Mike CB Jr 5-10 187
10 WILHELM, Todd FS Sr 5-11 178
44 WOOD. Michael HB So 5-11 160

^^^^^^H 88 YERGEY, John TE So 6-3 232
^^^^^^H 72 YOKIMCUS. Vic OG So 6-2 237

J
V 97 YOVIENNE, Tom OT So 5-11 245

IJ

Mass-market manufacturers sacrifice

quality for quantity and design simplicity

for unneeded "bells and whistles." In

contrast. Music First components offer

the world's most advanced MUSIC
reproduction and unsurpassed quality in

workmanship and electronic design.

MLisi( /n SI

Unique Au^

Danco Center Shops. RT 5, Hatfield. MA 247^364

Three listening roonui. custom home installations, and complete service facilities

STEVES

ICE

CREAM

HITS

TOWN!

w. y

/^
Steves

48 N. Pleasant St

Amherst

256-0250

11:30am - llpm&

Lino
(Food & Spirits)

to^«
^"^^

^o;^^>^^

Established 1977
Proper I.D. a must
57 N. Pleasant St

f&ce^

north pleasant St., amherst

main st.. northompton
L£J



adirondack music
15 EAST PLEASANT STREET • AMHERST 253-3100

239 MAIN STREET • GREENFIELD 772-6803
next to the Police Station

<jiRAND OPENING!

At 90-92 King Street, Northampton, Adirondack Music is going to give

sometliing to tlie Nortliampton area tliat lias never been given before . .

.

what's that you asl(? S A V I N G S ! ! 1 ! I

EM
STAT 450 SPEAKER

floor-standing

two-way hybrid

electrostatic

power range
20-250 watts

a $700 value

14995

A1200 LOUDSPEAKERS

3-way
12" woofer
10-300 watts peak
4 ohms
a $500 pair value

999s

r
AUTO CASSEnE RECEIVER

key off tape eject, bass/treble controls,

fader control, Dolby noise reduction

si4iqte

TEAC
PD200 DISC PLAYER

3-beam laser system
multi-programmable

EPI I

AUTOSPEAKERS

two-way six inch

10-100 watts/ch

a $180 Vrtiuc—

.

S69»5/ pair

.u 1

JI t<n

TEAC
V450X CASSETTE DECK

iggss

Miiricn
MR750 RECEIVER
48 watts/ch.

quartz lock tuner

dual tape monitors

_a $380 value 18995

Dolby B/C -»- dbx
noise reduction

cobalt amorphous
rec/play head

I.e.d. meters
loaded!!!!!

sggis

VHR2250 VHS VIDEOCASSEHE
wireless remote
control

HQ design

(3 element)

electronic tuner

14-day 4 event timer

$34935 .a $450 value J

ALL SALES CASH ONLY - MASTERCARD/VISA/CHECK ADD 3%
ALL QUANTITIES LIMITED SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE
NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS

15 E. PLEASANT ST.

AMHERST
239 MAIN STREET

GREENFIELD
90-92 KING STREET
NORTHAMPTON

LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY IN NEW ENGLAND

The Massachusetts Daily

SAN
irvj^iC3>E

•Native Americans struggle for their own
academic program. Page 3.

•Stuart GottUeb makes a stand on the

Nicaragua controversy. Page 7.

•Moody Blues capture hearts in Springfield.

Page 9
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Amherst bar
disruption
leaves woman
with broken leg
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

Amherst police had a busy homecoming weekend, with

15 accidents reported, four arrests and numerous distur-

bsmces, police said.

A 23-year-old woman was treated for a broken leg she

received during a disturbance at about 12:30 a.m. Sun-

day at the Time Out bar on North Pleasant Street, police

said.

When police arrived, an estimated 100 people were

"milling about" in front of the bar, refusing to leave, police

said.

A fight broke out on the entrance ramp, which resulted

in a railing collapsing, "which is allegedly how the woman
broke her leg."

A witness told police he was helping someone who was

leaning backward over the railing when someone jumped

on his back, which caused the railing and concrete sup-

ports to break and sent five to six people sprawling to the

sidewalk, police said.

The Amherst building inspector was called to the scene,

and the building was closed until repairs are done, police

said.

In other police reports:

•Police responded to a disturbance and a possible

assault at 7:09 Friday evening in the parking lot of Louis'

Foods on University Drive, police said.

At the scene, police broke up an argument between a

motorist and one of the people picketing the store, police

said.

The motorist told police he was entering the lot from

Amity Street when the picketer stepped in front of his car,

stopping the normal flow of traffic. The driver stepped

Renowned journalists' speeches

will focus on their careers

The ramp to Time Out is blocked off until it can

off during a disturbance over the weekend.

from his car, and the two had a "heated discussion," police

said.

No charges were filed but each was advised of the right

to seek a complaint against each other, police said.

•At 4:22 Sunday morning, two men told poli' e that one

of them was assaulted by numerous men on North Plea-

sant Street.

The two told police they were about to leave a fraterni-

ty party when someone approached them. An argument

and fight ensued, police said.

Collegian Photo by Nick SokolofT

be repaired. The railing and cement were torn

No iryuries were reported, police said.

•A 10-year-old boy reported being threatened with a

shotgun by two other boys at 5:03 p.m. Sunday on Strong

Street, police said.

The boy told police he had been in the wooded area near

South Maplewood Circle where he saw the two boys play-

ing with fire crackers. He approached them and asked

them if they had a permit for explosives. They said yes

and took him to their Strong Street home to show it to

• him, police said. continued on page 5

Two acclaimed visual journalists are

scheduled to discuss their work tonight,

one at the University of Massachusetts, the

other at Hampshire College.

At 8 p.m. in the Campus Center

Auditorium, internationally famoxis televi-

sion writer and producer James Burke will

present a lecture titled "Do Lemons Whis-

tle?" The speech will focus on technology

and change, the central point of Bxirke's

work over the last two decades.

Bvu-ke was chief reporter covering the US
and Soviet space flight programs, according

to an advance release issued by the

Distinguished Visitors Program, which is

sponsoring Burke.

Burke's documentary series "Connec-

tions," which studied the history of innova-

tion, attracted the largest US audience

ever for a documentary series, according to

the visitor's program. Another 10-part

Burke series titled "The Day the Universe
continued on page 3

Public Safety to install

new fire alarms in CC
System will cut down false alarms

Collegian Photo by Nick Sokoloff

students staged a "die-in" friday in support of the four American

veterans fasting in protest of U.S. support for Nicaraguan Contras.

Wooden crosses represent the graves of Nicaraguans killed in the

fighting. The veterans are on their 44th day of the fast during which

they have been sitting on the steps of the Capitol Building in

Washington D.C.

By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

When a new fire alarm system is install-

ed in the Campus Center next year, ac-

cidental triggering of the alarms such as

on Friday will be a thing of the past, said

the fire prevention officer with the Univer-

sity ofMassachusetts Department of Public

Safety.

Keith Hoyle on Friday said the new
system, which should cost about $100 thou-

sand, may be installed in the Campus
Center next spring and summer. It would

be the "most sophisticated alarm system

that's out now," he said.

The system would feature smoke detec-

tors in the corridors of the Campus Center

and computer-operated speaker horns in

the hotel rooms, which would sound at 75

to 80 decibels, he said.

Hoyle cited a study showing that at 80

decibels an alarm will wake up 95 percent

of any given group.

Hoyle addressed the Campus Center

Board of Governors Thursday night about

the new alarm system. Ironically , More

than 12 hours later at 11:15 Friday morn-

ing, the fire alarms sounded in the Cam-

pus Center, forcing the evacuation of the

building for 20 minutes.

The alarm was activated accidentally by

a woman who was buying shoes from a ven-

dor across from the Blue Wall Coffee Shop.

"A woman was trying on shoes, and she

had her rear end up against the pull sta

tion, and she set it off," Hoyle said.

The pull station across from the Blue

Wall is about four feet from the floor and

has a handle which must be pulled down

to activate the alarm.

During the first week of September, the

same alarm was set off by a four-year-old

boy.

"The alarm system will be changed so

that four-year-old kids can't pull the lever

to see the trucks," he said. The new pull

stations will have a small window that

must be broken before the lever can be pull-

ed, he said.

In the past year and a half, there have

been five fire alarms, Hoyle said. Four of

the incidents were accidental.

Judging from the grumbling of the 100

people standing outside the Campus Center

Friday in the 50-degree weather with

20-mile-an-hour winds, the new system is

overdue.

When asked by a board member at the

meeting about fire protection in the Csun-

pus Center for handicapped people, Hoyle

said the alarms in the hallways will have

strobe lights.

The evacuation of people in wheelchairs

from the Campus Center presents a pro-

blem, Hoyle said. During a fire, elevators

are inoperable, and in the Campus Center,

People in wheelchairs above the third floor

would have no way of escaping during an
emergency.

The best possible to protect the handieap-

ped during a fire would be with sprinklers

and a complicated ventilation system, he

said. It would cost "a couple of million" and

"I'm not sure our system could handle it,"

he said.

"If there were j» Tu y >.» irie Icwf. all the

fans would CAnani" .ill t!>e r.nioke, enid all

the oth .• :lo«;rB woi )d supply A\i . .to lojke

V"o handlc.opp3c Sf 3.\^i as. posfcibie." lie
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Group may oust Pilecki
WESTFIELD (AP) - An official says the

Westfield State College Foundation may

consider removing indicted former college

president Francis J. Pilecki, as its presi-

dent at a meeting later this month.

Paul Mei, treasurer of the college and an

officer of the foundation, told the Boston

Globe that the foundation could replace

Pilecki at its annual directors' meeting.

The college was closed Monday because of

the Columbus Day holiday and Mei could

not be reached for additional comment.

The foundation is a private, tax-exempt

organization that has more than $250,000

in assets, owns a building on the college

campus and charges the college for use of

some of its facilities.

The foundation oversees the $100,000

Francis Pilecki Scholarship Fund, which

has been in existence for two years but has

yet to award a scholarship.

A Hampden County grand jury indicted

Pilecki in June on four counts of indecent

assault and battery on two male students.

A pretrial conference, at which a trial date

could be set, is scheduled for Oct. 24.

Pilecki created the Westfield State Col-

lege Foundation shortly after he arrived at

the college in 1979. The state sold the foun-

dation land near the center of campus for

$1 in 1981.

The Interfaith Center was built on the

land and is used mainly for Jewish

services.

The center houses a large organ, which

Pilecki frequently played. College trust

fund records show that the college pays the

center $225 rent per semester for use of the

organ by staff, students and faculty. The

money goes to the foundation.

The foundation refused to show former

Judge Rudolph Pierce a list ofcontributors

when Pierce was investigating the Pilecki

situation for the Board of Regents of

Higher Education.

The foundation is private and does not

have to make its list of donors public.

SIGMA
KAPPA

PRESENTS

I THE OMEN

OCTOBER 15

5, 7, 9, & 11

Campus Center
Auditorium

$1.50 for 5:00
$2 for 7, 9 , 11

It ISTHE GREATEST MYSTERY :

OT ALL BECAUSE NO HUMAN
BEING WILL EVER SOLVE n;

,

rr ISTHE HIGHEST SUSPENSE

BECAUSE NO MAN CAN BEAR FT.

FT ISTHE GREATEST TEAR

BECAUSE TT ISTHE ANCIENT
TEAROTTHEUNKNOVVH

FT ISAWARNING TORETOLD
FOR THOUSANDS Qf YEARS,

IT IS OUR TINAL WARNING.
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GREGORY PECK LEEREMICK

The Distinguished Visitors Program

is proud to present British Historian

JAMES BURKE

Author of

"The Day The Universe Changed"

Speaking on

Technology and Change

"DO LEMONS WHISTLE?"

Tuesday October 14

at 8pm
Campus Center Auditorium

distinguished

visitors prooram

^.-^.-..- AP photo

Buses bum as rioting students in Dhaka, B^^gJ^f«*»/^«*
«f^^^«

bombs to government political represssion on the last day of cam-

paigning for the presidential elections.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
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BaOet
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Thursday, Oct 16 8pm
Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall

Tickets $16.14.12
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NATIONAL
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•A rom»nUc »fi>lng ol frtiteH mytlc'

Wednesday, Oct 29, 8 pm
Fine Arts Center

Concert Hall

Tickets Sia 16 u

Sunday. Nov 2, 3 pm & 8 pm |

Fine Arts Center

Concert Hall

TicKels $18 16 14

-* Five College Students Half-Prfoel •

Tckets available at Fine Arts Center Box Otlce Call (4 1 3)545-251

1

I

HADLEY-586-9991
143 KING ST

NORTHAMPTON-586-4840
Mon - FrI 8am-5:30pm

Saturday 8am-2pm

rr
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for installing a muffler and we'll nieet it

or beat it. No ifs, ands or buts. Going

someplace else could cost you.

BRAKES$69<^
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Pads I )r Shoes
iSemiinetallic pads extra. >
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• InsiKxrt Calipers

• Inspect Wheel Cylinders
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StH? ^u.irantot" tei ms at your local Midas ckmUt

TAKE IT TO MIDAS

TAKE IT TO SOMEONE YOU TRUST

American
Indians seek
academic
program
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

A Native American Studies program

would not only benefit University of

Massachusetts' Native American students

but also the campus community as a whole,

according to an American Indian Student

Association member.

Native Americans at UMass need courses

focusing on their culture and history and

a place to socialize as a group, said Donna

Goodleaf

The only courses at the University on

natives, available in the spring, are offered

by the anthropology and the legal studies

departments.

Natives representing the Canadian

School Committee met recently with Larry

Benedict of the Academic Support Services

and Fern Johnson of the Provost's Office

to discuss these issues.

Natives on this campus are seeking a

place to socializ. and "they want more

counseling and advising. Natives are say-

ing they want their own staff"," Benedict

said.

The Indian student association's

members have used a compartment in

Brett House's basement to hold their

meetings, but that is no longer available.

Currently, the only native advisor at

UMass is a graduate student employed by

the Committee for College Education of

Black and Minority Students. The Admis-

sions Office employs one native who

recruits American Indians to attend

UMass.

The Administration agrees that a service

for natives ought to be created, Benedict

said. Finding some space where members

of the American Indian Student Associa-

tion can meet seemed their "loudest priori-

ty," said Benedict.

"My goal is to find some student space

[for them] this semester," he said.

Goodleaf said that to create a course

about American Indians, "a faculty person

has to have some kind of interest to start

working on a course. That's sort of sad in

a way because we want our own people to

give these courses.

"We'd like to see our elders comming in

and teaching," Goodleaf added.

Johnson said that not many native facul-

ty members are available. Professors

teaching courses about natives do not have

to be natives, she said, adding the need to

establish this curriculum is a "very

legitimate concern."

UMass should have courses in its cur-

riculum dealing with the history and con-

temporary concerns of natives because they

are part of the American culture, Johnson

said.

"A university should have as diverse a

curriculum and faculty as you could

possibly have," to help students better

understand their society, Johnson added.

CoUegian Photo by Nick Sokoloff

THE SLIM LOOK - Well dressed man walks by alley on North Plea-

sant Street.

The security and deposit seminar sponsored by the Legal Slices Of-

fice and the Off-Campus Housing Office is cancelled today. The event

is rescheduled for Monday, Oct. 20.

A market research survey is seeking participants m program plann-

ing efforts. The survey will take place today fivm 7 to 8 pm in the first

floor staff rersearch room of Johnson, and tomorrow from 7 to 9 p.m.

in the third-fioor lounge of Webster, and the ISth-ffoor lounge of John

Quincy Adams.
.

• u * * n «^*
Those interested in being a part of this survey should contact « Hot-

chkiss at 549-2671 extension 186 for details. Gift certificates will be

Elections for representatives to the Stockbridge Student Senate will

be held today in the Stockbridge main office in Stockbridge Hall.

WOMEN*S rORUM
Women's Forum is a weekly listing ofevents

related to women's issues. Notices should

be sent to the women's issues editor, care of

the Collegian, by the Friday before the event

Wednesday—
The Graduate WAGES Program at the

Everywoman's Center will offer a

workshop on self defense from 7-9 p.m. in

the Campus Center.

Thursday—
The Campaign for Choice will meet at

4:30 p.m. in the Babbit Rpom at Amherst

College.

The Women Working Film Series jvill

show "Who Remembers Mama?," a film ex-

Grant money
will bring
more women
into sciences
By PAUL LOUIS
Collegian Correspondent

With a $1,000 grant from Northeast

Utilities, Hampshire College will try to

bring more women into the sciences

through its innovative Women in Science

program according to Merle Bruno, dean

of the School of Natural Sciences at

Hampshire.

The grant, also awarded last year, will

fund a lecture series and the "A Day in the

Lab" program for junior-high-school girls,

intended to get young women interested in

a traditionally male dominated field.

The program is "a happy way of pro-

moting interest in science to women,"

Bruno said. Women tend to be scared by

science and find it intimidating, but this

thinking can be changed through educa-

tion, she said.

"If they understand the barriers they

aren't so impervious." she said.

Hampshire's science faculty is 40-percent

women. An informal study done in the late

70s showed that women students involved

in science pursued their studies because

they had women professors, Bruno said.

The lecture series consists of women
scientists telling their career stories and

how they first became interested in science.

The women also talk about their current

research.

The crowning acheivement of last year's

program was the A Day in the Lab pre

gram, according to Bruno. Junior high

school girls from the area came to the

Hampshire campus for a d.iy of fun and

learning, with scientific demonstrations of

physics, anthropology aquaculture and

agriculture. About 120 girls participated.

g The idea, according to Bruno, was to get

girls interested in science early so they

could take math and science courses in

high school. Junior high was targeted

because it is the time when young people

decide what they want to do in high school

and college.

"High school really is too late," she said.

"This way they are interested and can take

the right courses in high .school."

Bruno said the school will repeat the pro-

gram and the "$1,000 made the diff-erence

between really being able to do it and hav-

ing to skimp."

ploring the situation of the middle-aged

homemaker in our society. The film will be

shown from 8-9:30 p.m., 104 Thompson

Hall.

Saturday-
Brother Peace will h(»st a Men's Peace

Walk to end Men's Violence against

women, children, and otier men. The walk

begins in Leverett at U:30 and will end in

Amherst Common at i p.m. with three

minutes of silence for \ ictims of violence.

itSpeeches
continued from page 1

Changed," about the history of Western

knowledge, was recently shown in

America.
Burke has received silver and gold

medals from Britain's Royal Television

Society and several American awards.

Meanwhile, photojournalist Mary Ellen

Mark will speak about her work at 7:30

tonight in the film and photography

building of Hampshire College's

Longsworth Arts Village.

Mark's Life Magazine story about the

lives of street children was the basis of the

award-winning film "Street Wise," which

Mark co-directed. She has published three

booKS
Mark's addresf. is part of a planned series

of lectures at Hampshire by nationally-

known photographers.

Both lectures are free and open to the

**"^^''-
-CRAIG SANDLER
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Hairstyling

Stereophonic Equipment

Opticians

Film, Processing

Delicatessens
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BRINGING IN THE LEAVES - Clarence Thomas, 85, blows leaves

off University Motor Inn driveway on North Pleasant Street. Thomas

is an Amherst handyman and retired New York state trooper.

Automobiles
1 Pray St Amherst

549-5403

Open 11am 7 days a week
Call for take out

GOOD FOOD & DRINK

SSSSH!
gc i keep this quiet.

Cisalies homemade pizza is amazing

...You

POOL TABLE. VIDEO GAMES, JUKE BOX, 2 COLOR TV's

A FAVORITE LOCAL TAVERN SINCE 1976

Sporting Goods 7—9pm

NYNEX
>fellowPages

THE WRITING CENTER
OPENS FOR THE SEMESTER
ON TUESDAY OCTOBER 9

Pierpont in Southwest:

Mon & Wed
Baker B24 in Central:

Mon & lues. 7—9pm
BRING ANY PAPER
AT ANY STAGE

PEER TUTORS CAN HELP
II

Famous historian speaks

on *city of strangers'
By ED HAYWARD
Collegian Staff

"Babylon is a city of strangers," said a

renowned historian, discussing the gigan-

tic industrial cities of the modem. Western

world last night at Mount Holyoke College.

"Individuals are unknown to one

another," Eric J. Hobsbawm, a professor

from the University of London, said,

discussing "The Rise and Fall of

Megalopolis: Reflections on the Histories

of Cities Since 1800."

"The modern megalopolis is a place for

tourists and visitors," Hobsbawm said. In

Babylon (a pergorative title for the city],

'there is a limbo in which newcomers can

float."

Hobsbawm discussed the evolution and

transformation of cities over the past 190

years. He focused on the physical growth

of the megalopolis and the functions it pro-

vided as compared to functions provided in

smaller cities.

The early modern cities consisted of

populations of 15,000 to 20,000 persons liv

ing within a radius of one half mile from

the center. Walking to the country 'would

not take long,' he said. In contrast, today's

populations number in t>if millions

^Police
continued from page 1

As the boy waited out in

front of the home, one of the

other boys, a 14 year old,

came to the door with a

shotgun and threatened

him. The 10 year old then

ran to a neighboring house

and called the police.

ARE YOU

PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HELP?
Birthright Can Help
• FREE PREGNAHCY TESTING

- Sam* Day Ra«ull«

~$«nr<cM that an
Praa, ContkimntM, Caring

A Halptui

S549-19C6Amh«rst
Carnage Shop*

an altefative to abortrnn

BREAKFAST SERVED
ANYTIME

BEER & WINE
SERVED 'TIL MIDNITE
PLENTY OF PARKING
CAMPUS PLAZA

NEXT TO SUPER STOP 4 SHOP)
Rl*. 9 • Hadl«y/Amh*r«t

256-6889
EMPLOYMENT APPLICATIONS

BEING TAKEN

The "multiplicity of jobs" encouraged

wide-scale migration to the cities, causing

them to grow "beyong the scale of human
comprehension," Hobsbawm said.

Defining the modern city is difficult since

"Babylon exists as a conglomeration of

districts and neighborhoods," which help

"in the enormous job of structuring what

couldn't have possibly been structured" as

one entire entity, according to Hobsbawm.

Culturally, the significance of the

megalopolis lays in the fact that "it creates

a 'world city' for persons who require a

wider scope within which to function. A
minority of the population is catered to: the

city creates a majority market for minori-

ty interests," Hobsbawm said, citing ex-

amples such as leisure activities, including

sports and music.

But, according to Hobsbawm, cultural

and economic urban functions did not merit

such enormous growth.

"Many just assume that whatever is, is

right," he said. "As far as the [modern] ci-

ty is concerned, we ought not to believe

this. A high degree of urbanization could

have been attained without these

dinosaurs," he said, referring to the

megalopolis.

He rammed into the rear

of a car which had stopped

for a red light at the in-

tersection of East Pleasant

and Triangle streets, police

said.

•A person driving a

stolen car, smashed into

several cars in a parking lot

of Pufflon Village at 1:10

a.m. Saturday, police said.

Police responded to the

scene near Apartment 215.

They found five cars parked

next to each other that were

all damaged. The fire

department was called

because one of the cars was
leaking gasoline, police

said.

The officers searched the

area and found a silver Pon-

tiac Fiero near Apartment

300. They concluded it was

the car involved in the hit

and run because of the

amount of damage to the

right side of the car and

because it was missing a

hubcap similar to one found

at the scene of the accident,

police said. The driver was

not found.

The police retrieved the

gun, and talked to the

children and their parents.

The matter was resolved

and no charges were filed,

police said.

•A UMass student was

arrested and charged with

malicious destruction to per-

sonal property at 11:16 p.m.

Friday on North Pleasant

Street. He was allegedly

seen jumping on the roof

and trunk of a gray,

Volkswagen Quantum,
police said.

•A 41-year-old Belcher-

town man was arrested at

6:30 Saturday evening on

East Pleasant Street and

charged with driving while

intoxicated and for failure

to use care in stopping,

police said.

Plumbleys
I. oil IlK.'COmUKMI"'

Dishwashing positions

now available

Earn extra spending

money. Room for

advancement. Apply

at the Valley's favorite

restaurant Plumbley's

off the Common
Downtown Amherst

Student
FARES

York
(ft)

Ireland $378

Tel Aviv $578

Mexico City $288

Rome $428

COUNCIL TRAVEL
AMMMST

[4\ 3] 756^1261

Horseback Riding Classes Available

at Tillson Equine Center

SPACES AVAILABLE IN

THE FOLLOWING CLASSES

BEGINNER I

BEGINNER I

BEGINNER I

BEGINNER II

INTERMEDIATE I

M.W 9:05-11:00

M.W 1:25-3:20

Tu.Th 1:25-3:20

M,W 10:10-12:05

M.W 11:15-1:10

*Lab fee $100 prorated for classes missed (ave. $6/class)

* Non-credit classes

*For more information contact Gail Hoyle or ; ^u;a rlsven

at Tillson Equine Center ^'4e>-0?.>0

rT5C«::«r:aK::
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Two views of our

Rehnquist the wrong guy

new Chief Justice
Justiceivillbeserved

On Monday, October 6, 1986, the era of

Chief Justice William Rehnquist commenc

ed . It was then that the Supreme Court

David R. Mark

began a new year of decision making but

I am still rather confused as to why and

how Rehnquist could possibly get this job.

It was not so long ago that Joseph Biden

of Delaware and Edward Kennedy of

Massachusetts had Rehnquist's back to the

wall during the Senate ConHrmation hear-

ings. Through these men, the American

people learned some very interesting facts

about Rehnquist. We found out that a deed

on a Rehnquist home included an illegal

restrictive covenant stating the home could

not be resold to either a Jewish or Black

family We were also shown that during an

election in Arizona, Rehnquist put pressure

on minority democrats (blacks, Mexicans,

and American Indians) in an attempt to

prevent them from voting.

Yet, despite the appearance of these facts

at the Senate Confirmation hearings,

Rehnquist was successfully nominated and

confirmed as Chief Justice. Why? My

theory is that the Senate disregarded the

information as being trivial and assumed

that if President wanted him, there must

be a good reason. It was easy for them to

just ignore facts about the man.

If this is true, then the reasons why

Rehnquist was successfully confirmed are

even more frightening and dangerous than

the act itself. He should not have made it

through with such ease. If we are to be tru-

ly represented by our Senators when a deci-

sion of this importance falls into their

hands, they cannot be so lax.

Unfortunately, there is little that can be

done about it now. However, there is a good

chance that, sometime in the near future,

Reagan will ask for the appointment ot

another justice on the Supreme Court. Let

us hope that our representatives in govern-

ment will take more time to make sure our

judicial system does not begin to rot.

Who Reagan appoints to the bench,

regardless of the level, is extremely impor-

tant It is a known fact that Rehnquist,

Justice Antonin Scalia, and Daniel Manion

(appointed to a federal judgeship last sum-

mer) are extremely conservative. Rehn-

quist and Manion both have questionable

backgrounds. It seems Reagan is attemp-

ting to fill the bench with conservatives,

good or otherwise, in order to keep his con

servative philosophy alive in the courts

long after his presidential term expires.

When Reagan appointed Sandra Day

O'Connor, a conservative, many applaud

ed She was considered a good choice. On

the other side, few have good things to say

about Manion and Rehnquist. From this

can be drawn the conclusion that most peo-

ple worry less about the conservatism of a

judge than his/her ethics.

I only wish that in the future Reagan

nominates ethical judges, conservative or

otherwise, and the men and women

representing us in government take time

to consider the nomination and move to

confirm based not on President Reagan s

nomination, but on whether or not the in-

dividual in question deserves such a power-

ful place in the judicial system of the

United States of America.

David R. Mark is a UMass student.

Free LX-86 Printer when you buy
an EQUITY I Computer ^' ^

from

•see our sales consultants

(or addrtional savings

This limited time ofler includes

a complete IBM -PC compai-
ibte Epson Equity I computer
system with dual 360KB floppy

disk drives-or single floppy

disK drive and 20MB internal

hard disk- plus a FREE Epson
LX-86 printer valued at S349.

Equity t is part of the Epson
Equity I, D and ID family of

personal computers that offer

better performance plus more
standard features than the

corresponding IBM-PC, XT

"

and AT' models.

EPSON
COMPUTERSPRINTERS

EQUITY I
Dual Floppy Disk
Drive System.

EQUITY I
20MB Internal Hard
Disk System.

avaitabte at

simtef savings

FREE FX86 Printer with pufx^hase of

an EQUITY II COMPUTER SYSTEM.

ComputerWorks
228 Triangle Street, Amherst 549-7133

10-5.30 Mon.-Fri., Sat. 10-4 Qft ^

The appointment of William H. Rehn-

quist as Chief Justice of the U.S^ Supreme

Court is sure to send chills up the spme of

the liberal establishment. Rehnquist, a

William Pyne

will decide the validity of a California af-

firmative action plan which discriminates

on the basis of sex. The case. Johnson vs.

Transportation Agency of Santa Clara Ci-

ty, has a Paul Johnson challenging the ci-

ty's affirmative action policy after a

woman, who scored lower than he did on^ an examination, beat him out of a promo-

: n^ rn ivj S E R-V ATI- tion. Clearly, this is an example of

conservative, spe"«<^^C-0-N_S-E-R V A i i

.^^^-^^ b^sed on gender.

V-E, is no stranger to the bench. A man ^^'^^^ . ,^ g^^ict interpretation of the

who in the past, dissented alone m 54 cases R^^nqu^
^^^^ effects in other

Rehnquist will certainly be the center of ^onstituUon ^ ^^ ^ Massachusetts

attention as the Supreme Court begins its ^«^ ^^J^^^^^ ^.u ^^^, ,^ decide whether
1986-87 term. .

. * .u i,»i«, nr not the citv of Springfield is responsible

With ChiefJustice Rehnquist at the helm ^^
"°^;^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ alleged negligent

and the arrival of conservative Antonin «"d hem^ey*^^^^^^
pohce officers. The

Scalia to the bench, the court will no doub
^/^'"^g"^^^^^^^^^ Kibbe. centers around

take a more conservative stance in its ^aj^^^P"^^^
^ity police officer who. in-

decision-making process. This conservative a SP^n^ield
^^

y po
^^^^^ ^^ ^ ^^^.^^^

stand could lead to a more direct inter-
^^^^^

°* ^^j^^^ (^ kidnapper), shot in

pretation of the constitution which in turn,
^^^^^f^ J^'ifjube kilUng him

Luld exemplify the court's ability to ^^ea^d at Kibbe^k^^^^^^^^^^^

Tn^r;rst^"Sal act^^m. influenced ^a. ^t ^as n^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

l?:s-r^l^r;rtaS^' of^ sth CZ^Z:^^ he hadn-t. Wouldn.

discriminatory laws as the 1964 Civil

Rights Act. Better known as the "Reverse

Discrimination Act," this law

discriminates against people on the basis

of the color of their skin. This year, the

Supreme Court will make a decision on an

affirmative action case in Alabama. The

controversial plan requires the promotion

of a black state trooper, regardless of

whether or not he is qualified, to the posi-

tion of corporal for each white trooper pro-

moted. In U.S. vs. Paradise, the court will

have the opportunity to come out against

such patronizing and degrading laws. As

long as affirmative action laws like this are

in existence, blacks will always be looked

upon as second-class citizens.

In yet another case, the Supreme Court

vnc same !•"— V.— - --
, , ,/. e .<

it have been negligent on behalf ot the

same officer to let the criminal get away

and not uphold the law protecting innocent

citizens. Who's rights will the court

uphold? The rights of the criminal? Clear

ly, the police officer was doing his job in try-

ing to apprehend a criminal. To add to the

antics, Kibbe's family was awarded

$50,000 in damages from the city. Is that

how much a human life is worth? If so, how

does one go about putting a price on a

human life?

I'm sure that in going over this case and

others. Chief Justice Rehnquist (and

hopefully) the other members of the

Supreme Court will interpret the law as

law so that true justice may be served.

William T. Pvne is a UMass student.
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Before the shock sets in...
' Marc FerrisAs a newcomer to the University of

Massachusetts, I am appalled at the

apathy and narrow-mindedness which

seems to pervade at our school. From the

proliferation of insipid articles about the

drinking age which clutter our campus

newspaper's editorial page to the high

profile militarism receives here, I yearn

for the return of a more aware student

population. If history does move in cycles,

then the 1980s college student at UMass

is at the nadir of the swing from the era

of the 1960s student awareness move-

ment. The repercussions could be

ominous.
When a US Army helicopter which saw

service in Vietnam landed in the middle

of our campus, people either passed it by

unfazed or stared at its innards with awe,

marvelling at such a beautiful

technological achievement. 1 could not

help but wonder whether or not this

helicopter would soon see military service

a little closer to home than Vietnam and

the thought turned my stomach. Needless

to say, few people on this campus seemed

as incensed as I was. The incident, a real-

live war promo, carried off with the graces

of our school's administration, passed

seemingly unnoticed on this campus, save

for one good, if emotional, treatment of

the horrors of war on these pages.

The Collegian's editorial pages are in-

undated with petty drivel about student's

concerns with the drinking age, of all

things. I know that the recurring horrors

of an impending war in Central America,

world poverty and the possibility of a

nuclear holocaust are giving today's co -

lege student an insatiable desire to drink

him or herself into a stupor to try to forget

these atrocities. But these problems de-

mand a clear-thinking, sober populace

who will try to alleviate this madness.

Unfortunately, only an issue as inane as

thp ^enforcement of a harmless law can af

raging in the campus newspaper

Recently, our disgruntled Republican

Club staged a rally, to support such a bla-

tant assault on Democratic principles as

exists in the world today: the war in Cen-

tral America. If our Republican Club

wants to see the Sandinistas toppled so

badly, why don't they volunteer to fight?

Do they realize that our government has

been lying to us just as our government

lied to us during the Vietnam War? Do

they care, or is their vision of history as

rosy as most conservative's? Our foreign

policy has not changed one iota since the

1960s, but our campuses, as exemplified

by UMass, are not giving a hoot in hell

about it. The founder of the Republican

Club resigned recently. Based on this ral-

ly—a reactionary response lauding an

event seemingly lifted from the pages of

1984 — I do not blame him.

Why is it that Americans are only mov

ed to resist our government's actions

when an issue directly affects them? The

major issue receiving opinion page atten

ting age

we also have people who cheer on our

government when it gets caught

perpetrating blatantly un-American ac-

tions. This mindlessness proliferates to

the detriment of the rest of the world's in

habitants because with no campus voice

of reason to help keep our government in

line, it will carry on its wars and insani-

ty without fear of impunity. Our govern

ment's system of checks and balances is

supposedly subordinate to the American

people having the final check. Who can

deny that campus resistance to the Viet-

nam War helped to bring about an end to

that quagmire? To those who need to be

directly affected by a policy in order to try

and do something about it, I offer you this:

you or your little brother could be going

to war soon. Unless students at this and

other campuses look at the real issues con

fronting us in the 1980s, it may take

another Vietnam to start the historical cy

cle swinging back upwards.

Marc Ferris is a Collegian correspondent

The information behind the emotion
The polarization of the opposing political viewpoints on

this campus was never more obvious than at last Thurs-

day's Republican Club rally in support of Eugene Hasen-

fus, the American survivor of the plane shot down over

Nicaragua last week. „„*u^r
It is truly embarrassing to see a group of people gather

around and call a private citizen, whose intellectual

capacity remains to be known (but is probably about the

same as shelf paper) a war hero for trying to covertly supp-

ly the contras with arms. Are these people truly so misin-

formed or are they just out to oppose the left wing on this

campus at any cost?
, j .u *

The rational right prides itself on its knowledge that

the contras are players, not pawns. They are not the mora^

equivalent of our Founding Fathers, which is what

Reagan would like us to believe, but rather a group of

rebels fighting for a cause sympathetic to the wants of

the United States. Those wants consist mainly of national

security and support in the United Nations.

This is not a column about Nicaragua. It is a column

about people making their voices heard without thinking.

It is a column about two opposing ideological groups who

it appears, are out just to state their respective cases which

are so one-sided that I feel they can't possibly be proper-

ly researched.

Stuart Gottlieb

When I walk up to the Student Union building and see

a guy sitting there with a sign that says * US Out of

Nicaragua" I see a guy who is looking one-sidedly at the

issues at hand. I see a guy who does not take into account

external factors of world politics such as strategic benefit.

I would not fault him as much on his viewpoint as his lack

of information.
t r i *u„f v.»

The same stands conversely. A group who feels that the

contras are thore for the benefit of the United States

should state just that. They should not attempt to douse

the situation with cologne in order to make the opposing

view appear moot. It makes their argument appear moot.

Eugene Hasenfus is not a war hero and he was not "cap-

tured by the Sandinistas" as some would like us to believe.

Eugene Hasenfus is an American who took a very

dangerous step in aiding the contras through a private

organization. He knew the risks involved, and if he didn t

think ofthem before, he knows them now. He is probably

only now realizing the seriousness of his actions.

Slanting information, and disregarding opposing view-

points are potentially the most dangerous phenomena this

country could face. For two hundred years this country

has survived on its open-mindedness and quality of debate.

Information is the key for both of those actions.

And now for Stuart Gottlieb's opinion on the two

American ideologies arguing over Nicaragua:

Let us remember that it is not un-American to be

mistaken, not disloyal to choose the course of appeasement

or noninvolvement, not unpatriotic to decide against help-

ing Central Americans resist Communist takeover^

On the other hand, the inclination to moralize about

abuses overseas, while determinedly ignoring a mounting

danger on our border, is not necessarily a badge of honor.

Stuart Gottlieb is a Collegian columnist.
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T. fitters
The view from Legal Services

Letters
They're never satisfied

What is with people today,

never satisfied with

anything. In response to

Daniel McCarthy's column

(October 6), I would like to

know if anyone can ever

make up their mind. Com-

plaints about DC food, as

always, abound on campus

- I'm really getting sick of

hearing about it. Eat and

shut up. If you can't cook.

learn how. Maybe McCar-

thy is an HRTA major.

Wouldn't that be a

bummer?

Anyone who wonders if

DC food wasn't all that bad,

and then has to go back to

remind himself sounds a lit-

tle strange to me. Really, an

oatmeal cheese fruit roll-up

casserole — reactionary food

for sure. Hasn't McCarthy

ever heard of institutional

size cans of soup? Soup is

good food! Wake up! There

is good, nutritionally well

balanced food available

everywhere and just by

opening your eyes you

may. ..stumble over it.

C'mon McCarthy, wake up

and smell the bacon. Here's

to the Joy of Cooking!

Jonathan Kaufman
Amherst

"A Quarter hour's physical intimacy between two Persons of

differenZexeswho feel for each other. I won't say love but hk-

tTcre^^- 'rust, Itender interest thnt the n^^^^

sh% does not inspire even when U has
'-^^-^^Weilhan

On behalf of the Legal Services Office

Governing Board, I am responding to

University of Massachusetts Pohce Chiel

Robert Joyce's letter of October 7, 1986.

While I have no doubt that there are

many fine officers on the UMass police

force, it is clear that there have been

serious problems in the way that some of

them have performed their jobs, which

have in some cases resulted in civil rights

litigation against the University. While the

LSO has represented students in several ot

these cases, others have involved members

of the private bar (including Attorney •

Richard Howland of Amherst, who spoke

in favor of the Trustees' prohibition,

against LSO representation). Joyces

refusal to even admit that there might be

problems, let alone do anything about

them, shows that the Collegian might not

be the one creating stories out of fantasies.

Most of these lawsuits have resulted in

settlements in the tens of thousands ot

dollars. Insurance companies are not in the

habit of paying out such sums unless there

is real substance or merit to the allegations

which may result in much higher damage

awards at trial.
. ,

What has been the administration s and

Chief Joyce's response to these problems.

Whenever the LSO helps a student initiate

a civilian complaint, the department

refuses to investigate. When a student

represented by the LSO demanded $300

and an apology for violation of his rights,

the LSO was admonished for bringing

'•frivolous complaints," and the student

was offered nothing. The student sued, and

received a settlement of $20,000. One p-

ticular officer has been sued for civil rights

violations by six students, and yet he re-

mains on the force. Was he ever in-

vestigated, or otherwise disciplined.' bor

that matter, was anybody ever formally

criticized or disciplined in the Yvette

Henry matter? Maybe Joyce can give some

answers to these specific questions.

These civil rights problems, and their ef

feet upon the University's image, do great

damage to the University as a whole, and

the failure of Joyce and others to do

anything about them only worsens the

situation. Attempts to prohibit the LbU

from representing students in such cases,

without meaningful consultation with stu

dent government leadership, will result in

further litigation for deprivation of stu

dent's constitutional rights to access to the

courts, doing even more damage to the

University's reputation.

Addressing another of Joyce's allega-

tions, the LSO staff have nothing to gain

by litigating cases against the University.

Only when attempts to settle complaints

have failed (often when the University

refuses to negotiate at all) have lawsuits

been filed (13 cases in 11 years). Not only

do they not profit personally, but in fact

these cases result in great administrative

difficulties with Student Affairs, and make

their jobs much more difficult. Further-

more, part of the LSO's mission and pur-

pose is to educate students concerning legal

issues that affect them. Publicity through

the media is part of this educational effort,

and not an attempt to create "media

events." , .^.u

In addition, I would like to stress that the

LSO is entirely student funded by the

graduate and undergraduate student

governments from student fees, with no

contribution from the administration. The

office was specifically set up to serve

.students. Contrary to Joyce's statement,

the LSO has never represented staff or

faculty. The office's responsibility is to

represent student interests and to protect

students' rights.
^

Instead of "killing the messenger when

they don't like the message. Chief Joyce,

the University administration, and the

Trustees should make a realistic effort to

resolve these ongoing problems, rather

than attack the LSO and the Collegian for

raising these issues. Then perhaps we can

all, students, police, staff and faculty, feel

more secure and less threatened as

members of a true University "communi-

ty."

The LSO Governing Board would like to

challenge Chief Joyce to identify even one

"frivolous lawsuit" filed by LSO and would

welcome a public H'-^cvri'^r of the merits

of the case Cduvi'i Gobran
Chairperson

^jfi^3A S*ivkc*fc Govei\Mng Board
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Moody Blues captures all

ages at Springfield concert
By SAQIB ALLADIN
Collegian Correspondent

Though their first hit single, "Go Now"
(-1 U.K., 1965) was a classic Merseybeat

ballad, the Moody Blues - named after a

Slim Harpo blues song — are best known

as one of rock's first classical-pomp groups.

Performing at the Springfield Civic

Center on October 8, the Moodies captured

the hearts of the young £ind old alike. A
sincerity and devotion, quite characteristic

of the Moody Blues, was evident from the

very moment the band struck the introduc-

tory chords for "The Voice." Instantly, they

had the audience swaying to their

rhythmic progressions and continued to

hold the grip on them till the last of the en-

cores subsided and the management had to

turn on the auditorium lights in order to

disperse the crowd.

As warm up The Fixx proved to be the

right choice. An impressive collection of

their best songs kept the audience 'warm'

for a full forty-five minutes before the

Moodies invaded the stage.

Were it not for the purchase of a

Mellotron <a keyboard instrument that

reproduces the sounds of violins, flutes,

choirs, etc, through tapes) in 1967, the

Moody Blues might never have reached

where they are today. Appropriate notes on

the flute mixed with giandiose symphonic

accompaniment of the Mellotron provided

the basis of their music. Their cosmic lyrics

set to heavily orchestrated pop tunes and

extended suites added the required spice to

their musical recipe and there were the

Moody Blues - in all their magical

splendor.

"Your Wildest Dreams" set up the au-

dience for the evening and silently passed

the message that the veterans of rock & roll

were here to play. With "Nights in White

Satin" done to absolute impeccability and

studio-like perfection, the Moodies had the

audience eating out of the palm of their

hand. The deafening applause that follow-

ed made the group smile and Justin

Hayward expressed his appreciation for the

responsive audience. Ray Thomas, founder

member and vocalist, cut a very impressive

figure with his adroit rendition of the flute.

Justin was his usual self; cool and compos-

ed. His proficiency and versatility with the

guitar kept many a budding guitarist in

rapt attention

The band did most of their songs from a

collection of their greatest hits, Voices in

the Sky. Songs like "I'm Just A Singer (In

A Rock & Roll Band)" and "Veteran

Cosmic Rocker" came off with a typical

Moody Blues' poise and also pin-pointed

their smooth vocal harmony.

After playing the title song and almost

all of the other numbers from their new

release "The Other Side Of Life," the band

retired backstage. Audience participation

had reached extraordinary heights and the

crowd clamored for more. The Moodies

returned to play a heavy-metal version of

•Ride My See-Saw."

In surveying the audience, it was evident

that everyone was having a good time. I

easily spotted some students from UMass
waving banners and dancing, while in the

dark spot of the auditorium were three

secretaries from the engineering depart-

ment office swaying to the bluesy tunes.

The Moodies had them all — in the mood.

It seemed as if they were saying, "Even

after two decades of rock & roll we're here

to stay."

The five-man zydeco band Terrance Simien and the MaUett Playboys

wiU make two appearances at the Iron Horse at 7 and 10 Pm-on Oc-

tober 16. Ticket information is avaUable at the Iron Horse, 584-0610.
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The Dark Bob: weird but not mindless theater

Lo8 Angeles performance artist The Dark Bob appeared Friday night

at Hampden Student Center in Southwest, UMass. The performance in-

clude visual art, film, music and story-telling.
^

By CHARLES FRANCIS CARROLL
Collegian Staff

Friday night, while most of us were

vicariously experiencing the Candy Man
and the Oil Can on T.V.. I decided to catch

THE DARK BOB live at Hamden Com
mons. It was a good decision: for all the an-

tics of the Can, THE DARK BOB was just

as authentic and even more zany. What is

THE DARK BOB? THE DARK BOB is

THE DARK BOB, a performance artist

from Los Angeles who is earning an inter

national reputation for his unorthodox art

performances.

By "unorthodox" I do not mean weird or

conceptual. I say unorthodox in the sense

that THE DARK BOB's performance is the

result of a number of diverse elements -

painting, poetry, comedy, songs, film

shorts, music - all of which blend nicely

together for an entertaining evening of

down to earth showmanship more or less

accessible to everybody, although a few

people did walk out. But this was probably

due to the serious side ofTHE DARK BOB.

the fact that his humor was essentially

satire, his art political. At first you might

think THE DARK BOB was really weird.

The lights dimmed as a film played depic-

ting him getting up in the morning and get

ting dressed. Pretty normal, huh? Not THE
DARK BOB, who dons a shirt, tie, and suit-

coat, then slips a dress on, while he and his

dog have breakfast: a cup of coffee for him

and the rest of the pot for the dog. They go

out for a walk together. But who cares? It's

California, right? This guy is eating a

banana and nonchalantly throws the peel

on the sidewalk. This is somehow signifi-

cant for THE DARK BOB who picks it up

and examines it before throwing it out on

the street himself. It's then a vigilante

truck driver runs him over. However, THE
DARK BOB revives miraculously, and

searches for his dog who has run away in

despair over the loss the THE BOB. The

film ends with their reunion as they head

off into the sunset together.

The lights came on as THE DARK BOB
mounted the stage with a guitar. Instead

of a dress, he wore sequined tights. Sitting

on a stool on the edge of stage he proceed

ed to sing a moving and serious song (in the

manner of folk music) about AIDS, promis-

ing the audience to party later after a brief

moment of sobriety, but inviting us to

laugh if we wanted to.

And pray he did, gogo-ing to the tune of

the Troggs' "Wild Things." However,

things got wilder as a loud voice sounding

a bit like Francis the Mule, but presumably

God, spoke. What followed was a hilarious

and tight dialogue between God and THE
DARK BOB. in which God admonishes

BOB to be sensitive and do some serious

art instead of goofing off THE DARK BOB
did a painting routine in which an abstract

artwork slowly transforms in to a map of

the middle east, culminating with a bucket

of red paint thrown at Beirut. Whereupon

BOB sang a song lamenting the tragedy of

Lebanon and connecting American arms

sales with the deaths of innocent people in

Beirut.

As an alternative to war and violence.

THE DARK BOB proposed love and peace,

which he didn't seem to think were so ter-

ribly abstract. Amidst series of one-liners,

such as "I have found the source of inner

peace ...rolaids!" etc., and direct appeals to

the audience to beware of the pitfalls of self-

complacency and the "master debris," THE
DARK BOB sang several upbeat songs in

sine with a taped score which was very

well done displaying his singing, lyric

writing, composing, and performing skills.

The end of the show featured an even fun

nier sequel to the earlier film. This time

THE DARK BOB and his dog go out for

lunch but the restaurant refuses to serve

them because of the dog, so BOB disguises

the dog as a woman friend in garb and wig

which would have done Tootsie proud. They

sit down at the table and have lunch. But

while the waiter is grinding pepper for

their soup, THE DARK BOB sneezes and

off goes the dog's wig and they are thrown

out. The short of it is that THE DARK BOB
goes on a crusade for equal rights for dogs.

All in all, the multi-media performance

of THE DARK BOB was a lot of fun, not

mindless entertainment but fun which

made you think. Although THE DARK
BOB is a little on the weird side, it won't

be long before he becomes known to the

masses.
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HOURS: Sunday Noon • lO pm, Mon - Sat 11:30 • lOpm

2 LOCATIONS

430 Russel St (Rt 9)

HADLEY - 253-2571

150 King St

NORTHAMPTON - 586^8220

, „„„„ , iH..i.i.>.i. .I...I mmmm mmmmmmmmmmm^^ mmmmmmmmmmim^

I All RSO's and GSO's

I Space Applications

i for Space within

I The Campus Center/Student Union complex

i are DUE no later than 5:00 pm.

I This Friday (10/17)

I
Applications may be picked up

I and dropped off at

I The Board of Governors- C.C. B17

w.i.w.i...i.i«iiw.i.iiiiwi''!;'^^^^
.riiiiiiii(iiii«iiMiiiiiiiiii>tiiiitiiirtiiiiiiii
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Survivors cope with quake destruction

SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador (APV-

Homeless Salvadorans set up makeshift

shelters in fields, the Maternity Hospital

delivered babies in the parking lot, and sur-

vivors Monday went about burying the na-

tion's 890 known earthquake dead.

President Jose Napoleon Duarte put the

number of injured in last Friday's

catastrophe at 10,000 and the homeless at

150,000.

Rescue workers intensified searches for

victims trapped under tons of twisted rub-

ble, as aftershocks continued Monday.

The devastation was confined mostly to

this capital city of 800,000 people, and

Duarte told el Salvador in a broadcast Sun-

day night, "We are practically going to

have to reconstruct all of the city."

He asked for more international aid, re-

questing medicines and supplies for bat

tered hospitals where teams worked out-

side to treat patients.

Search teams struggled to retrieve vic-

ms from toppled buildings. Specially

ainet dogs led by Swiss, French and

Amer can teams burrowed into crawl

spaces looking for signs of life.

J.S. Embassy spokesmar Jake Gillespie

said two Americans, who also held

Salvadoran citizenship and lived in San

Salvador, were killed. They were identified

as Jose Mauricio Juarez, in his 40s, and

Yolanda Suzanne Stets, 12.

Crowds dovmtown stood behind roped-off

areas Monday guarded by the army and

watched rescuers use cranes, torches and

bare hands. The stench of dead bodies rose

in the stifling heat.

Some stores and restaurants reopened

Monday, but in most cases owners only

wanted to assess dfunages.

Duarte said the city suffered $2 billion in

damage and that every government

building in this Central American capital

was hit, including the presidential palace.

Government operations were moved to

the military command headquarters.

At Bermeja Cem^tary on the southern

outskirts of San Salvador, a line of 26 open

graves awaited earthquake victims early

Monday.

Within hours, the newly dug holes began

to fill as families came to bury heir dead,

singly and in groups.

On the other side of the cemetery, near

the administration buildings, workers were

digging a pit 50 feet long, 30 feet wide, 20

feet deep.

"This is for people who don't have any

money," said cemetery worker Alexander

Cedeno, 20, motioning to the pit. "Over

there," he said, pointing across the gently

sloping hill where the graves stood open,

"is for the people who can afford it.

Cemetery superintendent Humberto

Lopez said 174 people had been buried at

Berjema since Friday.

The quake seemed to strike at random,

cracking or destroying some stuctures,

bypassing others. Some homes suffered on-

ly plaster cracks. Others were reduced to

rubble. Buildings bore gaping holes, shards

of glass hung perilously.

School children were given a two-week

vacation. The state of emergency con-

tinued. The newspaper La Prensa Grafica

published for the first time since the quake.

In the working-class San Jacinto

neighborhood, the hardest hit, orphans

slept outside in metal cots moved from

their damaged homes. Bulldozers scooped

up debris from a brick school wall that col-

lapsed on several youngsters.

Many of those affected the worst had fled

the capital from areas ravaged by the

7-year civil war between leftist rebels and

the U.S.-supported government. Hundreds

of shanty wood houses crumbled.

Duarte said 20 mercy flights from abroad

had brought food, medicines, clothing and

temporary shelters. But he cited a shortage

of temporary shelter and medicines such as

tetanus vaccine, anesthetics, antibiotics

and analgesics.

The six msoor hospitals in the capital were

damaged, vnth patients being treated

outside.

Miguel Guidos, director of the Maternity

Hospital, said they are delivering about 50

babies a day there in the parking lot.

Cajun Month
^1 Monday-Thursday

Your choice of:

Shrimp Roumilade
over Linguini

Chicken EtOufe over Rice

Blackened Sea Perch
with Rice Pilaf

Cajun Beef Brochette
over Rice Pilaf^t'r^^ii^" >'

Not valid Monday, October 13;

Columbus Day

Plumbleys
off the common

30 Boltwood Walk • Downtown Amherst

STAR WARS
REAGAN POSITION GORBACHEV POSITION

Research, terting, and develop- »^ *«**i?«;r|^ .'2??^^^^
ment of 8|>ace-based systems. confined to the laboratory.

S.D.I. SCENARIO
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Official denies CIA's connection with downed plane
^-^••'^*^**** ^^^***^.^

__„,.„__ p„.., Millpr said in Miami that
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WASHINGTON (AP)--A top State Department official

maintained Thursday that an American captured in

Nicaragua was acting under duress when he implicated

the CIA in an operation to resupply the contra rebels.

Assistant Secretary of State Elliot Abrams, in a

telephone interview, said no one should believe anything

said by the detained American, Eugene Hasenfus, until

Hasenfus can speak freely. Abrams said Hasenfus likely

was subjected to threats and intimidation.

Abrams called the Associated Press hours after Hasen-

Summit outcome disappoints allies
I

BRUSSELS (A?) - America's NATO
allies expressed disappointment yesterday

that promising arms reduction initiatives

were derailed at Reykjavik by a dispute

over "Star Wars," and urged the super-

powers to move quickly toward reaching an

agreement.
The allies, briefed on the weekend super-

power summit on Monday by Secretary of

State George P. Shultz, expressed par-

ticular disappointment that an agreement

was blocked to rid Europe of medium-range

US and Soviet missiles.

That accord was part of a package ten-

tatively agreed to by President Reagan and

Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev before

the talks in Iceland foundered over Star

Wars, or the US Strategic Defense In-

itiative for a space-based defense against

nuclear rockets.

In what appeared to be an allusion to

Reagan's insistence on his Star Wars pro-

gam, NATO Secretary-General Lord Car-

rington said in a statement, the allies "felt

that the opportunity to make progress in

some areas should be made hostage to dif-

ficulties in other, unrelated ones."

Shultz flew to Brussels from Reykjavik

early Monday and met with North Atlan-

tic Treaty Organization foreign ministers

and other allied representatives for about

three hours.

Are you
denying Yourself

a better shot
at grad school?
Okay it may be too late to get a 4.0. But

it's not too late to try to do better on your

LSAT. GMAT. GRE, or MCAT. For that,

theres Stanley H. Kaplan.

No one has prepped more students

than Stanley H. Kaplan.Our test-taking

I

techniques and educational programs

have prepared over 1 million students.

So whatever grad school exam you're

taking, call us. Remember, the person

1

next to you during your exam might

have taken a Kaplan course.

fus told a nationally televised news conference m
Managua that he had worked with CIA employees in his

efforts to keep the contras supplied with weapons and

other equipment.

Before his cargo plane was shot down over southern

Nicaragua on Sunday. Hasenfus said he had taken part

in ten such flights from Honduras to El Salvador^He said

twenty-four to twenty-six CIA personnel had taken part

in the operation in El Salvador.

The State Department official renewed the Reagan ad

ministration's denial ofCIA involvement as the FBI laun

ched a preliminary inquiry to determine whether

Americans operating privately are violating U.S^ laws by

flying weapons and other equipment to the rebels.

FBI spokesman Paul Miller said in Miami that two

agents began the inquiry Wednesday to find out whether

the Neutrality Act or any other U.S. statute had been

violated by the efforts to resupply contra counterrevolu-

tionaries resisting the leftist Sandinista government.

Meanwhile, retired Maj. Gen. John K Singlaub, who

heads an organization that helps the Nicaraguan

resistance and anti-communist rebel groups elsewhere,

denied that his group sponsored the Sunday flight to

Nicaragua.

"I do not know who ordered the aircraft into the air. I

want to assure you that it had nothing to do with me or

any of my activities," he lold a news conference.

He said his organization's support for the contras con-

sists of humanitarian aid and not weaponry.

Hydrologists blame Walpole well pollution

on Metal Bellows' chemical discharges

WALPOLE (AP) - Pollution in a Walpole town well has

been traced to the company founded by Raymond Shamie.

two-time Republican loser in US Senate races.

Hydrologists hired to investigate the pollution told

Walpole officials Wednesday that three volatile organic

chemicals found in the well have been traced to Metal

Bellows Corp. property in Sharon.

The Route 1 firm is about 2,500 feet upstream from the

well, which is Walpole's largest water source.

The officials instructed Town Administrator James Mer-

riam to ask the state Department of Enviromental Quality

Engineering to review Metal Bellows' discharge permit,

which allows the company to discharge the three volatile

chemicals and other compounds.

Metal Bellows makes vacuum pumps, compressors and

aircraft and computer components.

i^
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The woiids leading

test prep
organization

LiMAGE

16 MONTH ACADEMIC YEAR

DESK CALENDARS & APPOINTMENT BOOKS

1

'^^n/ffi^S''^
ENROLL NOW

10/22/86
CLASSES

Cordially invites you to our

Grand Opening Celebration

Thursday October 16, 1986

from 12-9 PM
THORNES MARKETPLACE
150 Main St, Northampton
Refieshments Drawing every hour

Compkmeniarv Makeovers

Irene Bercume - Suzanne Skihinski

Formerly from Estee Laudre

^ ONEMA

SUNDAY- VJESDAY
THE LAST PICTURE SHOW

7;00
BADLANDS

9:05

nrtciRLE FEATURE $3.00

DOWNTOWN AMHERST 263-5426

Fit THIS into your new

Ciass Schedule—
McDonald's Meal Money Coupon

^

LOCATED IN THE
CAMPUS CENTER

A great deal on your next mea

Just clip out the coupon below

entitles you to 50* OFF

the purchase of

a 100% Pure Beef

Quarter Pounder with

Cheese Sandwich

-it irsA
GOOD TIME

FORTHE
GREAT TASTE

An Alternative Record Store

SpKUhling "i P»ych»<»»'«:
'

Punk • 0<«t«tul Qtvs
•

Rock n RoO t«p«"m«n<tl

MUK
ALSO OOALrTY T iMlRT» « POSTIRS

TOP CASH PAID F0«
RECOPOS TAPES STEREOS QUIT AHS

MAXELL XL-2
BOX OF 10 FOR

$21

MAXELL UR-90
BOX OF 10 for

$10
253-9209

M-Sat11-7,Sun12-5

OPEN
M-F 9-5

<si nmvERSiTY
STORED

McDonald's:
Route 9 Hadley, MA
o«er expire* Oct 26, 1986

WHAT WILL YOU DO IF YOU
RUN OUT OF OIL?

Relax you cant run

out of oil if you ask

for our

STUDENT BUDGET
PLAN featuring

AUTOMATIC OIL

DELIVERY!

CURRENT PRICE:

63.90 per gal'on

You gel our terrific iov\ cue -get price for

top gracje fneatmg -
; oi.''^ you never

have to worry abou' -ig out of heat

or hot wafer all wmtei .ung We also

deliver oil on a C O D basis

PERSONAL CHECKS ACCEPTED

Telephone 253-3408

NATIONAL HBAIINO
60 Shurimav C,:'OSi A. p'h f>( V" HK.'Z
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egiun photo by Paul Desmarais

Junior defensive back Kirk Williams celebrates after recovering one of two first-quarter

Delaware fumbles Saturday. The Minutemen had little else to cheer about as they fell, 41-13 to

the Blue Hens.

SCHOLARSHIPS & GRANTS

You can get the money you need for college

and graduate school! And Academic Scholar-

ship & Grant Matching can help you find it!

Every year there are literally millions of

dollars in scholarship funds available— and
many go unused because students are

unavy/are ot them. At Academic Scholarship
& Grant Matching, we use high-speed com-
puters to tap into information available on
these scholarships and match them to your
qualifications.

If you need financial aid for college and
graduate school, contact us at Academic
Scholarship & Grant Matching, PO. Box
27071, Concord. California 94527. We can
help you find the money you need!

Just fill out the coupon below for more infor-

mation without obligation. Do it today!

Greenwood at McGuirk
Among the 14,000 fans attending Saturday's 41-13 loss

to the University of Delaware at Warren McGuirk Alum-
ni Stadium was Light Beer representative and former

Pittsburgh Steeler All-Pro defensive lineman L.C. Green-

wood. Bert Jones was not at the game.

Please Send Free Information

Name of Student

Address
City State Zip

Telephone Number
College/Univ. Attending

Year in School

Please send this coupon to

Academic Scholarship & Grant Matching

RO. Box 27071

Concord. California 94527

EARLY WEEK SPECIALS
Served

Sunday • Wednesday 5:30 • 9:00 pm

Sirloin

Teriyaki

$7.95

Scallop

An Gratin

$8.95

Chicken
Marsala

$6.95

Baked Staffed or

Boiled Scrod

$6.95
Meals Served wHh

Salad, Potato. Vegetable, and Dessert

Universtiy Drive, Amherst 549-5861

ifDelaware jinx intact

continued from page 16

side,' Delaware marched again.

With eight minutes to go in the half, Delaware took over

on their own 13. Passes of 18-, 17- and 18-yards to senior

tight end Jeff Modesitt, halfback Fred Singleton and Lott

highlighted a mammouth 17-play, 87-yard, 7:31 drive to

increase the lead to 21-0 at halftime.

The hole was dug.

The Minutemen rushed out in the second half and traded

posessions with Delaware holding the Blue Hens inside

their own 10 before Gannon booted a 34-yard punt. Palazzi

fired to sophomore reiceiver Dan Rubinetti for 14 yards

to the Delaware 25. A two-yard Chip Mitchell run and

a 12-yard Palazzi scramble moved the ball to the 11 before

an interference call set up sophomore fullback Jay

Nisbet's three-yard touchdown run.

Delaware came right back however, scoring the first

second-half points against the Minutemen in three games

as the Blue Hens went 62 yards in nine plays to take a

28-7 lead with 5:35 to go in the third quarter. Gannon's

nine-yard touchdown pass to Norris capped the drive.

UMass cut the lead to 28 13 with 5:00 left in the game
as junior tight end Mike Kelley caught a two-yard

touchdown pass from Tim Bryant after the Minutemen
went 74 yards in eight plays. A hobbled snap of the extra-

point nullified sophomore kicker Silvio Bonvini's PAT at-

tempt. The play was ruled a rushing attempt and kept

Bonvini's consecutive PAT school-record intact at 32.

Sophomo-
re fullback

Tim Hea-
ly's three-

yard
touchdown
run and
junior cor-

nerback
Ken Lucas'

96-yard
touchdown
intercep-
tion return

with no
time re-

maining on

the clock

provided
the final

margin of

victory for

the Blue
Hens.

UMass Delaware

First Downs 14 26

Rushing 5 16

Passing 7 10

Penalty 2

Rushing Attempts 25 64

Yds. Gained Rushing 151 .258

Yds. Lost Rushing 31 4

Net Yds. Rushing 120 ...254

Net Yds. Passing 147 ...184

Passes Attempted 34 25

Passes Completed 10 19

Had Intercepted 3

Total Offensive Plays 59 89

Total Net Yds 267 ...438

Avg. Gain Per Play 4.52 ...4.92

Return Yds ....165

Fumbles: No.-Lost 11 2 2

Penalties: No.-Yards 2-12 ...7-55

Interceptions: No.-Yds 0-0 3 154

No. of Punts-Yds 5-198 ...2-66

Avg. Per Punt 39.6 ...33.0

Punt Returns: No.-Yds. 1-0 ...2 11

Kickoff Returns: No.-Yds. ...6 106 .3-35

Possession Time 18:15 .41:45

Third-Down Conversions.S of 13 10 of 18

•Sacks By 0-0 2-19

HUNG OVER?
You can learn to prevent

hang-overs and change
your drinking patterns. The

Student Opportunity pro-

gram offers information

and group support. Con-
tact Amy Leos-Urbel at

UHS, 549-2671 XlSl

WIN A FREE PAIR OF RUNNING SHOES
VALUED AT $54

BRING THIS COUPON TO

BODY SHOP
FITNESS CENTER
TODA/ AND BE ELIGIBLE FOR

Automatic entry to win a FREE pair of

Etonic running shoes

Your Name:
Membership is $45 for the Semester

TOTMAN BODY SHOP
M F 730 9:00am, 11:00 1:00, 3:00 - 9:00pm, Sat 12 3pm, COUPON GOOD 10/4 10/22

Complete Hairstyling for Men & Women

Haircut - $9.00

Perms - $40 with haircut

228 Triangle St.

Amherst

^^ Call: 549-1502

J SEBASTIAN ^^,f^'^^^,r^j'^^pj^.r^^j'^/'^J'^^^^^'^^^^^^''^J'J^>^^^N^^^^^^
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Doonesbury

By Garry Trudeau
The Far Side

By Gary Larson
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"Well, whatta know. boys. All this time

Mr. Tougti Dog here was just wearing one
of these take-a-snarl contraptions."

Gordy By Gorde

YEW, :p\icE. ^A <3or
rr K)<S>HT. t H/AS

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

OHLOOK. Hem
WEi CHueic*WHY
poNTYCHflwrrw/N'
POCKfTPOOTWlTH

Campus Pond By Sal

IT VJ^S A HUGE ZnETAL

nONSTER WITH A LONG
5N0UT. IT WAS JUST
swmniNB AiniEssix

THIS DOESNT LpOt* LIKE

THE ARANTIC C0AST77 7

Bloom County by Berke Breathed
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MmUN
FCRKm ^

/

I PONT
THINK 50.

f^'5 SNflPFlMO

OUTOf IT.

/
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Announcement
There will be a co-op information

meeting at 7:30 tomorrow night in

the Campus Center. Watch this

space for room number.

L

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trude Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 The Last of

the Mohicans
heroine

5 Culture medium
9 ForbKlden

13 Jezebel s

husband
14 Eastwood ttw

mayor
1

5

Inlets

16 — Huth
1

7

Good reasoning

1

9

Sphere
20 Bristles

21 Fasteners

22 Men s store

employee
24 Cooked, in a

way
26 Import charge

28 Perhaps
31 Storage place

33 Permissible

35 Samovar
37 Form o) fuel

38 Kingdom
39 Lamb s pen

name
40 Timetable abbr

41 Climbing vine

42 Biblical spy

43 Item in the

black

45 Undo
47 Ringing

49 Do unto —
52 Plant pest

55 Fill with |oy

57 River islet

58 Largest portion

60 Go sideways

61 Collar or jacket

62 Subdued
63 Lusty look

64 Catch sight oi

65 Momentous
times

66 At liberty

DOWN
1 Explorer John
or Sebastian

2 A Rage to

Live

author

3 Antenna

4 White House
nickname

5 Oceans
6 Long-necked
mammals

7 Goose genus
8 Hwy sign

9 The latest

10 Japanese
aborigine

1

1

Woody tit>er

12 Employs
14 Darling, in Pans
18 Pilter

20 Nature

23 Endure
25 Muslim prayer

leader

27 Type of market

29 Stubtjorn as a

mule

30 Lake or canal

31 Accountant

Abbr

32 OlympMan queen

34 Mirlh

36 Seize

38 Ceremony
39 Apiece

41 Does a

librarian's |ob

42 Delicacy. Otd

style

44 Like Twtggy
46 Hauled

48 Hungarian
composer

50 Star in Orion

51 Metric unit

52 Downwind s

53 Mines
54 Hula —
56 Greek god
59 Fi holy womj.i

60 Wallach

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

K
Lunch

Hamburg on Roll

Fish in Batter

Basics Lunch

Golden Burgers

Fish in Batter

Menu
Dinner

Turkey Divan

Baked Ham/Orange Sauce

Basics Dinner

Turkey Divan

Polynesian Vegetables

r Weather
Today will be cloudy and rainy with temperatures in the

60s
Tonight, rain tapering off with temperatures in the 40s.

Tomorrow will be windy and brisk with temperatures in

the 50s

V.

Today's Staff
HIght Editor Tom Middleton

Copy Editor P^^ro M. Pereira

Photo T«ch Nick Sokoloff

UTOot T«ch Rob Catalano

ProdacUon S«p«rvl»or Debbie Pikul

Production Lynne Dewhurst, Tori Gorell

Barbara DeLollis, Thea Kearney

Marc Infield, 8t Steve Mathewsor

Executive Board — Fa I of 1986

DODE LEVENSON
Editor in Chief

JOHN YONCE
Managing Editor

STEVE RUBIN
Business Manager

ROB SKELTON
Editonal Editor

WILLIAM SPAIN

Editorial Editor

ANSEL ZINTER

Production Manager

Business Board -- Fall of 1986

STEVE RUBIN

Business Manager

PAUL H LESSER

Advertising Sales Manao'.i

VANESSA nOTh
fin?n»e M?.r'd'4t-'

mmmmmmmammmmtamm/m

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marketing Manager

^"^AiG ;>I^UGLE

iui!ati'>r> M^;iaat.

l«Ar<feM HOLLAND
Sjtjscip'iton Mar>*j€r

J
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Collegian Photo by P»uJ IVsmaraU

UMas, player Tonia Kennedy battles with University of Virginia player last week. This weekend

the Minutewomen shut out Temple University, 3^.

DO YOU THINK THERE'S MORE TO COLLEGE

THAN BOOKS AND BEERS? THEN ....

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
IS FOR YOU

A National Service Fraternity

with unlimited social possibilities

ALL STUDENTS WELCOME TO OPEN RUSH

Oct 7, 8, 14 Room 41 5A Studnet Union 6:00pm

I
K^lDOVE

t •k. -^ Secretarial Services

Fast, Accurate Typing

of

• Resumes
• Term Papers

• Dissertations

79 South Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass 01002

256-1335

253-7480

OPENING SOON AT THE FINE ARTS CENTER'S RAND THEATER

THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS DEPARTMENT

OF THEATER'S 1986 FALL SEASON

ANGEL CITY

Sam Shepard's brilliant, surreohstic vision

of Hollywood is underscored by the coul

)azz music of America. A play that is as

comic and cutting as it is telling

CKUjber 76-78, 22-25. al 8.00 PM

AMEDEE OR HOW TO GET RID OF IT

Eugene lonesco creates an original and

hilarious evening of entertainment out of

an utterly commonplace couple and their

utterly uncommonplace border.

December 4-h. 10-13 at 800 PM

•Reason subscriptions are still available throuRh the Fine Arts Center Box Office. S4S-2S11

Sjve 2S^, or more by subscnbinR To both ANGEL CITY and AMtDtE Season subscriptions

are Sh 00 for the general publu and S4 00 for students and senior nti/ens

Tickets for individual shows .ve S4 0(1 for the general public and S 5OO for students and sen

tor citizens.

CALL IN YOUR MASTERCARD OR VISA ORDER AT (413) 545-2511.

PINOCCHIO'S RESTAURANT
1177 North Pleasant St

SPECIAL

MONDAY THRU WEDNESDAY

LARGE PIZZA

$5.50 +TAX
ANY EXTRA ITEM $1.00 each

Get 2 items - pay ior one

Get 3 Items - pay for two

FAST FREE 549.3569
DELIVERY ^^^ ^"^^

SPECIALIZE IN VEAL & CHICKEN PARMESAN GRINDERS

Does not apply in restaurant n>ention ad when ordering

URI drops men's
soccer team, 2-1
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's soccer team,

hoping to build on its three game winning streak, fell

short, dropping a 2-1 decision to the University of Rhode

Island in Kingston, RI Saturday.

Coming off the heels of a big 5-0 win over Fairfield

University on Thursday, the Minutemen, 5-8, were

unable to sustain the offensive attack which had produc-

ed a total of 13 goals over the three-game streak.

"It was definitely a game that we thought we should

have won," coach Jeff Gettler said. "We missed a lot of

chances."

Despite the manv lost opportunities, UMass broke the

scoreless deadlock first, as Andy Bing tallied an

unassisted goal at 38:00 of the first half, for a 1-0 UMass

lead.

The Minutemen had the wind to their advantage in

the second half, and Gettler was hoping to utilize this

to cash in on Ram goaltender Mike Saalfrank. Saaltrank

was up to the test, however, and shut down the

Minutemen for the remainder of the contest.

At 58:00, Rhode Island's Adam Homier, with an assist

continued on page'15

I

TALENT SEARCH^^^

SINGERS*DANCERS»ACTORS
MUSICIANS»COMEDIANS

WANTED FOR CABARET COMEDY
SERIES TO TAKE PLACE IN HAMPDEN

SNACK BAR!

COME SHOW WHAT YOU CAN DO!

Auditions: tonight Oct 14 at 7:00 pm in Hampden, SW

Join the fun with Residential Arts and be m the Cabaret Com-

edy with headline comedians!!!

DO YOU
know

how to

use this

APPLE
MACINTOSH?

RENT TIME on our APPLE MACINTOSH®

Get PRINT-OUTS on our APPI^ LASERWRITER®

THE PAPER HOUSE, INC.

65 UNIVERSITY DRIVE
(NEXT TO BELL'S PIZZA)

AMHERST

549-5656

Yom Basics

don 't have to

look Basic!

Come in and see

for youiself!

Hours: Monday thru Sat. 10-5:30

M

;

Carriage Shops. 233 N. Pleasant St., Amherst 549-6915
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from Mark
Widenfer, beat

Minuteman netminder
Kevin Hart to knot the

score at 1-1. Just three

minutes later, it was
Homier marking again,

this time unassisted, to

conclude the scoring.

"I think we lost our

rhythm in the early second

half," Gettler said. "That's

when they (URI) scored

their two goals, and that

was the turning point of

the game."
"I thought we outplayed

them throughout the con-

test, with the exception of

that short span in the se-

cond half. I was really

disappointed that we
didn't score more."

Gettler cited a number of

instances during which the

Minutemen were literally

in alone on the goaltender,

but came away empty.

"i think we could have

had six goals if we didn't

miss as many chances,"

the coach said.

On the game, both teams

were well-balanced, with

each managing 18 shots.

Saalfrank had nine saves

for the Rams, while Hart

had six for UMass.

The Minutemen will try

to get back on the winning

track when they take on

the University of Connec-

ticut Wednesday. Game
time is 3 p.m. on the Upper

Boyden Field.

Free kicks: Bing and

Steve Cesnek are tied for

the team lead in scoring ,

through 13 games, with 14

points. Bing has five goals

and four assists, while the

freshman Cesnek has not-

ched seven goals.

Minutewomen slip past Brown, 2-1

Notch eighth straight win

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

It was one of its biggest tests of the year and it passed

with flying colors.

The University of Massachusetts women's soccer team

beat Brown, 2-1, on Saturday for its eighth consecutive

victory while improving to 8-2-1 on the season.

"This is the first game where all 11 players played

together as a team," UMass assistant coach Kathy

Jenkins said. "The forwards came back and played .some

good defense, which really helped out."

This unselfish play on the part of the forwards allowed

Brown to take only four shots on goal while the

Minutewomen peppered Brown goalie Kathy Kostic with

22
UMass got on the board first when Debbie Belkin scored

four minutes into the game. The junior back scored on a

scramble in front following a Kristin Bowsher corner kick

to give the Minutewomen a 1-0 lead.

Later in the first half, UMass goalie Carla DeSantis

made a big save to retain the lead. DeSantis tipped a direct

kick away from the corner of the net to rob Brown.

"Carla made a nice save on that shot,' Jenkin.-> snid.

"That was really key."
, ^u

The Bruins finally beat DeSantis 15 minutes into the

second half. Theresa Hirschauer scored off Janet Repke J

corner kick to tie the game, 11.
, , j-

But Michelle Powers showed why she is the leading

scorer for UMass with 6:10 left. Belkin blasted a shot from

about 35 feet out that Kostic could not control. Powers

pounced on the rebound and put the ball in for her eighth

goal of the year and her third game winner.

Statistically. UMass held a 7-1 edge in corner kicks.

DeSantis finished the game with three saves while Kostic

posted 19. L ii rv ^
Free Kicks: UMass will keep busy as it battles Uait-

mouth College at 3 p.m. at Boyden Field today. Powers

also has four assists for 20 points on the season_ Beth

Roundtree (6 goals, two assists and 14 points) and Belkin

(five four and 14) are tied for second, followed by Bowsher

(three, seven and 13 points). . The Minutewomen have

now outscored opponents, 33 11. UMass holds a 12-6 ad-

vantage in the first half and a 20-5 edge in the second

period.

UMASS SKI CLUB
It's your last chance to

sign up and ski with us!

For only $10 you can be a member

Look for us in the Campus Center

Concourse Wed - Fri

October 20 - November 20 Memberships $1

5

PAST NOVEMBER 20 - MEMBERSHIS $20

BE PART OF THE TRADITION

HOT
ROAST BEEF

^- SANDWICHES

11 am - 2 am 7 days

50 Main St. Amherst. MA

Is this you^ Come in for yur free Mozerella

sticks, fried mushrooms & soda

WHAT? WHERE

DO I HANG

OUT AFTERNOONS?

DEFINITELY JB'S!!

1

ACTIVITIES 'AUDIO
AUTO FOR SALE • CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT -FOR RENT

FOR SALE • FOUND
HELP WANTED • LOST

CLASSIFIED
INSTRUCTION • MOTORCYLCLES
PERSONALS 'RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED -SERVICES

ROOMATE WANTED -TRAVEL
WANTED • SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI • 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PROIR TO PUBLICATION* CASH IN ADVANCE, 15C/W0RP/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIfS

WORK STUDY (4.05$hr) 8 12 hrs wK

(lex hrs assist in lab work on soil, plani

samples no exp required call Morteza at

545-2259 between 10AM-4PM

AUTO FOR SAU

1975 BMW^2002 good condition $1600

call 256-6497

GRADUATES AND 25' students Social

Hour every Thursday 5 00 Blue Wall,

Campus Center Build a tradition' Meet

aacli other'

1983 LYNX 2DR 4 speed standard in exi

condition runs well never been abused

must sell to pay oH loan Call 549-6129

or 256-6887 ask for Andy or leave name
and no very good buy'"

ALPHA PHI OMEGA, a roed service

(ratemity with unrestricted social ac-

tivities, invites all university students to

an open rush Oct 7. 8, & 14 at 6 00 PM
in room 41 5A Student Union!

76 DODGE ASPEN. Only 33K miles! 4

door automatic Many new parts Some
rust $700 firm. Heten 548-9343 after

5PM

1978 AUDI NEW paint, slicker $1500
253-9393

NICE COUCH $50 uprigfit vacuum
cleaner w/bags $25 call 253-2212 after

5 30 PM

COJiPUtER fELEVIDEb TS-eOS with

keyijoard, monitor, dual disk drives Runs

CP/M software Plus variety of software

including speadsheel. database, word

processing Excellent condition, $600 or

best offer 527-8799 (East Hampton )

PART-TIME GENERAL help call Kevins

Auto Repair 586-9336

SKTSHOPMECHANIC , EXPEHIENCEb
perefered Apply in person Western

Village Ski 32 Main Street Northampton,

MA

SUPERIOR PIZZARIA NORTH Amherst

Flexable hours during the week for kit-

chen help Drivers who know the area

wanted call 549-0626

CELEBRATE YOM KIPPUR with Hillel!

All services in SUB Sun Kol Nidrei 7PM;

Mon 10AM with Yizkor, 3,4, 5:30PM
545-2526

1975 AMC HORNET runs well, depen-

dable very little rust $700 549-7778

1972 "•« deco p«nk" Matador-$475- ask

for Adair at 586-8550

RELIABLE 1978 MAZDA GLC $600

negotiable great deal Call Joe at

665-7541 after 5 00

ZOO MASS T-SHIRTS $6 original design

do not be fooled by cheap imitations

assorted colors & sizes call JJ 546-8714

PHONE SURVEYERS NEEDED. No
sales Evening and weekend hours

$5 75/hr to start Downtown Springfield

location Call 203-562-2013

LO$T

H.P. 1 1C CALCULATOR m library tower

Please call 546-4778 (or reward

ILOSt MY wallet about 1 week ago Near

LRGT or motocycle parking lot If (ound

keep $ but please return ID and license

Tan velcro wallet Alan 549-6411

BLUE WOOL GLOVES handmade
leather palm initails Also ski hat JCY
549-0146

PIN IN THE sha^ o( a cTock Lost

somewhere on campus Great sentimen-

tal value Call Lauren 5464067

HAPPY BIRTHDAY STEFF!; ("are Dears

love y,:j nd send chocolate' You're ex-

celled'' LOve. your roomie

BEAU JIM, HAPPY BIRTHDAY! Let s

meet 'i lunch to celebrate' 12 30 at Delta

Smonii Love Pam

TOUR TO THE So'iet Union. Jan 3-16.

1987 ::"|J8 SeeProl Jones, 634 Herter

or cai! -i3-7827 evenings

MONTY PYTHON

UPC GENERAL MEETING Tuesday,

10/14 at 6.30PM in room 163CC More

shows still to come!' New members
welcome.

1976 CHEVY MALIBU, reliable transpor-

tation, $550 or BO call Seth 256-0970

1980 VW RABBIT, deisel, sunrool, exc

cond 4-door, stereo tape deck $2200

call 442-2126 or 532-3610

TONIGHT A FREE slide presentation on

development of the Guaymi Indians of

Panama 7 00 at 323 Lincoln Apis UMass
Baha'i Club

VW 1971 SQUAREBACK excellent con-

dition J.T s a steal at $500 must sell

quickly 586-3824

UMASS ARMENIAN CLUB'S second

r7>eetmg (yes, only its second meetings-

Wednesday Oct 15 -600PM 905CC
UMass and five college students

welcome!

WORSHIP CELEBRATION: TUESDAY,
700PM. CC803 An opportunity for

fellowship and worship Led by Rev.

Ronald Peters Sponsored by UCF

FOR SALE 76 Ford Mustang II GHIA
engine needs work, new brakes, new bat-

tery new muffler $300 or BO after 6PM
549-1137

74 CHEVY GOOD car well maintained

some body rust always starts $500

256-6604

MOTORCYCLE

ALPHA PW OMEOA

ARE YOU LOOKING for the atmosphere

of a fraternity or sorority but don't have

the time they demand? Do you feel more

comfonable in a coed environment? Then

Alpha Phi Omega is for you The only

coed fraternity on campus, we are a ser-

vice fraternity with unlimited social

possibilities Check us out Rush dates

Oct 7,8, 1 4 at 6 00PM, room 4 1 5A Student

Union

YAMAHA VERAGO 920CC shaft drive

digital new rubt>er oval discs low miles

helmet $1200 4C Brandywine stop by

CA$H

PAYING CASH FOR your baseball cards

please call Mike 549-0333

FOR $ALE

GUCCIWATCHES FOR ladies only $30

many styles call Brian 6-7425

SOFT CONTACT LENSES mostly daily

wear lenses, $18 00 to $25 00 ea Extend-

ed wear lenses $30 00 to $48 00 lowest

prices on contact tens solutions heat units

$1295, Amherst Optical Shoppe
413-253-5412, 413-256-6403

HILP wanho

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent free meals

Light clean-up

Call Che^l at AXO
545-2152

PART TIME CASHIER wanted lor local

store Some mghts and weekends
Please call 584 3603

NEED A JOB? Like travel? Ambitious

people needed to market unique travel

product with no existing competition Ex-

cellent experience lor business, com-

munication and HRTA majors No ex-

penence necessary, car helpful Contact

Mary 549-6118

MANAGER TWkTNEES^VriONWTOE
Tool Co expanding in Amherst Now hir-

ing 25 new employees great money, ex

cellent working cond $ career opportuni-

ty Part and full time work For interview

call Willie 256-4101

POUnCAL WORK

WHY FLIP BURGERS or wait tables?

You can get the training and respect of

a professional paid activist Earn

$36-50 00 daily Now hiring lull/pan time

Call clean water action, 549-7450

PER$ONALS

NONWORK-STUDY

CREATIVE MINDS WANTEOI Artists,

writers. Communications majors and

anyone with innovative ideas We will

publish your work in the Southwest

newspaper Circulation is 5500 For infor-

mation or if interested come to the SWAG
Office in Hampden or call 545-0960

THE UMA$S JUOOLINO CLUt
PRESENTS _ ,

Monfv Pylhon't
And Not* tor $om«lhli»fl

Complctolv
DHtorenf

Plus: Wofn»r Uo%. CailoonsI
• SUt 57.»;.5«?!.?l.?.V.*.?..^..?.t!??!'*..

PMMNT

SCERA, THE STUDENT Center for

educational research and advocacy, is

hiring nonwork-study positions to

research and organize student issues like

study space, racism, financial aid,

heterosexism. etc One position for

graduate student deals specifically with

anti-Semitism Women and people o1 col-

or encouraged to apply Applications

available in SCERA, 422 Student Union
Oue10/15at3:30PMAA/EEO 545-0341

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY LAUI HotMng lor

many more I love you, J B,

3RD SPIRIT- KIAPPY birthday you hot

Italian Momma!! Don't you all of a sud-

den feel like a Carvel?? Love. The 2nd

Spirit

ROOM IN 3 bedroom house for rent h»

Hadley 275 584-2937

SOUTHWObO APT-SPACIOUS, sunny

one bedroom Available January 1 Can

253-5331

RIDE WANTED

ENTERTAINMENT

MUSICIANS NEEDED FOR^ perfor

mances al Belchertown State School

Funding available Contact Bruce

256-4236

THE CHEAP JOCK Kooi Paly Toonz at

reasonable rates call Kevin at 546-4087

ol Jack at 546-8625

AUCNO

ACOUSfTc RESEARCH AR90speakers

Brand new Warranty Type used m
dance bar, aerobics studios $1500 list

For sale $750 call 253-9687

PROFESSORS EXAM FILES lor

engineering, calculus, physics and
chemistry at University Store

COMPUTER TERMINAL & modem for

sale S200 cheap 256 8678

KEG TAPS FOR sale' Brand new never

used Keg taps only $25 Packies charge

$45 (or used taps Don't waste your

money' New taps $25 Call Tony

256-1438 today

BED FOR SALE single box and mattress

first $25 takes it 584-2905 eves (Alan)

1979 CHEVY WAGON, 99,400 miles,

new clutch. Best offer 536-5434 Even

ings week-ends

PART TIME GAS attendant, full-serve

weekends, Hadley 256-6875

OOCATIONAr ON^I^ALL work tor

numan serv agency Training provided

536-5473 9AM-5PI«( EOE

•DISHWASHER AND PREP" pan-time

all shifts Apply at the Pub 9-1 1 or 3-5

weekdays

CATE-COURSE AND teacher evaluation

guide IS seeking a year-round coor

dinato' Applicants should have good
organizational and editing skills Applica-

tions are available from Academic At-

fairs/SGA 420 SUB Deadline Oct 23

SGA IS an Affirmative Action/Equal Op-

portunity Employer

RIDE OR ESCORT needed to

Paramus/NYC or point en-route for 5-year

old on occassional monly weekends Will

pay gas or your fare 665-7574 nites.

FOR A OOOO TIME CALL

RACK-A-DISK ENTERTAINMENT
Agency • Oiscjockeys. Bands Lights and

Large screen video dances 549-7144

TYPINO SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING. Long or short pro

lects Meticulous proofreading Rush )obs

OK New IBM typewriter 549-0367

PROFE$$IONAl TYPINO $l»VICl

PAPERS, CASES, DISSERTA-
TIONS- dependable on-campus.
reasonable. 584-7924 Nancy

$ERVICE$

TYPING. TAPE TRANSCRIPTION Fast

accurate 665-7652

HEY AUD ALL ol me was not for all ol

you Yor

HEY AUD DID someone walk on my
lungs or is il |ust my heart bleeding? Yor

HAPPY BIRTHDAY STEVE This is the

personal you've been waiting for* Roll me
away? Chris

ROOMMAnt WANTID

RESPONSIBLE FOR LG apt on bus route

own room (urnished but bring bed $2t0

(or room plus utilities call 323-4969 before

2PM 323-6311x530 after

KATHY PASOUALE HAPPY bTrthday!

Say goodbye to Annemarie! Love you'

Sue

FERRIS BUELLER IS coming to UMass

Sunday October i a ("s -npus Center Aud

5.7.9,411 shows $2 50

BRING DOWN YOUR outrageous stories

and photos for Coca-Cola's most

outrageous student contest Gel your pic-

ture in the Collegian and win prizes

Come to the Collegian -113 Campus
Center

SERVICES

TERRIFIC TYPING FROM Speedy
"

keys Professional reliable service

256- 1002 ,
Sam-llpm

CINDY-HAPPY Bday The Brew Crew

loves you Love JA-2

TYPING. TAPE TRANSCRIPTIONS.
FasI accurate, 665-7652

DISSERTATION BLUES? PROFES-
SIONAL editor can help wnting/pro-

ofreading Student rates Call 256-6150

TRAVEL

MONTREAL COLLEGE WEEKEND Oct

31 Nov 2 $79 Call Sand, or Debbie
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SPORTS

Minutemen pay the price,41-13
Delaware buries a
sluggish UMass
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Everyone knew the result was possible, but no one ex-

pected such severity.

Disaster finally struck the razor-walking University of

Massachusetts football team as the University of

Delaware jumped out to a 21-0 lead, extended its jinx and

burst the Minutemen's unbeaten bubble with a 41-13

thrashing at Wan-en McGuirk Alumni Stadium Saturday

The victory moved the Blue Hens into a first-place tie

with the University of New Hampshire in the Yankee

Conference at 3-1 and 4-1 overall. The loss, the first for

UMass first-year head coach Jim Reid, dropped UMass

into second place in the YC at 2-1 and 41 overall.

"I'm devastated, but I'm just trying not to show it," a

visibly shaken Reid said. "I accept full and total respon-

sibility for the loss.

"The players really worked their butts off and as a coach

I didn't prepare them well enough to win. What devastates

me the most is the way we played. But it was my fault

we weren't prepared enough."

Reid, in starting sophomore Dave Palazzi in favor of

sophomore Tim Bryant, admitted he had made a mistake

in selecting the game's quarterback.

Completing just three of 14 passes for 55 yards and two

interceptions, Palazzi was not able to capture the form

that brought him the Yankee Conference and ECAC
Rookie-of-the-Year award last season nor prevent the

Minutemen from their demise.

"Mv decision to start Dave (Palazzi) turned out to be

a wrong one," Reid said. "Not to belittle Dave's efforts

because he tried hard out there, but you could see how

we did when Bryant went in."

Eating up 23:30 of the clock and jumping out to a 21-0

halftime lead, Delaware made sure the Minutemen would

have a long trek in the second half if they wanted to pull

out their fifth consecutive barnburner.

"I think our ability to control the ball — something we

did more than our share of - made the difference in the

game," Delaware's 21st-year head coach Tubby Raymond

said yesterday.

Raymond hit the nail on the head.

Outgunning the Minutemen, 16-1 in first half first

downsdl rushing, and 6 receiving), the Blue Hens

dominated both lines of scrinmiage particularly on offense.

After both teams exchanged a pair of first-quarter poses-

sions, Delaware broke the scoreless deadlock, capitaliz-

Colle((ian photo by Paul Deamaraia

Delaware senior quarterback Rich Gannon was a constant thorn in the Minutemen's victory plans

in Saturday's 41-13 Homecoming loss at Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium. UMass is now 4-1 overaU

and 2-1 in the Yankee Conference.

ing on senior comerback Philip Atwell's 32-yard intercep-

tion return of a Palazzi pass to the UM33. Bob Norris' se-

cond 10-yard run of the ensuing seven-play 3:14 drive,

gave the Blue Hens the lead, 7-0 with :03 left in the first

quarter.

Delaware stopped the Minutemen on three plays and

got the ball back on their own 32. Nine plays and 68 yards

later, Delware had a 14-0 lead after senior quarterback

Rich Gannon tossed a five-yard touchdown pass to senior

split end Todd Lott.

"Gannon just had complete control of the game," Reid

said of the preseason All-America who completed 18 Of

24 passes for 178 yards and three touchdowns while

rushing for 78 yards.

The fieet-footed quarterback spelled frustration for a

UMass defensive unit that put constant pressure on the

senior but were unable to manage a sack.

"Sometimes we thought we had him contained and then

he would escape up the middle or get to the out-

continued on page 12

Spikers rip Duquesne, WVU
Minutewomen sweep Mountaineers; face Holy Cross tonight

CoUeglaji photo by Paul >>

Sophomore hitter Juliet Primer eyes a serve

during Saturday's win over Duquesne Univer-

sity. UMass is on a 12-game winning streak.

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts volleyball team was
stricken with a bad case of Jekyll and Hyde syndrome this

weekend.
The Minutewomen overcame a cryptic showing in a four-

set, 15-4, 8-15, 15-12, 15-10 win over an outclassed Du-

quesne University squad on Saturday to sweep a tough

West Virginia University team, 16-14, 15-6, 15-12, yester-

day. UMass improved its overall record to 15-1 and is 3-0

in the Atlantic 10, good enough for the top spot. The
Minutewomen have also won 12 straight.

UMass will look to run that streak to 13, as the spikers

face Holy Cross College tonight at 7:00 p.m. at Totman
Gymnasium.

"I am really psyched. They played really well against

West Virginia," head coach Elaine Sortino said. "They
were prepared and knew what they had to do, despite the

Duquesne match."
The spiker's performance against Duquesne looked more

like a sleepwalking ballet than a volleyball match. The
match started out on a comfortable note, as the

Minutewomen disposed of the Duchesses in game one,

15-4. The opening stanza took all of 17 minutes and it look-

ed like an early night for the Minutewomen.
All of that changed in game two, as Duquesne lulled

the spikers to sleep with a slow tempo attack. 16 UMass
miscues and questionable officiating didn't help matters

much, and before you could say "who's next", the

Minutewomen found themselves deadlocked at 1-1 with

a team that didn't belong in the same geographic region,

never mind on the same floor.

The Minutewomen overcame their comatose state in

time to take the remaining two games and send the

Duchesses packing. But a repeat performance against a

much better and a much more dangerous West Virginia

team would, no doubt, produce different results.

Sortino never gave it a moment's thought.

"We were mentally ready to play the match. We've seen

them before (A four set win for the Minutewomen at the

Syracuse tournament) and we knew that they were a bet-

ter team than Duquesne," Sortino said. "I knew we would

have trouble motivating ourselves for the match."

The difference was like peanut butter and spinach. The

Minutewomen rolled up a 6-1 advantage in game one,

keyed by four Mountaineer miscues. West Virginia rallied

and tied matters at 8-8, paced by junior middle hitter Lori

Filipich.

The lead exchanged hands before senior hitter Violetta

Gladkowska gave the Minutewomen a 13-11 advantage

by drilling a Karen Ferguson set off the forehead of Moun-

taineer hitter Marci Lewandowski (that, folks, is called

a "six pack"). It became obvious that it was not going to

be a friendly match when Filipich was issued a yellow card

warning for screaming across the net, which is a no-no

in volleyball.

A WVU miscue gave UMass game point at 14-11, but

West Virginia saved the point and responded with a three

point run to knot the score, 14-14. After a Lewandowski

service error, sophomore hitter Juliet Primer delivered

a service winner for a 15-14 lead, and junior middle hit-

ter Marcy Guiliotis fittingly six packed Filipich off a block

for a 16-14 game one win.

The brash WVU attitudes only added fuel the UMass
fire, as the Minutewomen never gave the Mountaineers

a chance to recover from the first set, jumping all over

WVU for a 15-6 blowout win in the second set. At that

point, the Minutewomen forced the loudmouthed Moun-

taineers to put up or shut up.

The brooms began to appear early in the third set, with

UMass characteristically gaining the early advantage,

6-0. But WVU battled back to draw within 8-7, paced by

the one-woman hitting show of sophomore Michelle Miller.

West Virginia ultimately took the lead at 12-10.

Primer responded with an oof-speed kill for a clutch side

out. Senior co-captain Debbie Cole picked off a WVU
freeball and delivered a perfect pass to Ferguson who, in

turn, gave a perfect set to Guiliotis with the usual result:

a flat ball and a point for a 12-12 deadlock.

Ferguson then proved why she is one of the premier set-

ters anywhere. Ferguson displayed incredible body con-

trol when she took an errant pass and, instead of flying

in the net, delivered a watermelon to Primer, who put the

ball away for a 13-12 lead. Guiliotis completed the sweep

when she converted on another Ferguson assist for a mid-

dle kill and the final set, 15-12.
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Senate, BOG
may clash
over contract
Autonomy at stake
By PEDRO M PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Controversy over a contract between the

Campus Center Board of Governors and
the Undergraduate Student Senate will

likely arise when the contract is proposed

at tonight's senate meeting because some
senators oppose it.

The contract, written by Student Govern-

ment Association Treasurer Katherine

Strickland and BOG Chairman John
Hayes over the summer, purports to make
the board autonomous in its decisions con-

cerning the allocation of space and funds

to groups using space in the Campus
Center/Student Union complex. The docu-

ment also rules that the SGA pay $7 per

student from the Student Activities Trust

Fund into the bo£u-d tax account each fiscal

year.

Although the board currently operates

autonomously there is no approved docu-

ment stating it. Strickland said no agree-

ment had been reached until now because
it "got caught up in personalities.

"John [Hayes] and I decided this summer
it has got to get written down," he said.

Another student group not subjected to

"outside forces" will benefit the students,

Strickland added.

Hayes said that, as a result, the SGA
might at any time disapprove the board's

funding of a particular student group.

Organizations funded by the BOG in-

clude the Student Union Art Gallery, the

Craft Shop and the Union Program
Council.

&.
Photo by M.Jane P«gle«

SHOOTING THE RAPIDS- UMass Outing Club member Mike April kayaks down the Farmington River

in Connecticut last weekend.

SGA President Bill Bennett, who opposes

the contract, said "I think it gives the BOG
more autonomy than it should have."

The undergraduate student senate is the

highest student governing body, with

which the administration agrees, he added.

Bennett said Hayes wants the contract

for "political reasons" as opposed to

Strickland who truly believes it "the best

thing for the trust fund."

Although Hayes wants the board to be

separate from the SGA, he has been involv-

ing himself in SGA matters, Bennett said,

citing a letter Hayes addressed to Govern-

mental Affairs Committee Chair Denise

Forbes concerning the recent elections. In

the memo, Hayes condemned the use of

amplifiers outside the Student Union

building for propaganda by members of

both political factions of the senate.

"That's just the most hjT)ocritical point

of view I've ever seen," Bennett said.

Hayes said the board should have input

on how the Student Union facility is used.

"Bill [Bennett] doesn't seem to unders-

tand what I mean by autonomy," he added.

Southwest Area Co-President Joel

Rabinowitz intends to propose amendments

to the contract at tonight's senate meeting

because he said he feels the BOG wants to

use the trust fund money without being

held accountable to the senate, which is

responsible for the SATF.

The BOG tax account also receives $7
from the Graduate Student Senate and $7
from Stockbridge Student Senate.

Change rejected throughout history
British television producer cites Darwin and computers
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

People throughout history have resisted change yet

change is unstoppable, said a British television producer

of a science program in a speech last night.

James Burke, producer of the BBC program "Connec-

tions," spoke last night in the Campus Center Auditorium

before 150 people. "People said Darwinism will be the

end of all civilization as we know it. When the train was
invented, people said at 13 miles per hour, you'll suffocate

and die," he said.

"When the crossbow was invented, people thought it

would cause rebellions because people would be shooting

the landowners from a distance," Burke said.

CoUegian photo by Rob Skelton

James Burke

He then silenced the crowd when he said, "And here's

one from the '70s, the computer will take away all our

jobs. Laugh at that."

"Every age has had one way to do things, one truth.

Each age protected its truth with contemporary science,"

he said.

"Each age has tried to perpetuate its truth; deviance

was not allowed, and that's why institutions came into

play,"

Most institutions in place today are based on "rules by

which the institution may not be questioned even though

reasons for them are are no longer around," he said.

One such example is representative government which

came about because of bad roads, Burke said.

"Not everyone could go speak for themselves because

the roads were so bad. So they picked someone to go speak

for them, and since he couldn't be travelling back and

forth, they gave him a mandate. And every few years he

would come back to see if they changed their minds," he

said.

Now in the age of 55-mile-an-hour highways and ins-

tant telecommunication, that system of government still

exists.

Society hangs on to its knowledge and is very reluctant

to let go, he said.

"You see only what the knowledge of the time tells you

that you see," he said.

Often change results through accident, he said. Dar-

winism evolved from the fossils discovered by Irish

laborers digging canals in England. The fossils were of

types of animals that were extinct, and none were of man.

"But everyone [knew] that God made everything all at

once," he said.

"When changes happen, the way people react is unex-

pected. . . it's a shock to the system. The lessons from the

past can help us adapt to the future." he said.

Burke's lecture was sponsored by the Distinguished

Visitors Program.

Committee may nix child care

By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

The chairman of the student committee that oversees

student fees said yesterday he is unsure whether his com-

mittee will approve a new line on semester bills, allow-

ing students to donate to a fund for child care.

A supporter of the fund said it is likely that ad-

ministrators will support the fee, which was overwhelm-

ingly approved last week by the 12 percent of the stu-

dent body that voted in Student Government Associa-

tion elections.

Mark DeNyse, chairman of the SGA's Rents and Fees

committee, said concern over the issue of adding lines

to semester bills might lead committee members to re-

ject the proposed fee, which would appear on the bills.

But, DeNyse said, if supporters of the fund "present

a sound proposal, with good budgetary control, I would

imagine the conunittee will sway in favor of it."

The proposal would add a line to semester bills giving

students the option to donate $1 to a fund that would

provide undergraduates with money to help pay for child

care. Supporters say their plan is modeled after a pro

gram at the University of Wisconsin, where a student

committee issues vouchers to parents for tuition

assistance.

Last week, students voted by a three-to-one margin to

add the line to semester bills. However, total turnout was

less than the 15 percent necessary to force the senate

to support the proposal under its bylaws. That means

the full senate must now take a vote on whether or not

to support the plan.

No formal written explanation of the proposal has been

issued by a committee esUblished to garner support for

the plan. DeNyse said that bothered him.

"They haven't gotten anything to me in writmg, which

is what got me ticked about (last week's) referendum,"

he said. continued on ptige 5
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Leaders agree only to keep talking
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan and Soviet

leader Mikhail Gorbachev blamed each other yesterday

for their inability to strike an arms reduction deal in

Iceland, but agreed that too much is at stake to fold the

arms control bargaining table.

Recalling his description of Iceland as a base camp

leading to a summit, Reagan said, "I believe there exists

the opportunity to plant a permanent flag of peace at that

summit, and I call on the Soviets not to miss this oppor

tunity."

Gorbachev, in a nationally broadcast address to the

Soviet people, accused Reagan of trying push his country

into an expensive new arms buildup. But Gorbachev also

said that negotiations cannot be abandoned. He did say,

however, the next move is up to the United States.

The intercontinental verbal crossfire came two days

after the pair, in a bittersweet climax to a weekend of in-

tensive talks, grimly bade one another farewell in the

darkness outside a white clapboard house in Reykjavik.

"The American people don't mistake the absence of a

final agreement for the absence of progress. We must be

patient. We made historic advances. He will not turn

back," Reagan said in a speech.

Gorbachev said the meeting was useful, but foundered

on Reagan's refusal to give up "Star Wars," the space-

based missile defense system. He said he remained op-

timistic that the superpowers have not reached the end

of the road in their efforts to agree on arms control.

Reagan said the Kremlin overplayed its hand in seek

ing to get him to scrap "Star Wars," the system known
formally as Strategic Defense Initiative, which the presi-

dent says is vital to America's defense.

The Americans "put good, fair ideas on the table, and

they won't go away," Reagan said, but he also said the

Soviet Union "has long been engaged in extensive" ef

forts to devise its own strategic defense system.

Reagan said the Soviet proposal to confine Star Wars

research to the laboratory "would have given them an im-

mediate one-sided advantage, and a dangerous one."

Gorbachev talked of possibly having to counter the Star

Wars program.

"Soviet people know this, and all people around the

world should know this as well," he said. "But we are op-

posed to a power play. This is an extremely dangerous

undertaking in the nuclear missile age."

At the Pentagon, a top US arms control strategist said

the Soviet Union may well have wished to protect some

of its own breakthroughs in Star Wars-type research when

it demanded that the United States give up non-laboratory

testing of America's space-based missile shield concept.

Committee
comes up with

immigration bill

WASHINGTON (AP) — House and Senate conferees,

after five hours of private house trading, agreed yester

day to a sweeping immigration bill aimed at reducing the

rush of illegal aliens into the United States.

As dozens of lobbyists were relegated to the corridors

outside the Senate Judiciary Committee hearing room,

the lawmakers found agreement on employer sanctions,

civil rights protections for Hispanics, amnesty for illegal

aliens with long-term residency, and free legal services

for some agricultural workers.

Negotiatiators announced that the House had accepted

Senate language 43 times and the Senate gave up its pro-

visions 48 times. The conference report must now be

presented to both houses.

One of the issues dropped by the House was a plan to

temporarily stop deportation of illegal immigrants from

El Salvador and Nicaragua, until a study could be made

of conditions they would face back home.

The Reagan administration threatened to veto the bill

if the proposal was retained.

^HALLOWEEN
SUPPLIES

500 MASKS TO CHOOSE FROM
GREASE PAINTS—HANDS-FEET-WITCHES'
HATS AND BROOMS—WIGS—MOUSTACHES
BEARDS—NOSES—FANGS—TEETH

TOOTH BLACK—COMPLETE OUTFITS

H.L.CHILDS&SON
Open daily and Sunday 8-5; open Thursday nights until 9:00 pm

25STATE STREET 584-2604 NORTHAMPTON

)\nh\ FK'EE SCH
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FIGHT AGAINST DRUGS- Mass. Governor
Michael S. Dukakis gestures during a press

conference yesterday at which he announced
state plans to apend $65 million on a program
aimed at eliminating drugs from every school

in Massachusetts by 1990.

10 YEARS
THE COLLEGIAN TAKES GREAT

PRIDE IN APPLAUDING ONE OF ITS OWN

We are happy to congratulate

MAUREEN MAJEROWSKI on TEN FULL YEARS
of dedicated service. Maureen, your smiling

face, along with your commitment and patience

have allowed us to continue producing

New England's Largest College Daily.

Thank you for all that you've done, and for

putting up with us! We couldn't have done

it without you!

MAY THE NEXT TEN BE EVEN BETTER
SINCERELY,

THE STAFF OF THE MASS. DAILY COLLEGIAN

Also, special thanks to Cathy Tavares and Peter Soderberg for their con-

tinued hard work and effort in producing and organizing the Collegian. We
don't tell you nearly enough, but your dedication and patience coupled with

the rare ability to put up with the rest of us make you gems . This organiza-

tion will continue to treasure you.

Thank you.

>
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MAUREEN MAJEROWSKI

TEN YEARS - THANK YOU!
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Police busy
over weekend
The Amherst Police Department's Speed

and Alcohol Patrols responded to 155

alcohol-related incidents during the

weekend. They arrested four individuals,

placed two others into protective custody,

and issued more than 40 speeding and

other motor vehicle violations to operators,

police said.

Between 9 and 10 a.m. Tuesday, police

received two reports of larceny from two
separate apartments situated in the same
building on Fearing Street. Residents

reported a telephone missing from one
apartment and a wool coat from the other

apartment.

At 12:07 a.m. Tuesday a cement cow and

a cement pig were reported missing from

a residence on South East Street. The resi-

dent said he observed two men running

away from his property with the lawn or-

naments, police said. The lawn ornaments
weigh approximately fifty pounds each, the

owner said.

At 7:18 p.m. Tuesday police received a •

report of a stolen motor vehicle from an
Amherst College parking lot. The missing

vehicle is a black 1976 Ford Mustang
valued at $4000. The owner claims the

vehicle was locked and parked in the lot

since 5 p.m. that same night, police said.

In University of Massachusetts police

reports:

A 21 -year-old motorcyclist was arrested

at the intersection of North Pleasant Street

and Massachusetts Avenue at 8:50 p.m.

Friday. He was charged with speeding,

failure to stop for police,

switching license plates, and violation of

drivers permit, police said.

A non-student reported a "suspicious per-

son" wanted to buy LSD from him at 9:42

p.m. Friday by an emergency phone in lot

22 police said.

A fire was reported in the lobby of Dick' n-

son dormitory in Orchard Hill area at 3:41

p.m. Saturday. The fire was set on a paper

in an elevator scorched by a cigarette

lighter or match, police said.

continued, on page 4
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PLUCKING THE TREES in front of the Whitmore Administration

Building yesterday places Dick Caldwell among fallen branches.

Area head
raps housing
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Sylvan residents are not getting their

money's worth as far as public space in that

area is concerned, the Sylvan area govern-

ment president said.

Aram Hamparian recently addressed a

letter to Housing Services Director Joseph

Zannini concerning the "inexcu.sable lack

of attention given to public space (in

Sylvan]."

Hamparian said yesterday that Housing

Services should make more study and

lounge space available in Sylvan in the

near future.

The recreation compartments in the

buildings' basements need carpeting,

lighting, painting and furnishing, he said.

Hamparian cited Cashin's old TV room,

which "has not been used in years" and the

main lounge in McNamara, which does not

have carpeting.

"It's small-scale stuff that needs to be

done for the short run," he said.

The problem is not money, but commit-

ment, Hamparian added. Housing must

commit itself in writing to make these

repairs, he said.

Zannini said a "comprehensive plan" to

provide more public space to Sylvan

residents is necessary. The plan, however,

has not been developed, he said.

"We might take the basement area in one

building and develop some sort of activity

center," Zannini added, citing the Hill Top
Health Club in Orchard Hill as a model."

"We want to maximize the u.se of the

facilities," he added.

Hamparian said, "The long range

plans.. .look very good, but they don't do

anything for the students now."

Sylvan buildings are divided in .suites,

each containing its own lounge. All those

lounges combined, Zannini said, add up to

more public space than in the other

residential areas.

Hamparian countered. "That space does

not in any way help promote community.

If the director feels that is adequate space,

then this is an issue that needs to be

discussed because the residents don't feel

that way."
continued, on page 4* " ~
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Bicycle cooperative: Delayed pipe work may finish soon
unused resource Campus center circle will reopen for bus service

By PAUL MASCIOLI
Collegian Correspondent

For thc»e who want to fix their bikes but do not have much
money, a few dollars and a little effort is all that is needed

to get rolling again at the University of Massachusetts Bicy-

cle Cooperative.

For $1.50 an hour, anyone can use the array of tools in

the coop tool room, located across from the post office in the

Student Union Building, and receive assistance from co-op

members, Ken Galeucia, the co-op treasurer, said.

The co-op also stocks a complete assortment of spare parts

— from ball bearings to tires. Members ofthe co-op use the

tools free and receive a 20 percent discount on parts.

Members are required to work two hovurs a week and at-

tend two meetings a month, he said.

"There are a lot ofbikes on can^its and we have the poten-

tial to do more business," Guleucia said. Currently the co-

op cannot schedule more hours because they don't have

enough people who have committed themselves, he said.

There are cvurently 12 members, but the if the 25 people

who have recently shown interest in becoming members

join, it may be possible to expand working hours, he said.

As a means to attract members, the co-op intends to im-

plement a profit sharing plan, he said. Under this system

the members would divide a percentage ofthe monthly pro-

fits according to the number of hours each person worked.

"With the level of commitment right now the plan

wouldn't work. There aren't enough people to keep track

of the hours," Galeucia said.

During the last school year the co-op grossed $6,000, while

at the start of the decade, the co-op grossed $20,000,

Galeucia said. This semester the co-op will gross approx-

imately $2,000, "if we're lucky," Galeucia said.

"It's very unlikely that we'll end up in the red. Things

look pretty good for the future," he said. "We're in a

rebuilding stage."

The bike co-op was founded 1978 as a spin off to the bike

club to provide services that the bike club couldn't offer,

Galeucia said. The two groups are now completely distinct,

he added.

The co-op needs people interested in running the business,

Galeucia said. "I learned more about bikes [in the coop] than

I thought I ever would," he said.

It is open at 5 p.m. on Tuesdays, from 11 a.m. t« 7 p.m.

on ThurVdays, and 10:30 a.m. until 3:30 p.m. on Fridays.

By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

Aiter unanticipated delays, work on underground pipes

by the south side of the University of Massachusetts Stu-

dent Union should be completed by Friday, Peter Woz-

niak, staff administrator of UMass physical plant said.

The msgor problem has been coordinating the masonry

work and compensating for the delay caused by wet

masonry, which is unworkable until it's dry, he said.

The original cost was $220,000 with a completion date

of Sept. 3. The date and costs were pushed up to $250,000

and Oct. 10. Now the estimated cost is $300,000, all of

which comes from Physical Plant's operating budget, Woz-

niak said.

Work began to replace the 38-year-old steam line on the

southeast comer of the Student Union. Workers were sup^

posed to replace a pipe from a manhole on the side of the

building to the pond, he said.

The crew then discovered that the underground concrete

casing containing electrical wires was cracked and bent

and also had to be replaced, he said.

Once this work is completed full bus service will resume,

bringing buses to the Campus Center circle, he said. Bus

service has been rerouted to Haigis Mall because the pipes

could not bear the weight of buses.

Wozniak is hoping that the underground work will be

completed by Friday after which physical plant workers

are going to work on the patio in front of the student union

coming from the same corner as the library tower. Woz-

niak said they would like to finish it by winter.

Photo by M. Jan* PaflM)

FREEI- UMass hanglider pilot Julia Wells helps teammate Andy Oxman launch off

of a 450-foot cliff at the 9th Annual IntercoUegiate Fly-In at Claremont N.H. last weekend.

i
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• police report
continued from page 3

A $500 AMFM stereo radio was stolen from a motor

vehicle at 9:46 a.m. in the Campus Center garage. The

car was not damaged, police said.

The windshield of a "74 Plymouth was reported smash-

ed at 4:55 p.m. on University Drive. The damage was

estimated at $150. police saiH

-T.AURA TOMASETTI and Sl^'ART GAMBLE

Y
The Hampshire County Special Olympics will hold an

informational meeting at 7:30 p.m. today at the Howard

Johnson Motor Lodge on Route 9 in Hadley for those in-

terested in becoming involved with the volunteer

program.
Volunteers are needed to lend assistance to this branch

of the world's largest sports training and athletic com-

petition for retarded children and adults.

The Five College Center for East Asian Studies is spon-

soring a Chinese Film Series this Fall which will include

six films from China and Taiwan. The first, Like, a film

about a young man in contemporary rural China, will

be shown at 7:30 p.m. today in Sage Auditorium at Smith

College.

National commentator on personal finance. Jane ^uirin

will speak at 8 p.m. today at Symphony Hall in

Springfield, as part of the Public Forum Series. The lec-

I
ture is free and open to the public.
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OCTOBER
HAVE A

WITCH OF A
TIME

20%
OFF ALL
OPAL

iARRINGS

SUNDAY - TUESDAY
BRAZIL
7;00

SLAUGHTERHOUSE 5

9;20

DOUBLE FEATURE $3.00

DOWNTOWN AMHERST 253-5426

WHAT WILL YOU DO IF YOU
RUN OUT OF OIL?

ot' " you as'

STUDENT BUDGET
PLAN featuring

AUTOMATIC OIL

DELIVERY'

63.90
CURRENT PRICE

per gallon

The
Pierced Ear

• Complete Line o< Guaranteed Allergy]

Free Pierced Earfings

• Free Ear Piercing with Purchase ol

Ear Piercing Earrings

• Specialized Service m Ear Care

Hampshire Mall
Hadley, MA
586-8735
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OUT THERE- UMass hanglider Gary Resnick packs up a camp stove Sunday morn-

ing before a copmetetion in Claremont. N.H. Sunday.

SURROGATE MOM SUES- Mary Beth Whitehead, a surrogate

mother from Brick Township, N.J., who wants to regain custody of

the baby she gave birth to, stands next to her lawyer outside federal

courthouse in Newark yesterday. Lawyers for Whitehead have fil-

ed suit against the center that arranged the contract for her sur-

rogate pregnancy for breach of faith, fraud and negligence.
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PERSONAL CHECKS ACCEPTED

Telephone 253-3408

MAT!Anal heating
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NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY

Meet a Medill Representative at

your campus on 10/22/86 at the

University Placement Center.
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It

putsyou a stepahead . Contact your
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get the responsibility and decision- 1-800-327-NAVY.
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Westfield

backs sus
WESTFIELD ( AP' - The

president of the Westfield

State College faculty union

yesterday backed a campus

police officer, who contends

he was suspended for

revealing the former college

president had students

strip-searched in his office.

Describing the

disciplinary action against

JeanBaillargeon, a 16-year

veteran of the campus police

force, as "very peculiar."

Michael Engel, president of

the faculty union, said he

has sent a letter to Local

1067 of the American
Federation of State, County

and Municipal Employees

offering his union's support.

Baillargeon was suspend-

ed for two weeks without

pay last week on charges of

insubordination, leaving

campus without notifying

his superiors, disregard for

campus regulations and a

faculty official

pended policeman

;z-L- : _r '. ---r.razn C--V ;''
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poor attitude toward his job.

Garreth Lynch, the col-

lege's vice president for ad-

ministration, who suspend

ed Baillargeon. has declin

ed comment. Local 1067,

which represents 106

maintenance and security

workers on the campus, has

appealed Baillargeons

suspension, said Chief

Steward Thomas Periera.

Periera said he was "very

pleased" with the faculty's

support, calling it the "first

* childcare

time" the campus unions

have been so united.

The union contends that

the disciplinary action was

in retaliation for

Baillargeon talking with

reporters about the 1980 in-

cident in which former col-

lege president Francis

Pilecki, purportedly as a

joke, ordered six students

visiting from Fitchburg

State College taken to his

office and stripped in a mock

drug bust.

FRED VILLARIS

STUDIO OF

SELF DEFENSE

6 Weeks Karate -$49.91

uniform only $1.00

253-7349

iiiritinued from page 1

'They've got to come up with something concrete, and

they haven't done that yet."

Rob Stone, a leader of the child care movement, said

"We've done research, but we haven't written down a

formal proposal yet." Stone said such a document would

be available in two or three weeks.

Stone added that the senate will consider a motion

tonight made bv M. Lynne Murphy, a child care ad-

vocate, to express the support of the senate for the plan_

He added the motion does not deal with the question of

a new fee.

Ifthe rents and fees panel approves the proposed dona-

tion line, it will go to the full senate for approval. From

there administrators would make a recommendation to

the Board of Trustees, which has final say over whether

the line should be added.

As to whether administrators would support the fund.

Stone said, "I would assume so, based on the overwhelm-

ing student vote on child care. They've told us privately

they would support it if we got enough students to sup-

port it."

DeNyse said that while he was worried about too many

lines getting on student bills, he would "wholehearted-

ly support" the proposal ifthe line item were a positive

checkofT, meaning no donation would be made unless the
^

individual student checked a box on the bill. . ,
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Get past the idea of "capacity"
Some people have concluded that I hate gays and les

bians because I defended my civil rights as a Christian

and a tax-paying citizen in a column last week about a

university "awareness" pamphlet. I do not hate anyone.

However! the Christian position so rarely gets a fair

hearing on campus (even in "awareness" seminars) that

many students rely on a biased secondhand interpreta-

tion of it. They imagine that anyone holding to biblical

Rusty Denton
doctrine must be straight out of the Salem witchcrat't

trials Therefore, I am now presenting what most Chris-

tians will agree is a biblical position on homosexuality.

The gay and lesbian community has defined homosex-

uality as" "the capacity to find affectional and/or sexua

satisfaction with someone of the same gender. Now. 1

suspect that anybody has the capacity to establish in-

timate bonds of affection with someone of the same

gender And I suspect that anyone, if he or she ex-

periments, has the capacity to find sexual satisfaction

with almost anyone else, if not affectional satisfaction.

Does that mean we are all homosexuals?

One view I recently heard says it does. This view holds

that everyone in the world is a latent bisexual, awaiting

the circumstances that will manifest it. As 1 have heard

it. those who propose this theory are trying to wring

great new truths about morality from this new defini-

tion of sexual orientation.
T .U I ,»

My own conclusions are entirely different. I think we

all have the capacity for a homosexual lifestyle because

we are all sinners. That means that none of us (especially

me) is any better than anyone else. When 1 tell someone

homosexual or otherwise, about Jesus Christ, it is not

because I am suggesting that I offer help from a posi-

tion of moral superiority; far from it. I proclaim Jesus

Christ because I found that He is able to free me from

bondage to my own immoral inclinations, and 1 know

that He will free others from theirs, if they are ^i ing.

The gospel is no witch-hunt, of we would all be

condemned.
Scripture says Jesus Himself was tempted in eveiy way

(which I assume includes homosexuality) but that He was

without sin. The definition of homosexuality 1 cited

earlier would suggest that Jesus was gay, since he had

that capacity to be so. Let's get past this idea of capaci

ty Someone is not a farmer because of an inclination

to farm, nor because of a fantasy about farming. Pick

ing up a hoe and doing something about it is what makes

a farmer. The same thing applies to sexuality: it is

neither temptation nor desire which defines it, but the

act itself That is the sort of logic found both in the le^'al

system and in the Bible.

There is no hate in the perspective 1 have just shared.

There is no fear. There is not even ignorance, since I seem

to be far better schooled about the gay and lesbian posi

tions than they are about the Christian position 1 have

presented. But there is disagreement, and there is a cer-

tain humility in knowing that I am not very different

from those I disagree with.

I think that leaves all sorts of room for protecting

everyone's civil rights, but that is not how Christians

are represented on campus. Supposedly we are arrogant,

ignorant, irrational, troubled individuals, especially

w'hen we talk about sin. That kind of stereotype leads

me to wonder about the mentality of those who propagate

i^ Rusty Dentun in a Collegian columnist.
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Letters

Hypocrisy
Once again the Republican

Club has shown themselves

for what they are. Their ral-

ly last Friday hailed down-

ed American pilot Eugene

Hasenfus as a hero, when he

clearly is not. If you are

legitimately attacked or in-

vaded and someone risks

their life to protect you,

then they are a hero. The

events surrounding Hasen-

fus show that this is not the

C&.S6.

The U.S. was not invaded

or attacked. Hasenfus was

provoking an attack upon

himself by flying over

Nicaragua to supply arms to

contra terrorists seeking t^

destroy move the country's

food supply and rape its

citizens. Hence, it is the

Sandinistas who are heroes

for defending their citizens

from enemy attack. Hasen-

fus was the fox, not the hen.

If, in the U.S., someone

was sending supplies to ter-

rorists for the sole purpose

of destroying our food supp-

ly, we'd be in an uproar and

the Republicans would have

rallies supporting

legitimate brave Americans

defending their homeland.

But if the U.S. is the ag-

gressor, now the

Republicans show their

hypocrisy by portraying the

attacker as the hero.

The UMass Republican

Club is right about one

thing. From a certain point

of view, the contras are

"freedom fighters." Under

Somoza, U.S. corporations

got rich by having

unlimited freedom to exploit

the peasants. When the

Sandinistas overthrew the

dictator, they stopped the

corporations from their

freedom to exploit

Nicaraguans. In order to

satisfy their greed once

again, these Republicans

now need the contras to

restore a dictatorship so

that they can have the

"freedom" to screw the

Nicaraguan people again

and they need heros like

Hasenfus to accomplish

their mission.

John K. Noe Northeast

How to teach rigor while preserving imagination is an unsoli}-

ed challenge to education. -^R. W. Gerard

'
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A frustrating episode
The failure of the superpowers to agree at Reykjavik is one

of the saddest and most frustrating episodes in the torturous

history of US/Soviet relations.

Perhaps the most frustrating aspect of the failure is the sense

of how much was squandered, for how little.

Think of it — the two powers were on the verge of agreeing

to dismantle 20,000 powerful nuclear warheads. They nearly

agreed to destroy 1,500 more short-range missiles. They almost

agreed to limit'nuclear testing, so that the growth of a new

generation of these insane devices of doom would be stunted.

But they didn't - because President Reagan refused to

postpone development of "star wars." It was a tragic refusal

for a number of reasons:

1.) Almost no one not being paid to work on this project thmks

it will work.

2.) Even if star wars did work, the Soviets would teei

obligated to develop a system to conquer it. A new and fear-

some kind of arms race would begin.
,_ „ i.

3.) In refusing to use star wars as a "bargaining chip, the

administration negated even this faint positive attribute of

SDL
. ^.

4.) Reagan and Gorbachev could have gone down in history

as the signers of the first agreement to reduce the size of the

nuclear arsenal. Next to the tremendous menace of nuclear

weapons, considerations of so-called "national security" pale.

SDI could never secure Reagan's "freedom" as could the

elimination of 21,500 nuclear warheads. This the president will

not see.

Fortunately, the door to future agreements has been left

open. And there is some validity that agreements signed in

haste are regretted at leisure. We hope that Reagan, in any

future talks, puts aside his pipedream and puts the cause of

peace first. . r u n \

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion ofthe Col-

legian Board of Editors.

Stay out of my library
Very few things are more repulsive to

those of us involved in writing than would-

be-censors. A movement of some of these

characters last summer was particularly

upsetting to me because it received the

blessing of the Attorney General and the

U.S. Department of Justice.
_

William Spain

I refer to the infamous Meese Commis-

sion on Pornography. It was not long ago

that*this hodge-podge of fundamentalist

Christians, quack psychologists, and

assorted other folk released a taxpayer

funded report full of recommendations

that, if ever adopted as law, would be a

direct governmental assault on our most

basic of constitutional rights.

The First Amendment of the constitution

is crystal clear in its guarantee of freedom

of the press. There are a few exceptions

made when topics of national security come

up, but no others should or can exist if we

hope to maintain the freedom that makes

this country so relatively benign.

Sexually explicit material is no danger

to the health and safety of this nation or

its citizens, no matter how much the unho-

ly alliance of radical feminists and the reac-

tionary right would like you to believe it

is. Their ironic coupling serves only to il-

lustrate the dangers of single-issue politics

and to discredit both parties as fanatics

devoted to one cause above all else.

One of the Commission's conclusions (and

the one that is supposed to convince us as

to the evils of pornography) was that

sexually-explicit material is a contributing

factor to violence, especially to acts of rape

and incest. Although this conclusion had

been reached by most of those involved

before the Commission even sat down to in-

vestigate, it is only fair to try and let it

I stand on its own merit.

Sorry, it just fell down. No matter how

hard I attempt to look at it objectively, the

foundation of this crackpot idea is so flim-

sy that it topples right over. Giving

credence to the notion that we are driven

to imitate what we read is extremely

dangerous for one simple reason: we are all

thinking individuals who are alone respon-

sible for our actions.

By putting the liability for a crime on

some external influence rather than whol-

ly on the criminal, all individual culpabili-

ty disappears. Under such a system, peo-

ple would not be able to make decisions for

themselves. If they did, any course they

follow would have to be considered at-

tributable to something outside their per

sonal values.

A photo-spread geared towards the

gynecologically-minded set no more in

duces a rapist to commit acts of violenct-

than a picture of a terrorist's victim turns

us into terrorists. 1 refuse to believe that

what I see drives me to become a mindless

mimic — and I refuse to accept that anyone

else is so weak, either.

Anyway, all the righteous condemnation

of rape and incest and all the rhetoric about

protecting us from harm is merely a cover.

Make no mistake about it - the travesty

of inquiry known as the Meese Commission

was originated by people who feel they

know what is best for everyone else to see,

read, or hear. It is an attempt, albeit an

unusually transparent one, to make a socie-

ty conform to

a fringe notion of what is "moral."

To Meese and all the other protectors of

public decency, I have a simple message.

Keep your outdated and narrow-minded

ideas the f—k out of my library.

William Spain is a Collegian columnist.

Fasting against terror
Five veterans have begun a Fast For Life

on the steps of the United States Capitol

Building in Washington. Charles Liteky,

who won the Congressional Medal of Honor

for bravery in Vietnam, retiu-ned his medal

in protest. He and WWII veteran George

Mizo began their fast on September 1st.

Three more veterans joined them on

September 15 Duncan Murphy, Victor

Tolley, and Brian Willson.

John Brentlingcr

The veterans have committed themselves

to fasting until death unless there is a

significant increase in the protest against

Reagan's policy on Nicaragua. Their fast

began after Reagan pushed through Con-

gress his bill for $100 million in aid to the

contras. The veterans believe that 62 per-

cent or more of the American people oppose

U.S. interference in Nicaragua, but are ac-

cepting the increase in U.S. aggression too

passively.

All of the veterans have been to

Nicaragua and seen what the contras are

doing there. It is shocking, almost beyond

belief, that U.S. dollars are being used to

pay and supply sadistic mercenaries who

have almost no political support in

Nicaragua itself — even from the conser-

vative opposition. The simple, grim tactics

of the contras are to terrorize the people of

Nicaragua, and undermine support for the

government. The contras are remnants of

Letters

Naive idea

The proposal to bring

about an "autonomous

Board of Governors is well

meant - but dangerously

naive.

If we are to stop the conti

nuing erosion of our student

rights, we will need a

strong, centralized student

government with clear

direction. While an

"autonomous" Board of

Governors will certainly

benefit the BOG in the short

Somoza's regime, which the Sandinistas

overthrew with wide popular support. After

five years in power, the Sandinistas receiv-

ed 67 percent of the vote in an election two

years ago. The contras systematically kid

nap, torture, murder, and mutilate inno-

cent civilians. They destroy every of pro-

ject — schools, health clinics, cooperative

farms, housing — the government builds

for the people. They seek out workers ac-

tive in developing such programs, and

murder them horribly.

I interviewed a woman whose son was

the director of the adult education program

in the northern area of Yali. He was 26

years old, and had worked as a teacher

since he was 19. Last summer, the contras

caught him on a country road. Three days

later, he was found hanging from a tree.

He had 42 stab wounds. His eyes, tongue,

and genitals were cut out. His fingers had

been broken. He was wearing wooden san-

dals with sharp nails pushing into his feet.

Reagan is acting on behalf of powerful

U.S. corporate interests. For him,

Nicaragua is evil because it introduces

socialism into what he considers "the

backyard" of U.S. capitalist society. They

have declared themselves independent,

asserting national control over their

resources, trade, banking, and economic

planning. They have instituted land

reform, turning unused or Somoza-owned

land (he owned 30 percent of Nicaragua's

best farmland), over to poor, landless

peasants.

They guarantee privately-owned land

and property if it is used productively by

its owners and declare themselves strong-

ly in favor of economic and political

pluralism. Their revolutionary system has

led to progress in health, education,

culture, freedom of speech and religion, and

economic well-being, as the rest of Central

America falls behind in these areas.

The veterans are trying to show the peo-

ple of this country the seriousness of our

complicity with injustice. Brian Willson

said: "When we can feel the pain in our

hearts, of the moans and suffering of

others, we will undoubtedly cease hurting

them. We will join the human race and free

ourselves from the bondage of the fear that

we will lose our privileged position among

the world's peoples. We will feel relief and

joy."

John Brentlinger is an associate professor

of philosophy at UMass.

term, it will be devastating

to the entire student govern-

ment structure in the long

run. An "autonomous"
BOG will ultimately lead to

the fragmentation and divi-

sion of student power.

Let's not play into the

hands of "divide and con-

quer" Whitmore ad-

ministrators. Instead, let's

develop a long range plan

for our student government
- before political vivisection

renders it powerless.

Mike Levine

Random Notes
Just when I thought there was hope for many of my

fellow students, some of them have again destroyed my

faith in our collective humanity.

Kathy Sue Cole

A while back, I was obliged to make the long trek from

Morrill to the wilds of Plot, on foot and carrying three

huge tomes, several notebooks, and assorted biological

equipment. The weight being more than my arms could

carry, I placed the load where 1 am accustomed to carry

heavy burdens — on my head. The reaction of the peo-

ple I passed was discouraging to say the least.

Remarks and comments like, "/ got my books, too, but

I don't have to show off," and "Oh, are you doing that

for your posture?, " accompanied by snickers, were made,

never directly to my face, but to my back after I had pass-

ed; and always by young white men. When I asked one

if he would help me carry the load, since he didn't like

the way I was doing it, his response was an incredulous

expression and a sneering, "Are you serious?"

This may seem ridiculously trivial, and perhaps I am

too sensitive. However, if the males on our campus can-

not extend assistance or even sympathetic courtesy to

a young woman struggling with a heavy load of books,

how much less will they, despite political posturings of

commitment to justice and equality or "solidarity with

the oppressed people of South Africa," extend compas

sion to the millions of non-white (and white) people suf

fering under even heavier, though less tangible, burdens

of economic or racial exploitation?

Kathy Sue Cole i-s a UMass student.
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Red Sox come back to even series; Mets go 3-2

AP photo

ON TO GAME SEVEN- Boston Red Sox
players Spike Owen, left, and Dennis "Oil

Can" Boyd exchange a handshake at the end
of Boston's 1(M win over the California Angels

THE GAME WINNER - Gary Carter of the

New York Mets celebrates his twelfth inning

game-winning hit against the Houston Astors

in Game 5 of the National League Champion-
ship Series in New York yesterday.

Plane slides
none injured
BEVERLY (AP) - Eight Connecticut

men escaped serious injury yesterday when

their corporate plane slid off a rain-

slickened runway, eventually coming to

rest in a ditch just short of a telephone pole.

The twin-engine plane, belonging to

Avco-Lycoming Testron in Stratford, Ct..

was on a flight from Sikorsky Memorial

Airport in Stratford to Beverly Municipal

Airport.

Police said the plane came in too fast and

too far down the runway to make a safe

landing.

"We just started hydroplaning and just

slid right ofFthe end of the runway." said

James Biron, a passenger on the plane.

"You think what could have happened. We
could have hit that pole, and it would have

been all over."

Biron and seven other people were

treated at Hunt Memorial Hospital in near

by Danvers, where they were being

evaluated and released, said spokeswoman

Margery St. Pierre.

Authorities identified the pilot as Evan

R. Enders, 59, of South Hadley and the co

pilot as William B. Hanmer, 40, of New
Hartford, Conn.

Study puts America in its place
BOSTON (AP) - The American Dream,

which has fueled this country's prosperity

and sense of destiny, is threatened by an

aging population, immigration, slow

economic growth and political breakdown,

according to a group of Oxford professors.

But in a new book, "America in Perspec-

tive," intended to explain America to the

Americans, the British scholars say there

are also reasons for hope.

In any event, the group states, America

will face difficult choices in the next decade

as the population becomes older and less

unified, politics becomes more fickle and

the economy becomes more

service-oriented.

Among the principle findings are these:

• The U.S. population will become older

as the "baby boom" generation advances

and medicine postpones death. It will also

include more rtispanics, ana population

will continue shifting out of older Nor-

theastern cities into rural su-eas and the

Southwest.
• The "traditional" family of a breadwin-

ner father and homemaker mother is gone

as a model and will not return. As a result,

there will be more strains on the household

as families fracture and roles are redefined.

• Global economic changes will push

America further from its industrial base

and into service activities, which will

reduce the number of good-paying, unioniz-

ed, blue-collar jobs that once built the mid-

dle class.

• In politics, as unions and political par-

ties decline further, there will be a gap bet-

ween the electorate and authority figures,

a trend that may tempt national leaders in-

to a "politics of manipulation" based on

personal appeal and media posturing.

Children's tests standardized
BOSTON (AP) - By the end of the

month, the 180,000 Massachusetts public

school students in grades three, six, and

nine will have taken uniform tests in

reading, writing and arithmetic for the first

time in Bay State history.

The basic skills tests, which began Tues-

day, are mandated by the state school-

improvement legislation adopted in August

1985.

The tests will help local schools identify .

weaknesses in student performances so

they can increase services for those needing

more help, said state Education Commis-

sioner Harold Raynolds Jr.

The results of the tests will be released

in January. Raynolds said the writing test

will be graded by specially trained public

school teachers.

The tests replace state-required tests that

gave local school districts some choices in

how they were administered.

Districts previously could choose the tests

and the grade levels they were used in,

with broad guidelines, and set the stan-

dards for the tests. This made it impossi-

ble to compare the performances ofchildren

in different communities.

An earlier round of tests under the new
legislation will allow a comparison of

schools and school districts when those

results are announced Nov. 14.

Both series of tests were designed by Ad-

vanced Systems of Dover, N.H., under a

two-year, $1.35 million contract.

The others, all from Connecticut, were

identified as Avco-Lycoming employees

Lawrence O'Connell, 56, of Shelton; Ber

nard Garbutti, 52, of Bridgeport; Paul

Becker of Stratford, Burton Sjodin of Fair-

field and Patrick Riddle of Durby.
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ARTS

The Momix dance troupe

provides a night of energy
By STEVE HIGGINS
Collegian Staff

The acrobatics and bizarre imagery of the Momix dance group drew a standing ova-

tion from an audience of 700 at the group's soldout performance m Bowker Auditorium

"^ostof th?number'8 were choreographed by the group's founder, Moses Pendleton

but when the curtain was dropped on each performance the audience was not always

mov^ in the same way. Pendleton's choreography had the audience reeling after D.anne

Sow^h's seductive rendition of a lethal, slithering spider in "Kiss of the Spider Woman

whn^n a^reciative but disturbed audience applauded the performance of "Alone of

^In "Alone^'of All Her Sex," Cynthia Quinn lustily pursued dancer Timothy Latta, who

carried a 8t^ which equaled the height of his body on two stilts. Quinn was repentant

of her advances on Latia after each one failed, and the scene took on a religious mood

when Latta lifted the staff-behind his shoulders and transformed himself into a crucifix-

Ton figlSe. A nun-like Quinn ended the performance bathed in red light as ^he appealed

Jo heaven for forgiveness, while a projection of CJothic church windows on the back of

the staee soaked the scene with a demonstration of church power.

One of the evenings' most acrobatic performances was given by sculptor dancer Alan

Boeding. who became the heart of a steel sculpture he created moving the piece around

fh?s aj with gymnastic energy. Boeding's sculpture was made of two steel semi-circles

joined fo enablfit to roll in alternating directions, while he swung tarzan-hkemsid^

of it to control its movement. , . .,

Saving the best for last, the entire dance group kept the

audience on its toes watching shadows projected on an opa-

que curtain transform themselves from 30-feet tall legs

to tiny men falling the height of the stage. The astoun^

ding effect of these creative metamorphases was created

by a combination of the group's competent dancing and

a skillful use of lights to exaggerate and distort the

images. c^ ^u
The audience stayed on their feet appluading after the

curtain closed on this last performance until the pounding

of Peter Gabriel's hit song "Sledgehammer" nailed the

audience back to its seats. After the curtain was raised

again, the Momix dangers were revealed exhausting the

last of the evenings energy bouncing of the walls and

somersaulting across the stage to the contagious outbursts

of the music. ... _r
Though the energy and creati /ity of the closing perfor-

mances did not characterize the entire show, Momix pro-

vided the audience with a show of versatility and imagina-

tion that left no time room for a wandering mind to divert

from the spectacle onstage - the show keeps one wonder-

ing what will come next and leaves a memorable impres

sion of the body's expressiveness.

Plenty of dancing space

at a good Osborne show
By KATHRYN POHNER
Collegian Staff

After a long weekend of fun and relaxa-

tion, the Monday night performance by Jef-

The Momix dance troupe performed an energetic and creative show last

Thursday night at the UMass Fine Arts Center.

Hammer out a solution

UMASS
MEDIATION

PROJECT

But leave your hammer at home

Free, fast confidential way

to resolve disputes

Call or come by M-F 9-5

425 Amity St, Amherst - 545-2462

^Plumbleys
*. oil IhccomnK^n-'

Dishwashing positions

now available

Earn extra spending

money. Room for

advancement. Apply

at the Valley's favorite

restaurant Plumbley's

off the Common
Downtown Amherst

eating plaee

I

SUN - THURS
6 AM - 3 AM
FRI & SAT

OPEN 24 HOURS

BREAKFAST SERVED
ANYTIME

BEER i WINE
SERVED 'TIL MIDNITE
PLENTY OF PARKING
CAMPUS PLAZA

NEXT TO SUPER STOP « SHOP)
Rit. 9 • Hadley/Amhcrst

256-6889
EMPLOYMENT APPLICATIONS

BEING TAKEN

CHINESE KITCHEN
FAST FOOD

RESTAURANT

Eat In or Take Out Hours

Sunday Noon to 10 PM
Mon-Sat 11:30 AM to 10 PM

Pu-Pu Platter $12.00

E

Try Our Luncheon-Dinner Specials

Only $1 .49 before 3 PM, $1 .90 after 3 PM
2 LOCATIONS

SMITH COLLEGE
REC COUNCIL
PRESENTS

430 Russel St (Rt 9)

HADLEY
253-2571

150 King St

NORTHAMPTON
586-8220

No cans, bottles, recording

devices or cameras.

Hall is wheelchair accessible

THURSDAY
NOVEMBER 6

8:00 PM
John M Greene Hall

Smith College

Northampton
Tickets starting Oct 20

at Seelye Basement
Main St Records in N'ton

For the Record (Faces), Amh.

Fine arts Center Box Office

Amherst

Smith Students $7 & $8,

All others $10 & $12, $15 at door
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WIN A FREE PAIR OF RUNNING SHOES

VALUED AT $54
BRING THIS COUPON TO

BODY SHOP
FITNESS CENTER
TODAY AND BE ELIGIBLE FOR

Automatic entry to win a FREE pair of

Etonic running shoes

Your Name: — —
Membership is $45 for the Semester

TOTMAN BODY SHOP
M . F 7:30 - 9:00am, 11:00-1:00. 3:00 9:00pm. Sat 12 3pm. COUPON GOOD 10/4 - 10/22

GRACE CHURCH^^
CLOTHING EXCHANGE
STRETCH your clothing budget

with the best buys in town.

The best used clothing shop in the area.

In continuous operation since WWII.

Stop by and check us out at:

16 Spring St. 256-6406
Right off the common, next to Lord Jeff

HOURS: TUES. 10 - 7:00 pm
THURS: 10 - 5:00 pm

Beginning Oct 19 through Dec 13 - Sat 10 - 3:00 pm
CLOSED THE WEEK OF THANKSGIViNG

%
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frey Osborne was the perfect way to literal-

ly get back into the swing of things.

Osborne's debut in Amherst was a show

that should not have been missed The

show was not sold out, but that only left

the audience more room to dance.

Opening act Gwen Outhrie

got the audience on their

feet with her smooth voice

and dance numbers. She

combined a funky beat with

strong lyrics in her new

single, "Nothing Going On
But the Rent," a song that

sums up modern romance

today: "No romance without

finance/You've got to have

a JOB if you want to be

with me."
Guthrie had good rapport

with the audience, leading

into many of her songs with

anecdotes. She performed

one song reminiscent of

gospel testimonies, which

her rich clear voice carried

off well.

Guthrie left the audience

on their feet and that is

where they stayed

throughout Osbornes

performance.

He came out singing and

swept into "Plane Love," a

song from an early album.

Osborne performed songs

from all his albums, in-

cluding three from his new

one.

Osborne told the audience

that he grew up in Pro-

vincetown, Rhode Island

and used to play small clubs

in the area when he began

his career. He told of the

small rooms with only a

Photo by Chri. Hardin piano and lightbulb for a

Jeffrey Osborne's debut in Amherst Monday «fg«,f^^;^^^srltlrted
night was a success as the Rhode Island native PJe^

of_the songs he started

I -Colleeian photo by Rob Skelton

Osborne, besides playing the hits,
f-Pl'^?*^<»,»^X«TsoTtriw^^^

"We Are The World" project, as well as his views on South Africa.

sang his well known songs.

Then Osborne sang "The Wings Of

Love," the song he said was the start of his

solo cfiu'eer.

The highlight of the show was during

"You Should Be Mine (The Woo Woo

Song)," a song from the performers new

album. Osboure said he wanted to see how

many people in Amherst could "woo woo

woo."

He jumped down into the audience to give

anyone who wanted to a chance to sing in-

to the microphone for him. He had a lot of

volunteers and was pretty impressed by

their talent.

On a more serious note, Osborne talked

about his part in the "We Are The World-

project and introduced a new song. Called

"Soweto," it is about the problems in South

Africa, apartheid and violence. He used

African instruments and background to

give the song a strong beat.

The numbers that really got the crowd

dancing were his big hits such as "Stay

With Me Tonight" and "Borderline, both

dance numbers that did well on the charts.

Osborne lea the audience on a high note

after giving them a performance they could

really get into.

SALADS SUBMARINES SYRIANS

the sub
11 A.M. TO 2 A.M. / 7 DAYS

.^.

I

33 E. PLEASANT ST., AMHERST /
549-5160^

Locally owned & operated since 1978

24 VARIETIES OF SUBS ON
SYRIAN & SUB ROLLS

REGISTER THIS WEEK
TO WIN A

FREE
6ft LONG

SUB
(a $40 value that feeds 20 huge people)

REMEMBER
GOOD FOOD TASTES GOOD

FREE MUNCHIES
From the land that gave us

OCTOBERFEST

Hofbrau Beer - $1.75

M-Th. 4-7, 9-11

Good through October 3

1

ON THE BUS ROUTE RT 9 HADLEY

THE MOST ECONOMICAL WAY TO SKI!

UMASS SKI CLUB
It's your last chance to

sign up and ski with us!

For only $10 you can be a member

Look for us in the Campus Center

Concourse Wed - Fri

October 20 - November 20 Memberships $15

PAST NOVEMBER 20 - MEMBERSHIS $20

BE PART OF THE TRADITION
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Nobel prize awarded to author
NEW YORK (AP) - Writer Elie Wiesel,

named today as winner of the Nobel Peace

Prize, said the honor belongs to all

Holocaust survivors "who have tried to do

something with their memory, with their

silence, with their life."

Weisel. a 58-year-old death camp sur

vivor who has written extensively about

his experiences during World War II, the

condition of Soviet Jews and other human

rights issues, told a packed news con-

ference in Manhattan.

"I owe something to the dead . . . That

was their obsession, to be remembered.

Anyone who does not rprn«>rnK*.r betrays

them again."

Earlier he told reporters that he lelt

"overwhelming gratitude, gratitude to the

committee chairman, and the Norwegian

people.

"After all, I have devoted my life to a cer-

tain cause, the cause of memory, the cause

of remembrance and now I feel that maybe

I will have a better opportunity to say the

same words - I'm not going to change now

— for more people."

S. African troupe returns to UMass

Author EUe Wiesel, awarded the Nobel Peace Prize yesterday is showii

here in a 1945 photo of the Buchenwald concentration camp. Wiesel is

in the second berth from bottom, the center cubicle, man at right.

The South African Theater troupe, the

Market Theater Company of Johan

nesburg, will return to UMass for a follow

up performance to their recent sold-out

show "Asinamali."

"Born in the R.S.A." will be presented at

8 p.m. on Saturday in Bowker Auditorium.

"Born in the R.S.A. centers on seven in-

dividuals of different races, occupations

and backgrounds and how they are affected

by a declared state of emergency in South

The show was featured in the Woza

Afrika Festival of South African Theater

Qf T ;»,^^i.- r^^^r^y ir> New York as well as

having run in London and Edinburgh.

The show is brought to the Amherst area

by the New WORLD Theater and the Pre-

sent Stage of Northampton.

The artistic director of the troupe, Barney

Simon, as well as members from the pro-

duction will give a lecture-demonstration

of their techniques also on Saturday at 1

p.m. at the Smith College Theatre Green

Room.

Admission is free to the public and is on

a first come basis. Tickets for the perfor-

mance on Saturday night can be purchas-

ed at the Fine Arts Center Box OfTice.
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HI!

DO YOU
know

how to

use this

APPLE
MACINTOSH?

COLUMBUS DAY
SKI SALE

ALL "3" SKI HAUS LOCATIONS
16 Shaker Rd. East Longmeadow

55 Franklin St Westfield

Rt 9 Hadley, in front of the Hampshire Mall

THOUSANDS OF ITEMS ON SALE

"sale Dates ^^' ^"•*"'5""'
*"'"»^^

FrI. Oct. n - Sun. Oct 19th

Closed Monday Columbus Day
•It

"-
-K^Sff^ :

TO QUALIFIED

BUYERS

RENT TIME on our APPLE MACINTOSH®

Gel PRINT-OUTS on our APPLE LASERWRITER®

SUPER DEAL
BINDINGS

THE PAPER HOUSE, INC.

65 UNIVERSITY DRIVE
(NEXT TO BELLS PIZZA)

AMHERST

549-5656

Salomon 137

Salomon 347

Salomon 447

^Marker MRR

REG. SALE

REG NOW
$65.00 $49.95

$90.00 $59.95

$95.00 $69.95

$150.00 $99.95 P

lU^^^^'^REG NOW
Blizzard UNO $185.00 $92.50

Rossignol Spatial $195.00 $97.50

Dynastar CX LITE $25.00 $125.00

Dynastar Carbon CS $325.00 $249.95

'7

SUPER DEAL BOOTS
REG

w
Tecnica Tornado

Salomon SX 50

Korflach211

O^ /O
Nordica 315

<f
m':

REG. SALE

NOW
$120.00 $89.95

$175.00 $87.50

$235.00 $149.95

$130.00 $99.95
/

SUPER DEAL SKIWEAR
MNS & LDS Parkas

' Junior Parkas

MNS & LDS Bibs

Junior Bibs

Ski Socks

. Ox

REG NOW
$110.00 $59.95

$60.00 $49.95

$90.00 $49.95

$60.00 $45.00

$10.00 $6.50

I

CLEAN, SAFE, PRIVATE HOT TUBS
175 Unlvartty Or

Nait (e Sladuim Liquori in Pric* Chopper MaH
Op.n Monde ill t. TuM - Sat Ham • lam

n*Mrvttion« > jMltd Gift canincatat tvailaMa

Gail 253-??*/
^ -^i

ADULT SKI PACKAGE
BUZZARD SKI 190"

SALOMON BINDINGS 96"

^ scon POLES 25"

i^ifcj-^ LABOR 30" * ^
'^SK)M MOUNTING $335 VALUE

^\' ^A

EARN$
Student Representatives

Needed For Group Sales

Clubs, organizations. Dorms Floors. Teams

5 College Area

M^pnRTHAl I

NOW $149.95

<.^

^-^^^^.,
<>^1-.

OPEN DAILY 10-9

SAT 10-S

SUN 12-5SPORTHAUS .

tr§HAKER RD.,AT THE CENTER OF EAST LONGMEADOW 525-6633

55 FRANKLIN ST.. RTE. 20 WESTFIELD
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Doonesbury
By Garry Tradeau

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

ufJfiMf fr'$T0OlAT£,5/R
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-.couKmy
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I PIPN7 THE.amHASBBBN WO
00 ANY- HIGH. A LOTOFUSNOUJ

iMHBitB ' MNKnmS g0tt>^^
PIPI' MK>N6T0 ^

'

"^^
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AFTBR NANCY JZ£A6AN^ SPeBCH, I

UtAUZEP THAIIP 9a£N HBMISS,

mAJPy SJANPINO IPLY PURJN6

YOUR sawPssjRucTive amas,
iVLSTYOUPOm
A9A FRJBNP.

fur HEY. PIP YOU

PONT cjg ' sum)UNPep^
Lose ANY X_ V/^"^
SLEEP

.IMF....

'7 don't speculate. I

tell.
''

'Jacques Prevert

Dailv Crossword Puzzle
*^**** ¥„ ^^.Jr-KA ^o:.n,<ih uncle bi Longiegge

Washington crossing the street

Gordy
By Gorde

r LOOK, SOKl, yoo
I Mi&frr ee oue^ly
I Bi^K^ur

Bt/r JUST BBC^U^B
yoj K,£^/'rB£> THE

BOMB us/*J<b 'n^r-oo

SU»V/A>k£>-0/=;«=^ 7TMP

BAD, S//^. t (SUESS /YX.

/^A\ja To use THe^B p^jkt-

FOUOS OF CJ-A SS./f=fEO
AMai^'CAfO /iK»0 Sou(aT fAj-

K>^M/rriOlLl OKI STRATEGIC
AR'^S AGA/lOS-rOKie AuyVEk
BAU~'S fK) yoOR .'Toter, SfiK

A ysAiSi iK> -me co^moY
,^

OF "Hienef^ i^jmcuee/xB'
HAD 7D PAY-OFF SCMSHQU/r

ACROSS
I Decor aiofs

choice

6 Swam
10 Lady -n Spam

Abtf

14 Pjngeni
15-90 bragh'

16 Pitcher pans
1

7

Big lish

19 Lemon and lime

additives

20 Solitary

21 Line on a map
ADbr

22 Snail

24 Type ol acid

26 Orchestra

member
27 Sailor

30 Clean, as a

deck

31 Building part

32 Item on a

Dapper Dan s

lapel

38 Pub servings

40 The Grande. (or

one
41 Tool chest Item

42 Music lor the end

ot a ceremony

47 Draft org

48 Sacred bull

49 Facial ornament

51 Wearing an obi

54 — propre

(sell esteem)

56 Electron tulje

57 Village, in

Czarist Russia

58 Playbill listing

62 - et terminer

63 Nearly extinct

lish

66 Precursors ol

riches''

67 British princess

68 Last word

69 Leg jomi

70 Cincinnati

players

71 Sottens

DOWN
1 Wail

2 Imitator

3 Caspian Sea
country

4 Region ol

ancient

Palestine

5 Netherlands

commune
6 Irish writer

Brendan
7 Muse ol lyrtc

poetry

8 Make public

9 Equation

quantity

10 Walking lish

1

1

Geometric

measures
12 Allowances

against weight

13 Money m the

bank

18 County ol

Ireland

23 Israeli diplomat

Abba
25 Large crowd

27 Parch

28 Jeune lille

29 Guinness

30 In a short time

33 Author ol

Trimly

34 Spanish uncle

35 Bridge position

36 Greet the day

37 Otherwise

39 Pipelish

43 Hied

44 Provision to< an

ektra

passenger

45 Marketplace ol

old

46 Costello

50 Gallery

51 Long legged

bird

52 Indo European

53 Blockade, m a

way
54 Fix

55 Part Ol m p h

59 Indigo shrub

60 Proolreader s

direction

61 In consequence

64 — Ql these

days

65 Engine part

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE.

Bat Brain
By Bill Dearing
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Lunch

Sausage Grinder

Chili Cheese Puff

Basics Lttnch

Vegetable Grinder

Chili Cheese Puff

Menu
Dinner

STEAK AND SPUD NIGHT

Sirloin Steak/Mushroom Sauct:

French Fried" Onion Rings

Cape Cod Filets

Basics Dinner

Stuffed Baked Eggplant

Cape Cod Filets

Weather

TODAY: Partly sunny, high around 60. Mostly clear

tonight, with lows in the mid 30's to 40's.

TOMORROW: Mostly sunny, high 55 to 60.

Campus Pond
By Sal

Today's Staff
Night Editor

Steve Higgins

Copy Editor Nar^cy Klmgener

ow L T-^i, Rob Skelton

L^^t^::::::::::: eethanr^e Moskov

Production Supervisor Bethanne Moskov

Pr«dttctlon:Pam Bracken. Henry Jost. Keith Cooper

and Mike Cooper.

Executive Board — Fall of 1986

Bloom County

^ "^^^ !,,ctt^
beast

^ not a99^-^.^tT\ ^^^^

eat r»^"^ .^^>^>^^

by Berke Breathed

.tfiey certa/nly

don't read newspapers.

DODE LEVENSON

Iditor in Chief

JOHN YONCE
Managing Editor

STEVE RUBIN
Business Manager

ROB SKELTON
tditorial Editor

WILLIAM SPAIN

Editorial Editor

ANSEL ZINTER

Production Manager

Business Board -- Fall of 1986

STEVE RUBIN

Business Manager

PAUL H LESSER

Advertising Sales Manager

VANESSA ROTH
finance Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marketing Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Circulation Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Sutjscriptton Manager
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Red-hot stickers travel to Harvard

By LINDA DELIVORIAS
Collegian Correspondent

The University of

Massachusetts field hockey

team returns to the Boston

area for the second time this

season, as it looks to extend

its nine game winning

streak against Harvard

University today at 3 p.m.

at Cambridge, MA.
"Harvard has had an up-

and-down season like most

Ivy League teams. If they're

psyched up and in the right

temeperment, then it will be-

a tough game. But if they're

not in the mood to play,

then it will be a different

story," head coach Pam Hix-

on said.

The Minutewomen, 10-1,

are coming off a 3-0 win at

Temple University on Sun-

day. Junior Ronnie Col-

eman, senior co-captain

Chris Kocot, and freshman

Nancy Philbrick provided

the scoring, while Lynn

Carlson registered five

saves enroute to her ninth

shutout in 11 games.? pass-

ed the ball well, and just

dominated them in the first

half," Hixon said. "I was

pleased that we had a 2-0

lead at halftime. It allowed

us to play our game and let

them take the risks. Temple

is a dangerous team with

explosive speed, and I felt

that our defense played very

consistent."

"It was a great win. Chris

shut them down on defense,

Nancy O' Halloran did a

real good job on their top

scorer (Crystal Gibbs), Lil

Hultin played well on at-

tack, and Lynnie played

steady in goal," assistant

coach Patti Bossio said.

But with a pair of impor-

tant weekend matches com-

ing up against the Univer-

Featuring HeW| Low Fares!

Peter Pan offers 11 daily express trips from Amherst

and 9 daily express trips fl»om Northampton to

New York City.

from Amherst: $38.98
^^'^'

Round-
TripFrom Northampton: $34.98

From Amherst/Northampton, Peter Pan also serves the

following areas:

. Springfield, Holyoke, Pittsfleld, Worcester, Boston &

Cape Cod, IBJi • Hartford, Mlddletown, New Haven, Bridgeport

& Norwalk, CT • AltoanyNY • New Hampshire

Special One-Day Round-Trip Excursion

Fare To NYC Starting As Low As: StO.OB

For tickets and schedules ,
contact:

UMASS Campus Center Ticket Office: 848-8006
• Amherst Terminal: •86-0431
• Northajnpton Terminal: 886-loau^

Tou'U Love Our Sorvicel

Tht Ftoplt FroftulBBali'

79 South Pleasant Street, Amherst, MA
1 Boundhouse Plaza, Northampton, MA

Package Express Service avaUable on all achedules.

sity ofNew Hampshire and

Syracuse University, Hixon

noted that ITMass must not

overlook the 17thranked

Crimson.

The game is being played

on grass, a factor that could

help a less-skilled team like

Harvard, and hinder a

speedy team like the

Minutewomen.

"I'm anticipating a hard-

fought game. Harvard is a

potentially dangerous team

that cannont be overlooked.

We can't worry about peak

ing for this weekend. We
just have to be ready for to-

day, respect our opponent,

and play well. But if we're

not careful..." she

cautioned.

"It will be a slow game,

and that should be a great

equalizer for Harvard," Hix-

on said. "We beat them last

year at home, but I think

they beat us the year before.

But it's going to take scor-

ing and a total team to con-

tinue the win streak."

In last season's contest, a

3-1 UMass victory, the

Minutewomen outshot the

Crimson, 21-6, and had the

edge in penalty corners,

14-3. Kocot chalked up a

pair of goals and had nine

shots, including six from in-

side the circle, and junior

Amy Robertson also tallied.

Free hits: Senior co-

captain Lisa Griswold leads

the team in scoring with

eight goals and three

assists, followed by senior

Lil Hultin, who has tallied

six times and compiled four

assists.. Carlson has posted

an impressive .76 goals

against average...Kocot has

found the range in two of

the last three games from

her sweeper position, and

Hultin has three assists in

the past four con-

tests...UMass has outscored

their opponents by a three-

to-one margin, 25-6, which

is one reason they haven't

lost in over a month...The

Minutewomen are 1-0

against Ivy League op-

ponents, and 2-0 against

Bay State rivals. UMass
blanked Yale, 2 0, two

weeks ago, and have

defeated Boston College and

Springfield.

WRITING A PAPER? NEED HELP?

VISIT THE WRITING CENTER

Pierpont in Southwest:

Baker B24 in Central:

Mon & Wed7—9pm
Mon & Tues.7—9pm

ri_/\T

J 17 Flat street

If. Brattleboro, Vt

BRING ANY PAPER - AT ANY STAGE

PEER TUTORS CAN HELP — FREE!!

C nllegian ohoto by Paul D*»in«rai»

Sophomore forward Julie Stuart and the rest of the Minutewomen bat-

tle 17th-ranked Harvard University today m Cambridge.

New YorkA tCity Service

%i^PANDA
GARDEN

WE BRING CHINATOWN TO YOU!!

We Serve Beer & Wine.

For Carry Out & Reservations, Please Call

584-3858
34 Pleasant Street

Downtown Northampton
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I Pray St Amherst

549-5403

Open 1 lam 7 days a week

Call for take out

GOOD FOOD & DRINK

•!

IVi

lui^-^onf

"GREAT BURGER"
Try us for Lunch or Dinner.

HUNGRY? Late at night our Kitchen

Is open 'till Midnight

Pizza, Nachos, Potato Skins, etc

POOL TABLE, VIDEO GAMES. JUKE BOX, 2 COLOR TV's

A FAVORITE LOCAL TAVERN SINCE 1976
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Men^s soccer faces N.E. rival UConn
Minutemen host eratic Huskies; offensive execution is key

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Correspondent

Sometimes, entire seasons

are built around a single

game.

Today, when the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts men's

soccer team faces arch-rival

University ofConnecticut at

3 p.m. on Boyden Field, the

win-starved Minutemen
will face such a game.

The rivalry between the

two teams that has grown

over years of heated battle

comes to a head this after-

noon as the Minutemen try

to salvage their season

while the Huskies seek to

extend their New England

dominance. This year, there

is a lot more hinging on the

outcome than usual.

After what has been a

disappointing season, the

Minutemen would love

nothing more than play-

spoiler to the Huskies'

playoff drive.

"This is a great chance to

play against a great team
and do well - a good chance

to prove ourselves," UMass
assistant coach Tim
Schmiechen said.

Despite their record, the

Huskies are without a doubt

one of, if not the best, team

in New England. UConn
hits Boyden with an 8-5-1

record, but are in the midst

of an eight-game unbeaten

streak (7-01) after a 1-5

start.

But if you think the

Minutemen are going to be

impressed with the Huskies'

recent streak — think again.

Last year, the Minutemen
travelled down to Storrs, CT
with the top spot in New
England on the line. The
Huskies got the best of the

Minutemen, however, han-

ding UMass a 2-0 loss and

sent Gettler's squad into a

tailspin as it dropped its

following game versus

Southern Connecticut.

Looking to avenge last

year's 2-0 loss, the

Minutemen also relish the

thought of spoiling the

chances for the Huskies to

make the NCAA national

tournament.

"We are definitely psych-

ed for this game,"
Schmiechen said. "It won't

be very hard to get the guys

motivated for this game.

Most of our players grew up

in New England and have

been watching UConn for a

while. UConn has always

been strong, and it's quite

an honor to play for them.

So, if they couldn't play for

them, the second choice

would be to beat them."

UMass is coming off of a

disappointing 2-1 loss Satur-

day at the University of

Rhode Island, one that

coach Jeff Gettler thought

that the Minutemen should

have won. He said there

were a number of oppor-

tunities that were not cash-

ed in, and the team will

have to take advantage of

those scoring chances if they

are to entertain any real

hopes for an upset.

The Huskies are current-

ly ranked third in New
England, but their 0-2 mark

in Big East Competition

shows that they are

vulnerable.

"They (UConn) are a very

physical, but well

disciplined team. They don't

do anything fancy, other

than do just what it takes to

beat you," Schmiechen said.

UConn will have plenty of

firepower in its lineup, star-

ting with sophomore Dan
Donigan. Donigan leads the

team with eight goals and

six assists for 22 points,

followed by junior Kanto

Lulij (7-2-16).

The Minutemen will also

have to deal with a hot

goaltender, in freshman

Brian Hull. Hull has turn

ed back 17 of 18 shots to

reach him (only Alabama A
& M was able to blemish

that mark), good for a 0.22

goals-against-average and a

4-0 record.

Another sleeper in the

Huskie offensive attack

could be freshman Steve

Rammel, who as a high

school player in New Jersey

was the national high school

player-ofthe-year. He cur-

rently has a goal and three

assists.

In all, UConn coach Joe

Marrone hae^ all of the tools

to live up to his team's bill-

ing. He is also an alumnus

of UMass, which gives him

just a little added incentive

On.' last factor i.s that the

game will be broadcast

throughout New England

via the cable New England

Sports Network (NESN). It

usually isn't very difficult to

get up for a game in front of

the cameras.

Sports Notice

The University of Massachusetts men's basketball

team will be conducting tryouts for anyone interested

in playing on the team this season at 9 p.m. at the Curry

Hicks Cage, Friday.

Anyone planning to tryout but is unable to attend

should contact the basketball offices on the second floor

of Boyden Building as soon as possible.

The team requests that anyone trying out be changed

up and ready to begin at 9 p.m.

The University Sport Entertainment and Promotion

(USEP) will be offering a travel package for anyone in-

terested in attending next Saturday's University of

Massachusetts football game at Boston University.

The game is scheduled for 1:30 p.m. on Oct. 25 at

Nickerson Field in Boston.

The travel package, at a cost of $18.50, includes round

trip transportation to and from Haigus Mall on Satur-

day and a game ticket. Tickets are scheduled to go on

sale today at Tix in the Student Union Ballroom (SUB)

and continue through Friday. Limited seating (approx-

imately 49) is available.

The bus will leave Haigus Mall at 9 a.m. on the day

of the game.

UnionLife

^ar after ^
year, semester
after semester,

the ii)lie),ne plan i'nm Fidelity l^nion Life

has been the mo>t atiepled. most popular life in>uranie

proKDtm un campuNes all o\er .Kmerica.Find out vshy.

Ronald J. Nathan Agency

Call the Fidelii> I'nion I. iff 20 Gatehouse Rd.,

Kield Associate in >our area: Amherst, MA
Tel: 256-8351

GREAT DAILY
SPECIALS!
ALL DAY!

EVERY DAY!

TACOVILLA
NOnTHAMPTON
21 CCNJER SI

58* 0673

Bring Your Own
Beer or Wine

AMHBRST
41 BOirWOOO WALK
?5« 8! I

}

Beer A Wine
Served

SPniNGFIELD
r49iUMNCRAVt
7830919

Bring Your Own
Beer S Wine

ACTIVITIES 'AUDIO
AUTO FOR SALE • CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT -FOR RENT

FOR SALE • FOUND
HELP WANTED • LOST

CLASSIFIED
INSTRUCTION • MOTORCYLCLES
PERSONALS • RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED 'SERVICES
ROOMATE WANTED • TRAVEL

WANTED -SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI - 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PROIR TO PUBLICATION* CASH IN ADVANCE, 1 Sc/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIII

WORK STUDY (4~0S$hr) 6-12 hrs wk
flex hrs assist in lab work on soil, plant

samples no exp required call Morteza at

545-2259 between 10AM-4PM

GRADUATES AND 25* students'Social

Hour every Thursday 5:00. Blue Wall.

Campus Center Build a tradition! Meet
each other!

ALPHA PHI OMEGA, a coed service

fraternity with unrestricted social ac-

tivities, invites all university students to

an open rush Oct. 7, 8, & 14 at 600 PM
in room 415A Student Union!

WSLY' STAFF MEETING TONIGHT
7PM. CC911 All DJs and alternates

should attend.

AUTO POR SALi

74 CHEVY GOOD car well maintained

some tKxJy rust always starts $500

256-6604

77 RABBIT-83 engine & clutch, one

owner, great milage, radials- $1200,

253-9377 eves

KEG TAPS FOR sale' Brand new, never

used Keg taps only $25 Packies charge

$45 tor used laps Don't waste your

money' New taps $25 Call Tony
256-1438 today

"DISHWASHER AND PREP" part-time,

all shifts Apply at the Pub 9-11 or 3-5

weekdays

MISSID THt BOAT? POLinCAL WORK

BED FOR SALE single box and mattress

first $25 takes it 564-2905 eves (Alan)

74 DODGE CORONET runs well ex

cellent transponation $300 00

Anil OP TNf BANDtl

BATTLE OF THE bands! Come see live

music performed by local bands at tt>e 7th

Annual SWAG Battle of the Bands on

Sunday October 19th Irom IPI^ to 6PM
in the Hampden Soulhside Room Free,

live, rock n' ro«!' Another Southwest Area

Government Production

1979 CHEVY 'WAGON. 99.400 miles,

new clutch. Best otter 536-5434. Even-
ings week-ends

1978 AUDI NEW paint, sticker SI 500
2539393

CATE-COURSE AND teacher evaluation

guide- is seeking a year-round coor

dinator Applicants should have good
organizational and editing skills Applica-

tions are available from Academic Af-

fairs/SGA, 420 SUB Deadline Oct 23

SGA IS an Affirmative Action/Equal Op-

portunity Employer

THE RUSH IS over, but the legend lives

on' Alpha Phi Omega is still accepting

pledges for this semester Slop by Tues

6PM Room 415A Student Union

MOTORCYCLI

YAMAHA VERAGO 920CC Shaft drive

digital new rubt>er oval discs low miles

helmet $1200 4C Brandvwine slop by

GiM*

PAYING CASH FOR your baseball cards

please call Mike 549 0333

NICE COUCH S50 upright vacuum
cleaner w/bags $25 call 253-2212 after

5 30 PM

RELIABLE 1976 MAZDA GLC $600
negotiable great deal Call Joe at

665 7541 after 5 00

ZOO MASST-SHIRTS $6 original design

do not be fooled by cheap imitations

assorted colors & sizes call JJ 546-8714

1983 LYNX 2DR 4 speed standard in exi

condition runs well never been abused
must sell to pay off loan Call 549-6129

or 256-6887 ask for Andy or leave name
and no very good buy!!!

INTfRTAINMINT

MUSICIANS NEEDED FOR perfor-

mances at Belchertown Slate School.

Funding available Contact Bruce
256-4236

GUCCI WATCHES FOR ladies only S30
many styles call Brian 6-7425

HEIDY

76 DODGE ASPEN. Only 33K miles' 4

door automatic Many new parts Some
rust $700 firm Helen 548-9343 after

5PM

THE CHEAP JOCK Kool Parly Toonz at

reasonable rates call Kevin at 646-4087

ot Jack at 546-8625

HAPPY BIRTHDAY BABEI You finally

made it Legal at last Let's go have a

drink I love vou F S

PART-TIME GENERAL help call Kevins

Auto Repair 586-9336

SKislTop mechanVcT expehTenced
perefered Apply in person Western

Village Ski 32 Mam Street Northampton,

MA

SUPERIOR PIZZARIA NORTH Amherst

Rexable hours during the week for kit-

chen help Dnvers who know the area

wanted call 549-0626

PHONE SURVEYERS NEEDED No

sales Evening and weekend hours

$5 75/hr to start Downtown Springfield

location Call 203 562 2013

IN$T*UCTION

WANTED: VIOLIN LESSONS I have had

some experience Please call Anne

256 1 700

NRM A TOM RUSH

WHY FLIP BURGERS or wait tables?

You can gel the training and respect ot

a professional paid activist Earn

$36-50 00 daily Now hinng full/pan time

Call clean water action, 549-7450

PROFES$IONAL TYPINO SERVICI

^PAPERS, CASEST DISSERTA-
~

TIONS- dependable on-campus,
reasonable, 564-7924, Nancy

CLEAN WATHI CONCERT Oct 19 7PM
FAC Tlx:$6 St. $10 Pub

RIOIWANTID

NRSONALS

HEY AUO DID someone walk on my
lungs or 18 it just my heart bleeding? Yor

BRING DOWN YOUR outrageous stories

and photos tor Coca-Colas most

outrageous student contest Gel your pic-

ture in the Collegian and win pnzes

Come 10 the Collegian -113 Campus
Center

TOUR TO THE Soviet Union, Jan 3-16.

1987 $188 See Prof Jones, 634 Herter

or call 253-7827 evenings

HiLP WANTED

FOR A OOOD TIME CALL

1975 AMC HORNET runs well, depen-

dable very little rusi $700 549-7778

RACK—A—DISK ENTERTAINMENT
Agency - Discjockeys, Bands, Lights and
Large screen video dances 549-7144

1972 '•rt deco pink Matador-$475- ask

for Adair at 586 8550

1976 CHEVY MALIBU. reliable transpor

tation $550 or BO call Seth 256-0970

1980 VW RABBIT, deisel. sunroof, exc

cond 4-door stereo tape deck $2200

call 442-2126 or 532-3610

VW 1971 SQUAREBACK excellent con

dition J T s a steal at »00 must sell

quickly 586-3824

FOR SALE 76 Ford Mustang II GHIA
engine needs vi«rk, new brakes new bat-

tery, new muffler $300 or BO after 6PM
549-1137

FOR RENT

ROOM IN 3 bedroom house for lent in

Hadley 275 584-2937

SOUTHWdbD APT-SPACIOUS, sunny

one bedroom Available January 1 Call

253-5331

FOR $ALE

PROFESSORS EXAM FILES to.

engineering, calculus, physics and
chemistry at University Store

COMPUTER TERMINAL A m^\^pm !o>

sale $200 cheap 2b6-fl67fl

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent free meals

Light clean up
Call Cheryl at AXO

545 2152

PANT TIME CASHIER wanted for local

store Some mghis and weekends
Please call SfM J60.1

NEED * JOB? Like I'Avel

peoi .
• *

•-

pro.-

cell

Ambitioiis
p Iravfl

munn-ali.'O aiW Hrtl A m^^^•MS No «»»

i)«npn<-<> nernesary car h»lpf>il Conta.

'

Mar\ S4<1611fl

MANAGER TRAINEES NATIONWIDE
Tort Co fl«f>aix)ing in AiT>h*rst I^tw ti-

ng ?S ">« ""Vlfv^es (jrcat money o
c^u- ' , . oivl $ i-arem fippo'l''"'

limp woiV f pi int<»[Vi<>w

. . •tun

PART TIME QA8 .tttentlant full^erve

w«Nik*nil< i<«.1im ,"5f>tWr>

ly '

call

lO$T

H,P. lie CALCULATOR n library lowei

Please call 546 4 7 78 loi reward

I LOST MY wrtlet about 1 week ago Near

LRGT or moloc-ycie parking lot If found

keep J bill please return I D and license

Tan vek-io wallet Alan 549-6411

BLUE WOOL GLOVES handmade
le.ilher palm iniiails Also Ski hal JCY
^,.19 0146

PIN IN THE shape of a clock Lost

<:oiTipvsne'e on campus Great senlimen-

1,11 v,\iut' CMl l.nKPn 546-6067

LOST! WHITE JEAN lackot and budlighl

M.y ling need both lost at rear Phi Sig

o" 10 3 86 Please call 6-9248

GOLD WATCH WITH black band Thurs

night al townhouse senlimental value

reward please call Dave 549-7771

HELP! LOST MEAD notebook lor HRTA
M7 rU.ss Reward' Please call Jeanette

at 546 6315

J. YOU STILL make me feel happier than

a gopher in soft dirt It's been a groat

year only 89 to go Wanna neck? Love,

PT

MARYKATE IF YOU can make it m
(ive You're just what I needed-Dave

MISSY- HAPPY B-DAYlVe love you -DZ

4Eva Love your 60 new sisters

SHARON THOUGHT YOU mightlike to

see your name in print We don't always

gel the chance to be together but when
we are It's perlecl Remember I'm always

thinking of you Love Terry

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TWINKIEI Luv your

favorite Amityville Horrors. EK Jacki. Val.

Suz

KATDEE HAPPY BIRTHDAY! When can

I come and pound beers with Bucko''

Love. Light and Peace, Mark

TO SPACE COASTER happy birthday'

Thanx lor the Sat nights Love ya Cathy.

Carol, and Melisser

RIDE OR ESCORT needed to

Paramus/NYC or point en-route for 5-year

okl on occassional monly weekends Will

pay gas or your fare. 665-7574 nites.

ROOMMATES WANTED

RESPONSIBLE FOR LG apt on bus route

own room, furnished but Ijring bed $210
for room plus utilities call 323-4989 before

2PM 323-6311x530 after

FEMALE NEEDED TO rent a Brandvwine

apt Until the end of the semester II s late

so price IS negotiable 549-4538

tIRVICfS

ALTERED STATES IS COMING

LOOK FOR ALTERED STATES

TYPING, TAPE TRANSCRIPTION. Fast,

accurate 665-7652

STEREO EQUIPMENT REPAIR altor

dable prices, pck up and delivery, Spirtek

Repair Service 268-7564

TERRIFIC TYPING FROM Speedy'
keys Professional reliable service

256-1002 . 6am-11pm

typing; tape transcriptions;
Fast accurate, 665-7652

dissertation blues? profes-
sional editor can help writing/pro

olreading Student rates Call 256-6150

TYPINO SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING. Long or short pro-

tects Meticukxjs proofreading Rush jobs

OK New IBM tvoewnter. 549-0367

WANTED

LOSE 10-29 EXCESS lbs/month with

Herbal Weight Conno) No drugs No ex-

ercise 100 percent guaranteed Call

Mark 546 5936
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UMass, Bowsher nip Dartmouth, 1-0

Women's soccer escapes with flat performance

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

Every once in a while, the final score of

a game is be determined by one big play,

and not the talent or desire of the two

teams competing.

Yesterday was one such game for the

University of Massachusetts women's soc-

cer team. Kristen Bowsher scored on a

penalty shot ten minutes into the second

half to give the Minutewomen a 1-0 victory

over Dartmouth College at Boyden Field.

"It's a win and we'll take a win anytime,"

UMass coach Kalekeni Banda said. "But

you hate to win a game this way. We
played sloppy soccer and were not in-

telligent. Things just weren't clicking."

The Big Green, coming off a 3-0 loss to

Princeton University, came out fighting

mad against UMass and for much of the

game, made people forget that they were

the underdogs.

Dartmouth entered the game with a

record of 3-3-1. UMass entered at 8-2-1. The

Minutewomen are ranked first in New
England and fifth in the nation this week.

For the first ten minutes of yesterday's

game, the teams played like their respec-

tive records. But after that, play evened out

and neither squad allowed the other many
good opportunities.

"We're pleased with our performance,"

Dartmouth coach B.J. O'Hara said. "We
came in with a lot to gain and not much

to lose, which is a nice situation to be in.

UMass is a nice team and we wanted to go

out, defend well, and maybe counter. We've

been playing good soccer lately but we've

been kind of frustrated when it comes to

the final score."

The Minutewomen had the first good

chance in the game. Junior forward Cathy

Spence dribbled past two Big Green

defenders and crossed the ball nicely, but

Dartmouth goalie Jeanne Lucich made a

nice diving stop.

Lucich finished the game with 14 saves

and robbed the Minutewomen on more

than one occasion, and her play impressed

both coaches.

Collegian pi

Sophomore forward Sue Cooper dribbles past a Dartmouth CoUege

defender yesterday at Boyden Field. UMass beat the Big Green, 1-0.

Spikers demolish HC, 3-0

Minutewoman offense too much for overmatched Crusaders

"Jeanne has been playing well for a

while now," O'Hara said. "Her distribution

after a save can be a little sloppy

sometimes, but other than that, she's

solid."

"She is a well-coached goalie," Banda

said. "She may not be as good of an athlete

as Carla (DeSantis, the UMass goalie who

stopped one shot to post the shutout) is, but

she has a good sense of what it means to

play goal."

The Minutewomen had a few near misses

before the half ended. Cathy Cassady

dribbled down the left sideline and cut to

the middle nicely but just missed to the

right with her shot.

With 13:10 left in the period, Beth

Roundtree took a pass from Spence and

blasted a shot off the left post that literal-

ly shook the goal.

Seven minutes later, Spence scored an

apparent goal but, after a moment's

deliberation, the referee determined that

Spence was offsides on the play and

disallowed the goal.

The half ended in a 0-0 deadlock but the

Minutewomen came out more alive in the

second half.

With 36:23 left, Laura Woolman, a Dart-

mouth senior back, was whistled for a hand

ball inside the penalty area to set the stage

for Bowsher's free kick.

The junior tri-captain beat Lucich with

a soft shot into the lower right corner of the

goal to make it 1-0.

"I was pretty confident with Bowsher

taking the shot," Banda said. "She has the

best technique. If she can't put in in, no one

can."

Lucich proceeded to rob Debbie Belkin

twice within a period of about ten minutes.

The keeper jumped to stop a nice Belkin

header and then made a diving stop on a

low shot from Belkin. In between, Cassady

hit the crossbar with a beautiful header of

her own.

"This was a great game for Dartmouth,"

Banda said. "They have their best team

since I've been here. They did what they

had to and played smart.

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

It was probably the worst massacre since Custer and

Co. showed up at Little Big Horn.

The University of Massachusetts volleyball team cap-

tured their 13th straight victory, as UMass administered

a 15-4, 15-4, 15-0 shellacking to a bewildered Holy Cross

squad, last night at Totman Gymnasium. The spikers im-

proved their record to 16-1 overall and are tied with Penn

St. University for first place in the Atlantic 10 with a 3-0

mark.
"I thought we would really struggle against Holy

Cross," head coach Elaine Sortino said. "Usually, we tend

to do just enough to get by. I never thought we would beat

them like this."

Last night's match marked the second time UMass has

swept Holy Cross. The Minutewomen took a three-set

match from the Crusaders at the UMass Classic tourna-

ment in September, 15-12, iS-ll, 15-7. The second time

would not be as close.

It was one of those matches that would be classified as

being close; until it started. The Minutewomen made short

order of the Crusaders in a mere 48 minutes, which is

about the same time it takes to drive back to Worcester.

UMass dominated throughout, and never gave Holy Cross

a chance to think about staying in the game.

"The thing that amazed me most was that we came in

to (Monday's) practice and had a great session," Sortino

said. "That usually doesn't happen when we have a day

off like we did. They came in were very sharp the whole

time. Beating West Virginia was a significant thing for

The day off must have done some good, as the

Minutewomen fiew out of the gates to tally eight

unanswered points for an 8-0 lead. The UMass offensive

juggernaut was running at full tilt, orchestrated master

fully by freshman setter Karen Ferguson. That lead swell-

ed to 13-4, before sophomore middle hitter Barbara

Meehan and sophomore hitter Juliet Primer deposited two

Ferguson sets for the final points in a 15-4 opening set win.

Game two started out much the same way, with the on-

ly difference being a very brief Crusader lead at 1-0.

UMass knotted the score at 3-3 and then proceeded to run

off the next nine points for a 12-3 lead. At that point, the

concern was whether the match would be over in time to

catch the Red Sox/Angels pre-game show (which, by the

way, it was). A Meehan service ace and a Marcy Guiliotis

service winner closed out the scoring in game two and the

lights started to dim for the Crusaders.

From the Holy Cross perspective, the third set was about

as exciting as watching Annette Funicello on Mickey

Mouse show reruns. After a Crusader side out vdth UMass
leading 5-0, the spikers went on a tear to the tune of 10

unanswered points, without a side out. The highlight of

the third set came at match point when freshman hitter

Julieta Santiago croaked a Holy Cross overpass to com-

plete the sweep, 15-0.

"I was very pleased with the way we kept our cool in

unsettled situations. Three weeks ago, we would have

been flying all over the place," Sortino said. "That

represents the clearing of a major hurdle for us. I think

that we have matured a great deal psychologically."

Side Outs: Ferguson was named Atlantic 10 Freshman-

of-the-Week for the week ending October 5. In UMass'

wins over Brown University and Rutgers University,

Ferguson handed out 62 assists for an average of 8.8 per

game. The El Toro, CA, native is second in the conference

in assists with 412 in 39 games for an average of 10.56

assists per game. She has previously been nominated for

the weekly honor twice. . .Guiliotis still leads the con-

ference in blocking, netting 79 blocks in 42 total games
for an average of 1.88 blocks per game. She was also

nominated for conference Player-of-the Week, marking the

third time this season she has been recognized for the

honor.

Meehan is fourth in the conference in blocks with an

average of 1.31 blocks per game (55 blocks in 42 games).

. .senior co-captain Debbie Cole (.415), senior hitter Violet-

ta Gladkowska (.410) and Guiliotis (.405) are eighth, ninth,

and 10th respectively in the conference in service aces per

game. . .Gladkowska is currently eighth in the A-10 in

hitting efficiency with a .255 hitting percentage.

Gladkowska has converted on 83 of 208 kill attempts with

only 30 errors.

As a team, the Minutewomen are second in the A-10

in team blocking (4.43 blocks per game) and team assists

(10.48 assists per game). UMass is third in aces per game

(2.29) and is fourth in kill average (10.57) and hitting

percentage (.201).

Collefian photo by Byrne Guarnotta

UMass volleyball team proved too much for

Holy Cross, sweeping them in three matches

last night at Totman gym.

(

Sox clobber Angels to take the pennant
Clemens shows top form; clinches win
By The Associated Press and

Staff reports

BOSTON — Pitching ace Roger Clemens

and the Boston Red Sox thrashed the

California Angels 8-1 last night to win the

American League Pennant and a trip to the

World Series, while many University of

Massachusetts students cheered them on.

Boston completed its comeback from a

last-strike 3-1 deficit in the series in sur-

prisingly easy fashion.

Clemens' four-hit pitching into the

seventh inning and a towering three-run

homer by Jim Rice helped deny California

its first pennant in its 26 year history, and

earn Boston its first since 1975.

Meanwhile at the UMass Campus
Center, hordes of fans were positioned at

various television sets in the Hatch, Blue

Wall Coffee Shop, Top of the Campus, the

lower level of the Campus Center and at

the information desk on the Concourse.

Fans at the Hatch drowned out the band

as Jim Rice wristed a three-run homer

halfway up a light tower in left field. The

Campus Center was generally quiet except

of periodic exclamations of joy as the Red

Sox wracked up a string of California

pitchers.

Members of the Undergraduate Student

Senate kept sneaking out of their meeting

to catch glimpses of the game on the TV
in the Campus Center lower level. At one

point Treasurer Katherine Strickland had

to ask people to round up the stray senators

before a vote could be taken.

When relief pitcher Calvin Schiraldi

struck out the side to end the game, the

shouts and cheers echoed through out the

building.

The Red Sox, aided by two crucial errors.

knocked out John Candelaria in the fourth

in taking a 7-0 lead. They then cruised in-

to their World Series showdown with the

New York Mets, who won the National

League pennant earlier yesterday by

beating Houston in six games. Game 1 will

be Saturday night in New York.

Angels Manager Gene Mauch, whose

team had been within one strike of the

championship on Sunday, had said after

losing Game 6 that the decisive game
would show which team knew how to win

when it had to — and it did, as his team

collapsed under pressure.

Clemens, after failing to win in his first

two starts in the series, showed the form

that made him baseball's most dominant

pitcher this season. He settled into a groove

early in the 56-degree night and was never

in serious trouble, striking out three while

walking just one.

Clemens gave up a leadoff single to Rup-

pert Jones in the seventh and was reliev-

ed by Schiraldi. Clemens walked off the

field to a thunderous ovation and chants

of "Roger, Roger," Schiraldi allowed an

RBI double to Doug DeCinces with two out.

But he struck out the side in the ninth.

The Angels, meanwhile, kept up a pat

tern of misplays that belied their

experience-laden team. Miscues by short

stop Dick Schofield and center fielder Gary

Pettis made the first seven runs unearned

and gave California eight errors in the

series, tying for the most ever by one club

in a playoff series.

Marty Barrett. Boston's second baseman,

was voted the series most valuable player.

He went ll-for-31 in the series with five

runs batted in and his 1 1 hits tied a playoff

record.

Boston finished with only eight hits, in-

cluding a solo home run by Dwight Evans

in the seventh, but parlayed them into

maximum production.

continued on page 6
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Anti-nuclear activist is challenged
by campus conservatives at rally
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

An anti-nuclear activist spoke yesterday

on the Student Union steps about the pro-

posed Strategic Defense Initiative as a first-

strike weapon, when a small and dispas-

sionate crowd was shaken from its lethargy

by the arrival of several prominent cam-

pus conservatives.

Rich Hutchinson, a member of No
Business As Usual, a national activism

organization, said SDI or "Star Wars" was

never intended to be a shield from nuclear

attack, contrary to what President Reagan

claims. Star wars, he said, is more like a

"shield to go along with a nuclear sword

during a first-strike attack."

The speech began with a "die-in," in

which a person dressed as a cardboard

missile attacked another person in a

papier-mache globe, symbolic of a nuclear

war. On cue, five people in the vicinity

"died" by crumpling to the ground, im-

itating what would happen in an actual

nuclear attack on the world.

CuUettian photo by Byrne Guarnotta

Sophomore Scott Malvitch of the UMass Peacemakers "dies" at

yesterday's rally protesting the Strategic Defense Initiative.

Hutchinson said the collapse of the

meeting Sunday between President

Reagan and Michal Gorbachev, the general

secretary of the Soviet Union, states clearly

the intention of the US to continue with a

plan to fight and win a nuclear war.

Since the end of the 1970's. the US has

abandoned the theory of Mutually-Assured

Destruction and has proceeded with a first-

strike plan as evidenced by the MX missile,

also called the Peacekeeper, the Pershing

missile and star wars, Hutchinson said.

The system was never intended to be us-

ed as a shield in the event of a nuclear at-

tack against the US, he said, but rather as

a partial shield to block out retaliatory at-

tacks following a US first strike.

He also announced that on Monday, Oct.

20, No Business As Usual will lead a pro-

test of Star Wars by demonstrating in front

of the four key locations of the project: the

Lockheed corporation in San Francisco, the

NASA Lewis Research Center in

Cleveland, Georgia Tech in Atlanta, and

the SDI organization headquarters in

Washington D.C.

He called the drive to stop SDI "un-

precedented."

"Since when have any people stopped a

war that a country was determined to

fight?" Hutchinson said.

When a member of the audience asked

about resistance to the war in Vietnam, he

replied, "No, the people in Vietnam stop-

ped the war. The resistance [in the US] was

good, but there needed to be more."

The size of the crowd was starting to

diminish when Brian Darling, president of

the Republican Club and an undergraduate

student senator, W. Greg Rothman, assis-

tant to Campus President Bill Bennett, and

Tony Rudy, the co-editor and Chief of the

Minuteman appeared and started to ques-

ColleKian photo by Byrne (iuiirnotta

Rich Hutchinson of No Business

As Usual, a national activism

organization, speaks on the Stu-

dent Union steps yesterday.

tion what Hutchinson was declaring.

Darling questioned the wisdom of giving

up SDI when the Soviets are developing

their own system. Hutchinson replied that

it would help prevent World War III and

that the resistance movement is strong in

the Iron Curtain countries.

After Rudy questioned the negative

stance on nuclear superiority, Hutchinson

replied, "My friend, they are not going to

be left on a shelf. We have used nuclear

weapons before on Nagasaki and

Hiroshima. On dozens of occasions we have

threatened countries by pointing nuclear

guns at them."

Hutchinson referred to Rothman as "a

specimen — Americanus Neanderthalus,"

after Rothman shouted, "We should have

nuked Vietnam," and "Let's take care of

the Soviet Union."

Puffton tenant's union is awarded

$16,517 in damages from insect infestation

By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

Residents of Puffton Village who formed a tenant's

union and witheld rent last fall in protest of cockroach

infestation were awarded $16,517 in damages Sept, 18 at

Northampton District Court, according to Thomas Coish

of the Legal Services Office.

Coish said the money awarded to the tenants will be

divided according to the severity of the cockroach problem

and the amount of rent witheld.

"The $16,517 was the arbitrator's percentage reduction

in the rent witheld by the tenants," he said.

The residents and the management of the apartment

complex agreed to settle out of court, and hired Northamp-

ton attorney Kenneth P. Neiman as an arbitrator.

The case involved 36 students in 16 apartments, Coish

said. "The tenants formed a union in the Fall of 1985, to

deal with the problem. They met with Pufflon Village and

there was an agreement worked out. After the meeting,

eviction notices were issued to all tenants witholding

rent," he said.

Coish said Puffton filed a suit when the tenants refus-

ed to pay their rent.

Amherst attorney Richard Howland, legal counsel to

Puffton Village, said the landlord did not accuse the

tenants of causing the problems, and claimed reaponsibili-

tv in court.

"It is a mistake for either side to view it as pointing a

finger." he said. "We do not for one minute deny the

tenants are entitled to an abatement."

"The tenants were allowed to keep a percentage of the

rent they witheld. The landlord sees it as a $60,000

recovery," Howland said.

Five tenants responded by filing a class action civil

rights case in Hampshire Superior court, which is still

pending, according to Coish.

"The law provides that a landlord guarantees that a

place meets the minimum standard of state sanitary codes.

It must be free of insects and rodents," he said

"Tenants are supposed to be protected under state law

from retaliatory action by landlords," Coish said. The

tenants feel the evictions were issued in retaliation for

witholding rent, he said.

Most of the tenants are happy with the settlement, ac-

cording to Coish. "We might have won more but most of

the clients are satisfied," he said

Senior HRTA major Michael Burke, one of the tenants

who witheld rent, described the cockroach situation as

"just about unlivable."

"We couldn't turn the stove on without cockroaches

crawling out all over the place. We couldn't keep any food

in the apartment. The extermination process was a has-

sle," Burke said.
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LOVE MATCH - Flavio and Suzanne DonateUi meet in center court. Suzanne is a UMass

graduate student in computer science.

Senate motion
made to lift

Coors ban
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

The Coors controversy lives on.

At last night's undergraduate student senate meeting.

Central Area Government President W. Greg Rothman

made a motion asking Board of Governors Chair John

Hayes to lift the ban on Coors beer in the Campus
Center/Student Union which the board initiated two years

ago.

•'Do you think I have that kind of power?" Hayes ask-

ed Rothman, who responded, "Yes, 1 think you do."

Rothman's act was in response to a motion to approve

a written agreement between the Student Government

Association and the board, which grants the latter

autonomy in deciding the allocation of space and funds

to student groups in the Campus Center and the Student

Union. Cun-ently the Board receives $7 from the Student

Activities Trust Fund. However, should the SGA disagree

with a board decision, it can nullify the decision.

SGA Treasurer Katherine Strickland and Hayes com

posed the document last summer.

"The students have been waiting; a long time lo have

the unjustifiable ban removed on Coors beer," said

Rothman. Because the SG.X is currently dealing with ihe

board, this issue is tim«!s, he added.

Haye^ said, i don't think (the ban] has anything to do

with what we re talking about " Rothman 'is trying to

make a point that the BOG is not responsive lo -lie

students," he added.

Strickland, who had spent approximately 15 minuses

on the senate floor going over the agieement, said, watery

eyed, "1 think [Rothman's motion! is dilatory and it con-

tradict ^^
1',^,. whcile sense of this contract."

President Bill Bennett, addressing the senate, .^ajd,

"This sucks guys, and females, and everyone." !^re\ inu^

ly he had expres.sed his disapproval of Rothman's nintmn

For se\eial minutes the ,-enate became a \frhai iiiiei

no. Bennett, who opposes the agreenieiit, exchiMt^ci. ui

suits with Rothman, his a.sMstant

Before Rothman's motion, Southwest Co-President Joel

Rabinowitz had taken the senate floor to amend the ag-.ee

ment. The Board wants to use the trust fund without hav-

ing to answer to the senate, which is responsible for the

SATF, hf had said.

Talking Books Program offered to handicapped
Cassettes replace books for people who cannot read

BY SHERYL JEAN
Collegian Staff

A federal program that was first started for the legally

blind is offered to all physical handicapped who are unable

to read a book without being aided, according to Bonnie

Isman, director of Amherst's Jones Library.

"The Talking Books Program offered at the library is

for the physically handicapped who cannot hold a book,

turn a page or read traditional print - not only for the

legally blind," Isman said. People severely affected with

degenerative diseases, multiple sclerosis, arthritis,

cataracts or those with spinal injuries benefit from the

progi-am, she said.
, r j i

"'We're the local introduction mto the federal program,

Isman said of the library's role in the program. "We are

a Talking Books agency."

The Jones Library has had information on the program

since the early 1970's, but in 1982 they received a "deposit

collection" from the Talking Books agency in

Massachusetts enabling them to expand their services,

Isman said. .

The Talking Books Progi'am is funded by a Library ot

Congress bill passed March 3, 1931, said Adult Services

Librarian Beth Girshman. It was signed into law by Presi-

dent Herbert Hoover as the Pratt-Smooth Act which was

designed to aid the legally blind.

Up until that time only braille books were produced,

then in 1933 records and phonographs were made

available, Girshman said. The program was expanded by

Congress in 1934, creating the Talking Books Program

which began the recording and distribution of books.

The program now has a "total readership of 800,000 and

there are still thousands eligible," Girshman said. Talk-

ing Books has recorded over 35,000 books - about 7,000

each year, and over 70 magazines in braille or on cassette,

Physically handicapped persons must apply for the ser-

vices through the agency in Watertown, which is over-

seen by the federal office in Washington D.C. Applications

are available at the Jones Library and require certifica-

tion of the physical handicap by an authority such as a

doctor or social worker.

People can try a record or cassette player at the library

to see if they will benefit from the program in their own

homes, Girshman said. Once a participant in the program,

the person receives a free cassette recorder and monthly

cassette selections, she said.

"The cassettes are recorded at a special speed - high

fidelity taped in Washington D.C. - and cannot be played

on a normal cassette recorder." Isman said. There is also

double the amount of information on a Talking Book's

cassette, she said.

The Jones Library has its own collection of books on tape

and flexible disks, and recorders that may be borrowed,

according to Girshman.

The Handicapped Student Affairs Office at the Univer

sity of Massachusetts also offers recorded books, but not

through the Talking Books Program, said the assistant

director of the office Laura Rauscher.

"We know about it and we refer students to it [the Talk-

ing Books Program]," Rauscher said. UMass students get

their books from the Regional Library System or from a

larger national service, Recording for the Blind, but they

mostly hire their own readers, she said.

Self-defense workshop held

in response to women's interests

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Correspondent

The Graduate Women's Admission and

General Educational Support Program, in

conjunction with the Everywoman's

Center, sponsored a workshop on self-

defense for women last night.

The workshop is part of a series spon-

sored by Graduate WAGES, resulting from

a 1984 questionnaire of graduate women,

asking them what they felt were their

specific needs or interests.

The self-defense workshop was offered for

the first time last year and had a very

favorable response.

We feel that this is a subject of great in-

terest to women," said Aquila Ayana,

public relations coordinator for the

Everywoman's Center. "The interest is

there and it has always been very high."

The workshop stresses different techni-

ques to be used in various situations that

women may encounter on the street.

Workshops are not the only areas where

interest has been stirred up. According to

self-defense instructor Kimo Wall, the

enrollment for women in self-defense

classes at the University of Massachusetts

has doubled in five years.

"When I started here about five years

ago," Wall said, "the classes were made up

of about 30 percent women. That figure is

probably up to about 60 percent now."

Wall teaches seven classes, five of which

are co-ed, and two that are only for women.

"The women are very motivated for the

classes," Wall said. "The interest is very

high, and they enjoy it."

CoUeglBn photo by Bymr Guamotta

NIGHT STALKER -A tabby cat trots along University Drive at

night.
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Professor Geoffrey Best of the London

School of Economics will be speaking on

"War, Law and Ethics" at 8 p.m. today

in the Converse Assembly Room at

Amherst College. The speech is sponsored

by the Amherst College political science

department.
Poet Phil Levine will be reading from his

work at 8:30 p.m. today in Room 116 of

the School of Management. Levine is the

author of such books as "The Names of

the Lost," "Selected Poems," and his most

recent work, "Sweet WUl."

The reading is part of the University of

Massachusetts Visiting Writers Series.

Janice Hitchcock, a graduate student in

psychology at Yale University, will con-

duct a neuroscience seminar titled

"Neural Pathways Involved in Condition-

ed Fear as Measured with the Fear-

Potentiated Startle Paradigm." The
seminar will take place at 4:30 p.m. today

in Biology 305 at Amherst College.

Refreshments will be served at 4:15 p.m.

in Biology 304.
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Peeping Tom seen outside dorm
A two-car accident was reported at 10:46 a.m. Tuesday

in the Moore House parking area in the Southwest Mall,

University of Massachusetts police said.

The driver of the first vehicle failed to look when emerg-

ing from a metered parking space, police said. Both

vehicles sustained between $500 and $700 in damages.

In other UMass police reports:

•A man was observed Tuesday night in lot 49 alleged-

ly using his car headlights to provide visibility into the

room of woman on the first floor of Butterfield House,

police said.

Four or five friends of the woman confronted the alleg-

ed voyeur before the police arrived, police said. Two com-

plaints were filed and the man will be kept under obser-

vation, police said
, ^ , t, A-na.

•A jacket valued at $180 was reported stolen at 4.0b

p.m. Tuesday from the sixth floor of the Tower Library,

police said. ^ j iu
•A break-in was reported at 11:02 a.m. Tuesday in the

Hatch bar, police said. The jukebox was broken mto, and

$41 in coins were taken, police said.
, , , oo

•A portable parking decal was reported stolen at \V.ll

a.m. Tuesday from a car in lot 49. It was valued at $28,

police said.
, . .

•A 19-year-old UMass student was mvolved m an ac-

cident with an 83-year-old Amherst woman at 10:40 a.m.

Tuesday at the intersection of University Drive and Amity

Street, Amherst police said.
, ,. . .

The woman was cited for failure to stop for a red light

while driving west on Amity Street, police said. Each car

received $500 in damages.

-CONNIE GRIFFITH and PATRICK JOHNSON

* Puffton

Incredible Store-wide Savings!

ANNUAL

SERVE IN APPALACHIA
Single Catholic Men Serving Others

Your practical help to the elderly, handicapped

and poor in Appalachia can make a difference.

Single Catholic men are invited to volunteer one week

to learn more about the culture and people of the area.

December 15-21, 1986

December 27, 1986'January 2, 1987

DISCERNMENT WEEK
Single CatholicMen Thinking ofMinistry

This very unique experience will provide you with

the atmosphere to reflect and pray on your

vocational calling. You will have

the opportunity to learn more about yourself,

rural America and Glenmary's ministry.

January 5-11, 1987
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Senior Cynthia Cronin said the cockroaches in her

apartment were not as bad as other cases she had seen.

• the kitchen was the worst problem. We couldn't keep

any food in the caeinets. Occasionally we would find them

in the bathroom," she said.

Cronin said the business of reprisal was what annoyed

her the most. "They were violating our right to withold

rent by issuing the eviction notices,"she said.

Burke's roomate, senior Sports Management major John

Reilly said, "We ordered a pizza once and the cockroaches

got the last piece."

Senior Nancy Delisle was not one of the tenants involved

in the suit, but lived in a cockroach infested PufTlon apart-

ment last year.

"They were mainly in the kitchen and the bathroom.

At first they would run away if we turned on a light. Then

they got bold and didn't run away any more," Delisle said.

"Getting exterminated was the worst. We has to take

everything out of the kitchen. Puffton did try to exter-

minate, but it never worked. They always came back,"

she said

Howland said there is no longer a cockroach problem

in Puffton due to continuing extermination.

i have heard of ongoing cockroach problems from

former clients,"Coish said.

Coish said Puffton Village has been aware of a cockroach

problem for about 10 years.

m^.
For more mformation, return th.s coupon as soon as possible <o Brother Jack Henn,

GLENMARY HOME MISSIONERS. Box 465618, Cincinnati, Ohio 45246-5618.
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AIR ONLY
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Hundreds Of Items
Reduced 15«/o-42®/o

Now Through October 26th!
Fantastic values on men's and wonnen's shirts for fall,

sweaters, casual pants, outerwear shells, jackets and parkas,

Gore-Te)C^ raingear, shoes and boots, authentic camp and trail

clothing for cold weather, long undenA/ear and accessories!

Cross-country ski gear and clothing 20-42% off!

Entire stock of tents, packs, sleeping bags, cook gear,

bicycle clothing and gear, climbing gear and luggage on sale!

Values on quality Items from Patagonia • North Face • Woolrich

Royal Robbins • Kieeger • Marmot • Wilderness Experience

Coleman • EMS • RalcWe • Hi-Tec • New Balance

Danner • Kelty • Moss • Fischer • Jarvinen • Kartiu

Rossignol 'Trak • SalonfK}n and other top brands!

SALADS SUBMARINES SYRIANS
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SUN - THURS
6 AM - 3 AM
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OPEN 24 HOURS

BREAKFAST SERVED
ANY TIME

BEER & WINE
SERVED "TIL MIDNITE
PLENTY OF PARKING
CAMPUS PLAZA

NEXT TO SUPER STOP 4 SHOP)
tK\». 9 • Hadley/Amh*r»t

256-6689
EMPLOy^tENT APPLICATIONS

BEING TAKEN

^-:

;Plumblcyis
* oil IlK'^MHIIK^n"'

Dishwashing positions

now available

Earn extra spending

money. Room for

advancement. Apply

at the Valley's favorite

restaurant Plumbley's

off the Common
Downtown Amherst

EMS Hadley, MA
451 Russell St

(413)-253-9504
Store Hours:

M-F: 10-9

Sat: 9-6

Sun: 12-5

100% Satisfaction

guaranteed on all

purchases.

t:he sub

* Located on Special Sale

Tables in the Trade Book Dept.

PAPERBACK

11 A.M. TO 2 A.M. / 7 DAYS

BOOKS
original

price

Open M-F 9-5

Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
iSTORE^

\^ aTe. PLEASANT ST.. AMHERsf7 549-516

Locally owned & operated since 1978

24 VARIETIES OF SUBS ON
SYRIAN & SUB ROLLS

REGISTER THIS WEEK
TO WIN A

FREE
6ft LONG

SUB
(a $40 value that feeds 20 huge people)

REMEMBER
GOOD FOOD TASTES GOOD
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• Red Sox
continued from page 1

The Angels' otlense, however, continued

to miss rookie Wally Joyner, who batted

.455 in the first three games before miss-

ing the final four with a bacterial infection

that put him in a hospital.

Jones gave the eager crowd of 33,001 a

scare when he hit Clemens' first pitch of

the game to the warning track in center

field, where Dave Henderson caught it.

Clemens then settled in and, despite not

throwing as hard as he usually does, went

on to win for the first time in five starts,

ending his longest winless streak of the

year.
.

Candelaria, the Game 3 winner, retired

the first batters before a couple of bad

breaks began California's demise.

Rice, just 4-for-27 in the series, led off the

second with a grounder to the hole that

Schofield fielded but overthrew into

Boston's dugout for a two-base error. With

Boston relievers waving towels in the

bullpen to stir up the crowd, a single by

Don Bavlor and a walk to Evans loaded the

bases, and Rich Gedman's RBI gioundout

advanced the runners.

With two outs. Wade Boggs, who led the

majors with a .357 average but was only

6-for-26 in the series to that point, hit a

liner up the middle that caroomed off the

second-base bag and flew into short right

field for a two-run single that made it 3-0.

The Red Sox threatened in the third and

had Don Sutton warming up in the Califor-

nia bullpen before breaking it open with

five runs in the fourth. And again, it was

a leadoff error that triggered the outburst.

Henderson opened with a long fly to

center that Gary Pettis, one of the best

defensive outfielders in baseball, dropped
after reaching with a jump that may not

have been necessary. The ball scooted away
for a three-base error, and Henderson trot-

ted home on Spike Owen's opposite-field,

bloop single to right.

Candelaria got the next two batters

before Dave Stapleton, who had entered the

game after Bill Buckner strained an
Achilles tendon on an infield hit, drew a

walk.

Sp«

<^̂

AP Photo

Red Sox captain Jim Rice hits a threerun homer during the

fourth inning of their pennant-clinching victory

nOY7
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Tickets on sale at Tlx lUmass), For The Record
lAmherstI, and Main St. Records fisiorthamoton]

GRACE CHURCH
CLOTHING EXCHANGE
STRETCH your clothing budget

with the best buys in town.

The best used clothing shop in the area.

In continuous operation since WWII.
Stop by and check us out at:

16 Spring St. 256-6406
Right off the common, next to Lord Jeff

HOURS: TUES. 10 - 7:00 pm
THURS: 10 - 5:00 pm

Beginning Oct 19 through Dec 13 - Sat 10 - 3:00 pm
CLOSED THE WEEK OF THANKSGIVING

.....................>>>.^^^^^^^^^^

START YOUR
WEEKEND

ON THURSDAY
AT MIKE'S

DRINK SPECIALS

MILLER BOTTLES 99*^

MEISTER BRAU & MILLER PITCHERS $2.75

COFFEE SOMBRERO $1-25

CAPTAIN MORGAN'S RUM $1.25

CATCH OUR FRIDAY SMORGASBOARD 4:00 • 8:00!!

^ $2.00 ALL YOU CAN EAT
I

NEW YORK CITY'S FINEST

THE RAMONES
Thursday Oct 16th

Tlx In advance only $9.00

Available In Amherst at Augies & Albums

and 8* ill Ticketron outlets

Conference will focus onhanger
Experts will discuss world nutrition and urge food relief

By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

The politics of health care, women and nutrition, and

international agri-business are among the topics of a world

hunger conference going on today at the University of

Massachusetts.

The event is focused at pinpointing some ot the causes

of world hunger, according to an advance release issued

by the Department of Food Science and Nutrition, which

is sponsoring the forum.

Experts from a number of fields will appear to present

papers and lecture, the department said. About 100 scien-

tists, students and members of the public are expected to

attend, conference organizer Mary Reid said yesterday.

The event is scheduled to begin at 9 a.m. Registration

is at the Student Union Ballroom, with small work ^oups

convening in rooms around the Campus Center, Reid said.

A report on the conference's proceedings will be sent to

relief agencies and governments around the world.

"We're hosting this conference because [an] inter-

disciplinary approach to world food problems doesn't oc

cur," Reid said. "Food relief happens and people go over

there and try to treat the immediate needs, but action on

the grand scale doesn't take place.

"What happens is that anthropologists, economists,

political scientists, bureaucrats and health care workers

- they're all working separately and they all have these

small useful scopes, but they don't cross. They don't know

nutrition, for example, and the nutritionists don't know

economics," said Reid, who is a registered nurse and a

UMass praduate student.

"It's an unusual combination of disciplines," she add-

ed. "The people who will be attending have a lot of con-

tacts in government and large agencies."

Reid said the idea for an interdisciplinary conference

came to her and several other graduate students in nutri-

tion, and with the help ofFSN professor Peter Pellett. who

will speak today, the conference was arranged.

She said hunger reliefwas an "ongoing process. It can't

just happen by dumping millions of tons of food on the

docks of developing nations."

^[i Car
ITOYS • CHILDREN'S BOOKSC.&
RECORDS • STUFFED ANIMALS

Huge selection of teddy bears, dogs, cats, pigs; etc.

Large collection of early childhood education

resource books Glow-in-the-dark ceiling stars

48 R. Pkasant St.. Amherst

below Steve's,

Come In

ft Browse!

Mon-Sat.

256-1609
9:30-5:30

PROFS, GIVE YOUR STUDENTS A BREAK

JEFFERY AMHERST BOOKSHOP

THE TEXTBOOK ALTERNAHVE

•Longer more convenient hours

•A real bookstore, not a warehouse

• 1 % discount on books (non-course)

and school supplies

•Visa, Master Card accepted

• Friendly, pleasant shopping environment

TEXTBOOK ORDERS ACCEPTED ANYTIME

Jeffery Amherst

Bookshop

55 S. Pleasant St Amherst

253-3381 256-8735

CHECK OUT UMASS'
NEWEST SORORITY

PHI MU
We're up to something special

JUST FOR YOU

Pick up an invitiation on the C.C Concourse

next week, for our National Reception,

Saturday October 25th

ACT NOW
SPECIAL
OFFERl

Free LX-86 Printer when you buy
an EQUITY I Computer System I

Itl)arlie'j5
I Pray St Amherst

549-5403

Open I lam 7 days a week

Call for take out

GOOD FOOD & DRINK

from

"see our sales consultants

tor additional savings
l3W"^"—.

5-^^.
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TmrDorrHiuNEs?
TRY CHARLIES
October Specials

St Pauli Girl $1.50 Miller Light .99

Copa de Ora Sombrero's $1 .25

nthfir weekly drink specials.

This limited time offer includes

a complete IBM-PC compai-

ibie Epson Equity I computer
system with dual 360KB floppy

disk drives -or single floppy

disk drive and 20MB internal

hard disk- plus a FREE Epson

LX-86 printer valued at $349.

Equity I is part of the Epson
Equity I, D and ID family of

personal computers that offer

better performance plus more
standard features than the

corresponding IBM -PC, XT"
and Af models.

EPSON
COMPUTEBS
P I N

EQUITY I
Dual Floppy Disk
Drive System.

EQUfTYI
20MB Internal Hard
Disk System.

avatlabie at

simlar savngs

FREE FXB6 Printer with purchase of

an EQUITY 11 COMPUTER SYSTEM.

POOL TABU VIDEO GAMES. JUKE BOX. 2 COLOR TVs

A FAVORITE LOCAL TAVERN SINCE 1976

ComputerWorks
228 Triangle Street, Amherst 549-7133

10-5.30 Mon.-Fri.. Sat. 10-4
^^
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Harvard Professor receives Nobel
Three share $290,00 Nobel Prize for chemistry

CAMBRIDGE (AP) -
Dudley Herschbach says

winning the Nobel Prize

was "good fun," but not as

exciting as watching the

Boston Red Sox stage a com-

eback in the baseball

playoffs.

Herschbach, the fifth

member of the Harvard

University chemistry

department to win the prize,

shared it yesterday with a

former colleague, Taiwan-

born Yuan T. Lee of the

University of California at

Berkeley, and German-born

Canadian professor John C.

Polanyi of the University of

Toronto.

The three will equally

share a prize equivalent to

$290,00.

"You feel very touched

and moved that your name
is going to be included in the

list of immortals,"

Herschbach said just before

heading into a lecture. He
has taught at Harvard since

1963.

"But the thing that real-

ly counts is the joy of finding

new things. It's just like

teaching in a way, except

that you're teaching your

friends and colleagues."

Donald Ciappenelli, chair-

man of Harvard's chemistry

department, said two

previous Nobel laureates,

Drs. William Lipscomb and

Conrad Block, were among
the first to congratulate the

initiate to the prestigious

group.

"At this very moment, the

champagne is being brought

out," Ciappenelli said.

Herschbach said that for

years colleagues had sug-

gested he might win the

Nobel for his work, which

has enabled scientists to

observe the action of in-

dividual molecules.

He developed molecular

beam and spectroscopic

techniques that allow

researchers to observe pro

ducts made when particles

collide, forming new
molecules.

Herschbach likened his

discovery to that of an ar-

cheologist, trying to

reconstruct the past. He
says the millions of

chemical collisions that oc-

cur when molecules collide

are like volcanoes and ear-

thquakes that obscure the

historical record. His techni-

que is "like a time machine

in that chemists can now

study the tiny individual

molecular collisions that

make up larger chemical

reactions.".

"Usually chemistry deals

with huge crowds of

molecules at once," he said.

"But as you know, crowds

don't always reveal the

characters of individuals

very well."

He said he began thinking

about exploring this method

of understanding chemical

reactions in 1957 while a

graduate student at Har-

vard. From there, he went

to the University of Califor-

nia at Berkeley, where he

met Lee.

Meanwhile, Polyani was

going after the same objec-

tive using different

techniques.

"Everybody thought it

was crazy, they thought it

was too difficult," said

Herschbach. who jokingly

described himself and the

other prize winners as being

on the "lunatic fringe.

A native of San Jose,

Calif., Herschbach earned

undergraduate and master's

degrees at Stanford Univer-

sity in mathematics and

chemistry, respectively. At

Harvard, he obtained a

degree in physics and

received his doctorate in

chemical physics in

chemical physics in 1958.

After teaching at the

University of California at

Berkeley from 1959-63, he

returned to Harvard, where

he has remained.

The Nobel crowns a career

full of honors.

OLLEGE
D^UC

4 Main St. Amherst

253-2523

Mon. - Fri., 9-9

Sat. 9-6, Sun. 9-3

put soft, cushioning
comfort in any shoe

<li»<ini>MiHl ''

• The shock ab-

sorbers for tired,

tender feet

• Now with added

protection to

help fight ODOR-
CAUSING bac-

teria

Air Pillo

Insotes

b

Ml* lllll^«t>l»B«»'

Reg. SI.97 ^ ..rAj^

^ Oral - B
Toothbrush
Adult Size

$1.49

Theragran- M
100 Tablets Plus

30 Tablets Bonus
Reg. $9.99

$7.39

FREE
JOGGER'S KEY CUP

With every $5 purchase

made on Sunday.

SENIOR CITIZENS DISCOUNTS - WE ARE A MAILING STATION

VISA - MASTERCARD - AMERICAN EXPRESS

AP Photo

Harvard professor Dudley Herschbach gets a

congratulatory hug by daughter Brenda after

learning he is one of three recipients of this

year's Nobel Prize for Chemistry.

U N U

Quality
Mass-market manufacturers sacrifice

quality for quantity and design simplicity

for unneeded "bells and whistles." In

contrast. Music First components offer

the world's most advanced MUSIC
reproduction and unsurpassed quality in

workmanship and electronic design.

Music/irst
Unique Audio Systems

Danco Center Shops, RT 5, Hatfield, MA 247-5364

Three listening rooms, custom home installations, and complete service facilities

I SLAM DUNKED THE
BASKETBALL AGAINST
AN EIGHT YEAR OLD
ON A 6 FOOT HOOP

Bring your outrageous pictures and stories to the

Collegian office 113 Campus Center to be included in the

next ad. Win prizes and your friends admiration

Student leaders will discuss roles tonight
.1 ^ I - ^^tViincr u/ill hp ppn.sored." Collins

By BETHANNE MOSKOV
Collegian Staff

Student leaders from the University of Massachusetts

will be given a chance tonight to discuss their leadership

roles in relation to the college community, how they ob-

tained their positions and answer any questions.

Ten campus leaders from various student organizations

will speak at the Student Leadership Conference spon-

sored by the Isogon Chapter of Mortar Board which is free

and open to the public.

"The purpose of the conference is to give students a

chance to meet and talk with the student leaders who are

inlluential in the academic, political and media circles on

campus and allow them to share a little bit about their

positions," said Paul Collins, master of ceremonies and

Mortar Board treasurer.

The decision to have the conference came after many

other schools had similar events which were very suc-

cessful, said Collins, adding that each leader will be given

the flexibility to talk for about five minutes about

anything relevant to their position.

The conference will take place today at 7:30 p.m. in the

Campus Center Auditorium with an expected turnout of

at least 100 people.

"We do expect there will be some plugging for organiza-

tions as well as some negative comments made about

Jerusalem hit

by grenade attack
JERUSALEM (AP) - Attackers threw a pair of hand

grenades yesterdav near a gate to the walled Old City near

Judaism's sacredWailing Wall, killing at least one per-

son and wounding more than 70 other civilians, sold.ers

and tourists. ^ .. r i*„
Both explosions occurred as about 300 recruits of an elite

Israeli army infantry unit were returning from a

swearing-in ceremony at the Wailing Wall.

Sidewalks were bloodstained and remnants of clothing

were strewn about. Ambulances rushed to the scene.

Police said they initially believed the blasts w-ere caus-

ed by bombs, but later said the blasts appeared to have

been caused by hand grenades.

The attack in predominantly Palestinian east Jerusalem

represented the most serious attack in the city in two and

a half years. Mayor Teddy Kollek called it "a large-scale

Yehudit Israel, whose husband was wounded in the back

by shrapnel, said: "I saw white smoke. I ran out of the

car without my shoes on. I heard all sorts of noise. It was

a terrible mess."

others, however, nothing will be censor^. Collins said.

Speakers will include members of the Student Govern-

ment Association, the president of the University

Democrats, president of the Republican Club, editors form

the Collegian and The Minuteman, the chairperson of the

Wheel and the president of Tau Beta Pi.
, . .

The Mortar Board is a non-profit organization of about

20 seniors who are all honor students. Refreshments will

be served following the speakers, giving members ot the

audience a chance to talk with the leaders on a one-to-

one basis.

\M'
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ARE YOU AN
EARLY BIRD?
If you are, then you'll be coming to the

party for FRESHMEN at the UNIVER-

SITY CAREER CENTER. We'll in-

troduce you to the UNIVERSITY
PLACEMENT SERVICE, and show

you how to start planning for that

IDEAL JOB OFFER four years from

now!

DATE: Saturday, October 18

TIME: 1:00-3:00 P.M.

PLACE: University Career Center

Fraternity /Sorority Park

(The Orchard Hill Bus

brings you to the door)

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE • WE'LL HELP YOU MAKE IT HAPPEN!

I
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Goodnite, sweet Angels
In the immortal words ofTug McGraw, "You had to believe^"

With the Boston Red Sox one strike away from losmg the

American League Championship Series, one strike away from

once again being the destined-for-doom Sox. one strike away

from dejectedly having to watch the World Series from their

living rooms, Dave Henderson breathed life into the team and

all of New England. ., ^ •

His ninth inning home run in game five was the turning

point in one of the most exciting pennant series in years. 1 he

Red Sox came back from a deficit of three games to one to beat

the California Angels and are now on their way to their first

World Series appearance since 1975. Eleven years is a long

time to wait and Sox fans near and far are gearing up to cheer

on this Cinderella team. They hope to bring a World Series

championship home to Boston for the first time since 1918.

Baseball is the traditional American game. Kids never forget

going to their first ballgame, eating hot dogs and soda pop and

seeing their heroes in live action. They clutch baseball mitts

with zeal, hoping a foul ball will come their way. Fathers relate

tales of the old greats - Ruth, Mantle, Williams, Feller - as

wide-eyed youngsters listen and dream of hitting that dramatic

home run themselves.

Over the years Sox fans have not had much to cheer about.

The pennants have been few and far between — 1918, 1946,

1967, 1975 and last night's amazing win. But every once m
a while they give us something to go crazy over, something

to high-five and kiss friends over, something to skip studying

over How many ofyou really studied last night? If they have

done nothing else this week, the Red Sox have brought people

together and made them very, very happy.

Congratulations Red Sox. You are awesome. Bring on the

Mets.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion ofthe Col-

legian Board of Editors ^

ecessaniy reneci ine viewi ui u.c ^^..^.y.^.. ^- — - - - ,

It's the only road to peace
When President Reagan and Mikhail

Gorbachev agreed to meet in Reykjavik,

Iceland for a pre-summit meeting, great

hopes and expectations were raised all over

the world that there might be some pro-

gress toward peace. As it turned out. there

was good reason for hope, because later it

was revealed that the two leaders were

painfully close to unprecedented

agreements that would have meant huge

cuts in nuclear arsenals, leading to the

abolishment of all ballistic missiles in ten

years. Clearly this agreement would have

"been a giant step toward total disarma-

ment and a historic victory for peace-

loving people everywhere on the planet.

Yet in the end, all this potential for peace

was killed by Reagan's stubborn refusal to

abandon the Strategic Defense Initiative,

better known as "star wars."

When Reagan presented the idea of "star

wars"to the world a few years ago, it was

as a defensive system that would end the

arms race by making nuclear weapons ob-

solete, instead of ending the arms race b^

negotiations and disarmament. Reagan

continues to speak of the program as if it

still has the same potential, even though

there isn't a serious scientist left in the

world who will argue that such a system

is possible in the near future, and that even

if a "star wars" system were deployed, it

would not have an effectiveness that is

anywhere near the necessary 100 percent.

If "star wars" won't work, "How," as

Reagan asked so innocently in his speech

to the nation Monday night, "does a

defense of the United States threaten the

Soviet Union or anyone else?" The answer

is that while a "star wars" system would

be ineffective on its own, in concert with

nuclear weapons it becomes a perfect

first—strike weapon. For this reason, if the

United States were to deploy SDI. the

Jason Rabinowitz

Soviet Union would be forced to take some

kind of countermeasures—either a "star

wars" system of their own, or a huge

buildup of missiles. Either way, "star

wars" does nothing to decrease the risk of

war; in fact, it would take the arms race

yet another step further, and the world

would be pushed closer to the nuclear

brink.

And SDI would be (and already has been)

an outrageous waste of huge amounts of

money that could well be spent on social

programs at a time when 30 million

Americans are living in poverty. Further-

more, if agreements that were reached at

Iceland were to go into effect, the money

saved from the military could be used to

solve some of the world's problems, such as

starvation, disease, and so on.

The only road to peace in today's world

is through negotiation and disarmament,

not SDI. And despite the bad ending, the

events in Iceland were actually positive, in

that both sides have stated that they still

are willing to accept the agreements reach-

ed on arms control. Therefore, the 'star

wars" program is now the only significant

obstacle to disarmament. We must make

sure that the potential for peace won at

Reykjavik is not lost. "Star wars"must be

stopped.

Jason Rabinowitz is a UMass student.

Not a favorite waste of time

''The United States came to this meeting with empty hands.

The president of the United States did not have permission to

reach agreement, and the talks collapsed."

—Soviet Leader Mikhail Gorbachev

The so-called apathy of the eighties is something we are

all tired of hearing about; time and again we are remind-

ed about it, and warned of its negative effects. Without

shaking the corpse of the student body unduly, may a few

things be put to print that might prove to be, somehow,

enlightening '?).

Whether you believe in government large or small, we

as students at UMass have interests which must be

safeguarded and special interests that we should know

about. The governmental situation here, for better or

worse, is such that a small number of active participants

control the power and purse-strings of a very large stu-

dent body.

An informed electorate translates roughly to power of

the people, but is the communication which allows that

empowerment maintained here at UMass? Do students

regularly hear from their elected representatives via com-

muniques, or even know who that person is?

The Speaker of the Undergraduate Student Senate is

Rob Skelton

responsible for ensuring that senators regularly com-

municate to their constituencies. When senators renege

on this duty, and they do, Paul Wingle is not doing his job.

The shortage of active participants in the Senate is so

acute that seats remain unfilled, that voices of individuals

rather than constituencies are heard, and that student

politicians of mediocre calibre end up in positions of scary

authority.

A resultant problem is that these amateur pols spend

time and energy propagating questionable and frivolous

policies at the expense of genuine governmental business.

Backroom bickering ought to remain where it is so that

interested senators and the interests of their constituen-

cies are attended to.

A bizarre example of this peculiar politicking occurred

when a child-care referendum initiation (supported by

more than a thousand students) was subverted by a queer

and questionable combined "conservative" maneuver

which grouped the issue with 60-odd other funding re-

quests, thus distorting the question at hand and endanger-

ing the budgetary process and general credibility of the

SGA.
Though a principle was illustrated and the SGA presi-

dent apologized to the student body for his silly, time-

consuming and ultimately useless motion, we are left cur-

sing this apparent waste. Another such frivolity was a fail-

ed attempt by certain politicians to muster official senate

disapproval of the granting of two seats by the Campus

Center/Student Union Board ofGovernors to members of

the Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual community.

We read the message with mixed feelings, but make no

mistake about this: the mandate by which you exercise

power is hardly complete. The politics you put forth over

us will soon enough return to haunt you, unless you

demonstrate otherwise.

Rob Skelton is a Collegian columnist.

Help me find the trends
I'm the rough, tough, two-fisted campus

correspondent for a magazine of jour-

nalistic excellence and probing in-

Don Upper

quiry...People magazine. I'm on a mission

from God. (God is the name my editor

prefers to be called.)

My editor said unto me that I should go

forth into the UMasses on a holy quest for

the lastest trend. In his words; "What are

college kids wearing these days? Any dif-

ference between A.M. and P.M. dressing?

What's the hip bracelet? Watch?

Necklace? Bag? Are reeboks still the

sneaker.= of choice? How about hair and

nails? Makeup? Are there any radical

dressers on your campus? If so, what are

thev sporting? What's the latest in

wheels? Bicycles? The band of the mo-

ment? Favorite song? The cult book? Cult

radio show? Coolest present? The in

bunch of posies? Liquid of choice? Hippest

hair dryer? What's going on at night.

What's the 1986 version of telephone

booth stuffing? Inside the dorm, how are

the rooms being decorated? Most

unusual? Messiest? What's the favorite

sport? How do students take notes these

days — in notebooks or do they record

their lectures? If there are any aspects of

campus life I have neglected to ask about,

please include it."

One subject immediately leapt to my
mind as missing from this list. Sex —
something I think about a lot. But I'm in

no position (so to speak) to answer ques-

tions on what today's college kids think

about it. I mean, not everyone may be a

victim of penguin lust. As a matter of

fact, I don't have a clue about most of my
editor's questions. I haven't worn make-

up since the shock therapy. I don't have

enough hair to style or dry. I have the

fashion sense of plywood. I don't drink. I

don't smoke. The only drug I use regular-

ly is television. If there are any larger

trends on this campus, I won't know about

them until they make the comics page.

That's why I need your help. I'm ask-

ing you dear reader to tell me what to-

day's trend are. This is for real. I don't

want any answers like "naked roller

skating". Everyone knows that was last

year's trend. If you can really answer any

of my editor's questions please drop me

a note here at the CoUegiarf and be sure

to address it to me.

Don Upper is People magazine's two

fisted college correspondent.
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Immigration chaos no small threat
It's 1997. The crime rate in the Little Havana section

ofMiami skyrockets to terrifying proportions and spreads

throughout the city. Martial Law is declared and the Na-

tional Guard is called in. A few months later, after 3000

deaths and 20,000 arrests, Martial Law is lifted. Miami

becomes America's Beirut.

It's 1998. Illegal immigration of millions of Latin

Americans results in a partial takeover of the lower part

of Texas. United States citizens stop fleeing and start

fighting. Martial Law is declared, but the violence

continues.

If the events depicted above do occur, they will have

one common denominator: massive and uncontrolled

immigration.

Each year about halfa-million legal immigrants enter

the United States.

The US was built by immigrants. After the Revolution,

the US stretched from east to west—its manifest

destiny—to fill the country with people.

"Give me your tired, your poor" was the welcoming

slogan of the government; and millions came in search

of streets paved with gold, the US became known as the

melting pot.

However, in addition to the legal immigrants, between

two and four million illegal immigrants slip by US

Jeffry Bartash

borders every year. About 60 percent of the illegals are

Hispanic, of which two-thirds are Mexican, who enter

along the US-Mexican border.

In 10 years, another 25 million people will enter the

US. and in 20 years. 50 million or more people will enter.

Can the US absorb so many immigrants? Well, as

every chef knows, a (melting)pot can only be filled so

high. If the pot is filled too high, the pot will boil over

and create one big mess.

Now the pot is nearly full.

The US needs immigrants—they are what make this

country special—but limits should be legally establish-

ed and enforced. At the moment, nearly two-thirds of all

immigrants in the world are absorbed by the US.

The reasons for mass immigration are too numerous

to discuss, but a majority of immigrants are driven by

war (Vietnamese), hunger (Haitians), persecution

(Nicaraguans), and poverty and unemployment (Mex-

icans). If, however, the US admitted every person in the

world who suffers from the problems described above,

more than half the world's population would fiock to this

country.

Though the US is not responsible for all the world's

problems (which cause immigration), it is not absolved

of its obligation to help, and could alleviate the immigra-

tion problem by such means as discontinuing support of

repressive dictatorships or giving economic aid to those

in need. Yet the nature of world politics^ and severity

of the problem, now seems to leave the US no choice ex

cept to block massive and illegal immigration into this

country, and worry about the causes afterward.

Congressmen Alan Simpson of Wyoming, and Romano

Mazzoli of Kentucky, have tried numerous times since

1980 to push a bill through our government aimed at

achieving these goals, but have failed.

However House and Senate leaders just yesterday forg

ed an agreement on a sweeping immigration bill aimed

at curtailing the stream of illegal aliens into the US. The

agreement, long overdue, still has to pass in both houses

and be signed by the President, which guarantees neither

approval or immediate action.

If immigration remains uncontrolled, new ethnic ten

sions. violent ones, are bound to surface. Uncontrollable

immigration also threatens the work put into

eliminating ethnic mistrust and discrimination in this

country.

After all. Americans historically have not take kind

ly to "foreigners" who take their jobs.

Jeffry Bartash is a Collegian columnist

Letters

Pornography can breed violence

.m IPIPN'T^N USE MY ACS .'

'

Random Notes — a case of hunger
I watched as he shuffled down the street

He was a young man, not that much older

than myself. Ill fitting clothes hung from

his thin frame. There was a faraway look

in his eyes.

As he came closer I saw his gaze fall upon

a garbage can that was about three yards

from where I was sitting. A spark of light

seemed to awaken in his eyes.

Hands stuffed deep in his pockets, he

slowly turned to look behind him and then

from side to side. Cautiously he approach-

ed the barrel.

Sitting on a wall and hidden from sight

by the deepening shadows of dusk, he did

not see me as he tentatively peered into the

trash. One more look around, then he

began to sift through the top layer of gar-

bage. Looking at papers and opening bags

he tossed them aside, not finding what he

was looking for.

He stopped and quickly looked over his

shoulder. Apparently thinking he was

alone, he carefully reached down into the

barrel and brought up what seemed to be

a crumpled bunch of white paper.

For a moment he simply held the parcel,

then he slowly began to peel away the first

sheet of paper. He laughed after discarding

the sheet.

It was darker so I couldn't quite tell what

he had found. I wasn't left wondering for

long.

Throwing the rest of the paper to the

ground, he greedily bit into what was the

remnant of a sandwich or grinder.

I coughed and he looked up wildly like

a startled animal. Our eyes locked and

neither one of us moved. I wanted to look

away but couldn't.

He straightened up to his full height,

arms hanging limply by his side but his

hand still clutching the food. A look of

hatred mixed with defeat crossed his face.

"I was hungry," was all he said before

turning away. He disappeared into an alley

and I was left alone.

I wondered how many other people

haunted the streets of cities and towns in

search of food, hoping to discover some

morsel left by someone else.

I began to think about all the people who

wouldn't be eating a meal that night or

every other night because they could not

afford to buy food.

At first I felt sad and helpless. I didn't

think that there was anything that I could

do. I came to learn that one of every 10 peo-

ple in Massachusetts lives below the pover-

ty line. With so many hungry people it

seemed like a lost battle.

Not long ago I discovered that students

across the nation are working together in

an effort to help curb the widespread pro-

blem of hunger in America. They are

organizing events to raise public

awareness, raise funds, and help the

hungry directly by setting up soup kitchens

or food drives.

As part of this effort, Thursday, October

16 has been declared World Food Day. It

is a day that organizers hope will give peo-

ple the incentive to think about the pro-

blem of hunger in America and work

toward eradicating hunger nationwide.

Gale G. Argentine is a Collegian
correspondent.

William Spain's column (October 15) said

"a photo—spread geared towards the

gynecologically—minded set no more in-

duces a rapist to commit acts of violence

than a picture of a terrorist's victim turns

us into terrorists." Spain seems not to

understand what pornography is and

therefore what it is so many women object

to.

Most people think of pornography either

as pictures of couples in various stages of

sexual intercourse or pictures of women

with their breasts and genitals displayed

— in other words, sexually explicit

material. However, the vast majority of

pornography depicts violence against

women — rape, penetration by knives,

animals, bottles, and women mutilated. In

these pictures, the women are shown as

loving it — wanting to be penetrated by a

dog or a knife. These examples are not from

"way out" magazines on the fringe of socie-

ty. They are found in accepted

"gentlemen's" magazines. For example.

Penthouse ran a series of pictures in which

Asian women were "erotically" portrayed

as dead while hung from trees; there were

also pictures in which these women were

"erotically" mutilated.*

Penthouse is the most widely read por-

nographic magazine today. Hustler,

another very popular magazine, has run

countless photos in which women are

shown in rape scenarios — loving it and

wanting to be raped. Women object to this

message; we do not want to be raped, we

do not enjoy it. Yet, Hustler would like both

men and women to believe otherwise.

There is a popular misconception, shared

by Spain, which is that in recognizing the

effects of pornography on men, we then

remove the responsibility from the rapists.

Women do not want the blame taken from

the rapists; instead we want that blame —
when appropriate — to be extended to por-

nographers. If a black man is lynched by

a member of the Ku Klux Klan, their in-

fluence is recognized by society. All the

blame for the act is not placed on the in-

fluence ofthat organization. However, it is

recognized that without the validation and

encouragement of the KKK, the black man

might not have been killed. Women are

saying that, yes, rapists who consume por

nography might have raped without the

validation of an industry promoting rape,

but we also believe that the validation and

glorification of rape in pornography en

courages and promotes rape.

It is important for us to recognize that

pornography and violence against women

are closely entwined and feed off of one

another. Women who oppose pornography

know that censorship will not help people

to see the link between pornography and

violence against women. We know that

talking about pornography and what it

does in our lives is the means by which to

deal with it. We also know that the time

has come to stop bowing down to verbal

abuse from proponents of pornography

("keep your outdated and narrow—minded

ideas the f-k nut of my library") and to

really let people know how pornography

has, and continues to, affect women in our

daily lives.

Laura Grohe
Central

*Editor's note: According to Leslie Jay,

Vice-President and Director ofPublic Rela-

tions for Penthouse, the photographs (which

appeared in the 12/84 issue) "have nothing

whatsoever to do with death or violence but

are intended to illustrate a traditional

category of Japanese socio-sexual love

poems.

"

Letters

What, who worry?

If STAR WARS is so useless and really

won't work, then why are the Soviets so

worried?

Michael Berman
Central

mmmmmmnm.

**i^Obscenity can he found in every book except the telephone

—George Bernard Shaw

Changing numbers into real people
With the Student Senate elections finalized and a few

controversies on hold for a while. I would like to take this

opportunity to turn away from political discussion to

tackle a different issue.
, ^ j *u

While contemplating this column the other day, the

issue that struck me was an obvious one. How about them

Red Sox? (sorry to all of you out-of-staters - but my

heart is in Boston on this one). As I watched game five

come to an end, my heart ignited with emotion^ It was

a miracle come true that game six was to be played. When

it was over, the dream continued. My adrenaline level

soared as I imagined game seven under way in Fenway

Park Red Sox fever was spreading. And the fever was cer

tainly not contained within Bostons limits. High-charged

energy travels everywhere. ..even to Western

Massachusetts and UMass/Amherst. It is a fever similar

to that which strikes when the University Marching Band

strikes up a tune; or when our entire community revitaliz-

ed our Tower Library for MassTransformation; or when

William Bennett

we watch our teams chalk up victories.

Well, if the state of Massachusetts can come together

for the Boston Red Sox, the students at this great Univer-

sity can join together also. Yes, the time has come for our

student body to come together! Through my experience

here, I have come to realize that students are often given

their "number" and told that it is their identity for the

duration of their time here. It is my opinion that the Stu-

dent Government Association has the ability to help

change all that. Therefore, I challenge everyone in the

SGA to put aside personality conflict and political ideology

for a while and help me lead the way to an outstanding

year of high spirits, good will, and a sense of community

for everyone. Why? Becau.se I believe that it is time for

the SGA to do more than juFt student advocacy. Although

this is certainly a most u:;..ortant aspect of student

government, it is time for the SGA to get actively involv-

ed with the student population on this campus and do

more of what the students want.

To accomplish this, the SGA needs your input and

creativity. Our assistance and resources can only be of

value with your cooperation and ideas. So help make the

spirit of Massachusetts come alive at the University by

getting involved. At least let yourself be heard. Call my

office (545-0341) anytime, stop by, or send a letter to 406E

Student Union. Another way you can be heard is by at-

tending the Mortar Board's Leadership Conference

tonight from 7-9:00 p.m. in the Campus Center. At this

conference, ten student leaders will give brief presenta-

tions and be available for individual discussion. It is a

great opportunity for you to express your ideas and

concerns.

Together we can make a difference. And only together

can we continue the fever of school spirit this University

needs! Help the SGA change your "number" into an < >i-

dividuaL.let your voice be heard!

William Bennett is president of the SGA.
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Basketball
begins...
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phc-tu« by Byrne Guarnotta

The University of Massachusetts men's and women's basketball

seasons officially began as both teams held their first preseason

practices at the Curry Hicks Cage yesterday. Clockwise from top

left are: women's head coach Jack Leaman discussing plays with

Tara Lewis Qeft), and Beth Wilbor (right); sophomore power forward

Duane Chase jamming (above right); men's head coach Ron

Gerlufsen Gower right); and freshman forward Jeanine Michealsen

putting in a layup Gower left). Both seasons begin in five weeks.

JW®
^ Zen Nun

FOR ALL YOUR AUTOMOTIVE NEEDS
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC

AMHERST
534 Main St

256-6414

BELCHERTOWN
9 Main St

232-7887

Bring this coupon in and you'll receive

HADLEY
Russell St

586-6464

continued from page 14

which brmgs conflict between Shin and established

medicine, which she needs in order to defeat cancer. As

a Zen Shin feels she must try some homeopathic medicine.

Her doctor is completely against this, and threatens not

to treat her if she varies from his prescribed behavior, bhin

begins to wonder what is more important, her actual lite

or how it is prolonged.
. , ,, ,

The diary provides a view of the world that is both down

to earth and very dramatic. She focuses on her daily life,

and yet in every word, Zen doctrine comes through. She

faces the terrible battle of cancer with courage and wit.

leaving the reader with a heightened sense of the nature

around him.

Free 1 Gallon

Windshield Waslier
with any $10 purchase

Amo HOURS
Mon-Frl 8-5:30

Sat 8:00-3:00

•^ ^-

Pick up your Student

Automotive Discount Card at

any Hapco Auto Parts Store

Nan Shin (Nancy Amphoux), author of Diary

of a Zen Nun.

GREAT
MEXICAN
FOOD !

in downtown Amherst
beer & wine served

rrj-

TACOVILLA
-y ...0|f»ri«f Quality
' Mrnitmn foadt

NORTHAMPTON
ii ccNTei sr

iB* 06n
^tC) Bring Your Own
\v Beer or Wine

AMHERST
41 gOirWOOOWALK

Beer t Wine
ierved

SPRINGFIELD

r^a 0919

Bring Your 0«*"

Brer S Wine

r
R.J. HASTINGS

HNE PAPER BY
ETON'S MD CRANES
SUITABLE FOR RESUME

^ 45 S. Pleasant St - 253-2840 J

m
7th ANNUAL SOUTHWEST

BATTLE OF THE BANDS

^?^^^
''^-sy

i0¥

N

Sunday Oct 19th

Hampden Southside
Room

1pm - 6pm

Selected Bands
Group Therapy

Nexus
Shelf Life

Thanks to Robert Brown
X - Plain

LATE WEEK SPECIALS
Served

Thursday • Saturday 5:30 • 11:00 pm

Scallop &
Chicken Toss

Broiled Fresh

Swordfish

$10.95
Sirloin &

Shrimp Teriyaki

$10.95
Salad. Potato. VafaUblt. and DcsMrt

Unhrcrslty Drive. Amherst 549-5861

$9.95

Prime Rib

$10.95

Another Southwest Area Government Production

mtmm90mtmm
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By B. DeLOLLIS
Collegian Staff

and M. SHAKESPEARE
Collegian Correspondent

Gosh, it seems that the

deeper we get into the

semester, the better the

music gets. It seems like

just last week we were urg-

ing people to go see quite in-

sipid local talent for a price.

This week we're beseeching

you to go see a national

talent for free, that's right,

free. Salem 66 is playing at

Amherst College this week
for no cover. This appears

too good to be true in these

days of fast bucks and steep

covers. In addition to the

freebie at Amherst there is

Thurs. Nov. 6, FAC
Students-$8.00

Gen Public-$10.00

the usual dirth of events to

lure you into the clutches of

Northampton, that self-

important mecca of the

would be hip (after all we
live there, and we're self im-

portant, although we could

never be hip, we're simply

far too avant for that). But

enough of our self aggran-

dising pander, we've got

history to write, or rather

music news.

The valley is resplendent

with acts over the next few

weeks, but for those who
want to travel the choices

are even greater. In the next

few weeks Nick Cave and

the Bad Seeds, Robyn Hit-

chcock, the Woodentops,

and a cast of thousands of

others will be in Manhattan
(Northampton's errant

cousin). Love and Rockets

will be in Boston (wouldn't

it be nice if they came to

Pearl St.?), and Lou Reed is

making one of his many
trips to Hartford.

The Ramones will be at

Pearl St. on Thursday
night for $9 in advance, and

either $10 or $11 at the

door. Ifyou heard rumors of

all-ages, forget them,
they're wrong.

Tonight also brings us a

IMfeMm
By DON LIPPER
and TOM HARRINGTON
Collegian Staff

MEN...
Written and Directed by Doris Dome
Starring Heiner Lauterbach and Uwe Ochsenknect
German vrith English subtitles

Academy of Music
Men... is a comedy directed by a woman, Doris Dorrie.

Lauterbach plays an executive quite happy with his

cheating lifestyle until he catches his wife (Ulrike

Kriener) playing the same game with a poor artist

(Ochsenknect). Wanting both revenge and to find what
about this man attracts her, he takes a room with the

lover, who doesn't know what the husband looks like.

TH: I didn't know what to make of Men at first. It starts

out like a farce, with Lauterbach getting to know the

man who's loving his wife by living in his counterculture

lifestyle. It plays like a drama though, especially when
the husband vents out his anger upon the unsuspecting

artist.

DL: I think I really enjoyed this movie a lot because

I was never quite certain which way it was going. The
comedy comes out of the characters" real desperation and

frustration at not being able to understand one another.

While Lauterbach is keeping Ochsenknect under cons-

tant surveillance, he can't help feeling the friendship

that grows between them. The movie is about male bon-

ding across the yuppie/bohemian gap. It is also one of

the funniest movies I've seen in a long time. I'm giving

it ••••.
TH: I don't think so. They have much in common, but

Lauterbach also uses his friendship against

Ochsenknect. This movie is also about the selfishness

of friends and lovers, though I don't think it suffers

because of it. I give it •*•.
Tough Guys
Directed by Jeff Kanew
Starring Burt Lancaster and Kirk Douglas
DL: This endless movie is about two aging con.s who

get out tif the joint after finishing their sentence of thir-

ty years for train robbing. Thirty years is about how long

this movie seems to take. The two old guys find

themselves in a world they no longer understand. After

they decide they can't make it the real world, they go

back to a life of crime. (What a surprise!). Young
teenagers might find this movie hysterical I think it

deserves a death sentence. •-^

I really can't deny the stupidity of thi.« movie, and I

was ready to give it a lower rating than you. Yet, when
'.ancaster and Douglas finally get around to their return

) crime, not all stvii .d scripting or pointless direction

emed to make a ^nce. There's some nostalgic fun

o it. I left with a hi.uie 'hough it was a weak smile.

ARTS
fcj<fc<t^««..i-.x<*«J>-Ht» ,

nili'ilt<»>«<iJ^^iii

benefit for the Institute for

Women in Music, so it will

at least be for a worthwhile

cause. June Millington and

Vicki Randle, among others,

will be performing at 8 p.m.

at the Red Barn for a dona-

tion of at least $3.

Friday night is Nu Wave
Cafe night at the Iron

Horse: Peter Stampfel and

the Bottlecaps from New
York. So far, the Iron Horse

hasn't gone wrong with

their other 'nu-wavers' such

as the Bodeans and the

Feelies, thus the 8:30 p.m.

show might prove popular

among the audience.

So, about Amherst, Satur-

day night. Ifyou walk past

Plumbley's, you can not

miss Marsh House — it's big

with white pillars. The
Pocket Fisherman (of

Sheehan's fame) are open-

ing for Salem 66. We would
suggest 9:30 p.m. as the

time for the general crowd

to show up; we, of course,

shall get there.. .in time.

Our Amherst sources have

also informed us of Game
Theory, on the 30th, same
place and price. That,
however, coincides with the

Lyres and someone else

(Malarians?) who will also

be playing for free at

Smith's TNC, at Davis.

And still yet another
benefit on Sunday night at

the FAC; this time for clean

water. NRBQ, and guest ap-

The Ramones wUl be performing one show only at 9:30 p.m. tonight at

Pearl Street in Northampton. There is no opening act and you must be

21 to enter.

pearances by Tom Rush and
Christine Lavin will be per-

forming to protect our water

from toxic waste. It all

starts at 7 p.m., and tickets

are $10, $6 for students, and
one more at the door.

We certainly hope that

these free musical delights

continue to be the trend in

this oh-so-happy Valley,

though we wouldn't want
them to catch on too much;
we just couldn't like that.

Take the up and coming din-

ner party scene for example,

when during one a Nor-

thampton diva was quoted

as saying, 'These things are

great, but if I get invited to

another one, I'm going to ex-

plode!' Well, so much for

her; the invitations are

flooding.

Well, next weekend we
foresee tri-show nights,

which should prove...how do

you say. ..interesting?

Should that be the case,

hollographs will be a must.

Well, we couldn't possibly

show up everywhere now,

could we? We'll be seeing

you!

Zen nun tells of religious struggles

• T-TT" L_l_« * < ' '

Book Review
A Diary Of A Zen Nun
By Nan Shin (Nancy Amphoux)
E.P. Dutton, Inc, $15.95

By KATHRYN POHNER
Collegian Staff

The idea of Zen doctrine and way of life seems com-

plicated and almost mystical for many people in today's

society. In an age when people are constantly trying to

get ahead and compete, the Zen philosophy seems a hard

path to choose.

The Diary OfA Zen Nun proves this assumption untrue.

In her journal, Nan Shin (Nancy Amphoux) narrates a

series of daily events in her life. Instead of weighing the

book down with explanations, she explains ceremonies

and ideas by showing us her part in them.

For example, when speaking of broken rules in the com-

munity,

*Til Tuesday releases

album with a message
'Til Tuesday
Welcome Home
Epic

By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

The second album from the Boston-based band Til Tues-

day is more mellow than their fu-st success. Voices Carry.

While the first album was the tale of lead singer and

bassist Aimee Mann's failed relationships, Welcome Home
is much more introspective. ^
The lyrics, for the most part written by Mann, are her

past experiences, and what she has learned from them.

In the title track "Coming Up Close," Mann recognizes

her ability to stand on her own two feet.

"On Sunday," and "Have Mercy," are Mann's realiza-

tion that not only can she prosper outside of a relation-

ship, she can also deal with the problems of others.

"No One Is Watching You Now" is a return to Manns
childhood. She speaks of a former love from her hometown,

and reminiscences about her devotion to him.

It seems as if Mann has grown wary of relationships,

as is evident in "Lover's Day," and "David Denies,"

another song that focuses on a specific relationship.

The album is lacking in instrumental solos, and Mann s

performance is the main attraction. The rest of the band.

Robert Holmes on guitar and background vocals, Joey

Peasce on niano, synthesizer, and background vocals, and

Michael Hauseman on drums and percussion, provide

music that complements Mann's vocal range.

'Til Tuesday fans will find Welcome Home more serious

than 'Voices Carry.' The album is eryoyable for people who

like musu' *vitb a mp^sage.^ ..••.,.. ^ •

Shin tells of the light punishment and then says:

"Guilt and remorse have no place here. The past is over.

Only the right action, now, counts; right for the whole

group.
Shin calls the book "a recipe book without recipes." Her

story is told through subplots that interweave and come

together at various times in the book. She writes about

her experiences as a Zen nun, her rides on horseback, her

battle with ovarian cancer, and her relationship with the

Zen master.

She talks about walking through the fields near their

camp, where she is alone with her thoughts. It is strik-

ing to witness the change from community oriented think-

ing to Shin meditating on the flowers in the field, about

their meaning in the world. Even here, Zen thinking

comes through.

The majority of the book tells of Shin's battle with

cancer. As a chemotherapy patient, she must shave her

head. However, ordination as a Zen nun also precludes

that she must shave her head. The reader can feel her

struggle as to which preceded the other. It is her faith

en 11 tinned on page J
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Peggy Sue worthy of some praise
Peggy Sue Got Married

Directed By Francis Coppola
Written by Jerry Leichtling & Arlene Sarner

Starring Kathleen Turner, Nicolas Cage and Barry

Miller

Peggy Sue Got Married is the story of a business woman,

mother of two and wife with a failing marriage (Kathleen

Turner) who at her 25th high school class reunion

reunion somehow manages
to go back in time. Turner

returns to her senior year in

high school and vows to

change her destiny by

avoiding the mistakes she

made in her youth. She

drops her boyfriend (Nicolas

Cage). She pursues the class

bohemian she always

wanted to have sex with and

An exhibit of 19th century collotype prints will open October 19

at the student Union Art Gallery at UMass. The exhibit includes fif-

ty prints of architecture and cityscapes of such cities as Prague, Dan-

zig, Dresden, Leipzig and Vienna. A continuous slide presentation

show will accompany the exhibit. Professor Ernest May, a UMass

Music Historian and musician, wUl lecture on a related subject in

the gallery at 7 p.m. on October 28.

she tells the class genius

about the scientific marvels

of the future. But the big

question is, can she really

change her destiny?

Cage is confused by

Turner's sudden change in

affections. In fact everyone

doesn't know why Peggy

Sue is acting the way she is.

Her parents ask her why
she broke up with her

boyfriend. "House
payments" she replies. Most

of the humor comes from the

fact that only the audience

understands what Peggy

Sue is talking about. The

writing is funny and there

are a few touching moments

in the movie. But good

dialogue, good acting and

good direction can't help the

flawed story.

The filmmakers go to

great lengths to point out

that this movie was in pro-

duction before Back to the

Future, in the hopes. I

guess, that people won't

make comparisons between

the two time traveling

movies. But comparisons

are inevitable. Peggy just

doesn't hold up against

Back. It seems to spin in its

wheels but never go

anywhere. She hates Cage.

Kathleen Turner and Nicholas Cage star in

Peggy Sue Got Married.

She loves him. She hates him. The film ends

up being a whole lot of nothing and you leave the theatre

feeling a little unsatisfied. I don't know where all these

critics are coming off saying that this is the best movie

of the year. It isn't even the best movie of the fall. It's

a pretty good movie. Its worth seeing but its not worth

shouting over. -k-kVi

Correction

The return performance by the Market Theater

Company was incorrectly listed yesterday as being

free. Tickets are $3 for Five College students and

$6 for the general public. Admission to the theater

troupe's lecture on Saturday afternoon is free.

1

SMITH COLLEGE
REC COUNCIL
PRESENTS

No cans, bottles, recording

devices or cameras.

Hall is wheelchair accessible

THURSDAY
NOVEMBER 6

8:00 PM
John M Greene Hall

Smith College

Northampton
Tickets starting Oct 20

at Seelye Basement
Main St Records in N'ton

For the Record (Faces), Amh.

Fine arts Center Box Office

Amherst

Smith students $7 & $8,

All others $10 & $12, $15 at door

Want to try something newl

How about d quiet

evening for two . .

.

d bottle of wine and

some exquisite

Chinese cuisine

THE NIGHT IS YOURS

50 Main Street Northampton 586-5708

456 Sumner Ave. Springfield

Full Liquor Service Reservations accepted

CHINESE
J^ CUISINE

I

FREE DELIVERY
^1 BhIIucmkI U.ill,

DiiunliuMi ^mlu |^l 253-7494
llitdiiqh till Alli \

MUST BE OF LEGAL DRINKING AGE

Boston band Til Tuesday.

\
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adirondack music
15 EAST PLEASANT STREET • AMHERST 253-3100

239 MAIN STREET • GREENFIELD 772-6803

next to the Police Station

AND OPtr4lN6l

WE'VE DONE IT AGAIN!!!

We've opened another store in lovely downtown Northhamp-

ton just ten minutes from our downtown Amherst store and

twenty minutes from our downtown Greenfield store. But you

can shop at any of our three valley stores to take advantage

of the lowest prices at our GRAND OPENING SALE

r-THORENS
we've bought all the blemished THORENS turntables all with full five year war-

ranties. Take your choice up to 7(yoff

Example No. 1

Thorens TD115 Turntable semi automatic

a $435.00 value w/ acutex m412str cartridge

a $185 value

._a $620 value

TECHNICS

$249.95J

Last chance OHM Acoustics

BLOWOUT SALE!! SAVINGS!!

,-OHM
L2 Loudspeaker
3-way 8" system 10-125 watts real wood veneer

poly-woofer a $550 value

_Take em away at ONLY $275.00/pair

SLDD33 turntable
fully atomatic direct drive, strobe

with purchase of cartridge

$99.95_

,-OHM
WALSH IV Loudspeaker
famous walsh driver system

walnut cabinets demo's cabinets

demo's only - a $1895 value

SANYO
8200
portable/personal mini stereo system

recording am/fm cassette w/ headphone

and detachable speaker

a $iaO value $09.90 while they last

Hurry

r-OHM

^$499.95/pair_

E2 Loudspeaker
2-way 8" system

real wood veneer bass reflex

_a $395 value $149.95/pair_

mmtftm^tt

SHERWOOD LAST CHANCE BLOWOUT! WE NEVER WANT TO

SEE THEM AGAIN. ALL DEMO AND NEW STOCK CARRY A

FULL NEW MANUFACTURER WARRANTY!

- SHERWOOD —
S2660CP
TOP RATED!!!!
50 watt/channel, quartz tuning w/station presets

3 year warranty (not here)

L-a $380 value $189.95 Vi price

r-SHERWOOD
S2680CP Receiver
Top of line !!!!

70 watts/channel, 3-year warranty

quartz tuning .LOADED

— a $500 value_^—^—

-

^$249.95 «

r- SHERWOOD
S2620CP Receiver
25 watt/ch electronic tuning

full 3 year warranty but not here

a $279 value S69.95

r-SHERWOOD
890 Cassette Deck
dolby noise reduction

L.E.D. Meters easy touch operation

^^a $189 value
,

_ $49.95

"hursday, October 16, 1986

Doonesbury

By Garry Trudeau

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

iHAifiDOm' I'M

NOT 6^£A9/N(ym
onmu-dMuoH
AS 1715^ \

I P0N7
KNOiUliUHAT

nfRtTAU^.-

m ABOUT.
MONSiei/f^

OKAY OKAY. SO I'MA
LmtlBtMIHPINm
PAiMBm9. iou've

iMPi. iOUF. poim.

TAK5 THBSe JHIN6S
OFF'

MONSimR
\

HOU?MBi ^^^'^
iOUHAVbNl ^

• ASHREPOF ^f^

I'LL TAKB
iouoom
l/VnHME^,

HONBY. I
5U/^ARIT

I'M P0IN6
THIS OUTOF
ujva,siR..

Treehouse nightmare

Gordy
By Gorde

Bat Brain
By Bill Dearing

eHJoyTmr
STORY OF
HOVJI

^i^^ OF PONNV

Campus Pond

^ainiz
By Sal

Bloom County

So.. mRp ms (m. we cast

mBiuz^p-- 1 iKB lueAmy-

5H0Or/

^txir.
HUMmsLe^.,^.

lQI lEGIAN

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
t Atiw bsih

powd«'
5 f uniiy una

10 Dad
14 L4mD
15 Saudi. Ilakan

tlyla

16 Batiiammita

leadat

17 Lisi abtx

18 Biili^h pe«'

19 Islamic liiie

20 Saaton. m a

way
7't Gall inipcxlance

?4 Auinof VKiai

25 By no iiiaant

26f>«a

29 Ptelia with site (M

ptuasa

30 Swiss mouiiiam

33 City S ol

Moscow
34 Citaractuosiics

36 Manual s aunt

37 UncHiainai

39 Building wing

40 PMs ona s

liada

42 Compasii V"**
43 Guaraniaa

46 Buitdcs units

47 Sun speacn

48 Head labia

49 In - (lo a

dagiee)

SI Bless, ok) slyM

!i3 Money, m
Padua

b4 II s a Olid il i

i6 Piomote liom

niaioi''

60 Incuision

61 Hope lo a

Romdll

63 Polai

64 Judy s daugniei

65 somebody Gei

66 College on Ihe

Thanies

67 Unique pel son

en Biidgeb

6y Lvaluale

DOWN
1 Abound
2 Utah ski lesori

3 rabricalo«

4 Roman ampeicx

37 41

& FiWn siaiiii^ 64

Acioss

6 Spaak lo llie

ciowd
7 Paddock
dwaHaf

8 Niganan
liibesman

9 Tiansloim

10 Auinw ol

Conunon
Sense

1

1

Piomoliod lo

t leel

Conimandet''

12 Fuel source

13 Tliiung

21 — de plume

23 Nautical

command
2i Mamniei s

laigels

26 Rounded
p<0|ttC lions

27 Enpunge

28 Piomole I'oni

co4un«l''

29 Loses cokM

31 Ligni melodies

32 Oaled

3S Knot agam
38 Burdened
41 f towering

avargieen

44 Aulhof Gay and

lamiiy

46 They suil lo

ale*

60 Sagn ol a M
SlHMH

i2 To swim, m
Sa>iille

%3 Actress Sopfua

64 A QuUifia

ii Discomloti

!i6 Roman rapati

57 Jol

68 Suil popular

circa 1942

69 Sea eagia

62 Fruit !

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUULE

10/18/M

f—r"

u

If
u

sr

w

Pi

M

- JTp-

r- i— r-|«*- rr- n- iT

ffiflffl
(|««* Lm Anactn Tla» !>)

I0/18/I8

Lunch
Stuffed Pepper

with Tomato Sauce

Diplomat Sandwich

Basics Lunch
Grilled Turkey

Swiss Sandwich

Pineapple Yogurt

Stuffed Pepper

Menu
Dinner

Chinese Chicken Wings

Vegetable Chow Mein

Roast Pork

Egg Salad Plate

Basics Dinner

Chinese Chicken Wings

Vegetable Chow Mein

Fried Rice,

Potato Mushroom Delight

,

Weather

Today: Mostly sunny, high 55 to 60.

Tonight; Partly cloudy, lows in the 30s.

Tomorrow: Partly sunny, highs in the mid-50s.

A

Today's Staff

Night Editor Nancy Klingener

Copy Editor Sheryl Jean

Photo Tech Byrne Guarriotta

Layout Tech Drummin' Rob Catalano

Prodactlon Sapervlsor Same Dude

Prodactlon..Connie LeClerc. Margot Wiles, Sarah Clark.

Valerie Warren. Matt Laurence, and Dancin' Rob!

L

Executive Board — Fall of 1986

by Berke Breathed

DODE LEVENSON
L,),tor m Chit?)

JOHN YONCE
M.iiidginfj fcditof

STEVE RUBIN
Buyncis Maiuigt-r

ROB SKEITON
EtMonal tdi'vOr

WIILIAM SPAIN

tdiioiidi Editor

ANSEL ZINTER

p( Mduc'ion Manager

Business Board - Fa of 1985

STEVE RUBIN

Business Manage'

PAUL H. LESSER

Advertising Sales Manager

VANESSA ROTH
Finance Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Mjrkelinq Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Circulation Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Subscription Manager

J
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Field Hockey escapes Harvard
streak alive in 2 OT
By LINDA DELIVORIAS
Collegian Correspondent

This was a game that was supposed to be a routine

tune-up for the weekend, but instead turned out to be

a nail-biter.

The University of Massachusetts field hockey team
managed to extend it's winning streak to 10 games after

edging Harvard University in double overtime, 2-1, at

Cambridge yesterday afternoon.

The Crimson, who were formerly ranked 17th, but

were dropped from the NCAA polls this week, got on the

scoreboard first with 5:52 before halftime.

Sharon Landau dribbled her way through UMass'
stingy defense, and fired the ball from inside the circle.

Goalie Lynn Carlson made a spectacular save as she fell

down, but Landeau deposited the loose ball for the score.

Landau's tally, only the fifth goal surrendered by net-

minder Carlson and the Minutewomen defenders all

season, gave Harvard a slim 1-0 lead and all the con-

fidence in the world to upend its in-state rivals.

But UMass, 11-1, quickly responded to the Crimson's

challenge, and proved its comeback capabilities for the

second time this year.

With 2:33 remaining in the first half, the

Minutewomen set up their penalty corner offense. UMass

botched it's initial inbounds play, but freshman attacker

Nancy Philbrick came in from the weakside, reversed

direction, and slapped the ball past Harvard goalie

Denise Katsias. It was Philbrick's third collegiate goal,

and proved to be the last tally for either team during

regulation.

"We just dominated them in the first half," assistant

coach Patti Bossio said. "But Harvard is a never-say-die

team. They came strong to the ball in the second half

and played with a lot of confidence defensively."

The statistics prove Bossio's point. The Minutewomen

amassed 13 penalty corners in the first 35 minutes of

action, but were held to one goal on account of Katsias'

eight saves. Defensively, UMass held the Crimson in

check despite yielding Landau's goal. The Harvard of-

fense generated no penalty corners, and was held in

check by Carlson's seven saves.

The second half was a stalemate, as both squads were

with 2-1 win
unable to capitalize on offensive opportunities. UMass
could not find daylight despite seven penalty corners, and
Harvard had trouble generating momentum, as evidenc

ed by a pair of penalty corners.

The first 15-minute overtime period, which is man-
datory this season for determining tie-breakers, seem-

ed to bring life to both teams. But the Minutewomen
came away empty-handed on two penalty corners, and
the Crimson's lone attack was defused by a Cai'lson save.

As the second overtime period got under way, UMass
started to assert itself and began chipping away at the

underdog Crimson. After three futile penalty corners and
two saves by Katsias, the Minutewomen were awarded
a penalty stroke. UMass made the most of this golden

opportunity, as senior co-captain Lisa Griswold blasted

home the game-ending goal with 4:15 left in the

10-minute overtime period. It was Griswold's ninth tal-

ly of the season, and fifth game-winning goal.

"Harvard definitely took us out of our game and forc-

ed us to pass the ball. The ball would just die on the grass,

so we weren't able to dribble," Bossio said. "Ronnie Col-

eman and Carol Smith worked well together. But if we
had played Harvard on turf it would have been a whole

different game."

1

THE MOST ECONOMICAL WAY TO SKI!

SI

UMASS SKI CLUB
It's your last chance to

sign up and ski with us'

For only $10 you can be a member
Look for us in the Campus Center

Concourse Wed - Fri

October 20 - November 20 Memberships $15

PAST NOVEMBER 20 - MEMBERSHIPS $20

BE PAPT OF THE TRADITION

NORTHAMPTON BOWL
Thur. Night Fun Begins

at 8:45 pm to Close

"^ BOUIl

FREE!
WITH COLLEfJE I.D.

525 PLEASANT ST
584-4830

EXIT 18 RT91

<^

iri^^ ©overnor

©rogram ^
ouncti

INTRODUCTORY
MEETING:

WHEN:
THUSRDAY 10/16
AT 9:15

WHERE:
CAMPUS CENTER
ROOM 162

M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

^nmVERSITY
MSTORE^

Ikcome a part of Qnrruor 's Program Council and you can be part of the group that

brought gou,

—Killer Comedg ^ight

—StupidHumaM Zricks
—the drive in movie •*

—bands in the Hatch

—^'I>MUCM. MUCMMOKS

Zk OMly limit to what wc can do is your imagimtiott

and $11,000.

^>^
^:

//
^#^

%% <9̂

^

T* »* -It J^. 2^C2CZC
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UMass crew continues its success
Men and women will compete in Head of the Charles race

By KAREN LeMAY
Collegian Correspondent

and JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

You might think that training year-round for an

unheralded varsity sport would be a waste of time — but

you would be hard-pressed to convince members of the

University of Massachusetts crew teams otherwise.

"This is my eighth year rowing and it's an incredible

test. You will be in the best shape of your life and work

harder than anyone else on campus," senior tri-captain

Neil Batt said.

The sentiment expressed by Batt is one that you pro-

bably wouldn't expect to hear from an athlete describing

his sport, but he and his teammates think that their train-

ing schedule speaks for itself.

UMass crew, a Division II program with both a men's

and women's varsity team, practices about three hours

a day, six days a week, and nine months per year under

the supervision of head coaches Dave Trond and Chuck

Leonard. The exhausting routines include weightlifling,

running and biking.

"It's a year round sport and it's as physically deman-

ding as it is mentally," senior tri-captain Michelle HoUi-

day said. "How you think has a lot to do with how well

you perform."

But despite the lack of public awareness of the sport,

the crew teams persist because they know that their sport

is as important to themselves as football or soccer is to

those athletes.

"Crew has such tradition. It has a mystique about it that

you don't know until you do it," Batt said.

Senior tri-captain Mary Powers agrees with Batt but

added that along with a great tradition, rowing is also

infectious.

"Once you start doing it (rowing), it gets into your blood

and you have a hard time stopping," Powers said.

For UMass crew, teamwork creates is the ultimate suc-

cess. To the participants, rowing as a unit is the pinnacle

of success.

"Racing in the boat — it's the most incredible feeling

when everyone works their hardest to reach the same

goal," junior tri-captain Nancy Boland explained.

"It's alot of work but at the same time it's fun," men's

tri-captain Pete Howey said. "Evei-ybody's workinf.; for the

same goal."

'When you're moving the boat correctly you can feel

the strength of the other people," Trond said. "That's pret-

ty exciting."

The teams, with seasons in both the fall and the spring,

have raced twice so far this year and have upheld the

UMass tradition of rowing excellence.

The teams competed in the Textile River Regatta in

Lowell on Oct. 5 where the women placed second overall

in 19:08 while defeating all Division II opponents. The

men finished fourth out of nine teams with a time of 17:06

and finished first among Division II foes.

Last weekend the men were at the University of Con-

necticut where they finished ninth out of 35 boats in a

race dominated by Ivy League crews.

"It was one of our best rows to date. They're showing

alot of promise and I'm really pleased with them," men's

coach Dave Trond said.

The women were at the Mount Holyoke Women's In-

vitational on Oct. 11 and rowed their way to the finals

where they finished third behind women's powerhouses

Smith College and Mt.Holyoke with a time of 5.52.6. The

team narrowly missed breaking up the two schools' com

mon 1-2 finishes, placing just one-tenth of a second behind

the second-place boat.

"I'm thrilled with the Regatta. We did a lot better this

year than we have in the past," women's coach Chuck

Leonard said. "It's great to be so close with Smith which

is usually a runaway."

But both Trond and Leonard have little time to sit back

and enjoy their teams' successes.

Both teams are in the midst of preparing for this Sun-

day's end-of-all-rowing-festivals the Head of the Charles

race in Cambridge.

The race, regarded as the largest and most prestigious

rowing event in the United States, annually attracts well

over a hundred boats on the Charles River and is con-

sidered the most important race of the year behind the

National Championships held in May.

Through teammwork, individual sacrifice and a lot of

determination, both teams are confident they can be a

success.

Basketball squads
hold first practices

Workouts begin in Cage
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

If there is one thing that could be seen in the Curry

Hicks Cage yesterday, it was exuberance.

Both the women's and men's University ot

Massachusetts basketball teams opened practice, and the

spirit of both players and coaches was obvious.

"We're psyched to get started/' junior forward Tara

Lewis said. "It feels good to have a coach out here and

I can't wait for the season to start. It's gonna be great
"

The Minutewomen, who ran their first official practice

from 3 to 6 p.m., were without a coach for over a month

during preseason foUowring the resignation of three-year

head coach Barbara Stevens.

But the team received a lift when Jack Leaman, UMass

men's basketball coach from 1966-79, gave up his duties

as athletic director and head basketball coach for the

Stockbridge School of Agriculture to take over the team

four weeks ago.

"I am a basketball teacher," Leaman said. "And these

players want to learn and get better. I think it will be

a mutual benefit."

The Minutewomen have six players returning this

season, and as Leaman watched his squad nin drills

yesterday, he liked what he saw.

"I'm exicted," Leaman said. "We have some good

players and they're hungry. If they want to win, they

probably will. We're looking to improve on our fast break

and rebounding from last year. But the players have a

great attitude. I think it will be fun again."

Ron Gerlufsen's men's team held their opening

workout from 6 until 7 p.m.

The Minutemen have nine returning players and with

the addition of freshmen Chris Bailey and Carey Herer,

would like to improve on last season's disappointing 9-19

campaign.

ACTIVITIES 'AUDIO
AUTO FOR SALE • CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT • FOR RENT

FOR SALE -FOUND
HELP WANTED • LOST

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE

CLASSIFIED
INSTRUCTION • MOTORCYLCLES
PERSONALS • RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED • SERVICES

ROOMATE WANTED • TRAVEL
WANTED • SUBLET

_ CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI - 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PROIR TO PUBLICATION* CASH IN ADVANCE. ISc/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIft

WORK STUDY (4.05$hr) 8 12 hrs wk
tlex hrs assist in (ab work on soil, plant

samples no exp required call Morteza at

545-2259 between 10AM.4PM

GRADUATES AND 25* students Social

Hour every Thursday 5:00 Blue Wall,

Campus Center Build a tradttioni Meet

each other!

ALPHA PHI OMEGA, a coed service

fraternity with unrestricted social ac-

tivities, invites all university students to

an open rush Oct 7. 8. S U at 6 00 PM
in room 415A Student Union!

ANIMAL RIGHTS COALITION meeting:

Come and find out what we are really

atjout SU 306 at 4:30 tonight 10/16/86

'l975 AMC HORNET runs well, depen-

dable very little rust $700 549-7778

1972 "•« deco phih" Malador-$47S- as«

for Adair at 566-8550

1976 CHEVY MALIBU, reliable transpor-

tation. $550 Of BO call Seth 256-0970.

NICE COUCH $50 upright vacuum
cleaner w/bags $25 call 253-2212 after

5:30 PM

RELIABLE^I978 MAZDA GLC $600

negotiable, great deal. Call Joe at

665-7541 after 5:00

SUPERIOR PIZZARIA NORTH Amherst

Flexable hours dunng the week for kit-

chen help Drivers who know the area

wanted call 549-0626

REWARD FOR YELLOW stats notebook

left at Boyden Soccer field last Wednes-

day $10 caH 549-1572 Leave message for

Dayton

19S0 VW RABBIT, deisei, sunroof, exc

cond. 4-door, stereo tape deck $2200

call 442-2126 or 532-3610

VW 1971 SQUAREBACK excellent con-

dition J T s a steal at $500 must sell

quickly 586-3824

ZOO MASS T-SHIRTS $6 original design

do not be tooled by cheap imitations

assorted colors 4 sizes call JJ 546-8714

GUCCI WATCHES FOR ladles only $30

many styles call Brian 6-7425

PHONE SURVEYERS NEEDED. No
sales Evening and weekend hours

$5 75/hr to Stan Downtown Springfield

location. Call 203-562-2013

REWARD LOST GOLD chain Sat night

outside Time Out call 549-5797

DAYTIME: CASHIERS, WAITPEOPLE.
bartenders, hosts, dishwasfiers: parttime

Apply Judie's Amherst

GOLD WOMAN'S WATCH- sentimental

value 'reward' 549-6678

SUZANNE BURGESS— BOY oh boy are

you in trouble Your volleyball teacher

tells me you have been a bad girt Blow-

ing off class IS no class- especully his
'

I wouldn't want to be in your shoes -Brat

MARJOiAPPY BIRTHDAYTo our favorita

sports educator, FC, future roommate

and no 1 Run DMC Ian they should

pass! We k}ve you! JJ artd Urb

BOWLING CLUB IS looking for new
members II you like competition, tour-

naments, and travel, call 256-1550

FREE MOVIES AT the Newman Center

Every Friday night in the front lounge.

"Gandhi" Oct 17 at 7PM

HONORS STUDENT ASSOCIATION
?eneral meeting Thursday Oct 16th at

15 PM in FieldMain Lounge Everyone

Welcome

LITURGY FIVE COLLEGE Orthodox Mis-

sion in room 805 Campus Center on Oc-

tober 19th 9 30AM

FOR SALE n Ford Mustang II GHIA
engine needs work, new brakes, new bat-

tery, new muffler $300 or BO after 6PM
549-1137

74 CHEVY GOOD car well maintained

some body rust always starts $500.

256-6604

OHM L2 SPEAKERS 4 yr warranty Call

6-9721

YARN $60 MERCHANDISE credit at

Webs lor only $40 call 6-6360

HELP WANTED ALL positions La Casa

De Carmelita's Restaurant at Motel 6 in

So Doertield Breakfast, lunch and din-

ner shifts available apply in person Mon
thru Fn 12 to 5PM

NEW STUDENTS ARTICLES left at Sunv

mer Orientation must t>e claimed by Oc-

tober 24 Rm 101 Berkshire

STP-THE ONLY kiss I can give is a

bagfull

77 RABBIT-S3 engine A clutch, one

owner, great milage, radials- $1200,

253-9377 eves.

74 DODGE CORONET runs well ex-

cellent transportation $300 00

2 BOB SEGER lix HTFO CC Sun 10/19

nasty seats Wendell 253-9509 BO

40 PERCENT TO 50 percent off all Han
skis, poles, gkjves, etc Top of the line.

Call Hart pro rep Brian 546-8917

WANTfO

USED APPLE IIE/IIC and printer buy or

rent 5-3643 Evenings 549-7308

MM WANnO
UNIVERSITY STORE HAS engineering

Press Exam Files for engineering,

calculus. Physics, Chemistry.

1980 PLYMOUTH HORIZON automatic

no rust, runs well. $1200 549-7160 after

4PI^ weekend

VERY VERY~DEPENDABLE 74 Datsun

4dr 79K $700 or BO 549-4901

GREGORZ LINDENBERG. WARSAW
sociologist speaking on "Sources ol

Popular Support tor Communism in

Eastern Europe" Thursday, Oclotwr 16,

8:00PM Herter

231 free

1974 PLYMOUTH VALIANT. Newly

rebuilt transmission, dependable
transportation Asking $300 665-8114

POOL TABLE FOR sale Just under

regulation size good condition $30 call

Ron 549-3829

HELP WANTED

RIDE OR ESCORT needed to

Paramus/NYC or point en-route for 5-year

old on occassional monthly weekends
Will pay gas or your fare 665-7574 nites

KRtONALS

BRINGDOWN YOUR^uTrapeous stories

and photos lor Coca-Cola's most

outrageous student contest Get your pic

lure in the Collegian and win prizes

Come to the Collegian Business office -

113 Campus Center

ALTERED STATES IS COMING

CHERYL, BACK OFFI Christos is not in-

terested Face it and give it up!

CALL JOHN *Nb wish him a happy bir-

thday, he'll be home between 10 30AM
and 12 30PM or alter midnight 665-8655

BOWIE- 1 WANT you to know that I finish-

ed the book Tomorrow I'm going to buy

the sequel HEH

HAPPY B-DAY JOHN, love you much
•LMH

LOOK FOR ALTERED STATES

STEVE HAPPY BIRTHOAYI If you can

fill out both of these forms, you can have

housing! Best wishes, Mark

FOR A OOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-DISK ENTERTAINMENT
Agency - Dlsc)ockeys, Bands, Lights and

Large screen video dances 549-7144

KAREN FRAT HAPPY belated birthday

The Baked Attempt wants you to enjoy

the quality, not the quantity, of life

SO^ REEBOK. WHENS your next con-

cert'"-your groupies on 16

MARIA MALLONrGWErrSfired- you'ra

hired! Love Jeffrey

DiSNRATfLV SEEKINO SUSAN

I'M BACK FROM San Fran and living in

NOHO Are you still at the zoo? Respond

next Thursday

KMRINT

1975 MONTE CARLO reliable transpor-

tation $700 or BO Call Chris 549-6641

NRM A TOM RUSH

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent tree meals

Light clean-up

Call Cheryl at AXO
545-2152

TYPINO SERVICE

CLEAN WATER CONCERT Oct 19 7PM
FAC Tix;$6 St. $10 Pub

AHLE OF THE lANDSt

BATTLE OF THE bands' Come see live

music performed by local bands at the 7th

Annual SWAG Battle ol the Bands on

Sunday October 19th Irom 1PM to 6PM
in the Hampden Southside Room Free,

live, rock n' roll!' Another Southwest Area

Government Production

1981 PLYMOUTH RELIANT, excellent

condition 4door, AT/AC. 69000 miles,

$2750, call Joe 549-7434

1977 PLY VOLARIE wagon Excel runn-

ing 774-3638 after 5PK/I

72 PONTIACLEMANS brown. 2dr runs

great' Have 2 cars no need for this car

Only $200 Call 546-1272

MOTORCYCLE

PART TIME CASHIER wanted for local

store. Some nights and weekends
Please call 584-3603

QUALITY TYPING. Long or short pro-

jects Meticulous proofreading Rush jobs

OK New IBM typewriter 549-0367

PROFESSIONAL TYPINO SERVICE

TO THE BROTHERS and pledges of

Delta Upsilon, thanks tor a fantastic

homecoming weekend! You guys are

great! Love, the Sisters and pledges of

Chi-O

ENTERTAINMENT

YAMAHA VERAGO 920CC shaft drive

digital new rubber oval discs low miles

helmet $1200 4C Brandywine stop by

CASH

NEED A JOB? Like travel? Ambitious

people needed to market unique travel

product with no existing competition Ex-

cellent experience lor business, com-

munication and HRTA ma|ors No ex-

perience necessary, car helpful Contact

Mary 549-6118

MANAGER TRAINEES NATIONWIDE
Tool Co expanding m Amherst Now hir-

ing 25 new employees great money, ex-

cellent working cond $ career opportuni-

ty Part and lull time work For interview

call Willie 256-4101

PAPERS, CASES, DISSERTA-
TIONS- dependable on-campus,

reasonable, 584-7924. Nancy

DID YOU BUY a car Irom Kevin's Auto

Repair? II so, we need your help Please

call 323-4421 after 6PM

ROOM IN 3 bedroom house for rent m
Hadley 275 584-2937

SOUTHWbOD APf-SPACldUS. sunny,

one bedroom. Available January 1 CaH
253-5331

SERVICES

•fYPING, TAPE TRANSCRTpflON. Fast,

accurate 665-7652

MUSICIANS NEEDED FOR perfor

mances at Belchertown Stale School

Funding available Contact Bruce
256-4236

PAYING CASH FOR your baseball cards

please call Mike 549-0333

THE CHEAP JOCK Kool Party Toonz at

reasonable rates call Kevin at 546-4087

ot Jack at 546-8625

AUTO FOR SALE

1983 LYNX 2DR 4 speed standard in exi

condition runs well never Iseen abused
must sell to pay oft loan Call 549-6129

or 256-688? ask tor Andy or leave name
and no very good buy'"

76 DODGE ASPEN, Only 33K miles! 4

door automatic Many new parts Sonw
lusl $700 firm Helen 548-9343 after

5PM

FORSAU

PROFESSORS EXAM FILES for

engineering, calculus, physics and
chemistry at University Store

COMPUTER TERMINAL S modem for

sale $200 cheap 256-8678

KEG TAPS FOR sale' Brand new. never

used keg laps only $25 Packies charge

$45 lor used taps Don't waste your

money' New taps $25 Call Toi

256-1436 today

PART TIME GAS attendant, lull-serve

weekends, Hadley 256-6875

•''DISHWASHER AND PRE> " part-time,

all shifts Apply at the Pub 9-11 or 3-5

weekdays

CATE-COURSE AND teacher evaluation

guide- IS seeking a year-round coor-

dinator Applicants should have good
organizational and editing skills Applica-

tions are available from Academic Af-

fairs/SGA, 420 SUB Deadline Oct 23

SGA IS an Affirmative Action/Equal Op-

portunity Employer

GRAD. STUD. AVAIL, lor chemistry

tutoring Two yrs. exp -I can help you

learn' |l2/hr 549-0610 afts/eves

INSTRUCTION

WANTED: VIOLIN LESSONS-I have had

some experience. Please call Anna
256-1700

fony
PART-TIME GENERAL help call Kevins

Auto Repair 586-9336

LOST

hTp7i 1C CALCULATORTn library tower

Please call 546-4778 for reward

BLUE WOOL GLOVES handmade
leather palm inilailt Also ski hat. JCY
549-0146 '

LOSTT WHITE JEAN jacket and budlioht

key ring- need both lost at rear Phi Sig

on 10-3-86 Please call 6-9248

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TRACY Benton!

Love Kym-B and Pam

LYNNE-^OU'RETilY besTlriend in

America' Love you. Denise

TO MY JAYBAR 1 love you tons, tons,

tons, always! Love Denise

TKE^ CONGRATS ON turning over! Love

the sisters and pledges ol Sigma Kappa

ZETA PSI, THANK you lor a wonderful

homecoming We were glad to get to

know you better Love the sisters and

pledges ol Sigma Kappa

CONGRATULATIOlJs TO OUR new
pledge Jennifer, )Oin the class' Love your

sisiters and fellow pledges ol Sigma

Kappa

ROOMMATE$ WANTED

RESPONSIBLE FOR LG apt on bus route

own room, lurnished but bring bed $210

for room plus utilities caH 323-4989 before

2PM 323-6311x530 after

FEMALE NEEDED TO rent a Brandywine

apt Until the end ol the semester It slate

so price IS negotiable 549-4538

SQUIRE VILLAGE ON bus route near

stores share large 2bedroom 1'/j bath

townhouse beg Jan Ist partly furnished

$247 665 8588

BED FOR SALE single box and mattress

first $25 takes it 584-2905 eves (Alan)

1979 CHEVY WAGON. 99,400 m»M^
new clutch. Best offer 536-5434 Even-

ings week-ends.

SKI SHOP MECHANIC, EXPERIENCED
perefered Apply in person Western

Village Ski. 32 Main Street Northampton,

MA

GOLD WATCH WITH black band Thurs

night at townhouse sentimerttal value

reward please call Dave 549-7771

HELPI LOST MEAD notabookTor HRTA
367 class Reward! Pleaee call JeanaMa •

at 546-6315

BARRY MICHAEL (BUTKUSM) these

have been the best 6 months ol my lifel

Oh, and they haven't? Awuv-voo' Love,

Andrea Mane (your Billicus)

VO^TWEREON 2PM bus to NYC, Friday.

with long strait hair, white sweater, and

did Collegian Crossword in pink ink Sat

diagonally across m grey UMass sweat-

shirt and couldn't keep my eyes off you

I've got to see you again! Call ma 6-4905.

Jeff

SERVICES

TERRIFIC TYPING FROM Speedy"

Keys Professional reliable service,

256-1002 ,
8am-11pm

TYPfNG, TAPi ^fHANSCRIPTIONS.
Fast accurate, 665-7652

DISSERTATION BLUES? PROFES-
SIONAL editor can help writing/pro-

ofreading Student rates Call 2S6«1S0

TIAVIL

BRY KEARNS HAPPY b^ay with love

from Liz

COLLEGE WEEKEND IN Montreal only

$79 Oct 31 Nov 2 There's Still time' Call

665-4729

fOUFpfOTHe SOVIET UNION, Jan

3-16, 1967 $1588 See Prof Jones, 634

Hartar-Of call 253-7827 evenings
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SPORTS

Minutemen booted by the Huskies, 3-1

Bing nets lone goal for UMass
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's

soccer team was hoping to place a

roadblock in the way of the University of

Connecticut's drive towards the playoffs.

However, with a little help from junior

forward Diego Borja. the powerful Huskies

avoided any problems, dropping the

Minutemen, 3-1, on Boyden Field

yesterday.

"This was a big game for us," UConn
head coach Joe Marrone said. "UMass is

very aggressive, and that made for a good

contest. Our players were able to contain

(Andy) Bing and (Kurt) Manal well, and

that made a big difference, even though

Bing scored their goal."

The Minutemen, 5-9, battled the Huskies

to a scoreless draw throughout the fu-st half

of the match, but the explosive UConn
team, using a great ball-control offense,

was able to keep the pressure in the UMass
end until the dividends were paid off.

"I thought we played well," UMass coach

Jeff Gettler said. "We were able to get the

ball in their end, but they play tough in the

box, and they shut down a bunch of scor-

ing opportunities. I also thought that the

referees let a number of calls go, which

caused us some problems. But we can't use

that as an excuse. They are well-coached,

and they never stop working."

Neither team was able to establish many
clear-cut scoring opportunities during the

initial 45 minutes. UMass outshot its

counterparts 14-11 during that span, but

packed-in defenses, and some stellar

goaltending on both sides, preserved the

stalemate.

UConn finally broke the ice at the 58:45

mark, when sophomore forward Dan
Donigan, the team's leading scorer (8-6-22

coming in to yesterday's contest), took a

pass from midfielder Chris Reif from the

right side of the net, and drilled it past

freshman netminder Kevin Hart for a 1-0

lead.

Donigan would have another great oppor-

tunity about five minutes later, as he broke

in alone from about 60 feet out. However,

Minuteman Aaron Feigenbaum was right

on Donigan's heels, and caught up in time

to cause the shot to go astray.

The Huskies would tally again at 74:13,

when Borja took a fantastic cross-field pass

from junior back Todd D'Alessandro, and,

using his left foot, redirected it past Hart

for a 2-0 lead.

"That's probably the happiest goal ofmy
life," Borja said. "It was just a great pass.

I saw the goalie coming, but I was able to

put it in before he got to me."

A coach's nightmare was realized after

the goal, though, when the Huskies, still

excited, lost concentration and allowed the

Minutemen to take the kickoff straight up

field. Manal dribbled his way forward and

at the right moment, dished off to Bing,

who beat goalie Brian Hull just under the

crossbar to make it 2-1. It took just 11

seconds for that play, and it could have

easily??the momentum of the game right

into UMass' favor.

"I was really worried about that goal,"

Marrone said afterward. "That's
something that coaches hate to see, but it's

very common. It was disappointing,

because Borja had just scored a great goal,

and then it's literally nullified in just 11

seconds. I just hoped that we would be able

to regain ourselves and get back to our

game plan."

UConn did just that, controlling the ball

as it had earlier in the game. Borja finally

capped things off with his second goal with

jst 3:14 left.

On a goal kick, Donigan snuck behind

the UMass defense, and Hull, with a strong

leg, boomed the kick downfield where
Donigan, battling two Minuteman
defenders the whole way, set up Borja at

the left post, where he easily chipped it in.

"Dan deserves all the credit for the goal,"

Borja said. "He did all of the work, and
made it happen."
UConn outshot the Minutemen, 21-20,

and both teams had six corner kicks. Hull

had eight saves for the Huskies, while Hart
turned back five shots for UMass.
"This is a very important win," Marrone,

a UMass alumnus, said. "I'm still suppor-

tive of UMass, but as a coach, I still have
my priorities."

Coile^an photo by Byrne Guamotta

Minuteman junior midfielder Andy Bing eludes several UConn
defenders as he dribbles downHeld during UMass' 3-1 loss to the
Huskies at Boyden Field yesterday.

UMass still on solid turf
Delaware loss was just a loss, Reid says

( )>ll<-iri;>n pholo by Paul Of-ninaraiR

Junior strong safety Jim Vertucci puts the hit on Delaware quarter-

back Rich Gannon in the 41-13 Homecoming loss at Warren' McGuirk
Alumni Stadium, Saturday.

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Before too many people abandon the
once-beaten University of Massachusetts
football team, people ought to look at the
team's record before counting them out.

"I'm still really fired up about our guys,"
head coach Jim Reid, whose team lost its

first game Saturday, said.

Recovering from a 41-13 loss to pre-

season Yankee Conference favorite, the
Minutemen stand at 4-1 overall and, at 2-1,

are alone in second place in the conference.

The 4-1 mark is the Minutemen's best to

date since 1980, when then head coach Bob
Pickett led UMass to a 4-1 early season

mark before settling at 7-3. Since 1980, the

Minutemen have gone 24-29, a low point

in the program's history.

But last year's 7-4 record under Bob Stull

was no fluke — nor is this season's 4-1 start.

So the team lost a game to the conference

favorite ^ big deal. The Minutemen lost

big, but head coach Jim Reid really doesn't

care what the final score was because it

was a loss and that's all.

"We're talking one out of five games.
When you look at this team so far. you've
got to lok at the other four games as well,"

Reid said. "So we didn't beat Delaware. We
never have but we've won four others.

We're all disappointed but we're looking
ahead. That's all I've ever told my players
to do."

Minuteman Mutterings: The
Minutemen not only had to face a strong,

fired up team in Delaware, but the Blue
Hens had 13 days to prepare for UMass.
The Minutemen, on the other hand, had
just six days, several of which had players

excused from practice because of mid-term
exams. . . injured senior co-captain Paul

Manganaro, who missed Saturday's game,

is expected to be healthy and ready to play

against Maine this Saturday. . . sophomore

middle linebacker John McKeown was

named co-defensive player of the week in

the Yankee Conference and in the ECAC
for his efforts against the Blue Hens. . .

McKeown had 23 tackles, including five

solo, against Delaware.

Reid thinks that the Minutemen played
much better than the 41-13 score indicates.

"The score could easily have been 28-13 but

we wanted to win it so we weren't going
to kick the ball deep after we got the se-

cond touchdown," Reid said. , . Reid also

said that if UMass had been able to shut
down the Blue Hens on their third-down op-

portunities, the game could have been a dif-

ferent one . . .Delaware was 10 of 18 in

third-down conversions. . .The Blue Hens
also dominated time of posession, holding

the ball for 41:45 while the Minutemen
controlled the ball for just 18:15. . . The
Minutemen were outgained in total yar-

dage 438-267. . . sophomore kicker Silvio

Bonvini extended his consecutive extra-

point record to 13 this season and 32 dating

back to last season. . . top rushers for the

Minutemen included sophomore quarter-

back Tim Bryant (60 yards in less than a

half), and sophomore tailback Kevin
Smellie (36 yards). . . Dan Rubinetti caught
three passes for 55 yards, Tom Cioppa had
one reception for 29 yards and John

Crowley and Mike Kelley each had two
receptions. . . Travelling to Maine, UMass
will only have to suffer through a three
hour bus ride instead of seven hours
because the game will be held at Old Or-

chard Beach, ME.
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Woman reports assault
in Amherst College lot
Escapes after man in vehicle grabs her arm
A woman reported she was assaulted at

7:57 p.m. Wednesday on the Amherst Col-

lege campus, Amherst police said

yesterday.

The woman told police she was walking

home through the Commerce Street park-

ing lot at Amherst College when she was

approached by a man in a car. The car circl-

ed the woman a few times and then pulled

up along side of her asking her for direc-

tions to Amity Street, police said.

According to police he then told the

woman, "You're going to come with me,

now." He tried unsuccessfully to get her in-

to the car but she finally broke away and

reported the assault to Amherst police.

The woman described the suspect as be-

ing a 5-foot-9-inch white male with brown

hair falling below his ears and a muscular

build, police said.

In other Amherst police reports:

• At 2:30 p.m. Wednesday police

responded to a report made by the driver

of a tractor-trailer truck on College Street.

The driver noticed a contaminant leaking

from the rear of his vehicle onto the road,

police said.

The Department of Environmental
Quality Engineering and the Amherst Fire

Department investigated the oil spill after

being called in by f>olice. College Street was
sanded to help eliminate the slick road

conditions.

• An accident directly related to the oil

spill occurred at approximately 3 p.m. on
College Street, police said.

"A car operated by a 20-year-old Connec-

ticuit woman fish-tailed into the path of a

car operated by a 33-year-old Munson man
and the two vehicles collided," police said.

The woman suffered minor injury, and
seeked her own medical treatment. No cita-

tions were issued because of the slippery

road conditions due to the oil spill.

continued on page 5

Two rallies slated in Boston
• Jackson to speak

on student loans
By DANIEL SOBEL
and ILANA LEVENSON
Collegian Staff

The Rev. Jesse Jackson will be the
featured speaker today at a statewide stu-

dent rally advocating affordable higher
education, at the Statehouse in Boston.
The 2 p.m. rally in the Gardner

Auditorium will cap off a voter registra-

tion drive by the State Student Associa-

tion of Massachusetts.

At the rally, students will let their

elected ofUcials know they will be voting

in November, and they will be supporting
the candidates working for more affor-

dable higher education, according to

Michael Ferrigno of SSAM.

"Students need to let their legislators

and public officials know what is going on

because people are looking the other way.

It is going to get worse," said Greg
Rosenberg, a SSAM organizer.

In the past ten years, students have

seen the form of their financial aid go

from 80 percent in grants to more than 50

percent in the form of loans, with the in-

terest rates on those loans steadily in-

creasing, Ferrigno said.

"Students are taking power to the polls

to get officials elected who will get educa-

tion that is affordable for them,"
Rosenberg said.

"They (students] can get a car loan for

less than getting a school loan which

makes me very angry. You can buy a new
Chevy for a better price than you can go

to college," he said.

• Abortion question
focus of march

By KATHRYN POHNER
Collegian Staff

The Rosie Jimenez Day Committee is

sponsoring a march in Boston tomorrow
to defeat an anti-abortion amendment
referendum that will be on the
Massachusetts November ballot.

The march is a memorial for Rosie

Jimenez, the first woman to die from an
illegal abortion after federal Medicaid
was cut offby the 1977 Hyde Amendment.
The march also wants to bring

aweu-eness to the people of Massachusetts

regarding Question 1 on the November
ballot, according to Robin Suwell of the

Boston chapter the National Organization

for Women.
The amendment, if passed, would em-

power the state legislature to cut state

Medicaid funding for abortions, prohibit

private insurance coverage for abortions,

and severely limit abortion services.

At 11:30 a.m. an assembly will form at

Copley Square to prepare for the march.
At noon, the march to Government Center
will begin. A rally will be held at Govern-

ment Center.

Speakers at the rally will include

Eleanor Smeal, president of NOW, and
Gaye Williams of the Religious Coalition

of Abortion Rights and the National

Political Congress of Black Women.
Also scheduled to speak are Reverend

Carter Hayward of the Episcopal Divin-

ty School, Carol Doherty, director ofCam-
paign for Choice and Susan Worgastik of

the Alliance Against Women's
Oppression.

Jewish ^camping holiday'
commemorates harvest ritual
By HILARY L. TRACY
Collegian Correspondent

The Hillel club at the University of

Massachusetts began the celebration of a

Jewish holiday by meeting at 8 a.m.

yesterday to gather corn stalks that are

used to build a "succah," or a type of hut.

The succah is constructed of a wooden
frame and its walls are made of corn

stalks as symbols of the harvest. Accor-

ding to David Zimmer, a member of

Hillel, these huts were first constructed

by Jews when they had to travel long

distances to the fields and would stay in

them for several days during harvest.

Rabbi Saul Perlmutter refers to Succot

as "the Jewish camping holiday. For those

who participate, it puts them in touch

with nature and provides a sense of com-

radeship."
continued on page 3

Collegian photo by Rirci Bonanno

STYLES BY ERNIE - Barber Ernie Paulin of the Campus Center
Barber Shop gives junior legal studies msgor Bill Brady a buzz.

New student group to oppose
change in May graduation date
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

Students opposed to a change in the 1987
graduation date are taking their fight to

parents across the nation and students on
the campus, according to a leader of the
opposition.

Lynne M. Murphy, an undergraduate
student senator, said a new registered stu-

dent organization, "Students For A May 30
Graduation," would be recognized this mor-
ning and would set about consolidating op-

position to the change.

Murphy said she and other students are

upset because the Faculty Senate voted

yesterday to move commencement
ceremonies up one week, to May 24, 1987.

The ceremony had originally been slated

for May 30.

Administrators say the shift is necessary

to avoid the expense of keeping the cam-
pus open an extra week. They also argue
that many graduates may not wait around
for the ceremony, that student workers will

be in short supply and that the Memorial
Day weekend ceremony would lead to con-

flicts with travel and employment plans.

But Murphy and others point out that

many parents have made reservations and
other plans for graduations up to two years
in advance, and that changing the date
shows insensitivity not only to parents, but
to seniors who will have no time between
the end of final exams and the ceremony
to enjoy their achievement.

Murphy and Mary Rita Kropp, another

founder of the new group, met yesterday

with University relations official Daniel

Melly. Melly helped formulate the propos-

ed change.

"He agreed with all the problems we
were talking about," Murphy said, "but he
said he couldn't keep the campus open
another week. He said if we brought a peti-

tion with 3,000 signatures of students, it

would help our case.

But, Murphy said, "His office would of

course still oppose it because they have to

run It. continued on page 7

Faculty Senate
approves change

By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

The Faculty Senate yesterday voted

unanimously to recommend changing the

undergraduate commencement date to

May 24 from May 30, as it had been
originally scheduled.

Although the Undergraduate Student
Senate voted unanimously at its Oct. 8

meeting to express disapproval of the

change, no indication of that disapproval

was ever given to the faculty senate's

space and calendar committee or to the

rules committee, which sets the agenda,

according to Masha K. Rudman.
continued on page 7
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Conflict-of-interest bill under attack
BOSTON (AP) - A bill to exempt the Board of Regents

from part of the Massachusetts conflict-of-interest law is

a bad precedent that could undermine the State Ethics

Commission, the commission's executive director said

yesterday.

In his first public comment on the controversial bill,

which has received House approval, Executive Director

Andrew Crane warned that the legislation could prompt

other people who serve on government boards to seek

exemptions.

"It could be used as a precedent for any other number

of boards and commissions, whether on the state, county

and municipal level, to go in and say, 'Give us the same

exemption that you gave the Board of Regents'," Crane

told reporters.

The bill was filed by House Speaker George Keverian

last week, two days before the Ethics Commission alleg-

ed that former Regent James Howell was in a conflict of

interest when he lobbied other regents against a new nur-

sing program at the University of Massachusetts.

Howell is a Boston University trustee, and B.U. oppos-

ed the nursing plan because it would compete with its own
programs.
Crane said the bill, if approved, could mean that "other

people who are facing a hearing before the commission

will attempt to go to various people who are powerful

within the Legislature and attempt to have the process

derailed.

"And if that powerful person would like to say this is

not appropriate, they're going to say, 'What do you mean
it's not appropriate? The speaker of the House did it last

year'," Crane said.

Keverian, D-Everett, justified the bill by saying Howell

was just doing his job on the Board of Regents of Higher

Education, and that such conflicts were inevitable, since

many regents have affiliations with private universities.
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The board oversees the state's public colleges and

universities.

The bill would require regents to publicly disclose their

ties to private universities in order to vote on issues that

would affect their own schools. Regents would still be bar-

red from voting on any matter in which they have a per

sonal financial interest.

Keverian said he "was too old to worry about public

perceptions when I know I am right."

Responded Crane, "I would be the last one in the world

to question the speaker's motives on this." He added that

Keverian was instrumental last year in restoring the

Ethics Commission's powers after a court ruling had strip-

ped it of much of its authority.

But he still said the bill was a mistake.

Crane said there are other ways to avoid conflicts of in-

terest on public boards that contain members with ties

to private institutions or businesses over which the boards

have jurisdiction.

Politicians wager
on World Series
WASHINGTON (AP) - The stakes ran a gustatory

gamut from soup to ducks as politicians from New York

and Massachusetts laid bets yesterday on their respective

baseball teams to win the World Series.

Rep. Silvio Conte, R-Mass., donned a Boston Red Sox

jacket and cap to wager with Sen. Alfonse D'Amato on

the steps of the Capitol.

Their bet: If the New York Mets win, D'Amato get a

dinner in Boston, consisting of New England clam

chowder, Massachusetts lobster and Boston cream pie. If

the Sox win, Conte get Manhattan clam chowder, Long

Island duckling and Mama D'Amato's cannoli, all serv-

ed in New York.

Waiting for D'Amato, R-N.Y., who was several minutes

late, Conte held up two huge lobsters he brought for the

occasion and waved them in the air.

"When he gets here we're gonna take the rubber bands

off," he said, referring to the bands on the lobsters' fist-

sized claws.

D'Amato's contingent arrived with a large white duck

in a wire cage. The senator donned a Mets cap, pulling

it down until his ears stuck out.

"You're going to have a long life, duck," he said.

Insisting that D'Amato hold his bet as well, Conte got

down on his hands and knees and half-crawled inside the

cage to extract the quacking duck. He pulled it out by one

foot and passed the duck to D'Amato, who held it while

feathers got all over his blue suit.

Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan, D-N.Y., and Sen. Ed-

ward Kennedy, D-Mass., also got into the fray.
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Motion to lift Coors ban meets with negative reaction
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Many undergraduate senators yesterday reacted

negatively to a proposal, made at Wednesday's senate

meeting, to lift the Coors ban in the Campus Center/Stu-

dent Union complex.

The ban went into effect two years ago because of alleged

racial, sexist and anti-union policies by the Coors

company.
The board allocates space and funds to student groups

that use the Campus Center and the Student Union.

Central Area Government President W. Greg Rothman

made the proposal in response to a motion to approve a

written agreement between the Student Government

Association and the BOG, which grants the latter

autonomy from the student government. The board now

receives $7 from the Student Activities Trust Fund, which

is controlled by the SGA.

Rothman said he cannot support the agreement until

Hayes lifts the ban. "I know what kind of control he has

in the BOG, said Rothman, adding that Hayes could lift

the ban if he wanted.

Hayes said anyone, including Rothman, may come to

one of the board's executive meetings and motion the

removal of the ban. "To pick me out... not only is silly,

but it doesn't serve any purpose at all."

People have a misconception that the board is "closed,"

he said.

Strickland said the students know which senators act

to benefit them and which ones act irresponsibly.

Rothman is wasting the senate's time with the Coors

issue, she added.

SGA President Bill Bennett said, "as far as the contract

is concerned, I have always been against John Hayes' in-

tentions. I will vote for it. unless Rothman's amendment

Bennett had previously expressed his opposition to the

contract because he said it granted the board more

autonomy than it ought to have.

Rothman, who is Bennett's assistant, said he does not

expect the president to back him on all his policies.

However, as Bennett's employee. Rothman must back him

on his.

Southwest Co President Joel Rabinowitz, who has pro-

posed amendments to the document, said the timing of

Rothman's motion is inappropriate.

The document, as written by Hayes and Strickland, is

"insulting to the senate as a whole." Rabinowitz added.

The board intends to use the SATF without any input from

the SGA on its decisions, he said.

Cashin House Senator Tony Rudy agreed with Rothman

that the senate and the board will not solve their problems

until the ban is removed. Students should be given the

opportunity to vote on this, he added.

Distribution ofmoney to the board at issue

BOG rejects agreement
with other student groups
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

The Campus Center Board of Governors

last night voted to reject an amendment to

a proposed agreement between the board

and other student governing groups.

According to the board, the amendment,

proposed at the Undergraduate Student

Senate meeting Wednesday night, is an at-

tempt to weaken a proposed agreement on

the fiscal status of the board.

The agreement, which must be approv-

ed by the board and the graduate,

undergraduate, and Stockbridge student

senates puts in writing an oral agreement

recognizing the autonomy of the board,

board members said.

The board automatically receives $7 per

student from each of the three senates. The

money is held in a Student Activities Trust

Fund account. The board and some

members of the undergraduate senate

disagree on who is responsible for the

distribution of board funding.

The amendment made by Southwest

Area Government co-President Joel

Rabinowitz states that the board "shall

recognize the the authority and respon-

sibility of the undergraduate senate to en-

sure that all SATF monies are spent in a

fiscally-responsible manner."

Rabinowitz' amendment also gives the

undergraduate senate the "right to ter-

minate" the agreement if any part of it is

violated.

"Basically, it says that the

(undergraduate senate] has control over

our funding," Chair John Hayes said. He

said the board's "biggest fear" is that the

undergraduate senate will attempt to block

the distribution of board funding if the

board disagrees with the senate.

Treasurer Leslie Nakajima said,

"They're not calling for us to be [fiscally]

responsible; they want us to be a sub-

committee."
Board Member Dan Collins said. "Why

are we [the board and Undergraduate

Senate] fighting? We both want the same

thing— to help students. It's stupid."

'Collegian photo by Ricci Bonanno

THE WAITING GAME - Junior political major Diana Kelly cat-

ches up on some studying in Northampton while waiting for a bus

to Amherst.

F
Y
I

Soldier Girls, a movie about a group of young women and their

adjustment to military life after being inducted into the US army

will be shown at 8 p.m. today in Thompson 102.

Poet and fiction writer Anne Halley will speak at 8 p.m. today in

room 168 of the Campus Center. Her appearance is part of the pro-

gram series "Writers Speak: Gender and Identity," sponsored by the

Institute for Advanced Studv in the Humanities.

Halley is an Amherst resident and Poetry Editor of The

Massachusetts Review. Her works focus on feminist themes and have

been published in The New Republic, Fiction, and Shenandoah.

Nomination papers for Undergraduate Student Senate seats are now

available in room 420 of the Student Union. Seats are available for

each residence hall and for the commuter area.

• Succah __^_
continued from page I

Perlmutter said that many who build succah adhere to

tradition by sleeping and eating in them. They also may
follow the tradition of "ushpizin," which says in the bi-

ble that one biblical figure may visit the succah each

night. In commemoration, people invite friends to visit

and join the celebration.

"For those who participate, it puts them in

touch with nature and provides a sense ofcom-

radeship.
"

— Rabbi Saul Perlmutter

To mark the end of the holiday, the Hillel club will be

going to Cambridge to participate in festivities with other

college students. This part of succot is called "simchat

torah" which literally means "joy of the torah." It signifies

the completion of the cycle of reading the Torah, the first

five books of Moses. Rabbi Perlmutter said that this is

a joyous time at which large groups gather together and

dance with the Torah scrolls.

The trip to Cambridge will take place October 24

through 26 and the group will be hosted by Hillel chapter

at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Those in-

terested should go to the Hillel office in the Student Union

302. Eric Traiger, president of the organization, said he

hopes that many will attend, but students who are unable

to go on the trip may participate in the holiday by visiting

the succah at the back of the Student Union on

Metawampe Lawn.

Collegiao photo by Paul Fram

Members of University of Massachusetts Hillel work on their succah yesterday on

Metawampe Lawn, as part of the Succot holiday.
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UMass team creating history of the state in atlas form
By MARIANE MEUSE
Collegian Staff

A team of University of Massachusetts professors and

students is creating a new kind of atlas of Massachusetts,

showing things like the ethnic makeup of the state and

the development of the road network.

The project, which will cost in excess of $500,000, is be-

ing funded by the University and several state economic

and environmental agencies, according to Professor

Richard Wilkie, the project director and overall editor.

The 250-page atlas will contain thematic maps il-

lustrating the development of various aspects of the state

over the past 400 years.

"Anytime someone wants information on

Massachusetts, they have to re-invent the wheel to get

it," said Wilkie. "This atlas will pull all the information

together. It will integrate various subjects."

Wilkie said the atlas will enable people to trace

developments in Massachusetts on subjects ranging from

population distribution to the location of various

industries.

The maps will cover the 400-year history of the state,

creating a better understanding of the ways in which the

state has grown.

"To understand present-day Massachusetts, we have to

look at the history of the state. With this atlas, we're trac-

ing the dynamics of change over time," said Wilkie.

The atlas will contain maps tracing the settlement of

the state from native settlements through the colonial

period to the present time.

There will also be sections dealing with the development

of the road system and the creation of political boundaries.

Other maps will depict sociological trends and the

distribution of health services, educational facilities, and

fresh water sources.

For sports fans, there will be maps showing where Olym-

pic stars were born in Massachusetts and which areas of

the state are the most loyal to the Boston Red Sox.

But Wilkie stressed that this esoteric information makes

up only part of the atlas.

"Thematically, we'll present data from all social,

cultiu-al, economical, and political dimensions of the

state," Wilkie said.

Wilkie said the producers of the atlas are compiling in-

formation for the maps by studying census data and other

historical sources.

This is the first time a thematic atlas of Massachusetts

is being planned, according to Wilkie. Several other states

have already produced such atlases.

"This will be the first comprehensive atlas in any of the

New England states," said Wilkie. "When it's finished,

students, academics, and others will be able to learn a lot

more about Massachusetts."

The atlas is scheduled to go to press in September of

1988 with the first copies appearing in the bookstores the

following year. The initial printing is expected to be

10,000 copies to be sold at a retail price of approximately

$50.

• police report

m
7th ANNUAL SOUTHWEST

battle of the bands

continued from page 1

• At midnight on

Wednesday police received a

report of an accident on

South East Street near

Mechanic Street. A 22-year-

old woman lost control of

her car and slammed into a

row of trees on South East

Street. The car, a 1986 Ford

Thunderbird was totalled

and the woman suffered ex-

tensive injuries. She is be-

ing treated for a collapsed

lung and a broken arm at

Cooley Dickenson Hospital,

\v
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HALLOWEEH PARH

police said.

A woman reported to the

University of

Massachusetts police at 1:23

p.m. Wednesday that she

received a bomb threat in

lot 71.

The woman said she found

a note lying near her car

that said a bomb was in her

car. The car was checked

and no bomb was found,

police said.

In other UMass police

reports:

• A radar detector was

reported stolen from a MGB
at 2:23 p.m. Wednesday in

lot 31, police said.

The detector, a "plug-in

type" attached to the rear

view mirror, was valued at

$295, police said.

- LAURA TOMASETTI
and STUART GAMBLE

C 10-86 26
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The Episcopal Church
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THE ARK EPISCOPAL
CHAPLAINCY AT UMASS

758 North Pleasant St

(2 doors north of the grad tower)

SUNDAY DINNER & WORSHIP AT 6PM
Discussion: A Christian response to Apartheid

with Mzamo Mangallso - All Welcome
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Campus leadership discussed

by 10 students at conference
By ANN BRITTON

""*•'' ^"*" ""'' '''''""''"' ^"^^

Collegian Staff

Ten student leaders spoke on their in-

dividual ideas of campus leadership to an

audience of about 30 people last night at

the Mortar Board's Leadership Conference

in the Campus Center Auditorium.

Jennifer Busieck. president of Tau Beta

Pi, the engineering equivalent of Phi Beta

Kappa, spoke on the issue of equality.

"Equality is a falsity. Being a leader in

the school of engineering is important

because I am a woman," Busieck said.

"I have been asked by professors, what

boy helps me do so well. My achievements

are a statement that women can succeed

in my field," she said.

Patricia White, coordinator of the Wheel,

a registered student organization that acts

as a networking organization for anti-

oppression and advocacy groups on campus,

said there was a need to consolidate a net-

work into one effective body.

Brian Darling, president of the

Republican Club, said, "We have been

leading people in the ideology of conser-

vatism with some success."

Brian Moran, president of the Universi-

ty Democrats, said, "There are more than

a few good reasons for you to get involved

in student leadership. The key is to take

advantage of the many opportunities for

hands-on experience."

Undergraduate Student Senate Speaker

Paul Wingle said, "It doesn't do us any

good to let other people make decisions for

us. My role is a commitment to represen-

tation and democracy."

Other speakers at the conference includ-

ed SGA President William Bennett, SGA
Treasurer Katherine Strickland, SGA
President's Assistant W. Greg Rothman,

Tony Rudy, editor-in-chief of The

Minuteman, and William Spain, editorial

editor of the Collegian

( 5:00 700 9:00 iroo i
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* Faculty Senate

CoUisgian photo by Ricci Bonanno

Patricia White, left, chairperson of the Wheel speaks «*!««* ;)>W«

as ITnH«.rgraduate Student Senate Speaker Paul Wingle looks on.

^ bookshop^

Imagery has always plaved a key role in medicine. What is imager\?

Imagery is the thought process that invokes and uses the senses:

vision, audition, smell, taste, the senses of movement, position, and

touch. It is the communication mechanism between perception,

emotion and bodilv change A ma)or cause of both health and sick-

ness, the image is the world's oldest and greatest healing resource.

Imagery, or the stuff of the imagination, affects the body inti-

mately on both seemingly mundane and profound levels. Memories

of a lover's scent call forth the biochemistry of emotion. The mental

rehearsal of a sales presentation or a marathon race evokes muscular

change and more: blood pressure goes up, brain waves change, and

sweat glands become active. Because of this pronounced effect the

image has on the body, it yields power over life and death, and plays

a key role in the less dramatic aspects of living as well.
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AND ACTIVITIES AT UMASS:

Request tapes bv number
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1022 Continuing Education and CEU's

1430 Counseling and Career Development Ctr
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2412 Financial Aid

1409 Rnding or Changing Tour Academic Dean

1031 Graduation Requirements

1 705 Real Estate Certificate Program

1005 Who Is My Academic Dean

2440 Work/Study Program
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If you have further questions
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Information Data Bank
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Kevin Burns
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MONDAY-FRIDAY
11:30 am-12:30 am

SATURDAY-SUNDAY
5:00 pm-12:30 am

continued from page 1

Rudman is a member of both committees.

All changes in the calendar must be presented twice to

the senate before being voted on; in this case, an apprisal

of the situation by Provost Richard O'Brien at

September's meeting was considered as the first reading.

No objections were made to the somewhat irregualr pro-

cedure, in the interests of finalizing the date as soon as

possible.
,, . . ,

"It's a matter of costs and benefits, O Bnen said.

"There's no question there's some arguments against it."

Deidre Ling, vice-chancellor for University relations and

development, said parents would get first choice at rebook . nmHlintinn
ing from Conference Services and that Student Affairs ^ yrUUUUllUil
could make some dorm rooms available.

In other senate business, 13 new courses were approv-

ed unanimously. The courses are all graduate-level, and

include "Historv of Photography" and "Literature and

Psychological Criticism."

The only conflcit at the meeting arose over a proposed

bylaw change, read for the first of three required times.

In response to some departments never electing a

representative to the senate, a recommendation was made

that the unfilled seats should become at-large vacancies.

"There are certain departments on campus that never

send senators," Rudman said. The departments include

women's studies, Afro-American studies and the engineer-

ing departments, according to senate Secretary Roland

Chilton.
, , t *u

'

However, the proposed change was deleted from the

motion.

continued from page I

Berkshire College head
to resign due to 'tension'
PITTSFIELD (AP) — Saying the tension between the

faculty and the administration has become too great for

him to continue, Berkshire Community College Presi-

dent Jonathan Daube has announced plans to resign.

Daube, who had served as president of the

3,000-student community college for eight years, was the

target of separate "no confidence" votes two weeks ago

by the faculty and the maintenance and secretarial

workers at the college.

Eugene A. Dellea, president of the board of trustees

and administrator of Hillcrest Hospital in Pittsfield,

could not be reached for comment at his office yester-

day. His secretary said he was at a meeting and was not

expected to return until late in the day.

In a brief statement, following his announcement to

the faculty Wednesday evening, Daube said the decision

was "entirely mine" and there was "not even a hint of

forcing" from trustees.

Murphy said the new

group would be sending a

letter to the parents of the

4,300 seniors expected to

graduate next spring. The

letter will explain the objec-

tions to moving the

ceremony date up, and ask

parents to voice their op

position to the change to

Provost Richard O'Brien,

Dean of Students William

Field and Charles D.

Schewe.

Schewe is the chairman of

the Space and Calendar

committee of the faculty

senate. The committee
recommended the date

change to the senate, which

voted to approve the change

yesterday. No
I

undergraduates voiced any
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Fine arts Center Box Office
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dissent at that meeting.

Schewe could not be

reached for comment
yesterday.

Along with the letter of

opposition to the change,

Murphy said the group will

send a form letter to parents

that they can mail back to

the administrators,

although Murphy added

that she hoped most of the

parent letters would be

handwritten for greater

impact.

The new RSO will also be

conducting a petition drive

so that seniors and other

students can voice their op-

position to the earlier

ceremony date, Murphy
said.

"This isn't only a issue for

seniors. We don't want the

administration to do this to

us either said Murphy, who
is a junior.

Melly would not predict

whether the students could

force a reversal, but said,

"The seniors I've talked to

seem very enthusiastic, so I

guess we're talking to dif-

ferent people about different

things.
I

"If we irritated people by

changing the date once, we
stand to irritate twice as

many people by changing it

again," he said.
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A sick, violent crime

Last Sunday morning east of Sylvan Area a rape occurred,

according to the University of Massachusetts Department of

Public Safety. This is a reflection of what seems to be an in-

creasing number of rapes in the area. This must not be taken
lightly.

Rape is a sick, violent crime that affects everyone. When it

is unsafe for a woman to walk alone, it is a sad reflection of

the society we've built.

The victim is never to blame for the crime. Unfortunately,

women must plan around rape in ways that compromise in-

dependence and personal freedom. Defensive living must be
put into effect.

Be aware. Travel in groups or get an escort when in doubt.

Carry keys in hand, walk in the streetlight rather than the

sidewalk. Gain an upper hand through study of defensive arts.

It is pathetic that a woman must take precautions in order

to walk alone. More lighting was installed on campuF
walkways in recent years in response to past incidents of rape
— on the path from Orchard Hill to Worcester Dining Com-
mons, for instance — but that is not enough. A long and dark
road leading from the Sylvan to Orchard Hill residential areas

is in dire need of such lighting. Probably little action will be
taken until more people fall victim to the danger and voice

concern.

Women should use the Escort Service without hesitation.

Call 545-2123 any night up to 2 a.m.; after that consider other

options. Ifyou must walk alone, emit confidence and alert so-

meone to expect you.

Rape victims should get immediate medical attention. The
Everywoman's Center is an excellent place to go for support

and referrals. Because of a historical insensitivity by law en-

forcement officials to the plight ofthe rape victim, many rapes

go unreported. Do report it if possible; otherwise, investiga-

tions never start, justice may never get served, statistics re-

main distorted and problems may recur, such as the

perpetrator repeating the crime.

Ifyou fall victim to rape, you need to know that you did not

provoke the attack, because rape is just that — an act of

violence. It has nothing to do with sex. No one "asks" for it;

it is not the victim's fault.

Rape is an unfortunate product of society. The only way to

get rid of it is through education and awareness. Understand
that it is out there, and be careful.

Unsigned editorials reflect the mcyority opinion of the Col-

legian Board of Editors.

Ode to the Red Sox
Here is a story that may cause some fury

It begins with a win, and causes no sin

We are the Red Sox, better known as the Bosox

We've heard of the Mets, but there's no need for frets

If you bet on the Mets, you'll soon have regrets

Cause the Mets will fall, on Roger's fastball

There can be no void with Dennis Oil Can Boyd

And if worst comes to worst, we'll call on Bruce Hurst

They might have Ojeda, but we got Tom Seavcr

They might have a Darling, but will keep on growling

And when they throw Gooden, we'll eat him like puddin'

And as for the infield, there's never a yield

There is Barrett and Owens doing some throwin'

There's a catcher named Gedman,
Who likes gunning down deadmen
On third it's all made with MVP. Wade
At first there's no luck, there's old Billy Buck

And when you need a break, you can call on the Stape

To keep it all brief, we'll go to the beef

In left we have Rice, with plenty of spice

In center we have Dave, Boy, he saved the day

In right there's Dwight. and plenty of might

This outfield has moves making you groove

Last but not least, we got the relief

When Mac makes the call, they start throwin' the ball

There is one surprise, to all Boston eyes

He reminds you of Roily, he's Calvin Schiraldi

To keep us amazed, he keeps throwing the k's

We are the Red Sox, the proud and the true

making those Mets all black and blue

You gotta have heart, we're gonna tear em apart.

Naki Jaregui is a member ofBKO

Letters

In touch

I am writing in response

to Rob Skelton's column
(October 16) concerning the

SGA Senate. I would like to

know how Skelton knows
that the senators are not

keeping in touch with their

constituencies and are

therefore not accurately

representing them in the

Senate. As a student and a

senator, I believe I have
been fairly represented in

the past as well as I believe

I will accordingly represent

my constituents in the

future. Another qualm I

have with Skelton's article

is his reference to the at-

tempt by some to point out

the problems of the child-

care issue as "queer." The
senators and other parties

in question acted in their

best judgement and used
procedures which were
perfectly democratic and
within the guidelines set by
the Senate itself. The point

Skelton should have raised

is whether the ends justified

the means. Obviously those

people involved believed so.

Until the Senate deals

Rendering unto Ronald . . .

Friends, students, valleyites, lend me
your ears. I've come not to bury Ronald, but

to praise him.

Herb Ramy
In these trying times, it is good to know

that our leader is an honorable man, one

who puts honesty and integrity before all

other values.

When he chose William Rehnquist to be

our next Chief Justice, I applauded. Some
were bothered because Rehnquist does not

like to sell property in certain

neighborhoods to blacks or members of the

Jewish faith. I, however, know that this

issue couldn't be of any consequence

because Ronald hand-picked Rehnquist,

and he is an honorable man.
People say that our leader lied about the

mining of Nicaraguan hartwrs. What must

be remembered is that most Nicaraguans

(excluding contras, of course) are not

honorable men, and deserve what they get.

Besides, an honorable man wouldn't lie to

his people without just cause, and Ronald

is an honorable man.
Others question his afTiliation with At-

torney (jeneral Edwin Meese. I can not

understand why some people dislike this

man so much. He would, if given the

chance, only make it easier to choose what

we read by limiting the available selection

of books. One day I'm sure we will be able

to watch proudly as Meese burns copies of

Huckleberry Finn, Slaughterhouse Five,

and The Catcher In The Rye on the grand

pyre of righteousness.

Meese would not burn books of any social

value or importance. He could not because

he is a friend of our leader who is an
honorable man. So are they all — all

honorable men.
What angers me the most is when certain

people berate Ronald for what they term

"disinformation" about the barbarian

Khadafy.
Khadafy is an evil man, and must be

dealt with in a particular manner. The
death of his stepdaughter was unfortunate

but unavoidable. With the honor of our

country at stake how could Ronald do

anything but attack? Is he not an

honorable man?
Posterity will show that Ronald deserves

a special place in our hearts and minds. No
matter what his misguided citizens said,

our leader was willing to ignore them and
do what he saw fit. Personally I feel that

a fifty percent reduction in nuclear arms
was a small price to pay to insure our

honor, for we are all — all honorable men.

Herb Ramy is a Collegian columnist.

with an issue which
everyone agrees on
unanimously both sides

must tolerate some opposi-

tion. That's politics.

Peter T. Johnson
Sylvan

Abnormal?
It's now 3:30 a.m., Sunday

as I sit to write this little

thought. On returning
home from an after-hovirs in

North Amherst. I picked up
a guy and girl thumbing on

North Pleasant
Street...thumbing in the

pouring rain that is. As they

joyfully entered my car they

said, "Wow, I didn't think

anyone was going to stop."

I asked where they were

headed and after they told

me I replied, "No problem,

I can bring you right to your

house." They looked at me
in bewilderment responding

with, "Are you sure? You
can just leave us off on the

main road." I replied, "Real-

ly, it's no problem."

After I dropped them off,

I could not help but think

that my action was in

someway a deviation from

the norm. Why would they

have reacted so strangely if

it was not? Was it not the

common decent thing to do?

Apparently the drivers of

the dozens of cars that they

said passed by them didn't

consider it to be the normal
thing to do.

Well, I guess it's just a sad

expose on American society

when a simple act of

helpfulness toward your
fellow man is looked upon
with such stunned
amazement.
By writing this, I'm not

suggesting that we pick up
every hitchiker we see, but

it's high time that we as a

society start to open up to

our neighbors. It's high time
to put an end to the ever so

dominating me generation]

Craig Peltier

Belchertown

Wild
scenario

Martial law in Miami!
Guerilla war in Texas! My
stars, what will those nasty

immigrants do next? Oh, I

know! The Chinese will

take over Boston's garment
and restaurant district, and

declare an independent
republic!

Jeffrey Bartash's (October

17) wild scenarios reveal an
almost laughable anti-

Hispanic bias. Are we to

believe that Mexican or

Cuban immigrants are
somehow more prone to

commit crimes of violence

than other groups in the

same circumstances?
Bartash pays lip-service to

legal immigration, without
seeming to fiilly understand
the causes and motivating

factors shaping U.S. im-

migration policy. He states

that America needs im-

migrants because "they £U"e

what makes this country

special." This is false. Every
country has immigrants,

and many Americans live in

other countries. Tell the

truth! America needs im-

migrants because they are

what makes the American
power structure prosperous.

I would also like to point

out that when God gave us

this earth, he did not draw
national boundaries on it!

The notion that immigra-
tion provides an excuse for

"ethnic tensions" is

dangerously wrong.

Kathy Sue Cole
Sunderland
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BLACK AFFAIRS

Divestment movement grows in the US
By DR. MANNING MARABLE
Special to the Collegian

Divestment is no longer the political demand of the an-

tiracist, progressive minority in this country. It has spark-

ed a widespread response which reflects the overwhelm-

ing sentiments of the American people, both liberal and

conservative alike.

For seven years, California legislator Maxine Waters

had pushed the state to adapt anti apartheid legislation.

Last year, a very modest divestment bill was finally pass-

ed by the legislature, only to be vetoed by Republican

Governor George Deukmejian. In the academic year

1985-86, dozens of mass protests occured at California

University campuses. Students and faculty became involv-

ed and knowledgeable about the issues at stake. It became

apparent that tough divestment legislation was not only

morally correct, but a fiscally responsible and politically

necessary step. Americans finally recognized the brutality

of the apartheid regime—that since late 1984, more than

2,200 people have been murdered and about 40,000 have

been place under arrest.
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In August, the trustees of the University of California

approved a 3.1 billion divestment decision, which must

be implemented fully over the next four years. In the

California state legislature, another tougher divestment

bill was passed, and Gov.Deukmejian signed the measure

into law. The new law will affect California state pensions

totalling $11 billion.

The California case is only one of several recent divest-

ment victories. The University of Washington's board of

trustees recently reversed itself to approve divestment.

Nine of the ten largest U.S. cities have approved divest-

ment legislation. Washington D.C.'s city council approv-

ed divestments totalling 35 million dollars. A total of 19

states, and 68 cities nationwide have also divested, in-

cluding Massachusetts , $110 million; Connecticut, $79

million; and Nebraska, $28 million. At least 70 univer-

sities and colleges have either fully or partially divested

from South African related firms

Two weeks ago, Georgetown University's board of

trustees approved a divestment proposal which would

remove $28.6 million from such companies as IBM, CBS,

and General Motors corporation.

Georgetown's decision resulted from a series of anti-

apartheid campus demonstrations last spring including

a week long sit-in.

The struggle for apartheid deverstment has even mov-

ed to historically Black colleges. In September, the

Rev.Motlalepula Chabaku, a South African civil rights

spokesperson, and Jesse Jackson urged North Carolina

A&T University to end its fiscal relationship with North

Carolina National Bank, a financial institution which has

previously invested almost $100 million in apartheid

related firms or loans. Students constructed a South

African style shanty near the student union building, and

staged a candlelight peace and freedom vigil.

Ronald Reagan's veto of the anti apartheid legislation

last month only illustrates the contempt he exhibits

towards the legitimate struggles of Black people. Only

through a continuation of mass protests and continued

political agitation can we move towards more effective and

stronger legislation against the apartheid. Only by going

to the polls next month and voting against all Democrats

and Republican's who embrace Reagan's "Constructive

Engagement Pohcy" of support for apartheid can we move

toward freedom for our sisters and brothers.

Dr. Manning Marable teaches political science and

sociology at Purdue University. Along the Color Line ap-

pears in over 140 newspapers internationally.
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Announcement
The annual Amherst A Better Chance (ABC) walk is

scheduled for Saturday, October 18th. Registration is

from 8 a.m. to 10 a.m. at the Mill River Recreation Area.

The walk is a fundraiser for the ABC program in

Amherst-a program which brings highly motivated

youths from urban schools to live in town and study at

the Amherst Regional High School. For more informa-

tion contact Jeanne Juster at 549-6883. Come out and

support your local youth program.

The Minority Engineering Program (MEP) will hold

'

its career fair on Monday, October 20th from 9 a.m. to

4 p.m. in the Campus Center Auditorium. There will be

plenty of speakers from different companies on hand to

speak about jobs in the engineering field.

The Gentlemen of Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc. will

be holding its Winter Smoker on Thursday, October

23,1986 promptly at 8:00 p.m.. The meeting will be held

in Suite 1101 of the Campus Center. If you are destined

to a life of professionalism and dedicated to the pursuit

of excellence, explore the world of Sigma.

African studies to be taught
By LISA RIDDICK
Collegian Staff

A growing interest in African studies at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts at Amherst and at Smith College, Mt.

Holyoke College, Amherst College and Hampshire Col-

lege has led to a proposal to institute a Five College Cer-

tificate Program in African Studies.

The program, expected to be approved by faculty com-

mittees on the five campuses next spring and made part

of next fall's curricula, will provide students with a focus-

ed program of studies equivalent to a minor and will

create connections for African studies faculty on the

campuses.
"African studies are burgeoning here in the valley", said

Thomas Cassirer, chairman of the University's French

and Italian department. Independently of each other, the

school's have been hiring new faculty with expertise in

various African disciplines. We have a new professor in

the English department who teaches African literature,

Amherst has new anthropology and history professors who

specialize in African studies and Hampshire College has

vo/.r.v.*i.. Uiy-oA an African literature teacher.

A student will be able to use the Five College Program

to supplement his or her major. For instance, a public

health major planning to work in Africa would be able

to take courses that would give a good, broad background

in Africa. Courses in history, politics, economics,

literature, language and the fine arts will provide a basic

understanding that could be indispensable in working ef-

fectively in Africa.

In order to receive a certificate m African studies, a stu-

dent will be required to take an introductory historical

perspective course that surveys the entire African conti-

nent and at least, five other courses chosen from the social

sciences, fine arts and humanities, history and education.

Students will also be encouraged to study languages

spoken in Africa, and to take advantage of the interna-

tional programs for studying abroad.

"This is really a coordination of existing resources", said

Cassirer. While all the campuses offer courses in African

studies, none has enough to offer a major. We think there

will be enough support for this interdisciplinary approach

to enable us to offer a seminar devoted specifically to

Africa before very long.
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ARTS

By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

Brazil is a skewed vision of the future that looks like

a cross between Dr. Strangelove and 1984. This brilliant-

ly conceived dystopia is the creation of director Terry

(Monty Python's Flying Circus) Gilliam. The story is

about a dreamer named Sam Lowry, who is a lowly

worker in the ministry of information. He suddenly gets

caught up with a rebel duct repairman, the woman of

his dreams and the secret police. Truly an incredible

movie unlike any other. •••• (Amherst Cinema).

Children of a Leaser God is the film adaptation of the

Tony award winning Broadway hit about a teacher

(William Hurt) at a deaf school who falls in love with

an enigmatic deaf woman played by Marlee Matlin. NR.

The Color ofMoney stars Paul Newman as a former

pool hustler who discovers a new talent in a kid named

Vince (Tom Cruise). Directed by Martin Scorcese. NR
Crocodile Dundee is a comedy starring Paul Hogan

(the guy from the Austrailian tourism ads on television)

as a mythic hunter from the outback who catches the

attention of a female reporter from New York. She brings

this innocent abroad to the Big Apple where he must

learn to fend for himself in the urban jungle.* ••

Deadly Friend is a teenage horror movie directed by

Wes Craven. This looks like another Carrie. NR.
Extremities Farrah Fawcett stars as a woman who

turns tables on her would-be rapist. This is the film adap-

tation of the broadway play. NR
Jumpin ' Jack Flash is a new comedy starring Whoopi

Goldberg as Terry Doolittle, a bored bank worker who

sits behind her computer all day. One day she gets a

message on her screen from someone called Jumpin'

Jack Flash" and suddenly she caught up in a web of in-

ternational intrigue and adventure. The plot is of course,

silly with more holes in it than swiss cheese. Goldberg

is still pretty funny, often in spite of the material. The

four women I saw this movie with (Do you like the way

I snuck that in there?) loved the movie and loved

Goldberg. I thought it was all right. ••
Men... is probably the best new movie in the valley

right now. This very funny comedy is the story of a man
who leaves his wife when he find out she's having

another affair. He moves out and moves into his wife's

lover's apartment. The lover doesn't know he's sharing

his apartment with his girlfriend's husband. The com-

edy comes from the husband's secret attempts to destroy

their relationship. I give it my highest recommendation.

• ••• (Academy of Music).

Peggy Sue Got Married stars Kathleen [Body Heat,

Romancing the Stone) Turner as Peggy Sue a woman
with a lot on her hands. She has two kids. She owns her

own business. Her marriage is heading for divorce. At

her 25th high school reunion, she has an accident which

transports her back to her high school days. Now she has

a chance to change the mistakes she made in her life.

It has good acting, funny dialogue but it also has a flaw-

ed script that leaves you feeling unsatisfied. ••Mi
Slaughterhouse 5 is the director George Ray Hill's

adaptation of Kurt Vonnegut Jr.'s off the wall sfAVorld

War II tale about a soldier in Dresden during the bomb-

ings who keeps being teleported through time and space.

Stand By Me is a coming of age film based on a novella

by Stephen King and directed sensitively by Rob Reiner,

The story is about four 12 year-old friends from different

backgrounds who go on a journey to find the dead body

of kid in the woods. This was one of the best movies in

the theatres this summer. •••V^
Top Gun stars Tom Cruise and Kelly McGillis. It is

not really a movie, it is a 2 hour recruitment commer-

cial. The commercials tell you all you need to know about

the movie. **

Tough Guys is a comedy starring Kirk Douglas and

Burt Lancaster as to aging convicts who have spent most

of their lives in prison and now must adapt to the out-

Whoopi Goldberg stars in Jumpin

'

Jack Flash.

side world in the 19808. There are very few funny
moments in this movie. Most of the humor will enter-

tain only young teenagers. •H.
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Arts Calendar

By KELLY SIEGER
Collegian Staff

Here's this week's Arts

Calendar, for all of those

out there hoping to wind

down and relax before next

Halloween

The Sophia Bilides Greek Folk Music Ensemble

week's zany
celebrations.

The Amherst College

Department of Theater

and Dance opens it's

1986-87 season with Jef-

frey Jones' psychological

drama "Seventy Scenes of

Halloween."
The show is seventy

short vignettes exploring

the facets of a relationship.

The play will run October

16-18 and 22-25. All perfor-

mances begin at 8 p.m. in

Amherst College's

Fayerweather Theater.

Tickets are $2 for students

and senior citizens and $4

for the general public. Ad
mission for Amherst Col-

lege students is free with

I.D. Call 542-2277 for

reservations.

The University of

Massachusetts Depart-

ment ofTheater also opens

its season this week with

Intimations and Imaginings, work by George

H. Seeley, is now on exhibit at the Smith Col-

lege Museum of Art.

Sam Shepard's play

"Angel City," running Oc

tober 16-18 and 22-25. All

shows are at 8 p.m. in the

Rand Theater, UMass.
Tickets are available at

the Fine Arts Center Box

Office or one hour before

curtain time at the Rand
Theater box office.

A new exhibit of the

work of George H. Seeley

opened yesterday at the

continued on page 14

• Angel City
continued from page 12

stage, one expects at any moment to see scaffolding and

plywood props maintaining their facades; however, it is

embedded in Shepard's frightening manic monologues

that his characters' voices betray the despair that lurks

eneath the surface of so many sleek images.

Clearly, in Angel City the movies are offered as a

cultural disaster; thei images invade the minds of millions

and corrupts the individual self. Wheeler's crisis is a hor-

rifying recognition of feeling himselfl to be formed of alien

images: like poisonous green ooze in his veins, the movies

course through his body and shape his imagination. In-

terestingly, it is in the character of Miss Scoons, who

weaves in and out of several scenarios attempting to find

a role for herself, that one finds perhaps the most ex-

emplary product of the movie generation; self-loathing,

hopelessly starry-eyed, she sells her soul to move up in

life, playing the sex kitten, girl Friday, and nun to fill

a role in someone else's dream. In a trance-like state, she

reveals her despair: "I hate being myself in my life which

isn't a movie and never will be." Like Wheeler, her im

agination and identity have been shaped, indeed even

replaced, by the images of film. Frequently, in the course

of the play, Shepard's actors appear to relinquish their

roles and become viewers; to emphasize the American

public's habitaiton to role-playing, he places them among

the audience, driving his point home. Though the play's

vision is very dark, Kessler feels that many directors

would not see the hope in the play that she does; she ad-

mires what she calls "the real swim or die" outlook, the

imperative assertion of self that, in her view, fuels all of

Shepard's work.

Performance Information:

Performance will take place at 8pm on October 16 18th

and 22-25th at the University of Massachusetts/Rand

Theatre. Tickets are available through the Fine Arts

Center box office, 545 2511.

A surrealistic look at Hollywood
By ROBIN CARTER
Five College Correspondent

'''

Sam Shepard's Angel City, which opens this week in a

UMass production directed by Karen Leeann Kessler, ex-

plores theatrically the corrupt and corrupting methods

and manifestations of power in the Hollywood film

industry. Subtitled a "mov-

^Ignm ing picture show," the play
^'^y

^
is a surreal montage of im-

AnQlySiS ages, a comic yet darkly

poetic collage of formulas,

stunts and styles of classic

horror flicks and gangster movies.

Set in the western "City of Angels," the drama is

situated in the sleek-sterile office of a high-powered film

tycoon named Wheeler. From the stage a brilliant blue

neon rectangle glares out at the audience, filling the space

with the aura of the great silver screen. Beyond it, a large

scrim intensifies an ominous, even violently confronta-

tional atmosphere with lurid, aggressive colors. As the
play begins, Lanx, who is Wheeler's partner and main
muscle, introduces "the industry" to one Rabbit Brown,
a back-woods artist whom Wheeler has hired to design
and facilitate a crucial "development," for a movie in pro-

duction. Wheeler, it turns out, it a genius, who, in the
phenomenal tradition of Howard Hughes and William
Randolph Hearst, hasa become the victim of his own "in-

dustry of imagination." His creative impulse has been cor-

rupted by his ambition for power; he has imprisioned
himself, fixed in his own image.

Like many of Shepard's plays. Angel City is a medita-
tion on the elusiveness of personal identity, the struggle

for self-expression amid the perversity of an American
movieland heritage. Shepard invents characters who iden-

tify so exclusively with pre-packaged, mass produced fan-

tasies that they repress their uniqueness and condition
themselves to mimic film's mythic models. To transcend
this lethal 'fixity' of identity, Shepard has designed a

dramatic text and a concept of character that allow his

actors to sustain a fluid relationship to an ever-changing

reality.

The actor's focus shifts from defined entity to transfor-

mational process or, perhaps more appropriately, to or-

chestration. At one moment the characters seem to be

caught up in "solo performances," while the next moment
sees them "jamming" or "improvising" collectively.

Through this 'musical' tension, Shepard creates the im-

pression that the sharing of this event, the occasion of the

play itself, is brilliantly pre-calculated yet utterly

coincidental.

By intersplicing images and dramatic action in Angel
Ciity, Shepard relentlessly frustrates the viewer's expec-

tation of a traditional, chronological narrative; in doing

so, he makes itself an experience of crisis, an emotionally

charged moment wherein powerful fantasies confront

human fallibility and paranoia. Kessler, a third year MFA
candidate in theatre, chose to direct Angel City expressly

because of its non-narrative structure, becau.se it would
allow her to use an instinctive, decidedly personal ap-

proach. To overcome the directorial difficulties for per-

formers in such an apparantly disjointed text, Kessler

guides the actors through the emotional sense, or what
she referred to as the "dream logic," of the play. In

Kessler's words, "the play is a metaphor for fearfear of

being 'terrifyingly normal,' fear of not succeeding, fear

ofwhat's inside of us, fear of being left behind, fear of not

having enough power." As the characters move about the

continued on page 13
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UMASS SKI CLUB
It's your last chance to

sign up and ski with us!

For only $10 you can be a member

Look for us in the Campus Center

Concourse Wed - Fri

October 20 - November 20 Memberships $15

PAST NOVEMBER 20 - MEMBERSHIPS $20

BE PART OP THE TRADITION

WIN A FREE PAIR OF RUNNING SHOES

VALUED AT $54
BRING THIS COUPON TO

BODY SHOP
FITNESS CENTER
TODAY AND BE ELIGIBLE FOR

Automatic entry to win a FREE pair of

Etonic running shoes

Your Name:.

Membership is $45 for the Semester

TOTMAN BODY SHOP
M • F 7:30 - 9:00am. 11:00 1:00, 3:00 - 9:00pm. Sal 12 - 3pm, COUPON GOOD 10/4 • 10/22

DELI PLATTER
SPECIAL

Cup of Soup du jour

Deli Sandwich of your choice (Turkey, Ham,

Pastrami, Roast Beef, or Corned Beef)

Choice of Cole Slaw or Potato Salad

Dill Pickle

$2.65
a $3.25 value

Oct. 17 thru Oct. 21

11:30 am-1:30 pm

O

fm0"

GREENFIELD
COMMUNITY COLLEGE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
REORGANIZATION MEETING
MONDAY OCTOBER 20

7 PM in the G.C.C. Cafeteria

Refreshments served • all GCC alumni urged to attend

IF ATTENDING CALL 774-3131 ext 273

1

j

J

A Christ - Centered Church

Declaring The Dynamics of

The Holy Spirit:

I
(Cornerstone (Eljapel

j

j

"r <'n ^ t

GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION

580 Bridge Rd., Northampton, Mass.

limAiM Rev. Ronald S. Hale, Pastor

SUNDAY SERVICES

9:45 am Sunday School • Graded

Bible Study Classes For All Ages

1l:00am Hour of Praise & Worship

7:00pm Evening Worship Service

for Intormalion C<ll 584 5166
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* Calendar
continued from page 13

Smith College Museum of Art, Intima-

tions and Imaginings, to run through November 23. The

exhibit, consists of seventy-two gum-biochromate and

platinum prints of landscapes, nudes, still-lifes as well as

figures made between 1904 and 1930.

The art gallery is open free to the public. Call 584-2700,

X 2760 for gallery hours.

The Sophia Bilides Greek Folk Music Ensemble will

make it's annual appearance in the valley tomorrow at

8 p.m. in Sage Hall at Smith College. Tickets are %^ at

the door.

Soprano Karen Smith, associate Professor of Music at

Smith College, will give a recital of songs and arias at

8 p.m. on October 19 in Sage Hall. The concert is free and

open to the public.

Audtions for the UMass Department of Theater produc-

tion of Eugene lonesco's "Amadee Or How To Get Rid Of

It" will be from 7 to 11 p.m. on October 20 and 21 in room

204 of the UMass Fine Arts Center. Sign up sheets are

posted outside the Department's office, FAC 112. For more

information call 545-3490.

Friday, October 17, 1986
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GREAT
MEXICAN
FOOD!

In downtown Amherst
beer & wine served

TACOVILLA
NORTHAMPTON
21 CENTER ST

5840673

Bring Your Owrt
Beer or M/lne

AMHCnST
4 I BOL TWOOD WALK
256 82 1

J

Beer t Wine
Served

SPniNCFIELD
!49 iUMNER AVE
788 09 1

9

Bring Your Own
Beer A Wine

• football at Maine
continued from page 20

For the second week in a row, the Minutemen will be

facing another top-flight conference junior quarterback

in Bob Wilder, an All-New England honorable mention

last year (80 for 168, 909 yards, seven touchdowns and

five interceptions this year). Wilder has the same ex-

plosive talent as last week's nightmare Rich Gannon but

is known for an even stronger passing arm.

"He throws bullets to the premiere receiver in the con-

ference," Reid said.

That receiver is junior split end Sergio Hebra, a second

team All-Yankee Conference target who has caught 26

passes for 374 yards and two touchdowns this season.

Along with Hebra and Wilder. Maine has a legitimate

bust-a-hole-and-run-like-hell game-breaking tailback in

sophomore Doug Dorsey. Last year Dorsey averaged 88.1

yards-pergame and currently is averaging 107.2 ypg this

'season. Dorsey has racked up nine touchdowns in Maine's

six games this season.

Up front. Maine has several formidable big men in

senior co-captain Tim Cahill (6-5, 255), senior guard John

Colasco (5-11, 250), junior guard Dave Ingalls (6-2, 250)

and senior right tackle Joe McDonald (6-3. 270). All four,

along with the rest of the line have the reputation for

great strength and quickness, attributes rarely found in

lineman.

COLLEGE WEEKEND
IN MONTREAL
rOR ONLY $79

OCT 31 - NOV 2

BRING YOUR
COSTUMES

AND FRIENDS

CALL 665-4709
"^

I

or see us Monday, Wednesday & Fridays 2;00 - 5:00

.. uATr^u except Wednesday 10/22
in Ine ha I oh sponsored by Dynamic Destinations

DRINKING
AGE
"18"

We Deliver
From just one bottle of wine
to barrels of beer.

$20.00 minimum.

But on October 18
the C&C will have an
in store 1983 Bordeaux
tasting. 12-5pm.

ch Haut Sociando
ch Pitray

ch St Bonnet
ch Latour de By
ch Coufran

ch La Ten-asse

ch Dc Marbuzet
ch Potensac
ch Arnauld
ch Lc Bosec

LIQUORS
61 Main St., Amherst

Next to Town Hall

FOR FREE DELIVERY OF
»20 MINIMUM ORDER.
(OFF UMASS CAMPUS)

Dial
253-3091

- All Prices In Store Cash Only —

r^

At Last,
A Post-Graduate Course

That Actually Prepares You
For A Real Job

Actually, we oCTer a choice ofjobs. Eight dififerent special-

ties, each providing rewarding career opportunities as a

professional legal assistant.

After four months of intensive study, youll receive a

certificate from the nation's most widely-acclaimed insti-

tution of higher education for legal assistants. And, youll

be interviewing for positions with leading law firms and
corporations around the country.

We receive twice as many requests for our graduates

than we have graduates. In fact, we offer a tuition refund

if you are not offered a position.

The happy ending is a new beginning. Ajob. The start of

a career. Now isn't that the reason you went to school in

the first place?

THEINSnrUTE
FORPAR^LECAL
TRMN!NG
1926 Arch Street

Philadelphia. PA
AnuTU an Bar
A%s(Kiati(iii Appni\t'<l

Housing and
(iiianintft'd Student
Loans Available

Ti) rtH eive a free catalumie.
return this (•r>ujM)n or

tall 1-800-222 I PLT.
In PA tall 215-567-4811.

Collegian photo by Paul Detmaraiii
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AUMA

Sophomore tailback Kevin Smellie heads through a hole opened by the Minuteman offensive

line, in UMass' 41-13 loss to Delaware last Saturday. The offensive line is going to ^JJ^e^o create

holes this week if UMass expects to defeat Maine at Old Orchard Beach, ME Saturday.
even more

****
One ofthe year's bestfilms.
Haunting and crtrtic" —(.cnt siskci. ( Mu At.t) tribi n>

"Brilliant!' -Manlvn Htik (UK A(.() IRIBl M s\ \|)I< ATK

William Hurt's sexual chemistry

produces the heat Markc Matims debut

is a Vict(>r>'.» — Hrun- vmiumson PI AMU >^ MAt.A/.INI-:

"Electricity! Oscar nominations

for Matlin and Hurt, she s sensational

Hcs compassionate burning up the nio\ie lens '*

— Rotxrl OsboriH KTTMA l.OS ANtiH I s

"rm impressed with their ofTensive line. They ve been

together for a long time and play well together. Reid said.

"They have great strength. Physically, they have the

greatest strength of anyone in the conference - through

weight lifting.
, , . . ., fUo

"We're really going to need to dominate them on tne

line. Unfortunately Wilder is similar to Gannon, and you

know what he did to us last week."

On defense, the Black Bears are led by nose guard Dave

Bochtler (6-0, 265) who had 14 tackles in the Maine wm
over Northeastern, senior right tackle Steve Vmlette (6-1.

266) and linebacker Steve Root (6-0, 210). who had 16

tackles in the NE game.

"Their defensive line is very mobile, strong, and a nara

hitting unit while their secondary is a veteran unit as good

as any," Reid said.
. u i t;«>

For the Minutemen, sophomore quarterback lim

Bryant, who started three games for injured starter Dave

Palazzi before Palazzi got the starting nod last week, has

been given the starting assignment over Palazzi.

Palazzi was three of 14 for 55 yards and two intercep-

tions last week while Bryant was seven of 20 for 92 yards,

1 touchdown and an interception.

"We're just going to go with who gets it done at this

point," Reid said. "We'll give Timmy (Bryant) the start

and give David (Palazzi) a chance to get back into the

routine a bit first and take some of the pressure off of his

shoulders."
» roQ n

On offense, the Minutemen are scoring at a rate ot 2d.u

ppg, one point below Reid's season-long goal of 24.0 ppg.

Leading the offense will, of course, be Bryant (56 of 11

1

for 774 yards, three interceptions and five touchdowns and

189 vards rushing for two TD's). senior fullback Al Ner,

OOl'yards) and sophomore tailback Kevin Smellie (29B

yards and five touchdowns).

Without Dan Rubinetti in the lineup, senior split end

John Crowley (12 for 182 yards) and two touchdowns),

junior tight end Mike Kelley (nine for 89 yards and one

touchdown), and Rubinetti's replacement, Tom Cioppa

(one for 29 yards), should expect plenty of action in the

flats.
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NOW PLAYING AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU.

Collegian photo by Paul Dearaaraia

Senior attacker Lil Hultin and the 1 1-1 field

hockey team host New Hampshire and

Syracuse at Totman Field this weekend.

KOOrSUE
COT MtARlEO

H IREG tOMlSSIOM) V;V^

_RING VIARDEN
A MATtDABW • SZECMUAN PESTAURANT

Open 7 Days for Lunch H Dinner Hours; Sun Thurs 1100^ Fr, & Sat 112

WEEKDAY DINNER BUFFET - Mon - Thurs $6.95, 5-8.30

SUNDAY BRUNCH 11:30-3
Full Liquor License
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Men's tennis tops
Westfield State
UMass shuts out Owls

By JIM CLARK
Collegian StafT

The University of men's
tennis team closed out its

fall season in regal

fashion, posting a 9-0 win
over Westfield State Col-

lege on the Boyden Courts

yesterday.

The match was a good

opportunity for head coach

Manny Roberts to use

some of his younger
players, such as Humber-
to Soto, Gary Goodman,
and Chris Aronson, in

order to get them some
seasoning for the upcom-

ing spring season and in

fViture years.

The victory was official

after the singles competi-

tion, as the Minutemen
swept all six matches.

Regular starters Brian

Gable, Flicka Rodman,
and Rich Nieboer won easi-

ly from the top three seeds.

Roberts then went with

the youth in the lower

three seeds, and each per-

formed admirably.

Goodman took his match

in three sets, 4-6, 6-3, 6-1.

From seeds five and six,

Soto and Aronson each

won in two sets, Soto by a

6-2, 6-0 count, and Aronson
6-2, 61.
€>n the doubles side, it

was Nieboer and Rodman,
teaming up in the number
one spot, posting an easy

6-1, 6-2 win. As darkness
began to set in, it was
decided to play the final

two contests in ei^it game,

pro-set style. Aronson and
Hank Baker won as the

number two doubles team,

and Goodman and Soto

completed the shutout
with a win from the

number three slot.

The win leaves the
Minutemen with a final

record of 4-3. After a 31
start, the team dropped

tough matches to the

University ofVermont and

the University of Hartford.

The Minutemen also

defeated Providence, New
Hampshire, and Connec-

ticut, and finished eighth

in the New England Tour-

nament at Harvard.

Epson Equity I

w/printer includes

256 k dual floppy

mono monitor

$1295

Computer Rentals

$200.00
per semester

Terminal Rentals

$130.00
per semester

includes 1200 baud modem

Memory Upgrade
to 640K

$99.00

Fall Prices good till 10/31

PIONEER VALLEY

DATA EQUIPMENT

259 Triangle Street

Amherst
549-1017
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Minutewomen look for 15th in a row
Will visit Temple, LaSalle

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian StafT

The University of Massachusetts volleyball team will

look to add to its 13-game winning streak this weekend.

Only this time, the Minutewomen will have to do it away

from home.
The spikers travel to Philadelphia, PA, today for a pair

of weekend matches. UMass will face Temple University

in an Atlantic 10 conference match-up tonight, and will

lock horns with LaSalle University tomorrow afternoon.

"This will be a big test for us because now we have to

win on the road against two very tough teams," head

coach Elaine Sortino said. "We certainly aren't going to

do anything different, but we need to be conscious of what

has to be done."

The Minutewomen, 16-1 overall and 3-0 in the A-10, are

off to their best start in several years. Last season, the

spikers ran off a 15-game unbeaten streak that was snap-

ped by the University of New Haven. UMass went into

a mild tailspin, dropping the next two matches.

UMass will lace a Temple squad that was 5-8 overall

and 1-1 in the A-10 going into last week's action. The Lady

Owls were swept by West Virginia University in their con-

ference opener, 10-15, 12-15, 11-15 and defeated Duquesne

University, 15-5, 15-10, 15-11, for their lone conference

win.

The Lady Owls are led by junior hitter Lisa Sneft and

junior hitter Adria Peters. Sneft occupies several in-

dividual categories in the conference, as she is seventh

in hitting efficiency (.261 with 90 kills in 230 attempts

and 30 errors), second in aces per game (.565) and sixth

in digs per game (2.30). Peters is seventh in kills per game

(2.88) and digs per game (2.28).

Temple is also paced by senior setter Teresa Flury

(seventh in the conference in assists with an average of

3.85 per game) and freshman setter Missy Johnson (eighth

in the A-10 with an average of 3.28 assists per game.) As

a team, Temple is third in the A-10 in team assists (8.78)

and fourth as a team in digs (11.89).

"Temple is going to be a very tough team to beat. They

have a pair of outstanding hitters and are very scrappy,

defensively," Sortino said. "They aren't real effective from

the middlp ar>H we'll hope to exploit that weakness."

continued on page 18

HOW AM I LIKE A J.B.'s "SUPER"

MOUTHWATERING, JUICY, MEATS, & JUST PLAIN OVERWHELMING
Is this you? Come in with your big appetite for a small burger & glass of water

HALLOWEEN
PARTY!

Come in costume and you could win $250 in cash,

a stereo system with a VCR plus other great

Listen to 99.3 for details

OCTOBER 31st - 8:30 PM
21+ - Admission $2.99
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Doonesbury

By Garry Trudeati

The Far Side

By Gary Larson
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Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trude Michel Jaffe

ACAOSS
1 Ancient HeDrew
mea&ure

5 Certain

chauvinists

10 Kind ol gin \mi

14 Piyeon house
15 Rhone feeder

16 Waaiher
condition

17 Inslrumeni lor a

chanteuse''

19 lake a chance

20 Formerly

21 Giiil ol Mexico

leeder

23 Macaw
24 Booty

25 Lessen the

value

29 Woodlands

32 Selves

33 Home ol a

(Mblicai witch

35 Urban area

36 Family memOer
ANJi

37 Indonesian

islands

38 He wrote

Fables in

Slang

'

39 Tissue

41 Cut back
43 See 16 Across

44 Like surgical

equipment
46 Housecoaib
48 Actor liom

India

49 — hard
(starKltast)

50 Sell confidence

S2 Thick soups

56 Couples
57 Transport lot

Koch'
59 Native

American

60 Actress

VerduQO

61 College near

Windsor Castle

62 LOFWI opus
63 Sees to

64 Take a break

DOWN
1 Eight, to Julio

2 Kind ol beam or

light

3 Being, m Blois

4 Leased items

5 Match
unsuitably

6 Wimbledon
wtnnei

7 Pride name
8 Makes a galle

9 Lawmaker
10 Oscine birds

1

1

Way lo' a

singer''

12 Picardy rivet

13 Fraternal

member
16 Hibemia

22 Realm ol the

lawyers

2b Obligations

26 Ratite bird

27 Funds lor an

author ''

26 Lake in Finland

29 Happened upon

30 Ruling house in

England
1485 1603

31 Mergansers

34 Joanne ol the

screen

40 Russian
waterway

41 Drop stidrply

42 Author Welly el

ai

43 Kiicnen ijadgel

45 Nigeiian native

47 Poses lof

50 Hudson or

Essex
51 Hay unit

52 On Golden —
53 Part ol a lence

54 Aphrodite s son

55 Put in the mail

56 Juan or Qui note

58 Longing

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
1c.o]m;i{cMp'a;pT»
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/
Lunch

Torpedo Grinder

Seafood Quiche

Basics Lunch

Summer Salad with

Syrian Bread

Seafood Quiche

Menu
Dinner

Roast Top Roung of Beef

Gravy
Spaghetti/Red Clam Sauce

or Tomato Sauce
Basics Dinner

Hi-Protein Spaghetti

Red Clam Sauce or

Tomato Sauce

Weather

^

Today: Partly cloudy and cool, highs in the

lower 50s.

Tonight: Chilly, with lows in the 30.

Tomorrow: Same as today.

Today's Staff
Night Editor * Nan Klingener

Copy Editor Je^ry Bartash

Photo Technician Ricci Bonanno

Uyout Technician Ansel Zinter

Production Supervisor Bethanne Mosko

v

Production: Kelly Sieger. Michelle Eichelman,

Valerie Warren, Maura McHugh. and Kirk Pisani.

Executive Board — Fall of 1986

DODE LEVEN50N
tditor 111 Chic'l

JOHN YONCE
Managing tditor

STEVE RUBIN
Business Manager

ROB SKELTON
Editorial Editor

WILLIAM SPAIN

Editorial Editor

ANSfcL ZINTER

Production Manager

Business Board — Fall of 1986

STEVE RUBIN
Business Manager

PAUL H. LESSER

Advertising Sales Manager

VANESSA ROTH
Finance Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marketing Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Circulation Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Subscription Manager
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Crew teams race
Bv JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The University of

Massachusetts crew teams

will be competing in the

Head of the Charles race in

Cambridge on Sunday.

This will be the third

race for each team in the

fall season. Both teams did

well in the Textile River

Regatta in Lowell on Oct.

5, with the women placing

second and the men fourth.

Both teams outdistanced

all Division II foes as well.

Last Saturday, the

women finished third in

the finals of the Mount
Holyoke Women's Invita-

tional, behind Smith Col-

lege and the host Mt.

Holyoke team. The men
were in action as well on

Sunday, finishing ninth at

the University of Connec-

ticut, a race of 35 boats, in-

cluding a large number of

Ivy League powers.

The Charles race, highly

regarded throughout the

country, is considered one

of the most important

races of the vear.

• volleyball games
continued from page 16

Sortino and the Minutewomen don't know a whole lot

about LaSalle, but Sortino knows that it has the poten-

tial to be a problem, much like Drexel University was

earlier in the season (UMass took a dramatic come-from-

behind five-set win over Drexel at the Syracuse tourna-

ment). LaSalle was a four-set loser to Temple earlier this

year, 3 15, 4-15, 15-10, 7-15.

"LaSalle has a solid program that is up-and-coming.

Their program is very similar to Drexel's," Sortino said.

"They're an upstart team. It won't be an easy match."

The match may be a little easier if the Minutewomen
continue their ofTensive assault. The statistics sheet has

bulged as of late, thanks to an offensive explosion by

UMass. The leaders of the pack have been junior middle

hitter Marcy Guiliotis and sophomore middle hitter Bar-

bara Meehan. UMass will need consistent performances

from those two as well as freshman setter Karen
Ferguson.

"It all depends on how we pass, but if we can get into

our offense, we are a tough team to stop," Sortino said.

"We have a good enough defense and our block is decent

enough so that we can stay in the game with anyone."

Another key to the success of the Minutewomen has

been that no one person stands out on offense. The spikers

have several weapons and all are well-utilized, something
that Sortino says has made a difference ft-om last season.

"We have a very balanced attack. hasX. year, a team
could key on Sally (now departed hitter Sally Maher* and
pretty much shut our offense down," Sortino said. "This

year we have so many people to go to, it's hard to key on

one person. If a team has success shutting down the mid-

dle, we just go outside (with hitters Juliet Primer and
Violetta Gladkowska)."
Side Outs: After this weekend, UMass will face Cen-

tral Connecticut State University on Monday before

preparing for two very big A-10 games. The Minutewomen
travel to Kingston, RI, to face the University of Rhode
Island on Wednesday and will play host to East Coast

power and 15th-ranked Penn State University on Friday.

WALT DISNEY WORLD
COLLEGE PROGRAM

Walt Disney World Co. Represen-

tatives will present an information

session on the Walt Disney World

College Program, Wednesday, Oc-

tober 22 at 7:00 pm in Campus
Center Room 803.

Interviews for spring co-op positions

will be scheduled after the informa-

tion session. Targeted majors inlude

Hotel/Restaurant, Business, Fashion

Merchandise, Communications.

Contact Jeff Silver for more informa-

tion, 545-2224.

lalt@isneyU)orld

the crunchiest
crispiest tastiest

fried chicken ^
in the valley! ^

AN tOUAl 0''>''C«UjNiTv ( WfLi, -i •

FREE DELIVERS

I

1*1985 WALT DISNEV PRODUCTIONS

253-7494
(hrmiqli llu \ll< \

III imul littii Out

^rtPiu
175 UNIVERSITY DRIVE

AMHERST

^OCat) UNIVERSITY /DRIVE

ROUTE m

f'\<i

«— ROUTE 9

253-5595 175 UNIVERSITY DRIVE

KEGS - FREE DELIVERY OFF CAMPUS

MILLER DRAFT 12 PK Bottles $5.40 + .60 12pk

BUD OR BUD LIGHT 12 oz cans $11.49+ 1.20 cs

MICHELOB or LIGHT 12 oz cans.$12.75 + 1.20 cs

MEISTER BRAU 12 pack $4.00 + .60 12pk

KNICK12 oz cans $8.75 +1.20 cs

Vodka 1.75L
Rum 1.75L
Peach Schnapps 1.75

$9.99

^^W WW
m^ I W ww

LET'S

GO
UMASS

SPORTS

i
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• women's soccer
continued from pa^e 20

"We have to continue the team defense," Jenkins said.

"The offense will come. We've been spending a lot of time

in the opponents' end of the field. We just haven't gotten

the goals."

Offensively, Michelle Powers remains the leader for

UMass. The sophomore forward has scored eight goals,

including three game-winners, and dished out four assists

for 14 points.

Bowsher is second in scoring with four goals, seven

assists and 15 points. Sophomore forward Beth Roundtree

and junior tri-captain Debbie Belkin are tied for third with

14 points each. Belkin has three game-winning goals and

Roundtree has two.

The Minutewomen will have no easy game against

Adelphi. The Panthers enter the game with a 6-2-2 record

and have won four in a row. They are coming off a 2-0

victory over Keene State College.

Adelphi is led by senior midfielder Bridget McSloy. who

has four goals and seven assists for 15 points. A pair of

forwards, freshman Cindy Baldauf and senior Denise

Harkins, are tied for second with 12 points each.

All-New England sweeper Mary Varas has held the Pan-

ther defense together while scoring a goal and setting up

*hree others.

In goal, junior Janet Rode has played six games and

posted a 0.88 GAA. She has two shutouts of her own and

has shared one with Erin O'Mara. O'Mara, a freshman,

has a 1.20 GAA after four games with one shutout of her

own.

Last year when the two teams met, UMass posted a 5-1

victory. A victory tomorrow would come in just as han-

dy and, if the Minutewomen are tied or ahead at halftime,

statistics say they'll be in a good position. UMass has

outscored opponents, 21-6, in the second half.

"Adelphi is a physical team" Jenkins said. "And we'll

have to come together as a team but I think it will be a

good game."

jK field hockeu preview
continued from page 20

Sandy Costigan and Karen Geromini are the main of-

fensive weapons in UNH's arsenal. Costigan fired four

shots from inside the circle against the Minutewomen

last season, and netted the lone goal of the first half.

"This is an important game, but our other one

(Syracuse) is just as big. We're a little tired from the Har-

vard game, but I think physically we're at our peak,"

Hixon said. "Playing New Hampshire can only help us.

We're ready. All we have to do is go out there and play

like crazy."

Syracuse travels to Providence, RI, to clash with Pro-

vidence College tomorrow before making the trek to

Amherst. UMass has not faced SU in recent years, but

Hixon is not overlooking the unranked Orangewomen.

"They're a good team. Their best player is Mary Ann
Hopkins. She is a big, strong midfielder who can really

make things happen," she said. "But every team can be

beat on any given day, including us."

Selling a car?
Buying a car?

Let Automatch make the match.

Free for buyers, one-time fee to sellers.

241 King St., Suite 32
Northampton

584-0341

eating place

SUN - THURS
6 AM - 3 AM
FRI & SAT

OPEN 24 HOURS

BREAKFAST SERVED
ANY TIME

BEER & WINE
SERVED TIL MIDNITE
PLENTY OF PARKING
CAMPUS PLAZA

NEXT TO SUPER STOP A SHOP)
Rt«. 9 • Hadley/Amh»r«t

256-6889
EMPLOYMENT APPLICATIONS

BEING TAKEN

^
Plumbleyls

» ol\ ll»C'0*.MIlllk"Hl"'

Dishwashing positions

now available

Earn extra spending

money. Room for

advancement. Apply

at the Valley's favorite

!

restaurant Plumbley's

off the Common
Downtown Amherst

COPIES

SELF-SERVE

kinko's

220N. Pleasant St

ACTIVITIES •AUDIO
AL'TO FOR SALE • CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT -FOR RENT
FOR SALE • FOUND

HELP WANTED • LOST

CLASSIFIED
INSTRUCTION • MOTORCYLCLES
PERSONALS • RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED 'SERVICES
ROOMATE WANTED • TRAVEL

WANTED • SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI - 2:30) .DEADLINE 2 DAYS PROIR TO PUBLICATION. CASH IN ADVANCE, ISc/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIIt

SUCCOT SERVICVES
TONIGHT — PM

Kiddush Afterwards in Succah Behind SU
Saturday • 7 30 Pm in succah
Sponsored by B'nai B'rilh Hillel

SO YOU WANT to do video? Union videa
membership drive on the concourse this

Friday 10/17 from 10-4 - see you there

1974 PLYMOUTH VALIANT. Newly-

rebuilt transmission, dependable
transponalion Asking $300 665-8114

BED FOR SALE sin^e box and mattress
first S2S takes it 584-2905 eves (Alan)

197S MONTE CARLO reliable transpor

tation $700 or BO Call Chns 549-6641

1981 PLYMOUTH RELIANT, excellent

condition, 4door, AT/AC, 69000 miles.

$2750. call Joe 549-7434

1979 CHEVY WAGON. 99.400 miles,

new clutch, Best offer 536-5434 Even-
ings week-ends

RELIABLE 1978 MAZDA GLC $600
negotiable great deal Call Joe at

665-7541 afler 5 00

"DISHWASHER AND PREP" part-time,

all shifts Apply at the Pub 9-11 or 3-5

weekdays

VISIT THE OUTING CLUB board outside
the Student Union Ballroom tor this

weekends trips, the leaves are in prime
colour

ATTENTION YFU ALUMNI
The Youth For Understanding area
representative would like to meet you aM"
Please call Nancey 548-9329 or Laura
549-4099

WORK STUDY (4.0S8hr) 8-12 hrs wk
Ilex hrs assist in lab work on soil, plant

samples no exp required call Morteza at

545-2259 between 10AM-4PM

1977 PLY VOLARIE wagon Excel runn-

ing. 774-3638 after 5PM

72 PONTIAC LEMANS brown, 2dr runs

great! Have 2 cars no need lor this car

Only $200 Call 546-1272

AHLi OF TNI SANDM

ZOO MASS T-SHIRTS $6 original design
do not be fooled by cheap imitations

assorted colors & sizes call JJ 546-8714

GUCCI WATCHES FOR ladies only $30
many styles call Brian 6-7425

GATE-COURSE AND teacher evaluation

guide IS seeking a year-round coor

dinalor Applicants should have good
organizational and editing skills Applica-

tions are available from Academic Al-

fairs/SGA, 420 SUB Deadline Oct 23
SGA IS an Affirmative Action/Equal Op-
portunity Employer

PART-TIME GENERAL help call Kevins

Auto Repair 586-9336

SEE YOU AT THE HEAD OF THE
CHARLES

All College Pro Painters employees are

invited to join us at our tailgate party at

the HOC Regatta Well be on Memorial
Drive) north side of the river) between the

Harvard St Bridge and the finish line

Food and drink are on us

See you there! College Pro Painters

SJP-THE ONLY Kiss I can give is a
baglull

CHERYL, BACKOFFI^firistos is not in

lerested Face it and give it up'

NRBtt * TOM RU$H

MARRY ANN FRIEL - keep your chin up
and a smile on your face You are great!

Me

GRADUATES AND 25' students Social
Hour every Thursday 5:00 Blue Wall.

Campus Center Build a tradition' Meet
each other!

ALPHA PHI OMEGA, a coed service
fraternity with unrestricted social ac-
tivities, invites all university students to

an open rush Oct 7, 8, & 14 at 6:00 PM
in room 41 5A Student Union'

BATTLE OF THE bands! Come see live

music performed by local bands at the 7th

Annual SWAG Battle of the Bands on
Sunday October 1 9th from 1 PM to 6PM
in the Hampden Southside Room Free,

live, rock n' roll" Another Southwest Area
Government Production

BU FOOTBALL OAMI

ROUNDTRiP BUS AND GAME tickets

$18 50 Hurry, today's the last day'

Available at Tix, next to SUB

OHM L2 SPEAKERS 4 yr warranty Call
6-7921

YARN $60 MERCHANDTSE credlt^t
Webs for only $40 call 6-6360

2 BOB SEGER tix HTFO CC Sun 107l9
nasty seats Wendell 253-9509 BO

SKI SHOP MECHANIC. EXPERIENCED
peretered Apply in person Western
Village Ski 32 Main Street Northampton.
MA

HAPPY BIRTHDAY THORRI Love hav-
ing you here - Love you, Kim

CLEAN WATER CONCERT
Oct 19 7pm FAC

TIX $6 ST $10opub
31 -Nov 2 There's still time' Call 665-4729

PROFE$$IONAL TYPINO $ERVICI

SUPERIOR PIZZARIA NORTH Amherst
Flexable hours during the week for kit-

chen help Drivers who know tfie area
wanted call 549-0626

HAPPY BIRTHDAY MIKIE - you squeky
dude' Sorry I won't be here! Love
Kathleen

SHARON 8. - to the very b«st in my IMe

Keep it up and this could gel serious

Love Kev

PAPERS, CASES, DISSERTA-
TIONS- dependable on-campus,
reasonable, 584-7924, Nancy

*IDi WANnO

CAN YOU WMTE

FREE MOVIES AT the Newman Center
Every Friday night in the front lounge
Gandhi " Oct 17 at 7PM

LITURGY FIVE COLLEGE Orthodox Mis-

sion in room 80S Campus Center on Oc-
tober 19th 9 30AM

AUTO FOR $ALE

GOOD DEAL 76 VW Rabbit runs exc

Body and ml vry good vry dependable
650 00 or BO Call 548-9554

1980 FIAT STRADA rust proofed Ex-

tremely cheap 253-5693 Keep Trying

INTERESTED IN WRITING for the

Largest College Daily in New England?
Come down to the Mass Daily Collegam!

Vou can wnte about Arts, Editorials. Black

Affairs, News, Women's Issues, 4 Sports

We're located in the basement ol the

Campus Center behind the TV set The
Collegian We build Careers

CASH

PAYTnG CASH FOR your baseball cards

please call Mike S4»0333

DESPERATELY SEIKINO SUSAN

UNIVERSITY STORE HAS engineering
Press Exam Files for engineering,
calculus. Physics, Chemistry

POOL TABLE FOR sale Just under
regulation size good condition $30 call

Ron 549-3829

FOUND

FOUND — PAIR OF GLASSES in case
Picked up near meters in front of Fine
Arts C»nter call 549-4483 to identify

FOUND — BRACELET on Sunday 10-12
Call to identify Adrienne 6-9727

PHONE SURVEYERS NEEDED. No
sales Evening and weekend hours

$5 75/hr to start Downtown Springfield

location Call 203-562-2013

DAYTIME: CASHIERS^ WAFtPEOPLE,
bartaiKlers, fiosts, dishwashers: parttime

Apply Judie's Amherst

MIKE SUP HAPPY birthday Don't study

to hard today Tim and John

HELP WANTED ALL positions La Case
De Carmelite's Restaurant al Motel 6 in

So Deerfield Breakfast, lunch and din-

ner shifts available apply in person Mon
thru Fn 12 to 5PM

FOUND— ONE SILVER & White Broche
pin with danglies Found Thursday after-

noon Oct 2, in Cape Cod Lounge call and
describe it call ted al 548-9434 or

545-2049 Monday or Friday 98m-3pm

HIAO OF THE CHARLES

ICI CRiAM LOVIR: STACEVI

MINI- HERE'S WISIhING YOU a very

Happy Birthday to a truely super kid! For

your B-day any ice cream you want on

me 'Your best buddy, the one who eats

with you, spends money with you and

laughs with you! Congratulations' Luv Ya

Podolsky! Daisy

MIKIE IF I wanted and birthday cake from
you I wuold squeaz your f*l?lnh head!
DGW

KAREN LURIE happy birthday'" We love

Love you SOT sisters

TALENT NEEDED FOR Orchard Hill

Take-A-Break Session Contact Kathy or

AnnMarieat6-7171 or drop by OHAG of-

fice '11 Mon-Thurs (next to Sweets)

'TREASURER NEEDED FOR Orctiard Hill

Area Government No experience re-

auired Nomination papers available Sun
let 19 Nomination papers due Sun Oct

26. come by 1 12A Field (next to Sweets)
7-1 1pm any night

RIDE OR ESCORT needed to
Paramus/NYC or point en-route for 5-year
old on occassional monthly weekends
Will pay gas or your fare 665-7574 nites

ROOMMATCS WANTID

AJMHERST — 2 Bedroom in house Bus
route $180 aeach plu 549-6604

HAPPY 21st BIRTHDAY sugar daddy
From Lemon Head, Cherry Clan, Little

Debbie Have a Vodka and water, potatoe

and sugar and butter soup B-day meal -

Peri,Tian

RESPONSIBLE FOR LG apt on bus route

own room, furnished but bring tied $210

for room plus utilities call 323-4989 before

2PM 323-6311x530 after

FEMALE NEEDED TO^rent a Brandywine

apt Until the end of the semester It s late

so price IS negotiable 549-4538

SQUIRE VILLAGE ON bus route near

stores Share large 2-bedroom 1'/i bath

townhouse beg Jan Isl partly furnished

$247 665-8588

SERVICES

EXCELLENT RUNNING AND well main-

tained 1977 Mazda RX4 Ed 586-9402

MUST SELL 78 PINTO. Good cond no
rot, runs well FM/CAS w/eq 57K Mi 900
or BO 413-367-2893

1987 VW RABBIT, 4-door, auto, no rust,

many new parts, excellent cond Must
sell. $2500 or BO call 546-5524

1 983 LYNX 2DR 4 speed standard in exi

condition runs well never been abused
must sell to pay off loan Call 549-6129

or 256-6887 ask for Andy or leave name
and no very good buy!!!

I'M BACK FROM San Fran and living in

NOHO Are you still at the zoo'' Respond
next Thursday.

iNnRTAINMENT

MUSICIANS NEEDED FOR perfor

mances at Belchertown State School

Funding available. Contaci Bruce
256-42M

HALLOWEEN IN MONTREAL! Oct
30-Nov 2 only $79 Call 665 4729 or see
us in the Hatch M, W, Fs 2-5 except
Wednesday 10/22

ALL COLLEGE PRO Painters employees
are invited to )oin us at our tailgate party

at the HOC Regatta We'Tl be on
Memorial Drive (north side of the River)

between the Harvard St Bridg6 and the

finish line Food and drink are on us

See you there! College Pro Painters

HELP WANTED

INSTRUCTIOM

SUSIE, MY LITTLE TOAOI Cheer up
Remember you still have me to laugh at,

think about Montreal' Love ya Goober

TYPING, TAPE TRANSCRIPTION. Fast,

accurate. 865-7652.

WANTED; VIOLIN LESSONS-I have had
some experience Please ca'l Anne
256-1700

LOST

LICENSED MANICURIST for Amherst
area Salon 549-4979

RESPONSIBLE PERSONS TO care for

5yf old in my home 2-4 days (atlernoons

only) per week Car 4 references Call

256-0850 after 5pm

1975 AMC HORNET runs well, depen
dable very little rust $700 549-7778

VW 1971 SQUAREBACK excellent con-

dition J T s a steal at $500 must sell

quickly 586-3824

FOR SALE 76 Ford Mustang II GHIA
engine needs work, new brakes, new bat-

tery, new muffler $300 or BO after 6PM
549-1137

74 CHEVY GOOD car well maintained

some body rust always starts $500
256-6604

FOR A OOOO TIME CALL

RACK-A-DISK ENTERTAINMENT
Agency - Discjockeys. Bands, Lights and

Large screen video dances 549-7144

FOR RENT

TRAVEL RELD OPPORTUNITY. Gain

valuable marketing experience while ear-

ning money Campus representative

needed immediately for spring break trip

to Florida Call Campus Marketing at

1-800-282-6221

LOST KEY ON PAPERCLIP between
library and Worcester DC Please call Her-

nan 6-9725

H.P. 1 1C CALCULATOR m library lower

Please call 546-4778 for reward

GOLDWATCH WITH bTack band Thurs
night at townhouse sentimental value

reward please call Dave 549-7771

MIKE, YOUR A GREAT Friend but you
gotta keep your pants up' Love ya,

"Chip"

HAPPY BIRTHDAY ANNI We're living

'Oregon Style" from now on • I promise'

Love Ya -Kim

FLVNN—MAN (shoegoo baybee) Hap
py belated birttxiay' This tongues for you'

Jais man you're oh so good! Kilty

HEY COOKIE WOOWObWOb
weeweewee love ya knucklehead

HONEY IMAGINE WHATlife would be
without Sigma parties, clean Pajamas
and sleeping on it' Je t'aime Princess

GRAD. STUD. AVAIL, for chemistry
tutoring Two yrs exp -I can help you
learn' $12/hr 549-0610 afts/eves

STEREO EQUIPMENT REPAIR affor-

dable pnces, pick up ar>d delivery, Spirtek

Repair Service 268-7564

TERRIFIC TYPING FROM 'Speedy^'

keys Professional reliable service.

256-1002 , 8am- 11pm

TYPING, TAPE TRANSCRIPTIONS^
Fast accurate. 685-7652

orSSERTATlbN BLUES? PROFES-
SIONAL editor can help writing/pro-

ofreading Student rates Call 256-6150.

TRAVEL

ROOM IN 3 bedroom house for rent in

Hadley 275 584-2937

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent free meals

Light clean-up
Call Cheryl at AXO

545-2152

HELP! LOST MEAD notebook for HRTA
367 class Reward! Please call Jeanette

at 546-6315

GOLD WOMAN'S WATCH- sentimental

value 'reward' 549-6678

FOR SALE

77 RABBIT-83 engine 4 clutch, one

owner, great milage, radlals- S1200.
253-9377 eves

COMPUTER RADIO SHACK model 2

16K ram Like new $1350 00 or BO Call

Malt 546-9832

74 DODGE CORONET runs well ex-

cellent transportation $300 00

1980 PLYMOUTH HORIZON automatic

no rust, runs well. $1200 549-7160 after

4PM weekend

VERY VERY OEPENOABlT74batsun
4dr 79K $700 or BO 549-4901

LOT 22 STICKER lor sale $30 or BO call

546-8566

COMPUTER TERMINAL & modem lor

sale $200 cheap 256-8678

KEG TAPS FOR sale' Brand new. never

used keg taps only $25 Packies charge

$45 for used taps Don't waste your

money' New taps $25 Call Tony
256-1438 today

NEED A JOB? Like travel? Ambitious

people needed to market unique travel

product with no existing competition Ex-

cellent experience for business, com-

munication and HRTA majors No ex-

perience necessary, car helpful Contact

Mary 549-6118

MANAGER TRAINEES NATIONWlbE
Tool Co expanding in Amherst Now hir-

ing 25 new employees great money, ex-

cellent working cond $ career opporiuni-

ty Part and lull lime work For interview

call Willie 256-4101

NEW STUDENTS ARTK^LES left at Sum
mer Orientation must be claimed by Oc-

tober 24 Rm 101 Berkshire

MOTORCVCLI

YAMAHA VERAGO 9J0CC Shaft drive

digital new rubber oval discs low miles

helmet $1200 4C Brandywine slop by

PERSONALS

HAPPY BIRTHDAY RICK: you've finally

reached the big 21' Rememtjer you will

always be my number one. I love you Jen

JOHN AND DAVE OF SQUIRE
VILLAGE. Take be away from the base-
ment some afternoon to the TOC You'll

t>e suprised how easy I buy the drinks

The third but temporarily idle 21 CLUB
MEMBER

BRiNGObWN YOUR outrageous stories

and photos tor Coca-Cola's most
outrageous student contest Get your pic-

ture in the Collegian «id win pnzes
Come to the Collegian Business office -

113 Campus Center

DID YOU BUY a car from Kevin's Auto
Repair'' If so, we need your help Please
call 323-4421 alter 6PM

COLLEGE WEEKEND IN Montreal only

$79 Oct 31 Nov 2 There's still time' CaH
665-4729

TOUR TO THE SOVIET UNION, Jaiv

3-16, 1987 $1588 See Prof Jones, 634
Herter or call 253^7827 evenings

TYPINO SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING. Long or short pro-

jects Meticulous proofreading Rush (obs

OK New IBM typewriter 549-0367

WANTED

WINTER STORAGE FOR MOTORCY-
CLE prefer Nhamp/Hadley area Will pay
reasonably $ 584-0593

PART TIME GAS anendant, lull-serva

weekends. Hadley 256-6875

HEY CHI OMEGA SISTERS! We think

you're the sweetest lunnest 4 most
special women around' Love you're cute
little pledges'

WHO DOES THIS tu~rkey think he'is''

Mickey Mantle? (or James Dean)

YOU WERE ON 2PM bus to NYC. Friday,

with long strait hair white sweater, and
did Collegian Crossword in pmk ink Sat
diagonally across m grey UMass sweat-
shirt and couldn't keep rny eyes off you
I've got to see you ngaim Call me 6-4905
Jeff

LOSE 1 - 29 excess lbs/month with her-

bal weight control No drugs, no exercise
100 percent guaranteed Call Mark
546 5938

USED APPLE IIE/IIC and pnnler buy or

rent 5-3643 Evenings 549-7308
V ^
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SPORTS

UMass
Minutemen seek redemption at

Maine; Bryant to start at QB

Collegian photo by Paul Desmarais

University of Massachusetts head coach Jim Reid (right) will start

sophomore Tim Bryant (13) in place of last week's starter Dave Palaz-

zi (7) against the University of Maine at Old Orchard Beach, ME,
Saturday.

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Coming off a lackluster 41-13 drubbing

at the hands of the Delaware Blue Hens in

front of 14,000 Homecoming fans at War-

ren McGuirk Alumni Stadium last Satur-

day, the University of Massachusetts foot-

ball team has a lot to prove as it heads

north to tackle the University of Maine in

a 1:30 p.m. start at Old Orchard Beach,

ME. Saturday.

The game looms big for both teams as the

Minutemen, 4-1 overall and 2-1 in the

Yankee Conference, and the Black Bears,

5-1 and 1-1 in the YC, are trying to keep

pace with conference leaders Delaware and

the University of New Hampshire.

No one has to underscore the importance

of this mid-season conference clash.

"This is a very big game," Maine

linebacker coach Tim Fitzgerald said. "If

we lose or they lose, then we lose ground

in the conference. If they lose, they drop to

third or fourth and if we lose, we drop to

third or fourth. So yes, it is definately a

very big game."

For the Minutemen, recent history is not

on their side. In each of their last two visits

to Maine, the Minutemen have come home
with losses (42-24 in 1982 and 20-7 in 1984)

and shattered confidence.

"Anytime we've gone to Maine since

1980 we've gotten our butts kicked and

we've got to stop it," UMass first year head

coach Jim Reid said.

Two years ago, after the Minutemen lost

its game to a terrible Maine team, a Black

Bear fan ridiculed the UMass program for

being worse than his own alma mater.

Times have changed and both schools are

on the rise in the YC. A loss could be a

stumbling block on both schools' rebuilding

roads.

But if UMass is to shake the mini-jinx,

this could be the year as the game site has

been changed from Alumni Field in Orono,

ME to Old Orchard Beach <the first Maine

game to be played at that location), a four-

instead of seven-hour bus ride.

"The bus ride is good for all of us. But

we're going into a hostile environment in

Southern Maine for a game that has been

built up as the game of the year," Reid said.

Fitzgerald said the Black Bears are also

looking forward to the change, saying that

most of second-year head coach Buddy
Teevens' team is from Southern Maine and

New England and look forward to playing

in front of alumni and friends.

"No doubt about it, we'll be very fired

up," Fitzgerald said.

The Black Bears, along with their 4 1

record, enter the game with a high-powered

veteran-laiden offense averaging 32.1

points-per-game while the defense has

given up 15.7 ppg.
continued on page 15

The Game: The University ofl

Massachusetts Minutemen at the Univer-

1

sity of Maine Black Bears.

Location: The Ball Park at Old Orchard]

Beach, ME.
Surface': Natural.

Time: 1:30 p.m.

Records: UMass (4-1 overall, 2-1 in the!

Yankee Conference), Maine (5-1 overall
|

and 1-1 in the YC).

Common opponents: Rhode Island!

(UMass, 31-17, Maine. 34-14) and
Norheastern (UMass, 31-28, Maine,

|

38-21).

The series: UMass leads the season]

series, 25-6-1, but the two teams have split

the last four games with both schools

registering a pair of home victories.

UMass, however, has won 18 of the last]

20 including 16 straight from 1966-81.

Last year; Freshman quarterback Dave
|

Palazzi returned from a shoulder separa-

tion that forced him to miss three games I

and threw for 147 yards and two

touchdown passes to lead the Minutemen
to a 20-7 win. The clincher was a 69yard

|

)ped pass to Tom Cioppa
ouchdovra late in t

Stickers to face
UNH, SU at home
Ready for key games

By LINDA DELIVORIAS
Collegian Correspondent

This is the weekend that separates the girls from the

women.
The University of Massachusetts field hockey team

hosts the second-ranked University of New Hampshire

and Syracuse University, tomorrow and Sunday after-

noon at Totman field. Game time for both contests is 1

p.m.

The 11-1 Minutewomen, winners of 10 straight, in-

cluding Wednesday's double-overtime 2-1 thriller over

Harvard, tied the Huskies last season in Durham, NH,
2-2. UMass outshot UNH, 20-6, and had the edge in

penalty corners, 17-3, but the slippery, muddy playing

field made it difficult for both teams to generate consis-

tent offensive drives.

"It was a hard-fought, clean game last year. They led

1-0 at the half, and then 2-1, but we were able to tie it

up with just a few minuutes left. (Chris Kocot scored at

the 2:40 mark) But there was no way I was going to let

my players continue in the pouring rain." head coach

Pam Hixon said. "I don't think the revenge factor will

come into play for this game, though. If I was playing

in the game. I would play for pride, stamina, guts, and

fortitude."

UMass must exhibit all of these qualities, and continue

to play aggressive defense and execute its high-powered

offense if it wishes to hand the Huskies their second loss.

"New Hampshire is a well-rounded, disciplined, steady

team, much like ourselves. They have the potential to

score on penalty corners, and they're a strong team up

the middle," Hixon said. "We want to play the game in

their end and exploit their side-backs and goalie. We
have to pass the ball down the sideline and make things

happen."

continued on page 19
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Sophomore forward Michelle Powers

UMass plays host
to Adelphi Panthers
Women entering home stretch

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's soccer team

has won nine games in a row, and it will have a chance

to greatly extend that number in the next week and a half.

The Minutewomen will play host to Adelphi Universi-

ty at 1 p.m. at Boyden Field tommorrow in the opening

game of a stretch that will see UMass play five games in

11 days. This may be a chore, but the fact that all the

games are home will help a great deal.

"Playing this many games in a row will be tiring,"

UMass assistant coach Kathy Jenkins said. "But 1 think

it will help us because w^iJl get into a routine. Practice

after practice can get kind of stale but games are a lot

more interesting."

The Minutewomen, 9-2-1, are coming off a 1-0 victory

over Dartmouth College that they probably would not

have won had they not been awarded a penalty shot. Tri-

captain Kristen Bowsher scored to give UMass the win

but considering the desire that both teams exhibited, the

Minutewomen were lucky.

"We didn't have the winning attitude against Dart-

mouth," Jenkins said. "And we're gonna have to have it.

The attitude is the important thing."

In their first 12 games, the Minutewomen have allow-

ed just 46 shots on goal, an average of less than four per

game.
When the opposition has managed to send the ball

toward the net, starting goalie Carla DeSantis has been

solid. The sophomore keeper has made 24 saves and

registered three shutouts on her own while posting a 0.75

goals against average.

Although the UMas.s citftnse has been stingy

throughout the season, thi- ofTfn.se has been lacking of

late.

UMass has taken 130 more shots on goal than it has

given up, but has won five of its games by just one goal.

continued on page 19
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Marches in Boston, Amherst
stress human rights awareness

Collegian pholo by Byrne GuurnottH

BrotherPeace members protest violence against women, Saturday afternoon at the Amherst

Common.

Pro-choice groups march
to protest Medicaid cuts
By LISA M. HORAN
Collegian Correpondent

BOSTON — Carrying banners which read "Anatomy

is not destiny" and "Motherhood by choice," approx-

imately 5,000 pro-choice advocates marched from Copley

Square to a rally site at City Hall Plaza in Boston on

Saturday.

The march and rally also commemorated Rosie

Jimenez Day. Jimenez was the first woman believed to

have died from a back-alley abortion after the Hyde

Amendment, which was passed in 1977 to cut off federal

funding for abortions. Massachusetts is facing a referen-

dum question in the November elections which would

cut state Medicaid funding for abortions.

Eleanor Smeal, president ofthe National Organization

for Women said, "I believe that this vote is a test vote

for those who want to outlaw both abortion and birth

control in our nation. And I say both abortion and birth

control. Let there be no mistake about it. This constitu-

tional amendment is an attack on birth control itself.
.

."

Smeal explained that the wording on the amendment

would allow state legislators to define what abortion is.

"I hope some of you are really mad," she said, "because

I think it's time to make this country really mad. It's

an outrage that" we are here for basic rights."

Other speakers included Gaye Williams of the

Religious Coalition for Abortion Rights and the National

Political Congress of Black Women, Rhonda Copelon, an

activist lawyer, and Reverend Carter Heyward of the

Episcopal Divinity School.

Over 45 organizations were represented in the march,

as well as various colleges and universities.

"A lot of us are from Massachusetts and we heard

about the abortion question," said one Wesleyan student.

"We wanted to show our support."

A bus chartered for the rally brought approximately

60 students from the five college area.

Debbie Cohen, a junior women's studies major at

UMass said, "I felt really good about this march. I felt

a lot of good energy. But there is such a backlash now

of conservatives taking over. I do think that if they take

away abortion, the left is just going to push extra hard,

and they won't gain any more control."

Susan Yanow of the Reproductive Rights National Net-

work in Boston said, "We are tired of being an invisible

irsi^icD
• The Halloween policy and its history.
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Peace walkers vow to end
violence concerning men
By MEG KROEPLIN
Collegian Correspondent

Twenty-two men walked from the Peace Pagoda in

Leverett to Amherst Center Saturday, on a peace walk

to end men's violence against women, children and other

men.
This peace walk was one of about 30 demonstrations

across the country, as well as "one or two in Europe,"

according to Steven Botkin, who is a member of

BrotherPeace and helped to organize Saturday's events.

BrotherPeace, a one-year-old organization, originally

stemmed from demonstrations during men's conferences

of the past two years. The group is a project of the En-

ding Men's Violence Task Group of the National

Organization for Changing Men.

"When there is a conference on men's issues, in addi-

tion to workshops and other activities, it seems that there

would be a public demonstration of men's committment

to ending violence and sexism," Btokin said.

Following the peace walk at 4 p.m. in Amher-st center,

both men and women joined in observing three minutes

of nationwide silence to honor those who have died, suf-

fered or survived violence.

> circle was formed as both men and women joined

hands, and partook in the silence. Every 18 seconds a

drum was struck to represent the frequency of rape or

the beating of women in this country.

Lisa Lundedei. an Amherst resident, was one

participant. ,

"People are generally more aware, but whether they

choose to do anything is another matter," she said.

Deva Sky Dancer, a Shutesbury resident and strong

supporter of BrotherPeace said, "We have to know what

is happening. We have to know when violence is being

committed against us."

majority, we are going lo =.pca^ uui, oa .i»c ib£>aeb, uoid

signs, speak on the radio."

The Rosie Jimenez Day Committee was an adhoc com

mittee formed to address the referendum question, and

to make people aware that a vote of "No" on Question

1 would be a vote of pro-choice, explained Yarnow.

The march and rally was sponsored by the Alliance

Against Women's Oppression, Boston NOW, Boston

R2N2, the Gay and Lesbian Defense League and the

Mobilization for Survival committee.

Importance of
student votes,
participation
focus of rally
By ILANA LEVENSON and DANIEL SOBEL
Collegian Staff

BOSTON — Former presidential candidate Jesse

Jackson, the main speaker at a rally last Fiiday encourag-

ing students to vote in the Nov. 4 elections, urged students

to fight for affordable higher education, even after

graduation.

"From kid to senior citizen, whoever has the will to read

or write should have the opportunity. Mass education is

the cornerstone to America's strength," Jackson told a

crowd of about 200 students, legislators and other sup-

porters of affordable education, in Gardner Auditorium

at the Statehouse.

State Senator Gerry D'Amico, D-Worcester, also prais-

ed America's educational system.

"What makes this country great is not the number of

missiles we have, but the universities and colleges which

give the opportunity to liberate our free human .spirit.

That is what makes this country great," D'Amico said,

"Accessible quality higher education is this nation's best

defense," said Michael Ferrigno, executive director of the

State Student A.ssociation of Massachu.sotts, formed in

1982. which sponsored the rally.

Jackson called the politics of registering to vote at least

30 days before an election "foolishness."

"At the age of 18 we should be automatically registered

to vote in this age of computer organization. From womb
to tomb, we're in the computer," Jackson said. "It's a con-

tradiction that enlightened college students aren't

registered to vote."

Jackson said he has been disappointed with the

decadence of student values in the past 15 years after

students of earlier generations fought to acquire the right

to vote.

"Students marched, bled, and died out of a sound, sane

movement which led to the right to vote," in contrast to

the apathetic students of today, he said.

Arthur Osborne, Massachusetts president of the AFL-

CIO, told students to vote "no" on question number two

which will appear on the Nov. 4 ballot asking voters

whether public aid should be given to private schools.

Mark Montigny, a SSAM alumnus, said students should

restrain from becoming too materialistic after college.

"Don't let yourself drift [after graduation). Go after your

dreams, but transfer that enthusiasm to the community,"

Montigny said.

Jennifer Hughes, the University of Massachusetts

representative at the rally, said students should become

more aware of the problems brought up at the rally.

"They [students] worry strictly with internal problems.

I think they strongly need to have contact with the State

House and representatives," she said.

"I can't get people in the Student Government Associa-

tion involved. I would find it even more difficult to get

the average student."

Jackson also said he was disheartened that over the last

10 years the enrollment of blacks in colleges has decreas-

ed 30 percent.
. n

Jackson wrapped up the rally with an impassioned call

to students.

"We need you to fight, to be sober, to be sane and vote

with Red Sox fever," he said.

Alcohol Awareness
emphasis this week
By PAUL MASCIOLI
Collegian Correspondent

The fifth-annual National Collegiate Alcohol

Awareness Week kicks off today with mime Mark Mor-

rison, who will perform "On the Road Again" at noon

on the Campus Center Concourse.

"The focus of the week is for people to think about their

drinking and to make responsible decisions about their

drinking," Fran Deats. of the chancellor's committee on

alcohol use. said.
. » n i

A Boston theater troupe will present * A Balancing

Act," which addresses the relationships in families

continued on page 5
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Head of Charles draws thousands
Canadian boat sets new course record for third win

BOSTON (AP) - The Ridley Graduate Boat Club,

Canada's 1984 Olympic Gold Medal winners, set a course

record as they captured the 22nd annual Head of the

Charles Regatta before legions of cheering crewing fans

yesterday.

With a time of 14:20:16, the Ridley Grads took the Head

of the Charles for the third straight year, beating the old

record of 14:24:20 set by the US Naval Academy in 1982.

Other course records in the fair weather conditions were

set by Dave Challinor, 66, of Potomac Boat Club, at

19:56:94, in the men's veteran singles division;

Lightweight Development Camp of Cambridge with

18:49:91 in the women's lightweight fours division and

the Yale University women's eights at 17:32:44.

The race drew about 3,000 rowers and tens of thousands

of fans.

"It's a nice way to end the season," said Carl Feusahren,

40, of Alexandria. Va., who said he began rowing in high

school some 20 years ago and now competes three or four

times a year.

The race, one of the largest single-day crew events m

the nation, attracts rowers from as far away as Scotland,

France and Canada.

And it attracts onlookers - 30,000 to 40,000 of them

yesterday, according to an estimate by Sgt. Kevin Layden

of the Metropolitan District Commission.

Armed with coolers, charcoal grills and kegs of beer, the

mostly young crowd lined the banks of the twisting river

as rowers glided past in an almost unending stream.

Many spectators wore sweatshirts emblazoned with the

names of their college or alma mater - Yale, Harvard.

Rutgers. Wesleyan. Many appeared more interested in

socializing than watching the races as they clustered

around picnic tables and sat on blankets under trees

whose leaves were just beginning to turn to their bright

autumn hues.

Feusahrens, who said his job is purchasing airplanes for

the Navy, complimented the crowd on its good beha\ior.

He noted that audiences at some crew races tend to

become rowdy, but he observed that those filling the

river's banks yesterday seemed mellower than most.

^Negative ' politics

called ineffective
BOSTON (AP) — State Treasurer Robert Q. Crane has

been accused by his opponent of abusing his office,

stonewalling, arm-twisting, mismanaging pension funds,

shenanigans, bigotry, greed and deceit.

But the race for the incumbent's seat really turned du-

ty, one political observer said, when Joyce Hampers said

the incumbent came from an era of cronyism and

corruption.

"Bob Crane knows lots of bankers who will buy him

lunch." said Jack Flannery, onetime spokesman for

former Gov. Frank Sargent. "But corruption - that's a

little strong for my taste unless she can prove it."

Like Flannery, voters appear to be turning away from

Hampers not because she is a Republican in a state filled

with Democrats but because she is attacking Crane fierce

ly — a tactic that also works against toothpaste and toilet

tissue in advertising campaigns, an ad executive said.

"It's extremely risky," said Bink Garrison, president

of the Boston ad agency Ingalls, Quinn and Johnson. "I

don't think anybody likes to see someone taking a poke

at another fellow."

k^DOVE
Fcist, Accurate Typing
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• Resumes
• Term Papers
• Dissertations

79 South Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass 01002
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ATTENTION BSN
CLASS OF 1987.

The Air Force has a special pro-

gram tor 1 987 BSNs If selected,

you can enter active duty soon

after graduation—without waiting

tor the results of your State Boards

To quality, you must have an

overall *B' average After commis-

sioning, you'll attend a five-month

internship at a major Air Force

medical facility. It's an excellent

way to prepare for the wide range

of experiences you'll have serving

your country as an Air Force nurse

officer For more information, call

TSgt Tom Murphy

at (41 3) 785-0191

(in Springfield)

HUNG OVER?
You can learn to prevent

hang-overs and change
your drinking patterns. The

Student Opportunity pro-

gram offers infornnation

and group support. Con-

tact Amy Leos-Urbel at

una 549-2671 X181

ALL STUDENTS!!!
5th Annual Five College

GRADUATE &
PROFESSIONAL
SCHOOL INFORMATION DAY

Over 100 schools including:

Boston University

Brandeis University

University of Chicago

Columbia University

Fordham University

Georgetown University

Institute for Paralegal Training

Monterey Institute of International Studies

New England College of Optometry

New School for Social Research

Northeastern University

Rennsalaers Polytechnic Institute

Tulane University

University of Massachusetts Medical Center

University of Vermont

WANG Institute of Graduate Studies

Wednesday, October 22, 1986
Campus Center Auditorium
University of IVIassachusetts/Amherst

10 am to 3 pm

Information & Literature on Admission,
Financial Aid, and Housing

SPONSORED BY
Office of Career Counseling - Amherst College

Careers Options Resource Center Hampshire College

Career Services - Mt Holyoke College

Career Development Office - Smith College

University Placement Service Univ of Mass

Students rally in support of veterans'

fast protesting US foreign policies

TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

More than 100 University of Massachusetts students

showed their support Friday for four American veterans

who were fasting in opposition to U.S. policy toward

Nicaragua.

On the steps ot the Student Union, Brian Emond, a Viet-

nam veteran who directs the Veterans Outreach Project

in Greenfield, said, "This fast has not just touched

Americans. It was front page news in Nicaragua." In

England and Denmark people are "asting in support of

the fasting veterans, he said.

Although some in the crowd challenged Emond.

the audience was mostly in

support of the rally.

Emond said a majority of

the U.S. citizens are "not in

favor of bombing the women
and children of El Salvador

in the night, with no warn-

ing There are four others

who believe the same
thing," he said referring to

the four veterans fasting in

Washington.

Associate professor of

philosophy John Brent 1-

inger told the crowd, "1

think one of the central pro-

blems for democracy in our

country is that our people

mu.st become better inform

ed. I believe there's a real

blanket of ignorance" about

Central America.

While pointing out that

many Europeans support

Nicaragua by helping to

build water projects and

schools. Brentlinger said.

"Nicaragua is not isolated,

it IS the United States that

I'holo l>y [>Mvid Shimkux

Vietnam veteran Brian Emond
is isolated in the world in Liteky and Mizo were join

trying to stop progress m
Nicaragua."
Brentlinger read from

Burncada, a Nicaraguan

newspaper, and from New
York Times articles. After

he .stepped down, members
of the audience chanted

"USA, CIA. out of

Nicaragua".

The four veterans ended

their fast last Friday. Viet-

nam veterans Charlie

Liteky and George Mizo

began the "fast for life" on

Sept. 1 as an "expression of

a deeply felt desire to do

everything and anythmg we

can, even giving up out

lives, to stop the war with

Nicaragua," according to

New Yorker magazine.

ed by 66-year-old World

War II veteran Duncan
Murphy and Brian Willson,

who fought in Vietnam.

Steve O'Halloran, a

UMass graduate student

who was a work brigade

member in Nicaragua, told

the crowd, "We have to take

responsibility for what goes

on in this country, at this

University, in our com-

munities and in the world.

We need to stop the excesses

of groups like the CIA... and

those other groups that go

around killing people.

Friday's rally was .>^pon-

sored by the Central

American Solidarity

Association and the

Peacemakers.

'

Photo by David Shimkus

Carmen Sara Maldonado, right, and John Hanson, left, demonstrate

in front of the Student Union at Friday's rally.

Officials expect less trouble, say students now 'more mature

Stricter Halloween policy result of past vandalism
. 1 A ..u^..* «fnHpnt leaders that would insure working with other

BY SYLVIA CAUDETTE
Collegian Correspondent

The 1979 University of Massachusetts Halloween

weekend marked the worst record of vandalism and

harassment in UMass history, prompting a new Hallo-

ween policy for students to be drawn up in 1985 and it

applies again this year.

There may be no concerts, dances or parties "which pur-

port to celebrate Halloween" scheduled in the Campus

Center Auditorium, the Student Union Ballroom or the

Blue Wall Coffeehouse. Films may be shown in the

ballroom and auditorium, but must end by 11 p.m.

In 1979. there were 15,000 people packed into the Cam-

pus Center Concourse, 600 guests in Kennedy Tower,

doubling the dorm's normal population, and another 1,000

people lined the Southwest mall leaving a carpet of broken

glass. Hampden Commons was attacked with bottles and

cans when after 400 people had been admitted to a cam

pus party, it was closed. There were 14 arrests, 200

emergency calls and women were strongly warned about

sexual abuse. UMass Boston police had to be called in for

help.

"It was just a general mess," said director of public safe-

ty Gerald T. O'Neil. It was tradition to meet in the Cam-

pus Center to show off your costume, but O'Neil said, "It

was utter chaos. People were hanging from the ceiling."

"There was just so much going on," he said, "that it was

spontaneous."

The UMass tradition of celebrating big began in

1967-68. Charles Durant, assistant director of housing ser-

vices, said UMass "got the image of the place to come and

party."

This is in sharp contrast to the following year when the

Campus Center and Student Union were shut down, a

closed residence hall guest policy was enforced and large

gatherings of people were totally banned.

Durant said, "Once we stemmed the tide, then we were

more willing to relax the policies, but there needed to be

student leaders that would insure working with other

students to have activities where people could enjoy

themselves free of harrassment, assaults and vandalism."

He said their main goal is "to provide a safe environment

for students."

O'Neil said, "People have acted in a much more mature

manner" and while the police will "change the routine

for the holiday, increasing staff and patrols, they don t

expect trouble anywhere near what it was."

According to Durant. student security in the residence

halls will remain as usual, with the option for each

residential area's residential director and the house coun-

cils to decide to increase security as they feel it is

necessary.

Durant said the guest policy also stands at the normal

two guests per person, but agam statT and councils may

decide to impose more restrictions.

The area staffs are also required to provide their

students with planned weekend activities.

J

World Series might conflict

with Amherst Town Meeting

Fholo by David Shinikus

WHAT GOES UP ... — Senior journalism major Kathy Sledz studies

next to the pond, shadowed by a campus sculpture.

By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

A possible conflict between Amherst's

fall Town Meeting, which begins tonight,

and the World Series, which resumes

tomorrow, has Amherst's Town Manager

hoping the members can wrap up their

business in one session.

The meeting is scheduled to consider 12

articles, although two are expected to be

dismissed quickly. The other ten involve

issues that include establishing a dog

pound on University of Massachusetts land

and acquiring land for a water treatment

facility in North Amherst.

In a letter to the Board of Selectmen,

Town Manager Barry L. DelCastilho ex

pressed concern that members and

residents may not attend sessions on nights

when Series games are scheduled, calling

the conflict a "semi-serious issue if Town
Meeting is not concluded in one night."

".
. Such a conflict is unfair to the public,

a; well as unpleasant to City ofTicials,"

wrote DeLCastilho. an avid baseball fan.

DelCastilho continued, "I missed Reggie

Jackson s three-home run seventh game in

1977 because of a City Council meeting (in

the city where DelCastilho formerly work

ed), and I am prepared to miss the Roger

Clemens — Dwight Gooden double no-

hitter on October 22, 1986 because ofTown

Meeting. That's up to Town Meeting. ."

"P.S.: Town Meeting's TV ratings would

suffer," the letter concludes.

The hearing of reports from various town

officers, a matter that is u.sually mundane,

should attract a lot of attention tonight, as

selectmen and the Planning Board report

on a building moratorium enacted in May.

The moratorium bans nearly all new con-

struction in Amherst for two years.

The ban does not prohibit the construc-

tion of low-income housing, and one war-

rant article asks the town to give land to

the Housing Authority to build a .subsidiz-

ed duplex near the Chestnut Hill country

club.

Members will also vote on whether to

allocate another $140,000 to cap the old

town landfill, so that dangerous materials

in the former dump will not leach into

groundwater. The allocation would bring

the total cost of the project to $1 .75 million.

F
Y
I

The Amherst Family Center will present a class titled "Blending Families"

at 10:45 a.m. Tuesday in the North Congregational Parish Hall in North

Amherst,
, ,, r >

The class is a part of a special series on parenting, and will focus on counter

moves to the power games stepchildren play. For information, call the center

at 549 4969
. . ^ . , . e^ ,

There will be a psychology seminar, titled "Celebrating Psychology s F^rs

Century: a Look to 'the Future," at 4 p.m. today in room 304 of Tobin Hall.

Refreshments will be served at 3:45.
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TtlE
AMHERST
DELICATESSEN

OPEN Mon-Sat

9am-10pm, Sat9-6

549-6314-

c/lnn fields
Country Pis Restaurant

401 Russell St (Rt9) Hadley, MA, 584-031

1

ENJOY OUR NEW DELICIOUS DINNER SPECIALS

• MONDAY •

• Milk fed Veal Parmt-^an
w /tipaKhetli

• Chicken Cordon Bl«*u w/nce

• Frird Combination Plate

(chicken tenders, shrimp, cheese)

• Beef LivtT w /onuin-. or bacon

• TUESDAY •

• Burhfcued Buti* B^iik Kib^

• Baki-d Siuffrd Si rod

• FeUurcin** Alfredo

• Bakpd Stuff<*d Peppers

7.»5

5.95

5 95

5.25

• WEDNESDAY •

l.miEuine %* /white clam taure H.50

• Kutf*tted Half < hicken w ^^dre^Mng v».i*5

* Meatlctaf. Kravv S.2ii

# Beef Liver \» /onions or bacon 5.25

• THl RSDAY •

7 !)'i • I S l> A (hiiiK Mii; Strip >l<ak "Mi

7.30 • Hiikfd Sluffid Si r.id 7..'MI

B.50 * Riia»i Turkey » /dressing S.9S

S.95 * IImiii> Hum and Spinach 5.3S

• FRIDAY. SATURDAY & SUNDAY •

• Prime Rib uu jus 9.i*5

• Baked Stuffed Seafood Casserule i«hriitip. .lallop-, solei H.H5

.^BOVF,SPK( lALSlNi LLnKS,*LAI).VF.r.l-:i ABl.EANDPOTArn ( ll^^^ OKSOI-TBRVERACK
lUlNNERSWITH PASTA IK) MJT l.\( LI UE VEfiETABl.K OR POT V fi l M.SO IN< I.I DK.l) » ITH

ALL DINNERS IS A fO.MPI IMENTARV (.1 ASS Of Ol K HOI SK » I Nk OR A SLICE OK Ol H

HOMEMAfiE PIE.

10%
DISCOUNT WITH \

THIS COUPON
\
I

.J

Good for all persons in parly

expires 10/31

TAKE IT EASY...TAKE
PETER PAN TO BOSTON

NEW YORK CITY!
Peter Pan offers Express

Bus Service to Boston and

New York City.

BOSTON: $19.95*
Round-Trip

NEW YORK CITY:

$35*95 Round-Trip

Special One-Day
Round-Trip

Excursion Fare To
NYC Starting As

Low As:

$29.95From Amherst (lIMASvS) Northampton,

Peter Pan also serves:

In Massachusetts

D Springfield D Worcester D Newton D Palmer D Cape Cod Points D Lee

D Piltsfield D Albany. NY and points west

In Connecticut

D Hartford D Middletown D New Haven D liridaepoil G Norwalk

Connections in Boston and New York City for points nationwide.

•Sludint Kilt jvjiLhk .il I ,M\Ss,,nlv

For lickets and MfwJules, ci>ntact: (MASS Campus Center Ticket Otike: 5t5-2006

'Amherst Terminal. 256-0431 •Northampton Terminal: 5S6- 1030

You 11 Love Our Service!

The People f^rofessionals

7't South J'leaMiril Street. Iriherst. .V.I

] Roundhouse I'loca. SorlhawpUm. VI

trackage Express Seniie available on all scheduler

Alcohol Awareness Week

October 20-24

Calendar of Events:

Monday, October 20

"On the Road Again"

Mime performer, Marck Morrison

12:00 Noon
Campus Center Concourse

Tuesday, October 21

The Performers Ensemble Presents:

"A Balancing Act"

A theater production addressing the delicate balance m the

chemically dependent families

Workshop/Performance

3:30-5:30 P.M. Student Union Ballroom

Performance

7:30 P.M.

South Side Room - Hampden Student Center

Tuesday, October 21

Film ''Under the Volcano"

8:00 & 10:00 P.M. CC (Campus Center) Rm. 101

Sponsored by B.O.G.

South Side Room-Hamden Student Center

Wednesday, October 22

''Dilemmas of Alcohol Abuse for Faculty"

Speaker, Dr. Bruce Donovan
3:30-5:30 P.M.

Memorial Hall

Thursday, October 23

Beverage tasting

Non-alcoholic alternatives

11:30 A.M. - 1:30 P.M.

Front Lobby, Whitmore
Mock Mixer-Taste Tasting

11:00 A.M. - 1:00 P.M.

Campus Center Concourse

Friday, October 24

Costume Ball

Bluewall Coffee Shop, Campus Center

8:00-12 Midnight

Music by D.J. Christopher Golas

Ongoing throughout the week
- Information tables-various locations

- "crash car" and information-next to Student Union

For more information regarding activities and alcohol use,

please contact tht Alcohol Education Program at 549-2671, ext.

181. The residence halls will also be scheduling various

workshops, entertainment, games and non-alcoholic beverage

events during the course of the week.

This ad sponsored by the Information Data Bank of the Dean

of Students Office as a service to the University Community.

If you have any questions

please call Dan Casler, Employee Assistance Program.

545-0350 EXT. 225

Employees and students

honored by University
By PAUL LOUIS
Collegian Staff

Seven University workers were honored

for distinguished service and three

students were honored for outstanding

leadership at the Student Affairs Convoca-

tion at the Campus Center Auditorium

Thursday.

Vice-chancellor for Student AfTcirs Den-

nis Madson cited the University for its

diversity, strength and ouUstanding service

of its students.

Madson, before an audience of 300 peo-

ple consisting mainly of University

workers, spoke about teamwork.

"We are one large team with responsibili-

ty for making this campus a good, ever im-

cuntinuvtllrmn pa^v 1 affected by alcoliol

and drug abuse. The performance will be

at 3:30 p.m. in the Student Union

Ballroom and at 7:30 p.m. in the South

Side Room, Hampden Student Center,

Southwest.

Dr. Bruce Donovan from Brown Univer-

sity will speak about dilemmas of alcohol

abuse for the faculty at 3:30 p.m. in

Memorial Hall Wednesday. A
breathalizer test will be demonstrated at

7 p.m. at the Top of the Campus

restaurant on Thursday as well.

A costume ball will close the week with

music by D.J. Christopher Golas 8 p.m.

to midnight in the Blue Wall Coffee Shop

Friday. „
Through the week, a 'crash cai" will be

parked next to the Student Union. The

residential areas will hold various

workshops, entertainment and events

related to alcohol and alcohol abuse.

There are information tables set up at

locations across campus.

Alcohol Awareness Week is aimed at

the whole university community. "This is

a campus-wide issue, not just a student

issue," Deats said.

Although the change of the drinking

age in Massachusetts reduced the number

of students who can legally drink, "the

reality is that people will be drinking,"

Karen Jacobus, coordinator of the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts Alcohol Education

Program said.

The University of Massachusetts is par-

ticipating with over 300 other colleges

and universities nationwide. Kathleen

Adams of the Will Rogers Institute said.

In addition to Alcohol Awareness Week,

the University offers various educational

programs available to students. Jacobus

said. The Peer Education Progi-am. pro-

vided by the university, trains students

to give workshops about various alcohol

related issues.

Furthermore, a new task force working

in cooperation with the athletics depart

ment, has been developed to investigate

and initiate policy related to drug use and

athletes, Jacobus said.

proving place where our students can live,

work and learn," he said.

He cited examples of teamwork in Mass

Transformation, in Health Education with

the alcohol awareness program in which

the Bartender Training program was in

stituted at the local bars and also at the

Fort River School program last year.

He said that the University is in a strong

position now and cited last year's cycle

survey showed "almost 90 percent of the

students surveyed said they were proud to

be attending the University and 91 percent

were generally satisfied with their Univer-

sity experience."

He aLso noted that the quality of the stu-

dent body has increased with a ^2 \nnx\i in-

crea.se in Scholastic Aptitude Test scores

over the past four years.

The program continued with speeches by

Randy Donant, director of the Student Ac-

tivities Office and Tim Rinehart, director

of the Office of Admissions. They were then

followed by the Eunice R. Koniecszy

Scholarship awards for Outstanding Stu-

dent Leadership to Dani Burgess, the Stu-

dent Government Association Trustee, Bill

Bennett, the SGA president, and Lisa

Riskin.

I'lillcifian pholii by Hirci Bonnmio

Lisa Riskin, right, receives the Eunice R. Konieczy Scholarship award

from Student Activities Director Randy Donant, left, and Konieczy, center.

ARBURS LOUNGE
PRESENTS

From the land that gave us

Hofbrau Beer - $1.75

M - Th: 4-7. 9-11

Good through October 3

1

ON THE BUS ROUTE RT 9 HADLEY

MF®
FOR ALL YOUR AUTOMOTIVE NEEDS

FOREIGN & DOMESTIC

AMHERST
534 Main St

256-6414

BELCHERTOWN
9 Main St

232-7887

Bring this coupon in and you'll receive

HADLEY
Russell St

586-6464

You're Too BUSY!
Don't waste time doing

your own laundry...

Take It To

n PHAY ST. A*»<En8T,MA.

S49'W6S

We Offer:

• Hand Pressing

• Shirt Service

• Same Day
Service

DflOP Mon.-Thur*. 10:00«m-1 0:00pm, Sun. S.OOpm-t 0:00pm

OFF Friday* 10:00am-S:00p(n lh«n •:00pm-1 0:00pm

HOURS Sal. lOOOam-SOOptn than 7:00-1 0:00pm

Free 1 Gallon

Windshield Washer 1^
with any $10 purchase

?Am
HOURS

Mon-Fri 8-5:30

Sat 8:00-3:00

Pick up your Student

Automotive Discount Card at

any Hapco Auto Parts Store

Some
restrictions

apply

Drop by for free

student travel catalog

Hartford/California $198

NYC/London $378

NYC/Hong Kong $764
round trip

COUNCIL TRAVEL
AMHERST

[4131256-1261
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Investigating a few misnomers
A former friend of mine whom shall hereafter be refer-

red to as "Simpleton" sauntered into my room one day

for the sole purpose of irritating me. Upon entering,

Simpleton remarked that a person's name often reflects

their personality. Therefore, a fellow with a common name

tends to be dull and lacks originality. Names such as John

or Jonathan were so overused and boring that had

Simpleton been cursed with such an outrage, he wouldn't

be able to change it quick enough.

"A rose by any other name—" I began in protest to this

unprovoked attack on me.

"Tut-tut," Simpleton looked at me down his nose, "I m
not poking fun at your name, Jon. It fits you fine although

it is lacking in a few areas. I can't say that I would have

allowed it for myself."

"Why not?" I felt myself getting Hushed and defensive.

"Don't be silly Jon, do you think I want to join the great

mass of people with commonplace names? I dread being

one of two billion poor souls damned for eternity to wander

this vast globe with a lifeless name. You couldn't pass a

hundred people on campus with out thirty of them hav-

Jon Bowser
ing claim to your name. Not only do you share your name

with every other Joe you pass on the street, but you also

share your name with a common bathroom appliance. By

the way, old chum, can you make change for the washer?

Simpleton paused as he headed out the door.

"No, Simpleton, old chum, I don't have any." I slamm-

ed the door after him.

I tried to forget the whole episode but it nagged me to

have Simpleton swaggering around campus with the im-

pression that his name, uncommon though it may be, is

better than mine. Jon is a good, solid, trustworthy name.

If I needed help, I would certainly go to a John or a

Jonathan before asking a Eugene or a Ralph. I would

never trust my date with anyone named Buck or Eric, but

I'd feel fairly comfortable leaving her with a good old John.

I decided I could not allow Simpleton to continue to lord

it over me in this infuriating manner.

I decided to conduct a student survey of names - a ran-

dom poll of two hundred male students. I went door to door

and when my legs gave out, I resorted to polling by phone.

I made a fool of myself and spent a lot of time polling when

I should have been at the library, but my pride was at

stake. I would not rest until every John and Jonathan on

campus could hold their name high for all to see. It became

an obsession. I know how Joan of Arc and King Arthur

felt and I feel as if I have a right to take my place in

history beside them. Due to my quest for the truth, no

longer will anyone named John live in shame under a

pathetic misnomer like J.J. or Jack.

Simpleton, I know you are out there. Read this with care

and let it be a lesson to you. After polling two hundred

male students, I found John/Jonathan to be only the

eighth most common name, not the undisputedly most

abused name in creation as some might suggest. James

was by far the most common name, appearing almost

twice as often as John. Michael was the second most

popular followed by Thomas, Christopher, Robert, David

and Brian. Simpleton claimed that ifyou bumped into one

hundred male students, at least thirty would be named

John. The actual figure is five.

By the way. Simpleton, I did have change for the washer

that day.

John Bowser is a Collegian correspondent.

Letters

Speaker says
My criticism of Rob Skelton's column of

October 16 may seem somewhat selective

It seems that "Skelton and I do agree on

what many nf the Student Senate's pro-

blems are. His observations regarding the

petty politicking of some senators are on

target. The charge.«i ht- has levied al my
office do. however, seem to require some

clarification

Skelton is correct in stating that it is the

— responsibility of my office to ensure that

communiques are distributed. Last

semester my office coordinated an effort

to get senators to write a newsletter for

their constituents. As an assistant to my
predecessor, John Ruddock, I organized a

similar effort. I have not been lax. I

realize that representative democracy

works best when representatives are ac-

countable to the represented. Once again,

senators will be asked to write a com

m unique. It must be understood, however,

that a whole new .^^ession of the Senate

just began on Octohir '^ '^nators are just

beginning to orient themselves to what

the SGA is and what its issues are. It

would be unfair to ask them, after only

one full meeting, to reflect on their senate

experience. They have not yet deliberated

on enough business to complete a

paragraph worth of writing. Skelton

should rest assui-ed, knowing that I am
fully committed to executing the duties of

my office and to upholding the by—laws
of the SGA.
Another one of his concern.'- involved the

"shortage of active participants" in the

senate and the number of seat.s that

become vacant a> the s.s-ioii moves on.

I share this concern with him. My office

is planning a series of workshops for new

Senators. It is hoped that this series will

help novices gain the skills they will need

to stay in the senate and that it will help

the non—vocal majority gain the type of

confidence that any person needs to

publicly speak out.

Please let me reiterate, I fully unders-

tand Skelton's exasperation with the

senate, but he must understand that my
• iffice is trying to be a part of a solution.

Paul D. Wingle, speaker
Undergraduate Student Senate.

Epson Equity I

w/printer includes

256 k dual floppy

mono monitor

$1295

Computer Rentals

$200.00
per semester

Terminal Rentals

$130.00
per semester

includes 1200 baud modem

Memory Upgrade
to 640K

$99.00

Fall Prices good till 10/31

Mark Watson

WBUld have sold his sool

to get thronoh law school.

f i^ .s^

8

PIONEER VALLEY

DATA EQUIPMENT

259 Triangle Street

Amherst

549-1017
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Wipe the slate clean
There are important lessons to be learned from the controver-

sy over the Department of Public Safety's handling of last

year's Southwest Area concert.

That there is tension between the Southwest Area Govern-

ment and the police is no secret. Both parties have spent a

great deal of time blaming each other for problems. It is abun-

dantly clear to observers that there are some serious personali-

ty conflicts raging and this does little to contribute to a feel-

ing of cooperation and respect between two campus entities

It is not as important to apportion blame for the current

hostile situation as it is to remedy it. Outdoor concerts are

meant to be fun and relaxing for the entire community and

not just another arena for a student vs. administration dust-

up. To turn the planning/production process for shows into one

is irresponsible and counterproductive.
, ^ u

The recently released police reports on last year s Southwest

concert illustrates this to a disturbing degi'ee. The police have

a legitimate concern for public safety and place a lot ot em-

phasis on issues of liability and keeping order. This is com-

mendable and understanding their viewpoint is essential to

putting the hard line they took in the proper context.

However, the recommendations contained m the reports by

representatives of Student Security and by the officer-in-charge

are both extreme and provocative. The idea that there should

be only one concert for the whole campus - free of alcohol and

restricted to UMass students - ignores the significance of area

shows and places far too much emphasis on achieving com-

pletely tranquil and orderly events. Not every concert can or

should be so controlled that there is no room for guests, beer

or good-natured celebration.

There are some hopeful signs as the Spring Events Plann-

ing Committee begins to organize next spring's days of music.

The tension has been brought out into the open. All sides now

have the opportunity to downplay the negative aspects ot out-

door music and deal with personality clashes.

It is time for those involved to put the past behind them, con-

sider what has been, and make a good-faith effort to start

afresh

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion ofthe Col-

legian Board of Editors.
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Letters

Equal rights for everyone—

Lately, I've been hearing

a lot about the so—called

"special interest groups:"

women. Blacks, Jews, gays,

etc. I've also heard a lot

about the special rights that

these groups want.

In reality, all these groups

want is equal rights. And
these rights are guaranteed

by the equal opportunity

statement of UMass. It

reads: "The University of

Massachusetts at Amherst

prohibits discrimination on

the basis of race, color,

religion, creed, sex, sexual

orientation, age, marital

status, national origin, men-

tal or physical handicap,

political belief of affiliation,

membership in any

organization, or veteran

status, in any aspect of the

admission or treatment of

students or in employ-

ment."
Unfortunately, what is

law and what is reality do

not always coincide. People

are discriminated against

because of their color, or

their sex, or any of the

reasons mentioned above.

And that is why offices such

as the Program for Gay,

Lesbian, and Bisexual Con-

cerns exist. And that is why
we all fund these offices.

Their aims are to foster

equal rights for everyone as

guaranteed by the equal op-

portunity statement.

So next time you hear of

a "special interest group,"

be aware that all the group

seeks is to enjoy the same

rights as everyone else.

Peter Knapp
Westfield

Much offered, few takers
As an out—of—state freshman, I came up

to Amherst with great hopes. Having

grown up just outside of Washington, D.C.,

I was constantly exposed to cultural and

political events, whether they were state,

nation or world-wide. When I looked for

a university to further my education, not

only did I look for academic status, but also

a school providing a variety of people, op-

portunities and viewpoints—in other

words, a melting pot of ideas. UMass is just

the place.

In the first month and a half of school,

there have been speakers from the African

National Congress to Britain's most

respected historian/scientist. There have

been presentations by Jacob Holdt to the

Jennifer Dempsey

presentation of an honorary degree to Zim-

babwe's Prime Minister in Bowker

Auditorium. There have been seminars

concerning censorship in the classroom to

discussions regarding the pending decision

on nuclear weapons. These are just to name

a quick few of the events that have taken

place.

Sadly enough, as each day goes by I

realize that it is only a handful of students

who know, much less care about these

veritable learning havens. There have been

multiple chances to attend these seminars,

lectures and presentations regarding

historical events, present day concerns or

world issues. Often I have heard friends say

they don't know enough about a subject to

attend. The sole purpose of these events ex-

isting is just that: to inform and educate

— hopefully to the point of eventual com-

mitment to a particular stance. I'm not in-

tending to belittle the student body of

UMass, but frat parties and baseball games

have almost always taken precedence over

these opportunities. Case in point: the fact

that out of some 25,000 odd students at

UMass here alone, only 150 show up to

hear James Burke; only a mere 100 (if that

many) show up to see a film smuggled out

of South Africa before the state ofemergen-

cy was imposed, etc.

I cannot imagine being completely

unaware of things happening in the world

— if not only to avoid mortification of ap-

pearing ignorant in front of others. Ap

parently this doesn't seem to bother many

of the people I've run across. How can one

not know who Nelson Mandela is? Or ex-

actly what apartheid means? Or the possi-

ble consequences of censorship in the

classroom? Yet, these were the general

reactions I received when I unsuccessfully

tried to discuss the historical Congressional

override, or the fact that Makaziwe

Mandela is a graduate student here at

UMass. It's distressing to see the lack of

interest or knowledge on these issues.

I am not claiming to be a cultural or

political guru by any means, but I do take

an interest and feel obligated to keep

myself informed. Is this too much to ask?

These presentations, lectures and seminars

are the perfect channel through which this

can be accomplished.

Jennifer Dempsey is a UMass student.

To be young and radical at UMass

Radicalism on this campus ain't what it used to be.

Last week there were three radical demonstrations on

the steps of the Student Union Building, and to be honest

the low turnout of radicals, and the lack of the usual emo-

tional outcry was embarrassing.

On Tuesday there was a woman standing next to a big

poster proclaiming World War III and the destruction

of our planet within one year. This was allegedly due

to Reagan's stance on SDI at Reykjavik. She was obvious-

ly distraught, and emotionally drained due to our im-

minent arrival at Armaggedon.

There were 20 to 30 people near her, and I assumed

that they were radicals. I approached her cautiously and

asked "Why should the United States once again give

a technological edge, and a bargaining chip,to the Soviet

Union? Why can't we use it for once?"

After asking the question I jumped back a few steps

covered mv head with my arms, closed my eyes, and

waited for the usual barrage of screaming radicals

answering me all at once. But all I heard was a guy about

five feet to my right say "Yeah, why not!"

Stuart Gottlieb

Was this UMass? Was this the steps of the Student

Union Building? It couldn't have been. It must have been

a nasty dream.

But it was true, she was alone. I asked what would hap-

pen if, God forbid, we were somehow still alive in five

years. She shuddered at the thought and went back to

the comfort of her poster.

On Thursday while walking to class I noticed a radical

dressed up like a missile chasing a radical dressed up

like planet Earth. I knew that there would be some kind

of rally ensuing so I went over to watch.

After three or four radicals dropped their books and

"died" on the steps of the SUB, they were awakened to

some guy speaking out against nukes, Reagan, SDI, The

US, the CIA, campus conservatives, the Mets, and new

Coke. The turnout was so low that at one point the cam-

pus conservatives outnumbered the radicals. The rally

faded away in about 20 minutes.

Just when you thoui:ut that a week would go by

without a Nicaragua rally, the Radical Student Union

presented us on Friday with a Vietnam veteran who

spoke out against our "Imperial policy" there.

This was the best run rally of the week, with a tur-

nout of about 75 people. The speaker was eloquent and

expressed his points very intelligently. But there was

still something missing. That was evident when several

campus conservatives questioned the speaker. There was

no hissing (the usual radical outcry due to a nearby

presence of one or more conservatives), no cries of

"fascist", and no chanting to drov^Tied out a conservatives

question. These radicals just kinda stood there. They

were like liberals in radicals clothing. Where were the

banners, the skeletons, the blood, the crosses with the

names of dead Miskito Indians, uh..I mean innocent

Nicaraguans on them? This was the epitomy of radical

apathy.

So where have all the radicals gone? Maybe some ot

them have given up due to the new sense of national

pride. Maybe some of them have begun to question the

motives and projected outcomes of the self-righteous,

moralistic radical movement. Maybe some of them have

graduated and, dare I say, gotten a job. Whatever the

reason is (I can't say) I'm happy to see them go. This cam

pus won't be the same without them.

Stuart Gottlieb is a Collegian columnist
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Return engagement examines apartheid - all sides
^ ^ __„ oe i.,rkv She eventually signs the staiemenl. Dut

By FRANK FLANAGAN
Collegian Correspondent

"Born in the R.S. A. (Republic of South Africa)." a play

performed by the Market Theatre Company from Johnan-

nesburg, South Africa on Saturday night in Bowker

Auditorium, was truly exceptional.

Written by the cast and director Barney Simon, the play

is narrated by seven South Africans: three whites, four

blacks; five women, two men. Each tell their own story,

how they see their life and their relation to apartheid The

characterizations were wholly believeable, the play itself

entertaining and socially relevant. It was not a night for

the Vienna Choir Boys and an edifying nibble at Judy s

afterward. Like many Market Theatre Company produc-

tions, such as "Asinamali" which played UMass. two

weeks ago. this play is as much related to today s strug

Auto Glass Center
SAME DAY SERVICE

BILLED DIRECTLY TO INSURANCE CO.

In»i>r«nc« Co. Approved

OnrvT*
Bia Lkw*

Moal Muc CradH

Cards Acca»lad

NorthAmherst Motors
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880

CLEAN. SAFE, PRIVATE TUBS
175 Unlv«r«ty Or.

Naxt to Staduim Liquor* In Prtca Choop«r Mall

Op«n Monday 4 till 1. Tuaa - Sat 11am - lam

Raaarvatlont auggaatad • GItt cartttlcataa avallabta

Call 253- 1?,*,^

STUDENT SPECIAL
Every Mon, Tues, & Wed

1 HR Hot Tu

JflU6 HOUR PRICP

Are you
denying yourself

a oetter shot
at grad school?
Okay, it may be too late to get a 4.0. But

it's not too late to try to do better on your
LSAT. GMAT. GRE. or MCAT. For that,

there's Stanley H. Kaplan.

No one has prepped more students

than Stanley H Kaplan.Our test-taking

i

techniquesand educational programs
have prepared over 1 million students.

So whatever grad school exam you're

taking, call us. Remember, the person

next to you during your exam might

have taken a Kaplan co >e.

KAPLAN
Th€ worids Icadir^

test prep
organization

'•"J.-S"' ENROLL NOW

10/22/86
CLASbtS*

gle for social justice as it is to "the tradition of]he,f^'f^f
^f^

The play opened late, the auditorium packed, all tickets

sold. On stage was a bare set. only cubical rises with

newspapers pasted onto them where the actors sat at dit^

ferine angles in darkness. When each spoke a spotlight

played upon them and their pictures flashed up upon a

huge screen rear-stage, like newspaper or dossier photos

As Barney Simon says, the play is a "kind of living

newspaper that gives flesh and breath to the names and

incidents in the corners or our newspapers, stones usual-

ly ignored or skimmed swiftly out of disinterest or tear^

One suspects there are a lot of people on campus who

would just as soon merely go on skimming the papers.

That's why this production seems so special, relevant.

Thenjiwe, played by Thoko Ntshinga, a revolutionary

and mother who is entrapped by the police at a secret

meeting because one of her radical white friends, Susan,

falls in love with a white police informer. Glen. Once in

jail Thenjiwe is forced to stand hours, days at a time and

is allowed little sleep. The threat of rape and torture by

the police is constant. Yet she is a powerful woman and

eventually manages to tough it out and not sign a

statement. .. ,, /-. i

Her white girlfriend, Susan, played by Vanessa Cooke.

is not as lucky. She eventually signs the statement, out

\nlv after the police threaten U> destroy Thenjiwe. She

dS notTeam until the end of the play that it is Glen who

t^ned them all in. Glen, who she met at the university

he one who seemed to want to come to a 1 her political

parties Glen, played incredibly by Neil McCarthy, is

perhaps the most developed character in the Play
,

He is

tall handsome, a natural with the women, and initially

he audience. But his ingratiating jokes and smirks turn

nto ugly and cynical gestures by the play s end. He goes

from being a naive student informing on his teacher at

he university to being a police functionary who gets high

on controlling people's fates. Also, he appreciates the

money By the Tnd of the play, he has lost his wife, all

his friends and any morality he once had. Now. he only

has his checks and his hatred for the victorious looks on

the faces of the black youths. He symbolizes the hate, stub-

bornness and confusion of the white, male oppressors^

Zack played by Timmy Kwebulana, is a musician who

soends the night in one of Thenjiwe's extra beds and

becomes unwiUingly involved in the fight against apar-

theid When Thenjiwe is hauled off in the middle of the

night by the police, it is Zack who must destroy the dam

ning pamphlets. continued on page 9
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continued from page 8

And it is Zack, along with Thenjiwe's

sister, Sindiswa, who goes in search of

Thenjiwe's ten-year-old boy when he is ar-

rested by the police for stoning cars and

buses. The boy reminds Zack of his own two

children, displaced by the hated system.

Sindiswa. played wonderfully by Gcina

Mhlophe, is a school teacher in the defunct

school system. Once her sister's child has

been taken by the police, it is her respon

sibility to search for the child. .And search

she does, from one police btation to the

next. Nobody seems to know anything

about all the children arrested by the

police. When she finally sees the boy, he

has been beaten and forced to sign a fic-

titious statement.

The one who must interface between the

police and the 'detainees' is a white lawyer

named Mia, played by Fiona Ramsay. Mia

lost her activist-lawyer husband to an ac-

cident' — not an uncommon occurrence to

concerned citizens in South Africa. Yet Mia

is also part of the problem. When Zack goes

to retrieve the boy at Mia's house in an af

fluent white suburb, he is almost overcome

with rage at the isolation of the whites and

Iheir their indifference to the sufferiing of

his people

Finally, we have Nikki. Glen's wife,

played by Terry Norton. She is a kind of

typical South African housewife. She loves

rjlor* ovpn after Vip Hnmn« V>pr and sIppP"

with other women. Nikki hates politics,

can't understand apartheid and has to

spend most of her time trying not to get

depressed. She means well, but her attitude

is symptomatic of many South African

whites; they just wish apartheid would go

away, but they are not willing to commit

themselves to make it happen

This production, sponsored by The New
World Theatre and Present Stage Theatre

of Northampton, was mesmerizing and

thought provoking. It beats the hell out of

reading the papers all the time and preten-

ding that is enough to really understand

what is going on. The company's standing

ovation was more than well -deserved.

W<' C reate A Style As
Individual As you Are
^

(ONSl LIAIION
AND srVLK C LIT

HI
I'O.N ^ Sri DKM I.I)

65 L NlVEHSn Y DRIVE, AMHERST
549-5610 oxp 11 7 86

i»lr>Mti Brailrr»^ i>Wt' rr^Vi trt^ii.f ^.-^ 'r.'*' 'r.'<' '^•'^ "."^ •r.'^'-'.

THE LESBIAN, BISEXUAL

AND GAY COUNSELING

COLLECTIVE IS OPEN

FOR THE FALL!

Stop by at 433 Student Union

M. W, F, 3-7 or call us

at 545-2645 any time!

Weekly Rap Group Tues - 8pm
in LBGA Office 4

1

3 Student Union

Amherst,
Mass.

PROPER ID REQUIRED

Miller Brewing Co , Milwaukee, Wl

DRINKERY. TO MEET. RELAX & Ef

35 EAST PLEASANT ST AMHERST
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Elvis : three thrilling evenings of punchy pleasure
By DODE B. LEVENSON
Collegian Staff

Promoting his latest album Blood and Chocolate, Elvis

Costello, (a.k.a. Declan Macmanus, Napoleon Dynamite,

etc.) was able to enteilain, amuse, and tittilate the au-

diences for three sold-out nights at Boston's Orpheum

Theatre this past Thursday, Friday and Saturday.

Kicking off the first show was Elvis' fabulous "spinn-

ing wheel, " a 30-foot tall circus wheel with about forty

of Costello's songs pasted on it. The songs ranged from

his first album My Aim is True to his most recent, and

had a healthy sprinkling of everything in between.

The fortunate fans who caught the "spinning wheel"

act had the chance of being hand-picked by Aimee Mann
of 'Til Tuesday, or Jools Holland of Squeeze (incognito,

of course) into assisting Elvis by spinning the monsterous

wheel. One of the fortunate fans was none other than

EARLY WEEK SPECIALS
Served

Sunday - Wednesday 5:30 - 9:00 pm

Sirloin Scallop

Teriyaki An Gratin

$7.95 $8.95

Chicken Baked Stuffed or

Marsala Boiled Scrod

$6.95 $6.95
Meals Served with

Salad, Potato, Vegetable, and Dessert

Universtiy Drive, Amherst 549-5861

Boston Celtic Bill Walton, who was so tall he couldn't get

in the "Go-Go Bonus Cage" — a podium surrounded by

a bead curtain where the contestant would dance after

selecting the next number for Elvis and the Attractions

to perform. The highlights of the first night gig were

the opener "I don't want to go to Chelsea," "High Fideli

ty," and a particularly rousing rendition of the Nick Lowe

anthem "(What's so funny 'bout) Peace, Love and

Understanding,"

The second night. Changing radically in format, con

tent, and style, Elvis Costello and the Confederates (his

band on King of America) performed almost every song

from that album. With a definite country-western theme,

Costello showed that he is as at home singing rockabilly

and ballads as when his fingers are sliding up and down

the guitar neck, melting the frets. The audience became

a little antsy from not hearing the usual "Pump it Up,"

or "Less than Zero," and whooped and "yeehawed" when
Costello crooned out "This Poison Rose" and other soulful,

dramatic tunes.

The highlights of the second night show were "King of

America," "American Without Tears." the anti-war ballad

from Punch the Clock "Shipbuilding," and a ten-minute

version of the Animal's classic "Don't Let Me Be

Misunderstood," which included a spontaneous Elvisjum-

ping out into the audience, and running up and down the

aisles as the audience sang the melody in unison. A gasp

escaped from the crowd when Aimee Mann and Jools

Holland suprised everyone by bouncing on stage playing

the Bangles song "Giving it to Him," with Elvis

harmonizing. , .

continued on page 11

New multi-media exhibit

studies Cuban visual art
New art From Cuba, a muti—media ex-

hibit in Hampden Gallery through

November 7, provides an important look at

avant-garde developments within the

Cuban visual art establishment. Contrary

to the Soviet—style social realism some

might expect, these works exhibit an

esthetic honesty and freedom similar to

that seen in Western works of the modern

period. Ricardo Brey's Structure of Myths,

a series of prints resembling an ancient

journal of natural history, is a sensitive,

ritualistic exploration of human
epistemology. In Elavio Garciandia's The

Proverbs, a series of painted reliefs,

realistic images of illustrative captions are

combined with a vivid use of color to pre-

sent candid reflections of the human
psyche. Jose Bedia's Profile ofa People and

Return ofthe Warrior's Time use a photo-

collage technique to create a powerful for-

mal dynamic while conveying an
associated pathos. The artists show a com-

petent use of color and form in their ex-

ploration of the media for its own sake,

while at times manifesting a pervasive

social conscience.

- DAVID FISH

New Art From Cuba is now on exhibit at the Hampden Gallery through

November 7.

Elvis Costello

eating place

SUN - THURS
6 AM - 3 AM
FRI & SAT

OPEN 24 HOURS

BREAKFAST SERVED
ANY TIME

BEER & WINE
SERVED 'TIL MIDNITE
PLENTY OF PARKING
CAMPUS PLAZA

NEXT TO SUPER STOP A SHOP)
Rl*. 9 • Hadley/Amhvrst

256-6889
EMPLOYMENT APPLICATIONS

BEING TAKEN

: Plumbley's
I oil llu.-v.omiiK.tn"'

Dishwashing positions

now available

Earn extra spending

money. Room for

advancement. Apply

at the Valley's favorite

restaurant Plumbley's

off the Common
Downtown Amherst

^ ONEMA
MONDAY - TUESDAY

* Costello
continued from page 10

Saturday night. The final evening

with Elvis Costello and the Attractions

seemed to be much more along the lines

of a standard rock concert than the other

two nights. They cranked through many
of their old hits <-'.ich as "New Lace

Sleeves" from the Trust album, "Green

Shirt." from Armed Forces and the sizzl-

ing "Lipstick Vogue," off of This Year's

Model.

Doing a lot of material from Blood and
Chocolate, Costello won over the crowd

with a passionate, gut-wrenching version

of the soon-to-be-classic "I Want You,"

which is obviously influenced from the

Beatles song of the same name. Any Elvis

fan who was in earshot of the three shows

left knowing what it means to be

entertained.

LOLITA

PAULINE BEACH

DOUBLE FEATURE

DOWNTOWN AMHERST 253-5426

PER AXLE MOST CARS

Our Brake Job Includes:

• New Guaranteed Brake
Pads or Shoes
(Semi-metallic pads extra.)

• Recondition Diiuns or Rotors

• Inspect Calipers

• Inspect Wheel Cylinders

• Inspect Bnike Hiirdware

• Road Test

TAKE IT TOMmAS

miDAS

_Jl

You're Doing
All That?"

/

TAKE IT TO SOMEONE YOU TRUST
JCT Rt 9 & 116, HADLEY - 586-9991

143 KING ST, NORTHAMPTON - 586-4840

Mon - Fri 8am-5:30pm
Saturday 8am-2pm

.t's what you'll be hearing if you start your career at

Hazeltine. You see. we like to get our new graduates fully involved

with important projects as soon as they get here. Projects like the

microwave landing system—mciking us the undisputed leader in that

field. Or our ongoing work in software development, VLSI design and

antenna research. So of course your friends will be surprised. There

aren't too many companies around that give their new engineers this

kind of involvement.

We know you didn't get that degree just to sit on the

sidelines. We also know you want to continue your training. That's

why we offer superb in-house training courses and a tuition

reimbursement program.

That's why — if you'll soon be getting your B.S., M.S.

or Ph.D. in Electrical Engineering or Computer Science, make
plans to meet our representative on campus.

Monday, October 27th

If you're unable to meet us. send your resume to Kathleen

Eckhardt, indicating your specific areas of interest. While waiting for

her to get back to you, you might want to stop by your college

placement office and pick up our company literature. After you read

it. you'll be saying "You're doing all that?"

Hazeltine Corporation. 780 Park Avenue. Greenlawn, New
York 1 1 740. An equal opportunity employer committed to affirmative

action. A Hazeltine Corporate Policy. U.S. citizenship required.

A LARGE ASSORTMENT |

OF DIFFERENT STYLES
TO CHOOSE FROM

^UNIVERSITY Open
' ^V .^^ j^w^ .^^ w^ -B-^ t^ M-F 9STORE*

Located in the Campus Center

Sat 11 4

THE MEXICAN RESTAURANT

"The Best Food I've Had

Since I left Las Cruces!"

Hazeltine
Corporation

The Human Side of Advanced Technology

PINOCCHIO'S RESTAURANT
1177 North Pleasant St

SPECIAL

MONDAY THRU WEDNESDAY

LARGE PIZZA

$5.50 +TAX
ANY EXTRA ITEM $1.00 each

Get 2 items - pay for one

Get 3 items - pay for two

FAST FREE 549.3559
_ DELIVERY ^^^ ^^^^
SPECIALIZE IN VEAL & CHICKEN PARMESAN GRINDERS

Does not apply m restaurant mention ad when ordering

"7 OLD SOUTH STREET
NORTHAMPTON • 5B6-0400

THE WRITING CENTER
OPENS FOR THE SEMESTER
ON TUESDAY OCTOBER 9

Pierpont in Southwest:

Mon & Wed
Baker B24 in Central:

Mon & Tues. 7—9pm
BRING ANY PAPER
AT ANY STAGE

7—9pm

PEER TUTORS CAN HELP
II
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• football victorious
contiriupd from page 16

The game was also a Homecoming to both Hodges and

MiKeown. Hodges was a member of the 1965 UMa.ne

Tangerine Bowl team while McKeown. an All-Yankee

Conference middle linebacker, hails from nearby

"This was a big Homecoming for me and 1 think 1 played

well. 1 didn't have a great game but I did enough to help

The team win," McKeown said. "The guys rallied around

"^The game had been advertised as the ga^«
f

^he year

for the Black Bears, who were playing at The Ballpark

for the first time ever. But only the once^beaten

Minutemen, now 5-1. rose to the o<^<^^«i«"-
"^^''^^^'^fiJ

and down the field at whim^ Maine, "^ 5-2 was a slug

gish unit and certainly did not look like the 5-1 team

p eviously honoml by the NCAA Division lAA PoU Sele

^

tion Committee. If the word overrated comes to mind, it

^
"We wanted to beat Maine to prove to someone that

when you go 5-1 in this cbnference. you shou d hav .
wins

from a^Diviion I schedule and not Division 11'----

Howard. American International College, and Central

Connect cut) like they have," Reid said. 'But we controU-

ed"he ball on both lines of scrimmage. We were pretty

convinced thev couldn't drive on us. But you re never sure

until vou find out on the field - and we did.

Neither team managed to score during the game's open-

ing period but the Minatemen sent the Black Bears a

message that they were in store for a long day as Maine

failed to gain a first down on its first five drives.

The Minutemen got on the board first Uhe first time

UMass has taken a first-half lead since the season-opener

at James Madison) as Silvio Bonvini nailed a 37-yard field

goal 43 seconds into the second quarter. The score was

set up when senior strong safety Scott Brown intercepted

a Bob Wilder pass at the Maine 48 and was promptly

closelined by a member of his own secondary. Brown had

potential touchdown-type running room.

But three short runs by senior fullback Al Neri, a

10-yard Tim Bryant to Dimitri Yavis, and runs by Bryant

and Kevin Smellie set the table for Bonvini.

Sophomore comerback Andrew Thomas halted Maine s

next drive before the Black Bears mounted a short and

unsuccessful drive before halftime.

The Minutemen took charge in the second half and

scored on its opening posession. driving 76 yards on nine

plays and used up 4:15. Neri capped the drive scaring his

first touchdown of the season, a 15-yard burst through a

blitzing secondary.

Maine then turned on the heat as rookie sophomore

quarterback Mike Buck completed a 33-yaid pass to Mike

Roth to the UMass 5.
, , „, .. u * ••

•Wf were in a state of shock. We weren t coherent.

McKeown said. "In the huddle I told everyone that tht^y

had to earn it.
"

But the only thing that Maine earned was a turnover

as junior split end Sergio Hebra coughed the ball up on

the one after taking a hit by the collective left side of the

Minuteman defensive line. Thomas recovered on the goal

line to deny the Black Bears.
„ ,.,uk

But Maine did eventually score as Buck hit Hebra on

a nine-yard pass to cut the UMass lead at 10-7 with 13:48

to go in the game.
„ .. .

UMass put the game away on the following possession,

however, as Bryant's two-yard keeper highlighted a

10-play 56-yard. 5:19 drive. Silvio Bonvini s school-record

33 cons'ecutive extra-point streak was snapped, however,

as the sophomore banged his PAT off the upright.

Neri's five-yard run extended the lead to 23-7 before

Buck launched a 59-vard touchdown bomb which Roth

caught crossing into the end zone with 5:13 remaining.

The two-point conversion failed before junior strong safe-

ty Jim Vertucci covered the onside kick to finish the Black

Bears.

The Collegian sports

department's meeting

ended in violence yester-

day as a vot€ to endorse a

World Series team ended

3-3 stalemate.m a

CONGRATULATIONS TO

LISA RISKIN

BILL BENNETT
DANI BURGESS

Recipients of the

Eunice R. Konieczny Scholarship

for

Outstanding Student Leadership

From the Student A^^'^'*'®^„^*f,!?,

Peace with

Justice Week

October 16-24. 1986

"Steadfast love and faithful-

ness will meet: justice and
peace will embrace each

other." —Psalm 85

Oct, 21 7:00 pm CC 805-09

WORSHIP SERVICE
Oct. 22 6:30 pva CC 177

BIBLE STUDY

Oct. 23 7:00 nm CC 911-15

WITNESS TO WAR film

For more information:

United Christian Foundation (UCF)

428 Student Union - Box 157

5A5-266I or 545-2789

STOUFFER^
HOTELS ^

HOTEL
RESTAURANT
MAJORS!

HAVE YOU TALKED
WITH A

STOUFFER HOTELS
REPRESENTATIVE YET?

WE WILL
BE ON

CAMPUS:

OCTOBER
21

Contact Your
Placement Offic*

For Complete
Information

An Equal Op^flunlly Emplayar

HALLOWEEN
'86

^>^

P:'^

'^^

COSTUMES
devils, angels, jesters, hobos

animals, ballerinas, bunnies, monsters

MASKS
monsters, famous people, animals,

feather, satin, cloth, paper

WIGS
punk, glitter, showgirl, vampire,

clown, tina, whoopee

MAKE-UP
sprays, gels, glitters, body paints,

face paints

ACCESSORIES
hats, boas, gloves, moustaches, beards,

swords, cones, bald heads, noses,

beaks, ties, horns, copes,

glasses, claws

<H;,l,r^vl

x^*^v^

UMASS
PRIDE

JUNIORS • SENIORS

Share your enthusiasm for the University,

while developing strong Marketing, Public

Relations, Interpersonal, and Counseling

Skills.

Be a * Representative at the Admissions

Office, and help promote the University to

prospective students.

the Halloween Shop at

c^ri^efst /ryxthomptoo

doilu ond suryk)!

Applications available in the

Admissions Office 225 Whitmore

Deadline Nov 4

•UP TO 3 INTERNSHIP CREDITS MAY BE EARNED
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Doonesbury

By Garry Trudeau

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

I

I

I
1

)

SIR, I KAIOUJ WU'Rt
PROBABLy IhlNKJNO
rvaAaiPPis>io/flLiy
INWRNINQYOUINTD
ThBAumoRives

m my wut^tfisrMQ. wu
HAPNTCOMPLimPA StH-

TINCB IN FOUR MONTHS.
I PIPn OUT OF pe^- rj^
FeRATlONi ^--ni

I I^ISSW YOU. SIR I Missep

THB GRAOFUL. ePlRJTBPMAN

lAlHO HRST HJAWW INTOMY
UFB 725V YeARS>A60 SO
I TOOKMAnSFSIfW
MiOUINHANP^.

IN VMB.
I THINK

YOU'LL THANK

MBFOR...

I'VaPAlPA
Umtlv\FXlCAH
i^TOKJLL.

YOU

George Forcier of the Greenfield Recorder will criti-

que the Collefiian at 7:30 p.m. Thursday, Campus

Center Room 903. Be there or be lame.

"Wawar

Gordy By Gorde

Bat Brain By Bill Bearing

THIMK.
THINK.
3
o

. . VOO KNOvJ/

GET-TIi^fe

e
o

THE it>E*> OF SITTirJfc

Hoyn. tnnN(» OP
,

y_a

Campus Pond
BUT I AIMT
GONN^ PLAY
5UN CITY

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trude Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
\ SheiK naniporl

6 imme'ses

10 Giale

14 Lissome
15 Needlecase

16 Wnier Wiesei

1

7

Incite

18 Morning sound
in ine Kitchen

19 Slate

20 Calm down'

23 World region

24 West Pt

25 Crazes

28 Extent

30 Aminos
34 Honest —
35 Stare m a way
36 Spirit

37 Clearwater s

neighbor

39 SuDside

41 Elicit

42 OaK s ottspnng

43 Dappled deer

45 Carmine

46 LiKe an old

salt s lace

47 Kit Carson lived

here

46 Actor Danson
et 3i

49 Spring spell

51 Gnanese
dialects

53 Final oHer''

60 So be It

61 Woodwind
62 Sonata

movement
63 Connections

64 Pinches

65 Ballet bends

66 Slothful

57 Provencal

summefs
68 Factions

DOWN
1 Hogsnead
2 Author-critic

from Tennessee

3 Arachnid

4 Ties the knot

secretly

By Sal

Bloom County

FeAiwi^
AcnoN. TmRe'6

OF vm dpecie^

ouT-mFe
mrftdum
SNUOUINO.

\

/ pm cHANce,
fliioHr

/V\AC>ONNA

aASSBLOPB ^

\

NOT
WIS

5 Singer Lotte

6 Appoint a

representative

7 Thoroughtare,

lor Titus

8 Stalk

9 Punjab natives

10 Went over

again

1

1

Touched down
12 Rural sight

13 Hammer head

21 Mountain in

Thessaiy

22 Likenesses

25 Destined

26 Ancient

calculators

27 Evil spirit

29 Gnu s

leiiow-iraveiier

31 Habituate

32 Cut into cubes

33 Sows
35 important name

in India

38 Ruse
40 Unprofitable

44 Being

47 Tacky

48 Copenhagen &

amusement
park

50 Make up
52 Stringed

instruments

53 Filmmaker

Jacques
54 In the thick ol

55 Fin ol a son

56 Halyard

57 Author Bagnold

58 - ii»e

59 Fling

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

10/20/86

• I9M \m \n»rlfs lime* S»n<)ir»ii' 10/20/86

Lunch

Kentucky Hot Brown

Duchess Meat Pie/Gravy

Basics Lunch

Falafel Pocket Sandwich

Fiesta Rice and Cheese

Menu
Dinner

Veal Parmesan

Pineapple Ham Steak

Seafood Rice Salad Plate

Basics Dinner

Fried Mozzarella

Eggplant Parmigiana

Seafood Rice Salad Plate

Weather
Today: Partly sunny, high 60 to 65.

Tonight: fair, low 35 to 40.

Tomorrow: Mostly sunny, high 60 to 65.

Todays Staff
Night Editor: Nan Klingwrap

Copy Editor: Siobhan "21" Mastcrson

Photo Tech: Byrne Guarnotta

Layout Tech: Rapmaster Moskov

Production Supervisor: D>"o

Production:Connie LeClerc. La Belle. Dancin' Rob.

Isabel Perkins. Tori Gorell. R. Levine. Sheri. Dode.

Executive Boara - Fall of 1986

by Berke Breathed

DODE LEVENSON
Editor m Chief

JOHN YONCE
Managing Editor

STEVE RUBIN
Busmeis Manager

ROB SKELTON
Editorial Editor

WIlLtAM SPAIN

Editorial Editor

ANSEL ZINTER

Production Manager

Business Board — Fall of 1986

STEVE RUBIN

Business Manager

PAUL H. LESSER

Advertising Sales Managf^r

VANESSA ROTH
finance Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marketing Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
I ittulafion Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Subscription Manager
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Volleyball winning streak snapped at Temple, 3-0
Spikers split over weekend; fall to second in A-IO
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

The drive toward challenging Penn State University for

the Atlantic 10 crown was briefly put on hold over the
weekend for the University of Massachusetts volleyball

team.

The Minutewomen took a 13-game winning streak to

Philadelphia, PA. on Friday, and had it rudely put to an
end by a fired up Temple University squad. The spikers

were swept by the Lady Owls 2-15, 14-16, 8-15 for their

first conference setback, but bounced back to sweep
LaSalle University, 15-4, 15-5, 15-8, on Saturday. The
Minutewomen now stand at 17-2 overall and 3-1 in the
A-10.

UMass will hope to get back on the winning track

tonight, as the spikers play host to Central Connecticut

State University at Totman Gymnasium scheduled for a

7 p.m. start.

"I don't know what it was. We weren't mentally
prepared for the match," head coach Elaine Sortino said

of the spiker's loss to Temple. "Our serving wasn't very

good and our passing was mediocre. It was just a

nightmare."
The loss to Temple complicates matters for the

Minutewo.Tien's playoff hunt. Penn St., 18-2 overall and
2-0 in the conference, hosted West Virginia University on
Friday and Duquesne University on Saturday. Barring
any upsets, Penn St. should have come out of those mat-

ches with wins and a 4-0 conference mark.

This means that UMass is currently in a tie for second

place with George Washington University and the Univer-

sity of Rhode Island, assuming that URI and GWU were

victorious over the weekend. If either Rhode Island (at

Temple on Saturday) or George Washington (host to

Rutgers University on Friday) lost, the Minutewomen
would have sole possession of second place.

But despite the conference standings, Sortino and the

Minutewomen know that better performances must be put

forth in order to make a run at the A-10 crown.

"Temple outplayed and outhustled us. They aren't a

great team, but they were far better than we were on that

day," Sortino said. "There is a lot of work to be done. I

can't take anything away from Temple. They played out

of their minds."
One factor that could have played a part in the demise

of the Minutewomen against Temple was the six hour trek

to Philadelphia. The spikers departed from Amherst at

8 a.m. on Friday, and Sortino said the long drive had
something to do with the team's flat performance.

cnntmueJ on pan*' 1^

POSITIONS
AVAILABLE

AREA REP MANAGER
Earn salaiy. commission and

free travel. Position involves

management ofarea campus

reps for a national college

travel and marketing firm.

Approximately 20 hours per

week, ideal for senior or

graduate student.

CAMPUS REP
Earn commission and free

IravcL Market ski and beach

tours on your campus.

CaU Michael DeBoer at 914-

682-1795 or write to Amer-

ican Access Travel, 141 Cen-

tral Park Avenue South.

Hartsdale. NY 10530

CAILTOLLFREE
(800) 992-3773

EXCELLENCE IN

JAPANESE CUISINE
COOKED AT YOUR

TABLE

/
TUBS., WED., THURS., SPECIALS

Two Dinners For $12.
SUKIYAKI STEAK & CHICKEN COMBINATION
Includes Soup, Salad, Vegetables, Noodles

Steamed Rice, Tea and Ice Cream

FRIDAY'S SPECIALS

Two Dinners For $17.
SHRIMP AND SCALLOP COMBO DINNER

Includes Soup, Salad, Vegetables, Noodles
Steamed Rice, Tea and Ice Cream

SUNDAY AFTERNOON SPECIALS
2-5 P.M. TWO DINNERS FOR $1

2

OF JAPAN
Rte. 116, Sunderland, MA

REGULAR MENU AVAILABLE

Cocktails and
Oriental Drinks

open Tues.-Sat.

at 5:30 p.m.

Sundays at 2:00

Closed Monday

41 3-665-3628

J Reservations Welcomed.

SfOPl
WHAT WILL YOU DO IF YOU

RUN OUT OF OIL ?

0\^\ Ut O'l i yd, dbV

or Our

STUDENT BUDGET
PLAN featuring

AUTOMATIC OIL
DELIVERY!

CURRENT PRICE

per gallon

You get out terrific low budget pr ice lor

top-grade heating oil plus vou never
have to worry about runging oul ol heal
or hot water an winter long We also
deliver oil on a C O D basis

PERSONAL CHECKS ACCEPTED

Telephone 253-3408

hJATI^NAL HEATING
60 Shumwciy street. Amnerst MA Oi002

• volleyball splits
continued from fjugt 14

"The long trip didn't help matters at all. I know that

we were tired from travelling all day," Sortino said. "But

I'm not making excuses. We were absolutely awful for

whatever reasons."

However, Sortino says that the loss doesn't necessari-

ly dampen the spirits of the Minutewomen.
"We haven't lost in a long time, so I actually think the

loss was good for us," Sortino said. "It gives us a better

idea of what has to be done.

Side Outs:Sophomore middle hitter Barbara Meehan

was nominated for A-10 Player of-the Week. Meehan is

third in the conference in blocking with 66 blocks in 52

games (an average of 1.27 blocks per game). She is also

10th in hitting efficiency with 100 kills in 233 attempts

and 42 errors (.249 percentage). . freshman setter Karen

Ferguson was nominated for Freshman-of-the-Week for

the third time this season. She has been selected for the

honor once this year. Ferguson is second in the con-

ference in assists with 504 assists in 49 games (10.29

assists per game) and 10th in service aces with 19 aces

in 49 games (.388 per game).

Junior middle hitter Marcy Guiliotis leads the A-10

\ blocking with 96 blocks in 52 games. She has lead the

ciiif-rence in that category since the beginning of the

* women s soccer wins

'.-.un.

continued from page 16

Bowsher and beat a diving Rode with a shot into the

lower right corner of the net.

The ball finally went into the UMass end fifteen

minutes into the game, but was sent back and the

Minutewomen quickly scored.

Belkin found Roundtree alone in front of the net. The

sophomore forward put a soft shot into the lower left cor

ner to give UMass a 3-0 advantage.

Rode stopped Spence on a breakaway with three

minutes left in the half, so as the period ended, UMass
held a 3-0 lead.

In the second half, the Panthers came out of their con-

servative, defensive style of play somewhat, but could

not set up a good opportunity in front of DeSantis.

With 34 minutes left, Cassady, playing forward, scored

on an assist from Michelle Powers. Cassady Look a shot

that Rode saved, but the ball hit the right post and went

in to make it 4-0.

Rode got better as the game went on, robbing the

Minutewomen on at least three good chances before the

final goal was scored.

The last goal summed up the afternoon for the Pan

thers. Bowsher took a shot from at least 35 yards out

that beat Rode into the too of the net with 6:38 left.

* stickers
continued from pugf 16

The Minutewomen got

their offense into high gear

aft.er the UNH goal, bom
barding and pressuring

the Huskie's netminder,

Michelle Flannell, with a

variety of shots and penal

ty corners.

With 5:25 left to play in

the highly physical and

emotional game, UMass
set up its penalty corner of-

fense. Hultin inbounded to

sweeper Chris Kocot, who
dribbled for a few feet

before passing to Griswold

in front of the goal.

Griswold slapped the ball

past Flannell for her team-

leading 10th tally of the

season. The score cut

UNH's lead to 2-1, but it

was too little too late- for

the Minutewf>men, whose

record dropped to 1 1-2 with

the loss.

But UMass got back on

track against SU yester-

day with a deceptive 1-0

victory.

Though UMass managed
just one goal that came
with 19 minutes remain-

ing in the second half, the

team outshot SU, 23-4, and
amassed 11 corners. SU
did not have a corner in

the game.
"It was important that

we bounced back.

Everybody played well. We
combined well on our pass-

ing game, and executed

our long-ball and short-ball

game," Hixon said. "I felt

Carol Smith, Nancy
O'Halloran and Ronnie
Coleman had their best

games of the year, and
Chris Kocot took command
of the defense and took no

risks.

CHINESE KITCHEN E
FAST SERVICE — GREAT PRICES

#22 Chicken Wings, Try our

Sweet & Sour Pork, Fried Rice Moo Shu Pork

$3.90 $3.95

#23 Szechuan Gai Ding,

Sweet & Sour Pork, Fried Rice

$4.95

TRY OUR LUNCHEON — DINNER SPECIALS
Only ^1.49 before 3 pm, $1.90 after 3 pm

Eat in or Take Out

HOURS: Sunday Noon - 10 pm, Mon • Sat 11:30 • lOpm

2 LOCATIONS

430 Russel St (Rt 9)
HADLEY - 253-2571

150 King St

NORTHAMPTON — 586*8220

SMITH COLLEGE
REC COUNCIL
PRESENTS

cans, bottles, recording
devices or cameras.

Hall is wheelchair accessible

THURSDAY
NOVEMBER 6

8:00 PM
John M Greene Hall

Smith College

Northampton
Tickets starting Oct 20

at Seelye Basement
Main St Records in N'ton

For the Record (Faces), Amh.

Fine arts Center Box Office

Amherst

Smith students $7 & $8,

All others $10 & $12, $15 at door

16 MONTH ACADEMIC YEAR

DESK CALENDARS & APPOINTMENT BOOKS

OPEN
M—F 9-5

SAT 10-3

LOCATED IN THE
CAMPUS CENTER

^.UNIVERSITY
STORE -»

free iHbt &
Coid^Hors 'D'Oeuxres

4:00-6:00 p.m. every day

'Drink Sp^i^
c\'er\f night!

Monday-Friday

11:30 am to 12:30 a.m.

Saturday & Sunday
5:00 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.

JTrrrrrr
_jmTrrrr
lymrrrrr

TOP of tiie

CAMPUS

H'" l'MM>K CV.Vn>t« CE^TKK/IMISS

ACTIVITIES -AUDIO
AUTO FOR SALE • CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT 'FOR RENT
FOR SALE • FOUND

HELP WANTED • LOST

CLASSIFIED
.NSTRUCTION • MOTORCYLCLES
PERSONALS • RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED -SERVICES

ROOMATE WANTED • TRAVEL
WANTED "SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI - 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PROIR TO PUBLICATION* CASH IN ADVANCE, 15«/W0RD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIIS

LESBIAN, GAY. BISEXUAL Counseling
Colleclive oHers peer councelrng M, W.
Th 3-7, Rm 433 SUB, rap group Tu 8 00
545-2645

OUTING^UB MEETING tonight 7:^
pm Campus Center Rm 101 Trip an-

nouncements and a presentation on an
upcoming Expedition to Belize

DEMOCRATIC CLUB MEETING tonight!

8:30 C C 905 Special Guest Speakers'

Everyone Welcome

ATTENTION YFU ALUMNI
The Youth For Understanding area

representative would like to meet you all!'

Please call Nancey 548-9329 or Laura
549-4099

WORK STUDY (4.0S$hr) B-12 hrs wk
flex hrs assist in lab work on soil, plant

samples no exp required call Morteza at

545-2259 between 10AM-4PM

GRADUATES AND 25' students Social

Hour every Thursday 5:00 Blue Wall.

Campus Center Build a tradition! Meet
each other*

ALPHA PHI OMEGA, a coed service

fraternity with unrestricted social ac-

tivities. Invites all university students to

an open rush Oct 7, 8, S 14 at 6 00 PM
In room 41 5A Student Union!

FREE MOVIES AT the Newman Center

Every Friday night In the front lounge.

"Gandhi" Oct. 17 at 7PM

AUTO FOR SALI

'73 VW SUPERBEETLE rebuilt anaine,

new tires, sunroof. Reliable 549-6*6«

1975 CHEVROLET VEGA. Excellent

body mechanically sound, some new

pans $800 549-1742 eves

IS IT TRUE you can buy i»- ..> for $44

through the US goverri- lenl? Get the

facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142 Ext

5931-A

•4 RENAULT ENCORE LS 5 speed air

cond AM/FM cassette comfortable nde

43000 miles and mint condition $3000 call

Kent 548-9129

197« CHEVY MAUWJ 70000 miles 3 spd

no rust $995 253-7421

GOOD DEAL 76 VW Rabbit runs exc

Body and ml vry good vry dependable

650 00 or BO Call 548-9554

1980 FIAT STRAOA rusi proofed Ex-

tremely cheap 253-5693 Keep Trying

EXCELLENT RUNNING AND well main-

tained 1977 Mazda RX4 Ed 586-9402

MUST SELL 78 PINTO. Good cond no

rot runs well FM/CAS w/eq 57K Mi 900

or BO 413-367-2893

1987 VW RABBIT, 4-door, auto, no rust,

many new parts, excellent cond Must
sell. $2500 or BO call 546-5524

FOR SALE 76 Ford Mustang II GHIA
engine needs work, new brakes, new bat-

tery, new muffler $300 or BO after 6PM
549-1137

1 980 PLYMOUTH HORIZON automatic

no rust, runs well, $1200 549-7160 after

4PM weekend

1975 MONTE CARLO reliable transpor-

tation $700 or BO Call Chris 549-6641

1981 PLYMOUTH RELIANT, excellent

condition 4door AT/AC, 69000 miles.

$2750, call Joe 549-7434

1977 PLY VOLARIE wagon Excel runn-

ing 774-3638 after 5PM

CAN VOU WRITE

INTERESTED IN WRITING for the

Largest College Daily m New England?
Come down lo the Mass Daily Collegain!

You can write about Arts, Editonals, Black

Affairs, News. Women's Issues. & Sports

We're located in the basement of the

Campus Center behind the TV set The
Collegian. We build Careers

CASH

PAYING CASH FOR your baseball cards

please call Mike 549-0333

NnRTAINMINT

MUSICIANS NEEDED FOR perfor-

mances at Belchertown State School
Funding available Contact Bruce
256-4236

HALLOWEEN IN MONTREALI Oct
30-Nov 2 only $79 Call 665-4729 or see
us in the Hatch M, W. Fs 2-5 except
Wednesday 10/22

CELTicS^VS BULLETS In Hartford Dec
2 Luxury Coach and game tickets $25
Call now limited seats available 253-3916
or 549-7142

FOR RINT

ROOM AVAILABLE IN Amherst house
Cozy. Convenient Affordable Call Nora or

Amy, 256-8809

FOR >AU

BROTHER ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER
with correction feature excellent conditkin

256-0860

DRUM SET.7 piece slingerland Includes

rolo tom», zikjiian cymbals, hardware and

accetories $750 Jim 549-7477

EXCELLENT CONDITION! MERCURY
Comet A/C PS no rust low miles Old, but

previously owned by a Sunday driver A

steal at $1200 or BO eves 1-527-8578

COMPUTER RADIO SHACK model 3
16K ram Like new - $350 00 or BO Call

Matt 546-9832

LOT 22STICKERlor sale $30 or BO call

546-8566

COMPUTER TERMINAL & modem for

sale $200 cheap 256-8678

KEG TAPS FOR sale' Brand new, never
used keg taps only $25 Packies charge
$45 lor used taps Oon'l waste your
money' New taps $25 Call Tony
256-1438 today

BED FOR SALE single box and mattress
first $25 takes it 584-2905 eves (Alan)

1979 CHEVY WAGON. 99,400 miles

new clutch. BesI offer 536-5434 Even-
ings week-ends

OHM L2 SPEAKERS 4 yr warranty Call

6-7921

YARN $60 MERCHANDISE credit

Webs for only $40 call 6-6360
at

UNIVERSITY STORE HAS enQineering
Press Exam Files for Engineering,
Calculus, Physics, Chemistry.

POOL TABLE FOR sale Just under
regulation size good condition $30 call

Ron 549-3829

FOR A OOOD TIM! CALL

RACK—A-DISK ENTERTAINMENT
Agency • Discjockeys, Bands, Lights and
Large screen video dances 549-7144

FOUND

GINA FROM MANSFIELD I found your

pictures! Call Jon at 549-7432.

FOUND — PAIR OFGLASSES in case
Picked up near meters in Iron! of Fine

Arts Center call 549-4483 to identify

FOUND — BRACELET on SundaylO^T2
Call to identify Adrienne 6-9727

FOUND— ONE SILVER S While Broche
pin with danglies Found Thursday after-

noon Oct 2. in Cape Cod Lounge call and
describe it call ted at 548-9434 or

545-2049 Monday or Fnday 9am-3pm

HiLP WAMTID

DENTAL ASSISTANT - TWO days I wk
some eves and Sats experience helpful

on bus route 584-6557

LICENSED MANICURIST lor Amherst
area Salon 549 4979

RESPONSIBLE PERSONS TO care for

5yr old in my home 2-4 days (afternoons

only) per week Car 4 references. Call

256-0850 after 5pm

TRAVEL FIELD OPPORTUNITY. Gain

valuable """rketing experience while ear-

ning money Campus represeniai' .•"

needed immediately lor spring break inp

10 Florida Call Campus Marketing at

1-800-282-6221

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excelleni tree meals

Light clean-up
Call Cheryl al AXO

545-2152

NEED A JOB? Like travel? Ambitious

people needed to market unique travel

product with no existing competition Ex-

cellent experience for tHJSiness. com-
munication and HRTA majors No ex-

perience necessary, car helpful Contact

Mary 549-6118

MANAGER TRAINEES NATIONWIDE
Tool Co expanding in Amherst Now hir

ing 25 new employees great money, ex
cellent working cond $ career opportuni-

ty Part and lull time work For interview

call Willie 256-4101

SkTs^HOP MECHANIC, EXPERfENCED
perefered Apply in person Western

Village Ski 32 Main Street Nonhampton,

MA

SUPERIOR PIZZARIA NORTH Amherst

Flexable hours during the week lor kit

Chen help Dnvers who know the area

wanted call 549-0626

PHONE SURVEVERS NEEDED. No
sales Evening and weekend hours

$5 75/hr to start Downtown Springfield

location Call 203-562 2013

DAYTIME: CASHIERS. WAITPEOPLE,
bartenders, hosts, dishwashers parttime.

Apply Judie's Amherst

HELP WANTED ALL positions La Casa
De Carmelita's Restaurant at Motel 6 in

So Deerfield Breakfast, lunch and din-

ner shifts available apply in person Mon
thru Fri 12 to 5PM

INSTRUCTION

MICROPROCESSORS ECE 326 Can
anytxxly help me with lab programs? Will-

ing 10 pay good $ please call 548-9129

LOST

H.P. lie CALCULATOR in library towe'
Please call 546-477? 'or reward

MOTORCVCLI

YAMAHA VERAGO 920CC shaft drivf

digital new rubber oval discs low mile;

helmet $1200 4C Brandywine stop by

FCRtONALS

UNCLE MOIRA- HAPPY birthday could
this be ihe year?

BRIGHTEYES: OPENWARM
QUIETHOLD me now never letting go
SimplySilly Obsession

GREAT JOB PIKE football and soccer'

Keep up the good work

SUE SHIELDS HERE is your personal'

We love you Beth & Jill

LEO ZEPPELINS THE Song Remains
the Same " Wednesday night, m SUB

HEATHER (SHNOOKIE) Happy Birthday

sweetheart I love you' Mike

TO MT. ST. Helena: Happy first anniver

sary and I hope the coming months can

be as enjoyable as Ihe first month I've

tjeen with you Love, The Vacuum
Cleaner

TO THE PEOPLE in the LBGA and

Counseling Collective you're the lops'

SIGMA sTGMA SIGMA OPEN RUSH
Party dates

Octotier 20 7-8 00 pm
October 21 7-8 00pm
October 22 8-9 00pm

All university women invited lo open rush

Our house offers sisterhood, friendships,

scholarship and social events Try

something different Tn-Sigma 38 North

Pleasant Street 545-0046

fO^IkT^R not to Spike was the case

due to long commercial SB has more

class than his "Royal Haircut" has in his

PITT GARB

IF YOU SEEStacey Weber today give tier

a big hug S kiss & wish her a happy bir

Ihday Blame it on her 3 roommates!

Jules, Jules, & Lin

KAREnXuRIE happy birthday!" We tove

you. Love your SDT sisters

TALENT NEEDED FOR Orchard Hill

Take-A-Break Session Contact Kathy or

AnnMarie at 6-7 1 7 1 or drop by OHAG of-

fice 7-11 Mon-Thurs (next lo Sweets)

TREASURER NEEDED FOR Orchard Hill

Area Governrrwnl • No experience re-

quired Nomination papers available Sun
Oct 19 Nomination papers due Sun Oct

26, come by 1 12A Field (next lo Sweets)
7-1 1pm any night

JOHN AND DAVE' OF SQUIRE
VILLAGE. Take be away from the base-

ment some afternoon to the TOC You'll

be suprised how easy I txjy Ihe drinks

The third but temporarily idle 21 CLUB
MEMBER

DID YOU BUY a car from Kevin's Auto
Repair? If so, we need your help Please
call 323-4421 after ePM

DAVE NADIG ' •HUGS-

PROFISSIONAL TYPINO SERVICI

PAPERS. CASES. DISSERTA-
TIONS- dependable on-campi»s.
reasonable, 584-7924, Nancy

RIDI WANTIO

RIDE OR ESCORT^ needed lo

Paramus/NYC or poinl en-route for 5-year

old on occasstonal monthly weekends
Will pay gas or your fare 665-7574 niles

ROOMMATES WANTED

ROOMMATE WANTED TO share I bed
in 3 bed Apt in Puttton VIg lei 256^)546

AMHERST — 2 Bedroom in house Bus
route $180 aeach plu 549-6604

RESPONSIBLE FOR LG apt on bus route

own room, (umished but bring bed $210
lor room plus utilities call 323-4989 before

2PM 323-6311x530 after

FEMALE NEEDED TO rent a Brandywine

apt Until the end ol the semester It's late

so price IS negotiable 549-4538

SQUIRE VILLAGE ON bus route near

Stores share large 2 bedroom IV? bath

lownhouse t)eg Jan 1st partly lurnished

$247 665-8588

SERVICES

TERRIFiC TYPING FROM Speedy"
keys Professional reliable service.

256-1002 .
8am-11pm

TYPING, TAPE TRANSCRIPTIONS.
Fast accurate. 665-7652

DISSERTATION BLUES? PROFES-
SIONAL editor can help writing/pro-

ofreading Student rates Call 256-6150.

LOSE' WEIGHT NOW! 10 29 lbs/month

with Herbal Weight Control' No diet, ex-

ercise or drugs 100 percent guaranteed.
Call Mark 546 5938

STEREO EQUIPMENT REPAIR affor-

dable ork:es, pick up and delivery,

SPIRTEK Repair Service 268 7564

TYPING, TAPE TRANSCRIPTION. Fast,

accurate 665-7652

TRAVIL

COLLEGE tJVEEKEND IN Montreal only

$79 Oct 31 Nov 2 There's still time! Call

665-4729

TOUR TO THE SOVIET UNION, Jan

3-16 1987 $1588 See Prof Jones. 634

Herter or call 253-7827 evenings

TYPINO SERVICE

bUALltY TYPING. Long or short pro-

jects Melicukxis proofreading Rush |ob«

OK Now IBM typewriter 5490367

WANTED

WINTER STORAGE FOR MOTORCY-
CLE prefer Nhamp/Hadley area Will pay

reasonably $ 584-0593

WANTED TO RENT

STARTING JAN OR FEB
3 females to rent rooms
or take over lease ol

apt or house
call 549-7347
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Minutewomen defeat Adelphi for tenth straight win
*„,

. ,^ ;„r..e. in offpnsivelv.UMass showed a lot of diversity against

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

If there is one thing the University of Massachusetts

women's soccer team needed, it was a convincing victory.

And the Minutewomen got it Saturday as they soundly

beat Adelphi University, 5-0, at Boyden Field.

"We finally got some goals," UMass coach Kalekeni

Banda said. "All the offensive drills we did last week paid

off."

The win came at a perfect time for UMass, which will

play four games over the next nine days. The

Minutewomen have now won 10 games in a row, but came

into Saturday's game off a lackluster performance in a

1-0 victory over Dartmouth College on Tuesday.

"We played good, smart soccer," Banda said after the

win over Adelphi. "We can play better but we beat them

one-on-one and we were clever. We'll need that because

we have to get into the playoff picture."

The Minutewomen, now 10-21, should remain first in

the New England poll. They were ranked fifth in the na-

tion last week and should move up this week.

Saturday was the second game in a row in which the

UMass defense allowed just one shot on goal, and

sophomore Carla DeSantis stopped it to post her fourth

shutout of the season.

But even more impressive was the fact that sophomore

Cathy Cassady, normally a forward, played fullback for

the first half. Cassady played a very strong game out of

position and was instrumental in the shutout.

"Cassady is very mature and she showed that today."

Banda said. "She is an excellent athlete and has a knack

for playing more than one position. This should really help

her confidence."

The game was a physical one, and saw five yellow card

warnings given out. UMass received one, and the Pan-

thers got four, including one to their coach, Alex

Bernstein.

Offensively. UMass showed a lot of diversity against the

Panthers, 6-3-2. Five different players scored, and if it

were not for the play of Adelphi goalie Janet Rode, more

players would have tallied.

Rode a sophomore, finished with 12 saves, including two

on breakaways by Cathy Spence and Beth Roundtree.

"Rode is a good goalie," Banda said. "She came out well

on breakaways and made some good saves. She was very

322TGSS1VC

From the opening whistle, UMass took the ball to the

Adelphi end, where it remained for eighty percent of the

^
w'kh 36:55 left in the game, Carolyn Micheel headed

the ball to Debbie Belkin, whose shot hit a defender and

then the crossbar before going in. It was the fourth game

winning goal of the year for the junior tri-captain.

Less than three minutes later, Micheel got a goal of her

own. The junior midfielder took a pass from Kristen

continued on paf:f 15

SPORTS

By LINDA DELIVORIAS
Collegian Correspondent

All good things must come to an end.

After 10 consecutive wins, the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts field hockey team saw
its streak snap as it suffered a heartbreak-

ing 2-1 loss to second-ranked University of

New Hampshire, at Totman Field

Saturday.

"They're a good team, and they were the

better team today," head coach Pam Hix-

on said. "We spent too much time worry-

ing about them instead of setting up our

offense."

UMass' second setback of the season

didn't put a damper on the weekend,

however as the Minutewomen, now 12-2,

bounced back to defeat Syracuse Univer-

sity, 1-0, at Totman, yesterday.

Saturday, the Huskies, 10-1, scored the

lone goal of the first half on a penalty cor-

ner. Sandi Costigan inbounded to co-

captain Karen Geromini, who shuffled a

pass to Peggy Hilinski. HiUnski, aft«r some
slick stickwork through the UMass
defense, fed Pauline Collins, who tapped

home the winning goal at the 28:32 mark.

UMass' offensive drives were few and far

between in the first 35 minutes of action.

With 7:00 before halftime. Lisa Griswold

UMass takes
another, 23-13

Collegian photo by Paul Deamarais

Sophomore quarterback Tim Bryant returned to starting lineup, leading

the Minutemen to a 23-13 romp over the University of Maine at Old Or-

chard Beach, ME, Saturday.

Field hockey splits two; UNH
escapes whUe SU is shut out

intercepted a pass at midlield and dished

off to midfielder Pam Bustin inside the cir-

cle. Bustin was tied up by a pack of Huskies

and created a corner. Attacker Lil Hultin

inbounded to Griswold, but the senior co-

captain was swarmed by the charging

UNH defenders and was unable to get a

shot off.

"It was almost like we played scared out

there the first half. I don't think we got on

track until the last 15 n'inutes of the

game," Hixon said.

Neither team generated effective second-

half offense until UNH gave itself some
breathing room with 10:34 left in the

contest.

Shelly Robinson picked off a

Minutewoman pass at the 50-yard line and

dribbled down the right sideline on a

breakaway. Robinson spotted Collins cut-

ting towards the net and passed to her

teammate, who tallied for her second goal

of the game.
"It was a total team effort. But Robinson

set up the offense real well, and did a great

job penetrating the defense for our second

goal," UNH coach Marisa Didio said. "Its

not easy to play at UMass, and its even

more difficult to beat them. I'm surprised

we didn't go into overtime."

ainttnutd on /'u.i,''' /•'>

Black Bears quiet
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

OLD ORCHARD BEACH, Me. - Univer

sity of Massachusetts football head coach

Jim Reid, two of his assistants and a

linebacker had a Homecoming of sorts

Saturday — and they couldn't have been

any happier with the results.

Returning to Maine as a first-year head

coach for the Minutemen, Reid, along with

assistant coach Bob McConnell, defensive

coordinator Mike Hodges and sophomore

linebacker John McKeown all had
something to prove to old friends and the

Minutemen helped them do it as L^Mass

walked over a sluggish University of

Maine, 23-13, at The Ballpark.

"This was great because aft«r all the talk

and hype that went into the game, it had

no bearing on the game — the better foot-

ball team won," the first-year UMass head

coach said. "I hate to play this game
because all my collegiate friends were in

the stands and every one of them wanted
to see Maine pound us."

Reid who co-captained the 3-6 1972

Maine team with McConnell, said he had
been avoided by friends and alumni at a

banquet on Friday night and felt that a win
was a necessary form of revenge.

"It hurt me because I'm Jim Reid, a

UMaine product and people up there don't
take that into consideration. I wanted to

strike back," a bitter Reid said. "You see,

UMiiss UMaine

Firat Downs 21

Rushing 13

Pa.^ing "7

Penalty 1

Rushing Attempts 65

Yds. Gained Rushing 252

Yds. Lost Rushing 30

Net Yds. Rushing 222

Net Yds. Passing 124

Passes Attempted 22

Passes Completed 12

Had Intercepted

Total Offensive Plays 87

Total Net Yds 346

Avg. Gain Per Play 4

Return Yds 2

Fumbles: No.-Lost 4-1

Penalties: No.-Yds 4 30

Interceptions: No.-Yds 2-2

No. of Punts-Yds 7 271

Avg. Per Punt 38.7

Punt Returns: No.-Yds 0-0

Kickoff Returns: No.-Yds 2-32

Possession Time 37:05

Third-Down Conv 9 of 19

Sacks By 41-48

12

5

7

31

....128

67

71

...233

27
12

2

58
... ;H04

5.2

18

3-2

. 6-30

00
.6-234

...39.0

...5-18

...4-67

.22:55

3 of 12

0-0

it goes deeper than rivalry. It's hate and

that's because of 1966-82 when they never

beat us — and I was a part of that.

"It was really frustrating because friends

were rooting for me to lose. My big thing

is that people are people and you don't root

against them. If you root against

something, root institution versus institu-

tion. Don't root against someor 3 personal-

ly
"

^' cnniinued on page 12

Collegian photo by Bymc GuarnotU

Senior co-captain Chris Kocot sends a ball upfield as the University of

Massachusetts knocked off Syracuse University, 1-0, at Totman Field

yesterday. UMass split to games over the weekend.
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Environmental proposal
spurs disagreement
By MARY REIDY
Collegian Correspondent

Editor's note: this is the first of a series

on referendum questions on the Nov. 4

ballot..

Question 4 on the Nov. 4 state ballot has

caused conflict among organizations usual-

ly in agreement on environmental issues.

Advocates of this binding referendum,

which concerns cleanup of hazardous

wastes, say potential toxic waste sites must

be dealt with immediately, while op-

ponents say the proposal contains drastic

timetables and lacks a specific method of

funding.

The referendum is an initiative question

that was presented to the legislature in

petition form, with 85,000 signatures.

The Massachusetts Public Interest

Research Group collected about 84,000

signatures on the petition, according to

Janina Braun, campaign coordinator for

the referendum.

The referendum requires the state

Department of Environmental Quality

Engineering to find the 2,000 estimated

hazardous waste sites in the state within

the next 4 years, and mandates a complete

cleanup within 4 years after they are

discovered. The proposal is backed by

several statewide organizations including

the Citizens for Participation in Politteal

Action.

These groups argue that potential toxic

sites must be addressed immediately and

it will take 50 years to clean these sites if

the state is allowed to continue at its pre-

sent pace.

Other groups also searching for solutions

of hazardous waste cleanup that do not en-

dorse the referendum include the

Massachusetts Audubon Society and the

League of Women Voters

These groups say the proposal contains

timetables and quotas that may cause

other important environmental programs

to be sacrificed. If the proposal is approv-

ed, the DEQE will have 6 months to find

funds for staff and testing. They say the

proposal does not adequately emphasize

the permanent cleanup of hazardous sites.

But the biggest argument against the

measure is that it does not appropriate

funds for its workers and site testing.

Because question 4 is an initiative ques-

tion, it cannot legally include within its

proposal allocations for its funding, said

Lorna Pierce, chairwoman of the state

board of directors of MASSPIRG. She said

funding could come from taxes imposed on

industries responsible for the hazardous

sites, or from surplus state funds.

"There will be no tax imposed on

citizens," Pierce said.

Joan Lambdin, president of the League

of Women Voters in Amherst said the

league's opposition is "not based on the in-

tent of the referendum," but indicated the

proposal contains "serious flaws."

Lambdin said estimates of the cost of the

referendum are in the range of $5 billion

to $20 billion. She said that if question 2

on governmental aid to non-public schools

and question 3 on limiting state tax in-

creases are passed, they would drastically

hazardous waste cleanup. "If questions

2, 3 and 4 are passed, I don't know what

the state will do," she said.

Lambdin said question 4 appears out of

the frustration felt by environmental

groups that want more results from a slow

moving legislature that has failed to pass

a bill with provisions similar to those in

question 4.

"We feel legislation and funding should

be done together," Lambdin said.

Collegian Photo by Nick Solioloff.

GOTCHA! - Butterfield House resident "A. T." makes the play dur-

ing a game of catch near the Campus Pond yesterday.

Petition drive will aid the homeless
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

In an effort to help Massachusetts' 10,000 homeless peo-

ple, the Off-Campus Housing Office will enlist the aid of

University students in a petition drive to amend the state

constitution, staff members say.

"In the past five years, the amount of money spent on

shelters has increased 2,000 percent. There's been a need

for a short-term solution. But what it's done is put the

focus on the short term instead of the solution to the pro-

blem," said Barbara McGlynn.

McGlynn is part of the Massachusetts Right to Hous-

ing Project, and is working with off-campus housing pro-

fessional staffer Joanne Levenson on a petition drive that

will begin in a few days.

The office is aiming at a goal of 1,000 signatures in its

role as part of a statewide campaign to change article one

of the Massachusetts Constitution. If the coalition of

groups seeking the change can get 100,000 signatures

statewide, said McGlynn, the state legislature will be re-

quired to vote on the change.

The article begins, "All people are bom free and equal

and have certain natural, essential and unalienable

rights;..." and enumerates some of the rights of state

citizens.

To the article's list of rights, the coalition wants to add

this clause: "that of occupying habitable and affordable

non-transient housing."

McGlynn said the amendment would not require the

continued on page 7

Xplain wins
battle of the bands
By MELISSA KERMAN
Collegian Correspondent

Five area bands waged war Sunday in the seventh an-

nual Battle of the Bands in the Hampden Southside Room

in the Southwest Residential Area.

The winner will open up for the Southwest Concert in

the spring and the runner up will be granted a guaranteed

spot on the pyramids during Southwest week, said Karen

Morvay, co-Vice President of The Southwest Area

Government.
, . r, l .

Group Therapy, Nexus, Shelf Life, Thanks to Robert

Brown and Xplain were picked out of more than twenty

applications, she said. The Social and Cultural Commit-

tee of SWAG evaluated the submitted tapes and picked

continued on page 3

SWAG must wait to file

complaint on fund allocations

Collegian Photo by Nick Sokoloff.

Guy Sliker examines a wrecked car and pamphlets on display as part

of Alcohol Awareness Week. Paul Laurabee of BKO fraternity tends

the exhibit.

By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Southwest Area Government wants to

file a complaint concerning its share of the

reserve funds allocated for spring events

each year, but has no one with whom to file

it.

"Katherine Strickland (Student Govern-

ment Association Treasurer] has refused to

follow the senate bylaw stating that funds

out of the $50,000 concert fund must be

transferred into the respective groups' ac-

counts," said SWAG co-President Joe

Demeo.
This bylaw, passed last February, states

the money must be transferred but does not

mention when.
Strickland said she will make the

transfer during intersession as in previous

years. "It ensures that the group is more

apt to spend the money on the project that

it is supposed to.

Strickland asked, "Why do they need it

when the spring events aren't until May?"

Demeo said, "We don't even need it for

other projects." He emphasized that SWAG
cannot plan its spring concert until it

receives that money.

The complaint, however, cannot be filed

until the SGA judiciary board appoints a

clerk of courts. Since there are still some

positions in the board unfilled and the SGA
President has not appointed an attorney

general. Southwest co-presidents have to

wait until they see their complaint have

any effect.

Demeo said if a new clerk is not ap-

pointed this week, SGA President Bill Ben-

nett should appoint an interim.

Bennett said he hopes to appoint a new

attorney general at tomorrow's senate

meeting. By the end of this week a clerk

of courts will hopefully be appointed, he

added. continued on page 7
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11 am - 2 am 7 days
50 Main St. Amherst. MA

WOW! I

COULD'VE
HAD A

HOT
'^-^^, -• ROAST BEEF

LJi^v. SANDSA/ICHES

I

Is this you'' Come in for your free reg

beef special.

SMITH COLLEGE
REC COUNCIL
PRESENTS

cans, bottles, recording

devices or cameras.

Hall Is wheelchair accessible

THURSDAY
NOVEMBER 6

8:00 PM
John M Greene Hall

Smith College

Northampton

Tickets starting Oct 20

at Seelye Basement

Main St Records in N'ton

For the Record (Faces), Amh.

Fine arts Center Box Office

Amfierst

Smith students $7 & $8,

All others $10 & $12, $15 at door

ON CAMPUS RECRUITING
Office for Cooperative Education

GAIN THE EDGE BEFORE GRADUATION

Paid Spring Semester Positions:

Walt Disney World HRTA, Fash Mktg., Comm.. PI. & Soil Campus Ctr. 803

10/22/Bo

COINS, Acct., Fin., Mktg.
Cullinet Software

IBM Corporation

Coopers & Lybrand

Star Market

Data General

Engineering, Business

Accounting

Food Mktg., Mgt.

Acct.. Finance

Campus Ctr. 162

10/27/86

Campus Ctr. 917

10/28/86

Call for

Information

Call for

Information

Call for

Information

Other positions are available with the Boston Globe, U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service.

Arthur D. Little and Sheraton Hotels.

"Career awareneM i» the number one benefit of a co-op.."

Steve Fitz, Mktg. '87

IBM & EMC Corp.

CALL US TODAY FOR INFORMATION 545-2224

•SbBASTIAN

DISTINGUISHED TEACHERS
AWARD

NOMINATIONS

DEADLINE: November 7, 1986

IF YOU KNOW A FACULTY TEACHER OR
TEACHING ASSISTANT/ASSOCIATE

WHO IS TRULY OUTSTANDING AND DESERVES RECOGNITION,

SUBMIT A NOMINATION IN WRITING WITH A BRIEF DESCRIPTION

OF WHY YOUR NOMINEE DESERVES THE AWARD.

STUDENTS AND ALUMNI MAY MAKE NOMINATIONS.

SUBMIT NOMINATIONS BY FRIDAY, NOV. 7TH

TO: DISTINGUISHED TEACHING AWARDS COMMIUEE
GRADUATE DEAN'S OFFICE

A217 GRADUATE RESEARCH CENTER

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
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Women advised
to keep fighting
Women's struggle is silent

By BARBARA DeLOLLIS
Collegian Staff

Although advances in the women's movement have been

made during the last decade, women must keep struggl-

ing, according to a United Nations official.

Krishna Ahooja-Patel. who spoke to 44 people at Smith

College yesterday, is the chief of Research and Training

of the International Research and Training Institute for

the Advancement of Women.
The institute, a major achievement of the United Na

tions Decade for Women, evolved from the 1975 World

Conference of the International Women's Year, which met

in Mexico City, according to a handout from Ahooja-Patel.

"Working for the U.N. is denationalizing yourself," said

Ahooja-Patel, while discussing "the advancement of

women in the global way."

She referred to the women's movement as the "silent

revolution" because "the battlefield and lines are not in

the streets, but in the family, household, workplace and

the institutions."

Ahooja-Patel discussed problem areas that have not yet

been researched including, women's work in relation to

the Gross National Product and in relation to the educa-

tion structure and employment.

"There are so many educated women, and they're not

in the workplace," she said. "Where are they, washing

dishes?" „
"Women's problems have come... to the surface, she

said adding that "the resistance [to the women's move-

ment] is being broken down."

Concluding the lecture, she compared the women s

movement to a glacier saying, "It's silent, but it's mov-

ing."
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i^Bands

Collegian Photo by Paul Fran*.

WHITE HEAT — Joe Rae uses an arc welder to seal a pipe outside of the Student Union building.

"It was a success," said Shari Silkoff. co-Vice Presi-

dent ofSWAG in charge of the event. "I am really thrill-

ed that everything worked out so well,"she said.

Bill McQuaid. the bassist for Nexus said, "It was a

great feeling to win at home in Southwest."

The drummer for Nexus, who wished to be identified

as "Gonzo" said, "To those who will be patient enough

to come see us at the Southwest Concert in the spring,

we'll make it worth their while."

The Battle of the Bands is a great opportunity for

young aspiring musicians to demonstrate their talent,

showmanship and audience interaction, said Scott Stern,

the manager for Xplain.

Bart Popenoe, the lead guitarist for Xplain said. We

were really happy to be picked. We'd love a chance to

play in front of a larger audience."

continued from page 1

the top five acts and two alternates. Beat Six and

Cruza, said Morvay.

The winner was Nexus and the runner-up band was

Xplain. "It was very hard to judge because the panel

had distinct musical preferences," said Allan Wright, one

of the judges for the event.

"There were a lot of personal biases," said Wright.

There were an estimated 1,000 people attending the

five-hour event throughout the day, he said.

"I am extremely happy at the huge turn out," said Joel

Rabinowitz, the co-President of SWAG. "The whole thing

came off without a hitch," he said.

Group saus pornography hurts men and women
-* •.y -£

.. towards women, agree that while pornograph

By MEG KROEPLIN
Collegian Correspondent

Pornography is harmful to men as well as women, ac-

cording to leaders of the movement to end violence against

women.
Pornography is presently legislated by obscenity laws

which are criminal laws, as opposed to the civil rights ap-

proach which equates pornography with sexual

discrimination.

The civil rights legislation acknowledged that with por-

nography comes victims.

"Rape is illegal. Take a picture of that rape and it is

protected by the first amendment," said Laura Grohie,

who is from the Educator Advocate program at the

Everywoman's Center.

"Present obscenity laws leave it up to the judges and

the cops — who are predominantly white heterosexual

males. They have the freedom with these obscenity laws

to decide what is "obscene" or not. Obscene is usually

defined by "community standards" and if it appeals to so-

meone's prurient standards — which means if it arouses

the judge it is obscene." Grohie said.

She said that people say that there is no link between

pornography and sexualized violence, but she feels

otherwise.

"Rape crisis centers didn't get calls about bestiality

rape, then it became a popular theme in mainstream porn.

Immediately thereafter, rape crisis centers received

telephone calls about women being forced to have sex with

dogs and other animals," she said. "I consider that shovv-

ing a link between pornography and sexualized violence."

Wendy Darwin, a resident assistant in Northeast

Residential Area said, "I have a hard time believing a

man reading Hustler will then go out and commit violence

against women. But the societal values pornography rein-

forces, such as women like to be abused and are subor-

dinate to men, are definitely linked to violence against

women."
Grohie said that some experts assert that pornography

prevents violence against women as opposed to causing

it, by satisfying "deviant urges."

John Breckenridge and Steve Botkin, members of

Brotherpeace, a national organization against violence

towards women, agree that while pornography may pre-

vent some men from committing violence against women,

it also may incite some men toward violence.

"Pornography has a hurtful effect on both men and

women," Breckenridge said. "Any man who reads por-

nography and that is where he gets enjoyment, is hurting.

He is relating to an image."

"Men end up using pornography as a substitute for real

people and real affection," Botkin said.

Both Botkin and Breckenridge agree that oppression is

taught. As children, men are powerless, but they grow and

learn to oppress.

Men will not oppose pornography until they realize the

negative effect it has on themselves as well as women,

said Breckenridge.

According to Botkin, pornography has never been ac-

ceptable for men to talk about. Since they were children

men were taught that they had to take the initiative and

perform, to use women as objects and as conquests, he said.

Due to this, men have a hard time with their sexuality,

he said.
iizaiion agaiiisv viuicuvc

Three assaults reported,

one with a deadly weapon
At 2 a.m. last Friday, there was a report

of an assault with a deadly weapon on

Route 9, Amherst, in the west bound lane.

A man stopped his vehicle and leaped out

of the car attacking two pedestrians,

Amherst police said.

A 19-year-old Holyoke man was later ar-

rested in Holyoke on an Amherst police

warrant and charged with the assault with

a dangerous weapon on two accounts, at

7:50 p.m., Saturday. The assailant was

identified in a police photo lineup by the

victims, earlier in the day in Holyoke.

Police were able to track the man because

several Amherst College students witness-

ed the attack and reported the registration

plate number to the Police in Amherst.

Bail for the man was set at $10,000. He

was placed in the Hampshire county jail

and was arraigned yesterday. The attacks

men and one Holyoke man were arrested

and charged with the larceny of a motor

vehicle. Police on patrol had observed the

three men traveling west on Route 116 in

the stolen vehicle, police said.

Police pursued the vehicle for several

miles before the suspects finally pulled

over. The three young men are also

suspected in the assault of the owner of the

vehicle, police said. Since the larceny and

assault occurred in Hadley the three men

are being formally charged in Hadley.

•At 1:36 a.m. Sunday police responded

to another report of an assault and battery,

this time at the College Inn parking lot,

near Hunan Garden on Route 9 in

Amherst.
, ^ /- . . *

The assault was a result of a tight at a

party at the College Inn. An Amherst man

was "attacked and kicked by another man

rreT^prrrardTe wla ;n has n7t Thl T^rn pointed out H.s attacker wh^^^^

yet been located, police said. police arrived to disperse the fight and the

In other police reports; „ . ^ , ,
P*'"'^^- , .ttda r» TOMAqFTTT

•At 4:23 a.m. Saturday, two Springfield -LAURA D. TOMASE 1 1

1

Collegian Photo by Rob Skelton.

DOWNTOWN BROWSE - Visiting Amherst, Sarah Kain looks

over books on display outside of the Food for Thought

bookstore in Amher.tt center. .

F

Y
I

Mary Rosenbluth, a writer and human rights acfii^is/ will speak on

"Twenty Years of Occupation: Human Rights on the West Bank, at

4 p.m. today in Herter Hall's 6th floor lounge.
^ ,,, , n u

Rosenbluth has just returned from a one-year stay on the West Bank

and is working on a book focusing on the condition of workers in the

occupied territories.
. u*

The Amherst Railway Society will hold a meeting at 8 p.m. tonight

in the Engineering East Auditorium.

Members are encouraged to bring their Central Vermont Railway

models for the "Show and Tell" table, and to demonstrate to the Lar-

son brothers what "real" trains look like.

Casa Latina will hold the ninth session of its Functional Spanish

Course at 7 p.m. tonight at the Casa Latina. 19-R Hawley St..

Northampton. ___^.—^_——^-^-^——

—
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Pre-law society will provide support
By MELISSA KERMAN
Collegian Correspondent

The Massachusetts Pre-Law Society, a newly-formed

registered student organization, hopes to provide students

interested in attending law school as well as students in

law-related careers with an opportunity to meet others

who share their interests.
, ^i o-^o^^tf

Founders Greg A. Dawson, president, and Ehot Prescott.

vice president, said they hope to bring practicing attorneys

to give speeches on law-related topics. These speakers will

provide students with a source of current information and

support in developing their career goals^

Possible speakers include lawyers from the Environmen-

tal Protection Agency as well as the head of the

Massachusetts Bar Association.

Hugh Bell from the University prelaw advising office

will speak on "a liberal art's education and law school

at the first meeting. Topics for discussion will cover law

and business, law and ethics, law and environment, and

law-related careers. Prescott said.

Although there are currently 10 members in the club

both Dawson and Prescott said they are confident that in-

terest and membership will grow.
TT«i„«r

Prescott. a Junior transfer student from Duke Univer-

sity, said. "University of Massachusetts students in-

terested in law are at a great disadvantage because of the

lack of a law major program at the university.

Prescott is very enthusiastic about the pre-law society.

He said he hopes to create a "Mock Court. He said this

exercise would provide students with experience and

knowledge within a hypothetical court case.

The Massachusetts Pre-Law Society is open to all

undergraduates. Oi. j *

Shari Silkoff. acting Student Registrar of the Student

Government Association said. "This is the first time m
10 years that the University has had a Pre-Law Society

and from Greg Prescott's enthusiasm I am sure they will

be a great success."

The first organizational meeting will be held at 7:30 p.m.

Nov 6 in the Campus Center Meeting Room. Thereafter,

meetings will be held on the first Thursday of each month

Correction:

Due to a reporting error, a story in yesterday's Col-

legian incorrectly identified a golf course. The golf course

across from which the town of Amherst would like to

build a subsidized duplex is the Hickory Ridge Country

Club.

WALT DISNEYWORLD
COLLEGE PROGRAM

Walt Disney World Co. Represen-

tatives will present an information

session on the Walt Disney World

College Program, Wednesday, Oc-

tober 22 at 7:00 pm in Campus

Center Room 803.

Interviews for spring co-op positions

will be scheduled after the informa-

tion session. Targeted majors Inlude

Hotel/Restaurant, Business, Fashion

Merchandise, Communications.

Contact Jeff Silver for more informa-

tion, 545-2224.

I Pray St Amherst

549-5403

Open 1 lam 7 days a week

Call for take out

GOOD FOOD & DRINK

SSSSH!
gotta keep this quiet.

Charlies homemade pizza is amazing

...You

altlwIisneyUlorld
AN EUuAl OPPOBTuN'' POOL TABLE, VIDEO GAMES, JUKE BOX, 2 COLOR TV's

A FAVORITE LOCAL TAVERN SINCE 1976
l9es WAIT OlSNtv PBOOUCTIOHS

HEAVY
WEIGHT

SALE
ON

CONCOURSE
ONE WEEK

ONLY

Crew Neck $11.95
reg $14.95

Hood

Pants

$15.95
reg $19.95

$12.95
reg $15.95

AVAILABLE IN

ASSORTED
COLORS
S-M-L-XL

L

ARE YOU A SOPHMORE
BUSINESS MAJOR?

^.UNIVERSITY o,e

STORED --
Located in the Campus Center

EXPERIENCE is a must to be suc-

cessful in gaining the competitive edge

in today's Business World.

THE COLLEGIAN is offering the

opportunity to gain THE MOST
VALUABLE BUSINESS EXPERIENCE

on campus

Applications for the position of

^ASSISTANT BUSINESS MANAGERS
are now being accepted

This position requires

Responsibility, Dedication, and Time Committment

- the qualities that future employers are looking for.

Come down to the Collegian Business Office in the Campus

Center (Rm 1 13 - lower level; 545-3500) and pick up a job ap-

plication and description and submit it no later than

FRIDAY OCTOBER 31.
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Students and Question One
On November 4, the people of Massachusetts will decide

whether the state should have the power to limit access to the

nation's second most common medical procedure — abortion.

The abortion issue is referendum question number one on

this year's ballot. If it passes, the state legislature will have

the right to eliminate public funding of abortion for poor

women, to prohibit private insurance coverage for abortion,

and to make abortion illegal if the US Supreme Court reverses

its 1973 Roe vs. Wade decision.

University of Masschusetts students who are registered to

vote should help decide this issue at the polls on November

4. Even a student who isn't registered can have an impact by

helping the groups fighting on his or her side of the issue.

Students should vote "no" on this question. The legislature

should not have the right to restrict access to abortion.

Women presently have the right to choose abortion, and pro-

perly so. Though many - approximately thirty percent of the

nation — say abortion is murder and unethical, that is a very

subjective judgement, often based on religious tenets. The state

no more has the right to make that judgement for individuals

than it does to require people to believe that Ronald Reagan

is the Antichrist. The judicial system has recognized this —
for now.

1 rr 4.

Beyond the issue of freedom of choice lie others that aflect

Massachsetts citizens who are also college students. If this

question passes, it is likely that the University's Supplemen-

tal Health Plan will no longer pay for abortions. That even-

tuality could mean the end of a college education for dozens

or hundreds of University women, and could force them to have

children they can barely support.

Giving the legislature the ability to eliminate public fun-

ding of abortions raises the specter ofthousands of poor women

with two options: bear a child you can't provide for and watch

the two of you go on welfare, or take your life in your hands

and have a back-alley abortion. Elimination of federal abor-

tion funding has already killed some women who chose the

second option.

Advocates of this question are presenting it as a tax issue,

arguing that taxpayers shouldn't bear the expense of this

medical procedure. This argument is deceptive, illogical and

discriminatory. Most supporters aren't pro-taxpayer nearly as

much as they are anti-choice, seeking to make their personal

opinions the law of the land. If they were primarily concerned

for the taxpayer, they would be more worried about a new,

huge generation of welfare mothers and children than they

would about the costs of state-funded abortion, which are

meager in comparison.

And most shamefully, they are seeking to hurt women, and

poor women in particular. As long as women have a protected

right to this procedure, it should not be a procedure reserved

for those wealthy enough to bear its expense. The poor should

not have one more inequity placed upon them by the

self-righteous. ^.u u i^
Students who vote on this question next month should

remember that college women at public universities tend not

to be wealthy women. By voting "no" on question one, they

will be saying no to discrimination and death and saying yes

to a commonwealth that protects freedom of choice.

Thinking about drinking
Today is the second day of Alcohol Awareness Week. The

week seems somewhat redundant, as students have conclusive-

ly proven that they were aware of alcohol all along.

That's the problem, say the people running the week, who

have planned an interesting series of events designed to help

the University community make intelligent decisions about

drinking.
, , , ,

,

x- 4.

We appreciate the efforts and would add some questions to

the discussion, as the Collegian's contribution to Alcohol

Awarness Week:
.

Why is alcohol, which leads millions to despair, presented

so attractively in our society? Should students who can drmk

responsibly be penalized for the behavior of those who can t.''

Should there be alcohol awareness sessions for entering

freshmen? How much damage do students do to themselves

and their lives with this drug?

Sobering points to ponder.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the Col-

legian Board of Editors.

From behind the scenes...
Folks, I've finally received it. Don't ask

me how I got it, I just got it. Spirited out

of Iceland aboard a cod trawler, here is an

excerpt from behind the blanket of silence

from the meeting between the two world

leaders:

(the sound of a fly circling, landing, a

pause, the swap of a newspaper).

"Got 'em."

"Excellent."

"Thanks, been practicing in the rose

garden."

"This calls for celebration, bottle of finest

Russian vodka."

"Sounds dandy to me."

"In Russia, if man not drink vodka, we

say is mamen'kin synok."

"What's that?"

"Is like, how you say, your Jimmy Carter.

Wimp, no?"

"Yup, a wimp. Say, mind if I just call you

Mike?"
"Yes, sure."

"My pals in the Oval Office just call me

Ronnie."

"O.K. Ron, where is your wonderful Nan-

cy?"
"She's back home fighting drugs."

"A good woman your Nancy Reagan.
"

"Well.. .I'll drink to that."

"Nazorove!"
"Cheers!"
"Sometimes, wish could get away from

Raisa."

"Hm, have you seen that Karlsdottir, the

new Miss World from Iceland-she's hot."

"She better be, place like Club Med

"She makes my poor Nancy look like a

week-old slab of peanut brittle."

"You would not cheat on your Nancy

Reagan?"
"Heck no, she's the finest girl m the

world, the free world that is, haw, haw."

"You also no chicken spring."

"Nope, I suppose not, but I can still ride

with the best of 'em. Say Mike, you know

I was just joshing you about that whole

Daniloff stink?"

"I do not blink!"

Frank Flanagan

"Heck, I know that. But the folks back

home think I'm some sort of gunslinger.

I even ate Mexican food once a week with

Nancy 'til I found out the doc was using

my colon for sausage links."

"My people also, like that. Think I am
technocrat, young Marxist bear. But Par-

ty complain when Raisa buy dress in

Rome and Paris. Socialist city! See, Stalin

more like statue than people."

"Fill 'er up Miky."

"Sure, what you think of down Airplane

in Nicarague?"

"A brave young American, but an ass. He

should have told the American public he

was doing a pilot for a inovie. then they

would have understood."

"Hm, I consider that with sinking sub but

too many survivors-many, many

witness."

"Then I guess you don't lose too much

sleep over those gosh-darned missiles?"

"Is people do not stand missiles, want

more food, television. Is not members

Politburo."

"Same back home. Most Americans seem

to want a test ban treaty but we in govern

ment know better, haw, haw."

"Suppose we should do something, owe it

to world. I say reduction of missiles by 5(y

next ten years, you no more S.D.I.?"

"Nuts!"
"Sure, I see that movie."

"Pour me another one Red."

"Sure, you big brave American cowboy."

"Did you remember the checkers?"

"Yes, here in pocket, you have board?"

"You bet, the winner gets to tell the press

first that the other fellow does not want

to negotiate for peace."

"I drink to that."

"Salute!"

"Salute!"

Frank Flanagan is a Collegian
columnLft

Letters

A question of economics
After reading Michael

Berman's letter of Oct. 16 I

am compelled to respond. To

understand the Soviet

Union's view of SDI (Star

Wars) one must look to the

Soviet's history. The Soviets

view any military move by

the west as potentially

threatening. They see it as

something which they must

counter. Already, our levfjl

of technology greatly sur-

passes theirs. Soviet

physicist and H-bomb
developer Sakharov has siz-

ed this gap at ten years.

What the Soviets fear most

about our development of

SDI is not its final deploy-

ment, but that while hurry-

ing to deploy it we will

make some sort of

technological breakthrough.

they are spending approx-

imately twice what we are

spending on defense (12 per-

cent GNP vs. our 6 percent).

Their economy is in no posi-

tion to absorb an even

larger military budget. It

can be strongly argued that

their concerns are rooted

more in economics than in

defense. Seth Ginsberg
Amherst
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HI?
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DOXQli
know

how to

_ use this

^^^i APPLE
MACINTOSH?

RENT TIME on our APPLE MACINTOSH*

Get PRINT-OUTS on our APPLE LASER\^^^^rER®

THE PAPER HOUSE, INC.

65 UNIVERSITY DRIVE
(NEXT TO BELLS PEZZA)

AMHERST

549-5656

A

An Alternative Record Store

SpMializing in P«yoh«(Mk;
*

Punk ' QraMhil OMd '

Rook n Ron ' EjcptnnMntal

Muse
ALSO QUAUrV TIMIMTS ft POSTERS

TOP CASH PAID FOfl

RECOnOS TAPES STEREOS GUITARS

MAXELL XL-2
BOX OF 10 FOR

$21

MAXELL UR-90
BOX OF 10 for

$10

253-9209

M-Sat 11-7, Sun 12-5

HOW FAR WILLYOUR TALENT TAKE YOU?
Apply for the TIME College Achievement

Awards and find out. TIME Magazine is search-

ing for 100 college juniors who have distinguished

themselves by their excellence, in academics and.

more imptirtantly. exceptional achievement out-

side the classrmim.

The top 20 w inners will be awarded S2.500 and

profiled in a special promotional section of

TIME. Eighty finalists will receive $250 each

All 100 students w ill be given first consideration

for internships with participating corporations.

Deadline for applications is December 31.

1986. Deuiils at your deans office or call 1-800-

523-5948. In Pennsylvania, call 1-800-637-8509.

TIME
The Ci)llcgc Achievement Awards

Acrrww
SPB^IAL
OFf^ERl

TME
AMHERST
DELICATESSEN

OPEN Mon-Sat

9am-10pin, Sat9-6

549-6314-

SPALDING
O

EPSON
PRINTE
Free LX-86 Printer when you buy
an EQUITY I Computer System!

from

"SM our sales consultants

tor additional savmgs

lis^^ar

'^**?sr.

Co^'

U^e

M ^oclot^

rtGood3

This limited time offer includes ^^
a complete IBM -PC compai-
ibte Epson Equity 1 computer
system with dual 360KB floppy

disk drives-or single floppy

disk drive and 20MB internal

hard disk- plus a FREE Epson
LX-86 printer valued at S349.

Equity I is pari of the Epson
Equity I, D and ID family of

personal computers that offer

t>etter performance plus more
standard features than the
corresponding IBM-PC, XT"
and Ar* models.

SOCCER S FOOTBALL ACCESSORIES AT DISCOUNT PRICES

FOOTBALL (Leather) W.r. S60 NOW M 1.50

FOOTBALL (L..th.,) W.re $2i NOW •8.00

BASKETBALL (L.alh.r) ** o? NOW 'SM
BASKETBALKRubbT) *!;! «| NOW 'aOO
SOCCER BALLS W*" *" ^^^ **•""

TUES.-WED.-THURS.-FRI. — 10-5

SAT. 8-12

425 Meadow Street, Chicopee MA 01021 539-2056

TAKE EXIT 4 OFF I-391 TUHH LEFT «n<l Th«n LEFTATLICHTS^

EPSON
COMPUTERS

EQUITY I
Dual Roppy Disk
Drive System.

EQUITYI
20MB Internal Hard
Disk System.

avariat* at

I N

smiar savings

FREE FXB6 Printer with purchase of

an EQUITY U COMPUTER SYSTEM.

ComputerWorks
228 Triangle Street, Amherst 549-7133

10-5.30 Mon.-Ffi.. Sat. 10-4
^^
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^SWAG
continued from page I

"I don't see any justification for [SWAG's] complaint,"

said Bennett. "Even if they file it, there's no case," he

added.

Senate Speaker Paul Wingle said that treasurers in

previous years have not transferred concert funds until

December. What Strickland is doing "makes perfect

sense," he added. "She's doing it in the interest of fiscal

responsibility."

"I have full confidence in Katherine [Strickland] and

her financial decisions," Wingle said.

SWAG co-Preaident Joel Rabinowitz said reserve funds

have always been transferred in the "very beginning of

the fiscal year." Furthermore, he added that the senate

has transferred reserve money for the Economic Develop

ment Office.

Fiscal year 1987 officially began July 1, 1986.

Rabinowitz said that, according to Strickland, there is

$60,000 less to allocate for the new fiscal year than pro

jected by the Budgets Committee because student enroll-

ment has allegedly decreased. All of Southwest's swing

space is filled, he said.

Strickland said the $60,000 was "only a good estimate,"

not a definite one. "I would love it if we could actually

meet our whole allocation," she said.

Marilyn Blaustein, institutional research assistant, said

that compared to last fall the enrollment of

undergraduates has decreased slightly, but compared to

last spring it has increased. ^^^

ifHomes
continued from page 1

State to spend a certain

amount of money or specify

state action. "It's an at-

tempt to raise people's con-

sciousness and awareness of

the necessity of preserving

existing housing and

creating new housing for

low- and moderate-income

people," she said.

According to the Right to

Housing Project, 75 percent

of the homeless in

Massachusetts are families

Discover Everything... Fall and Winter Sale

Cross-Country Ski Outfits
(All Outfits Include Skis, Poles, Boots

and Bindings)

Traveler

Salomon Boots
SNS Bindings
Poles Q
No Wax Skis 'k^

Day Skier

No Wax Skis

75mm Bindings

Poles
Leather 75mm Boots

$

AIl-Tcrrain Bicycles

Jamis CTomijlly Frame Reg. 429

CC Shimaro Gears »aie

$07Q95
Jamis Dakota %3 M :^

• All above
• Aero Rims
• Ritchey Tires Reg. 489
• Suntour XC Cam brakes m g%.ik^

Sale 449'^

Regularly

38'^

95'"'

100*°

Child's Outfits
Irak Kidski

Turbo 135cm
Turbo Jr.

Also: Kids Boot Swap Free
Kids Boot Trade In

Major Clearance on '85 Boots

Poles and Other Equipment

Sale
29«s

59"
65"

Schwinn
Mesa Runner

Royce Union
City Cycle

PiWotoii

Cool Weather Clothing

• Speed All Sport Tights

• Endless Road Tights

• Giordana Cycle Clothing

• Diadora Cycle Shoe Covers

Lifa Polypro All Styles

NORTHAMPTON • AMHERST GREENnELD

and public assistance money

in Massachusetts is at a rate

of 40 percent below the

poverty line. Also 65 per

cent of welfare recipients

are spending more than

three-quarters of their mon
thly income on rent, accor

ding to the project.

The amendment would

encourage the state to ad-

dress these and other hous-

ing issues, the project says,

by expanding programs that

help the poor pay for hous

ing and promote the preser-

vation of areas where
McGlynn said condominium

conversion.s and commercial

development "are forcing

people into the streets."

ARE YOU

PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HELP?
Birthright Can Help
• FfCE PfCGNAIOr TESnNG

S«m* 0«v R**ults

~S«nfte«« tht art

ft—, ConHd9ntM. Caring

A H9lpl'jl

S
549-1900

Amhwst
Carriag* StK>r«

«n aiter'>AiK't to abonmn

6244"

eating place

SUN - THURS
6 AM - 3 AM
FRI & SAT '

OPEN 24 HOURS

BREAKFAST SERVED
ANYTIME

BEER & WINE
SERVED TIL MIDNITE
PLENTY OF PARKING

CAMPUS PLAZA _
NEXT TO SUFEB STOP « SHOP)

Rt«. 9 • Hadley(Amh«rtt
256-6889

EMPLOYMENT applications]
BEING taken' 1

Are You Upset Over The

Changed Date of Graduation?

If you are, WE NEED YOU
The Space and Calendar Committee

changed graduation date from May 30,1987 to

May 24, 1987. We, the graduating seniors, op-

pose this change and want the graduating date

moved back to May 30, 1987. Something must

be done and WE CAN DO ITI Urge your parents

and friends to write letters opposing the chang-

ed date.
Dean Field - 227 Wtiitmore Administration

or

Provost O'Brien - 362 Whitmore Administration
^^i^BUtm^-

or

Charles Schewe - School of Management

(Chair of Space and Calendar Committee)

Go to the Faculty Senate Meeting Thursday at 3:30

Paid Political Advertisement by Students for May 30, 1987 Graduation Date
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BLACK AFFAIRS
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Third World senators increase to 27
By KATHRYN KIRBY
Collegian Staff

Since 1983, there hasn't been as much Third World

representation in the Student Government Association as

this Fall semester.

"I'm happy to see the increased number of Third World

We Create A Style As
Individual As you Are
- CONSl LTATION

AND STYl.K CUT

mi
( ()l I'ON ^: SI IDKM I.I).

«.-> IMVKKSITV DHIVK, AMHKRST
r>49-.">(iH) cxp II 7 8(>

caucus senators and members, and look forward to a year

in which Third World students can be more productive

and effective in representing Third World issues and pro-

tecting Third World students rights," said John Ruddock,

senior member of the Third World Caucus.

This year there are approxiamately 27 Third World

students participating in the student senate, a number

that hasn't been seen in a long time. According to Rud-

dock there are many factors that had contributed to this

problem such as a lack of volunteers and an increase in

student apathy.

"To become a senator a student has to be elected through

their dormitory residential area or appointed by the House

Council president or appointed by the Third World

Caucus," explained Joseph Paige, a newly appointed

Third World senator.

Ruddock encourages all Third World students to visit

the Third World Caucus meeting, which is held at 6 p.m.

every Wednesday in the Dukes Room.

UMASS
MEDIATION

PROJECT

Hammer out a solution

But leave your hammer at home

Free, fast confidential way
to resolve disputes

Call or come by M-F 9-5

425 Amity St, Amherst - 545-2462
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DoonesburY
By Garry Trudeau

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

ARE YOU DRINKING MORE

NOW & ENJOYING IT LESS?
The Student Opportunity Pro-

gram offers information and

group support to help you

change your drinking patterns.

Contact Amy Leos-Urbel at UHS
549-2671 X181

The Black Mass Communication Project

will present a rap show Saturday featuring

Eric 'B' and Rakim with special guests Wat-

tage and BMCP All-Stars. This event will

take place at 9 p.m. on Saturday Oct. 25 in

the Student Union Ballroom.
Gordy

"Again'> What is it with you that as soon as

you put one fin on the land you have to go?"

By Gorde

WRITING A PAPER? NEED HELP?

VISIT THE WRITING CENTER

Pierpont in Southwest:

Baker B24 in Central:

Mon & Wed7—9pm
Mon & Tues.7—9pm

BRING ANY PAPER— AT ANY STAGE

PEER TUTORS CAN HELP — FREEfl

-me FBos OKI you rD
AKiD YOU SAT -r^£^£

UJHfi£ -THEY AS<eP
YOU OfJ£. (^JUESTIOfJ '^

AUP AJOt^J YOU'RB A
^^JUIOft sooc OOCi^ftS
R.ICHEK. yusr To tC£EP
YOUR MOUTH SH<^, AKJD

MOST CF AU .

YOU ejcpbct aab to
BE/JE^e ALL OF THIS

C^RBAGE.'

I

ALL STUDENTS!!!
5th Annual Five College

GRADUATE &
PROFESSIONAL
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By Bill Dearing
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Campus Pond

Over 100 schools including:

Boston University

Brandeis University

University of Chicago

Columbia University

Fordham University

Georgetown University

Institute for Paralegal Training

Monterey Institute of International Studies

New England College of Optometry

New School for Social Research

Northeastern University

Rennsalaers Polytechnic Institute

Tulane University

University of Massachusetts Medical Center

University of Vermont

WANG Institute of Graduate Studies
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George Forcier of the Recorder will critique

the Collegian at 7:30 p.m. Thursday, Campus

Center Room 903. This counts towards staff

status!

By Sal

Bloom County
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Campus Center Auditorium

University of iVIassacliusetts/Amherst

10 am to 3 pm

Information & Literature on Admission,

Finar:ial Aid, and Housing

SPONSORED BY
Office of Career Counseling - Amherst College

Careers Options Resource Center - Hampshire College

Career Services - Mt Holyoke College

Career Development Office - Smith College

University Placement Service - Univ of f\/lass
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Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Michel Jaffc

ACROSS
1 D( s gp
4 RucKef (Of one

e Pals

1 3 Novelist Hunter

t4 Mod musical

15 Deniien ol

Yellowstone

Park

16 Unetpected
winner

18 Handbag
19 Called

20 Unaspirated

consonant

22 But to Cato

23 Certain ego
24 Hold back

26 Irked

28 Hibbeo
3> Kind ol teni

34 Cousteau lo'

enampte
37 Comic Mort and

tamily

38 Adam 5

grandson

40 Fro:eri

42 Appeal

43 Seville

youngsters

4S Lawful

47 U5NA grad

48 Small poniard

50 Architect

Saaiinen

5? Fierce animal

55 Idiom in a way

69 Dos Passos title

61 Pianist Hess
67 Ttiin

63 Utter

65 Hoan
67 Actress Burstvn

68 Pianist

Tempielon

69 Turns to the

right

70 Talent or beauty

71 Pari ol a clan

72 Tolkien tree

DOWN
1 To no —
2 18th cen

Revolutionist

Jean-Paul

3 Leg loints

4 Old a

blacksmith s |ob

5 Pitcher part

6 Bridal path

7 Baobab and
ginkgo

8 Units ol

aleclrical

current

9 Small amount

10 Falls ai Niagara

1

1

Stan ol North

Carolina s

motto

12 E«igency

13 Norse poetry

1 7 King ol Judea

21 Proli!

24 Bacchanalia

25 Rivet ol Souin

Atrica

27 Semi

29 College in North

Carolina

30 War medals

31 Writes

32 Entity

33 Hair styles

35 Whilrtay oi

Wallach

36 Dramatist Eknar

and tamily

39 Certain anas
41 - Walkura

44 Pari

46 Snares
49 Rugger score

51 City near

Newark N J

53 Bombeck and
namesakes

54 Tributary ot th«

Etb«

56 lr>e<periencad

57 Caucasian
Aryan

58 Asian holidays

59 Pan ot the eye

60 Hurok and
namesakes

62 Faction

64 Bee s follower

66 Agt

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLt
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/ Menu
Lunch Dinner

Tuna a la King/Puff Pastry Barbecued Chicken

Triangle Chopped Beefsteak Special

Tacos

Basics Lunch

Vegetable Taco

Tuna a la King/Puff Pastry

Triangle

Basics Dinner

Mixed Bean Casserole

Barbecued Chicken

Weather
Today will be sunny with clouds developing,

temperatures in the 60s

Tomorrow will be cloudy with sun in the afternoon,

temperatures in the 60s.

Today s Staff
Nlfht Editor * TomMiddleton

Copy Editor M^u'^J^Jf;^

UYot.tT.ch ^''^"l.^^ol"1
Prodttctlon SupervUor Debb|e P.kul

ProducUoB Marc Infield, Barbara DeLoUis

Michael Berland, Lynne Dewhurst,

and Steve MathevASon

Executive Board — Fall of 1986

by Berke Breathed

DODE LEVENSON
bdi^or m Chief

JOHN YONCE
t/anjging tditci

STEVE RUBIN

ROB SKELTON
tdito'idi Editoi

WILLIAM SPAIN

tditonal Editor

ANSEL ZINTER

prodLiction Manager

Business Board - Fall of 1986

PAL I H LESSER

AJvi"' - -i ^''t'^ Manager

VANESSA ROTH
F.rtjnce Managei

PATRICE LAWSKY
f.'jikfting Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Circulation Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Subscription Manager
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Sports Notices

The University of Massachusetts wrestling club will

hold its first meeting at 3 p.m. in the wrestling room in

Boyden on Friday. Anyone interested in wrestling tor

UMass should attend.

The Intramural Department is still accepting roster

entries for volleyball, oneon-one, and foul shooting.

Please have entires submitted to the Intramural Office

by Friday. Also, spaces are still available for the Laser

fag competiton. Team entries may be turned in at the

Intramural Office between 3-6 p.m. on Wednesday at

Boyden Gymnasium, room 215.

Water polo solidifies N.E. rank with wins
The University of Massachusetts water polo team

solidified its current number two New England ranking

this past weekend winning four of five conference mat-

ches versus league opponents at Brown University m Pro-

vidence. RI.

The Minutemen. 12-6 overall and 7-3 in N.E,. swept to

four victories (Yale, 11-6, MIT, 17 7, Harvard, 6-5 and

Boston College, 14-8) before falling to nationally 10th-

ranked Brown, 12-5, on Sunday.

-Good solid team defense was the key to our success an-

chored by strong goaltending by (Fred) Marius, UMass

head coach Russ Yarworth said. "Our goal now is to play

Brown for the New England Championship.'

Against Brown, Yarworth said the Minutemen played

their best game of the season despite the outcome. Down

4-1 after one period, UMass played the Bruins even in the

second quarter to go into halftime down 5-2. But Brbwn

erupted for five goals in the third period to put the game

away.
"We were just trying to stay within 10 goals. We cut

down their goals on counterattack, so that was good," he

said. ___——-

COLLEGIAN 1
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i^ stickers at Dartmouth
continued from page 12 factor. UMass

is a special game, and we hope to play well enough to win,

which means its going to take a lot of skill and luck."

The Big Green's offensive machine is engineered by

junior forward Kate Perle, who leads the squad with six

goals. Perle accounted for two of her team's three shots

inside the circle in last year's Dartmouth-UMass clash.

Dartmouth's defensive unit is anchored by captain right-

back Amy Heiserman, and netminder Tiffany Cunn-

ingham, who has a 2.05 goals-against-average in her first

year of varsity action.

"I hope that their inexperience in goal will be a lactor

in the game. Ivy-League teams are funny. Sometimes they

come out and play hard, like Harvard did against us, Hix-

on said "We just want to continue to improve our level

of play, take advantage of the chances they give us, and

maintain our momentum.
'it's impossible to play crazy for the whole game, but

we can play in spurts. It says a lot about this team when

we can play with a high level of intensity for an extend-

ed period of time like we did in the last 20-minute8 of the

UNH game and in the second half against Syracuse.

DELI PLATTER
SPECIAL

Cup of Soup du jour

Deli Sandwich of your choice (Turkey, Ham,

Pastrami, Roast Beef, or Corned Beef)

Choice of Cole Slaw or Potato Salad

Dill Pickle

$2.65
a $3.25 value

Oct. 17 thru Oct. 21

11:30 am-1:30 pm

O

GROUND vFLOOR/STUDENT UNION

w

HADLEY PUB
Russell St - Rt 9 Hadley MA

(next to Campus Pizza)

CONGRATULATIONS

BOSTON RED SOX
1986 A.L Champions

Come Cheer New England's

Number 1 Team and Watch

the World Series on our

GIANT 10 FOOT TV SCREEN
World Series Special:

Extra Large Pitchers - $3.25

Live Entertainment or DJs

7 nights a weel< - dance floor - no cover

Watch for the most theatrical

and bizzare Halloween Party

ever at the

HADLEY PUB

HOUSING
EXEMPTIONS
APPLICATIONS

Frosh, sophmores and Stockbridge students who wish

to live off campus for the Spring Semester 1986 should

apply for an exemption from the on-campus hous-

ing regulation. Housing Exemption Applications are

now available in the Housing Assignment Office,

Room 235 Whitmore. Applications are due no later

than Thursday, October 31, 1985. Applications will not

be accepted after this dote. Please submit all ap-

plications to the Housing Assignment Office, 235

Whitmore.

IMPORTANT NOTES:
Please Read Carefully

••Signing a lease is not valid grounds for receiving an

exemption from the on-campus housing requirement.

DO NOT SIGN A LEASE UNLESS YOU HAVE

RECEIVED AN EXEMPTION. Any student who signs

a lease without prior approval form the Housing

Assignment Office is reponsible for all on-campus fees

and will be required to reside on-campus.

••Students who are granted an exemption from the

on-campus housing regulation will lose their housing

assignment for the Spring 1986 Semester on the last

day of this semester, unless prior arrangements are

made with the Housing Assignment Office. Thank you.

Inset Crew

$16.95
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Navy
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For chocolate connoisseurs. General Foods* International Coffees

has created new Double Dutch Chocolate.

The incredibly chocolate coffee.

CLASSIFIEDACTIVITIES • AUDIO
AUTO FOR SALE • CALCULATORS

ENTEk'TAINMENT • FOR RENT
FOR SALE • FOUND

COME .oTcr.ro.,C. - CO .,3 MO. :3..3:3, .B, .3.,.0E.0U.B . O.VS ..O. TO PUBUC.T.O.. CASH . .OV..C.. .'^O^'O^^ ^<^~TS

.NSTRUCTION • MOTORCYLCLES
PERSONALS • RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDEr^* SERVICES

ROOMATE WANTED -TRAVE.
WANTED -SUBLET

ACTtVITHS

ATTENTION YFU ALUMNI

The Youth For Understanding area

reoresentative would Ime to meet you all'i

Please call Nancey 548-9329 or Laura

549-4099

ORADUATESANOM^ludents Social

Hour every Thursday 5 00 Blue Wall

Campus Center Build a tradition' Mee.

each other

FREE MOVHsTArtheVewman Center

Every Friday night in the front lounge

•Gandhi' Oct. 17 at 7PM

THE STUDENT HEALTH Advisory Board

meets tonight" Room 302 at the Univer-

sity Health Services new members

welcomeil All members must attend!!

UPC GENERAL MEETING Tuesday.

10/21 at 6 30PM in Earthfoods Details

on upcoming shows!!' New members

always welcome!!

1975 CHEVROLET VEOA. Excattent

body mechanically sound, some new
parts S800 549-1742 eves

BED FOR SALE single box and mattress

tirst $25 laKes it 584-2905 eves (Alan)

B4 RENAULT ENCORE LS 5 speed air

cond AM/FM cassette comfortable ride

43000 miles and mint condition S3000 call

Kent 548-9129

1979 CHEVY WAGON. 99 400 miles

new clutch, Best offer. 536-5434 Even-

ings week-ends.

1978 CHEVY MALIBU 70000 milM 3 spd

no rust $995 253-7421

OHM L2 SPEAKERS 4 yr. warranty Call

6-7921

YARN $60 MERCHANDISE credn at

Webs for only S40 call 6-6360

1980 FIAT STRADA rust proofed Ex

tremely cheap 253-5693 Keep Trying

EXCELLENT RUNNING AND well mam
lained 1977 Mazda RX4 Ed 586-9402

UNIVERSITY STORE HAS engineering

Press Exam Files for Engineering

Calculus. Physics. Chemistry

MUST SELL 78 PINTO. Good cond no

rot runs well FM/CAS w/eq 57K Mi 900

or BO 413-367-2893

1987 VW RABBiT, 4-door. auto, no rust.

many new parts, excellent cond. Must

sell, $2500 or 80 call 546-5524

DRUMS 4 P'ECE Dixie kit. 3 roto toms
Zildjan Hihats, crash and ride very good
condition $450 spare snare drum $15
call 549-6267

HUP WANTtD

HELP WANTED ALL positkjns La Casa
De Carmelila's Restaurant at Molel 6 in

So Deerfield Breakfast . lunch and dm
ner shifts available appiv m person Mon
thru Fri 12 lo 5Ptv1

fELEMAm<ETERS NEEDED! TOP
dollar and lle«ible schedule Paid train-

ing classes start October 29th Call Chen
for interview 584-3594

INTfRN$HIP AVAILAILC

UMASS PRIDE! Share your enthusiasm

lor the University while deleloping public

relations, marketing interpersonal, and

counceling skills The admission office is

looking lor dynamic and articulate interns

and volunteers to promote the Universi

ty 10 prospective students Academic

credit available Applications in admis-

sions office. 255 Whitmore, until

November 4

H.P. lie CALCULATOR in library lower

Please call 546 4778 for reward

FOUND

GINaThOM MANSFIELD I found your

pictures' Call Jon a; 549-7432

CAN YOU WWTI

1980 PLYMOUTH HORIZON automatic

no rust, runs well, $1200 549-7160 after

4PM weekend

DENTAL ASSISTANT - TWO days / wk
some eves and Sals experience helpful

on bus route 584-6557

WANTID

WiNTEH^fORAOE FOR MOTORCY-
CLE prefer Nhamp/Hadley area Will pay

reasonably $ 584-0593

iNflRESTED in W"'I,"*Gp'°'
'^J?

Largest College Daily m New England?

Come down to the Mass Daily Contain'

You can write about Arls. Editorials ftack

Affairs News, Women's Issues, & Soofls.

We're located m the basement of the

Campus Center behind the TV set. The

Collegian We build Careers

Wi'Ri OVIRWHiLMEDI

ALPHA PHI OMEGA: our first coed rush

was so successful -we have '^e largest

pledge class even But are we satisfied?

NOi By popular demand- information ses-

sion 530 Tuesday Rm 415 Studem

Union Minority students and men en

couraged to torn Equal opportunity

fraternity

1977 PLY VOLARIEwaoon Excel runn-

ing 774-3638 after 5PM

1974 FIAT 124 Sport Spi^der convertabie

new roof |ust painted runs well $1150
549-6742

MOTORCYCU

YAMAHA VERAGO 920CC shaft drive

digital new rubber oval discs low miles

helmet $1200 4C Brandywine slop by

LICENSED MANICURIST for Amherst

area Salon 549-4979

RESPONSIBLE PERSONS TCTcare for

5yr old in my home 2-4 days (afternoons

only) per week Car 4 references Call

256-0850 after 5pm

TRAVEL FIELD OPPORTUNITY. Gain

valuable marketing experience while ear-

ning money Campus representative

needed immediately for spring break trip

to Florida Call Campus Marketing at

1-800-282-6221

PUFTON DWELLERS! LET us take over

your lease in Jan call 546-1213

RIM WANTID

FOR A OOOD TIMI CALL

CASH

PAYING CASH FOR your baseball cards

please call Mike 549-0333

K>R SALE

NHRTAINMENT

MuSiCIANTirElDED'^OR perfor-

mances at Belchenown State School

Funding available Contact Bruce

256-42M

HALlaWETlTMrniiiONTREAL! oTt

30-Nov 2 only $79 Call 665-4729 or see

2;VnmeHltchMW.Fs 2-5 except

Wednesday 10/22

CETtiCS VSWuTfs;i^rH3irt7ord Dec

2 Luxury Coach and earr-e tickets $25

Call now limited seats available 253-39ib

or 549-7142

BROTHER ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER
with correction feature excellent condition

256-0860

DRUM SET-7 piece slingerland Includes

roto toms zildjian cymbals, hardware and

accesories $750 Jim 5497477

EXCETlENT CONDITION! MERCURY
Comet A/C PS no rust low miles Old but

previously owned Dy a Sunday dnver A

steal at $1200 or 80 eves 1-527-8578

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent free meals

Light clean-up
Call Che^i at AXO

545-2152

NEED A JOB? Like travel? Ambitious

people needed to market unique travel

product with no existing competition Ex-

cellent experience for business, com-
munication and HRTA ma)ors No ex-

perience necessary, car helpful Contact

Mary 549-6118.

MANAGER TRAINEES NATIONWIDE
Tool Co expanding in Amherst Now hir

ing 25 new employees great money ex-

cellent working cond $ career opporlum
ty Pad and full time work For interview

call Willie 256-4101

RACk-A-DISK ENTERTAINMENT
Agency - Discjockeys, Bands, Lights and

Large screen video dances 549-7144

TVPINO SIRVICi

QUALITY TYPING. Long or short pro

jects Meticulous proofreading Rush pbs
OK New IBM typewriter 5490367

PROFESSIONAL TYPINO SERVICE

^ PAPERS, CASES, DISSERTA-
TIONS- dependable on-campus,
reasonable. 584-7924, Nancy

rVMNO

SPEEDY KEYS" Professional typing

256 1002 8AM- 11PM

ON HALLOWEEN GO into alte^ states

in the S U B at 4 for $1 50, 6,6,10 lor

$2 00

AUTO FOR SAU

73 VW SUPERBEETLE rebuilt engine,

new lires, sunroof Reliable 549-6364

COMPUTER RADIO SHACK model 3

16K ram Like new - $350.00 or BO Call

Matt 546-9832

LOT 22 STICKER forliaie $30 or BO call

546-8566

SKI SHOP MECHANIC. EXPERIENCED
perefered Apply in person Western
Village Ski 32 Mam Street Northampton,
MA

SERVICES

TYPING^ TAPE f

R

ANSCRIP'TION" Fast

accurate 665-7652

KEG TAPS FOR sale! Brand new, never

used keg laps only $25 Packies charge

$45 for used taps Don't waste your

money! New taps $25 Call Tony
256-1438 today

PHONE SURVEYERS NEEDED, No
sales Evening and weekend hours.

$5 75/hr to Start Downtown Springfield

location Call 203-562-2013

DAYTIME: CASHIERS. WAITPEOPLE,
bartenders hosts, dishwashers parttime
Apply Judies Amherst

INSTRUCTION

MICROPROCESSORS ECE 326 Can

anybody help me with lab programs? wm
ing 10 pay good $ please call 548-9129

PERSONALS

UNCLE MOIRA- HAPPY birthday could

tnis De the year?

LED ZEPPELIN'S THE Song Reman-
tne Same" Wednesday night in SUB

SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA OPEN RUSH
Party dates

October 20 7-8 00 pm
October 21 7-8 00pm
October 22 6-9:0Opm

All university women invited to open rush

Our house offers sisterhood, friendships,

scholarship and social events Trv

something diHerent, Tri-Sigma 382 North

Pleasant Street 545-0046

KAREN LURJEhappy birthday'!' We love

you Love your SDT sisters

TREASURER i^EDEDFOROrchard HiFl

Area Government No experience re

quired Nomination papers available Sun

Oct 19 Nomination papers due Sun Oct

26. come by 1 12A Field (next to Sweets)

7-1 1pm any night

JOHN" AND DAVE OF SQUIRE
VILLAGE. Take be away from the base-

ment some afternoon to the TOC You II

be suprised how easy I buy the drmks

The third but temporarily idle 21 CLUB
MEMBER

DID YOU BUY a car from Kevins Auto

Repair? If so, we need your help Please

call 323-4421 after 6PM

take' a break at Orchard Hill Area

Gov't Coffee House tonight 7.9PM in

Webster Mam Lounge-Food »

refreshments

take a break ai the Orchard Hill Area

Gov t Coffee House 7-9PM in Webster

Lounge on Tuesday Oct 21

ON HALLOWEEN WILL you be in

Altered States

SPEND HALLOWEEN IN Altered Stales

MISSING: LOVELY PORCELAIN bunny

and a beer consuming cactus Usually

travel together Waiting for safe return or

are they )U8t on another wild binge

DESPERATELY SEEKiNGD.O.^Pretty

in Pink" in Art History 100-MW mad

about you"

KENNETH H. LLOYD your birthday has

been found' Enioy il' Love Becksler

Wire, and Lindsy

FOR RENT

ROOM AVAILABLE IN Amnerst house

Co/y Convenient Affordable Call Nora O'

Amy 266-8809

ROOMMATE$ WANTED

ROOMMATE WANTED TO share I bed

in 3 bea Apt in Puffton VIg lel 256-0546

AMHERST — 2 Bedroom in house Bus

route $180 aeach plu 549-6604

RESPONSiBLEFOR LG apt on bus routs

own room lumisned but bring bed $210

lor room plus utilities call 3234969 before

2PM 323-6311x530 alter

FEMALE NEEDED TO rent a Brandywine

apt Until the end of the seirwster It s late

so price IS negotiable 549-4538

SQUIRE VILLAGE ON bi4S route near

stores Share large 2-bedroom 1% bath

lownhousebeg Jan Ist partly furnished

$247 665-8588

IN BRANDYwfNET bidroom availabe

starling Dec 1 call 549-0068

SERVICES

TERRIFIC TYPING FROM Speedy

keys Professional reliable service

256-1002 . Bam 11pm

TYPING. TAPE TRANSCRIPTIONS.
Fast accurate. 665-7652

DISSERTATION BLUES? PROFES
SIGNAL editor can help wriling/pro

ofreading Student rates Call 256-6150

TRAVEL

COLLEGE WEEKEND IN Montreal only

$79 Oct 31 Nov 2 There's still lime' Call

665-4729

TOUR TO THE SOVIET UNION, Jan

3-16,1987 $1588 See Prol Jones, 634

Hene' or call 253-7827 evenings

WANTED TO RENT

STARTING JAN OR FEB"
3 females lo rent rooms
or take over lease of

apt or house
call 546-7347

.IRANT 45- YOU don't have to take your

clothes off to have a good time- the DNO

if WILL TINAI ify^ill be so beautiful!

LOST
MARCY, I LOVE you J««

LET THE CLASSIFIEDS

WORK FOR YOU...
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SPORTS

Volleyball sweeps away
Central Connecticut, 3-0
Ferguson, Gladkowska lead sweep of Blue Devils

CoUegiao photo by Paul DesmaraU

Sophomore Barbara Meehan and junior Cheryl

Alves get together to make a pass during last

night's sweep of Central Connecticut.

UMass to battle Harvard

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts volleyball team found

itself in another one of those kind of matches that are more

exciting as a video game last night, as the Minutewomen

pounded Central Connecticut State University, 15-8, 15-3,

15-4 at Totman Gymnasium. The win improves the

spiker's record to 18-2, overall. UMass is currently m se-

cond place in the Atlantic 10 conference with a 3-1 mark.

"We were very sluggish tonight, but this match was no

different from any other match we've played this year,"

head coach Elaine Sortino said. "We started to pick things

up as the match went along."

That was a good thing for the Minutewomen, who, along

the way, remained undefeated at home this season with

a 12-0 mark. From the UMass perspective, the first ten

minutes of the match could have put a seven year-old

hyperactive child on cafiine pills to sleep. The spikers

tallied the first two points of the game on a Marcy

Guiliotis middle kill and a Violetta Gladkowska down line

kill. ^ ,. .,

But after an inadvertent nap, UMass found itself trail-

ing the Blue Devils, as CCSU dinked and dumped its way

to an 8-3 lead.

That would be the last lead the Blue Devils would en-

joy the rest of the night, as UMass ripped off the next 12

points. Freshman setter Karen Ferguson was the first to

come out of the coma, as she delivered three service aces

to draw the Minutewomen to an 8-6 deficit.

UMass tied the score at 8-8 behind a Juliet Primer six-

pack and CCSU net violation before junior co-captain

Michele Barys caught the Blue Devils playing campfire

defense with a well-placed dink for a 10-8 advantage.

UMass finally stopped fooling around and disposed of the

Blue Devils in the first set, 15-8.

The second set also started out on a rather reserved note,

as nine side outs proceeded a Gladkowska service winner

for a 1-0 UMass lead. The Minutewomen, keyed by

Ferguson, then had the offense running on all eight

cylinders with the spikers running out to a 8-1 lead.

A CCSU time out didn't hamper the UMass rally, as

the lead swelled to 12-1 before a Barbara Meehan hitting

error gave the Blue Devils their first point in light years

at 12-2. A four-hit violation gave CCSU another point

before the Minutewomen took the second set, 15-3.

The highlights were few for CCSU in the third set, as

the Blue Devils could produce only four points and seven

side outs. The Minutewomen seemed to recover form their

early evening slumber when senior co-captain Debbie Cole

produced a 1-0 lead with an acrobatic dig of a Rayanne

Arico hit. CCSU closed the gap to 3-2 on a UMass

centerline violation, but failed to make any noise the rest

of the way. „ _ , , , ^

Meehan served the Minutewomen to a 7-2 lead, betore

CCSU responded with a mild run to draw to 7-4. UMass

went on to tally the final eight points of the match paced

by the serving of Primer and Ferguson, for a 15-4 third

set win. The sweeping ofCCSU marked the 12th time this

season UMass has swept an opponenet.

The Minutewomen will now focus their sights on two

crucial upcoming matches. UMass will travel to Kingston

RI to face the unpredictable University of Rhode Island

on' Wednesday and will square off against 15th-ranked

Penn State University in what will be the final home

match of the season. Penn St. is currently the only

unbeaten team in the A-10 with a 4-0 mark. The Lady

Lions are 22-2 overall.
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Side Outs: Gladkowska is currently eighth m the A-lU

in hitting efficiency with a .253 efficiency percentage.

Gladkowska has connected on 101 kills in 253 attempts

with 37 errors. . .As a team, UMass leads the conference

in team blocking (4.27 blocks per game) and is third in

service aces (2.25 per game) and assists (10.42 per game).

The Minutewomen are fourth in hitting percentage (.205)

and kills (10.50 per game) and are dead last m digging

average (5.37 per game).
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The Minutewomen will be on the road for the last seven

matches of the season before the Atlantic 10 tournament

on November 21-23. The confemce tourney will be held

at Rutgers University. . .coming soon to a Collegian near

you; VolleyLingo: Part 11.

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

women's soccer team is fighting in a war

that takes the form of five games in 11

days.

The first battle is over and the

Minutewomen were victorious, but they

will take on another tough opponent today

when they battle Harvard University at 3

p.m. at Boyden Field.

"Harvard is tough," UMass coach

Kalekeni Banda said. "They never die. You

have to beat the hell out of them."

If the Minutewomen play the way they

did in their 5-0 pasting of Adelphi Univer-

sity Saturday, they'll be fine.

Five different UMass players scored in

the game, as the Minutewomen put

together their strongest offensive output in

seven games. Until Saturday, UMass had

outshot opponents, 176-46, but had won

five games by just one goal.

The five goals are a good sign, because

UMass needs a good deal of offensive out

put this week. In Harvard goalie Tracee

Whitley, it will be facing one of the

toughest goalkeepers in the region. The

junior keeper has posted a 0.81 goals

against average with five shutouts, and

Banda knows what UMass will be up

against.

"Whitley is the best goalie that I've seen

in New England," Banda said. "If she's on,

she'll be tough to beat."

UMass will need to shoot early and often

and try to establish a lead, but if the game

comes down to defense, the Minutewomen

will be in good position.

They have allowed just two shots on goal

in their last two games, and averaged less

than four shots allowed per game.

Starting goalie Carla DeSantis has a

GAA of 0.75, having allowed nine goals in

12 games. She has four shutouts of her own

and has shared one with Brooke Adams.

On offense, Michelle Powers is the leader

for UMass. The sophomore forward has

eight goals, including three game-winners,

and five assists for 21 points.

Bob Scalise's Crimson, 6-3-1, are coming

off a 3-1 loss to Dartmouth College. Their

offensive leader is Karen Pinezich, a junior

midfielder who has three goals and one

assist for seven points.

Field hockey at the Big Green

By LINDA DELIVORIAS
Collegian Correspondent

This is an ideal time to start another win-

ning streak.

The University of Massachusetts field

hockey team, fresh off a convincing 1-0 vic-

tory over Syracuse University on Sunday,

try to make it two straight against Dart-

mouth College, at 3:00 p.m. today at

Hanover, NH.
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The Minutewomen, 12-2, had their

previous 10-game string broken by the

University of New Hampshire on Satur-

day, but should have little difficulty in cap-

turing win number 13 at the expense of the

Big Green, who have posted a pitiful 1-6-2

slate this year.

"We have to beat the teams we are sup-

posed to beat, but Dartmouth is a pain in

the neck. They're not a highly skilled team,

but they always try to get in our way,"

head coach Pam Hixon said. "Dartmouth

tries to slow us down, and get us caught in

our transition game. They don't want us

to run or play a long-ball type game."

Last season UMass squeaked by Dart-

mouth, 1-0, at Amherst. Lisa Griswold

broke a 0-0 deadlock with just 34 seconds

left in the contest, but the low-scoring game

was not indicative of the Minutewomen's

overall dominance of the Big Green. UMass

outshot Dartmouth, 25-9, and had the

definitive edge in penalty corners, 22-4.

"They scored in the closing seconds of the

game, so if we can hold them for 34 more

seconds this time we have a shot at winn-

ing," Dartmouth head coach Mary

Twyman said. "Revenge is definitely a

continued on page 1
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Junior forward Cathy Spence and the rest of the Minutewomen will play

host to Harvard University at 3 p.m. on Boyden Field today. UMass comes

into the game with a 10-2-1 record. Harvard is 6-3-1.
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DWARFED BY THE CEMENT BLOCKS that are the Fine Arts Center, a group of school

children make their way across campus yesterday.

Police prepare for *crazy fans' as

Sox fever sweeps UMass campus
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LAURA D. TOMASETTI
Collegian Staff

As World Series excitement bviilds around Fenway, on

Landsdowne Street and in Kenmore Square, excitement

also rages in towns, cities and campuses across

Massachusetts.

"Boston fans are crazy fans," a Boston sportscaster said.

Last Wednesday night when the Red Sox won the

American League pennant there were about 3,000

students cheering wildly on the pyramids in the

Southwest Residential Area.

Police in Amherst and at UMass are preparing for what

they feel will be a controlled reaction to a possible Red

Sox World Series victory.

"I have a laid-back attitude about the situation at this

moment," Gerald T. O'Neil, director of public safety at

UMass said. "We will wait and see how the games go and

then react."

"Last week there was a lot of noise but after about an

hour the students dispersed, " he said, "they are usually

civilized about these things."

Captain David Jankowski of the Amherst Police Depart

laent said that they will heve extra patrols tonight until

the end of the series, although they are not "anticipating"

any problems yet "because we do not know if the Sox are

going to win."

The bars will probably be more crowded but the

managers of the bars will be able to handle that,

Jankowski said.

Students are not always as calm about the series as are

police officials. In the 1975 Cincinnati Reds-Boston Red

Sox World Series' Game Six the noisy crowds watching

the game in the Southwest towers shook the buildings

with their cheering and clapping, Mark Keenan, a stu-

dent at UMass in 1975 said.

"That game went until 2 a.m., even my professor was

late for class the next day because he was up watching

the game," Keenan said. "The seventh game of the 1975

series quieted everyone on campus with a Sox loss," he

said.

Because the last Red Sox World Series victory was in

1918, the campus could become rambunctious if they take

a victory this year.

"The Celtics winning is something Boston fans are us-

ed to, but the Sox in the World Series is overwhelming,"

UMass student Phil Russell said.
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Freedom versus safety surrounds referendum question

Question 5 asks voters to assess

UMass receives

$800,000 for
power research
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

Congress has awarded the University of Massachusetts

$800,000 for a project to study renewable energy sources,

and the director of the project said yesterday the funds

will make UMass a national leader in wind energy

research.

James Manwell of the mechanical engineering depart-

ment said he is excited over the release of the funds, and

that they will be used for a series of experiments design-

ed to help scientists build better wind energy machines.

The project will be co-supervised by the Department of

Energy, Manwell said, and UMass will be keeping DOE
informed of the progress of the study. Manwell said the

project would help the US catch up with Europe in the

development of renewable energy technologies.

The funds were included in the $576 billion spending

legislation signed Monday by President Reagan, an aide

to US Rep. Silvo Conte [R-Mass.] said. Manwell praised

Conte for his assistance in getting the grant through Con

gress, and the aide said it was Conte who "persuaded the

senators to back down" when they wanted not to include

the money in a Senate bill.

Included in plans for the project are experiments to

determine the most efficient spacing of wind machines in

large-scale wind energy layouts, to find better ways to

make the machines "catch the wind," and to study how

noise from wind energy systems can be reduced, Manwell

said.

"This is a difficult time for the US community because

they're falling behind Europe" in the development of wind

and other renewable energy technologies, Manwell said.

He added that the project will help UMass make up for

lost time.

"In general, the University used to have^ big program

in renewable energy. Since the advent of the Reagan

years, the amount of research money has [fallen] drastical-

ly," he said. "What money there was was given to the

wrong projects," meaning the development by large cor-

porations of huge wind turbines.

"So they [the corporations] were able to suck up the

money and spend it on large projects that were very ex-

pensive and have problems," he said. "Meanwhile, the

European strategy was to start small and work up in size,

solving problems as they went."

On the potential of wind power, Manwell said "I see it

as one of the major alternatives to conventional power

,

sources. On the. southern coast of California, there are

thousands of wind-power machines that have the combin-

ed power of Seabrook," a troubled nuclear generator in

New Hampshire.
Manwell said the supervisors of the project would be

seeking more funds in the future, and plan to study

sources other than wind power.

"The oil glut is only a short-term thing," Manwell said.

"In the long run, renewable energy sources are probably

the only solution."

seatbelt law
By JEFFRY BARTASH
Collegian Staff

Editor's note: this is the second ofa series

on referendum questions on the Nov. 4

ballot.

Individual freedom versus personal safe-

ty summarizes the battle over question 5

on the Nov. 4 state ballot, a binding ques-

tion that asks voters whether they want to

keep the seatbelt law that was enacted on

Jan. 1, 1986.

"The government shouldn't be in the

business of telling us to wear a seatbelt. It's

a violation of our rights to decide for

ourselves," said Robert Ford, president of

The Committee to Repeal the Seatbelt

Law, a statewide organization based in

Swampscott.
"We want to send notice to the state

legislature that we don't want our freedom

interfered with," Ford, who wears a

seatbelt, said.

Paul Carey, campaign director of The

Staying Alive with the Seatbelt Commit-

tee, a statewide group based in Boston,

disagrees. "The government isn't taking

anything away from us," he said. "It's

simply a safety reminder."

At present, the law is applicable to near-

ly all drivers and passengers except in

several specified cases. Drivers and

passengers are subject to a $15 fine, and

the driver is subject to a $15 fine for each

passenger under 16 not wearing a seatbelt.

The law can only be enforced if the driver

is pulled over for another violation. The
driver cannot receive a surcharge on

insurance.

In May The Staying Alive with the

Seatbelt Committee formed to counteract

The Conunittee to Repeal the Seatbelt

Law, which formed after the law was

enacted. The groups have been the only

major organizations battling over the

question.

According to the state Registry of Motor

Vehicles, 415 motor deaths occurred in the

six months before the law took effect and

335 m the six months after the law took

effect, which Carey said is remarkable

because Massachusetts drivers have driven

"700 million more miles in 1986 compared

to 1985."
^,. ^ ,

Carey cited Department of Public Safe-

ty statistics that show 737 fewer serious in-

juries in the first eight months of 1986,

after the law, compared with the eight

months in 1985 preceding the law. He also

said 205 people have called his committee

since January claiming seatbelts saved

their lives in recent accidents.

Ford blames the auto companies for the

inception of the seatbelt law, saying if it

was repealed auto companies would be re-

quired by law to install safety devices, such

as airbags, that are more costly than

"They have spent $30 million nationwide

to support seatbelt laws. If it wasn't for

them, there wouldn't be a seatbelt law,"

said Fdrd. "We resent the auto companies

deriving profit at our expense."

However, federal regulations require in-

stallation of airbags or other such safety

devices by auto companies by Jan. 1, 1989

in Massachusetts only if fewer than two-

thirds of the states in the country have a

seatbelt law.

According to the National Highway
Transportation and Safety Administration,

$42 billion is spent nationally on emergen-

cy care, medical care, disability benefits

and financial support by the government

to those iiyured or paralyzed in accidents.

A study by Newton-Wellesley Hospital said

$325 million was spent by Massachusetts

last year.

The NHTSA also said that $21,000 is the

initial cost of each non-death in an

accident.

"It's not an individual case, it's a public

burden," Carey said.

The inclusion of the question on the

ballot is the direct result of the Commit-

tee to Repeal the Seatbelt Law, which

gathered more than 56,000 signatures [on-

ly 32,000 are necessary) to bring the

referendum to the voters.
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Soviet diplomats are

ordered out of U.S.

DYKSTRA HAMMERS A HOMER - New York Mets Len Dykstra

hits a first inning home run off Boston Red Sox pitcher Dennis "Oil

Can" Boyd,left, which kicked off the Mets 7-1 victory over the Red
Sox in the third game of the World Series at Fenway Park Tuesday

night.

WASHINGTON (AP)-The Reagan id

ministration yesterday ordered 55 So\ iel

diplomats to leave the country within nine

days, but said it hoped the action would not

sour the prospects for arms control.

Five of the diplomats were declared "per-

sona non grata" n retaliation for the

earlier expulsion of five U.S. diplomats

from Moscow. The additional 50 were

ordered out to onng the Soviet embassy

staff in Washington and consulate staff m
San Francisco "to parity" with the size of

the U.S. contingent in Moscow and

Leningrad.

State Department spokesman Charles E.

Redman announced the massive retaliation

with "regrets," but said it was forced on the

administration by the Soviet Union.

Redman also sought to assure Moscow

that the United States did not want to lose

the momentum achieved at President

Reagan's summit meeting in Iceland with

Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev.

"We remain committed to pursuing the

dialogue stemming from the Reykjavik

meeting in all areas of our relationship."

he said. "This problem of espionage is m
important one, but it is a separate problem,

and our plan is to go ahead with the

dialogue."

i'he administration is preparing new
arms control proposals, based on the sum-

mit meeting, to present to the Soviets in

negotiations in Geneva. Also, Secretary of

State George P. Shultz is due to meet with

Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard A.

Shevardnadze in Vienna on Nov. 6.

Under the new ceiling, required by Con
gress last year, the Soviets will be permit-

ted to have no more than 225 people at

• their embassy in Washington and no more

than 26 at the consulate in San Franci.sco.

This amounts to a reduction of 54 posi-

tions in Washington and 15 in San Fran

Cisco. But with some of the posts currently

unfilled, 38 people will be required to leave

the capital and 12 must quit San Francisco.

The five Soviets declared "persona non

grata" were identified as counselors

Vasiliy Fedotov, Oleg Likhachev and

Aleksandr Metelkin and attache Nikolay

Kokovin, all at the embassy in

Washington, and Lev Zaytsev, consul in

San Francisco.

This matches the expulsion of the five

Americans from Moscow for what the

Soviets Sunday called "impermissible ac

tivities."

Youths ravage city in Zimbabwe
HARARE, Zimbabwe (AP) - Thousands of angry black

youths who blamed South Africa for the death of Mozam-

bique's president today smashed offices, overturned cars,

threw firebombs and attacked shoppers and office workers.

The targets included the U.S. Embassy, and diplomatic

missions and state airlines offices of South Africa and

Malawi, the only African nation that has diplomatic with

South Africa.

Police said many people were injured, but none

seriously.

More than 50 demonstrators were arrested during three

hours of rioting, authorities said.

The violence erupted after a gathering at the Mozam-

bique Embassy to mourn Samora Machel who died Sun-

day when his plane crashed 45 miles from the Mozam-

bican capital of Maputo, just 200 yards inside South

Africa

About 5,000 rioters - nearly all of them dlack rampag-

ed throughout the city with cans of gasoline, rocks and

tree branches.

A group of young whites abducted two black

demonstrators at gunpoint near the University of Zim-

babwe campus and took off m three cars. Zimbabwe's

Inter-African news agency reported.

Corrections
Due to a headline error, the winning band in the

Battle of the Bands was incorrectly identified. The
winner was the band Nexus.

A member of the Educator Advocate Program on

pornography at the Everywoman's Center was in-

correctly spelled in yesterday's paper. Her name is

Laura Grohe.

I
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OPEC moves to
restrict oil production

GENEVA (AP> — OPEC oil ministers yesterday were

moving toward a breakthrough in marathon negotiations

to restrict oil production for another two months and

raise prices, sources said.

A key proposal to emerge from a series of private

meetings between key oil ministers called for a total pro-

duction limit of slightly more than 17 million barrels a

day, said the sources who spoke on condition of

anonymity
Under a temporary two-month accord that expires Oct.

31, the 13 OPEC members agreed to limit output to 16.8

million oarrels daily.

Kuwait, which insisted on a higher production ceiling

continued on page 11
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SGA will address BOG
contract question tonight
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By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate is ex-

pected to decide tonight whether to approve

a contract between the Student Govern-

ment Association and the Board of Gover-

nors which would make the board's

autonomy official. The contract, written

by SGA Treasurer Katherine Strickland

and BOG Chair John Hayes this summer,
would grant the board full authority in

allocating space and funds to student

groups using the Campus Center/Student

Union complex without senate

intervention.

The board already operates autonomous-

ly, but no approved written document

stating their right to exists.

The SGA, the Graduate Student Senate,

and the Stockbridge Student Senate each

allocate $7 per constituent to the board's

tax account every fiscal year.

Southwest Area Government Co-

President Joel Rabinowitz has proposed

amendments to the document because he

said he feels the board wants to use the

trust fund without being held accountable

to the SGA.

Rabinowitz said yesterday that his

amendments will probably pass because

they are in the senate's best interest. The

amendments will keep the SGA's relation-

ship with the board "as it was intended to

be," he added.

At the last senate meetine. Strickland ex-

pressed dismay at the proposed amend-

ments because Rabinowitz allegedly never

consulted her. She, with Hayes and other

contract supporters, say Rabinowitz's

amendments nullify the contract.

"The BOG contract will pass as it is

presented [without amendments],"

Strickland said yesterday. "Yes. I am op-

timistic."

Michael Jones, Program Director at the

Student Activities Office, said he hopes the

contract will pass as Strickland and Hayes

wrote it because the amendments "confuse

the issue." Although he understands

Rabinowitz's point of view, he feels the

board is a "very capable" governing body,

Jones added.

Hayes said yesterday, "If the amend-

ments are accepted, we're not going to have

it go to a vote and we'll take it offthe floor
"

Central Area Government President W.

Greg Rothman said he will withdraw a mo-

tion which he proposed at the last meeting

asking the board to lift a ban on Coors in

the Campus Center and the Student Union.

The ban, initiated by the board, went in

to effect two years ago because of the Coors

company's alleged involvement in sexist,

racist and anti-union policies.

Rothman said he did some research to

conclude that "We don't need to go through

the BOG to bring Coors back. I was

wrong."
Rothman said he plans to vote in favor

of Rabinowitz's amendments.
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HOW HIGH? - Tenzin Wangchuk, 4, looks skyward on the Amherst

Common yesterday.

Man suspected of
assaulting 2 youths
Two incidents of assault and battery were reported Mon-

day to Amherst police.

At 1:12 a.m. yesterday, a 16-year old boy came to the

police station and reported that a man had followed him*

and a friend before assaulting him at 11:25 p.m. Monday

on Main St., police said.

The boy told police that he and his friend were walking

toward the bus stop after leaving a restaurant. When the

friend started to cough, the man approached and alleged-

ly made a remark, police said.

The man then allegedly followed the two, making fur-

ther remarks, until words were exchanged and the man
allegedly "took a swing" at the boy, police said.

The boy then pulled a trash can from its mount on a

parking meter, and threw it at the man, hitting him in

the arm, police said. When the man kept coming, the boy

threw it again. The man kept coming toward him, so the

boy "kicked him in the face and went home," police said.

The suspect has been identified, and the boy told police

he will seek a complaint.

Police said there was a sign that alcohol was responsi-

ble for his behavior.

At 6:15 p.m. Monday, a resident of Chestnut Court

Apartments reported an assault which allegedly happened

"a couple of weeks ago," police said.

continued on page 5

Human rights activist denounces
Israeli policies on West Bank
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Palestinians living in the West Bank are subject to il-

legal policies by the Israeli military, which has occupied

that territory since 1967, a human rights activist said

yesterday.

Marty Rosenbluth, aided by a slideshow, spoke yester-

day to about 30 persons in Herter Hall's sixth floor lounge

on the inhumane methods the Israeli use to punish

suspected Palestine Liberation Organization members.

Rosenbluth has spent a year and a half in the West Bank,

which lies in Israel west of the Jordan River.

"Everything in the West Bank is controlled by the

[Israeli] military government."

"In the early days of the occupation, they [the Israeli]

began the policy of house demolition," he said. Before

1967, Jordanians controlled that territory.

Israeli authorities claim they have demolished 1265

houses so far, but other estimates indicate a higher

number, he said.

"The Fourth Geneva Convention banned collective

punishments explicity," he said, adding that the Israeli

ignore it because they reason that individuals who break

ON TOP OF THE SITUATION - Dave Papineau and Don Potvin of Hamill McCormick of

Springfield repair air compressors on the roof of the Fine Arts Center yesterday.

the law not only hurt themselves but also those surroun-

ding them.
. , J „

Israel's justifications for the punishments include alleg-

ed lack of proper building permits, security needs, and the

need to increase space for Israeli settlements, he added.

Fifty-two thousand Israeli immigrants control 52 per-

cent of West Bank's land, which forces the Palestinians

to live in hill villages, Rosenbluth said.

"Palestinians are not ready to lay down and give up,"

he said. Many have taken their cases to the Israeli High

Court, but failed, Rosenbluth added.

"Whenever a house is demolished, it is written up in

the Israeli press," Rosenbluth said, adding that these

demolitions have "been criticized within Israel. The

authorities, however, have turned a deaf ear."

Little international awareness of the situation exists,

he said, although the information is very accessible.

"The Israeli policies of oppression.. .have to end im-

mediately," he said, adding that Americans must begin

to speak out against them. Americans must pressure the

media to cover the situation and the elected officials to

address it, he said.

The event was sponsored by the Social Thought and

Political Economy program.

Women's Forum
Women's Forum is a weekly listing of events related to

women's issues. Notices should be sent to the women's

issues editor, care of the Collegian, by the Friday before

the event.

Wednesday—
A Human Relations Forum will address "The Sexual

Harrassment Policy: A Change in Procedures," 12-1:30

p.m. in 805-9 Campus Center.

The "Writers Speak: Gender and Identity" senes

continues with feminist poet Marilyn Hacker ,8 p.m. in

804-8 Campus Center. Hacker will relate issues of gender

and identity to her poetry, including " Separations" and

"Presentation Piece."

Thursday—
Kitty Kolbert, attorney for the Women s Law Pro-

ject will speak about abortion rights,8 p.m. in the Main

Lecture Hall at Hampshire College. Her talk will focus

on the impact of the proposed Massachusetts Anti-

Abortion Amendment onr the November ballot.

The Women Working Film Series vkdll show "Hired

Hands Women of Steel",a film looking at sex role

stereotyping of women in non-traditional jobs. The film

will be shown from 8-9:30 p.m. in 104 Thompson Hall.

The Kaleidoscope Project will explore "Freedom of

Speech And Speech That Hurts: Where To Draw The

Line(And When). Speakers include Dean Alfange, pro-

fessor of political science, and Rabbi Saul Perlmutter,

B'Nai Brith Hillel. The session will take place 3:30 p.m.

903 Campus Center. The meeting will focus on issues that

arose following the appearance last spring of Paul

Cameron, anti gay rights speaker.
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Graduate Senate votes to support BOG autonomy
By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Graduate Student

Senate voted unanimously to support the autonomy of the

Board of Gk)vernors at last night's senate meeting.

BOG President John Hayes explained in an address at

the beginning of the meeting the ramifications of

autonomy in relation to the senate. After three comments

and one reply the motion passed without opposition.

Ralph Sbragia, executive officer, stressed the need for

representatives on the Board of Governors. There are

eight open spots which makes the graduate senate the

largest voting block on the BOG.

After the vote the meeting continued with various

reports. President George Claxton reported that Dave

Gobran. chairman of the Legal Services Office Govern

ing Board, said a suit concerning the University's deci-

sion not to allow students to use the LSO against the ad-

minstration will be filed against the University next week.

Gobran had consulted with lawyers in Boston about the

decision to sue.

The LSO governing board was also examining the pro-

blem ofjoint authorship of academic reports, Claxton said.

This question raised at the meeting two weeks ago. At

that time senators expressed concern over professors' wan-

ting credit for work done by students. This could mean

the professors' names listed first or having it listed at ^n

Murray Borrello a senator from the Geology/Geography

department said his department felt a rulings on the mat-

ter should be made case by case as opposed to a blanket

policy.

Vic Liptak of the Academic Standards Committee said

the problem will also be considered at that commitee's

meeting on Friday.

Senator Eve Paris, a senator from the psycholgy depart-

ment, reported that Howard Gadlin of the Ombuds Office

had spoken with the chancellor last year about this pro-

blem. Though the chancellor recently asked for statistics

related to the problem, Paris said because of the sensitive

nature their were no "real numbers." She asked senators

to go back to their departments and propose getting

statistics on the matter.

Claxton also announced that the Graduate Student

Senate office will be closed early this week because the

staff assistant is ill. Appointments to see anyone in the

senate office should be made this week, Claxton said.
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RFTY CENT DRAFTS J

SrOP/l tl)arlie'j5
WHAT WILL YOU DO IF YOU

RUN OUT OF OIL?

Relax you can t run

Out ot oil >t you ask
for Our

STUDENT BUDGET
PLAN featuring

AUTOMATIC OIL

DELIVERY!

CURRENT PRICE:

63.90 p«f gallon

You get our ternlic low budget price

lop-grade treating oil, plus vou never

have to wortv about runrjmg out ot heat

or hot water all winter long We also

deliver oil on a C O D basis

PERSONAL CHECKS ACCEPTED

Telephone 253-3408

NATIONAL HEATING
60 SMumway Street^ Amnerst MA 01002

HEAVY
WEIGHT

SALE
ON

CONCOURSE
ONE WEEK
ONLY

Crew Neck $1 1 .95
reg $14.95

Hood

Pants

$15.95
reg $19.95

$12.95
reg $15.95

AVAILABLE IN

ASSORTED
COLORS
S-M-L-XL

'^.UNIVERSITY ".."

MSTORE^ -"
Located in the Campus Center

I Pray St Annherst

549-5403

Open I lam 7 days a week

Call for take out

GOOD FOOD & DRINK

tirTd of the lines?
TRY CHARLIES
October Specials

St Paul! Girl $1.50 Miller Light .99

Copa de Ore Sombrero's $1.25

other weekly drink specials

POOL TABLE. VIDEO GAMES. JUKE BOX. 2 COLOR TV's

A FAVORITE LOCAL TAVERN SINCE 1976

ARE YOU A SOPHOMORE
BUSINESS MAJOR?

EXPERIENCE is a must to be suc-

cessful in gaining the competitive edge

in today's Business World.

THE COLLEGIAN is offering the

opportunity to gain THE MOST
VALUABLE BUSINESS EXPERIENCE

on campus

Applications for the position of

^ASSISTANT BUSINESS MANAGER^
are now being accepted

This position requires

Responsibility, Dedication, and Time Commitment

- the qualities that future employers are looking for.

Come down to the Collegian Business Office in the Campus

Center (Rm 1 13 - lower level; 545-3500) and pick up a job ap-

plication and description and submit it no later than

FRIDAY OCTOBER 31.
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Amherst residents O.K.

plans for dog facility

Sexual harassment grievance

procedures will be discussed

By JOSEPH R. TIGAN
Collegian Staff

Amherst Town Meeting members won't

have to worry about missing any of the

World Series this year, as they concluded

all business on the agenda in one session

Monday night. in the Auditorium of

Amherst Regional Junior High School.

Town Meeting members endorsed the

joncept of a new permanent dog

pound/animal shelter to be located on land

owned by the University of Massachusetts.

"This is the very first step that s Deen

taken towards attacking a problem that

will always be with us," Town Selectman

Allen L. torrey said. "It's a problem that

demands a longtime solution."

Meeting members also agreed on the ap-

propriation of $1,000 for engineering and

design of the complex, and there will be an

effort by the town to cooperate with Friends

of Amherst's Stray Animals [FASA] in it's

construction.w

"Arrangements for future construction

still have to be worked out," said FASA

President Mary Commager. "And while

there has been $1,000 dollars appropriated

towards development, we still have to wait

until the Spring Town Meeting in order to

see if Amherst can afford the bigger

money," she added.

Commager estimated the cost of both the

dog pound [to be run publicly by the Town

of Amherst] and the animal shelter [to be

run privately by FASA] at about $160,000

dollars.

A number of articles were dismissed at

the meeting, but Del Castilho said there

was no connection between the dismissals

and the pressure to end the meeting in one

session due to the Series.

"The articles dismissed tonight were ab-

solutely because of legitimate reasons," Del

Castilho said.

"Even without a World Series, I think it's

good to finish up these meetings in one ses-

sion," Town Manager Barry L. Del

Castilho said. "I like for most town meeting

business to be taken care of in Spring."

The Office of Human Relations will be

conducting a Human Relations Forum to-

day from 12 to 1:30 p.m. in Campus Center

rooms 805-09 to discuss the newly revised

Sexual harassment grievance procedures.

The procedures that the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst originally im-

plemented in November of 1982, have had

to wait until 1985 for sufficient experience

on which to base an evaluation.

During the 1985-86 academic year, the

University hired a consultant to revise the

procedures.

That consultant will take part in today's

discussion with New York State Judge

Alice Daniel, Howard Gadlin, Ombudsper-

son and Co-Chair of the Sexual Harass-

ment Education Committee, and Associate-

Chancellor Jim Leheny.

Leheny said that they will be discussing

the history and policy of the revi.sed pro-

cedures, not whether there should be a set

of procedures.

"We're required to have one (sexual

harassment policy) by federal regulation,"

he said. "The definition of sexual harass-

ment is determined by federal regulations,

as well."

Copies of the interim procedures are

available from the Office of Human Rela-

tions, at 204 Middlesex House.
- BARBARA DeLOLLIS

• police
continued from page 3

FYI
Two Central American activists will make a presentation titled

"Living With War: Reports from El Salvador and Nicaragua"

tonight at 7:30 in the Smith College Neilson Browsing Room. This

presentation is part of a conference on U.S. plans for military com-

bat in the Third World. Call 549-4600, ext. 519.

The man, who is confined to a wheel

chair, told police that he got into an argu-

ment with his personal attendant over a

loud stereo. When the man turned up the

volume after his attendant had turned it

down, the two started arguing, police said.

The attendant allegedly broke the man's

glasses, police said. The man wants the ac-

cused to replace the glasses, valued at $83,

police said.

In University of Massachusetts police

We Educate
Communication
Professionals

See us at the Graduate Fair at your
institution on and get

more information on graduate studies in:

• Advertising & Public Relations

•American Literature

• Business & Organizational c:ommunication

•Communication & Media Management

•Communication Disorders

•Communication Research

•Communication Studies

•Creative Writing & Literature

• Mass Communication
• Professional Writing cS: Publishing

•Theatre Arts

reports:

A jean jacket valued at $25 was reported

stolen at 2:57 p.m. Monday on the 13th

floor of John Quincy Adams house. The

jacket containing a University of

Massachusetts Identification card and keys

was left in the hall, police said.

A Jensen stereo valued at $60 and a tool

chest valued at $300 was reported stolen

from a 1968 Chevrolet pickup truck at 5:02

p m. Monday in lot 31, police said.

- PATRICK JOHNSON and STEWART
GAMBLE

HOT & COLDI
MORS

D'OEUVRES
-g SERVED

DAILY

I

THIS WEEKS SPECIALS
MILLER BOTTLES 99*

MEISTER BRAU & SCHAEFER PITCHERS....$2.75

BECKS LIGHT & DARK $1-50

CAPTAIN MORGAN'S SPICED RUM $1.50

c/4nn fields
Country Pie Restaurant

401 Russell St (Rt9) Hadlcy. MA. 584-031

1

ENJOY OUK HEW DEUaOUS DINNER SPECIALS

• MONDAY

•

• Milk F*d V»l ParawMn

• Chicken Cor4on BIm m/ritu t-M

• Frl«d CombinaUon PI«M
(chickMi t*n**n, •kriiBr< ckcMCI 5.M

• B««f Uv«r w/o«tan*er bMvn SJS

• WEDNESDAY

•

• Linawin* w/wklu riaa MMC* a-M

• ltM»l«4HairCh>ck«iiw/dr«wliic S.M

• Maalloar, (ravy >.SA

• B««r Uvar w/ontmta or bacoa S.2S

• TUESDAY

•

BarbMttcd Baby Back Rika

Baked SlufTv^ Srrorf

Fxiitcctnf Aifrvdo ^

. Bakad 8l«fT«4 Ptp^m

7.M

• THURSDAY •

• U.S.U.A.Choic«>oi.8«ri»lka«k

• Bakvd HiaffMl Scrotf

• Roaal Tarkay w/drmaing

• Dalay Has and SiMnaali

M.M
-1M)

• FRIDAY. SATURDAY * SUNDAY •

• Priaia Rib aa hu ***
- • Bakarf SlafTad Saafood Caaaarai* (abriia^ acallofa. aolal B-M

ABOVE SPECIAL* INCLUDE SAUAD.VteETAlLC AND POTATO.rOKKKKOmWrriBVBBACE
lOINNERS WITH PAKTA DO NOT INCLUDE VECETAILE OR WJTATOl. AL«0 INCLUDED WITH

ALL OINNEBS IS A tOMPLIMENTARV CLASS OF Olll MOl KE WI.Nt OB A SLICK Of OUB
HOMEMADE PIE.

10%
DISCOUNT WITH
THIS COUPON •

I

Qnod for all persons in party

expires 10/31

I

I

J
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3{uH«M garden

MANOARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

The BEST Chines* Food"

lOBckhertownRd.

at Route 9

Amherst

256-0252

Boneless Bar-B-Q ^'">>>

Spare Ribs '2*°
L«rg«

SAbO

New Buffet &
Sunday Brunch

Luncheon
Specials

$Q25
From ^W s*'^^^ y «•"»•

-3 p.m.

Buffet Served 5-8

Mon.-Thurs.
Brunch Served
Sunday 11:30-3

ALL YOU $C75
CAN EAT 5
HBMf vUhFrnh

X) ClMck«n Fintr't

1) Oucktn Win9>

«) OwMM BBQ Po<k

7) Pw> FfMd Km
BlPtnFiwdNoadln

with ChM^cn
9)PMtFnn)H««oli

Si Biouoil in 6v»i" Stva 101 H« » Somi Sow

Luncheon Specials & Take-out Service

Full Cocktail menu

Sun.-Thurs. 11:30 a.m. -10 p.m.

Fri. & Sat. 11:30 a.m. -11p.m.

Who has an answer?
On Saturday. October 11, 1986, a

beautiful fall day, we decided to go show

a little school spirit at the big football

game against the University of Delaware.

We were told at the ticket window that

our student I.D.'s would gain us free en-

try to the game. However, when we hand-

ed our I.D.'s to the person at the gate, we

were told that graduate students have to

pay for admission. Back at the ticket win-

dow we discovered that a graduate stu-

dent at pay the full prices charged for any

spectator outside of the University com-

munity. We are outraged, and we have

some questions which need to be

answered.
1

.

Why is a graduate student treated dif

ferently than an undergraduate student

in that the graduate is equated with those

outside of the college community?

2. What, exactly, is included in the new

Authority fee that is paid by all students?

Has this new fee engulfed the old

Athletics fee?

.3. Is there a difference in fees paid by

undergraduate and graduate students

which explains the difference in treat-

ment for admission?

4. The paragraph in "University Direc-

tions," published by the University which

is entitled "Spectating UMass Inter-

collegiate Athletics" states that "Having

a valid ID. is like having a season's ticket

for all regularly scheduled home athletic

contests." (p. 47, 1984-85 ed.). Does the

treatment extended to us mean that

graduate I.D.'s are not valid?

5. If the athletic department is in finan-

cial difficulty and needs graduate student

revenue, then why is there not, at the

very least, a reduced student price as op-

posed to the present non-University

general admission?

It appears that the graduate student at

UMass is suffering discrimination. Since

an institution of higher education is only

qualified as a university by merit of its

graduate school, we believe that such an

action is more than a little unfair.

Martha L. Backiel

Ellen P. Minor
Amherst

STUDENT HELP WANTED

SNOW REMOVAL
Positions to be filied:

Managers and Asssistant Managers

EARN UP TO $9/HOUR
Applications available at

Grounds Office - Physical Plant

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS — October 27, 1986

ATTENTION ALL NSE STUDENTS

FORMER NSE STUDENTS &
ANYONE INTERESTED IN BECOMING A

NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE CLUB MEMBER

WE WILL BE HAVING A MEETING
THURSDAY OCTOBER 23 - 7-8:30 pm

in HASA 126

Topics to be discussed include the upcoming New York Trip.

Hayride, Information Table and Information Sessions

For all students interested in going to New York over the

Thanksgiving Holiday. The meeting will be mandatory

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT FALL RECRUITING SCHEDULE

.v«.4.of ',ri^ ^ii^:^^p^^;j^=^ŝ ^ v^^ '^^x s'lsiicris^jis;;;^is^sr
HANDOUT mil" be *VAlUt>d AT THt mm CtMlK ANb M WllWORE 5IGW-UP Ut:.H.

SPECIAL NOTE: THE SPRING SCHEDULE WILL BE IN THE COLLEGIAN ON NOVEHBER 19-5IGN-UPS BEGIN AFTER THANKSGIVING! 1

1

To use tMs schedule:

PLEASE CHECK THE MESSAGE BOARD AND
THE SCHEDULES BOARDS AT THE UNIVERSITY

CAREER CENTER FOR CURRENT INTERVIEW

REQUIREMENTS! IF YOU MISS AN INTERVIEW

BECAUSE YOU DID NOT CHECK THESE
SCHEDULES YOU WILL LOSE FUTURE INTER-

VIEW PRIVELEDGES. ALSO REMEMBER TO PICK

UP COMPANY LITERATURE AT THE CAREER
CENTER. ATTENTION SENIORS: WHEN YOU
HAVE ACCEPTED A FULL POSITION. PLEASE
LET US KNOW ... HELP US TO HELP YOU.

AddUloni!

REMEHBER !' TOU MUST REGISTER KITH PLACEMENT IN ORDER TO INTERVIEW

infortMtion or, positions, loc.tlons. scheOules etc. .t the University Career Center '^^^^^^^^^jj*^'^^" S<9n-uP ^"k.
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ORTHO PHARNACEUTICALS
PILLSBURY

TERADTNE IRC.

ACCOUNTANT TRAINEE
ROUTE SERVICE RANAGERS

ENTRY LEVEL PROGRARNERS
SALES REPRESERTATIVE

PERSONNEl.

NOV 10
DEC II

DEC 3
DEC t

NOV 17, IS

NOV 20

OCT 27,28 -O'
NOV 24,25 -O-

NOV 4 -P'
OCT 31 -P-
NOV 3,4 -O-

NOV 3,4 -0'

ORGANIZATION DATE

INFORMATION

SESSIONS

AEROJET
ARERICAR RANAGERENT SYSTERS
ARES DEPT. STORES
ANALOG DEVICES
BASF IRRONT
BLOORIRGDALE'S
CENTRAL IRTELLIQENCE AGENCY
CODEX
COLGATE DANDER SCH. U OF

CONSORT. ORAD STUDY IR RGT
DUKE UNIV. SCH. OF LAN

GERERAL^OTRARICS/ELECTRIC BOAT
LORD I TAYLOR
LOYOLA U OF CHICAGO SCH. OF

NORFOLK RAVAL SNIPYARD
PROCTER i GARBLE

?!1S'*"aLYTICAL SCICRCES CORP

Us'SHr^NES i» cc CONCOURSE,
use. ORAD SCH. OF BUSINESS
•ASHINCTON U SCH. OF LAV

NOV S
NOV 13
OCT 29
NOV 24
NOV 5
DEC 2
NOV 13
OCT 28
NOV 10

OCT 30
OCT 27
OCT 28
OCT 27
OCT 2S
OCT 29

NOV 19
NOV 20
ROV 3
ROV 3
ROV 12
OCT 27.28
NOV 13
NOV 4

TINE

7i00 PN
7i00 PN
7.00 PR
7i00
7lOO PR
7i00-9i00
7:00 PR Y

7i00
4 1 00 PR

9:00
2>0O-4lOO
7:00 PR
7i00 PR
7i00 PR
11 1 45 AR

7:00 PR
7t00
7i00 PR
7i00 PR
7i00
10>00-2l00
lOiOO AR
11:00-1:00
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Students and Question Two
The second question on next November's Massachusetts

ballot will ask voters whether the state constitution should

be changed to allow the legislature to grant state aid to non-

public schools and students (It should be understood that the

"students" referred to here are elementary and high school

kids).
,, „

This is not a very good idea, and students should vote no

on question two.

People should certainly have the right to choose parochial

or other non-public schooling for their children, but taxpayers

should not have to subsidize such education. It would be very

unfair to our public school kids to lessen the amount spent on

their education in order to help other kids whose parents have

chosen not to send them to public school.

Of course, should question two pass, spending less on public

schools isn't the only option. The state is perfectly fi'ee to enact

large tax hikes to pay for the millions of extra revenue dollars

needed to support private schooli> Whether it's m the interest

of the people of Massac busett.^ x do so is doubtful.

Univeisity students who voie on this question should

remember that state mcmes are 'imited. Giving state money

to schools and individuals who have the option to be indepen-

dent of the state is likely to hurt the chances of those students,

of college age or younger who have no choice but to depend

on the state for their education

There is another compelling argument for voting "no" on

question two. If this question succeeds, the state will have the

power to impinge on the freedom of private schools. Many

children are in private schools now because their parents

disagree with the way the state handles education. But it is

unlikely that state aid to private schools would be without a

"catch," and the diversity of education offered in this state

is threatened by this question.

People voting "yes" next month are going to be inviting the

state to interfere in the running of private schools.

Any way you look at it, question two is a bad idea.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion of the Col-

legian Board of Editors

ecessarily reflect the vir
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.

AnsiOiio/

BARBARA DeLOlUS

ilegian or the University unless otherwise noted
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Ncwi (ditor
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Random Notes - in need of shrubbery
Architecturally speaking, the Univensi

ty sports an interesting blend of styles

which reflect the slow and steady growth

It ha.v experienced 1 consider several of

these buildings- to be very unattractive.

One in particular, the Fine Arts Center,

seems especially objectionable considering

its function.

Don't get me wrong, 1 don't hate the

F.A.C., it's actually grown on me over the

years. I admit, I still have qualms about the

big french fry on the steps, but perhaps

with time that too will come to hold some

meaning for me. I realize not everybody

feels this way. However, from the response

of my personal survey, public opinion is

decidedly negative.

Obviously, it does no good just to com-

plain. So. for what it's worth, I offer a sug-

gestion to improve the appearance of what

is a central showplace of this institution.

The architects' design included, (and, I

believe, relied heavily upon), two reflecting

pools at Haigis Mall. Po.ssibly the intention

was for the.se to soften the effects ut the

stark lines or perhaps to emphasize them.

Regardless, for mechanical reasons it does

not work The pools leak and fill up with

debris.

1 suggest that they be filled with earth

and planted over as gardens. They are

relatively large and could make decent

park space. Nothing very big would do well

as the depth is only three feet. Shrubs and

flowerbeds, however, would have plenty of

space without interfering too much with

the intended starkness of the building.

Many more people than a handful of

skateboarders could make use of this space.

After witnessing the recent Mass

Transformation project, one could expect

an equally enthusiastic response to a plan

like this. Also, there are many clubs and

organizations with an environmental con-

nection which could surely be counted on

for assistance.

Jan Ruhl is a park management major

at UMass.

Fasters recklessly throw away life
., , iir: !»... ;n A v«Qri/>a (tVioir nwn in nrotP.S'

There are a small number of men sitting on the steps

of the Capito! Building in Washington who are cui-rently

starving themselves to death. Each is waving his war

veteran status like a flag. Each is proclaiming that his

fast will only end if the pro-Sandinista American "ma-

lority" stirs from its apathy. And as far as I am concern-

ed. each is throwinf^ away his life recklessly.
^

Rusty Denton
There is a b'V^, cal principal that the fruit of a person's

life reveals his or her true nature. The fruits I see among

the veterans are murder, extortion, and futility - certain-

ly not things I d want to bring home to Mom. I also see

that they are men of conviction, men of action, but those

worthy qualities pale beside murder, extortion, and futili-

ty. To my mind, that makes them passive terrorists.

The veterans are involved with murder because of their

commitment to a slow suicide. Besides the fact that suicide

is illegal, fatal, and a cop-out, it is objectionable because

they are basically saying that murder in Nicaragua

justifies murder in America (their own, in protest 1. 1 don't

accept that. I think life has a deeper purpose than simply

to serve as fuel for an imperfect political cause. Man does

not live bv politics alone.

Yes. of course, we all know that these men are fasting

to put pressure on the public and the politicians to save

(supposedly) thou.sand^ of Nicaraguans. I suppose the vets

think of themselves as Christ figures for Nicaraguan

peasants, to the great delight of Sandinista propoganda-

mongers. But the tactics u.sed could accurately be describ-

ed as political extortion - trying to force others to do

things their way right now or lose valuable citizens to

suicide. Honestly, if they don't value their lives, why

should we? Yes. preserving life has a high priority, but

if thinking Americans have any backbone, they will refuse

to be manipulated bv this sophisticated version of a

temper tantrum. They will tell the vets that their blood

is on their own heads. l

The message Behind the suicide and extortion is this:

one man can do nothing; it is futile to try. Several men

Letters
Jobs and money

In response to Stuart

Gottlieb's column (October

20) To be young and
radical at UMass,
everyone knows where the

radicals went. After

graduating, they drove

their BMW's, Saab's and

Mercedes to their

Wayland, Dover or even

Cohas.set homes (make

that plural because they

usually own a .second home
which is usually on the

Cape). Then Daddy, placed

I them in a thirty thousand-

plus dollar a year job, and

also set them up with a

nice condo on Beacon Hill.

Of course, this is after a

hair cut and a shave.

After being at UMass for

a few years one only sees

this "event" happen over

and over again, most

students know the Rad's

pseudo act and just laugh

it off. I agree with you,

Gottlieb, I am happy to see

this fad of radicalism end

on this campus.
Michael J. Wysocki

Amherst

Clarification
I wish to clarify a quote

and some vagueness in an

otherwise accurate article

of October 10 concerning

the agreement between

the Student Government
Association and the Board

of Governors. It is stated in

the article that the SGA
would have to cover any

deficit the board might in-

cur. This is a responsibili-

ty theSGAface8with_all_

accounts within the Stu-

dent Activities Trust

Fund. A major part of the

agreement is that the

board guarantees to im-

mediately act to liquidate

any such deficits, or else

the SGA treasurer may
step in and take what ac-

tion is necessary. In this

way the responsibilities of

the SGA and its treasurer

are respected without infr-

inging on bosu-d autonomy.

The article also failed to

mention why this agree-

ment is felt to be

necessary. Briefly, before

the restructuring of the

Campus Center fees, the

board was autonomous

from the SGA and
Graduate Student Senate.

After the restructuring,

members of the SGA
claimed that the SGA had

to approve board transac-

tions, like all other RSO's.

This agreement will

guarantee that the board

is treated as it traditional-

ly has been, as

autonomous. The need for

autonomy has several

sources, the most impor-

tant being that the board

represents the entire stu-

dent body in the operations

of the Campus Center, not

just the undergraduate or

graduate constituencies.

For one group to oversee

the board would disem-

power the constituencies.

The composition of the

board ensures that eleven

constituencies are

guaranteed proportional

representation.

John Hayes
Chairperson, Board of

Governors

can do nothing. Only a new national policy can save the

situation. You won't find the message in the Constitution

or in the Bible or in the annals of history, but you can

find it sitting on the Capitol .steps being preached by a

couple of hungry war veterans. They are self-appointed

martyr.s and self-appointed experts on Central America

who would rather spend a few months dying than spend

the next twenty or thirty years working among Central

American.s. I can just imatline what their .self-appointed

eulogies will say.

I'm not quite sure why these gentlemen chose a mortal

fast, unless it's because they want a form of death they

can back out of. I could almost understand if they were

doing it to press their case before Almighty God. He, at

least, is quite capable of an equitable political .solution

in Central America. But instead, the veterans are appeal-

ing for action by the fickle and unpredictable American

public, to be carried out by the secretive and intrigue-filled

State Department. For that, they're willing to die?

Apparently so. I hope for their sakes that the Judge of

all the earth is more moved by their case than I am, since

they seem so intent on meeting Him prematurely.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist.

A rather strange ad
We found it strange that, on the first day of Alcohol

Awareness Week, the Collegian carried a full-color glossy

advertisement for an alcoholic beverage. In the editorial

on Alcohol Awareness Week, you ask the question, "why

is alcohol., presented so attractively in our society? We

would like to ask, why is alcohol presented so attractive-

ly in the Collegian?
. ., ,

Beiyamin M. Levy
Mary Robison

Amherst

"The public's right to know ofevents ofpublic impor-

tance and interest is the overriding mission of the mass

media. The purpose ofdistributing news and enlighten-

ed opinion is to serve the general welfare. Journalists who

use their professional status as representatives of the

public for selfLh or other unworthy motives violate a high

trust"
- from the Code of Ethics of Sigma Delta Chi, the Society

of Professional Journalists.
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Surrealism and absurdism college theater line-up

Shepard's Angel City -"--r-^-r^^f:;-/ 70 Seems ofHalloween: fast-paced slapstwk

takes a good look at

today 's film industry

By KRISTEN ZAGARELLA
Collegian Correspondent

"Nothing is the way it appears to be; in

fact, it's just the opposite." And so Lanx

sets the tone for Sam Shepard's play, Angel

City, which opened last Thursday night at

the UMass Rand Theater.

A University of Massachusetts Depart-

ment of Theater production, the play por-

trays a surrealistic view of Hollywood life,

set in an office in the movie district of

Culver City.

The plot is centered around Lanx and

Wheeler (played by Daniel Varrichione and

Rick Martin), two partners in a failing

continued on page 9

By BARRY LEFSKY
Collegian Correspondent

Cute but confusing, and a

mixture of comedy and

mock tragedy, is how I

found "70 Scenes of Hallo-

ween," playing at Amherst

College.

The scenes shifted widely,

from Jeff and Joan arguing

Oeft) Heather Rubin
plays Ms. Scoons in the

UMass production of

Angel City, showing
tonight though Satur-

day at the Rand
Theater.
(right)Todd

Hochman and Matt
Davis perform in the

Amherst College pro-

duction of Seventy
Scenes of Halloween,
showing also through
this weekend at

Amherst College.

in a living room in which

the tV was the focus, to

mysterious packages ap-

pearing on the doorstep (or

in the living room). There

were several implied stabb-

ings, lightened by such com-

ments as: "Could you come,

I think I've cut myself?"

Things happened too fast, at

times, to figure out what

was really going on.

Was much of this com-

mentary on relationships?

"Living together 9 years

and we're suddenly
strangers," the anger over

lack of candy corn bringing

on imagined violence, the

weird friends at the window,

or in the closet (who
continued on page 9
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haiSdween
supplies

500 MASKS TO CHOOSE mOM
GREASE PAINTS—HANDS—FEET-WITCHES'
HATS AND BROOMS—WIGS—MOUSTACHES
BEARDS—NOSES—FANGS—TEETH

TOOTH BLACK-COMPLETE OUTFITS

H.L. CHILDS 8L SON
Open daily and Sunday 8-5; open Thursday nights until 9:00 pm

25 STAT€ STREET 584-2604 NORTHAMPTON

REGISTER THIS WEEK TO WIN A

6FT
SUB

SALADS SUBMARINES SYRIANS

C the sub
11 AM TO 2 A.M. / 7 DAYS

IlS

33 E. PLEASANT ST.. AMHERST / 549-5160^

Drawing this coming
Monday October 27th

A $40 Value That Feeds
20 Large Type People

Don't Forget

Good Food
Tastes Good

* Angel City

continued from page 8

production business. They
employ an artist, portrayed

A.T. Wilce (bearing a

remarkable resemblance to

the Indiana Jones

character), in the hopes of

saving their company. His

job is to create a never

before seen, unimaginable
disaster which will be add-

ed to their new movie script

to make it a success.

The characters lock

themselves away from the

• 70 Scenes
continued from page 8

sometimes attack and

sometimes don't), the television is on (so we

can't even hear each other). This couple

isn't doing too well, or is it only the

tenseness of Halloween?

If this is an analysis of relationships, why
the dead chicken thrown in the closet,

dumped on the TV, tossed on the floor,

cruelties they believe exist

in the city which lies below.

The smog surrounding the

city seems to seep up and in-

fect them. Wheeler is

especially affected, visibly

turning green and scaly. He
feels, "the city is eating us

alive ... we need protec-

tion," but soon they realize

there is no escaping the ci-

ty's effects. The characters

attempt to come to grips

with their fears, and their

true motives are subtly

revealed.

One actor that particular-

ly stands out is Michael

Flood. His conscious

underplaying of the roll of

Tympani shows he has a

well-developed sense of

what his character is about.

His feelings of being im-

prisoned in a place he is too

scared to leave are the most
believable. He captures Sam
Shepard's subtle style

dramatically well.

Anyone interested in see-

ing this show will have a

chance tonight through Fri-

day night at 8 p.m. in the

Rand Theater. Just one

thing: be prepared for an
evening of absurdity.

Marooned in Realtime:
Sci-fi or a mystery?

stuffed in a drawer? Is this only a comment

on not hearing each other?

"70 Scenes of Halloween" is terribly fun-

ny at times, and usually entertaining

(though perhaps a little long). Reactions to

this play vary greatly. If you like fast-paced

slapstick with a hidden message, catch "70

Scenes of Halloween," playing tonight

through Saturday night at 8 p.m. at the

Kirby Theater at Amherst College.

GREAT DAILY
SPECIALS!
ALL DAY!

EVERY DAY!

TACOVILLA
NOItTHAMPTON
J I CENTBRST
5840673

Bring Your Own
<^J Beer or Wine

AMHCnST
41 BOirWOOD WALK
!56 8217

Beer t WIrw
ierveO

SP/riNGFieLD

T^V SUMNE8 Ave
/88 0919

Bring Your 0<*m
Beer i Wine

Jree rHbt &:

Coid iHbrs D^Oeuvres

4:00-6:00 p-itt. every day

"Drink Special

every nigfitl

Monday-Friday

11:30 a.m. to 12:30 a.m.

Saturday & Sunday

5:00 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.

irrrrrni
irirrrrr ^j

iQliTiTrrrr|M

TOP of the

CAMPUS
IXH\GE

II" I IXMMt CA>llt S CEXTKR I >I\SS

By ROBERT SKIENA
Collegian Correspondent

When most people hear the term "science

fiction" images of space ships armed with

laser weapons pop into their minds. As Ver-

nor Vinge's Marooned in Realtime shows,

the problems on earth in the future are as

much a part of science fiction as is Star

Wars.

Book Review
The story is basically a murder mystery

set 50 million years in the future. In his

previous. The Peace War, Vinge created the

idea of bobbles. A bobble is a large reflec-

tive sphere that can't be harmed by any

outside forces, and in which all time stops

until the bobble bursts, placing the oc-

cupants back in 'realtime.'

All of the remaining humans on the

planet earth are individuals who hobbled

through a period of time in which the rest

of humanity was destroyed without any ap-

parent cause. All of the survivors decide to

bobble into the future, but one person gets

left behind and must live out their life

alone in real time.

As in any mystery, where there is a

murder there has to be a detective. In this

case, it happens to be an early 21st century

cop. He shares the traits of the

stereotypical "hard-boiled" detective. This

stereotype has always bothered me, but

here, the cop is presented with «m unusual

amount of depth. Vernor Vinge places an

enormous amount of emotion and senti-

ment in nearly every character. They seem

like human beings, which is rare in science

fiction.

The novel starts very slow, until the

murder occurs. After that, the pace speeds

up and keeps one riveted to the book into

the early hours of the morning. There is

enough tension in it to satisfy any in-

dividual who doesn't like sci-fi, but who
does love a whodunit.

While it's not destined to become a classic

piece of science fiction Marooned in

Realtime did prove to be entertaining and

tense with several thought-provoking ideas

about the possible future of man.

i*<
,t.tDWHo

•iJLfJo. I.'l./ .11,

for a

Quality

let us do yOut^

11 PRAY ST. wash-dry-f<--d
AMHERST. MA. and

SELF SERVICE ^^"^ P'^^"*"^

7 DAYS •7AJ^.-10 P.M.
S49'f665

220 N. Pleasant St

Letter Sweater

$22.95
Button Down
with

Tackel

Twill

M

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

•» .UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^
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Crowd unappreciative of great zydeco band
By ROB SKELTON
Collegian Staff

When an entertainer is billed as the "Mick Jagger" of

his genre, one immediately becomes psyched or suspicious;

in the case ofTerrance Simien and the roUing cajun music

of his band the Mallett Playboys, one can understand how

a band leader might warrant that comparison^

Unfortunately, the Iron Horse crowd of last Thursday

hardly justified the company that this band has been keep-

ing lately - in New York's Lone Star Cafe with Ron Wood.

Keith Richards, and John Mayall, and as recording ar-

tists on the latest Paul Simon album G^aceland^

Nonetheless, Simien (a former bricklayer) and the

Playboys (from Mallett. Louisiana) pulled off a highly-

charged set of vibrant Zydeco originals -the sort of music

characterized by rolling accordian rifl^B (Simien) and the

constant percussive buzz of a frottier (metal washboard.

played with spoons).
continued on page 11

I WANT
YOU —

To Read Arts!

Ei
New York CityService

6S»>tl

• -!sass??5?sl

Featuring Hew, Low Fares!

Peter Pan offers 11 daily express trips from Amherst

and 9 daily express trips from Northampton to

New York City. ^^^
From Amherst: $38.98 tv^

Prom Horthamjton: $34.98 ^T'

From Amherst/Northampton. Peter Pan also serves the

following areas: .^„ ap
- Springfield, Holyoke, Pittsfield, Worcester. Boston ©>

Cape Cod MA • Hartford. Middletown. New Haven. Bridgeport

& Norwalk, CT • Albany. NY • New Hampshire

SUiaAB

Special One-Day Roiind-Trip Excursion

Fare To NYC Starting As Low As: $89.98

For tickets and schedules ,
contact:

UMASS Campus Center Ticket Office: 848-8006
• Amherst Terminal: 886-0431
• Northampton Terminal: 886-1030^

You'll Love Our Service!

The Ptople Frofetilontli

• Most Americans consume about 33 teaspoons of sugar a day.

• 70% of the sugar you consume is in processed foods

• Sugar is the leading ingredient added to foods.

• High sugar consumption has been related to obesity and

dental cavities.

• Sugar has little nutritional value.

m
SENSIBLE 8UQQESTI0NS

p«^«,r-fffi

1
i:Ii^nBiisLMnBB,InC'

79 South Pleasant Street, Amherst, MA
1 Roimdhouse Plaza, Northampton, MA
Package Express Service available on all schedules^

You don't have to give up all your favorite sweets

but try to eat sweets In moderation.

Cut down on portions.

Put the sugar bowl away. ^ « ^«,
Use soices like cinnamon or nutmeg instead of sugar.

S^bJ^S? nature's candy - FRUIT - for some d—rts and snacks.

Division of Health Education and University Vending Services

We Create A Style As
Individual As you Are
^ CONSULTATION

AND STYLE CUT

^ir
WITH c OLipoN & studp:nt i.d.

(i.5 UNIVERSITY DRIVE, AMHERST

Special Student and Youth Fares to

SCANDINAVIA
On Scheduled Airlines!

The inexpensive way to get to Scandinavia

and other destinations in Europe, Asia,

Africa and the Middle East.

Fall/Winter Rates

From
New York

From
Chicago

Copenhagen
Oslo
Stockholm
Helsinki

Copenhagen
Oslo
Stockholm

OW
$230
230
230
270

$235
275
275

RT
$395
395
395
475

$400
485
485

Fares also available for Los Angeles & Seattle.

Book Now For Your Christmas Holiday!

For Reservations and Information Call:

WHOLE WORLD TRAVEL
Ser^^^r^q the Student Youth Market for "^orethanl6 years.

17 E 45th St., New York. NY 10017

(212) 986-9470
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• Zydeco
continued from page 10

Zydeco is fast becoming an American rage; with basic

two- and three chord progression/grooves and the

polyrhythmic merlaton of the washboard, the hopping

sounds of this bayou music make for a refreshing contem-

porary twist on the basic R & B theme.

Terrance Simien and the Mallett Playboys are at the

forefront of this exciting new music, and they showed that

they deserve the recognition that they have thus far

received. With a tasteful assortment of fast and slower,

more waltz-like numbers, they moved the Iron Horse au-

dience in ways never seen before there by this critic.

Simien does a great job leading his band although some

of his offhand "Franglois" commentary comes across as

lame. Still, his swamp yelps and spirited vocal work make

up for the obligatory "Let the bon temps roulez!"

A second Iron Horse show was cancelled due to low tur

nout but hopefully that will not discourage these funky

dude's from returning to this area. Cajun contemporary

Buchwheat Zydeco fills up Pearl St. with regularity; with

luck , these guys will soon be doing the same.

SCHOLARSHIPS & GRANTS

You can get the money you need for college

and graduate fchool! And Academic Scholar-

ship & Grant Matching can help you find It!

Every year ftl^re are literally millions of

dollars in scliolarship funds available—and

many go unused because students are

unaware of them. At Academic Scholarship

& Grant Matching, we use high-speed com-
puters to tap into information available on

these scholarships and match them to your

qualifications.

If you need financial aid for college and

graduate school, coritact us at Academic
Scholarship & Grant Matching, RO. Box

27071, Concord, California 94527. We can

help you find the money you need!

Just fill out the coupon below for more infor-

mation without obligation. Do it today!

WRITING A P/^PER? NEED HELP?

VISIT THE WRITING CENTER

Pierpont in Southwest:

Baker B24 in Central:

Mon & Wed7—9pm
Mon & Tues.7—9pm

BRING ANY PAPER — AT ANY STAGE

PEER TUTORS CAN HELP -FREE!!

Bill would provide
training for Chinese
WASHINGTON - (AP) Sen. John F. Kerry. D-Mass..

is proposing legislation that would provide the People's

Republic of China with $25 million for a program that

would train Chinese technicians and managers in the

United States.

Kerry said yesterday the bill is aimed at increasing U.b.

exports to China, including products from Massachusetts.

"Training programs are essential to opening up poten-

tial export markets. It only stands to reason that a

Chinese technocrat or manager trained on U.S. technology

will import the technology compatible with the training,

he said.

Kerry said increased trade with China would benetit

Massachusetts since that nation needs both high-

technology products and the products of older, traditional

industries in the state.

"This bill represents a major export opportunity tor

Massachusetts small and medium-sized businesses," he

"China is the newest and largest trading market for the

United States since World War II. Increased trade with

China will mean increased economic development and jobs

for Massachusetts."

Please Send Free Information

Name of Student

Address
City State Zip

Telephone Number.
Coliege/Univ. Attending

Year in School

Please send this coupon to

Academic Scholarship & Grant Matching

RO. Box 27071

Concord. California 94527

'^^i^ji^mm^mi^^^^^^^̂ ^^^^^^

LEWIS & CLARK
NORTHWESTERN

SCHOOL
OF LAW

PORTLAND
OREGON

Lewis & Clark is sending a

representative to your campus to talk

with students interested in pursuing a

career in law Please note the

information listed below it you have

questions about our new scholarship

program, career options in law, or

admission to Lewis & Clark.

10a.m.-3p.m.
October 22, 1986
Campus Center
Auditorium

• OPEC
continued from page 2

was the main obstacle to an

agreement. The new pro-

posal calls for Kuwait's

quota to be increased from

900,000 to 999.000 barrels a

day, the sources said.

The sources said financial-

ly strapped Ecuador and

Gabon, two small oil pro-

ducers, would be allowed in-

creases of 40.000 and 25,000

barrels respectively^

FRED VILLARIS

STUDIO OF

SELF DEFENSE

6 Weeks Karate -$49.95

Unitorm only $1 UO

253-7349

The remaining countries

each would be allowed to in-

crease production slightly,

the sources said.

None of the OPEC
members have officially ac-

cepted the deal, the sources

said.

The state-run Kuwaiti

news agency reported

Kuwait's production quota

would be increased to

999,000 barrels a day. The
dispatch from Geneva
quoted unidentified sources

as saying the decision would

allow the conference to end

yesterday.

James Audu, a

spokesman for the

Organization of Petroleum

Exporting Countries, declin-

ed to comment. He said

there were no formal

meethings scheduled at

which the oil ministers

could conclude an official

agreement.

THE STUDENT SLIDE RULE
CALCULATOR THAT NEVER NEEDS BATTERIES

THE LIGHT
POWERED
TI-30 SLR

from
TEXAS

INSTRUMENTS

$14.95
list - $17.95

CARBURS LOUNGE
PRESENTS

From the land that gave us

•Functions designed specifically for students, and a special power system design-

ed to work in almost any light.

•It has a solar/light panel instead of batteries, so it doesn't even need an "on-off"

switch. If you have enough light to work, so does the calculator • automatically.

•Contains the advanced algebraic and trigonometric functions today's math and

science students need.

•Most-needed slide rule funtions at the touch of a key: Roots. Powers. Reciprocals.

Common and natural logs. And more

•Angular conversion for degrees, radians, and grads.

•Easy to use four-key memory with Constant Memory feature

•Handles even the largest or smallest numbers with scientific notation.

•AGS algebraic operating system makes it easy. Just enter problems as they are

written, left-to-right.

•Liguid crystal display shows 8 digits in standard mode, or 5-digit mantissa with

2-digit exponent for scientific notation.

M—F 9-5

^.UNIVERSITY
STORED

Hofbrau Beer - $1.75

M-Th: 4-7. 9-11

Good through October 3

1

ON THE BUS ROUTE RT 9 HADLEY

IIN CONCERT AND BEYOND]

lyj/Mwj/M^^^^^

THE SoNG
REMAINS THE SaMe

TONIGHT in the Student Union Ballroomj

TIMES: 5, 7,9 & 11 PM
ADMISSION: $1.50 at 5:00

$2.00 at 7, 9, & 11 PM

Sponsored byWSYL (105.1 FM)
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Powerful new album makes
Moving Targets almost God
By JAMES NEILL
Collegian Cforrespondent

Moving Targets

Burning in Water

Taang! Records
Passionate, powerful, potent, and precise,

Boston's Moving Targets' first album

reveals a band that has improved

dramatically since their contribution to

1984's "Bands That Could Be Ck)d" com-

pilation. Their instincts have caught up

with their determination and enthusiasm

and God status is now closer than ever.

Recalling forefathers Mission of Burma,

and with a wink to Husker Du, these three

guys have improved on a sound that was

nearly perfect already. The arrangements

are tight and well executed and it all

manages to hold together even as it gains

momentum sufficient to break the sound

barrier. Though none of the songs disap-

point, the killers are "The Other Side,"

'•Less Than Gravity," "Underground," and

the 60 second "Drone" which should

replace the national anthem at Fenway

Park.
"Burning in Water" is an experience to

listen to; a primer on what some have come

to call the Boston "sound." Similar

purveyors of Beantown brilliance include

Dredd Foole and the Din (in which Moving

Tarket Ken Chambers plays among other

Boston Rock alumni), the Volcano Suns

and Sorry (both of whom have recently

released their second LP's on Homestead),

Christmas. Busted Statues, Salem 66, and

the list goes on.) A weekend in Boston is

bound to provide at least a few religious ex-

periences at the local clubs. So anyway, buy

the new Moving Targets album or pick up

the cassette which contains bonus tracks.

I

Boston band Moving Targets has released it's first solo album, Burning

in Water. This powerful album gives only an example of the many talents

in the Boston music scene.

SMITH COLLEGE
REC COUNCIL
PRESENTS

No cans, bottles, recording

devices or cameras.

Hall is wheelchair accessible

THURSDAY
NOVEMBER 6

8:00 PM
John M Greene Hall

Smith College

Northampton
Tickets starting Oct 20

at Seelye Basement
Main'St Records in N'ton

For the Record (Faces), Amh.

Fine arts Center Box Office

Amherst

Smith students $7 & $8,

All others $10 4 $12, $15 at door

CHINESE KITCHEN Q
FAST SERVICE — GREAT PRICES

#22 Chicken Wings, Try our

Sweet & Sour Pork, Fried Rice Moo Shu Pork

$3.90 $3.95

#23 Szechuan Gai Ding,

Sweet & Sour Pork, Fried Rice

$4.95

TRY OUR LUNCHEON - DINNER SPECIALS

Only $1.49 before 3 pm, $1.90 after 3 pm

Eat In or Take Out

HOURS: Sunday Noon • lO pm, Mon • Sat 11:30 • lOpm

2 LOCATIONS

430 Russel St (Rt 9)

HADLEY - 253-2571

150 King St

NORTHAMPTON - 586«8220

ALL STUDENTS!!!
5th Annual Five College

GRADUATE &
PROFESSIONAL
SCHOOL INFORMATION DAY

DoonesburY
By Garry Trudeau

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

I

Over 100 schools including:

Boston University

Brandeis University

University of Chicago

Columbia University

Fordham University

Georgetown University

Institute for Paralegal Training

Monterey Institute of International Studies

New England College of Optometry

New School for Social Research

Northeastern University

Rennsalaers Polytechnic Institute

Tulane University

University of Massachusetts Medical Center

University of Vermont

WANG Institute of Graduate Studies

Wednesday, October 22, 1986

Campus Center Auditorium
University of IVIassachusetts/Amherst

10 am to 3 pm

inform '^on & Literature on Admission,

Financial Aid, and Housing

SPONSORED BY
Office of Career Counseling - Amherst College

Careers Options Resource Center - Hampshire College

Career Services - Mt Holyoke College

Career Development Office Smith College

University Placement Service Univ of Mass

A^ PUKS STAR£S
pejiThiNmBFACB,
MtMORje^OFeAi^V
MAHHOOPFmOUl
THROUGHmMINP...

George Forcier of the Recorder ^\\\ critique the Col-

legian at 7:30 p.m. Thursday, Campus Center Room

903. This counts towards staff status.

There will be a cooperative education information

session at 7:30 tonight in Campus Center 908. All staff

and correspondents encouraged to attend.

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Michel Uffc

"Randy! Just sit down, eat your cereal,

and look for that thing later!"

Gordy By Gorde

f^O{/J CAK) YOU

IT'S n^ue.

1
f^AhJ&o

i

J=

MAWGLe

tiu^Arev^A
(SOBS cr>/utPi.eTB^r
Ouej^Bc>K.BO iAJH6^^
He's /Aj rue
'^c'MBueHrf"

PKooe you ujKOKtG> ^/svr
AJOV^. /i4A^G,Ci'S MoSr-

/A/6 ''MTV"

At-iO THE AJE^B^T tfJ

Toy sroiies eiJbi^yimhb^,
'"THE l^ye e>OAT"ACT/OK)
F/(iURB' lAJOULD YOU P'T

7f//S A&A/AJST YOUK.
G.I. -ZC^TMceefAJoTMEf

ACROSS
1 Shakespeare

eg
S Earlier m time

10 Look lor

bargains

14 Oil B way
award

1 b Fencing moxe
16 Key — pie

17 Kind ol

compliment

19 Square looiage

20 Reaches a goal

7\ Click beetle

23 White Mouse
nickname

24 Flanked

2b Certain

Olympians

30 City on the

Merrimack
River

33 Some are

bonnie

34 Tinsel'lilled

labrics

36 Ophidian

37 Musical combo
36 Dominated

legally

39 Small pest

40 Strange

41 Salami emporia

42 —podge
43 Musical beats

45 New Year s

celebrant

47 Describing

some
statesmen

49 Saver s iniis

50 Dia'ect to

Jacques
51 Last spot at the

zoo''

55 Portico, to Plato

56 Toll collector^

58 Stitched

59 Sizable

60 Dash
61 Onp kind ol ad

62 Come ii'i

63 Chapter o< iiih

Koran

DOWN
1 Gaucho s

weapon

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

4oHe weifcMi;

I A

H

N6r HoeH,Burif=
X SUCK iw MV

lt>°W'*'

V.

h-'̂

Campus Pond By Sal

THf\MKSFO?vTHE
VISIT rttAm STEVE

NOF^ROBLEn
PLATO!

IJHAT'S YOUR A
(MEXT PBOjeCT?) THE POOR

Bloom County

see wid Bft55eu)pe

mm. NOW.

fi SMfU TfiCTICfiL mRHeftP
wouLP FIT h/emy ^iweeN
Hl5fiNneK5. irCOULP^
we -/m- penoYflie

sYsreM weve
peeN uxMm

THe Reps fif^e Ripio^ep
IV Hfwe fl MdseLOpe

.

OUR SiPe HAS f^NB

.

PO fOV KhIOW U/HflT WflT Mr

2 Encourage

3 Fallingout

4 Explicit

5 Heavenly body

6 Playing

engagements
7 Hoosier St

8 Moldings

9 Grounded, in

aviation

10 Political

otterings

11 Farm workers

12 Hebrew
measure

13 Kind ol soup
18 Shank s mare

excursions

22 Namesakes ol

a Nabokov
heroine

25 Abbey principal

26 Exchange
27 Garb lor little

brother

28 Hebrew month

29 01 the Frankish

people

31 Custom
32 More adept

35 Tableland

38 Look like

39 Paintings

using opaque
colors

41 Extinct bird

42 Vast multitude

44 Milling

46 Impostor ol a

sort

48 Repeated a real

50 Willow genus

51 Advantag«

52 Egyptian

heaven
53 Growl

54 Ferbei ol liclion

55 Vane letters

57 NYC transit line
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Menu
Lunch Dinner

Monte Cristo Sandwich Beef Stew/Biscuit

Royal Zucchini Beef Parmesan Mushroom- Pepperoni Pizza

DC ICE CREAM PARLOR

Basics Lunch

Boursin and Sprout Sandwich

Pineapple Yogurt

Stuffed Pepper

Basics Dinner

Sauteed Tofu and Snow Peas

Mushroom Pizza

DC. ICE CREAM PARLOR^

Weather
TODAY: Mixture of sun and clouds, partly cloudy

tonight, highs 60-65

TOMORROW: Partly cloudy, chance of night

showers, highs in the mid-60's.

Today's Staff
Night Editor Steve Higgins

CopY Editor Liz Hettinger

Photo Tech Rob Skelton

Layout Tech Ansel Zinter

Production Supervisor Bethannc Moskov

Productlon:Kelly Sieger, liana Levenson, Michelle

Eichelman, Henry Jost, Mike Cooper and Kirk

Executive Board — Fa of 1986

by Berke Breathed

DODE LEVENSON
Iditor in Chief

JOHN YONCE
Managing Editor

STEVE RUBIN
Business Manager

ROB SKELTON '

tclitonal Editof

WILLIAM SPAIN

Editorial Editor

ANSEL ZINTER

Production Manager

Business Board - Fall of 1986

STEVE RUBIN

Business Manager

PAUL H LESSER

Advertising Sales Manager

VANESSA ROTH
Finance Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Mafkcting Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Circulation Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Subscription Manager
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No comeback effort this
time; UM does it right
Maine success gives UMass confidence

Sophomore taUback Kevin Smellie, and the rest of the UMass football

team, think they are rested and ready to tackle Yankee Conference foe

Boston University at Nickerson Field in Boston, Saturday.

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Despite routing an uninspired Universi-

ty of Maine Black Bear team, 23-13, at Old

Orchard Beach, ME last Saturday, the

University of Massachusetts football team

knows it can play a lot better than it did.

"It's funny, we didn't play fantastic

against Maine, but we were consistent,"

sophomore quarterback Tim Bryant said.

"We controlled the ball all the way. We're

looking to do it again."

Bryant, who completed 12 of 22 passes for

124 yards and ran for a touchdown against

Maine enroute to a Yankee Conference

Rookie-ofthe-Week performance, is on the

money when he says the team was not fan-

tastic in its win.

But in holding the Black Bears to minus

two yards in total offense in the firfet

quarter, the Minutemen did exactly what

they wanted to do — get an early lead and

build on it. Since UMass' season-opening

16-14 victory at James Madison Universi-

ty, the Minutemen had failed in four games

to take a first half lead, digging holes ver-

sus Richmond, 21-7, Northeastern Univer-

sity, 28-7, Rhode Island, 17-17 at halftime,

and a 21-0 deficit against Delaware.

Against Delaware, UMass head coach

Jim Reid started a healthy Dave Palazzi.

who was out for three games with a

separated shoulder, in hopes of sparking

the Minutemen to victory. The measure

was not successful, but Reid was optimistic

that the Minutemen could finally snap the

early deficit trend.

"Today I was out of my mind happy with

the way we came out and took an early

lead," Reid said after Saturday's game.

Now that the three-game streak has been

broken, the Minutemen are looking to

begin one of their one.

Minuteman Mutterings: Both UMass
running backs had big days against the

Black Bears as sophomore tailback Kevin

Smellie ran for a career-high 105 yards and

senior fullback Al Neri (81 yards) ran for

his first two touchdowns of the year.

Saturday's victory had its share of

moments the highlight being an incident

involving Maine assistant coach Harrison

"Brud" Bicknell (no relation to Boston Col-

lege head coach Jack Bicknell) and UMass

cornerback Bob Shelmire. Shelmire, a

senior, was grabbed by Bicknell as he was

running back onto the field after tackling

a Maine running back near the Black Bear

sidelines . . . Maine head coach "Buddy"

Teevens was apologetic for the incidet after

the game. . . UMaine game Players-of-the-

Game were Smellie and senior offensive

lineman Bob Greaney. The award, in the

form of red stars on the UMass football

helmets, is determined by a grading system

implemented by the UMass coaching staff.

^f pavi^
Sebastian
Hair Care

and
Colours

233 N. Pleasant Street

Amherst Carriage Shops

Upper Level Mon.-Sat., by appt.
J

in COMCERT
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 6 - 8 PM

FINE ARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT:

Fine Arts Center (545-2511)

Food for Thought Bookstore (Amherst)

Beyond Words Bookstore (Northampton)
$10 General Public - $8 Students

Children Under 12 FREE
Tickets can be ordered by mail or phone For information

call NECAN at 545-99T«. Sponsored by Umass CASA. New
^nglartd Central America Network

tOe>tC®||0®||CA^O^||0(?>tO<a||0^||e@iO

COSTUME DANCE
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 24, 1986

8 PM - MIDNIGHT

BLUEWALL
COFFEEHOUSE

i PRIZE FOR BEST COSTUME

FREE ADMISSION!!
Sponsored by Alcohol Awareness Week

Order of Omega
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^ fiCSU
continued from page Id

"I'm not sure what to ex-

pect from UMass, though.

They are a good team
which has suffered

through a bunch of tough

injuries, and struggled

through the early part of

the season. A lot of those

players are comir.g back,

and the team is starting to

play better."

"We're not going to take

them lightly at all. I've

seen what they can do, and

I'm definitely looking for-

ward to a tough match."

The Minutemen will

have to look for offensive

help from some keys
players if they hope to

break this one open. The
Minutemen have scored

only one goal in each of the

last two games, both by

junior midfielder Andy
Bing. In their nine losses

this season, UMass has

been shut out six times

and scored only one goal

twice.

Free Kicks: Bing is

leading the Minutemen in

scoring, with six goals and

four assists (16 points). He
is followed by Kurt Manal
and Steve Cesnek, each

with 14 points. Manal has

three goals and eight

assists, while Cesnek has

chipped in with seven

goals. Cesnek also has;

three game-winning goals

In the nets for the

Minutemen, freshman
Kevin Hart has allowed

five goals in five games.

• UMass ties Harvard
continued from page 16

"Our passing was off and we were very inconsistent,"

Banda said. "We are obviously the better team but we

still have to play the game. We are a good team on paper

but we haven't been showing it on the field. We have to

show we are a playoff team.
'

The Minutewomen looked good as the second half open

ed, but Harvard got the first good chance. DeSantis

jumped and slapped a booming direct kick over the

crossbar and the score was still 0-0.

Whitley made a brilliant save with 21 minutes left. The

junior dove to stop a Sue Cooper blast that was heading

for the upper right corner of the net.

The action was back and forth for the rest of regulation

as well as the first overtime period, when UMass put one

shot on goal.

In the second OT, the Minutewomen had three corner

kicks, but could not put a shot on goal. DeSantis stopped

the one Harvard shot and the game ended in a tie.

The shutout was the fifth of the season for DeSantis and

the sixth for Whitley.

"UMass is very good," Scalise said. "We played an in

spired game and that's what it took to even beat them.

With our tough admissions policy and the fact that we

don't give out scholarships, it is satisfying to know we can

compete with them."

• stickers
amtinued from page 16

The second 35 minutes of

action was almost a replay

of the Minutewomen's
first-half dominance of the

Big Green.

UMass was awarded a

free hit with 24:30 left to

play in the romp, and the

Minutewomen made the

most of their scoring oppor-

tunity. Sophomore mid-

fielder Julie Stuart in-

bounded to Lisa Griswold

outside the circle. The
senior co-captain deflected

a shot past Cunningham to

give UMass a comfortable

3-0 cushion, dashing Dart-

mouth's hope of a come-

from-behind win.

The Minutewomen
chalked up their final goal

six minutes later on a

penalty corner. Hultin in-

bounded to senior co-

captain Chris Kocot. who
fired the ball home to in-

sure UMass' 13th win of

the year.

"We needed to have a

good game, and we took

advantage of a lot of scor-

ing opportunities," Hixon

said. "Dartmouth is a

pesky team, and they like

to play the ball deep. But

we were just all over them
today."

Free hits: UMass out

shot Dartmouth by nearly

a 4-1 margin, 19-5, and had

the edge in corners, 7-3. .

. Cunningham registered 9

saves and junior Lynn
Carlson had two. posting

her 12th shutout. "Lynn
didn't have to play a lot of

balls today, but she did

well. On one shot Kate

Perle lifted the ball

25-yard8 in the air, and
Lynn made a nice save."

Hixon said.

THE MEXICAN RESTAURANT
"Gooey Cheese, tender

chunks of chicken breast

spicey pork ... Oooh La La Cazuela

"7 OLD SOUTH STREET
NORTHAMPTOrsI- • 5B6 - O^OO

CINEMA

WEDNESDAY — SATURDAY
A JACK NICHOLSON DOUBLE FEATURE

PRIZZrS HONOR
CHINATOWN

DOUBLE FEATURE $3.GO

DOWNTOWN AMHERST 263-5426

I
eatieating place

SUN - THURS
6 AM • 3 AM
FR^ & SAT

OPEN 24 HOURS

BREAKFAST SERVED
ANY TIME

BEER & WINE
SERVED TIL MIDNITE
PLENTY OF PARKING

CAMPUS PLAZA
NEXT TO SUPER STOP * SMO^)

Rt«. 9 • KUdl«y/Amh«f«t
256-«889

EMPLOYMeNT APPLICATIONS
BEINGTAKEN

ACTIVITIES 'AUDIO
AUTO FOR SALE • CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT • FOR RENT
FOR SALE • FOUND

HELP WANTED 'LOST

CLASSIFIED
JSTRUCTION • MOTORCYLCLtS
PERSONALS • RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED • SERVICES
ROOMAFE WANTED • TRAVEL

WANTED • SUBLET

HELP WANTED • LOST ^ . „ ^ _,_ __, .-.cmtc

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 1.3 MON-THURS .:30.3:3. (FRI - 2:30). DEADLINE 2 DAYS PROIR TO PUBLICATION. CASH IN ADVANCE. .S./WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

QRAOUATES AND 25* students: Social

Hour every Thursday 5 00 Blue Wall,

Campus Center Build a tradition' Meet

eacti other'

HALLOWEEN IN MONTREAL! Oct

30-Nov 2 only $79. Call 665-4729 or see

us in the Hatch M, W. Fs 2-5 except

Wednesday 10/22

THE UNDERGRADUATE JOURNAL will

have a meeting Thursday October 23 al

6:30 in E-27 Machmer New staff

welcome!

AUTO FOR SAU

'73 VW SUPERBEETLE rebuilt engine,

new tires, sunroof Reliable 549-6364

ON HALLOWEEN GO into altered stales

in the SUB at 4 lor $1.50, 6,8,10 lor

S2 00

FOR SALE

RESPONSIBLE PERSONS TO care for

5yr old in my home 2-4 days (afternoons

only) per week. Car 4 references Call

256-0850 after 5pm

TRAVEL FIELD OPPORfUNITY: Gam
valuable marketing experience while ear-

ning money Campus representative

needed immediately tor spring breals trip

to Florida Call Campus Marketing at

1 800 282-6221

EXCELLENT CONDITION! MERCURY
Comet A/C PS no rust low miles Old. but

previously owned by a Sunday driver A
steal at $1200 or BO eves 1-527-8578.

1975 CHEVROLET VEGA. Excellent

body, mechanically sound, some new
parts $800 549-1742 eves

COMPUTER TERMINAL & modem for

sale $200 cheap 256-8678

EXCELLENT RUNNING AND well main-

tained 1977 Mazda RX4 Ed 586-9402

1987 VW RABBIT, 4-door, auto, no rust,

many new parts, excellent cond Must

sell. $2500 or BO call 546-5524

KEG TAPS FOR sale! Brand new. never

used keg taps only $25 Packies charge

$45 lor used taps Don't waste your

money! New taps $25 Call Tony
256-1438 today

BED FOR SALE single box and mattress

lirst $25 takes it 584-2905 eves (Alan)

1980 PLYMOUTH HORIZON automatic

no rust, runs well. $1200 549-7160 after

4PM weekend

1977 PLY VOLARIE wagon Excel runn-

ing 774-3638 after 5PM

1974 FIAT 124 Sporl Spider convertable

new roof )ust painted runs well $1150
549-6742

1970 MG MIDGET classic new parts ex-

cellent condition must sell 546-7031

1971 VOLVO 1800, rebuilt motor, new
clutch, brakes and more, excellent in-

terior needs attention must sell im-

mediately, will sacrifice. 586-0085 Seve

1978 FIAT GREAT body Needs brakes

$450 or BO 253-5594 or 256-8147 Willy

1979 CHEVY WAGON. 99.400 miles,

new clutch. Best offer. 536-5434 Even-

ings week-ends

OHM L2 SPEAKERS 4 yr warranty Call

6-7921

YARN S60 MERCHANDISE crediFat

Webs for only $40 call 6-6360

ui^lVERSITY STORE HAS engineering

Press Exam Files for Engineering.

Calculus. Physics, Chemistry

DRUM^ 4 PIECE Dixie kit. 3 roto toms,

Zildian Hihats. crash and ride very good

condition S450 spare snare drum $15

call 549-6267

COMPUTER TERMINAL S modem both

$100 student desk $35. Call after 5PM
665-2225

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent tree meals

Light clean-up

Call Cheryl at AXO
545-2152

NEEOTk JOB? Like travel? Ambitious

people needed to market unique travel

product with no existing competition Ex-

cellent experience for business, com-

munication and HRTA ma)ors No ex-

perience necessary, car helpful Contact

Mary 549-6118.

MANAGEPrTRAINEES NATIONWIDE
Tool Co expanding in Amherst Now hir-

ing 25 new employees great money, ex-

cellent working cond $ career opportuni-

ty Pan and full time work For interview

call Willie 256-4101

SKI SHOP MECHANIcrEXPERIENCEb
perefered Apply in p>erson Western

Village Ski 32 Mam Street Northampton,

MA

PHONE SURVEYERS l^EEDED. No
sales Evening and weekend hours

$5 75/hr to start Downtown Springfield

location Call 203-562-2013

DAYTfMT^ASHIERS, WATTPEOPLE,
bartenders, hosts, dishwashers: parttime

Apply Judie's Amherst

HELP WANTED ALL positions La Casa
De Carmellta's Restaurant at Motel 6 in

So Deerfield Breakfast, lunch and din-

ner shifts available apply in person Mon
thru Fri 12 to 5PM

LEOAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

SPRING 1987 INfERNSHIPS with the

Legal Services Office Get hands-on ex-

penence in legal field Work directly with

attorneys and clients Earn up to 15

undergraduate credits No experience in

legal profession necessary, training pro-

vided Deadline to begin application pro-

cess is November 5th Contact Legal Ser-

vices today. 545-1995. 922 Campus
Center

LOST

TOMMY POWER WHEN will I see you

again? Ed

TO THETA CHI: The rose was much ap-

preciated Thank you! DiAnne L Chi

Omega

FREE KITTEN: AVAILABLE to good

home call 6-5324 or 6-5323

JOE P. DINNER was great, how about

dessert' KKG

H.P. lie CALCULATOR in library tower

Please call 546-4778 for reward

BLACK CALViN KLEIN dungaree jacket

7th floor Tower Library please return has

very sentimental value Please call

549-4860

WELCOME TO LEGALITY Karen Motley!

We love you. Crew!

JPK- GET PSYCHED to totally fulfill me
cuz the Sox rule!! Love you. Joe who'> Ox

G

TOUR TO THE SOVIET UNION, Jan
3-16. 1987 $1588 See Prof Jones. 634

Herter or call 253-7827 evenings.

TYPtNO SIRVICI

QUALITY TYPINGT Long or short pfo-

jects Meticulous proofreading Rush |ot>s

OK New IBM typewriter 549-0367

SPEEDY KEYS" Professional typing

256-1002 BAM- 11PM

fYPJNG. TAPE TRANSCRIPTION. fSi.

accurate 665-7652

WANTED TO RINT

REWARD FOR LOST tan/black speckl-

ed cat (9 mos) Last seen 10/7. Main

St/Amhersi Coll area No collar May be

pregnant call 253-3149 w/any info

BRUCE, MAN WITH the Red Sox T's

how about that drink?! Hatch Thurs Let's

discuss-6614

GOLD COBRA (FLAT) necklace Lost

10/19 near Webster. Hill Top Health Club

Has immeasurable sentimental value

Don't live in guilt" Lucrative reward offer

name your price' Call Ed Rauscher at

253-5885 or leave a message at Hill Top
Health Club

SPAn'230 NTBK lost in SUB or Hills call

549-1083 if founO

MOTORCVCLI

CHRIS.. .IT'S BEEN a great seven weeks

and I hope for many more' have an

awesome birthday' Love, your little Vixen.

COMING SOON; Becky's birthday Oct

25 send gilts to Grayson

STAFITING JAN OR FEB
3 females to rent rooms
or take over lease ol

apt or house
call 546-7347

KEITH CARIANI THE shaving cream was

great Sunday night- next lime we'll come

out on top! US

YAMAHA VERAGO 920CC shaft drive

digital new rubber oval discs low miles

helmet $1200 4C Brandywine stop by

NEED RIDf TO SOSTON

1981 PLYMOUTH CHAMP. Good gas

milage runs very well Asking $1500

253-5594 or 256-8147 Willy

NEW 19

"

.S«4-fi856

COLOR T.V. $18000

76 TOYOTA COROLA runs good $400
467-3965 -

T975T0YOTA COROLLA wagon good
mechanical condition needs body work

$850 or BO 253-3757

FOR RENT

TELEMARKETERS NEEDED! TOP
dollar and flexible schedule Paid train-

ing, classes start October 29th. Call Cheri

for interview 584-3594

ROOM AVAILABLE IN Amherst house

Cozy. Convenient Affordable Call Nora or

Amy, 256-8809.

1979 DODGE OMNI extremely depen
dable! Must sell going to Europe!

586-6038 $950 or BO

WE'RE LOOKING FOR someone to take

over our lease tor 1/1/87 One bedroom

apartment in Cliffside. $420/month. in-

cludes utilities On major bus rt call Tom
or Carl al 665-3088 after 7 30PM

NORTHAMPTON ADVERTISING AGEN-
CY has winter and spring part time and

full lime internships available call

586-2135 lor more inlormation

FRIDAY Afternoon 10/24 win share

expenses please call Christine 546-91 53

HRSONALS

ITS KELLY SIEGERS BIRTHDAY TO-
DAY — EVERYONE WISH HER A
GREAT DAY

THANKS FOR THE bag o' kisses Will

.

hear from you again? SJP

LOSEWEiGKrNOWr rcf29TBS/month

with Herbal Weight Conrtol. No diet, ex-

ercise or drugs 100 percent guaranteed

Call Mark 546-5938

LED ZEPPELINT^he Song Remains

the Same " tonight $1.50 at 5, $200 at

7.9,11 in SUB

PROFESSIONAL TVPINO SERVICE

PAPERS, CASES, DISSERTA-

TIONS- dependable on-campus,

reasonable, 584-7924, Nancy

ROOMMATtS WANTED

WANTID

WINTER STOHAQETi^ IWOTORCY-

CLE prefer Nhamp/Hadley area Will pay

reasonably $ 5840593

PUFTON DWELLERS! LET us lake over

your lease in Jan call 546-1213

SELL TRIPS TO Jamacia free trip, good

commission call Pat 617-826-3542

GOOD DEAL 76 VW Rabbit runs exc

body and int vr good vry def>endable

650 00 or BO call 548-9554

CAN VOU WRITE

INTERESTED IN WRITING lor the

Largest College Oaily in New England''

Comedown to the Mass Daily Collegam'

You can write about Arts, Editorials. Black

Affairs. News. Women's Issues. & Sports

Were located in the basement of the

Campus Center t>ehind the TV set The

Collegian We build Careers

CASH

FOR A GOOD TIME CAU

BA^CK-A^ISlT^NTERTAINMENT
Agency - Discjockeys. Bands, Lights and

Large screen video dances 549-7144

JOB OPENING. UMASS Outing Club is

seeking a new equipment manager to

maintain the club's inventory of outdoor

equipment Pay is $3 85/hour lor 12

hrs/week Wofkstudy (prefered) or non-

work study Get application in rm 428B
Stu Union- due Friday 10/31 al 5PM
UMOC is an AA/EEO.

SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA OPEN RUSH
Party dates

October 20 7-8 00 pm
October 21 7-8:0Opm
October 22 8-9 00pm

All university *von>en invited to open rush

Our house offers sisterhood, friendships,

scholarship and social events Try

something different. Tn-Sigma 382 North

Pleasant Street 545-0046

ROOMMATE WANTED TO share I bed

in 3 bed Apt in Puffton Vlg tel 256-0548

RESPONSIBLE FOR LG apt on bus route

own room, furnished but bring tjed $210

for room plus utilities call 323-4989 before

2PM 323-631 1x530 after

SQUIRE VILLAGE ON bus route near

stores share large 2-bedroom 1 '/? bath

townhouse beg Jan Isl partly furnished

$247 665-8588

FOUND

FOUND~KEYS BETWEEN* Cramp-
ton/Mackimmie call 6-9749 after 1 1 00 to

claim

PAYING CASH FOR your baseball cards

pKase call Mike 549^)333

INTIRTAINMINT

CANNOfTCAMERA- HOMECOMING
weekend at Delanos if yours, please call

Joanne at 546-4736

HUP wANno

DENTAL ASSISTANT - TWO days / wk

some eves and Sals experience helpful

on bus route 584-6557.

INTERNSHIP AVAILAtlE

UMASS PRIDE! Share your enthusiasm
for the University while deleloping public

relations, marketing, interpersonal, and
counceling skills The admission office is

looking lor dynamic and articulate interns

and volunteers to promote the Universi

ty to prospective students Academic
credit available Applicatkjns in admis-

sions office, 255 Whitmore, until

November 4

TREASURER NEEDED FOR Orchard Hill

Area Government - No experience re-

quired Nomination papers available Sun

Oct 19 Nomination papers due Sun Oct

26, come by 1 12A Field (next to Sweets)

7- 11pm any night

IN BRANDYWINE 1 bedroom availabe

starting Dec 1 call 549-0068

JOHN AND DAVE OF SQUIRE
VILLAGE. Take be away from the base-

ment some afternoon to the TOC You'll

be suprised how easy I buy the dnnks

The third but temporarily idle 21 CLUB
MEMBER

COLONIAL VILLAGE ONE bedroom
available in two bedroom apt Starting

Nov 1 $175 call Sue 533-9167

SERVICES

TERRIFIC TYPING FROM Speedy"

keys Professional reliable service

256-1002 ,
8am-11pm

DID YOU BUY a car from Kevin's Auto

Repair? II so, we need your help Please

call 323-4421 after 6PM

fYPiNO; TAPE TRANSCRIPTIONS,
FMt accurate. 065-7652

ON HALLOWEEN WILL you be In

Altered States

TRAVtl

MUSICIANS NEEDED FOR ptrlof

mances at Belchertown State School

Funding available Contact Bruce

256-4236

LICENSED MANKJURIST fof Amherst

area Salon 549-4979

SPEND HAUOWEEN IN AHered Slates

COLLEGE WEEKEND IN Montreal only

$79 Oct 31 Nov 2 There's still time! Call

865-4729
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Minutemen to
host SCSU
Men's soccer set

to bounce back
from UConn loss

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

Last week, the University of

Massachusetts men's soccer team battled

a tough University of Connecticut team

before falling, 31.

This afternoon, Coach Jeff Gettler'ff

squad will oppose another tough team

from that state just south of here, when

Southern Connecticut State University

rolls into town for a 3 p.m. match at

Bovden Field.

The Minutemen, 5-9, will be looking to

bounce back from last week's tough losS,

and to regenerate the offense which had

recently carried them to a three-game

winning streak. The Minutemen have

dropped their last two games, and don't

want to fall any further.

The Minutemen played well in the first

half against Connecticut, shutting the

Huskies out, but the defense began to

break down in the second half, when Con-

necticut was able to produce all three of

its eoals.

Southern Connecticut, which comes in

to today's match with a record of 9-3-2, is

currently ranked first in New England

and second in the country in Division II,

and is coming off of a big 8-0 win over the

University of Lowell.

Southern Ct. coach Bob DiKranian cites

both high scoring and good defense as the

reasons for his team's success this season.

Statistics would appear to support this

fact, as well. On offense, SCSU is led by

Mike Martin, with nine goals and four

assists Following Martin in the scoring

are Robert Graham (9-3-21) and Anthony
Vaughn (7-5-19).

In goal tor isouthem Connecticut will be

Gino Epifani, who, according to DiKra-

nian, has been a big factor in Southern

Connecticut's success this year. In his

teams 14 games, Epifani has only allow-

ed a total of 11 goals, and has recorded

five shutouts.

"We played well against Lowell,"

DiKranian said. "Our offense was really

rolling. They had a great day, and I was

satisfied with our performance
continued on page lo

UMass, Harvard draw a blank

CoUeglan pboto by Paul Desmaraia

Tri-captain Kristen Bowsher and Harvard goalie Tracee Whitley bat-

tle for a rebound yesterday at Boyden field. The game ended in a 0-0 tie

after two overtimes.

Teams battle

to 0-0 OT tie
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

Yesterday's women's soccer game bet-

ween the University of Massachusetts and

Harvard University had all the ingredients

of a good movie.

It had an interesting beginning, plenty

of action, even a climax. The only thing it

lacked was a conclusion.

The two teams battled through a

scoreless regulation period and two

scoreless overtime periods as the game end-

ed in a 0-0 deadlock.

"We played great defense," Harvard

coach Bob Scalise said. "We were very

organized and played together. Individual-

ly, UMass is a better team so we had to

work together."

Sophomore goalie Carla DeSantis made

four saves to earn the shutout for the

Minutewomen. Her counterpart, Tracee

Whitley, stopped nine shots for Harvard.

"Whitley is the best goalie in New
England," UMass coach Kalekeni Banda

said. "There's no question about it. The

longer she's in the game, the better she

becomes. They also had a great sweeper

(Andrea Montalbano). Those two players

are excellent and we didn't do anything to

offset them."

Whitley came into the game with a 0.81

goals against average, but was not tested

early as the Crimson came out very ag-

gressively. The ball was in the

Massachusetts end of the field for most of

the opening 10 minutes, before the

Minutewomen came alive.

As the period progressed, UMass began

to dominate, but the Harvard players mov-

ed back and didn't allow many good scor-

ing opportunities.

"It was not our intention to play back

against UMass," Scalise said. "But the

speed and talent of their forwards forces

you to pack it in sometimes."

The Crimson soon got back into the game
and had a good chance on a corner kick

with about ten minutes left in the half, but

DeSantis and the rest of the defense was
solid. continued on page 15

Volleyball travels to Rhode Island

for critical A-10 conference clash
Spikers are prepared
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

Never mind the winning streaks. Never mind the

blowouts. This is a very, very big match for the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts volleyball team.

The Minutewomen, 18-2 overall and 3-1 in the Atlantic

10, make their way South today to face the University

of Rhode Island in a crucial conference match at Kingston.

Game time is scheduled for a 7:00 p.m. start.

If there was ever a time for the spikers to come out of

a slump, now is the time. The Minutewomen have turn-

ed in several sluggish performances as of late, one ofwhich

resulted in a three-set loss to Temple University last Fri-

day. Make no mistake about it, UMass must be pumped

to have a chance against the erratic Wrams.

"I'm expecting us to be very psyched up for this match.

It should be an excellent match and we are looking for-

ward to it," head coach Elaine Sortino said. "We are go-

ing to find out what we are made of, that's for sure."

The consequences of a loss and the rewards of a victory

are crystal clear for UMass. A win over URI would set

the stage for a showdown with ISth-ranked Penn State

University on Friday. A loss would send the

Minutewomen toppling into a three-way tie for second

place and would all but kill any conference title hopes for

the Minutewomen.
With Saturday's Four-set win over Temple, Rhode

Island improved its A-10 mark to 31, identical to the

record the spikers currently sport. Penn St. remains as

the only unbeaten team in the conference with a 4-0 mark

and are in the drivers seat for its third consecutive A-10

crown. URI and Penn St. have not played each other yet,

meaning that a Rhode Island win would, instead, set the

tables for a possible title clash between the two schools.

In short, the Minutewomen control their own destiny.

"We know that we are a good team and we've done real

well so far," Sortino said. "As far as we are concerned,

we have absolutely nothing to lose and everything to gain

from this match. We have the world in oxir hands."

Overall, Rhode Island is 8-14 on the season, a record that

is pretty deceiving. URI has been extremely inconsistent

in many of its performances and have failed to put

together a winning streak that has lasted longer than

three games. The Wrams have lost to suspect teams, but,

at the same time, has come up with the big win when they

have been forced to. Rhode Island has traditionally been

a force in the East and has challenged PSU for the top

spot in the A-10 the last few seasons. But times have

changed for URI, mainly due to losses from graduation.

The Wrams are paced by sophomores Dawn Banket and

Rhoda Stevens. Banket is ninth in the A-10 in kills with

187 kills in 72 games (2.60 kills per game) and blocking

with 67 blocks in 72 games (0.93 blocks per game). Stevens

has been just as effective, she is 10th in kills (146 kills

in 60 games for an average of 2.43) and eighth in block-

ing (59 blocks in 60 games for an average of 0.98). Stevens

is also eighth in digging average (1.87 per game) with 112

digs in 60 games.

URI is also led by junior hitter Jane Creek (ninth in dig-

ging average with 117 digs in 63 games for an average

of 1.86 per game) and freshman setter Lisa Jackowiak,

who is fifth in the A-10 in assists with 407 assists in 60

games (6.78 per game). As a team, URI ranks third in the

conference in blocking (3.35 per game), fourth in digging

(11.56 per game) and fifth in assists (9.10 per game).

The Minutewomen will counter with a potent blocking

attack that is tops in the A-10 and ranked 10th in the na-

tion. Junior middle hitter Marcy Guiliotis is the

ringleader, as she leads the conference and is fourth in

the nation in individual blocking. When the blocking,

which has been a bone of contention for Sortino, and the

offense is running at full tilt, the result is usually a win.

something UMass must have.

Minutewomen top

the Big Green, 4-0

stickers take 2nd straight
By LINDA DELIVORIAS
Collegian Correspondent

The Boston Celtics are worthy of being referred to as

the Big Green, but for Dartmouth College, the nickname

is a misnomer.
The University of Massachusetts field hockey team

dismantled Dartmouth, 4-0, yesterday afternoon at

Hanover, NH, dealing the Big Green their seventh defeat

in 10 games.
"We just had the ball deep in their end for most of the

game. We combined well with our passing, and pressured

them defensively. It was a job well done, and its a good,

new beginning," head coach Pam Hixon said. "We need-

ed a goal immediately because we didn't want to get

behind early."

The Minutewomen, 13-2, and vnnners of two straight,

granted Hixon her wish by getting on the scoreboard in

the opening minutes of the contest.

At the 30:31 mark of the first half, fi^eshman Bernie

Martel spotted senior attacker Lil Hultin cutting towards

the net. Hultin took the feed from Martel and smashed

a crossball past junior goalie Tiffany Cunningham.

Hultin's seventh tally of the season, and second game-

winning goal, gave UMass a quick 1-0 lead.

It took the Minutewomen just five minutes to pad their

lead to 2-0.

This time it was freshman attacker Nancy Philbrick

dishing off to Martel in the right corner of the field.

Martel deposited the ball for her first collegiate goal, pro-

viding UMass with a comfortable 2-0 halftime edge over

Dartmouth.
"Bernie had a big day, and I was very pleased with

the steady play of Carol Smith," Hixon said. "Nancy

O'Halloran and Amy Robertson played solid on the

defensive end." continued on page 15
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Freedom of speech sparks debate

Rabbi, professor

contrast in views

Bv MARIANE MEUSE
Collegian Staff

Issues of free speech were debated before

a standing-room-only crowd at the Campus
Center yesterday by Rabbi Saul Perlmut-

ter of Hillel and professor Dean Alfange of

the political science depai-tment.

Professor Alfange argued that all speech

must be protected in a free society. Rabbi

Perlmutter, however, said that some

speech is so harmful and hateful that it

must be restricted.

"The saying that sticks and stones can

break your bones but words can never hurt

you is misleading. Words can hurt. They

can lead to throwing stones," Perlmutter

said.

To illustrate his point, Perlmutter men-

tioned the controversy surrounding last

year's appearance of Paul Cameron, an

anti-gay rights activist. He noted that

Cameron's appearance was followed by an

increase in the number of attacks against

gays and lesbians on campus.

"Words have the power for good or evil

and society has a right to protect itself. A
speaker who calls upon his listeners to bash

heads has no place on this campus,"

Perlmutter said.

Arguing against banning certain

speakers, Alfange said speech must be pro-

tected in a free society.

"The test of freedom of speech is to stand

up to ideas with which you disagree. We
have to protect speech even if it's speech

of the most loathful kind," he said.

Collegian photo by Paul Franz

Rabbi Saul Perlmutter, right, and political science professor Dean

Alfange debate the issue of free speech yesterday in the Campus Center.

Alfange said the danger in restricting

speech lies in the fact that people may at-

tempt to restrict any ideas to which they

do not adhere.

"We are individuals because of our

beliefs. No law can prohibit a person from

believing what they want. To say that so-

meone cannot express their beliefs is an

assault on the individualism of the person,"

he said.

But speakers such as Cameron "destroy

the possibility of meaningful dialogue,"

Perlmutter argued. He said their speech

should be curtailed if it can lead to "broken

bones, broken lives, and broken .societies.

"Paul Cameron's words caused emotional

damage. The University has a right to

restrict speech if it's designed to cause pro-

blems," he said.

A question and answer period followed

the debate and audience members took

turns questioning the positions of both

Perlmutter and Alfange.

The discussion period became emotional

at several points as people in the audience

challenged the legitimacy of both positions.

Project spurs

order, civility

By SARAH NATHAN
Collegian Correspondent

The Kaleidoscope Project is aimed at

recreating the tradition of public argu-

ment here at the University of

Massachusetts, according to Grant Ingle,

spokesman for the Office of Human
Relations.

"Providing a civil forum for discussing

the undiscu-ssible," said Ingle, is the pur-

pose of this two-year-old project.

"It is common for issues to escalate in-

to shouting matches," Ingle said. "The
Kaleidoscope Project has been experimen-

ting with passionate speakers who are

allowed to speak their side." The forum

also allots the audience a chance to voice

their opinions.

The forum allows its viewers to dissect

the issues and understand opposing points

of views, to create an environment of ad-

vocacy, intense feeling, and respect, Ingle

said.

The format of the project invites people

to examine various issues intensely.

Zionism, pornography, and the "con-

tras" are some of the issues the

Kaleidoscope Project addressed last year.

The Kaleidoscope Project is sponsored

by the faculty, staff", and students of the

Student Government Association, the

Chancellor's Commission ofHuman Rela-

tions, the Office of Human Relations, the

Department ofCommunications, and the

National Conference of Christians and

Jews.

Telephone fee
causes dispute
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff"

Student leaders and administrators are still quarreling

over whether a new telecommunications system allowing

students to register for classes and buy athletic tickets

through the phone ought to be installed.

A computer port and a telephone would be installed in

every dormitory room, lecture hall and professor's office.

According to some student leaders, who maintain that

the system would only benefit students who have com-

puters, each student would be billed a $271 telecom-

munications fee.

The administration might give students an option to

purchase computers "at a much lower price than they

could get any other way" by signing a contract with a ven-

dor, said Douglas Abbott, associate vice chancellor for

Computer Information.

On a recent campus-wide referendum question, 86 per-

cent of the voters said they disapproved of the fee hike.

"That [the fee] would never happen. That was a

falsehood," Abbott claimed. Students do not realize that

fee is a gross estimate for how much each student would

pay, he added.

"We are continuing to define the technical scope of the

plan and the installation details," Abbott said.

Members of the Provost office. Physical Plant and facul

ty have formed a committee to discuss three elements: the

cost of any new conduit that might be required, the labor

cost for wiring the system, and the type of device to be

used.

Abbott said he has requested that SGA President Bill

Bennett provide a representative for this committee, but

as of last week Bennett had not replied.

In addition, Abbott said he has offered to pay a consul-

tant to educate student leaders on the matter.

Bennett said that finding a representative was difficult

because the committee meets at lunch time or when

students have classes.

Joe Demeo, Southwest Area Government co-president,

has offered to represent the SGA in the committee. "I don't

want to see the fees go to students," he said.

continued on page 5

Question 7 asks Massachusetts voters

if national health program should be sought
By KATHLEEN DUNICAN
Collegian Correspondent

Editor's note: This is the fourth in a series on the Nov.

4 referendum questions

The Legislature has placed a question on the ballot that

attempts to determine whether state residents favor urg-

ing Congress to enact a national health program.

According to Question 7. one of eight state questions and

two county questions on the Nov. 4 ballot, the goals of this

national health program are to provide free health care

services to all.

The national health program is to be sensitive to the

particular health needs of all, to be efficient on contain-

ing its cost, and to have a yearly expenditure that does

not exceed the proportion of the Gross National Product

spent on health care in the immediately preceding fiscal

year. This was $38.8 million in 1985. The details of the

program are not specified.

A yes vote would urge Congress to enact a national

health program that meets certain goals. A no vote would

not support the proposed program.

"The vote on this question does bind either the state

Legislature or the US Congress," the referendum states.

The official argument for the proposal was filed with

the Massachusetts Secretary of State in Boston by the

Committee for the National Health Program Referendum

in Cambridge, and the argument against was filed by the

Massachusetts Medical Society.

According to David Danielson. representative of the

committee in favor, the issue was created because of the

failure of the US to have recognized health care, like other

"civilized," industrial nations.

"There are too many people with no health insurance

and no public health care at all," Danielson said.

"There is also an increasing drive to exclude those peo-

ple who suffer from diabetes and arthritis, from being

eligible for any health insurance. In this system, if you

lost your insurance, or you lose your job, you cannot get

health care," he said.
^^

"This cockamamie system that we have is insufficient.

The Massachusetts Medical Society is against the

establishment of any national health program according

to Corinne Broderick.

"It stems from the argument that we should work to

improve our present private professional system, rather

than burden the government further," Broderick said.

"Medicare and Medicaid, as they are now, do not work.

It would be functionless to put all our health care needs

in the hands of the government," she said.

Broderick said that in countries that do have a national

health program, it is not used to its full potential.

"In Great Britain, those who can afford to purchase

private health care, do so to avoid the wait that is en-

countered in the national health care plans. In Canada,

those who can afford to, come to the United States to avoid

continued on page 4

Amherst declares

day honoring U.N.
By BRAD GORDON
Collegian Correspondent

To commemorate the 41st anniversary of the United

Nations, the United Nations General Assembly has

designated today as U.N. Day in 1986, the Year of Peace

throughout the world, said Lois Barber of the Amherst

chapter of the United Nations Association of the United

States of America.

In 8«xx)rdance with the General Assembly's designa-

tion, the Amherst Board of Selectmen officially proclaim-

ed today U.N. Day in Amherst, Barber said.

The proclamation was made in order "to educate peo-

ple of the problems faced by the U.N. and of the poten-

tial for good in mankind which the United Nations

represents, and to encourage the continued support of

the U.N. which is vital to its survival," she added.

The UNAUSA Amherst chapter sponsored a luncheon

yesterday at Amherst College. Jacques Forbes, co-

director of the Council for Nuclear Weapons and former

participant in the U.N. International Task Force of

Freeze Campaign, was the guest speaker, Barber said.

Barber said that U.N. Day is one of several ways that

UNAUSA chapters around the world and here in

continued on page 7
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Doctors sooth worker's fears

of colleague dying from AIDs
*"^

1 -_/>. 1 . ;„i ...1. I ..I

AP photo

FAT CAT - Pudgy, a cat belonging to photographer Ron Maxwell,

of Winslow, Me., poses on the top step of Maxwell's home, providing

a head for what might be termed a "Catoween Duymmy."

NEEDHAM (AP)More than two dozen

telephone repairmen who had walked o«

the job rather than work with a colleague

dying of AIDS relented yesterday after

talking with doctors about the fatal

disease.

But four of them refused to enter the ol-

fice they share with the diseased man and

had to be handed their assignments

outside.
.

,

"It's not that they don't like Paul, said

Kay Moore, wife of shop steward George

Moore.

The Moores were among 50 workers and

their families who met with three doctors

to talk about their fears of contagion from

Paul Cronan, 31.

The repairman returned to work Tuesday

after a year long absence and the settle-

ment of a $1.5 million lawsuit against the

New England Telephone Co. The suit alleg-

ed the company disclosed his disease to

coworkers, provoking threats.

Cronan, who lives in Boston, said he was

greeted on his first day back at work by a

message scrawled on the garage wall:

"Gays and bisexuals should be taken to

an island and destroyed." The sign was

erased.

The next day, 29 of Cronan's 44 co-

workers refused to pick up work orders, i

won't be standing next to him unless it is

forced on me,"said employee John Bennett.

But the meeting with doctors Wednesday

night allayed most fears, although they

trivialized families' concerns, Mrs. Moore

said.

"They made them sound like silly fears,"

she said. "To me they're not silly."

She said most of the families were not

aware that doctors believe that acquired

immune deficiency syndrome is a virus

spread through sexual intercourse or con-

tact with blood and blood products. The

highest risk groups in the United States

have been homosexuals and intravenous

drug abusers.

A few of Cronan's colleagues have been

turned away from their friends' houses

because of widespread misunderstanding

about AIDS contagion, she said.

Others are under pressure by their

families to stay away from Cronan, and

some families simply don't believe the doc-

tors' assurances.

"The majority of people were saying they

admired Paul and his courage," she said.

"They understand he's a human being and

he's suffering from something nobody has

control over."

Doctors say rest for bad back may be harmful
The pain went away after 11 days in both groups, but

those told to stay in bed two days missed 45 percent lessBOSTON (AP) — When people complain, "Oh, my
aching back," doctors often send them to bed for a week.

But new research released yesterday suggests that the

best medicine is just a day or two of rest, or perhaps none

at all.

The study supports a growing conviction among physi-

cians that most backaches will go away in a week or two,

no matter what the victim does, and prolonged bed rest

may do more harm than good.

Doctors who conducted the research at the University

of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio say their

work supports the idea that people with backaches should

try to get back to work as quickly as possible, even if they

still hurt.

"It's an excellent study," said Dr. Augustus White of

Boston's Beth Israel Hospital. "It neatly documents a

trend that we have incorporated into our practice of

managing patients who have back pain."

After the common cold, backaches are the leading cause

of missed work in the United States. According to one

estimate, Americans lose 10 million work days annually

because of them, and this adds up to $5 billion in lost ear-

nings and productivity.

"We wouldn't ask people to go to work if they were in

pain that really is disabling," said Dr. Andrew K. Diehl,

one of the researchers. "On the other hand, it appears that

people with mild pain can safely go to work without fear

that they would further injure themselves."

The researchers caution, however, that their recommen-

dations contain an important caveat. They apply only to

simple backaches that result from strained muscles and

ligaments, not ruptured disks and other nerve damage.

Those problems may require longer confinement in bed.

The study, published in the New England Journal oi

Medicine, was conducted on 203 backache victims. They

were asked to spend either two days or seven days in bed.

those told

work.

"We physicians have been guilty of being somewhat

overprotective of patients and perhaps in the process un

duly alarming them about how sick they really are," said

Dr. Richard A. Deyo, who directed the study. Instead of

"lengthy periods of time away from usual activity, the best

prescription may really be to return as quickly as you can

to doing your normal activities."

Another paper, published last year in the British

Medical Journal, suggests that even two days may be too

long. Dr. J.R. Gilbert and colleagues from McMaster

University in Hamilton, Ontario, randomly prescribed

three days of bed rest or none at all for two groups. There

was no difference in the outcome of their backaches.
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BOG discusses
approval
of autonomy
By ANN BRTTTON
Collegian Staff

Members of the Campus Center Board of

Governors last night discussed the

Undergraduate Student Senate's approval

of a contract that makes the board

autonomous from the Student Government

Association.

"This is a major victory that is really

pretty impressive," said Mark Friedman,

vice chairman of the board. "It is important

to support the moderate progressive

senators who helped us out."

The contract is in the best interests of the

students and it was "unfortunate to see

some of the dilatory tactics," used by the

senate, Friedman said.

Board Chairman John Hayes said the

senate delayed making a decision on the

legislation Wednesday night: "Every vote

was a roll call vote. They were using it last

night as a way to slow it down, but we

managed to kill all that. We got what we

wanted."
"One of the reasons this is so important

is that it recognizes us as independent from

the Stockbridge Student Senate, the

Graduate Student Senate, and the Student

Government Association," he said.

"Next we need a letter of agreement with

the administration about our rights, to

justify what we should have as a student

group,"he said.

Friedman said the board needs to make
Itself more visible on campus. "We are here

to help out students. We are not just set-

ting policy," he said.

The board also discussed student Senator

W. Greg Rothman's attempt to raise the

issue of selling Coors beer in the Campus
Center/Student Union complex.

"It's really crazy. It's hard to understand

what they want. His [Rothman's) consti-

tuency doesn't like Coors for the most part.

Students from his area support the deci-

sion," Friedman said.

Photo liv iJanf Lapatu

SCRUBBIN' HER MOUNT - Jill Nicolai, assistant

director of Tillson Farm, gives Highlander a bath outside

a stable last week.

Jews celebrate
reading of Torah
By ELLEN ABBOTf
Collegian Correspondent

The Jewish community at the University of

Massachusetts is preparing for this weekend's Simchat

Torah celebration, or "rejoicing with the Torah
"

The celebration marks the completion of the reading of

the Torah, the five books of Moses. The Torah is read three

times a week in order. The last book is completed on Sim-

chat Torah and that night the reading begins again.

The celebration includes a lot of singing, dancing, and

parades. The Torah scrolls are taken from the arc and read

during the parades. Normally, the Torah is read publicly

only in the morning, but during Simchat Torah, it is read

in the evening during the celebration.

Festivities on campus usually take place in and around

the Campus Center.

This year, however, UMass B'nai B'rith Hillel is try

ing something different. The Hillel at the Massachusetts-

Institute of Technology in Cambridge will host students

wishing to attend a Simchat Torah celebration in

Cambridge.

"Tremont Street in Cambridge will be blocked ofT for

the festivities of Simchat Torah, " said Eric Traiger, presi

dent of Hillel at UMass. "There's going to be a big party

it's actually a 'celebration of joy' of the Torah."

Rabbi Saiil Perlmutter,director of Hillel at UMass. .sain

that student response has been very g(X)d.

"I'm pretty pleased," he said. "Tremont Street will bt

one of the most exciting places to be in Boston this

weekend.
"

Perlmutter explained that Havurat Shalom, a

synagogue in Cambridge, which will be visited this

weekend, was having problems maintaining membership

until it was "discovered by some young people" who seem

to have turned the synagogue around. It is now considered

an "egalitarian place to celebrate," he said. The trip to

Boston leaves Haigis Mall at about 2 p.m. Friday, retur-

ning Sunday afternoon.

For those students unable to attend the festivities in

Boston, there will be a Simchat Torah celebration at 7:30

p.m. Saturday at Chabad House, a Jewish student center

opposite the Whitmore Administration building.

Other information concerning the Simchat Torah may
be obtained from the Jewish Community Center, at 742
Main St. in Amherst.

Educator of residential assistants increases awareness
^^ ina rolntinnshins fnkps time. .she said.

Stresses development of 'human potentiaV

By KATHRYN POHNER
Collegian Staff

As Staff Development Coordinator for the

east side of campus, Mary McManus works

with students to increase their awareness

in areas such as alcohol, gender roles and

eating disorders.

McManus. beginning her third year as

coordinator, is responsible for training and

developing programs for resident assistants

as well as providing support when crisis

and conflict arise.

"When students go to college, they ex-

perience life beyond parents. There are lots

of opportunities for people to take advan-

tage of, but many students have problems

coming to terms with other lifestyles. They
tend to fall back on what is comfortable,"

McManus said.

Situations such as this are often topics

for the resident assistant classes McManus
teaches. Topics range from the social issues

of racism and oppression to gender libera-

tion and violence against women.
"At a large university like this one, the

whole spectrum of issues and problems is

more visible. However, there are more sup-

port services to meet the needs of students

with tho.se problems," she said.

The best way to cope with these problems

is education, she stressed. RAs are

educated to become more attuned to these

problems so they in turn can help other

students.

McManus' work involves educating as

well as challenging. Her classes are a mix-

ture of lectures and small discussion groups

comes into play in more places than the

classroom. She values the moments when

she can sit and talk with students in a

relaxed atmosphere.

"It's important to take advantage of the

teachable moments," she said.

Her work schedule varies from month to

month because she attends meetings,

works on committees, coordinates .seminars

and training sessions and works with resi-

dent directors.

Her closest work, however, is with the

RAs. Her biggest challenge with them, she

said, is teaching them not to be .so hard on

themselves.

"I try to work with them to be patient

with themselves - that learning and mak-

ing relationships takes time," she said.

"You can't build a community overnight"

where students learn to handle situations

by expressing ideas and experiences with

them.
"Whenever there is an issue that you

learn about, you become more aware of

that problem, and as a result hear about

it more often, " she said.

In her classes, McManus explores ideas

and opinions with her students, challeng-

ing their assumptions and at the same time

supporting their differences.

Diffen-ruv-s are to be appreciated and not

downgraded, .she said. It is an important

part of a college education.

"One of the things that makes a person

more successful is to learn more abnut

breadth and depth of human potential no

one has to stick with stereotypes," she sa.c

McManus said she feels that education

Dickinson Library renamed
in honor of retired US general
By ELLEN M. NOLAN
Collegian Correspondent

A University of Massachusetts alumnus

who rose to the rank of general in the US
Air Force was honored yesterday by the

Reserve Officers Training Corps in

Dickinson Hall.

Andrew P. losue, retired Air Force

general, was recognized for his 35-year

career in the Air Force and his dedication

to the improvement of the UMass, as the

library in Dickinson was dedicated to him.

The renamed library is full of

memorabilia charting losue's Air Force

career. Photos, citations and trophies

highlight his career as a C-130 pilot with

over 6,500 flying hours. Also featured is

his tour of duty of Southeast Asia, where

he had 200 combat missions and flew the

first US aircraft to land in North Vietnam

in 19 years.

A friend and counselor to UMass
Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey, losue was

praised by the chancellor for his com-

munity leadership and his great help to

the campus through the chancellor's Ex-

ecutive Committee. With his work on the

committr-8, losue is the "most informed

> . . . .i t * * * ^ '
' ' '

and sensitive member to this group," Duf-

fey said.

losue is making the world "a safer place

to live," Duffey said, talking about the

general's military contributions,

losue said the secret to success i= to ".set

your sights high.'"

Using himself as an example, losue,

who is about 5 feet 6 inches tall, said he

is not the stereotypical "six-foot-four

[general] wit.h blue eyes and blond hair."

"It doesn't matter about your
background, the opportunity is there,"

losue said.

With the libraiy being dedicated in his

name, losue said he hopes that it will in-

spire students to work harder by saying,

"If he did it, so can I."

The dedication ended with a presenta-

tion of a scholarship in losue's name to

Elizabeth Warden of Mt. Holyoke College,

the cadet with the most outstanding

academic and ROTC records.

The remodeled library has more than

1,000 books and other publications on

military and air subjects, largely due to

the financial backing of the University

and the support of losue's friends.

t'ollpgian photo by Paul I>«nmarai*

UMass Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey presents retired Air Force

General Andrew P. losue with a bowl in appreciation of the

general's donation of memorabilia to the Dickinson library.

f '
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Vaccination recommended
as flu season approaches

(DllctnHn photo hy Ricri Bonanno

THE FAST LANE — Junior anthropology major Francis Johnson
walks briskly down Main Street in Northampton, yesterday.

By PAUL HICKEY
Collegian Correspondent

Flu season is quickly approaching and

hiij;h risk gi-oups are being urged to receive

a vaccination against the flu.

George Grady, assistant commissoner of

the state Department of Public Health,

issued a warning, saying that influenza

outbreaks generally begin around

Thanksgiving and peak over Christmas

and New Year's, and urged Massachusetts

residents to be vaccinated.

In a Boston Globe interview, Dr. David

Fedson, an influenza expert at the Univer-

sity of V^irginia said, 'Influenza is more

than a cold; it lays you low for many, many

days, and it can take two to three weeks

to recover full strength."

The University of Massachusetts Health

Services is offering vaccinations for high

risk groups.

Dr. Thomas McBride, medical director at

Health Services, said the high risk groups

included individuals with heart and lung

problems, adults over the age of 65, people

with diabetes, kidney problems, anemia

and asthma.
'Tt ic mncf ;r.-.r,Mrto.nt for high risk gToups

to come in now before they get the tlu
'

McBride said.

"It is very contagious but we didn't have

very many cases last year," he said.

"It's impossible to guess on the nunibei

of cases we'll have this year," McBridt

said, adding, "The average 18-year-old ,stu

dent who only gets one or two colds a year

does not need a vaccination."

Health Services is also offering shots for

people who work there so if they do conu

in contact with the flu, they won't I..'

spreading it around, said McBride.

The three types of flu around this ytai

are from Chile, Mississippi, and Ann .Ar

bor, Michigan, McBride said adding that

Health Services has a single vaccine that

will take care of all three.

A fourth type of flu from Taiwan ha> d

special vaccine that has not been given to

Health Services yet, but "we will have it

in the near futui'e," McBride said.

Other than the vaccination "there are no

real precautions that can be taken because

it is so contagious," McBride said.

"Once you get the flu all we can do is

treat the symptoms. Your body fight.s it 1)\

building up antibodies," he said.

F

Y
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Schedules for this semester's final exams are available beginning ic

day. Copies will distributed to students in residence halls. Off-campu.'^

students may pick up thejr schedules in the first-floor lobby of the Whit

more Administration Building today from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

A memorial service for families who have experienced miscarriage,

stillbirth. Sudden Infant Death Syndrome or neonatal death wili be

held Saturday at 3 p.m. at the Mount Toby Friends Meetinghouse on

Route 63 in Leverett. There will be an ecumenical service followed by

a memorial tree planting ceremony. Call 548-9216, 549-5292, or

584-7097 for information.

Feminist says gender issue

*more complex' than believed to be

:r l> iblv

By MATTHEW SHAKESPEARE
Collegian Correspondent

At a poetry reading Wednesday night, feminist poet

Marilyn Hacker said that gender is a fai" more complex

issue than most people believe.

Hacker spoke before a crowd of 30, as part of the

"Gender and Identity" series sponsored by the Institute

of Advanced Study in the Humanities.
Hacker, who won the national book award in 1975 for

her first book of poetry titled Presentation Piece, in-

terspersed race and sexuality with gender and identity.

She began her talk with the question, "What does a girl

do?" quoting from the Charell's song of the same name.
"Political gender," "ambiguous gender," and "specific

gender," are the three subgroups she chose to categorize

her five books to date.

"Is gender ambiguity erotic? Does it matter? How does

the male deal wdth political gender?"she asked.

Hacker said to think of her poems as words, not bodies

unto themselves. She added that her poetry is gender

determinant, yet in this determinism, opposites [male and

female traits] do not necessarily attract.

"All people at various times occupy certain spots on the

spectrum of gender," she said, yet their spot is not deter-

mined through life, rather it changes as the person

changes.

Hacker said political gender, the focus of her work in

the 1960s, defined characters along standard heterosex-

ual guidelines.

The poem she used to exemplify this period of her poetry

was "Song of Lliadven" from her first book, Presentation

Piece.

Ambiguous gender was the attitude present in her work

of the early 1970s, she said. Hacker read from four

poems in Presentation Piece to explicate this phase of her

poetry. She said these poems occupied a time in her life

when her own gender identity was in transition.

The poems she read were full of images of a woman's
desire, both spiritually and physically, for another woman.

In one poem, "Elegy [for Janis Joplin]," she spoke of an
unrequited love for the dead blues singer.

Specific gender was the theme of her final ten poems.

Hacker discussed gender and race, the bonds between

mother and daughter, and the roles women an

ascribed in society.

She said those poems are 'ambiguous like all of us are.
'

Hacker's poems used historical personages and events.

She called from the works of Adrienne Rich. Goethe, and

Shakespeare. Throughout her reading, Hacker referred

to people from Sappho, to Harriet Tubman and Anne Hut-

chinson, -^he put her characters in many situations, from

medieval Irish monasteries to "dyke bars" in the contem-

porary cities.

• referendum
continued from page 1

the waits, ' she said.

"'Massachusetts is the first state to have such a referen-

dum on the ballot, therefore there is not a great awareness

of it as an issue," Broderick said.

Danielson said the public is "solidly behind the idea of

a national health program. It is a way to get rid of the

system we have now, which is based on 'your money or

your life,' " he said.

The health referendum's most recent poll, performed by

WBZ-T'V in Boston resulted in 66 percent in favor, 19 per-

cent opposed, and 14 percent undecided about the issue.
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Amherst youths compete
in Halloween contest
By JENNIFER FINOCCHIO
Collegian Correspondent

Pumpkins, witches, monsters, ghosts and

goblins galore will be overtaking the store

windows of Amherst this weekend.

Tomorrow, children of all ages will have

a chance to show off their artistic talents

and favorite Halloween motifs in

Amherst's colorful window Painting Con-

test. Sponsored by the Amherst Leisure

Services and Supplemental Education

Department, this event has given Amherst

parents, children and town merchants a

fun way to decorate store windows in the

spirit of Halloween for the past 14 years.

According to Leslie Hoffman, this year's

program coordinator, the contest is open to

young people ages six to 18. Some 118 en-

tries have already been received for this

year's contest, with eight and nine-year-

olds making up the bulk of the artists.

The competition is divided into three

categories: individual, team, and

parent/child. Each category is further

broken down according to age. Ribbons, cer-

tificates, and honorable mentions will be

awarded later in the day, Hoffman said.

Following the contest are two hour-long

Halloween parties which will take place at

the Bangs Community Center.

Sandwiched between the two parties will

be a Halloween parade, with about 150

children clad in their Halloween attire

marching down a stretch of North Pleasant

Street. They will be headed by parade mar-

tial, Helen Gates.

UMass students from leisure studies

classes and some sororities are also help-

ing out in the parade, dressed as jugglers

and clowns.

"We also take this [parade] hour to

scramble around and get ready for the se-

cond children's party," explained Hoffman.

Hoffman expressed great appreciation to

participating store owners for their help iri

the upcoming event. Some, such as Louis'

Food Market, will be newcomers to the

events while many have been donating

window space and even party refreshments

"year after year," she said.
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State court restricts parents
in daughter's abortion decision

^^ frnm bpinp r-rn.qs-examined as if she were
BOSTON (AP) - Parents have no right

under Massachusetts law to intervene in

court proceedings when their daughters

seek judges' permission to undergo abor-

tions, the state Appeals Court has ruled.

The justices ruled on Wednesday, one day

after hearing oral arguments in a case in-

volving a 15-year-old girl who wanted an

abortion without her parents' consent.

"The significance is that a young woman
can go and have her hearing before a judge

without fear that her parents are follow-

ing >"»r Hown to the courthouse and be free

• fee
continued from page 1

Demeo said yesterday that the commit-

tee, at a meeting this morning, would "look

at proposals where the students won't have

to pay off their bills for it (the fee]."

SGA Rents and Fees Committee Chair

man Mark DeNyse said he will propose a

motion against the fee to the area govern-

ments. After they pass it, the motion will

be brought to the senate floor, he added.

"At that point for the administration to say

we are going to do it anyway, that would

be suicide for them.

from being cross-examined as if she were

a criminal defendant," said attorney Jamie

Ann Sabino, who represented the girl.

She said the abortion was scheduled to

be performed yesterday, so any further ap-

peals would be moot.

Under a 1981 state law, if an unmarried

woman younger than 18 does not have

parental consent for an abortion, a judge

can be asked to determine if she is mature

enough to decide or to rule that abortion

is in her best interest.

"There's no bloody way we should be pay-

ing a penny for this. It just is a nightmare

to think about."

The SGA does not oppose the project, but

it does not want students to pay for the

system, DeNyse added.

"They [the administration] have already

gone to the state and the state has said no,"

he claimed. The administration's theory is

that the state will pay about $8-$9 million

for the wiring and the students will pay the

remaining amount, DeNyse said.

Abbott said he will soon meet with of-

ficials to "explore funding with the state."

A portion of the wiring and the equipment

prices might apply to student fees, he

added.

Selling a car?
Buying a car?

Let Automatch make the match.

Free for buyers, one-time fee to sellers.

MANY CARS
UNDER $2,000

241 King St., Suite 32
Northampton

584-0341
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HOUSING
EXEMPTIONS
APPUOATIONS

Freshmen, Sophomores and Stockbridge students

who wish to live off campus for the Spring Semester

1986 should apply for an exemption from the on-

campus housing regulation. Housing Exemption Ap-

plications are now available in the Housing Assign-

ment Office, Room 235 Whitmore. Applications are

due no later than Friday, October 31, 1986. Applica-

tions will not be accepted after this date. Please sub-

mit all applications to the Housing Assignment Office,

235 Whitmore.

IMPORTANT NOTES:
Please Read Carefully

••Signing a lease is not valid grounds for receiving an

exemption from the on-campus housing requirement.

DO NOT SIGN A LEASE UNLESS YOU HAVE

RECEIVED AN EXEMPTION. Any student who signs

a lease without prior approval form the Housing

Assignment Office is reponsible for all on-campus fees

and will be required to reside on-campus.

•'Students who are granted on exemption from the

on-campus housing regulation will lose their housing

assignment for the Spring 1987 Semester on the last

day of this semester, unless prior arrangements are

made with the Housing Assignment Office. Thank you.
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Comatose firefighter, 49, dies

after artificial feeding is stopped
BOSTON (AP) - Paul E. Brophy. the

severely comatose firefighter whose case

tested the legal limits of a patient's right

to death with dignity, died Thursday at the

hospital that gianted his wife's request he

no longer be fed artificially.

Brophy, 49, was pronounced dead at

12:55 p.m. at Emerson Hospital in Concord,

where he was taken afler another hospital

refused to remove feeding tubes that kept

him alive for 3.5 years.

His death came after eight days without

food.

The decision to withhold food from

Brophy was authorized by the

Massachusetts Supreme Court at the urg-

ing of Brophy's wife. Patricia, a registered

nurse who argued that she was following

Brophy's own clear wishes.

Brophy succumbed to pneumonia, accor-

Air,<r *n v^;r,]( Rcardon, the attorney who

represented Brophy's wife, I'atncia.

"His death was extremely peaceful,"

Reardon said. "Pat and the family are real-

ly not in a position to make a statement."

Brophy entered Emerson Hospital on

Oct. 15 under a treatment plan that called

for ordinary nursing care, but halted the

tube feedings of nutritional formula.

The state court ruling was appealed to

the US Supreme Court, but three justices

refused to consider it.

The Brophy case drew wide attention

because it isolated the legal question of

whether it is proper to withhold food and

water from a "hopelessly ill" patient when

death is not imminent. Brophy was describ-

ed as a victim of technical advances in

medicine that can sustain bodily functions

indefinitely without offering hope of cure

or improvement.

• U.N. Day
\P photo

A GEM BY HURST - Bruce Hurst pitches the Red Sox to an im-

pressive 4-2 victory over the Mets last night, giving the Sox a 3-2 game
advantage as the World Series returns to New York. The Sox can cap-

ture their first Series in 68 years on Saturday.

CHINESE
'j- CUISINE

Find out why "Bon Apetit" and

"Gourmet" Magazines aie

requesting our recipes ...

Discover why Sze's customers

drive from as far away as

Connecticut, Vermont, and

New Hampshire for a taste

of Sze's award-winning gourmet

Chinese cuisine

iuntinued from page I

Amherst

hope [<> ''diiiatf thf public about the ac

tivitie^- <>i tile U.N.

The public support that arises from these

campaigns is vital to the I' N 's survival

in the face of increased cutl)ack.-. Barber

said, adding that the support also is

necessary for the success of the United Na
tions International Childi-ens' Fund fun-

draising diive that is dedicated to the in-

oculation and adequate nutrition of in-

digent children around the world.

The Amherst chapter of UNAUSA is

strongly involved in the UNICEF drive,

raising money by collections at Halloween

and through Chnsinias card salt-- at the

Jones Library in Amherst, Barber said. In

addition to encoiu-aging continuing support

for the U.N., she hopes that l' N Day in

Ainlierst will encourage students in the

five-college area to participate in the up-

coming Halloween UNICEF drive.

ealiog place

Come sample our Sunday Brunch ...

or enjoy a quiet evening

at our new piano bar (Wed - Sat 7-11 PM)

50 Main Street, Nonhampton 586-5708

SUN - THURS
6 AM - 3 AM
FRI & SAT

OPEN 24 HOURS

BREAKFAST SERVED
ANYTIME

BEER & WINE
SERVED 'TIL MIDNITE
PLENTY OF PARKING
CAMPUS PLAZA

NEXT TO SUPER STOP A SHOP)
Rl«. 9 • Hadley/Amhcrsi

256-6889
EMPLOYMENT APPLICATIONS

BEING TAKEN

Epson Equity I

w/printer includes

256 k dual floppy

mono monitor

$1295

Computer Rentals

$200.00
per semester

Terminal Rentals

$130.00
per semester

includes 1200 baud modem
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Brief concern
As many of you know, this was Alcohol Awareness

Week. The idea behind it is that all of us should be aware

of how much we should or should not drink and the con

sequences thereof. Unfortunately, all that might have

been accomplished will likely be forgotten by next week,

or next month. Moreover, the problems associated with

alcohol will not go away.

David R. Mark
Alcohol Awareness Week follows suit with some other

programs and events of the past year. Take, for example.

Hands Across America. America finds problem, America

stages event to raise consciousness and/or money for pro-

blem. Problem does not go away. UMass Professor Jay

Demarath best sums up Hands Across America as "the

qumtessential American response to alleviate conscience

— treating a profoundly deep-seated societal shortcoming

like it could be helped by a Coke commercial from the

'70s
•

This is not to say that Professor Demarath and I care

little for the homeless. That is not the case. However.

Hands Across America could never raise as much money

as one bill in Congress. One must remember that the same

President Reagan who stood in line in Washington D.C.

also considered ketchup a vegetable. Despite the twer^y

million dollars Hands Across America raised, hunger con

tinues at virtually the same levels as last year. Yet, now

that the event is over, will hunger make the news, or stay

in people's consciences?

Another recent example is the Reagan's sudden gung-

ho attitude towards America's drug problem. President

Reagan has proposed spending 100 million dollars to help

"end" this "American problem". Before Mrs. Reagan went

on her anti-drug kick, Reagan had lowered the budget in

that area to eight million.

How long can we expect to hear about that problem?

Perhaps another month but it will not go away and

neither will hunger. Nor will illiteracy, another recent

"discovery." These problems have been plaguing our coun-

try since its inception, and this formula for "ridding" our

nation of them will not make them go away.

Back to campus and Alcohol Awareness Week. While

I'm sure that no one expects the campus to go dry by

tonight, will drinking habits change? Will there be fewer

parties, fewer kegs?

Most likely not. Alcohol awareness is in the same

category as hunger, drugs, and illiteracy. None of them

are going to go away with a single event or program.

Instead of one week, let's try for alcohol awareness all

year. People understand the dangers that come with

drinking and those who want to change, will. Spending

a week to try and raise conscience levels is just a waste

of time and energy.

David R. Mark is a Collegian correspondent.
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Liberal and proud of it

In response to Stuart Gottlieb's "To be

young and radical at UMass," I was ex-

pecting an inundation of fiery replies, but

I have yet to find one. Is this true? Has

the so-called student radicalism reached

the height of apathy?

I suppose I would be considered an R-

word in Gottlieb's eyes; I am not alone (on-

ly a little less intimidated). Many of my
friends share similar views regarding

issues, but they nearly make me swear

this to secrecy. What is the big fear of ap-

pearing liberal?

Stereotypical labeling can be annoying,

but if you really feel a certain way, why

not show it? Merely by being a bit more

vocal in my opinions, 1 have somehow at-

tained the status of a flag-waving

feminist. I have yet to bum a bra, but why

by simply voicing my opinions do I seem

to be labelled a "radical?"

When a column like Gottlieb's appears,

it seems to confirm some myth that there

is no liberalism and that those who are

lioberal are few and far between. On the

contrary, there are plenty of liberals.

To those with liberal tendencies, I say

face the proverbial music and don't be led

to believe that liberalism is disappearing.

Jennifer Dempsey
Southwest
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Letters

Disconnected
assumptions

In response to the

Livewire that was in m-ii r

day's Collegian:

First of all, I don't know
about the Free Press, but

Circle is not music to be

classified as pertaining to

"neo-post deadhead revi-

sionists". To reduce Circle's

style of () iginal music to

such a limited description il

lustrates the uninformed

viewpoint of Livewire.

Livewire is not a place for

opinions. It is my
understanding that the ob-

ject of Livewire is to inform

the public of any events that

are happening within the

area's live music circuit.

Livewire should refrain

from judgementally
categorizing musical styles.

It should not suggest choices

for the public as to what

they might prefer or why
they might prefer it; be it for

political, social, or musical

reasons.

Larry Berger
Amherst
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Letters (up to 40 lines)

and columns (up to 60)

should be typewritten at 67

characters per line and
dropped offor mailed to the

Collegian, 113 Campus
Center, UMass, 01003.

While those amongst blacks who do bother to open their mouths in feeble protest against what is going

on are periodically intimidated with security visits and occasional banning orders and house arrests, the

rest of the black community lives in absolute fear of the police. No average black man can ever at any mo-

ment be absolutely sure that he is not breaking the law ... _ Stephen Biko on South Africa.

GliAR
OVER SIZED

$22.95
Bun Warmer CINEMA

FRIDAY —
PRIZZrS HONOR
CHINATOWN

SATURDAY
7;00
9:15

SUNDAY - TUESDAY
TURTLE DIARY
WALKABOUT
DOUBLE FEATURE $3

DOWNTOWN AMHERST 253-5426

kinko's

220 N. Pleasant St

Amherst, MA

NEW, PROFESSIONAL
SHUTTLE SERVICE

TO
ALL AREA AIRPORTS

HARTFORD, CONN. LIMO
SPRINGFIELD AMTRACK
As low as $6.25* per person

Door-to-door service to

Bradley Airport

CHARTER RATES AVAILABLE FOR
CONCERTS, SPORTING EVENTS, ETC

*BaMd on 10 p«opt« round (rip from Mm* localton

RESERVATIONS REQUIRED
CALL NOW: 586-7900

STKEIET
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17 Flat Street ^
Open 8PM - 2 AM
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THE
WORKS
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HALLOWEEN

PARTY
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Costume Judging
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Students and Question Four

Question four on the Massachusetts ballot, to be decided by

voters November 4, asks whether the state should implement

a comprehensive program to identify and clean up hazardous

waste sites in Massachusetts.

Students should vote *'yes" on this question.

Are you sure what you're drinking when you take a sip of

water in Amherst? In your hometown? You could be getting

more than you bargained for - PCB's, EDB's, petroleum

solvents. The list of communities that find poison m their water

and land grows every week. These communities have one thing

in common - residents thought their land and water was safe,

but they were tragically wrong

The story of needless death and disease caused by irrespon-

sible dumping of industrial and household wastes is a sad one.

The final chapter can only be begun by ambitious initiatives

like question four.

Opposition to the initiative is led by business groups, which

seek to cloud the issue with arguments that it will "generate

groundless public fears," that it "fails to emphasize the need

for a permanent cleanup of sites," and others as spurious.

Students who listen to the business line should remember

that Associated Industries of Massachusetts, which opposes

question four, in 1983 labeled the Right to Know bill as "the

most dangerous piece of legislation proposed m decades." This

law lets workers know what substances they're handling in

the workplace and passed with overwhelming public approval.

It has won high praise since its signing.

Students who vote on question four should remember that

most of them will be parents soon, if they aren't already, and

that they're more likely than not to live in Massachusetts.

The parents of the future should ask themselves some ques-

tions November 4. What kind of water do we want our children

to drink? What kind of land do we want our children to in-

herit? Is the state doing enough now to locate and clean up

waste sites? (Residents of Woburn and Pittsfield will tell you

'^

Most importantly, should we take the chance to tell the state

to get serious now about eliminating the insidious horror ot

illegal hazardous waste dumps from our state?

Think about those questions. Then vote yes on question tour.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion ofthe Col-

legian Board of Editors.

Would you trust a Quisling?
For all their faults, at least the San-

dinista government of Nicaragua has a

speedier ju.stice system than the one en-

joyed by citizens in the land of the free.

William Spain

Eugene Hasenfus. the American pilot shot

down a short time ago (it seems like only

a few weeks) while supplying the "contra"

rebels in Nicaragua, is already getting his

opportunity to "tell it to the judge." Here,

it takes longer for the Postal Service to get

speeding fines to the State Police.

Hasenfus is charged with the crimes of

"violating Nicaraguan security, terrorism

conventional course. Hey, everyone should

be innocent until proven guilty. To

presume otherwise would be to do a great

disservice to men of such obviously high

moral character and principles.

Besides, who can believe such a

miserable squealer like Hasenfus? He

hadn't been on the ground ten minutes

before he was telling everyone in sight who

he worked for, how much he got paid and

why he was pursuing this line of employ-

ment. What a rat. This guy (by his own

testimony ) freely accepted the trust and af-

fection of such luminaries as Vice-

President George Bush, Agent X. of the

GoiMGToTx)?'

CIA-
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Of self-rightneousness and Smurfs

and criminal association." A guilty verdict

could put him in one of those luxurious

Latin American jails for thirty years.

Almost makes you feel bad for the poor lit-

tle tool, doesn't it?

One of our friends in the Executive

Branch has already labeled the trial "a

Soviet-style sham" just like the

Nicaraguan elections a few years ago.

Maybe that could be an accurate represen-

tation. Let us take a look at the evidence.

Hasenfus and his late comrades were

downed while flying through Nicaraguan

airspace without the sanction of any air

controllers. The aircraft was loaded with

supplies of a military nature and the men
had identification allowing them access to

a restricted airfield in El Salvador. Seems

pretty flimsy to me.

Maybe they just weren't paying attention

to their heading. Or maybe they u.sed to

work for Korean Air Lines. If so, that could

go a long way toward explaining their un

CIA, retired general John "I Hate Com
mies" Singlaub, and a whole crop of

Nicaraguan founding fathers.

So what does he do when he gets in hot

water? Does he wait for Jimmy Carter's at-

torney general to show up with the bail

ticket? Does he keep his mouth shut and

protect his buddies? Does he tell the San

dinista commandante where to put his

hammer and sickle? Nooooo, he spills his

guts out to the local fuzz with the hope that

they will spare his mangy hide after

squeezing full propaganda value out of it.

Personally, if I were Commander Jose

Sikpup of the Fifth Contra Rape-and-

Pillage Brigade, I would say "good rid-

dance" to such a loser. I mean would you

buy a used car from Hasenfus? How about

a boot? A bandage? An Elmer Fudd

blunderbuss? If so, I got some freedom

fighters I'd like to sell you

They come from every walk of life, insisting on making

my life miserable. Find a cause and you will find one at-

tached to it.

They are the self-righteous.

Herb Ramy
I'm not against any group having its say, but it is an-

noying when any one person or group thinks they have

a monopoly on being right.

For example, last Saturday morning I woke up and

decided to watch a little television. I can only get two sta-

tions, so it ended up being a choice between The Smurfs

and All-Star Wrestling. I chose The Smurfs.

Admittedly, The Smurfs is not one of the more intellec-

tually stimulating shows on television, but it was Satur-

day. I wasn't really in any mood to think. In no way was

I prepared for what happened next.

A woman came into the lounge, saw what I was wat-

ching, and immediately changed the channel. I asked her

what the problem was, and was given this answer:

"I refuse to watch this sexist cartoon. Its vulgar exploita-

tion of women offends me."

"I don't understand," was my innocent reply.

She asked "How could you watch a program that pro-

fesses male dominance by only having one female

character?" She then turned around and stormed out.

Now I believe myself to be a very open minded person.

I'm all for equality between the sexes, but somehow I can't

find it in myself to hate Smurfs.

Next, we have members of different religious bents. I'm

not talking about everyone who is a member of a par-

ticular religion.

Each one always has a few individuals who are a little

over-zealous in their convictions.

How can a person tell me where I'm going in the after-

William Spain is a Collegian columnist.

life when, as far as we know, no one has been their and

back. I would be a little more careful about who I condemn

until I was sure I was not one of them.

The most obnoxious self-righteous group of all has to

be anti-drug crusaders. Recently, I was lying in front

of the tube, enjoying my favorite controlled combustible,

when suddenly I was startled out of my peaceful musings

by an irate lady telling me that I'm throwing my life away.

Talmost took her advice when I realized the source it was

coming from.

I just can't respect the opinion of a woman who mar-

ried Ronald Reagan. I mean, she became romantically in-

volved with a man who played second fiddle to a chim-

panzee for most of his acting career.

How can any of these people be so sure that they are

right? I really don't know. Maybe they think that if they

yell loud enough people will start believing them, or

maybe they are just trying to convince themselves.

I suppose they might cause even more trouble if deprived

of their soapboxes. ^ ., .

Herb Ramy is a Collegian columnist

Letters

Clear indication of religious orientation needed
As representatives of the

Jewish and Christian com-

munities on campus, it is

our practice that sponsor-

ship of religious activities

be clearly indicated on all

related publicity It is part

nf our shared responsibili-

ty t. one another and to

students that we are

honest and open in presen-

ting our message and

convictions.

In this regard, we object

to the manner in which the

recent presentation of

"The Toymaker" was
publicized on this campus
This clearly religious

presentation was promoted

as general entertainment.

There was no advance in-

dication of sponsorship by

the N eu I'l stament

Fellowship, of the drama s

religious content, or of an

effort tp use this presenla

tion to solicit interest in

that group.

We strongly urge that

.spondorship of future

religious events be clearly

indicated in advance.

Claiming sponsorship

publicly should be a reflec-

tioii of the strength and

pride with which we hold

our particular beliefs.

Rev. Esther Hargis

Rev. Ron Peters

United Chrst an
Foundation

Rabbi Saul Perlmutter

B'nai BVith Hillei

Rev. Christopher

Carlisle

Episcopal Chaplain

Mildred Marengo S.S.J.

Rev. J. Joseph Quigley

Rev. John T. Smegal

Rev. John Tuohey

Newman Center

Fair competition?

A few years ago this University used to have a student-

run record store. It fell partly due from intense competi-

tion from the University Store. All the while the Univer-

sity Store claimed innocence to accusations of trying to

compete.

Isn't it funnv that the University Store has stopped car-

rying records (it is doubtful that anyone would consider

the current 25 albums a very extensive selection)?

They have other areas to compete in now to gain even

more control over the "student dollar." Maybe we are all

being punished for not letting the University store open

a tee-shirt stand in the coffee shop.

Well, at least they cash check.:.

Alan Woodruff
Amherst
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BLACK AFFAIRS

Announcement

By LISA RIDDICK
Collegian Staff

On Wednesday, November 5, 1986 the Gentlemen of

Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc. will be sponsoring the

Second Annual Third World Organization Night at 7:J0

pm in room 174 of the Campus Center.

Third World Organization Night is designed to expose

all third world organizations that exist and want to ex-

ist at the University of Massachusetts.

It is important for each organization to become visi-

ble in a positive fashion. In light of this we are trying

to introduce students to our organizations and their

philosophies. Tables will be set up for displays, banners.

This event will be publicized throughout the Five Co^

lege Area, with your support and participation this event

will strengthen and unify the third ^oHd commun^.

Your response is requested by Friday October 31. 1986.

Please call 546-4386, state your organization, leave the

name of your president, and contact person (if different).

We look forward to working with you. Thankyou.

Horace Mann Band Center celebrates

publication of third volume of series
. ., iT_:^-j c*„*«o anA nn world education in evei

Read
Black Affairs

By LISA RIDDICK
Collegian Staff

The Horace Mann Bond Center for Equal Education

marks its 15th year at the University of Massachusetts

rimherst this fall with the publication of a third volmne

in a monumental series. "The Education of Poor and

Minority Children: A World Bibliography.

The B^nd Center, located in the University Tower

Library, functions as a clearing house, repository and

nerve center on the "struggle for educational and political

equality world wide", according to center director Meyer

Weinberg. It is the only one of its kind -^h is subject area

and IS named for Horace Mann Bond (1904-1972Kblack

educator, sociologist, scholar and father of Georgia

political leader Julian Bond.

The fist two volumes in the bibliography came out in

1981 after 12 years of research by Weinberg and covered

published works, government documents and other

materials through 1978. The third volmne covers the same

areas from 1978 through 1985 and is scheduled for

publication later this month by Greenwood Press ot

Westport, Connecticut, which did the first two volumes.

With an average of 20.000 references in each volume,

thge series gathers together 60,000 references that pro-

vide a bibliographic citation for virtually every major book

and article in this field. Besides detailed state by state

references at all levels of American education, sections

on Hispanic. Native American and other ethnic minorities

II

*> 'jr ^ZO/

'f^

^SPSS-
CLEAN, SAFE, PRIVATE HOT TUBS

17$ Unlv»f»tv Or

N«(t »o Sl»aulm Liquor* In ^r^t» Cttoo«»*r •*•

Op»o Mon<J»v * "" ' ^"•^ *•" '^•"^ ^'"*

Call 253- ??2*7^

IGROUP PARTY RATES
( 1 HOUR )

Clubs, Organizations, Dorms, Teams

$50 per room or $150 for whole place &

8 FREE PIZZAS - UP TO 30 PEOPLE

DANCE &
FRI. OCT 24 C
8PM ^

ROOM 1009 cc r

Sponsor:
Graduate Student &
25 Plus Club
over 21 only

Admission $2.00
Rack-A-DIsc Entertainment

in the United States and on world education in every

reeion of the globe are included.

In addition to the three volume bibliography, the centers

extensive materials include 4.000 books, a newspaper clip-

ning file dating back to 1963 and focusing on desegrega^

tion quality of education, integration, busing and

discrimination. Also included is the largest known collec

tion of doctoral dissertations on subjects related to race

and schools. ^ /• tir u „•

The center and its material grows out of Weinberg s

commitment to the Civil Rights Movement in the 1960 s.

In an effort to rally teachers in the movement to integrate

the Chicago school system, Weinberg began writing and

gathering material on school integration^ Helped by a

Ford Foundation grant and support from Northwestern

University, the collection continued to grow and was mov-

ed to the University of Massachusetts when Weinberg

came here as a professor in the School of Education, where

he still teaches.
. * j »o

The collection is of most immediate use to students,

faculty and researchers at the University and has also

become a valued resource for the Five-College Communi-

ty and for scholars everywhere. Weinberg said. A

Japanese researcher spent six months studying here, a

Swedish scholar used the center in an 11 year study of

school segregation in her country, and University of

Massachusetts history professor Stephen Gates relied

heavily on center material for his award winning Martin

Luther King bioigraphy, "Let The Trumphet Sound .

'i '^irtAlSSwEEN

SUPPLIES
^ 500 MASKS TO CHOOSE FROM

GREASE PAINTS—HANDS—FEET-WITCHES'
HATS AND BROOMS—WIGS-MOUSTACHES
BEARDS—NOSES—FANGS—TEETH

TOOTH BLACK-COMPLETE OUTFITS

H.L. CHILDS & SON
Open dally and Sunday 8-5; open Thursday nights until 9.00 pm

25STATESTHCET S8« 2604 NOHTHAMPTON

J7

\
COME TOGETHER / y** "" *'

RIGHT NOW AT
THE SPOKE n

The
Spoke

Amherst,
Mass.

PROPEK ID REQUIRED

DRINK OF
THE WEEK

"the Hollywood"

Blackraspberry

Liquor, Vodka &
Pineapple Juice

$1.50

BEER OF

f^
THE MONTH

MILLER
LIGHT
$1.00

[NKERY* TO MEETt RELAX & Eh

35 EAST PLEASANT ST AMHERST

ARTS

FRIDAY

FILM
"

«••••

* * * * Execltont * • «ood « Folr *lad MB Mot »a««d

By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

Children of a Lesser God is the film adaptation of the

Tony award winning Broadway hit about a teacher

(William Hurt) at a deaf school who falls in love with an

enigmatic deaf woman played by Marlee Matlin. • •

The Color of Money stars Paul Newman as a former

pool hustler who discovers a new talent in a kid named

Vince (Tom Cruise). Directed by Martin Scorcese. NR
Crocodile Dundee is a comedy starring Paul Hogan (the

guy from the Austrailian tourism ads on television) as a

mythtic hunter from the outback who catches the atten-

tion of a female reporter from New York. She brings this

innocent abroad to the Big Apple where he must learn

to fend for himself in the urban jungle. •••
Deadly Friend is a teenage horror movie directed by

Wes Craven. This looks like another Carrie. NR
Jumpin ' Jack Flash is a new comedy starring Whoopi

Goldberg as Terry Doolittle. a bored bank worker who sits

behind her computer all day. One day she gets a message

on her screen from someone called "Jumpin Jack Flash

and suddenly she caught up in a web of international in-

trigue and adventure. The plot is of course, silly with more

holes in it than swiss cheese. Goldberg is still pretty fun-

ny often in spite of the material. The four women I saw

this movie with (Do you like the way I snuck that m
there?) loved the movie and loved Goldberg. I thought it

was alright. ••
. , „ i_.

Men... is probably the best new movie in the valley right

now This very funny comedy is the story of a man who

leaves his wife when he find out she's having another af-

fair He moves out and moves into his wife's lover's apart-

ment The lover doesn't know he's sharing his apartment

with his girlfriend's husband. The comedy comes from the

husband's secret attempts to destroy their relationship.

I give it my highest recommendation. •••• (Academy

of Music).
, , , „ . u ,

Peggy Sue Got Married stars Kathleen (Body Heat,

nomancing the atom) i umer as Peggy Sue a woman with

a lot on her hands. She has two kids. She owns her own

business. Her marriage is heading for divorce. At her 25th

high school reunion, she has an accident which transports

her back to her high school days. Now she has a chance

to change the mistakes she made in her life. It has good

acting, funny dialogue but it also has a flawed script that

leaves you feeling unsatisfied. • •

Stand By Me is a coming of age film based on a novella

by Stephen King and directed sensitively by Rob Reiner.

The story is about four 12-year-old friends from different

backgrounds who go on a journey to find the dead body

of a kid in the woods. This was one of the best movies in

the theatres this summer. •••
Top Gun stars Tom Cruise and Kelly McGillis. It is not

really a movie, it is a 2 hour recruitment commercial. The

commercials tell you all you need to know about the

movie. **
, j d

Tough Guys is a comedy starring Kirk Douglas and Burt

Lancaster as to aging convicts who have spent most of

their lives in prison and now must adapt to the outside

world in the 1980s. There are very few funny moments

in this movie. Most of the humor will entertain only young

teenagers. •
innul-CIll auiuau inj w»««- ^'ft "ft— -—

The Hustler and The Color ofMoney:

A good sequel to a great film
_ , ^,^ straiffht oool has given way to 9-ball, a lighter

By DEREK LEIF
Collegian Correspondent

The Color of Money ., cv h^th
Starring Paul Newman, Tom Cruise. Mane Elizabeth

Mastrontonio.
Directed by Martin Scorsese

Twenty-six years have passed since Paul Newman

played Eddie Felson in The Hustler, one of the best films

ever made about being the best. In it, George C. Scott

plays Eddie's seedy "coach," teaching him the art and

lucrative rewards of the straight pool hustle. We witness

Eddie's change from compassionate challenger to cold,

emotionless champion, and we learn first hand why they

call them "pool sharks."
, ^. x. , r

In Martin Scorsese's long-awaited sequel The Color of

Money, times have changed. Eddie no longer shoots pool,

having been forced by the mob to give it up years back.

Besides, the game has changed: the long, nerve-grinding

straight pool has given way to 9-ball, a lightening fast

game that can be won on a break.

But when Eddie meets local 9-ball champ Vmce Lauria

(Tom Cruise), his interest in the game is rekindled.

Enlisting the help of Vince's girlfriend. Carmen (Mane

Elizabeth Mastrontonio). Eddie slowly transforms Vince

from a competetor to a hustler, valuing money above all

else. "Money won is twice as sweet as money earned." Ed

die says, along with his belief that "the best is the guy

with the most."

The trouble with The Color ofMoney is that it tries to

cover too many bases. Along with the cycle concept of the

golf pro teaching the young kid all he knows, the film is

crammed with subplots. We become interested in Eddie's

yearning to return to the game, the clash of old and new

("they play 9-ball these days because it's good for T.V.,

Eddie says disgustedly), and Eddie's realization thai his

"money is everything" philosophy wp: be vvTong.

continued on page 12

Rolling Stone drummer
stops imminent death

of heroine collie Meg
LONDON (AP) - Charlie Watts, the Rolling Stones

drummer, has come to the rescue of a dog put in quaran-

tine after being sent to El Salvador to help sniff out ear-

thquake survivors.
. • ,

Meg a collie, was ordered to spend six months in isola-

tion under anti-rabies procedures. Her Welsh owner

David Jones, said the dog would have to be destroyed

because he could not afford the resulting $1,430 kennel

*Jones, 35. said this week Watts heard about the pro-

blem and agreed to pay the bill, which he called a

tremendous gesture."
. . », . • „a„^

The London press had described Meg as a heroine after

located a Salvadoran survivor who had been buried

under rubble for nine days.

Another rescue named Loch had to go into quarantine

too, and her bill is being paid by a pet food company.

................^^^^^^^^^
..^^^..^^^...>>^V^<w........^

CULLINET SOFTWARE INC
Westwood, Mass.

Will be on campus

MONDAY, OCTOBER 27, 1986

162 CAMPUS CENTER 10am-4pm

To describe and accept applications

for paid spring semester co-ops

PERIOD: January - June (August) 1987

POSITIONS IN THE FOLLOWING DEPARTMENTS:

• Finance

• Human Resources

• Marketing

• Education Center

• MIS
• Micro development

* • Tech Support

• Tech writing

• System/Applications

Development & Suport

CULLINET ^^ ^
MBfSifBiB6 information Technology for the 80s, 90's and beyond

Call the Co-op Office, 545-2224. for details about

Cullinet Information Day
^^

aiiiHHiiimiiimiiiiimiiiiHiwniimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim^

- ' "-^ ^- HOT
LK^iJ^, ROAST BEEF

SANDWICHES

I I WAS A NOBODY, A LOSER ....

Bttt since I've been working at

J.B.'s I'm a new man!

I Just look at me, I'm awesome!

i An awesome guy, working at

i an awesome place! Look for me

I at J.B.'s and yell

I "HEY DOUG, COOK ME
I UP SOMETHING GOOD"
i.iiMinira«raiHraiiiHiMii«iiiHiiii«imMMiNMiHiirammiMiiiiiiiniiiTOiiwiiiiii«^
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Arts Calendar
Lots and lots of artsy stuff going on in the next five days.

A little bit of everything to choose from so get your plans

and tickets ready.

The Smith College Theatre Department's production of

Oscar Wilde's play "The Importance of Being Earnest,"

is now running, at 8 p.m. tonight and tomorrow night,

and October 29 through November 1 in Theatre 14 at

Smith College. Tickets are $2 for students with I.D. and

senior citizens and $4 for the general public. Tickets are

available at the Smith College Box Office, Mendenhall

Center. Advance reservations are recommended.

Mount Holyoke College will host the College Laboratory

Theatre's production of Alan Ayckbourn's comedy,

"Round And Round The Garden" at 8 p.m. tonight

through Monday night with a 2 p.m. matinee tomorrow.

For ticket info call 538-2406.

The Valley Playwrights Theatre will give a concert

reading of a new comedy, "Poker Faces," written by ar -a

playwright Rita McDonald Bleiman. Performances will

be at 8 p.m. tonight at the East Street Theatre in Hadley,

at 1 p.m. tomorrow at the Jones Library in Amherst and

at 3 p.m. on S nday at the Northampton Center for the

Arts. Tickets are available at the door. Call 586-4504 for

Masters of Celtic music, Silly Wizard, will

perform two shows at 7 and 10 p.m. on Sun-

day and Monday at the Iron Horse.

information.

Recent Journeys. Paintings by Wendy Jackson is now

on exhibit at the Wheeler Gallery, UMass, through

November 2. Jackson has an undergraduate degree from

Mt. Holyoke College and is now a UMass graduate

student.

Danscape, a Northampton based modern dance collec-

tive, will present its fifth production at 8 p.m. tonight and

tomorrow night and October 30 and November 1 on the

third fioor of Thornes Marketplace. Tickets are $5 for

general admission and $4 for children and senior citizens.

Call 586-5553 for reservations or info.

The Five-College Orchestra opens it's season with a pro-

gram of Schumann, Liszt and Martinu at 8 p.m. tonight

at Chapin Auditorium, Mt. Holyoke College and 8 p.m.

tomorrow at Buckley Recital Hall, Amherst College. Both

performances are free.

The Hampshire College Chorus will present it's seventh

annual Bach Cantata Festival at 3 p.m. Sunday on the

Amherst Common. Admission is free.

There will be an evening of Northern Indian music at

3 p.m. Sunday at the Buckley Recitor Hall, Amherst Col-

lege. General admission is $5 and $3 for students and

senior citizens.

Attorney Alan Bergman will present a lecture/workshop

titled "Business and Legal Aspects of Music," covering

contracts, copyright laws, recording companies and the

popular music industry at 11:15 a.m. on Monday in Bezan-

son Rectial Hall at UMass. The event is free and open to

the public.

Celtic music and
some great blues
on line at club

There's a couple of good shows coming up at the Iron

Horse in Northampton. So cash your paychecks and buy

the tickets ahead of time before the shows are sold out.

On Sunday and Monday the Iron Horse hosts Silly

Wizard, known for their Celtic music. Their music is term-

ed a modern mixture of traditionals and originals. There
will be two shows each night, at 7 and 10 p.m.

The Wizards are currently on a six week national tour.

The group recently recorded a new album on the Green
Linnet Records label called A Glint of Silver, which has

brought praise for the return of the group's original fid-

dle player, John Cunningham.
On Tuesday blues singer Koko Taylor returns to the

Valley straight from the Chicago blues scene for two
shows at 7 and 10 p.m.

Taylor has been recording for 23 years, for a total of

eight LPs on the Chess, Alligator and Atlantic labels. Her
live shows are one of the must sees each year.

For ticket information or reservations call the Iron

Horse at 584-0610.

- KELLY SIEGER

Soviet Life and America Illustrated, each circulated in both countries

are both celebrating their 30th anniversary this year.
Tickets are still available for Big Twist and the Mellow Fellows

Recent Journeys, Paintings by Wendy Jackson,

is now on exhibit at Wheeler Gallery, UMass.

I

tickets on sal*
at Tix Unltmit«d.

For Th*-Record.
and Mam S(re«t
oecords

ynnas'

srude mi's ^'^•

*NCTV<e(J vPC ''XDDOCTtCN

Blues singer Koko Taylor revisits the area

straight from Chicago for two shows at 7 and
10 p.m. on Tuesday at the Iron Horse.

* Color of Money
continued from page 11

That's an awful lot to hit us with in two

hours, and the film scrapes at all of these

without digging into a specific one. We
leave the film with a lot of questions

unanswered, a lot of ends left untied. We
do not for example, get to see Vince's

transformation into a young hustler the

way we should; by the end of the film, he

has neither sacrificed anjrthing nor chang-

ed much.

Nonetheless, there's a lot to like about

the film. It's written with dialogue that

crackles, and the photography is ex-

hilarating at times. Using table-level

closeups, Scorsese turns billiard balls in-

to the boulder that menanced Harrison

Ford in Raiders of the Lost Ark. and in-

corporates time-lapse photography for

some dazzling sequences. Cruise and
Mastrontonio are good, but Newman is

great — playing Eddie as if he's been
counting down the years since 1960 to get

a chance at the role again.

The Color of Money falls short of ex-

cellence, but is nonetheless an entertain-

ing film. It will, however, suffer from the

curse that besets all sequels: comparison.

Compared to The Hustler, The Color of

Money is a good sequel to a great film.

[

TAKE IT EASY...TAKE
PETER PAN TO DOSTON

Cr NEW YORK CITY!

SMITH COLLEGE
REC COUNCIL
PHESENTS

No cans, bottles, recording

devices or cameras.

Hall is wheelchair accessible

THURSDAY
NOVEMBER 6

8:00 PM
John M Greene Hall

Smith College

Northampton
Tickets starting Oct 20

at Seelye Basement
Main St Records in N'ton

For the Record (Faces), Amh.

Fine arts Center Box Office

Amherst

Smith students $7 & $8,

All others $10 & $12, $15 at door

Peter Pan offers Express

Bus Service to Boston and

New York City.

BOSTON: $19.95*
Round- Trip

NEW YORK CITY:

$35.95 Round-Trip

Special One-Day
Round-Trip

Excursion Fare To
NYC Starting As

Low As:

$29.95From Amherst (UMASS)/Northampton,

Peter Pan also serves:

In Massachusetts

D Spnngfield D Worcester D Newton D Palmer D Cape Cod Points D Lee

D Pittsfield D Albany. NY and points west

In Connecticut

D Hartford D Middletown D New Haven D Bridgeport D Norwalk

Connections in Boston and New York City for points nationwide.

Student Rate available at UMASS only.

For tickets and schedules, contact: UMASS Campus Center Ticket Office: 545-2006

* Amherst Termmal: 256-0431 * Northampton TermtnaL 586-1030

You 'II Love Our Service!

The People Professionals

ARE YOU A SOPHOMORE
BUSINESS MAJOR?

79 South Pleasant Street. Amherst. MA
1 Roundhouse Plaza, Northampton. MA
Package Express Service available on all schedules.

EXPERIENCE is a must to be suc-

cessful in gaining the competitive edge

in today's Business World.

THE COLLEGIAN is offering the

opportunity to gain THE MOST
VALUABLE BUSINESS EXPERIENCE

on campus •

Applications for the position of

^ASSISTANT BUSINESS MANAGER^
are now being accepted

This position requires

Responsibility, Dedication, and Time Commitment

- the qualities that future employers are looking for.

Come down to the Collegian Business Office in the Campus

Center (Rm 113 - lower level; 545-3500) and pick up a job ap-

plication and description and submit it no later than

FRIDAY OCTOBER 31.

A Christ - Centered Church

Declaring The Dynamics of

The Holy Spirit:

I

(tocncrstonc €l|apel |

I

580 Bridge Rd, Northampton, Mass. ;

raBBi?an Rev. Ronald S. Hale, Pastor '

_^

SUNDAY SERVICES

9:45am Sunday School • Graded

Bible Study Classes For All Ages

llOOam Hour of Praise & Worship

7.00pm Evening Worship Service

For Informalion Call 584 S168

100% COTTON

TURTLENECKS
in a dozen dazzling colors

NOW
6.95
3 FOR

19.95
3 DAYS ONLY
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• football at BU
I iiitinuiii fritni page 20

and that .s win at BU's Homecoming game.
The Terriers have won three straight

I'Mass/BU confrontations at Nickerson

Field since dropping a 31-7 decision to the

Minutemen the year that UMass battled

- vvay to the NCAA-IAA National

*. hrtuipionship.

With that in mind. Reid thinks the

Minutemen ahve a date with destiny.

Because he's so confident in his team, he

believes that should the Minutemen win

this game, 1978 will repeat itself and the

Minutemen will be fated for another na-

tional title chase.

"It's not an incentive, it's a reason for

conecern. The last time we won was a

playoff year so I think it's an omen," he

said. But the Minutemen, fresh from an

easy looking, 23-13, win over the Univer-

sity of Maine at The Ballpark in Old Or-

chard Beach, ME, last Saturday, can't af

ford to look past the Terriers and think

championships yet.

At 2-4 overall and 2-2 in the YC, BU's
record is a little deceptive as two of the Ter-

rier losses were to Division II pow^erhouse

Delaware State (30-9 in the season-opener)

and Division I Atlantic Coast Conference

contender Wake Forest (31-0). With losses

to Richmond (56-151 and the University of

New Hampshire (26-9) earlier this season,

BU's losses should be taken with a degree

of caution. Besides, BU is laso fresh from

an impressive win, a 17-0 drubbing of

depleted Univen-^ity of Rhode Island last

Saturday.

"BU's tough every year. It doesn't mat
ter what the records are. They're always

tough especially on their home turf," senior

defensive left tackle Mike Kowalski said.

As a team, the Terriers' statistics look

terrible. Opponents have a cumulative

edge in ever single offensive catagory in-

cluding touchdowns (22-8), first downs
(133-93), rushing yards-per-game
(159.2-117.5), passing ypg (228-166.7) and
points scored-per-game (27.7-12.7).

However, BU's schedule thus far ranks

as difficult as anyone's in NCAA-IAA and
certainly tougher than the Minutemen's
early season schedule.

Add to the fact that the Terrier offense

moved the ball for a season-high 23 first

downs and 224 yards rushing last week vs.

URI, and tht numbers for a Terrier wake-

up call rouUi hv coming up.

"We can't go down there expecting

anything but a great football game or we'll

be in trouble." injured senior co-captain

F'aul Manganaro said.

The Terriers will be led on offense by

junior quarterback Pat Mancini, who was

the Yankee Conference Rookie-ofthe-Year

two years ago before suffering through a

sophomore jinx last season. Mancini has

thrown for a 42.6 percent completion rate

(75 of 176) for 931 yards, seven inetrecep-

tions and three touchdowns.

Behind Mancini will be either starter

Randy Pettus (336 yards but was out last

week with slashed hands) or freshman

Vince Jackson (176 yards including an

86-yard performance versus Rhode Island

last week). The receivers will be senior split

end Dennis Gadbois (35 for 525 yards) and

senior Meirk Ferrarra <14 for 154).

But the issue at hand is. once again,

whether or not the UMass defensive line

can hold \v own while the Minuteman of

fensive line dominates its half of the game.

"They're playing better and better each

week. They're really improving like you

wouldn't believe," Reid said. They played

their best game of the year versus Maine.

They played very physical football. They
controlled the seams and the gaps. They
were really overpowering.

"Joe Cuilen. Steve Robar and everyone

else has just been doing a solid job. Bernard

Diggs ntvei slops working, Dan Charron
continues to impress me and Mike
Kowalski just gets the job done w-eek in and

week out. He doesn't say a whole lot but

he does whatever needs to be done.— and

Steven Brothers is just a freshman but he's

been in on a lot of tackles lately."

Should the line play at the rate Reid says

its improving, then the Terriers could be

in for a disappointing afternoon on the

Nickerson turf

But its a two-way game.
"Their defensive line is really good,"

senior offensive tackle John Benzinger

said.

We'll see on Saturday which defensive

line holds up but one thing is for sure, the

entire Minuteman team will have to do

their jobs for the victory.

CHINESE KITCHEN E
FAST SERVICE - GREAT PRICES

#22 Chicken Wings, Try our

Sweet & Sour Pork, Fried Rice Moo Shu Pork

$3.90 $3.95

#23 Szechuan Gai Ding,

Sweet & Sour Pork, Fried Rice

$4.95

TRY OUR LUNCHEON — DINNER SPECIALS
Only $1 .49 before 3 pm, $1 .90 after 3 pm

Eat in or Take Out
HOURS: Sunday Noon • 10 pm, Mon - Sat 11:30 - lOpm

2 LOCATIONS

430 Russel St (Rt 9)
HADLEY - 253-2571

150 King St
NORTHAMPTON — 586«8220

CAi\e.s\ P»v»ac-Ia Toasf

T\^E TASSAJARA
RECIPEBOOK

.^ foyof/tes at meGuest Seoscn

' fggs

' 4 cup milk

I teaspoon orange flower water

{from the liquor department)

I tablespoon sherry

. teaspoon nutmeg

2 teaspoon cinnamon

grated peel of \ orange or of 2

tangerines

pinch salt

6 slices of bread

butter for frying

Makrs 6 slices

Beat the eggs well. Then add the liquids, spices, grated peel, and salt.

Let each piece of bread lei<,ureiv soak in the batter on both sides, and
then iry in butter until golden.

Serve with warm maple syrup or honey, or sprinkled with powdered
sii^jr.
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* spikers host A-IO power Penn St
Friday, October 24, 1986
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it>ntt/iiii'(l from pa^v 20

^aniei. assists 1 12.72 per game and 17th na

tionally I and dl^,'s 1 14.88 per game). PSU is

also second in the A-10 in hitting percen-

tage 1.253),

The big gun in the Penn State arsenal is

super freshman Elizabeth Ramirez, who
leads the AlO in hitting efficiency with

227 kills in 503 attempts with 71 errors

and kills per game with a 3.34 average. She

is sixth in the conference in blocks with 68

blocks in as many games for an average of

1.00 blocks per game.
Penn State is also paced by senior hitter

Vida Kernich, who is fourth in hitting ef-

ficiency with 217 kills in 527 attempts and
63 errors and third in kills with an average

of 3.24 per game. Kernich is also fourth in

individual digging with an average of 2.33

per game. Also adding to the PSU offense

is sophomore hitter Lisa Leap (fifth in kills

with an average of 3.15 per game and
seventh in digs with an average of 2.00 per

game), and senior hitter Izetta Phillips

(fourth in the conference in blocking with

76 blocks in 66 games for an average of

1.15 blocks per game).

The Nittany Lions are al.so led by senior

setter Ellen Hemiler, one ol the premier set-

ters in the nation. Individually, Hensler

leads the conference in assists and is sixth

in the nation with an average of 12.42

assists per game. Hensler is also third in

digs with an average of 2.52 per game.
Impressive numbers, both individually

and as a team. But although such statistics

and the PSU mystique does demand some
degree of respect, Sortino maintains that

her Minutewomen will not be intimidated.

"The kids are up and they really want to

play them. Everybody has been looking for-

ward to this match," Sortino said. "If we
can put together an effort like we did at

URI, who knows?"
Tonight's match carries a high level of

significance for both teams. A UMass upset

victory would give the Minutewomen a

share of first place with only one conference

match left. Penn St. was challanged for the

conference crown last year by URI, but

claimed the top spot when the dust cleared.

In its first season as a Division I school and
a member of the A-10, the Minutewomen
are in an ideal situation to plav giant

killer.

* men 's soccer under lights at BC
• I'ritinui'd /ri)m page 20

UMass IS coming off

perhaps its best game of the

season, ripping the number
iu(i team in Division II,

Southern Connecticut State

University, 4 1, at Boyden
Field Wednesday. SCSU,
9-4-2, was victimized by

three UMass goals (by

Manal, 2, and Bing) in the

final seven minutes as the

Minutemen pulled away
with an uncharacteristic

come-from-behind win.

UMass outshot SCSU,
27-18.

"What that game showed
was that we were getting

them to play our game and
not us playing theirs. We
wanted to pressure them
throughout the game and it

finally got to them," Gettler

said. "SCSU was a low-

pressure kind of team in

that they liked to spread the

ball out and use the whole
field. We wanted to be a

high-pressm*e team and not

give them the chance to

keep their heads up and
pass the ball 100 times.

"We've been trying to do

that lately because if you
give them or UConn, Har-

vard, BC or Rutgers any
time, they'll destroy you."

Gettler said that by tak-

ing up a lot of space and
shortening the field on
SCSU and UConn as they
have during the past six

games, the team has become
much more aggressive and
ready to deal with pressure.

The 4-1 win proved that

the Minutemen can handle

pressure against a

powerhouse and come out

victorious. Certainly, with

that in mind, the

Minutemen must be feeling

confident as they tackle the

Eagles.

"We've got people healthy

now. We tried to do the

same thing we're doing now
in the first game (of the

.season), but obviously we
weren't ready to because we
were blown out," Gettler

said. "We stayed away from

it because we didn't think

we were ready. Only in the

last four or five games have
we done it."

The Minutemen will find

out once again if they're

ready to handle another

good team tommorrow
night.
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CHABAD HOUSE
Come Celebrate As You

Never Had Before

*SING
*DANCE
* SAY LCHAIM

j>o

SATURDAY OCTOBER 25
7:30 PM till

Services:

Friday night 6:30

Saturday morn. 10:00

Sunday morn. 10:20 (EST)

Join us for Kiddash
and meals following

30 N. Hadlcy Rd
0pp. Whitmore-Umass
549-4094

ssss^^
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Minutewomen clash with Rams at Rhode Island
-^^^"•^*^*'^ ^^ ^^

. _ . ,- ^. ;..K, ^.nu.rn.is -W.. hav.. to be most conceamed With

Stickers seek 14th win, third straight

By LINDA DELIVORIAS
Collegian Correspondent

On paper, this game should be a routine

win.

The University of Massachusetts field

hockey team locks horns with the Univer

sity of Rhodf Island Kams today at 3 p.m.

at Kingston, RI.

The Minutewomen, 13-2, are looking to

extend their two-game winning streak

against URI, a young, inexperienced team

that posts a 3-9-1 record.

"We have to be careful not to take them

I

^',
^.-:^g^>as>.;.yi^» '-^ ^*-'-

ColleKian photo by Byrne duarnotta

Senior co-captain Lisa Griswold and the rest of the 13-2 Mmutewomen

should chalk up a win this weekend as they travel to the University of

Rhode Island Friday. UMass has won two straight games.
^^

lightly. Thev are a potentially dangerous

team,' and if we ..vfiluok thr.n il could be

a big upset," head coach Pam Hixon said.

••We just have to play our game. We have

to play steady, control the momentum, and

make the goalie play the ball."

UMass is coming off a 40 pasting oyer

Dartmouth College on Tuesday, so the

squad should be rested and ready to chalk

up their 14th victory of the season.

"We went up there and played consistent.

But even with all the scoring, I don't think

it was our best offensive game this year,

Hixon said. 'Bernie Martel had her best

game by far. She had quite a bit of playing

time and made the most of it by scoring a

goal and assisting on another. Lil Hultin

also gave us an excellent game."

The Rams, despite their sub .500 slate,

have shown fiashes of brilliance. Last

Thursday thev played the role of underdog,

edging favored Boston University, 1-0, at

home.

"The win over BU was a plus. The kids

worked real hard, and the game just built

up their confidence," URI head coach Sue

Tougas said. "We're just starting to show

some progi-ess, but we know we can't wipe

out a powerhouse like UMass. We're going

to give 150; and give them a run for their

monev."

Last season the Minutewomen routed the

Rams, 4-0, in Amherst. Lisa Gnswold had

a field dav, compiling nine shots from the

inside the circle, and netting one goal.

UMass outshot URI by a whopping 19-1

margin. 38-2, and had the edge in penalty

corners, 22-1.

"We hope to make it a more respectable

score than it was last year, but its tough

to compete with teams when you have a

building program. I play with seven

freshman, while most clubs have three or

four," Tougas said. "UMass is a great club.

They're well conditioned and well coached.

But every team can be beaten on any given

day."

Midfielder Carol Gulya is an integral

player in the Ram's off'ensive attack. Gulya

was a participant in the U.S. Olympic

Sports Festival this past summer and is a

force to be reckoned with.

STUDENT
TELEPHONE
DIRECTORY

PLEASE NOTE THE
FOLLOWING CLARIFICATION

OF THE YELLOW PAGES
LISTING FOR THE
COOLEY DICKINSON

HOSPITAL, INC (page 23)

584-4090 General/Switchboard

586-5800 Tel-Med Information

586-8866 TTY (Hearing Impaired)

•We have to be most conceamed with

(iuU.i. but the game shouldn't be a pro-

blem. Plaver for player we're a stronger

team." assistant coach Patti Bossio said.

"We ,iu>t want to go out there and play,

have some fun, and work the combinations.

It should a'.''?????ing Gulya on offense is

utitlitywoman Kathy Cole, who is adept at

playing either the forward or wing position.

Defensively, tri-captain Chris Ashburn

covers a lot of ground from her sweeper

position, and sophomore Tina Greenough

is the netminder.

"Tinas inexperience in goal could be a

key for the game. The defense is going to

have to help her out in pressure situa-

tions." Tougas said. "We're not a

predominantly physical team and we don t

play with a lot of emotion. We're just look-

ing to play consistent throughout, and com-

bine our short and long-ball games."

"They're coming off an emotional high

with the win over BU, and they should be

feeling pretty good about themselves. With

a little luck URI should give us a good

game, ' Hixon said. "We just can't be com-

placent. We have to go out there and score

early and pressure them defensively. If we

do those things we should win."

Free hits: UMass is making their second

trek to Rhode Island this season. The

Minutewomen blanked Providence College,

2-0, one month ago. . . Kocot found the

range against URI last season. In addition

to scoring, the senior co-captain had seven

shots on goal. . . The Rams were unable to

get a shot off in the first half of la.st year's

blowout. . . Griswold has either scored or

assisted in the la.st eight games. The senior

co-captain is the team-leader in goals with

12, and total points, 15. Hultin is the

leader in the assist department with five.

The sei.ior attacker is second on the team

in scoring and total points with seven

goals, and 12 points, respectively.

Freshman Nancy Philbnck has two goals

in five games. . • Junior goalie Lynn

Carlson has registered 11 shutouts in 15

games. . . The Minutewomen are keeping

pace with last year's team, whose record

was an identical 13-2 aRer 15 games.

HELPlVANTED
SNOW

SHOVELERS
EARN UP TO

$7.50/HR
Bv shoveling snow In dorm areas

JSKJ

Q^v^^^w^

;'}'»f7

MAKE
MONEY
THIS

WINTER

APPLY AT
GROUNDS
OFFICE

PHYSICAL
PLANT
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The
Weekend

Should anyone care to

catch University of

Massachusetts sports ac-

tion, this weekend is a

good time, ifyou care to do

a little driving.

UMass football travels

two-hours down the turn-

pike to Boston to tackle

Boston University at 1:30

p.m. on Saturday. The
men's soccer team travels

to Boston College for a 7:30

p.m. game while the men's

cross country team will be

in New York City. NY, for

a noon-time AtlanticlO

Conference Championship
race.

Women's soccer will play

host to BC, tommorrow at

2 p.m.

This afternoon, the field

hockey team travels to

Kingston, RI to challenge

Rhode Island at 3 p.m.

Tonight, the UMass
women's volleyball team
plays host to perennial na-

tional power Penn State

University. The twice

beaten Atlantic 10 con-

ference leaders invades

Totman gymnasium at 7

p.m. for what will be the

final UMass home match
of the season and mark the

home-court conclusion of

senior defensive specialist

Debbie Cole's brilliant

four-year career.

* men's cross countrif

continued from page 19

py, but also in some respects

its been our downfall," he
said. "Because we haven't

had that one runner to

match up with someone
else's front-runner, we've

had several performances

featuring strong running in

the middle of the pack — the

best of the rest."

So O'Brien knows that if

his team runs a consistent

race as always, the best of

the rest will be the best his

team will finish this

weekend.

But he also knows his

team and the A-10. With an

above average performance,

he's confident that his team

has a chance to win a wide

open meet.

"This year the champion-

ship is much more wide

open than last year," he

said. Chances are the top

two teams will be Penn
State and West Virginia,

but there are teams that

have a good shot."

Penn State, coming off of

a second-place finish last

week at Syracuse Universi-

JB UMass Arts Council

CALL FOR GRANT PROPOSALS
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!l!l!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!H

Deadline for submission of grant proposals for

single pro)ecls or events

Friday, October 31

Grant guidelines and applications available at

Arts Council, the Student Activities office, or

the Arts Extension Service.

Arts Council 125 Herter Hall 545-0202

Restaurant & Lounge
Rt 9 Hdiilcx .')861978

ropsi

CARBUR'S
To Amherst >

' Tf> Sonlxamplon

BUS
The PVTA bus stops right here at

Carbur's. Join us for breakfast, lunch,

dinner or drinks...

Let someone else do the driving!

STOPS

UNIVERSITY OF MASSAC:HUSETTS AT AMHERST

ty, is the A-10 favorite and

is led by record-setting

junior Eric Carter (11th in

NCAA's) along with

sophomore Brian Laird and

seniors Rick McGarry and

Bill McCafTerty.

Behind PSU is West
Virginia and St. Joeseph's*

The Mountaineers are

always tough with burners

Mike Connolly and Ian

Manners, while the 4-1

Hawks are coming off a

second-place Big 5 Cham-
pionship in Philadelphia

last weekend. The Hawks
are led bytwin senior terrors

Frank and Tom Colimego

and Dave Aze.

Along with those three

and the Minutemen, is

Rutgers University which

captured the Metropolitan

Intercollegiate Champion-
ship at Van Cortland Park,

NY, last weekend. Rutgers

will get solid perfor-

mancesform Ken Fleming,

Harry Smith, Brian Abram,
Dan Rominick, and Billy

McGloughlin. Behind the

top five, the rest of the A-10

will scramble just to finish.

"This is a good conference

championship any team in

the top four or five with a

great day can take it,"

Friday, October 24, 1986

O'Brien said. "1 would rate

us fourth, but if we run
what we're capable of run-

ning, we can finish first.

Tony AwtrdWinning Choreographf'

ORCHESTim
SAHOiSAL
DE lyo^

si:i«;i: itu no
'A romantic trcning ol French muiic"

1
Wednesday. Oct 29, 8 pm|

Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall

Tickets S18 16 14

Sunday, Nov 2

3 pm & 8 pm
Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall

Tickets $18, 16 14

•The Most E* plosive Force in Jazz"

The World Famous

COUNT
BASIE
ORCHESTRA
with Frank Foster

Friday. Nov 14, 8 pm
Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall

Tickets $16 14 12

• Five College Students Half-Price!
Tickets availabte at Fine Arts Center Box Otiice Call (4 1 3)545 251 1

eo to 50% off selected

Blouses Skirls Dresses
Gifts Jewelry Rugs

Great New Shipments

Earrings Sweaters
Long T-Shirts NosesSleeve

Posters s^ 12-5

ERCfiNTILE Nhamp Niahts
Th.-Fri.9 P M

Horthampton-lS Center St.

!|. Amherst-Carriage Shops /|k

JSmS
1

what's your fantasy?
<,^^l

»T^

COSTUMES
devils, angels, jesters, hobos
animals, ballerinas, bunnies, monsters

MASKS
monsters, famous people, animals,

feother, satin, cloth, paper

WIGS
punk, glitter, showgirl, vampire,

clown, tino, whoopee

MAKE-UP
sprays, gels, glitters, body paints,

face paints

ACCESSORIES
hots, boos, gloves, moustaches, beards,

swords, canes, bold heads, noses,
beaks, ties, horns, capes,

glasses, claws

I

1
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Doonesbury
By Garry Trudeati

SA66eP SHARPS

MAPLYOUTOF

HeATW
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the halloween stiop at

" omherst/nortbompton

doily end sundoy

'•r^ [
"What can you do for my neck?"

Gordy By Gorde

r
yjfTU ME AJOUJ ARE

800GJE ears, Af^p (Sf^AAJo-

UtOPoRJUMATacy, ThE
CAMERA CAM'T f^fCL. ^EM
ALL- /AJ, SOT .

^'''^{!^%^'ro.^-'^

TEACHAM SAY t^'(AJe

YO we. BE /«^/\Pp/'A/'

<S'fT OUR ^fLL /Ajf

IF ANYOf^ our THet^
CAM 0ECJPH£R, I^HAT
you 'JUST HBAf?X>

,

P/jEASB C/\i.^ /K) AT
THIS A,'U/AeEK

\^i&£^^
Bat Brain By Bill Bearing

be FOKEWflKNEP STEVE>0

O'U-^ATV TH^T I've
lOST N€ARIS fi WHOLE"
POUNOTHIS VjeFK

\

IN FACT, I'tc Bf THtr^Oi.
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IF "iOu po sevp iOnnchiTS

SUCH />5 THesa MV W\S,
I'LL BE SURE TO HfWfE
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OF /w Ok/A/ nenpy.
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H£, Of COLtR^ Ft\lL'> 7D REHL-
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Valmir

Campus Pond By Sal

IGGY, STATIC HEAD
HA5 AMNESIA. HE
THINKS HE'S RAHBO

Bloom County

I¥{P/1 PKBAMT THffT^

ON A aep Of pASTi^mze^
PIO FAT^ Keep HJ5
SKIN SOFTANP SUPFLB ^(,

recLMen
S\AIN7 TKUe,

50N.7HerF(/TNI5TtMr
He 5l£eF5 IN f\ 5FeaftL

HieH PI^55URe OXYOCN
CHm^eRlDMAKCHIf^
FeeL -'KejuveNftJBp:'

I REfiP IT IN 'Nei^/dweeK

by Berke Breathed
"7

RCAIMi.

K

;

wHeN TUB OKe/ir
,

(fU)\/ep ONe oers

NietrmAf^s, i knoi^

we-RB eoTH INm. ^0
7m/BI£.

i

There will be a cooperative education infor-

mation session at 4 p.m. Tuesday in the Cam-

pus Center. Watch this spot for room number.

Collegian staff, English and journalism majors

urged to attend.

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trude Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Wise bi'O

4 Solved

7 Electrician

12 Yearn

13 Sonnets k.n

iSBeauti'iiifiaidot

Muslim myin

16 Do Tom
Sawyer s |0D

16 Easte'r- religion

19 Swimmer
Williams el »i

20 Emulate Duse

22 Summer in

Monaco
23 Uncanny

*

?4 Brilliance

26 Questioning

worOS

28 Wint'v in a way
29 — nutshell

30 Maureen s

aaugnie'

31 Watmes TV

34 Actor Keii and

family

37 Boiiea

39 Pioas

40 — Syipn.des

41 "lOCKS jitne Lii'

42 Sfiockea

44 Kind O' tm^sn

46 Directior-^

49 RicnarO ot

Bent

50 vein contents

^1 FO*^ (oiiowe-

52 Speakeasy sale

55 Japanese
American

!-" Disney heroir>e

,9 — all I polite

reioinoeri

60 Story

61 Anatomical

network

62 Follow

63 Positive reply

64 Cnemicai suMix

DOWN
1 RosenKavaiier

baron

? Spo" ,

'If?

3 Obi'vrojs states

4 Ma'riage

money
5 Gilbelft Sullivan

n.ir.r t-.,s c* ^

6 — Moines

7 Formal garb

8 Namesakes of a

mythical maiden

9 Decided
judicially

10 Muse o1 poetry

11 Versifier

12 Wonder
14 Form
17 Saannen
21 Anne Ot — (wife

Ol Henry VIII)

24 Pon north Ol

Rabat

25 Word Irom

Moscow
26 Concealed

27 Burden

28 Family member
lo' shon

30 Namesakes oil

Cnekhov
sistei

32 D piomalic

unt'utns

33 Religious group

35 Molgage e g
36 Menngue

ingredient

ana 47 Heavenly hunter

4B Rebecca and

Mae
49 Parly dresses

52 Disastrous

dinner partner

53 Kitchen add tion

54 Whiz preceder

56 — de cologne

56 One way tc

vote

37 Game
match

38 Actress Ruby

40 Abbt tor Brit

money formerly

43 — crattsy

44 Persian s plaint

45 Preti« meaning
joint

46 Go Catch a

Falling Sta'

poet

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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Lunch

Seafood Crabmeat Roll

Macaroni and Cheese

Basics Lunch

Bulgar and Bean Salad

Macaroni and Cheese

Menu
Dinner

Meatloaf/Beef Gravy
New England Style Scrod

Egg Salad Plate

Basics Dinner
Creamed Vegetable

Croquettes with sauce

New England Style Scrod

Weather

Today: Partly sunny, mid to upper 50s

Saturday: Mostly sunny, highs in the 50s.

Sunday: Much of the same.

Vs^

Today's Staff
Night Editor Dan Sobel

Copy Editor Jeffry Bartash

Photo Technician Ricci Bonanno

Layout Technician Ansel Zinter

Production Supervisor Ansel Zinter

Production: Kelly Sieger. Karlin Isele. Valerie War-

ren, Maura McHugh. Keith Cooper, and Kirk Pisani.

Executive Board — Fall of 1986

DODE LEVENSON
tditor in Chief

JOHN YONCE
Managing Editor

STEVE RUBIN
Business Managor

ROB SKELTON
Editona) Editor

WILLIAM SPAIN

Editorial Editor

ANSEL ZINTER

Production Manager

STEVE RUBIN

Business Mjndger

PAUL H LESSER

Advertising Sales Manager

VANESSA ROTH
f. nance Manager

PATRICE lAWSKY
Marketing Mdnjger

CRAIG NAUGLE
Circulation Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Subicnption Manager
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THEATRES

[$ 2.00 y^lLijI SHOW

TfMMS« --.r.* 584 9153

e^
0V>

A<a^<^'

"^r^^rAwJ^FnM (tog jl 2 00) 1. ",.Pr..
' •* ' ''" • 1 u no, • ss

DUNDEE
Fn « (410 a 2 001. MS. »«»
SM •« 1 45. (4 }0 J iOC). 7:1i.>4»

ChiUlrcn of
a L«ss«r god

I

Fn tt (4 IS a 100). 7 00. (10
*

I Sal M 1 30 (4 IS 4 loei. 7 00. « 10

Pob Reiner ^m '
j ,,

STAND ^* ^
^

BY ME
fri « |4 4S J 2 001. 7 M. I 9S

f Sal « 2 OO 14 4S a 2 001. 7 M 9 >S

H»MWHmii"":i;r* 584/550

SOUL MAN
Frl u |4 10 a 2 00). 7 IS. *4S
Sal M 1 4S. (4:M « torn. T:1i. •:4i

You're Too BVSYl
Don't waste time doing

your own laundry...

Take It To

'M\\\ I.4.1J. I

II PRAY ST. AMHCJ<I8T.

We Offer
• Hand Pressing

• Shirt Service

• Same Day
Service

OWO^ Man.-Thuf*. 10 OO«m-10 OOpin. Sun & OOpnv-10 00pm
OfF FrWaytlOOOam-S 00pm than tOOpm-lOOOpm
NOUM ta<. IO:00*m-S OOpm lh«n 7 OO-IO OOpm

TOUGH
GUYS
fn al |4 4J « 2 OOl 7 10955^^
Sal al I 45.(4 45 J 2 Ml 7 10 9 55«> Sal al

the Color
of /Woneg

^hZ^ I'AUl NEWMAN^Q^ TOM CRUISE
_ f.i al (4 19 J 2 OOl. 7 00 9 M
* Sal al 1 30. (4 IS 1 2 00) 7 OC. 110

PEGGY SUE
GOT MARRIED

, Fn ! (4 10 « 2 00). 7 IS. * 4S

«* Sal at ' 10 14 10 i 2 00). 7 IS, t 4S

Tom Cruise in

TOP GUN
Ffl al (4 45 i 2 OO), 7 OO.D 10

|»0 Sal at 1 Ml. (4 IS J 2 001. 7 00. f 10

I
WHOOP) GOLOBERG

JOMPIN' JACK
FLASH

ffi al (4 45 I 2 00) 7 15. 9 55

Sal al 1 45 14 45 1 2 OOl 7 IS 9 55' ^
IFRIASATM ia IS SEATS $3 50

|TME nOCKV HORROn
PICTURE SHOW GOT MARRIED

jHM

PIMK FLOYD
THE WAU.

JUMPIN JACK
FLASH

THE COLOR
OF MONEY

FREE DELIVERY
51 Rollwoiid WjIK

1)iivmUih\'i Ainturst 253-7494
thrciuqh thi \\W\

tiihmO Tinn Out

THURSDAY OCT 30 - 9:30
PM

$5.00 in advance, $6.00 at the door

TaUGgors^

r
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HEAVY
WEIGHT
FLEECE

SALE
ON

CONCOURSE
ONE WEEK

ONLY

Crew Neck $1 1 .95
reg $14.95

Hood

Pants

$15.95
reg $19.95

$12.95
reg $15.95

AVAILABLE IN

ASSORTED
COLORS
S-M-L-XL

LI

^XjmVERSITY op,n

mSTORE^ --
Located in the Campus Center

FOUR SEASONS
584-8174 THE ONE NO ONE CAN BEAT Rt 9 Hadlcy

HALLOWEEN SPECIAL: AT ELVIRA'S REQUEST
COORS & COORS LIGHT 6/pk CANS $2.99

AS USUAL YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR
CASE SPECIALS:

BUSCH $8.99

BUD $10.99

HOLLINO riUwIx. ..a.a...aa..a.aa a aaa..«|>l U. i7^

LABATTS BEER OR ALE $13.99

CARLING BLACK LABEL $6.99

UTICA CLUB $6.99

SIX PACK SPECTACULARS
SAM ADAMS Voted America's Best Beer $4.99 6/pk

SCHLITZ the big 15pk attack' $5.99

LITE 12pl( $5.99

THROWING A PARTY?
WE'RE MORE THAN HAPPY TO HELP

(special discounts on bulk purchases)

Vodka $8.99 1.75L

Gin • a. a $0.99 1 . r OL

Rum $10.99 1.75L

Peach Schnapps $6.99 after $5 rebate, 1.75

Kegs? You know where to go. We deliver,

and with the lowest prices around

Four Seasons,_You First Stop On The Road To Good Times

* women 's soccer game
•ontuntvd from page 20

"I was just in the area to play any trash

that might come out of the pileup." admit

ted Cassady. "I had a feeling the ball would

come through, and 1 was lucky enough to

be there."

After the goal, the Tigers tried to push

everyone forward in an attempt to score the

equalizer, but the Minutewomen steeled to

the test, and almost got another when

Belkin fired a shot from in tight. Sparza

made the initial stop, and Roundtree was

just beaten to the ball by Colorado's Anna

Shortt."

Colorado's final chance came with just

under five minutes left in the game, on a

direct kick from 50 yards out. The Tigers

could not use the foul to their advantage,

however, as they were flagged offsides.

"We weren't getting the ball to the right

people," Colorado coach Dang Pibulvech

said. "We were too tentative, we just didn't

think. We are a bigger team than UMass,

but we were losing all the midfield and

50-50 balls."

"I think we should have beaten them

4-0," Micheel said.

"We beat them to every ball, but just

couldn't finish
"

The Minutewomen. 11-2-2 on the season,

outshot Colorado College. 151, and took 1

1

corner kicks to none for the Tigers.

"We played our best game for our home

season," Banda said. "I had fun watching

the game because the girls finally played

soccer.

Free Kicks: Jan Holland, the former

UMass goalkeeper who chose not to return

this season, was in attendance. Holland is

now attending a Division III school in Col

orado. but is ineligble to play this season.

. .NCAA bids for the national tournament

are due out November 3, and tht

Minutewomen appear to be in solid posi

tion to receive a top-four ranking and a byi

in the first round. In addition. UMass will

likely host at least one tournament game

Men's cross country seeking

a leader for A-10 series

O'Brien hoping a front-runner will emerge

Colleipan photo by Byrne GuarnottH

The University of Massachusetts women's soccer team beat Colorado

College yesterday 1-0 at Boyden Field.

Announcement

The University of Massachusetts men's lacrosse team will play a fall lacrosse

game this Sunday versus Army at 1 p.m. on Lower Boyden Field.

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Depth and consistency are

characteristics which every team strives

to achieve, but unfortunately for the

University of Massachusetts men's cross

country team, neither characteristic has

been enough to carry it to the top.

As his team gets ready for its Atlantic

10 Conference Championship, tommorrow

at noon in New York City, NY, UMass

head coach Ken O'Brien knows that his

team is going to have to run its best race

of the year in order to take the conference

crown.
"We've had the kind of team so far

where we've come out and no one has

emerged as the number one runner and

that's caused us problems," O'Brien said.

"Entering the season, we knew our

strength was that we were so deep that

we could run with anyone.

But we haven't been able to match up

with anyone's front runner because no

one has emerged from the pack."

In preseason, O'Brien was looking for

one of four runners to fill the void of team

front-runner. In Bill Stewart. Wayne
Levy, John Lorenzini and Rick Dow,

O'Brien thought he had a group from

which a leader would emerge. But no one

has surfaced.

"In some respects, team's with no depth

look at us and say you should be real hap-

continued on page 16

ACTIVITIES • AUDIO

AUTO FOR SALE •CALCULATORS
ENTERTAINMENT • FOR RENT

FOR SALE • FOUND
HELP WANTED • LOST

CLASSIFIED
NSTRUCTION • MOTORCYLCLES
PERSONALS • RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED -SERVICES

ROOMATE WANTED • TRAVEL
WANTED • SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 6:30-3:30 (FRI 2:30)eDEADLINE 2 DAYS PROIR TO PUBLICATION • CASH IN ADVANCE, ISc/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES CASN

GRADUATES AND 25' students Social

Hour every Thursday 5 00 Blue Wall,

Campus Center Build a Iraditioni Meet

each other'

RUmlSS PEOPLE FRIDAY^clober
24 5,7,9.11 Engineering East Auditorium

PAYING CASIH FOR your baseball cards

please call Mike 5490333

FOR SALE

SUNDAY EVENING PRAYERS front

lounge Newman Center 6PM five college

mission

5-COLLEGE HAUNTED Harvest dance

Sat Oct 25 9PM at Chi-Rho Costume
preferred For more info call 256-6849 on-

ly S3-come and have a great time!

COMPUTER TEHMfNAL & modem (or

sale $200 cheap 256-8678

KEG TAPS FOR sale' Brand new never

used keg laps only $25 Packies charge

$45 (or used taps Don't waste your

money' New laps $25 Call Tony

256-1438 today

BED FOR SAUETingle box and mattress

first $25 takes it 584-2905 eves (Alan)

ANIMAL RIGHTS PARTY Saturday

5 00 B Presidential Apts Food, dnnk

videos, brainstorming Welcome'
549-4126

ENTiRTAINMENT

MUSICIANS NEEDED"^F0R perlor

mances at Belchenown State School

Funding available Contact Bruce

256-4236

1979 CHEVY WAGON. 99.400 miles

new clutch. Best o((er. 536-5434 Even-

ings week-ends

OHM L2 S^PEAKERS 4 yr warranty Call

6-7921

HALLOWEEN IN MONTREALI Oct

30-Nov 2 only $79 Call 665-4729 or see

us in the Hatch M. W, Fs 2-5 except

Wednesday 10/22

ON HALLOWEEN GO into AHeredStates

m the SUB al 4 (or $1.50. 6,8,10 (or

$2 00

UNIVERSITY STORE HAS engineenng

Press Exam Files (or Engineering,

Calculus. Physics, Chemistry

DRUMS 4 PIECE Dixie kit, 3 roto toms,

Zildian Hihats, crash and ride very good

condition $450 spare snare drum $15

call 549-6267

COMPUTER TERMINAL & modem both

$100 student desk $35. Call atter 5PM
665-2225

DAYfiMETCASHIERS. WAITPEOPLE,
bartenders, hosts, dishwashers parttime

Apply Judie s Amherst

JHEL^P WANTED ALL positions La Casa

De Carmelita's Restaurant at Motel 6 m
So Deerfield Breaktast, lunch and dm
ner shifts available apply in person Mon

thru Fn 12 to 5PM

TELEMARKETERS^N^OEbf TOP
dollar and flexible schedule Paid train-

ing Classes start October 291h Call Chen

for interview 584-3594

NWThAMPT^ON ADVERTISING AGEN-

CY has winter and spring part time and

full time internships available call

586-2135 for rrwre inlormation

JOB'dPEliiNGTijMASSOutingClub^is
seeking a new equipment manager to

maintain the club s inventory of outdoor

equipment Pay is $3 85/hour for 12

hrs/week Workstudy (prefered) or non-

work study Get application in rm 428B

Slu Union- due Friday 10/31 at 5PM
UMOC is an AA/EEO

ACCEPTINGHMPPLICATIONTTn all

departments nursing, dietary,

housekeeping, and laundry Excellent

wage and fringe benefit package Flexi-

ble scheduling apply in person Amherst

Nursino Home, Inc 150 University Drive,

Amherst, Mass 413266-8185

HRTA-WILL BUY your badge to NYC
hotel show Nov 2 call 6-6170

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-DISK ENTERTAINMENT
Agency - Discjockeys, Bands Lights and

Large screen video dances 549 7144

TYPING SERVICE

OUALITYTYPING. Long or short pro

lects Meticulous proofreading Rush|obs

OK New IBM typewriter 649 036-

Area Government - No experience re

quired Nomination papers available Sun

Oct 19 Nomination papers due Sun Oct

26 come by 1 12A Field (next to Sweets)

7 11pm any night

COMING SOON: Becky s birthday Oct

25 send gifts to Grayson

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

PAPERS, CASES, DISSERTA-

TIONS- dependable on-campus.

reasonable, 584-7924, Nancy

TYPING

SPEEDY KEYS" Professional typing

256 1002 8AM- 11PM

GUCCI WATCHES FOR ladies only $30

many styles call Brian 6-7425

TRAVEL FIELITpOSTION immediately

available Good commissions, valuable

work experience, travel, and other

benefits Call Bill Ryan (toll (ree)

1-800-433-7747 (or a complete informa-

tion mailer.

SERVICES

TYPING, TAPE TRANSCRIPTION. Fast.

accurate 665-7652

ilOSE^EIGHT Nbwri0^9lbs/month

with Herbal Weight Control No diet, ex-

ercise or drugs 100 percent guaranteed

Call Mark 546-5938

AUTO FOR SALE

EXCELLENT RUNNING AND well main-

tained 1977 Mazda RX4 Ed 586-9402

NILP WANTED

1987 VW RABBIT, 4-door. auto, no rust,

many new parts, excellent cond Must

sell. $2500 or BO call 546-5524

1974 FIAT 1 24 Sporl Spider convertable

new roof |ust painted runs well $1150

549-6742

1970 MG MIDGET classic new parts ex-

cellent condition must sell 546-7031

LICENSEDT MANICURIST (or Amherst

area Salon 549-4979

TRAVEinFiELS^PPORTUHITY. Gain

valuable marketing experience while ear-

ning money Campus representative

needed immediately (or spring break trip

to Florida Call Campus Marketing at

1-800-282-6221

HIGH EARNINGS
FREE TRAVEL RENEFITS

NTfiONAL TRAVEL AND Marketing Co
seeks highly motivated individual to

represent Its collegiate travel vacations on

your campus No experience needed Will

tram Call '718) 855-7120 or write Cam-

pus Vacation Associates 26 Court St ,

Brooklyn, NY 11242

76 TOYOTA COROLA runs good $400

467-3965

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent (ree meals

Light clean-up

Call Cheryl at AXO
545-2152

1979 DODGE OMNI extremely depen-

dable' Must sell going to Europe'

586-6038 $950 or BO

197B TOYOTA COROLLA air condition.

excellent condilkjn very reliable call Dawn

549-5519

1979 CHEVROLET MONZA great car

$500 00 323-631 1 x234 Joe

1981 DODGE RAM Biso (slant 6^ van

New starter/brakes/customized/stereo

cassett Asking $3800 00 or BO
617-544-6359 AM

M CHEvVliELAiR ps reliable low milage

previously owned by little old lady call

S4»«269

NEED A JOB? Like travel? Ambitious

people needed to market unique travel

product with no existing competition Ex-

cellent experience for business, com-

munication and HRTA majors No ex-

perience necessary, car helpful Contact

Mary 549-6118

JUJANACER TRAINEES NATIONWIDE
Tool Co expanding in Amherst Now hir-

ing 25 new employees great money, ex-

cellent working cond $ career opporluni-

ly Pan and full time work. For interview

call Willie 256^101

LIOAL ASSISTANTS WANTtO

SPHiNGl9B7 INTERNSHIPS with the

Legal Services Ottice Get hands-on ex-

perience ir- legal (ield Work directly with

attcineys and clients Earn up to 15

u, .dergraduate credits No experience in

legal protession necessary, training pro-

vided Deadline to begin application pro-

cess IS November 5th. Contact Legal Ser-

vices today, 545-1995, 922 Campus
Center

SiO SHOP MECHANIC, EXPERIENCED
perefered Apply m person Western

Village Ski 32 Mam Stre«L Northairipton,

MA

INTERNSHIP AVAILARU

UMASS PRIDEI Share your enthusiasm

for the University while deleloping public

relations, marketing, interpersonal, and

counceling skills The admission office is

looking for dynamic and articulate interns

and volunteers to promote the Umversi

ty to prospective students Academic

credit available Applications m admis-

sions office, 255 Whitmore, until

November 4.

MOVER

•TOUND^OWNMOVERS last l^eliable

clwap call Michael anytime 323-6780

LOST

HPTiCCALCUi-ATOR irTllibrary tower

Please call 546-4778 (or reward

REWARD F0RT0STliS?biackl^^^
ed cat (9 mos) Last seen 10/7, Mam
fvArJ^hi^tColl' area No collar May be

pregnant car :-53 3149 w/any into

GdlS"COBRMFLAf) nScwSa Lost

10/19 near Webster. Hill Top Health C ub

Has immeasurable sentimental value

Don't live in guilt" Lucrative reward o((e

name your pnce' Call Ed Ra^scher at

253-5885 or leave a message at Hiii i op

Health Club

REWARD FOR YELLOW staW notetXX)k

"« at Boyden soccer Held last Wednes-

day $10 call 549- 1 572 leave message (or

Dayton

NbfEBbdK-LANDFOWIM'^rby 11'

tan cover spiral bound w/graph paper in-

side Reward call 283-7062

MIKE: YOU'RE A great heavy breather'

Come over arid study with us, better yet

lets do It on the bus' -the roommates

LOST SMALL RED purse in Orchard Hill

Area on 10-20 if found please call 6-6766

GEORGE, THERE'S NO warning no

lape hiss or record noise happy birthday

iusl explodes from your compact disc

player Love, Lisa

MICHELLE L: DON'T torgel your birth

day IS tomorrow' Have a good one-TJ

PENELOPE GRACE: HAPPY 18th birth

day Love Ralph

KAREN, HAPPY ANNIVERSARY! I love

you. Jim

MARY FROM DELTA Zela. you are the

t>est thing that ever happened to me' I

love you as much as life itself Vour little

Moe doll

STEVE 020LS HAPPY birthday from all

of your friends, especially the 21 and

over

ELAINE MIDDLETON: Have a fantastic

21st birthday you dot rat' We love and

miss you Enioy' (rom Pam, Maria, Car-

rie, Joanna. Monique, Dennis, Joe, John

LAURIE REICH:Thopevou have a very

special 19th birthday! You're a great

roommate' Love, Beth

gratulalions on finally becoming useful'

We will be rarin' to go Friday night We
love ya' Love the minors

MISSING CACTUS

THAT'S NAVIN, MR. Johnson if your

nasty

UMASS DATING GAME

COMING TO CHANGES beginning

Wednesday November 6 Watch for

details Applications will be available

FOR RENT

WE'RE LOOKING FOR someone to take

over our lease lor 1/1/87 One bedroom

apartment m Clitfside. $420/month. in

eludes utilities On major bus rt call Tom
or Cart at 665-3088 atter 7 30PM

IN BRANDYtWNE, 1 bedroom apartment

available starting Dec 1 call 549-0068

ROOM IN 3 bedroom house for rent in

Hadley 275 584-2937

ROOMMATES WANTED

RESPONSIBLE FOR LG apt on bus route

own room (umishod but bring bed $210

(or room plus utilities call 323-4989 betore

2PM 323-6311x530 atter

WATTY. I HOPE you care (or ma as

much as I care for you' Yoor evertasting

companion. Spuds

AJXISON^^AMnT DAMN, DAMN"

'

Dave

FRANK-BABY BABY we get down on our

knees for you Happy 20th birthday! Love

Molly, Joanne and the First Floor

ENTER THE DEAD zone w/Stephen King

Oct 28 SUB 5-$1 50 7,9,11, $2 00

IN BRANOYWiNE 1 bedroom availabe

starting Dec 1 call 549-0068

COLONIAL VILLAGE ONE bedroom

available in two bedroom apt Starting

Nov 1 $175 call Sue 533-9167

tIRVICil

TERRIFIC TYPING FROM" Speedy'

keys Professional reliable service.

256-1002 ,
8am-t1pm

TYPINO.~TaPE TRANSCRIPTIONS.
Fast accurate. 665-7652

TRAVEL

MICHELLE LEVENSONIII OCT. 25 a day

of infamy! Happy birthday you wild

woman! We love ya! Jill, Dot, Tracy,

Natalie

WE LOVE YOU Pike! Hugs and kissas.

Sue and Natalie'

ROB WEST: CREW juat wouldni ba the

same without you You brighten up my
days even (rom a(ar

COLLEGE WEEKEND IN Montreal only

$79 Oct 31-Nov 2 There's still time' Call

665-4729

TOUR TO THE SOVIET UNION, jitv

3-16, 1987 $1588 See Pro( Jones. 634

Herter or call 253 7827 evenings

POUND

PERSONALS

DERRISH, ERIC. CAROL- what are you

3 doing on Fn 24th'> Studying'' No"

Honeycomb hideout? Wadya say' Hap-

py 20 20 and 21'" Smel

DEFIRiSH REPCHICK YOUR (ortune

awaits you' Ling 3 times! -Your bag lady

PS Happy "onicial" 20tti

WANTED TO RENT

~STAHTiNd JANORIFEB^
3 females to rent rooms
or take over lease of

apt or house
call 546-7347

MOTORCYCLE

YAMAHA VERAQO 920CC shall drive

digital new rubber oval discs low miles

helmet $1200 40 Braixlywine stop by

PHdNE~SURVEYERS NEEDED. NO

sales Evening and weekend hours

$5 75/hr to start Downtown Springfield

location Call 203-562-2013

WANTED

PUFTON DWELLERSI LET us take ovw

your lease in Jan call 546-1213

SeTH"BAZ~ THE dJ=IIGIONAL DAY
SaCKJOT HAS RETIRED. ORAPHK» IS

AT A LOSS,

f^ASURER NEEDED FOR oTchafdHlli

HEY P-10 down with the protects, up with

the sun'

HAPPY 21 ST BIRTHDAY Kimba con-

TO SURLET

1 BORM IN 4 bdrm apt m Swiss Vlllagi

on bus 1-10 t'/j baths kitchan-llvlngroom

2t5mo iiKludes all utilities 3 quWcon-
siderate roommates HELP' Mu* ratocata

(or job availabia Now 1 call Jafl 2S3-3494

a(ter 6PM
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Minutewomen control Colorado College, 1-0

UMass outshoots Tigers, 15-1, as Cassady nets only goal

By HARRY CHEVAN
Special to the Collegian

The train is back on track.

Temporarily derailed by a sxirprising Harvard Univer-

sity squad, the women's soccer team realigned its wheels,

and rolled to an easy victory over Colorado College, 1-0,

at Boyden Field yesterday.

Sophomore forward Cathy Casady netted the game

winner with just 11:53 to go in the contest. Carolyn

Micheel took a corner kick from the right post that Col-

orado goalkeeper Janine Sparza miss-timed. Cassady,

coming in to pick up a rebound, put the ball just inside

the right post for the game winner.

The Minutewomen controlled the game from the

outset, keeping the ball in the Tigers end for over 70 per-

cent of the game.
"We knew we were in control from the start," head

coach Kalekeni Banda said. "We made a good play to

start the game, then another and another, and we just

went from there."

UMass put together several good scoring opportunities

in the first half, but could not capitalize. With eight

minutes to go in the opening stanza, junior forward

Cathy Spence and sophomore forward Michelle Powers

passed the ball back and forth until Spence crossed the

ball from the left side of the box.

Powers soared above a taller Colorado player, but her

header sailed just over the crossbar.

The Minutewomen resumed control of the game at the

start of the second half, and blew a golden scoring chance

with only seven minutes gone.

Junior tri-captain Debbie Belkin brought the ball down

the left wing unmolested, and sent a beautiful cross in-

to the box.

Cassady one-timed the ball with her left foot, and sent

it high over the net.

UMass continued to press, and just missed another

chance 40 second later as sophomore forward Beth

Roundtree blasted a shot from 30 yards out that Spar-

za, the starting keeper on the U.S. National team, just

tipped wide of the left post.

The Minutewomen kept the ball in the Tigers end, and

barely missed going ahead at the 31:30 mark. Junior

midfielder Kristen Bowsher, another tri-captain, took the

ball away from Colorado's Karen Willoughby at midfield.

A short pass left Micheel in the open, and her long shot

hit the underside of the crossbar and bounced free.

Before a Minutewomen could pounce on the ball, Spar-

za was there to collect the rebound.

"Sparza was the difference in this game," said Ban-

da. "We knew we had to beat her, and to do that we had

to keep firing."

Sophomore midfielder Sue Cooper gave the crowd a

thrill with 21 minutes to go in the game when her long

shot sailed over Sparza's head. The ball hooked, but just

missed the post.

After going full tilt for most of the game, the

Minutewomen let up for five minutes as a heavy

downpour erupted. Once the rain ended, UMass put the

ball in the net.

Cassady's goal came on a change in the UMass corner

kick pattern.

"We had been going to the short posts on our corner

kicks all game long," Banda said, "and switched up for

that corner. Obviously, the switch worked."

continued on pnge 19

SPORTS

UMass ready to

heat up YC race
Minutemen look to spoil BU Homecoming

Collegian photo by Ricci Bonanno

Junior strong safety and nickel back Jim Vertucci, named to last week's

ECAC weekly All-Star team, and his teammates face their biggest test

as UMass travels to BU in a Yankee Conference battle at Nickerson Field

tomorrow.

Spikers brace for A-10 confrontation
East coast monster power Penn State roars into Totman

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

The fooling is over for the Minutemen.

For six games this season, first-year

University of Massachusetts head football

coach Jim Reid has shrugged off sugges-

tions that each Saturday's game has been

a big one. But no more. Reid must face facts

and face the press.

Deadlocked in a three-way Yankee Con-

ference first-place tie with the University

of New Hampshire and the University of

Delaware at 3-1, the Minutemen, 5-1

overall, cannot afford to lose any of their

remaining conference games.

"It's getting later and later in the season.

Now, because of what we've done thus far

allows us to admit it's a big game," Reid

said. "There's no way around it.

"There are five games left and all are in-

credibly important as long as we keep on

winning. There's no question about it.

There has not been a game like this in four

years. All our games are big, but they keep

getting bigger as we win, like I said."

So a.s the Minutemen rumble out of the

locker rooms onto the artificial turf of

Nickerson Field to tackle Boston Univer-

sity at 1:30 p.m. in Boston, tommorrow, on-

ly one thing will be on their minds — get

an early lead and don't look back.

"We must win this game to make all the

rest of our games be important," Reid said.

"This is so big because with another con-

ference win we'll move up to 4-1 and it'll

give us a lot of momentum going into the

Holy Cross (7-0) game. A win will definate-

ly keep us alive in the Yankee Conference

and in the playoff hunt."

But to do so, the Minutemen will have to

do something they haven't done since 1978
continued on page 14

The Game: The University of

Massachusetts Minutemen at the Boston

University Terriers at Nickerson Field in

Boston, MA.
The Time: 1:30 p.m.

The Records: Massachusetts (5-1 overall

and 3 1 in the Yankee Conference) and BU
(2-4 overall and 2-2 in the YC).

Common Opponents: Maine (UMass.

23 13, BU. 26-23), Richmond (UMass.

24-21, BU 15-56), and Rhode Island

(UMass. 31-17, BU, 17-0).

The Series: UMass leads 18-13, but the

home team has won the last seven games

(UMass 1979, '81, '83, '85 and BU '80, '82,

'84).

Last Year: Dave Palazzi scored on a

17-yard touchdown run with 6:26 remain-

ing to give UMass a come-from-behind

17-14 victory.

The Incentive: A UMass win keep UMass
in a first-place YC deadlock with Univer-

sity of New Hampshire and Delaware. A
BU victory would drop UMass into a third

or fourth-place slot and be the capper for

BU's Homecoming weekend.

Injuries: UMass — Junior TE Mike Kelley,

senior co-captain and OLB Paul

Manganaro, and sophomore WR Dan

Rubinetti are all out (sprained knees). Of-

fensive guard Paul Mayberry (ankle) is out.

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

It's David versus Goliath; Dewey versus Truman, all

over again.

The University of Massachusetts volleyball team, fresh

from a three-set stomping of the University of Rhode
Island in Kingston, Wednesday, will face the power that

is Penn State University in what will be the final home
match of the season. The spikers are 19-2 overall and 4-1

in the Atlantic 10 conference. UMass is also perfect at

home with a 12-0 record.

A large crowd is expected to be on hand for the schedul-

ed 7 p.m. start at Totman Gymnasium. Tonight's match

will also serve as the final home matches for senior co-

captain Debbie Cole and senior hitter Violetta

Gladkowska.
The Nittany Lions, who are ranked 12th in the nation,

is 22-2 overall and 4-0 in the A-10. PSU has been idle since

it swept the University of Pittsburgh and took a four-set

decision from Southeast Conference power University of

Kentucky, last Sunday. The Nittany Lions have presid

ed over the A-10 for the last three years and have been

the premier team in the East for just as long.

So does UMass head coach Elaine Sortino think her

troops will have trouble motivating themselves for what
could be a match for the conference championship?

"No way," Sortino said. "This will probably be the most
fun match we'll play all season. It's another one of those

matches where we have absolutely nothing to lose and
everything to gain. We are looking forward to playing
them."
PSU head coach Russ Rose could not be reached, yester-

day, as the Nittany Lions departed for what promises to

be the hostile confines of Totman Gymnasium early

yesterday morning. But an interview isn't neccesary to

chronicle why Penn St. is the power they are.

Both of the PSU losses came at the hands of teams rank-

ed in the Top Ten. The Nittany Lions dropped a three-set

decision to San Jose State University (then ranked third

in the nation) and UC Santa Barbara (then ranked
seventh). In addition, PSU has defeated the likes of UC
Irvine (three sets). George Mason (three sets) and Colorado
State (five sets). Needless to say, UMass knows what to

expect.

"I wouldn't expect anything less than for them (PSU)
to be a good team. It's no big secret that it will take a fine

effort on our part to beat them," Sortino said. "We'll have
to execute and play really hard. When we are motivated,
we can do all of those things and more."
What the Minutewomen will have to do is stop, or suf-

ficiently hinder, a potent PSU offensive attack. As a team,

the Nittany Lions lead the conference in kills (13.22 per
continued on page 14

Minutemen battle

at Boston College
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Maybe there is light at the end of a frustrating and

disappointing men's soccer season.

Showing signs of picking up the pieces of what has been

a shattering year for head coach Jeff Gettler, the Unier-

sity of Massachusetts Minutemen travels down the turn-

pike to battle a physical Boston College team under the

lights of BC Stadium for a 7:30 p.m. game at Chestnut

Hill Saturday.

The Minutemen, at 6-9, have ridden a roller coaster

since their season-opening split at the University North

Carolina at Chapel Hill. Thanks to injuries and incon-

sistent play, last year's school-record-setting 15-6 team

has failed "to materialize. But with the return of key

starters Andy Bing. a junior midefielder, sophomore for-

ward Kurt Manal and senior co-captain John Shannon,

men's soccer has returned to the winning ways it got us-

ed to last year - at least for the last six games.

"I've thought all along that we've had a good team but

that some potential needed to be realized." Gettler said.

"We needed consistency to put it all together and at least

in the last six games where we've been 4-2, we've begun

to do just that — meaning we've been showing that con-

sistency." continued on page 14
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Contract to
give BOG
autonomy
approved
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Officers of the Student Government
Association. Graduate Student Senate and

the Board of Governors, smiling and jok

ing, gathered Friday at 3:15 p.m. to sign

a contract granting the board its autonomy.

The board allocates space and funds to

student groups that use the Campus
Center/Student Union complex.

The SGA, the GSS and the Stockbridge

Student Senate each allocate $7 per con-

stituent to the board every fiscal year. Both

the Stockbridge and the graduate senates

had already approved the document when
an overwhelming majority of

undergraduate senators voted in its favoi-

last Wednesday.

SGA Treasurer Katherine Strickland

and board Chairman John Hayes compos

ed the document over the summer.

Stockbridge Senate officers could not at-

tend the signing ceremony.

SGA President Bill Bennett, who initial-

ly opposed the document, was the first to

sign. He then handed it over to Strickland,

who said, "I'm really glad that the SGA
and the board actually came to the point

of getting this written down on paper."

Strickland has maintained that the SGA
and the board have had a vocal agreement

since 1985, when the administration at-

tempted to remove the board's authority

and failed.

Hayes expressed his gratitude to

Strickland, saying the document would not

have been approved without her. "I'm very

happy about what happened," he said later.

The board must now have its own con-

stitution, he said, adding he might present

the first draft at the next meeting.

Now, "we can make policy subject only

to admistration veto," he said. He will

write a letter to the adminstration to

"clarify our rights."

— CulleKian photo liy Rob .Skt>lton

A SCARY SIGHT — Marchers in Saturday's Halloween parade in Amherst head down North Pleasant Street.

The parade was part of a weekend celebration sponsored by the Leisure Services and Supplemental Educa-
tion department.

Graduate senate President George Clax-

ton, the last to sign, said, "I think this is

a good sign for cooperation between groups

on campus."

Undergraduates often ignore graduates

and vice-versa because they have different

needs, he said. The administration takes

advantage of this "to play us against each

other," Claxton added. Because the board

has both graduate and undergraduate

members, it will unify them, he said.

Strickland said the board will continue

to function as it has for the last two years,

but without SGA interference.

Bennett said, "This basically is a contract

for fiscal concerns. . .But I still believe that

contract does not make them fully

autonomous."

Groups disagree over benefit of

proposed mail-in voter registration
By MARY REIDY
Collegian Staff

Opponents of a Nov. 4 state ballot

referendum say mail-in voter registration,

aimed at helping citizens who cannot

register during regular office hours, may
increase the chances of fraud.

The binding referendum would allow in-

dividuals to register to vote by mail; under

present state laws they must do so in per-

son at the town clerk's office in the city or

town where they live.

The proposal, one of eight questions on

the state ballot, is listed as question six. It

is an initiative question endorsed by The

Coalition for Mail-in Registration, an

organization that obtained 131,000 petition

signatures so the question would appear on

the ballot, said Lee Farris, the group's

media coordinator.

The coalition includes the Massachusetts
,

Public Interest Research Group, Citzens for

Participating in Political Action, and The

League ofWomen Voters. State Secretary

continued on page 6

Rally honoring Grenada invasion spurs debate
Sit-in organized
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

Four conservative student groups held

a rally at noon Friday on the steps of the

Student Union Building in commemora-
tion of the third anniversary of the United

States invasion of Grenada.

Speakers from Students for Freedom,

Students for America, the Republican

Club and the Minuteman praised Presi-

dent Reagan for the military maneuver.

Prior to the start of the rally, members
of the Central American Solidarity

Association organized a counter-rally,

asking people to sit down on the Student

Union steps in protest of "blind na-

tionalism."

On Nov. 24 1983, 2,000 US marine an"d

-army troops landed on the beaches of the

tiny Caribbean island, securing

Grenada's two airports and capturing 30

Soviet advisors and 600 Cubans. At the

time, Secretary of State George Shultz

said the decision for the invasion was bas-

ed on the need to "restore democracy,"

and out of fear that 1,000 American
medical students "would be hurt or taken

hostage
. '

'

uarnotta

Lynne McCabe
a counter-rally.

Colleirian photo by Byrne i

speaks at Friday's rally while CASA members sit in as

Brian Darling, president of the

Republican Club, apparently distracted

by the 20 35 people sitting down, said,

"We don't come to other people's rallies

and say 'These guys are jerks.'"

* Darling quoted a Grenadian taxi driver,

who reportedly said after the invasion,

"'We want America to rule the- land.

Everyone is happy now that America is

here."'

Andrew Brocklehurst said, "The over-

throw was supported by 91 percent of the

(Grenada) population. . The job of

America is to defend other, weaker coun-

tries."

Lynne McCabe, Co-Editor in-Chief of

the Minuteman said, "You people sitting

are against blind nationalism; I'm against

blind anti-Americanism. . Anyone who
opposes Grenadian freedom is twisted. I'm

sorry."

Arthur Stevenson said, "Three years

ago. the people of Grenada asked us to in-

tervene and to give back their freedom,

which the Soviet Union and Cuba had
taken away."
One spectator shouted, "If you're going

to overthrow governments with ties to the

Soviet Union, you may as well overthrow

our own. . .We have more ties to the Soviet

Union than anyone else."
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Hole found in airplane floor

cause of emergency landing

AP photo

WAIT 'TIL TONIGHT-Baseball Commissioner Peter Ueberroth

checks out the field at Shea Stadium before deciding to postpone

Game 7 until tonight

TOKYO (AP) - A Thai Airways jetliner

lost cabin pressure and began swaying

violently after passengers heard a loud

bang, and police said a hole three feet in

diameter was found in the cabin floor

after an emergency landing. They said 63

people were hurt, nine seriously.

Police spokesman Kunio Otsuka said

the bang sounded shortly after 8 p.m. as

the A-300 Airbus was flying at 33,000

feet, about 145 miles west of Osaka Inter

national Airport. He said the cause of the

noise and drop in pressure was not known.

He told The Associated Press in a

telephone interview that the hole was

found in the rear of the cabin floor after

landing, but refused to elaborate.

"It's too early to tell," he said when ask-

ed if there was an explosion. He said some

people were hurt when the cabin pressure

dropped and they were tossed around, and

others when the plane braked sharply in

landing.

Yujiro Miyoshi, a Transport Ministry of-

ficial at the airport, said 247 people, in-

cluding 14 crew members, were on Flight

620 from Bangkok to Osaka via Manila,

the Philippines.

He said the plane radioed at 8:19 p.m.

that it had a loss of cabin pressure and

wanted to make an emergency landing.

The airport cleared a runway and had

ambulances and fire trucks standing by

when the airplane, zigzagging somewhat,

landed at 8:40 p.m., Miyoshi said.

Tokuo Nakajima, another Iransporl

Ministry official at the airport, said, "TIil-

plane came to a halt at the end of the run

way and its captain radioed that he could

not taxi the plane to the ramp of the air-

port buidling. So the plane had to be pull

ed to the ramp."

The pilot did not say why the plane

could not taxi to the ramp, Nakajima said

Several passengers said in interviews

on the Japan Broadcasting Corp. that

they heard a loud bang while the plane

was in the air.

The plane began to sway, tossing

around bags and shoes and causing some

stewardesses to fall, they said.

"It was just like thunder. The impact

was so sharp I thought all the windows

were going to be knocked out," one of

them said.

Yoshinobu Kido of the Osaka Fire

Department said injured passengers were

taken to hospitals in fire department am
bulances. He said names and nationalities

of the injured were not immediately

available. He said most were Japanese,

but several were foreigners.

A police investigation team was set up

at the airport, Otsuka said, led by a divi-

sion of the Osaka municipal police respon

sible for investigating criminal cases

A Japan Air Lines jumbo jet crashed on

Aug. 12, 1985, killing all but four of the

524 people aboard in history's worst

single-plane disaster.
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Group fighting for student financial aid kept busy

Preparing for Washington trip, training new lobbyists

By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian staff

Members of a University group that fights for student

financial aid won't be taking their annual trip tc

Washington for another six months, but say they're work

ing hard on the state level and training new lobbyists

Kathy King, president of Students Advocating Finan

cial Aid, said that while the group gets most of its atten

tion in March when members travel to the nation's capital

to meet with key education officials and lobby for greater

levels of aid, the issue keeps SAFA busy year-round.

And, she said, students who want to go to Washington
next March should get involved in the group right now.

She said 80 students were already on an "interested" list,

but that shouldn't discourage others from joining.

"I don't want to scare anybody away, because we want
quality people," she said. "[The waiting list] doesn't mean

Chancellor:
students must
be prepared
for economy
By CARYN BOWERS
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts Chancellor

Joseph D. Duffey said Friday the uncertain

and unstable American economy is the

issue he struggles with most and wishes his

faculty would understand.

"Despite much talk about the importance

of economic competetiveness, it's a

neglected issue in American life," Duffey

said, speaking to Hampshire College

parents and students at their annual Fall

Weekend.
He said the issue had not emerged as a

national priority, and what we see in the

US is the consequences of our inability to

come to grips with it.

"The economy is changing, with the loss

of incomes, dreams and aspirations," Duf-

fey said.

"Students of today will move less rapid-

ly through the American dream than their

parents did, and have a different standard

of living in order to cope with the roller-

coaster economy," said Duffey.

Duffey also said the competitiveness

within our society is important for sharpen-

ing will and disposition.

"The implications are enormous for social

justice, cultural quality and world peace,"

he said.

He said he wished his faculty had a

greater sense to inform their students of

the increasing conflict in the economy.

"I don't know that they will be adequate-

ly prepared for it," he said.

Duffey began his speech by comparing

Hampshire College to the University, and

stressed what a privilege it is for both to

be a part of the five-college complex.

Duffey described the five-college complex

as an arrangement of five schools that are

not competing with one another.

"Hampshire provides a very significant

service to students in the five-college area,"

he said.

After referring to Hampshire as unique,

Duffey said he has been observing the col-

lege since he became chancellor of UMass
in 1982, and that his observations have on-

ly strengthened his impression of the

school.

we're going to be turning people away."

The organization was formed "out of a need when the

Reagan administration took over," King said. The ad

ministration has advocated deep cuts in student aid.

"We feel we have something to fight for. Students aren't

being treated with the right consideration by the Reagan

administration," she said.

"We're not a stand up — sit down rally kind of group.

We take a professional approach. . we don't want people

screaming and getting angry," King said, adding that that

type of approach was not respected by most legislators.

King said because of the ambiguous nature of lobbying,

it was hard to define the specific degree to which the group

IS effective. But, she said, "In contacting legislators, in

making them aware of our views, we can be effective. We
talked to over 125 legislators last year, and that's quite

a good accomplishment."

She said that without the efforts of groups like SAFA
the financial aid picture would be much bleaker.

Collegian photo by David ShimkUB

WALKING TALL - Michael Cooper walks on stilts past Smith College

in Northampton Saturday as part of a March For Peace.

still, she said, dealing with education officials can be

frustrating. "In comparison to other types of expenses,

education is not looked on highly," she said, citing a visit

last year with Undersecretary of Education Bruce Cams,

who was reportedly unsupportive of the students' point

of view.

"It was unbelievable," she said. "It was like a

sledgehammer over the head. These people are saying

students are asking for too much and it almost .seems like

they're not working for us. They're supposed to be, hut.

King stressed that her group is busy in its off-season,

saying it is now involved in a lobbying drive to urge state

legislators to support student aid. Also, "This is the first

year we've ever invited students from other state schools"

to join the group's efforts, she said. "We want to spread

our roots."

King added that veteran members were al.so training

new recruits in lobbying skills, and that the group re-

mains on the lookout for motivated students.

"Getting involved now is certainly going to help your

chances in March." she said.

Lobby groups
solicit

interest at

mall event
By BOE HAMILTON
Collegian Correspondent

Members of non-profit groups from

around Western Massachusetts gathered at

the Hampshire Mall Saturday to hand out

fiyers and answer questions during the

mall's second annual Community Day.

The groups, ranging from animal care

projects to lobbying the superpowers, set up

tables for shoppers as they pas.sed through

the mall.

A woman at the mall's information desk

said she was enthusiastic about Communi-

ty Day, "although the more people who
come, the more people who ask me where

the bathrooms are."

The mall sponsored the event to "expose

organizations to the public and generally

let people know what is going on in the

area," said Marianna Schwallie, a

marketing assistant. "It is a good way for

non-profit groups to get recognition for

free."

The Friends of Stray Animals, the

Traprock Peace Center of Deerfield, and

the Special Olympics program were among
the groups who handed out brochures and

explained their purpn.se to shoppers who
paused at their tables

A woman .staffing the "First Call for

Help", a Hampshire County referral ser

vice, .said, "It is really nice of the mall to

let us come here. Many people stop just to

look, and some really get the help they

need." She said she wished more people

had stopped by her table.

The Navy and Naval Reserve had a table

loaded with stickers and posters. A slow

but steady stream of people stopped to ask

questions of the woman behind the table.

Members of the peace center had a large

display and asked people if they would fill

out a postcard urging President Reagan to

hold another meeting with the Soviets to

reach an arms aereement.

A woman at the table set up by Hospice

of Hampshire County, a group that helps

terminally ill patients, said only three peo-

ple had stopped to make serious inquiries.

Most people, she said, quickly glanced at

the table and moved on.

Women's Forum
Women's Forum is a weekly listing of events related to

women's issues. Notices should be sent to the Women's

Issues Editor, care of the Collegian, by the Friday before

the event.

Feminism, Sexuality, and Power, the topic of the

third symposium ofthe Five College Women's Studies Pro-

ject on Feminism and Difference, will hold each event in

the New York Room of the Mary E. Wool ley Student

Center, Mount Holyoke College, unless otherwise noted.

Monday— ^ ,.^ „ ,, ,

"Radical Feminist Views on Sexuality will be

discussed at 4 p.m. with moderator Ann Ferguson, Julia

Penelope on "Controlling Interests and Consuming Pas-

sions: Sexual Metaphors," and Janice Raymond on "From

Liberation to Libertarianism: Depoliticizing in Drag.

Out of Bounds: A Lesbian Journey, a multimedia

presentation, will be presented at 8 p.m. in Merrill Science

Center II, Amherst College.

Tuesday—
"AIDS, Sexuality and Government Control," a

workshop to be given by Ann Giudici Fettner, will be held

at 4 p.m.

A Question of Silence will be shown at 7:30 p.m. in

Sage Hall at Smith College, followed by a discussion led

by Meryl Fingrutd.

Wednesday—
"Latina Women and Sexuality: Myths and Reality"

will be the topic of the lecture/seminar by Hilda Hidalgo

at 4 p.m.

Thursday—
Now's the Time, a radio show sponsored by the

Everywoman's Center on WMUA, will conduct interviews

with local experts concerning November's abortion

referendum from 6 to 9 a.m.

"What's Politically Correct About Sex? Past and
Present Feminist Debates," will be discussed with

Margaret Hunt, Janice Irvine, and moderator Atina

Grossman at 4 p.m.

"On Eroticizing Women's Subordination: Sexology

from Havelock Ellis to Gayle Rubin" will conclude the

symposium at 7:30 p.m.

Zenith donates
computers to UMass
BY SARAH NATHAN
Collegian Correspondent

The Zenith Corporation has recently donated 60

microcomputers to the University of Massachusetts, in

response to a proposal submitted by Douglas Abbott,

associate vice-chancellor for computing and information

systems.

The Zenith grant will be used as part of a new Univer-

sity program. Initiative for the Development of Educa-

tional Applications Software. The project is aimed at in-

tegrating microcomputer technology into the college

classroom.

Sociology professor Andrew Anderson, faculty coor-

dinator of the project, will work with Abbott and the

presently-forming faculty advisory committee on the

program.
continued on page S
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• computers
conlmufil from pafU' .'i

Sociolog>' professor An-

drew Anderson, faculty

coordinator of the project,

will work with Abbott and

the presently-forming facul-

ty advisory committee on

the program.

The microcomputers are

for classroom pui-pose; facul-

ty receiving computers will

use them to prepare

classroom work, Anderson

said.

Abbott and Anderson are

in the process of forming a

faculty advisory committee

to decide on the details for

the 60 machines, valued at

$213,000.

The advisory committee

will then accept proposals

from faculty wishing to par-

ticipate in the program. Six

to eight faculty members
will be chosen. Along with

receiving Zenith computers,

those members will also be

allotted access to the

microcomputer laboratories

during their scheduled class

times.

The committee is looking

for a diverse group of

courses to partake in the

program, said Peter O'Neil,

a spokesman for the Office

of Public Information on

campus.
Computers that are not

distributed to faculty will be

installed in two central cam-

pus locations. Goodell

Library is set as the location

for half of the microcom-

puters. A dormitory or

building, tentatively in

Southwest, will be the se-

cond location, "to assure

easy access to as many peo-

ple as possible," Anderson

said.

Details concerning the

delivery of the computers

have not been finalized.

The computers are also

beneficial because this is

the University's first ven-

ture with the Zenith Cor-

poration, O'Neil said. The

program will help expose

students to many different

types of computing equip-

ment, he said.

The laboratory computers

are Zenith's ZF-158 model

with two floppy disks, 640 K
of memory and color

monitor.
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OPEN 24 HOURS
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SERVED 'TIL MIDNITE
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MEXT TO SUPER STOP A SHOP)

Rt«. 9 • Hadl«y/Amh»r«t
256^889

EMPLOYMENT APPLICATIONS
BEING TAKEN 1
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220 N. Pleasant St
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lliv Miilimvs Mahjnshi Mahcsh \iw- l^niinrtu i>l

Ihi- IninMcniUnlal Mrcliiuliiin I'mtrjin

[here's sumelhing you ean

do lor a short time each

da\ thai \vill improve

e\ery aspect ot your lite— your

grades, your future cateei, your

relationships, c\erythini;— w// ai

the same lime. What's more, it's

easy to do. Over 1,000.()0() stu

dents have experienced the bene-

fits. And you can too.

You'll learn about it soon at

a special free lecture on the

Transcendental Meditation tech-

nique, and regardless of what

you've already heard about IM,

this entertaining talk will surprise

and enlighten you. More than

that, it may well change your lite.

My name is Kevin Blair. I'm

president of the student govern-

ment at Maharishi International

University, where students, fac-

ulty, and staff all practice ilie TM
technique. I want to tell you three

thmgs about the upcoming lecture:

IAt the lecture, you'll learn

how the simple, natural TM
technique, which is practiced

for 15-20 minutes twice a day,

brings profound benefits to mind

and body, and how these benefits

automatically improve one's social

behavior, school and job per-

formance, and much more.

you really want

to know how to

improve your grades,

your career, and

your life, there's an

upcoming lecture

you shouldn't miss.

You'll hear, !<m example, abmit

the unified field i>t all the l.iws ol

nature as described by modern

physics and by ancient \'edi;

science. And about how ihe IM
lechnique lets sou i.\|vnciice the

unilied field willuii mhii own con

scioiisiiess NikI aboiii how ihai e\

pcriencc. gained regiilarh,

brings you the support ot .ill the

laws of nature.

•• -W? xperiencing the unified

MIjfield through the TM
technique ready gives me more

support oftuuure. As soon as I

began TM, everything t>ecame

easier, and my grade-point

average went up a whole point!"

—Sam Boothby

Ph.D. candidate

Education

Harvard University

Scientific Research

2 You' II also learn about the

vast amount of scientific

research that's been done on

TM (more than 350 studies

worldwide over the past 1 5 years)

And \i>u'll learn that a lot of the

research findings are directly rele-

vant to your perianal and aca-

demic development as a student.

Here, for example, is a partial list

of the research rcsulis in the field

ol education:

increased inlclligencc

improved comprehension,

concentration, and memory

increased li trning ability

increased speed in solving

problems

increased c eativity

broader comprehension and

ability to focus attention

improved academic

performance

reduced stress and anxieiy

decreased use ol drugs,

alcohol, and cigarettes

increased happiness

improved relationships be-

tween students and teachers

improved mind-body

coordination

improved athletic performance

Now, I'm sure you'd like to

have some of those qualities grow

ing in your life. Well you can.

And the beautiful thing is that

these qualities grow naturally,

simply as a result of practicing the

TM technique.

World Peace

3 Finally, if you are con-

cerned not just with your

own future, but also the

future of our nation and the

world, there's even more reason

to attend the lecture.

This is because the TM tech-

nique doesn't just help the in-

dividual. The coherence generated

when people practice TM extends

to society as a whole. Research has

shown that when as little as the

square root of one percent of a

populaiion practices the I \1 pro

gram and its advanced aspects, ilie

entire population becomes more

orderly, peaceful, and progressive.

When you practice TM,

you can experience the

full range of education —not

just gaining classroom know-

ledge, hut developing the

k.nower, and that's yourself!"

—Karen HIasdell

I'h.l). candidate

Neuroscience

Maharishi International

Iniversiiy

" T'l^ Jj is the best antidote

X iV* to stress I know of.

HTien indliiduais are free of

stress, they behave more har-

moniously. I'm convinced that if

people practiced TM. world

peace would be a reality.

"

—Kurleigh P. King

liireclor. institute for World

Leadership

former Director-General,

Caribbean Community and

Common Market

Ihis "Super Radiance Iffect"

has been demonstrated in conmuin

ities, cities—even entire nations.

This brings great hope lor the

future, because it means that the

age-old problems of world peace

may at last have a solution.

It Works!

If
you're wondering how one

simple technique can bring

so many benefits to mind,

body, behavior, and even the world

as a whole, 1 urge you to attend the

free lecture. The explanation you'll

hear is at once simple, scientific,

and profound.

J. JVl important part of

being a peak performer. It

gives you the ability to excel in

an environment of stress, to

make rapid decisions based an

rapid changes, and to do so

functioning very well.

"

—Christopher Hegarty, President

Hegarty and .Associates

San hrancisco, CA

The main thing, however, is

thai IM works. I know trom iin

own cNpciicnce. I've been pi.n.ln.

ing I he (cclinique lor 6 vcars, .ukI

Its made me more rcl.ixcd. vet

more dvnamic and product ivc. As

<i result, I'm enjoying greater sue

cess both in and out i.i'i the

classri>oni!

( )t course, wliclhcr voii siarl (he

IM tochimiiic Ol noi is up lo you.

Bui doesn't it make sense lo at

least aileiid the lecuiie.' If even ten

percent o! wh.il I've s.nd about

IM proves lo be mic. think what

It could mean /or voiir achieve

meni and happiness for the rest (d

vour life.

Free Lecture

The date and time

ol the lecture is

given below. 1

hope you'll be there, and

don't hesitate to bring

your friends; you'll be

doing a great thing for

them as well!

Wishing you success

in all that you do,

Kevin Blair

President, Student

Government
Maharishi International

University

woriawiac over inc pasi \j jtai.i;. ,v,,^«.^ -• — -^

|
.

Transcendental Meditation
T.,^^ r\,^ oo lo-'an Rnnm 153C

rraiiMcniJonuil MfdiUiuMi is ,i mtskc

mark ot ihc WorlJ Plan lixccuiive

C (luiicil -I niicd Slali-s. a non-ptotil

(.dutalionai organi/almn

FREE LECTURE
IN THE CAMPUS CENTER

Tues. Oct. 28 12:30

Tues. Oct. 28 7:30 PM Room 163

Wed. Oct. 29 12:15 Room 101

Wed. Oct. 29 7:30 PM Room 101
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• referendum
continued from page I

Michael J. Connolly also supports the proposal

"We think voting is a right, not a privilege," said

Michelle Gubola, coordinator of the voter registration cam-

paign and a member of the MassPIRG board of directors.

Gubola said mail-in voter registration will get the han-

dicapped and elderly more involved in the community,

while under present laws it is difficult for them to register.

Members of the executive committee from The

Massachusetts Town Clerks' Association say the referen

dum will include lengthy and unnecessar>' paper work and

will increase the chances of fraud.

"We feel that there is adequate opportunity for any

unregistered voter in the state to sign up before statutory

deadlines." said Richard Clark, president of the

association. ,

Clark said the referendum would require a voter who

has not voted in a two or four year period to reregister,

while under present law a person can remain on the voting

list even if thev have only voted once in 10 years.

The proposal will not increase voter turnout and "opens

a wide door for potential fraud," because of the lack ot

personal contact in the registration process. Clark saici

•People have every opportunity to register to vote,

Clark said.

Twenty-three states now use mail-in registration, and

adirondack music,
15 East Pleasant St, Amherst - 253-3100

WHERE CAN YOU BUY A $1,200 VALUE PRO
QUALITY 110W/P/C RACK MOUNT SYSTEM-
WITH RACK FOR JUST $499.95??????????

ONLY AT ADIRIONDACK MUSIC'S HALLOWEEN
MIDNIGHT MADNESS SALE THIS FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY

Auto Glass Center
SAME DAY SERVICE

BILLED DIRECTLY TO INSURANCE CO.

lniof«nc« Co. Approved

Monday, October 27, 1986

studies have found an increase in registration more than

voter turnout, Farris said.

New Y'
'

'., California, Minnesota and Ohio reported lit

tie evidence of fraud, and Farris said this statement is

the "most common comment made by the states" using

mai. in regi«»iation.

Under mail-in registration, a person wishing to register

requ'^^ts a registration form from the local board of

registrars. The form is mailed to the individual, who fills

it out and signs it under oath in the presence of a witness

who is at least 18 years old.

The form is mailed or delivered h '<:k to the registrar's

office, and the person's name is . dded to the list of

registered voters. The newly-registered voters are inform-

ed of this by mail.

On PVTA
Bua Ltn«(

Mo*i Maior 0«dn
Cvd* Accaplad

NorthAmherst Motors
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880

Correction
A caption under a photo in Friday's edition incorrectly

identified political science professor Dean Alfange as

Rabbi Saul Perlmutter. Sally Freeman and Barnett

Pierce, moderators of the debate, were also in the photo.

The Five College Program in Peace

and World Security Studies

presents:

REFLECTIONS AFTER ICELAND

FRED C. IKLE
UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

Dr Ikle is the second highest ranking official in the U.S. Department of

Defense He is responsible for policy formulation on major military issues

includirg: Central America, "low intensity conflict" in the Third World,

nuclear weapons policy, and arms control.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 29
7:30 PM, MAHAR AUDITORIUM
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Free and Open to the Public.

For Additional information, call PAWSS at 549-4600 ext. 519

ARE YOU A SOPHOMORE
BUSINESS MAJOR?

EXPERIENCE is a must to be suc-

cessful in gaining the competitive edge

in today's Business World.

THE COLLEGIAN is offering the

opportunity to gain THE MOST
VALUABLE BUSINESS EXPERIENCE

on campus

Applications for the position of

^ASSISTANT BUSINESS MANAGERS
are now being accepted

This position requires

Responsibility, Dedication, and Time Commitment

- the qualities that future employers are looking for.

Come down to the Collegian Business Office in the Campus

Center (Rm 1 13 - lower level; 545-3500) and pick up a job ap-

plication and description and submit it no later than

FRIDAY OCTOBER 31.

WORKING ON A PAPER?
Want to talk about your Ideas?

Organization? Sentences?

B-24 Baker in Central

Monday and Tuesday 7 - 9 PM
Pierpont in Southwest

Monday And Wednesday 7 - 9 PM

PEER TUTORS CAN HELP

.'////////////////////////.

AT THE WRITING CENTER
^y/^y/wv^^^^y>^^^^^^

1

TheWjridlsStiU
TheGieabestQassroom

OfAIL
Applications are now being accepted

for the University of Pittsburgh-

sponsored Semester at Sea.

Each fall or spring 100-day odyssey

aboard the American -built S.S. Universe

literally offers you the world

.

You can earn 12-15 transferable units

from your choice of more than 50 lower and

upper division courses, while calling upon

places as culturally diverse as Japan, Hong Kong,

India,Turkey the Soviet Union,Yugoslavia

and Spain.

It is a learning adventure designed to

transform students of every color, race and

creed into true citizens and scholars of

the world.

For full information, including a catalog and application, call

1-800-854-0195 / 1-412-648-7490 in PA. Or write Semester at Sea,

Institute for Shipboard Education, '^

University of Pittsburgh, - 7"

2E Forbes Quadrangle,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
15260.

Then prepare for the

learning adventure of

your life.

October 30th Information

Table In the Campus Center

Lobby from 9am-3pm. AM
Students and Faculty are en-

couraged to apply.
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Students and Question Five

On January 1 of this year, Massachusetts joined the grow^

ine numberof states that require people to wear seat belts

when they are in a car. On November 4. voters will dec.de

whether this law will stand. „>• „„ „„oq
This is a good law, and students should vote yes on ques-

"jhe University is the setting for dozens of protests a year

many of which are concerned with wrongful death - death

^Nicaragua, death in the Soviet bloc, the promotion of death

''Vhte™ tWUaw is essentially a binding P-test agamstthe

horrendous, needless annual carnage associated with

''S'utnts'lif^h'Tting booth November 4 should remember

th!t more than 400 people a year die on Massachusetts roads^

These are not just statistics, they are people - ™°">^«d at theu-

premature funerals by others who loved and needed them.

Awording to the National Highway Safety Board, four-fifths

of aU the automotive fatalities in America could have been

nrevented through the use of seat belts. Again, it is not a ques-

tion of s^atistTcs It is a question ofthousands upon thousands

of lthers!tudents, fronds, that would still be around if on-

Iv thev had worn their seatbelts. ^. j. j i„

'"^oSnents of the law say it infringes the "g^s of individuals

who are putting no one but themselves atr'skThe.r blind

ness to tne benefits of simple, effective legis ation is baa

enough; their obtuseness about whafs involved here ,s worse^

People who don't wear seatbelts are putting others at a

tremendous risk. The shattered families of accident vie ims

can attest to that. And eveo;one who buys insurance bear, the

rn<it of those who don't buckle up; the seatbelt law instructs

tS^ate'sInsurance commissioner to lower rates commen^

surate with the lower medical costs associated with seatbelt

"
Also the law requires that adults buckle up children bet-

ween the ages of five and sixteen, protecting those who may

Tt yet have the common sense to take this safety measure.

This facet of the law alone makes it worthy of a yes vote.

And the °aw does not infringe anyone's rights; no one has

the right to drive a car. It is a privilege granted by the state.

There is no difference between a license to drive and a license

to for instance, sell milk or liquor. The state requires persons

to whom it grants a license to take certain actions. One of the

actions opeKtors of most motor vehicles must now take is to

wear thefr leat belts. People stupid enoug;h to break this law

Tre free to do so, but a penalty for doing so is appropriate. Vote

yes on question five.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the Col-

legian Board of Editors.

Bucks

^ »ni m mi

A case of mutual needs
Because of recent immigration reform,

much attention has been paid to the

presence of illegal immigrants in the

United States, and an effort made to whip

up public sentiment against them. Havmg

had little contact with people who arrive

here without the grudging sanction of the

Immigration and Naturalization Service,

manv of us do not understand the suffer-

ing of such people or the conditions which

drovt them to such a desperate measuif.

We are also encouraged to believe that

illegal immigrants have only negative im

pact on our so-called "society." and are kept

unaware of the enormous contribution they

make to our economy.

A case in point - for many years. South

Florida's citrus crop was harvested large-

ly by Jamaican contract farmworkers, just

as our Massachusetts apples are today.

Because contract workers had some

measure of wage protection, orange

growers sought a cheaper source of abor.

Haitian immigrants provided one. When

groups of them were released from the in-

famous Krome Detention Center they

were transported to the town of Belle

Glade, a South Florida agricultural center.

They were dumped, at four o'clock in the

morning, into an impoverished black ghet-

to with five dollars and less than twenty-

four hours to find a place to sleep and a way

of earning a living.

I had the privilege of living and working

among these "illegal immigrants" for three

vears, and was soon clear why we want

'them Many claimed to have been secretly

enticed in Haiti to come, "take a chance

and look work." True or not, Florida citrus

growers found Haitian sweat a useful com-

modity Furthermore, the conditions urider

which Haitian immigrants were paroled in-

cluded ineligibility for public assistance

(Food Stamps) and a stipulation that

parolees be gainfully employed.

Kathy Sue Cole

I worked as a labor contractor at that

time. 1 asked my grower, a bigot proud of

his membership in the Ku Klux Klan and

his skill at avoiding minimui.: wage laws

why he preferred Haitian workers. He told

me "If I bring in a busload of Mexicans or

Jamaicans. I get four or five trailers full

of fruit. Them Haitians give me six. But it

I try to work these damn American nig

gers, all I get is a grove full of wine bot-

tles!" Despite his bias, the point is clear.

Aliens who cannot quit a job or make a

labor complaint without fear of deportation

can be profitably exploited.

Now. as to why they come here — a short

tour of the Third World will prove instruc-

tive. 1 have never been to Haiti, but I will

give another example from my experience.

Jamaica, the largest producer of bauxite in

the Western Hemisphere, produces that

bauxite through the intermediary, not of

"Jamaican Aluminum Consolidated,' but

ALCOA, ALCAN, and Kaiser-Reynolds.

These companies, until recently, refused to

employ Jamaican citizens in their own

country in anything other than menial posi

tions, despite the presence of the Univer-

sity of the West Indies and an oversupply

of trained, educated talent. By "ripping and

running" with their profits, such organiza-

tions impoverish the majority while

simultaneously frustrating the educated

minority.

Everyone has a right to seek the best life

they can. This has always been a place of

opportunity for those who are willing to

take risks and work hard. Who are we to

condemn those who merely make the same

choice as our forebears?

Kathy Sue Cole is a UMass graduate
student.

Of broken promises

a bold scientific research effort to develop a defense system

which would render nuclear weapons obsolete. 1 he

Strategic Defense Initiative is nothing like he promised

a iUcs of SDI would have you believe that this makes it

a Sed policy. However, it could be a most effective

weapon if sacrificed properly at arms control talks.

Eliot Prescott

It has become increasingly clear .^^^t even^h^g^hite

House no longer believes in
^^f «".?V"^^VlW eWl" sy tern

itially geared to eliminating the morally evil system

of deten-ence. a position paper issued by the White House

T ;.orv 1 qfi^ showed a reversal by stating that bUl

••neeroTprivfde Wp-tection in order to enhance deter-
need not

PJ°^'°^ ,,V , ^ence. as the President promis-

rwrn'S°'Sng°:rh"own but -*-«^,^™»
represents just one broken promise of the Reagan

^Thrredr.yrf research, and the directions ,. is taking

poTnts to another. The system wh.ch Reagan artjcu ated

to the public would completely and Perfectly protect s„a

Lrgets'includmg all major popuja.on cenr^mdu^^^^^^^^^^

other nuclear strike possibilities. INuciear

delivered by bombers, cruise missiles or introduced by

clandestL'methods do not fit under the umb-Ha or

capabilities of SDI research. In «\her words. Reagan pro

mised a system to protect cities but the effort now is o

protect the nuclear weapons which he has originally

claimed would be rendered impotent and obsolete.

K is interesting to try and guess the degree of revulsion

registered by the American public were it to be known

that billions of dollars were being spent on trying to p.o-

tect existing nuclear weapons. Although many more

broken promises can be found in the speeches and actions

of the Reagan Administration, I "^^^^ "«^*'
"\?,"jy ""^

other. In the same speech. Reagan claimed that SDI

"would lead the world from the present system of deter-

rence to effective non-nuclear defensive forces against of

fensive nuclear weapons." Again, the focus of research has

been just the opposite. A leading component of many

shield systems is the X-Ray Laser, a .n"^»ear device in^

volving the use of plutonium in orbiting satellites. Ihe

development of a nuclear run shield is no more appeal-

ing than the system of mutually assured destruction.

Due to the failure of the Reykjavik summit and increas-

ed media attention on SDI, Americans are becoming uv

formed about the realities of SDI research and the broken

promises of the Reagan Administration. Setting aside the

inherent problems of the cost and feasibility of bUl,

Reagan is failing to unburden the American consciousness

with his spectral promises of a nuclear 7«P?"f'-^^T^,'^^>^^^

Given the failure of this propaganda ploy, he could turn

events back in his favor by using SDI as a strong bargam-

'"Ihtt would be a Reagan victory we could all celebrate.

Eliot Prescott is a UMass student

I ......•>

Letters

Reflective

behavior
The Undergraduate Stu-

dent .Senate meeting of Oc

tober 22 provided yet

another reason why Bill

Bennett is unfit to be presi-

dent of the Student

Government Association.

At one point in the

meeting, Cashin senator

Tony Rudy called, not for

the first time, for quorum.

Bennett took exception to

this and voiced his

displeasure by referring to

Rudy in obscene and offen-

sive terms. Consequently,

Baker senator Greg
Rothman asked for a point

of personal privilege and

Bennett answered this re

quest by telling Rothman
to "stick it." This outburst

was bad in itself, but was

made worse by the fact

that Bennett was directing

his comments at people

without whom he never

would have achieved the

office of SGA president.

An outburst such as this

cannot be tolerated, and

anyone guilty of causing

such a scene is clearly not

qualified to hold the office

ofSGA president. Bennett

owes this entire campus,

especially Senators

Rothman and Rudy, a very

big apology. If he does not

do this and subsequently

show more dignity and

maturity, he should resign

as SGA president so that

somebody more responsi-

ble can perform the duties

that he is so clearly in

capable of performing.

Andrew D. Adinolfl
Central
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Artsy goings on In the commanitY:
*..^

. c„.i,.„ of fV,^ Smith Colletre The Countryside,

Photojournalism in the 8(h opens November 1st at University Gallery

at UMass. The show features the photos of five prominent photojour-

nalists. This photo. -Yanomiimi" was taken by Claudia Andujar.

The Five College area is

teaming with abundance

from the visual art com-

munity this month, with

many of the exhibits open

ing this week or early in the

next. Here's the scoop on

these shows and the

galleries.

The seventh annual "A

Tea Party," by the Clay

Gallery at Pinch Pottery, is

now on exhibit through

December 7 in Thome's

Marketplace, Northampton.

The show includes tea pots,

sets and services as well as

theme pieces. The hours are

9:30 - 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Saturday, with the

gallery closing at 9 p.m. on

Thursdays, and 12-5 p.m.

on Sundays. After

Thanksgiving weekday
hours will be 9:30 - 9 p.m.

There is now an exhibit of

the works of the late

photographer George H.

Seeley at the Smith College

Museum of Art. At 4 p.m.

October 30, guest curator

George Dimock will lecture

on this exhibit. Also at

Smith College is Castile:

The Countryside,

photographs by Ernesto

Marcos. This exhibit ends

November 9. Hours are 12 -

5 p.m. Tuesday through

continued on page 9

^ CINEMA

MONDAY - TUESDAY

TURTLE DIARY
7:15

WALKABOUT
9:00

DOUBLE FEATURE $3.00

DOWNTOWN AMHERST 253-5426

adirondack music,
1 5 East Pleasant St. Amherst - 253-31 00

WHERE CAN YOU BUY A 55W/CHANNEL TEAC
INTEGRATED AMP WITH EQUALIZER AND
SEPARATE MATCHING QUARTZ DIGITAL

TUNER WITH 20 PRESETS FOR JUST
S249.95????????

ONLY AT ADIRONDACK MUSIC'S ANNUAL MID-

NIGHT MADNESS SALE THIS HALLOWEEN

adirondack music^
15 East Pleasant St, Amherst - 253-3100

'where can you buy TOP QUALITY MAXELL
UR 90 CASSETTE FOR JUST 99 CENTS
EACH????????????

ONLY AT ADIRIONDACK MUSIC'S MIDNIGHT
MADNESS SALE THIS FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY

NAME THE AND WIN!

Clue Set #1

Drop by for free

I student travel catalog

Hartford/California $198

NYC/London $378

NYC/Hong Kong $764
round trip

COUNCIL TRAVEL
AMHERST

[4131256-1261

IWfa

UMass Arts Council

CALL FOR GRANT PROPOSALS
niinniiniitMiiinMnininiiinniiii!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Deadline for submission of grant proposals for

single projects or events

Friday. October 31

Grant guidelines and applications available at

Arts Council, the Student Activities office, or

the Arts Fxtenston Service.

Arts Council 125 Herter Hall S4S-0202

Here is the first set of clues to match with The Hot

Shots of Rock Poster inserted into this newspaper

last week. (If you missed the poster, a limited

supply IS available at the newspaper office.)

Here s What You Should Do;

This sketch represents the left half of the poster

with outlines of the faces Each face outline is

numbered Match this to the poster, using the

clues listed below to determine the names of the

first 21 Rock Artists featured.

In next weeks newspaper, you will be given the

remaining 17 face outlines numbered, as well as

the second set of clues to complete the puzzle,

and instructions for mailing in your completed list.

(Set #1)
HIS 1971 COMEBACK WAS
BOOED AT THE GARDEN

2. HIS END WAS A
TRAGIC IRONY

1/4 OF A GROUP. 1/6 OF A TON
ELMORE JAMES WAS HIS HERO
VAN MORRISON SANG A TRIBUTE TO HIM

THIS CLUE IS ROTTEN
JOHN LENNON PAID TRIBUTE TO HIM

ON HIS SALUTE TO HIS ROOTS

8 HE RECORDED "HERE, MY DEAR" TO
MEET ALIMONY PAYMENTS

9 A KING FOLLOWED HIM

10 NOW WITH JAH

1

1

FORMER DJ WHO MADE IT BIG

12 HIS LAST ALBUM COVER WAS
PROPHETIC

13 LINDA EASTMAN ONCE
PHOTOGRAPHED HIM

14 HIS TASTE WAS
IMPECCABLE
15 HIS BROTHERS
COULD FLY

16 SHE PLAYED
SECOND FIDDLE
TO DIANA

17 HIS BLUES WERE
SEASONAL

18 HIS EX IS DEE

19 THE BAND NAMED
THEIR OLDIES ALBUM IN HIS HONOR
20 HE MADE HIS MARK SITTING

21 HIS BAND WAS THE CRICKETS

Hilt >tl(»*
'

'
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ronnnued from page 8
Saturday and 2 - 5 p.m. on

Sunday.
Now entering their last two weeks of exhibition are two

displays at the Mead Art Museum, Amherst College: Time

and Defiance ofGravity by Wendell Castle and Landscapes

in the Wake of French Impressionism. Both close

November 9. Hours are 10 a.m. 4:30 p.m. Monday

through Friday, and 1 - 5 on weekends.

Also in it's last week is an exhibit of site-specific

sculptures and collage paintings, Steven SiegeURecent

Work, at Hampshire College Art Gallery. Hours are 10:30

a.m. Monday through Friday, and 2 - 5 on Sunday.

Three new business will open in Sullivan Square, Nor-

thampton: Moments of Tune Iphotography/print Gallery &

Studio). Zona's Boutique and Photography hy Nona Hatay.

Grand Opening will he November 1, from 10 a.m. to6p.m.

On November 1, the University Gallery will open two new

exhibits. Recent Sculpture and Drawings and Photojour-

nalism in the 80s. The Recent Sculpture and Drawings ex-

hibit is by the Indian artist Anish Kapoor. The Photojour-

nalism exhibit is made up of the works of five of today's

prominent photojournalists. Gallery hours are 11 a.m. -

4:30 p.m. Tuesday through Friday and 2 - 5 p.m. on

weekends.
The Augusta Savage Memor-^' Gallpry will open an ex-

hibit titled 'iHeart of Spirit - Native American Arts on

November 1. The selections represent examples of Apache,

Lakota Iroqouis, Cherokee, Wampanoag, and Mohawk

culture, as well as others. There will be an opening recep-

tion from 2 to 6 p.m. on November 1 by John Peters

(known by his Indian name Slow Turle) as Medicine Man.

Hours are 10:30 a.m. - 4 p.m. Monday through Friday.

The Jones Library in Amherst will open a multi-media

exhibition of the work of Anne Chuse Richardson on

November 2 through November 26. There will be a recep-

tion for the artist on November 8 from 2 4 p.m.

A quickj-un down of the UMass galleries: at Hampden,

New Art from Cuba through November 7; at Herter,

James Hendricks through October 29.

T

DUAL INSET

SWEATSHIRT
$24.95

V-NECK
$15.95

The works of Indian artist Anish Kapoor will be on exhibit on

November 1 at the University Gallery, UMass. The display will run

through December 14. Here is A Flower, A Drama Like Death 1986,

made of polystyrene, plaster, cloth, gesso and pigment.

PHOTO BY AUTERY

OPEN
M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

^/^NiyFiB^TXSTORED
Sure As Grits Is

Groceries, I Is Gola To The

SPOKE for

MondsY ^iii^i Football

1 5 East Pleasant St, Amherst - 253-3100

"WHERE CAN YOU GET A $1,000. PAIR Of

JAMO P270 SPEAKERS THAT HANDLE OVER
270 WATTS EACH FOR JUST
$99.95 EA.??7????7???
ONLY AT ADIRONDACK MUSIC'S MIDNIGHT

MADNESS SALE THIS FRIDAY FROM NOON TIL

ONE A.M. AND SATURDAY FROM 10-6

ADIRONDACK MUSIC 15 EAST PLEASANT
STREET AMHERST

*>

I MONDAY NIGHT

FOOTBALL
RAFFLE

BIG DRAWING
AT HALF TIME

& END OF GAME
ENTER ANYTIME

MUST BE PRESENT TO WIN

a.

1 ^
X^

MONDAY ^^
NIGHT FOOTBALL %
AT THE SPOKE

Washington
Giants

Hot

Hors Doeuvres

until they arc

gone

U/ ^ r/p)^
-?&
^9

rpXS
x^'
/o

vs.
I

^ _ .r. RELAX a EN40Y

35 EAST PLEASANT ST AMHERST

CLEAN, SAFE, PRIVATE HOT TUBS
175 Unlver»tv Or.

N«xt to Stadulm Liquor. In Pr«c« Choop«r Mall

Open Mond«y 4 till 1, Tu«. - S.t 1l«m 1»m

B.«,Vv.tlon. .o9g..t.d - Gift certlflct.. .v.H.bl.

Call 253- ??2f

Every Men, Tues, & Wed

' R Hot Tu

for '/2 HOUR PRIC
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AP photo

THEY RUN IN THEIR
SOX-Four Boston
women participate in

the 3.1 mile Monster
Dash yeterday in

downtown Boston.
The women are, from
left, Karen Ryll, Linda
Crawford, Bridgett
Tang, and Ursula
Smith.

Crane's lead doubled
by Hampers' tactics
BOSTON (AP) - Cam

paign attacks by Republican

L. Joyce Hampers on state

Treasurer Robert Q. Crane

seem to have backfired, ac-

cording to a new poll

published yesterday that

shows Crane nearly doubl-

ing his lead.

The poll conducted for The
Boston Globe showed that

the incumbent Democrat's

lead grew from 14 points to

25 points in the two weeks

,
since the newspoaper's last

survey.

HARVEST FESTIVAL
October 28, 1986

MENU
Hoi Mulled Cider

Ro4»l Turkey with Cornbreid Dressing
and Crjnberr\ Siute

New FngUnd Style Scrud wilh Herb
Crumb Topping

Katatouille

Whipped Sour Cream INtUtiies

Rullernul Squash

Harvest Vegetable Mix

Cranberry Applf Crisp with

Whipped Topping

Pumpkin or Minn- Pie

Zucchini or Anadama Bread

BLUEWALL CAFETERIA
11:30 AM - 2:00 PM

The new poll showed
Crane with 53 percent to

Hampers' 28 percent.

Of those surveyed who
had seen at least one of

Hampers' television ads, 44

percent said the advertising

would make them less like-

ly to vote for her. while on

ly 23 percent said it would

make them more likely to

support the Republican.

But the newspaper said

the poll was conducted
before the latest trading of

charges between the two

candidates on their income

tax disclosures.

I
PINOCCHIO'S RESTAURANT

1177 North Pleasant St

SPECIAL

MONDAY THRU WEDNESDAY

LARGE PIZZA

$5.50 +TAX
ANY EXTRA ITEM $1.00 each

Get 2 items - pay for one

Get 3 Items - pay for two

FAST FREE ^ao iaao
DELIVERY

549-3669
SPECIALIZE IN VEAL & CHICKEN PARMESAN GRINDERS

Does not apply m restaurant mention ad when ordering

THE FINEARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

ORCHESTRi:

DE lyo^
SI l<(,l IIAt DO

* romtnlic (rcning ot Fr»neh music"

Wednesday. Oct 29, 8 pm
Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall

T.ckets $18 16 14

'Tony toiird-Winning Chortogiaphy'

Sunday, Nov 2

3 pm & 8 pm
Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall

Tickets $18 16 14

'The MosI Etploiioe Force m Jsti"

The Worid Famous

COUNT
BASIE
ORCHESTRA
with Frank Foster

Friday , Nov 1 4 , 8 pm
Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall

Tickets S16 14 12

vyhat's your fantasy?/^? ^^J
COSTUMES
devils, angels, jesters, hobos
animals, ballerinas, bunnies, monsters

MASKS
monsters, famous people, animals,

feather, satin, cloth, paper

WIGS
punk, glitter, showgirl, vampire,

clown, tina, whoopee

MAKE-UP
sprays, gels, glitters, body paints,

face paints

ACCESSORIES
hats, boas, gloves, moustaches, beards,

swords, canes, bold heads, noses,

beaks, ties, horns, capes,

glasses, claws

the halloween shiop at

^ omherst/northompton

doily and sundoy

* Rve College Students Hatf-Prioe! #
Tickets available at Fine Arts Center Box Office CaU{4l3)545 251

1

WM-

Dyslexic student suing school
Was illiterate through high school, blames teachers

BOSTON (AP) — Karen Morse had a problem at schooL

It wasn't a case of her being unpopular or inactive.

Classmates voted her class president, student council

president and the student with the "most school spirit."

She captained the girl's soccer team, won letters in two

other sports and was elected to the National Honor

Society.

The problem that neither Karen's teachers nor her

friends had known for nine years was that she was unable

to read and cheated and charmed her way to passing

grades and annual class promotion.

Now the young woman with superlative school spirit is

suing her alma mater to cover bills at a special school

where she caught up on learning skills.

It is a complicated case and she says it has turned many
in her small hometown, Henniker, NH, against her fami-

ly. There has been hate mail and her parents, already

financially strapped, are having to sell their home in the

town of 3,100, she said, partly to pay the legal costs.

"A lot of tension is there in the town," Miss Morse, now

20, baid in an interview. "You can feel it." She said the

K^DOVE
Fast, Accurate Typing

of

• Resumes
• Term Papers
• Dissertations

79 South Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass 01002

256-1335

253-7480

case regrettably has brought her school bad publicity and

is "hurting people not involved."

As Karen explains it, she was labeled "learning disabl-

ed" in the ninth grade. Not until the end of her junior

year in 1983 was she diagnosed dyslexic, meaning that

her brain jumbled the order of words and letters. "Was"

becomes "saw" to Karen, whose intelligence is unaffected

by dyslexia.

She got as far as the ninth grade only by cribbing her

way through, she said matter of factly, without apology,

during a recent visit to Boston from her current home in

suburban Beverly.

"I did a lot of taking other kids' papers, erasing their

names. Just cheating mostly. I really didn't think about

it. It was a question of survival."

She feared exposure but not in an expectable way. "I

was hiding my not being able to read more from my peers

than from my teachers because the judgment of your

friends is more important."

After school authorities discovered her reading problem,

however, they did little more than assure her she wasn't

stupid, she complained. She was shunted to a corner of

the school three times a week and sat before a workbook,

she recalled. "There was no remedial work at all."

Her reading was still extremely poor, but she made it

into the National Honor Society her senior year because

her dyslexia was taken into account, along with all of her

school activities. A special tutor was called in to teach her

six davs a week.

Although she gave a speech at the class of 1984's

graduation ceremonies, Karen agreed not to accept her

diploma and formally graduate so that Henniker High

School would pay her tuition to attend the Landmark
School of Beverly which specializes in helping dvslexics

After her fist year, Landmark recommended she spend

another at the school to better prepare her for college-level

studies. However, her town's school district, under a new

superintendent, refused to foot the bill and mailed Karen

her high school diploma last spring.

The Morses are suing the high school for the $17,000

they paid in Landmark tuition during the second year,

which she completed this summer. She is a freshman this

fall at Salem State College and works part-time at Land-

mark coaching lacrosse, soccer and other sports.

After making gains in some courts and losing elsewhere,

the family is now appealing to the state education depart-

ment to order a "due process" hearing on the case, said

their attorney, Michael Gfroerer.

Two Mass
professors

receive grants
WASHINGTON ( AP) - Two projects by Massachu.setts

professors were among 10 receiving nearly $725,000 in

research grants, announced yesterday by Secretary of

Education William J. Bennett,

The winning projects, which study such issues as

dropout prevention and reducing gang violence, were

chosen from 339 that vied for the funds.

Two Boston University education professors, Ruth S.

Nickse and Jeanne Paratore, won $32,029 to test the ef

fectiveness of using college students to tutor illiterate

adults.

Marvin Lazerson, a visiting professor at Harvard's

Graduate School of Education, got $74,298 to study the

history or the US commitment to excellence and equity

in education.

Irving Spergel, a University of Chicago professor, will

get $80,000 for his efforts to find strategies to reduce

gang violence. Spergel will work with eighth-grade boys

in six Chicago schools.

John E. Chubb of the Brookings Institution and Terry

M. Moe of Stanford University won $90,000 for their

work studying the relationship of sch(X)l organization

and environment to student performance. The two con

tend that private schools get better results than public

schools because they are decentralized and free to set

their own standards.

Judith Langer. a Stanford education professor, received

$85,130 to study learning among high school students,

focusing on trends in teaching writing and higher order

thinking skills.

W. Norton Grubb of the University of California.

Berkeley, Institute for the Study of Family, Work and

Community, received $58,000 to examine college enroll

ment trends.

Mary M. Atwater, an education professor at Atlanta

University in Georgia, received $50,000 to study black

students' commitment to and achievement in math and

science.

Maureen J. Hallinan, a University of Notre Dame
sociologist, received $110,000 for her research on how
students are tracked in middle schools and how such

assignments affect their future accomplishments.

Scott G. Paris, a University of Michigan education pro-

fessor, received $85,000 to develop ways to improve

students' reading comprehension.

I

Students Advocating Financial Aid -^

SAFA
njMA^^c

MEETING:

DISCUSSION:

Tues Oct 28, 1986

5:00 PM Campus Center 908

•State House Lobby

•Financial Aid News Update

•Washington D.C. Trip
-^ *ATTENDENCE AT THIS AND FUTURE SAFA MEETINGS^
-tf MAY BE A FACTOR IN DETERMINING YOUR ELIGIBILITY-tt

-^FOR THE LOBBYING TRIP TO WASHINGTON D.C. ^

^ «!• al^ «!• •!« «1« •!• •!• «1« •!• •!> •!« aXa «!• «!« *!« •!* «1« «1« «I« sl»^«U «li*^ a^ •^ •d*^^^^^^^ SIC
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The
Amazing
Bigelow^
and his
BLOOD
CURDLING
Door
of
Death

Norman Bigelow e Escape Artist
October 30, 1986, 8 p.m.

UMass Student Union Ballroom
Admission: Two Dollars

Brought to you by the Coniuiutcr Area Government

•X-

•X-

•X-

•x-

•X-

•x*

•X-

FRLOct/jTtklT^un.Nov^^
At the nuRRAYD.LmcolhCAmpusCenteR

***************************

riembeRshIp : $12.00
MembcR^hips Available in RV\. UG -

CAmpu6 CenteR

AhiOTHEfi. SM SPONSORED EVENT.
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PSU spoils
Spikers fall to 12th

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

volleyball team got a chance to learn first

hand why Penn State University is the

Beast of the East in women's volleyball.

The upset-minded Minutewomen were

humbled bv the 12th-ranked Nittany

Lions, as PSU swept UMass, 15-10. 15-4,

15-5 in front of about 400 fans at Totman

Gymnasium, on Friday. The loss drops the

UMass record to 19-3 overall and 4-2 in the

Atlantic 10 conference. Penn St. improved

its record to 23-2 overall and 5-0 in the con-

ference, and informally laid claim on its

fourth consecutive A- 10 title in as many
years.

"I think we played well, but I also think

we could have played a little better. We all

fell a little short of our own expectations,"

head coach Elaine Sortino said. "We'll be

a better team because of this and, if we get

the chance to see them again, we'll give

them a better match."

On this night, however, there would be

no upset. Keyed by a relentless blocking at-

tack and a scrambling defense, PSU suffi-

ciently shut down the UMass hitting at-

tack. The Minutewoman defense was effec-

tive, and sometimes, spectacular. But the

Nittany Lion offense proved to be too much.

The evening started out auspiciously

enough for the Minutewomen, as PSU
bolted out to a 5-0 lead behind the block-

ing of senior setter Ellen Hensler. But

upset, 3-0
ranked Nittany Lions

UMass rallied to within 5-4, paced by kills

courtesy of Juliet Primer, Barbara

Meehan, and Michele Barys.

Penn St. answered with an eight-point

run of its own. The PSU run was sparked

mainly by Nittany Lion hitter Lisa Leap,

who nailed a tandem kill to start the rally

at 6-4. Leap struck again with another kill

for a 7-4 advantage to really get the ball

rolling until a Marcy Guiliotis dink stop-

ped the run at 13-4.

UMass came back once more, saving four

game points and closing to within 14-10 on

a Leap carry. Leap responded with a crush

for the side out, and Vida Kernich put

away an overpass dink for a 1510 first set

win.

In the second and third sets. PSU
displayed why they are the 12th-ranked

team . i the nation and the reigning power

in the A-10 by putting on an impressive of-,

fensive display, led by the hitting of

freshman Elizabeth Ramirez. Along with

Leap, Ramirez terrorized the

Minutewoman defense, taking advantage

of an offensive scheme that, Sortino says,

had her team at a disadvantage.

"They were setting most of their balls

two feet off the net and that really threw

of our timing. We expected to see more

quick stuff, but they went outside more

than we expected," Sortino said. "We just

couldn't adjust to the distance in three

games. Our defense was thrown off by

that."
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Doonesbury

By Garry Trudeau
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson
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There will be a cooperative education informa-

tion session at 4 p.m. tomorrow in Campus Center

room 805 for English and Journalism students. Posi-

tions are available at the Boston Globe. IBM, and

the Quincy Patriot Ledger.
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Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Michel Jaffe
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Colle^an photo by Byrne Guarnotta

Sophomore outside hitter Juliet Primer spikes a ball through a

Penn State block during the Minutewomen's straight-set loss to the

12th-ranked Nittany Lions at Totman Gym on Friday. UMass is now

19-3 and 4-2 in the A-10.

Gordy By Gorde

adirondack music^
15 East Pleasant St, Amherst - 253-3100

WHERE CAN YOU GET A $379.95 VALUE LP\

LSR 32 "B ' STOCK CAR STEREO WITH HIGH

POWER, BASS &TREBLE CONTROLS, FADER,

DIGITAL TUNER AND MUCH MORE FOR JUST
$99.95????????????????
ONLY AT ADIRONDACK MUSICS HALLOWEEN
MIDNIGHT MADNESS SALE THIS FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY...

adirondack music,
15 East Pleasant St, Amherst - 253-3100

WHERE CAN YOU BUY A $150 VALUE ACUTEX
412 STR STEREO CARTRIDGE FOR JUST
$9.95???????????

ONLY AT ADIRONDACK MUSIC DURING THEIR
HALLOWEEN MIDNIGHT MADNESS EX-
TRAVAGANT EXTRAVAGANZA....

You're Too BUSY!
Don't waste time doing

your own laundry...

Take It To

S'''Tr'ilJ-''i"

•0, Ji V.i

II fiRAY ST. AMMCIWT.MA.

We Offer:

• Hand Pressing

• Shirt Service

• Same Day
Service

Hsn.-TlNirt. 10 OOMn-IOOOpm. San SOOpm-lOOOpm
FrMayt IO:MM»t:Oe»Mi ihMi •:OOpm-IO OOpm

SaL 10:00«m SOOym IMn 7 OO-lOOOpm

EARLY WEEK SPECIALS
Served

Sunday - Wednesday 5:30 - 9:00 pm

Sirloin Scallop

Teriyakl An Gratin

$7.95 $8.95

Chicken Baked Stuffed or

Marsala Boiled Scrod

$6.95 $6.95
Meals Served wHh

Salad, Potato, Vegetable, and Dessert

Universtiy Drive, Amherst 549-5861
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We Create A Style As
Individual As you Art
- CONSUL'rATION
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STOPl
WHAT WILL YOU DO IF YOU

RUN OUT OF OIL?

Relax you can I run

out of oil 'f you ask
tor Our
STUDENT BUDGET
PLAN featuring

AUTOMATIC OIL
DELIVERY!

CURRENT PRICE

63.90 p<..r ^alloi

You get Our terrilic low budget price

top-gra<dc healmg oil. plus vou never

have l'^ "'orry about runrjmg out oi heal

or 'Jl ""f ai' winter long We also

deliver on on a C O D basis

PERSONAL CHECKS ACCEPTED

Telephone 253-3408

NATIONAL HEAfING
60 Shumvvay jUeel Amherst MA 01002

Epson Equity I

w/printer includes

256 k dual floppy

mono monitor

$1295

Computer Rentals

$200.00
per semester

Terminal Rentals

$130.00
per semester

includes 1200 baud modem

Memory Upgrade
to 640K

$99.00

I
Fall Prices good till 10/31 I
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ACROSS
1 Namesakes of a

Reiner

5 One ol ttie

Moores
to Up to

14 Bagttdad s land

16 Make disappear

16 Mild expletive

1

7

Cordon —
18 Hideaways
19 Prima donna

20 Ctiihoariua

wraps

22 Moral

24 Leg puller

25 Surround

26 Cookbook abbr

29 Neigfibor of

Lynn Mass
31 Sign for

September

35 Henley
participants

37 Clamor

38 Delayed

39 Happy
41 Helotism

42 Occasions

43 Brit raincoat

44 Ginger cookie

4b Musical form

46 Evita subject

48 Pismire

49 Dock built in a

tidal riartx>r

51 Eggy beverage

S3 Broker, of a

kind

56 Speech
60 Napoleonic

residence

61 Turning tool

63 Dendrite s

counterpart

64 Pub orders

65 Space
66 farm sigfil

67 Brewer s need

68 Appears

69 Put below

DOWN
1 Menu Item

2 Shield bearing

3 Max or Bugs

Bat Brain By Bill Bearing
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Campus Pond By Sal

PIONEER VALLEY

DATA EQUIPMENT

259 Triangle Street

Amherst
549-1017

Bloom County

Heuor
OH/ LOLAf
neuc MYume

VBd, r^ MI55eP
'/OU,WO .^

\

m ^mervouR
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TOMORROW^ PtNNCK^
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BY ALIENS.

4 Algonquian

word for

woman
5 Apostates

6 Mine yields

7 Shoot the

breeze

8 Value

9 Breaks

10 Augmentations

11 a brae

12 Etna product

13 Footnote abbr

21 — de deux

23 Greeting

25 Franklin. 10

friends

26 Gui2ler

27 Part of a military

welcome
28 Be the peacock

30 Beanie e Q

32 Satan leader

33 King Lear

role

34 Skilled

36 Way to clean

buildings

38 Back-up folks

40 Ermine, m
summer

41 Links goal

43 Some voters

46 Morgan or Kidd

47 Silent a|)provai

50 Bool sections

52 Lawn cover

53 Paper order

54 Miss Cinder*

55 Genesis

'

name
56 Attention-getting

sound
57 Arena sign

58 Ana. often

59 Crystal shower

62 Much-used
article

ANSWER TO PREVWyS PUZZLE

by Berke Breathed

Lunch

Tri-County Fair Sandwich

Sausage Patties

Com Fritters, Syrup

Basics Lunch

Flat Bread Sandwich

Spinach Noodle Casserole

Menu
Dinner

Baked Ham with Fruit Sauce

Chicken a la King

Puff Pastry Triangle

Basics Dinner
Golden Carrot Bake

Chicken a la King

Puff Pastry Triangle

Weather

Today Cloudy, with highs in the mid-60s

Tomorrow: Alternating sun and clouds, high around 60.

V.

Today's Staff
Night Editor Nancy Klmgencr

Copy Editor Siobhan Masterson

Photo Technician Byrne Guarnotta

Layout Technician BethAnne Moskov

Production Supervisor Bethanne Moskov

Production: Connie LeClerc, Matt Laurence, Tori

Gorell, Isabell Perkins, Dancin' Rob Skelton

Executive Board — Fall of 1986

DODE LEVENSON
I -j.uif HI ri'U'i

JOHN YONCE
'.'.inaging Editor

STEVE RUBIN
l-n. .iinss ^w'!,^Il.UJt•l

ROB SKELTON
tdiKjtidl Etliloi

WILLIAM SPAIN

fcditofial Editor

ANSEL ZINTER

t'liduclion fvlanoger

Business Board - Fall of 1986

SIEVE RUBIN

Business Manager

PAUL H LESSER

Advertising Sales Manager

VANESSA ROTH
Finance Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marketing Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Circulation Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Subscription Manager
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UMass blanks URI,
4-0 to extend streak
Griswold nets hat trick
By LINDA DELIVORIAS
Collegian Correspondent

Another one bites the dust.

The University of Massachusetts field

hockey team dismantled the University of

Rhode Island, 4-0, at Kingston, RI, Friday

afternoon in an awesome display of offen-

sive firepower and defensive might.

In posting their third consecutive victory

and 12th shutout of the season, the

Minutewomen improved their already im-

pressive record to 14-2.

"We dominated them. I was very pleas

ed with our performance. Our passing

game was good, we executed our penalty

corners, and took away their long-ball

game," head coach Pam Hixon said. "They

(URI) are a weak team that doesn't have

a lot of skill to work with. They had no of-

fense going and we were able to make a lot

of crossballs."

UMass wasted little time in showcasing

it's diverse and opportunisitc offense

against the Rams, whose sub .500 slate

dropped to a pitiful 3-10-1 with the setback.

With just five minutes into the first half,

the Minutewomen lured the URI defenders

into committing an infraction. The ensu-

ing penalty corner resulted in UMass's first

goal, as Tonia Kennedy drilled the ball past

Rams netminder Tina Greenough. The
junior attacker has now netted three goals

this season, and all have proved to be game-

winning tallies.

The Minutewomen increased their lead

to 2-0 at halftime. as Lisa Griswold scored

off a corner. The co-captain's team-leading

13th goal destroyed URI's hopes of an upset

win before the home fans.

"Griz had a great game. She was all over

the place. Bernie Martel had her second

strong game in a row. She's really gaining

confidence with each game," Hixon said.

"Chris Kocot did a good job on defense. She

came up with a lot of interceptions. Amy
Robertson, Carol Smith, and Nancy
O'Halloran also played steady."

The second-half of the rout was an ins-

tant replay of the first 35 minutes of action,

as UMass continued to bombard
Greenough with an array of shots and
corners.

UMass broke the game open with a pair

of goals offfMJnalty corners. Griswold found

the range, tallying both times, and in the

process notched her first hat trick of the

year. The senior scoring machine has

either scored or dished out an assist in the

past nine games.
"We really connected with our passing

and penalty corners. URI has only one good

player (Carol Gulya) and she didn't have
a chance to score because our offense kept

the bai. in their end of the field for the

whole game," junior defender Amy Robert-

son said. "Griz had a real good practice on

Thursday, and she just went wild out

there."

The Rams offense was virtually non-

existent, and was never able to get on track

against a stingy Minutewomen defense

that has yielded a mere eight goals in 15

games.
"I don't think Lynn (Carlson, UMass

goalie) had to play more than three or four

balls the entire game," Hixon said. "We
really made their goalie work. Our offense

was very consistent in putting a lot of shots

on net. We had about 34 shots on goal, but

she must have made 20 saves."

Free hits: Senior co-captain Chris Kocot

fed teammate Griswold on two of her three

tallies. Kocot is tied for the team lead in

assists (5) with senior Lil Hultin, and is

third on the squad with total points (9). .

. Carlson is starting another shutout string

in goal. The junior had a six-game streak

snapped earlier in the season. . . Kennedy
is now one goal shy of tying last season's

four tallies. . . UMass' four-goal output was
it's fifth this year. The Minutewomen have
previously exploded against Virginia, Yale,

Maine, and Dartmouth. . . Ironically, the

Minutewomen have scored more goals on

the road, 21, than at home, 16.

HADLEY-586-9991
143 KING ST

NORTHAMPTON-586-4840
Mon - Fri 8am-5:30pm

Saturday 8am-2pm

Biing Midas anyone's wiitten estimate

for installing a maffler and we'll nieet it

or beat it. No ifs, ands or bLits. Going

someplace else coLild cost you.

BRAKES$69^
PER AXLE MOST CARS

Our liPiike Job Incliicies:

• New (}uaicuitee(l Br;\ke

Pads I )r Shoes
(SeniiineU'iliic pads extra.)

• Recondition Drums or Kotor

• InsiHxi Calipers

• Inspect Wheel Cylinders

• Inspect Brake Hardware
• Roiid Test

FREE BRAKE INSPECTION

miDAS

It IS likely additional parts and services will

be needed which are not included m this price

See guarantee terms at your local Midas dealer

TAKE IT TO MIDAS

TAKE IT TO SOMEONE YOU TRUST

Minutemen outclass BC, 3-2,

as Bing's late goal wins it

UMass closes in on .500 mark; play solid
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's

soccer coach Jeff Gettler was expecting

nothing less than a physical game from

Boston College — and that's exactly what
his team got, as it captured it's second

straight win, outclassing the Eagles, 3-2 at

Chestnut Hill on Saturday.

The win improved the Minutemen's
record to 7-9 and brought them within two
games of reaching a .500 mark on the

season.

UMass was forced to overcome several

obstacles in the first half, including a fast

AstroTurf surface and an Eagle team that

preferred to plav rugbv rather than civiliz-

ed soccer. The physical play ofBC hindered

the UMass attack, as the two teams went
into halftime knotted at 0-0.

"The first half was really tough for us.

The pace was very fast and it was hard for

us to put our feet on the ball," Gettler said.

"They (BC) are better at destroying play

rather than<:reating it and it was very hard

to do anything about it in the first half.

"They are a very defensively oriented

team. They try to get the ball in your end
of the field and hope you make a mistake

somewhere."
The second stanza turned out to be a

totally different story for the Minutemen,
as UMass stormed out and drew first blood

when Brian Sullivan collected a loose ball

rebound in front of the BC goal and
delivered a 1-0 lead. UMass struck again

when Kurt Manal drilled a near post goal

to give the Minutemen a comfortable 2-0

lead.
continued on page 15

CHINESE KITCHEN E
FAST SERVICE — GREAT PRICES

#22 Chicken Wings, Try our

Sweet & Sour Pork, Fried Rice Moo Shu Pork

$3.90 $3.95

#23 Szechuan Gal Ding,

Sweet & Sour Pork, Fried Rice

$4.95

TRY OUR LUNCHEON — DINNER SPECIALS
Only $1.49 before 3 pm, $1.90 after 3 pm

Eat In or Take Out

HOURS: Sunday Noon - 10 pm, Mon • Sat 11:30 • lOpm

2 LOCATIONS

430 Russel St (Rt 9)
HADLEY - 253-2571

150 King St

NORTHAMPTON - 586*8220

«i.i!i!,!ir

Jree iHoi &
Cold rrtbrs D^Oeuvres

4:00-6:00 p.m. every day

"Drink Specials

every ni^ftt!

Monday-Friday

11:30 a.m. to 12:30 a.m.

Saturday & Sunday

5:00 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.

rrrTfrn!
JirrfrrrTl i\

LymrrrrT^I*^
irrrrnrTj^^

TOP of the

C4MPIB

II'" IliMm CAMI1S CB\TKR r>IASS

* men s soccer wins
continued from page 14

At that point, it looked as though the physical play of

the Eagles had backfired and that finesse had prevail-

ed. But BC roared back and tied the score at 2-2 late in

the second half on what Gettler called "a couple of bad
defensive lapses."

"Their second goal was scored when we headed out a

corner kick and a BC defender made about a 30-yard run

and volleyed the ball into the roof of the net. There were

so many people in front, I don't think Kevin (Hart) even

saw it," Gettler said.

The game-winner came five minutes later on a great

individual effort by Andy Bing. The junior forward col-

lected the ball in the BC half of the field and beat two

defenders before netting the go-ahead goal for a 3-2

UMass lead. The Minutemen, thanks to a good effort

from Hart, held the Eagles at bay the rest of the way.

"Kevin had a gi'eat second half for us," Gettler said.

"Early on, he was a bit indecisive at times, but as he

settled down he made some really good decisions."

A testimony to the sometimes overly-physical play of

the Eagles was evident in the three yellow cards and one

red card that were issued to BC. But UMass was able

to overcome the BC style (or lack thereof) to put together

a strong effort in the second half.

"We played our game in the second half Manal and

Bing were outstanding with their two-touch play," Get

tier said. "BC is a very physical team. They'll do

anything to stop players, including tripping, act."

The Minutemen will look to extend their winning

streak to three games on Wednesday. UMass will travel

to Rhode Island to face the Friars of Providence College.

• football
continued from page 16

for 264 yds, 3

touchdowns and an in

terception) 26-yard

touchdown pass to Mark
Ferrara (nine catches for 94

yds, 2 TD's) capped the

drive.

After each team exchang-

ed posessions, BU added a

40-yard Dan Green field

goal which was set up by

freshman defensive back

Mike White's interception

of a Bryant pass at the

UM46. Bryant, just one of

four for eight yards, was

replaced by Palazzi (15 of

23. 167, 1 TD, 1 int.) after

the Minutemen's next

series.

"I just wanted to get

something going," Palazzi

said. "I didn't know what to

expect. I was just being pa

tient and coach (Reid) told

me to get ready and go in."

BU extended its lead to

the mandatory ITpoint

UMass deficit as Mancini

hit Ferrara for another TD,

this time coming from

10-vards out with 11:49 re-

maining in the half.

With Palazzi at the helm,

UMass came alive and mar-

ched 74 yards on 14 plays to

cut the lead to 10, 17-7. The
drive, which included

sophomore split end Jay

Dowdy's first two career cat-

ches (15 yards on third and

13, 27 on third and 17), end-

ed as sophomore Kevin
Smellie scored his first of a

career-high four

touchdowns on the day with

a one-yard dive over the top.

BU went into halftime

with a lead, came out with

shiny new red pants, and
went home with a not-as-

close-as-it-looks loss.

Completing 10 of 11

second-half passes, Palazzi

got the Minutemen rolling

after the break.

Taking the second half

kickoff, the Minutemen em-

barked on a 16-play, 76-yard

drive which ate up 8:27 of

the clock and swung the

momentum to UMass. The
key play was a crucial third

down Palazzi to John
Crowley pass interference

call in the end zone which

gave UMa.ss a first-and-goal

at the BU9. Two plays later,

Palazzi rolled right and
fired his first touchdown

pass of the season to Dowdy
(his first collegiate TD) for

the score.

BU's Vince Jackson
fumbled the third play of

the fourth quarter on his

own 24 to give senior strong

safety Scott Brown, who
made the recovery, and the

Minutemen the chance they

needed to win.

Three plays later, Smellie

galloped around the right

side and scored from 15

yards out for his second

score of the afternoon. Bon-

vini then missed his second

extra point of the reason.

UMass stopped BU on
their next posession as Man-
cini fumbled the snap and
Bob Shelmire recovered on
the BU 42. UMass took ad
vantage and Smellie added
his third, and later his

fourth TD's.

* women s soccer wins
1

adirondack music
1 5 East Pleasant St, Amherst - 253-31 00

WHERE CAN YOU BUY A $140 VALUE AKAI
HXA101 DOLBY STEREO CASSETTE DECK
FOR JUST $49.95???????????

ONLY AT ADIRONDACK MUSIC'S HALLOWEEN
MIDNIGHT MADNESS SALE THIS FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY....

adirondack music,
15 East Pleasant St, Amherst - 253-3100

"where can YOU BUY A LINEAR TRAKCING
TECHNICS SL-L20K TURNTABLE BELOW
DEALERS COST AT $99.95???????????

ONLY AT ADIRONDACK MUSIC'S MIDNtQHT
MADNESS EXTRAVAGANZA THIS FRIDAY
FROM NOON TILL ONE A.M. AND SATURDAY
FROM TEN TIL SIX

continued from fxifie 16

"The two goals were both on defen-

sive mistakes. A good team will take advantage of

mistakes and that's what UMass did. We also got tired

faster as the game went on."

The second half was another story. UMa.ss immediately

took control of the ball and held onto it for the majority

of the period.

The Minutewomen, who took 11 corner kicks in the

second half, almost scored on two of their first three. Sue

Montagne shot just wide on the second corner and

Hughey made a nice save on the third one.

Sophomore goalie Cai'la DeSantis, who stopped two

shots on the way to her seventh shutout of the season,

.stopped the tougher of the two eight minutes into the

half. DeSantis jumped high to pull down a BC blast and

keep the score at 2-0.

UMass .spent most of the last 25 minutes in the Eagle

end, peppering Hughey, but could not convert.

Boston College had its best chance of the game with

1 1 minutes left. Freshman forward Katie Connelly found

her.seli' alone in front of the UMass goal but .shot high.

'We played good defense today." Banda said. "And

things were clicking. BC came in here fired up, looking

for an upset. The win is important hecausr we havf tn

look good from now on "

Free Kicks: UMa.ss outshot the Eagles. 12-2, in the

game (6-1 in each half). . . Powers' goal gave her nine

on the sea.'^on, which leads the team She also has five

assi-sts. . . DeSantis' goals against average is down to

0.60. She has made 31 saves this season.

ACTIVITIES •AUDIO
AUTO FOR SALE • CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT "FOR RENT

FOR SALE • FOUND
HELP WANTED -LOST

CLASSIFIED
INSTRUCTION • MOTORCYLCLF.'^
DfRSONALS • RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED -SERVICES
ROOMATE WANTED -TRAVEL

WANTED •SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI - 2:30)>DEADLINE 2 DAYS PROIR TO PUBLICATION* CASH IN ADVANCE. ISc/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITliS

OflADUATES AND 25* students Social

Hour every Thursday 5:00 Blue Wall.

Campus Center Build a tradition' Meet

each other!

1979 CHEVY WAGON. 99.400 miles,

new clutch. Best offer 536-5434 Even-

ings week-ends

OHM L2 SPEAKERS 4 yr warranty Call

6-7921

SUNDAY EVENING PRAYERS front

lounge Newman Center 6PM five college

mission

UNIVERSITY STORE HAS engineering

Press Exam Files for Engineering,

Calculus. Physics. Chemistry

TRAVEL FIELD POSTION immediately

available Good commissions, valuable

work experience, travel, and other

benefits Call Bill Ryan (toll free)

1-800-433-7747 for a complete informa-

tion mailer

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

LOST

H.P. lie CALCULATOR in library tower

Please call 546-4778 (or reward

WSLY STAFF MEETING tomorrow night,

7PM in CC 91 7 New members welcome

OUTING CLUB MEETING tonight

7:0OPM Campus Center rm 101 Trip an-

nouncements and a slide show on Bike

Touring around America

LESBIAN BISEXUAL GAY mens coun-

ciling collective offers peer counciling

Mon Wed Thur 3-7PM rm 433SU
545-2045 Rap groups Tue 8PM 413B SU

INTIRTAINMINT

MUSICIANS NEEDED FOR perfor-

mances at Belchertown State School.

Funding available Contact Bruce
256-4236

ON HALLOWEEN GO into Altered States

in the S U B at 4 for $1 50, 6,8,10 for

S2 00

COMPUTER TERMINAL & modem both

S100 student desk S35 Call after 5PM
665-2225

GUCCI WATCHES FOR ladies only $30
many styles call Brian 6-7425

flOSSIGNOL STS i95CM downhiTl skis

brand new in package $200 call Gregg
6-6073

AKAThECEIVER AAA35 48 watts/chan-

nel exc condition $200 or BO Allan

546-8040

SPRING 1987 INTERNSHIPS with the

Legal Services Office Gel hands-on ex-

perience in legal field Work directly with

attorneys and clients Earn up to 15

undergraduate credits No experience in

legal profession necessary training pro-

vided Deadline to begin i^jplication pro-

cess IS November 5th Contact Legal Ser-

vices today, 545-1995, 922 Campus
Center

INTfRNSHIP AVAILABU

REWARD FOR LOST tan/black speckl-

ed cat (9 mos) Last seen 10/7 Mam
St/Amherst Coll area No collar May be
pregnant call 253-3149 w/any info

DJA-HAPPY 21STII Lets hit every

paaacKy and say In your face'"

Thanks (or the great friendship and
everything else- The rest is in the future

Around the world in 80 " Love, The
Real Beast

IN BRANOYWINE 1 bedroom availabe

starting Dec 1 call 549 0068

AUTO l>OR SALE

1 987 VW RABBIT. 4 door. auto, no rust,

many new parts, excellent cond Must

sell. $2500 or BO call 546-5524

1974 FIAT 124 Sport Spider convenable

new roof )ust painted runs well $1150
549-6742

1978 TOYOTA COROLLA air condition,

excellent condition very reliable call Dawn
549-5519

1979 CHEVROLET MONZA great car

$500 00 323-631 1 x234 Joe

1981 DOOGE^RANTBiso Tslant 6) van

New starter/brakes/customized/slereo

cassett Asking $3800 00 or BO
617-544.6359 AM

68 CHEVY BELAIR ps pb reliable low

milage previously owned by little old lady

call 549-6269

VERY "dependable DATSUN B210
79X 700 or BO 549-4901

MOTORCYCLE

1976 VOLVO 245DL station wagon, stan

dard shift-$2000 call 665-4769 evenings

HELP WANTED

LICENSED MANICURIST for Amherst
area Salon 549-4979

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent free meals

Light clean-up
Call Cheryl at AXO

545-2152

NEED A JOB? Like travel? Ambitious

people needed to market unique travel

product with no existing competition Ex-

cellent experience for business, com-
munication and HRTA maprs No ex-

perience necessary, car helpful Contact

Mary 549-6118

MANAGER fRAINEEyi^ATldNWrDE
Tool Co expanding in Amherst Now hir-

ing 25 new employees great money, ex-

cellent working cond $ career opportuni-

ty. Part and full time work For interview

call Willie 256-4101

SKI SHOP MECHANIC, EXPERIENCED
perefered Apply in person Western

Village Ski 32 Main Street Northampton,

MA

PHONE SURVEYERS~NEEDED, No
sales Evening and weekend hours

$5 75/hr to start Downtown Springfield

location Call 203-562-2013

DAYTiMErCASHfERS. WArrPEbPLE,
bartenders, hosts, dishwashers parttime

Apply Judies Amherst

UMASS PRIDE1 Share your enthusiasm
for the University while developing public

relations, marlieting, interpersonal, and
counseling skills fne admissions office

IS looking for dynamic and articulate in-

terns and volunteers to promote the

University to prospective students
Academic credit available Applications in

admissions office, 255 Whitmore, unlil

November 4

JOU-JOBS-JOSS

THE BOARD OF Governors is accepting

applications (or building operations coor-

dinator and special projects coordinator

II interested contact BOG at 81 7 Campus
Center or call 545-0194.

WANTiO

A MUSCLE-BOUND Italian with small

hands and small leet. who lives lor

spaghetti and intense body heat! II you

know someone with this description true

you can give me a call (better yet-l'll call

you')

Having a nice lunch Jeff?!

GOLD COBRA (FLAT) necklace Lost

10/19 near Webster. Hill Top Health Club
Has immeasurable sentimental value

Don't live in guilt" Lucrative reward offer

name your price' Call Ed Rauscher at

253-5885 or leave a message at Hill Top
Health Club

NOTEBOOK-LANDFORM-8"? Ty 11

tan cover spiral bound w/graph paper in-

side Reward call 283-7062

FOUND

MAnIT"CASioTWATCH near Franklin

D C call 6-7944 Ask for Moira

FOUN^ MiAROONSCARF last Fridayon
the way to Delta Chi Call Rachel at

6-9791

PERSONALS

ENTER THE DEAD zone w/Stephen King
Oct 28 SUB 5-$1 50 7.9,11.$2 00

DEAR ANDREW, HAPPY birlhday' I love

you. Love you' Claudia

HAPPY 21 ST BIRTHDAY Colleen, finai

ly your legal-Boston soon' Love Allison

ROGER BALOACCI ENCORE! Encore'

Oh Sheila'

SERVICES

TERRIFIC TYPING FROM Speedy
keys Professional reliable service

256-1002 , 8am-11pm

TYPING, TAPE TRANSCRIPTIONS
Fast accurate, 665-7652

TRAVEL

STUDDO...I LOVE YOUl

THAT'S NAVIN. MR. Johnson if your
nasty

FOR RENT

WE'RE LOOKING FOR someone to take

over our lease for 1/1/87 One l)edroom
apartment in Cliffside, $420/month, in

eludes utilities On major bus rt call Tom
or Carl at 665-3088 after 7 30PM

ROOM IN 3 bedroom house for rent in

Hadley 275 584-2937

HEY P-10 down with the projects, up with

the sun!

WANNA wTn TICKETS to^Late Night

with David Letterman lor more info call

John 6-6958, Mike and Ivan 6-6956. An-

drea 6-6875

AVAILABLE TWO BEDROOM apt

Squire Village on bus route take over

lease any time l>elween now and Dec
665-4793

COLLEGE WEEKEND IN Montreal only

$79 Oct 31 -Nov 2 There's still time' Call

665-4729

TOUR TO THE SOVIET UNION, Jan
3-16, 1987 $1588 See Prof Jones. 634
Herter or call 253-7827 evenings

WANTiO TO RENT

STARTING JAN OH FEB
"

3 females looking to rent rooms
or take over lease of

apt or house
call 546 7347

REWARD TO TAKE over lease in Jan or

Feb for one bedroom apt in Brandywine
or Puffton call Janet 549-6190

2 BEDROOM APT Jan i Jun 1 Please

call Stephanie 6-6614

2 BR APT m Colonial Village $375 * elec-

tric on bus route available 10-31 call Del>-

bie or Lico 253-9215 evenings

LYNN BIBBY HAPPY birthday' Hope
yesterday was fun We love ya-your

roomies Jen. Kathy. and Cyn

ROOMMATES WANTED

TO SUtLET

2 BEDROOM APT $480 utilities includ-

ed available Nov 01 call Miklos 256-6155
evenings Amherst Main St

GAIL FEINSTEIN, Happy 21st birlhday

tor Oct 26' Thank you for being a super
roommate and for 4 great years Love
always. Susie

RESPONSIBLE FOR LG apt on bus route

own room, furnished but bring bed $210
(or room plus utilities call 323-4989 before
.^PM 323-6311x530 after

ROOM FOR RENT November S
December house on Sunset Ave 130*
utilities great location Close to campus

FOR A OOOD TIME CAU

RACK-A-OISK ENTERTAINMENT
Agency Discjockeys. Bands, Lights and
Large screen video dances 549-7144

MR. LIMA: WE'VE got your monkey" Be
sweet or he'll ty» dead meat' We love you'

Your Siamese Twins

TYPINO SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING, Long or short pro^

jects Meticulous proofreading Rush lobs

OK New IBM typewriter 549-0367

YAMAHA VERAGO 920CC shaft drive

digital new rubber oval discs low miles

helmet $1200 4C Brandywine stc^ by

HELP WANTED ALL positions La Casa
De Carmelita's Restaurant at Motel 6 in

So Deerfield Breakfast, lunch and din-

ner shifts available apply in person Mon
thru Fri 12 to 5PM

CASH

PAYING CASH FOR your baseball cards

please call Mike 5490333

FOR SALE

KEG TAPS FOR sale' Brand new. never

used keg taps only $25 Packies charge

$45 for used laps Don't waste your

money' New taps $25 Call Tony

256-1438 today

BED FOR SALE single box and mattress

first $25 takes it 584-2905 eves (Alan)

JOB OPENING. UMASS Outing Club is

seeking a new equipment manager to

maintain the club's inventory of outdoor

equipment Pay is $3 85/hour for 12

hrs/week Workstudy (prefered) or non-

work study Gel application in rm 428B

Stu Union- due Friday 10/31 at 5PM
UMOC IS an AA/EEO

ACCEPTING APPLlCAffONS IN all

departments nursing, dietar,

housekeeping, and laundry Excellent

wage and fringe benefit package Flexi-

ble scheduling apply m person Amherst

Nursing Home. Inc 150 University Drive,

Amherst. Mass 413-256-8185

PROFE$$IONAL TYPINO $ERVICE

PAPERS. CASES, DISSERTA-
TIONS- dependable on-campus,
reasonable, 584-7924, Nancy

TVPtNO

TONJA.
HAPPY NO 18

Love, your friend.

Jim

DEAR BRUNO THERE'S a wide selec

tion of beautiful 14K herringbone chains

at Golden Opportunity 13 N Pleasant St

Amherst prices are great (rom $34 up
Any chain will do I'm not fussy Love Mary
Jane

LOSE WEIGHT NOW! I(V29 Ibs/rnonlh

with Herbal Weight Control No din. ex-

ercise or drugs 100 percent guaranteed
Call Mark 546-5938

'"'SPEEDY KEYS'"' Professional typing

256-1002 8AM- 11PM

RUSSEL SAY GOODBYE to all your hair'

A Mets Fan

SERVICES

TYPING, TAPE TRANSCRIPTION. Fast,

accurate 665-7652

MOVER

ROUND TOWN MOVEAS fast reliable

cheap call Michael aoytltne 323-6780

GAEL. GREAT SOCCER game Wed Did

you notice me watching''

HAPPY 20TH BIRTHDAY Enc' Love
Mtasy

YIO~YA>IO yid-Karen no 1A"'!' ^

I SAW YOU play7ng "aT 7he~Hatch
Wednesday night You have a very sexy
voice and tfiat s not alll I'll be watching
you SB Love. M E
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Mets take World Series home in seventh

Nothing new for UMass, 35-24
Minutemen fall behind, 17-0;

Palazzi, Smellie rally team

Collegian photo by Paul Deamarais

Sophomore quarterback Dave Palazzi returned to action as he
sparked the Minutemen to their fifth come-from-behind win in seven
games as UMass whipped Boston University, 34-25, at Nickerson Field

Saturday.

Women's soccer roughs
up Boston College, 2-0
Roundtree and Powers score for 12th win
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

It was a game that, for the most part, liv-

ed up to a large crowd's expectations.

In front of the biggest home crowd of the

season so far, the University of

Massachusetts women's soccer team
jumped out to a first-half lead and

dominated the second half as it defeated

Boston College, 2-0, at Boyden Field on

Saturday.
"We got what we were looking for — a

win,'" UMass coach Kalekeni Banda said

after his team's 12th win against two losses

and two ties. "We looked good but we can

play even better. It's tough to play back-

to-back, though, and the mistakes are cor-

rectable. We're on the right track "

The Eagles, who brought a strong con-

tingent of fans with them, controlled the

ball early and were obviously pressing to

get an early lead.

But a defensive mistake cost them with

ju.st five minutes gone. With 10 of their 1

1

players in the UMass half of the field, the

Eagles got caught short.

Sweeper Monica Seta cleared the ball

almost all the way to the BC goal. Beth

Roundtree broke out of a pack of players

and barely beat Eagle goalie Sue Hughey,

who came racing out of the net, to the ball.

The sophomore forward put a shot into the

left corner with 40 minutes left to give th'.'

try for the early lead," Banda said. "It was
key that we got the first goal because we
felt a lot more comfortable. It also lefl them
vulnerable, which led to our second goal."

Boston College was not daunted by the

goal and continued to press, dominating

much of the first 20 minutes.

The UMass defense was solid, though,

and did not allow any good shots on goal.

With about 25 minutes left, the pace of

the game began to change and the

Minutewomen began to control the ball

almost exclusively, creating several good

scoring opportunites for themselves.

Sophomore midfielder Sue Cooper had a

good chance but shot the ball directly at

Hughey before Cathy Cassady just missed
on a header. Moments later, freshman back

Sarah Szetela sent a cross but no UMass
players were near the goal and Cassady
nearly missed on another header soon

after.

"We didn't cross the ball into the danger
zone enough in the first half," Banda said.

"And when we did. we didn't connect. We
were one step behind."

Finally, with •'li.'iG remaining in tht- first

half, the Minutewomen beat Hughey, who
finished the game with nine .saves. Caught
at midfield once again, the Eagles watch

ed Michelle Powers send a great pass to

Cathy Spence breaking up the right side

Spence dribbled toward the goal, cut

across the crease, and got tangled up with

Hughey. Powers, who had been trailing the

play, put a shot into an open left corner to

make it 2-0. The half ended without any

more scoring

"I really thought we played a good first

ha . iiC coach Susanna Kaplan said.

continued on page 15

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - The Boston University foot-

ball team will think twice the next time it

changes its pants.

As part of their Homecoming celebration,

the Terriers, leading 17-7 at halftime,

changed from white to red pants during the

break. The change was meant to fire up the

team, but the only sparks that flew came

from a charged up University of

Massachusetts team as the Minutemen
overcame a 17-point first-half deficit to

spoil the Terriers' Homecoming, 34-25, at

Nickerson Field Saturday.

"That just pissed us off," senior defensive

tackle Mike Moran said. "When you go in-

to the locker room at halftime, you're sup-

posed to work on adjustments and changes.

It just looked like they went into the locker

room, changed their pants, and expected to

come out and keep it up."

The victory improved the Minutemen's

record to 6-1 overall and 4-1 in the Yankee
Conference while BU fell to 2-5 and 2-3 in

the YC with the loss. The win also mark-

ed a successful day for sophomore quarter-

back Dave Palazzi, who replaced an inef-

fective Tim Bryant in the first quarter and

led UMass to its win.

"It was a psych move," senior co-captain

Stan Kaczorow.ski said. "When you're win-

ning, don't change thmgs."

The psych move backfired on BU head

coach Steve Stetson, who saw his team
jump out to a 17-0 lead early in the second

quarter and then squander the lead in the

second half as the Minutemen outscored

the Terriers, 28-8.

For the Minutemen, the win was the

team's fifth in its last seven games in

which it has fallen behind by 17 points or

more in the first half and come back to win

the game. Once again, UMass first-year

head coach Jim Reid was apologetic for his

coaching performance after the loss.

"Let me just say that coach Stetson and

his staff totally outcoached us in the first

half," Reid said. "He brought his team out

fired up and they kept us off the ball. Hats

off to him and his staff."

But seven games into the season, it's

time for Reid to stop apologizing for his

coaching decisions and allow that his

players do make mistakes on their own.

"Coach Reid always blames himself for

our mistakes and that's a bunch of crap,"

senior left tackle John Benzinger said. "It's

up to us to do our jobs and make the plays.

I'm serious. This has happened enough that

its not his fault. It's our fault and its time

we respond."

In the first half, Reid must have been

preparing his post-game apology as BU
thrilled the 12,800 fans, taking the open

ing kickoff and driving 73 yards on eight

plays to take a 7-0 lead with just 2:28 gone

Junior quarterback Pat Mancini's (24 of 41

tiintinued on page 15

UMass B.U.

First Downs 20 17

Rushing 10 3

Passing 9 14

Penalty 1

Rushing Attempts 58 28
Yds. Gained Rushing 187 98
Yds. Lost Rushing 38 20
Net Yds. Rushing 149 78
Net Yds. Passing 175 ...264

Passes Attempted 27 41

Passes Completed 16 24

Had Intercepted 2 1

Total Offensive Plays 85 68
Total Net Yd*. 324 ...342

Avg. Gain Per Play 3 8 5.0

Return Yd* 19 8

Fumbles: No.Loat 2 2 2

Penalties: No.-Yds 7-53 .4-40
Interceptions: No.-Yd» 1-1 2 5

No. of Punts-Yds 5-214 .4 130
Avg. Per Punt 42.8 ...32.5

Punt Returns: No.-Ydt 2-18 2 3

Kickoff Returns: No.-Yds 4-75 5 89
Possession Time 37:26 .22:34

Third-Down Conv 10-21 ...5-14

Sacks By 2-11 ...3-17

University students disappointed, some celebrate

NEW YORK (AP)<r Ray Knight ignited a three-run ral-

ly in the seventh inning with a home run, climaxing

another New York comeback and sending the Mets to

their second World Series championship with an 8-5 vic-

tory last night over the Boston Red Sox.

The Mets scored three runs in the sixth inning, two on

a single by Keith Hernandez, to chase two-game Series

winner Bruce Hurst and tie the score 3-3. Then Knight

led off the seventh with a homer to left-center that started

the Mets to their first World Series title since 1969.

Hernandez capped the inning with a sacrifice fiy for the

6-3 lead.

The Mets still had one last obstacle to overcome as the

Red Sox rallied for two runs in the eighth and had the

tying run on second base with no outs.

But Jesse Orosco came out of the bullpen and got Rich

Gedman on a line drive to second, struck out Dave Hender-

son and got pinch-hitter Don Baylor to ground out to short.

Darryl Strawberry led off the eighth with a homer off

Boston reliever Al Nipper. Orosco, batting for only the

fourth time this season, singled in Knight with the eighth

New York run.

At the University of Massachusetts, reaction to the out-

come of the game was mixed. About 500 students crowd-

ed the Southwest Area pyramids while some celebrated

their team's victory, others voiced their disappointment.

Fireworks, broken bottles and cheering filled the area

around the pyramids, according to students. Most of the

noise was made by Red Sox fans putting down the Mets.

Peter Kilson, a UMass senior, watched the final game

in the campus center. "I'm disappointed. It's even more

disappointing because the Sox virtually had it won Satur

day," he said. "They had a great year, they went to the

World Series and only lost in the seventh game. It's still

been a great year."

Mets Fan Anne Bidner said, "I think it's gieat, I think

it's been a long time coming. 1 am glad the Red Sox made

it this far."

Bidner said she wouldn't celebrate the victory. "I'm not

a big fan. When the Mets traded Tom Seaver I got mad."

Kevin Powers, 34, said, "1 sure am disappointed. It

would've been awful good if they had won. I'll wait 'till

next season.

Winners of major league-leading 108 games during the

season, the big question about the Mets was how they

would hold up under pressure. They had never l)een tested.

But they won their third National League pennant in

a tense six-game playoff series with Houston, culmmating

in the longe.st postseason game in history, a 6-5, 16-inning

victory in the Astrodome.

Then, after losing the first two games of the World Series,

the became the second team in World Series to come back

to win. The only other team to do it was last year's Kan-

sas City Royals,

The Red Sox came back with Hurst on three days' rest,

taking advantage of a rainout ofGame 7 on Sunday night.

It was a gamble because Red Sox manager John

McNamara had said Hurst didn't pitch well on three days'

rest. In his only other appearance this season on three

days' rest, he worked six innings and gave up three home

runs on seven hits in Game 5 of the American League

playoffs. The Red Sox won that game 7 6 in 11 innings

to begin a comeback from a 3-games-to 1 deficit against

California. This time, the Red Sox couldn't quite make

it all the way back.
continued on page 8
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Smith divests from S. Africa;

marks end to year of protest
Bv CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - The president of

Smith College announced yesterday that

college trustees had voted to totally divest

from companie.* that do business in South
Africa.

The announcement ended years of protest

by students and faculty over Smith's

holdings in the racially torn nation.

Students occupied College Hall, the cam-
pus' main administration building, for

nearly a week last Feburuary to protest the

college's South African investment policy.

Speaking on the back steps of that

building, Mary Maples Dann said that the

college would b°ll off its securities in the

companies over the next two years. She
said the holdings make ' p 9.1 percent of

Smith's $254.7 million endowment. The
deadline for $23.2 million divestment is Oc-

tober 31, 1988.

The decision makes Amherst College the

last of the five colleges not to divest com-

pletely. The University of Massachusetts
and Hampshire College pulled out in 1977;

Mount Holyoke is scheduled to sell off the

last of its South African holdings by the

end of this year. Amherst College trustees

will make a decision next May on whether

to divest its remaining $17 million.

A crowd of about 60 people, many of

whom took part in the occupation last

winter, cheered the announcement, which

was made at a brief afternoon news con

ference. Some shed tears.

Dunn said that recent political events in

South Africa, as well as last week's pullout

of IBM and General Motors, figured in the

trustee's decision. She refused to comment

on how heavily the student protest — or the

threat of another occupation - figured in

the decision.

The trustees' action marked a reversal by

the board, which angered students aft«r the

occupation by agreeing to only partial

divestment.

Dunn said, though, that trustees had in-

dicated their willingness "to stand ready

to alter their stance if the circumstances

warranted" such an action. That, she said,

was precisely what happened Saturday,

when the board accepted the recommenda-

tion of a committee on investment. The

committee, composed of students, faculty

and trustees, urged total divestment.

Dunn would not say whether the

trustees' vote was unanimous, nor would

she comment on what the exact motiva-

Smith College students applaud

from companies doing business

tions for board members were in shifting

their position.

Dunn said the trustees' change in policy

was "not all that drastic, since the board

had already decided on partial divest-

ment," to which many in the crowd

responded with laughter.

Smith student Mai-Ning Thayer made a

statement on behalf of protesters after

Dunn spoke, telling the crowd that "Divest-

ment is the means to an end. not an end

in itself. As we celebrate this small but im-

portant victory, let us commit ourselves to

the longer and bitter struggle against

ColleKian Photo by Nirk SokolofT

the school trustees' decision to divest

in South Africa.

racism both here and abroad."

"This is something worth crying over,"

said Randi Minsky, standing in the grow-

ing crowd before the news conference

began. I lived here for about five days last

winter," she said, gesturing towards Col-

lege Hall. "We're very, very happy, but sort

of a bit upset by the way the decision was

announced. They sort of said, 'by the way,

we've decided to divest.'

After the conference ended, Minskystood

on the steps of College Hall, embracing

students who had apparently been her com-

rades during the occupation.

Ballot question
addresses acid

four
rain

By JEFFRY BARTASH
Collegian Staff

Collegian photo by Byrne Ouamotta

Sophomore forward Beth Roundtree battles for ball posession with
a Boston College defender in the Minutewomen's 2-0 win over BC at

Boyden Field on Saturday. UMass is now 12-2-2.

Editor's note: this is the sixth in a series on the Nov.

4 referendum questions.

On March 17, 1986 an acid rain bill was enacted in

Massachusetts freezing present sulfur dioxide emissions

by state industries and requiring a reduction of the level

by 1989. ^ ^
On the Nov. 4 ballot, question 8 asks voters whether

they want Massachusetts to urge the president and Con

gress to enact a national acid rain program.

The question is nonbinding, which means its purpose

is to discover the opinion of the voters, but it does not

require the state legislature to act.

The Reagan administration has long contended that

more must be learned about the causes and efl'ects of acid

rain and other pollutants before starting a multi-billion-

dollar control program.

However, many environmentalists say acid rain is the

result of industries burning fossil fuel, especially coal,

that release chemical emissions into the atmosphere.

Sulfur dioxide, a by-product of burning fossil fuels.

"I don't think there is any serious argument that sulfur

dioxide causes acid rain," said Kristin Palace, an en-

conttnued on page 9

Bennett
Decision the

's assistant resigns position
result oftension between Rothman & Bennett

By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Recent disagreements between the Student Government

Association president and his assistant have resulted in

a political, and perhaps personal, separation.

After last Wednesday's senate meeting, when President

Bill Bennett insulted Cashin Senator Tony Rudy and his

then assistant W. Greg Rothman, a break-up appeared

inevitable.

"We both foresaw my resignation and discu,ssed it last

week," said Rothman, who has been Bennett's assistant

since April. "For the last three weeks Bill and I have been

very tense."

Bennett said, "I was expecting (the resignation] for quite

a while and I'm finally glad that I've received it." Ben-

nett did not pressure Rothman into resigning, he said.

"We both came to the conclusion that his resigning was

the best thing to do."

Bennett and Rothman have reportedly disputed about

whom to select for a new attorney general and about the

SGA's approval of the Campus Center Board of Governors'

autonomy.
The board, whose autonomy was approved last Wednes-

day, allocates space and funds to student groups that use

the Campus Center/Student Union complex.

Sources who wish to remain anonymous revealed last

week that Bennett was upset with Rothman because he

had addressed SGA Treasurer Katherine Strickland an

insulting letter.

Rothman said he wrote the letter because Strickland

had told the Collegian he was wasting the senate's time

by asking the board to lift a ban on Coors in the Campus
Center and the Student Union. The letter stated, "you

have not only insulted me, but all of Baker by saying that

I am wasting the senate's time representing the needs of

my constituency."

Rothman, who is also Central Area Government presi-

dent and a senator from Baker House, said he could not

vote for the board's autonomy until the ban was remov-

ed. He has maintained that his constituents want the

removal of the ban.

Bennett said his "outside the se.iate relationship" with

Katherine Strickland has never interfered with senate

matters, but would not elaborate on the nature of that

relationship.

He cited Rothman's friendship with John Adams House

Senator Arthur Stephenson and Cashin House senator

Tony Rudy as a "much worse" case. Strickland and Ben-

nett have disagreed on senate matters, but whatever one

of these senators does, "the other two have to agree and

support him. ..If one supported Hitler they all would," said

Bennett.
Neither Rudy or Stephenson were available for

comment. continued on page 4
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CAMBRIDGE (AP) - Forty two percent of nearly 500

White House officials and top congressmen from the

Johnson administration to the Reagan years say they have

leaked confidential information to reporters, a Harvard

University professor said Tuesday.

Martin Linsky. whose survey of the officials is includ-

ed in his new book, "Impact: How the Press Affects

Federal Policymaking," said the frequency of leaks has

not changed from 1963 to 1983.

Seventy-four percent of the officials responding to the

survey said they were concerned about leaks affecting

policy in their agencies.

Of "those, three out of every four said their worries caus-

ed them to limit the number of people involved in mak-

ing policy and to reduce the amount of written informa-

tion. Sixteen percent said their concerns made them

reshape the policy options under consideration.

However, Linsky said most of the officials who said they

fought leaks now feel it was a waste of time, partia y

because leaks weren't all that important and partial y

because even when they spent that time, they weren t able

to stop them anyway."

The author quoted former Secretary of State Henry Kiss-

inger as saying he overreacted to leaks.

"Most of the leaks - if you are philosophical about it

- go away," Kissinger said. "They're unpleasant, but so

what? If you ignore them, most of them are not of that

huge significance."
, o u i r

Linsky, a lecturer at the John F. Kennedy School ol

Government, said 483 of 957 Cabinet secretaries, heads

of regulatory agencies, key White House advisers and top

congressmen who received the survey resonded.

Linsky said the survey, plus interviews with 38 oflicials.

former officials and journalists found that the leaks are

"really quite different than the flower pots on the win

dows and trenchcoats in the garage" associated with the

Watergate scandal.

"The leaks really involved typical day-to-day conversa-

tions between journalists and people they know in govern-

ment " Linsky said in a telephone interview. "There's this

image in people's minds of carting the Pentagon Papers

around and handing them in a brown paper bag to a

reporter. That's really not the way it works."

Each official cited a variety of reasons for providing

leaks. The survey said 78 percent of those who leaked in

formation said that on at least one occasion they did so

to counter false information.

Citriiiiilly invites

Seniors

t<f the (nicer (enter

un Weilnesduy. Oct (the r 'J9. l^hSd

lit 7:00 I'M.

Meet our executives and en/oy refreshments.

Tell us about your career goals

ar)d hear about the excitir^g

Executive Development Program at Lord & Taylor,

Am#ri£o's leading fashion specialty store.

Even if you have not previously

thought of retoiiing as a career,

you may want to know about

the many mteresting opportunities

at Lord & Taylor.

If you have proven abilities and

a record of achievement,

and look forward to the challenge

of managing a profitable business,

Lord & Taylor looks forward to meeting you

ARE YOU A SOPHOMORE
BUSINESS MAJOR? Si

EXPERIENCE is a must to be suc-

cessful in gaining the competitive edge

in today's Business World.

THE COLLEGIAN is offering the

opportunity to gain THE MOST
VALUABLE BUSINESS EXPERIENCE

on campus

Applications for the position of

^ASSISTANT BUSINESS MANAGER^
are now being accepted

This position requires

Responsibility, Dedication, and Time Commitment

the qualities that future employers are looking for.

Come down to the Collegian Business Office in the Campus

Center (Rm 113 - lower level; 545-3500) and pick up a job ap-

plication and description and submit it no later than

FRIDAY OCTOBER 31.

IT'S THAT

TIME AGAIN

TIME WHEN THE TEXBOOK ANNEX
MUST BEGIN TO RETURN UNSOLD

FALL COURSE BOOKS TO THE PUBLISHERS

RETURNS START
OCTOBER 27

DON'T WAIT TO GET A NECESSARY BOOK
YOU MAY BE DISAPPOINTED!

TEXTBOOK ANNEX HOURS: Men - Fri 9am-4pm

THE UNIVERSITY STORE
TEXTBOOK ANNEX
@ physical plant bidg

. Colleitian Photo by Nick Sokoloff

HAMMER AWAY - Chester Wilda builds a house for his son in Hadley. This is the fourth

home he has built by hand.

Funds for arena
awaiting action
of state senators
By TIM O'CONNOR
Collegian Correspondent

and LAURA TOMASETTI
Collegian Staff

State funding for a proposed $40 million arena at the

University of Massachusetts remains stalled in the state

senate, according to Richard Conner, assistant director

of state relations.

On Oct 16 Massachusetts state senators rejected the

amendment to a house bill which would have provided

half of the funding for the proposed UMass sports arena

said Sharon Kennaugh. director of the Office of State At

fairs for UMass.
The funding amendment had been attached to another

bill proposed bv Senate President William M. Bulger

which would provide $30 million in aid to public libraries.

Bulger has been stalling on the arena funding bill. Con-

ner said.
,

Conner would not comment on whether the attachment

of the arena bill to the library bill was a strategy aimed

at getting arena funding through the Legislature.

Because the House and Senate voted differently on the

bill a conference committee of three house members and

three senate members has been formed to work out a com

promise, said Conner.
. .

As to whether a bill will reach the governor s desk in

the end. Conner said, it would be hard to say due to the

upcoming elections."

"The funding for the multi-purpose arena would be a

collaborative efTort with half of the funding foming direct

ly from the institution in the Unm of student fr.-s and the

other half coming from the state through a '.apilal outlay

budget, if approved by the Senate and the House, .-^aid

Sharon Kennaugh.
Plans call for the arena to scit 10,500 It would contain

a 10.000-seat hockev nnk which could Ix; converted to a

basketball court or seating floor. ;i .'SOO >eat practice

hockev ruik, and .acquetball courts.

It wouUl be located on Commonwealth Avenue on the

land occupied by the Stockbridge animal i.:i.n.< 1 he 1. ii ns

would be moved, said Kennaugh

-As a large institution. UMass has a ne. <1 lor an indoor

facility that can capacitate lO.OOO student> lor commence

ment ceremonus, cultural and sporting events, and for

other Universitv functions. Currently, the Fine Arts

(\-nter is the largest such facilty at UMass with a seating

capacity of only 2.500." Kennaugh said.

•If we get the money and build the needed arena which

will be used for big events, the j newly I
renovated Curry

Hicks building will still be used for volleyball, some

women's sports and intramural sports, said David

Bischoff. dean of physical education.

"When the funding for the new arena passes we will

start building immediately but right now a building star

ting date is hypothetical, as it depends on the Senate s

vote," said Bischoff.

Water fountain valued at $1000

thrown through dorm window
By CONNIE GRIFFITH
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Police

received a report that a water fountain

valued at $1,000 was throvm out of a fourth

floor window at 11:33 p.m. Friday from

Baker House. Upon investigation, police

found the presence of alcohol on the floor,

police said. There are no suspects police

said.

In other police reports.

• At 4-32 p.m. Friday, a physical plant

employee reported his 1974 Dodge Dart

was struck on the side in the parking lot.

The car recieved $1,000 in damages police

said. It happened on Thursday or Friday,

police said.

• At 1:10 p.m. Saturday police respond-

ed to a call from a resident of the 4th floor

of Johnson House saying that a 35mm

camera and its flash were stolen.

Police escorted two non-students, an

18-year-old male and a 22-year-old, off the

campus and charged them with trespass-

ing. There are five other suspects, police

said.

•At 5:05 p.m. Sunday, police confiscated

a case of beer from a minor in the driveway

of John Adams dormitory. The beer was

taken to the station and claimed later in

the day by the student's father, who said

he was the purchaser, police said.

• At 119 p.m. on Friday in John Quincy

Adams Tower, a 17-year-old Worcester

youth was arrested for breaking and enter-

ing an Andy's Pizza Delivery car and the

petty larceny of its contents, police said.

•Two West Roxbury men, ages 18 and

20, were arrested at 1:53 a.m. Saturday in

Moore House both for possession of false

Massachusetts licenses, police said,

•An accident was reported to police at

1-26 a.m. Sunday involving two

automobiles. The two cars were ap^

preaching Massachusetts Avenue and

University Drive. The driver of the one car

applied her brakes and was able to come

to a stop. The second car skidded on the wet

pavement and smashed into the first car

causing more than $500 damage to both

cars. w tu
There were no citations issued to either

vehicle, police said.

Grads' involvement urged
students have opportunity

By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

Getting more graduate students involv-

ed is the goal of the newly-elected ex

ecutive officer of the University of

Massachusetts Graduate Student Senate.

"I'd like to see if we could build a little

community," Ralph Sbragia said in a re-

cent interview. "I don't see it as an over-

night thing." he said.

Graduate students are extremely busy,

he said.

"We're students and yet we're expected

to be teachers and yet we're not faculty."

Sbragia .said.

This gives graduate students insight to

both undergraduate and faculty positions,

he said.

"We're concerned about teaching and

the quality of education, as well as the en-

vironment which is important to learn-

ing." said he.

eight open spots for graduate represen

tatives on the Campus Center Board of

Governors. "You can't talk about a com-

mittee that makes more important deci-

sions. Graduate students definitely need

to be represented. It is top priority to get

people on the Board," he said.

In addition to being an officer of the

senate. Sbragia is the program director for

an upcoming science fiction week, involv-

ed with alcohol awareness week, a Sun-

day school teacher, and a graduate

student. ., ..-^

"There's a wealth of possibilities

available to grad students," he said. "I'd

like to reach out and help students find

their (nichel. Education is important but

so is periphery, " he said.

F

Y
I

r/io Amherst Health Department will sponsor a CPR (cardio pulminary

rerusutuonl class from 7^o 10 p.m. today and Thursday at the Bangs

"^

P^rXLV'^nSr/EVne mchards will lecture and show slides of his work

at 7 30Sh in the Longsworth Arta Village at Hampshire College^

The prTmafy fius of the talk will be his book Exploding into Life, which

hP wrote in collaboration with Dorothea Lynch.

Lynch who died of cancer in 1983. worked in the Boston area as a jour-

nalSakivist and poet. She and Richards wrote two other books together.

%tXJ^rW.f'thr:;rbal and photographic account of Lynch's

strtnX intelUgence. and insight as she battled the cancer m her body.

The Iftcture is free and open to the public.

"I'd like to see if we could

build a little community/'
Ralph Sbragia.

Sbragia received his bachelor of arts in

biology at the University of California at

San Diego. He is working on his master

of science degree in public health.

"I enjoy working with people and with

people who need my skills," said Sbragia.

He is one of four members of the ex-

ecutive committee which govern the

potential 109 graduate student senators.

The actual 51 senators are required to

serve on committees. There are many

committee openings.

'They do make important decisions, he

Sbragia is especially concerned with the

Collrgian Photo by Ricci Bannano

Graduate student Ralph Sbragia
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Strickland said what has happened between Bennett

and Rothman is not related to her relationship with the

president. She would not elaborate on the relationship

either.

Rothman said, "There has to be division between friend

ship and politics." Bennett would never "come out

against" Strickland, he added.

Bennett pressured Rothman by asking him to either

change his viewpoints or quit, Rothman added. "I think

that what Bill wanted is a robot that was going to repeat

his policies and not question anything he does."

Lately Rothman had not been doing his job as assistant,

said Bennett, adding that Rothman conducted a poor at-

torney general search. Because of Rothman's involvement

with "too many things," he could not fulfill his position

as assistant to its capacity, said Bennett.

For the last two weeks Rothman headed a committee

to appoint a new attorney general, a position that has re-

mained unfilled since Bennett's election. The attorney

general heads the Student Judiciary Board, responsible

for enforcing the SGA constitution.

"Bill felt that he could not work with me because ofmy
other commitments and possible conflicts of interest," said

Rothman.

adirondack music,
15 East Pleasant St. Amherst - 253-3100

WHERE CAN YOU GET A $379.95 VALUE FP!

LSR 32 "B" STOCK CAR STEREO WITH HIGH

POWER, BASS &TREBLE CONTROLS, FADER,

DIGITAL TUNER AND MUCH MORE FOR JUST
$99.95????????????????
ONLY AT ADIRONDACK MUSICS HALLOWEEN
MIDNIGHT MADNESS SALE THIS FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY...

ARE YOU

PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HELP?
Birthright Can Help
• mEE PflEGNAIICY TESTING

Sam* Day Ratults

~S«rvto«s th»t are

fr—, Confid^ntM, Caring

A H9lp1ui

S
549-19C6

Amherst
Carnage Shop*

an altef^aine 10 abortion
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HOLD TIGHT AND TAKE A BITE — Two women share an ice cream while walking down
North Pleasant street in Amherst Center.

TOŜTUDENT
FARES

New York (rt)

Ireland

Tel Aviv

Mexico City

Rome

$378

$578

$288

$428

COUNCIL TRAVEL
»Mrt{(?ST

Then m't m on ihe grnund floor in our Pliitoon Loaders Llivs pn»>y-ajn

for coUe^je freshmen, sophomore> and junion;. Vou could surl

plajining on a career like ihe men in thi.s ad have. .\nd aLso have some

great advantages like

Earning SKX) a month during the school year

.\j. a freshman or sophomore, you

couJd complete vour basic training

during two sLx-week summer

sessions and earn more than SI200

dunng each session

Juniors earn more than S2100 dur

ingone ten-ueek summer session

Wanttqmove
upquickly?

Seniors and graduates can be commissioned through the Officer

(Candidate (Jass Program

You can take free civihan flying lessons

You re commissioned upon graduation

If you re looking to move up quickly. Iwk into the Marine Girps

commissioning programs. You could

.start off making

more than $18,000

avear.

We'relooking fora fen goodmen.

J

kinko's

220 N. Pleasant St

Amherst, MA

eating place

SUN - THURS
6 AM - 3 AM
FRI & SAT

OPEN 24 HOURS

BREAKFAST SERVED
ANYTIME

BEER & WINE
SERVED 'TIL MIDNITE
PLENTY OF PARKING
CAMPUS PLAZA

(NEXT TO SUPER STOP t SHOP)
Rte. 9 • Hadley/Amherst

256-6889
EMPLOyMENT APPLICATIONu See 1st Lt Chapla in the Campus Center Oct. 28 !t)86 from 10 AM-2 P\I.

LEARN, GROW,
AND PROSPER...

St)und tornv? M Qxlex it s i realin for our more than .VSOO employees

worldwide' We can provide you with one of the most exoting high teth

environments to be found anywhere Known as The tomplete Networking

Company, ' we've been a leader in the Networking and Dau Commumcations

inilustrv for over 20 years.

In lact. we look the Dau G)mmunicaiJons industn from its infancy, when we

buiJt error -correction systems, through its formative years, when we

pioneered new mixlulation. multiplexing, and switching technology And now

Wf re developing the integrated communicauons networks of the hiture! In

ad huon to an entrepreneurial atmosphere, we offer the stabilitv that comes

from hemg a part of the Motorola Inforraauon Systems Group, one of the most

n pected names m the industry

Our greater Boston location affords a unique blend of activities, from theatre

and museums to worW class resuurants and four season sports, all just

minutes away You can live in either an urban, suburban, or rural setting,

with recreational facilities for skiing, boating, tennis, and many other activities

nearbv And manv of the finest universities in the country are in and around

Boston, where vou can take full advantage of Codex's tuition reimbursement

to hirther your education

If too arc a CS aa^or latcrcatcd la Software DcvclopaiCBC, yoa can

flu. oat aorc aboat Co4ei't eiddag career op^rtaaldca at oar la-

fbnaatioa Icailaa.

Date: TBCs4ay, October 28

Tlac: "lOOp.H.

Lacatlea: Career Ccater, looai 101

ON-CAMPUS INTMVIIWS WIU U CONDIICTEO ON WlDNt$DA¥,

OCTOBU 19. _
rOB NOU INroiMATION, CONTAa CAME! PLANNINC ft PLACEMENT

ON CAMPIS.

codex
An Equal Opportunity /Affirmative Action Employer, M/F/V/H.

L

HOUSING
EXEMPTIONS
APPLICATIONS

Frosh, Sophomores and Stockbridge students who
wish to live oft campus for the Spring Semester 1987

should apply for an exemption from the on-compus

housing regulation. Housing Exemption Applications

ore now available in the Housing Assignment Office,

Room 235 Whitmore. Applications ore due no later

than Friday, October 31 1986. Applications will not be

accepted after this d-te. Please submit all applica-

tions to the Housing Ar jnment Office, 235 Whitmore.

IMPORTANT NOTES:
Please Read Carefully

••Signing a lease is not valid grounds for receiving on

exemption from the on-compus housing requirement.

DO NOT SIGN A LEASE UNLESS YOU HAVE
RECEIVED AN EXEMPTION. Any student who signs

a lease without prior approval from the Housing

Assignment Office is reponsible for all on-compus fees

and will be required to reside on-compus.

••Students who ore granted on exemption from the

on-compus housing regulation will lose their housing

assignment for the Spring 1987 Semester on the lost

day of this semester, unless prior arrangements ore

mode with the Housing Assignment Office. Thank you.

Lawyer defends choice;

talks of Supreme Court
By JESSE K1>EIN

Fivt' ('oUege Conespondent
A lawyer defending,' abortion rights,

discussed what people can learn from t he

connections between the Supreme Court

ruling for abortion and the recent "sodomy

case," last Thursday night at Hampshiie

College.

Kitty Kolbert spoke before 12 people

about the Supreme Court's recent pro

choice decision in Thornberfi versus Akofi,

which involved the constitutionality" of

a bill passed by the Pennsylvania state

legislature. She discussed how it relates to

the defeat in the "sodomy case". Harduick

versus Bower.

She said the bill initially included provi-

sions which mandated that women seeking

abortions would be shown detailed colored

pictures of each stage of the operation. It

would also allow an anti abortion advocate

to come to court and claim to be a guardian

of the fetus and seek an injunction against

any woman who was seeking an abortion,

alleging that a violation of the act would

occur, according to Kolbert.

"Pennsylvania had the horror of attemp-

ting to do everything in one bill and call-

ing itself the most restrictive .statute ever

introduced about abortion in the country,"

she said.

The final version of the bill included a

provision that a doctor had to submit a

detailed report on a woman having an abor

tion for the public inspection and copying,

according to Kolbert.

The Supreme Court ruled against each

of these provisions, she said.

Kolbert quoted Supreme Court Justice

Joseph Blackmun on his support for the

choice of abortion on the grounds of

equality.

"A woman's right to make that choice

[for abortion] freely is fundamental. Any
other result in our view would protect in-

adequately. ..liberty that our law

guarantees equally to all."

Blackmuns talk of equality had not been

accepted in the initial legalization of abor-

tion in Rdi' versus Waile, Kolbert said, in

which only rights to privacy were

recognized.

Kolbert expressed her dismay of how the

success of the abortion case was followed

by the defeat in Hardwick versus Bower,

which concerned private consentual sexual

activity between homosexuals.

She said the Supreme Court did not con-

sider this freedom to be covered by the con-

stitutional right of privacy.

"As an intellectual matter, there's real-

ly very little difference between the abili-

ty to decide whether or not to have an abor-

tion. ..and the ability to decide whether or

not to have private consentual activity."

Kolbert said the right wing movement
opposes these freedoms because "sex is

bad...you punish people who have sex when
it's out of the correct social norm, that is

between married people and for the pur-

pose of procreation."

She said she is disturbed by the left-

wing's reluctance to link their issues, and

that "we must broaden our agenda."

Kolbert recognized that women have

already won the right to abortion, and they

should be struggling for other gains. She

said that we have to keep these broad

range of goals at the forefront, and not re-

main on the defensive for cases already

won.
'in the 60s, we wanted childcare. the

ability to become parents when and how we
wanted... to have social services available

to be parents and to be equal members of

society."

"We don't need to re-invent the wheel,

our mothers and sisters did it for us," she

said.

Kolbert concluded by discussing the

Massachusetts referendum, which would

limit funding for abortion.

Earn & Learn
with

SONY PRODUCTS
This is a tremendous opportunity to align yourself

with a world leader in consumer electronics.

We are looking for bright, aggressive students to

work weekends demonstrating the latest in Sony's

Video Camera/Recorders at retail establishments

in your area.

Technical experience is not a

requisite! If you're comfortable

with cameras, recorders or

video equipment of any kind

— great. But what you'll be

demonstrating is specifically

designed by Sony to be simple

efficient, and fun to use.

You will be instructed in a spec

seminar right in your area. Everything

you need to know will be presented.

If you enjoy introducing others to new ideas that

can add hours of pleasure to their lives . . . then this

job is perfect for you.

Please phone today, 1-800-524-2608 XT. 504 and

we'll arrange an interview.

\Make^S^)M An equal opportunity employer M/FA//H
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RESTAURANT & LOUNC.K
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A (JIFT VOL CANT TOP!

A Top o\'\hc Campiis iiitl certificalc is the perfect gift for any occasion.

We uill send a boautifulK printed S2().(K) gift certificate, sample

menu and gift card t(^ the mdi\idual ot >oiir choice. Your cost is onl\

SIS. 00 tor this S20.00 value. Gift certificates ma> he purchased trom

Ms, Dehbie Saulkas. Registrar. Her office is located on the Third FUnir

of the Campus Center and is open from ^) (M) a.m. to 4:00 p.m. For

more mlormatiim. please call 5450172.

TucsdaV

N»9
at

prOEl

hts

4-6 &
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9-10

Tri- one ('/ our

'MoonlHjhtir.g" cocktails

Blue Moon Mad Addison

Woo Woo Maddie

$2.00 each
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te^

to'*

U««^ •tC\e"l,ed'

:S:^.!>
O^io'

ht

TOP of
CAMPUS

v^n<^
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Monday-Friday

1 1 30 a m to 1 2 30 3 m

Saturday * Sunday

5 00 p m lo 1? 30 a m

llh FLOOR CAMPUS CENTER

Cl«'»i'„«e|"

so-tr^'i\yet
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Students and Question Six
Students who believe in democracy have a chance on

November 4 to give their belief the force of action by voting

"yes" on ballot question six.

Question six asks voters whether Massachusetts should

become the twenty-fourth state in the country to establish voter

registration by mail.

Under the proposal, a prospective voter would request a

registration affidavit from election officials. The form would

be filled and signed in the presence of a witness and returned

to the town clerk's office. The office would then send a notice

to the voter that he or she was registered, and if the notice

was returned to the clerk undelivered, the person's right to

vote would be challenged at the next election.

This proposal is an excellent idea, as the endorsement of the

Federal Election Commission underscores. It would add to the

voting rolls thousands of working people who are now unable

to get to town halls during the regular working day. In doing

so, the plan would empower thousands who are now silent on

election day.

That notion is fearsome to elected officials leading the op-

position to the bill. Entrenched in their positions, they view

the prospect of a new large block of enfranchised working peo-

ple with dismay, since this new bloc is likely to vote against

the sluggish cronyism and corruption that now pervades

Massachusetts politics, opting instead for progressive can-

didates concerned with improving the on the current system.

Opponents of question six won't come out and give the real

reason behind their opposition. They say their disapproval of

the question stems from their fear that it will increase elec-

tion fraud. This is untrue. Question six will decrease fraud,

according to officials in Washington D.C. and New York, two

of the places where mail-in registration has been tried.

Currently, fraud exists in the current voter registration

system. There will undoubtedly be fraud under the new plan;

the difference is that the penalty for getting caught will be

more severe.

A "yes" vote on this question is a vote against election fraud

and in favor of a better democracy.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion ofthe Col-

legian Board of Editors. >

The tun
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The D»tAo'^at

Nabbed with the tabloid

NATIONAL to

Of? Today THAN You whi^ m>^ v^Af^ ago^ ..

I checked my room carefully and

thoroughly. My roommate was at a class

so 1 figured I was safe. Just to be certain,

I checked under the bed and in the clos»t

Nobody was hiding there. Arter l(Kking the

dnor and drawing the shades. I pulled out

the October 21 edition of the National Kx

a/ru/HT which I had purcha.sed in the guise

(if a bag lady the night before al Fnc
Chopper. I'm sure my disguise worked well

although the cashier who checked me out

was staring at me a little strangely. I knew

I shouldn't havr -liaved my legs. .\ot that

it matters because now 1 know I had no

reason tn lit ashamed to btiv the S'ultonal

Exanunrr - America - li-t. -t growing

weekly Some oi you may not enjoy this

paper, but yon re missing out on a lot.

The Examiner is a bonafide quality

newspaper that covers stories you can't get

in the Boston Globe or the New York Times.

The Globe entirely missed the story under

this headline in the Examiner: Sex

Change Nun Is Now T.V. Wrestler. Of

course, some people might try to keep a lid

on things like that in case it encourages

other nuns to seek fame and fortune in the

ring. But I don't want to be kept in the dark

myself; I'd rather hear about it than be ig-

ntirant. Thanks for the thought, all of you

overrated newspapers, but I don't need to

be protected from the truth.

As I flipped through the Examiner, I

realized how many stories there are that

we never hear about. Here's an article en-

titled: Eating Stones Can Make You
Young. Imagine all that time Ponce

DeLeon wasted looking for a fountain. Old

Ponce sure could of used a subscription to

this paper. Here's another piece on page 3:

Potato Chips and Bananas Add Spice

to Your Love Life. To think of all the time

I've wasted me.ssing around with those

stupid oyster shells. The Examiner also

keeps up-to-date on exciting new scientific

breakthroughs. Here's one about how a

team of Dutch researchers have discovered

a way to make clothes out of cow's milk.

Incidentally, the New York Times corn-

pletely mi.ssed out on this story. You'd

think they'd have somebody covering

something that important.

The Examiner also ran a story titled Cry-

Jon Bowser
ing Can Help You Heal Cuts It .seems

that a chemical contained in human tear

glands speeds up the healing process. One

researcher says that this could be the

breakthrough to curing many major

diseases. If true, the cost of onions could go

through the roof. I sure plan to stock up on

onions before long and I advise you to do

the same. The National Examiner also of

fer- .1 yreat deal of \ aluahie merchandi.se

that is not available in stores Vnr instance,

the Diamond Huby Miracle Crucifix is

valued modestly at $100, but through the

Examiner its yours for only $10. it is

positively guaranteed to cause a miracle in

which you will receive a great deal of

money immediately. I know this is not a

con becau.se you don't have tn pay until

after the great money miracle has come to

pass. I can't believe anyone would pass up

this incredible offer. The only thing I

wonder about is what percentage of my ten

dollars the Pope is pulling in. He must

figure in there somewhere.

There's also an ad here for 40 brand new

cotton towels for $1.95. This is good

because for only $163.25 I could supply all

of Southwest with cotton towels and maybe

get a monument constructed in my honor.

Jon Bowser is a Collegian columnist.

Protest: historically proven method
Occasional columni.sts in the Collegian libel the

"Radicals" of our campus and ridicule the very idea ot

protest. I rue the day when there are no students at the

University who publicly question the actions of our

government. It will not be a happy day when every stu-

dent blindly accepts each and every decision produced

by the present administration.

These ideas trouble me. I understand that there are

people who are interested in stifling the opinions of

others and suppressing political activism for their own

gain, but these people are likely to be found in Russia.

Don't trv to make me feel unpatriotic ju.st because I m

observant' enough to recognize injustices around me.

Compare me to the proud parent who's child has gone

astray. I don't hate my child when he misbehaves, and

Mark A. Hersey

1 don't hate my country when it misbehaves. But, I do

refuse to close my eyes to my country's actions only

because I'd like to think that it could do no wrong

Contrary to popular belief on this campus, protesting

is not deviant behavior. It is a tool used by members of

a community to voice their opinions and create public

awareness. If you look at the history olnur country, you

will see that there has been tremendous change brought

about by protest. As a result, protest has become an im

portant part of our political process and df)es not de^i \ e

to be berated by malleable gumbies who unquestiomngly

agree with every decision from above.

When voting becomes a less effective tool for com-

munication between citizens and their political represen-

tatives, public protest may prove more effective. This is

obviously the case when Central America is considered.

Do you remember if you voted for or against our war ii

El Salvador?

It is rare when protesters have all the answers to a i

the questions, and to imply that this is so (as will many

political leaders) is potentially di.shonest. This fact should

.show that no one is unqualified to participate in govern

ment policy making because he or she doesn't have all

the answers. Don't allow anyone lo discourage you from

voicing your opinion or expressing vuurself creatively

in our free society.

Mark A. Hersey is a i'Mass student
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* Series

< nnitnued from page I

And thus continued the sad saga of the Boston Red Sox.

losers of four straight seven-game World Series: 1946,

1967, 1975, and 1986. In fact, the Red SOx have not won

a Series since 1918. when Babe Ruth was still with the

club.

In Game 6, they were one out away from winning it all,

leading 5-3 with two outs in the 10th inning. But the Mets

came back to score three runs on three straight hits, a

wild pitch and an error by first baseman Bill Buckner.

WHERE CAN YOU BUY A $140 VALUE AKAI
HXA101 DOLBY STEREO CASSETTE DECK
FOR JUST $49.95???????????

ONLY AT ADIRONDACK MUSIC'S HALLOWEEN
MIDNIGHT MADNESS SALE THIS FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY...

;«^ ria-fi rr.v rr«n nr«xi rng<ifr^t^^'

THE LESBIAN. BISEXUAL

VAND GAY COUNSELING

COLLECTIVE IS OPEN

FOR THE FALL!

Stop by at 433 Student Union

M, W, F, 3-7 or call us

at 545-2645 any time!

Weekly Rap Group Toes 8pm
in LBGA Office 4

1

3 Student Union

adirondack music,
15 East Pleasant St, Amherst - 253-3100

WHERE CAN YOU BUY A $1,200 VALUE PRO
QUALITY 110W/P/C RACK MOUNT SYSTEM-

WITH RACK FOR JUST $499.95??????????

ONLY AT ADIRIONDACK MUSIC'S HALLOWEEN
MIDNIGHT MADNESS SALE THIS FRIDAY AND

I SATURDAY _

"'^^^:5;ft^
^^

An Alternative Record Store

Sfwctalizmg m PtychacMic

'

Punk ' Oralstui Ocad
'

Roch n Roil * ExperinwnUI

Mtmc

ALSO OUAUTV T SHmTt « POSTERS
TOP CASH PAID FOR

RECORDS TAPES STEREOS GUITARS

MAXELL XL-2
BOX OF 10 FOR

$21

MAXELL UR-90
BOX OF 10 for

$10

253-9209

M-Sat11-7,Sun12-5

AP Photo

Despite Dwight Evans' efforts, the Sox couldn't piill off the final victory

IT'S NO TRICK TO GET THE
BEST TREATS IN TOWN!
Kill the kid's sacks or lill

vour own luinniv with

your choH < ol llcrsluv s

milk chot'ol.itf or almond
bars Reeses Peanut
Butter Cups and
irrrsistiblf

Kit Kats.

30 pieces

per box
Reiiiilarlv

Riaht
now onl\'

$2.39!

YOllt K\LL0HEE;\ IIBADQl ARTERS

t^B, aS^

11

I

I

I

I

I

We Create A Style As
Individual As you Are
- CONSULTATION

AND STYLK CUT

mi
WITH COUPON 6i STL'DKM I.U.

6o UNIVKUSITY UKIVK. AMHKUST

I

I
I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

NOW GET
$1.00 OFF
THE BIGGEST
SEl ECTION OF THE
MOST WANTED KIDS'
COSTUME AND MASK
SETS!
Give your kids the thrill ol their lives by letlint< them

choose froin safe to wear ( (istumes from trusted names
like RAMBO trom Colle^eville and Hen Cooper s SHE-RA
from the Princess of Power Values frf)m $3.98 to

$6.98—now $1.00 off selected kids costumes!

Card Gallery is nf)w hiring full time maiiai;er iraniees

and full or part-lime cashiers I'lease apply at your near-

est Card Gallery or call Betsy Dunn at (203) 236-328i.
From out of the area, call colled.

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT BUANTITIES NO DEALERS. PLEASE SALE ITEMS LIMITED

TO IN STORE STOCK NO RAIN CHECKS SALE PRICES IN THIS AD END AT CLOSE OF BUSINESS

ON 10 31 88 NO REEVNDS OR RETURNS ON HALLOWEEN MERCHANDISE

HAVE A PINATA-
HAPPY PARTY! lill

them with the fabulous

selection of candies and
t^ifls voull find Ihrouiih

out the store, l^emember.

e.\( ilinu and colortul

decorations make your

party a hiti

Drug law set,

dealers target
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan signed a $1.7

billion anti-drug law yesterday to bolster local and federal

law enforcement efforts, stiffen criminal penalities for traf-

fickers and launch an educational and medical campaign

aimed at reducing user demand.

The comprehensive measure contains $200 million for

information programs and $241 million for treatment.

The bill was passed in the waning hours of Congress

Oct. 17 after some proponents caved in on a demand for

a death penalty in murder cases related to drugs. That

provision threatened to scuttle the bill in the Senate,

where opponents of the death penalty were prepared to

wage a filibuster.

Though the death penalty was dropped, the bill still pro-

vides tougher sentences for drug-related crimes and

creates new penalties for selling the particularly insidious

new form of cocaine called "crack."

It defines crack as a separate drug, and empowers

federal agents to make arrests for possession of as little

as five grams.

< Pleasant St. Theater ^'^

SPlia LEE BRINGS A CHARGE OF COMIC ENERGY

TO WHAT HE'S DOING THAT DAZZLES THE AUDIENCE:'
-MviDimm.My tutAim

A ^^.ff^iau^Ui ^^xy cOM^i^Y

.*»2

MrA
&N'^

t*,/p f'orvK** rn**»N-r* * *f/K» X-P* J^lt^T

at 6,8,10 pm weekdays & Friday

at 4,6,8,10 Sat; at 2,4,6,8,10 Sun

27 Pleasant S« Norlhainplon S06 0935

adirondack music^
15 East Pleasant St, Amherst - 253-3100

'WHERE CAN YOU GET A $1,000. PAIR OF"

JAMO P270 SPEAKERS THAT HANDLE OVER

270 WATTS EACH FOR JUST

$99 95 EA '>'>''????????

ONLY AT ADIRONDACK MUSIC'S MIDNIGHT

MADNESS SALE THIS FRIDAY FROM NOON TIL

ONE AM. AND SATURDAY FROM 10-6

ADIRONDACK MUSIC 15 EAST PLEASANT

STREET AMHERST

ifAcid rain
continued from pu^e I

vironmental attorney for the Massachusetts Public In-

terest Research Group office in Boston. "The weight of

scientists is that sulfur dioxide is the main cause of acid

rain."

George M. Lovejoy, a private citizen who wrote the

"against" argument in a voter's information pamphlet

said,"Sulfur dioxide is one of several pollutants causing

acid rain. It ruins the water environment. But soils and

forests are affected by other pollutants and the question

doesn't address them."

Paul J. Godfrey, director of the Water Resources

Research Center at the University of Massachu-setts,

agrees that other pollutants should be addres.sed, but said,

"Sulfur dioxide is a darn good place to start. It causes

health problems as well as environmental problems."

Palace said, "Acid in the water can leech metals from

the water pipes from which people drink. Those metals

are dangerous to people's health."

According to Alexandra Carr, a staff attorney for the

United States Public Interest Research Group in

Washington, an estimate of the cost of a nationwide acid

rain program is between $6.3 and $7.3 billion a year.

Lovejoy opposes the question becH'iBe it would mean cost

sharing among the states. "It's unfair to ask a state pay-

ing higher energy costs to pay the costs of other states

who have caused the acid rain problem."

Massachusetts has str.ngent and
^^^^^^.^^^^^^^^^

tion regulations and a national program would to^ce the

state to^pav nv.re and rtsk damage to the economy, he said.

Palace di-sagrees, saying that sharing of the co.sts will

lessen the impact of severity to the economy of the state

and the country.

•Acid rain is a tremendously serious problem. The on-

ly way we Ll we can get a national project ts through

agreeing to help pay for it," she said.

Godfrey said studies show 70 to 90 percent of acid rain

in Massachusetts comes from out of state, but dismisses

those who sav this state should not have to pay for a na

tional program because "if there is no program.

Massachusetts will pay in environmental damage."

adirondack music^
1 5 East Pleasant St. Amherst - 253-3100

^HERE CAN YOU BUY A $250 VALUE TEAC
STEREO EQUIPMENT CABINET FOR JUST
$49.95????????

ONLY AT ADIRONDACK MUSIC'S HALLOWEEN
MIDNIGHT MADNESS SALE THIS FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY

LI MAGE

c.oitueHe i>oulu lie

Invites All Stttdents To A

Skin Care & Maketip Clinic

FREE GIFT WITH PURCHASE
Thursday, Friday and Saturday

Call for an appointment

Thornes Marketplace, 150 Main St

Northampton 586-5504

i

Complete HairstYling for Men & Women

Haircut - $9.00

Perms - $40 with haircut

228 Triangle St.

Amherst

Call: 549-1502

IF SOMEONE SCARES THE
PANTS OFF YOU . . .

you'd better be wcarinj» thrsr

devilishly tunny Halloween
boxer shorts. They'll keep you in

fits in small, medium and large!

OAiRD gallery
NOW WITH ... 14 EXCITING STORES TO SERVE YOU

IN CONNECTICUT : NEW— MlllDl K M >W\ iKiuin <>•> Wivi ni W.ildli.iinii s l'l,i/.il

KNUKl.DSyi AKK\KKsi IIAUIKOKlKl .•rimi-t .itmrlKAM II AK IKOKH il'iiin.iiti

i'l.i/al MANt IIKSTKK I'AKK \|)K\ KKNON,' M.iri i'l.i/.il MKKIKKN syl AKl

SormiMiTON ri.A/A iKdvi.inl-i MNISKM^ . '•iK VU/.o 1
1 )1<1<IN< , I ON I'NKKADI

KAIKHK1 l>i< ir(l<- I';, I/. II

IN MASSACHUSETTS: M'UIM. I ll.l 1 1 H.n ,ii„ik, i s,,i \M sun ; l> \.m i.^

siii.pKinl IIAI)I.K> i( .i!ii|!HN I'l.i/.i N< II itit suil'.uiil sM( ir,

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

11 am - 2 am 7 days

50 Main St. Amherst, MA

-Hey Chuck, What do you

say we head down to JB's

for a Big Beef right now...

-Well Hoss, to tell you the

truth. Big Beefs are not the

main thing on my mind - I

really want to know how we
can get this crazy glue off

our eyelashes.

(^ *««

Chuck & Hoss open your eyes &

come down for a reg. Beef & soda

> Tuesday

union
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Area theater gives us the good and the bad^ '-——=- A sitcom style that doesn 't work

Laura Garden plavs Cecily and Charles Bennett plays Algernon in

the SmUh CoUege production of The Importance ofBeing Earnest. The

show will run October 29 through November 1.

100-year-old
play reviews
stereotypes
By KRISTEN ZAGARELLA
Collegian Correspondent

A partition of French doors separates the

Music Room, containing a beautiful piano,

from the Living Room which is set closer

to the audience. Two pale pink and blue

dressing screens stand on each side of the

stage, and matching curtains adorn the

sides of the partition. Authentic-looking an

tique furniture fills the room and a brass

ceiling lamp casts a warm glow upon the

sct-ne below And so Act I is set for The

Jmpori Betn^ I-Airtirst which open

ed last ihur.^<la.v night at Smith College.

The play gives an entertaining look into

.(.Lu IV in England during the nineteenth

century. A satire on the aristocratic at

titudes of that period, the .-lory is a farce

illustrating the many mix-ups that can

result from the practice of "Bunburying"

or changing one's identity in order to lead

another life. Charles Bennet (Class of 1988,

University of London ) does this particular-

ly well in his role of Algernon Moncrieff

and sets off an amusing chain of events.

All the characters are very well acted,

each delivering their humorous, often

continued on pngc II

By BARRY LEFSKY
Collegian Correspondent

The Mount Holyoke Col-

lege Laboratory Theatre

began its season last week

with British playwright

Alan Ayckbourn's comedy,

"Round And Round The

Garden.
"

The paving stones set in

the courtyard were com

pletely convincing, the

house seemed real, and the

stone walls had depth and

detail. The audience of

Round and Round the

Garden exclaimed how good

the set was.

Annie agrees to holiday

with Norman, who is mar
ried to her sister. Ruth.

Tom. the local vet. is also in-

terested in Annie, but far

more comfortable with

animals than people. He

come.^ by to treat Annie's

cat far more often than

necessary in order to have

an excuse to see her. Since

Annie has been taking care

of her mother, she invites

her brother Reg and his wife

Sarah to take over while

she's gone. By the time they

arrive, Annie decides not to

go on the holiday, but in-

stead to invite Norman to

sleep with her upstairs. Nor-

man also comes on to Sarah,

some of it in the presence of

Ruth. There were some very

funnv moments.

Sounds like it could have

been an enjoyable play,

doesn't it? It wasn't.

The sitcom style remind

ed me why I no longer watch

television. 1 was irritated by

the play's sexism, and its

message that women can't

be taken seriously. I was

particularly horrified by

Norman's drunken com-

ment that he'd like to "'rape

and pillage" and even more

by the audience's laughter

and applause.

adirondack music^
1 5 East Pleasant St. Amherst - 253-31 00

WHERE ELSE CAN YOU BUY A $300 VALUE

PIONEER INTEFRATED AMPLIFIER AND
SEPARATE MATCHING TUNER FOR JUST

$99.95????????

ONLY AT ADIRONDACK MUSIC'S MIDNIGHT

MADNESS SALE THIS HALLOWEEN

^

SMITH COLLEGE
REC COUNCIL
PRESENTS

CD^AI3INED ADDITION TDMR
for

BUSCH GARDENS - WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA

BUSCH GARDENS - TAMPA. FLORIDA

America's premier theme parks are searching for

singers, dancers, musicians, %ariety artists, actors,

technicians, and supervisors. You could be a part of the

magic that makes Busch Gardens come to bfel bo get

your act together and shine' at our 1987 auditions.

Audition Date:

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
Thursday, December 4th, 12-5 p.m.

New England Life Hall

225 Clarendon Street

S..I, li.ifi. i-i^ must brinti .1 ptrpjtrtl

, .initiinHlKin i.,.^M-M«l.i()<-dniusn 'MiK

''^^^""^-^^

No cans, bottles, recording

devices or cameras.

Hall is wheelchair accessible

THURSDAY
NOVEMBER 6

8:00 PM
John M Greene Hall

Smith College

Northampton
Tickets starting Oct 20

at Seelye Basement

Main St Records in N'ton

For tlie Record (Faces), Amh.

Fine arts Center Box Office

Amherst

Smith students $7 & $8,

All others $10 & $12, $15 at door

• The Importance of Being Earnest

continued frnni pu^ic 10

ludicrous lines with total sincerity. When

Lady Bracknell (played by Jennifer Lee

Levitz) chastises John Worthing (played

by John Minigan) for being an orphan by

saying, "To lose one parent can be regard-

ed as a misfortune; to lose both is

carelessness." it is easy to believe she is

completely serious.

Laura Garden in her innocent role as

the young Cecily Cardew is especially

charming. The audience becomes encap-

tured by her gay, simple approach to life

and her sisterly friendship that develops

between her and Gwendolyn Fairfax (Lee

Anne Hutchinson).

Though The Importance of Beinf>

Earnest was written by Oscar Wilde one

hundred years ago, many of the

stereotypes and views of that period are

often seen today.

Anyone interested in seeing the show

will have a chance this week, October

29th through November 1st at 8:00 in

Smith College's Theatre 14 in

Mendenhall Centre. Go and learn the irn

portance of being earnest (or is it Ernest?*.

Student Valley Productions

starts year with The Wake

adirondack music,
1 5 East Pleasant St, Amherst - 253-3100

"where can you buy a linear TRAKCING
TECHNICS SL-L20K TURNTABLE BELOW
DEALER S COST AT $99.95???????????

ONLY AT ADIRONDACK MUSIC'S MIDNIGHT
MADNESS EXTRAVAGANZA THIS FRIDAY
FROM NOON TILL ONE A.M. AND SATURDAY
FROM TEN TIL SIX

By MEG KROEPLIN
Collegian Correspondent

Student Valley Productions will open its

season on Halloween in the Southside

Room, Southwest, with "The Wake," a one

act absurdist play. "The Wake" is an ab-

surdist dark comedy written by Richard

Sullivan, a UMass theatre major. This is

Sullivan's sixth produced script, and pro

mises to be the most bizarre wake you'll

ever attend.

"The Wake" is directed by Michael

Scheer and produced by Angie McBee, both

UMass theatre majors. The set and lighting

were also designed by students at the

University, and the space was used in an

interesting manner which enhances the

idea of a wake.

Student Valley Productions is a group of

students interested in doing original works

in innovative spaces. Student Valley gives

every student a chance to work in the

theatre in the area of their choice.

In addition to doing "The Wake" on

Halloween at 4 p.m. and again on

November 1 at 8 p.m.. Student Valley Pro

ductions will produce "The Rewrite" and

"Working," both student written plays, in

the Fine Arts Center's Curtain Theatre,

residence hall productions, and a

Children's theatre production of Mary Pop-

pins. Anv interested students should con-

tact Angie McBee through Fine Arts

Center; meeting times are posted

throughout the cimpus.

ODDS AND ENDS

t ESCAPE ARTISTRY

|C
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•x-

x-
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at its finest

O

n
9

The
Amazing
BIgelow
and his
BLOOD
CURDLING
Door
of
Death

Norman Bigelow • Escape Artist

October 30, 1986, 8 p.m.

UMass Student Union Ballroom
Admission: Two Dollars

Brought tp you by the Coniiiiuter Area Government

X-
^
•X-
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•X-

•X-
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Here's a few odd tidbits

going on this week, for all of

those making their enter

tainment plans:

Tonight the French vocal

and instrumental ensemble,

Les Arts Florissants, will

present a program of 17th

and 18th Century French

vocal music at 8:15 p.m. in

Buckley Recital Hall,

Amherst College. There will

also be a lecture today at 3

p.m. about French vocal

music by the group's direc-

tor, William Christie, in

room 3 of the music center.

Tickets to the concert are $9

for the general public and

$7 for area students and

senior citizens. The lecture

is free.

There's still a few tickets

available for tonight's

shows at the Iron Horse of

blues star Koko Taylor. Call

the Iron Horse for informa-

tion at 584-0610.

continued on pa^e 12

TT Brought to you oy ine ».oniiiiuier <»»t» w-"- —

•

«

New Tork Service

fii;{

Featuring New, Low Fares!

Peter Pan offers 11 daily express trips from Amherst

and 9 daily express trips from Northampton to

New York City.

From Amherst: $38.98 ^^^'

From Northampton: $34.98
^^'^'

From Amherst/Northampton, Peter Pan also serves the

following areas:

• Springfield, Holyoke. Pittsfield, -Worcester. Boston &
Cape Cod, MA • Hartford. Middletown, New Haven. Bridgeport

& Norwalk, CT • Albany. NY • New Hampshire

Levis
JEANSWEAR

PREWASHED
501s IN BLACK
BLUE OR GRAY

PREWASHED — BUTTON FLY

50Vs $23.99
only with this ad!

197 N. Pleasant St - Downtown Amherst

Mon-Sat 10-6; Sun 12-5

Special One-Day Round-Trip Excursion

Fare To NYC Starting As Low As: $£9.96

For tickets and schedules ,
contact:

UMASS Campus Center Ticket Office: 848-8006
• Amherst Terminal: 886-0431
• Northampton Terminal: 886-1030

Toa*ll Love Our Service!

The People Profeifionali

79 South Pleasant Street, Amherst, MA
1 Roundhouse Plaza, Northampton, MA

Package Express Service avaUable on all schedules

I Pray St Amherst

549-5403

Open I lam 7 days a week

Call for take out

GOOD FOOD 8c DRINK

m
lYlL

IVi

fiu^'-^onf

SSSSH!
gotta keep this quiet.

Charlies homemade pizza is amazing

...You

POOL TABLE. VIDEO GAMES. JUKE BOX. 2 COLOR TVs

A FAVORITE LOCAL TAVERN SINCE 1976
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• Odds . . .

Reservations are necessary for the upcoming performance by tiie

Five rollPire dancers, to be held at Mount Holyoke College.

Singer songwriters Connie Kaldor and Bim (aka Roy Forbes) will

erform one show at 7 p.m. on November 4 at the Iron Horse,

• ontinued from page 11

Tomorrow night the

French group L'Orchestre

National De Lyon will per

form at 8 p.m. in the Fine

Art.s Center, UMass.
The New WORLD

Theater will present three

showings of a jazz gospel

oratorio written by Stephen

M. Newby at 8 p.m. on Oc-

tober 30, 31, and November

1 in Bowker Auditorium at

UMass. Admission is $4 for

the general public and $2

for students.

Danscape finishes a five

day run of it's fifth concert

this season with the last

three shows October 30, 31,

and November 1. Perfor-

mances ai'e at 8 p.m. in

Gallery 3 on the third floor

of Thornes Marketplace.

Northampton, and are $5

for the general public and

$4 for children and senior

citizens.

Three area gospel groups

will perform at 3 p.m. on

November 2 in the Center

for the Arts in Northamp-

ton. Admission is $4, and $2

for seniors and children

under 12.

Reservations are

necessary for the November
6-8 production by the Mount

Holyoke Fall Faculty Dance

Concert. The shows are at 8

p.m. Tickets are $4,

students $3, and seniors $1.

Reservations are necessary

and can be made by calling

586-3100 (x6269) or

538-2000 (x6269).

Doonesbury

By Garry Trudeau

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

The jazz gospel oratorio "Be Still and Know,"

written by Stephen M. Newby, will be

presented at 8 p.m. on October 30 through

November 1.

[

adirondack music,
1 5 East Pleasant St, Amherst - 253-31 00

WHERE CAN YOU BUY A 55W/CHANNEL TEAC

INTEGRATED AMP WITH EQUALIZER AND

SEPARATE MATCHING QUARTZ DIGITAL

TUNER WITH 20 PRESETS FOR JUST

$249.95????????

ONLY AT ADIRONDACK MUSIC'S ANNUAL MID-

NIGHT MADNESS SALE THIS HALLOWEEN.

perfor
Northampton

THIS IS IT

^OUR BIGGEST SALE OF THE YEAR^

AMHERST^
MUSICHOUSE

AND GUITAR WORKSHOP

MIDNIGHT

Wed-, Oct 29th

10 A.M. - MIDNIGHT

ENTIRE

III

what's your fantasy ?/'^nM) ^^^

COSTUMES
devils, angels, jesters, hobos

animals, ballerinas, bunnies, monsters

MASKS
monsters, famous people, animals,

feather, satin, cloth, paper

WIGS
punk, glitter, showgirl, vampire,

clown, tina, whoopee

MAKE-UP
sprays, gels, glitters, body paints,

face paints

ACCESSORIES
hots, boos, gloves, moustaches, beards,

swords, canes, bold heads, noses,

beaks, ties, horns, capes,

glasses, clows

C,urtar^. Ampl.r.crs. 5;u,ng^. l-.ffects. M.cni,h.mcs. Mastc. '^^"^^*;-
^^^^^

233 NO. PLF.ASANT ST. (CARRIAGE SHOPS)

AMHFRST

the holloween shop atf^9
M omherst/northomptonomherst /northomptc

doily end sundoy

Due to a syndieation error, there is no Doonesbury

today.

There will be a workshop on sexism and racism

in journalism at 7:30 p.m. Thursday in ( ampus

Center 903. All staff encouraged to attend. Counts

toward staff status.

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited bv Trude Michel Jaffe

Snake horror stories

Gordy
By Gorde

(
YOU

ToMIz.

YES^C^ORCN',
/ l(l>W*.)TEP To

yOL' au TVIS

/,v.

or- "srvFF" rmr /iPso

T^

ACROSS
1 Peter, Paul of

Ivan

5 P A s tecording

9 Marnmg to

Watson
13 txiy'"

14 Oil producing

land

1

5

Agreed with

16 Glimpse

17 Ivy, for 'one

1

8

Attempted

19 Bargain hunters

get together

21 Up loOate one

22 Sully

23 Expanses

25 Do an
archaeologist s

|OP

2b SKewered

30 Crone

33 Condescend
16 SKywdlker ol

Star Wats
37 bdudis

39 Find taoit

40 Without a

Cause
J Dean
film

41 Entertainer

Moreno
42 Search in the

dark

44 Wind dit

45 Conductor

48 Printing

measures
50 Pan ot the

universe

52 Marriage

symbols

5t> tvlaKes vertical

58 Where Didders

buy

61 Badgoflitie

mammal
62 Otherwise

63 Chart

64 Goodnight.

65 Microwave

66 Entertainer

Adams
67 Sail support

68 Treetop site

69 Seasoner

DOWN
1 Bugle call

2 Mulligans

3 Mr T and

associates

4 Talked, mod
style

5 Part company
6 Part of HOMES
7 Ocean ray

8 United

9 Clearance

10 Norse god

1

1

Slim as a —
12 Actor singer

Nelson

15 Bind

20 Lasses
21 Pro —
24 A Beatle

2/ Job tot a grease

monkey
28 Makes do, with

out

29 Punter S

take-out

30 Damage

31 Operatic tare

32 Receipts

34 Mold of gold

35 Needlefish

38 Bargain seeker s

stamping
ground

40 Acquit

43 Agent s get ten

46 Cocktail or

cottee Item

47 Trains ADtK

49 Ambushes
51 Divide

53 Meif

54 Escaigot

55 Straitiacad

56 Zhivago s lady

57 Beehive State

athletes

59 Consumes
60 Manuscript

directive

62 Years on end

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

'lUTg^
sItIoIwi

10/26/86

Bat Brain
By Bill Dearing

POUND ^ei&HT I0t5 /SG^y^
MOW J ONLi peei- swt.T ovex

THE SAME 77MfJ P^^*-

The /?»P/t(/L0OMrss

iOU JU&T WON fl

H^hR'S SVFFLiOF
PON JOHNSON f

\

7WAT5 IVDiCROOb!

n HA/I? ON

Lunch

Grilled Turkey Swiss

Sandwich

Fried Fish Squares/Tartar

Sauce

Basics Lunch

Grilled Turkey Swiss

Sandwich

Fried Fish Squares/Tartar

Sauce

Menu
Dinner

Roast Lamb/Gravy. Mint Jelly

BaKed Ziti

Silver Palate Salad Plate

Basics Dinner

Ziti/Tomato Sauce with Tofu

ai^d Mushroom

Chili Cheese Puff

Weather

Today will be partly cloudy, temperatures^ &^-65

Tomorrow will be sunny, temperatures 65-70

Campus Pond
By Sal

nEANVlHlLE THE REPORTER LS

ON H15 UA;:r[HERE,

Today's Staff ^ ^^,
Night Editor^..'' ^^ Torr. Middletor.
" * c^»t«^ Ann Bntton

^i^Vx^cll NickSokoloff

S;l«t Teci
'

Michael J. Berland

P^Ido tin Super^^^^^^^ Debbie (WAIL!) Pikul

Pr^drdion
^

L.J. (Waaahhh.) Dewhurst

Marc(-wish-TheY-ccvered the-)Inneld. Robert

Levine. Mike Berland, f^r^d Steve Mathewson.

F)(ecutive Board - Fall of 1986

Bloom County
by Berke Breathed

oerrm amep uf wmr
you'Re fi utrru m^vous.

549-1728

Tom oc' f^f^$--

^

/

wim 'Wftr o(//if^v

urrte
Nem;

DODE LEVENSON

Lditor in Chief

JOHN YONCE
Mdnaging Editor

STEVE RUBIN
BosiiAcss Manager

ROB SKELTON
Editorial Editor

WILLIAM SPAIN

Editorial Editor

ANSEL ZtNTER

Production Manager

Business Board - Fall of 1986

STEVE RUBIN

business Md(\dyer

PAUL H. LESSER

Advertising Sales Manager

VANESSA ROTH
Finance Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
M,ifkt'ting Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Circulation Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Subscription Manager
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Men's cross country takes third at A-10
*'^"^^'^

y ^lo.o^ fmn- runners in the jjetting there."

Stewart rises to occasion and finishes 5th

By STEVE RICHARDS
Collegian Correspondent

The University of

Massachusetts men's cross

country team is starting to

come together — and it

could not come at a better

time.

The Minutemen finished a

strong third, behind Penn

State University and West

Virginia University, in the

Atlantic 10 Championships

held Saturday in New York

City with what coach Ken

O'Brien called the team's

best performance this year

While the team has im-

proved throughout the

season, O'Brien said he

would not be surprised to

see most of its improvement

in the next few weeks.

"We want to come on at

the end of the year for the

big meets." O'Brien said

The Atlantic 10 meel was

the first of the threo bi^;

meets of the year, the other.s

being the New En^jland

Champioships next

weekend and the IC4A's on

November 15.

in cross country, unlike

some other sport.c, the

season ending meets are

more significant and we in

corporate that as part of our

program." O'Brien said.

"We ha%en't run our best

race of the year yet,"

If this us the case, Satur-

day's performance may Vnxle

well for the team's chances

of having x very successful

season.

The key to the liMin - im

provement Saturday was

the long-awaited emergence

of a solid front runner which

came in the personage of

junior Bill Stewart. Stewart

placed fifth with a time of

25:07, the seventh fastest

time ever by a UMass run

ner on the Van Cortland

Park course, one of the

oldest in the country.

"Billy's performance was

outstanding," said the

coach, who has been waiting

for one of his runners to step

to the head of the pack all

year. "He fulfilled my
highest expectations."

Massachusetts's chances

of winning the meet,

however, were foiled by

Penn State, who was clear-

ly the class of the meet.

"They were the best team

and had the best day,
"

O'Brien said.

The Nittany Lions placed

.six runners in the top ten

and were led by Eric Carter

and Brian Laird, who Inish

ed 1-2. Carter, a junior A'ho

placed ninth in the na-

tionals last year, tied the

course record with a time of

23:56.

With Penn State and first

place out of sight, the

Minutemen were shooting

for second and West

Virginia. Things looked

good at the halfway point as

Massachusetts had seven

runners in the top 20 after

2.5 miles.

UMass started to fade in

the last two miles, however,

allowing West Virginia to

sneak into second by ten

points. The Minutemen

placed four runners in the

top 15, but could not get a

fifth runner high enough to

best West Virginia. Behind

Stewart were juniors Rick

Dow (11th), John Lorenzini

(12th), and Renaldo Flores

(15th).

'I would have been ex

tremely happy to have got-

ten that la.st missing step (a

fifth runner) but overall our

improvement was very

good, " O'Brien said. "We
are within a couple steps of

getting there."

He said the team certain-

ly has the talent to put

everything together as any

of five or six runners could

step into the fifth spot at

any given meet.

In assessing his team's

chances for the New

Englands and the upcoming

Nationals, O'Brien feels the

team is not out of the pic-

ture. Boston University and

Dartmouth are easily the

top two teams out of New
England, but from there it

is a five team race between

Providence College. Brown

University. Northeastern

University, Boston College,

and Massachusetts.

adirondack music^
1 5 East Pleasant St. Amherst - 253-3100

mtERE CAN YOU BUY A $150 VALUE ACUTEX

412 SIR STEREO CARTRIDGE FOR JUST

S9.95???????????

ONLY AT ADIRONDACK MUSIC DURING THEIR

HALLOWEEN MIDNIGHT MADNESS EX-

TRAVAGANT EXTRAVAGANZA....

ocicbrr zg

union
1ba\l foorr\
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\\\ fiA-
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Odd
Wager

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegain Staff

Sometimes, people will

do anything to show their

loyalty.

Take, for instance, Carl

Stafford and Rus.sell Car-

roll, both residents of

Wheeler house in Central

Residential Area. Assum
ing that last nights
seventh game of the World
Series was not washed out,

the two have made an in-

teresting wager.

The fan of the losing

team must have his entire

head shaved in a public

forum ill front of Wheeler,

today. Stafford, a junior

transfer student from
Mancester, CT, is the Mets

fan, and Carroll, a

sophomore business major

from Worcester, is the Sox

fan.

The "behairing " will

take place promptly at 12

noon. Sox fans need not at-

tend, because it will pro

bably be your guy doing

the Mr. Clean imitation.

Go Mets. Editor's Note;

Roger Chapman was fired

upon publication of this

I
story.

T

lll> llitlim" Mjh;tn»hi Mjh,-<li ^oM.' LmmhIk

T
Dear StucJent,

Jii \oT a Nlunt time each

da> ttiai svill iniproNC

cvcrv us|-H.vi ot \oiir lilc— >our

grades. >otii tmuis.' career, your

iclationslnps. cmt Mtiinj;- t/// at

the siiim- ii»ii\ NMi.iiN inoic, it's

c.ivv to do. 0\ci l.(HH>,(KH) stu-

dciiiN have (.Aixiiciiccd ilic hone

his And >ou can loo

\o\.i'\\ loani about il ^oon ai

a special tico lecture on ihe

Transcendental Medilalion tech-

imiue. and re.i;aii.lless ot \\hat

vou've .(IteadN heaid aKnii IM,

this ciiieruiinini! talk \\\\\ suipiisc

and enlighten \ou. Mine tluin

thai, il may \vell chaiii'e miih lite

My name is Kcmii Hlair. I'm

president ol the smdeni iiovern-

luciit at Mahatishi Inlcrnalional

I ni\erMl\. vvherc students, ac-

uity, and stall all practice .ihe I \1

technique. I \^anl to tell >ou three

ihiniis about the upconiini: lecture:

\t the lecture, vou'll ie.uii

ho\v the simple, naiutai I M
technique, vvhich is practiced

tor 15 20 minutes twice i da\.

briniis profound bcnctils lo mind

.iiid bod>, and how these henclits

automatically improve one's social

behavior, school and |ob per-

li)rmance. and much moie.

Jll you really want

to know how to

improve your grades,

your career, and

your life, there's an

upcoming lecture

you shouldn't miss.

You'll hear, lor cvainple, .iboui

ihe uniticd tield ol .ill ilie Uiws ot

nature as described bv modern

I'hvsics and bv ancient \ cdic

scien>.c. \ikI aboui liow ihc IM
icchniMue lets vou evpciieiwe ilie

unilied licld within com own , mi

s.iousncss. \nd about how th.u cv

pencnce, uained rceularb,

brines you (he suppo' >' ''is

laws ol nature.

• y^LI hen you pruiiici

I Mill

1

Experiencing the unified

field through the T\t

technique really gives me more

support of nature, is soon as I

began TM, everything became

easier, ami my grade-point

average ivent up a whole point.'"

—Sam Hoothhy

I'h.O. candidate

Education

Hanard I niversiiy

And you'll Icain that a lot ot tlie

reseat ch Imdings are directly rvie-

vani III your fn'r\onal iind iicii

(Ifttiii deYvlopmeni c/v u ''indiit/.

Heic. lor example, is a partial list

o\ the research results in the tield

ol education:

increased mtclligcnce

improved comprehension,

^Vincent rat ion, and memorv

increased le.irniiiii ability

increased speed in solvmi;

problems

uvreased creativitv

broader comprehension ami

abiliiv II' tocus alteniion

imprmcd academic

periormance

reduced sness and anxiclv

decreased use ol drugs,

alcohol, and cigarettes

mcie.ised happiness

improved relationships be-

tween students and leachets

improved mmd-bodv
coordination

impioved athletic periormance

Now, I'm sure vou'd like to

have some ot those ciualities gro.v

ing 111 voitr lite. \Kell vou can.

\iid the heautitui thing is that

these qualities grmv nuiurullv,

sinipK as a result ot pi.iciicmg the

I M technique.

population piactices the IM pio-

giam and its advanced aspects, tiie

entire population becomes more

orderlv. peacetul. and progressive.

TM is the best antidote

to stress I know of.

H'hen individuals are free of

\lress, they behave more har-

moniously. I'm convinced that if

people practiced TM, world

peace would be a reality.

"

—Kurleigh I). King

Director. Institute for World

leadership

Former Director-General,

Caribbean Community and

Common Market

TM.

you can experience the

full range of education— not

just gaining classroom know-

ledge, but developing the

knower. and that's yourself.'
"

—Karen Blasdell

fh.D. candidaii

Seuroscience

Maharishi International

I niversity

The mam thing, however, is

that / \/ vi<;rAs. I know troni my

own experience. I've been practic-

ing the technique tor 6 vears. and

its made me more relaxed, yet

more dynamic and productive, .As

a result. I'm enjoying greater suc-

cess—both in and out of the

classri>om!

Ol course, whether vou start the

IM technique or not is up to vou.

But doesn't it make sense to at

least attend the lecture? It even ten

percent ot what I've said aKnit

IM proves 10 be true. !hiiik whu!

II loiild mean for voiir acliune

men! and happiness Jor the rest ol

vour life.

3

Scientific Kcsfarch
\ou r, ,ilso learn aboul the

asi aiiuMint o\ scienlitic

research that's been done on

IM (more than .^50 studies

worldwide over the past 15 veais)

2

World Peace
1 inaliv. il vi>u are con-

cerned not iiist with youi

_ own tut lire, but also the

tut lire ol our nation and the

woild. iheie's even more reason

to atteiul the lecture.

I his IS because the IM tech

mque doesn't lusi help the in-

dividual. Ihe coherence generated

when people practice TM extends

to societv as a whole. Research has

shown that when as little as the

square tool ol one percent ol a

I his "Super Radiance Ffrcxt"

has been demonstrated m commun-

ities, cities— even entire nations.

This brings gieai hope lor the

I mure, because it means that the

•ige-old problems ot world peace

mav ,ii l.isi have a solution.

It Works!
t vou' re wondering how one

simple technique can bring

_ so manv bcnelits to mind,

bixly. behavuvr. .md even the world

as a whiilc. I urge vou lo atiend the

tree Iccuuc Ihc explanation vou'll

heat IS .11 iMKC simple, wienlilic,

and piotound.

T
I

•• 'T'Tk yf " ''" single most

M. iV1, important part of

being a peak performer. It

gives you the ability to excel in

an environment of stress, to

make rapid decisions based on

rapid changes, and to ..o so

functioning very well.

"

— Christopher Hegarty, {'resident

Hegany and Associates

Sort Tranciscn, C.4

Free Lecture

he dale and lime

of the leeture is

given below. I

hope you'll be there, and

don't hesitate to bring

your friends; you'll be

doing a great thing lor

them as well!

Wishing you success

in all tliat you do,

fCcix^r^^ B(6L

Kevin Blair

President, Student

Cknernnient

Maharishi International

Universitv

Transcendental Meditation
t r.iiisn.lkli.'nl.il Xli-ilii.ilioii i^ .1 ~cfM^

111. II li 1

( OUlK
(.diK.il

,1 ill, \V ,M i.l t'l.m I VfLiiiiM-

Si JU V ,1 ir.>i\ pu'lii

!ll'.,'.lUl>ll

FREE LECTURE
IN THE CAMPUS CENTER

Tues. Oct. 28 12:30

Tues. Oct. 28 7:30 PM
Wed. Oct. 29 12:15

Wed. Oct. 29 7:30 PM

Room 153C
Room 163

Room 101

Room 101

Tuesday, October 28, 1986
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scored five goals and set up

another.
Karen Schiebe, a

freshman forward, is second

with three goals and four

assists.

In goal, Maureen McShea
has seen the bulk of the ac

tion for Hartford. She has

allowed 12 goals in 15

games for a GAA of 0.80.

McShea has six shutouts of

her own and has shared one

with Cassandra McClure,

the backup keeper.

Hartford has outshot its

opponents, 288-124, and

outscored them, 60-28, but

Banda is not too worried.

•'We're thinking win,"

Banda said. "We want to

finish on a high note. The

women on this team have

worked hard all season and

they deserve this. We'll gel

a W (win) and then have a

nice rest
"

Free Kicks: The
Minutewomen have outshot

opponents. 228-54, and have

outscored them, 4211.
UMass holds a 17-5 advan-

tage in first-half scoring, a

24-6 lead in the second half,

and a 1-0 edge in overtime.

, . Entering the final game,

nine Minutewomen have

played in every game of the

season. Six have started

every one.

Gorillas fall to Army

Pleasant St.

Theater

^\

FOK MOVIE LOVERS

Cadets take 11-9 win

The University of Massachusetts men's lacrosse team

concluded its fall season with an 11-9 loss to Army on

the Lower Boyden Fields on Sunday.

"It was a typical Army-UMass game," UMass head

coach Dick Garber said. "It was another slam, bang

physical game."

The game, played for the first three quarters at first-

string strength, was a tight 6-5 game after the three

periods, but Army was able to push five more goals past

the UMass netminders sophomore second team All

America Sal LoCasio and junior Paul McCarty,

For the Gorillas, freshman forward Scott Hiller. who

Garber thinks could step immediately into a starting

spot, notched three goals, co-captain and senior All-

America attackman Tom Carmean had a goal and an

assist while sophomore Chris Tyler had two goals, and

senior Greg Cannella, sophomore Brian McCarthy and

freshman Rob Codignotto each tallied once.

"We did a lot of good things. It was a good test," Garber

said, "I was a little disappointed we didn't score more,

SPECIAL ONE

SEMESTER STUDENT

MEMBERSHIP

$10
(offer expires Nov 17)

A UNIQUE SELECTION OF
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC
SALES AND RENTALS

UMass Arts Council

hut it was a wet day — the grass was wet and that could

have had something to do with it."

In an effort to get a final good look at his newcomers.

Garber played nearly 40 players in the game and felt

that this season's fall team is one of the best ever. He

sees no reason why the team can't be thinking about the

Final Four in May.

"I think we have the capability of finishing better than

last year." Garber said of his quarterfinal squad that lost

to top-ranked John's Hopkins. "You would like to think

that we could (get to the Final Four). But we're getting

closer and closer."

Garber, whose recruiting efforts were boosted last year

when the athletic department awarded his office with

a budget increase, said that there were several ne^^-

recruits this fall that may play prominent roles m the

Gorillas' season this spring.

Among them are Hiller, Codignotto. midfielders John

Gonzalez, and Tim Saudan and junior college All

America attackman Paul Ganci, a tran.sfer from Nassau

Community College.

"This was one of the best fall seasons. It was nice to

see new recruits do as well as they did." Garber said.

DIABETES

29 Pleasant St, Northampton
584-6762 - 6763

Classics -Science Fiction -Art- Foreign

CALL FOR GRANT PROPOSALS

l!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!^^^^^^^

Deadline for submission of grant proposals for

single projects or events

Friday. October 31

Grant guidelines and apiilications available at

Arts Council, the Student Activities office, or

the Arts Fxtension Service.

Arts Council 125 Herter Hall 54S-0202

Film and Discussion

WHO: Persons with diabetes & their guests

WHY: Share concerns and information

November 5, 7-9pm
Campus Center Room 803

Further information:

Call University Health Services Health Ed.

549-2671 X181
' No registration necessary

adirondack music,
1 5 East Pleasant St, Amherst - 253-31 00

"where can you buy top QUALITY MAXELL
UR 90 CASSETTE FOR JUST 99 CENTS
EACH????????????

ONLY AT ADIRIONDACK MUSIC'S MIDNIGHT
MADNESS SALE THIS FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY...

ACTIVITIES 'AUDIO

AUTO FOR SALE • CALCULATORS
ENTERTAINMENT -FOR RENT

FOR SALE 'FOUND
HELP WANTED • LOST

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE

CLASSIFIED
INSTRUCTION • MOTORCYLCLES
PERSONALS 'RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED 'SERVICES
ROOMATE WANTED 'TRAVEL

WANTED 'SUBLET

- CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI - 2:30). DEADLINE 2 DAYS PROIR TO PUBLICATION* CASH IN ADVANCE. ISc/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

GRADUATES AND 25'^ludents Social

Houf every Thursday 5 00 Blue Wall,

Campus Center Build a tradition' Meet

eacti otheri

SUNDAY EVENING PRAYERS front

lourige Newman Center 6PM five college

mission

SPECTRUM NEW MEMBERS meeting

Fine Art/Literary magazine-statfs poetry

prose art photography production Thurs

Oct 30 rm 101 7PM

KEG TAPS FOR sale' Brand new. never

used Keg taps only $?5 PacKies charge

$45 lor used taps Don't waste your

money' New taps $25 Call Tony

256-1438 today

BEO^OR SALE single t>ox and mattress

first $25 takes it 584-2905 eves (Alan)

T979"CHEVY WAGON. ^9.400^iTiiies.

new clutch. Best offer 536-5434 Even-

ings week-ends

UPC GENERAL MEETING Tuesday.

10/28 630 PM in the Commonwealth

Room (alias Earthloods) Were not

through yet, come and see!!!

WSLY STAFF MEETING tonight at 7PM
in CC917

OHM L2 SPEAKERS 4 yr warranty Call

6-7921

UNIVERSPfY STORE HAS engineenng

Press Exam Files for Engineering.

Calculus, Physics, Chemistry.

COMPUTER TERMiNAL & modem both

$100 atudent desk $35 Call after 5PM
665-2225

ENTERTAINMENT

MUSICIANS NEEDED FOR perfor-

mances at Belchertown State School

Funding available Contact Bruce

256-4236

ONHALLOWEEN GO into Altered STates

in the S U B at 4 for $1 50. 6.8.10 for

$2 00

ROSSIGNOL STS 195CM downhill skis

brand now in package $200 call Gregg

6-6073

AKAIRECEIVER AAA35 48 waits/chan

nel exc condition $200 or BO Allan

546-8040

HELP WANTED ALL positions La Casa
De Carnnlitas Restaurant at Motel 6 in

So Deerlield Breakfast, lunch and din-

ner shifts available apply in person Mon
thru Fn 12 to 5PM

JOB 6PENrNG7UMA¥s~Outing Club is

seeking a new equipment manager to

maintain Ihe club's inventory ot outdoor

equipment Pay is $3 85/hour for 12

hrs/week Workstudy (prefered) or non-

work study Get application in rm 428B

Slu Union- due Friday 10/31 at 5PM
UMOC IS an AA/EEO

ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS IN~all

departments nursing. dietary,

housekeeping, and laundry Excellent

wage and tnnge benefit package Flexi-

ble scheduling apply in person Amherst

Nursing Home, Inc 150 University Drive,

Amherst, Mass 413-256-8185

fHAVELTfELD POSTION immediately

available Good commissions, valuable

work experience, travel, and other

benefits Call Bill Ryan (toll free)

1-800-433-7747 for a complete informa-

tion mailer.

TYPING SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING. Long or short pro-

lects Meticulous proofreading Rush )Obs

OK New IBM typewriter 549-0367

GAEL, GREAT SOCCER game Wed Did

you notice me watching''

SOPHOMORE BUSINESS MAJORS:
reminder to submit applications to CC1 13

tor Collegian Assi Business MGR by Fn-

day Oct 31 (see ad in paper)

MAMSCMMIAL TYPING SERVICE STUDT HAPPY 'I YEAR" anniver
MOFESSIONAl TTPINW siifvu.. ^^ ^ ^^^.^ ^^^ greatest'

PAPERS, CASES, DISSERTA-

TIONS- dependable on-campus,
reasonable, 584-7924. Nancy

TYPINO

•SPEEDY KEYS" Professional typing

256-1002. 8AM-11PM

SERVICES

TYPInO.'TAPE transcription. Fast,

accurate 665-7652

1976 VOLVO 2450L statkxi wagon, stan-

dard shitt-$2000 call 665-4769 evenings

GUCCI AND ROLE* watches many styles

$30. $40 call Brian 6-7425

AUTO rOR SALE

1987 VW RABBIT, 4-door. auto no rust

many new parts, excellent cond Must

sell. $2500 or BO call 546-5524

1978 TOYOTA COROLLA air condition

excellent condition verv reliable call Dawn

549-5519

1979 CHEVROLET MONZA great car

$500 00 323-6311 »234 Joe

68 CHEVY BELAIR ps pb reliable low

milage previously owned by little old lady

call 549-6269

1973 CHEVY LAGUNA PS PB A&R $300

665-7128

MOTORCVCIE

YAMAHA VERAGO 920CC shatt drive

digital new rubber oval discs low miies

helmet $1200 40 Brandywine slop by

CASN

PAYING CASH FOR your baseball cards

please call Mike 5490333

MR SALE

HELP WANTED

LICENSED MANICURIST for Amherst

area Salon 549-4979

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent tree meals

Light cleanup
Call Cheryl at AXO

545-2152

NEED A JOB? Like travef Ambitious

ppople needed to market unique travel

product with no existing competit'on Ex

celleni experience tor business com
munication and HRTA maprs No ex-

perience necessary, car helpful Contact

Mary 549-6118

MANAGER TRAINEES NATIONWIDE
Tool Co expanding m Amherst Now hir

ing 25 new employees great money, ex

celleni working cond $ career opportuni-

ty Pan and full time work For interview

call Willie 256-4101

SKI SHOP MECHANIC, EXPERIENCED
perefered Apply in person Western

Village Ski 32 Mam Street Northampton

MA

OAYTlMl: MSHTERS, WAITPEOPLE.
bartenders, hosts, dishwashers parttime

Apply Judie's Amherst

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

SPRING 1987 INTERNSHIPS with the

Legal Services Office Get hands-on ex-

penence in legal field Work directly with

attorneys and clients Earn up to 15

undergraduate credits No experience in

legal profession necessary training pro

vided Deadline to begin application pro-

cess IS November 5ih Contact Legal Ser-

vices today. 545-1995. 922 Campus
Center

INTERNSHIP AVAIUSLE

UMASS PRIDE! Snare^your enthusiasm

lor the University while developing public

relations, marketing, interpersonal, and

counseling skills The admissions office

IS looking for dynamic and articulate in

terns and volunteers to promote the

University to prospective students

Academic credit available Applications in

admissions office 255 Whumore, until

November 4

JOSS-JOiS-JOSS

'THE^BOARD OF Governors is accepting

applications for building operations coor-

dinator and special proiects coordinator

It interested contact BOG at 81 7 Campus
Center or call 545-0194

MOVER

ROUND TOWN MOVERS fasT rehabTe

cheap call Michael anytime 323-6780

sary 'i(07 D L M ) You're the greatest'

I love you moe every day' Love. Blondie

PISH, HAPPY 22NDcei«bfate wf>en I gel

home I love you. Kim

ENTER THE DEAD zone w/Stephen King

Oct 28 tonight' SUB-$1 50 7.9.1 1 .$2 00

tOTHE BLOND athetefe aTSerkshire DC
who has a grey knapsack with a Bayslate

tag and jean jacket I am dying to meet

you' From a dinner companion

WILD ELLEN HARPERI Happy birthday'

Love, Ellen no 2 and Amy G

HAVE YOU EVER experienced Altered

States

ROOMMATES WANTED

RESPONSIBLE FOR LG apt on bus route

own room lumished but bring bed $210

tor room plus utilities call 32:^969 before

2PM 323-6311x530 atter

IN BRANDYWINE 1 bedroom availabe

starting Dec 1 call 549-0068

URVICiS

TERRIFIC TYPING FROM Speedy"

keys Professional reliable service

256-1002 .
8am- 11pm

TYPING, TAPE TRANSCRIPTIONS.
Fast accurate. 665-7652

TRAVIL

LOST

H.P. 1 1C CALCULATOR m library tower

Please call 546-4778 lor reward

GOLD COBRA (FLAT) necklace Lost

10/19 near Webster, Hill Top Health Club

Has immeasurable sentimental value

Don I live in guilt" Lucrative reward offer

name your price' Call Ed Rauscher at

253-5885 or leave a message al Hill Top

Health Club

NOTEBOOK-LANDFORM-8' ; by 11

tan cover spiral bound w/graph paper m
side Reward call 283-7062

FOUND

MANS CASIO WATCH near FranKhn

D C call 6-7944 Ask for Moira

FOUND MAROON SCARF last Friday on

the way to Delta Chi Call Rachel at

6-9791

WANTIO

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-DISK ENTERTAINMENT
Agency - Disc)OCkeys. Bands Lights and

Laige screen video dances 549 7144

PERSONALS

WANNA WIN TICKETS to Late Night

with David Letterman for more mto call

John 6 6958. Mike and Ivan 6-6956, An

drea 6-6875

MR. LIMA: WE'VE got your monkey" Be

sweet or he II De dead meat' We tove you'

Your Siamese Twins

HUSSEL SAY 660©BYE to all your hair'

A Mets Fan

KT-YOU REALLY can trust this silver

tongue You'd trust Eddie's father,

wouldn't you7 PS This coupon good for

one coffee waffle cone P S S is it dawn

yet'

JONATHAN

TO MY SWEET blue-eyes-you are still my
only love and luscious cuddlebult from

your silly penguin princess

REWARD

LOST MIDDLE ST area of Hadley. large

long haired white fixed male cat Answers

10 Spike Double paws Carries tail strait

yp unry tncndly Reward tor return or

wn. ' all 586-8730

FOR RENT

WE'RE LOOKING FOR someone to lake

over our lease for 1/1/87 One bedroom

apartment m Cliffside. $420/month, in

eludes utilities On major bus rt call Tom

or Carl at 665-3088 after 7 30PM

ROOM IN 3 bedroom house lor rent in

Hadley 275 584-2937

AVAILABLE two BEDROOM apt

Squire Village on bus route lake over

lease any time between now and Dec

6654793

2 BR APT in Colonial 'tillage $375 » elec

tnc on hus route available 10-31 call Deb-

bie or Lico 253-9215 evenings

FREE REFRIGERATOR EVERY 10th

rental free 2x2 cu feet $36 75/year »

$15 00 deposit delivery 546-9965

COLIeGEWEEReND IN Montreal only

$79 Oct 31 Nov 2 There's still time! Call

665-4729

TOUR TO THE SOVIET UNION.^an
3-16 1987 $1588 See Prof Jones, 634

Herter or call 253-7827 evenings

WANTED TO RENT

STARTING JAN OR FEB
3 females looking to rent rooms

or take over lease ot

apt or house
call 546-7347

REWARD TO TAKE over lease in Jan or

Feb for one bedroom apt in Brandywine

or Puffton call Janet 549-6190

2 BEDROOM APT Jan 1 Jun 1 Please

call Stephanie 6-6614

TO SUBLET

ROOM FOR RENT November S

December house on Sunset Ave 130*

utilities great Incation Close lo campus

RIDE WANTED

TO/FROM WILMINGTON, DE/Phlla on

10/31 pay all $ Desperate call Chandran

RIDE NEEDED TO BINGHAMTON NY or

nearby areas lor Halloween weekend call

Linda 256-6334

INSTRUCTION

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS pop rock-

tolk blues Songwriting. theory, reading

improvisation Right on bus line Doug

549-4786
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SPORTS

UMass plays host to Hartford

Postseason
play remains

By MATT GERKE
Collegian StafT

There is just one more to go.

The University of Massacusetts women's

soccer team faces its last regular season

test today when it plays host to the Univer

sity of Hartford Hawks at 3 p.m. this after

noon on Boyden Field.

The Minutewomen, 12-2-2. are ranked

first in New England by both the NCAA
and NEWISA. They were tied for third in

the nation last week with Colorado College

and their 1-0 victory over the Panthers will

help to offset a 0-0 tie with Harvard earlier

in the week.

A final ranking of third or higher in the

nation, which is probable, would almost

definitely give UMass a bye in the first

round of the playoffs.

"If we play anywhere close to the way
we've been playing lately. I think we'll

beat them," UMass coach Kalekeni Ban

da said.

The Minutewomen are coming off a 2-0

win over Boston College last Saturday.

They have dominated their past two games

in a row, more than either score indicates.

Michelle Powers is the scoring leader for

UMass. The sophomore forward has nine

goals and five assists in 16 games. She has

tallied the game-winning goal three times

Junior midfielder Kristen Bowsher and

sophomore forward Beth Roundtree are

tied for second with 18 points each.

Bowsher, a tri-captain has five goals, in-

cluding a game winner, and eight assists.

Roundtree has eight goals, including

three game-winners, and two assists.

Debbie Belkin, a junior tri-captain, is

close behind with six goals and five assists

for 17 points. She has foiu" game-winning

goals.

The Minutewomen have put 228 shots on

goal while surrendering just 54. When op-

ponents have managed to shoot, they have

had a hard time beating starting goalie

Carla DeSantis.

The sophomore has six shutouts in 15

Xiun photo by Bryne (iuarnotta

Junior forward Cathy Spence and the rest of the Minutewomen will play

host to the University of Hartford at 3 p.m. today at Boyden Field. It is

the final regular-season game for UMass.

games. She has made 31 saves and allow-

ed nine goals while posting a 0.60 goals

against average.

"We have to put it all together coming

into playoff time," Banda said. "We have

to exploit each player to get the most out

of them down the stretch."

Hartford comes into the game with a

record of 11-4-1. The Hawks, led by coach

Ted Stavropoulos, will be looking for a big

upset to lead into their last two games

against the University of Connecticut and

Adelphi University. They are coming off a

win over Monmouth.
"We just can't make any stupid

mistakes," Banda said. "Because we can't

give them a chance to tie us. At this time

of the season, every team is looking for a

way to get into the playoffs."

The scoring leader for the Hawks is

Kristin Huff. The sophomore forward has

continued on page 15

Series really

takes priority

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

The locker room buzzed with talk of the

Boston Red Sox and the New York Mets.

When the University of Massachusetts

football team wasn't talking about their

favorite pastime, they were talking about

their favorite pastime and the World

Series.

V/ith nearly half the team pulling for the

Red Sox and the other half rooting for the

other team, the uh. . . Mets, this reporter

wasn't able to get a whole lot of football-

type questions in edge-wise.

"Geez, this Series just ain't an easy call,"

the reporter said to no one in particular on

his Wednesday afternoon visit with the

football team.

Wearing a Red Sox hat bought on the

Campus Center Concourse, the reporter

didn't have much say in having his hat flip-

ped off and replaced by a Mets cap. Not

much say at all. Of course, he didn't care

a whole lot if a Mets cap was on his head

either.

On, off, on, off went his hat as he con-

tinued down one aisle and over to the next.

"This team officially endorses the Boston

Red Sox," senior left tackle John Benzinger

said, interrupting the reporter's questions.

No way around it. It's still baseball

season.

"Here, you put this on," said injured run-

ning back Anthony Strickland, flipping off

the reporters hat and replacing it with a

blue Mets cap.

"This team is a Mets team," several big

guys leaned over and said. "You keep that

hat on and you'll be safe in here."

Flip, off goes the hat and the white Red

Sox hat is donned again.

The reporter shakes his head.

"Let me out of here," he said.

He headed for the swinging doors at the

locker room's entrance but thought he

heard football talk and headed for the

secondary. Damn. It was just Andrew
Thomas talking about Canada, his

homeland. That's not even in the United

States.

"What does he know about baseball. He's

from Canada," junior defensive back Kirk

Williams said. "The Red Sox will win."

The reporter snuck out the door and fil-

ed his football story.

Minutewomen face BC
for the second time

UMass is favored
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

volleyball team will look to rebound from

Friday's straight-set loss to Penn State, as

the Minutewomen travel to Chestnut Hill

to face the Eagles of Boston College. UMass
is currently 19-3 overall and 4-2 in the

Atlantic 10.

BC and UMass have met once before,

with the Minutewoemen coming out on top

of a 15-10, 15-10 sweep ofthe Eagles at the

UMass Invitational tournament in early

September. The Eagles are fresh from a

straight-set sweeping of the University of

Connecticut on Sunday.

"They (BC) will be looking for us big

time," head coach Elaine Sortino said.

"They have all of their starters back this

time. We must be prepared for a tough,

tough match."

The big question is how well the

Minutewomen will be able to shrug off last

weekend's pounding at the hands of Penn

St. The spikers were given Saturday and

Sunday off due to a stretch of over 40 days

without a rest. But. according to Sorti lo,

UMass will be ready.

"I haven't seen the team since Friday, so

I really don't know how the loss will effect

them," Sortino said. "We're just going to

go into practice and work on the things that

didn't work for us on Friday. We'll be

ready."

Side Outs: Friday's loss marked the first

time the Minutewomen dropped a decision

at home. UMass was 12-0 going into the

Penn State match. . .senior hitter Violetta

Gladkowska was nominated for conference

Player-of-the-Week for the second time this

season. Gladkowska is currently fourth in

the A-10 in hitting efficiency (.298) with

125 kills in 292 attempts and 38 errors. In

her last three matches, the East Wareham,
MA, native has committed only two hitting

errors

Freshman setter Karen Ferguson was
nominated for freshman Player-of-the-

Week for the fourth time this year.

Ferguson amassed 82 assists in three mat-

ches last week and is currently second in

the A-10 in assists with an average of 10.00

per game (580 assists in 75 games).

Ferguson is also eighth in the A-10 in ser-

vices aces with an average of .397 per game
(23 aces in 58 games).

Junior middle hitter Marcy Guiliotis is

still in the conference lead in blocking with

107 blocks in 61 games (1.75 per game). For

national volleyball buffs, that places her

ahead of Elaina Oden, a sophomore at the

University of Pacific and a member ofthe

United States National Women's Team. .

.sophomore middle hitter Barbara Meehan
is right behind Guiliotis in second place

with 82 blocks in 61 games (1.34 per game).

Playoffs far away for Reid
and red-hot 6-1 Minutemen
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

With just four games re-

maining in the football

season, the playoffs look

like a sure bet for the 6-1

University of

Massachusetts.

Right? Wrong.
With three of their final

four opponents ranked in

the NCAA-IAA National

Poll for much ofthe season,

the Minutemen have plenty

of blood to spill before they

start thinking about
playoffs.

Coming off a solid 34-25

victory over Boston Univer-

sity, at Nickerson Field

Saturday, the Minutemen
appear to finally be playing

their best of the year.

"I'm really, really proud

of this football team and its

staff," UMass first-year

head coach Jim Reid said.

"We turned three fourth-

down plays into first downs
and the only reason we tried

on the field goal <sophomore

Silvio Bonvini s missed

48-yard attempt) was
because it was fourth-

and-12. If it was fourth-and-

eight we would've gone for

it."

For now, the Minutemen
are in the midst of prepar-

ing for unbeaten Holy
Cross. At 8-0, the Crusaders

are presently ranked sixth

in the NCAA-IAA National

Poll and are looking for a

big win over what will be

this weekend's Game of

New England.

Led by the now almost

God-like Gordie Lockbaum,
the two-way sensation pro-

filed in Sports Illustrated,

the Cri:c.aders are threaten

ing to become the little

Boston College ofthe 1980"s

as Lockbaum's heroics are

reaching Flutiesque

proportions.

Big deal, Lockbaum's
great efforts have been, for

the most part, against

margins i opponents.

Minuteman Mutterings:

Reid has not made a deci-

sion as to who will start at

O'arterback for Saturday's

ganij at Holy Cross in

Worcesttr. After four days

come to a decision on Thurs-

day. . . Sophomore quarter-

back Dave Palazzi was
awarded the Co-Yankee
Conference Offensive

Player of the Week for his

15 of 23 for 167 yards, one

touchdown passing perfor-

mance in relief of Tim
Bryant in Saturday's win at

BU. He was also named to

the first team ECAC All-

Star team for his efforts.

For UMass, the coaching

staff announced sophomore

nose guard Rob Cullen and

junior outside linebacker

Todd Rundle were named
Defensive Players of the

Game vs. BU. . . Sophomore

tailback Kevin Smellie (57

yards, four rushing

touchdowns), senior co-

captain Stan Kaczorowski

and sophomore right tackle

Nick Salmon were named
Players of the Game . . .

Rundle's two quarterback

sacks vs. BU (including one

on BU's own goal-line)

helped boost his team-

leading 61 tackles for a loss.

Junior strong safety Jim

Vertucci is second with 30

tackles for a loss.
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Violence erupts in Southwest after Sox lose
' ^^ J^ . _ , . - . "It was a shame that the police allowed Yancey to get

Black man injured in brawl alleges racial motivation
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

A 19-year-old black male student was among ten peo-

ple treated at the infirmary eaily Tuesday morning for

injuries recieved in what was apparently a riot in the

Southwest Residential Area.

Yancey Robinson was released yesterday morning after

he was treated for a twisted knee cap, injuries to his ab-

domen, and extensive cuts and bruises when he was

beaten by a mob of whites that had mistaken him for

another black student.

"I was beaten up just because I wat- black," Robinson

said.

Robinson said he was returning to his dormitory after

studying in the Campus Center. As he approached Ken-

nedy at 12:30 p.m., he heard noise coming from the

Coolidge side of the building.

"Once I got inside the building, two black males started

banging on the doors," Robinson said. "1 noticed blood

coming from one of these male's hands," he said.

Robinson said that when he asked them what was go-

ing on, "They told me that a racial riot had started as a

result of the final game of the World Series, and that

Senators may
request censure

of Bennett
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Student Government Association President Bill Bennett

might come under fire at tonight's senate meeting as two

senators plan to propose censuring him for shouting

vulgarities at last week's meeting.

At that meeting Bennett insulted Cashin House Senator

Tony Rudy for requesting a role call and his former Assis-

tant to the President W. Greg Rothman for asking the

senate speaker to rule the president out of order. Rudy

had already called two quorums during that meeting.

John Adams Senator Arthur Stephenson said Bennett

is trying to impress the new senators.

"I don't think his actions show any respect for the stu-

dent government," he said.

If another senator had used foul language on the senate

floor, Stephenson said he would not support it either.

Posters of an enlarged excerpt from the Collegian story

quoting Bennett's vulgar remarks at the last senate

meeting were posted around campus Monday and Tues-

day. A line on the bottom of the posters read "Censure

Bill Bennett."

Stephenson and Rudy, who were reportedly seen carrj--

ing stacks of these posters, denied direct involvement with

them.
Bennett said, "The whole situation is becoming untor-

tunate."

They critize radical lefl-wingers but they are radical

right-wingers, Bennett added. "They will do anything to

cause trouble. They have no principles."

Rudy, Stephenson and Rothman say a senate majority

supports their desire to censure Bennett, which con-

tradicts what the president seems to believe.

whites were beating up blacks, both male and female."

"When I went outside to see what was going on, 1 notic-

ed people with bats and sticks, and saw two golf clubs,"

Robinson said. "I picked one up and proceeded towards

Crampton," he said.

Robinson said he stopped to talk to a female friend who

was crying. "As I asked her what was wrong, I saw a white

male smash a window to gain entrance to Crampton," he

said.

As Robinson moved closer to the window, he said, a

police officer grabbed him by the arm without informing

him of her intentions. "I tried to pull away, and started

running because I was afraid of being blamed for the

broken window," he said.

Robinson said someone in the crowd then accused him

of being a black student who had hit a white student on

the pyramids.

"Without looking around I began to run toward my

dorm, but I was apprehended by the mob before I could

get inside," he said.

Robinson said he was knocked unconscious when he was

kicked in the head, side, and ribs with construction boots,

and beaten with sticks and poles.

"I was saved by someone who said I wasn't the right

"It was a shame that the police allowed Yancey to get

thrashed for approximately 50 seconds without taking ac-

tion," Stephen Gobourne, who said he was there at the

time, said.

Director of Public Safety Gerald O'Neil said what went

on was a result of a World Series. "I can not classify it

at as a racial riot," he said.

Senior Megen Gallagher said the violence began when

a group of unruly fans stood on the southwest pyramids.

Southwest residents had begun standing on the pyramids

after Red Sox games following the team's victory in the

championship series. (Photo page 14).

'They were burning paper, throwing bottles, and break-

ing windows." she said.

"Around midnight I noticed a lot of people with badges

standing around. I don't know if they were police, but they

weren't doing anything," Gallagher said. "They were just

kind of letting the situation get out of hand," she said.

Police were called to the scene at 12:12 a.m., Peter

O'Neil, spokesman for the public information office said.

When they arrived there were about 1,000 people out

side. Peter O'Neil said. "There were fights, and people

injured." he said.

"No arrests were made because police were more con-

cerned with taking care of people who were hurt," he said.

Robinson said he "wants to see that justice is done."

Collcfnan photo by Rob Skelton

LOST HIS HAIR WITH A BET - Wheeler dormitory resident Russell Carroll receives a

head shave from Wheeler resident Carl Stafford while about 50 people »ook on behind that

dormitory yesterday. The shave was the result of a bet over the outcome of the World benes.

Field House Senator Nate Moore said, "He [Bennett] is

not alone. I think he has the majority.

Rudy said Bennett has disappointed him, adding he

helped Bennett on his presidential campaign last

semester. "I worked for a week until three o'clock in the

morning."
Bennett said Rudy, Stephenson and Rothman helped "a

little" but Nate Moore and Rents and Fees Committee

Chairperson Mark DeNyse were more instrumental.

Moore said, "Mark DeNyse and I were basically the ac-

tive campaigners from the beginning to the end."

Because the senate ruled last semester that no SGA
member shall be censured without first attending a hear-

ing, Se ^ate Speaker Paul Wingle did not include the pro-'

posal to censure Bennett on the agenda for tonight's

meeting.

Ballot question asks voters

to review county government
By KATHLEEN DUNICAN
Collegian Correspondent

One of the questions on the November

4th ballot asks residents of Hampshire

County to vote to establish a commission

that would conduct a comprehensive

review ofthe county government system.

It is a binding referendum, which means

that if it is approved by the voters it will

go into effect. The question is two-

pronged, asking that voters also choose

commissioners to serve on the charter

review. Five commissioners will be

elected at large, and 10 commissioners

will be elected by precinct.

Once the commission takes office, it will

have until May 4, 1988 to report its fin-

dings to the state legislature, and to

recommend a form of county government

for Hampshire County.

A chapter of the Massachusetts State

Law passed in January provides for these

charter review commissions in counties

across the state. According to the law,

there are three already established, accep-

table forms of county government after

which the commissioners may choose to

model their recommendation.

One is the county executive plan, which

includes a county executive, elected every

four years to a ftill-time position; a chief

continued on page 13

Report calls for funding to make
UMass 'best in the northeast'
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

In an effort to make the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst the "best in the

northeast in five years," it will ask the

state for $21.5 million in funding for new
programs on the Amherst campus in fiscal

years 1988 to 1992.

A report prepared by Provost Richard

O'Brien outlines the uses to which the

money would be put, including

maintenance, computers, and better pay for

graduate student assistants.

The report calls for the expenditure of

$8.5 million in FY '88 in a push for "quali-

ty for the Commonwealth."
"It is a hard fact that public higher

education in Massachusetts, as measured

by the excellence of the flagship campus,

is inferior to that in most industrial states

and many nonindustrial ones...Why should

this be?" the report says, contending that

"The University of Massachusetts at

Amherst can and should join the group of

the finest public universities in the nation.

"First, we intend to become best in the

Northeast. Then we will be ready for the

larger competition," the report says.

For FY '88 and '89, UMass-Amherst ad-

ministrators are requesting more than $3

million for facilities maintenence, to begin

addressing a maintenance backlog of more

than $20 million dollars that the O'Brien

continued on page 6
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Man hides wife's murder
by planting oriental garden

AP photo

MACHEL FUNERAL - Soldiers carry the coffin containing the

body of former Mozambican President Samora Machei during the

funeral for the leader Tuesday. Machei was killed in a plane crash

last week.

Challenger debates Dukakis

PLYMOUTH (Al'i A man iUarMi'|l

Tuesday with the murder ol' his wilt-

allegedly killed her five months aj^i*. huninl

the bodv in their backyard and i-«)Vfr.'d up

the crime by telling' nei^dihors ho was plan

ting an inentai garden, a prosecutor said.

Charles C. Delanev 111, 2\l v^;l^ ;.itvst.-(i

Tuesday morning as he came oil dui> inmi

his security guard post at Jordan Hospital,

sa, Plymouth County District Attorney

W.iharn C O'Malley

Police using heav>- excavating equipment

dug up the body of Pom Song Delaney
.
27

Her body, found wrapped in a sheet, was

taken to Southwood Hospital for an autop

sy. O'Malley said a preliminary investiga-

tion indicates the woman was strangled

with a rope.

Mrs. Delaney was last reported alive on

April 30. On May 3, Delaney telephoned

the woman's mother in South Korea and

told her his wife had been killed in a car

accident in Boston.

But her mother asked the South Korean

government ofTicials contacted the Red
Crnao wV>o vi'pr*> *rt\i\ hv TV»«jton nolir*» tbn*

tlu>y had no record of the accident, the

district attorney said.

After conducting its own investigation

unsuccessfully, the Red Cross contacted

Plymouth County authorities, which laun

<h.'d a mi.ssing person's probe

( ) Malley declined to comment on what

Delaney might have told friends, famil>

and neighbors about the disappearance of

his wife. Mrs. Delaney had .separated from

husband and stayed with friends in June

lion City, Kan., but returned about ow
month before the slaying.

The prosecutor declined to comment on

a possible motive. Delaney, when alleged

ly burying his wife, told neighbors he was

planting an oriental garden, O'Malley said.

Mrs. Delaney was a South Korean native.

Delaney, a former U.S. Army staff

sergeant, was wounded in Lebanon during

the time of the U.S. peacekeeping forces in

that war-torn nation, O'Malley said.

The couple had two sons, ages 5 and 6.

The slaying was the fourth in this South

Shore town this year.

BOSTON (AP) - Republican George

Kariotis found himself battling Gov.

Michael D. Dukakis - and the Boston Red

Sox — as he tried to use the final debate

of the governor's race to gain some atten-

tion for his uphill campaign.

Kariotis was counting on a big audience

Monday night to witness his second head-

to-head meeting with the Democratic in-

cumbent. Despite the Red Sox' World

Series appearance draining off potential

viewers, he said the televised debate should

aid him in whittling down Dukakis'

50-point lead.

"I need the exposure. I think it will do

me a lot of good," Kariotis said after the

two men hale an often stormy discussion

of issues including taxes, housing and

abortion.

Dukakis, like Kariotis, refused to claim

victory. He said he liked "mixing it up. I'm

not sure how much light came out of this,

but I think we learned some things."

The blunt-spoken Kariotis tried to re-

main on the offensive. He repeatedly ask-

ed Dukakis what he had done to meet his

1982 campaign promises to aid education,

the homeless and other needs.

"Where have you been, besides polishing

your image for national office," said

Kariotis, a high tech businessman who

entered the race after the GOP could find

no other candidate.

Dukakis, appearing more cambative

than he did in their first debate Saturday,

missed no opportunity to criticize Kariotis'

performance as the state's economic affairs

secretary from 1979 through 1982. He also

tried to tie the Republican to his former

boss. Gov. Edward J. King, and to the

GOP's woes in this election year.

"Anybody who thinks Greg Hyatt and

Royall Switzler ought to be in his cabinet

is certainly an expert on how to pick good

people," Dukakis said sarcastically, refer-

ring to Kariotis' one-time pledge to hire the

two discredited GOP candidates for gover-

nor if elected.

Harvard accidentally destroys

Business School records
BOSTON (AP) - Harvard University con-

firmed yesterday that it accidentally

destroyed Business School tenure delibera-

tion records it was ordered by a federal

judge to produce in a sex discrimination

suit,

"I wouldn't be surprised if the plaintiffs

attorney tries to kick up a storm over this,"

said Martin Michaelson, the university's

deputy general counsel. "Some papers

which are also most peripherally related to

the case were inadvertently destroyed."

But Michaelson said Harvard was mak-

ing efforts to reconstruct the flies, which

concern other tenure requests during the

past decade. The university remains con-

fident it will win the case, he went on.

The suit was filed in U.S. District Court

by Barbara Bund Jackson, a former

associate professor of industrial marketing,

who claimed she was denied tenure at the

Business School because of her sex. She is

now employed by a management con-

sulting firm.

Her lawyer, Evan T. Lawon. said a status

conference on the case with District Judge

W. Arthur Garrity Jr. on Tuesday was ex-

pected to center on the destroyed files,

which Lawson had requested when the suit

was filed in December 1984. Lawson con-

tends the papers may offer crucial support

to his case.
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Local meditation group holds lecture

Opponents hand out conflicting information

Collegian photo by Rob Skelton

Jay Latham

By KELLY SIEGER
Collegian Staff

People attending the annual lecture by

a local transcendental meditation group

last night were handed leaflets as a local

fellowship club called the practice an off-

spring to traditional Indian religion.

Ninety people attended the lecture, held

at University of Massachusetts by the

Amherst Transcendental Meditation

Center, and were given a piece of paper out-

side the door explaining the New
Testaments Fellowship's arguments

against transcendental meditation.

Upon entering the room, aides to the lec-

turer collected the pieces of paper, saying

the information had nothing to do with the

lecture.

According to the fellowship's informa-

tion, taken from a book titled Transcenden-

tal Hesitation by Calvin Miller,

transcendental meditation uses mantra,

claimed to be meaningless sounds, which

are actually representing sixteen gods in-

volved in the Hindu religion.

Jay Latham, a transcendental meditator

for fourteen years as well as an instructor,

apologized to foreigners on behalf of the

fellowship, saying there was a "certain

level of prejudice in the room against

foreigners, especially against the

Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, because he is

from India."

The lecture itself was an hour long in-

troduction to the physical, mental and

societal benefits of transcendental

meditation.

The crowd's reaction was favorable un

til Latham introduced the $145.00 non-

refundable fee, for the four lessons

necessary to start transcendental

meditation.

"I want to take the course, but that's a

lot of money to have no guarantee," said

Jill Goldman, a first-year UMass Japanese

major. "It's so hard to be sure."

Al Rand, a UMass sophomore liberal ma-

jor, said "I'm going to go to the interview

anyway. My dad's going to think I'm go

ing crazy, joining a cult."

Amherst police

assist at
UMass campus
At 12:24 a.m. yesterday Amherst police were called in

to assist University of Massachusetts police with the

dispersing of a crowd of students in the Southwest

Residential Area at UMass.

The crowd disturbance began after the World Series

game Tuesday. Amherst and UMass police had the crowd

under control within 20 minutes, Amherst police said.

At 4:50 p.m. Tuesday, police received a report of liquor

law violation from a Main Street package store.

A 20-year old female was observed outside of the

package store after trying to purchase alcohol with an

altered Montana state driver's license, police said.

The young woman will be charged with attempting to

purchase alcohol and possessing false identification, police

said. • . i

At 10:41 a.m. a female South East Street resident

reported a burgulary at her apartment occuring at about

9 a.m. .

The woman told police that someone had broken into

her apartment leaving the door ajar and leaving behind

a portable stereo. A blue coat with a value of $250 was

missing from the apartment, police said.

-LAURA TOMASETTI and STUART GAMBLE

Collegian photo by Rob Skelton

ARTSY IMAGE - Senior Communications major Michael Conti works on a mask project

yesterday in the basement of New Africa House.

Local railroad enthusiasts gather

to trade train tales with each other
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

Dr. Harold Harris, a South Hadley resident and a

lifelong railroad enthusiast, has been a member of the

Amherst Railway Society since 1972.

He calls the organization as "a group of railroad fans,

both model and real, who love railroads for a variety of

reasons."

"We are a cross section of social, cultural, and socio-

economic groups from top to bottom, white and blue col-

lar workers are brought together," he said, "There are

very few things that can do that. These people speak a

common language."

Harris first became interested in the railroad at an early

age, riding the the trains in Chicago as a child. When he

was a student at Dartmouth College he traveled to and

from his home by train.

"Back then you could go about 100 miles for one dollar.

A person could travel from Cleveland to Chicago for about

20 dollars," he said.

The Amherst Railway Society held its monthly meeting

this month at the Goessmann East building on the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts campus. Sixty of the members at-

tended and listened to guest speaker Phillip Larson, the

General Manager of the Central Vermont Railway. Lar-

son spoke about innovations in train engines and the use

of new cars that carry automobiles, and presented a slide

sHow
Club members responded to Larson's presentation with

questions about current railroad issues, innovations, and

the locations of several of his slides.

The 175-member society was created in the 1960's
"

basically to carry on railroading," society president

Snopek said.

"We go on several train trips a year, and have meetings

once a month with movies and guest lecturers, he said,

adding that students are welcome to join.

The society donates money for scholarships to engineer

ing students at UMass, Snopek said.

"Next month's scheduled speaker is a student who is

doing masters degree research with society money," he

said. „ . . ,

"We have a show at the Eastern States Exposition each

year in February," Snopek said. "Railroad collectors show

their models and antiques, and dealers sell their pro-

ducts." „ ., ,. ^

"It used to be held in the Student Union Building here

at UMass, but we outgrew it, " he said. For the past five

years the society has held its show at the exposition.

Bi-annual Health Services workshop to

help problem drinkers will begin next week
By JENNIFER FINOCCIO
Collegian Correspondent

Next Tuesday will mark the first session of this year's

student opportunity program, a series of five group

workshops aimed at helping problem drinkers to curb

their drinking habits.

STOP was established several years ago by the Health

Education Department of the Health Services There are

two series ofSTOP each year, one during the fall semester

and another during the spring semester. Amy LeojU'-bel.

the program director said. Each series is started by in-

tervfewfwith students who think they could benefit from

the program.
. ^^

These preliminary interviews, this year being conducted

bv LeosUrbel, usually address the person s history of

drinkTng, drinking habits and "a lot about why the per-

son is coming," Leos-Urbel said.

"I also ask the person if he/she has ever gone anywhere

else for help, and, if not, why now?" she said.

During the meetings participants discuss their drink-

ing problems and try to analyze their patterns of drinking.

"One technique," Leos-Urbel said, "is to keep a log of

drinking habits," montitoring when, where and why each

drink is taken. This makes the people more conscious,

more aware of their reasons for drinking. After this,

members can set personal goals each time they decide to

drink, such as decreasing by 50 percent their normal

drinking amount, she said.

Another strategy used in STOP is group "brainstorm-

ing" to find methods for controlling drinking. Within these

group discussions, members help each other and

themselves come up with possible reasons and solutions

. . coqtuiue^ ^"PP^ i ^

Indian student to

publish newsletter
By NORIKO OTAKE
Collegian Correspondent

The American Indian Student Association, founded in

1981, will put together a newsletter to inform the general

public about upcoming native-American events and

issues. Dawn Boisvert, the editor of the news letter said.

As an English/Journalism major, Boisvert decided to

publish newsletters to meet her independent study re-

quirements under the supervision ofjournalism Professor

Sara Grimes.

"I want to become involved with American Indian issues

and get rid of stereotypes of Indians. ' she said. "People

think all Indians have long hair, high cheek bones and

big noses, but all of us don't.

"When I tell people I am an Indian, they ask me Can

you do rain dance?'

Boisvert said she is the second person who tried to put

together a newsletter. Last year, an AISA member

published a news letter and sent them only to American

Indian students and a few faculty members, but he didn't

have time to continue the newsletter, she said.

The first edition of the newsletter will be published by

Boisvert at the beginning of November. She is going to

publish it monthly in this semester, and possibly next

semester, though her independent study will end. But she

said she hopes somebody will take over her job.

An advisor of AISA wrote an article for the first edition

of the news letter. Boisvert wrote an editorial and inter-

viewed an AISA member. Seventy-five AISA members

were encouraged to get involved in the news letter by

writing poems and making drawings, she said.

The AISA supplies paper for the news letter and

Boisvert can make .some copies free of charge in Whitmore

Administration Building. Boisvert said she is going to

send them to cluster offices and ask Residential Assistants

to make copies and distrubite them to resiHpnto

She will mail the news letter to certain faculty members

and American Indians in the New England area who came

to the annual Powwow, an native-American festival held

in September.

One of the coming events to be listed in the newsletter

is "Native American Arts" which will be held in Augusta

Savage Gallery in New Africa house from November 1

through 21, Boisvert said.

, . .".Everybody is invited »o»c«me,'' she said.
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• stop
cijntinued from pugt 3

for their drinking. The groups are %er>' small, under 12

people in each, to make discussion as comfortable and

presonable as possible, she said.

STOP has never had a problem with too many people

wanting to join. LeosUrbel said.

"Unfortunately, a lot of people won't come forward who

could really benefit," she said

The most difficult problem for problem drinkers to over-

come is denial. Leos-Urbel said.

"Once a {>erson can pick up a phone and say, *I am an

alcoholic; I need help." they have taken the first step."

she said.

Leos L'rbel pointed out that "STOP is not ALcoholics

Anonymous." The purpose of this program is to help

establish, during a relatively short p)enod of time, whether

or not there is a problem and to offer possible strategies

to start solving it

•'Even if there is a glimmer in the back of your mind

that there may be a problem, coming to STOP sessions

can be the first step to finding out." she said.

In some cases Alcoholics Anonymous is the next step.

Leos-Urbel said.

"A.A. is very useful for alcoholics." Leos-Urbel said.

Leos-Urbel wanted * -" 'e the fact that aii 'op^

anrf d:-c'j.-sion.? are cu ..iless the students wa.i"

-e of their records in some way. Leos-Urbel i?

' '" • to-one "
- : "ation with students

ive a pf' :.ut cannot join the

T'olleKidn phiiK, h> B\rrii (.u.iturtW

LEAF ME ALONE - Hampshire College sophomore Ann Russell tries to control leaves over

the weekend.

FRED VIllARtS

STUDIO OF

SELF DEFENSE

6 Weeks Karate - 549 95

Uniform only $i CX)

253-7349
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Dear Student,

There's someihing you can

Jo tor a -shon time each

Ja'v that will improsc

evc- . • -our lite— your

grade-, >iHit iuiure career, your

relationships, eserything

—

all at

the '•ame tune. What's iTH.)rc. it's

eas\ to do. Oser 1.0(>f).CKX> stu-

jjnts ha'vc experienced the bene-

Si'.s. \nd \tM.i ^an too.

> ';i'i! icarr ab'i'it ;' Mi<sn at

If you really want
to know how to

improve your grades,

your career, and
your life, there's an
upcoming lecture

you shouldn't miss.

ilie uiu'ieu neid ul all ihk ,-.

ii,,!i!' ..- !.--, nhvJ h^ iTiOi!.

')'• "-

science. .-\nd ar>out tio-.v me I \1

technique lets \ou experience 'ti.-

Ulnlied tleld \sith.:

scK'usness. And at'ii'ui mi-^ Uuii >

pcricnce, gained rcsiularly,

brings you the supptirt ot all the

lav^s ot nature.

1 .h

,iue. and regardk ;i

alreads heard at'. I M,
,::iertainine i.ilk '^u' - ;

' e

and enlighten \i',. M '. .!;

thai, i! ma\ nvcU v!utnk:e '.our iiie.

My name is Kcmii Blair I'm

presiden! ol ihc siuden! go\ern-

meni at Maharishi Iniernational

L'nnersiiy, «here siudenis. tac-

ulty, and stall all practice ihe TM
technique. 1 want to tell >ou three

things about the upcoming lecture:

IAt the lecture, you'll learn

hov^ the simple, natural TM
technique, which is practiced

tor 15-20 minutes twice a day.

brings profound benefits to mind

and body, and how these benefits

automatically improve one's social

behavior, school and job per-

formance, and much more.

" 17' xperiencinf the unified

WLJfuld through the TM
technique really gives me more

iupport of nature. As soon as I

began T\4. exerythbig became

easier, and my grade-point

average went up a whole point!"

— Sam Boothby

Ph.D. candidate

Education

Har>0rd L mi er^ity

Scientific Research

l^«.4P>«#«#.|^^^#.##,|^ If

2
TM

rhe

;'-)

And >ou'll learn that a lot ot the

research findings are dirccil\ rele-

vant tu your personal and aca-

demic development as a student.

Here, lor example, is a partial list

lit ihe research results in the Held

cJiKaimn:

UiLreascd intel!;

iinprkued compiciicii-i.in.

conccniration. and memor>

Hi. amine abili!>

inci cased ^peed in sohinc

problems

increased creati\ i'\

broader comprehension and

abilii> to tocus attention

unproved academic

pertormance

reduced stress and anxiety

decreased use of drugs.

alcohol, and cigarettes

increased happiness

improved relationships be-

tvvcen students and teachers

improved mind-body

coordination

improved athletic performance

Now. I'm sure you'd like to

have some of those qualities grow-

ing in yoar life. Well you can.

And the beautiful thing is that

these qualities grow naturally.

simply as a result of practicing the

TM technique.

World Peace
3|-inally. if you are con-

cerned not just with your

own future, but also the

future ot our nation and the

world, there's even more reason
:• "\ the lecture.

because the TM tech-

nicjue diK?sn't lust help the in-

dividii.i! The inherence eeneraied

wlv, 1 M exiend-

Miviciv a~ a wiKue Kcscarch has

.wn that when as Imie as the

-.quarv r,<, )• ..'! i>:it pi.'ve!i! i>t a

population practices '.he TM pro-

gram and Its advanced aspects, ihi.

entire population becomes more

orderly, peaceful, and p'oeicsMXc.

" TTT^yJ « the best antidote

M. ! M ro stress I know of.

Hhen individuals are free of

•iiress. they behave more har-

moniously. I'm convinced that if

people practiced TM. world

paice would be a reality.
"

—Kurleinh I). A/n?

Director. Institute for H orUI

Leadership

Former Director-General,

Caribbean Community and

Common Market

This "Super Radiance Effect"

has been demonstrated in commun-
ities, cities—even entire nations.

This brings great hope for the

future, because it means that the

age-old problems of world peace

may at last have a solution.

It Works!

If
you're wondering how one

simple technique can bring

so many benefits to mind,

Kxly. behavior, and even the world

as a whole, 1 urge you to attend the

free lecture. The explanation you'll

hear is at once simple, scientific,

and profound.

jL ItA important part of

being a peak performer. It

gives you the ability to excel in

an environment of stress, to

make rapid decisions based on

rapid changes, and to do so

functioning very well.

"

—Christopher Hegarty, l*resident

Hegarty and X ssociales

'son I ranciscn, CA

" ^LJ hen you practice TM,

you can experience the

full range of education—not

just gaining classroom know-

ledge, but developing the

knower, and that's yourself!"

—Karen Blasdell

Ph.D. candidate

Seuroscience

Maharishi International

University

The main thing, however, is

thai I \1 i^iirks. 1 know irom niv

own expenence. I've been praciic-

iiie the technique lor 6 vc.us. and

iis made me more relaxed, vei

more dvnamic and piodudivc \s

a resiili, I'm eniovine ereau-r suc-

cess --both in .ind oil! iM ihe

clas-,rooni!

< >l coiitse, wheihei \<ni start the

1 M lechniqiie oi iioi is up lo ;>ou

liiii docsii'i II iiKike sense lo ai

le.isi .iiieiui ihe leciuie' II even ten

IX'iceiii ol wluii I've san.! about

1 M proves lo be irue, think what

It coiilil mean for vour achieve-

ment and happiness Jiir the rest oj

vinir life.

Free Lecture

The dale and time

of (he lecture is

given below. I

hope you'll be there, and

don't hesitate to bring

your friends; you'll be

doing a great thing for

theni as well!

Wishing you success

in all that you do,

Ke\in Blair

President, Student

Government
Maharishi International

Unixersiiv

Transcendental Meditation
i J!.... I 'ukni.il Mi-i!il,ii',ii\

, . Mic VV.vl.! ]
I !M\a -

mHPi. .lU.iil.ll iM
'

"

FREE LECTURE
IN THE CAMPUS CENTER

Wed. Oct. 2912:15 Room 101
Wed. Oct. 297:30 PM Room 101
Thurs. Oct. 307:30 PM Room 163

Feminists discuss power
and sexuality at Holyoke
By MATTHEW SHAKESPEARE
Collegian Correspondent

SOUTH HADLEY-Feminists Janice

Raymond and Julia Penelopie, addressed

a crowd of more than one hundred people

Monday evening at Mount Holyoke College

third day of talks in the Feminism Sexuali-

ty and Power conference currently being

held at Mount Holyoke College.

Janice Raymond, a women's studies pro-

fessor at the University of Massachusetts

lectured first, addressing "From Liberation

to Libertarianism: Depoliticising in Drag."

She opened by saying she would address

the subject of intercourse, and the issue of

lesbian sexual liberation.

Libertarianism is a <*chool of feminist

thought that condones various sexual acts

between consenting individuals, such as

sado-masochism, sex role fantasies,

Butch/femme typing, and pederasty.

"Libertarians are inarticulate to sex in

relation to all of life, this does not do justice

to itisex)," she said. "Woman's sexuality

has been remodeled on the model of a male

sexuality."

Libertarianism is currently involved in

a debate with more 'mainstream" feminist

thought on such issues as pornography.

"Libertarians lack a concept of

power.. .and woman's lack of it," Raymond

said. "You can't bracket sexuality from the

power discourse," she said.

Raymond accused libertarians of trying

to remove "sexuality from critique." and

put it in a "rarefied atmosphere," one that

is removed from the political atmosphere.

The libertarians create a "conservative

sexual discourse" that "tunnels back to

Freud. " Raymond said. This, she said,

makes "sexuality take on a social motor us-

ing male power models."

'Can we so readily believe," she said

"sex(uality) is our (woman's) solution

(while encompassing the male power

modes)?" she said.

"There is no simplistic view of sex, it can

be vengeance, utility, anger," she conclud-

ed, referring to libertarians "laissez-faire

attitudes of consensual acts between

individuals.

Julia Penelopie, a visiting professor of

linguistics at Washington University and

a CO creator of "The Dyke Trivia Games,"

spoke second on "Controlling interests and

consuming passions: sexual metaphors."

"A lot of lesbians are insecure about sex-

uality, we haven't questioned the assump-

tions of sexuality, where sex and power are

linked," Penelopie said.

'No lifestyle should escape scrutiny," she

said.

"Orgasm is the locus of the battle for con-

trol," she said. "The final act of war is

death. Orgasm is referred to as the little

death," she said.

"Strength and control are the issues we

must address, and perhaps dissolve," she

said.

Following the two addresses, moderator

Anne Fergusen invited questions from the

floor.

Gayle Reuben, a libertarian and sado-

masochism advocate said, "A lot of women

don't get li.stened to" in the libertarian por-

nography debates, she said. "Those vic-

timized get listened to. those who've been

empowered don't."

"I resent the implication that I am less

able to make a decision in this society... you

make it seem as though we (sado-

masochists) are less able to think."

Professor Raymond said, "You and I

disagree forceably on political issues. I can

rationalize my beliefs and maybe you can

rationalize yours, but we will never agree."

THIS IS IT

^OUR BIGGEST SALE OF THE YEAR^

AMHERST
MUSICHOUSE

AND GUITAR WORKSHOP

MIDNIGHT

Wed., Oat 29th

10 A.M. - MIDNIGHT

ENTIRE

III

1\\ NO. PLEASANT ST. (CARRIAGE SHOPS)

AMHERST

l_ 549-1728

Colleftian photo by Rob Skflton

Members of Hillel near a succah dispersal on the Campus Center

yesterday as students pass below.
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'Drink Spcciofe
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The Under Secretaiy nfDefense. Dr. Fred

C. Ikle, will speak on "Reflections After

Iceland. "at 7:30 tonight in Mahar
Auditorium.
Chancellor Joseph Duffy will introduce

Dr. Ikle who is the second highest-ranking

official in the United States Department of

Defense and a major achitect of U.S. policy

in Central America.

The program is free and open to the

public at a speech sponsored by the Five

College Program in Peace and World

Security Studies.

• report
continued from page 1

report

says "has become detrimental to the quality of our

teaching, research, and public service." The

maintenance money would be used for repairs to buildmgs

and library renovation, handicapped access, asbestos

removal and a better system of providing minor repairs

on the campus, which the report says contains "356

buildings of all sizes, 16 miles of roadways, and 50 miles

of sidewalks."

Deploring the fact that the UMass library is now rank

ed 83rd among the 100 largest US research libraries, the

report calls for nearly $500,000 in library funds.

And more than $2 million should be spent over the next

five years on an academic computer program involving

2,500 public computer workstations for students, 1,500

stations for faculty and staff, and corresponding software,

the report says.

The plan also calls for $4 million to be spent on graduate

stipends between now and FY '92 because "our stipend

levels are simply not high enough to attract the best

graduate applicants to the campus."

BRING ANY PAPER
AT ANY STAGE

PEER TUTORS CAN HELP

B-24 Baker 7-9 PM
Peirpont 7-9 PM

Wednesday, October 29, 1986

Collegian photo by Nick Sokolo''

Senior BUI McPherson looks through landscape equipment while senior Michelle Stavish

sits below.

All shows $2.00
Showtlmes: 6:00, 8:15. 10:30pm
October 30th Campus Center Auditorium

Spontofd by Arnold Air Society
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MANDARIN SZECHUEN CUISINE

"The BEST Chinese Food"

lOBelchertownRd.

at Route 9

Amherst

256-0252
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Boneless Bar-B-Q Small targe

Spare Ribs '2*° »'4'""

Luncheon
Specials

$Q25
From ^^J served 11 a.m.

-3 p.m.

New Buffet &
Sunday Brunch

Buffet Served 5-8

Mon.-Thurs.
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Sunday 11:30-3
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The
Amazing
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and his
BLOOD
CURDLING
Door
of
Death

Norman Bigelow • Escape Artist
October 30, 1986, 8 p.m.

UMass Student Union Ballroom
Admission: Two Dollars

Brought to you by thu Coiiiiiiuter Area Government
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Crab apple trees will not

be chopped in Pittsfield
PITTSFIELD (API - Tm- lovers have

persuaded a Suptrior Court judgf to issue

a temporary restraining order prohibiting

the city from chopping wdown a dozen

flowering crab apples.

The order, signed by Judge John Murphy

on Monday, gi\«s tht 30-year-old trees

growing in a four-block long section of me-

dian across from the court house and

library a reprieve depending arguments

scheduled for Thursday in Berkshire

Superior Court.

City and state officials want to remove

and replace thr trees as part of a $3 million

state and federally financed program aim-

ed at in.stalling a large drainage pipe under

the median lanes. They contend that it

could cost $500,000 and jeapordize the pro-

ject to change the design to save the trees.

The court suit, filed by Glen Heller of

nearby Monterey, acting as his own at-

torney, capped a six-month-long fight by

local garden clubs and other groups to save

the trees.

"They say it would cost $500,000. but we

feel there are other alternatives that could

be cheaper than taking out the trees."

HelU'r said vesterdav

Heller, who runs a computerized stock

market survey service, described himself

as "just a confirmed free market capitalist

who happens to like to look at trees."

"The city has given in to the road

builders," maintained Peter Arlos.

Berkshire County treasurer and a member

of the Pittsfield City Council. "Tbose trees

are magnificent, just beautiful when they

are in bloom. If the city stood up for those

trees there would be no problem in mak

ing the changes. The engineers will pro-

bably make many more substantive

changes in the project as it moves along.

The trees were planted on the 17 -foot-

wide median in 1957 by the city Shade Tree

Commission as the first of several "spec

taculars" the group planned to promote

trees, said Louise Rumpp, a member of the

city's downtown task force and an early

tree supporter.

She said she "wished Heller well" in his

court fight but she and some other conser-

vationists are now willing to consider a

compromise, which includes replacement

of the existing trees. "Originally, the plans

called for just a concrete median," she said.

Bar elects first womanpresident

BOSTON (AP) - The
Massachusetts Bar Associa-

tion has for the first time in

it's 75year history selected

a woman as its president.

Alice E. Richmond, a

member of the state Board

of Bar Overseers, is a trial

lawyer and partner in the

Boston law firm ot Hemen-

way and Barnes.

She has served as the

association's treasurer and

vice president of the

17,000-member bar

association.

The 1972 Harvard Law
School graduate served as

an assistant Suffolk County

district attorney from 1973

to 1976 and was a special

assistant attorney general

in 1976 and 1977.

Richmond has been an

assistant professor of law at

New England School of Law
and a lecturer at Nor

theastern University.

PARTY UNITY - President Ronald Reagan gives the thumbs up sign

yesterday as he and Sen. Jeremiah Denton, R-Ala., hold then hands

high during a rally in Birmingham.

HEALTH BILL - Sen. Orrin Hatch. R-Utah. holds onto ^^^^"^^^^^^1
^nlliunf^t Petersburg Fla., during a press conference m Washington

y^steX H^^^^^^^ on his efforts in urging President Reagan

Ls*^ the omnibus health package. Scholl, a victim of vaccine injuj-y.

would be helped under the new legislation.

TONIGHT AT BARBIES J

VIKIN (A)

FJORD VODKA
NIGHT

WN
AFC Champions New England Patriots Tickets,

BarsiesA/ikon Fjord T-shirts, Beach Towels, Lighters, etc.

* DOWNTOWN AMHERST
12 to 1 Daily

PROPER ID A MUSTg<Jl/K^^

RlMURiBUEl,jBawBMW»«u»fflvmMwaur./iatfnBVHi^^
*********5|C*:|«*5J<:<C:jC5JC5J«5l«j|CjjCJJC5|c:(€*********** •X-

corfiinlly invites

Seniors

to the (urccr (enter

on Wednesday. Oetober :29, 19iS0

at 7:00 r.M.

Meet our executives and enjoy refreshments.

Tell us about your career goals

and hear about the exciting

Executive Development Program at Lord & Taylor,

America's leading fashion specialty store.

Even if you have not previously

thought of retailing as a career,

you may want to know about

the many interesting opportunities

at Lord & Taylor.

If you have proven abilities and

a record of achievement,

and look forward to the challenge

of managing a profitable business.

Lord & Taylor looks forward to meetmg you.

|tl)arlie'j5
I Pray St Amherst

549-5403

Open 11 am 7 days a week

Call for take out

GOOD FOOD & DRINK

(a

(11 Yl

TIMDOrrHFUNES?
TRY CHARLIES
October Specials

St Pauli Girl $1 50 Miller Light .99

Copa de Ora Sombrero's $1 .25

other weekly drink specials^

POOL TABLE, VIDEO GAMES. JUKE BOX, 2 COLOR TVs

A FAVORITE LOCAL TAVERN SIMCE1976
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When analyzing Soviet motives...
One of the outstanding features of current arguments

against the Strategic Defense Initiative (also known as

'Star Wars') has been the heavy emphasis on the

Rusty Denton
psychology of the Soviets. The Russian government, we

are told, will feel compelled to make more weapons if

we try to improve our protective systems. Reportedly

they have an inferiority complex because the West is

ahead, and they are only trying to be equal. This insight

into Soviet motivation seems to extend into other

debates, also, such as the matter of arms supplies to the

Sandinistas, and the number of Soviet intelligence

agents in the United States and other nations, but Star

Wars is where psychological analysis of the Soviets has

really come into its own.

Now, I will admit that I have some sympathy for the

Soviets, too. Mostly, I sympathize with the Soviet citizen,

who must suffer under a repressive and power hungry

government. I pity the consumers of the USSR, who must

stand for hours in lines at government shops, waiting

to pay exorbitant prices for mediocre products. I sym-

pathize with the Afghans who have received the dubious

privilege of becoming the newest Soviet satellite And

I sympathize with Soviet Latvians and Lithuanians,

with Soviet Christians and Soviet Jews, because their

government is trying to emasculate their culture and

convictions. Yes, indeed, I am very sympathetic toward

the Soviets.

Unlike apologists for the Soviet Union, however, I don t

feel obliged to suffer guilt for having been born into an

affluent, powerful, technologically pre-eminent nation,

where people are free to speak, work and travel as they

please. If the Soviets are economically, technologically

or militarily inferior to us, it is not because we weaken-

ed them; it is because they regularly sacrifice their most

fertile minds and most productive workers to the god of

political conformity on the grounds of dissent. Why

^PDRJil

•ij'jaG.iii.-M«.if,

(c^m.

for a

Quality

Laundry

let us do yOur
II PRAY ST. wash-dry-fold

AMHERST, MA. and

SELF SERVICE
hand pressing

\ 7 DAYS -yAjyi-IO P.M. S49-1665

%i^PANDA
GARDEN

WE BRING CHINATOWN TO YOU!!

#1

ASIAN

RESTAURANT
Wc Serve Beer & Wine

ADVOCATEBEST
O TMC

VALLEY
Rt^r.fF- '

i-i

19 8 6

for Carry Out & Sftd-'^fi'^Q
Reservations, Please Call: %*0'T UU*^^

34 Pleasant St. Downtown Northampton

should I feel sorry for an administration which is best

descrihoH p- " l^""" ""'^ "'^'"'^ ^"^ '"'""'" arqu'H'^'l

anyone in its "justice" system? Why should I pity a

government when it still uses the methods of Joseph

Stalin which Hitler so admired? Why?
Why indeed. The typical feeble response is that we are

seeking world peace, that we must win the friendship

of this adversary, who will then listen to reason. That's

a verv noble idea, but it won't work. In my tender youth

I became a little too well acquainted with the ways of

a local bully, who would victimize me regularly. I

discovered that a bully will respond only to the language

of power, a language for which I was physically ill-

equipped. You don't have to understand where a bully

is coming from; you only have to tell him or her to back

off, and have the muscle to support your words. Bullies

are cowards, and will only take on someone who is

smaller than they are. To a pacifist, these are ugly words,

but consider that Jimmy Carter went the pacifist route

with the Russians and was rewarded with their annex-

ation of Afghanistan. Ronald Reagan has taken the

tough-guy approach, and there have been no similar in-

vasions (unless you count the Cuban trial balloon against

Grenada to test Reagan's resolve).

So why do protagonists still try to justify Soviet ac-

tions? I think it's the old case of "the enemy of my enemy

is my friend." American liberals consider the current

president to be their enemy. His chief international

adversary is the USSR, and if they want to stop Star

Wars, then Reagan must be out of line. That reasoning

has produced unsavory allies for liberal politics and

ridiculous accusations against the president.

That leaves us where we started: is Star Wars any

good? I don't know. The liberals who work on it say it

isn't; the conservatives who work on it say it is. Only

one group is right, but whichever one, decisions on the

future of Star Wars shouldn't be predicted on the

psychology of some posturing liar from Moscow.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist.

Letters—
Harassment story

needs clarification

Everyone involved in the revision of the campus Sex-

ual Harassment Policy appreciates the Collegian's

coverage of last Wednesday's Human Relations Forum.

However, there were some misleading statements in the

article, and I would appreciate the opportunity to set the

record straight.

First, the new policy will provide for a neutral person

who can advise potential grievants and respondents about

their rights and about the campus grievance procedure.

This individual will be located in the Affirmative Action

Office, not in "a separate office" as the article states.

Second, The new policy does not "discourage informal

settlements," but remains neutral about whether

grievants and respondents should seek informal resolu

tions, such as a mediated settlement, or formal resolu-

tions, which involve hearings.

Third, the revised policy allows the University to initiate

a grievance in instances where a victim is unwilling or

unable to press charges, but is able to serve as a witness.

This does not, however, constitute the University bring

ing "a harassment case to court," as the article suggests.

The grievance procedure under review refers principally

to internal administrative procedures for the campus -

not to external federal agency or civil judicial procedure;^

which may be available to harassment victims.

James Leheny
Associate Chancellor

IT'S NO TRICK TO GET THE
BEST TREATS IN TOWN!
Fill the kids sacks or fill

your own tummy with

your choice of Hersheys
milk chocolate or almond
bars . . . Reeses Peanut
Butter Cups and
irrrsistiblc

KitKats.
30 pieces

per box.

Regularly

S3. 39.

RifJhl

now only

$2.39!

CAPE CODWEDNESDAY
The Cape's most famous bartender I

DAVID HOLLAND
now appearing every Wednesday

Mors d'oeuvres
4 to 6 seven days a week

Proper ID a Must -

57 N. Pleasant St • 253-5141

NOW GET
$1.00 OFF
THE BIGGEST
SELECTION OF THE
MOST WANTED KIDS'
COSTUME AND MASK
SETS!
Give your kids the thrill of their lives by letting them
choose from safe to wear costumes from trusted names
like RAMBO from Collegevillc and Ben Coopers SHE-RA
from the Princess of Power. Values from $3.98 to

$6.98—now $1.00 off selected kids' costumes!

Card Gallery is now hirlnj* full-time manager trainees

and full or part-time cashiers. Please apply at your near-

est Card Gallery or call Betsy Dunn at (203) 236-3281.
From out of the area, call collect.

WE RBSeKVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT gUANTITieS. NO DEALERS. PLEASE SALE ITEMS LIMITED
TO IN STORE STOCK NO RAIN CHECKS. SALE PRICES IN THIS AD END AT CLOSE OP K'SINCBS
ON IO'31'Se NO REPVNDB OR RETURNS ON HALLOWEEN MERCHANDISE

HAVE A PINATA-
HAPPY PARTY! Fill

them with the fabulous

selection of candies and
gifts you'll find through

out the store. Remember,
exciting and colorful

decorations make your

parly a hit!

rr

IF SOMEONE SCARES THE
PANTS OFF YOU . . .

you'd better be wearing these

devilishly funny Halloween
boxer shorts. They'll keep you in

fits in small, medium and large!

CAi^iD gallery
NOW WITH ... 14 EXCITING STORES TO SERVE YOU

IN CONNECTICUT: NEW— Mil >l M.K 1 1 1W\ I Hi ml. t.l, Wim mi W.ildli.uiin s I'I.i/,ii
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Students and Question Seven

Twenty years ago, a debate began in earnest oyer whether

the United States should recognize the right of all citizens to

quality health care, and establish a national program to pro-

vide such service.

So far, it hasn't happened. But students at the University,

along with the rest of Massachusetts' voters, have a chance

November 4 to send a strong message to Congress that medical

care iTa right. Ballot question 7 asks whether Massachusetts

should send Congress such a message.

Students should vote "yes" on this
^^^^'^^^^l'^^^^

of more fully realizing the principles on which this nation is

founded.

The United States of America was created on the principle

that oeople are endowed at birth with certain nghts and in

thefSr phrase, "that among these rights are Ufe. Uber-

ty, and the pursuit of happiness.

This concept has been America's guidepost as it has sought

to create a progressively better nation for its inhabitants. The

not'n of h^ma"?; rightsU provided the i-P-*-
^-^tTbo^

improvements in the quality ofAmerican l'^'/^°™
*f/''°''

tion of slavery to the establishment of Social Security.

These advances have come about through a realization of

what in our society needs to be improved. And now there s

Trealization that too many in the U.S^are suffering and dy-

fng because they are too poor to get the care they need.

Unfortunately, the U.S. is not doing enough to help these

J;^l»Tt remains the only industrialized nation without na-

Kl mSISLa^ce. 3^5,000 adults in Massachusetts alone

remain uninsured.

More unfortunately, there are ^a^.P^Pt^^J^t'dtd "2"?^

to suggest that this insurance should not be provided. Cries

of "cTelping socialism" are heard whenever the subject arises^

^e™ple fail to realize that the government spends billions

on theCo^ things, such as maintaining the Pentagon at its

oresenUevel of corpulence and the socialistic subsidy of big

buslnessTn which the middle class foots the bil for huge and

unnecessary tax breaks for mammoth corporations.

We can afford national health insurance. We need to ertend

the basic rights on which America has flourished. Vote yes

on 7.

Hurray for Smith!

'Botha leads a bloody land - Smith College lends a hand,"

the sign read. No longer.

The sign was posted on the door of one of the administrative

offices ilcoUege Hall last February. Students had taken over

?he administrative building to protest Smith's holding of in^

vestments in companies that do businessm South Africa. They

were ti^ng to ioroe the college to sell off those investments.

On Monday, the students leaijied that they won. Smith

trustees voted last weekend to divest.

The announcement is an inspiring one. It shows that studente

have the power to force administrators to do the right thing,

even wheithe administrators don't want to. The argument

Sdivestment should not be
"''^^'^'^f" ''«,T"^hlw no

hurt black workers - akin to arguing that the U.S. should not

hafe aboUred slavery because it forced blacks to fend for

themselves - was rejected; the decision was made not to do

business with a regime that rivals the Soviets and the Nazis

^ns disregard for human freedom. This decision was taken

only becauSe students insisted that the college resect the

wishes of the people who are its reason for existence.

To the students who worked so hard and risked so much to

force this decision, the Collegian extends thanks and

UnstgMd editorials represent the majorUy opinion ofthe Col-

legian Board o/ £rfifors.

, .,,,saniv relied ihe v,ews o, the Colloq,..i o, ihe Umver^iy unless olhenvi^e^d

'0'

Of simplistic reasoning
Fundamentalist Christians in Church

Hill (of all places), Tennessee have just won

the first round in a court battle over the

use of certain books in their school system.

They see the use of these books as 'expos-

ing' their children to feminism, sorcery

(The Wizard of Oz), 'relative' ethics and

other themes they deem to be

anti-Christian.
^

. .

Frank Flanagan

These religious zealots are fed up with

secular humanism, the system of belief em-

phasizing human value in relation to

worldly ideals and concerns rather than in

terms of ecclesiastical, God-given concerns.

Secular Humanists generally believe

religion should be separate from the state

and public education. Fundamentalists,

however, seem bent upon putting God back

in the classroom, preferably somewhere

near the front row. They believe in a literal

interpretation of the Bible and accept -

hook, line and sinker - the story of Crea-

tion in the Book of Genesis. Naturally, they

don't want their children wondering

whether or not Mom and Dad are little

more than highly-developed chimpanzees.

To them, Darwin was little more than the

devil with a microscope.

Vicki Frost, one of the parents who filed

the suit, testified that she was not happy

with the way books did not treat women m
the 'traditional' roles of mother and wife

(housewife) but instead portrayed them as

assertive and independent - as engineers

and doctors. I can understand Frost's point

of view; in the Bible, women seem to do lit-

tle more than have babies and wash the

feet and feed the serene mouths of men

with visions. Yet, other mothers want more

for their daughters than tired, male-

anchored religious doctrine. They know

such doctrine will translate handily and

ruthlessly into socio-economic oppression

for their daughters, as it did for them.

The 'simple' values fundamentalists seek

to reinstitute in America are simple_

minded and contradictory for our times. It

the bombs fall, it would only be a transi-

tional phase for all 'good' Christians since

fundamentalists have actually assimilated

nuclear annihilation into their myth

system in the form of Armageddon, lo

them, the day of the bomb will be the Day

of Judgement. In their scheme, not all folks

are created, or will be destroyed, equally^

This way of viewing the world is outdated

and dangerous. How much of a difference

is there between Reagan and Khomeini

when they both preach a return to tradi-

tional values and religious zealotry (put^

ting the fear of God back in the people)?

Christian fundamentalists, with their

country -club religion, offer 'some of the

world's people eternal bliss in the afterlife.

Secular humanists offer salvation for our

species only in this world.

It would be nice if the fundamentalists

were right about the golden gates, the lion

and the lamb and all those other reassur-

ing myths. Then the world really would be

a simpler place to live in. Alas, the rest ot

us - agnostics, atheists and fence sitters

- must scramble to save the only life we

have, here and now. We won't devalue it

or risk it's destruction for anybody's myth

system. , . , . ,

Frank Flanagan is a Collegian columnist.

A rare commodity
God knows Bill Bennett and I have had

our disagreements, and they will no doubt

continue. However, letter of October 27

criticizing Bennett for his statements at

the Undergraduate Student Senate

meeting deserves a response. The persons

Bennett attacked were using obstructive

and destructive methods to keep a motion,

which the vast majority of the senators

.supported, from coming to a vote. In so do-

ing, they showed their complete contempt

for the senate and the students

themselves. The apology should come

from those senators who make a mockery

of the senate. Bennett should be con-

gratulated for representing the interests

and, I'm sure, the opinions of the

undergraduate student body concerning

the actions of these senators. Sure, he

could have used a little more decorum, but

then again, he said what needed to be said

in the fewest possible words - a rare com-

modity in the senate. John Hayes
Amherst

Duffey should

he safe, eh'?

Trivia Time: "What is the

least traveled road on the

campus?"
"Why, the one that the

Chancellor uses as his own
personal driveway, of

course."

Then will someone please

explain to me why that road

was recently repaved, while

other more popular roads,

have been consistently ig-

nored? Just to mention a

few exam.ples: The road

which runs between

Franklin Dining Commons
and Brett House (which also

happens to be the only ac

cess road to the University

Health Services emergency

entrances); Clark Hill Road

(which is the only means for

Orchard Hill and Upper

Central residents to drive

onto campus); and last, but

not least, the road that runs

above Chadbourne and

Greenough and below Van

Meter.
Well, I suppose that it is

more important that the

Duffey family and their

guests have a smooth, safe

driveway than it is for the

hundreds of Central/Or-

chard Hill residents who

drive cars to have better

roads. j^y Clogston

Baker

Collegian. "His constituen-

cy doesn't like Coors..." Two

years ago Friedman and the

Board of Governors told us

what we could and could not

drink, now he is telling us

what we wantio drink!

Kyle Molesky
Baker

How does

he know?
As part of Student

Senator Greg Rothman's

constituency I am very

angry about Mark Fried-

man's sUtement in Friday's

The Collegian accepts let-

ters and columns from the

UMass community for

possible publication on the

Editorial/Opinion page. All

submissions must be typed,

double-spaced with 67

characters per line.

There is a size limit of30

lines for letters and 60 lines

for opinion pieces. All copy

is subject to editing for

clarity and length and
becomes the property ofthe

Collegian.

Work can be mailed to, or

dropped offat, 113 Campus
Center, ^
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AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS
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Chicago returns to vinyl with some surprises
Chicago 18
Chicago
Warner Brothers Records
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By JANE LAPATO
Colle^an Correspondent

In September Chicago released its eig'iteenth album,

adirondack music
15 East Pleasant St, Amherst - 253-3100

WHERE CAN YOU BUY A $1 ,200 VALUE PRO
QUALITY 110W/P/C RACK MOUNT SYSTEM-
WITH RACK FOR JUST $499.95??????????

ONLY AT ADIRIONDACK MUSIC'S HALLOWEEN
MIDNIGHT MADNESS SALE THIS FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY

AMHERST DELI

4-8 SUNDAY - WEDNESDAY

4-10 THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY

549-6314

adirondack music
15 East Pleasant St, Amherst - 253-3100

WHERE CAN YOU BUY A $250 VALUE TEAC
STEREO EQUIPMENT CABINET FOR JUST
$49.95????????

ONLY AT ADIRONDACK MUSIC'S HALLOWEEN
MIDNIGHT MADNESS SALE THIS FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY

KOfr^6^ Sebastian
Hair Care

and
Coiours

233 IM. P\^^s?int Street

Amherst Carriage Shops

Upper Level Mon.-Sat., by appt.

For All Your

Musical Needs

233 N. Pleasant Street

Amherst, Mass. 01002

Phone 54d-1728

adirondack music
15 East Pleasant St, Amherst - 253-3100

WHERE CAN YOU BUY A 55W/CHANNEL TEAC
INTEGRATED AMP WITH EQUALIZER AND
SEPARATE MATCHING QUARTZ DIGITAL
TUNER WITH 20 PRESETS FOR JUST
$249.95????????

ONLY AT ADIRONDACK MUSIC'S ANNUAL MID-

NIGHT MADNESS SALE THIS HALLOWEEN

Chicago has released it s latest album, Chicago 18, giving it's old fans what they want as

well as bringing in some new ones. Jason Scheff, the new lead singer, has done well to adapt
Chicago's style.

appropriately called Chicago 18. Despite some

major changes — a new lead singer and new sound mix-

ing — Chicago has produced an album which promises to

satisfy old fans as well as attract an new breed of fan.

The music is typically Chicago, a strong brass section,

woodwinds; something like a concert band rather than a

rock band. The songs from Chicago 18 are still love songs

such as "If She Would Have Been Faithful," and "Will

You Still Love Me."
These songs are not all ballads. The percussion is jazz-

ed up and the product is a funkier beat than that we're

used from Chicago. Through this beat and sometimes live-

ly music come the romantic words of a love song.

"Will you still love me for the rest of my life? 'Cause

I can't go on if I'm on my own," are typical of the words

which Scheff sings to an expected blend of mellow

melodies and harmonic singing. "Will You Still Love Me"
is a prime example of the exquisite way in way in SchefTs

voice blends with every aspect of the band's sound. "As

long as Niagara Falls, as long as Gibraltar stands, 'till

hell freezes over, I'll always be you man," are the words

heard in the song "Niagara Falls," an example of the

distinctive new sound mixed with the familiar. Un-

mistakably Chicago but with a pleasant new twist.

"25 or 6 to 4" is a remake of an old Chicago tune, quite

different from how I remember the previous version. The

words are the same, but the tune is one which you could

find yourself boogeying to, along with "Niagara Falls"

and "It's Alright."

As for Jason Scheff, the group's replacement for former

lead singer Peter Cetera, he seems to have no trouble fit-

ting in with the band's sound. His voice blends with the

music and harmonic singing leaving little doubt that the

band has suffered little with the loss of Cetera.

Chicago 18, overall appears to be following the trend

of those preceding. It is a fine combination of those words

so many of us love to hear and the sound which not only

captures our hearts to make us feel, but also keeps up with

a changing music scene.

p//;^/yyy//^y/yyy^^^^^^

FINE YARNS & YARN SUPPLIES

VARIETY PLUS
• Over 100 Yarns From 26 Companies

(wools, blends, & cottons)
• Over 600 Kniting & Needlework Books

• Knitting & Needlework Classes Available
• Advice Cheerfully Given

THE CARRIAGE SHOPS 223 N. Pleasant St Amherst

pa Open Mon - Sat 9:30 - 5:30, Sun 1 • 5; 549-6106
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I AFRICAN, GUATAMALAN & OTHER THIRD WORLD ARTIFACTS^^ |

JEWELRY • POSTERS • AND MORE^

CKESWELL GALLERY

UMASS
MEDIATION

PROJECT

Hammer out a solution ...

But leave your hammer at home

Free, fast confidential way
to resolve disputes

Call or come by M-F 9-5

425 Amity St, Amherst - 545-2462

SKI AUSTRIA
Jan 16- 24

S699
per person

INCLUDES:
RT Air Boston/Munich LuftanM

7 nights • 4 star Hotel Innsbruck

Breakfast and dinner daily

ail tax and service included

FREE Ski Bus to all 5 areas

Call for details!

256-8931 15 Cowles Lane, Amherst

CINEMA
WEDNESDAY - SATURDAY

DON'T LOOK NOW
7:00

THE EXORCIST
"The Original!"

9:00

DOUBLE FEATURE $3.00

DOWNTOWN AMHERST 253-5426

VARIETY
PLUS A
5 MIN.
WALK
FROM
CAMPUS

YES
THE

CARfilAGE
SHOPS

ra^
. THE CARRIAGE SHOPS
1^^

ANTIQUE
AND

VINTAGE
CLOTHING

TUES- SAT 12-5,

. 4

I CARRIAGE SHOPS — AMHERST
I TU - FRI: 1 1-5:30; SAT: 1 1-5:00; 549-6600

nJiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiMijijiHiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitniiiiiiii^
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GREAT HALLOWEEN IDEAS
AT

ONCE MODE

CAMPUS AND APARTMENT

QClventuro

ITH TEELIN
CREATE YOUR OWN COSTUME
WE HAVE CLOTHES & OTHER SUPPLIES

<0 k.*^ 9 m ^'^ 9
"At the Carriage Shops"

233 N. Pleasant St„ Amherst

(413) 549-1256

Oa-Cmmpum A Apmrttmmmt
Dmlivmry AvmUabl0 • 549-^314

•Overstuffed SandwIchM
•FooMiOng Sub*

•Fresh Soups & Sidads
•Ba(isb&Lox

•N.Y.

I

TME
AMHERST
DELICATESSEN

I

233 No. PUmmM St. AmlMnl • M>«314
Oh* MtM^-^^C *«A- lO^UM. ..&M.. M

SANDWICHES SIDE ORDERS
|Ca«b«r DtU Ptekte

tUir Soar PIckta

MkvmI Salad

Pouio SaUtf

Colt SU«
Polala Kalife

Bctf Kaiik

FOOT LONG SUBS

TIME IS RUNNING OUT!
call now for SPRING BREAK

iiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiimiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiR:

M
M
.M
.M
M
Mi
M

eating plsee

SUN - THURS
6 AM - 3 AM
FRI & SAT

OPEN 24 HOURS

BREAKFAST SERVED I

ANYTIME
BEER & WINE

SERVED "TIL MIDNITE
PLENTY OF PARKING
CAMPUS PLAZA

(NEXT TO SUPER STOP A SHOP)
Rte. 9 • Hadley/Amh*r«t I

256-6889
J

EMPLOYMENTA PPLICA TIONSt
BEINGTAKEN J

DESSERTS
Nm York CbMaa Caka

CanM Cakt

E«latn

Cnam CkMM SrcwBlaa

Alaoad Browalc

OalBHl F*<(« Ban

DRINKS
IM

IM
MS
MS
.fS

Dr.

Cm*
Tak

«WA immf ekmirw ^
tktu Itmn. WWi •""» ffkln

Raait •**'

Tarktr BnaM
Oak Sakf^XoOK Bttf* Tiirkty)

C*a»a Salaail

CafkoU
\mfant4 Has
Taaa Sala4

Crab Sab

SALADS

l.Tt

J.Tf

l.Tt

iM
1.M
I.M
IJf
tM
IM
J.J»

LIS

MS

iMMd Salad

Spiaacb Salad

Ckcf Salad

Laacbtoa Salad -

I.utM.4 >« <MikmUlm4 IM
»M«>i>< J •a ct«»»auw it»

laaTaa

LaaaM
Odar
Oraaa* JalM

M J*
A» M
M M
M M
M M
M .M
J5 f
SS Ti

BAGELS

.1*

.!•

Mi
Mi

Ga>tt( Piitvy

PM»ar<al«kia lUMa
••IMr "2
CraaaCkaaaa W
OaMCkaaaaa^ Ua US
ftMlad Ckaaaa >•**

Now's
the time
tocaL.

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
*S49-2880

Expert Repairs &
Recondrtionlnn
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Tickets are still available for the Nov. 1 con-

cert by English Beat offspring General Public.

The show will be at 8 p.m. in John M. Greene

Hall, Smith College. Tickets can be obtained at

Main St. Records (Faces), and the Fine Arts

Center Box Office.

General

OMD and
the Models
at UMass
The new-wave band Or

chestral Manoevres in the

Dark (OMD) and the

Austrplian band The

Models will play a double

bill at the Student Union

Ballroom on Nov. 13.

OMD has been a very

popular band on the new

wave scene, and gained re-

cent recognition with the

lead song in the John

Hughes' film Pretty in

Pink as well as a top-forty

song.

The Models are five-man

band which originated in

the mid-Seventies in the

Melbourne. They have a

new album, titled Out of

Mind. Out of Sight. They

also contributed a song to

the soundtrack of Soul

Man.
Tickets go on sale Mon-

day, watch for ads.

We Create A Style As
Individual As you Are
^ CONSULTATION
_' AND STYLfc: CLT

hand to MOUTH

WHERE ELSE CAN YOU BUY A $300 VALUE
PIONEER INTEFRATED AMPLIFIER AND
SEPARATE MATCHING TUNER FOR JUST
$99.95????????

ONLY AT ADIRONDACK MUSIC'S MIDNIGHT
MADNESS SALE THIS HALLOWEEN

I
mi

VVHH COUPON ^ SI UUKM I.D.

65 UNIVKRSITY DKIVK. AMHKUST
549-5610 exp 11 7 86

CHINESE KITCHEN E
FAST SERVICE — GREAT PRICES

#22 Chicken Wings, Try our

Sweet & Sour Pork, Fried Rice Moo Shu Pork

$3.90 $3.95

#23 Szechuan Gai Ding.

Sweet & Sour Pork, Fried Rice

$4.95

Tfty OUR LUNCHEON — DINNER SPECIALS
Only $1 .49 before 3 pm, $1 .90 after 3 pm

Eat In or Take Out

HOURS: Sunday Noon - 10 pm, Mon • Sat 11:30 • lOpm

2 LOCATIONS

430 Russel St (Rt 9)

HADLEY " 253-2571
150 King St

NORTHAMPTON — 586«8220

CARBURS LOUNGE
PRESENTS

From the land that gave us

TheWaidlsStiU
TheGreatestQassroom

OfM
Applications are now being accepted

for the University of Pittsburgh-

sponsored Semester at Sea.

Each fall or spring 100-day odyssey

aboard the American-built S.S. Universe

literally offers you the vi'orld

.

You can earn 12-15 transferable units

from your choice of more than 50 lower and

upper division courses, while calling upon

places as culturally diverse as Japan, Hong Kong,

India, Turkey, the Soviet Union, Yugoslavia

and Spain.

It is a learning adventure designed to

transform students of every color, race and

creed into true citizens and scholars of

the world.

For full information, including a catalog and application, call

1-800-854-0195 / 1-412-648-7490 in PA. Or write Semester at Sea,

Institute for Shipboard Education, ^
University of Pittsburgh, - ^
2E Forbes Quadrangle,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
15260.

Then prepare for the

learning adventure of

your life.

Octobtr 30th Information

TabI* In tha Campua Cantar

Lobby from 9am-3pm. All

Studanta and Faculty ara •n-

eouragad to apply.

Hofbrau Beer - $1.75

M -Th: 4-7. 9-11

Good through October 31

ON THE BUS ROUTE RT 9 HADLEY
(^^

''%

f

?^iV
PARKAY

ALL VARIETIES LUffsas

COKE
2 LTR BTL PLUS TAX & DEP

WITH THIS COUPON & $7.50 PURCHASE EXCLUDING
ALCOHOL & TOBACCO. LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER. l\

VALID OCT. 26 NOV. 1 AT LOUIS FOODS. *'

PARKAY LU #936

MARGARINE
1 LB QTRS

WITH THIS COUPON & $7.50 PURCHASE EXCLUDING
ALCOHOL & TOBACCO. LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER.
VALID OCT. 26. NOV. 1 AT LOUIS FOODS.

CELLO PACKAGE lu #937]

ICEBERG LEHUCE
HEAD

WITH THIS COUPON & $7.50 PURCHASE EXCLUDING
ALCOHOL & TOBACCO. LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER.
VALID OCT. 26 . NOV. 1 AT LOUIS FOODS.

COME IN AND FILL OUT OUR APPLICATION
FOR LOUIS' SAVER'S EXPRESS CARD Rotfjl
AND GET A COUPON FOR

2 LITER BOTTLE OF

COKE
OR PEPSI

ml;EG\^

MON.-SAT.
7 AM TO
9 PM

SUNDAY
12 NOON
TO 6 PM

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT

QUANTITIES NOT RESPONSIBLE
FOR TYPOORAPICAL ERRORS

DETAILS
IN

STORE

10 UNIVERSITY DRIVE
AMHERST, MASS.

DIAGONALLY ACROSS FROM
UNIVERSITY OF MASS. STADIUM

• Referendum
continued from page I

administrator, appointed by the county ex-

ecutive; and an elected Board of Commissioners which

would have legislative powers.

The second is the county manager plan in which a full

time county manager is approved by a majority vote of

the county commissioners. This plan also includes a com-

mission with legislative powers, which could create a

deputy manager position.

Under the chairperson plan, the commisioner's board

would select a chairperson for a term of one year, who

would exercise executive powers on a part-time basis. He

or she would work through the ofTice of a full-time coun-

ty administrator, who would be approved by the

commission.

It is also possible that the commission choose an alter-

native plan, other than those three already outlined in

the law. If that is the case, the plan must be approved by

the legislature.

County Commissioner Pat Sackrey favors no plan in

particular.

"I feel that the commission is necessary because it has

been about 300 years since anyone has taken a look at

county government from a positive point of vievy," she

said. " It's about time we made an assessment."

Sackrey said she hopes the commission will look at other

comminsioner's board plans in other states, in addition

to the three established Massachusetts plans.

i want us to do research, to see what works for whom,

and what would work for us." she said, adding that it

"doesn't make much sense" to have all counties under one

form of government.

"They vary so greatly, especially from east to west,"

Sackrey said. " What this charter will establish is home

rule which will enable every county to decide upon their

own form of government."

Sackrey would like to consider the structure of the

government, "which all commissions will be doing, but

I'd also like to look at the programatic offerings that we

have, and those that we should have."

Sackrey said the major role of Hampshire County is ser-

ving small towns.

"I really want the commission to help towns solve pro-

blems that they cannot solve on their own, like natural

resources that may cross town boundries and force towns

to work together.

Nominee Merle Howes said that he has "no preconceived

ideas as to the content or form of the functions of county

government."
"County government in Massachusetts is really not a

governmental unit, but an arm of the state lesislature,

so the Charter Commission will be starting with a clean

slate, and must approach this assignment with an open

mind and no preconceived ideas," Howe said.

"It must be noted that the state of Connecticut abolish-

ed county governments in the late 1950s," he said, "I

would doubt that this would occur in Massachusetts, but

it is a point to consider."

County Commissioner Patrick Goggins said the county

commission favors of the formation of a charter reformi

commission.
"Unfortunately it is not a big issue either way. The

general public is unaware, as so often happens with an

issue that is not controversial."

Animal exhibitor

charged with cruelty
BOSTON (AP) - An animal exhitibor charged in a

bizarre series that led to the seizure of tigers on a New
Hampshire farm and an elephant in a Massachusetts

parking lot said Tuesday he is the victim of overzealous

animal protectionists who exaggerated conditions on his

farm.

Brian Watson, 42, who has owned and operated the East

Coast Camel Co. in Essex for 22 years, is charged with

animal cruelty and stealing back six monkeys and a camel

taken from him by the Animal Rescue League of Boston.

League officials say inspections of the Essex farm found

unsanitary conditions, cramped quarters and sick and dy-

ing animals.

"This is the worst case ofcruelty I've seen in my 15 years

with the league," said Richard W. Bryant, prosecuting

state officer for the organization. "Some of the animals

were in pretty rough shape and their quarters were filthy.

We have witnesses who have seen him beating the

animals."

But Watson said league officials and inspector for the

U.S. Department of Agriculture took some minor problems

with "dust and cobwebs" and blew them out of proportion.

"It's absolutely a vendetta," Watson said in a telephone

interview. "They figure 1 represent an animal business

that they don't think should be in business."

"Over a period of time, as anyone in the animal business

will tell you, they get a little grief from the USDA and

the Animal Rescue League. Maybe some of it's a little bit

legitimage, (like) you didn't clean the pen real good to-

day." But, he said some charges are picky and other are

simply false. Watson, who used the lions, tigers, camel,

elephant, exotic birds, horses, pigs, monkeys and sheep

at rural fairs and for commercial promotions, said the

animals generally were well kept and healthy.

"It's fanatical," he said. "I can go to your house and find

that your dog tipped his water over and say you're cruel."

League officials and veterinarians, however, tell a dif-

ferent sotry.

Acting on a tip, league officials in June said they saw

cows sitting in a foot deep of mud and manure, tight

quarters, numerous skinny, sick-looking animals and two

xiead goats, said spokeswomaaCaral34rCarthy- - . -'-
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1 Crane leads in treasure's race
BOSTON (AP) - In the hotly contested

>^tate treasurers race. Democratic incum-

bent Robert Crane leads his Republican

challenger. Jovce Hampers. 48 percent to

27 percent, with 18 percent undecided, ac-

cording to a poll released yesterday.

A poll released Sunday by The Boston

Globe found Crane with a 53-28 percent

lead over Hampers.
Democrat James Shannon leads his

Republican rival. Edward Harrington, by

42 percent to 24 percent in the attorney

general's race, according to the survey

released yesterday by WNEV-TB, channel

7 in Boston. Some 32 percent said they had

not yet decided which candidate would

receive their vote next Tuesday.

In the Globe poll, former three-term U.S.

Rep. Shannon had a 58-22 percent lead

over Harrington, the former U.S. attorney

for Massachusetts, with 20 percent

undecided.

In the auditor's race, Rep. Joseph DeNuc-

ci, a Newton Democrat, was leading his

Republican rival. Rep. William Robinson

of Melrose, by 43 percent to 20 percent,

with 33 percent undecided.

Photo by Jennifer Dempsey

Southwest Residential Area after Monday night's World Series,

before a brawl resulting in ten injured students receiving treatment

at University Health Services.

ts

CoUegiaD photo by Jeff l^islyna

ALL SYSTEMS GO - Mark Davidson of Boston checks his motorcy-

cle during a visit to the University of Massachusetts. UMass.

Earn & Learn
with

SONY PRODUCTS
This is a tremendous opportunity to align yourself

with a world leader in consumer electronics.

We are looking for bright, aggressive students to

work weekends demonstrating the latest in Sony's

Video Camera/Recorders at retail establishments

in your area.

Technical experience is not a

requisite! If you're comfortable

with cameras, recorders or

video equipment of any kind

— great. But what you'll be

demonstrating is specifically

designed by Sony to be simple

efficient, and fun to use.

You will be instructed in a spec

seminar right in your area. Everything

you need to know will be presented.

If you enjoy introducing others to new ideas that

can add hours of pleasure to their lives . .
.
then this

job is perfect for you.

Please phone today, 1-800-524-2608 XT 504 and

we'll arrange an interview.

What's your fantasy ?/'^/''^) ^1^*^

COSTUMES
devils, angels, jesters, hobos

animals, ballerinas, bunnies, monsters

MASKS
monsters, famous people, animals,

feather, satin, cloth, paper

WIGS
punk, glitter, showgirl, vampire,

clown, tina, whoopee

MAKE-UP
sprays, gels, glitters, body paints,

face paints

ACCESSORIES
hats, boas, gloves, moustaches, beards,

swords, canes, bald heads, noses,

beaks, ties, horns, capes,

glasses, claws

In/laJ^e^S^fM An equal opportunity employer M/F/V/H
the halloween shop at

• omherst/northompton

doily and sundotj

Optimism reigns in New
• Long-awaited sox victory not this year

York; Boston waits
• Mets anticipate trend of victory

BOSTON (APi - There will bt w
celebrating a Boston Red Sox victory m Iir-

World Series, continuing a drought that ex

tends beyond the last time they took the

Fall Classic 68 years ago.

The Red Sox won the World Series in

1918 but people had other things on their

minds: The world was at war.

Carrier pigeons were used to deliver up-

dated reports of the action at Fenway Park

to soldiers at Fort Devens, and local

newspapers gave more space to the Great

War and upheaval in Russia than to the

victory over the Chicago Cubs.

Members of the 1986 Red Sox, losing the

World Series to the New York Mets on

Monday, probably would have preferred

those days as a way to avoid reading

newspaper supplements and seeing televi-

sion specials about their 8-5 defeat.

Newspapers, television and radio provid-

ed blanket coverage of the 1986 World

Series, won by the Mets in seven games.

The stands at Shea Stadium tor Monday s

final game were packed with 55,032 fans.

In Fenway Park on Sept. 11, 1918, only

about 15,000 of the 28,000 seats were filled.

The low attendance was due in pari t^

unseasonably cold lempei .i!ur"s and lli'

threat of a players strike over playoff series

money that had delayed the start of Game
5 for one hour the previous day.

The Red Sox regulars wound up drawing

$1,108 apiece for winning the series in

1918. The 1986 players on both teams will

wind up with significantly more, perhaps

$80,000 each, although the figures won't

be released for several days.

By all accounts, there was no more

celebration of the Red Sox 1918 World

Series victory than there was of Monday's

defeat. Most potential celebrants back then

were either heading to their draft boards

or "Over There."

Plans were made for a parade and rally

Wednesday to honor the success of the Red

Sox in 1986. It will kick off with a parade

from Copley Square to a rally at City Hall

Plaza.

"There will be a big celebration for a

great Red Sox season," said Mayor Ray-

mond Flvnn.

NEW YORK i APi - The champion ^es^

York Mets. confident and cocky througl:

108 regular seastin victories, the National

League playoffs and the World Series,

already are talking about doing it again

next sea-.on,

"We will get better." says Manager

Davey Johnson, the man who vowed he

would try to build a dynasty.

"The Series taught us a lot. A lot of our

guys will get better from it. Ron Darling.

Darryl Strawberry. Even Bob Ojeda.

(Dwight) Gooden (who had an earned run

average of 8.00 during the series) has a lot

to prove next year.

\Vc will >j;e5 hett-T tH-causc we have ai

mfiux of young talent . It is a iren.i we hav<

set. This Series was a growing up period

lor a lot of our guys."

During Tuesday's public celebration of

their World Series victory (>\ < r the Boston

Red Sox, McK)kie Wilson .sounded the ra!l\

ing cry.

"1986, the Year of the Mets. 1987. the

Year of the Mets. 1988, the Year of the

Mets," he told the thousand of fans.

At 30, Wilson is one of the older Mets on

a team that averages only 27 years of age.

AP photo

THOSE GUYS WHO WON - New Yorkers wave, cheer and throw ticker

tape in lower Manhattan yesterday as the town goes wild for the world

champion Mets during a ticker-tape parade.

FificliW

Union Life

^ar after ^
year, semester
after semester,

the iiJlej^a' plan In^m Ficklity Tnion Life

has iH-rn the mo.>t atirplrd. most popular life m>urant«r

proKrtim on campu>es all o\er .Kmeriia.Find out »vh>.

Ronald J. Nathan Agency

Call the Kidelil> Inion l.ifi- 20 Gatehouse Rd.,

Field Assotiale in >our area: Amherst, MA
Tel: 256-8351

NOVEMBER 4th 7:00 AM - 8:00
RESIDENTIAL AREA
Central

(exception - ^utterfield)

Orchard Hill

Northeast

Sylvan

Southwest

PRECINCT BUILDING
2 North Fire Station

Immanuel Lutheran

Church Lounge

PRECINCT

adirondack music,
15 East Pleasant St, Amherst - 253-3100

^HERE CAN YOU BUY A LINEAR TRAKCING
TECHNICS SL-L20K TURNTABLE BELOW
DEALER'S COST AT $99.95???????????

ONLY AT ADIRONDACK MUSIC'S MIDNIGHT
MADNESS EXTRAVAGANZA THIS FRIDAY
FROM NOON TILL ONE A.M. AND SATURDAY
FROM TEN TIL SIX

Bangs Community Center

(ground floor)

LOCATION
East Pleasant Street (right side,

opposite Eastman Lane)

867 North Pleasant Street (right side.

North of School of Education)

via Kellogg Avenue (at Post Office)

behind Plumbley's

PREPARE FOR THE LSAT
with high quality, low cost, materials.

Order The LSAT Exoofd: TMckt From 12 TntM Todeyl

'Discloses test taking strategies tor which students previously

had to pay big money, and goes the coaching schools one tet-

ter try r9/9aling new strategies known only to the testmakers

themselves.

"

- Ralph Nader

Send $1 2 to: TESTING FOR THE PUBLIC
(1 St Class Mail) 1 308 Peralta

Berkeley, CA 94702

. For further information on voting call the Amherst Town Clerk's Office at 253-9382

• Call TIPS (545-1540) and ask for the absentee Voting Tape - #2005

THIS AD SPONSORED BY THE INFORMATION DATA BANK,

A SERVICE OF THE DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE.

adirondack music^
15 East Pleasant St, Amherst - 253-3100

"where CAN YOU GET A $1,000. PAIR OF"

JAMO P270 SPEAKERS THAT HANDLE OVER
270 WATTS EACH FOR JUST

$99 95 EA ???????????

ONLY AT ADIRONDACK MUSIC'S MIDNIGHT

MADNESS SALE THIS FRIDAY FROM NOON TIL

ONE A M. AND SATURDAY FROM 10-6

ADIRONDACK MUSIC 15 EAST PLEASANT

STREET AMHERST
,
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• women s soccer wins
continued from page 20

We dominated the game although the score didn't in

dicate it," Banda said. "We were the better team and it

showed. We controlled the tempo."

UMass took about three minutes to get into gear and

then began that control that Banda spoke of, as Hartford

played very conservative from the beginning.

The Minutewomen got their first good chance of the

game with ten minutes gone, but Maureen McShea made

a nice save on a direct kick. The sophomore keeper finish-

ed with 11 saves, many of which kept her team in the

game.
Bowsher made a great move past a pair of Hartford

defenders but shot just wide and, moments later,

sophomore forward Beth Roundtree made a nice move at

the goal line but her shot hit the outside of the post.

Finally, with 20:58 left, UMass got on the board. Junior

forward Cathy Spence came down the right side and cross-

ed to Bowsher, who beat McShea with a low shot into the

left corner.

"Spence did all the work on that play," Bowsher said.

"I just had to hit it in. We should have more goals,

though."

The Minutewomen had plenty of chances, but either

missed with their shots or were robbed by McShea.

Sophomore forward Michelle Powers found herself all

alone in front of McShea with just under 18 minutes left

but headed the ball softly, right at the goalie.

Moments later, Carolyn Micheel, a junior back, just

missed high on a direct kick.

In the second half, it was the same story. UMass had

some good chances but was not able to tally. Roundtree

was all alone in the crease but shot right at McShea.

The Hawks had their best chance of the game with 32

minutes left, but shot wide.

The Minutewomen spent the majority of the final 20

minutes in Hartford's end, before the regular season came

to an end with the final whistle.

"We're a Final Four team," Banda said. "And we look

to be there. We just have to be concerned with how to get

there. But we're playing heads up now. We're in control."

Free Kicks: Powers finished as the regular-season scor-

ing leader. She had nine goals and five assists. Bowsher,

a junior midfielder, was second with six goals and eight

assists. . . DeSantis ends the regular season with a 0.56

goals against average.

* Guiliotis

4r field hockey game
continued on page 18

get on track," head coach Pam Hixon said. "Its going to

be a very physical game, and we want to get on the board

early."

Despite all the pre-game talk of respecting the opponent,

and playing under control, the Minutewomen really feel

that they have a score to settle with the Terriers, and the

debt won't be repaid until UMass sees win number 15 in

the victory column at the expense of BU.

"We're out for revenge. BU spoiled our season last

year," junior defender Amy Robertson said. "We played

them on turf last year, and we weren't a turf team. This

year the game's at home and on grass."

"We want to prove we're better than last year. We have

a much better team this year," sophomore midfielder Julie

Stuart said. "They're a sub .500 team, but we can't look

past them or we're dead."

continued from page 2u

"If we see them again,

things will be different.

Penn State's offense is ac-

curate, and they made very

few mistakes, but we played

well against them. Next

time we'll know what to ex-

pect."

Despite Friday's loss,

Guiliotis knows that the

season is far from over.

"We still have a very big

mountain to cross this year

in George Washington. We
will be very psyched up for

them. We will need a solid

performance from everyone,

but I know we have the

ability to beat them."

With conference cham-
pionship hopes all but dead

for the regular season,

Guiliotis and the

Minutewomen can still look

forward to a shot at the A- 10

tournament championship
in November. There are still

several matches remaining
on the schedule, and a

number of positive things

can happen for UMass. And
with Guiliotis playing, they

probably will.
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Doonesbury

By Garry Trudeau
The Far Side

By Gary Larson

adirondack music,
15 East Pleasant St, Amherst - 253-3100

miERE CAN YOU BUY TOP QUALITY MAXELL
UR 90 CASSETTE FOR JUST 99 CENTS
EACH????????????

ONLY AT ADIRIONDACK MUSIC'S MIDNIGHT
MADNESS SALE THIS FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY...

Due to a syndication error, there is no

Doonesbury today.

fflniijilf

The Pillsbury Doughboy meets Frank's

Asphalt and Concrete Paving Service.

NEW, PROFESSIONAL
SHUTTLE SERVICE

TO
ALL AREA AIRPORTS

HARTFORD, CONN. LIMO
SPRINGFIELD AMTRACK
As low as $6.25* per person

Door-to-door service to

Bradley Airport

CHARTER RATES AVAILABLE FOR
CONCERTS, SPORTING EVENTS, ETC

'Based'On 10 p«ople round (rip from same toeallon

RESERVATIONS REQUIRED
CALL NOW: 586-7900

in concERT
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 6 - 8 PM

FINE ARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT:

Fine Arts Center (545-2511)

Food for Thought Bookstore (Amherst)

Beyond Words Bookstore (Northampton)

$10 General Public - $8 Students

Children Under 12 FREE

Tickets can be ordered by mail or phone For information

call NECAN at 545-9918. Sponsored by Umass CASA. New
Enaland Central America Network

t^ LJ.

LIMITED TIME
SIZES 28-38

Gordy By Gorde

Open 7 Days

197 N. Pleasant St

Amherst
253-9729

Bat Brain By Bill Bearing
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A LITTLE
TRAVELING
MUSIC...

Vacation Sensations
from Sound & Music
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Campus Pond By Sal

Model KRC-2001

flO PIONEER
AM/FM CASSETTE DECK

<240, Installed

KENWOOD
AM/FM CASSEHE DECK

$268, Installed

HI rn SCOOP froh
THE iroQuiRER.rn
LOOKING FOR RAHBO

RELAK STATIC K..,
inEAMRAHBO,!
JUST WANT TO ftSK

^YOU A F£U QUESTIONS

WHAT DO YOU
THINK OF

LIBYA'S LEADER?

WHATTl
KHADAFFY

DUCK I WHERE
IS HE*?!!

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

MillbankPlace*351 Pleasant St.,Northampton • 584-9547

VISA, MasterCard, American Express •Men- Sat 10-5:30. Thu 'til 9

PfJRIN(y we MfCUNNM TH/TT

fAM ANP FOWL H/fVE SCHJOKT

MP iNAKep Wives,..
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There will be a workshop tomorrow on sex-

ism and racism in journalism at 7:30 p.m. in

Campus Center 903. All staff encouraged to

attend. Counts toward staff status.

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited bv Trude Michel Taffe

ACROSS
1 Art styla for Arp

5 Church part

9 Fell in line with

14 Expaciant

15 Row
1

6

Combine
17 Highest military

rank

20 — the mark
21 Follow the

hounds
22 Encircle

23 Caucasoid
people o< Japan

24 Jog
25 veer

28 Foresl cmalu'e

29 Switch position

32 The atmosphatt)

on Ottopoi 31

33 Alley aquipownt

34 Asian sea

35 United Nations

Pody
38 Honeybee

genus
39 Walking slick

40 Fiimdorn s

Rainer

41 Soapmakinq
ingrudieni

42 Uke a Dug s

ear

43 Drive up the

wall

44 Like II Hoi

1959 movie

45 Excellent review

46 Save

3 Symbol ot

peac«
4 Ripen

5 Harmonize
6 Spinet's relative

7 Spanish
muralist

8 Unit ol work

9 Upper classman
10 Motionless

11 Kookaburra,

eg
1

2

Relative of etc

13 Editor s note

18 Feel the cold

19 Way out

23 Zodiac sign

24 Stiained

25 Love Story

author

26 Tearful

27 Fold from

Tennessee
28 Oscar winner

Keaton
29 Heavenly route

JO Bogus
31 Small handbill

33 Part ol a china

set

34 Entertain

36 Keenness
37 Number ol

Dolphins or Sea
Hawks

42 Plays the suitor

43 Obvious
44 Show contempt

for

45 Scoundrel

46 Unpleasant

sound
47 European

voK:ano

48 Put away
49 Printing efrof

50 Cuckoopint

51 Hindu title

52 Dressed
54 Second sight,

lor short

55 Greek letter

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

10/29/86

49

50

53

56
57

58

59
60

61

1

2

Word with bag or

tx)ard

Continuous
portion of a

curved line

Cabinet

member
Nasal sound
Woven
Food fish

Chess pieces

Ivory tower

dweller,

pemaps
Surrounded by

DOWN
Pixilated

Exchange
premium

Menu
Lunch Dinner

Hamburger on Roll Roast Top Round of Beef/

Egg Roll/Fried Rice Beef Gravy

Due Sauce, Soy Sauce Bailed Cod
Eggs/Sharp Cheese Cold Plate

Basics Lunch

Golden Burgers

Egg Roll/Fried Rice

Due Sauce. Soy Sauce

Basics Dinner
Creamed Vegetable Croquettes

with Sauce

Baked Cod
Eggs/Sharp Cheese Cold Plate

r Weather

TODAY: Sunny, temperature 60-65

TOMORROW: Partly sunny, temperature in the high 50s.

Today's Staff
Night Editor Steve Higgins

Copy Editor Liz Hettinger

Photo Technician Rob Skelton

Uyout Technician Mystery Mike

Production Supervisor Bethanne Moskov

Production Survivors: Pam Bracken, Sheri Knapp.

Henry Jost. and Mike Cooper.

Executive Board - Fa of 1986

DODE LEVENSON
tditor in Chief

JOHN YONCE
Managing Eddoi

STEVE RUBIN
Business Mjnayt'f

ROB SKELTON
fditonal Editor

WILLIAM SPAIN

Editorial Editor

ANSEL ZINTER

''roduclion Manager

Business Board - Fall of 1986

STEVE RUBIN

Business Mdnager

PAUL H. LESSER

Advertising Sales Manager

VANESSA ROTH
Finance Manajger . . . . ,

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marketing Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Circulation Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
.Sj^fcgq.iRji'in.Nlacagei

.& « .Ai • .
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UMass seeks 15th win against BU
Minutewomen look to avenge 1985NCAA playoff setback
By LINDA DELIVORIAS
Collegian Correspondent

Revenge can be a positive motive or a detrimental fac-

tor when preparing for a big game. The key to any team's

success is to find a happy medium between the two

extremes.

The University of Massachusetts field hockey team

would like nothing better than to avenge last season's 1-0

NCAA playoff loss to Boston University, as it plays host

to the Terriers at 2 p.m. today at Totman Field.

"We can't play out of vengence. We have to stick to our

game plan and not allow our emotions to get the better

of us," assistant coach Patti Bossio said. "The players

should be psyched up, but you can't expect to play a good

game on just emotion. You don't win games on emotion,

you win them with good strategy."

The Minutewomen, 14-2 and winners of three straight

• all shutouts - are a far different team from last year's

squad that suffered that bitter 1-0 defeat in the playoffs.

For starters, UMass is an experienced team that has pro-

ved it has the ability to come from behind and win close

games, as evidenced by its thrilling 2-1 double overtime

win against Harvard two weeks ago.

In addition to BU's post-season victory over UMass last

November, the Terriers also administered a 3-0 shellack-

ing against the Minutewomen in the regular season.

However, both contests were held at Nickerson Field, and

UMass wasn't adept at adjusting to the artificial playing

surface.

"Last year's playoff loss was devastating, but BU was

a mature team, and they were on a roll. They knew that

if they beat us they would be in the nationals, something

that they have never done," Bossio said. "They were

pumped up, there was a large crowd, and a lot of publici-

ty. They just intimidated us in the first (regular season)

game, and we couldn't come back. In the second game we
played much better, but I don't think we had a lot of con-

fidence because of that first game."

The Terriers are a far cry from last year's playoff squad,

as indicated by their 7-9-1 record. Their most recent win

was a 1-0 squeaker over Providence College. BU is led on

offense by senior co-captain Sue Wante, who has scored

eight goals and dished out one assist, and Alison Caito,

who has compiled one goal and three assists. Wante was

effective against UMass last season, netting one tally and

seven shots on goal.

"BU graduated a good group of seniors, and they're play-

ing with a new system. Caito is a tough, solid player. But

she's stoppable, although we're not going to change our

game plan and just be concearned with her," Bossio said.

"For us to win, its going to take 100 percent mental con-

centration. We have to play a poised and physical game.

But BU has the ability to win, and we can't take them
for granted."

"BU is going to play the role of spoiler, since they have

already been eliminated from post-season competition. We
respect their ability, they're not a poor team once they

continued on page 16

• men 8 soccer preview
continued from page 20

News from the medical division brings word that junior

back Paul Serafino will return to the fold for today's

game, bouncing back from an ankle iiyury. Serafino will

dress for the game, but won't start.

On the flip aide, however, the Minutemen will be

without the services of freshman forward Steve Cesnek,

who pulled a hamstring in the Boston College game.

The loss ofCesnek could hurt the UMass offense, which

has been spectacular of late. Over the last seven games,

the Minutemen have outscored their opponents by a 22-9

count.

"(Andy) Bing and (Kurt) Manal have been playing well

together," assistant coach Tim Schmiechen said.

"They've produced some big goals lately." Manal and
Bing have each collected three goals in the last two

UMass wins. "(John) Shannon has also been playing

great ball."

"We're just looking forward to showing how good we
really are," Gettler concluded.

Random Ramblings: Gettler hates to believe in coin-

cidences, but the Minutemen have played their best soc-

cer over this seven-game span. Tom Skiba, a freshman

back from Chicopee, MA, was given a starting role at

the start of that streak and has been starting ever since.

Bing and Manal, after their recent scoring spurts, are

tied with 23 points. Bing has nine goals and five assists,

while Manal has added six goals and 11 assists.

Freshman goaltender Kevin Hart continues his stellar

play. His goals again.st average is consistently hovering

around the 1.3 mark. He has allowed just eight goals in

530 minutes, with 1.5 shutouts and a 4-2 record.

adirondack music
15 East Pleasant St, Amherst • 253-3100

WHERE CAN YOU GET A $379.95 VALUE LP\

LSR 32 "B " STOCK CAR STEREO WITH HIGH
POWER, BASS &TREBLE CONTROLS, FADER,
DIGITAL TUNER AND MUCH MORE FOR JUST
$99.95????????????????
ONLY AT ADIRONDACK MUSICS HALLOWEEN
MIDNIGHT MADNESS SALE THIS FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY....

adirondack music
15 East Pleasant St, Amherst • 253-3100

WHERE CAN YOU BUY A $150 VALUE ACUTEX
412 STR STEREO CARTRIDGE FOR JUST
$9.95???????????

ONLY AT ADIRONDACK MUSIC DURING THEIR
HALLOWEEN MIDNIGHT MADNESS EX-
TRAVAGANT EXTRAVAGANZA....

adirondack music
15 East Pleasant St, Amherst • 253-3100

WHERE CAN YOU BUY A $140 VALUE AKAI
HXA101 DOLBY STEREO CASSETTE DECK
FOR JUST $49.95???????????

ONLY AT ADIRONDACK MUSIC'S HALLOWEEN
MIDNIGHT MADNESS SALE THIS FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY....

HOT & COLD
MORS
OEUVRES
SERVED
DAILY

THIS WEEKS SPECIALS

MEISTER BRAU & SCHAEFER PITCHERS....$2.75

BECKS LIGHT & DARK $1.50

CAPTAIN MORGAN'S SPICED RUM $1.50

GREAT DAILY
SPECIALS!
ALL DAYI

EVERYDAYI

TACOVILLA
NOnTHAMmON AMHERST

Offtring Qualiry

Mexican Foodi

il CENTfH iT

sa*06?}
Bring Your Ot^n
Beer or Wine

«l BOITWOOD WALK
2S6B2I}

Beer i Wine
Served

SPniNGFIBLD
749 SUt^NCR AVE
788 0119

Bring Your Own
Beer » Wine

LDI

FRIDAY OCTOBER 31st
THE ULTIMATE

HALLOWEEN PARTY
AND

COSTUME CONTEST
THE CATEGORIES ARE

SEXIEST, WILDEST/MOST ORIGINAL & SCARIEST

$250 - CASH FIRST PRIZE
Runners up will receive Pearl St Gold Cards

GRAND DOOR PRIZE
$650 Value Onkyo Laser Disc Stereo

MUST BE IN CONTEST TO WIN
DRAWING WILL BE HELD AT MIDNIGHT

TICKETS $2.99 • Available In Amherst at Albums & Augies

nmti Sinn miunipiii iri 4ii5U???i

.d%

^n
>t<v^.

\e^^

x\e^

SPECIALS

LADIES GYM SHORTS & TOPS 50% OFF

LADIES TENNIS SKIRTS & SHORTS ...50% OFF

LADIES WARM-UP SUITS were 60 now 48
LADIES, MENS & BOYS SOCKS ....FR0Mn<'V2">

GYM BAGS wEREno H0w'5»''

Hours: Tues. thru Fri. 10-5 425 Meadow St., Chicopee, Ma 01021 53^2056
Saturday 8-12 Take Exit 4 off I 391. turn left and tten left at hghts.
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Women's volleyball wins

sloppy comeback at BC

CoUegian photo by P»ul I>e.in«r«i.

UMass player making strong effort against BC.

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

Sometime.^, when coming off a tough loss, it

doesn't matter how you win as long a.s it gets done

For the University of Massachusetts volleyball

team, a win was a perfect remedy for the Penn

State Blues, as the Minutewomen claimed a four

set viciorv from Boston College in Chestnut Hih,

la.st night, 15-10. 15-10, 14-16, 15-8.

The spikers gained their 20th win of the sea.son

for the fifth consecutive season while raising their

record to 20 3 overall. The Minutewomen are tied

for second in the Atlantic 10 with a 4-2 slate.

"It was real ugly," head coach Elaine Sorlino

said. "We went in there very flat, which is what

I sort of expected. I thought we'd be lackluster

because we had beaten them before. It wasn't pret-

ty, but it's a win."

UMass' performance in the first two sets could

have been compared to that of a ride on a runaway

roUercoaster. The Minutewomen were able to take

advantage of several Eagle weaknesses, but

couldn't put BC away in typical UMass fashion.

"Game one wasn't awesome, but it was decent

and it did the job," Sortino said. "The blocking was

good in the first set, but I think we became a little

complacent in the second set.

The Minutewomen found themselves on the

brink of a sweep of the Eagles in the third set, but

were challenged by BC and were eventually knot-

ted at 14-14. The game probably should not have

been that close, with the spikers committing

several unforced errors. But in the end, the Eagles

were equal to the task, and hung on for a 16-14

"We did relatively very little in the the third set.

We had a real tough time with miscut-s. and we

let a lot of balls hit the floor," Sorlino said. "But

' was pleased with the fact that we kept our poise

in the third set We didn i ^'o into a frenzy when

we were down."

The fourth set featured a "no honi-s alwjut it ap-

nroaoh from the Minutewomen. After EC took an

eaj-!v 2-0 lead, the spikers took charge, dommating

I he i-esv of the wav and not letting the pesky Eagles

get into ihf flow of the match TTie end result was

a 15-8 fourth-set victory for the match and a 20th

win. ., ,

• We put it all together in game four, bi»runu

said "They went up 2-0 at the start, but aaer that

it was all us. Things really came together for us
"

But, although the win puts the Minutewomen

back on the winning track heading into three

crucial weekend matches, Sortino was not entire-

ly satisfied with her teams performance and says

that it will take a better effort this weekend to be

successful

.

"We have to play three extremely tough matches

over the weekend, so we need to work hard to

prepare for it." Sortino said. "We'll be doing a lot

of lifting and conditioning. We'll have our work cut

out for us."

Overall, the team played fairly well, but bortino

did acknowledge individual performances as well.

"Barbara (Meehan) played very well and Karen

(Ferguson) set a very good game," Sortino said.

"Susan (Tower) did some good things for us defen

sively. She sparked our defense in the first set.

Ann Marie (Larese) did a really good job commg

off the bench for us."

tViird <Jet win

ACTIVITIES 'AUDIO

AUTO FOR SALE •CALCULATORS
ENTERTAINMENT -FOR RENT

FOR SALE • FOUND
HELP WANTED • LOST

CLASSIFIED
INSTRUCTION • MOTORCYLCLES
PERSONALS • RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED -SERVICES
ROOMATE WANTED • TRAVEL

WANTED • SUBLET
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ACTIVITliS

GRADUATES AND 25* students: Social

Hour every Thursday 5:00 Blue Wall.

Campus Center Build a tradition' Meet

each Other!

SUNDAV EVENING PRAYERS front

lounge Newman Center 6PM five collefle

mission

AVAILABLE TWO BEDROOM apt

Squire Village on bus route take over

lease any time tietween now and Dec

6654793

FREE REFRIGERATOR EVERY 10th

rental free 2x2 cu feet $36 75/year »

$15 00 deposit delivery 546-9965

SiTNbERLANO^ ON PVTA bus routed

240/month (includes heat) call Rich

665-2669

SPECTRUM NEW MEMBERS meeting

Fine Art/Literary magazine-staffs poetry

prose an photography production Thurs

Oct 30 rm 101 7PM

SUNDAY EVENTnG PRAYERS~6PM
Smith College Chapel downstairs lounge

MEDITATION. INNER PEACE. Two
week class by visiting Yogic Monks In-

troduces a universal, non-dogmatic ap-

proach to spiritual development through

meditation, yoga Free 7 30, CC 917.

10/30, 11/6

FOISALf

JOB OPENING. UMASS Outing Club is

seeking a new equipment manager to

maintain the club s inventory of outdoor

equipment Pay is $3e5/hour lor 12

hrs/week Workstudy (prelered) or non-

work study Get application in rm 428B
Slu Union due Friday 10/3 1 at 5PM
UMOC IS an AA/EEO

ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS IN all

departments nursing, dietary,

housekeeping, and laundry Excellent

wage and fringe benefit package Flexi-

ble scheduling apply in person Amherst

Nursing Home. Inc 150 University Drive.

Amherst. Mass 413-256-8185

MOVII
OEBRA AND DIANE: happy birthday'i

Love always. MATT & MIKE

ROUND TOWN MOVERS fast reliable

cheap call Michael anytime 323-6780

NIID AN ISCORT7

KEG TAPS FOR sale' Brand new, never

used keg taps only $25 Packies charge

$45 lor used taps Don't waste your

money' New taps $25 Call To

256-1438 today

Tony

ISRAELI DANCING 7-9PM Conn-

monwealth Rm Student Union spon-

sored by C'Nai Brith Hillel

BED FOR SALE single box and mattress

first $25 lakes it 584-2905 eves (Alan)

1979 'chevy WAGON. 99,400 miles,

new clutch, Best offer 536-5434 Even-

ings week-ends

OHM L2 SPEAKERSTyr warranty Call

67921

TRAVEL FIELD POSTION immediately

available Good commissions, valuable

work experience, travel, and other

benefits Call Bill Ryan (loll free)

1 -800-433-7747 for a complete informa-

tion mailer

INSTRUCTION

CALL 5-2123 BETWEEN 8PM & 2AM
every day for an escort anywhere on cam-
pus Play It sate

PERFORMER$ WANTED

ATTENTION STUDENT PERFOiwiiERS
Governors Program Council is kJOking for

people to perform in the Campus
Center/Student Union Complex Call

545-0198 for details or stop by the BOG
office, 817 Campus Center

INTKRESTEO IN WRITING tor the largest

college daily in New England'' Come
down to the Mass Daily Collegian' You
can write about Arts. Editorials, Black At

fairs. News, Women's Issues & Sports

We're located in the basement of the

Campus Center, behind the T V The C^-
legian We build careers'

SHERRY: SUPRISEI HAPPY 21*tl Will

my poor dancing feet ever rest after to-

day? Have a great day' Love you, Ren

•PAUL MARTINEZ, HAPPY 26th birth-

day wish 1 were there to celebrate it with

you' I love you' Sue

TNAMCS A LOT

THE BOARD OF Governors would like to

extend thanks to the graduate senate, the

Stockbridge student senate, SGA
treasurer Kathrine Strickland and all the

SGA senators who supported us in the

victory for our autonomy Thanx and tjest

wishes tor continued good will between

our organizations

TO SUMJT

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS pop rock

lolk-Dlues Songwriting, theory, reading,

improvisation Right on bus line Doug
549-4786

AIR TICKET

GOOD TO ANYWHERE in the'CTs

United Airlines Use for the holidays,

spring break Call Kevin at 546-7010

UNIVERSITY STORE HAS engineering

Press Exam Files for Engineering,

Calculus, Physics, Chemistry

INTERNSHIP AVAILARLI

Cr VIHU TER TERMINAL & modem both

$1 lu student desk $35 Call after 5PM
665-2225

AUTO FOR SALE

1987 VW RABBIT, 4-door. auto, no rust,

many new parts, excellent cond Must

sell, $2500 or BO call 546-5524

ROSSIGNOL STS 195CM downhill skis

brand new in package $200 call Gregg

6-6173

1979 CHEVROLET MONZA great car

$500 00 323-631 1 x234 Joe

6S' CHEVY BELAIR PB reliable low

milage previously owned by little old lady

call 549-6269

AKi -eCEIVER AAA35 48 watts/Chan

nei I ' edition $200 or BO Allan

54e-b040

UMASS PRIDEI Share your enthusiasm
for the University while developing public

relations, marketing, interpersonal, and
counseling skills The admissions office

IS looking for dynamic and articulate in-

terns and volunteers to promote the

University to prospective students
Academic credit available Applications in

admissions office. 255 Whitmore, until

November 4

PERSONALS

SOPHOMORE BUSINESS MAJORS:
reminder to submit applications to CC1 13

for Collegian Assi Business MGR by Fri-

day Oct 31

"irO^fHE BLOND altteleteat Berkshire DC
who has a grey knapsack with a Baystate

tag and )ean jacket 1 am dying to meet

you' From a dinner companion

HAVE YOU EVER experienced Altered

States

1976 VOLVO 245DL station wagon, stan-

dard shift-$2000 call 665-4769 evenings

GUCCI AND ROLEX watches many styles

$30, $40 call Brian 6-7425

1973 CHEVY LAGUNA PS PB A&R $300

665-7128

1975 GRAN TORINO elite'runs well, ex

cond inside and out $1800 or BO call

263-7486 after 8PM

CASH

UNDERWEAR SALE: 5-7 Sat at Kappa

Kappa Gamma Extra large only'

FOR SALE-KRAMER pacer imperial

guitar with Floyd rose and case $350 call

546-7656 for into

PAYING CASH FOR your baseball cards

please call Mike 549-0333

CLUI NO. 4

HELP WANTED

LICENSED MANICURIST for Amherst

area Salon 549-4979

DECODE THIS CLUE:
7 15 20 15.16.1,20.20.5.18,19,15 14,2

0,8.9,18.20,5,5,14-1'

ENTERTAINMENT

MUSICIANS NEEDED FOR perfor

mances at Beichenown Slate School

Funding ava.laoie Contact Bruce

256-4236

ON HALLOWEEN GO into Altered States

in the S U B at " (o- $^ SO 6,8 10 for

$2 00

FOR A OOOD TIME CAU

HACK-A-DISK ENTERTAINMENT
Agency - Disc|Ockeys, Bands, Lights and

Large screen video dances 549-7144

FOR RENT

ROOmIn^ bedroom house lor r»nt In

Hadley 275 584-2937

n<ITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent free meals

Light clean-up

Call Cheryl at AXO
545 2152

NEED A JOB? Like travei? Ambitious

people needed to market unique Irave'

product with no existing competition Ex

celleni experience for business, com
munication and HRTA majors No ex

perience necessary car helpful Contact

Mary 549-6116

MANAGER TRAINEES NATIONWIDE
Tool Co expanding m Amherst Now hir

ing 25 new employees great money ex

relleni working cond $ career opportuni-

ty Part and full time work For nterview

call Willie 256-4101

SKiSHOP MECHANIC. EXPERIENCED
perefered Apply 'n person Western

Village SKi 32 Mam Street Nonhampton

MA

DAYTIME: CASHIERS, WAITPEOPLE,
bariendors, hosts dishwashers parttime

Apply Judie s Amherst

H^LPWAN'flDAiX positions La Casa

Oe Carmelila's Restaurant at Motel 6 in

So Deerfield Breakfast, lunch and din-

ner shifts available apply m person Mon

thru Fri 12 to 5PM

JOIS-JOS$-JOtS

ThFbOARO of Governors is accepting

applications tor building operations coor-

dinator and special projects coordinator

If interested contact BOG at 8 1 7 Campus
Center or call 545-0194

LEOAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

SPRING 1987 INTERNSHiPS wittTthe

Legal Services Office Get hands-on ex

perience in legal field Work directly with

attorneys and clients Earn up to 15

undergraduate credits No experience in

legal profession necessary, training pro-

vided Deadline to begin application pro-

cess IS November 5th Contact Legal Ser-

vices today. 545-1995. 922 Campus
Center

USA'S BASV ARRIVED

fO~ALL CONCERNED: Lisa (Long)

Thurston had baby no 2" M was a boy

Joshua Scott 9lbs 3oz He was born or-

Tues Oct 21

IT'S A GOOD bar, it s our bar, I think we
should keep il that way Rick, Phitosopher

King (bar manager)'

LOOKING FOR WORi<^ the side Know
and done it atl. no |0b too big' Plenty of

summer work experience Call 545-2150

Ask for Todd or Witts

HEY SECRET ADMIRER give me some
hints as to who you are! Michael V

MARK BOTELHO YOU'RE right 1 shouW
have never gone to Washington but what

happens happens and what will happen
will happen so beware, when you least

expect It expect it I'll te sure to hurt you

there and there and there and there

Need I mention my name'' PS Next lime

you call me. it best be al a reasonable

hour, 1 don't care whose last semester il

IS and you owe me lunch, etc

IT'S MICHELLE JAMES b^ay' Everyone

call 6-8940 and wish her a happy one

This year has been real Let's nave

another' Luv ya Mich us'

LOSE WEIGHT NOW! 10/29 lbs/month

with Herbal Diet Weight Control No diet

No exercise or drugs 100 percent

guaranteed Call Mark 546-5938

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

PAPERS, CASES. DISSERTA;
TIONS- dependable on-campus.
reasonable. 584-7924, Nancy

NICE ONE BEDROOM apartment
Carpeted and warm To be sublet as soon

as possible Located on bus route and

walking distance from town Rent is

$360/month Includes all utitlities contact.

Sheila or Juan 253-2455 Martha or Irving

253-5603

TRAVEL

COLLEGEWEEKENO IN Montreal only

$79 Oct 31-Nov f there's still lime' Call

665-4729

TOUR TO THE SOVIET UNION. Jan

3-16, 1987 $1586 See Prof Jones 634

Herter or call 253 ^827 evenings

TYPING

"SPEEDY KEYS Professionar typing

256-1002 8AM 1' I'M

C. RASTA I don't gel to see you much
but I miss you always I wish you lots of

luck, love and especially happiness S J

LOST

H.P. lie CALCULATOR in library tower

Please call 546-4778 for rewaro

GOLD COBRA (FLAT) necklace Los^

10/19 near Webster Hill Top Health Glut

Has immeasurable seniimemai value

Don't live m guilt" Lucrative reward offer

name your pnce' Call Ed Rauscher at

253-5885 or leave a message at Hill Top

Health CluL

BLK LEATHER WALLET & gold w.re nm
glasses ten dollar reward call Harold

665-4847

DAVID OF CHAOBORNE, that loves

Steely Dan, hates disco, that I met at a

Puftton party Fri nile I'd like to see you

again L 549-7617

WAN'TEO: GOOD HOME (or liveTy black

gerbll-tree' -w/cage call 6-6794

IN SEARCH^OF... 10/22/86 3 00PM saw

you at UPS in a gray suit, blue shirt,

maroon tie 10/23/86 we said hi Let's

meet Call 549-7142, Christine

T-2-3-4Laura Fishelman will soon be a

Corr. love IS lor ever

DO YOURSELF A tavor say happy b-day

to Tom Leiebvre- this Bud's tor you

roomate Enioy your 21st

STOP MAKING SENSE- the

Talking Heads movie free

Tomorrow night in Hampden
Southside room Still

another SWAG production

MARY POWERS HAPPY 21sl birthday

now that you re a legal adult are you go-

ing to be mature'' We hope not' Love

your groupies

JADE: YOU KNOW, you re not so bad

after all Besides, we don't get m fights

we )usl go home' Thanks for being there

And hey-nappy 20th" Love. Wicked

PETER iQABRIEL TICKETS lor \/Vor

Chester Nov 21 call 546-5928

REWARD

LOST MIDDLE ST area of Hadley. large

long haired white fixed male cat Answers

to Spike Double paws Carries tail strait

up Very friendly Reward for return or

whereabouts call 586-8730

TYPING SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING Long or short pro-

lecls Meticulous orootreading Rush |Obs

OK New IBM typewriter 5490367

TYPING AND WORD PROCESSING

NEXT-DAY
323-4579

SERVICE. Typ«-ril«.

WANTED

MOTORCYCLE

YAMAHA VERAGO 920CC shaft drive

digital new rubber oval discs low miles

helmet $1200 4C Brandywme stop by

#»*»...'

ELLEN- ICH LIEBE du' -Jim

RIDE WANTED

RIDE NEEDED TO BINGHAMTON NY or

nearby areas for Halloween weekend call

Linda 256-6334

RIDERS WANTED

rTdE OFFERED TO Detroit leaving AM
Oct 31 returning PM Nov 2 call

203 289-6843 days 203-742-9473 eves

John Bannish

ROOMMATES WANTED

RESPONSIBLE FOR LG apt on bus route

own room furnished but bring bed $210

for room plus utilities call 323-4989 before

2PM 323-6311x530 after

IN BHANDYIWINE 1 bedroom availabe

starting Dec ' cali 54<» 0068

SERVICES

TERRIFIC TYPING FROM Speedy
keys Professional reliable service

256-1002 8am llpm

TYPING, TAPE TRANSCRIPTIONS.
Fast accurate, 665-7652

HRTA-WILL BOV vour badge to NYC
Hotel show Nov ; b-6170

WANTED TO RENT

REWARD TO TAKE over lease m Jan or

Feb for one bednx.m apt m Brandywme

or Puffton can Jai p' 549-6190

VODEl

YODEL HERE'S WISHING you a supe-

birthday You are <i ^reat kid and a supe'

roomate' I luv y.- sterner

YO MARE- ONCE it gets into your blood

you can't stop doing it' Happy 21st

You're awesome kid go wild, go nuts

Love Melinda

TYPING. TAPE TRANSCRIPTION. Fi«,

accurste 865-7652 c::.f:
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Men's soccer
to face Friars
Seek .500 record
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

Look out, the University of

Massachusetts men's soccer team is ready

and on a roll.

The team, which according to head coach

Jeff Gettler is playing "fantastic ball," will

travel to Rhode Island this afternoon to

lock up with Providence College at 2 in

Providence.

The 7-9 Minutemen, indeed, have been

playing well of late, rolling off five wins in

their last seven attempts, including two in

a row.

The Minutemen will face the Friars on

the heels of their two most impressive wins

of this 1986 campaign. Last Wednesday,

Southern Connecticut State University

caught UMass in their prime, and walked

off Boyden Field dazed after a strong 4-1

win for the Minutemen. Then, on Saturday,

UMass traveled to Chestnut Hill where

they warded off both the Astroturf and the

physical Boston College Eagles for a 3-2

win.

On the other hand, they will be matched

up with a Providence team which has been

"inconsistent all year," according to Get-

tler. The Friars have been winning the big

games, but falling to teams which they

should have handled.

The Friars have knocked off a tough

Syracuse University team, 2-1 in double

overtime, but found rough goings against

the University of Connecticut, falling 3-0

(the Minutemen lost to the same UConn
team by a 3-1 margin).

Friar coach Bill Boyle will place his hopes

on offensive leaders Karl Anderson (9 goals

and three assists for 21 points) and Pat

Kocourek (3-5-11). In goal for Boyle's squad

will be Joe Crehan, who has compiled a

record of 5-7, with 67 saves and a 1.69 goals

against average after 12 games.

Gettler considers Providence as an above

average team, and very physical, similar

to Boston College.

"They've had a very good season," Get

tier said, "but they have been inconsistent.

They had a big win against Syracuse.

We're definitely not going to take them

lightly." continued on page 18

Minutewomen shade Hartford, 1-0
Victory marks end
of regular season

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

It was fitting that each member of the

University of Massachusetts women's soc-

cer team received a rose from coach

Kalekeni Banda and his assistant Kathy

Jenkins as she took the field during in-

troductions yesterday.

And it was even more appropriate that

the Minutewomen dominated the Univer-

sity of Hartford and posted a 1-0 victory in

their final game of the regular season.

"These women played hard and had a

super season," Banda said. "We came into

the season looking to play good soccer and

play hard and that's what we've done. To-

day we came in to clinch a bye (in the first

round of the playoffs) and we did that too."

UMass, 13-2-2, is ranked first in New
England and tied for third in the nation

with George Mason, and will almost cer-

tainly receive a bye in the first round of the

playoffs.

This will give the Minutewomen approx-

imately two weeks off before post-season

play begins. Considering they have just

completed four games in eight days, the

rest can only help.

"We can use the rest," tri-captain

Kristen Bowsher said. "And it will be

easier to play one game instead of two."

Yesterday's win culminates an im-

pressive turnaround in which UMass
fought back from an 0-2-1 start. Against

Hartford, it was the strong favorite and
Hawk coach Ted Stavropoulos was happy

to escape with a one-goal loss.

"We're very happy," Stavropoulos said.

"We're young and we've got a lot to leEU-n.

We're looking for respect and I think we're

getting it. UMass is a good club. We
wanted to control midfield and I'd say we
did that for 70 percent of the game."

That may be so, but there was not much
midfield controlling to do, because the ball

was almost constantly in the Hartford end.

The few times the Hawks crossed midfield,,

they were not able to put a shot on goal.

bophoniore Carla DeSantis registered

her eighth shutout of the year for UMass.

continued on page 16

Collegian photo by Ricci Bonnano

No, junior midfielder Carolyn Micheel does not have extra limbs, but

hers were plenty to beat this hidden Hartford player during yesterday's

1-0 UMass win.

Marcy Guiliotis learns winning volleyball

After a successful gymnastics career, the ^

junior outside hitter is a volleyball star

By JIM LOYND
Collegian Correspondent

For avid University of

Massachusetts volleyball

fans, the past three years

have been a time to witness

the coming of age of

Minutewoman junior mid-

dle hitter Marcy Guiliotis.

Since coming to UMass,
the Orange CT native has

been a dominating force in

Division 11 volleyball and

has worked hard to help the

Minutewomen to a suc-

cessful transition to Divi-

sion I. Umass is currently

19-3 overall, and 4-2 in the

Atlantic 10 conference.

"I always knew that Mar-

cy was a great athlete,"

UMass head coach Elaine

Sortino said. "But now she's

becoming a great volleyball

player. Marcy is a powerful

blocker."

A powerful blocker in-

deed. As of the most recent

NCAA polls, Guiliotis is

fourth in the nation in

blocks, amassing a total of

107 denials in 61 games.

Also to her credit, she has

led the Atlantic 10 con-

ference all season in blocks,

and was also as high as

tenth in A- 10 conference in

service aces.

With such impressive

credentials, you might
think Guiliotis was born

with a volleyball in her

hands; but this is not the

case. Volleyball was not

always Guiliotis' primary

sport.

A former AAU Junior

Olympics gymnast,
Guiliotis won the Connec-

ticut State title in vaulting

in 1980, and went on to take

a bronze medal at the

regional competition that

same year. She didn't start

playing volleyball until she

was a junior in high school,

and she claims that she

wasn't an instant success.

"When I first started play-

ing, I was absolutely

clueless," Guiliotis said.

"My coach in high school us-

ed to hide me crouched

down by the net so that I

wouldn't have to pass. I on-

ly started playing volleyball

because I was looking for a

team sport, and it looked ex-

citing."

Eventually, and for

tunately for UMass, she fell

in love with the sport.

In her senior year,

Guiliotis must have seemed

like a diamond in the rough

to coach Sortino because not

many colleges actively tried

to recruit her.

"I talked with the Univer-

sity of Connecticut, and

American International

College, but neither really

interested me," Guiliotis

said. "I visited and talked

with Elaine (coach Sortino),

saw the school, and my
mind was made up."

Despite her recent suc-

cess, Guiliotis remains very

low-keyed about her playing

ability. She attributes her

accomplishments to just

about everything but
herself.

"I play on a great team,"

Guiliotis said. "We have so

much potential, and a lot of

depth. Every person on our

bench is capable of playing.

"Elaine is a great coach.

She is tough, but she has to

be. We are playing Division

I ball now, and we have to

be prepared for every
match. She makes every one

of us better."

Now that the team has

made the jump to Division

I, Guiliotis sees every match
as test.

"Going into a match, I

sometimes don't know what
to expect," she said. "I look

across the net, and players

seem so talented.

I just try to be confident,

and I end up surprising

myself.

After last Friday's loss to

conference powerhouse
Penn State, Guiliotis was
quirk t^ compliment her

t» riin. continued on page 16

Collrgian photo by Byrne Guamotta

Junior outside hitter Marcy Guiliotis has only been playing volleyball

for a few years, but her progress has been remarkable.
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US official says

SDI thwarts
Soviet cheating

Pro-choice supporters urge a no

vote to keep safe abortions
-^

••Wp can't determine the other aspects of

By ROBYN RUGGIERO
Collegian Staff

ThP Under Secretary of Defense said the United States

calonVy get rid of ballistic missiles if there is protection

Tgainst cheating, which the Strategic Defense Initiative

would provide, in a speech last night in Mahar

Auditorium.
^r- •

i *u

Frpd r Ikle the second highest ranking official m the

usWenit;^n,e„t, U ^sponsible for po.>^ formul-

^ „ «,iHtnrv issues such as arms control, nuciear

,nd low-intensity conflict" m the Third World

f Th. ,neech titled, "Renections After Iceland, was
•

JonsoS by thl Five College Program In Peace and

World Security Studies.

Ikle faced an audience of 300, some of whom were

hostile.

cheat.
'

Responding to a comment from the audience that many

scfeTsts believe SDI is
^--;^--'^^'f'^J^^lt^,^^^^^*^^

said •••Most scientists working on it say it is teasidie

" SughTe acknowledged that many scientists, especially

in Massachusetts, disagree.

"W.^ wanted to spend more money on SDI but Congress

turned us down,- he said. He also criticized the House o

Reoresentatives. calling it '"the emerging preservation of

miSifes scJiety ;• a turnaround from the House's previous

position of abolishing mis^^iles.

The response of American people [to SDI] has been ver>'

Dositive." like said.
*

Ikle called the recent decision by Congi'ess to provide

a 'certain amount of assistance to the freedom fighters

L xTc^i-agua,- a defensive move. "If we
^fy^^^^^lZ.

tain or support friendly governments, w-e fi"d that^we

have a one wav street," at which the audience laughed.

Ikle res^nded by saying Grenada has been the only coun-

rv in h^ last 20 years to give way to democracy, while

r^any have given way to communism. He said President

Seaganis expanding support of "Democratic Resistance.

"I want you to know that I don't trust you^ I think your

lying about the SDI system," yelled 0"!?'"'^'" rXr?
Sent said the contras, also known as "freedom fighters

fortured raped, murdered and burned villages Ikle said

the Sandinistas have been known to burn villages and

* Ihat members of Congress went to Nicaragua and witness-

ed thTpeoVle's desirffor freedom before they made their

final decision to give the contras aid.

There was a mix of applause and hissing at the close

of the speech.

After the speech. Chancellor Joseph D. Duftey said Ikle

•'showed a lot of courage and [the audience) snowed a lot

of patience."

By PAUL MASCIOLI
Collegian Correspondent

Pro-choice advocates met yesterday at the Student

Union Building steps and urged people to vote no on

Question 1 in Tuesday's statewide ballot.

^A yes vote supports the state's right to regulate and

prohibit abortions within constitutional guidelines and

to eliminate state funding of abortions.

"The opposition says this is a money matter to prevent

MalsachTetts taxpayers from paying for abortions,

SlrS Srd, a Unitarian Church frgyman from

c \rf;oi^ anirl addinc "The issue is not money but sale

aS'abortifnt^^^^^^ affect the poor and young

"TuesSVis about to take decisions out of the hands

of women and give it to the state legislature said

MaTlene Jried, Director of the Civil Liberties and Public

Policv Program at Hampshire College.

"£ sJrategv has been to go against the most

vulI^r^btwoSen first. Those are the bod.s they are

stepping over to get to the rest of us. Fried said.

•We can't determine the other aspects of our lives if

we can't control the rights to our own bodies, she said^

^We have the right to safe, legal abortion that all women

^^'eTsVm^titral success in the 1970s the womeii s

movement stalled in the 1980s. -l^«^;«%^^^^^^"^'-

abortion groups became better organized and more in

fliifntial. Fried said.
, , ,

••You could be having a tornado and they would go out

and vote." Goddard said.
* r* o

Although polls indicate a two to one vote against Ques-

tion 1 prtch^ice groups are concerned that a large voter

turnout of the anti-abortion groups could swing the vote

in favor of the question, Goddard said.

Fried c'ted the bombing of an abortion clinic Tuesday

in New York City as an indication of the activist nature

of the anti-abortionists.
.. f „ j„„'t

••It could sneak through in Massachusetts if we don t

eet to the polls," Goddard said.

"It^s a trial balloon for the rest of the country. It s a

battle for who is going to control women s lives. Fried

said.

^^ ^^^_^^^m^ ^—11 ColU-ifian photo by Pttui Krani

Unitarian clergyman Jerry Goddard advocates "safe and legal abortions^

Question 4 seeks to empower the state

to regulate

Collpfpan photo by Paul Frani

Under Secretary of Defense Fred C. Ikle

By AUTUMN MAKI
Collegian Correspondent

Editor's note: this is the eighth in a series on the Nov.

4 referendum questions.

Question 1 on the upcoming state ballot will present

Massachusetts voters with one of the more controversial

issues in the country - whether to allow the state

legislature to regulate or prohibit abortion.

The binding referendum, if passed, will empower the

state legislature to stop funding
^b°^^'°";;,^funited

allow it to outlaw abortions altogether if \he United

States Supreme Court reverses the Roe v. Wade, deci-

sion which legalized abortion.

In'its 1973 decision, the Court said women have the

right to terminate a pregnancy during the
^^-f

tn^iester.

Voters who oppose abortion rights under the present

state constitut^n should vote yes. Voters who support

abortion rights under the present state constitution

should vote no. ,u;

.

"This has profound implications for all women m thi.

state, but especially for economically disadvantaged

women." said Sally Kerans, a worker for Campaign tor

Choice, a pro-choice group involved with the referendum^

•Not only will the legislature be able to stop Medicaid

funding for abortions, but they will also be able to stop

private insurance companies from providing abortions

through coverage policies. Abortion climes will a so lose

their tax-exempt status, forcing many of them to shut

down," Kerans said.

According to Katherine Healy. executive director for

Coalition for Responsible Government, «"fJi-^^^^J^^
organization, Massachusetts has a right to become

responsible to its taxpayers.

•'In 1985. Massachusetts provided funding for 40,000

abortions in this state. Many of these were repeat abor

t^s done by clinics such as Planned Parenthood and

Preterm. These clinics provide the majority of abortion

S^^iceTthrough Medicaid funding," she said. "Medicaid

T^oli^d through the Massachusetts taxpayers

'^'cHnics such as Planned Parenthood provide a lawyer

refer^^panel booklet to minors who do not receive per-

mssTon from their parents to have an abortion. The

Sle? instructs minors on how to obtain an aborUon

out of state with information on where to go and who

to can, Healy said. These abortions are also covered by

Medicaid funding, she added.
i , r„,.

Women need the Medicaid funding that provides fo.

abortions, Kerans said.

••Without the Medicaid funding, a gi-eat number of

women would be forced to have
'l»^^f

\«^ortions c^

become single parent families dependent on welfare^

Abortion is not an .asy or pleasant choice, bu^ ,t > an

alternative to a woman who cannot provide a stable

healthy life for a child," she said.

-The Coalition for Responsible Government teel.s that

the people of Massachusetts are not responsible to pay

for an elective abortion. The United States bupreme

Court mandated in 1980 that the only way the federal

government would pay for an abortion was if it was

medically necessary," Healy said, adding. It should be

this way in Massachusetts." ^
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ROOM CHOOSING PROCESS
Please r^O FOR SPRING 1987 "'^^.^^^ad

ROOM ASSIGNMENT

If you intend to keep your present residence hall assign-

ment, you must personally sign ud with your Residence

Director/Residence Hall Manager on Tuesday,

November 4, 1986. «^^^r^wA
SIGN UP FOR YOUR CURRENT ROOM RESERVA-

,TION ON TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 4. 1986.

IF YOU WANT TO KEEP YOUR CURRENT
RESIDENCE HALL ASSIGNMENT WHILE ALSO SUB-

MITTING A PREFERENCE FORM YOU MUST DO

I

THE FOLLOWING:

1

.

Sign up for the same room on Tuesday,

November 4, 1986 or a different room on

Wednesday, November 5, 1986.

2. Fill out a Preference Form. On the Preference

Form in the lower right hand corner is a box you

must "check" if you wish to be returned to your

current residence hall If your requested

residence hall or area choices cannot be met.

YOUR OLD RESIDENCE HALL ASSIGNMENT IS

GUARANTEED ONLY IF YOU DO BOTH STEPS.

OR HALL ASSIGNMENT

If you wish to move to another room int he same

residence hall, you must sign up with your Residence

Director/Residence Hall Manager.

SIGN UP FOR A NEW ROOM WITHIN YOUR CUR-

RENT RESIDENCE HALL ON WEDNESDAY.
NOVEMBER 5, 1986.

If you wish to move to another residence hall, you must

complete a Housing Preference Form.

DEADLINGE FOR RETURNING COMPLETED HOUS-

ING PREFERENCE FORMS TO THE HOUSING

ASSIGNMENT OFFICE IS FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 14.

1986.
SIfl

If you wish to move to another residence hall to room

with a resident already assigned to that residence hall,

you must together complete a ROOMMATE REQUEST

FORM, which will be available in the Housing Assign-

ment Office on Wednesday, November 5, 1986.

DEADLINE FOR RETURNING ROOMMATE RE-

QUEST FORMS TO THE HOUSING ASSIGNMENT

OFFICE IS FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 1986.

If you wish to become roommates with a resident in a

residence hall to which neither of you is currently

assigned, you must each complete a Housing

Preference Form. These forms should be identical (with

the exception of the "check" box) and stapled together

DEADLINE FOR RETURNING HOUSING

PREFERENCE FORMS IS FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 14,

1986.

If during the regular In-House Room Choosing period,

you were unable to secure a particular type of accom-

modation (a particular single, double, or triple room),

please contact the Housing Assignment Office to fill out

an In-House Room Request Form. Rooms that become

available during intersession will be assigned, accor-

ding to seniority, to those residents who have filled out

this form and returned it to the Housing Assignment

Office. These forms must not be returned to your House

Staff.

Students who have failed to sign a 1986-1987

Residence Hall Contract Card, despite numerous

notices and requests to do so, will not be allowed to

paricipate in the Room Choosing process.

Your Spring 1987 fee bill will be mailed to you at your

home in early December. If complete payment of your

semester fee bill is not received by th Bursar by January

2, 1987, your assignment for the Spring semester will

be cancelled. Be aware of this important obligation. Be-

ing granted by the Housing Assignment Office.

In additon to properly completing room choosing all

residents are required to reamain in good standing with

the University at all times. Being withdrawn for any

reason after the end of the semester automatically

cancels your assignment. Check to make sure you do

not owe any charges to the Bursar BEFORE you leave.

Residents will lose their housing assignments under

any of the following conditions:

1. Failure to follow indicated room choosing pro-

cedures exactly,

2. Being granted an exemption from the on-campus

housing requirement,

3. Failure to pay the semester fee bill by January

2, 1987.

4. Being withdrawn for any reason at any point

after the end of the semester.

QUESTIONS?

If you still have questions about the Room Choosing

process, please contact the Houing Assignment Office

(545-2100), 235 Whitmore. Thank you!

SGA condemns campus violence
Third World chair calls incident racial, demands justice

By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

A busy Undergraduate Student Senate last night

discussed a recent brawl in Southwest, a motion to cen

sure the student president, and keeping students inform-

ed of senate matters.

Ten students, seven of them black, received injuries

Monday night in a brawl that some have labeled "racial"

in Southwest, following the final World Series baseball

game.
Third World Caucus Chairman Steve Alfred read a

Springfield Morning Union article which quoted Univer-

sity of Massachusetts Public Safety Director Gerald

O'Neil, saying the incident was not racially motivated.

Alfred, who maintains the incident was racial, then ask-

ed about 20 black persons to stand up as he said, "These

are the people that I represent."

Escapist
will perform
acts tonight
Escape artist Norman Bigelow will per-

form and discuss magic at 8 tonight in the

Student Union Ballroom.

Bigelow's presentation, sponsored by the

Commuter Area Government, will consi.>st

of a variety of escape stunts and a discu.>-

?inn of his belief that magician Harry

Hdudini was murdered and did not die in

an accident during one of his escapes.

"Bigelow has a dual purpose," said Jose

Tolson, program coordinator for the Stu-

dent Area Government. Bigelow will speak

as an authoritative figure on Houdini, as

well as exhibit his own talent, he said.

According to Tolson. Bigelow's show will

include two "great escapes." One is known

as "The Door of Death, ' where he is trap-

ped in an open coffin with knives attached

to the lid, which closes automatically if he

is not out in three minutes and four

seconds. The other is "The Fire Escape,"

where he is handcuffed to a table loaded

with gunpowder and has 60 seconds to

escape once the fuse is lit.

•AH of Bigelow's escapes are done in full

view so that everyone in the audience is

able to understand how they are done," ex-

plained Tolson.

Tolson said he didn't think anything like

this had ever been done before at the

University.

"We're always looki.ig for something

new and 'iiteresting," he said.

Tolson estimated a turnout of more than

500 spectators for the show.

- CARYM BOWERS

"These people will not be subjected to the kind of

bullshit that 1 see in here," he said, waving a copy of the

Union.
, ., , ,

The senate, which had remained silent, erupted into

applause. ..

The senate then unanimously approved that a letter ot

condemnation be sent to O'Neil and t« the dean of students

office. ,

Hamlin Senator David Moore urged anyone who

witnessed the brawl to report it to Public Safety. ''We

want a load of paperwork on this to ensure that something

happens.
"

Cashin Senator Tony Rudy, who claims to have witness

ed the incident, called it "animalistic behavior. It was

disgusting."

Student Government Association President bill ben-

nett, recalling his vulgar insults to Rudy at last week s

meeting, apologized to the senate as a whole, but would

not apologize to Rudy.

Bennett said Rudy had used "dilatory tactics" by re

questing three role calls during that meeting. "I certain

ly don't regret what I said last week," Bennett said.

Bennett had verbalized what most senators were think

ing, he said. "I was unable to contain myself the way

others were."

Central Area Senator Andrew Blockehur.st had propos-

ed a motion to censure Bennett but he withdrew it because

the president "realized the mistake he made and apologiz-

ed," Blockehurst said.

SGA Governmental Affairs Chairwoman Denise Forbes

then proposed that all senators representing dormitories

should write letters relating their activities in the senate

to their constituents periodically.

Field Senator Nate Moore urged senators to support the

proposal because most students obtain information on

their representatives through the Collegian.

"Usually [the Collegian] concentrates on the negative

aspects of the senate," he added.

Sylvan Senator Sean Stevens said, becau.se most

senators do not care about their constituents, "the word

constituent means ab.solutely nothing."

riilleiOAn photo t>y ThuI Kran/,

SEESAWING AROUND - Senior interior design major Leigh Heywood and junior David Lally took some

time off yesterday to play outside the Student Union Building

Golden and Rosenberg urge
yes vote on Question 4

Politicians advocate toxic clean-up

Haunted house will raise

money for local needy children

By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Massachusetts state senator William

Golden and congressional candidate Stan

Rosenberg urged about 40 people to vote

in favor of Question 4 on the Nov. 4 state

election ballot during a rally on the

Amherst Common yesterday.

If Question 4 passes, the state Depart-

ment of Environmental Quality Engineer-

ing will be required to clean toxic waste

dumps across Massachusetts. There are

about 1,500 toxic waste sites in the state,

according to the DEQE.

In addition, more than 40 communities

have reportedly lost the use of public and

private wells because of contamination.

"I go all over this state and find the

average voter painfully aware of hazardous

waste," Golden said. "The people of the

Commonwealth deserve a toxic waste

cleaning program and must demand ac

tion," he added, as the crowd cheered.

"The state has not taken the position

w'lich has made the clean up of hazardous

waste a priority." Golden said.

"What question 4 will do is put this issue

square on the menu of the legislature," he

said.

Rosenberg said. "Imagine the disaster if

this question were not to pass." If

Massachusetts residents do not approve the

referendum, they will show that "we don't

care about clean water; we don't care about

our future," he said.

Steve Mancini, coordinator of the

Massachusetts Public Interest Research

Group chapter at Amherst College, said

MassPIRG has obtained 80,000 signatures

from supporters of the referendum.

Opponents of the referendum have said

the toxic waste cleaning would cost too

much, Mancini said. "I wouldn't mind pay-

ing $20 to find out whether or not the water

I am drinking is killing me," he said.

If question 4 passes, it might set a prece-

dent for other states to act on waste clean

up, added Mancini, who wore a shirt with

the phrase, "Toxic waste makes me sick."

He invited spectators to taste Amherst

tap water and compare it with natural

spring water, which he called the "toxic

test."

Several advocates of the bill stood among
the audience wearing white safety suits

and gas masks, and waved signs that read:

"Clean hazardous waste. Vote yes on Ques-

tion 4 on November 4."

The Massachusetts Campaign to C'lcaii

Up Hazardous Waste and MassPIRG spon

sored the event.

BY STEFANIE MILLER
Collegian Correspondent

A vacant store in the Mountain Farms

Mall will become a Haunted House this

weekend, where a group of area teens and

adults will donate their time and theatrical

talents to raise money for needy local

children.

From today through Sunday, the

Christmas Teens will run the event, which

will raise money for the Northampton

Heights Low-Income Christmas Fund.

For the second consecutive year, the

group will stage the Haunted House, which

was built this month. Building materials

were donated by local merchants who were

asked to supply products rather than cash.

There will be a $1 admission for adults and

50 cents for children, with all proceeds go-

ing to the Christmas Fund to purchase

presents for the children during the holi-

day season.

Sandy Facto, a Northampton resident

who initiated the project last year, said, "I

think it will be bigger and better than last

year. It's going to be a whole lot of fun."

The idea for the project came about when

the subject of Halloween preparations

arose in a Facto family discussion. Facto

said, "I wanted to do something special."

When she thought of doing a haunted

house for charity, Facto's family question-

ed whether such an event could be plann-

ed and built in such a short amount of time.

"I just said, 'Want to bet?' " she said.

The Haunted House will run from 6:30

p.m. to 9 p.m. on Thursday and Friday, and

from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturday and

Sunday.

Local author Leslea Newman will be reading and signing her recent-

ly published novel, Good Enough to Eat, from 3 to 5 p.m. Saturday at

the Neilson Browsing Room at Smith College.

Good Enough to Eat is about a 25-year-old Jewish woman who is

bulimic. Newman, who has taught creative writing at the University

of Massachusetts at Amherst, tells of how this woman learns to over-

come bulimia.

Zipporah Greenfield will perform her one-woman show expressing in

song and dance the traditions of the Yemenite Jews at 4:15 p.m. today

at Sage Hall of Smith College, and again at 8 tonight at the Converse

Hall Red Room at Amherst College.

Alan Cheuse, a literary reviewer for National Public Radio will be

giving a presentation on reviewing for NPR at 8 tonight in the Memorial

Hall Lounge.
Cheuse is also the author of "Reds," the fictional biography of John

Reed, and the recently published "The Grandmother's Club."
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CHINESE
'j. CUISINE

Find out why "Bon Apetit" and

"Gourmet" Magazines are

requesting our recipes ...

Discover why Sze's customers

drive from as far away as

Connecticut, Vermont, and

New Hampshire for a taste

of Sze's award-winning gourmet

Chinese cuisine

,^., shows $2.00

Showtlmes: 6:00, 8:15. 10:30pm
October 30th Campus Center Auditorium

Spontortd by Arnold Air Society

Come sample our Sunday Brunch ...

or enjoy a quiet evening

at our new piano bar (Wed - Sot 7-11 PM)

50 Main Street, Northampton 586-5708

PINOCCHIO'S RESTAURANT
1177 North Pleasant St 549-3669

SPECIAL THURS, FRI, SAT

LARGE 1 ITEM

Pizza of your choice

GET 2 FREE

I COKE CLASSICS
L___ ^—

1

lets ilie

(jood limes roll

I
LARGE 2 ITEM

I Pizza of your choice

I GET 3 FREE

! COKE CLASSICS
i

EXPIRES: NOVEMBER 1

FAST FREE DELIVERY

Not valid in Restaurant - Only in Amherst Restaurant

Special Guests *i

TONIGHT
I
ri^>^^V^>X

ESCAPE ARTISTRY
at Its finest

The
Amaxing
Bigelo^v^
and his
BLOOD
CURDLING
Door

^\ '
>̂ \\ Death

•Th. mo.I .»cltl., .nd ...r.ll», ««»i;« '"
'-S:,''",'. °T

ct.»w la the Door of Deatli. A door with 21 «iiarp »»r»«

JSivM U Sou.- to .lam .hut and .lice into the body of

BUelow wh^o l. H.d. Chained, p.dloclc.d
-J- •J^^^^'^^Vy

turned Into a human fhUh kebab.

Norman Bigelow • Escape Artist

October 30, 1986^ 8 p.m.

UMass Student Union Ballroom
Admission: Two Dollars

Brought to you by the Commuter Area Government

UMASS SKI CLUP
PRESENTS: HOT

^^^ a'

.-t_

\^i

w

THE
MOVIE

FR^EE FOR MEMBERS
$100 For Non-Members

1 SHOWING ONLY
MONDAY NOV 3 - 7:00 PM
Campus Center Auditorium

L AG N A F
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adirondack music
15 EAST PLEASANT STREET • AMHERST 253-3100

239 MAIN STREET • GREENFIELD 772-6803

90-92 KING STREET • NORTHAMPTON 586-8800

ADIRONDACK'S MIDNIGHT MADNESS
SALE STARTS FRIDAY!

THOREN'S
TD126CII Itintabto
top of the line

orily eight in stock

a $800 value

btemished cabinets

madness

priced

S29988

EPI T/E 360
LOUDSPEAKERS
3-way floor standing

w/passive radiator

poly-treated drivers

oak verwered cabinets

$700 value

madness

priced

$149>B/eacli

NIKKO PRO RACK SYSTEM

Alpha130
Pro SeHM Amplifier

100 watts per channel continuous

2 stage differential circuitry

k>w noise-k>w distortk)n

Beta30
Pro Series PreAmpUfier
dual line selector system

sound processing kxjp

head amp for mc cartridge

video and cd inputs

L-OA-D-E-D'.nmnnn

Gamma30
Pro Series Hieer
quartz tocking w/presets

variable muting threshold

plus many more great features

O'SULLIVAN AR169
AUDIO RACK

A $1220 VALUE

ALL FOR $499.95

PIONEER
AX3 tatsiratai AmpHftor
20 watts per channel continuous

toudness contour

plus nrKiCh more

FX8 Component lUner
synthesized tuning

nriatch to amplifier

both pieces a $300 va

madness

priced

sggso

MISSION DAD7000R
Conpict Disc Playop
rated among the best ever buit

twin D/A converters

4 times over sampling (176l4)

single focus laser system

wireless remote control

mutti-programmability

a $900 value

madness priced

^49900

AKAI HX101
Cassette Dock
Dotjy noise reduction

l.e.d. meters

easy touch operation

a $140 value

madness

priced at

$4998

MISSION 700.2
Leudsposkops
two-way

bassrefiex

harxjies to 150 w/ch continuous

a true audiophi^e ^^eaker

a $400 vakie

madness

priced

n99W/pP.

Al items limited quantity•Subject to prior sate

Not responsbte for typographical errors
^

Al sales cash»MCA/ISA/Discover arxj Check add 3%
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Photojournalist shows
slides of a haunting world
»>»r m/-vxTi^ r>A rkr*TT AKrr» ..»^»u<>o u^rAl^incr nnwViprp. and childrenBY TONY PADOUANO
Collegian Staff

More than 60 people crammed into a

small room to see a world they may not

have known existed, as photojournalist

Eugene Richards lectured and showed

slides on his work and experience during

a presentation at Hampshire College Tues-

day night.

"People come to this area because it is

beautiful," Richards said, "but there is

another world full of problems and it is

very close.
"

Richards showed haunting and entranc-

ing pictures of people sitting on their front

porches looking nowhere, and children

with a hopeless look in their eyes. Yet, in

almost every picture something beautiful

could be seen.

"When you become a photographer, you

become a biographer, either willingly or

unwillingly," Richards said.

Richards' last book. Exploding into Life,

is the verbal and photographic account of

the death of Dorothea Lynch, a close friend

of Richards who died of cancer.

Richards said Lynch forced him to

photograph her in her struggle. The pur-

pose of the book is to get everyone to realize

that people with cancer are still people and

should be treated with the same respect

and graciousness that others are treated

with, he said.

"Enough press attention can help in any

situation. Information is the basis for lear-

ning and the press has the power to in-

form," said Richaids. who has gone into the

worst slums of Harlem, Boston and

Philadelphia and photographed the horri-

ble conditions in which people live.

Richards said he had no problem taking

pictures in the slums because the people

were delighted to let someone see their pro-

blems and expose them to the outside

world. Richards said these people won t be

helped unless people on the outside see

them.
Richards said one of the worst things

about being a photographer is that he

doesn't have much to say in the written ar

tides for most jobs he gets. He showed an

example of an incident he had with Fortune

magazine. Fortune had Richards take pic-

tures of victims of toxic waste dumps for

an article. After he turned in his pictures,

he said the magazine planned to use the

photographs against the victims in a pro-

toxic dump article. Richards said he

couldn't do anything.

Richards' work has appeared in Life and

the New York Times Magazine. He is now

a photographer for Magnum and has been

awarded grants from the John Simon Gug-

genheim Foundation, the National Foun-

dation for the Arts and :he W. Eugene

Smith Foundation. He has co-authored two

other books with Dorothea Lynch, Dor-

chester Days and 50 Hours

m Car J-'"'

TOYS • CHILDREN'S BOOKSC&
RECORDS • STUFFED ANIMALS

Huge selection of teddy bears, dogs, cats, pigs, etc

Large collection of early childhood education

resource books Glow-in-the-dark ceiling stars

Come in

& Browse!

48 H. Pleasant St.

below Steve's,

Amhecst
Hon-Sat.

256-1609
9:30-5:30

FORA
DELICIOUS &
DELIGHTFUL
MEAL III

/«

TACOVILLA
.0\itrinfi Quality

H**ican Food*

NORTHAMPTON
21 CENTER ST

iB4 0671

Bring Your Own
Beer or Wine

AMHERST
41 BOLrWOOD WALK
256 8? 1

7

Beer i Wine
Served

SPRINGFIBLD
749 SUMNER AVE
7B8 0919

Bring Your Own
Beer S Wine

DIABETES
Film and Discussion

WHO: Persons with diabetes & their guests

WHY: Share concerns and information

.November 5, 7-9pm
Campus Center Room 803

Further information;

Call University Health Services Health Ed.

549-2671 X181

No registration necessary

.VVVSAPAfl/VVVAfl.V^^V/SAiVVSAVViV

^>- f

&

^^^

THURSDAY
NIGHT IS

PARTY NIGHT
AT MIKES

•dspaS
v>

CLEAN, SAFE, PRIVATE HOT TUBS
175 UniYtnrty >

t*»»1 to Sladulm Liquor* in Prtc* Choop«f liaH

Op«r Monday till 1. tu*» S«t Mim • 1»m

R«»«fvmlon« BugaMltd Gift c«rtltlc«t«i •viil«tol»

Call 253- ?7^^^

Coupon Book Membership
$50 for 12 Vahr Hot tubs

Coupons good for 1 hr on Mon-Wed

BEST HOT TUB DEAL IN VALLEY
split the cost with a group of friends

FOR YOUR ENTERTAINMENT:

2 POOL TABLES, TV'S, VIDEO GAMES AND JUKEBOX

THIS WEEKS SPECIALS

MEISTER BRAU & SCHAEFER PITCHERS.. ..$2.75

BECKS LIGHT & DARK JIfO
CAPTAIN MORGAN'S SPICED RUM $1.50

DON'T FORGET OUR FRIDAY SMORGASBOARD 4-8pm

SMITH COLLEGE
REC COUNCIL
PRESENTS

Thursday, October 30, 1986

Campaigns strengthen as November 4 nears
BOSTON .W

iblished ytsLtn

Fl^A^u•d M Ki

> I

•<**

.._j

(oiler expi

A UNIQUE SELECTION OF
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC
SALES AND RENTALS

29 Pleasant St, Northampton
584-6762 - 6763

Classics-Science Fiction -Art* Foreign

m^.$599
AIR ONLY

$799
per person

dbl occup.

COUNCIL TRAVEL
AMHERST

[4131256-1261

We Create A Style As
Individual As you Are
•^ CONSULT.VnON
_' AND siYLfc: cur

Wmi fOUPO.N .^ SILDKNI 1. 1).

HOT
SPOT

No cans. bo» 'es, recording

devices oi cameras.

Hall is wheelchair accessible

THURSDAY
NOVEMBER 6

8:00 PM
John M Greene Hall

Smith College

Northampton
Tickets starting Oct 20

at Seelye Basement
Main St Records in N'ton

For the Record (Faces), Amh.

Fine arts Center Box Office

Amherst

Smith Students $7 & $8,

All others $10 & $12, $15 at door

Quality
Mass-market manufacturers sacrifice

quality for quantity and design simplicity

for unneeded "bells and whistles." In

contrast. Music First components offer

the world's most advanced MUSIC
reproduction and unsurpassed quality in

workmanship and electronic design.

Musicy^irst
Unique Audio Systerr.s

Dann. enXt-r Shops, HT5, Hatfield. MA 247-5;}H4

Three listt'ning roomh, custom home installations, and c omplete service facilities

65 UNlVKKSri V UKIVK. AMHKKST
549-5610 f\p 11 7 86

An Alternative Record Store

Sp»cialinr>g m Psyct>«c)»lK:
*

Punk ' QritRlui 0««0
'

AocK n No« E»f»rim«n!il

Mij<;x

ALSO OUALrrv T SMIBT9 i P0STEB8

TOP CASH PAID FOR
HECOnOS TAPf S STEREOS GUITARS

MAXELL XL-2
BOX OF 10 FOR

$21

MAXELL UR-90
BOX OF 10 for

$10

253-9209

M-Sat 11-7. Sum 2-5

I

I

HALLOWEEN
COSTUME PARTY!

Come in costamc and you could win $250 in cash,

a stereo system with a Compact Disk Player

Plus other great prizes! - Listen to 99.3 for details

OCTOBER 31st - 8:30 PM
21 + - Admission $2.99
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Nice going Red Sox, but-

Late Monday, after the sad finale ofthe 1986 baseball season

wh^n mosXd Sox fans were drowning their sorrows or cry-

rng the^elves to sleep, a few here at the University wen^out

to hurt people who might have enjoyed the""^f™;„
There was a fight in Southwest. Not one of^J>«~^

brawls over sex, money or personalities, but a vicio^

^Iwlfltpd attack bv men whose collective consciousness is near

th^^ltl of Mtifa *e Hun's. With taped fists, these men

*LuTt^ and wounded several fellow students - one ofwhom

ended up unconscious and in the hospital.

men the Boston Red Sox lost the World Series after a hard-

foSt battle with the New York Mets, a Pa" of depre^^^^^^^^^

descended upon much ofNew England i" the^f of h^s l^ss

_ one more in the seemingly endless chain of post-season

'tTJ^Sn^l^lSS loss when one considers the

type of season the Sox had - winning 96 games, watching

^'^er Clemens set a new record with 20 sf-'ke-out^n one

night, a dramatic come-from-behind victory against the Cahfor-

nia Aneels - but it was no cause for violence.
"
BasZll is just a game, from Uie Babe Ruth League to the

World Series. A win is always the sweetest, but a team that

do^s its tesfin a game effort to be World Champions deserves

more from its fans than gang brutality.
.

Zr^U a feeling among many that the event was rac.a^»y

motivated. If so, one is left with the question
fwhef^^^^!

is an even worse motivation than a baseball game. Either

would be a sad reflection on our society as a whole and our

University in particular.

Students and Question Eight

Question Eight on the Massachusetts ballot November 4 asks

if Congress and the President should require a 50 percent

reduction in sulfur dioxide emissions by 1995 and ifthe reduc-

tions and costs should be equitably divided between the states^

This is an excellent first-step toward reducing the problem

of acid rain and students should vote "yes" on this question

Once upon a time in Canada, there was an abundance ot

lakes filled with fresh, clean water. There were seemingly

endless forests alive with towering, healthy trees - maples,

pines, birches, oaks, and a host of others. For years this ar-

boreal wonderland's only foe was an often over-enthusiastic

woodsman's axe.
. , .

,

Then came power plants and factories and. with them, acid

'^^nNorth America, as in Europe, lakes and forests are dy-

ing Pollution, in the form of acid rain, is killing them. Acid

rain is caused by, among other things, sulfur dioxide emissions

from smokestack industries and power plants. It is devastating

1 our environment by slowly choking every living thing. It is

'

an insidious, creeping problem that has wrought havoc in nor-

thern climes and one that is inexorably spreading southward

It is high time that our legislators, on the state and federal

level, stop dragging their feet and do something about it -

no matter the possible political consequences.

Our present system of power generation is a filthy and ob-

solete relic of a time where environmental impact questions

were never even asked, much less answered. It has to go and

it has to go now. Every year we delay means more dead fish,

more empty lakes and more diseased trees.

Yes it will be expensive and no, the industries responsible

will not pay for it all. Although they must be squeezed to the

limit if they are hit too hard it is easy for them to take refuge

in the bankruptcy laws. This has happened too many times

when a company has been found responsible for pollution

The financial burden for halting the horror of acid rain will,

unfortunately, be laid on the taxpayer. However no price is

too much to pay for the forests and streams on which American

life depends. Citizens of the Commonwealth, along with those

of our 49 fellow states in the Union, owe it to future genera-

tions to put our money where our mouths are and stop this

burgeoning ecological catastrophe.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion of the Col

legian Board of Editors.

Letters

A pathetic demonstration
It is regrettable that here at our univer-

sity, dedicated to the broadening and

maturing of minds, there still exists those

who defy any and all opportunity to act m
a responsible manner. I refer to the persons

scattered throughout the campus who,

upon witnessing the World Series outcome,

used the occasion for another round of m^

excusable vandalism, harassment, and

violence. You are pathetic.

I realize the tension was high, the stakes

were large, and the devotion of the fans,

both Red Sox and Mets, was measureless^

But it is a game. I wouldn't be surprised

to learn that many of those who take

baseball with a life-or-death attitude are

completely apathetic toward other contests,

with much higher stakes, so often expound-

ed on this campus (debate about abortion,

central America, and South Africa).

I am a fan. I watched all seven games.

But to destroy property and injure others

because one team happened to win four

games and the other did not is asinine. So

I refuse to accept that as a premise for these

wanton displays of poor sportsmanship, in-

consideration, and Neanderthalism.

After all, if you profess to be a sports en-

thusiast, no team that makes it to the

World Series and gives 100 percent can

ever really lose. The true losers are the peo-

ple who drag this fine game down by their

level of response.

Craig Powrie
Sylvan

An embarrassing incident

As members of the Student Activities

Division, we are ashamed and embarrass-

ed at the events in the Southwest Residen-

tial Area on Monday night/Tuesday mor-

ning as was reported in the Oct. 29 Col-

legian. How is it possible for an angry

crowd to be allowed to congregate.. ."bur-

ning paper, throwing bottles, and break-

ing windows" without appropriate action?

Is it true that "police allowed Yancey

(Robinson) to get thrashed for approx-

imately 50 seconds without taking action?

Was this a white mob out of control look-

ing to beat-up some black student?

The answer to these questions will come

out in time, and we hope that the respon-

sible persons are made to pay for their

crime. The real question though is How
can this happen here? Mob violence and

racial hatred are terms that should not be

associated with a University. The reali-

ty, however, tells another story.

If the loss of a baseball series can lead

son is black, then we think we have a

racial problem.

The Student Activities Division and all

of us in the campus community need to

look at this event and decide where we,

each of us, are and how can we work to

ensure that these things do not recur.

This event and others like it are a symp-

tom and a warning that there are some

major issues which need to be dealt with

now The Student Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy (SCERA) is plan-

ning to focus on Racism on Campus next

semester. Let's hope that their efforts and

all of the people at school who care about

this community are in time.

Jose Tolson, Program Coordinator

Student Activities Division

Joanne Levenson, Delphine Quarles,

Bill Stepchew, Sue Jean, Michael

Jones, Anna Dolan, Judy Gagnon,

Randy Donant, Chuck DiMare, Tom
Coish, Michael Gowell, Dani Burgess,

If the loss of a baseball series can leau uoisn, inicnaei viuwcxi, *^o«^ —• »—'-.

a mob of students to attack and iiyure Chris Alibrandi, Margret Arsenault,

r_ii-.., „*„j«r,to fV,on woVinvp a oroblem. Fmn Cramer-Hanafee, Sherwood
fellow students, then we have a problem.

If the mob is white and the injured per
Fran Cramer-Hanafee,
Thompson.

Safety is at stake
What makes 500 students

react so violently over an in-

significant baseball game
which they have no control

over whatsoever? 1 can't

seem to understand their ra-

tionale. I mean, it's only the

7lh game of the World

Series. Is it worth hitting an

innocent bystander over the

head with a beer bottle or

mauling a man with kicks

and punches because of his

skin color?

Some harmless cheering

on the pyramids easily and

quickly resulted in serious

racial tension. Perhaps none

of this would have occured

if the unruly crowd had

been dispersed earlier. It

was as if this riotous

assembly was entitled the

liberty to storm around

Southwest breaking bottles,

shooting off fireworks, and

smashing windows. Brawl-

ing between fans soon turn-

ed into brawling between

black and white. Only when

a black man lay helplessly

on the cement after being

beaten senselessly by a

crowd of angry white men

did the police respond

effectively

World Series or no. peo

pie's safety is at stake here

I hope incidents like this

one become a thing of the

past because UMass
reputation does not deserve

this attention.

Russell J. Toppi
Southwest

"The mind of a bigot is like the pupil of an eye; the more light you shed

on it, the more it contracts." _ Oliver Wendell Holmes

The differences between them & us
Mikhail Gorbachev asserts that the United States is

slowly turning into the repressive totalitarian state that

the US claims the Soviet Union is. He states that the

US is truly the world oppressor and that the peace-loving

Stuart Gottlieb

Soviets are the ones who are scurrying around in at-

tempts to protect their way of life.

Such scurrying examples are the invasion ol

Afghanistan, the downing of Korean Airlines flight 007,

the aiding of sovereign states such as Angola, Nicaragua,

Syria, Libya, and Ethiopia, the late report of the Cher-

nobyl disaster, and the list goes on. All of these cir-

cumstances are justified by the Soviets due to the fact

that they are up against the American oppressor.

But there is something very wrong with the Soviet

justification, and the American concern, indeed sym-

pathizing with such Soviet accusations.

One thing we all must remember is that (Gorbachev s

remarks came on Soviet television, viewed by Soviet

citizens. But we Americans can openly view such

speeches by Gorbachev also. We can get transcripts ot

TASS reports, and other pieces ofSoviet information, and

make up our own minds. We hear criticism of American

policy every day in the news. We live in a free and open

society Though it could be more free and more open. I

feel that it is the best it could be considering the

circumstances. tmi
"What circumstances?!" you might be screaming. 1 11

tell you. ...
We have two major political forces on this planet, one

in Moscow, one in Washington. The political force in

Moscow has a stronghold on its people, controls 100 per

cent of the country's information, propagandizes its own

people and the rest of the people in the world.

The political force in Washington has free and

democratic elections every four years, allows a free press

which acts as a major watchdog over our bureaucracy,

but does, in fact, contribute its own form of propaganda.

The people in this country have a loud voice in

American policy making. The people are free to express

themselves when they feel that the US has infringed

upon other people's human rights. Our government

hears the people.

The people in the Soviet Union are not free to express

A big waste of energy
On Wednesday, October 22, the student

senate considered the contract between the

SGA and the board of governors. Many peo-

ple gave up their night to present

arguments and to give their full attention

towards this issue. More than two-thirds of

the senators present favored the contract.

Perhaps you think that everything should

have gone smoothly? Wrong.

During the meeting, a small group of

senators (three or four) decided to do

everything and anything in their power to

A] cause harm to the individuals who work-

ed on the contract, and B] disrupt the en-

tire senate meeting. While these in-

dividuals claim to be representing their

constituencies, their actions on the 22nd

were surely not supported by many of their

constituents. Their means and the possible

consequences of their actions did not mat

ter to them at all. Their common goal, to

"kill" the BOG contract, was the only thing

William Bennett
~~

on their minds...not the wishes of their con-

stituents! They argue that their actions are

in the "rules." Well, whether their actions

were parlimentarily possible or not is not

the point. Their tactics were wrong and

should be looked down upon.

Unfortunately, I let these single-minded

senators agitate me with their dilatory

moves. I was not alone - the entire senate

seemed to be feeling the same way. The tac-

tics and motives of the disruptive senators

continued to eat away at my insides, as

well as the foundations of student em-

powerment - something I am proud to

fight for.
X. . u u

Finally, the agitation reached a high

enough level as to be unbearable. I got so

fed up with their ridiculous, dilator>' moves

that I had to raise my voice. At this point

in the meeting, an overwhelming majori-

ty of senators and students were feeling the

exact same kind of disgust for these peo

pie My spoken words were simply the

silent words of many in the room. Words

you too would probably have been think-

ing had you witnessed the incredible lack

of courtesy of these few disruptive senators^

Perhaps the words which came out could

have been a bit less offensive but they

stemmed from deep inner feelings which

such tactics bring to the surface. Besides,

something had to be done, something need-

ed to be said, and some people needed to

realize that it was time to grow up. At least

my brief comments awakened these feel-

ings among many people at the meeting,

if nothing else. Never once did I intend to

offend anyone.

However, what about the fact that 1 was

personally offended by the use of dilatory

their disapproval of Soviet government action. But more

importantly they have no reason to. As I stated previous-

ly, the Soviet citizens are victims of a life of one-

sidedness. You can tell me forever that the US is just

as onesided, and that the people here are just as misin-

formed, but I'll tell you forever that you're wrong. The

citizens in the US have every opportunity to travel, read,

and experience life in other cultures. The US can rely

on its policy of freedom as the basis of nationalism. The

Soviets rely only on disinformation.
i c •

So here's where the circumstances tie in. The Soviet

policy makers know that the American people like to

speak out. They know that there are plenty of liberals

in America that love to hear about American shortcom-

ings They know that Americans love to complain. When

a Soviet verbal attack is made public, the Soviets know

they have an advantage. American verbal attacks on the

Soviet Union go nowhere near the Soviet populous.

This public input factor heavily favors the Soviets, and

they know it. While we can build an equal number of

nuclear weapons, have an equal number of alliances, and

lie about each other an equal number of times, the

political stress put on the respective governments by

their constituencies will never be the same.

Stuart Gottlieb is a Collegian columnist.

tactics by certain senators? What about the

40-50 senators that agreed with me and

were also offended by the same in-

dividuals? What about you, the student,

who was offended because certain senators

do not care if the student senate runs

amok? Don't these offenses count tor

anything?
, ^ ^,

In conclusion I must agree that there

"should" be no place for offensive language

in the student senate, or anywhere for that

matter. However, let it also be acknowledg-

ed that there is no place for disruptive

senators in student government. Please

remember, although the wording could

have been altered, my statements arose

from deep internal feelings and appeared

after three continuous hours of disruptive

behavior and dilatory tactics - things

which certainly deserve more criticism

than a simple and justified statement ot

disgust!

William Bennett is president of the SGA.

Letters

-TfU/iiifvgisM, rmtB-O-.v^t^-'^

Stop these antics, please
Several times in recent

years, under cover of

darkness, someone has been

stealing letters off the "C &
C Liquors" sign on our front

wall.

On one occasion, the let-

ters were recovered in a

fraternity. On another, a

police officer cruising on

North Pleasant Street ap-

proached two young women
who dropped what they

were carrying and ran

away. He recovered two

"C's" and a screwdriver. It

resembles fraternity pranks

of a generation ago.

Now, fun is fun, but signs

cost us a lot of dough. We
love your coming to C & C,

but ripping signs off our

wall affer hours suggests an

immature high-school sort

of mentality, which you U-

Mies should be beyond.

After all, you are the future

leaders of our country.

Please, keep coming back to

C & C, but please don't rip

our signs off the wall.

G.F. Cramer
Owner, C & C Liquors

The Collegian accepts let-

ters and columns from the

UMass community for

possible publication on the

Editorial/Opinion page. All

submissions must be typed,

double-spaced with 67

characters per line.

Reflections on the elections
j.VV/XX'w/'ww

^_„._.u„„„n.f«vfKo who foucht his way to law I

On November 4th, America goes to the polls for the

1986 legislative elections. Among the numerous contests

hping fought across the nation, close attention is being

Ben Brogan
paid to the New York gubernatorial race, which pits

little-known Republican Andrew P. O'Rourke against in-

cumbent Democratic governor Mario M. Cuomo. 1 he at-

tention is unusual given that the popular Cuomo is con-

sidered a shoo-in. But the outcome of this race is widely

viewed by political experts as a litmus test one which

will determine Cuomo's viability as a candidate for the

White House in 1988.
. xt . i

In 1984, as keynote speaker of the Democratic National

convention. Mario Cuomo issued an emotional call to

arms which captivated the nation and provoked specula-

tion that there could be hope for the Democratic party

after Walter Mondale.

Cuomo, at age 54, is in good position to wage a strong

presidential campaign in 1988. A^ governor ofNew York

he is supported by the example of his predecessors,

Grover Cleveland. Teddy Roosevelt and FDR. who suc-

cessfully moved from Albany to the White House. More

importantlv. in the eyes of many, he combines - better

than any other politician - traditiona Democratic scKial

consciousness with hard-nosed fiscal responsibility (a

characteristic Democrats have long been seen as

^^In'rf-ecent speech to the American Bar Association.

Cuomo argued that scholarship, experience and integr.tN

_n^ partisanship or ideolog>- - should be the criteria

foi selecting federal judges. Although this opened him

to accusations of political naivete, it exemplifies one of

Cuonio-s principle assets; the ability, if not the desire

^dev ideological classification. He offers the liberal

wing of the Democratic party support on gay rights, a

niclear reeze. aid to the destitute and opposition to the

ueath"enalty. Yet he also
^^^^^^l^^^ZT::DrlZ

consciously patriotic version of the American Dream,

TJ^^ZL^nccess as the son of penniless immigrants

who fought his way to law school and the State House,

as well as his willingness to compromise and his com-

mitment to fiscal caution.
. , ,

Mario Cuomo will need to persuade voters that his suc-

cess at managing New York (he eliminated a deficit,

enacted the largest tax cut in state history, built more

prison cells and reformed Medicare) can be imitated on

a national scale.

For the moment. Cuomo is denying he has any

presidential ambitions. More important to him is the

gubernatorial race. Cuomo will need a big victory in

November (on the order of60% to 40%) in order to bring

attention to himself nationally and improve his standing

in the public eye. A July poll had Cuomo running second

behind Gary Hart (14% to Hart's 30%).

A presidential campaign would enable Cuomo to con-

vince Americans that he is a new kind of Democrat, that

his program, his vision, is not simply a rehash of past

Democratic pipe-dreams. Compassion, tempered by

pragmatism and packaged in a convincing vision of an

American society resting on the twin pillars of God and

family, are the recurring themes of Mario Cuomo s

speeches. One look at other potential candidates and it

becomes clear how appealing a Cuomo candidacy could

be to the general public.

While fellow Democrats are still trying to figure out

what to do about Gary Hart's lack of charisma (let alone

finding out his true age or the correct spelling of his

name). Republicans are wondering if the Reagan mysti-

que will rub off on George Bush enough to fight off Jack

Kemp s hard-line conservatism and Pat "Hemorrhoid

Helper" Robertson's well-intentioned fanaticism.

Eight vears of Ronald Reagan have shown that

Americans place a lot of emphasis on the charisma, the

personality, the leadership ability of their candidates.

Mario Cuomo, for the moment, is the only figure on the

political horizon who promises to offer leadership, vision

and a cohesive program for the future.

Ben Brot'an is a t/A/a.s-.s student.

Random Notes

Reason for policy
Are you one of those "blind to the issues" individuals

who feel the University is committing the ultimate sin

by tighteningup security policy for the Halloween

weekend? You are? Great; then you are exactly who 1 d

like to try to educate over the next few lines.

Let me begin by explaining why I feel I am qualified

to try and educate you. I'm what is known as a third

semester senior. During the past four years. I ve spent two

years as your typical student living in the residence halls,

and two years as an R.A. In other words, I've spent two

years causing vandalism, and two years trying to prevent

it; therefore. I feel I am aptly qualified to educate you on

the issue of vandalism.

I currently live in Baker, the number one dorm on the

east side (when it comes to vandalism). Over the past

weekend, on just one floor, we suffered the following

damages: one magnetic fire door holder ripped from the

wall- one 9' x 12' pane of glass broken in the lounge; one

chair and one window screen destroyed simultaneously

because the chair was thrown out the window; one water

fountain ripped off the wall; one water fountain thrown

out the third story window; and sixteen 9' x 12* window

panes including the wooden framing holding them kick-

ed out of the stairwell.

Of course there were no witnesses, no confessions, and

all the residents on the fioor say that the people who did

this "don't live in Baker and weren't friends of anyone

on the fioor."

What does all this mean? The University gets stuck pay-

ing for all this unwitnessed damage" caused by all the

"non-residents." 'V\e all know where their money comes

from - that's right, nur pockets.
„ r ,.

So, let's make a deal: you agi'ee to pay for all of the

damage cau.sed bv the "ever-so-invisible non-residents,

and the University will drop the notion of increasing

security over the Halloween weekend.

Jav Chsf'fnn is o UMass student.
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continued from page 10

everything he can to help Watson maintain

this charade. Watson soon finds himself

falling for a black law student (Rae Dawn
Chong) and then his life starts getting

complicated.

TH: This movie embodies everything I

detest about comedies being made now.

First we get a self-pitying, rich white kid

accepted by Harvard doing something

shallow and greedy in order to get a

scholarship, and we're told that it's all

clever and funny and hip. Then the movie

turns into an afterschool special, and we

spend the other half of the movie learning

that no, it is really unfair and not nice to

pretend to be black when you're not. Some

of the experiences Watson has while being

black are funny, but most aren't. This is

a half-hearted, two dimensional film whose

best comment on prejudice is showing that

the best work a great actor like James Earl

Jones can get in Hollywood is as a second

rate John Houseman. *V2
DL: This is one of the few films I have

seen that had a steady stream of audience

members leaving the theatre. I don't know

if those people were offended or just didn't

think the movie was funny. I thought the

movie was funny in parts but it in others

it just fell flat. The movie is torn between

two intentions. It tries to be a semi-serious

look at racism in the Cosby decade in the

spirit of Black Like Me and it also tries to

be a film about two wild college kids and

their kooky little scheme a la Animal

House. Needless to say these two strains

sabotage a movie that might have been bet

ter as one but not both. •*.

Correction
Due to an editing error, the date for the

General Public concert was incorrectly

identified in yesterday's Collegian. The

show is November 6.

Announcement
1986 marks the 20th Anniversary of

Spectrum. Tonight's meeting will focus on

how this year's edition should reflect this

auspicious event. Also on the agenda:

editorial nominations. New members

welcome: rm. 101. CC, 7 p.m.

STEREO & VIDEO SALE

RMfe'rMfe
ir^ffmill'jllllipilllllllllll _^

fT^^—

^

i.- 'hat ,-ht , happy with thi> i.

thuugh tJ. t.

'''H:Wh. ii-dofthi t'^-pnn^f iln- -m.- h • •

4euiiu, Li^ht the cciUcs were jusi bvn

mvovensnc ' young filmmaker. I ^'•uess thai .snn\>, .- sm up.

S/jt 's Gtittc Have It is a terrific, hilaiious movie about - n

The movie isn't on for five minutes before Spike L»-

us with a hilariou.s lineup of bad pick up lints j^i i n

he heroin' i'n;it sent me and the whole audicrHc ini<»

u-ipncs ivs righi ()ii taiV' , ini <- up.

DL: 1 likt^u ihe movie too but I think tlieie were times

Iri: Uka.
to get right back on tlu

:in with. ! .' '

, uiu&priine and lhe.-5t tuuiu

, ay Ifiok at this muvie you

'put hi' nevi '

. . »,i.L ..eeps a cum

that's fast and energetic, and though he could use a tie

mon i-xpenencc and iiuine'. , hi> raw talent is denirich-

there. This ; the best sex c-.i-. il\ \\<. seei m a h.mt^ mne.

and you know there's a lo< ihem •••12
DL: All ,hat .said. 1 na!l\ ; Ked this movie. I liked the

Roshomunhke quality tu the film, where each character

'. tin

•ecteil bv '^te\» Nliner

Written by Carol Black
Starring C. Thomas Howell. ,Ar>«' (Jm^s h.;u Dau n

Chong & James Earl Jones
Hampshire Six
C Thorna-: Howeli -.tars a- M:. ' \^..: •

' • \

1111(1 Harvard 1

'

thai hi.s r.ch lather wc»n't pay tor it. .viter trying Ui. ouier

v-avs of getting the money, W'atson decides to 'ake an

i)\erdoses of experimental suntari pills to make i - skin

darken so that he can get a full scholarship tor black

students. His roommate, played hv Arvf Hioss does

L-^ar HQ CABLE

READY VIDEO RECORDER
Wireless remote Con-
trol, HQ Picture cir-

cuitry, Cable ready 14

day-4 day timer.
$279

FISHER 111 CHANNEL

HQ-VIDEO RECORDER

SAVE $80

Ji^^" OLLEGE
D^UG

4 Main St., Amherst
253-2523

Mon.-Fri., 9-9

Sat. 9-6, Sun. 9-3

^wil,.f. .^ '^'^

what's your fantasy T/'vnM)^^

COSTUMES
devils, angels, jesters, hobos

animals, ballerinas, bunnies, nnonsters

MASKS
monsters, famous people, animals,

feather, satin, cloth, paper

WIGS
punk, glitter, showgirl, vampire,

clo>vn, tino, whoopee

MAKE-UP
- sprays, gels, glitters, body paints,

face paints

ACCESSORIES
hats, boas, gloves, moustaches, beards,

swords, canes, bold heads, noses,

beaks, ties, horns, capes,

glasses, claws

^*^^!^

Dynamo 2
Liquid 51 59

.^
l-'l 1

New HQ Circuiting, III Channel
Direct Access Tuner. CABLE
READY. 4 Event 14 Day timer,

16 Function Wireiess Remote
Control

$348

AVE
$20

SnjtsuL AUTO REVERSE

WALKING AM/FM CASSETTE

METAL
DOLBY CASSETTE RECORDER

$69Dolby B Noise Reduction, bott

Touch Controls, Cue & Review,

Metal Tape Permalloy Heads

FISHER AUTO REVERSE
DOUBLE CASETTE RECORDER

o o

1st Deck Auto Reverse,

Dolby B noise reduc-

tion, high speed dubb-
ing, synchronous
recording. $149

Detergent
32 oz

New Multi Action

Heavy P«iy

SAVE

AKAI DOLBY B

CASSETTE RECORDER
Metal tape capability,

soft touch controls,

Dolby B noise

reduction.

Giant Size 36 oz

AJAX
Laundry Detergent

SUPER
LOW
fRICE 99

SEMI AUTOMATIC

BELT DRIVE TURN TABLE
Magnetic Cartridge $30 extra

FISHER AUTO REVERSE
DOUBLE CASSETTE - AM/FM

SAVE $100

AVID

handi
wipes
8 reusable

Cloths

Buy 2 pkgs - get $1

Manufacturer's Rebate

99

the halloween shop at
" omherst/northompton^thomptc

doily and Sunday

Buy 5 Bath Size

IVORY SOAP
FOR $1.89 AND

GET ONE BAR FREE

FREE
No. 2 PENCIL

with every purchase
made on Sunday

College Drug is an official U.S. Postal Station. Why stand in

line for stamps, certified mail and packages up to 4(bs.?

10 INCH 2 WAY
SPEAKERS

CABINET SECONDS

Dolby Noise Reduc-

tion, Auto Reve j,

High Speed dubbing,

AC/battery operation.
$198

AKAI PROGRAMMABLE DIGITAL

AUDIO DISC PLAYER
Our Lowest Price Ever on A Program-

mable Disc Player. Search -Sip- Index-

ing Pause - Random Access & Quick

Access 3 Laser Beam - Great Value

SAVE $80 $169
SAVE $40

FISHER PORTABLE DOUBLE

CASSEHE- AM/FM STEREO RADIO

Detachable Speakers, Built in 3

Band Equalizer. AC on Battery

Records from Stereo Radio or

From Stereo Cassette

WeSTPOPTDIGITAL AM/FM

STEREO CASSETTE PLAYER|

i

12 Watts, Digital AM/PM Stereo. Seel

Tuning. 10 Presets. Auto Stop. Clock

Mano Stereo Switch

SINCE 1961

he Sound Compan
201 NORTH PLEASANT ST. AMHERST, MASS
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IT'S NO TRICK TO GET THE
BEST TREATS IN TOWN!
Fill the kids sacks or fill

your own tummy with

your choice of Hershcy s

milk chocolate or almond
bars . . . Reeses Peanut

Butter Cups and
irresistible

Doonesbury

By Garry Trudeau

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

[uers
OKAt lAje OPSN OUITHA KJNP

OF <yCFAP300K,UNPefiSCDRJNe

iOUR. <5TRAJ6HT LACW, VIODI^AN

YOtR IIALLOWEBIV HEADOIARTERS

K*

KitKats.
30 pieces

per box.

Regularly

S3. 39.

Right

now onlv

S2.39!

:^

NOW GET
$1.00 OFF
THE BIGGEST
SELECTION OF THE
MOST WANTED KIDS-
COSTUME AND MASK
SETS!
Give your kids the thrill of their lives by letting them

choose from safe to wear costumes from trusted names

like RAMBO from CoUegeville and Ben Cooper s SHE-RA

from the Princess of Power. Values from $3.98 to

$6.98—now $1.00 off selected kids' costumes!

Card Gallery is now hiring full-time manager trainees

and lull or part-time cashiers. Please apply at your near-

est Card Gallery or call Betsy Dunn at (203) 236-3281.

From out of the area, call collect.

WT HMEHVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT 9UANTITIES NO DEALERS. PLEASE SALE ITEMS LIMITED

TS r""RE s?"k "Jra.N CHE?;^S SALE '«'C« '"THIS AD END AT CLOSE Or BUSINESS

ON 10 31 »« 1*0 RErUNDS OR RETVRNS ON HALLOWEEN MERCHANDISE

HAVE A PINATA-
HAPPY PARTY! Fill

thrill with the fabulous

selection of (andies aiul

gifts you II find through

out tlu- store. Remember,
t xi itingaiid colorful

decorations make your

party a hit!

LATE WEEK SPECIALS
Served

Thursday • Saturday 5:30 • 11:00 pm

Broiled Fresh

SwordHsh

$1095
Sirloin &

Shrimp 1

$10
iyaki

Scallop &
Chicken Toss

$9.95

Prime Rib

7h£N THe voicsovaR ^Ave,

'Sna IDOK HBR Flfi.9TAND LAST
PILL UPON HEARJNOA0OUJ TH5

0VT3fl£AK OFmiiU?lAlARn.

-y THAT PILL U/A^ AN
ASPIRIN"

\<^^^-

10

W£A/ ma ANNOUNOR PfiOPS>

Hie VOICS A UTTLamD IHTDNtfh.

'VAVeUPOf^, CLtAN eiNO. 1939
'

FAOeOUT. UKB IT-'

SOUNPUKBI ^'^- CDULP

PIPNrTAKB
I

iOUSOFT-

A OATh DURING \
BNIlA

lUeoePRBS- LTJlt,

^- 5I0N. ^^^^ MIK^""

IF SOMEONE SCARES THE
PANTS OFF YOU . . •

you'd better be wearing these

devilishly funny Halloween

boxer shorts. They'll keep you in

fits in small, medium and large!

CAi^D gallery
NOW WITH ... 14 EXCITING STORES TO SERVE YOU

IN CONNECTICUT: NEW-Mll .1 )1.K 1 < 'WN K,u,.. ..- N^--"
^;;'';';;;:;- V'.'^Mn nn

SOIJTHINGTONI'l.AZAlKdwardsiHKISM.l shopH,.. IM..A.I [OKKIM . I > >M AKh Al>b

>AlKKlKl.ni('ir<ltn.i/.il wx^Tnn iiiV.yc i,,

IN MASSACHUSETTS: srKlNOFIF.U)(M.u,n,,iKri s,,""" ^^•'^ ' ^'^•'' " ^'

"

ShopHilr. IIADl.KV !( ..n.pusria/.. N.-..r!l.. s|,,| ,.n,l SIlOI'i

Salad. Potato. VagttabU, and DtaacH

UniversitY Drive. Amherst 549-5861

Graduate Study in

Public Policy

There will be a workshop tonight on sexism and

racism in journalism at 7:30 p.m. in Campus

Center 903. All staff are encouraged to attend.

Counts toward staff status.

Daily Crossword Puzzle

The LB| School of Public Affairs at The University of

Texas at Austin emph.isizps public H"-y -m-^ly^'^' "''**'•'-

dis-ciplinary rfsearLh .ind summer infernshipb in govern-

ment .igenciet. in its graduate prt>>;ramb:

— Master's Degree in Public Affairs

— loint Degrees Program with the UT Law School

— loint Degrees Program with the UT College of En-

gineering
— joint Degrees Program with the UTGraduatebchix<l

of Business

Financial aid and fellcnvships are available based on merit

or need

Gordy
By Gorde

ACROSS 3

1 N cen African 4

republic S

5 Beat It! 6

10 Dross of a

metal 1

14 Places B

15 Simple, twilled 9

fatKic '0

16 Gallup output 11

1

7

Sign on a phone

txx)tri '2

l9CritK:sr»oiice.at 13

times

20 Ancient galleys 18

21 City of SW
Nigeria 22

23 Mata Han, e g 24

24 Weather
forecast 2S

25 40 - 26

29 Shaped like a

snap
33 Hoosier 2?

humorist

George 26

et ai 29

34 Presage

35 Delaware Water 3C

_ 31

36 Sign in the par*

40 Overtiead rails

41 FoottMll passes

42 Palindromic

name
43 Hun from a

hammer blow

45 Cash in

47 Nothing more
than

46 Levy

49 Past

52 Showing much
Imagination

57 Emit smoke
58 Sign In a

museum
60 To be. in

Boutogne

61 Up to the time

when
62 Leigh Hunt hero

63 Section of a

stadium

64 Savoir faire

65 Regret, e.g.

DOWN
1 Coagulate

2 60 minutes

:diled by Trude Michel JafTe

Pan of a play 32 Salts or Downs
34 Burning

37 Many times

38 Burst fonh
suddenly

39 Lavar of tennis

44 Railroad car

45 Toy lor baby

46 Theater sign

48 Pas de —
49 Hana, the

writer

Boutique name
Jazz dances
Wendell of the

screen
Disencumt>ers

English festival

Pie topping

Spread out

Insen film in a

camera
Pan of TAE
Singing

Campbell
Gab or song
follower

Village

Bridge of —

.

Venice

Hardens
Fashion

desigr>er

Simpson
Baseball s Pee

Wee
Small viper

Stringed

instruments

I Playing marble

Palate

50 The Abominabta
Snowman

51 Actor Richard

52 One against

53 Cleansing agent

54 Pan of a big

brass band
55 Religious imaga

56 Sound from a

locomotlva

59 Yoko

ANSWERTOPREjyOUSPUZ^

Hn[inQa'a0an_0H

Bat Brain
By Bill Dearing

\t£t7 \Snii.'\ RirKL>LSIAn\l M
University of Massachusetts

Graduate and Professional

School Information Day

October 22, I98b

WflHiT TO frO TO

JT WOULt> -|J6"S0 MlC*r

\p SOIFONE WITH A

j?ipue- wout-t> •i^T^'%,

A Jd ^noar- He /a^ rue

:

ui/exw PERSON-
o

Lunch
Menu

Dinner
Baked Chicken/Supreme Sauce

o .. J D I, ^„ n.,o Spinach and Mushroom Quiche
Barbecued Pork on Bun V

^^^^.^^ ^^^^^ p^^^^
Shells in Cheese Sauce

DESSERT SPECIAL

Basics Lunch Basics Dinner
Ratatouille

Baked Chicken/Supreme Sauce

DESSERT SPECIAL
Swiss and Sprout Sandwich

, Shells in Cheese Sauce i

/^ Weather

Today: Partly sunny, temperature mid to upper 50s,

Tonight: Cold, lows in the 20s.

Friday: Mostly sunny, high in the low 50s.

Campus Pond
By Sal

Th^MKSFORTHE
TIP DuDt.lGOrr
AVfSELF A GREPiT
STORX FOR THE.

OH "YA? YOVJT^E

&Dtvir0A /*\AKE

STATIC HEAD
A 5TAR7

fMAHlHEGOT HIT
BY AIMOTHER BRlCK
FROn THt LIBRARY.

HE'S BACK TO NOR-
MAL AGAIN. 1 GOT A
BETTER STORY 1

Today s Staff
... ^ _ ... Dan Sobel

?'«^»|.t;; Sheryljean
2«PV E^*»»»"

Paul Franz
Photo Teclr.

Rob Catalano

J^dactlon ....Connie LeClerc, Sarah Clark. LaBelle

Nancy Klingener. Michelle Eichelman, Steve Mathewson

Bloom County
by Berke Breathed

mti i^NP FOi/^ Hftve wu(jHr

'HOLP rr/

fm ft 6PeciftL

WKLer 3(/USTlM

comcnoN":
puerofl vfPOOfWHicfiL

/MISTAKENLY f^e/Vf^fP

ThflT /yim/e (75/*ionp

hr

IN ReAUff. f^f>. 05M0l^J//LL

m MARRYING MR OLAf BRI(^^

OI05ON. 67. OF MOmON FLAT^,

UTAH. sne'LL Be im/iNG in

wm HI5 139 wivet.

U/f NO^ RiVJRN 10

im WRY IN PWORe^...

DODE LEVENSON
editor in Chifl

JOHN YONCE
\\r ir.ricjinq Edito'

STEVE RUBIN
Hi.,iiii'.s Mari.iqct

ROB SKELTON
tdilonal Lditor

WILLIAM SPAIN

tditOful tditor

ANSEL ZINTER

Production t/anaqer

Business Board — Fall of 1986

^ L

STtVE RUBIN

Busirii'SS Man.j(jt"

PAUL H LESSER

Advertising Sales M.magef

VANESSA ROTH
finance Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
M.iit<ctiiig Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Circulation Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Suljscription Manager
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• football
vontmued from page 16

UMass is coming off a convincing 34-25

win over Boston University, last Saturday

at Nickerson Field, and has to feel good

about returning to the poll. However, it

may be short lived because at 7-0, Satur-

day's away opponent, Holy Cross, is rank-

ed third, just seven votes from the top.

"This will be a good game because a lot

of people aren't expecting us to do well. It's

a chance for us to gain some points," Reid

said.

Minuteman mutterings: Senior offen

sive left tackle John Benzinger is NOT a

Boston Red Sox fan as was mistakenly

reported in Tuesday's Collegian. The Col-

legian apologizes for any inconvenience,

humiliation, or defamation of character

that undoubtedly must have occurred at

practice. Benzinger, an integral part of the

Minutemen's success IS a New York Mets

fan and openly displays his allegiance to

the team. Benzinger has a Dwight Gooden

picture in his locker at Warren McGuirk

Alum 11' Stadium. Honest.

UNIVERSITY Oh" MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

'Toni Amard-Winning Chofogrtpht'

fEMS 36 Main St.

Downtown
Northampton

open:
Thurs. evenings.

until 9pm

Mandidritspend60
millionyearsevolving

fromttie sea,just to

endupwithwet feet
T • is simple. You can wear boots that leak or

b(Hjts ;nat don't.

For tnose who prefer the latter, we recommend Herman

SurMvois. Our insulated, waterproof Sijr\ ivors are

designed to keep you dr>' and comfortable ih even the

,,s worst weather.
";^ Waterproof Herman Sur\ ivors.

,
Becau.se after 60 rTiillion >ears man
should be able to enjov nice, dr\' feet.

simmms
} ON SALE

mcHEsrm
^ATIO^AL
DE LYO^

SIMdlint DO
'A romantic t>«n>ng o> frtncti music '

'

I

Wednesday. Oct 29. 8 pm|

Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall

TicKets $18. 16. 14

Sunday. Nov. 2

3 pm & 8 pm
Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall

Tickets Si 8. 16 14

• • The Moit EtplOiiy» Force in Jaii
'

'

The Worid Famous

COUNT
BASIE
ORCHESTRA
with Frank Foster

Friday, Nov 14, 8 pm
Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall

Tickets S16 14. 12

• Five College Students Half-Price! *
Tickets available at Fine Arts Center Box Otiice Call (4 1 3)545 25 1

1

a^yi* T«0 $59.95
reg $79.95

FRIDAY OCTOBER 31st
THE ULTIMATE

HALLOWEEN PARTY
AND

COSTUME CONTEST
THE CATEGORIES ARE

SEXIEST, WILDEST/MOST ORIGINAL & SCARIES

$250 - CASH FIRST PRIZE
Runners up will receive Pearl St Gold Cards

GRAND DOOR PRIZE
$650 Value Onkyo Laser Disc Stereo

MUST BE IN CONTEST TO WIN
DRAWING WILL BE HELD AT MIDNIGHT

TICKETS $2.99 - Available In Amherst at Albums & Augles

\tmii sjim mmKnn m. mmwi

SPALDING
O

-j^\^^k^^ A%

,tU^^.e^^

the cninchiestr
crispiest tastiest

firied chicken /jT^

inthevalleyl ^

^o'

^^&^^
if^

FREE DELIVERY
3! Boltvvood Walk

Downtown Amherst 253-7494
through tht Alley

behind Time Out

• SPECIALS

LADIES GYM SHORTS & TOPS 50% OFF

LADIES TENNIS SKIRTS & SHORTS ...50% OFF

LADIES WARM-UP SUITS were>6o now 48
LADIES, MENS & BOYS SOCKS ....FR0MnoV2">

GYM BAGS WERE 10 HOWES'"

Hours: Tues. thru Fri. 10-5 425 Meadow St.. Chicopee. Ma 01021 53^2056
Saturday 8-12 Tike Eiit 4 off l 391. turn left and then left at li^ts.

Thursday, October 30, 1986
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• field hockey wins
continued from page 16

much inside our 25-yard

line. The whole defense

played great," Hixon said.

The Minutewomen did not

let up in the second-half.

They continued to play with

a high level of intensity,

controlling the flow of the

game by consistently

beating BU players to the

ball.

At the 27:48 mark, Pam
Bustin, after being mauled
by a BU defender, passed to

Griswold inside the circle.

Griswold made a soft, pass to

Nancy Philbrick, who was
cutting to an open space in

front of the goal. The
freshman slipped the ball

past Mudway for her fourth

tally of the year, and a com-

fortable 3-0 cushion.

Sophomore midfielder

Ruth VasapoUi accounted

for the Minut«women's final

goal. With 23:53 left to play

in the rout, Hultin inbound

ed on a corner to Griswold,

who made a stick-stop at the

top of the circle. Griswoid's

shot misfired, drawing Mud
way out of the net to make
the save. Vasapolli snuck in

for the rebound, and
deposited her first goal of

the season to finish UMass'

scoring.

"We're gaining confidence

with each game, nobody is

afraid to put their stick on

the ball. We're in a perfect

position for the playoffs be-

ing ranked in the middle of

the pack," said junior Amy
Robertson, who kept BU's

top offensive threat. Alison

Caito, in check. "This is our

most satisfying win. We
paid them back for last

season."

^PIM

Charlie'?
I Pray St Amherst

549-5403

Open I lam 7 days a week
Call for take out

GOOD FOOD & DRINK

eating plsic

Now's
the time
to caL.

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
*S49-/880

SUN - THURS
6 AM - 3 AM
FRI & SAT

OPEN 24 HOURS

COPY
YOUR
THESIS

AT kinko's

Expert Repairs &
RecondKioring

BREAKFAST SERVED
ANY TIME

BEER &WINE
SERVED TIL MIDNTE
PLENTY OF PARKING

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXV TO SUPER STOP & SHOP)

Hie. 9 • Hadley/Amh*rst
256-6889

EMPLOYMENT APPLICATION^
BEING TAKEN

kInko's
Great copies Great people

220 N. Pleasant St

Amherst, MA

253-2543

TIRED OF THE LINES?
TRY CHARLIES
October Specials

St Pauti Girl $1 .50 Miller Light .99

Copa de Ora Sombrero's $1 .25

other weekly drink specials

POOL TABLE, VIDEO GAMES, JUKE BOX, 2 COLOR TVs

A FAVORITE LOCAL TAVERN SINCE 1976

AJ. HASTINGS ]
^U-^-FINE PAPER & STATIONEj

Hallovreen Masks
Make Up And

Party Decorations
253-2840 45 S. Pleasan^tj^AmherstJ

ACTIVITIES • AUDIO
AUTO FOR SALE • CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT • FOR RENT

FOR SALE • FOUND
HELP WANTED 'LOST

CLASSIFIED
INSTRUCTION • MOTORCYLCLcb
PERSONALS • RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED 'SERVICES

ROOMATE WANTED • TRAVEL
WANTED -SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI - 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PROIR TO PUBLICATION • CASH IN ADVANCE. 15«/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACnVITII* CASH

GRADUATES AND 25* students Social

Hour every Thursday 5:00. Blue Wall.

Campus Center Build a tradition* Meet
each other!

SUNDAY EVENING PRAYERS fron:

loun^ Newman Center BPM five coUege
mission

SPECTRUM NEW MEMBERS meeting
Fine Art/Literary maga^lne-stalfs; poetry

prose art photography production 1 hurs

Oct. 30 rm 101 7PM

GOOD INTENTIONS ARE not good
enough Animal Rights Coalition meets
today at 4:30, rm. 306. Student Union
Building

PAYING CASH FOR your baseball cards

please call Mike 549-0333

K>R SALE

KEG TAPS FOR sale' Brand new, never

used Keg taps only S25. Packies charge

$45 tor used taps Don't waste your

money! Now taps $25 Call Tony
256-1438 today

JOB OPENING. UMASS Outing Club is

seeking a new equipment manager lo

maintain the clubs inventory ol outdoor

equipment Pay is $3.85/hour for 12

hrs/week Workstudy (prefered) or non-

work study Get application in rm 4288
Stu. Union- due Friday 10/31 at 5PM
UMOC is an AA/EEO

PROFISSIONAL TYPINO SHVICE

SUNDAY EVENING PRAYERS ePM
Smith College Chapel downstairs lounge

refreshments

DOUBLE FEATURE AT the Newman
Center Club: Vertigo and Rear Window
Friday Oct. 31 at 6:30PM in the front

lounge free.

FREE FILM: WESTERN European Area

Studies Program sponsors "Black Sun-

day" 10/30/86 Herter 231 7 00PM

INTIRTAINMfNT

MUSICIANS NEEDED FOR perfoT

•nances at Belchertown State School

unding available. Contact Bruce
256-4236

BED FOR SALE single box and mattress

first $25 takes it 584-2905 eves (Alan)

1979 CHEVY WAGON. 99,400~miies.

new clutch. Best offer. 536-5434 Even-

ings week-ends.

OHM L2 SPEAKERS 4 yr warranty Call

6-7921

UNIVERSITY STORE HAS engineering

Press Exam Files for Engineermg,

Calculus, Physics, Chemistry.

COMPUTER TERMINAL & modem both

$100 student desk $35 Call after 5PM
665-2225

ROSSIQNOL STS 19SCM downhiJT skis

brand new in package $200 call Gregg
6-6073

ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS IN all

departments: nursing, dietary,

housekeeping, and laundry Excellent

wage and Innge t)enefit package Flexi-

ble scheduling apply in person Amherst

Nursing Home. Inc 150 University Drive.

Amherst, Mass 413-256-8185

PAPERS^ CASES, DISSERTA-
TIONS- dependable oncampus,
reasonable, 584-7924, Nancy

TTPINa

"SPEEDY KEYS " Professional typing

256-1002 8AM- 11PM

TOM-FROM BROWN thanks for the wake
up call 10/26 Love room 528

THE DYNASTY HAS begun! New York
no 1!

OOOH BOYI SOX.. .nonsense! Good
angle. Stud

WHITE MALE IN prison very lofwly

Please write Eddie Stahl no 21 101 , P O
Box 607, Carson, Nevada 89710

FREE REFRIGERATOR EVERY 10th

rental tree 2x2 cu leel $36 75/year •

$15 00 deposit delivery 546-9965

SUNDERLAND ON PVTA bus route

240/month (Includes heat) call Rtch

665-2669

ROOM AVAILABLE IN 3BR Noho tiouse

216 plus great place on busroute call late

night 1 1PM to 2AM 586-0868

SIRVICiS

DISHWASHERS, FULL AND pari time

Good starting pay Apply in person with

references to "The Depot" 125A Plea-

sant St Northampton or call 586-5366 for

an appointment

WANffDM

Agresslve, enthuslaatic studeni* to

market Winter and Spring Break
vacations'

For more information, call Student

Travel Services at 1-800-684-4849

PERFORMERS WANTID

TYPING. TAPE TRANSCRIPTION. Fast,

accurate 665-7652

TYPING AND WORD PROCESSINO

SERViCErNEXT-DAY
323-4579

Type-rite

MOVER

HEY SANDY LET'S get a beert>all and
play drinking games in the lounge We'll

be golden, nave an awesome birthday

dudette Hope it's the bes\ eber. love Itie

third floor Moore Terry Lis Karen and
Mark

CORBY C. LONG time no see, how 'bout

a rum-coke?

THE MAGIC IS back Mets^ "World
Champs! Thanks Sox! Choked again!

Love ya- Long Island

BOOMMAraS WANTID

RESPONSIBLE FOR LG apt on bus route

own room, lumished but bring bed $210
tor room plus utilities call 323^989 before

2PM 323-631 1x530 after

IN BRANOYWINE 1 bedroom availabe

starting Dec 1 call 549-0068

SIRVICIS

1976 VOLVO 245DL station wagon, stan-

dard shift-$2000 call 665-4769 evenings

ON HALLOWEEN GO Into Altered States

n the SUB at 4 for $1.50, 6,8,10 for

200

AUTO FOR SAU

1987 VW RABBIT, 4-door, auto, no rust,

many new parts, excellent cond Must

sell, $2500 or BO call 546-5524

GUCCI AND nOLEX watches many styfes

$30, $40 call Brian 6-7425

FOR SALE-KRAMER pacer imperial

guitar with Floyd rose and case. $350 call

546-7656 for info

NELP WANTED

ATTENTION STUDENT PERFORMERS
Governors Program Council is looking for

people to perform in the Campus
Cenler/SludenI Union Complex Call

545-0198 (or details or stop by the BOG
office, 817 Campus Center

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

'ROUND TOWN MOVERS last reliable

cheap call Michael anytime 323-6780

LOST

SUNSET-ON SAT afternoon the P-10
cloud will block out the sun

CARLA-HAPPV 22th birthday'lGo'wiid

and have a good time See you next

week, can't wait to hear about '77? Love,

the barn crew at BSS

TERRIFIC TYPING FROM "Speedy
"

keys Professional reliable service

256-1002 , 8am-11pm

TYPINGrTAPE "TRANSCRIPTIONS
Fast accurate, 665-7652

TRAVEL
H.P. 1 1C CALCULATOR in library tower

Please call 546-4778 for reward

68 CHEVY BELAIR PB reliable kjw

milar-if previously owned by little old lady

call b .9-6269

1973 CHEVY LAGUNA PS PB A&R $300

665-7128

1975 GRAN TORINO elite runs well, e>

cond inside and out $1800 or BO call

253-7486 alter 8PM

1976 OATSUN 280Z blacK nice wheeli

and tin very dependable $1900 call

546-6 '86

73 BUG GOOD body new 2 tires and Ba'^

tery engine needs work $400 549-2866

1 974 PLYlWOUtH VALIANT Deoen

dable transportation pood lires newK

rebuilt transmission linle rusi $2bu

665-8114

1980 HONDA PRELUDE, aulomalic

sjnroot, FM/AM. cassette player, air

In (I, high milage good condition

549-4446 $1950

LICENSED MANICURIST (or Amherst

area Salon 549-4979

KnCHENHELP WANTED
"

Excellent free meals
Light clean-up

Call Cheryl al AXO
545-2152

MOTORCVCLI

YAMAHA VERAOO 920CC shaft drive

digital new rubber oval discs low miles

helmet $l?00 40 Brandywine slop by

NEED A JOB? Like travel? Ambitious

people needed to ma^rket unique travel

product with no existing competition Ex-

cellent experience (or business, com-

munication and HRTA majors No ex-

perience necessary car helpful Contac
Mary 549-61 18

MANAGER TRAINEES NATIONWIDE
Tool Co expanding in Amherst Now hir-

ing ?5 new employees great money ex

cellent working cond $ career opportuni

ly Pan and lull time work Fo' mierviev.

call Willie 256-4101

SKI SHOP MECHANIC. EXPERIENCED
perefered Apply m person Western

Village Ski 32 Mam Street Northampton

MA

HELP WANTED ALL positions La Casa

Oe Carmelites Restaurant at Motel 6 m
So Deertield Breakfast, lunch and din-

ner shifts available apply m person Mon
thru Fn 12 to 5PM

SPRING 1987 INTERNSHIPS with Ihe

Legal Services Office Get hands-on ex-

perience in legal field Work directly with

attorreys and clients Earn up to 15

undergraduate credits No experience in

legal profession necessary, training pro-

v'ded Deadline to begin application pro-

cess IS November 5th Contact Legal Ser-

vices today, 545-1995, 922 Campus
Center

INTERNSHIP AVAILAtLi

UMASS PRIDEI Share your enthusiasm

for the University while developing public

relations, marketing, interpersonal, and

counseling skills The admissions office

IS looking for dynamic and articulate m-

lerns and volunteers to promote the

University to prospective students

Academic credit available Applications in

admissions office. 255 Whilmore until

NovemD*?* '"^

WANTED

HRTA-WILL EWY your badge to NYC
Hotel show Nov 2 6-6170

FOR A GOOD TIMf CALL

HACK-A—DISK ENTERTAINMENT
Agency - Disc|Ockeys. Bands, Lights and

Large screen video dances 549-7144

GOLD COBRA (PLAT) necklace Lost

10/19 near Webster. Hill Top Health Club

Has immeasurable sentimental value

Don't live m guilt!! Lucrative reward offer

name your price! Call Ed Rauscher at

253-5885 Or leave a message at Hill Top
Health Club

DOUG D. YOU'RE too cute to be a hamp-
star killer. Sorry I was so emotional Fri-

day Do I get another chance?

HAPPY BtRTHDAYHPAULA from Jum-
pin' Jim and Throb in 708

TOUR TO THE SOVIET UNION. Jan
3-16, 1987 $1588 See Prof Jones, 634
Herter or call 253-7827 evenings

WANTED TO RENT

BLK LEATHER WALLET A gold wire rim

glasses ten dollar reward call Harold

65-4847

LOST: RACOONI LASfleen in a small

MN town (reward offered) great sentimen-

tal value 6-9074

LOST AT BOYDEN watch, wallet, and

keys II found call Sunjay 545-3179 or

549-2785

CIRCLE CHARM FROM necklace reads

the date ol September 19, 1986 Sen-

timental value-reward Rob 546-9559

TO MY BABY- yes, this personal is for

you, just want you to know that you are

forever in my thoughts and that I will love

you until the end of lime Your little

worrier MTYLTT

DESPERATELY SEEKING SUSAN you
were studying accounting and German in

physical science library last Thursday
10/23 Couldn't concentrate on my work
with you at the table Remember me?
Reply c/o personals- Big Brown Eyes

2 FEMALES LOOKING for a room in an

apt or houae starting Jan olease call

549-6534 anytime

WE WANT ROOM(S) m your apt or

house for next semester! Call now'

Chris6-9737 or Shaun6-1127

TO SUBLET

DEAR BRUNO THERE'S a wide selec

tion of beautiful 14K herring bone chains

at Golden Opportunity at 13N Pleasant

St Amherst Prices are great From $34
up Any chain will do I'm not fussy Losre

Mary Jane

NICE ONE BEDROOM apartment
Carpeted and warm To be sublet as soon

as possible Located on bus route and

walking distance from town Rent is

$350/month Includes all utitlities contact.

Sheila or Juan 253-2455 Martha or lrvir>g

2535603

TYPING SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING. Long or short pr»

jects Meticukjus pfootreading Rush )obs

OK New IBM typewriter 549-0367

PERSONALS

SOPHOMORE BUSINESS MAJORS:
reminde' to submit applications to CC1 13

for Collegian Assi Business MGR by Fn-

day Oc; 3i

HEY SECRET ADMIRER give me some
hints as to who you are' Michael V

IN SEARCH OF. .10/22/86 3 00PM saw

you at UPS in a gray suit, blue shin

maroon lie 10/23/86 we said hi Let s

meet Call 549-7142 Christine

STOP MAKING SENSE- Ihe

Talking Heads movie free
• Tonight at 9 00 in the Hampden '

Soutnside room Another

SWAG production

SIGMA KAPPA THANKS Tor the 7un
times so far We are almost there Love
EK pledges

USA'S lASV ARRIVED

TO ALL CONCERNED: Lisa (Longi

Thurston nad baby no 2" It was a tK>y

Joshua Scott 9lbs 3o; He was born on
Tues Oct 21

OISPERATEIY SEEKING SUSAN

STILL LOVE YOU? I penguin lust lot

you" When can we meet' Respond next
Thursday

FOR RENT

ROOM IN 3 bedroom house for rem in

Hadley 275 584-2937

AVAILABLE TWO BEDROOM apt
Squire Village on bus route take over
lease any time between now and Dec
665-4793

RIDERS WANTED

RIDE OFFERED TO Detroit leaving AM
Oct 31 reluming PM Nov 2 call

203-289-6843 days 203 742 9473 eves
John Sannish

NEED AN ESCORT?

CALL 5-2123 BETWEEN 8PM & 2AM
every day lor an escort anywhere on ca.-n

pus Play It sate

INSTRUCTION

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS experienc

ed and patient teacher Pop-rocklolk

blues Songwnting. theory, readina im-

provisation Right on bus lir>e Doug
549-4786

PASCAL TUTOR. REASONABLE ralM
584-1307
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Men's soccer tops Providence, 1-0

Shannon nets lone goal; Ginzburg returns to shut out Friars
. % 1 • *i _ »«: X. ^ _l A. ,..,*. D«A..i^

Bv JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

Lately, it has been offense which has helped the

University of Massachusetts men's soccer team play its

best ball of the year.

However, when the offense falters, the defense has to

be there to pick up the slack. Yesterday, the help was

there, and from an unexpected source as well.

With freshman goaltender Kevin Hart missing yester-

day's game at Providence College because of illness, it

was sophomore Sam Ginzburg, who had been out since

injuring his ankle against Dartmouth College nine

games ago, getting the call from coach Jeff Gettler. Ginz-

burg was up to the task, turning aside everything that

came his way, as the Minutemen shut out Providence,

1-0, in Providence, RL
"They were very physical, similar to Boston College,"

team manager Rich Gatnick said. "Whenever we would

get a good chance, they would foul to try and slow us up."

Fortunately for the Minutemen, 8-9, they were able to

shake this strategy at the 69:46 mark, to give Ginzburg

all the offense he would need, when John Shannon net-

ted the game's only goal off of a corner kick, set up by

the dynamic duo of Kurt Manal and Andy Bing.

Bing started the play with the corner kick, and sent

it into the crease to Manal. Manal's deflection was miss-

ed by Friar goaltender Joe Crehan, and was headed in-

to the empty net by Shannon.

The Friars physical style wasn't the only similarity to

last Saturday's Boston College match. For the second

straight game, UMass had to adjust to a new field

surface.
, . ..

While Boston College's Astroturf was legitimate,

yesterday the Minutemen were faced with a field much

more suitable to the British Open than the World Cup.

"The field was really bumpy," Gatnick said. "The

ground was packed hard in front of the net, and midfield

was filled with little holes, like somebody had been play-

ing golf."

But the Minutemen overcame the problem, as they con-

trolled the action, outshot the Friars, 21-11, and forced

Crehan to make 12 saves. Ginzburg had six saves for

UMass, and was superb in his return, especially on one

crucial save.

A Providence player had a breakaway down the right

side, but Ginzburg came out about 18 yards and, once

the player was committed, made a diving stop.

Paul Serafino, returning from a foot injury, was also

dressed for yesterday's game, but did not play.
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Minutewomen take
final home game, 4-0
Avenge last year's playoff loss to BU
By LINDA DELIVORIAS
Collegian Correspondent

Great teams don't get mad, they get even.

The fifth-ranked University of

Massachusetts field hockey team pounded

Boston University, 4-0, at Totman Field

yesterday, and in the process paid back the

Terriers for last seaon's 1-0 NCAA playoff

loss.

The Minutewomen. 15-2, extended their

winning streak to four games - all shutouts.

The game was also a triumphant return for

the Minutewomen to the NCAA polls after

nearly a month's abscence. UMass had

been ineligible for the polls thanks to a

decision by the athletic department to

delay the submission of NCAA-mandated
forms to the NCAA. The forms were sent

in this week.

But yesterday, UMass head coach Pam
Hixon had nothing but praise for her

squad, ranked seventh before moving up

two notches to the number five spot with

restored eligibility.

"It was a great win. We got on the

scoreboard early and pressured them defen-

sively. It was very important that we didn't

let them come back," Hixon said. "BU is

a good, aggressive team with a lot of skill-

ed players. We didnt give them a chance

to get going and use their skill to create

^coring opportunities.
"

The first-half action was physical, as both

teams battled for field postion. The
Minutewomen had three penalty corners in

t:olli'gian photo by foul fran/

Senior co-captain Lisa Griswold (right) and junior Ronnie Coleman (left)

watch as Griswold's deflection foils past Terrier goaltender Pam Mud-

way, yesterday at Totman Field. UMass won, 4-0.

Minutewomen open swim campaign
Experienced core returns for UMass, will travel to Vermont

a span of two minutes, but the tough Ter-

rier defense stifled the scoring

opportunities.

With 19:44 left in the half, the

Minutewomen got their act together, con-

verting a corner for their first goal. Left

winger Lil Hultin inbounded to co-captain

Chris Kocot at the top of the circle. Kocot

fired the ball, but a BU defender rejected

the shot. The ball rolled back to Kocot, and

she fed right winger Lisa Griswold in front

of the net. Griswold tapped the ball home
for her team-leading 16th goal of the

season, giving UMass a lead that it would

never relinquish.

"We're trying to get Lisa around the goal

so she'll be in good positon to tip in any

missed shots. This is a deadly weapon that

not many teams are going to be able to

stop," Hixon said. "Griz always plays well

and makes things happen out there. But

it was a total team effort."

It took the Minutewomen just 60 seconds

to net their second goal. Sophomore mid-

fielder Julie Stuart intercepted a BU pass

at midfield, dribbling to the top of the cir-

cle before dishing off to Griswold. The
senior co-captain fiicked the ball to Tonia

Kennedy in front of the goal, and Kennedy
blasted the ball by Terrier netminder Pam
Mudway for her fourth tally of the season.

"We created some good scoring oppor-

tunites in the first half. After the first goal

we just took command. W^e kept the ball

deep in their end, and didn't allow them
continued on page 15

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Two years ago, University of Massachusetts women's

swimming coach Bob Newcomb couldn't get in-state swim-

mers to even take a look at UMass.

But when the Minutewomen line up on the starting

blocks for their first race of the 1986-87 season at 1 p.m.

on Saturday at the University of Vermont, Newcomb is

sure he'll see a new team — a strong contender for the

New England Championship.

"We're definately on the rise," Newcomb, the third-year

coach said. "I try not to remember my first year when we
were 3-9. We only managed to beat Amherst College and

Mount Holyoke — and that doesn't really count. We also

beat Rhode Island. They must have really been terrible."

But with a mildly surprising 7-5 record last year, the

Minutewomen are on the rise.

"Last year we turned it around with a 7-5 record,"

Newcomb said. "We beat Williams, which was probably

our first great win, and UNH (University of New Hamp-
shire) which had beaten us like 110-29 the year before.

"But the whole attitude of the team has turned around.

Now we've got some of the better in-state swimmers look-

• ,u into our program and we've got out-nf-staters coming

out of our '• Its It's a nice snowball to be in the middle of."

If the UMass Women's Swimming and Divmg AU-Time

Top '^•'"
' '~t is any indication of a snrAvhal! effect, then

the 1(1 better get ready for a mi
Placitii^ 4H top-ten times tovermg 19 evuiu.s last season,

ihe Minutewomen know that their quality of racing is im-

proving and that with nearly every one of those swimmers

back, .school records are going to be broken.

Last year. Newcomb's squad shattered eight team

records including the 500-yard freestyle (Allsison Uzzo).

the 1650-yard freestyle (Uzzo). the 200-yard backstroke

(Julie Wilkens) and the 100- and 200-yard breaststroke

(Melissa Waller).

"The record board has been idle for a few years," he said.

This year, the assault will be led by Uzzo, a senior who
also holds the 1000-yard freestyle mark and a share of

the 800-yard freestyle relay (with Margaret Cameron,

Michele Leary, and Kelly Henson).

"She's probably the best swimmer we have in our top

group. She leads us in the distance events," Newcomb
said.

Along with Uzzo, another highly-touted freestyler will

be junior co-captain Kris Henson who Newcomb said

wasn't always healthy last year. But she's apparently in

top form and swimming better than ever. A third swim-

mer Newcomb is expecting results from is freshman

Melissa McCarthy (Chelmsford, Ma) who Newcomb thinks

has more ability than most freshmen.

Waller, a sophomore will be joined by another

sophomore, Regina Jungbluth to give the team a solid

punch in the breaststroke events.

"I would say that is a very strong area for us. People

will have a hard time beating us at breasstroke."

Newcomb said.

Another sophomore. Lori Carroll, has been battling a

-ore shoulder but Newcomb thinks she will be ready for

.Saturday Kris Henson's .«ister Kelly, a senior transfer

'rom Clnrk University, will give UMass plentv of depth

at buttertly while Wilkens. a junior, has hpcii tijinin^

harder than ever at backstroke.

"I've been telling everyone all along that setting good

training habits is a key to this team's success. It's going

to pay off." Newcomb said.

Others expected to contribute will be junior Maura
Skelley, sophomore Melissa Peters, sophomore Patty Pike,

Carolyn Collins, and, of course, co-captain Stephanie

Mever.

Football back
in NCAA poll
Minutemen 17th

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

The University of

Massachusetts football

team ended its four-week

hiatus from the NCAA
Division I-AA National
Poll this week, placing

17th behind both
Delaware and Delaware
State.

The Minutemen, 6-1

overall and 4-1 in the

Yankee Conference, were
ruled ineligible for na-

tional rankings by the

NCAA four weeks ago as

part of a general penalty

assessed to UMass
athletics for failing to turn

in an XCAA-mandated
report.

Tm glad to see us back
in the rankings because its

getting later m the
season," UMass head
coach Jim Roid said.

Tlie report, a comprehen-
sive listing of every
graduated UMass varsity

athlete since 1980, had
been requested by the

NCAA to be submitted the

first week in October. But
the athletic department

was unable to secure a

waiver, leading to the

penalty. The report was
submitted this week.

Reid, whose team was
ranked 14th before being

dropped,was not surprised

by the higher ranking.

"I'm not surprised at all

because of the way we're

winning," he said. "If we
were winning 31-17 and
giving up 17 points in the

fourth quarter that would

be one thing. But we're

not. What it shows is that

they're (NCAA) looking at

how people win and not

just their won/lost record."

continued on page 14
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UMass implements drug-testing program
Enthusiastic response marks first

day of attempt to identify abusers
Bv YURI NALLASIS fn f„ii ;By YURI NALLASIS
C'ollegian Con espondeni

The first day of the University's new
drug-testing program came off without a
hitch as students w hose last names begin
with the letter "A" reported to testing

centers around campus, according to the

vice-chancellor for Student Affairs.

Dennis Madsen, whose office is supervis-

ing the controversial program, said "We
had an overwhelming and enthusiastic

turn-out on our first day, really, many more
students turned up than we ever expected.

"If students whose names start with "B"
through "Z" deliver the same kind of

response, the whole thing should be com-
pleted by Thanksgiving," he said.

The program was announced last week
and the immediate implementation was a
result of "heavy pressure from the federal

government — especially the Department
of Education," he said.

The test is the standard kind of urinalysis

used by many government agencies and
private companies to detect employee drug
use, but with a twist unique to UMass.
In this case, failure to achieve a positive

test result on the first try can subject a stu-

dent to possible disciplinary action if the
Office of Student Affairs believes that

he/she has not made a good-faith attempt

to fail it.

If a studen* pi\sses on the second attempt,

it will result in an immediate suspension

of all fnancial aid, or if there is none in-

volved, an automatic fee increase of $1,000
will be i.nposed. The student will also be
sent a stern letter of warn'n;.^ 'V'^m his/her

ao.\ie nit ad\ isor :o, m iiladsen's words,

"get their act cleaned up."

If a third test shows a continued failure

on the part of the individual to take either

of the drugs mentioned above, he/she will

be immediately expelled from the
University.

A letter from Chancellor Joseph D. Duf
fey sent to all students explains the tests

as "The University's way of making all

students aware of drugs and the
possibilities their use entails.

"We are in a war situation," he said, and
"everything goes in our all-out effort to

identify the drug-takers among us and
band them together in a cohesive unit."

Adrian Abalone, who was the first in line

at the Campus Center testing office yester-

day said that he was "psyched. My buddies
got some great Peruvian flake last

weekend and I'm gonna pass this thing
with flying colors. Sniff."

Behind him, Anne Achinlung said "I

dunno about this. The bud came in late this

year and I haven't done a good bong-hit in

>k.-U.iCollegian photo by Ska

Worried students holding urine samples wait in line to get tested.
Supervisor Cliff S. Pissar looks on carefully to make sure no swit-
ching takes place.

weeks. I sure hope 1 got enough THC in my
system to squeak by."

Another student, who would not give his

name said "This sucks. My girlfriend

threatened to cut me oflTif I didn't stop snif-

fing glue and now I gotta chose between
her and my academic career. Tough luck,

toots, I'm back to the tube."

Rotman no stooge
By DREGS HANDLER
Collegian Stuff

U. Prig Rotman, former assistant to Stooges Govern-
ment Association president Swill Bendit, yesterday
vehemently denied that his recent resignation stemm-
ed from his overeagemess in assisting the president with
such basic life functions as urination.

The question arose out of an incident in which
Rothman was seen on his hands and knees Wednesday
night, trailing Bendit sis he exited a restroom on the first

floor ofthe Campus Center.

"That's something Swill handles on his own," Rotman
said. "I was just giving him his weekly shoeshine."

Rotman explained that one of his informal duties as

assistant was to "lick Bendit's boots until they have a

gleam that would do a contra proud. When I got finish-

ed with Swill's shoes, they'd be so spiffy you could eat

off them. In fact, I sometimes did."

Bendit came to the defense of his aissiiitant, saying
"Prig helped me in any number of ways, but I've gotten
to the point where I can use a fork and knife and a
toothbrush without his input. He's helped me along a
bit on the little things, like getting on esclators, licking

stamps and stapling things, but most ofthe details I can
handle on my own now."
Rotman said he was especially proud of his idea of car-

rying a crowbar during Bendit's public appearances to

expidite the removal of Bendit's foot from his mouth. "It

was a nifty idea," Rotman said. "During senate meetings
and rallies in the past, sometimes Swilly wouldn't be able

to speak for an hour or more. We on the right were real-

ly, really bothered by not having our leader able to give

the senate guidance. Really. 'Cause his leadership is so

perfect for the senate. It makes the senate what it is to-

day. And now, he can jam that sucker into his mouth
six, seven times a meeting, and we can get it right back
out again."

Rotman reiterated that very basic functions such as

bathroom procedure and grooming were areas in which
he did not get involved. He did say, though,"We've been

working together to get Swill's hair to stand up and be

all spiky. It hasn't worked yet."

"Swill's swell," Rotman added. "He makes me cream."

Clutching a tear-stained lace hanky, Rotman added,

"But I guess he just doesn't need me anymore."
Cathy Sticksem, SGA Madame and longtime Bendit

confidant, said, "At first I objected to Prig tagging along

with Swilliam and I during our dates. But I must say,

Swilliam's become a much better conversationalist.

Those cue-cards really help."

Sex scandal offender receives support
Student: I'm behind him
By HOPE LES RITER
Cremation Staff

Former Lustfield State College President Frootsy J.

PuUouty, who was implicated this past summer in a sex

scandal at the college, is getting nationwide support as

he prepares to do battle in court.

Pullouty, recently released from psychiatric care in

Bumbay, N. J., has received countless letters backing him
up. And many, including his faithful staff and piano vir-

tuoso Liberace have spoken out on his behalf.

Pullouty resigned in March of 1986 after barrages of

criticism surfaced over his alleged sexual harassment of

several students and the wanton fondling of some IBM
pc compatible computer equipment.

Those close to Pullouty have voiced disbelief about the

charges, saying he has always been an "up front, face for-

ward kind of guy."

"I'm shocked to say the least," said a Pullouty aide.

"He's always been such a saintly fellow. I love him. On
a professional level of course. Well, mostly professional."

Said another associate: "Frootsy's the kind of guy that

makes you want to bend over backwards for him, which

I often did. He's hard working and a great administrator.

I'd do anything for him. Anything. You name it."

In a private, sequin-bedecked letter from Liberace to

Pullouty, obtained by the Cremation, the swift-fingered

pianist said: "Frootsy, fear not the darkness, sometimes
it can be your friend."

Liberace would not reveal whether he will use his in-

timate ties to certain legislators to assist Pullouty legal-

ly. It is well known that Liberace has played private shows

for several high-level senators.

Lustfield State home economic sophomore Ibn Insyde,

who was born and reared in Lustfield, applauded the ef-

forts of Pullouty backers, an'' 1, "I wish we, as students,

could do more to help our fahw-n president. He was always

behind us when he was in office and now we hope to return

his favors."

ASSHOLE vows to continue fight despite
an overwhelming defeat in referendum
By PHUC HU
Collegian Staff

The Association of Serious Students Honestly Opposed
to Leftist Extortion, a conservative student organization,
vowed to continue their opposition to optional fees on stu-

dent tuitions despite their recent landslide defeat in a cam-
pus referendum.

"Even though 98 percent (of all University of

Massachusetts students] voted to fund daycare for all

University students and their distant relations, we are

still going to fight," said Bill Bibbit, ASSHOLE president,

"We believe that 98 percent is not a true representation
nf UMas.si students.

"We don't see why we should be penalized for the pro-

miscuous sexual habits of the left. If they want to scrow
like rabbits and go around dropping babies all over the
place, fine, but don't expect us to pay for it."

dibbit wenl on to explain the irony of the optional lee:

"It is ironic that they believe in pre-marital sex, abortion,

the pill, and those little rubber things they wear on their

privates, all the things that good Americans oppose, yet

we have to support their bastard children.

"Honestly, who ever heard of little brats, one, two, and
three years old, getting a free ride in this country. Put
the little buggers in a sweat shop," Bibbit said.

ASSHOLE also intends to continue its fight against the
Massachusetts Students Put Under a Radical Gopher
Elite, which is also funded by an optional student fee.

Last year, ASSHOLE sponsored two referendums in an
attempt to do away with MassPURGE optional funding.
They lost each time and several members of ASSHOLE
were arrested for election shenanigans.

Loon McAirhead, also in ASSHOLE, said,
"MassPURGE says they have a right to be on the bill

because students voted them on. Questions of free speech
rights should never be voted on in the first place, just like
a vote to ban minorities from school would never be voted
on. Whenever someone takes a person's money, and uses
it on their behalf, that person's right to free speech is

violated," McAirhead said.

No one from ASSHOLE was able to provide an English
translation of McAirhead's statement.
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Mets win axed
NEW YORK AP -Ir. -

'

wa« ptKTJOtuly embraced by smart oasebau ian> acrc.>5

xr -tr>. baseball Commissioner Peter Uebe--- ••>

n- : - the New York Mets World Series victor.

the Red Sox. giving Boston the championship.

Mv basic reason {&t givmg Boston the Series ;s. New

York sucks and they don't de^er^•e it." Ueberroth said

•There's too much crime in New York, the fans are geek^

and sore winners and Nixon lives there
'

Ueberroth said the sight ofNew York Mayor Ed Kochs

"gleaming bald head and weaslelike smile." after the

Mets won Monday made him feel like puking and that

the Sox had more character

The commissioner said -idiotic decisions" by Red Sox

Manager John McNamara lost the f.nal two games lor

Boston and 'it was unfair that the players had to follow

Mac into the grave with no say in the maner I called Rice

in the dugout and said mutiny was fine with me. but he

didnt act
"

Ueberroth said it was also disclosed to him that pitcher

Bob Stanley was secretly working for Met^ owner Nelson

Doubieday "The wild pitch in game six'' Intentional.

And the ground bail that went through Buckners legs'

Stanley was using a trick ball that had unequal weight

distnbution My good conscience tells me to give it to the

Red Sox
'
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THE SHOWDOWN - Crying, "We'll see if

that wimp gets my job," President Ronald

Reagan, above, removes his jacket and

prepares to give Vice President George Bush

"a hiding hell never forget." Bush, who was

among the hecklers at Reagan's recent speech,

immediately broke and ran for the comforting

arms of his wife, Barbara

Pinochet adopts Helms as heir
SANTUGO. Chile (PU) - President

Aufusto Pinochet announced to the world

today that he has begun formal proceedings

to adopt US Senator Jesse Helms, R-NC.

as his son and heir.

In a 20 minute press conference held in

the opulent presidential palace, Pinochet

said that the move is "one which Jesse and

I have been thinking about for a long

time."

Jesse is a wonderful, wonderful, boy," he

said, adding that "he and I believe deeply

in the same things and we share almost

identical values and goals. What better

way to cement our long working relation-

ship and personal friendship than to of-

ficially unite our two families?"

Helms, reached by telephone at the

North Carolina Center for the Defense of

American Values, said, "this is a great day

for us both. We have deeply loved one

another for years and have shared many,

many secrets This is just a way of formaliz-

ing what ha? been a ioncr and fruitful

friendship between me and Augusto, uh, I

mean Dad."

Helms aide Christopher Manion. who has

been named Helms' godfather by Pinochet,

his voice cracking with emotion, said, "This

is a truly historic day for us all. My dear

friends Augusto and Jesse share so much
— a devotion to traditional values, a

loathing for communism, and a deep con-

viction to their personal values — that this

is the next logical step.

"I have to take a little credit for this,"

he said. "When I gave Augusto the infor-

mation about that barbecued commie kid.

that was the turning point. Augusto broke

down and started crying. He was repeating.

'I love Jesse so much" that I took pity on

him and suggested adoption. Augusto was

immediately enthusiastic about the idea."

W'hen he and Jesse next met at Johnnys
(retired general John Singlaub's) annual

whooping-crane hunt. t!.cy "fell into each

other's arms with joy." Manion said.

MASS DECAPITATION

Sign up nou! Chancellor

Joe, ML. Carr. Robert Urich

and the rest of the suckers

need YOUR help Join Bill

Bendett. Danni Burger, and

other administration tools in

the greatest wave sweeping

UMass since PCP.

New law imposes double death

penalty for suicide attempts
DEATHROW fPUi - A death penalty for

attempted suicide victims was instated

yesterday after the Legislature passed the

bill which was supported by Governor

Michael S. Dudawkis.
"I strongly support the death penalty for

suicide victims because it is a form of at-

tempted murder, and people must be

punished for that. Besides. I can do

whatever I want because I got no competi-

tion to get reelected na-na-nah-nana." the

Dude said outside the State House as he

stuck out his tongue at reporters and put

his thumbs in his ears while wiggling his

fingers.

Pro-choicers lobbied at the State House.

Many carried signs which read: "Get your

penalties off of my slashed wTists" while

they spewed about their right to choose

whether or not they want to live or die

i don't want some official to tell me
whether or not I can slit my uTists! I'm dy-

ing to make my own decision!," said Seth

Dizzpatch. a pro-choicer carrying a sign

that read: "Commit suicide if you want to.

I'm with you."

Anti-deathers attended the rally handing

out leaflets containing information on

"where to send your dolljirs if you care

"Life begins at conception and shouldn t

be sacrificed for anylhmg There i- :v

reason to ever die. For years people have

been commiting suicide and being

murdered. This dying has to stop Do you

hear me?^ Stop! Stop! Stop!," said Imor

Tall, the president of the National

Organization for Anti-deathers.

The passing of this continually controver

sial bill during an election year forced can-

didates to take a stand on the issue.

Little Joyce Hampsters. Nying with

Robin Cryme for his position as treasurer,

called a press conference to voice her opi-

nion with conviction.

"If Cryme supports it. well then lai

against it. But. on the other hand. .: - \9

against it then I'm for iti think. H . p

sters said pounding her fist on the poa;i.m

"Oh yeah. Joyce! Weil. I'm not gonna tell

you whether I'm for or against it so there!

But your mother works at K-Mart andyoiu

sister works there too." Cryme screarr.ed

The two continued to make nit-picky a.

cusations towards one another uni:

Dude broke it up.

"Oh fuck all of vouse." the Dude said

This is a headline, moron:
Read the goddam story, fool
BOSTON *EPi - Mayor Michael Dukass

has decided that since no decent challenger

has come forth from the republican party,

he wnll be running against himself. Saying

that he krovs the candidate better than
anvone. h» H''- f .Hh:!y cbare.\jea hinsvU
:o a debate Dukas-^. now oiliciaily runn-

ing against the incumbent. s.\vs tbat he has

"inside solid information" that the "Duck".

[as he is affectionately known;, corrupted

the process of hiring a teacher of public

higher ed i^-^itio:

Dukass charged himself with putting "A
man with the brain of an ostrich" in the

place of the more qualified candidate.

James BoUins. Dukass furthered that

charge saying that he was "practically

wired" from the start

.\s it stands now. Dukass w ho regularly

rides the Boston subways in an etTort t-

show- "he's just one of the plain folks." ha>

revealed that he secretly talks to former

Mayor Ed Queen about how it feels to be

in the back of a limousine.

Queen said that he had never seen

annhing like a candidate challenging

hiriself before, but "It ought to be a good

show,"

.Already, the mudslinging has beiriin, .i-

Dukass charged that he had been seen at

the Copley Motel with JoyUss Hampers on

"numerous occasions."

Apparently in a response to the accusa

tion. the "Duck seized the podium, and

slightly foaming at the mouth said. "I am
not a crook " Dukass then tried to strangle

himself, but managed miracvu-ously to

break free. No charges have been filed.

Charley Sicko's Halloween Shop
-eaturing Everything for Your Trick or Treating Needs

fresh. Juicv. Macintosh \pplcs $2.00 doz.

Reamington Razo-Sharp Razor Blades SI.00 {\2)

Mini-Cofo Surprise Bars 35 cents each

"Grandma's" sewing needles $3.00 pk. of 100

Rat Poison $4.00 per can

"AMAIZtSG" Exploding Cand\ Corn $2.00 per bag
Bag O' Broken Glass Shards $1.00 per lb.

We have a full line of booby-traps, slow-acting
venoms, laxatives, assorted feces, and millions and

millions of baby spiders.

Be ready fer the little buggers when they come
to YOUR door!!!

Fratboys destined to lose all
By SNIPPEM OFF
Collegian Member

Massachusetts Governor Michael S.

Dukakis signed a bill yesterday requiring
that ail Massachusetts fraternity men
must be castrated on or before Nov. 14 of
this year.

The ruling applies to any member of a
fraternity, including a brother or a pledge,
who has been formally linked with a frater-

nity before Oct. 30.

Dukakis cited many reasons in the bill

for taking such drastic action against the
"Fratboys" or "Brothers," (as they are
commonly known.] These reasons include

"...generally excessive obnoxious behavior"
and "...lewd, lascivious overt actions
towards women."
The bill continues to list other offenses

of the fraternity men, such as drinking to

the point of near suicide — which includes
the enjoyment of fighting unknown people
in bars — and the intended physical

manipulation of women in either crowded,
or spacious environs.

The actual operation will be performed,
free-of-charge, by any participating physi-

cian. University Health Services, here at

the University of Ma^sachusett" will he

conducting pre-operative interviews to

establish time .schedules for the operation.

The pre-op interview will judge the castra
tion operation based on the size and weight
of the member to be removed. Those with
organs too large to remove at the walk-in
clinic will be directed to the forestry depart
ment as practice subjects for the students
of Chainsaws 101.

This is not expected to be much of a pro-

blem, based on a poll of sorority women
taken earlier in the semester.

Reaction to the biill has been mixed.

"I think the bill really sucks," said

Johnny Nonutsz, a member of Camda Ahi
Llpha. "It's really going to put a damper
on my weekends," he continued.

Barry Lackbalwz, president ot Cheta Thi
said, "I can't believe everyone's taking this

so lightly. I, personally, am outraged."

Losta Cheree, a sophomore at the Univer-

sity said, "I think it's the best thing

Dukakis has ever done. I can't believe he
waited so long."

A three-year brother of Keta Pappa Bhi,

Billy Leary said,"I think this ruling is com-
parable to the Holocaust. I just wish I had
never listened to my Dad and joined his

frat..."

OOOOOPS! — Physical Plant workers stare into a gateway to Hell
moments before being engulfed by fire and brimstone.

Commenceinent will be tasty
Hatch will be host

By DERWOOD LOAFANSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Thousands of imdergraduates are angry
and upset due to a recent change of the
graduation date which has left only one
facility open for the graduation
ceremonies: The Hatch cafeteria.

All 5.000 students, administrators, and
faculty are going to squeeze into the area
that is now used primarily to feed off-

campus students, emd reminds them of the

Dining Commons food. "Where are my
parents going to sit?" lamented Karen
Hollings, a senior business major.

At a press conference. Chancellor Joe
Dufney told everyone to calm down.

"It makes perfect sense. People are

always hungry at graduation, and there

aren't anv convenient places to go to the

bathroom. Now they can grab a burger or

a slice of pizza, and use the "John" just

outside of the Hatch doors."

Not everyone agreed. Barry Solom, a

senior from the school ofcommunications
said, "All my life I have waited for this

wonderful, special day and now — now
this academic passage into adulthood will

take place with french fries and juke-box
music all over the place. Shee!"

Students aren't the only ones upset.

Doris Sniglet, mother of Francis Sniglet,

a fine arts major, had this to say: "Ackl"
There were a chorus of "Acks!"
throughout the press conference.

Oh yes, if there isn't room for everyone
inside the bar/cafeteria, some of the
graduating seniors will be asked to stay

on another semester.

Sex specialists will team up
for anal sex lecture tour
By CRASH FARTRASH
Collegian Staff

Nationally known sex figure Dr. Ruth
Wethymen made a surprise appearance
yesterday at the University of

Massachusetts with former UMass sex-

ologist Doger Rabies and amnounced a joint

effort to promote anal sex in America.
Wethymen, celebrated author of Great

Sex, said most Americans are conservative

in sexual attitudes and hopes to make other

people aware of other avenues of sex.

"A woman's body is like a house," the

good doctor said. "It has a front door and
a back door. Men should learn to knock at

both and women should learn to receive

them at each."

The pair said they intend to join the lec-

ture circuit starting next week, the tour,

titled "We're behind you 100 percent," will

feature Lou Penis and Jenna, soft

sculptures of "horny frogs" created by ar-

tist R. Immjob.
"The frogs symbolize the exotic position

used in anal sex," said rabies.

They pair also showed a short film featur-

ing upcoming promotions involving suppor-
tive celebrities, including the tight end
from the San Francisco 69ers, a star
basketball player whose sexual exploits

have earned him the nickname "chocolate
thunder," and BF Goodsex, the rubber
company.
Rabies dismissed as asinine some sugges-

tions that the tour will meet with negative
reactions from the public.

"Our tour shall be well-received and shall

go down as one of the greatest awareness
drives in the anals of history."

The press conference was delayed 40
minutes because Dr. Root and Rabies were
involved in a rear-end collision on the way
to UMass.
"But it was not your typical kind of acci-

dent," Rabies said with a grin.

Skunks, sheep, glue, polka, divert police

Now here 's a cop report
Amherst police charged four skunks with disturbing the

peace yesterday after a rally and funeral procession the

skunks were holding reportedely upheld traffic on N. Plea-

sant Street, police said.

"We are marching in memory of our lost brothers and
sisters who were mercilessly shot down in their primes
for unwarranted reasons," said one skunk as he was haul-

ed away in paw-cuffs.

The skunks were protesting the recent shootings of

allegedly "sick" skunks seen in the Amherst area.

In other cool action:

• An Orchard Hill resident found herself unable to get

up yesterday morning, as she had glued herself tc bed.

University police said.

Sophomore business major Helen Finance had used

Krazy Glue to fix a broken nail before going to bed.

"It usually works," she said. "I don't understand, I just

used a drop or two."

Finance discovered her dilemma as she tried to go to

her 10:10 class. Marketing for the Mindless 101. She
screamed for a half hour until her roommate came home.

Elissa Smartass, Finance's roommate finally called the

fire department, and axes were used to cut her nails (and

a few finger tips) despite her screaming to save the nine-

inch beauties. "I would rather be stuck in bed for the rest

of the semester than have short nails," she said.

Police said she is now recovering with a counselor from
University Mental Wealth Services.

• Three baby sheep were recovered from the KBO frater-

nity yesterday and 14 frat boys were charged with

"premeditated penetration" of minors, which happened
to be ewes, police said.

• At 2:45 a.m. on Wednesday police confiscated 140 cans

of beer and two bottles of tequila after kicking in the door

of a room in JQA Tower in Southwest, police reluctantly

admitted.

The alcohol was taken from two 23-year-old graduate
students on the basis that they "looked young," police

said.

• A 19-year-old freshman from Chelsea was charged
yesterday with disorderly conduct and arson after he
allegedly set a huge pile of Polka records on fire in front

of the Student Union Building, while wearing a Def Lep-

pard t-shirt and a Led Zeppelin baseball cap.

"Polka sucks. Anything other than heavy metal sucks,"

said the student. Leech Atak. The students said he plans

to file a complaint against the police department for

physical abuse.

"Those charges are totally unfounded and untrue," said

the arresting officer. Patrolman Peter Comoninsky.
• Two non-students were charged with first degree

murder Wednesday after throwing a student off the 26th
floor of the Tower Library.

"We just wanted to see if she would land on her feet,"

said one of the defendants. "She did."

Repression Club making it hot for local art

By D. ROGATORY
Collegian Stiff

The University of Massachusetts Repression Club will

sponsor a rally in front of the Squalid Unkempt Building

today in support of the campus presence of the national

group Accuracy in Art.

The rally will include an address by ALA National Direc-

tor N. Mity, who will discuss the group's decision to

monitor art produced at UMass after a student reported

that a peer in his painting class depicted Sandinista

soldiers "as nice guys, with feelings and everything."

"This radical student would have our nation believe that

the Sandinistas aren't boogey-men who rape Americans

in Florida retirement communities," Mity said, adding

that the art program at UMass has become a forum for

"individuals to express their own wrong opinions."

The national group was formed last year to combat "the

influx of subjective art used by leftist artists to incite a

national communist uprising" Executive Director Les In-

tellejent III said. "We're trying to bring back objective,

honest, all-American art, the kind that shows Americans
in church and stuff."

Intelligent said that ALA is beginning a nationwide cam-

paign to remove George Washington from the dollar bill

because "he looks like a pinko faggot, he needs a hair-

cut, and I think it's disgusting." The group is recommen-
ding that a picture of Moral Majority leader Jerky Fallacy

be put on the dollar bill because "at least he's clean-cut."

Repression Club President Barry X. Treem said that the

Communist influence at UMass is "everywhere" and cites

the UMass Fine Arts Center as an example of 'typical Red
Square inspired architecture."

"It's an ugly, ugly building, and every time I look at

it I imagine Mikhail Gorbachev smiling down at me," he

said "I'm afraid of that building, don't you understand?"

AP pluto

SHIT EATING GRIN - New York Mayor Ed
Koch's smile quickly turned to an expression
of disgust when he realized the joke was on
him, after Boston's Ray Flynn pulled a fast one
on their World Series bet. Flynn was to send
Koch a crock of Boston baked beans, but in<

stead sent him shit.

B
F
D

The Amherst Mental Health Center willi

offer a weekend ofworkshops on operations
\

any moron could do in the home with sim-

ple, household products. One seminar,!

"Our Friend the Butter Knife," will focus

on the removal of deep-level brain and
spleen tumors, while 'The Answer is I

Draino," offers the quick and nearly I

painless cure for a clogged steak bone in|

the esophagus.
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Collegian Freeloaders

Victory in Southeast Ania: The Return ofthe Hot Sorori-

ty Girls From the Planet Platex

Starring John Geilgud, Laruence Olivier, Chuck Nor-

ris and Pia Zadora

Passionate Fire flames but

BUI falls short with Hamlet

Norman, the condom tester from the last film returns

to reap revenge on ihe vendor sold him the overpriced

melon. This has nothing to do with the rest of the tilm

but it does make for an entertaining pre-credit sequence.

Communist gorillas from Mars imprison all of America

bv having everyone arrested for tearing oft those 'do not

remove" tags. Their aim is to get all the chicken soup

recipes and thereby leaving the nation defenceless to the

common cold and the cooties. Bunny the Brainless

(Suzanne Somers). leader of the Sorority Girls, is swept

away in an international adventure full of intrigue and

big guys named Hugo in a sequence that has nothing to

do with the first part of the film. It all ends with a climac-

tic kitchen knife duel between Norman Bates (Anthony

Perkins) and Jason, the hockey-masked camp counselor

(Olivier).

TH- I'd been looking forward to this movie ever since

I saw Pia in Lonely Lady, yet the actual viewing was

somehow disappointing for me. Could it be that you had

eaten all that Mexican food before, and were farting all

through the show like a broken tuba?

DL: I'm surprised you noticed that over your normal

^ver\Af^v <5tench. Don't you ever bathe Mr. Diarrhea with

glasses? I would have expected you to have been waiting

with baited breath for the arrival of Pia. I was just wonder-

ing, watching you over there, if your hand ever got tired?

Leave it to you to react to this sensitive movie on the hor-

monal level. This is the most absorbing, thoughtful

character study of a woman's broken psyche since How

To Kill 85.000 Naked Sluts Who Deserved To Die Anyway.

TH: Trying to take up more space in the column, eh?

Well Two can play at that game. No, this film, which has

only six naked girls, can't be seen as an equal to Sluts,

which had dozens, and they were all brutally murdered

too Not that this made any difference to you while you

were playing pocket pool over John Geilgud's funny walk.

I'll have to admit though, that your sneezing that soda

through your nose did make for a memorable moment,

even if you did spray my neck. I give it • •Vi, or V^* if

you happen to be in the theater when it's seen.

DL: I would give it • • • • unless the hapless reader

happens to sit in the section that still reeks from your last

visit. God knows what would happen if someone actually

sat in the same seat you did, they might be stuck there

for months.

By Getta Clue

Collusion Stiff

Passionate Fire

By Danielle Schmeal

Rip 'em Off, Inc.

$27.95

This is the newest masterpiece from one

of America's greatest writers of today, one

who will almost certainly be taught in the

Modern Novel courses in the near future.

The best thing about this book is the great

profound sentiments expressed, as well as

the great use of the English language by

Schmeal.
The story is totally new — a woman falls

in love young and then it ends because he

cheats on her. BUT she is able to translate

her natural talent into big bucks when she

buys a polaroid instant camera and gets

sponsored by all these rich dudes who own

art galleries.

Her name is Raven Wynge and she could

be you or me.

The reason the book is so successful is the

way Schmeal makes her character

Everywoman. When Raven is down, I just

wanted to cry and eat more Twinkies. I felt

like it was my husband who had slept with

my sister. I was able to empathize with her

when she tried to blow her sister away with

a sawed-off shotgun.

Wow — you just cant beat it. This book

will make you laugh, will make you cry,

will make you pay $27.95.

Hamlet
By Wild Bill Shakespeare

The thing that really bugs me about this

book is that the guy always talks about do-

ing something, and then never does it. He

has nice parents, a cute girlfriend and lots

of good buddies willing to help him out. The

thing he can't deal with, that his mother

is now married to his uncle, is stupid. Face

it, Hamlet, you aren't the only one whose

mother doesn't sleep with your father

anvmore The nuclear family is dead.

The other stupid thing about the book is

not so much the character as the writing.

This Shakespeare dude cribbed everything.

"Neither a borrower nor a lender be" —

that line is so old. And he tells his mother

that he is "cruel to be kind." Give me

break, he stole that from Nick Lowe!

So anyway, he tries to make this a real-

ly psychological Freudian type book and it

just doesn't quite work. Plus, it gets kind

of gory at the end. And sentimental. I real-

ly get sick of sentimentality.

From the Dead to Jackson:

Here in National Music News

REAL AD REAl AD REAL AD PgAL AD REAL AD REAL AD REAL

OFFICE WITH A VIEW
The Peace Corps is an exhilarating two year ex-

perience that will last a litetime,

Working at a professional level that ordinarily might

take years of apprenticeship Pack home, volunteers find

the career growth they're looking for and enjoy a unique

experience in the developing world.

International firms and government agencies value

the skills and knowledge mastered during Peace Corps

service.

FOR MORE INFXDRMATION CALL:

SAN FRANCISCO - The Greatful

Dead concert that began last Thursday is

still in progress as the famous acid rock

group proceeds with a marathon guitar

jam that has now entered it's second

week.
"Jerry always does this when he forgets

how the song ends," said one tired fan. "I

don't mind these things normally, but my
acid supply is running low. The jam is the

longest for the group since 1968, when

they spent the entire summer playing

"not fade away."
RIVERDALE - After the amazing

revival of the Monkees, the sixty's other

major teen rock act the Archies have an-

nounced a comeback. Though bankrolled

by wealthy socialite Veronica Lodge, they

still have to overcome some personal pro-

blems. Betty Brant, referred to by

Veronica as "that slut" will not be retur-

ning, and drummer Forsythe "Jughead"

Jones is still undergoing treatment for his

cholesterol addiction. Popular guitarist

"Reggie" will join the tour as soon as he

makes parole.

LOS ANGELES - Popular early

eighty's singer Michael Jackson called a

major p*"»sr- tonfcr.^nc? vitt. a^l three

television networks and UPI, AP, and

Rueiers correspondents present. Tni not

releasing an album or anything," said

Jackson, "I was just feeling lonely."

NEW YORK — Julian Lennon, son of

the late John Lermon, has announced that

he will be recording a sequel to We are the

World titled We are the Children.

Joining Lennon on the track will be

Debbie Boone, Natalie Cole. Liza Minneli,

Gary Lewis, Frank Sinatra, Jr., Nancy
Sinatra, Hank Williams, Jr.. Moon Unit

Zappa and her brother Dweezil. The B
side will feature Jermaine Jackson, Stella

Parton, Frank Stallone and Little Jimmy
Osmond on We Are The Siblings.

"

NEW YORK - With the competition in

the performance art business becoming

increasingly intense, top draw Laurie

Anderson has announced that she is

developing a new stage performance "that

is more abstract, more cutting edge, and

more challenging to accepted ideas of

media and entertainment than ever

before."

The first part of the performance will

consist of Anderson, dressed in blue jeans

and a dirty tank top, standing on a bare

stage and recounting in detail all the

television shows she has seen the night

before. She will then spend the remainder

of the show walking among the audience

and attempting to borrow money from

people.

Madonna turns in lace for

habit, celibacy and God

Peace Corps Representative
Lisa Sarmet

12 Draper Hall
University of Massachusetts

Amherst, MA 01003
(413) 545-2105

Peace Corps
The Toughest Job You Ever Love

NEW YORK (AP) -
Singer/songwriter Madonna
held a press conference

yesterday to inform the

world of her new admit-

tance to the nunnery and

clear up the misunderstan-

dings and controversy
regarding her latest hit.

Papa Don't Preach.

"Everybody thought that

my song was telling the

public that I think it is O.K.

for unwed teenagers to have

kids if they get pregnant

and they are in love," she

said.

"I was trying to sing a

song to my own Papa, bless

his heart, and tell him that

he doesn't have to preach to

me because I am a nun
now," Sister Madonna said.

She said that she will

uevoLe her life to the church

and helping women "who

are lost in the world." Sister

Madonna said she wants

women to realize the roles

they should take in the

world.

"Men are the force of our

lives whom we should
respect and never question!

I'm glad that I finally realiz-

ed this," she said.

Sister Madonna said her

marriage to Sean Penn has

been terminated and that

she had grieved over her

original decision to ever

become involved with any
man.
The .sister smiled as she

told the reporters that she

had found her virginity

after looking for it for many
hours. "I had put it in the

closet, and I found it and
now I'm a big "V" again,"

she said.

She said her husband was

having a hard time accep-

ting her decision, after he

punched priests who tried to

talk to the Sister.

"I'm trying to convince

Sean to look for his virgini-

ty too and, well, maybe he

could be a priest," she said.

She said she plans to

remake her old songs with

new messages. Be a virgin,

is the first one she has com-

pleted, and it will be releas-

ed next week.

Your right will be the

remake of her song Star

Bright which will be a

tribute to the church in

praise of the chuch's views

opposing birth-control, and

pre-marital sex.

"Excuse me I have to go

and pray now," she said

before ending her speech.

UP ESr COLLEGE DAILY IN NEW ENGLAND IfVl to
The Massachusetts Daily
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Third World students addresses
racial brawl, safety issues

Four hundredjam segregated meeting; hear Duffey, Madson
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA and ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

And staff reports

About four hundred students prcked Mahar
Auditunain last night to discuss the if:. • and anger of

many in the Third world community in the wake of a

brawl in Southvvest Residential Area Monday, which a'.'.-

ministrators acknowledged was racially motivated.

Organizers of the meeting announced at if si \ri th:

"non-third world" people would not be allowed to remain.

When some white people in the audience indicated their

unwillingness to leave, they were allowed to stay for

about an hour, then told to leave.

Members of the press were barred from attending this

meeting, which Chancellor Joseph Duffey, Vice-

Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis Madson. and

Public Safety Associate Director Philip Cavanaugh

attended.

Madson said in an interview after the meeting that one

of the black students who was attacked during the brawl

said he had identified one of his attackers Wednesday

night in Hampshire Dining Commons and that police

were called. No arrests resulted.

Ten students were treated at University Health Ser-

vices for injuries received during Monday's incident,

which began as a shouting match between Red Sox and

Mets fans.

University police reportedly waited 50 seconds before

intervening in the beating of one black student who

received a twisted kneecap, abdominal injuries and ex-

tensive cut.-: atA bruises.

Rick Townes, assistant director of the Committee for

the Collegiate Education of Black and Minority Students,

said, "Black students don't feel safe. There's just this

gcnei al sense of fear."

In a telephiT'f; interview after the meeting, Duffey said

.:iai although there have been no racial allegations

against the police for their inability to control the crowd,

there have been rumors.

"It's clear [police] were overwhelmed, but there were

10 to 12 things happening at the same time. There were

10 to 12 police with about 1,200 people," he said.

Duffey said that guards and watchmen are not train-

ed for crowd control. "They are there to protect property."

"There was some underestimation on all our parts,"

he said.

Duffey and Madson said the administration will be

beefing up security on campus through the end of the

week.
Other measures that will be taken, according to Duf-

fey and Madson, will include increasing racism educa-

tion through forums and teach-ins. The Undergraduate

Student Senate voted Wednesday night to send a letter

condemning the incident to the Department of Public
continued on page 7

Local question asks if senator
should support nuclear treaty

This is the ninth article in a series about the Nov. 4

referendum questions.

By MICHAEL ALTER
Collegian Correspondent

Question 9 on the Franklin and Hampshire County

ballots asks voters if they should instruct the senator from

this district to support nuclear arms reduction and a test

Won trGfltv

The senator would support the question by supporting

a resolution to enter into agreements with the Soviet

Union.
Specifically, the reduction treaty calls for an immediate,

mutual one-percent reduction in nuclear arms to be com-

pleted and verified within one year. The senator would

continue voting for a reduction through the year 2000,

but the wording is unclear as to whether the goal would

be elimination of nuclear arms.

The test ban agreement would begin immediately, ac-

cording to this nonbinding question. These types of

treaties can only be made by the federal government.

On Sept. 22, State Senator John W. Olver, speaking in

Northampton on behalf of advocates, said he didn't think

a test ban treaty would end the arms race, but said, "It

will discourage further development of nuclear weapons,

and improve the climate for negotiations between the US
and the USSR." continued on page 4

• Escape artist surprises crowd.

Page 3.

• Clemens mad at Mets fans. Page 12

• Football preview. Page 20.
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Provost says
change in date
^unthinkable'
Students angered by decision
CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

A letter from Provost Richard D. O'Brien to a student

on the commencement task force, in which O'Brien says

it wouH be "unthinkable" to reconsider a change in the

date for commencement 1987, has angered student

leaders, the .student said yesterday.

The letter appears to be the first time an administrator

has specifically told students there would be no recon

sideration of a change in the ceremony date from May 30

to May 24, 1987. Also, the letter says, University Presi-

dent David C. Knapp "has specifically ruled out that op-

tion."

Craig Brenner, who served on the committee that last

year worked on ways to improve the quality of the

ceremony, wrote O'Brien on Oct. 16 that "all our efforts

may have been wasted in what I consider a step

backward" in reference to the rescheduling of the

ceremony.
In his response, dated Oct. 28, O'Brien sai.l that the May

30 date was changed because it "was abcul to lead to a

truly ridiculous arrangement" and that "However per-

suasive the arguments might be to reverse that action

(and I do not think it should be reversed) it would surely

be unthinkable to change the date once more."

"Bearing all this in mind I do not think that 1 can do

anything for you.. I fear we are both going to waste our

time if we imagine that this particular thing which h^
been done can be undone," O'Brien concludes, -

Administrators say the date change, approved by the

faculty senate Oct. 16, will save the University the high

cost of keeping the campus fully open the extra week and

will ensure a better turnout for the ceremony than for one

scheduled Memorial Day weekend.

Students opposed to the change in date have organized

a drive to make administrators move graduation back to

the original date, arguing that t|ie move away from May

30 showed insensitivity to parents with long standing

plans and to seniors who will have little time to celebrate

their accomplishment.

"They're basically saying, 'Big deal, you've been here

for four years, here's your diploma, get out," Brenner said

yesterday.

Brenner also accused O'Brien and other administrators

of deceit, because while they have said they met with

students before making the date change, they failed to

mention that the students they met with sharply con-

demned the proposed change.

O'Brien was unavailable for comment yesterday.

University cautious, prepared for Halloween festivities

Police ready for tonight • Health Services warns students not to eat too much candy

University of Massachusetts police expect no major in-

cidents this Halloween weekend but "will be prepared

for all," UMass Chief of Police Robert G. Joyce said.

"We'll have extras out there," Joyce said. "We're hop-

ing for no repeats of the incident in Southwest the other

night."

After the Mets won the World Series Monday night,

celebrating fans on the Southwest pyramids started a

riot that left 10 people injured, one seriously, police said.

The Amherst police will also be running a full shift,

with extra officers working the speed and alcohol patrols,

said Capt. Richard Jankowski.

"We're expecting the usual amount of pumpkin

smashing and vandalism, but hopefully we won't be

needed on campus," Jankowski said.

Halloween has been a troubled time for the Universi-

ty in recent years. In 1979. the Halloween weekend was

marred with new highs in vandalism on campus,

resulting in several arrests and a change in the campus

Halloween policy.

The Campus Center has since limited its Halloween

activities and the residence halls have placed restraints

on the guest policy.

This year films may be shown in the Campus Center,

provided there is proper security and the final show ends

no later than 11 p.m., said the treasurer of the Campus

Center Board of Governors, Leslie Nakajima.

- RICK SASSON

By EILEEN McDONOUGH
Collegian Correspondent

Along with ghost and goblins, Halloween means a lot

of extra candy, making it a difficult time for students

who are dieting, or monitoring their sugar intake, ac-

cording to University Health Services nutritionist,Robin

Levine.

"Students generally eat more candy than they normal-

ly would at Halloween, because it's more prevalent,"

Levine said.

Eating one or two mini-sized candy bars won't cau.se

anyone to gain weight, however, problems arise when

large quantities of candy are consumed in one binge, she

said.

The body will store excess calories more readily as fat

when consumed in one meal, than if the calories were

distributed over a period of time, Levine said adding that

"It's kind of like over-loading." Some research has

documented that sucrose, the main sugar in most can-

dies, will effect insulin levels in some people. Sucrose

creates a rise in insulin levels in the blood stream giv-

ing these people a "low-feeling", Levine said. Many peo-

ple tend to grab something high in sugar for energy thus

creating a cycle.

To lessen the effect, Levine suggests eating sugar

snacks with other food, and to avoid eating them on an

empty stomach.

People should also avoid cutting back on their main

meals figuring they'll eat candy instead, she said. This

plan "backfires" because most people end up eating too

much candy. amiinued on page 8
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Harvard's link with corporations

targeted by consumer advocate

AP photo

ITS THE GREAT PUMPKIN CHARUE BROWN - Captured by

the holiday spirit, a Union 76 service station employee puts the

finishing touches on a giant Jack-o-lantern fashioned out of the sta-

tion's sign in San Mateo, Calif.
.^ ,

BOSTON (AP) - Consumer advocate

Ralph Nader says he is keeping an eye on

Harvard University, but an official from

the school IS skeptical about how clear

Nader's view is.

The new Harvard Watch project will

monitor the university's relationship with

corporations and examine how Harvard

makes decisions on policy issues and tui-

tion hikes and the opportunities available

for students to put their education to civic

use. Nader said.

"I've been wanting to do this for over 10

years as I've seen the right ward corporate

drift of Harvard and the increasingly

limited horizons provided by an increasing-

ly career-oriented academic environment,

he said Wednesday in a telephone inter-

view from his Washington office.

The university comes under the scrutiny

of students, faculty or alumni "almost on

a daily basis." said Daniel Steiner. Har-

vard's vice president and general counsel.

"We have some skepticism about the

value of the work to be done because the

Harvard Watch people seem to have their

minds made up," Steiner said in a prepared

statement . "There might be more benefit

to suggestions that resulted from a study

by people with open minds, and that's what

vvp've had in the past."

But Nader said he believes his group

members' minds "are much more open

than the minds of those who govern Har

vard University."

Although Harvard is a private institu-

tion, Nader said, its students are con-

sumers "so there is a consumer-seller type

of relationship and secondly it's getting a

lot of public funds in the form of tax exemp

tions and grants."

Harvard Watch marks the first time

Nader, who has battled the auto industry

and individual companies over consumer

issues, was targeting a university.

Nader, a 1958 Harvard Law School

graduate, said he chose Harvard because

of his long-standing interest in the univt-r

sity and its position as a leader among

American universities.

"Harvard sets the pace so any change.*^

at Harvard are more likely to be emulated

across the nation," Nader said.

He said Harvard Watch, which began

preliminary work in September, planned

to issue reports, generate forum discussions

and develop an agenda for student action.

The project, initially funded by Naders
Center for the Study of Responsive Law,

also will encourage students to do research

papers and theses on such issues as Har-

vard's research priorities and how they are

affected by corporations, he said.

Ex-Boston mayor to return; mulls challenging Flynn
BOSTON (AP) - Former Boston Mayor John Collins

says he is planning to move back to Cape Cod and is con-

sidering a challenge next year to Mayor Raymond L.

Flynn, who is expected to seek re-election.

Collins said he "probably" will move from Falmouth to

Boston by Jan. 1 to meet the legal residency requirement

but hasn't decided whether to make a political comeback

attempt nearly 20 years after he left office.

"You can't say I've decided to run for mayor because

I haven't," Collins told The Boston Herald. "I won't be

making any decision for monthslt's not no. 1 on my at-

tention list. There are a lot of imponderables that go into

running for mayor."

Moving "would permit me to make that decision," Col-

lins said.

There was no answer at Collins' home Thursday and

a secretary at his Boston law firm said he was out of town

until next week.

Collins, 67, who like Flynn is a Democrat, pulled off one

of the great political upsets in this very political city in

1959, winning office by defeating then Massachusetts

Senate President John E. Powers, who was backed by the

city's political establishment.

During his tenure, Collins was noted for launching the

"New Boston" revitalization program of the 1960s that

resulted in the Prudential Center complex. Government

Center, and the demolition of the city's working-class West

End in favor of high-rise luxury apartments.

In 1966, Collins ran for the U.S. Senate but was defeated

in the Democratic primary by former Gov. Endicott

Peabody, who later lost to Republican Edward Brooke.

A conservative Democrat who supports President

Reagan, Collins actively backed former School Commit-

tee President David Finnegan in the 1983 mayoral race

won by Flynn.

Collins would join At-Large City Councilor Joseph

Tierney and District School Committeeman Joe Casper

in testing the waters for a possible run against Flynn, a

liberal who is expected to run a well-financed campaign.

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

11 am - 2 am 7 days
50 Main St. Amherst, MA

I Haven't Been To
J.B/s In A Week And

I Don't Feel Good
Is this you?

Replenish your nee(d my friend and come down for

your deluxe burger, fries, and soda

584-8174 FOUR SEASONS m 9 Hadley w ^^"^^

HALLOWEEN SPECTACULAR \^
ONE MORE WEEK!

AT ELVIRA'S REQUEST COORS & COORS LIGHT 6/pk CANS ^$2.99

OUR UNUSUAL CASE SPECIALS ^p^^^%
BUSCH $8.99 f^i^^^B^tJt
BUD $10.99 \^\Wt J^A\
ROLLING ROCK longnecks $10.99 \|[J^^ KiV
COORS $10.99 \^5jHi^
LITE $10.99 Vx— '-•'^-^

•OUR GIVE AWAYS*
CARLING BLACK LABEL $6.99

UTICA CLUB $6.99 ^^^^
SCHLITZ I5pk $5.99 fl^^
LITE 12pk $5.99

MILLER Genuine Draft $5.99

SIX PACK SPECTACULARS
SAM ADAMS $4.99 6/pk

KRONENBOURG $3-99

LABATTS Beer or Ale $3.75

GRIZZLY $3.49

DAB $4.49

BOOZE BARGAINS
Vodka 'tastes like homemade'
Bath Tub Gin

El Cheapo Rum

Seagrams Wine Coolers

$8.99 1.75L

$8.99 1.75L

$10.99 1.75L

$2.99 4pk

Kegs? Yes! Lowest prices - We Deliver!

FOUR SEASON "THE COOL PLACE TO SHOP"

UMass clocks
a ^headache'
to everybody
By PAUL MASCIOLI
Collegian Correspondent

The clocks at the University ofMassachusetts keep tick-

ing, but not always at the correct time and sometimes not

at all.

"It is kind of a headache for us. You could spend days
trouble shooting one building Bob Jenkes, Foreman at the

electrical shop at the Physical Plant said.

There are at least 5,000 clocks across campus, most that

are located in the academic buildings. There is one master
clock in the power plant, across from the Textbook An-
nex, that sets the time for the entire university system.

The clocks in the Morrill science buildings, the library

tower system, and the public health buildings are down
because of the work on the steam lines outside of the Stu-

dent Union building. The electrical wires that carry power
to the clocks in those buildings melted when the steamline

ruptured, according to Jenkes.

Other than the clocks affected by the ongoing work on
the .steamlines, the broken clocks are basically a matter

of "wear and tear," John Ghidinelli, assistant electrical

foreman at the physical plant said, adding, " the wiring

in the buildings is fine."

Vandalism also takes its toll on the University time

keeping system, Ghidinelli said. "Sometimes people have
shorted out the wires in one clock and thrown the whole
system out of whack," Ghidinelli said.

"If people don't make us aware that these things aren't

working, then we just don't know. We depend on the peo-

ple," Jenkes said.

"We just don't have the manpower to keep up with

everything," he said. "We don't consider it an emergen-

cy because there are too many other things that come first,

like a room without power. We have a backlog of electrical

work."
There are twenty-two people working in the physical

plant electrical shop.

To stay on top of all the work, the electrical shop needs

a staff of forty to fifty workers, according to Jenkes, ad-

ding he plans to hire more workers.

"There is no easy solution to the clocks," Ghidinelli

added.

Escape artist excites crowd;
claims Houdini was murdered

Collegian photo by Rob Skelton

Escape artist Norman Bigelow tries to escape a box filled with smoke.

By ADAM LAVINE
Collegian Staff

While two tarantulas crawled around his head, which
was locked into a stock in a table, escape artist Norman
Bigelow said, "I don't know why I do this."

Bigelow, who performed last night to a crowd of about

100 people, began his performance with an escape in

which an audience member handcuffed him to a table

connected to a ramp, both layered with gunpowder.

When the gunpowder at the end of the ramp was lit,

Bigelow had only a few seconds to release himself before

the fire raced up to ramp to explode in a ball of fire

engulfing the table.

Bigelow, 42, is one of a few magicians who hold the

theory that the famous escape artist, Harry Houdini, was
murdered and not killed accidentally.

Supposedly, Houdini died after internal injuries

resulting from a blow to the stomach from a McGill
University student who was visiting the magician in his

dressing room.
"Hf'udini was hit four times," said Bigelow, during his

performance. "T/ie New York Times reported that he had
been given an injection with an experimental serum
which no one else was ever given, but it never made the
history books."

Bigelow finished his act with his trademark, the "Door
of Death." The escape artist was manacled with two
handcuffs, ropes, chains and straps opposite another door
with seventeen knives protruding from it. The door was
connected to a motor which would release a spring, clos-

ing the door after 3 minutes, 4 seconds. Bigelow rolled

beneath the door just as it crashed shut, receiving a stan-

ding ovation from the audience to conclude his act.

Director's position at SCERA may be closer

to being filled; search requested for two other posts
By STEVE HIGGINS
Collegian Staff

The Student Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy may be one step

closer to filling its directors position,

vacated last June, if a candidate search

committee's recommendations are releas-

ed next week.

Director of Student Activities Randy Do-

nant said he hopes three recommendations

by the five-member committee will be

made public next week. Like all candidate

recommendations for full-time state

employees, the committee's proposals and
search process must be reviewed by a state

affirmative action office.

Until the three candidates are approved

and Donant selects a new SCERA director.

student coordinator Chris Alibrandi will

continue to fill the resigned director's

duties. Two other paid SCERA positions

have recently opened when the research

advocate and the anti-semitism educator

resigned, however, replacement searches

for those have not yet begun.

Alibrandi said she will request that a

search be conducted to replace research ad-

vocate Jerry Scoppettuolo, after he resign-

ed last month.
"I think it's vital that his position be fill-

ed," she said, adding that full-time profes-

sional staff is important to SCERA to main-

tain the group's stability.

Scoppettuolo's duties included support of

student research projects, such as the

gathering of information on women and
minority student attrition rates on campus.

Alibrandi said that among the reasons

for the resignations of Scoppettuolo, Direc-

tor Debbie Pilch and Anti-semitism

Educator Marsha Black was difficulty

working with Donant, who as the director

of student activities is the supervisor of all

SCERA employees.

One such difficulty was the recent

dispute between SCERA and Donant which

arose when Donant disagreed with

SCERA's assertion that the search commit-

tee for a new director should have a ma-

jority of student members. Afler a meeting

this summer between Donant, members of

SCERA and the Student Government
Association, Donant agreed to the appoint

three student members to the committee,

Alibrandi said.

iB^-

Collegian Photo by Kob Skriton

BEAM ME UP SCOTTY - Caroline Gould Geft) a Junior Sculpture

mayor, tests out her newest creation, "Portable Soul", as Kristin

Breder, an engineering student who wired the project, looks on.

Radio reviewer discusses

voices never heard by ear

FYI
The Skating Club of Amherst season

begins tomorrow at Orr Rink at Amherst
College, and wi'l extend to mid-March
{weather permitting]. Free style, patch

and dance ice is still available.

For further information, call Rita

Leaman at 266-6744 or Martha Del

Mango at 256-1296

Dr. A. T.Annumiato, a biology professor

from Boston College will speak on
"Chromatin Replication in Mammalian
Cells/' at 4 this afternoon in room 203 of
the Morrill Science Center.

The lecture is sponsored by the depart-

ment of zoology. Refreshments will be
served a half hour before the talk.

By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

National Public Radio literary reviewer

Alan Cheuse gave voice lessons to about 25

people in Memorial Hall last night.

However, singing had nothing to do with

it; the voice was that of the writer, in-

cluding Cheuse himself as well as other

writers he has reviewed for the radio pro-

gram "All Things Considered."

"You play medium when you write fic-

tion," he said, before playing tapes of

several pieces he had done for the program.

The writers he talked with and reviewed

ranged from Bobby Ann Mason to Mr. T.

Cheuse met with Mr. T. while covering

the American Booksellers Association fair

for NPR. One publisher described the fair

as giving "the fall line" for the b©ok trade.

"Just like there are short skirts, there

are short books," he said.

Author Richard Bach said the fair was

"like walking into a warm greenhouse and

ideas growing everywhere," which drew

laughs from the audience.

Afler listening to the sounds of a break-

dancing book, Cheuse talked to the star of

The A-Team, whose advice to young
writers he recommended.
"I'm proud of myself. People told me I

couldn't write a book," Mr T. said. "Don't

quit. Don't let nobody ever tell you what
you can't do."

The only person Cheuse found actually

reading at the fair was a young girl nam-
ed Sarah, who read from her book on the

Cabbage Patch kids.

Cheuse, who started doing book reviews

23 years ago for Kirkus Review Service,

praised NPR for including the arts in the

main body of its news show, instead of

pushing them to the back, like most
magazines and news shows.

"The great thing about 'AH Things Con-
sidered' is that they really think that

culture is news," he said. "There's a
tremendous respect for the artistic side of

life on the show."
Cheuse, author of The Bohemians, a fic-

tional biography ofJohn Reed, also read his

short story "Tennessee Waltz" and an ex-

cerpt from his most recent novel The
Grandmothers' Club.
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* question 9
continued from page 1

"The Pioneer V lilty has a proud tradition of being on

the cutting edge ot important social changes in this coun

try," Olver said.

Paul Hollander, a professor of sociology at the Univer

sity of Massachusetts said, "I'm against the question

because I don't think every issue of foreign policy should

be decided by a referendum. This is not how the political

system was set up. We elect representatives who are ac

lively involved in decision making."

UMass English professor Arnold Silver, a founding

member of Citizens for Common Sense, said, "I m in favor

of stopping testing as part of a comparable agreement, but

not as a .separable component. I think Russia s motive is

to try to block SDI (Strategic Defence Initiative] without

making concessions."
.

"I'd be happv to stop our testing, when the Soviet troops

and bombers withdraw from their butchery in

Afghanistan," Silver said.

Francis Crowe was responsible for placing question y

on the ballot, and runs an American Friends Service Com-

mittee office from her home in Northampton AhbC is

trying to address the problems of the world through

peaceful means," said Crowe.

"Instead of spending money on nuclear testing, we

should be spending on other things, like health care,

schools, and AIDS research," said Crowe. "Everything is

cut hack these days except for the military."

Correctioii

Due to to a reporting error, a story in yesterday's

Collegian incorrectly listed the number of people from

the Third World Community at the Undergraduate Stu-

dent Sena^ meeting. Tlie number in attendance was 60.

A story yesterday misidentified the time of the Moun-

tain Farms Mall Haunted House. It will be open tonight

and tomorrow night. 6:30 - 9 p.m. and Sunday 10 a.m.

' 5 pjod.
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The
Spoke

Amherst,
Mass.

PROPER ID REQUIRED

PUT YOUR
COLLEGE DEGREE

TO WORK.

Air Force Officer Training School

IS an excellent sfcrtfo a

challenging career as an Air

Force Officer We offer great

starting pay, medical care, 30
days of vacation with pay each

year and management
opportunities Contact an

Air Force recruiter. Find out what

Officer Training School can mean
for you Call

SSgt Everett Rolte

785-0352 collect INKERYt TO MEET. RELAX & E^

35 EAST PLEASANT ST AMHERST

nnnounc€s its

^^j>-

grand re-opening

/mj€BRfVTION!
OF OUR NEWLY REM •! ELED EAST LONGMEADOW STORE!
SKIS

Selected Models Of

Rossignol
Dynastar
Blizzard

UP TO

5a'
%
FF

BOOTS
Selected Models Of

Salomon
Lanae
Kofiach
Dynafit

UP TO

SKI BIBS SKI PARKAS
Black Bear
Alperna
Descente

UP TO

50>'%FF 4&%FF

Descente
Fera
1st Team

UP TO

JUNIOR PACKAGE ADULT RECREATION PACKAGE

Rossignol Team Ski
Marker M4-5 Binding
Rossignol Poles
Custom Mounting

REG M86'' VALUE

Blizzard Uno Ski
Salomon Binding
Scott Poles
Custom Mounting

REG. ^SaS'*^ VALUE

ADULT SPORT PACKAGE

Rossignol Spatial Ski
Salomon Binding
Rossignol Poles
Custom Mounting

REG. *325^* VALUE

JUNIOR RACING PACKAGE
Rossignol 4S Racing Ski

Salomon Binding
Rossignol Poles
Custom Mounting

REG. '296'' VALUE

NOW
$8995

NOW
$14995

NOW
$15995

NOW
$19995

JUNIOR SPORT PACKAGE
Rossignol STS Ski

Salomon Binding
Rossignol Poles
Custom Mounting

REG. »24r' VALUE

$-4l>IA95

ADULTRECREATIONPACKAGE ADULT SPORT PACKAGE RACINGPACKAGE

NOW 149

Dynastar Visa Ski
Salomon Binding
Dynastar Poles
Custom Mounting

REG. ^370'" VALUE

$HiOn95
NOW 189

Dynastar Supra Ski
Salomon Binding
Dynastar Poles
Custom Mounting

REG. M25'' VALUE

95

Rossignol Equipe 4S
Marker MRR
Rossignol Pole
Custom Mounting

REG. '510°° VALUE

NOW
$249 NOW

$29995

,m^i:t5^a-f»K:i^H^a»>M>CAT!fl^f^

OPEN DAILY 10-9

SAT. 10-5 (Hadley Store 10-9)

SUNDAYS NOON-5 .
SPORTHAUSlI

16 SHAKER RD.
EAST LONGMEADOW

525-6633

55 FRANKLIN ST.
WESTIFLD

RTE. 9, HADLEY
(near Hampshire Mall)
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Chief enqineer of WMUA resigns, cites low salary
By KARA MULLEN
Collegian Correspondent

WMUA's chiefengineer and administration coordinator.

Bill Stepchew, resigned Wednesday after six years as the

only full-time WMUA professional staff member.

"i feel I've gone as far as I can go with this job. There's

nowhere for me to progress to in the University at this

point," Stepchew said.

Starting as a disc jockey in 1978 and later mvolvmg

himself in the management, he was hired in 1980 as chief

engineer. He has been majoring m electrical engineermg

and communication studies at the University of

Massachusetts.

In 1983, as a professional staff member, Stepchew found

himself involved in finances, accounting, station policy,

operation, and fund raising for WMUA. According to Step-

chew these extra duties became a requirement for his job

as administrative coordinator, although funds to pay for

them were not available.

Stepchew is paid out ofthe Student Activites Trust Fund

which is budgeted by the Undergraduate Student Senate.

"There is never enough money to pay for the additional

work, and my salary has remained the same," Stepchew

said. "I can't afford to work here anymore."

Pat Mahoney. who has worked with Stepchew for two

years, said, •'Stepchew will surely be missed and always

remembered as one of the best things that happened to

WMUA. He has taken a personal interest in the station,

and has done some monumental projects for us."

WMUA is entirely run by students and Stepchew work-

ed directly with all of them. "The most satisfying part was

workmg with the students at WMUA," Stepchew said. "I

feel they are the top one percent of the University popula-

tion. I'm impressed with the caliber of people whom I work

with, and it is one of the best radio stations, both com-

mercial and college, in the country. It has a more diverse

programming schedule than any other station around."

Stepchew said he is concerned and disappointed that

other people don't see the station as a priority. "Not hav-

ing a full-time person here will change the station; it won t

be the same operation. A full-time administrator that

didn't have to deal with the engineering aspect would be

able to spend a lot of time raising funds," he explained.

"This would take care of the finances for paying the posi-

tion itself and bring less of a financial burden to the

University," he said. "It is a real danger that we could

fall into the pattern of just a bunch of college kids play-

ing records."

Stepchew doesn't take the credit for making the station

what it is. "It's not me that made the difference jast hav-

ing someone here to provide continuity whicn students

aren't able to provide. To lose that will change the whole

station," he said.

Stepchew will continue his "Stormy Monday Blues Pro-

gram" in which he is known as "Blue Bill". "I'll be glad

to keep doing it as long as people keep wanting to listen

to it," he said. "People seem to really like it; we get some

encouraging letters from listeners."

Stepchew said he will go into independent business do

ing sales for the Success Motivation Institute out of Texas,

but his offices will be in Amherst. He will be selling train-

ing programs for people who want to build good qualities

for further self development and success^

Photo rourtesv of WMl'A

WMUA chief engineer, Bill Stepchew.
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CLEAN, SAFE, PRIVATE HOT TUBS
ITS Uniy«rttY Or.

N«x1 to Stadulm Liquor* In Prtc* Choo,>«r Mall

Op«n Monday 4 IIM 1, Tu«a - Sat Ham - 1am
Rasvrvatlona auggaatad am cartmcalaa avallabla

Call 253- irA^

FRIDAY
ANNUAL HALLOWEEN PARTY

•LIVE D.J.*
•FREE MUNCHIES 10 - 12 PM^

•NO COVER CHARGE^
•DOOR PRIZES^

$100 BEST COSTUME
$50 2nd BEST - $25 3rd BEST

9:00 PM - 1:00 AM

7727

GROUP PARTY RATES
( 1 HOUR )

Clubs. Organizations, Dornns, Teams
$50 per room or $150 for whole place &

8 FREE PIZZAS - UP TO 30 PEOPLE

i.

ALL THE FIXINGS FOR

SPECIAL OCCASION CAKES:
Help "Set the Occasion" with a beautifully decorated

cake. Whether it be for a BIRTHDAY, CON-
GRATULATIONS, BON VOYAGE or other good
wishes, our cakes are colorful.

il CHEESE DEPARTMENT:
Over 120 varieties of cheese to munch on plus other

specialty items such as smoked meats, sun dried

tomatoes, pates, and imported crackers.

FRESH ORCHARD DRINKS:
Atkins Sweet CIDER - with no preservatives! Also,

Atkins Pear Cider, Lemonade. Apple-Orange Drink,

and new APPLE-CRANBERRY CIDER.

PARTY PLATTERS:
Made with cheese, meats, fruit, vegetables, or

bakery - they will add excitement to your table set-

ting and compliments to you. Call for a free color

brochure.

YOUR FALL PARTY

FLOWERS:
Including fresh floral arrangements, bouquets, roses,

carnations, and other fresh cut flowers.

GREEN PLANTS:
For freshness - check out our new shipment of Bon-

sai trees - some over 25 years old.

DELI:
Treat your self to a fresh made sandwich using

premium meats, or Atkins own fresh made salads

and a cup of soup. All our sandwiches are made with

fresh baked bread right from our bakery.

HOME-GROWN FRUITS & VEG.:
Atkins own apples and pears plus large bulk displays

of the finest quality, fresh produce.

BAKERY:
Our products are made fresh, from scratch and are

guaranteed to be delicious! PIES, COOKIES,
BREADS (including whole grain) ROLLS, MUFFINS,

DONUTS, CHEESCAKES, MUFFINS, and a whole

line of pastries.

i

Physical Plant to use more oil

to generate power, says director
By MARIBETH OBRIE
Collegian Correspondent

Because to its efficiency and current low

price, oil will be used to supplement coal

in order to generate power at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts this winter. Physical

Plant operations director, Peter Wozniak

said yesterday.

The Physical Plant will not be converting

to oil energy, but will use it in addition to

coal because it provides flexibility for the

power plant. Consequently, the $5 million

dollar exhaust filter system will still be

needed, Wozniak said.

The "baghouse", as it is known, was put

into effect in 1984 in compliance with the

Environmental Protection Agency's Clean

Air Act of 1970. It is intended to catch un

burned coal before it goes up the chimney.

In doing so, it greatly reduces the amount

of coal dust released into the atmosphere.

Wozniak said that the oil supplementa-

tion will help alleviate the pressure of the

coal-fired steam plant in the winter when

it runs at full capacity. He also added that

it will help in the Spring when the oil

burners will be sufficient to generate power

at the University.

* meeting
continued from page 1 Safety, Office of the

Chancellor, and Office of the Dean of

Students. About 60 caucus students attend-

ed that meeting.

The letter reads in part, "We feel the

events that took place on Oct. 29, 1986

were of racial intent. We do not, and will

not tolerate such violent actions of abuse,

such as those taken against two black

students."

The caucus has asked the Public Safety

Department to station two armed police of-

ficers at every dormitory from Thursday,

Oct. 30, to Sunday, Nov. 2.

The letter also calls for the "immediate

dismissal from the University of those per

sons involved in initiating the racial

violence," public announcement to the stu-

dent population, and comp>ensation for the

injured.

"We need the cooperation of the students

who were present that evening," Duffey

said. "People have to file 'egal complaints."

"There appear to be some racial aspects

involved," Duffey said, adding alcohol also

played a role. "I assure, for our part, that

anyone who is found guilty will be dealt

with," he said.

Chris Alibrandi, coordinator of the Stu-

dent Center for Educational Research and

Advocacy, said, "This isn't a black issue,

it's a racial issue that involves all of us."

"If people think that racism is dead,

they're wrong."

Racism occurs everyday, but the

Southwest event "just happened to get

press coverage...because it was big

enough," Alibrandi ad(' '^

I

You're Too BUSY!
Don't waste time doing

your own laundry...

Take It To

nrfftmr

t1 PfUY ST. AMHCII8T.MA.

SM-W63

We Offer:

• Hand Pressing

• Shirt Service

• Same Day
Sflvice

OWOP

HOun«

»n.-Thu«t 10 0O«m-10 OOpm. Sun } OOpm-lO OOpm
f rUtoyi 10 OOAm-S OOpm <h*n ( OOpnt-iO OOpm

Sat 10:0O*m-$:OOp(ii Ihpn 7 OO-iO OOpm

eating plaii;

SUN - THURS
6 AM - 3 AM
FRI & SAT

OPEN 24 HOURS

BREAKFAST iSERVED
ANY TtMF.

BEER & Vv/INE

SERVED "TIL MIDNITE
PLENTY OF PARKING
CAMPUS PLAZA

(NEXT TO SUPER STOP & SHOP)
• Rte. 9 • Hadley/Amhertt

256-6889
EMPLOYMENT APPLICATIONS

BEING TAKEN

^rit^ms OPEN 10 am - 11 pm
253-5384 or256-8433

Rt. 9 East Amhcrstl

THE AMHERST AREA'S LARGEST

SELECTION or IMPORTED AND

DOMESTIC WINE. BEER, AND LIQUOR

IN STORE WINE TASTING

EVERY SATURDAY t2 - 5 PM

COLD KEGS

ICE

A PUN PLACE TO SHOP OR BROWSE

L
RETURNABLE BOTTLES AND CANS WELCOME

Wozniak said that after time, plants that

are generated solely by all-coal power

generators start to lose their efficiency and

although coal is now as cheap as oil it is

not as efficient as oil or gas. Wozniak said

he believes that the supplementation of oil

and gas will greatly increase the efficien-

cy of the coal powered plant this winter.

According to Wozniak, oil prices will con-

tinue to fall and two to three years from

now coal will be the most economical

means of energy again.

ReatyoutH ministry is not
att fun & zanies.

Eac^ year a million ctiildten run

away trorr horrie

• E «pefimenlalion with cocaine has

doubled in the last ten years among
high school stuOenis

Over a hal' million youths attempt

suicide each year

The needs are oDviouf and ovenwheimmg

placing greal pressure on you as a youth

leadf?' Prepare to work in a church or

parachurch organization Gel invo'ved with

group homes camping speciahlies spenality

counseling or missions Gordon-Conweli

Seminary s youth ministr\ program inviles

several levels ol participation - Irom the

pasior who wants to know more about youth

to the lulltime youtti worker seeking

prolessional status We maintain a strong

alliliation with Vour^ Lite

Go'donConweli puts the Bitile at the

center of all its programs We hold a ^rm

stance on the inerrancy o' Scripture Vou ii Imd

this strength in what we oNer lour degree

programs ^ Master ol Divinity Master ol

Religious Education. Master ol Arts in

Theological Studies and Doctor ol Ministry —
each with its own range ol options

Find out how to cope with Itie questions

youths are asking Write today lo' more

mtormalion about our youth ministry program

al Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary

South Hamilton Massachusetts 0196^ Of

call US nationwide al 1-aoo-GCTS-FAX;
locally at 1-617-468 7tli

r'
/ would like...

a catalog & applicaliOf>

10 taiii w'lh a repiesentaiive

my lelepfrone * ( L _

tjesi time lo can

10 visit it»e campus
cither _ .

Name

ACMA/V

. state Zip CodeCity

tlndergraduale School.

Year ol Graduation

GORDON -CONW6LL
• THmiOjii^^i at.MINA_RY

.J

r»i-» %m» i«««o«i ot •mnii on(^" PtJ" nmrf^mc ty ^l»'9" »l*fu»

UMASS SKI CLUD
GPRESENTS: HOT

FR^EE FOR MEMBERS
$100 For Non-Members

1 SHOWING ONLY
MONDAY NOV 3 7:00 PM
Campus Center Auditorium

L AG N AF
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Alleged Libyan ties results

in indictment of gang members
CHICAGO (AP) - Four street gang

members who allegedly approached the Li-

byan government and offered to carry out

terrorist bombings and attacks in the

United States in exchange for money were

indicted yesterday on federal weapons

charges.

The indictments were announced by U.S.

Attorney Anton Valukas. Charged in the

conspiracy are El Rukn leader Jeff Fort,

imprisoned in a federal pententiary in

Texas; Melvin Mayer, Alan Knox and

Trammel Davis, all from Chicago.

Knox and Davis were arrested Aug. 5

following a raid on the gang's South Side

headquarters that yielded more than 30

weapons, including an M-72 series light

anti-tank weapon. Mayes is still being

sought by authorities.

FBI spokesman Bob Long stressed that

gang members sought out representatives

of the Libyan government, and not vice

versa.

"It appears the El Rukns were interested

in building a war chest. They offered to do

whatever the bidding of Libya might be,

though nothing actually came of the plot,"

he said.

Valukas said El Rukn members ap-

proached Libyan officials in several U.S.

locations, including New York, Chicago

and Texas, to propose their plans. Accor-

ding to the indictments, the contacts began

in March.

The El Rukns offered to use the weapons

and explosives they had been gathering

since March - including several purchased

from undercover FBI agents - to damage

federal properties and vehicles, Valukas

said.

He declined to be more snecific.

Clemens angry at Mets fans,

saus he won't return to Shea
*^ . r. ^iTinrr fn Viif mp frnm 100 fftpf awnv wi

BOSTON (AP) - Boston pitcher Roger

Clemens, angry about the behavior of

fans, security guards and the wives ot

New York Mets' players at Shea Stadium,

said yesterday he won't return there for

an exhibition game next season.

The Red Sox "can dock me one day s

pay," Clemens said. 'They ain't going to

see me at Shea. Guards ana wives ui ivieis piajrcio aiou

The Mets and Red Sox, who played an
^g^^j^Uy abused the wives of Red Sox

exhibition game in Boston last . .j.j

trying to hit me from 100 feet away with

beer bottles."

Personnel assigned to protect the Red

Sox didn't behave much better, according

to Clemens.

"The security guards in there trying to

nrotect us were saying, 'you're losers, you

stink,'" he said.

Guards and wives of Mets' players also

September, are planning another game

for Shea Stadium in last April or early

May.
Three days after the World Series end-

ed in New York Monday night with the

Mets winning the seventh game 8-5.

Clemens was still seething over the abuse

he said the Red Sox endured in the games

played in New York.

"The New York fans, 100 or .so. ruin it

for the rest of them," he said. "People are

players, he added.

"Kthe security guards do that, what are

the fans going to do?" Clemens said. "The

morning before the seventh game 1 had

to take my wife to the airport because it's

too dangerous for her to sit there and

watch the ball game because people are

throwing firecrackers.

"Evidently, we're supposed to go for the

exhibition game in New York," he add

ed. "Im not going."

* candy
continued from page 1

Levine also suggests people not use Halloween as an

excuse to over-eat. "There are too many holidays and

special occasions that come into a peson's life to .say, "it's

a holiday." she said.

Levine recommends raisins, nuts and popcorn as good

alternatives to candy.

To avoid "the-day-afler-Halloween-blues ' Levine said

to have candy in moderation. "The trick is to spread it

out."

Epson Equity I

w/printer includes

256 k dual floppy

mono monitor

$1295

Computer Rentals

$200.00
per semester

Terminal Rentals

$130.00
per semester

includes 1200 baud modem

Memory Upgrade
to 640K

$99.00

Fall Prices good till 10/31

HALLOWEEN
COSTUME PARTY!

Come in costume and you could win $250 in cash,

a stereo system with a Compact Disk Player

Plus other great prizes! • Listen to 99.3 for details

OCTOBER 31st - 8:30 PM
21+ - Admission $2.99

PIONEER VALLEY

DATA EQUIPIVIENT

259 Triangle Street

Amherst
549-1017
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Danger in discrimination
After the seventh game of the World Series, several members

of the black community were put in fear of their lives because

of the color of their skin. One was beaten unconscious, and is

now on crutches; others were beaten less badly. The

psychological injuries sustained by the entire Third World com-

munity are harder to treat and likely more severe than any

surface cuts or bruises.

At a meeting last night to discuss the attacks, it was an-

nounced that white members of the University community

were unwelcome. The segregation policy adopted by the per-

sons of color in charge of the meeting was understandable, but

simultaneously disturbing to those of us in the community who

share their concerns.

The perpetrators of the racial attacks should be expelled trom

the University, then prosecuted. The criminals will only be

identified if witnesses have the courage to come forward;

racism will only start to end when we can come together as

one community.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion ofthe Col-

legian Board of Editors.

CIA dignifies dirty war; protest local recruitment drive

The CIA is coming to UMass. It's hard to believe, but

true. After being chased out of the Valley two years ago

they are returning. The secret army of the United States,

in the middle of a brutal war against the people of

Nicaragua, (and criminals under international law) are

coming to use University facilities to entice us to join up.

No. this is not a bad dream. On the evening of November

13 the CIA will hold an open propaganda session and on

November 14 will interview students at the University

Career Center in Fraternity - Sorority Park.

The CIA is coming to UMass to recruit us to help them

break international law, violate domestic law. threaten

our national security by creating armed conflict on our

borders, and oppose the will of the American people. Opi-

nion polls last summer showed over 2/3 of Americans were

against funding the CIA proxy army known as the con^

tras. But the government went ahead and allocated $1UU

million. This is democracy?

Democracy is when the government carries out the will

of the people. We must fervently oppose this abuse of our

democratic process. Our government is acting criminal-

ly in our name, and we must stop them - using every

nonviolent means at our disposal. And this means preven-

Marc Kenen
ting them from using our University for recruitment

purposes.

The contras have Utile support in the United States and

even less in Nicaragua. They are financed and trained by

the United States, the greatest military power in history,

and have been unable to secure one town, one village, one

acre of Nicaraguan soil.

An electoral system is firmly in place in Nicaragua. In

1984 elections were held which were observed by the in-

ternational community and were overwhfjlmingly

reported as fair and open. In fact, there is ample evidence

that the CIA encouraged some members of the opposition

to boycott the election to make it look like a farce because

of the obvious overwhelming support for the Sandinistas.

The US is obviously not interested in free and open elec-

tions in Nicaragua. You don't encourage free elections by

recruiting and arming a 15,000 person army carrying out

terrorist attacks on civilians.

It is the CIA that has formed, trained and outfitted this

mercenary army. But why is the CIA waging our war?

Why not the military? If we're truly at war with

Nicaragua, why the deceit? Because the American peo

pie won't stand for the blood of our young being shed in

an immoral and illegal war. But Nicaraguans are dying

everyday as a result of our government's actions. We must

act even though American blood is not being shed in large

quantities.

It is rare that the CIA .shows its face in public. When

they do we must be there to demonstrate our opposition

to the killing, to the deceit and to the criminal actions

being taken in our name.

On Thursday, November 13 we will gather outside the

Student Union on the Pond Side at 5 p.m. and proceed

on a candlelight march to the Career Planning and Place-

ment Center in Fraternity -Sorority Park. There we will

hold a candlelight vigil in memory of the thousands of

Nicaraguans killed by the CIA army, the Contra.s. If, at

7pm the CIA insists on going through with their pro-

paganda session we will take appropriate actions as

peaceful and determined Americans. We must stop these

people from killing in our name. They drip blood on all

of us.

Marc Kenen is a UMass graduate student
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Letters

Explanation on the brochure

'Hd^ WUV^, H^ ^fABASS^PORi' mi ^N\6AS'iAD0R MADE im^ H^?SElP.
'

Collegian columnists are writers who attain priority status after having had five

oi^n on articles of column length published - an attainable but by no ">eans easy

^^sk Submissions to the Editorial desk should be typed double-spaced, researched

when applicable, verifiable and under three pages. -Editor

A civilized society?

As Coordinator of the Office of Human

Relations, the office which produced the

brochure, "Straight Talk About Homosex

uality," I think it necessary to comment

publicly on two objections which have

been raised: (1) that it is improper for a

campus office to produce and distribute a

document on homosexuality; and (2) thar

this particular document takes a position

on a matter of religion.

(1) On the Amherst campus, official

policies explicitly prohibit many types of

discrimination and harassment. These

policies are spelled out in various public

documents and refer, among other things,

to race, gender, age, religion, and sexual

orientation. Clearly some aspects of these

policies are more readily accepted and

therefore more easily enforced than

others. Where the rights and even the

day-to-day safety of a protected group are

stil threatened, as is the case with gay

men and lesbians, it is the responsibility

of the campus to go beyond simply an-

nouncing policy. There needs to be a

variety of educational efforts to support

these policies. This brochure - the most

recent in a series which addresses issues

like sexual harassment, racial harass-

ment, and anti-Semitism — is one such

effort.

While there can be no question about

our obligation to promote an understan-

ding which insures the rights and safety

of all members of the community, there

are no guaranteed ways of accomplishing

this goal. The task of protecting everyone,

while at the same time remaining respect-

ful of divergent beliefs, is enormously

complicated. The second objection raised

this important matter of respect.

(2) One paragraph in the brochure was

read by some as disrespectful of their

religious beliefs. The wording in this

paragraph was unfortunate. Disrespect

was not intended. The intention was not

to comment on the beliefs them.selves, but

rather to draw attention to the way beliefs

can be misappropriated as a rationale for

inflicting injury. To those who were of

fended, we sincerely apologize.

Judith Davis

Office of Human Relations

Here I was at this party in Amherst, MA,

for one of the games of the World Series.

Having naively assumed that I was living

in some sort of "advanced" and "civilized"

society, I expected somewhat of a good

time, full of good-will and decorum. But we

all know what happens when we assume,

don't we...

The party was pretty mellow at first.

Everyone was sipping beer and talking

quietly so as to not interfere with watching

the Big Game. Yet, as the night progress-

ed, the civility regressed Stereotypical

huge brutes and daffy women ceremonious-

ly inhaled a plethora of inebriates. Noise

levels accelerated so quickly that it seem-

ed as if people were suddenly grunting an

ancient language. People (?) started spill-

Mark Caldeira

ing things out of their cups and out of their

cerebra. Physical contact intensified: some

ending in blood, some in brown and yellow

goo just missing the toilet hole. In-

telligence, rationality, morality, con-

sciousness were all flushed away. I realiz-

ed this was America at its best.

Suddenly, in ritual of the Red Sox victory,

a group of misplaced neanderthals huddl-

ed together and began a religious chant:

"Red Sox! Mets Suck! Red Sox! Mets Suck!"

Froth and saliva drooled down from their

facial orifices, unnoticed. Wild, palpitating

emotions were unleashed in the furor.

Skulls were smashed together in beastial

solidarity.

At the height of the climax, a bald, bur

ly, beefhead raised his death-filled bottle,

blessed himself with the sign of Jesus

Christ, and victoriously guzzled the vile li-

quor in an offering to the god of violence.

Unmoved, he amazingly managed to burp

out of his mutant mouth the closing,

"Amen."
I don't know, but maybe I'm missing

something. Perhaps I'm not seeing the

aesthetic value of macho-overindulgence.

Perhaps I'm blind to the spiritual benefits

of intellectual denunciation. Maybe I'm

just a doddering dupe, a clueless clown, a

withering wimp. Maybe I'm un-American.

Maybe these Dorkus Erecti are still in

stone age kindergarden

Mark Caldeira is a Collegian columnist
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Smith trustees vote

for S. Africa divestment

Announcement

By LISA RIDDICK
Collegian Staff

At its October 25, 1986 meeting, the

Board of Trustees of Smith College voted

to divest totally its securities in companies

having operations in South Africa.

The Board action is consistent with its in-

tentions announced in February 1986 to

keep the Colleee's investments and invest-

ment policy under continual review and to

stand ready to alter that policy if cir-

cumstances in South Africa warranted. The

Board voted to complete the process of

divestment by October 31,1988.

In addition, effective immediately the

College will no longer purchase securities

of companies with operations in South

Africa.

Be Still and Know, a gospel musical

directed by Steve Newby opened last

night at Bowker Auditorium. The play

will also be playing on Friday October 31.

and Saturday November 1, 1986 at

Bowker auditorium. Tickets are $2 for the

Five College Area, and $5 for the general

public. The play begins at 8:00 pm.

Jackson appointed to position

in financial aid group
By KATHRYN KIRBY
Collegian Staff

Arthur R. Jackson. Director of the Finan-

cial Aid Services at Umass, has been ap

pointed as the Vice-President for the

Eastern Association of Student Financial

Aid Administration I EASFAAi, a volunteer

organizational gi-oup.

•'If you don'l voluntetT services readily,

then It may have an impact on Financial

Aid programs in the future, "said Jackson

For i list a inc. how financial aid will effect

a student living on a farm in Maine or a

student living in the suburbs in

Washington. Loans, work-study, and coop

programs are some of the forms of finan

cial aid offered throughout many educa

tional in>titution.-^. Jackson and other

EASFAA representatives are lobbying to

keep these and other programs m

existence.

"Every year President Reagan has come

up with cuts for higher education. This

organization has been lighting aganist

cuts. Thats why the cost of school has been

lesser then anticipated,"said Jackson.

Jackson's responsiblities are to train

EASFAA members for professional

development, acknowledge minority con-

cerns, obtain membership, and to assist in

making policies and discussion for the

oi-uani/aiinn.

In May of 1986 Jackson was appointed

vice-president of EASFAA, and will serve

until his postition expires in May 1988.

Jatk.son enjoys working with EASFAA
because he can get a "globle a.spect" of how

ihe financial aid system works throughout

the United States. Working with EASFAA,
Jack.son has an opportunity to develop his

skills as an educational leader.

I

COME CELEBRATE

HALLOWEEN WITH US

Msl^ iA

y

Black Affairs wishes yott

a Happy Halloween!!!!!!

WAT
RnSTQN CELTICS

ON OUR 6 TV'S INCLUDING A WIDE SCREEN
FRIDAY & SATURDAY AT 8:00 PM
THEN STAY FOR OUR LIVE MUSIC FEATURING

THE ARMSTRONG BROTHERS FRI & SAT 9 - 1

Come in costume and you could win a FREE membership to

THE AMHERST ATHLETIC CLUB MUG CLUB

A.
PIONEER "b^

AX3 Integrated

Amplifier

and

matching

FX3 TUNER

$300 value

$99»5/botli

TECHNICS
SH8026

Equalizer

dual 7-band

tape monitor

black

^Qk

^<r oj

^.

<?/

$3000 value madness priced 5999«8

#-^/
«— ROUTE 9

253-5595 7 75 UNIVERSITY DRIVE

;GS - FREE DELIVERY OFF CAMPUS

JBL 250t

Loudspeakers

floor standing towers

4-way speaker system

walnut cabinets

top of the line

a must see

rS?

6<^
S6'

vO

^

SANYO
VHR1550

VCR

Stereo sound

14-day/8 event timer

107 channel capat>le

wireless remote

plus much more

PIELS LIGHT OR DARK 12 OZ cans.$1.70 + .30 6pk

3UD OR BUD LIGHT 12 oz cans $11.49+ 1.20 cs

MILLER DRAFT 12 oz bottles $5.40 + .60 12pk

CARLING12 oz cans $2.00 +.30 6pk

ROLLING ROCK 12 oz cans $5.00 +.60 12pk

^<=b.

NIKKO NA2000
and

NT500II

AMPLIFIER

100 watt per channel

dc amplifier/

audiophile ready

head amp for mc
cartridge

<J

analog tuner

r<&

.6<^

^"

&
<5^^

EPI

A1100

Loudspeakers

3-way 10" bassrettex

system 10-220 watts

continuous-wood gram

vinyl-CDH tweeter

$400 pair value madness priced at ^9^^/ea.

ci» TMK
Compact

Disc

Player

PIONEER PLX5

Turntable

belt drive moving

magnet carthdge

fully-automatic, front load

design

U
.^.

"(S>,

.^^

3-beam laser system

12 selection

programmability

The
first time

ever at thts

price

Vodka

Rum

1.75L $9.49

1L $6.99

Peach Schnapps 1.75 $10.99

o&-
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ARTS
fair. He moveh out and moves into hi- ^^ it- ^ lovorV apart

ment. The lover doesn't know he's sharing his apartment

with his girlfriend's husband. The comedy comes from the

husband's secret attempts to destroy their relationship.

I give it my highest recommendation. •• *• (Academy

of Music).
, , ^ , ,T ,

Peggy Sue Got Married stars Kathleen (Body Heat,

Romancing the Stone) Turner as Peggy Sue a woman with

a lot on her hands. She has two kids. She owns her own

business. Her mairiage is heading for divorce. At her 25th

high school reunion, she has an accident which transports

her back to her high school days. Now she has a chance

to change the mistakes she made in her life. It has good

acting, funny dialogue but it also has a flawed script that

leaves vou feeling unsatisfifd. *•
ciiftinui'd on pa^f II

* • * • iKciNni Nl Not Ra(*d

By DON UPPER
Collegian Staff

Aliens returns to the valley. This is the blockbusting

sequel to the 1979 sf/suspense hit. Sigourney Weaver

returns as the embattled Ripley, the only survivor from

the last film. She has been in suspended animation for

57 years and when she wakes up, no one believes her tale

of a horrible bloodthirsty alien attacking her crew. The

soon realize the error in their ways when they lose con-

tact with a colony on the alien's world. An initially reluc-

tant Ripley returns into the fray, this time with a bunch

of rough and ready, gun-toting space-marines. What

follows is the best action film of the summer that has

something for everyone. • • •
Children ofa Leaser God is the film adaptation of the

Tony award vkinning Broadway hit about a teacher

(William Hurt) at a deaf school who falls in love with an

enigmatic deaf woman played by Marlee Matlin. ••
The Color ofMoney stars Paul Newman as a former

pool hustler who discovers a new talent in a kid named

Vince (Tom Cruise). Directed by Martin Scorcese. • •

Crocodile Dundee is a comedy starring Paul Hogan (the

guy from the Austrailian tourism ads on television) as a

mythtic hunter from the outback who catches the atten-

tion of a female reporter from New York. She brings this

innocent abroad to the Big Apple where he must learn

to fend for himself in the urban jungle. •••
The Fly is a gross remake of the 1950 horror classic.

This time Jeff Goldblum is the unlucky scientist whose

genes and molecules are scrambled with those of an equal-

ly unlucky hou.sefly. Geena ( Too/sie) Davis is a reporter

who falls in love with the scientist as she chronicles his

rise and eventual fall, -k*

Jumpin ' Jack Flash is a new comedy starring Whoopi

Goldberg as Terry Doolittle, a bored bank worker who sits

behind her computer all day. One day she gets a message

on her screen from someone called "Jumpin" Jack Flash'

and suddenly she caught up in a web of international in-

trigue and adventure. The plot is of course, silly with more

holes in it than swiss cheese. Goldberg is still pretty fun-

ny, often in spite of the material. ••
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* Film Follies

continued from page 12

She's Gotta Have It is a low budget comedy that's high

on laughs. It is the story of a woman named Nola Darl-

ing and the three men she has sex with. They want her

to choose between the three of them who will be her one

and only. Hola doesn't want a one and only, she wants

It all. It's a very funny movie that looks at the sexual dou-

ble standard. You may have to stand in line to see the

flick, but It is worth it. •••
Soulman a white student gets a scholarship to Harvard

law school by disguising himself as a black student. This

is a comedy is the type of movie you get when you mix

genres. This could be titled "Animal House meets Black

Like Me". There are some funny moments in the movie

but not enough for me. It huffed and putfed and fell flat.

Works by UMass
faculty member
refreshing

Just taken down from

Herter Gallery was an ex

hibit by James Hendricks, a

member of the Fine Arts

faculty since the mid 60s.

He got started painting

moon portraits for the

government in the 60s and

then dove into formalist

abstraction, using just paint

at times, but often incor-

porating found objects in

freestanding and wall

mounted sculpture. These

works reflect the ecology

and man's impact therein,

but his concern with
systems analysis is diluted

by his frenzied search for

"formal magic."

His turn in direction away

from ihtjtract expressionism

towards narrative theme
and post-formal ritual is ap-

preciated. James Hendricks'

ecclectic sensitivity to

changes in the times is

refreshing and indicative of

an exploratory attitude.

By the way, for a good

look at a tough old for-

malist, see Walter Kamys —
A Retrospective Exhibition

opens today at Herter
Gallery. There is a reception

from 2 5 p.m Sunday.
- DAVID FISH

CHINESE KITCHEN E
FAST SERVICE — GREAT PRICEb

1

#22 Chicken Wings. Try our

Sweet & Sour PorK »=ned Rice Moo Shu Pork

$3.90 $3.95

^23 Szechuan Gai Oing,

Sweet & Sour Pork. Fried Rice

$4.95

TRY OUR LUNCHEON — DINNER SPECIALS
Only $1.49 before 3 pm, S" .90 after 3 pm

Eat In or Take Out

HOURS; Sunday Noon • lO pm, Mon • Sat 11:30 - lOpm

2 LOCATIONS

430 Russel St (Rt 9)

HADLEY - 253-2571
150 King St

NORTHAMPTON - 586*8220
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NOVEMBER BEER OF THE MONTH

SAMUEL ADAMS

FREE FRIDAY
4 - ?

Delano's famous buffalo wings
with blue cheese dressing

fwhile they last)

Proper ID a Must - 57 N. Pleasant St
253-5141
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what's your fantas/?;
%^'

COSTUMES
devils, angels, lesters, hobos

animals, ballernas bunnies p-ions'ers

MASKS
monsters, famous people, anlmos
feather satin, c'oth papei

WIGS
punk, glitter, showgirl vampire,

clown, tina, whoopee

MAKE-UP
Sprays, gels, glitters, body paints,

face paints

ACCESSORIES
hats, boos, gloves, moustaches, beards,

swords, canes, bald heads, noses,

beaks, ties, horns, capes,

glasses, claws

the halloween shop at f^lce<7
" omherst/northomptonomherst /northomptc

doily and sundoy

i THIS—WLtK^ND\
The Second Annual UMass
SCIENCE FICTION CONVENTION ! !

Guests: HAL CLEMENT,

Ben BovA, Shirley MaiEwski,

A.C. Farley, and other-^ / "'"
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Chicago in concert proves
they're only getting younger
By MARY ANNE SIOK
Collegian Correspondent

Armed with a new lead singer, Chicago
proves that the beat still goes on.

Last Sunday, at the Springfield Civic

Center, Chicago displayed the power and
energy that made them a super group and
kept them on top. Many people missed a
chance of seeing an excellent show for

many good seats were still available.

"Proximity is everything," said Chris
Reilley of Bellingham. He was right. The
concert was even better with front row
seats.

An array of lights went on as Chicago
glided on stage to the beat of "25 or 6 to

4." The group played a good mixture of old

and new songs. They played such old

favorites as: "And Along Comes A
Woman," "You're the Inspiration," "Satur-

day in the Park," "Color My World," "Stay

the Night," "Hard Habit to Break," and
"Hard For Me to Say I'm Sorry." They also

played many songs from their album,
Chicago 18, including their new hit single

"25 or 6 to 4."

They did not have an opening act but in-

stead played two sets. They started and
ended the first set with "25 or 6 to 4." Dur-

ing this first set, energy filled the Civic

Center both on stage and off stage. The
group was playful and truly seemed to en-

joy themselves on stage and the audience

responded with screams and claps of

approval.

After the first set, Kevin Bedard, a junior

COINS mtyor from Northeast said, "Peter

Cetera is not missed .it all." This describ-

ed most ofthe audience's feelings after see-

ing the concert.

The band started the second set with "I'm
Alive Again," which best describes
Chicago. During this set, their energy did
not falter and they were armed with ge-

nuine smiles which devastated the au-

dience. Chicago seems to be getting
younger not older.

The jazzy sounds of the band set the
crowd wild. Extra security had to be add-
ed to keep over zealous fans away from the

stage. Each member took turns singing

lead and playing different instruments

which enhanced the group's music. Not one

member dominated the evening. There was
also short instrumental solos which
enhanced the songs rather than drowning
the music in one continuous beat. The five-

song encore rocked the Civic Center.

"I loved it. They had great audience con-

tact," said Kari Allard, a senior

Stockbridge mtyor who lives in Sylvan.

Tara Igoe, a first year CASIAC student

also from Sylvan echoed this thought,

"These men have so much talent. This con-

cert was fantastic. My date Kevin and I

never stopped dancing."

The only complaint about this concert

was that the members of the band were not

introduced and credit could not be bestow-

ed upon those that deserved it. All in all,

it was a fun evening full of good music.

Danger seen but not felt in novel
about a jounalist/prostitute
The Stars at Noon
Denis Johnson
Knopf, 181 pgs., $15.95

By PETER WISSOKER
Special To The Collegian

Sometimes readers encounter books which seem so

foreign that one hardly knows at first what to make of

them. Denis Johnson's latest novel about an American

journalist who becomes a prostitute and feels herself

caught in the hell that is Nicaragua is such a book.

The Stars at Noon offers a state, in both senses of the

word, where nothing is real, where one has to gee anyone
twice in order for them to be sure that you were not just

a mirage. Even the danger is unreal. The narrator has
occasional moments of clairvoyance, as she tries to help

herself and a man wanted by the CIA across the border.

She realizes that one cannot understand desperate situa-

tions unless one is a participant. That there really are
situations where you either have to kill, perhaps even a
friend, or be killed.

Johnson writes a luxurious prose, but rarely in such a
way that the images match the action in the book The
reader is shown dangerous situations but they are

presented in a way that the reader is always the observer
and never a participant feeling the tension. Unlike John
Didion's book about El Salvador, one never feels the con-
stant/imminent danger which lurks around the corner or
at the next table and leaves one so unhappy at the end
of the book

Book Review
In some ways The Stars at Noon is like the movie Reds.

It's an effort to produce an intense book that seems to have
gone wrong somehow. There are too many wrong notes.
It seems a little too far from the reality of the situation.
The end of the book is loaded down with metaphors which
are the opposite of the reality of what has taken place in
the book. In order to make a foreign situation, in this case
prostitution and Nicaragua, work the reader must be
taken in completely and in this book that happens too
rarely to be anything but confusing.

Renee Lebow (foreground), and Michael
Vousboukis lose their thrones assisted by
Celia O. Hilson and B.K. Skaggs in Alfred
Jarry's "Ubu The King" and "Ubu Enchain-
ed,^ playing at 8 pan. November 6 - 8 and 12
- 15 at the Fine Arts Center. Tickets are
available at the FAC box office.

HappY Halloween!

COPY
YOUR
THESIS

AT kinko's

kinko's
Great copies. Great people.

220 N. Pleasant St

Amherst, MA

253-2543

Selling a car?
Buying a car?

Let Automatch make the matcti.

Free for buyers, one-time fee to sellers.

MANY CARS 241 King St., Suite 32

iiunpp «» nnn Northampton
UNDER $2,000 584-0341

0«4nCar4i ••inaM

^ r h ^
' .\h - r\ l^ ( nN i brx

A REAL BOOKSTORE

ORCHESTRE
NATIOISAL
DE EiOiS

Sh.lidh: liAl IM)

"t lomtnttc •rantng offranch music"

Wednesday. Oct 29. 8 pm
Fine Arts Cente.

Concert Hall

Tickets $18. 16. 14

\.i.v \' rt' >L

'TOAjr Amat^-Winning Choewogrtphf

'
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Sunday, Nov. 2
3 pm & 8 pm

Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall

Tickeis $18, 16. 14

"rri* Most fipfesiv* Fore* in Ja<("

The World Famous

COUNT
ORCHESTRA
witti Frank Foci

Friday, Nov 14,8 pm
Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall

Tickets $16 14. 12

• Wide Selection of Books
• Free Gift Wrap
• Gift Certificates

• 1 % Student Discount on Books (non course)
and School Supplies

• We Mail Books Anywhere
• Visa, Master Cards, Personal Checks accepted
• Open 7 Days a Week; M-Sat 9-5:30; Sun 12-5

* Five Collaoe Students Half-Price! *
Tickets avdilaDie at Fme Arts Center Box O't'ce Call (4 i Jib45 251 1

Jeffery

AmKerst

Booksnop
55 S. Pleasant St

Amherst
253-3381 256-8735
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• football at Holy Cross
continued from page 20

The 5 11, 195 pound junior is third in the nation in scor-

ing (13 touchdown's), eighth in all-purpose yards (545

rushing, 455 receiving, 191 in kickoff returns, and 34 more

on an interception), he has 43 tackles, two fumble

recoveries, has three punts for a 30.3 yard average and

plays an average of 92 plays per game. The list of ac-

complishments is endless.

"He's defmately got to be a great athlete to be able to

play on both sides of the ball, " senior left tackle and New
York Mets fan John Benzinger said. "I remember play-
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ing both side.s in high school and it was tough.

What else is there to say about a guy who scores six

touchdowns in one game (vs. Dartmouth) oespite playing

just two quarters?

Not enough. But for the Minutemen to stop the

Crusaders, they will have to key on the whole team, not

just one dynamite player.

"They have a great quarterback in sophomore Jim

Wiley (just 5-10, 170) who can throw all over to a host of

receivers (Lockbaum, 30 catches, junior Wally Dem-

bowski, 25 for 312, and sophomore tight end Randy Pedro,

15 for 269, etc.) and they have an excellent fullback in

Tom Kelleher, who we tried to get to come here," Reid

said "He's an Al Neri type. That's why we can"t key on

Lockbaum. the All-America, All-Heisman candidate.

As it is, the Crusaders are averaging 422.6 yards-^per-

game and scoring 28.5 points-pergame. They have

outscored opponents, 199-68, have more first downs,

158 93, and have nearly twice as many total yards,

2958-1592, than opponents.

Big quarters for the Crusaders are the second and third

as they've outscored opponents 85 10 and 48-3 in the two

quarters, a testament that the team enjoys bolting out to

huge leads and coasting home - and l>eing outscored 34-dU

in the fourth indicates that a whole bunch of subs are us-

ed at that point. Meaning? Holy Cross may not be

prepared for a 60-minute contest.

'When you beai the heck out of your opponents all the

time, you go into every game with a lot of confidence -

and that's good." Reid said. "With us beating a lot of

teams in tight games, it gives us an advantage because

vve'x'e been involved in close games.

"If it's O >s- A (,'li v.in the game because we've been do-

ing it all year long. As long as we play theni even or at

least hang tough, we've got the advantage."

With UMass' history of winning the close games this

year. Reid could be right since the Crusader defense has

had very few tests.
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Y^ PEGGY SUE
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WHOOPI GOLDBERG

JOMPIM' JACK
FUVSH

^COME JOIN us FOR

MIDWEEK
GETAWAY [

50 cent drafts

no cover charge

Sports Notice
The University of Massachusetts men's gymnastics

team will hold a preseason intra-squad meet in room

122 (the Gymnastics Center) in Boyden on Monday, Nov.

3. Admission is free.

X-country to

races in N.E.
O'Brien confident in team

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

A week ago, Unlvewity of Masaachuaetto men's cro»

country coach Ken O'Brien was worried that his t««m's

lack of leadership would hart its chances at the Atlan-

tic 10 Conference Championship at Van Cortland Park

in New York City, NY laat weekend.

But thanks to the emergence of senior Bill Stewart,

who took fiahplace and AU-Conference honors, O'Brien's

fears were rested as the Minutemen finished third, nar-

rowly missing out on the second place spot.

With last week in mind, O'Brien is looting for a similar

p«formance firom his team as it travels to Boston to run

in the New England Championship at 1 p.m. tommor-

row in Franklin Park.

"Billy (Stewart) gave a great effort and ran on a level

that I would say is equal to the 6pont runner for any other

team," the coach said. 'Tm hoping that his performance

will excite a couple of kids to follow it up. Certainly we

have kids that can match it."

But UMass will be up against some very serious com-

petition in Boston University, Providence College, and

Keene State College.

"The favorite is definately BU which won the Greater

Boston Championship and finished fifth last year in the

NCAA's," O'Brien said. "They appear to have a lock on

first place because they didn't lose a single runner from

last year."

O'Brien said that the Minutemen should follow FVo-

vidence and Keene St. and battle Boston College fwr

fourth place. But he also thinks that either t«am, with

a big day, can certainly finish third.

"Last week we had a couple of eirtra runners in the

top 20 after a half-mile, if a couple of them could have

hung on, who knows what could have happened. If that

can happen this week, then I think we could have a great

day."
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PINK FtOVD

THE WALL

JUMPIN JACK
FLASH

In (reg adrntasmn)

POLTERGEIST II

I Kit

THE COLOR
I

Of MONEV
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HALLOWEEN SALE
TODAY & TOMORROW 10 SESSIONS

That's right. Buy 10 sessions at our regular price and receive 10 sessions for a

friend for only $19. Join together - split the cost.

•present this coupon - expires 11/1 at 2:00 PM
CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT

264 N. Pleasant St Amherst, MA - 253-9454 m-w-f s^.j-Th 10-6, s.t 10-2

YOU'VE BEEN

EATING ALL WEEK,

you MUST BE THIRSTY!]

TIME OUT
A PLACE TO QUENCH YOUR THIRST.

^ CINEM»
WEDNESDAY - SATURDAY

DON*T LOOK NOW
7:00

THE EXORCIST
"The Origlnall"

9:00

DOUBLE FEATURE $3.CO

DOWNTOWN AMHERST 253-5426

4MV
WE BRING CNINATOWN TO YOU!!

#1

ASIAN

RESTAURANT
We Serve Beer & Wine

for Carry Out ft Rftd-')8S9
Rc$«rv*lions. Please ail: ^OH 009^

34 Pleasant St. Downtown Northampton

ADVOCATE©EST
VALLEY

Rt.A' '- i-'l

19 8 6
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ROOM DARKENING

WINDOW SHADES
YOUR CHOICE WHITE OR IVORY

LINEN PATTERN
^Tk INCH X 6 FOOT

CUT TO YOUR SIZE FREE
OURREG. NdTigOO
$289 ^^T*>**w

EA EA.

RUBIE VINE DOES IT ONE MORE TIME

BROADLOOM CARPET BUY-OUT
2 TRAILERLOADS • OVER 12,000 YARDS
PRICED BELOW NORMAL DEALER COST

$g99
PLUS FREE
\" PADDING

WITH JUTE BACK
CUT FROM ROLLS

VALn
TOS
42

VALN

SHOWER

CURTAINS
^ 10" X 72"
.PRINT VINYL
^ MANY DESIGNS TO

CHOOSE FROM

$599*0

SOLID ON PRINT
TEFLON FABRIC u
NO LINER NECESSARY A

i8''SPIIIAL](5J"o!

CANDLES/* u\

CONNECTICUT STORES OPEN 7 DAYS
SAT SUN 10 6 • MON FRI 10 9

ROUTE 5 EAST WINDSOR. CONN.

1131 CAMPBELL AVE.. WEST HAVEN, CONN.

ROUTE 184, (OPP CROTOh motor inn) GROTON, CONN.

SALE
ENDS
NOV
6TH

MASS STORES OPEN 7 DAYS
HAMPSHIRE MALL - HADLEY, MASS.

SUNDAY 12-6* MON-SAT 10 9

CANAL STREET - TURNERS FALLS, MASS
SATURDAY 12 6 • SUNDAY 10 6 • MON-FRI 10

EXCELL "SINK SKIRT

-^y

VINYL

»10*

CNCLOSf PIPES
UNDCR SINK WITH

{

FASHIONABLE
SKIRT TO MAKE
EXTRA STORAGE

SPACE

^MiirsmfsitOLMSi

fabric!

EVERY

\ PAIR OFO • SHOES

• BOOTS

|» SUPPERS
AND

1* SNEAKERS!

[IN STOCK

MENS • LADIES • CHILDREN

SHOES-BOOTS
OVER 50.000 PAIR

I

X-

-X-

YOU
CAN 1^
SAVE,^
80% ^^
AND
MORE

MENS WOOL

JACKET.
POLY FILL .

ZIPPER FRONT^
SNAP NECK
WAIST & CUFF

VALUE

w V

i' •

•-J

t

MENS

TURTLENECKS
LONG SLEEVE
POLY COTTON
CHOICE OF
COLORS
SM-L-XL

VALUE
$1300

J\u
^

s$5
w ^

+c*3f:********

1>*JWP

»^1

T«-#-»^-'

SOFA
LOVESEAT

CHAIRAND;

^t^
V*'

RUSTIC PINE Bl

With Built-in

Ladder!

88

VALUE
$4400

LADIES CREW NECKj

SWEATER!
T-SLCEVE
LAMBSWOOL/
ANGORA BLEN
RIBBED NECK
AND CUFFS

DINETTE SET'

4 CHAIRS
iW

5"< ?:^'*

*»i

ALL 3 PCS!

SET OF 2
BUNKIEMAnRESSES

88$68'

vi^^flcvJ^

DINETTE SET
TABLE & 6 CHAIRS
VALUE (AOfifi

MATTRESS.-FOUNDAT10N

TWIN SIZE SET

88""
FULL SIZE SET

I

g^^jtJQUEEN SIZE SET

OAK-BRASS & GLASS
DINETTE SET

^^ m
w m
TABLE & 4 CHAIRS

VALUE NOW

'29995
YOU
PAY »138

RECLINING CHAIRS
AND MATCHING OTTOMAN,
IS MAN-SIZED AND FULLY CONTOURED
AND PADDED FOR LUXURIOUS
RELAXATION. RECLINING BACK
WORKS SMOOTHLY WITH
LOCKING SIDE KNOB.
CONVENIENT SIDE
MAGAZINE POCKET

RESSES
CHEMISE AND

COWL NECK STYLES
SOFT LAMBSWOOL
BLEND. RED-BLUE-

BLACK. S-M-L

VALUES
TO »66'"'

w ^z

N

w»20
LADIES

FALL SKIRTS
• CORDUROY • POLYWOOL
SOLIDS AND HOUNDSTOOTH
CHECK. SIZES 8-16

VALUES
-'-^

TO *26°°

CH
AND

OTTOMAN

BROWN
--,CORDUROY>
f FABRIC ^

PINE DINETTE SETS
TABLE AND 4 CHAIRS

88^^/%iM88 ^T
SET QOAUTY lOOs" .

-:f2;{?
OUR REGS$0088

M^^ TABLE AND 6 CHAIRS

>198

TABLE AND 6 CHAIRS
OUR REG ;

CHESTS!y
CHESTS!
4-DRAWER

LADIES 100% WOOL

FLANNEL
SLACKS

MAN-TAILORED FULLY LINED

VALUE
$4200
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Doonesbury
By Garry Trudcau

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

yOOPON'TLIKi: iTMAKt^
"PAVMPOR7 iT^OJNPLIKt
oiMsiNCt mi^eis
m9"2 HiOIUie. THIS

9)UNPI6NIFieJP'

y

T A6R££, MA'AM. BUT L IK^

nOR NOT, 7HE AeCNPA'S
aaen^j you've em jo
PU7 THB DRUG I9f>ua

MICMAU'^
FJ6HT,LAay

I DMGRBt. I THINK
STOOPING W CONQueJi.

/5 pi5>GRAaajL ^^
NOT ThemrI IHA"^

^ BROUGHT UP'

HOUAKIUT.

AMOUNT^.' NlCtWXIKM

,M N*t,^
Hl^ TIME-, UIILL

'm,P£AR''

(301^d^ea^

Gordy

"Boy. he even looks like a drowned rot."

By Gorde

"XOU SLEPT
yUfTH YOUK
PRDFeSSOKf

OH, /AM HUfiTf /'M
rpi/£A/7Y Ahip YOU'RE
-ThU^Tt-F/i^ef P^ >^^
f^BALLY -m/fJK THIS /S

WKITE To MY MOThEK.
ABOUT, -TEi^ AU. /MY
FRiEAjpi, SMoOT our
TO •7?/e £AyT^^e

7HEK' fii<3AltJ..

((

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

T>»1S MUST Be
THE HflLLovoeejg

STRIP,
o

,
o

c

=wp^

Campus Pond

....AWD EVERY HALLOUEEN
THIS F ItRCE, BIG, /*^OrJSTER

WOULD GRAB SOnE POOR _
0UCK5 WITH HIS felGCLAUC
/VMD TAKE THtn HOME PQR,

WLLOUEEN DINNER .UftlTl

HERE IT COHES MOUl RUNi

/

HA^'p^ HAUOUtEN

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

A//^/v& m fAUBNNifi 7H/rr

mhi ANP FOi^L HMB SOUCfHT

ANP 5NAReP Wmy a TB5T

OF weiRwoRmmsi mi
cme 70.^^pe expecnp. .

.

... A FOm Of OUAUVf OOffTKOL. •

fid ONE WOULP SNIFF P(3I0U6
FI5H dtFORC fiPHNC; FT W
THE 50UF.

ANP A6 Fv^mrive man /^ight

ONCe HA^ FACBP A 5L08eeRm
SftBeR-TOOThep vobr to

FROVe HIS CHARfiCTBR

... 50.100. POeS MOPERN IWN
00 TO FACE HI5 Fl/TVRB lN-LfM5.

1 PROU&HT AL0N6 "F
A CYANipe suicipe

PILL, younem
KNOW.. r

Graphics People
Needed

Dedicated paste-up employees needed U> fill Sunday

and Tuesday night shifts. Come down to the Collegian

and talk to Ansel Zinter or call 645-3500.

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 ~-pi« (from

rtasd to fool)

5 Enpanencad
sador

9 HOu»« "
Ovi«)o

1 3 Whi|r» m«f• s

1 5 *in»n
'6 UnoO»lruct«d
1 ^ Gambling g«m*
'8 OpposaD to

19 P»ny quarrti

20 Lsgcndiry
pMntom »t»p

23 — Ti* »• jparfc

o Nttur* t

Utt

Burns

J4 Aror"*

25 Termi or

Lon-gin

:S Building

extensions

30 Si«tti sense, tor

snon
33 Mao — ana

couian t Keep
ner

34 Medley

36 Aware ot

36 18tn ceo

poitarge>sl

39 Rivers n Sntain

iO Cape ot Good
Hope
discoverer

41 Type ot race

42 Part ot NVSE
43 Cooks -eedj
44 Tyler Moore et

a!

45 Mild ye>lo«

cneeie
4'' Records. 'Of

sfiort

48 One o<

Englar>d s most
famous gnosts

55 — out (erase)

56 Young person

57 Cloister and Ifie

Heatfi auWior

58 Concept
59 Verve

60 Kelauver ot

Tennessee
6' Basis ot an

idea

62 Depend
63 Carnpef s cover

DOWN
' Pan ot a i*g

2 ProDiem fof an

MP
3 SympaWy
4 Hign Prefix

5 Garden toot

6 Hokxaido native

7 Latvian

S i^'iag of France

eg
9 ^ond Come
form

10 Evidently

1

1

Connery or

Casey
1

2

Barpecu*
OuRirsHy

14 Count Fleet s

locxey

21 U S soldiers

22 CEO s

25 Peasant
26 Cocx*atcner

of 1 sort

;- Flying sauce's
'0' snort

rSNar^esaKesofa
iioness

29 Facial 'eatures

31 Greek sorticos

32 Shetland tor

one
33 Totals

34 wnat — •

35 — ana terminer

37 Distance

measi^'e

38 OBntefati-in

43 Barrie s Pater

44 Speed i^eas

46 FantaS'Ze

47 Conductor
Sernstem to

'r lends

48 Conceal
49 Prefix «'tn gram

or gripn

50 Make well

51 Coxy place

52 Gallery ,n

London
53 Paradise

54 Pause
55 Peruke

' l«M Lot XiiteIn Timn S)i>aimi 10 318

Lunch

Tuna Boat

Turkey Divan

Basics Lanch

Tuna Boat

Lent!! Spinach Stew

Menu
Dinner

Savory Beef Sfudcl

Mushroom Sauce

Fried Shrimp Dinner

Tartar and Cocktail Sauce

Basics Dinner

Broccoli and Cheese Strudcl

Fried Shrimp Dinner

Tartar and Cocktail Sauce

Weather

Today: Sunny, high 50 with wind.

Tonight: Clear, low near 30.

V
By Sal ^

Today's Staff ^ ^
Night Editor Bcthanne Moskov

Copy Editor Jeffry Bartash

Photo Tech Rob Skclton

Layoot Tech Ansel Zinter

Prodactlon Supervisor Same Dude

Prodactlon.. Kelly Sieger, Karlin Iselc, Valerie Warren,

Maura McHugh, Michelle Eichelman. Keith Cooper, Skeri

Knapp, and Kirk Pisani

Executive Board - Fa of 1986

OODE lEVLNSON K()B M-l 1 [ON
t ;

•
1

'
1 1

JOHN YONCt V yll 1 lAM bPAIN

M.tnayiiiy t il^t '
t
! .( 1 tili'i^i

STLVt RUBIN
•

,
-,. A '.'m.^ hjl

ANbLL ZINItR

1 Business Board Fa of 1986 j
bltVL RUBIN PATRiCE lAWSKY

' ' " . '''!. J MjnjijtT

T'AUt ti LLSSER CRAIG NAUGLE
.. 1.1 iii-iiny '5,110s M.indijiT Lttuidliuii Man.ujpi

VANtSSA ROTH KAREN HOLLAND
! inance Manager SabbCnption Maiiagei
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Minutemen pumped up for UMaine
Try to close out home schedule with win vs. Black Bears
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

Life, they say, is like a roller coaster ride — always full

of ups and downs.
If that holds true, then the University of Massachusetts

men's soccer team is at the top of the track right now.

With Wednesday's 1-0 win at Providence College,

UMass continues its surge towards a winning record.

Wednesday's win was the team's third straight and im-

proved its record to 8-9 after a 2-7 start.

On Sunday, the Minutemen will host the University of

Maine Black Bears in their final home game of the 1986

season, at noon at Boyden Field, to try and even their

record.

"Our guys are really up for this game," assistant coach

Scott Eldridge said. "We've been getting some really good

performances lately, and we've been winning some big

games. The guys are gunning for a win in this one."

Attitudes like that are what make up the core of a good

team, and it's no wonder why the players feel this way.

After a slow start, greatly hampered by injuries, the

Minutemen have bounced back in the last eight games,

winning six, and outscoring their opponents 23-9.

The Minutemen got a big lift in Wednesday's game, with

the return of sophomore goaltender Sam Ginzburg from

an ankle injury. Ginzburg, who hadn't played in nine

games, came back to action to shut out the Friars.

Ginzburg's return, coupled with freshman Kevin Hart's

return from an illness, will give coach JeflFGettler three

healthy goaltenders for the first time in more than a

month. But the coaches haven't decided whether Ginz-

burg, Hart, or freshman Tom Phillips will be in net.

continued on pag*" 19

* field hockey
continued from page 20

Defensively, the Huskies' rely on the consistent play

of sweeper Lea Schmidt, and the effective goaltending

of Laura Eby. The senior co-captain, who registered two
saves against the Minutewomen last season, has com-
piled an 88.8 saves percentage through 16 contests this

year.

"We can't give her (Fuchs) anything. She is a
phenominal, deceptive, and unselfish player. Once she
gets the ball, she is either going to score or a goal or get

a corner," Bossio said.

"We have to contain Tracy by not letting her get her
stick on the ball. Our midfielders are going to play deeper

than normal so we won't allow the ball to get by us,"

Hixon said.

NEW, PROFESSIONAL
SHUTTLE SERVICE

TO
ALL AREA AIRPORTS

HARTFORD, CONN. LIMO
SPRINGRELD AMTRACK
As low as $6.25* per person

Door-to-door service to

Bradley Airport

CHARTER RATES AVAILABLE FOR
CONCERTS, SPORTING EVENTS, ETC

o

£>

o

UMASS
DATING
GAME

O/v

'Ba»Bd on 10 p«opl« round trip from urn* location

RESERVATIONS REQUIRED ex

TACO VILLA'S
COMBO
DINNERS

Bring your appetite!

<3

<3

<?
"Q

<3

<3

<3

Q
<J
•Q

<?

<3

<?

<3

-;<3
<3

<3

<?

<3

<3

<3

<J

<i

<3

MEET THE DATE OF YOUR DREAMS

1 NAME

1 ADDRESS

PERSONAL
ATTRIBUTES

HOBBIES/
INTERESTS

SEX: FEMALED

i
TELEPHONE

1
Bring completed application to Changes (10 Belchertown Rd)

1 Of Coli«ni»nn«ice (113 Campus Center) MALED

TACOVILLA^ I

spniNGFieiP

.Offcrint QM«li«J'
]l CBNTBRST
$840673

Bring Your Own
Be^r or Wirt

4 1
BOITWOODWALK

2St,82IJ

Brer S Win*

Served

;«9 SUMI^tR AVE
;B809I9

Bring Your Own
Beer t Wine

SMITH COLLEGE
REG COUNCIL
PRESENTS

No cans, bottles, recording
devices or cameras.

Hall is wheelchair accessible

THURSDAY
NOVEMBER 6

8:00 PM
John M Greene Hall

Snnith College
Northampton

Tickets starting Oct 20
at Seelye Basement
Main St Records in N'ton

For the Record (Faces), Amh.

Fine arts Center Box Office

Amherst

Smith students $7 & $8,

All others $10 & $12, $15 at door
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* men's soccer
continued from page 18

The Minutemen will also have junior

back Paul Serafino in the lineup, but he

probably won't see any action. Serafino

dressed for Wednesday's game as well, but

did not play.

"We don't want to rush Paul back,"

Eldridge said. 'He's been out for quite a

while (since September 20, again.st Temple

University), and he needs some practice;

time to get back in shape"

The Minutemen will al.so be without the

services of freshman forward Steve Cesnek,

who suffered a hamstring pull last Satur-

day against Boston College, and missed the

Providence game.

The Black Bears come into Sunday's

game with a 6-5-3 record, their latest game

COLLEGIAN 19

being a 2-2 deadlock with the University

of Hartford on Sunday.

Maine is a defense-oriented team, led by

goaltender Jeff Spring. In 12 games this

year (1268 minutes), Sprmg has allowed 17

goals, good for a 1.21 goals against avergae.

He has also made 66 saves, for a .795 per-

cent average.

On offense, coach James Dyer's Black

Bears will feature leading scorers Leon

Pierce, with three goals and seven assitrs.

for 13 points, followed by Ben Spike

(60 12).

"We don't really know much about ihem

(Maine)." Eldridge said. "We haven't

scouted them, so we'll just have to play our

best. We want to reach a .500 record, so

we'll be playing our hearts out"

"We feel really good about the way we're

playing now." Eldridge said.

• volleyball
lonliniii'd from page 20

ding test in coach Denni:-

McGinnis' Villanova Wildcats on Satur

day. The Wildcats are enjoying a good

season to date, as Villanova is 16-1 overall

and winners of three straight. The

Wildcats are coming off a marathon five-

set victory over the University of Virginia

at a tournament held at Charlottesville,

VA, last week. Villanova also topped East

Carolina University at the tourney.

The Wildcats are paced by setter Lori

Reiter, a junior transfer who leads the

team in assists. Villanova is also led by

junior hitter Helen Hant, who has tallied

89 total kills and nine service aces on the

season.

•'VillHnovn has always been « touRh

match for us,' Sortino said. "They have

some very talented players, including a

few good players from this area."

UMass will close the weekend against

Loyola University on Sunday. Not much

is known about Loyola, with the exception

that they were beaten up by George

Washington in a three-set laugher earlier

in the season. But despite the

anonymousness of Loyola, Sortino and the

Minutewomen know that they cannot be

overlooked.

"We're still not at the point where we

can assume anything. We have to take

every match as it comes and go out and

do the job." Sortino said.

Side Outs: Freshman setter Karen

Ferguson was named AlO Freshman-of-

the-Week for the second tim** this season.

Wkldes
Fineftint

\

Quality

Resumes
Typesetting

Flyers

Thesis Copies
ENLARGEMENTS/reduct.ons

Amherst
1 Boltwood Walk

256-0148

RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-6441

HALLOWEEN GOODIES
BUD, COORS, MILLER suitcases $11.99 cse + de(

SWISS HOPPENPERLE (imported) $11.99 cse + de|

NARRAGANSETT 16oz cans $2.50 6pk + dep; $9.80 cse + de|

HEINEKEN light or dark $15.00 cse +de|

WINES

Folonari Soave $3.99 1.5 rr

Andre Pink, White, Cold Duck $2.99 750 it

Vodka, Vodka, Vodka •-"••-JgJJ.lJSjl

ACTIVITIES -AUDIO
AUTO FOR SALE •CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT 'FOR RENT

FOR SALE • FOUND
HELP WANTED • LOST

CLASSIFIED
iNS I RUC 1 ION • MOTORCYLCLES
PERSONALS • RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED 'SERVICES
ROOMATE WANTED 'TRAVEL

WANTED -SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC „3 MON-THURS .:30.3:3. (FRI 2:3.)»DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRO.R TO PUBLICATION. CASH IN ADVANCE. IS./WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIIS

GRADUATES AND 25* students: Social

Hour every Thursday 5:00 Blue Wall,

Campus Center Build a tradition! Meet

each other!

1979 CHEVY WAGON. 99,400 miles,

new clutch. Best offer 536-5434 Even-

ings week-ends.

WANTiD POUND
CAVE MAN SEEKING sexy erotic cave

woman tonight (MWL)

OHM L2 SPEAKERS 4 yr. warranty Call

6-7921

FOR A OOOO TIMI CAU

SUNOAV EVENING PRAYERS front

lounge Newman Center 6PM five college

mission

SUNDAY^EVENJNG^ PRAYERS^ 6PM
Smith College Chapel downstairs lounge

refreshments

UNIVERSITY STORE HAS engineering

Piess Exam f^iles for Engineering,

Calculus, Physics, Chemistry

COMPUTER TERMINAL &'modem both

$100 student desk $35 Call after 5PM
665-2225

RACK-A-DISK ENTERTAINMENT
Agency - Dlsc|ockeys, Bands, Lights and

Large screen video dances 549-7144

FOUND SET OF keys on footprints key

ring by Bowker auditorium They will be

left at the info desk on the concourse

Campus Center

TYPING SiRVICI

UNION VIDEO WANTS new members to

learn video production If you're in-

terested in video, call 545-1336, and weU
talk.

ROSSIGNOL STS 195CM downhill skis

brand new m package $200 call Gregg

6-6073

1976 VOLVO 24S0L staton wagon, starv

dard shift-$2000 call 665-4769 evenings

QUALITY TYPING. Long or short pro

lects Meticukxis proofreading Rush jobs

OK New IBM typewrrter 549-0367

PROFESSIONAL TYPINO SiRVICE

INnRTAINMENT

MUSICIANS NEEDED FOR perfor

mances at Belchertown Slate School

Funding available. Contact Bruce

256-423f

GUCCIAND ROLEX watches many styles

$30, $40 call Brian 6-7425

FOR SALE-KRAMER pacer imperial

guitar with Floyd rose and case $350 call

546-7656 for info

PAPERS. CASES, DISSERTA-
TIONS- dependable on-campus.
reasonable, 584-7924, Nancy

TTPINO

•SPEEDY KEYS" Professional typing

256-1002 8AM- 11PM

ON HALLOWEEN GO into Altered States

in the S U B at 4 for $1 50, 6,8,10 for

$2 00

HELP WANTED

AUTO FOR SALE

68 CHEVY BELAIR PB eliable low

milage previously owned by little old lady

call 549-6269

1975 GRAN TORINO elite runs well, ex

cond inside and out $1800 or BO call

253-7486 after 8PM

r9"76 DATSUN 2802 black nice wheels

and fin very dependable $1900 call

546-6186

73 BUG GOOD body new 2 tires and bat-

tery engine needs work $400 549-2866

1974 PLYMOUTH VALIANT^ Depen

dable transportation, good tires, newly-

rebuilt transmission, little rust $260

665-8114

KITCHEN HEI P WANTED
Excellent free meals

Light cleanup
Call Cheryl at AXO

545-2152

NEED A JOB? Tike Travel? Ambitious

people needed to market unique travel

product with no existing competition Ex-

cellent experience for business, com-

munication and HRTA majors No ex-

perience necessary, car helpful Contact

Mary 549-6118

SKi S^HOP MECHANICrEXPERiENCED
perefered Apply in person Western

Village Ski 32 Main Street Northampton,

MA

1980 HONDA PRELUDE, automatic,

sunroof. FM/AM. cassette player, air

heal high milage, good condition

549-4446 $1950

1977"VW RABBIT, FlTbI iniecled,

30MPG Very responsive $1375 call

Chris 549-6099

VEHY"DEPENDABLE 74 Superbeelle

new clutch, brakes, tires, inspection

$800 or B O Mike 5849169 evenings

MOTORCYCLE

YAMAHA VERAGO 920CC shaft drive

digital new rubber oval discs low miles

helmet $1200 4C Brandywine stop by

JOB OPENING. UMASS Outing Club Is

seeking a new equipment manager to

maintain the clubs inventory of outdoor

equipment Pay is $3 85/hour for 12

hrs/week Worksludy (prefered) or non-

work study Get application in rm 428B

Stu Union- due Friday 10/31 at 5PM
UMOC is an AA/EEO

ACCEPTING APPLICATiONS IN all

departments nursing, dietary,

housekeeping, and laundry Excellent

wage and fringe benefit package Flexi-

ble scheduling apply in person Amherst

Nursing Home, inc 1 50 University Dnve.

Amherst, Mass 413-256-8185

DISHWASHERS, FULL AND part time

Good starting pay Apply in person with

references to The Depot' 125A Plea

sant St Northampton or call 586-5366 lor

an appointment

SERVICES

lVPrNG7TAPE TRANSCRIPTIWJ. Fast,

accurate 665-7652

TYPINO AND WORD PROCESSINO

NEXT^AY SERVICE. Type rile

323-4579

MOVER

ROUNDToWN MOVERS tasrreliable

cheap call Michael anytime 323-6780

INTERNSHIP AVAILARLE

UJyiASSPRIDE! Share your enthusiasm

lor the University while developing public

relations, marketing interpersonal, and

counseling skills The admissions office

is looking for dynamic and articulate in-

terns and volunteers to promote the

University to prospective students

Academic credit available Applications m
admissions office. 255 Whumore, until

November 4

FOUND NEAR LOT 32 Southwest area

womens glasses in aqua silk Chinese

case-rose-colored frame Call Katie at

546-7445 ^___

PERSONALS

SOPHOMORE BUSINESS MAJORS:
reminder to submit applications to CCl 1

3

tor Collegian Asst Business MGR by Fn

day Oct 31

IN SEARCH OFTTTi 0/22/86 3 OOPM saw

you at UPS in a gray suit, blue shirt,

maroon tie 10/23/86 we said hi Let's

meet Call 549-7142. Christine

INTERESTED IN WRITING foTthe largest

college daily m N9W England? Come
down to the Mass Daily Collegian' You

can write about Arts, Editorials. Black Af-

fairs, News, 'A/omen's Is^up": S Sports

We're located in the basement of the

Campus Cen-er, sehin'! '^,.5 T V The Col-

legian We build careers'

bUCHE-ONE YEAR from Foxtails' I love

you There will be many many more

Always yours, Susan

BADENOUGH YOU took my nice orange

daypack 'Vou also took my notetxx)k with

half a semester's work in it' Please, at

least return the notebook or contents

there' f l.iavt* it at the Campus Center

irlo desk and .to questions will be asked

ONE/TWO SPACIOUS bedrooms
available immediately, m Amherst on

busroule Rooms have own kitchen and

bathroom, separate entrance, $229/mo
everythin indudwJ 253-7317 auk lor Peter

TO JOHN, THE bouncer at Delanos i

have admired you from alar for quite

some time, maybe one of these days I'll

have the guts to do something about it

Until then

WHITE MALE IN pnson very lonely

Please write Eaci« Slahl no 21 101. P

Box 607, Carson, Nevada 89710

LOST

CASH

PAYING CASH FOR your baseball cards

please call Mike 549-0333

FOR SALE

WANTEDffi

AgreMhre, Tnthuaiastic students to

market Winter and Spring Break

vacations!

For more information, call Student

Travel Services at 1-800-684-4849

H.P, lie CALCULATOR in library tower

Please call 546-4778 for reward

GOLD COBRA (FLAT) necklace Lost

10/19 near Webster. Hill Top Health Club

Has immeasurable sentimental value

Don'l live in guilt" Lucrative reward otter

name your price' Call Ed Rauscher at

253-5885 or leave a message at Hill Top

Health Club

BLK LEATHER WALLET & gni" wire nm
glasses ten dollar reward call Harold

665-4847

SUNSET-ON SAT alternoon the P 10

cloud will block out the sun

DESPERA-TELY SEEKJNG SUSAN you

were studying accounting and German in

physical science library last Ihursday

10/23 Couldn't concentrate on my work

with you at the table Remember me''

Reply c/o personals Big Brown Eyes

• • •DEBHA ROSE'S 19th birthday is to-

day" If you see her. wish her a happy

one

"

DEB, NOW THAT you are 19 (or is H 22''!

I hope you'll still be Mem Mouse Love

Stephan

JEN I HOPE you liked the 'lowers I miss

you Love (your secret admirer) Joe

CONGRAtULATIONS TO THE
Panhelienic board From the sisters and

pledges of Sigma Kappa

PAT, BEANNIE & DANNY: All blue-eyed

variations of each other all with similar

giggles it s so nice lo be around siblings

who love and slick by each other Thank

you Jen

SEAN B YOU and I both know I'm your

number one Ian not M E Love. Amy

IBRAHIM-HAPPY 23rd, you sexy thing'

So what's It gonna be baby The Little

Ones

MY EXPERTPUMPKIN carver, happy
Halloween" Mike and Dave, too! I love

you Les

MICHAEL, HAPPY ANNIVERSARY
honey' The past year has been the best

one in my life and it's all because of you

I've never t>een happier than when I'm

with you I want to live put all my dreams
with you. forever' I tove you always, Shen

GUITARIST-VOCALIST LOOKING lo

/oin or form band playing preferably

dance-able rockn-roll (anything that's

rock-n-roirs fine ") I've been playing a

long time know what I'm doing, so call

now' 256-0948

CONGRATULATION BECKY- You ve

makde it through yet another birthday

period I hope it was fun'

D MICKI HERE'S your personal' Only

took 3'^ years" Soon the T and S will

show up You'll see KMS (321)

SHERI-LEE Happy Anniversary no 1 to

the one I love P S Hold on tight tonight

your Love Nut

LYNN ALICIA READY tor another wild

weekend with Or Chmagm'' Get some ap-

ples and stay out of the closet (unless you

hear Bowie') Kathy

HAPPY HALLOWEEN BIRTHOAY
Carolyn Sluskonis Love the sisters S

pledges of Sigma Sigma Sigma

LOSE WEJGHT NOWl 1 0-29 Ibs^month

with Herbal Weight Control No diet, ex-

ercise or drugs 100 percent guaranteed

Call Mark 546-5938

IBRAHIM, MY HABBIBI your birthday is

celebrated by Americans dressed up in

drag Interesting culture, isn't if When
will we play metaphysically again? My
soul needs your soul's company I

thought I was your little one, but I guess
I'm )usl your Jenny

FOhRENT

ROOM IN 3 bedroom house for rent in

Hadley 275 584-2937

ROOMMATES WANTED

RESPONSIBLE FOR LG apt on bus route

own room, furnished but bring bed $210

(or room plus utHities call 323-4989 before

2PM 323-631 1 x530 after

IN BRANDYWINE 1 bedroom availabe

starling Dec 1 call 549-0068

tlRVICES

fERRIFic" TYPING FROM Speedy
'

keys Professional reliable service.

256-1002 . 8am 11pm

TYPING, TAPE TRANSCRIPTIONS^
Fast accurate. 665-7652

TRAVEL

TOUR TO THE SOVIET UNION, Jarv

3^16. 1987 $1588 See Prol Jones. 634

Herter or call 253-7827 evenings

WANTED TO RENT

2 FEMALES LOOKING lor a room in an

apt or house starling Jan please call

549-6534 anytime

WE WANT ROOM(S) in your apt or

house lor next semester' Call now'

Chris6-9737 or Shaun6-1127

4 FEMALES LOOKING to take over lease

of house or apt Jan 1 546-7258 or

546-7261

TO suim

TAKE MY LEASE, please' Great one
bdrm apartment in Crestview Safe, quiet,

on bus route Av 11/15 $400/mth
549-5315. leave message

RIDS WANTED

TO PITTSBURG PA Nov 7 amfback Nov
1 1 Willing lo pay $ 546-6132 Tellisa

NEED AN ESCORT?

CAU. 5T123 BETWEEN 8PM S 2AM
every day lor an escort anywhere on caiTf-

pus Play It safe

KEG TAPS FOR sale' Brand new, never

used keg laps only $25 Packies charge

$45 for used laps Don't waste your

money' New taps $25 Call Tony

256-1438 today

BED FOR SALE single box and mattress

first $25 takes it 584-2905 eves (Alan)

NRFORMERS WANTED

ATTENTION STUDENf^PERFORMERS
Governors Program Council is looking tor

people to perform in the Campus
Center/Student Union Complex Call

545-0198 for details or stop by the BOG
office, 817 Campus Center

LOST AT BOYDEN watch, wallet, and

keys If found call Suniay- 545-3179 or

549-2785

CIRCLE CHARM FROM necklace reads

the date of September 19. 1986 Sen-

timental value-reward Rob 546-9559

HELP, IF YOU found my T1-74BASICALC

in physics 162 lab section no 28. please

return for reward, call 546-4069

ANTHONY-YOU'RE THE best Tuesday
and Thursday lunch date' Have a happy

birthday' And remember, I called it in the

beginning-Mets in 7' Alison

AVAILABLE TWO BEDROOM apt

Squire Village on bus route take over

lease any lime between now and Dec
6654793

INSTRUCTION

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS ex^nenc
ed and patient teacher Pop-rock-folk

blues Songwriting, theory, reading, im
provisation Right on bus line D'

549-4786
loug

PETER "TO THAT curly blonde haired

kid with the Mels hat on you're a true

fan ' Did I get it nghf Lisa

MERCEDES: THE PERSON not the car

Your always seen, always heard, and

always loved MADWOMAN and
MOTHER SUPERIOR

RANDI I LOVE you Thank you for com
ing A start for something special to be

created The first day of the rest of your

life! Kan

FREE REFRIGERATOR EVERY 10th

rental free 2x2 cu feet $36 75/year •

$15 00 deposit delivery 546-9965

SUNDERLAND ON PVTA bus route

240/month (includes heat) call Rich

665-2669 •

ROOM AVAILABLE IN 3BR Noho house
216 plus great place on busroute call late

night 1 1 PM to 2AM 586 0668

PASCAL TUTOR. REASONABLE rates

584-1307

::2^
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SPORTS

Minutemen ready to march on Holy Cross
Heisman candidate Lockbaum
and Crusaders prepared

Collegian photo by Rirri Bonanno

Sophomore tailback Kevin Smellie comes off a four-touchdown perfor-

mance last week against BU and hopes to lead 17th-ranked UMass again

Saturday versus third-ranked Holy Cross.

UMass travels to UConn;
Minutewomen seek 16th win
Always-intense rivalry to resume at Storrs
By LINDA DELIVORIAS
Collegian Correspondent

Rivalries abovmd in New England sports.

Whether it's the Red Sox-Yankees.
Patriots-Etolphins, or Celtics-Sixers, fans

can always expect a fight to the finish.

Field hockey is no different as the fifth-

ranked University of Massachusetts bat-

tles its long-time rival, the fourth-ranked

University of Connecticut, tomorrow at 12

p.m. at Storrs, CT, in a game that could be

a preview of an NCAA playoff clash.

The Minutewomen, 15 2, have posted

four consecutive shutouts, including

Wednesday's 4-0 thrashing of Boston

University. UMass outshot the Terriers by

a threeto one margin. 21-7, and had a

slight edge in penalty corners, 6-4.

The Huskies are the defending NCAA
champions, ;ukI have compiled an 11-3-2

slate. UConns most recent win was a 4-0

shutout of Brown University.

"For us to win we have to play hard and
intense for 70 minutes. We're not going to

change our game plan. We're going to con

tinue to do the things that have made us

a successful team, which means scoring

early and pressuring them defensively."

head coach Pam Hixon said. "This is a big

game, and we want to play our best game
of the year. B".t we don't want to get too

overpsyched or too nervous. Connecticut is

a sneaky team, and they play well with a

lead and when they're behind."

Last season, the Huskies defeated the

Minutewomen, 2-1, at Totman Field.

UConn outgunned UMass, 19-7, and chalk

ed up 13 corners, while yielding nine.

The outcome of last year's contest should

have no bearing in tomorrow's slugfest,

since both teams have changed their style

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian StatT

Either way you look at it. Holy Cross has

everything to lose this weekend.

The Crusaders, playing host to the

University of Massachusetts tommorrow at

, .30 p.m. at Fitton Field in Worcester, have

climbed to the number three ranking in the

NCAA Division I-AA National Poll on the

strength of its 7-0 record — and the

weakness of its schedule.

Playing mostly Ivy League and unherald-

ed, unranked teams. Holy Cross has built

itself into a serious contender for a Divi-

sion I-A bowl bid. Victories over Lafayette,

38-14, Harvard, 410, Dartmouth, 48-7, and

Brown, 22-7, look impressive, but don't

mean much. Holy Cross has to get by its

first nationally-ranked opponent, the 17th-

ranked Minutemen, in order to continue its

bowl drive - and UMasf. i*; ready to rain on

the Crusaders' plans.

"Their schedule is not as strong as peo-

ple think," senior strong safety Scott

Brown said. "I think their competition has

been overrated — granted they upset Ar-

my — but the Yankee Conference has pro-

ven in the past that it's a lot stronger than

the Ivy League."

But then again, no team appears in the

top ten of any poll without good reason.

"We're going to have to play 60 minutes

of football with them just to stay with

them," first-year UMass head coach Jim

Reid said. "If you look at their 7-0 record,

they've won every game by a great margin

except Army — but they won. If we let

ourselves fall behind to them, we'll get our

butts kicked the way Delaware kicked

ours."

Certainly the Crusaders are for real —
perhaps more real than the Minutemen, a

group of gutsy performers who enjoy pull-

ing victories from thin air. But until now,

much of the Crusader success has been the

work of two men, rookie head coach Mark

Duffner, and junior tailback/cornerback

Gordie Lockbaum.

Duffner, who replaced the late Rick

Carter as head coach on February 8, pull-

ed a devastated program together follow-

ing Carter's tragic death and has led the

team to a surprising unbeaten mark this

season.

Lockbaum needs no introduction even

though he'll get one. The two-way per

former's accomplishments have been

documented in Sports Illustrated and his

statistics are bringing up talk of Heisman
Trophy candidacy.

continued an page 15

of play to account for the loss of key players

due to graduation.

"We're not the same team as last year.

We're a more well balanced team. We rely

on everybody to contribute The thing that

could give us a big boost would be to score

early," Hixon said.

"In last season's game they scored in the

first five minutes and that really shook our

confidence. UConn has been our rivalry for

the past seven or eight years since they've

done us the most damage," assistant coach

Patti Bossio said. "We're a year older, and
our players understand the game better.

Everyone has to play well, and no one can

have an ofT-game."

UConn head coach Diane Right agrees

with the UMass coaching staff that the

M lutewomen are a much improved squad.

"UMass is a strong team. They have a lot

of balance and rt'ly on all of their players,"

Right said. "Last year our main goal was
to just keep the ball away from (sweeper)

Megan Donnelly. But this time we can't

concentrate on just one player. Both team.'*

have the ablity to come-from-behind and
win close games, so I don't think it will

matter who scores first."

Tracy Fuchs. who netted UConn's first

goal in last year's game, is the Huskies's

most talented offensive player, and has the

ability to break any game open with her

diverse shooting and passing skills. The
junior has tallied 23 times, and has dished

out six assists.

Defensively, the Huskies' rely on the con-

sistent play of sweeper Lea Schmidt, and
the effective goaltending of Laura Eby. The
senior co-captain, who registered two saves

against the Minutewomen last season, has

compiled an 88.8 saves percentage through

continued o'l page 18

The Game: Ths University of

Massachusetts Minutemen at the Holy

Cross Crusaders at Fitton Field on Satur-

day in Worcester, Ma.
The Time: 1:30 p.m.

The Records: Massachusetts, unde»- first-

year coach Reid, is 6-1 overaM while Ho-

ly Cross, under another first-year head

coach, Mark Duffner, is 7-0.

The Series: The Crusaders lead 18-15-4.

The teams have split the last six games

since 1980.

Last Year: The Minutemen buried the

Crusaders, 27-3 at home before a huge

crowd as then-freshman inside linebacker

John McKeown won the Dr. Eddie Ander-

son Trophy as the game's MVP. Unfor-

tunately. UMass also lost the services of

starting qb Dave Palazzi who suffered a

separated shoulder.

The Incentive: Ranked 17th in the

NCAA Division I-AA National Poll, the

Minutemen need a victory in order to

move up in the polls and strengthen thftlir

playoff chances. A win vw^itld pu^ UMass
to the brink of playoff selection. Holy

Cross, has noting to gain from the game
unless it blows UMass out.

Minutewomen head south

for critical weekend
UMass faces GW, Villanova, and Loyola

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

It's crunch time for the

University of

Massachusetts volleyball

team.

The Minutewomen, 20-3

overall and 4-2 in the

Atlantic 10, travel south to

for three crucial matches.

UMass will be in

Washington, D.C., to face

conference power George
Washington University at

7 p.m., tonight. The
spikers will then face

Villanova University at

GW on Saturday at 11:00

a.m.. before squaring off

against Loyola University

in Baltimore, MD, on Sun-

day. Game time for that

match is also slated for

11:00 a.m.

"It's going to be a very,

very tough weekend for us.

Our attitude is really good

and we've gotten past our

fiat stage," head coach

Elaine Sortino said. "We
know what we have to do

this weekend and for the

re.st of the season."

The Minutewomen will

face a George Washington
squad that is 22-8 overall

and winners of its last 11

matches. The Colonials

have sole possession of se-

cond place in the con-

ference with the bulk of its

schedule already behind

them. The most recent vic-

tim for GW was West
Virginia University, who
the Colonials disposed of in

straight sets.

"We are playing at a

pretty consistent level

right now. but I don't

think we're playing our

best ball," GW head coach

Pat Sullivan said. "We are

changing some things of-

fensively, but we can im-

prove on all aspects of our

game right now."
"They (GW) have been

one of the premier teams

in the conference," Sortino

said. "They are very well

coached and are sinilar in

style and discipline. It will

be easy for us to react to

them because of that."

The Colonials are paced

by senior hitter Anna
McWhirter, who leads the

A- 10 in three separate in-

dividual categories.

McWhirter is first in hit-

ting efficiency (338 kills in

753 attempts with 93 er-

rors for a .325 efficiency

rating), kills per game
(3.28) and digs per game
(3.10). She is also second in

aces per game with an

average of .505 aces per

game.
GW is al.so h«d by senior

hitter Tracey Roberts and

junior hitter Deb Conran.

Roberts is sixth in the con-

ference in hitting efficien

cy (185 kills in 429 at-

tempts with 67 errors),

third in aces per game
(.500) and fifth in digs per

game (2.19). Conran is

fourth in hitting efficiency

with 184 kills in 397 errors

and 60 errors. Senior setter

Corrine Hensley is third in

the conference in assists

with an average of 9.19

assists per game and
freshman hitter Carrie

Davis is eighth in kills per

game (2.64).

"We played GW about

four years ago at a tourna

ment at the University of

Maryland," Sortino said.

"We lost both games, but

it was a really close match

We played well against

them.
"If I know anything

about Elaine (Sortino), I

know that they are very

well coached and very in-

tense on the floor," said

Sullivan, who happens to

be very good friends with

Sortino. "I know they are

a team that doesn't give

up. We've heard nothing

but good things about
UMa.ss."

The Minutewomen will

take on an equally deman-
rontinued on page 19
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Taking a firm stand
Lately, there have been a number of troubling and disconcer-

ting events that have come to the attention of more than a

few. Problems such as these can rear their ugly heads for on-

ly so long before conscientious citizens must take a stand.

We at the Lesion feel it is our responsibility as concerned

young Americans to bring to the forefront issues such as these

when they come to our attention.

In times of crisis it is all too easy to turn the other cheek,

to give up, to throw in the towel, to go down with the ship,

to fold, to buckle under, to simply say, "Fuck this shit, I'm

outta here.'*

Idiosyncratic leaders hiding behind ideological differences

must not play a role here. The small and the few, in their quest

for individual freedoms, must band together and think as one

organism, dedicated to fight for a better way.

We've got grave reservations, serious concerns and some

doubt. Reservations about the concerns, concerns about the

doubts and doubts about the reservations. But this only en-

courages us to take a firm stand on the issues. Not to do so

would be to shirk our duty and betray our principles.

Clarity is of the utmost importance when dealing with the

things with which we must cope. To leave things hanging or

to address them in a way that leaves people wondering is not

a good way to approach problems.

The proper method is to come right out and take a qualified

stand, all the while making sure that others really unders-

tand what it is we are taking a stand on. This is ofparamount

importance and is fundamental to the philosophy of the Lesion.

Unsigned editorials represent the opinion of whatever KGB
agent happens to be in control of the Lesion today.

This fuckin' kid, he
Ya' know how sometimes ya' do

somethin' that makes ya' feel real good and

ya' want the whole world to know about it?

Well, that's what happened to me after the

Sox lost Game 7 la.st Monday night.

Spike Droogie

Me and Ace and Uenny were pretty

bummed-out after they piked so bad, so we

went for a walk around the campus. We
were just kind of hangin' out and suckin'

down a few more brews and tryin' to forget

about that crap-o scene in Shea.

Then, this fuckin' kid comes out wearing

a Mets hat and talkin' about how fuckin'

gieat Daryl Strawberry is and how the Sox

are a bunch of shit-ass chokers. The way

he wuz talkin', you figger Gary Carter puts

it uD his a.ss everv night Well, this kind

of pissed us off a little, you know, and we

decided to give old Herman a serious thum-

pin' Denny rips the antenna offa car and

Ace pulls his shiv out and me, well, I just

kind of warms up the old brass knuckles.

The fuckin kid. he starts getting all

.scared and shit but we don't notice him

none and just kind of lays right into his ug-

ly mug (which wuz a lot uglier when Den-

ny finished, ha-ha). We pounded his fuckin'

head but good and when we wuz finished,

we kicked 'im a few in the ribs and took

off an' Ace, he takes the kid's crutches and

throws 'em inna bushes.

It was the best fuckin' thing I've done

since I threw acid in my teacher's face last

year at Vo-Tech.

Spike Droogie is the Collegian violence

editor.

m -Puck:.

-Therein ^ ^^ •

Whining and crying

Raise high the banner!
The Executive Avenging Committee of the Revolu

tionary Peoples Terrorist Brigade salutes our comrades

at the Colle/'ian for their example in furthering the

Glorious Peoples' struggle. Your propaganda plays a key

role in preparing the masses for the upcoming revolu-

tionary upheaval.

Through scientific application of the lessons of history

and proper understanding of the great principles of

Marxist-Leninist-Maoist Thought, the great proletarian

leader Dode Levenson and his comrades-in-arms have had

a determining mfiuence in the ongoing crusade against

the revisionist bourgeousie pig-dogs, and has heightened

our collective class consciousness.

Georg Lucacs, a great intellectual of the People, once

stated that "journalism is the apogee of capitalist reifica

tion." Had he but read the glorious pages of "New

England's Largest College Daily," he would not have

made the error of failing to realize that nonalienated peo-

ple's journalism lives underground — in the Campus

Center.

Hold high the glorious banner of the Daily Collegian.

Correct peoples' propaganda creates con-ect thought which

creates correct political action.

In Struggle,

Comrade I.M. Owtatutch
Leverett

Get thee to Moscow
This world is sick! I'm sick and tired ofcampus radicals

writing letters and having protests and dying-in Why

don't they go live in Moscow where they don't have

anything to complain about? We live in a democracy

where there's a lot of things that people hate - but that's

the beauty of it! It's really ugly here, but at least we can

complain through the democratic process and really

change things. For example, we've always had a capitalist

ecomonic system in America. And if people don't like that,

they can go live in Russia or Libya.

And another thing is this disinformation thing. So what

if our government lied to us about Libya and Nicaragua?

It's their right; it's their freedom of speech. Hasn't anyone

in this country besides me read the constitution?! Besides,

lies and deception are the best tools a government can use

to keep its people happy and together. Remember 1984?

Why are all the weak radicals complaining? I'm sick of

it! Why don't they just go live in Russia or Northampton?
R. A. Conserve

Central

Editor's note: Actually, I have been to Moscow (I got some

of my training there) and it is quite a pleasant place.

Peace has gotta lose
rd like to comment on your "unbiased" reporting. Your

commie-pinko, leftist, marxist, sociali.st angles always

seem to cast a good light on peace. Let me ask you one

question: What has been best for this country: peace or

war? Check out the two. War employs more people, and

stimulates an economy, and liberates a downtrodden na-

tion, and supports Sylvester Stallone movies, which in

turn make our nation proud of itself. Peace on the other

hand never liberated nobody, gives war a bad name, and

is extremely pacifist. It also has produced anti love-of-

country-sentiment simply because these stinkin'

peacenicks disagree with a few of the little wars that we

sponsor around the globe in order to 'liberate the cap-

tive commies. The peacenicks also dress only for the pur

pose of clothing themselves, never "dressing for success"

which has made our country strong. Your papers always

seem to put peace in such a nice light, it is increasingly

difficult for those of us who enjoy the idea of killing the

enemy and restore democracy to find outlets in which

to do so.
. „ ,

A. Bunker
Queens

No way! It's like...

In response to the letter above, I'd just like to say, man,

that the dude is obviously regressing back to his like,

childhood days when there was a "good" and a "bad"

guy, and like there was always a clear and easy choice.

In today's like, world, the solutions are much more com-

plex then the poor, ignorant, brainwashed, and mental-

ly deficient war buff, who can't deal with anything more

complex than "good" or "bad," would admit. I don't real-

ly expect he'll be like, able to understand peace, since

that means co-existence, and not like, domination, so

there's no like, victor. Due to a docile and neutralized

mother and a strict, regimented and abusive father, and

role models such as Adolf Hitler, James Earl Ray, and

Sirhan Sirhan, this unfortunate social outcast is simply

another victim of believing Reagan's rhetoric. It could

happen to anyone.
Ms. Intha Reelworld

USA

The Collegian gladly accepts letters and columns from

the UMass community as long as they are of the correct

ideological nature and at least on a level ofEnglish usage

that we are unwilling to dip below.

All copy must be dropped off in person with the editorial

editors at 113 Campus Center. Gratuities are not only ac-

cepted but, in fact, encouraged.

Once you give it to us, it's ours and we feel free to slash

the shit out of it. You have been warned.

Every year on Halloween, the ColUgian publishes an issue devoted to satire

It is meant to amuse and not to enrage If you are enr<»ged, we regret it but

don't expect us to lose any sleep.

"Is this what it's all about? Eeeating. driiinking, fock-

ing sucking, snooorting? And then you're old. You're fif-

ty. You got tits. They got hair on 'em."

— Antonio "Tony" Montana
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Personalities on Parade by Chilly Bill and Sobie

A friend of mine recently picked-up TV
news personality Linda EUerbee in a bar
on the Lower West Side. While at her
lush, $2,800/month apartment, my friend

spotted what he thought was a voodoo
doll. Is she some kind of a cultist witch?

Of course she is. How do you think such
a smart-ass, conniving, talented and at-

tractive woman could make it to the top
in broadcasting without sleeping with
every bald-headed, greasy, stubby-wanded
maggot who makes those kind of deci-

sions?

Is it true that Lucille Ball accepted a

seven figure sum from Penthouse
publisher Bob Guccione to do a 1 7-page

pictorial scene with Clara "Where's the
Beef?" Peller and that they will bare ab-

solutely all for the camera?

Of course she did. Old Luce is still as

fresh and moist as she was in the days of

/ Love Lucy and, according to her, "I'm on
the comeback trail. I only wish Fred and
Ethel were here to see me now, not to

mention little Ricky."

It's a known fact that Rob Lowe and
Princess Stephanie have been balling in

a big way for the last few months. My ques-

tion is, does she really want a man who,
by his own admission, is an overrated,

vacuous, X-rated Robbie Benson imper-
sonator and has all the talent ofa sponge?

Of course she does, you mindless twit.

While Lowe is all the things you describ-

ed, he is also Roman Polanski's nephew
and old Rome' could get a five-year-old

corpse the lead in "A Chorus Line" if he
wanted. In fact, he did it once. Lowe, who
starred in such memorable films as St.

Elmo's Fire, Class and Oxford Blues, can
get just about any role he wants these
days. If it happens to be a roll with a
princess, more power to him.

/ heard that Mario Cuomo was think-
ing about running fot president in 19HH
My friends ti>l I me thai he has tie.s to

organized crime and that his feigned
liberal compassion is just a smoke screen
for a sinister and ruthless tifestvle in the

Mafia. What's the poop?

Of course he's a mobster. According to

his press secretary.

Luigi Gunemdowni, Cuomo "has been in-

volved with the family's operation for

years. Hell, his old man used to sell fruit

on Canal Street m the City. Do you think
for a minute we'd overlook squeezing any
sidewalk merchants for a few pins? Mario,
he used to hang around and trip old ladies
and steal their purses for us. The two
naturally came together and his rise from
there was quick and unrelenting. Ya see,

he's even my boss now. Now, dot's
Italian!"

REAL AD REAL AD REAL AD REAL AD REAL AD REAL AD REAL AD REAL AD

QUESTION #2.

HOWCAN THE BUDGET-CDNSCKHJS
CDUEGE STUDENTSAVE MONEY?

a) Save over 50% off AT&T's weekday rates on
out-of-state calls during nights and weekends.

b) Don'tbuy textbooks when "Monardi Notes" will do
just fine.

c) Save 40% off ATSJ's¥/eekday rate on out-of-state
calls during evenings.

d) Count on AISJ for exceptKMKilvakie and high quality

e) Hang around with the richest kkis in school; letthem
pick up the tab whenever possible.

If you're like most college students in the western hemisphere,
you try to make your money go a long way. That's why you should
know that AT&T Long Distance Service is the right choice for you^ AT&T offers so many terrific values. For example, you
can save over 50% off AT&T's day rate on calls during
weekends ^ until 5 pm Sunday, and from 1 1 pmfW(
(toSam, Sunday through Friday.

Call between 5 pm and 1 1 pm,
Sunday through Friday, and you'll save 40%

off our day rate.

Ever dial a wrong number? AT&T gives you
jmmediatecrfHif ifvnii do. And of course, you can count on
AT&T for clear long distance connections any place you call.

To find out more about how AT&T can help save you money,
give us a call. With a little luck, you won't have toTiang around with
the rich kids. Call toll-free today, all 800 222-0300 ^

0)966 AT&T

AT&T
The right choice.

My girlfriend says that underneath his

arrogant, womanizing, exterior, dream-
boat Julio Iglesias isjust a tender, cudd-
ly, regular guy in need of love and
tenderness. What thinks you?

Of course Julio is tender and cuddly.
Why else would so many women throw so
much money away to see the talentless
geek. And he can't help being so docile
after that vasectomy You can't fault him
for having it After all 10 paternity suits
is a little much, doncha thmk'

Sobie and Chilly hear that Joan Rivers
has a new exercise video on the market. On
it, Joan shows you how herJokes can make
you wretch so wildly you'll get a full
workout. Also, it is our understanding that
Michael Landon has recently been ar-

rested on charges of "mishandling a
minor. To wit, a 13-year^old actress who
resembled a popular cow on his hit series.

Little House on the Prairie.

Got a question for Chilly and Sobie?
Just drop us a line. We live in Campus
Center 113alongwithl98 other saps

Advice from

Beth & Nan

Feeling frustrated? Confused? Hung-over? Totally
fucked-up? Or are you just plain stupid? Fear not —
Beth and Nan are here to answer the deep questions
you often ponder, as you make your way from the
Campus Center to the GRC. Send all queries, ques-
tions and marriage proposals to us, Beth and Nan.
And for a small fee, we'll try to help straighten you
out.

Dear Beth and Nan,
This is my first year at UMass and I'm a little confus-

ed. My roommate is nice; she did apologize for setting my
bed on fire that time. I realized that I had no friends when
my RA spit on my Cabbage Patch Preemie. How do I make
friends in this huge, isolated wasteland?
—Lonely

Dear Lonely,
It's a shame more people can't be like us, Beth and Nan.

But we can try to empathize with you. When we were first-

year students, our natural vim and vigor got us, Beth and
Nan, lots of friends. Obviously, you're a loser and need
to be a little bit more vivacious.

Dear beth and Nan,
I am a freshman here; I went to small private school

and was an honors student and a nationally-ranked
athlete in track. But since I came to UMass two months
ago, it's been a wild trip with no sane side. Pot, heroin,
cocaine, LSD — I've done them all. Even crank has seen
'he inside of my dorm room, and biood vessels. So far, it's

been all up, but I have a feeling I'm going to start to come
down. What can I do?
— Freakin' Freshamn

Dear Freakin'
JUST SAY NO.

Dear Beth and Nan,
I want sex, I love sex, I have to have sex. What should

I do?
— Nymphie

Dear Sicko,

Look slut, this is not the way to keep a man. Put your
name on the bathroom wall and make him call you, like
a real man should. This always works for us, Beth and
Nan.

-»—
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STUDENT GOES APE - Sophomore Out-

ward Bound major Scooter Kong scrambles

up the 26-story Tower Library early yesterday

morning after being informed by a friend that,

"It was there."

This day in History
9240 BC — Early man discovers iron.

9240 BC (ten minutes later) - Early man kills neighbor

with iron sword, gets drunk.

2340 BC — Early man discovers copper.

2340 BC (ten minutes later) - Early man kills wife with

copper sword, gets drunk, kills self. Hailed as major scien-

tific advance by greatest minds of the day.

12 BC — Pontius Pilate washes hands for first time.

Mother Pilate calls it "breakthrough."

16 AD - Christ finds out why he can't go after girls like

his friends do.

16 AD (ten minutes later) - Christ rebels against paren-

tal authority, buys hooker on road to Jericho.

456 AD — Basil of Caesarea rails against Roman
aristocracy; hailed as hero by his own.

456 AD (ten minutes later) Basil sells book rights to

Roman firm; retires to Cappadocian cave with comfortable

income an^ abandons all causes.

926 AD - Nothin' happens. It's the goddam Dark Ages,

for Crissake. What do you expect?

927 AD - It's still the fuckin' Dark Ages. Leave us

alone.

1530 AD — Printing press invented.

1530 AD (ten minutes later) Libel suit invented.

1530 AD (twenty minutes later) Howard Ziff born. Im-

mediately defends the public's right to know.

1530 AD (thirty minutes later) Plaintiffs back down; cite

"intimidation and intellectual inferiority" as reasons.

1986 AD Collegian editors laugh. And laugh. And laugh.
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Collegian Crassifieds

Wanted:

Sex. Sex. Sexll Yes. I need it and I'M do
•\ anyiime. anywhere, anyplace with

anyone If you want your head blown by

a graduate of the Manlyr. Charnbu's

School of Hard Knocks, call Craig S at

545-3500

Are you a lo««f? Lonely' Failing all those

clasof s and don! give a flying fuck? Is

misery your closest friend? Depressed all

the lime'' Please doni hesitate to call

SUICIDt HELP LINE We'll offer you all

the i.ewesl and unicie ways to end your

wretched existence—and 'I's FREE" A

sen/ice of the Dean of Students OHice

N«w Oreup HiV THIRi IITTLI OIRL

Local chapter of Men Against Virgini-

ty forming on campus Introductory

meeting tonight at TO C Guest speaker

Dr. Hyman Brayka.

Want acme candy? How about a nde in

my car? We can play all kinds of eame>^

Heh Heh Heh. Call Tom Middlelon

5453500

CRASHII Where are you? We are an elite

group of beer drinkers and hellraisers

guaranteed to toar down your house and
teach you a good time We need a leader!

Call She keg team at 546-beer

WANTED by the FBV for crimes against

cucumt»ers Nancy Klingener, 5' 5' blond

hair blue eyes Armed with a sawed-ofi

peeler and dangerous Distinguishing

marks Tatoo of skull and crossbones

Contact the Federal Bureau of

Vegetation

JOANN

Thanka a lot. i thought >ou turned eigh-

teen last year Boy was your lather piss-

ed I m r.ow serving five to ten for

statutory rape in Walpole Would you

mind sending me some soap on a rope

I don't think I can deal with it if il drops

again — Soa M EEE

LETS GO. LETS HOCK 'N ROLL -
Got a car? Got some beer? Weed'' Take
me, that's Crash, on a road trip you won't
forget Too bad I never rememt>er my
best work

DWGM seeks frenetic expenences and
fun-filled weekends of bowling with
MBLW Photo a must Call 9182 967

Anyone who reads this personal is a
turd Aha, Aha You're a turd A turd you
are Turd, turd, turd Wooeoeoee

LoM:

My virginity. Last seen in me T.O C
Please help me

round:

HI. This IS Dan Sobel Thanks for all those

lovely letters I now have 46 girlfriends

and am very sore. Thanks again.

Virginity, hahl There should have at least

been a stain on the tablecloth

HI This IS William Spam, Dans editor I

am very sore too You want to know why''

Because i didnl tnmk of it lirstm

New tratarnity seeks pledges, Lova

Lova Lambda, a new and diHerent Geek

organization is holding its first rush party

at the Stockbridge animal husbandry

center If you LOVE animals as much as

we do, then cum loin us

For Soto:

Used cotoatomy bags, cheap. Can dou

ble as thermoses and they keep those

potables as cold as can be Come in two

colors brown and dark brown Call

University Health Services lor more

details

Do you have a sibling you want out of

your hair'' We buy and sell lai'haired. ug-

ly men and women—no one is too grotes-

que We're a legitimate whiteslave

trading firm and pay top SdollarS for your

unwanted relatives/tnends. Call Farouk at

555-WART

FOR SALC
FOR SALE

I got that crack. Crack, crack, you won t

come back Just say no to imitations —
buy the real thing Tom M 253-8845

I've got those fresh Macintosh apples

Yes sir, right off the tree Big. red and

bouncy Buy two dozen and get a free box

of razor blades Come down to Patrick n

Treat Johnsons and check these deals

out

Joan Vonce where are you? You haven t

answered my letters or calls I've been

waiting by the pond lor six months now

and am getting crusty. Please show up

Love. Butch, VW V.

TERI And STACY, all the men of Rolling

Green thank you for that night of wild pas-

sionate sex They know wfwre you live in

Townhouse and will be back Love

Shawn

RUSTY DENTON, please take a stand on

something If you can'l stop being so

wishy washy then get out! Try taking a

lesson from the serious-minded Herb

Ramy Now there is a columnist who
knows how to deal with hard hitting

issues

BILL SPAIN The tests came back honey.

and guess whaf There is now one less

rabbil m the world You'll be hearing from

my lawyer
Non-Contraceptive Love Always —
BUNNY

FOR SALE: Roadkiils That s right folks.

I've got every animal imaginable This

weeks special is blonde haired babies

Everyone guaranteed to be under six

months old Hurry' This offer is only good
while supplies last 555-5555

Are you upset? We mean. REALLY
upsef Does your tram of thought resem-

ble an Indian railway disaster'' Do you like

to whine'' Then CRITICAL TIMES, which

would be a bi-monthly if the collective was

bound by oppressive notions of time in-

vented by red meat-eaters, wants you to

write, or at least iisualiie wrilinK -lust

do your own thing Hang out You know.

It's" like, blue Want a hit?

APOiM

If ever there was a way, to say what I

wanted to say. I'd certainly say it. I wouU
not delay it. and then I wouln't have to

write lunch meat poetry to hide the tact

that I have absolutely nothing to say Shit

Curious Conservative needs
manicured gerbil and a paper tube for

"research " Contact Bwian at Lilliputian

Club office multo rapido

Dear Abby, I've been going out with my
girllriend. Heather Sue for live years now

and she is hesitant about engaging in oral

interaction with me She won t kiss me
and It's getting really frustrating What
should 1 do'' Blue m Billerica

Dear Blue, What are you. a leper''

Sounds like a pretty sad case to me If I

were you I'd slip her some Spanish Fly

and then have my way with her until I

passed out In the meantime, try this lubn-

cant Love. Abby

WANTED

Pair of Dot* Lavanson'a paisley

undenivear. stt ined We re an equal op-

portunity collection agency and we vo

been searching hi and to tor this rare item

No price IS too hKJh. Call 111-1111

FOR SALE
•

My eoiiaction of dead hampslers

They're really cute and cuddly and furry

and they don't smell TOO bad, really And

the best thing is they don't bite you when

you pick them up Call Joey in Hadley

WANTED

fhi poraon^nho covaridmy tiody with

nair when I passed out last night You

didn't finish the )Ob Come on by any time.

Ill have everything you will need —
DESPERATE

JOANN

STEBltt Happy B-Day kiddo. It must be great to

finally be eighteen Love-The Gang

One mora picture of Lynne McCabe in

the Cnlleninn We havenl »een enouuh

of her young, earnest, conservo face in

the paper this sementcr Willing to pay

ColUgian staff big buck.s for a black and

white of her Call Flip at FA6 2842

ANSEL ZINTER - You mad fool How
could you nibtjie on me like that? Well,

(hee-hee) it ucw fjn Do it again NOw
Baby, it's >« good, ooooooh . Love, Ran
dy Du you even know my name,
sweets?

CCAOS — Chines* Cabbage Against
Dan Sobel — will hold an organizational
meeting Monday night Come protest the
exploitation of honorable vegetables in

the name of this madman's lust

LOST—(jne frosted glass i20-watt

lightbulb Last seen at a party in Soho
Has lots ol sentimental value Easy to

Identify with inscription on lop You never

forget your first bulb

ROB SKELTON - I luv your agenda Zitl

told me about it and I am IN LOVE
Pleeease call me Love. Lynne

ILANA LEVENSON - Thought vou get
off easy, huh'' ('••llef'ian folk will follow
you wiierev«r you go and never let up

until we run out of crack, that is

ANITA ROVE - Hai Thought we d forget

you. eh'' No way. girl We got the
memories from that night and (mucho
more important) we got the photos'

BETHANNE — France is 90 fi^r away, but
recalling those soft, ram/ nights in

Marseilles sends chills up and down my
inner thighs I know we're back m
Amherst r>ow but why don't yc j grab your

daddy's Gold Card and we'll hit the
Bahamas for the weekend l.ove S H.

STEVE — Hor>ey, you know I love you,

but daddy has put the clamp on the "fun

plastic" Why did you have to charge that

Kilo of crack But it would be fun, woukln'l

it shnooketns? 4-ever, 8AM

BETHANNE — Come on baby, your

father's a multimillionaire He would
never catch an extra $4,000 on his mon-
thly receipts Break down, bitch S H

STEVE — How dare you. you sponge
I've supported your disgraceful drug
habits, week-long Big Mac binges and
putrid personal hygene lor the last two
years and all I get in return is occasional

sex and morning breath Not so lovingly

BAM.

BETHANNE - I'm sorry petunia You're

right. Ill change Hey. come on over and
I 11 take you out dancing And bring the

JagorlheBenz Either one Loveya. S.H.

ttUERV

You know whan you look at a spoon
and you appear upside-down on one side

of the darn thing and right-sideup on the

other? Why the hell is that? Is it a delect

in the steel'' Sometimes when I'm eating

soup. I lift the spoon to my mouth and feel

like I'm about to swallow myself
backwards Geez

CAPITALIST SCUM BEWARE — Chilly

and Sobie have acquiesced this firm But

our tempers may not be controlled in the

next round Rubin. Lesser, don I ever

challenge semi-conscious, potentially

violent, drug-crazed editors like us again

XOXOXOXO We love you guys Keep
them $$$$$ roliin' in
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UMass loses eligibility for 1987-88 year
NCAA chairman lowers the

boom on Minuteman athletics

First-year head coach Reid stormed through the athletic department of-
fices and refused to talk to the press upon hearing that the Minutemen
will be ineligible to participate in collegiate athletics of any kind next year.

Athletic department
to calm reactions
JR'sparty gets out ofhand
By DAVE DUGAN
Collegian Guy

The University of Massachusetts athletic department
responded to the NCAA-ordered expulsion from varsity
athletic play for the 1987-88 season with a closed door
meeting with all coaches and athletes at the newly re-
opened Justin Ran's House of Alcohol yesterday.

The department, in an effort to calm nearly 1200
pissed-off athletes, coaches and alumni, spent nearly
3600 dollars for alcohol and party favors in hope that
few shots would numb the shock of the announcement.
"There's not much else we can do. The NCAA caught

us with our pants down, so we just have to forget about
it, " athletic director Fred Macintosh said. "There's not
much else to do but get stinking drunk and pretend like
nothing has happened — at least that's what I hope the
atheletes do."

And that's exactly what they did.

While members of the men's basketball team bobbed
for apples in a vodka punch, several baseball players
were seen throwing punches and swinging bats outside
in the parking lot.

"We just don't care anymore," senior pitcher Steve
Mallard screamed from atop of a blue, 1982 Cutlass
Supreme. "I came here to play ball and now they say
I can't. This country is going to Hell — where's my beer?"

Coaches caused even more of a ruckus.
Coaches from both the field hockey and women's

basketball teams broke several chairs over the heads of
WLIE DJ's Guy Abrams and Ron Goodold and were
dragged from the bar by Burger King police who hap
pened to be in the area.

"What a disgrace," UMass football coach Jim Reid
said. "My boys are the biggest ones here, and they're
being upstaged by field hockey, hoop and ba.seball

players. So much for intensity."

By SPIKE SWOLLEN
Compiled from wired reports

NEW YORK CITY, NY (LIE) - In a

move to shake the National Collegiate

Athletic Association (NCAA) community,
the NCAA announced that four schools, in-

cluding the University of Massachusetts,

will be ineligible for varsity athletic com-

petition for the coming year.

The unexpected announcement comes on

the eve of National Tournament Playoff

Selection Committee bids in several varsi-

ty sports including soccer, field hockey, and
football. The expulsion requires, UMass, as

well as the University of Iowa, Michigan
St., and Clemson University ineligible for

any and all NCAA varsity competition for

the 1987-88.

The mandate, ordered by NCAA chair-

man Peter Killjoy at a New York City press

conference on Tuesday, was a swift and
severe smote to university athletics and
was sent as part of a general message to

all NCAA-member schools that failure to

adhere to policies will no longer be

tolerated.

"There comes a point in time when ir-

responsible athletic departments and their

equally irresponsible athletes must pay a

price for their actions," Killjoy said. "It is

for that and several other reasons which
I do not care to discuss, except in the men's
room, that the Universities of Iowa and
Massachusetts along with Michigan St.

University and Clemson will officially be
ineligible for varsity athletic competition
for the 1987-88 athletic seasons."

Speaking to nearly 400 members of the
national media at 100 RCA Center
Building, Killjoy said that the NCAA has
been allowing institutions of higher
athletics to conduct themselves "without
supervision or concern for the participating

athletes' well being" for too long and that
the NCAA has decided to make a firm com-
mittment to athletic betterment.

"We the NCAA, are hoping that our deci-

sion will send a message to our NCAA-
member schools that the NCAA is and

should be taken seriously," he said.

The order was a desperate measure by

Killjoy and one that he said stemmed from

the four schools' continual disregard for

NCAA academic regulations. He said that

as early as 1982, neither of the four schools

had been in compliance with over 13

NCAA by-laws.

"Since 1982, Massachusetts, in par-

ticular, has been a blatant violator of

NCAA by-laws and has always spurned
luncheon invitations to my house," he said.

"Since 1984, the school has displayed com
plete disregard for NCAA policies and has

chosen to operate within its own pervue.

This, we cannot tolerate.

"Massachusetts and its athletic depait-

ment in particular has been a disgrace to

the NCAA and the NCAA cannot tolerate

the presence of cheaters and liars. The
NCAA spits on the Miiiuteman mascot and

all that it represents."

Apparently, the final straw came when
the Massachusetts athletic department
failed to return an NCAA-mandated form
which was needed to determine how many
UMass varsity athletes had graduated
from the school since 1980. The report, due
Oct. 6, was not turned in by the athletic

department, and subsequently, the school

lost its eligibility for NCAA rankings. It

was then that Killjoy said the NCAA re-

evaluated UMass' NCAA standing and
decided to penalize the school.

"The school has to learn to do things

right," a spokesman for the NCAA Govern-
ment Affairs Committee said. "While every

other school is doing a halfassed job and
turning in incomplete forms like it should,

Massachusetts has chosen to do a thorough
job, despite the NCAA's objections."

Also at the press conference was former

U.S. Olympic Committee Chairman and
current Commissioner of Baseball, Peter

Ueberroth, who announced that the Pitt-

sburgh Pirates, one of the most unsuc-

cessful sports franchises in National

League history, will be sold in February to

an eight-man University of Massachusetts
political science conglomerate.

Field hockey vaults the gender gap
Hixon recruits male, ex-hockey player
By E. QUALRYTES
Collegian Staff

It all began when Ann Meyer decided to play hoop with
the big boys. Meyer, a standout college basketball player,
attempted and failed in her pursuit to make the roster
of the Indiana Pacers.

Now, the University of Massachusetts is prepared to
take the next step in integrating collegiate sports squads.
Pam Hixon, coach of the women's field hockey team at

UMass, held a press conference yesterday afternoon in her
office at Boyden Gym.
"Over the years, the Minutewomen have built a winn-

ing tradition of field hockey excellence. But even with all

of our victories, titles, and accolades, we have come to the
conclusion that this program needs some new life," Hix-
on said. "That is why I have recruited Spike Flowers. I

hope this signing will signify a new era in field hockey,
and provide us with a winning edge against our rival, Old
Dominion, which has refused to acknowledge that men
can make a difference."

In the midst of scribbling notepads and TV cameras,
Hixon held up the appropriate attire that Flowers would
wear on the grassy playing field of NOPE: a white shirt,
maroon jock, and the obligatory plaid skirt.

Hounded by reporters outside Boyden, Flowers took time
out to answer a few questions about his controversial deci-
sion to don a skirt in order to participate in intercollegiate
athletics.

"I played ice hockey in high .school. But I never enjoyed
the physical aspects of banging into the boards and face-
offs. In field hockey you get a chance to converse with the
players without getting a forearm to the face," explained
Flowers, a native of Juneau, Alaska. "And I relish the
thought of racing down the field on a breakawav with the
mountains providing the scenery, instead of looking at 12
faces squished up against fiberglass, waiting to boo me
if I miss the shot "

Flowers's subsequent signing of a four-year scholarship
sent shock w;i\.^ through the entire UMass Athletic
Department. L

"Granted, this is an equal-opportunity university," read
an administration press release. "But what would hap-
pen if a female student wished to try out for the football

team? There would be broken arms and legs strewn all

over the field, not to mention the dozens of chipped and
broken nails."

Whitmore's worst nightmare came true when four
members of the the field hockey team, protesting Flowers'
arrival in Amherst, demanded a late-season tryout with
the football team.
Coach Reid, who demanded that Chancellor Duffey put

an end to this 'nonsense', eventually agreed to let Lisa
Griswold, Chris Kocot, Amy Robertson, and Tenia Ken-
nedy work out with the squad on a trial basis.

"We don't want to play football. We just want to make
a point," said Robertson. "This is a great way to meet
guys, though, but the action is slow compared with field

hockey."
After a week of practice, the Minutewomen are ready

for tomorrow's clash with the Holy Cross Crusaders. Kocot
has received the starting nod at quarterback, and
Griswold, Robertson, and Kennedy have taken over three
slots in the UMass secondary.
Meanwhile, Flowers has started to bloom with the

stickers. According to rumors, he is even starting to
adhere to field hockey etiquette by shaving his legs.

Sports at a glance

I'oday: Women's football at 3 p.m. at Boulder Tech. j

Croquet at Harvard. 2 p.m. {

Backgammon at Yale, 4 p.m. I

Saturday: Hockey at BU, 2 p.m. j^,
Sunday; Armchair football at Newman Ceja»«fMrp!m.
1987-88: NONE - Read the damn stori^s^ i

r
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Students criticize University, urge for official action
Students, officials meet
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

Halloween weekend went smoothly as a result of

cooperation among students, residence hall staff and the

police, according to Dennis Madson, vice chancellor for

student affairs.

After a march Friday, formed in response to an allegedly

racial incident in Southwest last week which put one stu-

dent in the hospital, "several students and staff talked

to the police," Madson said. Twelve names were given to

the police, and the administration plans to investigate the

allegations, he said.

About 200 students rallied Friday to protest racism and

make demands of the administration in light of the brawl

in the Southwest Residential Area last week.

The crowd marched from the New Africa House to Whit

more Administration Building at around 10 ct.m.. where

they chanted, sang, and called for Chancellor Joseph D.

Duffey to address them.

Dwayne Warren, vice president of Kappa Alpha Psi

Fraternity, and spokesperson for the group, read a

prepared speech that had been distributed to the crowd.

We, members of the University community, are

gathered here to express our solidarity in exposing institu-

tionalized racism at the University of Massachusetts at

Amher.st, Warren said. "We are outraged at the lack

of awareness that pervades our campus; the lack of ade-

quate Third World representation in sensitive administra-

tion po.sitions. which shows the University's negligence

towards its commitment to fostering diversity and

multiculturalism." he said.

Inside Whitmore. a group of Third World students met

with administrators. The students questioned why the

police did not act immediately at the brawl in Southwest,

who will oversee the investigations, and how Third World

students can g.^t feedback, and have input into these

investigations.

Chancellor Duffey asked for witnesses to come forward.

"I don't have any specific allegations against the police,"

he said.

Sherwood Thompson, director of the Office of Third

World Affairs, said. "What I hear echoed by students is

that they have lost faith in the administration."

Stephen Alfred, Third World caucus chair, said,

"Students genuinely do not feel safe here."

Duffey said there would be extra security over the

weekend.
The students asked Duffey to address the crowd, and

then left saying they had "wasted enough time."

The crowd joined hands, and marched to the New Africa

House, where Duffey addressed them at about noon.

"There will be double security at Southwe.st in terms

of police," Duffey said. "We are instructing RAs [resident

assistants] and police to strictly enforce the alcohol

policy," he said.

The police would be more visible, and gathei ngs would

be kept to a minimum, but, "I plead with you again, we

need witnesses," he said.

A.ssistant Director of Public Safety Phillip Cavai.augh

told the crowd he would be touring Southwest witi. o nu

other administrators on Hallow^een night.

CollfKian photo by Hic-ri Bonanno

Students march in front of South College in Friday's rally protesting racism on campus.

Chancellor's letter condemns racist acts
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

A letter from the Office of the Chancellor concerning

racism and last week's racial incident was distributed

Friday to all students living in the residence halls.

The letter states, "Events of the past week are a threat

to the fabric of the entire University community. . .

violence will not be tolerated and persons identified as

performing violent acts will be severely punished.

"Clearly there are members of the University com-

munity with information about persons responsible for

the assault and other intolerable behavior of the last

week," the letter states.

Through the letter, the Chancellor's office urged

anyone who has any specific information to contact the

University police. "If you do not feel comfortable going

directly to Public Safety, please contact the Ottice of the

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs, CCEMBS, or the

Dean of Students Office," the letter states.

"Beyond the immediate concerns surrounding this

weekend, there are serious issues of racism which must

be addressed. Although this campus has a long and

varied history of attempts to prevent racism and other

forms of human oppression, it is clear that we cannot

afford to let these efforts falter," according to the letter.

An independent board will be established "to examine

the behavior and actions of student groups, residence hall

staff, and campus police to help us as a community to

move forward from these serious incidents," it states.

The findings and recommendations of the board will

be reported to the University through the Chancellor

before the end of the semester, according to the letter.

In response to the incidents of last week, there will be

a series of forums held in Southwest this coming week.

Alfred then told the crowd, "Don't go anywhere by

yourselves tonight."

After the rally. Sophomore Kevin Taylor said, "This is

institutionalized racism and it is unfortunate that it took

an incident like this to get people like myself to come out

and deal with their own incidents."

Warren made a statement to the Collegian Friday after-

noon. "Today the Third World students marched and sang

negro spirituals to present unity to the campus, and to

administrators," he said.

The Third World community is a powerful force on cam-

pus and "the administration knows we mean business,"

Warren said

"We think that with continued pressure the administra-

tion will cooperate," he said, adding that he thought the

march was a success.

Question 2 deals with
private school funding

J

By AUTUMN MAKI
Collegian Correspondent

Editor's note: this is the last in a series

on the Nov. 4 referendum questions.

Battle lines have been drawn over a pro-

posed amendment to the Massachusetts

state constitution that would allow addi-

tional expenditures of public funds to aid

private schools and their students.

Question 2 on tomorrow's state ballot

will give voters the opportunity to decide

whether to allow the state legislature to

enact new l-'.ws that would provide in-

creased prbl'c funding to private and
parochial schools across the state. Voters

who support increased public funding

should vote yes. Voters who are opposed

to increased public funding should vote

no

Under the existing state constitution,

the legislature may award private schools

public funds for transportation, health

services, and special education programs

only. During the 1986-1987 school year,

private schools were awarded $14 million

to provide these services to their students.

"Over 100 private and parochial schools

have closed in the last 12 years due to lack

of funds and increased schooling costs,"

said Brian Sullivan, a member Commit-

tee for Educational Equality, a group sup

porting the referendum.
" All the private schools want in this

state is a fighting chance. If the

Legislature writes a new law, it will

enable private schools t« borrow books

from the public system, and get more

monies for transportation." he said.

continued on page 4

Business group expands
Will offer traineeships to UMass students

By BRAD GORDON
Collegian Correspondent

The International Association of

Students in Economics and Business

Management has expanded its chapter at

Smith College to form the Pioneer Valley

chapter, which is based at the University

of Massachusetts, according to the UMass
liaison for the as.sociation.

The organization, run by .students for

.students, provides traineeships in the areas

of accounting, finance, marketing, com-

puter science, and other business-related

fields for durations of six weeks to 18

months. Natalie Gehin said. These

traineeships are with businesses in foreign

countries and are made available by one

to one exchanges between chapters at 532

college campuses in 64 couninco.

The chapters are able to create these

traineeships by soliciting the business com-

munity for openings, Gehin said.

"Many companies need extra help dur-

ing peak seasons when the work load is

greater, or they need trainees to help with

temporary projects or new campaigns,"

Gehin said.

"By raising traineeships for our foreign

colleagues, we are able to .send someone

from our own chapter elsewhere," she said.

The exchanges are available with com-

panies in Europe. Africa, and Asia. Gehin

said, and are established through the in

teraction of worldwide chapters.

The exchange experience offers students

not only the opportunity for sound business

experience, but it also provides cultural

and social interaction with a diversity of

people of different cultural backgrounds,

Gehin said.

These exchanges are set up four times a

continued on page 5
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OUR CONGRESSMAN
SILVIO O. CONTE

"FROM EDUCATION TO CIVIL RIGHTS, EQUALITY AND OPPOR-

TUNITY HAVE BEEN CENTER PIECES OF THE CONTE RECORD.

I HOPE IT IS A RECORD THAT EARNS YOUR SUPPORT ON NOV 4

. Congressman Silvio Conte

II
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i i

r/

vir » •

CHECK THE CONTE RECORD
"Thanks to Rep. Conte, students

in the five-college area have had

great opportunity to pursue a

degree in higher education. His

continued support and leadership

in many areas of Pell Grants,

GSLs, SEOGs and research cannot

be surpassed. As students, we

certainly look foreward to Rep.

Conte's continued efforts on our

behalf."

William S Bennett, President

Student Government Association

Univ of Massachusetts - Amherst

"I would personally like to thank

you for your continued support of

financial aid programs."

Arthur R. Jackson, Director

Financial Aid Services

Univ of Massachusetts Amherst

"On behalf of Students Ad-

vocating Financial Aid (SAFA), of

the University of Massaachusetts,

I would like to thank you for your

valued help and support of our

organization and of higher educa-

tion as a whole."

Karen Motley

SAFA Executive Committee
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Berkshire Eagle
Eagle Street
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To the Editor:

01201

I want to take this opportunity to publicly thank Congressman
Silvio Conte for his leadership and tireless efforts on behalf of
civil rights, both at home and abroad.

Most particularly, I wish to recognize the lead he has taken on
the crlti'~al issue of South Africa. Congressman Conte has
championed the effort to achieve bipartisanship on sanctions, and
no one will be able to forget his impassioned pleas on the House
floor this past Juno for disinvestment. His very personal
commitment on this issue was reflected Iti his decision to divest
stock he held in companies doing business in South Africa. His
leadership has truly made a difference.

Bu^ Coii'jr '"'.m.Tii Conte's rommlt.ment to civil rights did not begin
or end witfi South Africa. I have not forgotten that Congressman
Conte joined with Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., and thousands of
others in the historic m.iich to Selma, Alabama In 1964. It was
the same Silvio Conte over twenty years later that joined with
'the Congressional B1,t k Caucus in working for enactment of the
legislation naming Di . King's tiirthday as a national holiday.

ENDORSEMENTS 1986

Massachusetts Teachers Assoc.

Massachusetts Nurses Assoc.

Sierra Club

Massachusetts Freeze Voters
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AWARDS 1986

Saint Thomas Moore Award

Boston College Law School

Presidential End Hunger Award

Distinguished Series Award

Bread for the World

Shirley Chisolm Award
New England Assoc, of Education

Opportunity Program Personnel

RE-ELECT CONGRESSMAN CONTE NOV. 4
PAID FOR BY THE CONTE TO CONGRESS COMMITTEE - DONALB B. KUNTZ, TREASURER

Endometriosis endangers
women, causes infertility

Discussion held for women tomorrow night

By KATHRYN POHNER
Collegian StafT

Women who think they have en

dometriosis will have the opportunity to

discuss the disease and their feelings torn

morow night at a meeting of the Western

Massachusetts Chapter of the En-

dometriosis Association from 7 to 9 p.m.,

in Campus Center 803.

Endometriosis is a chronic disease that

effects women in their child-bearing years.

Th.' disease is characterized by abdominal

pain, irregular bleeding before and during

menstrual periods, and often results in

infertilitv.

Collegian photo by Byrne Guurnutta

POPCORN, ANYONE? - Graduate student Mark Caldeira, speak-

ing, invokes the ire of senior HRTA m^or John Sessler at a rally Fri-

day on the Student Union steps. Sessler threw his box of popcorn at

Caldeira then left the rally, sponsored by a group called Campus

Crusade for Disbelief. About 100 people gathered, drawn by the live

music, bible readings, skits and a fire in a trash can until fire officials

arrived to extinguish the fire.

"The percentage of women

who have endometriosis having

miscarriages is much higher.''

—Mary Thomas
Endometriosis Association

According to Mary Thomas of the a.s.sotia-

tion, the disease can effect young teens or

progress beyond menopause. The disease

develops when endometrial tissue, which

lines the uterus, begins to grow in other

areas of the body, usually the abdomen.

Thomas is the mother of a young child,

although a common symptom of en-

dometriosis is infertility. "I was pretty

lucky to get pregnant and have a baby,"

she said.

One of the puzzling aspects of the disease

is that it mav have no symptoms. The

disease may reach extensive growth with

some women although they experience no

.symptoms, yet other women with small

growth may experience incapacitating

pain.

Thomas said that many women may have

the disea.se at any stage and not realize it.

"They may associate the pain with cramps

or normal bleeding when in t'.ict they have

endometriosis." she said.

She added that while infertility is the

most common symptom, miscarriage is

another. "The percentage of women who

have endometriosis having miscarriages is

much higher," she said.

Thomas said any woman who thinks she

might have endometriosis and has ques-

tions, or would like to find out more about

the disease should attend tomorrow's

meeting.

"We want to encourage people from the

University to attend the meeting if they

think (or do» have endometriosis for infor

mation and support," she said.

Sharon Weizenbaum of the Open Circle

Familv Center in Northampton will speak

on "Traditional Chinese Medical Perspec

tives on Endometriosis; Diagnosis and

Treatment." Her talk will focus on treat

ment with acupuncture and herbs.

Women who atttnd the meeting will

receive information about the disease, in

eluding a pamphlet put out by the En

dometriosis Association explaining the

disease, which allows them to join the

assf)ciation and receive newsletters to help

them understand the disease and methods

of treatment.

Journalist to speak tonight Author concerned about bulimia
^^^^*^"^ ^ Mr <-'

By BARBARA DeLOLLIS "I wanted people to realize that bulimia
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Journalist Milton Viorst will speak on

politics in the Middle East at 7:30 p.m. to-

day in the Converse Red Room at Amherst
College.

The lectuie is titled "Peace or Terrorism:

Options in the Middle East," according to

Jim Fahn of the Amherst College Foreign

Affairs Society.

Viorst studied at Harvard and the Col-

umbia School of Journalism. He reported

for the Washington Post from 1959 to 1961.

and has worked for the New York Post and

the International Herald Tribune. Viorst

was chairman of the Fund for Investigative

Journalism from 1969 to 1979 and receiv-

ed a fellowship from tiie Woodrow Vv ilson

Foundation, Fahn said.

Run held to benefit

Leukemia Society
By KATY DUSTIN
Collegian Correspondent

The Epsilon Chapter of Theta Chi Fraternity at

Worcester Polytechnical Institute conducted a relay run

across Massachusetts this weekend to benefit the state's

chapter of the Leukemia Society, a fund-raising organiza-

tion for that disease's research and treatment.

The run began Saturday on the New York border in

Hancock, Mass. and continued on until yesterday after-

noon, where the runners finished in Fanueil Hall in

Boston. There were 39 Theta Chi members who par-

ticipated, each running approximately four miles.

Mark Beauregard, Worcester Polytechnic Institute

Theta Chi member, ran through the University of

Massachusetts campus at 9:15 p.m. Saturday up North

Pleasant Street past most of this campus' fraternities and

sororities.

The run was done in honor of Warren Wheeler, a 1984

graduate of WPI and alumnus of Theta Chi, who was

stricken with leukemia last summer.

"The brothers thought the run was a perfect way to

honor Warren, while assisting him in his struggle to over-

come leukemia," WPI's Epsilon Chapter President Dan

Kumke said.

Another member from the Theta Chi Fraternity at WPI,

Scott Bishop, said, "Being able to do anything to physical-

ly help Warren, the brothers felt they must undertake a

major project to support leukemia research."

There were many Theta Chi members as well as other

fraternity members who cheered on Beauregard.

"I spoke to many of the brothers from the Epsilon

Chapter and tlKv wen- very happy about the support they

received heix' at UMas.s. It was one of the .strongt-.-^t areas

of support they received along the relay route." Mack said

The relay lasted approximately 26 hours and covered

155 miles. The route covered many towns, including Cum-

mington. Northampton. Amherst, Ware, Brookfield.

Leicester, Franvili^iiam. XeVtou and Brookline.

Viorst IS author ot the book tire in the

Streets: America in the 1960s in which he

interviewed the leaders of various

movements active in the 1960s and por-

trayed the period through their eyes. His

most recent book. Sands ofSorrow: Israel's

Journey from Independence is the first part

of a two volume series on the Arab Israel

conflict.

The lecture is sponsored by the Amherst

College Foreign Affairs Society, the Five

College Program in Peace and World

Security studies and the Israel Education

Committee, Fahn said. The lecture is free

and open to the public.

- PAUL MASCIOLI

Bv BARBARA DeLOLLIS
Collegian Staff

Lucai writer Leslea Newman, 30, ad-

dressed her concern for women coping with

bulimia in her newly published novel, titl-

ed Good Enough to Eat.

"Crash dieters, compulsive exercisers,

women who have abused enemas and lax-

atives," are all referred to as bulimics, ac-

cording to Newman. "It's a very secret

behavior."

Good Enough to Eat tells of a 25-year-old

Jewish woman's obsessive relationship

with food and her body. Bulimia "complete-

ly interferes with her life," Newman said.

Newman has been working with women
who have eating disorders in the Five Col-

lege area since 1984, which has influenc-

ed her in writinf^ her novel.

"I wanted people to realize that bulimia

is a really serious problem. It interrupts

women's lives." she said.

She currently holds a private workshop

to help women overcome bulimia, anorex-

ia, and other eating disorders. Newman
said her method of helping women over

come these problems involves "writing,

.to get in touch with their feelings."

Newman's goal in her workshop called,

"What Are You Eating. . .What's Eating

You?," is to help every woman "love herself

just as she is," she said. "I do not think any

woman, fat or thin, needs to change her

body size for any reason."

"'Fitting in' means to be thin in this

culture." she said. "We live in a very fat

hating culture. Women have to l*»arn to ac-

cept themselves."

Conservative woman breaks mold
Supports Reagan's views

By ILANA LEVENSON
Collegian Staff

As a conservative woman who supports military aid to

the "contras", opposes abortion, and voices these opinions

which she says are in the minority on this campus, Lynne

McCabe is accustomed to criticism.

"A conservative woman is unconceivable to a lot of peo-

ple. It is very strange. Often times women think conser-

vative women are not for equality," McCabe said in a re-

cent interview.

As treasurer of the Republican club, member of Students

for America, Undergraduate Student senator, and co-

Editor-in-Chief of the conservative monthly newspaper

The Minuteman, McCabe said she is uncomfortable

around some of the other women senators.

"They think I've betrayed women in general," she said.

McCabe, a junior economics major, went to Bridgewater

State College for one year, a place she described as

"apolitical," before coming to the University of

Massachusetts. She said she first became involved in

politics in high school by attending political events on the

town level in her hometown of Franklin. She described

her parents as "conservative Democrats."

"I don't agree with what the Democratic party is doing.

I think what they try to do too much of is appease special

interest groups. They don't really represent what people

really want. I think people want to have personal freedom.

Big government doesn't help that," she said.

Democrats are not practical, according to McCabe.

"When it comes to protecting this country, they say 'peace

at all cost,' I think snmc things an- worth fmhting for."

she said.

There was a shift toward con.ser\ atism wIhmi Kta^aii

went into office. "He most fairly represents my views,"

she -said

On foreip issues, she said the US government fjyi/xflg ,

advise the counter-revolutionary contras in Nicaragua

even though they are doing some "bad thifigs."

Concerning the upcoming state referendums, McCabe

criticized the state seatbelt law which went into effect Jan.

1 of this year, requiring each person riding in a car to wear
continued on page 4

('olleKiHM photo t>v Koh SkelUin

Lynne McCabe
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Citizens for Public Schools, a group opposing the referen

dum, is afraid the amendment will seriously hurt the

public school system. "By changing the constitution,

private schools will become vast beneficiaries, and public

schools will be left out to dry." said Michael Brown, field

coordinator for the group.

"The public school system has a responsibility to pro

vide its students first. Why should the public provide

private schools with additional teachers, new facilities,

and educational programs that are needed just as badly

in the the public system?"

Gerald D'Avilio. another member of the Committee tor

Educational Equalitv, said private schools will not expand

their serN-ices; instead they would be able to improve them.

"The legislature is not going to approve huge budgets

to give private schools new buildings and fancy computer

systems," he said. The main priorities for private schools

would be buying books and up-to-date teaching materials,

and additional funding for transportation costs, he said_

"Parents of private school students are having a hard

time getting money for school books and busing costs.

Also, tuition keeps rising because of the rising cost of pro-

viding education," D'Avilio said.
, , ,

Tuition costs have to cover expenses like heating.

lighting, and teaching materials, and amending the con-

stitution will give the legislature more flexibility in pro-

viding funds for other educational areas not covered by

the existing constitution, D'Avilio said.

Brown said, "The kids in the public system need more

money too; it's not just private schools that are in trou-

ble. To give the legislature power to approve increased

funding for private schools is ridiculous."

•if the private schools are not getting enough money

from the state now, then they should go to the parents

of the children going to these schools. This money should

be coming from the parents and supporting organizations,

not the public's pocket." said Brown.

The Cooky Dickenson Hospital begins

a six-session course on stress management

from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m. today.

Participants will learn techniques to

reduce stress. Communication and asser-

tiveness behavior, and their relationship

to stress will also be explored. Fur more

information, contact the staff develop-

ment office at the hospital.

Political cartoons will be the subject of

a lecture by Colin Seymour Ure at 11:15

a.m. today in room 804 of the campus

Center. The lecture is titled "The Sword

>^ McCabe

is Mightier than the

continued from pngo 'i

a seatbelt at all times, and she also criticized strong gun

^^"This state is a police state. They [the laws] are insults

to the people living here. I give people more credit,' she

said.

Views on the abortion argument depend on when a per

son thinks life begins, because people who are anti

abortion believe life begins at conception, she said.

"I think it is murder. I can perfectly understand why

a person would be pro-choice," said McCabe. who said she

would not have an abortion herself but rather she would

put the child up for adoption or put it in a foster home

until she could take care of the child.

She said she thinks if a mother's life is in danger due

to a pregnancy or if a woman was a rape or incest victim,

she would understand a woman wanting to have an

abortion. . .

McCabe said she supports equal opportunities tor

women, because people should have equal rights as

individuals.
, , . li ••

'When women's rights are abused there s a problem,

she said using the example of women receiving less money

in the workplace than a man doing the same job would

receive
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continued from page 1

These exchanges are set up four times a year through

a computer matching process that connects qualified

students with the companies that need their skills. After

the matches are made, they are hand-checked to see if the

student and the company are compatible, she said.

Many large companies in a variety of business fields are

participants in the association's exchange program and

this further lends to the diversity of experience available

to the participants. Some of the companies involved are:

IBM, Mobil Oil, Citicorp, General Mills, Boeing. 3M, and

Rockwell International.

The association also runs programs through its local

committees that include conferences, study tours, and

training seminais in addition to the international ex

changes, Gehin said.

The organization was founded in 1948 in Europe and

has expanded to 64 countries, Gehin said. The interna-

tional headquarters uf the organization are in Brussels,

Belgium and the headquarters are in New York City, she

added.

The chapter at Smith College was the founding chapter

in the us, and now it is expanding to the University of

Massachusetts through the assistance of Professor Bertil

Liander, the director of the MBA program at the Univer-

sity and former president of a Swedish chapter. Gehin

said.

The Pioneer Valley chapter is located in room 209

Hampshire House.
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TAJ MAHAL
7 & 10 pm $10

W ALBERTM COLLINS. «, », .". ^

^'^'^^AND THE ICEBREAKERS

SMITHEREENS
r1t>g mil od and get a dollar

ofl any tick*! you buy at the

Iron Horse
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I

ll

I

ll
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We Create A Style As

Individual As you Are
- CONSULTATION

AND STYLb: CUT

iau
I

I

I

I

I

WITH COUPON Hi srUDKM I.D.

65 UNlVKKSliY DRIVT:. AMHKRST
549-5610 t'^P >l 7K6

Exiled South African editor

BENJAMIN
POGRUND

AND THE NEWS ON

SOUTH
AFRICA

He fought his government for 25 years and lost.

8:00 PM - CCA/UMASS
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1986

Sponsored by: the Chancellor's Office, the Distinguished Visitors

Program, The Deptartment for Journalistic studies. The Collegian.

the Black Mass Communications Project, and Afnk-Am

-
' .

• \ ••

' <"<;; V

.'*:.:• 'i

NAME THE AND WIN!

Clue Set #2
Here IS the second set o1 clues to match with The

Hot Shots of Rock Poster inserted mto this news-

paper two weeks ago lit you missed the Poster,

a limited supply is available at the newspaper office )

The first set of dues ran last week

ThTskS represents the nght half of the poster

with outline? of the laces Each face outhne is

numbered 22 through 38 IVIatch this to the poster,

us^g me cSes listed below to determine the names

ofthl final 17 Rock Artists featured and remer^ber

to name the drink recipe on the back of the HOI

SHOT Schnapps bottle on line 39

Write leqibly on an 8' f x 11" piece of lined paper

your rllme, school, school address, home address,

aae phone number, jacket size (S. M,LX-Lg).

facket color (black or white), and your 39 answers,

numbered in correct order and mail to

Hot Shots of Rock Poster Sweepstakes

P.O. Box 876
Church Hill. MD 21690

Onlv one entry per envelope Please abide by al,

mtes and Regulations listed on the backside of the

Dostef And7emember, you mus( be of legal drinking

age ?n your state of residence and state where you

attend school at time of entry

(Set #2)
22 ONE OF HIS FIRSONE OF HIS FIRST BANDS

WAS NAILED AFTER
, . A CANDY BAR, SORT OF

23 HIS ACT WAS A REAL EXPERIENCE

24 HE HAD A FOUR-LETTER HIT

25 PAUL SIIVION MEIVIORIALIZED HII^ ON

A RECENT ALBUIVI

26 HER BROTHER IS A CARPENTtR

27 HIS SOLO ALBUt^ HAD TWO SIDES

28 HER FREQUENT PARTNER IS «8

29 BETTE IVIIDLER SHE AIN'T

30 HE DIED IN GOOD COIVIPANY

31 DONT MESS WITH Hlt^

32 SHE ONCE SANG BACK-UP FOR
STEVIE WONDER

33 HE AND HIS BAND ARE DUE FOR A

COMEBACK IN 75 YEARS

IF YOU CAN T GUESS HIM, YOU RE NOT

CUT OUT FOR THIS KIND OF WORK

HIS BROTHER WAS DAN ^„^^^,^„_
HIS FIRST GROUP WAS THE PREMIERS

HE LIKED LIZARDS
AND SNAKES AND
WILLIAM BLAKE
HE DIED WHERE
ROSEMARY S BABY
WAS BORN

34

35

36

37

38

*)'^^.

0^

III.. Itn'

mma
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WOMEN'S FORUM
Wonn'it's Forum ks a ufi'klv listing ,</ .'nvif.s rrlatcd to

ivomen's issues. Notices should be smt to the \S\>mvn'^

Issues Editor, care of the Collegian. b\ the Fruiay hetnrr

tht event

Tuesday-
x- l ir

The Western Massachusetts chapter of the En-

dometriosis Association will meet in from 7 to 9 p.m

in Campus Center room 803.

Guest speaker Sharon Weizenbaum of the Open Circle

Family Center in Northampton will speak on "Chinese

Medical Perspectives on Endometriosis; Diagnosis and

Treatment." She will focus on treatment using acupunc-

ture and herbs.

Wednesday-
Lou Ratte, visiting scholar, will be speaking on

-Bengali Feminism: I feel 1 have to prove myself as a

woman." at 4:30 p.m. in the Wright Hall Common Room

at Smith College. Ratte is currently working on a book

titled Gender Representation in Indian Nationalism.

Thursday-
Actress-director Ingrid Askew will speak on |h>*"d

World Women's Theatre on -Now's the Time, on WMUA
from 6 to 9 a.m.

Monday, Novennber 3, 1986
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Photo hv .lennifer Dempwy

LOOKING FOR SOMETHING?
weekend.

- Southwest residents bob for apples over the Halloween

/mim^
I GET YOUR FUTURE
OFF THE GROUND
Imagine treating the soji^a ba^ic 'i a le! i qhie> tly.nq an

gpiense TiiSSions ci'Ci.ng ihe g'ot" Aii*^' esr-pr^ai supplies and

eguipTw^ni As ar. A:' ("o'ce piiQi you cai ^lave e»p«'ier>c^s mos»

people only d'eaf^ atx)ul

II you quality you car take off *ilh A,, rcce ROTC We « give you

leadership cammg and sponsot FAA app'oved flying lessons vou

may also qualify lo' a sc^lOla's^•p mai car pay college expenses plus

$100 pe' academe moniM ia> I'ee Alter graduation you 'e off to ifit-

intensive and 'iqo'Ous undeig'aouaie p'lo' faii"^ "; r'~T t"

Cieck out All Fo'ce ROTC today ilyoui'av '' • •-•; ya.. co.jid

y»ea' f^e si'vp' a nqs of a" A" Fo'ce pimt

Fol mpie infiCunaticn, contact:

Captn-in VavQ. PoAfccA, UMo-Ji AFROTC, at 54S-2437/24S1

AIRFORCE.
ROTC"

FC)R

FIm JRE MBAs— I I 1 1 f ! I I I I I 1 1 I
M I—

Mti't

With over 75 schtwiU

In utw place.

In oiH- da).

ri.piisciii.iii\>.-< Irniu m.in> i>l Ihc ..oiiiilr) s

leading gradujic manugcmcnt schools

lliMrusk admissions, curriculum, financial aid.

career deveWtpmenl and placenienl

Kecei%t the free booklet, ihe MH.4 and You.

admissions materials and catalogs

D.iilv rcfisiraliiin is %^ pav.iMe .iMhedoor

1986 MBA rORUMS • BOSTON

IjiHUc

Sponaored by the

Gradual* Management

AdmUtion Council

Bo^Uiii I'arli Pla/J • M Arlin^um Soeei

1,1,, > Niu 7 } (HI K IMI S.iHiti!.i\ N.n K 1(1(1114 1X1

On«-Kour Workshops

111! MBA ANIMI.i
I
MIIAI ^K(IK^ l»K lOKAl ri<<>..KAMS

Krnla> i<M). 4 Ml. 6 IM)

SjlurJay II (N) 12 K). 2 IKt

hruljy 4 HI

Sjlurdav 12 «l

lor inlormalion call H(H)-H43-8557

(in Nc^^ Jersey WW.7^4LS.V)l

Leadership Excellence Starts Here

UMASS SKI CLUB
PRESENTS: HOT DOG

FREE FOR MEMBERS

U
$100 For Non-Members

1 SHOWING ONLY
hJDAY NOV 3 7:00 PM
rrous Center Auditorium

L AG N A F

nou ?

;f

\

"j umass

.Vs

umass .

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Editorial/Opinion

The opinions on this page are those of the individual wntei u- cartoonist .,r,d do not '

DODE B LEVEN50N
[dHor in Cmel

KATHRYN KIRBY

Bldtk Afldifs tditoi

JOHN YONCE
Mjntiij'iy toilo'

LISA RIDDICK

Buc> Afl^i') Eoitoi

• • •When things go wrong
On Halloween not everyone was at parties, drinking punch,

beer, or having a good time. There was a group of students

who would ordinarily be amongst the partying, were it not for

an incident that occurred at Southwest in the early hours of

last Tuesday morning.

Friday, Third World and minority students staged a rally

and a march to the New Africa House where they fruitlessly

called on the Chancellor to close down Southwest for the

weekend in light of the recent racial violence.

They were afraid that the attack on Yancey Robinson would

be repeated on other people of color over the weekend, as Hallo-

ween is traditionally a rowdy time for the University. Hallo-

ween masks shielding peoples' true identities can turn what

is normally thought of as a fun night into a real life nightmare.

The Third World community has voiced legitimate concerns

regarding its safety, and the administration should heed them.

In addition to the band-aid measures taken over the weekend,

the administration should reevaluate how it deals with racism

throughout campus. Last Tuesday's riot pointed out a problem

that has to be addressed 365 days a year, until all students

can feel truly safe.
.

The University is to be commended for increasing security

on short notice to prevent a replay of Tuesday's scene, but

whether any real gains against racism are made will not be

realized for many months. j x *• >

But the stigma of racism cannot rest on the administration s

shoulders alone; students must bear the responsibility of their

peer's actions. The current social issues education students

receive is obviously not working if such an incident can occur

on this campus.
, , ,, , . ..u 4.

Halloween is over now, we should all work together to

remove the mask of racism from the face of the University.

Rep. race in District One
Tomorrow, voters in Massachusetts' First Congressional

District have a choice between two candidates - Silvio Con-

te, the incumbent Republican, and Bob Weiner, his Democratic

challenger.
, , j x„

It is in the best interests of students and other area residents

to strip Conte of the congressional seat he has held for almost

thirty years and pass it on to Weiner.

This is not because Weiner is the best possible candidate,

but because he is more sensitive to the concerns of this consti-

tuency on fundamental issues. Conte has consistently voted

his conscience - rather than his constituents' - on abortion,

arms control, and the environment. Conte has remained m ot-

fice because he is thought to bring federal money to the district,

but he has not been truly representative of the district.

Weiner himself is not without his faults. Running desperate

against Conte, his campaign has been negative and emphasiz-

ed Conte's faults, not his own attributes.

Conte may have more political savvy and have more years

on the Hill than Weiner, but Weiner is young and ambitious

and more in touch with college-age voters. A 1974 graduate

degree recipient of the University of Massachusetts and a resi-

dent of Amherst, Bob Weiner will represent the area well.

Unsigned editorials represent the mcgority opinion ofthe Col-

legian Board of Editors.

ROB SKELTON
tdito'i*' tditui

PAUL DESMARAIS
Photo tUiiof

WILLIAM SPAIN

tjiiotii! taitoi

BYRNE GUARNOHA
IHiotO MHO'

PATRICK JOHNSON
N«^j id'i'ji

JOHN NOLAN
Sports tdiior

ICELLY SIEGER

Afii idiior

BARBARA DeLOLUS

Wonieo i l&iuM Uitor

t the Collequm or tlu' University unless otherwise noted

DlPLONAATlC ^XCHAN^ES.

Scared once or always?
Friday, Oct. 31 — For the first time in my

life, I was conscious of my color. Last night,

I was in Mahar Auditorium with 350

blacks, most of whom were resentful,

suspicious, and hateful toward me because

I was white and didn't belong there. I was

afraid, not because I had done anything

wrong, or because they thought I had done

something wrong, but because I was clear

ly apart from these people - they knew it;

1 knew it.

Patrick Johnson

By sitting in on their meeting, I was

perceived as interfering. They were mad,

and I was afraid.

Yet fear was the primary reason why

they had assembled in the first place.

Sornething so vile, so revolting, so un-

characteristic of this "liberal" community

had happened, that it drove them to seek

strength in numbers.

The attack on Yancey Robinson showed

them that their fears were justified.

Yancey Robinson had been unfortunate

enough to become the living embodiment

of their fears. By being chased by a mob

and savagely beaten solely because of the

color of his skin, he made the people in the

room realize that a similar attack could

happen to any of them — at any time, at

any place.

Robinson symbolizes the fear blacks on

this campus and in this country must feel

when they walk by a crowd of whites. His

being beaten while the police (whose job it

is to protect and to serve all] stood idly by

for at least a minute, justifies the loss of

trust they have in the authorities.

It justifies their fear that in a similar

situation they too could be helpless at the

hands of a mindless mob, which would hate

them becau.se they are of the "wrong col-

or," mauled by a mob that was inspired by

the irrational bigotry that exists in all of

us.

The fear I felt for one hour cannot com-

pare with the fear the people in the room

J|, iiWWvw Vl-,_ *».* M t

7T?lCX0RT?tATf*

No satisfaction
I am an ABD .student in the Department

of Spanish and Portuguese. My purpose

in writing this is to inform you that, con-

trary to what many may think, there is

in reality no forum in this University to

resolve honestly, justly and satisfactori-

ly a matter such as the one that now con-

cerns me. It is difficult to believe that one

can exhaust all internal means that ex-

!<t within our academic community My
ca.se ha.- reached the public domain,

prenselv In-ciuse if the failure of the

'
• rsitv's inireaucracy to deal efTectivu

• h human rights. My feeling is that

! ht' appi naih to a basic matter ni' }uim;in

_hts ; . ihi« University is one that tries

.:. ciicuinveiu any reasonable di.scussion.

makes evers attempt to minimize the pm-

blem. and, moreover, easily falls into cor

ruption, at many levels.

Within the confines of the Department

of Spanish and Portuguese I was physical-

ly assaulted by a professor, due to a dif-

ference that could have been settled bet-

ween him and me. I went to one of the

authorities of my Department; then to the

office of the corresponding Dean. After

that, I went to the offices of the Om-

must feel 24 hoiu-s a day. The trepidation

and isolation I felt in that room can only

leave me to speculate how isolated they

must feel in a crowded lecture hall, in the

stands at at game, or walking around

campus.
After the meeting Chancellor Duffey

casually said that institutional racism ex-

ists at ever>' institution — and UMass is ap-

parently no exception. The faculty is most-

ly white, the administration is mostly

white, the police, with two exceptions, are

all white.

Two cultures exist at UMass — white and

non-white — and the unwritten rule is that

the two shall never mix. Racism is the rule,

intolerance is the practice. The reporter

who wrote the story about the incident in

Southwest told me tonight that someone

has called her home four times to tell her

she was a "nigger lover."

There is only so much my brain can

understand and this hatred is an enigma

to me — and that scares nie.

The 350 people in that room were there

because they were scared too. What hap-

pened to Yancey Robinson could happen to

any of them. Their fear led to anger; their

anger led to action. One can only hope that

their actions will not go unnoticed — or

worse, be trivialized - by Duffey, Vice

Chancellor Madson and the rest.

I was in that room and 1 was also afraid.

My fear caused me to take a look at myself,

my life and the University. I realized how-

much I have taken for granted, how I

haven't had to constantly live in fear. After

what happened in Southwest last Monday,

I am sure I am not the only one to be

ashamed and embarrassed to say I attend

this school, where people are supposed to

study and learn, and grow without the fear

of irrational attacks.

I was afraid in that room, and my fear

led to an enlightenment of sorts. It was that

enlightenment that led me to write this at

two in the morning.

Patrick Johnson is a Collegian staff

tneinher

budsman and Affirmative Action. Final-

ly, I went to the Human Relations office.

With the exception of these last two of-

fices, everywhere I went I had to undergo

the humiliation of revealing very private

matters, having my integrity publicly

questioned and, finally, being threatened

with death in the Ombudsman's office by

the person who assaulted me.

If it is impossible to take any action

regarding what happened to me, the com-

munity can assume that any professor can

do whatever he or she wants and find im

mtdiate protection in a system that would

iherehv procnate and justify vinlend It

IS hard In believe that a University such

as ours would hire people that only have

:-,)me kuid of academic quality, forgetting

,il moral or <thical considerations. To me

a teacher is more than an instructor, he

oi- she h.is to -et an example.

As a woman, a foreign student and

member of this community, I feel abused,

violated, oppres.sed and frustrated by

what in my opinion is a corrupt system.

I want to also inform you of my fears of

retaliation against my honor and profes

sional standing by those who are subver-

ting them. Angela I. Robledo
Amherst
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Blues Chicago-style hits the Valley in a big way
Few take advantage

of grinning Big Twist

and the Mellow Fellows
By WILLIAM SPAIN
Collegian Staff

UMass students, along

with other Valley denizens,

are fortunate indeed to have

the opportunity to hear

some of the greatest blues

talent that can still walk

and talk. Sem: regular

visits by some of the biggest

names in blues add a lot to

the local music scene and

provide a respite from the

usual array of canned rock

bands and other swill we

are constantly subjected to.

Big Twist and the Mellow

Fellows, a Chicago-based

(whep^ else?) band that is

one of the hottest acts going

dropped by the University

to play a set in the Student

Ballroom Saturday night.

Although the UPC-
sponsored show was serious-

ly abbreviated (probably

due to the disappointing tur

nout — not more than 100

by my estimate), it still pro-

vided a good, if overly slick,

representation of a gradual-

ly mutating blues scene.

As the old names die off.

young players are picking

up not only the tunes, but

also leadership roles. Pete

Special, the lead guitar

player of the Mellow

Fellows, illustrated this in

the way he took command of

the show when Big Twist

was backstage.

However, the central

focus is still on the big man
in the middle. Big Twist

(who Special described as

"300 pounds of pure god

damn soul") has a certain

stage presence that can be

attributed to things other

than his ample girth.

Among them would be his

belting style and a smile

that just won't quit. 1 mean,

we are talking grin-city

here. I have never seen a

performer who looks so

thoroughly pleased with his

music,
continued on pane 9

Koko Taylor proves that she really is

the Grandmother and Queen ofthe blues

By FRANK FLANAGAN
Collegian Staff

If you missed one of the two power-packed

shows at The Iron Horse last Tuesday night

by Koko Taylor and her more-than-capable

back up band. The Blues Machine, you

missed what has become- an annual hap-

pening" in The Big Valley.

Taylor, grandmother to two children,

grew up in Memphis, Tennesee, one of six

children of a family of sharecroppers. She

moved to Chicago at the age of nineteen

with her husband and began performing at

continued on page 9

RENT/^RECK

New & Used Cars

I

Trucks 4 Vans Also Available

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880 ^

UNIVERSITY

SHOOT YOUR ROOMMATES
TM h-L'JJl

XSL PHASER COMMAND INFRARED GAME SYSTEM.

• Th» MoiJ £«p<osi»» fore* in Uii

^"^M Worid Famous

COUNT
BASIE
ORCHESTRA
with Frank Foster

Friday, Nov. 14, 8 pm
Fine Arts Center

Concert Hall

Tickets $16, 14, 12

Marleen
Pennison
Company

•latdtn In »h» cutrant ruurfnc*
»r(i»rr«t(»» *•"«•"

Tuesday, Nov. 18 8pm
Bowker Auditorium

Tickets $15,13

••All A.ll-Uszt Program"

LESLIE

IHOWARD
piano

Thursday, Nov 20, 8 pm
Bowker Auditorium

Tickets $13.1 1

it Five College Students Half-Price! •

Tickets available at Fine Arts Center Box Otlice Call (4 1 3)545 251

1

t V

V

SMITH COLLEGE REC. COUNCIL PRESENTS

^

Comes Complete

Discover the heart-poundmg exhilaration o(

XSL Phaser Command ' The game thai tests

your danng Your survival instincts And the

strength of your relationship with your

roommate \
Because wfth XSLs Phaser Command, k

every man and woman lor themselves ^

Day or night Indoors or out The Laser \ »

Blaster shoots an invisible infrared beam (more *
^

than 100 ft ) at your foe s target sensor

Six tags and you re out The LED lights and

ultrasonic beeps let you know when you've hit

your target And when you're in danger of

being eliminated A siren ar>d blinking lights

announce the victorious sixth tag
,

Compatible with Lazer Tag," XSLs Phaser ^

Command comes complete with a fully assem
bted Phaser Gun (with pinpoint beam ttiat tests

your markmanship); four-piece ad)ustable

harness; holster arx) target sensor unit with

accelerated sourxllight system and sun shade

So be prepared Because your roommate

wouWn'f think twice about shooting your lights out

ORDER TWO AND SAVE $10.00

Call Toll Free 1-800-523-5503 (Operatof 27)
from 10 a.m.-6 p.m. EST.
(In INinois 312-952-0800)

YES please serx) me

.

I XSL Phaser Command{s) - at $49 95
for one $89 95 lor two arKl $45 00 tor each addttiooal

unit Please include $3 50 pet unit lor shipping

handling and insurance (N Y residents add 8% sales

tax Illinois residents add 7°o sales tax ) Serx) check

or morwy order to

tipttairs

1107 Broadway, Sulta 80S
Naw YofK NY 10010

Mow 4-6 HMiis kx del'verv

NAME

SCHOOL

ADDRESS

crrv

I (ne^ei 10 pay t>y

Visa

STATE ZIP CODE

Amef E<pfes"i

Care) No

iL
Exp Dal?

THURSDAY NOVEMBER 6
8:00 PM

John M. Greene Hall - Smith College

Northampton

SMITH STUDENTS - $7 & $8
ALL OTHERS - $10 & $12

$15 AT THE DOOR

TICKETS AT
Seelye Basement

Main St Records in Northampton
Fine Arts Center Box Office (UMASS)
No bottles, cans, recording devices or cameras • Hall is Wheelchair accessible
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• Koko
^con/inued from page.-^

club7on the South

Sidt' in I.." 60*s, absorbing the wonderful Chicago blues

style. Yet Taylor already had strong roots in the blues,

growing up listening to Howling Wolf, Memphis Minnie

and Sonny Boy Williamson on the radio. "It was always

gospel on Sundays and blues on Mondays," says Taylor.

Yet it was the blues that drove her on, especially the

growling, low-down sound of Muddy Waters. When Taylor

assures the audience "I'm a woman.. .1 can make love to

a crocodile," Muddy's ghost seems to shift, approvingly,

somewhere in the rear. But there were few empty seats

for Taylor's steamroUing performance Tuesday night.

When she opened with "Let the Good Time Roll" and

"Hey Bartender," the crowd seemed ready to hunker down

for a night of serious partying. The Horse itself, cosy and

cluttered, does not allow for dancing — something Talyor's

ripping, roaring show demands. Yet the place is intimate

enough to get a seat right close to the stars and the beer

and grub list is a worthwhile incentive. Taylor and her

four-piece band made the best of the postage stamp-sized

stage. The crowd, looked like they were sitting in on a

cultural anthropology seminar. Few of them swayed or

rocked to the delicious rhythms emanating from the band,

even when Taylor cried out from what she called "the

basement of the blues ' But to Taylor, this is nothing new.

She said that young whites often approach her aft«r shows

COLLEGIAN 9

to tell her that her performance was the first time they

had actually seen the blues live - really listened with

heart and mind. Which is why Taylor is often referred to

as B.B. King's counterpart - a woman ambassador and

Queen of the Blues. Like a patient lover, she assured the

audience that she would "be ready when you are." Even

though most of the audience didn't look like they would

be ready for a long time, one got the impression that many

of them would be back next year. Even the woman who

had sat comatose at the next table during most of the show

clapped louder than a penguin with chapped flippers after

Taylor sang her standard thriller to close the show -

"Wang Dang Dootle."

Taylor's wailing road show was well worth the $9 charg-

ed at the door, even though she only did ten songs over

an hour-and forty-fiveminute period. One wonders when

this caliber of blues will invade the area again.

• Big Twist
continued frwn pageS with hiS fans and with himself.

1 wist's vocals on such classic tunes as "It could be you

and me" and "Sweet Home Chicago" may get the center

of the audience's attention, but without the unbelievable

back-up of the Mellow Fellows, they would mean little.

Besides the aforementioned Special, other stand-outs in

the band included trumpet player Don Tenuto, keyboard

man Sid Wingfield, and tenor sax player Terry Ogolini.

Their contributions made this show extra-pleasing and

Twist should consider himself fortunate to have such a

young and talented group on the road with him.

A last note — although this event was not considered

to be "Halloween related," the pervasive atmosphere of

tension that reigned over the weekend had it's effect. I

counted 15 t-shirted security folks and two police officers

in a brief glance around the room. This indulgence in

paranoia hurt the ambiance of what should have been a

harmless celebration of classic American music, in addi-

tion to being an expensive and unnecessary exercise in

over-reaction.

The Chilean music
group Quilapayun will

play at 8 p.m. Thurs-

day in the Fine Arts

Center. Tickets are $8

for students, $10 for

the general public.

CLEAN. SAFE. PR5VATE TUBS
175 Untvaraty Or.

Naxt to Stadulm Liquor* In Pile* Choopar M«n

Op«n Monday 4 till 1, Tuaa - Sat llani 1am

Raaarvationa auggaatad - Gift cartlflcataa avalliAla

Call 253- f,tf

STUUENiai^iAL
Every Mon, tues.'Si Wed

1 HR Hot Tu

for '/fflB PRIC

ALL
INVITED

i NOV. 1 1 5-7 PM
Great idea & Great Prices

for

January & Spring Break
COUNCIL TRAVEL

I
AMHERST

[4131256-1261

You're Too BUSYl
Don't waste time doing

your own laundry...

Take It To

1« PRAY 8T. AMHCnST.MA.

S^9'1666

WeOHen
• Hand Pressing

• Shirt Servk»

• Same Day
Sen/fee

OMOr Mon.-Thufi lOOOem-IOOOpw Sun S OOpm-iO 00pm
Orr FrMay* 10:OOM»-S:00pmihan iOOpm-IOOOpm

MOUm Sm\ lOOOam-S eopm lf>*n 7 00-10 OOpm

AN OPEN LEHER
TO FALL

GRADUATES

One of the problems a new graduate must face is the

eternal VICIOUS CIRCLE-no one will hire you without

experience, but how can you get experience if no one

will hire you?

At Caldor, we believe in offering new graduates a

chance to gain that experience by entering our new

Executive Training Program, This comprehensive pro-

gram, which is a combination of classroom and store

experience, will prepare you for a management posi-

tion in one of our stores. Our rapid growth (twenty-eight

stores in the last five years, seventy in the next ten years),

means there will be abundant career opportunities.

Caldor firmly believes in promotion from within. You

also might be pleasantly surprised at the salary and

benefits package we are prepared to offer. So don't

get caught in the VICIOUS CIRCLE-We'll be on your

campus for fall recruiting. See your Career Develop-

ment office for further details.

CALDOR
THE PLACE
TO BE

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Monday
U Night
Football

IVine • Beer

Pizza • Spaghetti Bar

^.

nig/)/i

Los Angeles
Rams

Chicago Bears

GROUND FLOOR
STUDENT UNION

TuesdaV
Try one o\ our

"Moonlighting" cocktails ...

Blue Moon ... Mad Addison

... Woo Woo Maddie

$2.00 each
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Low voter turnout tomorrow
may affect referendum results

ik- voilevball

BOST(i.\ APi- A ii)\v voter turnout ex-

pected tomorrow because ot the lack of in

terest in campait?ns for statewide office

could swing the results of several statewide

ballot questions, political observers >Liy

Mary Adelstein, a referendum specialist

for the League of Women Voters of

Massachusetts, which opposes ami
abortion and aid to private school questions

on tomorrow's ballot, says both measures

could win with an extremely low turnout

despite trailing in the polls by substantial

margins.
"There is a small but vociferous minon

ty of people [supporting the questions] who

are likely to be hard-core voters," Adels-

tein said.

(';ii(il Dnhfity, director oi' Coalition foi-

Choice, has the same worries despite polls

that say Question 1 trails by up to 37

percentage points.

"Unless there's a good voter turnout for

the governor's race, it's going to play

against us.'" she said.

With the polls indicating all the

Democratic candidates for statewide office

hold wide leads. Secretary of State Michael

Connolly, a Democrat running for re

election himself, has projected that only 38

peicent of the state's voters will cast ballots

tomorrow, the lowest figure since at least

1948.

'1

,m

t^te»
taVt»i^

e«»*
ot

th«
Wa^"^

,^^\^ .-
-^

\

• \ \ \

»\'

TOP of the
ICAMPIS
/ODl^GE

Monday-Friday

11 30 a m to 12 30 am

Saturday & Sunday

5 00 p m to 12 30 a m

1 1th FLOOR CAMPUS CENTER

Adegree
of caring.

For people who care about people-
teachers, counselors, health and human
services professionals—Northeastern Uni

versity has a special place where you can

obtain the knowledge and skills needed

to help others Boston-Bouve College of

Human Development Professions

You can reach out and further your

career with Master Degree programs

that include;

Master of Education
• Counseling
• Consulting Teacher of Reading
• Curriculum and Instruction

• Educational Research
• Human Development
• Rehabilitation

• Special Education

Master of Science
• Counseling Psychology
• Physical Education
• Recreation Management
• Speech-Language Pathology &

^^ Audiology

T3f^O'P||l^ Doctoral and non-degree certification

0\m/^ X VyXH programs are also available.

—— ' For more information and a free catalog,

Klil T\/h' <^alt (61 7) 437-2708 or wnte to Boston-

MJ\J\J V XJ Bouve College at the address below.

O \M-tlKaslcrnlnl>i:rsity

Graduate School. Boston Bouve College of Human Development Professions

107 Dockser Hall, Northeastern University, 360 Huntington Ave
,
Boston, MA 021 15

utinniml i'xxi i"i^^' '" The

u-xt un),''ui(it>d niissiif mav result in n \n-r

sonal SIX pack.

Campfirt- Defense: Ihis term is ade

iiuatel\ lal)elfd. This describe^ .i situation

wheie a l)all looks so incredibly pretty

coming over the lut. usually on a dump
or a dink, everyone on the team stops to

watch m admiration. Problem is, the ball

is on your side of the court. This is usual-

ly good foi- a good tongue lashing from the

coach and endless wind sprints lor

sprawls).

Cement Shoes:Worn while playing

campfire defense All sizes are available.

Ice Ball: This term refers to a set ball

that travels so high up. it disturbs

regional weather patterns and returns

with ice all over it. The only thing that

saves this kind of a set from going into or

bit is the ceiling (and sometimes, that

isn't enough). This usually means that the

setter has very strong hands or some

braniac got his/her hands on a helium

pump.
Suspended Animation: This term

refers to a state of ho mi.; for iili.ck'-rs who.

an- coii-.i-.lentlv t'akcd nut i)\ -cltor.^ IIi!

tcr- who find I lu-m^il vi -, ivilh a -itit;!"'

ih.Oi liCir sfi i I'l ,1.. Ihi- ;- u--bio . - .

ed as a lomplimenl to seltt'is \^ ho have

the uniijue ability to disguise thfir sets

and liteialls \'vi'i'-/.i- blocker's m their

shorts. Setters who have this skill have

the ability to open up an offense by

thcnisflvcs

Superman'Superwoman: By no

means is the meant as a compliment to

a player of extra terrestrial skill. On the

contrary, this term is branded on that

kind of player who possesses hands of

sti'il (or kryptonite. if you must). This

type of player is better ofT using their

head.

Spiderman/Tuna Fish: Ever have that

hung up sort of feeling? This is for that

special brand of player that seems to have

a sort of magnetic attraction to the net.

Touching the net in any manner while the

ball is in play is not allowed.

Joust: This term describes a cir-

cumstance where a ball is .so close to the

net, two players have a chance at putting

it away

WITH SPECIAL GUEST: PERFECT TOMMY

HANfijP^ RTE 9. AMHERST MA
Xance/Club

NOV. 12
$7 in advance

8:00 SHO\Ar~
18 & over (no alcohol)

10:30 SHOW
21 & over (IDs please)

TICKET OUTLETS.
ALBUM S \n Amherst

FOR THE RECORD
(behind Faces m Amherst)

DYNAMITE RECORDS
(Thornes Mkt in Northampton)

AND AT THE DOOR

The
Spoke

Amherst.
Mass.

PROPER ID REQUIRED

^ntip' ''/ai'V^ /^Iv-^/^/ /'

2. -/vr Z/?^ pt'ce ofI .

'^^

k^JDOVE
•fc^ -^ Secretarial Services

.O MEET. RELAX & Er

35 EAST PLEASANT ST AMHERST

Fast, Accurate Typing

of

• Resumes
• Term Papers

• Dissertations

79 South Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass 01002

256-1335

253-7480
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v^lnce 1970, tlie Virgin Man- aiid Her

Divine Son appear to Mrs. Veronica Lueken, mother

of 5 children, during Rosary VigUs in New York City.

The Blessed Virgin predicts World Wiar III plus a

fiery comet chastisement leading to the death of 3/4

of the human race . . . unless man reforms.

J-zeam the messages from 1970 to the

present. See spectacular, premiere color documen-

tary film. Rediscover solutions to both personal and

world peace.

Receive free: information, rose petals and miraculous
^ medals blessed by Jesus and Mary with

powers of cure and conversion; Rosaries,

Brown Scapulars, and a IW wooden crucifLx

with 24" stainless steel chain.

^ree admission; all welcome.

The sc'cr

Veronica Lufkcn

_clip n' save.

5

Doonesbury
By Garry Trudcati

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

lAaypAvsNPORr.foR.
TBN Y£AfiS>. INTefiiSTaP

IN YOU A'f A PBRSCN.

-^-

5//f5 TIPy A STICKliR FOR
PETAIL ^5 BROOKE NOUN

-

PL£A^NTNE.S3 <^^'SAN/^-
soarm bbm aboutovmwNs
AfJPTARPmee. LBT^KtePHBRi

.,r%,.:5\\

DAVENPORT.
As indispensable
as sensible
shoes.

CHUMS.

NOTHING ^7j-r5/tf

<rr\ .«'^^i«iTv Lat>n <ror\>juU>ons

All Collegian staff are urged to attend tomorrow's

8 p.m. lecture by South African editor Benjamin

Pogrund.

1*^

TTTfTi ^

PKyiiLi floundering

^
:J':>d sKop .^o<^*W^

Classroom afflictions

Gordy By Gorde

/\Mo^J& eMpry ea£^

(^AiD(^

-TUjehTTY-oh^e.

.

A lAJALL'MKf(5/M(^.

SBAJe/^TH CPLP P/ZZA
AND 3MOLDe^fM^
ASf^e^, SO^g<X)K>C>/K)6>

imSTEAJOi OF A
IH^EB DAY f=E^/Ofrr,

ALi.. .

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

Campus Pond

Daily Crossword Puzzle

ACROSS
1 Vast amount

5 Atfaclion

9 Harvests

14 Pay lor poker

1

5

Describirig some
grapes

16 Cast out

1

7

Ops'alic prince

18 South American

monKey
19 Clementine s pa

20 Brass

22 Line on a map
24 Mark Twain lived

here

26 Trapper s

iropnias

27 Canvas cover

'or short

?>) Lawyer s deg

JO Tavofite

33 Adapted to

existing

conditions

37 Pierre s pate

38 Unrptined

39 SuttiK with

aster or planet

40 Hearing related

41 Aviary sound

42 Baseball s —
double

44 Cote dweller

45 Phooey'

46 - deck

4 7 Hiawatha s craft

49 Grouses

53 Fullness

57 Musical study

58 Actress Streep

59 Gielgud and
Guinness

61 Advocate

62 Wear away
63 Waliach and

Whitney

64 Opine

65 Basted

66 Shipped
67 Miscalculates

DOWN
t Augusta s

location

2 Backer on
Broadway

3 Tempest

By Sal

Bloom County

U55ee... UH...

Wese M550Md FOR

yOUR8Le35INO...iAi."

NO. •AI/?^/W, flcun
mex fiL05$m5.. eRS

\

'm'AiA...

me'6 A Bce55iN(7

OF 50Me
&U?550M5..:

BL05iOfA6 Ab A
ditism FROf^ The
^01W(AOFm

OPUS. mS ^A^ti^nr

0O6OMd/

Edited by Tru

4 Indentureship

5 Summertime
abbr

6 Stir up
7 Vehicles

8 Prunelike

9 Prompt
10 Escape routes

1

1

Native ot Japan

1

2

Argued one s

case

13 Dried

21 Clean, as a

tape

23 Cover with gold

2S Skill

28 Dickensian

structures

30 South American

republic

31 Catchall abbr

32 Prefix with

scope or vision

33 Adolescent

affliction

34 Boast

35 Adorable

36 Milano

possessive

de Michel Jaffe

37 Depravity

40 Idolize

42 Look
Homeward.
Angel
character

43 Egg drink

4S Scooped out. as

water

47 Glasgow's river

48 Roman ofticial

50 Lass
contaminated

51 Mower ad|unct

52 Appears

53 Iowa State

University City

54 Pierre s mother

55 Part of a ship

56 Emerald Isle

60 Rapid transit

Abbr

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

Lunch
Hamburg on Poll

Tuna Oriental/

Chow Mein Noodles

Basics Lunch
Oatburgers

Tuna Oriental/

Chow Mein Noodles

Menu
Dinner

Roast Turkcy/GravY.

Dressing, Cranberry Sauce

Knockwurst/Seasoned

Sauerkraut, Horseradish

Basics Dinner
Egg and Cheddar Florentine

Roast Turkcy/GravY.

Dressing, Cranberry Sauce

>

Wcath<5f
Today: Sunny in the morning, partly cloudy in the after-

noon, high around 50

Tonight: Cloudy, with a 50 percent chance of showers,

low around 40
^ • u .<t, en .« «;«;

Tomorrow: 60 percent chance of rain, high 50 to bt>.

Todays Staff ^,

Night Editor:
Nancy Khngener

Copy Editor Siobhan Masterson

Photo Technician: ^Byrne Guarnotta

UYoat Technician: ?^^^""" M^t^""
Production Supervisor: BethAnne Moskov

Prodactlon: Michael M Cooper, Shen Knapp,

Henry Jost, Dancin Rob Skelton, LaBelle, Connie LeClerc,

Dode. and thanks Ricci ^^______^___

Executive Board — Fall of 1986

by Berke Breathed

DODE LEVtNSON
1 , .

, , liiC'f

JOHN YONCt
f.'.ii'iigi'iQ Fd'tor

STEVE RUBIN
"..in.igei

ROB SKELTON
i Jiionai Fditof

WILLIAM SPAIN

tditorial Editor

ANSEL ZINTER

froduction Manager

Business Board - Fall of 1986

STEVE RUBIN

Business Manager

PAUL H, LESSER

Advertising Sales Manager

VANESSA ROTH
ftnance Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Markeiirtg Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Circulation Manager _

KAREN HOLLAND
Subscftption Mar^ager

«
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it soccer takes Maine
continued from page 16

"It's good to have a score that is representative ot the

game," said Gettler, whose team led just 1-0 until the

last-minute fireworks.

Sophomore goalkeeper Sam Ginzburg, playing in goal

for just the second time in 11 games following an ankle

injury, made seven saves to notch his second straight

shutout.

i'U tell you what, after the beginning of the year, my
whole season went downhill with injuries and all," Ginz-

burg said. "Coach Gettler just gave me the chance to

come in with a sore ankle under a lot of pressure against

Providence and I'm glad I played well. I got a lot of help

on defense today."

Yesterday, Ginzburg didn't need much defensive help

even though freshman sweeper Tom Skiba. sophomore

Mike McCormick and company effectively kept the Black

Bears away from the goal.

"Sam (Ginzburg) came up with several big saves tor

us," Gettler said.

It was Ginzburg who made the difference in a game

that, for the most part, could have gone either way

thanks to a sloppy field and poor footing. Despite being

outshot, 28-10, Maine managed to send several shots on

net late in the second half. But the Black Bears failed

to score as Ginzburg foiled everv attempt with full-length

efforts.

But as far as the Minutemen were concerned, the game

should not have been as close as it was.

Taking the opening tap, Bing drove down the right

side, cut to the middle and passed to the left side where

Sullivan was waiting. Sullivan wasted no time, rifling

a shot past Maine senior goalkeeper Jeff Spring to give

the Minutemen the 1-0 lead that was never relinquished.

Both teams exchanged blanks for the remainder of the

game as both netminders snuffed every opportunity un-

til the end when Manal slipped a Bing pass by Spring

with :59 to go and Bing lauched a 25-yarder with :07 re-

maining to ice the game.

ik- stickers
continued from pafje 16

Lynch
aimlessly shot the ball, but

it was deflected by a UMass
defender in the direction of

Carlson. Carlson valiantly

attempted to make a save,

but the ball rolled softly in-

to the lower left corner of

the net, giving UConn a 1

lead.

The Minutewomen could

have given up at this point.

The Huskies were the defen-

ding NCAA champions, and

hadn't lost a home game
since October of last year.

But the players were deter-

mined to fight to the finish,

and the fluke tally seemed

to get their adreneline flow

ing instead of shattering

their confidence.

UMass assaulted Eby
with an assortment of cor-

ners, slapshots, and fast

breaks. Then, when it look-

ed like the Minutewomen
had exhausted it's scoring

opportunities, it was award-

ed it's final do-or-die corner.

With 28 seconds left in

regulation, senior left

winger Lil Hultin inbound-

ed to Chris Kocot at the up-

per left corner of the circle.

The sweeper fired a shot

towards Eby that was tip-

ped in by Lisa Griswold. It

was Griswold's team-

leading 17th goal of the

season, and the two senior

co-captains couldn't have

picked a better time to com-

bine for a tally.

"I didn't doubt that we
would score. We had the

will and we just put out for

the whole game. Everybody

did a good job," said Kocot,

the team-leader in assists

with seven. "We dominated

them for 90 minutes, in-

stead of just playing hard

for the last 15 minutes like

we did in the UNH game.

We didn't play scared out

there, we played with

confidence.

"This was their best

game. They were geared up

and combined well. They
deserved to win," assistant

coach Patti Bossio said.

Griswold's goal gave
UMass new life as it started

the first of two 10 minute

overtime periods. However,

neither team was able to

snap the 1-1 tie. "When they

scored, the whole momen-

tum of the game just

shifted," Wright said.

"Griswold killed us with her

penetration. Once she gets

the ball she's a threat to

score. Kocot was a

dominating force at the

other end. Both players are

similar in the way they play

their postions. They really

take charge."

The Minutewomen com-

piled three corners and

amassed three shots, but

Eby had three saves to off-

set the missed chances.

UConn racked up two shots

and two corners, but

Carlson countered with one

save.

"Pam Bustin had her best

game of the year. She stop

ped a lot of balls and made
things happen. Ruthie
(Vasapolli) gave us what we
needed on offense. She
didn't foul a lot, and tried to

deflect a lot of balls," Hix-

on said.

CHINESE KITCHEN E
FAST SERVICE — GREAT PRICEb

#22 Chicken Wings,

Sweet & Sour Pork, Fried Rice

$3.90

Try our

Moo Shu Pork

$3.95

#23 Szechuan Gai Ding,

Sweet & Sour Pork, Fried Rice

$4.95

TRY OUR LUNCHEON - DINNER SPECIALS
Only $1.49 before 3 pm, $1.90 after 3 pm

Eat In or Take Out

HOURS: Sunday Noon • lO pm, Mon Sat 11:30 • lOpm

2 LOCATIONS

430 Russel St (Rt 9)

HADLEY - 253-2571

150 King St

NORTHAMPTON - 586*8220

COPIES
4*

8.5 X 11" Auto-Fed
or Self-service

drfiPVyjAT Pr^t Shop

228 Triangle Street.

2nd ¥\ooT, Amherst

549-3840

Sales ends Nov. 30th |

Auto
Glass
Center

SAME DAY SERVICE

BILLED DIRECTLY
TO INSURANCE CO.

WINDSHIELDS
REPLACED

North Amherst
Motors

r?t. 63 No. Amherst . S49 2880

Electrical / Electronic / Computer Engineers...

Computer Scientists...Mathematicians...

Language Specialists

Latitude. That's what keeps a job invigorating

—the chance to expand your interests, to take

on unheard of challenges, to grow out as well as

up. Well, that's precisely what the National

Security Agency offers you as one of our people.

NSA performs three all-important tasks. We
analyze foreign communications We safeguard

America's vital communications. We set secur-

ity standards for the government's mammoth
computer systems. And we want you in on the

job.

NSA offers choices upon choices. In assign-

ments. In projects. In careers. But whatever
your role, it's going to make a difference; it's

going to produce immediate results.

For an Electrical / Electronic / Computer
Engineer options abound. In fact, the entire

technological and functional spectrum are

yours for exploration. Microprocessor im-

plementation and programming, communica-
tions systems. LSI/VLSI, CAD/CAM. systems
architecture and optics Among others.

To the Computer Scientist, we deliver op-

portunities across the frontier of finite state

machine development. The applications realm:

systems design and programs, applications and
evaluation, and computer security research and
design.
Mathematicians research a variety of mathe-

matical concepts including probability theory,

statistics, Galois theory and group theory.

Language Specialists in Slavic, Near Eastern

and Asian languages meet the challenges of

translation, transcription and analysis head
on. Every day.

Whatever yo"ur field, you can be certain to

find many paths cleared for you. You'll also find

a competitive salary, enticing benefits and an
appealing suburban location between two vital

urban centers—Washington and Baltimore.

For additional information, schedule an in-

terview with your College Placement Office. Or
write to the National Security Agency.

^
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If They Won't Tell You About It,

Then You Know It Must Be Great.

Purple Passion Out of the bathtub, into the can,

and onto the shelves of your favorite store

Discover it for yourself.

NSA win be on campus Dec, 2nd interviewing

graduating seniors.

NATIONAL
SECURITY
AGENCY

NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
ATTN:M322(AAM)
Fort Meade, MD 207v55-6000

it Holy Cross wins
continued jmrn page 16

"We just didn't play good, that's the breakdown, a

quiet, blood-stained senior defensive back Bob Shelmire

said. "They just totally outplayed us today. That's gonna

happen, you just hope il doesn't. We're just gonna try to

forget about it and come back next week,"

Holy Cross' first year head coach Mark Duffner offered

his explanation for the blowout.

"They have an outstanding football team. Sometimes

things can go your way and I think that's what happen-

ed with a little luck," he said. "We had t^*^ wind in our

face in the first quarter. Once we got it to our back we

thought we would be able to try a lot of things,"

Senior inside linebacker Vito Perrone offered his own

explanation.
^

"We can't blame anyone but ourselves, he said, 1 hey

attacked our weakne-ss, I didn't see anyone give up. It was

just frustration. We were getting beat deep and missed

tackles. When you give up big plays it takes the edge off

your team. It wasn't giving up, it was bumming out.

The first quarter started innocently enough as the

Minutemen halted a short Crusader drive and then

punted after three downs of their own. Highlighted by a

20-yard run by junior two-way sensation Gordie Lockbaum

(12 carries for 74 yards and a TD, five receptions for 140

yards and two more TD's). Holy Cross took the ball 51

yards on eight plays to take a 3-0 lead with 7:07 left in

the first quarter on a 35-yard Billy Young field goal.

UMass gained only one first down on its next drive, as

a tipped Dave Palazzi pass landed in the hands of HC
defensive back Chris Lucas at the HC39. The Crusaders

got another field goal, this time from 28 yards five seconds

into the second quarter, after UMass stopped a long

14-play drive at the UM8.
Three plays later, UMass punted to the HC38 where 6 3,

260 pound senior center Pete Montini nailed 5-10, 165-lb.

sophomore Julio Fernandez. A clip pushed the Crusaders

back to their own 23 before an offensive pass interference

penalty pushed them back even further to the HCl 1 and

a third-and-22.

Intensity was high and UMass looked to get the ball

back with excellent field position. That's when the

Crusaders knocked the wind out of the Minutemen.

Wiley stepped up in the pocket and fired a 49 yard strike

down the right sideline to a diving Rick Lane at the

UM40 Wiley then fired to Lockbaum down the left

sideline over senior strong safety Scott Brown for the

40 yard scoring toss to give the Crusaders a 13-0 lead,

UMass never recovered, suffering another interception

off a tipped Palazzi pass which junior Tom Estep hauled

in at the HC13 (Holy Cross with three interceptions on

the game set a single-season interception mark with 27),

A 23-yard reception by Lockbaum and a 17 yard tackle-

breaking run by junior fullback Tom Kelleher (22 for a

career-high 148 yards) set up Wiley's second TD pass, a

33 yarder to a wide-open Lockbaum at the UMIO.

One TD later. UMass cut the lead to 27-7 with an

18 yard Palazzi to sophomore Jny Dowdy TD pass with

: 1 2 left in the half - and that, quite simply, was the only

UMass highlight.

TANDY
PC EXPO

SEE
TANDY/RADIO SHACK'S
COMPLETE LINE OF

PERSONAL COMPUTER
PRODUCTS

TALK WITH THE EXPERTS.

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
TO U. MASS STAFF
AND STUDENTS.

ROOM 162-175

CAMPUS CENTER

SALE
$16.99

imi.-^ u. Y

iism^Mij^^

Don't

9 AM-5 PM
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 5TH, 1986

Radio
/haek

BUSINESS
PRODUCTS

A Drv:s.on ot Tandy CofpO'alion

Forg Jt Uur

Winter—
Clearance

2C 50%
Off

Winter Goods

ACTIVITIES 'AUDIO

AUTO FOR SALE •CALCULATORS
ENTERTAINMENT -FOR RENT

FOR SALE • FOUND
HELP WANTED • LOST

CLASSIFIED
INS [RUCTION • MOTORCYLCLES
PERSONALS • RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED 'SERVICES
ROOMATE WANTED • TRAVEL

WANTED 'SUBLET

ME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PROIR TO PUBLICATION* CASH IN ADVANCE, 15«/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIfS •LOOD DRIVi

case-fose-colored frame
546-7445

Call Katie at

GRADUATES AND 25' students Social

Hour every Thursday 5 00 Blue Wall.

Campus Center Build a tradition! Meet

each other!

ALL-CAMPUS BLOOD drive Nov 4,5. &6

10 30-4 30 Student Union Ballroom 150

pints per day needed

HH^ WANTID

LOST

SUNDAV EVENING PRAYERS front

lounge Newman Center 6PM five LOllege

mission

CASH

kitchen" HELP WANTED
Excellent free meals

Light clean-up

Call Cheryl at AXO
545-2152

SUNDAY EVENING PRAYERS 6PM
Smith College Chapel downstairs lounge

refreshments

OUTING CLUB MEETING tonight

7 00PM Commonwealth room (Ear

thfoods) Trip announcements and slide

show on working and living in

Yellowstone
~~~AUOIO

DUAL TURNTABLE $75 BSR speakers

$150 will talk call Chuck 549-6044

AUTO FOR SAU

M CHEVY BELAIR PB reliable tow

milage previously owned by little old lady

call 549-6269

1975 GRAN TORINO elite runs well, ex

cond inside and out $1800 or BO call

253-7486 after 8PM

PAYING CASH FOR your baseball cards

please call Mike 549-0333

LAURA DAVIDSON

HAPPYBIRTHDA^O the girl who had

lusl about eveiylhing (except maybe me')

make your 21st the best because it s all

downhill from here' Love "your friend

Brian

INTiRTAINMiNT

MUSICIANS^ NEEDED FOR perfor

mances at Belchertown State School

Funding available Contact Bruce

256-4236

FOR A OOOD TIMi CALL

Ri^-WU^ioiSKniNTERTArNMENT
Agency - Disc)Ockeys. Bands. Lights and

Large screen video dances 549-7144

NEED A JOB? Like travel' Ambitious

people needed lo market unique travel

product with no existing competition Ex-

cellent experience for business, com-

munication and HRTA majors No ex-

perience necessary, car helpful Contact

Mary 549-6118

1976 DATSUN 280Z black nice wheels

and fin very dependable $1900 call

546-6186

73 BUG GOOD body new 2 tires and bat-

tery engine needs work $400 549-2866

1974 PLYMOUTH VAl-lANT. Depen-

dable transportation, good tires. newly_

rebuilt transmission, little rust $Z50

665-8114

IMO" HONDA PRELUDE, automatic.

sunroof, FM/AM. cassette player, air-

heal. high milage, good condition

549-4446 $1950

FOR RENT

FREE REFRIGERATOR EVERY^Oth
rental free 2x2 cu feet $36 75/year <

$15 00 t^eposit delivery 546-9965

FOR SALi

KEG TAPS FOR sale' Brand new. never

used keg laps only $25 Packies charge

$45 lor used taps Doni waste your

money' New laps $25 Call Tony
256-1438 today

1977 VW RABBIT, Fuel injected

30MPG Very responsive $1375 call

Chris 549-6099

VERY DEPENDABLE 74 Superbeetle

new clutch brakes, tires, inspection

$800 or B Mike 548-9169 evenings

1979 MERCURY ZEPHEYHT^dooT
auto new lire Must sell, $650 caM

546-8099

76 vW RABBIT runs well $350 call Sam
7-1 1PM 256-4293

7* DODGE DART- great winter cari 2

floor : speed-some rust yet DEPEN-

DABLE Must part with at $350 00 or B O
C -II Kristina eves at 367-9328

'S IT TRUE you can buy Jeeps tor $44

ttiruugh the U S government? Get the

facts today' Call 1-312-742-1142 exi

5931 -A

1979 CHEVY WAGON. 99 400 miles

new clutch. Best offer 536 5434 Even-

ings week-ends

OHM L2 SPEAKERS 4 yf warranty Call

6-7921

UNIVERSITY STORE HAS engineering

Press Exam Files for Engineering

Calculus, Physics. Chemistry

COMPUTER TERMINAL & modem both

$100 sludenl desk $35 Call after 5PM
665-2225

1973 bLOSMOBILE TYPE sedan 8

cylinders, automatic. AM/FM radio

casette, good condition. $850 or B O
253-1373

SKI SHOP MECHANIC, EXPERIENCED
perelered Apply in person Western

Village Ski 32 Mam Street Northampton,

MA

ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS IN aTl

departments nursing, dietary,

housekeeping, and laundry Excellent

wage and fringe benefit package Flexi-

ble scheduling apply m person Amherst

Nursing Home. Inc 150 University Dnve.

Amherst Mass 413-256-8185

DISHWASH^IWTFULL AND part time

Good starting pay Apply m person with

references to "The Depol" 125A Plea-

sant St Northampton or call 586-5366 for

an appointment

WANTEO^OTTERyTEACHER for Sti7-

dent Union Craft Shop Call 545-2096 or

stop by

INSTRUCTION

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS experienc-

ed and patient teacher Pop-rock-folk-

blues Songwriting. theory, reading^ im-

provisation Right on bus line t)oug

549-4786

PASCAL TUTOR REASONABLE rates

584-1307

INTERNSHIP AVAILAtU

UMASS PRIDE! Share your enthusiasm

tor the University while developing public

relations, marketing interpersonal, and

counseling skills The admissions office

IS looking for dynamic and articulate in

terns and volunteers lo promote the

University lo prospective students

Academic credit available Applications m
admissions office. 255 Whitmore, until

November 4

LiOAL ASSISTANTS WANTED
LAST CHANCE

M,P, lie CALCULATOR in library lower

Please call 546-4778 for reward

Lost AT BOYDEN watch, wallet, and

keys It found call Sunjay- 545-3179 or

549-2785

HELP, IF YOU found my Ti-74BASICALC

in physics 162 lab section no 28. please

return for reward, call 546-4069

MOTORCYCLE

YAJMAHA VERAGO 920CC shaft drive

digital new rubber oval diici low miles

helmet $1200 4C Brandywine slop by

MOVER

ROUND TOWN MOVERS fast reliable

:heap call Michael anylime 323-6780

NEED AN ESCORir

CALL"5^2123 BETWEEN 8PM & 2AM
every day for an escort anywhere on cam-

pus Play It safe

PERFORMERS WANTED

ATTENTION STUDENT PERFORMERS
Governors Program Council is looking for

people 10 perform m Ihe Campus
Center/Student Union Complex Call

5450 198 for details or stop by the BOG
office. 817 Campus Center

POUND

FOUND SET OF keys on footprints key

ring by Bowker auditorium They will be

left at the info desk on the concourse

Canipus Center

76 DODGE ASPEN 3SPD on column

many new parts needs minor bodywork

$650 00 or BO call 546-7376 -Lisa

FOUND NEAR LOT 32-Southwe8t are*

womens glasses in aqua silk Chinese

NOVEMBER STH IS the last day to con-

tact the Legal Services Office about a

Spring 1987 internship' Get hands-on ex-

perience m legal field Work directly with

attorneys and clients Earn up lo 15

undergraduate credits No experience in

legal profession necessary, ifainmg pro-

vided Contact LSD today, 545-1996 922

Campus Center

PERSONALS

INTERESTED IN WRITING for the largest

college daily in New England' Come
down to the Mass Daily Collegian' You

can write about Arts, Editorials Black Al-

taifs. News. Womens Issues & Sports

Were located m the basement ot the

Campus Center, behind Ihe T V The Col

legian We build careers'

WHITE MALE IN prison very lonely

Please write Eddie Stahl no 21 101
,

P O
Box 607, Carson, Nevada 89710

RANDI I LOVE you Thank you for com-

ing A start tor something special to be

created The first day of the rest of your

life' Karl

STEPHANIE, TE AMO Thanx lor making

my 21sl a great one Love. Kevin

WEEKEND EXCERSION; II may not

show but you are the best' Thanks to

Paula. Tracy, Marcia. Carol. Oenise. Lisa

Coach K.

R^APPY 1 yTanniversary! I love you

more each day' I love you T

CONGRATUALTIONS MATTHEW!
MINCA-you dkJ it' We love ya Lynn and

Jwi

MICHAEL V- I'M so glad you wrote back'

One hint We don't know eachother but

hopefully we will meet soon' Write back

if you are curious as lo who I am Love,

your S A

LOSE WEIGHT NOWl 10-29 Ibs/monTh

with Herbal Weight Control No diet Ex-

ercise or drugs 100 percent guaranteed

Call Mark 546-5938

JEG THANK YOU for your iove and

understanding I have had the besi year

of my life with you Nov 2. 1985 Nov 2.

1986 PEC

JEFF C. HAPPY birthdayfrom 308

McNamara-home of the Fooz'

JEFF 'FURRY" CAMPBELL^ happy
19th I Have a great day and "always look

on the bright side ot life' "
From your

various and assorted friends (407

McNamara and company), including An

drea (MUM). Tom. Jayne. Michelle. Huss.

Lucia, Jonathan. Jackie. Julie. Holly,

Kristen. Ihe two Robs, Mrs Ann Red
dington (oh, he's such a nice young man')

and last but not least in any way, shape

or form, (and with lots of love) -Anastasia

(rub my back, will ya' ") Kelly

PRIME

TO MY PRIME guy Merv. teTme "rouse"

you to your 19th birthday' Happy birthday,

sweets & hugs, kisses, and

'Pthygammtheoy'

PROFESSIONAL TYPINO SERVICE

PAPERS, CASES, DISSERTA-
TIONS- dependable on campus,
reasonable. 584-7924. Nancy

RIDE WANTED

TO PITTSBURG PA Nov 7 and back Nov

11 Willing to pay $ 646-6132 Tellisa

ROOMMATES WANTED

RESPONSIBLE FOR LG apt on bus route

own room furnished but bring bed $210

lor room plus utilities call 323-4989 before

2PM 323-6311x530 after

IN BRANDYWINE 1 bedroom availabe

starting Dec 1 call 549-0068

SERVICES

TERRIFIC TYPING FROM Speedy

keys Professional reliable service

256-1002 . 8am- 11pm

TYPING. TAPE TRANSCRIPTIONS
Fast accurate, 665 7652

TO SUILET

TAKE MY LEASE, please' Great one

bdrm apartmi n Crestview Safe, quiet,

on bus rou' Av 11/15 $400/mth

549-5315; le, message

TYPINO

"SPEEDY KEYS " Professional typing

256 1002 SAT' 11PM

TYPINO ANC) WORD PROCE$SINO

IMEXT-DAY .ERVICE. Type file

J23-4579

T><'iNO SERVICE

QUALITY T iNG. Long or short pro-

jects Melici. orootreading Rush jobs

OK New IB' vpewriter 549-0367

WANTEDHI

Agresslve, '''^huslastlc students to

market Wn and Spring Break
. ications'

For more .m rmalion. call Sludenl

Travel Ser.-ss at 1-800 684-4849

WANTED TO RENT

WE WANT HOOM(S) in your apt Ot

house for n ! semester! Call now'

Chris6-9737 or Shaun6-1127

4 FEMALES LOOKING to take over lease

ol house or apt Jan 1 546-7258 or

546-7261

fill, ^.
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Holy Cross blasts

the Minutemen, 41-7
Crusader offense grounds out 571 total yards

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

WORCESTER - So much for doubters.

Holy Cross is very real.

Rolling up 571 total net yards while tak-

ing advantage of a disorganized Universi-

ty of Massachusetts secondary, the

Crusaders left no doubts in the collective

mind of the 18,861 in attendance that they

are as good as their record as they pound-

ed the Minutemen. 41-7, Saturday at Fit-

ton Field in Worcester.

The win boosted Holy Cross to 8 on the

season while the Minutemen fell to 6-2

overall to go with their 4 1 Yankee Con-

ference record.

With the win. the Crusaders are certain

to maintain or even move up from their

number three ranking in the NCAA Divi-

sion I-AA National Poll. The Minutemen,

meanwhile, are sure to drop from the very

same poll with their worst defeat since los

UMass Holy Cross

First Downs 14

Rushing 6

Passing 8

Penalty
Rushing Attempts ^^8

Yds. Gaiiifd Rushing 116

Yd.s. Lost Rushing 9 48

Net Yds. Rushing 6«

Net Yds. Passing 1^^

Passes Attempteil 27

Passes Complett'd 13

Had Intercepted 3

Total Offensive Plays 65

Total Net Yds 237

Avg. Gain Per Play 3.76

Return Yds
Fumbles: No.-Lost 51
Penalties: No.-Yds 2-15

Interceptions: No.-Yds 0-0

No. of Punts-Yds 4 147

Avg. Per Punt 36.8

Punt Returns: No.-Yds, 0-0

KickofT Returns: No.-Yds.. .7 100

Possession Time 23:02

Third-Down Conv 2-13

Sacks By 1-6

ing to Boston College. 41-3, at the conclu-

sion of the 1979 season.

"I think we had a hard time with the

Crusader offense," first-year coach Jim

Reid said. "We had a hard time getting in

to the game. We didn't stop them at all —

we helped them a little, but they just

dominated both sides of the ball. I just want

to forget about it. We're not even going to

watch the game films. We're just going to

throw them out."

For Reid, the game was particularly hard

to swallow after witnessing a 3-0 first-

quarter deficit balloon into a runaway as

the Crusaders burned UMass deep for

three second quarter touchdown passes.

"We had a breakdown in the secondary

all day long. They (Holy CrossI did a real-

ly good job." said Reid, upset that his team

gave less than 100 percent. "I was very

disappointed at the end of the first half

because its the first time I've ever ex-

perienced my players quitting on me.

"I thought we had a chance when we

were down 6-0 and had them third and

forever ( at the HC 1 1 ). I figured we'd get

good field position — but then they got the

forever plus ten. One more play and I saw

the bottom drop out. Seems to me that

something bad happened after that, too."

Touching up the Minutemen for TD
passes of 40, 33, and 31 yards in a second

quarter that ended with HC up, 27-7,

.sophomore quarterback Jeff Wiley enjoyed

the best day of his career as he threw for

3 1 yards on a 16 for 28 performance which

also included a 25-yard fourth quarter TD
pass to junior fianker Lee Hull. Wiley also

set a new^ Holy Cross all-time single-season

passing yardage record as his effort push-

ed him to 1,849 yards on the season.

The Dr. Eddie Anderson Award winner

as game MVP shredded the UMass secon

dary, hitting the open receiver on nearly

every occassion and never let up on the

overmatched secondary.

"What coverage?" Reid asked reporters.

"It wasn't there." continued on page 15

('ollegian photo by Paul Desmaraia

University of Massachusetts cornerback Kirk Williams (right), shown in

earlier action, and the UMasa secondary were victimized by a strong Ho-

ly Cross aerial attack in Saturday's 41-7 loss in Worcester.

For the voUeyballer with everything:VolleyLingo II
-__ •. . »• •11 Kl^r.b- io Qv/^iicoKlo crttnof imoQ hiif a frinlp hlnrk is wor-

Everybody's favorite sports vocabulary is back
Bv ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

Editor's Note: Due to deadline restraints, a complete sum-

mary of the University of Massachusetts volleyball team's

mtki^nd matches could not he published. The

Mmutewomen lost a three-set match to George

Washington University on Friday, and defeated ViUmova

Unnersit\ in a fiic-sct marathon on Saturday. Results

from wsterday's matih with Loyola University could not

he obtained. Look for the complete story m tonv'.m s

Collegian.

Just when you thought it was safe to go back on the

volleyball court come.'? another edition of VoUeyLingo.

The season is dra\s iiig to a clo.'^e and there are still a few

^^•l(ct people out there who are among the clueless, -^o

here's your chance to catch up to what's happening. The

first edition seemed to go over pretty big, so, as some

famous somebody said: "You asked for it. ."

Six Pack:This one was inadvertently left out of the

first edition. Sorry about that. This seems to be tho most

popular of all the volley terms. A Six Pack reter.'' i.. ?

ball that is hit at an excessive rate of speed and is h* op-

ped by someone's face. The symptoms for Six Pack Syn-

diome include legs with a rubbery appearance, extrerr. ^ly

glossy eyes, and, if you're lucky, an imprint on the vic-

tim's' forehead reading "inflate to five pounds". Also

referred to as a "Facial Discracial" or a "Tachikara Sand-

wich", Six Packs were the basis for all of those Excedrin

headache commercials.

Swiss CheeserThis refers to a type of block that

somehow allows a hit ball to pa.ss through it. A double

block is excusable, sometimes, but a triple block is wor-

thy of execution. Always the cause for embarrasment,

victims should be aware to check the ball for traces of

Crisco residue.

Black & Decker:This term is used to describe a situa-

tion where an offensive player literally wipes the ball

off a block so that the ball goes out of bounds. This move
is especially effective on tight sets to the net. This is also

referred to as a "Tool Shot" and almost always leaves

the victim dealing with serious bouts of humiliation.

Unguided Missle:! can't help but chuckle when I

think about this one. This refers to a ball that is hit so

hard and with such force, it files several miles off the

court and lands in the next area code. It's funny how the

player that hits one of these either wants to examine the

ball r.r stretches hi.s/her shoulder out. You fans that don't

pay much attention at volleyball matches better beware,

contini/rtl nn page II

UMass ties UConn, 1-1, in double OT
Score in final seconds
By LINDA DELIVORIAS
Collegian Correspondent

STORRS, CT. - Statistics don't always paint a true pic-

ture of the outcome of field hockey games. One team can

outshoot, outplay, and outhustle the other squad, yet the

final score is not indicative of that team's collective efforts.

This was the scenario as the fifth ranked University of

Massachusetts field hockey team outdueled the fourth-

ranked University of Connecticut, but unwillingly settl

ed for a 1-1 double overtime deadlock on Saturday.

"We knew this game was important, and they just never

gave up. Everyone played hard, without any substitutes,

for almost two games." head coach Pam Hixon .said 'Wv

played well, and showed a lot of confidence. Stati.stically

and morallv this is a win."

The Minutewomen, 15-2- 1. were pumped up at

gametime, but had to put their emotions on the

backburner for 45 minutes because an official was late.

Both squads spent the opening minutes of the contest

like pr-ize fighters battling in a title bout. They tested each

other with an array of long-balls, penalty corners, and

l-||Faa Ir a YV3VS

After 30 minutes of clean, aggressive hockey, UMass

began to assert itself. In a span of 90 seconds, the

Minutewomen chalked up four corners, but were unable

to find the range against Husky goalie Laura Eby, who
registered eight first-half saves.

At the other end of this impeccably manicured field,

junior netminder Lynn Carlson and the UMass defense,

particularly midfielder Pam Bustin and center-back Amy
Robertson, were defusing UConn's attack. Bustin, a

sophomore, relentlessly pursued every loose ball enroute

to a game-high 14 interceptions, and Robertson, a junior,

was dogging high scoring forward Tracy Fuchs
everywhere she went. Robertson was so effective at stifi-

ing the junior Ail-American that Huskie's head coach

Diane Wright shifted Fuchs to midfield later in the se-

cond half.

"Tracy was totally shut off. UMass has done the best

jdb of controlling her, and that was a big factor in the

game, " Wright said. "I expected a close game. This was
one of our toughest games of the season, both physically

and emotionally,"

At the conclusion of 35 minutes of action, neither team
had scored. Statistically, the Minutewomen outshot the

Huskies. 13-4, and had the edge in corners, 8-4.

As the second half got under way, it became apparent

that one goal would be enough to insure a victory, as both

squads continued to hold their own in the trenches.

At the 25:43 mark, Fuchs dished off to Lisa Lynch in-

side the circle. continued on page 14

Minutemen take
final home game

Ginzburg sparks 3-0 win
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Every coach's goal is to take a good team, work with

it, and watch it improve throughout the year — but

University of Massachusetts ihen's soccer head coach Jeff

Gettler wishes his team hadn't started at the bottom.

Gettler's comments came moments after his team won
its fourth consecutive game, an impressive 30 shutout

over the Llniversity of Maine on a rain-soaked Boyden
Field yesterday.

"You always want your team to improve throughout the

year, you just wish they didn't start out so badly," Get-

tler said after his team's final home game of the season.

The win was the Minutemen's seventh in their last nine

games following a dismal 2 7 start and brought UMass,
at 9-9. to the .500 level for the first time since the season-

opening weekend.
Junior midfielder Andy Bing led the UMass attack with

a goal and two assists while junior forward Brian Sullivan

and sophomore forward Kurt Manal added solo tallies.

Both Manal and Bing scored in the game's final minute

to put the game away. continued on page 14

Remember to vote today
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REFLECTIVE CONVERSATION - Amherst High School students Missy Doran, Juliet Peelle

and Beth Paulding chat while wating for a bus on North Pleasant Street.

Drinking and damage reported
Alcohol-related arrests top Halloween weekend reportedly

police activity last weekend quieter than previous years

By CONNIE GRIFFITH
Collegian Staff

This past weekend, University of Massachusetss police

were on foot patrol in the Southwest Residential Area to

prevent problems associated with Halloween weekend

celebrations.

An 18-year-old was arrested at 1:55 a.m., Saturday at

the East side of George Washington dormitory on charges

of disorderly conduct and assault on a police officer. The

injured officer required treatment for cuts and was releas-

ed from the University Health Services, police said.

In other police action:

• Arrested at 8:51 p.m. Friday was a female in posses-

sion of an altered Massachusetts identification and also

for being a minor transporting alcohol, police said.

•At 10:39 p.m. Saturday in Lot 50 by Patterson House,

two men were arrested for having a falsified

Massachusetts identification and for being minors carry-

ing alcohol, police said.

•A 20-year-old Waltham man was arrested at 12:06

a.m. Saturday near John Quincy Adams dormitory for

having an altered liquor identification, police said.

• Police arrested an 18-year-old Framingham man at

1:03 a.m. Saturday and charged him with driving while

intoxicated, and for having too many passengers in his

car, police said.

•Two 18-year-old eastern Massachusetts men were ar-

rested at North Hadley Road when they were arrested for

having an altered Massachusetts identification and also

for being minors carrying alcohol, police said.

•Vandalism to a Chevrolet sedan was reported to police

at 11:13 a.m. Saturday. The left front windshield was

smashed while the car was parked at Plot near Warren

McGuirk Alumni Stadium, the windshield was valued at

$150, polices said.

•At 2:27 on Saturday, a man's 10-speed bicycle was

reported stolen from the Brovm dormitory bike rack, police

said.

•An Oldsmobile windshield was cracked in Lot 54

sometime between 8 p.m. and 4:30 p.m. Saturday. Police

estimate the value of the windshield to be $200, police

said.

•A 20-year-old Springfield man was arrested at 1:08

a.m. Sunday at Boyden Gymnasium for assault and bat-

tery and for malicious destruction of personal property.

The man allegedly smashed a car's side window, police

said.

•A call to police at 5:19 a.m. Sunday from Cance dor-

mitory reported the presence of an unknown male approx-

imately 5'8" and weighing 160 lbs. He was seen wearing

a black jacket and black pants with a white tee shirt. He

also has brown hair and brown eyes, police said.

•The Tillson Power Plant was broken into at 11:48 Sun-

day morning.

By LAURA TOMASETTI
Collegian Staff

Amherst police responded to 225 calls this past Hallo-

ween weekend, making only two arrests on what was a

"quieter than usual Halloween weekend," police said.

At 9 p.m. Friday police received a report of an armed

robbery on Pomeroy Street. An unidentifiable man wear

ing a stocking mask jumped out of car on Pomeroy Street

and threatened two 12-year-old Amherst boys with a knife,

police said.

The two suspects circled the Amherst trick-or-treaters

several times in a grey stationwagon before they stopped

and threatened the boys, stealing their bags of candy,

police said.
.

A UMass student was treated for injuries at the Univer-

sity Health Services and then taken to Cooley-Dickinson

hospital after being attacked by an Amherst man on

North Pleasant Street at 2:38 a.m. Saturday, police said.

The victim was walking downtown with his girlfriend

when his assailant came running along side of him strik-

ing him in the head and face. The suspect has been iden-

tified and will be charged with assault and battery, police

said.

In other police reports:

• Police responded to a complaint of someone fighting

at a Brandywine apartment at 2:23 a.m. Saturday. A
19-year-old man who was involved in the fight was observ-

ed breaking a window at Brandywine and then indecent-

ly exposing himself, police said.

The man will be charged v/ith malicious damage to pro-

perty and indecent exposure. No charges being filed as

a result of the fight in which the suspect hit and injured

another man, police said.

•A 21 -year-old North Pleasant Street resident was suf-

fered head and face injuries when he fell from the collap-

sing fire escape outside of his apartment sometime before

1:30 a.m. Saturday, police said.

The resident had stepped outside onto the fire escape

to get some air when it pulled away from the building and

fell, landing on a parked car, police said.

The broken fire escape was spotted by a patrol officer

and reported. The landlord was ordered to repair the fire

escape after an investigation later on Saturday, police

said.

•At 1:07 a.m. Sunday police arrested a 24-year-old East

Falmouth man charging him with operating under the

influence and without a license.

The man was handcuffed and placed in the back of the

police car which he escaped from minutes later, police said.

An anonymous tip helped police locate the suspect three

hours later at a mile from the scene of the original ar

rest, at a North Amherst apartment, where he was hiding

in a closet, still handcuffed, poliflT said.

iisi^ic:>

•Journalist speaks on PLO ter-

rorism. Page 3.

•Frank Flanagan on racism. Page 5.

•Tap Dance Kid energizes. Page 8.
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Above average
voter turnout
expected today
By AUTUMN MAKI
Collegian Correspondent

Participation in Amherst for today's state elections is

expected to be above average due to referendum question.s

and local voter interest in questions on the ballot.

Amherst Town Clerk Cornelia D. Como said her office

is predicting a 69 percent voter turnout tcxlay. 'The ques

tions will bring out the people, there is a high level of in

terest in Amherst" said Como. The expected voter pai

ticipation is high compared to the usual average of 12 per

cent voter participation in town elections, she said.

Amherst residents will also vote in several legislative

races, including those for state representative and stat(

senator Area voters will cast ballots in the Massachusett-

first congressional district race which pits incumbpTit

Republican Silvio Conte against Democratic challengci

Bob Weiner.

Incumbent state Senator John Olver. D — Amherst
.
w !

face Republican Sylvia Hassett while Democrat Stan

Rosenberg is running unopposed for the state represen-

tative's seat vacated by James Collins.

Supporters and opposition to the referendum que.stioii?

will be present at many of the precincts to get voters a>

support their positions.

Where to vote;
Ballot boxes will be open 7 a.m. to 8 p.m. at the

following locations:

Precinct one: North Amherst Congregational Church.

Precinct two: North Fire Station.

Precinct three: Immanuel Lutheran Church.

Precincts four and five: Bangs Community Center.

Precinct six Fort River School.

Precincts seven and eight: Crocker Farm School

gymnasium, [voters should enter from West Silver

Street.]

Anyone not siare where to vote should call the town

clerk's office at 253-9382.

Robert Hahn, a member of the Massachusetts Public In-

terest and Research Group, said his organization will be

out at most Amherst precincts and 22 precincts in

Springfield to get voters to support questions four and six.

"We will be out with signs and pamphlets to get as many

votes as we can," said Hahn.

The Amherst League of Women Voters will also be out

at the polls encouraging opposition to question two, ac-

cording to Joan Lambdin, a member of the organization.

"The league will be at the polls in the late afternoon

to represent our opposition to the question, and talk to

the voters," said Lambdin.

Rosenberg will have supporters at the polls to encourage

voters, said Greg Flemming, a worker for his campaign.

In contrast, incumbent state Senator John Olver will not

have any supporters at the polls today.

"Senator Olver feels he is strong enough at this time,"

said Gail Wintjen, a worker in Olver's Boston office.

Olver's challenger, Sylvia Hassett is expected to have

supporters at the polls. Supporters of Conte and Weiner

are also expected to be at the polls to get voters to endorse

their candidate.

Editor from S. Africa

to speak this evening
By WILLIAM SPAIN
Collegian Staff

Benjamin Pogrund, former deputy editor and chief

editorial writer of The Rand Daily Mail, a newspaper in

Johannesburg, South Africa, will speak on journalism in

South Africa at 8 tonight in the Campus Center

Auditorium.
Pogrund, who was fired by the Mail for refusing to tone-

down his anti-apartheid stand, has served time in jail in

South Africa on three separate occasions.

The Mail was closed down on April 30, 1985, because

of severe financial problems caused by a drop in white

readership and the subsequent loss of advertising

revenues.
continued on page h
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Welfare mothers' suit

a victory for recipients
BOSTON (AP) — When welfare mothers

recently won a suit compelling the state to

find out what it really costs to subsist in

Massachusetts.it was a shot at raising

welfare benefits heard around the country.

The suit successfully challenged what its

drafters said was "the failure of the

Massachusetts program of Aid to Families

with Dependent Children to pay benefits

sufficient to enable parents to raise their

children in their own homes."

In June, Suffolk Superior Court Justice

Charles M. Grabau ruled the state was

breaking the law by providing welfare

benefits so low that hundreds of families

were driven into homelesness. He ordered

the state Department of Public Welfare to

come up with a new standard of assistance.

Robert Greenstein, director of the Center

on Budget and Policy Priorities in

Washington, DC, said the case could lead

to higher benefits in Massachusetts, and

could encourage similar actions in other

states.

The Massachusetts case has drawn in-

quiries from welfare reform advocates in

Georgia. Ohio, New York and California,

said Katherine Mainzer, a former welfare

mother who now runs the Massachusetts

Coalition for the Homeless. Her group,

along with the Coalition for Basic Human
Needs and four welfare mothers, filed the

suit in December 1985.

"What makes this lawsuit so exciting,"

said Ms. Mainzer, "it's taking welfare out

of the realm of politics and putting it in the

policy realm, where there are standards. So

welfare recipients, instead of just picking

a few crumbs off the table, should be en-

titled to a decent meal."

The Massachusetts case is very impor-

tant because it establishes that the ade-

quacy of the (welfare) grant has to be

measured in terms of whether they can

stay in their own homes," said Nancy

Morawetz, a lawyer with the Legal Aid

Society in New York City.

She added that the case reinforces the

idea that "it's certainly not adequate to

bring up children in mass shelters or

hotels."

About 83,000 families in Massachusetts

depend on AFDC, according to the welfare

department. Two-thirds of the people rely-

ing on welfare benefits are children.

Under the federal poverty level a family

consisting of a mother and two children

need $9,100 a year to just get by. In

Massachusetts the same mother and two

children receive $7,884 when supplemen

tal benefits are figured in.

In responding to court orders stemming

from the suit, the state in August produc-

ed a report that the average welfare fami

ly of three needs $11,117 a year to cover

their basic costs and live in private hous-

ing in Boston.

Human Services Secretary Philip

Johnston said the information would be us-

ed to help arrive at a new system of

payments.

He also emphasized that the Dukakis ad-

ministration already has made steady in-

creases in welfare payments. In July the

monthly cash grant for a mother and two

children rose from $432 to $476.

But he was less than certain about how

much or when or even if AFDC recipients

will see the kind of cost-of-living raise the

report suggests. Johnston estimated it

would cost the state roughly $212 million.

Ms. Mainzer of the Coalition for the

Homeless is impatient. She said about 460

AFDC families are living in motels, and

another 200 are in shelters because they

can't afford housing.

BE PART OF THE TRADITION
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AP photo

Nicodemo "Little Nicky" Scarfo, right, and his nephew Philip

Leonetti were brought into court yesterday and faced with new

charges of racketeering, loansharking and gambling.

Murder suspect released on bail
BOSTON <AP) - A 25-year-old

Charlestown man was released on bail

Sunday after being charged in connection

with the death of a 19-year-old woman who

allegedly smoked "angel dust" and pass-

ed out in a car which rolled into Boston

Harbor.

Sean O'Connor was charged with murder

Sunday in the death of Carol Mahan, also

from the Charlestown section.

His case was continued until Dec, I dur

ing arraignment yesterday in Charlestown

District Court, said a court spokeswoman

who asked not to be identified.

Judge Mary Brennan set bail at $2,000,

which was posted, the spokeswoman said.

O'Connor told police the two had smok

ed the drug at the Charlestown Navy Yard

late Saturday night, said police

spokeswoman Jane Sheehan.
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MANDATORY
MEETINGS

TUES. NOV. 8
4:00pm CAMPUS CENTER 1 68

WED. NOV. 9
7:00pm SOUTH5IDE - HAMPDEN

Nowjtcostsless
tolookgood

With Tbday's competition, you can't afford to look

less than your best.

That's why near-typeset quality is making laser

printers this year's most exciting computer accessory.

The Cordata Desktop Printshop^'', with its

unprecedented speed and flexibility, is the best value

in a PC-Compatible laser printer.

Start looking good, for less.
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Professor saus political cartoons important
*^ "^

nrim;irv example. Vre said the pohtical p ^^ m,. ^
By MARIBETH O'BRIEN
Collegian Correspondent

Cartoons play an important role in an

election year, a politics professor from the

University of Kent in England told about

50 people in the University of

Massachusetts Campus Center yesterday.

Dr. Colin Seymour Ure, who was a

UMass researcher 10 years ago is now a

prolific author of politics and the media.

"Should we take political cartoons

seriously?" he asked at the beginning of

the lecture.

Most people believe that cartoons express

power but some critics think they are

frivolous and choose to hang them in the

laboratory which is a way of humiliating

the cartoonist whom, some believe, needs

to be put down, he said.

Ure disagrees, saying. "We should take

them seriously becau.se as long as there are

newspapers "there will be political car-

toons."

Students especially should take cartoons

seriously because they provide a good safe-

ty valve.

Political cartoons serves an opinion and

therefore cartoonists are rarely sued, he

said. The cartoonists make "vicious

statements" about top figures in govern-

ment, such as Garry Trudeau's recent

search for President Reagan's brain in

"Doonesbury, ' but Ure cannot remember

a cartoonist being sued for libel in the last

40 years.
PitinfT thp iQftM British election as his

uriniMrv example. Ure said the political ^
cartoon contains several different features:

defining the issues in an election year,

monitoring the process of the candidates'

campaigns, and simplifying and personaliz-

ing the issues.

The natural rhetoric of cartoons is com

bative and, because they appeal to emo-

tions, the cartoons are combative and car-

toonist sometimes are banned, he said.

The committee on University Lectures

and The Political Science Department at

the University of Massachusetts sponsored

the lecture, titled, "The Sword is Mightier

Than the Pen."

"Cartoons are ideas in graphic form.

Humor is a bonus, but it is one element

that is not necessary for the cartoonist," he

said. Dr. Colin Seymour Ure
me carionnisi wnum. T^umc nt»»^.*-, ..»-.„— w.

Attorneys general hired to fill semester void

vow to make position more accessible, active

By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

The new Student Government Association co-attorneys

general have vowed to make their office more accessible

to students this semester.

Matthew Machera and Robert Panessiti were appointed

by SGA President Bill Bennett at last week's senate

meeting. The attorney general is responsible for enforc-

ing the SGA constitution.

To inform students of what the attorney general office

does, Machera and Panessiti plan to advertise through the

CoUegiun. posters in residence halls, and pamphlets, they

said A very small percentage of students currently use

the office, they said.

"I really want the students to know this otlice is there

for them," said Machera.

"Bob [Panessiti] and I hope to increase the power of the

office to help the senate mn a little better," said Machera.

If any SGA member, as well as any student, violates any

rule, "We are going to prosecute the person," he added.

The attorney general also provides couseling to students,

he said, adding he and Machera are forming a task force

to investigate last week's racial brawl in the Southwest

Residential Area.
. .

Ten students, seven ofwhom are black, received injuries

in an incident that began as a dispute between Red Sox

and Mets fans and turned into a fight between whites and

"A situation like this can't be hushed up," said Machera.

"We just want to prevent this from happening again."

Panessiti said he expects to work well with Machera,

with whom he has worked as co-a.ssistant attorney

general, he .said, adding, "We each have our own various

experiences."

Machera has held a judicial advocate position in the

past. Judicial advocates advise .students accused of wrong-

doing who must appear at residence hall hearings.

Panessiti was an undergraduate senator for two

semesters.

Bennett said. "I felt the office needed two people They

were both recommended as top people. After all, there

were only three [applicants].

"I have a lot of confidence that they can do a great job.

I hoped that they both would apply because I knew that

as assistants they did a great job." Bennett said.

After Bennett was elected last April he tried to appoint

them as temporary attorney generals, but the Affirmative

Action co-officers would not grant them a waiver on the

search to fill the position.

Affirmative Action Co-Officer Lisa Bernard said Ben-

nett could have appointed Machera and Panessiti as ac-

ting co-attorney generals last spring, but only for five

weeks. After that, they would not be allowed to assume

the position fully without going through Affirmative Ac-

tion. "I didn't make that clear to [Bennett]." she said.

"The communication wasn't good there, " Bernard

added.
Nevertheless, she feels that the two most qualified ap-

plicants have the job, she said.

4S*

Duffey's office

will seek justice

for hurt students
PAUL LOUIS
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts Vice Chancellor for Stu

dent Affairs Dennis Madson. said yesterday that he and

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey are taking a strong stance

on the racial violence in Southwest Residential Area last

week and are looking to bring those responsible to court.

Madson said that he is committed to bringing justue

to the students that were assaulted.

"We are very anxious to identify whoever was respon-

sible and taking the strongest possible action in I'.ui t

Last week in Southwest, a black man was assaulted and

beaten by a group of fifteen to twenty white men on the

night of the final World Series game.

In a letter distributed to residential students Friday,

Madson and Duffey announced that the Southwest com

munity has hired graduate students to teach a series of

workshops dealing with issues of oppression. Also a forum

dealing with issues of commonality was held in the

Malcolm X Center Friday.

He said he was aware of reports of Wednesday that a

white man, who had been identified as one of the

assailants, was questioned and subsequently released by

University police.

He said that some of the people who made the identitica-

tion are now talking to the police and signing statements.

Furthermore, over the weekend between 12 and 15 peo-

ple came forward as eyevvritnesses of the violence of last

week.
"People aren't aware that individuals can't be brought

to court without a charge," and tend to forget that the

process of getting people to bring people to court is hard,

he said.

He said that the process of bringing those responsible

to court is under way and that he hopes it will result in

a harsh punishment of the attackers.

"The incident shows that in our society there is prejudice

right under the surface." he said He later added that

the incident "has occupied so much of my tiirie that I

haven't been thinking much of anything else."

Madson said he was at Southwest on Halloween night

until 1:30 a.m.

He said he was happy that things went smoothly over

the weekend in Southwest and said he "hopes that we are

over the hump of incidents of assaults or threatened

assaults [in Southwest]"

Collegian Photo by Ricci Bonanno

GETTING THE WORD OUT - Sophomores Aimee Yeostros, left and Tammi NoUer help adver-

tise for a career day to be held this Thursday.

Peter Jacobi, professor at Wei^leyan Universi-

ty, will deliver a speech, titled, "Progress

Towards the Synthesis of Deigerin," today at

11:15 a.m. in room 101 in the Lederle Graduate

Research Tower.

The Cooley Dickinson Hospital in Northamp-

ton announces a new free service—Can We
Talk?— to provide factual information to in-

terested civic organizations on topics of interest

in the medical profession.

For more information, call 584-4090, exten-

sion 2250.

Writer seeks political solution

to terrorism in the Middle East
By PAUL MASCIOLI
Collegian Correspondent

A political solution will limit terrorism

in the Middle East more effectivly than

military muscle according to journalist

Milton Viorst

Speaking before 70 people last night at

Amherst College, Viorst said, "As long as

we fail to look terrorism in the eye and see

it as a political expression then there will

be terorism," Viorst said. "We should lay

aside our anger and look for the political

reasons for their actions." Viorst has

written for the Washington Post, The New

York Times, The International Herald

Tribune and The Nation. He is author of

the book Fire in the Streets: America in the

60s and has recently completed the book

Sands of Sorrow: Israel's Journey from In-

dependence. He has traveled extensively

throughout the Middle East since 1967.

Although the Palestinian Liberation Ar-

my represents only fraction of the Palesti-

nian population, the PLO is the "expres-

sion of deep political feelings of significant

segments of the populace," Viorst said.

Recent acts of terrorism related to the

Israeli-Arab conflict are the result of the

unresolved political greivances of the

Palestinians, Viorst said. The confiict

began when the state of Israel was created

in 1948 after a protracted conflict involv-

ing guerrilla warfare and acts of terrorism

beween Jewish .settlers and the British oc-

cupying force in the region. The PLO seeks

the creation of a seperate Palestinian state.

The conflict became more complex after

the 1968 Arab-Israeli war in which Israel

occupied the Gaza strip which had been

part of Egypt and occupied the Golan

Heights previously part of Jordan, Viorst

said.

Much of the reason for the continued acts

of terrorism by the PLO is to maintain

public awareness of the Palestinian ques-

tion.

Although acts of terrorism may reflect

negatively on the Palestinians, the PLO's

attitude is that, "Bad publicity is better

than no publicity at all," he said. "In those

terms Palestinian terrorism has been very

successful. Everyone knows there is a

Palestinian question."

The terrorism doesn't represent a threat

to the security of the state of Israel but has

a demoralizing and dividing effect on

Israeli society, Viorst said. "Israel is now

profoundly divided internally. The ter-

rorism keeps Israeli life insecure."

Viorst suggested that the only way to end

the terrorism associated with the Israeli-

Arab conflict would be to make a territorial

settlement that would create a Palestinian

state.

"I'm not very hopeful that this will hap-

pen but I advocate it," Viorst said.
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v5ince 1970, the Virgin Mary and Her

Divine Son appear to Mrs. Veronica Lueken, mother

of 5 children, during Rosary Vigils in New York City.

The Blessed Virgin predicts World War III plus a

fiery comet chastisement leading to the death of 3/4

of the human race . . . imless man reforms.

Aveam the messages from 1970 to the

present. See spectacular, premiere color documen-

tary film. Rediscover solutions to both personal and

world peace.

The sccr
Veronica Luckcn

Receive free: information, rose petals and miraculous

medals blessed by Jesus and Man' wiUi

poN^'crs of cure and conversion; Rosaries,

Brown Scapulars, and a IW wooden crucifix

with 24" stainless steel chain.

Free admission; all welcome.
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The final checklist

For the last two weeks, the Collegian has been discussing

the eight statewide ballot questions and stating its positions.

We have also presented profiles of what advocates on both sides

of the issues say about the referendums. Now it is time for the

informed voter to vote.

We have examined the questions with the interest of the

average University of Massachusetts student in mind, and

urge students, staff and faculty to vote:

•"No" on question one, which would limit abortion. Students

for freedom will vote against this proposal.

•"No" on question two, which would provide aid to private

schools. UMass is strapped enough, thank you...

• "No" on question three, which is another simplistic «nd

dangerous tax cap measure from Citizens for Limited Taxation.

• "Yes" on question four, which would require the state to

stop dragging its feet and do something about toxic waste.

• "Yes" on question five, which would preserve the law that

if you want to drive a car, you have to buckle up.

•"Yes" on question six, voter registration by mail, to en-

courage student votes and decrease fraud.

• "Yes" on question seven, in favor of making quality health

care an American right.

• "Yes" on question eight, to save our forests and streams

from the horror of acid rain.

The most important thing for people to remember is to get

out and vote, and participate in their democracy.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the

Collegian Board of Editors

Letters

Coors buried by radical spew

The Coors issue has again arisen on the

UMass campus. It is surprising that even

after 78 percent of the students voting in

last spring's referendum, Coors is still

banned from the drinking establishments

on this campus. Wh>;? Because a certain

element on this campus want to prohibit

the choice of beer we have to drink.

Budweiser is currently the best selling

beer on campus. My question is that if

Coors is banned because of some alleged

charges by the AFLCIO, why don't we ban

Budweiser because they are trying to take

away one of our fundamental constitu-

tional rights: the right to bear arms.

Budweiser is a major proponent of gun con-

trol in this country. However, I am not

writing this letter to advocate the banning

of Bud. I don't think it should be banned

as I don't think Coors should be banned.

If the radicals on this campus are offend-

ed by Coors, the solution is simple, don't

drink it. But don't tell me that I can't. This

is the United States of America we have

a freedom of choice and the radicals on this

campus want to take that right away from

us. Help protect your freedom of choice.

Support the effort to get Coors beer back

onto the UMass campus.

Michael J. Matuszczak
student senator, Cashin

John Toscano
student senator, commuters

Not SO surprising after all

i/Z/^^'X^ff

Peculiar superficialities
A curious thing happened to me recent

ly. After work I took a shower and head-

ed off to Barts to study. On my way in the

door someone walking by shouted: "Hey

hippy, get a shave." Convinced that this

person couldn't be talking to me, I kept

walking, but when I looked out the win-

dow the same individual was screaming

and pointing at me. I stood there baffled

and half smiling until his friends ushered

him on to continue their journey.

To say the least, I was intrigued. I con-

cluded that this person must be drunk, on

his way home from a bar and that there

was nothing to be concerned about. Or

was there? As with most intriguing situa-

tions I started to ask myself a great deal

of questions. I assume he was trying to in-

sult me by the term "hippy" which in the

60s was used as a slur to describe

unkempt, lazy, drug using radicals. Am
I a hippy? I work, I go to school full-time

and I carry an above average GPA. I'm

clean and although I have a beard and

shoulder length hair, they are both well

trimmed. I thought of other long haired

Americans like Ben Franklin and George

Washington and wondered if this person

would call them "hippies." Certainly

short hair is a western phenomenon. Then

I remembered a report issued a few years

ago that said if alcohol had been

discovered in modern times it would be

classed in the same category of drugs as

heroin because of its addictive

David Lally

characteristics and the degree it damag-

ed the human mind and body. I then

became utterly amused that this person,

out for a night of hard drug abuse and

disturbing the peace, would call me, a per

son out for a night of hard work and study,

a "hippy."

More than an amusing story, I feel this

incident exemplifies an attitude I see too

often around campus these days — an at-

titude which sees sex, color, hair length

and political party before it considers the

quality ofthe person beneath these veils.

There's far too much name calling going

on in a time that demands unity and

tolerance to produce creative, effective

solutions to problems in a troublesome

world. We are the seed and soil of future

American society and must cultivate the

proper conditions in order to prosper.

Americans do not have guaranteed vir-

tues in the eyes of God. Such a myth led

us into Vietnam and will lead us to future

tragedies if we do not work to change. We
have already flexed the muscle of our

technological war machine in Grenada

and Libya under the guise of "preserving

freedom." We are all humans striving

toward similar goals and should strive to

realize these similarities rather than

engage in emotional mud slinging parties.

David Lally is a UMass student.

The Collegian v^elcomes

input from anyone

A race riot at UMass? Come on, you've got to be kid-

ding I wagged my head in disbelief, but I wasn't really

that surprised. Racism isn't dead in the 80s, it s just

strutting about in a new cloak.
. ^ ,

Even if last week's disgrace wasn't racially motivated,

it was certainly racially propelled, which is just as bad.

As usual, it was a small group of blacks set upon by a

drunken white mob seeking 'justice'. Yancey Robinson

was guilty of being black in a place and time where

whites still can't seem to tell the difference between

blacks (they-all-look-the-same syndrome). As the Ku

Klux Klan might have said - what difference does it

m o If f>
'

Black students have met to discuss concerns and con-

struct an agenda for change. A list of these concerns has

been forwarded to university ofTicials and deserves the

attention of the entire student body. After the way the

administration covered up the Yvette Henry fiasco

students should be leery of administration •concerns and

movements. Our campus suffers from institutional

racism, whether anyone wants to admit it or not, and

Frank Flanagan

will not change without 'outside' agitation. All Duffey's

reassuring speeches will mean nothing without tangi-

ble commitments for improving the environment on cam

pus for minority students.

One of the problems is people not admitting there is

a problem. M.I.T. just released a study showing that

blacks did not feel welcome on that campus and were

leaving because there were so few black faculty members

and administrators. Can't the same be said of our cam-

pus? We don't need any more studies to tell us that

blacks aren't making it in Massachusetts schools. If

UMass has had trouble getting minority students to

come to Amherst in the past, just think what the future

holds if something isn't done to dispel our racist image

(and reality)?

Most Americans knew that Reagan s move to the big

House would mean disaster for our nation's poor,

especially minorities. Isn't that one of the reasons he was

elected, to return our nation to its "traditional" values

of bigotry, racism and sexism? White folks were tired

of seeing Andrew Young defend all the world's people

of color behind Carter's back. They were tired of

negotiating with "banana republics" and having im-

migrants making America impure - especial y im

migrants with darker skins. Cubans were allowed to

filter ashore while the Haitians were drowned on the

open water. Reagan began to constructively 'engage' and

court white South Africa and to seek Uncle Toms to give

a good face to his racist policies.

Now we have on our campus the children of the 80s

(Ronnie's kids), mostly kids from small to middle-sized

towns in middle-America who have never mixed wiMi

minorities in any meaningful way. They bring all tlv-r

small town values with them, minus the benefit of Vot-

ing .socialized by city living. To them, there is no pio

blem, no racism. There never is for the oppressor. At least

Dartmouth finally had enough sense to admit there was

a problem. Will Joe Duffey and white UMass students

stand around under a cloud, pretending there's not go-

ing to be a storm? Or will they wo- v to make UMass a

more "open" campus - one whe- the light of racial

tolerance will eventually shine?

Frank Flanagan is n Collegian columnis.
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Democrats hope to expand majority in elections
•*

J J ,.-_.^„ >,«£. fn fniir seats over their current total by w

BOSTON (AP) — Democratic leaders in the

Massachusetts Legislature said they were hoping in

omorrow's voting to expand on their 79 percent majon-

\ .n the House and hold their 80 percent majority in the

senate.

No matter what happens at the polls, the Democrats will

•etain control of both chambers, since more than half the

sitting members of the majority party face no opposition

in this general election.

In .he 40-member Senate, only 14 seats were contested.

The .J2 seats now held by Democrats were expected to re-

main Democratic, and the eight incumbent Republicans

wer- expected to retain their seats.

In the 160-member House, there were just 54 contested

races Due to deaths and resignation, there were three va-

cant House seats on Election Day, and Democrats held

a majority of 124-33.

In addition to the three vacant seats, another 1 / Hotise

positions were up for grabs due to retirements and defeats

in the Sept. 16 primaries. In all, then, 140 of the 160 House

members were seeking re-elction. and most were expected

to win against challengers.

House Speaki r George Keverian, who has no opposition

in his Everett tMstrict, said the Legislature itself must

take credit for t.'e success of its members.

He also predicted that Democrats might gam a net oi

three to four seats over their current total by winning

several seats left open by Republican retirements and

holding seats being vacated by Democrats.

In the Back Bay section of Boston, the departure of

Democratic Rep. Thomas Vallely created a vacancy that

was expected to go to Democrat Mark Roosevelt, a descen-

dant of two presidents - Teddy Roosevelt and Franklin

D. Roosevelt.

How our society views art

blatant at gallery opening

• S. AMca

?V'>^ /m^^M.i^y^'I^Mj^'^*^ rWM^A/''*^ '^^M.f^'>^^^IMj^O^^^^

continued from page 1

In addition to his post at

the Mail, Pogrund has serv-

ed as the South African cor- '

respondent for both the

Boston Globe and the Lon-

ion Sunday Times. Also in-

volved in radio and televi-

sion broadcasting, he has

worked for the British

Broadcasting Corporation

and Boston's WGBH,
among others.

He holds degrees from

both the University of Cape

Town and the University of

Witwatersrand, Johan-

nesburg and is presently

engaged in writing a book

about Robert Mangaliso

Sobukwe, the late founder of

the Pan-Africanist Con-

gress, a predominantly

black organization

dedicated to furthering ma-

jority rule in South Africa.

The event is sponsored by

the Chancellor's Office, the I

Distinguished Visitors Pro-

gram, the Collegian, the

Black Mass Communica-

tions Project and Afrik-Am.

It is free and open to the

public.

i

DON'T MISS THE FIRST UMA^S
DATING ^^fis2^ GAME
Meet Your
Dream
Date

If

TIME FOR A
RESUME.
kinkos ran help>ou

prepare lor ><»ur future. Ue

ha\e a « ide range of papers

and en\ elopes lo give >our

resume the profevsional

look it de>er\e.s.

kinko's
220 N. Pleasant St

Amherst, MA

253-2543

eating place

SUN - THURS
6 AM - 3 AM
FRI & SAT

OPEN 24 HOURS

BREAKFAST SERVED
ANYTIME

BEER & V^INE
SERVED 'TIL MIDNITE
PLENTY OF PARKING '

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER STOP A SHOP)

Rta. 9 • Hadley/Amhertt
256-6889

J
BMPLOyMENT APPLICATIONS

BEING TAKEN '

UMASS

MEDIATION

PROJECT

Hammer out a solution

But leave your hammer at home

Free, fast confidential way
to reFolve disputes

Call or ome by M-F 9-5

425 Amity St, Amherst - 545-2462

All Expense
Paid

Dates

Wednesday, November

5th - 10PM - ?

Route 9 Amherst 256-8284

k

If

By CHARLES FRANCIS CARROLL
Collegian Staff

Attending the opening of the new ex-

hibits at the University Gallery last Fri-

day was one of the most eviscerating ex-

periences of my life, not so much by design,

but by accident. If the role of the critic is

"to describe, to interpret and to evaluate,"

this not only applies to the objet d'art but,

moreover, to the social milieu in which the

artwork occurs since it is a crucial factor

in the comprehension of the work.

On the surface the dichotomy between

the two exhibitions is a deliberate one, the

cutesy sexual sculptures of artist Anish

Kapoor are surrounded by tortured bodies

hanging from the walls in the photos of

some of the most outstanding photojour

nalists of our times. This is what you will

see when you visit the gallery. But it was

not this contrast alone which I found so

disturbing.

However, for the moment, we can discuss

the exhibit on its own terms.
continued on page a

Susan Meiselas' photo here is just one of the images in the University

Gallery's exhibit, Photojournalism in the 80s.

j^

tJ^^'^TV^'^^ »'' If'^^'^T^

Electrical / Electronic / Computer Engineers...

Computer Scienti8t8...Mathematicians...

Language Specialists

Latitude. That's what keeps a job invigorating

—the chance to expand your interests, to take

on unheard of challenges, to grow out as well as

up. Well, that's precisely what the National

Security Agency offers you as one of our people

NSA performs three all-important tasks. We
analyze foreign communications. We safeguard

America's vital communications. We set secur-

ity standards for the government's mammoth
computer systems. And we want you in on the

job.

NSA offers choices upon choices. In assign-

ments. In projects. In careers. But whatever
your role, it's going to make a difference; it's

going to produce immediate results.

For an Electrical / Electronic / Computer
Engineer options abound. In fact, the entire

technological and functional spectrum are

yours for exploration. Microprocessor im-

plementation and programming, communica-
tions systems, LSI/VLSI, CAD/CAM, systems
architecture and optics. Among others.

To the Computer Scientist, we deliver op-

portunities across the frontier c*" *"'nite state

machine development. The a' 'ns i-ealm:

systems design and progra- ationsand
evaluation, and computer s. jsearch and
design.
Mathematicians research a variety of mathe-

matical concepts including probability theory,

statistics, Galois theory and group theory.

Language Specialists in Slavic, Near Eastern
and Asian languages meet the challenges of

translation, transcription and analysis head
on. Every day.

Whatever your field, you can be certain to

find many paths cleared for you. You'll also find

a competitive salary, enticing benefits and an
appealing suburban location between two vital

urban centers—Washington and Baltimore.

For additional information, schedule an in-

terview with your College Placement Office. Or
write to the National Security Agency.

Exiled South African editor

BENJAMIN
POGRUND

AND THE NEWS ON

SOUTH
AFRICA

He fought his government for 25 years and lost.

8:00 PM - CCA/UMASS
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1986

Sponsored by: the Chancellor's Office, the Distinguished Visitors

Program, The Deptartment for Journalistic studies. The Collegain,

the Black Mass Communications Project, and Afrik-Am

Mi-f

n^w^ LJ\ '\ I y

ry^KH^SDUIB^

NSA will be on campus Dec. 2nd interviewing

graduating seniors.

NATIONAL
SECURITY
AGENCY

NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
ATTN:M322(AAM)
Fort Meade, MD 20755-6000

us. citizenship required for applicant and immediate

family members

An equal opportunity employer

LIMITED TIME
SIZES 28-38

Open 7 Days

197 N. Pleasant St

Amherst
253-9729

" DIABETES
Film and Discussion

WHO: Persons with diabetes & their guests

WHY: Share concerns and infornnation

.November 5, 7-9pm
Campus Center Room 803

Further information:

Call University Health Services Health Ed.

549-2671 X181

No registration necessary

An Alternative Record Store

SpacMliiing m PtythmMK '

Punk ' Orataful OmO '

Rock n Roll ' Expsrinwnttl

Musk
ALSO OUALtrV T tHmrt « MMTERS

TOP CASH PAID FOR
RECORDS TAPES STEREOS GUITARS

MAXELL XL-2
BOX OF 10 FOR

$21

MAXELL UR-90
BOX OF 10 for

$10

253-9209
M-Sat 11-7, Sun 12-5
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Tap Dance Kid energizes

with great performances
•.c-t ir. Q ninv his uncle is choreoin-aphii

By BETHANNE MOSKOV
Collegian Staff

With an explosion of music and high pac-

ed dance routines. The Tap Dance Kid

which played at the Fine Arts Center on

Sunday, captured the audience and didn't

let them go until the last bow was taken.

Although the story line was the all too

familiar young dancer-wants-to-make-it-

big-and-tap-his-way-to-stardom. the slight-

ly surprising ending was of great pleasure

and relief to see. Ten-year-old Willie, Has-

soun Tatum, after being offered a dancing

• art exhibit
continued from page 7

First, Anish Kapoore's sculpture's: Kapoor works in

plastic to create fairly large abstract, though ^^''^i^Hy ^ug-

eestive shapes. His painting the sculptures with almost

Crescent' colors's.mple one-color or two-color

treatments, intensifies their sensuality In general he

colos enrich the forms, although the color scheme of the

most central piece in the exhibit, A Fhwer, A Drama L^e

Death is not as successful: the two shades of blue simply

don't work well together. This piece, which features a five

foot long phallic symbol, reminiscent of the weapon m A

Clockwork Orange, epitomizes what is WTong with this ex-

hibit: it is a cliche, perhaps exciting in a different era but

vain and adolescent in a time of sexual sophistication.

Even on its own terms, the exhibit is less than satisfy-

ing, falling from the sublime to the ridiculous.

Second. Photojournalism m the 80s: this important ex-

hibition brings together five prominent photojournalists

to display some of their best B&W work, t is one thing

when vou see reproductions of these works mTime or

Newsweek, it is quite another when you
f^

the actual

prints blown up and professionally printed. Claudia An^

duiar's work on the Yanomami Indians of Brazil, Mary

Ellen Mack's work on Mother Theresa in a Calcutta

hospital; Susan Meiselas' work on the civil war in El

Salvador; Eugene Richards' work on the poor in America;

and Wendy Watriss' work on Vietnam veterans afflicted

by Agent Orange: all make portraits of people, but por-

traits that document the tragedy of the human condition

and, more than simply document, expose injustice.

part in a play his uncle is choreographing

decides to turn this dream come true down

to abid by the wishes of his father.

Tatum, who made his acting debut in the

Broadway version of The Tap Dance Kid,

had a slightly difficult time with the acting

sequences, however, he had an ability to

dance that seems to be matched by few at

his age. His solo performances in the songs

"Dancing is Everything" where he dances

his way across town, and "Tap Tap" in

which Willie dreams he is dancing with his

deceased grandfather, once a struggling

tap dancer, proves his abilities.

Another outstanding performer, who

brought the audience to their feet during

the final curtain call was Eugene Fleming,

who portraved Dipsey, Willie's tap dancing

uncle. Dipsey, who was brought up in

backstage dressing rooms, wants nothing

more then to be a top Broadway

choreographer. Aside from trying to con-

vince Willie's stubborn father to let the

young dancer have a chance at success,

Dipsey struggles with love, trying to put

together a television comercial and

choreographing a show in Buffalo N.Y,

Fleming did an outstanding job combin-

ing his talent for singing and dancing in

dancers tapped with their ankles chained

together, proved to be the most energetic,

well choreographed numbers in the show.

Mennis Nelson in the role of Emma,

Willie's sister, had a powerful and moving

voice which carried her through many solos

including the touching song "Four Stikes

Against Me" in which she sings about the

trials and tribulations of being overweight,

and not so attractive.

Willie's stern father, Larry Campbell, did

an excellent job intimidating not only the

family but the audience as well.

Daddy Bates, Willie's Grandfather who
ing his talent for singing and dancing in '"'' -\"„ !!' ^ ^ream sequences, was
mfny fast paced, foot stomping numbers apPea-d n

^^yjl^l^^^'^^^^^^
which contained electrifying energy

.

^Z^'^.^ZZore example of the

a?u IbTXTuUn^eaLttr^^^^^^^^^
^u^stand/ngly talented -t a d w

L'f-Dance if^t Makes You Happy'; in cho7|raphed show^I^^^^^^^^

which dancers came out roller skating, 4Jna ^^inei, i nt luy

K^ll'Lttap danced on their toes, and five that tap dance is here to stay.

So imagine the juxtapositions of these two shows in the

very same gallery. Now, imagine the setting at the Fri-

day night opening, the clash of values was all the more

evident, all the more powerful because it was exemplified

in the actions of those attending. A noted art critic and

an arts administrator sipping drinks and laughing loud

ly while standing in front of a photo of a sick, bed-stricken

patient in Mother Theresa's hospital with an arm stret-

ched out begging for water. Did these people think tor a

minute that they might be interfering with the viewer s

reactions to these serious works?

The open bar was in an enclave on the north wall ot the

gallery. Imagine a group of people laughing and dnnk-^

ing around a bar and around them the twisted bodies ot

peasants in mass graves, pools of blood on the plaza at

the university, and the haunting faces of children their

eyes confronting the viewer with disbelief and horror. 1

was not the only person who lost their appetite.

Don't get me wrong: this is an important show which

raises the question of how art functions in society. Are

our foremost photojournalists artists or not'.' And, in con-

trast to the strictly artsy work with which these gripp^

ing images are being show, which genre is the greater art?

By putting photojournalistic work in a Fine Arts gallery

we are acknowledging new and urgent possibilities for art^

But there is another issue which the show raises, which

was most dramatically accented at the opening: by show-

ing these photos in an art context are we in some way

weakening their impact on society by trivializing them

with a non-committal formalist perspective which ignores

their meanings for so-called greater concerns such as com-

position, contrast, etc., and so can stand in front of con-

tent art and simply not seen its content. Furthennore. the

hedonistic detachment of the opening may also represent

our typically American aloofness at home from the effects

of our policy decisions abroad.

CAREER EDUCATION STARTS WITH CO-OP!

FALL RECRUITING
Office of Cooperative Education PAID Spring Semester Positions

OOLLEGIAN

STUDENT
FARES

New York (rt)

Ireland $378

Tel Aviv $578

Mexico City $288

Rome $428

COUNCIL TRAVEL
AMHtRST

INTERVIEW DATES COMPANY
Nov. 1 Presco, Inc.

Nov. 8 Data General

Nov. 10 Pratt & Whitney

Nov. 13 Transporation System Center

Nov 13 General Electric

MAJORS
EE, COINS, Math, CSE
ACCT, FIN

ME
ME, EE. Civ. Eng., COINS, Math

ME, Chem. Eng., Chem, COINS

SOME ADDITIONAL LISTINGS INCLUDE:

8.5 X 11" Auto-Fed
or Self-service

C0FyCaTZ»H!£»!2P
228 Triangle Street,

2nd Floor, Amherst

549-3840

I Sales ends Nov. 30th

RHfl/^RECK

New & Used Cars

I

Trucks & Vans Also Available

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880^

DEADLINES
11/13/86

11/13/86

11/14/86

11/20/86

11/20/86

11/20/86

11/21/86

12/15/86

ASAP
ASAP

COMPANY
Orion Research

Exec. Office Communities Development

U.S. Army Corps of Eng

Nestle

International Communications

City Gardens

Sheraton Hotels

Merrill Lynch

IBM Owego
Concord Data Systems

MAJORS
Biochem, Chem
Econ,Env.Sci, Hist, & related

Civ. Eng.

Bio Chem,Chem,Food Sci.Microbio

Native Speaking Foreign Lang.

Plant & Soil Science

HRTA
Lib. Arts, COINS, SOM
Business, Engin., Econ, & related

'•
at General Foods I feel that I am an integral part of the success of my division."

Peter Hrebenak - Biochem '86

Complete Hairstyling for Men & Women

Haircut - $9.00

Perms - $40 with

Call: 549-1502

The University of Mass. School of Management I

CAREER DAY
Thursday, November 6

Corporate Presentations
10:30 AM - 12:00 PM - 1st Floor Campus Center

Luncheon
12;00 PM - 2:00 PM - Room 1009 Campus Center

Career Fair
2:00 PM - 5;00 PM - Campus Center Auditoruim

Meet Corporate Representatives and Discuss

Career Opportunities With Over 40 Companies;

General Electric Jordan Marsh

Honeywell Pillsbury

Johnson & Johnson Raytheon AND MORE

SPONSORED BY THE UNDERGRADUATE BUSINESS CLUB

Aetna
Chubb
FBI
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson
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The Collegian is seeking drivers to bring the

paper to the printers Monday and Wednes-

day nights. If interested, contact Ansel Zinter

at 545-3500.

Daily Crossword Puzzle

Early clock-wotchers

Gordy By Gorde

OUR l^acS'UCAKLY
SCneOULEO STORY-
Uhja raMfi<E

BY 7?/e AKTIST. . .

STrEsS
A 'TERM Pe/=^^ffOC>

AWOKIE OOHO /S
sroci:: Ar A CP'M'

frjRi AKiy G^BAT

/</0&oTCO -The troMPCrrB^.'".'

ACROSS
1 Essential

6 Southern
constellation

10 Impudence
14 In the bag
15 Hard to

understand

16 Miss Ken
17 Exploit

20 Wind dir

21 Record
22 Quebec

peninsula

23 James the

journalist

25 Humble home
28 Partner ol only

29 Stripping ot

biubtwr

33 Took a picture

36 Showed
displeasure

37 Recent Preti«

38 Assumes to be
true

42 — was saying

43 Indistinct

44 Fumbler s

sound
45 Meanwhile,

back at —
47 Put the finisher

on
49 Com tosser s

words
50 Tropical

creeping plant

54 Conform
57 Type ol cab or

car

59 Three Men —
Horse

60 Make allowance

for

64 One of the

Aesir

65 Baseball s John
— Powell

66 PGA nickname

67 PTA stalwarts

68 Tuscany river

69 In a little while

DOWN
1 Constituent

2 Silly

3 Small children

Var

Edited by Trude Michel Jaffc

39 Colored glass lor

mosaics
4 King topper

5 Entice

6 Pub notices

7 Attempt the

impossible

8 Mil rank

9 Choose
1 Actor George

and family

1

1

The sweetsop
12 Street sign

13 Umpire s call

18 Eat

1

9

Things to be
done

24 Kind of bag

26 Branch of

knowledge
27 Swerve
30 Division word

31 Turnip, old style

32 64 Across et ai

33 Otiice copy, for

short

34 Heavenly —
35 Steinbeck

character

36 Pears

40 Perfect, in Peru

41 Gary Cooper
negative

46 Matures
47 Metallic element

48 Sound formed
with tip of the

tongue
51 Dracuia s title

52 Orphan or

Oakley

53 Supply party

tare

54 Tiny particle

55 Pedestal part

56 Actor Tamirott

56 Othello role

61 Basketball gp
62 High hill

63 Mouths

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

A/o^i- woA^'r COHM OUT
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Lunch

Open Face Roast Beef

Sandwich

Quiche Lorraine

Basics Lunch

Menu
Dinner

Italian Sweet Sausage/Spaghetti

Tomato Sauce

Breaded Scallops/Tartar Sauce

Fruit Plate with Orange Bread

Basics Dinner

The Salad Sandwich

Quiche Lorraine

Hi-Protein Spaghetti/Tomato

Sauce

Breaded Scallops/Tartar Sauce

Weather
^

Today will be breezy and cool with highs in the 50s

Tonight will be cold and clear with temperatures in the

30s
Tomorrow will be pleasant and sunny, temperatures in

the 40s

Campus Pond
By Sal

Today's Staff
Night Editor Tom Middleton

Copy Editor Ann Britten

Photo Tech Ricci Bonanno

Uvout Tech Michael Berland

Production Supervisor Debbie Pikul

Production:Lynne Dewhurst, Mike Berland. Robert

Levine, Marc Infield, and Steve Mathewson

Executive Board — Fall of 1986

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

StBASTIAN

mcmmi^e^ MOM//
ft mee xaw ^ ''y'l-

DODE LEVENSON
fdi'or in Ctiiet

JOHN YONCE
M.^iMijing Lditof

STEVE RUBIN
HuMHCSS Man.Kjer

ROB SKELTON
Ldiioridl ttlitoi

WILLIAM SPAIN

Editorial Editor

ANSEL ZINTER

Production Manager

Business Board — Fa of 1986

STEVE RUBIN

Businesi Manager

PAUL H, LESSER

Advertising Sales Manager

VANESSA ROTH
Finance Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marketing Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Circulation Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Subscription Manager
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if swimming
continued frutn pufie 12

her make up

sev'-ral lengths in the final

25 yards to grab the victory.

"Being the third event,

that set the tone for the rest

of the meet," Newcomb said

But at the meet's mid-

point, the Minutewomen
still had not placed enough

distance between them and

the Catamounts to begin

easy breathing. But that's

when Mullen and Jean

Cowen took over

Mullen's two victories.

coupled with Cowen s

.'jecund-place finishes on the

one- and three-meter

boards, gave the

Minutewomen that extra

boost to propel them to the

win.

The best effort was from

the divers all across the

board. The divers were real

instrumental in the win,"

Newcomb said. "They came

through for us. When they

dove the one meter dive

before the halfway point,

that really drove the team

on to realizing how good we

really are. We were swimm
ing well before that point,

but that was a real boost."

Thanks to the one two

sweep on both the one and

three meter boards, the

Minutewomen got the lead

it needed to shoot the team

to an easy win.

The Minutewomen, at 1-0,

are now preparing for their

upcoming meet against

Smith College next week.

The meet is traditionally

one of the Minutewomen's
most important meets of the

v^ar.

ii[Minutewomen
continued from page 12

So the Minutewomen are

in a good situation. Their

biggest problem will be

.staying game ready for two

weeks, and that is a nice

problem to have.

"Our objective is to be No.

1, " Banda said. "Whenever

you get this far as an athlete

or a coach, you want

nothing less than to finish

on top.

"We've been here before

(the past four years in a

row)," he continued. "So we

have to figure out what we
need to do to win this time.

We'll try to make a good

showing. We deserve to

make the playoffs and we're

doing everything possible to

go all the way. That's the

dream."

N CRISP
OLLEGIAN-

THE MEXICAN RESTAURANT

*'The best food I've had

since I left Las Cruces!"

"7 OLD SOUTH STREET
INJORTMAMPTOM • 5BB - O^OO

SMITH COLLEGE REC. COUNCIL PRESENTS

THURSDAY NOVEMBER 6
8:00 PM

John M. Greene Hall - Smith College

Northampton

SMITH STUDENTS - $7 & $8
ALL OTHERS - $10 & $12

$15 AT THE DOOR

TICKETS AT
Seelye Basement

Main St Records in Northampton
Fine Arts Center Box Office (UMASS)
No bottles, cans, recording devices or cameras - Hall is Wheelchair accessible
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UMass has no time to lament
By .JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

While a loss like Saturday's 41-7

humiliation to Holy Cross on Fitton Field

in Worcester doesn't wan-ant much com-

ment other than it waf5 a horrendous

game for the Minutemen, the result does

pose a few questions.

"It never even happened. It never even

happened." first-year head coach Jim Reid

repeated yesterday.

Such was the prevailing attitude in

Boyden gym concerning the game. After

the game Reid said as he often does, that

there is no time to get down about the

loss. It happens, he said, and you can't

stew over it. But it did, and the NCAA
Division lAA playoffs are around the

next corner — four weeks away.

At 6-2, the Minutemen would appear, at

first glance, to have as good a chance as

any team to qualify for the playoffs. But

with blowout losses to the only two teams

on its schedule of playoff caliber, the

University of Delaware (41-14) and the

Crusaders (Holy Cross, because of a Col-

onial League bylaw, cannot participate m
any kind of post-season activity), one has

to wonder whether UMass has the talent

to go along with its already proven guts

to land a playoff bid.

As senior strong safety Scott Brown

noted yesterday, the team is a good one,

and by all rights should finish at least 8-3.

Certainly nothing to cry about since it

would be an improvement over last

season's 7-4 mark. But unless the team

puts its head down and pushes its back

from the wall to win its final three games

(at Harvard and home vs. New Hamp
shire and Connecticut), Brown said that

he and the rest of the team will have to

accept its fate as a good, but not great foot

ball team.
Such are the worries of an emerging

football team. As the playoffs draw near,

and provided the Minutemen stay in the

hunt, stay tuned to the Collegian for con-

tinuing updates.

Minutemen Mutterings: A couple of

statistics from Saturday's game tell the

entire storv. Holy Cross dominated time

of posess'ion, 36:58-23:02. .
The

Crusaders were 5/14 in third down con-

versions and 3/4 in fourth down conver-

sions while the Minutemen were just 2/13

and 2/5 on the game. . . The average

UMass field position was its own 27-yard

line while the Crusaders got the ball on

their own 43 . . . The Minutemen averag-

ed just about three yards per carry while

the Crusaders averaged over five . .

Crusader quarterback Jeff Wiley threw

for 310 yards on just 16 completions for

about 19.3 yards per toss . Wiley was

also sacked only once . . . while a combin-

ed 13 for 27"pa.ssmg effort between

sophomore quarterbacks Dave Palazzi

(8 19, 94 yards and one touchdown' and

Tim Bryant (5-8, 75 yards* isn't bad, the

three interceptions Palazzi threw certain-

ly didn't help ... but in all fairness, two

of the three interceptions were tipped by

UMass receivers. . . UMass did not.

however, fumble five times as NCAA
stats indicate - just once, and LTMass

recovered.

I

I

WORKING ON A PAPER?
Want to talk about your ideas?

Organization? Sentences?

B-24 Bal<er in Central

Monday and Tuesday 7 - 9 PM
Pierpont in Southwest

Monday And Wednesday 7 - 9 PM

PEER TUTORS CAN HELP

AT THE WRITING CENTER
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~ SPECIAL —
SOCCER & FOOTBALL ACCESSORIES AT DISCOUNT PRICES

FOOTBALL (Leather) Were $60 NOW M 1.50

FOOTBALL (Leather) Were $25 NOW •8.00

BASKETBALL (Leather) Were $60 NOW •20.00

BASKETBALL (Rubber) Were $15 NOW 'e.M
SOCCER BALLS Were $25 NOW 'S.OO

TUES.-WED.-THURS.-FRI. — 10-5

SAT. 8-12
425 Meadow Street, Chlcopee, MA 01021 539-2056

TAKE EXIT 4 OFF 1-391 TURN LEFT and Than LEFT AT LIGHTS

Tuesday, November 4, 1 986

ifX'COuntry
continued from page 12

place after four

miles, but Keene's fourth

runner, Charles Daly,

came on at the end, taking

15th place and securing

the team's finish.

Massachusetts continues

to progress as coach

O'Brien had hoped they

would in the all-important

season ending meets.

"Things are really roun-

ding into form at the right

time of the year and the

team is extremely enthus-

ed with its overall perfor-

mance," Thomas said.

"Our biggest accomplish

ment in this is that the

team has seen its strength

(its depth) and is gaining

confidence," O'Brien said.

The team looks good as it

prepares for the IC4A
meet, which is also the na-

tional qualifier for New
England, on November 15.

The top three finishers

there move on, and if

O'Brien is right when he

says his team still has not

run its best meet, they

may well start making
plans for an additional

race on their schedule.

• volleyball preview
continued from page 12

"We've lost a lot of tie breakers which is an indication

that we are as good, if not better, than a lot of the teams

we've seen."
, r m

The Huskies, dominated by a lineup that features lU

freshmen, four of whom are starters, are led by senior co-

captain Chris Bergman and junior co-captain Kristm

Paul. Both are among the team leaders in every oflensive

category and provide leadership for what is otherwise a

very young team.

Indeed, among the most recent losses was a five-set deci-

sion to East coast monster Providence College, a testimony

to how well the diaper-clad Huskies are capable of playing.

"We are a very inexperienced team, but we are very

talented," Schumey said. "Our inexperience accounts for

some of our losses, but we've been playing well as of late.

I think we're getting it back together again."

Side Outs: Freshman setter Karen Ferguson, selected

last week as A- 10 Freshman-of-the-Week, is second in the

conference in assists 663 assists in 67 games for an

average of 9.90 assists per game. She is also seventh in

service aces with 29 aces in 67 games for an average of

.433 per game. . .Junior middle hitter Marcy Guiliotis is

still atop the A-10 in individual blocking with 127 blocks

in 70 games for an average of 1.81 blocks per game.

Guiliotis is also ranked fourth in the nation in individual

blocking. . right behind Guliotis is sophomore middle hit

ter Barbara Meehan, who is second in the conference with

88 blocks in 70 games for an average of 1.26 blocks per

game. The Holliston, MA, native is also eighth in hitting

efficiency, with 136 kills in 308 attempts and 56 errors

for an efficiency rating of .260. . .senior hitter Violettii

Gladkowska is third in the A-10 in hitting efficiency with

145 kills in 335 attempts and 40 errors for an efficiency

rating of .313.

As a team, the Minutewomen tops in the conference in

blocking with an average of 4.23 blocks per game. UMass

is third in the A 10 in hitting percentage (.215) and assists

( 10.04). and is fifth in kills per game average (10.24) and

aces per game average (2.10). . The Northeastern Univer

sity match scheduled for Nov. U will be played at Nor

theastern. The annual Fall schedules have the game as

being played at home.

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

11 am - 2 am 7 days
50 Main St. Amherst. MA

I think my beef

is jttst as good as

J.b.'s
Is tis yoa?

Come in for a regular beef & soda

ACTIVITIES -AUDO
AUTO FOR SALE • CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT -FOR RENT

FOR SALE • FOUND
HELP WANTED • LOST

CLASSIFIED
(NSTRUCTION • MOTOPCYLCLES
PERSONALS • RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED -SERVICES

ROOMATE WANTED 'TRAVEL
WANTED -SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PROIR TO PUBLICATION • CASH IN ADVANCE, ISc/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITliS

GRADUATES AND 25" students Social

Hour every Thursday 5 00 Blue Wall,

Campus Center Build a tradition! Meet

each other'

1979 MERCURY ZEPHEVR, 2-door.

auto, new tire Must sell, $650 call

546-8099

74 DODGE DART- great winter car! 2

door 3-speed-some rust yet DEPEN-
DABLE Must pan with at $350 00 or B O
Call Krislina eves at 367-9328

SUNDAY EVENING PRAYERS front

lounge Newman Center 6PM five college

mission

SUJUDAYEVENrNG PRAYERS 6PM
Smith College Chapel downstairs lounge

refreshments

76 DODGE ASPEN 3SPD on column

many new parts needs minor bodywork

$650 00 or B O call 545-7376 -Lisa

VERY DEPENDABLE OATSUN 8210

79K $700 or BO 549-4901

UPC GENERAL MEETING Tuesday
11/4, 6 30PMin168CC Three more grea!

shows of the semester" New members
always welcome!!

KIBBUTZ LECTURE: AVARAHAM
Polovin Second Generation on Kibbutz"

tonight 7PM Bartlett 131 sponsored by

B'Nai B'Rith Hillel

1978 FIAT GREAT body Needs brakes

S450orBO 253-5594 or 256-8147 (Willy)

1981 PLYMOUTH CHAMP. Good gas

milage runs very well Asking $1500

253-5594 or 256-8147 (Willy)

ATTENTION PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS
tonight at 7PIVI on Tobin 304 Discussion

about graduate school very informative'

Don't miss it refreshments"

TONIGHT EXILED SOUTHAfrican ediFor

Benjamin Pogrund will speak in 'the

news on South Africa" 8 00PM CCA

MOTORCVCLC

YAMAHA VERAGO 920CC shaft drive

digital new rubber oval discs low miles

helmet $1200 4C Brandywine stop by

CASH

PAYING CASH FOR your baseball cards

please call Mike 549-0333

LESBIAN, BISEXUAL. GAY counseling

collective peer counseling offered Mon
Wed Thurs 3-7PM 433SUB 545-2645 Rap

group Tues 8PM rm 413SU

iNTERTAINMENT

FOR SALi

MUSICIANS NEEDED FOR perlor

mances at Belchertown State School

Funding available. Contact Bruce

256-4236

AUDIO

KEG TAPS FOR sale! Brand new, never

used keg taps only $25 Packies charge

$45 for used taps Don't waste your

money' New laps $25 Call Tony

256-1438 today

1979^CHEVY WAGON. 99>00 miles,

new clutch. Best offer 536-5434 Even

ings week-ends

OHM L2 SPEAKERS 4 yr warranty Call

6-7921

SKI SHOP MECHANIC, EXPERIENCED
perefered Apply in person Western
Village Ski 32 Mam Street Northampton,

MA

ACCEPTING^APPLICATIONS ifTaTl

departments nursing, dietary,

housekeeping, and laundry Excellent

wage ana fringe benefit package Flexi-

ble scheduling apply in pe'son Amherst

Nursing Home, Inc 150 University Dnve.

Amherst, Mass 413-256-8185

DISHWASHERS. FULL AND pan time

Good starling pay Apply in person with

references to The Depot' 125A Plea-

sant St Northampton or call 586-5366 for

an appointment

WANTED-POTTERY TEACHER for Stu

dent Union Craft Shop Call 545-2096 or

slop by

EXECUTIVE CHEF NEEDED forTargegirt

scout camp for 10 weeks, summer of

1987 Family housing available Ex
penence with supervising, purchasing

and quantity cooking a must Please send

resume to Camp Timber Trails, HC 60

Box 158, Tolland Ma 01034

PROGRAMMERS WITH 2YRS tulllimy

experience on DEC/VAX with cobol

and/or basic On line prefered 23^30K oi

do you know someone that might be m
terested"' $500 finders fee Call Tim

534-0974

LEGAL AS$I$TANT$ WANTED
LA$T CHANCE

NOVEMBER 5TH IS the last day to con

tact the Legal Services Office about a

Spnng 1987 internship' Get hands-on ex-

perience in legal field Work directly with

attorneys and clients Earn up to 15

undergraduate credits No experience in

legal profession necessary, training pro-

vided Contact LSO today 545 1995 922

Campus Center

LOOO ORIVf

ALL-CAMPUS BLOOD drive Nov 4,5. &6
10:30-4 30 Student Union Ballroom 150

pints pel day needed

FOR A OOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-DISK ENTERTAINMENT
Agency - Disc)ockeys, Bands, Lights and

Large screen video dances 549-7144

INTERNSHIP AVAILARLE

UMASS PRIDE! Share your enthusiasm

for the University while developing public

relations, marketing, interpersonal, and

counseling skills The admissions office

15 looking lor dynamic and aniculale in-

terns and volunteers to promote the

University to prospective students

Academic credit available Applications m
admissions office, 255 Whitmore, until

November 4

TYPING SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING. Long or short pro

lects Meticulous proofreading Rush lObs

OK New IBM typewrite! 549-0367

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

PAPERS. CASES. DISSERTA
TIONS- dependaOle c

reasonaele. 584 7924 Nan. .

TYPING

SPEEDY KEYS' P',-tes?iCinal typing

256 1002 8AM 11PM

SERVICES

TYPING. TAPE TRANSCRIPTION. Fast

accurate 665-7652

TYPING AND WORD PROCESSING

NEXT-DAY SERVICE. TypcTlte

3234579

MOVER

ROUND TOWN MOVERS fast reliable

cheap call Michael anytime 323-6780

PERSONALS

INTERESTED IN WRITING toi the largest

college daily m New England'' Come
down 10 the Mass Daily Collegian' You

can write about Arts Editorials, Black Af-

fairs, News, Women's Issues & Sports

We're located m the basement of the

Campus Center behind the T V The Col-

legian We Duild careers'

WHITE MALE IN prison very lonely

Pipase write Eddie Stahl no 21101
,

P O
Box 607 Carson. Nevada 89710

RANDI I LOVE you Thank you lor com-

ing A start lor something special to be

created The first day of the rest of your

hie' Karl

LOSE WEIGHT NOW! 10 29 lbs/month

with Herbal Weight Control No diet Ex-

ercise or drugs 100 percent guaranteed

Call Mark 546-5938

K,A,, HAPPY 21STI! Goodbye
Christine' Hello Karen' Twisted sister

rule' Purple shamrock-part Nick's' Car-

bur's' Three Muskateers lor now and

always' We love you" Swoetarls and

Dum-Dums

TODAY IS TOM Seymour's birthday" Big

21' He's legal finally, so if you see him

buy him a dnnki Happy Birthday, Tom!

Love you'

JULIE; WELCOME TO Disneyland Wisfi

you were here to share my "vacation
"

Love forever, your petit chou

SEXY LEXY! YOU'RE 18 and still the big-

gest human human Happy birthday and

many more We love you' E J and S

FOR RENT

TO THE DECKLESS wor>der Julio Ig-

lesias IS alive and well and dancing on

Mam St Happy Birthday to the woman
behind the mask Love the Spmdelettes

NOELLE BYRNES CONGRATULA-
TIONS on becoming the new Panhellenic

President We love you Pez-Head Love

Pee Wee

FREE REFRIGERATOR EVERY 10th

rental free 2x2 cu feet $36 75/year •

$15 OO deposit delivery 546-9965

ROOMMATES WANTED

RESPONSIBLE FOR LG apt on bus route

own room furnished but bring bed $210

lor room plus utiliues call 323-4989 before

2PM 323-6311x530 after

IN BRANDYWINE 1 bedroom avaiTabe

slartlng Dec 1 call 549-0068

SERVICES

TERRIFIC TYPING FROM 'Speedy'

keys Professional reliable service

256 1002 , 8am-11pm

DUAL TURNTABLE $75 BSR speakers

$150 will talk call Chuck 549-6044

AUTO FOR SALE

68 CHEVY BELAIR PB reliable low

milage previously owned by little old lady

call 549-6269

1976 DATSUN 280Z black nice wheels

and fin very dependable $1900 call

546-6186

73BUG GOOD body new 2 tires and bat-

tery engine needs work $400 549-2866

197«"PLYMOUfH ^ALIANTrDepen
dable transportation, good tires, newly-

rebuilt transmission, little rust $250

665-8114

UNIVERSITY STORE HAS engineering

Press Exam Files tor Engineering,

Calculus, Physics, Chemistry

COMPUTER TERMINAL * modem both

$100 student desk $35 Call aller 5PM
665-2225

1973 OLDSMOBILE TYPE sedan, 8

cylinders, automatic, AM/FM radio

casette, good condition, $850 or BO
253-1373

HELP WANTED

19«0 HONDA PRELUDE, automatic,

sunroof, FM/AM, cassette player, air-

heat, high milage, good condition

549-4446 $1950

VERY^1pEN0ABLT^4 Superbeetle

new clutch. braHes. tires, inspection

$800 or BO Mike 548-9169 evenings

" KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent free meals

Light clean-up

Call Cheryl at AXO
545-2152

NEED A JOB? Like travel? Ambitious

people needed to market unique travel

product with no existing competition Ex-

cellent experience lor business, com-

munication and HRTA maiors No ex-

perience necessary, car helpful Contact

Mary 549-6118

WANTEDin

Agressive, enthusiastic students to

market Winter and Spring Break
vacations!

For more information, call Student

Travel Services at 1-800-684-4849

DRUMMER FOR ROCK band Covers

and originals in styles of Who, Beatles,

CCR, Clash, Jam, X etc 546-7050

ALWAYS BUYING USED books,

records, tapes and compact discs Call

Dynamite Books 586 9670 or Dynamite

Records 584-1580 Northampton

PERFORMERS WANTED

AtfENTION STUDENT PERFORMERS
Governors Program Council is looking lor

people to perform in the Campus
Center/Student Union Complex Call

545-0198 lor details or stop by the BOG
office. 817 Campus Center

LOST

HP. IIC^CALCULATOR in library tower

Please call 546-4778 lor reward

LOST AT BOYDEN watch, wallet, and

keys If found call Sunjay- 545 3179 or

549-2785

BROWN LEATHER WALLET with pic

tures of people on it. at Changes on Thurs

night if you have any information regar-

ding the wallet Please call 549-6306

FOUND

PAIR OF GLASSES by bus route stop

near Southwest Found on Monday Oc

tober 27 Go to info desk in Campus
Center to claim

FOUND IN BBTtTANY Manor Apts

Money cat pregnant 10 months old

253-7845

ARE YOU MISSING a pair of black

glasses m a Wack c»s«? l found them'

§49-4483

CONGRATS TO MELISSA and Kathleen

of Sigma Kappa for winning seats on the

Panhellenic board' Love your sisters and

pledges

TO THE SISTERS and pledges of Sigma
Sigma Sigma- thanks so much for your

love and support during the elections

Pe;

ELLEN BEHMAN! LOOK, a personal'

Get psyched lor Vosef and be prepared

to be impressed' Remember, Nov 5 at

7 30 in Campus Center 904-908 Be
there' Mindy

MINOY—YOSSUf! A live preseniation"

Way to go 5-college Hillel!' Nov 5,

1986-7 30-CC904-908-Be there'

WANTED TO RENT

WE WANT ROOM(S) m your apt or

house for next semester' Call now'

Chris6-9737 or Shaun6H27

4 FEMALES LOOKING to take over lease

of house or apt Jan 1 546-7258 or

546-7261

ROYAL AIR CORP—best wishes-

your faithful leader

Irom

TO SUILET

TAKE MY LEASE, please! Great one

bdrm apartment in Crestview Safe, quiet,

on bus route Av 11/15 $400/mth

549-5315, leave message

NEED AN ESCORT?

CALL 5-2123 BETWEEN 8PM & 2AM
every day for an escort anywhere on cam
pus Play it safe.

JENNIFER C. WE worked at Worcester

DC, met by posters at Faces, see you all

over campus Great Ga200 said this

would work Secret Admirer JFC

KAREN ABRAHAM! HAPPY birthday"

'Vou're th|e greatest from your favorite

Roommate!!

HAPPY 21ST BIRTHbAY Meg! Lowe,

Doug and Krtstin, En|oy!

INSTRUCTION

PRI'VATE GUITAR LESSONS experienc

ed and patient teacher Pop rock folk-

blues Songwritmg, theory, readmoim
provisation Right on bus line Doug

549-4786

PASCAL TUTOR. REASONABLE rales

584-1307
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SPORTS

Volleyball on the
road at UConn
Spikers look to break out of recent slump

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

Weekends are generally the object of fun

and frolic, mischief and madness for most

people. But for the University of

Massachusetts volleyball team, this past

weekend was nothing of the sort.

The Minutewomen ran their season

record to 21-4 overall and 4-3 in the Atlan-

tic 10 over the weekend, capturing two of

three matches on the road. UMass dropped

a three-set decision to George Washington

University on Friday,2-15, 11-15, 10-15

before ousting Villanova in a five-set

marathon on Saturday, 15-10, 15-13, 13-15.

14-16. 15-10 and dominating a Loyola

University squad on Sunday in a straight-

set 15-4, 15-8, 15-8 victory.

The spikers will travel to Storrs, CT. this

afternoon, as UMass will face New
England rival University of Connecticut.

Game time is slated for a 7 p.m. start. In

addition., the spikers will look to break out

of what head coach Elaine Sortino called

"a flat spell."

•'We were real flat on Friday and Satur-

day. It wasn't that GW was that good, it

was that we were that bad," Sortino said.

"They are a good team, but they are

definitely beatable. We just couldn't do

anything right."

Friday's loss at the hands of the Colonials

dropped the Minutewomen into a two-way

tie with West Virginia University. With

the conference schedule over, UMass' A- 10

record will determine how it will be seed-

ed in the upcoming A-10 tournament at

Rutgers University on November 21-23.

Friday's loss also marked only the second

time UMass has been swept this season.

But the loss to GW would last only for a

fleeting moment, as the Minutewomen

rallied from a 9-5 deficit in the fifth and

decisive set and derailed a tough Villanova

squad the next day.

"There was never a doubt in mind that

we would win that match. They were a

tough team, but I knew we would come out

on top," Sortino said. "When we were down

in the fifth game, I knew we would come

back. It was another fiat performance by

us, but it's a win."

The "flatness" would disappear on Sun-

day, as the Minutewomen regained some

much needed momentum and controlled

Loyola from start to finish. With that vic-

tory, UMass eclipsed the 20-win plateau for

the fourth consecutive season.

"The first game was our best perfor-

mance by far. The starters played well

enough so that we could get some time in

for the bench," Sortino said. "We did some

good things, but the fact is we're still in a

flat stage. We need to come out of it before

the tournament."

As for UConn, the Huskies and the

Minutewomen met once before this season,

that being at the UMass Invitational tour-

nament in September where UMass claim-

ed a stright-set victory. However, the last

meeting between the two schools was also

the second match of the season for UMass
and the season opener for UConn. Both

teams have changed drastically since then.

"They are going to be very tough. They

play very well at home and they will be

very psyched up for us," Sortino said.

Anytime you get two teams from UMass
and UConn you can expect a barnburner.

We'll definitely need to be prepared for

them."
UConn is currently 8-17 on what has

been a rollercoaster season for the Huskies.

UConn is coming ofT a straight-set win over

Boston College and a fourth place finish out

of twelve teams at the Drexel Invitational

tournament in Philadelphia over the

weekend. According to assistant coach

Ellen Schumey. the Huskie record doesn't

tell the whole story.

"We have been very unpredictable and

very up and dowrn this season. It's been a

rebuilding year for us, but we've played

some really good matches," Schumey said.

continued on page II
Freshman setter Karen Ferguson,

net in action earlier this season.

Collegian photo by Paul Desmarais

shown dumping a bad pass over the

UMass is seeded
second in playoffs

Minutewomen receive bye

Minutewomen beat UVM, 162-105

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

The University of

Massachusetts women's
soccer team received some

good news yesterday when
the National Inter-

collegiate Athletic Associa-

tion playoff information

was disclosed.

The Minutewomen. who
finished the regular season

with a 13-2-2 record, were

expected to be seeded high

in the playoffs by the

NCAA. Indeed, they were.

In fact, UMass is seeded se-

cond for NCAA post-season

action and will receive a

bye in the first round of the

playoffs.

"Everything is working

to plan so far," UMass
coach Kalekeni Banda
said. "We've done enough

work to get into the

playoffs and we hoped it

would come out like this.

Now it's up to the players

to live up to that."

The University of North

Carolina has the top seed,

Colorado College is third,

and George Mason Univer-

sity is fourth. These teams

will receive byes as well.

First round action will

take place this weekend

and quarterfinal games

will be next weekend. The

Final Four will be held on

the weekend of Nov. 22

and 23 on the campus of

one of the participating

teams.
Although exact dates

and times are not known
yet, this much is: the

University of Connecticut

will travel to Brown
University for a game this

weekend.
UMass will play host to

the winner of this game on

Nov. 15 or 16. In regular-

season play. the

Minutewomen beat both

UConn and Brown by

scores of 2-1.

"Playing at home makes
us feel good about the

game." UMass coach

Kalekeni Banda said. "But

it can be dangerous as

well. Other teams come in

here knowing we have the

advantage and play a lot

harder."
Other first-round games

will feature the Universi-

ty of Cincinnati (13-2-1) at

the University of Santa

Barbara (13-2-2). North

Carolina State University

(14-6) at The College of

William and Mary (15-2- 1),

and the University of

California-Hayward
< 15-1-0) at UCal-Berkley
(14-2-1).

continued on page lU

Bv JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts women's swimming coach

Bob Newcomb thought his team would start the season

on the right foot — but he didn't expect the team's initial

outing to be such a strong one.

Newcomb, entering his third year as head coach,

couldn't have been more pleased as the Minutewomen

racked up a solid 162-105 victory, Saturday at the Univer-

sity of Vermont.
"We've been swimming pretty well, but actually, they

swam a little better than I expected," Newcomb said.

"They were pretty impressive across the boards.

"We swam real well. I was pleased with the way we

opened up the season. We were on top of our game, so to

speak, and were really pumping."

Leading the way for the Minutewomen was triple first-

place finisher Melissa Waller, and double first-place

finishers Allison Uzzo and Debbie Mullen. Waller took

the 100-yard breaststroke (1.12.45), the 200-yard

breaststroke (2.40.75), and played a key role in the

200-yard medley relay team (vnth Julie Wilkens, Lori Car

roll and Patti Pike).

Uzzo walked off with the 1000-yard freestyle (11.15.81)

and the 500-yard freestyle (5.28.83) and grabbed second

as a member of the 400-yard freestyle relay team. Mullen,

meanwhile, paced the divers with her sweep, winning both

the one- (224.7 points) and three-meter (206.05 pts.) dives.

"This was her (Mullen) first meet since a shoulder

separation she suffered in the second meet of last year

so it was good to have her back on the boards," Newcomb
said. "She showed she hasn't lost much in terms of com-

petitiveness."

Other UMass winners include Melissa McCarthy in the

200-yard freestyle (2.03.47), Carroll in the 100-yard but

terfly (1.03.74), and Wilkens in the 200-yard backstroke

(2.21.66).

With Waller and the rest of the 200-yard medley team

taking the meet's first event, the Minutewomen killed the

suspense of the competition as Uzzo and McCarthy grabb-

ed the next two events as well.

McCarthy, whose win was probably the backbreaker for

the Catamounts, was a come-from-behind effort which saw
continued on page 10

Cross country takes third in N.E.'s
By STEVE RICHARDS
Collegian Correspondent

The key to the University of Massachusetts men's cross

country team throughout this year has been its depth.

This strength showed again Saturday, earning the team

an encouraging third place finish behind Boston Univer-

sity and Keene State in the New England Championships

at Franklin Park in Boston.

Depth is essential to any successful team in any sport.

A basketball team with one Larry Bird and ten Rick

Robeys just would not cut it. So while UMass could not

crack the top ten, it was able to have a very good show-

ing by placing five runners between the 11th and 24th

"We ran very well as a team this week," coach Ken

O'Brien said. "While over the last few weeks the team

had had several individuals show signs of really coming

on, this time the whole team ran well."

The Minutemen did not expect to challenge the lead

pack, which was comprised of six or seven of the top run-

ners in the country and was dominated by BU. The Ter-

riers had four runners in the top ten, including Dean

Crowe who successfully defended his New England crown

with a time of 24:06, and easily took the regional title.

The team did hope to place someone around tenth and

have three or four others in the top twenty - and that's

exactly what they did. ^ . , . ,,,.

Sophomore Kerry Boyle led UMass, finishing 11th as

he hung tough in an aggressive and determined effort.

Coming off an illness that hampered Boyle around

midseason, assistant coach Randy Thomas said the

sophomore had a fine race and seems to be putting it

together at just the right time.

Rounding out the top five for Massachusetts were Rick

Dow (16th), Bill Stewart (17th), Joe Milette (21st), and

Reinardo Flores (24th).

UMass actually led Keene State in the battle for second

continued on page 11
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Amherst turnout high; voters approve Democrats
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff and
The Associated Press

Governor Michael S. Dukakis led a

Democratic sweep of statewide offices

yesterday, with veteran U.S. Represen-

tative Silvio Conte, R-Pittsfield, the only

Republican winning a major political office,

while Amherst voter turnout was unex-

pectedly high.

"We've done it, because we believed in

something that is so very basic and so fun-

damental to everything that has made
Massachusetts the talk of the nation, and

that is opportunity for every single citizen

of the commonwealth," Dukakis said,

savoring his third gubernatorial victory.

In his concession speech, Republican

George Kariotis said, "I congratulate the

governor on his victory and wish him good

health for our sake as well as his."

In other state elections, incumbent

Democrat Robert Q. Crane defeated

Republican L. Joyce Hampers for

treasurer, incumbent Democrat Michael J.

Connolly defeated Republican Deborah R.

Cochran for secretary of state. Democrat A.

Joseph DeNucci defeated Republican

William G. Robinson for auditor and

Democrat James Shannon defeated his

GOP opponent, Edward F. Harrington for

attorney general.

Also before voters on Election Day were

several controversial ballot issues.

The first ballot question asked that the

state legislature be empowered to cut off

abortion funds and to allow lawmakers to

limit abortion funds to the extent permit-

ted by the U.S. Supreme Court. With 10 to

13 percent of the results in, 46 percent

voted yes, and 54 percent voted no.

Another question asked voters if they

wanted to impose a stricter limit on taxes

than one the Legislature just enacted, and

CoUeKian photo by Rob Skelton

Democratic State Representative-elect Stan Rosenberg, third from right,

with local campaigners outside of Amherst's Bangs Community Center

voting site last night.

another much debated issue asked voters

if they supported a mandatory seat belt law

passed by the Legislature last year. In-

complete results showed 43 percent of

voters approved the measure while 57 per-

cent voted no.

Statewide voter turnout was higher than

expected, but was still the lowest since

1916, a spokeswoman for Conte's office

said.

Amherst voter turnout was higher than

expected yesterday, election workers at the

precincts said.

Precincts were divided by residence, with

University of Massachusetts students con-

centrated at the Immanuel Lutheran

Church, and the Bangs Community
Center.

At precinct three in the Immanuel
Lutheran Church, "turnout was pretty

good," said election worker Debbie

Lawrence-Riddell. "We had many students

from Northeast, Orchard Hill, Sylvan, and

Central," she said.

Voters at precinct three were "mostly

students, but our other Amherst residents

did come out," she said.

Both precincts four and five were located

at the Bangs Community Center. Amherst

College students voted at precinct four,

election worker Sandra Surner said. The

overall tiu-n-out was "higher than ex-

pected," though the student voting was

"not terribly high," she said.

UMass students also voted at precinct

five, where the turnout was "better than

we've had, though not the best," election

worker Barbara McGarrah said.

Incomplete results showed a majority of

voters opposed to questions two and six,

and in support of questions three, four,

seven, and eieht.

Drives to spur

election interest

bombard voters

BOSTON (AP) A last-minute flurry of

advertisements on emotional statewide

ballot issues, including those calling for

mandatory seat belt use and limits on abor-

tions and taxes, bombarded Massachusetts

voters yesterday. __

Opponents of some of the measures, in

eluding one that would allow state aid to

parochial schools, said low voter turnout

caused by lack of interest in races for state

wide offices could give special interest

groups an edge in deciding the questions.

Other binding referendums would place

a strict timetable on cleaning up hazardous

waste and allow voter registration by mail.

Two non-binding issues on the ballot call-

ed for national programs on health care

and acid rain control.

Supporters of the referendum on abortion

included many Roman Catholics who
argued the measure would bring

Massachusetts in line with 36 other states

which.do not use tax dollars to fund elec-

tive abortions.

Pro-abortion activists, meanwhile, wor-

ried the question would conftise Voters, and

they spent much of their $500,000 cam-

paign on reminders that a "no" vote was
a "pro-choice" vote.

Supporters of a state law ordering drivers

to use seat belts outspent their opponents

30-1, but the repeal movement was buoyed

by free publicity from WRKO talk-show

host Jerry Williams, an opponent of the

new law who devoted much of his shows

to the issue.

continued on page 4

Newspaper editor discusses South Africa

Says lack of awareness is a threat
By WILLIAM SPAIN
Collegian Staff

A former editor of the defunct Rand Daily Mail, a

newspaper that was based in Johannesburg, South Africa,

said last night that the lack of information about unrest

in that country is a threat to maintaining international

awareness of the apartheid system in place there.

Benjamin Pogrund, speaking before an audience of

about two hundred in the Campus Center Auditorium,

referred to the press restrictions imposed by the South

African government and the lack of coverage the coun-

try gets on American television and asked "How long will

interest hold?"

Describing the hurdles journalists must clear to report

the news, Pogrund said that many stories must have the

permission of the Bureau of Information to be legally

published and "they do not always even respond to re-

quests."

Pogrund described other methods the government uses

to control the press, such as "intimidation, restricting en-

try to ghetto townships," and stiff prison sentences for

publishing anything that might be considered "subver-

sive."

He also said that "no actions of the security forces may

be published without permission," and readers often

"have to read between the lines," to get an idea of what

is going on.

"For those concerned about South Africa, there are

serious implications for the rest of the world," he said.

Slashing into the government-controlled radio and

television media, Pogrund called them "pure propagan

da" and an "affront to anyone's intelligence."

In a 45-minute speech, followed by a question-and-

answer period, Pogrund also covered a number of other

issues facing South Africa, including the imposition of

economic sanctions.

"Sanctions are not working out the way people expected

them to," he said, "in fact, they are a triggering a boom

in the economy by encouraging import substitution.'

He also spoke of recent moves towards reform claimed

by the government, saying "there is a great deal of

hypocrisy and downright lying about this."

Black education was also a topic. Pogrund said that

"education has been a key aspect in enforcing apartheid.

They have set it up quite deliberately to enslave minds.

"Black schools are overwhelmingly inferior to white

schools. It will take a gigantic effort to overcome the

backlog" of disadvantaged black students, he said.

Pogrund ended by stating that "Eventually, change will

come. There will be freedom for blacks but don't be

mistaken about how long it will take."

"The world has to understand the determination of the

Afrikaners to fight it out to the bitter end," he warned.

Collefian photo by Ricci Bonanno

Benjamin Pogrund.

Smith leader
calls meeting

Lashes out against racism
By KEVIN LINDER
Collegian Correspondent

Smith College President Mary Maples Dunn joined

students and faculty in speaking Monday night at an all

college meeting expressing their indignation and con-

cern over a racist message found painted on the stairs

of a campus building last Thursday morning.

Dunn opened the meeting by revealing the content of

the message which had provoked her to call only the se-

cond all-college meeting of her 14 month tenure as Smith

College president.

"I'm now going to tell you what was written on the

Lilly Hall steps,"Dunn said. "'Niggers, spies and chinks

quit complaining and get out' — I can hardly bring

myself to say it."

Dunn urged the standing room only crowd at John M.

Greene Hall to look upon the incident as presenting "a

task we must all take on; a task of finding ways to con-

fine racism and get rid of it."

Dunn then introduced three students wishing to speak

"on behalf of all students of color." The students took

turns reading from a prepared statement which con-

demned Smith's racial climate.

"We've had to consistently defend our right to be here,"

said one, Margot Hyun. "As students of color we're con-

tinually called upon to educate others."

Another student, Amelia Marie Adams, said that

"statements such as 'I didn't know,"that's theway it is,'

and 'I've never known a minority student before' are not

acceptable excuses for insults."

The audience responded to the students' remarks with

a standing ovation.

Afro-American Studies associate professor Johnella

Butler also spoke, and expressed concern over "malig-

nant racism" at Smith. . , _ .
continued on page 5
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Democratic incumbents regain positions in electa^^^^

Crane keeps post • Shannon wins

BOSTON (AP) - State Treasurer Robert

Crane, won reelection yesterday in the

most diflicult election battle of his 22 years

in office, a bruising $2 million battle with

Republican L. Joyce Hampers for the

$60,000-a-year job.

Hampers tried to remain on the offensive

throughout the high publicized campaign,

demanding that Crane explain what he

does to earn $130,000 as a consultant to

Market Enterprises, a private food

brokerage company.

Crane said it did not detract from his

state post and that he gave the brokerage

company less than eight hours of his week

ly time.

Crane's handsome earnings for his out

side work were the chief weapon of his

47-year-old opponent, who was state

revenue commissioner under Gov. Edward

J. King.

Also a wealthy candidate, Hampers

estimated spending at least $1 million of

her own money on the race. Part of that

money, her opponent alleged, came from

the sale of her Weston home to her husband

for $412,000.

Crane's chief weapon was Hampers

negative campaigning.

Polls showed her support dropping as her

invective increased, beginning with a five

minute TV ad just after the primary that

accused Crane of mismanaging pension

funds, abusing his office and practicing

cronyism.

The 60-year-old incumbent responded

with ads showing mud being slung at his

photograph. The ads were dropped after a

few days when polls showed Crane at least

10 percentage points ahead.

Crane spent about $500,000 and

Hampers $1.5 million on the campaign,

easily the most ever spent on a treasurer's

race in Massachusetts.

BOSTON lAP^ - Former U.S. Rep.

James M. Shannon yesterday rode the

Democratic bandwagon on a return trip to

public office as he beat former U.S. At-

tornery Edward F. Harrington in the elec-

tion for state attorney general.

Harrington, a Republican lawyer, had

claimed he was far better qualified to

replace three-term Attorney General Fran

cis X. Bellotti, who did not seek re-election,

because of his tenure as the chief federal

prosecutor in Massachusetts.

Harrington said Shannon, also a lawyer,

had never prosecuted a case, and claimed

that the Democrat "office-shopped" before

deciding to run for attorney general as a

steppingstone to higher office.

Shannon, 34, of Lawrence, disputed the

charges. "If I'm elected attorney general I

expect to be running for re-election four

years from now," he said.

He said his three terms in Congress

qualified him to be the state's chief pro-

secutor, and that much of what Harrington

said stemmed from the former Democrat's

bitterness toward his old party.

Shannon, who gave up his congressional

seat for an unsuccessful 1984 Democratic

primary run for U.S. Senate, also said Har

rington was wrong to say during the cam-

paign that the attorney general had little

to do with nuclear power, an issue Shan-

non stressed.

"Seabrook will be one of the most impor-

tant issues for the next attorney general."

Shannon said in reference to the plant be-

ing built over the border in New
Hampshire.
Harrington, 53, of Needham,

acknowledged he had some bad feelings

towards the Democrats. He said party of

ficials told him he had stepped on too many

Democrats' toes while he was U.S.

attorney.

Dukakis takes on third term as governor
M^ %M,a\>%m>i^

a gubernatorial candidate since World W ar

the 63-37 percent victory ofBOSTON (AP) — Democratic incumbent

Michael S. Dukakis made the record books

yesterday when he won a third term as

governor on a ticket that included the first

woman likely to win statewide office in

Massachusetts.

The Democrats, aided by a strong state

economy and the Republican problems in

finding a candidate for governor, led the

GOP ticket of George Kariotis and

Nicholas Nikitas by more than 40 percen-

tage points in all polls going into election

day.

Dukakis, seeking a second straight term

and third overall, would top John Han-

cock's 200-year-old record of having serv-

ed as governor for the longest period in

Massachusetts history if he serves out the

next four-year term.

The highest winning margin received by

Election '86

I was —
Republican John Volpe in the 1966

election.

Dukakis, hoping to win another term just

one day after his 52nd birthday, sought a

large victory to improve his prospects for

a possible 1988 campaign for president.

Taking credit for a $500 million budget

surplus and one of the lowest jobless rates

m the country, Dukakis campaigned on the

theme of "opportunity for all" and prepar-

ing the state's economy for the future.

Evelyln Murphy, who served as economic

affairs secretary and environmental affairs

secretary under Dukakis, won a hard-

fought Democratic primary battle for the

right to run with him as lieutenant

governor.

The Brookline resident stayed out of the

limelight in the final weeks of the cam-

paign, filling for Dukakis when he was

unable to make campaign appearances.

Kariotis, a conservative, high-tech

businessman, entered the race after at

torney Gregory Hyatt bowed out when

more than 1,000 forgeries were discovered

on his nomination papers and Rep. Royall

Switzler ended his campaign after admit-

ting he had lied about his military record.

The former state secretar>' of economic af-

fairs was forced to mount a statewide cam-

paign within nine weeks against a popular

incumbent who would outspend him 5 to 1.

In the final weeks, Kariotis was forced

to buy full-page newspapei ads to attract

attention to his campaign and offer cash

prizes for people who would enter his cam-

paign contests.

: His blunt-spoken style - such as admit-

ting he appeared to be a gone goose" and

that holding Dukakis to 60 percent would

be a moral victor>' — charmed some voters,

and alarmed campaign aides who tried un-

successfully to tone him down.

I
AlOl
Freshman Orientation

Nothing could ha\'e prepared me
for the Hrst few moments with my
roommate. "Anique'—nothing more,

just "Anique'—was her name. Change

the "A" t9 a'^U"and youVe got a

description.

When they asked what type of

roommate 1 wanted, I didn't know that

I needed to be more specific than non-

smoker. I couM swear I saw a picture

of .'\nique on a postcard I got from

London. Within h\e minutes, I found

out that she w as an Art History stu-

dent, into the Psychedehc Furs, and

totalK; totally against the domesti-

cation of animals.

I was just alx)ut ready to put in

for a room transfer when she

reached into her leather

backpack, pulled out a

can of Suisse Mocha and

oftbred me a cup. Okay, I

decided Fd keep an open mind.

As we sipped our cups, I

found out that Anique and 1 share

the same fondness for Gary Grant

movies, the same disdain ft:)r wine

coolers, and the same ex-boyfriend.

That ga\ e us plent\' to talk about.

General Foods* International CotTees.

Share the feeling.
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Physical barriers to disabled

still abound in campus buildings

Collegian photo by Ricci Bonanno

Wheelchair access ramp at Lederle

Graduate Research Center

By NORIKO OTAKE
Collegian Correspondent

Buildings on campus are still not fully accessible for peo-

ple with di.sabilities because of the physical barriers and

people who use the buildings, Paul Appleby, the director

of Handicapped Student Affairs said.

Some of the handicap access ramps such as those at the

Campus Center and Whitmore Administration Building

are too steep because they are not necessarily designed

for people with disabilities, Appleby said.

"They are just parts of the buildings. In last 10 years,

more attention has been paid to handicapped people but

those buildings were built more than 10 years ago. he

^^According to a study conducted by Lisa Riskin, the presi-

dent of Abilities Unlimited, the Campus Center'Student

Union complex has 77 physical barriers which inhibit

equal access to it.
, j *

Thirty three of the barriers can be improved immediate-

ly by enlarging the visibility of signs and letters and pain-

ting lines on steps but the other barriers, such as heavy

doors and steep ramps, should be included in overall

renovation plans, Riskin said.

•idealistically they should be done right away but

realistically it takes time and money."

John Hayes, the chairman of the Campus Center Board

of Governors, said they are trying to make people involv-

ed come up with a plan to repair the Complex but it re-

quires money and time.

Sometimes people with disabilities cannot have access

to barrier-free buildings on campus because there are peo-

ple who chain their bicycles to hand rails. David Beaudin

an associate fire prevention officer in the Environmental

Health and Safety Division, said.

"In this semester there are more complaints from han-

dicapped people Graduate Research Center and Morrill

Science Center are the places which most frequently have

this problem," he said.

The chained bicvcles don't give enough room for

wheelchairs to go through but they are more dangerous

to visually impaired people Appleby said.

Beaudin said, "People think handicapped people are on

ly those who are on wheelchairs but they are not. There

are visuallv impaired people and elderly people who need

to hold onto the railings, they are hit by bikes and fall.

The Emvironmental Health and Safety Division con-

stantly checks the handicap access ramps and handrails

on campus and put stickers on parked bicycles as a warn

ing, Beaudin said. When they receive complaints from peo

pie with disabilities they remove the bicycles.

Mpre faculty members sought to improvejnajor

Journalism Studies seeks departmental status
• . . • • = Ti,oPQniilfvSpnatemiErhtaDDrove Undergraduate senators approved

By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

The Journalistic Studies program needs

to achieve departmental status and hire

more faculty members to better serve

undergraduates majoring in journalism,

according to a journalism advisor.

Currently about 300 University of

Massachusetts undergraduates—about 20

percent of the students enrolled in

Humanities and Fine Arts majors—are

majoring in journalism. The program

employs six full-time faculty members.

Many students have complained about

standing in line for hours, hoping to sign

up for Journalism classes during registra-

tion day each semester, and then finding

there is no more space left. In the spring

of 1986 there were 855 requests for only

300 class spaces.

"It's almost impossible to get a class,"

said John Adams Senator Mary Rita

Kropp, a journalism major. "There is a

high interest in this major."

Journalism advisor Sara Grimes said,

"We have a vibrant, exciting major which

I think appeals to students in a new way."

We live in a "fast pace time" in which the

media plays an important role because

much is happening simultaneously, she

said.

Journalism has a chance to be a

vanguard in helping people find...new ap-

proaches to this society," Grimes said, ad-

ding that the media participates in mak-

ing history.

The program also needs new faculty

members to foster new ideas, she said,

such as a new biweekly newsletter titled

The Journalism Connection which was

begun this semester [see accompanying

story]. As new faculty members would

work on new projects, senior members

would have more time for advising and

researching. Grimes added.

An editorial, written by Grimes for The

Journalism Connections first issue,

states, "Our goal is simple: To move from

being one of the best undergraduate jour-

nalism progiams in the countrv- to achieve

full departmental status we have long

sought..."

In the editorial. Grimes encourages any

concerned student to get involved in over-

coming this "crisis
"

The Faculty Senate will soon review a

proposal to make Journalistic Studies a

department. Advisors in the program, as

well as College of Arts and Sciences Dean

Murray Schwartz, say they expect the pro-

posal to be successful.

Schwartz said he feels the program's ad-

visors have a "strong case," which he sup-

ports. The Faculty Senate might approve

the request for departmental status by the

end of this year and next fall Journalistic

Studies could become a department,

Schwartz "^''^

Undergraduate senators approved last

Wednesday that a letter addressing the

issue be sent to Schwartz and Chancellor

Joseph Duffey.
continued on page 4

Journalism newsletter created
By DANA ANAGNOSTOU
Collegian Correspondent

The Journalism Connection, a new jour-

nalistic studies publication begun this

semester, focuses on concerns of Univer-

sity ofMassachusetts students enrolled in

the journalism program.

Sara Grimes, an adviser for

undergraduate journalism majors, said

the newsletter addresses "serious issues

of concern to journalism students [and]

provides real information about the ma-

jor and University procedures."

Each issue of the newsletter includes a

profile ofjournalism program faculty stu-

dent or alumni. Past subjects have includ-

ed visiting assistant professor Marsha

Marotta and alumnus Kevin Cullen, a

reporter for the Boston Globe. The third

issue will profile a student, and profiles

of faculty, students and alumni will con-

tinue on a rotating basis, said Ken Albert,

the newsletter's student executive editor.

More than 300 Journalism majors.

which make up 20 percent of the College

of Arts and Humanities, and about 350

alumni receive the newsletter biweekly.

The funding for the newsletter comes

from an alumni fund, Grimes said. "We
really have strong alumni support," she

said. "The main cost is for printing," she

said.

The newsletter has been "quite suc-

cessful so far. The first issue was a very

strong issue and got very positive

response. It has served to open the lines

of communication [between the program

and journalism majors] and make them

very active," said Albert.

Participation on the newsletter provides

a "good training ground for people who

want to be journalists," Rhonda Swan,

student managing editor said.

The staff includes Marsha Marotta, a

UMass journalism alumnus, and former

city editor for The Springfield Daily News.

Amnesty International seeks new members

to start local chapter on UMass campus
> 1 T J —1.1 1 .1— n«K ^ n4- j-kw>w^rk4~ir\f^ Q 1
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By AUTUMN MAKI
Collegian Correspondent

Amnesty International, a human rights group active in

advocating freedom for political prisoners all over the

world, will soon be starting a local chapter at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts. „ * i.

Timothy Carrier, Amnesty Internationals Amherst

Group Coordinator, said the organization is looking for

members to start the group's activities and help set up

the UMass chapter.

"We are looking, for five to ten interested people to

become our core members and start things going," said

Carrier The Amherst chapter does not yet have an of-

fice on campus because it is not a registered student

organization. Carrier said he will apply for RSO status

sometime this week.

To become an RSO. a prospective group must fill out

an application, and get ten undergraduate students to sign

a petition to register the group with the Undergraduate

Student Senate. The group must then write a constitu-

tion and submit all the materials for approval to Student

Activities Office.

Amnesty International is an internationally-based

organization that uses literature and fund-raising efforts

to aid people oppressed by foreign governments.

"We start by writing postcards and letters to govern-

ment ofiicals to voice disapproval of their abuses." Car-

rier said. Constant pressure and publicity to help release

human rights victims are the organization's goals, Car-

rier said.

Amnesty International is also active in the United

States in oppposing the death penalty, Carrier said.

"We will write petitions to Governors to initiate stays

of executions for inmates on death row," Carrier said.

Amnesty International feels that punishment by death

is a serious abuse of human rights. Carrier said.

The Amherst chapter of Amnesty International will try

to inform the students on human rights issues once the

group is officially started, he said.

"We would like to set up tables on the concourse, and

have informational meetings for the students here." he

said. The group also wants to get members and students

to help the organization in its goals to free political

prisoners by v^riting letters and participating in the

group's activities.

The Office ofHuman Relations will hold a forum today from noon to 1:30 p.m. in Campus Center

^Th^ forum will focus on how best to advise undergraduates on fulfilling General Education re-

mtirpments Students, faculty, and staff are welcomed to attend.
. . . r o „ ^

^TrcXyolTn^L Hospital ts holding a free class on breast self-examination today from 9 a.m.

^^'rVipi^^iasses are offered every Wednesday throughout the year.
a , n *^.

V^eZorlZeknowned Chilean band Quilapayun will play tomorrow night at the Fme Arts Center

Tilkets $8 f7r students and $10 for non-students, are still available at the Box Office. Children

tion and for New England Central America Network.

Student will discuss

Jews and S. Africa
By STAGEY MEYROWITZ
Collegian Correspondent

Yosef Abramovitz, a senior at Boston University who

was threatened with expulsion for anti-apartheid activi-

ty will discuss the 'Jewish Perspective on the South Africa

Debate" in the Campus Center tonight.

Boston University authorities threatened to expell

Abramovitz last spring after he hung anti apartheid ban-

ners from his dormitory wandow. Abramovitz argued that

a university is a forum for discussion, and that students

should not be expelled for expressing their beliefs.

"A university should be a marketplace for all ideas. But

BU is a marketplace for some ideas," Abramovitz said in

a recent Newsweek magazine interview.

Melinda Williams, a UMass administrative assistant for

Hillel said Abramowitz has been a member of the B'nai

B'rith' National Student Secretariat, the elected leader-

ship body of the nationwide campus community, for three

V6fl.FS

Abramowitz recently spoke at the Washington Five con-

ference, a Jewish political conference at which students

"to lobby and understand the issues of what's going on

in the United States. Israel, and the Middle East,'' Eric

Traiger, president of the UMass chapter of Hillel said. The

five-day conference is held every year in Washington. DC.

Five students from the Five College area who attended

the conference in September said Abramowitz "was very

dynamic and would be great to have here." Williams said.

Mindy Merdinger. an undergraduate student and co-

chairperson for Hillel at Mt. Holyoke College, was in

charge of bunging Abramowitz to UMass. Traiger said.

Abramowitz i.-^ the first editor of the Secretariat, a na-

tional student newspaper, said Williams. "I think that's

one reason he'd be good here. He is a fellow .^student, and

he's gotten into something he really believes in. He's

researched it and has made some kind of impact. He s a

remarkable fellow." she said.
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Board of Governors help run SUB/CC complex
MJ\^€M,M. \M. X-r*. 'V^ ^'-^ ^^ 1.

la^t year wasa Hlabiii7.inKy«'Hr fc.r ih- iK.ard, Have

Group allows students to have input into organization
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k,- BRITT^jN
rates and

ne budget of the

zalioiJ tr 'rpresent st .

t^reu m tv ' '^r ^luu^ni Union comp.^. . --

many -^tu'; are of exactly what the board

rifj*,-: board chair John Hayeij said

The hKjard sprang up in the T0« when the administra

Don raised student fees to pay for the construction of the

Campus Center, Hayes said

"Students pay for this buildmg. and should have more

say in what goes on," Hayes said.

The bfjard ha.s 32 members, eight of whom are appointed

by the Gratkiate Senate, and one who is appointed by the

St^Kkbridge Student Senate. Hayes said. The remaining

seats are spht up by undergraduates, caucuses, and other

app<-jinled positions, he said

'We have 30 officers and 11 coordinators who are paid

student employees that are hired by the board." he aaid.

The crx,rdinators include a finance coordinator, an assis-

tant office coordinator, a vendor coordinator, a food ser-

vice cv>rd;nator. a public relations coordinator, a gover-

nor's program council coordinator, a key function coor-

dinator, a display coordinator, and a space coordinator.

he ,sa;d
< i - u

Th*- v.-.r,dor coordinator certifies all venaors who use the

Campuj. Center cona .rorce^ pohcy, and determines

-d prices in the complex. Hayes said

"Students pay for this building, and should

have more sax in uhat goes on,"

— BOG Chairman John Haxes.

Ihe board has direct say over student ?pdce in me Cam

pus Center and Student Union. Hayes said. -Each year

the student groups have to re-apply for space," he said

The board funds organizations through their budget.

The^ include the craf\ shop in the Student Union, the

Student Union Art Gallen-. the governor's program coun-

cil, and the programming aspect of the video center in the

Student Union. Hayes said.

The board's budget for fiscal year 1987 is $152,000. ac-

cording to a budget report.

Hayes said the board's history has been rocky. J} has

'oeen a constant battle to stay afloat. In the past we have

had contracts approved by the administration, but it ha.s

been very ea.sy for them to withdraw recognition." he .said.

I a-^t year was a stabiiizin}.^ yefir for ih.- board, Hayes

r^ai^d. "We were almost killed in 19H5 ChM year we got

the BoHrd back on an even ke«l. " h< ;.iH

'! .rd attempted to have a conHlilulion approved

o'.H., ,n. summer, but "Higher ups. canned the whole

'hingThi.s .shows that they lth<-.i'lnnni-tr;.tio.') t.ll ha.s

,»>-niDt for the hoard," Haye.'-, .^aid

•My project this year ik to have our relationship with

•;,. administration clarified once ;ind for all." he said

:5ludent Government Association President William

Bennett said the Board has had problems, but is

improving.

Bennett said he does not agree with all of the board's

stances, but "The board is helping the campus by doing

the kinds of things they do," he said.

The recent controversy has helped attract attention to

the board, but "they have been hurting in terms of publici

ty," Bennett said.

Randy Donant, director of the Student Activities Office,

said the board presents a student perspective of the needs

of the Campus Center/Student Union complex.

"I have known chairs and board members for the last

six years, and they work very hard and take their posi-

tions seriously," he .said.

"I have attended board meetings and .seen some heated

debates, which would not occur if the board members were

not serious," Donant said.

• referendum
"jntir .

- ''( page 1

Repea. activists said the

^e.rf.rc.ndu.Ti was a personal
...,„: ., ,--., ,.^ _. ad-

.'.fc .aw said it

;. . a safety issue

• : ha- proven it .saves

Ji'.-e.%

The -tale tax cap pro-

pcjnenth v.ere led by the

same activi.sts who suc-

cessfully pushed for Proposi-

tion 2 1 2, which was pass-

ed in 1980 and limits local

spending

The state Legislature

recently enacted a tax cap,

but it is not as restrictive as

the ballot question.

The hazadous waste

referendum had the large.st

lead in pre-election polls,

ProfK^nents spent more than

$250,00fJ despite no organ iz

ed opposition, although

state enviromental officials

were wary because the

measure does not include a

funding provision.

The measure to allow

voter registration V>y mail

also had no financed opposi-

tion. But :yjme lawmakers
were vfK:a! in their oppos

tion, charging the hystem

would encourage voter

fraud

• journalism
runUnupd from paf-f 3

Kropp said, "I think the

student senate offers [jour-

nalism majors] a voice so

they can tell the dean 'we

are pi.ssed off Uk>. I hope that

Dean .Schwartz will take

notice and hopefully fund a

full-time profes3^)r,"

She urges students major-

ing or minoring in jour

nalism, as well as any other

.student, to .send letters ex

pressing their concern to the

dean and the chancellor.

Grimes, referring to the

senate decision, said. "I

think that's marvelous.

We're dcii^'lited with the

hUp|)orl '

L_

Call

the Coil^-jgiciri

at 545-3500.

Mix tVAinrv. V1»hiin>hi Vi»l>rsl> \r.gi, ^<,un6tt i.l

Dear Student,

T-rncthing you can

ume each

jj. impro^e

•.•.•-r;. asp*:- r life— >our

(.'radc .arccr, ydur

rclatior. .:,.,. , ..:,.. thing— a// tf/

Ihe same lime \H hat's more, it's

easy to do, f>%er I .(KXl.fXX) stu-

dents have opcricn^cd the hcnc-

ht^ And .

N Du'll Ivfii ii '' "'"i I' lUuM at

a ,pcLial free IclIufc on the

trair-.>.endcii!;il Mcdit;i'

nirj'jc arid r'/i/ardle'.^ '

''

If you really want

to know how to

improve your grades,

your career, and

your life, there's an

upcoming lecture

you shouldn't miss.

Nnu'li hear. Im example, ahcHil

t|ir iiiiiticd licid .>! all ilic l.iA >.t

iiatuie as described H'- iri'i-lcrn

physics and b> an^ii ' ^ d^

science. ,-\nd about inm the I M
lechnigue lots vou es(x-rience the

unified tield xMihin voui ovmi con-

sciousness. And alH)ul fitns that e\-

periciico, gained rcgularK.

hrings you Ihe support ol all the

laws ol nature.

\f)d ' ' •'•

resca-

,anl t'l •our per\ijnui dnci uliJ

flemiL de.'''''ri>^if'r- w: j •fwJen!

Here, fo-

heard abi ' IM,
urpn ,i:

han
ihis enteriaining iwlk mH
and cnliphten yrju M'^"

M , II jirii. I , Kc ill iii.iii 1 .1'

pre ,ii,lcni <ii itie student L'tnern

i:
', ' 'Kinal

I . ; tat.

,; ,iil ;i[,i.!i.^- '!> 1 M
tevliiiiquc I Aani lo tell sou ttiree

things about the upcoming lecture;

1,\t the lecture, sou'll learn

\\ov. the simple, natural IM
technique, vshich i-, practiced

lor 15 20 minutes t\«.ice a day.

brings profound benelits to mind

and hods, and how these benefits

automaiicaHs improse one's social

behavior, school and job pcr-

tormance, and much more.

" WT' xperiencing the unified

Mlifitld through the TM
technique really give* me more

support of nature. ,4v soon as I

began TM, everything became

easier, and my grade-point

a\'erage went up a whole point!'

—Sam Hoothhy

Ph. I), candidate

r.ducalion

Harvard I nirersily

population practices the IM pro-

jram and its advanced aspects, the

entire papulation becomes more

orderly, peaceful, and progressive.

" \^T hen you practice TM,

TT you can experience the

full range of education—not

Just gaining classroom know-

ledge, but developing the

knower, and that's yourself!"

—Karen Blasdell

Ph.D. candidate

Seuroscience

Maharishi International

University

SckntHlt Kisiarch

2\ .ni'W ,iImi loam ahdui tlic

, . |i|,, ,i;l|i , il n-lilllU

• lone 1)11

IM (111..

Aorld'Ai ; '
II t

;n^rca,cd learning ahiht;.

pi.MM.il,

mi-Teased ..reatiutv

broader .oinprehcri-ii^n and

ahiliiv lo focus attention

improved academic

perlormancc

reduced stress and anxiety

decreased use of drugs,

alcohol, and cigarettes

increased happmess

improved relationships be-

tween students and teachers

iiiipioNcti mind body

coordination

improved athletic performance

Now. I'm sure you'd like to

have some of those qualities grow-

ing in vnur life. Well you can.

And the Ix-autituI thing is that

these qualities grow naturally,

simply as a result ol practicing the

i M technique.

World Peace

31 m.ilK . il Nou are con-

vciiied not jusl with \oiir

osMi tiiiurc. bill also !lic

tiililU' i>! Oil! ll.llion and Ulc

woi Id. I 'i . I - 1- - 111 I'll II, iLison

!o ,ii iciui I il'-' \vi\ ui e.

I his I bcv.insc the I M tc-li

nu)iic doc.n'l Hist help ihc in

tiiMilual I Ik u^heieiice generated

wlifii people practice IM extends

1(1 : , ,1 \v!iolc- Research has

.,h(i%Mi ili.ii when as little a^ the

sqiLue loot ol one peiccnt ol a

'• 'T'T^/f is If" <>«' antidote

M. iVl. to stress I know of,

M hen individuab are free of

stress, they behave more har-

moniously. I'm convinced that if

people practiced TM, world

peace n-ould be a reality.
"

—Kurleigh D. King

Director, Institute for World

Leadership

Former Director-General,

Caribbean Community and

Common Market

This "Super Radiance Effect"

has been demonstrated in commun-

ities, cities—even entire nations.

This brings great hope tor the

future,' because it means that the

age-old problems of world peace

may at last have a solution.

It Works!

If
you're wondering how one

simple technique can bring

so many benefits to mind,

bixiy. behavior, and even the world

as a whole. I urge you to attend the

tree lecture. The explanation you'll

hear is at once simple, scientific,

and profound.

JL iTi important part of

being a peak performer. It

gives you the ability to excel in

an environment of stress, to

make rapid decisions based on

rapid changes, and to do so

functioning very well."

— Christopher Hegarty, President

Hegarly and Associates

Siui hrancisco, C \

The main thing, however, is

thai /.\/ works. I know from my

own experience. I've been practic-

ing the technique tor d veais, au<\

its made me more relaxed, vet

more dvnamic and productive. As

a result. I'm eiijovinu gieater sik-

..ess both 111 and out ot the

classuH>mI

Ol voursc. whetliei sou suui the

IM technique or luit is uii lo vou

But doesn't it make sense to at

least attend ilie leciure' It e\cn ten

percent o\ wliat I've said afxnit

TM proves to be true, think what

II could mean tor vour achieve-

ment and iiappiness for the rest ot

vour life.

Free Lecture

The date and time

of the lecture is

given below. I

hope you'll be there, and

don't hesitate to bring

your friends; you'll be

doing a great thing for

them as well!

Wishing you success

in all that you do.

f^<^K,T^. B^'-fl

Ke\in Blair

Presidcni, Siiidcnt

CiONCinniciii

Maluuishi Inlcinatiotuil

Univcrsiiv

Transcendental Meditation
Free
Lecture

I i.inv..fruk'iil.il MceliM'inn i^ .1 ^oiMiC

m.irK ,ii ilic W.itlJ I'l.in I M.vmnc
( iMiiKil I iiiioJ Stall's. ,1 mm pii>in

nlui.jluHKil iiiL'.im/,iluin

Wed Nov 5 7 30 PM TM Center 327 Lincoln Ave; Thurs. Nov 6 - 12:30 TM Center 327 Lincoln Ave

Thursday, Nov 6 - 7:30 PM Room 917 Campus Center

The TM Center is a short walk from Whitmore Administration Building

*••••• • • • • •

Union Video Center
may refurbish lounge
BY EDWARD SYRON
Collegian Correspondent

The Union Video Center wants to refur-

bish, carpet, and install a new air condi-

tioning system in Campus Center Room
201 as part of an effort to improve the cam-

pus video club, president Scott Adams said.

Room 201 is located next to the Hatch

down the hall from the Union Video

Center's headquarters.

Within the white washed, bright hot

room there are five old tables and two

dozen chairs situated around the room fac-

ing the TV monitor that hangs from the

wall.

Usually very few persons visit the room,

but the UVC members hope that will soon

change.

The room remains around 85 degrees the

entire year, which makes air conditioning

the number one priority, said Adams.

William Harris, director of the Campus

Center said the room's location causes the

temperature problem.

•it's an internal room. The ventilation is

not that swift. This is because adjacent to i

201 is the heating system for the whole

building. You get a radiation of heat out

into the hallway and room 201 because

there is no atmospheric vent." Harris said.

If Adams gets air conditioning he said he

plans to push for further renovations, but

it will be difficult to convince the Campus
Center administration that room 201 is a

good investment.

John Hayes, chairman of the Board of

Governors, said that building operations

and the building administration have

agreed that room 201 needs work and the

Video Center's proposals are good.

The Board allocates space and funds to

student organizations that use the Campus

Center/Student Union building.

"Now the administrators don't seem to

want to put the time into it," said Hayes.

"The attitude of the new administration

is different and that's a problem. Basical-

ly they don't seem willing to put the time

in. Students seem to be a secondary

concern.

"What really takes priority are non-

student things: conferences, groups the

faculty brings in, and catering. The Cam-

pus Center is the students' building," said

Hayes.

Dudley Bridges, head of building opera

tions, said, "It was thought the air condi-

tioning system could be done for seven or

eight thousand dollars but in reality it

would be $20,000."'

Because of the design and location of

room 201, the air conditioning will have to

be installed on the roof, he added.

Adams said he also plans to push for

carpeting. Room 201 with its hard ceiling

and walls has an echo sound, said Adams.

A carpet will soften the sound getting rid

of any echo.

The room will also have a "warmer per-

sonality."

"Ideally we'd like two couches in the

room," said Adams. "We've been making

requests to the building administration for

new furniture." but they don't have any

plans to invest money into furniture, so the

couches will have to come from somewhere

else.

As funds are the main problem in the

Video Union's restoration, members are

working on new sources of income.

"We're throwing around the idea of video

rental for the UMass community," said

Adams. The Video Center is asking other

campuses who have such a program as

video rental, about the benefits and pro-

blems they've experienced with a video

outlet.

If the survey is favorable to this campus,

the Video Center will make a proposal to

the Student Union Administration, said

Adams. "We've alreasy applied for the

loan. Room 201 would be used as a video

store if this succeeds." said Adams.

"Improved and new equipment would

allow more professional pieces." said

Adams, referring to the activities of the

Union Video Center.

"From the information we have so far it

would take about a year to pay the loan off.

After that, if the video rental takes off, it

could have the potential to bring in much
needed maintenance funds for our equip-

ment." said Adams.

Campus Center video display room.
PhoUj by Paul Franz

gooQ invesimeni. ,^^,.^..,.j
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UMass teacher writes about Nobel Prize winner
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

The only scholar in the United States to publish a book

on the work of a recent Nobel Prize winner, who teaches

at the University of Massachusetts, said yesterday she

was thrilled to learn her subject was a laureate.

Ketu Katrak said the awarding of the literature prize

to Nigerian playwright and poet Wole Soyinka was long

overdue. Though Soyinka has called her and other

scholars "wearisome thesis-ists," she said she was

"ecstatic" when he won the award Oct. 16.

Soyinka is the first African to receive the award in the

85 years it has been given. He had been a candidate for

several years, according to reports in the New York Times.

He has published more than 20 works ofdrama and poetry

but is probably best known for his dramatic tragedies.

Soyinka is a leading figure in the Third World literature

of activism. Much of his diverse work is concerned with

the clash between Western and traditional African values,

and with themes of freedom from colonial oppression.

"He's not just an armchair writer," Katrak said. "He's

very active in the social and political life of his country.

There's no contradiction between the artist and the ac-

tivist."

"He's not just an armchair writer,"

— UMass faculty member on Nigerian

playwright Wole Soyinka.

For that activism, Soyinka spent 22 months m a

Nigerian prison cell, for his role in trying to end the

Biafran war of 1967. Out of that experience came a wide-

ly acclaimed book of poetry, Shuttle in the Crypt.

One of Soyinka's foremost contributions has been his

theory of tragedy, Katrak said, a theory that says tragedy

"has a purpose, it doesn't just lead to a dead end."

Katrak said "The benefit of tragedy is fed back into the

community" in Soyinka's theory, making the society

stronger and preserving its culture.

Katrak's book, titled Wole Soyinka and Modern

Tragedy A Study of Dramatic Theme and Practice, was

published this July by Greenwood Press. It grew out of

her dissertation studies, for which the thu-d world literat-

ture specialist did a series of interviews with Soyinka

"I wanted to explore the writings of Third World

figures," Katrak said. "The experience of people who grew

up in the Third World is that you aren't exposed to tht

Third World literature at home. The focus is on English

literature."
, , . ^. ^ .•

So she said, she traveled to Nigeria, absorbing the tradi-

tional culture there and talking to Soyinka both "formally

and informally." She said he could be intellectually in-

timidating, "and he's not thrilled about all of us [scholars]

writing about him. He calls us 'wearisome thesis-ists^

A Soyinka play, The Lion and the Jewel, will be

presented at UMass next semester. Katrak said.

• Smith
continued from page 1

"Small beginnings should not be discounted,"Butler

said.

"We ought to consider ourselves duly warned."

Dunn first called for Monday's meeting in an open let-

ter to

the Smith College newspaper, The Sophian, last Thurs-

day, following the discovery of the graffiti on the steps

of the building which houses the M'Wangi cultural

center.

In that letter, Dunn expressed her belief that the van-

dalism was committed by a "deeply distvu-bed person who

may have been moved to this pathological behavior by

recent discussions of racism on campus."

Among those "discussions" were two letters appear-

ing in last Monday's Sophian, one alleging that racism

out of control" at Smith, the other decrying per-
is

vasive racial discrimination on campus."

After the first 30 minutes of prepared remarks Mon-

day night, Dunn opened the floor for discussion and sug-

gestions, to which she said she intended to listen "very

closelv*

The discussion ended with Dunn promising a faculty

meeting on the issues discussed, and vowing "to keep

in touch with the community about what to do next.

Professor Butler then closed the meeting, leading the

speakers and students - all of them standing, many join-

ing hands - in a chorus of "We Shall Overcome.

WoW/^(0^

\n COMCERT
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 6 - 8 PM

FINE ARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT:

Fine Arts Center (545-2511)

Food for Thought Bookstore (Amherst)

Beyond Words Bookstore (Northampton)

$10 General Public - $8 Students

Children Under 12 FREE

Tickets can be ordered by mail or phone. For information

call NECAN at 545-9918, Sponsored by Umass CASA, New
E,ngland Central America Network

I
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Collefpan photo by Ricci Bonanno

KNOCK ON WOOD — First-year student Brian Cravv'ford carries

a board away from the Student Union Building on his way to the

University of Massachusetts Theater Guild yesterday.

THE OFFICE OF THIRD WORLD AFFAIRS
PRESENTS

Mr. Mclvin P. Foote

Director of Africare** Development Education Program

will speak on

THE STUDENT INPUT:

AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS AND YOU

Wedneitday, November 5 , 1986

Campus Center Room 917

University of Massachusetti

Amherst, Massachusetts

8:00 pm

r
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YOU WANT
GRADUATION ON
MAY 30, 1987?

Come to our meeting and
show the administration

you care!

Thursday, Nov 6. 1987

Suffolk Room Student Union
at 6:30

Don't Be Pushed,
Get Involved!

Together We Can
Make a Change
and Graduate On
May 30, 1987

PAID POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT BY STUDENTS FOR MAY 30, 1987 GRADUATION

1

I

I

i

I

Coid Oiors D^Oeuvres

4:00-6:00 p.m. every day

"Drink 5peciafe

every ni^fvt!

Monday-Friday

11:30 a.m. to 12:30 a.m.

Saturday & Sunday
5:00 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.

_ ImTrrrr
[vijiTiTiTrr Mi

TOP of the

CMflPDS

ll"'FMH>K CIMWS CEXTEK/IMASS

Grad Senate calls for

investigation of brawl
By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

The Graduate Student Senate last night

unanimou.sly passed a resolution to send a

letter to the administration asking them

to investigate last week's Southwest brawl

and take strong action against the

offenders.

The investigation would be independent

of police reports, Kevin Dodson. a senator

from the philosophy department who in-

troduced the resolution said. Treasurer

Gary Jakacky added an ammendment that

the "report be made public. The resolution

pa.ssed without debate.

After the meeting, President George

Claxton said "The chancellor is about as

pumped up on this as he is likely to get.

He has pressure from all over."

Claxton agreed with the chancellor's

statement that he made last week that

racism is institutionalized.

"But this incident shouldn't be ignored

simply because it's a racist country," he

added.
Claxton also announced during the

meeting that he and Jakacky have signed

a contract that grants the Campus Center

Board of Governors its autonomy. The BOG

allocates space and funds to groups in the

Campus Center/Student Union complex.

Senator Phil Graham reopened the pro

blem of joint authorship in research. The

problem, first introduced in the graduate

senate four weeks ago, has come up

because professors are taking more credit

on research projects completed with the

help of gi-aduate students than they

deseive.

Graham said that out of about 140

graduate students polled on the issue there

were onlv nine responses. Three were in

favor of aUniversity wide policy, five were

against it and one was unsure.

He suggested that the graduate senate

work on grievence committee guidelines in-

stead of a policy on joint authorship.

Claxton said there already is a grievence

procedure, but that perhps students should

be made more aware of it. The senate will

re-distribute the policy to graduate

students.

The senate also voted unanimously to

give the New World Theater $350 from

their ad hoc budget for its production of "Be

Still anri Know."

OUTDOOR CLASSROOM - Senior Alan

balcony of Hasbrouck building yesterday.

Photo by Janf l.apalo

Vorce studies on a

For students planning to take English Writing

Program 112. "B " Core, during Winter

Session, 1987.

NOVEMBER 5, 1986
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.

Bartlettei

No on« will be .dmltt«€l to ENGL WP 112 wHhout

this U»t. Bring ID and p«n or poncll.

DIVi .... .

CONTINUING EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

NEW, PROFESSIONAL
SHUTTLE SERVICE

TO
ALL AREA AIRPORTS

HARTFORD, CONN. LIMO
SPRINGFIELD AMTRACK
As low as $6.25* per person

Door-to-door service to

Bradley Airport

Peacework
Gallery & Crafts, Inc.

Jewelry

CHARTER RATES AVAILABLE FOR

CONCERTS, SPORTING EVENTS, ETC

'Based on 10 people round trip from same location

Native American Crafts

Show & Sale

Friday, Nov. 7 & Sat., Nov. 8. 10-5 p.m.

Sunday, Nov. 9, 1-5 p.m.

Featuring a large se/ecf/on of superbly crafted

contemporary and antique jewe/ry and crafts

of f/ie Navajo, Zuni and Hopi peoples. Works

include silver, turquoise & coral jewelry, hand-

woven rugs and baskets, pottery, and more.

Prize Drawing: Native Hopi Storyteller doll

Drawing 4:00 pm , Sunday, Nov 9

Sign up at ttie store

FREE APPRAISALS

3sr
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Letters-
Editor's note: The Collegian has received a great many

letters and columns regarding the fight in Southwest

that followed the Red Sox' loss in the World Series. The

following are excerpts from some of them and more can

be seen on page 10 of this issue.

Sharing the concern

The Student Caucus of the Labor Relations and

Research Center wishes to express our outrage at the

racial violence which seriously iiyured one black student

and hurt many others. We are confident that the vast

majority of University students, black and white, share

our disgust.

We express our solidarity with those who were vic-

timized by mob violence. We pledge our support for

Yancey Robinson, and our black fellow students who are

seeking redress of wrongs and working to insure that

these events are not repeated. We urge the immediate

apprehension of those students responsible for the at-

tacks, their prosecution and expulsion from the Univer-

sity. We believe that a community of scholars cannot co-

exist with racist actions and violence.

We note that the University has plans to increase

educational activities about racial issues. However we

believe this is inadequate. We call on Chancellor Duf-

fey to convene a University-wide convocation to discuss

the issues raiswl by this incident.

We share the concern of Black students for their con-

tinued personal safety. The University must tackle every

available measure to protect minority students. We also

request a complete and public investigation of the official

handling of the incident.

Scott Mardon
Chairperson, Student Caucus

Wednesday, November 5. 1986
Wednesday, November 5, 1986
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No reason for trust

A violent, racially motivated attack occurred just over

a week ago in Southwest. The black community held

meetings last week to discuss what to do about it. Dur-

ing the meetings, they requested all white people to

leave, which some balked at. Npw, it is understandable

how white people would want to be a part of organizing

a response to the racial attack, after all, white people

are the perpetrators of racism. But those of us who are

white also have to understand and respect the desire of

the black community to organize themselves first. That

community has just been wronged by a 100 percent white

mob, a 99 percent white police force and a 99 percent

white administration. Those of us who are white do not

have the right to expect the black community to trust

our motives.
, . ,

Another issue directly related to the racial violence is

the Collegian's coverage of it. Besides grossly

underestimating the attendance of the already mention-

ed meetings, minor points have been prioritized over

main volatile issues. The Collegian's choice to headline

one meeting as "segregated" without quoting anyone's

reasons for having a black-only meeting is shoddy, un-

supported reporting. The point to be remembered from

that meeting is not that it was "segregated," but that

it was an incredible show of unity within the UMass

black community.
Now that the black community has its actions plann-

ed, all groups have been encouraged to join the strug-

gle Working with blacks, white people can address the

issue of racism at UMass. Attending upcoming rallies

is a small but significant thing whites can do. We can

also confront racist behavior when we see it. The greatest

challenge to white people is, and will continue to be, iden-

tifying and getting rid of our own racism.

Sarah Aston
Amherst

Chris Alibrandi

SCERA Student Coordinator

Letter to the Chancellor

Dear Chancellor DufTey,

The undersigned Women's Studies faculty and staff

deplore the incidents of racism on the part of some

students and some members of the Department of Public

Safety last week in Southwest. Our immediate concern

is that you do everything in your power to protect Afro-

American students in the dormitories and across campus

from continued physical attacks. We applaud your will-

ingness to meet with the students and trust that other

administrators will show the same openness.

Our concern, however, goes beyond last week's violence^

The attacks and the subsequent refusal on the part of

spokespeople from the Department of Public Safety to

acknowledge the racial nature of the attacks make it very

clear to those of us who are not Afro-American and do not

live in the dormitories what some students know only too

well from their day to day experience: racism is just under

the surface on this campus. The atmosphere which allows

such attacks on Afro-American students to occur must be

changed, and we urge you to undertake a major campus

wide effort to combat racism.

It was just last week that the administration of the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology took the bold step

of admitting the depth of racism among its faculty, staff

and students. The University of Massachusetts needs to

show strong leadership in the quest for humane and pro-

gressive values on campus and in the society at large. The

campus community needs a clear and ongoing message

that racism is not back in style at this University, despite

its resurgence across the nation.

LeUa Ahmed, Paula Baker, Margo Culley, Paula

Ebron, Nan6y Folbre, Sandra Morgen, Kathy Peiss,

Arlene Avakian, Joyce Berkman, Arlyn Diamond,

Lee Edwards, Sara Lennox, Irma McClaunn Allen,

Janice Raymond

Deloitte

Haskins Sells

USA

/.

%̂

It's a vep/ open firnn. Doors are

open people let you know you're

welconne.

Put It another way: DH&S cares.

At all nny interviews - on cannpus,

at the office - even/one helped

me give nny best.

That concern for my professional

development has been there

from day one.

The training is excellent; I have a

career advisor who knows my

For me, the real

difference was the
people. I could tell

from the beginning
that was the DH&S
difference.

Caryn Drattell

Accountant. DH&S New York

BBA Univefsily ol Massachusetts, 1984

strengths; the supervisors on my
jobs are thorough. All the way up

the line, people are there when
you need them.

Everyone told me accounting

was more than numbers, that it

was really a people profession.

That's why I'm sure I made the

right decision. I work with good

people who have the highest

technical skills - together, in a

total business environment.

There's no question. It's an

outstanding business careec

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian
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Rash and inconsiderate change
It is truly unfortunate that Provost Richard D. O'Brien has

taken such a bullish stance on the controversial commence-

r^ent date change from May 30 to May 24. In a recen^ ^ette^

to a student on the commencement task force, O Brien wrote

it would be "unthinkable" to reconsider the change.

TWs is rash and appears to lack forethought when we look

°Vhe rdmSrTon says that changing the graduation date

will save the University the high cost of staying open an ex-

Tra week and it will ensure a better turnout for the ceremony

than for one held after Memorial Day when students will be

tempted to leave for an early start on jobs.

The University should not squawk over the money it would

take to stay open one extra week, p^^'!
^^'i^si^^V^"^ Crth

some 4 000 seniors have invested close to $80 million worm

of uation in this institution. These are the same people who,

a flw months or years hence, will be called by representatives

of™Mass telefund asking for donations. They deserve a

Tx\msL^ May 23. Commencement is set for the next day.

MemorialDay faUs on the 25th. TTiis schedule might interfere

wfth lo" g weekend family plans more th- a Cc.mmencemen

date of May 30. Of 4,000 seniors only 1,089 live on campus

and ofthos^ about 85 percent are in-state students and would

Ukely Hnd a way back to Amherst for an occasion of such

"ThI'change has destroyed plans ofmany students and their

oarents who mSe hotel reservations for the 30th and plann-

Kddtags Ground their child's graduation up to twoyear

tn advance This is a shame because rt«t'°>? '^
»
'^tlhl

students and parents. Convenience should be theirs, not the

"The d^'sof 1987 has played an important ro'e in four years

fvf tlMass historv Graduates should be afforded the time to

:!t b^ck and coTgratulate themselves for a week before they

spver their college ties on Commencement Uay.

T-Here^s your hat, what's your hurry?" attitude by the ad-

ministratio/wiU be remembered far less fondly than one that

Tays tSents, "Kick back and eryoy for a week. YouVe earn-

^^Uriligned editorials represent the majority opinion ofthe Col-

legian Board of Editors.

\
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a
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Letters

Halloween issue 'unprofessional, inexcusable'

I am a junior at the University so I am

accustomed to reading the Halloween and

April Fool's Day issues of the Collegian. 1

am also accustomed to reading, in the few

days following the release of these editions,

letters from a few malcontents who com-

plain about an article or two. questioning

its taste and so forth. I have always found

the previous editions hysterical, however

I feel that this year's Halloween edition

was completely lacking in taste and humor

and showed complete disregard of your

responsibility as journalists. This last

paper could have been written by a

frustrated fifth grader. The entire content

was low, tasteless, and I was appalled at

the consistent attempts to get a cheap

laugh with the repetition of swears and

references to sex. These constant repulsive

references showed a total disrespect and

fixation with sex and in my opinion could

only have been written by some immature

sexually frustrated people. I also am offend-

ed thai the Collegian staff feels the majori-

ty of this campus has a low enough men-

talitv to enjoy this type of humor.

By far, the lowest and most irresponsi-

ble act was the use of the riot mcident in

Southwest as material for any type ofjest.

That incident was a disgrace to this schoo ,

and to use it as a basis for a laugh, especia -

ly so soon after it happened shows a lack

of decency by the editors and is no less a

disgrace than the incident itself I feel the

disregard that article showed for the vic-

tims of that act of violence was unprofes-

sional, inexcusable, and unforgivable.

I am quite ashamed of the leadership of

my school paper and I question not only the

qualifications, but also the maturity and

mentality of anybody who could justify put-

ting such a bombardment of trash into

print 1 will not even comment on the "com-

ic" on page H5 for fear of putting myself

into such a rage that 1 might lower myself

to your level. You have insulted every

woman on this campus and I am disgusted

by your sense ofwhat is funny I hope that

by April 1, those responsible for this edi-

tion will get it together enough t^o figure

out what's considered funny and what s

considered ignorant.

Mary T. Shaughnessy
Amhe»-st

Undercover to get the real story

Ever since a rather unpleasant altercation occurred in

Southwest following the final game of the World Senes,

rumors have been flying around about its nature. I was

safelv tucked nwav in my room, wisely choosing not to

try and discourage Met fans, so I'm not sure if it the brawl

was simplv Met. tans versus Red Sox fans New Yorkers

versus Bostonians, or the disturbing possibility that it was

a racial fight. I can say with some certainty, however, that

although I heard many people yell "Let's go out and get

those Met fans." I can't recall anyone screaming The Red

Jon Bowser

Sox lost - let's go out and beat up some white peopled"

or "We lost - let's take out some aggression on a tew black

people." But, just to be sure I decided to go out and see

if there were any racial tensions mounting at UMass.

InspTred by John H Griffin's novel Black Like Me and

the lightly regarded mnvie Soul Man, I figured Id observe

student beha^ ior from che other side - as a middle class

white youth (which I am not). A good friend of mine is

Icreaiive cosmetic major, so I had her change my d^k

complexion to a ligbl one and ^id my naturally curly ha.r

raider a baseball cap. With a pair of contact lenst^s that

t^ned my brown eyes blue, my disguise was complete.

Tknew rd in an excellent position to see if Caucasians

were being harassed on campus by Negroes and whether

rnvLKiy was planning to start a movement to send blacks

bark to '^f'-'ca or whites back to Europe.

^s I left n,v room in my new white appearance^ my

roommate st.,pped me and told me my walk was a dead

p..P-away. I hadnt thought of that so he showed me^how

i ao it right. In twenty minutes, 1 couio <vaik with the

be^t'f them. I went towards Haigus MaU and saw n.any

of my friends. Not one recognized mv < uiri have tooled

"onTmpursl'Tjumpeo onto an .mhers.t,ound bus and

sat in the back, feelaig slightly paranoid because I had

never been white before. Someone ahead ofme got up and

whispered something to the bus driver while motioning

towards me.l didn't think they saw through my disguise^

but I could feel myself beginning to sweat and suddenly

wondered if my makeup would run. The bi^ driver was

doming down the aisle and he looked stern^ Son he said

"I'm going to have to ask you to sit in the front of the bus.

"Oh, I'm sorry T wasn't thinking." I said and sheepishly

""l dldn^Tun into any problems in downtown Amherst

except when I accidently wandered into the ladies

bathroom instead of the men's. I was chased out and yell-

ed at but the police weren't called and even if I wasn

white I suspect I might have met with some disapproval

%S on ^campus I searched everywhere for signs of

discrimination and racial tension but there just wasn t

any out there. Except for my new walk, I felt the same

as when I had been black. In an effort to create some kind

of Interaction, I went to the Student Union and bumped

?nto blacks that I saw and looked at them as if they

bumped into me. Every time I did it all they said was

"SorVy about that, man." smiled, and moved along^I was

greatly impressed hy l\^e politeness they showed me. No

racial tensions here.
„ „„„„

I couldn't find any problems at the dining commons even

wLen ISt uninvited at a table with a black couple. I was

almost finished eating with them when a black guy that

must have been a football player started coming across

to my table. He looked mean and I tried to pretend 1 didn t

see him (which would have been impossible because he

was so big) T Thought "This is it. I am finally going o

see racial tensions and I'm going to die doing it. This

guy was going to wipe me out for sure

"Can I take vour salt?' he asked.

"Sure. "

I handed it to him, thoroughly convinced UMa.ss

was still o.k.

Jon Bowser is a Collegian columnist.

Rape is not a joke

It seems as though rape

is still a joke to some men.

I'm referring to two

classifieds to "Joann" in

last week's "satirical"

Halloween issue of the Col-

legian. Joann apparently

just turned eighteen and

"The Gang" sends her

their loving birthday

wishes. Poor "Sod M, Eee,"

however, mistakenly

thought Joann was eigh-

teen last year and, because

of her irate father, he's

now serving a five to ten

year sentence for statutory

rape. Unfortunately,

prison life doesn't seem to

be going too well for him.

He asks Joann: "Would

you mind sending me some

soap on a rope? I don't

think ^ call deal with it if

it drops again."

I marvel at how the Col-

legian Halloween editors,

Daniel Sobel and Willian-

Spain, can "laugh. And

laugh. And laugh" abou'

gang rape, statutory rape

and prison rape. Perhaps

it's just a persona' matte.

What they find amusing. I

find enraging. Or rather

they could be conflating

the verbs "to amuse" and

"to abuse," a simple gram-

matical confusion. But the

problem seems neither

merely personal nor simp-

ly grammatical. Sexual

brutality and exploitation

certainly are not laughing

matters for the victims,

even if they are to these

men. I wish / could laugh

it off as just the "misguid-

ed nature of the Collegian"

and not lose any sleep over

it.

BUI MacGregor
Amherst

-Fventuaily change will come. There will be freedom for blacks. But don't

be l7s^aken Outlaw long it is going to take. The world has to unders-

tZtl^Zel^ination Afrikaners have to fight it out to the better end and

The Collegian accepts sub-

missions for possible

publication as long as they

are typed, double-spaced, at

67 characters per line.

Women not *paid off

Every time I read about the Westfield State College sex^

ual abuse scandal, I am reminded of t^e thousands of

young women each year who are sexually abused by facu -

ty, administrators, and other persons in authority on col-

lege campuses. These young women are not paid ofl.

Their abusers are not brought to tnal or publicly

humiliated. In our culture, we still blame women for men s

sexual misconduct.

As a clinical psychologist, I have seen the terrible price

paid by the victims of sexual abuse - fear, immobility,

guilt, selfhatred, among others. I pray the hue and cry

over the case will encourage women to speak out.

Sarah Dreher
Amherst
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Of two schools
The recent riot in Southwest and the allegations that

it was racially motivated has cauHed quite a stir not only

on this campua but also around Massachusetts. As a new

transfer student from Duke University, a highly regard

ed institution considered both progressive and slightly

liberal, the riot has prompted me to reflect on the racial

U-nsions of my old school.

Uuke University is divided into three campuses. Frater

nities dominate the Gothic West Campus while the

Eliot Prescott

beautiful (leorgian East Campus is inhabited by mostly

independent, non-Greek residents. Central Campus is

made up of a series of ugly apartment complexes op«!rated

by the university. It is on this campus that over eighty

pt*rcent of the Black and minority students choo.se to live,

away from most of the services and opportunities offered

by Duke.

This voluntary segregation is noteworthy in several

respects. The South has always been a region of tension

between the races, and perhaps the stereotype of the

southern red neck is still a valid one. Black students have

separated themselves from the majority at Duke becau.se

th.'V f«-el assimilation with the other .students would comv

at !m.> high a price. In fact, the dominant social system

at Duke .-^cik- to .'xclude them from thr mainstream Th.-

fact thai a f«-llow stiid.-nt of min<' w.is black balled iroin

several fraternit i«'s Iwcaust- (k- w.i^ (I.iIiiil; a black (,'irl

^iM'- (fi-ijt ti((- to tfii- tfifi,rv

1 note Duke -. racial proi)l<iim lor two reasons Dtike

.students ((.me mainly from the North with a large penen

lage of the stuHents being from New York and

Massa( husett- Tin- tells me that Duke's problems do not

derive from specifically geographical nature and that

many of the students who attend Duke could just as well

be attending the University of Massachusetts. S«condly,

the recent not in Southwest seems fairly similar to some

of the incidents which Duke has had in the pa.st U-n years.

It would be a shame to sei- these tensions grow and

separate blacks and whites at the University.

I'.irt ot the attraction here is the cultural and ethnic

diversity which brings h myriad of opinions and views to

the forefront. This is something which a school like Duke

lacks given its general New Kngland boarding school .stu

dent and upper class orientation. Healthy interaction bet

ween the races is fundamental to a well-rounded educa

tion and it is in UMass' best interest to carefully analyze

and understand the events of the last few days. Whether

this is an isolated incident or not, the ramifications run

deep, as well as the hate in some students.

One final thought. It seems to me that one dm's not have

to be a neanderthal to act the way some did last Tues

day. One only has to be misinformed. Obviously someone

must start to inform some of the members in our

community.

Eltnt Pn-srotl is a UMdss student.

MICROWAVE
ENGINEERING

At the Leading Edge of Technology

>9erojet
Southern California

Will be hosting an
Information Meeting

Thursday, November 6

University Career Center
(7:00 to 9:00 p.m.)

• The Meeting will give you the

opportunity to meet our technical

representatives and discuss Aerojet's

involvement in Advanced state-of-the-art

Microwave and Millimeter Wave
Technology

• If you are interested in the challenging

field of Microwave Technology then you

will not want to miss our symposium.

• Campus interviews are scheduled for

Friday, November 7

>4erojet

ElectroSystems
P.O. Cox 296 Azusa, Calif. 91702

Current positions require US Citizenship

An Affirmative Action Employer

Deplorable

Stories of the violence

that occurred in Southwe.st

at the conclusion of the

World Series are just now
breaking in the news. I,

and the rest of the

Southwest Civility

Educators, deplore that

violence and have several

thoughts and questions

about it.

The victims of the

violence were mostly

black. The perpetrators oi'

the violence were mostly

white and male. Large

quantities of alcohol were

present. The violence may
nrjt have been about the

World Series, but only

precipitated bv the game.

What is it that we as

white males have learned

while growing up in

American socifty that

leads us t*) violent ly alius<'

l>lacks? Why are \^f so ()to

tH- to vif)lence in our deal

iii^:-. with all pi'oplc"' In our

uptii iti^nij^ \M- li;i\ '• Ixfii

systeniat ically trained to

he violent in this big game
an<l ihr iari^c i onsuniption

of alcohol - violence

resulted.

Southwest witnessed an

incident of racial violence.

I can only imagine the

range of emotional

responses that students in

Southwest, and other

areas of the univeristy, are

having. Students will try

to make sense of what hap

pened. I, and the rest of the

Civility Educators, see a

need for the community

that is Southwest to

recover small population of

blacks living in a

predominantly white com
munity need and have the

right to both feel and be

.secure. I believe that all

members of the Southwest

community should be free

from the fear of violence.

As a white male, I see that

we carry a legacy of racism

and violence that we must

learn to let go of for our

iiv II ,111(1 otlnTS sake.

Krie Bohr, Men's
|{<source C"oordinat<ir

Michcle Williams, Edith

Gonsal, Steven Botkin,

Anat Weisenfreund,
Barbara Miehaelson

Racial?
The vSouthwest riot

seems quite the scandal

these days. Something

that started out so fun and

had so much positive

energy had to turn into a

test of toughness. I refuse

to even dwell on the absur

dity of people fighting

violently over a baseball

game, but something much

more serious has come out

of it. What started out as

a Mets vs. Sox rally, has

suddenly l)ecome the cau.se

of extreme racial tension.

The riot didn't nwt from

racism. It wasn't black vs

white, it was NY vs.

Boston. Some imbecilic kid

decided to swing a crowbar

around and injured so

meone. This kid happened

to be black. The victim

happened to be white. The

crowd was quick to act on

the first accusation Thc-y

mistook .inolher hlark

man for the one with tho

crowbar It was a case ol

riustakfii idciitity. not

racism Thf rrovvd saw a

black tnati who fit t hf

pIlVSK ,il clKuactcfist ics of

the crowbar-weilding man
and nearly beat him to

death. In more simple
terms, it could have been a

blond boy mistaken for

another blond boy, or a

redhead woman mistaken
for another red head
woman. I'm finding it hard

to believe that the crowd
attacked Yancey Robin.son

becau.se of racial rea.sons

1 find racism repulsive

and would never exculpate

any racist, but this inci

dent has come to stand for

something it entirely

shouldn't. I pity Yancey for

being a victim of a

scii.seless act of brutality,

not of racial prejudice. I

think it was a ludicrous,

meaningless display last

Monday, but I hate to see

this made into something

which very well may cause

more damage than it has

.•ilrea<ly Th"' most tragic

Ihini; 111. it iias or could

conn- out ol tins whole hi

cident is a s|)iea(liiig

hysteria and icar .iniorii^

blacks and uhilis

Jennifei Dempsey
Southwest

. «SL-« ll^% 040

*ride and respect.

Theycomewiththe territory.
Il'soneofthcfirsi things you'll notice

as a Navy ( )ffker. The rca>gnition

that you've got what it takes lo Lead

the Advennire.

That adventure can lead you

around the world and back again

.

And along the way you're picking

up experience tlial builds confidence

it takes years to get elsewhere.

( College graduates start with

nuuiagcnieiU and leadership

training ai Officer Candidate

Sch»H)l . Once commissioned

,

vou'll have even more ediicat i« mat

op|"H)rtunitics that can luither

prolessionalgrowUi.

Vou'll uncover vour j"H>tent lal and

get the responsibility and decision-

making authority' success needs. The

L hallcnge , satisfaction and rewards

add up to personal and professional

growth no other job can match.

Vt'hen you Lead the Adventure

vou start out w ith prideand respect. It

put s you a step ahead . Contact your

Nav\ Officer Recruiter or call

l-K(K)-327-NAVY.

ts.?
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LEADTHEADVENTURE

Koch lashes out at flagnappers
NEW YORK (AP) -

Mayor Edward I. Koch sug-

gested yesterday that an old

colonial remedy be revivi'd

for the Red Sox Revenge
Squad, who snatched New
York City's official Hag
from Boston's City Hall.

"It seems to me stocks are

most appropriate in the

Boston common," he said,

referring to the practice of

confining the ankles or

wrists of petty offenders in

holes cut in timber frames.

The New York flag was
flying over Boston after

Boston Mayor Raymond
Flynn lost a bet with Koch
that the Red Sox would beat

the Mets in the World
Series. It disappeared

Monday.
A group calling itself the

"Red Sox Revenge Squad"
told the Boston (ilohv the

flag was being held not for

a king's ransom but for a

mayor's: to get it back. K(x;h

must wear a bunny suit

"and scream to the people of

New York. 'Ray Knight is

my Cabbage Patch twin.'"

Knight, the Mets' round-

faced third baseman, was
the series most valuable

player.

In addition, the flagnap

pers said, the Mets mu.st

apologize "for the behavior

of their security force and

fans' and the injury of Red

Sox secretary Jack Rogers,

who was hit by a thrown

bottle after Game 7 in New
York.

Koch cautioned with a

straight face City Hall Tues

day that, "It's possible that

what I learned from 'Mis

sion Impossible' caused me
to salt the flag so that in

three weeks it may dissolve.

And anyone who is holding

it dissolves,

mav also
at the time

I hc\ , too.

,ii-s..:\.'

• Thf City

pays n(j ran

"We wi

AF photo

HOPES FOR MORE RELEASES - Anglican Church envoy Terry

Waite at a Weisbaden, West Germany news conference yesterday

where he expressed hope that two more Americans will be released

from the'r Lebanese kidnappers soon.

of Ncu ^ Kik

otn," he s.iii'l-

never ^rivc in to

terrorism . Under no iir

cunistances, even if thi-y

conif in the deaii ol ni^ht

anrl steal mure Hags, no

matter what the number,

will I ever succomb to extor-

tion. I will never \y.i\ i.m

som, bend the knee or wiar

a bunny suit."

Koch had wanted Boston

to fly a special Mets flag

which read, 'I Love the

New York Mets. Don't

Tread on Me," but Flynn

permitted only the city's

nag.

Flynn spokesman Frank

Costello on Monday blamed

the prank on a "wayward
New Yorker apparently

masquerading as a Red Sox

fan.

l^xmi
'̂^

for a

i«i
11 PRAY ST.
AMHERST. MA.

SELF SERVICE

7DAYS 7AJVI.-10P.M

Quality

Laundry

let us do your
wash-dry- fold

and
hand pressing

5a9'W65

%i^PANDA
GARDEN

WE BRING CHINATOWN TO YOU!!
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RESTAURANT
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Of TMi

VALLEY

19 8 6

for Carry Out &
Reservations. Please Call: 584-3859

34 Pleasant St. Downtown Northampton

Chelsea man
sues hospital
BOSTON (AP) - Attorneys for Massachusetts General

Hospital plan an appeal from a $9.7 million jury award

to a Chelsea man for damages in what he claimed was

a flawed diagnosis which left him paralyzed, a hospital

spokesman said.

A jury of seven women and men deliberated for two

days before ruling Monday that the hospital and Dr. Dan
ny Chin were negligent in their treatment of William

Harlow, 43.

Attorneys in the suit showed that the man did not seek

early medical help and the jury award far exceeded the

evidence in Suffolk Superior Court, said hospital

spokesman Martin Bander.

'it is entirely understandable that the jury would be

sympathetic to a man whose injuries have made him a

quadriplegic, " Bander said. "However, this was a case

in which It was felt there was no negligence on the part

of either the physician or the hospital
"

Harlow, a former fuel delivery man, was hurt Feb. 11.

1982, in a fall from his truck. He went to the hospital's

Chelsea Health (\'nter two days later when pain in his

arms, neck and shoulder did n<>i iil.-.Hif

Chin c.xamiiuHl H.uinu |nr .several minutes and

prescribed muscle rcla.s.iii! >. >n\(\ Harlow's attorney.

Fredrick N. Halstroni

TIr- pain rontmu.Hi, aiul .-n March 5. 1982, Harlow

r.'iurn.'i! to the hf.illh <eii'.'! '.vhcn' he collapsed.

Kinerg.iRy surgery at the main ho.spital in Boston

disclose*! t hi'it <iiscs in his neck and had entered Harlow's

spinal colli, loavmghmi without the use of his arms and

legs, without the ct>nti«)l of his bladder and unable to

have children.

In a thieevveek trial, Harlow's attorneys alleged Chin

failed to take an adequate history of his injuries, did not

warn him about the possibility of paralysis and did not

tell him to return to the clinic within 72 hours if the

symptoms persisted.

Dr tlary Korenman, a New York neunilogist, testified

that if Harlow had returned within thre<' days after the

initial examination, a CAT scan most likely would have

revealed a blockage in the spinal cord.

Koreman said that would have allowed for earlier

.surgery, which could have prevented paralysis.

The jury allotted Harlow $7.6 million for medical bills,

lost wages and pain and suffering. Halstrom said the

award will exceed $9.7 million with interest.
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Man fined for beef fraud
BOSTON (AP) - A Connecticut-based

meat processor was fined $500,000 by a

federal judge Monday on fraud and bribery

charges in the theft of more than 1 million

pounds of government ground beef mark

ed for schoolchildren.

Idle Wild Farm of Pomfret, Conn., earlier

agreed to pay $2,6 million to the U.S.

government in a civil settlement arising

from the case.

Prosecutors contended the company's

former L.B. Darling Division in Southboro

stole ground beef intended for school lunch

programs in 10 states by substituting

fillers for a portion of the meat it made in

to patties and meatballs for the schools.

The company then sold the beef it had

diverted from the school lunches to private

customers, authorities said.

US, District Court Judge A. David Maz
zone also Monday sentenced James Nid-

drie, 52, of Worcester, a former U,S.

Department of Agriculture inspector, to

two years in prison on conspiracy charges

and a two-year suspended sentence on

charges he violated National School Lunch

Program statutes.

Mazzone allowed Niddrie to remain free

until his voluntary surrender no later than

Dec. 1, 1986, according to court clerk Helen

Costello.

Idle Wild and Niddrie had pleaded guil

ty to all charges on Sept. 30, 1986

A second former USDA meat inspector,

James Dempsey of Hudson, also was in

dieted in September for allegedly accepting

bribes in the case, but has not appeared in

court because of illness.

The bribery charges arose from allega-

tions the company gave USDA inspectors

at least $56,000 in cash, drinks, food,

gasoline and car repairs in return for per-

mitting the theft of the ground beef and the

relabeling of products that did not meet

nutritional standards.

Judge Mazzone delayed sentencing until

Jan. 5 for Kenneth Y. Jacobson, 50, of

Worcester, a former vice president of Idle

Wild Farm, who had been in charge of the

LB. Darling operation. Lawyers for Jacob

son, who pleaded guilty in September, told

the judge on Friday that their client was

too ill to appear, Costello said.

Idle Wild had contracts with school

districts m Massachusetts, New York, New
Jersey, Connecticut, Pennsylvania,

Florida, Indiana, Ohio, Michigan and

Missouri, the government said.

The scheme came to light when L.B.

Darling was sold for $4.1 million to a group

of New York investors headed by Jerome

B. Rounds

MANAGER OF THE YEAR - Boston Red Sox manager John

McNamara, left, stands with his wife EUen at a news conference at

Fenway Park yesterday when it was announced he had been chosen

American League Manager of the Year for 1986.
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University Placement Service Fall Recruiting Schedule

SThU Htt U of int.rvlewj for which RESUMES ARE DUE THROUGH THE REST OF THE SEMESTER. Resuiwj for open 5chedul*s(1nd1«at»<J by '0') "jy b« turned In et

S H^ yh Jl,™ S«k fr^ToOO -00 tond.ys » Tuesdays. SPECIAL NOTE: there -ill be no Pl.ce«*nt stiff *t the Hhltinore desk on Nov. 24*25 Resu«»s for

I JI^-screTn^ng'^^pIn's'lindlcmS^K 'P') Ly bJ'b^ought to the University Career Center; the «h1t««re desk will also accept res-es for pre-screened

S schedules.

\ LAST MINUTE CHANGES ARE POSTED AT THE UNIVERSITY CAREER CENTER. WHITMORE SIGN UP DESK AND CAMPUS CENTER ASSISTANCE DESK.

SPECIAL NOTE: THE SPRINC SCHEDULE MILL BE IN THE COLLEGIAN ON NOVEMBER 19-SIGII-UPS BEGIN AFTER THANKSGIVINGI 1

1

To use this schedule:

\ n'ore creeS LSI 2 . uiS S he du^ atS; r s^t.ay go to the University Career Ctr. or Wh1t,«ore Sign-up desk(Mon-Tues 9:00-3:00)

i f S«; Tb^ t 1 r^iL on o^of Cdue date ! thHrresJ^s'^ GO TO THE MHITMORE SIGN-UP DESK. IF YOU HAND IN MORE THAN ONE RESUME F

COMPANIES COMING ON THE^ OAy! YOU WST CODE THE BACK WITH PRIORITY A.B.C. WITH A AS YOUR MOST IMPORTANT 5ELECTI0H

REMEMBER !! YOU MUST REGISTER KITH PLACEMENT IN ORDER TO INTERVIEW

Additional infomation on positions, locations, schedules etc. at the University Career Center and at the Whltiwre Sign-up desk.

VISA CODE; P-Pertianent Resident Visa: C-U.S. Citizenship

PLEASE CHECif THE MESSAGE BOARD AND THE SCHEDULES BOARDS AT THE UNIVERSITY CAREER CENTER FOR CURRENT INTERVIEW REQU I REMENTS 1
1

I F YOU MISS *

BEMUSE YW DID NOT CHE«mSESCHE^ LOSE FUTURE INTERVIEWING PRIVELEGES. ALSO REMEMBER TO PICK UP COMPANY LITERATURE AT THE

AHENTION SENIORS: WHEN YOU HAVE ACCEPTED A FULL TIME POSITION. PLEASE LET US KNOW.... HELP US TO HELP YOUl

YOU MISS AN INTERVIEW
CAREER CTR.
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Gallery exhibit offers grim reality versus sexuality

Indian artist Kapoor
examines erotica with

sexual abstraction

Erotic and highly sensual abstract

sculptural forms describes the work of

world-renowned Indian artist Anish

Kapoor. On Friday November 1, the

University Gallery opened an exhibition of

Recent Sculpture and Drawings by Kapoor.

The exhibition continues through

December 14th.

The exhibition includes six sculptures by

Kapoor dating from 1980 through 1986.

His sculptures are coated with primary col-

ors and black creating an effect that is

vivid and optically intense.

For example, A Flower, A Drama Like

Death, 1986, is an example of the artist's

multiple-object sculpture and is his most

overtly erotic work to date. In this

sculpture, which is coated in a visually

stunning blue, a phallic object is paired

with two rounded forms, viewed as an

ensemble. These shapes present sexuality

as a notion about union and about the

desire for transcendence through union.

When asked why the erotic and phallic is

the basis for his sculpture, Kapoor replied

that one must not view his work as pure

human sexuality, but as representing

union, creation and rebirth perhaps

leading to higher forms such as religion.

Anish Kapoor was born and raised in In-

dia, and he now resides and works in

England.
_ ELIZABETH FRIEDMAN

SOME FACTS ABOUT FAT

Functional Fat * c r» c* k- it

Fat in vour diet carries fat soluable vitamins such as A, E, D tr K. it

also provides essential fatty acids. Body fat protects body organs

and provides insulation.

BUT a diet high in fat is associated with an increased risk of heart at-

tack,' stroke and breast cancer. Fats are also high in calories.

How to cut down
- drink skim or low fat milk and use it in cooking too.

- substitute low fat yogurt for sour cream or use a mixture of the two.

- eat fewer fried foods and try more fruits and vegetables instead.

University Vending Services & University Health Services

Division of Health Education /University of Massachusetts/Amherst
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THURSDAY NOVEMBER 6

8:00 PM
John M. Greene Hall - Smith College

Northampton

SMITH STUDENTS - $7 & $8

ALL OTHERS - $10 & $12

$15 AT THE DOOR

TICKETS AT
Seelye Basement

Main St Records in Northampton

Fine Arts Center Box Office (UMASS)

NO bottles, cans, recording devices or cameras - Hall is Wheelchair accessible

Photojournalist exhibit a must see for

photographers, journalists and activists

By ROB SKELTON
Collegian Staff

Photojournalism in the 80s, showing un-

til December 14 at the University Gallery

in the Fine Arts Center, is a must-see for

anyone interested in photography, jour-

nalism, or political activism. Plan to see

this exhibit soon; here's why:

These five photographers, individually

and as a grpup utilize the medium to ad-

vance notions of social justice by produc-

ing images which, frankly, are disconcer-

ting to the many of us who've rarely en-

countered impoverished and/or uncomfor-

table lifestyles.

The subject matter is: Mother Theresa s

Calcutta clinic by Mary Ellen Mark;

Brazil's Yanomami Indians by Claudia An-

dujar; victims of Agent Orange by Wendy

Watriss; urban ghettos by Eugene

Richards; and war-torn El Salvador by

Susan Meiselas.

Each photographer demonstrates a

distinctly sad side of human existence. It's

hard to say which set of photos is the most

gripping. The utter poverty displayed in

the pictures of Mother Teresa's mission,

with destitute shriveled Indians of all ages

seemingly awaiting death, attest to the pro-

ximity Mary Ellen Mark acheived through

prolonged prior contact with her subject

matter. In a local lecture last month, Mark

described how she spends time with those

she photographs, in order to get the vital

images - the ones that say the most.

The action-packed hell Salvador prints by

Susan Meiselas are scary. Beyond the fact

that the USA is partly responsible for the

political climate there, these candid im-

pressions of a country at war are enough

to shake any complacent soul. Shadows of

bus passengers, hands up in the air, being

searched at a checkpoint make up one im-

pressive image. Others include funeral

mourners, distraught mothers, US-funded

target ranges and camoflaged Salvadoran

soldiers, dead peasants, and a picture of a

young man's body being dragged through

a town behind an army truck.

Less gross are the lifestyle shots of

Brazilian Indians by Claudia Andujar,

whose ten years of living with,

photographing, and lobbying for the

Yanomami tribe resulted in a 1983 decision

by the Brazilian government to set aside

a 19 million acre reserve for them.

Cheekbones, ceremonies, fire, rites and

rituals, pickup trucks, and guns are

prevailing nouns; adjectively: primitive,

dirty (but remember who this is).

The American victims of Agent Orange

as photographed by Wendy Watriss brings

the sadness closer to home. Ironically, men

who "served their country" by defoliating

another return to find themselves even-

tually stricken with cancer - courtesy of

the US government via the chemical com-

panies. Deformities and desperation best

describe the resultant human tragedy as

experienced by veteran victims ofVietnam.

Eugene Richards' urban ghetto-scapes

lack the text of the Watriss photos, and

don't stand alone as do those of Mary Ellen

Mark and Susan Meiselas. Nonetheless

powerful, they're sedentary in an exhibit

of deeply moving photographs by five deep-

ly concerned photojournalists.

FACULTY
LECTURE SERIES

You are cordially invited to attend

a special lecture by

David S. Wyman
Department of History

T/ie Abandonment ofthe Jews:

Lessons from the Holocaust

The Nazi effort to exterminate European Jews

began in conjunction with Hitler's invasion of Russia in

June 1941. Confirmation of this systematic genocide

did not reach the public in the U.S. and Britain until

November 1942. Then began a 14-month struggle by

American Jewish organizations, beset by internal

dissent, to pressure the Roosevelt Administration to

mount a rescue effort. Why did it take more than a year

to establish the War Refugee Board.? Although the

Board's vigorous action helped save 200,000 Jewish

lives, how many more could have been saved with

greater funding and a more timely commitment.?

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Bowker .Auditorium, November 6, 1986

8 p.m.

— Refreshmznts fdlovwrg the lecture —
Cannpus Center Rxan 1039
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Arts Calendar

Five College Orchestra

hosts MIT Symphony
at special free concert

The Five College Orchestra hosts the

reputable MIT Symphony Orchestra in a

special concert at 3 p.m. on November 9,

in Buckley Recital Hall, Amherst College^

Under the direction of conductor David

Epstein, the orchestra will perform four

dance episodes from "Rodeo," by Aaron

Copland; the piano concerto in C- Minor,

Op 30 by Rimsky-Korsakov. with pianist

Abbott Ruskin; and the Symphony No. 8

in G by Antonin Dvorak.

Maestro Epstein has led the MIT Sym-

Now that we're all busy

with schoolwork, take the

time to check out the

cultural happenings in the

Five College community.

Now showing through

November 15th at the

Herter Art Gallery is the

work of University of

Massachusetts professor of

Art Walter Kamys.

On Wednesday November

5th from 4:30-6 p.m., an

opening reception will be

held at Hampshire College

Gallery on Recent Studio

Work of Judith Mann. The

exhibition runs through

November 25th.

The Northampton Center

for the Arts presents Works

by Lyalya Herold from

Other Voices, an ex-

hibit by Michael Little

will be on display

through Nov. 23 at the

Wheeler Gallery.

phonv for more than 15 years, and has

made appearances in New York, both at

Avery Fisher and Carnagie Hall, at

Washington's Kennedy center and in

Philadelphia, Chicago, San Francisco,

Montreal, Los Angeles and Dallas.

Piano soloist Abbott Ruskin has perform-

ed extensively with major orchestras

throughout the United States. A highlight

in his career was his appearance with the

distinguished Soviet composer, Dmitri

Kabalevshy, who chose Ruskin to perform

his Third Piano Concerto when he was in-

vited to conduct the National Symphony in

Washington, D.C.

The concert is free and open to the public.

For further information, please call the

Five College Orchestra at 545-4229.
- JULIE PACE

November 4-23. A reception

will be held on Saturday,

November 8 from 3-5 p.m.

For more information call

the Center for the Arts at

584-7327.

The UMass Department

of Theater will present

Alfred Jarry's "Ubu The

King" and "Ubu En-

chanted" in the Fine Arts

Center's Curtain Theater

November 6-8 and 12-15 at

8 p.m. Tickets are available

through the Fine Arts

Center box office or call

545-2511.

The Mount Holyoke Col-

lege Fall Faculty Dance

Concert will be held this

year on November 6-8 at 8

p.m. in the Studio Theatre,

Kendall Hall at Mount

Holyoke College. Reserva-

tions are necessary. Call

586-3100 (x6269) or

538-2000 (x6269).

The premiere perfor-

mance of the Com-
edy/Cabaret Series will be

held on Thursday night,

November 6th, at 9 p.m., in

the Hampden Snack Bar

located in Southwest

Residential Area. The per

formance will be headlined

by professional comedian.

"Maurice the Maniac."

Come enjoy an evening of

FREE entertainment. For

more information call Angie

Mcbee at 545-2416.

Preview
Here's a few shows to keep your eyes on, and you budget,

as advanced tickets are available for all four shows.

(upper left) The University of Massachusetts Fine Arts

Center welcomes the Count Basie Orchestra to the FAC
Concert Hall at 8 p.m. on November 14. For tickets or in-

formation visit the FAC box office or call 545-2511.

(hottom left) The Iron Horse continued its Giants of Jazz

Series with Jimmy Giuffre Four for one show at 8:30 p.m.

on November 7 at the Iron Horse.

(bottom right) The Iron Horse and the Green Age

Literary Review will host Suzanne Vega on her annual

trip to the Valley at 8 p.m. on November 9 at the John

M. Greene Hall at Smith College. Tickets are available

at the Iron Horse, and at For the Record, Amherst. Call

584-0610 for info.

(upper right) The Marleen Pennison Company will per

form its brand of narrative dance at 8 p.m. on November

18 at Bowker Auditorium, UMass. Tickets are available

at the FAC box office.

Tickets for the Shriekback concert at 8 p.m. on November 7 at the

Bluewa^ l^ass are stiU available at T« ^minuted For The Record

and Main Street Records. Tix are $6 for students and $8 for the

general public.

I

CHINESE KITCHEN Q
FAST SERVICE — GREAT PRICES BE PAKT OF THE TRADITION

#22 Chicken Wings, Try our

Sweet & Sour Pork, Fried Rice Moo Shu Pork

$3.90 $3.95

#23 Szechuan Gai Ding,

Sweet & Sour Pork, Fried Rice

$4.95

TRY OUR LUNCHEON ~ DINNER SPECIALS

Only $1 .49 before 3 pm, $1 .90 after 3 pm

Eat In or Take Out

HOURS: Sunday Noon • lO pm, Mon • Sat 11:30 - lOpm

2 LOCATIONS

430 Russel St (Rt 9)

HADLEY - 253-2571

150 King St

NORTHAMPTON - 586t8220,

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

rti* Most euplosK/t Fore* in Jut"

I
^beWoHd Famous

COUNT
BASIE
ORCHESTRA
with Frank Fostsr

Friday. Nov. 14. 8 pm
Fine Arts Center

Concert HaH
Tckets $13, 14 12

•All All-Liszt Program'

Marleen . .pQnc
Permison |uJ:Tjtp|%
CompanyIHOWARU,

UMASS SKI CLUB

MANDATORY
MEETINGS

THURS. NOV 6
4;OOpm CAMPUS CENTER 917

THURS. NOV. 6
6:OOpm SOUTHSIDE - HAMPDEN

The University of Mass. School of Management

CAREER DAY
Thursday, November 6

Corporate Presentations
10:30 AM - 12:00 PM - 1st Floor Campus Center

Luncheon
12:00 PM - 2;00 PM - Room 1009 Campus Center

Career Fair
2;00 PM - 5:00 PM - Campus Center Auditoruim

Meet Corporate Representatives and Discuss

Career Opportunities With Over 40 Companies;

Aetna General Electric Jordan Marsh

Chubb Honeywell Pillsbury

FBI Johnson & Johnson Raytheon AND MORE
SPONSORED BY THE UNDERGRADUATE BUSINESS CLUB

Author of Jews. Zionism, and South Africa.

Sr. at Boston University, and Founding Member
of Anti-Apartheid Movement at B.U.

TO SPEAK

.^^^S:^^

Wednesday

Nov. 5, 7:30pm

CC904-908

IMtfara lit »*• cutitnt murgmct
of narratlr* dance"

piano

Tuesday, Nov. 1 8 8pm I Thursday, Nov. 20. 8 pm
Bowker Auditorium I Bowker Auditorium

Tickets $15,13 Tk:hets $13.1

1

• Fh/A^ollega Students Half-Price! *

Tickets avaiMBat F.n.- Arts Cenier Box Ottice Call (4 1 J)54b 25

FOR WORK COMMIHEES

THE GREAT SKI SNATCH
(ALSO MEMBERSHIP AND KILLINGTON SIGN-UP)

FOR MORE INFO 545-3437 430 STUDENT UNION

fg^ THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
^,,j^ GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Students of All Majors and Fields Are Invited

to a reception .ind intormation session to learn about our graduate

degree programs in business.

Date: Wcdncsdav^ November 5, 1986

Time: 4:30-6:00 p.m.

Location: Alumni House (off Spring Street)

Amherst College

To obtain niore information or to receive an application,

please write or call:

The University o\ Chicago

Gradu.ite School of Business

Office o\ Admissions and Aid

1101 Fast 58th Street

Chicago, Illinois 60637

(312) 962-7369

Sponsored by Five-f"""ege Hillel

Nov. Beer
of the Month
Samuel Adams

$1.25

CAPE COD WEDNESDAY
The Cape's most famous bartender

DAVID HOLLAND
now appearing every Wednesday

Mors d'oeuvres
4 to 6 seven days a week

Proper ID a Must •

57 N. Pleasant St • 253-5141
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«.^*ir««c^«»-*3*«^^^^-^**^i^^2£^fc2:^2i2^^=^S^^^^^^
g^Cfc^QP-^a^'

AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS
i'crKig^ vjcr'etr*:^^ c«^«>'

t •cT'ca-^ai?cc^'W

TIRED OF STUDIES!!?

GET SOME REST

rF!

KO

«^^'«>'^a4* c^yef'^ifi* «£^'«"

^gr p^vJ^woM

•c^^w^M* CiC^<w""'=5&P c£3^«)"^a» cc^«>"'^ai

"^ OiTY I^Ofdn llattress.
Ortablc! Foldable! And Double Size

fKf(fef.$lOO. Bed TFarnr*xoUj^fil

I
J

Good Night Bedding
549-3507 •Amherst Center•Carriage Shops

Sebastian
Hair Care

and
Coiours

-

233 N. Pleasant Street

Amherst Carriage Shops

Upper Level Mon.-Sat., by appt.

NEVER LET

THE 5 MINUTE WALK

FROIVI CAI\APUS

CO!\/IE

BETWEEN

YOU AND

THE

CARRIAGE

SHOPS

For All Your

Musical Needs

?33 N. Pleasant Street

Amherst. Mass. 01002

Phone 549-1728

ANTIQUE
AND

VINTAGE
CLOTHING

THE CARRIAGE SHOPS TUES SAT 1 2-5

FINE YARNS & YARN SUPPLIES

I
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Doonesbury

By Garry Trudeati

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

§

VARIETY PLUS
• Over 100 Yarns From 26 Companies

(wools, blends, & cottons)

• Over 600 Kniting & Needlework Books
• Knitting & Needlework Classes Available

• Advice Cheerfully Given

THE CARRIAGE SHOPS 223 N. Pleasant St Amherst

Open Mon • Sat 9:30 5:30, Sun 1 - 5;
m-%m

jiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiniuiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiimiiiimimiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiimii^

I AFRICAN, GUATAMALAN & OTHER THIRD WORLD ARTIFACTS^ |

JEWELRY • POSTERS • AND MORE^

I

CRESWELL GALLESY

'/'/////////////////////^/^/'''/''''^f^'-

I CARRIAGE SHOPS - AMHERST

I TU - FRI: 1 1-5:30; SAT: 1 1-5:00; 549-6600

IniiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiJMtiiMiiniiiiiHHiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiM^^
mniiiiiii

l»ew»t<inSforts
uniiRS- Mon - Wed 10-6; Thurs 10-8, Open Sat & Sun

AMUFRsf°- 1 EAST PLEASAMT STPfeT « 549-6904

ANPTOAUOFYOUUJHO
mi^P 50 HARP FOR. THIS

Viamv, MY6R5AT THANfS!

•m'Rt AIL ABsam ixarsi

IQJPO^ TOO. TOM)' MJ^n

A'^i/ueii^io-mtLOv^OF
MyUFe.HUSdANQPICK' _

<yA
He COULPNTBei^^WAy.

BUT I KNOW THAT mi9 19

A5 mOUSAmVFOF. HIM
A^niSFORM^I

mU.dKM.
AMA55IV£
CORONARY

The Collegian is now hiring graphics

crew and night drivers.

Join the Fun Bunch!!!

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Michel Jaffe

"Up! Up! Take me up!"

Gordy By Gorde

ACROSS
1 Europ«s longest

river

6 Oscar-wir>n«r tor

Hud
10 Stereo

components
14 Tro)an War epic

15 Heroine ot The

Last ol tt>e

Mot^icans

16 Pin down
1

7

Magic
19 Singer Tennille

20 Pair ot oxen,

eg
21 Desert green

spot

22 Sand wedge
23 Prefix with color

or corn

25 Zero
27 Surrogate

parent

32 — de France

33 Scorch
34 Ring on a

harr>ess pad

36 Clever

40 Aswan High —
42 Tumultuous

43 Annoy
persistently

45 Examine
47 Siesta

48 Native language

51 Site ol Mount
Ararat

54 Gathered
sayings

55 Valuable timber

56 Permitted

59 Biting comment
63 Indonesian

island

64 Rover s slide

show
66 Near East guK

67 Advantage
68 Portly

69 Hardy girl

70 Hutch dwellers

71 Resource

DOWN
1 Like a wall ol ivy

2 Spread lor the

low-lat set

3 — and •

promlM
4 Round Table

ligura

5 Commotion
6 Sports org

7 Millennia and
millennia

8 Making a curve

9 Plans in detail

10 Less than nobte

protagonist

1

1

New Zealander

12 Tree with edible

nuts

13 Hurt

18 Silk labric

24 Is supported by

26 Garden State

capital

27 Emulate Izaak

Walton

28 — mater

29 Rip

30 Craze
31 In a lury

35 Call up
36 Jacob s brother

37 Do ottice work

39 Small baking

dishes

41 0*bu»sy s SM
44 Pompous
46 Aver

49 Upsweep
50 Prominent

peraons

51 Turn at the

plate

62 ApHy named
novehat

53 Men
57 Conlina

58 Compoacr
Charles

60 Ripens

61 Stratagem

62 Sugar source

65 Mauna —

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUULE

11/5/M
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Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

MAN 3^V^ -yx AS A soret^HOto BH
1

KE7^/A/P/A)(. /Vf"Ai= 7>^«»€-

_y ATA^ftw; /^'t^ u^z^ t:

^H AMP 3r pe

T eue»5 7Hi> ^

„£ Tt> TV»*

h
-^•

aMw

Lunch

Spanish Shrimp and Rice

Casserole

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Basics Lunch

Hearty Latin Stew

Grilled Cheese on Wheatberry

Menu
Dinner

Savory Baked Chicken

Pineapple Ham Steak

Spinach Salad Plate

Basics Dinner

Cheese Nut Loaf

Mushroom Sauce

Savory Baked Chicken

Weather
TODAY Sun giving way to possible rain and sleet.

highs 40-45.

TOMORROW: Cloudy, highs 45-50.

Campus Pond
By Sal

NOW THAT ITS
HUNTING SEA50W
WE GOTTA GET

XSOrE PROTECTIONJ CLUELESSI
"^Q YOU KNOW AMY T^N

SYMPffTHETlC VEGETARIANS^ /

Todays Staff
, „

Night Editor .!^ y Steve Higgms

Copy Editor Liz Hettinger

Photo Tech RicciBonanno

UYontTech Michael Sularoli

Prodnction Supervisor Bethanne Moskov

Prodiiction:Kelly Sieger, liana Levenson, Laura Bell. Marge Wiles,

Isabelle Perkins, Ansel Z. and Kirk Pisani.

Executive Board - Fall of 1986

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

oReenMGt
ANP

5ALUr/TnON6 .4^.^me
^ lNW/6

tAB ami 6om BALL

6Alie5..mHK A FEW
BRBm.XKBAtA A fBU

LBTd 00 SHOOTA,
(MOe.WIU?AHlM.
ANPBATrr.

y£AH.. \

DODE lEVENSON

lOHN YONCE
:...1,i'>.iqin.i httoi

STEVE RUBIN
Bljsiihs'. Mjnjger

ROB SKELTON
Editorial Editor

WILLIAM SPAIN

tditonal EiHtor

ANSEL ZiNTER

Production Manager

Business Board - Fall of 1986

STEVE RUBIN

business Manager

PAUL H LESSER

Advertising Sales Manager

VANESSA ROTH
Finance Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marketing Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Circulation Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Subscription Manager

# * • *
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Monica Seta makes her presence felt all the time
_ . . „ - . 1. i__i.„J ..>» Im ^Vio a\7a anA snin

Leads the Minutewomen into the playoffs

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

You are returning to a team that will

have its nucleus back. You've been to the

Final Four the past two seasons and have

a good shot at doing it again. And, you have

a starting postion almost guaranteed. Time

to sit back and relax, right?

Wrong.
Monica Seta, a tri-captain on the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts women's soccer team,

was in that position entering this season.

But she had still had a major adjustment

to make — a position switch. UMass coach

Kalekeni Banda moved her from forward,

where she played her first two collegiate

seasons, to sweeper. It was certainly a ma-

jor change but Seta laced up her cleats and

went to work.

"I heard a rumor that she had been used

as a sweeper before," Banda said. "And I

thought that might come in handy. We
needed someone back there and she was

the best choice. And when I told her, she

just looked me in the eye and said 'OK'.

She sacrificed the scoring for the team.

She's really a team player."

As a center forward, Seta was a genuine

scoring threat last season, and finished m
a three-way tie for the lead in scoring. She

had nine goals and six assists and finish-

ed second on the team in shots on goal with

30.

continued on page 19

VALUABLE COUPON

WE SPEAK TECHNOLOGY.
DO YOU?

II you '6 a scence c e^giee'ing Tiaio' you » *»ni lo b* pal ol

todays A.f Force We'e developing lase's ar.a saieii'les mat make

science hchor> see-" Oa'ea An Fcce "OfC :S one *ay lo be pat o'

this last-paced lecrnoiogt

A.f Fofce WC has 2 tufojgn i vf»a' scPo:a(^^'P progia-ns tf-a'

can help oet'ay some oi the co'iege cotis pus ycu i' iece>ve StOO pe'

academic monin ic i.«-r.g e«penses

Atte' g'adualior you " Dean A - Fo-ce offcei a^O mM lom those *ho

a'e leading us into space age technology

Take a close look at An Fofce RQTC no* Don i let technology pass

you by Beaparlo'ii

^ CaptcUn Vava Parfcei, U.'.!.x4i AFP.OTC, 545-Z437

.AIRFORCE—RCfTC"
LEADERSHIP Excellence Starts Here

SODA
FREE*FREE

WITH PURCHASE OF A REG WHOLE SUB
&

THIS COUPON
SALADS SUBMARINES

the sub
SYRIANS\

11 A.M. TO 2 A.M. / 7 DAYS

33 E. PLEASANT ST.. AMHERST / 549-5160

Expiration

Date
11/7

THE GENTLEMEN OF PHI BETA SIGAAA

PRESENT
THE

SECOND ANNUAL*
THIRD WORLD ORGANIZATION NIGHT

Expected Participants

AfWOW STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
AfWK-AM (AWO AMB?CAN STUDENTS SOCIETY)

AHORA
AMEHtCAN fOIAN STUDENTS ASSOOATCN (ASA)
ASIAN A^CBCAN STUOei^TS ASSOOAnCN (AASA)
BLAO< NVSSS COMMUNICATIONS P«aiEa (BMCP)
CArt VfROAN STUDENTS AUJANC£
DRUM NAAGAZINE

INTERNAnONAL STUDENTS ASSOCIATION (ISA)

KOREAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION (KSA)

NUMMONEWS /'

OffICE Of THIRD WORLD AffAIRS (OTWA)
THIRD WORLD CAUCAS ( T\A<;

)

NEW WORLD THEATER SERIES

VIETNAMESE STUDENTS ASSOCIATION (VSA)

uHunu (multkxiltural student performing arts
GROUP)
ARMENIAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION

NATONAL SOCIETY Of BLACK ENGINEERS (NS8E)

THIRD-WORLD SCIENTIST SOCIETY

MARTIN LUTHER KING WEEK PLANNING COMMOTH
BLACK HISTORY MONTH PLANNING COMMITTK
INTERNATIONAL WOMENS EVENT PLANNING
COMMfFTH
COrJCEPTO LATINO
PHI BETA SK3MA
KAPPA ALPHA PSI

DELTA SK5MA THETA

OMEGA PSI PHI

DOVE COURT
DIAMOND COURT
PEARLS

ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA
OTA PHI THETA

OTA SWEETHEARTS
EVERY WOMEN S CENTER

Find Out How to Get Involved

Meet Representatives of Eocti Organization
Questions Welcomed!

Wednesday November 5, 1986

Room 174 Campus Center
7:30-10 pm

WINTER SESSION 1987

REGISTRATION IS

DIFFERENT THIS YEAR!

November 17-

December 15

November 24-

Decembers

December 8-

January

7

MAIL-IN
Sent via U.S. mail and post-

marlced no earlier than

November 17.

DROP-OFF
Registration form and payment
dropped off in Records Office.

IN-PERSON
Register at the counter in

Records Office.

FULL PAYMENT IS DUE AT TIME OF REGISTRATION

Pick up catalogs around campus or at the

Records Office

Division of Continuing Education

615 Goodell Building

Call 545-3653 for more information.

* Monica Seta
coiili/iucil from pu^t- l^

When she switched to sweeper. Seta gave up some

of her scoring, but not all of it. She proved she still

had a little forward left in her when she scored a goal

''Last year was a dream. I mean,

what did we allow, two goals all

season? But this year we've come

back from behind and lost . . .
We

definitely have what it takes.

— Monica Seta

against Providence College, a rare feat from the

sweeper position.

"I kind of expected the move because 1 played

sweeper on regional and club teams back home (in

Cincinnati. OH)," Seta said. "And we had lost a good

fullback in Susan Bird. I miss the scoring but I'm hap-

py. I love sweeper because you have the whole field

in front of you."

More importantly. Seta has contributed this season

in just the way Banda hoped - defense. She has an

chored a defense that allowed 54 shots on goal in 17

games, or just over three per game.

"The players on the back four are the most versatile

on the team." Banda said. "They can all play halfback

and forward with no problem."

The defense has been crucial this season, as UMass

won seven games bv just one goal. Banda will be look-

ing to the defense down the stretch, but when the

Minutewomen, who received a bye in the Tirst round

of the NCAA plavoffs, take the field against either

Brown University or the University of Connecticut

on Nov. 15 or 16. he will rely on Seta for more than

just defense. .. d -i

"Monica is one of the leaders on this team. Banda

said. "She possesses the leadership we'll need in the

plavoffs. We'll be looking to her."

Seta agrees that she has taken more of a leadership

role this season.

•This year I'm a leader," Seta said. Since the for-

wards rotated in and out so much last season, I didn't

have a good chance. Plus, at sweeper, you don't have

to mark a player so you worry more about the other

players and who they mark. You have to be vocal."

A communications major, Seta came to UMass for

a couple of reasons.

"I've known I wanted to go to school in the east since

eighth grade," Seta said. "So my mom and I took a

trip out here and visited Boston College, UConn, and

UMass, and I liked UMass the best. Banda is a good

recruiter but I don't think he expected this much out

of me. I think I've surprised him. And I definitely

made the right choice by coming here."

So this weekend's first round game will determine

who the Minutewomen play in the second round, and

Seta will be confident against either Brown or UConn.

"The pattern of the team has been to play great for

the big games and there's nothing but big games lea."

Seta said. "Last year was a dream. I mean, what did

we allow, two goals all season? But this year we've

come from behind, and lost. The majority of the team

has been there (the playoffs) before, so we know what

it feels like. We definitely have what it takes."

Sports Notices
There will be an intramural swim meet

tonight evening at 7:30 at the pool in

Boyden.
Registration for both men and women will

be at 7:00 with the meet beginning im-

mediately after conclusion of red tape.

Also, the competition for the "21" basket-

ball games will begin at 9 a.m. on Saturday,

Nov, 8, at Boyden Gym.
The intramural department requests all

participants in both the swim meet and the

basketball games to be ready to begin the ac-

tivities at their scheduled times.

ACTIVITIES • AUDIO

AUTO FOR SAlE • CALCULATORS
ENTERTAINMENT -FOR RENT

FOR SALE • FOUND
HELP WANTED • LOST

CLASSIFIED
INSTRUCTION • MOTORCYLCLES
PERSONALS • RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED 'SERVICES

ROOMATE WANTED 'TRAVEL
WANTED -SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRl 2:30) .DEADLINE 2 DAYS PROIR TO PUBLICATION. CASH IN ADVANCE. 1 50/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITliS
CAtN

SUNDAY EVENING PRAYERS front

lounge Newman Center 6PM five college

mission

SUNDAY EVENING PRAYERS 6PM
Smith College Chapel downstairs lounge

refreshments

ARMENIANCLUB MEETING Thursday

(not Wednesdayi Nov 6th-6 30PM
811 15CC All new ano 'ive college

students welcome'

DANCERS! SWAG OFFEM tree jazz

d?nce ..orkshop every Saturday 1 1 00 to

1 00 Hampden DC dancee studio in

Southwest Beginners welcome

PAYING CASH FOR your iMsaball cards

please call Mike 549.0333

DONT OfT A JOS NIXT SUMMIR,
on A SUSINESS

YOU ARE CORDIALLY invited to attend

college pro painters mlormation session

for prospective managers Thursday Nov

6 1986 Campus Center 805 809

ENTERTAINMENT

OUTSIDE PROPOSAL FORMS available

in distinguishing visitors program office

415 Student Union Due Monday Nov 17

THE UNDERGRADUATE JOURNAL will

have a meeting on Thursday Nov 6 at

6 30 in E-27 Machmer New staff

welcome!

MUSICIANS NEEDED FOR perfor

mances at Belchertown State School

Funding available Contact Bruce
256-4236

QUILAPAYUN; THE WORLD-FAMOUS
Chilean band is playing the FAG Thurs

8 00 Students $8.00 non-studentsSlO 00

All children under 12 admitted tree

POR A MX>D TIME CALL

NEED A JOB? Like travel? Ambitious

people needed to market unique travel

product with no existing comfsetition Ex-

cellent experience lor business, com
municalion and HRTA majors No ex-

perience necessary, car helpful Contact

Mary 549-6118

SkTSHOP MECHANIC . EXPERIENCED
perefered Apply m person Western

Village Ski 32 Mam Street Northampton

MA

ACCEPTJNG^APPLICAtrdNS IN all

departments nursing, dietary,

housekeeping, and laundry Excellent

wage and Innge benefit package Rexi

ble scheduling apply in person Amherst
Nursing Home. Inc 150 University Drive.

Amherst. Mass 413-256-8186

BROWN LEATHER WALLET with pic

tures of people on it, at Changes on Thurs

night it you have any information regar-

ding the wallet Please call 549-6306

1 10 CAMERA PROB. around Noho bus

n on 10/31 Initials MSB an camera

Please call 549-0691 it found At least

return the film' Thanx

DISHWASHERS, FULL ANO pan time

Good starting pay Apply m person with

references to The Depot" 125A Plea

sant Si Northampton or call 586-5366 for

an appointment

WANTED-POTTERY TEACHER for Stu-

dent Union Craft Shop Call 545-2096 or

stop by.

AUDIO

DIJArfURNfABLE $75BSRspeakers
$150 Will talk call Chuck 549-6044

AUTO FOR SALE

RACK—A—DISK ENTERTAINMENT
Agency - Discjockeys, Bands. Lights and
Large screen video dances 549-7144

FOR RENT

FREE REFRIGERATOR EVERY 10th
rental free 2x2 cu feet $36 75'year »

$15 00 deposit delivery 546-9965

68 CHEVY 8ELAIR PB reliable low

milage previously owned by little old lady

call 549-6269

1976 DAtSUN280Z black nice wheels

and fin very dependable $1900 call

546-6186

73BUG GOdb^ody new 2 tires and bat-

tery engine needs work $400 549-2866

FOR $ALE

EXECUTIVE CHEF NEEDED for large girl

scout camp for 10 weeks, summer ot

1987 Family housing available Ex

perience with supervising, purchasing

and quantity cooking a must Please ser»d

resume to Camp Timber Trails. HC 60

Box 158. Tolland. Ma 01034

PROGRAMMERS WITH 2YRS lulltime

experience on DEC/VAX with cobol

and/or basic On line prefered 23-30K or

do you know someone that might be in-

terested' $500 finders lee Call Tim

534-0974

MOVER

ROUND TOWN MOVERS last reliable

cheap call Michael anytime 323-6780

NEED AN ESCORT?

CALX 5-2123 BETWEEN BPM & 2AM
every day lor an escort anywhere on cam-

pus Play It sale

PERSONALS

INTERESTED IN WRITING tor theTargest

college daily m New England' Come
down to the Mass Daily Collegian' You

can write about Arts, Editorials. Black At

lairs. News. Women's Issues 4 Sports

We're located in the basement ol the

Campus Center, behind the T V The Col-

legian We build careers'

RANDM LOVIe you thank you for com.

ing A start for something special to be

created The first day of the rest of your

life' Karl

JULIE AND SCOTT: Nice show Thursday

very impressive You must do it again

sometime Julie, thanks for your pants

•Huggs and hot fudge" Doug

MR. SHaF T'RO, SO. ..now we re even,

but scooping wont make it on Broadway'

"Thank you very much" M.

JPD: ILOVE youM-efty Savonarolla

ADAM W. IT'S you we want not Frank

Happy birthday baby, hugs & kisses C4J

TO MY FAVORITE PUMPKIN heads

Hans and Fink' Hope the tradition con-

tinues Thanks for the good laugh (and

the candy!) Love, JoJo

KEG TAPS FOR sale' Brand new, never

used keg taps only $25 Packies charge

$45 lor used laps Don't waste your

money' New taps $25 Call Tony
256-1438 today

1974 PLYMOUTH VALIANT. Depen-

dable transportation, good tires, newly-

rebuilt transmission, little rust $250
665-8114

1979 CHEVY WAGON. 99,400 miles,

new clutch Best offer 536-5434 Even-

ings week-ends,

6iHMT2SPEAKERS 4 yr warranty Call

6-7921

INSTRUCTION

PRIVATE^GUTTAR LESSONS expenenc

ed and patient teachei Pop-rock-folk-

blues Songwnting. theory, reading, im-

provisation Right on bus line Doug
549-4786

PASCAL TUTOR REASONABLE rates

584-1307

1980 HONDA PRELUDE, automatic,

sunroof. FM/AM. cassette player, air

heat, high milage, good condition

549-4446 $1950

ELLEN BERMAN' LOOK, a personal!

Get psyched lor vosef, and be prepared

to be impressed! Remember, Nov 5 at

7,30 in Campus Center 904-908 Be

there' Mindy

mTnDY—YOSSUn a live presentation!!

Way to go 5-college Hillel" Nov 5,

1986 7 30-CC904-90e-Be there'

JENNIFER C. WE worked at Worcester

DC met by posters at Faces, see you all

over campus Great Gazoo said this

would work Secret Admirer JFC

JOY I LbVE you' Michael

ENGAGED STUDENT FROM Education

592R needs to meet with other engaged

students to discuss material issues in

group call 665-3770 or 253-5245 for fur

ther information

AT PHI SIG on 10/31- Varsity /acket-

"Needham" on back "Ann" on loft

sleeve- any info please!! Great sentimen-

tal value call 6-7251

HOW'S PHIL? YOU know who you arei

Is he gonna be the one and only or one

ol many? Love your roommate who's in

lust not love yet'

ORCHARD HILL RESIDENTS
today is the last day to

purchase tickets for the

Orchard Hill semi-tormal

Don't miss "an evening of

elegance " Friday November 7th

(or tickets and information

call Susan 546-7113

STUDENT BUS SERVICE

YOU READ ABOUT Student Bus Service

in the Collegian Now you can purchase

and make reservations to Logan Cam
bridge and South Station by calling

6-9406 or 6-9412 between 9PM and 1AM
call now'

TOSUBUT

TAKE MY LEASE, please' Great one

bdrm apartment in Crestview Sale quiet,

on bus route Av 11/15 $400/mth

549-5316: leave message

TAKE OVER LEASE. Nov rent paid

400 00 mo incfUdes utilities Call

545-2893 12-1 ask for Silvia or come by

$323 Chttside Apts

TWO BEDROOMS IN secluded Swiss

Village apartttwnt available You take

over lease m January/February On bus

route $215/monlh per room including

utilities 256-1318

TYPING

"SPEEDY KEYS" Professional typing

256-1002 8AM-11PM

TYPING AND WORD PROCE$SINO

NEXT-DAY SERVICE. Type rite

323-4579

PROFESSIONAL TYPINO SERVICE

PAPERS. CASES, DISSERTA-
TIONS- dependable on-campus.
reasonable, 584-7924, Nancy

TYPINO SERVICE

QUALITY TYPiNOTong or short pra

lects Meticulous proofreading Rush )obs

OK New IBM typewriter 549-0367

RIM WANTW

1979 MERCURY ZEPHEYR, 2-door,

auto, new tire Must sell. $650 call

546-8099

77 DODGE DART-^reat winter car' 2

door 3-speed-some rust /et DEPEN-
DABLE Must part with at $350 00 or B O
Call Knstina eves at 367 9328

76 DODGE ASPEN 3SPD on column

many new parts needs minor bodywork

$650 00 or BO call 545-3416 Tues/Thurs

8am - 4pm or after 6pm at 584-7376 Lisa

VERY DEPENDABLE DATSUN B210
79K $700 or BO 549-4901

1978 FIAT GREAT body Needs brakes

$450 or B O 253-5594 or 256-8 1 47 (Willy.

198in>LYMOUTH CHAMP. Good gas

milage runs very well Asking $1500

253-5594 or 256-8147 (Willy)

1964 PONTIAC LEMANS excellent in

tenor, bucket seats runs good needs

work! Alan 546-7630 Keep trying

1978 CHEVY MALIBU )ust inspected no

rust 3 speed 4 door $895 253-7421

GREAT BUY! 74 VW bug great shape

needs engine 350 00 or B O, must see!

1-733-8945

UNIVERSITY STORE HAS engineenng

Press Exam Files for Engineering,

Calculus. Physics. Chemistry

197T'OLOSMbBlirE^fYPE sedaii 8

cylinders, automatic. AM/FM radio

casette. good condition $850 or BO
253-1373

FLOOR SEATS FOR Pefer Gabriei in

New Haven. Nov 12 and Worchesler.

Nov 21 call 546-4447

84^ RENTvUL'T ENCORE exc cond .

3300ml 35 mpg $4000 or B.O call

665-3690

FOUND

PAIR OF GLASSES by bus route slop

near Southwest Found on Monday Oc
lobe' 27 Go lo info desk in Campus
Center to claim

FOUND IN BRITTANY Manor Apis

Money cat pregnant 10 months old

253-7845

ARPyOU MTSSiNO^a pair ot black

glasses m a black case"? I found them'

549-4483

FOUND: SUNGLASSES ON hilass Ave

Monday morning Call 546-9206 and

indentiry

INTERNSHIP AVAILABLE

UMASS PRIDEf Share your enthusiasm

for Ihe University while developing public

relations, marketing, interpersonal and

counseling skills The admissions office

IS looking tor dynamic and articulate in-

terns and volunteers to promote Ihe

University to prospective students

Academic credit available Applications in

admissions office. 255 Whitmore. until

November 4

JAY

YOURE GORGEOUS!!! Melissa PS I

want you'

LEGAL A$$ISTANT$ WANTED
LA$T CHANCE

islbVEMBER 5TH IS the last day to con

tact the Legal Services Office about a

Spnng 1987 internship' Get hands-on ex

perience m legal field Work directly with

attorneys and clients Earn up lo 15

undergraduate credits No experience in

legal prolession necessary, training pro-

vided Contact LSO today, 545-1995 922

Campus Center

HEY EVERYONE- TODAY is Scott St

Coeurt's birthday!" Be sure lo give him

heck" See you uptown, everywhere-

tonighl"

P-10: AS THE sun sets, so too^oes it

always rise Good game Love your

fnends from sunset

BILLY R FROM Oceanography in-

troduce yourself please- Jan the blonde

TOM a DAVID! Happy Rschlao' I bought

you both a schlepter from the Schmata
store Love always. Luleks Mom

TO WASH, D.C. area Thanksgiving

break share expenses Victoria 549-5723

ROOMMATES WANTED

WANTEDW

AgreMlve, •nthualHtIc students to

market Winter and Spring Break
vacations!

For more infomtalion, call Student
Travel Services at 1-800-684.4849

DAWN D AND Jacquie of KKG Congrats

on your new offices love your sisters

LOLA(SSS)- DON'f BE quakin' in your

boots' We love you' Who needs that bum
anyway' Cheer up and do some drugs-

MMM'JJJ

LOST
Niir WANTiO

BLOOD DRIVE

ALL-CAMPUS BLOOD drive Nov 4.5.M
10 30-4 30 Student Union Ballroom ISQ

pints per day needed

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent tree meals

Light clean-up
Call Cheryl at AXO

S4S-21S2

hT'i 1C CALCULATOR in library tower

Please call 546-4778 tor reward

LOST AT BOYDEN watch, wallet, and

keys U found call Sunjay- 545-3179 or

5492785

DG AND LP nobody said lite was tair but

friends like you help hang in there love

MK

BUNS, I'VE BEEN in love with you and
your twinkle lor six months, thank you
Love. Bun

HEyTiQER- PUBLIC display of affection

at a frat- you're learning quick

RHYS & JOLEE Thanx for the lift' Seen
any quaziexperimental rats lately? Love

Sharon

MICHAEL D. CAMPBELL I've been ad-

Tiiring you since last February watch for

next Thursday's personals your secret

admirer Jane Doe.

RESPONSIBLE FOR LG apt on bus route

own room, turnished but bring bed $210
for room plus utilities call 323-4989 before

2PM 323-6311x530 after

IN BRANDYWINE 1 tiedroom availabe

starling Dec 1 call 549-0068

SQUIRE VILLAGE ON bus route near

stores share large 2bedroom 1"? bath

lownhouse beg Jan l si partly turnished

$247 665-8588

S.D.a.A.

A GIFT FROM our crew is waiting for you
It sits in a place that shades your (ace.

you think It looks cool but you look like

a fool, so look for the suprise that will red-

den your eyes' Happy B-day, love Sigma
Phi Sigma

SERVICES

'TYPING, TAPE TRANSCRIPTION.lFair.
accurate 666-7652

ALWAYS BUYING USED books,
records, tapes, and compaci discs Call

Dynamite Books SS6-9670 or Dynamite
Records 584-1580 Northampton.

WANTED TO RENT

WE WANT ROOM(S) in your apt or

house lor next semester' Call now!

Chris6 9737 or Shaun6-1127

4 FEMALES LOOKING to take over lease

ot house or apt Jan l 546-7258 or

546-7261

TERRIFIC TYPING FROM Speedy

keys Professional reliable service

256-1002 . 8am-11pm

JOSEPH I LOVE YOUl

SMINO SRfAK VACATION

SPEND SPWNQ BREAK in me Bahamas
for as little as $339 lor more informatkm

caU Paul or Bruce at 2SB-8068
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Minutewomen tame UConn Huskies in sweep, 3-0
Spikers overcome early struggle, cruise to third straight
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

Nothing special. Nothing flashy. But a win is a win,

and the University of Massachusetts volleyball team will

take it.

The Minutewomen improved its season record to 22-4

overall, as UMass defeated a pesky University of Con-
necticut squad, 15-13, 15-8, 15-10, last night at Storr8,CT.

The Huskies fell to 8-20 on the season.

"We had the match pretty much under control the

whole way through. We did some good things tonight,"

head coach Elaine Sortino said. "They (UConn) were a

much improved team since the last time we saw them.
They ran a quick offense and ran a shoot four set, occa-

sionally. Last time, they were very predictable in their

offense. They've improved tremendously."

The Huskies improved enough to give the

Minutewomen, who, in the process captured their third-

straight win, a serious scare in the first set. The spikers

assumed command early and, at one point, held game
poipt at 14-6. But the Huskies, aided by a large home
crowd, rallied back to make things a bit more interesting

than Sortino and the Minutewomen cared for.

"They made a good run at us in the first set, but we
didn't panic and we held our composure." Sortino said.

"They changed their serving attack and started to serve

short, topspin balls that would just clear the ten-foot line.

It took a while, but we made the adjustments."

Aside from the brief Huskie run in the opening set,

it was just another day at the park for the Minutewomen,

who silenced the Huskie followers by playing basic, win-

ning volleyball, something that has carried the spikers

throughout this maiden season as a Division I school.

"Aside from the serving adjustments, all we really did

was to play fundamental volleyball. Our serve was much
better tonight and our defense was equally good as well,"

Sortino said. "The people playing defense in the six posi-

tion (a volleyball court is divided into six sections, with

the number one section being that section where the ball

is served and continuing in a counter-clockwise fashion)

did a good job and the angle people did a good job of pick-

ing up tips and any oflT-speed stuff."

The second and third sets another trademark of UMass
volleyball: teamwork. The Minutewomen put together

another in a long string of complete team efforts,

something that Sortino was quick to acknowledge.

"Nobody really stood out for us. It was a total team
effort and you can't ask for much more," Sortino said

"We struggled early with the block, but it was decent

We came in expecting a good match. They were sky-high

for us, but we took control."

UMass will now focus its sights on the Northeastern
University Invitational tournament being held this

weekend. The Minutewomen will face Holy Cross Col
lege on Friday night before playing twice on Saturday
The tourney's final match will feature the Huskies and
the Minutewomen, as the two schools continue a long,

bitter rivalry.

Last season, NU and UMass met three times with the
Huskies taking two matches. The lone spiker victory was
an unconcious come-from-behind effort that saw the
Minutewomen erase a 0-2 set deficit and claim an emo-
tional five-set win that kept alive a season-opening
14-game unbeaten streak.

In their second meeting, the Huskies swept the
Minutewomen in the championship game of last year's
NU tourney. The third meeting was just as thrilling as

the first, as UMass, once again, battled back from a 2

set deficit in the finals of the ECAC Championships at

UMass. The effort fell short, however, as NU claimed
the fifth and decisive set and the ECAC crown.

SPORTS

Minutemen look to spoil Harvard's hopes
Place four-game winning streak on the line

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

Anytime a team has a dismal start to a

season, there are two ways to approach the
remainder of the schedule. It can either win
as many games as it can to reach respec-

tability, or try to serve as a spoiler to the
contending teams.
The University of Miissachusetts men's

soccer team finds itself in a unique situa-

tion. After suffering through injuries and
a 2-7 start, the Minutemen have come
charging back, winning seven of their last

nine, including four in a row. to reach the
.500 mark at 9-9.

This afternoon, the Minutemen will

travel to Cambridge to face Harvard
University, with a chance to spoil the Crim-
son's bid for an NCAA playoff berth.
"They're going to be really hungry,

because they have a playoff spot on the
line," UMass head coach Jeff Gettler said.

"But, we're playing some great ball now,
and we want to keep it going."
Harvard comes into this game with a

5-2-3 record (3-0-2 in Ivy League play), and
ranked third in New England. The Crim-
son also carry some serious scoring power,
and will provide quite a test for Sam Ginz-
burg, the Minutemen's recently-returned
goaltender.

John Catliff and Nick Hotchin head the
scoring leaders for Harvard with 17 points
each. Catliff, a member of the Canadian
National team, has netted seven goals and
added three assists, while Hotchin has
chipped in with four goals and nine assists.

"The most powerful offensive threat,
though, may be Derek Mills, who has five

goals and an assist for 11 points, but has
accumulated those numbers in only three
games. Mills was ineligible for most of the
season, but has recently been allowed to
play.

"Mills is a brilliant player," Gettler said.

"He's capable of putting up some big

numbers fast."

Mills proved Gettler right, as he scored
three goals in Harvard's latest win, a 5-2

decision over Brown.
The Crimson will have either Chad Reil-

ly or Stephen Hall in goal. The two have
split the netminding duties this year. Reil-
ly, in six games, has a 2-1-3 record, with
a 1.02 goals against average, a .767 save
percentage, and two shutouts. Hall has a
3-1 record in his four games, with a 1.25
GAA, .750 save percentage, and one
shutout.

UMass' goaltending decision won't be as
perplexing, as Ginzburg has been brilliant
since returning from an early-season ankle
injury, posting shutouts against Providence
and Maine.
Gettler is also counting on the return of

freshman forward Steve Cesnek, who has
been out of the lineup since suffering a
hamstring injury against Boston College
two weeks ago.

"We definitely hope Steve will be back,
even if he doesn't start," Gettler said. "It's

hurt our attack not having him in there."
The statistics would tend to prove that

wrong, though, as the Minutemen have
been putting up some impressive numbers
of late. The Minutemen are coming off of
a big 3-0 win over the University of Maine
on Sunday, and have been provided plen-
ty of firepower fi-om Andy Bing, Kurt
Manal, and Brian Sullivan to make up for
Cesnek's absence.

"Bing and Manal have been really hot,"
Gettler said. "They've been playing great
together, and having been producing a lot
of big goals. Sullivan has been scoring a lot,

as well."

"If these guys can continue scoring, we're
going to be in good shape for our remain-
ing two games."
After today's game, the Minutemen will

close out their schedule on Saturday after-

noon against Rutgers University in New
Jersey.

_
Colieftui photo by Paul Franz

Minuteman scoring leader Andy Bing, a junior midfielder, looks to con-
tinue his assault on opposing goalkeepers as the Minutemen battle Har-
vard today m Cambridge. UMass has a four-game win streak._^ __ t t r^ 11

—"-^ *" '^"*""*»"8«- '-'Awass nas a lour-game win streak.

Brew Haas halt Stooges rally to take football title, 30-20
New champs build big 1 T-point lead and hold on to win it all
By JIM LOYND
Collegian Correspondent

Under the lights at Boyden fields the talk was football,

Monday evening. In the finals of the Intramural Flag Foot-

ball championships, the Brew Haas beat the Stooges 30-20

After forcing the Stooges to punt, the Brew Haas scored

on their first possession of game, and, after the extra point

attempt failed, the score was 6-0. The drive, taking all

of two plays started with quarterback Pete Delaney
scrambling to his own 23 yard line. On the next down,
Delaney hit Brad Cuppels, who avoided would-be tacklers

for 37 yards before arriving in the end zone.

The Stooges got the ball back, and on their next drive

showed just how they earned their spot in the finals. After
an incompleted pass, Stooges signal caller John Malley
hit speedster Dave Moral on a 40-yard touchdown pass.

After Malley booted the extra point, the score was 7-6, and
it was a whole new ball game.
Following a series of defensive stands by both teams,

Delaney helped his team out by intercepting a Malley pass
and giving the Brew Haas possession. The interception
set up the only other score of the first half, a field goal"
by Brew Haas kicker Conrad Charles. The score put the
Brew Haas ahead 9-7, and they never looked back.

Opening the second half, Delaney galloped 25 yards up
the sideline before being forced out of bounds at the
Stooges five-yard line. Another Delaney run, this time
through the right side, punched it into the end zone. A
successful kick by Charles upped the score to 16-7.

On the Stooges next series, the Brews' Dave McKay
picked off a Malley pass, and rumbled down to the Stooges
seven-yard line. This act of thievery proved fatal for the
Stooges, as it set up what proved to be the winning
touchdown.

Stooges defensive lineman Phil Uooley sacked Delaney
on first down, pushing the Brew Haas back to the sixteen.

But on second down, Delaney avoided the pressure by roll-

ing left and finding Cuppels open in the end zone, mak-
ing the score 23-13.

At this point, a Brew Haas victory seemed inevitab'e.

But with time dwindling down, and their backs to the
wall, the Stooges proved that "it ain't over until the Fat
Lady sings." With the defense forcing the Brew Haas
to punt, Malley led the Stooges to a quick strike capped
by a Jack Delaney option pass to a wide open Morel in

the corner of the end zone.

With the score now 23-20, and the Stooges Threaten-
ing. Delaney maintained his composure. Two successive
completions, and a tackling penalty brought the ball to
the Stooges five. On the next play,' Delaney found Cup-
pels in the end zone, and the Fat Lady began to clear her
throat. A Charles extra-point closed out the scoring 30-20,
as well as the Stooges season.

In the Co-Rec football finals, "Why Ball Lane?" ran
away with the championship with a 49-10 victory behind
the scoring tandem ofDoug Musco and Alan Robbins. The
pair connected for four touchdowns, with Musco hitting
Tim Sockol for another two, in a game that was never
close.
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Holocaust
lessons
discussed
By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Stafl"

There are five lessons to be learned from

the Holocaust, Chancellor's Medal reci-

pient David Wyman told a crowd of about

200 at Bowker auditorium last night.

"I want to thank UMass for hiring me,

retaining me, and now honoring me," the

professor of history at the University of

Massachusetts and author o{Abandonment

of the Jews: America and the Holocaust,

said before he began his lecture.

He concluded his brief history of the

Holocaust with the first lesson.

"Now we know that genocide perper-

trated by one people on another is possi-

ble," Wyman said.

"People had a problem understanding

that could happen," even after the genocide

of the Armenians during World War I.

One of the reasons it took so long for

Roosevelt to take action was because "40

percent of Congress was anti-semitic," he

said.

"One third of the country was badly in-

fected with anti-semitism," he said. The

peak of anti-semitism, in this country, was

between 1938-44.

"Anti-semitism is a terrible poison, we

must resist it," Wyman said as the second

lesson of the Holocaust. 'So is all group pre-

judice terribly dangerous. It can lead to

terrible results," he said.

Great Britian realized in 1942 if they

helped the Jews out of Europe there would

be "intense pressure" to let Jews into

Palestine, he said.

"The Jewish settlement in Palestine was

the only population on the face of the earth

willing to take Jews in," Wyman said.

Collegian Photo by Byrne Guarnotta

RANKIN' - General Public's Rankin' Roger sings to an enthusiastic au-

dience and a packed house at Smith College's John M. Greene Hall. See

review page 13.

"They would've exerted themselves beyond

its limits to take in Jewish refugees."

Since 1939 the British had been trying

to "placate the Arab population there,"

who were already unhappy with the large

number of Jews there, he said.

"They wanted no pressure on that

policy," he said, referring to the fact that

the British had promised the Jews a

homeland in Palestine. "It was clear, the

last thing the British wanted was the Jews

out of Europe."
This led to Wyman's third lesson:

continued on pa^e 5

Bar leader:
Law open
to women
Numbers higher
By BARBARA DeLOLLIS
Collegian Staff

Women should look to the field of legal

studies with optimism, according to the

new president of the Massachusetts Bar

Association.

Alice Richmond began to serve her one

year term as the ofllcial spokeswoman for

more than 17,000 lawyers who belong to

the association on September 1, she said in

an interview Wednesday. Prior to this posi-

tion, she had been practicmg law since fall,

1973.

When asked why it took the Bar 76 years

to elect a female president, Richmond

replied that it was "not unusual for a

woman to become president."

"There was no great turmoil or angst"

about her becoming president, she said.

According to Richmond, women comprise

about 22 percent of the Bar, and about 20

percent of the lawyers in Massachusetts.

"We're present now in sufficient

numbers." She referred to this as quite an

accomplishment since law schools only

started admitting women during the 1950s.

Richmond recalled starting law school in

1968 as one of the 24 women in her class

out of about 580 men. This, she said, "has

changed dramatically in the past 15

years."

"Today, close to half of all students in law

school are women," she said.

Alcohol-related problems
said to rise on campus
By DANA ANAGNOSTOU
Collegian Correspondent

Alcohol-related problems on campus have

increased this year because of the rise in

the drinking age, according to Phillip

Cavanaugh, associate director of the

University's Department of Public Safety.

"There are more parties and (alcohol] con-

sumption on campus than off campus,"said

Cavanaugh, because now it is harder to ob-

tain alcohol off campus. Establishments

are becoming more aware of their liability

and are unwilling to sell alcohol to minors,

said Cavanaugh.
Under Massachusetts law, a person must

be at least 21 years old in order to buy

alcohol. Eighty-five percent of the students

that live on campus are imder 21. according

to Cavanaugh.
Cavanaugh also stressed the danger of

possessing a fake identification card. "We

have had a significant increase in arrests

of men and women for possession of an

altered license [or] liquor card," he said.

This has a "dramatic effect on the man or

woman convicted... It will go on their

record as a felony."

Parties in residence halls must be

registered, according to the Residence Hall

Manual. Seventy-five percent of the

students on the guest iist must oe over 21

in order for the party hosts to serve alcohol.

Larry Moneta, assistant director for the

east side's Residential Education Program

said almost no parties have been registered

this year on the east side of campus.

Many students, however, "don't even

know the proper procedure for registering

parties," said Rich Silva, a former

residence assistant. "It's rare that you hear

of anyone registering parties", said Silva.

Students can "find information [about

registering parties] by contacting their

R.A.," he said.
, ^_. . io7

Last year in September and October, 12. /

percent of all disturbanres on campus were

alcohol-related. That figure has escalated

continued on page 4

Professor says black culture

discredited in Puerto Rico

The Spring 1987 Official Schedule of Courses will be distributed from

10 a m to 4 p.m. Monday in the Campus Center Concourse.

Only one copy will be distributed per person. Schedule of Courses pam-

phlets will be available on Wednesday at the Whitmore first door lobby.

The Chess Club is sponsoring a free chess tournament 8 a.m. Sunday

in room 811B-15, 805-09 in the campus center.

TheBKS Iyengar Yoga Association of Massachusetts will be offer-

ing two workshops 10-11:30 a.m. and 12-2 p.m. on Saturday. Both classes

are in the Mobius Studio. Fitzwilly's Building, room 341, 25 Main St..

The fnsi class is a free introduction taught by Jim Gleason. The later

class is a continuing level class taught by Michael Caron and costs

$3.50.

By ELLEN M. NOLAN
Collegian Correspondent

In celebration of Caribbean Week spon-

sored by the Latin-American organization

AHORA Isabello Zenon, professor at the

University of Puerto Rico, spoke Wednes-

day evening about the influence of the

black culture in Puerto Rico.

Zenon spoke in Spanish to about 60 per-

sons and stressed how sterotypes found in

poems, songs, jokes, and books discredit

Kl orlrg

Using the sterotype that blacks are

more sexually active, Zenon shows how it

opens people's minds to accept it and the

racist theory. Because of this, blacks are

less subject to self control, he said, so there

is a need for control.

Hispanics and blacks are proud to be

called more sexually active because they

don't realize the underlying meaning,

Zenon said.
.

Books referring to blacks used in the

Puerto Rican educational system il-

lustrate blacks as either free or enslaved,

according to Zenon. The difference bet-

ween these illustrations is that the

enslaved black is seen with traits univer-

sally associated with blacks, such as co -

or hair, and nose; while the freed black

is 'seen as brown and with more white

characteristics than black, Zenon said.

If a black child sees these illustrations,

Zenon was asked, which one of them

would he or she be more likely to associate

him or herself with? They would choose

the freed black image because that is how

traditionally they have done, he said,

citing blacks' cutting their hair short to

resemble whites' hair.

In Zenon's book Narciso Descuhre Su

Trasero (Narciso Discovers His Ass), he

replaces the mythological white Narciso

with his black Narciso. In doing this

Zenon shows how the mirror for his Nar-

ciso is the pond for the other, but the dif-

ference is the black Narciso sees his im-

age as negative and the Greek Narciso

sees his as positive.

The white Narciso embraces his reflec-

tion while the reaction is opposite for the

black Narciso (the Puerto Rican black)

who rejects his image, according to Zenon.

Blacks need to affirm themselves that "I

am better than the image" Zenon said.

Collegian Photo by Paul Frans

Isabello Zenon
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POLICEMAN SURRENDERS - Police officer Frank Lauria Jr.,

center, is led out of the police Internal Affairs Division in Brooklyn,

NY Thursday after surrendering for arrest on charges stemming
from a probe of alleged shakedowns of narcotics dealers in the 77th

precinct in Brooklyn. Eleven other officers also surrendered while

a 12th who was expected to turn himself in did not show up, police

said.

Fall Shoe Specials
Many of your favorite

Fall shoes specially priced

LATE WEEK
SPECIALS

Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.. 5:30-11 P.M.

Prime Rib ^0^^
Broiled Fresh Swordfish ^10^^

Chicken & Scallop Toss 9
Shrimp & Sirloin Teriyaki ... 10

Includes Salad, Potato, Vegetable and Dessert

UNIVERSITY DR., AMHERST 549-5861

Boy, 13, released on bail

after election night murder

BOSTON (AP) - The 13-year-old son of

a Boston police officer who faces murder

charges in the stabbing of a 17 year-old

after a fight was believed to be one of the

yougnest children ever charged with

murder in Boston, officials said.

The 13-year-old boy, who was not named

because of his age, was released on $4500

bail after a closed-door arraignment

Wednesday before Dorchester District

Court Judge James W. Dolan.

He was charged in the death of Anthony

Thompson, one of three separate slayings

Tuesday night in Boston and his case was

continued until Dec. 16. The officer declin-

ed to comment on her son's arrest.

Other victims of Election Day slayings

were Eugene Evans, 22, found stabbed in

the Roxbury section, and David Scott

Sterett, 17, found brutally slain in the Dor-

chester section.

Sterett, a resident of the Dorchester sec-

tion, was shot at least eight times and

stabbed numerous times by a group of six

youths who chased him, but left $600 in his

pockets, police said.

Police said they had neither suspects nor

motives in the Sterett and Evans murders.

The three killings raised the number of

homicides in Boston during 1986 to 95, the

highest number of slayings in Boston in a

single year since 1982, when there wen-

101 murders.
Witnesses said Thompson, a West Rox

bury High School student who lived in the

city's Mattapan section, had gone to a home

in the Dorchester section at 2:30 p.m. lo

visit his 1-year-old son.

Because Thompson appeared intoxicated

or under the influence of drugs. India Col-

eman, 18, Thompson's former girlfriend

and the child's mother, asked him to leave,

Coleman's sister told The Boston Globe

Witnesses said Thompson argued loudly

with the ex-girlfriend, but would not leave.

The police officer, who lives in a first-floor

apartment in the same building, forced

Thompson from the building.

Back on the street. Thompson broke two

windows in the police officers apartment,

prompting the officer's 17-year-old to go

outside and fight with Thompson, the

witnesses told the newspaper.

At that point, the 13-year-old emerged

from the home and stabbed Thompson

under his arm once with a kitchen knife in

an apparent attempt to get Thompson

away from his brother, the witnesses said.

Thompson died Wednesday night at

Carney Hospital, said Officer Jack Kervin,

a police spokesman.

Superintendent pleads innocent
RUTLAND, Vt. (AP) - George Sleeman

the former superintendent of the Benn-

ington area school district, pleaded inno-

cent Thursday to 47 felony charges follow-

ing an investigation of the district's $2

million deficit.

The charges allege that Sleeman
embezzled more then $20,000 from the

Southwest Vermont Supervisory Union,

stole a jeep from the school and lied under

oath at a secret inquest earlier this year

on «p\'prpl matter.'*.

District Judge George Ellison released

Sleeman on personal recognizance with

several conditions following a 30-minute

arraignment in Vermont District Court,

The conditions included that Sleeman
must report to the Bennington District

Court every Wednesday, must be finger-

printed and photographed Thursday at the

Rutland Police Depaulment and that he not

associate with about 20 people connected

in some way to the Bennington school

system.

OFFICE WITH A VIEW
The Peace Corps is an exhilarating two year ex-

perience that will last a litetime.

Working at a professional level that ordinarily might
take years of apprenticeship back home, volunteers find

the career growth they're looking for and enjoy a unique
experience in the developing world.

International firms and government agencies value
the skills and knowledge mastered during Peace Corps
service.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL;

Peace Corps Representative
Lisa Sanmet

12 ftraper Hall
University of Massachusetts

Amherst, MA 01003
(413) 545-2105

Peace Corps
The Toughest job You'll Ever Love

Speaker blames
Kennedy for
Vietnam War
By PAUL MASCIOLI
Collegian Correspondent

A disposition toward global activism by the Kennedy

and Johnson administrations caused US military involve-

ment in Vietnam during the 60s, according to Professor

Edward Shapiro.

Speaking in the last night in the Student Union

Building, Shapiro said the "Immature enthusiasm and

lofty ambitions" of the Kennedy administration blinded

the administration to the military and political realities

in South East Asia in the early 60s.

Shapiro studied at Georgetown University and obtain-

ed his doctorate from Harvard in 1968. He has taught at

the University of Maryland, St. John's University in Min-

nesota and has received a fellowship from Tel Aviv

University and a grant from the National Endowment for

the Humanities.

"Kennedy was ready to take charge and see if freedom

could be furthered throughout the world," Shapiro said^

"The rhetoric of the new frontier was full of sacrifice and

bearing the burden."

"Ask not what your country can do for you but what

you can do for your country," which Kennedy said at his

"inaugural speech in 1960, is indicative of the prevailing

attitude of the Kennedy administration, Shapiro said.

"Kennedy was calling on the people of the US to wage

war, not a hot war but a cold war."

A combination of "machoism" and a marshall attitude

in the Kennedy administration spurred the liberal ad-

ministrations in the 60s toward military involvement in

Vietnam, Shapiro said.

"The liberals of the 1960s had a counterrevolution in

South East Asia as a counterpart to the war on poverty

in the USA as one of their primary objectives."

Kennedy perceived the US as having a historic mission

to safeguard democracy across the globe. "They were ac-

tivists and they were eager to carry the torch," he said.

"They had lofty ambitions."

Kennedy was critical of the passive nature of the

Eisenhower administration and was convinced that the

US had been pushed around during the Eisenhower years.

Kennedy sought "global activism," Shapiro said.

The peacecorps, the green berets and the alliance for

progress economic assistance plan for countries m Latin

America were programs initiated by the Kennedv ad

ministration in the spirit of "global activism.

"Kennedy thought that through military toughness and

economic aid they could create nations with a deep sense

of nationalism resistant to Soviet ambition," Shapiro said.

"Vietnam was a laboratory where counterinsurgency

could be tested. It was to be a learning experience."

"In retrospect the Vietnam war was a no win situation.

It was doomed from the beginning. The grandiose rhetoric

overlooked prudence," he said.

CollrKian I'hoto hy David ShimkUH

LITTLE RASCALS — Lynn Warren, toddler teacher at the Skinner Lab School takes her

pupils for a stroll along the Campus Pond.

BOG denounces anti-gay activist
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

Last night the Campus Center Board of Governors

unanimously passed a motion to condemn Paul Cameron's

scheduled visit to campus next Thursday, and the group

sponsoring the event, Students For America.

"This is the guy who said that gays should be castrated,

and people with AIDS should be locked up," said board

Vice-Chairman Mark Friedman.

Cameron also spoke on campus last semester.

Board member Megan Brady said the upcoming visit

has upset members of the gay, lesbian, and bisexual com-

munity. "There was a lot of violence towards homosex-

uals after he came last year."

"A lot of people in the LBGA [Lesbian, Bisexual, and

Gay Alliance] are really upset, and feel that they have

to go to protest, so Cameron can see gay people," she said.

Board member Dan Collins called for a boycott of the

event. "To heckle him and stone him is what he wants,"

he said.

Board Chairman John Hayes said the board has taken

stand on things they believe are "off the wall" in the past.

The motion reads, "While the Board of Governors

respects the constitutional rights of free speech for all in-

HiviHnal<3 w*» ahhnr tVi*. homnnhnhir. Hestnictive views

espoused by Paul Cameron's rhetoric of hate and violence.

Furthermore, we believe that Students For America

should be condemned for their irresponsibility in bring-

ing Cameron back to a campus recognized for its commit-

ment to equality and the size [and openness] of its gay,

lesbian and bisexual population.

The board also passed a motion to "remind the Cater-

ing Department and Auxiliary Services personnel that

Campus Center policy requires that all food price changes

be approved by the Board of Governors prior to implemen

tation."
. .. t

The motion was passed because the administration

allegedly raised the pay of some employees without con-

sulting the board.

The motion further states, "Such circumvention ot Cam-

pus Center Policy shows blatant disregard for the

legitimate authority of the Board of Governors in oversee-

ing the operations of the Campus Center/Student Union

Complex, particularly in light of past BOG efforts to

discuss price changes with Campus Center Catering.

The board discussed the possibility of banning military

recruitment on the Campus Center concourse, because of

their hiring policy.
. • r i

The military "discriminates on the basis ot sexual

preference and sex," Friedman said.

overiooKea pruaence, nc isaiu.
• • •« •

Repairs Campus Center begin in the spring
Students will pay estimated $5'6M cost
By NORA MacKAY
Collegian Correspondent

Repairs to the Campus Center garage

and the leaking deck will begin this spring

at an estimated cost of $5-6 million, said

Ed Ryan, director of construction for the

University of Massachusetts Physical

Plant.

Funding for the repairs will come from

the authority fee, which is paid by students

in their semester bill, according to John

Hayes, chairman of the Campus Center

Board of Governors.

The Campus Center's flagstone deck ad-

jacent to Metawampee lawn will be taken

up to replace its waterproof membrane

When the Campus Center was built in

1968, the roofing material used to compose

the membrane was considered state of the

art technology, Ryan said.

"Water is penetrating the membrane and

we don't know exactly where the leak is,"

Ryan said.

"I don't think (the designer or contrac-

tor) expected that New England winters

would contain such a risk to that kind of

construction," said William Harris, direc-

tor of the Campus Center.

"We've got to do the repairs in small sec-

tions so that the areas under the deck can

remain operational," Ryan said, referring

to the stores, food areas and meeting rooms.

Although those businesses will remain

open during construction, Harris said that

he does expect some loss of revenue.

"Construction noise will effect use of

meeting rooms during the day, but pro-

bably only during the initial demolition

stage," he said. The Top of the Campus
lounge and restaurant will also lose

business due to lower numbers of con-

ference participants, he added.

The repairs to the deck will cost an

estimated $3-4 million. However, "^here is

no guarantee that this will solve the pro-

blem," Harris said.

"We feel the leaks will definitely stop,"

said Roger Cherewatti, director of Physical

,

Plant. "We get a five year guarentee from

the manufacturer of the material. We won't

start a job unless I'm sure it wil stop the

leaks."

Harris said that the Metawampee lawn

will be used as a staging area for building

materials and vehicles, causing minimal

inconvenience to students. The walkway

"should remain open," he said.

Repairs to the garage, scheduled to begin

in March, will be done two levels at a time

and will continue through the summer,
Ryan said.

The garage repairs will encompass con-

crete repair, deck waterproofing, lighting,

plumbing, painting, and re-establishment

of the third level entrance Ryan said. The
estimated cost is $2-3 million.

Overflow from the garage due to the clos-

ed levels under construction will be

diverted to Plot, Harris said.

Scholar - Bengali women differ

from western feminist beliefs
Bv MEG KROEPLIN R^tte said. They were looked down upon

Collegian Correspondent

C ollfRian l'h<»ti> hv Kircl Honiinno

ZOOM! - Man flies down North Pleasant Street on his bicycle.

Bengali women do not consider

themselves feminists, but rather third

world women, said a visiting scholar who

spoke Wednesday night at Smith College.

Dr. Lou Ratte described her two years in

India studying upper caste women to an au-

dience of about 25 people in Wright Hall.

The families of the three women she

studied emphasized education and en-

couraged their children to develop

marketable intellectual skills, she said.

She studied three women during a period

of five months. At home they did not feel

discriminated again.st because they were

not made to conform as their sisters were,

Ratte said. One reason may have been

because they were less beautiful, she said.

Later, when they entered society, they

realized they were discriminated against,

by men.
The Bengali women do not want to be

associated with white middle class

feminism, Ratte said, because western

women are hesitant to define what they

mean by women.
Another was quoted as saying "Women

were still responsible for social well-being,

but now the men felt they had to take care

of them." Ratte said that women still are

responsible for the home.

Bengali women believe that the western

world dominates what is thought of as in-

telligence, said Dr. Ratte.

"We know we are running in a race

where someone else set the goals," another

Bengali woman was quoted as saying.

The Indian feminist movement is top-

heavy, according to Dr. Ratte, and

therefore caters to the women she studied,

and left the lower caste women out.
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GRAY DAY - Man and steeple stand out against the cloudy skies.

RUSSELL'S
LiaUORS

18 Main St. Downtown Amhergt 263 5441

SPECIALS: Sample Listing
BUD, COORS, MILLER suitcases $11.99 cse + dep

BUSCH SUITCASES $9.95 cse + dep

HEINEKEN, BUSCH, AMSTEL, GROLSCH $4.25 6pk +dep

SCHNAPPS ... All SIZES & FLAVORS

Folonarl Soave ... Dry White $3.99 1.5 ml

Sutter Home White Zinfandel $3.99 750 ml 3 for $11

Vodka, Vodka, Vodka 80° $8.99 1.75 ml

Kahlua, Kahlua, Kahlua $11.49 750 ml

The Distinguished

Visitors Program
Presents

JAN SCRUGGS
"To Heal a Nation:

The Story of The

Vietnam Veterans

Memorial"

Tuesday Nov. 11

8:00 PM
Bowker Auditorium

dbdn^uished

Friday, November 7, 1986

Man reportedly ^exposes' self
Police received a report from two

Amherst women at 8 a.m. Wednesday

about a man -'exposing himself on

Triangle Street, near the Amherst High

School. .„,.

The suspect has been described as a & y

white male with brown hair and a

mustache wearing jeans and a jean jacket,

police said.

A $.300 Minolta camera and a $20 camp-

ing knife were reported stolen from an

unlocked second floor room of Pierpont

House: the camera had been missing since

August, police said.

Amherst police helped the Amherst Fire

Department extinguish a car fire at 12:13

pm Wednesday on Eastman Lane. The car

• Pari
aintinued from page 1

to 18.1 percent this year.

Problems arise when "impromptu

gatherings get bigger" and "people con-

sume too much. The party part has not

necessarily worsened. Problems occur with

individuals tha« «»*» "nd^^r -^rrpH " ^ororHing

IS owned by a Belchertown man, polict

said.

At 7:13 p.m. police received a repdii ui

a family disturbance on Summer Street, k
female member of the family was placed in

protective custody as a result oi ihe disiur*

bance. This is the second report of a distur-

bance at the Summer Street residence,

police said.

On Wednesday police apprehended a

suspect in the assault which occurred in the

early morning on November 2. The victim

of that attack suffered a broken jaw, police

-LAURA TOMASETTI and STUART
GAMBLE

to Moneta.
Cavanaugh said if there is a complaint

the police have the right to "quell distur-

bances of the peace. No search warrant is

needed," just as it is not needed in a private

residence, he said. Police have been called

about three times so far to help quell

disturbances and identify who did not

belong in the residence hall.

CHINESE KITCHEN bi

FAST SERVICE — GREAT PRICEsT

#22 Chicken Wings, Try our

Swieet & Sour Pork, Fried Rice Moo Shu Pork

$3.»0 $3.95

#23 Szechuan Gai Ding,

Sweet & Sour Pork, Fried Rice

$4.95

TRY OUR LUNCHEON — DINNER SPECIALS
Only $1.49 before 3 pm, $1.90 after 3 pm

Eat In or Take Out

HOURS: Sunday Noon - lO pm, Mon Sat 11:30 lOpm

2 LOCATIONS

430 Russel St (Rt 9)

HADLEY - 253-2571
150 King St

NORTHAMPTON — 586*8220.

Veterans Get FREE Speakersl
ANY VETERAN PURCHASING A CAR STEREO FRI.-TUES. WILL BE

ENTITLED TO FREE COAXIAL DOOR OR REAR DECK SPKRS. A

VALUE OF UP TO »50. PROOF OF VET STATUS REQ'D.

•BLAUPUNKT SONY.

40 WAH AMP/FOR
•SACRAMENTO' PULL
OUT-THER PROOF

•SANYO

119XRURicilvBr-lOW

C0X7B CD PLAYER
W/RADIO '499

XR740B40WAn -199
XR27 •179

tCOUSTK
ICSUM94

SPEAKERS

$99
M90

ALL SANYO REDUCED

RU 80 Receiver-

ULTRXUR 60 DOLBY

GC300 6X9100W
GCSS00 5'/^100W

ALL ARE 20% Offl

M49
•99 pr.

F^anasonic
RADAR DETECTORS

505 - AUTO REVERSE

CASSEHE

50 WAH AMP/ EQ

EAB552WAS499 N0W^399

$99
•199

up

inlden*
WHISTLER • K40
ALL SALE PRICED

WE INSTALL REMOTES

AUTO SECURITY SYSTEMS *99UP_UIST^

fChapmairJ

TFQOOIBOQ'
CORPOOATIOM

\CUSTOM
CAR

SOUN

COMPLETE SYSTEMS
FR0Mn49 Installed

573 RIVERDALE ST.

W. SPFLD. 734-4995
141 A DAMON RD.

NORTHAMPTON 586-5258

5 DAY SALE ONLY FRI.-TUES. OPEN. SUN. & TUES.

Friday, November 7, 1986
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Car owners should be ^alert'
By CAROLYN TORFF
Collegian Correspondent

The way to stop car vandalism is to re-

main alert, and to take preventative

measures, said Lawrence Holmes, assistant

director of the University of Massachusetts

Department of Public Safety.

"Reporting suspicious activities is a key

to prevention," he said.

For instance, earlier in the semester

when a citizen called the police about a

possible crime, one phone call resulted in

four arrests, Holmes said.

This September, 25 cases of vandalism

were reported as compared to the 20 cases

reported in September 1985, Holmes said.

Larceny has increased from 62 incidents in

September 1985 to 67 in September 1986,

and the number of reported breaking and

enterings has increased from 13 to 65 in-

cidents, he said.

This increase does not necessarily mean

more crimes are being commited but more

are being reported, he said.

To remedy the situation, police are im

proving the condition of the lots by adding

more lighting, employing random cruiser

and foot patrols, and hoping to increase

their personnel, he said.

In addition, police are considering the use

of electronic equipment, he said.

Most cases of vandalism occur between

11 p.m. and 7 a.m., and usually between

Thursday and Saturday, Holmes said.

Holmes recommended tips for people to

protect their own cars, such as locking the

car and pocketing the key, parking under

lights or close to them, and keeping all

packages in the trunk because they attract

attention.

• Wuman
continued from page 1

"There's an absolute necessity for the

state of Israel. It's the strongest bulwark

against anti-semitism," he said. "Israel

isn't a guarantee [against genocide] but it's

the best barrier."

"Now there's a Jewish voice in world

powers," he said. It is also an available

haven for Jews to go to to survive. The

Jews had neither of these during the second

World War. 'If there had been a Jewish

state then the Holocaust would've been less

tragic," he said.

The fourth lesson to be learned is that

"each of us must take personal responsibli

ty," Wyman said. "If we don't act we can

expect to fail."

He concluded saying "it is not only a

Jewish tragedy. ..but the Holocaust is also

a deep tragedy for all of mankind."

"The loss for Christians was a loss of con-

science," Wyman said. "I would not dare

to judge which was greater. For both, the

loss was immense."

After a standing ovation Wynan
answered the question of how he deals with

the anguish he feels during every lecture

and while he was writing the book, "There

are times when my only reaction is to cry."

"There came the night I couldn't write—

I

broke down and cried."

Pre-Season Sale

at Ski Haus
Ski Haus is fully stocked and ready to outfit you for the hottest

ski season yet. All three stores have mountains of the best in

skiwear and equipment. We've got packages for every level and

type of skier—alpine, racing, or cross-country.

The newest looks from Patagonia and CB Sports, the latest skis

from Rossignol. Clin, K/2, Dynastar, Blizzard, and cross-country

skis by Irak. We've got the latest in boots and bindings from

Nordica, Solomon, and Lange. Our skiing experts can fit and

help you select the right equipment and accessories to suit your

needs and budget.

BUY STRATTON
LIFT TICKETS

HERE AND SAVE

SKI POLES
by Rossignol

Vi price
^25-^55 Values
NOW $-4 p60_$Oy50

ALL ONE PIECE

SUITS

ADULT SKI

PACKAGES

*325-M85 Values

NOW $^ 4g95_$o2g95

15%

SKI BIBS
Reg. *80

NOW «3«7

OFF

JR. SKI

PACKAGES

^1 86-^296 Values

NOW $g995.$-|QQ95

95

SKIS
Rossignol//
Blizzard U/
Dynastar '

Pre

SELECTED MODELS

25-50%oFF
^1 85-^310 Values

NOW ^92^°-n 59^^

BOOTS
Lange
Salomon
Nordica

Tecnica

SELECTED MODELS

25-50%oFF
M 20-^295 Values

NOW f & 1 ^ f

ALL KAEUN

SKI WEAR

20%OFF

BINDINGS
Selected Salomon
& Marker Bindings

Reg. ^90-^50
NOW sQ5.$99

A Selection of

Descente Ski Wear
T-Necks
Gloves ^_ ^4^n/
Shells 25-50%
Parkas
Pants

95

OFF

OPEN DAILY 10-9

SAT 10-5 (HADLEY 10-9)

SUNDAY 12-5

55 Franklin Street

Westfield
562-5004

^'rporthau

Route 9. Hodley

(In front of Hampshire Mall)

584-7880

16 Shaker Road
East Longrrieadow

525-6633

\
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Two students renting buses for Thanksgiving

Will offer cheaper rates to Boston, New York
running to either Cambridge or Logan Airport, and the

respective prices for the student operation to these two

locations are $20 and $22.

Lawyers for Pilecki ask to move
Claim jury in Hamden County will be tainted

•^ •^
1 ^„ fKr. roniioet anrl A move bv detensc lawyer to hold

By TONY PADOVANO
Collegian Staff

Many students will be able to travel home at discount

rates this Thanksgiving vacation thanks to some enter-

prising University of Massachusetts students.

Dave Shelton and Mike Berland, both of whom live in

Kennedy Tower, are renting buses, hiring drivers and of-

fering discount transportation service to destinations in

Massachusetts and New York City.

The idea emerged when "I was just looking for a way

to get a free ride home," Shelton said.

Shelton has plans for at least five buses gomg to Logan

Airport in Boston, South Station in downtown Boston,

Cambridge, and the Port Authority in New York City, he

said.

If there is enough demand for a bus to a different loca-

tion, more buses can be called in. "We're very flexible as

to where we go. We'll go to California if enough people

want to go."

The round trip to South Station will cost $17 compared

to the $19.95 round trip price which the Peter Pan Bus

Lines charges. The Port Authority price will be $30 com-

pared to Peter Pan's $35.95. Peter Pan does not have buses

All buses are express and each seat purchased will be

guaranteed, Shelton said. Buses will be leaving Wednes-

day before Thanksgiving from Haigis Mall. The time and

place these buses will leave are also subject to popular

demand.

"If enough people in Southwest want a bus going

somewhere, we'll have a bus pick them up in Southwest."

Shelton and Berland are also planning to rent buses for

the Christmas vacation. If both of these trips go well, they

would like to expand their service to doing tours and

weekend trips.

SPRINGFIELD, Mass. (AP) - Lawyers for former

Westfield State College President Francis J. Pilecki ask-

ed Thursday that Pilecki's trial on charges of sexually

assaulting two male students be moved out of Hampden

County.
, ^ . p.„„

Judge John F. Murphy scheduled arguments for Dec.

Look Who's coming
to the Boston

k CRE/CGS Forum on
\ Graduate Education

Bank Street College of Education • Bos-

ton university • Brown university • Ford-

ham university • Georgetown university

• Harvard university • Tufts university •

university of Massachusetts • university

of Notre Dame • Vlllanova university

This IS just a small sampling of the nearly 80 graduate

schools from across the country that will be represented

at the Boston CRE/CCS Forum Take advantage of this

exciting opportunity to meet with graduate school rep-

resentatives, pick up catalogs and applications, and

attend workshops on topics including admissions and

financial aid, CRE test preparation, and graduate study in

a variety of disciplines

Saturday. November 15
Hyatt Regency Cambridge

575 Memorial Drive
9 a.m. -4 p.m.

Registration fee Is $S, payable at the door. Registration begins

at 8:50 a.m. watch for nwre Forum Information In upcoming

editions of this newspaper.

joHrtty spontorwl by the Graduate Record txamlnattons loard and^^
»Scouneli Of Craduata schools in the unltwl States

WORK STUDY
PART TIME POSITIONS AVAILABLE

IN THE
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING DEPT.

JOB INCLUDES TAKING
ADVERTISEMENTS AND

GENERAL CLERICAL DUTIES

"be Worid Famous

COUNT
BASIE
ORCHLGTRA
with Frank Foster

Friday, Nov. 14, 8 pm
Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall

Tickets $16, 14, 12

"(••tfari In Ihi currant rourgvnc*
ot ntrriU»» danct

'

'

Tuesday, Nov. 18 8pm
Bowker Auditorium

Tickets $15,13

NEW, PROFESSIONAL

SHUTTLE SERVICE
TO

ALL AREA AJRPORTS
HARTFORD, CONN. LIMO
SPRINGFIELD AMTRACK
As low as $6.25* per person

Door-to-door service to

Bradley Airport

1 on the request and a move by defense lawyer to hold

separate trials on the allegations involving the two young

men.
"We feel that it would be very difficult if not impossi

ble to get a jury that is not tainted in Hamden County,"

Robert Keefe said following the Hampden Superior Court

hearing.
i- . ,•

"We are concerned not only about the volume ot publici-

ty, but what is being said about matters that iu-e not really

related to the charges against him and of which he is

presumed innocent."

Keefe. who is representing Pilecki along with attorney

James St. Clair, declined to say where he would like the

trial held, but suggested it could be scheduled for January.

District Attorney Matthew J. Ryan had no comment

following the hearing. In the past, he has said he would

oppose a change of venue, citing statewide publicity about

the case.

Av« .1

Thursday. Nov 20, 8 pm
Bov^/ker Auditorium

Tickets $13,1

1

• Five College Students.Half-Price! *
Tickets availat)le at Fine Arts Center Box Otiiee Call f41 3)545-251

1

CHARTER RATES AVAILABLE FOR

CONCERTS, SPORTING EVENTS, ETC

*Based on 10 people round trip from same location

\z^Tl ^ra»Ti]

CALL NOW: 586-7900

^-^ PANDA
GARDEN

WE BRING CHINATOWN TO YOU!!

#1

ASIAN

RESTAURANT

ADVOCATEBEST
VALLEY;

19 8 6

584-3859
34 Pleasant St. Downtown Northampton

For Carry Oul &
Reservations, Please Call:

HOURS AVAILABLE:

8:30 - 4:30

MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT:

COLLEGIAN FRONT COUNTER
ROOM 113 CAMPUS CENTER

DEADLINE: NOVEMBER 14, 1986

My tongue needs alot of exercise!

What really gets it going is a

J.B.'s Roast Beef. Thank Goodness

J.B.'s is open 7 days a week
so I can get a workout

Deloitte

Haskins+Sells
USA

Our recruiting

philosophy
is very simple:
Outstanding people

attract
outstanding clients.

ir/XC UnCiiiiiiJi

IS THIS YOU?
COME IN FOR A FREE SMALL BEEF,

FRIED MUSHROOMS & A SODA TO WASH IT DOWN WITH

Our firm's greatest strength is its

people, and that's a tradition we
intend to continue. We want the

best to work with us.

Our partners and staff have the

highest technical skills. And

they're people who care, people

who teach, people who under-

stand today's accounting pro-

fession.

They understand that technical

quality has to be developed

equally with quality business

judgnnent.

On the job and in our training pro-

gram they work to impart the key

strengths that prepare staff for

increasing responsibilities, and

helpthem develop the judgment to

reach sound business decisions.

Our people create the value that

works for business.

place of trial
FUecki was indicted in June on four counts of indece_nt

assault The 52-year-old educator was hospitalized for

depression after the indictment and released in October.

"Ijust want to thank the hundreds of parents, students,

alumni and friends who sent cards," Pilecki said in his

first comments to the press since the indictment. 1 hey

mean a lot to me. The people haven't forgotten me.

Meanwhile, the state's new chancellor of higher educa-

tion, Franklyn G. Jennifer, visited Westfield State for the

first time since his appointment two months ago.

Regents Chairman L. Edward Cashman accompanied

the new chancellor as he met with six administrators and

officers of the clerical and maintenance union.

"I and Dr. Lashman have a firm belief and faith in the

in.stitution and its mission." Jennifer told the

administrators.
. , j

He also planned to meet with faculty union leaders.

Lashman said Jennifer selected the 3,000 - student

school as the first stop of a tour of state collegers and

universities "because obviously they've had lots of trou

ble."

/
^^= SHOWCASE ^^= 24MH TCLtPMONi 73J S131

^^= PMJPAAAQ ^^= BARGAIN MATINEE OAILV (2.»0
- —= l*W^ltlWf*3 •

flRST AFTEBMOON SHOW ONLV

CONTINUOUS SHOWS SAT SUN ft MOUOAVS-LATE SHOWS H«l « SAT

She's
^

iT

Rl ,..i»~t. fu-roK.fi Mt.»^r. A «f/K«: /ee jailer ^^
>(SS>, I

STARTS TODAY KUrtD
pKiiitr

You're Too BUSY!
Don't waste time doing

your own laundry...

Take It To

^^*^^*
tmn^

WM
II P«AY ST. AMMCIWT.IAA.

5A9'1663

We Offer:

• Hand Pressing

• Shirt Service

• Same Day
Servtoc

0«O^ Moo -Thuff lOOOam-IOOOpm. Sun 4 OOpm-lO 00pm

or? Frld«»» to 00»m-S 00pm lh«n • OOp«n-IO OOpm

HOUM s«« 10:00«nv}00p<nllt«n 7 00-10 OOpm

IfThey Won't TeU Hba About It,

Then You&0W It Host Be Great.

Purple Passion. Out of the bathtub, into the can.

and onto the shelves of yoi favorite store.

Discover it for yourself.

tontad <« WtKU VKit 01«1«-l^,*«»l<«.^|~^ •tirm.rt'-'K" ^i"» "° •"* i*'~'
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Letters

Big problem
As students taking Engineprint,' 103, we

feel that we are expressing the m. w- nf the

majoiity of students enrolled in the course

when we attack in this letter the CYBER
timesharing computer system.

Programming on the Cyber is ex-

asperating and virtually impossible for

manv reasons, the foremost being the con-

st ant technical difficulties. The Cyber

crashes multiple times a day, rendering the

r

system useless. These crashes can last

anywhere from a few minutes to a few

hours at a time. To say this causes grief is

a gioss understatement.

The next point that should be brought up

1.-, the shortage of terminals and printers.

There is no guarantee the engineer will be

able to sit down to a terminal when he she

goes to work on an assignment, just

because there are not enough computers

available. When the opportunity finally

does an-ive to use a terminal, getting a pro

giam printout can often times be a journey

through hell For example, when using the

Where right wingers go wrong
Walking to a class the other day,

somebody stopped me, asking me to sign

a petition. The group he represented was

called "CAUSE-USA" which, he boasted,

"believes in God, is for freedom and

against Communism." Turning him

down, I noticed that his sheet had already

accumulated several signatures. My heart

sank as I thought of the young right-

wingers who had taken such complex

issues and set them in stone in one

sentence. It is time that these issues were

clarified.

Although I would not sign the

gentleman's petition, I feel no need to stop

him from asking others to sign. That is

the beauty of our free society. I, however,

expect him to respect my right to believe

what I want also. The first part of his

claim, "our group believes in God," infers

that he would rather not protect my in-

dividuality. I do not believe in god. All I

ask is that I can keep the beliefs I do hold

freely.

The last two-thirds of his statement,

more than anything else, shows me the

ignorance of his stand. First, there are few

in the United States who don't believe in

freedom. I certainly do. Second, the issue

ofCommunism is much more complicated

than most conser\-atives make it out to be.

Few remember the Marxist government

in Chile from 1970 1973.

Under the M;u-xist Salvador Allende, in-

credible land and economic reforms were

made, all in a free democratic society.

While Allende's Marxist rule lasted, civil

rights violations did not exist, there was

a free press and a vocal opposition.

Throughout Allende's administration,

however, President Richard Nixon and

the CIA labored to overthrow the govern-

ment. In 1973, they succeeded, and helped

the authoritarian dictator, Augusto Pion-

chet, into power. With that, they

destroyed Chile's remarkable democracy,

all semblence of freedom, and ushered in

an era of civil rights violations. If

"CAUSE-USA" is against Communism,
then it must also be against men like

Allende, and for men like Pinochet.

The conservative was probably also ig

norant of the fact that two allies of the

United States are ruled by Communist
dictatorships. The countries are Nigeria

and Yugoslavia. I suppose that this reac-

tionary group would like us to turn our

back on these friends.

Please understand, this letter does not

advocate Communism. I would be the first

to rise to the defense of our great

democracy, and it is for that reason that

1 am writing. What 1 see happening in our

current situation is a rise of ignorance,

not of informed conservatism. George

Orwell was not wrong in 1984 when he

wTote "ignorance is strength." His vision

IS coming true in America right now I can

only ho{>e that this country that I love and

would give my life for survives this threat.

Michael Greiner
Amherst

Schooling vital
I would like to emphasize that although the Democratic

Party celebrates here in Massachusetts, the knowledge

and expertise that put our political process into motion

started with education. The voters learned the issues, can-

didates positions, went to the polls, and the results have
been tallied. Many citizens did not vote because they could

not read or write. Our elected "public service" officials

have put education on the bottom of the priority ladder.

Let us inform our state house about the costs to our Com-
monwealth when they play with the education budgets.

This state financed a multi-million dollar publicity cam-

paign called 'Make it in Massachusetts" but it's more like

"Fake it in Massachusetts" when we cannot educate our

citizens. I hope that the people who voted remember that

the future of Massachusetts is not an empty publicity cam-

paign but a lesson in the role education should play in

uur collective future

Michael D. Ross
Amherst
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terminals in Goodell, students have to send

their printouts to other locations on cam-

pus. Since the Tower Library has the

closest printer, it's "easiest" to go there.

I'lifortunately the printouts often get

destroyed by angry students searching

through the disorganized pile of computer

paper. Tht -^ t up at Batch (Graduate

Research Center room AllO) is well

organized, but we are no longer allowed to

send listruns there.

The effects of Cybei- go beyond difficulties

in proirramminc. Many engineers have

become discouraged to the point where they

have considered switching majors. Maybe
this course has been designed to do this.

Could it be part of the weeding-out procts^'

We feel that a university which has such

a prestigious engineering program should

have a more modern and efficient computer

system The students in Engineering lO.'iA

using the IBM personal computers seem to

have no complaint.s. Why must we suffer

with Cyber?

Edward Schiffman
Howard Katzen

ATTENTION

COUCH POTATOES

AND LOUNGE LIZARDS!!

WHAT? A 10,000 foot Noncompetitive Fun Run/Walk in celebration

of University Health Services 25th Anniversary.

WHEN? 7:30 A.M., Tuesday. November 18th beginning from the UHS

parking lot.

WHY? FOR THE HEALTH OF IT AND .

for juice, bagels, and cookies,

for fun, comradery and to wake up.

/9*/ - I9»i>

COST:

HOW TO REGISTER

PLUS..,
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WINTER ACCESSORIES
Hats, Scarves, Socks

& Gloves

20Z OFF

CMnherst /northompton
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Full access, please
There is no reason why the Tower Library should remain

closed on Saturday nights. When the main libraries at

Amherst, Hampshire, Smith and Mount Holyoke colleges stay

open late on Saturdays, and the large library at this large in-

stitution doesn't, what are we to make of it?

With all the effort that was put into Mass Transformation,

one might suspect that students would be able and encourag-

ed to utilize the library, and on Saturday nights, if they so

chose.

Budgetary restraints exist at UMass such that the library

must remain closed now on Saturdays in order to remain open

longer later in the semester. A school which pursues prestige

in public relations as much as UMass ought to consider at least

matching the open hours of its major library with that of the

four surrounding, sister schools.

It's a token extension of services but the students who pay

to go here deserve it.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the Col-

legian Board of Editors.

(F IM HtRt, IM NOT IMWLVEO.

ff IH >»IVOLV«>, IM NOT TE-LUNP-

VouLL tlHp OVItT, TOO, lU BCT.

Frontline tensions tightened around Machel, until...
X i V/XXUAXXXV./ O

^
.

the region. Pretoria's "hot purs

The death of Samora Machel, the Mozambican Presi-

dent, in a mysterious plane crash accident sent shock

waves across Maputo and beyond, and particularly felt

by Pan Africanists and anti-apartheid groups all over the

world. The difficult circumstances that surrounded

Samora-s untimely death is only a taste of the fact that

life isn't easy in a Frontline state that shares common

borders with South Africa. Samora's death has raised

speculations that South Africa, the cancer in the region

may have orchestrated the fatal incident. Although the

South African Foreign Minister Pik Botha has denied any

South African involvement in the incident, with the kind

of negative reputation that South Africa has in the inter-

national community, Botha's argument remains less than

crGQlDlG

Mozambique under the leadership of Samora since in-

dependence in 1975, had been in trouble. One of Samora s

priorities at independence was to de-tribalize Mozambi-

que in interest of developing national identity. Unfor-

tunately, he antagonized elements within the tribal struc-

tures left intact by the Portuguese. So Samora and his

Frelimo partv had to contend with the Mozambique Na-

tional Resistance (MNR) or Renamo, an equivalent of the

Irish Republican Army. This situation rendered Mozam-

bique vulnerable to Soviet exploitation and had made the

MNR or the Renamo a surrogate tool for bouth Africa s

destabilization of Mozambique. j , . r ..

Mozambique was seen by Pretoria as a model state for

destabilization, because it was Marxist, harbored the ANL

and provided logistical support to anti-Pretoria guerrillas

as it had provided for Mugabe's ZANLA forces in Ian

Chuck Onu
Smith's Zimbabwe. Thus Mozambique was weakened from

the effect of the South African destabilizing policy, pro-

longed and devastating drought, floods, cyclones and a

consequent social and economic dislocation. The menace

produced by the MNR or Renamo under the backing of

South Africa stampeded Samora and his Frelimo party

into signing the Nkomati accord.

The Nkomati accord was heralded as a success for the

constructive engagers in Washington, but it was indeed

meaningless since Renamo continued to grind down

Machel's government. The Nkomati accord committed

Mozambique to withdrawing any material and logistical

support from the ANC and precluded the use of Mozam

bique as a springboard for guerrilla assaults on P/etona^

In return, Pretoria, pledged to cut off support for the MNK
or Renamo. Che.ster Crocker, the assistant sec. of state

for African Affairs promoted the dialogue in an attempt

to help isolate the ANC and ostensibly retard ANC
sabotage inside South Africa. Samora later realized the

hard way that he couldn't trust Pretoria because they con-

tinued to support the Mozambique rebel group.

Samora and his Frelimo party expressed interest initial-

ly in closer political and economic ties with the Ub until

the Reagan administration took office in 1981. Relations

between Maputo and Washington soured immediately and

Mozambique did not feature prominently in the initial for-

mulation of the constructive engagement policy which had

stressed the priority of checking Soviet expansionism in

the region. Pretoria's "hot pursuit" and destabilization

policy pushed Samora and his Frelimo party farther into

the Soviet orbit which was frowned upon by Washington,

but it was however, part of Pretoria's propaganda offen-

sive tactics of getting Washington's attention and thus

enhance the relations between Pretoria and Washington

at the expense of Maputo.

Samora knew that he had much to gain by establishing

good relations with the US so he took a trip to Washington

in view of his country's economic malady. Relations,

however, had been on shaky grounds: the Renamo increas-

ed their offensive by cutting roads and railways, preven-

ting the distribution of drought and emergency reliefs,

disrupting power supplies and Mozambique thus

degenerated into a state of armed anarchy. Samora then

re-shufTled his cabinet of Marxist theoreticians and invited

the Zimbabwean army in to help, but his approach had

little success. So he took the trip to Zambia to consult with

the other members of the front line for a more effective

solution. J t

With the stinger missile (under the Reagan administra-

tion) in the hands of every rebel group ranging from the

Contras in Nicaragua to the rebel group UNITA in

Angola, to the Afghan rebels in Afghanistan, it's probable

the Renamo closed in on Samora with this weapon and

with the intelligence support from Pretoria. The

charismatic Samora is gone, but will be long remembered

in Mozambique and the rest of Africa for his courage and

contribution to the freedom of the oppressed.

Chuk Onu is a UMa.ss student.

Quad theory of politics
Much of our government is based on

morals, or ethics, to protect citizens govern-

ed in our country. Policies ranging from the

Stategic Defense Initiative to removing

asbestos from public buildings are

developed to, directly or indirectly, prevent

deaths. However, on occasion the govern-

ment sets up policies that are made into

law that, for some, seem unethical or im-

moral. (In the sense that they indirectly

can endanger lives: An example is the

legality of alcohol, which can indirectly af-

fect the lives of others.) On the other hand,

policies can be set up that are moral, (in

preventing deaths) yet not legally proper,

for they infringe on people's personal

rights.

On the Nov. 4 ballot, one question con-

cerned the seatbelt law. Already enacted

in nearby New Jersey and New York, the

law. if passed, is moral for it has proven to

save lives. Yet. while moral, does it step

over legal boundaries? Those opposed say

\e.s, complaining it violates personal

freedoms, while endangering only those

who infract that law.

In the scope of how government legislates

to prevent otherwise unneccessary deaths,

there are four basic categories: Legal and

Moral (as in -murder is against the law).

Legal and Immoral (as in alcohol). Illegal

and Moral (as in the seatbelt law), and 11^

legal and Immoral (as in illegal drugs and

prostitution). In a sense, these four form a

quad.
• u* *

Does the government have the right to

step over legal boundaries to protect its

David R. Mark
citizens? Does morality stand above, or

below, the law? There are boundaries that

the law can cross, or reset, but only when

morals apply.

The law could make alcohol, which

cuases danger indirectly to others (in driv-

ing), illegal. For that matter, the govern-

ment could make cars (which can, in many

different ways, and even at no one person's

fault, endanger others) illegal.

Social acceptance also plays a role.

Alcohol is socially acceptable to a majori-

ty of Americnas, non-drinkers as well as

drinkers. It is used in religious ceremonies,

for example. It also has a surtax which

raises money for the government. Drugs

are, on the other hand, socially unaccep-

table to a majority of Americans. So,

despite alcohol having, in some cases, as

damaging an efTect as drugs, it is socially

acceptable, and thus legal. Drugs are

neither. In the law's eyes, therefore, the

former is moral, the latter immoral. Can

the government make this type of decision,

or has it overstepped boundaries? If the

government makes efforts to protect the

lives of its citizes, can it made a decision

to prohibit the legal use of alcohol?

The seat belt law falls into another

category. While moral in its attempt to pre-

vent endangering its citizens, should the

government be allowed to make a decision

which infringes upon personal freedoms?

Is it parallel to not allowing one to smoke

Random Notes - Goodbye
Farmer UMass student Thiele Valdma,

19 of Chatham, NY. died this past

weekend in a car accident: he was driving

home alone from a party where he had

allegedly been drinking.

To die young and stay pretty means

you're going to live fast, because it won't

last. Thiele was a man, a post-boy, real-

ly, who burned through everything, in-

cluding his guitar while he jammed it out

on stage with his group Voltron. His at-

titude was hardly that of scholastic

seriousness, and that's why his tenure in

this academic community was short-lived.

Perhaps his style lent itself to an ab-

breviated lifespan; maybe dumb luck in-

tervened at an inconvenient moment...

He was a special one. He was especial

ly crazy (good for a laugh, right?) and he

made his mark deeply felt in the souls of

those who happened taknow him. It's too

easy to say such an ending was forseeable,

but it was. People like Thiele are hardly

common; their stories are not normal;

their lifestyles don't figure into any

"average."
Very few restraints held this one back.

You uninhibited boy you had it good for

a while you're gone we're crying but at

least you tried. God bless.

Rob Skelton is a Collegian staffmember

Letters

Political agenda is obvious
are you trying to tell

students what they should

think? Your political agen-

da is obvious, and I would

hope that you would stop in-

What is the purpose of un-

signed editorials? Are you

merely expressing "the ma-

jority opinion of the Col-

legian Board of Editors," or

suiting the UMass popula-

tion by forwarding that

agenda under the banner of

journalism.

Lynne M. McCabe
Sylvan

marijuana in one's home? In both cases, the

only life endangered is the one breaking

the law.

The government could say, in an exag

gerated case, that homosexuality is illegal,

because it poses a risk to the greater

population, indirectly. Even though, direct-

ly, the only danger is to those who break

the hypothetical law, indirectly it could af-

fect others. That law would be illegal, as

it would infringe upon personal freedoms.

Yet, if the government's efforts were to on-

ly protect the greater public from unnec-

cessary death, could the law, on those

grounds, be moral?

Morality (or immoralty) and the law have

boundaries. These boundaries may be

broken, but "only for the greater good of

the people." When, and where, those boun-

daries are set is what puzzles me. Consider

morality when you judge the seat belt ques-

tion, and the law itself.

David R. Mark is a Collegian

correspondent
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CONNECTICUT STORES OPEN 7 DAYS
S*T SUN 10 6 • KdON FRI 10 9

ROUTE 5 EAST WINDSOR CONN.

1131 CAMPBELL AVE,, WEST HAVEN. CONN.

ROUTE 184. (OPP CROTOW MOTOR INK) GROTON. CONN.

SALE
ENDS
NOV
13TH

MASS STORES OPEN 7 DAYS
HAMPSHIRE MALL HADLEY, MASS.

SUNDAY 12 5 • MON SAT 10 9

CANAL STREET TURNERS FALLS. MASS.

SATURDAY 12 6 • SUNDAY 10 6 • MONFRI 10 9
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SOLID COLOR
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SKIRTS

WOOL JACKETS
PERFECT TO WEAR
WITH SKIRTS
OR SLACKS

MENS-LADIES-CHILDRENS

SHOES»«>BOOTS
SLIPPERS AND SNEAKERS

OVER 50,000 PAIR

OUR

PRICES

*^2^tt^*S> VALUE t* POffl
^**1^* $4200 rlOj

•ENTIRE STOCK

IFIHED SLIP COVERS
FOR SOFAS & CHAIRS
SAVE UP TO 80% OFF
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SIZE FREE g
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ROOM DARKENING

WINDOW SHADES!
LINEN PATTERN
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I
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HERE'S JUST A COUPLE OF EXAMPLES

COUCH COVER

SOLID ON PRINT
TEFLON FABRIC

SHOWER CURTAINS
NO LINER NECESSARY
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setoff $1499 o*/*"

CHAIR COVER
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OUR
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VOGART QUICK 'N
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CHRISTMAS
DESIGNS
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Chilean ensemble Quilapayun entertains Valley
By MEG KROEPLIN
Collegian Correspondent

The Chilean musical group Quilapayun

performed an amazing show last night at

the Fine Arts Center Concert hall.

The concert opened with a letter from

Chancellor Duffey, read in English and

translated into Spanish. From there the

evening ttx)k a wonderful turn.

The group entered in hlack robes,

creating a startling effect. One of the musi

cians begakto speak. •'Does anyone know

where there\$ a door I could walk through

without knockjng?" he a.sked. Already

Quilapayun is rising a statement.

Quilapayun wa^ormed in 1965 during

a period of turmoiN^and lack of unity in

Chile. The group hhe lived in exile in

France since the fall of the Allende regime

in 1973
Following their robed entrance, the group

burst into song. Immediately the crowd

cheered. The beat picked up and the clap-

ping began. The group used humor to per-

Assorted disconnected statements were

used together to form a sort of dry humor.

The humor had a political twist to it also.

They spoke of umbrellas against hunger,

and the right wirming the elections, but the

left not losing them.
At the opening the stage was bare except

for musical instruments. Downlighting was
used to add a heavenish eft'ect. As each

song ended, the musicans switched in

struments as if they were changing gloves.

It seemed each man could play all the in

struments. During a solo the other

musicans faded back and became almost

invisible.

The group alternated songs from upbeat

reggae to folk music reminiscent of Pete

Seeger. One song in particular appealed to

the audience. Two men's voices were mat-

ched by a Latin-American woodwind in-

strument. The sound system echoed the

voices in an eerie way. The crowd remain-

ed thoughtfully silent before exploding in-

to applause.

Collegian Photo by Ricri Bonannu

Chilean musical group Quilapayun performs at the Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall.

LOOK FOR THE DANCING TEDDY

SOFTEST STUFFED
TOYS EVER CUDDLED

•FIRST QUALITY 20% OFF*
•DISCONTINUED TOYS 40% OFF*

•IMPERFECT TOYS 50« OFF*

^

4uUiU Jav&
by DOUGLAS

FACTORY STORE
HADLEY VILLAGE BARN SHOPS

Route 9 - Hadley, MA
Mon • Sat 10:00-5:00; Sun 12-5 »(413) 584-3958*

PROCTER & GAMBLE
CAREERS IN SALES MANAGEMENT

INFORMATION NIGHT

Wednesday November 12, 1986

7:00 CAMPUS CENTER
Rooms 174-176

MANDATORY IF PLANNING TO INTERVIEW

vV booUsliopvy

GUIDE TO RECOVERY
A Book for Adult Children of
Alcoholics

Herbert L. Gravitz & Julie D. Bowden

The serious emotional and sometimes
physical problems experienced by survi-

vors of alcoholic family situations are

addressed in a concise, easy-to-read

question and answer format.

136 pp. 6x9, $9.95

1

GyiDE TO RECOVERY
A BOOK KX} AOaT

CMIiJREN Of AlCOMOUCS

AMD I

^ 103 North PIcMsnt Street

Amhcr«t4>253.SS74

WINTER SESSION 1987
j

REGISTRATION IS

DIFFERENT THIS YEAR!

November 17-

December 15

November 24-

December 8

December 8-

January 7

MAIL-IN
Sent via U.S. mail and post-

nnarked no earlier than

November 17.

DROP-OFF
Registration form and payment
dropped off in Records Office.

IN-PERSON
Register at the counter in

Records Office.

FULL PAYMENT IS DUE AT TIME OF REGISTRATION

Pick up catalogs around campus or at the

Records Office

Division of Continuing Education

615 Goodell Building

Call 545-36S3 for more information.
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* * * Oood
* t Vi Pretty Oood

* Fair

Vi Poor
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'/i Abysmal
NR Not Rated

By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

Aliens returns to the valley. This is the

blockbusting sequel to the 1979 sf suspense

hit. Sigourney Weaver returns as the em-

battled Ripley, the only survivor from the

last film. She has been in suspended

animation for 57 years and when she

wakes up. no one believes her tale of a

horrible bloodthirsty alien attacking her

crew. The soon realize the error in their

ways when they lose contact with a colony

on the alien's world. An initially reluctant

Ripley returns into the fray, this time with

a bunch of rough and ready, gun-toting

space-marines. What follows is the best ac-

tion film of the summer that has somethmg

for everyone. * • it 1/2

Children of a Leaser God is the film

adaptation of the Tony award wmnmg
Broadway hit about a teacher William

Hurt I at a deaf school who falls in love with

an enigmatic deafwoman played bv Mariee

Matlin. **! 2

The Volar ofMoney stars Paul Xewman
as a former pool hustler who discovers a

new talent in a kid named Vince (Tom

Cruise i. Directed by Martin Scorcese. * • •

Crocodile Dundee is a comedy starring

Paul Hogan (the guy from the Australian

tourism ads on television) as a mystic

hunter from the outback who catches the

attention of a female reporter from New-

York . She brings this innocent abroad to

the Big Apple where he must learn to fend

for himself in the urban jungle.* • •
Double Indemnity is the 1940 classic the

started the film noir tradition of the tough

guy hero in an urban setting. Directed by

Billy Wilder, it stars Fred MacMurray,
Barbara Stanwyck and Edward G. Robin-

son and a supposedly perfect murder. Sun-

day at 2 & 4pm in Wright Hall, Smith
College.

The Fly is a gross remake of the 1950

horror classic. This time JefTGoldblum is

the unlucky scientist whose genes and

molecules are scrambled with those of an

equally unlucky housefly. Geena iTootsie)

Davis is a reporter who falls in love with

the scientist as she chronicles his rise and

eventual fall, 'kiil/2

Home ofthe Brave is a concert film made
by the same people who brought you the

Talking Heads' Stop Making Sense. Laurie

Anderson is the featured performance ar

tist of this film. If you don't know who
Laurie Anderson is then chances are you

wont like this movie. She is a strange

avant-garde artist who is probably best

known for her songs O Superman and Let

X Equal X. The show is interesting but it

sometimes drags a bit in the middle. The
songs like Language is Virus and Que cs

mas macho? are very entertaining to

watch. A good, weird show. •••.
Jumpin ' Jack Flash is a new comedy

starring WTioopi Goldberg as Terry Doolit-

tle. a bored bank worker who sits behind

her computer all day. One day she gets a

mesfjage on her screen from someone cail

ed -Jumpin Jack Flash" and sudden i\

she s caught up in a web of internatiosiai

intrigue and adventure, The plot - i

course, silly with more holes in it tnun

SWISS cheese. Goldberg is still pretty tun

ny. often in spite of the material, it-ki 2

Peggy Sue Got Married stars Kathleen

(Body Heat, Romancing the Stone) Turner

as Peggy Sue — a woman with a lot on her

hands. She has two kids. She owns her own
business. Her marriage is heading for

divorce. At her 25th high school reunion,

she has an accident which transports her

back to her high school days. Now she has

a chance to change the mistakes she made
in her life. It has good acting, funny

dialogue but it also has a flawed script that

leaves you feeling unsatisfied. • •

Return is a supernatural love stor>- about

a woman who falls in love with the young

man who claims to be possessed by the

spirit of her dead grandfather. The grand-

father's spirit tells the woman that he was

murdered and there is a race to uncover a

mystery that has been hidden for decades.

• •• (Pleasant St. Theatre on Sunday).

She '8 Gotta Have It is a low budget com-

edy that's high on laughs. It is the story

of a woman named Nola Darling and the

three men she has sex with. They want her

to choose between the three of them who

will be her one and only. Hola doesn't want

a one and only, she wants it all. It's a very

funnv movie that looks at the sexual dou-

ble standard. • • • '.^ (Pleasant St. Theatre)

Slaughterhouse Five is Director George

Roy Hill's adaptation of Kurt Vonnegut

Jr.s novel about an American soldier in

Dresden during the bombings who keeps

getting teleported in time and space.

(Amherst College. Fri. Sat, Sun, 8 & 10pm

Merrill 1)

Soulman a white student gets a scholar-

ship to Harvard law school by disguising

himself as a black student. This is a com-
,r^ J ic the tvne of movie vovi wet ^*'hen vr>i,i

mix genres. This could be titled "Animal

House meets Black Like Me ". There are

some funny moments in the movie but not

enough for me. It huffed and puffed and fell

flat. ••
Stand By Me is a coming of age film bas-

ed on a novella by Stephen King and

directed sensitively by Rob Reiner. The
story is about four 12-yearold friends from

different backgrounds who go on a journey

to find the dead body of kid in the woods.

This was one of the best movies in the

theatres this summer. •••/ 2

The Tin Drum is a German film about a

little boy in Nazi Germany who refuses to

grow up, literally, and he develops a pierc-

ing scream that he can use to attack the

world around him. This won an academy

in 1979 for the best foreign film. Saturday

at 7:00 and 9:30pm in Hooker Auditorium.

Mount Holyoke College.

Yellow Submarine this is the classic

Oscar winning animated feature starring

the Beatles. The Yellow Submarine is sent

from Pepperland to find someone who can

defeat the dreaded Blue Meanies who hate

all music. Who better to fight these

mon.sters than the Beatles. A great movie

for evervone. ••• 'Amherst Cinema

i

COURSE
PACKETS

kinko's
220

N. Pleasant

253-2543

Sn7ASi2
anlEMA

TRTDAY - SATURDAY
HOME OF THE BRAVE 715

YELLOW SUBMARINE 9:15

The Beatles

SUNDAY - TUESDAY
LIANNA 715

PARTING GLANCES 9:00
DOUBLE FEATURE $3.00
DOWNTOWN AMHERST 253-6426

ATTENTION BSN
CLASS OF 1987.

The Air Force has a special pro-

gram tor 1 987 BSNs It selected,

you can enter active duty soon

after graduation --without waiting

for the results of your State Boards

To qualify, you must hove on

overall 'B' average After commis-
sioning, you'll attend a five-month

internship at a major Air Force

medical facility It's an excellent

way to prepare for the wide range

of experiences you'll t)Q\/e serving

your country as an Air Force nurse

officer For more information, call

TSgt Tom Murphy

at (413) 785-0191 collect

in Springfield

Peacework
Gallery & Crafts, Inc.

Jewelry
Native American Crafts

Show & Sate

Friday, Nov. 7 & Sat.. Nov. 8, 10-5 p.m.

Sunday, Nov. 9, 15 p.m.

Featuring a large selection of superbly crafted

contemporary and antique lewelry and crafts

of ttie Navajo, Zuni and Hopi peoples. Works
include silver, turquoise & coral jewelry, hand-

woven rugs and baskets, pottery, and more.

Prize Drawing: Native Hopi Storyteller doll

Drawing 4 00 p m . Sunday. Nov 9

Sign up at tt\e store

FREE APPRAISALS

263 Mam Street

Northampton. Mass. 01060 (413) 586-7033

RUGGED CLOTHING

1^(mS00f]9al9l|

32 Main St., Amherst 253-3361 Mon.-Sat. 9-5:30
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Pop from General Public
By ROB SK ELTON
Collegian Staff

General Public miaii> pop and boppin'

dance numbers, and tin- band led by Dave
Wakeling and Rankm Roger didn I disap

point last night > full capacity crowd at

Smith's John M. Gieene Hail.

Touring to .support their recently

released album. Hand to Mouth, this utT-

spring of the British standard-bearer

English Beat played almost every tune

from this and their debut what's it cazlled ^

The crowd wasn't as animated as one

might suppose; the most respondedto song,

not surprisingly, was Wakeling's Save it fur

Later, which he introduced by asking if

anyone had heard of Pete Townsend (who

happened to include the English Beat hit

on his latest album).

Spirits were high, though, as the septet

reeled off one hook-filled tune after

another: As a Matter of Fact. Anxious,

General Public, Are You Leading Me On?,

and a pre-encore Tenderness. It felt like a

Squeeze concert at times, and hey, it felt

great.

Rankin' Roger was in top toasting form,

and he demonstiated his considerable skill

as a percussionist Wakeling jammed out

his pop progression- w hile sdcally dueling

with Roger to produce their wonderfully
flowing trademark harmonies Dave"-
polite patU'i boiween songs bordered on

corny, but no one catcd RogiT could do nn

wrong.

The band was in tight formation with the

bass playor and second guitarist jumping

around like maniacs The drummer and

keyboardist were more stationary:

nonetheless they arcderated and

embellished the General Public tunes with

creative vigor. The saxaphonist, who turn-

ed 84 yesterday, filled out the gi-ooves with

tastefully executed riffs, and whipped out

a frenzied solo for Save it for Later.

New songs which were well-received by

the mostly young crowd included In Con-

versation. Checking the Pulse, and, during

the encore Born as One. The other encore

tunes were Hot You 're CihA. Best Friend (E.

Beat), and Come Again.

Substantial pop is a contradiction in

terms, like free press or military in-

telligence, however General Public, like the

Eurythmics, elevate the concept t^ cultural

icon status. That can't be too bad.

Members of the Chilean group

Quilapayun agreed to be interviewed

before last night's .show Some excerpts:

By S.\RAH CLARK
Collegian StafT

Collegian: What is Quilapayun's role

in relaticm to the people of Chile?

Quilapayun: We started in 1965 as

part of a strong popular movement that

was trying to transform our country, to

make it more independent in every field.

The Chilean New Sung movement spoke

about social and political problems and

also about the future of our country. We
tried to express ourselves with a very

strong spirit, to become the artistic voice

of our people.

C: How has Quilapayun's role changed

since the 197.3 coup, when the band was

exiled from Chile?

Q: We continued our work, but we

understwd that we could not express the

problems of our people because we were

living different lives. We are political, but

in a different way.

Before the coup the political aspect was

the main theme of our music. Now we
understand that our art is the best way
for us to express ourselves and contribute

to the political liberation of Chile. In our

shows you can find more poetry and fewer

political speeches We try to develop our

music, to be revolutionary inside the art

itself. People that come to our concerts

leave the hall encouraged because they

know that in spite of all the tragedy there

..Ko noonio who are looking to the future

with humor and hope

C: How did Quilapayun feel alwut the

assassination attempt on Pinochet in

September?

Q: At first we felt good that at least

somebody was trying to hurt him. Im-

mediately after we realised that the at-

tempt gave him justification to increase

the repressions and assassinations of the

people. We are against violence and we
hope our people will find a way to con-

struct a non-violent opposition, gathering

the majority of people to overthrow

Pinochet. Pinochet is isolated.

The majority of the Chilean people

realize that the regime is not trying to bet-

ter the country, but is only trying to op-

press the Chilean people for very narrow

interests. Pinochet has not transformed

the country, he has meant only more

poverty, oppression and underdevelop-

ment in our country. We hope that inter-

national opinion will play an important

rule in overthrowing Pinochet

rrvYY^
distinguished

Visitors program
OUTSIDE PROPOSALS
Available: DVP OFFICE 415 Student Union

Due: Monday Nov. 17thi

Meeting: Wednesday Nov. 19th

i

^> " -" ^g -"- r ai. jr. [JgKAY
JEW ELERS

The diamond people*

1 =;0/n
OFF ALL

I J /O JEWLERY
With any valid 5 College I.D. Offer expires Nov 20

Located in the Hampshire MalH
MON - SAT: 10-9:30; SUN: 12-5

1

I

I

LIQUORS

61 Main St.. Amherst
Next to Town Hall

FOR FREE DELIVERY OF
*20 MINIMUM ORDER.
(OFF UMASS CAMPUS)

Dial
253-3091

— All Prices In Store Cash Only —

TOP of the CAMPUS

LOlMiiE

u/3«i^2

-—««,

Dewars

Scotch
1 Liter

S1349

IHeineken i;

Becks W^^
Amstel

0^

Jim Beam
Bourbon

L75L

99

Hopfenperle
(Swiss Beer)

3.99,
3.25 6pk.

Live Entertainment

Saturday, Nov. 8th - 9:00 PM

DAVID CALO
AND

FRIENDS
6pk. 11.99 case

Fontana Candida Orvieto

^6.49

Lounge tiours: MONDAY-FRIDAY
11:30 am-12:30 am

SATURDAY-SUNDAY
5:00 pm-12:30 am

1.5 L 11th Floor • Campus Center • UMass

•«
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BLACK AFFAIRS

Student writes book on South Africa

The Graduate Manage-
ment Admission Council

and the National Black

MBA Association will pre-

sent a one day program
"Destination MBA", in

Boston on Saturday,
November 8. 1986. It will

take place at the Boston

Park Plaza. 64 Arlington

Street. For more informa-

tion call 1-800-843-8554.

By KATHRYN KIRBY
Collegian Staff

Stanley L. Macamo, a senior studying at Hamphire Col-

lege from South Africa, has written a book of novellas titl-

ed Images of Africa Abroad.

The book contains two novellas, both of which take place

in Africa. The first, "The Odor of Jacaranda Flowers," is

the story of a family shaken by tragedy at an African dia-

mond mine. The second, "Herself," is about a young girl

growing up in Africa with divorced parents.

"Although the characters, the enviroment in which the

story takes place is fiction, it's a true reflection upon the

way of life of the South African people. If there is veroci-

ty as to the name of the characters and the places in which

the stories take place, it's mere coincedence,"said

Macamo.

As a South African, Macamo couldn't write without il-

lustrating the problems facing his native land. However,

he does not use his book to ostracize South Africa, but to

supply facts so that the readers can analyze for themselves

what is going on in South Africa.

"I didn't write directly attacking aparthied as a rude

and unhuman system, instead in my fictious wTiting I pro-

vided the public with the facts and foresight for them to

analyze what is going on. On the basis of thier analysis,

readers can make appropriate discussion be it on issues

concerning divestiture and race problems,"said Macamo.

Macamo was inspired to write his book by his own desire

to inform the World about South Africa.

"There is a need to inform the World about South

Africa's society, especially in the sense that a normal

society doesn't has to go through the ravages of apar-

thied," said Macamo.

With the help of Charles A. Villee, a Hamphire College

student. Images of Africa Abroad is the first book of fic-

tion ever to be co-authored by an African and an

American. Villee essentially helped Macamo with the

editing process of the book.

Macamos book is an outgrowth of an academic project,

which Macamo undertook at Hamphire College. Villee

was asked to assist in the project.

The fact that this book is the first book of fiction to be

co-authored by an African and an American really didn't

matter that much. Stanley is a good friend, he wrote

something and we expanded it to a book," said Villee.

Images of Africa Abroad can be bought at the Univer-

sity Store at Umass or several Amherst bookstores.
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FUN! FUN

Nov 7 9 -1AM
10th Floor

Campus Center UMass
$3 Admission
•Rack-A-Disk
•Cash Bar
•Juice Bar

It's a Nice Day To Conne Out

Lesbian Bisexual Gay Alliance

UMASS MUSIC THEATRE GUILD
presents

America's Longest Running Musical I

November 13th, 14th, and 15th 8PM
Bowker Auditorium

Tickets: $4 General Admission, $3 with student I.D.

I
Tickets available at the Fine Arts Center Ticket Office or at the Door

I
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DISCOUNT
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SERVING THE PIONEER VALLEY SINCE 1973

STRETCH YOUR SHOPPING DOLLARS

1964 Boston Road
Wilbraham, MA - (413) 543-3624

HOURS:
• Mon-Thurs. 10 - 5:30 •

• FrI. 10 - 8 • Sat. 10 - 5 •

Jacket World Annex:

16 Armory St. Northampton, MA
at Lifestyle Furniture (413) 586-5544

HOURS:
• Mon.-Fri. 12 - 7 • Sat. 10 -5 •

The Graduate Faculty

(A through B)

Janet Abu-Lughod
Ph D. ,

' '' i niv. of Mass,

Prof, of Sut lology

Perry Anderson
B.A,, "59. Oxford Univ.

Prof, of Political Science

<Si History

Andrew Arato
Ph.D.. "75. Univ. of Chicago

.4.ss<)c. Prof of Sociology

Richard Bensel
Ph.D.. 78. Cornell Univ.

<4.v.vor. Prof, ofPolitical Science

Shlomo Breznitz
Ph.D.. "65. Hebrew Univ.

Prof, cfPsychology

Jerome Bruner
Ph.D.. "41. Harvard Univ.

G. Herbert Mead Univ. Prof

The Graduate Faculty has

grov\n (nvr t"i\c decades from

an anti-ta*«cist University in

Exile to uhat is arguably the

leading I'.S center for

historically and theoretically

informed social science,

To learn more about

our masters and doctoral

programs—and everyone else

in The Graduate Faculty /rom

A through Z—return the

coupon or call (212) 741-5710.

Graduate Faculty
of Political and Social Science

65 Fifth Avenue. Greenwich

Village. N.Y.N.Y. 10003

New School
for Social Research

I

i
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• football vs. Harvard
continued from page 20

But I should've just stayed away from that. We got to 6-1

without doing that. This week we're just concentrating

on this game."
In Harvard, the Minutemen face a foe that, on paper,

doesn't look like it could beat Amherst Regional High

School. The team looks just plain lousy. However, Reid

knows that stats are deceptive for it's his Minutemen who

are also being bludgeoned on paper. After eight games,

UMass is scoring 22.4 points-per-game while allowing 25.0

(Harvard averages 14.0, opponents 17.0) and opponents

hold an advantage over the Minutemen in 28 out of 42

statistical categories. So much for stats — and Reid

understands that. He also knows that behind every team

lay explanations for wins and losses.

"It's very bad to have to play Harvard at this time,"

he said. "It would have been a great advantage to play

them at the beginnmg of the year beacuse at the time Har-

vard was in only its third week of football while we were

in our eighth."

Reid said the thing to keep in mind is that Saturday s

Harvard team isn't the same one that fielded six different

quarterbacks (all of whom playedt and was the laughing

stock of the region.

"Earlier in the season they were still shuffling person-

nel and learning new schemes. They really didn't know

who would start at quarterback," Reid said. "Now. this

late in the season, they've just got one quarterback -

(senior David) Landau, and he's excellent. He was just m
a big heap earlier. Now they're executing much better as

you can see because they took a 14-0 lead over Brown.

"It was a great advantage for other teams six weeks ago.

Now, coming off our performance last week, we can't count

on anything."

Indeed not.

"It always worries me when we play a team we're sup-

posed to beat. If we think we can just throw our pads out

on the field and win, we're going to find out early that

we can't," Benzinger said. "I think we've been guilty of

that a few times this year if you look at some of our first

quarter scores."

But Reid said that if the team is going to put together

a total eOminute victory, the team defensive line is go-

ing to have to take some of the pressure off of a self-

conscious pass defense by putting on some pressure of its

own and sack Landau.
"Your pass defense is only as good as the rush you put

on the quarterback," Reid said. "Teams with good pass

defense are those teams that are able to put pressure on

the quarterback."

Thus far, Landau has proven very susceptible to the in-

terception (37 of 74 for 469 yards and 10 interceptions with

no touchdown passes) this season. On a whole, the Har

vard passing attack has thrown 16 interceptions and ju.st

one TD pass.

Minuteman Mutterings: The UMass injury report is

as follows: Starting sophomore split end Dan Rubinetti,

senior starting flanker John Crowley and lineman Bruce

Lemieux were operated on Wednesday and are out; star-

ting defensive tackle Mike Kowalski (bruised shoulder)

will not play this week; junior starting tight end Mike

Kelley is still out with a sprained knee he suffered at

Maine: senior fullback Al Neri is questionable with a

bruised knee (he'll be replaced by Jay Nisbet); sophomore

outside linebacker Drew Comeau is doubtful with a con-

cussion; Mike Trifari, who was scheduled to replace

Crowley at split end is also questionable with a twisted

knee; and long snapper Craig Wagner is also questionable

with a sprained neck.

As for the UMass quarterbacks, the two sophomores.

Dave Palazzi and Tim Bryant, are both healthy. Reid

has not, however decided which player to start on Satur

day. . . But if current patterns continue, the revolving door

would spin again and Bryant's turn would come up. . .

. In the special guests department may be CBS Sports com

entator and former NFL coach John Madden who could

be in the stands at Harvard Stadium to see his son

Michael, a split end for the Crimson.

* men 's soccer at Rutgers
continued from pa^e IH

"He's like lightning, and he

can make things happen so

fast."

After Ginzburg's injury,

freshman Tom Phillips

went into the nets, and was
beaten by Canadian John

CatlitT. making it 3-0 at the

half.

"Catliff isn't a really

flashy player, unlike Mills,"

Eldridge said. "He's just got

incredible control and pass-

ing skills. It was almost im-

possible to keep the ball

away from him."

Harvard salted it in the

second half, as Catliff add-

ed his second goal, and Nick

Hotchkin and Ramy Ra-

jballie each tallied twice to

make it 8-0. UMass' only

goal came at 72:48, when
Kurt Manal gathered the

rebound of a Steve Cesnek

shot, and drove it past pro-

ne Harvard goaltender

Chad Reilly to close out the

scoring.

"Unfortunately, we pick-

ed a day in which Harvard
played great to play our

worst game of the year,"

Eldridge said.

Reilly made five saves for

Harvard, now 6-2-3, while

had four for the Minutemen.

"We definitely could have

made it closer, if we had

Ginzburg and Phillips each

played as well as .we could

have," Eldridge said "Men-

tally, we just weren't with

it, and it definitely showed."

The Minutemen were
slightly hampered, as junior

midfielder Andy Bing, the

team's leading scorer,

played with a fever.

"Bing really wasn't able

to play well, because he just

couldn't concentrate,"

Eldridge said.

Eldridge thinks that the

Minutemen will be able to

bounce back and play well

against Rutgers tomorrow.

Rutgers comes into this

game with a 10 7-1 record

on the year, but. according

to Eldridge, they've really

struggled over the past five

games.
"I scouted them against

UConn last week, but they

never threatened at all,"

Eldridge said.

The Minutemen will have

to watch out for Bobby Joe

E.'^posito, who has run up a

team-high 30 points for the

Scarlet Knights this year,

with 13 goals and four

assists. Helping out on of-

fense for coach Bob Reasso's

team will be Mark Edels-

tein (5-7-17), Peter Vermes
(4-513), and Ben Litson

(4-0-8).

NCR RC 41
256K Color

and printer

$1595.00
SAME SYSTEM
with 10 meg
Hard Drive

S1695.00
MODEM
1200 Baud

$149.00
LETTER
QUALITY
PRINTER
S199.00
good until 12/1

PIONEER VALLEY

DATA EQUIPMENT

259 Triangle Street

Amherst
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Sports Notice

The University of Massachusetts men's volleyball team

will hold tryouts for the 1987 season on Sunday,

November 9. Tryouts will be held at Boyden Gymnasium

at 10 a.m. Anyone interested in trying out for the team

should attend.

If there is a problem with attendence, please contact

club President Jim Loynd or Roger Chapman at

2561810. All are welcome.

The men's team will be in Boston this weekend for the

annual New England Collegiate Volleyball League

(NECVL) preseason tournament being held at Boston

University. The Minutemen finished the season last year

with a 26-7 mark and were third in New England.

* volleuhall weekend
continued from page 5<)

season that were decided in the fifth set. UMass erased

a 0-2 set deficit in their first meeting last season and

defeated the Huskies in a nail-biter to keep a 14-game win

ning streak alive.

In the finals of the ECAC Championships hosted by

UMass, the spikers again overcame 2-0 Northeastern set

lead and battled back to knot things up at 2-2. But the

Huskies, behind graduated All-Everything hitter Moni-

que Ellis, shut the door on the spikers in the fifth set to

claim the ECAC title.

The Huskies are also in their maiden season as a Divi-

sion I school, skippered by head coach Mark Massey.

However. NU is without the services of Ellis and several

other key members due to graduation.

Side outs: The seedings for the upcoming A- 10 tourna-

ment being held at Rutgers University were announced

yesterday, with UMass selected as the third seed. This

basically means that the Minutewomen will face Temple

University in the quarterfinals, and, if they get by the

Owls, will probably meet George Washington Universi-

ty in the semifinals.

The top seed in the tourney, as expected, is 12th-ranked

Penn State University (27-2 overall, 7-0 in the A-10 and

winners of their last 21 matches).

The
Spoke

Amherst,
Mass.

PROPER ID REQUIRED

E l d:3J<»^4ll^i4:VI J a drinkery. to meet, relax & enjoy.

gi^rS 1253^94 S'lif:::, a 35 EAST PLEASANT ST AMHERST

Internships in

Arts Administration
with the Arts Extension Service

•New England Filnn Festival

• Public Relations

•Arts for the Disabled

•Public Art Research
•Arts Advocacy
•Grant Research

1

I

1

OVERVIEW MEETING

NOVEMBER 12, 7pm
GOODELL LIBRARY

ROOM 604 (2nd Floor)

Spring Internships Available In this

Award Winning Internship Program

6 to 1 5 credits possible

FOR INFORMATION CALL: 545-2360

!
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584-8174 FOUR SEASONS
"The Cool Place To Shop

Rt 9 Hadley

^

OUR UNUSUAL CASE SPECIALS
BUSCH $9.99

BUD $10.99

ROLLING ROCK longnecks $10.99

COORS $10.99

SWISS HOPFENPERLE $11.99

REICHELBRAU the smooth German..$12.99

GROLSCH SPECIAL REBATE OFFER $12.99 after rebate

UTICA CLUB $6.99

CARLING BLACK LABEL $6.99

MILLER GENUINE DRAFT 12pk...$5.99

SIX PACK SPECTACULARS
SAM ADAMSagain voted America's best beer $4.99 6/pk

KRONENBOURG $3.99

GRIZZLY Maul yourself over a Grizzly $3.49

DAB Robust German Pilsner $4.49

%/r:J^,.yAm'Am^Mi^^AW^A'^.>^^^^^^

Foster's Oil Can's

Served Here

GROLSCH SPECIAL REBATE OFFER $3.25 after rebate

BOOZE BARGAINS

Vodka Fresh from the 4 Seasons Distillery $8.99 1 .75L

Gin the pride of 01 Hadley $8.99 1 .75L

Rum a little Rum. A lot of Fun $10.99 1 .75L

mmwrvr

Seagrams Wine Coolers $2.99 4pk ^tow Away A
Bottle of Captain

MCrgan $7.99 750ml

Kegs? Yes! Lowest prices - We Deliver!

DoonesburY
By Garry Trudeau

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

^'U I

^1

A-^»
'%<^---^

For all those interested or intimidated by Hbel, James

Boylan of the journalism dept will discuss the ins and

outs of libility at 7 30 pm ,
Mon CC 811-15 For staff,

correspondents, and interested journalism majors Counts

towards staff status

I

Daily Crossword Pazzle
Edited by Trude Michel Jaffe

^^mwmmmm Robby works his ant farm

Gordy By Gorde

ACROSS
1 Cleric, in Caen
5 TommYrotl

10 Acidity

14 Where Anns
taught

15 Hoot parts

16 Lounging item

17 "Hluana Brass

man
19 Hearts or

diamonds

20 Commit
21 Natural gitis

23 The gold ol

Granada
24 Force

2i Bright and
shining

29 Dislinguished

32 Caspian teader

33 Women s wear in

Agra

35 Praiie

36 My Name ib

Asher -

37 Small dog

38 Family membec
lor short

39 Geraint s wile

41 Jacuzzis a g
43 Like an owl

44 Aida s beloved

46 Nickname lor a

Raleigh resident

48 Kind ol muHin

49 lnhat>itant ol a

hive

50 Defend

53 Pepys work

57 Rob ol St

Elmo s Fire

58 Grammy winner

from Australia

60 Eastern

potentate

61 Wipe clean

62 Ran. as madras

63 Copies

64 Actor Bogarde
and namesakes

65 Urges

DOWN
1 Wimbledon
winner 1975

2 Tres -
3 Starr ol lootball

4 Involve in

ditliculties

5 Terminal

segittents of a

worm
6 Engrossed
7 — Got A
Secret

8 Cute and satty

9 — Unidos

10 Collection ol

weapon*
11 Jaiz royalty

12 Newspaper
Item

13 Soaks tlai

18 Distinctive

almospiioie

22 fcng course

25 Elizabeth II. e g
26 Scer>e ol action

27 The Man Who
Fell to Earth

star

28 Hors d oevres.

Spanish style

29 Kind of owl

30 Actress Rainer

from Vienna

31 A Ford

34 Furrow

40 Small freshwater

fish

41 Sidelined

42 Ancient people

of flaly

43 How
45 A West
47 Bring up

50 Legal action

51

52

53

54

55

56

59

Cavort

Actress Oarr

Classroom
tiKiura

At liberty

GenAsis garden

A Chaplin and

nametaket
Roman
houaehoMgod
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Bat Brain By Bill Bearing
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Menu
Lunch

TOP YOUR OWN PIZZA

Individual Cheese Pizza/

Sausage, Hamburg, Pepperoni

Topping

Basics Lunch
TOP YOUR OWN PIZZA

Individual Cheese Pizza/

Eggplant Topping. Tuna Topping

Chopped Chickpea Topping

Dinner
Meatloaf/Beef Gravy

N E Style Scrod

Herb Crumb Topping

Eggs/Sharp Cheese

Basics Dinner

Fiesta Rice and Cheese

N E Style Scrod
Eggs/Sharp Cheese

Herb Topping /

Weather
Today Sunny with highs around 60 Clouds increas-

ing later in the day.

Tonight: Chance of showers. Lows in the 40s.

Saturday: Cloudy with a chance of showers Highs

around 60.

Campus Pond By Sal
Today's Staff

Night Editor Tom Middleton

Copy Editor Jcffry Bartash

Photo Technician Ricci Bonnano

Layout Technician Rob Catalano

Production Supervisor Michelle Eichelman

Production: Pam Bracken, Valerie Warren, Maura

McHugh, and Keith Cooper.

Executive Board — Fa I of 1986

Bloom County by Berke Breathed
/I

DODE LEVENSON
1.) '..t .:, Chi.-f

lOHN YONCE
'.' irMfjitig fcdilO'

STEVE RUBIN
-

, ,i>. V. fv' in.ic'jer

ROB SKELTON
tditotidl Ldiior

WILLIAM SPAIN

lUiturid! t ii'or

ANSEL ZINTER

t'luduciion Manager

STEVE RUBIN

Business Manager

PAUL H LESSER

Aijxfiising Sales Manager

VANESSA ROTH
finance Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
fig Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Circulation Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Subscription Manager
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Soccer hopes to beat Rutgers in season final
^^ M. ,,„.... j_.. ..ft „ ;„ Tr. ,v,aU« mattf»r« vinry*. for thp there s B Dinched nervc. Ginzbi;

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's

soccer team will close out its roller coaster

season tomorrow when it travels to New
Brunswick, NJ for a 7:30 contest with

Rutgers University.

The 9-10 Minutemen will be trying to

finish at the .500 mark, and to bounce back

from a tough 8-1 loss at the hands of Har-

vard University Wednesday afternoon in

Cambridge.

UMass went into the Harvard game with

hopes of finishing the season with a winn-

ing record, after dropping to an early 2-7

start. However, the Minutemen ran into a

Harvard team which featured a completely-

international starting line-up. and needed

a win itself to sustain any hopes of post-

season competition.

To make matters worse for the

Minutemen, they lost sophomore starring

j.'oaltender Sam Ginzburg about 15

minutes into the game with an injured left

shoulder.

"One of their (Harvard's) players cross-

ed the ball through the crease, and I was

able to get a fist on it," Ginzburg explain-

ed afterwards. "But, he continued through

and caught my arm. It's sprained, and

there's a pinched nerve." Ginzburg is wear-

ing a cloth sling, and will not play in the

season finale against Rutgers.

The Crimson jumped out to a quick 2-0

lead after only two minutes, as Scottish

sensation Derek Mills scored a goal, and
assi.sted on another by Paul Nicholas.

"Mills is just a spectacular player,"

UMass assistant coach Scott Eldridge said.

continued on page Hi

The Conduct of

LIFE
by Maria Irene Fornes

A Latin American parable for today,

revealing the effects of oppression—
political, sexual, economic— and the

inextricably connected lives of the

oppressor and the oppressed.

Directed by Michael Birtwistle

November 13, 14, 15,

8:00 PM, Kirby Theater

Amherst College

For reservations call 542-2277

from 1-5 PM weekdays.

IF THE
TIME OUT

NEVER CLOSED

UMASS WOULD 1

253-5595 1 75 UNIVERSITY DRIVE

KEGS - FREE DELIVERY OFF CAMPUS

LOWENBRAU 12 oz bottles $3.00 + .30 6pk

MOLSON GOLDEN 12 oz bottles.. ..$12.75+ 1.20 cs

MILLER DRAFT 12 oz bottles $5.40 + .60 12pk

STROH 30 pk case cans $11.49 +1.50 cs

BUD OR LIGHT 12 oz cans $11.49 +1.20 12pk

Vodka 1.75L $9.49

Rum 1.75L $12.99

Gin 1.75L $10.99

CALIFORNIA COOLERS 750 ML $1.49

PAPILLON BLANC 1.75L $3.99
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• field hockey
continued from page 20

ed scoring attack, which means that we like our op-

ponents to doubleteam."

The Hawkeyes post a respectable 14 2 1 record, and

have moved up three spots in the weekly NCAA poll after

slipping by Michigan State University, 2-1, and bomb-

ing Ohio State University, 6-0.

Iowa's offense is ignited by midfielder Liz Tshou, who

has scored 14 goals, and RosAnna Salcido, who has

tallied ten times and dished out six assists. In last year's

contest, Tshou, a junior, had four shots on goal, and the

senior captain Salcido netted the game-winning tally on

a direct corner.

"I haven't seen UMass play this year, but they re a

strong, physical team, and they're well coached. I'm ex-

pecting a close game." Davidson said. "They have some

exceptional players in Chris Kocot, Lisa Griswold, and

Lynn Carlson. Kocot is a good, steady, player. I saw

Griswold play when she was at Northwestern, and we re

going to have a tough time controlling her. Carlson really

impressed me at the Sports Festival"

"We're very fit and play just as strong at the end o!

the game We have a lot of freshmen who are eager to

play when thev come off the bench. We try to be ag-

gressive and darmg on the field, but we're more of a

finesse team. If we don't play well in the first half, we 11

make the necessary adjustments," she said.

Rutgers sports a 12-3-2 slate, and was ranked seventh

in the polls last week before sliding to the number nme

position. The Lady Knights faced Temple University

yesterday afternoon the beginning of a three games-

in-four days stretch.

Senior co-captains Janice Fuls and Cindy Cavallaro

generate Rutgers' offensive attack. Fuls has chalked up

ten tallies and a handful of assists, while Cavallaro. the

sweeper, has found the range nine times. The Lady

Knight's netminder is senior Renee Clarke, a second-

year goalie with a 0.94 goals-against average.

"Rutgers is a very physical team. We have to shut

down their attack. Fuls is the key to the team, so we have

to keep her from getting the ball." Hixon said.

•Its going to take a lot of hard work to beat UMass

since they're playing so well. It should be an all-around

good contest," Rutgers head coach Ann Petracco said.

"We have a lot of people doing the scoring for us, but

Fuls really gives us leadership. Fatigue could be a fac-

tor, but our players are upbeat about playing UMass.

We're in the running for a tournament bid."

Free hits: Both games will be played on turf. Iowa

plays it's home games on the artificial surface, but

UMass and Rutgers' home fields are grass. Both David-

son and Hixon requested turf, so Petracco obliged; the

reason being that the site of the final four tournament,

Virginia, is turf.

CHINESE
'j^ CUISINE

Find out why "Bon Apetit" and

"Gourmet" Magazines are

requesting our recipes ...

Discover why Sze's customers

drive from as far away as

Connecticut, Vermont, and

New Hampshire for a taste

of Sze's award-winning gourmet

Chinese cuisine

Come sample our Sunday Brunch ...

or enjoy a quiet evening

at our new piano bar (Wed - Sat 7-11 PM)

50 Main Street, Northampton 586-5708

The Pioneer Valley's newest computet sendee,

bringing used car buyers and sellers together!

H'HP's how AUTOMATCH can help you buy or sell a used

car "if you're in the market to BUY a specific car, |ust cat: .iS for

frot information. Simply tell us what you're looking for. and our

computer can quickly sort through our used car listings for ariy

of over 30 separate features, ..«o find the car
I^P.VomatI^u''":

your needs. And finding a car through AUTOMATCH is

absolutely free . ,

If you'd like to SELL a car, we'll list your car m our compute

until It's sold Aod we keep the names and phone numbers of

previous callers who are searching for a car similar to yours

BMsides bf'ing a one * lop car search service were located

in the same building . the Dept. of Motor Vehicles. ..so the

change of ''He and rv:ji!-.tratK;n is convenient.

Ciii AUTOMATCH today for complete details.

AUTOMATCH
241 King St.. Northampton

584-034

1
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ACTIVITIES 'AUDIO
AUTO FOR SALE • CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT • FOR RENT

FOR SALE • FOUND
HELP WANTED • LOST

COIWE TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE

CLASSIFIED
iNSir-iJCTlON • MOTORCYLCLE5
PERSONALS • RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED 'SERVICES
ROOMATE WANTED • TRAVEL

WANTED • SUBLET

CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI - 2:30).DEADLINE 2 DAYS PROIR TO PUBLICATION » CASH IN ADVANCE, ISc/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITlit POtHNT

SUNDAY EVENING PRAYERS front

lounge Newman Center 6PM tive college

mission

SUNDAY EVENING PRAYERS 6PM
Smith College Cnapel downstairs lounge

refreshments

ANIMAL RIGHTS COALITION is rrteeting

tonight Everyone welcome TaKe a few

minutes to help the suffering S U Boom
306 at 4 30
TONIGHT-HACK-A-DISC entertainment

CaSh bar Dance oK the stress of mid-

terms' All are welcome tOth floor CC.

9- ! Al^ »3 admission experience a Ul^ass

tradition!!

AUDIO

DUAL TURNTABLE S75 BSR spemen
$150 will talK call CrijcK 549-604'i

AUTO FOR SAlf

68 CHEVY BELAIR PB reliable low

milage previously owned by little old lady

call 549-6269

1974 PLYMOUTH VALIANT. Depen
dable transportation, good tires newly-

rebuilt transmission little rust $250
665-8114

76 DODGE ASPEN 3SPD on column

many new parts needs minor bodywork

$650 00 or BO call 545-3416 Tues/Thurs

Bam - 4pm or after 6pm at 584-7376 -Lisa

FREE^REFRIGERATOR EVERY 10th

rental free 2x2 cu feet $36 75/year •

$15 00 deposit delivery 546-9965

ROOMS AVAIlABLE^In large house

across street form campus Fireplace.

darkroom $250 & 549-6364

FOR SALE

KEG taps'FOR sale' Brand new. neve-

usee keg taps only $25 PacKies charge

$45 lor used taps Don t waste you-

money' New taps $25 Call Tony

256-1438 today

1979 CHEVY WAGON. 99 40r miles

new clutch. Best otter 536-5434 Even-

ings weo-enas

OHM L2 SPEAKERS •! V ^arraniy Call

6-7921

UNIVERSITY STORE HAS engineering

Press Exam Files lor Engineering.

Calculus Physics Chemistry

1973 OLDSMOBILE TYPE sedan B

cylinders automatic, AMIFM radio

casette. good condition. $850 or BO
253-1373

fCOOR^EATS^ FOR Peter Gabriel m
New Haven. Nov 12 and Worchester,

Nov 21 call 546-4447

84 RENAULT ENCORE exc cond .

33.000 mi, 35 mpg $4000 or BO call

665-3690

MOTEL HELP- HOUSEKEEPERS 9-3PM

days must be able to work weekends

desk clerk 3-1 1PM SaVSun willing to train

$3 65 to start with periodic review Com
plete tienefit and vacation policy year

round work l^tel 6 Route 5-10 South

Deertield Ma 665-2681 _
INSTRUCTION

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS expenenc

eo and patient teacher Pop-rock-folk-

blues Songwnting theory, reading im-

provisation Right on bus line Doug

549-4786

PASCAL TUTOR. REASONABLE rates

584 1307

KEN KEN-DOLL

HOPE TO SCORE with you next year' We
all love ya' Paula Carol. Marcia, Lisa

Denise and Rowzow!

LOST

HP lie CALCULATOR in iitirary tower

Please call 546-4778 for reward

LOST AT BOYDEN watch wallet and

keys If found call Suniay- 545-3179 or

5492785

1 10 CAMERA PROB. around Noho bus

rt on 10/31 Initials NSB an camera

Please call 549-0691 if tound At least

return the film! Thanx

GREAT BUY! 74 VW bug great shape

needs engine 350 00 or B O . must see'

1 733-8945

two SNOW TIRES for sale P205 15"

only used one winter' Ask for Frank after

2:00 PM 546-4234

77 TOYOTA COROLLA 2-TC 1600 CC
great engine 24-26 MPG. S950 call

527-9699 eves

ESCORT RADAR DETECTOR $125 or

BO 546-7632

OUITARIST WANTID

CAtN

PAYING CASH FOR your baseball cards

please call Mike 549-0333

OIMII STUN

LEAD GUITARIST WANTED to play with

local band just being formed Interests:

New Order, Psychedelic Furs, Inxs.

Icehouse Contact Matt 546-9283.

NILP WANTIO

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! The Creative Col-

legian Staff

DiSKRATELV SEIKINO YOU

HOW ABOUT WE meet next Thursday at

the SCERA sponsored movie

"Desperately Seeking Me" (Susan that

is ) Say, 9 00PM at the CCA 1 can t wait

to see you again!"

ENTCRTAINMENT

MUSICIANS NEEDED FOR perlor

mances at Belchenown State School

Funding available Contact Bruce

256-4236

CELTICS VS BULrETS in Hartford game
ticket and roundtrip on luxury coach for

$25 only 15 seats left on 2nd bus game

date Dec 2. 1986 call now 253-3916 or

549-7142 _^
FOR A OOOD TIMI CALL

RACK-A-DISK ENTERTATnMENT
Agency - Disc)Ockeys Bands Lights and

Larga screen video dances 549-7144

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent free meals

Light cleanup
Call Cheryl at AXO

545-2152

6iSHWASHEl«S,7ULL AND part time_

Good starting pay Apply in person with

references to The DePO''' i^SAPiea-

sant St Northampton or call 586-5366 tor

an appointment

WAinED-POTfPYTEACHER for Slu-

denl Union Craft Shop Call 545-2096 or

stop by

PROGRAMMERS WITH 2VR8 f^i'me

experience on DEC/VAX vvith cobol

and/or basic On line prelered 23-30Kor

do you know someone that might be in-

terested'' $500 finders tee Call Tim

534 0974

PART-TIME GASlittendant DependaWe

person for weekend afternoons 253-5156

OVERSEAS JOBS, summer; yTTrour^

Europe S Amer .
Australia Asia All

fields $900-2000 mo Sightseeing Free

info Write UC, PO Bx 52-MAl Corona

Del Mer. Ca 92625

NOV 1 NEAR Coolidge small black purse

with keys inside Please call 6-9510

Thank you

A PAIR OF glasses, in maroon colored

case Please call Kumar 546-9926

LOST: LIZ CLAIBOURNE denim blazer

m Hasbrouke 20 on October 21st Sen-

timental value If found please contact

Julie 6-9275

MASS^JJOUOR^IDiri' Credit Union

Reward offered for its return call 256-6620

MOVER

'ROUND TOWN MOVERS fast reliable

cheap call Michael anytime 323-6780

NEED AN ESCORT7

C/rLry2T23 BETWEEN 8PM & 2AM
every day for an escort anywhere on cam
pus Play it safe

NEED MONEY

RUNNING OUT OF money' Triple your

cash in one night while meeting new

faces call Doug 549-4749

LOOKING TO TAKE over your lease in

Puffton or Brandywine, t)eginning in

January Call 546 7237 or 546-7236

PATTI IN CRAMPTON. I ve seen you in

church I've seen you m the elevator Can

I see you again' Sunset Staff

STEVE LILSE-FEELING better' Ready to

give blood' I II meet you Adrienne

546-9727

JIM McMAHON (ED?) -the guy from

the BKO Halloween Party- from the Bud

girl, call mft 6-8516

JOKE, YOU'RE SOMEONE special

Love Clyde P 5 TnanKs for everylhingi

MOIRA WILCOX BECAUSE of you I can t

open a book' You >i? changed my life

LOve Jimmy G

ENGAGED STUDENT FROM Education

692R needs to meet with other engaged

siudenls to discuss marital issues m
group Call 665-3770 or 253-5245 for fur-

ther mlormaticn

OPUS I'LL MISS you th.s weekend Be

good Think Bassalope puppy Ted E

Bear

UMMTG PRESENTS: THE Fantastics

Nov 13 14 16 8PM Bowker Auditorium

tickets S3 with UMass ID $4 Gen pub

Ticket into call 545-0145

PENNY (ACE) (JAP) Gee u next Tuesday

The Squad

MARMOTS ARE GREAT huggers

MIKE-THESE HAVE been the best 6

months ol my life Vou re awesome and

I love you Mendel

ELISA AND HEIDI- wishing you both a

happy birthday" Celebrate with your evil

twins and we'll see you m the morning'

Love you much, LB. Karen, and Jax

ERIK-WELCOME TO UMass' Hope you

have a great weekend" Love, Kath

THANiTYOU mFCHELLE. Thanks for

listening the other night It makes things

a lot easier Ever need a Barts fix you

know who to call Thinking of you-Andy

HAPPY BIRTHDAYCMIGITo a special

guy. a kiss and a lot hugs Love Tara

HEIOI-HO FANSl^r'fan club into see

blonde pledge! 5 30 FYI

ALFALFA AND WONDERBOYI You

radical couple' Don't make me blow my
Parmesan feet' How's the natural

habitat' Shamu

DOODLEBUG- HERE'S YOUR persooall

Brat

NU-NU YOU can't see me right now, but

I'm looking right through your clothes'

Yes, here, down near the suface ot the

table like a bug on your Hatch food Look

closer, closer closer S A

SCOTT SANTARELLA! HAPPY 21st bir

thday' Party it up you crazy, crazy con

ehead' Pinky

BAG LADY WEARING blue sweats with

safty pin Is Ihe'e a cheese stick' m your

bag of goodies' Happy B-day Love &

Lusi Gee Wee Lee and Me

"POPO"

DEBBIE BOUTIETTE; HAVE a great bir

thday tomorrow' Thank you 'oi vo,,

friendship you make the rougii limes

bearable' Don't worry- you II see mm in

less than a month' Love. Christine P S
follow your dreams and make them come
true'"

PROCTOR li GAMBLt

SALES MANAGEMENT INFO SESSION
Wed November 12th al 7 00PM ,n tne

Campus Center rm 174-176 'Mandalory

if you plan to interview'

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

PAPERS. CASES. DISSERTA-
TIONS- dependable on campus,
reasonable 584-7924, Nancy

RIDE WANTED

TO WASH. D.C. area Thanksgiving

break share expenses Victoria 549-5723

ROOMMATit WANTID

ONE BEDROOM AVAILABLE for one or

two people Cheap rent, quiet, close to

campus, on bus route, 549-4483

RESPONSIBLE FOR LQ apton bus route

own room, furnished but bnng bed $210

for room plus utilities call 323-4989 before

2PM 323-631 1x530 after

STUDENT lUS SERVICE

YOU READ ABOUT Student Bus Service

in the Collegian Now you can purchase

and make reservations to NYC Logan

Cambridge and South Station by calling

6-9406 or 6-9412 between 9PM and 1AM

call now'

TO SUBLET

TAKE MY LEASE, please' Great one

txlrm apartment in Crestview Safe quiet

on bus route Av 11/16 $400/mth

549-531 b; leave message

TYPINO

•SPEEDY KEYS" Professional typing

256 1002 BAM 11PM

TYPING AND WORD PROCESSING

NEXT-DAY SERVICE Type rite

323-4579

TYPING SERVICE

OUALITY TYPING. Long or short pro-

lects Meticulous proofreading Rush jobs

OK New IBM typewriter 549-0367

WANTEDIM

AgreMlve, enthusiastic students to

market Winter and Spring Break
vacations'

For more information, call Student

Travel Services at 1 800 684-4849

ALWAYS BUYING USED books,

records tapes, and compact discs Call

Dynamite Books 586-9670 or Dynamite

Records 584-1580 Northampton

WANTID TO RENT

WE WANT ROOM<S) in your apt or

house for next semester! Call nowf

Chris6-9737 of Shaun6-1127

SOUTRE VILLAGE ON bus route near

stores share large 2-bedroom 1'/i bath

townhousebeg Jan 1st partly furnished

$247 665-8588

2 FEMALES WANT room In apt (Putl.

BW or TH) Start 1/1/87 call Cindy

549-4099

KRSONAIS

INTERESTED IN WRITING for the largest

college daily in New England' Come
down to the Mass Daily Collegian' You

can write about Arts. Editorials. Black Af-

fairs News, Women's Issues S Sports

We're located m the basement of the

Campus Center, behind the T V The Col-

legian We build careers!

HAfJOTl LOVE you Thank you for com-

ing A start for something special to be

created The first day of the rest ol your

life! Kari

TO MY TRICK or treat what you sent

was neat but we can't go too far 1 don't

know who you are Call Steve 549-6099

THW LEI! HAPPY nanannineteenlh

hope It's a great one' Love Jen

JTSNEEDS HELP! Want to work one

night a week' Call 253-9586

BUNS. I'VE BEEN m love with you and

your Nuinkie for six months, thank you

Love, Bun

LENORE YOU'RE BEAUTIFUL and also

the only one

STEINER -WELL BABY, this is it, you're

in the big leagues now" The big 21" This

means you have to grow up and act

mature- I know how difficult it will be for

you' You'll have to trade m your gold card

at Bart's for one at the Pub I hope you'll

still remember me when I get up there!

-If you ever feel a need to come back to

my "lower level "

I'll always have my
sweat pants on tor you -I love youHappy
Birthday, love Aim (Berger)

HOUSEMATE WANTED FOR two

bedroom house 3 bslops from campus
$250 and electricity fully furnished call

6-4790

WE ARE LOOKING totake over lease ol

Puffton or Brandywine Apt Call Huss

546-5353

MOVE INTO OURIwo bedroom burnish-

ed Brittany apartment, share a room with

one male and receive $100 call Ken for

more information 256-1723

tIRVICES

T^RRJFlC TYPING FROM Speedy'

keys Professional reliable service

256 1002 . 8am-11pm

TYPING, TAPE TRANSCRIPTION. Fast

accurate 665-7652

SPRINO IREAK VACATION

SPEND SPRING BREAK In the Bahamas
lor as little as $339 for more Information

call Paul or Bruce al 256-8068
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SPORTS

Minutemen ready for Harvard
UMass seeking revenge from last year's 10-3 loss to the Crimson

rollegian photo by Paul Detimarais

All week, UMass head football coach Jim Reid and the Minutemen have been discussing how they would like to get revenge on Harvard.

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

No one has said it, and no one wants to

say it, but the feeling, the intensity and the

downright hatred is present.

Weekly Minuteman game preparation —
the same routine that has gotten the team

to 6-2 has not changed — not a bit. But the

practice fields, the locker rooms and the

football offices have a special feeling about

them that only the players have felt as of

Monday — revenge.

Not a word needs to be said about this

Saturday's University of Massachusetts
football game at 1 p.m. at Harvard Univer-

sity in Cambridge — not one word. But the

one, revenge, will suffice.

"I consider this a big-time major payback
for one of the bitterest losses in years and
years — it was a tough one to take," first-

year UMass head coach Jim Reid said of

last year's 10-3 loss at Harvard. "We held
them to 160 total yards, probably our best

defensive effort of the year, we totally

dominated both sides of the line, and they
win the game on a 60-yard tipped pass."

But why should a non-playoff loss from

last year make any difference to anyone
this year?

"They talked about a lot ol that state

university crap. I mean, we hear that from
everyone, but its just the haughty way they

said it," senior offensive tackle John Ben-
zinger said. "We have three types of games;
games we should win, payback games and

big games — like Holy Cross.

"This is definitely in the payback and

should-win category because we have a lot

of frustration from last week so we may as

well take it out on them."

"There has always been a certain amount
of arrogance which they (Harvard) have

always displayed to our football team and

the band especially," Reid said. "To not ad-

mit that it's there you would be negligent,

not observant of what's going on. To them,

we're still out in the hills of the Berkshires
— not to the staff. They know we're not, but

to everyone else we are.

"We have a lot of important alumni who
work with people from Harvard every day

and we want to make sure that they'll feel

good talking about the UMass/Harvard

Tourney next for Spikers
UMass to play four matches; A-IO seedings announced

game.
So far this season, the Minutemen are 2-1

in winning payback games (games lost last

year) the loss being the 41-14 result versus

Delaware. But revenge, payback, and emo-

tion aside, the Minutemen still have to play

the game and prove that last year and last

week's losses are in the past.

Last week, Reid, knowing that the

Minutemen were beginning to think about

playoff possibilities, brought them out in-

to the open, and tried to incorporate talk

into action for the Holy Cross game. The

talk, however, may have been more of a

diversion to the game than a help.

"I knew my players wanted to talk about

it so I brought it out in the open," Reid said.

"It made me uncomfortable.
continued nn page 15

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

If there was ever a perfect time for the University of

Massachusetts volleyball team to break out of a slump,

this weekend would be ideal.

The Minutewomen, 22-4 overall and 4-3 in the Atlantic

10, travel to Boston this weekend for the Northeastern

University Volleyball Classic. The spikers will face the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology in the tourney

opener at 8 p.m., tonight. UMass will then face Holy Cross

College at 10 a.m., tomorrow morning before meeting

Brown University at noon. The Minutewomen will close

the tournament against New England rival Northeastern

at 3 p.m.

The tournament guidelines dictate that all matches will

follow a best three-out-of-five format, something that head

coach Elaine Sortino says will test the physical condition

of the Minutewomen.
"We will be playing in four marathon matches, so the

shape we're in will be very important," Sortino said. "I

think we're in good shape right now, but we have been

all season, so I really don't think it will be a problem."

What might be a problem for the Minutewomen is the

fact that they are currently involved in a late-season

slump. UMass will be looking for its third in a row against

MIT, and has won seven of its last ten matches. But, with

the exception of a big A-10 sweep of Rhode Island, UMass
hasn't been as impressive as they were in the early go

ing of the season.

You'd think that Sortino would be overly concerned

about this, right?

Wrong. Sort of

"It's a kind of thing that I know we will come out of

The attitude in practice has been very good," Sortino said.

"They did some good things in practice. What really mat-

ters is that this is happening now instead of two weeks

from now (when the A-10 tournament starts)."

The Minutewomen will face an MIT squad that has been

a perennial Division III power for several years. The
Engineers are currently 24-6 on the season and ranked

14th in the NCAA Division III National Poll. UMass and
MIT met once last season, that being at last year's Nor-

theastern tournament. The spikers were victorious in that

meeting, sweeping MIT in three straight.

"We're in a pretty awkward position, because we have
two matches against teams that we've seen before this

season and two teams we have absolutely no idea about,"

Sortino said in reference to MIT and Northeastern. "The
bottom line is that we have to come out ready to play, no
matter who it is."

In Holy Cross, UMass will face a team that has already

received the brunt of two previous beatings. The
Minutewomen swept the Crusaders, 15-12, 15-11, 15-7 at

the UMass Volleyball Classic in September and did the

same, only a little more rudely, in a dual match at Tot-

man Gymnasium, 15-4, 15-4, 15-0.

As for Brown University, the Bruins were an early

season victim of the spikers, falling in four-sets, 13-15,

15-11, 15-12, 15-13. The Bruins have since made a lot of

noise in the Ivy League, challenging the University of

Pennsylvania for the top spot.

But, despite eeirlier wins over both clubs, Sortino expects

that both Brown and Holy Cross will be much improved
teams.

"Brown and Holy Cross will definitely be tougher this

time around," Sortino said. "We had a real tough time

with Brown the last time we saw them, but we maintain-

ed our composiu-e and came by."

The Northeastern/'UMass rivalry really needs no sum-
mary. Over the past couple of years, the Huskies and the

Minutewomen have engaged in some of the best volleyball

matches seen in New England, including two matches last

continued on page 16

UMass to play
Iowa, Rutgers
Marks regular-season end
By LINDA DEUVORIAS
Collegian Correspondent

On the road again.

After one week of rest and indoor practices, the fifth-

ranked Univeirsity of Massachusetts field hockey team

travels to New Brunswick, NJ this weekend to battle the

sixth-ranked University of Iowa and the ninth-ranked

Rutgers University.

The Minutewomen, 15-2-1, are guaranteed a playoff

berth because of their high ranking in the NCAA polb.

However, UMass still has plenty of motives to sweep it's

final regular season games, including a first-round bye

and home-field advantage if the quarterfinals are

scheduled for Totman Field.

"We're coming off an excellent game against UConn,

(1-1 double OT) and we would just like to continue to

build from there. We've taken this week to rest, and get

healthy and strong for this weekend. We've been prac-

ticing indoors (NOPE) to get used to playing on turf,"

head coach Pam Hixon said. "Iowa and Rutgers are both

good teams, and I'm expecting physical games. We just

have to play solid defense and take advantage ofour op-

portunites."

UMass faced Iowa last season at the University ofNew
Hampshire, and the Hawkeyes prevailed with a 2-0 win.

The shutout was misleading because the Minutewomen
outshot Iowa, 24-18, and had the edge in penalty corners,

11-7.

"I don't remember that much about the game, but

neither team dominated," Iowa head coach Judith David-

son said. "We have a stronger team than last year. We
don't rely on one player to score. We have a more balanc-

continued on page 19
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Housing fee

hike sought
to meet costs
By PAUL LOUIS
Collegian Staff

Housing Services will be asking for an eight percent fee

increase for fiscal year 1988 to meet increased labor and

operating costs, said Karen Lee Shelley of Housing

Services.

"The decision of whether or not to raise the fee depends

on several factors," Shelley said.

The increased costs are due to a new union contract, the

new minumum wage law, higher utilities and inflation,

Shelley said.

The proposal will go up before the rents and fees commit-

tee in two weeks, she said.

Housing fees went up seven percent last year, while in-

creases in past 10 years have been as high as 16 percent

and as low as one percent.

The largest factor in the raise is the new three-year

union contract, which will provide for cost of living and

merit raises for some 250 housing workers.

Secondly, part time and student workers are to be paid

more under the new minimum wage law which mandates

a ten cent raise in 1988 and 1989.

In addition, utilities, which are one of the largest costs,

will go up "as usual," Shelley said.

Also, "the University has to have enough cash on hand

to do business," she said.

Two years ago, fees fell seven percent because of the im-

plementation of the Universal Resource fee. 1982's in-

crease was 31 percent.

Robert Cambell of Housing Services said the fee could

have gone up more if the State had allocated less money

in its capital outlay budget. That budget pays for renova-

tions and maintenance of the University.

"The objective of Housing Services is essentially the

same every year," Campbell said. "We tried to make [the

fee increase] as lean as possible," he said. ^^

——^ ^

Collecian photo by Rob Skelton

STEPSHOW — Pledges to Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity put on a show Friday at the Student

Union Ballroom as part of a joint initiation ceremony with Iota Gamma Sigma.

Students fight commencement date

Constitution's role
in society debated
By ADAM LAVINE
Collegian Staff

Prominent lawyers and historians from around the na-

tion aired their views on the historical and social impact

of the Constitution on American life this weekend at a

conference sponsored by the University of Massachusetts

history department.

The conference coincided with the 200th anniversary

of the American Constitution, and individual history pro-

fessors from several universities wrote research papers

that were presented and considered for the Journal of

American History.

"It's an important historical event," said David A.

Thelen, a history professor from the University of In-

diana and editor of the journal. "It's important that

history and legal scholars be able to constructively argue

about the significance of the Constitution."

One of the papers was titled Rights Consciousness and

American Families, and examined the historical role of

continued on page 4

Preparing petition drive
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

The head of a student group fighting a change in the

date of commencement 1987 said Friday she was pleased

with the start of the group's organizing efforts.

The chairman of the committee that voted the change

said the shift in date was logical and the ceremony should

not be rescheduled to its original date.

The controversy stems from the rescheduling of the date

for the '87 graduation, from May 30 to May 24, 1987. The

date change was proposed by Provost Richard O'Brien and

other administrators and approved by the faculty senate

last month.
Student senator Lynne Murphy said Friday that the

first organizational meeting of Students For a May 30

Graduation was successful, but that only 15 people attend-

ed. Murphy said she was disappointed with the turnout,

but that the people who came were ready to work hard

on a petition drive to show student opposition.

Charles D. Schewe, chairman of the faculty senate com-

mittee that approved the change, said he could see the

students' point, but that "it seems like a moot point to

begin with. Quite frankly, what can you do? If you change

[the date] again, you'll make just as many problems as

did the first change, for parents who have made new

arrangements.
"It's a lose-lose situation," Schewe added.

Administrators argue that the new date will save the

University the thousands of dollars it would take to keep

campus services going another week, that it will prevent

students and parents from skipping the ceremony, and

that it ensures the availability of enough workers for the

ceremony.
Students opposed to the change, led by undergraduate

student senators Murphy and Mary Rita Kropp, argue

that the shift is an example of administration insensitivity

to students and their parents, many ofwhom must change

long-standing plans because of the date change. Murphy

and Kropp say that the new date is the day after final

examinations and it does not allow seniors a chance to

celebrate their accomplishment.

"Everybody keeps coming up to me and saying they're

against it, but they didn't show up for the meeting," Mur

phy said. "We need to publicize it more."

Circulating petitions and booths set up in the outside

the Hatch will help the organization get its message

across, she said. Murphy added that she expects to gather

3,000 signatures "at the least."

Murphy said she gathered 300 signatures in half an

hour last Thursday.

She added that leaders of the opposition were planning

to meet with Provost Richard D. O'Brien and were con-

sidering to boycott ofthe ceremony if the date is not chang-

ed. Murphy said she thought student support for such a

boycott would be strong.

"With the change, with the way they have it now, a lot

of people can't show up for graduation anyway. That's the

point," Murphy said.

As to the argument by students that the administration

is failing in its obligation to serve students by making

the change, Schewe pointed out that holding the ceremony

on the 30th would mean a full week in which students

would have nothing to do but celebrate.

"The majority of the graduates will be 21 and will be

of legal drinking age... are we really serving students by

allowing the possibility of death or injuries [due to alcohol

abuseP I think not," Schewe said.

Mt. Holyoke honors three for work
Famous women authors focus of Founder's Day address

By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

The struggle against racism was a recur-

ring theme yesterday as Mount Holyoke

College awarded three honorary degrees to

educators and scientists on the celebration

of the 149th anniversary of its founding.

"We urge you to act collaboratively with

us... [to achieve] racial and cultural

understanding of our students," said

Reverend Janet Cooper Nelson, appealing

to the officers and deans of the five colleges

in the audience of about 200 in Abbey

Chapel.

In keeping with the theme of anti-racism,

Sara Lawrence Lightfoot received a doc-

torate in Humane Letters in recognition of

her work with issues facing education and

society.

Lightfoot defines the structures of pat-

terns in classrooms and addresses the

issues of racism, sexism, and classism, said

Mount Holyoke President, Elizabeth

Kennan.
"It's said you energize all those who

enroll in your classes," Kennan said to a

beaming Lightfoot who is a professor at the

Harvard University Graduate School of

Education.

Two doctorates of science were also

awarded yesterday morning. Tamara Dem-

bo received her degree for work in the fields

of social psychology and rehabilitation

psychology. Her study of emotion was in

direct contrast to the studies of the time,

Kennan said.

Kennan also described Dembo as "a

moral center" for graduate students at

Clark University in Worcester where she

teaches.

Brenda Milner received a degree for her

research on the human brain, cognitive

thinking and memory disorders. She is a

professor at McGill University's School of

Medicine in Montreal, Canada.

"Racism is a social disease" was stencil-

ed onto the cap of one of the students who
was recognized yesterday as a Sarah

Williston Scholar. The distinction is given

to academic leaders of the junior and senior

classes.

The Spring 1987 Official

Schedule ofCourses will be

distributed from 10 a.m. to

4 p.m. today in the Cam-
pus Center Concourse.

The Commuter Area
Government is sponsoring

"The Tallest Tree in Our
Forest" at 8 p.m. today in

campus center room 101.

Free.

The Veteran's Outreach

Program will staff an in-

formation booth on the

Campus Center concourse

today from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
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WINTER SESSION 1987

REGISTRATION IS

DIFFERENT THIS YEAR!

INFORMATION NIGHT

Wednesday November 12, 1986

7:00 CAMPUS CENTER
Rooms 174-176

MANDATORY IF PLANNING TO INTERVIEW
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December 15

November 24-

Decembers

December 8-

January 7

MAIL-IN
Sent via U.S. mail and post-

marked no earlier than
November 17.

DROP-OFF
Registration form and payment
dropped off in Records Office.

IN-PERSON
Register at the counter in

Records Office.

FULL PAYMENT IS DUE AT TIME OF REGISTRATION

Pick up catalogs around campus or at the

Records Office

Division of Continuing Education

615 Goodell Building

Call 545-3653 for more information.
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More rapes
reported
on campus
By EDWARD SYRON
Collegian Correspondent

FBI statistics show that the murder rate is down, that

the incidence of assault and battery is falling, but that

the number of rapes is up, and the University seems to

fit in with that trend.

Pat Barrows, coordinator of the Counselor/Program ot

the Everywoman's Center, said better education and sup-

port services are encouraging more woman to report rapes,

accounting for much of the rise, but that the problem

behind the statistics remains - the violence of American

society.

In 1984, 12 victims of rape were counseled by the

Everywoman's Center, Barrows said, but that number

shot up to 34 in 1985 and 26 so far this year.

Barrows cited the FBI statistics to support her conten-

tion that rape is the most underreported crime. Only one

of 10 victims report that they have been raped, she said.

"You see that 12 and 26 [the figures for '84 and '86) tur-

ning into 120 and 260," Barrows said. "We believe that

is a moderate estimate. There is even more."

"We're living in a rape culture," Barrows said. "We live

in a very violent society."

"Rape is not a new phenomenon. Acceptance of rape as

'normal' behavior goes back as long as we've studied this

society. Society's myths about rape have made it difficult

for some victims to come forward," she said.

Barrows said a shift away from "victim-blaming" in_

stitutions was partly responsible for the willingness of

more women to report their rapes.

"Because of this society's misperceptions of the crime

there is often secondary victimization," she said. "A

woman faces a second trial. A victim appears in court and

has a lawyer question her about her clothes, appearance

and the way she acted."

"We've come a ways in terms of educating the general

public about rape issues, but there's still a long way to

go because we're living in a rape culture," she added.

One particularly important issue of rape education is

"date rape," which women's advocates say is the most

prevalent type of rape in college.

"Many victims of date rape don't actually realize that

it is rape even though it may manifest all the symptoms

of rape trauma," said Barrows.

She added that the center is working towards increas-

ing the number of reported rapes, without an increase in

the number of actual rapes.

Lorna Freeman and Sean Murray paint stripes on stairs in the Student Union Building as part

of an effort to aid the visually impaired. coiiegian Photo by Rob skeiton

BOG heads effort to help disabled,

nushes for more administrative action
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

Members of the Campus Center Board of Governors

painted yellow safety stripes on the stairs in the Student

Union Building Friday afternoon in a volunteer effort

to help out the visually impaired.

The stairs are poorly Ut, and the board decided to paint

the stripes to make them easier to see, said Vice Chair-

man Mark Friedman. Last summer the board did a

study on accessibility for the handicapped in the Cam-

pus Center/Student Union complex, and concluded that

the stairs are dangerous for people with vision

disabilities, Friedman said.

"The findings of the report were supposed to be handled

by Building Operations, but they haven't done very

much," he said. Friedman said some administrators

sat down with the board, and agreed to do some of the

more expensive repairs, but "the painting is being done

in the spirit of students taking responsibility for the cam-

pus," Friedman said.

The Campus Center bought the paint and "a few com-

mitted board members Hecided to do whp«^ H»0 ^I'OV'P

capable of doing," he said.

Other board members involved in the painting were

junior finance major Amy Gordon, junior communica

tions studies major Lorna Freeman, and Sean Murray.

"We have the time, so we figured why not help out,"

Gordon said.

Board Chairman John Hayes said. "Normally this type

of maintenance work is supposed to be done by Building

Operations, we are making an exception this time."

It is important to make the building accessible, Hayes

said. "We want to work with the administration on this

issue.

"We want to get the administration to start some of

the other renovations as fast as possible, given the con-

strictions of money and time," he said.

There are currently only two rooms in the Campus

Center Hotel that are accessible to the handicapped,

Hayes said. "Hotels have to have five percent of their

rooms accessible, which would be eight rooms in this

case," he said.

"It is a legal requirement that [the administrationl

should be following," he said. J

Progressive coalition grows WOMEN'S PORUM

By AUTUMN MAKI
Collegian Correspondent

The Wheel, a multi-racial coalition of pro-

gressive groups and individuals, is prepar-

ing to network its services, and provide

students with information on the group's

activities.

The Wheel began in response to the

budget crisis last semester, said Lisa Ber-

nard, co-officer of the Affirmative Action

Office.

"We needed to build together for support.

The budget crisis clearly showed the need

for student groups and individuals to come

together and work together," Bernard said.

The group's name is built on the concept

that members of the group are thought of

as spokes, which are attached by a rim of

a wheel. "The coalition is the rim that

keeps the spokes together, and more effec-

tive." Bernard said.

The group has two functions, Bernard

said. The first is to provide a solid coalition

for progressive groups and individuals, and

the second is to use the coalition as a ser-

vice organization for its members, she said.

"We want to provide support for

organizations that have demonstrated

their stance on anti-oppression, a very im-

portant issue," she said.

The second function serves as a network-

ing and information system for members,

Bernard said. "This will help us know what

is going on with each other, be more in-

formed of upcoming activities, and also let

the students know what is going on." she

said.

The Wheel plans to put out calendars

with all of its members' activites on it, and

making phone trees to strengthen com-

munication between all of the members,

she said.

Patsy White, a founding member of The
Wheel, said she is optimistic about the

group's plans.

"The main emphasis is on having people

learn to work together," White said.

The Wheel is a registered student

organization which has 25 members who
represent groups and individuals. White

said.

The Wheel has published an informa-

tional booklet titled Lifelines that can be

obtained at the Student Government
Association's office in room 420 of the Stu-

dent Union Building.

We are looking for additional people to

become members and help form the group,"

White said. Anyone interested should con-

tact Lisa Bernard or Pasty White at the

SGA offices, or call 545-0341 for more

information.

Women's Forum is a weekly listing of

events related to women's issues. Notices

should be sent to the women's issues editor,

Thursday—
"Now Is The Time" is a WMUA radio

program featuring women's news, inter-

views and music from 6 to 9 a.m This week

Myra Hindus will speak on nontraditioi.al

women.
Friday—
The UMass Program for Gay, Les-

bian and Bisexual Concerns will host a

Coffeehouse featuring Marcie Boyd, perfor^

ming original songs on acoustic guitar and

piano in the Blue Wall, Campus Center at

8p.m..

care of the Collegian, by the Friday before

the event.

Sunday-
Southwest Jewish Awareness and

Women's Issues coordinators are spon

soring a writing workshop for Jewish

women. The workshop will be taught by

Leslea Newman, author of Good Enough

To Eat. No writing experience necessary.

Registration is required. To register or for

more information, call Anat Weisenfieud

at 545-0472 or 586-514.3. Preference given

to Southwest residents.

Comparative literature

has 'important mission'

QUACK SNACK - -•"'•"" "^"^ ^^ ''""' '""

Ducks crowd ftroufld man fpr some deliciouB mini- store popcorn.

By AUTUMN MAKI
Collegian Correspondent

The comparative literature major offers

an opportunity for students to apply

theoretical and philosophical concerns to

literature, said the new department chair-

man in an interview. Marc Shell, who

became chairman eight weeks ago, said he

has great enthusiasm for his department

and what it can offer the students.

"This major has an important mission.

It brings students from all over campus to

address the theoretical and philosophical

aspects of literature from all over the

world. It goes beyond literary horizons,"

Shell said.

"There is a growing interest in the field,

and growing number of students entering

the major," Shell said.

"There are more students interested in

comparative literature now, and it is being

recognized as a lucrative degree. We have

very successful graduates from our depart-

ment."
Currently, there are 17 undergraduates

and 34 graduate students in the

department.

Students who have graduated with a

degree in comparative literature have gone

on to become teachers and prolessors in

foreign languages, literature and

philosophy, said Shell.

"Our students are extremely successful,

they go on to law school, and also teaching

positions. The doors are wider for our

students because of the strength of their in-

terdisciplinary background," Shell said.

Graduates also have many opportunities

as professional translators, which is becom-

ing an important job in the United States,

Shell said.

"Jobs in the professional translating field

are growing at a fast rate. There is a de-

mand for them and they are interesting

jobs that provide the graduates with ex-

posure to other parts of the world," Shell

said.

Shell said that international travel goes

along with the major, and most students

will get the opportunity to go abroad.

"I have only been here eight weeks, but

I have been at various teaching spots in

Canada and France. We support the idea

of traveling and will help with funding for

a student if it is possible," Shell said.

The comparative literature department

is part of the college of Arts and Sciences,

and is located in the South College

building. Students interested in the msyor

can visit the department, or call 545-0929.
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Women's colleges evaluate role,

reaffirm their goals in education
rw T ir. TTT:.mmTXT/-.tnn reasons that One was founded have largely disappeared..."
By LIZ HETTINGER
Collegian Staff

Women's colleges in the Pioneer Valley are rededicating

themselves to persuing the goals that were set forth when

they opened more than a century ago, admissions officers

at Smith and Mount Holyoke College said.

Various women's colleges like Bryn Mawr in Penn-

sylvania are hinting at going coed, and Goucher College

of Maryland has decided to begin admitting men in 1987,

but the officers said that women's colleges have not come

to the point of being obsolete.

"It is necessary for women's colleges to re-evaluate their

roles in education at least once every decade," said Smith

College Associate Director of Admissions, Julie Brigham.

A recent issue of Newsweek on Campus quoted the presi-

dent of Bryn Mawr, Mary Patterson MacPhearson, as

questioning whether "one takes the next step for one's

institution" - going coed - if it is believed that "the

reasons that one was founded have largely disappeared...

"

Brigham said, "I can see how what [MacPhearson] said

can be construed to believe the college is considering go-

ing coed, but I don't think she believes [Smith] has come

that far."

Dean of Admissions and Financial Aid at Mount
Holyoke College, Susan Staggers said, there are more op-

tions available to women today, but that, "In terms of lear-

ning rate, studies show that women in all-women en-

vironments tend to do better."

Both Brigham and Staggers said they believe that

women still do not receive equal opportunity educational

ly. "We would be happy if that were to happen someday,"

said Staggers.

Until then, both Smith College and Mount Holyoke Col

lege will continue on in their mission as women's colleges.

"We are rededicating ourselves to the ideals we began

with 150 years ago." said Staggers.

* Constitution
continued from page 1

women and children, and their social and constitutional

rights. The author of the paper, Martha Minow, a pro-

fessor of law from Harvard University proposed that the

marriage and divorce process was "institutionalized

slavery."

"Divorce reform has eliminated the bargaining power

of women," said Minow in the discussion of her paper.

"Women have no claim to alimony."

The paper was a "study of ideology, not sociological

or historical" said Eric Foner, a professor from Colum-

bia University. Foner said that divorce reform was an

"intellectual problem with its consequences," and that

one "can't call it slavery."

Minow claimed that family social values stemmed from

the family and cited the Tinker case of students being

dismissed from an institution for wearing black arm-

bands and violating the dress code.

"Part of the lawyers' strategy was to correlate the

students values with their parents," said Minow.

"The family is where the children learn things other

than rights," said Ellen Dubois, a professor from SUNY-

Buffalo. "They learn obligations and responsibilities."

Minorities experiencing heightened racism

as result of recent racial fight at UMass
AMHERST (AP) - Ever

since the Red Sox lost the

World Series, black and

hispanic students say life in

this small college town 100

miles from Boston's Fenway
Park has become a

nightmare.

A fight between white Red

Sox fans and black boosters

of the New York Mets in-

jured a bystander after the

final game of the series and

unearthed racial tensions at

the University of

Massachusetts that spread

to nearby colleges.

A racial slur was painted

on the steps of Smith Col-

lege a week after the World

Series. Rumors floated that

a white student in a Ku
Klux Klan outfit at a Hallo-

ween party won a prize for

the costume. Black women
complained of stepped-up

harassment.
"There's a sense of

vulnerability and terror, of

a state of siege on the part

of minoiities," said John

Grayson, an assistant pro-

fessor of religion at Mount
Holyoke College in South

Hadley.
Mount Holyoke senior

Michele Mitchell said a

University of

Massachusetts student hurl-

ed a racial insult at her and

shoved her away from a

copier at a university

library the week after the

ballgame.
"Racism is something I've

felt ever since I came up

here, but it's always been la-

tent," she said.
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PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Associate News Editor

Natuialized Citizen

of the United States
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Someone please

explain to me
Fight for right

continues on
The hard work that resulted in victory for abortion

choice proponents is certainly reason for celebration, but

women must not relax.

Vou Will NWE t^ R£^1«.i^L^ W^NbT S<KiA

kNDXou WILL VffVt iKKN

i^NKS ANT) P\IKCK^FT

NO, . NO l^fRTl^ALS

liana Levenson

Question 1 was shot down, but not by a comfortable

enough margin for those who care about women's rights.

The question asked the voters in this state whether or not

it would be fair for the state legislature to possibly ban

abortions, medicaid funding for abortions, and certain

types of the birth control pill. The fight for women regar-

ding these issues is far from over.

When referendum questions of this nature appear,

women do have to worry. Women and men need to show-

lawmakers that legislative restrictions on rights that af-

fect women will never be tolerated.

Women's rights are being challenged all the time. Right

now the 48,176 people who voted to repeal this right (near-

ly twice the number of people enrolled at this university)

are threatening women. That number is not finite either.

Just as the prochoice movement grows, the prolife move

ment does also. This cannot be discounted.

Women must unite in the struggle to attain and main-

tain rights which should never have come into question.

The prochoice and prolife movements should not allow

their opposing philosophies on this eternally controver

sial issue interfere with other issues women need to fight

for as a single unit.

There are things we can fight for together. Clearly, all

women want to receive an equal dollar amount as a man

doing the same job. Women still only receive 60 percent

of a man's salar>'. Hasn't this fact been talked about for

years without significant change? This is something we

can all fight for.

The number of women in "traditionally female jobs,"

still far outnumbers women working in jobs such as

engineers, construction workers, electricians. When was

the last time you walked into an office, and had a male

receptionist? Women continue to fill these jobs more than

men because they are more convenient for women, due

to inconvenient stereotyping.

Every woman still wonders whether or not she will

become one of the overwhelming number of women raped

each hour. You undoubtedly have a friend who has been

raped, even if you don't know who it is. The fight against

rape is one all women can fight against together,

regardless of their stance on abortion.

Now, ifyou find yourself ready to take some action, take

note: write a short letter to your state rep; let them know

what you think. A single letter to your rep will count. How
do you expect them to represent you if you don't inform

them of your opinion?

You'll feel good about your activism. Get out your pen.

liana Levenson is a Collegian columnist.

Disturbing distortions
The political right, through deft

manipulation of public opinion, is once

again trying to discredit the opponents of

the ugly rise of conservatism and na-

tionalism in our society today. Radicals,

again and unfairly, are being belittled for

their actions.

The term "radical" is now given an

almost exclusively negative connotation

and is almost always associated with ins-

tant prejudice and unrealistic extremism.

I ask the reader what sort of visions ap-

pear when the word radical is brought up

in a conversation or on television? Rather

than to follow two such meanings, being:

"of or relating to the root or origin:

original: fundamental." and "marked by

a considerable departure from the usual

or traditional: tending or disposed to

make extreme changes in existing views,

habits, conditions, or institutions," as

cited from Websters Third International

Dictionary, the vanguard of the status quo

would like to instead instill a false image

of the bearers of change.

The ideologically content public, out of

a fear of change and anything out of the

ordinary, seeks to eliminate dissent by

labeling the dissenters themselves as

"bad," thereby ensuring that nobody

listens to them. Instead of encouraging ra-

tional discussion, dissent and dissenters

alike are ridiculed.

One form of attack is the labeling as

"emotional" anyone impassioned by the

subject matter. Because of previous indoc-

trination, anyone labeled as emotional

loses credibility in the eyes of the public.

Did it ever occur to the name-callers that

subjects such as the ending of the human
race in a nuclear holocaust and the very

act of war might be emotional issues? To

call a person or group of people who fear

for their own and their children's lives

"emotional" is simply a ploy used to

discredit them and their arguments.

People who involve themselves in public

dissent are not recognized as being

Nathaniel Rastallis

primarily human beings but are instead

labeled as "radicals" and "protesters."

and are thus abstracted, in some cases, to

the point of ab. urdity. Often stereotypes

are used. Such dissenters are publicly

described as "dirty" (remember the "con-

tra" who came on campus to speak and

the remarks of his "clean" white male

friend?), as "hippies," as people who mere-

ly enjoying protesting, as people who are

work-shy, as people who hate the United

States, and as people who simply should

not be listened to because they are

"weird." This is no way to approach vital

issues. The arms race and U.S. foreign in-

tervention are the concerns of many peo-

ple; to ignore this is no way of solving such

problems.

Free debate is travestied when
dissenters are accused of unpatriotism.

Did it never occur to the so-called "true"

(North) Americans that "protesters" may
be truly concerned about the well being

of our nation, and that the United States

should commit itself to ethically defensi-

ble policies? Perhaps these "protesters"

are not blinded by national boundaries.

Time is running out, for nuclear

destruction at any moment is only a few

minutes away. Many are dying from wars

supported by both superpowers. We are

polluting our planet and raping its

resources while we exploit millions under

an unfair economic system. These are

legitimate issues which are being address-

ed by citizens of this country who have a

right to protest. This was proven in the

Declaration of Independence. In an at-

mosphere of open, free debate, an in-

dividual critical re-evaluation ofeach per-

son's role in society must take place so as

to ensure the continued existence of the

human race and the earth itself. It is up

to us.

Nathaniel Rastallis is a UMass student.

When the CIA recruits

students must protest
It is a sad day indeed for the University of

Massachusetts. It is forever a sad day when an intellec-

tual institution allows an organization as abhorrent as

the Central Intelligence Agency to recruit on its cam-

pus. The "company's" record speaks for itself, but too

few listen. From the overthrow of President AUende in

Chile to the present operations in Nicaragua and El

Salvador, its particular brand of state-sponsored violence

has scarred our world.

This is why it is such a shame for UMass to let them

recruit here. On November 13 and 14 the CIA will come

to one ofthe most socially aware universities in our coun-

try. We in the Five College community must realize that

social awareness has but yet another worthy face to it

besides such causes as fighting against racism, sexism

and homophobia: the face of politics and combatting state

sponsored terrorism and the exploitation of Third-World

people for profit. No matter how hard we may try, social

awareness and politics are inextricably bound in the

sense that politics is the vehicle of social change.

Don't let the visit of the CIA go on without the voice

of opposition and peace being heard. For this reason I

urge this community to peacefully protest the presence

of the CIA on campus Novembei 13 and 14.

Ed Cook
Southwest

I have been watching an

abnormal amount of televi-

sion lately. I've probably

seen a million commercials

for all sorts of kitchen ap-

pliances; this must be the

big season. What really

bugs me are the commer-

cials for "self-cleaning"

ovens.

In this prestigious Univer-

sity community, surely so-

meone must be able to tell

me how an oven can clean

itself. I certainly don't know

how. If you do, please pass

the information along.

Thanks.

Pat Mahoney
Amherst

A habit that's

"wicked" weird

The adjustments

necessary for a move from

Virginia to Amherst seem-

ed easy enough. I got used

to people speaking with nor-

thern accents (replace R's

with As); I've tried to

become familiar with New
England geography; I've

sympathized with irate Red

Sox fans. But there is one

thing I have yet to unders-

tand: What's with the word

"wicked"?

This is definitely the most

incomprehensible trait I

have run across. It started

when I met my roomate.

Within the first five

minutes of introductions,

she must have used it 10

times. I thought she must

have been a bit strange. But

alas, as I met fioormates,

dormmates and classmates,

this enigmatic word kept

cropping up.

Where did this habit

originate? Who started us-

ing it? When does one know
when to use it? I locked

myself in my room one day

and practiced saying the

most frequently heard

phrases: "He's wicked

gorgeous". "That was a

wicked excellent party."

Somehow it didn't sound

right and I felt like a poser.

I guess it takes northern up-

bringing to be able to use

this word without feeling

foolish. I'm hoping to

become a real Amherstian

within the next few months
and the day I can use the

word "wicked" without

hesitation, I know I have.

Jennifer Dempsey
Southwest

The Collegian welcomes

letters and columns from
readers. All copy must be

typed, double-spaced with

margins set at 67 characters

per line. Editor reserves

right to excerpt and/or con-

dense submitted material.

Due to the amount of let-

ters received, the Collegian

cannot reply individually to

corresponden >r guarantee

publication olumns or

leti

ARTS
:a=ua»MMi*M>»^

HADLEY-586-9991
143 KING ST

NORTHAMPTON-586-4840
Mon - Fri 8am-5:30pm

Saturday 8am-2pm

Biing Midas anyone's wiitten estimate

for installing a inaffler and well nieet it

or beat it. No ifs, ands or buts. Going

someplace else could cost you.

BRAKES$690^
PER AXLE MOST CARS

Our Brake Job Includes:

• New Guaiajiteed Br:il\e

Pads or Shoes
(Semi-meUillic pads extra.

)

• Recondition Drums or Rotors

• Inspect Calipers

• Inspect Wheel Cylinders

• Inspect Bralve Hardware
• Roiid Test

FREE BRAKE INSPECTION

miDAS

It IS likely additional parts and services will

be needea which are not included in this price

See guarantee terms at your local Midas dealer

TAKE IT TO MIDAS

TAKE IT TO SOMEONE YOU TRUST

CLEAN, SAFE, PRIVATE HOT TUBS
17S Untversty Dr.

Next to Stadulm Liquor* In Prtc* Chooper Mall

Open Monday 4 till 1. Tu«« - Sat 11am - 1am

Raaarvatlon* auggaatad - Gift cartlticataa avallabia

Call 253- f?A^

STUDENT SPECIAL
Every Mon, Tues, & Wed

1 HR Hot Tub
for Vz HOUR PRICE

Collegian photos by Rob Skelton

The British group
Shriekback, compris-
ed of former members
of XTC and Gang of
Four, performed Fri-

day to a packed house
in the Blue Wall.

Auto
Glass
Centeif

SAME DAY SERVICE

BILLED DIRECTLY
TO INSURANCE CO.

WINDSHIELDS
REPLACED

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 6J No. Amherst • S49-2SM>

CHINESE KITCHEN E
FAST SERVICE — GREAT PRICEsT

#22 Chicken Wings, Try our

Swfeet & Sour Pork, Fried Rice Moo Shu Pork

$3.90 $3.95

#23 Szechuan Gai Ding,

Sweet & Sour Pork, Fried Rice

$4.95

TRY OUR LUNCHEON — DINNER SPECIALS
Only $1.49 before 3 pm, $1.90 after 3 pm

Eat In or Take Out

HOURS: Sunday Noon • lO pm, Mon • Sat 11:30 • lOpm

2 LOCATIONS

430 Russel St (Rt 9)

HADLEY - 253-2571

150 King St

NORTHAMPTON - !;86.8220.

Wkldes
FinePrint

Quality

Resumes
Typesetting

Flyers

Thesis Copies
ENLARGEME NTSAeducnons

Amherst
1 Boltwood Walk

256-01 48
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lAr volleyball
,.rinntied from page 12

and had to deal with a tap-

ing job that significantly

hindered her offensive

output.

"We tried not to use hw as

much, but there were times

when we had to Marcy so

the block would still stay

with her," Sortino said.

"Marcy won't block until

Thursday and she won't do

any hitting until Friday."

But despite the noticeable

absence of Guiliotis, the

Minutewomen overcame an

11-15 opening-set loss to

take the next three games
and the match, 15-9. 15-6.

15-8.

"There were a bunch of

problems we had to compen-

sate for, but Marcy was the

biggest," Sortino said.

"Cheryl (junior hitter

Cheryl Alves) did a good job

coming in for her."

The next victim for

UMass would be Brown
University, at- the

Minutewomen put

everything together for a

four-set win over the Brums
and set the stage for a long-

awaited showdown against

the Huskies of

Northeastern.

The showdown turned out

to be more of a showcase for

the Minutewomen, as

UMass made short order of

the Huskies. 15 12, 15-6,

15-10 and claimed the tour-

nament championship.

"We were motivated and

we played like it." Sortino

said. "Debbie (senior co-

captain Debbie Cole) literal-

ly served Northeastern off

the court, almost to the

point where they could on-

ly give us the ball back on

serve receive.

"Overall, we served a lot

tougher. We tried to exploit

the passing of Brown and

Northeastern because they

didn't really protect the

middle of the court," Soiiino

said. "We tried to draw
them in and then send the

serves deep to push them
back. We never game then

a chance to run their of-

fense."

In addition to the much
improved team play of the

Minutewomen, Sortino was
also quick to recognize in-

dividual efforts.

"We really used V (senior

hitter Violetta Gladkowska)

a lot and Juliet (sophomore

hitter Juliet Primer) played

very well against Nor-

theastern," Sortino said.

"Michele (junior co-captain

Michele Barys) had a great

match against Brown. She
hit really strong."

8.5 X II* Aiito-Fed
or Self-service

CqPvCat Print Shop

228 Triangle Street,

2nd Floor, Amherst

549-3840

Sales ends Nov. 30th

DIRECT FROM THE NEW WAVE PRAIRIE

J.%^^
.^::.fB,'

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also Available

North Amherst
g Rent-A-Wreck
I Rt. 63 No. Amherst
V 549-2880 ^

WHAT WILL YOU DO IF YOU
RUN OUT OF OIL?

Relax: you can t run

out of oil if you ask
'or our

STUDENT BUDGET
PLAN featuring

AUTOMATIC OIL
DELIVERY!

CURRENT PRICE:

63.90 per gallon

>ou get our lerrific low budget pr:ce for

'or^-Q'aoe neating oil plus you never

Mti j4 to worry about running out of heat

vT t<o; wafer all winter long We also

eiivor o:' on a C O D basis

PERSONAL CHECKS ACCEPTED

Telephone 253-3408

NATIONAL HEATINQ
60 Shumway Street. Amnerst MA 01 002
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Doonesbury

By Garry Trudeati

COLLEGIAN 9

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

THANKS FOR BBING
HBRB.RICK IT'LL

MBAN A LOT TO

LACEY-
l\

HOU'$
UJf-

HJLPm

NOT50U/5U SHB'S

FeeiiNOTdRRiBcy •

GUILTi THAT SH5
l/UA^N'T l/UITH PICK

ATTHBTIM5.

ANP NOUJSHt'S GOT
TOeei THROUGH THIS

M^ORjALSaRVICe
mHALLOFQiaCS
aiRDINO 3UPPIE5

\

MRS. D? I
BROU6HT)/0U
A PePPERMINT.

OOPS, ALL I've

60ni5 STRJN6'

JlRBMi!
amBQUicw/i
I FOUNPA
RBALLi
eooppew'

:.^i^^ ^

Wrm SPECIAL GUEST: PERFECT TOMMY

nAN6 *N^ RTE 9. AMHERST MA
ance/Club

NOV. 12
$7 in advance

8:00 SHOW
18 & over (no alcohol)

10:30 SHOW
21 & over (IDs please)

TICKET OUTLETS:
ALBUM'S in Amherst
FOR THE RECORD

(behind Faces in Amherst)

DYNAMITE RECORDS
(Thornes Mkt in Northampton)

AND AT THE DOOR

A SCREAMING MONKEY PRODUCTION

EARLY WEEK
SPECIALS
Sunday - Wednesday, 5:30 - 9:00

Sirloin Teriyaki
^7^^

Scallop Aa Gratin
^8^^

^niCKvil iuarSoid** t***« • • \^

Baked Stuffed or Boiled Scrod...^6^^
Includes Salad, Potatoe, Vegatable and Dessert

•Hold It! There's a car across the street

you sure you weren't followed, Mary?"

Gordy By Gorde

ax<,KiO- too
VJAh>NA TALK AAUS(C
'STYLES. . aLOOffX ^ooo
ki/rrH -Me.' ^er's
STA/ST lAJflhl -THAT
ALBUM YOU f=^c>OOCBD
fipK UOfoEu fili^iB
LAST YBAR . . .

r
cJi?.iriCiziK>G. CPfJ-
STROcJ-lVGi-Y, OF COORSe,
I ThIfOK THAT ACB(JM
WAS KKTm/sks SHQ^r
OF TAsrecBSS.

\ «rfMWM^rf«^WS

LlO^Jec, A /I^AN OF
<y^e/a- t/^lbjut, had

HIS K£PUTATIOK) t^OiKlEO
ey 3AO P/?pOUc.TfOtO

.

THe OAJL.Y LUORO Fo^
-THAT BAJTf/^ eFFOiZ.T
IS "SAROA^e"

Sf4RfMPf

UNIVERSITY DR., AMHERST 549-5861

The
Spoke

Amherst.
Mass.

PROPER ID REQUIRED

Bat Brain

N&ISE. TWEW3
NOISE EMlNJTlNfe
FROn nf ROOM.

VCIf SO? «flV«E-

TNPlNfcATAPE^
FOR ONE OF HIS K

tL«^%B5. -f^'

A /»LRI6HT: YOU'RE
RlfcHT. TMW

THING T« *^^-

The Collegian seeks drivers to take

the paper to the printers at night.

Interested? Call 545-3500.

DAILY CRO^^WORD PUZZLt
Kdited by Trude Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 PTA stalwarts

5 Wedge
9 Fair to middling

13 Region

1

4

Loop of a sort

15 Biblical prophet

16 Scrutinize

1

7

Beside the

point

19 Certain Ctiinese

tare

21 Sizable

22 Soap plant

23 Prohibit

24 Tarry

27 Pantry, in

Bermuda
31 — garde

32 Detached

34 Greek letter

35 Facts

36 Contrite

37 Gobilike

38 Hoosier

humorist George

39 Striped

creature

40 Hag
41 Changes lor the

better

43 Keg
44 Sash for

Yum Yum
45 Adult insect

47 Evening wrap

50 Lacking social

graces

54 Look forward to

56 Too bad'

57 Night, in Pans

58 Sups
59 Simone of song

60 Engrave

61 Something
unique

62 Make haste

DOWN
1 Gender Abbr

2 Killer whale

3 Middle course

4 City near Long
Beach. Calif

5 Male fallow

deer

6 Lippizaner. e g

7 Understanding

words
8 Director Brooks

9 Wise one
10 Persian poet

1

1

Ditty

12 Bone Prefix

14 Sheer fabric

1 8 Fill with |oy

20 Leave out

23 Active

24 Detection

device

25 Outwit

26 Paired as

socks

27 Adriatic wind

38 Blunder

29 One of Europe s

principal rivers

30 Alpine retrain

32 Hits on the tennis

court

33 Bobby of hockey
fame

36 Hwy roller

37 Overbearing

39 Mediterranean

vessel of yore

Var

40 Confine

42 Flint

tool

43 Bundles

45 Foolish

46 Metric measure
47 Rational

48 Fastener

49 Of the ear

Suffm

50 Szechuan
province city

511 cannot teti

52 The Oarlingi

dog
53 Despot
55 Wedding

words
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By Bill Dearing
Lunch

Turkey Divan

Deli Ham on Water Roll

Menu
Dinner

Roast Pork

Spiced Apples

Braised Beef and Onions

Silver Palate Salad Plate

Basics Lunch

Swiss and Sprout Sandwich

Turkey Divan

Basics Dinner
Baked Cod

with Lemon Wedge'

Tofu Nut Loaf
Mushroom Sauce

Weather
ToaaT: Sunny and cool, temperatures 45-50.

Tonight: Cool and cloudy, temperatures in the 30s.

Tomorrow: Chance of snow changing to ram.

temperatures 35-40.

Campus Pond
By Sal

HEYt LETS GOTO THE D-C/

ANP GRAB SOHE FOOD, GO
TO CLASS AWD THEN GO
TOTHE LIBRARY AND..—
IKmH HELP, I fEEL 50

\jmhruTioNAiiiBQ i}l

73Qi(oO(p
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Night Editor Tom Middleton

Copy Editor Shiboom Masterdaughter

Photo Technician Nick Sokoloff

Uyout Technician Paul Desmarais

Production Supervisor Michelle Eichelman

Production: Connie LeCIerc, LaBell,

Dancin' Rob Skelton, Tori Gorell,

Bloom County

UThey Won't Ten Yoa About It,

Then You Know It Must Be Great.

Purple Passion. Out of the bathtub, into the can,

and onto the shelves of your favorite store.

Discover it for yourself.

A DRINKERY. TO MEET. RELAX & EN40Y.

35 EAST PLEASANT ST AMHERST
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/
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iMiArsFmiYf^

by Berke Breathed
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Men's soccer ties Rutgers
Team finishes mixed season
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's

soccer team completed its up-and-down

season Saturday night, with a mixed

review as it played Rutgers University to

a 2-2 tie in New Brunswick, NJ.

With emphasis on defense after allowing

eight goals to Harvard last Wednesday, the

Minutemen and the Scarlet Knights played

the first 45 minutes without scoring.

However, UMass, 9-10-1, got on the board

quickly after intermission.

Freshman Steve Cesnek won a ball at

midfield and drove it ahead to Kurt Manal.

Manal then headed the ball to Andy Bing,

who drove in on goaltender Joe DeMorat.

Bing took a hard shot from 35 yards out oft

of the wet Astroturf, which hit DeMorat in

the chest, and then eluded him.

"That was a good goal by Bing," UMass

head coach Jeff Gettler said. "For some

reason, we stopped playing after that."

A UMass defensive lapse led to a fluke

goal, giving Rutgers a 1-1 tie at 58:38. The

Minutemen attempted to pass backwards

to their own end, but a Scarlet Knight

player intercepted and drove in on

freshman UMass netminder Tom Phillips.

Phillips made the initial save, but the ball

bounced to Mark Edelstein, who chipped a

high shot into the top right corner of the

net.

Rutgers got another big break when one

of its players was tripped^ in the crease,

resulting in a penalty kick. Rutgers high.

scorer Bobby Joe Esposito took the kick,

driving a low, hard shot to the right side.

Phillips had guessed left, though, and
Esposito had an easy goal and a 2-1

Rutgers lead.

It looked as if the Minutemen would close

out on a sour note. But, they were able to

tie it with just over seven minutes left.

Alex Carillo started the play, crossing the

ball through the crease to Kevin Knopf.

Knopf then crossed it back to Cesnek. who
stopped the ball, and then drove a low shot

inside the far post.

Neither team could muster any more
scoring threats in regulation or in the two

ten-minute overtime sessions. The
Minutemen were hampered by a red card

(disqualification) to Carillo, which forced

them to play the remainder of the game
with only ten players.

"That was a key play by Alex," Gettler

said. "One of their players had a

breakaway, but Alex caught up and trip-

ped him from behind. We may have had to

play with only ten players, but Alex might

have prevented a sure goal and a win for

them."
Rutgers outshot UMass by a wide 32-11

/margin. Phillips had ten saves for the

Minutemen, while DeMorat turned aside

five for the Scarlet Knights.

"I thought we played well coming off of

the Harvard loss, and then coming from

behind in the second half. We played well,

but we just weren't able to get the big goal

when we needed it."

• swimmers
continued from page 12

Pike grabbed second to give

UMass a lead that was
never relinquished.

"I knew we were going to

win it early on when we
went one, two and three in

a lot of events," Newcomb
said. "I figured that by then

they were pretty emotional-

ly down while we were pret-

ty loud and excited. They
had no chance to come back

on us."

Sparked by the initial

win, the Minutewomen
went on to increase their

lead as Melissa McCarthy
and Kris Henson took se-

cond and third in the 1000

freestyle, Uzzo took first

over rival Deedee Burgess

while teammate Margaret
Cameron held third in the

200 freestyle. Wilkins won
the 100 backstroke while

Cara Blake was third,

Waller took first in the 100

breaststroke and Jungbluth

was second, and Carroll won
the 200 butterfly with Kel-

ly Henson and Smith's

Burgess finishing in a

second-place tie.

"That was close. It was a

very good race in that we
learned a lot. We were ex-

cited early in the race and

got out to quickly and tired

out," Newcomb said.

But the Minutewomen
continuesd their assault as

Pike and Melissa Wolff took

first and second in the 50

freestyle, Debbie Mullen

took second in the one-meter

dive, and Kristen Henson
and Wolff teamed up for

first and second in the 100

freestyle. UMass swept the

200 backstroke as Wilkins

took first, Liz Peress nabb-

ed second and Blake was

• split
continued from page 12

as indicated by her

20 saves, and senior Nan-

cy O'Halloran chalked up

four defensive saves.

* Iowa had a 2-0 lead at

halftime, but senior co-

captain Lisa Griswold clos-

ed the gap to 2-1 on a

penalty stroke.

"Iowa is the best team
I've seen. They were all

over the place and they're

quick to the ball. They
have a superior midfield,

but all of their players con

tributed," Hixon said.

eatiiigplace

SUN - THURS
6 AM - 3 AM
FRI & SAT

OPEN 24 HOURS

BREAKFAST SERVED
ANYxTIME

BEER & />/«NE

SERVED 'TIL MIDNITE
PLENTY OF PARKING
CAMPUS PLAZA

(NEXT TO SUPER STOP & SHOP)
Rte. 9 • Hadley/Amhertt 11

256-6889
J

BEING TAKEN _ J

^ dNEMA

MONDAY - TUESDAY
LIANNA

7:15

PARTING GLANCES
9:00

DOUBLE FEATURE $3.00

DOWNTOWN AMHERST 253-5426

LIFE
by Maria Irene Fornes

A Latin American parable for today,

revealing the effects of oppression—
political, sexual, economic— and the

inextricably connected lives of the

oppressor and the oppressed.

Directed by Michael Birtwistle

November 13, 14, 15,

8:00 PM, Kirby Theater

Amherst College

For reservations call 542-2277

from 1-5 PM weekdays.

third, before Jungbluth and
Katy Kreiger finished one-

two in the 200 breaststroke.

Uzzo then took second in the

500 freestyle, Waller took

third in the 100 butterfly,

and Mullen grabbed second

in the three-meter dive. Kel-

ly Henson placed in the 200
individual medley, and two
UMass 400 freestyle relay

teams took second and third

to close the meet.

NCR RC 41
256K Color

and printer

$1595.00
SAME SYSTEM
with 10 meg
Hard Drive

$1695.00
MODEM
1200 Baud

S149.00
LETTER
QUALITY
PRINTER
S199.00
good until 12/1

PIONEER VALLEY

DATA EQUIPMENT

259 Triangle Street

Amherst
549-1017

The Distinguished Visitors Program
Presents

I

JAN SCRUGGS
"To Heal a Nation: The Story of

The Vietr^am Veterans Memorial

Tuesday Nov. 1

1

8:00 PM
Bowker Auditorium

MJflKlCgGa
=^

4btirnubhed
^

i GET YOUR FUTURE
OFF THE GROUND
Imaqinp breal>>ng the souno bai'ic m a |Ci lighiei llymg an

delcnse missions C'cling Ihe giobp *ilh essential supplies and

equipmeni As an *» fo'ce pilot you can have e«pe<iences most

people only dream about

11 you quality you can taKc oti with An FcKcc HOTC We II give you

leadership Irammq and sponsor FAA approved tlyrng lessons Vou

may also quality loi a scholarship that can pay college e«penses plus

JlOO |3cr academic rrxxith, ta« tree Alter graduation you re olt to the

intensive and rigorous undergraduate pilot training program

Chech out All Force ROTC today II you have what il lahes you could

wear the silver wings ol an Aii Force pilot

foK moKZ inionmcLtion, C0Yita.cX-

CaplcUn Oaue PcuiktA, UMtUi AFROTC, cU S4S-2457/24S1

ROIC
Leadership Excellence Starts Here
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But it wasn't easy as both teams had to

battle poor footing, visibility and slippery

footballs in a struggle against the elements

— a struggle which the Harvard ad-

ministration lost as only 20 percent of the

5,000plus ticket holders showed up for the

contest.

The Minutemen could have lost the game

in the opening minutes, as UMass fumbl-

ed the ball five times in its first two poses-

sions — three of which were credited to

sophomore starting quarterback Tim
Bryant.

"I was very angry with the first couple

of series'," said Reid, who removed Bryant

following the second series in favor of

sophomore Dave Palazzi. "I was as angry

as I've been all year, but we cleaned our

act up and leaned on the defensive and of-

fensive lines."

Both lines gladly accepted the respon-

sibility and came through as the

Minutemen took advantage of a Crimson

turnover to score the game's first points.

Taking a pass from sophomore quarter

back Tom Yohe, senior fullback Brian

O'Neil (14 carries for 59 yards) was strip-

ped of the football by a UMass defender as

he cut across the field. Sophomore nose

guard Joe Cullen recovered on the Harvard

15 and UMass was in business. A five yard

run by Smellie and a four yard dive up the

middle by Al Neri set up a third-and-one

from the six-yardline. Palazzi got the first

down and more as he cut left and dove

across the goal line for the opening score.

UMass led 7-0. Palazzi left the game after

the play, however, as he pulled a hamstr-

ing on the play.

Harvard responded before the end of the

half to tie the score, 7-7 as the Crimson was

handed a scoring opportunity just before

the half.

On fourth-and-six from midfield, punter

Dimitri Yavis let a high snap from senior

center Pete Montini (doing long snapping

in place of Craig Wagner) sail through his

hands, resulting in a loss of 17 yards and

posession of the ball.

Harvard then drove 32 yards in 10 plays

using up 1:04 of the clock and capped the

quick drive with a four-yard Yohe

touchdown pass to senior George Sorbara

with -.04 left in the half.

At the half, statistically both teams were

nearly equal as each team had managed six

first downs while neither team had any

success throwing the ball (Bryant, three of

four for 48 yards and Yohe, four of 12 for

28 yards). But in the second half, it was all

Minuteman with the ground attack taking

control, as Neri gained 77 yards on 15

carries.

"As a fullback, you've got to love games

like this," Neri said. "We got down and dir

ty and played football the way it should be.

I was happy. The more I got the ball, the

more I got into a groove."

And Reid knew that as he and his staff

called for 33 running piays and just three

pas.ses in the second half.

Sophomore running back Chip Mitchell

returned the second half kickoff to the

UMass 45 to help set up a 12-play,

10-rushes six-minute drive highlighted by

a 15-yard Bryant run and capped by a

36-yard Silvio Bonvini field goal to give the

Minutemen a 10-7 lead.

The Minutemen, helped in part by four

missed field goals on the day by Harvard

senior kicker Andy Maretz, managed to

hold the lead through the third quarter and

put the game away in the final period.

Neri's three runs for 19 yards, the last be-

ing a four yard touchdown, highlighted a

short four-play. 1:30 drive to seal the win.

UMasR Harvard

First Downs 16

Rushing 15

Passing 1

Penalty
Rushing Attempts 60

Yds. Gained Rushing 238

Yds. Lost Rushing 37

Net Yds. Rushing 201

Net Yds. Passing 57

Passes Attempted 7

Passes Completed 4

Had Intercepted

Total Offensive Plays 67

Total Net Yds 258

Avg. Gain Per Play 3 9

Return Yds 34

Fumbles: No.-Lo»t 8-4

Penalties: No.-Yds 8 80

Interceptions: No.-Yds 2-11

No. of Punts-Yds 5-158

Avg. Per Punt 31.6

Punt Returns: No.-Yds 2-23

Kickoff Returns: No.-Yds 3 .39

Posses.sion Time 34:31

Third-Down Conv 3 of 13

Sacks By 1-7

\ fw w 't^^ £§0!^^' Some
w V^l AiJ^^^ restrictions

I \r Drop by for free

I
student travel catalog

Hartford/California $198

NYC/London $378

NYC/Hong Kong $764
round trip

COUNCIL TRAVEL
AMHERST

[4131256-1261

You're Too BVSW
Don't waste time doing

your own laundry... ^ n ,5

Take It To

II PRAY ST. A»»«IWT.MA.

S^9'WGS

We Create A Style As
Individual As you Are
^ CONSULTATION

AND STYLE CUT

I

I

I

^u
We Offer:

• Hand Pressing

• Shirt Service

• Same Day
Service

WIIH ( 01 PON AL .SIL DKNI I.I).

DROP Men.-Thur« 10 00«m-10 OOpm, Sun S O0pm-»0 00pm
OfF FrWay* lOiOOcm-S 00|>«i«h*fl«00pm-10 OOpm

HOUat Sat. 10:00ain-S OOpm m«n 7 00-10 OOpm

I
|1

65 UNIVKHSn V DRIVE, AMHERST
549-5610 exp U 7 86

I

I

I

I

ACTIVITIES •AUDIO

AUTO FOR SALE • CALCULATORS
ENTERTAINMENT • FOR RENT

FOR SALE • FOUND
HELP WANTED -LOST

CLASSIFIED
..INSTRUCTION • MOTORCYLCLES

PERSONALS • RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED • SERVICES
ROOMAIE WANTED 'TRAVEL

WANTED -SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI • 2:30) DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRQIR TO PUBLICATION • CASH IN ADVANCE. 15^/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVmit rai A eOOO TIMI CALL

OUTING CLUB MEETING tonight 7:00

pm Campus Center Rm 168 Upcoming
trips announced Also, outdoord and sil-

ly dm to b« shown

HABLA ESPAN0L7 Musica Latino. Hoy
Lunes 7-10 pm Conoepto Latino 91 .1 FM

RACK-A-DISK ENTERTAINMENT
Agency • DiscjocKeys. Bands. Lights ana

Large sceen video dances 549-7144

POIMNT

LESBIAN BISEXUAL GAY Counseling

Collective The Counseling collective ov

ters peer counseling Mon, Wed, Thurs

3-7 Rm 433 SU 545-»45. Rap group Bpri

413 SU

UPC GENERAL lliiEETING Tuesday.
11/11 atSMpmin 163CC intoonOMD'
New Members always welcome' See ya

there!

OFFER AVAILABLER ONCE Agam
Squire Village two twdroom apt on bus

route take over lease Dec 1 665-4793.

MOTEL HELP- HOUSEKEEPERS 9-3PM

days must be able to worK weekends

desk clerk 3-1 IPM Sat/Sun willing to tram

$3 65 to start with periodic review Com-

plete benefit and vacation policy year

round work Motel 6 Route 5-10 South

Deertield Ma 665-2681

futOfllF YOU KNOWTiCSUIStldTweil
and can help me I'll pay you well Call

Larry 546-8621

NEiD MONfY
tickets S3 with UMass ID S4 Gen pub
Ticket info call 545-0145

RUNNING OUT OF money? Triple your

cash in one night while meeting new

laces call Doug 549^749

THANK YOU MICHELLE. Thanks lor

listening the othei night II makes things

a lot easier Ever need a Bans fix you

know who to call Thinking of you-Andy

SUNDAY EVENING PRAYERS front

lounge Newman Center 6PM five college

mission

SUNDAY EVENING PRAYERS 6PM
Smith College Chapel downstairs lounge

refreshments

ANIMAL RIGHTS COALITION is meeting

tonight Everyone welcome Take a few

minutes to help the sutfenng S U Room
306 at 4:30.

AMMO

DUAL TURNTABLE $75 BSR speakers

$150 will talk call Chuck 549-6044

AUTO FOR SAU

77 TOYOTA COROLLA runs well,

dependable, $400 - BO must sell!

549^)877

IS IT TRUE you can buy Jeeps tor $44

through the US. government? Get the

facts today! Call 1-3 12-742- 1142 ext

5931 -A

68 CHEVY BELAIR PB reliable low

milage previously owned by little old lady

call 549-6269

TAKE UP MY LEASE $100 reward one

bed room in Swiss Village available Dec

20 Tel No.: 256-8791

ROOMS AVAILABLE IN large house

across street form campus Fireplace

darkroom $250 & 549-6364

rOR SALE

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent tree meals

Light clean-up
Call Cheryl at AXO

545-2152

DISHWASHERS. FULL AND part time

Good starting pay Apply in person with

references to The Depot" 125A Plea-

sant St Northampton or call 586-5366 for

an appointment

PART-TIME GAS attendant Dependable
person for weekend afternoons 253-5156

NIKKON CAMERA EQUIPMENT. 2

camera bodies, flash, lenses Call Bill at

546-5543

MOUNTAIN BIKE, UNIVEQA Alpine

Uno In great shape, black, knobby tires,

great for year round ridmg' $220,

negotiable. 584-7804.

CB SPORTS JACKETS, blue/black,

men's M-L. Almost new" Paid $1 10, only

$75 Ramon 549-6243

LEATHER JACKET MENS 44 never

worn bught in Pans this summer $250 or

BO 549-5151

KEG TAPS FOR sale! Brand new, never

used keg taps only $25 Packies charge

$45 for used taps Don't waste your

moneyl New taps $25, Call Tony
256-1438 today

OVERSEAS JOBS. SUMMER, yr. round

Europe, S Amer ,
Australia, Asia All

fields $900-2000 mo Sightseeing Free

info Write IJC, PO Bx 52-MA1 Corona
Del Mer, Ca 92625

JB'S NEEDS HELPI Want to woii( one
night a week? Call 253-9586

INSTRUCTION

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS experionc-

ed and patient teacher Pop-rock-lolk-

bluos Songwriting, theory, reading, im-

provisation Right on bus line Doug
549-4786

PASCAL TUTOR. REASONABLE rates.

584-1307

PERSONALS

to THE DUCK aiJoes party You have

peaked my inleres! Why don't you come
talk to me? I think you may know who I

am Can you read it in my eyes?

COME s'EE THE NE^DST
'Revenge of the Nerds Wednesday
Nov 12 5, 7, 9, 11

LOSE WEIGHT NOW! 10-29 lbs/month

with Herbal Weight Control' No Diet, ex

ercise or drugs 1 00 percent guarenteed

Call Mark 546-5938

ERIC 'CONGRESSMAN" BOEHLECt

-

Nice note Don't be sad' Write back soon'

SO

TO MY TRICK or treat what you sen!

was neat but we can't go too far 1 don't

know who you are - Call Steve 549-6099

NU-NU YOU can't see me right now, bui

I'm looking right through your clothes'

Yes, here, down near the suface of the

table like a t>ug on your Hatch food Look

closer, closer, closer. S A.

BAG LADY WEARING blue sweats with

satty pin Is there a cheese stick " in youi

bag of goodies? Happy B-day Love 8
Lust Gee. Wee, Lee and Me

SPRING SREAK VACATION

SPEND SPRING BREAK m the Bahamas
tor as little as $339 for more information

call Paul or Bruce al 266 8066

TO SUiLET

MOVl^lNtO BRANDYWINE and get a

free 19 inch color TV & a pair of BOSE
Cat speakers Just take over my lease in

a spacious 1 bedroom apt available Dec
t thru Aug 31 $440 rent & $25 electrici-

ty Last month & security deprasi' totals

$880 Call 549-0068

TYPINO

PEE-TAH SMILE) Show me "teeth "• I'm

always here to listen! Luv and kisses,

Chester OS Clean your own house'

KIN KCN-DOU

HOPE TO SCORE witfi you next year' Wo
all love ya! Paula, Carol, Marcia, Lisa.

Denise, and Rowzowt.

"SPEEDY KEYS" Professional typing

256-1002 8AM 11PM

TYPINO AND WORD PROCESSINO

DEAR MARY JANE, hope you liked the

14k chain form Golden Opportunity 13 N
Pleasant St Amherst By the way did you

see the solid rope ctiains starting al $1 34

(savings of 40 70 percent) I m not fussy

either Love, Bruno.

PROCTOR A OAMRll

SALES MANAGEMENT INFO SESSiON-
Wed November 12th al 7:00PM in the

Campus Center rm 174-176 •Mandatory

if you plan to interview'

NEXT-DAY SERVICE.
32^4579

Type-rite.

TVnNO MRVICf

QUALITY TYPINGLong or short pro-

jects Meticutous proofreading Rush |obs

OK. New IBM typewriter 549-0367

QINZU. YOU HAVE no toe, no ankle, no

"Josh", no eyes, and no shoulder but we
still love you! Luv A kisses. Chester,

Buster, and Lisa! PS Delay!

PROHSSIONAL TYPINO SIRVICI OUITARIST WANTIO

HAPPY BIRTHDAY United States Marine

Corps On Nov 10 1775 a few good men
got together, we've tieen No. 1 ever

since SEMPER Fl Drink Heavily

PAPERS. CASES. DISSERTA-
TIONS- dependable oncampus,
reasonable, 584-7924, Nancy

LEAD GUITARIST WANTED to play with

local band |usl being formed Interests

New Order, Psychedelic Furs, Inxs.

Icehouse Contact Matt 546-9283

1979 CHEVY WAGON. 99,400 miles.

new clutch, Best ofter 536-5434 Even-

ings week-ends,

OHM L2 SPEAKERS 4 yr warranty. Call

8-7921

LOST HELLO ELLlbr Happy Birthday NO 21!

Please frame the ID, OK? Erik

H.P. lie CALCULATOR in library tower

Please call 546-4778 tor reward

OOMMAnS WANTED

LOOKING FOR MALE to share room in

Puftton Start end ol Dec 549-3819.

WANTID TO RiNT

76 DODGE ASPEN 3SPD on column

many new parts needs minor bodywork

$650 00 or BO call 545-3416 TuesA"hurs

Bam • 4pm or after 6pm at 584-7376 Lisa

UNIVERSITY STORE HAS engineering

Press Exam Files for Engineering,

Calculus. Physics, Chemistry.

GREAT BUVI 74 VW bug great shape

needs engine 350 00 or B.O., must see!

1-733-8945

64 RENAULT ENCORE exc cond

.

33,000 mi, 35 mpg $4000 or BO call

665-3690

TWO SNOW TIRES for sale P205 15"

only used one wlnteri Ask lor Frank after

2 00 PM 546-4234

LOST: LIZ CLAIBOURNE denim bla/er

in Hasbrouke 20 on October 21st Sen-

timental value If found please contact

Julie 6-9275

MASS LIQUOR ID in Credit Union.

Reward oNered tor its rstum call 2S&6620

LOUZA

HAPPY BIRTHDAY DEBBIE AND AMY.
Have a good day you are the best

Thanks for all the special times. Love

Knstin

ONE BEDROOM AVAILABLE for one or

two people Cheap rent, quiet, close lo

campus, on bus route. 549-4483.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY BILL, Love always

Bunny,

77 TOYOTA COROLLA 2-TC 1600 CC
great engine 24-26 MPG $950 call

527-9699 eves

ESCORT RADAR DETECTOR $125 or

BO 546 7632

POUND

HAPPY BIRTHDAY KATHY RANDOM
Your finally 21! I'm psyched! Have a good
on«l The other Kathy (Lynne) Rando

MOTORCVCLIS

INTERESTED IN WRITINO for the largest

college daily in New England? Ciime

down 10 the Mass Daily Collegian' You

can write about Arls. Editorials, Black Af-

fairs News. Women's Issues & Sports

We're located m the basement of the

Campus Center, behind the T V T»>e Col-

legian We build careers!

RANDI iVOVE you Thank you for com-

ing A start for something special to be

created The first day of the rest of your

life! Kart

RESPONSIBLE FOR LG apt on bus route

own room, furnished but bring t>ed $210

for room plus utilities call 323-4989 belore

2PM 323-6311x530 after

SQUIRE VILLAGE ON bus route near

stores share large 2-t)edroom 1',^ bath

townhouse beg. Jan 1st partly furnished

$247 665-8588

cum
PAYING CASH FOR your baseball cards

please call Mike 549-0333

WEDDING BAND RINQI Kinda nice,

describe it and pick tt up Call 253-2788

Dave

GOLD STONE RING outside Hicks Must

describe Call Helena 546-1488

1961 HONDA C86S0 Custom, only 6000
ml many new parts mint condition call

Dave 253-7474

MOVIR

ROUND TOWN MOVERS last reliable

cfieap call Michael anytime 3234780.

NTIRTAINMINT
NILP WANTID

MUSICIANS NEEDED FOR perfor

in«r>CM tt Belchertown State School

Funding available Contact Bruce

258-4236

PART-TIME, TEMPORARY POSITIONS
available for the Annual Salvatk>n Army
Chrlstmaa Kettle Program. Startino Dale
- ftevember 21 throuvi December 24. For

more Information cdl 566-5243.

NIID AN ISeOtTT

CALL 5-2123 BETWEEN 8PM & 2AM
every day for an escort anywtiere on cam-

pus Play It sal*

BUNS, I'VE BEEN m love with you and

rDur twinkle for six months, thank you.

ove, Bun

LOOKING TO TAKE over your lease In

Puffton or Brandywine, beginning In

January Call 546-7237 or 546-7236

STEVE ULSE^EEUNO better? RewJy to

give blood? I'll meet you Adrtenne

546-9727

UMMTG PRESENTS: THE Fanlastlcs

Nov 13,14J5.6RM3<»iirtWf Au*toriom

HOUSEMATE WANTED FOR two
bedroom house 3 bstops from campus
$250 and electricity fully furnished call

MOVE INTO OUR two bedroom lurnish-

ed Brittany apartment, share a room with

one male and receive $100 call Ken for

more information 256-1723

2 FEMALES WANT room in apt (Puff,

B.W. or T H.) Start 1/1/87 call Cindy

549-4809

WE ARE LOOKING to take over lease of

Puffton or BrandyvKine Apt Call Russ

546-5353

WANnoa

AgrMaive, entltuaiaatlc atudertla to

market Winter and Spring Break
vacations!

For more information, call Student

Travel Services at 1-800-648-4849

ALWAYS BUYING USED booKa,
records, tapes, and compact discs. Call

Dynamite Books 586-9670 or Dynamite
Records 584-1580 Northampton.

SIRVICIt

TYPING, TAPE I HANStHIPTION. Fa«.

accurate 665-7652

TERRIFIC TYPINO nW>M "SpawJy

"

keys Professional reliable service.

2S6-1002. 8am-11pm
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SPORTS

UMass slogs past Harvard

Collegian photo by Byrne Guarnotia

Senior fullback Al Neri (39) bulled his way for a career-high 132 yards as the Minuteman offen-

sive line, anchored by senior guard Bob Greaney (78) controlled the line of scrimmage in the 17-7

UMass victory over Harvard, Saturday in Cambridge.

Neriy offensive line

control the Crimson
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

CAMBRIDGE - After last weekend's embarrassing

417 defeat to Holy Cross. University of Massachusetts

head football coach Jim Reid thought it would be a good

idea to take his offense back to the basics.

"We decided to challenge our team and skmny-down our

ofTense We eliminated motion, shifting and all the extras

and just hitched-up our pants, put on our chin straps and

got after them big-time," Reid said.

The move paid off as the Minutemen ground out 201

yards rushing and controlled both lines of scrimmage to

"walk away with a 17-7 victory Saturday at an empty, ram-

soaked Harvard Stadium.

The win improved the Minutemen's record to 7-2 on the

season, as many victories as last season, to go with their

4-1 Yankee Conference mark. With the loss. Harvard

dropped to 2-6 on the year to go along with its 2-3 Ivy

League record.

Led by a career-high 132-yard rushing performance by

senior fullback Al Neri, and a 61-yard supporting perfor-

mance by sophomore tailback Kevin Smellie,' the

Minutemen took advantage of an overmatched Crimson

defensive line to score 10 unanswered second-half points

for the rain-soaked victory and revenge for last season's

10-3 loss.
,

"This was gonna be a payback for last year s loss. We
told last year's defense that we would beat them for

them," Reid said. "We wanted to make the game as

physical a game as we could."

"This was a payback win," junior strong safety Jim Ver-

tucci said. "I don't like this team - they're real arrogant

and think they're the cream of the crop and it's really good

to beat them." continued on page 11

Field hockey
splits a pair
Top Rutgers, fall to Iowa
By LINDA DELIVORIAS
Collegian Staff

One season has come to an end, and another has just

begun.
The fifth-ranked Univerity of Massachusetts field

hockey team ended its regular season on an upbeat note

as it blanked ninth-ranked Rutgers University, 2-0, at

New Brunswick, NJ, yesterday afternoon.

The Minutewomen, 16-3-1, were on the rebound from

a 3-1 loss to sixth-ranked University of Iowa at the same

site on Saturday, and are anxiously awaiting the NCAA
playoff pairings scheduled to be released today.

"This was a real critical game for us. Win or lose we
probably would have been in the tournament. But we
showed a lot of morale and character and completely

dominated them," head coach Pam Hixon said.

With the win, UMass proved that it could bounce back

from a shellacking instead of dwelling on it's third set-

back of the year.

The Lady Knights, who were dismantled, 3-0, by the

Hawkeyes on Friday, were no match for the

Minutewomen. UMass controlled the flow of the game
from the outset, but was unable to find the range against

goalie Renee Clarke in the first 35 minutes of action.

In the second half the Minutewomen started to

capatilize on it's numerous scoring opportunites. At the

32-minute mark, midfielder Julie Stuart was awarded

a free hit at the top of the circle. The sophomore drilled

the ball towards the goal, and Ruth Vasapolli deflected

it up over Clarke. Vasapolli's second tally of the season

gave UMass a slim 1-0 lead.

"Ruthie just played great, and Julie did an excellent

job containing Janice (Fuls, Rutger's leading scorer).

Rutgers' strength is up the middle, so we just we work-

ed the ball up the sidelines. Lil (Hultin) and Griz (Lisa

Griswold) played well on the wings," Hixon said.

With 15 minutes left in the contest, the Minutewomen
increased their lead to 2-0. Hultin inbounded to senior

co-captain Chris Kocot on a penalty corner. Kocot

misfired, but Vasapolli tapped home the rebound her se-

cond goal of the game. The sophomore midfielder has

tallied three times in the past four outings, and is asser-

ting herself in front of the net by deflecting missed shots

and creating corners.

Statistically, this game should have been a rout.

UMass outshot the Lady Knights, 23-5, and had the edge

in corners, 9-3. Minutewomen goalie Lynn Carlson was

forced to make just three saves while Clarke was

pressured all day and registered 13 saves.

On Satruday, Iowa did to UMass what the

Minutewomen did to Rutgers. Not only did the Hawkeyes

prevail with a 31 win, but Iowa outshot the

Minutewomen, 38-13, and had the edge in corners, 14-5.

Carlson was bombarded throughout the game.
continued on page lu

Volleyball captures tourney title

Sweeps NU in final

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

BOSTON — The slump seems to be over for the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts volleyball team.

The Minutewomen, coming off several flat perfor-

mances, dominated a five team field en route to captur-

ing the Northeastern University Volleyball Classic over

the weekend. The spikers defeated the Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology in a five-set match on Friday, and

disposed of Holy Cross College (again), Brown Universi-

ty, and host Northeastern on Saturday, on the way to im-

proving their season mark to 26-4 overall. UMass has won
its last seven matches.

"I'm mostly elated because I think we've finally come

out of this little flat spell we've been going through," head

coach Elaine Sortino said. "I'm really pleased to be out

of this, but I think we needed to have a spell like this.

At least we won a few matches during the time."

On Friday, it looked as though the slump would con-

tinue into the next century. The Minutewomen were

paired against an obviously outclassed MIT squad and an

easy win turned out to be a dogfight in the end. The

Minutewomen pulled off a neat trick in the first two sets,

getting their uniforms to actually play while they sat in

the stands and watched, as MIT tipped and dumped its

way to a 2-0 set lead and began to smell an upset.

But the spikers, spurred on by a large and rather vocal

UMass contingent, put an end to the MIT upset bid and

stormed back to even things at two games apiece. The end

was inevitable, as the Minutewomen captured the final

set, 15-8, for a narrow opening round win.

"We finally reacted to MIT's tips in the first set," Sor-

tino said. "Once we made that adjustment, we were fine."

The infant stages of the Holy Cross contest weren't

much better for the Minutewomen. In addition to wear-

ing cement shoes, the spikers were forced to run their of-

fense around junior middle hitter Marcy Guiliotis, the

same Marcy Guiliotis that has been the center of atten-

tion in the quick offense. Guiliotis sustained an injury to

her right hand (she is right-handed) continued on page 8

Swimmers capture second victory
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

The University of

Massachusetts women's
swim team took a big step

forward when it handed

local foe Smith College a

surprisingly comfortable

153.5-114.5 victory, Friday

night at Boyden Pool.

"We beat them pretty

easily," head coach Bob
Newcomb said. "They had a

tough graduation, I guess,

but we swam really well for

the second week in a row
across the board. So even if

they did lose some people to

graduation, the bottom line

is that we swam so well."

( ollt'lfian photo by Paul DesmarHia

Sophomore Regina Jungbluth and the rest of the Minutewomen were

looking to continue their winning streak as they swam against Smith Col-

lege Friday night in Boyden Pool.

The win was the second

against no losses for the

Minutewomen, who lost to

Smith by nearly 25 points

last year. With the win,

Newcomb said he has seen

much faster times this

season than were recorded

at a comparable time last

year, indicating that the

team is farther ahead of last

season both in performance

and in victories.

"It gave a lot of people a

chance to swim in a meet.

That's good for them and a

lot better for us in the long

run," Newcomb said.

Leading the onslaught

was Julie Wilkins, who
brought home three first-

place finishes, and Allison

Uzzo, who took a first and a

second place and defeated a

long-time nemesis in the

process.

Wilkins, along with
Melissa Waller, Lori Carroll

and Melissa Wolff, won the

200-yard medley relay

(1.57.99) to open the meet
while the team of Caroline

Collins, Regina Jungbluth,

Kelly Henson and Patty

continued on page 10
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First snowfall ofseason settles over UMass campus
Snowball fights erupt, students attack Amherst College

By RICK SASSON
Collegian Correspondent

It was 3 p.m. when about 400 University of

Massachusetts students congregated in front of the Fine

Arts Center. They were not waiting for the bus. but were

on their final approach to the Southwest Residential

Area to attack with snowballs and verbal abuse.

The mob, which started with five Butterfield House

residents, had been bombarding residential areas all

afternoon. In all. there were about four window

casualties on the East side.

"Northeast, Northeast," chanted the small crowd at

about 1 p.m., trying to persuade Orchard Hill Area

residents to join them. "Join or die" seemed to be the

general policy all afternoon.

"Open window," screamed one student as the crowd

filled the second story room in Dickinson House with

snow. -vol
By the time the growing mob moved to the by Ivan

Residential Area, there were over 100 participants. Ap-

parently, no one was safe - cars swerved down Gover-

nors Drive being pummeled with snow. Even police cars

received threats from the mob.

"This is getting out of hand," said sophomore Joe

Lichtman, as a window smashed in McNamara Hall.

Sylvan residents launched a counter-attack with water

balloons which they tossed from six stones up. Some

residents placed beer cans and bottles on their window

sills as targets for the snowball hxirlmc mnh

"I nailed a wine cooler." said one student as it sailed

to the ground.

On the way to Southwest, the crowd of about 400 stop-

ped briefly at Franklin Dining Commons for some target

practice, after which they held up traffic on North Plea-

sant Street.

"When they (the crowd] got here people gathered on

the pyramids but it cleared out fast," said Stephanie

Orefice of the Southwest Area Government. She added,

'I think their destination was Amherst College.'

Chuck Able, a first year student from Kennedy Tower,

said he was watching from his window when a throng

students came through the Southwest tunnel.

"A bunch of guys from Southwest came through the

tunnel," Able said. 'They were being chased by about

300 people from Central."

The crowd proceeded to the pyramids where it grew

to about 1,000 people," Able said.

From the pyramids, the crowd moved on toward

Amherst College. "Any car that got in the way got bomb-

ed," he said.

"At Amherst College people went crazy, there was the

sound of breaking glass everywhere," he said.

Joel Rabinowitz, co-president of SWAG, said signs

reading, "Southwest attack Central, meet at the

pyramids at 10:30," were hung in Southwest yesterday.

The UMass Department of Public Safety, and the

Amherst Police reported no serious problems resulting

from the weather yesterday.

. CoUegian photo by David Shimkui

RRRRRLBSOUE SHOW - UMass students Sarah Harrington, left, Paig Farrell, middle, and

U™aseywo^d probably get a less than perfect score on this adventurous shde down a

hill in Central yesterday.

CoUeKian photo by David Shlmkus

Dan Nessel looks on as Noelle Boc adds to

the waistline of a snowman they built near

the Campus Pond during yesterday's heavy

sno^all.

Police report accidents

due to slippery roads
By ILANA LEVENSON
Collegian Staff

Amherst was hit with its first snowstorm of the season

yesterday, causing expected slippery roads and accidents,

police said.
, . . i- *

"They don't have snow tires on and it s slippery out.

People don't put snow tires on a lot of times until

Thanksgiving like it's the magic day," said Amherst

police officer Gordon Jones.

The State Police in Northampton said there have been

at least 20 accidents investigated, while Amherst police

investigated at least six by 1:30 p.m.

Routes 91 and 9 have had reports of skidding andare

in "bad shape," according to Northampton police. They

said the weather forecast predicted a total of three to five

inches of snow.

"The first snow is an age-old thing. People forget they

are driving on snow," Jones said.

Myron Dudkiewicz, of the Physical Plant, said there

were men out sanding the area as needed.

Amherst police said all of the auto accidents were

minor and no one was seriously iryured.

The snow started yesterday morning sometime after

2:30. By daylight a three-inch blanket of snow covered

the area The snow continued throughout the day, at

times seriously hampering visability. Traffic was slow-

ed, and most cars drove with their lights on.

The town of Amherst and the Physical Plant had

trucks out plowing the major roadways in town and on

campus yesterday

Report: UMass students are proud of their school,

below average in feelings toward administrators
tT»« i...J»«4o nro mnrc^ HisSflt.isne(

By WENDY LEE
Collegian Correspondent

A comparison of recent statistics show

the student satisfaction level at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts is generally higher

than the national average.

The two statistics are from UMass' Stu-

dent Affairs Research and Evaluation Of-

fice and the Carnegie Foundation for the

Advancement of Teaching's report, "Col-

lege: The Undergraduate Experience in

America."
The SAREO report, "The Cycles Survey:

A Report on Student's Views of Their Lives

at the University," purposely "asked ques-

tions similar to theirs (Carnegie Founda

tion)," raid Joyce D. Clark, SAREO
associate director and coauthor of

"Cycles." "The Carnegie report showed

higher levels of frustration than we did, so

we assumed we needed to ask different

questions than the past years," Clark said.

- Some questions on the "Cycles" report

included:

-If you could get a job now, or the same

job after finishing school, would you take

the job now? 24.7 percent of UMass

students said yes, compared to the national

average of 41.2 percent.

-Would you drop out if college weren't

helping your job chances? 27.4 percent of

Umass students said yes, while the na-

tional average was 41.4 percent.

-Are you proud to go to your school? 95

percent of UMass students were proud,

while the average was 77.8 percent.

"When you get high numbers, it's very

tempting to say everything's fine," Clark

said. However, there are some areas where

UMass students are more dissatisfied than

the national average, including:

-Administrators at your school do not

seem to care about students. 46.4 percent

of UMass students agreed, while the

average was 27.7 percent.

Most faculty members are deeply in-

terested in your academic problems. 44.4

percent of UMass students agreed, while

the national average was 59.4 percent.

These results "get us to rethink what

we're doing for students and provoke useful

discussion," Clark said. "We can't ignore

or be complacent about it."

The Carnegie report recommended an

overhaul of undergraduate education, in-

cluding dropping standardized admissions

tests, and to fight overspecialization by

students, according to an Oct. 2 New York

Times article.

The recommended dropping of standar-

dized admission tests "sort of confirm what

many of us already believe: college admis-

sion procedures are far from ideal," said

Timm Rinehart, director of admissions at

UMass. "The University receives over

20,000 applications each year and needs to

make the decisions in three months. An

essay and interview are not required. SATs

are okay as long as it's not abused. We
never deny a student solely on SAT scores,

Rinehart said.

The report "is really a call to arms. It

stimulates all of us to do better," said

Rinehart.

"The number of applicants do not allow

for this kind of luxury. I think we do a pret-

ty good job with what we have. We are cur-

rently able to go beyone just numbers. We
have personalized and individualized. The

rest depends on fundings," he said.

The Carnegie report is scheduled to be

published next year by Harper and Row.

Excerpts of its data can be found in the Feb.

5 issue of The Chronicle of Higher

Education.
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AP photo

MEMORIAL GRIEVING - An unidentified man places his hand

against the black granite wall of the Vietnam Veterans Memorial

yesterday in Washington, apparently in grief, as he joined large

groups of people and vets on this Veterans Day to visit the

memorial.
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Autopsy reports plant worker

died of alcohol intoxication
BOSTON (AP> - An iron worker at tht-

Seabrook nuclear power station died o

alcohol intoxication after d-mkmg a ha^l

gallon of liquor with co workers on the job

according to an autopsy report released

yesterday.
, , , j

'

Stephen Cross, 36, a Mohawk Indian

from the Caughnawaga reservation in

Quebec, died on Feb. 4, 1980. four days

aaer becoming unconscious from a""king,

according to an autopsy performed by Ur.

Dennis Carlson at Exeter Hospital near the

plant.

The allegation that Cross drank himselt

to death on the job, along with widespread

reports of drug and alcohol use by construc-

tion crews, brought charges of mismanage-

ment against the plant owners when they

were publicized earlier this month.

The autopsy report, released to the news

media by Rep. Edward J. Markey, D-Mass.,

supported an allegation by Dr. Sylvia Ken-

nedy, an emeregency room physician at Ex-

eter Hospital where Cross died.

The report stated that Cross "and four or

five others were reported to have finished

off a half gallon of Southern Comfort... He

was found by his brother on the noor of the

warming hut" at the work site.

Markey, in a letter sent Tuesday to Ed-

ward A. Brown, president of New Hamp.

shire Yankee which owns the plant, accus-

ed Brown of attempting to cover up the

incident.

"Apparently you have adopted a policy

of denying all allegations, without regard

to their truth," the letter stated. "Your

handling of this incident will reflect upon

your credibility on other matters."

Seabrook spokesman John Kyte was noi

immediately available for a response.

Brown had earlier stated that "there \6

no evidence to support Dr. Kennedy's story

that he was drinking on the job." Brown

cited an unnamed official who reponud

that the employee drank after work in a li-

quor store parking lot.

Markey also charged that B'-own was un-

cooperative with the House Energy Con.ser-

vation and Power Subcommittee which ;^

investigating the matter.

Markey, who chairs the subcommittee,

said the company ;had refused to allow stulV

investigators to interview a key securit> of-

ficial at the plant last week.

The company said it had refused to per-

mit the interview until after it had con-

ducted an internal review.

Snowfall causes road fatalities
OTIS (AP) — One person was killed yester-

day on western Massachusetts roads made

slick from a wet, heavy snowfall that

dampened Veterans Day parades.

A truck driver died and another was

hospitalized following a head-on collision

on Route 8 in the Berkshire County town

of Otis. The victims' names were withheld

until their relatives could be notified.

The injured driver was taken to Winstead

Memorial Hospital in Connecticut, where

his injuries were being evaluated.

I

" Correction:

State police Sgt. John Martin said one of

the trucks burst into flames after the 9:30

a.m. accident and the road was closed to

traffic. He said he did not know if the

weather was a factor in the crash.

At least four other tractor-trailer trucks

jackknifed on a four-mile strip of Route 23

west of Great Barrington, prompting police

to shut down the road, town police chief

William Walsh said.

"There were tractor trailers all over the

road," Walsh said. No injuries wero

reported.

Due to an editor's error, a photo caption on the front page of Monday s Collegian

was incorrect. The stepshow referred to is a fund-raiser sponsored by members ot

Kappa Alpha Psi and Iota Phi Theta fraternities.
, ^
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Vietnam vet discusses controversy

surrounding Veterans Memorial
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

Vietnam Veteran Jan Scruggs spoke on his role in the

development of the of the Vietnam Veterans Memorial

in Washington, D.C., and the controversy surrounding its

construction, last nieht in Bowker Auditorium.

Scruggs, who lost some of the strength in his right arm

from wounds he sustained while fighting in Vietnam, was

one of the men behind the concept of the monument.

"I was wounded in both legs, my right arm and shoulder,

and my back when I was hit by a bazooka round," he said.

"I know pe-ple who are paralyzed and have lost limbs.

I don't consider myself disabled."

Scruggs said he developed the idea while conducting a

study titled, "A psycho-social analysis of the different ex-

periences of Vietnam Veterans."

"I found that regardless of variables, the only thing that

mattered among maladjusted yets was the extent of ex-

posure to combat in Vietnam," he said.

"Unconsciously, many vets who survived the war blam-

ed themselves," he said, and the memorial was a chance

for "a national catharsis that could result in something

verv positive from Vietnam."

Inspired by the movie The Deer Hunter, Scruggs said

he became "truly irrationally obsessed with the need for

a veterans memorial."
. , , . u u

The original intent was that the memorial be built by

veterans, with money raised through small donations, he

said. . J

The project met with resistance from politicians, and

was in danger of being stopped more than once, he said.

Much of the debate surrounded the design of the

memorial, which was the result of a national competition.

Politicians said the design "looked like a wound in the

Earth," and was "modern art, controversial and abstract,

Scruggs said.

Right-wingers were "very angry," because they view-

ed it as "a black gash of shame and sorrow," he said.

Politicians proposed a new design that called for the

monument to be white instead of black, raised from the

ground, and to display an American flag, Scruggs said.

"We could not meet these demands, " he said, but a com-

promise was reached whereby a flag and a statue would

be added to the monument.

There were "various attempts to sabotage the ground-

breaking ceremony," by politicians still unhappy with the

design. Builders also had logistical difficulties in inscrib-

ing over 50,000 names of those killed in action, he said.

Scruggs became aware of the emotional impact of the

monument during the unveiling ceremony of one panel,

when the families of those whose names were listed were

"touching and caressing the names, and leaving flowers.

he said.
, , • c ^i^-

"The monument has truly touched the history ol this

eg^an pnoiu

Vietnam veteran Jan Scruggs helped

develop the idea to build the Vietnam

Veterans Memorial.

country, and the hearts of this nation," he added

"Last year the monument became the most visited, at-

tracting more visitors than the Washington Monument,

or the Lincoln Memorial, he said.

About 50 people attended the lecture, which was

presented by the Distinguished Visitors Program.

FYI
Amnesty International will hold its first general

meeting at 7 tonight in room 804 Campus Center. All

are welcome to attend.

I The former vice president ofCBS News, Burton Ben-

jamin will speak at 8 tonight in Room 163c of the Cam-

pus Center. Burton's talk is titled, "Television and

I Technology." • . n
Judv Heuman, a leading, disability rights activist, will

speak at 7 tonight in Memorial Hall. She will discuss

the role of the non-disabled in the disability rights

movement.
Beirut: On l ' 'ear Day You can See Peace, a video

about the wai -turr Middle East city will l)e shown at 7:30

tonight in room ^0 of Seelye Hall at Smith College.

The video is a ook at the repercussionK of war and

[
especially hov, j.. hanese families, women, and children

are affected

,

Rabbi Albert Friedlander of the Westminster

Synagogue in London will give a lecture titled, "The

Holocaust: Forgiving and Forgetting" today at 4:15 p.m.

in the Neilson Library browsing room at Smith College.

I

Ltn Yaldati and the Rebling Singers will perform yid-

\ dish songs and tell stories about the resistance movement

against the Nazis during World War II, at 8 tonight in

the Buckley Recital Hall at Amherst College.

The program is titled, "In memory of Anne Frank."

Yaldati was a prisoner in the Bergan-Belson concentra-

tion camp with Frank, and the memorial program was

inspired by their friendhip.

Tickets cost $7.50 for general admission seats and

$6.50 for senior citizens and children.

Collegian photo by Jennifer Dempsev

PYRAMID PLAYERS - From left to right, Pat Owens, Matt Chapius, David Tischler^nd

Kevin O'NeU perform on the pyramids in Southwest. The four jam every rnday at 3 p.m.,

weather permitting, of course.

Student Union turns 30
Next semester commemorates anniversary

Students encouraged to sink

to new depths in scuba course

By ELLEN ABBOTT
Collegian Correspondent

The Student Union Building, center of ac-

tivities for the University of

Massachusetts, will celebrate its 30th bir-

thday at the beginning of next semester.

The main purpose of the building, accor-

ding to a report of the Student Advisory

Committee in 1956. was to serve as the

"agency for the social, recreational, and

cultural development of the members of the

University," as well as to develop student

extra-curricular activities.

Funded by a $10-per-semester student

tax, the building was officially opened on

February 1, 1957, and was dedicated the

next day.
.

Described as having an almost

Hollywood-type setting," the building was

soon the target of many student com-

plaints. Most claimed that it had been

ed in celebrating the 30th anniversary and

to direct more attention to the Union.

"It's an idea," said Hayes. "Possibly some

sort of painting campaign, something

cosmetic. It's probably necessary."

Hayes said most renovations to the Stu-

dent Union must be done by professionals.

Problems with wiring, insulation, and

general maintenance of the building need

to be taken care of

Hayes said that he would like to see

students involved in the Union's 30th

anniversary.

"We do have a lot of ideas concerning a

celebration ... we might have a dance, bring

in four bands representing four different

areas." Hayes said "We'd really like to

raise student interest in the Union. That's

important."
, o j ^

Randy Donant, director of the Student

Activities Office, had a similar view.

"I don't see that there's a lot of student

tlT.tT^uX'^lef^Zuk^^^^^ help pnie in the Union," he said, "even though

had been found to operate its various it is the base of student operations. All ac^
had Deen lounu f

tivities are committed to the idea that the

However it was apparent to all students quality received in the classroom should be

thatThe building was a much-needed asset, just as good outside the classroom.

Call: 549-1502

bringing together recreation rooms

meeting areas, lounges, cafeterias, and

religious offices.

Despite the complaints, the building ha?

successfully reached its 30th anniversary^

TTnfortunately. the 'Hollvwood setting"

has not been k'^'^t up.

John Hayes, chairman of the Campus

'Vnter/Student Union Board of rkivernors.

said that a "mini Mass Transformation"

ui^ been suggested t- ^'et students invuh

Donant said that in order to get student

pride into the Union, everyone must be

involved.

•'We can get appropriations from the

.late to improve the quality of the Union,"

he '^aid, "but we can also get some of the

moenv through fundraisers. Students have

to realize how important they are in the

matter Hopefully, celebrating the anniver-

sary of their building will get them more

involved."

By BOB KIEVRA
Collegian Staff

ROCKPORT - The sun had barely crept

above the horizon early Saturday morning

when Lou Reinemann struggled out of his

warm bed in Medfield in preparation for

the hour drive to his 8 a.m. class in this

North Shore community.

But Reinemann, a senior mechanical

engineering major at the University of

Massachusetts, didn't rush around the

house grabbing slide rules and statistics

books. Instead, he packed a hearty lunch,

filled a thermos with plenty of hot coffee,

and gathered the rest of his equipment for

a weekend of teaching scuba diving to a

group of students from the five-college area.

Reinemann is one of several teaching

assistants helping Project DEEP, an

Amherst-based, non-profit group that pro-

vides scuba instruction in cooperation with

the physical education departments of

UMass, Amherst, Smith, and Hampshire

colleges.

DEEP, the Diving Education Extension

Program, offers courses in basic, advanc-

ed, and sport scuba diving. Classes meet for

three hours a week - 90 minutes for

classroom instruction and 90 minutes in

the pool learning scuba skills, said DEEP
in.structor David Stillman.

The 30 students who entered the

50-degree water this weekend (;ff the Cape

Ann peninsula were completing re-

quirements tor Dasic cerlificalior \n scuba

diving. Prior to entering the murky Atlan-

tic, students and instructors worked in th<

warm water pools learning such scuba

skills as buddy breathing, weight belt dit-

ching, emergency ascents, and mask clear-

ing, Stillman said. If they successfully per-

form the same tasks in the ocean, and pass

a final exam, the certification is attained,

he said.

Michelle Maloney. a 19-yearoid UMass

sophomore engineering major, was unsure

if she wanted to enter the salt water as she

stood in the rain early Saturday morning

on the quarter-mile stretch of Back Beach

in Rockport.

As she struggled to adjust the straps on

her blue and gold buoyancy compensator

she said, "I'm not enjoying it right now."

Such an attitude is not uncommon for

first-time ocean divers, according to

teaching assistant Stephen Ausevich, u

senior exercise science major.

"Most people aren't that comfortable

their first time in the water," he said

"They're used to diving in a 10-foot, toasty

warm pool, with great visability."

The check-out dives are conducted in two

parts, Stillman said, with three dives

scheduled on Saturdays and two on Sun

days. "People get a lot more comfortable

by the second dive on Sunday." he said

Daniel Bertolet, a UMass graduate stu-

dent in electrical engineering, said he was

slightly anxious prior to submerging for

the first time but after the dive he describ

ed the experience as "better than acul.'"

.nnfiiii'i-d on f)a^i i
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Cat disappears from plane during stopover;

American Airlines continues to search airport
..r^, ._,j »1 ,.,^ra cnrrv hilt theV. COuldll t d(

CHICAGO (AP) - American Airlines said yesterday it

hasn't stopped searching for a house cat that disappeared

during a crosscountry trip, but is asking the owner to tile

a lost-property claim.

"We'll do our best to arrive at an equitable settlement,"

said American spokesman Joe Stroop in a telephone m
terview from his Dallas office.

He said airline personnel at OHare Airport had scoured

the airport several times for the seven-year-old feline nam-

ed Carita, who escaped from her travel cage during on

unscheduled layover Saturday on a trip from Los Angeles

to Boston. The cat's owner, Elizabeth Stebbins of Boston,

said Mondav she was angry at the airline she blamed for

losing her cat, which she described as brown, grey and

white, tailless and missing one fang

•Thev told me they were sorry, but they; couldn't do

anything about it." Stebbins said. "Somebody m Chicago

opened the cage and it's their fault.

Stebbins said she paid $400 to have CarUa_ her feline

brother, Jesse, and two dogs names Sam and Pernod nde

nonstop from Los Angelos to Boston.

When she couldn't find her pet« in Boston Stebb.ns said

she called American Airline, and was told the> had been

misdirected to Chicago. She said the airline told her the

Tnimals would catch a later flight to Boston.

Jesse. Sam and Penrod all made it. but Carita's cage

"'siebbinS American officials later told her both cats

had tried to escape from their cages at O Hare

US
We've done our homework

in offering you 1 bedroom

units. Clean & conveniently

located. Appliances & utilities

included in rent. Call 665-3958

We Create A Style As
Individual As you Are
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MURPH THE SURF PAROLED - A smU-

ing Jack "Murph the Surf' Murphy appears

at a press conference yesterday. Murphy,

who in 1964 stole the Star of India sapphire,

was paroled Monday for his two life

sentences of armed robbery and murder.

* scuba

FREE DELIVERY
51 BoltwxKX) Walk

Downl(ii\n AmMrrsl 253-7494
ihiough the Alley

xhmd 1 inn- Out

continued from page 3

Becoming comfortable with the necessary equipment i^

the most important aspect for amateu. d>ver.s Stulman

said. A UMass graduate, Stillman, 32. is one of DEEP s

Sir paid instructors and serves as president of the board

of directors.
z- , r

"It takes about 20 dives for most people to feel conti

dent about their skills." he said. "That's why we run trips

to Florida, and other warm water locations, giving peu

pie the opportunity to dive without the inclement weather

so common in New England."

By Sunday, the rain that blanketed the Cape Ann penin

sula on Saturday had subsided and most of the students

were anxious to probe the slate-grey water once again.

Teaching assistant Heather Fogarty, a senior civil

engineering major, said she was impressed by the

students. "The weather wasn't the best this weekend, and

everyone still did well," she said.

Negotiating her way across seaweed-strewn rocks.

Maloney said her attitude about scuba had greatly chang-

ed within 24 hours.

"Yesterday, I wasn't that enthused about doing it,'" she

said. "But today, I can't be'neve i did it. T'd definitely

recommend it to anyone. Seeing the bottom of the ocefcn

is just awesome." ^______^__
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Westfield

Open Friday

till 8 p.m.
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till 9 p.m.
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Water Authority will vote on diversion of Connecticut River today
. ,

.*^„ u....... TV,. ...h,.nmmiH*>.. «uuupsts immediate conservation ef- expected the panel to choose a compa h-uMv. appiou

BOSTON (API- After year.^ ot study, t lie Massachusetts

V.'ater Resource.s Authority plans to vote today on several

t.ptions - including potential diversion of the Connecticut

p.ver - to meet the future water need^ of the Greater

'.uston area. ,

A subcommittee has urged the authority to move in the

direction of fixing pipes and conserving water suPPl»es.

instead of diverting the flow of the Connecticut, Millers

Merrimack and Sudbury rivers to help quench the thirst

r.i the 60 communities it serves in the Boston area.

The suhc-ommittee suggests immediate conservation ef-

forts, education of water users and better maintenance

of the pipes, the Transcript Telegram' of Holyoke

reported. Studies estimate between 30 million and 140

million gallons of water are lost from the system each day,

mostly through leaks.

The results of those efforts would be studied in three

years before deciding on a more far-reaching policy.

'
John Piotti, executive secretary of the advisory board

to the Water Resources Authority, said yesterday he also

expected the panel to choose a compnh.nMv. approach

(.Icun.serving water and looking at supplemental ground-

water sources within the MWRA .service area.

"On the bigger issue of diversion... I think they'll hold

off on making any decision because I think they realize

first they have to determine their needs. And that can't

be determined until they have implemented the other

steps, such as conservation," said Piotti, whose group

represents the 60 communities served by the authority.
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WEDNESDAY - SATURDAY

THE GODS MUST BE CRAZY
7:00

BUCKAROO BANZAI
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DOUBLE FEATURE $3 OO

DOWNTOWN AMHERST 253-5426

The Conduct of

LIFE
by Maria Irene Fornes

A Latin American parable for today,

revealing the effects of oppression—
political, sexual, economic— and the

inextricably connected lives of the

oppressor and the oppressed.

Directed by Michael Birtwistle

November 13, 14, 15,

8:00 PM, Kirby Theater

Amherst College

For reservations call 542-2277

from 1-5 PM weekdays.

ANOTHER UPC PRODUCTION

NOV 13

\
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tickets on sale

ai Tix Unlimited,

For The Record,
and Main Streej

Records
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i PROCTER & GAMBLE

CAREERS IN SALES MANAGEMENT

WINTER SESSION 1987

REGISTRATION IS

DIFFERENT THIS YEAR!

INFORMATION NIGHT

Wednesday November 12, 1986

7:00 CAMPUS CENTER
Rooms 174-176

MANDATORY IF PLANNING TO INTERVIEW

November 17-

December 15

November 24-

Decembers

December 8-

January

7

MAIL-IN
Sent via U.S. mail and post-

marked no earlier than

November 17.

DROP-OFF
Registration form and payment

dropped off in Records Office.

IN-PERSON
Register at the counter in

Records Office.

FULL PAYMENT IS DUE AT TIME Of REGISTRATION

Pick up catalogs around campus or at the

Records Office

Division of Continuing Education

615 Goodell Building

Call 545-3653 for more information.
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Letters

Investigation needed

We, members of Faculty and Staff For

Peace In Central America, would like to ex-

press out outrage and concern over the

racial violence that occurred at the

Southwest Residential Area after the

World Series. The violent behavior ot

students as an expression of sports en-

thusiasm should be unacceptable at this

University. For it to develop into racial

violence, as it apparently did. is much more

serious, and requires a clear and adequate

response from the administration, faculty,

and students.

First, we urge Chancellor Joseph Duffey

to carry out a full investigation of the inci-

dent, with particular attention to the con-

duct of the university security forces, so

that the incident can become fully clarified

and understood and anyone guilty of

perpetrating violence be appropriately

dealt with.

Second, we urge the faculty and student

senates to place discussion of this incident

on their agendas and evolve ways of

educating all members of the University on

the presence and dangers of institutional

racism on campus.

Third, we urge the university faculty and

administration to ce.rry out, individually

and collectively, all practicable measures

necessary and desirable to correct existing

racial discrimination on campus, and to do

everything in their power to advance the

cause of racial equality and justice in our

community.

We extend our sympathy and solidarity

to Yancey Robinson and any other black

or minority student who was injured, or

who has suffered any abuse or injury on

this campus as a result of their race.

James Boylan, John Brentlinger,

Francesco D'Introno, Us D'Introno.

Ann Ferguson, Diane fTaherty, Sylvia

Forman, Robert W. Gage, Julie

Graham, Isabella Halsted, Laura

Holland, Jerome King, David Kinsey,

Angelika Kratzer, Jeanine Maland,

Robert McGarrah, Robert Moll, E. Jef-

ferson Murphy, Tom Neilson, Soma

Nieto, Tom Roeper, Lisa Selkirk, Geof-

frey Shepherd, Judith Solsken, Patrick

Sullivan, and Priscilla Whipple

I

HOT
SPOT

BUTTON AT THE

GATE AND GET A

12oz SODA
AND A

2002 BUCKET OF POPCORN
I FOR JUST 99^

It must never happen again

The Executive Board of the

Massachusetts Society of Professors

wishes to express its deeply felt concern

over the racial violence that took place at

the Southwest Residential Area. It is clear

that an informed, responsible and flexi-

ble administration should have an-

ticipated such an emergency and that

trained security should have been on

hand.

Our community suffers an incalculable

loss in cohesiveness and human dignity

each time a merely ad hoc response to

racial tensions allows student hooligans

to set the moral and ethical tone for an

important stratum of students at this

University. Our student body clearly

deserves more matvire and effective

leadership from its elders, from the Vice

Chancellor in charge of Student Affairs

to the police who are brought into

emergency situations to enforce universi-

ty policy. No platitudes about civility or

cliches concerning equality and racial

harmony can be taken seriously when our

campus police and administrators

themselves become impediments to racial

justice. Nor is this the first time this

deplorable situation has obtained.

We ask, therefore, that the guilty

students be brought to justice as quickly

as possible, and that the full force of the

Student Code be brought to bear in ad-

judicating the matter; that highly visible

concern be demonstrated by the ad-

ministration, not simply in word, but in

deed; that training and schooling be made

mandatory for police brought on our cam-

pus; that real institutional changes be

manifested at the highest levels of our

university administration to insure that

this sort of situation does not happen

again.

Chancellor Duffey, we are all extreme-

ly fortunate that a young black member

of our student community was not killed

out-right by his white attackers. His

hospitalization denotes how close we came

to a racially inspired murder at this

University. We ask that you use your Of-

fice to its fullest extent to insure that our

community is not further demoralized and

divided by such deplorable and preven-

table incidents.
Arlyn Diamond

President
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NEED EXTRA CASH FOR THE HOLIDAYS?
Card Gallery has morning, afternoon, evening

sales positions available in most of our stores.

Flexible hours to suit your needs. All schedules

may include Saturdays and/or Sundays. Sunday

are paid at time-and-a-half. Special 40% discount

available to all employees (must meet re-

quirements) plus special Holiday Incentives for all

employees. Applicants must be honest, depen-

dable, bondable. Cash register experience helpful

but not necessary.

Call Betsy Dunn (collect) - 203-236-3281

DONT DELAY - CALL TODAY
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Dangerous relative thrives at UMass
1 am not in the habit of making an

hropological discoveries in between my

studies at UMass but if one is goinK to be

'hoved down my throat, I don't fight it.

Even though I have had a grand total of

one anthropology course in my entire life.

I have made a noteworthy, if not stunn-

ing, discovery that may completely

-ewrite the history of evolution. I don't

recall anyone enacting a law stating that

one must be an anthropological whiz to

publish such a finding, so I'm not worried.

Jon Bowser

I have discovered a close relative of

Homo Sapiens alive and well on campus.

The specimen walks erect and has some

startling similarities to modern human

beings. I feel that this being, of which I

have sighted three, is near the end of its

evolutionary process. The creature com-

municates in a dialect of Anglo Saxon

English which I don't believe is its native

tongue. I'm almost certain that the

.'^pecies has mastered English mainly

t irough imitation. When this alien

speaks, however, it sounds lifeless and

devoid of emotion — indicating that the

species has had little practice with the

language. I called my friend and an-

•jiropological expert, Stan, to collaborate

with me on this discovery and together we

named the species Homo Professorus

Borus.

You may have run across one already

without knowing because it looks decep-

tively similar to the average college pro-

fassor. However, there arc quite a few dif-

ferences. Boru' prefers clothes that are

dull in coloi . very dated arc. adorne<l with

lint and dust. Stan believo- this is a kind

l^omo ProfisssoriJi p^us.

of primitive camouflage. I am inclined to

agree.

Borus is usually slightly stooped over

and rarely exceeds the height of five feet

ten inches. His weight varies but he is

often thin to pudgy and rarely excessive-

ly obese. He appears harmless but this is

misleading.

From the few observations Stan and I

have made, Borus is probably a Hesh-

eating cannibal This is cau.><e for alarm

because we (Stan and I » feel he is so closely

related to our own species. Apparently,

Borus hypnotizes potential victims

(almost exclusively students) by speaking

slowly and monotonously - never alter

ing the pitch or speed of his primitive

vocalizations. After a period that can

range from 10 to 50 minutes, the victim

is lulled into a state of drowsiness which

can eventually lead to deep slumber.

This accomplished, Borus is now in a

position to attack his defenseless, if not

uncomfortable, prey. Stan and I have

noted that, in most cases, the student vic-

tim suddenly awakens just moments

before Borus strikes. Stan thinks, and I

agree with him. that some kind of dor

mant trait in the human defense system

is activated by the threat of the ap-

proaching Borus, which causes the stu-

dent to wake up in time to avoid a very

frightening demise. Stan says it must be

some kind of electrical pulse in the brain

that sends a coded message to the central

nervous system, triggering a .sort of wake-

up call. Not being knowledgeable on such

matters. I'd have to agree with Stan.

Since humans have this built-in defense

system. Stan and I are not too concerned

with the threat Borus poses to studen-

tkind but we are interested in finding out

more and hope to capture one alive for

observations. In the event of a sighting,

please call our hotline without delay. 1 he

number is 1-800-546-BORE. If it's busy,

you can call Stan. Ho is listed in the

yellow pages under "Stanley: An-

thropological Expert."

Jon Bowser is a Collegian columnisl

Caught with

pants down
1 have a friend who just returned from

Poland. No. this is not another ignorant

Polish joke, it's a true .story. She told me

that a crisis of mounting proportions is

gripping that nation - a desperate shor

tage of toilet paper.
^

^__

Frank Flanagan

Letters
All ovens need is our

encourageme 'it, support

Pat Mahoney's letter (November 10 1
letter about self-

rleaning ovens revealed a distressing insensitivity to

modern appliance issues, as well as a lack of consumer

sophistication. I'm surprised that Mahoney is so

narrow-minded.

Anyone who has dealt with today's kitchens knows full

well that self-cleaning ovens will not spontaneously clean

themselves, nor can they be coerced into doing so^ Rfther^

self-cleaning, as the term implies, is a decision the oven

must make on its own. Human users can provide en-

couragement and support, but the motivation has to come

from within. Unreasonable expectations on the part of the

owner will only result in a stubborn, permanently filthy

oven.

Mahonev sounds like the kind "^ i^to^^^-f
^'.[^^^l""?^-

,-HPpliance'owner who would sooner attack with Easy-Ofi

than allow his oven even minimal freedom of expression^

If he's really so concerned about appliance ads, he would

do well to forget the self-cleaning ovens and worry about

the new fully-immersible electric butter sPJ^^^er^^^^^

Amherst

•A strueele for succession is clearly raging in Iran ThereS no

relntofhink the US would benefit in the slightest tfifU could

tat the battle, and ^' P^'^^y carCt^"

^^^ ^^^^ rim., columnist

Poland's Parliament met recently to

work out a nonbinding resolution to the

problem. Edward Grzywa, minister of

chemical and light industries (as well as

toilet paper production), informed Com-

munist Party members that Poland only

produces 320 million rolls of toilet paper

annually for its 37 million people - about

100 million rolls short of demand. Grzywa

solemnly appealed to the Polish people for

patience He went on to warn them that it

would take at least three years and 35

million dollars in developmental project-

before enough tissue for the entire popula-

tion could be manufactured.

My friend told me that extensive lim--

can be seen in downtown Warsaw when n

shipment arrives at the stores. Only thoso

who happen to be in the immediate area

at the time of delivery are lucky enough to

buy the ten-roll limit. They can be seer

heading homeward triumphantly, the rolis

draped across there shoulders like huge

sausage links. At a paper recycling center

downtown, consumers can exchange four-

and-a-half pounds of waste paper for one

roll of tissue or cash. It is the first time in

recent Polish history that paper money is

worth less than toilet paper.

The crisis has spawned rumors within

the community that General Jerzy

Jaruzelski curtailed toilet tissue produc-

tion because he suspected dissident Lech

Walesa was using the national commodi-

ty to circulate Solidarity propaganda.

Another rumor has it that the toilet tissue

crisis has created an ideological brushfiro

within the Polish Communist Party. A fac-

tion of younger members holds that toilet

tissue falls under the "needs of the people'

category while a group of Party consei

vatives condemn toilet tissue as a

bourgeois luxur>' in times of such fiscal

austerity.

An underground market has emerged to

fill the void. The highly-sought-after rolls

come from the West - many from America.

My friend suggests that the toilet tissue

crisis has done more to promote capitalism

and the US image in Poland than Radio

Free Europe or Coca Cola ever did. InsteaC,

of mining harbors, funding terrorists and

shucking the American public, perhaps

Reagan should just have the CIA

destabilize other government's toilet tissue

industries. Copernicus may have shown the

world that, indeed, the planets do orbit the

sun - but most Poles already know that

sometimes even world politics can revolve

around a single roll of toilet tissue.

Frank Flanagan is a Collegian com-

munist, uh, columnist.

The CIA is coming, the CIA is coming!
Hide the women. Ship the children off to some distant

relative Flush the tofu down the toilet and throw away

those bran flakes. You men who are brave enough to re-

main in Amherst should come out m hordes of protest.

Cut classes. Cry. Scream. Phone home and say good-bye.

The CIA is invading Amherst! ^ ^ i t

That's right, the CIA. The United States Central In-

telligence Agency. The CIA. better known around here

..he killers of the innocent, the wh.testof the white op-

o-r^ssors. the imperialistest of the imPfial, the slayers

of women, children, quadripalegics and wildlife is com-

ing to ou^ fair and humbU educational refuge to inter-

'"'^'\h^CIA^^°nectsary component of our government?

A-o thev out to defend American principles security,

^. niracv economy and morals in a world that is definite-

nTou Vrvour'best interest^ Is the CIA up against

and abhorrent, unmerciful, completely unchecked and

equallv mischievous Soviet counterpart '" ^^^'^^lon he

KGB whose latest assignment was the installation of toy

bombs in elementary schools in Afghanistan? Do we necKl

some type of covert agency to secure our sphere of in-

fluence from Soviet infiltration?

If the answer to all, or any, of the above questions is

"yes" than I will also ask another question. Being that

we need some type of governmental agency to ensure

American security, does it not make sense to have them

recruit intelligent, educated people for such positioris? Or,

as many in our sacred university claim, is it a sad day

when "intellectual organizations" such as UMass allows

the presence of the CIA to befall upon them?

Stuart Gottlieb

Another problem with the "ban the CIA attitude we

hear on campus these days is that it contains the word

"ban" We are supposed to be living in a free and open

society, and the radicals are supposed to be the cho.sen

one'' to defend our first amendment rights. Why is it that

the radicals more times than not are the ones who are

"censoring" and "banning" people from coming to speak

on campus.

Last year Jorge Rosales. a Nicaraguan and a member

of the contras. came to campus to speak out against the

Sandinista government. Radicals were shipped in from

as far as Albany, New York to protest Rosales' speech.

The protest turned out to be a vigil whose sole purpose

was Eo not allow Rosales to be heard by the more than

Two hundred people who packed the Student Union

Ballroom. The vigil succeeded and Rosales was forced out

of the pTace after fifteen minutes of shouting, chanting,

and "die-ins" by our radical freedom fighters.

This year the campus radicals are once ap»" PJ^P^"^

ing their "free speech except when we don't like it agenda

upon the rest oftheir educational colleagues. The cam-

pGs radicals feel they are sitting on top offome ivory high

horse and are in the position to decide what is right and

what is wrong with society, the United States, your rights

and your life. When they see something that they don t

like, they not only feel that you and me should not like

it also, but that we should not even be educated or inform-

ed on the subject. Theirs is the true morality, or so ihey

^

This example of radical "censorship" leads me to con

elude that radicals should have no position of authority

outside oftheir posts in the Radical Student Union. V^o

have to realistically look at the facts and wonder what

the radicals would do with a position of power. \\ ou d

everybody agree with their agenda-^ Who wouldn t lit n

to their agenda? What would happen to the peopU who

wouldn't fit into their agenda?

Stuart Gottlieb is a Collegian columnist.
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AIDS: The Caring Dimension
by Reed Ide

Co-Director, Program for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Concerns

Three years ago, like many other people,

Patricia Briggs discovered that AIDS is not a

disease that is limited to major metropoii

tan areas. She learned that AIDS knows no

geographical boundaries, and she would

learn in time that AIDS can strike anyone

infected with the Human Immunodeficiency

Virus ( HIV). Pat is the Clinical Coordinator of

the Palliative Care Program at Western

Massachusetts Hospital m Westfield. In lay

language, she runs the 18-bed hospice unit

at the hospital. Admission to the unit is

available to people who are suffering from

terminal illness and who have decided that

their treatment should be palliative rather

than curative.

"Because AIDS is a terminal illness, we were

quickly confronted with the question of

admitting people with AIDS to our unit." she

says. "And my immediate answer was 'yes.' I

never stopped to think that the rest of the

world might disagree." But she soon disco-

vered that the gross lack of understanding

of HIV and AIDS could extend to health care

professionals as well. "There were many

concerns and fears expressed by our staf,"

she says. "So we began to do some unoffi-

cial groundwork."

In the early months of 1983, Pat called the

AIDS Action Committee in Boston for gui-

dance in educating herself and her staff.

She and other members of her staff tra-

velled to Boston to meet with member of

AAC. "We came back from Boston and put

together a program for our hospice unit."

she says. "We established the criteria for

admission, the guidelines for staff who

would work with the patients, and a com-

mitment to ongoing education for our staff.

I then took the proposal to the hospital

administration, and it was approved."

Then came the effort at staff education.

"There was a great deal of resistance, and a

few shaky weeks." she recalls. "But we went

through the trauma and the backlash and

came out on the other side of it. And then we

waited. And we waited several months. Still

we had not laid eyes on a single person with

AIDS. Until the morning Ralph walked through

the door.

"

The man who appeared in Pat's office on

that early summer day in 1983 was very

thin. He wore shorts, a T shirt, and sandals.

"He said he wanted to talk to me about

AIDS," Pat remembers, "and I honestly had

the reaction of 'Oh, thank God.' He must

have thought I was absolutely crazy. He was

in his mid-thirties, had just moved back here

from San Francisco to be with his family,

and had come to us to see the place where

he supposed he would die.

'

•Will we be ready for the tragic

increase in the number of patients?

Will we be equipped to give them

they care they need and deserve?

Pat Briggs

Pat becomes suddenly quiet. The silence

stretches over minutes. Then, "I will never

pay back what he did to help us. All of the

research and training we had done was

nothing in comparison to what Ralph and

his family did for us and gave to us. He sat

down with my staff and talked with them. So

did his mother and sister. Time and time

again he met with individuals and groups.

He was a co-worker, not a patient. At that

time he was still living at home. He acted as

a "buddy" for other people with AIDS. His

mother became a surrogate mother for

other people with AIDS." For the next six

months, Ralph was often at the hospice

doing this kind of work. In January, 1984, he

decided to make one last trip to California.

He returned from that trip very much wea-

kened. He went immediately into Bay State

Medical Center in Springfield and arrived at

Pat Briggs' hospice unit in February, this

time as a patient.

Again, Pat becomes quiet.

"It was hard for all of us to make the switch

that was necessary then," she recalls. "He

had become a friend to all of us, and now he

was our patient, depending on us to do the

jobs we had to do as professionals. It was

hard for Ralph. He didn't want to be a dying

patient to us. On the Thursday before he

died he got up and got dressed. He was very

weak, and was hemorrhaging through his

nose from time to time. He was insistent on

going to the bank. But we couldn't let him go

out. It was my job to tell him no. At moments

like that it is very hard to be the Health

Professional."

SHAB on the Move
Sitting still for a group photograph was an

accomplishment for members pf the Stu-

dent Health Advisory Board ( SHAB>, because

they are a group on the move.

Fun Run/Walk
A two-mile Fun Run/Walk will kick off the UHS
25th Anniversary Celebration on Tuesday,

November 18. The romp will begin behind

the Health Centerat 7:30a.m. and meander

throOgh the campus on a course specially

selected by Don Robinson and his staff from

the Division of Environmental Health and

Safety.

A 100% cotton tee-shirt with the award-

winning UHS 25th Anniversary Celebration

logo will be available for participants at a

cost of $3.00, and for non-participants at a

cost of $4.50. Other gala features include

free refreshments and drawings for several

prizes that are being. provided by local

merchants.

Everyone has an opportunity to sign up for

the Fun Run/Walk. Sign-up tables will be at

the Campus Center concourse on November

13, 14, and 17. Join the fun at the UHS
birthday festivities.

Great American Smokeout
On Thursday, November 20, look for the

energized SHAB members again. They, with

other student volunteers, will sponsor the

annual Great American Smokeout with a

variety of Campus Center events and activi

ties. More healthpower to them!

Take a Crack At This Health Quiz
True or False? ,

Crack is a form of smokable cocaine

which produces a fast euphoria.

Crack results in addiction more quickly

than powdered cocaine and is consi-

dered to be more addictive than heroin.

Users of crack often suffer from chronic

sore throats and hoarseness.

I Frequent crack users ^may Experience

delusions and hallucinations.

Crack intoxication can disrupt the elec-

trical stimulation of the heart and cause

instant death.

The following Sunday Ralph died in the arms

of Patricia Bnggs.

The funeral director refused to dress Ralph.

Once again, Pat and the hospice staff

stepped forward. "We dressed him in a pink

shirt and blue suit, and the family had a

small private wake for Ralph there in his

room. Then he left us.'

"I went through a period of absolute rage,"

she says. It took me a long time to see the

gift I was given by other people's ignorance,

lack of sensitivity, and negative feelings.

Ralph was really a gift from God to all of us."

Since then there have been other people

with AIDS at the Western Massachusetts

unit. Each one is met with empathy and

support. Most people with AIDS are young.

Most are angry. Many have lost the support

of family and friends. All have the need for

loving, caring people. Pat Briggs and her

staff are miracle workers in providing much

of that care and love.

"This year we started a support group for

people with AIDS and their families and

loved ones. I had always hoped a support

group would start," she says, "and I kept

waiting for someone to do it. But no one did.

So I finally started it myself with the help of

another person who works with people with

AIDS. The gifts of this group is that we could

put eight to ten poeple together in a room

and in a few short weeks see a caring bond-

ing develop. That is a miracle. It is a hell of a

way for it to have to happen, but it is a

miracle."

In addition to her work at the hospital, Pat is

also an AIDS educator and speaker, volun-

teering her time, giving any fees to organi-

zations working with people with AIDS. As

the nubmers of IV drug using people with

AIDS increases, Pat feels a real need to

know more about helping and reaching that

population. At the end of October, Pat took a

one week vacation from her job. She tra-

velled to Boston and spent the week as an

"intern" at the AIDS Action Committee, at-

taching herself to those people there who

work with IV drug users. In the coniing

months, she hopes to develop programs for

reaching out to members of this risk group.

But her list of needs doesn't stop there.

"What of those whose AIDS symptoms in-

clude dementia? What about the street

people with AIDS? What happens to them?

What of the abandoned? What of the moth

ers, the children, the babies with AIDS';*

What are we going to do about underfund

ing for AIDS care and education? Who will

educate the funeral directors? When will we

start giving adolescents the education they

need? And what about care for the care

givers? We also need help and support.

'

It IS exhausting work. It is misunderstood. It

is unpopular. There are too few people with

the compassion and commitment to serve

the increasing number of patients. Educa-

tion. Facts. Findings of research. All these

too often fall on deaf ears. "People need to

realize that we are all in the same boaC
says Pat. "Some people are drilling holes in

the bottom of that boat. Western Massa

chusetts is sitting on the edge statistically,

and I think we will go over the edge soon.

Will we be ready for a tragic increase in the

number of patients? Will we be equipped to

give them the care they need and deserve?

These are the questions which can often

keep me awake at night. And then I think of

Ralph. He used to tease me about all the

work that needed to be done in Western

Massachusetts. He used to tell me that he

couldn't die until it had all been done, And

then I wonder how many more will die."
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• Approximately one-fifth of all people who
try cocain become habitual users.

• Currently, about 30% of cocaine users

are in the 18-25 age group.

• Crack can be deadly even for a one time

user.

Telephone Resources

Cocaine Hot-Line

1-800-COCAINE

National Institute on Drug Abuse
1-800-662-HELP
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More HEALTHPOWER to you!

CONGRATULATIONS!
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HEALTHPOWER is a publication of the

University Health Services. Opinions ex-

pressed are those of the writers and do not

necessarily reflect UHS policy.

Executive Director: David Kraft, M.D.

Dir. of Health Education: Katherine Crosson

Editor: Ron Mazur
Graphic Artist: Lynne Thompson

SpoUight on Spa Medicine
The Athenian physician, Herodicus, pres-

cribed exercise and dietary regimens for

Greek athletes in the fifth century B.C. and

apparently made a name for himself in this

specialty. He may be considered the first

sports physician in Western culture. He also

Happened to have a pupil by the name of

Hippocrates, whose ethical principles for

medical practice were immortalized in the

Hippocratic Oath.

This fascinating bit of history is revealed in

the pioneering work Athletic Training and

Sports Medicine published by the American

Academy ofOrthopaedic Surgeons in 1984.

The University Health Services consulting

orthopaedic surgeon, George A. Snook, M.D.,

was one of the Editorial Board members for

this book and two UHS staff physicians,

James G. Cotanche, M.D., and James R.

Ralph, M.D., also were contributors. A fourth

UHS physician, Russell Lane, M.D.. is also

prominent in the field. Dr. Lane has been a

Fellow for 20 years in the Amencan College

of Sports Medicine (ACSM) which was

founded in 1954. As he reflects on the evo-

lution of the field. Dr. Lane cites with appro-

val a recent statement by the President of

ACSM endorsing a certification p'ocess for

physicians in sports medicine. "I believe the

College (ACSM)," states President John R.

Sutton, M.D., "must take the initiative to

define guidelines for sports medicine phy-

sicians, develop certification courses and

lead the way in this area."

"Sports medicine" has been defined as an

umbrella term covering many scientific and

clinical specialties. Examples of the former

are exercise physiology and sports nutri-

tion. Examples of the latter are athletic med-

icine and athletic training.

"I prefer the term athletic injury medicine'

myself says UHS Director of Sports Medi-

cine, Dr. Ralph, "but regardless of what you

call it, it is impossible to give enough credit

to the hands-on, grass roots people, the

highly professional Athletic Trainers." He
mentions with obvious respect the name of

UMass supervising physiotherapist, Mr. Vic

tor Keedy. As the chief trainer for the

Athletic Department, Vic and his assistants

Mr. Robert Williams and Mr. James Laugh-

nane are on the spot for apply their skills in

injury prevention, management, and rehabil-

itation. 'It's a team approach, "
emphasizes

Dr. Ralph, and he calls attention to the

necessary components for a successful

sports medicine program: certified and li-

censed atheltic trainers, team physicians,

coaches, student athletic trainers, and both

Athletic Department and Health Services

administrators.

Current team physicians include: Daniel

Clapp. Jim Ralph, and George Snook for all

UMass atheltic teams, and Jim Cotanche

and Tom Wilson for athletics at Antherst

College. The UMass athletic trainers refer

members of all intercollegiate atheltic

teams who have sustained significant injur-

ies or developed medical problems to Drs.

Clapp, Ralph, or Snook. Often, other UHS

medical staff will see varsity athletes, as

well as other health plan members in the

UMass community, who have become injured.

Benefits for Everyone

Varsity athletes are not the only ones to

benefit from the sports medicine program.

About 10,000 computerized medical histo-

ries for intramural clearance are screened

each year. Individuals who disclose medical

conditions which require clarification or

checking are called into the Health Center

for preventive health care. The goal of this

procedure is to prevent injuries before they

occur or to prevent old injuries from endan

gering the health and safety of those who

participate in intramural competition.

Victor Keedy. chief trainer, and James Ralph, M.D., team physician, assist injured UMass player

Photo by Lynne Thompsoti

Not everyoiie. of course, aspires to be an

athlete. It is easy to smile when Dr. Cotanche

recalls the incident of the devoted rugby

player who requested that his large floppy

ears be taped back so that he could perform

better in the head-to-head controlled vio-

lence of the scrum. Who would want to

develop scrumming ears anyway''

The fact is, however, that injuries can hap-

pen to anyone at work or play. And the

chronic pain of tendonitis can afflict anyone

who overuses a tendon or works with a joint

at a position of mechanical disadvantage.

Thus, inflammatory reaction of tendons can

occur as a result of an occupational activity

(e.g.. working at a computer in stressful pos
tures) or a recreational activity (e.g., tennis

elbow or a dart players wnte pain). And every-

one is vulnerable to injury from accidents.

Thus the applications of sports medicine
such as the use of ice/cold with early pres

cribed exercises, anti inflammatory drugs,

and the use of arthroscopy for looking into

joints to diagnose injury and do surgery can
benefit everyone. Sports medicine is a

great example of healthpower—the ena
bling power of health to achieve valued life

goals.

Electronic Healthpower— AFAPiTASY

(I. to r.) Kim Gladding, Santosh Balagopalan, Tiffany

Bradley, Simon Read.

Photo by Lynne Thompson

CAI—not a spy organization

for secret information. To

the contrary, the inventive

folks in the Office of Compu-
ter Assisted Information like

to dream up fun and effec-

tive ways of sharing infor-

mation. One of these ways

is through telecommunica-

tions via microcomputers,

modems, the University Cy-

ber and a fascinating inter-

active software program
called PLATO. Students do

not need their own termi

nals, for there are 16 on the

7th floor of the Library Tower

and several others scattered

throughout campus sites.

During 1985-86, there were

approximately 1500 users

of PLATO, and the number of

users grows rapidly each
year.

Some of the well-used pro-

grams online are the foreign

language courses, the com-

Group

HEALTHPOWER SBB
Herpes Support Group: The erno

tional stress of dealing with herpes can be

more difficult to cope with than the actual

virus. The Herpes Support Group is for peo-

ple who have herpes and are interested in

learning from, and talking with, others who

share similar concerns. The group will be

limited to 15 people. It will begin Wednes-

day, November 19. 7:00-8:30 p.m. at the

University Health Center.

For information and pre-registration, call

Health Education Office. 549-2671 and ask

for Debbie. Confidentiality is assured.

Chronic Illness Support Group: a

support group for patients with chronic

medical illness has started and is accepting

new members. For information on enroll-

ment, callMental Health Service. 545-2337.

Using

Where does one get accurate and timely

nutrition information? Through SNACK-

SENSE materials and programs, of course.

A project of the UHS and the University Auxil-

iary Services. SNACKSENSE sponsors a

weekly information table in the Campus

Center, featuring such topics as fats, fiber,

calcium, sodium, sports nutrition, health

snack choices, and weight control.

Let SNACKSENSE shed light, if not pounds,

on a heavy subject. Look for information

activities also at the Franklin Munchy's and

campus vending machines, as well as an-

nouncements on WMUA and in the Co(-

legian.

For more information, call Health Education

and say the magic word, SNACKSENSL

puter literacy series and

even computer jokes. The

list of subject areas and

programs already installed

in the UMass PLATO system

runs to 58 pages. As Susan

Olanyk, Coordinator of User

Sen/ices points out, "there

are many programs under

the topics of Health, Medi-

cine/Medical Students, Nurs

ing. Physicians' Assistants,

Public Helath, and Veterinary

Medicine."

PLATO and UHS

So what does PLATO have to

do with the University Health

Serivces? It's all m the fan-

tasy stage now. But with the

"can-do" creativity of Simon

Read, Kim Gladding, Chuck

Lyman, and other CAI staff

members, the possibilities

for UHS Online are endless. |

For example, the Cold Self i

Care Program could help

people assess their need |

for medical attention versus i

ove-'-the-counter medica-

tions. Perhaps a contracep- |

tion education decision i

making game could be de-

signed. Embarrassed to ask |

about sexually trasmitteddis- i

eases (STDs)? Then how

about an STD checklist and |

information series? Units i

could also be designed for a

human sexuality forum for |

the discussion of sexual phil- i

osophies and values; stress

analysis and reduction exer- |

cises; and a current sche- i

dule of all the workshops

and services offered by alt |

the UHS divisions. i

Your Cyber 830 Cares |

the question to "Compu-

Doc," and you'll have an an

swer via private electronic

mail the next day. Just a fan-

tasy, of course, but there are

marvelous possibilities in

humanistic hi-tech preven-

tive health care.

Sooner or later, when- the

financial dilemmas are re

solved, UMass will be wired.

Access to the University

Cyber system will be easy

for eveyrone owning per-

sonal microcomputers. Cur

rently, PLATO Access disks

are available for IBM, IBM

Compatible, Apple Mac-

intosh, and Macintosh XL

computers. An access disk

must be purchased at the

University Computing Center

bookstore and a user ac-

count must be established

at the UCC business office.

Account information may be

obtained by calling 545-

2690.

Whether usirig the dedicated

terminals in the Library Tower

or a personal computer in a

residence, the modest cost

for entering the exciting

electronic world of PLATO is

a sound investment. Per

haps, someday, thousands

of PLATONIANS will discover

a new caring dimension of

telecommunications through

electronic access to their

University Health Services'

If you wish to encourage

this process, even if you

are not currently a PLATO

user,, please complete and

send in the following feed-

back coupon.

Have you ever thought of a

personal medical question

late at night? Well, just flip

on your terminal and send

I

Foedback to a
Fantasy

D Undergraudate D Graduate Student

D Female D Male

I cunently do D do not D use a microcomputer.

I currently do D do not D access the PLATO system.

I would like to use a computer to access UHS for.

(cfteck as many as appfy)

U Mental Health Sen^ices D Personal health

questions

a Workshops & programs

a Health facts/statistics

D Stress reduction

I

D STD Information

a Contraceptive

decision-making

D Cold self-care
exercises

other

CAMPUS MAIL Deliver to Health Education,

University Health Center
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ARTS

Fantasticks preview a reminder

for all to see upcoming performance

Collegian photo by Ricci Uonanno

The Fantasticks

By MARY ANNE SIOK
Collegian Correspondent

Las. Thursday night. The University of Massachusetts

Music Theatre Guild previewed its fall '86 production,

"The Fantasticks,- at Hampden in the Southwest

Cabaiet The preview consisted of six musical numbers

and collected scenes. Through this shortened version of

the world's longest running musical, the audience received

a summary of the plot as well as a sample of the charm-

ing music that has made "The Fantasticks" a recurring

S11CC(^SS

In a setting wrought with adverse conditions - an un-

familiar and small stage, a difficult audience with a

miniscule attention span and a shortened show - the per-

formers persevered and excelled. This is due partly to the

superb casting and direction of Evan Shapiro and due part-

ly to the talent with which he had to work.

Torb Pedersen, powerful as the dastardly mysterious hi

Gallo, opened the show with 'Try to Remember, the

show's trademark, and showed from the .start that this

cast is steadfastly professional and would not succumb to

were

C ompromise with nature, don't kill it

}, ( VRLES FRANCIS CARROLL
>/ an Staff

\ lessor (a prominent critic) and I were walking by

the ^nipus pond shortly after the opening of George

Tra:.
!i

•isle ofView", and were talking about how much

wr !i . ju Maurio Staccioli's sculpture on the stairs of the

Fin ^ Alls Center for the way in which it intervened with

th F v^ building. My friend then added that he didn't

likf^ 1 •/ other piece referring to the "Isle of View." I

tlioupht he might be referring to the forms and the

materials of the work and commented that I didn't think

it was all the way there, that the disparate parts didn't

quite add up. But my professor friend interjected, "it's

not so much that, it's the trees."

Somewhat taken back, I asked him what he meant. He

said, "It's the trees, those trees won't last a year." Think-

ing about it, I had to admit that he was right. Now, less

than a year later, I stand across from the island and

watch the prophesy unfold before me, as members of the

forestry club attempt to save the trees by pruning them.

I think this unfortunate episode of campus life raises

the distractions that surrounded them.

Andy Disked and Mike Kelner. as the tathti

perfectly cast and helped to win the audience over with

Iheir endearingly cute song, "Plant a Radish Eric Wood

man as Henry (an out of work, slightly senile actor) ant

Richard Gershberg as Mortimer (Henrys cockney com

panion, who does death scenes) were hysterical ant

energetic, their scenes were alive and fresh. Mike Har-

ding and Marcy Lee Dobkin as the young lovers. Matt anc

Luisa. were both comic and touching. Even in their

shortened scenes and limited musical numbers thi

chemistry between them was evident. The wonderfu

voices of Dobkin and Harding, as well as the rest of thi

cast, blended into beautiful harmony. Last but not least,

we come to the silently embellishing performance of Kri;.

Golembewski as the mute. Although she had no lines, her

ability shone through.

If this preview is a representation of what we can ex

pect to see on Nov. 13 15 in Bowker auditorium, thei

the UMass Music Theatre Guild has a "Fantastick pro-

duction on their hands. ^^^
a larger issue about so-called "environmental" sculpture

in the way that it interacts with nature. Too often pt.

vironmental sculpture is an environmental factor, ever

a disaster. This shouldn't be too startling a revelation,

art reflects society and society's relationship with nature

hasn't been all that healthy lately. But this doesn't

justify the artist entering a natural environment with

his all too precious idea and dumping toxic paints or

plastic all over, or altering an existing site in a way

which harms it.

I am not leveling the aim of my pen at George Trakas

in particular: Trakas is a sensitive artist who, evident-

ly, is concerened with nature, especially trees (e.g. his

"Log Mass" exhibit). But I do offer this criticism. We
should not get so carried away with the form of our ideas

continued on page 11

ET RID OF YOUR MIDWEEK BLUES AT

Beer of the Month - SAMUEL ADAMS $1 .25

Drink of the Week - GIN & TONIC

WEDNESDAY NITE ONLY FEAT4JRIN

FREE T—SHIRTS
" ors D'oeuvres 4-6 PM 7 Days a Week
'^ oper ID a Must - 57 N. Pleasant St, Amherst 253-5141

London School of Economics
and Political Science

A chance to study and live in London

Junior-year programs, Postgraduate Diplomas, Ona-

Year Master's Degrees and Research Opportunities in

the Social Sciences.

The wide range of subjects includes:-

Accounting and Finance • Actuarial Science • Busi-

ness Studies • Economics • Econometrics •

Economic History • European Studies • Geography •

Government • Health Planning • Housing • Industrial

Relations • International History • International Rela-

tions • Law • Management Science • Operational

Research • Philosophy, Logic & Scientific Method •

Population Studies • Politics • Regional and Urban

Planning • Sea-Use Policy • Social Administration •

Social Anthropology • Social Planning in Developing

Countries • Social Work • Sociology • Social Psychol-

ogy • Statistical and Mathematical Sciences •

Systems Analysis •

Application ^orma from

Admiisions Registrar, Room 10, L.S E.,

Houghton Street, London WC2A 2AE. England,

staling whether undergraduate or postgraduat*.

ATTENTION

COUCH POTATOES

AND LOUNGE LIZARDS!!

WHAT? A 10,000 foot Non-Competitive Fun Run/V\feilk in celebration

of University Health Services' 25th Anniversary.

WHEN? 7:30 A.M.. Tuesday, November 18th beginning from the UHS
parking lot.

WHY? FOR THE HEALTH OF IT AND...

for juice, bagels, and cookies,

for fun, comradery and to wake up.

PLUS,

FRED VIllARIS

STUDIO OF

SELF DEFENSE

6WpeksKar,itp ^.in Qf

Uniform only "i^l UO

253-7349

THE BEST SUMMER

IJOBS IN THE COUNTRY

Th* Appalacian Mountain
Club !• looking for paople to

work In a lodoa and maintain

tralla In tha White Mountains

of Now Hampahlra. Qraat op-

Krtunltlaa for hard worV,.

idarahip, and amazlno fun.

Appllcatlona ara avallabel at

tha Studant Employmant Of-

fice or by writing to Applica-

tions Fila, Box 29S-AMC, Gor-

man, NH 03581.

COST:

iOW TO REGISTER:

NEW, PROFESSIONAL
SHUTTLE SERVICE

TO
ALL AREA AIRPORTS

HARTFORD, CONN. LIMO
SPRINGFIELD AMTRACK
As low as $6.25* per person

Door-to-door service to

Bradley Airport

***************

4-

17 not stTMt
Brattlaboro, Vt

4-

4-

4* Op«n 8PM - 2 AM 4.

CHARTER RATES AVAILABLE FOR
CONCERTS, SPORTING EVENTS, ETC

'Based on 10 people round trip from same location

CALL NOW: 586-7900

t WEDNESDAY

% MIDWEEK
: GETAWAY

*
4*

4>

4^

4-

4-

4>

4-

4-

4>

»
4>

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4

4-

»
4
4>

4-

4-

4^

4-

4-

4-

: NO COVER
\

4- 4-

»

J RFTY CENT DRAFTS »

Uhu shows confusing but funny
Violence and language

mayput somepeople off

Uhu the King, and Uhu Enchained will con-

tinue its run this weekend at 8 p.m. Nov. 13

- 15 at the Fine Arts Center

By BARRY LEFSKY
Collegian Correspondent

"Ubu the King" and "Ubu Enchained" opened last

weekend at the University of Massachusetts Fine Arts

Center.

In "Ubu the King," Pere Ubu is married to Mer Ubu.

He is a relative ol'the current king of Poland, who seems

to be a good and trusting man. Mer Ubu convinces Pere

Ubu to organize his motley crew of soldiers into killing

the king. Then Pere Ubu rules Poland until he and his

wife are thrown out by the heirs of the rightful rulers.

Pere Ubu and Mer Ubu escape by ship to France.

In the second play, "Ubu Enchained," the former royal

couple show up in France, where Mer Ubu decides upon

a simpler con game to make sure he is properly taken care

of. He captures a girl and her father, and kills the father.

He is caught and jailed, buit managews to turn the jail-

ing into a farce where by he takes on the role of a slave

without actually having to do ny work. He arrives at a

country ruled by another relative, and that one is smart

enough to send him away again on the boar he arrived on.

There was a creative use of the space — stage, doorways

into hidden parts of the set, and even the hidden hallways

that we followed to get to our seats. There was a pulley

system so that they could quickly get from the higher part

of the stage to the other.

With all the running around, and actors playing multi-

ple parts, it got very confusing at times. Yet the plays were

very funny — the second more than the first. Both plays

are supposed to be a satire on Shakespeare's tragedies,

most notably on Macbeth.

Both plays will continue this weekend, at 8 p.m. Nov.

12 - 15 the UMass Fine Arts Center. Tickets are available

at the FAC box office.

* art
continued from fmm- /"'

that we become divorced from the real impact of its im-

plementation. Instead of "harking" back to the landscape

tradition of Western painting, I suggest that Trakas look

in other directions, for instance, the tradition of Japanese

landscape gardening where the art is in working with

nature and not against, deriving form from the land.scape

instead of imposing form on it. I think I understand the

way in which Trakas is reclaiming industrial materials

to make a simpler architectural statement, and I applaud

the idea, but not at the expense of the island.

The contrast with the black prism is helpful: whereas

Staucioli's work intervenes with its environment in a

way which challenges the imposing form of the brutal ist

style of the Fine Arts Center. Trakas' work intervenes

with a small and delicate natural identitiy, the campus

pond island. And yet small as it is, it is a symbol for the

entire planet (or Turtle Island as it is known by cetain

North American Indians).
. . •,

The forestry club is calling for a bridge to be built to

span
the campus pond, but I would like to propose that George

Trakas come up with a raised bridge for his "Isle of

View,"since he has designed some really beautiful

bridges in the past. But something has to be done and

soon: one doesn't need a Ph.D in Art History to recognize

a dying tree.

20 - 50% OFF
ALL LADIES
CLOTHING
Two Weeks Only!

Cambridge • Reminiscence

Putumayo • Organically Grown

197 N. Pleasant St - Downtown Amherst

Mon-Sat 10-6 PM; Sat 1-4:30 PM

SlOPl
WHAT WILL YOU DO IF YOU

RUN OUT OF OIL?

R^lax you can't fun

out ol oil 'f you ask

for our
STUDENT BUDGET
PLAN featuring

AUTOMATIC OIL

DELIVERYI

CURRENT PRICE:

p«r gallon63.90
You get our ter rilic low budget pnce (or

lop-grade heaimg oil plus you never

have to worry about ruriQing out ol heat

or hot water all winter long We also

deliver oil on a C O D basis

PERSONAL CHECKS ACCEPTED

Telephone 253-3408

NATIONAL HEATIt^
' "oSnunZ/y S:reel Amne'sl MA 0W02

The Mystery of

Emily Dickinson--*
In the 100 years since the belle of Amherst's

death, her poetry and her life have been a

slowly unfolding mystery. And now there is

a major new biography of Emily Dickinson,

sure to take its place among the most

important Dickinson scholarship.

Ik

Cynthia Wolff
will join us

Saturday, November 15

11:00- 12:00 noon
to autograph copies

of her new biography

Emily Dickinson

=.""v-'T'i.s^"'>.T?

• 'iV*::-

'mmiii(m^'*f's

;t;,^---J^'<'"-''-'',

"#-

>%

Cynthia Griffin Wolff has taught at

U/Mass-Amherst and presently is on the faculty

of M.I.T. She is the author of Feast of Words: The Triumph ofEdith Wharton.

I^V.W'i avi^^Mf'\^4.MCrvist

#<

THE
EMny DICKINSON
OVLHNEHI^/DIARY

KM 1987

One Day Only!
To help celebrate the day, we're offering The

Emily Dickinson Calendar/Diary for 1987 zt 20Si)

off. It's a beautiful day book, filled with pictures

of Amherst and from Dickinson's life — a

wonderful gift idea, even for yourself!

20% off

ITAUAN BUEAO

Jeffery Amnerst
"^ Bookshop

93 South Pleasant street Amherst 239-3d8l
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AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS
I ecr-fii-^aap cc^^'^ai*

cc^«-^34^cc^w-^M* ftcr^tftr^oi* ftc^cs^^aw fcc^S^s

TIRED OF STUDIES!!?

GET SOME REST . . .

^^
• (

^ OiTY'^litdn Hattress.
C>i:table! Foldablc! And Double Size

ildfer.SlOO BcdTramc & cou<jb

be^^^ilable
^
from $ 1.^9Ui^ " - -

I

KO^^r ^(J!^'¥>^'

.?•>

Good Night Bedding
549-3507 •Amherst Center'Carriage Shops

Sebastian
Hair Care

and
Colours

233 N. Pleasant Street

Amherst Carriage Shops

Upper Level Mon.-Sat., by appt.

NEVER LET

THE 5 MINUTE WALK

1 FROM CAMPUS

mhcrM nilnMC ^ouak

For All Your

Musical Needs

233 N. Pleasant Street

Amherst, Masi;. 01002

Phono ti49-^72e

TO CAMPUb ANti AHfchlMt NT

^THE
CARRIAGE SHOPS

ANTIQUE
AND

VINTAGE
CLOTHING

TUES SAT 12-5 .

adirondack music

4oiN OUR VIDEO CLUB

& RENT TAPES FOR

$1.00 A NIGHT

15 East Pleasant St, Amherst - 253-3100

^..^....v.>...y>>>>>>>>>y^^>>>>>^>^^^^^^^^

FINE YARNS & YARN SUPPLIES

VARIETY PLUS
• Over 100 Yarns From 26 Companies

(wools, blends, & cottons)

• Over 600 Kniting & Needlework Books
• Knitting & Needlework Classes Available

• Advice Cheerfully Given

THE CARRIAGE SHOPS 223 N. Pleasant St Amherst

Open Mon - Sat 9:30 - 5:30, Sun 1 - 5; .....,„„„rrr.rrrrJ.

j»iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiHiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiHi«mim«»"«""«"^^^^^^^^^

I AFRICAN, GUATAMALAN & OTHER THIRD WORLD ARTIFACTS^ |
i *.Tt:urt:TDV • Pn<;TFR<; • AND MORE^ t I

1

I

I

JEWELRY • POSTERS • AND MORE

CSESWELL GALLERY

I CARRIAGE SHOPS - AMHERST
I TU - FRI: 1 1-5:30; SAT: 1 1-5:00; 549-6600

\ ,iiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiijiiiiiiiiini)iiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiniin

"At the Carriage Shops"

233 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

(413) 549-1256

TIME IS RUNNING OUT!
call now for SPRING BREAK

vVednesday, November 12, 1986
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Doonesbury

By Garry Trudeau

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

/ PICK HJ^5 UNFAIUNOLV
CHIPPER HeK££K£POf-

Mm I me> proup to

CALL "CHUM"

/

UH . my PONT IJU5T
PAUSe H^RB ANP eiV£

US) ALL A CHANO: TO
COLLECT OUR^eiV^S.

/

I

There will be a wicked important man-
,

datory Collegian staff meeting at 7:30 p.m.
|

Monday People interested in writing en-
|,

couraged to attend.
,|

1'

Daily Crossword Puzzle

Gordy By Gorde

ACROSS
1 Demolish m
Soho

5 Approached
9 Boy — girl

romance
14 Radius

neighbor

15 Intormed

16 Church
instrument

1 7 Mosel triDutary

16 Soaks llax

19 Concise

20 In an
overwhelming
manner

23 Season, in

Normandy
24 CPA s concern

2b Wing to an

architect

26 Young or old

lollowoi

27 No gentlemen

they

29 fantasized

31 Cooler celestial

bodies

33 Building

material

37 01 an atomic

element

38 Location ol t4

Across

39 Caesai .nd
Cassiu.-. e g

40 Additional IRS

ctiaiges

41 Took It easy

43 Author Kingsley

44 Succulent

perennial

4 7 Comparative

ending

48 Prairie State

AbtJi

49 — , haac. hoc

50 Hollows

55 Resin

57 Measure in

Java

58 Coward
59 Foghorn, eg
60 Raison d'—
61 Noun sutlix

52 Thickheaded

>3 Fender mark

64 Rice liqueur

DOWN
1 Make haste

2 Asian range

3 Cinch

4 Two kinds ol

drums
5 Miss MuHbI s

tare

6 Egyptian

goddess
7 Hubbard and

Carey
8 Store fodder

9 Cashmere
consumer''

10 Belore. to

Browning

1

1

Marsh denizen

12 One o( the

senses

13 Display

displeasure

21 Leave —
unturned

22 Oomph
26 Makes more

ellicieni

27 Mackerel s

cousin

28 Smith, the

economist

29 AMA membeib
30 Lord, what

tools theM
-- be'"

jl Robot drama
32 Man (torn Dowr

Under
34 Public vehicle

35 War god
36 Want ad abbr

38 Old togy, toi

short

40 Notched

42 Surpassed
44 Leading

45 City ot Flanders

46 Indian, lor one

48 Cay
50 Store or novel

51 Deserve

52 A Chaplin

53 Won by a

54 Crafty, along tli^

Clyde

9b Abbr on a

postcard

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

I SEE AMP X CueSS^

THAT yyPWKHW iHjireP

IP ^^^^

cflps. ve-s.
X THifJK

THAT WOULP
i^e A aoop

|&E-«-^

I li
^

Campus Pond By Sal

/1hev,duoe,howcan
f YOU BE 50 CftRt FREE
I WHEN THEF^E'S GUYS

OUT THERE WHO Ulf\NT

YOU FORWNNER?

HUH...HUH?...HUH?l T^
WHAT ARE YOU STUPIP^.

J

OR... OK... A...UII y

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

Ffir HomCf Pi(jeoN i5

F&^CHeP HIOH l/F ON
WBLBPOe-

CAmOfJIdT. WHAT'dU0)NO'

m 7DPAY'6 COMIC AfJP

-nmFM AN AP FOR A
^HOOVeR VACUUM

IN ITS FLACe

\no swcAr. you stju Hm
U0T5 TO LNB FOR

C-
T

juy\p.

ItLAIfAFOK
ANePIJOR.

/

1^
\ >Jsf

^•

Lunch

Hamburg on Roll

Bacon-Onion Quiche

Basics Lunch

Golden Burgers

Tomato Torte

Menti
Dinner

Roast Top Round of Beef

Gravy
Ham and Cheese

Florentine

Basics Dinner

Barley-Soybean Casserole

Cheese Spinach Strudcl
I

^ Weather ^
Today: Sunny in the morning with developing aftcmoor

clouds Temps between 40-45

Tonight: Scattered rain or snow showers with a low o'

32 I

Tomorrow; Partly sunny and windy. Highs m the low I

30s. _____I.

nToday's Staff
Night Editor Dan Sobei

Copy Editor Liz Hettiriger

Photo Technician Rob Skelton

Layout Technician Mi^e Sclaroii

Production Supervisor Bethanne Moskov

Production: Kelly Sieger. liana Levenson. Margol

Wiles, Michael Cooper, Tori Gorell

Executive Board — Fa of 1986

DODE LEVENSON
tdiTOf m Chief

JOHN YONCE
Mariaging Editor

STEVE RUBIN
Susinoss Manager

ROB SKELTON
Editorial Editor

WILLIAM SPAIN

tdito lal Editor

ANSEL ZINTER

Production Manager
I'

Business Board - Fall of 1986

STEVE RUBIN

Biftiness Manager

PAUL H. LESSER

Adverti:.ing Sales Manager

VANESSA ROTH
Finance Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marketing Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
'.rcuiattijn Manager

UAREN HOLLAND
Subscnplton Manaijcr
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Field hockey to
Minutewomen to battle UConn;

3y LINDA DELIVORIAS
( oUegian Staff

The road to the final four runs through Storrs, CT.

The NCAA released the opening round tournament pair

ngs of the top 12 field hockey teams in the country on

Monday, and the fifth-ranked University of Massachusetts

s scheduled to battle the fourth-ranked University of Con-

necticut at UConn at 12 p.m. this Saturday. The "^'^nner

of the Minutewomen-Huskies clash will face the third-

ranked University of New Hampshire at 1 p.m. on

Sunday. ,j , ,

"It would have been great if the game could have been

played at UMass. UConn has a better field, and we should

'^et a lot of fans since the game isn't that far away," assis-

head to Storrs for playoffs
UNH gets opening-round bye
tant coach Patti Bossio said. "We're probably the under-

dogs no matter what we do in the first round. We've played

a lot of back to-back games, but UConn is the only team

that matters right now."

The Minutewomen ended the regular season with a

record of 16 3-1. but UNH received the regional bye

because of its higher ranking and 15-2 slate.

Other teams receiving first-round playoff byes include

top-ranked University of North Carolina, second-ranked

Old Dominion University, and sixth-ranked University

of Iowa.

UMass has had the past two days to rest and savor it s

spectacular regular season. The squad will practice today

and tomorrow before leaving for Storrs, Friday morning

in what it hopes will be a three-day weekend.

We needed the rest to be ready for the weekend. We're

just taking one game at a time and not looking past

UConn," junior goalie Lynn Carlson said.

Free hits- UMass ended the 1985 regular season with

a 13-4-2 mark, so this year's finish is a definite improve-

ment "We're a more well-balanced team than last year.

We're in better shape and we work well together." Carlson

said Team leaders department: Senior co-captam Lisa

Griswold is first on the squad in total points (23), goals

(18) and game-winning tallies (8), while senior co-captain

Chris Kocot has dished out a team-high seven assists.^

Streaks department: Sophomore midfielder Ruth

Vasapolli has netted three goals in the past four games;

Kocot has five points in the last six contests; and Gnswold

has either scored or assisted in 12 out of the past 13

outings. . . Carlson has registered 14 shutouts en-route

continued on page 15

Fidcliw

Union Life

'^ar after ^
year, semester
after semester,

the dilleKi' plan Inim Fidelity rniun Life

has bttn lh« mo.-.! attepUd. m«»sl popular life m^uranie

proicramun campuses all o\er .\merua.Find out nhy.

Ronald J. Nathan Agency

Call the Fidrlil> (nion l.ifi- 20 Gatehouse Rd.,

Field Associate in >our urea: Amherst, MA
Tel: 256-8351

CHINESE KITCHEN Q
FAST SERVICE - GREAT PRICED

#22 Chicken Wings, Try our

Swfeet & Sour Pork, Fried Rice Moo Shu Pork

$3.90 $3.95

#23 Szecnuan Gai Ding,

Sweet & Sour Pork, Fried Rice

$4.95

TRY OUR LUNCHEON - DINNER SPECIALS

Only $1.49 before 3 pm, $1.90 after 3 pm

Eat In or Take Out

HOURS: Sunday Noon - lO pm, Mon - Sat 11:30 - lOpm

2 LOCATIONS

What ifyou
dorit get into

the school of
your choicer

Ofcourse, you may get into sonrie other

school,but why settle?Prepare for the admissions

exam you're facing—be it SAT. LSAT. GMAT
GRE. MCAT, or othere- with the best test prep

company Stanley H. Kaplan.

For nearly 50 years. Kaplans test-taking tech-

niques have prepared over one million students,

boosting their scoring power and test confidence.

So call Kaplan. Why go tojust any schod, when

you can go to the one you want?

IKAPLAN
STANUY H KAflAN (DUCATKNUl QNTEI UD.

THE WORLD'S LE.aj)ING

TEST PREP ORGANIZATIGN

Now's
the time

to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
S49-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

TONIGHT ONLY

SUN RA
AND HIS OMNI, JAZZ
ENERGY ARKESTRA
SHOW STARTS AT 9:20

430 Russel St (Rt 9)

HADLEY - 253-2571

150 King St

NORTHAMPTON - 586»8220,

Classes forming now
for Intersession

Call 549-5780

Thursday Nov 13

Vietnam Veterans
BENEFIT SHOW

FEATURING

COUNTRY JOE
RICHIE HAVENS
JORMA KAUKONEN
AND MANY SORE SPtXIAL GUESTS

Tuesday, Nov 12

ROBERT CRAY

Wrra SPECIAL GUEST: PERFECT TOMMY

HANfife^ RTE 9. AMHERST MA

NOV. 12

$7 in advance

8:00 SHOW
18 & over (no alcohol)

10:30 SHOW
21 & over (IDs please)

TICKET OUTLETS:
ALBUMS in Amherst

FOR THE RECORD
(behind Faces in Amherst)

DYNAMITE RECORDS
(Thornes Mkt in Northampton)

AND AT THE DOOR

CO-OP SCIENTIFIC

PROGRAMMERS

Thursday Nov 18

THE
I
STOMPERS

n)uter-based services toTASC is a leader in providing sophisticated analytic and computer-based

government and commerce within eacti of our areas of operation.

At TASC we take a cooperative multidisciplinary approach to multidimensional problems;

we work in teams formed to meet the specific needs of each project. Approximately 25%

of the TASC technical staff hold doctorates and another 50% hold masters degrees.

TASC people have written several widely used technical books and many hundreds of

professional papers and articles

Co-op positions are available working closely with our engineering staff to define software

requirements and to propose solutions Design, implement, test, document and maintairi

state-of-the-an software in support of engineering analysis Contribute to the selection of

numerical algorithms and software development on a variety of machines Act as a con-

sultant during the creation of scientific information systems using structured techniques

We are looking for students who have started their third year in a Computer and Informa-

tion Sciences curriculum, or any level of toasters degree students^ Requirements for

these positions include experience with 2 higlvlevel languages (FORTRAN, PL/1, u
PASCAL or I ISP) and coursework in Calculus Previous experience with structured pro^

gramming and documentation is also desirable A current GPA of 3 or greater and US.

Citizenship are additional requirements

TASC is a different kind of place. TASC offers exceptional learning opportunities for

the serious, outstanding student.

1

THE ANALYTIC SCIENCES CORPORATION

One .liuol) NNa>

Kiudinu. MA (M867

An Equal Opoonuniiy Emnlovet Mir'

U S C'liJBnsnip Hegu'reo

ir playoffs
coulinneu finm /jugr 14

to a sparkling 0.55

joals against average. . .

UMass has outscored it's

opponents 4511, and the

Minutewomen have ex-

ploded for four tallies six

times. . . Iowa could be the

t.am to watch in the tour-

n..ment. The Hawkeyes
pojted a 16-2-1 slate and

ooundly defeated UMass,

3-1. on Saturday. 'Their

turf skills were excellent,"

Bossio said. "Their

stickwork was good and
they worked the give-and-

go well." Carlson said. . .

The first-round matchups
looks like this: In the

South, Rutgers University

hosto the University of

Pennsylvania; in the Mid
Atlantic, Penn State

University clashes with

West Chester State; and in

the West, Northwestern

University takes on Stan-

ford University at Iowa.

All games are scheduled

for Saturday.

midterm grades
continued from page 16

teams, in whatever sport, can only dream about the suc-

ceit- UMass has enjoyed in its first Division I season, and

most of the credit goes to the coaching staff. Sure, you've

'ot to have the personnel to build a respectable program,

Kut no team, no matter what kind of talent is present, goes

anywhere without the right chemistry among the brain

l»-ust. Period

• just snow football
niiiiiiiitvu fniiii piigf lf>

"Shoot, half the people on this campus are playing foot-

ball right now," Ray Jackson said.

For one person at least, the snow has been a long lime

coming.
. , * j

"This feels like home," sophomore cornerback Andrew

Thomas, a Canadian native, said. "We u.sed to practice

in this stuff all the time."

It was no big deal.

"I played in worse than this in high school," senior sale-

ty Bob Shelmire said.

Some people were worried about getting hurt.

"Yeah, it worries me because when the ground is frozen

its really hai'd to plant your foot," .sophomore kicker Silvio

Bonvini said. "1 just hope the field is clear on Saturday.

But it's good for the team because you've got to figure

UNH is practicing out there, too."

Other players weren't thinking that far into the future,

just today's practice.
. u n

"It's fun, it's fun now, but tommorrow it s gonna be Hell.

I think it's supposed to rain," sophomore outside

linebacker Terence Brown said.

Basically, no one really cared about anything but play

ing football and rubbing snow in each other's face. With

three inches of snow and 30 degree temperatures, it was

as simple as that.

McKelvey to talk

about marketing

UMass alumnus speaks

The University Sport

Entertainment and Promo

tion (USEP), a registered

student organization, has

announced that Universi-

ty of Massachusetts alum

nus Steve McKelvey, a

marketing manager for

Major League Ba«eball,

will give a presentation

concerning marketing in

America on Friday after-

noon in room 101 of the

Murray D. Lincoln Cam-
pus Center.

The presentation, an
overview of marketing in

hi

i

^
^t*"««i*

Zm.
11 PRAY ST.

MAXELL XL-2
I BOX OF 10 FOR

$21

let us do your
wash-dry- fold

AMHERST, MA. and

SELF SERVICE
^and pressing

7 DAYS 7AM-10 PM. 549-1665

An Alternative Record Store

SpwMlizing m: Payctwdahc

'

Punk ' GraiatuI OMd '

Rock n RoM ' Experimental

Muse

ALSO OUALmr T-SHIRTS ft POSTERS
TOP CASH PAID FOR

RECORDS TAPES STEREOS GUITARS

MAXELL UR-90
BOX OF 10 for

$10

253-9209

M-Sat 11-7, Sum 2-5

8.5 X 11" Aiito-Fed
or Self-service

CoPyCat Print Shop

228 Triangle Street,

2nd Floor, Amherst

549-3840

Sales erKJs Nov. 30thIthJ

professional Ameri' .

sports, will begin at 2 pi

and will be followed b\

reception and a quest 'y

and-answer period.

McKelvey. an Old I) .

field. Ma, native, has'

a variety of sports rei.i

positions since receiv

degrees from Amhersv

lege in 1981 and
UMass Sports Studies

graduate program in 19>>4.

An assistant to UM.JSW

Sports Information Di.jc-

tor Howard Davis dun at'

the 1984-85 ycur,

McKelvey has also holJ

several positions in uw

field of professional spurU.

A few of McKelvm'i
stints include: marketing

for the Albuquerque
Silvers of the Continental

Basketball Association

(CBA); the Alubuquenjue

Dukes, the AAA baseball

affiliate of the Los Aixgeles

Dodgers; and the

Springfield Fame of the

I
United States BasketbaU

League (USBL).
'

McKelvey currently

.

holds the position as the
j

coordinator of large oor-

porate sponsors of Major I

League Baseball.
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ACTIVITItS FORSALf

cUNOAY EVENING PRAYERS (ronl

I )ung« fJowman Cenlor 6PM five college

n rission

liUNDAV EVENING PRAYERS 6PM
tmilh College Chapel downstairs lounge

rufoshmenls

^IMAL RIGHTS COALITION is meeting

tiinighi Everyone welcome. Take a tew

nilr utes to help the suffering. S U. Room
30e at 430

MOUNTAIN BIKE, UNIVEGA Alp.na

Uno In great shape. tjlacK. knobby tires,

great for year round riding! S220.

negotiable 586-9737

CB SPORTS JACKET, blue/black, mens
M-L Almost newi Paid $110. only $75

Ramon 549-6243

LEATHER JACKET MENS 44 rle^er

worn bughi in Pans this summer $250 or

BO 549-5151

OVERSEAS JOBS. SUMMER, yr. round

Europe S Amer A' strali.i, Asid n\l

fields $900 2000 mo Sightseeing Free

into Write UC, PC Bx 52-I^A1 Coron.i

Del Mer. Ca 92625

MOTEL HELP-^KHJSEkEEPERS9-3PM
days must be able to work weekends

desk clerk 3-1 tPM Sal/Sun willing to train

$3 65 to Stan with periodic review Com-

plete benefit and vacation policy year

round work Motel 6 Route 5-10 South

Deerfield Ma 665-2681

WSYL STAFF MEETING tontght, 7PM,

ill Campus Center room 904

HONORS AWARENESS DAY Thurs

hov 13th in the Campus Concourse

C:ome and find out about honors!

AUTO FOR tAU

V7 TOYOTA COROLLA runs well,

dependable. $400 - BO must sell!

^,49-0877

61 CHEVY BELAIR PB reliable low

milage previously owned by little old lady

tall 54^-6269

V6 DODGE ASPEN 3SPD on column
many new parts needs minor bodywork
t*60.00 or BO call 545-3416 Tuesnhurs
uam • 4pm or after 6pm at 584-7376 -Lisa

GREAT BUY! 74 VW bug great shape
needs engine 350.00 or BO, must see!

1-733-«945

vTtOYOTA corolla 2-TC 1600 CC
{jreat engine 24-26 MPG $950 call

i27-9699 eves

KEG TAPS FOR sale! Brand new. never

used keg taps only $26 Packies charge

$45 for used taps Don't waste your

money! New taps $25 Call Tony

256-1438 today

WANTED SCHOOL REPRESENTATIVE
lor collegiate sporting company Great

pay Call collect 1-813-346-2009

1979 CHEVY WAGON. 99,400 miles

new clutch. Best offer 536-5434 Even-

ings week-ends

OHM L2 SPEAKERS 4 yr warranty Call

6-7921

ISM MAPHiCS

IBM COLOR GRAPHICS card~and IBM

mono card for sale $150 each, not clones

original IBM boards in pertect cond Mark

253-2911

PfRSONAL$

COME SEE THE NERDS'"
•Revenge ot the Nerds " Wednesday.

Nov 12 5 7 ^11

LOSE WEIGHT NOW! T6-29 lbs/month

with Herbal Weight Control No Diet, ex-

ercise or drugs Too percent guarenteed

Call Mark 546-5938

INTERESTED IN WRITING lorlhe largest

college daily m New England? Come
down to the Mass Daily Collegian! You

can write about Arts. Editorials. Black Af-

fairs, News, Women's Issues & Sports

We're located in the basement of the

Campus Center, behind the T V The Col-

legian We build careers'

LOOKINiG TO TAKE over your lease in

Puftton or Brandywine, beginning in

January Call 546-7237 or 546-7236

PROCTOB & OAMILE

SALES MANAGEMENT INFO SESSION-
Wed Novombf'i 1?th al 7 OOPM m the

Campus Center rm 174-176 "Mandatory
if you plan to interview'

PROFE$$IONAl TYPING SiRVICE

PAPERS, CASES, DISSERTA-
TIONS- dependable on-campus
reasonable. 584 7924, Nancy

TO $UtLET

MOVE INTO BRANDYWINE anu it -t

tree 19 inch color TV & a pair of CJO&E

Cat speakers Just take over my lea- . m
a spacious l bedroom apt - available 5«c

1 thru Aug 31 $440 rent * $25 elect .ci

ty Last month & security deposit t.:;als

$860 Call 549O068

PARTIALLY FURNISHED 2 bedroom
apt available starting 1/1/87 at Colonwl

Village right across from Change^
Quite on bus route ' $380/monih ,all

Mary or Donna at 256-6782

ROOMMATCt WANTED

INSTRUCTION

UMMTG PRESENTS: THE Fantastics

Nov 13 14.15 8PM Bowker Auditorium

tickets $3 with UMass ID $4 Gen pub

Ticket into call 545-0145

UNIVERSITY STORE HAS engineering

Press Exam Files (or Engineering.

Calculus, Physics. Chemistry

S4 RENAULT ENCORE exc cond ,

33,000 mi, 35 mpg $4000 or BO call

665-3690

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS experienc-

ed and patient teacher Pop-rock-folk-

blues. Songwriting, theory readina im-

provisation Right on bus line Doug

549-4786

MARY-HAPPY 21ST! This weekend we

have to do some serious drinking to

celebrate' Love. Anya

TWO SNOW TIRES for sale P205 15
'

only used one winter' Ask lor Frank after

2 00 PM 546-4234

FOUND

PASCAL TUTOR. REASONABLE rates

584-1307

KiN KiNDOU

197S JEEP CJS Renegade V8 304 runs

well body poor call Scott 548-7135

CASH

WEDDING BAND RINGI Kinda nice,

describe it and pick it up. Call 253-2788

Dave.

HOPE TO SCORE with you next year' We
all love ya! Paula, Carol. Marcia, Lisa,

Denise. and Rowzowt

GOLD STONE RING outside Hicks Must

describe Call Helena 546-1488
LOST

PAYING CASH FOR your baseball cards

please call Mike 549-0333

FOUND S.PLEASANT ST. Ray Ban

Wayfarer shades initialed Larry Brough

go to Campus Center Info Center

H.P. lie CALCULATOR in library lower

Please call 546-4778 for reward

LOST: LIZ CLAIBOURNE denim blazer

in Hasbrouke 20 on Oclobef 21st Sen-

timental value. If found please contact

Julie 6-9275

ENTIRTAINMINT
GUITARIST WANTIO

MUSICIANS NEEDED FOR perfor-

mances al Belchenown State School

Funding available Contact Bruce

25 6-4236

LEAD GUITARIST WANTED to play with

local band |ust being formed Interests

New Order, Psychedelic Furs, Inxs.

Icehouse Contact Matt 546-9283.

MASS LIQUOR ID in CredH Union

Reward offered for its return call 256<620

GIDQE-WHEN'WE visit Sasquatch.

maybe play some Nomvich Rugby'

SCOTT-AT THE Pub orrTl76" you were

sitting in the back booth with 3 fnends our

eyes did the talking • but eye contact isn t

everything glad you said hi would love to

see you again!! Same place next

Thurs??" Baibara

YO EEA. HB. blonde onel A for 12. you

will find no airpockets here I want my tvwj

dollars Same attitude 'Coulda had a

s c but you missed out " Racoons and

marsh tents. TE "Put down the

hairspray. Michelle ' "It's Mr Nasty I m
coming m " Nicholas Carrington The

Contact Club Is that you under my table?

Ode to Bo & Fro We are friends. We are

friends. We love eachother. we are

friends Mr Barn wants to make some

noise and play Blub-Blub Do you know

what I'm talking about? Happy 19th bir-

thday' We love you Moose, Gub, Baby

Fahy, Ho & Al

LOOKING FOR MALE to share room in

Puftton Start end of Dec 549-3819

ONE BEDROOM AVAILABLE lor one or

two people Cheap rent, quiet, close to

campus on bus route. 549-4483

RESPONSIBLE FOR LG apt on bus route

own room, turnished but bnng bed $210

lor room plus utilities call 323-4969 before

2PM 323-6311x530 after

SQUTrE VILLAGE ON bus route near

stores share large 2-bedroom 1 "/» bath

townhouse beg Jan 1 st partly furnished

$247 665 8588

— TYPING AND WORD PROCESSINo

NEXT-DAY SERVICE. Type- He:
323-4579

TYPING SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING. Long or short ,jro-

)ects Meticuk>us proofreading Rush
i
Am

OK New IBM typewriter 549^367

"SPEEDY KEYS • PROFESSKMAL \(y
ing/editing 256-1002

HOUSEMATE WANTED FOR two

bedroom house 3 bstops from campus
$250 and electricity fully furnished call

6-4790

WE ARE LOOKING to take over lease of

Puftton or Brandywine Apt Call Russ
546-5353

MOVE INTO OUR two bedroom furnish-

ed Brittany apartment, share a room with

one male and receive $100 call Ken for

more information 256-1723

WANTEDM

AgreMlve, enthuelastic etudenU lo

market Winter and Spring Brtak
vacations!

For more information, call Studen'

Travel Services at 1 800-648-484!

FEMALE NONSMOKE TO share a room
in Brandywine lor spring semester

Beginning Jan 1 For more info call

549-4415

ALWAYS BUYING USED boOKS.

records, tapes, and compact discs Call

Dynamite Books 586-9670 or Oynan ite

Records 584-1580 Northampton

DRUMMER FOR ROCK band Covurs

and originals in styles of Who, Beatidt.

CCH, Cflash, Jam, x etc 546-7050

WANTID TO RINT

SIRVICIS

iSLUE SPIRALNOTEBOOK in Thomp-

son 104 on 11/6 Please call 256-8415

SHOSHONNA GIVE ME a hintt From

engin lec/disc and chem

TYPING, TAPE TRANSCRIPTION. Fasl.

accurate 665-7652

PEOPLE TO TAKE over lease l/l-slT.

2bdr apt great lor 3 people. Call

665-8315

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

H/VCK^A—Disk ENTERTAINMENT
A<iency Disc|0Ckeys. Bands. Lights and

Lirge screen video dances 549-7144

FOR RINT

OFFER AVAILABLER ONCE Again

Squire Village two bedroom apt on bus

route take over lease Dec 1 665-4793

TAKE UF' MY LEASY$ too' reward one

b«d room in Swiss Village available Dec

2f Tel No 266-8791

HELP WANTED

PART-TIME. TEMJ>ORARY POSITIONS

available for the Annual Salvation Army

Christmas Kettle Program Starting Date

November 21 through December 24 For

more information call 586-5243

tU-fOR IF YOU KNO'W LIQUISTICS well

and can help me I'll pay you well Call

Larry 546-8621

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent free meals

Light clean-up
Call Cheryl at AXO

545-2152

MOTORCYCUS

1981 HONDA CB650 Custom, only 6000

mi many new parts mint condition call

Dave 253-7474.

MOVER

MROUNO TOWN MOVERS fast reliable

cheap call Michael anytime 323-6780

NIEO AN ESCORT?

TOM FROM SUNSET. I am inleresled"!

Can me Patty

BRiAN~ir. IN J.Q.A. I'm attracted to your

smile We've met once before Like to see

you again I LO O L

TERRIFIC TYPING FROM 'Speedy

"

keys Professional reliable service

256-1002.. earn- 11pm

S100 REWARD 2 non-snioking maiM
looking for opening in Brandywine, P jtf-

lon ot Townhouse Apts lof spring

semester Call Ftoyd 546-5374 or L rry

546-8930

STEVEN RABB. you bring such meaning

to my life I love you more than you will

ever know' Love, Dianne

SPANISH TUTORING ft TRANSUTION

IXLIiELP! GRAMMARTpfonunciatwn
conversation 256-1002

SINGLE ROOM IN To«fnehouse or Bru.v

dywine wanted call Lisa al

546 5066/b4b-0890 leave a message

please!

MARK O. I'D like to see those llasliy

plaids again G I Jo (T W )

SPRING BREAK VACATION

AMY BASSO - Happy 20 birthday you're

an awesome person and we're licky to be

your fnends' So on this special day LQL!

We love you' Janet. Chris. Ethel

SPEND SPRING BREAK in the Bahamas

for as little as $339 lor more information

call Paul or Bruce at 256-8068

rtOOMS AVAILABLE IN large house,

across street form campus Fireplace.

d.uKroom $250 & 549-6364

TAKE 0VEiC0UfrieaseTai^«h M«>-

nof on Hob«l in 3 b^dm apt 54M173

DISHWASHERS, FULL AND pad titne

Good starting pay Apply m person with

references to The D«P<»'" 1"A fjea-

sent St Northampton or caU 586-5366 lor

an appointment

PART-TIME GAS attendant Dependable

person lor weekend afternoons 253-5156

CALL 5-2123 BETWEEN 8PM & 2AM
every day for an escort anywhere on cam-

pus Play it sale

HAPPY B-DAY Lynn M ot Brown we all

love you Suite 209

ROBINHOOD biLCHREST HAPPY bir

Ihdayl Love, your friends on 28hor1

NEED MONIY

RUNNING OUT OF money? Triple your

cash in one night while meeting new

lacM cell Doug 549-4749

STUDINT SUS SIRVICE

BUY TICKETS NOWI SiudenTbus ser-

vice IS now taking reservations lor

Thanksgiving travel to New York. Logan

Airport, South Station. & Cambridge

6-9412 or 6-9406 between 9PM 4 1AM to

make reservations Tickets must be pur-

chaswt by Nov 21. so call nowMI
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Poll snubs the Minutemen
Reid and Co. not fazed, practice in snowstorm, cold anyway

LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY IN NEW ENGLAND irsi^icDE

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

A winning team stops at nothing to improve.

With that in mind, the University of Massachusetts foot-

ball team, taking a page out of the Denver Bronco or

Green Bay Packer practice book, weathered yesterday's

snowstorm and conducted business as usual as the team

trudged through its daily routine.

But the Minutemen, 7-2, are coming off a rain-soaked

17-7, hard-nosed victory over Harvard University, Satur

day at Harvard Stadium in Cambridge, and know that

the NCAA Division I-AA poll released this week doesn't

care much for how the team has done. In being left out

of the poll, coach Reid just doesn't think that no matter

what his team does, it doesn't, and hasn't gotten, the

resi>ect that it deserves.

"When I wake up every morning I have to check see if

I'm seeing Jim Reid in the mirror and not Rodney Danger-

field," first-year UMass head coach Jim Reid said. "We
could make an issue out of the fact that we've had injuries,

but we don't.

"You play as a team. We've had five starters gone and

we still perform and are capable of winning. That's great
"

Taking the snow-covered fields yesterday, the

Minutemen continued to prepare for yet another big

Yankee Conference game. This time the opponent is the

University of New Hampshire, which blew its chance at

winning the YC title by losing to the University of Maine,

14-13, on Saturday.

The loss dropped UNH into second place in the con-

ference with the Minutemen and the University of

Delaware on top at 4-1.

Ironically, Delaware, at 7-2 is ranked 12th in the poll

while the Wildcats are in 20th-place.

"It's interesting that their (UNH's) two losses are to

teams we have beaten (Maine, BU)," Reid said. "I just

don't think people are looking close enough to us."

But with the season winding down and the conference

race tightening into a two-team struggle for the crown,

both the Minutemen and the Fighting Blue Hens realize

that getting production out of every day is more and more

crucial.

"We're still focusing on three things," UMass head

coach Jim Reid said. "The first is that we're all focusing

on this game and only this game - that's a lesson we

learned we learned against Holy Cross. We're just look-

ing to bust our humps and work hard.

"This is the 10th game. The only thing that matters is

what happens after the 11th game."

Minuteman Mutterings: UMass football did get its

share of respect in the awards department from Saturday's

victory, however, as sophomore linebacker John McKeown

was named Yankee Conference Defensive Player of the

Week and senior fullback Al Neri was named Co-Offensive

Player of the Week and Co-Player of the Week in the

Yankee Conference. In being awarded the Gold Helmet,

as player of the week, Neri, who ran for a career high 132

yards and a touchdown against Harvard, the presentation

marked the first time in UMass history that two Gold

Helmets were awarded to UMass players in the same

season. Neri joins sophomore kicker Silvio Bonvini, who

received the award earlier this year.

Collegian photo by Jennifer Dempsey

University of Massachusetts head football

coach Jim Reid and the Minutemen know they

have to fight for more respect.

CoUeKlan photo by JenniferD«mp««y

The Minutemen were perfectly willing and enthusiastic about yesterday's practice in several inches of snow.

Midterm grades are in: Minutewomen
maintain high marks despite slump
Two matches remain on tap
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

That's right. The midterm grades are in for the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts volleyball team.

With two matches left before next weekend's Atlantic

10 tournament, the Minutewomen have done some

noteworthy things this season in their first year of Divi-

sion I competition. In addition to asserting themselves as

a contender in the A 10, the spikers have also achieved

something that, down the road, may be of even greater

value — respect.

As for the season thus far, UMass has been on the giv-

ing end of a lot of hardship on the volleyball court, spor-

ting a 26-4 record after last weekend's Northeastern

Volleyball Classic. The Minutewomen took the champion-

ship and the keys to Northeastern's gym on the way to

extending their winning streak to seven games. That has

been only one of the highlights in a season that has

featured the ups and downs of a Division I program that

has already proven that it belongs.

The following is a sort of midterm report on the things

that have gotten the Minutewomen where they are:

Offense/Hitting — Grade: A/B: As a team, UMass is

third in the AlO in hitting percentage (.215) and sixth

in kills per game average (10.19). That in itself might war

rant a lower grade, but when you take into consideration

how far along the offense is in comparison to last season,

that argument is moot. Head coach Elaine Sortino has

pulled out all the stops in improvising the offensive at

tack, and has done a great job of harnessing the talents

of freshman setter Karen Ferguson.

With the coming of age of middle hitters Marcy Guiliotis

and Barbara Meehan, the Minutewomen have been able

to balance their attack, thus making it more potent. Any
team that thinks they can stop UMass by shutting down

one aspect of the offense is usually sadly mistaken. Out-

side hitters Juliet Primer, Michele Barys and Violetta

Gladkowska have all come up big when the pressure is

on, something that serves as a tribute to the maturity of

the team as a whole. However, the spikers have often

fallen upon spells of inconsistency, and that has come close

to spelling trouble.

Defense — Grade: B UMass has turned in some great

defensive efforts, especially in matches against Penn State

and Rhode Island. As Sortino stated in the preseason, the

biggest disadvantage to this season has been the fact that

the Minutewomen had not seen many of the teams prior

to this season, thus leaving the spikers to resort to a guess-

ing game of what to expect. Teams have surprised the

Minutewomen this season with innovative game plans,

but, as is the case in most sports, the second time around

should be different, more so with the A 10 tournament

around the comer. Senior defensive specialist Debbie Cole,

as she has been for three years, has been the catalyst on

a defensive corps that can be stingy when it wants to be.

Blocking — Grade: A Ironically, the blocking aspect

of the UMass arsenal has been one of Sortino's pet peeves

most of the season. UMass leads the conference in block-

ing <4.19 per game) and are ranked 10th nationally. The
UMass Roofing Co. has been anchored by Guiliotis and

Meehan. who make a habit of terrorizing opposing hit-

ters at will. Guiliotis and Meehan are first and second in

the conference, respectively, in individual blocking, with

Guiliotis being ranked as high as fourth nationally. To

give you an idea of how misleading statistics are, the

Minutewomen are last in the conference in digging percen-

tage (5.51 digs per game), the main reason being that not

enough balls get by the block.

Coaching — Grade: A Last season. Sortino and assis-

tant coach Peg Schultz guided the Minutewomen to their

best season ever, with a 35-7 mark and literal ownership

ot Division II volleyball in this region. This year, the

spikers have taken Division I and the A- 10 by storm. Most

continui'd mi page IS

Those mad dogs
the football team
By J0HN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Not too much, in fact nothing happened yesterday in

the world of Minuteman sports. Don't tell that to Jim Reid

and the rest of his football team, however, because his

group was in full gear preparing for Saturday's home
game versus New Hampshire — even if there was three

inches of snow on the ground.

"Whoever made up the saying about the mailmen, they

stole that from the football team," head coach Reid said.

"Neither rain, nor sleet nor snow, or whatever — that's

us."

While practice couldn't be run at full speed, it was still

productive at three-quarters pace as hitting was probably

harder than usual.

"These guys are really fired up," a snow-covered Reid

said. "This is terrific. We're getting things done. I mean,

look, the guys are really hitting and blocking. It's a change

from being up in the gym. We only go up there when it

is totally and absolutely positively necessary."

I guess no one thought it was necessary yesterday. But

in truth, everyone did seem to enjoy nailing each other

with snowballs and rolling in the white stuff.

"This is nuts, I can't believe how much snow there is,"

red-shirted sophomore tailback Ted Barrett said.

Playing in the snow just didn't seem at all unusual.
Clin tinned o" pa^i> 15

Gerlufsen to ink recruits
University of Massachusetts men's basketball head

coach Ron Gerlufsen is expected to announce the sign-

ing of four recruits for the 1987-88 season, this afternoon.

Gerlufsen, whose team was picked to finish eighth in

the Atlantic 10 Conference this season, surprised con-

ference coaches and media last Thursday at the con-

ference's media day in East Rutherford, N.J., when he

announced that the signing would occur today.

I

>
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Anti-gay
speaker
cancelled
for tonight
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

An anti-gay activist, whose appearance

last spring at the University of

Massachusetts was followed by an increase

in reports of harassment of gay men and

lesbians on campus, will not appear today

as originally scheduled.

Students for America member Brian

Darling, organizer of Paul Cameron's visit,

said Cameron will not speak today because

"he has to testify as an expert witness

stjmewhere. I guess he couldn't make it out

to the University."

Student Activities Director Randy Do-

nant, who oversees the allotment of Cam-

pus Center and Student Union Building

space for student-sponsored events, said

Students for America had failed to meet an

extended deadline for reserving the space

for the Cameron talk.

Darling said yesterday that "Dr.

Cameron is rescheduling his visit for

February."

Some Lesbian Bisexual and Gay Alliance

members expressed concern and anger over

Cameron's scheduled reappearance.

Group member Lisa Bernard said that

judging from what happened last time she

does not support Cameron's visit because

some gays, lesbians and bisexuals were

harrassed following his last visit.

"He's very anti-gay and lesbian; he's very

homophobic; he's very heterosexist," she

said. "He's very ignorant and outrageous."

The adminstration should "somehow

take a stance" against his visit in order to

continued on page 5

I'olleioan photo by Paul Kranz

LOST IN THE FOG - The Tower Library rises like an

apparition in yesterday's morning fog. seen from Young

Meadow Farm in Hadley.

Group aims to save chain-link maze

scheduled to be demolished

By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

A new student group aimed at forcing a "maze transfor-

mation" meets for the first time tonight, but the director

of the University Art Gallery said she doubted their ef-

forts will save the landmark sculpture.

The maze, located on Rocky Hill Road next to McGuirk

Alumni Stadium, was scheduled to be torn down by the

Physical Plant yesterday, but got a reprieve because of

Tuesday's snowfall.

Joel Rabinowitz, founder of the new group, said yester-

day the organization can stop the maze's demise if enough

students tell administrators of their opposition.

The first meeting of the Save The Maze Coalition is

scheduled for 6 p.m. today in the Southside Room of the

Hampden Student Center.

The gallery director, Helaine Posner, said the artist who

planned and constructed the maze wants it torn down

because the concrete pillars that anchor its chain-link

fabric have shifted, distorting the maze's shape.

"I'm sorry to see it go. The artist is sorry to see it go.

It has been one of the University's most popular and par-

ticipatory pieces of art. But I think practical considera-

tions have intervened," Posner said.

Rabinowitz said the University administration spends

a great deal of money on campus artwork and "most of

it goes ignored or misunderstood by the students.

"But almost everyone here in four years goes into that

maze," he said. "It's artwork that people eiyoy and peo-

ple actually get involved in. I wouldn't doubt that if you

ask alumni from three, five, ten years ago what the maze

is, where it is, they would know.

"I've literally spoken to hundreds of people about the

maze and I have yet to hear even one person who doesn't

want the administration to do something to save it. I

would challenge the administration to find even one piece

of artwork with that kind of record."

Rabinowitz said a petition drive will begin to urge the

administration to restore the maze. "I even think some

kind of "maze transformation" is in order," he said.

Posner, who has final discretion over the sculpture's

fate, said she didn't think a petition drive would do any

good.
.

"The impression that we're taking something away is

a false one," she said. "It is a loss, but there are good

reasons why it is being taken down," she said. "We've

been giving this a lot of thought. We did consider restor-

ing the maze."
. . •

But, she said, the cost of doing so would be prohibitive

She was unsure what the exact cost would be, but pointed

out that restoring the maze would require completely tear-

ing it down, replacing the pillars, building a new cement

floor, covering that with grass and replacing the chain-

link fabric.
. .

"It would cost twice as much as commissioning the

original work, " she said, giving a rough estimate for the

job of $50,000.

Posner said the maze's popularity in comparison to other

sculptures was not a compelling reason to spend the

money to restore the maze, because the money for those

pieces comes largely from outside sources and they are

already paid for. The University would have to find a large

amount of new money to do the restoration, she said.

Posner added that the maze's creator had offered to

make a limestone sculpture to be located near the

Chancellor's house.

"I think it is important that the chancellor s house look

nice. But if we're going to spend the money. .
.it's impor-

tant that it benefit as many students as possible."

•An appearance by Duffey at the

senate meeting. Page 3.

•What to do after graduating. Page 9.

•Hot new hoopsters sign with

UMass. Page 16.
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Students
will protest
against CIA
Group opposes recruitment

By AUTUMN MAKI
Collegian Correspondent

A student group has planned protests for today and

tomorrow opposing the recruitment of University of

Massachusetts students by the Central Intelligence

Agency.
The Radical Student Union has distributed posters

around campus this week to inform students of the ac-

tivities the group plans to carry out, member David Bassi

said. •

"We have been putting up posters around campus to let

the students know what is going on and why. We are go-

ing to hold a rally outside the Student Union at 5 p.m.

followed by a vigil at the University Placement Center

at 6 p.m.," Bassi said.

Bassi said the Radical Student Union expects about 100

people to attend the rally and the vigil.

Marc Kenan, a graduate student active in the Radical

Student Union, said the group opposes agencies like the

CIA recruiting on campus because of its activities in

foreign countries like Nicaragua.

"The objective of our rally today and the protest tomor-

row is to prevent the University from being a recruitment

place for the CIA. No one has the right to recruit killers,"

Kenan said.

The CIA is acting in violation of international law and

is responsible for needless violence, Kenan said.

"On June 27, 1986, the International Court of Justice

said that the United States was acting in clear violation

of the law in its policy toward Nicaragua. The CIA is the

main force behind the US involvement in Nicaragua,"

Kenan said. "The CIA is paying people down there to kill

— the contras are paid mercenaries funded by the CIA."

Kenan said the group and its supporters on this issue

want to attend the CIA information session scheduled for

7 p.m. this evening, but have been told they cannot attend.

"I have met with Larry Benedict from Academic Sup-

port Services, and Arthur Hilson who is the director of

the University Placement Center, and was told the

meeting would be closed to everyone except people who

are interested in being interviewed," Kenan said.

Associate Vice-chancellor Larry G. Benedict said he sup-

ported the students' right to protest, but not to disrupt

the interviews occurring on campus.

"All diverse opinions are accepted here, and anyone has

the right to protest, but we cannot allow disruptive ac-

tions to interfere with the interviewing process," Benedict

said. .,

Arthur Hilson, Director for the Placement Center said

there are two types of interviewing processes conducted

at the Placement Center.

The first is an open interviewing session that all in-

terested students may attend and talk to the companies

that they are interested in.

The second process is pre-screening, where students sub-

mit resumes ahead of time to companies they would like

continued on page 6

Concert to benefit

scholarship fund
By EDWARD SYRON
Collegian Correspondent

Tonight's benefit concert by Richie Havens will enridi

a scholarship fund for University veterans and highlight

a month's events sponsored by the Veterans Outreach

Program, according to the program's director.

Money raised from the concert will benefit the Tony

Melchionda Scholarship Fund, Lynn Lockhart said. The

scholarship, administered by the outreach program, con-

sists of free tuition plus $1,000 to an eligible UMass

veteran. ^ ,, . .^ . •

The scholarship is named after a University physician

and Vietnam veteran. Melchionda contracted an illness

he linked to Agent Orange, the chemical used as a

defoliant in Vietnam and suspected of causing a wide

variety of medical problems for veterans and their

children. .

"He came to me even though his days were numbered

and asked if he could perform any service for the
continued on pagt 7
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Water conservation approved
. . 1 J u * ;., t^u<> 4

Diversion plan delayed
BOSTON (AP) - State water ofTicials, walking a

political tightrope, voted yesterday to increase efforts to

conserve water supplies and delay consideration of any

move to divert the Connecticut or Merrimack rivers for

three years.

The Massachusetts Water Resources Authority voted

unanimously for the plan despite criticism by some en-

vironmental leaders that the river diversion proposals

should be permanently eliminated now instead of bemg

reconsidered in the future.

The chairman of the authority, state Environmental Af-

fairs Secretary James Hoyte, said the panel had the

obligation to do everything possible to fix leaky pipes,

manage current water supplies effectively and avoid the

need to use the river water.

Despite the call to re-examine the river diversion op-

tions after Dec. 31, 1989, Hoyte insisted the plan was con-

sistent with Gk)v. Michael S. Dukakis' pledge to block any

move to tap the rivers.

The authority's 11 member board of directors "is in

synch with the governor that diversion is out of the ques-

.

tion now and all energies should be focused on conserva-

tion, demand management and leak detection programs,

Hoyte said.

He said it might take more than three years to fully

assess the success of such programs and decide if new

water sources will be needed for the state in the future.

Board member Jonathan Souweine of Amherst said the

package was a "constructive response" to the need of en

suring the state had enough water in the future. But he

warned that opponents of river diversion, who have vocal-

ly opposed any such move on Beacon Hill for years, must

remain on guard.

'It has been said that eternal vigilance is the price of

liberty," Souweine said. "So, too, is eternal vigilance the

price of protecting the Connecticut River."

The vote follows four years of study on how

Massachusetts should cope with the pressure that future

population growth and increased economic activity will

place on the water supply.

The authority governs water use in 60 Boston-area com-

munities which have 2.5 million residential and industrial

customers. The water systems have 270 miles of distribu-

tion pipes and 6,100 miles of water pipes that lose millions

of gallons of water daily through leaks.

While the Quabbin Reservoir in central Massachusetts

supplies much of the water need of the Greater Boston

area, state officials fear the commonwealth will face an

estimated 120 million gallon a day shortfall by the year

2020 unless some action is taken.

Some environmental leaders complained the conserva-

tion efforts would be more effective if water users realiz-

ed they had to conserve and couldn't simply fall back on

the rivers as an alternative.

Skimming off some of the river waters during fiood

season would be counterproductive because those waters

help recharge nearby ground water supplied that com-

munities depend on for their drinking water, said Arleen

O'Donnell, director of environmental affairs for the

Massachusetts Audubon Society.

Af* Photo

WINNER IN THE END - Red Sox pitching

ace Roger Clemens relaxes with his wife

Debby and dog Gizmo, after learning he was

the unanimous winner of the 1986 Cy Young
Award.

GfQiKKind
presents

asimplelesson
ineconomics.
Introducing the Greyhound Student Discount fare.

Learn how easy it is to get away when

you go Greyhound.
Right now, Greyhound is offering a

new Student Discount program. Which

means you get a big $25 off the price of any

Greyhound round-trip, maximum-fare

ticket, $15 off any round-trip ticket costing

$75 or more and $5 off any round-trip

ticket costing $45 or more.

Just bring the attached coupon along

with your current college I.D. card to your

local Greyhound Ticket Agent for details.

With a price this low, it's time you got

off campus. With a Greyhound Student

Discount fare.

Greyhound • 1780 Main Street • 781-1501

Cut out the coupon and
cut out oftown.

With the Greyhound Student Discount fare, you'll

receive $25 off the price of any maximum-fare, round-mp

ticket; $15 off any round-trip ticket costing $75 or more;

and $5 off any round-trip ticket costing $45 or more

Simplv bring this coupon and your current college

I.D. card to the Greyhound ticket location in your towTi.

DITer ecnni lor college siudenis onlv No. val.d for travel 11 26 S6 through 11 30 86 and
' "

86 XrouKh 12 27 86 No other discounts arr'v I 'ck---'.- arc- nontransferable Of^e

;;hd on ^les onginanng from sc-lected UK;auons. Ask your (.revhound 1 icke. .\gent lor

details Offer expires Fehruar\ 1, IW'

GOGREYHOUND
And leave the driving to us.

ruriem college I D will be required lor ticket purchase and ai the i ime (^ use

TKkets g.xxl for travel onlv th.x.ugh + 1 87 Some restrKlKins apriv See Cjeyhound

(or complete details lances subiect to change v^ithout n.Mice r W86 (rteyhound lanes, Inc

Springfield
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Lecturer discusses Nazi doctors
Psuchological process let doctors enter into genocide

^ ^
„„..iJu^".»,Yi,->a,-t.Htnamultmleofdualpersonalit

Collegian photo by Paul Drsmarais

Professor Robert J. Lifton

By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

A psychological process called "doubling"
_f

»«^ed Nazi

doctors to be killers yet lead "normal lives during World

War II, according to a professor of psychiatry and

psychology from the City University of New York.

'-There is nothing more shameful than physicians who

are designated as healers to become instead killers,

Robert Jay Lifton said last night in Hasbrouck, In Ger-

many today this remains one of the most shameful aspects

of the Holocaust."

He has written several books on the subject and since

1977 has been conducting research on the medical

behavior in Auschwitz, and Nazi doctors in general.

Lifton spoke of doubling, as the "single most significant

mechanism that allowed Nazi DcK:tors to move into

^^Shng is "a psychological division of a self into two

wholes," that consists of an unconscious dimension and

an avoidance of guilt, he said.
. • i

" „„^
"Doubling is part of the adaptive human potential, and

could be "compared to a multiple of dual personality." hf

"^

The capacity for doubling and genocide is specifically

human, "animals don't engage in genocide," he said.
^

"Auschwitz was an institution which ran on doubling,

and the killing process was "seen as routine instead of

an atrocity," he said.

The Nazi party exemplified an "extreme version of evil

behavior," which operated on the pretense that they were

"killing a group for the sake of a larger healing process,

he said.

The "Nazi Doctors" made decisions as to who would livo

and who would die in the gas chambers, or by lethal in-

jections, he said.

"In choosing gas chambers, instead «f
f^"^jj°;^«;;i^^^^

inn
"
the Nazi party was "moving towards a higher leve

d killing," which was "killing perceived as a theraputical

imperative," he said.

About 125 people attended the lecture in Hasbrouck

whixh was sponsored by the Committee on University

Lectures.

Duffey asks student senators for help

investigating the racial incident
F Y

By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey urged

senators at last night's Undegraduate Stu

dent Senate meeting to come forward and

help out in the investigation of the racial

brawl that occurred two weeks ago in the

Southwest Residential Area.

Duffey. who had spent the day in Cam-

bridge at a meeting with representatives

from other universities and colleges, made

the surprise appearance because he said

the Southwest incident is a major concern.

Addressing the senate is the closest thing

to addressing the entire student population

because senators represent the students,

Duffey said.

The incident, which left 10 students with

injuries, began as an argument between

Red Sox and Mets fans after the final game

of baseball's World Series. Seven of the in-

jured students are black, which led both

students and administrators to recognize

the brawl as racial.

The reputation of the University of

Massachusetts is "somewhat in jeopardy

now because of the actions of a few people,"

Di'ffey said.

No one engaged in racist activities should

have the right to attend the University,

Duffey said. Anyone who is found guilty

will receive punishment, he said.

An outside investigator wall come to cam-

pus to hear witnesses' reports and deter-

mine what really happened in Southwest,

he said, adding that witness reports so far

have been confusing.

Duffey did not reveal the investigator's

name, but might do so in the near future,

he said. "It's somebody who is experienc-

ed," he said.

A group of students will serve as con-

sultants for the investigator, Duffey said.

He reiterated that students and ad-

ministrators must work together on the

investigation

Third World Caucus Chairman Stephen

Alfred said, "I think [DufTeyj is showing

some interest. This is the kind of situation

that does not allow him the convenience of

not showing interest. He's doing what he

should be doing as the chancellor."

Alfred expressed concern over whether

any action will be taken against the

Department of Public Safety.

During the brawl, the police reportedly

waited 50 seconds before intervening,

while a large crowd of white students

brutally beat one black student.

According to Alfred. Duffey addressed on

ly the need for students to participate in

the investigation but he did not address the

problem of institutionalized racism on this

campus.

Webster House Co-Senator Lannae Long

said "I'm glad that [Duffey] is showing a

lot
'

of support." His appearance

demonstrates that not only the students

are concerned with the racial incident but

also the administrators, she added.

How much students get involved in the

investigation and how well they are in-

formed will determine how long the in-

yestigation will last. Long said

The Graduate WAGES Program at th*

Everywomen's Center is sponsoring a

Resume Writing and Job Interview Skills

workshop at 7 p.m. in 805 Campus
Center. The workshop teaches useful job

hunting techniques aimed at graduate

women.
Professor Maitland Jones. Jr. of

Princeton University will speak at 11:15

today in LGRT 1633. His topic will be

"Reactions of Cabenes with Strained

Carbon-Carbon Single Bonds.
"

Refreshments will be served one-half hour

prior to the lecture.

The Fall Smoker of Kappa Alpha Psi

Fraternity has been postponed until 8 p.m.

in 801 Campus Center.

Morton Halperin will give a presentation

on "Nuclear Arms: The Arguments for a

No First Use Policy," at 7:30 p.m. in the

Converse Assembly Room at Amherst

College. His presentation is sponsored by

the Amherst College Foreign Affairs

Society and the Five College Program in

Peace and World Security Studies.

A planning meeting for Holocaust

Memorial Week is scheduled for 1 to 3 p.m.

today in 803 Campus Center. For more in

formation

^"^
rWllpK'"" p*i"«" ''V Mi'-hnpl .M <

ooper

THE WAITING GAME - The Parachute Club ground crew spots for airborne members to

land on the lawn next to the Campus Pond. The members are, from left, Paul Quandt, Dave

Mazzarese and club President John Jackson. ^ -

Cance resident arrested for series of car

stereo burglaries in Lot 22; dorm screen cut
_ . , -1 1.- ;j TT ..^wv,^^ /^amo in nt .'^•1 3 a.m. Tue

A series ofburglaries culminated in the arrest of a Cance

dormitory- resident at 3:19 p.m. Tuesday in Lot 22, Univer-

sity of Massachusetts police said.
. , * oo

The 18-year-old man was spotted in a car in Lot ZZ,

allegedly preparing to strip the car of its AM/FM stereo,

police said. They spotted the man with four radios in his

^
The^man was charged with four counts of breaking and

entering, four counts of malicious destruction of personal

property and four counts of larcenv over $100. He is to

be arraigned in Hampshire District Court today on all

charges, police said.

In other police reports;

• A 21 vear-oid man was put in protective custody for

cutting the screrr ., ;. dormitory window and for being

unstable, police said. The report came in at 3:13 a.m. 1 ues-

day from a Fearing Street location, police said.

•A report to police at 12:50 a.m. Tuesday resulted in

an 18-year-old man being placed in protective custody. He

was picked up on the 7th floor of George Washington

Tower in a state of intoxication which caused him to pass

out on the floor, police said.

•Tools, valued at more than $150, were reported stolen

at 8- 14 a.m. Monday from Goessmann Laboratory. Police

said they suspect the theft occurred over the weekend.

• At 4:30 a.m. yesterday, a 25-year old Tewk.^hury man

Ha< ai-rested on North Pleasant Street on a wtuTant issued

in Ayer District Court to Concord State Police and relayed

to the police department at UMass^^police^^aid^^^^^^^

First snowfall spurs action

Snowball fights

cause damage
Amherst police, with the assistance of University of

Massachusetts police, tried to disperse gangs of student.-

throwing' snowballs at cars and houses on fraternity row

on North Pleasant Street several times Tuesday afterno. .i

and evening, police said.

The windshield of one car was broken and some wm
dows ofhou.es .m North Pleasant Street wTf .ilso damag

ed, police said.

In other police reports:
. .

• An Amherst man was arre.sted under a restraining

order at 12:39 p.m. Tuesday at Rolling Green apartments,

police said.
. j i-i j *

Residents at the Rolling Green apartment had filed two

complaints against the man for being a disorderly person.

The man was ordered to stay away from the apartment

and its residents, but Tuesday he returned to the apart

ment and started a fight, police said.

• At 5- 18 p.m. Tuesday, an Indiana man driving a

tractor-trailer truck knocked over the signal lights at the

intersection of Route 9 and Route 116 while attempting

to turn from East Pleasant Street onto College Stre<-t.

police said. „ ,

The lights are being replaced at the expense of the

truckdriver, police said.
.

• At 12:11 p.m. Tuesday there was a two-car collision

in which "both cars received heavy damages" at the in-

tersection of Lincoln Avenue and Amity Street, police said.

A 24-year-old Amherst man was cited for failure to use-

care in starting his car after he pulled out onto Amity

Street, in front of a car driven by a 17year-old Granby

boy. A passenger in the boy's car was treated for a minor

injury, police said.

• At 9:56 a.m. Tuesday, police were asked to check on

an elderly woman living in a College Street residence

because she had not been answering her phone. Police

entered the residence through a window and found the

woman unconscious.

The 72-year-old woman had sufl'ered a stroke and was

taken to Coolev Dickinson hospital, police said.

• At 1226 p m. Tue.sdav a 29-vear old Shutesbury man

drove his car into a parked Connecticut utility truck on

East Pleasant Street after avoiding a ^kidding vehicle in

front of him police said.
_^^^^^ TOMASEITI
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UMass dean writes book
stressing educational excellence

^^ i- I ^^^aUc.ni-ti " "TfiHflv wp have

By SHERYL JEAN
Collegian Staff

The dean of the University of

Massachusetts School of Education recent-

ly wrote a book that proposes a change in

the current system of education to one that

stresses excellence.

"The book concerns what we have to do

to restore excejlence to the educational

system," Mario D. Fantini said.

The 243-page book, "Regaining Ex

cellence in Education," is mainly concern

ed with primary and secondary schools but

also moves into higher education.

Fantini said the educational system to

to equal excellence." "Today we have

new ideas, new technology and new fin

dings in science that have not yet been in-

corporated into a new education system,"

Fantini said.

He added that the system used now most

efTectively educates "the best and the

brightest," but not everyone. Fantini said

he believes society is at risk with the pre-

sent system of education.

"The old system is trying to conform to

new demands without the capacity to do so

and therefore, cannot achieve excellence,"

Fantini said.

He discusses the responsibility of higher

education, policy makers, the community,

j;r.Tora-"^=^wa>-or ^^'^^-^^-f'z-z---^.
thinking, not from today's state-of-the-art

thinking." He said excellence must be

defined in 21st century terms.

In his book, Fantini has developed an

equation for the future in definmg ex

cellence. "Excellence equals quality plus

equality plus effectiveness plus efficiency

plus participation," he said.

"All these ingredients must come together

stresses the role of policy makers in con-

structing a new education system in this

period.

"Public policy makers must create the

framework where interested persons can

come together and change things," he said.

Education is a systematic problem, he

said, that needs a totally new system - a

modern system.

I

$5.00 OFF $5.00 OFF

Levis 501 & 505
and Jackets

Valid through 11/22

197 N. Pleasant St - Downtown Amherst

Mon - Sat 10:00-6:00 • Sunday 1:00-4:30

WORK STUDY
PART TIME POSITIONS AVAILABLE

IN THE

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING DEPT.

JOB INCLUDES TAKING

ADVERTISEMENTS AND
GENERAL CLERICAL DUTIES

HOURS AVAILABLE:

8:30 - 4:30

MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT:

COLLEGIAN FRONT COUNTER
ROOM 113 CAMPUS CENTER

DEADLINE: NOVEMBER 14, 1986
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CnllrKiaii pholo b> Rob Skriton

THROWING IT ALL AWAY - Local handyman Clarence Lawrence

clears a driveway on North Pleasant Street after Tuesday s early

snowfall.

UMASS ALPINE

SKI COURSE
AT

MTTOM
4 Lesson, 4 Week
1 Credit Course

Classes begin first week
in February.

Choice of Wednesday
Thursday
Friday or

Saturday Nights

$52
(includes transportation)

Sign up at GPE Office
Room 227 Boyden
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* Cameron
continued from pa^e 1

protect the gay, lesbian and bisexual com-

munity, she said.

Associate Vice-chancellor for Student Af-

fairs Larry Benedict said. "The Universi-

ty has not and will not prohibit any

speakers from coming on campus." UMass

has traditionally listened to a variety of

viewpoints and the administration will

allow Cameron to speak, he said.

Student Activities Director Randy Do-

nant has expressed his opposition to the

visit. "I just think it will be a disservice to

the campus. He's had his day here."

"We have had his experience before and

as we all know a lot of people were heckl-

ed, harassed and physically abused." These

reactions might happen again, Donant

said.

Felice Yeskel, co-director of the Program

for Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Concerns

said she was "very upset" about Cameron's

planned visit.

"The man has absolutely no morals. I

think it's very sad that this man makes his

'ving from spreading lies and hatred,"

Yeskel said.

Cameron has suggested that gays be fin-

ed, imprisoned or castrated.

Students for America Chairman Peter

Johnson said, "Some of [Cameron's] ideas

may be offensive to certain people. These

individuals "should come out and protest.

"I think he has a right to say what he

believes. Some people might agree with

what he says," Johnson said. Many in

dividuals who agree with Cameron do not

voice their opinions, he added.

Banning Cameron from the UMass cam

pus is not the answer, Johnson said.

Students for America is a national col-

legiate conservative organization.

Many of the 300 persons who heard Paul

Cameron, chairman for the Scientific In

vestigation of Sexuality, speak last

semester shouted angry protests and some

welcomed him with raw eggs.

Members of the gay, lesbian and bisex^

ual campus community screamed msults at

Cameron during his address and a large-

scale impromptu student debate followed.

UNIVERSITY OF

'Tl»» MotI £tplo$i*9 forC9 m Jan

I ^«»e Worid Famous

COUNT
BASIE
ORCHESTRA
with Frank Foster

Friday, Nc^ 1 ' , 8 pm
FineAr' Cirter

Concert Hall

Tickets $16. 14, 12

MarJeen
Petmison
Company
fd»n In •!>• current naurgtnc*

ol narrUIn danet"

Tuesday, Nov. 18 8pm
Bowker Auditorium

Tickets $15,13

•'All All-Liszt Program"

LESLIE
HOWARD,

piano

Thursday, Nov 20, 8 pm
Bowker Auditorium

Tickets $13,1 1

•k Five Colloge Student* Half-Price! •

Tickets available at Fine Arts Center Box Ott.ee Call (413)545 251 1

Amherst Sunshine CAR
WASH

381 College Street (Rt 3Eas'.;

AUTOMATIC WASH/\VAX

open Daily 9 00 am to 5 00 pm

SELF-SERVICE BAYS

OPEN 24 HOURS
Soap.'f^in5eAVai Buoeie Brush

Tire Cleaner-Engine DfrGfeas«t

S1.00tSS.OOchan9«

Vaccum Cletnen

WEEKLY
SCOREBOARD

%0%9^^

THURSDAY
Rolling Rock Week Begins

FRIDAY
FREE BUFFET 4-7

Celtic vs. Bulls 8 PM

ATURDAY
Celtics vs Pistons 8 PM

UNDAY
PATRIOTS vs RAMS 4:00 PM

Free Tailgate Buffet

TUESDAY
Rolling Rock Week Continues

WEDNESDAY
CELTICS vs. HAWKS 8 PM

MONDAY
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL 9PM

Free Tailgate Buffet

Homecourt at

Plumbley's
- Uptown -

Rolling Rock Week
Free Tailgate Buffets

<^y^?xQ^ Prizes- tickets to Pat's-49's game

LATE WEEK
SPECIALS

Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.. 5:30-11 P.M.

Prime Rib ^^^95
Broiled Fresh Swordfish ^10
Chicken & Scallop Toss z9

Shrimp & Sirloin Teriyaki ...^10
Includes Salad. Potato, Vegetable and Dessert

UNIVERSITY DR., AMHERST 549-5861

THE NEW UMASS BASH

OUR AHENDANTS ARE HAPPY TO ASSIST YOU"

m^.$599
AIR ONLY

$799
per person

dbl occup.

COUNCIL TRAVEL
AMHfcRST

UMASS SKI CLUB

Ski & Party Week
Jan 18-23 $229 Tax included

Trip Includes:

• 5 Day Lift Ticket To Six Mountains •

• 5 Night Lodging • Condo Accomadations •

• Beer & Wine Parties • Hot Tub Parties •

Nastar Races • Killington Coupon Bool< Etc. •

First 50 People to sign will recleve a free t-shirt

LAGNAF "87"

For more info
. , , ^

545-3437 430 Studen Union

Or Sign up at table outside of Hatch WJ,h
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nvprnor Sueaker may face showdown over Regents bill
OVernUI OpC;«»lVC;i. ll»C*J '•*

deMn-t,,...' ,r,,„v,.nt,.... (,„.,., Aulh..myl.illlhr„ut|hor
r >-. 1 ( )N I .\P) _ Massachusetts House Speaker Ck-orge

ievfiiau savs he and Gov, M.rhael S. Dukakis could be

headed for a'showdown if Uukaki^ vetoes le^^islatinn >x

inpt mt; a member of the Massachusetts Board of Regents

< 1 Higher Education from the state conilict^of '"terest law,

Jukakis has until Nov, 19 to act on the b'll filed by

,N,.N,.nan. which is viewed as an extension of the battle

between the two Democrats over the naming '^Hf^'-"!^'-

ftep, James Collins, D-Amherst, as chancellor of higher

education. ^ t n n .,

The governor opposed and eventually ousted Collin.-^.

who was chnsen by the Board of Regents and strongly

backed by Keverian but had not been on the list o! tinahsts

for the appointment.

Keverian said Tuesday he wuaia ~eek ,i Hou^e override

of anv Dukakis vft.. of his biil

Dukakis led an Election Day Denux-ratic sueep o\

statewide offices, and helped strenjTthen the party s iron

grip over the Legislature, which u^ run by Kevenan. ol

Everett, and Senate President William M Buiger.

D-Boston.

But the squabble over the chancellor s {>.ist andBu^.
^

desire to g> ' ' ..nv<-nt.ori Cnier Authority bill through

have led to strains b.- ..-on the two leaders and the

governor. r-> i i
•

In the Senate, the d: .rencos have delayed Dukakis

priorities, including bill relating to presumptive senten-

cing hazardous waste and pension reform.

"The governor has great respect for the speaker. There

are going to be times when they differ on an issue, but

that's.iust the way it is in government and politics," said

John Sasso, Dukakis' top aide.

• CIA
,,,n!>nued from page 1

, i.e.Mve an interview wnth. The compames then arrange

; M ,,.formation sessions and interviews with candidates

they are interested in.

'The Central Intelligence Agency uses the pre-screening

method to review applications and choose people they are

interested in talking to. The meeting tonight is for

students chosen by the CIA for interviewing. Hdfp" ^^'^

•It is to inform the students about the CIA and help them

to be better prepared for their interviews, he added.

Kenan said the Radical Student Union plans to have

members protest the interviews tomorrow,

•We will be protesting the actual interviews on Friday.

U will be a peaceful demonstration; we do not want to

engage m violent behavior," Kenan said.

If the protesters are told to leave the seen- or face ar

rest, Kenan said he and other proiester.^ are prepared to

be arre.sted.

•We shouldn't have a problem. The First Amendment

protects the people's right to oppose the government; the

First Amendment does not protect the government s right

to oppose the people." Kenan said.

Benedict said he does not expect any trouble Friday dur-

ing the interviews, but that the protest will not be allow-

ed to interfere with interviews.

"Protesting the CIA on campus is understandable and

groups and individuals have the right to their view, bu

we will not allow the violation of the rights of the students

being interviewed," Benedict said.

"I will personally be there to see how things run, and

hopefully everything will be low key without any real

trouble," he said.

FORA
DELICIOUS &
DELIGHTFUL
MEAL III

COPYOUZINESS

COMING
SOON

kinko's
copy tl you drop

220 N. Pleasant St

Amherst, MA

253-2543

Now's
the time

to call-

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

MQr ^-^•'"v-f

TOYS • CHILDREN'S BOOKSt&
RECORDS • STUFFED ANIMALS

TACOVILLA
%

Mriii-an FoodJ

NOtTTHAMPTON

B'!ng »ouf Own
Brr' or WInr

AMHERST
41 HOLTWlXJO WALK
m b: I '

Brrr C Wine
iervrd

SPRINOFIELD

788 09 < •)

Bring Your Own
Brrr I- Ji'lr '

Huge selection of teddy bears, dogs, cats, pigs', etc

Large collection of early childhood education

resource books Giow-in-the-dark ceiling stars

48 H. Pleasant St.

below Steve's,

Amhe»t

Come in

& Browse!

256-1609
Mon-Sat. 9:30-5:30^

Juniors,Seniors&Grads...

GIVE YOURSELF
SOME CREDIT!
APPLYNOW FORYOURVERYOWN•••

1

OLLcGc

Your Best Buy Pharmacy

4 Main St., Amherst
253-2523

Mon.-Frl., 9-9

Sat. 9-6, Sun. 9-3

NORMAL DRY OR NORMAL OILY

Head & Shoulders
SHAMPOO

292
$4.50 VALUE!

• Bring a photocopy of

your School i.D.

• No cosigner required

APPLY NOW ON GAiVIPUS!

Date: Nov 1

3

Place:Campus Center Concourse

C/r/B/\A/<0

Actifed
RETAIL VALUE 2.95

OUR SALE PRICE 1.88

MFG. MAIL-IN REBATE 1.00

YOUR COST
AFTER
REBATE 88 12-ct Tablets or

10-ct Capsules

Reg. Soz or Gel 4,6oz

COLGATE TOOTHPASTE
•Your Choice*

99<^
a $1.85 Value

Ci^v<« •tet/r C «K<U| N A III- 1 II FUC

10<Vb SENIOR CITIZEN DISCOUNT ON ANY 11 EM IN

THE STORE EXCEPT CIGARETTES & STAMPS
POSTAGE STAi»/IPS • Vr^A, MC, AMEX

I I I I' I-

1

\< r I Ik il
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• Veteran 's Day
continued from page 1

Qutreach Pro-

gram," said Dr. Arthur Hilson, director of

the Career Center, of which the veteran's

center is a part.

"Before anything could be put into place

he passed away. We thought it would be a

good idea to name the scholarship after

him," Hilson said.

The Outreach Progi-am's purpose is to

identify veterans in the community who

are eligible for educational benefits and let

them know about the services available.

Hilson said UMass is "a very active cam-

pus" in terms of Vietnam veterans. "There

are 786 veterans and many others we don't

know the exact number of because they

haven't used Outreach facilities and aren't

documented." he said.

The concert will also benefit a center in

Greenfield and the Amherst Vietnam

Education Project, A 1974 UMass

graduate. Brian Edmond, directs the

Greenfield center and is active in the

Amherst project.

Edmond said he won't let the Vietnam

experience die — because he can't.

"We've got to get people to realize what

happened to tho.st- individuals from very

humane backgrounds after they went to

Vietnam.'" he said.

The concert will be at Peail Street, a Nor

thampton nightclub.

You are the eyes and
ears ofthe Collegian,

See something hap-

pening?
Call 545-3500!

UMASS MUSIC THEATRE GUILD
presents tonight

1k^.

America's Longest Running Musical!

November 13th, T4th, and 15th 8PM

Bowker Auditorium

Tickets- $4 General Admission, $3wltti student I.D

TirUet.aSle at th^ P-n. Arts Center Ticket Office or at ttie Door

U N

Naims
In hi-fi, music is more important than

brand names.

At Music First, you probably won't

recognize names like Linn, Nairn, Rega,

Arcam, Creek and Heybrook. Instead of

mass-market advertising, these manu-

facturers focus on musical performance

and superior workmanship. Come in for

a demonstration of why we put music first.

Music/irst
Unique Audio Systems

Danco Center Shops, Rte. 5, Hatfield, MA 247 S364

UMASS SKI CLUB
WEST TO

JACKSON HOLE WYOMING
|

JANUARY 6-13
$599/person (tax included)

WEEK INCLUDES
•ROUND TRIP AIRFARE'TRANSFER TO JACKSON HOLE*

[

•7 NIGHTS CONDO LODGING (based on full occupancy)* |

•ONE OF THE HIGHEST VERTICAL DROPS IN N. AMERICA* |

•WINE & CHEESE PARTY'HEATED OUTDOOR POOL'HOT TUBS^ |

COME SKI AND PARTY WITH US!
For more information contact the Ski Club: |

545-3437«430 Student Union or sign up at table outside the Hatch M.T.F
|

I,,
."." " "' •

" •*

•^Sant s*'

An Alternative Record Store

SpMiaNiing in: Psychedelic

'

Punk * QraMfu* OMd '

Rock n Roil ' Eiipennwnul

Music

ALSO QUAUTY T-SHIfirt « POtTEHS
TOP CASH PAID FOR

RECORDS TAPES STEREOS GUtTARS

MAXELL XL-2
BOX OF 10 FOR

$21

MAXELL UR-90
BOX OF 10 FOR

I

$io

MAXELL XLIIS

$2.74 EA. OR
10 FOR $24.99

WE ARE MOVING DEC 1

Underneath Steve's, beside Ali Cot

48 N. Pleasant St - 253-9209

M - Sat 11-7; Sun 12-5

US
We've done our homework

in offering you 1 bedroom

units. Clean & conveniently

located. Appliances & utilities

included in rent. Call 665-3958
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Lines from a poem that doesn't matter
Perhaps nothing breaks up the rigidity in which we live

our lives more than an encounter with eccentricity.

Jcffry Bartash

The scene was a barroom on a crowded Saturday night.

A 21 -year-old male student and a 40-year-old female poet.

An introduction, a discussion and a parting. Fifteen

minutes tops.

It is hard to get the news...

Journalists are taught to be fair, accurate and objective.

However, objectivity in a theoretical sense does not ex-

ist. Every question asked, every angle pursued, every

word chosen, is reflective of the subjective selective pro-

cess of the individual.
rr a cc

Yet journalists should be trusted (except lAbb

employees, of course) because they come closest to describ-

ing an event as it actually happened. That's their job.

A Marxist views an event subjectively; he wants to mold^

an image of the event that adheres to his beliefs. The same

applies for capitalists, socialists, feminists, politicians, etc.

Supporters for the contras present "officials documents"

enunciating the abuses of power by the Sandinistas. Op-

ponents of contras present "official documents" enun-

ciating the beneficial policies instituted by the Sandinistas

and the atrocities committed by the contras. Who do we

believe?

from poetry...

What can a Shakespearean sonnet tell us? Everything?

Nothing? Why do we read poetry? What would Word-

sworth and Coleridge have written about if they were

alive today? Poetry offers no concrete answers. Poetry

deals with metaphysics, not nuclear physics. Poetry is

emotion.

yet men die every day...

It is not enough that millions of people die every year

from hurricanes, tidal waves, diseases, accidents, fires ,

and starvation. Humans also feel compelled to kill each

--Other.

How would you like to die ,sir? Here is our menu. We
have nuclear arms and neutron bombs; we have deadly

bacteria and poisonous gas; we have guns and knives that

exterminate lives. How about some hot napalm topping.

for want...

One little boy wants a toy belonging to another. He
takes it, they fight. One country wants the natural

resources of another. It attacks, they fight. People die.

Why are humans driven to possess all they possibly can?

They are never satisfied. They fight continuously,

needlessly, blindly. We are like a horde of orgasmic rats

scurrying over precipitous cliffs to our deaths.

of want... .

What do you want out of life. Money? Power? Peace? •

Friends? Fun? Sex? Love? Lots of people I know only want

a high paying job, an attractive spouse and a nice house.

I only want a new basketball and someone to play with.

is found there.

A crowded barroom on a Saturday night. A student and

a poet. And a meaningful, meaningless poem scribbled on

a scrap of paper.

Jeffry Bartash us a Collegian columnist.

SGA — a powerful body

Letters-

Offensive

edict

The recent Vatican letter

to its bishops condemning
homosexuality violates its

own last grains of credibili-

ty in the gay community.
The document contains

statements that are

downright false, including

that "advocates" of "the

practice of homosexuality"

"refuse to consider the

magnitude of the risks in-

volved." AS. Knisely, M.D.

noted in the New York

Times of October 6 that

sharp declines in venereal

disease rates among gay

men reflect changes in sex-

ual behavior motivated by

concern about AIDS. This

"change in behavior" is

often commonly referred to

as "safe sex" and reduces

the risk of getting AIDS
through sexual contact.

Other statements in the

letter are bigoted and ac-

tually reveal the Vatican's

attempt to justify violence

against lesbians, gay men,

and bisexuals. "When civil

rights legislation is in-

troduced to protect behavior

to which no one has any con-

ceivable right," the docu-

ment continues, people

should not be surprised

when "irrational and
violent actions increase."

Unfortunately, words like

these only serve to provoke
violence by the religiously

stupid at the expense of the

gay community. There is no

room for this in a church
that has at least nominally

committed itself to concern

for people.

The Vatican's letter is full

of lies, incites violence, and
reeks of discrimination. We
call on the Newman Center

to separate itself from these

positions and remind them
that there is no room for

silence on this issue when
they are implicated as deep-

ly as they are. At UMass,
discrimination and violence

against gays and lesbians is

illegal.

Tom Concannon,
William Curtis, Tom
Francoeur, Timothy
Romacciotti, Lisa D. Ber-

nard, Leslie J. Kigali,

Matthew H. Canfield,
Alec McLure, Robert V.

Stone, Sarah L. Bush,
Chris Alibrandi, G.
Camins Bretts, Jessica
Portner, Susanne Kord,

Bruce J. Mitchell

During the 1970s, students at the

University of Massachusetts put a lot of ef-

fort into making sure the "student voice"

was heard by the administration. By rally-

ing together, the students of the 70s were

able to make the Student Government

Association at the University of

Massachusetts/Amherst one of the most

powerful and well-respected student

governments in the nation. Today, the Stu-

dent Government Association (SGA) at

UMass continues to exist as the most

powerful body on campus for student

representation. Unfortunately this state-

ment is sometimes taken mildly because

one thinks of the SGA as the Student

Senate. Well, the truth of the matter is the

Student Senate is only a small portion of

the entire SGA picture. Believe me, the

SGA consists of a lot more. And if you were

to step back and examine everything the

SGA (not the Student Senate) took on, you

would have to agree that the SGA is the

most powerful tool for student representa-

tion on this campus.

William S. Bennett

For example, did you know that as in-

dividual students you have the opportuni-

ty to create, alter, or influence almost any

policy that may or may not exist at this

University? Unlike most colleges and

universities, a major function of the SGS
is to ensure student input in all Universi

ty of Massachusetts policies. This respon-

sibility is fulfilled through the Office of the

SGA President by appointing students to

all the University-wide committees that ex-

ist on this campus.
These university-wide committees con-

cern themselves with almost every pro-

cedure, practice, or policy that occurs on

this campus. These committees deal with

such things as what classes should or

should not exist (Academic Matters Coun-

cil, Academic Priorities Council, and

Academic Honesty Committee), whether or

not freshmen and sophomores should be ex-

empt from housing (Housing Exemption

Committee), whether or not parking tickets

should be appealed (Parking Appeals

Board), how some of the Fine Arts money

should be allocated (Tine Arts Council), and

much more. Some additional university-

wide committees that exist on campus are

the Athletic Council, General Education

Council, Health Council, Program and

Budget Council, Library Committee, Ser-

vice Dept. Committee, Campus Physical

Planning Committee, Status of Women
Committee, University Writing Commit-

tee. University Discipline Board, Meal

Ticket Exemption, Space and Calendar

Committee, Status of Minorities Commit-

tee, Teacher Evaluation and Improvement

Committee, Distinguished Teachers Com-

mittee, and Alumni Board.

The opportunity to participate in policy-

making decisions at this University rests

at every undergraduate's doorstep.

Together, we need to ensure that this op-

portunity doesn't slip under the rug... like

it did with the decision to change this

year's graduation date. A change that took

place in the Space and Calendar Commit-

tee of which there was NO student

representation.

Come to my office at 406E Student Union

anytime during the day...but especially

during the afternoons. Take a minute to

glance over the numerous possibilities you

have as a student at this University to af-

fect university policy. Choose the

university-wide committee of your interest

and approach me with you willingness to

help shape university policies.

William S. Bennett is the SGA Campus
President.

Purple swans a result

of some demented minds
Tragic end for innocent victim

It's been nearly two
weeks, but every time I

walk past the Campus Pond

and see cotton white swans

now a sickly purple, I

wonder what kind of

demented minds are on this

campus.
Was this meant as a

prank? I don't understand

what you are supposed to

prove by harming living

creatures? But by throwing

a coloring on their down,

you've probably damaged
the protective feathers and
oils that help in keeping
them warm, dry, and aid

them in flight. In other
words, by doing what you've

done, you may have

destroyed them.

It's very sad when "learn-

ed" people have to resort to

defacing and probably injur-

ing two beautiful products

of nature for the sake of a

prank; I'm not laughing.

I think the next step to be

taken should be by the

University. The swans
should now be removed
from the campus, because

certain students have pro-

ven that they are not. and

never will be, mature
enough to take on the

responsibility of sharing

their environment with

nature.

Kurt Piemonte
Southwest

"Afv pro.<iidency is the cornerstone of the new house that

we are budding for democracy in my country. While I am
anxious to resolve the communist insurgency bloodless-

ly, I will not tolerate a nondemocratic challenge to our
government and people from any quarter."

Philippine President Corazon C. Aquino

I got a heartbreaking call announcing the death of a

friend. Her name was Ann. I met her one year ago, just

after she had been diagnosed as having Acquired Im-

mune Deficiency Syndrome. For a year, she had been go-

ing to doctors to try to find an explanation for her skin

rashes, night sweats, and fatigue. AH the tests they made
her undergo were negative, and they all pushed her file

away — labelling her symptoms as psychosomatic. She
found out what the problem was when she read a

documentary article on AIDS.

Sophie Russell
Her husband left her the next day. You must unders-

tand that Ann did not fit into any high risk group: she
was a black woman, married with four children, had a

monogamous sex life and was not an intravenous drug
user.

Her last year was a living nightmare. Her best friends

were apparently too busy to spend any time with her,

she lost her job and had to face doctors claiming their

dues. Her parents couldn't make it to the yearly family

reunion and she couldn't bring herself to tell her kids

that the odds were against her making it through the

year. Ann was lucky in that her sister never left her side

and promised to take cai-e of the children when she pass-

ed away. She was admitted to the hospital two months

ago with PCP (Pneumocystis Cariniii Pneumonia). I can't

help crx \g when I think of ' he lingering death Ann had

to suffei through.

Her ca'H' 'S not uncomnv v I worked for an organiza-

tion helping people with AIDS and I have seen many

slowly lose everything they built their life on. "It feels

as if a rug had been pulled out from under me and I'm

falling into a long pit with no light at the end of it.. .just

death," a friend once wrote.

Here is an excerpt from Ann's last letter: "My age is

death; my friends, pain on frustration; my face, youthful

to see, but inside, there's a germ that's killing me. I long

to go back again when living was easy, when living was

real, now a dark twisted maze with painful setbacks, never

ending, never ending... Sometimes I feel so alive, ready to

face the world; then I wake up from my dream to live the

silent nightmare, the nightmare I face everyday... of dy-

ing."

I don't mean to scare you by sharing this with you. A
lot more is known about the disease than most people

think. The vy-us is easy to catch but also easy to avoid.

There are two important precautions to take: 1. When
having intercourse, use a condom; and 2. Do not swallow

semen. Do not complicate this with any "what ifs." If

you follow these two guidelines, you would have more

of a chance dying from a car accident than being expos-

ed to the AIDS virus. So please, next time you plan a

night of pleasure, look ahead into the future. Ignoring

it could be deadly. You owe it to yourself. It doesn't in-

volve changing your whole life-style and depriving

yourself of one of life's most simple and natural

pleasures. On the contrary, it's gratifying to know you're

taking care of yourself and caring for others.

Sophie Russell is a I 's^s student.

A gut-wrenching ordeal
/ can't believe I'm here in Teheran on

this fool's mission with only a cake and a

bible to my name. How do I get myself in-

to these things'^ The food sucks, the water

sucks, the weather sucks and I can 't get a

drink to save my life. Place is a mess — cof-

fins all over the place, wailing relatives,

air raid sirens — looks like something out

of a nightmare.

William Spain

The preceding paragraph is just one ex-

cerpt from the shocking diary of a US
government official that has been ex-

clusively obtained by the Collegian. It re-

counts a harrowing tale of intrigue,

secrecy, diarrhea and, above all, one

man's courageous devotion to do the

impossible.

Second day of this horror. Me and my
buddies are stuck in the shabby hotel in

the bazaar district — it's driving us batty.

No one is supposed to know we are here

and no one will back us up in case oftrou-

ble. Getting increasingly hungry. I'm

already sick of these damn kebabs. I eat

them and I spent the next two hours on the

old elephant feet — I hate this plumbing.

Much of the manuscript (which was

scrawled on stray pieces of paper and

scraps of Persian rug) is either in-

decipherable or composed of endless in

trospection accompanied by self-doubt. In

fact, the story emerges only slowly and in

fragments^

Finally, a contact is made. This old guy

with a white beard showed up in the lob-

by in this morning — said he was from

Khomeini's place and that the head hon-

cho wanted to talk. A meeting was arrang-

ed for tomorrow morning after prayers.

What a relief

The official (who asked that he not be

named in return for giving me the diary)

goes on to describe his meeting with the

AyatoUah in scattered, but fascinating,

detail:

Led in through this courtyard all filled

with people washing their feet. No women
in sight. I miss my wife. I miss my
mistress. Old bastard made us wait for an

hour before letting us in. We get ushered

into His Holiness' presence by this pimp-

ly little dude with a machine-gun and a

copy of the Koran. The little twerp made

us kneel — the things I do for the USA.

In an increasingly bitter monologue, the

official goes on to describe Khomeini as

"a queer old bird who liked to wave his

hands around but wouldn't talk

business." As he comes to the realization

that the visit may be a waste of time, the

official explodes in a tirade of abuse

toward his hosts:

So I tell the guy, "You want the arms or

not? I didn't come ten thousand miles with

this frigging cake to waste my time — I

don't need this stuff. I gottajob back home.

I gotta family. You wanna make a deal?

Fine. You wanna screw around? Fine. Just

don't make me pay for it — I'll leave. I'm

telling you.

"

The next part is rather confused. Ap-
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'
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TMUSeiiT MOML.
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CARTOONIST SUPPOSLD TO
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Ml
parently. the Iranians paid little attention

to him — "the old fart just kept staring

up at the ceiling" — until he lost his

temper. The last chapter is a poignant

one. written within the confines of a local

jail.

I guess I got mad. I'm sorry. I really am.

I wanna go home. I just want to be back

in America. The food is even worse, I've

got nothing to do and the guard looks like

Sam Donaldson.

I shouldn't have yelled at the old man.

Poor slob is probably senile and I yelled

at him. My kids, my kids, I want to see

them. They could cheer me up. I'm never,

never, never going to do this again. I don 't

care how good a friend asks me to, I won't.

Really.

William Spain is a Collegian columnist.

Letters

Held against his will

for nothing he did

Bill Harrigan is 48 years old. He can hit a fast-pitched

baseball and run the bases. He can tie his shoelaces as

well as you. But he can't wash his hands. He can't blow

his nose. He can't brush his teeth. He can't dress himself.

He can't cross streets. He can't use money. He can't tell

the men's room from the ladies'. He can't talk understan-

dably. He can't eat without choking.

Bill has been a resident student at Belchertown State

School for the past 33 years. He is being held there against

his will. His crime was being born a slow learner.

There are about 2000 state employees working at

Belchertown State. There are 374 inmates there. It costs

$77,000 a year to keep each inmate there.

Before a 1972 expose in the Springfield newspapers. Bill

had been beaten countless times, overdrugged constant-

ly and had spent a year in solitary confinement.

The state could have set up a residency program for Bill

in his own home a year and a half ago as I requested -

but they have not.

They could have had Bill's caretakers trained at a com

petent school, such as the Institute for the Achievement

ofHuman Potential in Philadelphia. Pa. a year and a half

ago, as I requested - but .they have not.

Perhaps if Governor Dukakis were to receive a couple

thousand copies of this letter we would cut through this

bureaucratic horseshit. The Governor works at the

Statehouse. His first name is Michael. You knew that. Bill

thanks you. His brother thanks you.

John Harrigan
Springfield

fMust be stopped now!

As a generation who was born in the decade of the Civil

Rights Movement, we watched people fight and die for the

right to be free.

What right do we have to disregard their struggle tor

equality?
, , ,

Recent displays of racism on this and other campuses

has led us to believe that we are regressing, rather than

progressing, in issues of social equality. This recent trend

should not and can not be tolerated if we are to survive

as a united nation.

It is our responsibility as future leaders and educators

of this country to ensure that this pattern does not con-

tinue We have no right to end a twenty-year struggle with

irrational outbursts of racial hatred. We urge you to ask

yourselves, "Can I afford to live in a state constantly

guarded against racial inequality?"

Violent outbreaks of this size will only lead to more of

the same. We must stop this now before it reaches pro-

portions of unthinkable magnitude. It will be a sad day

if this country faces the revival of segregation; it is within

our power to see that this particular history does not

repeat itself.

Elyse Trockman
Jennifer Caplan

Elizabeth Kendrick
Amherst

Make your own decisions

Anyone involved with the Student Government Associa-

tion or the Coors issue was not at all surprised with Chris

Alibrandi's defense of the decision to ban Coors. Research

I have done leads me to suspect that the Student Center

for Educational Research and Advocacy (Alibrandi s

group) spent student money in fighting Coors. I'l'be in-

terested to see how much more goes to keeping_the ban

on Coors. I believe that the AFL-CIO used the Board of

Governors two years ago, and UMass students were

denied freedom of choice as a result. Alibrandi and others

don't want the students on this campus to make in-

telligent decisions for themselves. Instead, Alibrandi

seems to feel she should make them for you.

W. Greg Rothman
Central

The Collegian accepts letters and columns from the

UMass and Five-College community for possible publica-

tion on the Editorial/Opinion page. All submissions should

be typed, double-spaced, at 67 characters per line. Letters

should not exceed 30 lines nor columns 60 lines. Both are

subject to editing for clarity and length.

Due to the overwhelming volume of moil, the Collegian

cannot reply individually or guarantee publication in ad-

vance. Anonymous mail will not be considered for publica-

tion. Contributions can be mailed to or dropped offat 113

Campus Center.

Be careful in this, the season of the interview
That time of the year is here again. Typewriter keys

are being oiled, and suits are being taken out of the moth

balls. It is applications/interviews time.

wants to live in Iowa. I'm sorry, but a night out in the

corn fields isn't my idea of a good time.

_ r,(,^^7^UlAR Fxpi2.^r^^ rQA/noMXA/runs

Herb Ramy

I realize that if you are not a senior you probably will

not fall into either of these categories, but what I have

to say should be of importance to everybody. People go-

ing through the application/interview process are usually

under a great deal of stress, and it is important to be

able to identify them in a crowd. This skill might save

your life.

We will first look at the people applying to graduate

schools. This type of person is fairly easy to find. He or

she will usually be in the office of a professor begging

for a letter of recommendation.

Choosing a professor is a difficult task in and of itself.

One must be absolutely positive of his/her standing with

the professor. All graduate schools insist on confidential

recommendations. This means you never get to see what

your professor writes.
" Comments like "At least he has a nice smile, or

"She'll probably be able to get by on her good personali-

ty" don't make a good impression on most admissions

departments.

Then there is finding the "right" graduate program.

Why is it that some of the best programs are located in

the most God-awful locations. The University of Iowa

might have a great writing program, but who the hell

It is no wonder that students applying to graduate

schools are prone to fits of violence. Recently, an English

student was found stuffing a study guide for the

Graduate Records Examination down the throat of an

engineering mayor who had just been offered a job star-

ting at $35,000 a year. The student swallowed 43 pages

before the police could pull the two apart.

On the other side of the coin, we have the students who

are interviewing for jobs. These are the ones who tend

to join several clubs in their senior year. The hope is that

these clubs will show prospective employers their leader-

ship capabilities. Maybe I'm wrong, but I don't think that

being a member of the Coin Collecting Club will help

a student get a job in polymer science.

You really have to give these people credit, however,

when they write their resumes. They have a knack of

making the most inane jobs sound wonderful. For exam-

ple: "Worked for an international company summers.

Handled transactions with large sums of money, and

dealt with hundreds of people on a daily basis." I have

to admit that this doesn't sound too bad for someone who

worked as a cashier for Burger King.

These people tend to encounter their biggest problems

when preparing for an actual interview. Often, they have

spent so much time hitting the books that they have let

the fashion world pass them by. I think you've seen these

people walking around campus. They are the ones Wear-

ing light green polyester leisure suits along with sweat

socks and a pair of converse sneakers.

I agree that clothing should not be a determining fac-

tor in getting a job, but you have to understand the posi-

tion of the interviewers. Several have lost eyes to wide,
|

pointy lapels in the course of an interview and this tends

to win a student at least one black mark with the

company.
If I were you, I'd avoid these people if at all possible.

It's not that they are bad per se, ifs just that at this point

in their lives they can't be responsible for their actions.

Herb Ramy is a Collegian columnist
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ARTS

Student's and pro's work
comparable and worthwhile

Philip Pearlstein's Female Model Leaning on
Mantle, 1974, can be seen at the Mead Art
Gallery, Amherst College through Nov. 23.

By CHARLES FRANCIS CARROLL
Collegian Staff

It may seem strange, if not unfair, to write about two

artists at such opposite ends of their careers as Philip

Pearlstein and Ed Smith — Pearlstein at the pinnacle of

a long and successful career and Smith, a B.F.A. candidate

at the University, at the start of a bright and promising

one — but there is method to my madness.

Pearlstein made his mark in the 60s as a prime mover

behind the New Realism movement which has attemp-

ted to solve the problems of Modernism by harking back

to Realist and Naturalist claims to objective reality.

However, not intending to simply display the artist's

mastery of draftmanship in depicting reality,the New
Realists are said "to transcend the merely factual. ..to

reveal the personality, participation, and competence of

the painter." The preoccupation by the painter, whether

it be a self-portrait or a portrait of someone else, with

himself distinguishes the New Realism from the New
Humanism by its imperative that the canvas make a

greater statement about the painter than about the sub-

ject of the painting.

Pearlstein's role in all this has been a consistent con-

cern with and return to the figure, particularly the female

nude. In fact, he has been so consistent that he hasn't

deviated from it in twenty-five years: if you've seen one

Pearlstein you've seen them all. Perhaps, this 4s why

Pearlstein has succeeded: repetition makes reputation.

Pearlstein continues to be championed as a premier

American artist despite the fact that he languishes in

work that hasn't gone anywhere. I say championed

because inevitably Pearl.stein is discussed m glowing

term':' Frank Trapp the director of the Mead refers to "his

imprt-ssive contribution." As you will see for yourself vvith

this currently exhibiton. Pearlstein is the Emperor with

.Vo Clothes of art world dilettantes. Known for painting

the nude with"a hard, academic literalness that always

maintains the sense of the prosaic studio setting," it is

these very qualities that give this exhibition the feeling

of visiting a morgue: there is no life in Pearlstein's life

studies. Don't be seduced by the surface dynamism of such

works as "Male and Female with Drawing Table. 1981"

or "Hands and Feet and Linoleum. 1984"with their hints

of sexuality: these works show no joussance.

In marked contrast is Ed Smith's exhibit at the Student

Union Gallery, "Large oil paintings that Depict on the

darker side of middle-class America." Smith's life studies

are also life-sizejl figure studies concerned with shadow

and light although more expressively than formally.

Smith's painting depict scenes of incest, child abuse,

alcoholism, poverty, et cetera: you interpret them.

The viewer's participation in the act of the painting —
its pathos — is for me the crucible of an artwork's worth:

how it makes us feel. Both Pearlstein's and Smith's pain-

ting deal with the figure, veiled and unveiled. In so do-

ing, there is inherently something sexual about these

works. In Pearlstein's paintings we are confronted with

models in a way which would be voyeuristic were the

models not so devoid of life. In order to enjoy these works

there is a sort of shared necrophilia between the artist

and the viewer that has come to justify an attack upon

the body which is disguised in formalist terms such as the

"drastic cropping (that) increases the tension." Pearls-

tein's nudes are often dismembered or decapitated.

Genitals are treated with either a glimpse of hair or are

nondescript, and often are also cut off. The models are

detached and non-expressive, rendered dispassionately,

if not disingenuously.

Smith's painting have similar attributes, but for dif

ferent reasons that are both passionate and ingenuous.

His works image real events in situations which make
the events all the more real to the viewer, events from

everyday life which we cannot accept or have difficulty

imagining for ourselves. The sexuality of Smith's subjects

is difficult because of the social implications of the sub-

jects and the dilemmas they are in, dilemmas which are

not only their problem but our problem too. The render-

ing of the female nude in the painting of the woman in

bed, in a room with a man and boy, a bottle, a glass, and

a T.V. set, is as frightening as any of Pearlstein's figures

but for reasons that are up front and readily understood:

we are not disturbed because of how she acts upon this

woman through the artist's eyes but because of how she

acts upon us! The distinction I am making is crucial, why
I think you should see these two shows in context to one

another. But if you can only go to one of them, go to the

Student Union Gallery.

THURSDAY IS

PARTY NIGHT
AT MIKES
BEGIN YOUR

WEEKEND HERE

THIS WEEKS SPECIALS
MEISTER BRAU & SCHAFER PITCHERS $2.75

CAPTAIN MORGAN'S SPICE RUM $1.50

BECKS LIGHT AND DARK $1.50

SEA BREEZES $1.50

CATCH OUR FRIDAY NIGHT SMORGASBORD 4-8

Acoutistic guitarist and pianist Marcie
Boyd will perform at 8 p.m. tomorrow night

in the Blue Wall, UMass, sponsored by the

UMass Program for Gay, Lesbian and
Bisexual Concerns.

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA

FELLOWSHIPS FOR

GRADUATE STUDY
DURING 1987-88

The National Council of Alpha

Lambda Delta announces that

fourteen fellowships for graduate

study will be awarded for use dur-

ing the 1987-88 academic year.

The amount of each fellowship is

$3,000. Applicants will be judged

on academic record, recommen-

dations submitted, the soundness

of the proposed project and its pur-

pose, and financial need.

Any member of Alpha Lambda
Delta graduating with a cumulative

average of 3.50 is eligible.

Graduating seniors may apply if

they have achieved this average at

the end of the first semester of this

year.

Application blanks can be ob-

tained at the Dean of Students

Office, 227 Whitmore from

Ms. Gladys Rodrlquez,

Assistant Dean of Students,

Chapter Advisor.

Deadline is January 15, 1987

B. DeLOLLIS
M SHAKESPEARE
COLLEGIAN STAFF

We're so sure you're all wondering about

ihis weekend past. Well, no one had a bet-

ter time than us! Alas, you can think what

you will! But this weekend you too can be

a part of the boat. ..the party boat!

Before the music, etc.. .we'd like to tell

you about more New Trends. Well, we

believe that if your birthday was during

the past, say... 10 days, youi- time came, and

very possibly, went. Congrats, you were a

trend! The second one involves the giving

of free information. Do not confuse this

with the guestlist of life, the one to which

we've become so accustomed, but a hotline.

That's right, for the price of a phone call,

you can hear what's going on around the

Valley perhaps as soon as we do! Dial

323-6369 ... are we making ourselves ob-

solete by printing this? Our Mail Cubby

has been stuffed to the gills with sugges-

tions for what could well be the next Hula-

Hoop, or black leather jacket, however,

it's music time. So get ready to cut this out

and glue it to your fridge, for a handy, if

not messy reference.

Tonight, a very special event is happen-

ing at Pearl St. The Vietnams Veterans

Benem Show. It features Richie Havens,

the man who opened at Woodstock, a tru-

ly legendai-v man. Along with Havens will

li. Country Joe (fish) MacDonald and a

plethora oi other talent. A good cause, a

great shou ,
what more do you want For

v.Hi .synth pop fans, O.M.D. will be in the

SUB. These guys have put out some gieat

records. $11 is slightly steep, but they do

put on a reallv fme show. Blue s at

Sheehan's. Kate Clinton, a feminist com-

edien(ne) at John M. Green Hall, Smith, so

no Thursday Night Club this week.

Friday, Sheehan's has Pocket Fisher-

man and Thanks to Robert Brown

Cover is $3, and well worth it for two

original local bands. The Count Basie Or-

chestra will be at the Fine Arts Center.

This is akin to the Glenn Miller show last

week, neither one is alive, yet their bands

live on. Life is strange.

Saturday. While not strictly for ap-

pearances' sake, you should be seen at the

Red Barn Adrenalin O.D., who have just

released their latest on By Our Records,

will be topping this bill, which also includes

Psycho, The Freeze, and-would the

night be complete with out?-High Speed.

Pajama Slave Dancers with Watch the

Teeth Kate opening at Sheehan's. Always

a good time, PSD is a true valley de^

institution. The Paradise City Jazz Band

will be at the Iron Horse, $5 for all that

jaz/:. You can see "Waltzes, Operettas, ar.d

More" (could there be more?) at Smith for

free. The Five College Orchestra will be

layin' down those riffs at John M. Green

Hall, 8 p.m.

Sunday. Klezmer band at Sage Hall.

Smith, 8 p.m

Monday, Taj Mahal will be at the Iron

Horse. Two shows at 7 and 10 p ni lor $l(i

Taj is a local product who mad*- it big, i.-^

quite K<'<'d, and \\(trth sour tiinr II vou

don't think mi. go to Blue Monday at

Sheehai/s, it tVee, and quite the scene.

Steve Winwood, of Traffic, Blind Faith,

and the Spencer Davis Group, has been

solo for about 10 years and is getting bet

tt>r daily, somewhere in New Haven.

Tuesday, Robert Cray will be at Pearl

St Cray is liu' man to v.-^uii .m today s

Iducs scene. Young and innovative, h(

smokes nn stage Watch The Teeth Kate

ami Dinosaur u ill hi- playir.g ("intii for

UMass Ultimate (ZooDisc, the natKHial

champions). No price, the bands are great

and the causf is good.

Orchestral Manoeuvre^ndy McCluskey Oeft) and ?«"»""«"-

phreys, with openers the Models will visit UMass at 8 p.m. in the Stu-

dent Union Ballroom. Tix are still avaUable at Tix Unlimited, For the

Record, and Main Street Records.

52 Pick-Up has the stuff

but confuses the audience

Guitarist Doc Watson will perform two shows at 7 and 10 p^m.

tonight at the Iron Horse. Opening the show will
^
Vt«7*«»!r^^*"Ser

R^llie Sorrells. For tickets and information call the Iron Horse at

584-0610.

By TIM INCHALIK
and BOB SCHWARTZ
Five College Correspondents

52 Pick-lp
Starring Roy Scheider, Ann-Margret

Directed by John Frankenheimer

Some motion pictures have all of the

elements of a very entertaining and likable

film but somehow fail to inspire their au

deinces. They perish quietly and are quick-

ly forgotten. 52 Pick-up, despite its im-

aginative title and fine lead actor, is a

member of this unfortunate group.

Harry Mitchell (Roy Scheider) is a suc-

cessful businessman; his wife, Barbara

(Ann-Margret), is running for public office.

In the last few months, he was been keep-

ing a mistress, a 22-year-old model and pro-

stitute. During that time, three local hoods,

acquaintances of the young harlot, hav.

been making videotapes of some of the cou-

ple's secret meetings. They present the

footage to Harry and demand a ransom.

continued on page 12

eating plsce

18.5 X 11* Auto-Fed 1

or Self-service

C6fyCat-5hi»«p
228 Triangle Street,

2nd Floor, Amherst

549-3840

hnlfffr '"^«* >*°V' ^°^

SUN - THURS
6 AM - 3 AM
FRI & SAT

OPEN 24 HOURS

BREAKFAST SERVED
ANYTIME

BEER & /;iNE
SERVED 'TIL MIDNITE
PLENTY OF PARKING

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER STOP « SHOP)

Rte. 9 • Hadley/Amhertt
256-6889

EMPLCfi'MENT APPLICATIONS.
BEING.TAKEN

ONE GREAT TEAM
JOINS
ANOTHER!

We Create A Style As
Individual As you Are
- CONSULTATION

AND STYLE CUT

Listen to all the exciting action

Of Celtics Basketball on

lu
WITH COUPON & STIDKNT f.I).

(io INIVKHSI 1^ DlilVi:. AMHKRST
1.400AM
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Bv DO^J LIPPER
Mid THOMAS HARRINGTON
Collegian Staff

Tai Pan
Directed by Daryl Duke Starring Bryan Brown and

Chen Chong
Hampshire Six theaters

TH: Hi! Ifyou read this column with any regularity, you

tnow there's supposed to be two reviewers, Don Lipper

iind me, reviewing two movies. Well Don is getting

prepared for his brother's wedding, so I'll have to go it

ilone this week. Anyway, on to the movie.

Tai Pan has been selling itself as the first major

.Hollywood film to be filmed in mainland China, but don't

let that fool you into thinking its anything serious, or even

much footage of modern China. It's really p tv.'-owback

to that old cinemascope tradition, the romantic costume

• 52 Pick-Up
continued from page 11

Unwilling to give in to the extortionists,

he begins his own clandestine efforts, hop-

ng to gain the upper hand and eventually

hwart their plans.

Roy Scheider turns in another quality

performance as Harry. The villians, Alan,

Bobby, and Leo (portrayed by John Glover,

. larence Williams III, and Robert Trebor,

t-spectively), ridiculous names not-

vithstanding, are thoroughly nasty and

lespicable scoundrels. The audience has no

rouble hating them. And Ann-Margret is

idequate as the torn and suffering wife.

But something is missing. The audience

annot completely sympathize with Harry;

-tfter all, he is in trouble because of his in-

.idelity. Screenwriters Elmore Leonard and

John Steppling (the former is the author

of the best-selling novel on which the script

is based) expect us to side with Harry and
against the bad guys, at least so that Bar-

epic.

The movie is based upon the novel by James Clavell,

who also wrote Shogun. Tai Pan (Bryan Brown) is a

Scotsman in charge of trade with China in the early days

of British shipping. In trouble with the Emporer for his

Opium dealing, he decides to set up a new shipping port

in a place called Hong Kong. There, his religious son (Tim

Guinee) is shocked by his opium dealings and his

supremacy is challenged by by a nasty competitor (John

Stanton).

And that's just the start of it. Beyond that, there's a cast

of thousands (well, dozens anyway, and a lot of extras) in-

volved in all sorts of costume drama stuff, with noble men

doing noble things, dastardly men doing dastardly things,

and romantic women doing romantic things.

This is the kind of of spectacle that moved to television

about ten years ago, and its kind of nice to see it back

on the big screen for a change. It's more of a big produc-

tion than a work of art, so the director's job is to make

sure no jet planes fly into a shot, while the actors all stay

within the limits of their cliched roles.

That isn't to say it's a poor movie. For the most part,

I had a good time following the various schemes and rela-

tionships that popped up as the movie went along.

Everybody involved in Tai Pan does a professional job.

and its good, lightweight entertainment. It doesn't have

many big scenes for an epic perhaps, but it makes up for

it by not lasting too long. ••Ms
Something Wild
Directed by Jonathan Demme
Starring Melanie Griffith and Jeff Daniels
Hampshire Six Theaters
Jeff Daniels is a mild-mannered young executive who

is more or less kidnapped by a bizarre young woman
(Melanie Griffith) who takes him on a weekend trip full

of various thefts and motel rooms. Daniels is scared, but

he also enjoys their adventures greatly, or at least until

they run into one of her old lovers.

Something Wild is kind of a Hollywood attempt to make
a hip, off the wall movie like Repo Man or Desperatly Seek-

ing Susan. It has soundtrack contributions by Laurie

Anderson and David Bryne, and cameos by cult film-

makers Jonathan Sayles and Jon Waters.

It isn't nearly as hip as it'd like to be, but has some fun

scenes and sentimental moments. Griffith is full of that

Soho cool that seems to have become a new Hollywood

standard for hipness, and Daniels seems to have model-

ed his role on Dick York on the Bewitched TV series, with

o.k. results. Wild is a little mild, but can be a nice way
to spend a Saturday night, if you're in the mood. ••

bara will not suffer unjustly. But through

most of the movie, we are little more than

indifferent. Also, the film provides an
overabundance of naked and wanton
women. Ostensibly, this is a further device

to elicit the audience's contempt for the

rogues. More realistically, it is a misguid-

ed appeal to the baser instincts of some
moviegoers.

So when the credits finally begin to roll,

we are left with a jumble of mixed feelings.

Director John Frankenheimer has given us

a technically competent film; the talented

cast has created some fairly interesting

characters; the plot is well conceived. But
in the end, this thriller is somewhat bor-

ing. The audience remains distant from the

action. Simply put, the film is flat.

52 Pick Up is playing at the Mountain
Farms Four Theaters in Hadley.

'

Now it costsless

With Today's competition, you can't afford to look

less than your best.

That's why near-typeset quality is making laser

printers this year's most exciting computer accessory.

The Cordata Desktop Printshop'^, with its

unprecedented speed and flexibility, is the best value

in a PC-Compatible laser printer.

Start looking good, for less.

T[K^D(38klO[)

'^

cordata
tormeriy OS?IS!^

M]ComputerWorks
228 IV'angle Street • Amherst

549-7133

The Hampshire College Theatre will present Unnnished Women Cry

in No Man 'a Land While a Bird Dies in a Guilded Cage, tonight through

Sunday night, and Nov. 20 - 23. Sunday shows begin at 2 p.m., all

other shows begin at 8 p.m. All performances will be at the

Mainstage Theatre, Emily Dickinson Hall.
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Doonesbury

By Garry Trudeau

The Far Side

By Gary Larson
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"And this report just in ... Apparently,

the grass Js greener on the other side."
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Bat Brain
By Bill Dearing
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Campus Pond

Announcement.....

•Tomorrow is Clean-Up-The-Newsroom Day. with

a rrprise when it's done. Staff and cor-

respondents welcome! Come at 6:30 pm.

• Staff meeting 7:30 pm, Monday. All are en-

couraged to attend.

By Sal

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trude Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Isle c( Youih

location

5 Obstruct

8 Per1um«s

14 Near Easterner

I5ikes WWM
co''"r'and

16 Secluded
17 Erred at a tjee

19 Large mollusk

20 Penthouse
office''

2? Corridor

23 Angry wilti

24 Duct

26 Daughter ot

Zeus
30 CooKbooh

direction

33 Barge
36 Statute

37 Undivided

3B Had a rumpur.

40 - Ste Ma'ie

41 Facility

43 Weshit

44 V:il'~an s

workshop
4b Revel

47 Patricia Nixon

49 Mftal

52 Like some
cakes

55 UU'iTiale 'esuM

58 har»g around

59 L'VP

fit H.!*'!-!''!! '

62 Dijmomi
63 Goddess '

discord

64 Bargains

65 final AOi'1

66 C.;ipitoi (eatuie

DOWN
1 vvrieei

? Ml Hepp
3 Port of li.ifl

4 Pronounce
blam»»les'.

5 GonsidOi

P Strong in*i

7 EpiqMph
6 Til! lo' one

Bloom County

t?ONT
JUMP.
OPUS.

7H&^ 15 NOmNO..
NO,N(nHIN&^ ^^^
WORte 1MfiT YOUftU.

COUU? PO WfAi
THAN FULL f^y

COMICm WP¥iY.

\

mcouLP
IjOCK^OUIN
fi CLOserMiu
jOAf^ RmRS
ANPAmCKOF
mLPPioem
ALL erBmry.
MOW COMB
BACK IN.

OKAy,Pi/r
NO ao5er5.

j^̂

z

r/o

CL05eT5.

9 Returned to the

oven
10 Lett out

1

1

Marquand s

detective

12 At the summit

13 Hill VIP

1 8 Negri of the

silents

21 Nets

25 Armenia, tor

one Abbr

27 Fine spray

28 Image
29 Portico in oli1

Athens

30 Large pear

31 Songwriter Paul

32 Dullea ot films

34 Warning ot a

type

35 Have an
otiligation

38 Wild hyacinth

lot one

39 Relative ot et al

42 Actress Young

44 Wrought up

46 Plant products

48 Facilitates

50 Stone
monument

51 Poisonous
substance

53 Winter month

in Madrid

54 FashkyiBblti

fabric

55 Tipster

56 Take on a >^

57 Lightly

seasoned

58 Jr oflicers

60 Literary

monograiTi

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLc:

nclAlMilMMlElETT] q

It i E >D

|<>1t6ln< \n(j»lfN linif* V"ti<«'' 1W J/-J

Lunch

Cavatclli Supreme

Hot Corned Beef on Rye

Basics Lunch

Shrimp Salad Roll

Hungarian Noodle Bake

Menu
Dinner

HARVEST SPRflAL

Roast Turkey/' Gravy

Combread Stuffing. Cranbe' i

Fried Deep Sea Scallop-

Basics Dinner
HARVEST SPECIA,

Harvest Stuffed Acorn Squ;..^

Roast Turkey/Gravy,

Cranberry Sauce

^ Weather
Today: mixed sun and clouds, windy and cold Temps

TonTghrdea^r^not so windy but incredibly cold (10-1.

?omouow. Sunny but sUlI freezing. High 25 to 30.

N

Today's Staff

Night Editor ^""'L^''",^w
CoJy Editor o-^^^'^^'l
Photo Tech ^""L^"'^ f""^'

UYoutTech n-^°^^ n'X
Production Supervisor

'^^^r^'^Trl Qart
ProductlonMatt Laurence. Connie LeClerc, Sarah Clark,

Margot Wiles, and Crazy Pat the Driver

Executive Board — Fall of 1986

by Berke Breathed

DODE LEVENSON
Editor in Chief

JOHN YONCE
Managing tditcr

STEVE RUBIN
Buiiriess Manager

ROB SKELTON
Editorial Editor

WILLIAM SPAIN

Editorial Editor

ANSEL ZINTER

Production Manager

Business Board - Fall of 1986

»<N\
/J

STEVE RUBIN

Business Manager

PAUL H, LESSER

Advertising Sales Manager

VANESSA ROTH
Finance Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marl^eting Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Circulation Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Subscription Manage'

J
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ifswimming preview
continued from page 16

and the University of Ver-

mont, for a 2-0 mark.
The biggest spark for the

Huskies would probably be

Dana Redman, who, accor-

ding to Newcomb, can con

ceivably race in any event,

and perform equally well in

each.

"She (Redman) is just an
outstanding athlete,"

Newcomb said. "I think that

the result of the meet
depends on how they use

her."

Redman could be the an-

chor of the UConn strong

link, the breast stroke. Rod

man will team with Sharon

Gale and Karen MacGuin
ness and they will be tough

to beat.

The Minutewomen will do

their best to counter that,

though, with Regina
Jungbluth and Melissa
Waller.

Yungbluth is coming off of

an excellent meet against

Smith, while Waller cur-

rently holds both school

records in this event
(1:09.77 in the 100, 2:32.31

in the 200).

One of the things that the

Minutewomen have been

working on is sprinting.

They will have to combat a

very well-balanced attack

by UConn, in which all five

racers are capable of placing

the same times.

Normally, this event

would have been a big pro-

blem for Newcomb, but Pat-

ti Pike and Melissa Wolf

have added some unex-

pected punch to the assault.

The key to the meet for

the Minutewomen could be

the distance races, where

Newcomb sees no real com-

petition (expect, who else,

Redman). The freestyle

events will be a showcase

for UMass, with Allison Uz

zo, Kris Henson, Melissa

McCarthy, and Stephanie

Meytr.

While Uzzo is coming off

of what Newcomb calls "her

best pre-Christmas meet

ever," the coach feels that

Meyer will be the most im-

portant link in the UMass
chain tomorrow.

"I think this will be a real-

ly good meet for us,"

Newcomb said. "They've got

a good, strong team, but we
should be able to match

them in any event. I expect

to see our team rise up to

the cKcasion."

Collegian photo by Paul De»marais

The University of Massachusetts women's swim team looks for its third

consecutive win as it travels to Storrs, CT tomorrow to battle the Univer-

sity of Connecticut.

THE BEST SUMMER

JOBS IN THE COUNTRY

The Appalacian Mountain
Club is looking for people to

work in a lodge and maintain

trails in the White Mountains

of New Hampshire. Great op-

portunities for hard work,

leadership, and amazing fun.

Applications are availabel at

the Student Employment Of-

fice or by writing to Appiica-

Itions File, Box 298-AMC, Gor-

man, NH 03581.

iNummoliewrf

I IS BACK!
I

f
I

Get Involved!

I Come to our

I
regular weekly .

^meetings Mondays!

\ and Wednesdays
f

I

5 PM - NAH I

ti\

MRECK

New & Used Cars
Trucks 8c Vans Also Available

North Amherst
g Rent-A-Wreck
I Rt. 63 No. Amherst1_ 549-2880

$20
Regular Priced

Adult Ski Jackets
WITH THIS AD

r 3

CHON A
^shON^^*^ N CONTLMPOSARY

f^SMIO^
«J« MIS

THORNES MARKETPLACE NORTHAAAPTOhJ 584-7803,584-7901
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ifmen s soccer review
continued from page 16

leurn from the season. Will something be learned?

* Yeah, not to shoot too high - that's what happened

at the beginning," Manal said. "We've gotta worry about

every game one at a time."

Free kicks: Final notes on the season: Junior midfielder

Andy Bing (11 goals, 8 assists) and Manal (8g, 14a) finish-

ed in a deadlock for the team leadership in scoring with

30 points. . . Bing led in goals and Manal in assists

.Freshman forward Steve Cesnek, who led the team in

game-winning goals with three, burst onto the scene with

18 points (8g, 2a) while junior forward Brian Sullivan

rounded out double figure scorers with 10 points (4g, 2a).

. . Goalkeepers Sam Ginzburg, a sophomore, and freshmen

T(. n Phillips and Kevin Hart combined for a 1.83 goals

af{.. inst average. . .UMass outscored its opponents, 38-34.

JMass gave up 12 goals in the first half and 20 in the

second compared to 10 and 27.

* UMass hoop recruits

Ci>ntinued from page 16

of space. He can go up against anyone in the conference."

Grodski, an All-Suffolk County. All-State player who

averaged 19 points and 15 rebounds in his junior year

appears to be the kind of force that the Minutemen have

been looking for.

"Ben is a power player personified," Gerlufsen said.

'He is very dedicated with tremendous strength - as

an example he squats 500 pounds. He's a real bull. He

will be a boost to our team rebounding immediately."

In other news, it was announced Tuesday that

sophomore starting forward David "Beetle" Brown, a

member of last season's A-10 AH Freshman team, will

miss at least three to four weeks with a broken jaw suf

fered in practice one week ago. Brown averaged 9.1 ppg.

and 5.2 rpg last season.

if Michelle Powers
conttnued from page 16

playoffs."

And when the Minutewomen play host to UConn Sun-

day at noon at Boyden Field, Powers is one of the players

the team will be looking for to score or help set up the

big goal.

"I've been working harder this year and I'm getting

rewarded," Powers said. "I'm also more confident. I'm tak-

ing the shots and not avoiding the responsibility. It's a

great feeling to help out but the team has helped me out

so much, too."

And Banda has noticed the hard work and effort that

she has put in.

"Powers has made an impact right away," Banda said.

"She has more assists than last year, which shows that

she is a team player, and she has more game-winning
goals. She goes out and plays hard, rather than waiting

for things to happen. She lives and breathes soccer and
1 think she'd play 24 hours a day if she could."

i

/ CARRY

Expires: Nov1

Z7f^

Open daily 8.30-5:15, Thurs. & Fri. 'till 8:30

32 Main St. Northampton 584-3620

-^i

It's nevei too early to

start thinking of that

holiday gift - give

something special to

someone special

Come in and browse!

Hours: Monday thru Sal. 10-5:30

L-.

Carriage Shops. "> > N Pleasant St.. Anihi-rst 349-6915

' BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND
The 5 College B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundations present the

KLEZMER CONSERVATORY BAND

SUNDAY, NOV. 16, 8 P. M.
SAGE HALL, SMITH COLLEGE

CONTRIBUTION: $8 General Public. $5 Students & Senior Citizens

TICKETS AVAILBLE: Umass Hillel • Smith Hillel • Downtown Sounds.

Morthampton • Foof For Thought. Amherst • Temple Israel. Grecn-

ieid • Sprinqfield Jewish Community Center. Springfield

HAIR 8c TANNING SALON
TWENTY-FOUR MAIN ST

NORTHAMPTON, MA
584-9982

ACTIVITIES "AUDIO

AUTO FOR SALE • CALCULATORS
ENTER'AINMENT.FOR RENT

FOR SALE • FOUND
HELP WANTED -LOST

CLASSIFIED
INSTRUCTION • MOTORCYLCLES
PERSONALS 'RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED "SERVICES
ROOMATE WAN! ED 'TRAVEL

WANTED* SUBLET

:OME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI - 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PROIR TO PUBLICATION* CASH IN ADVANCE, 1 S'/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

SUNDA'T EVEnFnG PRAYERS "front

louT.ie Newman Center 6PM five college

mission

SUNDAY EVENING PRAYERS 6PM
Smith College Chapel downstairs lounge

refreshments

The" animal rights coalition
meets every Thursday Due to a printing

error a classified ad appeared on days m
which meetings were not scheduled The
Colleaian !S sorry tor any inconvenience

LEARN^HY people nationwide are

txjycotting Gillette products at the Animal

Rights Coalition meeting today, 4.30, rm

306, ;} U B

FORSAU

MOUNTAIN BIKE. UNIVEGA Alpina

Uno In great shape, black, knobby tires,

great lor year round riding' $220,

negotiable 586-9737

Europe. S Amer , Australia, Asi- Al',

fields $900-2000 mo Sightseeing Free

info Write IJC, PC Bx 52-MA1 Corona

Del Mer. Ca 92625

BLACK B«L SUNGLASSES and case

nume on .nside call Larry 253-3652

CB SPORTS JACKET, blue/black, men's

M-L Almost new! Paid $110, only $75

Ramon 549-6243

LEATHER JACKET MENS 44"never
worn bught in Paris this summer $250 or

BO 549-5151

MOTEL HELP- HOUSEKEEPERS 9-3PM
days must be able to work weekends
desk clerk 3-1 1PM Sat/Sun willing to train

$3.65 to start with periodic review Com-
plete benefit and vacation policy year

round work Motel 6 Route 5-10 South
Deerfield Ma 665-2681

WANTT[rSCH06LREPRESENTTfiVE
for collegiate sporting company Great

pay Call collect 1-813-346-2009

PERSONALS

you see the solid rope chains slanmg at

$134 (savings of 40-70 percent) I'm not

fussy either Love Bruno

TO THE NOSEI Happy binhday R&D

LOSE WEIGHT NOW! 10-29 lbs/month

with Herbal Weight Control No Diet, ex-

ercise or drugs 100 percent guarenteed

Call Mark 546-5938

BICYCLE COOP MEETS every Thursday

7PM members are always welcome!

Chock our door across from post office

in Studen' Union lor room number.

AHORA INVITA A nuevos miembros a

que pasen por nvestra oficina 406 SUB
somos uni organizacion de estudiantes

Latinos

KEG TAPS FOR sale! Brand new, never

used keg taps only $25 Packies charge

$45 for used taps Don't waste your

money! New taps $25 Call Tony
256-1438 today

1979 CHEVY WAGON. 99,400 miles,

new clutch. Best offer 536-5434 Even-

ings week-ends

OHM L2 SPEAKERS 4 yr warranty Call

6-7921

OUITARiST WANTED

LEAD GUITARIST WANTEOlo^ay with

local band )ust being formed Interests

New Order, Psychedelic Furs. Inxs,

Icehouse Contact Matt 546-9283.

NEED MONEY

INTERESTED IN WRITING tor the largest

college daily in New England'' Come
down to the Mass Daily Collegian' You

can write about Arts, Editorials, Black Af-

fairs. News. Women's Issues & Sports

Were located m the basement of the

Campus Center behind the TV The Col-

legian We build careers!

KEN KEN-DOLL

HOPE to SCORE with you next year' We
all love ya' Paula, Carol, Marcia, Lisa,

Denise. and Rowzowt

HEY YOU IN THE YELLOW

YOU WANNA MAKE out in the alley

SERVICES

'TYPING, TAPE TRANSOTJPtiON. Fast

accurate. 665-7652

TERRIFIC TYPING FROM Speedy
"

keys Professional reliable service.

256-1002 ,
8am-1lpm

WANTED TO RENT

ORTHODOX LITURGY NOVEMBER 16

9 30AM Campus Center room 805

UNIVERSITY STORE HAS engineering

Press Exam Files for Engineering,

Calculus, Physics. Chemistry

SAVE THE MAZE Coalition will have its

next meeting today at 600 in the Hamp-
den Southside room. New members are

encouraged to attend.

FREE FRIDAY NIGHT video at the

Newman Center: On Flew Over The

Cuckoo's Nest on November 14 at

7.00PM

2STH ANNUAL

LAS VEGAS NIGHT. Spend the night

gambling on an old west casino Use your

winnings to buy prizes $3 admission gets

you $5000 in play money Come in

western dress and get an extra $1000.

Proceeds go to charity 8-12 in CCA on

Nov 14 Sponsored by APO and GSS

ENTERTAINMENT

MUSICIANS NEEDED FOR perfoT-

mances at Belchertown Stale School

Funding available Contact Bruce

256-4236

84 RENAULT ENCORE exc cond ,

33,000 mi. 35 mpg $4000 or BO call

665-3690

TWO SNOW TIRES for sale P205 15"

only used one winter! Ask for Frank after

200 PM 546-4234

IRM ORAPHICS

IBM COLOR GRAPHICS card and IBM
mono card lor sale $1 50 each, not clones

original IBM boards in perfect cond Mark

253-291

1

STUDENT RUS SERVICE

BUY TICKETVnOwT Student bus ser-

vice Is now taking reservations for

Thanksgiving travel to New York, Logan

Airport, South Station, & Cambridge

6-9412 or 6-9406 between 9PM S 1AM to

make reservations Tickets must be pur-

chased by Nov 21, so call now'"

POUND

RUNNING OUT OF money? Triple your

cash in one night while meeting new
faces call Doug 549-4749

WANTEDIII

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! I love you always

Love, Lynne

HAPPY BIRTHDAY CHEL (two days

late ) Hope your senior year is going well

When are you getting your Porsche? See

you later, Moonrakor.

DAVE ITS BOiN a great month I'm glad

we met Here's to a lot more fun and ma-

jor hell raising Cuddlebear

FOR RENT

OFFER AVAILABLER ONCE Again

Squire Village two bedroom apt on bus

route take over lease Dec 1 665-4793

AgreMlve, enthusiastic atudentt to

market Winter and Spring Break
vacations!

For more information, call Student

Travel Services at 1-800-648-4849

DEAR MARY JANE, hope you liked the

14K Cham from Golden Opponunity 13N

Pleasant St Amherst By the way did you

see the solid rope chains starting at $134

(savings of 40-70 percent) I'm not fussy

either Love Bruno

TAKE UP MY LEASE $100 reward one

bed room in Swiss Village available Dec
20 Tel No 256-8791

ROOMS AVAILABLE IN large house

across street form campus Fireplace,

darkroom $250 & 549-6364

WE ARE LOOKING TO take over lease

of Puffton or Brandywine Apt

PEOPLE^TOTaKE ovoTlease 1/1/87.

2bdr apt great for 3 people Call

665-8315

Sibb REWARD 2 nonsmoking males

looking for opening m Brandywine. Puff-

ton or Townhouse Apts for spring

semester Call Floyd 546-5374 or Larry

546-8930

sTl4GLE ROOMlfTTownehouse or Bran-

dywine wanted call Lisa at

546-5066/545-0890 leave 8 message
please'

ALWAYS BUYING USED books,

records, tapes, and compact discs. Call

Dynamite Books 586-9670 or Dynamite

Records 584-1580 Northampton

CUDDLEBUNS, LETS LEAVE the past

where it belongs and enjoy making our

own memories I love you as I've loved

no other and dread any separation, I'm

yours!! Foxy

TAKE OVER OUR lease' Gilreath Man-
ner on Hobart in 3 bedrm apt 549-5173

AMHERST JANUAHV 1 one bedroom
apartment excellent deal 350/month call

253-1428

2 FEMALES NEED a room in a house or

apt Starling January please call

539-6534

TO SURLfT

TO TAKE OVER lease of two or three

tjedroom apt In January, preferably in

Pufton or Crestview call 646-4460 or

546-4452

POR A OOOD TIME CAU

AT SHRIEKBACK- WHITE shirt, black

shirt. A for effort I loved your sweater. H

FREE FOR NOVEMBER, large furnished

room in Amherst on bus route, $229/mo

everything included, kitchen & bathroom

facilities available immediately 253-7317

Tom or Demetns

PARTIALLY FURNISHED 2 bedroom
apt. available starting 1/1/87 at Colonial

Village - right across from Changes -

Quite- on bus route ' $380/month call

Mary or Donna at 256-8782

NEED AN ESCORTT

TEDI BEAR NAPPED!! She is white with

a pink ribbon, missing from a Fri night

party Info on her whereabouts, call

256-6041

ROOMMATES WANTED

LOOKJNG^bR MALE to share room in

Puffton Start end of Dec 549-3819

CALL 5-2123 BETWEEN 8PM & 2AM
every day for an escort anywtiere on cam-

pus Play it saite.

RACK—A—disk" entertainment
Agency • Discjockeys, Bands, Lights and

Large screen video dances 549-7144

SHEPHEN, HOW CAN you say you don't

know me when you see me nearly every

day? Nice to know you're intrigued) All in

good time "Tricks"

GOLD STONE RING outside Hicks Must

describe Call Helena 546-1488.

AUTO FOR SALE

77 TOYOTA COROLLA runs well,

dependable, $400 - BO must sell!

549-0877

68 CHEVY BELAIR' PB reliable low

milage previously owned by little old lady

call 549-6269

77 TOYOTA COROLLA 2 TC leOO'CC

great engine 24-26 MPG. $950 call

527-9699 eves.

FOUND S.PLEASANT ST. Ray Ban
Wayfarer shades initialed Larry Brough

go to Campus Center Info Center

A Cfl6s¥WASlound with initials on it

Appears to be a broken up rosary Call

and identify to get it. 545-01 1

1

TYPINO SERVICE

QUALlfY~TVPING. Long or short pro-

jects Meticulous proofreading Rush (Obs

OK New IBM typewriter 549-0367

•SPEEDY KEYS " PROFE^IONALlyp^
ing/editmg 256-1002

SCRUFFY HAPPY 25TH birthday'

Through all our ups and downs I've

always loved you and always will. You're

the best i love you Crissy

SIGMA KAPPA PLEDGES.,. 3 days left'

YO HO, MUFFINHEAD!

SiRVICiS

MOLLY-ANY MORE rug bums?!! Lagnaf

Love ya, Karen

TYPING, TAPE TRANSCRIPTION. Fast,

accurate. 665-7652

MOVER

1975 JEEP CJ5 Renegade V8 304 runs

well body poor call Scott 546-7135

1978 TOYOTA COROLLA 4door wagon
$600 00 must sell Dawn 549-5519

197> MERCURY ZEPHYR'^lo^od
engine new tires must sen $660 546-8099

CASH

PAYING CASH FOR your baseball cards

please call Mike 549-0333

HELP WANTID

p/tRT^IME, TEMPORARY POSITIONS
available for the Annual Salvation Army
Christmas Kettle Program Starting Dale

November 21 through December 24 For

more information call 586-5243

ROUND TOWN MOVERS fast reliable

cheap call Michael anytlirw 323-6780

BROWN TRIANGLE: WHY is it that I

sometimes end up hurting those who I

really care abouf You bring sunshine in-

to my day everytime I see you, everytime

I hear your laughter bounce off tt>e hollow

hallways, I bounce with laughter Let's

drop the yucky stuff, it puts a rock in my
stomach Okay? Cause I love you

honey!!* Black Triangle

ONE BEDROOiui AVAILABLE for one or

two people Cheap rent, quiet, close to

campus, on bus route, 549-4483

RESPONSIBLE FOR LG apt on bus route

own room, furnished but bring bed $210

for room plus utilities call 323-4989 before

2PM 323-6311x530 after

HOUSEMATE WANTED FOR two
tjedroom house 3 bstops from campus
$250 and electricity fully furnished call

6-4790

WE ARE LOdkfNG to take over lease of

Puffton or Brandywine Apt. Call Russ
546-5353

MOVETnTO our two bedroom furnish-

ed Bnttany apartment, share a room with

one male and receive $100 call Ken for

more information 256-1723

INSTRUCTION

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS expenenc-

ed and patient teacher Pop-rock-folk-

blues Songwriting, theory, reading, im-

provisation Right on bus line Doug
549-4786

PASCAL TUTOR. REASONABLE ralM.

584-1307

WANHD

DRUMMER FOR ROCK band Covers

and originals in styles of Who, Beatles.

CCfl. cflash. Jam, x etc 546-7050

SPANISH TUTORING A TRANSUTION

I'LL HELPI GRAMMAR, pronunciation,

conversation 256-1002

FEMALE NONSMOKE TO share a room
In Brandywine tor_ spnng semester

Beginning Jan
549-4415

1 For more info call

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent free meals

Light clean-up

Call Cheryl at AXO
545-2152

PART-TIME GAS anendant Dependable

person for weekend afternoons 253-5156

OViRSEAS JOBS, SUMMER, yr, round.

LOST

H.P, 11 C CALCULATORTnlibrafy tower

Please call 546-4778 tor reward

LOST: LIZ CLAIBOURNE denim blazer

in Hasbrouke 20 on October 21st Sen-

timental value If found please contact

Julie 6-9275

MASS LIQUOR ID In Credit Union

Reward offered for its return call 256*620

HEY COMFORT PIG. want to play sottie

videos I'm buying!

LYNN MCAFFE TIME to put that outfit to

use' Happy birthday' Roommalely, Jim &
Michelle

FEMALE ROOMATE NEEDED to share

apt in Townhouse for Spring semester

call Julie 549-5131

MICHAEL CAMPBELL how was your

shower'' Did I arouse your curiosity' If so

respond next Thursday your SA Jar»e Doe

DEAR MARY JANE, hope you likedlhe

1 4K chain from GoWen Opportunity 1 3 N
Pteasnant St Amherst By the way did

,M»"'»^
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Gerlufsen signs 3 prospects for 1987-88 year
Hopes new recruits will bolster inside game for Minutemen
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

University of MassachusettB men's basketball coach

Ron Gerlufsen confirmed previously released reports

yesterday, when he announced the signing of three high

school recruits for the 1988-89 season.

Gerlufsen, entering his third year as head coach of the

Minutemen, said that the team has signed three

legitimate prospects, two players at 6-7 and one at 6-9,

and are currently waiting on a fourth player who may
sign in the immediate future.

"Right now we're on the edges ofour seats waiting for

a phone call," Gerlufsen said. "That last spot is going

to be 6-9 or bigger."

The three recruits. Matt Anderson (6-7, 190 poimds out

of Brewster High School, Brewster, NY), John Tate (6-7,

235 pounds out of Penn Hills High School, Penn Hills,

PA), and Ben Grodski (6-9, 225 pounds out of Longwood
High School, Coram, NY) fill three of the four roster spots

available for next year's incoming freshman class while

the fourth is expected to be locked up soon.

"Ifwe can get the fourth player, it will be the first time

we've ever completed our recruiting this early and I

think that's a credit to the Atlantic 10 Conference," the

coach said.

For the Minutemen, the addition of the three big men
is a long time in coming as UMass has traditionally lack-

ed size inside — and the school has paid a high price for

the deficiency, compiling five consecutive 20-los8 seasons

before improving to 13-15 two years ago and 9-19 with

a freshman dominated team last season.

"The addition of these three players certainly gives us

added depth up front and gives us a promising future

for our front line because we've been thin," Gerlufsen

said. "As a team we want to move up in the confernce.

We want to be in a position where we can be a contender.

With these three players we'll be stepping in the right

direction.

Anderson, a forward who averaged 14 points- and 11

rebounds-per-game as a junior, comes to UMass with

solid credentials. Named All-Conference, county "Mr.

Basketball" and captain of the Brewster H.S. team, he

is described by Gerlufsen as an excellent shooter with

fine perimeter and inside skills.

Tate, averaging 12 points and 10 rebounds as a junior

out of Pittsburgh, fast becoming a basketball hotbed, is

described by Gerlufsen as a late-blooming power forward

who should be able to handle any big man in the Atlan-

tic 10.

"The top three teams have got guys in the middle,"

Gerlufsen said. "Tate's 235 pounds and takes up a lot

continued on page IS
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Accepting the role

of offensive leader
UMass scoring threat Michelle Powers
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

When Monica Seta, who tied for the scor-'

ing lead last season, moved to sweeper this

year, the University of Massachusetts

women's soccer team needed someone to

step in and take up her share of the ofTen

sive production.

Michelle Powers was just the person.

Powers, a sophomore from Winchester,

MA, was very reliable last year ofT the

bench as a freshman. This season, she pro-

ved to everyone that she deserved her star-

ting forward position.

"I definitely wanted to help the team out

more this season," Powers said. "And I

wanted to be more dependable up front."

She has proved to be very dependable,

and finished the regular season with the

team lead in scoring. She scored nine goals,

including three game-winning goals, and

dished out five assists.

"We are a small team by design

and Powers came in with no

choice but to produce," UMass
coach Kalekeni Banda said.

''She has taken on the respon-

sibility and has done alot more
things than last year."

"We are a small team by design and

Powers came in with no choice but to pro-

duce," UMass coach Kalekeni Banda said.

"She has taken on the responsibility and

has done a lot more things than last year."

But aside from her offensive prowess,

Powers has proved her versatility by play-

ing good defense for her position.

"She is hustling more up front," Banda
said, "and is playing good team defense."

Teamwork has been one of Powers' fortes

since high school where she was a three-

sport athlete, lettering m soccer, basketball

and Softball at Winchester High School.

As a high school All-American, Powers

was highly recruited as a soccer player and

could have attended a lot of schools in the

east but, like many other players on the

team, were sold on the school and the pro-

gram by Banda.
"I thought of going down south to George

Mason or North Carolina," Powers said.

"But I decided I wanted to stay in New
England. So I narrowed it down to Boston

College, UConn, or here. Banda sold me on

the school. He's a great coach. I knew of his

reputation and I wanted to play for a coach

I would enjoy playing for."

So Powers, an animal science, pre-vet ma-

jor, came to UMass and contributed nine

goals and an assist in her first season. This

year, she has not only scored the most

goals, but some of the most important ones

as well.

A perfect example of Powers' clutch play

was against the University of Connecticut

earlier in the season. The Minutewomen
were down, 1-0, with six minutes to play.

Powers proceeded to score two goals in less

than two minutes to give UMass a 2-1 win.

"She has a nose for the goal, is great in

the air, and is a great header," Banda said.

"She has gotten the key goals and is always

in the right place at the right time. Those

are the things that we look for in the
continued on page 15

Collegian photo by Paul Frans

Sophomore forward Michelle Powers was a spark off the bench last

season and has proven she can produce as a starter as well.

Women swimmers
prepare for UConn
Look for third straight win
By JIM CLARK
Collegian StaiT

It is common for any
sports team is to have one
game early in the schedule

which will tell the tale for

the rest of the season.

When the University of

Massachusetts women's
swimming team travels to

Storrs, CT tomorrow, its

match with the University

of Connecticut should serve

a.'- an the indicator of things

to come.
"This will be, by far, our

closest meet of the season,"

UMass coach Bob Newcomb
said. "Depending on how
well we do against them, we
should have a good idea as

to where we're going this

year."

The Minutewomen
already have one basis of

measure against the
Huskies. Though it is early

in the year, both teams have

already battled Smith Col-

lege, and have come away
with nearly identical scores.

"They will probably be

the best team that we'll

face," Newcomb said.

"They're well-balanced, and
I'm expecting a very close

meet. I just wish it were at

home."
The Huskies, though, are

coming off of a loss Tuesday
against Northeastern.
Along with the Smith win,

UConn has knocked ofi" the

University of New Hamp-
shire to make up its 2-1

record thus far.

The Minutewomen, on the

other hand, have come out

of early action unscathed,

having beaten both Smith
continued on page 14

Minutemen still trying to figure out
why the winning machinery faltered
Soccer team unable to repeat last year's successful season
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

In case you haven't heard, the University of

Massachusetts men's soccer season is over. That's right,

over. It's a surprise isn't it? I'll bet many of you didn't

realize it, but it is.

The 9-10-1 mark seemed to be compiled rather quietly,

almost hush-hushed. For a team coming off a magical 15-6

mark last season, the sub-.500 mark was a difficult pill

to swallow after setting goals for national contention.

"There are bad feelings, of course, our goal was the

NCAA's," junior back Kevin Knopf said.

For the Minutemen, Saturday's 2-2 draw with national-

caliber Rutgers University marked tjje end of a

frustrating, confusing season that saw head coach Jeff

Gettler field as many lineups as he had players.

"At the beginning of the season we played poorly so it

dragged on," sophomore forward Kurt Manal said. "Then

it went so well that it just went by so quickly."

But after a season that began with high hopes coming

off a successful season, Gettler and company have no

regrets, simply the knowledge of unfulfilled potential.

"I think we had potential to be a better team. Obvious

ly when you don't realize that potential its regrettable

from a coach's standpoint," said Gettler, whose team reel-

ed off a 7-3-1 after a dismal 2-7 start. "We don't want to

write off the year because we were what we were. We are

what we are. We had things to do, had things on the line,

and we didn't do it, that's all."

Certainly each player could think up 100 reasons why
the team failed to win games it should have and got par-

ticular performances it did. But in the end, all that is left

is the 9-10-1 mark and thoughts of what might have been.

"Vermont, Dartmouth and Yale were three games that

really killed us," Knopf said. "If we won those we might
have gotten a bid for the NCAA's. Basically it was a weird
year."

But don't be misled into thinking the men's soccer pro-

gram is heading downhill because that's far from the

truth. In fact, it was Gettler who pushed for, and got, a
tougher national-caliber schedule. The team knew well

in advance that last season would be near impossible to

attain this year. But one always hopes for the best of all

possible worlds.

"I think people thought that winning would come easy
but it didn't," Gettler said. "We don't have a program with
a winning tradition. We had one good year last year and
there's no doubt that there was a lot of luck involved. I'm
not so sure the team was ready for a tougher schedule."

It must not have been but its ironic that the team's best

performances came toward the end of the season — the
toughest part of the schedule. Hopefully the team will

continued on page 15
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Demonstration
prevents
CIA session
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

The appearance of a CIA recruiter at the University of

Massachusetts Career Center was cancelled yesterday

after an anti-CIA demonstration prompted security of-

ficials to close off the center. That apparently caused the

cancellation because the recruiter was unable to enter the

building.

University Placement Service director Arthur Hilson

said, "He came and couldn't get in. The building was

under siege. The protesters won out."

Hilson said that interviews with prospective CIA

employees would be held at the center today as planned,

and some students said they were willing to risk arrest

in today's planned protest.

The accounts of officials and students involved indicated

that the official, who was due to arrive at the center at

about 5 p.m., tried to enter the building but was turned

away by police inside.

He apparently called University officials in the center

to say he couldn't get in at about the same time that Vice-

Chancellor Larry Benedict was telling demonstrators out-

side the event had been cancelled because the recruiter

could not be located.

Benedict later said that Hilson told the recruiter the ses-

sion was called off.

The police barred demonstrators, would-be CIA agents,

reporters and Dean of Students William Field from enter-

ing the building, opening the doors only to let people leave.

At about 4:15, nine students entered the center, plann-

ing to make a "citizens arrest" of the recruiter, protest

leaders said.

When more protesters arrived at about 5:15, intending

to join those students, they found the doors to the center

locked. A man inside indicated no one could enter. The

protesters could be seen inside, talking to officals.

A protester in front of the University Career Center last night.

CollFgian photo by Nick Sokoloff

As the crowd swelled in the bitter cold outside the

center, protesters began chanting, "USA, CIA, out of

Nicaragua" and other anti-CIA slogans.

At about 5:30, a contingent of students in favor of the

recruitment drive arrived, and heated arguments started

on the steps of the building.

As protesters sang "We Shall Overcome," the pro-CIA

faction interjected, "the Soviets."

The two groups stood facing each other in front of the

building for a time, 70 CIA protesters squaring off against

15 CIA supporters, then the protesters circled the

building, pounding on windows and doors as they chanted,

"hey, hey, CIA, how many kids did you kill today?"

Loud cheers met Benedict's announcement that the ses-

sion was cancelled, and protesters filed away from the

building, vowing to return this morning during the slated

interviews.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey said he understood that

many in the UMass community "share the outrage that

people feel about the role of the CIA in Nicuragua," where

it has been helping rebels fighting the Sandinista

government.
But, he said, most people at UMass would probably not

support "this kind of moral bullying that stops other peo-

ple from learning about a career. It is a kind of arrogance
"

Several students said they were angry and disappointed

about losing the chance to meet with the recruiter. "It's

not as if you can go to the library and look up the CIA

like it was Digital (Corp., a computer maker]," said Maria

Scott, a CIA prospect.

But, said protester Barry Lefsky, "We're out here

because we don't think brutal murderers should be on

campus recruiting."

UMass receives first payment
of federal grant for science center
MARC FREEDMAN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts at

Amherst recently received the first install-

ment of a $14.6 million federal grant to

help fund the construction of a $24 million

polymer research center, Peter O'Neil, a

spokesman for the Office of Public Informa-

tion said.

Recently re-elected US representative

Silvio Conte, R-Pittsfield, presented a

General Services Administration check for

$250,000 to Chancellor Joseph Duffey, who
noted Conte's "outstanding record of na-

tional leadership in support of university

research."

The overall commitment of $14.6 million

was made under the Strategic Materials

Act, O'Neil said, but added that the last $5

million of that total was the result of an

amendment by Rep. Conte approved dur

ing the final days of the 99th Congress.

The state has also agreed to commit $6

million for construction of the research

center, after Governor Dukakis named the

polymer science department at UMass a

"Center of Excellence."

The federal and state contributions will

help begin construction of the center,

targeted for 1988, but other contributions

will be necessary to complete the center.

"The University expects that the remain-

ing funds necessary for construction of the

center will be acquired through private in-

dustry sources, such as the Monsanto cor-

poration, ' said Duffey.

The state division of Capital Planning

and Operations has recently begun studies

of architectural design for the 10,000

square foot facility north of the Graduate

Research Center. continued on page 3

New contract for faculty

similar to former pact

Volunteer students to help raise

money for school in Belize
By DANA ANAGNOSTOU
Collegian Correspondent

A group of students from the Inquiry

Program have volunteered time and

energy to raise money for an independent

elementary school in BeUze, a country in

Central America, through a project call-

ed Rent an Idealist.

By doing odd jobs in the community for

$5 an hour the students will raise

$800-$1000 for the school, said Diane

Mazariegos, administrative assistant for

the Inquiry Program.

The community has been "very en-

thusiastic," MazariegOB said.

"They like the idea of renting an

idealist [and] are really coming to the

aid," she said.

There have been an "incredible amount
of jobs to do...We have been snowballed

with calls,"said Mazariegos. There has

been enough of a response that there is

a possibility of repeating the project for

Christmas or springtime, she said.

The project will benefit Indian children

in Belize who can not afford religious or

government schools. Because school is not

mandatory for them these children would

normally remain illiterate and "stay lock-

ed into horrendous poverty," Mazariegos

*** continued on pofft 5

By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

A contract agreement reached between

the administration and the Massachusetts

Society of Professors does not have radical

changes in store for University employees,

according to those involved with the

bargaining process.

"It pretty much preserves the status

quo," John Kendall, a professional

librarian and member of the professor's

union bargaining team said. The union

represents faculty at both the Amherst and

Boston campuses, as well as professional

librarians.

The new contract would provide for

across-the-board salary increases of four

percent for the next two years and five per-

cent for 1989.

The contract will be effective from 1986

to 1989 and the salary increases are

retroactive to last September, Diamond

said.

One issue that has kept the two sides at

the table since last January was depart-

mental involvement in the allocation of

merit pay. In the new agreement, Kendall

said, peer review will still be involved in

the decision-making process.

"It's a victory that does not constitute an

advance." he said. "It's a matter of holding

a line."

Another disputed issue, educational-

needs funds, was also resolved, with facul-

ty and professional librarians able to re-

quest a minimum of$175 per year, up from

last year's $100 minimum request amount.

"We all hope that the faculty will find the

contract reasonable," Glen Gordon, dean of

social and behavioral sciences and member

of the administrative bargaining unit said.

The contract is not "drastically different."

The two sides have been at the table since

last January, but Gordon said he had heard

this was the shortest bargaining period yet.

"It just takes a long time," he said.

"There's no way out."

Frustrated union members picketed a

faculty senate appearance by University

President David Knapp last September,

protesting proposed elimination of peer

review in merit pay allocation.

The contract should take effect within a

month to six weeks, according to both Ken-

dall and Arlyn Diamond, president of the

union.

"I think that there won't be any pro-

blem," Diamond said. "I think people will

like it." The entire faculty has yet to vote

on the contract.

Diamond said the pay increases were

part of an effort to make up for the long-

term effects of a three-year freeze on

salaries that occurred 10 years ago.

"This contract we're particularly pleas-

ed with because we were able to address a

couple of serious equity issues," she said.

Kendall said full professors at UMass "by

substantial national standards are much
less well off," compared with other posi-

tions at the University.

Another important change, although not

as significant for the Amherst campus, is

a pay increase for part-time teachers who
are paid by the course at UMass/Boston,

Gordon said. Their salaries went from

$1,800 to $3,000 per course per semester.
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Reagan address confirms

secret deals with Iran

Sources say State Department

paid for supply flights to contras

WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Reagan yesterday confirmed that he has

been involved in 18 months of secret

diplomacy with Iran and authorized the

transfer of "small amounts" of weapons to

that country. But he insisted he was not

trying to ransom American hostages in

Lebanon or tilt toward Iran in its war with

Iraq.

After telling reporters he was being forc-

ed to speak out by widespread misinforma-

tion about his dealings with Iran, Reagan

acknowledged he sent his former national

security adviser, Robert C. McFarlane, on

a secret, four-day mission to Iran last

spring "to raise the diplomatic level of con-

tacts" with Iranian officials.

"Since then," Reagan said in his hastily

arranged national broadcast address, "the

dialogue has continued, and st«p-by-step

progress continues to be made."

"Due to the publicity of the past week,

the entire initiative is very much at risk

today," the president told the nation in an

address prepared for broadcast from the

Oval Ofilce.

Reagan said it was "utterly false" that

the weapons shipments to Iran, at a time

when the United States had imposed an

embargo on such deliveries, were intend-

ed to ransom the Americans held hostage

in Lebanon. Nor, he said, had the United

States "undercut its allies and secretly

violated American policy against traffick-

ing with terrorists."

"The United States has not made conces-

sions to those who hold our people captive

in Lebanon — and we will not," Reagan

insisted.

In authorizing the transfer of what he

called "small amounts of defensive

weapons and spare parts for defensive

systems to Iran," Reagan said he was try-

ing "to convince Tehran that our

negotiators were acting with my authori-

ty."

WASHINGTON (AP) - The State

Department paid for fiights this year that

penetrated Nicaraguan air space to drop

supplies to U.S.- backed "contra" rebels, ac-

cording to government sources.

The sources, insisting on anonymity, said

the previously undisclosed flights were

made by Vortex Air International, a

Miami-based firm that has no planes

registered to it in the United States and

was established only one year ago.

Robert Duemling, who ran the special

State Department office that disbursed $27

million in "humanitarian" aid to the

rebels, refused to confirm or deny the

overflights, but said the U.S. government

only paid for delivery of non-lethal

supplies.

State- Department purchased supplies

included uniforms, boots, food and

medicine. The General Accounting Office,

Congress' investigative arm, has complain-

ed that it could not track more than half

the $27 million with much of the money

disappearing into offshore bank accounts

and the Honduran military.

"We had the responsibility to deliver the

supplies to the resistance," Duemling said.

"I will not discuss any of the details of the

delivery of supplies."

An administration official said the State

Department-sponsored flights were kept

separate from another contra supply net-

work that dropped weapons and ammuni-

tion to the rebels, even though both opera-

tions used El Salvador's Ilopango military

airport.

NASA denies damage by shuttle
WASHINGTON (AP) - The National

Aeronautic, and Space Administration has

rejected a Brazilian fisherman's $21

million claim that falling debris from the

space shuttle Challenger killed his son and

sank his boat.

The lawyer for John Kipalani said he will

sue the space agency in federal court.

"You have not provided substantiating

evidence of the loss of claimant's boat, loss

of his son, or even to injury to the claimant

himself," NASA wrote to Kipalani's

lawyer, William H. Edwards, in Columbia,

S.C.

Kipalani, a 52-year-old Indian, claimed

he was sailing on a homemade shrimper

with his son, Ken, 24, from Colombia to

Baltimore on Jan. 28 when a 20 foot-long

piece of metal fell from the sky and pierc-

ed his boat. His son was sleeping below, he

said, and he never saw him again.

The fisherman said he escaped in a rub-

ber dinghy.

He filed a boating accident claim with the

coast Guard a month and a half later, on

March 10, putting the time of the incident

at 10:30 a.m. and the place 53 miles off the

North Carolina coast. The shuttle explod-

ed at 11:30 a.m. after lifting off from Cape

Canaveral 200 miles to the south.

"He alleges the incident occurred in an

area which is far beyond the impact of any

space shuttle debris," said Sara Najjar, a

NASA lawyer. "He submitted no evidence

whatsoever," She called the claim

frivolous.'

AP photo

CLENCHED FISTS FOR MURDERED LEADER - Militant sym-

pathizers clench their fists next to the bloodied body of atty. Rolan-

do Olalia, leader of a militant labor federation, hours after the cor-

pse was found at a road in a northeastern Manila suburb yester-

day evening.
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OFFICE WITH A VIEW
The Peace Corps is an exhilarating two year ex-

perience that will last a lifetime,

Working at a professional level that ordinarily might

take years of apprenticeship back home, volunteers find

the career growth they're looking for and enjoy a unique

experience in the developing world.

International firms and government agencies value

the skills and knowledge mastered during Peace Corps

service.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:

Peace Corps Representative
Lisa Sammet

12 Draper Hall
University of Massachusetts

Amherst, MA 01003
(413) 545-2105

Peace Corps
The Toughest Job You'll Ever Love.

Dining commons hungry
to eliminate food waste
By KATY DUSTIN
Collegian Correspondent

Food waste is a problem in any institu-

tion that has to feed a large amount of peo-

ple, and the food services at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts are no exception.

"Ifjust 1 oz. of food was wasted by 11,000

students in one day, that would be approx-

imately 687.5 pounds of food wasted,

Charlotte Williams, the chief dietician for

food services at UMass said.

When asked why she thought food was

wasted in the dining commons, Kim Aran_

ski, a student at UMass, said "A lot of

students take food, decide they don't like

it and then throw it away. They dont think

about it before they take it."

Williams said "A large number ot

students are in the habit of taking seconds

along with their first serving and then find

themselves full after that first portion. The

second serving that they don't eat is just

thrown away. She said food services tries

to educate students, through the use of

table tents, to take only one portion and

return for more if they are still hungry

when they finish.

Another cause of food waste is to students

who take food out of the dining commons

to feed friends not on the meal plan or to

stock their refrigerators, Williams said.

"Enough people take large amounts of

specific items to make it a costly, wasteful

problem known as unbudgeted food ex-

pense," she said. " That expense must

ultimately be paid and for those who are

forced to foot that bill - for the ones who

don't take large amounts out of the D.C.

— this constitutes waste."

UMass student Lauren Singleton said,

"If Food Services took more of an interest

in what the students wanted, maybe there

wouldn't be such a problem with food

waste. I get the feeling that Food Services

thinks students will eat almost anything."

Military recruiting policy under
attack; BOG considers ban

?- Next Thursday's board meeting is open

to discussion, and "it is not the intent of

the board to make a decision without the

appropriate input of all concerned," he

said

By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

The Campus Center Board of Governors

last night discussed a motion to ban

military recruitment on the Campus

Center concourse for alleged discrimination

in military recruitment..

The motion is based on the belief that

that the military discriminates on the basis

of sexual preference, Mark Friedman board

vice-chair said.

"The military says they need to restrict

people for reasons of national security and

morale," he said.

"Since the military is providing job op-

portunities to students, and doing it une-

qually, they are in violation of our policy

(of nondiscrimination]." he said. "This is

strictly a matter of fairness."

The military recruiters have failed to con-

sult the board for permission to use the con-

course, Vendor Coordinator Lester Hensley

said. "In view of the fact that the military

uses the concourse, we feel that they should

Friedman said there will be a forum next

Wednesday night at 7:30 in the Student

Union Ballroom, which representatives

from the military will be asked to attend.

Board Chairperson John Hayes said the

board's reasoning is not based on any anti-

military bias, but is concerned with a

"discriminatory policy against people that

are homosexual."

Junior Michael D. Ross, a Navy veteran,

spoke at the meeting.

"When I was recruited, there was only

one time when I was asked if I was a

homosexual, and that was it." he said.

Ross questioned why the military was be-

ing singled out, saying "others are

discriminatory in nature."

Some board members suggested banning

any organization that is found to

discriminate from the usin? the concourse.

Local author to teach history,

heritage to Jewish women
A local author will teach Jewish women

to get in touch with their histories

through writing in a workshop on Sunday

from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Southwest

Women's Center, according its co-sponsor

Anat Weisenfreud.

"It would be good for Jewish women in

Southwest to meet each other, and have

a place to explore our histories," said

Weisenfreud.

Leslea Newman, who recently publish-

ed Good Enough to Eat, will be conducting

this workshop.

Newman said she will show women how

to gain a better understanding of the

strength of their heritage, and how that

fits into their present life. Women will

also be focusing on "emotional truths,"

rather than the factual truths about their

heritage, she said.

"We're going to write in the voices of

our ancestors to try and find out some of

the truths of their lives."

The Southwest Center for Social Issues

is sponsoring this workshop.

- BARBARA DELOLLIS

Women enrollment low
in engineering department
PAUL MASCIOLI
Collegian Correspondent

Despite encouragement of the women's

engineering program, enrollment ofwomen

in the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst engineering department remains

low.

Only 411 of the total 2,267 engineering

majors are women, or 18 percent of total

enrollment in the engineering department.

In 1948 one percent of student engineers

were women.
"Up until the 70s, women were not en-

couraged to think of non-traditional ma-

jors," Nancy Hellman, assistant dean of

academic affairs said.

Between 1948 and 1981. 119 women

graduated from the engineering depart-

ment. 400 women graduated from 1981 to

1986.

Although encouraged by the growing

number of women engineering students,

Hellman said, she is concerned that the

trend has not continued to go upward, but

even declined.

"There has been a decline at the high

schools of encouraging engineering as a

career option, Hellman said.

"I think it mirrors the more traditional

orientation. There has been a decline in the

non-traditional professions such as

medicine, law and engineering." she said.

The minority status of women in the

engineering departments at campuses has

encouraged the development of support

groups for women. One such organization,

The Society of Women Engineers, was

founded in 1950 to support women

* polymer center

continued from page 1

Occupancy is planned for the spring of

1991.
. , ^

The main advantage of polymers is that

they are "light low density plastics and are

easily moldable," Edwin Thomas, director

of Polymer Science and Engineering at

UMass said, adding that polymers are

stronger than steel

"There are two kinds of polymer; natural,

which can be found in DNA, cotton and silk

and synthetic polymers which are found in

polyethylene," he said.

engineering students and to ready women
for participation in the engineering work

force.

"There is such a stigma about women in

engineering and the problems they are go-

ing to face that there are programs here to

help," Stacey Bernstein president of the

SWE UMass charter said.

At UMass, SWE conducts a big sister lit-

tle sister program to help freshmen women
engineering students adjust to life on cam-

pus and organizes a career day for female

high school students interested in a

engineering major at the university.

"Society is starting to realize that women

are going to choose their careers. More and

more women are going into professional

careers." Bernstein said.

Although employers for engineering jobs

have shown a disposition toward hiring

women. Bernstein said that women should

still expect to face discrimination at the

workplace. "There is a lot of pressure to

hire women. We are definitely at an advan-

tage." she said.

Women were being shunned away from

engineering. They are trying to even out

the ratio," Laura Kaplan.a first-year

engineering student said.

Employers may be inclined to hire

women, but "statistically males will move

up the corporate ladder," Bernstein said.

"It's like any minority, you still have to

deal with ridicule. Ifyou accept it then the

people around you will. It is the same as

with the male nurse," she said.

"There are problems but it is your at-

titude more than anything," Bernstein

said.

The polymer science department at the

university has directed its focus on high

tech products.

'Raytheon is now using polymers for

sonar to detect sound waves," said Thomas.

"They are selling these lightweight

durable sheets of polyvinylidene fluoride to

the Navy at $12,000 per square foot, with

each piece weighing only a few ounces."

"The revolution of manufacturing pro-

ducts through new materials such as

polymers will make the United States less

dependent on importing materials from

other countries," said Duffey "with the fact

that polymers can be as durable as steel the

possibilities seem endless."

Collegian photo by Nick Sokoloft

LOST IN THOUGHT - Junior Sociology major Amelia Barad is

oblivious to the activity outside while she studies in the walkway

between between Tobin Hall and Bartlett Hall yesterday.
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A debate titled Impact of S.D.I, on Scientific Research and Acade^^i^

Freedom will take place today at 8 p.m. in Amherst College s Merrill

"sSers will be Zelman Warhaft, professor at Cornell University,

Jonathan Tucker, Harvard University Allan J^a««'
"^;?;Vr- n^'

lejje and Richard Joseph from the United States Department of be^^nse.

John Kenneth Galbraith from Han>ard t^'^^'^^i'^ ^^^",
'Jf^IJ'^J .^

keynote address on SDI tomorrow at 9:15 a.m. m Amherst College s

^AteS/ii Ome^G fraternity will hold its 25th Annual Las Vegas Night

tonight starting at 8 p.m. in the Campus Center Auditorium. Par-

ticipants will be charged $3 for admission.

The 1986 Minuteman Debate Tournament focusing on the First Con-

stitutional Amendment will take place this weekend. The event will

begin tomorrow at noon and end at 5 p.m. Sunday.

The event is sponsored by the UMass Debate Union.
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Collegian photo by Ricci Bonanno

A BIRD'S EYE VIEW - Juniors Eric Short, bottom, and Andrew

Chen talking in the Student Union Building yesterday.

i,'-

CONGRATULATIONS
CATHY TRAVARES
ON YOUR NEW JOB
AND THANK YOU
FOR YOUR FOUR

YEARS OF
DEDICATED SERVICE

TO THE COLLEGIAN.

WE'LL MISS YOU!

• THE STAFF OF THE

MASSACHUSETTS
DAILY COLLEGIAN.

HAMPSHIRE

ALUMNI
STADIUM

Saturday, November 15

1:00 PM

PICK UP YOUR FREE

HOT
SPOT

BUTTON AT THE
GATE AND GET A

12oz SODA
AND A

20OZ BUCKET OF POPCORN
FOR JUST 99«>

^^^Hmttl^mmt^m mmt^mi^m^^ ^^lirife
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Fraternity donates money
to program for minorities
By DANA ANAGNOSTOU
Collegian Correspondent

Iota Phi Theta Fraternity donated $200 Wednesday

night to a program that provides a better educational en-

vironment for minority students, Talbert Swan, president

of the fraternity said.

"We feel we are obligated to help educate our minority

youth and as long as we have a chapter here we will sup-

port the program," he said.

The money given to the program, A Better Chance,

Wednesday night has come from the fraternity's treasury.

Swan said.
, r a d *

Mitchell Smith, director of the Amherst branch ofA Bet-

ter Chance, said the program "offers educational oppor-

tunities for young people in inner city areas" by bring-

ing them to Amherst and other such locations where they

attend Amherst Regional High School and hopefully go

on to college.

The Amherst chapter is part of a national program that

has main chapters in New York City and Boston. Smith

describes A Better Chance as being a "grass-roots pro-

gram." All funds for the program come from donations

from various organizations, rather than governmental

Smith said "the brothers of Iota Phi Theta have been

very supportive of our cause and should be highly com-

mended for that.

"This check will go to good use. We are going to bust

the hell out of communities that refuse to educate our

youth. We must (combat) inequality in education."

A Better Chance is "turning out leaders for tomor-

row,"he said.

The Amherst chapter sponsors 10 students at a time.

The students apply during junior high school. There are

many applicants and it's hard to pick just 10, said Smith.

The program is very successful in giving young people

a better chance, he said. About 99 percent of the students

go on to college, according to reports that are done after

the students leave the program, he said.

The fraternity has donated approximately $2000 to the

program since 1983 when the UMass chapter was found-

ed. Its members have raised money through annual walk

a-thons, among other events

Le Bon Soldi tanning center

Sales for the Dark Side

30% OFF
^^jp jQ Join with one friend 10% OFF I

'

- ^^EE 2 friends 20^0 OFF
j

fQ OrP 3 or more friends 30^'oOFF
j

on 10 or 20 session packages '|

264 N. Pleasant St, Amherst 253-9454 |

MWF 8-8; T Th 10-6; Sat. 10-2 I

P U s

The pregnancy test foryour
eyes only.

Private, portable, and easy to read, e.p.t. Plus'

can tell you if you're pregnant in as fast as

10 minutes. You can use it as soon as one day

after a missed period. And e.p.t. Plus has

proven 99% accurate in lab tests, e.p.t. Plus,

a fest and easy way to know for sure.

oo
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Four-car collision

occurs in Amherst
A four-car accident was reported at 8:58 a.m. Wednes-

day on route 116 in Amherst, town police said.

The cars were all traveling north on 116 when a car

in?8 injured, and no one was cited for any traffic viola-

tions, police said.

A hit-and-run accident was reported at 1:11 a.m. yester-

day. A car owned by an Amherst resident was struck by

another car while it was parked outside of a business

on Cowles Road, police said.

The right side of the car was damaged, police said.

At 12:20 a.m. Thursday, police responded to a com-

plaint at a North Pleasant Street residence.

Arriving at the scene, police found that one of the

residents of the house had gotten into an argument with

another resident. To settle things, the man "turned up

his stereo full blast" locked the door to his room and left

the house, police said.

The police turned off the stereo, and the parties will

be referred to Hampshire District Court, police said.

The police have five suspects in a Monday night van-

dalism spree which left 20 mailboxes destroyed.

- PATRICK JOHNSON

* Idealist
continued from page 1

The students conceived the project after they were told

of the school bv Nancy Lundgren, a faculty member who

did her field work there. The students "wanted to be in-

volved with the community and raise money" for the

school, she said.
. n j

About 40 students have volunteered to help, and all ad-

ministrative costs and materials are donated, as well as

refreshments for the workers, she said.

The students are very enthusiastic about the project,

said Brad Phelps, one of the students involved.

%^PANDA
GARDEN

WE BRING CHINATOWN TO YOU!!

#1

ASIAN

RESTAURANT

ADVOCATEBEST
Of THr

VALLEY

19 8 6

for Carry Out & «>ft4-'?ftRQ
Rcscrvalions. Please Call: WO*t OOW9

34 Pleasant St. Downtown Northampton

J
25th ANNUAL J

. ^ ^ jf

VEGAS%
O.

j"WiId West Casino"

*
Nov 14, 1986 - CCA.
8 PM - $3 admission

;Gets You $5000 Play Money

;Dress Western get $1000
^

Free4*

4-

^

»

Sponsored by Alpha Phi Omega & Gamma Sigm
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Lawyer: Hasenfus only
deseryes^2 years if guilty

ENJOY THE SPECTACULAR
VIEW ...

FINE DINING
AND

FRIENDD^ SERVICE

OPEN DURING ACADEMIC YEAR
Lunch: Monday-Friday 11:30 am-2:00 pm

Dinner: Tuesday-Saturday 5:00 pm-9:30 pm

Call 549-6000 ext. 639

for Reservations

Validated Parking

of the
CAMPUS

^" '»" fTT»
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RESXUTtAIVT

ll'" FLOOR CIMPIS tE^TEK 1>USS

MANAGUA, Nicaragua (AP) - The

lawyer for captured American mercenary

Eugene Hasenfus said yesterday that his

client should be sentenced to no more than

two years in prison if he is found guilty.

Prosecutors have asked the People's

Tribunal to impose a 30-year sentence on

Hasenfus. The tribunal, composed of a

lawyer, truck driver and laborer, went in-

to a third day of deliberations yesterday

and was expected to return a verdict this

week.

'i believe that at most, the only crime

that he could have committed is the one of

terrorism (because he) transported arms,"

defense lawyer Enrique Sotelo Borgen told

The Associated Press. He said the sentence

for that ranges from six months to two

vears.

Hasenfus, 45. of Marinette, Wis., was

captured Oct. 6 after Sandinista soldiers

shot down his 0-123 cargo plane filled with

supplies and weapons for "contra"" rebels

fighting the Nicaraguan government.

Since then, he has been kept in a prison

outside Managua.
Hasenfu.s testified before the tribunal

last week that h. ,\:,n a cargo handler

alward the aircralt aiui that it wa.-^ carry

in^' weapons de.'^tined lor the contras

He aisu 1' iharufd with viohiting the

Extremist Israeli

speaks uninvited
CAMBRIDGE. Mass <APi - Israeli

Knesset extremist menilui Meri Kahane

spoke uninvited to a handful of students

Thursday at Hanard University, while op-

ponents of his views held a scripture study

session to demonstrate they were ignoring

him.

"I don't think we really care if he

speaks," said David Seidenberg, 23, who

organized the quiet protest at the Harvard

Hillel. "We just want a presence thay says

yes to something other than Kahane.

"We kind of feel we should ignore him to

public order and security, which carries a

maximum 30-year penalty, and with

criminal association, which carries a max-

imum three-year penalty.

Sotelo Borgen said he was submitting

written final arguments to the tribunal

arguing that it lacked authority to hear the

case against Hasenfus. He made the same

argument at the beginning of the trial.

The lawyer said his arguments would

"affirm that the trial is null and that the

tribunal is incompetent to try the case,

because it was created to judge

Nicaraguans and not foreigners."

The People's Tribunals were established

in 1983 to try those accused of counter-

revolutionary activities.

Assistant prosecutor Ivan Villavincencia

said in his final arguments submitted

Wednesday that Hasenfus and three fellow

crewmen killed when the plane was down

ed had given indespensable aid the the con

tras "so they could carry out their acts to

submit out nation to foreign domination.

like that of the United States of America."

If found guilty. Hasenfus can appeal to

another court within the tribunal system,

liiil S.itilo Ror^'en said t'ne appeals court

(,, (11\ llli()()--c> .ill even -t llli"

-<i'iili'ia('

Knesset member
at Harvard
his face."

Kahane, founder of the militant Jewish

Defen.se League, claimed the national

Hillel office had a policy against him .speak

ing at the centers for Jewish students on

campuses nationwide. He said he had tried

unsuccessfully for a decade to set a a speak-

ing engagement at the Harvard Hillel.

Harvard Hillel officials disputed the

claims and said Kahane, who spoke at Har

vard University's science center four years

ago, was never suggested by any students

or staff as a possible speaker.

CHINESE
'j^ CUISINE

Find out why "Bon Apetit" and

"Gourmet" Magazines are

requesting our recipes ...

Discover why Sze's customers

drive from as far away as

Connecticut, Vermont, and

New Hampshire for a taste

of Sze's award-winning gourmet

Chinese cuisine

Come sample our Sunday Brunch ...

or enjoy a quiet evening

at our new piano bar (Wed - Sat 7-11 PM)

50 Main Street, Northampton 586-5708

•" >^ ^ • A *- ./. . 1.

113 CAMPUS CENTER 545-3500

$5.00 OFF $5.00 OFF

Levis 501 & 505

and Jackets
Valid through 11/22

197 N. Pleasant St - Dow.uwwn Amherst

Mop "at 10:C" ' 00 • Sup - 1;00-4;30

^ booUsliopvv

Personality
The Art of Being
and Becoming

Hazrat Inayat Khan

Rilher than alienating himself in splenJid aloofness, Haz-

rat Inayat Khan valued immensely the human being, m
whom life throbs and thnves and strives surreptitiously to

perfect the expression of all the many-splendored bounty

invested in it The master was known to treat both his pupils

and strangers with reverent respect.

% 103 NofHi PlMnm SlTMt

Aaih.nt4-253.5574

BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND
The 5 College B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundations present the

KLEZMER CONSERVATORY BAND

SUNDAY, NOV. 16, 8 P. M.
nAGE HAL' SMITH COLLFG^

^ > Stilelt'tilS K St-lM.iniiTinN *M c

i(u-ld
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Initiative no real solution
The English language, or lack thereof, has been popp-

ing up quite a bit lately. An idea that the United States

may have language barriers it does not want or need is

causing legislatures to stir.

David R. Mark

California voters recently approved Proposition 63,

declaring English as its "ofRcial" language. US English,

the sponsoring group, did so to prevent further linguistic

divisions within the state. To some, that may seem

trivial. What possible linguistic divisions could prompt

voters to declare English their official language? While

the initiative may seem a bit extreme, consider that in

California and other southwestern states, it is Spanish,

not English, that is spoken - often exclusively. Con-

sider also that in some southwestern schools up to the

high school levels, Spanish is spoken in the classroom.

Closer to home, the University of Massachusetts, as well

as other colleges and universities, has courses in both

English and Spanish.

In communities in which Spanish was the main

language, there was essentially no need to learn English.

Throughout the southwest, little Quebecs (autonomous

groups separated through language barriers) were be-

ing formed. Finally, businesses were hiring Spanish-

speaking employees at less than mainstream wages.

However, that was nbt confined to the southwest. In-

stead, unfair hiring spread to all areas of the United

States where foreign language speakers worked.

Proposition 63 in itself covers few of these problems.

It may branch out, through other programs, to cover

them Yet as a law, it can only cover areas dealing direct-

ly with spoken English. For that reason, it is incomplete

Fine, it will lead to the bilingualism of Hispanic school

children, but what else can it do, or not do? How, for in-

stance, can Proposition 63 help change a Spanish com-

munity where workers have no need to learn hnglish.

Proposition 63 is great for second and third generation

Hispanics, it does little for their parents and grand-

parents already in the working force.

How can it protect workers who do not speak English

from working long hours at little pay? The fact is, it can;t

Only through separate 'shakedowns' of businesses will

we see the end of the two-wage (English/Spanish) system.

With so much talk of drug-testing employees, it would

seem that finding out if they comprehend English is a

possible step. If measures such as these are not taken,

then America may find itself with an autonomous

•Quebecian* group of Spanish speakers. While Spanish^

American children may be bilingual, their parents and

grandparents, having no real need to learn English, will

remain foreigners in their own country.

US English does not want linguistic divisions in the

United States. For this reason, it should be applauded.

However, if other steps, above and beyond Proposition

63, are not taken, the problem that they want most to

remove will remain, albeit in a different form.

David R. Mark is a Collegian columnist.
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Computer problems: there's

some hope in sight

In response to Schiffman testing and identification of

and Katzen's letter the problem is useful only

(November 7), we recognise during prime hours. We are

.1 r i.-»»ir^n that many nrpHsincr the vendor verv
the frustration that many

students and faculty (and

Computing Center staff)

have had to face over the

past two weeks. We at the

U.C.C. believe a brief ex-

planation is in order,

although we know that an

explanation will not get

your work done.

First, the frequent main-

frame failures that have

been occuring are as a result

of a intermittent fault

which we have been attemp-

ting to track down for near-

ly three weeks now.

Specialists have been called

in and a significant expen-

diture has been made for

emergency maintenance.

Unfortunately, the main-

frame does not fail when

there is a light load, (nights,

weekends, holidays) hence

TACO VILLA'S
COMBO
DINNERS

Bring your appetite f

CopyCatiuhh^jse.
228 Triangle Street,

2nd Floor, Amherst

549-3840

Sal«a ends Nov. 30th

pressing the vendor very

hard for a solution to this

problem and expect a

resolution within the week.

Secondly, the move of the

public terminal room from

the Lederle tower,

necessitated by academic

needs, has caused some tem-

porau^ problems. At this

point the cluster printers in

the Goodell terminal room
are operational and there

should be no further need to

travel to another location

for printouts.

Finally, the Batch option

in the LISTRUN command
has, today, been restored.

This action was taken as a

result of your complaint and

in the hopes of alleviating

some of the problems our

student users have been

facing.

The results may
sometimes fall short, but

the staff of the U.C.C. is

making every effort to pro-

vide the kind of service

necessary for a quality

University. We do want and

need your input so that we
can succeed in this effort.

Charles D. Lyman
Associate Director U.C.C.

Wildwater
W Outfitters

We're the place for

MTTOM X-Country Skis

4 Lesson, 4 Week
1 Credit Course

Ciasses begin first week
in February.

Ciioice of Wednesday
Tliursday

Friday or

Saturday Nigiits

$52
(includes transportation)

Wiivtcr Ftm!
\p}

Burton ^^^^
SnowbGHrasI

Parkas, Gloves • Hats, Packs

Sign up at GPE Office

Room 227 Boyden

Crosscountry $OC35
SKI PACKAGES ^OW

Karhu
Packages

9995

ASNESWaxlessSkis
Norski Christy Boots

Swix Fiberglass Poles

Troll BindiDgs

One Year Warranty

Free Lesson Pass

We specialize in Touring

and Telemarking Equipment

93 Boltwood Walk, Amherst 253-7779'
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There's freedom of speech and freedom to live
M- -M-^^^-^ "^ ^

.:_,...,„ M;...o„„an«..ritPr and R^mpmher. (Vu/uu/ua/.s are guaranteed '^P«=
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PATRICK JOHNSON
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Freedom of speech is a touchy issue, yet

no one ever touches it. Everyone is quick

to defend everyone else's right to voice op-

posing opinion (even to the 'death'!), yet no

one dares examine what freedom of speech

is or how it is being used. When the Con-

stitution was written in 1789. "freedom of

speech" was a radical and critical idea.

Mark Caldeira______

That individuals should have the right to

publicly stand up for what they believe in

pitted our young government against a

history of European silence. Reacting

against a repressive monarchical rule, the

writers of our Constitution sought to pro-

tect individuals of this new society by giv-

ing them the right to check and balance

their government and other powerful in-

stitutions with vocal demonstration

without being unjustly imprisoned or kill-

ed. They sought to defend civil liberties, to

guarantee political freedom, and to protect

life - the life that all people are

guaranteed. With the frigate of freedom of

speech, they hoped to arrive at the right to

self-determination. Unfortunately.

freedom of speech took a wrong turn

somewhere.
Today, "fretciom of speech" is institu-

tionalized and used against the people it

was created t<. protect. It is regulat.

a gnvernmc-rt that seek? to exten

power and censor the public (as in the d

nying of visas to a Nicaraguan writer and

several top Nicaraguan government of-

ficials in 1984 and 85 while allowing and

funding contra mercenaries to tour and

speak or as in the inmrisonment withont

fair trial of Native American Leonard

Remember, indieiduals are guaranteed

freedom of speech, not governments. That

is one rea.son why the CIA has no right to

free speech on this campus and should not

be allowed to recruit for its covert killing

games.

Peltier). Ours is ;» u<tvt-rnnient 'hat coerce^

its citizens into -urrenderint; iM.'ir power

and constiti: ^^v (kmanding

Fr«'<'d.>ni ol <pmch is being used •

^,,, ,
(! of opposing view-

lit

ccordmg to the l un^ut uiiun

uAfV:v

-a:u. regiuu, ,„ .. ,..-ri-u>si(

speech becomes inetleetive. When everyone

speaks, no one listens. An unchecked

pluralism serves to legitimize the very

structures of oppression it seeks to con

demn and change.

Today, indeed, "freedom of speech" is us-

ed to oppress other people. When
homophobic ex-psychologists come to cam-

puses to speak about quarantining

homosexuals and boring holes in lesbian's

noses, this is not free speech. When top of-

ficials in our government fabricate stories,

lie to the press and spread disinformation,

this in not free speech. When the CIA and

contra members come and spread more Ues

about their rapes, murders and destruction

as being "in our self-interest," this is not

free speech. What is more important to us

as a 'free country"- freedom of speech or

freedom to live? We must answer this ques-

tion before it is Um late, btn^ause free speech

IS being used to deny the freedom of

self-determination.

The man who breaks into your house, ties

up your mother and father, viciously rapes

them with every concievable object, slits

their throats, and leaves them lo die. does

not have the right to publicly voice /*/> nm-

ntn,: on rape and murder. Would you j .mi

,1 1, likf liiis "tVeedoin ot' spi'i-rh
''

It

not. Ihet, you and 1 .iLTice tVcedorn ot -petch

-ImuiIiI '11. t dosiin-, ircidora lo live.

M,

A few things you should know...
I.. »u., „,,.,!,. al\iL'i>v<; has a{

Bob Boswonh is a white South African evangelist with

an international ministry. He hates aparth.^d, racism,

and violence
, ,

Rusty Denton

He avoids ur.olvement in politics because his neutrali-

tv has enid,!ed him to minister to Marxist troops in

Mozambiq
and to mill

the US, a

Bosworth ".-

South Afr"

sistently pr

not report HI

>u null lu 1111. ...J.-'-.
^ u A <• •

to the blacks and whites in South Africa,

•r abroad in .>uch places as the Philippines,

"ontral Arnenca.

.^rvalioii i^ that the r <P'"'^ he reads about

aside o! that nation are distorted, con-

Mmmunist. and much of the real news is

rU i^ive -nme exanipie.s.

Did you knusv ihai the Dutch Retormed Church,

representing 70 percent of all South African Christians,

is racially integi-ated?

Did vou know that last summer three million South

African blacks and whites gathered to pray tor peace and

order in that nation'.' Did you know that in the last three

years, more than 1200 discriminatory laws have been

thrown out. and apartheid has been largely dismantl-

ed'' Consider these actions: (1) influx control abolishec^,

(2)' pass laws changed, (3) mixed marriages no longer il-

legal. (4 ) property rights granted to blacks, (5) public ac^

commodations integrated. (6) citizenship rights granted

to blacks, (7) equal pay for equal work.

Did you know that the communist interests that helped

establish Marxist dictatorships in Mozambique. Angola

Zimbabwe, Zambia, Tanzania, and Uganda are trying

to stir riots so they can do the same thing m South

Africa? Twenty-three of the thirty members of the

African National Congress Executive Council are

members or supporters of the South African Communist

?arty; the leadeVof the SACP. Joe Slovo, is a colonel m
the Russian KGB.

Verv curiouslv. the media always has advance

knowledge of mcid. n police aiidprcaestors,

courtesv of the comniuiu. i- .vho organized i Curious,

too is the phenomenon that allhouiih the pohce force is

50 per cent hiack- the phmo. m the niodia ah^ v\

a white policeman sirugglmg with a
/'^"'f, ^7' V";;;,

There are some other curiositie.«, -nicb a.'- the act that

more South African blacks have the hands of

black communists than at the hanu. oi the police or

militarv. The comin,n,.ts stir up mobs against those

suspected of lovm-^ .-aiini: with whites: m.^ ^u^Ji-

cion uniquely d.sc.iuunate. a^au,., black i nns.ians^

The method of death i> to , nt oH Ino hands or tie h. m

with barbed wire, to put. ..;hur>. d.aiso

it with gasoline or diese:. and >^ua. Hi n. lumes deslK.N

the breathing passages, dnppin^^ molten rubber burns

into the nesh. and the victim inav survive as k.nK as^.

minutes while the fire reaches temperatures up to 900

degrees Fahrenheit. More than 600 blacks died this way

in less than two years. Did the media tell you that?

South Africa represents a strategic situation in the case

of global war. The sea lanes tor oil pass by the Cape ol

Good Hope, and 75 percent of the world s chromium

manganese, and platinum (important strategic metals^

are found in South Africa. That explains why 40^00

Soviet-aligned and equipped troops are in Angola, Z.m^

babwe, and Mozambique, and why b'Hions of dollars of

sophisticated Soviet weapons have been delivered to 21

sub-Saharan African states. The state of emergency

declared by the government in Pretoria was not intend^

ed to deprive blacks of their rights, it was intended to

put a lid on the confusion that would allow 140,000 troops

to cross the border and overthrow the government^

Has the media really given you the whole story? Not

if you heard it here first. Think about it.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist

Memorials sober up

a hot road trip
This past weekend a troupe iA'Cnllcf^ian od loi- travi

1

ed to Washington tbr a nationwide college new spaper co.a

ference. We were all excited as we departed Amher.st n

two rented vehicles oach of us hoping to add to our jour

nalistic skills and .agerly anticipating the C apitoi .s

historic sites.

_DanieL

J

\00<m ^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ">'^^^ I^TBglA, if itDOKNT WR)(0ur,BRN6 mW('

"Thi. -res us hack our confidence. But now we have to grafy

plJwUhsome issues that frankly, we've been ducking.

-Richard Moe, Democratic strategist, on last week's elections

Not from here
To my knowledge, as long

as I have been the student

coordinator of the Student

Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy, we

have not spent any money

campaigning against Coors.

I do not have the nerve to

think I can make decisions

for other students on cam-

pus; as such, I'm not against

a campu.s-wide referendum

on the Coors issue.

However. I do believe that

once people are made aware

of how sexist, racist,

homophobic, ableist and

anti-student (Coors"

Heritage Foundation thinks

(,1) n anieed Student Loans

should be abolished) Coors

IS, Rothman will be blown

away at the amazing sup-

port for the continued ban.

Chris Alibrandi
SCERA

Indeed the conference was educational although not

sensational What reallv mover! me was seeing for the ti'-st

timo the in.uiv landmarks of historical note. The Capitol

building, where daily decisions are made that alter our

live- The Wa.shinglon Monument, :. 555 foot tall oben-k

dedicated to our first president. TV. Lincoln Meniorial.

,n awe inspiring structure where a larger-than-life <v/.v

<tatue of Lincoln eternally rests. And probably most eino

lionallv stirring, the Vietnam Veterans Memorial, a series

of black .'lanite panels etched with the names of more

than 50,0(K> young, American men who died in a causeless

war. . ^ . iU '

Eleven college kids on a road trip are going to do their

share of partying and on a warm D.C. night we were par-

taking in our share of inebriates. Upon arriving at the

Vietnam Memorial though, I had a sobering experience

1 won't soon forget.

The memorial is built into a hill, stands about 200 feet

long and 10 feet high. We came upon it late at night and

there were few people around. Flower bouquets were spac-

ed about 20 feet apart at the base of the monument-

probably by friends and relatives who, unlike many, never

want to forget the Vietnam War and its 50,000 conse-

quences. Spotlights shone against the memorial, il-

luminating many names while leaving others in' the

shadows, n j o ^u
I ran my fingers over the grooves that spelled Smith,

O'Neil Vennochi, Everett, Jensen and countless others^

I unsuccessfully looked for a Sobel and was happy with

this failure. I thought that if alive today, these men would

be in their forties. They would be lawyers, firemen, shoe

salesmen, actors and doctors. Some would be on welfare

and some would be criminals. And if they were criniinals,

so what'' At least they would have had a shot at an honest

living, and in failure and jail, they might have found other

answers in this complicated world.

Those who went to Vietnam had the odds stacked

against them. They were in an unfamiliar land killing

unfamiliar people on their country's behalf Why? When

asked during and after the war why they thought they

were there, many did not know why. To fight communism?

To stop the Russians from gaining another sphere of m-

fiuence'^ In the end we continued fighting the Vietcong

merely because pulling out of Vietnam would concede vic-

tory - and how could a superpower such as the United

States act so weakly? It was out of the question and when

Gen. Westmoreland asked for more troops he got them.

And the dying continued.

Today, Vietnam is a communist cov nti y that has little

iM do With the Soviet Union. In thi> world there are as

manv differing opinions as there are minds to opine.

Neither communism nor capitalism are perfect. Eacli has

flaws inherent to the system that will never be eradicated.

War is inevitable, and sometimes, even warranted. But

I will always look back in frustrating sadness at the

shadows on the Vietnam Memorial,

Daniel Sobel is a Collegian columnist.
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By THOMAS HARRINGTON
Collegian Staff

Regular Film Follies scribe Don Lipper is still at his

brother's wedding, so while he's making toasts and fall-

ing into the punchbowl, I'll have a chance to write my own

musings on the local cinema scene.

First off, my roommate has been begging me to tell peo-

ple about the "Reel Classics" film series sponsored by the

the Commuter Area Goverment. The series spotlights a

different foreign or classic film every Monday at 8 p.m.,

and admission is free. The next feature is Yojimbo, a

Japanese "western" about a hired swordsman. Don't let

the title scare you away. Director Akira Kurosawa has

a lot in common with American directors like John Ford,

and he has a great sense of action as well as drama. Check

it out. This really is a great series, and a real boon ifyou're

on a budget.

For another budget tip, try going to the Calvin Cinema

on Wednesdays, when admission is 99 cents. Also, there

are a lot of great movies shown regularly in film classes

at UMass, and the proffessors usually don't mind an ex-

tra \aewer or two if the room's not too crowded. Check your

liberal arts major friends for details.

The Mountain Farms Four Theaters will show two new-

movies this weekend, The Name Of The Rose and Streets

of Gold.

Rose, which has been getting some good notices, is a

mystery about some mysterious murders in a 14th cen-

tury Monastary. Sean Connery stars as a Franciscan

slueth with a license to chant. Streets is an oddity about

a retired Russian boxer (Klaus Maria Brandauer, last seen

in Out Of Africa) who comes to America to coach two

young street fighters. Could be interesting.

The only other new film in the area is an oddity. Private

Practices, a documentary about a professional sex sur-

rogate and her clients. An odd subject to be sure, but

doesn't it sound at least a little intriguing? It's at the Plea-

sant St.Theater.

Movie Listings

Academy Of Music: Legal Eagles ( • • •) and Back to

The Future ( • • • 1/2). A couple of old biggies on a dou-

ble bill. Leagle has more explosions than courtroom

drama, but the stars make up for it. Future was the big

gest hit of 1985, thanks to a brilliant script and some great

performances.

Amherst Cinema: The Gods Must Be Crazy ( • • • ) and

Buckaroo Banzai ( • •kl/2) Gods is a good natured South

African comedy that portrays blacks more decently than

a lot of American movies I've seen lately. Banzai is sci fi

satire, more stylish than weird, though its strong cult

would disagree with me.

Calvin Cinema: The Fly ( • *l/2) Help me! Help Me!

Klaus Maria Brandauer, last seen in Out of

Africa plays an exiled Russian boxing cham-

pion coming to America to coach young pro-

tegies Wesley Snipes Geft) and Adrian Pasdar

(right).

Hampshire S\x:Something Wild f • • ) A little mild. Jum-

pin ' Jack Flash (NR, but Don gives it it it). Color OfMoney
( • • •) Newman returns as "The Hustler." Peggy Sue

Got Married ( • • •) Another time traveler winds up in

the fifties, but it's a nice trip. Soul Man i it 1/2) Something

to offend everyone, especially people who like good com-

edy. Tai Pan, the grand epic starring Aussie Bryan Brown,

• • 1/2.

I

Mountain Farms Cinemas: Crocodile Dundee ( • • 1/2)

Big Aussie meets big apple. Children Of A Lesser God

( • • • ) William Hurt and cast overcome a lesser script.

Streets of Gold (NR). Name Of The Rose(NR).

Pleasant St Theater: She's Gotta Have It (it it it 1/2)

Great sex comedy by Spike Lee. See it before it leaves

Tuesday. Private Practices (NR).

OMD cancels show
Rescheduling or refunds

in negotiation by UPC
The pop/nu wave band Orchestral Manoeuvres in the

iDark cancelled their show last night due to sickness,

r UPC is now negotiating with OMD and their opening

band's managment to arrange a rescheduling. If this is

|iot possible, refunds will be made.

j
The Collegian will announce the result in Monday's

^rts page.

L_ —

45s can be nice; this batch is nasty
By SAAD HOPKINS
Collegian Correspondent

The Smiths
"ASK"
Everyones' favorite

cupid/pretty-boy vegetarian

hero and his desciples are

back again for another lec-

ture in the Zen art of

poetics. The fear of possibly

listening to 3 and a half

minutes of non-stop whining

about dining is too much for

me to handle at the mo-

ment. Listening to albums

like The Queen is Dead
makes me wish that I'd

never lost my innocence, let

alone having to stroll home
after some party, listening

to those whiny lyrics ring on

my head for a long time

afterwards. "ASK" is good,

that is if you ignore the

sugar coated lyric construc-

tion. Instead of trapping

"Hang the D.J. Hang the

D.J. Hang the D.J." in your

head you get to struggle

with "Ask me. Ask me!"

Johnny Maars' Jesus-God

guitar solos are a bit less

superficial this time, not

sounding as if they were go-

ing out of their way to be

the most impressive thing

since sliced bread. Mor-

risseys' lyrics are more

down to earth, rather than

helplessly dull. There is

that this-single-sounds-just-

like-the-last-one syndrome

exercised here, but that is

only to be expected. After

all, repetition is o.k., only if

it's brilliant repetition. I

suppose that it's worth

shelling out the $5.19 for.

continued on page 1
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A«J«Hasting

I Fine Paper and Stationer

I
Come See Our Great Selection

i of Christmas Cards and Beat

I
the Holiday Shopping Rush

253-2840 45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst, MA
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PEER TUTORS CAN HELP YOU |

GET OUT A BETTER PAPER!

LIQUORS

61 Main St., Amherst
Next to Town Hall

FOB FREE DEUVERY OF
»20 MINIMUM ORDER,
(OFF UMASS CAMPUS)

Dial
253-3091

— AH Prices In Store Cash Only —

B-24 Baker Monday & Tuesday 7 - 9 PM

Pierpont Monday & Wednesday 7 - 9 PM

Plus a NEW LOCATION opening next week

04-D Cashin Tuesday 7 - 9 PM

Drop in and talk with a tutor about your paper!

IT'S FREE

AT THE WRITING CENTER

I

Glen Ellen

Chardonnay
750 ML

^4.25

Black Bush
or

Jamesoni2yr old

750 ML

n6.99

Irish Whiskey

Korbel
Xdry & Brut^

750 ML

Becks
Heinekin
Amstcl

Still only

^3.99 + Dep.

Kahlua
750 ML

49

O'Kecfc
Beer

8.25
6pk. ^3.25

The Student Union Art Gallery will host a display of photographs

titled "Images of Nicaragua," taken by UMass students, faculty and

community members. This photo was taken by Professor John
Brentlinger.

* 45s
continued from page 10

David Sylvian
"Gone to Earth"

I know whose been eating too much
sweet breads these days. And the effect

of such a tasteful thing doesn't translate

into food for thought very well. I am
becoming rather impatient with the pre-

sent revival of all this New-age/pop. It

doesn't prove anything that hasn't been

already proved, nor does it say anything

new. Unfortunately, the most dull thing

about this single is the fact that Sylvian

hasn't developed or built any of his

previously exhausted ideas for which he's

just been over-using. Sylvian suffers from

what most other bands suffer from: the

lack of expansion. It's acceptable to re-use

a certain style, if that's what you're into,

but unless you venture further with it, it

becomes stale and it loses all of its' flavor.

Everyone and their Grandmother knows

that Mr. Sylvian is talented, innovative

and a good song writer, but when that

talent is not used to the fullest of poten-

tial, it's a waste. So there!

The Cocteau Twins
"Lifes' Angry Tears"
Cherish those White Wine moments

with the Cocteaus'. Their (yawn) special

blend of gibberish and dead air guitars

will serve a pair of lovers well. This be-

ing the most intoUerable of their other

singles takes the cake for nonsense. It's

missing a hell of a lot and to be very

honest, I haven't the faintest idea what

it is. I don't mean to constantly put down
everything I listen to, but this single does

stir complaints from even the most avid

of Cocteau Twins fans. I merely complain

because it didn't grab me at the first

listen, unlike the rest of their works. It

seems as though the producers have final

ly succeeded in creating the most over-

produced product of vinyl I think I've ever

heard. The first song on the B-side is the

only playable thing on it. it reminds me
of all those Calgon bathes I've missed.

Kate Bush
"Experimental IV"
Are there any artists today worth listen-

ing to on the EMI label? Hey, we've got

Sigue Sigue Sputnik, David Bowie,

Sheena Easton, Bess Eaton and many
other great performers. The only thing

about Kate Bush is her voice, I would pay

a lot of money to see her in a performance

ofMadame Butterfly but that is about it.

Her music (NOW) is horrible, over-

produced migrane causing music. As for

her musical ideas (which I even doubt are

her own) they too are just simply obnox-

ious. I'm mad at myself for even wasting

my time and yours writing about

something that couldn't possible annoy

me more. For those who do like this shit,

you'll love it, but do you know that you

can replicate the same exact noise by flip-

ping over the record, putting on the in-

strumental, fining a balloon up with

helium, . . . well the rest is up to you. In

a nut shell, listening to Kate Bush is like

listening to your mother for the rest of

your life.

U>'

11 am - 2 am 7 days 50 Main St. Amherst, MA

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

^

So I can't think,

can't talk,

bttt I can eat!

Where yoa ask?

J.B.'s

7 days a week.

iiiiiiimiwiiiiwwi MMNHNMINWININIHIItimilllilli llll* 'MilI

Is this you?

13 Come in for yo^r ^^^ chicken sandwich, fries & small drink

TOP of the CAMPUS

LOlMiili f

I ill!

kOi!- T.G.LR
MONDAY-FRIDAY
11:30 am-12:30 am

SATURDAY-SUNDAY
5:00 pm-12:30 am

FREE MORS D'OEUVRES

4:00-6:00 PM

miM\ iliil:

CAec/( Oar

Weekly Prink

Specials"

Entertainment
with pianist

Kevin Burns

9:00 PM

11th Floor • Campus Center • UMass

THE UMASS SKI CLUB
PRESENTS

iTHE 0KEAT SirSlATCH

l\

5^ /

§750,600
WOBTl «r TOP lAW "*

WIITES ClOTBHft

[PMEIT

NOVEMBER 21 - 23

TUESDAY & FRIDAY

HIGH NOON — 10 PM
SATURDAY
10 AM - 4 PM

STUDENT UNION
BALLROOM

UMASS, AMHERST
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Family of emigres who returned to USSR
this week after living 10 years in America

AP phdio

ISN'T THAT AMAZING - Wide-eyed sur-

prise from the Duchess of York after she

switches on the Regent Street Christmas
lights in London last night.

MOSCOW (AP) - A family of emigres who returned

home this week after 10 years in America because they

felt like "eternal immigrants" want to go back because

the teenage boys are unhappy in the Soviet Union, the

mother said yesterday.

Faina Gonta said the US Embassy told her that she and

her family could leave Saturday on a British Airways

flight to London, but they had not yet obtained tickets

or been given exit visas.

Mrs. Gbnta said she had nothing against the Soviet

Union. Neither the decision to return to the Soviet Union

nor the desire to leave again was politically motivated,

she said.

"Everything is fine except the children," she said in a

telephone interview. "They grew up in the USA and they

want to continue their education in America.

The Gontas, who lived in Jersey City, N.J., arrived here

Monday.

Government permission is necessary for the family to

leave. Mrs. Gonta said the request had been relayed to

the Obshestvo Rodina (Motherland Society), which spon-

sored their return to the Soviet Union.

"They think we're going back to my native city in the

Ukraine, but we are going back to the United States and

that is final." she said.

A Soviet official visited them at their hotel yesterday,

Mrs. Gonta said, but she would not identify the official

or describe the meeting.

I'S Embassy spokesman Jaroslav Verner confunied that

tt,t I, iunta- hiid ill-en in touch with the mission seeking

to return to the United States. His office said later there

would be no further comment because of rules about in-

dividual privacy.

Mrs. Gonta and her husband David emigrated 10 years

ago with their two children and her mother. They returned

Monday and said they had felt like "eternal immigrants,"

The official press trumpeted their arrival as part of its

publicity campaign about emigres who are unhappy in the

United States.

On Tuesday, the newspaper Sovietskaya Rossiya quoted

Mrs. Gonta as saying at the airport that her sons Alex-

ander, 19, and Igor, 14, were "beaten and mocked in

school."

It also quoted her as saying: "Here are our American
passports. We don't need them any more. The nightmare

which lasted 10 long years is at last behind us."

She confirmed yesterday that she had made the com-

ments and said she and her husband were unhappy in

America, "but wherever my children are, that's where my
place is."

Alexander and Igor had agreed with the decision to

return to the Soviet Union, she said, and "we planned to

come here to be reunited with out family. I thought life

would be happier for us. Now the children say, We don't

care about your relatives. We want to go back."

Alicia G«orge, aide to Rep. Frank Guarini, D-N.J., said

Wednesday in W'ashington that a loan uf about $9,000 had

bet- n arranged through Mr? Gnnta's former employers,

the New American Credi' it .;.!•--( > Ct;. ^ to pay

the family's way back to America,

CHINESE KITCHEN E
FAST SERVICE - GREAT PRICES

^22 Chicken Wings, Try our

Sweet & Sour Pork. Fried Rice Moo Shu Pork

$3.90 $3.95

#23 Szechuan Gai Ding,

Sweet & Sour Pork, Fried Rice

I $4.95

TRY OUR LUNCHEON — DINNER SPECIALS
Only $1.49 before 3 pm, $1.90 after 3 pm

Eat In or Take Out

HOURS: Sunday Noon • lO pm, Mon • Sat 11:30 lOpm

2 LOCATIONS

THE GRADUATE VOICE
•The Graduate Student Newsletter*

430 Russel St (Rt 9)
HADLEY - 253-2571

150 King St

NORTHAMPTON - 586-8220

5 NOW ACCEPTING
MATERIAL FOR THE

UPCOMING DECEMBER ISSUE

GRADUATE WORK ONLY

Please Submit Material to:

Editor, Graduate Voice

Rm 919, Campus Center UMass

CINEMA

WEDNESDAY — SATURDAY
THE GODS MUST BE CRAZY 700
BUCKAROO BANZAI 9:00

SUNDAY - TUESDAY
1900 7:00

STARRING ROBERT DENIRO, DONALD SUTHERLAND

BURT LANCASTER, & GERARD DEPARDIEU

DOUBLE FEATURE $3.00

DOWNTOWN AMHERST 253-5426

You're Too BUSY!
Don't waste time doing v

your own laundry ..

Take It To

4^^"%
We Offer:

II PRAY ST. AMHEnST.MA.

S^3'1666

• Hand Prising

• Shirt Service

• Same Day
Sevk:c

DMO^ Man.-rhuri. 10 O0*m-I0 00pm. Sun S O0pm-*0 00pm
OfF fridcy* to 0O«n^S 00pm than a OOpnvtO 00pm

MOUM SM. tOOOam-S 00pm irt*n 7 OO'iO 00pm

CONGRATULATIONS RENE SHAW

She won the massive 6 foot sub

I

1

/

A $40
VALUE
THAT
FEEDS
20

PEOPLE
WITH
LARGE
MOUTHS

THE SUB THANKS ALL FOR ENTERING THE CONTEST

Repeal of seatbelt laws a victory

for grass roots, says talk show host

BOSTON (AP) - The repeals of seat belt laws in

Massachusetts and Nebraska last week represented a vic-

tory of low-budget, grass-roots organizers over wealthy

power brokers, says a Boston radio talk show host who

spurred the Massachusetts drive.

"Really the big story is how a group of 10 people and

one radio who took on the entire power structure of this

state," said Jerry Williams, who used his popular show

on WRKO-AM to urge voters to repeal the lO-month-old

Massachusetts law. „ ^ , , ,^
He said his drive defeated a well-funded campaign

financed largely by the automobile industry and supported

by "the public health elite" and other prominent people.

"Professors at Harvard Law School were sicked after

me on the civil liberties' issue, telling me it was not a civil

liberties issue," he said. .« «^« . • u ;
Williams said his group spent about $9,000, which it

received in "fives and 10s." The anti-repeal group, the

Staying Alive With Seat Belts Committee^id it spent

about $600,000, much of it coming from Traffic batety

Now, a pro-belt group funded by carmakers.

But both sides claim the budget figures are misleading.

Williams said the anti-repeal forces were aided by the

campaigns of state and federal officials who backed the

belt law. including Massachusetts Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis.
"They spent close to $2 million, the state, the feds, the

Seat Belt Coalition, the Head Iryury Foundation,"

Williams said.

Paul Carey, chairman of the Staying Alive With Seat

Belts Committee, said Williams' show provided the repeal

group with an incalculable amount of free air time. "He

was able to pound on the issue four hours a day for five

days a week," Carey said.

With its generous funding, Carey's committee launch-

ed an advertising campaign that featured car crash vic-

tims who said their lives were saved by wearing seat belts.

Similar ads were employed by the anti-repeal group in

Nebraska, which had a budget of about $211,000, almost

all from Traffic Safety Now.

The Five College Program in Peace and World Security Studies Convenes a Two-Day Conference

"Star Wars: The View From the Earth"
Political Economic, Social & Diplomatic Implications of S.D.I.

Novennber 14 & 15, 1986

Univ. of Massachusetts-Annherst and Amherst College

Friday, November 14
3:00 PM, Amh«rst College Merrill II

"Impact of S.D.I, on Scientific Research and Academic Freedom

Zelman Warhaft, Professor of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Cornell University

Richard Joseph, Strategic Defense Initiative Office, US Dept of Defense.

Jonathan Tucker, PhD Candidate, Defense and Arnns Control Studies M.I.T.

Joel Gordon, Physics Department, Amherst College

KEYNOTE ADDRESS: JOHN KENNETH GALBRAITH
"M///tafy Power, Star Wars and the Invasion of Democratic Process"

Introduction by Joseph Duffey, Chancellor, University of Mass, Amhert , ahar Aud. UMass 8:00 PM

Saturday November 15
9:15. Amherst College. Converse Assembly Room - '•S.D.I, and Our Allies"

Jeffery Boutwell Staff Assoc, Comm. on International Security St ,
Amer Academy of Arts & Sciences

Lynne Page Wittaker, Center for Science and International Affairs, Han/ard University.

Wayne Decker, Politics Department. Mount Holyoke College

11:15, Amherst College, Converse Assembly Room - "Economics and Technology"

Rosy Nimroody, Director, Star Wars Project, Council on Economic Priorities

John E. Ullman, Prof, of Management and Quantatative Methods, Scool of Business, Hofstra Univ.

Tom Riddell, Economics Department, Smith College

2.00 PM, Amherst College, Converse Assembly Room "Soclal-Culturai Consequences of S.D.I.

'

Paul Boyer, Professor of History, University of Wisconsin

William Gamson, Professor of Sociology, Boston University.

Ian Di7ard Professor of Sociology and American Studies, Amherst College
Jan D'zard^Pro^ssor^o^^^o^^

^gy^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ PUBLIC. NO REGISTRATION.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMAITON: CALL PAWSS. 549-4600 x519

4 SCORE AND

AGO GOD

TIME OUT
AND IT WASOOOOD

Law officials seize

illegal sports cards
BOSTON (AP) - Federal and state officials say th^

put a crimp in this weekends football pool betting in

Maasachuaetta by seizing thouaands of sports c«»^-

"As far as we're concerned, we've taken at least

176,000 cards off the market this week," said Larry A.

Potts, assistant special agent in charge of the Boston of-

fice of the FBI.
, ^

"La Cosa Nostra has taken over aUnoat complete con-

trol of the football cards," he added.

•"They set the card; they select the games; they set the

line and require all bookmakers in this area to get the

card from them.
. . , .^

"That's total monopoly. There is strict enforcement of

this, so you find very few, independent contractors in thi«

business."
, ,^ _

A joint scoop by federal. sUte and community officers

resulted in seizxu-e of the cards and arrest of two men

Monday as they sought to unload them (torn a car at a

Maiden home.
, .. ^ i _/•

Officials said they hoped it would cut the take of

organized crime by nearly $900,000, based on an avera^

bet of $6 per card plus sales of ten cents for each card.

The cards usually list about 40 professional and col-

lege football games and the point spread for each.

"Gambling is a traditional moneymaker for the LCN

(La Cosa Nostra)," said Potts. "At this point, when they

are in a period of reorganization, the more disruption

we cause them the better...

"People tend to think of gambling as a victimless

crime. But gambling traditionally leads to loanshark-

ing, and that is the lifeblood of the Mafia up here."

Investigators identified the two men as Michael C,

Amedio, 46, of Leominster, and Joseph J. Picadri, 38. of

Maiden, and said that Picardri's home was to have been

a distribution center for cards.

NCR RC 41

256K Color

an(d printer

$1595.00
SAME SYSTEM I

with 10 meg
Hard Drive

$1695.00
MODEM
1200 Baud

$149.00
LETTER
QUALITY
PRINTER
S199.00
good until 12/1

" "(jjgji

PIONEER VALLEY

DATA EQUIPMENT

259 Triangle Street

Amherst
549-1017
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BLACK AFFAIRS

Central American Women to Speak
By LISA RIDDICK
Collegian Staff

On Wednesday, November 19, an assembly of Central
American women poets will bring their writing and their

worlds alive in the Valley. At 4 p.m. in 106B Gamble at

Mount Holyoke College , the poets will be available for

conversations with students.

At 8 p.m., they will give a reading from their works in

the Neilson Library Browsing Room on the Smith College

campus, followed by a question and answer period. At 9:30

p.m., there will be a reception in honor of the poets at the

Mwangi Cultural Center in Lilly Hall at Smith. The recep-

tion is sponsored by Nosotros, an organization of Smith
students interested in Latin American, Hispanic, and
Luso-Brazilian cultures. All of the day's events are open
to the public, free of charge.

The events title, "Central American Women's Poetry for

Peace' reflects the theme of the poets work as the name
of their forthcoming anthology. The collaboration involves

six poets and a translator/editor.

Daisy Zamora from Nicaragua won the national poetry

prize, "Mariano Fiallos Gil", in 1977, and has had her

poems published internationally as well as in all the

literary publications of her country. Yolanda Blanco has
published four books of poems, and organized some of the

first all women poetry readings in her home Nicaragua.
Mirna Martinez, currently a student at the National

University of El Salvador, has had her poems published

in both of the literary magazines currently publishing in

El Salvador.

Honduran born Semiramis Guillen Barrientos now lives

in Amsterdam, where she is a member of the Holland
Writers Union and the Association of Latin American In-

stitute of Studies of Society and Literature , located in

Switzerland.

Diana Avila, a poetry and theatre activist, has published

two books of poetry and has received the national prize

in poetry from the University of Heredia in her native

Costa Rica, as well as honorable mention from the Casa

de las Americas.

Bessy Reyna was born in Cuba, grew up in Panama,

graduated from Mount Holyoke College and the Univer-

sity of Connecticut, and practices law in Connecticut. Her

poems have been published both in this country and in

Panama. She is currently guest editor of Connecticut's

first hispanic arts and literature magazine, "El Taller

Literario."

The translator and editor for the anthology, Zoe

Anglesey, an American, has lived in or visited all the

countries of Central America and was an observer at the

1985 Central American Writers Conference.

The November 19th events are a collaboration not only

of authors but also of sponsors, which include Five Col-

leges, Inc., the Smith Ziskind Lecture Fund and Smith's

Nosotros. La Unidad from Mount Holyoke, the Latin

American Studies Program at the University of

Massachusetts, Amherst College, and faculty and staff for

peace in Central America.

The Crisis of Black Education
By Dr. MANNING MARABLE
Special to the Collegian

Education hasa long been viewed by Afro-Americans as

one of the most essential elements of group socioeconomic

advancement.
In recent years, however, the status of Black colleges

and more generally, the actual position of Black ad-

ministrators, faculty, and students within American
higher education has become extremely problematic.

For example, on July 20 this year, U.S.District Judge
Thomas Wiseman, in hearing a 15 year old desegregation

case, declared in Nashville that Tennessee State Univer-

sity (TSU) cannot be permitted to maintain its "Black

identity." The only Black public university in Tennessee,

TSU was merged with the majority-white University of

Tennessee Nashville under a federal court order in 1979.

Although over one-third of TSU's administrators and
nearly half of it's faculty are white, and the current

freshman class is 97 percent Black.

Even the gradual "deracialization" ofTSU would have
devastating consequences for Blacks, since virtually no

public pressure has been applied to promote the rapid hir

ing of Black faculty and administrators, and the recruit

ment and retention of Afro American students, at Ten-

nessee's majority white state institutions. The Universi-

ty of Tennessee at Knoxville, the premier .state supported

school, currently has a student body which is less than
6 percent Black. Its administration is only 5.6 percent

Black, and it has a faculty comprised of 3.3 percent Blacks.

TSU currently retains 195 Black faculty on its payroll;

the total number of Black faculty at all other state sup-

ported universifies and colleges in Tennessee is forty four.

The net result of desegregation would not only destroy

the historic character of a major academic institution in

Black America, but would m all probability reduce the

overall number of Black students, facvilty. and -.taff m
Tennessee's state supported universities.

The trend toward desegi-egatinn within the climate of

economic austerity has helped to reduce Black collegi'

enrollments. The percentage of all .\fro-Americans atten

ding college has declined in the past few years. Today over

56,000 Black males aged 20 to 24 are inmates of correc-

tional institutions, while only 44,000 in the same age

gi-oup are living in college dormitories. Desegregation and

Reaganomics have combined to destroy educational op-

portunity for Black youth. A rejection of the rigid "color-

blind" philosophy of liberal integrationists, will help to

save Black colleges.

Read Black Affairs
****************************************
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584-8174 FOUR SEASONS Rt 9 Hadley

"The Cool Place To Shop"

BY THE CASE - IN CASE YOU MISSED IT

BUSCH $9.99

BUD $10.99

ROLLING ROCK longnecks $10.99

STROHS SUPER 30-pk $10.99

SWISS HOPFENPERLE $11.99

GROLSCH SPECIAL REBATE OFFER $11.99 after rebate

UTICA CLUB $6.99

CARLING BLACK LABEL $6.99

LABATTS BEER OR ALE $12.99

SIX PACK SPECTACULARS
GRIZZLY Maul yourself over a Grizzly $3.49

MOOSEHEAD 'tastes better than it sounds" $3.70

LABATTE BEER OR ALE $3.49

O'KEEFE "thanks for the weather, we'll drink your beer anyways" $3.49

DAB "the lusty German" $4.49

REICHELBRAU the llght German $3.49

SAM ADAMS Again voted best American Beer '86" $4.99

FORT SCHYLER "Oont sell the chemistry book yet" $1.99

BOOZE BARGAINS
Vodkd just like Mom used to make

Gin the pride of 01 Hadley

Rum for those special times

Peach Schnapps puts hair on your chest

$8.99 1.75L
$8.99 1.75L

$10.99 1.75L
11.99 1.75L

EVERCLEAR PURPLE PASSION - WE*VE OCT IT

Kegs"' Don't think abou! ia anyone

rour Seasons

else.
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WINTER SESSION 1987

REGISTRATION IS

DIFFERENT THIS YEAR!

^^3fc*#:H«*************-- 4;** •

November 17-

December IS

November 24-

Decembers

December 8-

January 7

MAIL-IN
Sent via U.S. mail and post-

marked no earlier than
November 17.

DROP-OFF
Registration form and payment
dropped off in Records Office.

IN-PERSON
Register at the counter in

Records Office.

FULL PAYMENT IS DUE AT TIME OF REGISTRATION

Pick up catalogs around campus or at the

Records Office

Division of Continuing Education
61 S Goodeli Building

Call S4S-3653 for more information.

field hockey travels to UConn for first rqund

nOmued from page 20

She has a lot

'concentration in the net,

od posseses a lot of

schnical skills," she added.

The Huskies top gun on

Tense is Ail-American for-

ard Tracy Fuchs. Fuchs

as tallied 27 times this

ear, dished out seven

ssists, and chalked up five

at tricks. The junior was

irtually non-existent

gainst UMass despite net-

mg her team's lone goal,

he had eight shots in the

Dntest, but was neutralized

y the Minutewomen
efense in the first half, pro-

ipting Wright to shift her

3 raidfield in the latter

tages of the game.

"Tracy is a good player,

ut she's isn't that difficult

handle. I play better

when I'm marking a good

player. There's more of a

challenge," said Robertson,

who held Fuchs in check in

their first encounter. "We
have to create better oppor-

tunities on offense and get

more deflections. We have

to make their goalie play as

many balls as possible,

because she can't play as

good as last time."

"Tracy didn't have a good

game, but if she's allowed to

handle the ball we'll be in

trouble. We can't afford to

make any mistakes,

because UConn is an oppor-

tunistic team," Hixon said.

"If we can eliminate Tracy,

and be more selective with

our shots we should be fine.

UConn could be in trouble if

their goalie has an ofi-

game."

UConn's netminder,

Laura Eby, has registered

seven shutouts and compil-

ed a 1.17 goalsagainst

average. The senior turned

in a stellar performance

against UMass, as evidenc-

ed by her 21 saves. The key

to this game is Eby. If she

stops a barrage of

Minutewomen shots and

penalty corners, UMass will

be in for a long afternoon.

But if Eby whittles under

the playoff pressure, then

the Minutewomen will have

a field day in front of the

net.

"I think we'll score more

than last time. Sometimes it

doesn't matter who scores

first. We tend to dig deeper

and play harder when we're

behind." junior goalie Lynn

Carlson said.

"We played well, but the

ball just didn't go in. We've

proved that we can come
from behind, and that we
can play with a lead," Ken-

nedy said. "We can play bet-

ter. We're physically

prepared, we're a complete

unit, and we all have the

same objective.
"

Indeed, UMas.s can cope

with adversity. It's never

say-die attitude was quite

apparent against the

Huskies. The Minutewomen
trailed UConn, 1-0, until

senior co-captain Lisa

Griswold capatilized on a

corner with 30 seoconds left

in regulation to send the

game into overtime.

"We have an unfinished

desire against UMass. Our
first game was one of the

most intense of the season,"

Wright said. "If it's a close

game, experience will be a

factor in our favor. We've

played consistent all year,

and we have a lot of con-

fidence in ourselves."

"We're more qualified as

far as experience. They lost

a lot of players from last

year's team," Robertson

said. "We weren't satisfied

after the UConn game. We
just have to play with the

same intensity and give it

everything we got."

Tomorrow there will be no

ties. One team will advance

to the quarterfinals, while

the other will spend the

winter wondering what
went wrone.

Correction
The three men's basketball recruits, Matt Anderson,

Ben Grodski and John Tate, signed to letters of intent

by head coach Ron Gerlufsen on Tuesday, will be ehgi

ble for the 1987-88 season and not the 1988-89 season

as was incorrectly reported in the Collegian.
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PURPLE PASSION
HAS ARRIVED!

>

Sn

Proper ID a Must - 57 N. Pleasant St

253-5141
""^ ... ........IIIIT.
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Moonlight Madness Marathon

kinko's
COPY til YOU drop

THINK ABOUT

SCHOOL!
Come and meet representatives from accredited

graduate schools throughout the United States at

the CRE/CGS Forum on Graduate Education.

HYATT RECENCY CAMBRIDCE
575 Memorial Drive

SaturdaY. November 15
9 a.m. '4 p.m.

WORKSHOPS
9:00-1 00 PRE-FORUM Workshop on Admissions and

Financial Aid

1

1

00-1 2 00 Graduate Study in Biological, Health, and

Physical Sciences, and Graduate Study m
Education and Humanities

12 30- 150 GRE General Test and Subject Test

Preparation

2 30- 3 30 Graduate Study in Computer Science,

Engineering, and Mathematics, and

Graduate Study m Economics. Psycnology

and Other Social Sciences

REGISTRATION begins at 8:50 a.m. FEE $5, payable at the door

GRADUATE SCHOOL EXHIBITS WILL BE OPEW FROM 10 a.m. -4 p.m

ttM council off CradiMt* SctMOM m the unltwl StatM

!l

The Graduate Faculty

(A through B)

Janet Abu-Lughod
Ph D . '66. Univ. of Mass.

Prof, of Sociology

Perry Anderson
B.A., '59. Oxford Univ.

Prof, of Political Science

& History

Andrew Arato
Ph.D., '75. Univ. of Chicago

Assoc. Prof of Sociology

Richard Bensel
Ph.D., '78. Cornell Univ.

Assoc. Prof ofPolitical Science

Shlomo Breznitz
Ph.D., 65, Hebrew Univ.

Prof ofPsychology

Jerome Bruner
Ph.D.. '41, Harvard Univ.

G. Herbert Mead Univ. Prof

The Cirailuak' J aciilt> has

group over five dcv\Hif> troir.

an anti-fascist l.ni\erM;> in

Exiic to what IS arguably the

leading U.S. center for

historically and theoretically

informed social science.

To learn more about

our master's and doctoral

programs—and everyone else

in The Graduate Faculty /rom

A through Z—return the

coupon or call (212) 741-5710.

Graduate Faculty
of Political and Social Science

65 Fifth Avenue, Greenwich

Village. N.Y..N.Y. 10003

New School
for Social Research

I want to know more Please send mc

a Graduate Faculty Bulletin.

I'm interested in:

Anthropology

Economics

Psychoiogv

Sdcioiopv

Philosophy

Political Science

Historical Studies

Liberal Studies

Name

Address

Citv Stale /.p

Phone

NFW SC H<MH K»K SOCIAL RUSKARCH: A uni»ersil> which includes Ihf (.raduate

KbcuIi> <»f Political and S»k iai .Vience. Adult Division, (.raduatt Sch(K)l of ManagrmenI and

I rban Profissions, FuK»-n«- Ijing ( (.liege. Parsons Schmil of I»t^i(jn. Otis An Institute of

Parsons SchiMil of I)«-si(>n
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* women's soccer at Boyden for quarterfinah
ideally, get an early lead.

continued from page 20

UMass rebounded from an

0-21 start to win 10 games
in a row on its way to gain-

ing a playoff berth.

"This was our worst

recruiting year since I've

been here because we had

no recruits that were able to

come in and start," Banda
said. "But the other teams

didn't recognize that. They
threw everything at us.

That's not an excuse, but it

just shows that our start

was not as bad as everyone

thought. We knew we had a

tough schedule, especially

near the beginning, and we
were prepared to lose a cou-

ple of games here and there.

We've withstood a difficult

season, but we're a playoff-

caliber team but now we
just have to prove it."

And the first obstacle

standing in the

Minutewomen's way is

UConn. Coach Len Tsan-

tiris coached his squad to a

14-4-1 record in the regular

season, and UConn has

gone 9-0-1 in its last 10

games.
For the Huskies, Terri

Koziell is the offensive

threat. The sophomore for-

ward has scored 13 goals

and set up four others for 30

points. Senior forward and
tri-captain Linda Jackson is

second with 11 goals and
four assists for 26 points.

Freshman midfielder Kim
F*rutting is third with six

goals and five assists and

senior forward Megan
O'Connell is fourth with six

goals and four assists.

Margaret Jarvis, a

Nummo News

IS BACK!
Get Involved!

Come to our

regular weekly

meetings Mondays

and Wednesdays

5 PM - NAH

TEACHING/ADMN

JOBS, 1987

N.E. & National

Placement:

Box 223, Dept UM
Georgetown, MA

01833

(617) 352-8473

NEW, PROFESSIONAL
SHUTTLE SERVICE

TO
ALL AREA AIRPORTS

HARTFORD, CONN. LIMO
SPRINGFIELD AMTRACK
As low as $6.25* per person

Door-to-door service to

Bradley Airport

CHARTER RATES AVAILABLE FOR
CONCERTS, SPORTING EVENTS, ETC

*Bas«d on 10 p^opH round trip from Mm* location

RESERVATIONS REQUIRED
CALL NOW: 586-7900

sophomore forward, was
another double figures

scorer with four goals and
seven assists.

One of the keys for UMass
will be to put a lot of shots

on goal because in UConn
goalie Bonnie Mitchell, a

junior, the Minutewomen
will be facing one ofthe best

in New England.

When these two teams

met earlier in the season,

the Huskies had a 1-0 lead

with six minutes left in the

game. But Powers scored

twice in less than two

minutes to give UMass a 2-1

victory.

"We're aware of a couple

of things that need to be cor-

rected," Banda said. "And
we're aware that UConn is

an explosive team. We need

to keep our composure and.

We're better when we're a

goal up but we've also pro-

ven we can come back to

win."

The fact that the game is

at home should be a tremen-

dous advantage for UMass,
provided the fans come out

to see it. The Minutewomen
have not lost a home game
in over two seasons and
Boyden is one field where
the crowd can become a

12th player.

"The players look forward

to playing at home," Banda
said. "And we'd like to show
the NCAA that we could

host a Final Four.

The game will be played in

any weather and by coming
out, the fans

could both keep up the

tradition and help us host

more playoff games.

Sports Notices
The intramural depart-

ment announced that it

will be holding two pre-

season basketball tour-

naments, each open to

eight teams which will

culminate in an all-

encompassing champion-

ship series, and beginning

next week.

The first tournament
will run over a period of

four days from Monday,
Nov. 17 through Thursday,

Nov. 20 while the second

tournament will also be

held on a four-day format

beginning Monday, Dec. 1

through Thursday, Dec. 4.

The champions of each

tournament will then play

for a pre-season champion-

ship in a best-of-three

series to be held Dec. 8-10.

Entries are due today in

room 215 in Boyden. Each
entry must be accom-
panied by a $10.00 entry

fee and the name of a per-

son who will officiate at

least three games in the

tournament.
There will be both a

men's and a women's divi-

sion in each tournament
and teams will be accepted

on a first come first serve

basis.

Each team may play in

only one tournament.

Also, there will be a

University of

Massachusetts men's and
women's alumni gym-
nastics meet tomoirow,

Nov. 18 at 7 p.m. at the

gymnastics center at

Boyden. Admission is fi-ee.
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By Garry Trudeaa
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By Gary Larson
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Spoke

Amherst,
Mass.

PROPER ID REQUIRED

He reminds every woman of her first husband
"

U.S Senator Robert Dole on Vice-President Bush.

Daily Crossword Puzzle

11-14

Second to lost of the Mohicons

Gordy
By Gorde

AM>/ A/oT rue offs^t^sTtaesl

ACROU
1 Winning move
5 Dated
10 Ffaternity letler

14 At a distance

15 Play'ul mammal
16 Attack

17 Peter Sellers

movie, witti

The

20 Outside

21 Certain skins

22 John — Passos

23 Tennis term

25 Middle value

29 Comb form

meaning
mountain

30 Baste

33 Pictures —
Enhibition

Mussorgsky
opus

34 Trance

35 Randy s partner

36 Children s tale

with The

40 Make lace

41 Recipient

42 Fashion

magazine 'rom

France

43 U3NA grad

44 Frosted

45 Classified

47 Store

48 - canto

49 Former Asian

treaty org

52 Suitor s song

57 Play t'v

Girauclou*

60 In a line

61 Actor Bedfo'd

62 Rams or Beai;,

63 Jonson and

Kingsley

64 Chile con -

65 Parched

DOWN
1 Lansbury lole

2 Sly as -
3 Pulled tight

4 Gaelic

5 Witches brew

6 One ol the

Musketeers

Edited by Tru

7 Night light

B Stage design

9 Slip

1 Control center ol

a son
11 Merit

12 Even
13 Does arithmetic

18 Wagnerian earth

goddess
19 Baltimore

ballplayer

23 Sharp ridge

24 Farmer s place

25 Dull linish

26 Wharton s

Frome
27 FHjb game
28 Ending with

opal

29 Chose
30 Wading bird

31 Goiter s delight

32 - up (
got

smart)

34 Tendon
37 Publishing

person

dc Michel Jaffc

38 Mad. in Meicico

39 For each

45 Trarnjuil

46 Designer

Cassini

47 Simmers
40 Borstal Boy

auttK>r

49 Make a (try)

50 Emerald isle

51 Balanchine

ballet

52 Recipe direction

53 Cote ar>d

Hentoti

54 To —
(preoMty)

55 Secretary 8

start

56 Salinger

herotne

58 First letters

59 Musical syllable

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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Bat Brain
By Bill Dearing

INKERY. TO MEET. RELAX fit E^

35 EAST PLEASANT ST AMHERST

-BAT "BKAlM^

you WHi^T

i

%-TWK'nNb

you'RE" ^^^^T>

ifH NOT-
ION 1 Ml* *^

Lunch

Torpedo Grinder

Tuna a la King

Savory Garden Biscuit

Basics Lunch
Vegetable Grinder

Tuna a la King

Savory Garden Biscuit

Menu
Dinner

Salisbury Steak/Gravy,

French Fried Onion Rings

Spaghetti

Red Clam or Tomato Sauce

Basics Dinner
Potpourri

Hi-Protein Spaghetti

Red Clam or Tomato Sauce

N

Weather
TODAY: Sunny, with a chance of nurries tonight High

in the 30s, low 10 to 20
^ rn „e

TOMORROW: Mostly cloudy, with a chance of nurries,

but expect milder temperatures with highs m the 40 s.

UMASS SKI CLUD
GOES WEST TO

I
JACKSON HOLE WYOMING

JANUARY 6 - 13

$599/person (tax included)
WEEK INCLUDES

i •ROUND TRIP AIRFARE'TRANSFER TO JACKSON HOLE*
I •? NIGHTS CONDO LODGING (based on full occupancy)*

I *ONE OF THE HIGHEST VERTICAL DROPS IN N. AMERICA*
I 'WINE & CHEESE PARTY*HEATED OUTDOOR POOL*HOT TUBS*

COME SKI AND PARTY WITH US!
I For more information contact the Ski Club:

I 545-3437«430 Student Union or sign up at table outside the Hatch M,T,F
TlllllMIMlinilililllllliilHIIMIIIIIIMIIMIIIIIilMIIIIMIIIIIIIIII MIIMIIIIIIHIIIIIIIItHIIMIIMIIMIIinilllllUIHIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIMIIIMIIIIIMIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIMlf

Campus Pond
By Sal
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RESPOfMSlBLE FOR THE

)
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irofyoCEroT people_>^

OHm I WHEN WHO
KHADAFFY BE HERE?,

%:^y?^^^/^^^^i^ Soje
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Men^s cross country team to travel to Lehigh for big IC4A meet
NCAA hid on the line for the Minutemen
By STEVE RICHARDS
Collegian Correspondent

This is it. The big one. The
meet that cross country

teams up and down the east

coast have been waiting for

all season — the IC4A's.

Tomorrow at noon, nearly

one hundred of the top cross

country teams from Maine
to Virginia, including the

University of

Massachusetts, will con-

verge on Lehigh University

in Bethlehem, Pa, and get a

chance to see how they rank

among the other teams in

the area. And if that's not

incentive enough, the meet

is also the national qualifier

for Districts 1 and 2 for the

NCAA meet to be held

November 24 in Arizona.

"This is easily the second

best cross country meet in

the country, behind the

NCAA's," coach Ken
O'Brien said. "The nor-

theast has traditionally

been a hotbed for cross coun-

try. You don't find competi-

tion of this caliber

anywhere else," he said.

The Minutemen expect to

play a prominent role in the

meet, but predicting exact-

ly where they will place is

difficult.

Boston University and
Dartmouth College appear

to be the class of the meet
and should finish one-two,

with Penn State University

and Bucknell University,

the two top teams from

District 2, expected to follow

close behind. But from
there, things are much less

cut and dry.

Competition for the

following positions should

be very tight between ten

teams; UMass, Providence

College, Brown University,

Boston College and Nor-

theastern University from
New England (District 1)

and Villanova University,

Georgetown University, Ar-

my, Navy and West
Virginia University from

District 2.

"Whoever runs best on

that particular day will fare

the best among those

teams," O'Brien said. "It is

my belief that these teams
£ire close enough that the

race could be run ten times

with a different team com-

ing out on top each time."

Without any one front-

line runner, Massachusetts

will continue to rely on its

depth. To fare well, they

will have to place their top

five runners between 30th

and 45th overall. The closer

these five are to 30th, the

higher the team will score.

"We have seven runners
who can finish fairly high.

The key will be to place as

many in the 30's as possi-

ble," O'Brien said.

The Minutemen go into

the meet in good shape,

coming off their fine third

place finish in the New
England Championships on
November 1, and have pro-

gressed well throughout the

season.

"Their level of confidence

and accomplishment has

risen as the year has gone
on. They sense themselves

coming on," O'Brien said.

Among the runners who
expect to lead the
Minutemen are sophomore
Kerry Boyle, who has

continued on page 19

THE NEW UMASS BASH

fLAT
STREET

17 Flat St.

Brattleboro. Vt
802-257-4938
45 Minutes

from Northampton

IFRI NOV. 14 &
SAT NOV. 15

VIDEO
WEEKENL
FRI NOV 21 &
SAT NOV 22

BLOCK
YARD

DON'T MISS
FLAT STREET'S

GREAT
MID-WEEK
GETAWAY

FREE ADMISSION
50« Drafts

WEDNESDAYS
open at 8 PM

UMASS SKICLUD
Ski & Party Week

Jan 18-23 $229 Tax included

Trip Includes:
• 5 Day Lift Ticket To Six Mountains •

• 5 Night Lodging • Condo Accomadations •

• Beer & Wine Parties • Hot Tub Parties •

Nastar Races • Killington Coupon Book Etc. •

First 50 People to sign will recieve a free t-shirt

LAGNAF "87"
For more info

545-3437 430 Student Union

Or sign up at table outside of Hatch W,T,F

HPEiU.V^-.-x.

175 UNIVERSITY DRIVE

AMHERST

^OCaS>
^^^/ UNIVERSITY /OHIVe

^^r.O'*
^of.^" ^1J>

nouTE ns

1 «- ROUTE 9

253-5595 175 UNIVERSITY DRIVE

KEGS - FREE DELIVERY OFF CAMPUS

LABATT Ale or Beer 12 oz bottles.$11.95 +1.20 cs

BUDWEISER 12 oz cans $10.99 +1.20 cs

LOWENBRAU 12 oz bottles $3.00 + .30 6pk

O'KEEFE 12 oz bottles $3.00+ .30 6pk

MILLER DRAFT 12 oz bottles or cans$5.40 + .60 12pk

VVII^C ^^^^^^LhCiiO *tP|\b• a• ^^aW^

MARTIN & ROSSI ASTI 750ml $8.99

TOSTI ASTI 750ml $5.99

BLACK TOWER 1.5L $6.99

HOT SHOT SCHNAPPS 750ml $6.99

KAMORA COFFEE 750ml $8.99

S.S.PIERCE VODKA 1.75L $8.99

BEAT
UNH
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* xc at IC4A 's

continued from page 19

emerged as their top run-

ner on the basis of his 1 1th place finish in

the New England's. Other performers who

have been steady and will again be counted

on are seniors Rick Dow and Wayne Levy,

junior Bill Stewart and sophomore Reinar-

do Flores. Also capable of placing are Joe

Milette and Jon Novak.

As for the prospects of qualifying for the

nationals, O'Brien feels his team has as

good a chance as any team in New
England, after BU and Dartmouth, to

make it. Again it will be a case of which

team of the five contenders has the best day

in determining who will get the last apot.

But O'Brien emphasized the team's main

objective is not simply to qualify for the

NCAA's. The IC4A meet is a huge meet in

itself.

"Our focus is on having the best IC4A

meet as possible. If you take care of the

IC4A's, the NCAA meet will take care of

itself," O'Brien said.

Spikers play at A-IO tuneup

-k football at home
continued from page 20

who has thrown for a school -record 1,955

yards this season to go along with 14

touchdown passes. Jean's leading receiver

is speedy Curtis Olds, another school-

record-setting sophomore who has caught

42 Jean passes (school record) for another

record, 682 yards. He has six grabs for

TD's.

On the ground, UNH likes to go to

freshman tailback Norman Ford who has

proven himself a legitimate threat in the

conference, racking up 680 yards as part

of a 4.9 yards-pre-carry average to go along

with eight TD's.

"They don't try to fake you out. They go

right at you," Shelmire said. 'They seem

to either try to shove the ball down your

throat or throw and go for broke."

With the weather taking a downturn as

winter approaches, it is a good bet that

tomorrow's game is not going to be a

passer's dream as less than balmy

temperatures are expected. If that's the

case then fans should look for straight

ahead power football. If there is one thing

that the Minutemen have proved, it's that

the team can play the power game on both

sides of the football particularly in stopp-

ing the run.

"Every year UNH comes out and does the

same basic thing and runs at you," senior

outside linebacker Dan Sullivan said.

"That's UMass football - our style and

strength."

Last week senior fullback Al Neri ran for

a career-high 132 yards and one touchdown

as the UMass offensive line controlled the

line of scrimmage. For UMass to beat

UNH, it will have to do much of the same

in order to keep its smaller defensive line

off the field. But it won't be easy.

"On defense, their front five and secon-

dary are as solid a group as any in the con-

ference," Reid said.

The UNH defensive unit is led by junior

linebacker Scott Curtis who has racked up

90 tackles (10 more than Rundle, UMass'

leader with 80) and five quarterback sacks.

Junior free safety Eric Thompson has been

all over the field with 99 tackles to go with

seven interceptions.

Regardless, the Minutemen are confident

that it is as good as any team in confernce

at this point and. if the weather helps out,

the game could be one that has been tailor

made for UMass for many years.

"This is my fifth year since I've been

here, and when I think of UMass football

over the years, especially in the ISO's and

60's when they wore high-top black cleats,

the game plan has always been dives and

traps up the middle," senior co-captain and

outside linebacker Paul Manganaro said.

'There was nothing fancy. It was just hard

nosed. The best way to describe it is

physical football, and that's the way we

like it."

Weather permitting, the team might get

the conditions and results it wants.

The University of Massachusetts

volleyball team, looking to get in some ad-

ditional play in to break up what would

be a 10-day layoff before its match against

Northeastern University on Tuesday, will

travel to the University of New Haven

tomorrow to take on C.W. Post and New
Haven in a tri-match.

The Minutewomen, 264 and coming off

a four-match Northeastern Volleyball

Classic championship, open play at 11 30

versus C.W. Post before finishing their

flft«^r,r.-« ni«v with a 3 p.m. match

against New Haven, one of the

Minutewomen's most fierce rivals last

year in UMass' final season playing Divi-

sion II ball.

A question mark for UMass will be the

play of injured junior middle hitter and

blocker Marcy Guiliotis. GuiUotis, recent-

ly iiyured her right hand and has not been

able to play in practice. She is expected

to start in the tri-match but UMass head

coach Elaine Sortino does not expect to

use Guiliotis as a primary hitter.

AUJVMATCm
The Pioneer Valley's newest compuier scmce...

bringing used car buyers and sellers together!

H'HP's how AUTOMATCH can help you buy or sell a used

car- "if you're in th- market to BUr a specific car, just calt us for

fret information. Simply tell us what you're lookmg for, and our

computer can quickly sort through our used car listmgs for ariy

o?over 30 separate feature. Jo f.nd the cpr t^f
exactly f:u.N

your reeds. And finding a car through AIJTOIVIATCH is

absolutely free. ^ . ,

If you'd like to SELL a car, ve li -ist your car m our compute

until It s sold Agd we keer \^>'i r.ames and phone numbers ot

oreviouf callers who .•: soarcring for a car similar to yours

Bf^sides being a out • lop ca. search service we re located

in the s.-imo building .. the Dept. of Motor Vehicles...so the

change ot ''tie and regiblraticn is convenient.

Call AUTOMATCH today for complete details.

AUTOMATCH
241 King St.. Norlhampton

584-034

1
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ACTIVITIES 'AUDIO

AUTO FOR SALE •CALCULATORS
ENTERTAINMENT -FOR RENT

FOR SALE • FOUND
HELP WANTED 'LOST

CLASSIFIED
INSTRUCTION • MOTORCVLCLES
PERSONALS • RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED 'SERVICES

ROOMATE WANIFD* TRAVEL
WANTED 'SUBLET

^ „ ™"j".«;"«.. -« ... «.-» ...-:» ,- ..'.•^^-
'
•-'-~ ~-""°" "" "•""' -"'-" •"""" J

ACTIVITIES

SUNDAY EVENING PRAYERS front

lounge Newman Center 6PM tive college

mission

SUNDAY EVENING PRAYERS 6PM
Smith College Chapel downstairs lounge

refreshments,

AHORA INVITA A "bros a

que pasen po' rivesua u'k. .-.y 406 SUB
somos una otganuacon de estgdiantes

l..atino5

^THODOX LITURGY NOVEMBER 16

9 30AM Campus Center room 806

pftgE FRIDAY NIGHT i/ideo at the

fsiewrna- ' * 0"'6r The

CuCKuo ,.^mL.er 14 at

7:00PM

SHABBAT DINNER SERVICES Alunn,

Hall, Amherst College 5 30 today tree

contact Mindy Merdmger 586-310C. X3160

sponsorerj Dy 5 college Hillei

OANCERSV SWAG OFFERS free \aiz

dance workshop every Saturday Hamp-

den DC 11 00-1 00 beginners welcome

INTERNATIONAL DANCE- ALL
WELCOME Friday 14 CC 1009 9 00-1 00

compact disc music machine Munchies

etc Cash bar w/ID enjoy the good times

AUTO FOR SAli

77 TOYOTA COROLLA runs well,

dependable. $400 - BO must sell!

549-0877

ii^CHEVY BELAIR PB reliable low

milage previously owned by little old lady

call 549-6269

1975 JEEP CJ5 Renegade V8 304 runs

well body poor call Scott 546-71 35

TAKE OVER OUR lease' Gilrealh Man-

ner on Hobart m 3 bedrm apt 549-5173

AMHERST JANUARY 1 one bedroorn

apartment excellent deal 350/month call

253-1428

FOR SALI

LEATHER JACKET MENS 44 never

worn bugnt in Pans this summer S250 or

BO 549-5151

KEG TAPS FOR sale' Br.H -C"'

yserj keg saps only S25 Pal-^-k-^ ,.;ia,ge

S45 tor used taps Don't waste your

money' New taps $25 Call Tony

256-1438 today

1979 CHEVY WAGON. 99 -00 rmies

newcljtch. Be!,', o'fer 536-543.1 E.pn-

tnqs w(^i='i( ends

OHM L2 SPEAKERS 4 yr war'anly Call

6-7921

TWO SNOW TIRES 'c: s.iiej

only used one winter^ Ash for t". .

2 00 PM 546-4234

FOUND

A CROSS WAS iQund with initials on it

Appears to be a broken up rosary Call

and identify to get it 545-01 1

1

FUNIFUNIFUN!

LOOKING FOR SOME fun and excite

ment tonight? Jom your friends at the

25th annual Las Vegas Night sponsored

by APO & GSS Admission $3 starts you

with $5000 play money Try your luck at

games of chance from 8-1 1 then use your

winnings to bid on prizes in the auction

Tonight m CCA Old west theme Come
in western attire, receive $1000 free

KEYBOARD PLAYERS - DANCE band

looking tor talented expenenced player

Previous band experience preferred We
have qiqs so call

IBM GRAPHICS

IBM COLOR GRAPHICS card and IBM

mono card lor sale $1 50 each not clones

.-.r.q.oj! IBM boards in perfect c;ond MarK

INSTRUCTION

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSCWS exppnenc

ed and patient teacher Pop-roci- foll'-

blues Songwriting, theory, reading im-

provisation Ffiaht on bus line Doug

549-4786

KEN KEN'DOLl

HOPE TO SCORE with you next year' We
ail love ya' Paula. Carol Marcia Lisa.

Denise, and Rowzowt

LOST

H.P. lie CALCULATOR m library tower

Please call 546-4778 for reward

LOST: LIZ CLAIBOURNE denim blazer

in Hasbrouke 20 on October 21st Sen

timental value II lound please contact

Julie 6-9275

MASS LIQUOR Td m CrediF Union

Reward offered for its return call 256-6620

BLACK B»L SUNGLASSES and case

name on inside call Larry 253-3652

HAPPY BIRTHDAY CHEL (two days

late ) Hope your senior year is going well

When are you getting your Porsche' See

you later Moonraker

AT SHRIEKBACK- WHITE sniri ilack

s-irt A lor edon I loved your sweatee H

TEDl BEAR NAPPED!! She is white with

a pink ribbon missing Irom a Fr, night

party Info or. her -.vhereaDn it«; call

356 6041

DEAR MARY JANE. .„.,-. , -
' '"''

14K chain from Golden Opportunity 13 N
Pleasnant St Amherst By the *nv i"1

you see the solid rope chains '

'

$134 (savings of 40-70 perce.'

fussy either Love P-

BRIAN L. IN J Q t.

smile We Vfi

vD'j again i ^

HAPPY BIRTHDAY THIS '^ '

Love Steven

FRANKLIN HAPPY BIRTHDAY baby

Sotrv i m .^, d.lv '.VL- i lOve yOU-

PLEDGE ZOINKS LOVE ya lots your l^iq

SIS

HAPPY BIRTHDAY PIRATE love Nat

ROBIN-' I DON'T wanna sleep I just

wanna iteep on lovin' you" REO-Leigh

AR-CONGRATS ON your latest decision'

Remember, whatever is right tor you and

makes you happy will always be accepted

by the ones who love you I love you' Wen

LOST 11/11/86 1 key on
keychain call Julia 546-5535

whistle

LOST GOLD CHAIN and gold Jewish star

charm sentimental value reward call Ran-

di 546-7694

1978 TOYOTA COROLLA 4door wagon

$600 00 must sell Dawn 549-5519

OUITARIST WANTED

1979 SUBARU GL Wagon. 4-wtieel drive,

4-door. excellent tuning condition, 77,450

miles, am/fm. new brakes, must sell.

$1990, call 549-1921

1982 CUTLASS ^PREME brougham
diesel excellent condition Loaded 4395

or BO call evenings 549-4135

LEAD GUITARIST WANTED to play with

local band just being formed Inlerests

New Order, Psychedelic Furs, Inxs.

Icehouse Contact Matt 546-9283

LOST KEYS MANY keys on nng Behind

Coules Lane bus stop, opposite Newman
Center or in vucinity Call Sally days

545-2783

CASH

HELP WANTED

PARfTfniJiE: TEMPORAiHVPbSitiONS
available lor the Annual Salvation Army

Christmas Kettle Program Starting Date

- November 21 through December 24 For

more information call 586-5243

Lost my keys somewhere on campus,

maybe Norlheast Black, round, retrac-

table chain type 4 keys Please call

6-7921

MOVER

'ROUND TOWN MOVERS fast reliable

cheap call Michael anytime 323-6780.

PATTY-I LOVE you now and forever-Alan

CALL UP AND wish Becky a belated hap

py birthday!' 6-3230 Psych?' ASK

MEEKSY-THANKS' FOR the fun filled

falls trip Let's do it again soon Hugs -

Warren

DEAR ELLEN: CAN you still shimmy like

you used to'' Prove it' 9PM Fri. Nov 14

10th fir CC Love Frank

CHRISTrNE-HAPPVllTet BIRTHDAY-
finally made it and finally a personal

Love. Cindy

HEY FRANK- HOW bout making a

packey run lor us? Happy birthday -the

Illegal Ones

RAC^ELL: WE be goin' scoopin' Get

your ice cream readyl I love you Beekie

MARIA SCHUPLER- HAPPY 19th! Love

B

SIGMA KAPPA PLEDGES. .. 2 days left'

Get psyched lor this weekend'

ROOMMATES WANTED

RESPONSIBLE FOR LG apt on bus route

.-wn room furnistied but hring tjed $210

tor loom plus utilities call 323-4989 bnlore

2PM 323-6311x530 after

HOUSEMATE WANTED FOR :wo

bedroom house 3 tistops from campus

$250 and electricity fully furnished rM\

6-4790

WE ARE LOOKING to take over lease ot

PuHlon or Brandywinn Apt Call Russ
^ 46-5353

FEMALE NONSMOKE TO siiare a foorr'

in Brandywine for spring .semester

Beginning Jan 1 For more info can

549.'1415

FEMALE ROOMATE NEEDED to share

apt in Townhouse lor Spring semester

call Juhe 549 5131

SERVICES

TYPING, TAPE TRANSCRIPTION Fast

accurate 665-7652

TERRIFIC TYPING FROM Speedy

keys Professional reliable service

256-1002 , 8am- 1 1pm

TYPING, TAPE TRANSCRIPTION Fast,

accurate 665-7652

PASCAL TUTOR. REASONABLE rates

584-1307

SPANISH TUTORIHO li TRANSIATIOM

JLL^ELPI GRAMMAR, pronunciation,

conversation 256-1002

ALWAYS BUYJNG USED bool--

records, tapes, and compact discs Cji

Dynamite Books 586-9670 oi Dynamii.

Records 584 1580 Northampton

TO TAKE OVER lease of two or tHiM

bedroom apt In January, preferably "

Pufton or Crestview rail 546 446C

5464452

WANTED TO RENT

WE ARE LOOKING TO
.j' Mulfton or Brandywiii'i Am'

PEOPLE TO TAKE over leas'

?bdr api )rfial 'or 3 Dern,

665-83 1h

SINGLE ROOM IN Townehoii

dywine wanted call

646 5066'5'1 5-0890 les..

please'

2 FEMALES NEED a room in ,i

-• Starting January pU'.r •

1-1

JANUARY FIRST -1 bedrurrr availaolf

foi 1 or 2 people in large furnished apart

ment quiet on bus route Rent & huai

and utilities 256-1624

QUIET, EASYGOING, NON-SMOKING
male seeking off-campus housing for nexr

semester m Pufton or Townhouse Call

Patrick 546 7684

WE WANT TWO rooms in your apt or

house for next semester (Jan 1) near

campus or town Call Sheila at 546-4682

WE WANT TO take over your Collonial

Village lease for 2 br apt 1/1/87 call

546 5721 or 546-4155

ROOMS/SUBLETS WANTED Dec 27

Jan 24 call school lor BMC 256-861;.

9AM-7PM

$5000FOR|S

PAYING CASH FOR your baseball cards

please call Mike 549-0333

ENTERTAINMENT

MUSICIANS NEEDED FOR pet\Q<-

mances at Belchertown Slate School

Funding available Contact Bruce

256-4236

FOR A OOOD TIME CAll

RACk-A-DISK ENTERTAINMENT
Agency - Disc)ockeys. Bands. Lights and

Large screen video dances 549-7144

FOR RENT

ROOMS AVAILABLE IN larae house

across street form campus Fireplace,

darkroom $250 & 549-6364

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent free meals

Light cleanup
Call Cheryl at AXO

545-2152

OVERSEAS J0BS7SUMMER,yr round

Europe S Amer , Australia Asia All

fields $900-2000 mo Sightseeing Free

mlo Write IJC. PO Bx 52-MA1 Corona

Del Mer, Ca 92626

WANTED SCHOOL REPRESENTATIVE
for collegiate sporting company Great

pay Call collect 1 813-346-2009

GAIN P,R., COMMUNICATION, political

& management skills you'll need after

graduation Work full or part lime to conr,-

bal groundwater pollution and river diver-

sions Earn $375-1000 this winter break

Beat the summer rush and get that sum

mer )ob in the bag Call Clean Water

Action-549-7450

NEED AN ESCORT?

CALL 5-21 2'3 BETWEEN 8PM & 2AM
every day for an escort anywhere on cam-

pus Play It safe

NEED MONEY

RUNNING out OF money? Triple your

cash in one night while meeting new

faces call Doug 549 4749

PERSONALS

INTERESTED IN WRITING Tor the largest

college daily m New England' Come
down to the Mass Daily Collegian' You
can write about Arts. Editorials, Black Af-

fairs. News, Women's Issues S Sports

We're located m the basement of the

Campus Center, behind the TV The Col-

legian We build careers'

to ADAM, RACHEL, Debbie, Stacey.

Jesse, and the rest of the gang thanks

for a great birthday' I love you all -Amy

JaNINE. happy BIRTHDAY! We lovo

ya' Luv. Noelle and Julie

CHRISTOS, YOU ARE so special to me
You've changed my Ml'? and for that I'm

grateful I love ou w Ih all my heart

Koukia

MEI HAPPY BIRTHDAY! I didn t forget'

Slop by Love Ry

SINGER/GUitARist^l talked with you

once & then tost your number We still

want to lam Call Bill 546-5035

KARL Z. I'VE finally gotten my courage

up can I treat you to a drink sometime?

Amy

TO SUBLET

PART7alLY furnished Jbedroom
apt available starting 1/1/87 at Colonial

Village - right across from Changes

Quite- on bus route I
$380/month call

Mary or Donna at 256-6782

CLIFFSIOE APtS NON-SMOKING
female grad student wanted tor 1 of 2

bedrooms beginning la'e Jan-Feb 1_

Bedrooms all-inclusive call Sue 545-Z707

(day) 665-21 56(evenings)

TYPINO SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING. Long or short pro-

jects Meticulous proofreading Rush jobs

OK New IBM typewriter 549-0367

SPEEDY KEYS" PROFESSIONAL typ-

ing/editing 256-1002

WANTED

DRUMMER FOR ROCK band Covers

and originals in styles of Who. Beatles.

CCR Clash, Jam, x etc 5*6 7050

WANTBDtn

AT THE 25TH annual Las Vegas Night

$3 admission gels you $6000 in play

money Play roulette, btackjack, and

games of chance Irom 8-11 Then use

your winnings to buy prizes at the auc-

tion Nov 14, 8-12 in the CCA Come in

western attire and get $1000 tree Spon-

sored by APO i GSS

CASS A SUMMER isn't forever I lov«

you- Pete

AgreMlve, tnttiuelaetic students to

market Winter and Spring Break
vacations'

For more information, call Student

Travel Services at 1 -800-648-4849
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SPORTS

UMass set to giveUNH a cold reception
High-scoring Wildcats hit UMass for crucial

Yankee Conference tilt; a loss ends it all

Collegian photo by Paul Desmarais

University of Massachusetts sophomore quarterback David Palazzi is

questionable for tomorrow's game versus the University of New Hamp-
shire at Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium with a hamstring pull.

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

With both the fifth-ranked field hockey

team and the second ranked women's soc-

cer team in playoff action this weekend,

you might think that there's nothing else

happening on the UMass sports scene.

But when the University of

Massachusetts football team returns home

for the first time in four games and takes

the field at 1:30 p.m. on Saturday at War-

ren McGuirk Alumni Stadium to battle the

University of New Hampshire, it will be

looking to win its eighth game of the

season, something UMass has not done

since 1978.

But that's not all.

On the line for both teams is a shot at the

Yankee Confernce title and/or an at large

bid to the NCAA Division I-AA National

Playoffs. A loss would kill both hopes for

the losing team while the winner will have

to hope for some help from other teams.

"This is the big one because UNH is 20th.

If we can get by UNH then we should at

least be 20th and that should give us a good

shot before we go into UConn," junior out-

side linebacker Todd Rundle said. "A big

win would really help."

Without question, nearly everyone

agrees that without a victory over UNH,
UMass will watch television in the

post-season.

"We've definitely got to win it ifwe want

hopes of something else," said senior defen-

sive back Bob Shelmire, who also knows

from recent history in important UMass
games (Delaware, 13-41, Holy Cross, 7-41)

that you can't look past opponents. "But

we can't go looking past it (Saturday's

game) if we want it."

At 7-2, both teams are looking to prove

something this weekend but come into the

games from slightly different vantage

points. The Minutemen are coming off a

solid but sloppy 17-7 victory over Harvard

University in the rain at Cambridge while

the Wildcats are looking to bounce back

from a bitterly frustrating 14-13 loss at the

hands of an inferior University of Maine
team in torrential rain.

"Rain is a great equalizer. UNH is bet-

ter than Maine but the rain equalized

them," UMass head coach Jim Reid said.

"Maine was lucky. UNH got bogged down

twice and had to settle for field goals after

marching up and down the field. The rain

hurt UNH badly."

The rain must have been a great

equalizer because the Wildcats entered the

game heavily favored — as well they should

have as its victory over Delaware (28-21 in

overtime) and a pair of awesome offensive

assaults versus a pitiful Dartmouth team

(66-12) and the University of Connecticut

(42-19) are testimony of the team's power.

"Their big turnaround was the Delaware

game. When they beat them, people stood

up and took notice of them," Keid said.

UNH's huge offensive line (6-6 270, 6-4

240, 6-3 240. 6-2 240, 6-5 275 and 6-3 235)

is led by sophomore quarterback Bob Jean

The Game: The University ofNew Hamp-
shire Wildcats at the University of

Massachusetts Minutemen at Warren

McGuirk Alumni Stadium, Amherst, Ma.

The Time: 1:30 p.m.

The Records: UNH (7-2 overall and 4-2 in

the Yankee Conference) and UMass (7-2

overall and 4-1 in the YC).

The Series: UMass leads 31-13-3. UMass
has won eight of the last nine games its on-

ly loss being 35-10 in 1983.

Last Year: The Minutemen ended last

season with a 21-17 come-from-behind vic-

tory as both quarterback Dave Palazzi and

fullback Al Neri scored second half

touchdowns to overcome a 17-7 UMass
deficit. Senior Paul Platek's interception at

the UMass 8-yard-line with 30 seconds to

go sealed the win.

The Incentive: A win for UMass would

eclipse team goals of eight wins (five in the

YC) set at the start of the season, and move

the Minutemen closer to a possible playoff

berth. A win would also keep the

Minutemen in the hunt for the YC title

that Delaware has all but wrapped up.

UNH needs a win simply to keep post-

season hopes alive since its two conference

losses affords it little hope of the YC title.

A loss for either school would kill any hopes

of post-season play or the YC
championship.

Women's soccer, field hockey head to playoff action
Second-ranked Minutewomen play host Stickers travel to Storrs, CT this weekend;

to UConn on Sunday at noon at Boyden face UConn tomorrow for right toplay UNH
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

The practice hours have been put in and

the waiting is over. The playoffs are about

to get underway.
After a layoff of close to three weeks, the

University of Massachusetts women's soc-

cer team will come back on the field when
it plays host to the University of Connec-

ticut Sunday at noon at Boyden Field.

At stake will be a trip to the NCAA Final

Four, to be held the weekend of Nov. 22 and

23 on the campus of one ofthe participating

schools.

"When a team has been off for this long,

people normally think that is going to hurt

it," UMass coach Kalekeni Banda said.

"The other team that has played recently

may come in more mentally prepared. But

we have a small team and the rest has

allowed us to recover from all the minor in-

juries. I don't think it will hurt us."

The Minutewomen, who finished the

regular season with a 13-2-2 record and a

No. 2 ranking, have not played since they

posted a 1-0 victory over the University of

Hartford on Oct. 28.

Because it was ranked second for the

NCAA tournament, UMass received a bye

in the first round of the playoffs, which took

place last weekend.

The Huskies, on the other hand, are com-

ing off a 5-0 road victory over Brown

University in the postseason's opening

round.

The Minutewomen will be looking to go

to the Final Four for the fourth consecutive

year. To do this, they will have to keep up

the potent offense and stingy defense that

got them to the playoffs in the first place.

Michelle Powers finished the regular

season as the scoring leader for UMass. The
sophomore forward scored nine goals and

added five assists. Junior tri-captain

Kristen Bowsher, a midfielder, finished se-

cond with six goals and eight assists.

Sophomore forward Beth Roundtree was
third with eight goals and two assists.

Junior tri-captain Debbie Belkin, a

backfielder with six goals and five assists,

and sophomore forward Cathy Cassady
(five goals and three assists) rounded out

the top five.

Belkin led the team in game-winning
goals with four while Roundtree had three.

Powers also netted three game-winners and
is confident the team can reach the Final

Four.

"The long rest definitely helped us

injury-wise because we're a small team"
Powers said. "One of our goals was to make
the Final Four. We're good enough to make
it. I think we can do it."

The offense took 240 shots on goal dur-

ing the regular season while the defense

allowed 54, an average of about three per

game.
In goal, sophomore Carla DeSantis

posted a 0.56 goals against average with

eight solo shutouts. She played every game
but one and made 31 saves.

UMass has outscored opponents 43-11

this season including advantages of 18-5 in

the first half, 24 6 in the second half, and

1-0 in overtime. The team also has a 133-43

edge in corner kicks, continued on page 16

By LINDA DELIVORIAS
Collegian Staff

The saga continues.

The fifth-ranked University of

Massachusetts field hockey team is deter-

mined to prolong it's dream season as

UMass challenges the fourth-ranked

University of Connecticut in the opening

round of the NCAA playoffs tomorrow at

12 p.m. at Storrs, CT.

The Minutewomen, 16-3-1, have had one

week to contemplate and prepare for one

of their most hated rivals. The Huskies,

12-3-3, are the defending champions and

haven't suffered a setback at home since

October of 1984, a string of 27 consecutive

games. Both squads played their hearts out

in a 1-1 double-overtime deadlock two

weeks ago at UConn.
"It's a new season, so the previous result

is immaterial. But UConn being the defen-

ding champs is a noose around their neck,"

head coach Pam Hixon said. "We're not go-

ing to do anjrthing different. We've come

this far, so we're going to stick to our same
game plan."

"We're rested and mentally prepared, but

to beat UMass we have to draw more cor-

ners," UConn head coach Diane Wright

said. "We feel comfortable playing at home.

It's a fast grass field, so it should benefit

both teams."

The winner of the UMass-UConn bout

will meet the third-ranked University of

New Hampshire in the quarterfinals at 1

p.m. on Sunday. Most of the players have

set their sights on dethroning the Huskies,

but is the thought of avenging an earlier

defeat at the hands of the Wildcats in the

back of their minds?
"I'm not thinking about UNH. We're not

intimidated by UConn. Man-for-man we're
the better team," junior Amy Robertson
said. "The home field won't be a factor.

When it comes to the playoffs both teams
will be pumped."

"I'm definitely thinking about UNH. I'm

glad we're playing on Saturday, then we'll

bring a lot of momentum into Sunday's
game," junior Tonia Kennedy said.

"Everyone realizes this is a chance to get

to the Final Four, so we just have to go out

and grab it. It was good that we had the

time off to prepare mentally and work out

our strategy."

UNH, 15-2, edged both UMass and

UConn by 2-1 scores, but head coach

Marisa Didio is not making any predictions

about Saturday's contest.

"It doesn't matter who we play, since

both teams are so comparable skill-wise.

Either team is ^ing to present us with a

challenge," she said. "UConn is tough in

the playoffs. They don't make a lot of

mistakes. UMass is well balsmced, especial-

ly their forwards and midfielders. They
have the ability to turn it on at the end of

a game like they did against us."

"Chris Kocot is one of the keys to their

success. She dictates their defense and

transition game. Lisa Griswold is always

someone you have to keep tabs on. Lynn
Carlson is a good, steady goalie.

continued on page IS
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CIA recruitment ignites protests
Police, protesters clash;

Eleven students arrested
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

Eleven students were arrested Friday after they refus-

ed to leave an office they had taken over in the Whitmore

Administration Building to protest the presence of a CIA
recruiter on campus.

The eleven were arraigned in Hampshire District Court

on one count each of disturbing the peace.

The protesters were arrested in the Affirmative Action

office on the third floor of Whitmore. Some had to be car-

ried out of the building and loaded onto a schoolbus which

awaited the eleven.

About 70 supporters of those arrested gathered outside

Whitmore as the bus was being readied to leave for the

courthouse. Supporters chanted, "Hey, ho, Uncle Joe, CIA

has got to go," as the arrestees were being put on the bus.

After supporters circled the bus, UMass police moved

in and dragged and pushed supporters out of the way.

As the bus moved slowly down Massachusetts Avenue,

it was repeatedly blocked by supporters. Police butted

those people out of the way, sometimes using their batons

to push back people in front of the bus and lining the

Photos, pages 6 and 7

Collr^an photo by Byrnr (iuarnotta

UMass police prevent protestors from blocking a bus carrying 11 arrested students to Hamp-
shire District Court Friday, after occupation of an office in Whitmore Administration Building.

Day of protest includes rally against CIA,
mock 'trial' condemning Chancellor Duffey
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

"Guilty as hell" was the verdict a group of about 30 pro-

testers gave Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey Friday afternoon

outside his office for allowing the Central Intelligence

Agency to recruit on campus.
The "verdict" came during a mock trial that was part

of a day of protest, responding to the presence of a CIA
recruiter on campus and the arrest of 1 1 protesters who
took over an office.

Chelsea Taylor, one of the protesters, played the

chancellor in an in absentia trial in which the chancellor

was sentenced to community work at the Radical Student

Union office.

After the "trial," some of the protesters remained sit-

ting outside the chancellor's office hoping he would speak

to them, while others went outside to urge students to join

them in protesting the CIA's presence on campus.

One protester said later that Vice Chancellor Dennis
L. Madson agreed to meet with- them tomorrow to "discuss

our grievances." Madson was unavailable for

confirmation.

Thursday night, a CIA recruiter was prevented from

entering University Career Center because of an anti-CIA

protest. The director of the Placement Service, Arthur

Hilson, said the recruiter would return to give interviews

Friday.

At a rally outside the Student Union Building Friday

afternoon, Debi Cohen, an RSU member, said the ad-

ministration does not care about the CIA helping ter-

rorists in Nicaragua. CIA recruitment does not follow

UMass' affirmative action policy, she added.

Todd Little, another protester, said, "What we need to

talk about is what as a community we can do to stop the

CIA."
Commuter Area Government Treasurer Russell

Wallach questioned their position, asking, "Why can't

anyone be interviewed by the CIA?"

Little, in response, said, "Then you guys go to the ad-

ministration and get arrested for what you believe in."

To that, Wallach replied, "Good, all of you should be ar-

rested."

street.

After about five minutes, police were able to clear the

street and the bus drove toward the courthouse in Nor-

thampton under police escort.

The occupation of the office evolved from a protest at

the University Career Center at Fraternity/Sorority Park.

The recruiter was scheduled to hold interviews for the in-

telligence agency starting at 9 a.m.

Protesters who twice blocked the doors to the building,

which was locked and staffed by UMass police, soon learn-

ed that the interview site had been moved, though officials

told them they did not know to where.

So the protesters, 23 of them, moved into the Whitmore
building. They arrived at the office of Chancellor Joseph

D. Duffey in time to see a man inside close and lock the

doors.

A check by protesters revealed that most of the doors

in the building had been locked. But around 10:15 a.m.

as protesters sat outside DufTey's office, discussing

strategy, someone said "We've got an unlocked door."

The door was that of the Affirmative Action Office. Pro-

testers gathered outside it, and one of them opened it.

As the protesters tried to get inside, employees in the

office attempted to block them. For about a minute,

employees and protesters pushed against each other. Then
some ofthe protesters fell into the office, and others mov-

ed in.

The protesters entered the Affirmative Action room hop-

ing to find a path to Duffey's offices. But they found no
way to get there, and it became clear that they would
either have to back down or risk arrest.

continued on page 6

Minutewomen end UConn's season, 1-0, in shootout
Banda 's 100th career victory sends team to

NCAA Final Four tourney next weekend
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

When University of Massachusetts

women's soccer coach Kalekeni Banda

took his position seven years ago, he may
have thought he could win 100 games.

But he certainly couldn't have envision-

ed winning No. 100 this way — in a

shootout during the quarterfinals of the

NCAA National Championship Tourna-

ment. Yet that's exactly how it happened.

UMass, seeded second in the tourna-

ment, fought back from a 2-0 penalty kick

deficit to nip the University of Connec-

ticut, 1-0, in perhaps the most spectacular

contest ever seen at Boyden Field.

"It was a good game," UConn head

coach Len Tsantiris said. "Unfortunate-

ly, only four teams can advance past this

round. UMass played very intense in the

second half like we knew they would but

we held our own. When it came down to

the shootout, they took it."

With the victory, the Minutewomen,
14-2-2, gain a berth in the NCAA Final

Four, which will be played next weekend
at the campus of one of the participating

teams.

"Whenever UMass and UConn play in

any sport, it is a rivalry," Banda said.

"You can write the script with either a 1-0

,

score, a tie or overtime."

You could also include a shootout in

that script. Yesterday, the two teams

battled through regulation without scor-

ing. Nor could they convert during either

15-minute overtime period. So it came
down to a one-on-one competition.

Banda chose Monica Seta, Debbie

Belkin, continued on page 12
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Report rates Congress
High anti-Reagan voting record for Mass.

FALLEN BIRD - A TWA passenger jet rests on a Norfolk, Va.

runway yesterday, after part of the main landing gear collapsed.

One minor injury was reported.

Author mounts fight to defend

book banned by US schools
LEOMINSTER lAP) - Robert Cormier's

books have been assailed as filthy and

depressing, knocked off school reading lists

from Massachusetts to Texas and attack-

ed by the American Library Association.

Yet reviewers have compared the retired

newspaper editor to some of the greatest

authors of the 20th century and teachers

have taken on school boards in defense of

his harsh tales of lonely teen-agers who

battle evil, and usually l(«e.

"That book won almost every award

there is," said Beverly librarian Thomas

Scully when The Chocolate War was taken

off reading lists in Beverly schools last

month. "I don't think this kind of thing

should be happening."

The author responsible for the fuss is an

impish-looking man who, at 61. still lives

in the industrial city he was born in and

donates his manuscripts to the local col-

lege, although huge universities have bid

for them.
Cormier said he has reluctantly taken to

the road to fight the mounting campaign

against his books. "It's the least I can do

for the poor teachers out there defending

me," he said in an interview at his home

here.

He also is battling his critics with the re-

cent publication of his 10th book, Beyond

the Chocolate War (Alfred A. Knopf,

$11.95). "The worst censorship is the sort

that tries to keep you away from the

typewriter," he said.

The Chocolate War was inspired by his

son's refusal to participate in a school fund-

raiser and was written in the wee hours of

the morning before Cormier headed off to

work as an editor at the nearby Fitchburg

Sentinel.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Rep. Silvio O.

Conte, R-Mass., voted against President

Reagan's positions more than any other

House Republican during the 1986 congres

sional session, according to ratings compil-

ed by Congressional Quarterly.

The magazine said Conte, the senior

Republican on the House Appropriations

Committee and the lone GOP member of

Congress from Massachusetts, voted in op-

position to Reagan 73 percent of the time

and in support of the president 26 percent

of the roll calls.

He was followed by Rep. Claudine

Schneider, R-R.I.. who voted against

Reagan on 67 percent of the votes.

The survey also showed that the

Democratic members of the Massachusetts

delegation supported Reagan less than the

averages for congressional Democrats.

The political magazine based its scores

on a total of 88 votes in the House and 80

votes in the Senate covering a variety of

issues on which Reagan had taken a

jjosition.

The magazine cautioned that it weighed

each vote equally, so a vote in support of

a minor bill - adding land to the Get-

tysburg National Military Park, for exam-

ple — counted as much as voting in favor

THE WRITING CENTER
<NOW AT THREE LOCATIONS ON CAMPUS*-

04-D CASHIN IN SYLVAN
Tuesday - 7:00-9:00 PM

B-24 BAKER IN CENTRAL
Monday & Tuesday - 7:00-9:00 PM

PIERPONT IN SOUTHWEST
Monday & Wednesday - 7:00-9:00 PM

Bring any paper at any stage

PEER TUTORS CAN HELP - FREE!

of aid to the Nicaraguan Contras. Both

measures were backed by Reagan.

According to the survey, the average sup-

port for Reagan among all Senate

Democrats was 38 percent and among

Senate Republicans was 79 percent.

In the House, the average of all

Republicans was 66 percent of votes in sup-

port of Reagan, while for Democrats, it was

25 percent.

Regional presidential support scores

showed that for the East, the average was

66 percent among Republicans in the

Senate and 56 percent for the GOP House

members. For eastern Democrats, the

average was 31 percent for senators and 20

percent for House members.

The CQ report showed that in the Senate,

Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass., oppos-

ed Reagan on 68 percent of the votes while

supporting his position on 29 percent. Sen.

John F. Kerry, D-Mass., voted with Reagan

on 21 percent of the votes and against him

on 75 percent.

Among the state's Democratic con-

gressmen. Rep. Edward Boland, at 73 per-

cent, had the lowest score opposing

Reagan's positions. Boland supported the

president on 20 percent of the votes chosen

by Congressional Quarterly.
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Conference focuses on negative effects of Star Wars
• SDl university research funding debated • SDIadds to military's power, speaker says

By LAURA TOMASETTI
Collegian Staff

Speakers at a panel discussion Friday

about the "Impact of Strategic Defense In-

itiative on Scientific Research and

Academic Freedom" argued about the

amount of federal funding used for Star

Wars defense research on university

campuses.

The panel discussion was part of a two-

day, five-college conference about "Star

Wars: The View From Earth."

Speakers at the panel discussion were

Richard Joseph of the US Department of

Defense, Cornell professor Zelman Warhaft

who initiated a petition drive to halt the

now of federal money to US universities

designed for SDI research, and

Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology pro-

fessor Jonathan Tucker.

Tucker and Warhaft, both critics of SDI

research, said federal money specifically

allocated to universities for Star Wars

research hurts academic freedom and

limits other areas of research.

"The funding from the civilian sector for

university research is low. so it is possible

for university professors to become hook-

ed on the federal funding and to become

servants for defense research for the

government," Warhaft said.

He said he is concerned with the great

amount of Star Wars money coming onto

university campuses.

Scientist and advocate for SDI research

Richard Joseph said, "The funding for SDI

research is only a small proportion of

university research money. SDI will not

have any impact on university research as

it is no more prominent than any other

area of research."

Warhaft argued that although the fun-

ding may be a small percentage of univer-

sity research money, "Five percent of $26

billion goes to Star Wars research and that

is a lot of money."

Currently 70 universities participate in

SDI research. Tucker said.

"Defense research and development was

high in the 60s, low in the 70s and is back

up in the 80s. One sixth of federal research

money given to universities is now used for

defense research." he said.

"This could impoverish the diversity of

academic life by drawing researchers to one

area of research while ignoring other

areas," he said.

The conference was sponsored by the Five

College Program in Peace and World

Security Studies [PAWSS], which holds

similar conferences every semester,

PAWSS Director Michael Clair said.

By PAUL MASCIOLI
Collegian Staff

The strategic defense initiative proposed

by President Reagan is a weapons system

that serves the self interests of the

militaries of the two superpowers, accor-

ding to John Kenneth Galbraith.

Speaking in front of a capacity crowd Fri-

day night in Mahar auditorium, Galbraith

gave the keynote address to a series of lec-

tures and discussions on the political, social

and cultural consequences of SDI.

Galbraith is an economics professor at

Harvard, the author of numerous books

and was ambassador to India during the

Kennedy administration.

"Government is subject to the controll

ing military power which transcends the

power of government. It is not the nature

of a great bureaucracy to be subject to out-

side control," Galbraith said.

SDI serves to quiet public fears that the

two superpowers are on the brink of

military confrontation while allowing the

military establishments of both super-

powers to increase their budgets and in-

fluence over governmental affairs,

Galbraith said.

"The military powers have become an in-

dependent force. The arms control

negotiators have become a cover for the

larger expression of military power. They

are not designed for ending the arms race

but for quieting the public fear of nuclear

war," Galbraith said.

The recent summit meeting on nuclear

arms reductions between Reagan and Gor-

bachev demonstrated the reluctance of the

superpowers to end the arms race,

Galbraith said. "The military powers must

have an enemy but they must also control

public fear, without such an enemy the

military power is at risk of losing its finan-

cial support. Arms negotiations allow us to

turn away from the fear of death in a

nuclear war.

"Any relaxation of tensions in the rela-

tions between the superpowers would be

severely damaging to the military power.

Weapons developement is in the service of

military appropriations. The cultivation of

tension and hostility is in the service to the

military power.

"We must not hesitate to call the present

charade a charade. Not even the most

talented ideologue will be able to tell the

difference between the ashes of capitalism

and the ashes of socialism." he said.

Crowd of 200

march in protest

of US policy

in Nicaragua
By PAUL MASCIOLI
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - About 200 people marched

through Northampton Saturday to protest US foreign

policy and involvement in Central America with an em-

phasis on US support of the rebel forces fighting against

the Sandinista government in Nicaragua.

"We oppose the Reagan war in Central America which

is killing people everyday," Amy Martin, one the

organizers of the demonstration, said.

"I believe there is a holocaust in Central America that

can be compared to the holocaust in Germany in the 40s.

Over 100 000 people have been killed in Central America

since 1975," Martin said. "The 'freedom fighters m
Nicaragua are killing democracy in both Central America

and Nicaragua."

The "freedom fighters" are the guerrilla armies known

as the "contras" who oppose the Sandinista government_

The CIA directs the training and the military tactics of

the contras. The contras have recently
^f

^ived 100

million dollars in military aid from the US. "I don t want

my hard-earned tax dollars to kill and torture innocent

people," one protester said.

"Opinion polls show that 65 percent of Americans op-

pose US intervention in Cenrtral America," Martin said.

"The majority of Nicaraguans support their govern-

ment The 1984 elections in Nicaragua were monitored

and found to be objective. No matter what you think about

the Sandinistas and their policies, all Latin American

countries want us out of there," Martin said^

CnWespan photo l(> K«b Skrlton

Participants in Saturday's "Hands off Central

in Northampton.

The protesters marched from Lampdon Park to the

center of Northampton carrying signs that said "No tax

dollars for killing" and chanting "No draft, no war Ub

out of El Salvador" and "Hey, hey CIA, how many kids

have you killed today." Bystanders appeared uninterested

in the diverse crowd marching through downtown

Northampton. .,

The protesters were given a police escort through INor

thampton to the downtown park where they congregated

to listen to speakers and to sing along with musicians in-

cluding Country Joe McDonald. Brian Edmond, a Viet_

nam veteran, spoke to the crowd about his initial belief

in the rationale for fighting the Vietnam war and how

his conviction changed to disillusionment as he fought in

the jungles of Vietnam. ^
Women's Foru
Women's Forum is a weekly listing of events related to

women's issues. Notices should be sent to the Women's

Issues Editor, care of the Collegian, by the Friday before

the event.

Monday— , _
Chong Yu, of the Third World Women's Program

at the Everywoman's Center, will speak, from 7 to 9:30

p.m. in Campus Center 163. The topic is the history of

US military presence in South Korea since 1945. Chong

will focus on the effects ofUS militarization upon women.

The Grad WAGES Program of the Everywoman s

Center is sponsoring a two-session workshop on self-

esteem for women. The program will run from 6 to 8 p.m.

in the Campus Center November 17 and 24..

T\iGsd&v*~'

A slide presentation titled "Cuban Women: a

revolution within a revolution" will be presented at 7

p.m. in Campus Center 904. The presentation will focus

on how the Cuban Revolution changed women s lives. It

is sponsored by the Third World Women s Pro-am at the

Everywoman's Center and the Venceremos Brigade.

S^^'^American Women's Poetry For Peace" an

assembly of Central American women poets, will meet at

4 p m in 106B Gamble at Mount Holyoke College. At 8

p m , they will give a reading of their works in the Neilson

Library Browsing Room on the Smith College campus. At

9-30 p m. there will be a reception for the poets at the

Mwangi Cultural Center in Lilly Hall at Smith. Poets in-

clude Daisy Zamora, Yolanda Blanco, Mima Martinez and

Diana Avila. .,. ^^
The series "Writers Speak: Gender and Identity con

tinues with novelist and poet Felice Picano at 8 p.m. in

the Campus Center. Picano is the founder of the Sea Horse

Press LTD. He will speak on how issues of gender and

identity have played a major role in his literary life.

Thursday-
, ^ t tu^

The Third World Women's Program of the

Everywoman's Center is having an Open House from

6:30 to 8:30 p.m. at Everywoman Resource Room in Wilder

Lecture/workshop "Alliance Building: Steps

Toward a Rainbow Coalition" with George Lakey

will be presented by the UMass Program for Gay, Les-

bian and Bisexual Concerns at 7 p.m. in Memorial Hall.

Lakey is the author of No Turning Back. Lesbian and Gay

Liberation in The 80s and Strategy for a Living Revolu-

tion. He challenges his audiences to use their own ex^

periences to develop steps in bridging differences and

building alliances.

Word of Mouth Production Company will present

the play, "Mother Country," at 8 p.m at the Amherst

America" demonstration march down Main Street

Other cultures have their rights to exist, Edmond said.

"We might not always realize that there are other

cultures. We are just one branch of civilization," he said.

Contrary to the statistics about the bettering human

rights situation in Guatemala the situation is worse, ac-

cording to Joaquin Vasquez, a Guatemalan political

rcfu£C6.

"The numbers of assasinations have lowered but the te^

rorism is more sophisticated," Vasquez said. "The US

should support the groups that work for improved human

rights The US should cut military aid to Guatemala

because it violates the human rights of the people of

Guatemala." .

"Ordinary people do make a difference. We saw that in

Vietnam and we are proving that now," a protester said.

Regional Junior High School. This play is about mother-

ing and looks at the lives of single mothers, black

mothers, women who have been abandoned by their

husbands or experienced violence, as well as women in

"traditional families."

F Y I
A Stranger at Home, a movie about Palestinian artist

Kamal Boullata's return to the West Bank, will be shown

today at 7 p.m. in Bartlett Hall room 61, tomorrow at

4 p.m. in Smith College's Neilson Browsing Room, and

at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday in Amherst College s Memll

Hall. „ ^ .

Boullata will be present at all showings.

Representatives from the Work in Britain/Ireland ex-

change programs will be on the C«"\P"«,f«"^f'^„'^":
course today from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. and will hold an in-

formation session at 7 p.m. in Campus
^^^^J.^^.^

Amherst Leisure Services and Supplemental Education

Department is now accepting registrations for downhill

skiing lessons for elementary school children in the area.

Parents may register their children in Person between

sTm. and 4:30%.m. at the LSSE office. 70 Boltw«^

Park, Amherst. The registration deadhne is iMx. ii.
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Post-World War II housing
inadequate for women
By TIMOTHY HARRIS
Collegian Correspondent

While the single parent family is the

fastest growing American family type, and

two working parents the most common,

housing in the United States has not yet

changed to reflect the needs of working

women, Delores Hayden said during her

speech Thursday at Mount Holyoke

College.

Hayden, a Mount Holyoke graduate who

is currently a professor of urban planning

at the University of California at Los

Angeles, is the author of Redesigning the

American Dream: the Future of Housing,

Work, and Family Life. "Single family

housing was designed," Hayden said, "for

what was considered the war heroes' fami-

ly." The mass production of single-dwelling

units undertaken after World War II, she

said, assumed a male "bread-winner," a

housewife working in unpaid employment,

and two or more children.

Childcare, public transportation, and

care for the elderly are generally not fac-

tors considered by urban planners, but

should be, she said. "World War II hous-

ing does not provide ideal or even adequate

support for working families."

The first thing on a national agenda,

Hayden said, should be quality childcare

at affordable prices in residential areas.

"Commercial developers." she said, "don t

want to bother, and would rather build card

rooms and Jacuzzis." Hayden noted that the

US is the only major industrialized nation

in the worid without a childcare policy.

Hayden argued that while the home was

designed as a haven from public life for

men, it is a place of unpaid and invisible

work for women, and that the isolation of

the single-dwelling unit privatizes women s

labor. "The Victorian American single-

family house is what I would call an ar-

chitecture of gender," she said.

The author described several examples ot

architecture that considered women's

needs. She cited the example of Kaiserville,

an industrial city constructed for women

employed in a steel mill during World War

II. The town had excellent childcare,

facilities community kitchens, and a good

deal of commonspace. When the war end-

ed however, the women were fired, and the

housing dismantled. "Women's produc

tivity should be a peacetime priority as

well," she said.

Hayden described alternative forms of

housing and communities as pioneered by

nineteenth century women reformers, or

"the material feminists." Early feminist

Charlotte Perkins Gilman was a single

mother involved in early efforts to adopt

housing to women's needs, she said.

"For the most part, it is the non-profit

and public developers who take up these

issues," Hayden said. "Changes are taking

place, but we are not going to be able to

move in tomorrow, unfortunately."
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Skirting the issue
The 11 students who were arrested Friday occupied Room

305 in the Whitmore Administration Building out of frustra-

tion. They had been trying for three weeks to get ad-

ministrators to talk about Central Intelligence Agency recruit-

ment at the University.

The students were forced to occupy the room by ad-

ministrators who refused to justify allowing the agency - with

an at best questionable record ofhuman rights violations and

illegal activities — to recruit on campus. These administrators

are paid out of the pockets of students, but they often refuse

to answer to their most important constituency.

The students decided to stay in the room after it was niade

clear that Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey did not consider their

concern worth his time. Also rejected was an offer to talk from

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis Madson when he

insisted on meeting with only three of the students.

By framing the issue in a press release as one only of the

right of ... students to pursue careers of their choosing," Duf-

fey and Madson have skirted the issue. Since students feel

strongly enough about the issue to get arrested, Dufley and

Madson owe students an explanation as to where they stand

on CIA activities.

In the last analysis, the CIA should be allowed to recruit on

campus; to bar it would set a dangerous precedent. But neither

should people be barred from exposing the CLA for what it is,

or protesting its activities in the only locally accessible forum.

On Thursday, protestors went too far in denying people their

right to attend an information session by forcing its cancella-

tion but Friday's demonstration did not clearly call for the

action the administration took - arresting the protestors

rather than discuss University recruitment policies. Although

the demonstrators may have been "disturbing the peace," con-

frontation could have been avoided had the administration

been open to discussion.

While protestors should learn to protest without obstructing,

administrators should learn to work with students regarding

policies that affect us all.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion ofthe Col-

legian Board of Editors.

In Case You Wer« Setting Confused

D»RTV LOU)-D0WH

Letters
This is parking^

Upon arriving as a new
graduate student this fall, I

trundled off to the parking

office hoping to get a sticker

for a lot near where my of-

fice would be. However. I

was told that the only spots

available were in Plot. No
problem, I thought. I figuied

a little longer walk would be

good for me and I saved

some money on the sticker

as well. Plots can't be that

bad.

Little did I know what

this University calls a park-

ing lot is actually a dimly lit

swamp.
The Plot I refer to is near

Lost ID brings this tale of woe
After I exited the squash court dripping sweat, the

memory of the tiny blue ball whizzing through my racket

as if the strings had been removed, I discovered that my
wallet had been taken out of the bookbag which I had

carelessly left outside. I went through a colorful rainbow

of emotions: disbelief, anger, self-pity, anger again, then

despair as I realized the how difficult it would be to replace

all that had been in the wallet. ^^^^^^

Adam Lavine

The first step was to get some money so I could replace

my UMass ID. When I got to the Credit Union, however,

I discovered that the bank was unwilling to part with my

funds unless I had valid identification.

"Don't you have a license or anything?" asked the teller,

snapping her gum impatiently. I could feel the angry rus-

tle of a line forming behind me. I explained to her that

my wallet had been stolen, and I had no form of ID what^

soever. I was considering trying my UMass Juggling Uub

card when the manager came and told her that my social

securitv number would suffice until I obtained another

ID I left the bank under the baleful glares of the twenty-

odd waiting in line, vowing to put my money in Bay Banks

after my wallet problems were over.

After trudging down to Southwest to get my picture

taken, I discovered another disadvantage to being ID-less:

no matter how I begged, cajoled and threatened, the

woman working the Franklin dining commons refused to

let me in.

Feeling a vague sense of deja vu as another line piled

up behind me, I tried to look as malnourished as possible

and patientlv explained again that my wallet had been

stolen, and I had no other way to eat.

"What is in the minds ofthe amateurs in the White House that they think they

cansetin^ in a trench coat and Irish passport and march off to Iran

and give theJ^^^^ the biggest propaganda victory they've had in six years

of that war?" _ ^^ ^^^.^^ p^^^.^j^ Moynihan (D-NY)

TURORiSTS

V

the bus terminal. The sur-

face is poorly maintained,

full of ruts, bumps and

wheel .swallowing potholes.

The lot IS lit by one row of

lights down the access road,

which barely provides

enough light to find one's

vehicle after dark much less

to feel safe while walking to

it. There are inadequate

markings for parking

places, encouraging a ran-

dom arrangement of cars

that is not only poor utiliza-

tion of the space, but a

danger to the vehicles as

aisles narrow and cars are

parked at obscure angles.

If parking there doesn't

give one the jitters, try get-

ting there. Cars enter

through an awkward in-

tersection with insufficient

traffic control. By foot, no

sidewalks go beyond the bus

terminal. Parkers ire forc-

ed to negotiate dirt, mud or

snow paths to approach the

classroom and office

buildings.

OK. .so I only paid $8 for

the parking sticker. I'd glad-

ly pay some additional

amount tc have a

reasonably adequate place

to leave my car. perhaps my
largest personal

investment.

John Intorcio

Northampton

The Collegian accepts let-

ters for possible publication

when they are typed, double-

spaced, at 67 characters per

line.

"No ID, no food," said the woman, rather unsym-

pathetic. ''Either pay or leave."

I mumbled something about hoping that some grocery

store wouldn't accept her check sometime, then gave in

and paid my $4.50. I'm sure that food services got their

money's worth out of me that night; I didn't even ask for

seconds of the baked scrod.

I walked up to my dorm, and found out that I had also

chosen that particular day to lose my keys as well. I didn t

even bother testing the mercies of my cluster office, and

slumped outside my door to wait for my roommate to

return. Luckily, my story cheered him sufficiently to lend

me his key for the evening.

Evidently, the god of ID's had had enough fun with me

for the day, and upon entering my room I found an o d

school ID buried inside a pile of laundry. Considerably

heartened, the next day at lunch I proudly presented my

find to the same DC worker who had snubbed me the day

before. She dubiously peered at the ID, then reluctantly

ran it through her machine. She brightened, however,

when the machine informed her in glowing green letters:

Invalid Identification, and immediately began to bend and

twist the ID in her hands.

"What are you doing?" I cried, watching my smiling face

on the ID crease and fold as she mutilated the only form

of identification left to me in the world.

"This is not a valid ID," she said, vigorously maiming

the card. There was a sharp snap, and she handed a neat-

ly bisected ID back to me.

Being at a university as large as UMass. one has to ad^

just to being a faceless number among thousands. But if

'you have no ID. then you are a faceless nobody, which is

worse. Take my word for it.

Adam Lavine is a Collegian staff member.

Random notes — marching on

On Saturday, Nov. 8, I was in Cambridge for the

Harvard-University of Massachusetts football game.

School spirit drew me not thither, I must admit. On

weekends I'm a charter bus driver, and I drove the

UMass Marching Band, which had been invited to per-

form at halftime. I saw, that day, one of the greatest

displays of school spirit since the boys of Cambridge

threw themselves a birthday party. And let no one re

main ignorant: the next time you pass someone wear-

ing a UMass Marching Band jacket, thank them, praise

them, and buy them beer. You owe it to them.

Of course, the Harvard fellows were having trouble

playing in the rain, and were generally dispirited by

halftime. Doom was on the horizon (in the form of the

UMass football team), so they pulled the only victory

they could. They informed the marching band that since

they were playing Yale this weekend, they didn't want

to damage the field, so they couldn't perform after all.

What the hell, if you're going to lose the game, at least

slap the face of the other side with class distinction,

right?

Wrong. This was not just any bunch of horn tooters

the Harvard boys and their measly constabulary were

dealing with here. This was New England's finest mar-

ching band, and they came to play, and play they did.

They charged the police guarding the field, formed their

formation, and performed the best show of the day. They

played while being chased, and they played while being

dumped upon by the acrid rains of the Hub. And they

stormed off the field when they were done, with the Har

vard police still reeling from the attack. We were vic-

torious twice that day, and each victory was as sweet

for those who accomplished it.

Well, perhaps three victories after all. For the re-

mainder of the afternoon, George Parks, the director of

the band, eluded the Harvard police, who planned to ar-

rest him for his group's insolence. But, as the buses were

set to leave, the fugitive appeared, yet a free man, and

stole aboard, luckier than in the past, when he has spent

time incarcerated for the greater glory of the Universi-

ty (or so 1 have been informed by the band). But let there

be no mistake. We have a marching band to be proud of.

Leslie J. Qumn. is a UMass graduate student.
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• arrests
continued from page 1

The protesters had with

them a list of demands, the

most immediate of which

was insistance that they

meet with either Duffey or

Vice Chancellor for Student

Affairs Dennis L. Madson,

to discuss the CIA's being

allowed on campus and why
the interviews had been

shifted "over the heads" of

Placement Service person

nel. Other demands includ-

ed ones that the CIA be

banned from UMass, that

officials explain what the

protesters called the

University's "complicity

with war criminals" and

that they explain why
public buildings were lock-

ed up during normal

operating hours

Associate to the

Chancellor Cleveland

Donald told the group they

would not be able to meet

with Duffey that day. And

he urged the protesters to

leave.

Charmaine Wijeyesinghe.

Madson's assistant, warned

the protesters they were in

violation of the University

Picketing Code, which pro

hibits interference with

UMass business.

As the occupiers tensely

talked about what to do

nevt, Wijeyes'nghe and her

colleague Trey Williams

shuttled between an outer

office and the main room,

telling Madson what the

students wanted and seeing

if a meeting could be

arranged.

At around 11:20. Donald

emerged from his office and

said, "I know you haven't

made your decision. The

University has made its

decision. The University

wants you to leave. Now."

Protesters were told they

would have until noon and

then would be arrested. The

final offer from Madson was

that he would meet at 4 p.m.

continued on next page
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continued from previous page

with three representatives,

on the condition that the

protesters leave the office.

The group decided that was
unacceptable, saying the

whole body should be

included.

At noon, those who did not

want to be arrested left the

ofllce to the applause of

those remaining. Wijeyes-

inghe read the Picketing

Code to the protesters.

Shortly afterwards, about

30 UMass police officers

streamed into the office,

lead by Chief Robert G.

Joyce. Joyce warned those

who did not work in the of-

fice to leave or they would

be arrested.

Then the police handcuff-

ed the students one by one,

and led them to the elevator

to take them to the first

t> :I)V?

0\ h
^/T^/
^4

;?

floor. Groups of three of

ficers carried those who
slumped and refused to

stand.

Arrested were Carrie

Nobel, Nancy Callahan and

David Bassi, whose cases

were continued for pre-trial

conferences until January 7;

Alice gloan, Marc Kenen

and Rachel Majore, whose

cases were continued until

Jan. 14; Sarah Bush,

Gregory John Fink, Rob

Stone and Mark Hubbard,

whose conferences will be on

Jan. 21; and Alison Post,

whose conference will be

December 28. All U were

released on personal

recognizance

CullrKian photo by Byrne Guarnoltii

Anti-CIA protesters outside the Affirmative Action Office in Whitmore

await their fellows who were arrested after refusing to leave the office.

^^"iifleSiiii^noto by Byrne Guarnotta

One arrested protester chants on the bus, waiting to be driven to Hamp-

shire District Court in Northampton for arraignment.
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175 Unlwtrtty Dr.

N«xt to Stadulm LIquora In Prtc* Choop«r Mall

Op«n Monday 4 till 1, Tuaa - Sat Ham - 1am

Raaarvallont auogaalad - Gift cartlflcata* available

Call 253-
f?2*7^

STUDENT S
Every Mon. Tues, & Wed

1 HR Hot Tu
for y2 HOUR PRK

8.5 X 11" Aiito-Fed
or Self-service

CopyCat^l^
228 Triangle Street,

2nd Floor, Amherst

549-3840
IrmIm ends Nov. 30th

THE GRADUATE VOICE
•The Graduate Student Newsletter*

IS NOW ACCEPTING

MATERIAL FOR THE

UPCOMING DECEMBER ISSUE

GRADUATE WORK ONLY

Please Submit Material to:

Editor, Graduate Voice

Rm 919, Campus Center UMass

SALADS SUBMARINES SYRIANS

C the sub

IT'S RIGHT AROUND
THE CORNER!

NSX

EARLY WEEK
SPECIALS
Sunday - Wednesday. 5.30 - 9:00

Sirloin Tefiyaki
^7^'

Scallop An Gratin
^8*^

S^^95
Chicken Marsala O

Baked Staffed or Boiled Scrod...^6^^
Includes Salad, Potatoe. Vegetable and Dessert

549-5861

STUDENTS
WORK ALL JANUARY AS
INVENTORY AUDITORS
$5.25/HOUR TO START
RGIS Inventory Specialists is the nation's largest in-

ventory service with 160 offices nationwide. January is

our biggest month. Average 20-40+ hours a week.

Weekends and night availability necessary.

To be considered, must have phone, means of

transportation, pass a math test, and be dependable.

No experience required, paid training provided.

To learn more call the office nearest your home dur-

ing Thanksgiving break or interview at the Campus

Center as follows.

Monday Dec 8 Rm 101 - Tues Dec 9 Rm 101

Wednesday Dec 10 Rm 101 - Thursday Dec 11 Rm 101

INTERVIEW TIMES ARE 9AM - 6PM EVERY HOUR ON THE HOUR. BE PROMPT

CALL IF YOU LIVE IN OR NEAR
Worcester, Leominster, Fitchburg,

Gardner, Framingham, Acton,

Maynard, Clinton, Milford, Franklin,

Southbridge, Webster

J

(617) 832-6152

(617) 849-2941 Quincy, Brocton, New Bedford,

Tauton, Cape, Hanover, or

Middleboro

Providence Area(617) 336-5658

(603) 893-1829 Southern New Hampshire

SPONSORED BY STUDENT EMPLOYMENT OFFICE
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ARTS Play about Boston history

benefits peace education
By KIM ROBINSON
Collegian Correspondent

Last Thursday night the Little Flags

theatre of the Northampton Center for the

Arts featured the musical play "Boston

Remembers." Written and directed by obie-

winner Maxine Klein, formerly of the

Boston area, with music by James

Oestereich, the play depicts the labor

related struggles and social interaction

among Boston immigrants of the late nine-

teenth and early twentieth centuries.

Using a skip-around-history technique,

the play portrayed certain historical events

of the years 1886 and 1919 which include

unemployment strifes of the new Irish im-

migrants, a major strike rally, the nation-

wide strike for the eight-hourday in 1886,

resistance of unionization within the

Thomas B. Plant Shoe Factory, and the

deportation of Russian Jewish immigrants

to Deer Island.

(.'ollrpan photo by David Shimkus

The one and a half hour performance was

mediocre. Though the music itself wa.s

good, the singing and dancing seemed to

lack a certain amount of boom, polish, and

pizzazz. If the subject matter of "Boston

Remembers" had been smaller or at least

more compact in the time during which it

occurred in history, then a greater propor-

tion of the acting could focus in on each

situation depicted. The effect would have

been a smoother story line and a deeper

meaning in the entire performance.

The play was a UMass benefit for peace

education. Proceeds will contribute to the

sponsor of events on campus that will focus

on the issues of the Cold War and the Peace

Movement. The first event will take place

on Thursday, November 13, at 7:30 p.m. in

the Campus Center Auditorium. At this

time, Michael Parenti, the author of "In-

venting Reality" and "Democracy for the

Few," will speak about the media and its

effect on public opinion about the arms race

and the Soviet Union.

Folksinger Country Joe McDonald, a participant in Woodstock, per-

formed Saturday at a peace rally in Northampton.

English pianist

Leslie Howard will

perform at 8 p.m.

Thursday night at the

Bowker Auditorium.

Also performing
this week is a modern-

dance troupe, the

Marleen Pennison
Company, at 8 p.m.

tomorrow^ also at

Bowker.
Tickets for both per-

formances are

available at the Fine

Arts Center box
office.

The Northampton Center for the Arts hosted the Little Flags

Theatres production of "Boston Remembers." The play's proceeds

will help sponsor a series of events at UMass aiming towards peace

education.

ATTENTION BSN
CLASS OF 1987.

The Air Force has a special pro-

gram for 1 987 BSNs. It selected,

you can enter active duty soon

after graduation— without waiting

for the results of your State Boards.

To quality, you must have an

overall 'B' average After commis-

sioning, you'll attend a five-month

internship of a major Air Force

medical facility. It's an excellent

way to prepare for the wide range

of experiences you'll have serving

your country as an Air Force nurse

officer. For more information, call

TSgt Tom Murphy

at 785-0191

Call Collect

MeetJANE
YOLEN

at the

Jeffrey Amherst Bookshop
Saturday, November 22

from 11a.m. to noon

he will autograph
her 3 new books...

TUESDAY NOV 18th

THE HOTTEST CONTEMPORARY BLUES

CRITICALLY ACCLAIMED WORLDWIDE

THE
ROBERT CRAY BAND
TIX IN ADVANCE $8,00 - $9.00 AT THE DOOR

SHOWTIME 9:30 PM

THIS THURSDAY NOV 20th

THE EASTY BOYS ARE BACK IN TOWN

THE STOMPERS
ONLY $7.00 AT THE DOOR
SHO^" STARTS AT 9:30

Jeffery Amkerst Bookshop

55 South Pleasant Street Amherst

Massachusetts 01002 253-3381

mm
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Doonesfotiry

By Garry Trtideau

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

^11 MRS 0? JeJ^BMV HtRE..

IHOPaVOUFOUNPThlB

SOMBCOMFOm.

/// IVB ALSO UIRITTBN

A

\\' PRo^PoeMivuxevou
I

I
TOHeAR.lii/ANTePTO

J REAPmOE^/BRYONe,
BUTWeMINISTBRKEPT
U)0KJN6ATHIS'

WATCH-

RBM>y'OMY, H£R£ 6069. 'A

TWI6 0emU)U/. M0TI0NLS99, A
CMICKAOee STARB^ POWNAT TUB

mtfiJLCOUfm^ANCB. THIS

$UJMPBP FI6URB TUISMAN THIS

R/CHARP. HBOAVBA HOOTj:^

THANK
m.PBAR.
THAT'S VBR:f...

UH..

\

*THBBNP.
CORfRJOHT 1986

JBRtt/M CA'^Bfi-

PISHAURJGHTS
RBSB/fveP."
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There will be a mandatory staff meeting at 7.30

tonight in the newsroom.

Globe reporter Kevin Cullen will give a workshop

about news sources at 7:30 Thursday night in Cam-

pus Center 905-909. This counts towards staff

status

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Michel Jaffc

Gordy

'I hear 'em! ... Gee. there must be a hundred of

the little guys squirmin' around in there!"

By Gorde

IL
TO EUCKYOWE WHO

EV fiAMA^AM^AHA^/t^Af^A

ACROSS
1 Store sign

5 Set ot records

10 Hal material

14 Ox of puzzle

lame
15 Bedevil

16 Native

American

1

7

Ruth specialty

19 Exodus
auttior

20 Conclusion

21 Kimono sasries

22 Negative

contraction

23 Campus group,

lor stioil

24 One ol the 3 B s

26 Shrink pacK

29 Expressive

motion

32 With pictures

Abbi

33 Linklettei and

Carney

34 Pianist Peter

36 Khayyam
37 Declaim

38 Sound from the

shower

39 Feudal worker

40 M Descartes

41 Armistice

42 Confident

44 Actor Wynn
45 Arm bone

46 Flock

47 Taste lor one

50 Folksingei Joan

51 The Concorde

54 Oriental

nursemaid

55 Colonial

bedstead

58 East or West
lollovwer

59 Inferno poet

60 Rool edge
61 Headline!

62 Later than

63 No, at the United

Nations

DOWN
1 Sound S partner

2 Prolific author,

lor short

3 Stentorian

4 Corn unit

5 Moorish drum

6 On the up and up

7 Sacks
8 Employ
9 Debussy s sea

10 Exclusive social

set. with The

11 To be, in Pans

1

2

Cut ol meal

13 Exam
16 — Godunov

Pushkin drama

22 Play division

23 Faker

24 Davis or Midler

25 Alrican lox

26 The Ebio and

Grande
27 — Gantry

28 Irish county

29 Alexander ol

ballet lame

30 Summer show
on TV

31 Author Jong

33 Hippodrome

3S Dentist s

request

37 Algerian port

41 Third, m Roma
43 — de France

44 Zoo employee
46 Author Bret

47 Backtalk

48 Give oft

49 Nothing, in

Madrid

50 Baseball

maneuver
51 Remain
52 Goiter

Baliestaroi

53 Waste
allowance

55 U S Gov t org

56 Simpleton

57 DC personage

ANSWER TO PREVIOUSPU22LE

.or HECAUSB 7^R^ A^^MASfYOr^ YOU. A^ CA^^ ^^1/^j!^. j^S'^^ /^I^^^f U I"^
cz

Bat Brain

Z3
By Bill Bearing

MEET BAT BRfll N. A "RETHFP

5UP&RHeR0> VOWLWlMfi AT
ONE OF OUR. Eft'i'reTtN

n
HE -TO0U6HT we WK»*i

<^T50UT 70 HAME W/5
SUNVA-i riORNtNt> i'"^'

POWN."

UNFOtnvNm^L'i ^Ofi HIM,

UAST€ LEFT ON T^^
Tuter o^6K -we ueExeuP

Tfa«aAfe

pisposmo'^i. '

^'fie in -mMom^oio FOR '

me FimT /NSTTTu-MEwr
of'-ms coustyi^N'5" A/e^

\
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Lunch
Menu

Dinner

I

Duchess Meat Pie/Gravy

Tuna Melts

Basics Lunch

Fresh Zucchini Pie

Tuna Melts

Chicken Cacciatore

Baked Ham
Chunky Sweet-Sour Sauce

Basics Dinner

Mixed Bean Casserole

Chicken Cacciatore

/^
Weather

Today: Sunny this morning, cloudy afternoon.

high in the 50s.
c ^

Tonight: Mostly cloudy, low near fre«»"g-,^

Tomorrow: Sunny, with highs in the mid-40s.

Campus Pond
By Sal

F\I LO\/E CREATIVE E)(PRESSI0N

HAN. 50 1 SPRAY P^I'NrrED

"CIA OUT OF UWSS" ON THE
yPllME AF^S CENTER WALL

VJHO NEE9S BILL BOARDS AWP
pTtITIONS. I'VE GOT THE BEST^ FoKn OF CO/WUNICATIQN,

^////////ivJ//^//'^'

L

Today's Staff
Night Editor Nan Klingener

Copy Editor Siobhan Masterson

Photo Technician Byrne Guarnotta

Uyont Technician Nan Klingener

Prodoction Supervisor Bethanne Mosko

v

Production: ..Kelly. Connie. Rob. Tori. Julie Rae,

Sheri, Isabel, and Pat.

Executive Board — Fall of 1986

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

/mr'^ rr/ lU
MfiN/m A
HSAVY-mTfiL

|)) NJl^

DODE LEVENSON
i (iitof in Chiff

JOHN YONCE
Managing Fditot

STEVE RUBIN
Business Manager

ROB SKELTON
tditoruil Lciitor

WILLIAM SPAIN

tdilonal tdilor

ANSEL ZINTER

Pi'iduclion Manager

Business Board - Fall of 1986

STEVE RUBIN

Business Manager

PAUL H. LESSER

Advertising Sales Manager

VANESSA ROTH .

Finance Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marketing Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Circulation Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Subscription Manager
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if football wins
a.;nti"ued from page 12

8-2 overall and a first-place tie with

Delaware with a 5-1 record in the Yankee

Conference. The eight wins is the most for

the Minutemen since 1978 when the team

finished 9-4 and made its last playoff

appearance.

More importantly, the victory sets up

UMass for a showdown with destiny next

weekend as the Minutemen play host to

confernce rival University of Connecticut

in the regular season finale. Should UMass

win the game, a playoff bid might be

forthcoming.

"Now we talk about playoffs. If we win

next week then we should be in the

playoffs," Reid said.

New Hampshire head coach Bill Bowes

certainly thinks so.

"1 said going into the game that the win-

ner of this game, contingent on UMass

beating UConn in the finale, I felt should

be very strongly considered," Bowes said.

"And with the addition of Richmond and

Delaware to the conference, making it a

much stronger conference, I would think a

9-2 record and second-place in the con

ference should get them a bid.

"It would be a shame not to have a

representative from New England in the

playoffs. Today's win would make them the

logical choice."

Certainly the Minutemen proved they

deserve a bid over the Wildcats, who lost

for the second straight week to a conference

opponent and failed to capitalize on the

numerous scoring opportunities the

Minutemen gave them late in the game.

After building a 21-17 first-half lead, it

appeared, especially after the final minute

of the half, that the Wildcats had the guts

it would take to win a wild scoring festival

the game projected and turned out to be.

Clinging to a 17-14 lead thanks to a pair

of touchdowns by sophomore tailback

Kevin Smellie, the first being a 60-yard

sideline TD reception from Tim Bryant and

the second a third down one-yard leap over

the top, the Minutemen saw the lead disap-

pear as sophomore quarterback Bob Jean

hit freshman tight end Rob Spittell for a

34-yard TD on a fourth-and-inches with 41

seconds remaining in the half.

"That was a critical, critical error," said

CHINESE KITCHEN Q
FAST SERVICE — GREAT PRICES

#22 Chicken Wings, Try our

Sweet & Sour Pork, Fried Rice Moo Shu Pork

$3.90 $3.95

#23 Szechuan Gai Ding,

Sweet & Sour Pork, Fried Rice

$4.95

.^Y OUR LUNCHEON — DINNER SPECIALS
Only $1.49 before 3 pm, $1.90 after 3 pm

Eat In or Take Out

HOURS: Sunday Noon • lO pm, Mon - Sat 11:30 • lOpm

2 LOCATIONS

430 Russel St (Rt 9)

HADLEY — 253-2571

150 King St

NORTHAMPTON - 586-8220,

Fecial

PER AXLE MOST CARS

I

Our Brake Job Includes:

• New Guaranteed Brake
Pads <^r Shoes
(Semi-metallic pads extra.

)

• Recondition Diums or Rotors
• Inspect Calipers

• Inspect Wheel Cylinders

• Inspect Brake Hardware
• Road Test

TAKE IT TO MIDJUI

miDAS
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Reid, who saw senior safety Bob Shelmire

leave Spittell open on a blitz. "He should

have stayed with the guy."

But in the second half, it was all UMass
as the Minutemen shut down the Wildcat

offense to a tune of83 total yards while roll-

ing up 256 of their own.

The Minutemen took the lead for good in

the third quarter after both teams combin-

ed for three turnovers in the first five

minutes of the quarter. After halting the

Wildcats on three plays following a Neri

fumble, UMass began its scoring drive at

its 29.

Highlighted by a 12-yard Neri burst up

the middle and a 20-yard Bryant toss to

sophomore split end Jay Dowdy, the

Minutemen moved into Wildcat territory

before Bryant, whose 115 yards rushing

and 206 yards passing won him the in-

augural Bill Knight Trophy as the game's

Most Outstanding Player, hit Toffey for a

12-yard gain to the UNH 19. Two runs by

Neri got the ball to the 10 before Bryant

rolled around the right comer into the end

zone for the score to give UMass the 24-21

lead.

"In the second half they were running

their offense they way we had expected,

and that helped us," sophomore inside

linebacker John McKeown said. "We were

calling the plays before they were."

The Minutemen kept up the pressure on

the following drive as the defense stopped

UNH on three plays and took over on the

Wildcat 38 after a 12-yard punt. Bryant hit

Dowdy for 14 yards before three Neri runs

moved the ball to the UNH8. Two runs

later, sophomore fullback Jay Nisbet

busted over the right side for a three-yard

TD run and a 31-21 lead with :29 left in the

third quarter.

UNH failed to move the ball on the next

series but took advantage of a Chip Mit-

chell fumble at the UMass 10 to add a field

goal, cutting the lead to 31-24.

But the Wildcats didn't have enough in

them to stop a rolling UMass offense. UNH
benefitted from three of UMass turnovers

late in the fourth quarter but were unable

to cash them in as the UMass defense stif-

fened. The final straw came when defen-

sive lineman Dan Charron batted his se-

cond pass of the game into the air where

it was picked by Bundle at the UNH18.
Two runs later, Bryant ran 16-yards up the

middle on a quarterback draw for the ic-

ing. Jean capped the scoring with an
18-yard TD pass to Spittell.

^f^^
'^^^^re °^'11aAS

"^^
Fon mo^e IniomcLtion. contaUi

^""^
CapioA^n Vav<L Paf^zn.. UMciii AFROTC, at 545-2437/2^51

AIRFORCE.
ROrC"

LEADERSHIP EXCELLENCE STARTS HERE

WINTER SESSION 1987

REGISTRATION IS

DIFFERENT THIS YEAR!

November 17-

December 15

November 24-

Decembers

December 8-

January

7

MAIL-IN
Sent via U.S. mail and post-

marked no earlier than

November 17.

DROP-OFF
Registration form and payment

dropped off in Records Office.

IN-PERSON
Register at the counter in

Records Office.

TAKE IT TO SOMEONE YOU TRUST
JCT Rt 9 & 116, HADLEY - 586-9991

143 KING ST, NORTHAMPTON - 586-4840

Mon - Fri 8am-5:30pm
Saturday 8am-2pm

FULL PAYMENT IS DUE AT TIME OF REGISTRATION

Pick up catalogs around campus or at the

Records Office

Division of Continuing Education

615 Goodell Building

Call 545-3653 for more information.
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^k_field hockey falls
continued from page 12

trapping the ball, and UConn was awarded a penalty

stroke. Junior AU-American Tracey Fuchs lifted the ball

a few inches off the grass before gunning it by a sprawl-

ed Carlson into the right corner of the net.

The first 35-minutes of action had resulted in a 1-1

stalemate, matching the output of both squads in their

last encounter, a 1-1 double-overtime deadlock two weeks

ago. The UMass defense resembled a steel curtain, as it

constantly stymied the Huskie's drives. Despite conver-

ting the stroke, Fuchs was not a factor. She was harass-

ed by junior center-back Amy Robertson, forcing UConn

^ ONEMA
MONDAY - TUESDAY

1900 7:00

STARRING ROBERT DENIRO, DONALD SUTHERLAND

BURT LANCASTER, & GERARD DEPARDIEU

DOUBLE FEATURE $3.00

DOWNTOWN AMHERST 263-6426

We Create A Style As
Individual As you Are
- CONSULTATION

AN!) SlYLi: (IT

head coach to switch the high-scoring forward to midfield^

The Minutewomen offense had produced five corners, and

it was apparent that Eby was having a difficult time bet-

ween the posts.

UMass broke the 1-1 tie with 21:37 left in the game^

Senior Lil Hultin picked up a loose ball at midfield and

raced down the far sideline on a breakway. The leR-wmger

fed Griswold, who was cuttting towars the circle. Gnswold

took the pass in full stride, but was tripped intentionally

by Schhiidi before getting a shot off. Griswold blasted the

ball home on the stroke, giving the Minutewomen their

second lead of the game.

"The second goal was an excellent call by the umpire.

We should have picked up momentum at that point, but

instead we were in trouble," Hixon said. "UConn applied

pressure, but we just didn't make the hard passes to get

the ball out of our end. When we did get tht- ball in then-

end, we would lose possesion."

The Minutewomen had the Huskies backed into a cor-

ner but just couldn't deliver the knockout punch. For the

rest of the game, Carlson had more univited players in

front of the net then a long-lost cousin who finds his

relatives at the front door after winning Megabucks.

At the 19:36 mark, junior midfielder Cathy Lunghi

weaved her way through the circle before finding

freshman forward Pam DeGray in front of the goal.

DeGray flicked the ball past Carlson, netting the score

at 2-2 and giving UConn new life.

The Huskies chalked up would what prove to be the

game-winning tally with 12:42 to go in the contest. Fuchs

deposited an offering from teammate Carrie Dias for her

28th goal of the year. Ironically, this was Fuch's lone shot

of the second half, as sophomore midfielder Julie Stuart

had continued where Robertson had left ofi'. marking

Fuchs admirably and denying her the ball.

"I expected Fuchs to be switched to midfield, and we

were ready for her. One person doesn't make a difference

in a game like this," Hixon said. "No team is going to

give up in the playoffs. Your'e going to play for as long

and as hard as you can. It's a disappointment when you've

worked so hard for three months."

UMass tried in vain to knot the score, but couldn't get

its vaunted transition game going. With less than a

minute left, the Minutewomen were still plugging away.

They drew two consecutive corners in the waning seconds,

but were unable to pull a rabit out their hats as UCnnn

stole the ball, and the 1986 season, in one fell swoop.

"I don't like to make excuses, but we had an off-game.

We didn't capatalize on our opportunities," Kocot said.

"We hoped and believed we could come back, but they took

control."

MEL GIBSON
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This fast-paced, action-packed thriller unveils a

crumbling society where sadistic policemen battle

marauding motorcyclists for control of the highways in

a continuous apocalyptic game of death.

TONIOHT!
IN O.C.A.

$1 .50 at 5PM
$2.00 at 7, 9, 11

HERPES
SUPPORT GROUP
STARTING WEDNESDAY

NOVEMBER 19th

7:00 - 8:30 PM - Room 304

University Health Services

The emotional stress of dealing with herpes can

be more difficult to cope with than the actual virus.

If you have herpes and are interested in learning

from and talking with others who share similar

concerns, this group is open to you.

For information and pre-registration call:

the Health Education Office at 549-2671 X181

and ask for Debbie

Confidentiality is assured

CLASSIFIED
ACTIVITIES • AUDIO

AUTO FOR SALE • CALCULATORS
ENTERTAINMENT "FOR RENT

FOR SALE • FOUND
HELP WANTED • LOST

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI - 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PROIR TO PUBLICATION* CASH IN ADVANCE, 15«/W0R0/DAY FOR STUDENTS

INSTRUCTION • MOTQRCYLCLES
PERSONALS • RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED 'SERVICES
ROOMATE WAN! ED 'TRAVEL

WANTED •SUBLET

Acnvinis CASH NEED MONEY

iSUNDAY EVENING PRAYERS front

lounge Newman Center 6PM five college

mission

SUNDAY EVENING PRAYERS 6PM
Smith College Chapel downstairs lounge

refreshments

PAYING CASH FOR your baseball cards

please call Mike 549-0333

FOR SALE

RUNNING OUT OF money? Triple your

cash in one nighl while meeting new

faces call Doug 549-4748

WANTED

LESBIAN. BISEXUAL, GAY mens
counceling collective We offer peer

counceling Mon. Wed, Thurs, 3-7 rm 433

SU Rap group Tue 8PM 413 545-2645

KEG TAPS FOR sale! Brand new, never

used keg taps only $25 Packies charge

$45 for used taps Don't waste your

money' New taps $25, Call Tony
256-1438 today

UNION VIDEO CENTER general meeting

tonighJ 6 30 at UVC (216 SU-beyond the

Hatch) New members welcome! More in-

fo at 545-1336

1979 CHEVY WAGON. 99,400 miles

new clutch. Best offer 536-5434 Even-

ings week-ends

ALWAYS BUYING USED books,

records tapes, and compact discs Call

Dynamite Books 586-9670 or Dynamite

Records 564-1580 Northampton

TO tAKE^OVERTease of two or three

bedroom apt In January, preferably in

Pufton or Crestview call 546-4460 or

546-4452

LOST MY KEYS somewhere on campus,

maybe Northeast Black, round, retrac-

table chain type. 4 keys Please call

6-7921

L0Sfri4C>WARD l^NtWS calculus

book left in GHC on 11/7 reward 546-4295

GOLD INITIAL RING MG family heirloom

great sentimental value' Reward! Call

256-6076, 256^1438

WALLET ioCARDSlUouni please call

Ken H at 665-3286

SIGMA KAPPA NEW sisters, congrats

Merry, Karia, Knstin, Tracey. Alexia. Deb-

bie Gretchen, Lisa, Amy, Kelly. Becky

Atti'ya. and Jenmferi Love your fellow

sisters We love you

LOSE WEIGHT NOW! 10-29 ibs/monlh

on Herbal Weight Control No diet, drugs

or exercise 100 percent guaranteed Call

Mark 546-5936

BLUE WALLET KEEP money (A$ne
return the rest 6-7460 Takeshi

OUTING CLUB MEETING tonight

7:00PM Campus Center rmlOl Upcom-
ing trips announced and then learn about

x-country skis and skiing

ENnRTAINMENT

MUSICIANS^NEEDEO FOR perfor

mances at Belchertown State School

Funding available Contact Bruce
256-4236

OHM L2 SPEAKERS 4 yr warranty Call

6-7921

TEN SPEED FUGI like new has ac

cessones women's model upright handle

bars $150 546-9303

SKI PACKAGE: HART 170 skis. Salomon

blindings, kz poles, heierling boots-$185

call Allison 253-9916

MODELS NEEDED FOR halrshow at

Hotel Northampton Nov 24 call 586-7477

for information

rOUND

MARJOFUE LYNN CONLEY- cute cheeks

I've found them call 6-8227 ask for Elliot

HAPPY URTHDAV MART MUYOENS

HTiVE A GREATT9th Mary~Mare. you

wild and crazy cavewoman Jean, con-

aratualtions on wmniofl the Blection lor

vice president of SMWm On you( special

day, we have arranged for your pnvate

use! Have a good one' Love, Louise,

Christine, Michelle, Linda, Amy, Chris.

Maria and Katie

GREAT APT. W room tor one more

Available anytime furnished on bus rte

Cheap' Female only call Betsy at

6658596

$ERVICi$

tYPING, TAPE TRANSCRIPTION. Fast

accurate 665 7652

TEI^RIFIC TYPING FROM Speedy

keys Professional reliable service

256-1002 8am-l1pm

XTRA TIRES-USED two 14 ' B78-13 with

rims$40 15 " 7 35-14 with nm$20 call

David 256-0324

FOR A OOOD TIME CALL

RACK—A-^DISlTTNTERfAINMENT
Agency - Disc|OCkeys. Bands, Lights and

Large screen video dances 549-7144

^LVER AND GOLD watch w/date found

in Coolidge Call 6-81 10 to claim if yours

PERSONALS

NEED AN ESCORT?

CAiXl-Tl23 BETWEEN 8PM & 2AM
every day lor an escort anywhere on cam-

pus. Play It safe

WANTED TO RENT

WE ARE LOOKING TO lake over lease

of Puftton or Brandywine Apt

J/WniARY FIRST -1 bedroom available

for 1 or 2 people in large furnished apart-

ment, quiet, on bus route Rent 4 heat

and utilities 256-1624

TYMNO SERVICE

AUDIO
SKIS 203 CM Dynastar Omeglassll

Tyrolia 360 R musi $125. 549-5797

QUALITY TYPING. Long or short pro-

lects Meticulous proofreading Rush jobs

OK New IBM typewriter 549-0367

PIONEER TURNTABLE $75 3way
speakers $150 or BO call Chuck
549-6044

PANASONIC PORTABLE RADIO -

cassette $40 xiarge fullface motorcycle

helmet $40 Michael 6-4204

GUITAR AMP, CRATE two 12in,

speakers 150 watts $200 00 546-1168

"SPEEDY KEYS" PROFESSIONAL typ-

ing/editing 256-1002

SERVICES

INTERESTED IN WRITING for the largest

college daily in New England'' Come
down to the Mass Daily Collegian! You

can write about Arts. Editorials, Black Af-

fairs, News, Women's Issues & Sports

We're located in the basement of the

Campus Center, behind the T V The Col-

legian We build careers!

KEN KEN-DOLL

WE WANT TO take over your Collonial

Village lease for 2 br apt 1M/87 call

546-5721 or 546-4155

ROOllilS/SUBLEtS WANTED IDec'27-

Jan 24 call school lor BMC 256-8615

9AM-7PM

HOPE TO SCORE with you next year! We
all love ya' Paula. Carol, Marcia, Lisa,

Denise, and Rowzowt

FEMALENEEDS A room in apt or house

close to campus please call Allison

253-9916

HAPPY BIRTHDAY CHEL (two days

late ) Hope your senior year is going well

When are you getting your Porsche? See

you later, Moonraker.

AUTO FOR SALE

77 TOYOTA COROLLA runs well,

dependable, $400 BO must sell!

549-0877

68 CHEVY BELAIR PB reliable low

milage previously owned by little old lady

call 549-6269

COLORADO ROUND-TRIP airline ticket

for Nov 27- Dec 3 $200 or best offer call

256-1440

VUARNETS AND STRAP excellent con-

dition, $70 call 546-8032

TYPING, TAPE THANSCRIPTK)N. Fast,

accurate 665-7652

MOVER

ROUND TOWN MOVERS last reliable

cheap call Michael anytime 323-6780

AT SHRIEKBACK- WHITE shirt, black

skirt. A for effort I loved your sweater H.

fEOTBEAR NAPPEDll She is while with

a pink ribbon, missing from a Fri night

party Info on her whereabouts, call

256-6041

OIOROIA OAIIATSATM

YOUFJNALLY EXCHANGEOthoee tirjd

no exhausted KMART bluchers for the

real thing. Maybe now you can get a

job at GFox eelllng cosmetlca. I hear

thats good experlenco lor Pharmacy

School. Sale* Aaaociate No. B0631S.

TO SUILET

FOR RENT

1975 JEEP CJ5 Renegade V8 304 runs

well body poor call Scott 546-7135

HELP WANHO

1978 TOYOTA COROLLA 4door wagon

$600 00 must sell Dawn 549-5519

1979 SUBARU GL Wagon. 4-wheeTdrive.

4-door. excellent tuning condition, 77,450

miles, am/tm. new brakes must sell.

$1990, call 549-1921

1982 CUTLASS SUPREME brougham

diesel excellent condition Loaded 3495

or BO call evenings 649-4135

i974^UPEHBEETLE new mufler gooo

condition $900 BO 548-9340

78 FORD PINTO wagon excellent cond

original owner Call after 5Pm 549-6332

$1500 or best offer

IS IT TRUE you can buy jeeps for $44

through the U S government'' Get the

facts today! Cali 1-312-74? 1142 exi

5931 -A

PART-TIME. TEMPORARY POSITIONS
available for the Annual Salvation Army

Christmas Kettle Program Starting Dale
• November 21 through December 24 For

more information call 586-5243

SKIERS

SELL YOUR EOUrpMENT^TThe great

ski snatch bnng it to the Student tjnion

Ballroom Wed Nov 19th 9 00am 4 00pm

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent tree meals

Light cleanup
Call Cheryl at AXO

545-2152

OVERSEAS JOBS. SUMMER, yr. round

Europe S Ame' .
Australia. Asia All

fields $900-2000 mo Sightseeing Free

info Wrile IJC PO Bx 52-MAl Corona

Del Mer. Ca 92625

GAIN P.R., COMMUNICATION, political

A management skills you'll need atte'

graduation Work full or part lime to com-

bat groundwater pollution and river diver

sions Earn $375-1000 this winter break

Beat the summer rush and get thai sum-

mer |0b in the bag Call Clean Water

Action-549-74S0

SPRINO BREAK

HIGHLY MOTIVATED. AGRESSIVE m
dividual sought to sell trips to Florida and

the islands Free vacation plus SS for

each reservation For more information

call (6 17)583-7??7 collect

LOST

H.P. 1 1C CALCULATOR in library lower

Please cali 546-4778 for reward

MASS LIQUORnO In Credit Union

Reward offered tor its return call 256-6620

LOST GOLD CHAIN and gold Jewish star

charm sentimental value reward call Ran-

di 546-7694

DEAR MARY JANE, hope you liked the

14K chain from Golden Opportunity 13 N
Pleasnant St Amherst By the way did

you see the solid rope chains starting at

$134 (savings of 40-70 percent) I'm nol

fussy either Love Bruno

CALL UP AND wish Becky a belated hap-

py birthday!' 6-3230 Psych?' A&K

JOBS FOR NOW wTh'oplion lo continue

m January or next semester $4 50/hr»

bonuses to start Our top callers make
$6-7/h' and more Come to lelelund in

basement of memorial hall or call 5-3509

JFC I'M A Jennifer C but how am 1 to

know If it's me? Who is the great Gazoo''

For that matter, who are you?

RAF ANOSTEVEi IhanTyou for Friday

night 1 1-7-86' I loved the poker game'

gym male

DAVID FROM MCNAMARA-ThaTiks for

being there ' really appreciate it" Any1irT>e

you want to move in. |ust let us know-we II

keep you^" love Las

ROOMS AVAILABLE IN large house,

across street form campus Fireplace,

darkroom $250 S 549-6364

AMHERST JANUARvTonTbedroorn
apartment excellent deal 350/month call

253-1428

TAKE OVER LEASE starting Jan Isl or

Feb 1st studio apt al "the Drakp

256-8945

TAKE OVER LEASE: 2 spaces available

Jan 1 in a Townhouse 127 50/month I'/?

baths call 665 8261

ROOMMATES WANTED

RESPONSIBLE FOR LG apl on bus route

own room, furnished but bring bed $210

lor room plus utilities call 323-4989 before

2PM 323-631 1» 530 afle'

WE ARE LOOKING to take over lease ol

Puflton or Brandywine Apt Call Russ

546-5353

2 PEOPLE NEEDED to^share tftwnhouse

apt call 549-6641

PARTIALLY FURNISHED 2 bedroom

apt available starting 1/1/87 al Colonial

Village - right across from Changes

Quite- on bus route ! $380/month call

Mary or Donna al 256-6782

CLIFFSIDE APTS NON-SMOKINQ
female grad student wanted for 1 of 2

tiedrooms tieginning late Jan-Feb l

Bedrooms all-inclusive call Sue 545-2707

(day) 665-21 56(evening8)

2~BEbRbOM APT. available starting

1/1/87 at Clifstde apt on bus route, call

Lin at 545-4310 or 665-2403

INSTRUCTION

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS experienc-

ed and patient teacher Pop-rock-folk-

blues Songwritmg. theory, readin(i im-

provisation Riqht on bus line Doi

549-4786
lug

PASCAL TUTOR. REASONABLE rates

584-1307

WANTED

DRUMMER FOR ROCK band Covers
and originals in styles of Who. Beatles.

CCR, (flash. Jam. x etc 546 7050

SPANISH TUTORING A TRANSLATION

I'LL HELP! GRAMMAR, pronunciation,

cnnvorsation 256 1002
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SPORTS

• soccer advances
continued from page 1

Carolyn Micheel, Michelle Powers and
Kristen Bowsher as his shooters. Carla

DeSantis, who was in net the whole game,
was his goalie.

Tsantiris went with Linda Jackson, Kim
Prutting, Shelly McElroy, flllie Cheever
and Megan O'Connell as shooters. Bonnie
Mitchell was in goal.

When Seta and Micheel shot wide right

and Mitchell stopped Belkin, UMass found

itself in a precarious position. Jackson and
McElroy had both scored to put the

Huskies up, 2-0.

The only way the Minutewomen could

survive is if its last two shooters scored and
the last two for UConn both missed. And
that's exactly what happened, but not

before some controversy.

Powers, a sophomore, was the fourth

shooter for UMass. When her shot sailed

over the crossbar, it appeared the

Minutewomen had been eliminated. But
referee Al Ports, who was very inconsistent

throughout the game, ruled that Mitchell

had moved before Powers made contact

with the ball, which is not allowed.

Powers made the most of her second

chance, blasting a shot off the crossbar and
into the net. After Cheever shot wide left,

Bowsher, a tri-captain, put the ball into the

lower right corner to tie the shootout, 2-2,

but the Huskies had one shot remaining.

DeSantis then made a diving save on

O'Connell to keep UMass alive.

"Carla has been instrumental all season

and she showed it today," Banda said. "She
earned a lot of respect. If this team had any
doubts about her being their goalie, they're

gone now."
The second round of the shootout was

sudden death. Freshman Chicopee, Ma
native Sarah Szetela was the first shooter

for UMass and promptly put the ball into

the lower left corner of the net.

"I was kind of nervous taking the shot,

but it was nice to come through," Szetela

said. "It just feels great to win this."

All the pressure was on UConn freshman

Margaret Jarvis, who was the next shooter.

The forward shot the ball directly at

DeSantis, who made the save to give

UMass the win.

"I just wanted to keep my composure dur-

ing the shootout and hope my teammates
would come through with their shots. I was
mentally ready if it came down to a

shootout, but I wish we could have won it

in regulation."

UMass could very well have done that,

as it dominated most of the first half and
all of the second, but could not beat

Mitchell.

In the first half, the play was mostly back

and forth and showed how evenly match-
ed the two teams were. Neither allowed the

other to get a quality scoring chance until

there was 14 minutes left in the half.

Micheel sent the ball across on a corner

kick but a UConn player came out of the

pack to head the ball out of danger.

The Minutewomen had the best oppor-

tunity of the half with less than a minute
remaining. The ball was passed ahead to

Powers, who was all alone in the penalty

area. But she had to turn around to receive

the pass, which allowed Mitchell to come
out and smother the ball.

In the second half, UMass took over ball

control and had several near misses. With
39:30 left, Mitchell made a great diving

save to stop a Bowsher shot.

With 21 minutes left, a rocket from the

foot of Debbie Belkin hit the crossbar.

Moments later, UMass hit the post with a

shot.

But the Huskies, who finish the season
at 15-5-1, had chances, too. Sophomore for-

ward Terri Koziell shot wide on a
breakaway just before DeSantis made a

great diving save to rob Jelisa Coltrane.

With less than a minute left, Micheel
blasted a shot that hit the crossbar, and the

game headed into overtime.

Neither team had any great chances in

either overtime, so one of the most
dramatic showdowns in sports, a shootout,

took place.

Collegian photo by Paul Desmarais

Sophomore goalie Carla DeSantis prepares herself before stopping
UConn's Margaret Jarvis during a shootout at Boyden Field yesterday.

UMass won, 1-0, to advance to next weekend's NCAA Final Four.

Field hockey playoff hopes halted at UConn, 3-2
Huskies stun Minutewomen in first round ofNCAAplayoffs
By LINDA DELIVORIAS
Collegian Staff

STORRS, CT - Winning isn't everything, but making
the effort to win is. Unfortunately, the world of sports of-

fers no solace to those who play their hearts out, yet still

end up on the wrong side of the scoreboard.

This was the case as the fifth-ranked University of

Massachusetts field hockey team ended its season on a
sour note, suffering a 3-2 first-round playoff loss to the

fourth-ranked University of Connecticut, 3-2, on Satur-

day afternoon.

"The Minutewomen, 16-4-1, saw their chances of victory

slip away as the Huskies, 13-3-3, battled back from a 2-1

deficit in the second half to net two goals in a span of seven
minutes.

"Connecticut played hard and made the necessary ad-

justments in the second half to win. They kept their poise

and kept coming back," head coach Pam Hixon said.

"They knew they were in trouble after we scored our se-

cond goal, and they just played with a lot of enthusiasm."
In the opening minutes of the contest, players from both

squads were slipping and falling on the grass field, as the
playing surface resembled a hockey rink. Consequently,
the teams had trouble getting in gear, and the ball

hovered around midfield for the first ten minutes.
UConn began pressuring UMass netminder Lynn

Carlson, but the junior repelled several shots before senior

co-captain Chris Kocot smacked the ball down the left

sideline into Husky territory, where it died a few feet from

the end line. UConn sweeper Lea Ann Schmidt attemp-

ted a pass, but sophomore midfielder Pam Bustin in-

tercepted the ball at the 25-yard line. Bustin dribbled in-

side the circle before dishing off to senior co-captain Lisa

Griswold. The right-winger made a sharp cut to the left,

leaving the defense in her tracks, before firing a shot past

senior goalie Laura Eby. Griswold's teami-leading 19th tal-

ly, at the 25:08 mark, gave UMass a 1-0 lead and all the

confidence in the world to dethrone the defending NCAA
champions.
However, the Huskies, who have advanced to the NCAA

Final Four the past six years, would respond to the

Minutewomen's challenge.

With 5:09 remaining in the half, Carlson was cited for
continued on page 11

UMass outguns New Hampshire, 38-31, for eighth win
Win helps keepplayoffhopes alive forMinutemen
heading into the regular season 's final contest

CnUetPan photo hy Paul Desitiarai*

Sophomore tailback Kevin Smellie goes over the top to score a second-

quarter touchdown against the University of New Hampshire on Satur-

day at Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Unlike many University of

Massachusetts teams that have not done
so in the past several years, the football

team once again displayed its never-say-die

psychology, and won a game that it ab-

solutely had to win.

With Yankee Conference Championship
and Division I-AA National Playoff hopes

on the line, the Minutemen came through
with their biggest offensive output of the

season to help offset nine turnovers, a four-

point halftime deficit and a slap in the face

by the national coaches poll to defeat 20th-

ranked University of New Hampshire,
38-31, Saturday at Warren McGuirk Alum-
ni Stadium.
"This was the most amazing game I've

ever been in in my life." said first-year

head coach Jim Reid, whose team did not

receive a single vote in last week's poll. "If

the fans didn't like this one then I don't

know what else could be done. Both teams
had opportunities but neither seemed to

want to win the football game. As
frustrating as it was, it was a fun game to

watch."

The game, the first played at home by the

Minutemen since their 41-7 loss to

Delaware on Oct. 11, was played in forty-

plus degree weather and on a soggy turf

before a season-low attendance of 8, 117.

The win improved the UMass record to

continued on page 10

UMass
First Downs 13
Rushing 4
Passing 8
Penalty 1

Rushing Attempts 23
Yds. Gained Rushing 122
Yds. Lost Rushing 11

Net Yds. Rushing Ill
Net Yds. Passing 182
Passes Attempted 41
Passes Completed 12
Had Intercepted 4

Total Offensive Plays 64
Total Net Yds 293
Avg. Gain Per Play 4.57

Return Yds 34
Fumbles: No.-Lost 3-1

Penalties: No.-Yds 2-20

Interceptions: No.-Yds 4-17

No. of Punts-Yds 8-263

Avg. Per Punt 32.9

Punt Returns: No.-Yds 3-17

KickofT Returns: No.-Yds. .6 100

Possession Time 16:46

Third-Down Conv 3 of 12

Sack* By 0-0
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DOG DAZE —Canine waits outside Northampton store for his

master to return.

Judge to investigate
campus racial incident
Police also examine surrounding evidence

By BOB KIEVRA
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts Chancellor

Joseph D. Duffey announced yesterday that

Judge Frederick A. Hurst will conduct an
outside investigation probing the cir-

cumstances surrounding a post-World

Series brawl in the Southwest residential

area that left 10 students injured.

Hurst, an administrative law judge and

commissioner of the Massachusetts Com-
mission Against Discrimination, will con-

duct a fact-finding informal inquiry, but

not a legal investigation. Duffey said. A
separate investigation is being conducted

by campus police, Duffey said, with

evidence from that investigation to be

brought to the Northampton District

Court.

Duffey said that UMass is committed to

fostering and maintaining a safe and

humane environment, and that the Oct. 27

incident demands a full investigation.

The announcement of Hurst's appoint-

ment stems from a disturbance that occur-

red on Oct. 27, following the final game of

the World Series. A clash, that University

officials first described as an altercation

between Red Sox and Mets fans, is now be-

ing treated as a racial incident, officials

now concede.

Since the incident, students, faculty, and

several minority organizations on campus,

have charged the University with main-

taining an institutional racial bias, saying

that police failed to respond quickly to the

incident, while victims, especially blacks,

were beaten during the fight.

Of the 10 students injured in the incident,

seven were black, according to police

reports.

Duffey has defended the University's

Department of Public Safety, saying that

no one has proved to him that campus
police were negligent in their duties. He
said the incident occurred as more than
1,200 students gathered outside, while

police attempted to break up over half a

dozen separate disturbances.

But one of the leaders of the Student
Government Association disagreed with

the Chancellor, saying that the UMass
police department has been the center of

several racial abuses on an institutional

level.

Paul Wingle, speaker of the
Undergraduate Student Senate, said the

University police department should be in-

vestigated as well.

"At first, the police downplayed the

whole incident, it looked like we were go-

ing to get business as usual, another
whitewash," he said.

"They were refusing to acknowledge that

the incident was racially motivated,"

Wingle said.

Duffey said Hurst would conduct inter-

views with members of the University com-
munity and would submit his report with

findings and recommendations to the

chancellor before the end of the semester.

Trey Williams, assistant to the vice

chancellor for student afTairs said yester-

day that the investigating committee ex-

pects to have a finding on the case by the

end of the week and bring criminal charges

against those responsible for the violence

in the incident.

.0-0

LSO powerless
to defend students
arrested on Friday
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

The arrests of 11 students Friday created a situation

which probably has further-reaching implications than the

arrests themselves.

Their arraignment on charges of disturbing the peace

was the first occasion on which a Legal Services Office

attorney in a courtroom was powerless to represent

students in a criminal matter.

Until Aug. 6, the Legal Services Office provided free

legal representation to students. Students funded the of-

fice through a fee on their tuition bills.

The University's Board of Trustees voted Aug. 6 to

eliminate the right of students to be represented by the

legal services office in criminal cases or when they sue

the University. Administrators argue that the ability of

the office to sue the University led to hostility and that

UMass should not be paying for lawsuits against itself.

Trey Williams, special assistant to Dennis Madson, vice-

chancellor for student affairs, said he hoped the right of

legal services' attorneys to defend students in criminal

cases would be restored, but felt the office should not have

the power to sue UMass.
Williams said that while those were his personal opi-

nions, he was confident they reflected the position of the

OfTice of Student Affairs.

"We do not want students not to have adequate

representation," he said.

A commission of faculty, students and administrators

has been formed to study the trustee's decision.

Charles J. DiMare, director of legal services, was in the

Northampton courtroom when the students were arraign-

ed, and as they walked in handed them cards explaining

their rights if arrested. DiMare gave the students advice

during the arraignment, but could not speak on their

behalf
If DiMare had attempted to represent the students, he

would have been liable under Chapter 268A of state law,

continued on page 4

Argentine president to visit campus,
will speak and receive degree
By TRAGI MARRING
Collegian Correspondent

Argentine President Raul Alfonsin will visit the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts on Thursday to receive an honorary

degree and deliver a convocation address. Chancellor

Joseph D. Duffy announced this week.

The degree is in recognition of Alfonsin's leadership in

Argentina and to emphasize the University-Argentine

Program, Rick Shanor of the Office of Public Information

said.

Professor Robert Potash, director of the University-

Argentine Program, said the program conducts seminars

and exchanges with Argentine Universities for "develop-

ment of expertise at the graduate student and faculty

level," on issues concerning Argentina and the United

States.

Since 1985 the program has taken part in two con-

ferences of US and Argentine scholars, one of the con-

ferences was hosted by the program, and Potash said they

hope to host the third conference in June, 1987,

Potash said he was "delighted" about Alfonsin's visit,

and said that as a leader, Alfonsin has "faced tremendous

problems and done very well."

Alfonsin was elected president of Argentina in October,

1983, ending eight years of military rule in a country that

faced high inflation, a large national debt and civil rights

abuses by the military.

Upon taking office that December, Alfonsin began court

martial' proceedings against high-ranking military of-

ficials for human rights violations, and set up a civilian

commission to investigate disappearances of civilians,

Shanor said.

Alfonsin halted an amnesty policy for members of the

military found responsible for the disappearance of

civilians, Shanor said, adding that in 1984 Alfonsin in-

stituted a price freeze to slow inflation.

Alfonsin, the nation's 45th president, hold." a doctorate

in law from the National University of La Plata, founded

the Argentinmii newspaper, Li impkuciai, t»nu has writ-

ten three books on politics.

While at the University, Alfonsin will attend a high

technology presentation at 9 a.m., on the 16th floor of the

Graduate Research Center. The presentation will include

a tour of some labs and a discussion of remote sensing,

bio technology, and polymer research.

Later in the afternoon, after the 11 a.m. convocation,

Alfonsin will take a 3 p.m. tour of the 20,000-volume

Argentina collection at the University Library and meet
with Argentine students and faculty.

The Convocation will be held in Bowker Auditorium and

is free and open to the public, but tickets are required for

admission.

Tickets are available through Nov. 19 at the Fine Arts

Center Box Office from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through
Friday. On Nov. 20, tickets will be available at the Bowker
Box Office from 9 to 11 a.m.

President Raul Alfonsin
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BU students protest degree gift
.. .• 1 . r :ui„ Ul^^l

RENAULT PRESIDENT SHOT - George

Besse, president of the state-run Renault car

company, was shot dead yesterday near his

Paris home^ ^

BOSTON (AP) - About 350 Boston University students

walked out of classes today to protest the presentation of

an honorary degree to Chief Mangosuthu G. Buthelezi,

leader of 6 million Zulus in South Africa, who stoutly

defended his moderate political stance.

"I want to ebserve-.that it takes very powerful forces

of moderation to combat the kind of destructive violence

which is emerging in South Africa," said Buthelezi in his

speech at the award ceremony.

Outside the campus chapel where Buthelezi spoke, stu-

dent Daryl Williamson, a BU black student union leader,

shouted, "We don't need a bullhorn to voice our disgust,

.to voice exactly how we feel about the awarding of an

honorary of degree to Buthelezi, a white South African

in black skin."

The students, joined by faculty members, cheered loud-

ly as the Zulu chief was denounced as a collaborator of

Pretoria's white minority government. Buthelezi. who op-

poses South Africa's policy of racial separation, also thinks

economic sanctions will not work and will increase the

likelihood of violence.

After Buthelezi was awarded his degi-ee about 10 men

filed out of the law school auditorium saying, "Go home!"

Buthelezi. standing at the podium, chuckled and pro-

ceeded with a speech on the "plight of responsible black

leaders in South Africa."

In his 30-minute address to an audience of about 500,

Buthelezi discussed the difficulty of backing non-violent

change to end the apartheid system in a climate of increas-

ing violence. Claiming he has the suppport of millions

of the "poorest of the poor" in South Africa, the Zulu chief

called himself an advocate of radical change, even more

radical than Martin Luther King Jr, the Rev. Jesse

Jackson and Atlanta Mayor Andrew Young.

"Close to the heart of the problem which those of us face

in moderating the hideousness of violence in South Africa,

is that the media raises sentiment to indignant heights

and endows radicals wnth praise and moderates with

reserve and even condemnation," he said.

Buthelezi charged that the western media gives too

much credibility to those advocating violence which is

fueling a black power struggle in South African

townships.

Toward the end of speech, a heckler was ushered out

after shouting "traitor." The Zulu leader received a stan-

ding ovation when he finished.

VJe've|jS.
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HAIR & TANNING SALON
TWENTY-FOUR MAIN ST

NORTHAMPTON, MA
584-9982

LEARN ABOUT THE MANY STUDENT
ORGANIZATIONS AND SERVICES

HERE AT THE UNIVERSITY BY CALLING
*TIPS'(545-1540)

AND REQUESTING TAPES BY NUMBER:

2349 Collegian

2450 Craft Shop

2350 How to Become an RSO

2428 Outing Club

2362 UPC (Union Program Council)

2405 Check Cashing at the University

2681 Lecture Notes

2427 Placement Services and Job Interviews

2468 Student Federal Credit Union

1435 Tutors and Tutorials

OTHER TAPES AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST
All Tapes available for the hearing impaired

Cintas disponibles en Espanol.

Information Data Bank (IDB) 545-1555

Taped information Phone Service (TIPS) 545-1540

Services of the Dean of Students Office - 227 Whitmore

NOTICE
STUDENT TELEPHONE DIRECTORY:

Additional copies of the 1986-87

Student Telephone Directory are available at the

Dean of Students Office, 227 Whitmore,

or by calling the Information Data Bank at 545-1555

WHERE'S WARE?
Polar Fleece Lined Jacket

Now Retailing — $%erm

Factory -»35

Down Vests Now Retailing $65 -»^-^
FACTORY DIRECT....$39

WARE OUTERWEAR
FACTORY OUTLET
'4 TRUE FACTORY OUTLET SELLING ONLY THE BEST"

Tues, Wed, Thurs 9:30-9 PM
Mon, Fri, Sat, 9:30-4:30 PM

Rt 9, East Main St

Ware. MA
Check or Cash Only
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STUDENTS
WORK ALL JANUARY AS
INVENTORY AUDITORS
$5.25/HOUR TO START
RGIS Inventory Specialists is the nation's largest in-

ventory service with 160 offices nationwide. January is

our biggest month. Average 20-40+ hours a week.

Weekends and night availability necessary.

To be considered, must have phone, means of

transportation, pass a math test, and be dependable.

No experience required, paid training provided.

To learn more call the office nearest your home dur-

ing Thanksgiving break or interview at the Campus
Center as follows.

Monday Dec 8 Rm 101 - Tues Dec 9 Rm 101

Wednesday Dec 10 Rm 101 - Thursday Dec 11 Rm 101

INTERVIEW TIMES ARE SAM — 6PM EVERY HOUR ON THE HOUR. BE PROMPT

CALL IF YOU LIVE IN OR NEAR
Worcester, Leominster, Fitchburg,

Gardner, Framingham, Acton,

Maynard, Clinton, Milford, Franklin,

Southbridge, Webster

(617) 832-6152

(617) 849-2941

(617) 336-5658

(603) 893-1829

Quincy, Brocton, New Bedford,

Tauton, Cape, Hanover, or

Middleboro

Providence Area

Southern New Hampshire

SPONSORED BY STUDENT EMPLOYMENT OFFICE
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Senate wastes time; progress

stalled by countermotions
»T . *:_« Unts ar,Aoi\ this sem<

By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

The term "dilatory tactics" has been con-

sistently tossed around by various student

senators at recent Undergraduate Student

Senate meetings. Lately whenever a

senator introduces a motion someone will

propose a contradictory amendment or a

counter-motion.

News Analysis
Instances of these alleged dilatory tactics

include Central Area President W. Greg

Rothman's asking the Board of Governors

several weeks ago to lift a ban on Coors

beer in the Campus Center/Student Union

complex. The senate at the time was

discussing whether it should grant the

board fiscal autonomy.

Many senate members felt Rothman s

proposal was untimely.

At a recent meeting, the senate spent

more than 40 minutes debating on whether

a workshop to educate senators on Robert's

Rules nf Order should be held. Robert's

Rules ofOrder is the senate's official guide

for parliamentary meeting procedures.

As the bitter debate came to an end, the

senate decided against holding the

workshop, which disappointed a minority

that thought all senators need to learn the

proced '•es. ^

Not a meeting has ended this semester

without speaker Paul Wingle having to

point out certain rules. "Don't carry on a

conversation with your neighbor while so-

meone is speaking" is one commonly

'^no^ther lengthy debate was sparked two

weeks ago when Student Government

Association President Bill Bennett propos_

ed that senate meetings, which begin at 7

p m every Wednesday, be adjourned by

1115 p m The debate focused mainly on

John Adams House Senator Arthur

Stephenson's proposed amendment that

the speaker ask if any senator wants a roll

call before adjourning.

Senators have expressed dissatisfaction

with the senate's apparent obsession with

issues irrelevant to students. The senate is

wasting time, many assert, with matters

such as a recent proposal to demand the ad-

ministration to divest from the Soviet

Union.

Although the senate decided that the

SGA Public Policy Committee - not the

whole senate - should deal with the divest-

ment proposal, it took about one hour to

reach that conclusion.

Some say that senators are too concern-

ed with partisan politics and with the in-

terests of their friends in the senate, rather

than with the interests of their consti-

tuents. This has probably caused the use

of many of the dilatory tactics.

Professor Kenneth Stein, director of the
^^^^^^-^'^fX on the

Carter Center of Emory Univereity will speak today at 4.30 p.m. onine

.

"Se L2.dS Questio^m Palestine" at Smith College's Browamg Room.

Stein has written several books on the Middle East and received many

awante-

w,7/t«m ^ Simmww. wUhn>pohgy pwfessor, at the University ofCalifor-

niZSriylSTSSklX^^^^ itSmithColIege'.Brow^Boom.

The lectiu«. tiadl"1»ii«»tegends from the Puritan land: New -Bi^axiA

o^^^S^^mVm. century.is open}^«P^^;^^^^
SijamotttiMdwill«tt vvio»8 pubt«»tiM«

on Indian history mA touaore.

f%^0^pi,>mim.mmm f^ Gay. J^^^V^fuS^l^d^^
WlSirMlwSrt^tW'f^?^*'**^^*^

un»»i a inacMnoom.

Employee of Amherst Towing prepares to take away Ulegally park-

ed car from the Southwest Residential Area.

Revenue from UMass tickets

eoes into scholarship fund
^ .,^ o^n^rHinir to Arthur Jackson, director

By TONY PADOVANO
Collegian Staff

It is 1 a.m. and you want to get home

as soon as possible. Nobody is around so

you begin driving a little faster. The next

thing you know the blue lights are

flashing in the rearview mirror and a

flashlight shines in your eyes.

A common thought at this point is, "I

can't afford this ticket. 1 need this money

more than the University does."

In 1985, more than 62.000 parking

tickets and traffic citations were issued.

Most of the money that is raised by the

payment of traffic and parking fines goes

into a fund for financially-needy students.

There is approximately $50 million

available in financial aid distributed to

University students and traffic fines paid

mostly by students account for one per-

cent of it. ...
The Traffic Fines Scholarship is an

award that is given to qualified applicants

for financial aid. Approximately $500,000

is raised every year from traffic fines and,

according to Arthur Jackson, director of

the Financial Aid Office, "almost 99 per

cent of it goes back to financially-needy

students."

The remaining money goes towards

printing of tickets and other ad-

ministrative charges. The late fee tagg-

ed on to unpaid tickets also goes towards

administrative charges, Jackson said.

Each year anywhere between 750 and

1.000 students get money from the Traf

fi'c Fund Scholarship. Each financial aid

recipient is awarded a sum between $100

and $1,000. The figures fiuctuate depen-

ding on the number of students receiving

aid and the amount of their awards, said

Jackson. .

The decision to distribute the awards is

based on the same criteria as other grants.

Jackson said.

"The money is put in the same pool as

federal, state and institutional grants." he

said. ,

The way to receive a grant trom tne

Traffic Fines Scholarship is to fill out the

standard financial aid form.

xxealth Services celebrates anniversary

race, panel discussion among events
X C«^^9 ^ ^.^^^ ^ ^^^ ^.^^^ .g j.^^^^ and limited on £

By DANIEL SOBEL
Collegian Staff

University Health Services today celebrates its 25th

year of public health service to students and Pioneer

Valley residents, with a day of special events and two

medical discussions planned.

The anniversary began this morning with a two-mile

"Fun Run/Walk" near the UHS building in the Central

Residential Area. Some 200 people participated in the

race, with free movie tickets, dinners and jogging attire

awarded to winners, said Katherine Crosson. director of

Health Education at UHS.
A 2 p.m. panel discussion in Campus Center room Ibd

titled "Prepaid Health Care: Public/Private" will focus

on the strengths and limitations of a pre-paid plan for

students, and how the accountability of the health care

provider to the patient is fostered and limited on a prepaid

plan, UHS Director Dr. David Kraft said.

The oanel is led by Kraft and two former UHS direc-

to^ I> Roiert Gage [director from 1960-71] and Dr.

Barrv Averill [1971-831. ^ r o i

Dr Victor Sidel, Distinguished Professor of Social

Medicine at the Albert Einstein College of Medicine in

New York will talk on "Back from the Future. Health

^rvicesTn the Year 2011." Kraft described Sidel's talk

S "mind-stretching," including predictions of wha

changes the health services field can expect m the next

25 years "so we can be on the leadership edge of high

quamy accessible and affordable health care, said Kraft

adding! "We want to make improvements whenever

"The University has provided free on-campus health ser

vice for its students since it's beginnings as the

Massachusetts Agricultural College in 1863. But a cen-

tury later, in 1959. a student enrollment of 6,500 required

UMass to offer a more far-reaching, comprehensive plan,

according to a report issued by UHS.
^, , a

In 1961. a yearly $30 Student Health Fee was instituted

which enabled the hiring of full-time staff and helped with

construction costs for a new infirmary. Today the annual

student fee is $198. From 1960 to 1970 the UMass cam-

pus grew from 6,500 students to more than 19,000. accor-

ding to the report. To accommodate the growing student

population, a two-story 24,000-square-foot addition to the

infirmary was built in 1974.

Today UHS serves UMass students. Hampshire and

Amherst College students, dependents of students and

faculty, and customers of the Valley Health Plan,

established in 1976 as a non profit organization that al ow-

ed UHS to provide care for faculty, staff and their families,

the report states. .

"As the campus grows, so has the amount of services

available, so students don't have to go off campus for

health care, said Kraft, who has been with UHS since

1974.

Collegian Photo by Byrne GuarnotU

LOOK BACK - Students look at their reflections in a window of the Library Tower as they walk by
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Group advocates equality
Represents women in German department

By BARBARA DeLOLLIS
Collegian Staff

Concerns of discrimination, tenure, and

graduate students positions for women in

the German Department are advocated on

this campus by a 12-year-old organization

called Women in German.

Susan Cocalis, a professor ofGerman who

has been at the University since 1975, is

a founding member of the group, establish-

ed as "a network of support so that women

would have a voice in the profession," she

said.

The idea of establishing WiG resulted

from a 1974 conference on East Germany

at Washington University, where men had

the foremost opportunity to speak. WiG

members have since then started the WiG

newsletter, which began in that same year,

an annual conference in 1976, and a

literary yearbook in 1984.

Sara Lennox, a professor of German who

has been at the University since 1974, said

the formation of WiG "reflected the ex-

perience of a generation."

As an organization that grew up with the

women's movement, however, WiG has lost

"some of the elements of feminism that

were important in the beginning to change

the world and the university," according

to Lennox.
Lennox believes that WiG will continue

to try to "change the way the university

operates, so that (it) becomes a more

humane place" by teaching the younger

WiG members what the older members

knew about the feminist movement.

Both Lennox and Cocalis believe that

other goals, such as combatting discrimina-

tion and reversing unfair tenure decisions,

can be achieved by taking advantage of

their tenured postions. "Now that we have

tenure." Cocalis said, "we can review those

who are up for tenure or lobby for those

who were denied."

"We lobby to change textbooks, and with

hiring, we have a network," she said. Lob

bying for course materials and more

humane hiring practices are also concerns

of WiG, said Cocalis.

WiG concerns are shared by its approx-

imate 500 members, both men and women

throughout the country, who are related to

German academia, according to Cocalis.

She said there are about 15 members on

this campus, and over 20 in the Five Col-

lege area.

Barton Byg, an assistant professor of Ger-

man, has been a member of WiG for over

four years. "The fact that it is a feminist

movement is still very important in what

it has to do with understanding society,"

he said.

"You will find people that will say, *I m
not feminist,"" said Susanne Kord, a

graduate student, teaching assistant of

German and member of WiG for over a

year. Those members however, do believe

in equal pay for women, she said.

Bandjackets stolen at stadium,

weekend accidents reported
.. 1 r _ J ^^„^,,o <i;£>ar>nn " nnlirp said

A 19-year-old UMass man was cited for

leaving the scene after damaging proper-

ty when he lost control of his car, "slamm-

ing into a tow-zone sign, a street light and

finally a tree," Amherst police said.

The man, who reportedly crawled out ol

his totalled Datsun 280-ZX on Butterfield

Terrace, was located through a UMass

parking sticker registration shortly after

he left the scene at 3:01 a.m. Sunday, police

said.

•A "well-known Amherst attorney

reported a hit and run accident at 8:18 p.m.

Sunday. u . er
The attorney was stopped at the tratlic

light at the intersection of North Pleasant

Street and Kellogg Street when his BMW
was struck from behind twice by a vehicle

driven by an Acton man, police said.

The attorney said he got out of his car to

assess the situation and was forced to jump

out of the way of the suspect's car. The

• arrests

a dangerous weapon," police said.

•At 8:18 p.m. Sunday two police cruisers

were struck with snowballs on Strong

Street. One of the officers jumped out of his

car and chased the suspects on foot. Three

Amherst boys were apprehended and will

have to wash police cars as a result of their

action, police said.

• Officials at the Campus Center Hotel

alerted police at 10:37 p.m. Friday that a

24-year-old Holden male had charged

$17.34 in phone calls and had not yet payed

for his $40 per night hotel room. The man
was arrested and charged with fraud,

University of Massachusetts police said.

• Six Minuteman Marching Band

jackets, valued at $240, were reported

stolen at 3:56 p.m. Saturday from the field

at McGuirk Stadium, after the football

game, police said.

-By LAURA TOMASETTI and CONNIE
GRIFFITH

continued from page 1 which prohibits

state employees from opposing the Com

monwealth in a case unless the person is

specifically empowered to do so.

Before the trustee's decision in August,

DiMare had the power to oppose the state

in court. But had he spoken on the

students' behalf Friday, he would have

been subject to two years in jail or a $3000

A lawsuit is about to be filed against the

University for removing the office's powers,

Dimare said, adding that it would start as

soon as the attorney who handles the case,

Boston lawyer Richard Cole, finished work

on another case.

"These arraignments clearly

demonstrated the need for the LSO to have

the opportunity to represent students in

these types of cases," DiMare said.

presents

asimplelesson
ineconomics.
Introducing the Greyhound Student Discount fare.

Learn how easy it is to get away when

you go Greyhound.
Right now, Greyhound is offering a

new Student Discount program. Which

means you get a big $25 off the price of any

Greyhound round-trip, maximum-fare

ticket, $15 off any round-trip ticket costing

$75 or more and $5 off any round-trip

ticket costing $45 or more.

Just bring the attached coupon ak^ng

with your current college I.D. card to your

local Greyhound Ticket Agent for details.

With a price this low, it's lime you got

off campus. With a Greyhound Student

Discount fare.

Greyhound • 1 780 Mam Street • 78 1
- 1 50

1

Cut out the coupon and
cut out of town.

With the Greyhound Student Discount fare, you'll

receive $25 oft" the price of any maximum-fare ,
round-tnp

ticket; $15 off anv round-trip ticket costing $75 or more;

and $5 oft any round-trip ticket costing $45 or more.

Simply bring this coupon and your current college

I.D. card to the Greyhound ticket location in your town.

Oder gixxJ lor colU-gf MuJcni. u.iK Sol Nal.J loi iravel 11 26. Kh iluouKh II 30^W> and

l'2U6lhr.>ui{hi:2;H6 Nooihcr Jisa.unuapplv I ickcis an nomransliTaWe uiur

valid on wlcb onginaling Irom selected locations .\sk yout (ircvlwuiid 1 ickei Ageni lor

dciads OflcT expires hcbr\iap. 1, 1987

GOGREYHOUND
And leave the driving to us.
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The opinions on this page are those of the

Why we did it
Most Americans today proudly display

their flags and believe that the United

States is the icon of principled, open, and

true democracy in the world. They point to

our constitution which reads that no one

can be denied the right to believe, to speak,

or to speak out against anything they wish.

However, when one considers the actions

of the CIA and our university administra-

tion in regards to the recent protests

against CIA recruiting on campus, the

ideal of American democratic process

begins to crumble. On Thursday night,

we gathered at the UMass Career Center

where a scheduled CIA informational ses-

sion was to be held. Ten of us were inside

the building hoping to confront the

recruiter, and about 70 more had gathered

outside the front door. The recruiter never

showed, and the session was cancelled. We
were told that our presence inside and out-

side the building made it impossible for the

recruiter to enter. Sounds doubtful to me,

yet certainly not beyond the realm of

possibility. The CIA, remember, is a highly

secretive (or cowardly?) organization by

nature. __^

Mark Hubbard

,„d,v,dual wr„e, o, c.K.oon,sl ond do no. nece.sar,ly retlecl Ihe v.ews ol the Collegian <^.e Un,ve,s,ty unless otherwise noted

Thanks a lot,

you radicals
Free speech, or not free speech. ..that is

the question. And it appears that the om-

niscient radicals at UMass have the

answer. In occupying the UMass Career

Center last Thursday and preventing a

recruiter from the CIA from speaking at an

information session, the radicals made it

clear that their answer is "free speech to

all, except when we don't like what so-

meone is freely speaking about."

Nice. Beautiful. Perfect. Thanks.

Stuart Gottlieb

Springfield

The following morning, we went back to

the Career Center where this time 8 to 10

students were scheduled for interviews

with the CIA recruiter. We found the

Career Center, a public building, locked up

tight and guarded by 4 police officers. We
were told that only employees and students

who were scheduled for interviews that day

would be allowed to enter. Next we were

told that the interviews were not even be-

ing conducted at the Career Center. Soon,

members of the administration would come

outside, shrug their shoulders and say that

they didn't have a clue as to the

whereabouts of the CIA interviews.

So we proceeded to Chancellor Duffey's

and Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs

Dennis Madson's respective offices, hoping

that perhaps they would know where the

interviews were being held. Again, we

found the doors locked and guarded during

normal operating hours.

Is this how our self-proclaimed "liberal"

administration deals with student

grievances? Why did both men refuse to

meet with core members of the protest

group when they had tried to make ap-

pointments with the chancellor and vice-

chancellor over three weeks ago?

We as human beings have the right to

protest when our sisters and brothers in

Central America are being destroyed by a

federally funded terrorist organization,

directed by the White House. We as

students have the right to protest when an

internationally condemned group uses our

university services and facilities to recruit.

If the administration is asking why we

occupied the Affirmative Action Office (the

only office unlocked on the third floor) last

Friday, the answer is that we were given

no choice. They refused to hear grievances

of justifiably upset students, outraged at

the atrocities committed by the CIA in Cen-

tral America. They refused to allow for

serious dialogue between themselves and

students regarding these issues. And they

refused to allow us our constitutional right

to confront the CIA and its presence on

campus.
We are not the "moral bullies engaged

in "intellectual terrorism" that the ad-

ministration accuses us of being. To us, pro-

testing the CIA is not simply a moral judge-

ment made by ourselves. It is a legal judge-

ment by the international community,

handed down in tribunals such as the

World Court. Their argument that in the

name of "free speech" the CIA should be

allowed to recruit on campus is extremely

tenuous. With this type of attitude, what

prevents the KKK or the American Nazi

Party from recruiting here? Clearly, a

definitive line must be drawn within this

clouded issue of "free speech"'. Last Friday,

expressing ours and the international com

munitv's outrage over the CIA. we drew

that line. Now it's time for the administra-

tion to forget its childish displayof locked

and guarded secrecy, and seriously con-

sider what we as students have to say.

Mark Hubbard is a UMass student and

one of the eleven protesters arrested.

Getting into the scene
I've always considered myself a

somewhat hip, together chick. I have

handled the traumas of the first two

months of school. I got through the

deranging first month of making friends,

meeting people, finding classes. I could

even handle walking into wrong

classrooms now and then. Eating alone in

the DC no longer became a nightmare.

Dropping books, spilling and tripping in

public even seem trivial now .
But no one

prepared me for this one. It's rounding up

to the third month of school and I have

still not figured out a remedy for this

traumatic issue: Frat Party Phobia.

Frat parties are an integral part of col-

lege. Ck)d knows how many movies, books,

etc. are based on or about these legendary

functions, but I didn't expect them to be

so frickin' traumatic. I arrived all set to

hit the UMass social scene full force. I had

heard stories, been to a few bashes with

my brother at his school; 1 saw Animal

House. I figured this was all the guidance

necessary.

No problem, 1 thought, as I climbed the

hill to my first frat party in early

September. I went with two girls who

were, I later learned. Masters at the Art

of Fratting. As we approached the door,

a smooth talking Adonis asked us for a $2

cover. We gave him the money and he

opened the door to doom.

I couldn't see anything at first. Heavy

metal "music" nearly deafened me. I

started seeing masses of people talking,

drinking and being altogether too suave.

I turned to talk to my friend, only to find

that she had disappeared into the crowd,

never to be seen again that night. I saw

my other friend start to walk away and

grabbed her arm for dear life and made

her swear she wouldn't leave me. She pro-

mised after I threatened her with bodily

harm.
We walked down in to a well-lit room.

Feeling extremely obtrusive, I followed

my friend into a flood of bodies. She disap-

peared into the crowd for 5 minutes and

miraculously reappeared with two cups of

beer. We stood there and I subtly check-

ed out the scene. To one side was a girl

who wrote the book on flirting, practicing

with a guy who was himself an expert in

that department. To the other I witness-

ed a truly amazing display of

feminine/masculine wiles at work. At

about this time two nice looking, debonair

Jennifer Dcmpsey
frat boys approached us. Hoping to relax

enough to formulate full coherent

sentences, I guzzled my beer in one gulp.

Something went down the wrong tube and

I coughed until I turned blue. Meanwhile

the two boys chatted with my friend, who

kept them thoroughly interested. I gag^'

ed for another five minutes until she turn-

ed around and asked "Did you say

something, Jenn?" I glared at her and tr.ld

her I wa.^ going upstairs.

1 walked back up into the ominous

heavy metal darkness. I saw a boy from

one of my classes who introduced me to

a handful of his friends. One slightly

drunken guy gave me a few "stranger in

the night" glances and came over and at

tempted conversation. We asked each

other generic party questions: where are

you from, where do you live, what year

are you, etc. After we ran out of standard

chatter, he asked me if I wanted a beer

and for lack of a better answer I said yes.

We proceeded back down stairs and he got

the beer. As we stood there watching the

mini .scandals and sagas I got more and

more uptight with the lack of conversa-

tion and the horrific silence between the

two of us. Not able to take it any longer

I burst into babble about this and that,

getting more and more conscious of some

pretty darn obvious full length looks

given me from him. I swear I tried my
darnedest to keep the conversation light

and funny, but when I felt a hand sudden-

ly on my backside, no more words came

out and my beer somehow landed on his

chest. He stood there with a drenched,

shocked look and I babbled some feeble

apology to an unintentionally hit girl next

to him and then left.

I made it back to my dorm room,

distraught and questioning my hipness,

indeed. I vowed never to go through that

again, but I have since been coerced into

two more attempts. I have progressed

somewhat with my frat party phobia. Peo-

ple excel in different areas; I just don't

have what it takes to be a frat party

princess. But as a character building

device, to become a more complete person,

and as a means of dealing with trauma,

I will continue to go to these horrors un-

til I have beaten my Frat Party Phobia.

Jennifer Dempsey is a Collegian staff

member

Letters

Responses to the protesters

Editor's note: The follow-

ing are excerpts from letters

the Collegian received regar-

ding the CIA recruitment on

campus and the resulting

protest.

Are we all pa.ssive, retard-

ed receivers of information

or are we intelligent, free

choosing university

students? In reading and

hearing the recent outcries

from special interest stu-

dent groups over certain

speakers and organizations

one would believe we are

mindless idiots absorbing

any information presented.

Why do we have all this ag-

gressive protesting to

repress certain organiza

tions or speakers from

presenting information to

our campus. Do we or do we

not believe in the freedom of

speech for all?

Margaret Novotny
Sue Hassett
Brad Foster

Eugene Lemone
Sunderland

On Thursday evening the

protest rally which was forc-

ed to be held outside the

University Career and

Placement Office (the door

was locked) showed that the

CIA is not the sole group

capable of disturbing

behavior. An early

foreshadowing of the night

occurred when one of my
fellow protesters com-

mented he really wanted to

cream the CIA down when

they attempted to speak. I

commented that any real

communication then was

quite unlikely.

Jay AUain
Northampton

radicals.

The University of Ma.ssachusetts Career

Center brings to campus organizations

with career opportunities as requested by

the students of UMass. No one has the right

to interject his or her own morals upon any

other individual if the outcome is going to

be an infringement on that persons rights.

To all the people who braved the cold last

Thursday night to hear the CIA recruiter

speak at' the Career Center, you can go to

t he Radical Student Union and thank them

personally for not letting him in. To all the

.students who set up an interview for Fri-

day with the CIA representatives and had

to either cancel it, or ^'o through the UMass

police headquarters and be escorted to an

'undisclosed area" tor what should have

been a free and open meeting, you can also

thank the Radical Student Union.

"No free speech for fascists!" <jhant the

radicals.

"Fascism kills," they scream, rationalizing

why the CIA should have no first amend-

ment rights. "Free speech is n< w institu

tionalized, and used against the people it

was intended to protect,' say the new guar-

dians of the US Constitution.

What's going on here? Free speech isn't

something debatable. It either is, or it isn't.

In the carefree, ideal world of the radical,

people will never speak ill of other people.

The most "dangerous" free speech in that

world would be someone standing up and

saying "I have curly hair."

In the chaotic, real world of reality, peo-

ple do not all agree. In the United States

viewpoints are heard, people are criticized,

comments are made openly, ideologies are

attacked, and everyone has the right to

speak. The only censorship which takes

place are in a state of national emergency,

or if someone is maliciously stating lies

about someone else, in which case he is

committing slander which is punishable by

In American society individuals are

given the benefit of the doubt to be able to

hear all sides of an issue and make up his

or her mind as to where he or she will

stand. Seven years ago a neo-Nazi

organization was legally permitted to

march and speak in Skokie, Illinois. A
Jewish civil libertarian lawyer represented

the neo-Nazis in the state supreme court

defending their first ammendment rights.

The point is that ifyou start censoring one

group, then who is next? The censorship of

one organization could open up a crack in

the dam of free speech that would be destin-

ed to grow.

I have no qualms with protests. Pro-

testing is another form of free speech. I

don't necessarily have to agree with the

protesters' viewpoint, and I may even

criticize them in a column, but I would

never claim that they have no right doing

what they do. When protests get in the way

of other peoples personal business, or

rights, than I have a qualm with the

protest.

The Radical Student Union continually

hypocrisi.ses(?) themselves to the point of

discredibility. Imagine what would hiippen

if a group of students went to one of the

RSU's guest leftist speakers with air horns

to prevent him from speaking. What if

those students felt that there should be "no

free speech for communists", and wore

angel of death costumes with hammer and

sickles on them? I don't think the RSU, or

the rest of civilized society would like it too

much.
Free .speech cuts both ways.

Stuart Gottlieb is a Collegian columnist
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Basie Orchestra continues forth

wUVi flip Count's iazz inheritance
By STEVE HIGGINS
Collegian Staff

The nimble sound of big band jazz filled the Fine Arts

Center Concert Hall Friday night as the Count Bas^ Or

chestra proved to an audience of more than 1300 that the

^Cl are'a';::m^"os couched the rolUck.ng fanfare of

full-steam numbers in a repertoire featuring solos by some

of the band's seventeen sharkskin-suited
^f

'"bers
_

Heads bobbed with the rhythm when the ^^^1 contro led

sound of Danny Turner's saxophone accented the mello^^

Ea"y Living" tune, and the audience stayed with the pro^

gTam when the band followed up with the the swoon of

band-member James Moody's creation "Hey J"".

The audience, with many people who looked as though

they may have been Basie bufissince the band was form-

«H in 1935 woke up as they enthusiastically received the

bearing ene"^ of 'Corner Pocket." The piece was mark-

ed b'^he salutary lifting of four trombones when they

''?:;roJng "renergetic number, band leader FVank

Foster reluctantly announced the band s 50 s hit, April

'"
-S'l^'ciple don't ask 'Why didn't you play such and such

a song here's such and such a song'." Foster said

The audience's appreciative response won an extra-long

version of the song, before the band broke for intermis-

sion to "dry off," as Foster said.

The band kicked off second half antics when the piano

player followed Foster's mtroduction of Good lime

Blues" with thebeginningof a Rachmaninoff piano so^^^^^

•'Hey Rachmamnofldidn't writ*- no blues did he? Foster

quipped.

The band got it together and the mellow notes of Good

Time Blues" sauntered from the stage. The number was

highlighted by bass player Lynn Seaton 8 skatzing, or

vJcal duplication of the notes produced by his instrument.

Seaton's "ze boo wee ze do zee" routine kept the number

in the air for about five minutes until the band picked

up and closed the piece.

Sineer Carmen Bradford added her own jazz to the per-

formance when she came on stage in a black and sequin

dress to belt out three numbers with the band supporting

her powerful voice during each.

The band finished up with their theme song One

o'clock Jump," but rewarded enthusiastic applause with

two encore numbers. The showmanship and skill of the

Count Basie Orchestra Friday was enough to please lun-

seekers and jazz mavins alike.

f 1 •

Correction

The date for the presentation by Michael

Parenti was incorrectly identified i" yeste^rday s

Collegian. The event will be at 7 p.m. Nov. 20 in the

Campus Center Auditorium.

iney rimy na ve t^'-- ^ _
u u u u..

^ » t ^...e en usin <«! Amhcrst. MA \X.
11 am -2 am 7 days 50 Main St. Amherst. MA

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

Anymore! Fm Going
^

I Can't Stand It

I NEED J.B/s

Is this you.'

j,^ Come in for your free

V Roast Beef Sub & Soda
m.

m

* » »

»

^a.»»»»*»»»»»**»*^^

BUTTERFIELD
INFORMATION

SESSION

Any student interested in Butterfield for the Fall

1985 semester should plan on attending an in-

formation session. This information session will

be scheduled as follows:

Wednesday, November 19, 1986

7:00 PM
Batterfield Main Lounge

-;>;-'> • ' >

> ' ^

' -:•:','. '/^'/Aon will be

• •'.•' . .: -: ;^';tterfield

'>•>'>' ' .>

y , ^ . ^

C'c.:

»-•- ' • o » • ' *•

.
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HOLOCAUST
MEMORIAL
WEEK

ZPLANNING
MEETING

Tuesday, November 18 • 3:30 PM, C(f903

I
UES All Weicome--For information call 545-2526

PRES
X
Tee enEAT SirSwTCi

i\

^1
A

.^'

^

WORTH or TO? lAllE

WHITER ClOTIIBft

SII EPIFIMT

NOVEMBER 20 - 22

THURSDAY & FRIDAY
HIGH NOON — 10 PM

SATURDAY
10 AM ' 4 PM

STUDENT UNION
BALLROOM

UMASS, AMHERST
t * '
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Sartre's hell examined in

Mt. Holyoke production
By MEG KROEPLIN
Collegian Staff n n ^^
Sunday night the Mount Holyoke College

Department of Theatre Arts produced No

Exit" by Jean-Paul Sartre.

"No Exit" is Sartre's idea of hell. His hell

is not what preachers instill in their con-

^egations. not one of Hrepn^ ^"7^';"';

fut rather one of people. Three Peopl« ""-

Quely designed to torment one another are

?ocked together in a room for eternity.

m seating for the play was on the stage,

so a feeling of enclosure surrounded the au-

dience As'the lights dimmed, the curtains

closed around the audience, enhancing the

idea of no exit. This seating arrangement

allowed the faults of the stage to be seen,

the sand bags and the lighting booth were

within easy sight. In spite of this the

technical and lighting designs were good

and used this difficult space to the best

advantage. ...

The acting itself came off well which

each actor portraying a strong, well defin^

ed character. The female roles were played

bv Mount Holyoke students, and the malt

University of Massachusetts theatre m^or

Allison McCracken. who played Inez, did

an excellent job. Her movement matched

the lines, and she portrayed Inez 8

calculating nature well.

Mr Conti also had a outstanding perfor-

mance. As Garcin. he had to deal with one

woman who hated men and another who

loved them only to enhance her own self

esteem. Mr. Conti proved his talent as an

actor by holding the play together at

crucial moments.

rrWY^

THE FINE ARTSCENTER

ITONIGHTll

Marleen
Permison
{Company

Tuesday, Nov 18 8pm
Bowker Auditorium

Tickets $15 '3

eating pto

SUN - THURS
6 AM - 3 AM
FRI & SAT

OPEN 24 HOURS

rii'«kM
I

OUTSIDE PROPOSAL MEETING
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 19, 1986

Room 168 - Campus Center 7;00 PM

gS who handed in proposal forms must attend

NowitcQStsless

dREAKFAST SERVED
ANY TIME

BEER & WINE
SERVED "TIL MIDNITE

PLENTY OF PARKING

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER STOP fc SHOP)

Rte. 9 • Hadley/Amherst
256-6889

CMPLOYMENT APPLICATIONS
BEING TAKEN

ARE YOU

PREGNAfiT
4 IN NEED OF HELP?

Birthright C^n Help

. FWE PflEGNAHCr TZSTNG
Sarr* Day RaaulM

"S«fv<cM th»t an
fn: Contid^ntM. Cshng

A Halpl'Jl

S
549-1906

Amherst
C«rn«9« Sho?»

an atie'-M'r.e jo abortinn
]

We Create A Style As
Individual As you Are
- CONSULTATION

AND STYLE CUT

tolod
65 UNIVERSITY DRIVE, AMHERST

549-5610 exp Nov 28. 1986

220 N. Pleasant St

253-2543

With Tbday's competition, you can't afford to look

less than your best.
. . . ,

That's why near-typeset quality is making laser

printes this year's most exdting computer accessory.

The Coniata Desktop PrMshop", with its

,„S^S^ speed arS flexibility, is the best ^due

in a PC-Compatible laser printer.

Stzirt tooking good, for less.

TheDesktop
Prirttshopi

Cross-Country Ski Jamboree

A = '

A sample of the best outfits at the lowest prices anywhere...

^^ Nordic Wakeless Skis ^'^f\ />C^^ Leather 75mm Boots JK /H .^OWm^L Tonkin PoleS
^(r -^

%ji
"!%

cordoto
(ormeriv 0^2??

W]ComputerWorks

228 TViangle Street • Amherst

549-7133

VKA

Nordic Wakeless Skis

Leather 75mm Boots

Tor>kin Poles

75mm Bindings

Free Mounting

Salomon 301 Boots

Salomon SNS Bindings

Tonkin Poles

Nordic Waxless Skis

$99.95
;n lower than

lAfT VEAB'

Plus:
•Last Seasons Skis V2 price ^ ^ ^^
•Rental package Clearance Save $40.00

•All Used Boots $10.00

•Free Childrens Boot Exchange

Childrens Outfits

Trak Kidski

Kidski/Poles

up to 4 yrs.

$29.95

Turbo Jr.

Waxless Skis

Boots Poles

Bindings

4 to 7 yrs.

$59.95

Turbo
Waxless skis

Boot Poles
Bindings

7 to 12 yrs.

$69.95

Pefoton Sftorts
me cross coyinxryf ski experts

Wed. Nov. 19 thru Sun. Nov. 23rd

Thrus. & Fri Open Until Midnight

Amherst 1 E. Pleasam St

Noilhampton is state st

Greenfield Mohawk rrail

549-6904

584-1016

773-5572

iiniiiiimiiiiniimumiiiiiHnmmmiuniMiiniiiHim"""
mulUIIIIIIMHIIIUHI"""""""""""''
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Doonesbury

By Garry Trudeau

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Fraternity active on campus
Bv KATHRYN KIRBY
Collegian Staff

Since May 5, 1984, Kappa

Alpha Psi Fraternity Incor-

porated has made its

presence known on the

UMass campus. The Kap-

pas have been one of the

black organizations at

UMass to help facilitate

meetings with the UMass

community and administra-

tion, as was seen with the

recent racial tension stem-

ming from the Southwest

incident of October 27.

The fundamental purpose

of this organization is

achievement and leader

ship, which are imperative

in the United States. The

philosophy of the Kappas is

to be strong, confident and

assertive. Young men of

Kappa work together

within the bonds of

brotherhood, and are in con-

stant search of higher goals.

They are not content with

mediocrity nor sub-par per-

formance; and by no means

do they rest on the depen-

dent shoulders of others.

'Because leadership

develops and helps to evolve

all mankind. Kappa's pur-

pose is to train young men

for leadership." said David

Walker, a Kapp|a member.

"In a chaotic society such as

ours, leadership is the most

priceless commodity one can

possess." he said.

To become a member of

Kappa Alpha Psi Fraterni-

ty, one must take the in-

itiative, as the fraternity

does not actively recruit.

"We would rather have an

individual choose Kappa,

and not have Kappa choose

the individual," Walker

said.

Kappa Alpha Psi Frater-

nity is the first black Frater-

nity to be accepted into the

Inter-Fraternity Council

(IFC). They have par-

ticipated in the ABC
walkathon, and the Fort

River Park Project where

thev helped build a

playground for Lee Elemen-

tary School. They sponsored

a Haitian youth through the

United Way. and sponsored

a raffle for the John Wright

Scholarship Fund.

In the foture the Kappa s

plan to work with the Big

Brother Organization, and

form a NAACP chapter on

the UMass campus.

Kappa members find that

their organization offers

more than a social

environment.

"Kappa Alpha Psi offers

me a support system that

will accompany me in every

field of human endeavor,

whether it be career

oriented or emotionally

motivated," said Eric

Ringwood, a Kappa
member. "I have found that

Kappa Alpha Psi

transcends monetary and

materialistic values," he

said.

I
1
I

Due to a syndication error,

Doonesbury will not appear today.

Collegian Photo by Ricci Bonanno

Members of Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity from left to right Darrell

BurgTss Da^d Walker, Dwayne Warren, James Wynn, Enc Ringwood,

and Andy Pierre.

Till Nov 26th

WITH THIS AD

kinko's
copy tl you drop

220 N. Pleasant St

253-2543

NEW BOOKS ON ALL

SUBJECTS FOR XMAS
AT 40 -80% OFF
Publisher's list price

VALLEY BOOKS

Carriage Shops

Amherst

M-F 1030-530
SAT 10-5 - SUN 12-5

549-6052 • VISA/MC

REN1/\NRECK

New & Used Cars
Trucks ft Vans Also Available

North Amherst
I Rent-A-Wreck
I Rt. 63 No. Amherst
V 549-2880

An Alternative Record Store

Speaali/tng m Psychedelic
'

Punh • GfSieful Dead
'

Bock n Rot! • Experimeotil

Musk

ALSO OUALITV T-SHIRTS « POSTERS

TOP CASH PAID FOR
RECORDS TAPES STEREOS GUITARS

MAXELL XL-2
BOX OF lO FOR

$21

MAXELL UR-90
BOX OF lO FOR

$io

MAXELL XUIS
$2.74 EA. OR

10 FOR $24.99

WE ARE MOVING DEC 1

Underneath Steve's, beside All Cat

48 N. Pleasant St - 253-9209

M - Sat 11-7; Sun 12-5

HERPES
SUPPORT GROUP

STARTING WEDNESDAY
NOVEMBER 19th

7:00 - 8:30 PM - Room 304

University Health Services

The emotional stress of dealing with herpes can

be more difficult to cope with than the actual virus.

If you have herpes and are interested in learning

from and talking with others who share similar

concerns, this group is open to you.

For information and pre-registration call:

the Health Education Office at 549-2671 X181

and ask for Debbie

Confidentiality is assured

Staff reporting workshop with Boston

Globe reporter Kevin CuUcn, 730 p.m.

Thursday in Rm. 909 Campus Center.

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trude Michel Jaffe

Oh, wonderful — you're eorly.*

Gordy

rTsAip"t*o"

6ur<scncff,ne'^

A PSYCHOOOGT MAToiff
IF f CAKI'T HECP

2

'—
::5k

yoO'R£ TALKIfOG ABOUT
A TweuTy-ohje year
OLO i^JMa SATS tVOOp
/<rr 7N£ Si&HT OP A
ruKK£y- '^. fTH/AJK
THAT'S ABOiJE. YoOR
HEAO.

THArpoes ir/,r*
\^irH ae armour yocK
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HiMf /P )/t>OU^e GoAJ*JA
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As,o£.
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By Gordc

AK>, AJO, A^, AJ0,A/O/ ''SOg*'

ACROSS
1 Purloined Item •!

Shea
5 Dispenser of

thyme and
honey''

9 Army core

group
14 — mater

15 Ship s mam
txxly

16 Strong dislike

17 —do-well

IB Operatic

melody
19 TracK meet

events

20 Batter s dream

23 Urban artery

24 Slippery one

25 Considers

26 Sailboats

33 Weather word

36 European org

38 WWII hero

Murphy
39 Bring upon

oneseil

41 Kind ot fly

42 Long scarl

43 Flosetta. tof

example
44 Thailand, once

46 Ginger s

partner

47 Grows anxious

49 Pungent
condiment

51 Formerly called

S3 Range of

mountains

57 TV game
watcher's

privilege

62 Nimble

63 Way in or out

64 Cape of Good
Hope discoverer

65 Contributor

66 Relative of etc

67 Medieval

laborer

68 Hearty dishes

69 Refute

70 aemainder

DOWN
1 Hair style

feature

2 Call to action

3 Daub
4 Baseball scores

5 Punish

6 Throw
7 Director-authOf

Kazan
8 Burn brightly

9 Parts of flowers

10 Style of English

furniture

1

1

Gaming cubes

12 Repentant one

13 Bad — , German
spa

21 Actress Ruby
22 — a lolly

good
26 Cartographer s

output

27 Brave

29 Fly catcher

30 Aroma
31 Stack

32 Acorn, e.g.

33 Boxer s

weapon
34 Poker bet

35 Sacred image

37 Moonfish

40 Appears again

45 Like Scrooge
48 Vast expanse

SO Back talk

52 Finished

54 Salary hike

55 Pitcher Nolan

and family

56 Possessioo ot

value

57 — Rhythm
58 Ball team

number
59 Snail-paced

60 Bag or board

61 Horse of a

certain color

62 Mad Ave
products

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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Bat Brain

COPllS
4<

8.5 X II* Auto-Fed
or Self-service

CoFyCAT ^^'«^
228 Triangle Street,

2nd Floor, Amherst

549-3840

Saleg end» Nov. 30th

FINISH THAT PAPER

BEFORE THANKSGIVING

04-D Cashin Tues 7-9 pm

B-24 Baker Mon & Tues 7-9 pm

Pierpont Classroom Mon & Wed 7-9 PM

PEER TUTORS CAN HELP
FREE

$20
Regular Priced

Adult Ski Jackets

HBI D/W6 HA>^

RoortrAWt ^^

\F

{$m%M
By Bill Dearing

Lunch

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

American Chop Suey

Basics Lunch

Grilled Cheese on
Wheatberry

Fettucine with Sprouts

Menu
Dinner

Roast Pork/Gravy.

Applesauce

Chopped Beefsteak Special

Greek Style Skillet

Basics Dinner

Tofu Nut Loaf

Light Mushroom Sauce

Greek Style Skillet

Weather
Today will be sunny with increasing clouds and chance

of snow later. Temperatures in the 30s and 40s

Tonight there is a chance of one to three inches of snow.

Campus Pond
By Sal

Complete Hairstyling for Men & Women

Haircut - $9.00

Perms - $40 with haircut
CARRY

Today's Staff
,, ,,,

Night Editor * Tom Middleton

Copy E<*»«or Ann Britton

Photo Tech Nicl< Sokoloff

Uyout Tech Michael J. Berland

Production Supervisor Debbie Pikul

Production L.J- Dewhurst.

Marc Infield. Robert Levine and Steve Mathewson

1

Executive Board — Fall of 1986

Bloom County
by Berke Breathed

i
^Sports^'

expires Nov 22, 1986

228 Trianirli' St.

Amherst

mj^ Call: 549-1502 Open daily 8:30-5:15, Thurs. & Fri. till 8:30

32 Main St, Northampton 584-3620

I

DODE LEVENSON
EdiTOr m Chief

JOHN YONCE
Managing Editor

STEVE RUBIN
Business Manager

ROB SKELTON
tditonal Editor

WILLIAM SPAIN
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Business Board -•- Fall of 1986
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Business Manager

PAUL H. LESSER

Advertising Sales Manager

VANESSA ROTH
Finance Manage?

PATRICE LAWSKY
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KAREN HOLLAND
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Men's cross country stumbles; finishes 10th at crucial meet
By STEVE RICHARDS
Collegian Correspondent

Something peculiar hap-

pened to the University of

Massachusetts men's cross

country team on the way to

the IC4A meet at Lehigh

University in Bethlehem,

PA Saturday.

The depth that had been

the team's trademark
throughout the season was

misplaced, took a wrong

turn, or was left behind

somewhere at home. As a

result, the Minutemen were

left with a 10th place finish

despite outstanding in-

dividual efforts by juniors

Rick Dow and Bill Stewart

and sophomore Kerry

Boyle.

"Our top three had

outstanding races but our

supporting cast just didn't

come through," said a disap-

pointed coach Ken O'Brien.

"We let a great opportunity

slip through our fingers."

With the fine perfor-

mances of the aforemention

ed trio, it looked as if it was

going to be UMass' day. All

year long, O'Brien had been

trying to get one or two

racers to put out that extra

effort needed to compete

with the top runners. Now
he had three placing

relatively high and things

looked good for

Massachusetts.

Dow came through with

his best race of the year,

finishing much higher than

expected at 26th, and Boyle

followed close behind at

27th. When Stewart came

in at 38th, the top three had

done more than they were

supposed to do. After three

runners, UMass placed fifth

overall.

Now all that would be

needed to complete what ap-

peared to be a rosy picture

for the Minutemen was the

usual consistent perfor-

mance of the middle-of-the-

pack runners. The team had

relied on this depth all

season, consistently placing

their 4 through 7 runners

higher than their competi

tion. and being quite suc-

cessful despite the lack of a

front-runner. It was their

depth that gave them a

third place finish in the

New England Champion-

ships just two weeks ago.

But the depth was
nowhere to be found.

After Stewart, the rest of

team suffered an un-

characteristic collapse, fail-

ing to place another runner

in the top 100, and in the

process blew their chances

for a very good meet.

"None of our 4 through 7

men had even an average

race," O'Brien said. "If they

had given a performance

that they had in any of the

duel meets earlier in the

season, the Atlantic 10

meet, or in the New
England's, it would have

given us fifth or sixth."

This missing link for the

Minutemen not only cost

the team what could have

been a fine showing in the

MOVIE & T.V.

BOOKS FOR
CHRISTMAS
AT 40-80% OFF

Publisher's list price

VALLEY BOOKS

CARRRIAGE SHOPS

Amherst

M-F 1030-5:30
SAT 10-5 SUN 12-5

:Happy 21st Birthday *

1

1

It's A Glorious Day

Davie P. & Fynbo

>»

S49-6052 • VISA/MC | J^^^ ^^^^^^^.,**************

SPUNDiifMOTION
^^^THE CAR STEREO SPECIALISTS ^^

123 RUSSELL ST. (RT. 9) • HADLEV MA 01035 • 586-6227

FREE INSTALLATION
OF SPEAKERS WITH
PURCHASE OF ANY
COMPLETE SYSTEM
COUPON GOOD THROUGH NOVEMBER 30

CUT OUT COUPON

COPIES
21/2 <

Till Nov 26th

kinko's
copy tl you drop

220 N. Pleasant St

253-2543

JOIN THE SMOKEOUT
NOVEMBER 20, 1986

JOIN THE
GREAT

AMERICAN
SMOKEOUT

NOV 20

lO^'^ ANNIVERSARY

AMBMCAN
CANCBI
$OCIC7r»

You're invited

WHAT
stop Smoking Class

WHEN
12:00-1:00 PM

November 20, 1986

WHERE
Campus Ctr Rm 917

WHY
For the health of it!

THE UMASS SKI CLUB
PRESENTS

0BEAT SKI.SIATCI 1

m \ /
Xr^

What ifyou
dorit get into

the school of
your choicer

Ofccxuse, you may get into some other

schod.but why settle? Prepare for the admissions

exam you're fadng—be it SAT. LSAT. GMAT.

GRE. MCAT. or others -with the best test prep

company Stanley H. Kaplan.

For nearly 50 years, Kaplan's test-taking tech-

niques have prepared over one million students,

boosting their scoring power and test confidence.

So call Kaplan. Why go tojust any school, when

you can go to the one you wa nt?

IKAPLAN
STANUY H. KAPIAN EDUCATIONAL aNTER LTD.

THE WORLD'S LEADING
TE5 T PREP ORGANIZATION

$750,000
YOITI «T TOr lAHE

WIBTEB ClOTEIM

PRICES TEIS 10¥ SHOUIB BE OBTLAWED
FOR MORE INFO 545-3437

^ :".«/ ''

NOVEMBER 20 - 22

Classes forming now
for Intersession

Call 549-5780

THURSDAY & FRIDAY
HIGH NOON — 10 PM

SATURDAY
10 AM - 4 PM

STUDENT UNION
BALLROOM

UMASS, AMHERST
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Omen's cross country
continued from page 10

prestigious IC4A's, it also cost them a birth in the NCAA
meet. The top three teams from New England in this meet

would qualify for the nationals in Arizona.

Dartmouth College and Boston University ran away

with the first two New England spots, and the meet, easily

outclassing the field and finishing first and second,

respectively.

The last entry from New England went to Providence

College, which finished ninth overall and which

Massachusetts had easily beaten in the New England

meet.

"In my mind, we are at least as good as they are,"

O'Brien said.

But meets are run on the track, not in the minds of

coaches.

* volleyball at NE
continued from page 12

monstrosity Monique Ellis,

who could single handedly pick teams apart with potent

hitting. The absence of Ellis, along with graduated mid

die hitter Desiree Clagon, has forced NU head coach Mark

Massey to alter his attack.

'They don't have the player that can intimidate

everyone like they did in Monique last year. They are

more like we are in that they have a much more balanc-

ed attack." Sortino said, "the trouble we had against

them last time was shutting down the middle. We couldn't

get help in closing the block and their middle hitters were

taking advantage of that."

"We could have played better defense against them last

time," Sortino added. "I know they'll Iw bringing a lot

of stuff back, so we'll really have to crank against them."

A win would bring the Minutewomen to the brink of

a 30-win season. That has been accomplished by UMass

twice before, the most recent being last season when the

spikers finished with a 35-7 mark. With the A-10 tourney

coming up this weekend, talk of a possible bid to the

NCAA Division I tournament has come up. But despite

a sparkling season record, the chances, although present,

are very slim. For the Minutewomen, even the talk of

making the National tourney in its inaugural season in

Division I competition is worth making noise about.

Correction
The statistic box supplied by the NCAA for yesterday's

football results concerning the 38-31 University of

Massachusetts victory over the University ofNew Hanip

shire on Saturday at Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium

were labelled incorrectly in yesterday's Collegian. The

statistics attributed to UNH belonged to UMass and vice

versa.

;^v\#v/^^'4Fv/^^^^ ^, s4.

TUESDAY NOV 18th

THE HOTTEST CONTEMPORARY BLUES

CRITICALLY ACCLAIMED WORLDWIDE

THE
ROBERT CRAY BAND
TIX IN ADVANCE $8.00 - S9.00 AT THE DOOR

SHOWTIME 9:30 PM

THIS THURSDAY NOV 20th

THE EASTY BOYS ARE BACK IN TOWN

THE STOMPERS
ONLY $7,00 AT THE DOOR
SHOW STARTS AT 9:30

r»TTi!Mi!iIiWI]

413-584-7771

ACTIVITIES -AUDIO
AUTO FOR SALE • CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT -FOR RENT

FOR SALE • FOUND
HELP WANTED -LOST

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON

yi^T^^j^Fl^^^TV'F^i^^^^r^v^ V 7^

CLASSIFIED
THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI ,2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PROIR TO PUBLICATION • CASH IN ADVANCE. ISc/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

,NSTRUCTION • MOTORCYLCLES
PERSONALS • RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED 'SERVICES
ROOMATE WAMED* TRAVEL

WANTED • SUBLET

AcnviTiit
OHM L2 SPEAKERS 4 yr warrtnty Call

6-7921

SUNDAY EVENING PRAYERS front

lounoA Newman Centar 6PM five coll«ga

mission

TEN SPEED FUGI like new has ac-

cessories women's model upright handle

bars $150 546-9303

SUNDAY EVEMNQ WUVER8 6PM
Smith College Chapel downstairs lounge

refreshments

SKI PACKAGE: HART 170 skis, Salomon

Windings, kz poles, heierlmg boots-$185

call Allison 253-9916

HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL WEEK plan

ning meeting November 18 3:30-5:00 Suf-

folk room SU301 all welcome

COME ROCK TO two great bands Watch

the Teeth Kate and dinosaur and others

only 3 dollars 2 with zoo disc shirt Zoo

Disc benefit presentation

XTRA TIRES-USED two 14' B78-13 with

rim8$40; 15" 7 35-14 with rim$20 call

David 256-0324

KW A OOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A--DISK^NfERtAINMENf
Agency - Disciockeys. Bands, Lights and

Large screen videodances 549-7144

TVPINO SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING. Long or short pro-

jects Meticulous proolteading Rush |obs

OK New IBM typewriter 549-0367

PERSONALS

UPC GENERAL MEETING Tuesday

11/18, 6:30PM in 163CC. New members
are still always walcomelM

SKIS 203 CM Dynastar Omeglassll

Tyrolia 360 R must $125 549-5797

PANASONIC I'ORTABLE^RAOiO-
cassette $40 xiarge fullface motorcycle

helmet $40 Michael 6-4204

"SPEEDY KEYS" PROFESSIONAL typ-

ing/editing 256-1002

SERVICES

THE ROAD WARRIOR, November 21,

Campus Center Auditorium, sponsored

by UMass Science Fiction Society

ENTERTAINMENT

MUSICIAN^ NEEDED FOR perfor

mances at Belchertown State School

Funding available Contact Bruce

256-4236

AUDIO

GUITAR AMP, CRATE two 12in

speakers 150 watts $200 00 546-1168

TYPING, TAPE TRANSCRIPTION. Fast

accurate 665-7652

COLORADO ROUND-TRIP airline ticket

for Nov 27 Dec 3 $200 or best offer call

256-1440

ROUNDTRIP STANDBY TICKET United

Airlines anywhere in continental US good

tor 9 months 265 00 3672227

MACINTOSH 51 2K WITH second floppy

drive $950 00 Call Dan 549-7674(eves)

or 545-3444(dayS)

MOVER

ROUND TOWN MOVERS fast reliable

cheap call Michael anytime 323-6780

SKIERS

SELL YOUR EQUIPMENT at the great

ski snatch bring it to the Student Union

Ballroom Wed Nov 19th 9:00am -4 00pm

PIONEER TURNTABLE $75 Sway
speakers $150 or BO call Chuck
549-6044

AUTO FOR SALE

68 CHEVY BELAIR PB reliable low

milage previously owned by little old lady

call 549-6269

1975 JEEP CJ5 Renegade V8 304 runs

well body poor call Scott 546-7135

HELP WANTED

PART-TIME, TEMPORARY POSITIONS
available for the Annual Salvation Army

Christmas Kettle Program Starting Date

- November 21 through December 24 For

more information call 586-5243

KITCHEN HELP^ANTEO
Excellent free meals

Light clean-up

Call Cheryl at AXO
545-2152

SPRING SREAK

HIGHLY MOTIVATED, AGRESSIVE in

dividual sought to sell trips to Florida and

the islands Free vacation plus $$ tor

each reservation For more information

call (617)583-7287 collect

INTERESTED IN WRITING for the largest

college daily in New England? Come
down to the Mass Daily Collegian' You

can write about Arts, Editorials, Black Af-

fairs, News, Women's Issues & Sports

We're located in the basement of the

Campus Center, twhind the T V The Col-

legian We build careers'

HAPPY BIRTHDAY CHEL (two days

late.) Hope your senior year is going well

When are you getting your Porsche? See

you later, MoonraKer

fEDI BEAR NAPPEOM She is white with

a pink ribbon, missing from a Fn night

party Info on her whereabouts, call

256-6041

DEAR MARY JANE, hope you liked the

14K Cham from Golden Opportunity 13 N
Pleasnant St Amherst By the way did

you see the solid rope chains starling at

$134 (savings of 40-70 percent) I'm not

fussy either Love Bruno

CALL UP AND wish Becky a belated hap

py birthday" 6-3230 Psych"" A&K

JOBS FOR NOW with option to continue

in January or next semester $4 50/hr»

bonuses to start Our lop callers make
$6-7/hf and more Come to telelund in

basement of memorial hall or call 5-3509

LOSE WEIGHT NOW! 10 29 lbs/month

on Herbal Weight Control No diet, drugs,

or exercise 100 percent guaranteed Call

Mark 546-5938

TRICKS- ITS YOUR move- JanH

LESTER^ STAND UP m a clear blue wof-

ning, until you see what can be..

ATTENTIONm

SERVICES

TYPING, TAPeTHANSCRIPTldNTFasL
accurate 665-7652

IF YOU SHOULD see Bill Bourque today,

be sure to wish him a happy 2lst

birthday'

ROWZOWT-TRACE-SOPPER

MOK HAPPY 1BTHI Love, your 8 kids'

Love those pj.'s tool

GIANT ROCKFEST

TERRIFIC TYPING FROM Speedy

keys Professional reliable service

256 1002 . 8am- 1 1pm

WANTED TO RENT

WE ARE LiOOKING TO take over lease

of Puffton or Brandywine Apt

ROOMS/SUBLETS WANTED Dec 27

Jan 24 call school lor BMC 256-8615

9AM-7PM

COME ROCK WITH two great bands

watch the teeth Kate and Dinosaur and

others only 3 dollars 2 with zoo disc shin

zoo disc benefit presentation

FAST

GET THINGS DONE-fast Get things

done- last sign up at any DC Nov 16-20

to skip your Nov 20 evening meal Pro

ceeds fight hunger!

1978 TOYOTA COROLLA 4door wagon

$600 00 must sell Dawn 549-5519

1979 SUBARU OL Wagon~4^wheel drive

4-door. excellent running condition.

77 450 miles, am/fm new brakes, must

sell. $1990 call 549-1921

1982 CUTLASS SUPREME brougham

diesel excellent condition Loaded 3495

or BO call evenings 549-4135

1974 SUPER BEETLE new mufler good

condition $900 80 548-9340

1984 PLYMOUTH HORIZON excellent

condition $4000 or best otter for mto call

Barb 586-3891

GAIN P.R., COMMUNICATION, political,

& management skills you II need after

graduation Work lull or part time to com
bat groundwatf o ollution and river diver-

sions Earn $3i j-1000 this winter break

Beat the summer rush and get that sum-

mer )ob in the bag Call Clean Water

Action-549-7450

SPRING BREAK •87 earn a free vacation

to Fon Lauderdale or the Bahamas

Students seriously interested m becom-

ing a campus representative, call

1-i00-67-BEACH

LOST

H.P. 1 1C CALCULATOR in library tower

Please call 546-4778 for reward

MASS LIQUOR lb in Credit Union

Reward ottered for its return call 256-6620

LOSTGOLD CHAIN and gold Jewish stai

chami sentimental value reward call Ran-

di 546-7694

MEV PHIL, ANY time, any alley'

HAPPY 21ST B-DAY Joe the count down

IS finally over' I hope you have a great

day I'll love you today, tommorrow, and

forever Love Nancy

FOR RENT

HOOMST'VAiLABLT"lN large house

across street form campus Fireplace

darkroom $250 & 549-6364

TAKE OVER LEASE starling Jan 1st or

Fob 1st studio apt at "the Drake

256-8945

TAKE OVER LEASE: 2 spaces available

Jan 1 in a Townhouse 127 50/monlh 1 Vj

baths call 665-8261

FEMALE NEEDS A room in apt or house

close to campus please call Allison

253 9916

WE'RE LOOKING folake over lease of

North-Amherst area apt Call Bob
546-9721

INTERESTED IN TAKING over lease of

Puffton 1 bdrm apt .'an 1 call Mark

545-0770

TO 1UILET

PARTIALLY FURNISHED 2 bedroom

apt available starting '/i/87 at Colonial

Village right actoss from Changes
Quite- on bus route • S380/month call

Mary or Donna at 256-6782

2 BEDROOM APT. ivailable starting

1/1/87 at Cllfside apt. ;i bus route, -lall

Lin at 545-4310 or 665-2403

TO THE SQUAD- so what are we doing

next Tuesday'' Ace"

DESPERATELY SEEKING KARYNE
Bozarjian! Still waiting to make little

Boston College All- Americans Love. Jim

Burke 617-923-8144

LOST MY KEYS somewhere on campus,

maybe Northeast Black, round, retrac-

table Cham type 4 keys Please call

6-7921

BOS, KIT. t VtfOUENS swim team goal

setting is the strongest human force for

self-motivation aim high- 1 miss you guys!

Aloha Ellen

CASH

PAVING CASH FOR your baseball cards

please call Mike 549-0333

FOR SALE

KEG TAPS FOR sale' Brand new, never

used keg taps only $25 Packies charge

$45 lor used taps Don't waste your

money' New taps $25 Call To

256-1438 today

Tony

1979^ CHEVY WAGON, 99.400 miles,

new clutch Best offer 536-5434 Even-

ings week ends

PRbORAMMEHS WITH 2YRS fulltime

experience on DEC/VAX with Cobol and

or Basic 25-30K Also have IBM positions

mainframe Qi do you Know someone''

S500 finders fee Call Tim Career In-

telligence 534-0974

WANTED

ALWAYS BUYING USED books

records tapes, and compact discs Call

Dynamite Books 586-9670 or Dynamite

Records 584-1580 Northampton

TO TAKE OVER lease of two or three

bedroom apt In January preferably m
Pufton or Crestview call 546-4460 or

546-4452

NEED HELP PAYING rerrt? II you h(«ve

a garage (lor storing and won-.ng on

motorcycles) we can help Andy 253-71 1

5

JB 546-8648 Mike 546-9059

LOST: HOWARD ANTONS calculus

book left in GRC on 1 1/7 reward 546-4295

GOLD JNITIAL RING MG family heirloom

great sentimental value' Reward' Call

256-6076, 2561438

WALLET ID CARDS if found please call

Ken H at 665-3286

BLUE WALLET KEEP money please

return the rest 6-7460 Takeshi

FOUND

MARJORIE LYNN CONLEY- cute cheeks

ive found them call 6-8227 ask foi Elliot

SILVER AND GOLD watch w/date found

in Coolidge Call 6-8110 to claim it yours

A FRAME! FITS' Mass driver s license

you can breathe easy Enk Nottleson Hap-

py 23rd birthday you old man -Smel

LISA-IF FLORENCE Henderson is a

Delta Zelta, does that make us Brady s

Love and Kisses. Wendy

LAURA WELL, CHICKIE, here it is. your

very own personal' But watch out. we only

have a month left to abuse you' Beware"

DAVE-THINKING OF you puts a smile on

my face and warms my heart Je T'Aime

Aliwaliie

JACK AND TObb- do you take this

woman to be your lawfully wedded
w'fp ' Love, Pam and Andrea

BILLY B., HAPPY 21st birthday Best

wishes for a great year Love 3-fc Dick

BETH HERMAN. FINE ruin my
suprise have an awesome' double

decade B-day' Luv ya Laune

ROBERT LEE RICE III happy birthday

Don't make plans 'or dinner especially

dessert Monique the Dark Woman

2 ROOMS IN house, bus route, available

now and 1-15-87 549-6604

TAKE OVER LEASE. Nov rent free 1

bdrm 400 00 utilities included In

Sunderland on major bus ropuite Call

Sivha 12-1 545-2893

2-3 BEDROOMS available in super house

on 2 busroutes Great neighborhood

175/mo per bedroom Sue or Jeff

253-9857

ROOMMATES WANTED

RESPONSIBLE FOR LG apt on bus route

own room, furnished but bring bed $210

lor room plus utilities call 323-4989 before

2PM 323-6311x530 after

WE ARE LOOKING to lake over lease of

Puffton or Brandywine Apt Call Russ

546-5353

2 PEOPLE NEEbED to share lownhouse

apt call 549 6641

GREAT APT. W room for one more
Available anytime furnished on bus rte

Cheap' Female only call Betsy at

665-8596

WANTED: QUIET, STUDIOUS, respon

sible female lo share one bedroom Putt

ton Apartment starting January 1st

Please call 549 1313

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

PAPERS. CASES, DISSERTATIONS
Dependable, on-campus, reasonable,

584 7924. Nancy

CLIFFSIDE APTS NON-smokmg lemalt;

grad student wanted for 1 of 2 bedrooms

beginning late Jan-Feb 1 Rent $240/mo

all-inclusive call Sue 545-2707(day)

665-21 56(evenina)

NEED AN ESCORT?

CaTl 5-2123'BETWEEN 8PM & 2AM
every day for an escort anywhere on cam
pus Play It safe

INSTRUCTION

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS experienc-

ed and patient teacher Pop-rock tolk-

blues Songwriting, theory, reading^ im-

provisation Right on bus line Doug
549-4786

PASCAL TUTOR. REASONABLE ' il.

584 1 307

SPANISH TUTORING A TRANSLATION

I'LL HELP! GRAMMAR, pronunciation.

conversation 256 1002

RIDERS WANTID

RIDES GIVEN TO the Hartford area lof

Tnanksgiving break Kevin 546-3223

RIDE WANTED

TO NVC/NJ area Thanksgiving Lea\^

Tues/Wed return Sun/Mon Heidi

256-0051
TO AND FROM CHATHAM, MA (Cape

Cod) Thanksgiving. 2 people, share $

549-5991
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SPORTS

Spikers meet NU
in season finale
Minutewomen look to tune up for A-lO's

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

Two months ago, if you mentioned the

word "playoffs" to the University of

Massachusetts volleyball team and head

coach Elaine Sortino, you probably would

have been chased out of the gym with looks

of disbelief.

Two months later, that may not be the

case.

. The Minutewomen, 28-5 on the season,

travel to Boston this evening to face the

Northeastern University Huskies in what

will mark the end of the regular season for

UMass. Game time is slated for a 6 p.m.

start.

The spikers split a pair of matches over

the weekend, dropping C.W. Post in four

sets and bowing to the host University of

New Haven, also in four sets. The loss to

New Haven snapped an eight-game winn-

ing streak for UMass and was the second

time m two seasons that UNH has halted

a Minutewoman unbeaten streak. Last

.season, UMass opened the year with a

15-game winning streak before New Haven

invaded the confines of Boyden Gym-

nasium and promptly destroyed the

Minutewomen in a convincing sweep.

"We weren't terrible, but it really didn't

seem like the match (New Haven) meant

a whole lot to anyone," Sortino said. 1

thought it would be a great motivator for

us before the Atlantic lO's. We were just

a little above average against them."

That could have been, and later proved

to be, a costly mistake for UMass. Hew
Haven, who is the top Division II team in

the Northeast region and ranked 15th in

the NCAA Division II Poll, has maintain-

ed a top-flight volleyball program under

the guidance of head coach Debbie Chin for

years and has gained several National

tournament births during Chin's coacging

career.

"We served pretty well against them but

our passing wasn't very good," Sortino

said. "We needed to be better than average

and we weren't. That's about it."

The Minutewomen did manage to put on

an adequate performance against C.W.

Post, a team that has also enjoyed great

success as a Division II powerhouse. The

Minutewomen exploited an inconsistent

Post defense on the way to a four-set

victory.

"We pretty much controlled them (C.W.

Post) throughout the match. This is the

best Post team I've seen," Sortino said.

"They were a good sized team and were

pretty skilled, but their defense was incon-

sistent. They sided out a lot but they

couldn't score."

One factor that may have effected the

Minutewomen, and will have just as big an

effect tonight, is the health of the spikers.

Several players have come down with colds,

the result of a long season and backwards

weather patterns. The main health pro

blem belongs to junior middle hitter Mar

cy Guiliotis, who has been hampered with

a hand injury for two weeks. Guiliotis, who

didn't hit a ball all of last week before the

Post-New Haven matches, will have to be

on for the Minutewomen to have repeated

success against the Huskies, something

that Sortino is very aware of.

"We have to have Marcy this week," Sor-

tino said. "If she has to hit with her elbow

will find a way to perfect the method. Hav-

ing her in the middle is extremely key for

us.

Northeastern and UMass met two weeks

ago in what turned out to be the champion-

ship game of the Northeastern Volleyball

Classic. The Minutewomen emerged vic-

torious, making short order of the Huskies

in a three-game sweep. In that meeting,

senior co-captain Debbie Cole led a serving

contingent that literally sent the Huskies

out of the gym. UMass was on that night

and, according to Sortino, must be on

again.

"They will definitely be looking for us.

They want to avenge the earlier loss to us,"

Sortino said. "We'll be in some serious

trouble if we aren't ready for them."

In their previous meeting, it was sorely

obvious that the Huskies missed graduated

continued on page 11

Collegian photo by Paul DMinaraia

Freshman setter Karen Ferguson Oeft) and sophomore middle hitter BM^

bara Meehan (right), shown in a match ««'"«'•
*»»^y«"'«lVln?^kv

continue to run a high-powered offense versus Northeastern University,

tonight at 6 p.m. in Boston.

UConn swimmers hand Minutewomen 1st los^

UMass now at 2-1 on the young season

Bv JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The University of Mas.sachusetts

women's swimming team entered its meet

last Friday night with a 2-0 record,

prepared to battle the University of Con-

necticut in what UMass coach Bob

Newcomb called "the closest match of the

year by far."

Things could have turned out just that

way, but the Minutewomen weren't quite

able to live up to their end of the deal, and

UConn, now 3-1, came away with a

surprisingly-easy 161-107 win at Storrs,

CT.
"We had a bad day, and didn't swim

well,' Newcomb said. "There's not much

else to say."

We tried some new things in training last

week, but the team wasn't able to respond.

We were just fiat."

The statistics supported Newcomb's

statement, as the Minutewomen were able

to outscore the Huskies in only three of the

16 events (1000-meter freestyle, 500-meter

freestyle, and 3-meter diving). Meets are

rarely, if ever, won in this manner.

Newcomb did see some good things in his

team's performance, citing the fact that

Carolyn Collins swam well, and placed

fourth in both the 100 and 200-meter

backstroke races. Lisa Bernier was also

commended by Newcomb for her all-time

best performance in the 100-meter fly

(1:12.2).

The Minutewomen were able to muster

some impressive results along the way, led

by Allison Uzzo. with two first-place

finishes. Uzzo captured the 200-meter

freestyle in 2:03, and the 500-meter free in

5:29.

Other firsts for the Minutewomen includ-

ed Kris Henson in the 1000-meter free

(11:18.2) and and Debbie Mullen in the

3-meter diving (214.5 points).

The Minutewomen tried to make up for

their lack of first-place finishes with a total

of eight second-placings, led by the

200-meter medley relay team of Julie

Wilkins, Melissa Waller, Lori Carroll and

Patti Pike.

Wilkens was able to garner two in-

dividual seconds, in the 100-meter (1:07.9)

and 200-meter (2:28) backstrokes. Uzzo

added a second to her pair of wins with a

time of 57.8 in the 100-meter free.

Also achieving second-place finishes were

Melissa McCarthy in the 1000-meter

freestyle (11:18.8), Melissa Wolff in the

50-meter free (26.7), Debbie Irwin in the

one-meter dive (193.25 points), Henson in

the 500 free (5:35), and Margaret Cameron

in the 200 individual medley (2:28).

UMass came into this meet expecting to

have one severe thorn in its paw in the

name of UConn's Dana Redman. Redman
did, indeed, finish first in all three of her

events, individually in the 200 fly (2:14.6)

and 200 breast (2:32.4), and as a member
of the winning 400 free relay team in

3:48.9. Newcomb, however, didn't feel that

see was the key to the match, as was

anticipated.

"Sure, she was a good swimmer, about

as good as we expected," Newcomb said in

praise of Redman, "but I don't think she

was the spark for their win. It was just a

matter of our not being up to what we ex-

pected we would be."

Final Four at George Mason
... .1 _ iU_ J. , ...;11 /.lock virifVi Pnlnrfli

Collrgian photo by Paul Uosniarais

Patty Pike and the University of Massachusetts women's swim team suf-

fered their first loss of the season as they were beaten by traditional rival

University of Connecticut, last Friday at Storrs.

From a pessimist's point of view, they

have to travel. From an optimist's point

of view, they don't have to travel to

Colorado.

The site for the NCAA women's soccer

Final Four was announced and the tour-

nament will be held at George Mason

University in Fairfax. VA, for the second

consecutive season.

The University of Massachusetts, who

were upset by George Mason, 3-0, in last

year's NCAA semifinals, will battle Col

orado College in the opening round, 'fhe

Minutewomen, 14-2-2, and seeded second

in the tourney, will clash with Colorado

(17-3-1) Saturday at 2 p.m.

In the first game, the host team (15-2-1)

will take on North Carolina University

(22-01) Saturday at noon.

The final will be Sunday at 1 p.m.

UMass is coming off a thrilling 1-0

shootout victory over the University of

Connecticut on Sunday. In other weekend

games. Cieorge Mason slipped past North

Carolina State, 1-0, in a shootout. North

Carolina routed the University of Califor

nia at Santa Barbara, 8 0, and Colorado

College beat California, 1-0.
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Administration approves demands of protesters
Gives in to four of seven,

to consider remaining three

By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts administration has

agreed to four of seven demands made by students pro-

testing the Central Intelligence Agency's recent presence

on campus, two of the protesters said at a press conference

yesterday.

The administration said that it is considering the re-

maining three demands, the protesters said.

Marc Kenen, a protester, said that he and other pro-

testers expressed their dismay to Chancellor Duffey six

weeks ago, when they found the CIA was coming to cam-

pus, "it was our belief that the CIA had no right to use

our university to recruit people to continue a policy that

i> m clear violation of international law."

The World Court, the highest international law-making

body, condemned the United States last June for providing

aid to the Contra rebels in Nicaragua.

Five protesters m"t with Vice Chancellor for Student

Affairs Dennis L. Madson yesterday to discuss student

rights and barring tlH3 CIA and similar organizations trom

recruiting at the University of Massachusetts.

So far the administration has agreed to abide by the

following demands:
• All organizations recruiting on campus must follow

the affirmative action policy.

• The administration must provide funding to hold a

campus-wide forum on CIA activities.

• Campus police must be trained in handling civil

disobedience situations on campus.

• Top University officials must make themselves ac-

cessible to students who want to address these issues.

The protesters expect that by Friday Madson will ad-

dress three other demands concerning barring govern-

ment agencies "found in violation of international law."

protecting students' right to protest, and not filing

disciplinary action against 11 protesters who were ar-

Protesters wait outside the Chancellor's office

to four of the group's demands.

rested last Friday.

Police arrested those students when they occupied the

Affirmative Action office in the Whitmore Administra

tion Building Friday to protest the presence of a CIA

recruiter on campus.

Madson said, "Friday is very ambftious. I hope we'll

have an answer by the end of the day." The administra-

tion is concerned with protecting the students' rights, he

stressed.

Madson said to about 50 students sitting outside the

chancellor's office, "The recruiting policy is in need of

review. Perhaps it should be changed in one way or

another." The administration will create a forum to look

at the CIA's activities, he added.

ColleKian photo by Rob SkeltoD

yesterday before Vice-Chancellor Madsen agreed

The protesters, some ofwhom were from Boston Univer-

sity, Brandeis University and others, left after Madson

addressed them. They had marched into Whitmore chan-

ting, "Hey hey, ho ho, CIA has got to go," to show that

they would not give up.

Outside students said they came to UMass to provide

their support to the protesters.

Brandeis student Marjorie Wechler said, "Students all

over are having their rights taken away."

Other Brandeis students said those who wish to be

recruited by the CIA should do it off campus.

The protesters yesterday called a partial victory,

although some said they should not have given the ad-

ministration until Friday to make further decisions on the

demands.

Charity fast begins tomorrow
By MARIBETH O'BRIEN
Collegian Correspondent

Students at the University of Massachusetts can help

fight world hunger tomorrow by participating in Oxfam

America's Annual Fast for a World Harvest.

The fast, sponsored by the UMass Hunger Task Force

in cooperation with University Food Services, is an

endeavor to help people who do not have enough to eat

each day. Each year 20 million people, mostly children,

starve to death or die of hunger related illnesses.

Students on the meal plan can participate in the fast

by signing a meal abstension form at any campus dinmg

commons from now until Ivmch November 20th, and subse-

quently skipping dinner on November 20th. Food Services

will donate the cost of that meal to Oxfam America.

Off-campus students can participate by skipping a meal

and donating what they would have spent on that meal

at the Hunger Task Force collection tables located out-

side the Hatch.

The task force has been sponsoring the fast on the Thurs-

day before Thanksgiving for eight years.

Aaron von Staats, a spokesman for the task force, said

they send an annual average of $3,000 to Oxfam America

through the fast. The task force used to sponsor it both

Fall and Spring semesters but over the years it has become

less successful, he said.

"I'm hoping to send $4,000 this year. That would be

okay," he said."

The fast was more popular two years ago, von Staats

said. He cited the fast receiving more publicity due to the

heightened public awareness at the time as the reason.

However, now the situation is as bad as ever but programs

like this receive far less publicity.
continued on page 4
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THE TASTE OF SUCCESS - University Health Services Director Uavid F Kraft crosses the

fiSs^hlfneaTter participating in yesterday's twcmUe "Fun RunyWalk" to celebrate the health

services 26th anniversary^ ___,«_««_.^^«««..^--,----------^-—^-—-——-—^—^^-—

Award proposal
arouses debate
Argentine leader's record cited

By MEG KROEPLIN
Collegian Staff

The plan to award Argentine President Raul Alfonsin

an honorary degree at the University of Massachusetts

has stirred up questions about the leader's human rights

record.

At last Wednesday's undergraduate senate meeting

Senator Andrew Brocklehurst made a motion that the

senate oppose this award on the basis of Argentina's in-

vasion of the Falkland Islands on April 3, 1982.

Brocklehurst cited several reasons he believes Presi-

dent Alfonsin should not be awarded this degree, in-

cluding the fact that the award would be an insult to

British Commonwealth students on campus.

Brocklehurst said that the fact that no formal end to

hostilities between Argentina and the British Com-

monwealth have been reached after the 1983 Falkland

Islands crisis.. Among the other reasons listed by

Brocklehurst were the apparent failure of Alfonsin's ad-

ministration to bring to trial those invovled in human

right violations during the time of military facist rule,

and the fact the Argentina'a aggressions against Great

Britain are were an aggression against the all North

Atlantic Treaty Organization nations, including the U.S.

According to Bonne Kinpfer of Amnesty Interna-

tional's Cambridge office, the human rights violations

since Alfonsin came to power have decreased, and he

helped form a national commission on disappeared peo-

ple. The government under President Alfonsin has taken

a number of steps to bring to justice human rights

violators, she said.

An ftcpert on human right violations in South America

said President Alfonsin had made much progress m
human rights by aiding the formation of the Permanent

Assembly for Human Rights. He also opened trials of

nine juntas, the former military government of Argen-

tina, and has brought them to justice, she said.

President Alfonsin was quoted in yesterday's Boston

continued on f,age 4
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Forum opposes easing

of evacuation procedures
AMESBURY. Ma- ? - :-'.'.ng Dv refu^.'=:

'

-_'jr::t cvacu^atson

SeabrooK NH r.uc>a? pew. V -, .- -rparate rules for

ye«erday wa: - " — -

-:."-•• Imposition,

Markev =.a::

safefuards

-:ng hfe convfcnec '.

'

'-" *

Mark^-v D-Mas^ ied sin attacK

KP.

Amesbur.- is one of =:x Maasachusetu corr.-

munjties wjihir. a 10-miie radiui of th-

siili-dormani New Hampshire p'.ant

Markev accusec the NTIC of helping Ne'*

Hampshire Yankee. Seabrook i builder.

wm an exemption that would reduce the

evacuation rone from 10 to two miles

He also accuse<i New Hampshire Gov

John Sununu of using ^^Tiite House con-

tarts to intimidate the Federal Emergen-

O' Mana^meni Agenc.- mto appro\'ing the

smaller evacuation rone.

Such a move would eliminate

Massachusetu from an evacxiation because

the Rate IS outside the two-miie zone. Gov

Mkhae; 5 Dukakis has held up Seabrook s

--- ;. oegiB iO"-^..-"-. .'.-'-.^.'ib '^

-ar? New Hampshire Yankee Presi

. ni Edward A Browx estimated it would
- " - ~ • nths after that b*-*'"--'- »he

ite at full powt

•'Seabrook station is safe." saia Brown

t ^'-.ng hie testimony 'The plant li con-

= .dered one of the most closely inspected

pc'wer stations m the countrj-."

Referring to the threat of accident. Brown

told the panel. Theres no such thing as

absolute zero risk in any endeavor in our

society. If that were so. no aircraft would

be able to fly over populated areas because

of the possibility a plane could crash dur-

ing rush hour
'

Testimony at the daylong proceeding also

was taken from Massachusetts and New

Hampshire lawmakers, consumer ad

vocates and town ofTicials from the sur-

rounding communities in both states

Holyoke hopes to lure

tourists with fossils
HOLYOKE. MA <AP>-OH>c'ais are

gambling that 200 miliion->-..-ar old

dinosaur fo<Aprint.s are a ntep in the nghl

direction to lure tourists to thr. slightly

downat-lheheel.s city

Holvoke Mayor Ern-.t K Froulx .aid

Yesterday that the Tru.st*ev of Renerva

tions. a private corporation that ovfcr:-,<^eh

the state s public parks, will turn ovc.r
,
o

acres of dinosaur pnnt.s U; th- utv at no

charge ,

Officials plan to spruce up the tracKs

which are preserved in petrified mud, and

advertise them as tourist attraction.s, Pro

ulx said.

The 134 tracks, ranging in oize from o to

14 inches, are of three species of

dinosaurs-Eubrontes giganleus, An-

chisauri pussillimanii and Grallator

cuneatus. They lie along the Connecticut

River Valley at the base of Mt. Tom

Such tracks are plentiful in the valley,

said Yale University professor John H

Ostrom, who has studied the Holyoke

tracks. He said they have suffered from

weather and vandals.

A man who makes a living selling

dinosaur tracks a town away said Holyoke

waH in for hard work

"It is a job to pro'.' '.-ven day-

a week, '565 dayss a year, »aid CarUoi;

Na.sh, owner of Dino.saur Land in .Snuth

Hadley
Nash ha-s been digging up the fossilizfd

tracks and selling them since he dLscovferni

the fvjtprinth in the valley 53 years ago.

He gradually bought 32 acres of land and

ha.s sold thousand.s of stone."! with track-

imbedded m them at price.* ranging fr^mi

$65 to $700

H': said he has also sold more man 5,ui.»i

rock.-; containing tracks, some to the liKt-s

of General George Patton and author Dai«

Carnegie. A tiny part of the land is open

to tourists for a fee.

Proulx said he has no plans to charge ad

mission to the Holyoke tracks, adding. ' I'm

not trying to compete with Nash-
Dinoland." the former name of Dinosaur

Land

"The tracks are just another reason for

people to come to Holyoke." he said

Sprucing up the dinosaur tracks will bt-

the areas second foray into the fossil

business.

Ntow's
the time

to caH^

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherft
S49-2880

Expert Repairs &
ReccxxStioring •

Till Nov 26th

WITH THIS AD

kinko's
COPY tl you drop

220 N. Pleasant St

253-2543

PANDA
GARDEN

WE BRING CHINATOWN TO YOl)!!

#1

ASIAN

RESTAURANT

ADVOCATE
B E S T

VALLEY

19 8 6

For Cdrr> Out &
Rescr\ations. Please Call: 584-3859

34 Pleasant St. Downtown Northampton

NEED EXTRA CASH FOR THE HOLIDAYS?
Card Gallery has morning, afternoon, evening

sales positions available in nr>ost of our stces

Flexible hours to suit your needs. All schedules

may include Saturdays and/or Sundays Sunday

are paid at time-and-a-half. Special 40% discount

available to all employees (must meet re-

quirements) plus special Holiday Incentives for all

employees Applicants must be honest, depen-

dable, bondable. Cash register experience helpful

but not necessary.

Call Betsy Dunn (collect) - 203-236-3281

DON'T DELAY — CALL TODAY

Some permanent. fuMme anc management posttof« aisc avaia^e EC:

hadle> springpielo WESTPiE^D - W«*s
„.,...„-

TORRINGTON ENFiElO MA.NCMESTEB EAT H«r=0«D VVES **« ^OSw

WERiDEN BRISTOL SOuTminGTON fwRPiElD *ND MODwETaAS - Co-^-

WINTER SESSION 1987

REGISTRATION IS

DIFFERENT THIS YEAR!

November 17-

December IS

I

TIME: 10 AM - 4 PM

PLACE: Cannpus Center

DEPOSIT REQUIRED - $25 », 0* tm—' "•

November 24-

Decembers

December 8-

January 7

MAIL-IN
Sent via U.S. mail and post-

marked no earlier than

November 17.

DROP-OFF
Registration form and payment

dropped off in Records Office.

IN-PERSON
Register at the counter in

Records Office.

FULL PAYMENT IS DUE AT TIME OF REGISTRATION

Pick up catalogs around campus or at the

">yQ,
~>l

Records Office

[NCI^?^ Division of Continuing Education
L>^-fCJ 615 Goodell Building

Call S4S-3653 for more information.

* 4«« m.,m.s.\»J^»JL*J< ».*. t
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Image impact important, speaker says
Former photo magazine editor addresses photographic aims

By DANA ANAGNOSTOU
Collegian Correspondent

Photographers should consider how the

content of a photo will affect the viewer, in-

stead of only the beauty of the image, a

former editor of a photography magazine

said last night.

Carole Kismaric, former editor of Aper-

ture magazine, spoke Tuesday night at

Hampshire College to about 40 people

about how she sees photography as a

medium.
She said that too often photographers

who "want to make a good picture" make
pictures that "don't, in the end, take us

someplace."
Kismaric quoted Werner Herzog, a Ger

man film director, when she talked of

original images. Herzog has said "It's a

fact. There are only a few images left ..that

correspond to those deep inside us."

Kismaric expanded on this by saying that

"contemporary photography emphasizes

style more than content."

As a photo-editor Kismaric said she often

sees "more similarities than differences
'

in various photographers' works.

Photographers are so preoccupied with

stvle that their contf-nt is nil the same, she

Culleeian photo by Roh SkrlUm

Photo editor Carole Kismaric

continued.

She said the best photographers are

"those who are willing to stay engaged in

a process that creates images but then feel

the creative urge to move it forward to ...

more than a photogi-aphic audience."

Photography as a medium is "not just the

creation of images, but what happens when

thev move into the world,"she said.

Photographn s should treate images that

will "speak to ' the audience.

"Photographs can show you things

youve never seen before," she said.

KisniaiR said she is interested "in ways

the medium, as a descriptive form, can be

developed." She said "the quality of im-

agination seems to be in abeyance

somewhere."
"I'm interested in how we can start

thinking of...photography as a language

...and how authenticity, impact, ideas and

be communicated through [the

medium],"she said.

Kismaric said that the following three

notions have become "inextricably linked":

"Are there any original pictures left to be

made? (What should be the relationship!

between people who make pictures and peo-

ple who look at them? How can we turn

photogi-aphy into a medium that is a

language?"

Kismaric said she hoped her lecture

would "begin a dialogue for the next few

days." Kismaric will be speaking with

Hampshire College students about

photography on Wednesday and Thursday

She said she hopes "to work tiinm^jh ccr

tain ideas I'm preoccupied with."
r»i > m i^iiut. 4.ii^«* %,v^i»v. •• .- -

Campus office helps learning disabled,

offers note-taking and tutorial services
By NORIKO OTAKE
Collegian Correspondent

The dropout rate of learning disabled

students at the University of

Massachusetts has declined since the Lear-

ning Disabilities Coordinator's Office

began support services for those students

last year, Patricia Silver, the office direc-

tor said.

For 135 learning disabled students on

campus, the office has three teaching

assistants to meet with each student to ar-

range support services, such as note-taking

and tutorial services. Silver said.

Denise Kernan, a program teaching

assistant said, "Students have different

learning styles because they have different

strengths. For example, a student with

poor auditorial ability learns well visual-

ly."

Under guidance from the office staff,

blind students use tape reading services for

the blind or take oral examinations, in-

stead of written ones, Silver said.

Before the office began support services

a number of learning disabled students left

the University. However out of 20 new

students last yeai-, only one failed to return,

which Silver said is good considering the

high drop-out rate of the University.

"There's a myth that learning disabled

students major in only a couple of fields.

We have history majors, English majors,

engineering majors... They major in every

possible field on campus," she said.

"Students have different lear-

ning styles because they have dif

ferent strengths."

'Instructor of disabled students

Another popular conception is that lear-

ning disabled students are not bright. But

they have average or above average in-

telligence according to the I.Q. tests. Silver

said.

"Learning disabilities do not reflect lack

of thinking power. It's just difficult for

them to learn in the way people usually

do," Kernan said.

Silver said she does not like the term

"learning disabilities," which was coined

in 1963, because learning disabled students

are "learning capable."

Most of the students in the program were

already diagnosed as learning disabled

before coming to the university, but a few

were found by faculty members and
diagnosed by a team of people from various

disciplines. Silver said.

A learning disability is defined under

Public Law 94-142 as "a disorder in one or

more of the basic psychological processes

involved in understanding or in using

language, spoken or written, which may

manifest itself in an imperfect ability to

listen, think, speak, read, write, spell, or

to do mathmatical calculations," Silver

said.

The percentage of learning disabled peo-

ple in the nation is estimated at 2 percent,

but the causes and treatments of the lear

ning disabilities are controversial, Silver

said. Birth trauma, head trauma and

heredity are possible causes. Some kinds

of drugs, vitamins, dietary control, and

educational intervention are used as

treatments, she said.

Under Public Law 93-112, any organiza-

tion receiving federal financial assistance

must have modification in instruction for

learning disabled and handicapped people,

she said.

Hadley
couple wins
Megabucks
By JENNIFER DEMPSEY
Collegian Staff

When Debbie Chmura's parents woke

her up late last Saturday night, all she

could say was "leave me alone." Then

they told her that they had won the

Megabucks lottery.

Richard and Leona Chmura of Hadley

were one of four couples to win the $5

million jackpot. They will receive $1.4

million over a period of 20 years, about

$73,000 annually. They returned from

Braintree on Monday with their

winnings.
Debbie, 18. said her parents have played

Megabucks for the past two and a half

years. For the past year they have used

"the same numbers: 1,7,14.17,23.24. The

first digits represent the house numbers

of the Chmuras and of Edward
Waskiewicz, Leona Chmura's father. Deb

hie said the numbers were cho.sen by her

parents and her mother's aunt and uncle,

Alice and Gilbert Jen.sen. The Chmuras

and Jensens have played together since

the beginning. Leona Chmura said,

"Always. We always go in together with

Alice and Gilbert. Alice held the winning

number."
Leona said she couldn't believe it when

she saw the winning numbers flashed on

the television screen on the 10 p.m. news

last Saturday. She and her husband wat

ched the 11 p.m. news ju.st to be certain

before they told their three children.

She said her family's first reaction was

"shock...that's normal." They have no

definite plans for the money, hut it will

be spent on their two sons and daughter,

she said. All three are or will be in school.

Debbie said, "I still can't believe it. No

one can. My mother is totally out of it
"

She said she is not sure what she will do

with her share of the money, but she

thinks she might like a Porsche or a new

wardrobe. She said her brothers have

already decided they want a minibike and

a snowmobile.
Richard Chmura is a maintenance

worker at the Hampshire County Cour-

thouse and Leona Chmura works at the

Hampshire Registry of Deeds.

Leona said that two months ago they

won $400 in a smaller contest, but this is

the biggest thing they've won. "A million

dollars is enough," she laughed. She said

she is surprised at how fast the news has

spread, adding that the phone has been

ringing off the hook. "A million dollars

is a big deal."

Grad student senate calls for defeat of bill

ColleKian photo by Byrne Guarnotta

CAT'S UP — University of Massachusetts

irraduate Cindy WUd attempts to induce

her cat "Kitty," from its ledge-top seat.

By CAROL TaNNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

The Graduate Student Senate passed a motion calling

for the defeat of a bill exempting the Massachusetts Board

of Regents of Higher Education from Conflict of Interest

laws.
1 • 4

Under the laws, any per.son having financial interest

or association with a group is prohibited from voting in

matters related to that group, Senate President George

Claxton said. u n j
All new graduate programs have to go before the Board

of Regents for approval. Claxton said. If the bill, current-

ly in committee, passes it could mean giaduate students

not hi tng able to finish their work at the University of

Massachusetts, he said.

There are two new program piopo.sals that will he com

mg before the board within the next few vears, a Ph.D.

in geogiaphy and a masters in Asian studies, he said.

•If someone on the Board of Regents works at a school

in competition with us, it could stop people from finishing

their degi-ees here," Claxton said.

Claxton cited the case of the nursing program at UMass

in Worcester. James Howell, a trustee at Boston Univer-

sity where there is currently a nursing progi-am, voted

against it. While UMass' program was approved, Howell

had the start of the program delayed. In that time, money

was set aside for scholarships for private universities,

Claxton said.

The proposed bill followed an investigation. If the bill

passes, it will be retrospective, he said.

The motion to "urge the defeat of this bill" passed

unanimously without debate.

During the officers' report Claxton said he had learned

that Chancellor Joseph Duffy was going to ask the Civil-

ty Commission for an independent commission investiga-

tion of the Southwest riot.

Duffy has not addressed the commission yet, he said.

Also during the officers' report, Vice-President Jonathan

Frank told the senate he had received a letter, before the

Southwest and CIA incidents from the Police Advisory

Board. They urged the .senate to get representatives on

the board. He has not heard from the Board since.

"I'm surprised. I've hurried up and now I'm waiting,

he said. „ , ,

The first officer to report was Executivi OtlKer Kalpn

Sbragia, who said there should be shelters at the bus stop

at Haigus Mall by the weekend.

FYI
Noted Amenran artist Philip Pearlstcin .\ ill deliver a

lecture this afternoon titled "The Blob and the Infinite:

Degas and Graffiti" at 4:30 in Mead Auditorium M
Amherst College.

Sir Wallace Rnu-ling. New Zealand'^ .\n:hassa,h,r to

the United States, will speak on a nuclear-free South

Pacific at 8 p.m. today in the Converse Assembly Room

at Amherst College. He will also lead an informal discus-

sion at 4 p.m. in the New York Rwm at Mount Holyoke

College.

The School ofManagement will hold a graduate/facul-

ty forum from 4-5:30 p.m. today in room 312 SOM that

will feature a panel discussion on "Contributions by and

Rewards to Faculty of the U.S. Schools of Management."

Some of the participants will be Professors Spire,

Asebrook, Butterfield, Mannino and Moore.

The Professional Developmental Association is sponsor-

ing a job interview skills workshop today at 4 p.m. in

the front lounge of Skinner Hall. New members are en-

couraged to attend.

Speakers to promote dialogue on arab-jewish relations

will spead tonight at 7:30 p.m. in Campus Center room

917.

NoveUst, playwright, critc and historian Jan Carew will

speak tonight on "Grenada Since the Invasion," at 4 p.m.

in the 6th floor lounge of Thompson Hall.
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• Argentina
continued from page 1

Globe indicating that Argen-

tina is outlining a new plan negotiate peace

with Great Britian. Up until now Argen

tina had agreed to a truce but had so far

rejected a formal peace agreement, accor-

ding to the Boston Globe.

Dani Burgess, student trustee, said "it is

a reasonable request, I supported it when

it came before the board of trustees in

August."
Clare Bouzan. co-chair of the public

policy commitee, said "I think it would be

an irresponsible act for this motion to pass

out of the senate."

Fieldhouse Senator Vipul Bhushan said

"I think the senate has other more press-

ing concerns, students can express their

opinion in the Collegian."

• Fast
continued from page 1

"It's important to keep these programs

going. The most important programs are

the long term ones that will help the situa-

tion from happening again," he said.

After receiving the contributions, Oxfam

decides where it will be used. The organize

tion is involved in more than 30 countries

in Asia, Latin America, and Africa.

The Task Force has already had some

problems this semester in organizing the

fast because their membership is down.

"It used to be a lot bigger, but all the

members graduated," von Staats said,

"This could be the last year for the Task

Force if other people don't pick it up,"

Von Staats said that, in addition to rais-

ing money, the fast "raises peoples'

awareness."

• Police

Wednesday, Novennber 19, 1986
COLLEGIAN 5

continued from page 5

• At 2:56 a.m. Tuesday, a resident of the

fourth floor of Thatcher House reported

that three males were yelling in the

hallway and would not leave when asked.

As the resident called the police, one of

the males entered his room and and took

a 12-inch blowup dinosaur and fled with

the others.

-STUART GAMBLE and PATRICK
JOHNSON

Amherst
Insurance Agency

90 GatahouM Rd.

(413) 263-9387
Attto ' Motorcycle • Rentara

5>
for a

Quality

Laundry

11 PRAY ST.
AMHERST. MA

SELF SERVICE

DAYS- 7AM- 10 P.M

let us do your
wash-dry-fold

and
hand pressing

549-1665

Till Nov 26th

kinko's
copy tl you drop

220 N. Pleasant St

253-2543

Are Yott Interested In The

Sttfdent Jttdicial System?

Then get involved with the

Student Attorney General's Office

If yoa desire to become a Judicial advocate call

the Student Attorney General's Office at 546-0341 ext 7

or just drop by Room 434 Student Union.

C'olleKian photo by Rob Skelton

it/ir^Di:^ PTUGT VPAR STlinFNTS'' - A group of grade school children from western

lSasL^chTettTTc^hl^.s7aVh°erSJfore .he\1^ve?»ity line Arts Center yesterday after view-

I

ing a play there.

Assault alleged
Amherst police arrested a 19 year-old Amherst man at

702 p m Monday on Boltwood Avenue and charged him

with indecent assault and assault and battery, police said^

He was arrested following a report from a woman that

he had "grabbed her on the buttocks" as he walked by

her police said. After the woman and her husband arug-

ed with the man, he allegedly swung twice at her hus-

band, missing once and landing a glancing blow another

time, police said.
. j u ^

The man was stopped by a husband and arrested a short

distance from the scene.

In other police reports:

• A 23 year-old Rolling Green resident was arrested a

3:44 a.m. Tuesday on Belchertown Road following a scut-

fle with a police officer, police said.

An officer on patrol said he noticed a car driven by the

man was moving "in a suspicious manner," and stopped

the vehicle.
. , «-

After he was stopped, he became "abusive to the otlicer

and then pushed him." police said. He was arrested and

charged with being a disorderly person.

• The University of Massachusetts police said that three

students reported a window being shatt^ired by a pellet

gun at 12:07 a.m. Monday while they were studying on

the 12th fioor of Coolidge Tower.
^.„„,,^,,^,/ „„ p„^,, 4

P^ PRIZES

WEDNESDAY
NIGHT IS

VIKIN FJORD
VODKA NIGHT

T-SHIRTS

Special Student / Youtii Fares to

EUROPE
from New York on Sclieduled Airlines!

THIS WEEKS SPECIALS

MEISTER BRAU PITCHERS
ROLLING ROCK
VIKIN FJORD VODKA a

...$2.75

99«

...$1.50

DESTINATIONS OW RT

LONDON $189 $375

PARIS 198 376

FRANKFURT 210 400

ROME 223 426

MILAN 210 400
ZURICH/GENEVA 210 400
VIENNA/BUDAPEST 210 400

Fares to Athens, Tel Aviv, Prague, Warsaw

also available. Add on fares from Boston,

Washington. DC, Chicago. Florida.

For Reservations and Information Cal'-

WHOLE WORLD TRAVEL
Servino th" Siud^n' loulh Market for more than 16 ycars'

New York. INTY 10017

1212) 986-9470

4*5 K>M
Amartca

S«l»ct*d

Th* Whately Inn At On* Of The
Top 50 RMlaurantt In Tha Nation.

Smrving
SfMitra, Prtm* RIbB. 8»mtood
alto S»l»ct Cajun Entrt

DIRECTIONS T»l«» 1-91 to Mil 22 '<Orth

en ni s 3 miiM. wn omo ciwitiian L*na

OPEN: Mta Sit 5-10 pa. Sn 1-9

:*riLAT*:

J 17 Flat street /^l J
4- Brattleboro, Vt ' «.

* Open 8PM -2 AM n-

t «# <̂ i i i S

TH^cbmewiththe territarj^

: WEDNESDAY

COPIES
4<

18.5 X 11' A. ^ -^

I

or St -

iC. ' Cat

549-3840

Salsa ends Nov. 30th

GETAWAY
: MIDWEEK

4-

4-

*

4-

4-

»

4-

*
4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

1^

4'

4>

»•

»
*

It'stswrfthefiretthiRgsyouTl notice

as aNavy Officer. The rea^nilion

thatyou 'ye got what it takes to Lead

iheAdvaiture.

Thai«iventiirecan leadyou

anmnd (he world and hack again

.

And along the way you're picking

upexperience that huilds<xmfidence

it takes years to get elsewhere

.

College graduates start with

managementand leadership

training at OfficerCandidate

Sch(K)l. Oncecommissioned,

you ' 11 haveeven more educational

opportunities that can funher

professional growth

.

You'll imcover your potential and

get the responsibihty and decision-

making authority success needs. The

challenge, satisfaction and rewards

add up lo personal and profesaonal

growthnootherjobcanmatch.

Whenyou Lead the Adventure

you start out with pride and respect . h
putsyou a stepahead . Contact your

Navy Officer Recruiter or call

1-800-327-NAVY.

INVENTORY REDUCTION SALE

3 DAYS ONLY
NOVEMBER 20, 21, 22

20% - 50% OFF
ENTIRE INVENTORY

NAVY^CanCER.
^ij»i— ifiMi lan iiwmt

4>

4-

4-

NO COVER

FIFTY CENT DRAFTS

»
4>

»•

4>

4-

4-

4>

LEADTHEAD
»«4^««4L#l^l^«4^^#4^ 4-

LEvrs
Unwashed 505 's

Washed 505's

Jackets

Cords

$14.99

$19.95

$32.00

$13.99

Sutter Creek Flannel 20% OFF

ALL WOMEN'S 20 - 50% OFF

^afi^r(/a^
197 N Pleasant St - Downtown Amherst

Mon-Sat 10 -6 PM • Sun 1 - 4:30 PM
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An ethnocentric act

I musi disagree with many of the premises of David

R. Mark's column (November 14) in which he discussed

California's Proposition 63. As Mark noted, Proposition

63 declares English the "official" language of Califor-

nia. This proposition is very dangerous as it seeks to

destroy the Spanish-speaking culture of many
Californians.

Mark stated that Proposition 63 will lead to bil-

ingualism for Hispanic school children. Proposition 63

will not do this. It will only make bilingualism harder

to achieve. Proposition 63 will eradicate any obligation

which public schools have had to practice bilingual

education. Now, children who do not speak English at

home will not be helped into bilingualism, but will be

shunted off into illiteracy. Imagine going to a school

where Sanskrit was spoken. Ifyou had never heard San-

skrit before and no links were ever made for you between

Sanskrit and your native language, chances are you

would not benefit much from this type of "education."

Chances are that Spanish-speaking children in English-

speaking schools will not be given the same opportuni-

ty to excel as English-speaking students.

Proposition 63 also affects other public institutions' ef-

forts to serve Spanish-speaking citizens. With Proposi-

tion 63, public hospitals have no duty to provide forms,

signs or educational pamphlets in Spanish, drivers' tests

no longer must be given in Spanish. Even social workers

won't necessarily have to use the language of their

Proposition 63 came about as an effort of English

speaking residents' efforts to wipe out the culture and

language of the Hispanic community in California. On

the same year as we celebrated the anniversary of the

Statue of Liberty, a statue which symbolizes the multi-

cultural beginnings and the mission of the United States,

English-speaking Californians have made an ethnocen-

tric effort to homogenize America's inherent diversity.

M. Lynne Murphy
Amherst

BOARD OF EDITORS

GREAT DAiLY
SPECIALS!
ALL DAY!

EVERY DAY!

TACOVILLA
NOITHAMPTON
il CENTER ST

584 06/1

Bring Your Onvn
Brer or Wine

AMHCnST
*l BOLTWOOO WALK
lit an 7

Beer t Wine
Served

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA

FELLOWSHIPS FOR

GRADUATE STUDY

DURING 1987-88

The National Council of Alpha

Lambda Delta announces that

fourteen fellowships for graduate

study will be awarded for use dur-

ing the 1987-88 academic year.

The amount of each fellowship Is

$3,000. Applicants will be judged

on academic record, recommen-

dations submitted, the soundness

of the proposed project and its pur-

pose, and financial need.

Any member of Alpha Lambda

Delta graduating with a cumulative

average of 3.50 is eligible.

Graduating seniors may apply if

they have achieved this average at

the end of the first semester of this

year.

Application blanks can be ob-

tained at the Dean of Students

Office, 227 WhItmoFe from

Ms. Gladys Rodriquez,

Assistant Dean of Students,

Chapter Advisor.

Deadline is January 15, 1987

SPRINGFieLD
/«» SUUNEH AVE
788 0919

Bring Your Own
Beer « Wine

MCar
TOYS • CHILDREN'S BOOKSCjBc
RECORDS • STUFFED ANIMALS

Huge selection of teddy bears, dogsots, pigs; etc.

Large collection of early childhood education

resource books Glow-in-the-dark ceiling stars

48 H. Pleasant St.

b«Iow Steve's.

Amhestt

Come in

& Browse!

256-1609
Mon-Sat 9:30-5:30

March 1 to April 4, 1987

BERMUM
COLLEGEWEEKS

Whenyou breakaway this year,

do itwith style.

Your College V^eek in Bermuda is more than just sun.

sand and surf

Right from the first outrageous "College Bash"

at Elbow Beach, it s an unrelenting test of your

endurance.

Spectacular seaside buffet luncheons. A calyp.so

and limbo festival like none other. Smashing dance-til-

you-drop beach parlies, featuring Bermuda's top rock,

steel and calypso bands. Hven a Party Cruise and

Private island Extravaganza: All compliments of the

Bermuda Department of Touri.sm

Bermuda is all of this-and much, much more

It's touring the island on our breezN mopeds.

(Do remember to keep left!)

Its jogging on quiet countrs roads-including an

early morning 2-k Pun Run" from Horseshoe Bay. Its

exploring the treasures in our international shops,

playing golf on eight great courses, and tennis on over

1()6 island-wide courts.

But most of all. its the feeling you get on a tiny.

Ilower-bedecked island, separated from evenwhere

and everNlhing by (>(M) miles of sea.

This year, go wild .in style. See your Campus

Travel Representative or Travel Agent for details.

VIKING

WORLD TRA\ EL

2S0 Main Street

Reading. Ma.ss ()18(r

(61") 9-44-444() (9am-(ipm)

((>r) 92.V22(H (Evenings)

CRIMSON TRAVEL

SERMCES
Student Department

59 John F Kennedy St

Harvard St|uare

Cambridge, Mass 02hS
((>]) ;^^-Kt)(K)

coLPins
TRWEL/DEDHAM

^)()S Providence Highwav

Dedham, Mass ()2()2(i

(bl") 32(»-"K(M)

(S(M))9"'2- (lnMa.ss.)

(8(M)) M>8-^^(>(^ (ISA)

AQUARIUS TRAVEL

CONSULTANTS. LTD.

8l(i King Street

Rve Brook. NT l()S".5

(')!4) 9-^0-229" or;

(8(M)) 248-4l4l
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Trust fund: trust students
Today is the first anniversary of a low point in student rights

at the University.
. t, j t^

Last year on this date, Student Activities director Randy Do-

nant and Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis Madson

issued a memo to leaders ofthe Student Government Associa-

tion, which took control of the Student Activities Trust Fund

that the Undergraduate Student Senate had been m charge

of for more than a decade.

As justification, the memo cited the large deficits and no

pragmatic long-term plan for financial stability for the fund.

The money, $3.5 million, comes from students when they pay

their Student Activities Fee along with theu- bill.

Twenty-four people were arrested during protests following

the memo that brought together students of various political

views who shared one belief- a common-sense understanding

that empowerment was being stripped away from students by

administrators.

At that time, the way Donant dealt with the SGA was from

an omniscient point of view. Unable to successfully explain

that the SGA and the Student Activities Office should be on

the same side since a fiscally responsible student government

is mutually desirable, he and Madson - apparently out ot

frustration - took a parent-child approach and declared the

students irresponsible.

The memo, in retrospect, illustrated the rocky relationship

between the administration and the student government

representatives. Based on their actions last year, the team ot

Donant and Madson do not trust students. Nor do they con-

sider them competent to work along side with m order to solve

common problems.

Since then, the Student Activities Trust Fund Review Com-

mission was formed, in order to ''maximize student input m
the management of the fund while adhering to trustee

guidelines and policies." In addition SGA Treasurer Katherine

Strickland has taken steps to bring the fund on the road to

financial stability.

Still, there hasn't been any significant change of heart from

the administration in the way it treats students, their opinions

and their concerns. Last week, the administration decided to

arrest 11 students rather than discuss CIA recruitment on

campus.

The administration needs to respond to and ultimately

cultivate their most valuable resource, the students, rather

than attempt to "control" them.
r,i,^r^i

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion of the Ool-

legian Board of Editors.

A matter of credibility

Last week Ronald Reagan, asserting that

the "risks of remaining silent now exceed

the risks of speaking out." revealed to the

Ben Brogan

V I ( I • J

Letters

Oxfam kills?

Hardly.

On November 17, a cam-

paign attacking Oxfam
America was launched by a

group on campus which

calls itself the Conservative

Alliance. The claims made

by this group, that "Oxfam

kills Moskito (sic) Indians,

Soviet Jews, Afghan

Children, and Angolan

Peasants" are altogether

groundless and absurd. I

find it utterly amazing that

this group would choose an

organization such as Oxfam

as the target of its juvenile

polemics.

Oxfam America is a

development agency. It

works to promote long-term

agriculture and economic

development in areas where

hunger resides and takes its

toll. Every day, 35,000

human beings around the

globe die from hunger-

related illness. This massive

waste of life occurs in coun-

tries of diverging political

philosophy. Hunger does not

discriminate between the

political left and right but

most often strikes those

caught in the middle of such

a struggle. Oxfam America

works in over 30 countries

to change the statistics. Ox-

fam spends its funds on

seeds, fertilizers, and

agricultural tools — hardly

implements of destruction.

To say that "Oxfam kills" is

outrageous.

The Conservative

Alliance claims that Oxfam

backs only tho left through

selective development sup-

port. This is a reactionary

attack on Oxfam's pro-

gressive outlook. The Con-

servative Alliance would

ask that the University

community not support.

This is a reactionary attack

on Oxfam's progressive

outlook. The Conservative

Alliance would ask that the

University community not

support Oxfam America by

participating in the

November 20th Fast for a

World Harvest, sponsored

by Oxfam. Such action

would serve only to add yet

another obstacle to the

already difticult task of en-

ding world hunger.

The continued existence of

hunger in a world capable of

ending it is a disgrace to

humanity. Development is

an issue which demands at-

tention and constructive ac-

tion — not some sort of

warped opposition. That the

Conservative Alliance con-

sciously attempts to restrict

development is a shame to

us all. What is needed is

more public support for

development, not less.

Aaron C. VonStaats,
Co-President
UMass Hunger Task
Force

The Collegian gladly ac-

cepts letters and columns

from the UMass community

for possible publication on

the Editorial/Opinion page

as long as they are typed,

double-spaced, at 67

characters per line.

Letters should not exceed

30 lines nor columns 60

lines. Longer copy is subject

to the editor's scalpel.

nation what may prove to be the major

foreign policy blunder of his career. For 18

months, the United States has engaged in

secret negotiations and arms sales with

Iran aimed at reestablishing a sense of nor-

malcy in the relationship shattered seven

years ago by the Khomeini regime's tak-

ing of 52 Americans hostage. Beyond the

display of 'Realpolitik,' aimed at ensuring

a US foothold in the post-Khomeini Iran,

there emerges a picture of an admini.stra-

tion trapped by two contradictory policies.

Since 1981, the Reagan administration

has emphasized, repeatedly and publicly,

its opposition to negotiating with terrorists

and has unequivocally condemned Iran as

a sponsor of world-wide terrorism. More im-

portantly, the Administration has con-

tinued to uphold the arms embargo against

Iran established by President Jimmy

Yet the recent release of American

hostage David Jacobsen has revealed that,

for the past year and a half, American

policy toward Iran has been radically dif-

ferent from that touted by the White

House. Concerned about American

hostages held in Lebanon by groups tied to

Iran, President Reagan authorized secret

negotiations with "moderate" elements m
the Iranian government. These negotia-

tions, handled by a select few present and

former members of the National Security

Council, were aimed at reaffirming

American interests in the Persian Gulf

area. To encourage progress in these

negotiations. President Reagan secretly

lifted the arms embargo. He offered Iran

weapons and spare parts — seemingly as

a token of good faith.

Iran reciprocated by ordering those

holding hostages to release them. Ben-

jamin Weir, Lawrence Jenco and David

Jacobsen were apparently released one by

one, each time Iran received an arms ship-

ment (reportedly delivered by Israel at

American request). However, President

Reagan, in his address last Thursday,

asserted that "we did not trade weapons or

anything else for hostages — nor will we."

In addition, it was revealed that the

White House bypassed the State Depart-

ment and the Defense Department in car-

rying out this policy; on Sunday, Secretary

of State George P. Schultz admitted that

he did not have the authority to speak for

the Administration on the issue.

It is therefore not surprising that the

resulting criticism has transcended party

lines and has put Reagan on the defensive.

His credibility both at home and abroad

has become the central issue.

Members of Congress believe the Ad-

ministration went too far in refusing to in-

form the intelligence committees of both

Houses. According to Sen. Patrick Leahy

(DVT), "the Administration decided to

trust so-called 'moderates' in Iran over

senior members of the US Congress."

Until now, the US had been asserting it

neutrality in the six-year Iran-Iraq war.

and has urged European allies to apply

sanctions against terrorism-sponsoring na-

tions such as Iran. American diplomats are

now in the uncomfortable position of ex-

plaining why the US ignored its own policy.

The controversy .surrounding the deal-

ings with Iran has only highlighted the

issue of credibility which has been plagu-

ing the White House for some time. The

disinformation campaign against Libya,

the debate over whether or not Daniloff

was swapped for Zakharaov, and the in-

volvement of the National Security Coun-

cil in coordinating private aid to the

Nicaraguan "contras" serve as a backdrop

for the Iran affair.

Whatever favorable long-term

geopolitical goals may be attained by this

policy switch may have already been

negated by the political fall-out. The pen-

ding investigation by Congress, the under-

mining of the State Department (to the

point of destroying the credibility of

American diplomacy abroad), and the fact

that the Administration - regardless of

what it may say - has caved in to the

demands of terrorists, point to an in-

evitable conclusion. In terms of foreign

policy, Ronald Reagan's status as a lame-

duck has been guaranteed.

Ben Brogan is a Collegian correspondent.

••The 289 employees identified as drug and alcohol abusers

are a very substantial number when you are talking about a

nuclear ^wer plant. And the 289 reflect only those who were

''^"'Stlt^t Mfrkey"(D.MA) on problems at Seabrook

Spray paint "disgusting"

As advocates of free expression, we do not

condemn the right of any individual or

group of individuals to promote a

movement.

However, when an organization resorts

to defacing property that does not belong

to it, in an effort to promote an opinion, it

is not only irresponsible, but insulting as

well.

We speak of the recent spray-paiuted

vandalism on the Fine Arts Center ana

throughout campus produced by, in this

case, members of an anti-CIA movement.

This disgusting act demonstrated total

lack of respect for this institution and those

who attend it. We hope that the bad exam-

ple set forth by those responsible does not

set a precedent for further defacement of

our campus.

Janine M. Getek
Caroline Beckwith
Northeast
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Student Union Gallery photographs

reflect conditions in Latin America
By ROB SKELTON
Collegian Staff

There is a compelling display of photographs showing

in the Student Union Gallery this week and next. The

theme is "Rebuilding Nicaragua" and the images were

made by UMass professor John Brentlinger, Doctoral can-

didate Sam School, and members of the North American

aid brigade Construyamos Juntos, which donates labor

and materials with the goal of building schools in

Nicaragua.

The show is partly living history, partly lessons in Latin

American culture, and partly a public relations effort for

the volunteer group and its beneficiaries. (The way t^esi-

dent Teflon gets his cake and also gives it to the contras

makes it imperative that countering measures must be

taken by opponents of insane policy.) Like the efforts ot

the group "'Witness for Peace," which consists of inter-

nationalists who risk entry into tense areas to draw at

tention to the destructive contras. Construyamos Juntos

activates consciousness by rebuilding what our govern-

ment by proxy destroys - hopes for peace, as well as

schools and health care facilities.

Many of the color and black & white shots are of people

working - roofing, pushing wheelbarrows, etc. - but

there is an added biographical dimension where portraits

of somber widows (and other surviving family members)

are accompanied by text describing the incident in which

a loved one was killed.

The recent history of Nicaragua cannot be separated

from the Somozascarred years and these pictures rein-

force that notion. Young Nicaraguans show a revolu-

tionary zeal as they learn the basics of rebuilding their

long neglected institutions. Skilled workers and their

children work together along with theN^arth Americans;

artists display their products and text describes how the

Sandinista government through the Ministry of Culture

supports paintings and other handiwork.

A brief written history of the country is provided, as are

clippings describing the construction brigade. Some ar-

tifacts such as decorated wooden bowls are mounted on

the walls; also there is an FSLN flag, the revolutionary

flag of the Sandinistas.

Most of the prints are clear and focused. The colored

prints are bright and rich in the hues of Central America.

We get a feel for the life in Latin America through these

photos. The ordinary people look just like that, except -

they are imbibed with a goal which they truly want to

see realized: the restoration of normalcy in a country that

has seen far too much chaos.
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MANDARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

"Tke BEST Cklncac Food"

at Route 9

Amherst

256-0252

OUTSIDE PROPOSAL MEETING
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 19, 1986

Room 168 - Campus Center 7:00 PM
Groups who handed in proposal forms must attend

Boneless Bar*B-Q smaii urge

Spare Ribs *2»° .,^4"'

Luncheon
Specials

$025
From ^^^ served 1 1 a.m.

-3 p.m.

New Buffet &
Sunday Brunch

Buffet Served 5-8

Mon.-Thurs.
Brunch Served
Sunday 11:30-3

ALL YOU
CAN EAT

75

S) Owckm Wmi9«
«| Omwm B8Q Pwli
St Bcoccoll in Oy««< Stun

61 Swwl 1 Soul Odckm
7) Pan Frttd Km
IIPanFordNorxtn

9) Pan Fnrd HmwA
10) Hw *^ Suuf Sn*

Luncheon Specials & Take-out Service

Full Cocktail menu
Sun.-Thurs. 11:30 a.m.-10 p.m.

Fri. & Sat. 11:30 a.m. -11pm.

i •J i'i ¥^'

PRESENTS

iril 0R£AT SirSliTClf

l\

\ \

u

A

.^ ^
y-<- ^-

$750,000
WOKTH OF TOP lAHE

VIIT£B CLOTHIfi«

SII £Q¥IPMIiT
IPBICES THIS LOW SHOULB BE OVTLAVEB

FOR MORE INFO B4e-3437

STARTS TOMORROW

NOVEMBER 20 - 22

V^ 4

Steve's free ice cream

hits town!
Come in now and order your favorite mix-in and get entered into

"Steve's Free Ice Cream For A Week Sweepstakes"

There will be 12 winners who will receive

a free mix-in everyday for 1 week

Drawing 12-17-86 (8PM) - Offer expires 12-16-86

-THURSDAY & FRK)AY
HIGH NOON — 10 PM

SATURDAY
10 AM - 4 PM

STUDENT UNION
BALLROOM

UMASS, AMHERST

Stc\

M
W

A first name in ice cream.'*

48 N. Pleasant St, Amherst 256-0250
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Amherst theater department

provides powerful message
By KRISTEN ZAGARELLA
Collegian Correspondent

From November 1315 in Kirby Theater

at Amherst College, the Department of

Theater and Dance presented "The Con-

duct of Life," by Maria Irene Fornes.

Set in present day Latin America, "The

Conduct of Life" illustrated the abuse of

power and the effects of the Latin

American class system in one man's

household.

Using a two-floor stage and a complete-

ly stark white set and props, Michael Birt-

swistle's skillful directing displayed the

sterile, oppressive environment in which

the characters live.

Oliver Todd in the role of the officer,

Orlando, is overcome by his obsession with

power. Thirty-three years-old and only a

lieutenant in the Army he states, "Man
must have an ideal . . Mine is to achieve

maximum power."

Keeping a slave (portrayed by Debby Ap-

plegate), hidden in his house, Orlando

rapes and beats her repeatedly in his need

"to see things destroyed." The scene in

which the audience sees him attack Nena

Arts Calendar
Thanksgiving break is

just around the corner, but

there is still plenty of Five

College culture to enjoy.

Here is a list of area events

coming up .

for the first time was particularly moving.

Though no dialogue was spoken, the

theatre vibrated with authentic Latin

American music and the expressions on the

faces of Todd and Applegate spoke the

silent language between a slave and her

master. Later revealing she believes "he

is hurting more" than she is, leads us to

believe Nena, who seems the weakest, is

the strongest of all.

Beautiful Suyen Lyn as Leticia, Orlan-

do's wife, is the epitome of hypocrisy.

Disgusted about her husband's love of hun

ting, she claims she would throw her own

body in front of a deer being fired in order

to save it. She calls her husband an animal

while at the same time treating her servant

as one. Lyn's brusque, harsh movements

portray the hard outer shell she has built

around herself. Though she is "tired of be-

ing ignored" and discovers the presence of

Prepare for the return of

the Comedy/Cabaret Series

to the Hampden Snack Bar,

located in the Southwest

Residential Area. The
Series will be held weekly at

9 pm on Thursday nights,

beginning with the

premiere performance on

November 6th. All events

are free. For more informa-

tion call 545-2416.

Hampshire College

her husband's mistress, she keeps living

with him, claiming it is out of her love for

him. The extremely well-acted arguments

between her and Todd in which they alter-

nate between screams and insults, clearly

show the hatred which truly exists between

them and ultimately leads to Orlando's

death.

Demetra Tseckares as the immature ser-

vant Olympia, adds some comic relief to the

play. Yelling and throwing a temper tan-

trum when she doesn't receive exactly

what she wants, makes us wonder how

much of a servant she actually is. Lisping,

hunched over and shuffling her feet, Olym-

pia is a physical example of the effects of

oppression.

"The Conduct of Life" was an excellent,

moving play illustrating the animalistic

traits that lurk inside each of us. Its

message wil l not soon be forgotten.

Theatre presents Unfinish-

ed Women Cry in No Man 's

Land While a Bird Dies in

a Gilded Cage on November
13-16, 20-23. It will be at the

continued on page 10

^ ailEMA

Route 9,

Hadley, MA
586-4463
Across from
Mtn. Farms Mall
• Proper Attire

Required
• 18-20 Year Olds

Welcome: Enjoy

Our Ful Juice

Bar!

A,Room

A ROOM
WITH A
VIEW

7:00 & 9:00
November 19

to

December 2

DOWNTOWN AMHERST 253-5426

MULTI-ENTERTAINMENT
COMPLEX

KATINA'S IS NOW
WED., NOV. 19

KICKING OFF KAT»4A'S

SUPER OPBIING WEEK!

NO COVER
•••••••••••

GRAND
OPENING

NIGHT!
FRI., NOV. 21

DOORPRIZES!
MANY aVEAWAYS!

THURS., NOV. 27
THANKSGIVING
NIGHT SPECIAL

HOLIDAY CONCERT

bAdIinger i
Special

Guests

MIKHiSN

niAIJII THE PLACE YOU'VE

fVUini. • . Bra WAITING FORI!

NiilAI 7 MGHTS OF LIVE

UW. . . ENTERIAMMENT
EVERY WEEKll!

Don't be misted l)y dubs ttwt otter one of two nigWs ol iv«

acts per week At KA71NAS. youl enjoy the txrttest k)cal

& national acts m the largest, most compteta & comfcxtabte

surroundfigs of any nightclub in New England. KATINA'S looks

fonward to having YOU as our guast ANY NIGHT OF THE

WEEK.

Y'ou can relax on one ol our couches in the V.I.P. Lxjunga

Or wami up n front of one ol our big, cozy fieplaces. Mxjr

favorite Video Games and 2 Pbd Tables await you in the Game

Room.. .PLUS a One-ol-a-Kind Ml^T SEE Surprise in ho* o«

the stagel

Were now featunng a huge Dance Floor, comptete cimate

control and 5 ful bars. Our ReceptkxustA^tographer

wi greet you at the door. Inside, you may treat your appetite to

our Nighdy Munchie Menu, and coming very soon, a Defcixe

Buffet Ljuncheon, 11 a.m.-3 p.m. Daly.

NOW.. ..KATINA'S!!!

COMING AHRACTIONS:

NOV. 26: ELIMINATOR

NOV. 27: BADFINGER
fc IN nif FLEIN

DEC. 11 THE DRIVE

(featured on WAAF)

DEC. 12: HIGHAT

DEC. 20: »•" »M«MiMr

THURS., NOV. 20

JOIN THE SMOKEOUT
NOVEMBER 20, 1986

AS^McMGwesfsi

$7 Advance. $9 Day of Show

Tix available at TICKETRON &

KATINA'S

SAT., NOV. 22

JOIN THE
GREAT

AMERICAN
SMOKEOUT

NOV 20

lO^'^ ANNIVERSARY

i
nMEHtam
CAHCEH
SOCIETY*

You're invited

WHAT
stop Smoking Class

WHEN
12:00-1:00 PM

November 20. 1986

WHERE
Campus Ctr Rm 917

WHY
For the health of it!

ME00MNN6 MnsrS

WEFOOLS
"Psycho Chicken"

"Life Sucks"
THE "WORLD DANCE

PARTY."
COMES TO HADLEYI!

FRI., DEC. 12

FOGHAT

SAT., DEC. 20

«vtti NMJtftK

ammt Ut]

• ncruMunaa

m pX^ in the FLEtH

...puus many more

bookugs

w me woRKSfi

BANDS: ENTER
OUR BATTLE OF
THE BANDS!

PRIZES HCUMX
. ncoMas coNTiwn <*
BfMtlY nCOMIMB nUDO

. 1 TfM M0KW6 CONTMCT
wm STMM ENTIRTWNMENT
SNOUP

• SUAMNTtED lOOMWC OrCMM"
FOn MTWfWL ACT, TWW ».l 8.

. t1.M CASH
AND OTNCR PHUEtll

CO-SPONSOHEO B5L .^,„
rZ^ir' EMBASSY

CALL: »4t-rM0 Of 034J

PEACE

A
JEW

CO-EX

HjMOTMtAMOMCMIMIir

RAB
SH
STENCE

IS ^AEL

DIALOGUE
WITH

WALID

WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 19

7:30 PM Campus Center 917

Sponsored by B'nai B'rith Hlllel

/
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Theatre. Emily Dickinson Hall, at Hampshire College.

Curtain for shows on Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays

is at 8 pm, for shows on Sundays, at 2 pm. Tickets will

be $3, and $2.50 for 5-College students with I.D. For more

info call 549-4600 X351.
. „• . e

On November 13 a coalition from the University o!

Massachusetts working for disarmament will sponsor a

benefit with Little Flags Theatre. The production is Boston

Remembers. It will be at the Northampton Center for the

Arts. For more info call 256-8601 or 584-7082.

John Van Buskirk. a new faculty member of the Smith

College Music Department, will present his first piano

recital at Sage Hall on the Smith College campus on

November 16 at 3 pm.

Londenbased pianist Leslie Howard will Pfesent a

recital at Bowker Auditorium at UMass on Thursday

November 20 at 8 pm. Tickets are available for $13 and

$11 at the Fine Arts Center Box Office.

The University of Masssachusetts Wind Ensemble will

perform their first home concert of the season on Thurs-

day. November 20 at 8 pm in the Fine Arts Center Con-

cert Hall. The concert is free of charge. For further infor-

mation call 545-2227.

The Iron Horse is honored to welcome modem jazz musi-

cian Carla Bley on Thursday, November 20 at 7 & 10 pm.

For ticket informantion call 584-0610.

Katie Collie, an MFA student at the UMass will be

presenting her thesis exhibition. "While there s Still Life ,

at Herter Gallery. The show will open with a reception

on Saturday. November 22, from 7-9 pm and will continue

until November 26. The Hampshire Choral Society will

present its annual fall concert on Thursday, November

20 at the First Church of Christ in Northampton, at 8 pm.

The group will present Handel's Israel in Egypt. For more

information call 586-6248 or 549-3710.

continued on page 11

SOME FACTS ABOUT FAT

Functional Fat
u a r r. «* k' i*

Fat in your diet carries fat soluable vitamins such as A, t, u » f.. it

also provides essential fatty acids. Body fat protects body organs

and provides insulation.

BUT, a diet high in fat is associated with an increased risk of heart at-

tack,' stroke and breast cancer. Fats are also high in calories.

How to cut down
- drink skim or low fat milk and use it In cooking too.

- substitute low fat yogurt for sour cream or use a mixture of the two.

- eat fewer fried foods and try more fruits and vegetables instead.

University Vending Services & University Health Services

Division of Health Education /University of Massachusetts/Amherst

ms\
GET YOUR FUTURE
OFF THE GROUND

eqL'pn^" aHo A„ Fo.ce p..o. yoo can nave e.peneoces moM

'^'IX'aMvToo' «n ,aKe oH wHn A,. Force BOTC V^e i. g,ve you

teld^^P t-a^Cand spooso. FAAapp-oved lly^ng .e«oos You

ma7aiso quaMy Z a schola-sh,p that can pay college expense Pk^s

r00 per academ,c month, tax l-ee Alter g.aduat.on you re oil .0 me

,niefis,ve and rigorous undergraduate P"°' """"'"S P'^f'^^: ,^ ^oo^a
Check oui A,r Force ROTC today 11 you have what U lakes, you could

wear the silver wmgs ol an Air Force pilot

foA. moie. Iniofmation, covUacX:

CaptcUn Pauc PcUikeA, UMoAA AFROTC. at 545-2437/2451

^ARPORCE.^

• calendar
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"Mother Country", a play about mothers

in the '80s will be presented on Saturday,

November 22 at 8 pm at Amherst Regional

Jr High School. Admission is $5 and $3 for

students. Tickets available at the door and

at the Everywomans Center at UMass.

On November 22, "Chords of Fame" will

be presented at 8 pm in Hampden's

Southside Theater in the Hampden Stu-

dent Center, Southwest. "Chords of Fame

is a one-man musical theatre piece which

dramatizes the life and work of Phil Ochs,

one of the '60s most talented and tragic

political artists. Admission is $2. For more

information call 545-2416.

The Iron Horse welcomes popular French

guitanst/songwi-iter Gabriel Yacoub on

Saturday, November 22. For tickets and in-

^ formation call 584-0610.

Actor Jonathan Stevens wUl present a one-man OnFriday.November21 the Paul Winter

show on the li?e and music of folk singer Phil Ochs Consort will P-f^-^h^^^iX'
J^^^^^^^

at 8 p.m. Nov. 22 in the Hampden Student Center, -^^^/^ P^hIu .trm^coU^
Southwest. Admission is $2.

The work ofMFA student KeUi Scott, Her Secret Home,wii\

be on display Nov. 22 through Nov. 28 at Herter Gallery.

There will be a reception from 7 to 9 p.m. on Nov. 22 which

is open to the public.

HERE'S WARE ONLY THE
BEST FACTORIES

• ^ CHINESE KITCHEN »!

FAST SERVICE — GREAT PRICES

LEADERSHIP Excellence starts here

WHAT WILL YOU DO IF YOU
RUN OUT OF OIL?

Relax you can t run

out of oil if you ask

'or our •;•—_

STUDENT BUDGET
PLAN featuring

AUTOMATIC OIL

DELIVERY!

CURRENT PRICE:

63.90 per gallon

't'ou^^et our lernlic low budget price tor

orz-O'ace neatmg oil. plus you never

(u"i -li to worrv about running out of heat

o' I'o! water all winter long We also

envcr o;' on a C O D basis

PERSONAL CHECKS ACCEPTED

Telephone 253-3408

hJATl^NAL HEATING
60 Shumway Street. Amherst MA 01002

f

NEW, PROFESSIONAL
SHUTTLE SERVICE

TO
ALL AREA AIRPORTS

HARTFORD, CONN. LIMO
SPRINGFIELD AMTRACK
As low as $6.25* per person

Door-to-door service to

Bradley Airport

WHEN IS THE RIGHT TIME TO
CAlIYOim GRANDPARENTS?

a) Five minutes into "The Lawrence Welk Show'.'

b) About a week before your birthday.

c) When you justwant to tell them you miss

them, and that you ate the last of Grandma's

chocolate-chip cookies this morning.

There's nothing grandparents hke better than a call from a

grandchild in college. But if you do accidentally happen to inter-

rupt Lawrence, vou ought to have something worth telling them.

For example, vou could mention that you called using

AT&T Long Distance Service because you can depend on Al&i s

high quality service and exceptional value.

And then vou can tell them that AT&T gives you

immediate credit if you dial a wrong number.

And that you can count on AT&T for

clear long distance connections.

Finally, of course, you should

quickly reassure theni that

you're eating
'

enough, then let

them hurry
back to the TV

^1^ A tocatehtheVB f »;\ rest of the
wW^ # ^/' ' .M L«nnon Sisters

Blue Oyster

Cult medley.

d

Polar Fleece Lined Jackets retail $65

Men's Thinsulafe Jackets retail $100

Men's & Ladies Down Jackets retail $110

WARE OUTERWEAR
FACTORY OUTLET

FACTORY- S35

FACTORY- $59

FACTORY- S69

#22 Chicken Wings,

Sweet & Sour Pork, Fried Rice

$3.90

Try our

Moo Shu Pork

$3.95

#23 Szechuan Gai Ding,

Sweet & Sour Pork, Fried Rice

$4.95

•A TRUE FACTORY OUTLET SELLING ONLY THE B£ST"

Mon-Sat 9:30 am - 4:30 pm
Thursday's till 9:00 PM

Rt 9, East Main St

Ware, MA
Check or Cash Only

/ OUR LUNCHEON - DINNER SPECIALS

Jnly $1 .49 before 3 pm, $1 .90 after 3 pm

Eat in or Take Out

HOURS: Sunday Noon - lO pm, Mon - Sat 11:30 lOpm

2 LOCATIONS

430 Russel St (Rt 9)

HADLEY - 253-2571

ISO King St

NORTHAMPTON - 586-8220^

i,:rz! >-'" -
i

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE SPRING 1987 RECRUITING SCHEDULE

CHARTER RATES AVAILABLE FOR

CONCERTS, SPORTING EVENTS, ETC

•BmmI on 10 p«opi« round trip from Mm* loeatkm

fnOitii

CALL NOW: 586-7900

AT&T
The right choice

« ICBfi aTAT

c AMfRICANOBtt'lNGSCOPP

Center; the Whitmore desk ^iU aUc accept resumes for pre-screened schedules.

LAST MINUTE CHANGES ARE POSTED AT THE UNIVERSITY CAREER CENTER. WHITHORE SIGN UP DESK AND CAMPUS CENTER ASSISTANCE DESK.

^°
"r Selec"Jhe"J^p8nies with wMch you will request an interview.

imiversitv Career Ctr. or Whitmore Sign-up desk(Mon-Tues ?:00-3^0)
?

If pre-screened(P) submit Z resumes by the due date; resumes "-«> -^^ ^°
gS TO }hE ShITMORE SIGN-Sp DESK. IF VOU HAND IN MORE THAN ONE RESUME FOR

3: f open 0) submit 1 resume en one of the due dates;
^5"/,^"7, qJ^^J J^g S 2 tHTs YOUR MOST IMPORTANT SELECTION

COMPANIES COMING ON THE SAME DAY. YOU MUST "DE THE BACK WITH PR OR TY A B.C WIIH
^^^^^ ^ ^^^^ ^^^ ""r"' '^^„':!^J^

4 Each resume should be stamped with the information needed
^^'"JP^,^'^ '''^p?°4nce Always check the notebooks before handing 1" ^«"«^s-

..

.™..=. .. ....^. .»".<«""
'ijy"^^^^^^^^^^

"--

i

ATTENTION SENIORS WHEN YOU HAVE ACCEPTED A FULL TIME POSITION. PLEASE LET US KNOW. .. -HELP US TO HELP YOU!

= HAJOtS

S tut
S ANT
S **iv

S Ml

S k»1

^ ANT£ ANYs AMT

s »NT

g '**

OeOICES OIGAIIIZkTIOM
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lA/BS
A/IS
A/ IS
•A/IS
A/as

A/iS

(S
A/IS
A/>S

•A/IB

A/M

BLACK A DECKER
CHUBB COBPORATION
FILEHE'S
GENERAL HILLS, INC.
INSTITUTE ro« fARALECAL
TRAINING
LCCHNCRE

HETROPOLITAN LlfX INS. CO.

NORTNnIsTERN RUTUAL LIFE INS.

CO.
OSCO DRUGS
PROCTER 4 GARBLE

PMicTn 1 oahmj:

RETAIL SALES SPECIALIST
JUNDERKRITER. CLAIRS TRAIREE P

EXECUTIVE TRAINEES r

ALU REP. ^

HANAGEHENT TRAINEE IN RETAIL P

NAHACEHERT miHINO
TRAINING PROORAR

J
EXECUTIVE TRAINEE

J
INSURANCE (ALES '

HANAGEHENT TRAINEE P

SALES REP. FOR BEAUTY CARE C

saleI'iep. for nuutv caE C

DtVIlIM

FEB 2S,
FEB S
FEB 10
FEB 20
FEB 9

FEB 20

FEB 17
FEB 10
FE^ 4

FEB 9
FEB 13

ru 13

26 JAH 29 -F'
DEC 31 'P'
JAN 7 'P'
JAN U -P'
DEC a, 9 -0'

JAN 16 "P'

JAN 16 'P'
JAN 7'P'
DEC 31 -P'

DEC a. 9
•

DEC 1,9 '

JAN 7 'P-

AAJO

FIN., accto.

PERSONNEL
ROT.. HXTG.,
FIN., ACCTO.
FINANCE
HKTQ.. FIN..
NOT. „
HOT., IKTO

Ftl., ACCT.

MSBEES ORGANIZATIONS

HANAOEMEirr

POSITIOM VISA VISIT DATE DUE DATE g

AA, A
HNA
•A
A
A/as

tBA, MA

OSTON SYSTMS GROUP

CONNECTICUT RANK i TRUST
FORD ROTORS
OALLO «INE«T

GENERAL ELECTRIC
GENERAL RILLS

Sra lAKET COHPAIY

NAM

P

PROPERTY 1 CASUALTY C

STAFF AUOITOM ^. ._, ..,„-„ £
INDUSTRAIL A LA»Oi iELATIONS P

SALES RtP. '

FINANCIAL ROT.PMM»N
SALM MP.

HANAOCMIT TUHEt U MBTOS
AtU

FEB 19
FEB «
FEB 4
FEB 19
FEI 23

FE^ 19
nt 20

JAN It "P"
DEC S, 9 '0'

DEC 31 'P*
JAN It -P"
JAS 29 'P'

JAR It
JAI It

RAJOM
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CNK
CSE
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M/H

S/M
i
S/NS/PM)

8/RS/PND
M/NS
•S/RS/PND
S/RS
S/N8
M/PHD
S/RS

S/RS
BS/RS
8/RS
S/RS

•8 _S/M

OROAIIUTIOH

ANAUn DCVICO
CHUM CORPOSATin

CORRECTICUT OEPT.
DIGITAL

ELECTMNIC SYS. OIV. BARSCOR

FACTORY RUTUAL EMINEWIM

GENERAL OTiANICS/ ELECTRIC

OILETTE COj, MFETY RAMI OIV.

GTE GOVT. SYS. COIIR. SYS. BIT.

HONEYVELL

LmlScE LIVtRNORE RATIORAL

licDORNELL OOOOLAS CORPONATIOR

5a?AL UNDERiATER SYSTEHS CTR.

SaJaL iEAPONS CERTER ,

NOAA COHHISSION CORP. -
SrNEX/NE« ENOLANO TELEPHONE

oisRS CORRINO FKERCLAS
RATTNEON

SANDERS ASSOC I ATM

?rxjr"SfTRUNE«TS

U.S. PATTOS A TRADERARR
lEROS CORPOSATIOi

CMINESRIM

POSITIOM

LOM CONTROL
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C
P

SOFTNARE OEVELOPHERT EMIREM P
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^
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C
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c
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c
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C
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p
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FEE 24
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FEB 17
FEB 3t

FEE 17
FEB 3
FE* 10
FEE II,
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FEE 10
FEI 20
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FEI 3
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DEC 31

DEOIEH OMAIIZATIOM
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ECM

A/RS
A/^SA/M

AETNA LIFE t CARIALTY
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VISA VISIT DATE DUC DATE
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JAN 29 -P*

SATUIAL SCIESCn t SATS

•P'
•f
*•
P-

JAN It
DEC 31
JAN 7

13 JAH 7
JAN It
JAN 7
JAN It

JAN It 'P'
JAN 7 -p;
DEC 31 'P'
FEE 2,3 0'

HAJOH

COINS, HATN
COINS
COINS, HATH
HATM
COINS

COINS
COINS

COINS. APPLIED M/PND
HATN. PHYSICS
COINS M/M
NATS, ACTUARIAL M
SCIEiN:E ^
CHeI!!sTRY, M/M/PHD

C0INS"PNYSICS IS/HS/PHO
PHYSlfesrHiTH SS/HS/PHD
HUH, AfcTUARIAL RS/HS
SCIENCE
COINS JI'NS

COINS, HATH, SS
ECON «/ RATH

MnKSS OMASIZATIOM

R :5a{cii"HASAgig"ElftlY.TENS

U (OSTON SYSTEHS GROUP

S/M COOEX

8 COHPUCRAPNIC
U/M DIGITAL

ELECTRONIC DATA BTSTEM

OTE OOVT. STS. , COM. STS.

DIV.
NENITT ASSOCIATtS

LANRENCE^LIVERHORE RATIOSAL

HCOORNELL DOUOLAS CORPORATIOS
NAVAL VEAPONS CERTER
HC« EHOLARD RUTUAL LIFE IRS.

CO.
NEV NAHPSHIRE YANKEE
NOAA COHHISSION CORP.
STATE MUTUAL INSUSAHCE CO.

POBtTIOM

actuarial trainee
ptoorahher ahalyst

SSVCaU'developnesy

is?i!nr«omEN^
ENO. A RFO. DtVISigS
TRARSCRIPTS REOUIREO
RESEARCH EMOIHEM

VISA VISIT MTt DUB DATE

ACTUASIAL AMISTASTS

ENSIGN IN NOAA CORP.
SYSrenS/PROGRAHIIER ANALYST,

ACTUASIAL AMISTANT

C
P
P
c
p

p
p

p

c

p
c

c
c
p

p
c
c

FED 30
FEE 3
PC^ 19
FEE 4
FEE 13

FEB 29
FEE II

FEI 2

Pn 27

FH 9

PCS la
rn nk

FEI 17
res 10
FEE 12

rEE 12 ^
FEE 11.12
ra 3

JAR It -P-
DEC 31 'f
JAR It 'P'
DEC 1.9 -0'

JAR 7 -P*

JAR 29 •*•

JAR 7 -P'

DEC 31 "P'

JAR 29 P*

JAR 7 'P-

JAS 7 -P'
JU 29 -P'

JAR It -r
JAN 7 -P
JAN 7 -f

DEC a.9 -O'
JAN 7 -P-

DEC 31 -P-

? HE IE iS'aS ^"*' ,«il.u».-..
^ ^^^ j^, ,^ ,,, CO»iSSL "JifL

" ACTUARIAL A»l.l.». S

i;!;::: ^ISSI :. --..-»~^^^ - ' » ^^^^^^^rrrr^^r^---;
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AMHERST CAKRIAGE SHOPS }

j^5^Jc^w^ip*c^S?^?«^S^**^^^^ , ^c'^cs'"^:*** wi^'flti''^:^^ «^^'«; ^r^Cft-^M* «r:^C5i-'^afc9 «:^<»"'^a&P «c^<»"^a« «,£^<Xi-

TIRED OF STUDIES!!?

GET SOME REST . . .

. 7

^ Oinr'^iitdn Hattrcss.
ortable! Foldable! And Double Size

hdter.SlOO. BedTrame & cou^jb

bed^^|iiIabIe,from $ 16^]^^ l-v

n>
^r ^cm^*^

I'-
u

Good Night Bedding
549-3507 •Amherst Center*Carriage Shops

Sebastian
Hair Care

and
Colours

233 IM. Pleasant Street

Amherst Carriage Shops

Upper Level Mon.-Sat., by appt.

NEVER LET

THE 5 MINUTE WALK

FROM CAMPUS

COME

BETWEEN

YOU AND

THE

CARRIAGE

SHOPS

mh^rM iTlfiMC ^oua^

For All Your

Musical Needs

?33 N. Pleasant Street

Amherst. Mass. 01002

Phone 549-1728

nj^

\
THE CARRIAGE SHOPS

ANTIQUE
AND

VINTAGE
CLOTHING

TUES SAT 12-5 .

1

Family Resale Clothing

ONCE MODE

ITH FEELIN
The best place for all seasons

the most economical tool!

Carriage 5nops

2 A3 N.PldSJfit

Amhtr5t,C1A.

FINE YARNS & YARN SUPPLIES

jiiiiiiiiiiiiniiinniiiiHiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiniiiiiiiiiiiiimmiimiiiiiimMniniiiiiiimin

I AFRICAN, GUATAMALAN & OTHER THIRD WORLD ARTIFACTS^ |

JEWELRY • POSTERS • AND KORE<

SUPPLIES FOR QUICKLY

CRAFTED CHRISTMAS GIFTS
• Over 100 Yams From 26 Companies (wools, blends & cottons) •

• Over 600 Knitting & Needlework Books •

• Advice Cheerfully Given •

THE CARRIAGE SHOPS 223 N. Pleasant St Amherst

Open Men - Sat 9:30 - 5:30, Sun 1 - 5;
549-6106

CRESWELL GALLERY

ARTS & CRAFTS OF COLOR
I
!I CARRIAGE SHOPS — AMHERST

I TU - FRI: 1 1-5:30; SAT: 1 1-5:00; 549-6600

E(iiiuiiiiMiuiiiii.iiniiiiiiiiiuniiiiiuiiiiiuiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiS

PehtmiSiforts
HOURS: Mon - Wed 10-6; Thurs 10-b, Open Sat & Sun

AMHERST — 1 EAST PLEASANT STREfcT * 549-6904
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Doonesbury
By Garry Trudeau

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

pRiomies.

SOfiRY. AUa, STILL NCfTHINO

j AmiABLB. THE FeOSHAVB
- HAPTOCUrmYeACK.ONUW
INCOMB H0U9INQ.

SOfUHY, KIDS, TM£HB'5

N0 5UCHmiN6A^
A FR££ LUNCH
HBPe A^D/MORB!

SORRY. ED, We'RB
eOlNGTDHAVBlD
fl£P095e56 THERB^
JUST90MUCH YOUR
eOYEFKMENTCAH
AFWRPTO^
OOFOR
YOU.

Qb' 6612 703 10^^

I

There will be a staff reporting workshop

with Bofiton Globe reporter Kevin Cnllen,

7:30 p.m. tomorrow In Rm. 909 Campos

Center. CoonU toward staff statits.

Daily Crossword Puzzle

"Give me a hand here. Etta ... I got Into a

nest of wiener dogs over on Fifth and Maple."

Gordy
By Gorde

ACROSS
1 Voluble beasts of

burden'

5 Perfofmed

10 To — (all)

14 Samoan pon
15 Like caramels

16 City on the

TrucKee

17 Mardi Gras
lollow-up

18 Brisbane s

State

20 Trierelore

21 Cottee maker

22 Makes amends
23 Flintlock musket

25 NATO member
26 Ochs or

Gieeley

28 Moose s rack

32 — Plaines

33 Menta s

concerns

35 Whip
37 Reactions to

|Okes

39 Dividing wall in

plant cells

41 Sidon s

neight)or

42 The Big —
Chandler

44 On the qui vive

46 The — ot

Reason
47 Molasses, m

Leeds
49 — time (loatedi

51 Pan o« LA

52 State o! 51

Across

53 Degrade-

57 Fjima' s k^

58 Ro'scnacn iter^

61 Conceiiec ones.

63 AninroDOioQ'S*

Beneoi;-

64 ^ongteiiow

E5e' low!

65 Fi'Ce \^eDrie' "'

6f, Tne Cnane'

doc

67 Sv'-it>oi c
Slirrines;

68 ' <-•; -

6-

2 Copter

3 Crested.

b4g- billed bird

4 Stayed on the

sidelines

5 Obtains

6 Rustic

7 Harold ol the

comics

8 Cote dweller

9 Ruler

10 A Guthrie

11 Denote

12 — ol Green
Gables

13 Silent signals

19 Approach
stealthily

24 Toper

25 Merge
26 Old English

letters

27 Distributed

cards

28 Pippin

29 Tolkien tree

30 AKOJ10
31 Billow

34 Brunch, lunch

and tea

36 — oti

38 Encounter

40 Missouri

neightKjr

43 Grass bract

45 Sesame
48 Genus o( an

Ithaca

dogwood'
50 Those born on

September 28

52 Home ol the

Minotaur

53 Open
54 Diminish

55 Farm measure

56 Slide

57 Aeneid. eg
59 Palindromic

name
60 Part o(

TWTWTW
62 Films Gardner

AMSWFR TO PREVIOUS PUgLE:

TFsl

<3CSRE ^

DOWN

cainpwj

Bat Brain
By Bill Dearing

WHetsirTttVTTi
R.V«H IT V^^

-VXMI.

'^).
'-i^.

NKtlj^

<P^Z
//I
• «

^ df 7{
)

(,.»*'"" tN|^

s^

Menu
Lunch Dinner

r -- J Veal Parmesan
Roast Beef Gnnder ^g^ /Newburg Sauc.

Chicken Stew ^Puff Past:y Baked Cod
g^^^^^

^"^"Sle
^orn Muffin

Basics Lunch Basics Dinner

Garden Sandwich Eggplant Parmigiana

Chicken Stew/Puff Pastry
q^^^^^ Cod/Newburg Sauce

Triangle

r

M^^l li^ ^

Weather
TODAV Ci

siedd'.-

r--

i to.i^'^
—

'

Campus Pond

PLATO, rn so deppf;essed>

I HAVE wo PURPOSE INm
LIFE

^YOU'RE HERE FOR HU/^fNiS

TO LOOK AT. YOU'RE A /^ERE

SYMBOL OF i\)ATURE IN THIS
nm rSnut.

^THANKS FOR EWLIGHTENING^
f^e WITH YOUR PHILOSOPHY

I FEEL r^UCH BETTER.

r

By Sa!

1

skies and ending s

ind cold

. .... tuuight

...reasing ciaudir:

A i 1

1

ir.c hign ;n

n near 40.

J

Today's Staff
Night Editor Steve Higgim

r

Copy Editor. .Ann Britton

Photo Tech Rf fk^lt^f:

Lavoat Tech ^^^^ Solaroh

Production Supervisor Bethanne Moskov

Prodaction:Pamela Bracken, Michael M. Cooper,

Henry Jost. and Glenn Stephens

Executive Board — Fall of 1986

Bloom County
by Berke Breathed

ROCK BANJD

At^r 3e A3U' T"

yrr 'MP.. ..lu^'

^m

The pio":!"^

DODE LEVtNSON

IDUN YONCt

'RIN

ROB SKEITON

WILLIAM SPAIN

ANSb! .7lNTtK

Business Board — Fall of 1986

VANESSA ROTH
hnance Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Subscription Managet J
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> stickers
iontinued from page 16

Martel's most pro-

ductive outing was against

Dartmouth whe'n she was
credited with a goal and an

assist in a 4-0 UMass
pounding.

One player kept the

Minutewomen afloat in all

21 contests. Junior net-

minder Lynn Carlson

posted a stingy .61 GAA
enroute to 14 shutouts.

Carlson rejected shots,

made spectacular saves, and

denied corners, earning her

the recognition of one of the

top four goalies in the

country.

Through determination,

drive, and grit under
pressure, the UMass field

hockey team earned a

number five ranking and

won 16 games, a fact which

should not be overshadowed

by it's early exit from the

playoffs

Read Sports

UMASS
MEDIATION

PROJECT

Hammer out a solution

But leave your hammer at home

Free, fast, confidential way

to resolve disputes

Call or come by Mon-Fri 9-5

425 Amity St., Amherst - 545-2462

We Create A Style As
Individual As you Are
" CONSULTATION

AND STYLK C UT

WITH COUPON & STUDKNI I.I).

I COOKBOOKS &
^ KIDS BOOKS
FOR CHRISTMAS

40-80%off
Publishers List Price

VALLEY BOOKS
Carnage Shops - Amherst

M-F 10:30-5:30

Sat 10-5; Sun 12-5

VI$a/MC • 549-6052

Change your
tires NOW .

IB
per pair

Alignment and
balancing

available

North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center

Full Service Tire Store
ra Sunilarland Ha. No Amheist MA

S49-4 704

65 UNIVERSITY DRIVP], AMHERST
549-5610 exp: Nov 28, 1986

I

the crunchiest.
crispiest tastiest

fried chicken /

inthevalieyl ^

FREE DELIVERY

7%r:^..y^^\y%f'M^j^^^y%^M.7^^^y%rMj^^^'yw^^^^m^'^'-y%' /-»^7^

51 KoltVMxiO U.ilK

Dimiilov\n Aiiiln rsl 253-7494
thriiiiyti thr Allt\

hi limct liiiii Oiil

$
$
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$
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$
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$
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s
s
s
s
s
$
s
$
$
s
$

STUDENTS
WORK ALL JANUARY AS
INVENTORY AUDITORS
$5.25/HOUR TO START
RGIS Inventory Specialists is the nation's largest in- $

ventory service with 160 offices nationwide. January is
|

our biggest month. Average 20-40+ hours a week.
|

Weekends and night availability necessary. $

To be considered, must have phone, means of
|

transportation, pass a math test, and be dependable.
|

No experience required, paid training provided. $

To learn more call the office nearest your home dur-

1

ing Thanksgiving break or interview at the Campus
|

Center as follows. $
$
$
s
s
$
s
$
$
s

$
s
$
$
$
$
$
s
$
$
$
$
$
$
t
%
$
$
s

Cross-Country Ski JamboreeALE!
A sample of the best outfits at the lowest prices anywhere...

Monday Dec 8 Rm 101 - Tues Dec 9 Rm 101

Wednesday Dec 10 Rm 101 - Thursday Dec 11 Rm 168
INTERVIEW TIMES ARE SAM - 6PM EVERY HOUR ON THE HOUR. BE PROMPT

CALL
(617) 832-6152

^^1
(61^^^^^938-9269

(617) 849-2941

(617) 336-5658

(603) 893-1829

IF YOU LIVE IN OR NEAR
Worcester, Leominster, Fitchburg,

Gardner, Framingham, Acton,

Maynard, CliQton, Milford, Franklin,

Southbridge, Webster

Cambridge, Summerville, Burlington,

Lowell, Lawrence, North Shore

Quincy, Brokton, New Bedford,

Taunton, Cape, Hanover, or

Middleboro

Nordic Wakeless Skis

Leather 75mm Boots
Tonkin Poles
75mm Bindings
Free Mounting

Salomon 301 Boots
Salomon SNS Bindings

Tonkin Poles
Nordic Waxless Skis

$79.95
SPECIAL
PRICF

$99.95
EVEN LOWER THAN

LAST YEAR!

Plus:
•Last Seasons Skis Vi price

•Rental package Clearance Save $40.00
•All Used Boots $10.00
•Free Childrens Boot Exchange

Childrens Outfits

Irak Kidski

Kidski/Poles

up to 4 yrs.

$29.95

Providence Area

Southern New Hampshire

SPONSORED BY STUDENT EMPLOYMENT Q.FFIQ£

Turbo Jr.

Waxless Skis

Boots Poles
Bindings
4 to 7 yrs.

$59.95

Turbo
Waxless skis

Boot Poles
Bindings

7 to 12 yrs.

$69.95

l*c/otoii Sftorts
the cross-country ski experts

Sale Starts Wed. Nov. 19 thru Sun. Nov. 23rd

Thrus. & FrI Open Until Midnight

Amherst 1 E. Pleasant St

Northampton 18 state st

'Greenfield Mohawk Iran

549-6904

584-1016

773-5572
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* football makes poll
continued from page 16

game we played, and they (William and Mary) drop from

eighth to ninth. I have great contempt for that move. It

can't be justified. But that's why we can't pay close at-

tention to the polls because there is so much politicking."

Now that the team is back in the poll, talk is turning

to the possibility of earning a berth in the playoffs. All

year Reid has been emphatic about not talking about the

team's chances. But he can no longer deny that they ex-

ist - and if the team wins Saturday versus traditional

rival University of Connecticut at Warren McGuirk Alum

ni Stadium, the playoffs, if there is a God. are waiting in

the wings.

"We have to win this week," he said. "If we do, then

we're in — no question about it."

Minuteman Mutterings: Sophomore quarterback Tim

Bryant became the third UMass player to wint the Golden

Helmet as New England's University Division Player-of-

the-Week for his effort in the UMass win over UNH.

Bryant, who threw for 206 yards and a touchdown and

ran for another 115 yards and two more scores, joins

sophomore kicker Silvio Bonvini and senior fullback Al

Neri, who won the award last week, as this year's win-

ners of the award.

Sports staff meeting
There will be a mandatory meeting for membere of the

sports staff at 4 p.m. at the sports editor's desk in Cam

pus Center room 113.

Any and all staff members meaning YOU - Roger.

Matt, Linda. Jim AND. for all intents and purposes,

Steve. Anyone failing to show up will face the aenous

charge of disobeying a command from above.

Be there or be beaten with a hammer at a later date

'the FIVE COLLEGE PROGRAM IN PEACE & WORLD SECURITY PRESENTS

A NUCLEAR FREE SOUTH PACIFIC
The New Zealand Perspective

A LECTURE BY;

THE RT. HON. SIR WALLACE ROWLING KCMG
Wednesday, November 19 - 8:00 PM

Converse Assembly Room, Amherst College

AND AN INFORMAL DISCUSSION WITH SIR WALLACE

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 19 - 4:00 PM
Mount Holyoke College

Both talks are FREE and OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION. CALL PAWSS at 549-4600 ext 519
^^

^////////////y//////////////Ae<^//////^^^^

Pre -registering for courses next semester?

...Consider the University Health Services

Peer Education
Program

Peer Alcohol and

drug educators

LEARN ABOUT YOURSELF

TEACH YOUR PEERS

GAIN CAREER EXPERIENCE

For mora information about these 3 cradit coursaa

sponsorad by the University Health Services

call the Health Education Office at 549-2671 ext. 181

ACTIVITIES • AUDIO
AUTO FOR SALE • CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT -FOR RENT

FOR SALE • FOUND
HELP WANTED "LOST

CLASSIFIED
INSTRUCTION • MOTORCYlCLES
PERSONALS • RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED -SERVICES
ROOMATE WAMED* TRAVEL

WANTED 'SUBLET

COME TO THE COLtEOIAN OFFICE - CC ,13 MON-THURS «,30.3:3. (FRI a:3.)«DEADUNE 2 DAYS PTOIR TO PUBLICATION. CASH IN ADVANCE. .S^mOHD^DAY FOB STUDENTS

ACTIVITIIS

SUNDAY EVENING PRAYERS front

lounge Newman Center 6PM five codeoe

KMHNT
ROOMS AVAILABLE IN large house,

across street form campus Fireplace,

darkroom $250 4 549-6364

MAKE $100/WK up to $800/month repre-

sent Lenders 5firs/wk call Ivlike 546-8697
NIID AN ItCORTT

WANT TO MEET 5000 people in 8

weeks? New students program |obs CC
concourse Nov 20 and 21

SUNDAY EVENING PRAYERS 6PM
Smith College Chapel downstairs lounge

refreshments

THE ROAD WARRIOR. Novemt)e' 21

Campus Center Auditorium, sponsored

by UMass Science Fiction Society

CAN FOOD OWVE today Give to needy

families for Thanksgiving Drop off Whil-

more, Camous Center. TWA, NAH Spon-

sors Aipna Kappa Alpna

TAKE OVER LEASE: 2 spaces available

Jan 1 "on bus route" 127 50/month Vh
baths call 665-8261

2 ROOMS IN house, bus route, available

now and 1-15-87 549-6604

HUNORYf!

SO ARE OTHERS please donate for can

food drive drop off today at Whitmore

Campus Center OTWA and NAH spon-

sored by Alpha Kappa Alpha soronty

THE UNDERGRADUATE JOURNAL wiH

have a meetino on Tnursday. Nov 20 at

6 30 in E-27 Machme' Please contact

Sarah it unable to attenc

OVP OUTSIDE^ PROPOSAL meeting

7 00PM 168CC all groups requesting fun-

ding mus; attend Tonighi

AUDIO

PToNE^EB TUHNTABl¥ $75 3wav
speakers, S15C or 30 ca:: Chucr
549-604':

TAKE OVER LEASE. Nov rent tree 1

bdrm 400 00 utilities included in

Sunderland on ma)Or bus ropuite Call

Sivha 12-1 545-2893

FOP SALE

AUTO FOR SALE

KEG TAPS FOR sale' Brand new, never

used Keo taps only $25 Packies charge

$45 lor" used taps Don 1 waste you'

money! New taps $25, Car Tonv
256-1438 today

19T9 CHEVY WAGON. 99.400 miies

new clutch, Best offer 536-5434 Even-

ings week-ends,

0HML2 SPEAKERS 4 yr warranty Call

6-7921

TEN SPEED FUGI like new has ac-

cessoriei women's model upnght handle

bars $150 546-<»303

68 CHEVY BELAIR ^t -eiiable low

milage previously owned by little old lady

call 549-6269

1979 SUBARU QL Wagon. 4-wheel dnve,

4-door, excellent running condition,

77 450 miles, am/fm, new brakes, must

sell. $1990. call 549-1921

SKI PACKAGE: HART 170 skis, Salomon

blindings Kz poles, heierling boots-Sl85

call Allison 253-9916

XTRA TIRES-USED two 14" B78-13 with

rims$40. 15" 7,35-14 with rim$20 call

David 256-0324

1982 CUTLASS SUPREME brougham

diesel excellent condition Loaded 3495

or BO call evenings 549-4135

PANASONIC PORTABLE RADIO -

cassette $40 xiarge fulllace motorcycle

helmet $40 Michael 6-4204

1874 SUPER BEETLE new mufler good

condition $900 BO 548-9340

COLORADO ROUND-TRIP airline ticket

lor Nov 27- Dec 3 $200 or best offer call

256-1440

WANTID

ALWAYS BUYING USED books,

records taoes and compact discs Call

Dynamite Books 586-9670 or Dynamite

Records 584-1580 Northamptor,

TO TAKE OVER lease of two or three

bedroom apt In January, preferably m
Pufton o' Crestview call 546-4460 O'

546-4452

NEED HELP PAYING renf It you nave

a garage (tor storing and working qp

motorcycles) we can help Andy 253-71 1

5

JB 546-8648 Mike 546-9059

NONSMOWNG RESPONSIBLE
FEMALE to share beOroom in Soutnwooo

apt starting January Please call

253-9955

WANTED: STUDENT SPRING breai>

representatives for collegiate tour &

travel Earn complementary trips and

cash For more information call

(61 7)780-9324. or write 9434 Naples, NE,

Minneapolis, MN 55434, Attn John

INSTRUCTION

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS experienc

ed and patient teacher Pop-rock-lolk-

blues Songwriting, theory, reading, im-

provisation Right on bus line, Doug
549-4786

CALL 5-2123 BETWEEN 8PM & 2AM
every day for an escort anywhere on cam-

pus Play It sale

HAPPY BDAY TERI SUEIRO

" DUE TO UNNECESSARY WORK
Your Birthday will be moved lo

Thursday night Even so. today

is the big day you become an adult

So throw out Angela and move on the

real thing You did the big X', but

what's nexf
Who loves ya babe, WE DO!

PERSONALS

HAPPY BIRTHDAY CHEL (twc fl.^y;

late ) Hope your senior year is going wel

Wnen are you getting you' Porsche'' See

you later Moonrakei

TEDJ BEAR NAPPED!! She is whjie with

a pink ribbon, missing Irom a Fn night

party Info on ne' whereaboutb can

255-604'

DEAR MARY JANE, nope you liKed the

14K chain from Golden Opportunity 1 3 N

Pieasnant S! Amherst By the way did

you see the solid rope chains starting a!

$134 (savings of 40-70 percent) I'm not

lussy either Love Brunei

JOBS FOR NOW^tfi option to continue

in January or next semester $4 50/hri

bonuses to start Our top callers make
$6-7/hr and more Come to telelund in

basement of memonal hall or call 5-3509

HAPPY 21STVdAY Joe the count down
IS finally over' I hope you have a great

day I'll love you today tommorrow, and

forever Love Nancy

DESPERATELY SEEKING KAHYNE
Bozariian' Still waiting to make little

Boston College All- Americans Love, Jim

Burke 617-923^144

DAVID DBSM SILVERMAN! Start smil

ing or I'll have your legs broken! Love. T

rEETf WE^an make it through erotic ci-

ty, your lacosles. our boots, and Cll, then

we are destined lor Miami Happy Birth-

day! Joelle and Cara

JWN DONAHUE- I'm not a materTal girl

Skip the games (I might) Pnncess

AT^TENTION TO ALL Tny^U Mass
equestnan teammates You guys are the

best Special thanks lo Sandy who has

helped us all so much

KAREN/COOLIDGE/E. LONGMEADOW
met you at DU 11/14 roomale dragged

you ou! the door what a smilei WouW tove

to see It again' Let s talk Mark 256-86?:"

808 COLLIDGE: THE best semester tuli

of on so much tun' It's |usi me again

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE newes'

memoB' of Kappa Kappa Gamma Bnar

Crowiei from the Thistle Lane Ganc

CONNIE I FORGOT your number and

;

want 10 taKf v'Ou out Call me it you stii

have rnin- bteven

WANT SIOOOO? WSVL raffle tickets

availaPle tc-day on tne concourse

PETE CWIEKA- LOVE yous pieas^ t^'

mine

COLONIAL VILLAGE ONE bedroom ir

two bedroom apt S180» available im

mediately 256-6250

HELP! NEED 1 or 2 females to share one

bedroom Brandywine Starting lease iP

Jan or Feb Call ASAP 549-0246

FEMALE ROOJldA'fE NEEDED lo share

rm in nice apt near campus! FumisheC

except bdrm Call anytime 256-1081

1964 PLYMOUTH HORIZON excellent

condition $4000 or best offer for info call

Barb 586-3891

MACINTOSH 51 2K WITH second floppy

drive $950 00 Call Dan 549-7674(eve8)

or 545-3444(days)

CHEVETTE 1977 4-SPEED 2-door ex-

cellent condition, very reliable $750

546-9355

MUST SELL EFFIOENT cheap car 1976

Chevrolet 2door Vega runs well good con-

dition all offers considered $400 only

546-4294 or 566-2716

SOFT CONTACT LENSES. Most daily

wear lenses, $18 00 to $25 00 ea extend-

ed wear lenses. $30 00 to $48 00 Lowest

prices on contact lense solution Heat

units, $12.95 Amherst Optical Shop,

1-413-253-5412 or 413-256-6403

PASCAL TUTOR. REASONABLE rates

584-1307

SPANISN TUTOMNO » TRANSLATION

I'LL HELPI GRAMMAR, pronunciation,

conversation 256-1002

BOB, K/r, « WOMENS swim team goal

setting is the strongest human force lor

self-motivation aim high- 1 miss you guys'

Aloha Ellen

DAVE-THINKING OF you puts a smile on

my face and warms my heart Je T'Aime,

Aliwallie

LOST

POUND
H.P. 1 1C CALCULATOR in library lower

Please call 546-4778 for reward

JACK AND TODD- do you take this

woman to be your lawfully wedded
wile ? Love. Pam and Andrea

APOLOGY ABOUT THE conlrontation

tjetween a sport car and a belligerent fooi

Friday night around 1 AM neai

Lodestone Sorry that's not like me Steve

SUZANNE-STEVE SrWHAT? We heard

you calling all the way from Brandywine

Don't twist our arms' Happy 20th we love

you and ice cream Dana Ellen Hillary and

Risa

HAVE MY FRIENDS been calling you

"Renee''? " Write back so we can meet

Your double, Renee

hTE'TTHERE 'LATS"- you know I love

you' Thanx for the past 365 days 1 can i

wait to ski Killington Forever yours Boss

Coach. Goose

PROFESSIONAL TYPINO SERVICE

papers: CASES. DISSERTATIONS -

Dependable, on-campus, reasonable,

584-7924. Nancy

SERVICES

TYPING, TAPE TRANSCRIPTION ^ JS

accurate 665-7652

TERRIFIC TYPING FROM Spee i

Keys Professional reliable servi>

^56 1002 Bam-llpm

TYPING, TAPE TRANSCRIPTION •

accuralp 665-76S?

1 00 PEOPLE NEEDED to lose a

Chrsimas Fun/simple 5d> •. u
8 30 10PM

SKIERS

SELL YOUR EQUIPMENT at int? q'»?

ski snatch bring it to the Studer,: Wm
Baiifoom Wed l^ov 19th 900am -4 f>0(^

SPRING IREAK 87

BAHAMAHS 7 NIGHTS round trip Cgn
3.'i.l 3.'?i under $400 Eric 546 77

U

Stacey 546 7779

TO SUSLET

PARTIALLY FURNISHED 2 Pedroo"
apl available starting 1/1/67 at Colonial

Village - right across Irom Changes
Quite- on bus route ! $380/month cat,'

Mary or Donna al 256-678?

2 BEDROOM APT, available startina

1/1/87 at Clitside apt, on bus route, cafl

I in at 545-4310 or 665-2403

RUM WANTIO

CASH

PAYING CASH FOR your baseball cards

please call Mike 549-0333

SarjORIELYNN CONLEY- cute cf»eeks

I've found them call 6-8227 ask for Elliot
MASS LIQUOR ID m Credit Unton

Reward offered for its return call 266^20

DID YOU LOSE a calculator in the Blue

Wall? Call me at 545-0063. Ask for Andy

DAHNO SIRVICi

INTERNATIONAL DATING SERVICE •

serving five college system and surroun-

ding areas $15 tor two months SASE to:

PC Box 489. Amherst

UMBRELLA IN NEWMAN center 2 Satur

days ago Call 546-5936

GOLD INITIAL RING MG family heirloom

freat sentimental value! Reward! Call

56-6076, 256-1438

ROBERT LEE RICE III happy birthday

Don't make plans for dinner, especially

dessert, Monique the Dark Woman

LESTER: STAND UP in a dear blue irwr-

ning, until you see what can be,.

BLUE WALLET KEEP money please

return the rest 6-7460 Takeshi

OJ HERE'S A bandaki for your emotional

scar? You're healed! Miraculous, huh?

Kathi

TO NYC/NJ area Thanksgiving Leave

Tues/Wed return Sun/Mon Heidi

256-0051
TO AND FROM CHATHAM, MA (Cape

Cod) Thanksgiving, 2 people, share $

549-5991

fbTTH~ACA~NY"ll72Tshare expenses

256-6219 or 263-3912 ask for Bay or

leave message

MILP WANTID

INTERTAINMINT

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
ExcellenI Iree meals

Light clean-up

Call Cheryl at AXO
545-2152

LOST-GOLD RING with emerald
centerstone and two small diamonds Of

found please call 6-8752

1 SILVERWATCH. Left in bathroom in

the Hatch Inscnptkjn on back Great sen-

timental vaalue Call John 253-7374

BULLDOG THANKS FOR being so car-

ing 11/6 I really did have a great time!

Sorry to see you graduate You'll be miss-

ed' Good luck al the Foot! Anne

RIDfRS WANTf

O

MUSICIANS NEEDED FOR perfor-

mances at Belchertown State School

Funding available Contact Bruce

256-4236

MtT

GET THINGS DONE-fast Get things

done- fast sign up at any DC Nov 18-20

to skip your Nov 20 evening meal Pro-

ceeds figfil hunger!

QMNP^R.. COMMUNICATION, polrtical.

& management skills you'll need after

graduation Work lull or part time to com-

bat groundwater pollutwn and river diver-

sions Earn $375-1000 this winter break

Beat the summer rush and gel thai sum-

mer |ob in the bag Call Clean Water

Action-549-7460

HELP NOTEBOOK LOST Thursday the

13th last seen on a couch along campus
concourse 4PM Subject History of

Costume HoEc 510 Help! Reward! Call

Linda 256-1658 5PM on

HORSEY, rDIDN'T FORGET YAI Mer-

cy buckets and all that jazz' Ex-poodle

RON. THANK^OU for'all your help and

support Most ol all your caring Forgive

me for ever doubting you Veggie

SHARON WHEN CAN I meet you again?

Jeff (from Munchy's)

LOn: IIACK LAt

FOR A OOOO TIME CALL

RACK-A-^iSK~ ENTERTAINMENT
Agency Disc)0ckeys, Bands, Lights and

Large screen video dances 549-7144

PROGRAMMERS WITH 2YRS luHtime

expenence on DEC/VAX with Cobol and

Of Basic 25-30K Also have IBM positions

mainirame Or do you know someone'

$500 finders lee Call Tim Career In-

telligence 534-0974

WOMAN FOR INFANT care in my home

Tuesday afternoon and other possible

afternoons. 549-0037

$100 REWARD FRIENDLY 851b male no

collar missing from Echo Hill Amherst

since 11/16 545-3642 days 256-0572

evenings ^^
MOVIR

KRISTIN E IN Baker have been watching

you loi some lime Conversed in DC and

on bus Really want to meet you Please

call Pete

PILGRIM-COME lACK- I really ne«J

you- Mario

ROUND TOYYN MOVERS fast reliable

cheap call M.chael anytliTie 323-6780

CONGRATUALTIONS Karta and Jen

The two sweetest sisters of Sigma Kap

pa Gel psyched lor the formal Love

Dave and Jim

RIDES GIVEN TO •"« Hartford area for

Thanksgiving break Kevin 546-3ZZJ

ROOMMATES WANTED

RESPONSIBLE FOR LO a^ on bus wrte

own room, furnished bul bring bod $210

M room plus ut'l'ties call 323^989 before

2PM 323-6311x530 alter

Pufflon or Brandywine Apt Call Huss

546-5353

2 PEOPLE NEBDCD to share townSouii

apt call 549-6641 ^
WANTED: QUTrT STUDIOUS, TeMOO-

sible female to share one bedroom Pufl-

ton Apartment starting January Isl,

Plaasecall 549-1313

CLIFFS1DE APTS NON-smoking femaln
grad studenl wanted lor 1 ol 2 bedroom:
beginning late Jan-Feb I Rent $240/mu
all-inclusive call Sue 545-2707(day)
065-21 56(evening) _

triRfO POR SALE

PIONEER TNtEdRATED^ AMPLIFIER
(70W/CH) and digital synthesized tuner

Teal cassette deck (30-19, OOOHZ), More'

super power LA2051I loudspeakers E>

tremely accurate system Valued il

$1 100. will sell for $600 or BO call i >
rtA>, t,*ojiTie

TYPINO SIRVICI

QUAUTY TYPING. Long oTshort pro-

jects Meticulous proofreading Rush jobs

OK New IBM typewriter 549-0367

•SPEEDY KEYS" PHOFESSIONALI^
ing/editing 256-1002

TRAVIL

^pgjjpSP^ij^OBREAKTrTTh^Bib^
Z^^ start at $339 'or more information

call Bruce or Paul at 256-8068

WANnO TO MNT

WE ARE LOOKING TOmKe over lease

of Puffton or Brandywine Apt

ROOMS/SUBLEll¥WANtED Dec 27

Jan 24 call school for BMC 256-8615

9AM-7PM

FEMALE NEEDS A room m apl or house

close to campus piMMe call AMwon
253-9916

WE'RE LOOKING TO take over lease of

North Amherst area apt Call Bob
546-9721
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Playoffs are possible for

A-10 bound Minutewomen
Spikers ready for A-lO's: could get NCAA at-large bid

Collegian photo by Paul Denmarais

Freshman setter Karen Ferguson lets a set fly in

action earlier this season. Ferguson, who was
named A-10 Freshman-of-the-Week for the third
time this year, was in action with the rest of the
Minutewomen last night at Northeastern.

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

Editor's Nofe.Results of last night's match with Nor-

theastern University were not available by press time.

Due to deadline restraints, a full summary of the UMass-

NU match can be seen in tomorrow's edition of the

Collegian.
Yes, it is possible, but the possibilities are limited and

very, very slim.

The University of Massachusetts volleyball team finds

itself in a very strange situation at the moment. Barring

an upset in last night's match with Northeastern Univer

sity, the Minutewomen will head into the Atlantic 10

Volleyball Championships being held this weekend at

Rutgers University with a 29-5 regular season mark. A
victory in the first round of the tourney could give the

spikers a 30-win season, which, in turn, could produce an

NCAA Division I National tournament bid.

But what are the reasons for such an optimistic outlook

on a possible post-season bid?

From a positive point of view, the reasoning is simple.

Last season, the University of Rhode Island, who drop-

ped a four-set decision to reigning conference champion

Penn State in last year's A 10 Volleyball Championship

final, received an almost unheard of at large bid to the

NCAA National tourney with a 26-7 record PSU gained

an automatic bid by winning the conference schedule.

The significance of all of this is clear. If the

Minutewomen are successful in posting a 30-win season

against only five (or possibly six at the worst) losses, that

would put the spikers three (or possibly four) games ahead

of URI's pace from last season, something that cannot,

and would not, be totally ignored by the NCAA Selection

Committee.
However, the two strikes the Minutewomen have

against them are just as clear, if not more so considering

the kind of season that the likes of Penn St. has rolled

up. The first point, which is probably the most damag-
ing, is that UMass is not, and has not at any point dur-

ing the season been, nationally ranked. Last year, Rhode
Island did manage to break the Top Twenty, which aided

in their efforts to gain a National tourney bid.

The second point is just as crippling, that being the

strength of schedule involved. For the last several years.

Despite first-round playoff loss, the

Minutewomen had quite a season
By LINDA DELVORIAS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts field hockey team
reached quite a few milestones during this past season,

most notably a 16-4-1 record and a number five national

ranking. These accomplishments should not be diminsh-
ed in light of a disappointing 3-2 first-round playoff set-

back at the hands the fourth-ranked University of Con-
necticut this past weekend.

The Minutewomen, who were defeated by Boston
University in the opening round of the playoffs last year,

showed tremendous consistency during the regular

season, compiling a ten-game winning streak and six con-

secutive shutouts.

"It's a disappointment, because we all expected to go
further than last season. During the regular season we
just took each game one at a time. We didn't overlook our

opponents, and we beat the teams we were supposed to.

But it seemed like it was all right to lose to teams rank-

ed higher than us. When we played UNH, ODU, UConn
we had the attitude that there was nothing to lose, only

something to gain if we beat them," Amy Roberston said.

UMass exploded for four goals on four separate occa-

sions, and outscored it's oppponents 47-14. The
Minutewomen's comeback capabilities were apparent in

a 21 double-overtime squeaker against Harvard, and a
4-2 pasting of Maine.

"This was a special team. Everyone contributed and we
all had a common goal (NCAA Final Four). No one
doubted that we would make the playoffs," Robertson said.

"This was the best team I've been on in the past three

years. We had strengths at every position, and no conflicts

over playing time,"

Offensively, UMass laid claim to a potent attack.

Senior co-captain Lisa Griswold was the team's most
lethal weapon. The right-winger compiled some im-

pressive statistics, including 21 goals, five assists, and
eight game-winning tallies. She had a stretch of eight

games with at least one goal, and chalked up a hat trick

in against the University of Rhode Island.

Left-winger Lil Hultin complemented Griswold on the

other side of the field. The senior, who was the inbounder

on penalty corners, finished the year with seven tallies

and six assists. Hultin was at her best in the victory over

the Black Bears. She had a hand in all of the scoring plays.

registering a pair of goals and dishing out two assists.

Junior Tonia Kennedy, when not starting, was often the

first player off the bench. Kennedy fired home four goals,

three of which were game-winning tallies. She netted the

team's first goal of the season against Virigina, and was
a tough customer inside the circle.

Freshman forward Nancy Philbrick, a highly touted

rookie from Gorham, Maine, weaved her way through
enemy defenses for four tallies. Philbrick deposited her

first collegiate goal against Yale, and had three of her
tallies in a five-game stretch.

The midfielders, who were responsible for the transition

game and setting up the forwards, were a force to be

reckoned with.

Sophomores Julie Stuart and Ruth VasapoUi found the
range three times. Stuart added three assists, and had two
goals in the first three games of the season. VasapoUi
came on strong in the latter stages of the year, tallying

twice in the last regular season game, a 2-0 blanking of

Rutgers.

Junior Ronnie Coleman, sophomore Pam Bustin, and
freshman Carol Smith turned in consistent showings. Col-

eman had the game-winning goal against Temple; Bustin
was a ball-hawk, constantly picking off passes and scoop-

ing up loose balls; and Smith, a native of Centereach, NY,
played with all the poise of a seasoned veteran.

The UMass defense was led by Chris Kocot, Amy Robert-

son, and Nancy O'Halloran. This trio stifled drives, dif-

fused comers, and challenged players to make their day.

Kocot, the sweeper, was the quarterback of the defen-

sive corps. The senior co-captain, in addition to con-

tributing four goals and seven assists off corners, con-

tinually smacked balls into enemy territory, threading

the needle like Larry Bird making a full court pass to his

bewildered teammates.
The center-back, Robertson, was a pesky defensive

demon who stuck to opposing players like glue. The junior

often had her best games when marking high scoring for-

wards, such as UConn's Tracey Fuchs, and Boston Univer-

sity's Alison Caito.

O'Halloran was probably the steadiest defender. She had

few off-days, and racked up nine interceptions against Pur

due, and eight thefts against Stanford in a span of three

days.

Bernie Martel. a freshman from Walpole, MA, respond-

ed to the call when the Minutewomen needed a defender

off the bench. continued on page 14

URI has played a schedule ofTop Twenty caliber, especial-

ly where this season is concerned. Among the losses for

URI include San Diego St. (the third ranked team in the

nation), the University of Texas at Arlington (Top Twen-

ty), Long Beach State, and the University of Arizona (Top

Twenty). With substantial support from its athletic depart-

ment, schools such as URI, Penn St. and George

Washington have been able to schedule Top Twenty

caliber teams, something that has always appealed to

those who determine who does and doesn't get into the

tourney.

The Minutewomen, however, have played only one team

that has been in the Top Twenty, that being ISth-ranked

Penn St. Although UMass did upset URI on the road at

Kingston in very convincing fashion last month, it re-

mains clear that such a win is not sufficient enough to

warrant a berth into the National tourney.

So, if everything seems to be going against the spikers,

what would get them into the tournament?

"We would realistically have to win the Atlantic lO's

to be considered for a tournament spot. That's about the

only way we'll get in, ' UM head coach Elaine Sortino saici

"We've had a remarkable season and whether or nut \\ l

make the playoffs will do nothing to change that."

But there is a silver lining in all of this, The .single in-

tangible that would probably have the most positive in

fluence would be the fact that this is, indeed, the first full

season of Division I competition for the Minutewomen.

Diving headlong into one of the toughest volleyball con-

ferences in the nation and finishing in the top half is

nothing to sneeze at. This is something that the elite in

the Atlantic 10 conference has readily acknowledged and

serves as a means of really judging the capabilities of this

team.

Side Outs: Freshman setter Karen Ferguson, who was

selected as the Most Valuable Player at the Northeastern

Volleyball Classic, was named the A-10 Freshman-ofthe-

Week for the week ending November 10. During that

week, Ferguson handed out 198 assists for a 10.4 average

in 19 games. The El Toro, CA. native also registered 26

digs, eight kills, three solo blocks and five services aces,

as well as a .300 hitting efficiency rating. Ferguson is cur

rently second in the A- 10 in assists with 986 assists in

101 games for an average of 9.76 assists per game.

UMass cracks the
NCAA I-AA poll
Minutemen land 18th slot;

prepare for playoff drive

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

The University of

Massachusetts football

team returned to the
NCAA Division I-AA Na-
tional Poll Tuesday at

18th, following their

eighth victory of the
season, a 38-31 win over

the University of New
Hampshire last Saturday.
"We're in the position we

want to be in right now,"
head coach Jim Reid said.

"It's good that we're in the

poll now because the last

two weeks are important

for two reasons. Number
one, we have to be near

where we are to think

playoffs, and number two,

the last poll is the most im-

portant."

The return follows a
three-week absence from
the poll since the team's
41-7 loss to second-ranked
Holy Cross, and, ifyou ask
anyone on the team, it was
a long time coming.
"I think we should have

been in it a long time ago
but that doesn't mean
anything. We deserve to be

higher. By winning this

week it will put us in an
even higher bracket,"
sophomore inside

linebacker John McKeown
said.

But that feeling isn't

anything new. McKeown

and his teammates have
felt all year that the team
hasn't been getting the

credit it deserves. At 8-2,

the team has already mat-

ched the school record for

most wins during the

regular season v^rith Satur-

day's potential finale in

hand. And, when you com-

pare Holy Cross' beating of

the Minutemen to the
Crusaders' 31-7 thumping
of ninth-ranked William
and Mary, UMass' record

begins to look even better.

"The story behind the

story is Holy Cross beats

us 41-7 and we drop from
17th to out of the poll and
it takes us three weeks to

get back in," Reid said.

"Holy Cross pounds
William and Mary, 31-7,

statistically in the same
type of game we played,

continued on page 15

NCAA Div. 1-AA
TYt* lop 20 teams In th« ISM NCAA

OtvMon 1-AA footbfttl pod wtth flr«t>

place votas In parantriaaa*. racorda
through Nov 15. total pointi and laal

waak'a ranking
Nevada-Reno (4)

Arhanaa* St.

Holy Crota
E llllnola

Qa. Southern
e Penn

Appalachian St

Tennessee St.

William ft Mary

7

8
9
10 Jackson St.

11 Oetawars
12. E. Kentucky
13 N Carolina AtT
14. Sam Houston St

15 Cornell

Ifl NIchoM St.

17. Akron
18 UMaas
19 Furmao
20. S llllnoM

20. Mafto

10-0-0 80
8-1-1 74
10-0-0 74
10-1-0 88
8-2-0 64
9-0-0 50
8-1-1 57
9-0-1 50
B-2-0 45
8-2-0 44
8-2-0 40 12
7-2-1 M 14
9-1-0 33 13
8-2-0 28 15
8-2-0 23 16
8-2-0 20 17
7-3-0 14 10
8-2-0 12 -
6-2-2 10 -
7-4-0 4 -
7-4^ 4 -
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Smokeout
provides
chance to

quit smoking
Activities planned
to educate people

on smoking dangers
By MARNI HOCHMAN
Collegian Correspondent

In an effort to help cut down on the

number of smokers, while educating the

public on the hazards of cigarettes, The

American Cancer Society is sponsoring an

array of activities today as part of their

10th annual Great American Smokeout.

The Smokeout, which has taken place on

the Thursday before Thanksgiving since

1977, has had an increase in participation

every year and today is expected to be no

exception according to American Cancer

Society officials.

The Society's figures for this year's

smokeout estimate that approximately

7,423 students and their faculty along with

about 7,515 people in various businesses

throughout Hampshire County will tr>' not

to smoke for the entire day in this year's

Smokeout.

Catherine Miller, a representative trom

the Hampshire County office of the

American Cancer Society said the

Smokeout has become a great success.

"It's a one day trial for smokers to quit

smoking and for non-smokers to help peo-

ple they care about. It's also a day when

they can be supported and congratulated

by us and the other participating

businesses," she said.

According to officials, the University of

Massachusetts plans to locate tables in

Health Services, the Campus Center and

the Southwest area. The tables will have

balloons, literature from the American

Cancer Society and Lung Association and

survival kits, including pledge cards to stop

smoking and headless matches.

There will also be smoking cessation

classes held from noon until 1 p.m. today

in room 917 of the Campus Center and in

Northampton this evening at Smith Voca-

tional School.

Ovher activities to be sponsored by The

American Cancer Society will include

Great American Smokeout booths at

various locations in Northampton, Hamp-
shire Mall and in front of the Stop & Shop.

These booths will be giving items away

to help people stop smoking, at least for the

day. They will have Red Rubber Band

Wrist Snappers to snap oneself with when

a cigarette is wanted, as well as posters and

postcards that say, "I'm hoping on a star

that you'll quit smoking."

Also in Northampton, a trash can will be

set up in front of the WHMP radio station

for people to throw away their cigarettes.

People who do will receive a free record,

coupons for Wendy's or tickets to the 49ers

and Patriots game, and will be entered in

a drawing for brunch at Plumbley's .
The

station will also be giving tips over the air

on how to stop smoking.

"1 think the Smokeout is a really good

cau.se because it's

one of the worst habits there i.^. I' not .niv

affects the person smoking, but all thost-

arounu that person too."said Maria Davis,

a WHMP disc jockey.

Many other businesses and schools in the

area will also be participating by offering

information and banning their staffs from

smoking.
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rnlleeinn photo by Paul Franr

THE MINIITEMAN GOES DOWN - Keith Bronkerhoff from the Cot-

ton Tree Service burns the rest of the wood frame from the

Minuteman billboard on Route 9. According to Bronkerhoff a new

billboard will be constructed.

Alfonsin says US, Argentina
are cooperating for peace
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

The president of Argentina, on the night

before receiving an honorary law degree

from the University of Massachu.setts, said

his country and the United States are

working together for technological ad-

vances and for the preservation of

democracy.

Raul Alfonsin, speaking at a reception in

his honor at the home of University

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey said, "We feel

ourselves walking hand-in-hand with the

United States in our struggle for peace."

"At times we have different points of

vu'w and discrepancies, but both there and

\ trv. there is a conviction to the common

.'oals, keeping us concerned and .-struggling

for the dignity of man," he said,

achievements in transforming Argentina

from a military dictatorship into a

democracy.

The dinner was attended by 50 people in-

cluded Governor Michael S. Dukakis and

his wife Kitty.

Alfonsin, who was elected in October

1983 by 52 percent of the popular vote,

restored democracy following eight years

of military rule. Taking office he was fac-

ed with a $40 billion dollar national debt

and low public morale following defeat in

the Faulkland Island War with Great

Britain.

Upon taking office, he instituted a price

freeze to slow inflation and in September

1984, he reached an agreement with the In

ternational Monetary Fund and the US
gaining access to $1.4 billion in standby

credits.

He also acted to prosecute memljers of the

military for human rights violations and

investigated the disappearances of Argen-

tine citizens. Amnesty International

reported that cases of human rights abuses

have declined since Alfonsin took office.

Dukakis praised Alfonsin for his

continuea on page 7

Mets and
Red Sox
players
will visit
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

Boston Red Sox second baseman Marty

Barrett and New York Mets outfielder

Mookie Wilson have been scheduled to

discuss sports events and social respon-

sibility at the University of Massachusetts

on Friday, said Peter O'Neil of the Office

of Public Information.

The athletes and Reverend Warren

Savage of the Holy Family Church in

Springfield will speak at 1.30 p.m. in the

Campus Center Auditorium "to anyone

who IS interested," O'Neil said.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey, initiator of

the visit, will be the moderator, O'Neil

said.

Duffey said he came up with the idea last

week, when he was "thinking about what

we might do to think about sports and en-

thusiasm, and some of the conflicts we have

had."

"We want to welcome them to campus

and celebrate their visit," he said, adding

the event is "somewhat unique," because

players from both World Series teams are

coming.

Barrett and Wilson are aware of the in-

cident that occurred in the Southwest

Residential Area, in which a black student

was beaten by a mob of white students

following the final game of the World

Series, Duffey said, adding that they "have

not been asked to come as sociologists, but

as athletes and citizens who care about

society." Ten students were treated at

Health services after the brawl.

"Obviously baseball reflects that adver-

sity," he said, but the men were selected

on the basis of "who was available and

their willingness to come. Fortunately. I

think we found the perfect represen

tatives."

"Both players are widely respected and

admired for their civic interest as well as

their interest in young people and educa-

tion," Duffey said. "I am pleased that they

have accepted my invitation to come to

campus."

O'Neil said the speakers "will talk about

how they react to fans' reactions," and will

focus on the Southwest issue.

In this issue:

Women, Food

and Feelings

The Collegian's Women's
Issues Department examines

the relationship between
women, food and their self

images:

•Local author Leslea Newman confronts

the serious problem of eating disorders^

with a touch of humor. Page 4.

•Although they are normal body weight,

many women feel they are overweight.

Collegian staff member Kathyrn Pohiier

finds out why. Page 5.

•Overeaters Anonymous uses many tools

to help compulsive overeaters regain con-

trol. Page 6.
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BUBBLE MANIA - Practicing his bubble blowing skills is 10-year-

old Derek Santiago who has just completed nine weeks of

chemotherapy at the Jimmy Fund Clinic of the Dana Farber Cancer

Institute in Boston.

Boston Symphony Orchestra

appoints new managing director
BOSTON (AF) - The Bos+on S.ympho..y

Orchestra, ending an 11-month search, an-

nounced yesterday that its new managing

director will be Kenneth Haas, who has

held a corresponding position for the past

10 years with the Cleveland Orchestra.

"i am personally delighted that Ken is

joining our Boston family," said Seiji

Ozawa, 51, Boston's music director and

chief conductor, who knew Haas during the

1960s when both were employed by the

New York Philharmonic. "I. ..know Ken
will bring tremendous talent and strength

to our orchestra," Ozawa said.

The appointment of Haas, 43, followed

stormy contract talks with musicians who
had passed out leaflets to the audience

before the start of the orchestra's winter

season on Oct. 2.

Boston had been looking for a replace-

ment for Thomas W. Morris since his

resignation last January as general

manager to become vice president of

"special projects and planning." Although

the responsibilities remain the same, the

position being given Haas will now be call-

ed managing director, said spokeswoman

Ceu-oline Smedvig.
Daniel R. Gustin, acting general

manager who negotiated the new contract,

had asked not to be considered for the posi-

tion. He will remain with the orchestra as

Haas' assistant but his new title has not

yet been announced, said Smedvig.

"The Boston Symphony Orchestra is a

unique institution with incomparable ar-

tistic and human assets," Haas said. "After

more than 15 rewarding and stimulating

years with the Cleveland Orchestra, I am
honored to be offered this exciting new
challenge."
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High cancer rate causes

move for state smoking ban
BOSTON (AP) - Faced with a 10 percent

increase in lung cancer among women in

the latest statewide figures on cancer,

Balus Walker, Massachusetts' public

health commissioner, said yesterday that

he plans to push for a smoking ban in all

state olTices.

The latest statistics from the Cancer

Registry showed 23,924 new cases of all

types of cancer were diagnosed m
Massachusetts during 1984. an overall 'n

crease of less than one percent from 1983

New cases of lung cancer among women
rose from 1,203 to 1,326. while the in

cidence of 'ung cancer among men declJn

ed from 2.341 t« 2.206, according lo vlie

department of Public Health

"The state is considering h no-smoking

policy in st-are-owned faciliries and

buildings Walker said at a news con

ference He said he hoped to achieve the

ban throughout the executive branch

within iwo years

The annua -ance- n- He*>cp -eport also

indicated ihai mesoiht oma a form of

cancer linked co asbestos, occurred at two

to four times the national rate in

Massachusetts in 1984.

The statistics came from the state's

Cancer Registry, which issued its third an-

nual report on each new case of cancer in

the state's 351 cities and towns. Officials

emphasized that the registry counts only

new cases, not deaths, old cases or cures.

"With three years of cancer incidence

data, we begin to have a scientifically ac-

curate mechanism to detect communities

with particularly high incidence and

specific types of cancers," Walker said at

a news conference.

Three types of tumors accounted for near-

ly half the total: 3,922 cases of colon-rectum

cancer, 3,592 cases of breast cancer, and

3,532 cases of lung cancer.

Richard Clapp, who directs the Cancer

Registry, said the figures include serious

skin cancers known as melanomas but do

not include "basal cell" skin tumors

because they are often treated in doctors-

offices rather than in hospitals. He

estimated that there were about 6,000

basal cell cases in 1984.

Using data supplied by 115 hospitals, the

rfeport lists the number of cases of cancer

in each Massachusetts city and town and

compares them to .statewide averages.

While the srudy's auvhors cautioned that

trends cannoi be discerned from a single

year's data and that fluctuations often oc-

cur by chance the 198^ study does suggest

coni'nuing problems j" several

communiiieH

Ir. \Voburu, foi iistaMce eukemia and

reiaied cancers among aduli males are four

Times »iighe) han the state average.

Woburn has ^viffered elevated levels of

'eukemia among children linked to toxic

waste dumps and oolluied water.

DPW officials said Woburn and other

areas -eporting elevated cancer rates -

such as Billerica. Upper Cape Cod and

South Hadley - were already the focus of

in-depth studies.

Higher lung cancer rates among women

may result from increases in smoking as

well as more women working in hazardous

jobs, said David Ozonoff, chief of en-

vironmental health at Boston University's

School of Public Health.

The DPH report also found a 50 percent

increase in cases of Kaposi's sarcoma, a

rare cancer found increasingly in patients

with acquired immune deficiency syn-

drome, or AIDS. Clapp said there was no

evidence that Kaposi's sarcoma was in-

creasing among residents who do not also

have AIDS.

Elevated levels of mesothelioma may
stem from exposure to asbestos in ship-

building facilities and an asbestos

manufacturing plant or the state's high

ate of older homes insulated with asbestos,

OzonofT said.
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Ambassador hails nuclear freedom
iVeu; Zealand strives to end arms race

By ILANA LEVENSON
Collegian Staff

All countries need to continue the movement striving

for a nuclear-free world, according New Zealand's am-

bassador to the United States.

"Over the years the nuclear arms race has provoked lots

of talking, but much too little action," said Sir Wallce

Rowling to about 100 people at an Amherst College lec-

ture last night.

Rowling said New Zealand is a country committed to

standing up for a nuclear free world.

"The countries of the .south pacific have never played

host to nuclear testing. Piior to the last general elections

in New Zealand, 80 percent of politicians had already

declared their region, their city or their town nuclear free

like you have here (in Amher.stl.' he said.

Rowling said New Zealand has made a proposal to the

major nuclear power providers of the world which would

guarantee they wouldn't be threatened by these countries.

"China and Russia will agree with the protocols and the

United States and the United Kingdoms are considering

Senate rejects proposal
to condemn award to Alfonsin

this. We hope very deeply that the United States and the

United Kingdom will sign the protocols to complete this,"

he said

Rowling said the average American knows nothing

about this proposed agreement and the fact that New

Zealand's status in relation to the United States has

changed from ally to friend does not mean these countries

can not work together to eliminate nuclear weapons.

"Despite our- differences, there is so much common

ground between us on which we have to build. So the

search for a decision, without tarnishing the integrity of

either country, must be continued," he said.

He said the world peace has not really progiessed since

World War II.

"We believe stability and peace are just as elusive to-

day as it was in Hiroshima in 1945. Internationally, the

political power game is still being played. The arms race

is still on. If we are not able to work together as allies,

we have got to get busy and work as friends, ' the am
bassador said.

Rowling, was first elected to Parliament in 1962 before

becoming President of the Labour Party and Prime

I'lillfgian phojo by Paul Kraiiz

Sir Wallace Rowling, New Zealand's am-
bassador to the United States

Minister in 1974. He resigned his position in 1983 and

became Ambassador in 1984.

By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senatt

disapproved a proposal to condemn gran-

ting Argentine President Raul Alfonsin a

University of Massachusetts honorary

degree with a 44 to 20 vote last night.

Central Area Senator Andrew
Brocklehurst, who introduced the proposal,

said he feels awarding Alfonsin the degree

is an insult to the 671 British students that

attend UMass because Argentina and the

United Kingdom have been in war since

the 1983 Falkland Island crisis.

Brocklehurst also cited Alfonsin's alleg-

ed failure to punish leaders of the fascist

regime that governed Argentina until he

assumed the presidency.

Opponents of Brocklehurst's proposal

said Alfonsin should not be blamed for

what the Argentine government did before

he was president. Alfonsin, they maintain,

has restored democracy in his country.

Paul Hualde, a non-senator who is Argen-

tinian, said there is no state ofwar between

Argentina and Britain. Alfonsin should

receive the degree because Americans are

granting it to him, not the British, he said.

Field House Senator Vipul Bhushan said

the award "only concerns the senate in a

limited way." The senate should deal with

"more pressing" matters, he added.

Senate Speaker Paul Wingle said, "Mr.

Alfonsin is already on campus and to pass

a motion telling him to go home would be

a bit ridiculous."

Alfonsin arrived on campus yesterday

and will receive the honorary degree today

at 11 a.m. in Bowker Auditorium.

Alfonsin has worked on reuniting

families that the fascists separated, Wingle

said.

Argentina is the "most shining example"

of a Central American country restoring

democracy, Wingle said, to which one

senator yelled out, "What about Chile?"

Brocklehurst said the Argentinians have

infringed British territory around the

Falkland Islands by fishing there. Argen-

tina has sufficient industry and does not

need to fish in the waters surrounding the

Falklands, he added.

Falkland people have continuously stated

that they are British and wish to continue

being British, Brocklehurst said.

Clare Bouzan, co-chairwoman of the Stu-

dent Government Association Public Policy

Committee, said Alfonsin has tried to seek

out the former fascist leaders who commit-

ted human rights violations. Alfonsin is

no\N working on establishing peace with

the United Kingdom, she added.

Student committee reviews
proposed athletic fee increase
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

The Student Government Association's

Committee on Rents and Fees met last

night with Al Rufe, associate department

head for athletics and intramurals at the

University of Massachusetts, to review the

Athletics Trust Fund.

The discussion focused on a proposed in-

crease in the athletics fee on the semester

bills, and the possible elimination of the

junior varsity sports program at the

University.

The administration has proposed to raise

the athletic fee on semester bills by ten

dollars per student, Rufe said adding that

the increase would offset the rising pro-

gram costs.

"The Athletics Trust Fund pays for the

costs of the intercollegiate program," he

said, noting that salaries and operating

costs are two major expenses of the

program.
The increase is necessary to offset the

costs of programs that have recently been

expanded, such as intersession housing

meals for a larger number of athletes, and

increases in the size of travel teams.

The allocation for the football travel

squad was increased this year, Rufe said,

"for the first time UMass is funding 75 peo-

ple and two busses. Last year we paid for

66 people and one bus."

In the past the additional nine people

travelled with the team, "but their ex-

penses were paid through alumni dona-

tions." he said.

The committee also questioned Rufe

about the possible elimination of junior

varsity sports, and were concerned with the

accuracy of the projected savings that

would result from the change as well as the

number of athletes who would be displaced.

Committee member James Smack, a

senator from Chadbourne, said "It seems

like this fee keeps going up at an enormous

rate. I don't see who's money we are try-

ing to save."

"If the J.V. program is just for participa-

tion, we have an intramural program for

that," Rufe said. "To me it is obvious that

there are costs involved in fielding an ad-

ditional 100 people."

"The J.V. programs have a mushroom-

ing effect on equipment," he said, adding,

"it is hard to put a handle on costs."

Senior Michael Levine, who is on the

Athletics Council, suggested the program

be funded like the intramural program,

with fund raising that is matched dollar for

dollar by the department.

Committee Chairman Mark DeNyse said

ll.e committee will be making recommen-

dations on the proposals for a motion that

will be on the senate floor Dec. 3.

Hit and run accident

causes high damages
Police received a report at 10:44 a.m. Tuesday that there

had been a hit and run accident sometime on Monday at

the Fearing Street Extension. The car was forced up onto

the sidewalk and it was presumed to have frame damage.

Cost of repair to the vehicle is around $1,200, police said.

In other reports:

• At 1:03 p.m. Tuesday there was a call to police from

the first floor of Hampshire House. An individual was

undergoing a diabetic reaction and police decided to

transport the person to Cooley Dickinson Hospital in Nor-

thampton for emergency treatment, police said.

•A report of vandalism to a 10-speed bicycle came at

1:23 p.m. Tuesday from the Whitmore Administration

Building. The individual claims that to repair the damage

will cost $90, police said.

At 7:29 p.m. Tuesday a report of indecent exposure came

in from residents of Van Meter.

A man was apparently running through the area nak-

ed and was observed making his escape through the woods

by Butterfield dormitory. People in the area are alerted

to the situation, police said.
- CONNIE GRIFFITH

i-Kuin photo

SKIING ANYONE? - Workers for the Great Ski Snatch prepare the Student Union

IXoom by setting up ski boots to be sold. The event will begin today and run through

Saturday.

UMass students tutor Cambodian

refugees and earn credits

By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

We learn about their culture and they

learn how to adapt to an American educa-

tion system."

University of Massachusetts students TEAMS is a three part, three-credit in-

who are enthusiastic and dependable have dependent study consisting of six hours per

the opportunity to learn about Cambodian week, Watlington said. The tutors must at-

TEAMS' program tutor Lori Bartlett Geft) helps

homework assignment at Amherst High School.

Photo by Chris Schimp

Lin Chu witl. a

refugees while getting credit for tutoring,

according to the program coordinator for

Tutoring Enrichment and Assistance

Models with Schools.

"It's not just us helping them, but it's

also the student?, helping the tutors," Paul

Watlington, TEAMS' program coordinator

tend two hour seminars designed to meet

their needs and keep journals that discuss

problems and feelings. The third part is the

tutoring.

For the first two years of the program,

tutors only went to Amherst Regional High

School. This year they extended the pro-

said "The students definitely benefit from gram to include Amherst Ke^.onnl Junio
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Local author probes realistic problem

Book discusses

eating disorders

By KATHRYN POHNER
Collegian Staff

Good Enough To Eat

By Leslea Newman
269 pages, New York
Firebrand Books,$8.95

If you have ever stolen food from someone

else's plate when they weren't looking, or

hidden bags ofjunk food under your bed to

voraciously consume after all the lights go

out, then you may see parts of yourself in

Good Enough To Eat.

Liza Goldberg, the ma-n character, is a

young Jewish woman whu i>^ trying to con-

trol her life by the amount of food she puts

into her mouth. She is not satisfied with

her life and is looking for a change, but

can't quite pin down what the problem is.

Liza takes the reader on a hilarious spin

through her life, showing us her dates,

roommates and struggles in front of the

closet. Anyone who has a collection of

clothes that only fits some of the time or

goes shopping only to be mortified because

Wrong Century

11 I lived in the lime dI

Rrmbrandi or Rubens or Renoir

When women had lull breasts,

large buttocks and big thighs

where dimples and lolds.

were considered beautilul

11" I were li\Tng then

I would be much too thin

But I live in the time of

HarperU Rojuiar and Voitiu magazine

and so I'm too fat!

r'-
\

yJ VUjF •'™'" VafwAo •« y^ord* For Frunda

nothing fits right will identify with her

frustration.

However, life is not always funny. The

reader also sees Liza in an almost manic

binge, eating in an attempt to assuage her

problems and unhappiness. We see her

frantically planning to change her <;ating,

only to forget it when she is tempted Secret

eating and hinging are not funny and the

reader sees Liza trying to help herself.

Good Enough To Eat is an interesting

and funny book that explores the problem

of eating disorders in a sdciety that i.s

obsessed with the body. Liza looks at life

through a scale, measuring her worth by

her weight. Food is the center of her Hit

and she needs a self-image before she can

put eating into proportion.

Women, Food
and Feelings

Eating disorders are a topic .that most

people are ju.st beginning to hear about and

understand. Liza provides a glimpse at the

life of a young woman confused about whu

she is and what she wants out ui life, try-

ing to find comfort in food. The book ex-

plores the guilt feelings a- depression

that accompany this proo- :. making

them easy to relate to everv-,:,y life.

This first novel by local a I'lor Leslea

Newman is excellent

Liza becomes a companion m .-• life of the

reader. She steps )Ui of the o.ok and into

your life - an excellent way to present this

book because the problem is so personal for

many women.
While the topic of eating disorders is a

new one. i,he problem is not. This book puts

the subject in a light where we can think

about it in terms of a woman that we could

know and recognize just how awful a pro-

blem it is.

Gr^hound
presents

asimplelesson
ineconomics.
Introducing the Greyhound Student Discount fare.

Learn how easy it is to get away when

you go Greyhound.
Right now , Greyhound is offering a

new Student Discount program. Which

means you get a big S25 off the price ot any

Grevhound round-trip, maximum-fare

tickdt, $15 off any round-trip ticket costmg

$75 or more and $5 off any round-trip

ticket costing $45 or more.

Just bring the attached coupon along

with your current college I.D. card to your

local Greyhound Ticket Agent for details.

With a price this low, it's time you got

off campus. With a Greyhound Student

Discount fare.

Greyhound • 1 780 Main Street • 78 1 - 1 50

1

Cut out the coupon and
cut out of town.

With the Grevhound Student Discount fare, you'll

receive S25 off ihe'pnce of any ma.\imum-fare, round-trip

ticket; $1S off anv round-inp ticket costing $75 or more;

and $5 off anv rdund-tnp ticket costing $45 or more

Simply bring this coupon and your current college

I.D. card to the Greyhound ticket location in your town.

l)llerK.H»llorv;olU-,!f si^iJcnisonK Noi valiJ lonravd II :(vH6U.u.agh II Wfoand

PM86,hn.ughl^:7S,, No other J.s.oum^.pplv 1 Kke.^ ar. nontn.n.lerable Ol t.

vallj on sales ongmaung Irom selcacd l.Kai.ons .^sk s ou. ( .r.s hound I ..kel Agem fo,

Jcuili- OflcT expires Fcbruao 1 ,
1987

GOGREYHOUND
And leave the driving to us!

i;r^SiJ.^d^» (t«> »>ibK5 to du.«c Without mXKC C 1V86 G«yt«ind Lano. Inc
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College women suffer from a distorted body image

By KATHRYN POHNER
Collegian Staff

Going to college and gaining weight are

almost synonymous in the tJnited States

— new students are warned of the infamous

"freshman fifteen" and cautioned against

late night pizzas and trips to snack bars.

For most, the fifteen pounds are con-

sidered a joke. If they overeat and a few ex-

tra pounds appear around exam time, they

either cut back or let them disappear

unaided as they adjust to college life.

However, a few pounds here and there

are not easily handled by a percentage of

students on this campus. For them, these

pounds represent more thanextr^veight

Women, Food

and Feelings

- they symbolize a lack ol sen control, im

perfection. These students - whether ac-

tually overweight or not - snuffer from a

distorted body image.
,. ,. ,

Morton Harmatz, a professor of clinical

psychology at the University of

Massachusetts, conducted a study three

years ago of University women on eating

habits and body image.

"Women, especially college age,

misperceive their body size. They see

themselves as bigger than they really are,

he said in a recent interview.

Women were asked to categorize

themselves as underweight, normal weight

or overweight. Then they filled out charts

with their actual height, weight and age.

Of the women tested who were actually

normal weight. 36 percent placed

themselves in the overweight category, bZ

percent placed themselves in the normal

category and two percent considered

themselves underweight.

While all of the actually overweight

women placed themselves correctly on the

scale 50 percent of the underweight

women considered themselves normal, and

five percent thought they were overweight.

The most striking fact, according to Har

matz, is that the majority of underweight

women thought of their weight as normal.

Harmatz is director of Clinical

Psychology training at UMass and has

worked with obesity and overeating for the

22 years he has been here. He considers

advertising one of the biggest causes for

distorted body images and unhealthy

eating patterns.

"We are being sold an image with every

Tab commercial." he said, calling newer,

body-oriented advertising "dangerous

advertising."

Harmatz feels that women are strongly

influenced by these commercials and see

the women in the ads as the "ideal" that

men find attractive. Consequently, they try

to mimic these images and that is where

the danger comes in.

"Women get caught in a trap where they

try to get to an ideal weight, but keep get-

ting stuck on images that they can never

physically mimic," he said.

College women are oft«n preoccupied

with their weight, he said. This preoccupa-

tion can lead to unhealthy eating patterns

that become obsessive.

Harmatz characterized the typical

woman with an eating disorder as

"frustrated, self-conscious, dieting and

regretting eating. There is often emotional

and uncontrolled eating."

While these women are not usually

overweight, they think about food con-

tinuously, often go on binges and follow ex-

treme dieting patterns. What they are do-

ing, said Harmatz, is fighting reality.

"For these women, dieting is a control

issue where eating symbolizes a lack of con-

trol," he said.

"In college, the grades may not be going

well and the men may not be going well,

so they focus everything on their bodies,"

he said. "They say to themselves, 'If only

I could lose five more pounds, everything

would be okay.'
"

This image feeds on itself, starting an

vicious cycle of losing weight and then be-

ing disappointed, only to regain weight and

try to lose again, he added. No matter how

much these women lose, it will never be

enough in their minds.

Lynn Bechtell, of University Mental

Health Services, agrees that advertising

plays an important role in the formation

of a body image.

In her workshop "Food and Feelings,

she considers how the media and advertis-

ing affect body image.

"They have a strong influence on what

we are supposed to look like," she said.

Bechtell asks students about parental ex-

pectations as well as boyfriend/girlfriend

expectations towards weight and body im

age. She said that home communities can

rnake a difference on what is expected. Pro-

blems are different in a community where

women are expected to be heavier than in

a place where women are thinner.

The college campus is another area

where body ideals are formulated and

agonized over, she said.

"Often students walk around campus,

thinking that others are looking at their

body and judging it," she said.

This insecurity along with a feeling o!

competitiveness with other women in

terms of weight and body shape, as well as

the fear of coming to school and gaining

weight can lead to severe problems for

women, said Bechtell.

What are the symptoms of battmia?

r'
I

I
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FORGET!

Bulimia is characterized as a severe

eating disorder that manifests itself in

many ways, according to Robin Levine of

University Health Services:

• A consumption of high calorie foods on

a regular basis.

• Inconspicuous eating in the form ol a

binge, terminated by self-induced

vomiting.

• Severe diets accompanied by vomiting,

use of diuretics or laxatives.

• Frequent losses and gains in weight

greater than 10 pounds due to alternate

binges and fasts.

• Awareness that eating pattern is not

normal and fear of not being able to stop.

• Depressed mood/selfdeprecating

thoughts following binges.

• Menstrual irregularities.

• Dental erosion.

• Neck/throat/cheek swelling due to

vomiting.

• Gastrointestinal complaints.

• Begin to vomit automatically.

• Ulcers or sores in mouth and throat.

• Low chloride/low potassium which can

lead to heart problems.

Bulimia, according to Levine, is an emo-

tional disorder and problem.

"Sometimes it's an issue of control,

power, low self-esteem and perfec-

tionism." she said. "It is like drugs and

alcohol - this is another way to do that.

Lynn Bechtell, of University Mental

Health Services, agrees.

"Bulimics usually have an episode ol

binge eating followed by purging at least

once a week, always feeling out of control

and guilty," she said.

She stresses that if you encounter a

bulimic person, it is important to know

that just by having the person

acknowledge the problem, it will not

necessarily make them stop.

"All you can really do is talk to the per-

son without being accusatory. It is best

that they get some kind of medical con-

sulUtion," she said.

Bechtell suggests they work with some

kind of medical person,

whether in counseling or in a support

group.
"Overeaters Anonymous is very

helpful," she said. ,^^^ -KATHYRN POHNER

PRE-REGISTRATION FORMS

ARE DUE ON MONDAY
NOVEMBER 24th

Call TIPS and ask for tapes:

1020 Changing Your Major

1009 Credit Load

1409 Finding/Changing Your

Academic Advisor

1031 Graduation Requirements

1032 Pass/Fail Options

1 005 Who Is My Academic Dean?

OTHER TAPES AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST
All Tapes available for the hearing impaired

Cintas disponibles en Espanol.

Information Data Bank (IDB) 545-1555

Taped Infomiation Ptione Sereice (TIPS) 545-1540

Services of the Dean of Students Office - 227 Whltmore

HAVE A NICE THANKSGIVING
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STUDENTS
WORK ALL JANUARY AS
INVENTORY AUDITORS
$5.25/HOUR TO START
RGIS Inventory Specialists Is the nation's largest in-

ventory service with 160 offices nationwide. January is

our biggest month. Average 20-40+ hours a week.

Weekends and night availability necessary.

To be considered, must have phone, means ot

transportation, pass a math test, and be dependable.

No experience required, paid training provided.

To learn more call the office nearest your home dur-

ing Thanksgiving break or interview at the Campus

Center as follows.

Monday Dec 8 Rm 101 - Tues Dec 9 Rm 101

Wednesday Dec 10 Rm 101 - Thursday Dec 11 R^ 1 68

INTERVIEW TIMES ARE 9AM - 6PM EVERY HOUR ON THE HOUR. BE PROMPT

CALL IF YOU LIVE IN OR NEAR
Worcester, Leominster, Fitchburg,

Gardner, Framingham, Acton,

Maynard, Clinton, Milford, Franl<lin,

Southbridge, Webster

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

(617) 832-6152

(617) 938-9269

(617) 849-2941

(617) 336-5658

(603) 893-1829

Cambridge, Summerville, Burlington,

Lowell, Lawrence, North Shore

Quincy, Brockton, New Bedford.

Taunton, Cape, Hanover, or

Middleboro

Providence Area

^siiifci«.i*i>«..«»^ Southern New Hampshire

SPONSORED BY STUDENT EMPLOYMENT OFFICE
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Overeaters Anonymous is not just a

support group for overweight people
•*• Tu; , „...,„«i-,af inn 1-onnirps a commitment to abs

By MEG KROEPLIN
Collegian Staff

Overeattis Aiu.nvniDUs is a support group designed for

people who have admitted that they have a problem with

compulsive overeating.
, , r n

The group is not only for overweight people, but tor all

people, no matter what their body weight. Overeaters

Anonvmous follows twelve steps to recoverybasedonthe

Women, Pood

and Feelings
program used by Alcoholics Anonymous.

The first step is to admit to powerlessness against food.

According to flyers, the members turn their lives over to

^because they feel they are incapable of controlling

their own lives. .,

The tools of recovery the group ascribes to are

abstinence, sponsorship, meetings, telephone, anonymi-

ty, literature and service.

This organization requires a commitment to abstinence.

This does not mean giving up food, but staying away from

compulsive overeating. This abstinence is more than

physical, it also requires a change in mental outlook on

food Negative ideas must be eradicated. Relraining from

overeating is compared with sobriety - a "balance in

the life of a compulsive overeater.

Sponsorship is another aid to Overeaters Anonymous.

Members share their ovm experiences and through their

knowledge of the group, help each other over the hardest

abstinence.

Meetings can take place between as few as two com-

pulsive overeaters. The fellowship of Overeaters

Anonymous is based on these meetings, which ai-e a form

of support where members can relate their own in-

securities and problems.

The group pushes human contact. If a member teels a

need for food coming on, he or she can call his or her spon-

sor or another member. Also, a member can reach out and

help a fellow member when needed.

Anonymity is traditional in Overeaters Anonymous. It

allows "for principles to come before personal ideas^

Anonymity guarantees confidence between sponsorsar^

members It also allows for openness which leads to cure.

Literature is a big tool in this group. The group use.s

Alcoholics Anonymous- books, from which the group

developed its twelve steps to recovery. There is also a

"journal of recovery" published by Overeaters Anonymous

called Lifeline.

Further information on the group is available by writing

to Overeaters Anonymous, P.O. Box 92870. Los Angeles.

CA 90009 or by calling the Springfield branch at

413-783-4198.
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\\v CrvMv A Stylo As
ln<liNiciu;il As you Air

(ONSILTATION I

AM) STYLK CUT <.

WITH COUPON & STUDENT ID

Styles By Deborah
65 l'M\ IKSn > DinVK. AMUKKST

549-.')<il() exp Nov 28 1986

Route 9,

Hadley, MA
586-4463
Across from

Mtn. Farms Mall
• Proper Attire

Required
• 18-20 Year Olds

Welcome: Enjoy

Our Full Juice

Bart

An Alternative Record Store

SfMoalizing m PsychMlwK;

'

Punk ' Qrataful D«ac!

Rocti n Rod expenmeotil

MuS<

ALSO OUALmr T-SHIRTS « POSTERS
TOP CASH PAID FOP

RECORDS TAPES STEREOS GUITARS

MAXELL XL-2
BOX OF lO FOR

. $21
I

MAXELL UR-90
BOX OF 10 FOR

$io

MAXELL XLIIS

$2.74 EA. OR
lO FOR $24.99

WE ARE MOVING DEC 1

Underneath Steve's, beside Ali Cat

48 N. Pleasant St - 253-9209

M - Sat 11-7; Sun 12-5

MULTI-ENTERTAINMENT
COMPLEX

KATINA'S IS NOW
Fri Dec 5th

Epic

Recording Artist

FACE TO FACE

GRAND
OPENING

NIGHT!
FRI., NOV. 21

DOOR PRIZES!

MANY GIVEAWAYS!
••••••••••

NOW
NOW

THE PLACE YOU'VE

. . . BEEN WAITING FORI!

7 NIGHTS OF LIVE

. ENTERTAINMENT

EVERY WEEKHl

THURS., NOV. 20

Don't be misled by ckjbs that offer one or two nt^ifs of Iwe

acts per week At KATTNAS, youl en)oy the hottest local

& fiatonaJ acts m the largest, most complete & comtortabte

surroundings of any n.9htdub fi New England KATINA;Stooks

forward to havng Vt3U as our guest ANY NIGHT OF THE

WEEK

You can relax on one of oor couches in the VIP Lounge

Or warm up n front of one of our big, cozy freplaces >four

lavorite Video Games and 2 Pool Tables await you r the Game

Room PtJUS a One-ol-a-Kjnd MUST SEE Surpnse m front of

the stagel

Were now teaiunng a huge Dance Floor, complete cirnate

comrd and 5 full bars Our flecepUonetyPhotographer

Art greet you' at the door insrie. you may treat your aweWe to

our Nightly fwlunchie Menu, and comng very soon, a Dekjxe

Buffet Luncheon, 11 a.m.-3 p.m. Daly.

NOW....KATINA'S!!!

Special Student and Youth Fares to

SCANDINAVIA
On Scheduled Airlinesf

The inexpensive way to get to Scandinavia

and other destinations in Europe, Asia,

Africa and the Middle East.

& Special Guests I

$7 Advance. $9 Day of Show

T.x available at TICKETRON &

KATINA'S

SAT., NOV. 22

Fall/Winter Rates OW KT

From
New York

Copenhagen
Oslo
Stockholm
HeUinki

$230
230
230
270

$395
395
395
475

From
Chicago

Copenhagen
Oslo
Stockholm

$235
275
275

$400
485
485

THURS., NOV. 27
THANKSGIVING
NIGHT SPECIAL

HOLIDAY CONCERT
Special

Guests

WTMEKUN

HtCOmiMC MVSTS

THEFOOLS
"Psycho Chicken"

"Life Sucks"
THE "WORLD DANCE

PARTY.
'

COMES TO HADLEY!!

Fares also available for Los Angeles & Seattle.

Book Now For Your Christmas Holiday!

For Reservations and Information Call:

WHOLE WORLD TRAVEL
Serving the Student/Youth Market for more than 16 years!

17 E. 45th St., New York, NY 10017

(212) 986-9470

FRI., DEC. 12

FOGHAT

SAT., DEC. 20
Ml^fl| JAMES

V ^H with Mex 1^^

mm t wi
tnCRIMUSTBB

COMING ATTRACTIONS:

NOV. 26: aiMINRnii

NOV. 27: MBFWIGa
ftHinf Him

DEC. 11 THE OMVE
(••hnd on WAAF)

DEC. 12: raSNiff

..,nij& mm mm
§1 THE WORKSff

BANDS: ENTER
OUR BATTLE OF
THE BANDS!

PHi.'es tNCLUoe

. noaeoHi cormACT mt\

BmtSSi (CCOROMC STUM)

. 1 TIAR lOOKING CONTRACT
«<lh STRIAR [NTIRTMNMENT
GROUP

. GUAHANTdU lOOXING OPtNING

FOR NATiOtJAL ACT. THRU S t G
. (1 000 CASH

AND OIHEH PfllZfSII

CO SPONSORED BY

:>>«• EMBASSY

CALL M9 7640 or 0343

JOIN THE SMOKEOUT
NOVEMBER 20, 1986

You're Invited

HJWIOTM AMIMCAN W«r

JOIN THE
GREAT

AMERICAN
SMOKEOUT

NOV. 20

10' ANNIVERSARY

i
AMERICAN
CANCER
SOCIETY*

WHAT
stop Smoking Class

WHEN
12:00-1:00 PM

November 20, 1986

WHERE
Campus Ctr Rm 917

WHY
For the health of it!

Thursday, November 20, 1986

i««:^^Mi^
v'si ^C"

MW!
\DeitfU' Puj>a^ -r

pAifUi

SWEET LIFE
2plyTovvete

SPECIALS EFFECTIVE; NOVEMBER 19-22, 1986

2 LITER BOTTLE "-O #905

PEPSI COLA
PLUS TAX & DEPOSIT

WITH COUPON AND $7.50 PURCHASE EXCLUDING

TOBACCO. LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER. VALID
g

NOVEMBER 19-22, 1986 AT LOUIS'. J

SWEET LIFE "" "«

POTATO CHIPS
REG & RIPPLE-8 OZ BAG

WITH COUPON AND $7.50 PURCHASE EXCLUDING 11

*0BAC50. LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER. VALID |

NOVEMBER 19-22, 1986 AT LOUIS'. V

CORONET ""•"«

PAPER TOWELS
2PLY-115COUNT

WITH COUPON AND $7.50 PURCHASE EXCLUDING SI

?SbAC?0. LIMIT OnI PER CUSTOMER. VALID \\

NOVEMBER 19-22, 1986 AT LOUIS .

COME IN AND FILL OUT OUR APPLICATION

FOR LOUIS' SAVER'S EXPRESS CARD ^oj^

AND GET A COUPON FOR
2 LITER BOTTLE OF

COKE
OR PEPSI spw^^^

ttjSS
L̂iG^

OPEN
MON.-SAT.
7 AM TO
9 PM

SUNDAY
12 NOON
TO 6 PM

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT

QUANTITIES. NOT RESPONSIBLE
FOR TYPOGRAPICAL ERRORS

1>LflV VANK€(
JACKPOT

OlflTCH Chonoel 22 UJUJIPTV

or ChonncI 26 OJTLUS-TV

eoch UJednesdov
betujeeo 6:15 ofKJ

6:30 PM.

VOU COULD B€
n uJiNNcm

• Alfonsin
continued from page 1

•'Personally." I would like to see more business and

economic ties between the US and Argentina. I .-^ee a real

opportunity for expanding trade ties and building our rela-

tionship," he said.

•I also speak a little Spanish so it gives me a chance

to fool around a bit with it." said the Governor, who acted

as a translator between Alfonsin and Duffey before the

dinner.

Duffey said the decision to give Alfonsin an honorary

degree was made last spring. "We began working on our

Argentine relations since the government chang-

ed. Argentina is a country with enormous resources.

Alfonsin's visit will include a presentation on high

technology and it's applications in Argentina, including

a communications demonstration by satellite with the

University of Maryland.

Collegian photo by Paul Frani

Raul Alfonsin, President of Argentina

WARE'S THE POULTRY?

Prime Down
Men's & Ladles

Retail $^>5r

FACTORY
DIRECT

DOWN VESTS now retailing^Factory $39

WARE OUTERWEAR
FACTORY OUTLET
4 r«u£ Mcro«» ouTur sfiuwo (M.i »« tiv

Rt 9. East Main St

Ware. MA

\TDEOMO\TE
^ NIGHT >
N'ov. 20'Tpm'cc902

Dunne V

Uwi

I a youBf G«rm«o

I lorbiddM to U»»e

d b« SM rnik HiiWI

Matter CiMt

Inttitut* ot

America

Salaetad

Tha Whataly Inn At On* Ot Tha

Top 50 Ratlaurantt »n Tha Nation.

SarWnfl
aimak: Prim* Rtb». S—toeC
ml90 S#<ac» Calun entr—t

DIRECTIONS T.1^
'••''-SJSl'Ji'LJir

J

ortH: mi.w. 8-10»«.»W ^»

eating pls^

Details
IN

STORE

10 UNIVERSITY DRIVE

AMHERST, MASS.
DIAGONALLY ACROSS FROM

UNIVERSITY OF MASS. STADIUM

SUN - THURS
6 AM - 3 AM
FRI & SAT

OPEN 24 HOURS

BREAKFAST SERVED
ANYTIME

BEER & WINE
SERVED 'TIL MIDNITE

PLENTY OF PARKING

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER STOP & SHOP)

Rte. 9 • Hadtay'Amhartt
256-6889

EMPLOYMENT APPLICATIONS
BEINGTAKEN

kinko's-
copy tf you drop

220 N. Pleasant St
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BIO: JAMES BOYLAN.
Former Editor Columbia Journalism Review. Received

Masters and PhD at Columbia University, author of several

books about journalism and politics, and currently Associate

Professor of Journalism at the University.

ON THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN . .

.

fW^^"^^^**^^

W'Wil'P'WWff^^ mffimmmm.

r eople with

Collegian experience

have definitely

benefited from that

experience."

It's the

outstanding daily

in Amherst."

It's terribly

important to work on

a publication in

college ... to get the

discipline of the

news process."

mmmmrmf^mmmiir^mrrrrtmif^rr tfm^im^'m*

The Alpha Kappa Alpha soroniy is sponsoring a canned food drive

to help the needy during the Thanksgiving holiday Tho.e mterested

in helping out can drop off canned food goods from 10 a.m. to 3 prn.

today and tomorrow at the following lo^^^tions: the Campus Center Con-

course, the second-floor lobby of the Whitmore Actaimatration Buildmg,

the New Africa House and the office of Third World Affairs.

ThfZJbian. Bisexual and Gay Men's Counseling Collectn^ seek^

ing new members for next spring. For anyone
^"^''^^^.^.^Xftudent

is an informational session at 6 p.m. today in room 413 of the Student

Union Building. For more information, call 545-^b4&.

The Program for Gay. Lesbian and msexua Concern, will present

a lecture and workshop with author George Lakey titled Alliance

Building; Steps Toward a Rainbow Coahtion' at 7 p.m. today m
Memorial Hall. For more information, call 545-4»/4.

^T^Bnan O'Connor, the chairman of the %"lAdv,^"';^om-

miltee will be speaking about "Getting into Law School at 7 p.m. to

"^1Jl'ZwCnJ^iU speak »" "Anti;Sovietism in the Media:

An Obstacle to Peace," at 7 p.m. today m the Campus Cent«r

*The liZe is sponsored by the OrgantotionForManci« Studies and

the Five College program in Peace and World Securities Studies.

GRADUATE STUDENTDAN
FRI Nov 21 - 8PM

LUE WALL

SPONSOR:
Graduate Student

Forum Committee

25+ Club

OVER 21 ONLY
ADMISSION $2.00
Rack-A-Disk Entertainment

Juniors,Seniors&Grads...

OVEYOURSEIf
SOME CREDIT!
APPLYNOW FORYOURVERY OWN...

The Collegian. We Build Careers

• Bring a photocopy of

your School I.D.

• No cosigner required

APPLY NOW ON CAiVIPUS!

Date: Nov 20

Campus Center Concourse

CmBAN<0
OMM iSour D««OU/ 1 « •*•••• fOC

Collfnimi phoui by Paul Frrnu

LET THE SUN SHINE IN - An unidentified woman stays warm in-

side as the temperature drops outside despite sunny skies.

U N U

Naims
In hi-fi, music is more important than

brand names.

At Music First, you probably won't

recogni/e names like Linn, Nairn, Rega,

Arcam, Creek and Heybrook. Instead of

mass-market advertising, these manu-

facturers focus on musical performance

and superior workmanship. Come in for

a demonstration of why we put music first

Miisic /ii'st

Unique Audio Systems

IXnUClC iMltlT '^hiips. Ktf. '1. II. tin MA 247 "-'Sh4

DISCUSSING THE UNDISCUSSABLE
You are invited to attend the next

Kaleidoscope Project
A CLASH OF RIGHTS?

WHAT JUSTIFIES THE USE OF

ANIMALS IN LABORATORY RESEARCH?
Speakers:

Kiaran Honderich, Graduate Student, Economics Department

Glenn Brown, Professor, Food Science and Nutrition,

and Chair, Animal Care Committee.

Thursday, November 20, 1986

3:30 pm - Campus Center 917

In both local and national arenas, debate continues regarding

animal rights and the rights of researchers. This session will ex-

plore opposing views of the limits and appropriateness of using

animals in laboratory research^ _^____«_
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Builders find
artifacts
MIDDLEBORO < AP) - Workmen building a school soc-

cer field have uncovered prehistoric American Indian ar-

tifacts along the Nemasket River, according to a

spokesman for the state's historical commission.

The seven acres next to the Mayflower-Burkland

School contain "prehistoric projectile points (arrowheads)

ranging in age from 6,000 years old to 1,000 years old,"

Jordan Kerber of the Massachusetts Historical Commis

sion in Boston said Tuesday.

Amateur archeologists and historical commission

members discovered the arrowheads and chipped stone

tool fragments, animal bones and "probable hearth sites"

during tours of the site in the last three weeks, Kerber

said.

State and local historical commission representatives

mapped the site and removed the artifacts Monday with

members of the Massachusetts Archeological Society.

Kerber said.

"We found a slice in time, if you like, Kerber said.

"But it's difficult to tell what the function of the site was

because the artifacts were in a disturbed context from

the removal of topsoil."

The school department began digging on the land two

months ago to develop two soccer fields for Middleboro

High School.

The site may have been part of an Indian village, but

it IS more likely that it was a campground or hunting

site, Kerber said. The artifacts were found less than two

feet undergiound.

Circular rock formations with dense charcoal deposits

inside freckle the area, which is a proposed site for a new

elementary school, said Town Manager John F. Healey

Bones discovered near one of the rock formations ex-

amined bv Plymouth County Medical Examiner John

Howard, were probably the remains of a pig, Healey said.

In that case the bones would date to a much later time,

since pigs were introduced by Europeans. Since no

human remains were found in the area, the School

Department will be allowed to finish the athletic fields,

Kerber said.

Heavy snowfall causes deaths,

cancellations and traffic jams
BOSTON (AP) — A fast-moving snowstorm yesterday

left two people dead after dropping more than a foot of

snow in parts of the Berkshires, closing schools and

Boston's Logan International Airport and choking com-

muter traffic across the state.

Hours after the storm blew out to sea, a 41 -year-old

Lynnfield man died in a five-car pileup at 11 a.m^ on

Route 128 in Newton. Vincent A. Scaduto died of chest

injuries when the car he was driving was involved in the

pileup. said Trooper Paul Powell of the Framingham

barracks.

Traffic was moving at high speed on a clear stretch of

road when the vehicles hit a patch of ice and snow,

authorities said. ,..,,, ^, c^

Thelma Clark, 19. of Chicopee was killed shortly after

6 a.m. yesterday when a car her mother was driving

skidded into the path of an oncoming vehicle on Park

Street in Palmer. Acting Police Chief Howard Case said.

He said the road was covered with blowing and drif-

ting snow at the time.

The victim's mother, Geraldine Clark, 44, of Chicopee

was listed in stable condition at Mary Lane Hospital, he

said. The driver of the car was not seriously injured, Case

The storm, which swept down from Canada, arrived

in Massachusetts in the early hours of yesterday, said

Tom Emerson of the National Weather Service state

forecast center in Boston.

At 4 a m the temperature was 36 degrees at Logan

International Airport in Boston and rain was coming

down in sheets. By 5 a.m. wet snow was falling, accom

panied by claps of thunder and lightning.

The airport closed at 5:45 a.m. with slush on the run

way and didn't reopen until 9:15 a.m., said Phil

Orlandelia of the Massachusetts Port Authority.

The snowfall was quickly tapering off by about 7 a.m.

in the Bo?ion area. The tail-end whipped the coastal

areas of Cape Cod and Nantucket Island with 56 mph

winds and by mid-afternoon 25 mph and 30 mph were

still lashing Hyannis and Martha's Vineyard, Emerson

said.
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AP photo

REAGAN NEWS CONFERENCE - Presi-

dent Reagan gestures during a news con-

ference at the White House last night.

Reagan said it was his decision to sell arms

to Iran.

SCI-FI & MYSTERY

BOOKS FOR XMASS
AT 40-80% OFF

Publisher's List Price

VALLEY BOOKS
Carnage Shops - Amherst

M-F 10:30-5:30
SAT 10-5 • SUN 12-5

549-6052 - VISA/MC

->-

iMRECK
w w
N«w & Used Cars

Trucks & Vans Also Available

North Amherst
I
Rent-A-Wreck

I Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

T O N I T E
THURSDAY NOV 20th

EASTV BOYS ARE BACK IN TOWN

THE
STOMPERS

Boston's Hottest Rockers

In The Areas Hottest Club

Tix at the Door Only $7.00
Doors open at 8:00 PM Show at 9:30

If piui siiin ita»iHmm.ML4)2iB^?m

A BOSS WEEKEND

Pre - registering for courses next semester?

..Consider the University Health Services

Peer Education
Program

Peer Alcohol and

drug educators

LEARN ABOUT YOURSELF

TEACH YOUR PEERS

GAIN CAREER EXPERIENCE

For more information about these 3 credit courses

sponsored by the University Health Services,

call the Health Education Office at 549-2671 ext. 181

* Teams

High School. Watlington said he hopes the

tutoring will also begin in the elementary

and Northampton schools.

Five tutors work during school hours and

nine come m at 2:30 p.m., Watlington said,

adding, thev would like to increase the

numbers of tutors to 20. Tutors do not work

alter school in the junior high school, he

said, „
,

•'We're going to try to ^'tt the live Col-

leges involved." he said.

"As the semester goes along the students

trust the tutors more. As the trust grows

the friendship can or cannot grow, depen

ding on the people," Watlington said "It

removes the stigma of being tutored. When

over 40 students come in. it means it's now

cool to be tutored."

"1 think it's real positive that we are col-

lege .students. said tutor Lynne Fitz

Patrick. "When they see we're college

students it encourages them to do well

According to Watlington. the tutors are

v^rv diver.sf. This semester thero are many

School ot Management majors. They need

more bilingual and Spanish speaking

tutors, as well as math and science majors,

he said. ,

TEAMS was founded three years ago and

is run by Robert Maloy. a professor in the

School of Education and the Division ot

Continuing Education.
, , j

Maloy is "one of the driving torces behind

It,
" Watlington said. John Hefley. director

of secondary education in the Amherst

schools has" also been a big help. Watl-

ington said.
.

The success of TEAMS, which is sup-

ported bv the Amherst school system, is

•'due to teachers, students, parents and

tutors, not the administration," Wall

ington said. "It's mainly due to the

teacher's cooperation. They come to

seminars on their own time."

-This is an example of the best siae ot

UMass," Watlington said. "It's UMass

students helping the community in which

we live."

HOT
SPOT

OLLECb
D^UG

4 Main St., Amherst
253-2523

Mon.-Fri., 9-9

Sat. 9-6, Sun. 9-3

POSTAGE STAMPS -

VISA, MC, AMEX

:w

^^<^- WEEKEND TOOTHBRUSH
Uie Bmih'fnshemnq Disposable hofhbrush

:e week
SPECIALS

Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.. 5:30-11 P.M.

Prime Rib
^10^^

Broiled Fresh Swordfish ^10^^
Stf^95

Chicken & Scallop Toss zf

Shrimp & Sirloin Teriyaki ...^10
Includes Salad, Potato, Vegetable and Dessert

..,.;,!f-""""'i:i!l'r.,

Now brush anywhere as

easily as you brush at home.

Perfect for overnights, week-

ends, restaurants, school

and the office.

reg.

retail

90*

Squeeze handle delivers

flouride gel into bristles

Disposable - average

4-6 brushings.

H ^r

UNIVERSITY DR., AMHERST

TEN YEARS
BURNING
DOWN
THE ROAD.'

STARTING ON FRIDAY
NOV 20 AT 3 PWI AND

RUNNING THROUGH NOV 23

YOU CAN HEAR
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN'S
NEW LIVE ALBUM ONLY
ON THE HOT SPOT 99.3

FORA
DELICIOUS &
DELIGHTFUL
MEAL III

TACOVILLA

8.5 X 11" Aiito-Fed

or Self-service

CopyCAT-f^Sht^

NORTHAMPTON AMHERST
21 CENTCR Sr

SB* 0673

Bring Your Own
Beer or WIrte

41 BOirWOOO WALK
156 8} 1

7

Beer » Wine
Served

SPRINGFIELD
749 iUI^NlR AVC
7BB 0919

Bring Your Own
Beer S Wine

228 Triangle Street,

2nd Floor, Amherst

549-3840

I
c^i«> «*nda Nov. 30th

Now's
the time

to call.

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

549-5861

THE FINE ARTS CENTER

TGNIGHTll
An AIILiszt Program"

LESLIE
HOWARD,

piano

'hursday, Nov 20, 8 pm
Bowker Auditorium

Tickets $ 1 3 1 1

,»

^ N

e^

INORTHAMPTON BOWL
Thur. Night Fun Begins

at 8:45 pm to Close

Complete Hairstyling for Men & Women

Haircut - $9.00

Perms $40 with haircut

•/ / ' r r /..^^^v.^/-u^«10At.M1^.•<^'t a:*v-7*v**J

Fm!
WITH COLLEGE LD.

525 PLEASANT ST
584-4830

KXIT 18 KT 91

228 Triangle St.

Amherst

Call: 549-1502

SEBASTIAN
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On November 18, the Collegian ran an

article under the following headline:

"Senate wastes time; progress stalled by

counter motions." That piece was just one

in a long series of articles which has

highlighted the SGA's problem with

disruption and character assasination. As

the Senate's presiding officer. I am natural-

ly concerned. The SGA's reputation for

visceral debate has identifiable roots.

Paul Wingle

Letters
Where he

really stands
I was certainly not sur-

prised to hear W. Greg

Rothman's assertion (Nov.

13) that the Board of Gover-

nors was used by the AFL-

CIO when it banned Coors.

After all, massive evidence

of discrimination and ex-

ploitation is an unfair and

manipulative way to

criticize an organization.

How dare the AFL-CIO
claim, and even prove, that

Coors hurts student in-

terests? I hope that

Rothman will continue his

efforts to decrease the un-

fair use of facts and

evidence in favor of the

more equitable and func-

tional use of slogans and

platitudes. Then, the

students will know where

he really stands.

John Hayes, Chairman
Board of Governors

No good for

shrubs, either

In early October, physical

plant personnel removed

two very friendly shrubs

from the rear entrance of

Butterfield House in the

Central Residence Area.

That may not seem impor-

tant to many people, but to

the residents of the dorm it

is rather upsetting. The

removal of the shrubs by

these landscaping geniuses

not only shocked the

students, but also didn't do

the shrubs a hell of a lot of

good either.

We have no idea why the

shrubs were removed. We
appreciate our environment

and wish that the ad-

ministration would pay

more attention to our opi-

nions before altering the

area in which we live.

Butterfield has had one of

the lowest vandalism rates

on campus for many years,

which shows how much we

care about our

surroundings.

The University, because

of its size, can't consult the

students on every issue, but

in dorms where students

show interest about their

surroundings an effort

might be made to talk to

those effected.

(Editor's note: this letter

was signed by 81 residents of

Butterfield House.)

There are Senators who are infamous due

to their love for grandstanding. They are

rebels without a clue. Their notoriety has

been built on a foundation of disruptive tac

tics and extreme proposals. Although these

people are few in number, their outlandish

actions are eye-catching and dramatic. This

behavior merits press attention but it also

distorts the whole picture. Unfortunately,

the bad image the senate suffers because

of these "shenanigans" may be causing

some perfectly innocent members to be

guilty by association. Do not assume that

your own senator is a part of the crude and

unreasoning vocal minority because

chances are that your representative is

engaged in constructive work.

Part of the problem with working quiet-

ly on worthwhile projects is that you don't

grab much attention. It's an interesting

paradox that we all bemoan the

megalomaniacs but still feed their egos

with the attention they beg for. Senators

who represent their constituents with

respect and dignity are often overlooked.

They are easily in the majority but they are

penalized for not engaging in headline-

grabbing antics. It's time we saluted some

of them.
Patricia Rego and Russell Kirshy are the

co-senators who hold the Orchard Hill area

government's seat in the Senate. They are

new senators who really care. Senator

Rego, as a member of the Rents and Fees

committee, has come to be a competent

critic of some of this University's more

outlandish requests for higher fees on stu-

dent bills. Senator Kirshy has done

something unusual for a new senator. He

has, on occasion, managed to get up the

courage to face the den of lions and debate

them with well reasoned arguments. This

is no small task, especially when one

realizes that the formerly uninitiated Kir-

shy was involved in the heated debate over

the Board of Governor's autonomy.

Rebecca Mendleson, the former Pan

Hellenic Council President, has just

become involved in the senate again. A
welcome addition, she was a prime mover

behind the Greek area's involvement in

community projects like the new

playground at Amherst's Fort River

School. Her dedication to service and her

abilitv make her a person to watch.

I could go on but I'm sure that my point

can be understood. Those who work for stu-

dent empowerment enhance the Senate's

reputation. The fact that many senators

are not a part of some notorious dealings

cannot, however, serve to comfort those

who feel misrepresented. For those of you

who are dismayed, there is recourse. A peti-

tion, containing a stated cause or reason,

can be enough to hold a recall election. If

Vm of the residents or 150 people in a

residence hall or constituent area

(whichever is less in the case) sign such a

petition, the senator who represents those

people may lose his/her seat if the vote is

negative. This is an extreme measure and

should be used sparingly but, in the light

of recent events, some may say it is

underused.

Talk to your senator. Know your

representative's positions. Come to a

senate meeting and see if your senator is

a participant in the antics. Some of you

may be surprised, the rest may be

justifiably disappointed.

Paul Wingle is Speaker of the

Undergraduate Student Senate.

Progressives defending rights

In the past, Stuart Gottlieb has lectured to those of us

over here on the left about our "looking one-sidedly at the

ISSUBS.

Now Gottlieb sees fit to give us the definitive vision of

"the carefree, ideal world of the radical" (Nov. 15) in which

all people agree and there is no need for free speech. As

this sounds to me more like the blind faith proposals of

the pseudo-patriotic young conservatives, I must take

issue with Gottlieb's interpretations. The way I see it, pro-

gressive forces struggle to achieve, not absolute unifor-

mity of opinion, but human rights, equal opportunity, and

selfdetermination, as well as the much championed free

speech, which the CIA uses (through recruitment of agents

on college campuses) to deny these rights to others.

Though even Gottlieb admits that censorship may take

place "if someone is maliciously stating lies" (as the CIA

has been found doing countless times, most recently by

the World Court), I still have mixed feelings about the

effectiveness of attempting to prevent the CIA from

recruiting on campus. However, I will vehemently defend

the rights of our government from committing atrocities

in our name. And if that means curtailing their right to

recruit more agents of deception, destruction, and death,

80 be it.

Bruce Merenstein
Sunderland

Perpetuating bad stereotypes

This letter is in response to Jennifer Dempsey's column

(Nov. 18) "Getting into the Scene," that told of her "frat

party phobia."

The word is fraternity, not frat. Would you call your

mother a moth? Your father fat? Of course not. It also

ieems that Dempsey is only helping to maintain the

negative stirootype that movies such as Animal Housi'

have given fraternities.

Dempsey also failed to state whether or not the man who

"suddenly put his hand on her backside" was a membiT

of the unmentioned fraternity or just another guest like

herself. I'm sure this lack of distinction was unintentional,

but the average reader will probably associate the act with

fraternity members.
The Greek area offers a lot to the University and the

community. Let's not ruin it by reinforcing < d ••

stereotypes.

Jay Clogston, pledge
Zeta Psi

, f • • t • » T.t

Taking a walk on the wild side

There ought to be some kind of pedestrian traffic patrol

around campus giving out tickets to people who don't

walk properly. Maybe this didn't occur to you, but when

walking around campus the same laws that apply to driv-

ing a car can be applied to walking. It's irritating to walk

around someone who just stopped in front of you without

the courtesy of a warning.

Walking is an art much like a Renoir: it should be

smooth and flowing - not erratic like a Picasso. How

many times have you gotten a "flat tire' because the

person behind you is late for class and walking too fast?

I'd have to admit that I prefer a fast walker over a slow

one Slow walkers tend to weave as they meander down

hallways, probably in an attempt to discourage passing.

Nobody is fooled by you slow walkers out there; we can

draft but it gives you a general idea of what we're

shooting for.

• For walking on the left hand side of any corridor,

hallway, pathway, causeway or road as defined in the

Oxford American Dictionary, a fine of one dollar. (This

law would exempt any exchange student from England

attending this school for less than thirty days.)

• If you are caught tailgating the walker in front of

you, you will be fined fifty cents.

• Senseless stopping without any signal to persons

behind you would cost you two dollars.

• For cutting someone off as you make a left hand turn

across a hall, one dollar and fifty cents.

• For running in a hopelessly crowded corridor, which

excludes women in sudden labor, at least five dollars.

hear you snickering up in front of us.
, . ^

Slow walkers are the worst walkers but they only just

barelv beat out boyfriend/girlfriend walkers who take

up two walking lanes at once. They are especially

dangerous because they're in love and are prone to

daydreaming as they saunter along. You can spot them

fifty feet away on a clear day because their eyes are glaz-

ed over If you're carrying your coff'ee and you run across

a pair of boyfriend/girlfriend walkers you can expect to

smell like Juan Valdez for the rest of the day.

The dining commons are the worst places for walking

because you have to balance the tray and. often, a few

books at the same time. After ruining three good

sweaters in one semester. I've given up getting soup and

cocoa at the D.C. I think we should have a high concen-

tration of pedestrian police at the DC. because that s

where most of the serious accidents occur (usually in

front of 200 people). If everyone walked right we wouldn t

have to worry about changing our clothes before lunch.

I've worked out a penalty system for walking violations

that I feel would be effective at UMass. It's just a rough

This would be waived in the case of people attempting

to run up the down escalator in the Campus Center.

Chances are they will pay for their folly in skin.

• Any group of people who collectively force

themselves through one door of a set of double doors,

seventy-five cents each for stupidity.

• Breakdancing in any form in a public hallway, three

dollars. The same amount should be charged to anyone

who walks away backward from a friend as they finish

their conversation.

• Swinging arms in excess of thirteen inches away

from the body while walking, fifty cents.

This system would make my life a little easier, and

I hope everyone considers it even if it never gets made

into the law of the land. On the outside chance that the

University doesn't approve my plan, a little courtesy is

all it would really take.

Jon Bowser is a Collegian columnist.
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Mozambique mourns a great leader
.^ ,,„ is one of the richest countric

By Zouera Youssoufou

Nummo News

On Sunday October 19. 1986, the president of l^ozam-

bique, Samora Machel, died in a plane crash as he was

returning from a visit in Zambia.
^ ,„^^

Long before Mozambique was a free country, l^ache and

Eduardo Mondlane formed a liberation movement. Frehmo

against Portugal. When Mondlane was killed, Machel took

over He was so dedicated to the cause of freedom that he

actually fought in the battlefields himself. His efforts were

rewarded in 1975 when Mozambique finally gamed its in-

dependence. When the country became independent, the

Portuguese had taken over the country so much that even

the shoe-shiners were Portuguese. Blacks were not allow-

ed to do anything at all. They could not operate elevators^

drive or have any kind of job that would allow them to take

care of the country when it became independent. Even to-

day Maputo, the capital which is a very modern city, is not

used entirely because blacks do not know how to operate

much of the machinery.

Samora Machel was very supportive of other oppressed

countries. When Mozambique became a free country,

Machel took some sanctions against Ian Smith who was

the leader of Rhodesia, the country now known as

Zimbabwe.

Robert Mugabe, who was recently on the UMass cam-

pus to receive an honorary degree, was very much sup-

ported by Machel. When Mozambique became independent

iri 1975 Mugabe went to live there. He struggled for the

freedorn of Zimbabwe from Mozambique. Zimbabwe final-

ly became independent in 1980.
^,«,,ho

Machel was very outspoken about his disapproval of the

racist regime of South Africa. He imposed sanctions on

Botha'sTeprehensible regime at the risking his own coun-

try's econonmy. He refused to let South Africa use Mozam-

bique's ports during sanctions the country received.

During an interview with United Nations Ambassador

Oumarou Youssoufou, who was at a memorial service for

President Machel in Harlem, he said that Samora Machel

was assassinated by the South African government^ The

plane crashed into a mountain after being misled by a bearn

ihat made it look like the plane was going to "and a* "e

Maputo Airport. Ambassador Youssoufou believes that the

South African government was responsible for deceiving

the plane. He and others, including Rev. Jesse Jackson,

are convinced so because Rename, which was a right-wing

opposition to Machel created by the racist regime of Ian

Smith, is now being supported (trained and armed) by South

Africa. Now that Rhodesia no longer exists. South Africa

is replacing it in it's opposition.

Mozambique is far from being a poor country. In fact, it

is one of the rk:hest countries in natural resou ces -
precious minerals like diamonds, tantalium. and coal. It al«)

has a lot of agricultural potential. Mozabique is the number

one exporter in cashew nuts. The country also has a very

rich sea. So the county is by no means a poor country, but

because of instability, the econonmy is not in very good

qKoqo

When Machel died, he was inviting private investors to

the country because the socialist politics were ailing

economically. He was coming from Zambia, having talked

with people there about uniting their economies.

The plane erased at approximately 9:30 on the 19th. but

the South African government did not make any an-

nouncements until twelve hours later to the wortd or to

Mozambique. When the South Africans reached the wreck,

they found many victims of the crash alive for four hours

according to testimony of the villagers. But the South

Africans simply let the victims bleed to death. Apparently

the reports that Machel died on the spot and that his face

was so badly damaged that he could not be identified are

false

Africa has just suffered a huge loss. South Africa

especially has lost one of its most prominent freedom

fiqhters Samora Machel was an outstanding leader for the

struggle for freedom in Southern Africa. Machel is not go-

ing to be forgotten soon.

Another view of an

infamous event
By James Oduor

Nummo News

The violence began October 28. when Yancey Robinson

and nine others received injuries in the riot at the Southwest

Residential Area. It began as a celebration involving Mets

fans and became a racial riot.

In the beginning, students were outside partying. Approx-

imately nine Black students were standing apart from tne

comparably larger number of white students, who were con-

gregated by the pyramids. Allegedly a white student ap-

proached a Black student and asked if he was a Mets fan.

When he answered affirmatively, the white student respond-

ed by shoving him and the fighting began. Other white

students joined the fight and soon the Black students realiz-

ed that they were considerably outnumbered. They manag-

ed to escape, but Yancey Robinson was not so fortunate^

Robinson was returning from a study session with friends

in the Dukeroom, located in the Student Union Building.

He went to the scene to see what was happening. He was

mistaken for another Black student, beaten and knocked

unconscious. It was only when someone realized thatthey

had the wrong person that the beating ended and the police

responded. The police were are the scene yet
.

ook thern

50 seconds to react. The delayed response of the Police

questions whether they acted responsibly and if they are

able to protect and guard students' rights. These controver-

sial actions of the campus law enforcement made many

Third World students fear for their safety.

As a result of the incident, an emergency meeting was

held for Third World students, October 30. at Mahar

Auditorium. At the meeting. Chancellor Joseph P^Duffy and

Philip Cavanaugh. Associate Director of Public Safety, ad-

dressed approximately three hundred students. All ques-

fions were responded to diplomatically, but none were

answered satisfactorily enough for tj^^ students_ Conse-

ouentlv a march was organized on Friday, October 31st.

ThrrnafcS^was a way for students to show their concern

IbouUhL riotand the'negligence of the poi^ce. In numbers

near two hundred, these students marched
"'"^^^J ^^^^

Africa House to Whitmore around 10 a.m., in an attempi

TasX a statement from Chancellor Duffy. The group was

successfuHn me attempt to have Chancellor Duffy address

fhe crov^d The rallying students were also successful in

r^ak^g People awar'e that such incidents will not go unnotic-

ed They cannot be swept under the rug by the

^'SbetTsequence of events has not he^ed to

eradicate racism, but they had made people aware that

Sm does exist on this campus. The ra y a so showed

that violent racism can not and will not be ^lerated by Third

World Students. Negligence by the police and other carn-

Tus secuHfy must not continue and the Third World students

on carSpus should not let their lack of law enforcement go

unnoticed.

We welcome
you to Nummo

By PATRICIA ODUOR
Nummo News

Nummo News was not built in a day^ "^^any of our

brothers and sisters fought aganst t^e";^«"^ous obstacles

they fought and eventually overcame them. Now it is our

resDonsibilitv never to forget this struggle.

The struggle began in 1974 when a Black organization.

called CORE, initiated an investigation of the existing white

i:.edia organizations on campus. CORE discovered that

tnese organizations were functioning without any Black

"udents on their staffs. As a result of their findings. CORE

organized a protest and a sit-in at the Co//eg/an. Rudy

Jones became the first Black Affairs Editor at the Collegian.

And Vangie Brookfield became the Assistant Black Affairs

The following year, Sherwood Thompson along with

Assistant Black Affairs Editors Cal Whitworth and Sandra

Jackson worked hard to bring significant local, national

and international news. These students were inspired by

one of their teachers, Ms. Shirly DuBois, who said, power

is something you execute."

But as Rudy Jones stated in an interview, the Third

World students "wanted to have newspaper independent

of the Collegian." in which they controlled "the editorial

content of the paper." The idea of creating a newspaper

to represent the Third World community was "hailed as

an excellent move in terms of providing a voice for their

concern." according to Shen^^ood Thompson. Thompson

also recollected that the newspaper received a lot of sup-

DOrt from the Third World community.

The inspiration, the determination, and the demand ah

contributed to the eventual establishment of Nummo

News- "Nummo," a Swahili word meaning the mage

power of the spoken and written word. was.aPPrt^pria ely

chosen as the name of the newspaper, he ^'^st mack stu

dent newspaper at the University of Massachusetts.

Nummo signifies the voice of the Third World commun.

ty. Its future rests on the shoulders of every concerned

Third World student. Nummo needs responsible persons

to help ensure that the voice of the Third World community

"X mS: ar'e Md^Mondays and Wednesdays at

5 ?m Tn 103 New Africa House. All information and ar-

t,cl^ are welcomed. Please participate and show your

support for Nummo News.
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EDITORIALS
A far cry
By GISELLE ANDRADE
Nummo News

Monday, October 27, while the rest of the

country was either celebrating the victory of

the New York f^ets or agonizing over the

defeat of the Boston Red Sox, a needless

event occurred that changed the view of

racism on this campus.

All ears by this time have heard at least

several times what happened. But why it

happened is still questionable.

Was it actually a racial incident or

mistaken identity? In this modern day and

age. twenty years after the Civil Rights

Movement, can such a violent act of pre-

(udism occur? Sadly enough, yes.

The incident that occurred left many peo-

ple questioning, could it happen to me? It

left many fearful. The mutual respect we

have established has suddenly crumbled

around us. Why must we be forced to con-

stantly look over our shoulder and never

walk atone after sundown? We are students

here at the university, so why can't we go

wherever and whenever we wantv

Unfortunately our safety is threatened.

When this incident occurred, where were the

police? They were standing in the midst,

observing what was happening. How can

these police officers call themselves peace-

keepers? The entire incident could have

been stopped from the beginning, not after

Yancey Robinson had been beaten for a

minute. That single minute left him so bad-

ly beaten that two weeks later he is still on

crutches. It never should have happened.

Anyone who claims that the incident was

not triggered as a racist attack. I can just ask

him/her to look at the facts. It wasn't just

Mets fans against Red Sox fans. Every Black

person on this campus is not a Mets fan. The

World Series was just the excuse. If an in-

nocent bystander is allowed to be physical-

ly abused because of his skin color I can on-

ly shake my head in disbelief. What kind of

campus is this that a person is looked down

upon because he is a different color. We are

all of the same race, the Human Race. For

God's sake, let's start acting like human

beings.

By THOMAS SIGUAKE MAMBANDO
Nummo News

In the wake of the tngntening events

which took place on the eve of the final

World Series game. Black students

vehemently shook our fists and shouted

against the injustices of racism on our cam-

pus and the lack of action on the part of the

administration. Two days later. Black

students assembled in Mahar Auditorium to

engage in a question and answer forum with

Chancellor Duffy and Assistant Director of

Public Safety, Philip Cavanaugh. White

students were asked to leave in an effort to

make the event a "family affair' and to show

our unity. . .

The events which took place that night in

Mahar were a far cry from unity, to many

they were indicative of the lack of organiza-

tion and chaos which characterize the Black

community. Instead of adhering to a set

agenda and engaging the Chancellor and

his cohorts in constructive, insightful debate

showing true diplomacy and tact, we set

about making a shameful farce of the forum

with semi-literate street-corner cackling and

bickering. It made us appear as angry

children making demands to a condescen-

ding white elder. After Chancellor Duffy had

left, the situation got no better. In the place

of offering resolutions among ourselves, we

again set about cackling meaninglessly and

to little end. Indeed, we needed no whites

to thwart our goals - we did this ourselves.

Not to say that nothing of value occurred.

After most of the original crowd had left and

all but deserted the auditoruium the

dedicated remnants decided upon a rally. An

even smaller number of the group sat about

drafting plans to make it a reality. It did

become a reality - the very next day. Once

again the Chancellor appeared (for the

benefit of the University media image) to

meet the questions of the assembled crowd.

Again little that was constructive occurred,

individuals got a chance to display dramatics

before their peers. Then, everyone dispers-

ed to go about their separate ways.

So, exactly what was done about the in-

cident? What are we doing to help insure

that such an incident will never occur? What

are we doing on a collective basis to promote

our safety? What did we learn from the rally-

, ing process, the confrontation with the
'
Chancellor, the whole affair? Are we look-

ing at our environment and how we fit into

it? Are we looking into ourselves, how we

relate therein?

These are the questions we need to ad-

dress. If we have no answers to any of them,

if we have no desire to find the answers —
then we have learned nothing from the

events that have occurred. If this is so. we

are in dire trouble.

An urgent request

By SHERWOOD THOMPSON
Nummo News

Most of you are aware of the impact the mass media has

an our daily lives. Most importantly, you are familiar with

the power daily newspapers have on the way people think

and the direction on life they decide to follow. The manner

in which newspapers report events and the way these

events become interpreted are often determined by the

reports that columnists write. Someone once said, and

rightfully so, that the freedom of the press belongs to those

who own it. If this is true, then those who control the press

and determine what events appear in newspapers, they

become the pawnbrokers and the thought patrol of our

6xist6ncG.

First of all, Nummo News, a Black and Third World

newspaper, is making its twelfth year of operation. With this

historical landmark, it becomes imperative that students

take an active role in the survival of this publication. Em-

phatically, your support, talents, writing skills; and positive

attention to this newspaper are vital. You, the Third World

students, own Nummo News, and you can make a dif-

ference by working for and supporting it. As a means of

communications. Nummo News reflects both the events and

the highlights of the achievements of noi only you, but also

your organizations. What is missing right now is you.

Most importantly. Nummo News is looking for trained

minds in the fields of editing, graphics, lay-out design,

photography, production, and typesetting. Training is

available to those who are willing to learn a skill in

newspaper production. Emphasizing the importance of

working with Nummo News and asking for your help m the

production of the newspaper is critical to the survival of this

publication. In addition, the experience that you can gam

from working with Nummo News will carry over into your

personal life. It will also be the kind of experience that will

compliment you and make you more marketable when you

compete for jobs after graduation. As a whole, your con-

tribution will serve as a shining, example of your commit-

ment, dedication and seriousness to excellence and

scholarship, while simultaneously providing the energy that

is necessary to keep Nummo News alive.

Welcome then, to the staff of Nummo News and become

a link in the chain of history. The entire community, here,

needs your support. For additional information call 545-2517

or come by the first floor of the New Africa House from 9-5

Monday - Friday.

Third World Organizational Night, A successful event

By Patricia Oduor

Third World Organizational Night was an Educational Event

The Second Annual Third World Organizational Night was

held November 5. 1986. The event, sponsored by the

Gentlemen of Phi Beta Sigma, was hosted by Charles Shef-

field. It featured fourteen speakers representing various

Third World organizations.

Roscoe Robinson was the first speaker. He spoke about

the different multi-cultural centers on the UMass campus

including the Malcolm X Center, the Northeast Cultural

Center, and the Anaquana Center.

The next speaker was David Moore, speaking for a pro-

spective organiation called the Black Student Union. This

organization, if successful, would "get unity on this cam-

pus", said Mr. Moore, it would provide a "relaxed at-

mosphere" where students could get to know each other.

Hollis Cotton spoke next providing a presentation on

Drum magazine. According to Cotton, Drum was founded

in 1972 because of Black students' "concern about no form

of media expression". Since then it has become the

"number one college magazine in the country", stated

Cotton
Following Mr, Cotton was Patricia Odour, an Editor of

Nummo News She recounted a brief history of Nummo
focusing on 'the struggle" which began in 1974 and even-

tually led to the establishment of the newspaper in 1975.

Ms. Odour called upon all Third World students to support

Nummo and help "ensure that the voice of the Third World

community never ceases to be heard."

The President of Afrik-Am subsequently spoke. Karl

McLaurin told the audience that Afrik-Am is the oldest Third

World organizatkjn at UMass, He described the group as

an "academic-oriented group."

The host, Charles Sheffield, introduced himself as the

speaker representing the National Society of Black

Engineers. The NSBE is most prominent for its Job Fair

which they hold each year. During the Job Fair, companies

come and recruit students for summer employment.

Talbert Swan, the President of lota Phi Theta, delivered

an informative presentation on his fraternity, lota Phi Theta

was founded in 1963 at Morgan State University in Maryland

by a group of men who believed that a "man cannot exist

within complete isolation." The fraternity was officially in-

corporated in 1968. Mr. Swan said that lota Phi Theta is

•one of the youngest and fastest growing fraternities."

Al Valdez spoke for two groups, both of which he is a

member. First he spoke about Ahora. It originated in the

early 1970's, the same time most of the Third World

organizations were formed. It serves to network with other

organizations as well as to inform Latino students. Concepto

Latino was the other organization that Mr, Valdez

represented. This group works with the Black Mass Com-

munications Project to provide Latino music and news.

John Ruddock also represented two organizations. First

he gave a brief history of the Office of Third Wolrd Affairs

which was established in 1976 so "students of color (could)

i.dve an institutional advocate" to enhance and protect their

interests. Ruddock told about the many operations that the

OTWA participates in, including the Black History Month

and being the original organizer of Black History Month and

being the original organizer of the Third World

Organizatonal night. Next, Ruddock spoke about the Third

World Caucus. The Third World Causcus came into ex-

istence in 1973 from, as Ruddock stated, a need of Black

students "to organize adequate representation in the SGA".

Since its founding, the Third World Caucus has played an

important part in the univeristy's decision to divest South

African stocks. It also participated in the red-ribbon cam-

paign with the Office of Third World Affairs.

The next presentation was given by Dawn James from

the Diamond Court of Kappa Alpha Psi. Ms. James explain-

ed how a woman can progress from Scroller's Court to

Sweetheart Court by helping to make sure her brother goes

over After being on probation for a year, a woman will then

become a member of the Diamond Court. The women of

the Diamond Court help the brothers with community

events.

Dwayne Warren spoke afterwards for Kappa Alpha Psi.

It was founded in 191 1 at Indiana University. According to

Warren it was the first Black fraternity to be started.

Following Warren was Jennifer Smith who was a

representative of Alpha Kappa Psi Sorority. The sorority has

a national membership of approximately one-hundred thou-

sand women. It was founded in 1908 at Howard University

and is the "oldest college-based sorority organization by

women," said Ms. Smith.

Cynthia Jones was the representative of the Dove court

of Phi Beta Sigma. The Dove Court serves as the auxiliary

organization to the fraternity "contributing ideas, input, and

understanding." stated Jones, "from a women's perspec-

tive."
, ,^_

The event concluded with a video presentation from tne

Gentlemen of Phi Beta Sigma. The video featured fraterni-

ty members A. Anthony Gee, Roscoe Robinson, Al Valdez,

Charles Sheffield and Jay Dowdy, They were seen in

BMW's, exercising, dancing, relaxing, etc. They noted the

outspoken Qualities of Phi Beta Sigma. "Phi Beta fosters

perfe'.tion." Other information about the fraternity was pro-

vided Thus ended t!ie Second Annual Third World

Organizational Night, an informative as well as entertain-

ing function.

Hear the beat

of the Drum
By KEVIN "SIB" SIBLEY

Nummo News

Since 1969. Drum magazine has been

published annually on the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst campus. Colum-

bia's School of Journalism has awarded

Drum their "Arts and Literature"award from

1981 to 1983. Beating out all other

magazines nation-wide in this category. A

teat to proua ot.
r^

Now Drum is an endangered species. Due

to various misconceptions of the magazine,

funding has been stripped to nothing. The

misconception being 'Drum is a class, why

should it get funded." This is not so. Drum

is not a class. It cannot be produced within

the walls of a regular classroom, contrary to

popular belief. It that was the case, wouldn t

everyone publish a bi-annual journal for their

class?

Ideas and talents may evolve from the

classroom. Constructive ideas are taken

even further. The magazine itself is a

separate entity. Through the staff of Drum

magazine aspiration, dreams and ideals are

put to print Issues, pertinent to our (the

Third World Community) lives, are conceiv-

ed and produced by Drum.

Without it, a large piece of our history is

taken and destroyed.

Our younger brother and sisters will never

know of the experience of the Drum. For it

will become just another lost Third World

cause lost in the annals of time.

Please help us to continue the struggle for

Drum. Drum is our magazine and should not

be extracted from us or neglectd by us. It

is a heritage we have always in the past and

will always be very proud of.

If you have any questions, comments (X

editorials to submit, please feel free to

(Jo so. Thank You.

Nummo ftewt

103 New Africa House
Amherst, MA 01003

tel. no. 545-0061

took from us when we

was the drum. Here in

1 7 years ago We are

now.
Check us out and let us

us for

we are constantly
losing

our drum.
Nelson Stevens
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Stephen Newby young
talent at its finest

By GABRIELLE A. BRANCH
Nummo News

Be Still and Know was a successful

musical about a typical church service in a

northern black church. As a result of this

success, its' composer Stephen Newby,

would be considered by some critics as an

established musician. But Stephen feels that

what he has is not only a talent, but a gift

from God.
At 25, he doesn't have a long journey to

become an established musician. Stephen

Newby's musical career began in Detroit at

the age of 8. While fooling around on his

grandmother's piano, his parents saw poten-

tial in a possible musical future. Thus, they

recruited Kenneth Meyer to nourish their

son's piano knowledge. Mr. Meyer was and

still is a respectable gospel pianist in Detroit.

After years of intense piano training,

Stephen finally made his musical debut on

Youth Sunday, 12 years ago in his father's

church. That inspiring event helped expand

Stephen's love for music into different

directions.

He began to play trombone, bass, flute,

and formed his own band in senior year of

high school. He was named Outstanding In-

strumentalist of Senior class by submitting

a song to a local contest for musicians.

Besides Christian music, Stephen loved

to play jazz. But as a result of not allowing

that type of music into his home, Stephen

and his band would sneak to jazz nightclubs

to listen and learn from the people that

played there.

After graduating from Community College,

Stephen Newby went on to Madonna Col-

lege to continue his serious study in music.

There, he started studying the classics and

also continued with flute playing.

In Spring of 1985, he graduated with a

performance degree in flute and vocal music

education degree and also decided to attend

the University of Massachusetts to complete

his masters.

Be Still and Know was Stephen Newby's

biyaest project. He felt that it was a process

thaf put the musical together. It all began

when he "felt the need to inform the cam-

pus about God." He also believes that he

is in this point of his life where he "writes

pieces which are political, very strong social-

ly, theologically, and religiously."

It was through that religious aspect that

Be Still and Know came to be. The theme

song was adopted from a Methodist Church

right here in Amherst.

According to Newby, "The music was

given. It was already there and I was just a

V6SS6I
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"My soul is satisfied," said Newby about

the finished product. "When God speakes,

people listen."

Newby felt Se Still and Know was a suc-

cess because "all of the people were

together sharing the excitement and the Se

Still and Know vision. Those who got a lot

out of Se Still and Know accepted their call

from God. Those who got nothing from the

show missed their call."

The success of Be Still and Know has led

Stephen into writing a piece about Lazarus

raised from the dead. He also will have Mar-

tin Luther King as one of his prophets.

Newby considers Martin Luther King as a

20th century prophet. In this project, Newby

has written a passion for Martin Luther King

and has combined it with different elements

of both 20th century and hopefully 21st cen-

tury music with certain writings of Martin

Luther King.

Stephen Newby doesn't want people to

think that he is successful. He just wants

them to feel that he is fortunate enough "to

share beliefs and concerns while still alive

today. God requires someting of His

ministers of music who are the people in

charge of His music. God has a call on my
life but everyone has a call. You just have

to be receptive. You just have to be still and

know."

White South African journalist condemns government
By YASMIN D'MELLO
Nummo News

Anti-apartheid activist Benjamin Pogrund spoke to a

crowd of about 200 at the Campus Center Auditorium on

Tuesday, November 4th.

Mr Pogrund is a white South African journalist, repeated-

ly censured by his government for his strong anti-apartheid

stand Consequently he was expelled from his position as

Deputy Editor of the liberal Rand Daily Mail. He has also

been arrested three times, on the latter occasion for writing

about the appalling conditions imposed on black prisoners.

Pogrund began by condemning the government for the

"web of laws" that prohibit the press from publishing

anything damaging to the government. This, Pogrund said,

is because "there is much to conceal". The government

is intent on maintaining the deeply entrenched system of

apartheid, which goes back to the Dutch settlement of 1642.

Pogrund said that the system has been built up "very

carefully and deliberately" over the years. Due to interna-

tional pressure, the South African government misleads the

outside world. They inform the world that they are doing

what they can to slowly dismantle apartheid. In reality, they

make cosmetic changes such as doing away with pass laws

and allowing blacks into luxury hotels and restaurants.

While apartheid has been to some extent diminished, the

fundamental laws on which it is based still remain intact.

Pogrund spoke of 'Banta Education.' the greatly inferior

education black children receive. This svstem is usftri hv

the government to keep the black race subservient and it

will continue to hinder the blacks long into the future.

Residential areas are also completely segregated. The

whites live on the prosperous, fertile land. By comparison,

the Blacks, who form 72 percent of the total South African

population, are allocated the worst land in the form of ten

homelands. These, according to Pogrund, are "vessel

states of South Africa".

The white government, nervous about the extreme, right-

wing Afrikaaner Nationalists, come down heavily on the

deepening black resistance. Pogrund spoke of the "mass

terrorization" of the people whereby the police assume the

right to invade black homes, at two in the morning if

necessary, to search for someone. They will arrest anyone,

a relative, if the actual person for whom they are looking

is not there. Such arrests cannot be reported by the families

of the victims because they are terrified of the conse-

quences. Other forms of this "mass terrorization" include

the indiscriminate shooting of rioters and innocent by-

standers, tear-gassing, and tossing hand-grenades at black

school children. "They molest and beat the kids, " said

Pogrund.
.

He then spoke of the serious problem of Black

Vigilantes", black mercenaries bought off by the govern-

ment to terrorize and kill other blacks. The government can

then point to the conflict among the blacks thus distancing

themselves from the violence.

Pogrund said that owinq to the state-controlled media,

.the South African public remains considerably ignorant

about the action of their government. Anything termed as

"subversive statements" are prohibited from publication.

This means that none of the actions of the police (given

unlimited powers because of the state of emergency) can

be published without permission.

Pogrund expressed concern for the Western media's lack

of coverage of events in South Africa since the imposition

of sanctions by the United States. He felt that the attitude

of the people in the West is to completely withdraw from

the situation in South Africa, not only through sanctions but

also by discontinuing coverage of events there. Pogrund

considered this walking away from the problem. He said

he hoped that such disconcern would never take over com-

pletely. He placated Western fears about whether sanctions

would lead to the loss of jobs for blacks by saying that on

the contrary there was a boom in South African business.

"Import substitution" whereby those goods that can no

longer be imported are instead produced in South Africa,

further helping South African business. Moreover, because

of external disapproval, businesses within South Africa

pressure the government into further dismantling aparthekj.

Pogrund ended his speech on a note of optimism saying

that one must not underestimate the "determination of the

Afrikaaners to hold on to the end" and to "fight to the bit-

ter end". He foresees change in South Africa and more im-

portantly change for the blacks.

My friend — looking good at last
Tuesday night, I had the plea.sure of watching the vin_

dication of an old fnend - courtesy of Ted Koppe and

ABC News Nighthne. It was particularly enjoyable to me

because my friend is a man who has gone through Hell

for things o%'er which he had little control. ^^^^

William Spain

My friend is Jimmy Carter, former president of the

United States and the only truly honorable man alive who

holds that title. He did not look as wonderfully chipper

and smiling as he used to (I think he aged five years for

each year he spent in the White House - a sacrifice that

many Americans seem not to recognize or choose to ig-

nore) but he is as intellectually sharp and insightful as

^Toppel was asking him a variety of questions regarding

current US foreign policy. They covered everythmg from

the recent dealings with the government of Iran to the

fate of downed pilot Eugeiu- Ha.siiitu

He was 1 think, remarkably restrained in his remarks

- especially tho.se regarding the weapons for hostages

trade. I would be laughing at Reagan's unbelievable

bungling of the situation if I was Jimmy, but I am inclin

ed to believe that he is not. His mind does not work like

that. Restricting himself to mentioning the sad fact that

a valuable tool of the Chief Executive (i.e. the National

Security Council) will likely be emasculated by an upset

Congress, he would not speculate as to whether Ronald

Reagan is guilty of violating US law. That is the act of

a decent man.
Strangely, his most interesting statement was about

Eugene Hasenfus. He made the very valid point that it

Hasenfus was working for the US government (a likely

possibility), he should be dealt with in accordance with

the Geneva Convention's guidelines about pnsoners-ot-

war To liberally paraphrase, it went something along the

lines of "if Reagan was really interested in compassion

for that man, he would acknowledge that he was work-

ing for us and ask for his return."

However, if Hasenfus was not connected m any way with

Washington ofTicialdom. he is nothing more than a

criminal. And, as such, undeserving of oflicial assistance

and subject to whatever penalties Nicaraguan law may

provide fur.
,

My friend is sharp - very sharp compared to anyone,

but incredibly so when put next to Ronald Reagan. The

President was on television last night, attempting to

answer questions about Iran by not answering them and

thoroughly embarrassing himself (and our entire nation,

for that matter) in the process. 1 have never seen a more

pathetic attempt to explain away what one reporter call

ed "duplicity" on the part of any politician here or abroad.

1 guess what made me happier than anything else is the

comparison that one who watched both programs would

inevitably draw and how good Jimmy would look. Now

that another president has been burned by the AyatoUah

he will not be the only man wearing that albatross and

can be judged by his other qualities.
, . . .

At last, Americans may look at my friend in the good

light he has always worked to deserve.

William Spain is a Collegian columnist.

Chatting on the hotline
Recently, a telephone line, known to a

select few as the "Hostage Hotline," has

been hooked up between the Oval Office

and an undisclosed location (rumored to

be a subterranean mosque) on the out-

.skirts of Teheran, Iran. Here is a bugged

excerpt from a conversation between two

powerful world religious leaders:

Frank Flanagan

Reagan: Hello, is this Mr. Khomeini?

Khomeini: This is His Holiness.

Reagan: Did you get the chocolate cake?

Khomeini: I did.

Reagan: What about the autographed

bible?

Khomeini: Indeed.

Reagan: Well.. .what did you think?

Khomeini: I think you use margarine

instead of butter - the frosting was

chalky.

Reagan: That's probably because -

haw.haw - Nancy sometimes pops in a

couple of squares of chocolate Ex-Lax, you

know, to keep us old soldiers on the

march.
Khomeini: I see. Harumph, why have

you called?

Reagan: I been meaning to ask you why

you kept Bud McFarlane and his boys all

locked up in that hotel room for days.

They said you wouldn't even let them use

the racquetball courts.

Khomeini: They were seeking

moderates; there are no moderates in our

revolution.

Reagan: Well now, when are you going

to release those hostages like you

promised?
Khomeini: Send me three more barges

of military hardware and your three

hostages will be set free.

Reagan: But we already gave you a

mountain of weapons.

Khomeini: You give us nothing. You

owe us those weapons - the Shah payed

for them in cash and Iranian blood. We

want our assets unfrozen too. Soon! Or

there will be more hostages or no more

hostages!

Reagan- But I can't send any more just

now, I promised the American people that

there'd be no more shipments for a while.

Listen, you've got to use your influence

to get those hostages back by Christmas.

Khomeini: Why Christmas?

Reagan: Well, that's the day when Jesus

Christ was born and when Americans ex-

pect the folks home for the holidays.

Khomeini: I'm afraid your spies will be

on an extended holiday because of crimes

against the Revolution. But if you sent

those barges by Thanksgiving, your spies

will be home in time to do their Christmas

shopping and listen to Bing sing 'White

Christmas'.

Reagan: How about a helicopter stutt

ed with weapons?
Khomeini: You trade with Russians,

you will trade with us. Perhaps your pro-

blem is your lame duck?

Reagan: Heck no, it's just that I'm in a

pickle with the press.

Khomeini: The press?

Reagan: Well, yes, they're spreading

disinformation about me again. But, as

I've stated in the past, if the American

people are given all the facts, they'll see

The President sends

d cake tio the /^\jatpiiah M
and confidently awaits Tj

I made the right decision.

Khomeini: So why all these secret

meetings?
Reagan: Because our allies don t want

us bartering with a barbaric terrorist

state.

Khomeini: I see.

Reagan: Do what you can. I like the

movies, but I'm tired of going on T.V.

every other night.

Khomeini: Can't you ^et George
Shultz

Letters
Enforcing policy

The United States

military discriminates in its

recruiting practices by not

allowing homosexuals to

serve in the armed forces.

This discriminatory practice

is explicitly mandated by

military policy, for example

Department of Defense

Directive 1332.30, and a

history of court cases

demonstrates how rigorous-

ly the policy is enforced.

The University has in-

dicated in its policy

statements that discrimina-

tion on the basis of sexual

preference is unacceptable.

More specifically, the policy

that governs activities on

the Campus Center Con-

course directly prohibits

vendors that discriminate in

their hiring practices from

using it. What the Board of

Governors, then, is consider-

ing is most properly seen as

not some ideological anti-

militaristic action, but

simply the enforcement of a

university policy itself

premised on the ideals of

S#A4f'*>'T^- PC BHM0VH ^OU'^
h^1TiM6 IT-

i'M'NOr-

"//'. a mistake for government to get into the business of

JmLs^Xng ofgenuine importance for hostages... because

%tulo^Tall\'ou do is encourage the taking of more

Lstages and you put -^^^:l;^,ge P. ShulU

to go on for you?

Reagan: I don't think George can be

counted on for that kind of thing anymore.

Let me tell you, make no mistake - what

will decide this whole thing is the will of

the American people.

Khomeini: You are mistaken, it is the

the will of Allah.

Frank Flanagan is a Collegian
columnist.

equality and fairness.

We need not tolerate

discrimination; indeed, we

have a positive obligation to

stamp it out in whatever

form it may present itself I

urge everyone to tell their

BOG representatives how

they feel about discrimina-

tion and what the board

should do to combat it.

Mark W. Friedman,
Vice-Chairman,

Board of Governors

CIA interview a lost cause
I ran into a lost CIA agent in the Cam-

pus Center last Friday morning.

I didn't know that he was from the CIA

at first. He didn't come up to me and say,

"Hi, my name's Dave and I work for the

CIA." It was a little more complicated than

that.

Ed Robinson

This guy in his thirties wearing a nice ex-

pensive suit asked me for directions to the

"Whitmore Administration Building. As

I told him, I noticed the cover of the pam-

phlets he was carrying said, "The CIA

Not Half As Bad As Most People Think.

It was then I realized I had a lost CIA in-

terviewer on my hands. Confused by the

change in the interview site because of stu-

dent protest, he was probably on his way

to ask Chancellor DufTey where the new

location was.

Believing the CIA to be 10 times as bad

as mo.st people think, I resolved to do all

I could to make sure he stayed confused.

I told him that I knew he was a CIA man,

that he already missed the morning inter-

views, and that since I was interested in

the CIA he should interview me. At first,

he made a belated attempt to hide the pam-

phlets behind his back, and then, surpris-

ingly, he agreed to interview me. Here s

how it went:
. .

"Question one: Do you believe in fairies,

elves, or Santa Claus?"

"What does that have to do with

anything?" . . , ,.

'Whoops, bad move. I'm afraid I m going

to have to deduct three points from your

score for asking a question. We like people

who strictly follow our procedure, no ques-

tions asked." He recorded my blunder in

his notebook. "So I repeat, do believe in the

three aforementioned personages?"

I spoke with quiet conviction: "I believe

in Santa Claus, but not in fairies and

elves."

"Believes in Santa but remains uncon

vinced of the existence of elves and fairies.

Hmmm..., I gotta tell you you're not doing

too well so far. You screwed up on the elves

and fairies. We like our people to believe

the improbable, the fantastic. If you can

believe in Santa Claus, elves and fairies,

you also can believe the CIA is a

benevolent force in the world. Those are

our kind of people."

"Too late. Question Two: On the televi-

sion series All in the Family, the character

played by actor Carroll O'Connor, 'Archie'

— do you regard him as a heroic figure?"

The questioning went on like this for

about 15 minutes before he finally ruled me

out as CIA material.

Even vour impressive historical and

cultural Ignorance scores weren't enough

to throw you over the top, ' the CIA man

said, looking slightly disappointed.

"What could I have done to turn things

in my favor?"

"Well, like any organization, we like to

see some experience. Disinformation cam-

paigns, propaganda work, that would have

helped."

"How about, say. staging a rally tor a

mercenary, like Hasenfus?"

"No, that's too outrageous. Even the CIA

at least has to give the appearance of be-

ing a moral organization. I guess you just

don't have a feel for this kind of work. Now
- how do I get to the Chancellor's office

from here? I can still catch those afternoon
11

"Well, you go up past Tillson Farm and

take a left towards Puffers Pond and..."

Ed Robinson is a UMgss student

m\ » lit' t
''""^
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STEREO & VIDEO

at the

I mitt cft»i»«
]

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL
DOORS OPEN AT 10 A.M. AND CLOSE AT 10 RM.

THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY & SUNDAY

" SAVE UP TO 60% ™ «i
NO RAINCHECKS • NO DEALERS • FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED

:l:(»<.l:l.lj:t.-l DIGITAL DISC PLAYERS
SAVE

$100

$249

GOLDSlAffl WIRELESS REMOTE
HQ CABLE READY VCR

FISHER 810 Cable Ready Wireless Remote Control \^ ($440) $249

RS(^ 904A Cable Ready Wireless Remote 99 Channel VCR ($440) $279

QUASAR 731 e to 1 zoom Color camera ($1000) $299

RSHER 905 Cable Ready Wireless Remote 99 Channel/VCR ($500) $299

EMERSON 77 AC/DC Portable VCR ($450) $299

RSWR 906 99 Channel Cable Ready HQ Wireless Remote VCR ($500)$348

EMERSON %1 4 Head HQ Cable Ready VCR ($450) $349

FISHER 830 4 Head Dolby Stereo-Wireless Remote Cable Ready

VCR (S700) $399

MAGNOVOX 9550 4 Head wireless Remote Cable Ready VCR ($600)$399

HITACHI 3A 3 Head AC/DC Portable 2 Piece VCR ($1100) $499

EMERSON %5 MTS stereo Wireless Renftote VCR ($450) $349

PANASC^NC 1545 HIFi VCR with 4 Heads Wireless Remote

Control ($1000) $599

FISHER 839 6 Head Stereo-HiFi-Wireless Remote Cable Ready VCR

($1000) $599

SCOTT 330 5 Head HiFi Cable Ready MTS Stereo VCH ($800) $599

QUASAR 9558 on screen Programming 4 Head HiFi Wireless

Remote VCR ($1000) $699

OLYMPUS 105/^18 4 Head Dolby Stereo 2 Piece Wireless

Renfiote Portable & Home VCR ($1300) $699

STEREO SYSTEMS

AKAI PROGRAMMABLE

DISC PLAYER $149
FISHER 813 3 Beam Disc Player ($270) $149

RSHER 823 3 Beam Disc Player ($280) $159

MAGNOVOX 1041 3 Beam Programmable Disc Player ($300) $179

TECHNICS 110 Programmable Disc Player ($340) $189

TECHNICS 310 Programmable Disc Player with Infrared Wireless

Remote Control ($440) $249

COLOR TELEVISIONS

SAVE
$120

$199

FISHER
50 WATT
STEREO
SYSTEM

$498

FISHB) 402 Portable Double Cassette AM/FM Stereo Radio ($160)$98

PANASONIC 26 Double cassette AM/FM stereo Portable Radio ($150)$109

FISICR 8620 60 wan Double Cassette Rack System with

Digital Disc Player ($700) $498

RSHER K10 200 watt Double Cassette AM/FM Stereo Rack

Music System ($800) $598

SANSUI 70 Watt Rack Music System with Cassette & Phono ($1100) $496

RSHER 8665 1V watt wireless Remote control Double

Cassette Stereo Rac ' . V.ic System ($1500) $998

B^fm^B r=^ -«. w 1

H
SAVE

$60

$129

s 70 WAH DIGITAL

AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER
SCOTT 319 70 Watt Receiver ($200) $79

TECHNICS 290 100 watt Digital Receiver ($275) $179

TECHNICS %1 90 Watt Digital Receiver ($300) $149

HARMAN KARDON 385 30 watt Receiver ($295) $239

TECHNICS 370 80 watt wireless Remote Digital Receiver ($350) $239

TECHNICS 550 140 watt Oigital Receiver ($450) $299

HARMAN KARDON 395 30 wan Digital Receiver ($395) $329

TECHNICS 510 140 wan Digital Receiver ($550) $299

TECHNICS 590 200 wan Digital Receiver ($600) $449

HAffi\IION KARDON 795 70 wan Digital Receiver ($750) $599

fiiAD 10 INCH

2-WAY SPEAKERS
CABINETS
SECONDS $39 ea.

Tmerson 19" COLOR TV

SAMSUNG 317 13" ac/dc b&w tv (Sio9) $49

EMERSON 1300 13" Electronic Tuning Color TV ($240) $169

PANASONH; 3003 13 coior tv ($270) $199

RCA 13 Wireless Remote Color TV ($330) $219

PANASWNC 1359R 13- wireless Remote Control Color TV ($420)$289

MAGNOVOX 4146 19 - Electronic Tuning Color TV ($450) $^9
MAGNOVOX 4246 19' Wireless Remote Coior TV ($550) $299

SWiJY 1515 15 Trinitron Color TV ($500) $299

FISHER 202 19MTS stereo wireless Remote ControlColorTV(^00)$M8

RSHER 205 20 MTS stereo Color TV ($600) $498

RCA 2010 25" wireless Remote Control Cable Ready Color TV (S900)$599

PANASOhNC 53^ 25 console Color TV ($700) $4%
PANASOf^ 1953R 19" wireless Remote Color TV ($549) $399

JBJSEN 3250 25" Color Monitor with 440 Lines of Resolution ($1 100)$599

FISHER 360 26" wireless Renwte MTS stereo Color TV/Monltor ($900)$748

CASSEHE RECORDERS

MAXELL UDXL 11-C90 $169

,

CASSETTE TAPES umt io

SAVE
$100

^9
METAL DOLBY

CASSETTE TAPE RECORDER
AKAI 101M Dolby B & Metal Cassene ($150)

TECHNICS 12 Metal Dolby Cassene ($140)

PIONEER 22 Dolby B/C Cassette ($150)

TECHNICS 105 Dolby B cassene ($155)

TEAC 427C Oolby B/C cassene ($200)

TECHNK^ B18 Dolby B/C DBX cassene ($200)

$69

$69

$89

$99

$109

$129

TECHNICS T-10 Double Oolby Cassette with High Speed Dubbing ($200)$139

TECHNK^ 5UR 2 Motor Dolby B/C & DBX ($250) $149

TECHNICS B29R Deluxe Dolby B & C Auto Reverse Cassette ($295i$199

TEAC 440 High Speed Dubbing Double Dolby B/C Cassette ($300) $199

HARMAN KARDON 292 Dolby B & C Cassene ($375) $269
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ARTS

Natasha's worlds give us a range
of emotions to read and share
By KATHRYN POHNER
Collegian Staff

Natasha '» Words For Families

Natasha 's Words For Friends
Natasha '« Words For Lovers

each 96 pages. New York.New York
Warner Books,Inc.,$3.95 per book

Browsing through the poetry ofNatasha Josefowitz is like

curling up in a ray ofsun on a fall afternoon — relaxing

and rewarding, yet also a time for contemplation.

The Josefowitz trilogy, Natasha's Words For Families.

Natasha's Words For Friends and Natasha's Words For

Lovers are informal,witty poems that hold aspects of

everyday life up for a closer look. The poems focus on fami-

ly traditions, the busy lives of families today, special peo-

ple we are proud to have as friends and lovers in the

1980's.

Josefowitz's poems are light and easy; the trilogy can

be read in one sitting. This does not mean, however, that

the poems are not meaningful, for each one brings a pic

ture to the mind of the reader, and leads to deeper thought

on the subject. The author covers a range of emotions rang-

ing from love and respect to anxiety and jealousy.

Natasha's Words are written for families, friends, peo-

ple with whom we share our daily lives, whether at work

or by choice. Josefowitz writes in a simple manner that

allows the reader to digest many poems at one time

without tiring. She writes about this in the poem My

Poetry Should:

hit your gut

strike your fancy

make you inhale

with recognition

and smile secretly

because you

could have written it too

The pace of day to day life is a frequent theme in her

poems, Josefowitz examines this pace for us, showing how

fast most of us let life go by, racing against time to be

everywhere and do everything.

This trilogy of books is a tribute to life in its most com-

mon form, with Josefowitz amusing and touching the

reader with her observations. The books are light yet

vivid, each exploring a different aspect of life that every

one can find themselves reflected in. These books make

a great afternoon or evening of reading and you will go

back to them again and again, after you share them with

friends

'^
By B. DeLOLLIS
M. SHAKESPEARE
Collegian Staff

In this late capitalist

society of ours, everything

is a commodity. If you can

pay the price, it is yours.

This might seem disillu

sioning to some people, or

painfully obvious to others.

Consider Donald
Trumpp. He wanted a

football team, and Bingo

he owns one. Now he

wants the tallest building

in the world! He's going to

build it on NYC's west

side. Along the same vein,

if you want to be a sort of

mini Trumpp, for a mere

JANE FONDA |EFF BRIDGES
Last night she drank to forget. Today she woke up to a murder.

Is he her last hope or the last man she should trust?
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Opens December 25th
lORIMAR

$25 you can own the

Legacy of Bruce Springs-

teen's live recordings, or a

share of stocks in the

Boston Celtics. In short

you too can "own." which

is a very important thing

to do in a world were we
are judged by what we
possess.

What does this have U>

do with music you might

3SK.
continued on pn^f lU

Change your
tires NOW . . .

per pair

Alignment and
balancing

available

North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center

FuH Service Tire Store

78 SuiKlerlarid Bd No Amheisl MA

549-4704
1

Till Nov 26th

kinko's*
copy tlvou drop

220 N. Pleasant St

253-2543

STCEET
17 Flat St.

Brattleboro, Vt
802-257-4938
45 Minutes

from Northampton

Friday Nov. 21
Saturday Nov. 22

BLOCK YARDI

Next Weekend
I
Nov. 28 & Nov. 29

LUCKY ME

DON'T MISS
FLAT STREET'S

GREAT
MID-WEEK
GETAWAY

FREE ADMISSION
50« Drafts

WEDNESDAYS
open at 8 PM
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Save this page for reference during the snow season.

Radio Announcements

Classes and all other scheduled activi-

ties on campus will be held as usual

unless specific announcements to the

contrary are made beginning at 6 a.m.

and continuing pericxiically throughout

the day in question. Such announce-

ments will be made on radio stations

WTTT-Amherst 1430 AM, WHMP
Northampton 14(X) AM. WMAS-Spring-

field 1470 AM. WPOE-Greenfield 1520

AM, WHAI Greenfield 1240 AM, WAKE-

Ware 1250 AM, WCAT-Orange YM)
AM. WHYN-Springfield 560 AM. WFCR-
Amherst 88.5 KM. WTIC-Hartford 1080

AM, WACE-Springfield 730 AM. WTAG-

Worcester 580 AM. WSPR-Springfield

1270 AM, WMUA-Amherst 91.1 FM. and

WGGBTV Sprmgfield, Channel 40,

WTSA-Brattleboro VT 1450 AM, VVRSI-

Greenfield 95,3 FM. WAQY-Spnnglield

102.1 F.M.

Campus Hot Line

As an additional convenience, a "snow

day hot-line" has been installed. Taf)ed

messages will provide up-to-date infor-

mation on the status of the campus and

may be received by dialing 545-3630.

This is the only campus number which

should Ih calledfor such information.

Decision by 4:30 a.m.

The decision to cancel classes will be

made at about 4:30 a.m.. if the indica-

tions are that road travel is or will

become hazardous or that insufficient

parking capacity will be available. Can-

cellation of classes includes Continuing

Education day classes as well as regular

I 'niversity classes.

Delayed Opening, 1 1 a.m.

In the event of a major snow ^torm, a

decision may be made to delay the open-

ing of the University until 11 a.m. The
objective of this decision is to provide

enough time to plow and clear roadways

and sufficient parking capacity.

Closing During the Day
If circumstances make it necessary' to

cancel classes during the day, the Per-

sonnel (3ffice will inform the offices of

the Chancellor and Vice Chancellors,

which in turn will inform their resfxr-

tive schools, colleges, departments and

business offices. Departments should

not call the Personnel Office concerning

>-no\\ cancellations.

Evening Classes,
Second Shift

An announcement concerning evening

classes (classes beginning after 5 p.m.)

..nd second ^hitt workers will l>' made if

the decision is made to keep the I'niver-

sity closed all day. Such announcements

will be made prior to 1 p.m., o\er the

same radio stations used for announcing

das riosings.

Snow Day Personnel

In the event that classes and all other

scheduled actnities are cancelled, otdy

sutiic diiy f}(
rsanncl uill he required to

work. Heads ut depintmenls should reriew

and update their snow day plans and not-

ify employees who are designated as snow

da\ personnel

In order to allow plowing to be accomp-

lished effectively, the following pnxe-

dures w ill be implemented:

A. When the I'niversity is closed, or

opt-ning is delaywi until 1 1 a.m., only

snow day personnel should report t(j

work. All employees designated as

snow day ^x-rsonnel will Ix- so noti-

fied by their sufXTvisors (department

heads, etc.i. All other personnel and

students are urged not to come to

campus with their automobiles m
order to minimize the amount ol time

required to plow roads, lots, walks,

etc., and open the I'mversily for

normal operation.

B. Snow day personnel w ill Ix- permittt'd

to park only in the Uillowi)i^ lots:

Lots 32 and 34 (south of Whit more

and SBA) Lot 25 (wesi of Physical

Plant, and north of road to the adja

lent peripheral lot i Lot M morthof

Hngineering. draduate Research

Center, etc.i Lot 62 (south of Morrill

Science!.

Entrance to all other lots will Ix' pro-

hibited until the Lniversitx is otfi-

cially open for business

The F^arking (iarage is ofxn for park-

ing at all times.

L. If the rniversily is liosed. but the

second shift is required to report to

work, second shift [XTsonnel u ill Ix'

required to park in the lots lisltxi

above (32. 31. 25. Ml, 62 k All other

lots will l)e closed for plowing.

Libraries and Buses

It should be assumed that the library

and bus ser\ ices are oix-rating, unless

announcements are made specificallv to

the contrary on WTTT-AM, WMl'A FM
and WHMP. For information regarding

changes in bus schedules during snow

storms call 545-2086 or 545-(K)56.

Rescheduling Final Exams
When a snow storm causes the closing

of campus during final examinations,

two alternative exam peri(xls have been

devised. Basically they are to reschedule

exams to either 6:30 p.m. or 8:30 p.m.

Faculty are responsible for informing

students that the alternative schedule

will go into effect if a campus-dosing

storm (X'curs.

The final exam snow-delay schedule

varies according to how long the Uni-

versity IS closed during a given storm.

For example, if the campus is closed

only until 11 a.m., the afternoon exams

will be held as usual. The detailed alter-

native scheduling of final exams is dis-

tributed with the official campus snow

policy. It shows the times and days to

which exams will be rescheduled during

a snow day. Keep that information for

future reference.

Alternative Transportation

Since this plan provides for only a little

more than half of the parking lots used

on a normal day, it is suggested that all

University personnel who normally

bring a car onto campus consider the fol-

lowing possibilities during heavy snow:

A. Make use of the bus service to the

campus.

B. Pool rides with others whenever

possible.

C. Walk if it is at all possible to do so.

D. Have someone drop you at work so

that the car does not have to be left

on campus and so that the snow-

removal job during the daylight

hours is lacilitated.

E. If space is not available in your

assigned lot. go to either the peri-

pheral lot west of Physical Plant or

' ot 25. I'nder snow emergency condi

tions. It is not possible to guarantee

that normal lot capacity will be

available.

F. Make use of the Campus Center
^' -king '^•arage (open 24 hours a

day).

Overnight Parking OK
Here
Where you CAN park overnight during

snow season (Decembtr 1 April 1)

P Lot at Stadium (back of lot only)

P Lots (Fraternity/Sorority Park and

behind Lot 25)

Lot 20 (across from Campus Center

Way — by sheep barns)

Lot 21 (north of Lot 22. Southwest)

Lot 22 (across from Southwest dormsi

Lot 23 (across from Career Center)

Lot 24 (at Tillson Farm)

Lot 25 (north of roadway to P Lot only)

Lot 27 (by Hilton House)

Lot 28 (at University Press)

Lot 32 (west of Lincoln Avenue)

Lot 41 (next to Physical Plant yard)

Lot 42 (between Boyden and ROTC)
Lot 43 (at Totman and Arnold)

Thatcher Way (east side only)

Lot 44 (north of Sylvan and Mark's

Meadow)
Lot 46 (at Wheeler and Gorman)

Lot 49 (Butterfield to Orchard Hill)

Lot 50 (except for horseshoe)

Parking Garage (for regular fee)

No Overnight Parking
Here
Where you CAN.XOT park overnight

during snow sea.son (December 1-

April 1)

P L)t at Stadium (front section)

Lot 2,") (south of roadway to P Loti

Lot 26 (at Bus Garage area)

Lot 31 (north of engineering)

Lot 32 (east of Lincoln Ave.)

Lot ,34 (south of Mass. Ave.)

Lot 40 (north of Boydeni

L(M 45 (Ix'hind Holdsworthi

Lot 47 (except for HOR and HP)

Lot .50 (horsesh(X')

\aA (i2 (south of Morrill Science)

Lot 63 (between Worcester & Skinner i

Lot 64 (South College, Dickinson)

Lot 65 (between Marston & Stockbridge)

Lot 6<i (north of Furcolo)

Lot 71 (west of Whitmore)

Atty campus roadway

Any parking meter

(Htan Sherer photos)

This weekend at the Iron

Horse:

The Iron Horse will host four diverse show:, this week

stalling on Nov. 20 with modern jazz musician Carla Brey

.' 7 and 10 pm. On Nov. 21 the Paul Winter Consort will

perform the Wintersong Concert at 8 pm in the John M
Green Hall at Smith College. Scottish musicains Ossian

will perform on Sunday. Nov. 23 at 7 and 10 pm. The caft-

welcomes back the premiere EastrS\'est fusion band.

Oregon. The show will be on Monday Nov, 24.

Tickets and information are available at the Iron Horse

and bv calling 584-0610. Tickets for the Wintersong Con-

cert are also available at For the Record in Amherst, and

World Eye Books in Greenfield.

TREAT A FRIEND

On His or Her Birthday

Or any other celebration

with a deliciotfs CAKE

Birthdays • Anniversary

Weddings • Showers

Graduation • Religious Celebrations

Or just use your imagination!

We will specially design your cake for you.

Made for you with care by our bakers. All

fresh ingredients, a very moist, delicious

cake. Professionally decorated.

Also Available - Fresh, Attractively arranged

PARTY PLATTERS

Fruit, Meat, Cheese. Vegetable or Combination

WE WILL DELIVER in the Local Area

for a smdll fee.

Call 253-9528 for information

Nowitcosteless

With Today s competition, you can't afford to look

less than your best.

That's why near-typeset quality is making laser

printers this year's most exciting computer accessory.

The Cordata Desktop Printshop^, with its

unprecedented speed and flexibility, is the best value

in a PC-Compatible laser printer.

Start looking good, for less.

H^*!'
Tht;D(^sklci{)

FYint^iqi

cordata
tormerlv 05522?? %\

CO}ComputerWorks
228 TViangle Street • Amherst

549-7133

va*

tm
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adirondack music
"THE STEREO PROFESSIONALS"
15 East Pleasant St • Amherst • 253-3100

ADIRONDACK MUSIC SUPER SPECIAL

VIDEO CASSETE RECORDERS

TEAC MV 350
Brand New Model

TEAC MV600

$499.95 Value

H.Q. Picture Enhancement Circuitry.

110 Channel Cable Ready Tuner.

4-Event/1 4-Day Timer Recording.

Wireless Remote Control.

Auto Rewind.
Digital Tape Counter
Quicl( Timer Recording (QTR) up to 4 Hours.

Still Picture Noise Cancelling Circuitry.

Introductory

Priced $299.95

HiFi Audio Recording and Playback.

H.Q. Picture Enhancement Circuitry

MTS Stereo TV Tuner (Built-in)

111 Channel Cable-Ready Quartz Tuner.

4-Event/14-Day Timer Recording.

Wireless Remote Control.

Auto Rewind.
Digital Multi-Tape Counter.

FM Simulcast Recording.

Headphone Jack with Level Control.

Introductory

Priced $599.95

EPI STAT 450
Hybrid Electrostatic Spealcer

$750/pr. Retail Value

Now Save
$500/pair

Just

$249.95
a pair

(Blemished Cabinet)

M

JVC RX-IIIBK
Digital Synthesizer Receiver

$129.95

25 watts per channel, min. RMS, both channels

driven Into 8 ohms, from 40H2 to 20kHz with

no more than O.V total harmonic distortion

Digital synthesizer tuner, with presets for 8

FM and 8 AM stations

Auto loudness for automatically restoring

natural bass at low volume

Indicators for inputs, signal, stereo, memory

Slider bass/treble, volume, and balance con-

trols. Connections for two pairs of speaker

systems

* Livewire
conlinufii fnim pa tic In

Well music, commercial music, is as much a commodity

as common stock, or Trumpp's underwear. In this col-

umn we hope to give you as many non-commercial alter-

natives as possible. Thursday, Evening Pro Blusica

will be at Smith's Thursday Night Club. Free, as always.

Carla Bley will be at the Iron Horse. She is phenomenal,

and any band that uses two basses is sure to please. The

Soc Hops will be at Sheehan's. Again, its free. The

Malarians will be playing in the Hatch. This will give

all you people who don't go to Northampton a chance

to see them. They are probably the valley's "hottest"

band (whatever that means), and have an album out call-

ed Ifi the Cool Room. The Stompers will be at Pearl St.

If you like them, you already know them. If not stay

away, you'll thank us later.

Katina's has reopened. They were Funnybones, but

then it burnt (hmmmm?*. Their new layout is really ex

pansive. Thev let in 18 year-olds. The music they havr

"planned is, how you say. "guitai- army ish". The tnst

show is tonight with the Outlaws, The last time we saw

them there were four guitars and a bass all being played

at once. Not a bad sight, but really. Hopefully Katina's

will expand its shows to include a wider range of artists,

ones that will get our little hearts jumping, instead of

our ears bleeding.

Friday there's a show at the Tavern, Prescott Tavern

at Hampshire. These bands that are playing "own" lots

of talent, we think. 5 Dumb Broads and The Lonhest

Christmas Tree. Beers are cheap, the music good, and

fun times are to be had by all. Donovan will be at the

Iron Horse. Donovan is what we call a revival. Bofi.

shows are sold out. There are usually obstructed view

tickets to be had at the time of the show. Paul Winter

Consort will be at J.M. Green Hall at Smith. This is

endorsed by GreenPeace. It should be good, in an am-

Something Wild leaves something to be desired

By DAVID R. MARK
Collegian Staff

"What are you gonna do," Lulu (Melanie Grifiith) asks.

"now that the other half lives ... the other half of you.

It's a question that Charlie (Jeff Daniels) has to ask

himself throughout the new movie Something Wild

directed by Jonathan Demme (Melvin and Howard).

Unfortunately for viewers, the script is so maligned that

by the end of the film, it is very hard U> really care.

Businessman Daniels meets the Airhead Lulu after he

tries to avoid paying for a check at the neighborhood deh.

Lulu goes after him, pretending to be a manager. It is the

first of many lies that appear in the movie in various

forms. Half-truths and made up stories abound

throughout. However, that in itself is not the real problem

with Something Wihi.

pi&"*«^'^^'*feisfs
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bienl sort of way

Saturday, Group Therapy is at Sheehan's. They play

covers of the nu-wave top 40. sf) if vou don't feel like

listening to vou records, go see them. Gabriel Yacoub.

from France no less, will be at the Iron Horse.

Tuesday, Katina's is hosting Battle of the Bands.

For the rest of the time we strongly advocate that you

get studying done so you can really let loose during the

break. Livewire will be in on Wednesday, so you be sure

to pick it up. We'll tell you about our picks for Boston

and New York shows, and all about a really special show

at Hampshire next Sunday night. You'll want to skip

Sundav at Metro for this, its going to be a ripping good

time. One of us could never keep a secret, so in pase you

didn't know. Sonic Youth will be coming to Hampster

this Sundav, and Firehose will be there sometime in

the near future. Well, bye for now, and remember, if your

education is a commodity, who will buy you?

Every scene, from the one following the introduction of

characters (a very long, and somewhat boring love scene

which includes handcufiing Daniels to the bed and receiv-

ing wet. red lipstick kisses in abundance) to the introduc-

tion of Ray (the violent ex-convict boyfriend whose lines

add the only real spice to the dialogue) to the dramatic

ending is trite, and very predictable.

Daniels and Griffith do their best to work with the in-

ane sometimes overdramatic script. Yet. their efforts are

overshadowed by Ray (Ray Liotta) who gets the true meat

in the script and does wonders with it.

Overall, the dialogue and predictability do in Something

Wild, which can't make up its mind whether it is a farce,

a horror, or a romance. To me. it tries to be all three, and

winds UD with horrific dialogue, a boring romance, and

character created that would only be believable m a bad

farce

Streets of Gold a

cross between Rocky

and White Nights
Streets of Gold
Directed by Joe Roth
Starring Klaus Maria Brandauer
Mountain Farms
it-k

Bv THOMAS HARRINGTON
Collegian Staff

What a pitv they don't make b-movies any more. Streets

Of Gold would be a perfect short feature to play oefore

the main attraction. It's predictable and derivilive, but

:,,. ..itured enough to bp a less than painful

> '

.

ixl B-movie has to have un inte . -iir,; out

liior'^ii . .;: ,i; i»lot This one is sort f)! •< :;iini»ina-

tifir /i;.- and Rocky IV. with K 111- M;iria

Bra I'vcl R'l •-:;'! iinyiT wh" ' ar'

. -i/i'fi Kids u> be moiilt-'c! into real

,,, . piayud by Roland Jenkins, is a :,ireel\vi.se

Diack, a movie type that's been ai'ound since the late six-

tie.'^ Ttie other (Adrian Pasdar) is a cocky Irish kid. a

stereotype that's been around since the dawn of time.

Branduer's big dream is to have these kids fight at^ain.st

t he same Soviet team that he was banned from in the

sevorilits.

Beyond that, there's some romantic scenes with Bran-

duer's love (Angela Molina), some rivalry between the two

boxers, some introspection by Brandauer-in short,

anything to eat up the clock while the movie proceeds to

the inevitable climax against the Soviet team.

Yet, this movie is well done in a lot of aspects. Bran-

dauer. who was nominated for an Academy award last

year, gives a verj' sympathetic as a fighter who now must

teach others his skills, and his training scenes are very

believable. The climactic fight is more believable than the

one in Rock\ IV, if a little less exciting.

Streets Of Gold is tolerably well done on all levels, and

can leave you with a good feeling if you're in mood for

a boxing movie, but there's very little inspiration or in-

volvement in it. It's trouble is that it's not so much a bad

experience as not much of an experience at all.

Amherst Sunshine CAR
WASH

381 College SKeel (Rt 9tasti

AUTOMATIC WASH/WAX
open Daily 8 (X) am lo 5 00 pm

SELF-SERVICE BAYS

OPEN 24 HOURS
Soap/Rins«/Wu BuOlM B<ush

Tirt Cle«nc( Engm* OfrOftM**

11.00 tt5.MciMn9«
VKCumClMMn

OUR AHENOANTS ARE HAPPY TO ASSIST YOU'»^$599
AIR ONLY

$799
per person

dbl occup.
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By DON LIPPER and TOM HARRINGTON
Collegian Staff

Malcolm
Directed by Nadla Tass
Starring Colin Friel, John Hargreaves and Lindy
Davies.
Pleasant St. Theater

Malcolm (Colin Friels) is a shy recluse who's only love

is for the strange contraptions he invents. Frank (John

Hargreaves), his new tennant, thinks Malcolm is an idiot

at first, but he and his level-headed girlfriend Judith (Lin-

dy Davies) strike up a close friendship with him. Malcolm

likes them so much that he decides to help his tennant

in his chosen profession: robbing banks.

TH: Malcolm is a nice return to the old fashioned caper

comedies like The Lavender Hill Mob, featuring an odd

character who's afraid to confront people, and so expresses

himself through his inventions.

DL: Like those old British comedies, this new
Austrailian one centers on a small cast of charming,

quirky, small and all too human characters. It is the type

of movie that will take the time to get the laugh out of

a small gesture or nuance that American comedies for the

most part ignore.

TH: You re right. Half this movie is about how very dif-

ferent people learn to get along. The criminal and his

girlfriend both learn that, whatever his faults, Malcolm
doesn't prejudge people, but just accepts them as they are.

They, in turn accept Malcolm, and teach him to overcome

some of his fears.

DL: Colin Friels brings to the character of Malcolm a

complete sense of innocence. He walks, shoulders stooped,

his head down. He talks and acts like a shy. slow child.

Malcolm is so shy that he crosses the street so that he

won't have to walk near a sleeping dog and then crosses

the street again so that he won't have to cross some kids

playing on the sidewalk. He sends remote controlled toy

cars to the corner store to pick up his milk so that he won't

have to deal with people on the way. But Malcolm comes

alive when he is with his inventions. He beams and quiet-

ly thrills at every new toy.

TH: The inventions are what's fun about the movie.
Mfllffl'"^ -"^'-ir^Brilvr nrtmpr ijrj 'vit^^ fill «orto of H-^vicPS tO

help his friend's criminal career, including a little robot

that performs armed robberies and a getaway car that

pulls a weird James Bond stunt. The inventions are sim-

ple but believable, and most are quite funny. The only

thing I didn't like is the film's tendency to drag at

moments. Though these might have been done to

dramatize Malcolm's shyness, they slow down a movie full

of interesting people and objects. The performances are

all good, especially John Hargreave's nice but occasionally

blockheaded criminal, and the three different types make
a surprisingly efficient bankrobbing team. Malcolm is a

fun little movie. It's a nice comedy that keeps its story

and special effects simple and entertaining. •••.

DL: You haven't left me anything else to say about this

movie, I couldn't agree more. These small, quiet charm-

ing comedies are rare. I give it •••.

Colin Friels stars in Malcolm.

The Name of the Rose
Directed by Jean Jacques Annaud
Based on Umberto Eco's novel.

Starring Sean Connery, F. Murray Abraham and
Christian Slater.

Brother William and his young novice Adso (Christian

Slater) arrive at a monestary for a conference and soon

they discover that monks in the monastery are dying

mysterious and horrible deaths. The other brothers believe

the deaths are the work of the devil. Brother William

suspects that human hands are at work. The question is

can he uncover the mystery before the arrival of the In-

quisition's unyeilding and torturing investigator Bernar-

do Gui (F. Murray Abraham).

DL: Connery is the best. He brings all the right elements

to his performance, humor, brilliance and understanding.

It is as if Brother William is an early incarnation of the

superspy/sleuth, or a medieval Sherlock Holmes. He is

anayltical in an age that places faith above reason.

But this is not simply Agatha Christie goes to the 14th

centui-y. What the director (Annaud) has done is create

an entire world in this snow covered monestary, as he did

in Quest For Fire. Although you may have seen some of

the actors in this film before. Most of the actors have been

cast because they looked right for the part. The result is

that this film has one of the most visually striking casts

every assembled.

The film also deals with the serious issues about the role

of the church, and I liked how it is told as the memories

of youth as told by an aging man. Other topics the film

deals with are faith vs. reason, God and the role of

laughter, and much, much more (as the tv ads say). There

is a mythtic quality to the whole film. I give it ••• 1/2.

TH: No argument. I had a great time watching this

movie. The 13th century monastary is ruled by mystery

and political intrigue, and Connery, as an intelligent,

reasonable monk faces the almost insurmountable

challenge of solving the murders before Abraham's truly

evil inquisitor arrives to solve the case in his own way.

Added to this is a unique cast of bizarre physical and men-

tal types that make Dick Tracy villains look positively

subdued. A powerful combination of a murder mystery

and historical drama that reminds why why monastaries

were looked on with such fear and awe in the old days.

• ••1/2

CHINESE
'j' CUISINE

Find out why "Bon Apetit" and

"Gourmet" Magazines aie

requesting our recipes . .

.

Discover why Sze's customers

drive from as far away as

Connecticut, Vermont, and

New Hampshire for a taste

of Sze's award-winning gourmet

Chinese cuisine

/T

Come sample our Sunday Brunch ...

or enjoy a quiet evening
at our new piano bar (Wed - Sot 7-11 PM)

L

A.J. HASTINGS
Personalized Stationery Specials

100 sheets and envleopes for

$10
printed with your name and address

Come in and see our samples

^

^*= ^<= ^1a

45 S. Pleasant St - 253-2840 J

50 Main Street, Northampton 586-5708

k« ». m «kA^*i»« •1., t ->» *mr^ tjmA

THE UMASS SKI CLUB GOES NORTH

illinqton
H^ VERMONT

CONDO LODGING & LIFTS
TAX

INCLUDED1229 .-P€B PCTSON JAN 18-23

PROGRAM INCLUDES

> 5 NITES CONDO LODGING
AT EDGEMONT OR WHIFFLE TREE (based on double occupancy)

5 DAYS LIFTS TO SIX MOUNTAINS
> VALUABLE COUPON BOOK
SPECIAL COLLEGE PARTIES
FOR MORE INFORMATION STOP BY THE SKI SNATCH OR CALL 545-3437
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Doonesbury

By Garry Trudeau

NOfi LerS CALL

AM^ HORe ITA MISSION,

' '-\ yjiLun'
/ .1 /czjpy"

CmA HtA9&AaTD600».
„um< cmTO(;^isAeecmm.

.^, BOY'

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON

•SAt JACK mo IS ''h. SNiMj SiPi

KjcK OF iouf^'^ f^e xesurfmKa
MBA^RBCiULAR COMPANY P^R'

I cauuiufii dYeou-f THIS

Don*t forget:

There wHI be a staff reporttng workshop wHh

Boston Globe reporter Kevin Callen. 7 30 p.m.

tonight in room 909 Campus Center Coonts

towards staff status.

J
Daily Crossword Puzzle

Edited by Trade Michel Jaffe

Tantor burns up on 1-90

Gordy
By Gorde

OP THIS fSATuRE HAS

MONO, \^C MUST
IK/TEP^oF'T THE "A/)AM<:^

SB^iec OK>t^ A(^A'f^.

THC ARTIST

ACROSS
I — eaf 'I iito

5 Con>pobt!i j(

y Nuw s

compariion

13 Switi treaiuie

14 Dark VVLKJJ

) 5 Dell item

16 Bevkildeiut!

17 Baltic r.,-ii ves

18 Oil pioluciilij

nation

19 Mold spMliriounil

?1 nepoai

23 Gtam
24 Antino and loin.

?b lilts ono .

spirits

29 DeiCnbing cei

tdii^ Iruits

33 Alr.can lapitrfl

34 Publicity

36 ly^aKe a cdoice.

witti lot

37 Sumniit

38 Seasonal song

39 Unite

40 Noise

41 Another 24

Act OS's

42 Ctiange

43 Glossy paint

4 b Festive meals

4 7 Independently

49 Go'

60 Kind ol cousin

53 Depot

57 Fourth down
option

58 Similar

60 Rim
61 Diva s big

moment
62 Day or Lessing

63 Actor s bread

and butler

64 Rapid tlieis

65 Singles

66 Eskimo s

Iranspon

DOWN
1 Unoccupied

2 Sign ol the

times

3 Type ol pilot

fasman
y '.iniali amount

? Pf.iclicai |Otie

8 irienplicaUie

9 Crd,/iny

10 Olympian queen
' \ ,">art ot QtD
12 - but the

Orave

) Ctniiji^te

20 tii»-igy units

22 'rnpare tor

pui)iicaiioii

24 Att'ibute

2b t orost Clearing

26 R.itibit tur

27 NASA booster

28 Close

30 Ir.wel course

Jl b«.«! the

tdvorite

32 jii'iin v^itti old

arm ynung

3b Madvwoman Sp

JB Centennial

State

39 Butlurllies

movements
41 Sam Browne

eg
42 Blue green

44 large rays

46 Classroom
joltings

48 Syntitetic laCnic

ANSWER TO

A P I aIc
1l]e1n|t

E H

tH I

I

bO Nos people

51 Word tor

newlyweds
52 Army group

53 Winter runners

54 I uminary

55 Scrutinize

56 A friend in

59 Anger

PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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Bat Brain
By Bill Dearing

W0ULT5 t^USG ^

S/CHlT.

-miNK RBOUT IT VOU e«' rl«Vf

ftM^p LE^NJe IT AU. OVER A^'i-f JT
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Lunch

Cheeseburger

Pork Fried Rice/Soy Sauce

Basics Lunch

Oatburgers

Veggie Fried Rice/Soy Sauce

Menu
Dinner

Simmered Corned Beef

Chicken Fingers

Tomato Torte

BREAD BUFFET

Basics Dinner

Sweet and Sour Chicken

Tomato Torte

BREAD BUFFET

Weather
Sunny this morning, becoming cloudy in the afternoon,

high 30 to 35

Tonight, cloudy with an 80 percent chance of snow, low

in the 30s

Campus Pond
By Sal

V.

WHAT .

HAPPENED.

/fcK.,

Todav's Staff
DI|U EdHor BelhAnm Moskov

/- c.«u», Shery! Jean

^?PJ""°' Paul Franz
Photo Tech • _. _ ^ ,

LayoatTech ;:"^°^
^^'^rlT

Production Supervisor Same Druirimin Dude

ProductlonMatt Laurence, Connie LeQerc, Sarah Clark,

Marg'ot Wiles, Rob Levine. Nan and Pat the Driver

Executive Board — Fall of 1986

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

^iLCmCfBLUM
PROflT-MlHPeP

m ONC^ IttTBRSdreP IN

aPBRieNcep. pown n-
pifny. tyRif^ N'CfRi/^y

HeAVY-MerAL
,m5ICIftN3.

N(M...

HefiVYMemi. r 'yei'jHry

3RA55 ',..

CmN... OIMI^C
A BREAK

.>o<4XkIw^ '̂'Vn.^n^ Jij^

DODE LEVENSON
;,,• r _hiel

JOHN YONCE
/,,,! ...t.Mj \_^i\\,:^

STEVE RUBIN

ROB SKELTON
t : 1 'JHOr

WILLIAM SPAIN

Lditonal tditof

ANSEL ZINIER

Production Manager

Business Board - Fall of 1986

<^^
I

STEVE RUBIN

Business Marrager

PAUL H LESSER

Advertising Sales Manager

VANESSA ROTH
Finance Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marketing Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Circulation Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Subscnption Manager
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Debbie Cole is Minutewomen's Secretary of Defense
Not short on desire, senior co-captain shines on defense as team gears for A-lO's
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Stafi

If you have toUowed the University of

Massachusetts sports scene to any degree,

this will sound all too familiar.

If not, sit back and enjoy.

The scenarios have been common for over

three years now. An opposing player

manages to drill a ball past a UMass
volleyball team block, and, as the ball

hurtles toward the floor, is about to exult

in her seemingly imminent success. But

hold the phone.

Almost magically, the volleyball's

downward trajectory reverses itself and

find.s its way into the hands of an eagerly

waiting, and equally astonished Karen

Ferguson, who in turn, delivers a textbook

quick-set to middle hitter Marcy Guiliotis.

The rest is history.

A batter raps a pitch down the third base

line for what is sure to be an extra-base hit.

Not quite.

A blur of a softball player goes airborne

and demonstrates the meaning of the word

'acrobatic' by stopping the ball while in a

horizontal posture. In one fluent and

mechanic motion, the ball is sent on its way
by the whip of an arm and ends up in the

glove of firstbaseman Martha Jamieson.

The batter, by the way, doesn't make it

halfway down the first base line.

No, it wasn't the floor that sent the

volleyball airborne, and it wasn't some
high-tech slingshot that had that poor bat-

ter dragging her jaw to first base in

disbelief But instead, the perpetrator of

these deeds is senior Debbie Cole, who, in

her three-year career as a defensive

vacuum cleaner for the UMass volleyball

and Softball teams, has come up with more

than her share of defensive gems.

"I knew the second week of volleyball

practice in her freshman year that she

would be one of the best defensive players

we would ever have," head coach Elaine

Sortino said. "Her work ethics are

unbelievable."

That has been the case throughout Cole's

career at UMass. Ironically, that very same

career may not have gotten off the ground

had it not been for a persistent recruiting

attitude by Cole, who Sortino had not

originally intended to recruit. In fact, Cole

initiated the whole process.

"I looked at a lot of other colleges, but I

wanted to attend UMass because of its

academic and athletic programs," the

Orange, CT, native said. "I really liked

Elaine (coach Sortino) and the school, but

Elaine didn't really know who I was and

she didn't think I was serious about play-

ing here."

"She originally approached us about com-

ing to school here and had a real aggi-essivc

attitude in the recruiting process," Sortino

said. "I knew about her spunkiness. but the

only doubt I ever had was about her skills.

I never saw any tapes from her playing

volleyball or softball."

But after a visit to the campus. Cole, who
was also recruited by Bryant College and

the University of Rhode Island, was sold

on UMass, something that has been a bless-

ing for both parties.

"Elaine really impressed me the most as

a coach," Cole said. Bryant didn't have a

very strong softball program, and I would

have only been able to play volleyball at

URI, so I came here."

And what a good choice it was. Over the

last three seasons, Cole has asserted as one

of the stingiest and most consistent defen-

sive performers in the region. She has led

the team in service aces and digs in each

of her three previous seasons and leads in

each of those categories this season as well.

Earlier this year. Cole led the Atlantic 10

conference in services aces and was rank-

ed as high as seventh nationally.

Cole was also an All-New England pick

at third base in 1984 and sports a .167 bat-

ting average for the softball team. Better

known for her defense. Cole has handled

316 chances while committing only 19

errors.

A management major, Cole led the Ami-

ty Regional High School volleyball team to

a pair of state championships and was
selected as a second-team All-League pick

continued on page 23
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THE UMASS SKCcLUB GOES WEST TO'

JACKj^ON HOLl
WOMING

YQu'irl^^it^mber This JanuaryV
Fdlrmor|^jnfastop by the Ski Snatch or call 545-3437

CoU«SlaD photo by Paul Deamaraia

Senior defensive specialist Debbie Cole, a two-sport star here at the

University of Massachusetts, is going to have to be in top form to lead

UMass to the Atlantic 10 Conference Championship this weekend at

Rutgers University.

Cross-Country Ski JamboreeALE!
•N

A sample of the best outfits at the lowest prices anywhere...

Nordic Wakeless Skis

Leather 75mm Boots
Tonkin Poles
75mm Bindings
Free Mounting

Salomon 301 Boots
Salomon SNS Bindings

Tonkin Poles
Nordic Waxless Skis

$79.95

$99.95

Plus:
•Last Seasons Skis Va price

•Rental package Clearance Save $40.00
•All Used Boots $10.00
•Free Childrens Boot Exchange

Childrens Outfits

Trak Kidski

Kidski/Poles

up to 4 yrs.

$29.95

Turbo Jr.

Waxless Skis

Boots Poles
Bindings
4 to 7 yrs.

$59.95

Turbo
Waxless skis

Boot Poles
Bindings

7 to 12 yrs.

$69.95

^ K 4k IV»/otoii Sfforts
*• the cross-counfry sk/ experts

Sale Starts Wed. Nov. 19 thru Sun. Nov. 23rd

Thrus. & Fri Open Until Midnight

Amherst 1 E. Pleasant St 549-6904

Northampton 18 state St 584-1016

Greenfield Mohawk IraH 773-5572

• Cole
continued from paf^f'J^

and an All-State honorabh' iiuntion si^ec

tion. On the diamond. Cole wa.s a two iinie

second-team All-League member and was

also a second lea ;n Ail-League pick ai the

guard postion on the Amity basketball

team.
But throughout all of this, Cole has ac-

complished these things without something

that some would say is essential to be suc-

cessful in collegiate athletics — height.

Cole measures in at 5' 1", a height that isn't

seen very often on the volleyball court.

"Her size has never been a handicap. I've

seen her rob people of hits at third base

that nobody else could come close to." Sor-

tino said. "I knew that the quickness she

would develop during the volleyball season

would be a commodity at third base."

"Since I can't play front row, I know that

everything else has to be good,"' Cole said.

"I have to work extra hard at everything

else or I wouldn't get a position.

Cole, who also played volleyball at the

Junior Olympics as a senior in high school

and serves as a co-captain on this year's

team, is also known for her hustle in prac-

tice as well as during matches, something

that is typical of Cole s character.

"Debbie's success is synonymous with

her drive. She does everything lo the max
and strives for f>erfection, " Sortino said.

"She has never once given less than 100

percent in pract ue and that > playing two

sports. If we had match ptunt in any match,

there's nobody Yd want serving tor thf

match other tliaii I)i'l)hii' CoU'

But playing the position of defensivf

specialist does have its d»-iwb»ri-

especially where recognition is concerned.

The spotlight is focused on the players who

rack up incredible numbers on the kill and

blocking charts, and that same type of

notoriety is not available for those who
shine out of the limelight.

"It's funny. You get so used to seeing

Debbie do those things so well so often, she

doesn't get the strokes she really deserves.

She doesn't miss a step in execution," Sor-

tino said. "She is definitely the unsung

hero of this season. I've never had a player

who is so consistently maxed out."

There is no question that Cole has been

one of the catalysts behind a 29-5 season

for the Minutewomen in their inaugural

season in Division I competition. Cole has

pulled off some of the most incredible digs

that have kept UMass rallies alive and

almost always comes up with the big pass

when the spikers need it most.

"Debbie is very, very special. Nobody

ever knows the stuff that goes into what

she does on the court," Sortino said. '1

don't know who will ever replace her. They

(the team) must know what they are about

to lose. Sometimes I really wonder what we

would do without her."

• basketball preview
I in III: 11 1

.' I'lini pi7i,'r 2}

begin to think \no technically instead of

ust playni; Hi ocognized bat and

think you'll see a return of the torm you

saw freshman and sophomore year.'"

Sutton, a first-team preseason AH
Conference selection averaging 17.8 ppg.,

is the team's potent offensive force and is

considered by many, including Gerlufsen,

as one of the premiere shooters in the East.

"Lorenzo is one of the most explosive

guards in the league or the East,"

Gerlufsen said.

Sutton could be even moi-e of a scorer this

season with the return of the three-point

shot which his long-range bombs didn't

have the benefit from last year.

"We want him to put it up there. He's

really go the green light, " Gerlufsen said.

Spelling relief for Smith will be explosive

sparkplug sophomore Mike Mundy who
averaged a deceptive 4.3 ppg. with limited

playing time. Mundy. 5-10, proved to be an

instant offensive punch when he came off

the bench to score in double figures on

several occasions last year.

Along with Mundy will be freshmen

guards Carey Herer, 6-2 out of Fairfield,

CT, and 5-11 Chris Bailey . out of

Springfield, MA. via Fork Union Military

Academy (Va.l.

Beyond those five guards. Gerlufser ind

.he '•est of the team stil' don't know A'ho

is going to get starting nods. As it stands

right now, any combination of 6-4

sophomore forward David (Beetle) Brown,

last season's A- 10 CoRookie of-the Vear

averaging 9.1 points and a team-high 5.2

rebounds per game, 6 7 junior Wilbert

Hicks (1.4 ppg), 6-7 sophomore Sean Mosby

(4.3 ppg), 6-6 sophomore Joe Fennell (6.5

ppg), 6-6 sophomore Duane Chase (6.2 ppg)

and 6-8 junior Fitzhugh Tarry -f 1.7 ppg)

could be a potential, albeit small, front line.

Gerlufsen isn't worried about that,

however.
"Two years ago we had two guys lead the

conference in rebounds even though we

were just 6 2, 6-7, and 6-5 up fronts" the

coach said. "What we need to do is use mr
speed and quickness to make up for a lack

of height."

But if the team wants to win, it is going

to have to get bigger scoring efforts out of

the front three slots than it got last year

"We're going to need 10, 1 1 and 12 points

a game out of each oftho.se front three posi

tions this year," Gerlufsen said. "We have

to box out better and learn to grab the

defensive rebounds, something we didn* do

last year"

ACTIVITIES 'AUDIO
i^i-? -OP ?A;.F •CALCUL'^JOPF
ENTERTAINMENT •FOR i^ENT

FOR SALE • FOUND
HELP WANTED -LOST

CLASSIFIED
• " .UCTION'M'JTORCYLCLES

!?SONALS • RIDE WANTED
UIDERS NEEDED • SERVICES

ROOMA-^E WANl ED 'TRAVEL
WANTED 'SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI - 2:30) .DEADLINE 2 DAYS PROIR TO PUBLICATION* CASH IN ADVANCE, 15«/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIIf

SUNDAY EVENINQ PRAYERS I'ont

lounge Newman Center 6PM five college

mission

THE ROAD WARRTOR, November 21

Campus Center Auditorium, sponsored

by UMass. Science Fiction Society

DIALOGUE ON ARAB-JEWISH coex

istence in Israel with Walid Mulah and
Ronny Brawer tionighl 7:30PM CC917
sponsored by Hillel

TEN SPEED FUGI like new has ac

cessones women's model upright handle

bars $150 546-9303

SKI PACKAGE: HART ITOskis, Salomon

blindmgs, kz poles, heierlmg boots-$18S

call Allison 253-9916

WE NEED SOMEONE who can do
caricatures earn big $, one nights work

call Jill or Anne at 549-5924 or Laura at

549-6133

MARXISM PAPER WANTED $$S call

Dan 548 9554

MACINTOSH 51 2K WITH second floppy

drive $950 00 Call Dan 549-7674(eves)

or 545-3444<days)

FOR A OOOD TIME CALL

basement of memorial hall or call 5 3509

HAPPY 21ST B-DAY Joe the count down
IS linally over' I hope vou have a great

day I'll love you today tommorrow, and

forever Love Nancy

DAVE-THINKInG of you puts a stnile on

my face and warms my heart Je T'Aime,

Aliwallie

HAPPY binhday!

ASTRONOMY CLUB. OR. Susan Klein

mann speaks on "Memoirs ot an

Astronomer" Friday 7 30PM at Amherst
College Planetarium Observatory vist

after

FREE FILM: WESTERN European Area

Studies sponsors "Marianne and
Juhane" ''1/20/86 231 Henet 7.00 PM
(theme: political violence'

SOFT CONTACT LENSES. Most daily

wear lenses $18 00 to $25 00 ea extend-

ed wear lenses, $30 00 to $48 00 Lowest

prices on contact lense solution Heal

units. S1295 Amherst Optical Shop.
1-413-253^5412 or 413-256-6403

RACK-A-DISK ENTERTAINMENT
Agency - Disc)OCkeys, Bands. Lights and
Large screen video dances 549-7144

pS^ JACK AND TODD- do you take this

woman to be your lawfully wedded
wife 7 Love. Pam and Andrea

TYHNO SERVICI

N1KKON CAMERA
camera bodies, flash

546-5543

EQUIPMENT 2
Ipnses call Bill at

QUALITY TYPING, Long or shon pro

jects Meticulous proofreading Rush )obs

OK New IBM typewriter 549-0367

ROBERT LEE RICE III happy birthday

Don't make plans for dinner, especially

dessert Monique the Dark Woman

LESTER; STAND UP in a clear blue mor-

ning, until you see what can be

78 TOYOTA CELICA new paint muffler.

t)rakes. and more car needs nothing 5

spd Killei stereo $1700 or BO Doug
:?56-0333

SPEEDY KEYS' PROFESSIONAl typ-

ng/ediling 256- 1 002

SERVICES

FREE FIDAY NIGHT video at the

Newman Center: Breakfast Club on

November 21 at 7:00PM in iront lounge

FIND ^UT WHY we are boycotting

Gillette Animal Rights Coalition if

meeting tonight 4:30 Student Union

Room 306

BYCYCLE COOP MEETS Thursday 7PM
check door across post office m Student

Union lor meeting place everyone always

welcome!

PEAVY CLASSIC AMPLIFIER-$270
Flange- noisegate, analog delay, must

sell' 546-5244

J«OUNTaTn BIKET IWiVEGA Alpina

Uno olacK, 18speed, gret (or year round

biking: $215 negotiable Anthony
586-9737 (keep trying)

TYPING. TAPE TRANSCRIPTION. Fast,

accurate 665-7652.

ENTERTAINMENT

MUSICIANS NEEDED FOR perfor

mances at Belchertown State School

Funding available Contact Bruce
256-4236

AUDIO

PIONEER TURNTABLE S7S 3way
speakers $150 or BO call Chuck
549-6044

DATINO SERVICE

STEREO FOR SALE

PIONEER rNTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
i70W/CH> and digital synthesized tuner

Teal cassette deck (30-19. OOOHZ), Morel

super power LA205II loudspeakers Ex-

iremely accurate system Valued at

$1 ,100. will sell for $600 or BO. call to-

day 549-6316

HELP WANTED

' 00 PEOPLE NEEDED to lose weight b>

.vhristmas J^un/simoit '46-f'"'08

) 30- 10PM

MOVER

•ROUND TOWN^^VERS asi eTiable

.-heap call Michael anytime 323-6780

DJ HERE'S A bandaid tor your emotional

;,car7 'I'ou ife lealedi .Miraculous huh'

Kathi

HORSEY. I DIDN'T FORGET YA! Mer

cy buckets and all that lazz' Ex-poodle

RON, fHdiNK YOU (or all your help and

support Most ol all- your caring Forgive

me (or pver doubting you Veggie

KRISTIN E IN Baker have been watching

you for some time Conversed 'n DC and

on bus Really want lo meet you Please

call Pete

U>tT

DAVID OBSM SILVERMAN! Start smil

ing or I'll have your legs broken' Love T

KAREN/CdbLIDGE/E.LONGMEADOW
met you at DU il'14 roomate draggeo

vou out the door what a smite! WoukJ love

;o see It againi i.et's talk Mark 256-8627

H.P 11C CALCULATOR 'n library 'aim
Please call 546-4778 for eward

MASS LIQUOR ID in Credit Union

Reward offered for its return call 256-6620

CONNIE I FORGOT ,our number and I

want to take you out Call me if you still

have mine Steven

INTERNATIONAL DATING SERVICE
serving five college system and surroun-

ding areas $15 for two months BASE to

PO Box 489, Amherst

AUTO FOR SALE

68 CHEVY BELAIR PB reliable low

milage previously owned by little old lady

call 549-6269

1979 SUBARU GL Wagon. 4-wheel drive.

4door. excellent running condition,

77,450 miles am/fm. new brakes, must

sell, $1990, call 549-1921

1982 CUTLASS SUPREME brougham
diesel excellent condition Loaded 3495
or BO call evenings 549-4135

m4 SUPER BEETLE new mutter gocx;

condition $900 BO 548-9340

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent free meals

Light clean-up

Call Cheryl at AXO
545-2152

GAIN P.R.. COMMUNICATION, poWlcal,

& management skills you'll need alter

graduation Work full or part time to com-

bat groundwater pollution and river diver

sions Earn $375-1000 this winter break

Beat the summer rush and gel that sum-

mer job in the bag Call Clean Water

Action-549-7450

PROGRAMMERS WITH 2YRSluiiiime

experience on DEC/VAX with Cobol and

or Basic 25-30K Also have IBM positions

mainframe Or do you know someone?

$500 finders fee Call Tim Career In-

telligence 534-0974

WOMAfTFOR INFANTcare in my home
Tuesday afternoon and other possible

afternoons 549-0037

LOST-GOLD RING with omerald
centerstone and two small diamonds If

found please call 6-8752

WANT $100.00? WSVL raffle tickets

available 'oday on the concourse

JENNIFER GOSK-
Love, T

TINA, ROX, SHARON: more beer more
fun' Do the wave lor Jerrys Woowoos
and Peewee at Barsie's' Thursday with

Laura the lush'' 8 30'

FAST

GET THINGS DONE-last Get things

done- fast sign up at any DC Nov 18-20

to skip your Nov 20 evening meal Pro-

ceeds fight hunger!

FOR RENT

ROOMS AVAILABLE IN laroe house,

across street torm campus Fireplace,

darkroor^ $250 « 549 6364

TAKE OVER LEASE: 2 spaces available

Jan 1 "on bus route " 127 50/month 1 v?

baths call 665-8261

2 ROOMS IN house, bus route, available

now and 115-87 549-6604

SINGLE ROOM AVAILABLE lor 1 or 2

,)eopte LOW rent call for details 665-8335

ROOM AVAILABLE JAN 1st 150»

responsible quiet 25» call 253-3828

SUBLET ONE BEDROOM very clean all

utilities ncluded $425 month 665-2531

ROOMMATES WANTED

RESPONSIBLE FOR LG apt on bus route

own room, turnished but bring bed $210
for room plus utilities call 323-4989 before

2PM 323-6311x530 after

WE ARE LOOKING to take over lease of

Puffton or Brandywine Apt Call Russ
546-5353

WE'RE LOOKING TO lake over lease ol

North-Amhersl area apt Call Bob
546-9721

TO SUBLET

PARTIALLY FURNISHED 2 bedroom

apt available starling 1/1/87 at Colonial

Village right across from Changes
Quite- on bus route ' $380/month call

Mary or Donna at 256-6782

2 BEDROOM APT, available starting

1/1/87 at Clitside apt on bus route call

Lin at 545 4310 or 665-2403

CLIFFSIDE APTS NON-smoking female

grad student wanted lor 1 ot 2 bedrooms
tiegmning late Jan-Feb 1 Rent $240/r7W)

all-inclusive call Sue 545-2707(day)

665-21 56(evening)

ROOM TO SUBLET DecTTo May 31 fur-

nished and large in house behind cam-

pus' Washer4dryer. fireplace! Call MB or

Wendy after 6 00 549-1765

NEED AN ESCORT?

CALL 5-2123 BETWEEN 8PM .C 2AM
every day for an escort anvwtiere nn cam
pus Play It sale

INSTRUCTION

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS -xperienc

ed and patient teacher Pop rock-folk-

blues Songwnling, ttieory, reading^ im-

provisation Right on bus line Doug
549-4786

PASCAL TUTOR. RE^^ONABLE rates

584-1307

SPANISH TUTORINO ft TSANSLAIKMI

I'LL HELP! GRAMMAR, pronunciation,

conversation 256-1002

1 SILVER WATCH. Left in bathroom In

the Hatch Inscnption on back. Great sen-

timental vaalue. Call John 263-7374

HELP NOTEBOOK LOST ThursdaTthe
13th last seen on a couch along campus
concourse 4PM Subject History of

Costume HoEc 510 Help! Reward! Call

Linda 256-1658 5PM on

LOST: tlACK LAI

MAKE S100/WK up to $800/mooth repre-

sent Lenders Shrs/wk call Mike 546-8697

WANT TO MEET 5000 people in 8

weeks? New students program jobs CC
concourse Nov 20 and 21

SI 00 REWARD FRIENDLY 851b male no
collar missing from Ecfio Hill Amherst

since 11/16 545-3642 days 256-0572

evenings

STILL LOST BLACK BAL sunr^lrases

where did you put them? Please call me
Larry 253-3652

WOOLEN SCARF, GREY, tilue stipes

Friday 11/14 inside gradtower sentimen-

tal value, reward $20 Tom 533 Grad-

tower 5-3664 or 6-1071

FOUND

CORAL REEFER CLUB forming at

UMAss Parties stories, tapes, trips (Fla'j

etc Any Buftett fans interested send a

jard to CRC 401 North Pleasant St

Amherst

BLAKE UOELSON-SUPRISEr»'s your

birthday and we know it Hope you enioy

all that's in store for you —all 25
Slumber narly''

P'AULSfEINER: HERE'S wishing you a

happy birthday from your co-hatch

potatoes! Go sick tonight, but watch out

for low-flying diseases! Love, Meryl and
Dave

WANTED: QUIET, STUDIOUS, respon-

sible female to share one bedroom Puff-

ton Apartment starting January 1st.

Please call 549-1313

COLONIAL VILLAGE ONE bedroom in

two bedroom apt $180* available im-

mediately 256-6250

HELP! NEED 1 or 2 females lo share one

bedroom Brandywine Starting lease in

Jan or Feb Call ASAP 549-0246

FEMALe'ROOMATE needed to share

rm in nice apt near campus' Furnished

except bdrm Call anytime 256-1081

RIDE WANTH)

TO NYC/NJ area Thanksgiving Leave

Tues/Wed return Sun/Mon Heidi

256-0051
TO AND FROM CHATHAM, MA (Cape

Cod) Thanksgiving, 2 people, share S
549-5991

fO ITHACaIiT iT/2~1 share expenses

256-6219 or 253-3912 ask for Ray or

leave message

MONTREAL THANKSGIVING WILL
share Ramon 549-6243 ASAP Ihanx!

LOSE WEIGHT NOW! 10 29 lbs/month

on Herbal Weight Control No diet, drugs,

or exercise 100 percent guaranteed. Ciail

Mark 546-5938

FEMALE HOUSEMATE NEEDED in

house one block from campus. One room

call 549-5122

STEPHEN- THE
"Checkmate" tricks

PUB tonight

THE SIGMA KAPPA at the Sub Thurs

night 1 hope your influence has enlighten-

edthe others I have one. hope you found

the other one Come by LXA tonight

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share

large Northampton apartment. Call even-

ings 584-6819

SERVICES

TYPiNGiTAPE TRANSCRIPTHDN. Fas(

Accurate 665-765?

PROFESSIONAl TYPINO SERVICE

PAPERS, CASES, DISSERTATIONS^
Dependable, on-campus, reasonatila,

584 7924, Nancy,

SPRINO SREAK 97

BAHAMAHS 7 NIGHTS round trip flight

3/21 3/28 under $400 Eric 546-7718

Stacey 546-7779

1984 PLYMOUTH HORIZON excellent

condition $4000 or best offer tor info call

Barb 586-3891

CHEVETTE 1977 4-SPEED 2-door ex

cellent condition, very reliable $750

546-9355

MUST SEirEFFICIENT cheap car 1976

Chevrolet 2door Vega runs well good con-

dition all offers considered $400 only

546-4294 or 586-2716

CASH

PAYING CASH FOR your baseball cards

please call Mike 549-0333

FORSAU

HUNORVn

SO ARE OTHERS please donate for can

food drive drop off today at Whitmore

Campus Center OTWA and NAH spon-

sored by Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority

WANTED

ALWAYS BUYING USED books

records, tapes, and compact discs Call

Dynamite Books 586-9670 or Dynamite

Records 584- 1580 Northampton

TO TAKE^'i/EHnease of hivo or three

bedroom apt In January, preferably in

Pufton or Crostview call 546-4460 Or

546-4452

DID YOU LOSE a calculator in the Blue

Wall? Call me at 545-0063. Ask for Andy

UMBRELLA IN NEWMAN center 2 Satur

days ago Call 546-5936

KEG TAPS FOR sale' Brand new, never

used keg taps only $25 Packies charge

$45 for used taps Don't waste your

money' New taps $25 Call Tony

256 1436 today

NEED HELP PAYING rent? If you have

a garage (for storing and working on

motorcycles) we can help Andy 253-7 1 1

5

JB 546-8648 Mike 546-9059

1979 CHEVY WAGON. 99,400 miles,

now clutch. Best offer 536-5434 Even-

ings week-ends

OHM L2 SPEAKERS 4 yr warranty. CaTl

6-7921

NONSMOKING RESPONSIBLE
FEMALE to share bedroom in Southwood

apt starting January Please call

2539955

FEMALE TO^ TAKE ovVrTieaTrTn
Townhouse starting Jan 1«t call 549-7438

CAMERA AT FOOTBALL game against

UNH Describe camera and section sal

m and its /ours Call Andrew at 549-7880

PERSONALS

Interested in writing for the largest

college daily m New England"* Come
down to the Mass Daily Collegian' You
can write about Arts. Editonals Black Af-

fairs, News Women's Issues & Sports

We're located in the basement of the

Campus Center, taehind the T V The Col

legian We build careers'

DEAR MARY JANE, hope you liked the

1 4K Cham from GoWen Opportunity 1 3 N
Pleasnant St Amherst By the way did

you see the solid rope chains starting at

$134 (savings ol 40-70 percent) I'm not

fussy either Love Bruno

FROM THE GREAT White North Lee on-

ly 3 weeks to go the days are flying bv

can't wait to see you Love Eric

KEVIN. Is rr worth another' try? A
devoted admirer

TERRI^ENDETTI^E'^ERY cloudTas a

silver lining Yours will come soon Love

3 NoCrampton

JOANNE HAPPY BIRTHDAY!! You re

finally 18 Thursday night will be yours

TERRIFIC TYPING FROM Speedy'

keys Professional reliable service

256-1002 ,
8am-11pm

WANTED TO RENT

WE ARE LOOKING TO take over lease

ol Puffton or Brandywine Apt

ROOMS/SUBLETS WANfib Dec 27

Jan 24 call school for BMC 256-8615

9AM-7PM

TRAVEL

WENDY-O HAPPY birthday Mike's is

calling you Party til it just doesn't matter

Love Laura Kate Merrill Debbie Chrissy

and Heather

FEMALE NEEDS A room in apt or house

close 10 campus please call Allison

253-9916

SPEND SPRING BREAK in the Bahamas
Tnps start at $339 tor more information

call Bruce or Paul at 256-8068

DECEMMR OOALS

DON'T MISS OUT! It's noT too lale to be

in the yearbook Senior portrait

photographer vwll be hei f Dec 1 thru Dec
5 in room 177CC For more mlo, call

5-0848 or 5-2874 .

HEY FOO! THE big day is finally here!

Happy birthday love your roomie and tfie

B

JOBS FOR NOW with optOn to continue

in January or next semester $4 50/hri

bonuses to start Our top callers make
$6-7/hr and rnore Come to telefund in

SHERI K SORRY 1 1-15-86 the time isn't

right now Maybe later thank you Love

i/g

WILLIAM J.^K0SKrwhat~a7e^the
philosophical implications of throwing

pumpkins out of 4th floor windows? We
don't know eachother reply curiously

Quixotic K

CAMCSA. SORRY, COULDN'T mnel you

Saturday nW flWSR (V*I.^>W><« • •
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SPORTS

Men's basketball tips off tomorrow evemn
Minutemen preparing for season opener vs.

Hungarian National Team at Curry Hicks
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

What a difference a year can make.

One year ago, the University of

Massachusetts men's basketball team was

reeling from the graduation of its entire

front line and head coach Ron Gerlufsen

faced the unenviable task of fielding a

cohesive squad that was dominated by

freshmen.
As a team, the Minutemen had little col-

legiate experience — and it showed as

UMass took its lumps to the tune of a 9-19

record overall and a 6-12 record good for

seventh-place in the Atlantic 10

Conference.

For Gerlufsen, it was a frustrating year

to watch bigger teams dominate on the of-

fensive boards while an inexperienced

UMass squad searched for consistency and

leadership. The coaching strategy that had

worked so well the year before when the

team finished in a fourth-place tie in the

A- 10 was not effective. The team was sear

ching for answers.

"Last year I don't think our system

benefitted our players," Gerlufsen said.

But the flip side to what became an in-

terminal season was that those freshmen

painfully gained much needed experience

with quality playing time — a confidence

builder that a young group of athletes must

have to be successful.

With that in mind, Gerlufsen is hoping

that the Minutemen canjump out on a win-

ning foot when the team opens its season

versus the Hungarian National Team

1985-86 record: 9-19 overall and 6-12 in

the Atlantic 10 Conference in head coach

Ron Gerlufsen's third season.

Returning lettermen: 9

Newcomers: 2

Leading scorers: 6-2 junior guard Loren-

zo Sutton (17.8 ppg), 64 sophomore forward

David Brown (9.1 ppg), and 5-11 senior

guard Carl Smith (7.1 ppg).

Leading rebounders: Brown (5.2 rpg), 6-6

sophomore forward Duane Chase (4.9 rpg),

and Sutton (4.1 rpg).

Season opener: Tomorrow night versus

the Hungarian National Team at 7 at the

Curry Hicks Cage.

tomorrow at 7:30 at the Curry Hicks Cage.

"That was the thing about last year. It

was a tough road to go through in that you

had to live or die with young players,"

Gerlufsen said. "We're hoping that that

playing time will pay off and be more

valueable and add to more wins this year."

But for the team to have any chance at

even a .500 record, Gerlufsen said the

Minutemen are going to have to learn to

play as a team and not like the group of

revolving individuals that suited up last

year.

"We had inexperience week-by-week.

Sometimes a player would look good then

he would look bad," the coach said. "It was

difficult to pinpoint any five players who
could stay out on the court and give us con-

sistent performances."

Thanks to a rigorous off-season weightlif-

ting program and a summer of working out

together, the Minutemen feel they are

finally becoming more attuned to playing

together as a team.

"Last year we were a group of strangers.

This year we are a group of players that

are friends and that makes for a better

team situation."

But on any team, there must be a leader.

Last season none emerged mostly because

there were just too many new faces to deal

with and styles of play to adjust to.

If the team is to be successful, leadership

must be assumed — and if anyone is to

assume that leadership, it's a good bet that

5-11 senior point guard Carl Smith or 6-2

junior guard Lorenzo Sutton will hold the

reins.

Smith, the school's all-time assist leader

with 528 and A-10 game, season, and

career record-holder, averaged a career-low

7.1 points a game to go with 6.8 assists a

game. The swift ball handler has been a

three-year starter, but is coming off his

least productive season, something that

Gerlufsen thinks will soon be forgotten.

"It was a hard year for him to correlate.

It was similar to seeing a quarterback work

with a young offensive line," Gerlufsen

said of his floor general. "When you have

an inexperienced team you tend to try to

compensate for the inexpertence and do

things that are more conservative. You

continued on page 23

Collegian photo by Paul Hesmarais

Sophomore forward Duane Chase and the Minutemen look to improve

upon last season's 9-19 mark when they open their 1986^7 schedule tomor-

row night at the Curry Hicks Cage.

Men's swim team ready to open season Sunday
Despite key losses, Yarworth expects leadership and depth to lead UMass
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

You might think that by losing six of 11

starters and an All-New England record-

setter last year the University of

Massachusetts men's swim team is head-

ed for unsettled waters in its upcoming

season.

But UMass head coach Russ Yarworth

isn't a bit worried because thanks to an ex-

ceptional recruiting year, he's confident

that his team's depth can add up to a se

rond consecutive unbeaten reguleu-

"Technically you can call this a
rebuilding year, but in actuality we can im-

prove on last year," said Yarworth, whose
team opens its season at 1 p.m. on Sunday
versus Boston College at Boyden Pool.

Last year the Minutemen placed second
in New England to Williams College after

blasting through the regular season with
a sparkling 11-0 mark. Led by senior Drew
Donovan, a N.E. record-holder m three

events, the 1 1 wins extended the team to

an 18-meet unbeaten streak in dual meets
before falling short to the Ephmen in the

Cullvirian photo bv Piml Krnnz

Senior co-captain John Turner and the men's swim team open their

season Sunday when they play host to Boston College at 1 p.m. at Boyden
Pool. The team has won 18 straight dual meets.

open meet. Yarworth knows the team
crumbled under the pressure to win the
region last year — so this year he plans to

do something about it.

"I think we want to avoid that this year.

Last year everyone pointed to us as the
favorite and the pressure kind of freaked
us out," Yarworth said. "Obviously winn-
ing New England is our goal — we're go-

ing to go about it quietly, but that's our
goal. If we don't, well, we'll have fun
anyways. But we do want to win it."

Without Donovan, now an assistant to

Yarworth, the coach knows the team may
not be as dominant as it was. But because
the team has great depth and a talented

group of incoming freshmen, Yarworth is

expecting another unbeaten season.

"Everyone is gunning for us. Obviously
we're going to try our best to stay

unbeaten," he said. "Our strongest point

is depth. Because the NCAA has changed
the points system (from three places to five

counting) its going to help us. Even ifteams
get first against us, we'll always get the

two, three, and four spots which outscore

one and five."

Leading the way for the Minutemen will

be senior co-captains Rick Bishop and John
Turner. Both swimmers have had a history

of <iioulder trouble that has plagued past

performance.^. But to Yarworth, the key is

that the injuries are history.
'

Ii > ;t ^hame to deal with. he

'

I urnen didn't have hi.>^ injury lu nuui mm
hack, he would be a national contender,

"

^.iruoith .--aid. "But I think he can win the

New England backstroke title if he can

hold together. Last year it was Bishop's

first year of training since his injury and
mentally he's got to get over the fact that

the shoulder is not hurting anymore."

Along with the co-captains, Yarworth is

expecting solid production and leadership

from veteran senior freestylers Mark

Waters and Jim Flannery along with

senior breststroker Mike Hoover, who

finished second (200-yards) and third

(100-yards) in New England last year.

But the Minutemen arp also counting on

contributions from sophomore freestyler

Craig Hannenian, junior

freestyleAiackstroker Paul Hartnett,

sophomore freestylers Scott Kessler and

Jim Kuhns, and junior freestyler Jeff

Piaget.

"All those guys have been here for a cou-

ple of years and are solid members of the

team," Yarworth said.

With the loss of six starters, the big ques-

tion, of course, will be whether the

freshmen can make the difference. But

Yarworth isn't at all concerned.

"I feel we've made up for their loss

thanks to recruiting," he said. "We got the

cream of the crop in Massachusetts this

year."

This year's freshmen of influence will be

led by distance swimmer Roger Kennedy,
freestyler Brian Mclver, butterfly and

freestyler G.T. Ladd, and diver Dan
Chesnicka to name just a few of the 20

newcomers.
"I've got 20 freshmen and 15 of them all

knew each other before they got here so

they jusl kiiid i>t a' i absorVicd mtn th*'

system, ' Yai"W(jril -.aid. U'.^ amazing U)

see 40 guys in a jirogi'am and all be close

friends. That's good. Because of that, I

think we've got more ot a close-knit team.
"

If Yarworth gets the kind of consistent

performances he needs, there's no question

his team will have the winning year it had

last year.
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East-West struggle hurts
Latin America: Alfonsin
Argentine leader receives honorary degree

ColleKiHn photo by Byrne Guarnotta

Argentine President Raul Alfonsin, left, and Chancellor Joseph D. Duf-

fey are all smiles at yesterday's convocation in Bowker Auditorium.

Alfonsin received an honorary law degree from the University.

By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Latin American countries cannot achieve

democracy and economic stability if both

Eastern and Western bloc nations continue

to emphasize security rather than interna-

tional law, the President of an Argentina
said yesterday.

Provost Richard O'Brien presented an
honorary Doctor of Laws degree to Argen-
tine President Raul Alfonsin, who spoke to

about 300 persons in Bowker Auditorium.
Argentinians fundamentally define

democracy "as an ethical imperative," and
consider unacceptable any country that im-

plements this value in its domestic but not

in its international policy, Alfonsin said.

For Latin American nations to achieve

democracy, Alfonsin said they must stum-

ble over "backwardness, underdevelop-

ment, hunger, illiteracy and margination."

And, some powerful nations have not

helped by barring Latin America's pro-

ducts from their markets, he added.

"To what extent are really democratic

the countries that conceive democracy as

an exclusive privilege of a region and at the

same time promote and protect dictator-

ships in other regions to guarantee the in

tangibility of the present world economic
order?" Alfonsin said, as the auditorium

erupted in applause.

"The sacrifice of the great principles of

international life may not be, for the East,

an inconsistency with the values that rule

its domestic life. But, for the West, it is

tearing internal contradiction," he said.

Many Latin American countries have at-

tempted to change from fascist and Nazi

regimes to democracies, but some have fail-

ed because of interference from northern

countries, he saic.

Change becomes disrupted when Nor-

thern democratic countries reject and con-

demn change "as an alleged attempt to

subvert the values of democracy," Alfon-

sin said.

South America has suffered "painful ex-

periences" from those democratic countries

whose foreign policies are "marked by the

East-West" conflict, he said.

"The higher the tension between the two
large blocs [is], the lesser our chances to

maintain the struggle far from our shores.

They must understand that, if democracy
and justice do not bloom in the south, there

will be no safe world for anyone."
Alfonsin, Argentina's 45th president,

was elected on Oct. 30, 1983, ending eight

years of military rule. As he took office, he
faced a high inflation and a large national

deficit.

UMass President David C. Knapp, before

Alfonsin received the award, said, "You
were elected president of the Argentine na-

tion at a crucial moment in history.

Through your leadership, and in the face

of difficulties inherited from a troubled

past, you have given new credibility to the

concept and practice of democracy."

When Alfonsin assumed the presidency,

Argentinian's morale was still low because

England had defeated them in the
Falkland Islands conflict.

Father Joseph Quigley called the event

a bridge between the United States and
Argentina and praised Alfonsin for restor-

ing democracy in his country.

New budget to eliminate deficit;Drum still not funded
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

The Student Government Association budget, to be

made public today, eliminates a deficit in the Student Ac-

tivities Trust Fund and maintains the zero-funding of a

black arts magazine.

Administrators have used the deficit to lessen student

control over the $3.5 million fund, which is paid for by

students on their semester bills. The fund pays for all

types of student events and programs.

The budget includes deep cuts in funding for Nummo
News, the SGA President's Office, and the Student Center
for Educational Research and Advocacy.

It includes big increases for WMUA and the Legal Ser-

vices Office.

It slashes funding for Spectrum magazine and the Black

Mass Communications Project, and cuts by a smaller

percentage money for Concepto Latino and Afrik-Am. The
chairman of the committee that drew up the budget said

the four groups "have shown themselves to be able to raise

funds through alternative funding."

The zero-funding of Drum magizine is likely to bring

sharp criticism from students and faculty who protested

the elimination of its funding last year.

But Nate Moore, chairman of the SGA's Budgets Com-

mittee, said Drum could not be funded because it is put

together by a class and SGA bylaws prohibit using SATF
monies for class activities.

Moore praised the budget as being responsible and as

having representation from the Third World community.

He predicted its easy passage by the Undergraduate Stu-

dent Senate and approval by the administration.

Nelson Stevens, an Afro-American Studies professor,

ran an advertisement in support of Drum in yesterday's

issue of Nummo News.
"One of the art forms they took from us when we came

to this strange land was the drum. Here in Amherst we
got our DRUM back after great struggle 17 years ago. We
£ure learning how to remember the correct rhythms and
we've got it right now. Check us out and let us know if

you hear us, for we are constantly in danger of again los-

ing our drum," the ad said.

But Moore said the committee was bound by SGA
bylaws not to give the magazine any money, because it

is produced by a class. Moore cited a course description

of one of Stevens' classes.

"Design, layout, and publication of the award-winning

Drum magazine; published annually," says the

description.

The budget will be available in final form starting this

afternoon, Moore said.

Springfield Rev. hopes UMass
can become 'model of harmony

'

By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

The Reverend Warren J. Savage will ad

dress the incident that occurred in the

Southwest Residential Area following the

final game of the World Series when he

speaks today along with baseball stars

Marty Barrett of the Red Sox and Mookie

Wilson of the Mets.

Savage is pastor of the Holy Family

Church in Springfield, which he described

as "ethnically diverse," adding the church

is located in a "predominately black com-

munity."
Savage, who was invited to speak on cam-

pus by Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey, said

iiis experience with racial tensions "would

help the campus and the students."

"It is my hope that this campus com-

munity will assume the leadership role in

becoming a model of peace and harmony,"
Savage said.

"Since this campus is multi-racial, multi-

cultural, multi-lingual, and multi-national,

it is imperative that those primarily

responsible to the art of learning be sen-

sitive and responsive to the needs of all

students," he added.

Savage suggested that .student govern-

ment leaders give every student the oppor-

tunity to "express his or her concerns on

the issues of racism and prejudice."

"Racism and prejudice are endemic to oiu*

society and are at epidemic proportions

throughout this country," he said.

continued on page 6

Abbie Hoffman coining Monday
to join protesters against CIA

By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

Abbie Hoffman, the 1960s counter

culture folk hero, will come to the Univer-

sity Monday to join a student protest

against the administration's stance on

CIA recruiting on campus, members of

the Radical Student Union said yesterday.

Members of the group said Hoffman
called them Wednesday and offered to run

a workshop for student activists and ex-

pressed interest in speaking at a rally

sponsored in part by RSU.
Administrators said Tuesday they

would not grant student demands that

<arganization8 found m violation of inter-

national law be banned from recruiting

at UMass, that 11 protesters arrested a

week ago not be subject to University

discipline, and that administrators revise

the UMass Picketing Code with student

input.

The administration is reviewing those

demands, and RSU members said it would

issue a statement on the matter today.

Hoffman was a leader of the protest

against the war in Vietnam. He reached

the height of his fame as a member of the

"Chicago II," who were convicted of

violating a federal law that prohibits

transporting people across state lines to

incite violence. The charges stemmed
from the 1968 police/demonstrator clashes

at the Democratic National Convention in

Chicago. . continued on pag* 4
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Kennedy: weapon sales to Iran

marks the end of Reagan era
WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Reagan's decision to secretly sell arms to

Iran and his attempts to defend the policy

mark the end of the Reagan era. Sen. Ed

ward M. Kennedy, D-Mass., said yesterday.

"If there was any doubt that it ended

with the election, it ended last night," Ken-

nedy told a group of reporters who ques-

tioned him as he came out of a Democratic

senatorial caucus.

The election saw Republicans lose control

of the Senate, despite vigorous campaign-

ing by Reagan on behalf of GOP can-

didates. Reagan held a news conference

Wednesday night where the primary topic

was dealings with Iran.

Reagan described the dealings as a "high-

risk gamble" that at least resulted in

freedom for three American hostages who

had been held in Lebanon.

"I think the last six or seven weeks have

shaken the confidence of the American peo-

ple in the directions we are going in the

areas of foreign policy and arms control,"

Kennedy said.

He said the Iranian situation followed the

breakdown of negotiations between the

United States and the Soviet Union at the

Iceland summit, the disinformation cam-

paign against Libya and setbacks in Cen-

tral America.

Kennedy said Congress would take a

close look at the Iranian dealings after the

House and Senate reconvene in January.

Asked if he felt Reagan had violated

federal intelligence reporting laws by fail-

ing to inform congressional leaders of the

Iranian moves. Kennedy said, "There is no

question they violated the spirit of the

law."

Sen. John F. Kerry. D-Mass.. also said

Reagan's attempts to defuse the Iranian

issue had failed.

"The president made a mistake by not ad-

mitting he made a mistake," Kerry said.

Kerry said Reagan also contradicted

himself in responding to questions at the

news conference.

"The most obvious was that his actions

in Iran were justified by the hostages, but

on the other hand, he said there was no

arms for hostages trade," Kerry said.

State committee endorses bill

to pay for cleanup of waste sites
*

. . 1 1 r ~, .laina BiirVi a QUO
BOSTON (AP) - Sixteen days after

Massachusetts voters demanded greater

state action on hazardous waste sites, a

legislative committee endorsed a bill

yesterday to spend $50 million for the first

year of discovery and cleanup.

The House Ways and Means Commit

tee voted unanimously to impose a tax of

up to 72 cents per $1,000 on real estate

sales to fund Question 4. The measure

now goes to the House floor.

Supporters of the drive to find and

remedy toxic sites said they were hopeful

that legislation could be enacted by the

end of the year, but there are differences

of opinion between the House, the Senate

and the Dukakis administration.

In taking the legislative lead, the House

panel adopted the language of Question

4 which won the backing of a record 74

percent of all voters. That law requires

the state Department of Environmental

Quality Engineering to locate 2.000 sites

in the next three years.

Alden Raine. director of the governor s

development office, said the Dukakis ad-

ministration was concerned by "the rigidi-

ty of those numbers" and warned of possi-

ble problems from using such a quota

approach
Mindy i.ubber of the Massachusetts

Public Interest Research Group, which

spearheaded the drive for the initiative

petition after the Legislature failed to

enact a cleanup program, said she was

delighted by the committee action.

"The voters sent a message - that they

want hazardous waste cleaned up," she

said after the committee vote.

She said the $50 million proposed by the

committee would be "enough to start."

the implementation of Question 4. but she

said the Legislature would need to find

some $100 million a year once the pro-

gram is in full swing.

"The case for speedy action is compell-

ing." House Ways and Means Chairman

Richard Yoke said in a prepared state-

ment. "The need is enormous since, in

many cases, we are trying to clean up

more than a century's worth of industrial

contamination."

Question 4 requires DEQE to search for

sites where oil or hazardous materials

have been disposed and to clean those

sites within specified deadlines.
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WINTER WONDERLAND - An unidentified student is silhouetted as he walks under a labyrinth of snow-

covered branches near the Campus Center Wednesday. ^
Memorial service set for tomorrow
for former Amherst town clerk
By DANIEL SOBEL
Collegian Staff

A memorial service will be held tomor-

row morning for retired Amherst town

clerk Estelle M. Matusko who died

Wednesday in the Lahey Clinic Medical

Center in Burlington after a lengthy il-

lness. She was 60.

Born in Medford, Matusko graduated

from Lexington High School and attended

Chandler Secretarial School in Boston. She

was town clerk from August 1971 until

September 1985.

Matusko was instrumental in getting

students to register to vote in the early

1970s.

"She brought on-campus registration to

UMass," said Dean of Students William

Field. "She came to campus many times to

take initiative.

"She was a very warm, democratic per

son. She made sure the town was always

cooperative with the campus," said Field,

who worked with Mutasko for the last 10

years in his job of town moderator.

Cornelia Como, who worked with

Matusko for 10 years and was appointed

town clerk when Matusko retired, said,

"She was an excellent town clerk. She ran

a well-organized office and was very people-

minded. She always had time to help the

public. She will be missed."

Public Workp Superintendent Stanley

Ziomek remembered Mutasko as "a super

individual. She was very conscientious and

got along well with fellow associates in

municipal government. She did an outstan-

ding job with the citizens."

Mutasko was a justice of the peace, a

notary public and was one of the two

women presidents of the Massachusetts

Town Clerks Association in the past 60

years, serving as president from 1979 to

1982. ^ , „
She leaves her husband, Stanley N.

Matusko; two sons, David S. of Ashland

and Stephen A. of Phillipsburg, Pa.; two

daughters, Lauren M. of Amherst and

Michelle A. Roberts of Belchertown; a

brother, Robert Young of Nashua, N.H.; a

sister, Louise MacDonald of Acton, and

three grandchildren.

The memorial service is tomorrow mor

ning in Grace Episcopal Church.

1 Off-campus
not always
a big party
By JEFFRY BARTASH
Collegian Staff

Moving dT^ampus entails many new

responsibilities and more freedom for

students, but they are not free from restric-

tions on parties in their apartments.

Restrictions vary, but most offcampus

apartment complexes have party

guidelines in their leases, which students

are made aware of before they sign.

"Essentially, there are no specific laws

about (party restrictions), but the laws im-

ply that tenants have the right to use an

apartment in a reasonable manner," said

Tom Coish, a staff attorney for the Univer

sity of Massachusetts Legal Services OfTice.

"A tenant cannot engage in an act that

disrupts or interferes with their neighbor's

privacy." he said.

This semester. Brittany Manor is fast

gaining the reputation as the place to

party.

"We are trying to turn it around," said

Jim Daversa, the property manager of Brit-

tany Manor. "We will turn it around."

"As long as parties are confined and

neighbors aren't disturbed, we dqp't mind

parties. We don't want people spilling in-

to the hallways and walkways and causing

destruction.

"This year we have been plagued by a

hell of a lot of destruction," he said.

The owners of Squire Village Apartments

in Sunderland let prospective tenants know

that parties are unacceptable, assistant

manager Dorothy Delorey said.

"We are not interested in partying peo-

ple. Basically, we have a lot of older peo-

ple graduate students and people who

work at the University." Delorey said.

"We are accommodating an element that

needs us," she said.

Southwood Apartments in Amherst, next

to Brittany Manor, prohibits parties in its

lease, Joseph Armstrong, the property

manager, said.

"If there are two written complaints from

management to tenants of noisy or offen

sive behavior, there are grounds for evic-

tion," according to the lease, said

Armstrong.

"We have a responsible mix of tenants.

They tend to party somewhere else." he

said. "We also have a well-deserved reputa-

tion for peace and quiet."

At the Town House of Amherst Apart-

ments, tenants must give five days written

notice of a party, cannot have more than

35 guests and are not allowed to have kegs

outdoors, said Judy Johnson, the property

manager. continued on page 6

Students taught to develop inquiring minds

Afro-American professor

always asking questions
By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

"If we can institutionalize racism, why

can't we institutionalize humanity?" ask-

ed Esther Terry, an Afro-American pro-

fessor at the University 6f Massachusetts.

Teaching her students to ask questions

is what Terry tries to accomplish in her

classroom, she noted in an interview

yesterday.

"When one doesn't question, one becomes

part of a herd and that scares me," she said.

"There ain't nothing so sacred that it can't

be questioned. I don't mean tear down, I

mean question."

Women on Campus

She does not doubt that the recent

violence in Southwest had racial under-

tones. "When it comes down to white toiks

beating up on black folks it's racial. Terry

*^"If you've got black kids scared - real or

perceived - you have to go a long way to

convince me it's a harmonious get

together," she said.
^ „ .

Terry received her BA and Masters in

English in North Carolina. She came to

UMass in 1970 to get her Ph.D.

"People have to know that this place Ithe

University) will ttOt, no cannot, change at-

titudes directly, but we can insist upon cer-

tain behavior," Terry said. "I would like

to think that the University would say

anti-social behavior will not be tolerated.

Use [the people responsible as] an example

and send these kids home."

People "shouldn't feel the need to

degrade or abuse people unliKe

themselves," she said between puffs of a

cigarette. "Take the racism out of it, it am t

civilized. It's abhorrent behavior, in-

humane behavior.

"The University is diverse, but to have

a group feeling vulnerable has got to be

called racism. The next question is: is that

institutionalized? If it is, so what? Then

every human being does not indulge in tak-

ing action. Everyone takes that little turf

that's theirs to work out.

"We don't feel responsible once

something is institutionalized. It's inside

the institution. That's a frightening

thought.

"I have no answers, just a lot of ques-

tions." Terry said.

F
Y
I

Today is the final day to participate in the canned food drive to help the

needy during the Thanksgiving holiday. Those interested in helping out may

drop off canned food goods from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m in the Jo"o^g/«^«^j°?^^

the Campus Center Concourse, the second floor lobby of the Wlntmore Ad^

ministration Building, the New Africa House, and the Office of Third World

Affairs

The drive is sponsored by the Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority.

Dr. Chris Woodcock of the department of zoology will pre^nt A Journey

to the Center of the Nucleus," at 4 p.m. today in room 203 of the Morrill

®m%SSS' is part of the nxdoer A»«to»l «»U«P»i«Jn «ri«i.

RefSreshments will be served a half hour before the talk.

Amherst man uninjured after car

skids on ice and strikes pole

At 7:35 p.m. Wednesday police received

a report of a one-car accident on Shays

Street. A 20-year-old Amherst man lost

control of his car when it skidded on ice into

the oncoming lane of traffic, and struck an

electric pole, police said.

Damages to the man's car were estimated

at $1,000, police said.

• A two-car collision occurred at the in-

tersection of Route 116 and Meadow Street,

Wednesday at 8:33 p.m., police said.

A 31 -year-old Sunderland woman drove

her car into the rear of a car operated by

a 45-year-old Greenfield man. The man suf-

fered minor injuries to his back and had

damages of $500 to his car. The woman's

car had damages of $1,500, police said.

_ At 7:29 a.m. Wednesday, a 3»-year-old

Granby man skidded on ice driving his car

into the Hampshire CollegeTarm Center

sign on West Street, police said.

The man was not cited because of the icy

road conditions but he will be paying for

the replacement of the sign that has a

value of $250, police said.

Amherst police warned that "Ihere is a

$50 fine to Amherst residents who do not

remove snow on the portion of the sidewalk

that is on their property within 24 hours

of the snowfall."

The town bylaw is being enforced in order

to make Amherst sidewalks "safe and con-

venient for travel," police said.

- LAURA TOMASETTI
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Debate over proposal to ban military recruiting

on C.C. Concourse still smolders in BOG
Representative of National Guard expresses concern

* Tu« Moii^nol OiinrH Hn«s not want to be put

By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

The Campus Center Board of Governors last night

discussed its proposal to ban military recruitment from

the Campus Center concourse.

The proposal, which calls for the ban on the basis that

military recruitment policies are discriminatory, was pro-

posed at the Nov. 13 board meeting.

Board Vice-chairman Mark Friedman suggested

postponing voting on the motion for three weeks which

would give the board time to hold an informational forum.

A forum was scheduled for last Wednesday night, but

was cancelled because "the military was slow to respond,

lack of publicity and the time conflict with the

Undergraduate Student Senate meeting, Friedman said.

John Smolensk!, a representative of the National Guard,

voiced his concerns over the proposal.

The National Guard does not want to be put into the

same category with the other branches who recruit on the

concourse because, "the Guard engages in passive recruit

ment, if it is recruitment at all." Smolenski said.

"We are not hassling anybody, we are offering informa-

tion," he said.

The National Guard recruiters are not professionals, but

are students involved in the program, he said, adding, "It s

students who are manning the booth, and [theyl are not

officially sanctioned by the guard."

"To this point all of the students have gone through the

proper channels to get table space." Smolenski said.

In drafting the proposal, the board was concerned that

the recruiters were not following the proper vending

^ rSman'said the National Guard and ROTC have gone

through the proper procedures but the other branches

have not.

• Hoffman
continued from pan*' J

Sarah Bush, an RSU organizer, said of Hoffmans

planned visit. "It's great^Ifs going to help us a lot^

Member Debbie Cohen took Hoffman s call

^•^eTut? said. 'Hi, this is Abbie Hoffman. Do you know

who^Um?' Cohen said. "He said he was very impressed

wfth thTway we've been handling this [protest]. He is

^
rnterested in turning this into a large-scale movement

on campus all over the country.

sKded that Hoffman requested more/"fo;;"^«^.\°"

on what the protesters have been doing and told her I

be a soldier in your army. You give the orders and I will

°^Group member Gregory John Fink said he was excited

about Hoffman coming. Citing restrictions on the UMass

Pkketing Code and the removal of the Lega Services

Office's right to sue the University, and attempts to

lessen student control over student funds. Fink said 1

think we've seen the rights students won in the sixties

being consistently taken back
,,

"We're not going to put up with it any more, he said.
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Yesterday's smokeout
expected to be a success
Group hopes halfofstate smokers took part

BOSTON (AP) - A statewide telephone

poll of smokers was expected to find that

nearly half the state's 1.7 million smokers

had given up tobacco for the day yesterday

joining in the natonwide 10th armual Great

American Smokeout.

The American Cancer Society, which con-

ducts the survey through its offices at the

end of the day, estimated at least that

many Massachusetts smokers would par-

ticipate in the health effort to clear the air

and lungs.

State Human Services Secretary Philip

W. Johnston, chairman of the

Massachusetts Smokeout, marked the fifth

anniversary of the end of his 20-year, two-

pack-a-day habit.

Johnston, who gave up tobacco during

the 1981 Smokeout, said more than 3,000

companies in the state were encouraging

smokers among their employees to quit for

at least 24 hours during this year's event.

Among events was an aerobic "smokeout

workout" to relieve smoker's tension at the

Royal Sonesta Hotel in Cambridge. The

sixth floor of the hotel's East Tower also

was inaugurated as permanently

smoke-free.

The celebration started in Boston on

Wednesday when lollipops were handed

out to smokers going "cold turkey," a

costumed singing telegram deliverywoman

tap-danced, and the founder of the Great

American Smokeout turned out for a

downtown rally.

The rally attracted about 200 people in

the lobby of the 32-story headquarters of

Blue Cross and Blue Shield of

Massachusetts.

Lynn R. Smith, 66, a retired newspaper

publisher from Monticello, Minn., urged

lollipopsucking smokers in the crowd to

kick the habit.

Smith began the movement in his town

of 3,000 in 1974, calling "D-Day."

D for don't smoke," he explained.

Two years later, the day spread to

California and was renamed the Great

American Smokeout.

Countering the day's campaign, the

cigarette maker. Philip Moms, distributed

around the country what it called "Great

American Smoker's Kit," which included

suggested "comebacks" to antismoking ac

tivists, a sign to hang on one's doorknob

and lapel stickers.

The stickers read: "Smokers Need Love

Too," "Smoking: The Great American

Right," and "DON'T NAG ME - I'm A
Great American Smoker."

In a list of "comforts" for the diehard

smoker, it listed the often repeated Mark

Twain quote, "To cease smoking is the

easiest thing I ever did; I ought to know

because I've done it a thousand times."

Collegian pholo by Bicri Bunanno

KICK ASS UMASS - First year students Jennie Davis, left, and

Laura Dicrescenzo hang a banner supporting the women's soccer

team outside Butterfield House yesterday afternoon. The Minutem-

women are contending for the national title this weekend in Fairfax,

Va. and must beat Colorado College today and the winner of the

George Mason-North Carolina game to bring an NCAA champion-

ship to UMass.
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* Mookie and Marty
continued from page 1

Savage has spoken on

campus before, most recent

ly at the Newman Center

last Fall.

John Ruddock, a member
of the Third World Caucus,

said, "I feel it [today's event]

is a good idea, but it's a far

cry from what is nessecary."

What is needed are legal

actions to address "the

racial tension and anxieties

that pervade [on] this cam-

pus," Ruddock said.

A group of students and

faculty has been working on

the problem since post-

World Series violence broke

out in Southwest Oct. 27.

* party restrictions

continued from page 3

"It's one thing to have fun, but we don't want things

to get out of whack," Johnson said.

Joanne Levenson, the director of the Off Campus Hous-

ing Office agrees: "People have the right to party, but not

the right to interfere with the privacy of others."

Other complexes in Amherst such as Brandywine Apart-

ments and Rolling Green Apartments allow small parties

that are confined to the apartments and do not disturb

neighbors. , . ^ *

The six complexes contacted said none of their tenants

have been evicted this semester.

"Ninety percent of the problems are caused by people

who don't live in the apartments," Johnson said.

Regardless of where students live, they will probably

try to find ways around party policies.

"Somebody used our letterhead and names and put out

a letter that said we would allow parties on Halloween

weekend," said Delorey, the assistant manager of Squire

Village.

Management responded by sending tenants a notice

warning them that the previous letter was a joke.
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Press conference on Iran deals clouded the issue
_- t fJ L ^ ^^ 1^ *I.^ /-».«« /!> he fioundered. and started trying to protect his i

UMass professors say Reagan should have told the trutn
.a I ^"^

. .J Vk<-. B« r^^ 1*1 t^r\

By DAVID R. MARK
Collegian Staff

President Ronald Reagan, in an attempt to clarify his

position on the arms deal to Iran by holding a press con-

ference Wednesday, only clouded the issue and lost much

public support, said some political observers.

The issues that caused confusion included whether the

United States condoned Israel's shipment ol arms to Iran,

and whether Congress needed to be notified before the

shipment of arms to a nation the United States had an

arms embargo against.

News Analysis

On the first issue the President stated, "We have

nothing to do with other countries on their shipment of

arms or doing what they're doing." When it was pointed

out by a reporter that Chief of Staff" Donald Regan had

said the United States had condoned the shipping of arms

from Israel to Iran, Reagan failed to directly answer the

question.

On the issue of whether Congress need be notified,

Reagan consistently referred to a waiver of the provisions

of the National Security Act of 1977 as well as deferring

the notification of Congress.
^ . • .u

On many statements the President made during the

press conference, the feeling among the press seemed one

of dissatisfaction of the answers. Questions were repeated

in diff-erent ways, with Reagan giving answers seeming

ly contradictory with previously known public

understanding.
.

After the news conference ended, a White House state-

ment said there was "a possibility of confusion among the

press and the public in reference to some answers the

President made during the press conference on the issue

of condoning the shipments of arms from Israel to Iran.

One reporter, upon hearing of the statement, called it

"One of the most peculiar statements I've seen in my years

covering the White House."

Dario Politella, University of Massachusetts journalism

professor, said the press conference "was pathetic. Ob-

viously when the President is reading from a prepared

script he does well. When the President went off the script

Collegian photo by Ricci Bonanno

SCORE"" - Todd Dykes, left, and Stuart Waldman, both potential future UMass students,

take a break from a campus tour yesterday for a serious game of hockey in the Student Umon.

The only question is, who is the Soviet Union and who is the Umted States?
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he noundered. and started trying to protect his ass.

"The President should have admitted his errors, not at^

tempted to cover them up. Politicians never learn^Had

Nixon admitted his mistake, he could have gotten off. He,

like Reagan, tried to stonewall the issue. It's a stubborn-

ness among Republican presidents."

Political science associate professor Eric Emhorn said,

"The President is trying to swim for land. People are go-

ing to be more critical in the future. The lame duck issue

may come into play."
. r»_ •

Both professors agree that in the near future the Presi-

dent may be treading on thin ice, and that only he can

change the outcome through speaking candidly to the

American people.

"In the short run, the President has lost prestige, both

in Congress and in Europe. The end of Reagan's presiden^

cy may be like an edifice, whose legs crumble first and

then the rest falls fast," Einhorn said.

Group says Audis
should be recalled
WASHINGTON (AP) - An auto safety group says

Volkswagen of America has not been able to fix alleged

sudden acceleration problems in its automatic transmis-

sion Audi 5000s' so it should be forced to buy them all

The private Center for auto safety on Wednesday sent

a letter to Transportation Secretary Elizabeth Dole ask-

ing her to order the repurchase of 227,000 1976-86 Audis

because that is "the only known way to stop these vehicles

from killing and injuring more Americans.

Audi spokesman Ed Triolo said the company

"categorically rejects" charges that the cars are unsafe.

The Center for Auto Safety said federal law requires the

repurchase or replacement of cars when an automaker

cannot fix a safety-related defect. It claimed that despite

Audi recalls and voluntary service programs, the cars con-

tinue to accelerate without warning, usually when being

shifted out of park.
.

The problem has been linked to 750 accidents involv-

ing 250 injuries and six deaths, the center said.

Audi maintains that the cars contain no safety defect.

In an effort to reduce incidents of sudden acceleration, it

recently volunteered to install automatic shia locks which

keep drivers from shifting out of park unless the brake

pedal is depressed.

The Center for Auto Safety said the shift-lock program

has been a failure, with three sudden acceleration ac^

cidents reported in three weeks on vehicles equipped with

the devices.
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Kerry appointed

to head committee
WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen. John F. Kerry. D-Maw.,

was appointed yesterday as chairman of the Democratic

Senatorial Campaign Committee, replacing Sen. George

Mitchell of Maine, who helped engineer the Democratic

takeover of the Senate in the Nov. 4 election.

The appointment was made by Senate Democratic

leaders and was announced at a Democratic senatorial

caucus. - I _»,•

Mitchell stepped down because he is up for reflection

himself in 1988,
, «« ., j «* r— *u^

Kerry, elected to the Senate in 1984. doesn t face the

voters again until 1990.
. ._j»„

•I am very respectful of the trust placed in me today

by the Senate Democrats." Kerry said afWr the appoint-

ment was announced by Senate Democratic Uader Robert

Bvrd D W Va. "The first thought which comes t^ mind

is how big a pair of shoes I have to fill. Senator Mitchell

did an outstanding job and I hope to live up to the stan-

dard which he set."

MiUhell has been given a large measure of credit tor

the DemocraU winning a 55-45 majority in the incoming

Senate, which had been under Republican control since

President Reagan was elected in 1980.

The committee helps raise money for Democratic

senatorial candidates and provides them with logistical

support. . .

Larry Carpman. Kerry's spokesman, said the senator

would still refuse to accept money from political action

committees for his own campaign, but would not expect

the committee or other Democratic candidate* to follow

his example. . j i

Kerry. Carpman said, is still only accepting individual

contributions to retire the remaining campaign debt.

estimated at $166,000. from his 19S4 race.

Kerry apparently got the appointment after at least one

more senior senator. Bill Bradley of New Jersey, said he

wasn't interested.

Proposal for separate mental health agencies

would be more efficient, supporters claim
.. _ . . _/»/! 4^1 „.,Q ^at-xrifoa in th« oast sevcrsl years.

BOSTON (AP)- The sprawling Department of Mental

Health, one ofthe most criticized agencies in state govern

m^nt would be divided in half in hopes of making it more

Srunder a bill endorsed Thursday by a legislative

""^il^'H^n Services Committee released the bill after

many legislators and advocacy groups said separate agen-

S^ to handle mental health and mental retardation

would be more eflficient and accountable.

Mental Health Commissioner Ed)*'*''** ^^^.^^ ' ^^^J*
agency spends one of every 13 dollars budgeted by the

Taie/me^ quick legislative passage ofthe measure while

there was momentum on the issue.
f^.u^^

•The chance to act could evaporate in the face of other

iBsues in another year." said Murphy, who ^^^ved on a

special 15 member committee that studied the agency and

recommended the split.

Since the executive branch is now completing work on

its budget proposal for fiscal 1988. he said, state officials

need to know now whether t^ develop two separate spen-

ding plans or to again combine spending in one agency,

which received $762 million this year.

Groups like the Massachusetts Association of Retard-

ed Citizens, the United Cerebral Palsy Association and

the Mental Health Legal Advisers Committee also sup-

ported the change in the department, which has faced

budget overruns, patient deaths and court orders to im-

prove services in the past several years.

The chairwoman of the Senate Ways and Means Com-

mittee, Patricia McGovern. also supported the bill, but

said the two separate agencies "absolutely would cost

the state more to administer. She didn t specify how much

""'There's nothing wrong with that - as long as we get

better services for everybody," the Lawrence Democrat

said. A similar move to remove social service programs

for day care, foster children and related needs from the

Department of Welfare and into a separate department

has been very successful and should be duplicated, she

said.

Correction:
A quote in yesterday'. Collegian in a «toryabout the

Tutoring Enrichment and Assistance Models with

Schools was incorrect. The quote, from program coor-

UnTiov Paul Watlington. should have read the su«^ss

of the program is 'due to teachers. studenU. parenU and

tutors, not only the administration.
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\ Needed: more leaders with integrity, fewer politicians
-i-^^^^^^^^* -^-^-^^-^ ^

,:.:„, ;„ »v,. ..ol «,nrM That is not the basi

I hate politics. That may be a little unbelievable to

some, but I really do loathe politics. It is populated with

publicity-hound ofTice-holders, with trite arguments,

with people who never listen to each other, and with

cloakroom caucuses where power is the goal and convic-

tions are just fuel for oily compromises. Unfortunately,

these people actually get something done from time to

time, and to ignore them is to invite disaster from above.

Obviously, not everyone on campus agrees with my

estimate of the process. Indeed, some seem to think that

politics will be the salvation of the world. There are fewer

of them on campus than there used to be (I see we've

started importing protestors from other schools now), but

they still stand up on general principle to shout a leftist

slogan whenever the CIA comes around.

I was genuinely sorry to see the administration make

any concessions to them, not because of their politics,

but because I'm tired of seeing knee-jerk liberals treat

everyone in authority like dirt. The actions of the pro-

testors were arrogant, self-righteous, inconsiderate, and

showed no loyalty to anything outside the pale of their

own ideology. That's called conceit, not citizenship.

Rusty Denton

The conservatives on campus should keep their sneers

to themselves, though; they haven't done much better.

Eugene Hasenfus was barely shot down before they

declared him a hero. If they had waited until all the facts

were in, they might have seen that even a US paycheck

can't make a hero out of a shady character.

Facts seem to be the weak point of the New Right at

UMass - I see the Minuteman hasn't even gotten its

facts about me straight. I could almost overlook the blind

faith if it wasn't coupled with total disrespect tor

everything liberal. Is that how "patriots" act: Treating

their fellow countrymen like scum? Or am I a "winip

or a "radical" because I don't feel inclined to prove what

a macho conservative I am when talking to those of dif-

ferent persuasions?

Actually, there doesn't seem to be too much difference

between liberals and conservatives on campus when it

comes to unquestioning ideology, name-calling, and other

signs of immaturity. What is most regrettable is the fact

that for several, UMass is just an apprenticeship for a

political career in the real world. That is not the basis

for leadership. Real leaders show restraint; they have

self respect, and depth, and integrity, and concern. This

campus trains politicians, not leaders. You'll have to look

elsewhere if you're searching for statesmen.

The fault doesn't lie with the students alone; the ad-

ministration is hardly equipped to model leadership.

There are a few outstanding leaders in the administra-

tion (I think Chancellor DufTey is one of them, even when

I don't see eye to eye with him), but there are far more

individuals who are afraid of responsibility. They would

rather talk a problem to death than deal with it, and

every genuine decision is delegated to some faceless com

mittee When the way to get ahead is not to make waves,

you know the system is riddled with internal politics.

And that is the situation at UMass. I consider that

there are three ways to affect change. One is to pray.

One is through private personal initiatives. And one is

to enter the political fray to speak up (never down) f^or

what you believe in Any aspiring leaders out there, take

note. UMass needs you.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian mlumnist

Sporting a new
hoop attitude

I enjoy plaving sports, basketball in particular. This

might not seem too strange until you realize that I m on^

W about five foot six, and that's when I m wearing

workboots In good weather I play outside usually, and

Then the cod leather came I had to wait ur^tH the sprmg

Thaw to start playing again. Several of my friends have

always suggested that I play in Boyden during the winter

months. Recently I listened to their advice. These people

are now my ex-friends.
.

I walked into the gym expecting to p ay a friendly game

of hoop. Needless to say I was mistaken. I neglected to

consider how silly a short, s/ig/»;/y overweight bearded,

Lebanese man looks on a real basketball court.

Herb Ramy ~~~~~

I should have known I wouldn't fit in when the regulars

started handing me their jackets to put a^ay for their.

Still I felt the need to prove I could do anything these

^1\i^d^^trmytay into several games, but nobody

seemed willing to give me a chance to play. One group

finaTy dTd take m'e in, but I found out that they only

wanted me around to shag runaway basketballs

After only shagging a few I decided that my dignity was

worth r^ore to m^than the acceptance of several dozen

S^srdes"Jh"s group's only outstanding collective quality

was a g^nefofheight. I gabbed my basketball and shot

iumoers at an unoccupied net.
^
AAer several minutes I heard a scream coming from the

court behind. I looked over and saw a six foot fight guard

dutching his ankle in obvious pain. Thankfully it was on-

Ta sprained ankle, and he was able to hobble over to a

chair under his own power.

Suddenly I realized what this meant^Tliere was nobody

else left to take this man's place. They had to use ma They

Soned me over to the court, and I tried to walk over

^^Mtrof^thtl^e know how tadl the majority of

b^kett^all players are. I thought I did. Believe me though,

teTevision broadcasts don't do justice to the gargantuan

proportions of these modern day giants^Jumping as h gh

as I could. I was almost able to touch the shoulder of the

shortest player out there. I started to wonder how much

it would hurt to sprain my ankle on purpose.

I knew that getting a rebound was nothing but a

ninedreL so I tried concentrating on my outside

siooUng My first five shots were blocked by players who

were stm over eight feet away from me. Some of them

were even on my team. Blocking my shots had become

The game's main goal. Eventually though the fun was

gone and nobody passed the ball to me anyr;.^-
J.

f^^^^^"

ed to sit on the sidelines and watch instead of play^

Slowly I realized how stupid I was being. Why should

I trvTo emulate people who won't be able to pronounce

half theTords that I'm writing in this colunin? I walked

away with my head held high and smiling. My only pro-

Enow is w'iping the word Voit off ofmy forehead. Some

of those guys really know how to reject a shot.

Herb Ramy is a Collegian columnist

ANNOUNCEMENT: There will be a

n^andatory meeting of the Co^^^^^^^^

editorial department staff TODAY m tne

newsrSm from 2-3 p.m. All colummsts, car-

toonists, etc., please attend.

Lame way to address a problem

On Friday, November 21, the ad

ministration will further attempt to

distance itself from taking responsibility

for the gross negligence of the campus

police force whose lack of action a few

weeks ago in Southwest resulted in a mob

of white students kicking a black student

unconscious before the predoininately

white police force felt compelled to stop

the violence.

Chancellor Dufi-ey's response to the

racial violence in Southwest has been to

invite a white Red Sox player, Marty Bar-

rett, and a black Mets player. Mookie

Wilson, to speak on "Sports Events and

Social Responsibility". Is he trying to sug-

gest that a mob of white students kicking

a black student unconscious while a hand-

ful of UMass cops passively looked on was

the result of a Bill Buckner error m Game

Six? Is he trying to suggest that there

would be no racism on this campus it on-

ly sports fans of different races could keep

their temperatures down?

This event adds insult to injury. We find

this event manipulative and racist in

itself To bring baseball stars to campus

is sure to draw a large crowd. "To pick a

black player from the Mets and a white

player from the Red Sox is condescending-

ly crude. We do not feel that this is an ap-

propriate way to educate the student body

about institutional racism, and about a

racist social order out of which an excuse

like a confiict about a baseball game can

have results like UMass experienced in

Southwest.

Duffey is right to acknowledge that

there is racism in professional baseball;

there is racism everywhere. But to make

the connection between racism m profes-

sional sports and the violence that occur-

red in Southwest is excusing the violence

as a mere sports dispute. All this event

will do is to reinforce the viewpoint ot

those who don't believe it was a racist in-

cident by diverting attention from the real

problem here on this campus. It should

also be noted that there were only a hand-

ful of police present at the Southwest in-

cident while a couple of weeks later the

administration saw fit to call 30 officers

within minutes to respond to a peaceful

protest against the CIA. In light of the ad_

ministration's own lack of awareness of

its own racism, it seems to us that the

money time and energy that must have

been involved in bringing these two

players to campus would have been much

better sp^t here, at UMass. in order to

educate the student body, the faculty, and

the administration about our own racism.

We sincerely hope that the administration

realizfes that it has not addressed the pro-

blem of racial violence at UMass by

organizing such an event.

Sarah Bush, Rob Stone

The Student Center for Education,

Research, and Advocacy

Letters

On football and

the United Way
This Saturday two special

things will happen at our

campus, specifically at our

football stadium. One, our

football team, surely one to

be proud of, will play its last

regular season game

against UConn. The other

will be the arrival of sky

divers at the game to com-

mence the United Way cam-

paign on our campus. The

United Way serves our com-

munity in numerous ways

and the campaign is crucial

to its success. So go cheer for

the team and while you're

at it, for the United Way,

too.

Catherine Swiss,
intern

United Way

Response to

Bush review
I was a little perturbed at

Saad Hopkins' review of

Kate Bush's new single in

the Nov. 14 Collegian. I find

Kate's music refreshingly

different (and sometimes

strange), but never boring

or mundane. Not only are

those ideas and songs her

own, but they are also her

arrangements and produc-

tion. Kate's records, which

I've heard hundreds of times

each, still offer something

new to the ear at each

listening. That is something

one can't say about much of

music today. Kate Bush is a

unique musician and a true

original.

Deborah L. Smith
AmhArfit

Letters and columns

should be typed, double-

spaced and sent to or drop-

ped off at 113 Campus

Center, UMass, 01003.

the University of Massachusetts yesterday.
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BLACK AFFAIRS

Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority offers services
jrM.M.j^JL rir *

.._,.„u.. .uuh -Rlack Women and Their Caree

Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority sisters

By KATHRYN KIRBY
Collegian Staff

With the holidays drawing near and some people not

beTngabre to afford the luxuries that the holidays bnng^

the women of Alpha Kappa Alpha Soronty.Inc. have made

an effort "o help the less fortunate people by sponsormg

a canned food drive.
. „ii v,„mankind

••Our main concern is service to all humankmd.

therefore since we are in the Pioneer Valley we felt that

t was oiS duty to provide our services to all citizens, par

ticularrthose who are less fortunate." said sorority

'^TtMX^':^?^^^^^ Sorority has contributed a lot

ofTime anS ener^' by lending their support on a local and

national level. Nationally, this sorority has offered

scholarships to black students, participated m the vo e

of registraUon project and the Cleveland Job Core hn

which black men and women are trained for jobs in their

Community). On a local level the sorority has sponsored

. u * *\^A "Rlnrk Women and Their Career

^hre's^'' :«; trUcip^attin'^rA Better Chance walk^

^me of the purposes of this sorority are to cultivate and

encourage higS Xlastic and ethical standards, alleviate

problems concerning girls and women in order to improve

fhP social stature, and to be of service to all humankind.

%o maintaTn the wonderful sisterhood that we have,

and to^e role models to black youths in the commumty

fs a continuing goal in the sorority." said Sharon Mills

a irorUv memter. "Also we want to educate the black

^ormunity through our sponsored workshops and pro-

'X^'Alpha K'atpa Alpha Sorority has been known to

giie honorary membership to prominent black womeryn-

duding Maya Angelou. Coretta Scott King, Ella F.t-

seerald and Marian Anderson.

T^av is the last day of the canned food drive sponsored

bv the A Pha K^ppa Alpha women, which began on Nov.

19 The canned f^ds will be distributed throughout the

Amherst, Springfield, and Holyoke area.

UNION BAY»SPORTS GUIDE^SNUGGLER'WHITE STAG«

t-* - - ^—^

Ladies White Stag Thinsulate

Retail $120

Fall Shoe
Many of your favorite

Fall shoes specially priced

Mens Thinsulate

Retail $100

FACTORY - $59

WARE OUTERWEAR
FACTORY OUTLET
A TRUE FACTORY OUTLET SELLING ONLY THE BEST

•

Tues, Wed. Thurs 9:30-9 PM
Men, Fn, Sat, 9.30-4:30 PM

Rt 9, East Main St

Ware. MA
Check or Cash Only

^^

Open Sundays

r PLEASE CLIP AND SAVE

IMPORTANT NOTICE FROM THE FINANCIAL AID OFFICE

NEW CHANGES IN FEDERAL FINANCIAL AID REGULATIONS

I

EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY:

ALL GUARANTEED STUDENT LOAN APPLICANTS:

All Guaranteed Student Loan applicants must file a Financial Aid Form

(FAF) with College Scholarship Services BEFORE their applications

will be processed.

I FOR THE SPRING ONLY, the Financial Aid Office will accept a sign-

ed xeroxed copy of the FAF sent to College Scholarship Sen/ices.

I Families whose Adjusted Gross Income is less than $30,000 per year

may no longer borrow their Family Contribution for a GSL.

I NOTE: All Fall, 1987 GSL applicants MUST file an FAF with College

Scholarship Services before a GSL is processed. A copy of the FAF

will no longer be accepted by the Financial Aid Office.

EFFECTIVE SPRING 1987, FOR GSL ONLY AND

JULY 1, 1987, FOR ALL FINANCIAL AID PROGRAMS:

NEW INDEPENDENT STUDENT DEFINITION

A Student Is independent IF:

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

I

E
li

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS

ABOUT THESE NEW REGULATIONS,

CONTACT FINANCIAL AID SERVICES,

243 WHITMORE ADMINISTRATION BUILDING

1. He/She was born before January 1, 1963,

2. He/She is a veteran of the U.S. military,

3. He/She is an orphan or ward of the court,

4. He/She has dependents other than a spouse

5 He/She is a married student or a graduate student and will not

be claimed as an exemption on his/her parents' 1986 Federal tax

return.

6. A Financial Aid Officer has documented proof of a student's

independence.

A Student is also Independent if:

1 . He/She was not claimed as an exemption on his/her parents'

1984 AND 1985 Federal tax returns.

AND
2 He/She had at least $4,000 in income and benefits in 1984 AND

1985. (BENEFITS EXCLUDE FINANCIAL AID)

PLEASE CLIP AND SAVE
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ARTS

• • • lxc»«*nl * Wl
-. . /. W>ra Good • /• 'O*

/, Abyimol

• • • • txc»Uent

• * • V, V»ry Good
• * • Good
• . V, >r«»v Good ^g „g, ,o„d

By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

Hello. Remember me? I'm the self-

indulgent Friday film critic. I've had a tip

that my readers feel gyped. "The once hip

Lip is now a boring dip." my fans quip. This

rumor needs to be nipped.

Some have said my column is about as

fun to read as the phone book, as exciting

as an insurance seminar. I don't mind be-

ing boring for a while but I will not let

anyone call me normal. Thems is fighting

words. Death to the cheese-eaters. There

are only 21 days until the new Star Trek

movie is in the theatres. Stream of con-

scious columns, I like the idea. And now the

movies:

An American Tail is proof that Steven

Spielberg (old habits die hard) is now fill-

ing the vacuum left by Walt Disney. This

is Steve's first animated feature and he is

in the role of producer. Don Bluthe, one of

the famous Disney animators who left the

studio a few years ago is the man actually

responsible for the look of the film. The

story of the film is that a little boy mouse

named Fivel Mousekewitz is separated

from his family when they emigrate to

America. NR.
Back to the Future is the tight ac

tion/comedy/ time travel movie that was a

blockbuster this summer. Guess who pro-

duced it. That's right! Steven Spielberg

was the producer. Robert Zemeckis direc-

tor of Romancing the Stone brings his sure

handed control to the fast paced film star-

ring Michael J. Fox as Marty McFly the ac

cidental time traveller and Christopher

Lloyd as the not entirely sane scientist.

This movie is one of my personal favorites.

Friday only Engineering East Auditorium,

5,7,9, 11. •••
Children of a Lesser God is the film

adaptation of the Tony award winning

Broadway hit about a teacher (William

Hurt) at a deaf school who falls in love with

an enigmatic deafwoman played by Marlee

Matlin. Steven Spielberg had nothing to

do with this movie. • •

The Color ofMoney stars Paul Newman
as a former pool hustler who discovers a

new talent in a kid named Vince (Tom

Cruise). Directed by Martin Scorcese.

Steven Spielberg stood in line to see this

movie and met a guy named Hugo. • • •

Crocodile Dundee is a comedy starring

Paul Hogan (the guy from the Austraihan

tourism ads on television) as a mythtic

hunter from the outback who catches the

attention of a female reporter from New

York. She brings this innocent abroad to

the Big Apple where he must learn to fend

Klaus Maria Brandauer Oeft) stars in Streets of Gold as an exUed

bo^er tuScoach and Adrian Pasdar plays one of his followers.

for himself in the urban jungle. Steven

Spielberg liked the television commercials

for this movie. •••
Firewalker stars Chuck Norris and Louis

Cosset Jr. in an action adventure film that

Steven Spielberg does really well. The

trouble is, he didn't. NR
Jumpin ' Jack Flash is a new comedy

starring Whoopi Goldberg as Terry Doolit-

tle, a bored bank worker who sits behind

her computer all day. One day she gets a

message on her screen from someone call

ed "Jumpin' Jack Flash" and suddenly she

caught up in a web of international in

trigue and adventure. The plot is, of course,

silly with more holes in it than swiss

cheese. Goldberg is still pretty funny, often

in spite of the material. Whoopi Goldberg

once shared a tuna sandwich with Steven

Spielberg. * continued on page 12

PLEMTY or SAVIWGS! STCECT
17 Flat St.

Brattleboro, Vt
802-2574938
45 Minutes

from Northampton^

Friday Nov. 21

Saturday Nov. 22

IBLOCK YARD!

Next Weekend
I
Nov. 28 & Nov. 29

LUCKY ME

DON'T MISS
FLAT STREET'S

GREAT
MID-WEEK
GETAWAY

FREE ADMISSION

SO*" Drafts

WEDNESDAYS
>n at 8 PM

TEACHING/ADMN

JOBS, 1987

N.E. & National

Placement:

Box 223, Dept UM
Georgetov^n, MA

01833

(617) 352-8473

COPIES
4<

8.5 X 11" Auto-Ped
or Self-service

CofyCatz»h!l»!?p
228 Triangle Street,

2nd Floor, Amherst

549-3840

I
Sales ends Nov. 30th

THAISRSGIYIIHG MEGA-SALE

$75Off $50 Off
14KQold*

^ V. CLASS RINGS

lOKQold

DATE

Nov 21, 24, 25

10 AM - 4 PM
TIME

Daposil Required

^VNIVERSnj
mUstore^

PLACE
1986 ArlCarved Class Rnqs

•Oltef «ttd only lor th. po«.h— o. ArtC«v*« cotdK rtn,.
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Follies— -continued from page 11

PeoQU Sue Got Married stars Kathleen (Body Heat

Romancing the Stone) Turner as Peggy Sue a woman

with alotfn her hands. She has two kids^ She owns he

own business Her marriage is heading for divorce^ At

hlr 25th hfgh school reunion, she has an accident which

transpo^s her back to her high school days. Now she has

a chance to change the mistakes she made in her lite,

rharg^)^ actingJunny dialopie but it al^^^^^^^^^^

ed script that leaves you feeling unsatisfied. S»teven

Spielberg made a better movie about someone who

travels from the 80s to the 50s. ••
., , ,.

TI^Rl^ad Warrior stars Mel Gibson as Mad Max, a

Lower East side quartet,

Sonic Youth will be heard

throughout the Valley Sun-

day night; more specifically,

at the Saga Dining Common

at Hampshire College at 9

p.m. Tickets are $4 at Main

Street Records, or you can

chance buying them at the

door.

Sonic Youth will perform

their exaggerated version of

rock 'n' roll using the

guitars of Thurston Moore

and Lee Renaldo; the bass

and vocals of Kim Gordon;

and the drums played by

Steve Shelley.

HREHOSE will be open-

ing the show. nREHOSE
consists of two former

members of the Minutemen;

Mike Watt and George

Hurley, and Ed from Ohio.

Dinosaur, of local fame, will

also hp nerforming.

former cop no. struggling to survive rn PO^^-^P^^^^^^^^^^^^^

world where i-ople kill tor gasoline. A violent, non-stop

rt on mm that make.: .! '>» hers pale by comparson.

fsteven Spielberg's action films included) i,**.(C.C.

"^::^';m:^:^sti:^^;t Disney classic^^

of the Uncle Remus stories. This is the one with Briar

Rabbit zippa dee doo da zippa dee yea. my oh my what

a wonderful day, (Come on! Everyone sing aW) Pie-

ty of sunshine heading my way, zippa dee doo da- z.ppa

dee yea! Steven Spielberg smgs that song better than

'

tulman a white student get. ^ -^°^,-^^^^

vard law school by disguising himself as a black student.

Thm is a comedv is the type of movie you get when you

m'x genres Thfs could be titled ''Animal House meet

Black Like Me". There are some funny moments in the

movie but not enough for me. It huffed and puffed and

fT'at Steven Sp'eilberg would -ver make a n, e

like this, he prefers realism like aliens, mice that talk

and more aliens. • *
^^ r

Streets of Gold stars Klaus Maria BrandaueHOu/ of

Africa) as a former Russian boxer who trains to young

American street fighters to box against the Russian team

that ousted him. Collegian reviewer Tom Harrington

thought this B-movie was predictable and only gave it

• •. Steven Spielberg never worked with an actor nam-

ed Klaus.

t

J

WVWVS^SW/^iV.^^i''

Complete Hairstyling for Men & Women

Haircut - $900

Perms - $40 with haircut

228 Triangle St.

Amherst

Call: 549-1502

Pre -registering for courses next semester?

.Consider the University Health Services

Peer Education'
Program

Peer Alcohol and

drug educators

LEARN ABOUT YOURSELF

TEACIrTYOUR PEERS

gainTareer experience

For mor. information about these 3 credit course.

sponsored by the Universitv Health Services

call the Health Education Office at 549 2671 ext. 181

StBASTIAM

^ ONEMA
A ROOM
WITH A
VIEW

7:00 & 9:00

I

November 19

to

December 2

DOWNTOWN AMHERST 253-5426

COME ENJOY Y""*^!
A NICE .'

PEACH FUZZ" J

AKoom

^

The
Spoke

Amherst,
Mass.

FROPER ID REQUIRED

WE BRING CHINATOWN TO YOl!!

#1

ASIAN

RESTAURANT

ADVOCATEBEST
OF TMf

VALLEY

DRINK OF
THE WEEK
Teach Fuzz'
Peach Tree Schnapps

Grapefruit

$1.20

BEER OF
THE MONTH

"^ MILLER
LIGHT
$1.00

19 8 6

584-3859
Kcscrvaiion*. rt^n^ «-—

•

34 Pleasant St. Downtown Northampton

for Carry Out L

Reservations, Please Call:

INKERY. TO MEET. RELAX & Er

35 EAST PLEASANT ST AMHERST
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Hampshire grad to portray life oflegendary folk singer

Hampshire College graduate Jonathan

Stevens will perform a one-man show on

legendary folk singer Phil Ochs.

By ROB SKELTON
Collegian Staff

The progressive movement has a lot to learn about the

importance of cultural work, according to the performer

who will be playing this Saturday in a musical tribute

to the legendarv folk activist Phil Ochs.

"Creative work in its own right can be the cutting edge

of libertary movements," said Jonathan Stevens, whose

one-man musical theater piece Chords of Fame will be

presented in Hampden's Southside Theater in Southwest

this weekend.
Stevens. 24, is a Hampshire College graduate whose an-

thropology fieldwork brought him to the Arctic only to

realize that his efforts resulted from distorted ideals and

that he could be more effective as a musical activist.

"I was working amongst the Inuit, and I realized I had

no business being there. It was a farce, an academic in-

tellectual theater piece.'*he said.

Like Phil Ochs. Stevens came to realize that music is

revolutionary" and it is not just a "fringe nicety."

Ocli3 was at the forefront of the folk music revolution

in the early 60s. sharing rally stages with Pete Seeger,

Bob Dylan, and Joan Baez. amongst others. He commit-

ted suicide in 1976 at his sister's Long Island home, after

prolonged bouts of depression and ill-health partly due to

attaining legendary status which was almost impossible

to live up to as he grew older.

The play follows the musician's last few hours as he

recollects his life and plays his favorite songs. Ochs was

well-known for the social and political commentary he

penned often afler scanning the newspapers for ideas. His

first album was titled All the News that's Fit to Sing And

some of his better-known hits include "Love me. I m a

Liberal," "The Ballad of William Worthy"(a black jour-

nalist who consistently defied State Department sanction*

to report from communist countries), and "Here s to the

Ghost of Richard Nixon."

Worthy, who lectured to journalism classes at UMass

last year, recalled how he had heard about a folksinger

in New York City's CJreenwich Village who had been sing-

ing about him.

"We went down to one of the clubs where Phil Ochs was

playing and listened. It was very good." Worthy said.

Stevens, who hopes to tour with his production inter-

nationally, also hopes that people come out on Saturday

night to catch the 8 p.m. show in Southside Theater at

Hampden. Admission is $2 and it is sponsored by the

Residential Arts program.

RUSSELL'
LIQUORS

BEER
Bud, Miller, Coors Suitcases $11.99 +

Busch Suitcases W-^^ +

Amstel, Becks, Grolsch $4.25 6/pK +

Fosters 12 oz cans $'••75 -h

LieiUORS & WINES
Kahlua ^^^'^lllTl
Peachtree Schnapps $6.99 750ml

Vodka, Vodka, Vodka, 80« $8.99 1.75L

Folanari Soave $3-®® '••6*-

<^

>^.^-

J
y

^ > .V»r^<^f ^^
i •*

f >

V^
> < >

M

I
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THE UMASS SKUCUJB GOES WEST 70>l

JACKSON HOL%
7 Wyoming \\

You'll liertiember This January^
F^ore Jnfastop by the Ski Snatch or call 545-3437

New Shipments^
Of

Good Things
Natural fiber

/n^Tj^ Sweaters Skirts

Shirts Dresses
Drawstring Pants

20 to L30% off selected
Clothinq sun 12 5

Dai ly 10 6

CRCPNTILE HhampMioMs
Th Fn 9PM

HorthamptoD 18 Center St

U Atnherst-Carriage Shops ji

WINTER SESSION 1987

REGISTRATION IS

DIFFERENT THIS YEAR!

November 17-

December 15

November 24-

Decembers

December 8-

January 7

MAIL-IN
S«nt via U.S. mail and po«t«

marked no earlier than

November 17.

DROP-OFF
Regiitration form and payment

dropped off in Records Office.

IN-PERSON
Register at the counter in

Records Office.

PULL PAYHiNT IS PUS AT TIMi Of aSOifjaAXIOM

Pick up catalogs around campus or at the

Records Office

Division of Continuing Education

ilSGoodell Building

Call 545-36S3 for more information.
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VoUevball prepared to conquer Atlantic 10 s
•^ Mr M.

, , . „/».

.

• and seventh in kills (2.731 and junior Jane Creek is

Minutewomen face Temple in opener; look for 30th win

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

This is it. This is the big time for the University of

Massachusetts volleyball team.

In what will probably serve as the culmination ot a

storybook season for the Minutewomen, UMass will do

battle in its first-ever Atlantic 10 Volleyball Champion-

ship when it takes the court for the two-day tourney this

afternoon at 5 p.m. against Temple.

The following is a capsule summary of each team par-

ticpating in the tourney:

Massachusetts (29^ overall. 4^ m the A-10 and

seeded third): There can be no doubt that the

Minutewomen left some long lasting impressions in its

first season as a member of the A-10. Not only did the

spikers finish above .500 in the conference, but they beat

quality teams along the way, including West Virginia

University and the University of Rhode Island. At this

time of year, anything can happen and nobody knows that

better than head coach Elaine Sortino and the upstart

Minutewomen. ^, „ i i j
Statistically, senior hitter Violetta Gladkowska leads

the conference in hitting efliciency with 254 kills in 576

attempts with only 58 errors for an efliciency rating ot

340 Sophomore middle hitter Barbara Meehan is eighth

in hitting efficiency with 212 kills in 501 attempts and

74 errors for an efficiency rating of .275. Meehan is also

second in blocks, averaging 1.36 per game. Junior mid-

dle hitter Marcy Guiliotis ended the regular season where

she started - leading the A-10 in blocking with an

average of 1.63 blocks per game. Freshman setter Karen

Ferguson, who is up for A-10 Rookie-of-the-Year honors

is second in the conference in assists with an average of

9.76 assists per game. ^ r . j
"It's going to take a complete team effort for us to do

well this weekend. We've been waiting all season for this

chance," Sortino said. "We know what to expect now that

we've seen everybody once. I know how Temple is going

to be. They are a lot like Northeastern in that they play

scrappy defense in bring the ball back."

Penn State (34-3, 7-0, and seeded first): The Lady

Lions are odds-on favorites to capture their fourth con-

secutive A-10 title for head coach Russ Rose. Penn St.

dealt the Minutewomen their only loss at home, sweep-

ing the spikers in convincing fashion, 15-10, 15-4, 15-7.

PSU recently had a 24-game unbeaten streak snapped by

the University of Georgia last week.
x:,, . u

The Lady Lions are paced by super freshman Elizabeth

Ramirez, who is second in the A-10 in hitting efficiency

(.339) and kills (3.34 per game). Ramirez is also fifth in

blocks (1 02 per game). Senior hitter Vida Kernich is

seventh in hitting efficiency (.276) and third in kills (3.13).

Senior setter Ellen Hensler leads the conference in assists

(12.61 per game) and is first in digs (3.10 per game).

Hensler was also selected as the Most Valuable Player

in last season's A-10 Volleyball Championships.

George Washington (29-8, 6-1, and seeded second):

The lone Colonial conference loss came at the hands of,

you guessed it, Penn St. GW swept the Minutewomen

15-1, 15-11, 15-9 in the nation's capitol and are currently

riding the crest of an 18-game unbeaten streak.

• basketball opener

"GW was another one of those matches where we were

very flat and just didn't play," Sortino said. "With the

exception of Penn St., we played horribly against the

teams we'll probably see in the playoff's. We should be

ready this time."

GW is paced by Most Valuable Player candidate Anna

McWhirter, who is third in hitting efficiency (.315) and

is second in kills (3.29 per game). The senior hitter is also

second in digs (3.04 per game). Junior Debbie Conran is

fourth in hitting efficiency (.305) and freshman Carrie

Davis is eighth in kills (2.64). The potent GW attack is

quarterbacked by senior setter Corrine Hensley (third m
the A-10 in assists averaging 9.48).

West Virginia (17-13, 4-3, and seeded fourth): The

Minutewomen got the best of the brash Mountaineers

twice this season, taking a four-set decision at the

Syracuse tourney and sweeping WVU at Totman Gym-

nasium. WVU has been the victim of a rollercoaster

season and has lost two straight.

WVU is led by junior Lori Filipich and sophomore Lisa

Scott Filipich is 10th in the conference in efficiency (.254)

and ninth in blocks (0.92) while Scott is eighth in efficiency

( 264) and fourth in kills (3.07 per game). Junior Kellie

Kubiak is fourth in the conference in aces with an average

of .467 aces per game.

Rhode Island (10-20, 3^, and seeded fifth): Don t let

the record fool you. This is a very dangerous Wram squad

that has finished second to Penn St. in the last two A-10

Volleyball Championships and gained an at-large birth

to the NCAA Championships last season. UMass rode into

Kingston, RI, and promptly destroyed the befuddled

Wrams, 15-2, 15-8. 15-10 in an upset.

Sophomore hitter Rhoda Stevens is 10th in digs (2.00)

while sophomore Suzanne Hebert is fourth in blocks (1.03).

Sophomore hitter Dawn Banket is eighth in blocks (0.93)

and seventh in kills (2.73) and junior Jane Creek is

seventh in digs with an average of 2.12 Per garne^

Freshman setter Lisa Jackowiak is fifth in assists (6.47

^Temple (18-19, 3-1. and seeded sixth): The Lady Owls

were the other A-10 team to beat the Minutewomen this

season, as TU took advantage of a physically fatigued

UMass squad and swept the spikers in Philadelphia, tem-

ple will be the first-round opponent for the Minutewomen

and Sortino says things will be diff^erent this time around.

"We didn't play a very well against Temple, so they are

going to see a different UMass team this weekend," Sor-

tino said. "We were unable to do the things we do well

and our offense went nowhere. It will be a better match.

The Lady Owls are paced by junior hitter Adria Peters,

who is ninth in the A-10 in kills with an average of 2.62

per game and setters Missy Johnson and Teresa Flury^

Johnson is sixth in the conference in assists (4.40) and

Flury is eighth (3.57).
, ,, • .

Rutgers (7-25, 0-7 seeded seventh): The Lady Knights

had to suff^er through one of the toughest schedules

around. Rutgers kicked off the season by getting ham-

mered by UC Irvine and things haven't gotten much bet-

ter since. The Minutewomen didn't have much trouble

with RU, sweeping the Lady Knights at Totman.

Feshman hitter Elke Voight and junior setter Danaan

Luce have been two bright spots in what has otherwise

been a dismal season. Voight leads the conference in ser-

vice aces, delivering 63 aces in 108 games for an average

of 583 aces per game. Luce is seventh in the conference

in assists with an average of 4.35 per game game.

The rewards for a good showing at the Championships

can be many for the Minutewomen. UMass finds itself,

quite unexpectedly, with a chance to gain a possible at-

large bid to the NCAA National tournament. Obviously,

winning the tourney, which would probably mean upset-

ting Penn St. would sign, seal, and deliver a NCAA tour-

nament bid on the front doorstep of the Minutewomen.

The Zenith Z-m Portable PC,

tt beatsburn-out.

- blocking out on the
continued from page 20

improve on their biggest weakness

defensive boards.

"The key will be how well we rebound on the defen-

sive end while concentrating on blocking out," Gerlufsen

said. "If we do that, we can eliminate the size factor

which is our biggest, biggest concern. I'm anxious to see

how well we do versus Hungary."

But if people are looking for a preview of the

Minutemen's opening game, Jackson might have the ac-

curate layout.

"There are two things you're going to see: one, a lot

of long distance attempts, and two. an up and dovra style.

They like to run."

Special Student Price

formers
\i^nte(3 tor ..

^*VJa"
STUDENT

TALENT NIGHT

HATCH LOUNGE
All talents welcome!
Comedians singets, musicians magicians guitatisis

pianists oantommes jugglers theatrics instrumentalists

^6*^

TTttlll il f llllllll

INTERESTED si 545-2043

Recharge yourlrontal lobe with this easy-to-carry. easy to-

read Zenith portable PC . . now at a Special Student Price!

Fact College causes burnout All that readin wntin and rythmalic can

really numb your noggin And lugging a Ion ol books around doesnt

help either But now you can take a load off your mmd tand your back)

with the lightweight Zenith Z-171 Portable PC now yours at great

savings'

The IBM PC-Compatible Zenith Z-171 Portable PC

For computer power everywhere you go. the Z-171 PC leatuies

• Compatibility with virtually all IBM PC" software

• Dual S'A" (loppy disk drives

• A back-Ill LCD screen lor enhanced readability

• 256K of RAM - expandable to 640K
• An optional built-in modem
• An optional rechargeable battery pack

• Complete desktop functions, including serial and parallel I O ports

• All in a compact unit that weighs less than 15 lbs

Special Student Prices are also available on these other exciting Zenith Personal Computers

$999.00
Suggested retail puce •2399»i

So dent ilrain your brain ... g«t your Zenith 2-171 PorUble PC today

at:

Computer Training Institute

203-649-3724

Zenith Data Systems
617-454-8070

Zenith Zt48 DMklop PC*
•IBM PC cornpalitxlity

Singit Driv*
Special Student Pr.ce »7S0 00

Suigesied retail pnce $1 299 00

Dual Drive
Special Student Price S*99.00
Sugcjesled retail p»ice $1499 00

Z«nilh Z-1S6 Enhanced PC
'Greater iniemai expandaCjiliiy

Oti*l Drive
Special Student Price $999.00

Suggested retail puce i;,' 1 99 00

Hard Disk
Special Student Puce »1,J99 00
Suggested let. Ill pi" f i^;99 00

Zenith Z-248 Advanced PC*
•IBM PC AT' co(Dpatit)ilily

Single Drive
Special Sludenl Price $1,599.00

Suyijesled retail price $2,999 00

Hard DIth
Special Student Pr.ce 12,299 00

Suggested retail price $4,399 00
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systems

Zenith ZVM-1220 Monochrome
Monitor
•Less distorted viewing

•Famous nigti resolution

Special Student Price $99.00

Suggested retail price St 99 00
As.li at)out our other monocMiome and
color monitors

Mor.-lol ^'1 >r.fi, i3l'0 n pfc»t

t 1966 ^isiHm Om< Syiwmt
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* final home game
vonltntnil frmii pii^i' 20

Northeastern (26-20). Maine (35-19), BU
(24-7) and Rhode Island (21-14 OT), the

Huskies appear to be as solid a team as the

Minutemen and should by no means be

mistaken for a welcome mat.

"The way we approach it, the second

place team in the Yankee Conference will

get a bid," Jackson said. "As it turns out,

one of us will be the only team in the Nor-

theast with a chance. With the expansion

of the conference and the fact that this

region has more I-AA teams in the coun-

try, I think the tournament should pick a

representative of this region."

The Huskies enter the game with their

best record since 1980 and have a chance

to eclipse that 7-3 mark with a victory and

become only the third team in UConn
history to win eight games in a season.

Clearly both the Huskies and the

Minutemen have been waiting a long time

for playoff consideration.

"They (UConn) are a really good football

team," Reid said. "They beat everybody we

beat more impressively except for UNH
which they had going into the half (19-14)

before they had four consecutive turnovers.

But they're belter than UNH. We don t

have a chance to bury these guys. It's gon-

na be a close one. We have to play our very

best football to beat them."

Led by school-record-holding quarterback

senior Peter Lane, who has completed 167

passes in 293 attempts for 1,921 yards, 1

1

touchdowns and 12 interceptions, the

Huskies are sure to come out firing in what

Jackson expects to be a very tight game.

"We like to throw a lot and stretch out

the secondary and spread the ball around,"

the coach said.

The primary target for Lane should be

junior flanker David Dunn (733 yards and

four touchdowns) who is second in UConn
single-season receptions with 51 while the

ground game will be led by sophomore

tailback Jeff Gallaher who has gained 579

yards. But Jackson doesn't think either

team is going to overwhelm the other.

"I'm not looking for a 38-31 game. I think

it's going to be a 17-14 or 21-17 score,"

Jackson said. "I see it going late in the

fourth quarter with a turnover or

something in the kicking game making the

difference. It's got all the earmarks of a

close game.

"The first thing we have to do is keep

their ofTen.se off the field and pressure their

quarterback and give him different looks

while it's on the field because UMass
throws well enough to keep you off

balance."

And Jackson knows the full potential of

the UMass offense.

"They really have a full package to hit

you with," he said. "You know what the

most amazing stat we've seen about their

win over UNH is? That they had 10 tur-

novers and still scored 38 points — that's

really scary. I mean, how many points

would they have gotten if they hadn't

fumbled?"

The Minutemen will be led by Gk)lden

Helmet winning sophomore quarterback

Tim Bryant (90 of 177 for 1244 yards, 6

TD's and 8 interceptions) with Palazzi,

recovering from a hamstring pull, spelling

relief from the bench should Bryant get in

trouble.

r'
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BEER OF THE MONTH - Samuel Adams - $1.25

PURPLE PASSION HAS ARRIVED:
Drink of the Week - Purple Passion - $2.00

JOIN US ON FRIDAY'S FOR THE
GATEWAY TO THE WEEKEND
Proper ID A Must • 57 N. Pleasant St 253-5141

o-i : HOT
1^^^ ROAST BEEF 11 am - 2 am 7 days

^^N*. SANDWICHES 50 Main St. Amherst, MA

Jn WOW! I am excited

about Thanksgiving!

Unfortunately J.B/s

will be closed

Thanksgiving Day
and the day after.

Fd better hurry on

down to fill my
weekly quota of

Roast Beef

Sandwiches

l>.-

Is this you?

Come on down for your free

regular beef, fries & soda

Remember J.B.'s Is

open late nights till 2:00 AM

* football
cniitiiiiifd from pafif 20

The Game: The University of Connecticut

Huskies vs. the University of

Massachusetts Minutemen tomorrow at 1

p.m. at Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium,

Amherst, MA.
The Records: UConn (7-3 overall and 4 2

in the Yankee Conference) and UMass (8-2

overall and 51 in the YC).

The Series: UMass leads. 31-23-2.

The Rivalry: Considered one of the oldest

— and friendliest — rivalries in New
England.
Last Year: UMass won, 21-7, at Storrs, CT.

The Incentive: A UMass victory would set

a new regular season win mark and tie the

school record for most wins. It would also

lock a share of the YC title and should send

the Minutemen to the playoffs. A Delaware

loss and a UMass win would give the

Minutemen the title outright. For UConn,

a win would tie it for second with UMass
in the YC and keep their conference and

playoff hopes alive.

GRADUATE STUDENTDA
FRi Nov 21 • 8PM

BLUE WALL

SPONSOR:
Graduate Student

Forum Committee
25-1- Club

OVER 21 ONLY
ADMISSION $2.00
Rack-A-Disk Entertainment

O E &
So
I

L_1
FAMOUS
NAME

BRANDS
FINAL DAY

WATCH SALE!
• BENRUS
• GRUEN
• TISSOT
•JULES

JURGENSEN
• HELBROS
• CLINTON

• WALTHAM • DUFONTE
JiS^K^^^V^^ by LUCIEN PICCARD

\^^St^^^ • HAMILTON-BUREN
b^^^jp-- • OTHER FAMOUS BRANDS
L ^Mr^ FEATURING:
iLf?;^ ANALOG QUARTZ • DIAMONDS -

^ TWCi • DIAMONOS - FOUR
• DIAMONDS • LiX • MESH

BRACELETS • FAS' 'ION LINK
• SPORTS • NURSE-SWEEf SECOND

• DRESS • AUTOMA IIC DAf &
DATE • AUTOMATIC (..-\LENDAR
• AlARM CMRONOGRAPH-L C D

• POCKET WATCHES • ElECTRICS

M—F 9-5

Also
Available at

the Jewlery
Counter

YOUR CHOICE

$49.95

not

all models

available

Located in

the Cannpus Center
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MENS
TURTLENECKS

LONG SLEEVED
POLY/COTTON BLEND
CHOICE OF COLORS

SIZES S-M-LXL

I
VALUE

13coo

iBRIGGS&SmnON
HONDA AND

KAWASAKI CONNECTICUT STORES OPEN 7 DAYS
SAT SUN 10-6 • MON FRI 10 9

ROUTE 5 EAST WINDSOR. CONN.

1131 CAMPBELL AVE.. WEST HAVEN. CONN.

ROUTE 184. (OPP CWOTON MOTOR INN) GROTON. CONN

MASS STORES OPEN 7 DAYS

HAMPSHIRE MALL HADLEY. MASS.

SUNDAY 12 5 • MONSAT 10 9

CANAL STREET TURNERS FALLS, MASS.

SATURDAY 12-6 • SUNDAY 10-6 • MON-FR< 10 9

^s»»if E BOUGHT 2QTBAILERL0ADS0F LIVINfiRfiflMS

O- MENS
,
V-NECK

,

SWEATERS
LONG SLEEVE '

ACRYLIC PULLOVERS
CHOICE OF COLORS

SIZES S-M-L-XL

IVALUEI

V MENS
STRIPED POLO

SHIRTS
CONTRASTING

COLLAR ACUrFS
SIZES S-M-L

VALUE N
J

12
00 o
w

SHOE

^^isr
0«
»«ci

MCNS-LADIES-CHILORENS^

SHOES*"BOOTS
i
SLIPPERS AND SNEAKERS

OVER SOjOOO PAIR

0/. Ate ou.

yi f pmcES

COMPLETE

CHAIR

LOVESEAT

sMi
• 1»

SCOTCH PINE ARTIFICIAL

CHRISTMAS TREES

^ LADIES!

WOOL
JACKETS

PERFECT TO WEAR WITH
SKIRTS OR SLACKS.
LUE CHrV TAW. «ll»»* »IZIS

VALUE
U4800

uswt

LADIES
I

WOOL
COATS
PATCH POCKETS,

NOTCHED COLLAR WITH
ATTACHED HOOD.
NAVY MISSES SIZES

I

VALUE N(

^100 s:

4 FOOT (48-27)

VALUE nCA88
6 FOOT (72-56)

VALj»f!!$1788

i^ AMERICAN PINE GARLAND
COORDINATES WITH
ARTIFICIAL TREE
FOR TOTAL HOME
DECORATION EFFECT

3INX2SFT

valuenJ#%48
$359 0^/^^

11 PcTcHmSTMASTABLE TOPPER SET
100% VINYL

RED OR GREEN

4PLACEIKIATS-4C0ASTERS_
1 BIB APRON 1 TABLE RUNNER^

1 TREE SKIRT OR 54 "TABLE COVER

VALUE N

us»^
S,*ArES' PINCH PLEATED

l\^^ FOAM BACK^^ •DRAPES*
LADIES!

lOOS WOOL

PLEATED
SKIRTS
WHITE. TAN. RED
MISSY SIZES

IVALUE nC4 e>
l$42ooo^l5

c/' ladies!

TAILORED
SHIRTS
by SIMEON TOO

lOON COTTON LONG
SLEEVE. WIDE ASSORT.
OF COLORS. SIZES*- 16

I VALUE

^IS""

-

YOUR CHOICE
50 INCH X 54 INCH
50 INCH X 63 INCH
50 INCH X 84 INCH
VALUE . AAAmMm

w I ^r PAIR

YOUR CHOICE
75 INCH X 63 INCH

OR
100 INCH X 63 INCH
VALUE . Ai^A

55L$1Q88
W I \0 PAIR

TERRY

I

CHRISTMAS
HAND TOWELS

OUR $149
REG A

W

A

LADIES
JANE COLBY

RUGBY
SHIRTS

WOVEN COLLAR. GOOD
ASSORTMENT OF COLOR-
FUL STRIPES. S-M-L.

C-^INFANTS
CORDUROY
2 PC SETS

GIRLS A MYS PKIHTED
FLANNEL SHIRTS WITH

CONTRASTING LINEN CORD f
PANTS. SIZES 13 NK>.-24 MO.

VALUE NOW!

J12^'

6F00Tx9F00T;^^^;,g
AREA RUGS '89'^"

lOLIDAY TABLE TOPPER
• PERMANENT PRESS • ^
TABLECLOTHS

DESIGNER «, DIANA

- ,j

CLOTH
NAPKINS
DESIGNER
PRINTS

VALUE
TO N

SIZES 4-7

88

KLEINERTS
BLANKET >:
SLEEPERS^/>

SIZES 7-14 ^-

VALUE „$788|
$2000

-*'*'*"•'7'

,t*
,

^YOURCHOICE I
YOURCHOI

' VA y <y VALUES TO »14- I VALUESTO »^

k #^ ^. $088 , $i;88

CHOICE
22«

XHRISTKAS PRINTS ©
y EXCLUDED

W 3

COLORED TRANSLUCENT

WINDOW SHADES
RED-BLACK-LIME
BROWN-TAN-LILAC

-ORANGE-BLUE SHADES
|

37 V4 IN. X 6 FT ^ ^ -^-j
__ . REGULAR *2»» S$l 98
CUT TO YOUR SIZE FREE

I

I

I

i

i

I
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DoonesbufY
By Garry Trudeau

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

OPEN FOR- BUSI- eeNBRAL '

NB^S>AeAlH,I eOODOP
361 ^ORHAVOC' iOU TO

DRDP&i,
' ss. PfilCTNBii'

HOTATALL. 5BN0P. I/UHENA MAN
16 ABOUT TOPUMP$IO0MIUJ0N IN-

TO THEHOmJPAN eCDNOMi, HB Vi

i,eRVt.^MyPEP^NAL
' THANKS!

VEAH. ANDTHATPOeeNraveNIN'
aUPE. THE Hl/fJPfZEf^0FMlUJ0N9

IN ECONOMIC AHPMILrTAP>fAlP
mPAiOmTDPBM
TUISCJOUHTP>/Ae>A

STA6IN6 / jj
APEAf^J^^^ ^

OUR Pl£ASOPE A9 OOP^'HHEJ^E

iMiA^iOUPE- APEMVMAN-
SPEaOUPUXAL NEP^' P!CK

I ^,-^aje>- APU.6BN-
^rlOIA^. EPAL.ANY

/ PILE I

"Its Them; gentlemen."

Gordy By Gorde

SB^Ause THE Annsr
OP THIS FEATufte HAS
BBe^ STt^OCK tfiTTtl

fAONO. V^B MUST
INTEHJiuPT THE "iH-4M50
77^AtJKS(^UIt^'S TKAUMA "

\UI1V fPOLOOieS. . .

THB ARTIST

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

SICME JU»T

lEA FOB Hl%
TWUET

tHRRU£,THt5
WHOUE "miNb
SCARE & nE.

I KUOW WH«r vou

tOULO CREATE SUCH
A -SEAST

1 CONfclDEA IT A

OF -me OES-n?yfn\/eN£SS

OF ONE DRUNKEN mm\0\iAL

NOr OMUV TW«^' »ii^^

tTFJE'b EVER MftP ,

The CoUcgUm is now accepting applications

for the following positions for Spring 1986-.

Editor-in-Chief, Managing Editor, News Editor

and Arts Editor. Applications due Wednesday

Dec. 3. Apply to Dode Levenson in the

Newsroom. Campus Center 113.

Campus Pond By Sal

/^EY BOY, m AWTJ
'mil TEP^IAL.I JUST
'CA)v\t TO SEE Hpc^^^'

<OTHEf^ HALF LIVES.

'AH L15TE(\J BOY, WHERE IS
THE (NEAREST L.L. BEAN OUTLET?
I'VE GOT TO BUY WINTER CLOTHES

r^Y VALET LOST /^Y GUCCI CHECK
BOOK AND m VITTOfM

LUGGAGE.

GEE I DOW'T KNOW /^R,
LABEL...I/^EA{\)TERIAL.
WOULD YOU SETTLE FOR A

^K/^ART AT THE HAf^P5HlRE ^
/v\ALL?

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

AHPNOi/J /yiY

mpmoN Of
JUPA6 PRie^T'5

>\jwr/?/v uove eooeie:.

mM...
'%:

m\

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trudc Michel Jaffc

ACROSS

SP.ivei

9 Hdi'jon d -

13 ruiideis ol

l>4iion

14 Mi BfOlheiS

eg
15 TiiiltiO

16 Jai •

17 OoH iiiire

IH W<'.,llul «i(><a

iy City on Hie

Itie Sen If

2i Boltoni line

^4 tiea' piiiiiiun

2b Acli'rb Jiiles

:il Mil.l e«lili'tiv«

l;' I jin(l(ey

I . I ..illlMI'j

JH ijiijiil Mho *..'•

NuMiliti' '.'4

li: ,.,.1 ), ,'

1. I ur
,
l'

4J M.jIdhH

4i SOui llon\

.1

Ac-.
i.liore

bU D'liitiied Liait-

j.> l,,„c SlMlll.'.l

.11 il:.

; Ndkici' piiui i>

QOJI

3 Budge coup
4 sirdfige<!>

b Wdim up

6 Wild paity

7 Casaba
b 111! ine ceiling

•i Aumoi LeShan

10 Cily LSC ul

Uallas

1

1

I'lauLho i larial

K' A lord

14 Is nil balance

'JU Hideaifcay

}\ Gyinna:>t

Ihoinas

i-b bcailetl 4 place

26 Ailic

lownship

J! (oblei

?B t ily WSW ol

e:ievel.iiid

."J Aultliil Ayn

:lll Aili.lltHJilS ilJl^

J4 Helifvei i ciedil

36 Wold win KICK Ol

3/ HiisKies

liuidsn

39 Older

41 VaiiMd

44 AclcH Calhoun

46 Mot dog caiiiei

49 T«nse

bl loots toi

Sweeney Todd

52 tee ciaaiii

measure
b3 Driving cliamp

b4 Biiglii

b8 liuioiie^ian

islands

b9 Conneclois

60 Cotorlul gem
61 Ueleclive Wolfe

6? Once more

64 Closing

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

tV2l7M

,.iii-

jl l.ily .111 iii«;

Coloiado Biv/ei

63 I.^ni„'j iiainu ut

Idiiie

6b Mowniain pools

66 Col lain ijoH

li.iirn.iirnTl

L'tl Ai',1' -lA,!,

69 I .CL'plioiiJi

70 I'jceJ

7t 1 66 elL

71.' L >emoidS'jejii

janujry

DOWN
I bhai ii

IVI16 lu« >otrl« lii»»> S)n4iiilc
11/2«/a6

Lunch

Seafood and Shell

Casserole

Pizza

Basics Lunch

Seafood and Shell

Casserole

Pizza

Menu
Dinner

Roast Top Round of Beef

Jardinere Sauce

Fisherman's Plate

Basics Dinner

Colache

Fisherman's Plate

Weather

V.

Today: Overnight snow turning to rain and ending

early today. Cloudy with highs in the 40s this

afternoon.

Tonight: Cloudy with lows in the 20s. Brrr.

Tomorrow: Sunny with highs in the 40s.

Today's Staff
Night Editor Dan Sobel

Copy Editor J^ffry Bartash

Photo Technician Ricci Bonanno

Uyoot Technician Ansel Zinter

Production Supervisor Ansel Zinter

Production: Kelly. Karlin, Michelle, Keith. Valerie.

Maura. George and Kirk.

DODE LEVENSON
Editor in Chief

JOHN YONCE
Managing Editor

STEVE RUBIN
Busincis Manager

ROB SKELTON
Editorial Editor

WILLIAM SPAIN

Editorial Editor

ANSEL ZINTER

Production Manager

Business Board — Fall of 1985

STEVE RUBIN

Business Manager

PAUL H. LESSER

Advertising Sales Manager

VANESSA ROTH
Finance Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marketing Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Circulation Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Subscription Manager
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Men's and women's swimming at home this weekend
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

this is the big weekend for fall sports. The football team

is playing its last home game, while the volleyball and

women's soccer teams are both playing in critical playoff

tournaments.
But, for those ofyou who welcomed the recent snowfalls,

the winter sports season is officially underway, and both

the men's and women's swimming teams will be in ac-

tion at Boyden Pool this weekend.

The men's team opens its season Sunday afternoon at

1 p.m. at Boyden against Boston College, while the

women, 2-1 thus far, will play host to the University of

Maine Saturday at 1 p.m.

"This is a good way for us to start our season," men's

coach Russ Yarworth said about the upcoming meet.

"They are a quality opponent, and they're a traditional

rival. We're hoping to come out and swim good, and come

away with a win."

"We're really confident this year," said Yarworth. whose

team has won 18-consecutive dual-meets dating back to

the 1984-85 season. "Hopefully, the team will respond to

the training, and we'll have a real good season."

Because of the loss of talent via graduation, Yarworth

cited the need for the freshmen to come on strong, and

develop quickly, while the veterans must continue to do

what is expected of them. continued on page 19

Sports Events

and
Social Responsibility

A Public

Presentation

with

Mookie Wilson of the N.Y. Mets

and

Maity Barrett of the Boston Red Sox

Friday, November 21 at 1:30 p.m.

Campus Center Auditorium
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STUDENTS
WORK ALL JANUARY AS
INVENTORY AUDITORS
$5.25/HOUR TO START
RGIS Inventory Specialists is the nation's largest in-

ventory service with 160 offices nationwide. January is
|

our biggest month. Average 20-40 + hours a week. $

Weekends and night availability necessary.

To be considered, must have phone, means of

transportation, pass a math test, and be dependable.

No experience required, paid training provided.

To learn more call the office nearest your home dur-

ing Th^llliJl^ bfMk or Intervlow M tho Campus

Center ia foNows.
Monday Dec 8 Rm 101 - Tues Dec 9 Rm 101

Wednesday Dec 10 Rm 101 - Thursday Dec 11 Rm 168

$ INTERVIEW TIMES ARE 9AM - 6PM EVERY HOUR ON THE HOUR. BE PROMPT

' CALL IF YOU LIVE IN OR NEAR
Worcester, Leominster, Fitchburg,

Gardner, Framingham, Acton,

Maynard, Clinton, Milford, Franklin,

Southbridge, Webster

Cambridge, Summervllle, Burlington,

Lowell, Lawrence, North Shore

Quincy, Brockton, New Bedford,

Taunton, Cape, Hanover, or

Middleboro

$
$
$
$
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$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

(617) 832-61 b2

(617) 938-9269

(617) 849-2941

$
S
$

(617) 336-5658

(603) 893-1829

Providence Area

^^^_^_^_^_^__ Southern New Hampshire

SPONSORED BY STUDENT EMPLOYMENT QFFICE
S
$

THE UMASS SKI CLUB GOES NORTH

illinqton
^# VERMONT

?^^-

CONDO LODGING & LIFTS
TAX

'""^^°'°
JAN 18-23

r^
229 ..PCR PCFSON

PROGRAM INCLUDES

• 5 NITES CONDO LODGING
AT EDGEMONT OR WHIFFLE TREE (based on double occupancy)

• 5 DAYS LIFTS TO SIX MOUNTAINS
• VALUABLE COUPON BOOK
• SPECIAL COLLEGE PARTIES
FOR MORE INFORMATION STOP BY THE SKI SNATCH OR CALL 545-3437

\

584-8174 FOUR SEASONS
"The Cool Place To Shop"

THE FOUR SEASONS "SUPER SPECIAL"

OF THE WEEK

MOLSON GOLDEN BOTTLES $12.99

MEISTER BRAU $7.99

BUSCH $9.99

BUD $10.99

SWISS HOPFENPERLE $11.99

GROLSCH $1 1 .99

UTICA CLUB $6.99

CARLING BLACK 'Mabels" $6.99

LABATTS BEER OR ALE $12.99

SCHMIDT'S 16 oz Bar bottles $8.75

SIX PACK SPECTACULARS
MICHELOB & MICHELOB LIGHT $3.49

GRIZZLY A Bit* In Evtry BottI* $3.49

MOOSEHEAD "taste* bettar than It sounds" $3.70

REICHELBRAU • tha light Oarman' $3.49

KRONENBOURG "From Franca With Lova" $3-99

SAM ADAMS Again votad baat Amarican Baar '88" $4.99

FORT SCHYLER "Bacauaa Timas Ara Tough" $1.99

BOOZE BARGAINS
Vodka "Juat Ilk* Mom Uacd to Mak* " $8.99 1 .75L

Bath Tub Gin -Raiiva prohibition" $8.99 1.75L

Rum "A llttio Rum. A Whola Lot of Fun $1 0.99 1 .75L

Peach Schnapps -Shak* Your Traa" 1 1 .99 1 .75L

Kegs? Yes. Lowest Prices Around. We Deliver

Four Seasons
"When the Going Gets Wierd, Get Going to Four Seasons

Friday, November 21, 1986

• swimmers at home
continued from page 18

Other key points for the Minutemen will be the divers,

and with the employment of a new scoring system, a lot

of depth. L u *u
"The top five places are scored now, rather than tnree,

Yarworth said. "So. it's critical to have more than just

one good person in each event."
. <• n

On the women's side, the team will have its hands lull

with the incoming Black Bears, who carry the title ot

defending New England Champions with them, coach

Bob Newcomb's Minutewomen will be looking to upset

Maine, and possibly set a tone for this year's New

England's.
,

,

"Maine is a very good, well-balanced team, Newcomb

said. "They've got a lot of good swimmers, and their ability

is scary We're going to have to swim some fast times.

Newcomb has high praise for several of the swimmers

on coach Jeff Wren's team, including Laura Negri, Wen

dy Petty, Meg Briselden, and Lynn McPhail.

"Briselden should make a big difference for them,

Newcomb said. "She's swimming well now."

The Minutewomen aren't exactly healthy coming oil ot

last weekend's loss to UConn, as several swimmers, in-

cluding Melissa Waller and Regina Jungbluth, have miss-

ed practice this week because of illness.

* Final Four
tontinued from page 20

DeSantis was at her best against UConn, when she

denied three Huskies in a row in a door-die situation

to propel UMass into the Final Four.

Offensively, the Minutewomen have not been bad,

either. They outahot opponents. 240-54, while scoring 43

goals. But they have averaged just one goal per game

in their last five contests.

Michelle Powers leads UMass in scoring. Ihe

sophomore forward has scored nine goals and added five

assists for 23 points.

Midfielder Kristen Bowsher finished second in scoring.

The junior tri-captain had six goals and eight assists for

20 points.

Sophomore Beth Roundtree (eight goals and two

assists) is third while junior back Debbie Belkin, another

tri-captain, is fourth with six goals and five assists.

Sophomore Cathy Cassady (five goals and three assists)

rounds out the top five.
. ^ , . . ,

When the Minutewomen have needed clutch goals,

they have turned to Belkin, who has tallied four game-

winners. Roundtree and Powers have three game-

winning goals each. ... , f

In contrast with UMass, Colorado relies mainly on of

fense The Tigers are led by freshman forward Kern

Pashiro, who has 21 goals and ten assists. Junior for

ward Jennifer Hickman has 11 goals and 10 assists and

sophomore forward Karen Willoughby had seven goals

and seven assists.

"Our scoring is very balanced," Colorado coach Uang

Pibulvech. -We don't have a player who just score.s.

When one player doesn't score, someone else will.

In goal, sophomore Janine Szpara has given up nine

goals while making 87 saves. She has posted a goals

against average of 0.45 and registered 15 shutouts.

Being a young team, the Tigers are be confident go-

ing into the game, but are still wary.

"We're going to be cautious because we know what

UMass has got," Pibulvech said. "They were our hardest

game of the regular season but I don't think we had our

best performance. Since we're young, we have to be

cautious in everything we do. But we're by no means

Although UMass is also a young team, it has been

through a lot between last season and this season, which

will only help them when the pressure is on.

"We feel better than last year, Banda said. I he

players are still a little antsy about the game but they

are certainly more mature and more prepared than last

year. We look at it as a privilege to be one of the Y inal

Four teams." —

ACTIVITIES 'AUDIO

AUTO FOR SALE •CALCULATORS
ENTERTAINMENT 'FOR RENT

FOR SALE • FOUND
HELP WANTED • LOST

CLASSIFIED
NSTRUCTION • MOTORCYLCLES
PERSONALS • RIDE WANTED
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COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30.3.30 (FRt - 2:30) DEADLINE DAYS PROIR TO PUBLICATION* CASH IN ADVANCE. 15'/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIIS

SUNDAY EVENING PRAYERS front

lounge Newman Center 6PM five college

mission

DIALOGUE ON ARAB-JEWISH coex-

istence in Israel with Walld Mulah and

Ronny Brawer tionight 7-30PM CC917

sponsored by Hillel

LEARN TO JUGGLE in the comlorl of

your own Campus Center, free! Ju99'i"9

Club meeting, CC163 (or is it 168?)

6"rOOM apt in Shelburne Falls 30

minutes from Amherst two bedrooms. Iiv-

ingroom, dmmg room, kitchen bath

Rooms large/sunny, attic storage,

garden, parking Rent 450/monlh heat n-

eluded Ideal fo. grad students

References required, no pets. no lease^

545-2102 9AM-5PI^ weekdays or

626-653& and leave message on

machine.

FORSAU

HUNORVTI

so ARE OTHERS please donate for can

food drive drop off today at Whilmore

Campus Center OTWA and NAH spon-

sored by Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority

IRA : INDEPENDENT
RESTAURANTEURS Assoc manditory

meeting all officers and members l^on-

day 11-24 5 30 Flint Cafe

KEG TAPS FOR sale' Brand new, never

used keg taps only $25 Packies charge

$45 for used taps Dont waste your

money' New taps $25. Call Tony

256-143B today

INSTRUCTION

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS experienc-

ed and patient teacher Pop-rock-folk-

blues Songwriting, theory, readme im-

provisation Right on bus line Doug

549-4786

PASCAL TUTOR, REASONABLE rates

584 1307

AHORA INVITA A todos sus miembros

a suproxima asamblea General, Dec 1

1986 a las 6 30PM en el 804 CC

1«79 CHEVY WAGON. 99,400 miles,

new clutch. Best offer. 536-5434 Even-

ings week-ends

OHM L2 SPEAKERS 4 yr warranty Call

6-7921

CHEM 262 TUTOR preferably undergrad

exam and final left. Pay highest pnce call

Jay 549-5968

UMT

AUTO FOR SALI

68 CHEVY BELAiR~P8 reliable low

milage previously owned by little old lady

call 549-6269

TEN SPEED FUGI like new has ac-

cessories women's model upright handle

bars $150 546-9303

SKI PACKAGE. HART 170 skis, satomon

blindings, kz poles, heierling boots-$1B5

call Allison 253-9916

HP 11C CALCULATOR in library tower

Please call 546-4778 for reward

MASS LIQUOR ID in Credit Union

Reward offered fof its return call 256-6620

1979 SUBARU QL Wagon, 4-wheel drive.

4-door excellent running condition,

77 450 miles, am/fm, new brakes, must

spil, $1990, call 549-1921

MACINTOSH 51 2K WITH second floppy

drive $950 00 Call Dan 549-7674(eves)

or 545-3444(days)

NIKKOrrCAMERA^EQUIPMENT 2

camera bodies, flash, lenses call Bill at

546-5543

1982 CUTLASS SUPREME brougham

diesel excellent condition. Loaded 3495

or BO call evenings 549-4135

1974 SUPER BEETLE new mufler good

condtion $900 BO 548-9340

78 TOYOTA CELKJA new paint, muffler,

brakes, and more car needs nothing 5

spd. Killer stereo $1700 or BO Doug

256-0333

PEAVY CLASSIC AMPLiFIER-$270.

Flanger, noisegate, analog delay, must

sell! 546-5244

1984 PLYMOUTH HORIZON excellent

condition $4000 or best offer for info call

Barb 586-3891

CHEVETTE 1977 4-SPEED 2-<«00i 8?:

cellent condition, very reliable $750

646-9355

MOUNTAIN BIKE. UNIVEOA Alpina

Uno black, 18-speed, gret for year round

biking! $215 negotiable Anthony,

586-9737 (ke^ trying)

LOST-GOLD RING with emerald

centerstone and two small diamonds If

found please call 6-8752

HELF^NOTEBOOK LOST Thursday the

1 3th last seen on a couch along campus

concourse 4PM Subiect History of

Costume HoEc 510 Help! Reward' Call

Linda 256-1658 5PM on

SriLLTOSfBLACk BAlTsunglasses-

where did you put them? Please call me
Larry 253-3652

WOOLEN SCARF, GREY, blue stipes

Friday 1 1'14 mside gradtower sentimen-

tal value, reward $20 Tom 533 Grad-

tower, 5-3664 or 6-1071

LOST: SLACK LAI

MUST SELL EFFICIENT cheap car 1976

Chevrolet 2door Vega runs well good con-

dition all offers considered $400 only

546-4294 or 586-2716

PENTAX K100 CAMERA brand new $75

549-6521

6T^ DELIOHT^AHSE" 400 Amp very

p(iwertul $350 Pair of MK2 1700s turn-

tables 400 Gemini Equilizer w/Led

meters $100 call Mike 6-9659

$100 REWARD FRIENDLY 851b male no

collar missing from Echo Hill Amherst

since 11/16 545-3642 days 256-0572

evenings

MOTORCYCUS

1981 HONDA CB650 custom Only 6000

mi need $ lor school. I'll take Wo call

Dave 253-7474

CASH

PAVING CASH FOR your baseball cards

please call Mike 549-0333

DATING SfRVICi

FOUND

CAMERA AT FOOTBALL game against

UNH Describe camera and section sat

in and its yours Call Andrew at 549-7880

MOVIR

HOUND TOWN MOVERS fast reliable

cheap call Michael anytime 323-6780

INTERNATTONAL DATING SERVICE -

serving five college system and surroun-

ding areas $15 for two months SASE to

PO Box 489, Amherst

HiLP WANTiD NilD AN iSCORTT

DECIMBER ORADS

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent free meals

Light clean-up

Call Cheryl at AXO
545-2152

CALL 5-2123 BETWEEN 8PM « 2AM
every day for an escort anywhere 00 cam-

pus Play It safe.

DON'T MISS OUTI It's not loo late to be

In the yearbook Senior porlrai^

Photographer will be here Dec 1 thru Dec

5 inToom 177CC For more info, call

5-0848 or 5-2874

INnRTAINMfNT

MUSICIANS NEEDED FOR per^r-

mances at Belcherlown Stale School

Funding available Contact Bruce

256-4236

FOR A OOOD TIMf CALL

RACK-A-DISK eIiTERTAINliENT

Agency Disc|Ockeys. Bands. L'9i;t5 an°

Large screen video dances 549-7144

FOR RENT

rOOMTAVAILABLE in laTw house

across street lorm campus Fireplace,

darkroom $250 & 549-6364

fWCEOVETLEASEtYspa^esava^^^^^^
Jan 1 on bus route" 127 50/month 1 ^

baths call 665-8261

R^OOr^VAirABLTOT^^pO'
responsible quiet 25» call 253-3828

SUBLET ONYBEDROOMvery clean all

utilities included $425 month 66>^i

rsiNQLE"«06MS avaiibie^T Swiss

Village Apt Starting Januarv 1 S215 m<j

All utilities included call anytime 256-1318

GAIN PR,, COMMUNICATION, political,

& management skills you'll need after

graduation Work full or part lime to com-

bat groundwater pollution and river diver-

sions Earn $375-1000 this winter break

Beat the summer rush and get that sum-

mer job in the bag Call Clean Water

Aclion-549-7450

PROGRAMMERS WITH 2YHS tuimiiie

experience on DECA/AX with Cobol and

or Basic 25-30K Also have IBM positions

mainframe Or do you know someone?

$500 finders fee Call Tim Career In-

telligence 534-0974

WOMAN FORInFANT care m my home

Tuesday afternoon and other possible

afternoons 549-0037

MAKE $r007wk upl^$8OT/rnonth^^^^

sent Lendors Shrs/wk call Mike 546-8697

CAMPUS ^ENTEH^H^Tel needs one

person for security work on Friday even-

ings 11PM-4AM

THE HARDEST JOByou II ever love find

out more TODAY, new students program

CC Concourse

PART-TIME, TEMPORARY POSITIONS
available for the Annual Salvation Army

Christmas Kettle Program Starting date-

November 21 through December 24 For

more information call 586-5243

THE COLLEGIAN HAS one data entry

position available The )0b requires ap-

proximately 10 hours per week, but they

are flexible Students apply at the Col-

legian Business Office, 113 Campus
Center

PiRSONALS

JNTERESfED IN WRITING ioTThelargest

college daily in New England? Come
down to the Mass Daily Collegian' You

tan write about Arts. Editonals, Black Af-

fairs News. Women's Issues & Sports

We're located in the basement of the

Campus Center, behind the TV The Col-

legian We build careers!

JOi^ FOR NOW with option to continue

in January or next semester $4 50/hr»

bonuses to start Our top callers make

$6-7/hr and more Come to telefund in

basement of memorial hall or call 5-3509

TWTTT niiALE ROOMIE NEEDED to Share ap!

GOOD LUCK TOMORROW no 78 Kill

TOMirMTt ' starting Jan 1 No grump«s need to call

^C°"" ^_ . B.cJ?o'^h°e"Flre " 2568883

K-CONFIDENMI! YOU'RE doing great! • "a'p"* I'l (Engin East) _ lOOKING FOR ONE female to share

You too A' Love you both' Sm.le-M • $1 50 • h. %ZO0\ 7.9,1
) JiJom ,n Brandywine Jan through may call

MELISSA-HERE'S TO one yearThanks
'^ anytime' 549-0710

for being there and making a difference
. ...-»» .uAiiiii

Love, Jim IA«»»* * SNA1WI 3IRVICES

KAREN AND TERESA- h^Wybirthd^' CONGRATUALTIONS^ ON YOUR
^-yPING TAPE TRANSCRIPTION FasV

We hope ya don't vomit loo much' Good engagement Laura Laroche and Shawn TYPl^^
66^7652

luck boys from 1 A Noyes Nov 15 Love ya Can

- - —=r- — TERRIFIC TYPING FROM Speedy

WAKES IS DOROTHY Hammell! The
..eiAMO keys Professional reliable service

ever sober Mozart! MARi» ««»»«»»•*'
256-1002 , 8am-11pm

VO.sTNDlKf giriTTlust lor you! Keb hEYWaRIA. HAPPY 20th birthday (one T.7TI«„
• _! day earty) Love your little SIS spANISH TUTORINO li TRANSLATION

THE COUNT- CONGRATULATIONS on

missing your 75th class this semester i^L HELP! GRAMMAR, pronunciation,

keep up the good work -9th floor MERYL OURA conversation 256-1002 ^_
^•*'""'"°!'

HI ROOMIETDID^u think I'djm^ ««-« VriaIC 17
PIKE LITTLE SISTERS, thanks tor a Denmarks is far away but, my thoughts SPRINV nah •#

^ i!:;r:o"p^'";^rhrrrpeTt!:?// bahamahs 7 nigh^--^-)^'
CON-GRATULAfiONS^^PiKTXLPHA Thanks for Ihe Strawberry I loved .1 Lull ^21 ;V28 uncter $400 Enc 546-7718

Betas' You have done a great lob, and always btacev 540-rr/»

are well deserving of the honor of

brotherhood'
CATOY TAVARiS STEREO FOR SALE

HAPPY T»ST BIRTHDAY Stephanie
z:^cr;Z^.,:^ PIONEER INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

Meyer' You are the sex kitten! Love and wE AU. JUST wanted to say "«»• 5°^ (70W/CH) and digital synthesized lunar

kisses, the SiUy Rabbit and visit u«- we miss you! Your kids ana i^^^^
cassette deck |30 19, 000H2), Mo.e

. the crew ...uper power LA205II loudspeakers Ex-

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY BOOKIE Bear _ uemely accurate system Valued at

two great years love ya. Boo „».- .iBTunAV ctcpm $i 100, will sell for $600 of BO call to-

—7- HAPPY WTMBAT »i«rn
549-6316

L't^SiS W^.! rt; yH oiV^STE-pHANrEMEYERabTgweT^^

happy 1 8th birthday! See you during true thday kiss! Save her ears lor mel 1
love ^O SUBLET

confessions! Love, Marilyn. Jamee, Kim, you, Christopher
^^r-ir-:i^^^r-^i

and Ellen ~ — PARTIALLY FURNISHED 2 bedroom

___^__ ..... .«u«* apt available starting 1/im7 at Colonial

NANCY- THE HAPPIEST of birthdays to NAPPY 1 YEAR UEIW I»V1 A
Village - right across from Changes -

my favorite immature 18-yoar-old Beware _ Quite- on bus route ' $3eo/monlh call

of stickers in your notes and lustrous gifts
.,»„fto«i Mary or Donna at 258-6782

from native New England hawkers 1 love NEV UMMB SENIORSI
_ ^

vou -Bob . rr 2 BEDROOM APT. available starting
^ THIS IS IT folks! there ain t no more lets

1/U87 at Clifside apt on bus route, call

SAY HAPPY 24TH to Guy today' It's a make this one the one to ff^Bf^ber 545-4310 or 665-2403

hi? -Atwend (Delaware '83) UMMB we ve had some
"

great times and will miss you alL roOMTO SUBLET Dec 1 to May 31 fur

JILLIAN HERE'S YOUR personal' Thanx remember we dkJ it our way! (instruments
nished and large m house behind cam-

tor making it a great semester' Luv ya! up!) pus' Washer&dryer, fireplace' Call MB or

Guess who! — — " Wendy alter 6:00 549-1765

MERYL,1?APPY 21ST! Have a worideT- NEY WOO WOOS
t»AV11

(ul day, you've earned It! Buy you a drink __ rn;rs;r?^
iw«»«».

WHY 0<HJJ^Eev^r_^e"^d u^^^^^^^^
SPENDSPR'NG BREAKTolh^an^

have an awesome birthday-R
ptOFBSSIONAl TYPINO SERVICE

S^S'^L^^eXr^*^^ PAPERSTa^^DISS^RT-ATIONST TYWNO SERVWE^^
a great weekeno. Love, ^ Dependable, on-campus, reasonable,

sniTfrvTYPINQ T^iiT^T^h^^^^
f:SQUARED HAPPY birthday! 1 hope 584-7924, ftancy ^^J^^J^^^^r^^^f^
your day IS the best. PS. don't expect a

Sk New IBM typewriter 549-0367

card from me now. xoxo Kevin WOfRS WANHO ._. ^ssssiSSiTn^
^ S==i7i« "SPEEDYKEYS" PROFESSIONAL typ-

^culuncR Delaware band OFFERING RIDES TO the Phlla area ina/editlng 256-1002

'camp! r"afn^ 'omecom. leaving Nov 26 ell Suzanne .fter 5

fng7 Walhmgton-happy morning 549-0152 ^^mTED
America ugain . way trips^.Fanuel

Hall Chapel . IM fiekJs spread, tilt and

wail mica mesba Patriots iBlz.

Godspell NY, NY Russian
sailor's Malaguena ..let's groove..Dut^

chman band parties scooping 8:00

Saturday mornings merry maple .hack-

ing, .slamming. ..and we did it all our

way'!!!

CHIMPI, MONKEE MODE always! Love,

Micky

JODI ANNE GARIEPY-
all fired up??!' Lvoe

"roomy" KEG.

are you getting

you, your old

RIDE WANTID

fo'lTHACA NY 11/21 share expenses

256-6219 or 253-3912 ask for Ray or

leave message

ROOM FOR RENT

NORTHWdOO ONE BEDROOM in three

bedroom apt $i 50 available Dec or Jan

665-7928

ALWAYS BUYING USED books,

records tapes, and compact discs Call

Dynamite Books 586-9670 or Dynamite

Records 584-1580 Northampton

NEED HELP PAYING rent? If you have

a garage (for storing and working on

motorcycles) we can help Andy 253-71 15

JB 546-8648 Mike 546-9059

ROOMMATES WANTED

DAVE-THINKING OF you puts a smile on

my face and warms my heart Je T'Aime,

Allwallie

HORSEY, I DIDN'T FORGET YA! Mer-

cy buckets and all that lazz! Ex-poodle

RON, THANK YOU io7all your help and

support Most of all- your caring Forgive

me for ever doubting you Veggie

KRISTIN ElN^keTliave been watching

you lor some time Conversed in DC and

on bus Really want to meet you Please

call Pete

CONNIE I FORGOT your number and I

want to take you out Call me if you stiM

have mine Steven

CORAL REEFER CLUB lormino at

UMAss Parties, stones, tapes, trips (Fla'')

etc Any Buffett fans interested send a

card to CRC 401 North Pleasant St

Amherst

KEVIN, 18 IT worth atwther try? A
devoted admirer

HEY PUMPKIE- ARE you "sensitive?"

Love, you know who!

GOOD LUCK TiaNTdHT to the Zeta Psi

pledges' But especially to Neil I know

you'll make it' Love, Josie

MEGAN MbL6NEY707CooTidge happy

b-dayl From your sister Enn

SIQMATiGMA SIGMA pledges Eleanor

Kapantis, Carolyn Sluscoms and Sue

VanDyk- get psyched lor tomorrow' Love,

the sisters and pledges of Tn-Sigma

ONlVm DAYS LEFT GET PSYCHED
Tn-Sigma pledges Inah, Marcy, Michele

and Tabitha- we love you!

DJM THIS IS ihVn^ghl! Sigma Kappa s

Formal is tonight"

TWIST AND^IhOUT H^inutemen mar

ching band Show UConn who's no i'

Jo-Beth

MICHAEL, HAPPY ANNIVERfJARY! Two

down and forever to go' love you, Kristen

KN^OWrrY^niANKS FOR makirig this

the happiest year of my life I love you-

James

RESPONSIBLE FOR LG apt on bus route

own room furnished but bring bed S210

lor room plus utilities call 323-4989 before

2PM 323-6311x530 after

WE ARE LOOKlNGtoTake over lease ot

Pulfton or Brandywine Apt Call Russ

546-5353

WANTED: OUIET, STUDIOUS, respon

sible female to share one bedroom Puff-

ton Apartment starting January 1st

Please call 549-1313

COLONJAL VILLAGE ONE bedroom in

two bedroom apt $180« available im

mediately 256-6250

" NONSMOKING RESPONSIBLE
FEMALE to share bedroom in Southvirood

apt starting January Please call

253-9955

FEMALE TO TAKE over lease in

Townhouse starting Jan lat call 549-7438

WE NEED SOMEONE who can do
caricatures earn big $, one nights work

call Jill or Anne at 549-5924 or Laura at

549 6133

MARXISM PAPER WANTED $$$ call

Dan 548-9554

WANTED TO RENT

CARESA^ SORRY, COULDN'T meet you

Saturday night Please call back
MOLLY- IS HE gifted and clean or lust

gifted? Luv -K-

HELP' NEED 1 or 2 temales to share one

bedroom Brandywine Starting lease n

Jar or Peb Call ASAP 549-0246

FEMALE ROOMATE NEEDED to sharp

rm in nice apt near campus! Furnished

except bdrm Call anytime 256-1081

FEMALE HOUSEMATE NEEDED in

house one bkxk from campus. One room

call 549-6122

reMALEROOMATE WANTED to Share

large Northampton apartment Call even-

ings 584-6819

WE ARE LOOKING TO take over lease

of Pufflon or Brandywine Apt

ROOMS/SUBLETS WANTED D^2r
Jan 24 call school for BMC 256-861 b

9AM-7PM

FEMALE NEEDS A room in apt or nouse

close to campus please call Allison

253-9916

'WERE LOOKING TOtake over lease o'

North-Amhersi area apt Call i3oD

546-9721
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Conference title, playoffs on line for Minutemen
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Way back in August, unproven first-year University

of Massachusetts head football coach Jim Reid had an

ironic conversation with his good friend and fourth-year

University of Connecticut head coach Tom Jackson.

Both Reid and Jackson, chatting about Reid's first

season as a head coach, figured that it would be pretty

funny if their two teams met up in the season finale with

Yankee Conference or national playoff hopes on the line.

"He looked at the people he had and we looked at the

people we had and we both thought it was a good

possibility," said Jackson, who will see the possibility

come true as his Huskies battle the Minutemen, Satur-

day at 1 p.m. at Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium. "I

hate to say it makes us look smart but I think it's great

for the players of both schools because it gives them a

lot of thrust to play well."

Hahaha.
Well now that the funny has become reality, both

coaches seem to enjoy the prospect of a dramatic

showdown with just the right ingredients for a formula

finish. But while neither is saying so, it's a good bet that

the losing coach isn't going to split a gut in hysterics

when the final gun sounds. There's just too much at stake

to laugh this game off. A loss won't be the end of the

world, but it will mean the end of the season.

"If we beat them then we are the Yankee Conference

Co-Champions any way you slice it. It doesn't matter if

Delaware beat us," said Reid, whose team could win the

YC outright if Delaware gets upset by Boston Universi-

ty. "Then who knows, maybe we'll get another shot at

them (the Delaware Blue Hens)."

That's right. We're talking about the playoffs. A
UMass men's team making post-season play? In this or

any other year? That's right. Don't even try to wake up

because it's not a dream. The Minutemen are for real.

win or lose.

"Honest to God I really didn't know how good we would

be this year," Reid said. "A lot of people said five wins

would be good, but after the Richmond game I

said,"Geez, what is it with these guys?" I definitely had

a different feeling after that game."

Believe it. Popular consensus has the winner of this

game packing their bags and making plane reservations

for some place somewhere else.

"I think we should go if we win. If we don't go it would

be kind of a shame to be 9-2 and work so hard and not

make it," sophomore quarterback Dave Palazzi said.

"There are guys who have been here for a long time and

haven't been in the playoffs so it would be great for those

guys who haven't been in."

But don't think the Huskies plan to make a two-hour

drive on what will be a chilly Saturday just to take part

in a Minuteman victory celebration. With their 7-3

record which includes wins over Richmond (29-22), Nor
continued on page 15

Minutewomen seek National Championship
Booters face Colorado College tomorrow;

will attempt to halt NCAA Final Fourjinx

Collegian photo by Paul Desmarais

Junior tri-captain Debbie Belkin wiU lead the UMass women's soccer

team to its fourth consecutive Final Four appearance this weekend at

George Mason University in Fairfax, VA.

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

women's soccer team has achieved all its

goals for this year with the exception of

one. And that last goal, which happens to

be the biggest, is within reach this

weekend.
The Minutewomen, 14-2-2, will be in

Fairfax, VA, this weekend for the NCAA
Final Four Championship Tournament.

UMass, ranked second in the tourney, will

battle (Colorado College tomorrow at 2 p.m.

in the first round.

"All of our goals have come so far this

season," UMass coach Kalekeni Banda
said. "We didn't expect to go undefeated

and we knew it would be a tough season.

But we've played tough and come
through."
In the other first round game, the host

team, George Mason University, will take

on the top-seeded University of North

Carolina tomorrow at noon. The national

championship will be Sunday at 1 p.m.

Both teams reached the Final Four by

way of a one-goal victory over a tough op-

ponent in the second round of the NCAA
playoffs.

Last Sunday, UMass fought through 120

minutes of scoreless soccer before nipping

the University of Connecticut, 1-0, in the

second round of a shootout.

Colorado College slipped past California,

1-0, in another game last weekend.

This will be the fourth consecutive trip

to the Final Four for the Minutewomen, yet

they have never finished better than third.

Last season, UMass was upset, 3-0, in the

opening round by (jeorge Mason. But there

are several aspects of this year's trip that

are different.

"Last year, we arrived at the tournament

late Thursday night and it rained all day

Friday," Banda said. "So the first time we
were on field itself was in our opening

game. This time, we're going early Thurs-

day (yesterday) and may even get in two

practices. We're faoniliar with the field and

the area. Things are a lot more positive. I'm

happy to be playing there."

Another thing that has to please the

Minutewomen is the opponent they have

drawn in the first round. Although

anything can happen in the playoffs, Col-

orado is probably the best possible team

they could face in the first round.

UMass lost to North Carolina, 4-0, and

tied George Mason, 1-1, in their first two

games of the season. But later in the

schedule, the Minutewomen downed Col-

orado College, 1-0.

"We're aware of their (Colorado Col-

lege's) personnel and we know we can play

with them," Banda said. "But this is

playoff time and things won't be the same

They may change their tactics so we have

to worry about ourselves and not them. We
have to play our game."

It is that game, largely a defensive one,

that has gotten UMass where it is. The

Minutewomen allowed just 54 shots on goal

in the regular season and have surrendered

11 goals.

Carla DeSantis has shone in goal and got-

ten more solid as the season has gone on.

The sophomore has allowed nine goals and

made 31 saves while posting a 0.56 goals

against average in the regular season. She

has 11 shutouts, including seven in a row.

continued on page 19

The Game: The University of

Massachusetts vs. Colorado College in the

NCAA women's soccer national semi-fmate

tomorrow at 2 p.m. at George Mason
University in Fairfax, VA.
The Records: UMass is 14-2-2, while Col-

orado is 16-3-1.

At Stake: A berth in the NCAA national

championship, versus the winner of the

George Mason-University of North
Carolina semi-final, to be played Sunday

at 1 p.m. at the same site.

Last Week: The Minutewomen beat

UConn, 1-0, in the second round of a

shootout, during the s'H»nd round of the

NCAA playoffs last Sunday at Boyden
Field. Colorado beat California, 1-0, in

another second-round game last Sunday.

Earlier Meeting: UMass beat the Tigers,

1-0, at Boyden in its 15th game of the

regular season.

Men's hoop season opens with international flavor
Minutemen entertain touring Hungarian National team
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

As fall sports wind down their regular seasons and

others venture into post-season play, the University of

Massachusetts men's basketball team will be offering a

break in the routine as the Minutemen open thier season

and play host to a touring Hungarian National Team,

tonight at 7:30 p.m. at the Curry Hicks Cage.

The Minutemen, coming off a discouraging 9- 1 9 season

last year, hope that the team can start a more difficult

than usual eerly-season on a positive note by knocking

off what has been advertised as a big, but very mobile

team in the Hungarians.

"Early, on is not going to be easy as UConn (University

of Connecticut), BU (Boston University), and Northeastern

are all veteran teams — Northeastern is always in the

NCAA's — and we're playing in another Christmas tour-

nament (the West Palm Hurricane Classic along with

Stanford University, Yale, and Miami (FLa.) which is in

the Top 20)," Gerlufsen said. "Those games aren't going

to be easy, but we don't like to start conference games un-

til January."
For the Minutemen, tonight's game will be a test, the

first of which the team will take before its Atlantic 10 Con-

ference opener versus St. Bonaventure on January 3. But

both CJerlufsen and assistant coach Dennis Jackson agree

that while the team may be in for a difficult ballgame,

scheduling the Hungarian team was something the team

needed to do.

"Some teams like to start the season with seven

automatic wins while others like to make them tougher,"

Gerlufsen said. "That's the kind of schedule we have to

make in order to make us better come January."

If that's the case, then Gerlufsen and his team certain

ly picked a good team to start the season with. The

Hungarian team, touring the United States in a similar

manner as the current Soviet Union National Team,

recently battled the University of Marymount (CA.) but

not much else is known about the squad.

"They are a big team, much bigger than us," Jackson

said. "They have one guy 6-11. They're not as tall as the

Soviets, but they are an excellent perimeter shooting team

like they are and should be shooting a lot of 3-pointers."

Because the Hungarian team has size, speed and an out-

side threat, the game should provide the Minutemen with

a chance to figure out where it stands in terms of offen-

sive development — something it was weak in last season

"It's a definite exhibition game but we're preparing for

it as a regular season contest in that we're trying to get

ready for UConn, ' Jackson said of the contest, which

preceeds the Minutemen's regional opener next Saturday

at Storrs, CT. "We won't treat it as a do or die. Were look-

ing for three things: one, to try to win. Tvvjp, to look at

our people, and three, to prepare for UConn."
For the Minutemen to be successful tonight and

throughout the season, Gerlufsen said that they must

continued on page 14

CIA protesters arrested in Munson Hall
State police, dogs called in;

Hoffman among incarcerated

By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Police arrested 51 anti-CIA protesters last night in Mun-

son Hall and charged them with trespassing and obstruc-

ting University business, putting an end to a day of angry

protests on campus.
At 7 p.m., about 80 police officers, including 60 state

troopers with helmets, batons, and German shephards,

escorted the protesters one by one from inside the building.

Several protesters were dragged into buses that drove

them away.
Among those arrested was Abbie Hoffman, a famous

1960s activist, who came to campus to support the pro-

testers. Reports that Amy Carter, daughter of former

President Jimmy Carter, was among those arrested would

not be confirmed or denied by the Department of Public

Safety at press time. Carter was present at the demonstra-

tion though.

No injuries have been ref)orted, but Chris Alibrandi, one

of those arrested, shouted from inside one of the buses,

"Some of us have already been hurt." In response, one

state trooper slid her window closed.

As the arrested were escorted into the buses, other pro-

testers chanted from behind police lines, "The students

lontinued on page 4

CoUfgian photo by Nick Sokoloff

Students protesting CIA recruitment on campus march from a locked Whitmore Administra-

tion building to Munson Hall yesterday. Protesters, unable to enter Whitmore, occupied Mun-

son for nearly seven hours before 51 were arrested for trespassing and obstructing Universi-

ty business.
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Speakers
discuss

Palestinians
By JENNIFER DEMPSEY
Collegian Staff

How to end war and achieve peace were two issues

presented to a crowd of 150 last night in Campus Center

165 by Palestinian professor Hatem Husseini and Jewish

writer Louis Moroze.

Husseini, a professor at Shaw University in North
Carolina, and Moroze, manager of Jewish Affairs

magazine discussed the roles, goals and problems of the

Palestine Liberation Organization, and war in the Mid-

dle East.

Husseini said that ideally the PLO would like to see

"a secular, democratic state with Jews, Christians and
Palestinians all living together in an independent state

on the land of our forefathers." He said he has witness

ed five Arab/Israeli wars in the last 40 years and told

students, "You are lucky to be living in such a great

society." He said the Iraq-Iran war, which has lasted for

the last six years, has resulted in over one million deaths.

"Are we as human beings evil?" he asked the crowd.

He suggested that steps to end war can only come when
both sides view the other as humans. He said his

ultimate wish is for Israelis and Palestinians to co-exist

peacefully. "We respect Judaism but we're against

Zionism," the exclusively Jewish state in Palestine, Hus-

seini said.

Moroze described the PLO as a "coalition of forces,

made up of differing positions and views," trying to bring

about an independent Palestinian state. According .o

continued on page 'i

LSO right-to-sue case filed;

First Amendment abuses charged
By DANIEL SOBEL
Collegian Staff

The University ofMassachusetts Board of Trustees and

school administrators were named Friday in a class ac

tion lawsuit for the board's August decision to rescind the

Legal Services Office's right to sue the University.

The suit, filed in the US District Court in Boston on

behalf of student governing leaders and approximately

25,000 UMass students, alleges that the board and ad-

ministrators violated students' First Amendment rights

by prohibiting the LSO from representing fee-paying

students in criminal or judicial proceedings in which the

University or its employees are the adverse parties, ac-

cording to court documents obtained in Boston.

Because the LSO—a Registered Student Organization

since 1974— is a law office solely funded by students

through a mandatory student activities fee, the plaintiffs

are asking that a temporary injunction be issued to pre-

vent UMass "officials from continuing to deny the

.'Students their First Amendment rights," which grant

freedoms of expression and access to the courts, the

documents said.

The plaintiffs are the Student Government Association

with Speaker Paul Wingle as representative; the

Graduate Student Senate, George W. Claxton president;

the LSO Governing Board; David Horowitz, a UMass stu-

dent; and 25,000 graduate and undergraduate students.

Their attorney is Richard Cole, of the Boston law firm

Stahlin and Bergstresser.

The trustees. President David C. Knapp, Chancellor

Joseph D. Duffey, Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

Dennis Madson and Director of Student Activities

Franklyn [Randy] Donant have all been named as defen-

dants, according to documents.

"The administration wants to say that LSO is part of

a problem because it creates suits," Wingle said. "LSO's

suits are a symptom of a problem. The problem is that

students have felt justified in suing the University.

"Maybe justice will finally be served," he said.

Neither Duffey nor Madson could be reached for com-

ment yesterday.

As a result of the recision the court complaint says that

the LSO may no longer represent students in rape, sex

or handicap discrimination cases, in civil rights cases in-

volving abuse by campus police, or cases resulting from

alleged University misuse of trust funds. In addition, the

LSO cannot represent students in cases arising out of stu-

dent demonstrations. The last restriction comes into pro-

minence since 51 students were arrested yesterday after

occupying Munson Hall in protest of the University allow-

ing CIA recruitment on campus.

There will be a hearing on the preliminary injunction

on Tuesday, Dec. 6 at 2:15 p.m. at the Federal Court in

Boston.

Relocation of Louis ' Foods in Amherst
leads UMass students to shop elsewhere

Collrf(ian photo by Jennifer DempNey

Hatem Husseini, left, and Louis Moroze.

By MARY ANN SIOK
Collegian Correspondent

Many University of Massachusetts students have found

themselves looking for an alternative shopping site since

Louis' Foods, a locally owned supermarket, moved to

another location last semester.

Louis' Foods, a former favorite of UMass students

because of its proximity to campus, moved from Amherst

center to University Drive last summer.

Another favorite was the "shopper shuttle." a bus that

brought UMass students to grocery .stores on Route 9. The

group that sponsored the shuttle, the Commuter Area

Government, said it was cancelled due to a lack of fun-

ding, not lack of interest, according to the Commuter Area

Government.

Sixteen out of 28 persons surveyed recently prefer lo

shop at Super Stop 'n Shop. Price Chopper and the

relocated Louis' Food ran a distant second and third.

Sylvan resident Amy Downes, a junior management ma-

jor, prefers to buy her groceries at Super Stop 'n Shop

because, "It is open ail night and has a wide variety of

food."

Sylvan residents Jennifer Jamison and Amy Goss, both

first-year students, said they shop at Super Stop 'n Shop

when they can find a ride.

Many students who have access to automobiles said they

drive to the larger grocers on Route 9. Students who do

not own cars said they either buy food on campus in one

of the "Munchies" variety stores, or do not shop anymore.

Jamison and Goss both said the "Munchies" stores are

too expensive, although they frequent them.

Other students said their solutions to the shopping

dilemma include bringing food from home, eating out, and

"mooching" off other students.

Central resident Scott McMorrow, a sophomore

engineering major, said he eats in the dining commons.

Another student claimed to be a "D.C. junkie.
"

Many Amherst residents still shop at Louis' Foods. The

relocation of the store has inconvenienced shoppers, but

has not put a damper on their shopping routine.
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Nicaragua may pardon
Hasenfus if ties improve
BOSTON APi Nicaragua would pardon

convicted Amftncan flyer Eugene Has*n

fu-H if that would improve USNicaraguan

relations, Nicaraguan Vice President

S<;rgio Rannirez Kaid yesterday

"Wfe would like to nee an improvement

in the relationship between Nicaragua and

the United States. And if freeing Mr
Ha.senfus could help U> improve those rela-

tions, we are not going to hesitate in

liberating him," Ramirez told reporters at

a press conference at Boston City Hall

But the Nicaraguan novelist and

historian prefaced that remark by noting

that while his president. Daniel Ortega, is

open to the possiblitity of a pardon for

HasenfuA, "Mr Hasenfus is not the nriost

important problem facing Nicaragua."

Against a backdrop that includes a war

and a tight wartime economy, "Mr Hasen-

fus' case IS only a piece of this enormous

problem We don t provoke this situation...

We don't say to Mr Hasenfus to drop arms

. ' .; , " r. and other war materials

.,:. -a ;d Ramirez, referingti-.;

nme that earn-

n a Nicaraguan
the Marinette

ed hjm a Vj

prison

Sundb /. nac haid he did not rule

out a Chnstma-^ homecoming for the

45-yfear-old Ha.senfus. who was captured by

Sandinista sfildiers Oct. 6, a day after his

C-123 cargo plane was shot down over

southeastern Nicaragua. Two other

Americans were killed in the incident.

Hasenfus later said the plane was carry-

ing arms for Contra rebels opposed to the

Sandinista government

Ramirez, a novelist and historian, is in

Boston as part of an unofficial speaking

tour of this countrv' that began Nov. 16. His

scheduled public and private appearances

in Boston have included visits with the

Boston and Cambridge city councils and a

speech Monday night at a Harvard Law

School forum.

Cardinal Bernard F. Law met with the

jailed Hasenfus for 14 minutes Sunday.

Commenting on that meeting, Ramirez

told reporters, the Boston archbishop "was

allowed to visit Mr. Hasenfus as a sign of

good will and to see that he is <l>eing)

treated properly."

Ramirez added that Nicaragua offers

Americans an open invitation to visit

Nicaragua and Hasenfus there.

"The visit of the cardinal has been

positive." said Ramirez He said his govern-

ment and the church hierarchy are

negotiating a working relationship.

\\'(' respect the church and now what

we re tr>mg to do is reach agreement... for

the benefit of our country."

Hi-s US Itenerary has included stops in

Georgia, Indiana, Kansas and Hasenfus'

homestate Nowehere has Ramirez heard

support for Hasenfus, the Nicaraguan vice

president said.

AP photo

Nicaraguan Vice-President Sergio Ramirez speaks at a press con-

ference in City Hall in Boston yesterday after saying that Nicaragua

would pardon convicted American flyer Eugene Hasenfus if it would

improve US-Nicaraguan relations.
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Soviets gain from
*Star Wars' debate
LONDON (AP) — Soviet "Star Wars" research is much

further advanced than is commonly believed, and Moscow-

is benefiting from "a very dark cloud" over US space pro-

grams says British expert Bernard Blake.

"Anyone who thinks the Soviet Union is lacking a com-

parable SDI program should think again," writes Blake,

editor of the respected Jane's Weapon Systems, in the

latest edition of its annual survey of defense systems

around the world.

SDI, the US Strategic Degense Initiative popularly

known as Star Wars, is a space-based defense system for

the future which would use satellites and laser beams to

knock out nuclear missiles. It was the stumbling block

that led to failure of the US-Soviet summit in Iceland last

month, when President Reagan refused Soviet leader

Mikhail Gorbachev's demand that he restrict SDI research

to the laboratory.

Soviet SDI and its major advances in nuclear weapom y

and anti-nuclear defenses "should be remembered when
reviewing some of the Kremlin's arms arms control pro-

posals," Blake writes in the annual, which goes on sale

today.

"Since the early 1970s the USSR has had the world's

only anti-satellite system, whereby an offensive device

enters the same orbit as the satellite and destroys it by

exploding a conventional warhead," he vvrrites.

Blake lists the hardware in the "very extensive" Soviet

early-warning network and says these are allied with

Soviet nuclear-armed, ground-based missiles to intercept

warheads in space before re-entry.

"A particle beam research program comparable with

that of the United States is also under way" and is ex-

pected to produce systems to disrupt or destroy satellites

in the 1990s, he writes.

Regarding space in general, Blake says it is "an un-

doubted fact that for the next few years the Soviet Union

will have the edge over the United States in research in-

to space-related activities."

He says "the failure of the three main US launch

vehicles, Shuttle, Titan and Delta, inside a three month
period has cast a very dark cloud over the whole American

space activity."
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Woman
loses shirt

in alleged
assault
The Amherst Speed and Alcohol Patrols

stopped 47 vehicles this weekend issuing

25 speeding violations, making one drunk

driving arrest and issuing 1 1 other motor

vehicle violations, police said.

• An Amherst woman was attacked and

had her blouse torn off her body by a white

male suspect at her Main Street residence

at 1:13 a.m. Saturday, when the man

"kicked her door down," police said.

The man rang the doorbell repeatedly

and was told by the woman to go away.

When the woman would not open the door

the man became violent and kicked the

door several times before finally kicking it

open, police said.

The woman told police that earlier in the

night at an Amherst bar, she was involv-

ed in a confrontation with another woman

who claimed the blouse the Amherst

woman was wearing belonged to her. That

woman was accompanied by two men; one

of the men is the suspect in the assault at

the victim's residence, police said.

• Police charged a 20-year-old Norwell

man with being a disorderly person, after

trying to disperse two fights at an Amity

Place residence at 4:44 a.m. Saturday,

police said.

The man was involved in both fights and

was advised to leave the scene during the

first fight at 3:12 a.m. When police return-

ed to the residence at 4:25 a.m. to break up

another brawl they found the Norwell man

hiding in some nearby bushes. The man
threatened bystanders and refused to leave

the area, police said.
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CoUeflaD photo by Nick Sokoloff

VISUALLY VEXING — This fisheye view of the back of the Amherst

police station and parking lot offers a new perspective on law

enforcement.

• Police received a report of a two-car ac-

cident at the intersection ofFearing Street

and Lincoln Avenue at 2:08 p.m. Sunday.

A 21-year-old Roslin, New York woman ig-

nored a temporarily placed stop sign and

drove her car into a car operated by a

38-year-old Hadley man. The woman was

treated for minor knee and head injuries.

Both cars had damages of $1,000, police

said.

• An Amherst man was taken to Cooley

Dickinson Hospital in Northampton and

treated for iryuries at 2:36 a.m. Sunday

after he fell from a third floor balcony at

a Brandywine apartment, police said.

The man told police he was alone on the

balcony when he fell.

• Employees at Watroba's Store on

Sunderland Road reported 20 "Instant

Game" lottery tickets missing at 4:10 p.m.

Friday. The lottery commission has been

notified, police said.

_ By LAURA TOMASETTI

Collegian photo by David Shimkus

SEASON'S END - Members of the UMass crew team remove part of their dock from the Connecticut

River and carry it away to be stored for the winter.

Student cadets from UMass Army
participate in training weekend
By MARNI HOCHMAN
Collegian Correspondent

The bi-annual training exercises at Fort

Devons the weekend of Nov. 7 brought Ar-

my Reserved Officer Training Corps cadets

from the University of Massachusetts

together, ROTC members said.

Cadet Tim MacDonnell said team work

is important in ROTC, and specifically in

the training sessions at Fort Devons.

"Team work not only brings about the uni-

ty of the group, but also better prepares one

for life in general, in personal as well as

business relations," he said.

Other advantages ofROTC are learning

skills one might not have the opportunity

to acquire normally, and developing self

confidence, cadet Colin MacNevin said.

MacDonnell said, "Many times the

cadets get to train in places they wouldn't

normally go otherwise," adding that he

traveled to Alaska with ROTC.

ROTC members earn a commission once

they enter the advanced covu-se, usually as

juniors. Army ROTC also offers scholar-

ships and a Simultaneous Adventure Pro-

gram, which lets one attend college tuition

free. ROTC stresses academics more than

training, cadets said.

Major James C. Mahoney, Army ROTC
recruiting officer at UMass, said, "ROTC
enhances one's chance in the job market."

The business world values an Army officer

because they have all the qualifications the

market is looking for, he said.

"Officers all have integrity, honor and

leadership qualities and know how to get

along with others," Mahoney said.

After ROTC, one doesn't have to go into

active duty, but can join the army reserves

ROTCprogram
at Fort Devens
and become a citizen soldier, Mahoney said.

Cadets give the army one weekend a month

and two weeks during the summer in the

reserves.

Cadet Bob O'Brien said, "It all comes

down to making yourself a better person,

and finding out a lot about yourself and

what you are good at."

Over the weekend, the cadets practiced

M-16 marksmanship, land navigation, and

simulated parachute jumps off a 34-foot air-

borne tower.

Father Joseph Quigley, senior Catholic

priest at the Newman Center at UMass,

and unofficial chaplain of the Army ROTC,

joined the cadets on their training exercise.

Quigley not only trained with the

students and qualified on the shooting

range, but jumped off the airborne tower,

cadets said.

UMass 'Lazer'tag

shoots for honors
By TONY PADOVANO
Collegian Staff

With a regional championship already

under its belt, the University of

Massachusetts intramural lazer tag team,

the Commandos, are heading to California

to fight for the National Championship.

Lazer tag is a new sport in the in-

tramurals program. It is played by teams

made up of two women and two men. The

object of the game is to "tag" the StarBase

or StarSensor worn by the opponent with

a beam of infrared light that is emmitted

by a handheld StarLyte. Zulma C. Garcia,

assistant director of Intramural and

Recreational Sports, has called the game

"a little bit of Capture the Flag and a lit-

tle bit of Tag."

Each game, which is usually played on

a basketball court, is divided into three

30 second periods. During the first

period, the attacking team sends three of

its four players into the attacking zone

where they try to "tag" the StarBase and

the opponents as often as possible. Each

StarBase hit is worth two points and each

hit on an opponent is worth one.

The defending team tries to stop the at-

tackers from "tagging" the StarBase.

While on defense the players may try to tag

the attackers. Each team has a designated

StarBase Protector, who cannot leave an

area of 20-foot radius from the Starbase.

The game automatically ends if two or

more players from one team are "tagged"

out.

In the second period, the teams switch

from offense to defense. The third period

is open and either team can attack. The

team with the fewest tag points at the end

of the game wins.

Each StarSensor can be hit five times

before it is put out of the game. Each match

is a best of 15 games. The first team to win

eight games advances to a round in the

winners bracket while the loser goes on to

a round in the losers bracket.

The 25 teams at UMass played in a dou-

ble elimination tournament that took place

during the volleyball season.

The Commandos, an all ROTC team

made up of Kurt Callahan, Danielle Mar-

cario, Tim MacDonnell and Barbara

Shlosser marched through the first four

rounds with ease until they met Stealth in

the fifth round. There they lost 8-2 and

went to the losers bracket where they

quickly and easily beat everyone else.

Because of the double elimination format,

they had earned the right to come back and

play Stealth in the finals. To become cham-

pions, they had to win two in a row from

the team that had already beat them so

handily. No problem. The Commandos

were in top form as they easily beat

Stealth, 8-0 and 8-2.

After they won the UMass chtmipionship,

the Commandos traveled to Northeastern

University in Boston to play for the

regional title. The Northeastern team of

Wayne Curry, Kathy Murphy, Eileen

Siouris and Gordon Wade, which called

itself Gotcha, played well but was no match

for UMass, which won 8-2.

The Director of the Northeastern In-

tramural program, Eugene Grzywna, a

UMass alumnus, said that it didn't matter

to him who won because his school was a

winner either way.

Garcia said the Lazer Tag program is a

promotional idea from the marketing

department of Worlds of Wonder. They are

donating all the equipment to the univer-

sities involved and are also paying for an

all expenses paid trip to the University of

Southern California where a national tour-

nament will be held from Dec. 1-3. There

will be seven other regional championship

from New York City, Philadelphia, Atlan-

ta, Los Angeles, Chicago, Houston and

Washington state fighting for the title.
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The Unwersity </
MassachuaeUs Chamber ChiOst

cmd Chamber Orchestra witt

perform Handel's "Messiah."

on December 14. Tickets are on

sale at the Fine Arts Ceatwr

Box Office.

Prtffmor Haiime Sakai cfthe

department of physics and
astronomy will lecture today on

"High Resolution Infrared

Si>ectroscq[}y Applied to Pfp^

blems of Atmospheric
Physics," at 2:30 p.m. in room

103A of the Lederle Graduate

Research Tower.
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• CIA protest

Collegian photo by Nick Sokoloff

Student protesters Lauren Powers, second from left, Joe Rubin, center, and Rudi Rudolf perch

on a ledgi ofMunson HaU yesterday, showing their disapproval ofCIA recruitment on campus.

building. Some, who did not want to be arrested, walked

out.

Thirteen protesters were subpoenaed to appear in court

in the near future. Some of them claimed one woman, who

did not participate in the day s events, was subpoenaed

only because she is affiliated with the Radical Student

Union.
Madson said later the administration will not tolerate

disruptive behavior. "This University is dedicated to pro-

tecting the rights of all to expressing points of view," he

said.

continued from page 1

united will never be defeated," and, "The whole world is

watching." '

According to Jeanne H. Stover, director of the Office of

Public Information, Chancellor Joseph D. Duff"ey, Vice-

Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis Madson. and Public

Safety Director Gerald O'Neil decided at 6:30 p.m. to have

the protesters arrested.

Police gave the protesters until 7 p.m. to evacuate the
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Arresting students is a "very negative" action, he said,

adding, "On the other hand, I think people understand

that this is a very active university where people are en-

couraged to confront difficult issues."

About 70 (initially there were about 150] students had

been occupying Munson Hall, where the Ofllce of Public

Information is located, since 1:30 p.m. Their initial target

had been the Whitmore Administration building, but they

faced closed doors after marching from a rally in the Stu

dent Union Ballroom

During the rally, Hoffman told a crowd of more than

300 that he has visited Nicaragua with journalists and

decision-makers several times to show them the ClA

engages in covert terrorist activities there.

Hoffman accused the CIA of having r^in 'a controlled

war" in Vietnam and creating the contra rebels who are

fighting the Sandinista government in Nicaragua. "We've

had another Vietnam [in Nicaragua] for the last six years.

You just don't know enough," he told the audience.

Before leaving the ballroom, Hoffman urged students

to demand that administrators speak to them.

Protesters wanted to occupy Whitmore because the ad-

ministration had not yet responded to demands that in-

cluded banning organizations that have violated interna-

tional law from recruiting on campus, not taking

disciplinary action against 11 protesters arrested Nov. 14,

and to revise the University Picketing Cede.

Police arrested 11 students after they h«^d occupied the

Affirmitive Action Office in Whitmore ^o protest the

presence of a CIA recruiter on campus.

Carter, a Brown University student, j6ined the pro-

testers inside Munson Hall at about 5 p.m. Carter said

she participated in the takeover not because she is a

"media figure," but because, "I'm just one of the support

people."
'

The recent "harsh treatment" to the studdnts by the ad-

ministration impelled her to come, Carter said.

Throughout the afternoon, many conservative students

shouted pro-CIA slogans outside Munson Hall and engag-

ed in heated discussions with some of the protesters. The

conservatives outside the building reportedly out-

numbered the protesters at one point.
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A cue from the squirrels
Just because we lucked out last year with

a mild winter don't get your hopes up for

a repeat performance. Last year's cakewalk

served only to soften us up for a real "wing

danger." I don't care what the Farmer's

Almanac is predicting or what old lady Far-

rington in Sunderland is saying because of

the tingle in her big toe. I know — I've been

watching the squirrels.

Jon Bowser

Noticed how active the squirrels have

been this fall? When was the last time you

saw so many squirrels running around so

enthusiastically? They've never been

busier and they've certainly never been fat-

ter or cockier. I probably wouldn't paid

them any mind, either if it hadn't been for

the one that bit me on the ankle when I ac-

cidentally stepped on an acorn. It bothers

me when a squirrel will bite a human over

one lousy acorn.

What all this means is — hold on to your

hat, it's going to be a long, hard winter. The

squirrels have been stocking up on provi-

sions at an unheard-of-rate since early

September and I suggest you do the same.

When squirrels start placing ads like

"Wanted: Acorn storage facilities, top dollar

paid" in the personals, 1 start to worry.

When you think of it, we deserve a tough

winter. The last three have been real

pushovers. I'm afraid New Englanders will

lose their character and start loafing

around as if they were from Florida.

There's something solid and true about

knowing you've survived another New
England winter. How could anyone be pro-

ud to say "Yep, looks like we made through

another Florida summer, Ethel." Some

may argue about the dangers of sunburn

but it's not the same thing. This feeling is

special to New Englanders exclusively. If

we don't get a tough old real winter this

year we'll all start speaking with Southern

drawls and walking really slow.

I noticed that I'm not the only avid squir

rel watcher on campus. I saw a few friends

of mine who live off campus and are com-

pletely out of money and busy trying to

catch the squirrels behind Bartlett. I think

they're lucky they didn't catch any because

these squirrels are extremely aggressive

this autumn. I saw one chase a fair sized

cat up a tree. Besides even if my friends

had succeeded in capturing one I seriously

doubt that it would have fit into their hot

pot.

I have a feeling we're talking about Bliz-

zard of '78 type proportions this winter so

make sure you're ready. People that bought

ski equipment at the Great Ski Snatch are

lucky. I have a feeling your new equipment

will serve as your main form of transpor-

tation over the next four months. I'm go-

ing up into the attic to my father's

snowshoes so I can practice. Some of my
friends think I'm overreacting, but I intend

to get the last laugh because squirrels don't

lie.

Jon Bowser is a Collegian columnist.

Think about who you're disturbing

"During the 60% when we used to protest, we'd occupy a

building that was important."
^ ,

— UMass journalism professor Ralph Whitehead on the sit-m

at Munson Hall.

''Ifthere's going to be a bloodbath, let's get it over with now"
— Ronald Reagan, as governor ofCalifornia, on student unrest.

With yesterday's closing

of Whitmore Administra-

tion building at noon the

"activists" had pushed some

students over the edge.

Along with their pressuring

the administration, they

angered many students who
couldn't get into Whitmore,

especially as yesterday was

the last day to pass in pre-

registration forms. "Ac-

tivists," before you protest

at another building and

threaten to occupy it think

about the consequences for

your fellow students.

I do not claim to know
everything about the CIA
situation, but I do know
this. You want freedom of

speech but yet you interfere

with that ofothers (CIA). By
interfering with the CIA's

ability to tell other students

what they are about, you

not only take away the

CIA's freedom of speech,

you more importantly in-

terfere with .student's rights

to listen to them. Beyond

harming the rights of the

CIA to freedom of speech,

you have harmed the rights

of many students in a few

ways. Whoever spray

painted on the Fine Arts

Center "CIA leave UMass"
harmed the rights of those

students who enjoy looking

at the Fine Arts Center and

also those who care about

how the campus is reflected

in general. Also, by forcing

the administration to close

down Whitmore, you harm-

ed the rights of those

students who take it for

granted that if they want to

take care of their pre reg

form on the last day it is

due, they will be able to get

it done. You harmed the

rights of all those students

who needed to use any of the

offices that are in Whit-

more. In general you have

created a lot of extra stress

in many students lives

yesterday. Even if you don't

care about the admini.stra

tion, think about how your

actions will effect other

students.

Kevin Slovin
Northeast

Ladies and gents - the SGA budget
^^^
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Last week, the Budgets Committee of the Student

Ckivernment Association unveiled the product of over 200

hours of meetings, auditing, and research: the final for-

mulations and recommendations for the $1.98 million Stu-

dent Activities TVust Fund budget. This document, known

as S-1, the Budget Act, is generated for each fiscal year

by the budgets committee and then passed by the Student

Senate, before being forwarded up the administrative lad-

der. Included within it are the various allocations made

to groups such as the Legal Services Officf , the OfT Cam-

pus Housing Office, WMUA. many small student

organizations, and line-items for UPC (concerts), DVP
(speakers), and Area Governments.

For several years, the SATF has been carrying a runn-

ing deficit incurred as the result of a crisis that arose

within the trust fund. This deficit has long been an em-

barrassment to the SGA, being used by anti-student em-

powerment elements to further their cause. This year, the

Budgets Committee took steps to insure a stable finan-

cial base by paying ofTthe $69,000 remainder olthe deficit,

and increasing reserve accounts to levels that guarantee

a healthy trust fund that can weather the turbulence that

could easily occur.

Nathan Moore

Another responsible step taken by the Budgets Commit-

tee involved the close scrutiny of all proposals submitted

for review and funding. A detailed examination of past

expenditures was made for all petitioning groups, and

reasonable projections determined for the expenses of

future programs and services. Organizations that were

found to have misappropriated funds in the past were

dealt with, as well as those groups that were determined

to have violated SGA bylaws.

Some student groups, having proven themselves capable

of decreased financial dependence, were encouraged to do

so, thus allowing organizations with little fund-raising

ability to receive a greater SGA subsidy, increasing

overall diversity.

The present Budget.s Committee is representative and

balanced, with the membership being composed of two

"conservatives," two "progressives," one student of col

or, one student of Hispanic heritage, one non senator, and

myself. The decisions that were formulated involved the

different ethnic political/racial backgrounds of the com-

mittee members, providing for a well thought out, quali

ty product.

For the first lime in at least nine years, the Student Ac

tivities Trust Fund is on the path towards financial stabili

ty. With the passage of this budget, the SGA will pay off

a humiliating deficit, boost needed reserves, and respon-

sibly allocate funds to numerous student organizations.

This responsibility, in conjunction with the many perspec-

tives that contributed to the formulation process, make

the FY'88 Budget Act productive and efficient, and

something of which the Student Government Association,

and the entire student body, may feel proud.

Nathan Moore is Chairman of the SGA Budgets

Committee.

Examples of distortion
Last Thursday night Dr. Michael Paren-

ti spoke in the Campus Center Auditorium

about anti-Sovietism in the media as an

obstacle to peace. He addressed issues that

are rarely confronted in the college com-

munity, making it one of the most signifi-

cant events of the semester.

Popular movements for social change

have historically been dismissed as being

run by the KGB, as being made up of

nothing but communists funded by the

Kremlin. Over the years this approach has

become more subtle, but it exists today as

much as ever.

How many times have you heard so-

meone speak out for peace, for a United

States without the institutionalized oppres-

sions which presently exist in our society,

and in the same breath, explicitly

disassociate themselves from the Soviet

Union? How often have you heard a liberal

or a radical back down or skirt the issue

when a conservative says to them, "How-

can you be so anti-American when if you

lived in the Soviet Union you wouldn't

even be allowed to say these things?"

Karin Baker
What do we know about the Soviet

Union? How much do we understand com-

munism? An indication of how little we

know is how difficult it is to distinguish the

statements Ronald Reagan makes about

the Soviet Union from those made by our

friends on the left. When we start borrow-

ing the language and rhetoric of the

Reagan administration and their sort, bor-

rowing the very ideas which the.' use to

support the war on Nicaragua, to defend

the South African regime ("The ANC is fill-

ed with communists!") and to dismiss op-

position movements across the country, we

need to examine our position.

The media, our educational system and

our government is always telling us "The

Soviet people are restricted, and

discontented; everyone acts the same; peo-

ple in the Soviet Union are afraid to voice

their opinions and have no say in their own

lives, their communities or in governmen-

tal policy."

People who have been to the Soviet

Union, however, tell a different story.

There is much public debate. The govern-

ment supports cultural diversity and peo-

ple have a strong influence on all public

policy.

On the other hand, let us look at the

United States. When has there been any

significant debate in the mass media which

has effected any real social change? How
much coverage does it give to large scale

opposition movements in the country like

the anti-nuclear movement? Which is more

encouraged, cultural diversity or cultural

assimilation? And how many millions of

people are restricted by hunger, poverty

and lack of decent pub'ir education?

In depth information on the Soviet Union

and other socialist countries is hard to find,

but it is clear where it will not be found:

by listening to our militaristic government

and its supporters. Furthermore, as Dr.

Parenti points out, opinion of what happens

in this country should not be influenced by

the horrible things we are told happen

"over there."

We should realize that there is a common

theme in every argument in support of op-

pression, war and nuclear buildup: anti-

soviet/anti-communist rhetoric. To blindly

accept the propagation of this theme and

to not inform ourselves about these issues

is to allow our graves to be dug for us. We
need to continue and increase our struggle

to end the arms race and the forces that

drive it, instead of helping it along.

Karin Baker is a UMass student and a

member of the Young Communist League.
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State Department official c

Says Iran 'is involved with terrorists

'

hallenges Reagan's claims^
^^-iurr, ..vru.rtrt - the Revolutionary Justio

WASHINGTON (AP) - A top-ranking

State Department official yesterday blunt

ly challenged President Reagan's

assurances that there's been no recent

evidence of Iranian involvement in ter-

rorism, while Reagan defended anew his

decision to approve arms shipments to

Tehran.
"I don't like to have to differ with my

president, but I believe there is some

evidence of Iranian involvement with ter-

rorists," Deputy Secretary of State John C.

Whitehead said during and extraordinary

appearance before the House Foreign Af-

fairs Committee.
Whitehead testified as Reagan said, "I

didn't make any mistakes" and declared

that "I'm not firing anybody. ' The presi-

dent then sat down with members of his

Cabinet and top advisers to weigh new

moves, amid a crescendo of calls by

members of Congress for a White House

shake-up.

In statements that left some House com-

mittee members stunned, Whitehead, the

number two State Department official

under Secretary of State George Shultz,

also suggested pointedly that Congress rein

in the National Security Council, and said

publicly that his department was disen-

chanted with the unit.

In his nationally broadcast speech Nov.

13, Reagan defended his policy of selling

arms to Iran, saying that "since US govern-

ment contacts began with Iran, there's

been no evidence of Iranian government

complicity in acts of terrorism against the

United States."

Whitehead contradicted that yesterday.

Responding to the committee's questions,

he said: "There continues to be terrorist

acts in Iran of the type that we find to be

reprehensible."

Whitehead did not immediately

elaborate.
. . u

State Department spokesmen had been

saying for weeks that while Iran remain^

ed on a list of nations officially identified

as "terrorist-sponsoring states," they would

not provide evidence that nation has spon

sored any recent terrorist acts.

On Friday, however. Whitehead, and

other State Department officials speaking

privately, linked Iranian-sponsored groups

to the kidnapping of three Americans seiz-

ed in Beirut since Sept.9.

They are Frank H. Reed, director of a

private school in Beirut, Joseph J. Cicip

pio, acting controller of the American

University in that city and Edward A.

Tracy, a writer.

A department official, speaking on con-

dition he not be identified, said the United

States was initially unsure who was

responsible for some of the recent kidnap-

pings because a group unknown to ter-

rorism experts - the Revolutionary Justice

Organization - had claimed responsibility.

Subsequently, the department has receiv-

ed "pretty g(MKl" information that pro-

Iranian factions are behind the kidnapp-

ings, the officials said.

During a picture taking session in the

Oval Office, Reagan made no secret of his

unhappiness over news reports about back-

biting among his staff, calls for resigna-

tions, and suggestions that he admit the

Iranian initiative was a mistake.

"I think you'd be happier if I said I'd stop

answering questions on that because you

wouldn't like my answers, " the president

told reporters.

Even so, he said, "I'm not firing

anybody." Pressed on whether there would

be any staff changes, Reagan said. "I'm not

commenting either way."

As for whether he would admit it was

wrong to approve arms for Iran, the presi-

dent replied, "I'm not going to lie about

that. I didn't make a mistake."
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• PLO
continued from page 1

Moroze, 95 percent of those living in the oc-

cupied territory on the West Bank support

the PLO. He said that the refusal to grant

Palestinians an independent state is "the

core of the problems in the Middle East."

Moroze said there will be no peace in the

Middle East until Palestinians are given

their "inalienable rights and land," addmg

that military' occupation has not and will

not bring about peace.

Both Husseini and Moroze were critical

of the US position in dealings with Israel,

referring specifically to $3 million in US

aid to Israel for building new war planes.

Moroze said, according to the Washington

Post, the US will also give Israel $10 billion

over the next five years.

The discussion was followed by a brief

question and answer period. The reactions

varied, as did personal opinions of the topic.

UMass student Eric Traiger felt both

speakers were "antizionist."

Sandor Goldstein, another student, said.

"Many of the facts were distorted. For in

stance, not only Arabs have to carry ID's.

Jews do also."

Jason Rabinowitz. co-organizer and

member of the Organization for Marxist

Studies, which sponsored the talk, said,

"As a Jew, I feel that it is in my interest

as well as all Jewish people, to be concern-

ed about Palestinian rights. Because until

there is a just solution to the Palestinian

problem, there will never be peace in the

Middle East. Many Jews are being killed

in wars in the Middle East as well as

Arabs."
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ARTS

Crowd captured by one man show

on the life of musician Phil Ochs
By ROB SKELTON
Collegian Staff

Jonathan Stevens' portrayal of 60s musical activist Phil

Ochs Saturday was heart-rendering and fearsome, ecstatic

and depressive. This roller-coaster musical monologue

paid tribute to a man whose fast career ended in a shat-

tering suicide, borne of his own frustration.

In Hampden's Southside Theater in Southwest all the

seats were filled. The stage contained a stool, and a cou

pie of microphones in stands to the side, where

Stevens/Ochs did the Carnegie Hall part of the play.

Stevens had his hair greased back and yes, he actually

looked like Phil Ochs. His voice was strong and melodic,

and during most of the show he performed without th

aid of audio amplification. He fingerpicked a 6 (steel,

stringed acoustic guitar, and started up with a moving

version of "When I'm Gkine".

The subtle lighting scheme helped the show along, and

the songs were mixed in style. After a convincing "I Ain t

Marching Anymore" Stevens switched into the hilarious

"Draft Dodger's Rag."
.

Impressions from Phil Ochs' life were woven in between

the narrative from the songs, things such as "Did you

know I attended the Staunton (VA) military

academy?"and "I went to Ohio State. Barry Golderwater s

son was in my class. Barry Goldwater handed me my

diploma," to laughter.
. .. . r> u

Stevens captured the joys and the pain that Ochs en-

countered in his fleeting days, and later when he was

floundering. Jealousy about Bob Dylan came up,

manifested in disparaging comments about Dylan's nose.

his background, and his name change.

The themes of Ochs" songs, and the play - social justice,

antiinterventionism, the unfairness of geopolitics - sur

face today as they did before. It is interesting that pro-

test is emerging again a vital social commentary.

"Cops of the World" commented on US behavior which

has not gone unaltered even today. "The War is Over

is Ochs' unilateral declaration of peace (I believe the war

is over, it's over, it's over...).

Stevens put on a great performance although it could

have gone about three songs less. There were times in

which the audience was gripped by the poignancy of the

story, elated by its excitement, and then unsettled by

faltering song selection. Musical odes to Woody Guthrie

and James Dean were pretty, but interuptive at a period

of denoument.

Overall. Jonathan Stevens' depiction of Phil Ochs was

a satisfying experience. The small frustrations of it were

much overshadowed by the exuberance of the perfor-

mance. At the end he got a standing ovation.
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Finally: it's the look at Bruce
weVe all long been waiting for
And well worth the money for five albums as well as extras

WE ARE MOVING DEC 1

Underneath Steve's, beside Ali Cat
48 N. Pleasant St - 263-9209

M - Sat 11-7; Sun 12-5

BY GEORGE FRANC

Y

Collegian Correspondent

Long-awaited is the most

concise term to describe how

fans have anticipated an of-

ficial live Bruce Springsteen

album. And now, two weeks

after its release, the full

reality of what Bruce has

done sinks in. This, his most

ambitious undertaking, will

prove to be his greatest ac-

complishment to date, and

the most important album

release of the year.

He has risen from a bar-

band player to a world-

renown
singer/songwriter/per-
former, and it is the last of

these titles which, in this

case, is most important.

Because the one aspect of

Bruce's career that truly

stands out is his live perfor

ming. And for years the fans

have been looking for

something that helps them

relive the awesome ex-

perience that is a Springs

teen concert. The
understatement of a

lifetime would be to say that

the album is worth the wait.

Bruce Springsteen & The

E Street Band
Live/1975-1985 is the

quintessential Springsteen

album. Don't let the $25

price tag scare you off.

because this set (5 albums or

3 cassettes or CD's, a

36-page lyric booklet. 40

songs, 3 hrs., 20 mins. plus

of music) is a bargain rare-

ly found. Buy it.

The timing of the release

is also perfect. Fitting his

patriotic image, the set was

released on the eve of

Veterans Day. and fitting

the buying patterns of

(hopefully) millions of

continued on page H
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Singles have been lousy so

let's take a look at the LPs
BY SAAD HOPKINS
Collegian Correspondent

My singles article seems to have sired up

some controversy these days. I am accus-

ed of being too critical, judgemental,

benign, full of crap, way off the point, too

wordy, or just simply (I hate to use this

word) pretentious. Well, you're right. I do

think that 1 have been just going out ofmy
way to attack music rather than try to find

any good in it. So, I've decided to choose a

selection of long players this time instead

of the usual singles, the reason albums are

the only things worth writing about these

days.
•

BLOOD & CHOCOLATE
Elvis Costello (IMP)

I wouldn't listen to anyone else's critique

of this album, 1 had to hear it for myself.

Elvis has had a disturbing last two years

in his career. Thus after a horrible album,

disclaiming his name, and giving up (more

or less) the booze, he's turned himself into

Blood & Chocolate, definitely one of the

most innovative albums to come out in a

long time. It seems to have come from a

clearer mind, it's well thought. Clever

Costello and his Attractions have decided

to go a bit back to their original sound.

Loud, obnoxious, and full of never-ending

creativity. Brilliant!

FOREVER BREATHES THE LONELY
WORD
Felt (Creation)

Laurrence is Felt. And Felt is Laurrence.

It would take a fool and a CIA agent to not

pick him out in the street, and it would

take the same pair to not be able to

distinguish their music from everyone

else's. Forever Breathes... is an unusual LP.

It's the second one this year and although

it may not be as short as the last one, it

does seem like it. You don't really know

when the songs have ended or began

(unless you listen carefully) and before you

know it! the first side is over. It suffers from

mind-numbing repetition. Though curious-

ly enough, it isn't boring. An appropriate

title for this record could be Trendy

Background Musack, nothing to be too

ashamed of. Lyricly it is Laurrence in

amazing proportions. Songs like "All the

people I like are those that are dead" and

"Hours of darkness have changed my

mind" (so has it changed his music, I see)

are Joy Division without the Death under-

tones. Laurrence is miserable, but it

doesn't seem to matter. Apart from Laur-

rence being Felt, Laurrence is, at least,

himself.

ELECTRIC CAFE
Kraftwerk (Virgin)

Kraftwerk aren't being themselves

though. I think that they are being

children myself, bi-t at least their previous

child-like play was entertaining. The scngs

they wrote were so happy, and contained

no thought whatsoever. Electric Cafe is no

thought, granted, but it is also not enter-

taining. The songs evolve around a com-

puter noise, a computer riff, and various

computer chords mostly sounding like Bo-

ing BoomTschak, Boing BoomTschak. It's

really tedious, and not very exciting. Their

old computer programs must be turning

over in their microchips by now.

HAPPY HEAD
The Mighty Lemon Drops (Creation)

Another good band, another great record!

MLD are really cool, and they sound a bit

like The Pastels only with more money.

Their first single Like An Angel is a gem.

It took me by surprise that they were hard

up for a recording contract, but it's better

now that they've got picked up by Creation,

possibly the best record label in the world.

It's a sweet-tasting pop album, and comfor-

tingly unpredictable. One of the most im-

portant qualities of a good album is the

song arrangement. On this album it's

peculiar, the songs seem to be grouped by

theme, not all the singles first then the

stuff that you haven't heard yet. It's all so

neat and cute!

BEND SINISTER
The Fall (Beggars Banquet)

I take back all of the bad things I've ever

said about the single "Mr. Pharmacist." It

may not have been a good choice for a

single, it definitely doesn't give a good im-

pression of the rest of the album. This is

a superb record. It is tightly produced and

sounds much better than most of their

albums. In it's own way it gets away with

being silk and clean. They don't use as

much overdrive as they used to, making

them sound (if I am permitted to say) less

distorted, less Channel 3-like. But The Fall

have succeeded in growing old and stabaliz-

ing a place for them on the pedestal of

Velvet rock & roll. They were afraid of be-

ing kicked ofT. Now they don't stand a

chance of it. This is a virtuously flawless

album with much pride imbedded in it!

• Springsteen
continued from page 7

Americans, the set was released some six

weeks before Christmas. Just as Bruce was beginning to

fade from public view after selling 17 million Born in the

U.S.A.'s, and having millions see him on a huge world

tour, he slingshots back by having Columbia Records

make it's largest pressing of an album ever (1.7 million

copies) and those are just the beginning.

But this is not to say that sales were the prime motiva-

tion for the release, for if this were true a live set would

have already been put forth, to tap into the huge demand

for Springsteen bootlegs. On the contrary, this is an album

for the true fan first and foremost, with the casual listener

and the kids growing up on "Dancing in the Dark" in

mind.

So, on to the music. Apparently Bruce retained much

creative control over the project, as he says in the liner

notes he listened to "10 years of tapes," and it is obvious

that he has chosen only the finest. Songs that were mere-

ly excellent in the studio (such as "Adam Raised a Cain"

and "Tenth Avenue Freeze-Out") are standouts when

pumped out for a live multitude. Similarly, songs that are

inspired on vinyl (such as "Thunder Road" and "No Sur-

render") are especially memorable when slowed down for

a pensive audience. Every song just seems better as it is

given the live "edge."

Sure, there are songs lacking from the album, such as

"Jungle-land," and the "Detroit Medley" coupled with

"Twist and Shout," which Bruce used to close his shows

on the 84-85 tour. But there are also rarities not previously

released on a studio album, such as Bruce's version of

Woody Gutherie's "This Land is Your Land." Then there

are songs Bruce wrote but others have performed, such

as "Fire" (recorded by Robert Gordon and the Pointer

Sisters) and "Because the Night" (set to vinyl by Patti

Smith). There is also "seeds," a new tune first done on

the last tour. Finally there is "War," the first single off

the set, which Bruce borrowed from Barrett Strong and

Norman Whitfield to make a powerful point.

But no Springsteen live album would be complete

without a few of his stories, where he comes out from

behind the guitar and talks to us. I think one of the best

parts of Bruce's music is the way it makes you feel, this

is stuff we can relate to if we just take the time to listen

to the words. Yes, the stories are here, intact, with the

uncanny wit and realism that we can relate to. These are

what make the set truly exemplary of a Bruce concert,

and not "just" a set of live tracks. And it is the combina-

tion of the two that make the set completely spectacular.

There is the story, for example, about Bruce's father, who

wanted him to be a lawyer, and his mother, who wanted

him to be an author. "Well, tonight," he says, "you're just

gonna have to settle for rock n' roll." I think they pro-

bably did. And we do. too. Thanks, Bruce.

THE FINE ARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST
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Fitchburg State 617-342-2229

Framingham State 617-872-3658

Massasoit Comm. Col. 617-583-2152

Northestern University 617-437-2286 (Dave Ryder)
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson
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The CoOtglaii isnow accepting applications

for the following positions for Spring 1986:

EdHor-in-Chief, Managing Editor. News Editor

and Arts Editor. Applications due Wednesday

Dec. 3. Apply to Dode Levenson in the

Newsroom, Campus Center 1 13.
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Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade llichcl Jaffc

ACROSS
1 In costume
5 Sand particle

10 Merriment

14 Anderson o1 TV
15 Proverbial

measure of

prevention

16 Arrivederci

17 Emulates Olivier

18 Opposite

20 Noontime
sounds

22 Fluid

23 — d Orsay

Pans
24 Request Iron

Oliver Tvwisl

25 Balance

27 Crop country

31 Two
32 The same
33 Coniunction

34 Entrances

36 Show —
37 Mathematical

comparison

39 Stretch with

out

40 Unaccompanied
42 Speech

problem
43 Warning oi

imminent

danger

45 Chill and curry

47 Speedy
48 Asian weight

49 Beefeaters e g
52 Areei

56 Germtree
58 Church corner

59 A Connelly

60 Horseplay

61 The Hara
plantation

62 Literary

pseudonym
63 Waterioggec

64 Departure

DOWN
1 Lobster treat

2 Lake, m
Dundee

3 Very old

4 Convince to the

contrary

5 Man in a cage

6 Norse verse

7 Uninvited

picnickers

8 Here to Henri

9 ABC tor

enample

10 Role in a

Humperdinch
opera

11 Forfeit

12 Mideast
potentat''

1

3

Noncha'ant

19 Malicious one

21 Make lace

24 Corn

25 Lawn trimmer

26 Tremble
27 Fire starter

28 Comedown
29 Clamor
30 Discards

32 Scrub a NASA
launching

35 Greek. Waldorf

et ai

38 Estrange

41 Suei Canal
builder de —

44 Timbuktu s

locale

45 Viscous

46 Youthful Peter

49 Trivial Pursuit

for one
50 Single

51 Longfellow s

bell town

52 King of the

forest

53 Trouble<J engine

sound
54 Saint Phihp —
55 Midge
57 In favor of
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Lunch

Deli Ham on Rye
Fried Fish Squares

Tartar Sauce

Basics Lunch

Swiss and Sprout Sandwich

Fried Fish Squares

Tartar Sauce

Menu
Dinner

Roast Top Round of Beef

beef Gravy
Baked Ziti

Basics Dinner

Chili Cheese Puff

Ziti/Tomato Sauce

with Tofu and Mushrooms

Weather
Today: Mostly sunny, high of 50-55.

Tonight: Increasing cloudiness with temps in the

30s
Wednesday: Rain showers in the a.m. and early

afternoon Highs near 50.

=1
Today's Staff ^ ^ ^

,

Night Editor * Dan Sobel

Copy Editor Ann Britton

Photo Tech Nick Sokoloff

Layout Tech Michael J Berland

Production Supervisor Debbie Pikul

Production. Kelly Sieger. Laura Bell. Marc Infield,

Robert Lcvine. Mike Berland.

Executive Board — Fall of 1985

DOOE LEVENSON
Editor in Chief

JOHN YONCe
Mdindgtng Editor

STEVE RUBIN
Business Mandger

ROB SKELTON
fcditCM-ial Editor

WflLIAM SPAiN

Editorial Editor

ANSEL ZINTER

Production Manager

Business Board - Fall of 1986

STEVE RUBIN

{iuiiness Manager

PAUL H LESSER

Adveriising Sales Manager

VANESSA ROTH
Frnance Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marketing Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Circulation Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Si'bscnptton Manager
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Video vaults
hold TV

viewers
gold

Gilligan and
Jerry Mathers

as the Beaver

draw ratings

and fanatic

devotion

By Mary Cresse

Special for USA TODAY

MEDFORD. Mass — "See.

this Is what I mean by good
TV." Felicia Massarelli says,

pointing to her television set,

where a rerun of Jackie Glea-

sons The Honeymooners Is in

p ogress,

Ralph Kramden Is winding

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ up an argument with wife Al-^^^^^^^^^^^^~
Ice. He rolls his eyes, cocks his

head, and grimly sets his jaw "One of these days, Alice."

xu fbt, "Bang.he bellows, smacking an open pali

zoom, right to the moon!"
Massarelli cackles. A self-descr

watches up to six hours a day of
-•• •xhtie ones, they're the b

V'ng cfc

P0RT^r;r

Emptied channel fills beach
By JOHN YONCE
SPtClAl WRITER

HYA.NMSPORT - Its a job that costs nearly

$250,000. consumes 1.500 gallons of fuel a day and takes

4.044 man-hours to complete But. it provides a double

dividend

The dredging of Hyannis Harbor, now nearing com
pletion. IS designed to open a deep, safe channel for

shipping It also will replace tons of sand lost over the

years from Kalmus Beach
The Arr-
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What do The Boston Globe, USA Today, Newsweek on Campus and the wire services have in com-

mon?
Correspondents at UMass - all of whom work for the Collegian.

. xt t^ i _> _>

The Globe Conde Nast, Cape Cod Times and Fitchburg Sentinel - among other New England and

East Coast papers - are similar too. They've had our staffers as interns and co-op students this past

vear
'

Journalism is a competitive field, and it pays to get experience early. We all started as reporters

for the Collegian. Because of it, we've been able to do a lot more.

Whether you're a first year student or a senior, we have a job for you. Come down to our office,

find the department that's right for you. Choose from News, Sports, Editorial/Opinion, Black Af-

fairs, Women's Issues, Arts or Photo. Work with our editors who have professional experience.

Get a grasp on UMass issues and your writing skills.

Get clips that will get you a job.

Today. .

ThQ CoUegian, We build careers.
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Minutewomen enjoy fruits of a great season
Guiliotis snubbed from Atlantic 10 All-Conference team
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

C'mon now. This is ridiculous.

By now, it's no secret that the University of

Massachusetts volleyball team was beaten by George

Washington University in the semi-finals of the Atlantic

10 Volleyball Championships at Rutgers University, last

weekend. But, to add insult to injury, the A-10 also manag-

ed to snub the best middle hitter in the conference from

the A- 10 All-Conference team, selected last Thursday at

a banquet given by the A-10 at Rutgers.

Freshman setter Karen Ferguson and sophomore mid-

dle hitter Barbara Meehen were second team picks, but

glaringly absent from the first OR second team was junior

middle hitter Marcy Guiliotis.

Why the big deal? All Guiliotis did was to lead the A-10

in individual blocking from start to finish and was rank-

ed as high as fourth nationally. Before the A-10 Cham-
pionships, Guiliotis was ranked fifth in the nation. That's

why the big deal

"I was shocked when she didnt make either team," head

coach Elaine Sortino said. "I think it's bad enough that

Karen didn't make first team or Rook ie-of-the-Year or that

Violetta (Gladkowska, who led the conference in hitting

efficiency) wasn't picked, but this thing with Marcy is

much worse. I just don't understand."

Whether or not this serves as an indication of blatant

ignorance or simple ineptitude on the part of the A-10 re-

mains to be seen. The deletion of one of the most potent

offensive and defensive forces in the conference, and no

doubt, the Ea.st, from the All-Conference team pretty

much lays to waste any previous credibility to whatever

selection criteria exists. That's the way it is, but the way

it is sure is a shame.

The fact is, the absence of Guiliotis from the All-

Conference team and, likewise, the absence of anyone

from UMass on the first team serves as a lone dark spot

on what has been a season that cannot be described ade-

quately with words.

The spikers concluded the 1986 campaign with a 30-6

record and finished with a 4-3 mark in the A-10.

CollrgiBn photo by Paul Dewnarais

The University of Massachusetts volleyball team may not have been number one in the A-10,

but enjoyed a great season nonetheless. -

something that many considered to be an unreachable

goal for a team that had never seen the light of a Divi

sion 1 schedule. Hogwash.
Not only did the Minutewomen silence their critics —

and there weren't very many of them — but they did it

without having not even a clue of what they were getting

into. While the caliber of schedule didn't rank up there

with UCLA or Penn State. UMass still overcame many

major hurdles, without so much as even a stumble. Pret-

ty good, huh? I thought you'd be impressed.

"I am very proud of this team," Sortino said. "There

were plenty of times during the season when they could

have called it quits. This is one hell of a volleyball team

and they have a lot to be proud of."

Indeed. In addition to laying the foundation of what

could be a perennially successful, and equally potent, Divi

sion I program, the Minutewomen have also managed to

set into a motion a process that could attract a great deal

more support, both from the athletic department and

elsewhere.

But while all of that is certainly noteworthy, the fact

remains that this season is over, a season that brought

with it many milestones, disappointments and surprises.

Perhaps senior co-captain Debbie Cole said it best after

the Minutewomen notched their first ever A-10 victory

in a sweep over Rutgers: "I have a feeling that this could

be the start of something big for this team." Cole said.

The future, however, is still a prominent thought in the

minds of the Minutewomen and Sortino.

"It will be tough trying to find someone to replace Deb-

bie (Cole) and Violetta (Gladkowska). But we have a young

team and we have people that can step in," Sortino said.

"We'll try to fill some holes through recruiting."

Although substantial, those holes are few. Sortino will

return a team that will no longer be short on experience.

The core will be made up of mostly juniors, with three

seniors returning as well. That is a good sign for UMass,

as more maturity and leadership may lead to more wins

down the road.

Side Outs (the final edition): Friday's A 10 tourna

ment win gave the Minutewomen it's third 30-win season

under Sortino. Last season, UMass posted a 35-7 record

and in 1983 produced a 35-13 slate. . .Of the five tour-

naments the spikers participated in, UMass finished first

or in the top three all but once, that coming in the A-10

Championships. . As a team, UMass finished the season

leading the conference in blocking (4.04) and third in both

hitting percentage (.224) and assists per game (2.27). The

Minutewomen were tied for fifth in the kills per game

category (10.33 with Rhode Island) and were also fifth in

aces per game (2.27). . .the spikers enjoyed winning streaks

of fourteen and seven games during the season. . .
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ACTIVITIES

SUnDAY evening prayers front

lounge Newman Center 6PM five college

mission

OHM L2 SPEAKERS 4 yr warranty Call

6-7921

NIKKOiTCAMERA EQUIPMENT '2

camera bodies, flash, lenses call Bill al

546-5543

KITCHEN HELP NEEDED Immediately

Day and Night shifts available Free

meals and rides can be provided lo and

from work Apply at Andy's Pizza after 2

PM (next lo Stadium Liquors)

DIALOGUE ON ARAB-JEWISH coex

Istence in Israel with Walid Mulah and

Ronny Brawer lionighl 7 30PM CC917
sponsored by Hillel

78 TOYOTA CELICA new paint, muffler,

brakes, and more car needs nothing 5

spd Killer stereo $1700 or B O Doug
256-0333

DONORS NEEDED LAST day at Campus
Center give blood Nov 25 - Room 165

1030-4^0 - 50 pints needed

WSYTSTAFFTiiETING^onighT. 7PM,

CC 174 Its back!

NO UPC GENERALmeeting this week'

Happy Thankagiving to all members from

the UPC staffiT

ENTIRTAINMINT

MUSICIANS NEEDED FOR perfor

mances al Beichenown State School

Funding available Contact Bruce
256-4236

DATINO SHVICI

PENTAX K100 CAMERA brand new S75
549-6521

RAiIsTbOW 100P-2S6K w/GSX-86
graphics dual 400K drives. LA50 printer.

1200Baud modem, MBasic. DBasell, po-

ly/comm, CPM and MS-DOS Im-

maculately kept Leave message
1-737-2259

DRUM SET VERY good condition S250
Roto Toms excellent condition $85 Zil-

dian Hi Hats iSO must sell together or

seperately cpII f49-6267

WANTED

ALWAYS BUYING USED books,

records, tapes, and compact discs Call

Dynamite Books 586-9670 or Dynamite

Records 584-1580 Northampton

MARXISM PAPER WANTED $$rcall

Dan 548-9554

FOR A OOOD TIME CALL

RACK^A-DISK ENTERTAINMENT
Agency - Discjockeys, Bands, Lights and

Large screen video dances 549-7144

CHI SPIDEY suprisei Happy 20thi I

wish I could be there to celebrate with

you I hope you have fun! 3 more weeks,

gel psychedi I miss you Love. PK

HEATHER HOPKINS: THEY say it s your

birthday' Happy birthday Love Lynn

ANYBODY KNOWING ANY information

about Ted Krumpel please call Kim

545-0102

6 ROOM APT in Shelburne Falls 30

minutes from Amherst two bedrooms, liv-

ingroom, dining room kitchen, bath

Rooms large/sunny, attic storage,

garden, par!;ing Rent 450/month heat in-

cluded Ideal for grad students

References required, no pets, no lease

545-2102 9AM-5PM weekdays or

625-6535 and leave message on
machine

INSTRUCTION

PHIVATE GUITAR LESSONS experienc

ed and patient teacher Pop-rock-tolk-

blues Songwriting. theory, reading^ im-

provisation Right on bus line Doug
549-4786

TWO YEARS! THIS is only the beginn

ing Happy anniversary Joshua Yours

always, Janel

TREATS- IS THERE more? 1 might be in-

terested KLM

ROOMMATES WANKD

RESPONSIBLE FOR LG apt on bus route

own room, furnished but bring bed $210

for room plus utilities call 323-4989 before

2PM 323-631 1 x530 after

PASCALTUTOR. REASONABLE rates

584-1307

CHEM 262 TUTOR preferably undergrad

exam and final loft Pay highest price call

Jay 549-5968

SPANISH TUTORINO * TRANSLATION

TO SUE AND Stacy you guys are great!!

Love MO and ML

TYRINO SERVICE

STEREO FOR SALE

INTERNATIONAL DATING SERVICE -

serving five college system arid surroun-

ding areas $15 lor two months SASE to

PO Box 489. Amherst.

AUTO FOR SAU

68 CHEVY BELAIR PB reliable low

milage previously owned by little old lady

call 549-6269

PIONEER INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
(70W/CH) and digital synthesized tuner

Teal cassette deck (30-19, OOOHZ), Morel

super power LA205II loudspeakers. Ex-

tremely accurate system Valued at

$1,100. will sell for $600 or BO. call to-

day 549-6316

HELP WANTED

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent free meals

QUALITY TYPING. Long or short pro-

jects Meticutous proofreadirw Rush )obs

OK New IBM typewriter 549-0367

Call

1979 SUBARU OL Wagon. 4-wheel dnve.

4-door excellent running condition.

77 450 miles, am/fm, new brakes, must

sell, $1990, call 549-1921

T»84 PLYMOUTH HORIZON exMiTent

condition $4000 or best offsr for info call

Barb 586-3891

1977 CHEVY MALIBU 650 or best offer

256-8673

1979 n*<ONOir ACCORD AM/FM
cassette, excellent condition $1600

253-3568

CASH

Light cleanup
III Cheryl at AXO

"SPEEDY KEYS" PROFESSIONAL typ-

ing/editing 256-1002

SERVICES

TYPmC, TAPE TRAN8CBIPTK)N. Fa*,
accurate. 66S-76S2.

MOVER

ROUND TOWN MOVERS fast reliable

cheap call Michael anytime 323-6780

DONNA YOU ARE a great roommate

Happy birthday - and congradulalions-

you got a personal' Love Rita

EZHORN HAPPY txlay sweetheart get

primed for our 2nd annual- you know

what!! Love ya H S M C

I HOPE tTitas no coincidence that our

eyes kept meeting Thurs 10:30PM at

Bluewall ^ - 1 wore jean jacket. Don't be

frightened off Wanna talk?

RICK: APRIL SHOWERS bring May
llow«rs but it's November! Georgia

HEYI NEIL THIS one's hx you!!! In the

past week you have been through hell

and back You made it Congraulations

buddy!! Love ya, Diana

JOE K. RAAAAAAARI

WE ARE LOOKING to take over lease of

Puffton or Brandywine Apt Call Russ
546-5353

I'LL HELPI GRAMMAR, pronunciation,

conversation 266-1002

FEMALE HOUSEMATE NEEDED in

house one block from catipus. One room

call 549-5122

LOOKING FOR ONE female to share

room in Brandywine Jan through may call

anytime! 549-0710

LOOKING FOR SOMEONE to take over

my lease starting Jan/Feb cotor TV,

microwave, VCR Southwood $140/mo

253-3993

PROFESSIONAL TYPINO SERVICE

PAPERS. CASES, DISSERTATIONS •

Dependable, on-campus, reasonable,

S84-7924. Nancy

TRAVEL

SERVICES

SPEND SPRINQ BREAK in the Bahamas
Trips start at $339 for more information

call Bruce or Paul at 256-8068

DICBMMR MUDS

TYPINO. TAPE TRANSCfllPTWH. Fa«».

accurate 665-7662

545-2152

TODAY IS KAREN Morvay's birthday

Call her at 5-0960

PAYING CASH FOR your baseball cards

please call Mike 549-0333

FOR SALE

KEO TAPS FOR sale' Brand new, never

used k«g laps only $25 Packies charge

$45 for used laps DonI waste your

money' New taps $25. Call tony

25&1438 today

GAIN PR., COMMUNICATION, political,

i management skills "ou'll neea t-iler

graduation Work full or part lime to com-

bat groundwater pollution and river diver-

sions Earn $375-1000 this winter break

Beat the summer rush and get that sum-

mer |0b in Ihe bag Call Clean Water

Action-549-7460

CAMPUS CENTER HOTEL needs one

person for security work on Friday even-

ings 11PM-4AM

PART-TIME, TEMPORARY POSITIONS
available for the Annual Salvation Army
Chnslmas Kettle Program Starling dale-

November 21 through December 24 For

more information call 586-5243

THE COLLEGIAN HA^one data entry

position available The job requires ap-

proximately to hours per week, but they

are flexible Students apply at the Col-

legian Business Office, 113 Campus
Center

PERSONALS

INTERESTED IN WRITING lor the largMt

college daily in New England? Come
down to Ihe Mass Daily Collegian' You

can write atx)ut Arts, Edi'Ofials, Black Af-

fairs, News, Women's Issues & Sports

We're located m the basement of the

Campus Center, behind the TV The Col-

legian We build careers'

JOBS FOR NOW with option lo continue

in January or next semester $4 50/hr«

bonuses to start Our top callers make
$6-7/hr and more Come lo leletund m
basement of memorial hall or call 5-3509

DAVE-THINKING OF you puts a smile on

my face and warms my heart Je T'Aime,

Aliwallie

RON.THANKYOU forall your help and

support Most of all- your caring Forgive

me tor ever doubting you Veggie

TOM, HAPPY THANKSGIVING, you

turkey! I'll miss you. Love Linda

TO THE PERSON WHO STOLE KY TAP1

ON fHURSOAY. 1 1/20, after hours par

ty. 88 Pelham Rd I know who you are'

We invited people lo our house for a good

time, we didn't expect lo bo ripped off'

Don't make me confront you with this!

Return Ihe tap and no questions will be

asked

TERRIFIC TYPING FROM Speedy

keys Professional reliable service

286-1002., 8am-11pm

WANTED TO RENT

ROOMS^UBLETS WANTED Dec 27

Jan 24 call school lor BMC 256-8615

9AM-7PM

WE'RE LOOKING TO take over lease of

North-Amherst area apt Call Bob
546-9721

1 OR 2 bedroom apt starting inm7 call

Bob or jen after 6PM 549-0746

DON'T MISS OUTI It's not too lata to b«

In Ihe yearbook Senior portrait

photographer will be here Doc 1 thru D«c
5 in room 177CC For mote info, call

5-0848 or 5-2874

LOST

H,P. lie CALCULATOR in library lower

Please call 546-4778 for reward

TO SUILET

FOR RENT

ROOMSlkVArLABLE'lfrTarge houae,

across street form campus Fireplace,

darkroom $250 & 549-6364

TAKE-OVER LEASE: 2 spaces available

Jan 1 "on bus route" 127 50/month 1'>i

baths :all 665-8261

AVAILABLE NOW OR in January 2

bedroom apartment in Clitfside, 475/mo

Includes utilities Lease exp July 31, '87

Call Bob 665-8298 eves

MASS LIQUOR ID in Credit Union

Reward offered for its return call 25^6620

HELP NOTEBOOK LOST Thursday the

1 3th last seen on a couch along campus
concourse 4PM Subject History of

Costume HoEc 510 Help' Reward' Call

Linda 2S6-16S8 5PM on

LOST: SLACK LAI

S1P0 REWARD FRIENDLY S5lb male no

collar missing from Echo Hill Amherst

since 11/16 545-3642 days 266-0572

evenings

1979 CHEVY WAGON, 99,400 miles,

new clutch. Best offer 536-5434 Even-

ings week-snds.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOC-
IATIONjob openings Asst to Treasurer,

Asst to Pres , Asst to Budgets Chair (Sti-

pend position). Budgets Auditor AppI

avail in 420 SUB See Valerie Niece m
420 SUB for more info AppI due Dec 3

jy 4 00 Women and Minontios encourag-

ed to apply AA/EOE

CORAL REEFER CLUB forming at

UMAss Parties, stones, tapes, trips (Fla?)

etc Any Buffett fans interested send a

card to; CRC 401 North Pleasant St

Amherst

JIM-YOU ARE so incrediblely svireel!!

Thanks for everything I hope you like

your Christmas present' Love The
Change-Stepper"

ROOM AVAILABLE JAN 1st 150*

responsible quiet 25« call 253-3828

NEED AN ESCORTT

CALL S-2123 BETWEEN 8PM & 2AM
every day for an escort anywtiere on cam-

pus Play It safe

ENOAOEMENTSN

NANCY YOUR RiNG is absolutely stun-

ning -you couldn't have picked a nic«r

guy' We can hear the wedding bells

already! Love, The ROTC sisters!
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Bryant tabbed Rookie-of-the-Year
All-Conference team also announced

ColleKian ohoto by Paul Desmarais

UMass sophomore quarterback Tim Bryant was chosen as the 1986

Yankee Conference rookie-of-the-year by the Yankee Conference

coaches.

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

Yes, it's true. The University of

Massachusetts football team will not be one

of the sixteen teams participating in the

Division I-AA National playofis.

But while the disappointment of dropp-

ing what was. for all intenta and purposes,

the Yankee Conference championship

game to the University of Connecticut on

Saturday still exists for the Minutemen,

consolation can be found in the announc-

ing of the Yankee Conference All-Star

team.
Leading the parade of UMass selections

is sophomore quarterback Tim Bryant, who

was selected as the YanCon Rookie-of-the-

Year by the eight conference coaches.

Bryant, who made the team as a walk-on

and was practically invisible on the UMass
depth charts last season, took over the

signal-calling reigns in the season opener

against James Madison University when
sophomore QB Dave Palazzi (who, ironical-

ly, was chosen conference Rookie-of-the-

Year last season) separated his right

shoulder on the third series of the game.

Senior offensive tackle John Benzinger,

senior offensive tackle Stan Kaczoroski,

and senior fullback Al Neri were the first

team selections on offense for the

Minutemen. On defense, junior linebacker

John McKeown was the lone UMass first

team selection.

On the second team, senior center Pete

Montini was selected, as were linebacker

Todd Rundle and senior safety Bob
Shelmire on defense. Sophomor^ punter

Dimitri Yavis was also a second team
selection.

Obviously, individual achievements are

unable to attone for the losses of a team as

a whole. With Boston University exploding

for 27 unanswered fourth-quarter points en

route to a 45-35 upset win over Delaware,

the Minutemen controlled their own
destiny, and could have ended up with the

Yankee Conference beanpot to themselves.

That, however, didn't happen.

But there seems to be a trend developing,

a rather bad one at that where people's at-

titudes are concerned. The Minutemen en-

joyed their best season since 1978. when
UMass captured the conference and went

to the playoffs. Last season's success

spawned new hope for what many con-

sidered to be the spawning of another

string of UMass conference championships

and a throwback to the dominating

Minuteman teams of the 70's. Most people

seem to lose perspective on what has been

a great season when thinking about what
could have been for UMass.
Don't forget, this team was. and probably

still is, one of the top twenty football teams

in the nation in Division I-AA. For head

coach Jim Reid and his coaching staff,

reaching the playoffs this year would have

served as icing on what has already been

a pretty tasty cake. The Minutemen show
ed that they were a team to be dealt with

seriously and have left a lot of impressions

on conference foes, especially those who
thought they had games won before the

final gun sounded <yes, this means you

Richmond, Rhode Island, Northeastern and
the rest of the lot).

From a spectators standpoint, this has

been one of the most exciting seasons in re-

cent years for the Minutemen, and can on-

ly serve as an indication of the good times

that are sure to come for UMass. The guys

that are returning next season for UMass
will have a chance to continue those good

times, and you can bet the mortgage that

Reid and his staff will have them ready.

For the seniors, the consolation of turn-

ing around what was a downtrodden pro-

gram into a certified winner should ring

true in their minds for a long time, for it

is something to be proud of.

this weekendUMass swimming teams split home meets
• Women 's team drops tough meet to Maine • Men 's squad opens with big win over BC

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's swimming team dropped its se-

cond consecutive meet, 177-91, to the

University of Maine Saturday afternoon at

Boyden Pool.

Anyone reading this score would think

that the Minutewomen were blown out,

and that coach Bob Newcomb would have

his team here straight through the

Thanksgiving holiday, putting in double

sessions every day.

Wrong.
Although the Minutewomen lost last

weekend by a slightly closer (161-107) score

to the University of Conneccticut,

Newcomb said that his team performed

significantly better in its most recent

outing.

"The meet really wasn't as bad as the

score would indicate," Newcomb said. "We
didn't let them walk all over us as they had

in the past couple of years."

The Minutewomen hit a sour note right

from the start, dropping the first two places

in the 400 medley relay, and quickly fall-

ing behind, 13-2. Newcomb, however, was
able to look past the score and find the

bright side.

"This was the first time we .swam this

race this year," Newcomb said. "Our first

team (Julie Wilkens, Melissa Waller, Lori

Carroll, Kris Henson) finished third, but

did it in 4:18.78. 1 don't think they've ever

been under 4:20 before."

It was also important for Newcomb to

employ this new race early in the season,

because the race is run in the New England

meet (held at the end of the season in

February at Springfield College), and the

Minutewumtn '.vould need the expt'iniu i

in order to prepare for that meet.

Another new race in Saturday's meet .v

the 200 meter free relay (compared to the

usual 400meler whicl- had been used all

yean. Once again, this race will be run in

the New England meet, and Newcomb
v\ inter] to uMve his team some experience

before the fact.

The relay team of Melissa Wolff, Henson,

Stephanie Meyer and Patti Pike finished

second with a time of 1:46.37, which

Newcomb says is better than the best time

turned in by the Minutewomen in last

year's New Englands.

Plaudits go out to Allison Uzzo for

another superb performance. Uzzo finish-

ed first in the 1000-meter freestyle, with

a time of 11:03.30, second in the 400-meter

individual medley (4:58.67), and third in

the 100-meter freestyle (58.54, just .22

behind teammate Melissa McCarthy).

Newcomb was particularly pleased with

Uzzo's performance in the 400 individual

medley.
"This was another first-time event this

year, and I don't think she's ever had a

time below five minutes before Christmas,"

Newcomb said.

Other standouts on the home side includ-

ed the breaststrokers ("Waller, Regina

Jungbluth, and Katy Kreiger), who battl-

ed illness all of last week, yet still perform-

ed admirably.

UMass' only other first-place finish, aside

from Uzzo, came from Wilkens, who won
the 100-meter backstroke in 1:06.97.

UMass was able to capture only one

event, that being the 1000-meter free, with

Uzzo's first, and a third from McCarthy
(11:11.12).

"I was happy with what I saw,"

Newcomb said. "I think we did what we set

out to accomplish, and that was to have

some good swims, and bounce back strong

from last week (the loss to UConni.

"I was very pleased with the way our

.-swimmers stuck together. They never got

down, and they were very supportive, help-

ing each other out and cheering each other

on.

its strange U) say that we're psyched

iming off of a loss, but I think the players

are really up now."
By the way. the Minutewomen will, in-

deed, be relaxing over Thanksgiving. Their

next meet is December 6th at Springfield

College.

By STEVE RICHARDS
Collegian Correspondent

Picking up where it left off with last

year's undefeated regular season, the

University of Massachusetts men's swim-

ming team opened its 1986-87 campaign
with a 155-62 thrashing of Boston College

Sunday at Boyden Pool. The convincing

victory extends the team's dual meet win-

ning streak to 19, spanning over three

seasons.

"I was real impressed," said a happy
coach Russ Yarworth. "We really showed

our depth and power. This is a good indica-

tion of what we can do."

If this is only an indication of what is to

come, the Minutemen's opponents might

consider mailing in their results.

UMass completely dominated BC as this

meet was virtually over before it started,

with the Minutemen getting off to an ear-

ly lead and never looking back.

Massachusetts led 39-10 after three events

and 63-20 after five. From there is was all

garbage time.

UMass was able to widen its lead

throughout the afternoon, winning every

race and never being outscored in any

event. The home team swept the first three

places in four races, the 1000-meter

freestyle, the 500-meter freestyle, the

100-meter freestyle, and the 200-meter

freestyle, sending chants of '1-2-3' loudly

echoing off the Boyden Pool walls.

"I was especially impressed with the wa>

we .started," Yarworth said. "We swam
very aggressively today. That's gt>od to

see."

The leading performers for the victors in-

cluded two newcomers, freshmen Roger

Kennedy and Brian Mclver. Kennedy, who
is swimming extremely well right now,

won the 200-meter individual medley

(1:59.40). the 200-meter butterfly (2:01.57 1.

and started the winning 400-meter

freestyle relay team. Mclver finished first

in the 100-meter freestyle (48.43) and the

50-meter freestyle (21.95) and anchored the

winning relay team.

Yarworth was hoping, going into this

weekend's meet, and for the rest of the

year, for solid contributions from his

freshmen, part of an excellent recruiting

class this year. If Sunday's performances

by Kennedy and Mclver continue
throughout the season, he has nothing to

worry about.

The other multiple winner for

Massachusetts was senior co-captain and
distance swimmer Rick Bishop, who won
the 1000-meter freestyle with a time of

10:15.45 and the 500-meter freestyle with

4:59.00. Bishop, who was recovering from

a shoulder injury last year, showed no ill

effects from the injury and the shoulder is

apparently at 100 percent.

Overall, Yarworth was very happy with

his team's performance as they opened

their quest for another undefeated regular

season and he predicts more of the same.

"This is a great way for us to start and
I think we'll be able to keep rolling along,"

Yarworth said.

If Yarworth's assessment is correct and
Sunday's performance is indeed a sign of

things to come, their future opponents had

better beware.

Following the Thanksgiving break, the

UMass swimmers will hit the road, retur-

ning to action on December 3 at Tufts

University and December 6 at Springfield

College. The Minutemen will return home
to Boyden Pool on December 10 against

Lowell University in their last meet before

intersession to continue their attempt for

a second consecutive undefeated season.

This year's team has a tough act to

follow, but Yarworth thinks they can do it

as long as they can keep their heads and
rise above the pressure of being the favorite

week in and week out.

"Last year the pressure kind of freaked

u? out at the end. This year we're going to

uo about it quietly," Yarworth said.

But if the team keeps winning like it div.

Sunday, it will be tough to keep them quiet.

Pre-registration forms are due today
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Baseball stars speak on racism;

students react with skepticism
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

World Series baseball stars Mookie

Wilson and Marty Barrett spoke on racism

on Friday in the Campus Center

Auditorium, but many students said

stronger action should be taken to address

the problem.

The players, along with the Rev. Warren

Savage of the Holy Family Church in

Springfield, were invited by Chancellor

Joseph D. Duffey in light of the post-World

Series brawl in the Southwest Residential

Area.

Black sophomore Yancey Robinson was

beaten by a mob of white students when a

post-game celebration among fans turned

violent. Many people claim it was a racial

incident.

Wilson, a New York Mets outfielder,

drew parallels between baseball and socie-

ty. "In baseball we have a team, but the

team is only as good as each player," he

said. "This University is only as good as

each individual that has to do with it."

"Make yourselves as strong as you can

personally, and that will help the whole,"

he said.

Boston Red Sox second baseniian Marty

Barrett urged students to "do unto others

as you would have them do unto you."

"I want to believe we're beyond the days

of racism," Barrett said. "I hope there are

no white students who think black students

are not good enough to be here, and I hope

no black students think white students
continued on page 2

Rally planned to push for

action on student demands
Activist Abbie Hoffman to give workshop

Collegian photo by Byrne Guarnotta

Chancellor Duffey addresses the crowd Friday, as Marty Barrett, left.

and Mookie Wilson look on.

By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Abbie Hoffman, an activist famous since

the 1960s, as well as students from other

universities are expected to appear at a pro-

student rights rally today, according to

members of the Radical Student Union.

The rally is mainly a response to the ad-

ministration's refusal to give in to the

group's demands which arose when the

Central Intelligence Agency attempted to

conduct interviews on campus last week.

Their demands are: to ban organizations

which have violated international law from

recruiting on campus, to not subject 1 1 pro-

testers arrested Nov. 14 to disciplinary ac-

tion and to revise the University of

Massachusetts Picketing Code.

Police arrested 11 students when they

participated in taking over the Affirmative

Action Office in the Whitmore Administra

tion Building to protest the presence of a

CIA recruiter on campus.

The rally, scheduled to begin at noon in

the Student Union Ballroom, will feature

Hoffman, a leader of the anti-Vietman War
protests. He was one the "Chicago 7" who

were convicted of transporting people

across state lines to incite violence.

"I want to do all I can to encourage the

new student activism that's been develop-

ing over the last two years," Hoffman said

yesterday during a telephone interview.

The administration was "particularly

harsh and unbending," Hoffman said. "I

wish the demands had been met. I think

the demands are reasonable."

Hoffman hopes the adminstration recon-

siders, he said, adding most students do not

know that, the CIA recruits on their

campuses.

"They're not particularly sure of what
the CIA does. It lies to its applicants, it

organizes terrorist groups. It makes a

policy whereby the US falls into war," with

activities such as disinformation cam-

paigns, Hoffman said.

"I don't anticipate any violence," he said.

"I'm certainly not into it."

RSU members said the group plans to at-

tempt to take over Whitmore, following the

rally.

Member Greg J. Fink said. "Every cop

from western Massachusetts is probably go-

ing to be here."

Friday, a letter addressed to "the Univer-

sity community" from the administration

stated, "We hold dear both individual

rights and the concept that one group may
not continued on pane 3

Jinx nails Minutewomen again
Colorado College finishes UMass, 1-0, in semi-final shootout

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

FAIRFAX, VA. — It was a miracle they could not pull

ofT twice.

The University of Massachusetts Minutewomen found

themselves in a shootout against Colorado College, Satur-

day, in the NCAA women's soccer Final Four Tourna-

ment. And after each team had taken three shots, UMass

was down, 3-1.
. , , , ,i j

Six days earlier, in the same situation, they had pulled

off a miracle with their backs against the wall versus the

University of Connecticut. But a comeback like that rarely

happens once, let alone twice.

Colorado College goalie Janine Szapara made a diving

stop on UMass tri-captain Monica Seta to eliminate the

Minutewomen, 1-0, in what coach Dang Pibulvech called

the team's "greatest win ever" and send the Tigers to theu-

first berth in the National Championship.

UMass ends the season at 14-3-2 while the Tigers ad-

vanced with a 17-3-1 record.

"It's kind of hard for a superb team like UMass to have

to take a loss like that." Pibulvech said. "They played a

brilliant first half and it was all theirs. But at halftime,

I told the team they were laying back and letting UMass

beat them to the ball like they did earlier in the season

(a 1-0 UMass regular-season victory). We came out and

forced some carelessness on their part and the momen-

tum changed."
For Pibulvech to say that the Minutewomen controlled

the first half is an understatement. UMass outshot the

Tigers, 9-4, but the differential appeared to be much

greater than that.

The Minutewomen also had a 6-3 first-half advantage

in corner kicks and spent the majority of the time in the

Colorado end of the field. After one Colorado shot, ac-

tion shifted back to the Tiger end where the

Minutewonmen swarmed, and had three near-misses in

a period of three minutes. UMass continued to pepper

Szapara and when the ball was on the net, the sophomore

keeper was there to make the save.

"They're whole team is strong," Szapara said. "There

i.s reallv no weak link."

With about 23 minutes remaining in the half. UMass

lost one of its stronger links. Midfielder and junior tri-

captain Kristen Bowsher had to leave the game with an

eye injury, and, after it began to hemmorrage, was taken

to the hospital. Bowsher was fiown home to New Jersey

continued on page 12

Colletfian photo by Paul Deamarai^

Junior tri-captain Deborah Belkin carries upfield against Colorado College in Saturday's 1-0

»ss in the semi-finals in the NCAA Division I women's soccer playoffs.
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Philippines military squashes coup attempt
p. ik«-_:i., *u„t A..,.;«^ .i.Qc v«f<.iv. Romnc pitpH intplliL'ence reports tha

WASHINGTON (AP) - The administration and key

congressional leaders repeated yesterday "strong and une-

quivocal" support for Philippine President Corazon

Aquino and expressed satisfaction that a reported coup

attempt failed. „• - j

Senate Foreign Relations Committee Chairman Ricnard

Lugar said Aquino "is the only unifying factor in Filipmo

politics." and added that, "Mrs. Aquino is receiving

assurances every day from the United States government

of 100 percent support."
, , . . .tc

Lugar, an Indiana Republican, has helped shape Ub

policy toward the Philippines since Aquino took power

from Ferdinand Marcos in February.

"We are pleased that this reported coup attempt fail-

ed," State Department spokeswoman Anita Stockman

said as news came from Manila that Aquino was rer-iv

ing the resignations of her Cabinet members. The presi-

dent's reque.st for resignations followed a night in which

soldiers loyal to her took over radio and television facilities

as coup rumors swept the capital.

"We reiterate our strong and unequivocal support for

President Aquino and her administration. We earnestly

hope her appeal of Nov. 23 for all sectors of Philippine

society to unite in protecting democracy and reconstruc-

ting their country meets with success," Stockman said.

The reported coup plans were apparently quashed as

Aquino's chief of staff, Gen Fidel V. Ramos ordered

military commanders yesterday to disregard all orders ex-

cept those issued by him or his deputies, and to defend

the government against a plot to oust Aquino.

Ramos cited intelligence reports that politicians from

the Marcos regime planned to move against the govern-

me! I with backing from "some elements of the mihtarv.

!!• Honolulu, where the deposed president now lives.

Ma .:os declined any immediate comment on the

developments in his homeland, said his spokesman,

Guillermo Trinidad.

Sen. Sam Nunn, D-Ga., incoming chairman of the

Senate Armed Services Committee, said yesterday that

in the wake of the turmoil the Philippine military "has

to be reorganized. The military has to gain the confidence

of the people," he added in an interview on NBC's Meet

the Press.

Monday. November 24, 1986
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S Looking For a Great Place to Go This Spring Breal(

GO WHERE IT IS HOT! GO TO THE BAHAMAS!

COMPLETE PACKAGES INCLUDE

Roundtrip Air from Philadelphia,

New York, and Boo'on to Nassau,

Paradise Island . other cities

available

7 nights hotel accommodations

Welcome Rum Swizzle

One hour Rum Swizzle Party

Three hour cruize with unlimited

Rum Punch

Three beach parties ( one with free

lunch) music and activities

Free admission to the Palace,

Waterloo, and Drumbeat Club

All hotel taxes, energy surcharge,

and maid gratuities

' College Week programs by the

Bahamas Tourist Office

« Professional tour escort!

• players
continued from page 1

think

that. That went out with the

'60s."

Rev. Warren Savage, the

first black pastor in the

Springfield Roman Catholic

diocese, said, "It is a human
tragedy that civilized, in-

telligent people of the

modern era have not yet

TRIPS S'^ART AT $339.00
For More Information Contact:

Bruce or Paul at 256-8068
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New & Used Cars
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North Amherst
I
Rent-A-Wreck

I Rt. 63 No. Amherst
V 549-2880

Mary Custard, a black

graduate student, said, "I'rA

not very happy with some of

the comments that Marty

Barrett made. It [the

Southwest incident] was

violence with racial over-

tones."

Paul Wingle, speaker of

the Undergraduate Student

Senate, who is white, said

the event was "a media

event that won't do a thing

to change the situation."

Jeffrey Smith, a white an-

thropology major, said, "I

think it was a noble effort,

but I don't think they pro-

perly addressed the problem

of racism on campus and in

society."

Dwayne Warren, a black

learned how to live at peace

together."

"Your pursuit of greater

knowledge is without mean-

ing and purpose if it does

not help you to appreciate

and understand the rich

diversity of the human
race," he said.

About 700 people packed

the auditorium, while

others watched on closed cir-

cuit television outside. Stu-

dent reaction to the event

was mixed.

Student Government
Association President Bill

Bennett, who is white, said

people were not giving the

administration enough
credit. student who is vice-

"On the top level people president of Kappa Alpha

are looking at it as a brush Psi Fraternity, said, "They

off," he said. "Something di^ condemn racism and

like this is a statement out that was good, but the fight

to those who don't know against racism is still here

what racism is." ^^^ it's up to us."

Tough At Every Angle

EARLY WEEK
SPECIALS
Sunday - Wednesday, 5:30 - 9:00

Sirloin Teriyaki
^7^'

Scallop Aa Gratin
^8^^

Chicken Marsala
^6®^

Baked Staffed or Broiled Scrod..^6^^
Includes Salad, Potato. Vegatable and Dessert

Insulated buck leather on

oil i.si'itant sole.

Rcq Si9 99

*30.00

All Ictlhcr \Aj.Mf!)>iunt

booth With full storrn \A.elt.

*41.00

Cambrelle" i.netl buck

lejthff feio(i,.fLC'J boot

Rcq S36 99

*28.00

UNIVERSITY DR.,

From thick padded collars to oil resistant soles, our

insulated buck leather boots are designed for durability,

protection and comfort. No matter how you look

at It. our leather boots work.

549-5861
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\XA^ thriveon competition.

. HampshireMall. Rte 9, Hadley.
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Formed to give students a collective voice
^

Student political group going strong
^

SSAM is designed to represent state col- up tor review in the «P"^^^^^ ^^
^

By PAUL MASCIOLI
Collegian Staff

First of two parts.

After five years of successes, internal

troubles and external opposition, the State

Student Association of Massachusetts re-

mains a potent force in Massachusetts stu-

dent politics.
.

, u J » f

The association, with an initial budget ot

$5 000, now draws more than $90,000 a

year. This funding is gathered from 18 of

the 28 state colleges that participate in the

organization.

In many of the colleges, students con-

tribute to the organization through the stu-

dent government fee on their tuition bills.

At the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst, students are given the option of

funding the group through a negative

checkoff line item on the tuition bill.

If the student does not check off the line

on the bill. $1 of the total payment goes to

the organization. Because of the size of the

student population at UMass/Amherst,

UMass student funding of the group

amounts to 35 percent of the organization s

total budget, according to the public policy

committee of the UMass Student Govern-

ment Association.

SSAM is designed to represent state col- "P ^bSX a^ia'ion w^^^^ on a drive

lege students at the state government. In 1^82
^^^^ ,,„dents at UMass to

Michael Ferrigno, the groups director ^^^1 registered

said The idea was to create a student vote. „ .. _.
saia. ine luca "at. t-w

political body that could face the state

legislature on student issues from a posi-

tion of collective strength, he said

"We had been getting beaten on the mil

because we didn't have the collective voice.

With 100.000 students working collective-

ly there would be much more clout,' Fer-

rigno said.

There are 20 active state student associa-

tions in the United States.

Throughout the 70s, a^empts to

establish the student group failed. 1 here

were too many obstacles. It was considered

throwing money down the drain^ UMass

would send a constitution around and all

the other colleges would amend it out ot ex-

istence," Ferrigno said.

"The goal was generally to keep higher

education affordable and to increase the

student voice at the state house, he said.

In 1980 a progressive coalition led by the

Third World Caucus got the SGA at

UMass/Amherst to use $5,000 from the

trust fund to finance SSAM. Ferrigno ap-

plied to be director and has been in charge

of SSAM ever since. Ferrigno's contract is

In 1983 the Massachusetts Board of

Regents of Higher Education proposed a 15

percent increase in public higher educat on

luitions. The state legislature reduced the

ncrease to 6.9 percent. Ferrigno claims

Lt SSAM lobbying efforts were in^

strumental in saving UMass students $70

^Tn 1985 the organization lobbied to put

a student on the Board of Regents^ The bill

for the legislation was initiated by the

UMass SGA public policy committee. 1 he

legislation was approved and there has

b^n a student on the board «ince 1985 one

of only 18 student regents in the u&.

The group plans to begin lobbying for

more ffnaucial aid from the state govern^

ment for students at state colleges and

universities. .

"Lower income students are dropping out

and middle income students are gomg

deeper into debt for an education. Students

are being denied their right to an educa-

tion ," Ferrigno said.

Next: Bad blood between SSAM and

the SGA.

Nixed fee
increases
receive
backlash
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

The mercury is rising as a result ofV ice-

Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis

Madson's recommendation not to grant the

full semester bill fee increase that two stu-

dent organizations had requested for next

^Members of the Union Program Council,

which sponsors concerts on campus, and ot

the Distinguished Visitors Program, which

brings lecturers to campus, had requested

$3 and $1.50 increases respectively. But at

a recent meeting with Randy ^"nant. stu-

dent activities office director, Madson

recommended that both increases be cut in

Student leaders and members of the

organizations say the recommendation is

unfair because no student representatives

attended that meeting. Also, students

voted for these fee increases in a referen-

dum last semester.

Catherine Turner, UPC business

manager, said the group's members are

"really angry,
. u n p

"We've had people like U2 and Hall &

Gates and now we have smaller acts, she

said UPC decreased its number of shows

per semester because of lack of funding.

Turner added.

UPC members are now writing editorials

and passing around a petition asking

students to support them. Turner said.

Cathy Sledz, program co-chairwoman,

said "We were never told that they were

going to have a meeting. There was definite

lack of communication and lack of student

representation at the meeting.

"I didn't know that there was a chance

of not getting the full increase because the

students voted on it," she said. "Our case

was presented second-hand, or even third-

Madson and Donant have scheduled

another meeting to discuss the increases.

Members of both organizations say they

hope Madson will reconsider and that they

should have a chance to meet with the

vice-chancellor. j ^ „<•

Donant said he understands both sides ot

the matter. "No one is going to get

everything they want," which is unfor-

tunate, he said.

Getting the full increase ''would have

been nice." he said. "I thought we did the

best we could." ,

Madson said, "I have been concerned

with all fees being kept at a minimum. He

recommended a 50 percent increase over

last year's fee as opposed to the 100 per-

cent requested, which is lot, he said.

There is a chance he might change his

mind when he meets with Donant again,

Madson said.

* rally
tunuriut:d from fjagv 1

interfere with or prevent the expressions of ideas by

"Grou'p meTblrs expressed dissatisfaction with the let-

ter because it did not mention the three demands.

Fink said the administration's response was

predicted." As a result of that decision, he added, I think

the administration could find itself getting some bad

publicity. It would be a whole lot easier to grant us our

demands."

since. Ferrigno's contract is the SGA.
, i " Ui.^^^rv'Uf*

Veterans Awareness Forum to be held tonight,

forus on issues concerning black, women vets
tOCUS on IhbUC^ ^lill

rneforumispartofanextendedVeteran'sDaypro^^^^

/ wish the demands had hen met. I think

the demands are reasonable,

— Ahbie Hoffman

Vice-chancellor for Student Affairs Demus Madson said

"The way to do business is not to make demands. But

he said he agrees the recruitment policy needs to be revis^

ed The faculty senate is currently working on it and sees

'-Madint^l students will protest and demonstrate in

acSance wTth the Picketing Code and without disrup-

finer rppular University operations, he said.

'"MYdsfn said he hopes no violence will take pkce^but

security in the admini.stratfon building will b^ increased^

Group members said yesterday that students from the

UnWersi^Rhode Island, Brown and Brandeis, among

others would attend today's rally to provide their support

^"'it'sTna^ionwide struggle," member Rob Stone said.

By LAURA TOMASETTI
Collegian Staff

The contributions veterans make to society will be

amongThe issues discussed at the Vete-nsJ^wareness

Forum to be held at 8 p.m. today at ^he Umversity ot

Massachusetts Campus Center, «,«»d Lynne Lockhart^ co

director of the Veteran Outreach Program ft
UMass.

^e forum w^ll consist of five Paneljsts.including state

Deputy Commissioner of Veterans Affairs Donald Jer-

nfgan chief administrator of the Office of the Commis^

Sr'ofVeterans Services Nancy Clarke. an<i Spr-f^ld

native Ed Wright, a Vietnam veteran and author ot

"Thoughts of the Vietnam War," Lockhart said.

Clarke will discuss issues concerning women veterans

and Wright will talk about issues concerning black

^Th?p":n'lSt's':nlter invited

tolof Amherst Veterans Services Ken Hunt w,, answe

questions from the audience after their 15-minute

presentations

XvTs a concert wastw in Northampton to benoHt

fny^e'erans awareness with a 500-person turnout.

Lockhart said.

"Because there are 700 student-veterans attending

UMass, veteran's issues are becoming very important on

campus," she said.

"Our goal is to integrate the Amherst community with

the UMass community on
-gf"^ -;f;X"unWeS

to recruit in-state veterans to attend the University

because public education is a veterans' benefit that they

should receive," she said.

Lockhart said she is expecting a good turnout for

ton^ht's forum as the other Veteran's Day events have

received positive support from UMass stuoents and com-

munity residents. The forum is open to the public.

F
Y
I

'"5i-s.rr^,t.3;T.S=s;'r;i"= «w. <»s -..- -~ -
department. „.«^„m fnr neoole wishing to kick their smoking habit, begins
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MILLBANK PLACE • NORTHAMPTON

• Free head-cleaning cassette

with any car stereo system

and installation

Free Monster Cable Reference

Interlink [IM] with any

separate preamp and power

amp
-mL^mL

cwa
Comp^entFurni^

• Free Sound & Music "No Hot

Air- balloons to the drst l ,000 # Free Shure V15IV-MR

customers (no purchase Cartndge with the purchase of

necessary) a Shure SV-40 CD player

• Free calibration and head- • One Free CD for every 1 you

cleaning fluid with any purchase from Sound & Music

cassette deck

• Two Free CD's from Sony with

• Free precision cartridge g ^^ ^^^^^^
installation with any turntable ,

icart"***
I I iKlAnl MR-20 Video

,

^£M I l*^^*^! Monitor/Receiver ^ —

ffi
ES-1 Turntable with

Shure VI 5 Type

V-MR Cartridge
_

TA-2047B _
Cassette Deck g

' KENWOOD

"mv^

^r°"':;^rnpck with Theft Prevention

KRC:838A^FMCassette DecK wiu
chassis

CS-51 5 Turntable

withOrtofon ^110
ULM65E Cartridge ^) I I ^

fc<*>
•^##:» all

•jusay* SOTA

TA-2027 Cassette Deck

with Automatic Music Control

System, two-year d^ •< 7C
limited warranty ^) I f w

A-6011 and fB^B^^
'

T-1000 l^^l [<

Speakers

/!?axe«. tSD 90

_—^..i— D-5000

Compact Disc Player witti 1 6-Blt

Digital Processor, Wireless Renxlel

andFive-Year 0O^Q
Laser Warranty %pfc*T5/

—— [Other CD Players from Sony,

Onkyo. NAD, Carver, and Revox also on Sale!)

maxeW
XLil-90 Cassettes (1 1/28 only,

limit six per customer)

$1.49
KENWOOD KRC-2001

High-Power AM/FM/Cassette

Car Stereo $278 Installed

[Speakers and Antenna not included]

r-«i-i I B=^.— RX-830
Audiophile Quality Stereo Receiver

Star Sapphire Turntable

with SME Series V

Tonearm and Koetsu

Rosewood Cartridge

/HERIDW
1 ^207 Professional ConTp<

TX- 108 Remote

Control Real-Phase
I

Stereo Receiver

CompactDiscPlayer

Velod/ne
ULD-18SubwooferSystem

AM/FM Stereo Table Radio

Iod660

[matrIxi

o»Gn*LMONno«s

$169
T-4017

Q

s;\ Former Top-Of-The-Line

_ _—-Vv Stereo Tuner

All Carver demos

15-25%o«
All components fully pretested and backed by our fully professional

fadory-authohzed «9rvice and installation departments Two-ween

full refund priviledge Guaranteed loaner on home stereo

components m event of repair

Hours:
lues., Wed., Fri.. Sat. - 10-5:30

Mon-.Thurs. 10-8 Sun 12:30-4:30

'^'"tnCSBL-^..o^Do,byCS,ereoCas^^^

r:Ss';:coLlSvs,e..Be,a,,Va.e$239.95

Register early to catnrdav December 20 ^^-«

Grand Prize Drawings!
^op ^^^^^^^^^^^a^^i^^^^^

Mi1lbankPlace«351 Pleasant St., Northampton • 584-9547

A good start, but.

October 28. Yancey Robinson lay on the concrete at the

Southwest Residential Area, beaten by a mob of white

"'t:X^ month later, baseball stars Mookie Wilson and M^^^^

ty Barrett addressed students at the invitation of Chancellor

Joseph D. Duffey about working against racism.

Friday's visit was a positive first step on the next leg of the

long road to a civil, safe tampus. To a certain extent their ap-

pearance was a public relations event; it is doubtful whether

the goons and racists of Oct. 28 are going to change their ways

simply because Marty and Mookie would Ijke them to.

But those who feel the event was an attempt by the aci

ministration to sidestep the serious issues of racism raised by

the Southwest melee fail to appreciate the significance of Dut-

fey's reaction to the brawl. „Uo,.«o« nf
Duffey could have let well enough alone. Thej:harges of

racism had gotten scant press attention in the week preceding

the Barrett/lvilson visit, save ^-^%^-^^^'^^^[^^^
investieator to look into the events of Oct. 28. With i haiucsgiv

ng recSs and the semester's end approaching, it would have

lein easy to do nothing and wait for the issue to go away

'TnsS Duffey took ^sitive action. He w^ obviou^l^ -*

reauired to raise the issue again, and it is refreshing to see

[he aSstration put the well-being of its students before

' hSS'u is also as obvious to the administration that Fri-

dayS wUl neither solve the problem of racism on campus

nor resolve responsibility for the Southwest brawh

While a speech by baseball stars might appeal to a wider

autoce than "awLness workshops;' the message was pro-

bably lost on those who most need to hear it in the hype sur

rounding two such popular^personahties

Something more meaningful is now
"«f^fJ^'^^f^,'' ^'tt

no easv answers - racism is deeply rooted in many aspects

of ourlocSy - the administration must take stronger more

effective" ctln to resolve the Oct. 28 brawl and combat all

''TT^:i:^:n:ne:^lT?Iiic safety has had two weeks to

interview wftnesses and otherwise investigate the brawL It

"time fl names of suspects, if there are any. to be t^^^e^

over to court authorities so that prosecution of the Southwest

rTminals can begin, and so those convicted can be ep^^^^^^^^

from UMass as quickly as possible. The victims deserve as

""•A three-credit course, dealing with social issues should

h^ reauired for all undergraduates. The framework for such

a reau"remenTis already in place, with peer education, hous-

tngS™s in the schedule book marked as dealing with

'Civility
" Other University requirements may mean far less

in terms of a student's overall education than learmng to open

^'.Ifnce such a course would take time, planning and fun-

di^sr to taplement!?he University should integrate an ino-eas-

^d iwarTnesHnto a framework that exists: the freshman

wriSe^irement. Almost all undergraduates go through

Tws course during their first year; asking that one paper deal

w^tl racffm or another social issue would ensure the issue is

^T-i^ifunWeS'sS reaffirm its affirrnative action

noL by hW^g minorities for faculty , staffand administrative

SSons where they are role models in public positions for

'"'^elTver'^ity ihouW take the offensive against racism and

such occurrences.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion ofthe Col-

legian Board of Editors.

o

El
^Damascus
>a of (0\(JI^V\

i&^ ^
'lORDAN "^^

» J

"It would at least be rrrore effectwe tharr Attorr^ey Gerreral Edunn Meese heUcopter-

i^/ouHo c^/maruua.a m the wUds or bombmg poppyfields.

-Bostor. Globe editorial on idea to replace airport drug-sniffrng dogs with

mongooses.
^

.

Let the PLO
be discussed
The topic of Palestinian rights is quite a

valid and relevant one today, but one that

is largely ignored or distorted by the media

in this country. The Palestinians are a peo

pie without a homeland. In Israel, they are

treated as second-class citizens in the land

of their birth. They suffer from discrimina-

tion that results in much greater

unemployment and poverty, and much

poorer housing, medical care, education

and opportunities than their Jewish

neighbors. In the occupied territories, con-

ditions are much worse. There. Arabs can

be arrested simply for reading the "wrong

newspaper. Thousands of their homes have

been demolished by the Israelis, simply

because they are suspected of political ac-

tivity. The Palestinian people have a

legitimate gripe with their situation.

Jason Rabinowitz

Like most Americans. I don't feel that I

know enough about what is going on in the

Middle East, especially from the point ot

view of the Palestinian people. But as a

Jew I am quite concerned about what the

Israeli government is doing in my name.

That's why I think it is a positive thing

that there will be a forum tonight to discuss

the issue of the PLO and Palestinian

rmht^ Sponsored hv the General Union of

Palestinian Students and the Organization

for Marxist Studies, the event will feature

two speakers, one a Palestinian, Professor

Lauthor. from Shaw University, and the

other Lou Moroze. managing editor ot

Jewish Affairs magazine. Their presenta^

tions will be followed by a question and

answer period.

It seems to me that it would have quite

a positive effect on this campus to have a

Palestinian and a Jew sitting together on

the same panel, both speaking for Arab-

Jewish unity and a just peace in the Mid-

dle East. It would also provide a valuable

educational service to the University com-

munity, which could stand to know more

on the issue of Palestinian rights^

Some students claim that the PLU is a

terrorist group. The PLO says it is not, and

regularly condemns all acts of terrorism.

Some students claim that the PLO is anti-

Semitic. The PLO says it is not that it

wants unity with the Jewish people. Clear-

ly these questions are wide open to debate

on this campus. Why don't some students

want us to hear a Palestinian speak about

the situation of his people?

This event will pose no more threat to

Jewish students than a black South

African speaking against apartheid would

pose to white students, or a woman speak-

ing about sexism would threaten male

students. .1.
The PLO is recognized by the interna-

tional community (as represented by the

General Assembly of the United Nations)

as the legitimate representatives of the

Palestinian people. To oppose a Palestinian

person for coming to speak on this campus,

simply because he supports the PLU, is

outrageous anti-Arab racism, and it shou d

not be tolerated by the University

community.
The Palestinian people deserve a forum

on this campus as much as any other group,

and they will get it tonight. I urge everyone

to take this opportunity to learn more

about the issue of Palestinian rights and

attend.

Jason Rabinowitz is a UMass student

Letters

Point clarified
The University has consistently been

committed to providing, promoting and

protecting an environment which en-

courages the free exchange of ideas

through formal classes, meetings, public

addresses, private conversations, and

demonktrations. We hold that on an open

campus dedicated to such dialogue, all

members of the community must be free

from obstruction or coercion that might

jeopardize discourse. To that end, we all

must work to protect both the right of

students, faculty and staff to present dif

ferent views and they right to disagi'ee

with the views of others. We try to assure

that the exchange of opposing views is

conducted with dignity, civility and

courtesy.

The opposition to the visit of the

recruiter from the CIA last week brought

into question the University's policy of

maintaining an open campus. These are

not new issues. The most thorough con-

sideration of whether the University

should maintain an open campus took

place during the late 1960s and early

1970s, provoked by issues surrounding

the Vietnam War. At that time, students,

faculty, staff and the Board of Trustees

engaged in discussions about what the

University's policy should be regarding

military and other controversial

recruiters' coming to campus.

In 1971, the University Trustees voted,

"to reaffirm that the campuses of the

University of Massachusetts are open to

the conduct of legitimate public business

including interviews for student job place^

ment purposes by private commercial and

industrial organizations and by agencies

of the Federal Government." Since then,

the University policy of recruiters has

been consistent with the position of the

Board of Trustees.

During the past 15 years, no systematic

review of that policy or its implications

has been conducted. There is currently

sufficient controversy over our maintain

ing an open campus that it is time to

review our policv either to affirm it once

again or to propose to oui" Trustees that

it be modified. The Faculty Senate has

agreed to begin immediately a review of

the current policy on recruiters. he

review will involve students and staff as

well as faculty.
. , • . . j

We hold dear both individual rights and

the concept that one group may not in-^

terfere with or prevent the expressions ot

ideas by another group. The University

respects the rights of its students to ex-

press their views in whatever manner

they see fit, including demonstrations,

rallies and educational forums. At the

same time, the University has a respon-

sibility to protect the rights of its

students, faculty and staff to carry out

their daily business without disruption.

There have been strong opinions ex-

pressed on this and other campuses regar-

ding the CIA. To provide a forum that

allows for the organized and civil debate

of these views, we have asked the campus

Kaleidoscope Project to provide a public

opportunity for the discussion of these

views. _ ,

In conducting a review of the campus

recruiting policy and providing a forum

for debate over these issues, we restate

our unqualified support for the right of

campus guests to be received in a civil

manner. We expect that representatives

from both sides of the recruiting issue can

present their views will full confidence

they will be heard by an audience which

respects their rights to speak and be

heard.

Joseph D. Duffey
Chancellor
Richard O'Brien,

Provost and
Vice-Chancellor
Samuel Conti,

Vice-Chancellor for Research

Dean of Graduate School

John L. DeNyse,
Vice-chancellor for Administration

and Finance
Deirdre A. Ling,

Vice-Chancellor for University Rela-

tions and Development
Dennis L. Madson,
Vice-chancellor for Student Affairs

Executive

and
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rciVivif^l «nti«5fips old fans, electrifies new ones
VXclDriei SdtlOllCO %J1.\A. iC»XiC», .^

,,„es, but looking somewhal disheveled - no su.

Intellectuals' hero expajtdsMtbase
show) and then launched into the recent hit Red Rain

whth comes across much louder anc^ faster live than it
By WILLIAM SPAIN
Collegian Staff

Peter Gabriel has been something of a hero to many of

the more intellectual rock fans for quite a few years now.

He still is that, but his recent album So! and the follow-

up tour have shown me that there is a lot of room for him

to expand his base of popularity.

In Worcester this weekend for two shows at the Cen-

trum, Gabriel impressed not only his devoted following

but, quite possibly, gained himself the devotion of

thousands of people who had never heard of him before

the excessive airplay given to the single •'Sledgehammer.

He did this bv playing a great assortment of old and new

- satisfying his longtime devotees while feeding the need

for loud, danceable tunes of the younger set. He started

off both nights with the haunting classic "San Jacinto

In deference to the haid-core types who went to both

shows, he varied the middle of the set a little, playmg di "

Cerent selections from some of his earlier albums. On Fri;

day we were hit with, among others, "I Don' Remember.

SaluXy night, he pulled "Not One Of U. ' and '1 Have

The Touch." out of the closet. We were given favorites

"The Kami y and the Fishing Net" and "Lay Your Hands

On Me'Tn b^th occasions. During the latter, it has become

customary for Gabriel to enter the audience and la

hiSf be rolled across the rows on their outstretched

hands When he played smaller venues this was

somthing of a curiosity. In a place like the Centrum it

Tn act of sheer courage. He emerged unscatjiedj^h_
is

CHINESE KITCHEN
FAST SERVICE - GREAT PRICES

E

#22 Chicken Wings,

Sweet & Sour Pork, Fried Rice

$3.90

Try our

Moo Shu Pork

. $3.95

#23 Szechuan Gai Ding,

Sweet & Sour Pork, Fried Rice

$4.95

TRY OUR LUNCHEON - DINNER SPECIALS

Only $1.49 before 3 pm, $1.90 after 3 pm

Eat In or Take Out

HOURS: Sunday Noon - lO pm, Mon - Sat 11:30 - lOpm

2 LOCATIONS

430 Russel St (Rt 9)

HADLEY - 253-2571

150 King St

NORTHAMPTON - 586-8220^

HADLEY.586-9991
143 KING ST

NORTHAMPTON-586-4840
Men - Fri 8am-5:30pm

Saturday 8am-2pm

Bring Midas anyone's wiitten estunate

for installing a muffler and we'll meet it

or beat it. No ifs, ands or buts. Going

someplace else could cost you.

PER AXLE MOST CARS

Our Brake Job Includes:

• New (kiai;uiteed Bi;ilxe

l'adM>rSh(it*s

iSemi-ineUtllic pads (.-xlra )

• kecundilion Drums or Kutors

• ln>i)ect CaJiptTs

• bispect Wheel Cylinders

• Inspect Br^ilxe ilnidwiire

• Roiid Test

FR1:L BRAKL LNSPCCTION

miDAS

It IS likely additional p.irts and services will

be needeo which are not included in this prico

See guarantee terms at your locJl Midas dealer

TAKE IT TO MIDAS

TAKE IT TO SOMEONE YOU TRUST

LADIES
SNUGGLER

Retail - $>06

FACTORY 5 79
DIRECT '*'

times, but looking somewhat disheveled - no surprise

Anv skepticism I may have had about his ability to con-

trol -^uch a large crowd vanished aRer that pomt. The rnan

enthralled all but the most intoxicated and/or tone-^deaf

listeners with his personality, presence and incredibly

good sound reproduction. The music was so perfect, his

voice so clear, that if I closed my eyes. I felt like I was

at home with the headphones on.
, . , ,

Interestingly, he has abandoned the theatrical make

up that was long his trademark. For older fans, this takes

some g-tting used to. It is very tempting to look critical-

ly at his unabashedly energetic stage movements and

write them off as somehow contrived, or perhaps overdone.

Be tempted - don't give in.

Yes he played "Biko" as the encore. An excellent song

as well as being a powerful statement, it kept the audience

singing five minutes after he had left for the evening.

r^——^^-——
Change your
tires NOW . . .

per pair

Alignment and
j

balancing

available

NorthAmherst Tire
& Auto Center

FuH Service Tire Store

?8 SunOerlamJ Bd No An*etsi MA

549-4704

MEN'S POLARFLEECE

JACKETS RETAIL $65
FACTORY $35

WARE OUTERWEAR
FACTORY OUTLET
t TRUE F*cro«» ourar S£i.i/WG ornt rm Ksv

Wed & Thurs 9 30-9 PM

Mon.Tues,Fri & Sat 9:30-4 30 PM

Rt 9, East Main St

Ware, MA
Check Of Cash Only

Maal«r Ch«l

InatitMt* of

Amsfica

Salactad

Tha Whalaly Inn At Ona 01 Tha

Top SO Raataurania In Tha Nation.

Serving
8fak; Prim* RIbt, Bmmlood
atao S*l0cl Cmiun Bntr—

iOWeCTIONS T«h« 1-91 10 •Kit 22 north

ofi Rl S 3 rnVm. l«« Ohio Chfltllan L«n«

OPEN Mti Sal 5-10 »b.Sh. 1-9

Lets talk heavy ... as in heavyweight . . .
heav>'weight fleece

r to be exact And let's talk big ... as in oversized.

The GEAR for Sports* super heavyweight neece is over 50%

heavier than regular fleece and heavier than most other

"heavyweights."

Located In The Campus Center

OPEN
M-W
9-5

QxjmvERsnj
STORE*
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WiCrt'iite AStvIe As
liKiiviHual As you Arr

( ONSULTATIO.N
ANDSTYLK CLT

WITH,COUPON & STUDENT ID

Styles By Deborah
65 UNIVIUSn > DHIVK, AMUKHST

549-r)<»IO exp Nov 28 1986

tQ^i

The University of

Massachusetts Sym-
phony Band, under the

direction of Associate

Professor of Music

Malcolm W. Rowell,

will perform at 8 p.m.

tomorrow night in the

Fine Arts Center Con-

cert Hall. The concert

is presented free of

charge.

CLEAN» SAFE, PRIVATE TUBS
17S Unlvaraty Dr.

Naxt to Staduim Liquors In Prtea Choopar Mall

0?«n Monday 4 till 1. Tuaa - Sat 11am - 1am

R«.arv«tioni auflgaatad - Qrtt cartHlcataa avallaWa

Call 253- ??2*7^

STUDENT SPECIAL
Every Mon, Tues, & Wed

1 HR Hot Tub
for 1/2 HOUR PRICE

You're Too BVSYl
Don't waste time doing

your own laundry...

Take It To

11 PHAY ar. ammciwt.ma.

S^9'1666

We Offer:

• Hand Pressing

• Shirt Service

• Same Day
Service

OfF
HOUM

Man.-Thuit. tO OOem-IOOOpm. Sun ^OOP^*? "2'^"'

Frtaafi lOOOam-S:00am «»»•" a OOpm^lO 00pm

Sal 10:00»a»-» 00am ••»•« J OO-IO 00pm

PLErilY OF SAVINGS!

THANKSGIVING MEGA-SALE

$75Off $50 Off
14KQold*

^ CLASS RINGS

lOKQold

Nov 21, 24, 25

10 AM - 4 PM

DATE TIME
Deposit Reqiii'ed

mSTORE^^
PLACE

I'tSb AMCarved CUiS H '"J -

•OWar valid only hK th« pun-heae ot ArtCarvad co««fl« rio«.

^ ONEMA

.f
A ROOM
WITH A
VIEW

7;00 & 9:00

I

November 19

to

December 2

DOWNTOWN AMHERST 253-5426

A,Ko6m

Some
restrictions

apply

Hartford/SFC
NYC/London
NYC/Hong Kong

$198
$378
$764

COUNCIL TRAVEL
AMHERST

[4151256-1261

What ifyou
dorit get into

the school of
your choicer

Ofcourse YOU may get into sonr»e other

school.but why^«I?^t«^f7.^?^°^
exam you're fadng-be it SAT. LSAT, GMAl^^

G^MCAT. or oSeis -with the best test prep

company Stanley H.Kaplan.

R^^neariy 50 years. Kaplans test-taking tech-

Tioues have prepared over one million students,

Existing their scoring power and test conoden^

So call Kaplan Why go tojust any school,when

you can go to the one you want?

IKAPLAN
STAMUY H. lAflAM EDOCATIOMAl QHni ITO.

T^E WORLD'S LEADING

TE5 T PREP ORGANIZAHON

Classes forming now

for Interscssion

Call 549-5780
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AMERICANS, ISRAEL, AND PEACE

The peoples of the United States and Israel share common ideals, values and spiritual

roots. Both countries are committed to democracy, justice and freedom. WE AFFIRM OUR
STRONG SUPPORT FOR THE STATE OF ISRAEL and its right to live within secure and

recognized borders free from threats or acts of force. It is essential for the Congress and

Administration to continue the bi-partisan policies which will enhance Israel's economic

recovery and military security. These policies are beneficial to Americans and Israelis, and

to all lovers of freedom.

In the light of this consensus, we commemorate the November 29, 1947, United Nations

resolution which led to the establishment of the State of Israel. That resolution reflected the

high ideals and fundamental principles of the U.N., sadly neglected in recent years. The

Arab rejection of the November 29 resolution has led to a continued state of war in the Mid-

dle East. We call on Israel's neighbors to end their rejectionist policies and join the process

which will make peace a reality.

Peace between Israel and her neighbors, as reflected in the Camp David accords, must

encompass normal diplomatic and commercial relations, the end of hostile propaganda and

• the termination of political and economic warfare. There must be mutual understanding and

respect by all peoples who live in the region of the Middle East. When these goals are realiz-

ed, Israel and her neighbors will enjoy harmony, prosperity, and peace.

Monday, November 24, 1986

Doonesbury

By Garry Trudeau

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

George W. Graves
Richard Fox
Yehudit Heller
Richard Levin
Dana Grossblatt
Jennifer Abrams
Deborah Block
Alan Saperstein
Ido Diamant
Yifat Susskind
Sandor Goldstein
Marisa Rohrbach
Jeinnifer N. Cohen
Yoav Shorr
Helene Goodman
Wenfy Noah
Lainie Goodman
Amy Dubinsky
Robert A. Chernick
Eric Traiger
Nomi Goldberg
Karen Jarmon
Jaana Cutson
Jay Schondorf
David Lipton
Sari Mallow
William L. Pughe
David Roth
Andrew S. Blankstein
L.S. Goldberg
Tony Rudy
W.G. Rothman
Mindy Merdinger
Lisa Litow
Cheryl Obedin
Lesley Kahn
Robena R. Jackson
Caroline Loeffler
Ivy Fine
Ellen J. Berman
Naomi Adier
Jeff Tikofsky
Denise F. Forbes
Karen Morvay
Kirk Merrow
Joel Rabinowitz
Russel Wallach

Eric R. Short
Sarah A. Sietela
Sari T. Korman
Joseph Kass
Jon Leyens
Kathi Kauffman
Jacalyn Hyman
Yann M. Zombeck
Kirsten K. Connely
Kimberly Zombik
N. Joshua Thompson
Allison Graves
A. Jensey
Mark Will
Rachel Greenbaum
Daniel Dunlop
Paul Wingle
Anthony Coppola
Harry Chevan
Chris L. Cody
Sue Sternberg
Jessica Barmack
Kimberly Foster
Rebecca M. Lockwood
Karen Adams
Natalie Fine
Robert Grossbaum
David M. Oettinger
David C. Bailey
David Stacey
Lise Solomon
Sharon Vegh
Peter Branett
James Hillas

Scott Rubin
Bonita J. Lueder
Victoria P. Tillotson
Elissa Viarengo
Kenneth Leitner
Heidi C. Bross
Mark Wade
Judith Turner
Hannah K. Syayze
Lauren F. Kruas
Susan Frost
Jose Peralita

Frank Cefalo
Karen J. Wesler
Rebecca Lillian

Samara Kopelman
Bruce Taylor
Diane E. Voyentzie
Harriet Wingard
Amy Rabbino
Jonathan Wald
Stephen M. Siderow
Sharon Burstin
Stuart Ratzan
Nancy Saltzman
Robert L. Sussman
Jeffery Kaplan
Annah Abrams
Neal Rubin
Howard Narin
Noga Tarnopolsky
Daniel Hecht
Steve Yashon
Scott Srebnik
Abbey Gardner
Jim Weisbard
Brad J. Richter
Penina Handelsman
Wendy Berkowitz
Allison Roseman
Candy Ginsberg
Bonnie A. Franz
S. Iverson
Debbie Segal
Karen Motely
Paul Lawrence
Michelle Richmond
Julie Peralta
Michael Grosser
Chris Cocca
Cynthia G, Wolff
Harold Meltzer
Erica Zimmerman
Micheal Saines
Andrew Friedman
Benjamin Samuels
Brian Cohen
M. Malkin
Emma Cardin

Carolyn Poliks
Beth Herman
Michael Scheer
Michael Acker
Elizabeth Valsing
Daniela D'Appolito
David Pass
Leslie Drever
Justin Burruto
Greg Coccoluto
Andrea GentI
Lisa Pettirossi
Carol DaPonte
Maria Chamorro
Elan Fisher
Brenda Reyo
H. Kliger
Cynthia Eubaum
Lynn Minasian
Christy Goodman
Sarah Quinn
Jody Gray
Margaret Cameron
Barbara Nevin
Kelly Staras
Peggy Cahill
Elizabeth Duggan
Jason House
Maureen Harrington
Robin Roht
Gary Bloom
Wendy Darwin
Steve Schofield
Melissa Reich
William Spencer Heyes
Merideth Madison
Maria Ranis
Hisao Kushi
Jennifer L. Brooks
Nina Rooks
Reginald Shephard
Aileen Duggan
Patrick Mahoney
Kevin Sweeney
Ann Marie Reilly
Laura Levine
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The CoUcftaa is now acceptlr^ applications for the

following positions for Spring 1987 Editor in-Chief.

Managing Editor. News Editor and Arts Editor Applica-

tions due Wednesday. Dec 3. Apply to Dode Levenson

in the newsroom. Campus Center 1 13

1 \ 1

J.

. 1 T .

rtlDVALE
SCHOOL FOR )^

GIFTED X

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

WHAT'S ST^E ^u
' NOW

ft(.M^4

Campus Pond By Sal

STATIC HEf\oTl>
WHAT'S GOTTEN

IIMTO YOU?l.l

WAKE UP PiNP SMELL THE
COFFEE I THIS 15 THE El&HTlESl

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

BAND

"HeUO PfiRKNeiS MY OUP

am TV 5L£ePM7H
MeftMlN.
WITH -me m\0N6

soFfiy—

OftRFUNKei " IbNT
-m fiPPROftCH

l/je'Re LOOKINO

FOR. ItL

^v?^

E
m 50KKY,

NO.

LOOK..

TBOUbHT

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trude Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Biidgo 1 11(1

b ButtfilnjiO 8

adilioi

10 Scot s Lap
I * 69 MhIs Stat

14 SliiKpr

15 Mdiathoii unit

16 Feauii«s of

Itianh-jgiving

meals
ly Laio iM Lille

20 Sandia •" RuDy

21 Sisby idKtfs

itiiee

?2 Sitdni stull

24 AMA iiiernbof

2!) SoiHj 10 eal

luiKi-y Dy

'

33 HesI

34 Maili" ot the

movies

35 Coal catriar

37 Freudian

cooceTis

38 Clencdl wear

39 Mil j.ldress

40 Monslrtt s loch

42 Alghnii noble

44 abi'ul

( appiommately)

45 ThanKsyiving

alternative''

48 Stretch a point

49 Turkey nibble

50 Kind o) boom
53 Barcelona

bravo

56 Baseball great

60 Noted
November nighi

63 Seme leedei

64 Sergeant York

65 Rate bud
66 Cook s need

6/ Rinds

68 Tabu

DOWN
1 Concord

2 Jahan built here

3 Wither

4 Order m
5 Oolden
Treasury item

6 Cowt)oy s

Loncern

7 Ranch unit

C0NGRW5.
HOCKje POQbi

.

you'u. Be
OUR

PRUMMBf^.

OH Tfi^

eOHflFFY,

6IR'

NBi/^ w we orneR

HOPeeuLd.

meR£'6 fmOVINCr
ROseBUPr HI

5

\ dP/jNpex mji.
I dMBLL

CmiTROPHe
UPONTHe
MNP--

TH/ff^

judim
3RemH.

\

8 Manna ol the

nil vies

9 A.tiir PaCihO

iKid other i

10 oijsessions

1 I lo the

stieilered side

12 Ullicers meal

t b Port ol Oman
17 Narrow pdlh at

the lop ol a

slope

18 limt- out ol

mind

23 Punier s

measures
24 I uo s place

25 Nol lor

Lulloquially

26 Lesi than

2 1 Italian poet

28 Embariass

29 Fished lor

congers

30 Aniieril

instrument

31 Mad i^ider

32 The Gold Bug
author s

signatuie

JO Lilly '• the (Ki,

to a poet

41 like (X-eaii

waters

42 Gourmandi/ed
4 1 Giuek letter

44 Gnoiiii'ttic liiini

46 Oil one s le«<d

47 Tabriz s site

50 Chuck
51 Tail s State

^J f lirt s glance

54 Gneigftii

55 Wicked
57 City on !he

T r ui: kee

58 Range lejluij'

69 Detective Wolle

61 The tall guy

62 Election

winners

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

Menu
Lunch

Tri-County Fair Sandwich

Sausage Patties

Corn Fritters

Basics Lunch

Flat Bread Sandwich

Spinach Noodle Casserole

Dinner

Roast Lamb/Gravy
Chicken a la King

Puff Pastry Triangle

Basics Dinner

Golden Carrot Bake

White Sauce

Chicken a la King

Puff Pastry Triangle

Weather

Todav: rainy and mild, high near 50

Tontght: muggy but not too cold, lows In the 30s

Tomorrow: mostly sunny, highs in the upper 40s.

Todays Staff
Night Editor Nan Klingener

Copy Editor Siobhan Masterson

Photo Technician Byrne Guarnotta

Layotit Technician Bethanne Moskov

Production Supervisor Bethanne Moskov

Production: Laura, Connie, Rob, Dode

Tori, Julie Rae, Sheri, and Isabel

Executive Board - Fall of 1986

DODE LEVENSON
td.inr in Chief

JOHN YONCE
Managing Editor

STEVE RUBIN
Business Manager

ROB SKELTON
tditonal Editor

WILLIAM SPAIN

Editorial tdnor

ANSEL ZINTER

Production Manager

Business Board - Fall of 1986

STEVE RUBIN

Business Manager

PAUL H. LESSER

Advertising Sales Manager

VANESSA ROTH
Finance Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marketing Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Circulation Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Subscription Manager
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• basketball opens
continued from page 12

'

^^^^ ^^ gg^ ^g

angry but we're going to have to learn to play a little bit

angrier."

But if Heinrich hadn't lashed out, most of the 2,986 on

hand probably would have as neither the Hungarian

team, committing 18 turnovers in the game, nor the

Minutemen, just 22 of 38 from the line on the evening,

were able to excite the crowd until the punch was thrown.

"We didn't play with any emotion in the first half," said

Gerlufsen, who expressed some disappointment that the

crowd wasn't more of a factor in the game. "The crowd

reminded me of the Springfield crowd. I would like to see

a bigger crowd. But the crowd got a little better in the

second half as we got a little better."

After Smith's free throws, Hungarian guard Josef

Radovics and Chase exchanged jumpers before sophomore

guard Mike Mundy hit a pair of free throws to tie the game

at 51-51. A 14-foot baseline jumper by junior forward Fit

zhugh Tarry and a Chase free throw offset a three-pointer

by forward Istvan Hosszu to tie it up at 54-54 with 8:02

left. But the Minutemen, down 39-33 at the half and as

much as 10 points, 43-33, early in the second half, put the

game away as junior guard Lorenzo Sutton scored nine

of the team's next 10 points to give UMass the lead for

good.

16 MONTH ACADEMIC'YEAR

DESK CALENDARS & APPOINTMENT BOOKS

OFF
REG PRICE

"One thing I was pleased about was that I think we were

in much better shape this year than last year. I think our

conditioning paid off," said Gerlufsen, whose team lost

two of last year's first three games after blowing leads

in the final seconds.

Minuteman Mutterings: Gerlufsen, while there was

a lot he could be displeased about, was happy with the

fact that he did get a combined 29 points from his star

ting front line which did not include an injured David

Brown. . . The game marked the first collegiate action for

guards Carey Herer (six minutes) and Chris Bailey (10

minutes). . . Bailey actually started in place of Carl Smith,

who watched for the first seven minutes ... A Boston

University scout was in the audience but Gerlufsen can

rest assured that the scout probably won't be able to report

anything conclusive except that Chase can take a punch.

. . Speaking of the punch, Heinrich bolted like he had been

shot from a cannon after slugging the forward UMass'

next game: Saturday at Connecticut. Game time will be

7:30.

Till Nov ?6th

kinko's
copy tl you (TOP

220 N. Pleasant St

253-2543

VIDEOMO\TE
NIGHT >.# I

NOV.24"TPM"cc801

DlRf.< T"B Jan Kj.tjr

-I VHRI^'. Ii>-ri K.r.>n<r

I'll'. • l.'Hmin • BA' • * irrh

-I'liNNDKEn B^ HU! FL

SUN - THURS
6 AM - 3 AM
FRI & SAT

OPEN 24 HOURS

BREAKFAST SERVED
ANYTIME

faEER & /VINE
SERVED TIL MIDNITE
PLENTY OF PARKING
CAMPUS PLAZA

(NEXT TO SUPER STOP t SHOP)
Rtc. 9 • Hadley'Amherst

256-6889
J

EMPLOYMENT APPLICATIONS
BEING TAKEN '

Auto
Glass
Center

SAME DAY SERVICE

BILLED DIRECTLY
TO INSURANCE CO.

WINDSHIELDS
REPLACED

North Amherst
Motors

l?t.6JNo. AmhfftI • S49 MCO

On PVTA But Lin«>
Moil Maioi CrcSil Caidi Accei »0

CAMPUS CENTER

OPEN
M-W: 9-5

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

NEW BOOKS ON ALL

SUBJECTS FOR XMAS
AT 40 -80% OFF
Publisher's list price

VALLEY BOOKS

Carriage Shops

Amherst

M-F 10:30-5:30
SAT 10-5 - SUN 12-5

549-60S2 • VISA/MC

THE SPOKE
THE SPOKE
THE SPOKE

THF. SPOKE

NCR PC 41
256K Color

and printer

$1595.00
SAME SYSTEM
with 10 meg
Hard Drive

$1695.00
MODEM
1200 Baud

S149.00
LETTER
QUALITY
PRINTER

5^S„

uix

LAST
MONDAY NIGHT

FOOTBALL

RAFFLE

AT THE

.saw

«o
3MOdS 3HX

HHOdS HHl
HHOdS 3HX

HHOdS HHX
I

PIONEER VALLEY

DATA EQUIPMENT

259 Triangle Street

Amherst
549-1017

Spikers season comes to an end at A-10 tourney
UM falls to GW in semis
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

They were cha-^ing a dream and almost realized it.

But the University of Massachusetts volleyball team,

who had played the role of the underdog throughout this

remarkable 1986 season, fell to the number two-seeded

George Washington University Colonial Women, 615,

13-15, 15-4, 8-15, in the semi-finals. The Minutewomen,
who finished the season with a 30-6 overall slate, swept

Temple University on FViday, 15 10. 15 12, 15-10, to gain

a berth in the semi-finals.

"We played really well against Temple. They didn't

know a whole lot about us because we played so badly

the last time we saw them," head coach Elaine Sortino

said. "It was a total team effort. We passed a real good

nialch and blocked just as well.'

The sweeping of Temple gave the spikers the right to

meet the Colonial Women, one of three conference teams

to beat the Minutewomen during the regular season, in

the semi-finals. The beanpot was a chance to face the

eventual winners of the tourney, Penn State, in the

finals.

GW disposed of the spikers in the first set, 15-6. and

the match could have started to take on a similar com-

plexion to that of the previous meeting between the two

clubs when GW swept UMass. All of that changed in the

second set.

The Colonial Women were well on their way to another

convincing set victory and, at one point, held a 13-8 ad-

vantage in the set. But a furious defensive effort, spark-

ed by senior co-captain Debbie Cole, paced a UMass ral-

ly, knotting the score at 13-13. The Colonial Women,

however, pushed tlie issue and came out on top, 15-13,

in the second set.

"It seemed like we were spinning our wheels and not

really getting anywhere in the first two games. If we had

passed better in game one and the beginning of game
two, things would have been different," Sortino .said. "I

don't think we've played a better defensive match to

record. Debbie svas absolutely phenomenal. She just

came up with digs time after time."

UMass managed to rebound from the first two sets and

basically blew the doors off GW in the third set, 15-4.

At that point, a momentum change seemed to indicate

that the match could have gone either way. Cieorge

Washington was equal to the task, as the Colonial

Women captured the fourth set and the match, 15-8, and

earned the right to get their butts kicked by Penn St.

in the finals, 15-3. 15-4. 15-5.

'^New Shipments^
of

Good Things
Natural Fiber

Sweaters Skirts

Shirts Dresses
Leather Sole _ . n* i.

Slipper Socks Drawstrinq Pants

20 to 5096 off selected

Clothinq sun 12-5
^^ Daily 10-6

WORKING ON A PAPER?
Finish it up before the holiday

VISIT THE WRITING CENTER

04D Cashin

B-24 Baker

Tues 7-9 PM

Men & Tues 7-9 PM

Horthampton-18 Center St

kv Amherst-Carriage Shops ,

Plerpont Classroom Mon & Wed 7-9 Pm

PEER TUTORS CAN HELP YOU GET

OUT A BETTER PAPER - FREE

ACTIVITIES 'AUDIO
AUTO FOR SALE • CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT -FOR RENT

FOR SALE -FOUND
HELP WANTED -LOST

CLASSIFIED
NZ : .AUCTION • MOTORCVLCLES
PERSONALS • RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED • SERVICES
ROOMAT WAM ED 'TRAVEL

WANTED -SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI - 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PROIR TO PUBLICATION. CASH IN ADVANCE, 15^/WORD/PAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIfS

SUNDAY EVENING PRAVEHS tront

lounge Newman Center 6PM five college

mission

DIALOGUE ON ARAB-JEWISH coex

islence in Israel with Wahd Mulah and

Ronny Brawer tionight 7 30PM CC917
sponsored by Hillel

IRA INDEPENDENT
RESTAURANTEURS Assoc manditory

meeting all officers and memtjers Mon
day 11-24 5 30 Flint Cafe

HABLA ESPANOL? MUSICA
Latina/Espanola. nolicias Hoy lunes

7-10PM roncepto Latino 91 FM WMUA

DONORS NEEDED LAST day at Campus
Center give Wood Nov 25 Room 165

10 30-4 30 - 50 pints needed

WSYL STAFF MEETING tomorrow nigtit

1979 CHEVY WAGON. 99,400 miles

new clutch Best offer 536-5434 E^/eo-

ings week-ends

OHM L2 SPEAKERS 4 yr warranty Call

6-7921

NIKKON CAMERA EQUIPMENT 2

camera bodies, flash, lenses call Bill at

546-5543

78 TOYOTA CELICA new paint, muffler

brakes, and more car needs nothing 5

spd Killer stereo $1700 or B O Doug
256-0333

PEAVY CLASSIC AMPLIFIER-$270,
Flanger, noisegate, analog delay must

sell! 546-5244

PENTAXKI 6b CAMERA brand new $75
549-6521

PART-TIME. TEMPORARY POSITIONS
available for the Annual Salvation Army
Chnstmas Kettle Program Starling date

November 21 through December 24 For

more information call 586-5243

THE COLLEGIAN HAS one data entry

position available The job requires ap-

proximately 10 hours per week but they

are flexible Students apply al the Col

legian Business Office. 113 Campus
Center

WANTED

ALWAYS BUYING USED books,

records, tapes, and compact discs Call

Dynamite Books 586-9670 or Dynamite

Records 584-1580 Northampton

MARXISM PAPER WANTED SSS call

Dan 548 9554

7PM, Campus Center room 174.

transmitter is back!

he

D.J. S DELIGHT-PAHSE 400 Amp very

powerful $350 Pair of MK2 1700's turn-

tables 400 Gemini Equilizer w^Led
meters $100 call Mike 6-9659

FOR RENT

ROOMS AVAILABLE IN large house
across street form campus Fireplace,

darkroom $250 & 549-6364

TAKE OVER LEASE; 2 spaces available

Jan 1 on bus route" 127 50/month r'r

baths call 665-8261

ROOM AVAILABLE JAN Isl 150<

responsible quiet 25» call 253-3828

6 ROOM APT in Shelburne Falls 30
minutes from Amherst two t)edrooms. Iiv-

ingroom, dining room, kitchen, bath

Rooms large/sunny, attic storage,

garden, parking Rent 450/month heat in-

cluded Ideal for grad students
References required, no pets, no lease

545-2102 9AM 5PM weekdays or

625-6535 and leave message on
machine

I OR 2 bedroom apt starling 1/1/87 call

3ob or jen after 6PM 549-0746

TO SUBLET

PARTIALLY FURNISHED 2 bedroom
apt available starting 1/1/87 al Colonial

Village - right across from Changes
Quite on bus route ' $380/month call

Mary or Donna at 256-6782

NEED AN ESCORT?

CALL 5-2123 BETWEEN 8PM S 2AM
every day for an escort anywhere on cam-

pus Play It safe

BAHAI FIRESIDE, MON Nov 24 come
to informal meeting on Bahai views on
spiritual growth CC rm 901 7 O'clock

OUTING CLUB MEETING tonight

7 00PM Campus Center rmlOl Leverett

House Players present The Ice Worm
Cocktail" a play/poem: all welcome

ENTERTAINMENT

RAINBOW 100B-256K w/GSX-Se
graphics dual 400K drives. LA50 printer.

1200Baud modem, MBasic, DBasell, po-

ly/comm, CPM and MS-DOS Im-

maculately kept Leave message
1-737-2259

FOR A GOOD TIME CALl

(^ick-A-DISK ENTERTAINMENT
Agency - Discpckeys. Bands, Lights and

Large screen video dances 549-7144

TYPINO SERVICE

ROOM FOR RENT

NORTHWOOD ONE BEDROOM in three

bedroom apt $150 available Dec or Jan
665-7928

MUSICIANS NEEDED FOR perfor-

mances at Belchertown State School

Funding available Contact Bruce
256-4236

DRUM SET VERY good condition $250
Roto Toms excellent condition $85 Zil-

dian Hi Hats $50 must sell together or

seperately call 549-6267

STEREO FOR SALE

QUALITY TYPING. Long or short pro-

jects Meticulous proofreading Rush jobs

OK New IBM typewriter 549-0367

"SPEEDY KEYS"PHOFEMrc*iALtyp^
mg/editing. 256-1002

SIRVICES

ROOMMATES WANTED

RESPONSIBLE FOR LG apt on bus route

own room, furnished but bring bed $210
for room plus utilities call 323-4989 before

2PM 323-6311x530 after

WE ARE LOOKING to lake over lease of

Pufflon or Brandywine Apt Call Russ
546-5353

INSTRUCTION

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS expenenc
ed and patient teacher Pop-rock-folk-

blues Songwriting, theory, readina im-

provisation Right on bus line Doug
549-4786

PASCAL TUTOR. REASONABLE rates

584-1307

CHEM 262 TUTOR preferably undergrad

exam and final left Pay highest price call

Jay 549-5968

SPANISH TUTORINO » TRANSLATION

I'LL HELP! GRAMMAR, pronunciation,

conversation 256-1002

HELP NOTEBOOK LOST Thursday the

t3lh last seen on a couch along campus
concourse 4PM Sub|ect History of

Costume HoEc 510 Help' Reward' Call

Linda 256 1658 5PM on

LOST. BLACK LAB

$100 REWARD FRIENDLY Blslb male no
collar missing from Echo Hill Amherst
since 11/16 545-3642 days 256-0572
evenings

STILL LOST BLACK B&L sunglasses-

where did you put them? Please call me
Larry 253-3652

WOOLEN SCARF, GREY, blue stipes

Friday 1 1/14 inside gradtower sentimen

tal value, reward $20 Tom 533 Grad
tower. 5-3664 or 6-1071

FOUND

CAMERA AT FOOTBALL game against

UNH Describe camera and section sat

in and its yours Call Andrew at 549 7880

DATING SERVICE

IN-TERNATlONAL DATING SERVICE -

serving five college system and surroun-

ding areas $15 for two months BASE to

PO Box 489 Amherst

AUTO FOR SALE

PIONEER INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
(70W/CH) and digital synthesized tuner

Teal cassette deck (30-19. OOOHZ). Morel

super power LA205II loudspeakers Ex-

tremely accurate system Valued al

$1,100, will sell for $600 or BO call to-

day 549-6316

MOTORCYCLES

TYPING. TAPE TRANSCRIPTION. Fast,

accurate 665-7652.

MOVER

ROUND TOWN MOVERS last reliable

cheap call Michael anytime 323-6780.

FEMALE HOUSEMATE NEEDED in

house one block from campus One room
call 549-5122

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share

large Northampton apartment Call even-

ings 584-6819

68 CHEVY BELAIR PB reliable tow

milage previously owned by little old lady

call 549-6269

1979 SUBARU GL Wagon, 4-wheel dnve.

4-door, excellent running condition.

77 450 miles, am/fm, new brakes, must

sell, $1990. call 549-1921

1981 HONDA CB650 custom Only 6000
mi need S for school I'll take b/o call

Dave 253-7474

HELP WANTED

1984 PLYMOUTH HORIZON excellent

condilion $4000 or best offer for into call

Barb 586-3891

iSlT TRUE you can buy Jeeps for $44

through the US governmenf Gel the

facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142

ext5931A

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent free meals

Light clean-up
Call Cheryl at AXO

545-2152

PERSONALS

INTEHESTED IN WRITING for the largest

college daily in New England? Come
down to the Mass Daily Collegian' You

can write about Arls. Editorials. Black Af-

fairs. News. Women's Issues & Sports

We're located m the basement of the

Campus Center, behind the T V The Col-

legian We build careers!

FEMALE ROOMIE NEEDED to share apt

starling Jan 1 No grumpies need to call

256-8883

LOOKING FOR ONE female to share

room in Brandywine Jan through may call

anytime! 549-0710

MDSRS WANTED

OFFERING RIDES to ihe^hila area

leaving Nov 26 call Suzanne after 5

549-0152

PROFESSIONAL TVPINO SERVICE

PAPERS, CASES, DISSERTATIONS
Dependable, on-campus. reasonable.

584-7924, Nancy

BRONC IT'S BEEN an awesome two

months Love ya lots and lots Conan

DEB FORTE-HAPPY birthday' No more
fake ID'S' Get psyched lor the rest of your

senior year Love, Jill

HAPPY BIRTHDAY BECKY (Beezy)'

Have a good one' Dana na-na-na-na you

say It's your birthday Love RRRRoomie
(Shrrroomie?)

JIM-YOU ARE so incrediblely sweet"

Thanks for everything I hope you like

your Christmas present! Love- The
Change-Stepper"

STEVE WHAT I did was neat but

somehow I got t>eat what they said is true

I'll bet they wear blue'! From the real

Tricks

LOSE WEIGHT NOWI 10 29 lbs/month

on Herbal Weight Control No drugs, diet

or exercise 100 percent guaranteed Call

Mark 546-5938

CASH

PAYING CASH FOR your baseball cards

please call Mike 549-0333

FOR SALE

GAIN PR., COMMUNICATION, political.

& management skills ycu'ii need after

graduation Work full or part time to com-
bat groundwater pollution and river diver-

sions Earn $375-1000 this winter break
Beat the summer rush and gel that sum-
mer |ob in the bag Call Clean Water
Ac;;c--5^9-7460

PROGRAMMERS WITH 2yHi> lulltime

experience on DEC/VAX with Cobol and
or Basic 25-30K Also have IBM positions

mainframe Or do you know someone''

$500 finders fee Call Tim Career In-

telligence 534-0974

KEG TAPS FOR sale' Brand new never

used keg taps only $25 Packies charge

$45 lor used taps Don't waste your

money! New taps $25 Call foi

2S6-li38 today

CAMPUS CENTER HOTEL needs one
person for security work on Friday even-

ings 11PM-4AM

JOBS FOR NOW with option to continue

in January or next semester $4 50/hr»

bonuses to start Our top callers make
$6-7/hr and more Come to telefund m
basement of memorial hall or call 5-3509

DAVE-THINKING OF you puts a srnile on

my face and warms my heart Je T'Aime,

Aliwallie

RON, THANITyOU tor all your help and

support Most of all your caring Forgive

me tor ever doi.ibung you Veggie

:ORAL REEFER CLUB forming at

JMAss Parties, stones, tapes, trips (Fla?)

etc Any Buffett fans interested send a

:ard to CRC 401 Nonh Pleasant St

Amherst

SERVICES

i YPING, TAPE TRANSCRIPTION. Fast.

accurate 665-7652

TERRIFIC TYPING FROM Speedy
keys Professional reliable service

256-1002 ,
Bam-ltpm

WANTED TO RENT

VVE ARE LOOKING TO take over lease

of Pufflon or Brandywine Apt

^O^^.a/bUBL£fS WANTED Dec 2 7-

lan 24 call school tor BMC 256-8615
)AM7PM

WE'RE LOOKING TO take over lease of

vIorth-Amherst area apt Call Bob
i46-972i

TRAVEL

SPEND SPRING BREAK in the Bahamas
Trips start at $339 tor more information

call Bruce or Paul at 256-8068

DECEMBER ORADS

DON'T MISS OUTIIt's not looTale to be
in the yearbook Senior portrait

photographer will be here Dec 1 thru Dec
5 jn room 1 77CC For more into, call

5-0848 or 5-2874

LOST

LOUISE SMITH

LOUISE SMITH-CAAAI Congratulations

on winnig the election for president ol

Saffa-good luck and remember Scotland

forever love your mother Fish Face'

INOAOEMENTSH

NANCY YOUR RING is absolutely stun

nino you couldn't have picked a nicer

guy' We can hear the wedding bells

ilreadyl Love, The HOTC sisters'

H.P. lie CALCULATOR in library tower

Please call 546-4778 lor reward

MASS LIQUOR ID In Credit Union

Reward offered for its return call 256-6620

PM A FRAYED KNOT

JQA STAFF IT a[l began when this piece

of string walked into a bar We've come
a long way gang Thanks for the

memories Happy Thanksgiving' Love.

Shawri

Tony
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Minutemen's playoff hopes slip away, 20-17
X •/

L J Yes, the Cinderalla season appears to

Connecticut steals the show with a last-minute touchdown
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

The ISth-ranked University of

Massachusetts football team had
everything to gain on Saturday: sole poes-

sion of the Yankee Conference Champion-

ship, a bid to the national playoffs, and

a school-record ninth regular season win
— and the team got none.

Watching as sophomore University of

Connecticut tailback Jeff Gallaher plung-

ed over the goal line from one yard out

with 28 seconds remaining in the game
to give the Huskies a dramatic, 20-17,

come-frombehind victory over the

Minutemen at Warren McGuirk Alumni
Stadium, senior linebacker and co-captain

Paul Manganaro and the rest of his team-

mates saw their too-good-to-be-true senior

season prove to be just that.

"I felt like we've been writing a

book all year and I thought we were go-

ing to write the finish today. But it got

closed on us," Manganaro said after his

final collegiate game. "I felt my guts come

up into my throat. I just couldn't believe

it was happening. It finally happened to

us what we've been doing to other teams

all year. It was the sickest feeling I've had

all year."

Gallaher's winning score capped an

11-play, 80-yard, 3:57 drive that includ-

ed five of six completions for 68 yards by

senior quarterback Peter Lane and rallied

the Huskies from a 17-14 fourth-quarter

deficit. UMass quarterback Tim Bryant

connected with tailback Kevin Smellie on

a Hail Mary pass with no time remaining

but Smellie was brought down UConn's

five-yard line.

The win propelled the Huskies, 8-3

overall and 5-2 in the Yankee Conference,

into a regular season-ending share of the

tri Yankee Conference Championship

with both the Minutemen and the

Universtiy of Delaware, which was upset

by Boston University, 45-35 on Saturday.

With the win, UConn could be a fror.trun-

ner for an at-large berth in the NCAA
Division I-AA National Playoffs which are

scheduled to begin on Saturday.

The Minutemen, 8-3 and 5-2 mean-

while, can expect to be watching televi-

sion next Saturday after watching a

potential playoff bid slip away in the final

seconds. With three losses (one each to

Delaware, Holy Cross and the Huskies),

UMass fares little chance of getting a

playoff bid.

"It ended on a sour note especially for

the seniors. It was their last game and we
were hoping to be able to give them a few

more," junior linebacker Vito Perrone

said. "It seemed like we were fated to do

it."

Yes, the Cinderalla season appears to

have come to a crashing halt. But a red

eyed UMass head coach Jim Reid was not

about to hand out sorry buttons after the

ganie.

"We played great football all year. To-

day it was just one of those things," Reid

said. "I'm awful proud of our players."

And well he should be. Despite the loss,

the Minutemen can feel good about the

fact that they really were the better foot

ball team on the field Saturday as

evidenced by they're sound domination of

both the offensive and defensive lines.

Controlling the ball for nearly 40 of the

game's 60 minutes and rollong up 428

total yards compared to 330 for the

Huskies, there was no doubt that the

team should have won. But UMass didn't.

"We got nobody to blame but

ourselves," said senior tight end Ned Tof

fey, who caught three passes for 37 yards.

"When we get the ball down therp we've

got to put it away and we just didn't do it."

SPORTS

Second miracle win too much to ask of Minutewomen
Women's soccer team unable to duplicate amazing shootout comeback of last week's game
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Sophomore Cathy Cassidy attacks Colorado College goaltender Janine

Szapara. Neither UMass nor Cassidy was able to convert for a score, and
the Minutewomen lost 1-0 on penalty kicks.

ciwtinued from pane 1

after the game,

but no details were available.

Within a period of 80 seconds, sophomore

back Sue Montagne hit the crossbar with

a shot and Carolyn Micheel hit both the

post and the crossbar with another shot.

The best chance of the halfcame with 4:10

remaining in the period. Cathy Spence

headed down the right side of the field and

crossed the ball to Michelle Powers.

The sophomore forward was one step

behind, however, and the ball rolled

through the crease untouched.

"We were there," UMass coach Kalekeni

Banda said. "It was just a matter of a cou-

ple of inches."

Psychologically, it was a different Col-

orado team that took the field after inter-

mission. The Tigers showed this by hitting

the crossbar in the first three minutes and

proceeded to contain the ball in the UMass
end for most of the first 20 minutes.

The Minutewomen had a great oppor-

tunity with two consecutive corner kicks

with about 17 minutes left, but could not

convert. After a nice Szapara save, a second

UMass player had to be helped from the

field. Freshman Sarah Szetela limped off

with an ankle injury, but was able to play

the final few minutes of the game after

having the ankle taped.

Szapara kept her team in it with a few

key saves and, when Powers shot high from

alone in front with three seconds left in

regulation, the game went to overtime.

The game became even more of a defen-

sive struggle in the overtime, and neither

team had a genuine scoring chance. A Col-

orado player shot over the crossbar on a

direct kick with four minutes left in the
first overtime and the Tigers had another
decent chance writh three minutes to go, but
could not score.

No one tallied in a more conservative se-

cond overtime either.

So, the aspect of the game that had
vaulted UMass to the Final Four last week
against UConn — the shootout — took
place.

In press conference before the tourna

ment, Pibulvech mentioned that his team

had been spending their free time working

on penalty kicks, and it showed.

After tri-captain Debbie Belkin sent her

shot over the crossbar for UMass, Shelley

Separovich started things off for the Tigers

by beating DeSantis into the upper right

corner of the net. Mary Curtis then shot

wide left for the Minutewomen and

Maryclaire Robinson scored to give Col-

orado a 2-0 advantage.

Micheel was the next shooter for UMass,

and promptly put the ball into the upper

right corner, but Kerri Tashiro, the Tigers'

leading scorer, matched Micheel's goal

with one of her own. The freshman forward

blasted a shot that DeSantis got her hands

on but the force off the shot allowed it to

go into the net anyway.

So when Szapara, Colorado College's

savior all day long made a diving save to

stop Seta's well-placed shot, the Tigers

were in the finals.

"I think going into the shootout, we
definitely had the momentum," Pibulvech

said. "The first and third shooters were the

key positions so I put in my strongest

players and they both came through."

So, for UMass, the semi-final hurdle re-

mains a big one. The Minutewomen have

reached the Final Four the past five years,

but have yet to reach the Final Two.

"We're obviously disappointed," Belkin

said. "We're not a young team anymore —
we're experienced. Both teams had their

chances today, but couldn't score. When it

comes down to penalty kicks, the luckiest

team wins. We were dying to get to the

final."

Banda agreed, but was satisfied with the

season the team has had.

"I don't think we played our best game
today at all," Banda said. "But we're not

ashamed. We fought hard and came back
last week. And we're a consistent team. We
played a tough game today and had a
helluva season. I'm proud of this team."

Minutemen take home opener, 75-67, over Hungarians
UMass awakened by near-hrawl in 2nd half

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's
basketball team hailed in the new season

with a sloppy 75 67 win over the

Hungarian National Team. Friday night at

the Curry Hicks Cage — but not before a

few of the hired police on hand got a little

nervous.

The game, part of the Hungarian team's

North American Tour, was played on the

same day that baseball's Marty Barrett

and Mookie Wilson came to campus to com-

ment on social behavior at sporting events

and featured a bench-clearing incident that

saw Minuteman sophomore center Duane

Chase take a punch in the face before both

teams nearly brawled at mid-court.

"That really pumped us up," sophomore

forward Joe Fennell said. "We were tak-

ing it easy in the second half — it just

wasn't there. But the punch helped."

Thf win was the first against no losses

on thi- season for the Minutemen while tht-

Hungarian team lost for the sixth time in

seven games.
En route to the win. UMass got 21 points

from preseason first team Atlantic 10 Con-

ference junior guard Lorenzo Sutton and
also got 12 jwinta from Chase, 1 1 from Fen-

nell, and 10 from senior guard Carl Smith.

The Hungarians were led by center Laszio

Berkics' game-high 23 points.

The incident ocurred with 11:11 left in

the second half with UMass down, 48-45,

in a sleeper, when an out-faked Chase
crashed down on to Hungarian forward

Robert Heinrich. Heinrich, frustrated with

the more physical play of the Americans,

climbed from the floor and nailed Chase
with a right cross to the cheek that caused

both bench's to errupt. Heinrich was
ejected while the much stronger Chase,

who had to be restrained by three players,

and the Minutemen turned up the heat.

After Hungary's 6-11 center Jozsef Varga

hit on of two free throws, Smith tacked on

the technical foul, two free throws, to cut

the lead to 49-47.

"We started to play like we were a little

hungrier after that," said fourth-year head

coach Ron Gerlufsen, whose Minutemen

were outrebounded, 38-37. "I don't want to

have to have a player take a punch every

continued on page 10

Hungarian Nationals: Laszio Farkas 14
1-2 3, Tamas Kiss 3-4 0-1 9, Bela Judik
01 0-0 0, Laslo Likar 1-5 0-0 2, Jozsef

Varga 3-5 1-2 7, Ferenc Zsobee 0-0 0-0 0,

Josef Radovics 3-3 0-0 6, Laszio Berkics
7-18 9-9 23. Attila Kovacs 1-4 1-2 3, Robert

Heinrich 1-2 1-4 3, Istvan Hosszu 4-9 0-0

11. Totals: 24.55 13-1867.
Massachusetts: Joe Fennell 5-11 1-5 11.

Duane Chase 5-8 2-7 12, Fitzhugh Tarry
2-4 4-5 8. Carl Smith 3-6 4-4 10, Lorenzo

Sutton 9-15 2-3 21, Mike Mundy 0-5 4-6

4, Wilbert Hicks 1-2 4-6 6, Chris Bailey

1-3 0-0 2, Cary Herer 0-1 1-2 1, Bill Hamp-
ton 0-0 0-0 0. Totals: 26-55 22-38 75.
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Protesters convince judge

to strike down injunction
Judge finds court order 'too vague

'

By TOM MIDDLETON
and CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON -Thirteen anti-CIA

recruitment protesters convinced a

Superior Court Judge yesterday to strike

down an injunction that would have effec-

tively halted anti-CIA demonstrations at

the University of Massachusetts.

The students, who declined to be

represented by a lawyer, had their

arguments accepted over those of attorney

Sidney Myers, 'a ho represented the

University.

Anti-CIA
protesters
arraigned

By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON-Sixty people ar-

rested Monday night during an anti-CIA

protest at the University of

Massachusetts were arraigned in Nor-

thampton District Court yesterday on a

variety of charges.

Amy Carter, daughter of former Presi-

dent Jimmy Carter, and 1960s folk hero

Abbie Hoffman were among the 60 defen

dants. who had pre-trial conferences

scheduled for January and Feburary.

Carter and Hoffman were scheduled for

conferences Jan. 7.

The defendants were arraigned in two

shifts on charges that included trespass-

ing, disorderly conduct, disrupting school

business, and assault and battery on a

police officer, depending on the case.

After the first 32 were arraigned, a

busload of people who spent the night in

jail arrived. Some of them said they had

waited in handcuffs for up to eight hours

and that the booking process did not end

until 4:30 a.m.

One defendant, Debbie Cohen, hobbled

into the courtroom assisted by friends.

She was treated at Cooley Dickinson

Hospital in Northampton for knee and

shoulder injuries during her arrest.

Department of Public Safety Director

Gerald T. O'Neil reported that four

UMass officers were treated at the

University Infirmary for injuries that in-

cluded human bites and strained backs.

District Court Judge Philip Contant sat

impassively in the packed courtroom, ex-

plaining to defendants their right to

counsel and negotiating with some who

requested that their conference dates be

changed.
Hoffman, a Worcester native who re-

quested a date change, said, "I'd like to

add that I'm ashamed to come from

Massachusetts because of what happen-

ed last night."

Contant replied. "You have a right to

be ashamed if you want to be," and he

granted Hoffman's request. Hoffman left

the courtroom to the same applause that

greeted many defendants as they left.

Some of the defendants who requested

court-appointed attorneys were classified

as "marginally indigent" and had to pay

part of the cost of the lawyer's services.

Some got free lawyers, and some were

denied free counsel because of their high

economic status.

Charles DiMare, director of the Legal

Services Office, bemoaned the fact he

could not represent students and claim

ed that they could not afford to hire

private lawyers.

The judge's injunction, issued Monday,

prevented the 12 students and Amherst

resident Todd Little from trespassing in

any campus building not regularly open to

the public under penalty of contempt of

court charges.

The University yesterday sought to con

tinue the injunction to prevent protesting

students from occupying campus buildings.

However, Judge Robert F. Hallisey found

that the provisions of the court order were

"too vague". Myers introduced evidence in

an attempt to show that the defendants

were likely to take over some building in

future protests.

Hallisey said the evidence presented was

"too thin to continue the injunction and I

will will not do so."

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Den

nis Madson, one of the plaintiffs listed on

the injunction, said he thought the order

was struck down because judges are very

particular about technicalities in deciding

whether to let an injunction stand. He said

the injunction was sought to guarantee the

rights of members of the University com-

munity to conduct their business without

disruption.

Myers argued that members of the

"radical" group represented a threat to the

future conduct of University business. He

produced press releases he said were found

in Munson Hall after the arrest of pro-

testers Monday night. He said the releases

includeed threats to administrators that

building furniture would be dismantled

and removed from the building.

Arguing for the students. Marc Kenan

said "There is no evidence that any of the

defendants were trespassing last night or

that they will do so in the future." He add-

ed that the students named in the injuction

were singled out by the University because

they are activists on campus.

In response to the University's com-

plaint, student Sara Bush said, "We feel

the University is pushing to deny us access

to places where we are already allowed to

go"
After each defendant had a chance to

speak against continuing the restraining

order. Judge Hallisey asked Myers to re-

write the terms of the injunction and

ordered a half-hour recess.

After the recess, Myers presented a

changed version of the University's request

which focused on prohibiting disruption of

business rather than prohibiting protesters

from entering certain University buildings.

Although Kenan represented the defen-

dants in the courtroom, Michael Pill, a

former lawyer at the University's Legal

Services Office, advised Kenan on the legal

procedures involved in the hearing.

Pill said he came to Northampton yester-

day to get his car fixed and on the way

heard of the injunction on the radio news.

He said that while defendants had told him

they could not afford his retainer, he believ-

ed their First Amendment rights were

threatened by the order, so decided to ad-

vise them.

Many protesters said the disruption they

caused paled compared to their concerns

about reputed CIA human rights abuses.

Madson said no further iiyunctions would

be sought unless further disruption oi

UMass business occurred, recalling a state-

ment he made Monday that "disruptions

of University business will not be

tolerated."

Kenen had no comment about future pro-

test plans.

Protesters were planning to meet last

night to discuss future plans that include

possible action against police for supposed

mistreatment during arrests Monday

night.

Collegian photo bv Nick Sokolofr

TWIN TOTS — Peter, left, and Alexander Dacey are wrapped for

warmth during this afternoon journey through Amherst center Mon-

day, while students Margery Safran, left, and Erin Doyle discuss

their notes above.

Thanksgiving is a foreign affair

for UMass exchange students
. .1. _ -1 Ui. ^f U«l

By JENNIFER DEMPSEY
Collegian Staff

To most. Thanksgiving stirs thoughts of

turkeys, fall weather and family reunions.

But for foreign exchange students at the

University of Massachusetts, the tradition

is an entirely new and strange concept.

For these students, Thanksgiving can

mean anything from a mere break in school

to a chance to partake in another society's

cultural traditions.

Marie Kalmnas from Sweden said, "It

seems to be bigger than Christmas. It

seems to mean a lot to American families;

it brings them together. I will be going to

Cape Cod with a friend."

For German Dirk Nahling, this will be

his second Thanksgiving. He said he finds

it more than a holiday.

"It's sort of a ritual, a kind of mood. It's

time to contemplate. Foodwise, it's typical-

ly American," he said, adding that he will

have a traditional family dinner with his

wife and friends.

Piers Nichols, a student from the United

Kingdom, who found Thanksgiving to be

a particularly strange, if somewhat lonely

time, said, "I suddenly realized, as

Thanksgiving approached, that I am a

foreigner abroad, and at a time for family

and friends reuniting, I am virtually alone.

But I find Thanksgiving excludes all decent

normal behavior, as massive amounts of in-

nocent turkeys are slain. I think I shall

hold a vigil for the poor birds."

Frenchman Christophe Brinster voiced

similar opinions. "I am a bit concerned

about the turkey population. I suppose it

represents a great tradition but I do not

support the slaughter of helpless

creatures," he said.

Ricardo Hernandez, from Peru admits.

"It doesn't mean anything special to me.

I have to say." He said he will visit his

brother in Springfield.

For Sanjiv Dugal from India, Thanksgiv-

ing will provide an opportunity to travel

and visit friends. He plans to go to New
York for dinner with his girlfriend. He said

that the holiday holds no particular

significance for him, but he has noticed

how valued it is by Americans. He has liv-

continued on page 3

CC Hotel will

house students
By TODD GOLDBERG
Collegian Correspondent

This Thanksgiving weekend will mark
the first time the Campus Center Hotel will

offer housing for students who choose to

stay on campus. Housing Assignment

Manager Thea Costine said.

The hotel will accommodate the 135

students who have requested to remain on

campus during the holiday, Costine .said.

"Everyone who applied will be put up at

the expense of the Housing Office. " she

said.

Jerry Quarles. assistant director of

Residential Support Services said the deci

sion will allow residence hall employees an

opportunity "to go home for the holiday,

where in the past they never could."

Pat Gula, a foreign student advisor, said

the Foreign Exchange Office is also attemp
continued on page 3
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Stores charged
with selling

tainted gas
BOSTON (AP) - The US Environmental

Protection Agency has charged
Cumberland Farms Inc. with selling

gasoline adulterated with alcohol beyond

legal limits and has proposed the conve-

nience store chain pay a $520,000 ad-

ministrative fine.

The EPA alleged the gas was sold at 24

service stations operated by Cumberland
Farms in western Massachusetts and

upstate New York. It said the alleged sale

violated the federal Clean Air Act.

The agency said a second. United

Automotive Fuels of Phoenix, Ariz., which

sold and shipped the fuel to Cumberland
Farms, also has been cited. A telephone

listing for the company could not be found.

Allan Afrow, Cumberland Farms'
general counsel, read a statement yester-

day in response to the EPA's charges.

"A Cumberland Farms spokesperson

labeled as incorrect the EPA's claim that

the company sold gasoline containing

alcohol in excess of legal limits." said the

statement.

"The company has not sold gasoline con-

taining alcohol since April 1986. The com
pany is appealing the allegations by the

EPA and will have no further comment
pending the outcome of the procedings.

The EPA said so-called gasohol can add
to air pollution and damage a vehicle's

pollution-control system and catalytic con-

verter if there is too much alcohol in pro-

portion to gasoline.

"It also has the potential to give an

operator a price advantage over his law

abiding competitor." said Paul Keough,
deputy EPA regional administrator in

Boston

Cumberland Farms has argued the

amount of alcohol-based additive found

during inspections of its stations last

December was legal under a federal exemp-

tion related to gasohol. according to EPA
officials.

Mark Hillson. an EPA attorney in

Washington, said chemical anaylsis show-

ed that alcohol levels found in 52 samples

exceeded the terms of the exemption.

"The stuff did not comply with that

waiver," Hillson said.

Buckley said CIA chief
WASHINGTON (AP) - William

Buckley, one of the Americans kidnapped

in Lebanon, was the chief of the CIA's

Beirut operations at the time of his 1984

capture, according to a published report.

The CIA tried for a year to find Buckley,

58, and his reported death after torture led

President Reagan in 1985 to order inten

sified efforts to find and free the American
hostages. The Washington Post reported

yesterday.

The newspaper, quoting knowledgeable

US government sources, said Buckley was
one of the agency's leading experts on ter-

rorism whose capture prompted the CIA to

spend a "small fortune" on informants,

satellite photographs and other measures

in hopes of finding him and the other

American hostages.
' After torture and a long period of

medical neglect, Buckley died in Beirut, ap-

parently in June 1985, the newspaper said,

although his death has not been officials

confirmed.

Islamic Jihad, the group that claimed

responsibility for Buckley's kidnapping,

said in 1985 that Buckley had been "ex-

ecuted" after confessing to working for the

CIA.

None of the other US hostages has any
direct or indirect connections to the CIA.

the newspaper said.

The Post said the search for Buckley
became a crusade for the CIA and a preoc-

cupation of Director William J. Casey.

Agency officials never felt confident that

a rescue mission would succeed, and final-

ly obtained what the Post said was "ir-

refutable" evidence that Buckley broke
down after torture and disclosed informa-

tion about CIA operations.

CHINESE
FAST SERVICE

KITCHEN E
GREAT PRICES

#22 Chicken Wings, Try our

Sweet & Sour Pork, Fried Rice Moo Shu Pork

$3.90 $3.95

#23 Szechuan Gai Ding,

Sweet & Sour Pork, Fried Rice

$4.95

TRY OUR LUNCHEON — DINNER SPECIALS
Only $1.49 before 3 pm, $1.90 after 3 pm

Eat In or Take Out

HOURS: Sunday Noon - 10 pm, Mon • Sat 11:30 - lOpm

2 LOCATIONS

430 Russel St (Rt 9)
HADLEY - 253-2571

150 King St

NORTHAMPTON - 586-8220.

H)ark01d
Men

Tuesday, Dec 2, 8 pm
Concert Hall

Tickets $15 13 11

Pr»t»nl«d in coopefition with

M«w WorMThMt*'

AU.W
Si'lARS

MAX ROACH

ROBERTA DAVIS

TERENCE BLANCHARD
DONALD HARRISON

QUINTH

Saturday. Dec. 6. 8 pm
Concert Hall

Tickets $16 14,12

Presenlad in cooparalion with lh«

Springliatd Jitz Socivty

JOSHUA BELL,
VIOUN

Monday, Dec. 8, 8 pm
Bowker Auditorium

Tickets $13 11

« Five College Students Half-Price! *
Tickets available at Fine Arts Center Box Otiice Call (4 1 3)645 25 1

1

Reagan defends Iranian
policy; advisor resigns
WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Reagan's national security adviser resign-

ed yesterday and a key operative who

handled secret arms sales to Iran was fired

as the administration disclosed that up to

$30 million of the money the Iranians paid

for US arms was diverted to US-backed

Nicaraguan rebels.

Reagan, nonetheless, continued to defend

his Iranian policy while admitting that one

element of its implementation "was

seriously flawed" and that he was not kept

fully informed of his own aides' activities.

Meanwhile, Attorney General Edwin

Meese revealed that the first US-

sanctioned arms shipment to Iran took

place in 1985 without Reagan's knowledge

and was approved by the president only

after the fact. Administration sources,

speaking on condition they not be iden-

tified, said that Marine Lt. Col. Oliver

North, who was fired in the shakeup, gave

Israeli officials the go-ahead for that ship-

ment on his own authority.

Reagan said he would name a commis-

sion to examine the role of his National

Security Council staff, which directed the

operation and has come under direct fire

from the State Department for its opera-

tions, and the Justice Department will

launch a full-scale probe of how the money
was handled to determine whether federal

crimes were committed in funneling money
to the Contras at a time when Congress

had banned direct US military aid to them.

Reagan appeared in the White House

briefing room on short notice to announcew

he was permitting his chief national securi-

ty adviser. Vice Adm. John M. Poindexter,

to resign to return to the Navy, and that

North, one of Poindexter's deputies, had
been "relieved of his duties on the National

Security Council staff."

A knowledgeable source who declined to

be identified by name said that North was
questioned personally by Meese on Sunday
in the attorney general's ofilce.

The day before, sources said, North was
questioned by a group of Justice Depart-

ment lawyers for about 12 hours at his of-

fice in the Old Executive Office Building

across the street from the White House.

A White House aide close to North

described the NSC officer as being in good

spirits despite his dismissal. "He's going

to take his hits and support the president,"

said the aide, who insisted on anonymity.

Meese, following Reagan to the lecturn,

told reporters that, with North's
knowledge, $10 million to $30 collected

from the Iranians for US-shipped weapons
was siphoned by Israeli middlemen and
transferred to bank accounts set up by Con-

tra rebels fighting the Sandinista regime

in Nicaragua.

House Majority Leader Jim Wright, D-

Texas, said Meese told congressional

leaders at a private White House briefing

that negotiations were carried out by Israel

and the Iranians to reach a price, which
was greater than the cost to the US govern-

ment. Wright said Meese described at least

one of the transactions this was: Arms were

sold to the Iranians for $19 million, after

which the CIA reimbursed the Pentagon $3

million, covering its costs.

f^m^-
WiK Looking For A Great Christmas Gift?

20% Off
All 1987 Calendars...

This weekend only (Fri, Sat, Sun, Nov. 28,29,30)

...we have over 200 calendars. The largest and best

selection of 1987 calendars in the Pioneer Valley.
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Jeffery Amkerst Bookshop
m53 South Pleasant Street Amherst
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Need for State Student
Association is questioned
Has similar roles as public policy committee

ColleKian photo by Rob Skptton

FRIENDS FOR LIFE — Longtime Amherst resident John Paul

Keenan hangs out with his pal Ka-Huna, a Mastiff pup on the steps

I
of a downtown shop.

By PAUL MASCIOLI
Collegian Staff

Stcond of a tuit-part series

The State Student Association of

Massachusetts and the Student Govern

ment Association public policy committee

have similar roles, forcing committee

members to que.stion the need for SSAM.

"The problem is that the public policy

committee of the SGA and SSAM are

designed to do the same thing. ' said Claire

Bouzan, co-chairwoman of the public policy

committee. "No other college has a public

policy committee."

Both the public policy committee and

SSAM were created in 1980. The two stu

dent groups lobby the state legislature on

student issues such as tuition levels and in-

creased financial aid.

"The primary reponsibility of SSAM is

to initiate a mechanism where all the

schools can have a network for getting in

touch with one another." Bouzan said.

"We can essentially do what SSAM
does," said Jenifer Hughes, public policy

committee co-chairwoman and SSAM
represenative at the University of

Massachusetts.

Three treated for protest injuries
Fifty-one protesters were arrested inside

Munson Hall yesterday at 7:15 p.m. Nine

others were arrested for sitting in front of

a bus transporting those arrested to Hamp-

shire County Jail, University of

Massachusetts police said.

One of the protesters was treated and

released for knee injuries at Cooley Dickin-

son Hospital. Two police officers were

treated and released for bite injuries and

one for a shoulder injury, police said.

•A female resident of Greenough House

reported an obscene phone call. The woman
told police she heard a male "giving a

description of his sexual desires," on her

answering machine, police said.

•Two highway signs were reported "con-

fiscated" by police from a second floor room

of Brooks House at 1:04 a.m. yesterday,

police said. Police discovered the Route 88

sign and a sign that said "North" in an

open room. The student in the room said

he didn't live there, he was just using the

computer in the room, police said.

"The primary responsibility

of SSAM is it initiate a

mechanism where all the

schools can have a network

for getting in touch with one

another."

-Claire Bouzan, co-

chairwoman of the public

policy committee.

Michael Ferrigno has been the director

ofSSAM since its creation in 1981. Hughes

led a motion in a SSAM general assembly

in the Spring of 1986 to have Ferrigno,

whose contract is up for review in the

spring, removed from office.

"They have the name and the financial

backing, but I don't think he has as big a

base as he says," Hughes said.

"In reality he can't get students to the

state house," Bouzan said, adding that Fer-

rigno is the only one doing the lobbying.

The dispute between the two groups in-

volves the SSAM constitution, which gives

each represenative one vote in the

organization's general assembly.

Members of the public policy committee

feel there should be proportional represen-

tation in the general assembly, Bouzan

said, suggesting one vote to every 3.500

students, which would give UMass an in

creased voice in the general assembly and

would reduce the voting power of the

smaller state and community colleges.

"There has been a history ot UMass
elitism, " Katz said, adding, 'There are

other schools and colleges.
'

Bouzan said because of the large student

population at UMass, students here finance

35 percent of the organization's budget and

are entitled to a greater share of the voting

power in the general a.ssembly.

"We pay out $30,000 and i don t see any

of it," Hughes said. "There is a lack of ac

countability about the funds. Meetings are

held and I don't get told. Ferrigno has been

deceiving a lot of people."

Hughes criticized Ferrignos lobbying

tactics, saying he has trampled over

legislative aids, barged into offices, and

called legislators at night. "They (SSAM)

would try to get to legislators any way they

could," she said.

Legislators, who wish to remain
anonymous, have said. "Things happen in

spite ofSSAM not because of it," according

to Paul Wingle, speaker of the SGA.

Many legislators won't let Ferrigno

through their office doors, Wingle said.

There was a clash between the two .stu-

dent groups over pwints in the student

regent bill. The bill put a student on the

, board of regents in 1985.

The committee lobbied for the bill to in-

clude a student advisory committee to the

governor. SSAM proposed a bill to the

legislature which omitted this point, accor-

ding to Hughes. "SSAM only wanted to get

the bill passed ," she said.

Bouzan said, "We find it difficult to work

with SSAM. "We fought on a lot of issues."

Katz said, "The two groups have to

justify their existence," adding, "It hasn't

been a Ciderella story."

Anti-CIA demonstration evokes mixed reactions
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Students and faculty have responded with mixed reac-

tions to yesterday's anti-CIA protests, which culminated

in the arrests of 56 persons, including activist Abbie Hoff-

man and Amy Carter, daughter of former President Jim-

my Carter.

The two celebrities visited the University ot

Massachusetts to support some 350 students, including

students from other universities, who voiced their anger

at the administration's allowing the presence of a CIA

recruiter on campus.

The arrested protesters had occupied Munson Hall,

which houses UMass' Office of Public Information, for six

hours.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey had them arrested because

they had violated the University Picketing Code and il-

legally "obstructed the building and the work of the

building," he said.

One of the reasons Dviffey waited six hours before order-

ing the arrests was because he hoped students might have

decided to leave, he said.

Duffey said he does not think the majority of students

agree with the protesters" activities.

As of last night, the President Carter had not yet issued

a statement on his daughter's arrest, according to Melissa

Montgomery, Carter's press secretary. Montgomery add-

ed she is unsure of whether Carter will issue a statement

in the near future.

Many UMass students said they think most protesters

should be commended because they were arrested for what

they believe in, while others said protesting the CIA is

ridiculous because it helps protect the United States.

Cashin House Senator Lynn McCabe said, "For people

who are against it, [the protesters] seem to be using pret-

ty terroristic tactics." They want to live in a totalitarian

state, she added.

Coolidge House Senator Michael Kaplan said, "They

needed to be arrested for their point to be heard." The pro-

testers are not anti-America, they think the United States

is behaving improperly toward the rest of the world, he

said.

Kaplan said that the counter-protesters who stood out-

side Munson Hall, were "definetely they were there to pro

voke people," but they truly believe in the conservative

cause.

Some conservative students, including Central Area

Government President W. Greg Rothman and Cashin

House Senator Tony Rudy, engaged in heated discussions

with some of the protesters. The conservatives defended

the CIA, while protesters maintained the organization

engages in covert terrorist activities in Central America

and Iran.

Some counter-protesters, who claim they represent the

'silent majority.' have labeled the protesters "the violent

minority."

Many students said they felt Monday's events were

primarily a publicity stunt.

But philosophy professor John Brentlinger said, "I don't

believe that [the protest] is a free speech issue. The issue

is recruiting.

"I think the students who are protesting the CIA are

bringing up very important issues and I support them

wholeheartedly," Brentlinger said, adding that the

counter-protesters "were the only ones who were in-

stigating violence."

- Collegian photo by Jennifer l)i-mp»ey

POND GAZERS - Danny Kaplan relaxes in stocking feet and wat-

ches the campus scene with friend Pam Remy.

• Thanksgiving irStudents
continued from page 1

ting to provide foreign students with

a Thanksgiving meal in the homes of local

Amherst families.

"Many residents from the Aniherst area

call and ask for foreign students. They

(the residents] want to open their homes,"

Gula said.

Through a program called the Ho.st

Family Project, fo] eign students are mat-

ched with an American family which in-

vites the student to participate in varinu.-^

family events, she said.

Costine said all dining commons will be

closed for the duration of the ThanksSgiv-

ing recess, but food services in the Cam-

pus Center will remain open except on

Thanksgiving day.

continued from page 1

ed in America for several years and re-

counted his unusual first Thanksgiving

experience:

"In early years, we didn't know that

restaurants closed and we weren't invited

to dinner anywhere. We didn't have any

food and my friends and I had to sleep on

empty stomachs that night. We have since

gotten wiser."

But most Americans would agree that

Thanksgiving is a treasured time. UMa.ss

Junior Jan Ruhl explained, "Thanksgiving

is one of my favorite holidays because

everyone is celebrating and being thankful

for all they have. It's celebrating without

exploiting. It's just togetherness."
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Mummy gets

an overhaul
BOSTON (AP) - Padi, a 2,500-year-old mummy that

was one of Massachusetts General Hospital's first fund

raisers, returned home yesterday with shining teeth,

restrung beads and his head back on.

The mummy of an Egyptian stonecutter named Padiher

shef had spent two years at the George Walter Vincent

Smith Art Museum in Springfield, where museum

workers gave new life to his bandages and the mummy
was reunited with his long-lost sarcophagus.

The 6th century B.C. mummy, which was taken in

disrepair in a hearse to the museum, returned to the

hospital encased in a 21st century plastic bubble carrier

designed to transport nuclear accident victims.

He's probably in better condition today than he was

when he was interred." said Charles Hayward. an art

history professor at Bay Path Junior College who arrang

ed for the restoration work.

Padihershefs mummy was donated to the city in 182

by a Dutch merchant and given to the hospital as a

medical curiosity. For years it stood in a glass case at the

hospital in a room where ether was first used in 1846 and

famous doctors later gave lectures at the Harvard-

affiliated facility.
.

Shortly after receiving the mummy, the fledging

hospital sent it on a year-long tour of several East Coast

cities, charging 25 cents per person to view it and raising

$1,500.

Medical students nicknamed it "Padi," short for the

name painted in hieroglyphics on the coffin.

Curious doctors twice X-rayed it aRer that technology

was developed and one doctor unwrapped its head for an

examination shortly after it was given to the museum.

The physicians found some vertabrae missing in the neck

and the head dislodged.

The examinations also exposed the inner bandages and

Padi, a 2,500-year-old mummy returns to Mass.

General Hospital yesterday after a facelift.

Looking on are David Dempsey, conservation

intern, left, and Emil Schnorr. chief conser-

vator of the George Walter Vincent Smith Art

Museum.

fungus had an opportunity to develop on some of the

yellowed linen wrappings. Over the years, ages of dirt had

accumulated, beads adorning the chest wrappings had

fallen off, and woodworms had invaded the mummy s dull-

ed inner coffin.

Senator calls for investigation

of arms shipments to Iran

Desegregation in

Boston possible
BOSTON (AP) - The nation's top civil lights official

says the city's school system could be declared racially

integrated, and busing of students halted, if school officials

show they have made good faith efforts to implement

federal court desegration orders.

William Bradford Reynolds, assistant attorney general

in charge of civil rights, told The Boston Globe that school

officials need not prove that desegregation succeeded, but

only that it was genuinely attempted.

In a Washington interview, Reynolds said that a new

plan that does not include busing is possible in Boston.

Reynolds referred to a case earlier this month in which

the US Supreme Court declined to rule on an appeals court

decision allowing the Norfolk, Va., school system to

replace its busing system with so called magnet schools,

giving parents more choice about where their children are

schooled.

Shortly after the Norfolk development, on Nov. 14, the

Boston School Committee asked the US Appeals Court to

declare its schools desegregated in order to move out from

under court supervision.

If Boston school officials "get a declaration of

unitariness, they can comfortably read into Norfolk that

they can move to alternatives," he said, using the term

'unitariness' in its legal sense of having desegregated

schools.

"They may have to do it on a phased basis or a non-

phased basis but they can move to alternatives that are

fully consistent with the Constitution and that do not in-

clude forced busing as one of the elements."

Theodore M. Shaw, assistant coun.sel at the NAACP
Legal Defense Fund, disputed Reynolds' contention that

once a school system has been declared unitary it can act

on its own and no longer has to prove that it is not

segregating.

MONTPELIER, Vt. - Sen. Patrick

Leahy. D-Vt., called Tuesday for the ap

pointment of a special prosecutor to in-

vestigate the Reagan administration's

arms shipments to Iran and funding ofCon

tra rebels in Nicaragua.

'A special prosecutor would deal in preci-

sion and find out exactly what and when

those were. I don't think we have those

answers vet." said Leahy, vice chairman

ui the Senate Select Committee on

Intelligence.

Leahy said he was less concerned to see

the resignations or firings of specific of

ficials than to see a thorough reexamina-

tion of US foreign policy and guarantee

that it would be subject in the future to con

gressional review.

Leahy would not comment on who in the

admininstration might be guilty of

violating specific laws.

"I don't pre-judge anybody. If the presi-

dent was lied to. and the strong suggestion

was made by his attorney general today

that the president was lied to, then we

ought to know that, and lied to by whom

and when? And how? The same with the

Congress. I'm not out looking for

scapegoats or headhunting. What I want

to do is find out what happened," Leahy

said.
r«-J<-><-i

''Lefs be care-

ful out there.

SUN - THURS
6 AM - 3 AM
FRI & SAT

OPEN 24 HOURS

BREAKFAST SERVED
ANY TIME

BEER & WINE
SERVED 'TIL MIDNITE

PLENTY OF PARKING

CAMPUS PLAZA_
(NEXT TO SUPER STOP I SHOP)
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Get a free copy of

"Manhattan l\/loves -
the insider s guide

to finding an

affordable apartment

in Manhattan.

To welcome potential new residents to the city, and dispel some

myths about housing m New York, we have published a book

called -Manhattan Moves". It's the ultimate insider's guide to

apartment hunting in the Big Apple.

'Manhattan Moves" helps you set

your sights on the right type of

apartment and location. It

takes you on a tour ot

the city's neighborhoods,

introduces you to the

available housing, gives

you vital facts about

transportation, housing

laws, renting, sharing, and

much more.

The book gives you

inside advice on actually

finding the apartment you've

targeted. It helps you find

the hottest listings, tells you

how to canvas, and how to

select a broker.

Send for a free copy of

• Manhattan Moves " today. It

won't guarantee you a

Manhattan apartment, but it

will definitely get you "moving"

in the right direction.

Vour Name

School

TO MANHATTAN MOVES MILFORD MANAGEMENT.

1271 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS, NEW YORK. N.Y. 10020

Send me a copy of 'Manhattan Moves' , The Insiders Guide to findmg^n

Apartment in Manhattan-free without cost or obligation
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Even ifone reads the pat heticall

Growing up. I always had ambivalent feelings about

Thanksgiving. In grade school, I was weaned on pictures

of the 'savages' sitting on one side of a long table stock-

ed with turkeys and all the fixin's while the demure

Puritans sat on the other side. What a curious mix the

two peoples made. I thought. I was told that the two

groups were celebrating friendship and peace and hope

for the future. Hmmm... I began to wonder every time

I sat down with my family and the sacrificial Butterball

turkey what happened to all the Native Americans who

helped celebrate the first Thanksgiving and our friend-

ship with them?

The Plimoth Plantation signed a pact of nonaggression

and mutual defense with Massasoit. The natives -

3specially Samoset and Squanto - showed the whites

how to live off the land, how to fertilize and cultivate

^orn how to catch fish, where to gather shellfish, fruit,

nuts, roots and medicinal herbs. They showed the

greenhorns where to hunt, how to survive in an alien

environment. Thev even taught the whites how to trade

Even ifone reads the pathetically one-sided 'histories

of the white man, one can see that the policy of exploita-

tion and extermination won out over the policy or friend^

ship and mutual prosperity. The greed for property and

profits. Christianity, the White Man's Burden, more ad

vanced military technology and the stampedeof newly

arriving whites, spelled doom for the natives. The poxx_

ed blankets were passed out. the Indian villages burned

Frank Flanagan

The first Thanksgiving in the 'New World took place

on the Phmoth Plantation in the late fall of 1621. The

first previous winter had been a grim one for the

Pilgrims - onlv 51 of the original 102 Mayflower

passengers, exactly half had survived the New England

cold Yet, by Providence, and precious corn from the

natives, the Puritans persisted and even thrived in the

spring and summer of 1621. They had much to be

thankful for by harvest time of their first year.

The immigrants invited Massasoit (Great Sachem),

who the Pilgrims called the "king' of the Wampanoags

and 90 of his men to a three-day harvest festival ot

games, contests and amusements. The English "exorciz

ed their arms' and partied in peace and trust with the

natives The Puritans provided the wild foul, fish, corn

and nuts while the natives killed and dressed five deer

for the occasion. Much mention is made in the annals

as to the strength, trustfulness, quick apprehension and

ripe wit of the natives. There women and children are

referred to as being "clean and straight-bodied, with

countenance sweet and pleasant.' Indeed, references to

the helpfulness and gentle manner of the red race toward

the newly arrived whites are painfully abundant.

with the other tribes along the New England coast. Few

historians would dispute the fact that the Pilgrims might

not have survived, or remained for long, in New England

if not for the humane efforts of the natives.

Yet there was already distrust toward the English by

the time the Mayflower first anchored off Provincetown.

A few years earlier (1614), a nefarious English captain

named Thomas Hunt enticed twenty-four 'Indians'

aboard his vessel off of Cape Cod on the pretense of trade,

kidnapped them, then sold them off into slavery in

Malago. Spain at twenty pounds-per-head. Although the

Puritans found Hunt's behavior repugnant, the locals

never forgot Hunt or the proverbial forked tongue of 'that

sort' of Englishmen.

C'apliuna by Wiltittm SpMiii

just before dawn, the treaties extracted and broken, the

red race decimated, nearly exterminated. Today's 'reser

vations' are a disgraceful testament to the ignorance and

scientific treachery of the white man's ways'

When we all sit down for the Thanksgiving ritual this

vear we should thank God for our prosperity and good

health. But perhaps we should forget the Native

Americans (like most Americans have already made a

point of doing). If Massasoit knew what the whites held

in store for his people that promising Fall day in 1621

chances are he wouldn't have nibbled one angry kernel

of corn with those godly Puritans.

Frank Flanagan is a Collegian columnist
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Letters-

What a

nice place!

In Karin Baker's column,

'Examples of distortion'

(Nov. 25). she states that

"In-depth information on

the Soviet Union and other

socialist countries is hard to

find, but it is clear where it

will not be found; by listen-

,- "tjc jwtfAM.mx n****-**"

ing to our militaristic

government and it s sup-

porters..."

On Tuesday, Nov. 25, the

Boston Globe printed a news

story from the Associated

Pi-ess on this incident that

occurred in the socialist

country of East Germany:

"East German border

guards fired dozens of shots

yesterday at a man trying to

climb over the Berlin wall to

the West. He fell to the

ground covered with

blood, ...A West Berlin

witness to the wall shooting

reported hearing shouts of

'Halt, stand still,' followed

by 30 to 50 shots on the

eastern side of the wall. 'I

got you, pig," an East Ger

man guard shouted."

What a lovely place East

Germany must be if people

are willing to die in an at-

tempt to leave.

Gilbert Stair

Northampton

Thank those who count most
At the University of Massachusetts, and

at universities across the country,

thousands of students are preparing to

become the leaders of tomorrow.

Jcffry Bartash

Many of us will attain positions in our

society - relatively anonymous —
necessary to retain our country's strength.

Others will reach the pinnacles of power

and become household names.

Each one of us will bring a different

perspective on life in our higher quest of

making the world a better place.

However, there will also be millions of

others who will become engaged in a strug-

Growing up, I remember that there never

seemed to be enough money. The new car,

the doctor's bills, the repairs to the house;

my father was constantly working over-

time to make ends meet.

Yet my father and mother managed to

provide enough food, clothes and love for

three boys and one girl. They also manag-

ed to put three boys through college (my

sister is still in high school).

Like many other students at UMass, I

can't claim to have grown up in a perfect

household with perfect parents. We argued

and fought a lot. Sometimes over silly

things, and sometimes over matters of

great importance.

"They will have little time to help make the world a better

place because they will be trying to make life better for

themselves and their families.

"

"^V'-M
'-

\^.

"Whether they broke the law or not. they intended not to inform the Amerix:an public

and Congress."
-Senator David Durenberger (R-Minnesota)

gle to endure the numerous hardships of

life. They will have little time to help make

the world a better place because they will

be trying to make life better for themselves

and their families.

In doing so, these people give their

children a chance to become leaders of the

future - an opportunity they may never

have had.

So, on the traditional American holiday

of Thanksgiving, let us honor these people

— our parents.

Like the families of many other students

at UMass, my family is part of the

middle-class.

My parents tried the best they could to

raise decent and caring sons and

daughters. It is unimportant whether they

succeeded; it is important that they tried.

On Thursday, as we gather with our

families, take some time to reflect on what

our parents have done for us. And say

thanks.

Some of us, however, may never get the

chance, because our loved ones have left us.

But say thanks anyways.

Wherever they are, they will probably be

listening. .

Jeffry Bartash is a Collegian columnist.

An enduring message cast aside
In late fall of 1621, a small colony of English subjects

on these shores held a celebration feast in honor of God's

Rusty Denton

Phone No Or Call Toll Free 1 (800) 247-4041

goodness to them. There were only 51 of them, since

another 51 had not survived the disease, exposure, and

starvation of their first American winter. Those deaths

might have been avoidable had the Mayflower not been

blown several hundred miles north of »ts Virginia

destination. Or they might have been avoided if the

English king and his bishops had not hounded everyone

who dissented from the national church. Maybe il the

ship had landed in June instead of late Decen^ber the

colonists would have stood a better chance. But that

wasn't the way it was. _, , . c^ar,^
One of the invited guests at the Thanksgiving of 1621

was an English-speaking native American named bquan-

to. He had quite a tale of woes, himself Born in the

Patuxet tribe, Squanto was enslaved as a boy by an

English sailing captain; nine years later, m 1614, he was

returned to Cape Cud t^v a friend he had made in

England. He wasn't there for long. With twenty other

men from his tribe, he was enslaved again by another

English sea captain, this time being sold at a notorious

Spanish slave port. In Spain, he was bought by anti-

slavery monks who introduced him to Christ and sent

him back to America. Upon arriving at his home. Squan-

to discovered that smallpox (probably contracted from

Europeans) had killed almost everyone m his tribe.

One might guess that Squanto would never want to

see a European face again. However, the Pilgrims and

fellow travellers landed on the Cape six months after

Squanto's second return, and he was their first and most

important visitor, teaching them vital survival skills^

One might guess that those colonists would have had

anything but thanks for a God who would let them be

persecuted by society and killed by the elements. They

thanked Him anyway. Obviously, the faith of Squanto

and the Pilgrims wasn't dictated by their circumstances.

That faith teaches that God has ordained a destiny lor

each individual. Circumstances are only His tools for

refining individual character and bringing people into

a closer relationship with Himself It is His prerogative,

not His obligation, to explain Himself to us if He so

desires, and it is His prerogative alone to appoint Jesus

as Messiah. That upsets a few people. They don t like

a God who doesn't sit up and beg on command.

The aspect of faith has been downplayed in contem-

porary American Thanksgivings. The pilgrims are

glorified as those who rebelled against the repressive

policies of their king. However, history records that it

was not rebellion, but faith which motivated the

pilgrims; they had a grave respect for authority and ex-

hausted every means of appeal to their government.

It is odd that we continue to celebrate a holiday whose

enduring message we have cast aside: God is good, and

all things work to the good of those who love Him.

Americans would not celebrate the pilgrims if they really

understood the message of their faith. As one who is

descended from tho.se settlers of 1620 in lineage and in

faith, I can testify to that.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist.
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ARTS

Artists making statement about

themselves as women and artists
By CHARLES FRANCIS CARROLL
Collegian Correspondant

At times, to speak of an academic show with artistic

merit seems almost oxymoronic, but the two shows cur-

rently on exhiblit at Herter Gallery-Kate Collie's "While

There's Still Life" and Kelly Scott's "her secret Home "-

defy the norm, givmg us more than only a superficial

glimpse of students-who-would-be artists jumping through

-g-

"A Passage to the Silk Road" is an exhibition

of 20 oil paintings by Shan-Shan Sheng. An
opening reception will be held at the Herter Art

Gallery on December 1 from 5-8 pm. The exhibit

will show through Dec. 5. This painting is en-

titled, "Ten Suns Rising".

NEW, PROFESSIONAL
SHUTTLE SERVICE

TO
ALL AREA AIRPORTS

HARTFORD, CONN. LIMO
SPRINGFIELD AMTRACK
As low as $6.25* per person

Door-to-door service to

Bradley Airport

CHARTER RATES AVAILABLE FOR
CONCERTS, SPORTING EVENTS, ETC

'Bu«d on 10 people round trip from amne location

RESERVATIONS REQUIRED
CALL NOW: 586-7900
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10 FOR $24.99

hoops that you can get at M.F.A shows.

For, in either gallery at Herter, you can find evidence

of two young talented women making mature statements

about themselves as women and artists. When I asked

Kate Collie if the shows which appear on the surface to

be very different were not in fact connected by a central

theme, she told me that the work represented for both ar-

tists the need for "just coming to grips with being a young

female right now." It is this vital theme which connects

the internal world of Kelly Scott's work with the exter-

nal world of Kate Collie's.

Both worlds are intensely personal but "her secret

Home" is personal in the sense that it reveals an inner

landscape, a world where the role of being a woman is so

dehumanizing that even subterranean caverns of the im-

agination offer little hope of escape. The gallery is dimly

lit by the light of the artworks—sculptural installations

portraying the domestic scene at home by hanging life-

sized figures from the ceilings of their gauze houses with

the bodies of babies floating away. At the rear is an en-

trance to a small room with a bare light bulb displaying

panels with paintings like charcoal drawings of a woman,

the canvas mutilated as well as mutilating the images

with cracks tears, slashes and scars. It is a sort of

sarcophagus.

"While There's Still Life" is personal in a very different

way: Collie's paintings present a private symbolism. The

bulk of her paintings are 4*41/2' renderings of small ob-

jects which take on symbolic weight by their juxtaposi-

tion, e.g., "Checkmate in Two" where wadded bills become

WE ARE MOVING DEC 1

Underneath Steve's, beside Ali Cat
48 N. Pleasant St - 253-9209

M - Sot 11-7; Sun 12-5

squares in a chessboard and bullets the pieces. In addi-

tion to the paintings are a series of sculpted dolls made

of fired clay reminding me of Chinese figurines.

But for all the "eeriness" people felt in Kelly Scott's ex-

hibit, Kate Collie's was even more eery, though not un-

comfortable. It was this, then, that made her show very

frightening: the comfort we have with recognition, i.e. fin-

ding comfort in imagry which we can read at an intellec-

tual distance even though what the images depict is tru-

ly horrible. Underneath the harmony of the elements in

the formal aspects of the painting is a violent competi-

tion and tension. In contraasl, the work of Kelly Scott

for all its surface tension might actually be disturbing

because of our complacency with the subject matter, as

we try to reject the experience of viewing it. We cannot

dismisss our feelings of shame and disgust while in the

installation, but how quickly we recover in the reassur-

ing light of day where everyone keeps their private life

"secret" and instead make public pronouncements about

how fabulous everything is.

Finally, it is how these works compare to each other

which is key. When you come right down to it: Kelly

Scott's battered forms and Katie Collie's clay dolls are

really one in the same woman or better, in the same spirit

of woman, despite that they are different portraits of dif-

ferent women, and at that, self-portraits. According to Col-

lie, her paintings and sculptures were "self-portraits in

the same way that hers (Scotts) are self-portraits. Self-

portraits which portray the female condition throughout

humanity.
The exhibits close on Wednesday.
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it women ^8 hoop
continued from page 8

"The Atlantic 10 is the fourth-toughest

women's basketball conference in the

United States, according to the NCAA,"
Leaman said. So, the Minutewomen will

not be playing a "cream-pufT' schedule by

any means.

The A- 10 includes, along with Rutgers,

Penn State, St. Joseph's and UMass, St.

Bonaventure, Rhode Island, Duquesnt'.

West Virginia, Temple, and George

Washington.
"I think that Rutgers, Penn State, and

St. Joe's will be the top three teams,"

Leaman said. "After that, the conference

is wide open We could conceivably finish

as high as fourth, or as low as seventh or

eighth."

The Minutewomen's placing in the A- 10

if women's soccer

will depend, naturally, on how well they

perform this year. Leaman cites several

factors to improve on last year's 11 17

overall record (4 12 in the A-10).

"We'll be looking to improve on our re-

bounding, play a sounder, percentage-type

defense, and cut down on our turnovers,"

Leaman said. "Plus, if we can get the good

performances that we can get out of all of

our players, I think we'll be competitive."

The Minutewomen open their season

with a string of non-conference games, star

ting December 3 at the University of Ver-

mont. They then return to Curry Hicks for

consecutive home matches with Harvard,

Connecticut, and New Hampshire, and

then will participate in the Villanova In-

vitational Christmas Tournament (with

Villanova, Georgia, and Virginia Tech),

before opening their Atlantic 10 .schedule

on January 3 at St. Bonaventure.

continued front page S

This effort allowed the Minutewomen to

rebound from the New Hampshire College

loss with ten consecutive wins, and they did

not lose another game until their setback

in the playoffs.

They finished the regular season rank-

ed first in New England and second in the

nation.

The Minutewomen then proceeded to pull

off the comeback of the year when they

were down, 2-0, after three penalty kicks

against UCoun to beat the Huskies, give

themselves a berth in the Final Four for

the fifth consecutive year, and give Banda

a well-deserved 100th career coaching

victory.

So for all the people who said, "Gee, the

women's soccer team got to the Final Four

and lost in the first round, as usual", that's

true. And they didn't go into the tourna-

ment with a record of 16-0-0. either.

But they were one of the four best teams

in the country. And they kept their reputa-

tion as one UMass athletic team that is

consistently good, year after year.

Attention Sports Staff:
All Collegian sportswriters: If you haven't gone home

yet or are reading this early Sunday, you have to come

in on Sunday afternoon as early as possible.

Our beloved boss, Mr. Nolan, will not be in until late

Sunday afternoon and his able assistant, Mr. Chapman,

won't be joining us until Tuesday. That means we all

have to take up the slack and put out Monday's sports

section.

So, Mr. Clark, Ms. Delivorias and Mr. Richards, please

show up early Sunday afternoon, or as soon as you get

back, or you will get a very rude phone call from me —
Mr. Gerke. Thank you.

It is also important that you show up because if we get

everything done early, when Mr. Nolan comes in, we can

discuss something that we have all been thinking about

— the beats that we will be assigned to for the winter

sports season. If you want to have a say in what gets

assigned to you, you should probably be here when this

discussion takes place.
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A ROOM
WITH A
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DOWNTOWN AMHERST 253-6426
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Collegian photo by Rob Skrltun

The University of Massachusetts women's basketball team will open its

season under new head coach Jack Leaman on December 3 at the Univer-

sity of Vermont.
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Now's
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NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt.63No.AinlMrst
549-2080
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.-. • CAXJLATORS

^..^.rvvlEN^FOR PENT
for. SAuE* FOUND

HELP WANTED •LOST

CLASSIFIED
INSTRUCTION • MOTORCYLCLtS
PERSONALS • RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED "SERVICES
ROOMATE WAN TED 'TRAVEL

WANTED • SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE — CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI - 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PROIR TO PUBLICATION* CASH IN ADVANCE, 15«/W0RD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITliS

SUNDAY EVENING PRAYERS front

lounge Newman Center 6PM five college

mission

DIALOGUE ON ARAB-JEWISH coex
islence in Israel with Walid Mulafi and
Ronny Brawer lionigh^ 7:30PM CC917
sponsored by Hillei

DONORS NEEDED LAS-Tday at CampUs
Center give blood Nov 25 • Room 165
10:30-4:30 - 50 pints needed

iNHRTAINMiNT

MUSICIANS NEEDED FOR pertor-
mances at Belchertown State School
Funding available. Contact Bruce
256-4236

DATING SiRVICE

INTERNATIONAL DATING SERVICE -

serving live college system and surroun-

ding areas SIS lor two months SASE to:

PO Box 489, Amherst

78 TOYOTA CELICA new paint, muffler,

brakes, and more car needs nothing. 5
spd Killei stereo $1700 or BO Doug
256-0333

PENTAX KidO CAMERA brand new $75
549-6521

RAINBOW 100B-2S6k w/GSX-^
graphics dual 400K drives. LA50 printer,

12()0Baud modem. MBasic, DBasell. po-

iy/comm. CPM and MS-DOS Im-

maculately Kept Leave message
1-737-2259

WANTED

ALWAYS BUYING USED books,
records, tEuies, and compact discs Call

Dynamite Books 586-9670 or Dynamite
Records 584-1580 Northampton

DONNA YOU ARE a great roommate
Happy birthday - and congradulations-
you got a personal' Love Rita

SERVICES

FOR A OOOD TIME CAU

RACK—A-DISK ENTERTAINMENT
Agency - DiscjocKeys. Bands, Lights and
Large screen video dances 549-7 1 44

AUTO FOR SALt

68 CHEVY BELAIR PB reliable low

milage previously owned by little old lady

call 549-6269

1979 SUBARU GL Wagon. 4-wheel drive,

4-door, excellent running condition.

77.450 miles, am/fm, new brakes, must
sell. $1990, call 549-1921

1984 PLYMOUTH HORIZON excellent

condition $4000 or best offer for info call

Barb 586-3891

1977 CHEVY MALIBU 650 or best offer

256-8673

1979 HONDA ACCORD AM/FM
cassette, excellent condition $1600
253-3568

CASH

DRUM SET VERY gooC condition $250
Roto Toms excellent condition $85 Zil-

dian Hi Hats $50 must sell together or

seperately call 549-6267

SnRfO FOR SALE

PIONEER INTEGRATED AMPLIRER
(70W/CH) and dicital synthesized tuner

Teal cassette dec'( (30-19, OOOHZ). Morel

super power LA205II loudspeakers Ex-

tremely accurate system Valued at

$1,100, will sell for $600 or BO. call to-

day 549-6316

HELP WANTED

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIA-
TION Job openings Asst to Treasurer,

Asst to Pres , Asst ot Budgets Chair (sti-

pend position). Budgets Auditor AppI

avail in 420 SUB See Valerie Niece in

420 SUB lor more info AppI due Dec 3

by 4:00 Women and minorities encourag-

ed to apply AA/EOE

KITCHEN HELP NEEDED Immediately
Day and Night shifts available Free

meals and rides can be provided to and
from work. Apply at Andy's Pizza after 2

PM (next to Stadium Liquors)

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent free meals

Light clean-up
Call Cheryl at AXO

545-2152

TYPING SERVICE

MARY G- CONGRADULATIONS! You i:

be a taniastic social I'm psyched' Hope
you are too' Love, Janet

STEVOR!

BECAUSE YOU WORK so hard here s a

special birthday wish Love Lori

MICHELLE LUCIER

TYPING, TAPE TRANSCRIPTION. Fast

accurate 665-7652

TERRIFIC TYPING FROM "Speedy"
Keys Professional reliable service.

256-1002 8am-11pm

PROFESSIONAL TYPINO SERVICE

PAPERS ; CASES, DISSERTATIONS
Dependable, on-campus, reasonable.

584 7924 Nancy

TRAVEL

QUALITY TYPING, Long or shon pro-

tects Meticutous proofreading Rush |obs

OK New IBM typewriter 549-0367

"SPEEDY KEYS • PROFESSIONAL typ-

ing/editing 256-1002

SIRVICIf

TYPINGTtAPE TRANSCRIPTION. Fast,

accurate 665-7652.

TO A GREAT roommate and Inend Hap
py 20th Birthday Love always Your
roommie!

FOR RENT

MOVER

ROUND TOWN MOVERS fast reliable

cheap call Michael anytime 323-6780

PERSONALS

PAYING CASH FOR your baseball cards
please call Mike 549-0333

FOR SALE

KEG TAPS FOR sale' Brand new, ntv9r
used keg taps only $25 Packies charge
$45 for used taps Don't waste your

money! New taps $25 Call 'Tony

256-1438 today

GAIN P.R., COMMUNICATION, political,

& management skills you'll need after

graduation Work full or pari time to com-
et groundwater pollution and nver diver-

sions Earn $375-1000 this winter break

Beat the summer rush and get that sum
mer job in the bag Call Clean Water
Actlon-549-7450

PART-TIME" TEMPORARY POSITIONS
available (or the Annual Salvation Army
Christmas Kettle Program Starling date-

November 21 through December 24 For

more information call 586-5243

1979 CHEVY WAGON, 99,400 miles,

new clutch, Best offer 536-5434 Even-
ings week-ends

OHM L2 SPEAKERS 4 yr warrantyTCall
6-7921

THE COLLEGIAN HAS one data entry

position available The )ob requires ap-

proximately 10 hours per week, but they

are flexible Students apply at the Col-

legian Business Office, 1 1 3 Campus
Center

INTERESTED IN WRITING for the largest

college daily in New England? Come
down to the Mass Daily Collegian' You
can write about Arts. Editorials, Black Af-

fairs, News, Women's Issues & Sports.

We're located in the basement of the

Campus Center, behind the T.V The Col-

legian We build careers!

JOBS FOR NOW with option to continue

in January or next semester $4.50/hr«

bonuses to start. Our top callers make
$6-7/hr and nKwe Come to telefund in

basement ot memohal hall or call 5-3509

DAVE-THINKING OF you puts a smile on
my face and warms my heart Je T'Aime,

Aliwallie

YO ROBIN HAPPY b^ay from the craw
across the sea!

TO SOMEONE WHO wants nothing for

their birthday here's a birthday wish lor

you "When I think of you" I will

remember the good things. So, think of

me and know that I'm thinking of you
Good bye

LIZ HAPPY BIRTHDAY Hun I love you
so much my eyes hurt Luv ya alway*.

Rick

ROOMS AVAILABLE IN large house,
across street form campus Fireplace,

darkroom $2S0 & 549-6364

TAKE OVER LEASE: 2 spaces available

Jan 1 "on bus route" 127 50/month 1'/?

baths call 665-8261

ROOM AVAILABLE JAN 1st 1S0<
responsible quiet 25* call 253-3828

6 ROOM APT In Shelburne Tails 30
minutes from Amherst two bedrooms, liv-

ingroom, dining room, kitchen, bath
Rooms large/sunny, attic storage,
garden, par1<ing Rent 450/month heat in-

cluded Ideal for grad students
References required no pels, no lease
545-2102 9AM-5PM weekdays or
625-6535 and leave message on
machine

WANTED TO RENT

ROOMS/SUBLETS WANTED Dec "27

Jan 24 call school for BMC 256-8615
9AM-7PM

WERE LOOKING TO take over lease of

North-Amherst area apt Call Bob
546-9721

TO SUBLET

AVAILABLE NOW OR in January: 2
bedroom apartment in Clilfside, 475/mo
Includes utilities Lease exp July 31 ,

'87

Call Bob 665-8298 eves.

SPEND SPRING BREAK in the Bahamas
Trips start al $339 tor more information

call Bruce or Paul at 256-8066

DECEMRER ORAOS

DON'T MISS OUTI lis not too late to be
in the yearbook Senior portrait

photographer will be here Dec 1 thru Dec
5 in room 177CC For more info, call

5-0648 or 5-2874

LOST

H.P. 1 1C CALCULATOR in library tower

Please call 546-4776 for reward

NEED AN ESCORTT

CALL 5-2123 BETWEEN 8PM & 2AM
every day (or an escort anywhere on carrv

pus. Play It sale

MASS LIQUOR ID in Credit Union
Reward offered for its return call 256-6620

INSTRUCTION

HELP NOTEBOOK LOST Thursday the
131h last seen on a couch along campus
concourse 4PM Subject History of

Costume HoEc 510 Help' Rewardi Call

Linda 256-1658 5PM on

TAKE OVER LEASE Nov. rent free 1

bdrm in Sunderland on maior bus ne call

Sylvia MWF 12-1 545-2893 or John M-
Sun from 3:30-8 00 256-1556

ROOMMATIS WANTED

RESPONSIBLE FORLQ^ on bus route

own room, furnished but bring bed $210
for room plus utilities call 323-4989 before

2PM 323-6311x530 alter

WE ARE LOOKING to take over lease of

Puffton or Brandywine Apt. Call Russ
546-5353

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS experienc-

ed and patient teacher Pop-rock-folk-

blues Songwnting, theory, reading^ im-

provisation Right on bus line. Doug
549-4786

PASCAL TUTOR. REASONABLE rates

584-1307

CHEM 2«2 TUTOR preferably undergrad
exam and final left Pay highest price caH

Jay 549-5968

PRACTICAL MATH TUTORINGairieveis
through vector calculus Chris 586-7632
evenings

SPANISH TUTORINO A TRANSLATION

I'LL HELPI GRAMMAR, pronunciation,

conversation ?56 1002

POCKET BOOK - BLACK clutch (club

USA) If found call 546-8899 Thanx

BLACK SWEATER ON 11-19
somewfiere on campus Call Kim anytime
546-9791 . I need it to keep me warm lor

winlart

GOLD HEART-SHAPED pinkie ring with
diamond chip in center ; UM-IJConn
football game 11/22 great sentimefial
value Rewardi 253-9697

LOST: WOMAN'S MAROON leather
wallet Missing since Friday. Nov 21
PIMM call If you have any Info. 54fr4862

FOUND

PETER SHEA I found check call 6-6255

NIKKON CAMERA EQUIPMENT 2
camera bodies, flash, lenses call Bill at

546-5543

HEY JENNY-BUG here is your pseudo
surprise birthday party' Pkrture a k)t ol fun

going on" xoxo Jessica Marion Aurora

Alison Katy Dom Ken iony Neil Fran Pete

Steve Dave Ken jane

FEMALE HOUSEMATE NEEDED in

house one block from campus One room
call 549-5122

LOOKING FOR SOMEONE to take over
my lease starting Jan/Feb color TV,
microwave, VCR Southwood $140/mo
253-3993

BNOAOEMENTSfl

NANCY YOUR RING is absolutely stun-

ning -you couldn'l have picked a nicer

guy! We can hear the wedding bells

already! Lova, The ROTC sittersl

Today's Staff
Might Edhor Daniel Sobel

Copy Editor Liz Hettinger

Photo Itch Rob Skelton

Uyoat Tech Michael Sularoli

Prodactlon Sapcrvisor Bethanne Moskov

Prodaction: Lynne Dewhurst, Glenn Stephens.

Henry Jest. Michael Cooper and Kirk Pisani
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Minutewomenprepare to open
Leaman hopes to blend experience ,

youth in 86-87; team looks for high finish in A-IO

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The outlook for the University of

Massachusetts women's basketball team in

the upcoming season all depends on the

.lewpoint which you take.

The pessimist will look at the fact that

only five players are returning from last

year's squad, and that none of them have

any substantial amounts of experience.

The optimist, on the other hand, will see

a fresh group of recruits bursting on to the

scene, ready and eager to pitch in.

In fact, both sides would be right.

Add to this the return of coach Jack

Leaman after a seven-year hiatus as men's

basketball coach at Stockbridge, and the in-

gredients for a successful season abound.

Leaman was the school's men's basket-

ball coach from 1966 until leaving for

Stockbridge in 1979. Leaman was then

summoned to return to duty after the

resignation of former head coach Barbara

Stevens late this summer.
Returning players from last season in-

clude senior guards Mary Marquedant and
JoAnn Dupuis, junior guard'Torward Tara
Lewis, sophomore forwgu-d Beth Wilbor and
guiird Christel Zullo. Although most didn't

set nuch action last season, Leaman will

cou.it on them heavily to guide the younger

players along.

Zullo and Wilbor saw the most action of

thr returning players last season. Lewis

had been playing well, but missed the last

half of the season with a knee injury.

True, Leaman won't have much ex-

perience coming back, but he has been very

happy with the progress ofthe newcomers.

"These players have a good attitude,"

Leaman said. "It's going to be imperative

to teach them how to win."

The five freshmen include two
Massachusetts products, Michele F*ytko of

Southbridge, and Karen Hennessey of

Tewksbury. Joining them in their first

years will be Jeanine Michealsen of Nor-

thport, NY, Sue Serafini, Valley View
High, Archbald, PA, and Helen Freeman,
Pennsauken, NJ.

The most pleasant surprise for Leaman
would have to be the return of Karen Fit-

zgerald to the squad. Fitzgerald, a senior,

was a member of the team in her freshman

and sophomore years, but did not come out

last season.

Leaman has been especially happy with

the progress that Fitzgerald has made after

being away from the game for a year.

"She's made a remarkable comeback,"

Leaman said. "She's gotten herselfback in-

to condition, and is playing well."

Two other non-freshman newcomers this

year are Jamie Watson and Sally Maher.

Both are fifth-year seniors who have used

up their eligibilty in their original sports.

"Watson was an outstanding soccer

player here at UMass," Leaman said,

"while Maher played both volleyball and

Softball."

Despite the fact that those two have been

away from the game since their high school

days, Leaman has a very special role in

mind for them.

"Both of them have competed in other

sports on the college level," Leaman said,

"so they have the ability and the know-how
to win. That's going to be very important

to this team, especially the younger

players.

"It's been difficult for them to make the

transition, because they've been away from

the game for so long, but they'll make good

progress, because of their competitive

nature."

Leaman is looking at a starting five of

Fitzgerald, Lewis, and Wilbor up front, and

Zullo and Marquedant in the backcourt. He
says that they are a solid bunch, but their

starting status is not completely etched in

stone.

The Minutewomen will once again be fac-

ed with a tough schedule, having to com-

pete in the always-difficult Atlantic 10

conference.

Three of the teams, Rutgers, Penn State,

and St. Joseph's, are rated among the top

16 teams in the nation in an NCAA pre-

season poll. Rutgers is rated eighth, while

Penn State is 12th, and St. Joseph's is 13th.

continued on page 7

CollcfCian photo by Rob Skelton

Junior Tara Lewis is one of a few returning starters who will be counted

on to guide to University of Massachusetts women's basketball team this

season.

Although season ended like last year,

Minutewomen made progress in 1986
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

The last week of the 1986 women's soccer team was
almost deja-vu for the University of Massachusetts

Minutewomen.
They were heading into the same tournament as last

year, the NCAA Final Four and the same four teams as

last season were participating.

The tourney was even held at George Mason Universi-

ty in Fairfax, VA — again — just as it had been in 1985.

And when the championship took place on Sunday after-

noon, the Minutewomen were not on the field, just like

last year. They had been eliminated in a shootout in the

opening round by Colorado College, 1-0.

Sounds like a replica of last season, right?

Not really.

This season, UMass had a much tougher road to the

Final Four. It was not a cakewalk like in 1985, when they

were undefeated entering the tournament.

For openers, in what UMass coach Kalekeni Banda call-

ed the 'worst recruiting year ever ', the Minutewomen
only picked up two freshman at the beginning of the

season, neither of whom could become starters.

Sarah Szetela was very strong off the bench and Mary
Curtis contributed in her limited playing time, but even

when these two freshmen were joined by Christine Turner

about halfway through the season, these first-year players

were not able to provide the team with the amount of

depth it could have used. So the Minutewomen had only

17 players dressed for each game. And that doesn't take

injuries into consideration.

Secondly, UMass faced a more difficult schedule than
last season. And so when they lost to North Carolina and

Collpgian photo by Haul l>eiiinarai»

Monica Seta and the rest of the UMass women's soccer team saw their season come to an end
with a 1-0 loss to Colorado College in a shootout in the semi-finals of the NCAA tournament.

(believe it or not) New Hampshire College, and tied George

Mason in their first three games, people were already

beginning to have doubts.

But this team had been to the Final Four last year and
knew what it took. So the sophomores took up the slack,

the juniors provided both leadership and talent, and
Szetela had some timely contributions off the bench.

Sophomore forward Michelle Powers became the scor-

ing leadfer that the team needed, tallying nine goals and
five assists for 23 points. Junior tri-captain Kristen

Bowsher finished second in scoring with six goals and
eight assists.

Beth Roundtree, another sophomore finished third in

scoring with eight goals and two assists. Junior tri-captain

Debbie Belkin (six goals and five assists) and sophomore
forward Cathy Cassady (five goals and three assists)

finished fourth and fifth, respectively.

With seven one-goal vic??????n led the team with four

game-winners, while Powers and Roundtree each had
three. Bowsher had two.

Defensively, the Minutewomen excelled like they did

last season. Allowing an average of less than four shots

per game, the team surrendered just 12 goals all season.

Sophomore Carla DeSantis took over as the starting

goalkeeper and proved she was worthy of the position.

DeSantis posted nine shutouts, including one against the

University of Connecticut in the second round of the

playoffs. She also blanked Colorado College for 120
minutes in the playoffs before losing her tenth shutout
on penalty kicks. DeSantis allowed ten goals all season
for a goals against average of 0.56.

There were other Minutewomen that took on new
responsibilities as well. In addition to Powers, sophomore
Sue Cooper made the transition to her starting role very
smoothly.

And Monica Seta, a junior tri-captain who was tied for

the team lead in scoring last season, moved back to

sweeper and did an excellent job.

As a team, UMass outshot opponents, 278-72. and
outscored them, 44-12.

continued on page 7
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Anti-CIA
rally to
be held
Thursday
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

Another rally and march on the Whii
more Adminstration building is planned
for Thursday an anti-CIA 'ecruUment pro-

test leader said yesterday.

Marc Kenen said the rally and march
would be similar to the one last Monday
that resulted <n 60 arrests by University

or Massachusetts police oflFicers aasisted by
sl«ite troopers who used billy clubi^ and at

tark dogs to control a crowd of supporters

William H Wi-itrer. assistant vice

chancellor for student affairs, said the

^anced admmistrators who ordered those

arrests has not changed.
"Our «(tancc would continue to be that we

have no problern -vith demonstrations as

long as they follow the picketing code,"

Weitzei said.

The code prohibits demonstrations which
interrupt University business or occur in

a building outside the operating hours of

that building.

Kenen and other protest leaders said

they were unafraid of University
disciplinary proceedings against them
stemming from further demonstrations.

Associate ^'ice Chancellor Larry
Benedict Lold the Daily Hampshire Gazette

on Friday that the University would look

"very, very unkindly" on future violations

of the picketing code. Benedict said the

possibility of expelling protest leaders from

the University had not been ruled out.

Chancellor Joseph D Duffey and Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis L.

Madson could not be reached yesterday.

Of the possibility of expulsion of students,

Weitzer said, "my hope is that it doesn't

go that far. . .that the University can react

CASTING AWAY - Tony Rueli of Wilbraham ti>8t8 the waters of Puffer's Pond for trout.

in a way that is favorable for the entire

community.
'

"This thing is really very disturbing to

us all." said Weitzer. who expres.sed th*-

hope that some way could be reached to set

lie student-administration differences on

the issue without more arrests and
disruption.

The protesters are upset because the

University allows CIA recruiters on cam-

pus. They say the recruiters should be

banned because the agency violates inter

national law. Eleven wer»- arrested Nov 14

after they took over the Aft'irmalive Action

Office in Whitmore. 60 wore arrested in a

protest Monday.

AdminL-rtratore say students should have
the right to hear from all prospective

employers, and that the protesters violate

the rights of .«itudents and campus workers

when they occupy buildings. They defend

ed the arrests, saying that disruptions ot

UMa^ business could not be tolerated.

Kenen said this week's planned pn-t.

"We've gotten an overwhelming resp<ji

on campus and around the Valley, .so I im-

agine it'll be bigger" 'n terms of turnout.

Kenen said that another building takeover

would "not necessarily" take place.

"The University is issuing threats" of ex

pp.lsion "to intimidate, harass, and silence

us, and it will not work." Kenen said "Th^
CIA is in violation of international law.

and the University's complicity in that

violation of human rights must be stop-

Ded."

The aim of Thursday's rally will be to

protest UMass' recruitment policy: the
alleged mistreatment of students hv police

ast Monday, reputed institutional racism
.«t UMass; and supposed attacks on the

rights of students by the administration.

Kenen said

Kenen said the protests would come to an

nmUnued <>n ftagr 4

UMass radio station holds telethon to raise

money for new sound system equipment
By ELLEN M. NOLAN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts radio station WMUA
begins a week-long telethon today to raise fUnds for new
equipment, which will bring more diverse programming
and cut down on transmitting costs, the station's program-

ming director said.

The money raised will be used to buy equipment for a

sound system that will enable the station to broadcast

more live concerts, which used to be a regular feature but

has been more difficult lately because the station had to

rely on other groups equipment, Pat Mahoney said.

WMUA also hopes to raise enough to buy a Microwave

Studio Transmitter Link, which will cut down on overall

costs of transmitting the station's signal now being done

by telephone lines that increase in cost every year, he said.

Using no other form of advertising, WMUA's disc jockies

will do their regular shows and ask for contributions in

between the songs, Mahoney said.

'The listeners don't like it but it is necessary to do in

order to survive," Mahoney said.

Interested people can donate any amount they want and
receive any number of prizes ranging from bumper
stickers, T-shirts, albums, cassettes, ur an WMUA jacket.

With a donation of $50 people can come down and put

together their own programs, Mahoney said.

Some of the DJs are offering their own individual prizes

in addition to what the station has to offer. For example,
for a $200 donation, one DJ is offering to spin records at

the donor's party, Mahoney said.
" I've got my fingers crossed that everything will go all

right," said David Sears, the coordinator of the telethon.

If everything goes as expected, the station hopes to reach

their goal of $12,000, Mahoney said. The majority of the

donations will not, come from the students but from the

older listeners or recent graduates who live in the area
who have always helped out, Mahoney said .

If the goal is reached it will prove to the University the

"real quality of the .station" and will persuade adequate
funding for the station by increasing their annual budget,

Mahoney said.

The first-semester deadline for submissions to The Grecourt Review, literary magizine of Smith

College is Monday, Dec. 8.

Five College and Pioneer Valley Au'.hors may submit their material to the Review at the Stod-

dard Annex, Smith College, Northar.ipton.

Ten new Pioneer Valley Transit Auttwrity buses will be dedicated in a ceremony at 2 p.m. today

in front of the Student Union.

The dedication ceremony will be attended by Rep. Silvio Conte, R Mass., representatives of state

and hational agencies, and local UMass and PVTA officials.

A member of the editorial board of the Warsaw Catholic weekly Przeglad Katolicki will speak

on "Remnants: The last Jews in Poland" at 8 p.m. tomorrow in the School of Management, room

116

Malgorzata Niezabitowska and her husband, award-winning photographer Tomasz Tomaszewski.

are authors of a recently-published book by the same name.

Screen clears
pigeons from
library balcony
The new .screen recently installed on the observation

balcony of the Tower Library serves to keep pigeon dona-
tions out and people in.

The balcony has been closed to the public since a stu-

dent committed suicide by jumping from the roof during
the spring concert almost 10 years ago.

Subsequently, as no more humans were allowed to fre-

quent the balcony, the pigeons moved in, using the area
as a nesting, resting, and defecation area. The use of the
balcony by the pigeons has led to special problems dur-

ing the wet seasons.

Due to rain and melted snow mixing in with the bird

droppings, the library carpets near the balcony doors in

the 26th floor study areas were affected and needed to be

replaced with new tiling.

Joe Wayne, the project manager, said the windows
themselves were problematic and to clean them from the

outside would cost $10,000 a year.

The operation is being funded by the .state and installa-

tion will cost $63,000. The screens made of stainless steel

and aluminum and Wayne said the screens will last

"about 50 years from now and we won't have to touch

them."

Security tape screws are being used to prevent anyone

from attempting suicide, he said.

The balcony will once more be used as an observation

deck with the added benefit of clearing out the pigeons.

It should be open to the public soon, he said.

- LAUREN KRAUS
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Cary Grant dead at 82
after suffering stroke
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Cary Grant,

whose masculine elegance and darkly

handsome features made him an tinnval

ed star of both sophisticated comedy and

chilling intrigue for more than 30 years,

has died of a massive stroke at the a^'t of

82.

The debonair leading man wuh the

dimpled chin and clipped accent died at

11:22 p.m. CST Saturday at St. Luke'.s

Hospital in Davenprirt. l«ma, where he wai.

to appear in a 90 minute program that in

eluded a talk and chj^ from his movies.

He had appeared well at rehearsals that

afternrxm. then seemed to weaken, said

Lois Jecklin director of Visiting Artists,

which 8ponst)red A Convernatum with Cary

Grant. His condition deteriorated rapidly.

There was nothing that could be done

There's no intervention when something

like this happens," said James Gilson. the

cardiologist who treated him.

His body reportedly was returned early

yesterday to California. There was no im

mediate word on funeral plans.

Grant was one of the biggest names in

movie history, starring in such classics as

The Philadelphia Story Bringing Up Babv

and North by Northwest. But his only Oscar

came after his retirement.

He seemed to have been born an

aristocrat, but his father was a presser in

a garment factory. He was the idol of

millions of women around the world, but

his private life oflen was troubled.

"I pretended to be somebody ! wanted to

be. and I finally became that person,"

Grant once said. "Or he became me. Or we
met at some point. It's a relationship

"

It was a singularly successful relation

ship, one that began in 1932 and filled the

big screen with 72 movies until 1966, when
his last film. Walk, Don't Run. was

released.

Grant, wrote film critic Pauline Kael.

"had the longest romantic reign in the

short history of movies." He was paired

with Katherine Hepburn. Myrna Loy.

Audrey Hepburn and Grace Kelly. To him

Mae West tendered the most famous, and

frequently misquoted, proposition in movie

history: "Why don't you come up sometime

and see me?"
He was born Archibald Leach on Jan 18,

1904, in Bristol, England, the only child of

an unhappy marriage His father oflen was

withdrawn and his mother filled him with

dream-* of wealth and taught him to .mng

and dance.

When he was 9. b)<- mother was placed

in a mental m.stitution, and the boy wouid

not see Mer ibr 20 years. When he was 13.

Archie ran away from home to join a boys'

troupe, but his father "-etrieved him

He late»- rejoined the group, but left !t m
1922 m New York, taking on a variety of

jobs, including stiltwalker at Coney Island,

a slapstick mime on the vaudeville circuit

and a straight man for comedy acts. He
began dressing with conservative el^ance
and was a hit with New York hostesses.

By 1931 he had a movie contiact with

Paramount and a new name: Cary, for a

part he'd had in a play, and Grant, chosen

from a list prepared by the studio.

He made seven films m his first year, in

eluding Blonde Wnu.s with Marlene
Dietr'ch Then he caught the eye of Mae
West, who cast him opposite her m She
Done Him Wrong and I'm No Angelt Both

were box office smashes.

In 1937 he left Paramount, and the most

memorable roles of his career followed. The

danger that seemed to lurk beneath the

charm made him the perfect lead for such

Hitchcock thrillers as Suspicion and To

Catch a Thief

His accent made him a favorite with im

pressionists. but hi- n«'ver said. "Judy.

Judy. Judy."

He was nominated for Academy Awards
for Penny Serenade and None hut the tjone-

!y Heart, and in 1970 he received in

honorary Oscar for "his unique mastery of

the art of screen acting'

Grant, who became a US citizen in 1942,

amassed a fc»tune estimated as high as $40

million.

ii> i'h..t..

QUESTIONS, QUESTIONS - President Reagan and first lady
Nancy face reporters queries about a special prosecutor for the Iran
deals, as they board Air Force One to head back to Washington.

Report questions availability

of funds for state programs
BOSTON (AP) - A report

by a Massachusetts Senate

committee raises questions

about whether funding is

available for several pro-

grams announced by Gov,

Michael S Dukakis before

the Nov 4 election.

The report, to be released

today, says that as of the

first quarter of the current

fiscal year, which ended
Sept. 30, tax revenues are

growing at only one-sixth of

last year's rate.

The Senate Ways and
Means Committee report

also says the state budget

.surplus of more than a half

billion dollars is completely

committed and that several

gencies are predicting
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sizable budget shortfalls

that could end up totaling

several hundred million

dollars, the Boston Sunday
Globe reported
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scholarships.

The report concludes that

the state's fifcal condition

"should lead to caution."
"The consequences of a

sharp slowdown in tax

revenue growth and the fact

that the accumulated
surplus is fully committed
must be taken into account

as additional spending re-

quests are considered this

year," the report says.

The report calculates that

after the state bails out

those agencies running a

deficit, only $9.6 million of

fiscal 1987 '•evenues will re-

main uncommitted.
"It isclem-ly impc»sible to

initiate $260 million n ad-

ditional spending w!ih only

$9.6 million in available

revenues. Unless ap-

propriate funding can be

found elsewhere, these sup-

plemental spending pro-

posals cannot be under-

taken this fiscal year," it

says.
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OHOSTLY FLIGHT — A group of gulls over the fields behind Boyden Gym take on an eerie appearance in a reverse image.

Series of events planned
to benefit UMass commuters
By SARAH CLARK
Colh'^'ian Staff

In the next few months, the Commuter
Area Government will bring a variety of

events to campus targeted to service stu-

dent commuters at the University of
Massachusetts.

Charlotte Wesley and Bob Simon ~ i .

spokespersons for the Commuter Area
Governing Board naid the group is spon
soring free bu»eh to Ingleside Mall ii

December, a bus trip to New York City on
Dec 13 a tag .^le at tht- end of the
semester, a dance, an overnight tnp to New
York City and an aAemoon video series m
Januarv.
Simons said it. rnment wants "to

put on programming which will be in

terestinf^ and educational as well as enter
laining."

The Commuter Area Government is the
arm of student government that serves off-

campus undergraduate students,
equivalent tc the house councils of the five

oncampu.'* living areas.

The organization also provides a liaison

between off-campus iitudents and other
University groups, and works to foster

understanding among the various
organizations in the off-campus
community.

Simons siiid that becau.se it t:^ the only
area government not in physical contact
with its constituents, a major goal this year
is "to establish communication channels
between the approximately 7.000 com-
muters and the (,'ommuter Area Ciovern
ment."
Wesley added. "We're trying to find out

what the commuters would tikt their

organization to do for them
A significant amount of their budget

helps 111 fund other student groups, in

eluding the Off-Campus Housmg Office and
the University child-care system.
The organization sponsors a film series

which runs every Monday night. "Jane
Eyre," "Four Hundred Blows." and "Diva"
are being shown in the next few weeks in

Thompson 104.

Next seme.ster the governmen; plans to

offer workshops ranging from auto repair
to landlord/tenant advocacy, refurbish the
commuter lounge, and bring offcampus
students m as participants and advisors,

said Simons.

"We welcome any idea^ for en^ging pro-

gramming or useful services," Wesley said.

Both Simons and Wesley encourage off

campus students to drop by the Commuter
Area Government office in room 404 of the

Student Union or to get in touch by call-

ing the office.

SGA communications office

provides free services
By HEATHER ERSKINE
Collegian Correspondent

The Student Governmint A.>!S<.K.iatiun

Communicationh Office makes peters.
brochures, newsletters and Hiers for any
registered student organization, student
controlled business or student senate
Rroup. acotrding to Otfice Direttnr Tim
Hams.

The dTice operute^ with funding from the
.S<IA, and through revenue earned from
typesetting resumes for stidents Current
ly the office is applying to the Graduate
Student Senate for further aid. Harris aaid.
The busiest time of year is at the start

of each semester, when many RSOs come
to the office in need of advertising. The of
fice will either create a design for the
grtjup, or accommodate the design idea of
th»> organization. Harris said.

"The communications office is here for

everyone's u.se; however its free services

are not used by nearly as many a.s could

utilize them." he said.

Sarah Rogers of the office said. Ideally

it would be great if they came in without

an idea, because as art mt^ors. we are m<Ht;

experienced in choosing the most effective

design.

"By working with the client's idea, we

can cut down on dissatisfaction." she said.

Harris said advice on publicizing events
is offered, and a student publicity manual
IS available Hiring for the office's nine
paid positions and volunteer internships is

also done at the start of ein -.ter. he
said

Currently the office has seven workers
who are |M-imarily art or communications
ma>irs "Because it's a small enmtgh r)pt>ra

tion. everyone does the same job and that
there is very little specialisation." Harris
said.

Rt^ers, a senior art major who has work-
ed at the (^ce since her freshman year,
said although she is moot talented in
graphics, "We use titles very loosely here,
which enables us to work on a project in
any respect, whether it be typesetting,
layout, or working directly with the
clients."

Harris .said being a nonpartisan
organization, "We do work for everybody."
In fact, the Critical Times and Valley
Woman's Voice are laid out here after of-

fice hours by these papers' employees, who
have been trained to operate the typesetter.
The office, located in Room 304 of the Stu-

dent Union, is open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday, and will be open
over intersession.

Snacksense aims
for healthy eating
By RICK SANTOS
Collegian Correspondent

Many students on this campus may be junk food junkies,
but they should know that they are not alone. Help is on
the way.
Snacksense, a nutrition education program co-spon.sored

by University Health Services and University Vending
Services, is working to help students eat a healthy diet
and to give guidelines to prevent conditions like he«rt
disease, stroke and cancer.

Robin Levine, a nutritionist who came up with
Snacksen.se two years ago, feels that students want to

learn to eat properly but are too busy to attend workshop
She and her nine student a.ssociates bring snacking ii.

formation to students by advertising with the campu>
media and by distributing literature in the Campu

.

Center.

Snacksense is aimed at students who obtain their tood

on campus. A telephone survey conducted last year show-

ed that of those .students surveyed, most of them snack

at least once each day and one-fourth .snack at least three

times daily.

Sixty-four percent of what they eat and 50 percent of

what the drink in between meals are said to be high in

either sugar, fat, sodium or crffeine.

Levine said, "Good footl is not as available as junk food."

Although, she insists that if students look for good food,

students will find it. even in Munchies stores. She added,

"Students think of themselves as immortal. They don't

connect the way they eat now with developing diseases

later on in life." Levine agi-eed that there is a fallacy that

if you feel healthy now. then you are healthy.

Snack.sense never advocates eliminating a certain pas

sion like chocolate from your diet. However, it does ad-

vocate moderation and lowering the percentage of junk

food in one's diet. .According to Levine, some foods students

may want to avoid are high sugar breakfast cereals and

soda.
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BACK TO SCHOOL — Traveling Route 2 back to the University was the way many students
spent yesterday, coming back from an all-too-short vacation.
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MassPIRG offers students experience

and credits in political organizing
By PETER MOSHER
Collegian Correspondent

Getting course credit for work done in the "real world"

is one of the options that Massachusetts Public Interest

Research group offers to University of Massachusetts

students, according to Rayna Sargent, director of the

program.
.

Students interested in government, business, law,

science, or journalism may find work experience at the

program that is valuable when applying for a job after

college. Sargent said.

Under^aduates can do internships in anything from

organizing political can.paigns to lobbying in the

legislature, to working on publications or in the media,

and conducting consumer surveys.

•This spring we're offering a State House Watch pro

gram in which students follow an area representative or

senator and key on certain legislation, such as a bill on

toxic waste reduction." Sargent said "We also have the

National Student Organization against hunger. Students

obtain pledges from sponsors for a clean up project, and

the money from this goes to support the needy."

In addition. MassPIRG will go to different area outlets

and conducts consumer surveys on products that college

students use. such as pizza and beer. Every couple of

weeks, and at the end of the semester the group will

publish a pamphlet with the results of the surveys.

MassPIRG IS currently studying a plan to sponsor

nuclear energy education and information on alternate

forms of energy.

"There are basically three steps involved in our social

work. First, we conduct research to document the problem.

Second, we educate the public as to the nature of the pro-

blem. And finally, if necessary, we lobby to pass legisla-

tion," she said.

Students can earn from three to 15 credits for work on

their projects.

The group also does work outside of the course credit

opportunities program, such as a Career and Social

Change forum for seniors seeking employment in the non-

corporate world. "We invite people from various jobs to

come and speak in order to get seniors into these jobs after

they graduate." -Sargent said

• CIA
cimlinufd frum pu^e /

end only

"when the University meets

our demands." He said the

iwo principal demands as of

yesterday were that the

University ban any

organization convicted by

the World Court of violating

international law from

recruiting on campus, and

that that administrators

publicly acknowledge thai

the Constitution supercedes

the picketing code, which

many protesters see as infr

inging upon their constitu

tional rights.

Kenen said new demands
were being considered and

would be discussed and an

nounced this week.

He said he thought most

students were "unsure"

over whether protesters

were doing the right thing

in disrupting office

business. He said the fur

ther protests would help

convince students that the

CIA should be banned.

He defended the disrup-

tion of University business,

saying. "In this situation we

have u right and respon

Sibil itv to stop the govern

ment from violating inter

national law."

Kenen said he did not

forsee an end in the im-

mediate future to the pro

tests. "We have the law on

our side, and if the Univer-

sity continues to violate in

temational and domestic

law and our first Amend
ment rights, we will have to

continue to protest." he

said
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An American tradition

The anti-CIA protesters who took over University buildings

and engaged the attention of the national media recently are

more than curiosities. They are evidence that this country's

long tradition of civil disobedience is vitally alive.

There are those who say that the protesters are going too

far, that the protests inconvenience people and disrupt their

lives to an unacceptable degree. Among the people who hold

this view are administrators, who chose to express it with

handcuffs and attack dogs.

These people would do well to consider that if the "inconve-

nience" argument held sway in the late 1700's, we'd still be

paying the Stamp Tax to the British crown.

Civil disobedience is never pretty. It is designed to ensure

that things don't run smoothly. It is as American as the Fourth

of July and is the method by which our country was formed.

It is always looked upon with disfavor by the powers that

be, and almost always results in social progress.

Almost always. Where you stand on the CIA issue depends

on where you sit. Administrators would say the protesters are

violating people's rights to work and use campus buildings,

and the CIA's right to speak to students. Under this argument,

last month's civil disobedience does not fit in with the noble

tradition ofThoreau and Martin Luther King; it is illegitimate

protest.

Protesters point to the fact that the agency has violated in-

ternational law, and so has given up the right to be heard; that

the agency lies to students, and no one has the right to lie;

and that the students have the right to enter state buildings

if they want to make their point. They concede that they may

be guilty of trespassing, but say that crime pales in comparison

with the alleged rape and murder practiced by the CIA.

Both sides have valid points. When more than 60 people pro-

ve willing to be arrested for a cause, and authorities are will-

ing to club those who get in the way of authority, there are

going to be compelling arguments on both sides.

But one argument that should not be tolerated is that pro-

testers don't deserve support because they are bothersome.

These are people who have tried more conventional ways of

talking with administrators, and have been rebuffed; these are

people who are willing to assume the onus of a criminal record

for a cause they believe in. They are engaged in heroic actions,

misguided or foolish as some may hold those actions to be.

The men who staged the Boston Tea Party inconvenienced

people; the marchers who won constitutional rights for black

people got in the way. Sometimes in the course of arguing

critical moral issues, more pedestrian pursuits — such as sub-

mitting pre-registration form? — have to take a back seat.

That should be the American way.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion ofthe Col-

legian Board of Editors.
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The students are winning
As possibly the only person on this cam

pus to have actually witnessed all 71 uf

November's anti-CIA arrets, let me offer

a couple of observations.

First, let's ruffle some administrative

feathers.

The scene in Hampshire Superior e ourt

last Tuesday was absolutely amazint;

Twelve UMass students and a comrade in

arms squared off against a University at

torney The students wanted Judge Rt»bert

J Hallisey to strike down his own injunc

tion, issued th«' day before, that would have

effectively ended the antiClA building

tak€K)vers of the past month. The students

argued the case themaelvM.
"The students won.

I ve certainly never heard of a case like

that before - twelve college students with

limited legal background, hastily briefed,

in trouble bwrauae they're getting in the ad

ministration's hair, walk into Superior

Court convinced they're right, and win

without a lawyer. Simply great stuff

I asked Vice Chancellor for Student Af
fairs Dennis L. Mhdson whether he was

proud of the students for being able to pull

this off He didn't answer that question

directly, and I don't blame him — it was

a pretty obnoxious question. Madson did

point out that judges are very strict in

deciding whether to make injunctions per

manent In deciding that the provisions of

the injunction were too broad, this judge

was agreeing with student arguments that

one of its clauses was "unfair."

The students argued that the injunction

was an attempt by administrators to

silence them - that it was a violation of

their First Amendment right to free expres

sion. The judge said he wasn't interested

in that issue, but was concerned solely with

whether the injunction's wording was tight

enough The students were able to convince

him that it wasn't.

So, after years of student frustration over

supposed attacks on their rights by ad

ministrators, the two sides squared off in

a legal forum, and the students won.

Now. let's ruffle radical feathers;

This has to end somehow, and by now it

should be obvious that it isn't going to end

with the banning of the CIA from campus
- at least not anytime soon. A conunisaion

has been formed to study recruitment

guidelines, but it is difficult to imagine the

administration reversing its strong pro-

recruitment stance, clearly delineated in

written statements in the last three weeks.

Craig Sandler

Administrators have also made it clear

that their patience with building takeovers

is coming to .in tiul Larry Benedict,

a»Miciate vice ch;incfUor tor student affairs,

told the D*ij/v Hampshire (Mtuftte this

weekend that the administration would

"l«jok very, very unkindly" on further

building takeovers What that means
specifically is up for speculation, but it's

possible that we could .see some protest

leaders expelled from the University

A rally at the Student Union is schedul

ed for Thursday It will be followed,

organizers say. by a march on Whitmore.

One certainly gets a sense of "here we go

again."

Administrators have expresrod to me a

sense of frustration that the two sides are

so far apart; the .students' frustration with

the administration is front page news.

Eventually, something has to give. One
is forced to conclude that the deciding fac-

tor on who gives up the most the .soonest

will be how many people join the anti CIA
protesters. If these rallies get bigger and

bigger, we're very likely to see administra-

tion concessions that go beyond the forma-

tion of commissions; if the anti-CIA

momentum cannot be maintained, this pro-

test is likely to become a passionate but

failed expression of moral outrage.

Craig Sandler is a Collegian staffmember.

Republicans must re-think stance
Now that a mtyor crisis has decreased unity and party

singularity among the Republican party, the Republican

Club must define its specific stances on particular issues.

Whereas previous to the Iranian arms deal the Republic .n

Club was able to simply wrap itself in the flag and cha.nt

"USA," it now has to assert its views concerning those

issues. If it aligns itself with the president, it allies itself

with the deception of the American people, ignorance of

facts, and with disrespect for the legislative branch.

The Republican Club can no longer expect to stage suc-

cessful rallies by "cheering for the home team." The par-

ty whose name they share has refused to back the presi-

dent, and can be seen running for cover, relinquishing or

denying both knowledge and responsibility for the inci-

dent. The crimes and injustices committed by the Reagan
administration are not reasons to be proud of this coun-

try's foreign policy.

The Republican Club never hesitates to scream
"Radical" when confronted with someone who holds op-

posing viewpoints. The fact that their flag-waving has ap-

proached a radical hysteria has often come to mind. The

Reagan scam has been unveiled and so has the Republican

Club. Its leaders and their blind patriotic nationalism has

apparently led them into a corner from which they must

confront specific issues to escape. The feelings of American

supremacy and hatred for foreign ideologies evoked by

their rallies can and have been dangerous things which

have led to violence. The Republican Club must assume

a more moderate approach to move away from the ex-

tremist position they have so often taken. The extremist

formula they have used is radical and its application is

®^ **^''
Gregg Fallon is a UMass student.

Perpetrators wanted
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I think it is wonderful

that students are so

responsive to public art on

campus. Richard

Fleischner's "Chain Link

Maze" is steadily gaining

a support group to save it

from destruction. Mauro

Staccioli's sculpture on the

FAC steps received a fair

amount of criticism early

on yet has become a much

talked about landmark

and has even gained a few

nicknames, such as "the

burnt french fry" - I

believe with some degree

of fondness.

However, the recent

damage to former student

Steve Oakley's sculpture

next to the pond is another

matter. When Robert Mur-

ray's "Quinnipiac" (the

reddish metal sculpture in

front of the FAC) was

wrapped with paper last

year, the "wrapper" gain-

ed permission from the

University Gallery .so that

the papers' application

would not cause damage.
In the case of Oakley's
work, had the person who
applied the dots to this

sculpture, which resembles

a set of unbalanced die (ad-

mittedly a clever and pro-

vocative idea), contacted

the Council, the Council
would be able to advise the

person about what kind of

glue would be easy to

remove and schedule

removal by Council staff.

We would have kept the

.secret, so that the intend-

ed surprise could have
been maintained.

Could the person who ap-

plied the dots please call

the Council at .545-0202

and tell us (anonymously
is fine; what kind of glue

was used so we can deter-

mine whether to use water

or a particular chemical to

remove them?

Marjorie Tuttle

Program Director

Extend consciousness
Amne.sty International, UMASS, a registered .student

organization, has provided a forum, independent of all

governments, political factions, ideologies, economic in-

terests, and religious creeds, in which students, faculty

and community members can directly participate in the

improval of basic human rights for all people.

At our first meeting we received overwhelming sup-

port and were able to get organized. Our second meeting

is going to be held on campus tomorrow night. I hope

to see a lot of people there concerned with improving"

human rights for all. Ifyou have any questions, concerns

or comments about Amnesty International, UMASS
please attend. Timothy J. Carrier

Amnesty International, UMASS
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ARTS

Arts Calendar

Now that I he semester is

down to its last fortnight,

here's the two-week warn

ing on what's going on in

the vallev for this week

many events. especMally if

It's your last term.

Now on showing at the

Smith College Museum oi

Art is two exhibits: Svr

Beautifully Bound: Women
Bookbinders of the Arts and
Crufts Movement. Both ex

hibits are running through

Jan. 18. Call the museum at

584-2700. ext. 2760 for info

on either show.

The seventh annual
Valley Won^n Artists show

is now on exhibit at Nor-

thampton Center for the

\rts in the Old School Com

^^ ,.„ , The Avanti Wind Quintet
70 pieces by fifty different

o, «„„ will present a workshop per
women artists are on v.t-w hallowing from 3 to 6 p.m.

^^^^^^^^.^ ^^^^. ^, ^^.^^
On Dec. 7 Deborah Kruger The public is invited to

^
^^^ ^^ Bezanson Recital

will give a gallery talk trom attend. continued <>n page 7

Take advantage ot the hnlist Works, and Th, Book ni(nis, Northampton Over
IKe au'.uni.anc ui nn. -

Sonic Youth speaks out

on Madonna influence
By BARBARA DeLOLLIS
Collegian Staff

and MARK MERRIGAN
Collegian CoiTMpondent

HREHOSE and Sonic Youth? Ofcourse

It !* gonna be a good night.' said the lead

singer of the now defunct Bl^k Flagg;

and it wa».

Singer Henry Roll ins. a fan of Sonic

Youth. flREHOSE. and Dinosaur, went to

Hampshire Collie wie week ago Sunday

to see the three bands perform

U-e Ranaldo. guitarist and v.K-alist for

Sonic Youth, said in an mter\iew that he

wa«n t surprised to nee Rollins, and add

ed that Rollins in working on a poetr%-

reading tour in the near future Ranaldo

said Rollins even plans to do a reading

with Madonna
Naturally, we asked Sonic Youth why

they are so obMMed with the Top 40

Queen Their most recent album.

E.V.O.L. was almost named Madonna,

Sean, and Me. however legal reasons

.prevented this Kim Crordon. on bass and

vocals, said "She's a girl with a will, "
and

Mcording to drummer Steve Shelly,

•She s a groovy chick, and we dig her

tunes"
For Sonic Youth. thoughU of Madonna

extend way beyond the 'material girl."

When they sang "Starpower." off their

latest album midway into the show,

singer and guitarist Thurston Moore said

the song was not about Madonna, but

about her mother. Ranaldo confessed that

Madonna (or her maiden name» was the

inspiration for the name of the band Cic

CI ne ^outh. which includes all ol Sonic

Youth and Mike Watt of flREHOSE The

band's current single is a cover of into

the Groove
'

"We have no objections to doing top 40.

Mid Ranaldo when asked if they would

perfcnm mamstReam music, if it was our

way." Ranaldo mentioned "Janet

Jackson. Prince. .Meloncamp. and

Springsteen ' to be among the

mainstream musicians they listen to

Since Sonic Youth originated in .New

York City, we asked them if they re

celetMntii* and what its like to play in the

city these days "It's more embarrassing

than anything." Shelly laughed. During

dates at CBGB's when playing in front of

1200 pet^le. Ranaldo said, "we kne\^ like

half of them
'

What do Sonic Youth members do?

Ranaldo said. "We're into having fun and

being good" As individuals, members do

have side projecU besides their various

musical prcgecta. Gordon said no one real-

ly holds a job because the band takes up

nK»t of their time Gordon freelances for

art magazines and art journals in Europe.

Ranaldo paints, and Moore prints a fan-

zine out of New York called Killer,

Ranaldo said.

E VOL has brought Sonic Youth more

than just success Ranaldo said their

latest album had brought them the oppor

tunity to record the soundtrack for the

Dmo DeLaurentis film. Made in the trSA ,

starring Chris Penn. Madonna's brother

in law "The music is really cool," he said,

though, .some ol it's really stupid. We
hope to do another one if it's for a film we
really like

"

COMPUTER ACCESSORIES

LOCATED IN THE
CAMPUS CENTER

L I

OPEN
M-F: 9-5

Sat: 10-3

^.UNIVERSITY
kUSTORE^

A ROOM
WITH A
VIEW

7:00 & 9:00
November 19

to

December 2

DOWNTOWN AMHERST 253-6426

f

ARoom

It is in vain to extervate

the matter We must
join forces and head to )

the Spoke - ^

The
Spoke

Amherst,
Mass.

PROPER ID REQUIRED

rTQ^I

t> ^ ^ZO:
c?/ ^«

'^

''O
-^

PXS
CLEAN. SAFE, PRIVATE HOT TUBS

17S umvaraty Dr.

N«x1 lo StMkilm Liquor* In Prtc* Chooper Mall

Open Mortday * till 1. Tu«« - Sat Ham - 1am
RMarvattona auggaatad - Gift carttflcataa availabia

Call 253- ??*^

STUDENT SPECIAL
Every Mon, Tues, & Wed

1 HR Hot Tub
for Vi HOUR PRICE

A DRINKERY. TO MEET, RELAX & ENJOY.

35 EAST PLEASANT ST AMHERST

• calendar
continufd fmm pa^e 6 Hall.

The workshop is i'wv.

The New York "oased Negro Ensemble Company, seen

last season at UMass m "A Soldier's Play" will return

to UMass in "Ceremonies in Dark Old Men" at 8 p.m.

tomorrow at the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall. Tickets

are available at the FAC box omce.

The l)epartment of Music and Dance will present cellist

Leopold Teraspulsky and pianist Estela Olevsky in a

faculty recital at 8 p.m. tomorrow m Bezanson Recital

Hall. Admission is free.

third night of the Southwest Hampden Snack Bar

"Ceremonies in Dark
Old Men" will run at 8

p.m. tomorrow night at

the UMass Fine Arts

Center Concert Hall.

Tickets are available at

the FAC Box Office.

Cabaret Series will focus of the holidays from 9 to 1 1 p.m.

Dec. 4 in Hampden Snack Bar. Admission is free.

The Smith College Theatre Department will present An
ton Chekhov's comedy "The Cherry Orchard" at 8 p.m.

on Dec. 4 - 6 and 10
'

12 in Theatre 14 Tickets are $4
and $2 for students and stniur citizens Advanced ticket

reservations are recommended and can be made at the

Smith College Box Office

The Mount Holyoke College Laboratory Theatre will

peri'orm Eve Merriam's musical comedy "The Club ' at

8 p.m. on Dec. 4-6, and Dec. 10 12, and at 2 p.m. on Dec.

7. Tickets can be purchased at the box office.

Anonymus, a Quebec based nnisir group, will present

"Li Jus de Robin & Marion," a medieval musical comedy.

at 8:15 p.m. Dec. 4 m Buck ley Recital Hall, Amherst Col

lege. Tickets are $9 and $7

for senior citizens and an a

students and can be reser\

ed by calling 542 2195.

The Center for the Arts in

Northampton will present

an evening of jazz at 8 p.m
Dec. 4 at the center Tickets

are 16 and $4 for seniors

and students

At 8 p.m. on Dec. 5 the

Center for the Arts will of-

fer a program of East Indian

dance featuring Ranjani

and the Nataraj Dancers.

Admission is $6 and $4 for

students and seniors. For
more info on either of these

shows call 586 7282.

You're Too BUSY!
Don't waste iime doing v

your own laundry ..

^L

Blues legend B.B. King will perform two
shows at 7:30 and 10:30 p.m. at Pearl St. in Nor-

thernpton^Can_^4£777lJoTjick*yj^

Change your
tires NOW .

$C-9I
5

per pair

AiUgnwent and
balancing

available

NorthAmherst Tire
A Auto Center

Ful ServKre f»» Siorv

ra

Take It To

t1 niAV ST.

WeOffor:
• Hand Pressing

• Shirt Seivice

• Same Day
Service

•TiMfa It
If
1
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STUDENTS
WORK ALL JANUARY AS
INVENTORY AUDITORS
$5.25/HOUR TO START
RGIS Inventory Specialists is the nation's largest In-

ventory service with 160 offices nationwide. January is

our biggest month. Average 20-40+ hours a week.

Weekends and night availability necessary.

To be considered must have phone, means of

transportation, pass a math test, and be dependable.

No experience required, paid training provided.

To learn more call the office nearest your home dur-

ing Thanksgiving break or interview at the Campus

Center as follows.

Monday Dec 8 Rm 101 - Tues Dec 9 Rm 101

Wednesday Dec 10 Rm 101 - Thursday Dec 11 Rm 168

INTERVIEW TIMES ARE 9AM - 6PM EVERY HOUR ON THE HOUR. BE PROMPT

CALL
(617) 832-6152

IF YOU LIV:^ IN OR NEAR
Worcester, Leominster, Fitchburg,

Gardner, Framingham, Acton,

Maynard, Clinton, Milford, Franklin,

Southbridge, Webster

Cambridge, Summerville, Burlington,

Lowell, Lawrence, North Shore

Quincy, Brockton, New Bedford,

Taunton, Cape, Hanover, or

Middleboro

Providence Area

^^^^^^^^^ Southern New Hampshire

SPONSORED BY SJUPENT EMPLOYMENT QFFIQE

(617) 938-9269

(617) 849-2941

(617) 336-5658

(603) 893-1829
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TOYS • CHILDREN'S BOOKStjBi
RECORDS • STUFFED ANIMALS

Huge selection of ieddy bears. dogs.«oits. p^ etc

Large collection of early chiidhiood education

resource books Glow-in-lhe-darfc ceilirtg stan

48 a. Pleasant St.. Asheeet

below Stere't.

Comt la

h Browse!

2S6-1609
MonSat 9:30-5 30

former \}.S. Congresswoman

Bella Abzug

Tues., December 2, 1986

Student Union Ballroom

University of Massachusetts

8:00 PM
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Video vaults
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for viewers
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What (ic) The Bi>sto}, Globe, USA Today, Newsweek on Campus and the wire services have in corn-

on?

(^irresnondents at UMass - all of whom work for the Collegwri.
. x- t.^ i j j

The Globe Conde Nast, C<if>e Cod Thnex and Fitrhhurg Sentinel among other New hngland and

Kast (^.ast papers - are similar tuo. They've had our :,taffers as interns and co-op students this past

\fir
.Journalism is a competitive field, and it pays to get experience early. We all started as reporters

tnr the Colleqian. Because of it. we've been able to do a lot more.

Whether you're a first year student or a senior, we have a job for you. Come down to our office,

find the department that's right for you. (^hoose from News. Sports. Editorial/Opinion., Black Af-

fairs. Women's Issues. Arts or Photo. Work with our editor.^ who have professional experience.

Get a grasp on TMass issues and your writing skills.

Get clips that will get you a job.

Todav.

Collegian. We
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Doonesbury
By Garry Trudeau

'W.

The Far Side

By Gary Larson The CoUcgUn is now accepting applications for tfie follow-

ing positions for Spring 1987 Editor-in-Chief, Managing

Editor, News Editor and Arts Editor Apply to Dode Leven-

son in the newsroom, Campus Center 1 13 Applications

due Wednesday

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trud< Michel Jaffa

Gordy

"So. you're a real gorilla, ore you?

Well, guess you wouldn't mind munchin' down
a few beetle grubs, would you? In tact.

we wanna see you ct^ug em!"

By Gorde
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Lunch
Menu

Dinner

Gnlled Cheese Sandwich
Tuna Oriental

Chow Mein Noodles

Roast Top Round of Beef

Knockwurst
Seasoned Sauerkraut

•

Basics DinnerBasics Lunch
Grilled Cheese on y^fu pj,„i,

Wheatberry

Tuna Oriental

Chow Mem Noodles

Egg and Cheddar Florentine

Weather
Today: Mostly sunny but cnld, high 35 to 40. Thirty per-

cent chance of precipitation.

ToolfM: Clear, lows in the 20s

TofBorrow: Same as today, with a chance of rain or snow

Campus Pond By Sal
V.

late in the day

CHEV DUDE. 00 YOU KMOW^
WHtKE 1 CAM FIWD SO/^E 1

PROGRESSIV/E PUfMKERS?/

\Ni. «>

WEL L...WHAT ^V RADICAL ^
DO YOU THlNKj/DUPE,! THINK

YOU'RE REAW
JORTHE HATCH

Today's Staff
Night Editor Nan Klingcner

Copy Editor Siobhan Masterson

Photo Technician Byrne Guarnotta

Layout Technician Rob Catalano

Production Supervisor Bethanne Moskov

Production: Laura, Connie, Rob, Dode

Tori, Sheri, and Isabel

Executive Board — Fal of 1986

Bloom County

FROM THB eOARPtNO HOUtJi

.

meeup iU3f£crep me /^efi

w 6e {weR mftCK py ^
HoneNmb . which a A.
MiiiLOPeS /^Re WONT V^^
WMNK ' '

-'^

by Berke Breathed

m NO irWfi5 5TEVe3 New
POCK (yROUP Ff^dH FPm Lfl5T

wesKs fii/pmoN. lorp. vmonr
ROdCBUP.ftNP weRC, ei/r

FOR lye ORflce of oop oc //..

^% ^^r..

^NO OF FR/iOae HtARiNO
po^Bup RemefiTEPmp ^Fe^r

me R6i>T OF me pay in REPOde

UNPFR /? mU^. RFfiPlNO

uremme of ^omf notb...

rui mo TURN\P6 dTUCK/p (p,

IN HIS eAR5 MAKINGr^C f^)
uFB pemme . ,^^^:-^p

DODE LEVENSON
t 'J. 'or 1(1 Chif'l

JOHN YONCE
Managing fcditor

STEVE RUBIN
HusitK -A M3n,»(j»>r

ROB SKELTON
Editorial Edii.ot

WILLIAM SPAIN

Edito'idl Ediiof

ANSEL ZINTER

Production Manager

Business Board - Fall of 1986

STEVE RUBIN

Business Mcinjger

PAUL H LESSER

Advertising Sales Man.^ger

VANESSA ROTH
finance Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
M.irketmg Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Circulation Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
"Mihsiription Manager
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Former Kennedy campaign aide

accused of forging memorabilia^^
I ....>u„«»i/^ tuniiM hnvp h«»en worth at

FRAMINGHAM (AP) - A former cam

paign aide to Congressman-elect Joseph P

Kennedy II has allegedly sold thousands of

dollars worth of memorabilia bearing the

false signature of President John F. Ken
nedy, according to a published report.

Timothy Phillips, 27. of Boston claimed

he had a connection to the Kennedy fami

ly in selling signatures which, had they

been authentic, would have been worth at

least $60,000, according to several people

involved in the transactions who were m
terviewed by The Middlesex News of

Framingham.
No criminal charges have been filed. All

concerned said they wanted to resolve the

matter without going to court, said Her

man Darvick. a New York dealer and

collector.

Phillips could not be reached for com

ment, the News reported. A phone listing

could not be found for him in Boston, and

the newspaper said he could not be reach-

ed through his brother, mother or attorney,

Alfred B Nugent. Nugent declined to

answer questions about Phillips.

Phillips has returned $20,000 to one

dealer. Gary Zimet of Manhattan, accor

ding to Zimet.

Among the allegedly forged papers are

handwritten copies of the portion of Ken

nedy's famous 1961 inaugural speech,

when he said. "Ask not what your country

can do for you — ask what you can do for

your country."

These are known in the collectors' world

as "ask nots." The particular "ask not"

that Phillips allegedly tried to sell says "for

Timmy" at the top. the newspaper
reported.

The newspaper said the memorabilia
fooled some of the best autograph dealers

in the business. Some dealers, not realiz-

ing the autographs were inauthentic. sold

them to third parties, the paper said.

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS
FROM THE

BODY SHOP FITNESS CENTER

DROP BY FOR FREE
STUDENT TRAVEL CATELOG

ROUND TRIP

NYC/London $356
NYC/Rome $428
NYC/Rio $599

COUNCIL TRAVEL
AMHERST

SOWf RfSTWCTIONS AWtV f/^l.'^l 256-V26I

WORKOUTS
DECEMBER 1-16

SIGN UP FOR SPRING SEMESTER
And Receive Your Choice of

FREE INTERSESSION MEMBERSHIP
or

LONG SLEEVE TEE SHIRT

I30DY SHOP
Hours: Until December 16

M-F 7 30-9 00 AM; 1 1 :00-1 00 PM; 3:00-9:00 PM
December 17-19

M-F. 11:00-1 00 PM. 3:00-7:00 PM

SIGN UP AT TOTMAN AND WORK OFF THAT THANKSGIVING TURKEY!

I

'

JEWLERY SALE

FREE GOLD HEART CHARM
WITH PURCHASE OF

14K GOLD CHAIN

14K GOLD CHAINS $24
14K GOLD BRACELET $12
14K GOLD EARRINGS $12

STERLING SILVER CHAINS $8
STERLING SILVER EARRINGS $8

MANY OTHER HOLIDAY SPECIALS
ARE AVAH.ABLE THIS WEEK ONLY

DEC. 1 THROUCill DEC. 6

PER AXLE MOST CARS

OPEN
M-F: 9-5

Sat: 10-3

Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY

Our Brake Job Includes:

• New Ckiaranteecl Brake
Pads ( »r Sh( >es

(Seniinu'tallic pads exti"a.)

• Kef( mditii )n Dnimsor Rotors
• InsjH'd Calipers

• Inspetl W'hee'l C\Iinders

• Inspect \^\^,.\kv Ihudware
• Rojid Te>t

TAKE IT TO MIDAS

miDAS

J
TAKE IT TO SOMEONE YOU TRUST

JCT Rt 9 & 116, HADLEY - 586-9991

143 KING ST, NORTHAMPTON - 586-4840

Men - Fri 8am-5:30pm
Saturday 8am-2pm
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* three-point shot
I on tiHutu f'-om page 12

said. "It helps add lo the strategy, because if teams are
going to relax on you to take away the inside game, they're
going to pay for it with the outside game."

History would end to show that the three pointer has
been a favorable addition w the game. Ever since Chris
Ford of the Boston t^eltics hit the first ihvee pointer in

history, the shot has ncreasmgly gained popularity to the

point where a content is held during the .\'! Star weekend,
lo determine the preti'Hft long-hombc! o' he t^ame today

V- miu-J^ v. iihiHit :it Ua>.i nm-

(U not fwo< seven to»jters m lib ineup. it ilso would head
for ihe duDths of the league without someone who can
throw in *. 22footer m .he .waning seconds to cap a

dramatic comeback From '-'ord and Joe Hassett of a few
....,,.. K.,.' ,1 x^.,A . .,.u.,j..,. r>., n (^,...«-..i.

and Mike McGee of today, there are a number ot these

long-range shooters who are capable of running up some
impressive offensive figures :n a big liun v

(ierlufsen believe^ that he !l have no pioblem finding

such a plaver during cruncK time.

"We may have uk ,.' lu iuTut iliree-point shooters in

the conference in Lorenzo Sutton, ' Gerlufscn said. "He's

an exceptional sh<M.»ter Carl Smith, Dave Brown and Carv
Herer also havi gm>d abiiuy and '-ange from outsidf

'

The Mmutemen were 7for-20 in thre«' point sti.i.ii;i
;

111 Saturday night s loss to the Unnersity oi'Oonnecticui

Although that is only a 3fi percent average, :i added r«

to 21 poipts, or the equivaU" ' *
'' tx^rcent sbcn^tin^' ruM!

the iwopiint range.

Sports Staff Meeting

There w<l'. be a mandatory meeting for all members
of the Collegian sports staff ai 3:30 p.m m Tuesday at

the sports desk

Anvone who is unahlf to artend must — absolutely

must contact the sports editor in order u> remain n

the editor's g(K)d graces.

Among thf» stems to be discusst»d wi'l l.. 'Ii» ..<>., idi a

tion of winter sport.-- beats, daily assignments and a

general house cleaning of the department

Also to be discussetl will be p<»licies concerning the dai

iy operation of the sp*)rts pages :oi next semester

r

X ^ CHINESE KITCHEN E
FAST SERVICE - GREAT PRICES

*22 Chicken Wings. Try our

Sweet 4 Sou» Pork. Fried Rice Moo Shu Pork

M.»0 $3.95

#23 Szechuan Gai Ding,

Sweet A Sour Pork, Fried Ric«

$4.9S

A".%%'

TRY OUR LUNCHEON — DINNER SPECIALS
Only $1.49 before 3 pm, $1.90 after 3 pm

Eat In or Tak* Out
HOURS: Sunday Noon - 10 pm, Mon • Sat 11:30 • lOpm

2 LOCATIONS

430 Russet St (Rt 9)
HADLEY - 253-2S71

ISO King St

NORTHAMPTON - 586-8220

Complete Hairstyling for Men 8r Women

Haircut - $9.00

Perms • $40 with haircut

giB Call: 549-1502

AUTO HDR SAi.E •CAi.CLtATO^S
ENTERTAINMENT • fO? REN^

fOe SALE* FOUND
>€IP WANTED 'LOS'

CLASSIFIED TNAl^^WDf WANTFD

.'.ANlED'Sl^r

COME TO 'HC COLLEGIAN OFFICE - (X: 113 MON-TMURS 8:30-330 (FRI 2 30) e DEADLINE 2 DAYS PROIR TO PUBLlCATlQNe CASH IN ADVANCE. 15«nWORD/DAY POR STUDENTS

tounqn
EVENMO MUV«S

C#nMK ftPM fiye

KM TAM TOR •«•' Brwid nM. nevw
ijmO kag tap* only S25 PackiM charg*
$45 •o' usad tap* Ooni «Mta your
monay' Naw taps %2i Cai) Tony
296-1436 today

OUtOOm ON iMMB^ICWISH coai
m taraa* wim Wai>d Uul«^ and

tiontgM 7 30PIUI CC91

7

I by I
""

"

1976 CHCVV WAGOM. 99 40C m<*9%

naw dutch 9»S' oW»« S36-5434 Evan
ngt Noak-iwls

DONOes NEEDED LAST day at Campua
Cania' gn>a btood Nov 2S Room 165
1030-4 30 SO pm* naadad
UfEQUAHO JOM: Taatng i2/4 7 9 PM
c 12/6 9-12 PM Boy<ia« Pool Into

^41093

INIMTAMMMT

OHML2SrCAKEIIS4yr wwraMy Can
6-7K1

we A eooo riMt cau

RACK-A-OliM ENTERTAINMENT
Agancv atacjocfcay*. Banda. Lignis one
>.af9» soaan vtdoo dancaa S4$<7144

TYMNe SllVICi

QUALITY TVMiiO Long or short pro-

PEE-WEE CONGRATULATIONS!'
Paggy O Connor Madam PrasKjanl Tn
t^igma A toatt al Barsw s m
Ov^ AhiK^vS PEZ

s?
prootraarlwig
ipawrnai MS

MUSICIANS NEEDED FOR parfOf-

manca* at Batchatown Stata School

Funding jvaiiabla Contact Bruce

76 TOYOTA CRJCA now paM. inuMor.

urakaa. and mora car naadi noihMig b
ipd KMor Haiao SiTOO or BO Doug
2S6-0333

POTTAXKlOeCAMERA brand naw $75
54»<52'

imFWANTID

, Hoahiobt
H&ti IBM typawmar S4»^)367

"fPEEDV KEVST' PROFESSICWAiriyp^
ing/editino ?S6-1002

TVnNQ. TA« TRA»«CR»TION Fast

acctirala 666-7662

Funding
256^4236

MOVCt

DATme sitvici

MTCRNATIONAL DATINO SERVICE -

aafvtng fiva coHaga syatam and surroun

dtng aroaa SU tor two months 5ASE to

PO Bo« 489. AmharM

AUTO K>l $Alf

1963 BUCK SKYLARK Mint condition

AC AM/FM Digital Sterao $3000/BO
256-0060

1976 DODGE ASPEN V8 AM7fM VC
Srw*/Reg tires Excelleni running condi

tioo S475 or Bas! Ofter 266-P737

1980 VOLKSWAOON PICKUP Ek-

cellent condition, nas cap and roof rack

$1800 Ca'i :'56-i803

197!; PLVM6</rH VALIANT S260 takes

It Away 625 9090

66 CHEVY BCLATiTpB reliable low

milaqe previously owned by little old lady

call 549-6?69

1979 SUBARU OL Wagon, 4-wheei drive

4 door excelleni running condition

77 450 miles, am/fm, new bral-es must

sell. $1990. call 549-1921

1984 PLYMOUTH HORIZON oxcelienl

condition $4000 or Best offer tor mfo call

Barb 586-3891

1 9 79 ¥o"NDA~ACCORb^ AmTFM
cassette excellen- condition S1600
253-3568

HOUOAV JOBS For Iha anvwonmant
Mork 2 5 Weeks over tha HoMay Braak
artd gam political axpenartca working to

pass environmental ar>d comumer pro-

taction legislation with MASSPiRG. tha

state's leading citizen group Poaitiorw

avaiiabta m Amharst. Boaton. CamixNlga.
Worcaster. ?nd Brookhna CaM Sam to-

day for a I interview on campus
256-6434 > 30AM 5 30PM

JOBS FOR WINTER BREAK. Flexible

fHXjrs. SS/nr Work tull or part time Gain
Pfl. Communicalions. Political Manage-
ment skills you'll need lor graduation
Combat grourtdwater pollution and save
the Conn Rive' Earn $375-$1000 this

wvinter Call Clean Water Action 549-7450

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIA-
TION Job openings Assi 10 Treasurer.

Asst to Pres Asst ol Budgets Chair (sti

pend position). Budgets Auditor /.ppl

avail in 420 SUB See /alerie Nic^e in

420 SUB for more info AppI duo Tec Ti

by 4 00 Women arvj minorities once .rag-

jd to apply AA/EOE

-ROUND TOWN MOVERS fa« rakabto
cheap caN Michael anvtima 323-6780

ntSONAlt

iiiTERESTED IN WRITING lor the largest

college daily m New Englar^'' Come
down to the Mass Daily CoHagiani You
can write about Arts. Edilonais. Black At-

•airs News. Women s Issues 6 Sports
We're located m (he basamanl ol the

Carryxis Center behind the T V Tha Col
legian We build careers'

To ALL MY UMASS FRIENDS
I had such a wonderful time seeing all of

you Your fnrtdships truly mean i>o much
to me I'll miss you' Until next lime

Much LOve- Robyn

JOBS FOR NOW with opiion » oonMwa
m J««uary or noirt lawaalar . 84 SOAw*
boniwaa to .tan Our lop caAars make
S6-7AU and more Coma to Metund m
t>asamant of mamonal haM or call 5-3609

OAVE-TNMKMO OF you puis a sm4a on

my :ace and warms my fiaart Ja T'Aima,

TOSOMEONE WHO wartfs nolNng lor

thatr btrltytay rmrm a birthday wtsh lor

you Whan I tl>ink of you I wiM

rememoer tha good thMiga So. Ihwik oi

mil and know thai I'm thmkirtg of vou

Good bye

Ua HAPPY BIRTHDAY HuiTT Iowa you

so much m^' eyas hurt Uiv ya always

Rick

BLONOIE' WKatEO. WKXED, nice BIf

ihday . Don t bum I love you. Dave

lOOINMATIS WANTfO

ROOMATE WANTED ~io ahara bedroom
m iwo bedroom ap) Jan/Fab Color TV,

Mcrowaya. VCR Southwood $140'MO
263-3963

t FEMALE ROOMATb WANTED tor

NifO AN I6COBTT

CALL 6-2123 BETWEEN SPM A 2AM
avary daif lor an aaoort anywtwiidR«»'

apring latnaiiar 87 Townahouaa Apia
CM »«»0«82 BaitMra Jacliia Karon

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share
'oom in Townhouse' -Xpts No grumpra*
need can 549-Oti?

TWO ROOMS AVABJURE in large Noho
coop houaahoM One now. one Jan I

S180 ptua utiMias CaM 564-5338

CASH

PAYING CASH FOR your baseball cards

please call Mike 549-0333

FOR SALE

KITCHEN HELP MEEOEO Immedd'ely
Day and Night shiftt available -ree

meals and ndet can be provided in and
from work Apply al Andy'j Puts alter ?

PM (next to Stad'um uquors)

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent free meals

Lighi clean up
Call Cheryl at AXO

545-2152

GAIN MsT. COMMUNJCATION. poWicaT

4 management skills you'll need after

graduation Work full or pan Ome to com
bal groundwater pollution and river diver

sions Earn $375-1000 this winter break

Beat the summer rush and get that sum
mer |Ob m the bag Call Clean Water
Action-549 7450

PART-TIME. TEMPORARY POSITIONS
available for the Annual Salvation Army
Christmas Kettle Program Starling daie-

Novemtser 21 through December 24 For

more information call 586 5243

J: WITHOUT COMMUNICATION.
Nothing is possible I honestly trieri i on
ly fiope that we have learr>ed Only then
will It have been wr>nh i; ' ^now i nave,
and Ijelieve me. it was '-^ease just know
I am appreciative, anc take nothing tor

granted R

JOURNAIiSTS WANTED -- Th<7*iii^

orgapi.-alton^l moptmr; ol the Southwest
New& Mill be Dec 2 at b 00 PM in the

Hampden Southside Room Great oppor-

tunity to gam valuable experience

^OBSESSION
i am Blue Sky

To int- -ilonde . Know
A ihankx for all t*ic- run times

Oregon isn.i tar .iway

So don'i count the days
Wt' I make .Me good timeb last

The last few will be a blast

Remember True Blue, . Love You
Share the fantasy

TIMOTHY, THESE P"AST !wo years have
only tieen ihe tjegmnmg ot .. beaulilui li'e

together Happy Anniversary' Love
Kimbarly

lAMBAASNAWN

C~ONORATULATIONS ON YOUR
ENGAGEMENT Laura Laroche and
Shawn Noyos Now 15 Love Ya, Can

HiV MROZ

VO^ YOU YES. YOU MROZ YMTare
a peice of turkey stuffing with a side of

squash Yes Ves i want to fill my mouth
with you Yes' You may be high m
cfiolesterol. but i will risk 't Yes -^nd by

tha way. are you sliH kx)king lor .. bottle

opener*> FULL SCALE KISSES Jerry PS
Roof" I^ROZ

FOR RENT

SINGLE ROOM AVAILABLE Pfesiden

iial Apts Crieao clost lo campui -

549-;483

TAKE OVER LEASE: 2 spaces available

Jan "i on bus route 1?7 50/month i''^

baths call 665-8261

; FOR LQ ap« on bus routo

own room. fum«had but brwtg bad $210
tor room plus UMM* cat 323-4969 botore

2PM 323*31 1x530 altar

WE ARE LOOKING to t«ta cr*^ lease of

Pultlon o> Brandywtna Apt CaN Ruaa
546-5363

raiALE HOUSEMATE^ NEEOECTrn
fiouaa orta block Irryn ampus One room
call 549 5122

INSTtWCnON

PRWATE QWTAR LESSONS axpananc
•d arHl palMKtt loachar Pop-rock toMi

Uuaa Songwming. tttaory. raadMia im-

proviaanon Right on but kna Doug
54»47a6

PASCAL TUTOR REASONABLE riiiaa

564 1307

MACTJCALMATH TUTORMOm tawala

through voctor calculus Chna 586-7632

I OOKING FOR SOMEONE to lake o«dr

my laaae starting Jan/Feb cotor TV,

microwave VCR Souttiwood $i4amc
253-3993

SyAMSN TOTOttNO ft TIANSLATtON

I'LL HELPt GRAMMAR, pronunciation,

cortwarsalion 256-1002

MOHSSIONAl TYPINO SiRVICi

PAPERS. CASES. DISSERTATIONS
'Jepervtable. on^^ampus. leasonable.

564 7924. NaiKy

SitVICIS

-TYPING. I APE TRANSCRIPTKM. FaM.
accurate tJ65-765?

OiCiMBCR ORAOS

OON-TmiSS OUT! It s not too late to be
in thf yearbook Senior portrait

photographer w«ll be here Dec 1 tfiru 3ec
5 in room 177CC f-or mora 'nto, caR
5-0648 or i ?fl74

GUITAR BEAUTIFUL YAMAHA 6335

with hard case $175 Call Debra 6-4553

COMPUTER TERMINAL $250. Includes

modem, cyber-ready Sieve 256-1868

IfOR SALE) Furniture, stereo, bed,

lamps, etc Good stuff cheap' Must Sell

graduating Call Mark, 549-3512

WANTED

ALWAYS BUYING USED jooks
records tapes and compact discs Call

Dynamite Books 586-9670 or Dynamite
Records 584- '580 Northampton

WANTED: 2-3 Bedroom Apt. Rolling

Green/Echo V'liage Preferred 546-6788

SUBLET APT JAN. 1, ZSdrm i bath

S560 per month heat inc Cal' tve
256-8340

'FfBEMD" OF BQ - In tha future express
your ill favored opinions of me lo my lace,

or are you too petty'' Disdainfully yoursw
MLJ

MElTSUE7ANN. diVERST MEL, JOHN.
LIZ A ZEAST, Thanks lor a great birth-

day Love You all Debbie

ROOM AVAILABLE JAN 1st 150>

responsible quid 25» call 253 3828

6 ROOM APT .n Shelburne Falls 30
min jtes irom Amherst ;wo bedrooms. Iiv

ing'oom. dining room kitchen, bath

Rooms large/sunny attic storage
garden, parking Rent 450/month heat m
eluded Ideal for grad students
References required, no sets, no lease

543 2102 9AM-5PM *eekddy'.. o'

625-6535 and leave message on
machine

TERRIFK: TYPING FROM Spaedy"
keys Professional -eliatile service

256 1002 Dam 11pm

WANTED TO RENT

ROOiNS/SUBLETS WANTED Dec 27
Ian 24 call school lor BMC 256-8615

3AM- 7PM

WE'RE LOOKING TO take over lease ol

North- Amherst area apt Call Bob
546-9721

TO SUBLET

AMHERST CENTER. Single room avail

Jan or Feb l Nice, sunny, well healed

S250 inclusive 256-8415

TWO SINGLE ROOMS m four bedroom
apartment available in Swiss Village

Located on bus route, spacious living

^rea furnished, Iwo bathrooms Male or

female welcomed Call now 256 1318

TWO SINGLE BEDROOMS available Jan
1 in a live person .ipartmeni in Squire

Village on Bus Ronto sl50/month call

665-4543

UMT

HP lie CALCULATOR m librar/ -owar
Please cfy 546t^T. fo' rewaro

.4ASS LIQUOR It in Credit UnKXi

.•teward offered for its return La» ?f€-e620

BLACK SWEATER ON I I 19
somewftere on campus, Call 'im anytime
546-9791 I need i; to keep me warm for

winter'

LOST: WOMAN S MAROON leather

wallet Missing since Friday Nov 21

Please call if you have any infc ' 'S 4862

FOUNn

FOUND WATCH on 10/30 outside

Mackimie m Southwest Call V- identify

5469758
fNOAOEMENTSn

NANCY YOUR RING is absdutolv stun-

ning you couldn't have picked - nicer

juy' '^e can hear the weddm.) rjells

already! Love, The ROTC sisters'

^##'
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SPORTS

UMass falls to UConn, 58-54
Huskies ' front-court edge proves too much
By MATT GERKE
Collegian StafT

For the University of Massachusetts

men's basketball team to defeat the

University of Connecticut, it has to do just

about everything right

And Saturday night, evtii though the

Mmutemen had a poor shooting night, they

almost pulled it off, building an early nine

point lead before bowing to the Huskies,

58 54. at Storrs. CT
•'We're disappointed that we didn't win

and I think we played hard enough to win,"

UMass head coach Ron Gerlufsen said.

"We played really pood defensively but we

just didn't put the oall in the basket
"

"Hie Minutemen. sufTermg their first loss

after a 75-67 season-opening exhibition win

over the Hungarian National Team ten

days ago at the Curry Hicks Cage, shot

36 R percent from the floor and just 50 per

cent from the foul line

The Huskies were not much better,

shocking 42.6 percent from the floor and a

pathetic 41.7 percent from the foul line

But the Minutemen were done in once

again by their lack of size — a thorn in the

team's side for several years running

While UMass was able to hold the taller

Huskies' front three. 6 10 Gerry Be.sseiink,

6 10 CI iff Robinson, and 6 10 Jefl King to

a combined 42 points, the effort was just

a bit short. The backcourt scoring favored

UMaM, 25 11. but UMasf. was unable to

muster up enough of a balanced attack.

"Their front court is their strength and

we knew that." Gerlufsen said. "They are

the biggest front three in the Big East and

certainly the bi^ert we'll face all year

And our shooting was off. You almost never

see Lorenzo Sutton shoot four for 14 That

didn't help We also needed more points

from our inside game."
The Minutemen were fired up when they

took the court and an early run.

highlighted by a three-point shot and layup

from senior guard Carl Smith, gave them
an 11-2 lead.

But most people had predicted a close

game, and UConn proved them right by ty-

ing the score. 16-16. a few minutes later.

The teams traded baskets for the majori

ty of the period, and with less than 30

seconds to play in the first half, the

Minutemen bad a 31 28 advantage and a

chance to go into the locker room with the

lead.

But UConn's Phil Gamble hit a ihme
pointer with :13 lefl to tie the game, and
the first half ended in a 31-31 deadlock.

"We went into the locker room feeling

good about the first half," Gerlufsen said.

"And we were confident. We felt that we

could play an even better second half."

But the Huskies opened the second half

the same way UMass opened up the game

and jumped out to a 45 40 lead. UMass

then rallied and Sean Moseby. a 67
sophomore forward, gave the Minutemen

8 50 48 lead with 6:16 remaining in the

game.
UConn pulled away, though, and when

Cliff Robinson, a 6 10 forward, hit a short

jumper with 3; 1 3 left, the Huskies had h

56-50 lead.

But a fret throw by sophomore forward

Joe Fennell and a three point shot by

Smith pulled the Minutemen to within a

basket, 56 54. with i;03 left and momenta

later. UMas.s called a timeout with posse

sion of the ball.

UMa^ committed a turnover but got yet

anoth«T chance when UConn's freshman

guard. Tate George, missed the front end

of a one and one foul shot situation.

But Btsselink grabbed the rebound and

converted to finish the scoring and give

UConn the win
Besselink was the games high scorer

with 18 points and the f<»rward also haul

ed down 15 rebounds.

Robinson contributed 14 point.- aiui seven

rebounds for the l^u.skie^ whilt Km^. add

ed 10 points and seven rebounds.

"Bessinger and King are real good"

Gerlufsen said. "And I think Robinson may
be |»v material."

For UMass. Smith was the high soH^r

with 14 points. The versatile guard added

five rebounds while dishing out eight

agists.

Sutton, coming off a 21 -point pertor

mance against the Hungarian National

Team, had an uncharacteri.stically bad

sh(M>ting night and was shut out in the first

half. The junior guanl finished with just 1

1

points

81am Dunkju Despite early foul trouble,

.•wphomore forward Duane Chase grabbed

nine rebounds and managed to jam home
the Mmutemens first dunk of the season.

Fennell finished the game with six re

bounds and eight points. Although he

was the team's high scorer. Smith had

almost as bad of a shooting day. He was

five of 14 from the floor. . . The Minutemen
showed that the new three-point rule is cer

tainly not going to hurt them as they went

seven-for-20 from outside the circle

UMass now hasthree more days off before

it entertains Boston University Thursday

at 7:30 p.m. in the Curry Hicks Cage. "We
want to get back on the winning side

against BU,' Gerlufsen said "Wed like to

play with the saime intensity as we played

against UConn"

Collrgian phtM« 1.) Ricci Bonanno

Senior guard Carl Smith, shown here against the Hungarian National

Team earlier in the season, scored 14 points in a losing effor* Saturday

night as the Minutemen fell to the University of Connecticut, 58-54.

Minutemen open with a loss
Minutemen finish second in dual meet with UConn, UNH
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's track team open

ed its season yesterday afternoon, finishing second in a

dual meet at Storrs. CT.

The Minutemen tallied 45 points in the meet, second

to the University of Connecticut's 87, but ahead of the

University of New Hampshire, which had 30.

"It was tough on us, because UConn had a big edge."

UMass coach Ken O'Brien said. "This was already their

fourth meet of the season, while both we and UNH were

opening our seasons."

Despite that, the Minutemen were able to turn in some

pretty impressive performances, as they more or less

dominated the running events.

The Minutemen had five first-place finishes, all in run-

ning events. Rawle Crichlow took the 60-yard dash in a

time of 6.4 secons. The Minutemen then dominated the

long-distances events, taking first places in all events from

800-meters and up.

Jan Novale won the 800-meter in a time of 1:57.7, and

Steve Tolley took the 1000-meter run in 2:29.2. It was
Reinardo Flores in the 1500-meter in a time of 4:03.6 and

Wayne Levy in the 3000-meter in 8:40.2

The Minutemen also had a couple of second place

finishes, including Joe Millette, who finished just behind

Flores in the 1500 in 4:05.5, and Tom Degran, who ran

the 3000 in 8:55.4, just 15 seconds behind ^^evy. Matt

Manlove also captured second place in the high jump,

clearing the crcesbar at six-feet, four-inches.

Although he felt that UConn definitely had the edge

yesterday, O'Brien believes that this would have been a

different race later in the season.

"They were fourth in the Big East last year, but we beat

them in the New Englands. I think we're right on the

same talent level as them," O'Brien said.

O'Brien was particularly pleased with his team's per-

formance in the running events. He singled out the

60-yard dash as one example. Along with Crichlow's first

place finish, the Minutemen also took third and fourth

in that event, with Liam McMahon and Larry Cutty tak-

ing those places respectively.

UConn's strong point was the field events, where they

dominated even more so than the Minutemen dominated

the running.

"We've got some good people in the field events, but

we're just not high in numbers, O'Brien said.

"It's always good to get to the first meet, artd see now
the kids perform. There were some pleasant surprises, and
I think we'll have a good season. Our team is pretty much
like it was last year."

The Minutemen will next compete in the Harvard In-

vitational, on December 13, in Cambridge. Other key
meets include the Yale Invitation-il (Jan. 19), the Terrier

Classic (Jan. 24), the Princeton Relays (Feb. 1), the

Easterns (at So. Conn. Feb. 15), the New Englands (at

Bates, Feb. 27-28), and the IC4A's (at Harvard, Mar. 7-8).

3-point shot adds
new flavor to A-10
Shot increases strategy

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

Ever since Dr. James Naismith invented basketball

about 30 miles from here in Springfield in 1891, one of

the biggest nightmares that haunted coaches on all levels

was being behind by three points with only seconds left.

In 1979, the NBA solved this problem by adopting the

three-point shot. A semi-circle was drawn around the key
at each end of the court, and any shot converted from

behind this arc is worth three points.

Gradually, various college conferences have also put the

three point shot into effect. At last, the Atlantic 10 Con-

ference has followed suit, starting this season. Because

the University of Massachusetts basketball team is a

member of the A-10, these new lines, which are 19-feet,

nine-inches from the center of the basket, will adorn the

hardwoods of the Curry Hicks Cage for the 1986-87

campaign.

"The Rules Committee believes that the adoption of the

three-point field goal will do much to open up the game."

A 10 Rules Committee Secretary Edward G. Steitz said

in an earlier statement explaining the adoption of the rule.

"It will force teams to play more defense away from the

basket, and it will assist in the problem area of rough low-

post play."

UMass head coach Ron Gerlufsen agrees.

"I'm a big advocate of the three-point shot," the coach

continued on page 11
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FULL STEAM AHEAD — Daniel Warner, industrial engineering major, marches off to class

while steam flows out of the steam pipes below tennis courts near Tobin Hall.

Referendum vote slated for next Tuesday
will ask for student opinion on Coors, maze
By PEDRO M PEREIRA
Collegian StafT

A Student Government Assocation referendum vote

scheduled for Dec. 9 will ask whether students wish to

keep the maze standing and whether Coors beer should

be sold in the Campus Center again.

The maze, which many students have labeled "a land-

mark," is a chain link fence labyrinth that stands beside

McGuirk Alumni Stadium. Because of the maze's

dilapidation, the University Art Gallery director and

Richard Fleischer, who designed the maze, have decidpd

to tear it down.
As of yesterday morning the maze, which was schedul-

ed to come down two weeks ago, was still standing. No
one from the Physical Plant's Grounds Department was

available for an update as to when the dismantling is

scheduled.

Some Southwest Area Government members have

created the "Save the Maze" committee and collected stu-

dent signatures to have the date for the referendum ap-

proved in the Undergraduate Student Senate.

Southwest area Co-President Joel Rabinowitz, one of the

committee's organizers, said more than 2,000 students

have signed petitions to save the maze.

That number of signatures mandates that the

Undergraduate Student Senate approve the maze referen-

dum, but controversy is likely to arise as Central Area

Government President W. Greg Rothman said he plan.s

to propose the Coors referendum at Wedne.><day night's

meeting.

Progressive senators have spoken out against Coors

because it allegedly uses racist, sexist and anti-union hir

ing policies. According Rothman, a conservative, such ac

cusations are false and the students should have the right

to choose which beer they want to drink.

"I think the question needs to go out and let's settle it

once and for all whether or not .students have freedom to

choose," Rothman said, adding he thinks students will ap-

prove the referendum.

Rothman said about 1,000 students have signed a peti-

tion asking students whether they want Coors back.

The Campus Center Board of Governors, which allocates

space and funds to groups that use Campus Center/Stu-

dent Union complex, banned Coors from being served in

the complex two years ago.

Senators Lynne M. Murphy and Mary Rita Kropp. the

co-election coordinators, predict no problems concerning

the preparations for the vote.

They predicted the maze referendum will pass with a

landslide and the Coors one will pass, but with fewer

votes. They expect a high turnout for the vote even though
most students will be studying for final exams.

"It only takes a minute to vote," Murphy said.

Former New York congresswoman to speak
By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

Former New York State congresswoman, lawyer, and

author Bella Abzug will address an audience at 8 p.m.

today in the Student Union Ballroom.

Abzug ran against an incumbent of 15 years to become

a member of the House of Representatives. She remain-

ed a member of Congress from 1970-1976. She was in-

strumental in calling for an end to the Vietnam war and

was the first in Congress to ask for the impeachment of

President Richard Nixon.
continued on page a

SGA budget
proposal draws
mixed reaction
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

The proposed Student Government Association budget

for Fiscal Year "88 drew reactions from student leaders

yesterday that ranged from hearty approval to written

suggestions for major revision

Student Activities Director Randy Donant gave the $1 .9

million spending plan conditional approval, while

members «rf student government on both ends of the

political spectrum talked of amendments they plan to pro-

pose when the budget comes up for debate and voting by

the Undergraduate Student Senate Wednesday night

PerhapH the most radical reaction to the plan came from

Central Area President W Greg Rothman and Southwest

senator Tony Rudy, who presented a plan that would

eliminate $61,000 in pay for students who work in stu

dent government and the Student Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy

Members of the Wheel, a coalition of pntgrmmivc" stu

dent groups cm campus, said they wi>re preparing a budget

that would give more money to student advonury groups

than is contained in the plan prawned by the SGA'ii

Budgets Committee.
Most student leade» interviewed said they expected the

document to pass with little alteration but a lot of discus-

sion. Student body President Bill Bennett said he was
behind the proposed budget "110 percent. " praising its

elimination of a long standing deficit in the Stud«'nt A<-

tivities Trust Fund that administrators have iited in t-i

forts to reduce student control of the fund.

"The Rothman Rudy budget will get very. very, very lit

tie support." Bennett said "U^ss than that The Wheel

budget will probably get a little more."

The Rothman plan would cut off paychecks for the SGA
president, the student trustee, and the chairmen and

chairwomen of the six SGA committees. Mfwt of the money

saved would be used to almiist double the size of the SGA's

Concert Fund.
"Students want concert^, thi \ don't want .SGA payroll

Let's put It towards .something students can see."

Rothman said

Most SGA leaders mterviewed sharply critcized the

Rothman plan 'Committee chairs could not put in the

time they did without at least some .sort of stipend," said

former Governmental Affairs committee chairwoman

Deni.se Forbes. "You work your ass off and sou receive

this pittance and it keeps you going"

David Bas-si said he may speak in favor of the Rothman

plan "if it's done right." While Bassi said the proposal

needs more study, "It would force the chairs to delegate

Proposed Rothman/Rudy
budget amendment:

$61,000 cut from student payroll:
SCKRA $16.258 00

SGA Senate Operations 16,665..'*0

SCiA Budgets and Finance Committee 6,445.00

SGA President 3 Office 5,146.00

SGA Trustee's Office 5.146.00

SGA Academic Affairs Committee 4,292.00

SGA Public Policy Committee 2,409.00

SGA Governmental Affairs Committee 1.927 00

SGA Affirmative Action Committee 1,642.00

SGA Rents and Fees Committee 1,314.00

...allotted to the following:

Concert Fund $41,237.30

Capital Equipment Fund
(Equipment for student service offices) 10,000.00

UMass Theatre Guild 5,000.00

Union Video Council 3,000.00

Boltwood Project (Student assistance for the handicapped)
2,000.00

responsibility more and decentralize. What he's doing is

cutting the bureaucracy of the SGA and putting that

money into other areas."

But, Bassi said, the cuts for SCERA would have to be

dropped before he could support the plan. The agency

works to promote social harmony and fight oppression on

campus.
Donant said he thought the budget proposal was

generally sound, though he said he was concerned about

the amount of money alloted to concerts and that a large

amount of money in the student trust fund would be con-

trolled solely by the Budgets Committee.
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Indian prime minister promises

to take action against terrorists

Magnat Ram jfrieves over the loss of his brother who was Wiled in a

massacre allegedly by Sikh terrorists in the Indian state of Pmuab.

NEW DELHI, India (AP» - Hindus noted

and Prime Minister Ragiv Gandhi pledged

"tough and strong action" against Sikh ter

rorists yesterday, the day after four

gunmen pulled Hindus off a bus in Punjab

and killed 24 of them.

Police said Sikh militants killed eight

more people in Punjab state yesterday.

Sikh extremists, who want independence

of Punjab, killed 14 Hindus in a similai- bus

hijacking July 25.

Paramilitary troops were ordered to

patrol New Delhi during a general strike

called for today by an opposition Hindu

political party. Strikes also were schedul

ed in the Hindu dominated states of

Haryana and Kashmir next to Punjab,

which has a Sikh majority

Shops were closed yesterday by general

strikes in towTw ai^d cities throughout Pun

jab. Clashes between Sikh and Hindu

youths were reported m Jalundhar, but

police said no serious injuries resulted.

About 3.000 Hindus noted and threw

stones on the edge of New Delhi. Police

fired shots into the air and loliAed tear gas

to scatter the crowds.

OfTicers said they arrested 100 people for

trying to block traffic on the main ring road

around the capital.

"There is a lot of tension in the city, but

we are keeping a watch on things." said

Police Commissioner Ved Marweh, who

prohibited public gatherings for four days.

Near Parliament, police hauled away 300

supporters of the opposition Janata Party

who held a non-violent protest in violation

of the ban. They were released later.

The lower house of Parliament was ad-

journed briefly because members shouted

'We want action!" and demanded

dismissal of Home Minister BuU Singh,

the chief law enforcement official

Gandhi appealed in Parliament for all In

dians to "be careful and hold tempers

down ' He said "a concrete plan" of strong

action had been devised to combat Sikh ex

tremism, but did not elaborate.

The political turmoil is the greatest fac

ed by the 42year-old prime minister since

he aksumed power in 1984 during antiSikh

rioting caused by the assassination of his

mother. Prime Minister Indira Gandhi, by

Sikh members of her personal bodyguard

Eight Hindus were wounded m the Sun

day bus massacre and the death loll of 24

was the largest in a single attack since

Sikh extremist began agitation for an in

dependent Punjab in 1982
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TOYS • CHILDRENS BOOKS • RECORDS

STUFFED ANIMAL SALE!!!
10-40% off all teddy bears, dogs. cats. pigs. etc. in

stock, from Gund, Dakin. Russ Berrie and more.

Now thru Dec. 24th.

48 North PlcaMAl St. Aabcnt
B«low S!€V€» 256-l60«

Svnday 12-5

Mea-Sat 9:30-5:30

m&.
ASSORTED
OVER SIZED

BUM WARMERS

Bun Warmer
Premium weighl cotlonfpolyeslet

(leece. Solid sleeve cfew wilh dolman

sleeve, top stitched shouldef detail

Sweater knit collar cuti and bottom

placket Length comes to just atjove

knee. One sire tits all In white only

M-F: 9-5; Sat: 10-3

LOCATED IN

THE CAMPUS CENTER

mSTORE^

TO ALL MEMBERS OF THE

UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY:

CHANCELLOR JOSEPH DUFFY

CORDIALLY INVITES YOU
TO A RECEPTION

IN HONOR OF FORMER
STATE REPRESENTATIVE

AND
CHANCELLOR

OF HIGHER EDUCATION,

JIM COLLINS

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 4, 1986

4:00 - 6:00 PM
IN MEMORIAL HALL

*
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Larceny,
property
damage
reported
Two cars parked m the Chequers

restaurant parking lot on University Drive

were struck by an unknown vehicle at

11:55 p.m. Sunday, police said.

The unknown vehicle crossed the in-

tersection of Amity Street and University

Drive and drove over a curb into some
bushes and then into the two parked cars

before fleeing the scene, police said. The
vehicle was described by witnesses as a red

Chevrolet Camaro with four white males

in it.

•An 18-year-old Shrewsbury man was
arrested at 1:07 am Sunday and charged

with the larceny of a Christmas tree from

the Boy Scouts' tree lot on North Pleasant

Street, police said.

•A 17 year-old Amherst man lost contnd

of his vehicle and drove it into a PVTA bus

shelter in Puflion Village at 4:27 p.m. Sun
day, police said.

Th« man was cited for driving on a

learner's permit and operating an
unregistered, uninsured car. The owner of

the car was also cited for letting the man
drive the car without a licensed driver in

the vehicle, police said.

•Police are investigating a larceny that

occured sometime Saturday night at a

North Pleasant Street bar. The owners of

Um establishment reported Sunday morn-

ing tome cash was missing from the cellau*

office. The suspect is believed to have hid-

den in the bar Saturday during cloaing.

police said.

•At 5:23 p.m. Sunday police received a

report of a burglary at a Village Park
apartment The burglary occured sometime

over the holiday weekend when the apart

ment was vacant, police said.

The suspect entered the apartment by

•mashing a window and a sliding glass

door, taking a stereo valued at $700 from

the apartment, police said.

•There was a two-car accident on North

Pleasant Street at Hobart Lane, at 6:47

p.m. Sunday, police said. A 22 year-old

Milton woman was cited for "failure to use

care in starting" when she drove her car

into a car driven by a 22-year old

Longmeadow man. B<^ cars sustained

damages, police said.

Police said there has been "considerable

damage done in several incidents of van-

dalism in the Echo Hill residential area
"

Last month there were increased reports

of break-ins. smashed windows and spray

painted cars.

Several juvenile suspects, aged 10 and 11

years, have been apprehended and will be

charged in connection with the vandalism,

police said LAURA TOMASETTl

xirKisn Ph'rto by Nirh Mokolofr

SHADOWBOX - A University of Massachusetts woman is

silhouetted against the windows in the Tobin Hall bridge

to BartleU Hall.

The Oay/Lnbian Awaretuu W*ek Planning Commit-

ttt will hold a naMting «t 12:16 p.m. tomorrow in room

902 of the Campos Center.

Help is needed with the following conunittees: pabUd-

ty. logistics, fundraising/budget. programming,

cultural/arts, workshops, and films. Three credit intern-

ships are available.

Anyone inUrfted i/i studying in Africa may apply lor

the new exchange program with the University of

Nairobi in Kenya.
Applications and information for 1987-88 are available

in the International Programs Office in room 239 of the

Whitraore Administration Building. The deadline for ap-

plying is Dec 8.

Fish and Gatne Licences for 1987 an now available in

the Amherst Town Clerk's office for the same cost as last

year. Hunting and fishing licences cost $12.60 each,

while the combination hunting and fishing licence costs

$19.50.

Sporting licences are available without cost to Amherst

residents who are more than 70 years old or to certain

handicapped individuals.

God IS Here and S/He w Psyched, a philosophical

discussion synthesizing psychology and relegion will take

place at 7:30 p.m today in the Babbot Room, Octogon at

Amherst College.

The discussion is a preview to a course titled "The

Power of Love" offered during the January term.

Collegian Pboto by Nick Sokoloff

US Representative Silvio O. Conte presents key to Laura Rauscher, assistant director of
Handicapped Student Affairs, during yesterday's dedication ceremony of the new PVTA
buses and vans.

Newswoman
from Poland to
deliver lecture
By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

A writer and editor for a catholic new spaper in Poland

will hold a mulli media presentation entitled "Remnants:

the Last Jews of Poland" at 8 p.m today in r{X)m 116 in

the School of Management

Malgorzata Niezabitowska wrote a book by the same

name with her husband, award winning photographer

Tomasz Tomaazewski. The book is filled with photographs

and interviews of members of the small Jewish popula

tion left in Polaml.

Many of the 1.000 people interviewed are elderly

However, there are some interviews with young people

who have rediscovered their Jewish heritage.

Niezabitowska's interest in Polish Jews stems from

stories her grandmother told her about times before the

Holocaust Niezabitowska's family hid a Jewish family

in a closet in their home during World War U.

Niezabitowska began a search for the family after her

grandmother died.

The presentation will include Tomaszewski's slides

taken during the five years he and Niezabitowska spoke

with the subjects of their book.

Niezabitowska is a member of the editorial board of the

Warsaw Catholic weekly Przenlad KatoUcki. She and

Tomassewski both wrote for the weekly newspaper pro

duced by the Solidarty party.

Niezabitowska received degree in law and journalism

from the University of Warsaw

She is spending this year at Har\ard as a Nieman
Fellow in Journalism. The Nieman foundation brings jour

nalists to Harvard usually from the United States

Her presentation is qwnsored by the department of

Slavic languages and literatures. It is free and open to

the public

PVTA adds vans
for handicapped,
and buses to

UMass fleet
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

RepresenUtive Silvio O Conte [R Mass.l spoke yester

day afternoon at the dedication ceremony of 10 new

Pioneer Valley Transit Authority buses, and two han

dicapped acceMible vans to be used by University of

Massachusetts Transit Service

'The 10 new buses that we are dedicating today will

greatly improve service for the University of

Massachusetts Transit Service," Conte said "Last year

the University of Massachusetts Service carried over three

million passengers, and these new buses will help meet

the increasing demand for such service."

"In addition to these buses, we are also today dedicating

two lift equipped vans for the University of Ma.ssachusctts

Handicapped Student Affairs Office, which will greatly

improve handicapped mobility in this area," he said.

Bill Barrett, director of tran.sportation and parking at

UMass, said the cost of the buses was approximately $13
million, which was paid by federal, state, and local grants.

UMa.s.s Transit has 36 buses including the 10 new ones,

which will be put on existing routes, Barrett said.

The new buses are 40 feet long, which is five feet longer

than the old ones, and "will hold six more seated

passengers and 12 more standees," he said

The new vans are replacing old ones that were

"unreliable and needed to be replaced for years, " Barrett

said.

Robert D. Manz, the admini.strator of the Pioneer Valley

Transit Authority, said Hamp.shire County will receive

a total of five new vans, including the two vehicles that

will be used at UMass.
Two of the vans will be used in the Amherst area, and

the remaining one will serve Hadley, Manz said.

Laura Rauscher, assistant director of Handicapped Stu-

dent Affairs said the new vans "are much needed and will

allow us to provide continued transportation," but added

that the new buses "are not accessible to the handicap-

ped."

Rauscher said she was concerned that the 15 out of 32

existing UMass buses that are accessible will not be

replaced by new buses that are handicapped equipped.

Manz said a study should be done to find out if there

is a need for more handicapped accessible buses to serve

UMass.
"No one to date has shown me any study," he said, ad-

ding it would be "almost impossible" to increase both the

number of vans and the number of accessible buses.

The new 40 foot buses will be put on routes where the

buses are frequently overloaded, Manz satd.

}\
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Rep. Markey running

for chairmanship
WASHINGTON (AP) - Rep Edward J.

Markey, a liberal Democrat best known as

a champion of the nuclear freeze move
ment, is an early favorite to become chair

man of the House subcommittee that will

write securities laws in reaction to the Ivan

Boesky insider trading scandal, committee

sources say.

Markey. D Mass.. is the leading con

tender to replace Rep. Timothy Wirth, D
Colo., next year as chairman of the

securities subcommittee of the House

Energy and Commerce Committee Wirth

has been elected to the Senate.

The chairmanship is important because

the subcommittee will shape whatever

laws are written to regulate Wall Street in

reaction to the Boesky affair.

Although a chairman cannot dictate con

tent of new laws, his control aithe aubcom

mittees agenda can speed passage of a law

he favors or obstruct passage of a bill he

opposes.

Boesky, 49, perhaps the nation s m*^
famous speculator in takeover stocks,

agreed to pay $10(J million and plead guil

ty to one criminal charge to settle a

Securitira and Exchange Commission com

plaint of illegal insider trading

The scandal had rocked Wall Street and

prompted calls for investigations and

U^jislation in both the House and the

Senate
Although Markey is fa%'ored now, said

th*' sources, who spoke on condition of

anonymity, he faces possible opposition

from two other congressmen: Reps James

A. Florio. D-N.J., and Thomas Luken.

DOhio.
But Florio, author of the federal Super-

fund toxic waste cleanup law and now

chairman of the panel's transportation sub

committee, is asking committee members

to separate securities law from telecom

munications, which also is under the sub

committee's jurisdiction That argument is

finding little favor among other committee

memhMtrs. the sources said.

Luken. a moderate to conservative

Democrat who often vcAes with busii^ason

commerce issues, is a potential candidate

because he is next in line by senioritv to

become a subcommittee chairman, the

sources said. But he is expected to emerge

at the helm of a different panel.

Markey, declined comment on the com

mittee jockying, saying: There's extensive

intei nal discussion going on.,. It's really an

internal situation that's still working its

way out."

A Klorio aide. Ben Kvi-ridgt-, confirmed

that Florio has expres.sed interest in the

post and in splitting securities fioni

telecommunications However, he said,

such a split would be part of a larger com

mittee reorganization that i» still h«mi,

discussed

I^rry Subbath, an aide to Luken. said the

Ohio Democrat is in line for a subcommit

tee chairmanship but has not narrow'ed his

AP Photo

Spanish bullfighter Jose Ortega Cano is gored by a bull in the leg dur-

ing a bullfight in Uma. Peru. Cano was treated for leg injuries.

focus to that subcommittee

Markey now i.s ' uin of the subcom

mittee on energ> vation and power,

where he opposed nuclear power and

favored price controls on natural gas.

He probably is best known nationally,

however, as a champion of a nuclear

weapons freeze. Markey introduced the

first nuclear freeze resolution in the

Houses, ill early 1982.

Greyhound
presents

asimplelesson
ineconomics.
Introducing the Greyhound Student Discount fare.

Learn liow easy ii is lo get away when
you go Greyhound.

Righi now, Greyhound is offering a

new Student Discount program. Which
means you get a big S25 off the price of any
(ireyhound round-trip, maximum-fare
ticWi, $15 off any round-trip ticket costing

$75 or more and $5 off any round-trip

ticket costing $45 or more.

Just bring the attached coupon along

with your current college ID. card to your

local Greyhound Ticket Agent for details.

With a price this low, it's time you got

off campus. With a Greyhound Student

Discount fare.

Greyhound • 1 780 Main Street • 78 1 - 1 50

1

Cut out the coupon and
cut out of town.

VX'iih ihc Greyhound Siudeni Div.ouni tare, sou'll

receive $25 ofl the pncc o! any ma.\imum-laic, roijndinp

ticket, $15 off any round-inp ticket cosung $7^ nr more,

and $5 oft any round-tnp ucket costing $45 or mure
Simply bnn^ this coupon and >our current college

ID. card to the Greyhound ucket locauon in your town.

Ollcf i;.iikl lot iiilicur sikk]rniki>nl\ S.ii \ jIiJ l<ti irjvrl II .^(•Mi iI,i>m^Ii 11 iOKOanJ
IJ .M ll^ llitiiu^h I ' ^.' Ml Sooilur JiM.iiuni'. jppl\ I Kkcl^ jri n.inii.iii.lt'i<blf One.

vjbj on 'alio vmgmjiiiig Iriun dirtied lokJUoH', .\^ \,iui ^iiivtuiuiiJ I kkcl A||cni Um
dci<ul> iXIcT cxptin I'vbruary I . I*M7

,JGOGREYHOUND
TfAnd leave the driving lo us?
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The LSO battle has begun
The court battle over the future of the Legal Services Office

began in earnest just over a week ago with the filing of a class-

action lawsuit against the board of trustees and University

administrators.

The case, which stems from a trustee decision last summer
to remove LSO's right to represent students in civil suits

against the University, is a welcome first step on the road to

reversal of this reprehensible act.

LSO performs a vital function for the students of the Univer-

sity by offering low-cost legal assistance to those who might

be otherwise unable to afTord it. It is an organization with a

record of success in aiding students against civil rights viola-

tions by administrators and the police. In short, it is a valuable

asset and worthy of preservation.

We very much hope the courts rule in favor of students on

this case. By voting to denude the LSO of much of its power,

trustees violated an important tenet of civil law. They are the

guardians of a trust fund called the Student Activities Trust

Fund. This $3.5 million fund comes out of student pockets. Part

of it is used to fund LSO.
Trustees have a legal obligation to manage the fund in the

best interest of students and weakening LSO is hardly in our

best interest. The trustees are merely trying to kill the

messenger and ignoring the bad news. This is wrong, and we

hope the legal process proves that.

IJnfortunately, the courts will never rule on the ethics of

voting the change in LSO's status during the summer, behind

students' backs. Nor will it rule on the motivations of certain

administrators, among them Vice-Chancellor for Student Af-

fairs Dennis L. Madson and Police Chief Robert G. Joyce (both

named in lawsuits on a number of occasions), who have publicly

applauded the trustee decision.

All students should follow the proceedings carefully. They

come from an attempt by the University to do students a

serious wrong; they also have an excellent chance of, for once,

turning in our favor. It is too early to know whether we "have

the law on our side," but things look hopeful indeed.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion ofthe Col-

legian Board of Editors.

Stuart Gottlieb

Letters

We do resumes, too
I would like to add two

very important points to

Heather Erskine's fine arti-

cle on the SGA Communica
lions Office that appeared in

yesterday's Collegian.

The first is that student

groups who have large pro-

jects such as newsletters

planned for next semester

should submit them now, so

that we may work on them
over intersession. SGA
Communications will be

open from 9-3, Monday
through Fr'day during in

tersession, and students

who are interested in lear-

ning to use the facilities we
offer have an opportunity to

be traim.d at this time.

The s-^ond point is that

SGA Communications
generates revenue to defray

our operating expenses by

typesetting resumes for $15.

This is the best deal on

resumes in the Valley, and

students should take advan

tage of this service.

Timothy Harris,

Director

SGA Communications

Letters and columns should

be typed double spaced, and

sent to 113 Campus Ctr,

UMass (545-3500).

iT)ONTi»AA<<EMi->»(ES JOHN Ft«Nw£/TtR fAAKES AAI^AKES CAiV^R NC^^ aAAKES
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Contras the real losers
As the finer details of the Reagan ad

ministrations l.srael- Iran contra arms and

funds scandal slowly leak their way to the

forefront of the world political scene, my
liberal collegues are for some reason

holding me personally responsible.

"Nice party you got there." they say.

covering their mouths as not to let me see

their self righteous grins. "So. is Reagan

still your boy?"

I would like to take this moment to first

say that I am not now. nor have I ever been

a Republican. While I have agreed with

several of Reagan's foreign policy objec

tives, 1 have suMwrted the American

political system finrt, over any administra

lion which happened to be in power. That's

why 1 am as anxious as anyone to see this

political breakdown confronted, and put

behind us.

We all have to remember that there have

been several Dem«Krat administrations

which have had similar problems. In 1945

Eleanor Roosevelt was making important

policy decisions for America while FDR
was incapacitated. No one within the ad

ministration, let alone Congress knew

what was going on. In 1961 Kennedy di.sap

proved of the Bay of Pigs invasion, but it

went ahead anyway under the advice of his

top advi.sers. In 1964 LRI passed the Gulf

of Tonkin resolution which led America

directly into the Vietnam disaster.

The American Presidency is the

American Presidency. If elements within

the present administration, or the Presi

dent himself, have discredited the name of

the Executive, something must be done to

correct it.

This Reagan embarrassment proves the

necessity, and competence of having a two

term limit on the Presidency. While it is

true that in the first term a new ad-

ministration has a tough time controlling

things, it is also true that by the second

term the leaders of the country get a little

too knowledgable, and a little too comfor-

table doing things out of their jurisdiction.

Watergate is another good example.

Eventually, everyone can agree, this

crisis will sort itself out and another crisis

will develop It appears that the only full

Hedged long tin»e losers of the scandal will

be the contras. At the present time the con

tra leaders are denying any knowledge of

illegal funds being skimmed off the Iranian

Swiss bank accounts Whether they knew

or not is irrelevant. What is relevant is that

American leaders were dealing covertly

with the ctmtras well before Congress voted

in favor of the $100 million aid package

la.st spring It w\\\ be a long time before

Americans can openly, and truthfully, sup^

port the contra intentions Daniel Ortega

can now breathe a sigh of relief. He will

soon have no reason for not allowing La

Prensa. the Nicaraguan newspaper which

was critical of the Sandinista government

and shut down by Ortega, to begin publica

tion again.

Reagan isn't exactly in an enviable posi-

tion either This apparent deception of the

American people has left Reagan facing a

catch 22 decision If he says that he knew

about the secret dealings all along, he

would be admitting to illegal activities of

Watergate proportions On the other hand,

if he claims to have never been informed

of the contra link, and knew nothing about

it, than it would be safe to assume that he

never had a good grasp of what was going

on in his administration.

The National Security Council, which ap-

pears to be the brains of the operation, will

now be under close scrutiny by the wat

chdogs of society; especially the pres.«--. The

NSC was created as an informational

organization to be used side by side with

the State Department. For that reason it

was left unchecked by Congressional over

sight. It appears that half of the solution

to the current American political problem

will be to clean out the present NSC
[Poindexter and Col. North are already

out), and put the NSC permanently within

Congressional oversight.

Sluart Gottlieb m a Collegian columnist

Upholding the constitution
On Monday, November 24, hundreds of students and

community members, demonstrating their belief in and

active support for the Constitution, rallied in the Student

Union Ballroom and then occupied Munson Hall to pro-

test the administration's recruitment policy. We pro-

tested the policy which allows 'companies' such as the

CIA-who have violated not only international, but

domestic law-to recruit on our public university. About

60 people were arrested in civil disobedience because

Chancellor Duffey and the UMass Administration would

not consent to our demands that they change their

recruitment policy and uphold the highest body of law

in this country-the Constitution.

Article VI, section 2 of the Constitution says that I his

Constitution, and the laws of the United States which

shall be made in Pursuance thereof; and all Treaties

made shall be the supreme law of the land." This means

that ail laws, treaties, acts, and amendments passed by

Congress must be adhered to. Yet the Reagan

administration-in using the CIA to create and fund the

contras-is in clear violation of the Constitution^

There are basically three laws being violated by the

CIA and the Reagan administration which pushes them

over the boundary legally allowed by the Constitution.

Mark Caldeira

The first is the Boland Amendment. This law, passed in

1983. bans official support for the contras. After the ban

took effect in 1984, there has been numerous and

documented accounts of CIA active involvement in the

contras. The recent downing of Eugene Hasenfus, a CIA-

payed mercenary, attests to this. Now the administra-

tion itself is in violation of this law because at least one

of its members, Lt. Col. Oliver North of the National

Security Council, has been caught red-handed conduc-

ting arms and money flow to the contra terrorists.

The second law being violated is the Neutrality Act

of 1794. This law authorizes prosecution of anyone in the

US who provides for or participates in military opera-

tions against any foreign government with which the US
'is at peace.' Considering we still have diplomatic rela

tions with Nicaragua, the Reagan administration, the

CIA, as well as many private mercenaries are wiinout

a doubt violating the Neutrality Act.

The third, but probably not the last law being violated

is the Arms Export Control Act, which requires the licen-

sing of any arms supplies exported from the United

States. Suppliers are obligated to certify who the "end

users" of the arms will be. The recent Iranian arms scan

dal puts the Reagan administration in violation of this

law because its arms sales to Israel were being transfer

red to Iran without license.

Besides these, the Reagan administration and the CIA
have been convicted of violating international law in

their terrorist acts of waging war against the people of

Nicaragua. They have been convicted by the World Court

of the United Nations—a ruling which, according to Ar-

ticle VI of the Constitution, we are obliged to obey as

law. Yet the Reagan administration and the CIA ignore

the World Court's ruling and continue to violate inter-

national law. This is not too surprising coming from an

organization which, under permission of the government

and in cooperation with the army, conducts "tests" by

randomly spraying viruses in US shopping malls and

public busses, and which conducts acts of rape, cold-

blooded murder, and destruction on not just Nicaragua,

but many Third World countries.

For these reasons, for the CIA's violations of interna-

tional and domestic law—laws which we are bound by

the Constitution to uphold—we demand that the UMass
administration ban the CIA from recruting on our cam
pus. We demand that the administration uphold the Con

stitution of the United States. As respecters of this

"supreme law of the land" we will continue active pur-

suit of our demands. We can't afford to be 'innocent.'

Mark Caldeira is a Collegian columnist
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Gilligans Island revisited
with a twist in new novel
By KATHRYN POHNER
Collegian Staff

The Coconut Book
By Richard Maynard
174 pages. New York
$15.95

Grove Press,

As a child. I loved stories of castaways

and deserted islands The television show

Gilhgan's Island seemed really fun — to eat

tropical fruit and laze around the island in

glamourous dresses. So when I saw The

Coconut B^>ok, it seemed like a chance to

bring back the daydreams of the past

The book did not disappoint me. A man
survived a plane crash and swam to a

deserted island, with no idea of where he

was or how to leave. That is where the

resemblance to Gilligan's Island end^,

however, and a man's unique survival

story begins.

Unlike TV shows, the man survived

alone, not with five or six friends, and there

is not a wealth of fruits and other edibles

on the island — just a few coconut trees

The reader never learns the name of the

man. or very much ab<»ut him. His history

is uncovered through a journal he wrote

between the lines of a novel, telling of his

despair and unending loneliness. As the on

ly form of life on the island, we see him try

to stay "civilized," to keep the threat of

madness at bay
His thoughts tell the reader more about

him »^^*". any background information

could; in fact, the reader comes to know this

man more inlimately than the people he

writes about in his journal, for he becomes

a new person as his desire to survive

increases

It is fascinating to read as this man, so

accustomed to modern conveniences and

comforts, uses his few resources to survive

over many lonely months. His priorities are

food and some sort of shelter, and he finds

truly creative ways to solve his problems.

One problem that no amount of creativi

ty and ingenuity will solve is loneliness.

The man longs for someone, anyone, to talk

to to remind him of life as he once knew

it. but this desire cannot Iv fulfilled as long

as he IS on the island.

One day he sees a solitary spider spinn

mg a web and is enchanted He realizes

that this spider is his only companion and

begins a kind of friendship with the spider,

watching it's movements and tr>'ing to pro-

vide fond for it 11."" realize? Inat lie would

never have noticed this spider, or would

have just killed it if the plane hadn't crash-

ed and he had never washed onto the

island. This observation leads him to ques-

tion civilized life as we know it, our values

and inspirations. He wonders if he could

ever go back.

The Coconut BiH>k is an excellent read.

The story is gripping, it engulfs the reader.

It has much more substance than an

episode of Gilligan's Island, however, and

is much more realistic. The story is not just

a lark but a tale of suivival, where the

castaway becomes a real person to the

reader.

People have always viewed castaways as

romantic figures, at one with nature and

commanders of their destinies. This book

gives a look at the life of such a man, let

ting the reader experience life alone t»n an

island through his thoughts and
observations.

The Smith College Theatre Department will

present Anton Chekhov's "The Cherry Or-

chard" at 8 p.m. on Dec. 4-6 and 10-12 in Theatre
14. Tickets are available at the Box Office or by
calling 584-3023.

CAN YOU
AFFORD TO
GAMBLE
WITH THE
LSAT?
SAT?
GRE?
GMAT?
MCAT?
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Classes Forming Now
For Intersession

Call 549-5780

Dancers improvise in upcoming
performance with hightop sneakers
By MARIA SIMPSON
Collegian Correspondent

At one time, the only place one would see hightop

sneakers was on a basketball court. Today they are walk

ing onto the dance floor in choreographer Andrea

Watkins' new piece. "Silent Window
"

Watkins. who is a faculty member in the University of

Massachusetts Dance Department, will feature her new

choreographic inspiration in a work to be performed as

part of the University Dancers Concert at Bowker

Auditorium, UMass, on December 4, 5, and 6.

When asked how she came up with the idea of having

the dancers wear high top sneakers, she replied, "It was

really the students* idea. We were discussing how slip

pery or sticky Hoors can be on bare feet and I immediate

1> pwlh'd on my own. It's wonderful. You can go upon your

toes, or spring off the ground, and at the same time do

very natural, pedestrian movements. From there, we

thought of the high top because many of the dancers had

them, and I loved the wav thev look.'

Though the darners do some springs into the air, "Silent

Window. " with music by Beethoven, is on the whole a very-

quiet piece. Watkins states that it is about that feeling

of quiet anticipation one has waiting for something to

happen.

Along with 'Silent Window." six other pieces will b«

performed in the University Dancers Concert, three of

which are by guest choreographers Adrienne Hawkins,

Jim Viera. and Miguel Lopez.

Richard Jones, also from the UMass Dance Department

will again present his jazz work "Shout. " and Tereae

Freedman of Mount Holyoke has contributed a duet just

recently seen in the Mt Holyoke Faculty Dance Concert

In addition to "Silent Window," Watkins will premiere

"WalUing with Johann." a ballet piece en potnte.

Presently. Watkins is working on another piece, again

to Beethoven music, but this time it is the tennis show

that is is providing the inspiration. Sports and dance have

often been compared, but one never thought they would

ever exchange part of their "gear" Maybe ballet slippers

could have helped out the Boston Red Sox.
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Nineteen-year-old
violinist Joshua Bell,

(left), will perform at 8

p.m. Dec. 8 in the
Bowker Auditorium,
UMass.
Trumpeter Terrence

Blanchard and sax-

ophonist Donald Har-
rison (right) will ac-

company jazz legend
Max Roach at the an-

nual Jazz All Stars at 8

p.m. on Dec. 6 in the

Fine Arts Center Con-
cert Hall.

Tickets for both per-

formances are
available at the FAC
Box Office.
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HAIR & TANNING SALON
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NORTHAMPTON. MA
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Pilecki trial

may be moved
from county
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - A defense attorney asked yester

day that the sexual assault trial of the former president

of Westfield State College be moved to another part of the

state because the area around the school had been

saturated with coverage of scandals surrounding the

college.

"While there has been extensive publicity across the

state It has been a lot more intensive in Hampden Coun

ty," Robert Keefe, a lawyer for former college president

Francis J. Pilecki. told Superior Court Judge Raymond

R. Cross. "Basically the so-called Westfield State College

scandal has W-vw the biggest story in this county."

Pilecki. 54. who had headed the 3.000 student school for

six years, resigned in March, effective in August. He was

indicted in June on charges of sexually assaulting two

male students Keefe also maintained news accounts

have "continuously and unfairly linked the allegations

against my client with unrelated events surrounding the

college," including state investigations of the use of trust

fund money, and a $10,000 oayment by college trustees

in January to a student who claimed he was sexually

assaulted by Pilecki.

William W. Teahan. assistant Hampden County District

attorney, opposed Keefe's suggestion that the trial be mov-

ed to Middlesex, Norfolk or Worcester counties, maintain

ing "it has been a major story not only in this county but

across the state."

Pointing to its front page play by Boston newspapers and

extensive coverage by Boston as well as Springfield televi

sion stations. Teahan maintained that "it would be im-

possible to consider a jurv' pool in any county would be

free of knowledge of knowledge of this case.
'

B.U. president
meets with adversity
BOSTON «APt - Boston University President John R.

Silber is rated highly effective by his peers m education

on other campuses, but there is some friction among his

faculty at home.
A study which questioned 485 college pr^idents and

other m^uor education officials ranked Silber fifth among

the most effective heads of US private colleges and

universities.

Martha W. Tack ofBowling Green State University, co-

director of the study, said those ranked ahead of Silber

were the Rev Theodore Hesburgh. president of Notre

Dame: Derek C Bok of Harvard; the Rev. Timothy Hea
ly of Georgetown, and Howard Swearer of Brown.

Some BU faculty members believe that Silber's commit

ment to science outweighs his support for the humanities.

They accuse him of politicizing the university, spending

heavily for overseas campuses and delaying promotion,

tenure and appointment decisions. The Boston Globe

reported.

The faculty union was denied the right to collective

bargaining recently under a National Labor Relations

Board ruling and a court decision.

ifAhzug
ciintmued /htm fm^e 1

She co-sponsored the original Equal Rights Amendment,

fought for increased aid to mass transit, environmental

legislation, harbor clean-up measures, aid for the elderly

and handicapped and support for Soviet Jewry

In 1976 she became the first woman to run for the

Senate from New York. She lost by less than one percent

in the Democratic primai>'. She still remains active in civil

rights, women's rights and world peace.

In 1977 she was named by President Jimmy Carter as

the presiding officer of the Nation.i! Commission for the

Observance of International worn* ir and later nam-

ed as co-chairperson of the National Advisory Commit
tee for Women.
Abzug is a founder of the National Women's Political

Caucus. As a Congresswoman, she vnrote the first law ban

ning discrimination against women in obtaining credit,

loans and mortgages, and fought for Title IX Equal Op
portunity in Education Laws.

In Januarv' 1977 a Gallup poll showed she is regarded

as one of the twenty most influential women in the world.

She has written many magazine articles and a book titl

ed Bella: Ms Abzug Goes to Washington.

Abzug is sponsored by the Distinguished Visitors Pro-

gram. The lecture is free and open to the public.

Bella Abzug

IT'S NOT TOO LATE!!!
Excellent paid Spring Co-op

positions are still available

Majors

Chem Engin., ME.
COINS, Acctg(MIS).

Math

Marketing, Liberal

Arts

Acctg., Man , Fin .

Econ

Biochem . Chem.,

Food Sci.

Civil Engineering

Acctg . Fin . Econ..

COINS. Math

Zayre Corp. (Buying Office) Mktg.. Fash Mktg..

Manage.

HRTA. Management
Mktg . Man . ME.

EE. COINS. Acctg ,

Fin.

Chem . Chem.
Engineering

Chem . Civil

Engineering., Env

Sci . Biochemistry

Daily Info Sessions at the Career Center

Call 545-2224 for schedule and Information.

Company
General Electric

Time Place

State Street Bank

Nestle Prod. Dev

Boston Survey Cons.

Liberty Mutual Ins.

Riverview Regency
Honeywell

Uniroyal

Cambridge Analytical

SANTA?"^^

Gifts from 19ir to 4.99

• omherst/ncxthampton
daily ond surxJoy

I

SPECIAL FUNDING AVAILABLE
FOR R.S.O.'S

THE SPECIAL ACTIVITIES

SUPPORT FUND
IS NOW READY TO REVIEW PROPOSALS

DEADLINE FOR FEBRUARY PROGRAM PROPOSALS:
Dec 8, 1986, 4PM

Guidelines can be picked up and proposals turned in at the

Student Activities Office. 416 Student Union, 9am - 5pm
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Doonesbury

By Garry Trudeau
The Far Side

By Gary Larson

.'^!i
CAllUCJ OTHBF. \

AR3rfRA6eflS

1?

ThB 31666^7 >OUPON1
HOjsesane set my
mususpsaep f^iwmt-
c^:s6ipefi rmtp.po
TRAIPIN6. 1W^

ijsumacmKi pcr OOP'S

omTDBAiLa/r
OfTmMfifUCiJ

LOU, I'VB

f€WiBVBN
rnnm
6UY'

The Collegian is now accepting applications for the follow-

ing positions for Spring 1987 Editor-in-Chief. Managing

Editor. News Editor and Arts Editor Apply to Dode Leven-

son in the newsroom, Campus Center 1 1 3 Applications

due Wednesday. December 3

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trude Michel Jaffc

39 K».irDOWN
I La'i^ numb*'
»' «.». "g IKMH

3 Mon»s' nofibfe

4 J.J. V '..J.'

S

6 ^^

8 ^
9 ...

10 Mt*"'!,!! ,.l;IIOijfc

41 V". ,.)'.;»

43 Cape* s piav

46 vaMt^st»i

48 HaU
51 L»*s wian Wis
53 Moie »urttve

54 havoc

55 Ottmntion
57 1972 NoJwust •"

59 Run as madras
6t RtppM
&3 Scotto sp«Ki«ity

fy* Narrow area

• g
66 Invrta*

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

Ojtt*

At a critical moment. Zaks club lams

Gordy By Gorde

" .i,..i3

?4 H»»fii6i.0 1'

Can
n TiwM ma

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

I

1 KNOW ><ey'«c ^r*^
R6efiepwini»'0- jTtx*^

Me f1«H MAvif B€FN H
topeVHOid onu. Bur r

^ WONT 9C «

Nate NttJ

'r>4ir

TV*T'» •tcX

I'M 5e«iis M«'^

T»OCMCP

Lanch
Menu

Dinner

. . „ „ Italian Sweet Sausage/Spaghetti
Hot Pastrami on Rye ^^^^,^ 5^^^^^

Chicken Burrito

Bastes Lunch

The Salad Sandwich
Chicken Burrito

Breaded Scallops/Tartar Sauce

Fruit Plate with Orange Bread

Basics Dinner

Hi-Protein Spaghetti/Tomato

Sauce

Breaded Scallops/Tartar Sauce

Fruit Plate with Orange Bread.

Weather
Today will be sunny with tficrcasing clouds

Temperatures in the SOs ,

Tonight will be rainy with sleet Temperatures in the 30s

Tomorrow rain will end in the afternoon Highs in the 40s

Campus Pond By Sal

BESIDES , BUTTEBBAU .1 't^

FA f\ CHICKEro, YEH THAT S IT
Today's Staff

Night Editor Tom Middleton

Copy Editor Ann Britton

Photo Tech Nick Sokoloff

Layottt Tech John Yonce

Production Supervisor Debbie Pikul

Typesetter Lynne Dewhurst

Production Marc Infield, Robert Levine

Executive Board -- Fall of 1986

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

H^CO/^e TD OUR
9A5e^^£.m- RecoRpiNG

mkc 50Me POuoH

fii vou KNOW, ive WRimN
me woRn HfiRP-coRe.

mTAL- CRUNCH /W9/C
KNOWN IN im FRee iaiorlp.

ANQmu- AH ft 0U€3WN
FROt^ StLt ^

mit Be HO RiFEf^THO,

?uer6 wm juuo

->'^. '^^f^'

DODE LEVENSON
Klit'jr m thict

JOHN YONCE
M.inagmg tditct

STEVE RUBIN
rtusiiirs') M.iiiicjcf

ROB SKELTON
tdiional tditor

WILIIAM SPAIN

tdiloridl Editui

ANSEL TINIER

Production Manager

Business Board — Fall of 1986

STEVE RUBIN
[iu',inpss M.jnager

PAUL H LESSER

Advertising Sales Manager

VANESSA ROTH
finance Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marketing Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Circulation Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Subscription Manager
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Men's gymnastics team looks to perfect season
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

It's not every day that a coach predicts an unbeaten

season but University of Massachusetts men's gymnastics

head coach Roy Johnson doesn't fret whether his team can

back up his words because he's confident that they can.

"This year we're looking to win every meet," said

Johnson, whose team is scheduled to open its season

tomorrow night at 7 at Lowell. "That's a high expecta

tion."

So what makes Johnson's prediction a big deal? Every

coach says similar things at the beginning of a season.

The difference is that in this instance, his team might ac

tually have a sltot.

First of all, every one of Johnson's top performers from

last year's 7-4 squad are back Add to that the return of

his top gymnast from the previous year and the addition

of a freshman of influence, and the Minutemen may in

fact have the chemistry for an unscathed regular season

"The neat thing is that everyone is returning from last

year." the coach said. "I think we have much better per-

formers this year because we've had a year to train. Last

year we were a good team but we lacked some key skills."

Those skills, according to Johnson, were in the pommel

horse and in the high bar, and those are areas, the pom
mel horse in particular, that the team has shored up.

"One area we've strengthened is the pommel horse.

We've always scored low in that event so we're hoping

that that event score will be the same as the others,"

Johnson said. "This year we want to be above 8.5 (out of

a possible 10 points per event) in every event.

"We'll score 8 5 on an average. That's about 262 points.

That's the school record. It might be tough, but I think

the team can start out there and build on that. It's cer-

tainly a good goal to shoot for."

Leading the list of returners who, along with six

freshmen, will make up the core of the starting nine

UMass g>'mna:4ts this season will be senior co-captains and

all-around performers Joe DeMarco and Eric Ciccone.

DeMarco, the Minutemen's Most Valuable Player in

1984 before a knee injury forced him to miss all of last

season, is said to be nearly recovered from his injury and

is expected to provide a great boost to the team

"We ended up with a couple ofweak positions," Johnson

said. "He'll give us even more depth we didn't have last

year so it's like we have a new guy"
Along with Ciccone, other performers expected to carry

Johnson's squad to the top of the Eastern Intercollegiate

Gymnastics League are seniors Steven Baia, Philip

Gorgone and James Fitzgerald, juniors Jay Ronayne,

Roberto Weil, ami Tim Meyers as well as sophomores John

Eggers and Joseph Fitzgerald. . Also expected to con

tribute wall be junior Stanley Gatland, sophomores Joseph

Berk and David Fahey along with freshman Michael

Keidan.
"The thing that makes us strong is that we have three

pommel horse specialists who will do well in Steve Baia,

Joe Fitzgerald and a new addition, Pat Barker," Johnson

said. "I think that with Keidan it gives us more depth.

He'll do the all around. He'll be real strong on the floor

exercises and give us depth on the pommel horse and the

high bars."

With so many returners, Johnson can afford to be free

with his words as long as his team backs him up the way

he thinks they can.

Working on an end-of-the-semester paper?

Drop in at the

Writing Center

• 04-D Cashin in Sylvan Tuesday 7-9 pm.

• B-24 Baker in Central Men. & Tues. 7-9 pm.

• Pierpont in Southwest Mon.& Wed. 7-9 pm.

Peer tutors can help you get out a better paper

•FREE*FREE»FREE»FREE*FREE*FREE»FREE*

Complete Hairstyling for Men & Women

Haircut - $9.00

Perms - $40 with haircut

228 Trian^He St.

Amherst

Call: 549-1502
-I BASTIAN

GRAND
OPENING

IRANANAI[24kMA

TOeORT
Delicious

Frplejfi yS^^
Chocolote Dip^d^^DononQs

Homerrmde^offlk Cones
%

Deickioh N$^aTfle"SufidQes

Yogurt Sh^|kllv^C^ Sundaes

Fresh^^l|i|^lo<J^'^^ on
Qssortnn0«tab3[Qturol dryjlbppings.

<iJ#'

mmmt-aJb

A Lite Snack A Healthy Dessert
Discover the Taste

56 Moin Street

Downtown Northompton

(next door to Sze's)

Mon.-Sot. 11i00-9i00
Sun. 1 1 1OO-61OO

586-9659

STUDENTS
WORK ALL JANUARY AS
INVENTORY AUDITORS
$5.25/HOUR TO START
RGIS Inventory Specialists is the nation's largest in-

ventory service with 160 offices nationwide. January is

our biggest month. Average 20-40+ hours a weelc.

Weelcends and night availability necessary.

To be considered, must have phone, means of

transportation, pass a math test, and be dependable.

No experience required, paid training provided.

To learn more call the office nearest your home dur-

ing Thanksgiving break or interview at the Campus
Center as follows.

Monday Dec 8 Rm 101 - Tues Dec 9 Rm 101

Wednesday Dec 10 Rm 101 - Thursday Dec 11 Rm 168

INTERVIEW TIMES ARE 9AM - 6PM EVERY HOUR ON THE HOUR. BE PROMPT

CALL
(617) 832-6152

(617) 938-9269

(617) 849-2941

(617) 336-5658

(603) 893-1829

IF YOU LIVE IN OR NEAR
Worcester, Leominster, Fitchburg,

Gardner, Framingham, Acton,

Maynard, Clinton, Milford, Franklin,

Southbridge, Webster

Cambridge, Summerville, Burlington,

Lowell, Lawrence, North Shore

Quincy, Brockton, New Bedford,

Taunton, Cape, Hanover, or

Middleboro

Providence Area

Southern New Hampshire

SPONSORED BY STUDENT EMPLOYMENT OFFICE

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

f
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if football wrap-up

l>bu<u b> Rircl H<>nanno

Sophomore tailback Chip Mitchell first in

total yards for the Minutemen this season, is

among a wave of young players that UMass
Head Coach Reid will rely on in the future.

viitUinued from pafie 12

drop one place from fourth to fifth. Then Holy Cross real

ly pounds them, 317, and they drop^ one more place

Delaware beat them 51-17 in liie l-AA piayo..:i.

"There's no respect for N 'w England football, certain

ly no respect for the Yankee Conference. That's why I'm

rooting for Delaware and it takes a lot for me to root for

Delaware, but I am. I hope they win the National Cham

pionship. Also, two other teams got rolled over. I think

UMass or UConn could have given a better showing."

But the season is over and Reid knows that.

•We're 8 3 and people should be proud of that. We're

going forward from here," he said. "Were already get

ting readv for 1987."

Minuteman Mutterings UMass drew an average of

12,075 per home contest. . Some final stats on the season.

UMass. at 8 3. was outscored 23.5 22 8 Senior fullback

Al Neri led UMass rushers with 801 yards while Smellie

finished second at 623 yards and sophomore quarterback

Tim Bryant was third with 434 yards Bryant thnw

for 1430 yards with six touchdowns and eight inlercep

tions on the season on a 107 for 207 performance. Dave

Palazzi was 31 of 66 for 339 yards. 2 t(»uchdow ns and six

interceptions . Br>ant led the team in total offense ( 18.34

yards*. Neri led the team in receptions "22» while senior

John Crowlev and Smellie each grabbed 21 Smellie

led the team in all-purpose yards* 1077) ahead of Nen i9H)t

and sophomore tailback Chip Mitchell (500! Kirk

Williams and John McKeown led the team with three m
terceptions each while Dimitri Yavis punted for a

37.6 yard average Kicker Silvio Bonvini was 10 of 14

in field goals and 27H>f 30 in extra poinUs McKeown led

in uckles with 1 14 and Vito Perrone had 104 and Bob

Shelmire had 93

if football awards
CDiituuu'd from pu^e I'J „ , „ ^,.„,

Year two years m a row.

Ironically the winners. Dave Palazzi and Tim Bryant,

are both quarterbacks.

The Clipboard Award: A testimony of the frustrating

seasons that both Palazzi and junior tight end Mike

Kelley suffered through. Palazzi. last year's starter.

sepaiaU»d his shoulder m the first game, pulled a hamstr-

ing versus Harvard, and was able to play m just five

games. Kellev. who has been redshirted once and also

missed all but two games last season, injured his knee

m spring practice and again early this season. The result

was that Kelley, considered a legitimate professional pra

spect - if healthy - played in just four games this

s^Hson

The Marcus Allen Award: Sophomuii tailback

Kevin Smellie, with his \1 touchdowns this season,

iH'came the first UMass back to be able to leap over the

top of a goal line pile in many years

The School Spirit Award: The UMass band, far

superu»r to any other this sea.«M)n, wins thi> for pr;utic

ing r>7 hours a day

Yankee Conference Coach of the Year Aw ard A

serious award. Without a d<»ubt. it has to goto li.-t v.ar

Minuteman head coach Jim Reid

•x«>>>»»»

SCI-FI & MYSTERY

BOOKS FOR XMASS
Al 40-80% OF

Pubhsher's List Price

VALLEY BOOKS
Corrioge Srxjps - Amherst

M-F 1030-530
SAT 10-5 • SUN 12-5

549-6052 - VISA/MC

Change your

tires NOW . . .

per pair

Alignment and
|

balancing

available

North Amherst Tire
A Auto Center

Hjt Set vice Tm Storv

IT04

ACfiViT'ES'AUDtC

AUTO fOR SALE 'CALCULAIO^
ENTERTAINMENT 'FOR RENT

FOR SALE •FOUND
HELP WANTED •LOST

$2 OFF BEG 12 16

STYLE CUTS
WITH THIS COUPON A STUDENT ID

STYLES BY DEBORAH
65 University Drive Amherst

549-5610 expires 12/30/86

CLASSIFIED

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS GRENADIER
SOaETY BOARD AND MINIATURES GAMING CLUB

Tho«^t so OM ea caapM pUycd AvaIos HUI and

COW boardgSMM or HapolMalc and Armor

Mlalattiroa? Wroag • Tfca Grenadier Soclotf a

R«gUl«r«d Siod«nl OrgaaUattoB. plar* ovofT S«a-

day aftcraooa la Iba UMASS Campa* Ccaiar Tbc

dab Is toaklag aaw aMaibara aad all gaaora aa4

tp«cuiors arc wcIcoom

4'

I*'

4'

»

4-

4
4
4
4
4^

4-

4-

4
4
4
4-^*»»*

"^'""./UCIlON'M JIOi^VLCLtb
PERSONALS •R'DE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDEf-^ SERVICES

ROOMA'E WAMED* TRAVEL
,^. ANTED 'SUBLEl

CO-E TO TH;CO::e;ro.nCE - « ,,3 .O..r.... .,..33. ,.. . „,.,.0E.0C,NE . O.VS^ TO PUB.C.T,0.» OSH ,. >OV>HC.. .s.,v«>»o,o>v .0. s.uo..ts

ACTtVITlit

SUNDAY EVCINNQ MUYENS front

loun^a Newman Camar aPM liM oolaga
ftHMian

OONOra NEEOB) LAST day at CampMl
Caolaf Qive Wood Nov 26 Rrom IBS

10 30-4 30 SO pints n—dad

OUTTAR KAUTIFUL YAMAHA S336
MHlti hard ca»a $ 1 75 Call Deb'a «-4553

ALL UMVCntlTV WOMBI invilad M a
hoMay Open •HMia al OTA GAMMA UP-

SILON. 406 N PtMsam SI coma down to

our houaa on Oac 4. 7 30-9 30 and an-

(opy hoHday laliaainnann' For lunhar mto

caM ?S6^M74

TONIQHT DVr PnCSENTStorm^ US
congraM woman Ba«a Atuug SUB 8 00
PMiraa

BICYCLE COOI» MKtS Thursday*

7PM Chacii door across post o«ice m
Student Union for mealing place

Everyone always welcome'

COMWfTEW TCMMNAL taSO. include*

modem, cyber-ready Sieve 256-i86«

^OM SALCT Furniture Stereo bed.

lamps, etc Good stuft cheap' Must Sen

gradualing CaM Mark 549-3612

KEG TAPS FOK salai'Srand new. never

used keg taps only S2S Packia* charga

S4S lor used tape Oont waste your

money* New lap* tZS CaH Tony
256-1438 today

GAM P « . COMMUNKATION. poaecal

a managerTient »kia* you II need aWer

grMtualion Work tun or part time to com
bai woundwalar poaulMn and m«r *«er

sion* Earn tSTVi000 UMawwaer break

Seal lite summer rush a«Kt gal ittai sum-

mer jcti m the bag CaM Clean WaWr
AcliOO-54^7450

WANTtO

1979 CHEVY Wagon. 99.400 miiea.

new clutch Best oHer 538-5434 Everv

ings week ends

OHM L2 SPCAKEIW 4 yTiwwwly.C*
8-7921

NTHTAINMMT

MUSICIANS NEEDED FOR POftOr-

mances at Belcheriown Stale School

Funding available Contact Bruce
%6-4236

OATINO URVICI

INTERNATIONAL DATING SERVICE -

serving five college system and surroun-

ding areas S15 tor two monllis SASE to

PO Box 489, Amherst

78 TOYOTA CCUCA new paW, mufller.

branes and more car needs nothing 5

spd Killer stereo Si 700 or BO Doug
298-0333

ALWAYS BUYING USED book)
recorOs IMO*. and connpact discs Call

OynanUM Books 586-9870 or Dynamite

Recorite 584-1580 Northamplon

WANTED! 1-3 Bedroom Apt. Roilirw

GreerVEcho ViHage Preferred S4««788

iVMTAliOOinflMi CALL

RACK-A-DISK ENTERTAINMENT
AgerKy - Disciockays, Bands Lights and

Large sc^en v«tao dances 549-7144

TVPINO (IRVtCI

WEG- A SUCCESSFUL therf you are not'

My »eel still lovo you anyway Gm

JAMIE B1 I want to tak« you lo me
stars Wal. uh. wil Fiuw«ys do*^ Hap-

py h«ipy 2V' A« a< my love. Mar*

TO JUUiE lMNMMMU.6 anyone wtw
see* her gwe her a kw*. 19 *pankiwga.

a hug. and wwh her a happy bwthday

Ihantia. her akeay* lovmg sMier Anita

SHARON: I WANTED lo gtve you Ricky

Davenport for youi binhday present. t>ul

I didn t know how lo gel ham lor you

Maybe ma wit help now' Happy birthday*

Love, Sheila

tiBVICIt

TYPtNC. TAPE TRANSC««PTION • v

accurate 665 765?

TERMFIC TYPING FROM Speedy

keys Professional reliable servic*

258^1002 8am 11pm

WANTfO TO HNT

ROOIiS/SUBLETS WANTED Dec ?7

Jan 24 caU sctWJl ftx BMC 256 8615

9AM-7PM

INtTVtfCnOM

HHVATt OWTAR LIBBONB Mpananc
»d and paaaie taaeOar Ptip-rqek loik

wues Songwnimg. theory, readtna im
provisalion RigM on bus tone Doug
549-4786

PASCAL TUTOR REASONABLE ralaa

584 1307

PRACTICAL MATH TUTOMNG a« I

through vector catcuhis Chris 586^7833

LAUIA ft SHAWN

CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR
ENGAGEMENT Laura Laroche and
Shawn No^es Nov 15 Love Ya Can

PENTAX K 100 CAMERA brand new S75

549 6521

SOFT CONTACT LENSES most daily

wear lenses S18 00io$25 00ea Extend

ed wear lenses. $30 00 to $48 00 Lowest

prices on contact lense solution Meat

units. S12 9S Amherst Optical Shop.

1-413-253-5412 or 413-256-6403

QUALITY TYPING. Long or Short pro

jects Meticulous proo»raadw>g Rush lObs

OK New IBM typewriter 54»-0367

SPEEDY KEYS • PROFESSIONAL typ-

ing/editing 2S6-1002

MOVIt

ROUND TOWN MOVERS'fast reiiabie

cheap call M<hael anyt.mfi 323-6780

NIY MtOX

YES. YOU. YES YOU MROZ Vou are

a peice of turkey sluflmg with a side of

squash Yes Yes i want to fill my mouth
with you Yes' You may be high in

cholesterol, but i will risk it Yes And by

the way are you still looking tor a bcttle

opeoer'> FULL SCALE KISSES Jerry PS
Roof" MROZ

AUTO FOR SALi

1983 BUCK SKYLARK Mini condHion

AC AM/FM Dnjilal Stereo SSOOCBO
256-0060

1976 DODGE ASPEN VS. AM/FM A/C.

Snow/Reg tires Excellent running condi-

tion $475 or Best Offer 256-8737

1980 VOLKSWAGON PICKUP. Ex

cellent condition, has cap and roof rack

$1800 Call 256-1803

197^ PLYMOUTH VALJANT $200 fakes

It Away 625-9090

88 CHEVY BELAIR PB reliable low

milage previously owned by little ok) lady

call 549-6269

1979 SUBARU GL Wagon.^wheol drive

4-door. excellent running condition.

77 450 miles, am/fm. new brakes, must

sell. $1990. call 549 1921

1984 PLYMOUTH HORIZON excelienl

condition $4000 or best offer lor into call

Barb 586-3891

NIIP WANTiD

HOLIDAY JOBS For the environment

Work 2-5 Weeks over the Holiday Break

and gain political experience working to

pass environmental and consumer pro-

tection legislation with MASSPIRG. Ihi

slate s leading citizen group Position'

available m Amherst. Boston Cambridge

Worcester, and BrooKline Call Sam to

day for an interview on campus
256-6434, 9 30AM 5 30PM

JOBS FOR WINTE^^REAK. Flexible

-lOurs. $5/hr Work lull or part lime Gain

"R, Communications Political Manage
Tient skills you'll need tor graduation

Dombal groundwater pollution and save

the Conn River Earn $375$ 1000 this

*inter Call Clean Water Action 549-7450

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIA
TION Job openings Asst lo Treasurer

*sst to Pres . Asst ot Budgets Chair (sti

oend position). Budgets Auditor AppI

jvail in 420 SUB See Valerie Niece in

420 SUB for rTK)re into AppI due Dec .i

by 4 00 Women and minorities encourag-

ed to apply AA/EOE

PftSONALS

INTERESTED IN WRITING for the largest

college daily in New England' Come
down lo the Mass Daily Collegian' You

can write about Arts, Editorials. Black At

fairs. News, Women s Issues & Sports

We re located in the basement of the

Campus Center, behind the T V The Col-

legian We build careers'

JOURNALISTS WANTED - The first

organizational meeting ot the Southwest

News will be Dec 2 at 6 00 PN/I m the

Hampden Southside Room Great oppor-

tunity lo gam valuable experience

SUBLET APT JAN. 1, 2Bdrm 1 bath

$560 per month heal inc Call Eve

2568340

PEE-WCE CONGRATULATIONS!!
Peggy O Connor Madairi President Tn-

Sigma A toast al Barsie's m 3 Weeks
Love Always PEZ

1979 HONDA ACCORD AM/FM
cassette, excellent condition $1600

253-3568

78 FORD ORANADA 2dr 105K no rust.

9 sticker, new front brakes, tires $1000

B/0 2560680

KITCHEN HELP NEEDED Immediately

Day and Night shifts available Free

meals and rides can be provided to and

from work Apply at Andy's Pizza after 2

PM (next to Stadium Liquors)

JOBS FOR NOW with option to continue

m January or next semester $4 50/hr«

bonuses to start Our lop callers make
$6-7/hr and more Come lo telelund in

basement of memorial hall or call 5-3509

rOff HNT

SINGLE ROOM AVAILABLE. Presiden

liai Apis Cheap, close to campus
5494483

TAKE OVER LEASE: 2 spaces available

Jan 1 on bus route' 1 27 50'month 1 ''?

baths call 665-8261

ROOM AVAILABLE JAN 1st 150>

responsible quiel 25» call 253 3828

ROOMMATIS WANTED

ROOMATE WANTED lo share bedroom
in two t>edroom apt Jan/Feb Color TV.

Microwave VCR Southwood $140/MO
2533993

1 FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED 'tor

spring semester 87 Townehouse Apis

Call 549-0462 Barbara Jackie. Karen

TWO ROOMS AVAILABLE in large Noho
co-op household One now, one Jan 1

$180 plus utilities Call 584-5338

RESPONSIBLE FOR LG apt orTbus route

own room, (urnished but bring bed $210
tor room plus utilities call 3234989 before

2PM 323-6311x530 after

WE RE LOOKING TO laM over lease of

North Amherst area »^ CaH Bob
546-9721

TO SUSIIT

AMHERST CENTER Single room avail

Jan or Feb 1 Nice, sunny weN heated

$250 inclusive 256 8415

TWO SINGLE ROOMS <n lour bedroom
apartment available m Swiss Village

Located on bus route, spacious living

area, lurmshed, two bathrooms Male or

female welcomed Call now 256^1318

TWO SINGLE BEDROOMS available Jan

1 IP a five person apartment in Squire

Village on Bus Route $150/nH)nth call

8^-4543

AMHERST CENTER FUmiSHED room

available 12'?0 1/27 rent negotiable

Lauren 253^3053

NIIO AN fSCORT?

CALL 5-2123 BETWEEN 8PM & 2AM
every day for an escort anywhere on cam-

pus Play It safe

SPANISH TUTOWNa A TRAMSIATWN

I'LL HELP* GRAMMAR. pronunciMwn.

conversation 256-1002

PtOrtSSIONAl TYPIMO SiRVICI

PAPERS. CASES. DISSERTATIONS
Dependable, on-campu*. reasonable

584-7924. Nancy

LOST

H P 1 IC CALCULATOR m library lower

Please call 546-4778 for reward

MASS LKXIOR ID m Credit Union

Reward ottered for its return call 256*620

BLACK SWEATER ON 11 19

somewliere on campus Can Kim anytime

546 9791 I need it lo keep me warm lor

winter'

LOST: WOMAN S MAROON leather

wallet Missing smcp Friday Nov 21

Please call if you have any mlo 546-4862

FOUND

FOUND WATCH on 10/30 outside

Mackimie m Southwest Call to identity

546-9758

WE ARE LOOKING to take over lease of

Puftton or Brandywine Apt Call Russ
546-5353

DAVE-THINKING OF you puts a smile on

my lace and warms my heart Je TAime.
Aliwallie

CASH

PAYING CASH FOR your baseball cards

please call Mike 549-0333

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent free meals

Light clean-up

Call Cheryl at AXO
545-2152

PART-TIME , TEMPORARY POSITIONS
available lor the Annual Salvation Army

Christmas Kettle Program Starting date

November 21 through Decemlier 24 For

more information call 586-5243

BLONDIEI WK>CED, WICKED, nice Bir-

thday ... Don't bum I love you, Dave

AORIANA Ml OUERIDA y duice amada
eres tan hermosa con lus p'olundos ops
y bnllante sonnsa Cuando esias en mis

brazos, estoy en el paraiso Espero que
juntos creceremos y gozaremoi de los

placeres de la vida, como dos felices con-

ejilos Amor Siempre Roberto

LOOKING FOR SOMEONE to lake over

my lease starting Jan/Feb color TV,

microwave, VCR Southwood $140/mo

253-3993

ONE OR TWO people for one bedroom
in three room Pulllon- Dec 1 Heidi

549-4758
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SPORTS

8-3 mark a positive sign for Minutemen
"^^^

Reid expects continuing quality

Cutlr^an phtttu b> Paul Dr»s«rai»

Sophomore defensive tackle Dan Charron and the rest of his Universi-

ty of Massachusetts teammates finished the season at 8-3 and settled for

a three-way first-place tie for the Yankee Conference Championship with

the University of Connecticut and the University of Delaware.

CoUegian football awards

By JOHN NOLAN
CoUegian Staff

Football season is now officially over at

the University of Massachusetts despite

the Minutemen's best season in seven

years and their second-best in the 104 year

history of the school.

Compiling an 8-3 record and tying the

school record for most regular season wins,

the Minutemen. led by first-year head

coach Jim Reid, didn't expect to miss out

on the playoffs In capturing a share of the

Yankee Conference Championship at 5 2

along with the University of Delaware and

the University of Connecticut, the team ex

pected the season to continue.

It didn't, but Reid is adamant that the

future of UMass football is bright - and

he means it.

•Take a look at the seniors who have

been here since 1983. They took a lot of

crap." Reid said. "Those guys just forced

everyone else to play hard. The freshmen

learned from those seniors.

"I think the guys with the key attitudes

were in the key positions this year - that

will continue."

One thing that Reid hopes will go hand

in hand with that attitude will be the

Minutemen's offensive production which,

at 24 points per game, was a touchdown

better than it was last year and the first

time in years that UMa» football ha« been

exciting.

"This was the first time anyone could

remember UMass ever doing anjrthing.

"

the coach said "People were leaving the

staiKis talking about our ofTenae, not 14-13,

24-21. or 13-10 scores. They were talking

about 38^31, 31 28. and 31 17 They liked

that."

Yes. for the first time since 1979 when

the team finished 94 and runner up to Na
tional I AA Champions Florida A&M.
UMass really did posess an exciting team

if the game stopped at the half, we

would have been 2 8 1 . If people wanted to

see excitement, they saw it this year." Reid

said. "You had to be a cadaver not to like

It

'

There shouldn't be any complaints about

having an 8-3 football team on this cam
pus But Reid and UConn head coach Tom
Jackson agree that the Minutemen got

stiffed in the Huskies* last-second. 20-17,

victory in the two teams' season-ending

game at Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium

on Nov. 22. The loss kept UMass from ear

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts fof)tball

season has ended and while the

Minutemen have gathered their share of

individual post-season honors, a few others

still need to be handed out.

Consider this the unofficial post season

Collegian Sports Awards for the 198^

UMass football season.

The Let Them Get Overconfident

First Award: The Minutemen fell behind

in eight of their games this season. Seven

of them resulted in UMa.ss victories.

The Boy-Oh-Boy I Got My Money's
Worth Award: With the exceptions being

blowout losses to tri-Yankee Conference

champion University of Delaware and Col

onial League champion Holy Cross, the

Minutemen managed to keep every game
tight and exciting this season. Time and

time again the Minutemen battled back

from big deficits or sacrificed easy wins for

the benefit of a New England population

looking for more spice than the Ivy League

can provide.

The I Should Be Out There Award:
This goes to University ofMaine assistant

coach Brud Bicknell, who tackled UMass
senior safety Bob Shelmire during the

Black Bears' 23-13 loss. Bicknell, taking

exception to a perfectly legal and necessary

tackle of a Maine running back near the

Black Bear sideline by Shelmire, must

have forgotten he wasn't allowed to play

as he jumped on Shelmire as he tried to get

up.

The I Quit Award: One of the more

shocking incidents ocurred at Rhode Island

this season when one of the Rams,

ning an automatic playoff bid and sole

p<isession of the YC championship.

i would like to play UConn again and

do nothing different, just play with dif

ferent officials. The officials took the game

away from us," said Reid. whose game

films show sophomore Huskie tailback Jeff

Gallaher stepping out of bounds on the key

touchdown punt return that broke the

Minutemen's backs. "On the forward pass.

10,760 people saw that it was a fumble and

one person didn't. Jackson (Tom) told me

it was a fumble and said it was one of the

most amazing calls he had ever seen."

If Reid seems upset about the season's

conclusion, you're right - but not really.

He knows that bad calls are the breaks of

the game. However, what really stirs his

ire is how his. and the rest of the NCAA
Division I-AA teams in the northeast

region were treated.

*i think we New England football teams

have been snubbed bigtime. It took us

forever to get back into the polls because

of the academic thing and it tiwk us three

wins to get back m after we lost to Holy

Cross." an angry Reid said. The biggest

farce all year - that I've ever seen - is

when JMU (James Madison University)

beats William and Mary. 45-35. and they

atntinued nn pafit- I!

UM«M OpponenU

FIrrt Downii 223 i"?

Rushing Attempti. 598 40.5

Net Vardx Rushing 2044 1616

RuHhing Yards Per Game 185.8 1469

Passes Attempted 274 349

Passes Completed 138 173

Passes Intercepted 14 12

Net PaMfting Yards 1"69 2306

PaNiting Yards Per Game 160 8 209 6

Total Plays «72 7.54

Total Plays Per Game 79.3 68 6

Total Yards 3813 3922

Total Yard!. Per Game 3466 .356 6

Yards Per Kukoff Return 17 4 '' I

Yards Per Punt Return 10 4 HO
Total Punts 58 51

Average Yards Per Punt 37.1 .34.7

Fumbles-l»st 6617 33 20

Penaltie»-Yard.>. 47-409 69514

Penalties-Yards Per Game4.3-37.2 6.3-4

3rd Down Conv. Pet. 424 347

Time of Pos.session 6:10:54 4 49 16

Touchdowns 32 34

Extra Points 28 31

Field Goals 10 7

Total Points-Per Game 251 22 8 258 23 5

frustrated by lack of playing time, flung his

shoulder pads onto the field during the

game and announced he was quitting. He
walked across midfield while the ball was

in play.

The Misdirected Enthusiasm Award:
Jame.s Madi=on University wins this one

hands di/wn. Any time a team swarms the

fluid, fans dance in the aisles, and fireworks

are shot off in a losing effort you've got to

wonder.

The Rodney Dangerfield Award: The
NCAA Division 1 AA handed this one out

to the Minutemen on several occasions,

keeping UMass out of the poll for several

weeks.

The Right Way to Say the Wrong
Thing Award: Harvard head coach Joe

Restic told reporters that he didn't want his

kicker, who missed several field goals not

to get blamed for his team's 17-7 loss to

UMass. That's all he talked about.

The Humble Pie Award: Reid takes

another award. All year, Reid apologized

for his mistakes but he was at top form

when he told a television station that the

reason it was good to beat Harvard was

because he respects their program .so much.

Right.

The What is it Going to Take to Im-

press You? Award: After Holy Cross'

Sports Illustrated cover boy Gordie

Lockbaum scored three touchdowns and

shredded UMass for plenty of yardage,

there were still a few people who weren't

impressed with Lockbaum — and none of

them played football for the Minutemen or

anyone else, ever.

The Repeat Award: UMass has produc-

ed the Yankee Conference Rookie-ofthe-

continued on page 11

Collegian photo by Byrne Guarnotta

Minuteman sophomore tailhack Kevin Smellie led UMass in scoring with

12 touchdowns this season. Of his touchdowns, 11 of them were rushing.

Smellie also was second in rushing yards compiling 623.
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SNOW BALL - Members of Delta Epsflon fraternity play snow football next to NOPE gym-
nasium yesterday afternoon.

Student bank seeking other funding
in anticipation oflosing SGA money
By PEDRO M PEREIRA
CoUegian Staff

The University of Ma»achuaett8 Student Federal Credit

Union is considering alternative ways of acquiring fun-

ding for the fiscal year of 1988 in anticipation of the
passage of Student Government Association budget, which
would eliminate funding for the union.

The SGA Budgets Committee decided to eliminate fun-

ding because a computer the credit union recently ac-

quired will make the credit union self-sufficient. But the

union members, most of whom are volunteers, maintain
it will take some time before the union can become exist

without being supported by the Student Activities Trust

Fund.
More than 80 student volunteers run the credit union,

which serves about 3.700 students.

Kelly McCormack, one of the union's directors, said she

might propose an amendment to the committee's decision

at tonight's Undergraduate Student Senate meeting. The
union needs more than $4,000 to cover payroll for the five

paid positions and other operating expenses, she said.

Committee Chairman Nate Moore said, "As chair. I'm

automatically against all amendments. I have to repre-

sent the decisions that have been put forward by the com-

mittee."

"There are alternatives to amendments to the budget
that are being looked into and may prove to be more
beneficial to the trust fund and the credit union," Moore

added.

SGA Treasurer Katherine Strickland suggested that the

credit union wait until July 1. 1987. the beginning of fiscal

year 1988. and request funding from the stabilization

fund, which covers emergency expenditures. If the credit

union chooses this option, a vocal agreement will be made,
she added.

McCormack said if the credit union does not acquire fun-

ding, it might have to close its doors during summer vewra-

tions and intersessions.

Students who work during those periods receive

paychecks. If the credit union cannot pay them because

it has no funding, they might not want to work, McCor
mack said.

"A financial institution cannot close down four months

out of the year," she added.

Strickland said the credit union needs funding at least

through the summer of 1987. "I don't think the budgets

committee decision will make (the credit union] more cost

effective." she said.

Moore said not funding the credit union is part of a plan
to eliminate the Student Activities Trust Fund deficit,

which has run for 10 years.

The senate will discuss the proposed budget tonight in

the School of Management auditorium. Speaker Paul
Wingle said the meetings, which are usually held in the
Campus Center was moved because all of the larger
meeting rooms in the Campus Center were reserved.

Conservative student groupsplan to counteract

demonstration tomorrow against the CIA
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

"A rally for everyone, and everyone at a rally" will be

the theme tomorrow if members of student political groups

at the University of Massachusetts can be believed.

As members of the Radical Student Union prepared

yesterday for a planned demonstration to protest several

perceived campus evils, members of conservative student

groups hung posters promoting a counter-demonstration

of their own. Leaders of both groups predicted large tur-

nouts at their events.

Director of Public Safety Gerald T. O'Neil said his

department was gearing up for the RSUassisted rally, but

would not give specifics. Seventy one people were arrested

by O'Neil's department last month during two anti-CIA

building occupations.

Some students have objected to the protests, supporting

the administration's contention that students are free to

hear from any organization.

A rally and a march on the Whitmore Administration
Building have been planned for Thursday afternoon, to

protest the administration's defense of CIA recruitment

at UMass, alleged institutionalized racism, "police brutali-

ty," and the reputed unconstitutionality of the UMass
picketing code.

Marc Kenen, an RSU protest organizer, said "Plans are

proceeding"very well. We have a tremendous influx of new
people who are taking responsibility and making the

organization stronger."

Tony Rudy, editor-in-chief of the conservative student

newspaper The Minuteman, said he and other conser-

vatives were hanging the posters, which read "Get tough
with campus radicals" and "Kick commie ass," because

"I think people are sick and tired of having this small

continued on page 3

Parking policy
during winter
to be enforced
By LAl'RA TOMASETTI
Cnlk-j^ian Staff

The Town of Amherst's snow season overnight parking

policy went into effect Monday, fcniiidding the parking of

vehicles on all streets from 2am to 6 am., until April

1, 1987

Police art- distributing red warning tickel.s to moldn^l.-s

111 the downtown area stating "No parking on uriy town
street overnight " The streets mu^ be cleared so that now
plowing is possible.

Cars left overnight will be ticketed with a $3 fine if it

IS the first time the car has been parked illegally. Repeat

offenders will have their cars towed to Amherst Towing
on Sunderland Road, police said.

"Right now we are just giving out warnings but the

policy has been officially in effect since Dec 1." police said.

Last night's storm was the first time police were out

ticketing and having cars towed because of the road con-

ditions. With three storms already this season, police and
the public works (fepartment are anticipating a busy

winter.

Amherst center residents have lacked parking space in

the past. "The only area reserved for residents' overnight

parking during the snow season is the Amity Street park

ing lot. next to the Amherst Cinema." said Stan Ziomec
of the Amherst Public Works Department.
The town's bylaw states "cars cannot be left standing

on any town street for more than one hour between the

hours of 2 a.m. and 6 a.m."
Ziomec said: "We have had problems in past yean with

the Nutting Avenue and Phillips Street areas because of

the dense residency Another trouble area is South and
North Prospect streets because of the Amherst College

residency there."

"If there is a need to clear the streets because of snow
or other conditions creating a hazard to motorists, cars

will be towed at the owners' expenses. If we do not have
to clear the streets the cars will be ticketed and not tow-

ed," he said

t
LiX-congresswoman
alls for activism

By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

Former United States congresswoman Bella Abzug. D-

N.Y.. told students to question authority, and called for

increased activism as she addressed about 60 people in

the Student Union Ballroom last night.

During her six years in Congress, Abzug was in-

strumental in calling for an end to the Vietnam war, and

was one of the first to call for the impeachment of former

President Richard Nixon.

The recent controversy over arms sales to Iran is "very

unhealthy and has to be resolved as soon as possible."

Abzug said, adding, "we've got ourselves into an enor-

mous mess."

"Many have compared it to Watergate. The difficulty

is the great deal of personal feeling towards Reagan,"

she said.

"There's been a love affair of the people with Ronald

Reagan, and I think he's taken advantage of that." she

'*'*'"•
continued on page 5

fian photo by Rob Sketton

Bella Abzug.
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Independent group to probe

Iranian-contra connection

\P ph<i(»

ON THE HILL - Vice Admiral John Poindexter, who resigned last

week as White House national security advisor, arrives on Capitoi

Hill yesterday to meet with the Senate Intelligence Committee, pro-

bing the diversion of Iranian arms salet* profits to iNicaraguan rebels.

Average cost of hospital stays

rises in Mass., survey indicates
BOSTON (AP) - The cost of an average

hospital stay in Massachuaetta jumped 12

percent this year to $4,527. according to an

insurance company > survtv released

yesterday

The Bay State jumped from ninth to the

nation's fourth most expensive in average

h(»pital costs despite a drop in the average

length of stays at 42 hc^pitals .sur\eyed by

Equitable HCA Corp.

The increase in the state's hospital costs

was nearlv double the 7.5 percent nation

wide hike.

The length of the average 1986 hospital

stay dipped by 2.5 percent in

Massachusetts to 8.1 days. But the national

average declined by 3 percent and
Massachusetts patients had the second
longest hospital stays among the 50 stat^.

Equitable said the average hospital cost

includes room, board, medication,

laboratory and other miscellaneous
charges. Private physician charges arc noi

included.

WASHINGTON <AFi - The adnunisua

tion moved yesterday to seek appt>intmeni

of an independent counsel to probe the

diversion of Iranian arms sales profits to

N'lcaraguan rebels, and President Rea^'an

-aid anew that all (acts surrounding ihf

yiouing furor would be made public

In a fast-moving sequemre of events as

pressure mounted for further explanations

o! !ln' diversion profits, and amid tre.sh call-

In resignations of top administration ot

ticmis, Reagan also announced he has nam
ed Frank Carlucci. a former high ranking'

niTicial of the Pentagon and CIA, a> hs- new

national security adviser.

In a midday televised speech iVuin the

( K al OfTice. Reagan said an administration

review had turned up "reasonable

grounds" to seek appointment of an in-

dependent counsel

He said he hud directed Attorney General

Edwin Meese III t»» make such an applica

tion. and moment.s later, Meese told a news
conference, "We are pnKeeding t<» make
that application."

Reagan said in hi.» -^pt'ech that .\H area

will ie immune from review
"

Earlier today. Sen. Richard Lugar. R
Ind.. outs" '

1 man of the Senate
Foreign K unmittee, demanded
the resignations of White House chief of

slafF Donald T Regan and CIA Director

William Casey, to revive a foreign policy

"crippled" by covert US arms sales to Iran.

Meese, citing the law which provides for

establishment of independent counsels,

said he was "not at liberty to discuss the

specific grounds for the application, the

statutes that may have been violated" <xr

the individuals involved.

Carlucci will succeed Vice Adm John
Poindexter. who resigned a week ago when
it was i"ir,st disclosed that profits from the

secret arms sale to Iran had been diverted
to the contras.

In his speech. Reagan rep<>ated that he
would do his utmost in provide all the facts

ironi the widening pimu inin (in uaiiutn

onira connection.

•I illegal art.- \\>-\>- indertaken. those

wli . did so will be biuughl to lustice."

Reasjan said

Reagan urged (."ongie >n-

'te all (il .Is own ii' ' 'lu.a.- into

a , ..^le pane! Reagan sp ' he Senate

Intelligence Committee was holding;

c Hid day of closed door hearings mi.. ;:;.

Iranian affair

Reagan made no rtW . ..^l lu a call from

Senate Republican leader Bob Dole foi a

8|K>cial session of Congress t<i e.stablish an

investigating committee

In his speech. Reagan said Meese told

him this morning that there were
"reas*)nable grounds to believe that further

investigation by an independent counsel

would be appropriate" to probe the diver-

sion of funds, which occurred while Con-

gress had banned direct and indirect

American military aid t« the contras.

Of Carlucci, Reagan ^^id his new imi>

tional security advisOT was unusually w^
qualified for his appointment becaui^ of his

"depth of experience in foivign affairs, na-

tional security and inteliignece matters.

"The American peoph> will be well-served

by his tenure." Reagan said.

"No area will lie immune from review,"
the president said of the special counsel's

,
investigation.

House Majority Leader Jim Wright. D-

Texas, called Reagan's appointment of

Carlucci a "splendid idea."

"I know him to be a man of character ...

and ability," Wright said.

However. Wright expressed reluctance at

consolidating all of the congressional in

vestigations into the affair, as Reagan and
others have suggested

"i don't know if it warrants that ap-

prcMich just yet," Wright said, explaining

that putting such an all-encompassing com
mittee would be complicated and would re-

quire some time.

MSP/FSU/MTA/NEA NOTICE OF CONTRACT RATIFICATION

Ratification meetings to vote on the proposed collective bargaining agreement between the Massa-

chusetts Society of Professors/Faculty Staff Union/MTA/NEA and the Board of Trustees of the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts/Board of Regents of Higher Education will be held as follows:

DATES

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 10, 1986

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 11, 1986

DATES

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 10, 1986

THURSDAY DECEMBER 11. 1986

TIME

10 AM - 2 PM
10 AM - 2 PM

TIME

12 PM -4 PM
12 PM - 4 PM

AMHERST SITE

Campus Center, Room 905

Campus Center, Room 908

BOSTON SITE

Library Lobby
Library Lobby

The proposed agreement contains an agency fee provision. If the agreement is ratified by a majority of those pre-

sent and voting, the agency fee provision will require each bargaining unit member who elects not to jopin or to

maintain membership in the Union to pay to the Union on an annual basis as a condition of employment an amount
equal to the regular annual dues paid by Union members. The amount of the agency fee for 1986-87 is $314.00

The ratification meetings are open to all employees in the bargaining unit who are covered by the proposed agree-
ment, regardless of their membership or non-membership in the Union. All employees in the bargaining unit are

eligible to vote at the ratification meetings. Bargaining unit members are advised to bring some form of identifica-

tion with them to the pols.

Tablulation of the ballots will be held at 2 PM on December 11, 1986 at the Campus Center Room 908 on the
Amherst Campus and at 4 PM in the Library lobby on the Boston Campus. All members of the bargaining units

are welcome to attend.

The Union's most recent financial report, in the form of a balance sheet is available for inspection during regular
business hours at the MSP office 105 Hampshire House and at the FSU office, Wheatley Hall 3/100, Harbor Campus.

JOINT COORDINATING COMMITTEE MSP/FSU/MTA/NEA

Students say Reagan damaged by Iran affair

Comparisons to Watergate stressed; media criticized

By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

The recent controversy surrounding arms sales to Iran

has led some students to change their opinion of Presi-

dent Ronald Reagan, and has drawn comparisons to

Watergate.

Ten students randomly interviewed yesterday in front

of the University store in the Campus Center all agreed

that the president has been hurt by the recent disclosure.

"I thought he was a better president before," Hillary

Buckman, a junior economics major, said when asked if

her opinion of Reagan had changed in light of recent

disclosures.

"I think he neglected his duties," she said.

Graduate student Vinod Maudgal said, "I thought

Reagan was doing a fine job, but not anymore."

Grad senate warns
absent senators
By CWROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Graduate Student

Senate may withhold money from departments whoae

senators do not attend committee meetings, the president

of the senate said last mght
•if we get screwed over it may be because there is not

anyone at the meeting to tell us." .naid George Claxton

"Things do happen al these meetings."

Departments in the graduate school receive money from

revenue sharing. In order to be eligible, the department

must have a sjenaior who attends at least two senate

meetings and is a member of a committee. If senators do

not attend meetings, the senate may withhold revenue

sharing.

i hate to sound like a mean daddy." Claxton said. "But

thin^ do happen in committees."

In Other finance matters, Claxton announced that m
creased graduate .stipends are number one on the graduate

school budget The new budget was proposed to the

graduate school this week.

The C«nmuter Area Government asked thi Finance

Committee for $700 for activities planned during interses-

sion. Treasurer Gai y Jakacky said. These include an over

night bus trip to New York, movies and films, and a dance

in the Student Union Ballroom.

After some discu.ssion. the senate voted unanimously

to give them $30<)

Jakackv also announced the Finance Committee gave

WFCR, the Five College Radio station. $100 for fund

raising.

During announcements. Claxton said that the conflict

of interest bill passed in the state House of Represen

tatives and the Senate. The bill exempts members of tht

Board of Regents of Higher Education from voting oi

discussine matters of interest

Attorney General Edwin S. Meese 3d announced last

week that he had discovered evidence that millions of

dollars from weapons sales to Iran had been channeled

to Nicaraguan contras.

Reagan has admitted to dealing with Iran to gain the

release of hostages, but claims that he did not know that

money had been diverted to the contras.

In a telephone interview with Time magazine. Reagan

said "We got three people back. We were expecting any

day to get two others. The press has to take the respon-

sibility for what they have done
'

Sophomore engineering major Michelle Prioleau said,

i don't agree with what he jReagan] is doing. I think he

is making things harder."

When asked if she thought ihecunvni controversy will

turn out to be as serious as Watergate, .senior HRTA ma-

jor Regina Stillings said, i think it is as serious."

The disclosure had not changed her opinion of the presi

dent, but had "re-emphasized it" Stillings said, adding.

"I dislike Reagan."

Sophomore Michael Kaplan said "It was only a matter

of time before our beloved president stuck the proverbial

Republican foot in his mouth."

Regarding similarities to Watergate. Kaplan said. "I

certainly hope not, but I and America will wait with anx-

iety
;'

Civil engineering major Kevin Crowley said his opinion

of Reagan had not changed "I think he's a good presi

dent, " he said.

Crowley said comparisons to Watergate are "a definite

maybe

Junior environmental science major Jonathan Wagman
said he did not think the controversy is of the same

magnitude as Watergate, but added. "I think the press

could build it up to be that"

(ollegiaD pko4o by lu* SlM*a«

KEEPING THE MUSIC ON - WMUA's "Rockin' Dave" Morrish, who deejays the "Tuesday's

Just As Bad" Blues Show calls out another pledge during the station's annual drive to raise

funds to meet operating costs. Tickets to B.B. King and WMUA T-shirts enticed donations

amounting to $600 during the three hours Morrish deejayed yesterday.

Policy of horse show team
restricts many from saddling up
By DANA M. ANAGNOSTOU
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts Horse

Show Team's policy to accept only students

who are enrolled in horseback riding

classes has generated mixed reactions

The policy was reinstituted this year,

after three years of having open tryouts

and team membership, which "was a pro-

blem." said Sandy Most, the team's coach.

Preference is given to Animal Science

majors, she added.

The team is only open to riding students

because "the riding program supports the

intercollegiate team" by paying the salary

of the coach, providing transportation for

the team, and buying food for the horses,

said Anthony Borton, head of the depart-

ment of Animal Science.

Another reason for the policy is because

"if a member wasn't in riding cla.sses they

would only have one practice with the

team," which isn't enough. Most said.

Mary Hadad. a sophomore in the College

of Arts and Sciences, said the policy is

unfair.

"The team should be open. Anyone in the

University (should be able to] try if you

have the skill. The football team is open to

everyone... you don't have to be a physical

education major to try out for it." she said.

Hadad has tried to enroll in a riding class

three times, but has been "rejected and told

to keep trying. You get in the cla.ss by sign-

ing up in theory, but it's given to majors

first," she said.

UMass students should have the same

option because the team competes against

colleges that have open membership on

their teams, said Hadad, citing Tufts and

University of Lowell.

Borton. however, said "a lot of schools

have different philosophies. Some schools

build on their intercollegiate team," and

emphasize it. The emphasis of UMass' pro-

gram is to teach students the techniques

of riding and students may compete if they

so desire, he said. "We see horse shows as

a complement to the program."

For three years students who were not in

the program were able to join the team.

"We had some very proficient riders...the

team did well, [but] students coming

through the riding program weren't get-

ting to ride in intercollegiate competitions"

so the policy was changed this year.

Sexual harassment survey

underway, says SAREO official

Join a Gay/Lesbian Awareness Week Planning Committee by atten-

ding the first oftwo meetings today at 12:15 p.m. in 902 Campus Center.

Committees to be formed include: publicity, logistics, fundrais-

ing/budget, programming, cultural/arts, workshops and films.

Author of the best-seller.An Unknown Woman.A/ice Koller will do

a reading from her work-in-progress, A Single Life tonight at 8 p.m.

in the New York Room, Mary Woolley Hall at Mount Holyoke College.

"Why Nuclear Deterrence Will Not Go Away"is the title of a talk to

be given by Professor Micheal Nacht of the University of Maryland's

School of Public Affairs at 8 p.m. at Mt. Holyok^ College in Room 302

of the Psychology and Education Building.

By BARBARA DeLOLLIS
Collegian Staff

A sequel to February's sexual harass-

ment survey of undergraduate women has

begun. Joyce Clark, associate director of

Student Affairs Research and Evaluation

Office said in an interview yesterday

The current survey of graduate women
is sponsored by Clark's office and the Work-

ing Women's Program of the

Everywoman's Center, and follows a

similar one conducted with undergraduates

last February by Project Pulse, a division

of her office.

According to Clark, the current study of

graduate women is more direct than last

February's survey of 347 undergraduate

women.
"I'm particularly interested in how peo-

ple define sexual harassment." Clark said.

That is why the new survey was designed

to be "very direct, behaviorally oriented,"

she said, as opposed to the former survey

that questioned women's opinions "about

harassment."
Clark referred to a 1983 sexual harass

ment survey which included both graduate

and undergraduate students. When the

results had been broken down by class,

graduate students were foimd to experience

more harassment, she said.

"Is it that upper-class women experience

more harassment, or are they more likely

to label an experience as being sexual

harassment?" she said, adding that she

hopes this survey will aLso an.swer that

question.

One section of the survey allows women
to delineate various situations as "sexual

harassment," "not sexual haras.sment."

and "not certain." Situations presented in

the survey include: "unwanted verbal pro-

positioning of a sexual nature, unwanted

pressure for dates, and unwanted pressure

for sexual activity."

Clark said that she felt the written form

of the survey would let women feel more

comfortable to talk about the subject. Last

year's telephone survey was successful, she

said, but the telephone format may have

inhibited some respondents.

But, she said, "In general, students were

cooperative," though they administers of

the survey "were also sensitive to the fact

that answering some of those questions

may make people feel uncomfortable."

The written format was influenced by a

survey designed by Harvard University a

couple of years ago, Clark said. 'We

wanted to try to make some comparisons

with that," she said.

• Rally
continu'.'d from page 1 minority of

radicals teliing us what we can and cannot

do. By 'getting tough,' we mean getting out

and showing the administration and

everyone that 'radicals' are wrong."

"We want people to show up at our rally

with sign or just with numbers," said Greg

Rothman, president of the Conservative

Alliance. "There's a false perception that

[UMass as a whole] does not approve of the

CIA."

"Right now the country sees Amy Carter

on Good Morning America," Rothman said,

referring to the national attention gained

by the arrest of the former President's

daughter during the last protest. "[UMass]
needs to clear (its) name by saying we do
support national security, we do support

freedom of choice, free speech, and we do'

believe that people in the University are

intelligent to make decisions for

themselves."
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President appoints new
national security adviser
Calls for committee to investigate NSC staff

WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Reagan yesterday named former CIA depu

ty director Frank Carlucci as his national

security adviser and asked for a special,

Watergate-style congressional committee

to investigate the clandestine operations of

his National Security Council staff.

Carlucci, a one-time deputy defense

security and a longtime government

trouble-shooter, will replace John M.

Poindexter. who was brought down by the

Iranian arms scandal last week.

Reagan also asked for the appointment

of a special prosecutor.

Attorney General Edwin Meese III said

at a news conference immediately after

ward. "We are proceeding to make that ap-

plication."

Meese, citing the law which provides for

establishment of independent counsels, he

was "not at liberty to discuss the specific

grounds for the application, the statues

that may have been violated" or the in

dividuals involved.

Reagan, in a speech broadcast from the

0\al Office, pledged. "If illegal acts were

undertaken, those who did so will be

brought to just ice If actions in implemen

tmg my policies were taken without my
authorization, know ledge or concurrence,

this will be exposed and appropriate cor

rective steps will be implemented
"

Saying that Meese told him this morn-

ing that there are "reasonable grounds" to

believe federal laws were violated in the

funneling of money from a secret Iran

weapons deal to US supported Nicaraguan
rebels, Reagan said he had advised the at-

torney general to ask for appointment of

an independent counsel under a law set up

after the Watergate scandal, which
brought down President Nixon.

Reagan, who met with Republican con-

gressional leaders just before making his

speech, also said:

"I recognize fully the interest of Congress

in this matter, and the fact that in perfor-

ming its important oversight and

legislative role. Congress will need to in

quire into what has occurred. We will

cooperate fully with these inquiries."

But in the interest of ^)eeding the m
vestigation. Reagan said, he was urging

congress "to considw some mechani>m that

will consolidate its inquirif-

Noting that several members ofCongrea§

already have suggested creation of a select

committee to take over the probe from nine

different House and Senate panels looking

into the case. Reagan said. "I support the

idea."

Sexual assault trial of Pilecki moved to Boston
SPRINGFIELD ( AP) - A Superior Court judge decided

yesterday the sexual assault trial of former Westfield

State College president Francis J. Pilecki should be mov

ed to Suffolk Superior Court in Boston.

Judge Raymond R. Cross said in his decision that it

would be "highly improbable" that a jury could be seated

in Hampden or any or the state's four western counties,

because of the intensity of publicity here and the presence

of large numbers of Westfield State students and alumni.

He also set a trial date of Jan. 5.

Pilecki. 54. who had headed the 3,000-8tudent school in

nearby Westfield for six years, was indicted in June on

charged of sexaully assaulting two male students during

1984. He resigned as president in March, effective in

August.
Hampden County District Attorney Matthew J. I^yan

Jr. declined to comment on the decision, but James D. St.

Clair, one of Pilecki's lawyers, said he "is pleased" with

the ruling.

Robert Keefe, another of Pilecki's attorneys, had asked

Cross at a hearing Monday to move the trial because of

the publicity about the charges against Pilecki and

"unrelated events in the so-called Westfield State scan

dal," including state investigations of the use of college

trust fund money, and a $10,000 payment by Westfield

State trustees in January to a student who claimed he

was sexually assaulted by Pilecki.

In arguing that the trial be kept here, William W.

Teahan, assistant Hampden County District attorney, con

tended the publicity has been statewide, and particular

ly heavy in the Boston newspapers and television stations.

But Cross said that although "news media throughout

the Commonwealth, the Albany N.Y., area and Connec

ticut have given extensive coverage to the alleged acts

\f phi>«u

NEW ADVISOR - Frank Carlucci, named as President K< a^an's

fifth national security advisor, is confronted by reporters as he

leaves his office yesterday afternoon.
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• Ahzug
ctmtmued from page I

"Northgate is a reflection of Mr.

Reagan's government s determination to

conduct its foreign policy regardless of the

laws, the congress, or what the people

might thmk. and I think that's dangerous.

"

she said,

Abzug pointed to low student turnout in

the recent election, .-laying, "You are sup

pc^ed to be actively involved in determin

ing what your future.-* will be."

"These are unus^ual times, we have allow

ed this (the arms race) to happen," Abzug

said, iiow can you expect to build a future

for yourselves unless you get involved'*'*

I think, believe, and hope that campuses

will become more involved." she said

Abzug said she understands the opposi

for which the defendant faces trial and other events con-

cerning the defendant and Westfield State College," the

coverage has been "must intense in the region served by

the Hampden County news media."

"The region in question is not only Hampden County,

but also the counties of Berkshire. Hampshire and

Franklin," he said.

"Although jurors need not be totally ignorant of the case

to be allowed to sit in judgement, the intense publicity

in Hampden County and the probability of students and

alumni being in the jury pool, as well as relatives and

friends of such students and alumni, make it highly im-

probably that the jury pool would not be tainted," Cross

said.

He also .said. "The court is of the opinion that since the

case IS part of an ongoing story' the news media coverage

will not recede as the case comes to trial."

tion to CIA recruitment on campus because

"The CIA has been shown to be an agency

that makes its own foreign policy
"

"i encourage you in the direction of que.s

turning democracy and society. " she said,

praising campus activism concerning

racism, apartheid and contra aid that is

"all in the tradition of what young people

should be doing."

Abzug. who is a feminist, stressed the

need for more wcimen to gain power in

governtnent. saying. "I believe we've doae

almost everything since Noah m pairs ex-

cept government, and 1 think that has hurt

us."

"It's not that women are superior to men.

its just that they have been less corrupted

by power."

Abzug's visit was sponKM*d by the

Distinj^uished Visitors Program
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Trial postponed for man
charged in police murders
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - A Superior Court

judge has scheduled jury selection for Jan.

6 in the murder trial of a man charged with

killing two Springfield police ofTicerb.

The trial of Juan R. Ortiz of Springfile

had been scheduled to start Tuesday in

Hampden Superior Court, but after ques

tioning the defendant closely about

whether he wanted his lawyer to seek a

change of venue, Judge Raymond R. Cross

postponed the start of jury selection until

after the December holidays.

Both Ortiz' attorney. Philip A. Lauro,

and Hampden County District Attorney

Matthew J. Ryan Jr said they would ask

that the jurors be sequestered

Ortiz insisted to the judge that he did not

want the trial moved, but gave no rea.>-<jn

in open court for his decision

Cross said ht- would again consider mov-

ing the trial if at the end of a week of try

ing it "'appeared well high impossible to

seal a jury."

Lauro presented the judge with a list of

73 questions he wanted asked of prospec

live jurors and Ryan said he planned to pre-

sent a list of his own

Ortiz is charged with two counts of first-

degree murder in conjun .tion with the slay

ing of Patrolman Alain Beauregard and

Michael Schiavina The two officers were

gunned down as they approached a car

parked on a Springfield street on Nov 12

1985

Lauro tried unsm ;ully to have the

charges against Orti/ dismissed because of

evidence that his younger brother, Eduar-

do Ortiz committed suicide after police sur-

rounded the houst> where he was hiding.

APltiMo

FATHER CHRISTMAS PROTEST - This Santa Claus has com-

pleted his outfit with a gasmask, thus protesting the outgoing year's

m^jor pollution cases like the Chernobyl nuclear disaster and the

recent several Rhine river chemical spills.
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Blood-seekers flock to self-inflicted wounds. . .

"/ have to nay there is hitter bile in my
throat these days. I've never seen the

sharks circling like they are now with

blood in the water."
— President Ronald Reagan

When President Reagan made this

statement in a recent interview with

Time magazine, he was referring to tht

aggressive journalists now pounding on

the White House doors in pursuit of infor-

mation on his administration's recent

dealings with the government of Iran.

Since I trust that the descendants of Time
founder Henry Luce have accurately

quoted our Chief Executive. I have no

choice but to believe that the man got a

little confused 'again >.

William Spain

Reagan. Regan, North. Poindexter.

&(teese and the r^ of the happy crew have

yet to aee the real feeding frenzy - to

come when an upset CongreM sits down
to look into this juicy scandal. As power-

ful as the media may be, it pales in com-

parison n<-'Xt to legislative committees

armed to the teeth with the power of sub

poena. The true bloodletting has vet to

begin. Wait until Patrick Jaws* l^ahy

circles for the kill.

"The frenzy in Congress is not unusuul

for them. This will not paralyze the govern-

ment. It will make it more difficult for me.

\es

he does things that are realllly stupid. He
would have to. say. sell arms to Iran to

get in trouble on the Hill

He's right about the lack of paralysis,

though. One will only have to turn to C

^ 4^y^

Not unusual? Not unusual^ This, from

the man who has pushed people like Ed-

Meese. William Rehnquist. Danielwin
Manion and Donald Hodel through the

confirmation process? Surely, he jests.

Congress takes Reagan to task only when

Span m the coming months to see just how

lively — how incredibly vibrant — our

Senators and Representatives can be

when holding a hearing, i yield three

minutes to the Great White from the

State of Vermont."

DifTRiill? Gee. I suppose it might be a

little more difficult to treat with the

Ayatollah from now on. By the beard of

the Prophet, life is hell.

"Thi.'i whole thing boils down to a great

irrespimsibility on the part of the press.

He has a point here. The press has been

incredibly selfish in this whole matter.

They were asked not to say anything

about it, but the uncaring louts went right

ahead and did it anyway. For shame! I.

for one. am completely humiliated by the

behavior of people like Ted Koppel and

Dan Rather — to say nothing of unabash

ed sensationalism by supermarket rags

like the Sew York Times. Why, the trou

ble they have caused is a national

disgrace! How can they have the gall to

hide behind the First Amendment?
Where is their trust, their considera

tion? While they are out tickling the fun

nybones of the liberal egghead elite, real

Americans rally behind their president.

7 (/(» nitt feel betrayed U. CoL North

was tm^>hed in all our operations: the

Achille Lauro, Libya. He has a fine retttrd.

he IS a national hero. My only criticism is

that I wasn't told everything."

Just like a good German

Witlnim Spain is a Collegian columnist

Tyranny of the minority

fc**r nsgcw ,N vit.»i But u^: »NVtsri6*lb«f?

Expressing solidarity
We, the undersigned members of Faculty and Staff for

Peace in Central America and other interested faculty

and slafT. would like to express solidarity with students

protesting the presence of CIA recruiters on campus

They have raised important issues and provoked

response from all sides. For this we are grateful The

presence of CIA recruiters should not pass quietly, nor

should the cooperation of the University in their effort.*

The issues are before us. What is the CIA'' Should it or

organizations like it be able to use University facilities

to promote their activities? Are iMsic rights and freedoms

being violated hy obstructive protest <?

Many believe the CIA is a legitimate government in

telligence ageiuy that sometimes u\ersteps its proper

role of gatheriuf,' information to enuMjie in counterin

surgency or military activity in pursuit of US foreign

policy objectives We believe this is inaccurate The CIA,

though charged to gather intelligence, has become a pro-

paganda and military force, unaccountable to the

American peopi*-. with its own foreign policy objectives.

It disdains Congressional oversight and promotes right

wing causes by any means, terrorizing civilian popula

tions. overthrowing governments, and conduct.s bomb-

ings and assa.s8inations. The illegal activities of the CIA

since the days of Vietnam are well documented. There

is no place for this CIA in a democratic society.

This is not a freedom of speech issue Members of the

CIA. invited to speak here in support of its activities,

have every right to do so. We welcome the opportunity

to hear and debate them. We uphold the principle of free

speech, even for people who advocate illegal or immoral

acts. Recruitment is the issue. We strongly believe that

the University has a responsibility to know to whom i«

opens its doors. It has already accepted this by restric

ling recruitment to employers without an Affirmative

.\ction policy It .should also bar organizations which

violate the law University compile ty is the issue.

lohn Brentlingrr Oiane Ftahprtv Julie (Ji Hum. Judith Solsken.

om Koeptr. !... Holland. I.i^a .Selkirk Kohbie Moll. Rachel

.'olsom. .Meg t'Ii;i- \rlyn IJiamond. Michiul Thelwell. Roberta

Uno Thelwell. Rob.n Ackermann. Saru Lenox Gareth Matthews.

Dan Clawson. San. Howies. Herbert Ginti;* Bruce Laurie. Nancy

^olbre John Brigha i., Lee Edwards, Sandr» Morgan. Arlene

.kiun, Janic, Rflvmond. Barton Byg, MarRo Culley. Su.

'livher Robe.- (.iifnth. Diivid Kotz. 'oy.e Berkman. !.en

Berkman Kalh> Ann Ferguson. Bill (libson. Tom Harris.

"om \€;;-..n Jeai ' Maland, Rafael Sanchez-i.opez. Isabella

Halstea. Nn.ia Kit>. ». VoKel. Dennis Anello. David Glassberg.

Roland ^arti. Pan; !?aker. Carlin Barton. Barbara Morm. Alison

Leigh Brown. Vivi..i. Ostrowski, George R. Leaman. Cheryl

Cohen. Doutflas H Ui.e, Patricia K. Scarbrough. O.K. John.son,

, Alex Pienknajura. Andrew Black. Kevin Dodson. Robin

Lowenfeld. Kathv J.ihnson, Maryann Bates. L.Mida L. Bates. Peter

Alexander. Lynn Duggan. Bruce Tull, Cathy I>ewi8. Jaime E^Ben-

son Craig Friedman. Jacqueline Hazard, Susann A. Vogel. David

J. Lafond. Gerald Friedman. Judith K. Robinson, Lisa Kessler,

Anne Vainikka, Priscilla Whipple

It IS sickening to once again see the University com

munity subjected to the fascist tactics, childish intimida

tion, and moral bullying of the radical left I speak, of

course, on the evenU of past weeks involving the ap

pMuranoe of a CIA recruiter on campus and the subsequent

{Ntiteato he sparked This is not the first time that the right

to freedom of speech has been attacked by the radicals;

many will recall the disgusting reception these self

appointed moral watchdogs gave to a representative of the

United Nicaraguan Opposition last spring Radical

spokesmen tried to rationalize their rude denial of the

Jorge Rt^ales" rights by claiming he did not "speak the

truth." Yes. they are entitled to voice their opinion.s; but

in no w ay do they have the right to restrict this academic

community's right to hc-ar the expression of a differing

opinion.

Peter Dow
Now . an i.ssue of more immediat- itncem than freedom

of speech has surfaced The radical left has carried this

protest to a great extreme, bordering on holding the

Univ hostage. When Abbie Hoffman. Amy Carter,

and
1

• rs from other college have to be imported for

takeover attempts of University buildings, it is time for

students of all political persuasions to join and voice our

outrage As the anti CIA protest,s continue, the "silent ma
jority" of students will become more disgusted with the

bullying tactics of selfrighteous radicals, many of whom
are not even students at this University.

The leaders of the protests claim that their "constitu

tional rights " have been violated and superseded by the

UMass Picketing Code. One can only wonder what "con

stitutional right" allows protesters to besiege and then

occupy a University building. The last protest, for in

sUnce. greatly hampered the pre-registration process and

violated many students' right to conduct legitimate

University business. Such selfishness and disregard for

the rights of those who might disagree are typical traits

of the radical left
,,-. t>; i

An additional issue is that of punishment. The Picketing

Code is a liberal document that gives students extensive

rights of legitimate protest However, when "civil disobe

dience " infringes upon the rights of others, the Universp

ly must take action and prosecute, anything less would

be negligence. While the radical left has a right to voice

its opinion, we cannot allow them to impose a tyranny

of the minority on this campus.

Based upon recent experiences at other campuses, it

seems that expulsion of the protest leaders would not be

unwarranted Recall what happened to protesters at Dart

mouth who took it upon themselves to destroy an anti

apartheid "shanty:" After scrutiny by judicial boards,

these students faced expulsion. The .seriousness nf the

violations here deserve at least the same

Chancellor Joseph D Dufl'ey and the administration

cannot give in to the unreasonable demands of a vocal

minority if an atmosphere conducive to respect for the

rights of all is to be preserved. This Universit

academic institution that many of u.s take pride in. ii i.-

not a battleground for political celebrities and radical lef

tists from other colleges. Moreover, we must show our sup-

port for Duffev on this issue. We cannot stand by and

passivelv allow this University to succumb to a tyrannical

minority. Come to the rally Thursday and voice your

disapproval. We owe it to ourselves, taxpayers who sup

port this University, and future generations of UMa.ss

students.

Editor's note: Peter Dow came out of retirement to offer

these thoughts on the recent anti-ClA demnn.^trations.

Ridiculous analogy
I have viewed the

radicals' latest attempt to

destroy freedom of speech

(according to them there

should be only free speech if

they agree with it) on this

campus with a bemused in-

difference which is gradual

ly turning to rage. They
claim the CIA breaks inter-

national law (which it doesi

and .should therefore not be

permitted to recrui* on cam-
pus This is fin? in itself

The> are entitlei Lo their

iipinion and I. for one. wil!

defend to death i".eir right

to say It. When ihoi' nro

.lsIs disrupt the

University runs, howe .01 .;

iine needs lo be drawr. The
Collegian tried in Monday's

ediional to justify the

radicals protest with a

ridiculous analogy to the

Boston Tea Party and the

struggle for racial equality.

How could the Collegian

have the nerve to compare

a bunch of students with

nothing better to do, to a

group of patriots fighting for

independence from an im-

perialistic power and a

racial group struggling for

justice from a racist society?

If the radicals want to pro-

test, fine. But if it disrupts

this university then let's

deal with these pseudo

intfllcctuals harshly, not

ippiaud them

Ken Howard
Northeast

7 knou una respect Ollie .\'<ir!h. Thi- fellow is an

unusual individual, deeply patriotic, deeply convinced on

ntr policy nf trying to restore the rrvolutionary dream of
democracy to Nicaragua."

— Vice-President George Bush

a, S :/--.» '«
•^rfd<6^ "br^i^
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Lucy's counterpart and ex-husband
Desi Arnaz dies of cancer at 69
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Desi Arnaz. the Cuban born

entertainer who teamed with a red-headed comedian nam-
ed Lucille Ball to become one of the giants of an infant

television industry, died early today of lung cancer. He
was 69.

Arnaz died at his Del Mar home in San Diego County
at 12:05 a.m. with daughter Lucie Arnaz Luckenbill at

his side, publicist Charlie Pomerantz said.

His doctor, Charles Campbell, said Arnaz had been ill

for about a year or so. "He died of lung cancer. It was
from smoking those Cuban cigars, that's the truth."

Campbell said.

Reports that Arnaz was seriously ill had circulated since

1981, when he was hospitalized for what his wife, E^ie,

said was a flareup of diverticulitis, an inflamation of the

intestinal tract for which he had received four operations

in 1969 and 1970. The reports had intensified in recent

months, but Arnaz refused comment.
Arnaz was best known to hundreds of millions of TV

viewers worldwide as the long-suffering Ricky Ricardo,

husband of the wacky Lucy on "I Love Luc>', " one of televi-

sions's most beloved and longest-running shows.

OfT-screen, the couple married within six months of their

meeeting in 1940. They had two children, Lucie and Desi

Jr., both of whom became actors. But the marriage

foundered and the couple divorced in 1960.

"He was a great showman, a great business executive,"

Miss Ball told Ladies Home Journal in 1983. 'I was very

proud of him. ...I still am. He built an empire. It was un-

fortunate that he also liked to let things fall apart. But
there are a lot of people like that. They build and they

destroy."

Milton Berle. contacted at a New York City hotel, call

ed Arnaz "a great friend. I've known him for 45 years or

more, since he was a bongo player at the Caban Madrid
in New York," he said.

Berle said Arnaz was underrated as a producer and
director. "It was his scheme that created the Lucy Show,

his work, his ideas. He was the real machine behind it."

Comedian George Bums said Arnaz "had a great per-

sonality and he was a very, very, very good businessman

... It was a great combination."

"Urban Expressions," a B.F.A. Thesis by
Margot Wiles will be presented at Wheeler
Gallery from Dec. 4 through Dec 14. An open-
ing reception will be held from 5-7 p.m. on Dec.
4. "Urban Expressions" examines how outside
forces shape and distort an individual.

SUPERIOR PIZZA
FREE DELIVERY

QUALITY PIZZA
AND GRINDERS

Call now for our
"« END OF SEMESTER SPECIAL

FREE LITER OF COKE WITH ANY LARGE PIZZA
FREE CAN OF COKE WITH ANY SMALL PIZZA

CALL 549-0626

OFFER EXPIRES DEC. 31. 1986 • MUST MENTION AD BEFORE ORDERING
|$|^^^^^^^^^^^^.^^^^^f4,^.^.^.^.^.^.t^.^.^.^.^.l^^.^.^.^^^,l^l^^.^,^.^.^,^.^.^.^.^.^^^.l^^
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HELP WANTED
THE FOLLOWING COLLEGE BOOKSTORES WILL

HAVE OPENINGS DURING THE SEMESTER BREAK.

FOR DETAILS CONTACT THE MANAGER
AT ONE OF THESE LOCATIONS

Bridgewater State 617-697-7460

Fitchburg State 617-342-2229

Framingham State 617-872-3658

Massasoit Comm. Col. 617-583-2152

Northestern University 617-437-2286 (Dave Ryder)

Salem State 617-745-5300

Worcester State 617-754-3448

if^cA^^^ce^

RT 9, HADLEY • 586-4463

ACROSS FROM
MTN. FARMS MALL

» Proper Attire Required

» 18-20 Year Olds Welcome
Enjoy Our Full Juice Bar

WEDNESDAY

SPINGFIELO S HOTTEST BAND - BREAKDOWN
THURSDAY

IN THE FLESH

FRIDAY

EPIC RECORDING ARTIST - FACE TO FACE

SATURDAY

NRBQ
SUNDAY

AL HOLIDAY & THE HURRICANES

FOGHAT - DECEMBER 12
tickets available at Ticketroti & Katina's

$8.50 in advanca - $10 day of the show
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On Saturday, Dec. 6, NHBQ will appear at Katina's in Hadley.
Rounder Records has just released NRBQ's latest LP, RC Cola And A
Miion Pie, which is a refurbished version of the group's 1972 album
Workshop

On Sunday, Dec. 7,

the Iron Horse will

present Ralph Stanley
and the Clinch Moun*
tain Boys in concert at

7 p.m. (a 10 p.m. show
will be added on ticket

demand.) The Clinch
Mountain Boys, armed
with fiddle, guitar and
stand-up bass, join
with Ralph to create
atmospheric and
heartfelt coun-
try/bluegrass music.
Ticket information is

available at the Iron
Horse and by calling
584-0610.

On December 8, pianist composer
Liz Story will perform two shows
at 7 and 10 p.m. at the Iron Horse
in Northampton. Story helped
define what is certainly one of the
most rapidly developing trends in

entertainmnent-New Age Music.
By combining electronic and
acoustical instrumentation and
drawing from the worlds of jazz,

pop and classical. New Age Music
has successfully tapped the grow-

ing market of upscale 80's mood
music. Within New Age. Liz Storv 's

distinctive piano compositions cap-

ture a contemporary urban inten-

sity that is charged with emotive
reflections and passions. Story is

the first artist to be signed to RCA's
recently unveiled Novus label, and
her new album is titled. Part of
Fortune. The album displays a greater

variety of music than the primarily

solo piano focus of her earlier works.

r

CHINESE KITCHEN E
FAST SERVICE — GREAT PRICES

#22 Chicken Wings.

Sweet « Sour Pork. Fried Rice

$1.90

Try our

Moo Shu Pork

*23 Szechuan G«i Ding.

Sweet & Sour Pork, Fried Rice

$4-95

DRINK OF THE WEEK: APRICOT SPLASH $2.00

DECEMBER BEER OF THE MONTH: BECKS SI 25:

Free Painters Hats and T-Shiils Wednesday Night Only

SUPPORT UMASS CHEERLEADERS

TRY OUR LUNCHEON — DINNER SPECIALS
Only $1.49 before 3 pm, $1.90 after 3 pm

Eat In or Take Out

HOURS: Sunday Noon • 10 pm, Mon • Sat 11:30 • lOpm

2 LOCATIONS

s»^ :^«: =»«: =»^ =»(= s>1s s»Vr: s»fe :^^ J
430 Russel St (Rt 9)
HADLEY - 253-2571

150 King St

NORTHAMPTON ~ 586-8220

AMEDEE
or

HOW TO GET RID OF IT

A Comedy by lonesco
PraacBtad hy The Unlvcralty of Maaaachuaetta Dapartnent of Thaatar
Ran4 Tbaatar, Flna Arta Cantar Dacaaibar 4«, 10 13, 1*M at • p.ai.

TIckaU: rim^ Arta Caatar Boa Offlca. S49-aSll

o=% 07t2^C:>^^^;j^ ffSy^ia^Q£>^^!:S^ tf?v:^i.CP^.«S% tf?t^^Cd^.<:7d C9C^^(i£>^^t:^ Av^.Q0^^:7d tf7«

AMHERST COPY CORNER

COLOR PRINT SALE
8V2 X 1 1 COLOR PRINTS
OF COLOR ORIGINALS
WHILE YOU WAIT

< Now through Christmas

549-2854 • 2 doors down form the Sub • 28 E. Pleasant St

>rC?)""»r3ii9 C^:»^«r'r«!4* crr^c^^^^i^ap ftC'^«)'^34* ^C^Cir^:iSfiC£r'C^'T3Afi QC^Cft""^
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MHERST CAfiltlAGE SHOPS
»^:^W^Mi? *C*^e8'^C»iP «*^«-

I.

i«c^w«»4#^r' «'^q^^r^«"^M*«c^«'^34*«,c^«)-*

Tired of Studies?

Get Some Rest ...

ON A FUTON MATTRESS
Portable! Foldable!

And Double Size Under SI 00

Good Night Bedding
549-3507«Amherst Center•Carriage Shops

Bed Frame &
Couch Beds

& Available

H' From

-^VtX^
Sebastian
Hair Care

and
Colours

233 N. Pleasant Street

Amherst Carriage Shops
Upper Level Mon.-Sat., by appt.

NEVER LET

THE 5 MINUTE WALK

FROM CAMPUS

COME

BETWEEN

YOU AND

THE

CARRIAGE

SHOPS

For All Your
Musical Needs

r33 N. Pleasant Street

Amherst, Mass. 01002

Phone 549-1728

UOD^
ANTIQUE

AND
VINTAGE
CLOTHING

%'4
'KM

Family Resale Clothing

ONCE MOQE
iVITH FEELIN
The best place for all seasons

the most economical tool!

THE CARRIAGE SHOPS
^^^

TUES - 5AT 12-5

^
^!:niiiiiininiiniiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiH |

AFRICAN, GUATAMALAN& OTHER THIRD WORLD ARTIFACTS^ i i

JEWELRY • POSTERS • AND MORE^

CRESWELL GALLERY

Carriage 5;v-»7s .\mhcr5l , r}A

ARTS & CRAFTS OF COLOR

i

CARRIAGE SHOPS — AMHERST
TU - FRI: 1 1-5:30; SAT: 1 1-5:00; 549-6600

FINE YARNS & YARN SUPPLIES

SUPPLIES FOR QUICKLY
CRAFTED CHRISTMAS GIFTS

• Over 100 Yams From 26 Companies (wools, blends & cottons) •

• Over 600 Knitting & Needlework Books •

• Advice Cheerfully Given •

THE Carriage shops 223 N. Pleasant St Amherst

Open Men • Sat 9:30 • 5:30. Sun 1 5; 549-6106
=lmiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiittnniiiiiMitiiiniiiiiti)iimiiitiiiniiii tiiimiiiiiiiiiiiimiimiiiniimnmimmiimiinHi^ ^/^^/^>//W/w//>.yy^^^^^^

fNgtotoii Siforts
HOURS: Mon - Wed 10-6; Thurs 10-8, Open Sat 10-5; Sun 12-5

AMHERST — 1 EAST PLEASANT STREET • 549-6904

1
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THE UMASS SKI CLUB GOES NORTH

illington
># VERMONT

j^

CONDO LODGING & LIFTS
TAX

INCLUDED ,^^, ^^ ^_
.^P^soN JAN 18-23|229

PROGRAM INCLUDES

• 5 NITES CONDO LODGING
AT EDGEMONT OR WHIFFLE TREE

• 5 DAYS LIFTS TO SIX MOUNTAINS
• VALUABLE COUPON BOOK
• SPECIAL COLLEGE PARTIES
FOR MORE INFORMATION STOP BY THE SKI SNATCH OR CALL 545-3437

The UMass Depart-

ment of Theater will

close out its 1986 fall

season with Eugene
lonesco's satiric com-
edy, Amedee or How to

Get Rid of It at 8 p.m. on
Dec. 4-6 and 10-13 at

the Rand Theater,
UMass. lonesco is con-

sidered one of the 20th

century's most influen-

tial and innovative
playwrights. The play

is directed by UMass
Department of Theater
Chairman. Julian Olf.

Tickets are available

at the Fine Arts Center
box office. 545-2511,

weekdays or at the

Rand Theater box of-

fice. 545-351 1, one hour
before curtain.

V^unaH garden

MANDARIN S2ECHUEN CUISINE

"Tk« BEST CklMM Food"

lOBclchertowoRd.

al Route 9

Amherst

256-0252

SmallBoneless B«r-B-Q

Sparc Ribs ^2^ .^4*

Luncheon
Specials

$Q25
From /W ^^^^ \} » "»

-3 p.m.

New Buffet &
Sunday Brunch

Buffet Served 5-8

Mon.-Thurs.
Brunch Served
Sunday 11:30-3

ALL YOU $e75
CAN EAT %9
|iaw«««i>t>Mi> tthMMAtawOaikM

]tnwa<«««iMt Mikdwkt..
••dkMMMHrM «irwr<»aiu»a
»iarac»«*OywinSMr» laitii' • Sumimm

Luncheon SpKt^s & Tatia^Hrt Scrvtce

Full CoelH»t menu
Sun Thur» H 30 am 10 pm

Fr. A Sat 11:30 am -llpf

UMASS TRANSIT
announces the

INTERSESSION TRAINING

PROGRAM FOR NEW BUS DRIVERS;

• Train during January to start work next semester

• Training can be scheduled around classes

• Starting pay is $4.60/hour with regular Increases

COME TO THE APPLICATIONS MEETING

TONIGHT, 7 PM, ROOM 904 CAMPUS CENTER

'You MUST bring proof of class year (class schedule or transcript)

ID'S are not acceptable

Applicants Must:

Be at least 18 years old.

Have two or more semesters left at UMass

g For more info call 545-0056 • UMTS is an AA/EO employer^

foOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOQOQOOOQQQOOOOOOOQQOQQOOOOOOOOOQi
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Death penalty bill receives initial approval in state Senate
BOSTON (AP) - The Massachusetts Senate gave initial

approval to a bill restoring the death penalty yesterday

as lawmakers tried to agree on the final legislative

priorities for the year.

Both the Senate and the House hoped to wrap up most

of their work on 1986 bills this week, then return in ear-

ly January for final action. That timetable prompted in-

dividual lawmakers. Gov. MicHael S. Dukakis and lob

byists to push for approval of their top bills.

One measure Dukakis hoped the legislature wouldn't

act on was the death penalty bill, which failed to win

Senate passage by a single vote in 1985 after he threaten

ed to veto it.

The Senate decided to give initial approval to the bill

on a voice vote with no debate and little advance warn-

ing. The sponsor, Sen. Edward Kirby, R. Whitman, said

he didn't even know the bill was going to come up.

After winnmg the initial vote, Senate President William

Bulger moved toward gaining another round of approval

and spending the bill to the House. But Sen. William

Keating. D-Sharon, objected and further action was

delayed until later in the week.

"It's more evidence to expect the unexpected around

here," said Sen. David Locke, R-Wellesley, a death penalty

supporter who said he was amazed the bill came up.

"Whether it will go anywhere, I don't know."

Dukakis' aides said the governor was ready to try to

block the bill if it reached his desk.

"The governor's position consistently has been that any

bill to restore the death penalty to restore the death penal

ty will be vetoed." said Paul Pezzella, a legislative lob-

byist for Dukakis. "His whole political life has been in

opposition to capital punishment."

In other actions:

• After a lengthy debate, the House approved a bill that

would change the state's Judicial Conduct Commission

to speed up investigations of alleged misconduct by judges

and open the proceedings to the public. Supporters won

on a roll-call vote of 83-54 after narrowly turning a rival

version that would have given judges added protection

from review.

• The Senate approved a bill desit,nating the new state

transportation building at Park Square in Boston as the

Thomas P. O'Neill Jr. Building, in honor of the retiring

speaker of the U.S. House. The bill needs only routine

enactment votes before going to the governor for his

signature.

• The Senate approved several proposed changes in

legislative rules that would eliminate "lame duck" ses-

sions where legislatures continue to meet after election

day. The changes in the joint rules had not been formally

discussed with House leaders, and it was unclear whether

there would be agreement before the end of the year.
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Spring Break
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FINE CHOCOLATE AND CONFECTIONS

I CANDY GIFTS * CHOCOLATE * SECRET SANTAS

63 NORTH PLEASANT ST AMHERST 01002 (413) 253-5589

68 MAIN ST NORTHAMPTON 01060 (413) 586-4180
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Laundry

11 PRAY ST.
AMHERST, MA.

SELF SERVICE

7DAYS 7A>/I-10P1^

^ « ^ 4^ 1^ ^ « 1^ « « # « #

let US do your
wash-dry- fold

and
hand pressing

5^9-1665
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AMHERST DROP ZONE CO:
96 N. Pleasant St • Amherst

US and Foreign Government
Surplus Clothing

for Men & Women
4^ ^-^Ot^%%

100% WOOL ITEMS • SWEATERS
FIELD JACKETS • SHIRTS

PANTS • CAMOUFLAGE CLOTHING
COATS • ASSORTED DUFFLE BAGS & MORE

FREE poncho with purchase over $10 while they last

DATE: DECEMBER 4 & 5

TIME: 9 AM - 5 PM
PLACE: AMHERST COLLEGE

(Fayerweather BIdg Backroom)

GRAND OPENING:
VISIT OUR STORE ON 96 N. PLEASANT ST J

4-

REMAINING INFORMATION
FOR THE

NATIONAL STUDENT
EXCHANGE PROGRAM

AS FOLLOWS
(ALL SESSIONS ARE 4:00 - 5:00 PM)

December 4, 1986
Room 917 Campus Center

December 15, 1986
Room 168 Campus Center

December 18, 1986
Room 168 Campus Center

February 4, 1987
Room 917 Campus Center

February 10, 1987
Room XXX Campus Center

For those interested in Restricted Schools (All Califor-

nia schools, Hawaii, Virgin Islands, Florida, and the

University of Maryland) the information session on

December 4th Is the last time you can pick up an In-

itial Application. Initial Applications are due 2 weeks
after the session. General applications can be pick-

ed up in the NSE Office, E-26 Machmer. General Ap-

plications are due no later than February 13, 1987.
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Doonesbfiry

By Garry Trudeau
The Far Side

By Gary Larson
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'Without love, the world is unbearable.

I don Y know why, but it '« true.
"

— Eugene lonesco

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trudc Michel laffc
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Gordy

"Look. I'm sorry ... If you weighed 500 pounds.
we'd cerloinly occommodate you — but it's

simply a tact tftot a 400-pound gorilla does not
sleep ar^ywhere he wants to

"

GordeBy
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I
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Bat Brain By Bill Dearing
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Lunch
FRENCH LUNCH

Beef Bourgui^;ion/Egg

Noodles

Croissant Sandwich

Basics Lunch

FRENCH LUNCH
Quiche Lorraine

Croissant Sandwich

Menu
Dinner

Savory Baked Chicken/Cranberry

Sauce

Simmered Corned Beef

^inach Salad Plate

Basics Dinner

Cheese Nut Loaf

Savorv Baked Chicken

Spinach Salad Plate

Weather
A

TODAY Chance of rain, high temperatures in the upper

40 s to mid 50s. lows in the mid 20s
TOMORROW Fair skies, highs in the upper 40 s, lows

in the mid 20's

Campus Pond By Sal

^ HE FADES BACK...IMOTinE
(X\l THFCLOCH... HE SPOTS
HISRECIEVER DOWTOFIELD.

Today's Staff
Right Editor Steve Higgins

Copy Editor Jeffry Bartash

Photo Tech Rob SkeUon

Layout Tech Michael Suiaroli

Prodoctiofl Supervisor Bethanne Moskov

Prodoctioni.Pam Bracken, Michael Cooper, Henry Jost, Glenn

Stephens, and liana Levenson

Executive Board - Fall of 1986

Bloom County by Berke Breathed
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JOHN YQNCE
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bitVE KuBiN

HOB SKLLTON
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WILLIAM SPAIN

Lditofidl ttjitijf

ANbLL ZINTER

•Production Manager

Business Board — Fall of 1986
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Finance Manager
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CRAIG NAUGLE
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KAREN HOLLAND
Subscription Manager
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irmen's basketball
continued from page 16

Style of play that he had as a sophomore. He was a scorer

and we need that."

Gerlufsen was also happy with the team's frame of

mind, which he thinks is much improved over last

season.

"We have put on a winning attitude. We're not wonder-

ing how to win," the coach said. "Against UConn we
didn't do that. Last year's team would have caved in (and

it did as the Minutemen fell in overtime to the Huskies

at the Cage). The big thing is, we're gaining that winn

ing feeling."

Schedule Changes

The University of Massachusetts men's g\'mna8tics

meet scheduled for tonight at the LIniversity of Lowell will

not be held. The meet has been postponed until early next

semester with Feb. 12 slated as a possible date for the

UUMl.

The athletic department has alsm announced that the

team will be participating in the Farmingdale Open at

7 p.m. on Friday. Dec. 5 in Farmingdale. NY

After two showings, the Minutemen have displayed

that kind of attitude. But if UMass is going to put

anything in the win column, the team is going to have

to back up their talk with action.

"The only place we're going to prove anything is out

there." said Gerlufsen, pointing to the Cage's hardwood

floor.

Free Throws: Officially, Smith leads the team in scor

ing with 14 ppg., while Sutton is second at 11 ppg., and

sophomore forward Joe Fennell is third at eight ppg.

Three players, sophomore forward Duane Chase,

sophomore center/forward Sean Mosby and freshman

guard Carey Herer have scored six points each. Forward

Fitzhugh Tarry has scored three points.

Corrections

The University of Massachusetts football team finish-

ed runner-up to Florida A&M in the NCAA Division I-

AA National Championship in 1978 and not the follow-

ing year as had been mistakenly reported in yesterday's

Collegian.

Also, sophomore tailback Chip Mitchell did not finish

first in total offense for the Minutemen. MiU-hell finish-

ed fifth with 1 10 yardfl of totel yards.

$2 OFF REG 12 16

STYLE CUTS
WITH THIS COUPON & STUDENT ID

STYLES BY DEBORAH
65 University Drive Amherst

549-5610 expires 12/30/86

wafter^
year, semester
after semester,

the oilk-uT ijlan Inwn Kitli4il> I niun Life*

h*> br»n lh« lfi«»l 4«tr»4r4. WM puputar liff ni.u»4Bt»

tr«cram wn rampunr* all uttr \mrrua Tind aui <»h>.

UlSijy,
UnM.)iitjl

RomM J Nathan Kftnc;/

Call Ihr Ktrfrlilt I nxiii I ifr 20 Calchouw lU..

ytri4 A>>o«iaU m «»ur ,irrd Amhcrtt, MA
Tel 266'(aSl

Special Student / Youth Fares to

EUROPE
from New York on Scheduled Airlines!

DESTINATIONS ow RT

LONDON $189 $375

PARIS 198 376
FRANKFURT 210 400
ROME ??3 426

MILAN 210 400
ZURICH/GENEVA 210 400
VIENNA/BUDAPEST 210 400

Fares to Athens, Tel Aviv. Prague. Warsaw

also available. Add on tares from Ek>sion.

Washington. DC, Chicago. Florida.

For Reservations and Informanon Call:

WHOLE WORLD TRAVEL
Serving the Student/youth Market for more fhan 16 yeorsf

17 E. 45th St.. New York. NY 10017

(212) 986-9470

UMASS FOOTBALL TEAM
END OF SEASON PARTY

TONIGHT - WEDNESDAY DEC 3

ctanceABlub

OPEM TO THE PUBLIC • MUST BE 21 YEARS OR OLDER
FREE SODA FOR DESIGNATED DRIVERS • PLEASE DRINK RESPONSIBLY

ROUTE 9. AMHERST • 256-8284

LET'S TALK

m"w

M—F: 9-5

SAT: 10-3

^.UNIVERSITY
MSTOJRE*

STUDENTS
WORK ALL JANUARY AS
INVENTORY AUDITORS
$5.25/HOUR TO START
RGIS Inventory Specialists is the nation's largest in-

ventory service with 160 offices nationwide. January is

our biggest month. Average 20-40+ hours a week.

Weekends and night availability necessary.

To be considered, must have phone, means of

transportation, pass a math test, and be dependable.

No experience required, paid training provided.

To learn more call the office nearest your home dur-

ing Thanksgiving break or Interview at the Campus
Center as follows.

Monday Dec 8 Rm 101 - Tues Dec 9 Rm 101

Wednesday Dec 10 Rm 101 - Thursday Dec 11 Rm 168

INTERVIEW TIMES ARE 9AM - 6PM EVERY HOUR ON THE HOUR. BE PROMPT

CALL
(617) 832-6152

(617) 938-9269

(617) 849-2941

(617) 336-5658

(603) 893-1829

IF YOU LIVE IN OR NEAR
Worcester, Leominster, Fitchburg,

Gardner, Framingham, Acton,

Maynard, Clinton, Milford, Franklin,

Southbridge, Webster

Cambridge, Summerville, Burlington,

Lowell, Lawrence, North Shore

Quincy, Brockton, New Bedford,

Taunton, Cape, Hanover, or

Middleboro

Providence Area

____^^_^^^ Southern New Hampshire

SPONSORED BY STUDENT EMPLOYMENT OFFICE

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
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ifmen s swimming
continueil from pa^tin
Yarworth refused '" •\:\rrn' .aw -pccini

players, but did

pleof ke> switniutr.^. 'nciuainy iiie lean: >

best breast siruker

Nonetheless. Vaiwciih i> i')oking beyond
his mis.sing players and focusing on the

team that he will have tomorrow, and what

they have to do to beat Tuff

"Tut\s IS a very gixnl team. ' Yarworth
said. ""They iTnished third in New England
last season, nght behind us

'

Tufts comes into tonight's meet with a

1 mark, similai- to that of the Minutemen.

It- only match wa.s a close three-point win
'\'! Southern Connecticut, la.st year

-

number four team in New England

"They've >^aduated a few people from

last year ^ n m '^
^

• '' "'^'

they've stiii got a good iiui-ii-u> 4.011110^;

back Thevl! nill be n strong team, and I

Yarworth will look tcu umihet strKOj^

performance from his team, especially the

freshmen and divers

"i'm really looking for some good things

out of our freshman, " Yarworth said,

especially Roger Kennedy, Brian Mclvei

111(1 Jolin Gardiner
"

Yarworth is worried about the lack li

ficpth that he'll have, but he doesn't oiari

n doing anythintj diflerfiii

"Ini not planning to chaiii^i- aiis ot iv.\

swimmers around (to compensate for '

who are missing'." Yarworth said. "I'm jusi

looking for everyone ifi ,.'0 (uu and do what
the\ vt been doing ai ir respec

live categorii'-- and hopefully we''

right This shi»ui(i tn i ic liiy goo.

regardless.'

If the Mir .

inance similar to the one th

BC. th.-i' '

'

.!...u.

'Well.|usl have to r-ucK it up. .'1

best we can.' Yarwncth siiid
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TWO JAMES MASON CLASSICS

ODD MAN OUT 7:00

THE SHOOTING PARTY 9:00

DOUBLE FEATURE $3.00 1

UMASS

MEDIATION

PROJECT

Hammer out a solution

DOWNTOWN AMHERST 263-5426

But leave your hammer at home

Free, fast, confidential way
to resolve disputes

Call or come by Mon-Fri 9-S

425 Amity St., Amherst • 545-2462

12-6 136 027 338 '+i
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RagUtcred Stadaat Orgaalxaltoa. pUfs avary S«a-

day afternoon In ihe UMASS Caoipaa Canter The

dab It saaktng net* menbert and all gasMrt and

•pectaiora arc welcome
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ACT . • -

AUTO FOR S- • -. . JLATOW
ENTERTAINMENT • f-QR RENT

FC>? SALE* FOUND
»€LP WANTED •LC«T

CLASSIFIED •, • jVANTEO
ROERS NtfcWri.-StRVCES

ROCMATF WAN !ED« TRAVEL
V.ANT£D» SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3 30 (FRI - 2 30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PROIR TO PUBLICATIGNe CASH IN ADVANCE. 15w\VOR0/DAV FOR STUDENTS

AcriviTin

EVENINQ PflAVEMS *ronl

iQunqe MewmanQ»» 6PM ftva coWeQe

roaHNT

TAKE OVER LEASE: 2mOM
Jan t °<yi ^1 route' 127MMi
bam* CM «e»«z«i

1'^

PANTTME. TEMPOWAWVPOSmOM
a»eiiebie to* me Aimwal 8e»<atww Army
Ctwaimat Kaiie Program Sianradaia
Ho»a«noar 71 through DecawOt i* For

mora mlprmabort cal M0-U43

00N0i9iHMDUItTanyaiCan«u«
Cmrnm mm Wooa Nov 2$ Hoorr 105
10 SIMM SOpmnnaaded

AU. UMVeWtV «VOMe< .nvttaO to •
hoMay opor houee M IOTA GAMMA UP
SHON. 40e N PlaMMM St coma down 10
our houea on Dec 4, 7 30^ 30 and ar^

tm hojaiy leOaehwiara^ For turthar mio
caN 2964474

OUTWO CLUS EOUmtENT auction «
tonMpM m Iha SUB Eqyipmani
««-|0PMAuoMnal7'0am« UM

ol ftnfip**t'*t available

AMMENIAN CLUft MEETINO THuridav
Dec 4Ut 6 00PM m room a03 tenguage
laanna lo loliaar A» old and now

AUTO FOa SAU

1M3 aUCK SKYLARK Mn; ronOilion

AC AM/FM Digital Siarao OOOO/BO
?S»O060

itTt ododiASPiNVs. am/fvi a^c
Snom/H^a titm EncaWenl running condt-

lion S47S or Best Ottor 2Sfr6737

MOOM AVAHASLE JAM tai tSO*
raepenaiWa qtwat 29* ca* 2Sl-3nS

MATURE HOUSEMATE WANTED.
iprirta l*tm Badroom. Study uM 0<

lac*nH Furmsttad Nonamokar SotMi
Amharst XIV lan 29«-0074

ONinOOM INlwoMrMIwi I

poa SAU

QUrrAR aCAUTIFU. VAMAMA 6335
wmi hard COM Si 75 Call Dabra »-45&3

COMPUTER TERMWML USO. bKkidM
modem cybarraady Slava 286-1686

KIO TAPS FOR aala' Brand naw. newer
uiad kag tape only S2S Packiaa cflarga
S4S loi uaad tape Don't waata your
monay' Na* taps S2S Call Tony
256-1436 today

MARKETMO WTEIINS NCCOCO for Mt-

MuMba
laia ooai-

I A tprmg
Siaiabta

1878 CHEW WAGON 99 400 mila*
new clutch Best on^ S36-S434 Even-
ing* waoK-and*

86 CNCW BBJUR PB raltaMa low
(nHaaapnw|oialy owned by ume old lady

1864 PLYMOUTH HORIZON eaceiiant

condllion S4000 or best offer tor mfo caH
Barb 506-3B91

OHM L2 SPEAKEMS 4 yr warranty CaM
6^7921

78 TOVOTA CELXA new pairM. muffler
brakes, and rnore car needs nottung S
spd KiNer stereo S1700 or BO Doug
2S60333

Marttaidapi Apply
5^^)727

CAMPUS TRAVEL REPRESENTATIVt
needed to promole spring break lour »
Florida Earn money, free irewei, and
oumawdwg rnarkai espenanoe CaiinMr
campua programe Mi«XM3»-7747 For

deiaiia and infortiiabon maaar

ENTCUPMSaiQ. HUNOARV STUOtNT
needed lo start Vuarnei and Ray Ban da-
GOufM iranciMae vary lucreiive poaeion
MiMi toe pereoneoie. mnoweiiva. wwi
giaal aalee aUMy Ca« (203) 6364614
between 9 and 5 i« you reach tervwa.
leave nvnt. tetephone number and ad
d>«H WawWgatmierTnalionoutASAP

HIT Maot

VES VOU VES VOU MROZ Vou «a
a pewe of luraey stuffinq with a side of

squash Ves Ves i want to fin my mouth
w«h you Ves' Vou may be high m
cholealerol but l win nsh it Vas And by
the way. are you stW looking for a bome
opener^ FULL SCALE KISSES. Jerry PS
Roohi MROZ

IWT TM aOAO

PttSOMAU

aireVBTCDM wmTaiO tor the Mrgaa*
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tan. News. Woman's iHuaa 6 Spam
We re totaled m eie beaawawi ol the

CampuaCemar.behmdtwTv thmCt*

2edrm 1 oam
•w Can Ene

aOOMMATH WANTED

NOOMATE WANTED lo thare bedroom
•n two bedroom apt JanrFeO Coior TV
Microwave. VCR SouViwood 8i40iMO
2S>36a3

room m nouae or

only cat 6464077

1 PHMUE NOOMATi WANTtO lor

sprma semesM* 87 Townehoiiae Apis
CaH S4»^)4«? Barbara Jackie Karen

SUBLCT APT
»60 par
2666340

joas FOR NOW wNh epaon 10 earaimie
m January or ne>t lemailer S4 9QM*
Bonuaas 10 Hart Our lop caMera aMha
86-7/Kr and mom Come to lelelund m
basement ol mamonai rial or cal 5-3S09

! mOKBD. WICKCD. mce Bir-

Oant fewa I lava you. Oeve

WEfr A SUCCESSFUL Iheif you are not'

M> leel stiH io«e you anyway Gm

MIKE ON 13TH floor Kennedy Dm
buryite oulgoirig guy with a blush wfxch

IS key looking tor love

HAPPY BIRTHDAY NNCKI lo be ler^p

led by ifw I'uii of a Delta and then

dncovat what s been gomg on now WM
peyc^ioe none w the beei present ever

Iowa me Sahed Ai

TWOROOMS AVAaAflLE m tenge Noho
coap hOMeahetd One new. one Jan i

1160 plus uiMiae Can 9646338

RCSPONSiaU FOR LO api on bus loula

own loom. lumMhed bwi brtngtiadmo
tor laemaiua taaaaa caS 32^4186

1

9PM 39iMnaS30 aAar

LOOWNQTOSuaLCT
api let winiersaaa
aak lor ToddaRer

TAKIOMR LEASE olaan^ one im a«wiaDNJ^icaea96-t637orcot.
100 817 7744642

TO TN< PtISOM WNO STOU MV TAP

VOU KNOW WHO you are' Th«w» lor

ralMrmng 4 lo ttl proper homw* You are

aalcoms ai ournart perty Saturday n«M
aa long a» you ptemiie not to '

1679 HONDA ACCORD AM/FM
cassette, excellent condition S1600
293-3666

76 FORD GRANADA 2dr 10SK no ruM.
9 tucker, new front brakaa. tiras $1000
B/O2S»O660

PENTAX K100 CAHKRA bCMtd new 676
5494521

SOFT CONTACT LENSES mMt daily

waerlense*.Si8 00ioS2S00aa Extend-

ed MOV Isnaea . S30 00 to 646 00 Loweei
prices on contact lense solution Heat
units. $12 95 Amherst Optical Shop.
1-413-2535412 or 413-2564403

1964 PONTIAC LEMANS excellent in-

terior r>eeds work" Call Alan 546-7630
Keep trying

1976 OLOSMOBILE CUTLAS AM-^M,
AC. needs nothing One owner first 6550
665 3689

1977 FORD E-1S0 black custom van
70.000K great lor road/ski thpa. $900
549-3672

IS IT TRUE you can buy (eeps tor $44
through the US government? Get tfie

facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142 ext

5931 A

1960 CHEVY MALIBU good condition,

very dependable $650 00' Great deal<

Call Lisa 549-5519

TWO SNOW TIRES P206 R15 aak for
Frank 546-4234

1676 TOYOTA COROLLA runa we*.
Very relieble 1961 engine, new clutch,

new brakee Asking $1400 Rachael
566-7749 or 566-9166

GUCCI WATCHES FOR ladle* many
styles only $30 great x-mas gifis ceM Brian
6-7425

BECOME A BUS dnver «*«< UMaaa Tran-

*M Tram over intersassion to Stan work
next sawastsr Flaxitole training hours
starling pay is $4 80fftour Come lo ttie

application maeling lonigM at 7PM,
room 904 campua career You muai bring

proof of class year' For more mlo cal
545-0056

WMTaUCTMN

KAREN-YOU WHM m a oomfiald beats

my stiowar and study tounga edvemures*

To be continued- the beMe of 6ie sexuel

daviatiorts' Lowe ya MoBy

SUSIE HAPPYHrraOAVI OolU admit

poMics doesn't n«ean a* much tt> me
artymore I k>«a you -W G

HAPPY BHITHDAY JOOI! Have a good
orm Zippy' Miss yOu wtian you're in

Virginia Love. TOT'

iRIOMTEYES- TiivER LETtlNO"go
wlWwarm confusion I will wail and tioid

MM dear in my mind Hokj me tight never

Mting go Bn^teyes Otwession

WK ARE LOOiUNO lo laiw over laaM of

PutSon or Brandywme Apt CaM Rus*
9464363

LOOMNQ FOR SOMEOWl » take over

my leaaa stating JaiVFeb cokx TV
mcrowava. VCR Souaiwood StaOmto
253-3663

ONE OR TWO people for one bedroom
.n three room Pufflon Dae 1 Haidi

549 4758

W APT ROOM available ai low rem m
Amharai on bua route Ca« 2564131

ONI BEDROOM AVAILABLE m
beautiful N Amherst ap« rent $220 star

tmgjan l a must see can 549- 1229 nights

FEMALE HOU6EMATE WANTK). Fa»
ir>g St Amherst Available from Jan on
Great location, own bedroom Cal soon
549 7293

2 SINQLES IN Mam St 1^' ofwnmg Jan
1 bus slop in iron' $210Mio* cal Karen
or Treoey 2564697

NON-SMOKING FEMALE roommate
wanted to share 3 t>adroom condo with

4 girls Next 10 SouHiweel. across Irom

Stadium Amity Plaoe 9464624

people to our houaa 10 have l«in wedon'i
eepect 10 be ftppaa-aW

TTpmossavica

OUAUTV rvPINO Long or ^MrTpo-
acts Mawuioue prooHaadaiu Ruehiob*
OK New IBM lypewniar 5«K)a67

-SNZOV KEYS professkmalIS
mg^editing 256 100?

WANTID

ALWAYS BUYING USED books,
records tapes, and compact diaea CaH
Dyi«amile Books 566-9670 or Dynamite
ReiMrds 564^1560 Northampton

WANTED: 3-3 Be6reem Apt. RoHmg
Green/Echo vnege Prelerred 5466788

VCCAUSTiS-SHELF UFE needs now
lead smger tor dane rock Cosleao
Jaokaon ect big range hmtar a plus aud
Sal ca* Rwk 64038

WAMTIO TO atMT

ROdMS/SUBLETS WANTED D«c~27-
Jan 24 can school lor BMC 2964615
9AM-7PM

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS expenanc
ed and patient leacfier Pop-rock-folk-
blues Songwriting. tfiaory. raadinoL tm-

provisalion Right on bus line Doug
5494786

KARYN. YOU'RE THE best roomw I

could have ever aakad lor I m going to

miss you I k>ve you Love Julie

TO ALL MY fnends at UMass thanks for

all itie greet memonee I'N mies you al

love Julie (Jules)

MALE WANTED TO share bedroom m
Brandywine Apt Call 549-5316

FEMMfROOMATE WANTED to sahra

room in Bnttany Manor Apts For spring

semester CaH 2564021

WE'RE LOOKING TO take ower laeae 01

North-Amhersi area apt Call Bob
5464721

RESPbWSIBLE MALE LOOKMO^tor a
place to stay dunng inters aseion cal
946-4377

1680 CHEVETTE 4SPD very good $2000
2564065 eves

'83 TERCEL S door. Ssp . std sun-roof.

FM stereo, excellent corvjition 4.2(X) Rich

256-0074

CASH

69 VW BUG runs but needs minor elec-
trical work SO 549-2614

MAfcHriiG Student ~6esk~6
bookcase. $30 each Large 5 cu ft iridge

$95 leave msg. Rick 549-2797

NUP WANTED

PASCAL TUTOR. REASONABLE ralea
564-1307

PRACTICAL MATH TUTORH«Ga« levels

through vector c^utus Oris 9667632
evenings

UWA a tNAWN

WSYL 109.1 FM- this attraction is not

recommended for those with a history of

heart, back, or respiratory problems

SiBVICiS

PAYING CASH FOR your baseball cards
please call MiKe 549-0333

DATING $ERVICi

INTERNATIONAL DATING SERVICE"-
serving live college system and surroun-

ding areas $15 (or two months SASE 10

PO Box 489. Amherst

INTERTAINMENT

.lOBS FOR WINTER BREAK. Flexible
hours. $5/hr Work lull or part time Gam
PR Communications, Political Manage-
ment skills you'll need for graduatior
Combat grourxJwater pollution and save
Ihe Conn River Earn $375$10<X) this

winter Call Clean Water Action 549-7450

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIA-
TION Job openings Assi lo Treasurer.
Asst to Pres . Asst ot Budgets Chair (sti-

pend position). Budgets AuditO' AppI
avail m 420 SUB See Valerie Niece in

420 SUB for more into AppI due Dec 3
by 4 (X) Women ar>d minonties encourag-
ed to apply AA/EOE

KITCHEN HELP NEEDED rmmediaWty
Day and Night shifts available Free
meals and rides can be provided lo and
trom work Apply at Andy's Pizza after 2
PM (next to Stadium Liquors)

CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR
ENGAGEMENT Laura Laroche and
Shawn Noyes Nov 15 Love Ya, Can

LOST

HP. 1 1C CALCULATOR in library lower
Please call 546-4778 for reward

MASS LIOUOR ID in Credit Union
Reward offered for its return call 2564620

BLUE BOOK BAG lost in parking lot m
front ol Washington t>efore ^'anksglvlng

If found call Craig at 543-8954 reward
offered'

WSYL 105.1 FM IS back and It never

sounded bettor*

WSYL 109.1 FM- ten years without a

commercial interruption

WSYL 105rrwi-wamingi Microwave in

use

ANDREA HAPPY ISTH birthday^ My
feelings haven't changed. I hope we can
try again Remember, you're never a

Koytad Love A C A

OKAY SUSIE,' YOUR isToday yeah"
Now lets start calling you Susan, and

how about a drivers license"" Happy
Birthday'

IT'S SUSn L,^S birtfiday' Call heTand
say hi 6-9308 Luv the Buttlicks'

R.C.(77), SMILE! The key cnsis is over'

Have a great week" Your Black-jack

Partner

TO V.P, OF AXP you you lake my breath

away Love- 1 think its here to stay Love

TVPWIG. TAPE TRANSCRIPTWN. FaM.
accurate 665-7652

TERRIFIC Typing from "Speedy"
keys Professional reliable service

256-1002, eam-llpm

WATERBOYS FANZINE-tSSUE no 1 out

now SASE (no money) to GALA p o box
4085 Riveredge, N J 07661

SPANI$H TUTORING A TRAN$LATION

I'LIThELPI OMMMAR, pronunc^tioiv
conversation 2S6-1(X)2

$PRINa SRiAK 67

BAHAMAS $339 6 up Cancun or

Acapuico $4:^9 6 up Carribean cruise

$649 call Bryan 546-9021 Bruce 546-9028

NOV. 26 RED velcro wallet dropped bet-

ween Nopp and GRC Need the IDs
Keep the cash as reward' Please return

call Robyn 253-2959

MUSICIANS NEEDED FOR perfor-

mances at Belchertown State School

Funding available Contact Bruce
256-4236

KMt A OOOO TIMf CALL

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent free meals

Light clean-up
Call Cheryl at AXO

545-2152

MOVII

RACK—A—DISK ENTERTAINMENT
Agency Oiscjockeys, Bands, Lights and
Large screen video dances 549-7144

GAIN P.R., COMMUNK:aTION, political,

& management skills you'll need after

graduation Work lull or part time to com-
bat groundwater pollution and river diver-

sions Earn $375 1000 this winter break
Beat the summer rush and get that sum-
mer |ob in the bag Call Clean Water
Aclion-549-7450

ROUND TOWN MOVERS fast reliable

cheap call Michael anytime 323-6780

NfID AN ISCOBTT

CALL 5-2123 BETWEEN 8PM & 2AM
every day for an escort anywfiere on cam-
pus Play it safe.

CARESA. I LOVE you

PROFE$$IONAL TYPING $fRVICE

PAPERS, CASES, DISSERTATIONS
Dependable, on-campus, reasonable

584-7924. Nancy,

RIOI WANTID

RIDE NEEDED TO Baltimore MO area
Call 584-0468

TO $U6LtT

AMHERST CENTER. Single room avail

Jan or Feb 1 Nice, sunny, well heated

$250 inclusive 256-8415

TWO SINGLE ROOMS in lour bedroom
apartment available in Swiss Village

Located on bus route spacious living

area, furnished, two bathrooms Male or

female welcomed Call now 256-1318

TWO SINGLE BEDROOMS available Jan

1 in a five person apartment in Squire

Village on Bus Route $150/monlh call

665-4643

AMHERST CENTER FURNISHED fooin

available 12/20-1(27 rent negotiable

Lauren 253-3053

SINGLE ROOM AVAILABLE In Nor

Ihwood Apt $205/mo to take over lease

starting Jan 1 or Feb call Meg 665-8250
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Women's hoop opens against Vermont
Leaman looking to play sound basketball

By MATT GERKE
Collegian StafT

The University of Massachusetts
women's basketball team will not have to

run any drills today. And it won't have to

put on the same old practice sweats.

The Minutewomer can finally break out

the game uniforms because the 1986-87

women's basketball season is about to get

underway.
UMass will travel to the University of

Vermont for a game against the Cata

mounts this evening at 6 p.m.

"We're elated to be starting." head coach

Jack Leaman said. "We're bored and tired

of practice and we're anxious to play our

first game."
Leaman, in his first year as h»tkd coach

of the Minutewomen, is no stranger to

UMasR bMkethall The he$d asmeh of tht>

men's leara from 1966 79 brfore taking

over the Rockbridge program, Leaman is

currently the wmningest coach in UMass
men's basketball history and took over the

women's prc^am early this fall after

former head coach Barbara Stevens resign

ed to coach at Bentley College in Waltham,

Ma.
The game will open an interesting cam-

fwign fw the Minutewomen, who have just

five players returning from last year's

team.

But they also have a group of promising

first-year players, and the addition of

Jamie Watson and Sally Maher. a pair of

fifth-year seniors who have used up their

eligibility in other sports, should provide

the team with an exciting nucleus.

Another bright spot for the

Minutewomen will be the return of senior

center Karen Fitzgerald after a one-year

hiatus from the team.

"We're really ready for this game," Fit

zgerald sakl. **We*re tired of practicing. We
were ready about a week ago. I'm really

psyched for it."

Junior Tara Lewis, who missed the se-

cond half of last season with a knee injury,

will return at forward along with
sophomore Beth Wilbor. A pair of return-

ing players, senior Mary Marquedant and

Christel Zullo, will start in the backcourt.

The five freshman on this year's squad

are Michele Pytko, Karen Hennessy,

Jeanine Michealson, Sue Serafini and
Helen Freeman.
"Everyone is working out great. There's

a really good attitude. There's not a bad

seed in the group," Fitzgerald said.

UMass will stress defense and the fun-

damentals this year, but Leaman feels the

combination of youth and experience will

allow the team to play good all-around

basketball.

"We'll stress cfefense and rebounding this

year," Leaman said. "But I feel we can run
the ball and score, too. Just because you do

one doesn't mean can't do the other."

Vermont is coached by Cathy Inglese.

The Catamounts already have three gam^
behind them. They \oet to Bucknell Univer
sity, 94 81. in the opening round of the

Palestra Tournament, hosted by the

University of I^nnsylvania. UVM then re-

bounded to beat Philadelphia College of

Textiles and Sciences. 87-63, in the consola-

tion game.

The Catamounts played Siena College

last night, but results were not available

at deadline.

One of the key players in the timmament
for the Catamounts, to whom Inglese will

look for a lot of offense, is senior guard

Laura Thibodeau. who had 42 points in the

two tournament games.

Co^aptains Joann McKay, a junior center,

and Kris Gladu. a senior forward, also

figure to make key contributions for Ver-

mont. McKay, last year's Seaboard Con-

ference Player of the Year, had 40 points

and 12 rebounds in the tournament, while

Galdu added 30 points and 23 boards.

The game will not be a cdhference game
for either team but Leaman is sure it will

not dampen the enthusiasm of his squad.

"We're a young team and we don't know
what a conference game is yet," Leaman
said. "Just playing is going to be fun. We'll
play our game, with sound defense and re

bounding, make as few turnovers as possi-

ble and I think we can win the game."

Freshman student center Helen Freeman is one of seven newcomers that

win be in University of Massachusetts women's head coach Jack Leaman's
squad when it faces University of Vermont tonight at 7 p.m. in Burlington,

Vermont.

E
erlufsen not down

about cold shooting
With its 58-64 loss to the University of Connecticut last

Saturday at Storrs. the University of Massachusetts
men's basketball team has started its season off on the

wTong foot — but head coach Ron Gerlufsen isn't too

upset about the team's performance.

"It's disappointing that we did all the hard things well,

worked our tails off and were intense the whole game
and it wasn't enough," Gerlufsen said. "You're never

happy until you get a win but I was proud that we played

hard. That ought to be a trait of ours."

For the Minutemen, now 0-1 to go with a 75-67 exhibi-

tion win over the Hungarian National Team, the loss

to UConn is both a good and a bad sign. Shooting just

36 percent (21-of-57) from the field to go with a 5-for-lO

performance from the free throw line, the Minutemen
might be more suited to construction work than
basketball.

Main offenders of the UMass stone throwing competi-

tion were a pair of surprises in hot-shot junior guard
Lorenzo Sutton (4-of-14) and senior point guard Carl

Smith (5-of-14). Sutton, who averaged 17.8 points-per-

game last season and scored 21 in the Minutemen's ex-

hibition win, is considered one of the top shooters in the

East and was at a loss as to the cold si)ell.

"I don't know, but it won't happen again," Sutton said.

On a team that is desperately seeking consistency, Sut-

ton better be right. But again, Gerlufsen isn't shaken.

"They (the Huskies) didn't have any special defense

against him. He just had an ofT night," Gerlufsen said.

'He's well over 50 percent in his career shooting. He pro-

bably had the worst night of his career. He's a junior now
and a proven player. He just wanted to do well so badly."

So did everyone else. But when the rest of the team
adds a 12-for-29 performance, there's not much chance

of winning.

Still, all is not lost for UMass. Gerlufsen did see a lot

of good things in a game his team was outrebounded,

44-35, and his frontcourt committed 11 of the team's 15

turnovers.

"I thought the whole bench played well. They all had
strong contributions and you hope that those are the kind

of performances they can give," Gerlufsen said. "I was
also happy with the play of Smith, who returned to the

Men's swimmers put to test at Tufts
Injuries and suspensions hurt Minutemen
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's swimming team
got off to a great start to its season, posting an impressive
win over Boston College at Eloyden Gym last Sunday.

In that meet, however, UMass coach Russ Yarworth had
the luxury of a full roster of swimmers and divers. When
the Minutemen travel to Medford this evening for a 7 p.m.

meet with Tufts University, they won't be as fortunate.

Picture this if you will: a football team shows up for a

game with only 25 players in uniform. Sure, there are

enough players to field a team on both sides, but there

isn't much leeway for injury or anything else.

Yarworth will face a similar situation tonight, with

slightly different numbers.

The Minutemen will be without nine players for

tonight's critical meet. Senior freestyler Jim Flannery was
injured in a motorcycle accident, and suffered a separated

shoulder. Yarworth assesses his chances of participating

as 50-50 at best.

Yarworth was also informed yesterday that freshman
distance swimmer Will Kleschinsky will miss the meet
because of a bout with the flu.

But there is a bigger problem facing Yarworth than
those two. He was forced to suspend seven players from
tonight's meet because they failed to adhere to Yarworth's
attendance policy.

"I gave them a specific time in which they should have
been back from Thanksgiving break last week," Yarworth
said, "but some of them didn't come back on time. They
chose to do other things."

continued on pagi* 15
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LET THE SITN SHINE — Scott Roe. class of '89 political science major, walks by the tennis

courts at Boyden gym as the sun reflects off the pools of water on the courts.

Senate debates move for proposal
invalidation, fails to discuss budget
By PEDRO M PEREIRA
C(«Uegian Staff

An explosive Undergraduate Student Senate last night

debated over Speaker Paul Wingle's decision to invalidate

a proposal and discussed other matters, however, at press

time had not yet discussed the budget for fiscal year 1988.

Central Area Government W. Greg Rothman appeared

outraged at Wingle's decision to invalidate his proposal

to eliminate Student Government Association payroll and

use the money for concerts, Union Video Center. Univer-

sity of Massachusetts Theatre Guild and the Boltwood

Project.

Wingle justified his action by saying the SGA office

manager told him Rothman had time-stamped blank

pieces of paper instead of his proposed budget. Rothman's

propo.sal had been typed over the time stamp, Wingle

added.

Every proposal submitted for each meeting's agenda

must be time-stamped before 5 p.m. on Wednesdays for

it to be admissible.

As Wingle spoke the senate exploded into a mixture of

protests and applause.

Rothman and Cashin House Senator Tony Rudy engag-

ed in a heated debate with Wingle for several minutes.

Rothman maintained he stamped blank papers yester-

day but also stamped the typed budget, which many
senators refused to believe.

Commuter Area Seantor Bob Simons said, "I think Paul
(Wingle) was correct in finding Greg [Rothman] out of

order. I think deception (by Rothman] was very likely."

McNamara Senator Shawn Stevens said he looked at

the proposal and it appieared to be typed over the stamp.

"I think this is a scandal."

Stevens suggested that the senate take "official action"

against Rudy, who seconded the proposal, and Rothman
and consider removing them. "I demand a special in-

vestigation by the attorney general."

Rothman and Rudy are doing a disservice to their con-

stituents and to the senate, Stevens added.

Co-Attorney General Matthew Machera said, "I don't

continued on page 5

Minority students
to protest today
at CIA-rally
Official responses demanded
By ANN BRITTON
Collepian Staff

According to minority student.s. members of the third

world community plan to appear at the anti-CIA rally

scheduled for 12:30 p m. today on the steps of the Student
Union at the University of Massachusetts to voice con-

cerns that the administration has not met their demands
Third World Caucus member Dwayne Warren said.

"There has been no response from Chancellor Duffey.

however, when a group of white students (the anti-CIA
protestors) approached him with their concerns they were
met quickly."

"Does he think that the conc«ms ofblack and minority
students are secondary to those of others? Or is it that

only radical behavior brings about change in thi.> ad
ministration," Warren said.

"It seems to me that he has had enough time to r^pond
to each and every demand." he said

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey was not available for com
ment yesterday.

Trey Williams, assistant to the vice chancellor for stu

dent affairs, said it is "unfortunate that they [the third

world students] feel that way," and added, "we are work-
ing to meet their demands."
"I'm not sure why they havt ii«* hack to this office

Ito voice their concerns) jn.sle.1' "Vtng to a demonstra-

tion," Williams said.

Chris Alihrandi of the Student Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy said, "It is about time that peo-

ple started drawing connectons about many issues like

this."

Alibrandi said she wished communication between the

administration and students was better so the students

wouldn't have to protest. "If the University was truly com-

mitted to communication these situations wouldn't have
to go so far," she said.

Members of the Radical Student Union stressed that

they intend to keep the protest peaceful. RSU member
David Bassi said, "I predict some really vocal opposition.

I fear physical opposition."

RSU member Rob Stone said. "I hope these two
movements link up because they're both talking about .stu-

dent rights."

A counter-protest has been planned by members of the

con.servative alliance, who object to banning CIA recruit-

ment on campus on the grounds that doing so would be

a violation of freedom of speech.

The third world students made their demands follow-

ing the post World Series brawl in the Southwest Residen-

tial Area. They include calling for full prosecution of the

identified assailants, increased police patrols, increased

lighting on campus, increased representation in ad-

ministrative and public safety positions and the im-

plementation of programs designed heighten social

awareness.

UMass improves party
school image, poll says

Collegian photo by Paul Fraiii

Senior co-captain John Turner and the rest of the Minutemen will have to face Tufts University

tonight at

suspended.

7 in Medford without the services of nine swimmers, seven of whom have been

By DANA M. ANAGNOSTOU
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts is rank-

ed thirty -fifth out of the 40 top party col-

leges in the United States, according to a

poll that will appear in the January issue

of Playboy magazine.

Of the people surveyed, most said being

thirty-fiflh on the list was a good sign. A
few years ago "UMass was in the top ten

definitely," said Ed Accamando, president

of the Alumni Association.

The fact that we've dropped down means
"we're not perceived anymore as just a par-

ty school," he said. "It's tremendous for the

reputation of the school to not be recogniz-

ed totally as a party school. The Universi-

ty has worked diligently over the past 10

years to improve their quality education

image."
Chancellor Joseph D. Duffy said he was

"delighted to see we're moving in the right
direction. It's nice to be mentioned, but also
nice to not be so prominent."

Fern Johnson, assistant vice-chancellor
for academic affairs, said UMass should
strive to be off the list. Our reputation
should "'be based on academics, not that we
hold good parties. The mid-TOs image of
UMass as a party school — the ZooMass im-

age — is not anything near what it's like."

Because we are a big, state university
"we give the appearance of being a big par-
ty school," said Greg Buchanan, president
of the Interfraternity Council. "We have
well-rounded students. I don't like it when
we're called ZooMass. I think it's bad that
we're labelled in the top 40."

Timm Rinehart, director of
undergraduate admissions, however, said

it's "not necessarily bad news that we've

continued on page 3

Coilegiui photo by Jaanifer Dampaey

University of Massachusetts students partying after the last game of
the World Series on the pyramids in Southwest residential area. The
parties led to fights which brought 10 students to health services.
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Premenstrual syndrome
is linked to thyroid gland
study shows thyroid deficiency adds to disorder

BOSTON (AP) - Thyroid hormone pills

can relieve premenstrual syndrome for

many women whose symptoms appear to

be linked with sluggish thyroid glands,

suggests a new, preliminary report.

The study found oflen-mild thyroid defi

ciencies in 94 percent of the victims of

premenstrual syndrome who were tested

Those who took thyroid pills "reported com
plete relief from the symptoms of PMS.

"

However, several experts said they doubt

that underactive thyroids — what's known
as hypothyroidism — contribute to

premenstrual syndrome for most victims of

the common disorder,

The apparent link between the thyroid

gland and premenstrual syndrome was

discovered by Dr. Nora D. Brayshaw of the

Biopsychiatry Center in Watchung, N J

"Hie results of her preliminary experiments

were published as a letter in yesterday's

New England Journal of Medicine.

In an interview, she said she has found

more than 300 women "where the correla-

tion is absolutely profound" between

premenstrual syndrome and underactive

thyroids, and said she has used th3irroid

pills routinely to treat them.
"1 am so sure I know it works that when

it doesn't, I've been able to find a problem,"

•uch as drinking or drugs, that interferes

with the thyroid supplements. Brayshaw
said.

Brayshaw said low thyroid function may
not actually cause PMS. Instead, the two

IMt^lems could be the result of some

broader underlying hormonal disorder. But

she said she believes virtually everyone

with premenstrual syndrome has thyroid

deficiencin.

The reMtMm of several other experts to

Brayshaw't work ranged from cautious

•upport to skepticism.

At the National Institute of Mental

Health. Dr. David Rubmow said he found

it amazing that nearly all the PMS victims

showed thyroid abnormalities and that all

kA ihem could have reaponded to the

treatment.

"I think that she is probably onto

something, that there is probably a group

of people for whom this may be a relevant

biological clue." he said. But he added that

a "great deal more rigorously obtained and

w 11-controlled data is needed
"

Dr. Arthur Prange of the University of

North Carolina and president of the

American College of Neuropsychophar

macology, said the research doesn't mean
that all or even most cases are caused by

low thyroid function, "but I bet there is a

subset in whom it really can be

demonstrated."

But Dr Lawrence Wood of Maasachuaetts

General Hospiul noted that one in 10

women have failing thyroid glands by the

time they reach age 45.

"I don't think her hypothesis that

everyone who has PMS is thyroid deficient

is necessarily true, and I'm quite sure from

our own patient experience that there are

people who are on thyroid (hormone* and

still have PMS," said Wood, president of

the Thyroid Foundation of America

Dr. John Steege of Duke University

ei^mat^ that about 7 percent ctf American

women of child bearing age have
premenstrual syndrome that's severe

enough to interfere with their daily

activities.

In her report, Brayshaw described studies

on 54 women who suffered from
premenstrual syndrome. Among their com-

plaints were irritability, moodiness,

bloating, fatigue and a craving for sweets

at least a week before the start of their

menstrual periods.

Tests revealed evidence of thyroid abnor-

malities in 94 percent of those with

premenstrual syndrome but in none of a

comparison group of 12 women who were

free of the syndrome.

In a separate study. 34 women were put

on thyroid hormone pills, and all of them

had complete relief from their symptoms.

However, there was no control group given

dummy pills.

Several experts said they hope physicians

wait for the results of more studies before

they routinely use thyroid pills to treat

premenstrual syndrome.

from
Chartpak

AO Marker 2S %mt
Twenty-five of the finest markers

available are yours In this profes-

sional type set.Thesc permanent
markers have a long-lasting, even flo Ink supply,

bright, true colors. Interchangeable nibs and a
black plastic caddy.

SALE PRICE $3195*

List Price $5225

ON SALE NOW UNTIL CHRISTMAS
* Limited Quantities-Does Not Include Open Stock

Located In The Campus Center
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UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
STUDENTS ARE CORDIALLY INVITED

TO ATTEND A SPECIAL PRESENTATION
ON

Being A Successsful
College Entrepreneur

SETH HAMOT
(Princeton '83)

Will speak on the fundamentals of

running a professional summer business

DATE
Tuesday, December 9

TIME
7:00 Pm

LOCATION
Lord Jeffery Inn - Amherst

Garden Room

ATTENDANCE IS BY INVITATION
PLEASE CALL 800-424-2468

TO REQUEST AN INVITATION

REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED

College Pro Painters Excellence Matters.

GRAND
OPENING

enmc^6^
Delicious

Ffpieii Vo

Chocolote Dipp^aDonanQS

Homenr^de^%offl^Cones

Del(kiQh WaTfle"5uftdaes

Yogurt SH^^fe^^Crgj^et^c^ Sundoes

Fres

ossoftm
dlo<*?olon9.^ith on

A Lite Snack A Healthy Dessert
Discover the Taste

56 Main Street

Downtown Northampton

(next door to Sze's)

Mon.-Sot. 11i00-9t00
Sun. 1 1 .00-6:00

586-9659

Assistant to SGA manager enjoys
involvement with student politics
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

According to the assistant to the Student Government
Association office manager at the Unis'ersity of

Massachusetts, the students who care about campus issues

keep her motivated and give her a good feeling about her

job.

Michelle Farmer, a 20 year-old junior economics and
political science major from Chelmsford, MA. said the

SGA is a combination of students who care about student

rights and students who use it as a way to climb up the

ladder of political success.

Farmer took the position of assistant in the beginning

of the semester because she says the University of

Massachusetts has a ptjwerful student government. "I was
always interested in student politics," she said.

"My main job is to record senate meetings by taking

the minutes and then to type them af>erwards. 1 also have

to create, keep and update files on senators."

Before becoming assistant to the manager, she was a

resident assistant in Kennedy dormitory for two
semesters. "The experience was incredible. It really open-

ed my eyes to a lot of things. It forces you to mature,"

she said.

Doctor will

speak about
osteopathy
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

Focusing on the art and science of

osteopathic medicine. Dr. William Wyatt
will speak from 4 to 6 p.m. today in room
904 of the Campus Center.

"Osteopathic medicine is a branch of

medicine that deals primarily with the

muscle, nervous and skeletal s>'stem," said

Professor Brian W. O'Connor of the Zoology

Department.
Osteopathic medicine differs from

allopathic medicine in that it "tends to em-

phasize dealing with the whole person." he

said. "Osteopathic doctors oflen examine
and talk about the lifestyle of the in

dividual to get to a better understanding

of how the disease was caused."

Peter Glidden, a senior zoology major

who was instrumental in arranging
Wyatt's visit, said oste(^)athic medicine dif-

fers from allopathic medicine "in as much
as it offers a more integrated view of the

human body and its relation to disease."

"Ostt-opaths look at the whole body when
they diagnose, not just isolated parts." he

said.

O'Connor said other avenues of medicine

are open to osteopaths and some have

become obstetricians, surgeons and cardio-

vascular specialists.

There are only 21.000 osteopaths in this

country, while there are four of five times

that amount of allopathic doctors, he said,

adding, "there are only 15 osteopathic

medical schools in the country."

O'Connor said some students are

mistaken in thinking it is easier to gain ad

mission to osteopathic medical school. "It

is as difficult to get into osteopathic

medicine as it is to get into allopathic

medical school," he said.

Wyatt, a general practitioner from

Portland Maine, has lectured extensively

on this topic both in the United States and

abroad. ___^_^

But, she said being an RA is exhausting and "takes up
too much of your time."

She refuses to compare the RA position to her current

one. "but in both situations you do have to deal with a

few irritating individuals."

A minority of very vocal senators hurt the SGA's effec

tiveness with their dilatory attitudes in senate meetmj;--,

she said.

One of drawbacks of Farmers job is witnessing

arguments between conservative and progressive

senators, which often makes it hard for her to concentrate

on her job, she said. She tries not to engage in the

arguments but always ends up getting involved, she said

Farmer labels herself a "leftist -center or democrat
Farmer .said that in her spare time. "1 do what every

college student does: study a little, party a little and sleep

a lot
"

She joined the SGA public policy committee, which she

calls a "great committee."

However, Farmer said that "You've always got to

remember you're here (in college) for academics first and
foremost" Farmer, who says she loves school but d<x?s not

want people to know it. hopes to enroll in a graduate
school in England. "I want to experience living in another

country," she said.

Culleipaii photo by Paul Fraiu

Assistant to the Student Government
Association office manager, Michelle Farmer.

She visited Jamaica recently and found that everyone

there "wants to sell you something," even seashells, or

to "walk you to town," she said.

Nevertheless, Farmer is glad to be back. "I love UMass.
It really has a bad reputation, which is unfair because

it's a great school. You can accomplish so much here It's

all up to you." she said.

CollrKian phoio hy Byrnr (iuamotla

TAKING A CASUAL STROLL - Douglas Munson crosses the intersection of North Pleasant and Main
Streets in Amherst on his way to get the morning paper.

Three car stereo theft attempts reported
At 10:04 p.m. Tuesday there was a break

ing and entering of a Volkswagen. Taken
was a radio cassette valued at more than

$100, police said.

An attempt to extricate a Panasonic

cassette radio from a Volkswagen Golf was
reported at 11:10 p.m. from Lot 22 Tues-

day, police .said.

A report to police at 1 1 :22 Tuesday claim

ed that a Volkswagen Gil was broken in-

to and its car stereo was removed. The in-

cident occurred in Lot 22, police said.

At 7:34 a.m. Tuesday a report from Lin

coin Apartments came in to assist in the

extinguishing of a fire. A poorly circuitted

lamp caused a Sears catalogue to ignite and

in turn ignited a couch valued at $200.

Regulation extinguishers put out the

flames by the time police arrived, police

said.

-CONNIE GRIFFITH

uii phv

GUESS WHO'S BACK — Lead guitar and vocalist for the group Guess Who sing to a packed

house at Katina's in South Hadley.

• Party
continued from pane I

showed up on the list. We're proud of the fact that our
students enjoy an active and diverse social life. ..If

anything this will have a positive impact."

Student Government Association President William
Bennett .said, "It's nice to see everyone else is seeing our
change. ..When I came in 1983 we [the University] were
known as ZooMass. Now we're respectable. It (the poll)

shows that maybe we're taking academics more serious-

ly."

The article has gotten "quite a reaction from all over
the country. Some schools are proud, some are really piss-

ed off,"said Bruce Kluger, who assisted Wayne Duvall in

compiling the list.

Duvall said the poll "should be taken in the vein it was
written in. It's a fun article."

"Academics are important, but so is the social life of a
school. These schools know how to blow off steam," he
said.

The list was compiled aft«r interviewing people at more
than 250 colleges across the country. The top party school,

according to the list, is California State University at

Chico. Other schools on the list include Boston Universi-

ty (-15), M.I.T. (-25), and Brown University (-33).
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adirondack music
15 EAST PLEASANT STREET • AMHERST 253-3100

239 MAIN STREET • GREENFIELD 772-6803

90-92 KING STREET • NORTHAMPTON 586-8800

Once in a Lifethne

Opportunity

EPI Stat 450 Speakers

A $750 VALUE
Save Over $500! 1

NOW $240>8 per pair

SUPER SYSTEM
TEAC A880 Integrated Amp
TEAC T880 Quartz Lock Tuner

TEAC 450X Cassette Deck
THORENS TD280 Turntable

EPI 1200 Speakers
TEAC AR 880 Rack
ACUTEX M412STR Cartridge

Entire System valued

at *2200.

$799*® save over $1400!!

similar to illustration

TEAC MV35Q VHS VCR THORENS TO 280 TORNTABLE

be the first to own one
Auto Lift Up

110 channel cable ready • remote

4 event/14 day timer • $399 value

$29995

Three Locations.

5 EdS! Pleasant Street, Amherst 253-3100

2'j9 Main Street. Greennetd 772-6803

^O-^c K.ng Street • Northampton 586-8800

AJi i-ros iirrjted quantity•Subject to prior sai©

Noi 'Oiconstole for typographcaJ errofS

AM sales casr.»MC/VISA/Discover and Check add 3%

Special activities fund set up for RSOs
Committee makes money more accessible to student groups
By LAURA TOMASETTI
Collegian Staff

Funding for student groups at the University of

Massachusetts has been made more accessible through

the formation of a newly centralized funding committee

called the Special Activities Support Fund, said a

representative of the Student Activities Office.

According to Mau"gret Arsenault the fund is designed

to allocate University money, which has been gathered

by the vice chancellors, to Registered Student Organiza

tions to sponsor cultural, educational and supplemental

programs on campus.

The committee is made up of three student appointees,

who have shown an aptitude and interest in the cultural

enrichment of the University campus, and two members
of the SAO staff, who will perform most of the ad-

ministrative duties, Arsenault said.

In the past, PAN CAMPUS handled the funding of these

programs and money was difficult to obtain. Student

groups were required to make many presentations to one

or more of the IJniversity vice chancellors and t» several

administrative agencies before getting an approval for

funding, she said.

"Changing the name of the funding committee is help-

ing student groups to be more aware of the availability

of funds because it is a more explanatory title," said

Nathan Moore, one of the student appointees to the

committee.

"Some of the money was not used in previous years

because groups were nai aware of the nooney."Moore said.

The Student Activities Office has been handling the fun

ding since the Fall 1987 semester. "We now expect to

receive more applications for funding because of the rv

cent advertisements announcing funding availability,"

said Linda Wortelboer, who is handling incoming applica-

tions for the office.

Arsenault also said that, 'the funding is now more open

to a greater number of student groups because the money
is in one office and that office is easily accessible to

students." Last year 21 groups received $17,500 m total

from the fund. "The American Indian Association, The
International Women's Group, The New World Theatre,

The Dyslexic Student Organization and SCERA all held

events that were partially sponsored by the fund," she

said.

"We will review each application on an individual basis

to determine if money should bt appropriated or not." said

Arsenault.

Recently, the office distributed guidelines to all RSOs
The guidelines explain that the fund will help sponsor lee

tures. workshops and conferences that promote the in

tegration of the University community with society.

This year the committee hopes to allocate another

$17,500 to student groups, said Arsenault Applications

are reviewed on a monthly basis and must be received at

least six weeks prior to the propc^ed date of an event

Vice chancellors Madson. DeNyse and others are cur

rently working to raise money to put into the fund, said

Arsenault. The Student Activities Office will continue to

handle the review and allocation process, as it it> more
capable of distributing the funds, she said.
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Kaval Gulhati president ofthe Center for

Development and Population Actirities will

speak at 4;30 today on Women, Population

and Development in the Dane House Con-

ference Room at Hampshire College.

Professor Evelyn Fox Keller will deliver

a lecture tUled "Autonomy and Competition

in Evolutionary Theory: Science or

Ideology." at 8 p.m. today in room 10 of

Seelye Hall at Smith College.

Soprcuto Carlotta Wilsen, visiting lecturer

at Smith College will present a concert at

4:30 p.m. today at Smith College's Sage
Hall. The concert is free and open to the

public.

The Commuter Area Government is !^n-
soring a holiday shopping bus to the

Holyoke Mall. The bus will leave Haigis

Mall at 5 p.m. today and return at 9:30 p.m.

The cost IS $1 and tickets are available in

the Commuter Area Government office in

room 404 of the Student Union

"The Yoruba," an exhibition of

photographs by Professor John Pemberton
III. will be held from December 2 to 22 in

the Robert Frost Library Gallery at
Amherst College.

"Twenty Years of Occupation: Human
RighU and the West Bank, " a slide show
and lecture will be presented by Marty
Roaenbluth at 7:30 p.m. today in the
Neilson Library Browsing Room at Smith
College.

•k senate
continued from patte I

think it's fair at this time to say anything I don't have

all the facU. It wouldn't be fair to any side."

Later Machera said he and his co-attorney general will

conduct an investigation of the case, which President Bill

Bennett confirmed, adding presidential and legislative

commissions will also investigate.

Rothman said, "This is a hierarchy's way of protecting

payroll." He refused to comment further.

Ghrc the angd
In Yovr life a

heavenly gift from
College Drag

Rudy said, "We had the whole amendment typed up.

There's no clear and convincing evidence that there was
wTongdoing. I Just hope that we can vote this thing on its

merits."

Sylvan Area Governement Co-President Aram Ham
parian said, "It's an unfair accusation without a shred

of evidence."

Before the "scandal" was exposed the senate had ap^

proved the Rents and Fees Committee's recommendations

for fee increases for next fall's semester bills..

Committee Chairman Mark DeNyse said. "We did an

excellent fee review." Everyone on the committee should

be commended, he added

Among the increases was a %12 increase to the Dinmg
Commons and Housing to cov«r raised salari«i.

The senate had not yet initiated cfebate on the budgi^

proposed by the budgets committee at 10 45 p.m Last

night's meeting, which began at 8:15 p.m . was intended

to focus on this proposal

Many students representing student organizations who
had gone to the meeting to debate the budget left before

that time because they apparently felt it would never be

debated.

Non-senator Arielle Davenport, 19, a resident of But-

terfield, called the meeting a "kind of a mess " and said

she was disappointed at the senators' behavior.

MCar
TOYS • CHILDREN'S
RECORDS • STUFFED ANIBIALS

CHILDREN'S BGOKS^'JBc

WE HAVE ONE OF THE
LARGEST SELECTIONS
OF HARD TO FIND
FRAGRANCES IN

WESTERN
MASSACHUSETTS

• Whit* Sf>oul<)«rs By Evyan

• Shalirnan by Gu«nm
• Anaw Ana« by Cachar«4

• Ch«n«l
• Chnctian Dtor

• Occar da la R«nta
• Opium by Charles o) tha Ritz
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AFTER-SHAVE
AND

LOTIONS FOR MEN
Chanel
Eau Sauvage
Grey Flannel

Polo
Royal Lyme
Pierre Cardin
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Huge sfc-Iection of uddy bears. dogs.«cats. ptgr. etc

Large collection of early childhood education

resource books Glow-in-lhe-dark ceiling stars

Come In

h Browse!

48 . Pkesaiil St.

below Steve's.

AmlieMt
Mon-Sat

256-1609
9:30-5:30

Now's
the time
to caiL.

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt.*3 No. Amherst
S49-2M0

Expert Repairs &
Recorxfitioning

WARE DIRECT GERRY • UNION BAY
SKYR • WHITE STAG

j/'fi'^'

10% OFF
ON ALL

COSMETICS
WITH THIS COUPON
GOOD THRU 12/4/86
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Ladles Snuggler
Jacket

Retail $115

Factory Direct

Mens Northbound
Thinsulate Parka

Retail $135

Factory Direct

Mens & Ladies
Northbound
Down Jackets
Retail $110

Factory Direct

HOLLeGEI
D^UG s
4 Main St., Amherst

Mon-Fri 9-9; Sat 9-6; Sun 9-3 253-2523

f

Ladies Retail Factory

White Stag Jacket $165 $75

Stadium Down Parka $149 $79

MENS & LADIES BIB PANTS
EXPANDABLE CUFFS $39

Mens Northbound Retail Factory

Thinsulate Jackets $100 $59

Prime Down Vests $65 $39

POLARFLEECE JACKETS
MENS - $35 LADIES - $25

Mon-Sat 9:30 - 4:30
Wed & Thurs Nite - 9 PM
Sun 12-5 • Cash or Check

"A True Factory

Outlet Selling

Only the Best"

WARE OUTERWEAR
FACTORY OUTLET

I
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Study says cocaine related heart problems
Second report: Cocaine may be more dangerous than heroin

BOSTON (AP) Small, 'recreational" doses of cocaine ap-

pear to trigger dangerous and potentially fatal heart

disturbances in seemingly healthy users of the illicit drug,

according to a new study.

In Thursday's New England Journal of Medicine, Dr.

Jeffrey M. Isner of Boston describes seven cases in which

people in their 208 and 30s suffered heart attacks and

other cardiac problems after using cocaine.

"The thing that is to me so impressive is that virtually

all of the patients that we and others have described in

volved relatively small doses of cocaine, so-called recrea-

tional doses," Isner said in an interview. "That's one of

the lessons to be learned from this. It appears that any

recreational dose can be fatal."

In a separate overview of cocaine's medical complica-

tions, two doctors said animal studies suggest that cocaine

may be more harmful than heroin.

"Cocaine is becoming widely recognized as one of the

most dangerous illicit drugs in common use today," wrote

Drs. Louis L. Cregler and Herbert Mark of Mount Sinai

School of Medicine in New York.

Isner said many more cases have recently come to light,

especially since the highly publicized cocaine-related

death last June of basketball player Len Bias. Among

these are several instances of cardiac inflammation.

"I'm convinced that this inflammation of the heart

represents another one of the potential cardiac conse

quences of cocaine abuse," he said.

Besides causing inflammation, there appear to be at

least three other ways that cocaine can damage the heart.

Isner said the best-documented of these is heart attacks

in people who already have clogged coronary arteries.

Cocaine raises blood pressure and increases heart rate.

In people who already have coronary artery disease, this

can trigger blockages that totally cut off the flow of blood

to heart muscle.

However, people with healthy heart arteries also suf

fer heart attacks following cocaine use. Isner speculates

that the drug causes spasms in the arteries, choking off

blood flow.

Another hazard is cocaine's apparent ability to interfere

with the electrical signals in the heart, causing dangerous

disturbances in the heart's rhythm.

In the other report, the Mount Sinai doctors said grow-

ing numbers of cocaine related deaths can be expected as

the drug becomes more available and popular.
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HOLIDAY JOBS POR
THE ENVIRONMENT

WORK 2-5 DAYS PER WEEK OVER THE
HOLIDAY BREAK AND GAIN POLITICAL EX-

PERIENCE WORKING TO PASS EN-

VIRONMENTAL AND CONSUMER PROTEC-

TION LEGISLATION WITH MassPirg, THE
STATES LEADING CITIZEN GROUP.

POSTIONS AVAILABLE IN:

Amherst, Boston, Cambridge, Worcester & Brookline

Call Sam Today for an interview on campus

253-6434. 9:30 AM - 5:30 PM
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NAMES THATWIN GAMES
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Reebok SB

LEATHER COURT SHOES

Avia 830
»65.99

Converse Weapon"
^59.99

{Converse Revotver"^lso rivaiMble

in boys si/es ^t S4I 99)

Reebok BB4600
^45.99

(BB5600''ciKo avail.3ble

dt SSS 99|

Champions on ^nd off the court That's our quality crafted leather basketball

shoes \A/ith the competition being so tough, you know that Reebok, Avia and
Converse fiave to be designed with winning qualities in order to have earned

their place in the Winners Circle
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. iHvnptfltrctlWI.IItc.t.Hadley
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Winners CirjcIe
You always come oiA ahead
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FREE DELIVERY :

SUPERIOR PIZZA

QUALITY PIZZA
AND GRINDERS

» Call now for our

; ^ END OF SEMESTER SPECIAL

: FREE LITER OF COKE WITH ANY LARGE PIZZA *

* FREE CAN OF COKE WITH ANY SMALL PIZZA :

4-

4-

4-

CALL 549-0626

J OFFER EXPIRES DEC. 31. 1986 • MUST MENTION AD BEFORE ORDERING »

Film Prices
That Wm

Satisfy Every Santa

Professional Film and Developing also Available

M-F9-5
SAT 10-3

Located in the Campus Center
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WRITE
YOUR OWN

COUPON SAVINGS!

SAVE ^1 .50
SPECIALS VALID: DEC. 3-7, 1986
LIMIT 3 OF TIIK -WKITK YOUK OWN"

COUPONS l>KK CUSTOMKR.

'SAVE IN EVERY DEPARTMENT.

Town!

I

ALL PURR
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TYPE-RITE
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50
OFF

WITH THIS COUPON

WRITE IN TNE ITEM OF TOUR

CHOICE BELOW
EXCLUDING ANY

ALREADY ADVERTISED
SPECIAL.

LIMIT ONE WRITE YOUR OWN COUPON PER ITEM WITH A $7 50

PURCHASE EXCLUDING TOBACCO VALID DEC 3-7 AT LOUIS THIS

IS A STORE COUPON AND WILL NOT BE DOUBLED IN VALUE'
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WITH THIS COUPON
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CHOICE BELOW
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LIMIT ONE. -WRITE YOUR OWN" COUPON PER ITEM WITH A S7.50
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Balloon Delivery Service

AHENTION SECRET SANTAS
HIGH NOTES IS DELIVERING PERSONALIZED
ANNONYMOUS GIFTS ANYWHERE ON CAMPUS

2nd Floor Carriage Shops Amherst 549-1430

Ik

$2 OFF REG 12 16

STYLE CUTS
WITH THIS COUPON & STUDENT ID

STYLES BY DEBORAH
65 University Drive Amherst

549-5610 expires 12/30/86
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-1
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

.J

Pleasant St.,

Theater

mim
FOR MOVIE LOVERS

M
\f

OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 7 AM-9 PM
OPEN SUNDAY NOON TIL' 6 PM

COME IN AND FILL

OUT OUR APPLICA-

TION FOR LOUIS'

SAVERS' EXPRESS

AND GET A

COUPON FOR A 2

LITER BOTTLE OF

imas

10 UNIVERSITY DRIVE
AMHERST, MASS.

COKE OR PEPSI

DIAGONALLY ACROSS FROM
THE UMASS STADIUM.

cw»*

^^mber Card

"; *^" 4"rf Ge,

29 Pleasant St Northampton 584-6762
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Celtics await approval
to sell stock to public
BOSTON (AP) - Some Boston

Celtics fans soon are likely to become
Celtics owners under a plan to sell

stock in the championship team, but

whether it will be a good investment

or merely a new kind of team souvenir

depends on whom you ask.

Celtics spokesman Jeff Twiss said

the t«am has received a flood of calls

in the past month on the stock sale,

some 25 to 30 calls a day. "Basically

they're just saying, "Hey, I'm in the

stock market. I understand the Celtics

are going public. What do you know
about it?"" he said

Once approved by the Securities and

Exchange Commission, which is ex-

pected any day, Celtics stock will trade

on the New York Stock Exchan*-

under the «vmbol CEL.

Forty percent of the company, or 2.6

million shares, will be sold to the

public at an initial price of $19 to $21

a share, while the owners will retain

the rest.

Charles Weiss, a managing director

of Smith Barney Inc., the investment

house underwriting the stock offering,

says it should be a good investment

because of the team's record — it has

won the National Basketball Associa-

tion championship 16 times, including

last year — its ability to fill Boston

Garden and its lucrative television

revenues.

But others familiar with sports are

a little leery of the stock and how the

team's fortunes could affect earnings.

"I know the vagaries of sport," said

Harr>' Sinden, general manager of the

National Hockey League's Boston

Bruins. "No injuries to key players, it's

the best team in sport. Injuries to key

players, you're back with the pack.

Weiss doesn't deny that stock prices

could suffer if Larry Bird gets injured.

But he says that's a shortsighted way
of looking at what is a long term

investment.

William J. Gillard, director of invest-

ment policy at Kidder Peabody & Co.,

aaid he believes the stock's primary' ap-

peal would be to fans.

LOTTO WINNER - George Brennan of Lebannon, Conn., holds

up the check for his first of 20 payments as winner of Tuesday's
Lotto drawing. Brennan was the sole winner of the $6.8 million

grand prize in the drawing.
J

Heavy Weight

Gear Crew
$20.95
White,

Navy
Scarlet

Grey

Regional governors meet in conference
PLYMOUTH AP) Vermont Gov. Madeleine

M. Kunin was elected chairperson of the

New England Governors' Conference

yesterday, succeeding Massachusetts Gov.

Michael S. Dukakis.

Five ofNew England's six governors met

for two days in Plymouth, where they

adopted a broadly defined plan to meet the

region's energy needs through the year

2(K)0 and passed resolutions calling for

regional approaches to drug prevention,

land conservation and health promotion.

Rhode Island Gov. Edward D. DiPrete

was elected the new vice chairman of the

conference. He succeeds Kunin in that

position.

Both positions become etTtctivt' Jan 1

Kunin, a Democrat, said she would try

to direct the governors toward an examina

tion ofhow to improve transmission of elec

V-Neck
Fleece

Sweater
$14.95

Embroidered
logo

^,umVERSITY
mSTORE^

M—F9-5
Sat 10-3

I

i MAXELL XL-2
!

BOX OF lO FOR
$21

*«**»!

An Attemative Record Store
j

Punk ' (kMiM Om0
Ao« nAoi'
Mmc

I

ALIO QUAUTV T tMlMTt « TOtTCM
|

T0*» CASH PAID FOR
RECORDS TAPCS STEREOS GUfTARS I

MAXELL UR-901
iBOXOFlOFORi

MAXELL XUiS

!

S2.74 EA. OR j

10 FOR $24.99i

NEW LOCATION I

Underneath Steve's, beside Ali Cat
48 N. Pleasant St - 253-9209

M - Sat 11-7; Sun 12-5

Special Student and Youth Fares to

SCANDINAVIA
On Scheduled Airlines!

The inexpensive way to get to Scandinavia
and other destinations in Europe, Asia,

Africa and the Middle East.

F cill Wintfr Rrttes OW RT

From
New York

Copenhagen
Oslo
Stockholm
Melsinki

$230 $395
230 395
230 395
270 475

1 rcjrn

Chicago

Copenhagen
Oslo
Stockholm

$235 $4(M)

275 485
275 485

Fares also available for IjOS Angeles & Seattle.

,

Book Now For Your Christmas Holiday!

I

(-or Keservaliuns and Information Call:

WHOLE WORLD TRAVEL
Serving the Student Youth Market far more than 16 years!

17 t. 45th St.. New York, NY 10017
i (212) 986-9470

At the

Jeffery Amherst Bookshop

you*ll find a Christmas gift for

everyone on your list, at the right

price.

We'll gift

ivrap them,
mail them,

if needed, and
Charge them.
MasterCharge

,

Visa, or
store accottnts.

Yott can even
shop by phone.

SAVE
10%
WITH
YOUR

STUDENT
DISCOUNT

CONTEMPORART fASHlON ATOSHOfS t IN vTs

tMOBNIS MAtfcllHACI NOtllMAWI'ION it 4 /§03 »•« 7»0'

OPEN WEI t(N(GHTS UNTIL 9 PM

Jeffery AmKerst Bookshop

55 South Pleasant Street Amherst ^
Massachusetts 01002 253-3361 i:.-*-*i^

TO ALL MEMBERS OF THE
UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY:

CHANCELLORJOSEPH DUFFEY
CORDIALLY INVITES YOU

TO A RECEPTION

IN HONOR OF FORMER
STATE REPRESENTATIVE

AND
CHANCELLOR

OF HIGHER EDUCATION,

JIM COLLINS

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 4, 1986

4:00 - 6:00 PM
IN MEMORIAL HALL

s

tricity through the New England states,

which she said would become as important

as building or buying new energy.

"We're going to have to work to deter

mini lU't only how do we purchase new
sources ot energy at the least cost, but how

do we move it around," Kunin said. "As a

region we have much to learn from one

operative efforts we can undertake."

She said conservation funds and regional

policies to conserve rivers that run through

several states would also be key concerns

during her year tenure as chairman of the

conference.

Kunin. who was elected Vermont gover-

nor in 1984, said she also would look into

regional approaches to regulating the

trucking industry, including possible

modifications to fee and rate structures in

the states to make them uniform.

The governors will meet in February in

Vermont to continue discussions of the

regional energy plan and other issues.

Hanukkah
Greeting Cards
Shore the beoury andjoy of this special season.

These ^^^
maybe vTiei-
the only lines ^f^

you'll see.

.A i

-I
m^^ \

With hundreds of .

miles of runs covering
"'

th<»usands of acres, sometimes

at Jackson Hole you'll thmk you

have it all to yourself.

And crowds are just as scarce at

the base as they are on the mountain.

An aenal tram, a triple chair, and ^ double

chair lifts make getting up the hili about as

fast as getting down.

So if you're ready to cut lines through the powder

instead of standing in lift lines dreaming ab<iut it. a free

call to our central reservations number will make sure

Jackson Hole's ready for you.

JIftCKSo:

America's World-Class Resort

SIGN UP NOW SPACE IS LIMITED

FOR MORE INFO
CONTACT THE
UMASS SKI CLUB
430 student Union

on the UMass Campus
or call 545-3437

or 549-6715
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GOLFIN' IN A
WINTER
WONDERLAND -
Two inches of snow in

Minneapolis didn't

deter a foursome
from getting in a

round of golf at

Hiawatha Golf
Course. The group
(from left) included
Les Fellows, 76; Nick
Puzak, 70, and BUI
Swartz. 67. They used
colored balls.

AP plM>«o

COPY
YOUR
THESIS

AT kinko's

kinko's
Great copies. Great people

220 N. Pleasant St

Amherst, MA

MMt«rCh*t
Inttilul* ot

America

S*l*ct«d

Th# Wh«l»ly Inn A* On* 0< Th«

Top M R««tauranl» In Tha Nation.

Bf0k; Primm fllb». tMtood
ml90 8a4*el Cajun fnlrwaa

1 D»necT»o»tf TiM i.ti M wH n "••>

I
on m », J ifum. t*« onw owiman taM

OftI: Mm -M. S-1B pa. Im. 1«

NEW BOOKS ON ALL

SUBJECTS FOR XMAS
AT 40 -80% OFF
Publis^iers list price

VALLEY BOOKS

Corrioge Shops

Amherst

M F 103O-53O
SAT 10-5 - SUN 12 5

549-AOS2 • VISA/MC

New & Used Cars
Truck* ft Vans AI«o Available

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wrcck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

S49-2880

63 NORTH PLEASANT ST

FINE CHOCOl ATF AND CONPFCTIONS

CANDY -GIFTS * CHOCOLATE
SECRET SANTAS

'. o.. U«Q NORTHAMPTON (413) 586-4180

Money awarded in medical suit
CAMBRIDGE <AP) - A jur> has award

ed $1.81 million to the family and estate

of a 33 year-old woman who died of breast

cancer after finding the surgeon treating

her failed to diagnose the disease.

If the award is upheld by Middlesex

Superior Court Judge Katherine Liacos Iz

zo. who presided over the eight-day trial,

it would actually amount to $2.12 million

with interest, said family lawyer Marcia

Allar

According to trial testimony, Phyllis

Thorpe of Arlington had been referred to

Dr. Chester B. Rosoff, then with the Har-

vard Community Health Plan, when she

and her physician detected a small lump
in her right breast.

Rosoff. now with Beth Israel Hospital,

testified that he felt nothing and that he

did not operate.

Testimony elicited by RosofTs lawyer,

Barbara Hayes Buell. showed that no

mammogram was taken because Thorpe

was pregnant at the time and a mam
mogram involves irradiating the breast.

The examination by Rosoff was in

January 1984 Two months after Thorpe's

second child, Juliana, was born, when her

breasts returned to normal size after she

stopped lactating. it was found she had

breast cancer.

The October 1984 examination found

that the cancer had spread to her bones

OVER
SIZE

A LARGE ASSORTMENT
OF DIFFERENT STYLES
TO CHOOSE FROM i

CORDUROY

MASS
HATS
7.95

^^nmVERSITY Open

-3

Located in the Campus Center

',-'^^-^-li-5r<-«>>i^!S-«-'.*'><i^«i

A •J *Hastings
I

Fine Paper and Stationer

I We Have A Great Selection Of

Assorted Cards and

Assorted Christmas Gifts

I COME PICK OUT YOUR FAVORTfES

I 253-2840 45 S. Pleasant St.. Amherst, MA |

BOXEO

amherst/northampton

2^ daily and Sunday

CHINESE
'j' CUISINE

Find out why "Bon Apetit" iwJ

"Gourmet" Magazines die

requesting our recipes

Discover why Sze's customers

drive from as far away as

Connecticut. Vermont, and

New Hampshire for a taste

of Sze's award-winning gourmet

Chmese cuisine

Come sample our Sunday Brunch ...

or enjoy a quiet evening

at our new piano bar (Wed - Sat 7-11 PM)

50 Main Street, Northampton 586-5708

G^ some •hu1-«y« with th« h«lp ©f tMt 2»nWh P«f»oo»l

Computsr . . r>ow at a Special Student Price!

Everyone txags about ir>em but no one really likes all nighters Es-

pecially when you consider the alternatives - sleep parties 'om«»nce

But now you can finish your classviwk m no l.me with the speedy Zenith

Z 1 58 Enhanced PC now yours at great savings'

The IBM PC XT-Compatible Zenith Z-15S Enhanced PC
Finish youf classwor»( taster with the Z 1 58 PC teaturir^g

. Compatibility with virtually all IBM PC* software

• Greater internal exparKlability

. Dual speed processing that o«1ers a response time up to 60% taster

than the IBM PC XT*
• And up to 20 megabytes of storage

DwatOrhW
Special Slo<J«ot Pnce

Hw«0i«ti
Special Sludanl P-ice

$999.00 $1,399.00
Suggesuxl 'Ha-' P*** v;n»»« Su(jg»«e<l '«*< P"C« V9»»

So «lon1 !<>•• ar^y tleep o^ yo-* claMworti 9« yo^ «««» 2-'>«

Enhanced PC today al:

Computer Training Institute

203-649-3724

Zenith Data Systems

Sp«:lal Student Prices are also available on theM oth« e.eltlng ZenHh PerK>n1 Compuff

ARRIVING BEFORE
CHRISTMAS

WATCH FOR US!
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start
your list

with
our list!

Fine's knows
when it comes to the

perfect gift we have
it sized for you and

your budget!
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Under $5.00
Cotton Sport Socks $1-98

Insulated Jersey Work Gtoves $2 98

Tube Socks ^ 25

Earmuffs ^^
Winter Socks $3.98

Scarves ^^
Knit Cap ^^
Pocket Tees $^98

Ladies Thermal Shirts & Drawers $4.98

Under $10.00
Ragg Socks $550

Wool Ties $6.00

Ragg Caps $650

Ragg Mittens $650

Men's Thermal Underwear $6.98

Cotton lurtlenecks $750

Men's Corduroy Sippers $8.95

Lined Work Gtoves $995

Sweat Rants $9 95

Sweater \/8Sts $9-95

Under $20.00
50/50 lurtlenecks $11-95

Lined Ragg Mittens $11-98

Boy's Chamois Shirts $12.95

Boy's Flannel Shirts $12.95

Night Shirts $12-95

100% Cotton OW FasNoned

One-Piece Unbn Suits $12.95

Ragg Scarves $12.98

CNnos $1"* 95

100% Cotton Flannels $15.95

>y our cxtencJed
>pptng houf

now open Sunday 12-5.

Open Evenii^s htMn December 8

We o/woys efy\oi serving you

!

Acorn sapper Socks (chiWrens) $15.95

Charlie Brown Flannel Shirts $16 95

V\tork Rubbers $1695

Red Unkxi Suits $1695

Big & Tal Flannel Shirts $17.95

Wrangler Jeans Straight & Boot Cut$19.95

Levi Cords $19-95

Acorn Ragg Wool SIpper Sock

Men's & Women's $19.95

Under $30.00
Levi Jeans Straight & Boot Cut $22.95

Flannel Lined Chinos $22.95

Pro-Ked Sneakers $22.95

Converse Sneakers $22.95

Lee Pre-Washed Jeans $23.95

Quilt-Lined Flannel Shirts $23.95

Converse HhTop Carrvas Sneakers

Large Variety Cotors $23.95

Work Overshoes $24.95

Wbolnch Charmis $24.95

Quilt-Lined Chamois $24.95

Levi Black & Grey Denims $25.95

Hooded Thermal Sweatshirts $25.95

Woohich Corduroy Shirts $25.95

Levi Dress Corduorys $25.95

Rannel Lined Work Jeans $27.95

CNkjren's Insulated Work Boots $29.95

Sorel (Arctto) >fouth Sizes 6-13 $29.95

Sporto Ankle Leather Hi-Top Rubber

Bottom Lined Boots $29.95

Dickie's Brown Duck Lined Work Pants$29.95

Under $40.00
teeman Wool Pants S31 95

Woolnch Buffato Raid Wool Shirts $34.98

Chikjren's Sorel (Arctic) $36.96

Carters Brown Duck Blanket

Lined Jackets $38.95

Wbolnch Exptorer Heavy Wool Shirts$39.95

Ladies Wbolrfch NANeck Sweaters $39 95

Levi Black Denim Jackets $39 95

Boy's Canpus Winter Jackets $39.95

Levi Boat Mocs $39.95

Levi Saddte Shoes $3995

Carolna Work Oxfords $39.95

Caroina 6" Work Boots $39.95

Under $50.00
Levi Blanket-Lined Denim Jackets $42.95

Ladies Wbolnch Sweaters $45.00

Sorel AfctK Pacs (Men's) $46.95

Insulated Coveralls $47.95

Woolnch Stag Wool Shirts $48.95

Brook's Hi-Top Leather Sneakers $49.95

Converse Hi-Top Leather Sneakers $49.95

Herman Work Oxford $49.95

Wblverine Fleece-Lined Chukka $49.95

Under $100^
Levi Sherpa-Lined Jackets

(Black & Denim) $52.00

Wblverine Insulated & Waterproof

Boots $59.95

Herman Insulated & Waterproof

Boots $59.95

Wbolnch Jacquard Ragg Sweaters $59.95

Men's SnowmoMe Suits $65.00

Wbolnch Ski Style Jackets $69.95

Herman Survivors Handsewn Casuals$e9S5

Sorel Caribou Boots $7955

Redwing Insulated Super Sole

Wbrk Boots $84.95

North Lake Insulated & Waterproof

Boots $79-95

Hennan Insulated & Waterproof Boots$89.95

Woolnch Mt. Parkas Wool-Lined $89.95

Woolnch Hunting Coats $89.95

Sorel Pathfinders Boots $89.95

Wolverine Insulated Boots $89.95

Timberland Insulated Waterproof

Boots $96.95

36 Main Street, NortKamptoiv

105 Elm Street, Westfield
GIFT CERTIFICATES the gift that always fits

BIO: KEVIN CULLEN
Summa Cum Laude In Jour-

nalistic Studies/Political

Science for the University of

Massachusetts-Amherst.

Collegian staff sports and

news writer, columnist,

Associate Executive Editor.

Stringer for the Boston

Globe, Associated Press,

United Press International,

and Daily Hampshire

Gazette. Holyoke Transcript

Telegram staff writer for two

years. Boston Herald staff

reporter for two and a half

years. Currently, Boston

Globe police beat reporter

and feature writer.

ON THE COLLEGIAN ...

used Collegian clips to get my first job. It's always

on my resume."

"I f you want to go to the print medium, you have to^

have clips. Where else are you going to get them."

W^^ I *

t was the first really professional type of news

organization I worked for ... It transferred the

classroom into reality"

The Collegian. We Build Careers
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Deceitful decision on LSO soon to face court challenge
J_y^\^^±UXI-«.X VI.V^V/a.l^AW** w

.u„» ..;„..;=i ,.^^i,^ tK» .^c.Kt«nf«n individuals - unlike the

On August 6, 1986, a dark cloud came over the Univer

sity of Massachusetts at Amherst. It was on this date that

the board of trustees disregarded their own policies and

snatched away the Le^jal Service Office's "right to sue
"

the University administration.

William Bennett

The trustees, fully knowing that Trustee Document

T73-098 (the Wellman Document) specifically states that

"the Chancellor will assist the President in ensuring that

all appropriate components of the campus have the oppor

tunity to make recommendations prior to the establish-

ment' of policy" and fully knowing that this did not oc-

cur, went ahead anyways and adopted a resolution put

forth by Chancellor Joseph D. DufTey to eliminate LSO's

"right to sue" the University By this action, the trustee*

made it clear to the student population that they are so

high and mighty they do not need to follow policies that

are clearly written down. Yet. I'm sure that in the latert

antiClA protests and subsequent arrests, the Picketing

Code is currently being enforced word for word. Talk about

doubU itandards!

It was on August 6. 1986, that the board of trustees pro-

claimed "student rights" as nothing more than "invisi-

ble rights ' - rights they feel should not be in existence.

The trustees' selfinterested decision concerning LSO
eliminated one of the most effective tools students could

use to check careless administrative actions. actions that

people like Yvette Henry have experienced. Also, without

the availability of LSO and their "right to sue" the ad-

ministration, students who cannot afford outside lawyers

will be left helplessly at the hands of the administration

As student rights become more and more invisible, they

are violated more often. Don't let the administration and

the board of trustees fool you with double talk and con

descending remarks. Their stance on LSO is absolutely

self interested. ..nor student interested.'

On December 8. 1986, student leaders, the

Undergraduate Student Government Association, the

Graduate Senate, the LSO Governing Board and many

other students from acroM the nation are going to attempt

to push that dark cloud over the horizon. On this date,

students of the University are bringing a suit against the

University of Massachusetts Board of Trustees for their

sly. deceiving, and selfinterested tactics surrounding the

Legal Services issue. On this date, students from all across

the country will march into a court of law, one that

recognizes the rights of all individuals - unlike the board

of trustees - and will attempt to set things straight. As

a student who truly cares about the rights of other in

dividuals, let me warn the trustees now u, mean

business!

Help us help you! Get involved with Legal Services and

the fight for student rights on this campus. Its importance

is unprecedented While there is so much to gain,

remember, there is also so much to lose, like your fun-

damental right to study at a University that protects your

rights and does not violate them. Call the Office of the

President, the Student Trustees Office, the Undergraduate

Senate Office at 545 0341 and let us know that you are

more than willing to help us m this struggle for our rights

Come with us to Boston on December 8th, a day that

students

will always remember. Participate in a historic event by

taking part in preserving everything America and the

University is said to stand for. It is time that the students

stall pushing ar>d let the Administration and the Truataw

feel the heat they brought upon themaelvea. Call todayl

Protesters condemn wrong people
My first organized act of disobedience

happened when I was six. After being forc-

ed to eat peas occasionally during dinner
for two years. I decided to resist. The next

time my mother cooked peas, I told her I

wouldn't eat them. She didn't listen. She
cooked them, put them on my plate and
said I couldn't leave the table until I ate

them. I refused; two hours later, she

relented.

JefTry Bartash

My first organized participation in an

act of civil disobedience happened when
I was in eighth grade. The blizzard of 1978

forced the cancellation of three weeks of

school, resulting in a decision by the

school committee to tack on an extra 45

minutes to days remaining that year t<

make up for time lost. Hundreds o<

students walked out of classes one day in

protest. angi> because they were not

consulted.

Although the two examples above are

minor compared with the CIA protest last

week that ended in the arrests of 51 peo-

ple, they both evince a necessary ingre

dient of disobedience — moral right.

The pea incident implies that people

should not be forced to do what they do

not want to do; the walkout implies that

solutions should be reached through

negotiation, which the town school com
mittee failed to do with student leaders.

Arguably, those who protested CIA
recruitment on campus also have moral
right on their side, but the questions that

have to be answered are whether morali-

ty matters and whether their protests are

directed toward the right people.

After World War Two, the CIA was
organized as an intelligence gathering
ni'»f»nrv Its ich «,»'n« — and !»ti" ic *n, U(>f>n

tabu on other countries, especially in the

spheres of economy, military and govern-

ment. The goal of the CIA is to protect and

promote the interests of the United
State.s Sounds harmless enough, until

one realizes that gathering intelligence is

usually a nice euphemism for spying.

Historically, spies who have been caught

have not been treated kindly, often being

jailed, tortured or killed by their captors

Most members of the CIA are dedicated

patriots who help preserve the strength

of our country. They are engaged in a con-

tinuous struggle to defend the US against

intelligence agencies far more sinister

than many of our campus protesters —
who I hope are not as naive as they ap-

pear — believe, notably the Soviet Union's

KGB and its satellite agencies. In the

small and violent world of spies th^re are
nt'itht"- laws n >i mora' it

^•

However, a danger exists that has
already manifested itself, in which the

lawlessness of the world of spies carries

over and agents promote or commit im
moral acts against innocent people, such
as in Chile in 1973 when the CIA over

threw President Allende, and in

Nicaragua recently as US-backed "con-

tras" allegedly raped and killed many
peasants (KGB acts are too numerous to

count).

But to say that all CIA actions are evil

and all CIA members are rapists and
murderers is like saying all members of

Abbie Hoffman's Yippie Party are drug-
gies because their leader was caught.

The CIA is not an organization unto
itself; it is a tfH>l of the highe.st members
of our goverment, who are responsible for

dictating our foreign policy. If, as many
people say, the CIA has gotten out of con-

trol, then call for our government leaders

to restiucture the agency
The overall goals of the CIA and

motives of its members deserve respect,

as do the convictions of the protesters. The
university administration and the CIA
Itself should not be attacked, but those in

our government responsible for its

control.

Jeffry Bartash is a Collegian columnist

Letters
Dear Chancellor Duffey,

Wtlliam Bennett ,s ihr SGA Campus President
| J COTYtmend yOUr effort

He can run but he can't hide
The ongoing hue-and-cry over the Ira-

nian arms deal has begun to produce

casualties, with more expected. Lt. Col.

Oliver North. Vice Admiral Poindexter,

American credibility, and the presidency

have fallen. Now George Buijh, the per-

son with the most to lose, lies mortally

wounded. The heir apparent to Ronald

Reagan as standard bearer of the

Republican party in the 1988 elections

now finds himself deeply involved in a

scandal of Watergate proportions.

Ben Brogan

The vice-president has been noticeably

absent since the crisis began, spurring

cries of 'Where's George?!" from those

eager to include him in the rounds of ac

cusations: "What did the vice president

know, and when did he know it?"

The members of the Reagan entourage

have made daily appearances in the

media, but Bush has stayed out of sight,

limiting himself to a few comments in a

Time interview. His staff claims this is

due to an unusual lag in his otherwise

hectic schedule, while political cynics

(realists?) claim he is being hidden, kept

under protective wraps by a GOP afraid

that its ticket to the White House in 1988

might be implicated in the fiasco.

The fears of Bush loyalists are justified.

There appears to be a trail leading

through the tangle of undercover deals

and criminal act* to the office of the vice-

president. As vice-president, George Bush

is a member of the National Security

Council, the body created by President

Truman in 1947 to provide analysis (ff

foreign affairs, and to advi.se the president

on foreign policy. More important, he is

the crisis manager for the Reagan Ad
ministration. He has access to all foreign

policy decision making in the White

House, both overt and covert.

More damaging than his proximity to

the decision making are his connections

and that of his office to covert private fun

ding of the anti Sandinista "contras" in

Nicaragua. When Eugene Hasenfuss was

shot down over Nicaragua, a network of

private donors to the "contras " emerged,

established after Congress and the Boland

amendment outlawed US support of the

rebels This network was reportedly con-

nected to the ofllce of George Bush, by the

intermediary of former CIA agent Max
Gomez and retired Air Force General

Richard Secord, under the coordination of

that "national hero," Lt. Col. Oliver

North. Allegations that Bush staffer Don
Gregg had active knowledg of the ex

istence of a slush fund (financed through

arms sales to Iran) to finance the "con-

tras," are vigorously denied by the

vice-president.

George Bush is caught in a dangerous

catch-22 situation, with serious implica

tions for the 1988 campaign. For the past

six years he has stressed his loyalty to

Reagan and the Administration's policies.

He has portrayed himself as a team
player, never seeking to distance himself

Letters
—

AP swallows Indian line without facts

In the December 2 issue of

the Collegian, under the ti-

tle "Indian prime minister

promises to take action

against terrorists," an
Associated Press article

stated that "...R«uiv Gandhi

pledged 'tough and strong

action' against Sikh ter-

rorists yesterday, the day

after four gunmen pulled

Hindus off a bus in Punjab

and killed 24 of them." The
article writes about a tragic

incident that happened
within Punjab, homeland of

the Sikhs.

The Indian government
has declared the Punjab

Mnder martial law; no one is

allowed within its boun-

daries without a special

government visa and
members of the press are

denied entry completely.

The martial law has con-

tinued for the two years

since the government at-

tacked the Sikh's holiest

shrine, the Golden Temple

in Amritsar. For this reason

the dateline of the article is

New Delhi and not within

the Punjab where the in

cidents supposedly occured.

Associated Press was simp-

ly given a statement by the

Indian government that

Sikhs killed innocent Hin-

dus and since reporters are

not allowed within the Pun-

jab, the AP was kind

enough to print the story for

public consumption without

verification. The govern-

ment policy of censorship

becomes clear when one

looks at the case of Brahma
Challany.
Challany is a reporter for

the Associated Ptess who
worked in the Punjab in

1984. During the attacks on

the Golden Temple and over

seventy other Sikh temples

throughout Punjab,

Challany witnessed the kill-

ings of 14 Sikh youths by In-

dian government
paramilitary. The youths,

who were simply picked up
off the street, had their

hands tied behind their

backs, were put up against

a wall and shot. Challany

was arrested for trying to

print the account, charged

with sedition and thrown in

jail. Unfortunately, as the

Dec. 2 article reveals, the

Associated Press has

become much more
cooperative with the Indian

government.
Sikhs are being portrayed

by the Indian government

and the press as terrorists.

But in light of the govern-

ment's own actions, one

must ask who the terrorist

really is? It is the respon-

sibility of the press to find

the answer. But printing

stories that simply

regurgitate Indian govern-

ment press releases does not

constitute the answer. As a

reader of your newspaper, I

ask that you inform your

readers of the issues involv-

ed rather than print a story

on some completely uncon-

firmed terrorist act. As a

Sikh, I beg the Collegian not

to slander my heritage and

identity by printing such a

story that only serves to sen-

sationalize an already ex-

plosive situation.

Bikram Singh Aulakh
Orchard Hill

from any unpopular decisions. In this

crisis, he has kept a low profile, emerg-

ing as a key advisor and confidant to the

president He cannot now begin to

distance himself from the scandal without

putting in doubt his credibility.

Assisted by Republican attempts at

damage control, George Bush will try to

weather the stwrn by keeping low. Yet,

as the magnitude of the scandal grows.

against an alarming backdrop of a presi-

dent hopelessly out of touch with the go-

ings on in the White House. George

Bush's chances with the American elec-

torate are dimming: whether he knew or

failed to know, the taint of scandal is upon

him. In 1988. the American people will

remember.

Ben Brogan is a Collegian columnist.

What did the president know?
President Ronald Reagan may have

cleared one giant obstacle within the

evergrowing Iranian-Israeli-contra fiasco.

David R. Mark
According to White House officials, the

Justice Department said that the president

will not be questioned in the Justice

Department's inquiry into the unauthoriz-

ed diversion of millions of dollars to the

contras.

According to an article in the New York

Times, Donald T. Regan, the White House

chief of staff, said the Justice Department

was "examining evidence of a different

nature" and thus would have no reason to

question the president.

The United States sold $12 million in

arms to Israel. Israel, in turn, resold the

arms to Iran for $42 million. The payments

for the arms were then placed in a Swiss

bank account. The CIA replaced the

original $12 million through the defense

department, with the remaining $30

million supposedly arriving in the hands

of the Nicaraguan contra rebels.

It has been suggested that President

Reagan broke international law, constitu-

tional law and his own arms embargo

against Iran by negotiating the arms deal.

Regan also told the New York Times,

"Monday afternoon is when the president

first got this information that there had

been wrongdoing. By Tuesday morning, he

had it all out and had made a statement

The president would not be talked to."

Recent statements by the president sug-

gest it is worthwhile for the Justice Depart-

ment to talk to President Reagan.

On the possibility of firing Secretary of

SUte George P. Shultz, the president said,

"I am not firing anybody! am not going to

lie about that "

On trade of American arms to Iran for

American hostages, the president said,

"The charge has been made that the

United States has shipped weapons to Iran

as ransom payment for the release of

American hostages in Lebanon . . Those

charges are utterly false."

On the amount of arms sent to the Ira-

nians, the president said the entire load

could be shipped on one cargo plane. Yet

it has been shown that $12 million dollars

worth of arms was sent.

Beyond the discrepancies in President

Reagan's recent statements, one must still

wonder "what did the president know, and

when did he know it?" Questions need to

be asked of our president.

It seems highly unlikely that Reagan,

whether he knew of the "unauthorized

diversion of millions of dollars to the con-

tras," would not be helpful to the overall

investigation by the Justice Department.

In the Justice Department's claims that

evidence of a different nature would be in-

vestigated, and President Reagan would

not be questioned, information that may
prove necessary to the investigation will be

unnecessarily absent.

David R Mark is a Collegian columnist

I sinoMiely appreciate your

recent efforts in dealing

swiftly and forthrightly

with the "racial" brawl that

occurred after the final

game of the World Series.

Although you initially had
your doubts as to the racial

nature of the event, you
were willing, baaed on the

outcry of so many concern-

ed individuals in the univer-

sity community, to in-

vestigate the incident

thoroughly" The tn» civil

rights activist spirit in you
came out when you called in

Commissioner Fredrick
Hurst of the Massachusetts
Commission on Discrimina-

tion. Commissioner Hurst's

reputation as a civil rights

advocate and activist pro-

ceeds him.

As we all know, however,

the best, made plans often go

awry. Or do they"!' When the

University community was

'Campus Pond' polluted

Every time I read Campus Pond, I have to ask myself
— what is the point of this cartoon? Is Sal really trying

to make a cartoon so dumb that it makes me angry?

Although nearly everyone that I have questioned agrees

with me that Campus Pond isn't funny, many of my
friends think I'm overreacting. I'm not the kind of guy
that flies into a blind rage every time I encounter an

aspect of life that I don't find hilarious, but when I look

to the comics page. I expect to find some humor. As a

cartoonist. Sal has the privilege of having his own space

in each issue of the Collegian In exchange for this

privilege, he has a responsibility to make a worthwhile

comic strip.

What. then, constitutes a worthwhile cartoon? To keep

it simple, there are three main criteria for a real comic

strip. Obviously, it should be funny. Campus Pond tries

to be humorous, but consistently fails. In the last week
1 have asked hundreds of people, even some total

strangers, if they find Campus Pond amusing. I haven't

heard a positive response yet. The second criterion for

a successful cartoon is worthwhile subject matter. This

requirement is so incredibly general that it seems almost

impossible not to fulfill it. Yet dedicating an entire week
of Campus Pond to one dumb joke - the already stale

pun "Khadaffy Duck" - is hardly worth the ink it us-

ed. Sal even fell back on a favorite elementary school

pasttime — making fun of the lunch ladies. Drawings

of crazed Food Service employees chasing ducks are not

only genuinely dumb, but Sal is on very thin ice here.

I know of many people who are satisfied with the univer-

sity meal plan, even if only occasionally, but I have yet

to find a Campus Pond fan. The third and final necessi

ty of any decent cartoon is competent artwork. I would

hardly consider myself an artist, but I can draw a bet

ter duck than Sal. This doesn't entitle me to the space

that Campus Pond is given in each issue. Remember,

these are the bare necessities for a decent cartoon.

My point is not to attack Sal. Obviously someone at

the Collegian appreciates his sense of humor, and I'm

sure he dedicates a great deal of time and effort to Cam-

pus Pond. The bottom line is that the Collegians

valuable space should be put to the best possible use. I

urge the editors of the Collegian to re-examine Campus
Pond's ability to do this. I also hope there are some aspir-

ing cartoonists among the thousands of Collegian readers

who are equally dissatisfied with Campus Pond, and who

are willing and able to replace it.

David M. Phipps
Baker

The Collegian accepts letters and columns from the

UMass community for possible publication on the

Editorial/Opinion page. All submissions should be typed,

double-spaced, at 67 characters per line. Letters should be

no more than 30 lines nor columns more than 60. They

must be signed and include the author's address and

telephone number.

All copy is subject to editing for clarity and length.

informed (please remind me
— when did this actually oc-

cur?) that the investigation

was under way, there ob-

viously was an outpouring
of information so much so

that many key individuals

in the incident were unable
to speak with the Commis
sioner (assuming arguendo,

that they were in fact in-

formed of his presence). The
fact that appointments were
being made only by identi-

fying yourself through the

vice<hancellor for student

affairs' office had no bear-

ing. I'm sure, on the
response level. The vice-

chancellor also being noted

for his reputation with civil

rights issues, this could on

ly serve to encourage

participation.

So. Chancellor Duffey. I

commend you on your ^-
forts. In the final analysis.

however, it was closely akin

to a circus: there were ob-

viously clowns, animals,

magicians, candy, horns be-

ing blown. ..the whole nine

yards. The best part of all,

however, is that there were
no tickets available. ..it was
a sell-out.

David A. Hooker
Amherst

" We think that we have a statutory basis to believe that

a Federal Law may have been violated. There may have
been people who are in a position in government who may
hare violated it.

"

—Attorney General Edwin Meese

Imumbm

As the charm and charisma crumble. . .

The terms 'havoc', 'chaos', political 'fiasco', and 'Ad-

ministration blunder' have,in the past couple weeks lin-

ed the pages of this nation's most esteemed newspapers.
The current debacle in which our President finds himself

is a welcomed event surely; but far more intere.sting than
the President's incompetence is the American publics

astonishment.

Jessica Portner

Many people who have followed Reagan's revolutionary

presidency have watched for the moment when his pater-

nal charm and old-boy charisma would crumble. His
endearing grandfather image seemed impervious to

criticism from both the media and his political opponents.

This partially has to do with the fact that, as a television

personality, he certainly won over his critics simply

because of the accessibility and scope.

The branding of this age-old drama.(the corruptible

public official, the fearless leader turned tyrant, Jedi

knight turned Darth Vaderl as a new and unusual event

in human history is almost as absurd as the event itself

The American people have repeatedly blinded theniselves

to reality, choosing a president who would provide sim-

ple answers to complex questions, one who dismisses
poverty as an argument designed by liberals to empty the

national treasury and to give the cabinet a headache, call-

ing violent intervention a neces-sary step towards

democracy, calling lies the truth and the drama continues.

The truly ironic twist to this whole affair is that our

Great Communicator has finally forgot his lines. He has,

and I'm sorry to divulge this precious secret, never been
in control of this country. He is the ultimate ideologue

with an astonishing ability to retain meaningless facts,

operating solely for the aggrandizement of those truly in

power (i.e. the multi-national corporate capitalists). Our
involvement in Iran was as much economic as political,

a matter of accumulating power and prestige. The sooner

we realize that what we are witnessing here is the com-
ing to lifcht of how despicably ignorant we are to this

government's foreign policy maneuvers, the sooner we will

be able to take constructive moves to rebuild or perhaps

a better word would be reevaluate this 'democracy' of ours.

Jessica Portner is a Collegian correspondent

a^ c^ f^c-fis^

s^f^L 5.^;x.

Letters
A question of choice

It is time the Collegian

and the anti-everything

protestors wake up. Under
the guise of "student

rights," the protestors

have tried to rob students

of its greatest right, the

freedom to choose. Ask
yourself, did the protestors

truly care about student

rights when they prompted

the closing of the Whit-

more Administration
Building on registration

day? If you stood in line

outside and tried to do

business inside, then you

can definitely say no. Did

these protestors really care

about student rights when
they try to establish

university policy through

extortion with seized pro-

perty? Do these student

protestors really care

about student rights when
they try to change existing

policy not with the consent

of students but by busing

in mercenary protestors? It

would seem logical that

the people who know what
is best for UMass are the

people who attend the

school. What can the likes

of Amy Carter, her un-

wanted entourage, and a

Madison Avenue media
monger, Abbie Hoffman
(the fifty year old "student

leader" who makes sixty

grand a year), decide for us

what we cannot do for

ourselves. If the protestors

succeed in changing the

existing recruitment
policy, they will have gain-

ed the power to stop any
group from coming on this

campus to recruit and ex-

press their views. It comes
down to one simple
thought: the question is

not whether you support

the CIA policies; the ques-

tion is whether you sup-

port your fellow students'

right to interview with

whom they they choose. If

you feel that the most im-

portant right is the right to

choose, then let your feel-

ings be felt by the ad-

ministration, the faculty

and especially the pro-

testors who are try to strip

this right from you with no

sense of guilt.

Bob GrifTin

Amherst
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Mass beaching of whales
Scientists try to save pilot whales

occurs on Cape Cod
Eastham (AP» — Scientists and volunteers
rushed to four Cape Cod beaches yesterday
as about 50 pilot whales tried to strand
themselves, a mysterious and often fatal

move by the massive mammals.

By early afternoon, at least two whales
were known to have died in the mass"
beaching while most of the others were
scattered in shallow pools c^Cape Cod Bay.

A young whale was lifted from the water
and taken to an aquarium.
Thirty-eight whales had washed up on

First Encounter Beach here and were spot-

ted by workers arriving to empty trash
bins. A call immediately went out to

volunteers who pulled them back into deep
water and kept (Ahers away from the shore.

Robert Prescott. director of the
Massachusetts Audubon Wellfleet Bay
Wildlife Sanctuary, said the whales were
about 20 to 27 feet long and weighed bet

ween 1 and 2 tons each. The stranded
whales were females and a few juveniles.

"These are some of the biggest female
pilots I've ever seen in my life," he said.

Preacott said there also were reports of
brandings on beaches in ft^w^er, Orleans
and Sandwich.

PnaetAt said the whales, in a pod
numbering about 100, have been living m
Cape Cod Bay for the past three to four
months, feeding on squid.

He speculated they may have become
oonftiaed while feeding during high winds
and heavy rains and then taken the often-

deadly maneuver of beaching themselves.
Workers had corralled as many as a

dozen whales in oea s Kiver. a shallow,
marshy waterway. Prescott said they
would hold them there until weather con-
ditions improved.

"Now that the tide is dropping, we're
afraid they'll get stuck on the tidal flats

and die," Prescott said.

Volunteers were joined by workers from
the New England Aquarium. National
F^ark Service divers and staft" from the
Center for Coastal Study in Provincetown.

Researchers have tried for years to learn
why herds of whales repeatedly strand
themselves in this area during their an-

nual southern migration and suft'ocate

under the weight of their bodies.

Potential explanations have included
sickness in the leaders of the whale sods,
or groups, magnetic variations along
undersea geological faults and the guess
that the whales swim into the large bay
formed by Cape Cod's crooked finger into
the Atlantic Ocean and strand themselves
trying to swim directly south.

In October 1985. 94 whales died here and
were buried in a mass grave bulldozered
into the sand Autopsies revealed nothing.

A month laler, 21 whales died at i

Brewster. Again, auti^ies revealed no
|

disease.

"Once they hit the beach, it's very dif-

ficult for the animals to recover." said San-
dra Goidfarb, a spokesman for the New
England Aquarium.

A pilot whale, among the more abundant
of the whale species, is black except for a
white patch running down the throat and
chest.

ARTS

Ceremonies in Dark Old Men makes
theater worth your time once again

COMING TO THE RESCUE - (Photos above and bottom left) Scien-
tists and rescue volunteers wrestle with one of the pilot whales that
beached along Cape Cod beaches. It was termed a losing battle after
hours of effort as many of the mammals were already d\ing. Officials
reported approximately 50 pilot whales tried to beach themselves
along the shoreline, a mysterious and often fatal move by the massive
species.

By FRANK FLANAGAN
Collegian Staff

"Ceremonies in Dark Old Men." written by Lonne Elder

and staged by The Negro Ensemble Company, was not

sold out at the Fine Arts Center Tuesday night. Whatever

the reason, whoever missed this play missed perhaps the

best of the season.

I had trouble figuring out why the play was so

powerful—whether it was the crisp dialogue or the tremen

dous acting.

The title of the play, I believe, is somewhat misleading

since the play is as much about the young and women as

about old men. The play opens to the soft sound of jazzy

blues in a Harlem barbershop in the late 19508. It is an

rundown barbershop—one that looks like it has not seen

many customers in years. And it hasn't. The proprietor

of the shop, Mr. Russel Parker tPopst, played perfectly by

Thomas Martell Brimm, is an ex vaudville dancer who

lives—precariously—off the memories of his spent youth

and his dead wife. He is the father of two sons and one

daughter, all in their later twenties and unmarried,

unattached.

The children all live at home, above the shop, but it is

only the sister, Adele, played by Andrea Michele Smith,

who pays the rent. The brothers, Bobby and Theopolis

(Theo), played by Lee Simon Jr. and Dan Martin, hang

around a lot Theo tries U> get laid all the time and Bob

by is a master, abet petty, thief. Adele rides the two

brothers and the father for not having jobs and being un

productive. When she comes home from work at the Motor

Vehicles office one night, she gives the men an ultimatum:

find a job within two weeks or get out! The men. feeling

emasculated by Adele and the racist system they live

under, decide to take the law-the system— into their own

hands. They make a deal with a local gangster called Blue

Haven, played sinisterly by Lionel Mark Smith, who

always dresses—from head to foot—all in blue.

The Parker men make and distribute corn whiskey out

of their barbershop. The profits are good but Theo ends

up doing all the work while his father skims money off

the take and spends it on young women who dupe him.

And his brother Bobby, who he had been so close to,

becomes alien, seperate. Once the operation gets under

way, even Adele throws off her goody goody ways and

takes to the streets with a vengance, partying all night

long with a man who eventually beats her severly

The family seems to fragment with the new found

wealth All seem haunted by the ghost of the mother who

worked herself to death to support the family Each has

their own guilt to come to terms with. It is the emptiness

Pops feels toward life since his wife had left that drives

him to the bed of a young women i played by Dottye

Williams) who only tries to get his money and mforma

tion about the moonshine operation for a rival gang. He

learns to love, if only f(>«>Ii.>^hlv. after all the impotent

tinued on page 18
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Naims
In hi-fi, mubic is more important than

brand names.

At Musk hirst you probably won't

recognize names like Linn, Nairn, Rega,

Arcam, Creek and Heybnwk. Instead of

mass-market advertismg, these manu
facturers ItKUs on musical performance

and superior workmanship. Come nt for

a demonstration of why we put music first

Ml isic/nsl
Unique Audio Systems

t>anu< ( enl.r Shops. Kt»- \ Mathfld, MA 247 STM

Complete Hairstyling for Men & WontetT

Haircut - $9.00

Perms • $40 with haircut

a
If \j 228 Triangle St.

J\ yj Amherst

Call: 549-1502
SbBASTIAN AaAVV^Ai<VV^AiVVVV^AA;V^A^VVVVV^AAAl^

or

HOW TO GET RID OF IT
A Comedy by lonesco

rf*««al«4 kT Th« Uiil«cr.lt]> of Maaa.chttMtta 0«MrtiMBt •( Thaatara4 Thaatai. Flaa Arta Caalat Dacanbar 4 •. 10 11. |««« at a
TIcfcatai W— Arta C*ater• OfHca. MS asil

I

THE UMASS SKI CLUB GOES NORTH

illinqton
N^veWMONT

('h()().s(' f he smart look thai s x'x^w for \ou. Sec • f nii- full s» •!( •( ii< )ii

"f men's rinj^sai your collect- iKHtk.storc

Dec. 4-5 Thura-Fri 10-4

NON-MEMBERS -" ^5f^^"'- -'—^^ ^^

CONDO LODGING & LIFTS
TAX

INCLUDED

PROGRAM INCLUDES

NON-MEMBERS WELCOME
• 5 NITES CONDO LODGING
AT EDGEMONT OR WHIFFLE TREE

• 5 DAYS LIFTS TO SIX MOUNTAINS
• VALUABLE COUPON BOOK
• SPECIAL COLLEGE PARTIES
FOR MORE INFO STOP BY THE SKI CLUB TABLE IN THE HATCH
OR OUR OFFICE IN 430 STUDENT UNION, OR CALL 545-3437

JEWLERY SALE

FREE GOLD HEART CHARM
WITH PURCHASE OF

14K GOLD CHAIN

14K GOLD CHAINS $24
14K GOLD BRACELET $12
14K GOLD EARRINGS $12

STERLING SILVER CHAINS $8
STERLING SILVER EARRINGS $8

MANY OTHER HOLIDAY SPECIALS
ARE AVAILABLE THIS WEEK ONLY

DEC. 1 THROUGH DECa 6

^Mx.

RT 9, HADLEY • 586-4463

ACROSS FROM
MTN. FARMS MALL

• Proper Attire Required

• 18-20 Year Olds Welcome
Enjoy Our Full Juice Bar

B

OPEN
M-F: 9-5

Sat: 10-3

Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
kUSTORE^

THURSDAY

IN THE FLESH

FRIDAY

EPIC RECORDING ARTIST - FACE TO FACE

SATURDAY

NRBQ

SUNDAY

AL HOLIDAY & THE HURRICANES

FOGHAT • DECEMBER 12

tickets available at Ticketron & Katina's

$8.50 in advance - $10 day of the show
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B.B. King in Noho: getting on
but still the King of the Blues
Bv FRANK PI AMAP.AM ^^By FRANK FLANAGAN
Collegian Staff

What a show folks! At least the 10:30 show, Tuesday
night at the Pearl Street night club in Northampton. I

arrived twenty minutes late, but the band started late so
I almost got my fill of the King of the Blues. I'd seen B.B.
King at the Berkely Performance Center in Boston some
years back and it was an exceptional show; I had a se
cond row, center seat. I wondered whether a large club
could do King justice. Well ... it did.

Pearl Street seems the best kind of place to catch a ma-
jor blues act. One could get near the stage without get
ting sardined and the acoustics were very good. The place

it Ceremonies
continued from page 17

years. Pop's quest for love and self realization—to live
his youth over again—makes him, and his family,
vulnerable. While he's out on one of his many new night
excursions, his son Bobby is shot dead by a security guard
while breaking into a store. Mr. Jenkins (played bv

illiam Jay I, Pop's checker playing cronie. carries Pops
in drunk after his 'girlfriend' has locked him out. Then
Adele and Theo come in. probably from the morgue.
Before any of them can give the old man the bad news,
he goes into a monologue—a ceremony—about his life.

It is one of many such ceremonies in this fine play—
ceremonies which make the theatre seem a meaningful
place to frequent once again.

was only half packed, so I did wonder what it would be
like if they had taken in a capacity crowd. The crowd was
a healthy mixture of local rednecks, students, yuppies,
Springfielders. Not too much drunkeness or rowdiness,
but a lot of bumping, swaying and dancing. King's back
up band was gieat. And they had to be. King didn't seem
to sing or play as much as he did in the past, letting the
band take up much of the slack. And some of the songs
seemed a bit dragged out. I wondered whether this was
because of his age (rumoured to be 61 ) or because he had
to do two sweaty shows in a row? But when he was center
stage-his solid girth bellowing and his guitar (Lucille)
crying and moaning-the crowd ate it up. King has a
knack for talking, telling stories on stage, feeling out the
crowd. And he changes his act a lot— never seems to get
old. Even when he belted out one of his oldies- like "Sweet
Little Angel."

It was also interesting to see some of the other band
members highlighted during some songs. King taunting
and tugging them along with facial gestures and .some nip-
ping on Lucille. The crowd was even persuaded— with
King's coaxing-to sink a few nasty refrains. The only
complaints I have about the whole night was all the smoke
in the air (scummy throat ) and some weasel with a camera
who wedged me up against one of the amps. The bar was
easily accessible and the crowd seemed to want to have
a good time without getting sloppy. King played right up
til the closing hour and ended with "When the Saints Go
Marching In" He must have handed out at least twenty
picks to a sea of greedy, thankful hands—momentoes to
a mighty night of blues.

i'ttllrginn pitoto by Marts Bull

B.B. King sings the blues Tuesday night at
Pearl Street dance club in Northampton.

Greyhound
presents

asimplelesson
ineconomics.
Introducing the Greyhound Student Discount fare.

!

Learn how easy ii is to gci away when
you go Greyhound.

Right now, Greyhound is offering a
new Student Discount program. Which
means you get a big $25 off the price of any
(ireyhound round-trip, ma.'>dmum-fare
iicWi, $15 off any round-trip ticket costing
$75 or more and $5 off any round-trip
ticket costing $45 or more.

Just bring the attached coupon ak)ng
with your current college I.D. card to your
local Greyhound Ticket Agent for details.

With a price this low, it's time vou got
off campus. With a Greyhound Student
Discount fare.

Greyhound- 1780 Main Sircef781-1501

Cut out the coupon and
cut out of town.

With the Greyhound Studeni Diwuuni larc, sou'U
receive $25 ofi the pncc of iny ma.\unum-fuic, round-tnp
uckci, $1S off any round-inp uckei cosung >7> or mure,
and $5 ofl any round-tnp ticket cosUng $45 or more

Simply bnn^ this, coupon and >our current college
ID. card to ihe Greyhound ucket locauon in vour (own.

and
hic.
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Springfield

By DON LIPPER and
TOM HARRINGTON
Collegian Staff

An American Tail

Presented by Steven Spielberg
Directed and Produced by Don Bluthe

In Russia in 1985, there lived a family of mice known
as the Mousekewitzes. There was a Papa mouse who
played the violin, a Mama mouse who took care of the

baby, Tlly, the sister mouse and Fivel the little boy mouse.

After a pogrom by the Coesaks and their Cossak Cats, the

Mousekewitzes decide that they must leave their Siberian

village and go to this wonderful land called America
where it is a known fact that there are no cats and the

streets are paved with cheese. On the way to America

young Fivel gets separated from his family and he tries

to find them in the seamy underside of turn of the cen

tury America.

DL: There can be no more doubt about it, Spielberg is

now the Disney of the the Pepsi generation. His first

animated feature stars a mouse with large ears. Although

I don't think Disney ever made a film about a family of

Jewish mice. One of the things I liked mosrt about this film

was the ethnic feel it had to it. You had mice of different

cultures working together for a common dream. I also lik-

ed how the movie showed the children in the audience

what it was like to be an immigrant in America. You see

mice (and people) being oppressed and living in squalor.

Also the animation by Don Bluthe, one of the Disney

Studios renegade animators who left Disney a few years

ago is the best animation you are likely to see in a kid

movie. It is definitely out of the Disney tradition and not

out of the garbage they serve kids every Saturday morn-

ing. This is an excellent movie for kids, that won't bore

their jiarents. I give it * *
TH: First of all, let me point out that Spielberg did lit
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AMHERST COPY CORNER

COLOR PRINT SALE
8V2 X 1 1 COLOR PRINTS
OF COLOR ORIGINALS
WHILE YOU WAIT

^ Now through Christmas

549-2854 • 2 doors down from the Sub • 28 E. Pleasant St
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B DeLOLLIS
M SHAKESPEARE
Collegian Staff

Friday Archie Shepp Quartet, $5 at door.

Iron Horse. 830 p m. show But a much
more exciting show will be m New York,

surprisingly enough. The new Club 1018

will stage the most vulgar performance ar

list in the East Village, perhaps better

known as the woman who loved yams...

tie else than approve the story. It's really Bluth's movie,

and he fills the movie with some spectacular animation

and color, but parts of this movie left me with a bad taste

in my mouth, especially the 'common bond' of the mice,

which is a xenophobic plot to drive all the cats out of

America. This idea is silly and unneccessary, and it brings

the compelling story of Fivel's search for his family to a

dead halt. raiV puts up some awfully serious pretensions

but is often silly and it resorts pulling patriotic and emo-

tional heartstrings too much. Grownups can have a good

time at this movie, but for my money, Disney's The Great

Mouse Detectiue was much more entertaining. •*'^

Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home
Directed by Leonard Nimoy
Starring William Shatner. Leonard Nimoy
Hampshire Six Theaters

In the twenty third century, the crew of the starship

Enterprise head back to earth in a Klingon ship to face

trial for breaking interplanetary law. Once on the way,
iitntinueii on page 20

Karen Finley (you may remember her

from the cover of a summer Voire). But the

real headliner will be New Order. Dress
sharp, heard I018's being "selective."

Saturday at 8 p.m. the Free Press will

play in NOPE gym. Imagine, a sneakerhop!

The Free Press, by the way, has just com
missioned David Lynch or Sam Goldwyn
or Spike Lee or someone, and produced a
color video In this video, the band per

forms four famous hitis. such as "Bow to the

Media," and "This World is Sick " Rumour
has it that it will soon be seen on the Union
Video monitors in the Student Union, and
even, (gasp) MTV!

FORA
DELICIOUS &
DELIGHTFUL
MEAL III

TACOVILLA
tl CtNftU it

AMMt^ST
*t KXrWOOO WALK

spnmtanfLo

trmf Tour Otm

OPEN
M—F 9-5

Sat 10-3

^nmVERSITY
mSTORE^
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• Double Feature
(ftnttnued trum fM^f 19

they find that a big black monolith (this one's a cylinder^

is going to destroy Earth unless it can conununicate with
some humpbacked whales. The crew quickly heads the to

the closest place they can find a humpbacked whale,
namely the twentieth century.

TH: Well, here we go again. Star Trek films are almost
above criticism because no matter what they're like, the

fans will still go to see them and have a good time because
of the special joy of seeing the cast members of their

favorite TV show almost fifteen years aft«r it waa cancell-

ed. This one's a little slow at times, but it's ei\joyable

because the accent is on the comedy.

DL: I was waiting breathlessly for this movie. I am Trek-

kie through and through. Few people can beat me at Star

Trek trivia. All that being said. I'd have to say that I was
a little disappointed with this movie. I ei\}oyed the com-
edy a great deal. Comedy was one of the hallmarks of the

original series. It was good SF that didn't take itself too

seriously. This movie is more in the spirit of the series

than the last two films. Both Star Trek II and Star Trek

III featured the Enterpnse crew against some heavy black

hat type of villian. This movie has the crew thrust into

a situation and then lets them deal with it as they know
best.

TH: Actually, I think // was most like the series, as it

had a good sense of humor too. This one isn't just comical
though. At times it's positively, purpooely combali. Ac
cording to the premise, the fate of mankind lies in their

hands, but you'd never guess it from the way they all run
around making jokes about modern culture. It's a good
approach because the comical Back to the Future situa

tions are both unavoidable and irresistible. Where else

but San Francisco could these characters walk around un-

noticed? The movie can really plod forward though,
especially at the so-called climax when everything we
know that's going to happen happens. Star Trek IV pro-

bably won't age well, but it's good fun. even if you don't
know the TV show like the back of your hand. Mi
DL: Ntmoy, who has directed tht.<« and the previous film

has a number (^lArenigths and weaknenes as a director.

His maj/or anet is that he knows and understands (perhaps
better than anyone else could) the dynamics and work
ings of the Star Trek mythos. The audience sees the eler
nal cast ofcharacters acting in the ways we know and love.

His major prdslem as a director is pacing, if I were a studio

e.tecutive I would have cut 10 minutes from this film. My
criticisms aside, I still liked the film enough to reconunend
it, even to those who have never seen the series or the
ensuing films. I give it.
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crispiest tastiest
fried chicken ^
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FREE DELIVERY
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253-7494
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Captain Kirk and Mr. Spock return in ftUl force for Star Trek IV.

THURSDAY IS

PARTY NIGHT
AT MIKES
BEGIN YOUR

WEEKEND HERE

THIS WEEKS SPECIALS
ROLLING ROCK BOTTLES $99*

MEISTER BRAU $2.75

VIKIN FJORD VODKA $1.50

CATCH OUR FRIDAY NIGHT SMORGASBORD 4-8

Christmas
Boxed Cards

You'll find o spec/o/ yuletide wish for everyone on your list.

Located In

The Campus Center

i^nmvERSiTY
mSTORE^

M-F 9-5 SAT 10-3

AMERJG\N GREETINGS

Doonesbury
By Garry Trudeau

The Far Side

By Gary Larson
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"How can I take an interest in my work
when I don't like itf"

— Francis Bacon
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Menu
Lunch

Fried Clam Strips

Tartar Sauce

Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole

Basics Lunch

Falafel Pocket Sandwich

Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole

Dinner

Cheese Lasagna

Tomato Sauce

Chopped Beefsteak Special

Basics Dinner

Garden Chili

Cheese Lasagna

Tomato Sauce

b»»«.n».

Weather
Today — Partly cloudy with wind 10-15 mph
Temperatures between 40-45 degrees

Tonight—Low temperatures in the 30 s Slight chance of

rain.

Campus Pond By Sal

Today's Staff
Night Editor BethAnne Moskov

CopY Editor Sheryl Jean

Photo Tach Paul Franz

Layovt T«ch Rob Catalan©

Prodaction Sapenrlsor Rob Catalano

ProdttctipnMatt Laurence, Connie LcCIerc. Sarah Clark.

Margot Wiles, Rob Levine, Nan and Pat the Driver

Executive Board - Fa of 1986

Bloom County by Berke Breathed
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i^ men's hoop
continued from page 24

per game as freshmen to go with 219 assists,

62 steals and just 129 turnovers. Timberlake is coming
off a career-high 13 assists in just 20 minutes against
Drexel.

"They have very good guards to go with Drederick Irv
ing (16 ppg. this season) who is a really good scorer.'"

Gerlufsen said. "They open the floor and like to push it

up to a tough front line that is very quick. We need to

match up defensively with them. They are also very strong
up front."

Looking to exploit the youthful Minutemen will be 6-6

senior forward Paul Hendricks (22 ppg. and an All
Tournament pick at IPTAY». 6-6 senior swingman Mike
Alexander ( 14.5 ppg.). 6 6 junior forward Larry Jones (13
points and 11 rebounds in 17 minutes vs. Drexel*. 6-5

freshman forward Curtis Williams ( 10 points vs. Drexel)
and 6-7 senior center Peter Gabriele.

"We're going to need to get production out of everyone
but I'm pleased with how we're coming along." Gerlufsen
said

If the Minutemen can play as well as they did against
UConn and manage to shoot the ball better, then UMass
has a good shot.

Minutemen easily outswim Tufts U, 134-82
Freshman Chesnicka qualifies forNCAA Div. INationals
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

University of

Massachusetts men'.s swim-
ming coach Russ Yarworth
had hoped that the
freshmen would do their

share to bolster the team
this season.

He got just what he
wanted, and then some.
The Minutemen were ex-

pected to be given a tough
fight by Tufts University,

which had finished number
three in New England last

year, just behind UMass.
However, highlighted by a
great performance by diver
Dan Chesnicka. and a trio of

double first place finishes,

the Minutemen eased past

Tufts, 134-82, last night in

Medford.

Chesnicka. a freshman
from Westfield, qualified for

the NCAA Division I Na
tionals in one-meter diving,

with a score of 451.8.5 The
qualifying score was 450

"I knew Danny had the

VJe've
got

«

Cottve
get *•

HAIR & TANNING SALON
TWENTY-FOUR MAIN ST

NORTHAMPTON. MA
584-9982

" PfJOl^ERATTIRE RPQUIRk_
18 - 20 YEAR OLD WELCOME
^S' '^Y OUR FULL JUICE BAR
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ft \ FACE TO FACE
FRIDAY DECEMBER 5th
SHOWTIME . 9 PM!!

Tickets on sale in advance - $5.00
and the day of the show - $7.00
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ability to do it," Yarworth
said, "but I could have
never expected it in the se-

cond meet of the year.

"I gave him the only in-

state tuition waiver I had
available, because I knew
he was a great kid and that
he had exceptional talent."

Chesnicka had to share
the spotlight, though, with
two other freshmen, Brian
Mclver and Roger Kennedy,
and senior Rick Bishop, who
each had a pair of first-place

finishes.

Bit^hop took home his

continued on page 23

Christmas
Wraps and Trims

Decti your gifts in the season's finest!

AMfWOKN GR£F TINGS
MCMl XXXVAmentcm CwyWngi Corp.

STUDENTS
WORK ALL JANUARY AS
INVENTORY AUDITORS
$5.25/HOUR TO START
RGIS Inventory Specialists is the nation's largest in-

ventory service with 160 offices nationwide. January is
our biggest month. Average 20-40+ hours a week.
Weekends and night availability necessary.
To be considered, must have phone, means of

transportation, pass a math test, and be dependable.
No experience required, paid training provided.
To learn more call the office nearest your home dur-

ing Thanksgiving break or interview at the Campus
Center as follows.

Monday Dec 8 Rm 101 - Tues Dec 9 Rm 101
Wednesday Dec 10 Rm 101 - Thursday Dec 11 Rm 168

INTERVIEW TIMES ARE 9AM - 6PM EVERY HOUR ON THE HOUR. BE PROMPT

CALL
(617) 832-6152

(617) 938-9269

(617) 849-2941

(617) 336-5658

(603) 893-1829

IF YOU LIVE IN OR NEAR
Worcester, Leominster, Fitchburg,
Gardner, Framingham, Acton,
Maynard, Clinton, Milford, Franklin,

Southbridge, Webster

Cambridge, Summerville, Burlington,
Lowell, Lawrence. North Shore

Quincy, Brockton, New Bedford,
Taunton, Cape, Hanover, or

Middleboro

Providence Area

—^. Southern New Hampshire
SPONSORED BY STUDENT EMPLOYMENT OFFICE
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( uilrftan photo by Paul Fraiu

Senior co-captain John Turner was a member of the winning

400-yard medley relay team as the men's swimming team beat Tufts,

134-82. last night.

if men's swimming
continued from page 22

firsts in the 1000
and 500-yard freestyle swims, coming in at

10:16.26 and 5:01.26 respectively. Mclver
dominated the short-distance freestyle

races, winnmg the 50-yard in 22.30 and the

100 in 48.08. Kennedy topped all

challengers in both the 200-yard individual

medley (2:00.31) and 200 butterfly
(2:01.42).

Also gathering firsts for the Minutemen.

now 2-0 on the seasson, were John Gardiner,

in the 200 freestyle (1:49.67). and David

Ehle, in the 200 yard backstroke (2:05.50)

The 400 medley relay team ol John

Turner. Fred Marius, G T, Ladd, and Craig

Hannenian also outdid the rest of the pack,

winning in 3:43.28

The Minutemen took ihe top two spots in

the 1000 freestyle, and senior Mark Waters

came m right behind Bishop

In all. the Minutemen captured all events

with the exception of the 200-yard

breaststroke and the 400 freestyle relay.

Yarworth was quited pleased with the

way that his team dominated the Tufts

swimmers.

"I really liked what I saw," Yarworth

said i liked the way that they faced the

pressure."

The pressure that Yarworth meant waa
that the team was short nine members for

the meet, with Jim Flannery out with a

shoulder injury, Will Kleschinsky battling

the flu, and seven other swimmers
suspended due to failure to meet an atten-

dance policy.

Yarworth was surprised at how easy the

meet came for the Minutemen.
"Tufts graduated more people than I

thought," he explained

"Plus, they had one player quit on them.

Besides. I couldn't have anticipated the

performance I got from my own kids
"

Yarworth and his troops can't savor this

win for long, because they put their

unblemished record on the line Saturday

when they travel to Springfield College
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THt UNOtRQRAOUATt JOURMAL ««
hava maaiino o" Thwraday Oac 4 at
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rA LATMA lASTA noolw Coneap-
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cutao da baMa. aaion 100» CC. •-O0MI

I MJM: "TMimONT" Man Woody
Atan loragm Oooambar 4. 7 30PM

THE AMIMAL RIGHTt CoaMwn' ~«

rrxwong today •• 4 30 <n SU 306 Hdp
slop (!«• •uflaring

INTIITAINMIMT

pari

mancra al Batchariown Stai* School
Funding avatiabi* Contaci Bruca
266-4236

DATUM SiRVtCI

INTERNATIONAL DATING SERVICE -

serving dva coNaga systam and surroun.

ding areas SiS <0f two months SASE lo

PO Boa 4M, Amhani

AUTO FO* SAU

e« CHEW BELAIR PB reliable low

milage previously owned by iiltle old lady

callS4»«269

1M4 PLYMOUTH HOmZON exceHant

condition S4000 or best o«er tof mlo call

Barb 586 3891

7S FORD GRANADA 2dr 10SK no rust,

9 sticKer new tront braka*. tiras $1000
BA3 2S6-06aO

1M4 PONTIAC LEMANS excellent in-

terior needs wofKi' Call Alan 546-7630

Ka«p trying

itre OLOSMOBILE CUTLAS AM-FM.
AC, needs nothing One ownar first $550
665-3689

1t77 FORD E-1S0 Mack ciKlom van

70,0OOK great tor road/ski trip*, S900
549-3972

198d^HEVV MAUBU good condition,

very dependable $650 00! Great deal'

Call Lisa 549-5519

1960 CHEVETTE 4SP0 vary good $2000
256-8065 eves

'•3 TERCEL 5 door. Ssp , std sun-roof,

FM stereo excellent condition 4.200 RicK

256-0074

1961 PLYMOUTH RELIANT excellent

condition, AT/AC, stereo, 4dr $2450 Joa
549-7434

1960 VOLKSWAGON PICKUP excellent

condition has cap and roof rack $1800

call 256-1803

CASH

PAYING CASH FOR your baseball cards

please call Mike 549-0333

KM SALE

QUitAR BEAUTrFUlTYAMAHA 6335
with hard case $175 Call Debra 6-4553

COMPUTER TERMINAL $2Sb. Includes

modem, cyber-ready Stave 256-1868

KEG TAPS FOR sale' Brand new, never

used Keg laps only $25 Packies charge

$45 lor used taps Don I vi^asle your

money' New taps $25 Call Tony
256-1438 loday

1676 CHEVY WAOON. 99 400
mm dUUk Bm oflaf S36-6434 E«ii»-

ONMU SPEAKERS 4 yr awfanly C«6
6^7*1

r6T0V0TACnjieAnaM>paM.inw«ar.
brakaa. and mora car nmi» noiMng S
apd K«ar Marao SiTOO or B O Ooug
2S«^>333

SOrr TONTACT LCNMt mm Mtf
.$16 00 10 125 Waa EiMnd

.$30X»lo»46 00 Loawsl

pnoaa on coniaci lanaa aoMion Haai
urm. $12 65 Amnaral OpacM SlMW
1-413-253-5412 or 413-2964403

tWOBNOW TMO P»6 RlSMklBr
Frank 546-4234

1676 TOYOTA CONOtLA runa «M«
Vary rataWa 1961 anana, nww cMch,
nmm brakaa Atking $1400
566-7746 or S6641M

OUCO WATCMtt POM
*Maa only $30 graai a-maa gito« Bnan
6^7425

66W MIQ run* bwi naada miliar alao-

irtc^ work BO 54»-2«t4

MATCHINO STUOfNT OKSK A
bookcaaa. $30aach LargaScw tt Indga

$66 laava mag Rck 54»2797

WARMEST SKI JACKET ^ou will ev*r

wear man s med»um blue musi sell $70
Ralph 545-0026

MENS VWTAQE CIOTNHIQ:
)acket» $10 00 vaait $6 00 draaa ttwi

$3 00 and much mora lor nna MaMy M-
ad dolitNtg caH Tanwny 546-6053

TOP^OUAUtV nNvf i larmwal A
modem $66<yBO 546-5470 •»*» Mrknda

FOR SALE! BEDROOM furniture

bookcase desk rug 'erngarator B O
caH Tarry 54a^lWI

HilP WANTfO

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOOA-
TION Job openings AssI 10 Treasurer

Asst lo Pras Asst 01 Bwdgais Chair (st

pand position). Budgsis AudMor Appi

avad in 420 SUB Sae Valarte IMiece >n

420 SUB for more mfo AppI due Dec 3
by 4 00 Women widminontiaa aneourag-

ed to apply AA/EOE

KITCHEN HELP NEEDED Immediately

Day and Nighl shifts available Free

meals and rides can be provided lo and
Irom work Apply at Andy's Pizia after ?

PM (next to Stadium Liquors)

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent free meals

Light clean-up
all Cheryl at /

545-2152
Can Cheryl at AXO

QAm P.R.. C0MMUNK:ATK)N. political

A management skills you'll need after

graduation Work lull or part time to com-
bat groundwater pollution and river diver-

sions Earn $375-1000 this winter break

Beat tfte summer rush and get that sum-
mer )0b in the bag Call Clean Water
Aclion-549-745C

PART-TIME. TEMPORARYPOSlfIONS
available for the Annual Salvation Army
Chnsimas Kettle Program Startino date-

November 21 through December 24 For

more information call 586-5243

MMRKETrNG INTERNS NEEDED loTirv

tersession & spring semester Must be
er>ergetic & reliable with excellent com-
munication skills lor Hampshire Mall

Market dept Apply oHice ol internships.

545-0727

JANUARY BREAK FREE room and
board m residential home in exchange lor

24 hours work- mothers helper 40
minutes west of Boston 617-692-2689

SUMMER JOBS IN^AmhersT new
students program CC Concourse

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIA-
TION )0b openings Asst lo Treasurer,

asst lo Pres . asst to Budgets auditor

AppI avail in 420 SUB See Valerie Niece

in 420 SUB lor more information AppI

due Dec 4 by 4 00 Women and
minorities encouraged to apply AA/EOE

WANHD

ALWAYS BUYING USED books,
records, tapes, and compact discs Call

Dynamite Books 586-9670 or Dynamite
Records 564-1580 Northampton

WANTED: 2^ Badfooin Apt "Rolling

Green/Echo Village Preferred 546-6788

VOCALIST SHELF LIFE needs new
lead singer for dance rock Costello.

SMCMIRKk •ioST
guaarapius Aud

60* A •OOO TIMi CAU

HACK-A-OtSK EMTEMTAIwinif
Agency Diacpckays, Bands. Luhis and
Lirga lomn «idao daneaa &46-7I44

QUAUTV rVMNO.

8?,

or ahon pro-

Rwohiotia—7

'KEYS'
wgMJWng. 28S-1008

IKP-

NOUNO TOWN MOVCNS laai

CMa» can Miclwal any1>ma 323-6760

NB60MAU

WffiSnSM WWTMQ lor I

oaiaga dally m Na« England^ Corrta

down M Ilia Maaa Daily CoNagian' You
can wma about Arts, E(Manals Black Al

f«rs. Nawa. tWoman's laauaa A Spons
Wa ra localad m ma baaamam ol me
C«ivua Camar, bahmd ma T V ThaCot^

Wa buM caraarsi

JOSS FOR NOW w<m optnn lo commua
m January or nan aawawat $4 SOffw*

bonuaaa 10 start Our lap caMars make
$6-7/hr and mora Coma to Mlalund m
baaamant ol mamonal has or cal 5-3509

BLOMMEi' WICKEO: WKXED. nica Bir-

thday Don't bum I love you, Dava

DEAR SANTA NOW you can bnng ma
avervtrxng my little haari dasirai bacsusa
you w« save 40-70 panani on al 14K and
diamond lawalry Diamond studs lor orv

iy$36 i4Klioopaamngs$i8 and 14K
s«)ph<rs rmg $36- only at OoWan Oppor-
tunity 13 N Piaasartt St Amhersi Ho Ho
Ho Mary Jane

i, LOVE those batman
boots Whan can we Hush the iMh'' Low*.

Overbearing and Ashley

MICHELE SULLIVAN HAPPY birthday'

Let s break m your card tontgfit-Delar>o«"

Love ShoMa

HAPPY BIRTHDAY (BELATED) tc THE
BOSS LPt s celebrate after ihe WEENIE
Us

SCOft. ARE YOU ntading thasa again''

YOU silly William"

HAPPY BIRTHDAY RON! You always
make rne smile Love Amy

HAPPY BIRTHDAY CUTIEI Since we
can't celeb,'ate your birthday today. we'H

have to do something special this

weekend' Hope we have a few of these

to celebrate together' Love, Ray

wivlTlOS.T Fli- youTmothar wamad
you about radio like this

WSYiTTbs.l FM- The aHamatlva pr»
gressive alternative

WSYL 10S.1 FM- lour out of five dentists

surveyed recommend it

EK- HAPPY BIRTHDAY cebbage-face'

Let's celebrate, how about another par
t/f MsytM you'll be tfiere this time Love
^ur pals. Jacki. Suz, Val, Loren, GO

HAPPY BIRTHDAY BRACEFACE Terri,

Suzanne, and Jules

PHIL AND JIM WATCH OUTI You know
what they say about sorority (jirIsM From
the roommates at iGU

CARESA, TCAN^ovewhaTT 8aid7airi

ask IS one more call Love ya

CARESA, I LOVE you, I want you, I miss
you. Please call back.

LAURA A SNAWN

CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR
ENGAGEMENT Laura Laroche and
Shawn Noyes Nov 15 Love Ya. Can

NIVMROZ

YES. YOU. YES. YOU. MROZ You are

a peice of turkey stuffing with a side of

squash Yes Yes I want to fill my mouth
with you Yes' You may be high in

cholesterol, but I will risk it Yes And by
Ihe way. are you still looking tor a bottle

opener'' FULL SCALE KISSES. Jerry PS
Hoof" MROZ

FOR RENT

TAKE OVER LEASE: 2 ipaoas avariaUe

J«i1 onbusroula l27 50AnanMl1V»

AVAILABLE JAN itt 150*

quwt 25* cas 253^3626

MATUfW MOiUStMATC WAMTCO.
aprwig Mm Badtoom. study im« oI

tocmaa Fumtanad Norv«mokar South

AnmarM 329* Ian 256-0074

OMi nOOMMMO MraMon I

SOtffMWbOO. WR M
Famota nen smoker

{

OO.WRMJMraBl $30$*
•Aar6PM 2&3>6tfl A* l0>

Kart
Caai

I |M« 1 can 54B4166 MSMt

LONiMliauaa tar 1 or 2 paapM «i

BaKJtartoiw oti A wooMiova liMl
$117A«ianmciM Polar 323-4296

ROOM FOR RCMT'm
$125 00/mo 253-7767

apartmaol

1 OR I femala roommaias wanted to

share a naw houaa around 200 a monm
546^7991 Karen or 546-7674 Ekaaa

ROOMMATE WANTED FOR fownlwusa

^ CMI wnmedialely 8^9620 or 6-9605

0NE1«ULLE ROOMMATE wwNad to

share larga two bedroom apt m SquM
Villaga Si25/mo CM now and gat

January troa* 668 4972

WMALK COUCH POTATO sMMad Vary
charmmg apartment Ooaa to bus and
cwnpus Ptaasa can dunng oommaroalt
2SAW77

SUBLEASE JANUARY TO take ovw m
February 1 twdroom m a 5 tiadroom 2
yr Ota house 3 minutes from campus on
m^or routes CaH Andy 253-9«»2 after 5

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
$125/mooth call 253-7366

2 FEMALES NEEDED lor m>* Jan 1

$127 50 rno pis ca" 665 8261

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to

share room m Towneriouso apts Spring

Samastor $l50*/month Call Ranae bet

ween 44 Laava masaaga' 54»0742

HELP1 IF YOU nMd ona lamaia roomaie
inBrandywineplaaaa call 549-6715 Ask
lor Karen Leave i

NEED TWO PEOPLE to share room m
Soulhwood apt $l40/mo 253-7739

FEMALE 22 SEEKS own room or Mudw
lan 1st 586-1341 altar 6

ROOMATE WANTED to share bedroom
in two bedroom apt Jan/Feb Cokx TV,

Microwave, VCR Soulhwood $140/M0
253-3993

1 FEMAlY'ROOIIIUTr WANTED tor

spring semester 87 Towneliouse Apts

Call 549 0462 Barbara. Jackie, Karen

RESPONSIBLE FOR LQ apt on bus route

own room, furnished but bring bed $210
for room plus utilities caH 323-4969 before

2PM 323-6311x530 after

WE ARE LOOKING to take over lease ol

Puffton or Brandywine Apt Call Russ
546-5353

LOOKING FOR SOMEONE to take over

my lease starting Jan/Feb color TV.

microwave, VCR Soulhwood $140/mo
253-3993

ONE^OR two people Tor one bedroom
in three room Puffton- Oac. 1 Haidi

549-4756

^i^APT ~RObM available at low rent in

Amherst on bus route Call 256-6131

ONE BEDROOM AVAILABLE In
beautiful N Amherst apt rent $220 star-

ting Jan 1 a must see call 549- 1 229 nights

FEMALE IfOUSCMATE WANTED. Fear

ing St Amherst Available from Jan on
Great location, own bedroom Call soon
549-7293

2 SINGLES IN Main St apt opening Jan
1 bus stop in front $2l0/mo' call Karen
or Tracey 256-6957

NON-SMOKING TeMALE roommate
wanted to share 3 bedroom condo with

4 girls Next to Southwest across Irom

Stadium Amity Place 549 6824

MALE^WANTED TO share bedroom in

Brandywine Apt Call 549-5316

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTEDTo sahre

room in Br«any Martor Apto For spring

CasaMMOn

S6*VtC6$

564-1307

PRACTICAL MATH TUTOmltf
mrouoK vKttr C4«ct*a CM6 IBS

vmm. TAPE TRANSCMPnoM. Nm.
accurato 666-7662 SPAMSN TWTOBMO * mAMKATIOH

TI
keys ProtoaaiowM rababto saonca
2M-10W.SMN-1t9Mi

WAMTSD TO BiMT

WbOMimUttTS WANTH) Obc~27
Jan 24 cMl acttod tor BMC 2964615
BAM-7PM

rUHCLPII
conversation 296-1009

MOMSSMMAl TTPM9 StRVICi

PAPERS. CASES. OMtRTATIOMS '

Oapandabia onxiampua. r*
564-7994. Nancy

WI-RI LOOKMO TO HAa e«w MMa ol

North-AmharM ar«a apl Ca6 Oob
5464721

oMm to I

M»4S77

iMALl UMMONO tor s

dunng iwMwaaiim can

wwww vsaa A up Cancun or

Acaouico $436 A up Corrtoaan ciwaa
$646 cal Bryan 54A6021 Bruca ! M6 M

UNT

r CCNTbR. Sm^a rtiam avatf

JanorFatii Nice sunny •• haatad
$350 nckiswe 256A415

lt!i~ lie CALCULATOHMMwy
Please caa 54A4779 Ml n mmt

UQUOR lb m CradN Oman
tarasiaiumeM}'

M BMaa VMaoa
Locatod on bua >outo. spaooua kvtog

area, turmahad. Iwo bamrooma Mate or

tawala waicomad Can now 2SAI318

•LUf BOOK SAO loal In MTlung toi m
nont o> waarwiQKin oamrv narva^iwiB-
H found cal Craig al 5 46 6664 reward

TWO SINGLE BCOWOOMS a. aSstHs Jan
1 m a five person apartmant in Squire

VAaoe on Sua RouM $l90rmonm callvaaoe on
6654643

NOV. 26 RED vek:rx> waNal

«

wowi Nope and GRC Naad ftto lOa
Kaap the caah as reward* Plaaaa return

calRobyn 253-2959

AMHERST CENTER
available 1 2/20 i '27

Lauren 253-3053

SINQLE ROOM AVMLAMil HTNar
thwoodApi $205/mo to take ovar laoaa
starting Jan 1 or Frb cai Mag 6654250

LOOKING TO SUBLET room m house or

apt lor wtntarsaas ion only can 546 4077
ask lor Todd i

LOST 11-25. goto hnk

timcntal. reward""
54»A072«tollMI

cH Tanya al

LOST COO

TAKE OVER LCMC ctoan. one bedroom
apt available Jan i caH 25e-l<»7 or col-

lecl 617 774 4942

NIIO AN ISCORTT

CALL 5-2123 BETWEEN 8PM A 2AM
every day for an aacon anywhere on cam-
pus Play It sato

LOST OR ST0LEN1 Ona coo frozen oH
somawhara between ma FAC and SUB
do not appraHand 4. « cortsidared

Mngarous »m ona « tor you Jewina
Love, from Kirk Spock A tfta raat ol ma
Craw

FOUND

INSTRUCTION

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS expenenc
ed and patient teacfier Pop-rock-folk

blues Songwriting, theory, readina im

provisation Right on bus bne Doug
549^786

PASCAL TUTOR. REASONABLE rates

^Oy JOY

SAUNORA COLKER- YOUfI Ctiack tor

$700 was found in kM 22 I wil burn 4 Fn-

day if I don t hear from you 6-7454

LADIES SEIKO QUARTZ watch at

UConn game Nov 22 caN and describe

6«367

RMM WANTIO

RK>E NEEDED TO Baltimore MO area
Call 564-0468

^Oy

^o<

\o^
Joy

w- ^Qy
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Men's basketball to

take on the Terriers
BU invades the Curry Hicks Cage tonight

ColWciaa ptMMa by Paul l>nmari.i.

Dave Brown and the rest of the Minutemen will play their first home
game of the reguJar season when they entertain Boston University tonitfht
at 7;30 p.m. in the Curry Hicks Cage.

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's
basketball team opens its official home
season when it battles a high powered
Boston University team, tonight at 7:30 at

the Curry Hicks Cage.
The Minutemen, at 0-1 with a 75-67 ex-

hibition victory over the Hungarian Na-
tional Team, are looking to even their

record following a tight, 58-54, loss to the

University of Connecticut last Saturday at

Storrs, CT In that loss, UMass shot just

36 8 percent from the floor <21 for-57l and
sank only five of 10 foul shots.

"We can always play better. We're still

a young team and we're looking for some
consistency," l^Mass head cuach Ron
Gerlufsen said. "On (^ense we're still look

mg to establish more of an inside game and
get the forwards to handle the ball more
effectively.

'We've got to get them to handle the ball

better Those guys < in the frontcourt t are the
ones that get fouled the moM and they're
the ones that go to the line."

Against UConn. the lack erf'success by the
inside game is evident in that Gerlufsen's
front liners took just 10 free throws against
the Huskies. And when big men like

-ophomore forward Joe Fennel! miss four
'f-six foul shot.s. a team cannot expect to
vin the tight ballgames
"Fennell is a lot better than two-of six.

"

Gerlufsen said. "He's more like a 75 per
cent foul shooter I think itsjust a matter
of stepping up there and getting comfor
tablf

'

Along «iih the Minutemin s shcxUmg
problems, which also included a 7 for 20
performance in three-point plays, their
frontcourt was responsible for 11 of the
team's 15 turnovers — not a good sign for
a team that has relied so heavily on its

perimeter game
But with all that in mind, to lose by onlv

four points is encouraging. Gerlufsen ad
mits that his team still has a lot of impro\

ing to do and that with a pre-Atlantu- Id

schedule that includes games with 19th

ranked Northeastern, UConn, the Univer-

sity ofNew Hampshire (61-59 victors over

Boston College last weekend), and Miami
(Fla. ), the team can expect to a lot of matm
ing before January.

"It will be good for our development it

we were to stock up on wins, our rec(.rn

might be better but I don't think we would
get that improvement," Gerlufsen said

"It's more of a challenge for us, more of a

motivation. If we beat a few good team*,

then its good fur us."

Gerlufsen added that the team's perfor

mance before intersession should hf ; - .H

indication of how the team perforn

,

brunt of the season

"After (Horace) Neysmith 'the p«>u. i : a
6-5 forward who graduated two year> .i^^^k

fw've entered a new regime which is now
in its second year." the coach said. "Were
not in the basement but we're on the

ground floor looking to go up. How quick
ly we prepress depends on how we do right

now."
Then the Terriers should provide the

Minutemen with a sery good test in this

young seas<m At 11, BU is coming off a
105 75 thrashing of Drexel to go with a
92 77 loss to Atlantic CoaM Conference
power Clemson University in the 14th An
nuai IPTAY' Tournament
"They want to run and we don't want to

make the mistake of putting thtm into a
running game We want to make them con
trol the ball. Gerlufsen said. "Slowing
them down will be a big key

*'

As evidenced by their 182 points thus Ur
the Terri«^ can be expected to go for broke
and run all evening led by n pair 'if

sophomore point guards in 6 Jef
Timberlake and 5 11 Tony DaCostn
Together, the two combined for 10.2 points

ctmtinued on paur 'J'2-' --.,- Kirrttliiurit fill ff\l^t ^»

Minutewomen kick season-opening linx, UVM 70-57
Fitzgerald, Wilhor lead the way in Leaman 's debut
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

Chalk this one up for the
record books.

Going into last night's
contest against the Univer-
sity of Vermont, the Univer
sity of Massachusetts
women's basketball team
had failed to win a season
opener since a 66-61 win
over Siena College in 1982.

But the Minutewomen
decided to change all of that,

taking a 70-57 decision from
the Catamounts in Burl-

ington and marking an
especially sweet and equal-

ly successful debut for first-

year head coach Jack
Leaman.

The win gives the
Minutewomen a season-

opening perfect mark for on-

ly the third time in the last

seven seasons. UVM fell to

1-3 on the year.

"The kids played really

well tonight," a very
satisfied Leaman said. "We
missed a couple of free

throws to make things
closer than they really were,
but we ran the offense well
and played a very good
game."

Senior center Karen h'lt-

zgerald and sophomore for-

ward Beth Wilbor were the
big guns for the
Minutewomen, with Fit-

zgerald scoring 19 points, 17
of those in the first half and
Wilbor contributing an 18
point performance. 14 of

Wilbor's points also came in

the first half
Junior forward Tara

Lewis and sophomore point
guard Christel Zullo chip
ped in 10 points and eight
points, respectively, with
Lewis also collecting a
team-high nine rebounds
The Minutewomen also got
good performances from its

freshmen, with Jeanine
Michaelson scoring seven
points in 11 quality
minutes, and Sue Serafini
playing a solid seven
minutes. Freshman center
Helen Freeman also eiyoyed
a good night for the
Minutewomen.
Joanne McKay led the

Catamounts with a game-
high 25 points and seven
boards. Kris Gladu was next
for UVM, chipping in 10
points and seven caroms.

UMass had the game pret-

ty much in hand from start

to finish, but had to rely on
a 9-0 run midway through
the first half Fitzgerald led

the way, scoring four of

those nine points while eras-

ing a 17-16 UVM lead and
taking the lead, 27-17.

UMass cruised into halftime
with a comfortable 44-25
lead and it looked like the

season-opening dry spell

was about to be quenched.

The second half proved to

be a little closer than ex-

pected for the
Minutewomen. Still possess-

ing a workable lead, UMass
had to overcome foul trouble
(Fitzgerald fouled out of the
game with a little over five

minutes remaining and sat

out most of the second half

because of foul trouble), an
ankle injurv' to senior guard
Mary Marquedant and cold

shooting from the line to

hold off the pesky

Catamounts.
"We had a couple of bad

breaks in the game with
Mary hurting her ankle and
Fitz getting into foul trou
ble, but we .sere able to
hang on in the end "

Leaman said. "This is real-
ly a great win for us because
we are such a young team
and we did it on the road."
For the game, UVM outre

bounded the Minutewomen
by a 40-39 advantage.
UMass shot a decent 55 per

cent from the field, connec
ting on 32-58 field goals.

UMass shooting from the
line "could have been bet
ter", as the Minutewomen
shot a cool 46 percent from
the free throw line (6-for 13
for the game).

Collegian photo by Paul Fran.

Fi^8^yea^ head coach Jack Leaman and his starting five (from left guard Mary Marqeudant
Tara Lewis, Karen Fitzgerald, Beth Wilbor and Christel Zullo) kicked off the 1986-87 season
with a 70-67 win over Vermont, last night.
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Conservatives, radicals clash at demonstration
No arrests reported among
the 400 protesters

By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

Pro and anti-CIA demonstrators clashed peacefully but

loudly yesterday at the Student Union and the Whitmore

Administration Building There were no arrests during

the 90 minutes of marching and chanting by about 400

students.

The only piece of pn^>erty to be taken over was the

Radical Student Union ofTice in the Student Union

Building, when about 30 conservative students forced

their way into the dTice and held it for about half an hour,

singing patriotic songs and taunting "radicals."

The two groups exchanged chants and insults for about

a half hour with the conservatives lining the Whitmore

ramp and the anti-CIA students packed up against the

building on the grass.

About 20 UMass faculty and staff wearing white arm

bands mingled among the crowd as "observers" and

"peacekeepers" throughout the demonstration.

As student protesters marched around the administra-

tion building, they were again blocked from entering by

conservatives. The anti-CIA {Htiteators walked back to the

Stucknt Union stopping briefly in firont d" Memorial Hall

pkoto by Oa*» SlitakiM

Those opposed to and those in favor of the University hosting CIA recruitment on campus
made their presences felt yesterday as hundreds came out to voice opinions on the issue.

The peaceful demonstration was in contrast to last

month's sit ins by members of the Radial Student Union

and other Mudents, in which 71 pe<^le were arreted and

UMass and state police physically confronted supporters

of the protesters.

At yerterday's rally, students presented a list of

demands These included a ban on all recruiting by

organizations that violate international and domestic law.

a review of the Student Picketing Code and that the

University not file campus or court charges against those

students arrested in previous ant i CIA protests

Dwayne Warren, a member of the Student Senate's

Third World Caucus and Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity told

the crowd at the rally's end that Chancellor Joseph D. Duf

fey had refused all the protesting students' demands. '*If

we have to do this every week then by God let's do it,"

he said.

Duffey did give details after the rally about a commis-

sion being formed in response to demands accepted by the

administration last month. Chiffey said the panel would

be headed by political science Professor Dean Alfange and

include .<ftudent8 and other faculty members.
The Chancellor also announced that he has invited the

Stop CIA Recmitment Organizing Committee to pick

three representatives to meet with him on Dec. 15.

"This IS not m response to the group's demands, but is

part of the administration's look at the issue." said ad
ministration spokeewonaa Jeanne Hopkins Stover.

A face-offappeared inevitable yesterday after members
of the "radical" group and the UMaas Conservative

Alliance scheduled their demonstrations for the same time

and place.

That confrontation developed quickly. At times the

speeches of members of the RSU were dro%irned out by

chants of "USA. USA" from pro-CIA students who car-

ried flags and signs with slogans such as, "Free Speech

For Everyone. Even the CIA."
At one point someone threw a bar of soap at the podium

where RSU leader Marc Kenen was speaking.

Community activist and UMass graduate Todd Little

said organizers of the anti-CIA
continued on page 6

CIA rep voices right to recruit on campuses

CoU«cian photo by Ricci Bonanno

A gesture of the finger, apparently by a CIA
supporter, is directed toward a CIA protester

during yesterday's rally.

A spokeswoman for the Central Intelligence Agency said

yesterday the CIA has the right to recruit at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts and other college campuses.

"The agency doesn't come on campus to make a distur

bance. We have the same right to come as any other

employer," said Public Affairs official Sharon Foster.

Foster had no direct comment on charges by protesters

at UMass that the spy agency violates international law.

but said. "That's something they should take up with their

elected officials " and congressional intelligence agencies.

About the protests, Foster said, "People have the right

to state their views under the First Amendment," but said

the CIA would continue to recruit on college campuses.

"When we're invited we come," she said. "We never

have trouble recruiting on campuses. More people express

an interest than we hire."

"We go recruiting where the best people are." Foster

added. "Colleges are where people are trained. It's the on-

ly place where you'll find anybody trained in any of the

disciplines such as zoology and mathematics. They are

skilled individuals."
- TODD GOLDBERG

SGA 1988 budget eliminates
large deficit, cuts funds
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Although a few student senators have

complained, most have praised the budget

for fiscal year 1988. which the

Undergraduate Student Senate passed

Wednesday night and will go into effect

next fall.

The budget eliminates a 10-year-old

deficit of $60,000, which mandated cuts to

many student organizations' funds.

"The budget is very efficient and produc-

tive, which I believe will be a great benefit

to the students," said Budgets Committee

Chairman Nate Moore, adding the budget

is a "very representative document of the

campus' diversity."

Some minority students disagree with

Moore because several Third World groups,

such as the newspaper Nummo News and

Afrik-Am, a planning group of minority

students, suffered large cuts.

Commuter Area Senator Pasty White
said there is a rumor that the committee
"accidentally left out" $6r),000 from com-
putations. "When this mistake was
discovered the money was reallocated into

reserve accounts," she said.

Organizations that did not get funded
would eventually acquire funding from the

reserve accounts if they need it.

Moore said one of the committee's

members presented an inaccurate figure to

the other members, but Moore claims they

corrected the figure before the budget was
presented to the senate. "A rumor has
spread which possibly endangers the

credibility of this budget," he added.

SGA President Bill Bennett said, "I sup-

ported [the budget] from the beginning."

continued on pane 13

World peace award ceremony
will be telecast via satellite

' TONY PADOVANO munitv teels has done the most for petBy TONY PADOVANO
Collegian Staff

The Beyond War award will be given to

groups and individuals who have worked
the hardest to achieve peace in the world.

The awards ceremony, which will be

held on Dec. 14 from 4:30 p.m. to 6:30

p.m., will be beamed by direct satellite to

a station at Northampton High School,

one of over 100 "downlink" sites

throughout Canada and the United

States, and over 1,000 worldwide. Admis-

sion is free.

According to Patrick Rowan, an
organization volunteer, Beyond War is a

non-profit foundation created in 1982,

which pushes for world peace. Each year

the foundation gives an award to the per-

son or group that the selection committee

of 20 people from the international com-

munity teels has done the most for peace.

The recipients of this year's award are

the leaders of the Contadora countries,

who have been trying to bring about

peaceful solutions to the problems in Cen-

tral America.
The four-sided crystal award has the

maps of the continents engraved on three

sides. The fourth side has a concave-

shaped half sphere cut out that serves as

a lens. When looked through, one only

sees a single continent. On the four sides

of the base the words "A World Beyond
War," are engraved.

Rowan, who is organizing the downlink
station in Northampton, said that each
president will be shown as they are

presented their awards. After the

presidents, foreign ministers at locatiorw

in the US will be presented with awards.

continued on page JS
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KEGS - FREE DELIVERY OFF CAMPUS

BEER
LOWENBRAU 12 oz bottles S3.00 + .30 6pk
MILLER DRAFT 1 2 oz bottles or tansSS. 40 + .6012pk
MILLER 12 oz cans S5.40 + .60 12pk
ROLLING ROCK 12 oz cans S5.40 + .60 12pk
LABATT Ale or Beer 12 oz bottles. ..S3. 25 +.30 6pk
BUD or LIGHT 12 oz cans S10.99 +1.20 cs
OLD MILWAUKEE 12 oz cans S4.40 + .60 72pk

WINE
ALMADEN GOLDEN OR BLUSH CHAMPAGNE 750ml S2.99
CALIFORNIA COOLERS 750 ml $1.10
CALIFORNIA CELLARS 1.5 Liter $4.39
PAUL MASSON CARAFE LITERS $2.99

LIQUOR

VODKA 1.75 L S8.99

JIM BEAM 1.75 L $10.99

BEEFEATER GIN 750ml $10.75

BAILEY'S 750ml $15.99

KAMORA COFFEE 750ml $8.99
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Residents of
Northwood
claim cable
is overcharged
By TODD GOLDBERG
Collegian Correspondent

Two Northwood Apartments residents claim Continen

tal Cablevision is overcharging ofT-campus students on

their cable television bills.

In a letter to subscribers. Continental Cablevision of-

fered a renewal package that would cost $88 and provide

Cinemax and cable from Jan 1 to April 30, said residents

Robert Fitzgerald and Sue Hassett.

This fwrces students who are leaving the area during

intersesaon to "pay for a month of Cablevision when they

are not here," Fitzgerald said.

The letter also states that subscribers who do not choose

the cable package and want to continue receiving their

service will have to pay a more expensive rate or mon-

thly charge.

"Thia package is false advertising because you can get

it cheaper than the package deal," Fitzgerald said.

If a student chose the Cablevision package and wanted

service for the entirety of the second semester, the

customer must pay the additional monthly charge of

$24.60 in order to receive cable during May. This would

escalate the price to $112.60.

But a student who opta to pay for Cablevision in four

monthly insUUmenta of $24 60 would receive cable from

February to May and have to pay a $9.95 re installment

charge that would amount to a lower price of $108.35.

"They're (Cablevisionl just trying to get more money out

of people than necessary. When you are a student they

try to stereotype you and get more money," Hassett said.

In response to these complaints, Jonathan Anderson,

general manager for Continental Cablevision said, "We

obviously miscalculated."

"We were operating on the assumption that students

•re going back in early January and leaving in early

May." Anderson said.

Spring semester begins Jan. 27 and ends May 22.

•We put this package together with the students in

mind. We try to give them discounts realizing studenU

are on a tight budget. If we made an error it's due to our

inexperience and we will be happy to redress it." Ander-

son said.

by Ntck Sokoloff

LILLIPUTIANS? - No, thewf students just appear dwarfed in this view from the 24th floor

of the Tower Library.

Alt members ofthe University communUy are invited to attend a reception in honor of former sUte

rapreeenUtive Jim Collins at 4 p m. today in Memorial Hall. The affair is sponsored by the chancelkr'a

The holiday seaaon begins in Amherst at 4:30 p m today on the Town Common with the tradi

tional Celebration of the Ughta. The UMass Marching Band ia scheduled to perform, as are a numbw

of local choirs Six hundred candles will be distributed to the crowd and hot cider will be served.

Meanwhile, tn Norihamptnn the holiday seaaon will start on Sunday with the tradiUonal Chriatmss

vespers celebration. At 4 p.m. and 7:30 p.m seasonal music and readings will be heard in the John

B Greene Hall on Elm Street. The event* are free and open to the public

Guitarut Freddie Bryant will present Tve Got a Home in that Rock," a jaxz tribute to Back

Heritage, at 8:16 p.m. Saturday in the Kirby Theatre at Amherst College.
^

Bryant, a senior at Amherrt, will perform the concert aa part of his senior thesis. Admission is

free, but seating reservations are required and may be obtained by calling 542-2277.

Two apartment break-ins

reported; valuables taken

Gay Alliance sponsors
exchange with Maine students

Amherst Police reported two breaking

and enterings in Amherst on Wednesday.

At 8:22 a.m. Wednesday, the occupant of

an apartment on Station Road told the

police that someone had "kicked in the

front door" and pulled down ceiling tiles

in the bathroom, police said.

There was no estimate on the value of the

tiles, police said.

The second report came at 9:20 a.m.

Wednesday from a tenant at Riverglade

apartmenUs who reported a break-in which

occurred sometime between 11:30 a.m. and

8 p.m. Tuesday, police said.

Missing were a video ca.«»sette recorder,

valued at $400. a stereo, worth $100, and

the tenant's wallet and credit cards, police

said.

There was no sign of forced entry, police

said.
- PATRICK JOHNSON

By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian StafT

A coffee house in the Blue Wall Cafeteria

tonight begins a weekend exchange for the

University of Massachusetts Lesbian,

Bisexual and Gay Alliance with the

University of Maine Wilde/Stein Gay and

Lesbian Club.

"The weekend gives both our and

Maine's students a chance to meet new peo-

ple and get an idea of what goes on at other

campuses," Reed Ide, program director of

the UMass Program for Gay, Lesbian and

Bisexual Concerns said.

These students are coming from an area

which has a strong conservative backlash,

he said.

"The students will get together and hear

stories that can increase our students

understanding of just how strong oppres-

sion is. At the same time, they can enjoy

and meet other people in an atmoosphere

that is upbeat," Ide said.

According to Ide, this is the first time the

Alliance is doing a cooperative like this.

The idea began when a student from

Maine came to UMass to do research Alec

McClure, a student at Hampshire College,

worked with Geoffrey Miller, the student

from Maine. The Alliance pulled it all

together, he said.

"It's a chance for networking and to see

the quality of life for gay students in the

region," Ide said.

The Alliance is expecting 12 to 15

students from Maine. They will arrive at

the Student Union tonight, Ide said The

coffee house begins at 8 p.m. and is free.

Catherine D'Amato. a local lesbian recor-

ding artist, is the featured singer. Also ap

pearing will be Dave Gott, Laura Ander

son and Kol, all local performers.

After the coffee house there is a pajama

party at one of the student's homes.

Saturday night there is a spaghetti din

ner at another student's house followed by

a trip to COLORS, a gay and lesbian bar

in Vermont. Students will split up and stay

with hosts from UMass that night.

"People interested in participating can

plug in at any time," Ide said.

More information is available at the

LBGA office in the Student Union.

BOG postpones vote on
Coors ban due to finals

TUNNELVISION
Southwest.

CoUaglan photo by Ricci Bonanno

A lone man walks through the tunnel at

By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

The Campus Center Board of Governors

last night discus.sed the upcoming referen-

dum on the Coors issue, banning military

recruitment in the Campus Center, budget

allocations and space allocations during its

weekly board meeting.

Board Chairman John Hayes said the

Coors referendum was "badly run and bad-

ly planned," because it is too close to final

exams, and expressed concern that voter

turnout would be low.

"The policy of this company is racist, and

they advocate racism in this country," he

said. "Are we going to provide a market for

helping oppression?"

The board banned the sale ofCoors in the

Campus Center/Student Union complex

two years ago because the company
allegedly uses racist, sexist, and anti-union

hiring policies.

A Student Government Association

referendum vote, that will ask for student

opinion on the Coors and the Maze issues,

has been scheduled for next Tuesday.

The board has proposed to ban the

military from recruiting on the complex

because their hiring policies are allegedly

discriminatory. The proposal will be on the

agenda for next Thursday night's board

meeting, and a forum on the issue has been

slated for next Tuesday night at 7:30 p.m.

in room CC 163.

continued on page 5
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amherst/northampton

daily and Sunday

* B.O.G.
continued from page -i

The board, which allocates space and
funds for groups using the complex,

discussed proposed budget allocations for

fiscal year 1988, which total $157,242, and
postponed voting; on the motion for one

week.
Space allocations for groups planning to

use the complex from January to December

of 1987 were introduced, and are schedul

ed to be voted on next Thursday night.

The board unanimously approved a mo
tion for seven board members to work on

projects over intersession.

CoUvCUm photo by Paul rranx

ROCKERS - Three students in a commuications television pro-

duction class strut their stuff for the cameras.
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HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

11 am - 2 am 7 days
50 Main St. Amherst. MA

HEY UMASS, I'M NO STRIPPER!!

THINK I WAS
BORN WITH
THIS BOD?
THIS BODY
WAS BUILT

ON BEEF!

J.B.'S BEEF!

I'M A LEAN,

MEAN,
FIGHTING
MACHINE.
SO I'VE GOT
THAT GOING
FORME
WHICH IS

NICE.

HEY,

PAUL 'Howie' LESSER
COME IN FOR YOUR FREE
DELUX BURGER, FRIES

&SODA

RUSSELL'S
LIGUORS

# 4 # BEERS 4 '^ 4
Bud, Coors, Miller $11 99 « + dep

Pabst Red/White/Blue $3.50 12pk + dep

Molson Golden, Moosehead.$3.99 6pk + dep

Kahlua $11« 750 ml

Andre Champagne..$2.99 750 ml, $31 case

^CHECK OUT OUR MINITURE FILLEd'^

Stockings and canes ...$2.99 & up^|

$$$$sss$$$$$$»sss$s$ss$$s$$$$$$$$$$$u$u$$$$$$$$$$$$$sss$sss$$s$$$s$s$s$s$$s

VECTOR MARKETING CORPORATION »

OFFERS t

SEMESTER BREAK ;

Student Work Program

$9.25
MirMmum SUfling

GAIN VALUABLE RESUM^ EXPERIENCE THIS

SEMESTER BREAK IN MARKETING - ADVERTISING

PROMOTION - PUBLIC RELATIONS

O ALL MAJORS MAY APPLY
O FLEXIBLE HOURS AVAILABLE
O NO DOOR TO DOOR OR PHONE SALES

INVOLVED
O CORPORATE TRAINING SEMINAR
O SCHOLARSHIPS AND INTERNSHIPS

AVAILABLE
O MUST HAVE USE OF A CAR
O WILL CONTINUE PART-TIME WHEN CLASSES

RESUME
O POSSIBLE PAY INCREASE BEFORE SUMMER

INTERVIEW BEFORE EXAMS, START AFTER XMAS
Applications are being accepted on campus
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Apply on:

When:

CONCOURSE

Mon. Dec. 8 it Tues. Dec. 9

10 - 2 pm

Preferance Is given to on campus applicants, if class

schedule conflicts call for interview appointment.

MON-FRI, 2 pm - 6 pm

449-4362
For further info contact

Student Employment Office In WhItmore 239B
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* rally
rontinued from pu^>' '

protest decided not to plan a sit tn yester

day because they did not want tc> "back the

administration into a corner
"

Most spectators interviewed said they

believed the CIA should be allowed to

recruit on campus. Graduate student John

Bride of Shirley, said, 'The University

should be an educational institution, not

a political one. (Protesters) were claiming

they were representing the entire student

body, which isn't true
"

Some spectators disagreed. "I think the

facts are clear that the CIA violates inter

national law." said Jonathan Noel, 20. of

Medford. "They uon't have the right to

recruit on campus, especially because

thev re not telling us what they're doing.
'

Chris Alibrandi. one of those arrested

last month, said she was pleased with the

way the anti-CIA rally went. "We kept to

our commitment to a noii violent, peaceful

demonstration. In doing so the conser

vative contingent did a perfect job in "-tan

ding out as immature, not well-organized.

not well-strategized and basically reac

tionary. They've been put in their place.'

Hopkins-Stover said. I think in general

the demonstration was viewed by the ad-

ministration as peaceful. The students

were expressing their views verbalh and

that s commendable
"

Stover said administrators had madt- a

conscious decision not to have a heavy visi

ble police presence at the demonstration.-

"It was clear that they were not needed.
'

she said.

Protesters promised future demonstra

tions about the CIA and campus raci.^m

CoilrgUMi photo by Nirk Sukuioff

Students gathering for a CIA rally outside the Student Union are fram-

ed by building windows.
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DROP BY FOR FREE

STUDENT TRAVEL CATELOG

ROUND TRIP

NYC/London $356
NYC/Rome
NYC/Rio

$428
$599

COUNCIL TRAVEL
AMHERST

•SO»t BESTBICTIONS AP"^ 'AWi 25<^-1261

>
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you'll see.

AMEDEE
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HOW TO GET RID OF IT

A Comedy by loncsco
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S^r.h hundreds >M

miJes of runs covering

thtjusands of acres, wmetimeb

at Jackson Hole youT] think you

have It all to v-oursclf.

And crr.wd? are just as scarce at

the base a« thev are on th»e nx»urtain.

An aerial tram, a triple chair, and -t double
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instead of standing in lift lines dreamiPK ab<»ut it. a free

raiJ tf; rAir central reservations numUfr will niake sure

Jacki<rti Holes ready for you.

JbM^

Tacxsom

Americj^s World'Ctaw Ruort

SIGN UP NOW SPACE IS LIMITED
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Students: Banning CIA limits freedom of choice

By ANN BRITTON
Collegian StafT

Some University of

Massachusetts students

think the recent protests

have disrupted campus
business, and of the 12 peo-

ple surveyed, 11 said the

CIA should be allowed to

recruit on campus because

students are capable of

making their own detisions.

Senior chemical engineer-

ing major Brad Smith said,

"I think It (protesting) is

kind of silly. Protesting is

fine but it can be abused,

just like alc(^l can be abus-

ed."

HoUis Harrington

Art Nelson

"I don't agree with what

the CIA is doing in other

countries, but I don't think

we should protest their

recruitment, " Smith said.

Sophomore political

science m^jor John Spence

said, "The CIA is just like

any other organization that

people can work for and the

protesters are denying peo-

ple the right to make a

responsible decision.

"They are saying the

average UMass student

can't judge for himself who
he wants to work for,"

Spence said.

Sophomore journalism

major Phil MacNamara
said. "I think nothing will

be accomplished by it [the

protesting)
'

"I don't think people

should be picketing in front

of Whitmore disrupting nor-

mal business." he said.

i don't see why they have

to make it such a big deal,

they are at school to go to

classes." said sophomore

history major Hollis

Harrington.

i side with the freedom of

speech people." Harrington

said.

Sophomore Frances Ed

wards said, "I think

everyone has made their

point, and it's getting to be

a hassle. They are getting in

the way now.

"I'm not saying I like the

Ed Robinson
CaUaglM ^K*tm by Paid UaaMarwa

Brad Smith

CIA, but I think they should

be able to come here for

those who want to listen to

them, " Edwards said.

Graduate student Ed
Robinson said. "I'd like to

see a lot more pe<*ple getting

involved in the protest and

Id like to see the ad-

ministration reconsider it's

position, which I consider to

be hard line

"It isn't a free i^»eech

issue, the CIA itself doesn't

believe in free speech,"

Robinson said.

Junior English major

Sean Vitali said. "I think its

pretty healthy. Its good to

get pissed off every once in

a while.

"I dont believe in the

obstruction of free speech,
"

Vitali said. "It doesn't

bother me that the CIA
comes on our campus

Sophomore journalism

major Jessica Alfaro said, "1

think its sort of silly. Some
of the protesters aren't even

from UMass. They (the pro

testors! are making
everything complicated."

Senior economics major

Art Nelson said. "I don't

mind people protesting, but

I feel there are more impor

tant issues than whether

the CIA comes here
"

"I didn't see an>'thing like

this when Yancey Robinson

Frances Edwards

John Spence

was beaten up in

Southwest." Nelson said,

adding, "this is such a

trivial issue."

Sophomore mechanical

engineering major John

Pierce said, "I feel that it's

great that they can protest,

but cutting people ofT from

freedom of information and

being able to talk to the

recruiter is contrar>' to what

they want."

Freshman pre-busmess

major Cheryl Parker said.

"It's freedom of speech and

they (the protesters] should

be allowed to show how they

feel, but they're cutting pe<>

pie off from being able to

choose what they want to

do."

0O«»€IM»»»-«lN<S Of BeeRS^-AWMeUSl^-BOtCM. INC .»T LOUIS

PIONEER VALLEY

DATA EQUIPMENT

259 Triangle Street

Amherst
549-1017

L
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Newspapers should regain role in 'Americanizing' immigrants
BOSTON (AP) - Newspapers must once again become

the main tool for the "Americanization" of immigrants

to avoid a schism of America mto two societies - one rich

and educated and another poor and illiterate, a con

gressman said yesterday.

"In the past. ..if you look at the institution that did more

for that process of Americanization than any other institu

lion, it was the newspapers." US Rep. Chester Atkins said

in a speech to the Massachusetts Newspaper Publishers

Association.

The Massachusetts Democrat urged publisher to

transform their newspapers back into "the Bible of

American life" for new immigrants who are flowing into

the United States in increasing numbers.

If newspapers do not undertake that role again, he said,

they will decline in circulation and be relegated to a role

as "the vehicle for thf elito <*r,ii th" •»"»«ses will (turn to*

other kinds of media."

Atkins said the newspapers' role in teaching immigrants

has become more critical in the 19808 as the number of

foreigners flooding into the United States, legally and il

legally, is increasing rapidly.

In Massachusetts alone, the number of immigrants in-

creased from 100,000 in the 1960s to 140.000 during the

19708 and a projected 180.000 to 190,000 during this

decade, he said.

"You are in the position where it's not only in your

economic self interest but your survival to do something

about it, and you have the tools to help solve that pro

blem perhaps more than any other institution in socie

ty," Atkins said.

^^ PANDA
GARDEN
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#1
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LONG SLEEVE TEE SHIRT
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Hours: Until December 16

M-F: 7:30-9:00 AM; 1

1

:00-1 :00 PM; 3:00-9:00 PM
December 17-19

M-F: 11:00-1:00 PM; 3:00-7:00 PM

SIGN UP AT TOTMAN AND WORK OFF THAT THANKSGIVING TURKEY!
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Helicopter crash delays test

for possible nuclear winter
SAN DIMAS, Calif. (AP) - A helicopter

crash delayed an experiment to study

whether smoke and dust from atomic war
would trigger a "nuclear winter," but

NASA said it gathered important data

about the greenhouse effect that warms
.Earth's atmosphere.

The Los Angeles County Fire Depart-

ment helicopter had dumped flaming

gasoline to ignite a five-acre test burn

Wednesday when the cable suspending the

torch from the craft snagged on utility lines

causing it to crash.

Pilot Gary Lineberry, 46, suffered scrat-

ches and was treated at a hospital and

released.

The test burn was to have been followed

by a brushfire of up to 480 acres. Several

hundred scientists and firefighters trekk-

ed to the Lodi Canyon area of the Los

Angeles National Forest's San Dimas Ex-

perimental forest 30 miles northeast of Los

Angeles to watch the $750,000 experiment.

The main fire was postponed until at

least Tuesday because unfavorable wind
and cloud conditions were forecast for the

rest of this week and Monday is needed to

prepare, said US Forest Service spokesman
Steve Raybould.
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COLOR PRINT SALE
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OF COLOR ORIGINALS
WHILE YOU WAIT

M Now through Christmas
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STUDENTS
WORK ALL JANUARY AS
INVENTORY AUDITORS
$5.25/H0UR TO START
RGIS lnventoi7 Specialists is the nation's largest in-

ventoi7 service with 160 offices nationwide. January is

our biggest month. Average 20-40+ hours a week.

Weekends and night availability necessary.

To be considered, must have phone, means of

transportation, pass a math test, and be dependable.

No experience required, paid training provided.

To learn more call the office nearest your home dur-

ing Thanksgiving break or interview at the Campus
Center as follows.

Monday Dec 8 Rm 101 - Tues Dec 9 Rm 101

Wednesday Dec 10 Rm 101 - Thursday Dec 11 Rm 168

INTERVIEW TIMES ARE SAM - 6PM EVERY HOUR ON THE HOUR. BE PROMPT

CALL
(617) 832-6152

(617) 938-9269

(617) 849-2941

(617) 336-5658

(603) 893-1829

IF YOU LIVE IN OR NEAR
Worcester, Leominster, Fitchburg,

Gardner, Framingham, Acton,

Maynard, Clinton, Milford, Franklin,

Southbridge, Webster

Cambridge, Summerville, Burlington,

Lowell, Lawrence, North Shore

Quincy, Brockton, New Bedford,

Taunton, Cape, Hanover, or

Middleboro

Providence Area

^^^^^^^____ Southern New Hampshire

SPONSORED BY SJUPgNT EMPLQYMENT OFFICE

Brandeis students protest

S, African investments
WALTHAM (AP) - About 40 students

hoping to force Brandeis University to sell

its South Africa-tied investments, turned

a daylong sit-in at the president's office

Thursday into a night-tinie siege after the

school's trustees failed to vote for

divestment.

'The students will sit in until Brandeis
divests or they're arrested." said Lauren
Strauss, a member of the Brandeis
University Coalition for Divestment.

The students planned to remain in the

office, sleeping on their coats and without

provisions for food, said Strauss, 20, a
senior from Livingston, N.J.

Steven Cohen, a spokesman for the

private university in this Boston suburb,

said there were no plans for arrests. "The
students are being allowed to stay. There

aren't any plans to require them to

leave," he said.

The 3,500 student school has $1.5

million invested in companies doing

business in South Africa.

The sit-in began at about 9 a.m. ouUiide

the office of absent Brandeis President

Evelyn Handler, who was in New York
for the gathering of 46 trustees. By 4:45

p.m., students had moved inside the office

and campus police locked them in, Strauss

said.

Last spring the Brandeis board adopted

a policy of keeping South Africa-linked in-

vestments only in those firms adhering to

the Sullivan principles, guidelines for

bringing about an end to South Africa's

official segregation called apartheid.

That decision led to Brandeis selling

$700,000 of its South Africa tied in-

vestments two months ago

At the spring meeting the trustees also

agreed to review the divestment policy in

a year. Thursday's vote reiterated that

agreement.
Explaining the protest. Strauss said,

"We feel the trustees are suppo.sed to be

doing the best thing for the school, both

financially and morally They should

show more respect for the wishes of the

people for whom the school was founded,

namelv the students."

TACO VILLA'S
COMBO
DINNERS

Bring your appetite!

TACOVILLA
NOtrrMAMPTON

'^'^j annf rour Own

AMUHK/nr
41 Kxrwooo wAiK

SMtlNOFItLO

^^^-^O^^^t^i^ex:^

RT 9, HADLEY • 586-4463

ACROSS FROM
MTN. FARMS MALL

• Proper Attire Required

• 1 8-20 Year Olds Welcome
Enjoy Our Full Juice Bar

EPIC RECORDING ARTIST

FACE TO FACE
''•'•.'':•::•*!;•" »x<<'M*H'M*^<^>-

SATURDAY

NRBQ

SUNDAY

AL HOLIDAY & THE HURRICANES

FOGHAT - DECEMBER 12

t Jili !l\n -*-^
tickets available at Ticketron & Katina's

$8.50 in advance - $10 day of the show
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Help needed in US-African relations
With the recent bizarre revelations of the Reagan Ad

ministration's arms deals with Iran, one can hardly in

retrospect find any justification for the selective bashing

of Col. Gadafli last April, despite intelligence confirma

tions of Syrian and Iranian participation in state spon-

sored terrorism in the Middle East. A scenario of this kind

has called for scrutiny on other aspects of U.S. foreign

policy — such as how it is implemented with regards to

Africa. _^___——

.

Chuk Onu
Senator John Kerry (D-Mass.) is a vocal critic of U.S.

foreign policy in the Middle East. Central America and

Africa, and until now, has been a lone ranger. Kerry, a

member of a Senate subcomittee on Africa, happens to

have caught my interest as an African. I share most of

his views even though I think some have elements of

pessimism.
Virtually every aspect of U.S. policy towards Africa

revolves around an aggressive, but clumsy, frame work

of stemming Soviet expansionism on the continent.

Ironically, this method often stirs anti American senti

ment. A great many policies fail to reflect a basic

understanding ofeconomic and political changes in Africa

and have been counttrproductive to U.S. African rela

tions. African leadership continues to be an enigma to

foreign policy experts in Washington. There's always been

a tendency to try to place Africa within the realm of East-

West relations, and it just doesn't fit.

The Soviets often get a better hearing in Africa than

USdo^ for the simple reason that they play the right tune

at the right time As one African diplomat put it. "The

Soviets always ask Africans what they want and they

identify with it. The U.S. always wants Africans to iden

tify with what they want and that's the problem The

problems are ours and so are the solutions. So. America

has to identify with us."

Constructive engagement is a case in point. The ad

ministration dragged its feet in imposing mandatory sanc-

tions on Pretoria as a non-violent path to ending apar

theid. Another is U.S. support of Jonas Savimbi. the rebel

leader of UNITA in Angola in his attempt to overthrow

a legitimate government recognized by the international

community. US positions in these two cases are inex

plicable and continue to strain relations between Africa

and the U.S.

More than a year ago, Israel (America's spoiled child

of the Middle East) targeted and bombed Palestinian posi-

tions in Tunisia. The consequence of the event was that

the U.S approve an attack on a pro Western Arab ally.

In my judgement, this is a pnxluct of an incoherent foreign

policy, bad enough to generate anti-American sentiments

anywhere.
Economic development and technology transfers take

top priority in African nations' development programs.

They have always needed foreign aid to meet these

objectives.

Every U.S. President since World War II have always

supported foreign aid as an indispensable tool of foreign

policy, but when Reagan took office in 1981, notice was

served to various countries that their voting records at

the United Nations would be considered in the allocation

of U.S. assistance. Two African countries, Zimbabwe and

Burkina Faso were the immediate casualties. They suf

fered significant reductions in aid from this policy of in

timidation, despite the fact that they wisely used exter

nal resources.

The recent democratic senatorial victory (55 45) is con

solatory to the present U.S. African policy crisis, and it

is not without implications for fundamental change. A
poU(7 that tranicends theoretical interMts with a human
face i.s needed The incoming foreign relations committee,

to be chaired by Senator Clairborne Pell ID Rhode Island)

is encouraging and seems to be a team with sensitivity

toward Africa Perhaps policy that is coherent, sensitive

and constructive can be formulated to foster good relations

between Washington and Africa in years ahead. It is in

the interest of democracy.

Chuck Onu ma Collegian correapondent.

Letters

Way to go, Dave!

Everytime we re-read

David M. Phipps letter to

the editor (Dec. 4) we have

to ask ourselves: What is

the point of criticizing

"Campus Pond" when
right above it in the comic

strip section of the Col-

legian is one terrifically

unfunny cartoon, namely
Gordy?
We can understand

Phipps three criteria that

a comic needs to be

humorous, of worthwhile

content, and have ade-

quate artwork. But how
can Phipps discuss the

humor of Campus Pond
without noticing the ap-

palling deficiency of same
in Gordy"? We've been on

this campus since the in-

ception of the comic strip

Gordy, and have yet to find

one humorous panel. We
know that Gorde's real

name is Dave, he is a

member of a fraternity,

has people bugging him
every semester to put them
in his strip, and has recent-

ly (unfortunately) con-

quered a bout with mono.
Way to go Dave! Now how
about including some
humor for all the rest of us
who could care less about
your fraternity, being in

your strip or any other

facet of your personal life.

Like Phipps, we have
also polled many people in-

cluding many heads of

state and quite
knowledgeable scholars.

The few people that even
recognized Gorde's strip as

humor also explained to

me what a terrific guy
Dave was and how much
they really appreciated

Dave as a person. It's great

to know that people like

Dave can have friends, but

unfortunate that his strip

appeals primarily to his

cronies.

Mike Lopresti
Tom Rezendes
Matt Stanton
Tom Fuller

Amherst
Nadeem Bezar
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A question oftime until the money rolls in
I have to laugh at all of the engineering and business

m^ors running around campus intent un becoming rich

and successful.

Jon Z. Bowser
There are two reasons for my amusement. First, I'm go-

ing to put less time into my studies and end up with a

better salary. Second, I'm going to be richer and more suc-

cessful without being smarter than they. Face it - nobody

grows up with the dream of being an engineer or an ac

a>untant; they pursue these careers in hope of getting rich.

They go to school, study their tails off. working as hard

as possible during the day but dream of Porsches and tax

shelters by night.

However, if all these people were as opportunistic as I.

they could party at school and have a grand old time and

then waltz into the btg money after graduation. It's ob-

vious what the biggest market is out there. All you have

to do is look around. I plan on becoming a tycoon by the

advanced age of twenty -six by starting my own clock fix

ing business. I bet you're kicking yourself right now

because you didn't think of it yourself.

Of course, by the time I graduate I figure the phrase

clockfixer will be obsolete. We'll have some funcv

euphemism because we'll be at the top of the social

register. How does Interval Maintenance Engineer sound?

Or maybe Fourth Dimension Sustaining Specialist? The
best part of the deal is that every one of us will be simple

clock repairmen and we'll all take off Wednesdays to play

golf in Florida.

The idea occurred to me this semester as I sat in my
classes and noticed that almost every clttck on campus is

defunct, dysfunctional, partially amputated or simply

broken. The key thing here is that nobody is fixing these

clocks. The reason is that all the clock fixer's sons and

daughters that went to college in the seventies decided

to make it big as lawyers and doctors like everyone else.

Now. It's 1986 and every clock is breaking down. Not a

soul has a clue how to fix them because all the cluckfix-

ers are retired and living ofT their sons and daughters who
became lawyers and doctors. This theory is easily proven

by simply looking in the yellow pages under clocks. There

are no listings for clock repairmen. Under watches there

is one guy listed who I called but his tape machine inform-

ed me he was in Florida with his son.

I figure it takes a good four hours to fix a clock without

rushing. You have to consider the time it takes to take

it off the wall and find parts and put the whole mess

together. Since clockfixers will be scarce we can name our

price, say, twenty four fifty an hour pliis traveling ex-

penses. In the basement floor of the library tower alone

we're talking about $588.00 because six of the eight clocks

on that floor don't work. You can tack on another $588.00

for the six broken clocks on the first floor of the Goodell

library. Realize that out of the two libraries we're only

talking about one floor and only those clocks I've seen.

There are probably a few more in some of those little

rooms we're not allowed in.

Elsewhere, the clock in Mahar is convinced that time

has stood still since quarter of six. As this one is mounted

high on a wall, making repair dangerous and expensive

I think triple time and a half would cover it. The clock

in the auditorium on the second floor of Herter is nice but

it doesn't tell time It just sits there looking good Put.

you don't need me to tell you where the broken clocks an-

— they'll find you

Jon Z. Bowser i» a Collegian columniHt.

CIA hardly a non-issue
One of my reactionary friends informed

me the other day that by now the CIA is

a moot issue on the UMass campus. "The

CIA's not recruiting here now," she reason-

ed, "so what's the issue?"

Timothy Harris

Speaking strictly for myself, I would

argue that recruiting isn't really the issue.

The point is that the CIA operates above

the law, is unaccountable to the American

people, and will continue as such whether

it recruits from UMass or not. But

moreover, the point is that this doesn't

mean we are powerless.

To think globally and act locally; that is

the point. For us to make a pilgrimage to

CIA headquarters would be rather imprac

tical. I suppose that if we did we would

spend an evening or two in their fine jails,

receive our fines, and finally return home

more tired, more poor, and possibly more

discouraged. It would be another protest in

a city that couldn't care less.

No thanks. Much better to focus on

UMass' own institutional support of this

outlaw organization. We should not forget

that UMass is a state university. Joseph

Duffey thinks this means we should show

"civility" toward murderers. I think this

is evidence that Dufi"ey is paid with a

government check.

As American citizens and as members of

this institution we have an obligation to

act; when we can and as we can. The

university is where we live and work. It is

also where the issue of the CIA enters into

our own lives. This is not something

abstract and a thousand miles away. It is

right here and now.

We are part of a movement. The

divestiture movement began on the cam-

puses as well. Students took responsibili-

ty for the actions of the institutions they

were part of, and what's more, it mattered.

The anti-CIA movement matters too, and
our responsibility is just as great.

Disruption gets things done. It makes
people pay attention. It is true that we may
write letters petitioning our "represen-

tatives" in government, and we should.

Some however prefer more direct alter-

natives. Students occupying buildings are

much harder to ignore.

There are several problems to the argu-

ment that the CIA should be allowed to

recruit on campus "just like any other

organization." The first is glaringly ob-

vious. The CIA is not "just any other

organization." Its illegal activities are well

known and documented. By allowing their

presence we implicitly condone their

crimes. By protesting the CIA we call its

legitimacy into question. Legitimacy is the

issue; not recruitment.

The "just like any other organization"

argument frames the issue as one of free

speech. We are to be so pluralistic,

democratic and nonjudgmental as to forfeit

oxir ability to distinguish right from wrong.

When we do this, others make decisions for

us. In the absence of opposition there is

acceptance.

Stopping CIA recruitment at UMass will

not stop the CIA. They are a resourceful

bunch that will somehow get by. The issue

of recruiting is only a means to localize the

larger issue of the CIA itself. Profesting

their presence on campus is how we may
take responsibility; and if we don't, who
will?

Timuth Harris is a contributing

columnist.

"We don't have a Watergate, but we have a good chance of

developing one if we continue on course.

We are coming down into quicksand if Col. North takes the

Fifth and we give him immunity, and before long we catch the

presi en .

^ Senator Ernest F. HoUings (DS.C.)

UMass no vending machine
It is sad. but after seeing dozens of

demonstrations at our exalted university,

I have come to expect very little rational

or original thought from student pro-

testers here Most of them, it .seems, are

inttllectually incapable of anything more

than rote repetition of utted arguments.

Rusty Denton
and when challenged, they have little

more than emotional feeling to justify

their cause The primary victim of their

feverish actions is the university ad

ministration, which cannot solve the

world's problems fast enough for some
campus activists.

This may come as a surprise to some
people, but the University is not legally

or morally obligated to meet student

demands. As an institution, it is accoun-

table to the state legislature which

chartered it and keeps it funded. It is ac

countable to the governor, who appoints

regents to oversee it. And it is answerable

to the law. Therefore, if you don't like the

way UMass operates, go to your elected

officials or go to the courts. Don't com-

plain because the LSO can't represent you

against the university; nothing in the

UMass charter states that this school

must provide free housing, collection, and

payroll services for a professional

organization obsessed with suing it.

But maybe you think the university

should answer to the students as con

sumers. To some degree, that's true.

However, the state is the primary con-

sumer, since it subsidizes this institution.

Moreover, in most cases, it is not the stu-

dent but the student's parent who pays

the bill and/or cosigns for student loans.

That means that the parent, not the stu-

dent, is the consumer who must be

satisfied. When you look at it in this light,

it becomes clear that the only valid com
plaints consumers can make concern stu-

dent safety, the quality of classes, and the

adequacy of housing and meals. Univer-

sity policy becomes a non issue.

This contractual arrangement has cer

tain consequences. One is that the univer-

sity can legally regulate what behavior

and speech is or is not acceptable. It is il

legal for anyone but police to carry

firearms on campus; it is impermi.nsible

to engage in sexual or racial haraiament;

interruption of university business is not

tolerated. Theoretically, the university

could even impose a student dre«i8 code if

that conditi«)n were made clear prior to

admission.

If that doesn't sound very democratic,

that's because it isn't. The state is a

democracy; the university is not. We don't

vote for what our grades will be, and

neither faculty nor staff is elected. Some
students still don't understand this con

cept. but it's called authority, and it's a

wonderful device. Individuals endowed

with authority have made UMass the ex-

cellent school it is.

It is odd that the issue of authority

receives so little discussion among
students here: authority is what ninety

percent of their protests seem to center

around. Liberals tend to react to positions

of authority with great antipathy, almost

as if they believe that all office holders are

on a power trip, just waiting to deprive

some innocent citizen of his or her civil

rights. That kind of thinking wouldn t be

too bad if it resulted in quiet paranoia, but

instead we are all subjected to a spectacU

of accusations and hysteria and noble

pretensions in front of Whitmore or some

other equally innocuous building.

Obviously, we are not dealing with a ra-

tional population of activists here.

Although they have a certain amount of

entertainment value, it is time to convey

to them that UMass is not a political ven-

ding machine where you put in your de-

mand and receive your concession. UMass

is a state institution with discretionary

powers and a mandate for academics.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist.

Letters

Cannot condone violence

I was amazed to see

Bikram Aulakh's letter "AP
swallows Indian line

without facts," (Dec. 4). I fail

to comprehend how anyone
can defend the actions of ter-

rorists that caused the

deaths of 24 innocent
victims.

In the pa.st. terrorists blew

up an Air India 747 killing

all on board, planted bombs
disguised as radios in buses

in New Delhi, brutally shot

dead editors and journalists

who condemned these acts

of violence - the list is

endless. These incidents

were all reported by

Associated Press, and were

confirmed as the actions of

Sikh extremists. I am sure

that any agency which

hopes to stay in business

would take pains to verify a

story which it comes across,

and going by it's reputation,

I believe that the Associated

Press is no exception.

I would like to make it

clear that I have nothing

whatsoeer against the Sikh

community and the inten-

tion of this letter is not to

slander their heritage and

identity. However, it is im-

possible for me to condone

an act of violence which

causes the loss of innocent

human lives, whatever the

rationale behind it may be.

Amit Bhargava
Amherst

The Collegian accepts letters and columns from the

UMass community for possible publication on thf

Editorial/Opinion page. All submissiorus should be typed,

double-spaced, at 67 characters per line. There is a limit

of 60 lines for columns and 30 lines for letters.

All copy is subject to editing for clarity and length and
becomes the property of the Collegian upon publication.

Due to the volume of mail received, individual replies can-

not always be made.
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BLACK AFFAIRS
t ^ .^mf'-lt-tint.^ L"-". JutUBmJmfMtim

Stephen Alfred defines what real human rights are. Dwayne War-
ren, to the right, addressed the crowd previously on institutional

racism and the Southwest incident.

Third World Organizations
receive greater fiscal cuts
By KATHRYN KIRBY
Collegian Staff

The LTndergradiiate Student Senate over-

whelmingly passed the fiscal year 1988

budget Wednesday night. Included in the

Budget Act were some drastic cuts, many
of which affected Third World
Organizations.

Afrik Am, Asian American Students

Association, Black Mass Communication
Projects, Cape Verdian Students Associa-

tion, and Nummo News are the Third

World Organizations thai have been finan-

cially affected. Another organization that

has been affected by funding cuts is Drum
magazine. For the past two years. Drum
has been funding through the chancellor's

office.

The reason fw some cuts come from
allegations by the Budgets Committee that

some Third World Organizations had
misappropriations of funds.

According to Patsy White, a coordinator

of The Wheel and member of the Finance

Committee said. "I believe the allegations

against the Asian American Students

Association are not grounds for defunding
them since no judicial action has taken
place proving any truth behind the accusa

tions."

Members of Third World Organizations

feel that the cuts were unfair and reveals

the attitudes of people who refuse to accept

other ethnic groups.

"The cuts at Tliird World Organizations

received in the proposed Budget, reflects a
gross disregard for multi-cultural student

activities on campus. They also mirror the

attitudes of the American society as a

whole in terms of their reluctance to accept

the unique differences of various diverse

ethnic groups." said Sherwood Thompson,
Director of The Office of Third World
Affairs.

Third World students need to get more
involved in student activities organizations

and groups to stop future funding cuts.

"All Third World students should take an
active role in all campus wide activities

and participate on all governance boards.

Announcement
Friday Dec. 5 The Omega Pearls will present a night of "Purple Passion" at the

Malcolm X Center at UMass. If you wear something purple you will get in at a dis-

count price.

12-f 13-8
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MAD MAX TRIFLE FEATUM

MAD MAX 700
THE ROAD WARRIOR 840

MAD MAX BEYOND THUNDERDOME 1020

DOWNTOWN AMHERST 253-5426

WHEN IS THE RIGHT TIME TO
CALLYOUR BOYFRIEND?

-f^t /^mutt for {jfmrfrmipruT^.,

o) When the president of PhiGamma DeHa asks
you to Soturckiy night's Hji Formal.

b) After racquetfoail class, to tell him fhat the

instructor with the Australian accent and those
blue eyes did wonders for your serve.

c) When you just feel like telling him you miss
him after all.

Maj'be v-ou shouldn't tell him ever>'thinjj: that's K<>inj? on.

But if you still care about him, why not call and whisper
some sweet things he'll never forget?

Like why you call using AT&T Long Distance Service,

and why you trust AT&T's high (juality service and excep-

tional value.

When you tell him that AT&T gives you imme-
diate credit if you dial a wrong number, he won't
be able to get you out of his mind.
And telling him you can count on AT&T for

clear long distance connections will drive

him crazy.

All of which will probably

inspire him to drive

out for the weekend,
giving you an
excuse to blow off

that silly frat

party after all.

AT&T
The right choice.

©igeeATjT

Education Secretary calls
for increased control of drugs

it budget

WASHINGTON (AP) - Quoting a stu
dent handbook that offers "tips for trips"

and Harvard students who say college is

conducive to drug use, Education Secretary
William Bennett yesterday urged a
stepped-up war on campus drug abuse.
'There is still insufficient attention to

the problem" by college admmistrators,
Bennett said, citing as examples a chapter
in the 1986 Reed College Student Hand
book and a two-part series on campus drug
use that ran last month in the Harvard stu-

dent newspaper.
"It's a violation, an ofl'ense to everything

that higher education stands for, ' Bennett
said at a meeting ofthe department's Fund
for the Improvement of Postsecondary
Education, which administers grants and
will award nearly $8 million this year to

campus anti-drug programs.
The Reed handbook, written and publish-

ed by the students at the Portland. Ore..

school with financing from the student
caucus but not from the college administra-

tion, opens with a welcome letter from col-

lege President Paul Bragdon.
It goes on to discuss academics, communi-

ty governance and student life — including

a chapter on "Coping With Drugs."
"The truth of the matter is that drug use

IS common and condoned here, and in all

probability you will be in a position to in-

dulge in it at some time during your Reed
career," the chapter says.

"This guide will give some brief descrip-

tion of what to expect if you were to do
drugs, so that you can decide whether they

are a facet of the Reed experience of which
you wish to avail yourself," the section con-

tinues. "In addition. It will include a 'Tips

for Trips' section, giving some advice on
what to do or not do if you decide to take
the plunge."

continued from page I

Bennett added he is happy the budget pass-

ed without any amendments.
SGA officers are now studying alter

native ways of funding groups, such as the

University of Massachusetts Federal

Credit Union, that did not get funded, he

said.

Coolidge Senator Michael Kaplan said

"There's always going to be problems wher
the budget is passed. Not everybody is go
ing to get what they want."

"It's not a perfiect budget. It was very im
portant that the deficit was removed for tht

credibility of student empowerment," h<

said.

Some students, however, have said it waf
not necessar>' to eliminate the entire deficit

in one year, which mainly caused the largt
cuts.

* peaee award
continued from page 1

Afler the individual representatives
from each Contadora country [Columbia.
Mexico, Panama and Venezuela] have
received their award the eight recipients
will be shown simultaneously on the view-

ing screens.

Rowan said last year's ceremony was
one of the most powerful and moving
things he had ever seen. "It shows the
enormous power for good in technology,"

he said. "The main purpose for this
year's award is to promote the process of
Cotadora, to promote poKilive reinforce-
ment of the process and to show support
for the process." Rowan said.

Another "downlink" will be held at
Western New England College in Slieth
Hall at the name time.
Anyone wishing to get information or

aid Rowan in the organization of the
group's many activities call him evenings
at 586 7945

ano
T2a

DECEICBEK BEER OF THE MOHTH: BECKS $1 25
4-? Delano's famous Buffalo Wings

with blue cheese dressing

JOIN US ON FRIDAY FOR THE
GATEWAY TO THE WEEKEND

PROPER ID A MUST • 57 N. PLEASANT ST • 256-5141

mammmaaammmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmammmmmmmmmmmammmmm

CampuA Go^eeKouAe

... OrrERING A SELECTION OF
GOURMET COFFEE AND PASTRY.

Located on the Concourv? Level

of the Campus Center.

Sunday

Mon-Thurs

Friday

Saturday

3:00 pm- 12:00 mid.

11:30 am- 12.00 mid.

11:30 am-6:00 pm
Closed

• Espresso

• Cappuccino

• Decaf Espresso

• Brewed Decaf Columbian

• Columbian EJcceisior

• Gourmet Blend

• Guatemalan

• Brazilian

• Honduran

• Costa Rican

• Flavored Herb Teas

• Selection of Flavored Coffees

Padfnif
• Peanut Bar

• Double Fudsc Brownie

• Peanut Butter Brownie

• Cookies - Tollhouse

Chocolate Chocolate Chip

Chocolate Chocolate Chip

with Almonds

Peanut Butter Chip

• Carrot Layer Cake

• Cheese Cake with Strawberries

• Mocha Cheese Cake

• Croissant

• Bagel with Butter

• Bagel with Cream Cheese

Great Gifts
stocking Stuffers

Natural Fiber

Sweaters Skirts
Shirts Dresses
Drawstring Pants

^ r-1 Scarves

*0i Toys

Earrings

rlERCPNTILE
Sun 12-5
Daily 10 6

Veek Niqhts
Dec 10 239P M

Morthtimpion 18 CenTer St

. AoihcTM Corritigt: Shups ,,

SEE THE
LIGHT

DESK LAMP
many styles and
colors to choose

from

Swing Arm Lamp
Starting as

low as

$12.95

M—F 9-5

SAT 10-3

Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^
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Increase ofwar toys spurs

concern by citizens groups
Hv JENNIFER DEMPSEY
Collegian Staff

The days of Smurfs, Cab-

bage Patch Kids, and Barbie

and Ken are over. Say hello

to GI Joe, Rambo and

Photons. The craze for

ChristmaB '86 is war toys.

According to the National

Coalition on Television

Violence, the sale of war

toys has increased by 700

percent since 1982 Realistic

military weapons and com-

liat sets, in addition to Ram-

ho and Photons, are among
t he mMt popular. Research

Director of the NCTV
Thomas Radecki said war

jy ads and the toys

themselves teach children

•iggnmive behavior

Coalition member Robert

i iould. M D., from the New
York Medical College, said

that playing with toys that

,>romote violence makes

war acceptable to children.

Many citizen groups have

formed in reaction to the in-

crease of the manufacturing

of war toys. One such group.

Women Against Military

Madness, formed in 1982 in

Minneapolis, has 3,000

members.

Group ro-director Nikki

La Sorella said the group is

most concerned with the

glamorization of war. She

said the women's group held

a protest last year against

the sale of war toys. Six

members bought the entire

supply of war toys — over

$2,000 worth - in a local

toy store and returned them

several days later.

This protest gained media

coverage, but La Sorella

said not enough is being

done. 'AH of thtwe toys -
Rambo, GI Joe - are being

used to militarize our

children. It teaches them

that the only way to solve

conflict is through war. It

teaches them not to be

creative. There are creative

ways of solving conflict."

War toys establish

negative stereotypes, she

added. For instance, the

Rambo doll's nuun opponent

is an Arab named Nomad.

According to Coleco's pro^

motional materials. Nomad
is an Arab who will "never

have a land to call his own",

because "no one could love

this heartless terrorist."

La Sorella said, "The

Rambo doll is extremely

racist."

Chtirch, peace, health and

civic groups have been

demonstrating in cities like

Hartford. San Diego. Mm
neapolis and San Antonio to

either ban or place warning

labels on those toys with

violent themes.

NCTV Research Director

Thomas Radecki said. "In a

democracy, it is the respon-

sibility of government to

assure that defective and

dangerous merchandise, if

permitted, should be balanc-

ed by counter

advertisements getting the

message of the Surgeon

General out to our

children." It is important for

the public to realize that

"the Surgeon General has

determined that a diet of

violent entertainment has

harmful effects on your

mental and physical well

being," he said.

War toys and violent car-

toons have proved to be a

contributing factor in ag-

gressive behavior, but some

feel this is only surfacing

the problem.

Sophomore Dave Moorish

said. "The best example is

not banning toys, but show

ing peaceful behavior

among each other. Refusing

to be violent among
ourselves is the most in-

fluential lactionl"
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CHINESE KITCHEN E
FAST SERVICE - GREAT PRICES

»22 Chicken Wings,

Sw««t A Sour Pork, Fried Rice

$3.90

Try our

Moo Shu Pork

$3.95

«23 Szechuan Gai Ding,

Swaat A Sour Pork, Fried Rica

$4.95

Christmas
Wraps and Trims

Deck your gifts in the season's finest!

TRY OUR LUNCHEON - DINNER SPECIALS
Only $1 .49 before 3 pm, $1 .90 after 3 pm

Ecrt In or Take Out

HOURS: Sundoy Moon • lO pm, Mon • Sot 11:30 • lOpm

2 LOCATIONS

430 Ruttel St (Rt 9)

HADLEY - 253-2571

150 King St

NORTHAMPTON - 586-8220
AMfRlCAN GRLE TINGS

MCMIXXXV Amenton Crpeting% Corp.

$2 OFF REG 12 16

STYLE CUTS
WITH THIS COUPON & STUDENT ID

STYLES BY DEBORAH
65 University Drive Amherst

549-5610 expires 12/30/86

*s.*'

CLEAN, SAFE, PRIVATE HOT TUBS
171 Unlv«r«ty 0*.

N«Bt to SlaAilm LiqiMn m Pfic* Cho^w Ma*
Op*n Monday * tM V Tum Sal 11am lam

Naaarvatlona aufffaaiad -am eantficaiaa avaUaWa

Call 253- f?,*.''7727

GREAT FOR THE HOLIDAYS

UTOPIA SPAS
GIFT

CERTIFICATES

HOLIDAY SPECIAL
WIN A VCR

($400 value courtesy of the SUB and Adirondack Music)

COME TO THE SUB NOW
THROUGH DEC 15 TO ENTER

BIG DRAWING DECEMBER 15th

SALADS SUBMARINES SYRIANS

C the sub
11 AM TO 2 AM / 7 DAYS

33 E. PLEASANT ST .
AMHERST / 549-5)60,

adirondack music

COME WIN A
HQ SANYO VIDEO

CASSETTE RECORDER
LOADED WITH FEATURES

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY • DON'T HAVE TO BE PRESENT TO WIN
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IF WE DON'T HAVE IT,

SALE ENDS
DEC IITH »iB

ROUTE S ^H
EAST WINDSOR (ff
CONNECTICUT

1131 CAMPBELL AVL
WEST NAVEN
CONNECTICUT

ROUTE 1S4
GROTON

-i CONNECTICUT

MALLHAMPSHIRE
HADLEY

MASSACHUSETTS

CANAL ST.

TURNERS FALLS
MASSACHUSETTS

LUGGAGE SETS
EXTRA WIDE JUMtO CASES • 40\ MOKE PACKING
ROOM • DELUXE GRAINED SOFT SIDE. HEAVY
STITCHED VINYL LUGGAGE WITH HEAVY DUTY
STEEL REINFORCED FRAMES. EASY ROLL WHEELS
ON 22". 24". 2C" AND 2t" WITH PULL STRAPS
AND REINFORCED EASY CARRY HANDLE.

fi&m^?i IMILUON DOLLAR PURCHASE

PERSONAL
COMPUTERS

lYEAR ROYAL WARRANTEE!
• FASHION SHOULDER TOTE
• 22'' JUMBO OVERNIGHTER
• 24" JUMBO OVERNIGHTER
• 26" JUMBO PULLMAN
• 28" JUMBO OVERSEAS

r

L J^^

VALUE
S200 OUR

PRICEE ^^99

COLUMBIA BICYCLES

BELOW WHOLESALE COST

800 PEACHES 'N CREAM
20 IN. GIRLS HI-RISE

COMPLETE SYSTEM WITH MONITOR AND DISK DRIVE
• PROFESSIONALLY DESIGNED COMPUTER WITH
BUILT-IN RS232C • CENTRONICS • RGB COLOR
MONITOR AND CASSETTE RECORDER INTERFACES
• PROFESSIONAL CAPACITY 320K DISK DRIVE
EXPANDABLE TO 640K WITH A SECOND DISK DRIVE
• AMBER MONITOR WITH TWO DISPLAY FORMATS
80 X 24 and 40 X 24 • 8 X 10 MATRIC FOR HIGH RESO-
LUTION BONUS - MOO PEACHTREE SOFTWARE
PACKAGE. INCLUDING WORDPROCESSING &
ELECTRONIC SPREADSHEET SOFTWARE.

iiMMHiyij\iU<imi.i\jKiuii:

I

^
onrii

WHOLESALE i
COST r/

$6425
NOW

"ST^IT?
^ ' r

ROVAL WORD PtKLSSmC
AND SPREAD SNEH

750 FREESTYLE BMX
SLICKTRICK STUNT BIKE

NOT A TOY, A wai ||C
COMPLETE BUSINESS VALUE.
SYSTEMS PRICED SO
RIGHT, ITS PERFECT
FOR HOME OR OFFICE.

^1448

WHOLESALE
COST

$9^80
NOW

^58
500 MENS AND LADIES

10 SPEED BICYCLES
WHOLESALE COST

AMPLICA DELUXE SATELLITE SYSTEM
• PROGRAMMABLE MEMORY • SYNTHESIZED TUNING • PUSHBUTTON
TUNING • LED SIGNAL STRENGTH METER • FINE TUNING CONTROL
• AUTOMATIC POLARIZATION • SKEW CONTROL • STEREO
COMPATIBILITY • MATRIX STEREO • DISCRETE STEREO
• MULTIPLEX STEREO •TUNEABLE SUBCARRIER AVOID
•WIDE/NARROW BAND CAPABILITY • SUBCARRIER PRE-
SETS • UNPROCESSED VIDEO PUTPUT • CHANNEL 3/4 OUT-
PUT • EXTERNAL VIDEO INPUT • INFRARED REMOTE CON-
TROL • BUILT IN ANTENNA POSITIONER • 1 YEAR WARRANTY
•ACTUATOR AND DOWN CONVERTER • POLAR MOUNT AND
CENTER FEED • 85° LNA AND FEED HORN J0P^^
CONPLETE SYSTEM WITH COMPLETE SYSTEM WITH jB^Sf^
9 FOOT WILSON DISH lOV FIBER GLASS DISH ^^^^ ^^

\y .v\

f

NOW

765^1032° $68

.Tii

»799 »999
I ) till \CC

I

•••viiiiMii r J

rXnvUoo

IT DOESN'T EXIST!
^m , .#•¥» •i*****^ '.r.»v"*'%'"^*»»*rfV*'»*»"*V*
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Spnate Drobes Iran arms deal; subpeonas documents
OCll<»»'^ ^iV»-r

„_,..„...„,._„ _v^„.„ with the strategicallyplacedPeman Gulf nation. But h.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Senate investigators quizzed the

CIA's No. 2 man for four hours and subpoenaed documents

around the country yesterday in an expanding probe in-

to the secret sale of arms to Iran and transfer of profits

to Nicaraguan rebels. President Reagan said Cabinet ot

ficers are free to decide whether to invoke the Fifth

Amendment when their turn comes to testify

A long-distance disagreement surfaced within the ad-

ministration over the roots of the president's controver-

sial Iranian arms policy. White House former spokesman

Larry Speakes said "we don't agree with" Defense

Secretary Caspar Weinberger's contention that Reagan

acted on bad advice when he decided there were respon-

sible officials to deal with in Iran other than the "lunatics"

who run the country.

Reagan, embroiled in the most serious crisis of his

presidency, has defended his decision to sell arms to Iran

as part of a secret diplomatic initiative to reestablish ties

with the strategically-placed Persian Gulf nation. But he

says he was unaware that money in connection with the

sales was being funneled through a Swiss bank account

to Contra rebels battling the Nicaraguan government.

The money was made available at a time when direct

and indirect government military assisUnce to the con

tras was prohibited by law, and there was evidence that

the Justice Department was looking into the operations

of a privately financed support program for Contra rebels

in Nicaragua.

TEACHING/ADMN

JOBS, 1987

N.E. & National

Placement:

Box 223. Dept UM
Georgetown. MA

01833

(617) 352-8473
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Hanukkah
Greeting Cards
Shore the beauty andjoy of this speciat seoion.

.s:pJ^^Q

STUDENT
TRIP TO

ISRAEI
JANUARY 4-18. 1987

NEXT MEETING: Monday, Dec 8, 7 PM
Dukes Room - S.U. 310

CREDIT AVAILABLE

CONTACT: Hlllel Office S.U 302, 545-2526
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AMERICAN GREETINGS

A^MLXXMVAmthmn GnHifygf Cap-

rntiiiiiiiim

584-8174 FOUR SEASONS
"The Cool Place To Shop"

Rt 9 Madley

THE FOUR SEASONS "SUPER SPECIAL"

OF THE WEEK

MOLSON GOLDEN BOTTLES $12.99

MEISTER BRAU S7.99

BUSCH S9.99

BUD $10.99

SWISS HOPFENPERLE S11-99

UTICA CLUB $6.99

CARLING BLACK Mabels" $6.99

LABATTS BEER OR ALE $12.99

SCHMIDT'S 16 oz Bar bottles $8.75

SIX PACK SPECTACULARS
MICHELOB & MICHELOB LIGHT |3.69

MOOSEHEAD tastes better than it sounds '

XX AQ
REICHELBRAU the llght German '3.

KRONENBOURG From France With Love
^^'^^

SAM ADAMS Again voted i^est American Beer 86 54.yy

FORT SCHYLER eecauw Times Are Tough 51.»«

BOOZE BARGAINS
Vodka Just Ilk* Mom i)-6 to M«k." $8.99 1 .75L

Bath Tub Gin Rallve prohibition" $8.99 1 .75L

Rum A llttl. Rum, A Whola Lot of Fun $1 0.99 1 .75L

Peach Schnapps sh«ka Your Tr.. • 1 1 .99 1 .75L

BRING DAD HOME ONLY THE BEST FOR CHRISTMAS.

CROWN ROYAL WHISKEY

Kegs? Yes. Lowest Prices Around. We Deliver

Four Seasons
••When the Going Gets Wierd, Get Going to Four Seasons"

'Z^^^if^

•[ "amherst/noTthannpton

:/'J daily and Sunday

ARTS

FRIDAY

FILM '••aa

* * * « ixetUMt
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* * Vi ^olty Good

NR Net Rotod

* Vi Poor
*lod
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By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

An American Tail is proof that Steven

Spielberg is now filling the vacuum left by

Walt Disney. His contribution to this film

is limited to the role of presenter. His

studio, Amblin Entertainment, bankrolled

the prfKiuction and Steve's sensibility runs

throughout the film. Don Bluth, one of the

famous Disney renegade animators who
left the studio a few years ago is the man
actually responsible for the look of the film.

The story of the film is that a little boy

mouse named Fievel Mousekewitz is

separated from his family when they em-

migrate to America. I give it * * (on

a kid's scale)

Blue Velvet finally comes to the valley.

This 18 the weird erotic movie that caused

such a sensation in New York and the

other areas that got to see it. Directed by

that madman known as David Lynch (the

same mind that created Eraserhead and
Dune^ this murder mystery is about an all

American boy home from college who finds

a bloody human ear lying on the ground

and is quickly swept up into a world of

strange sexual obsession NR
Children of a Le—er God is the film

adaptation of the Tony award winning

Broadway hit about a teacher (William

Hurt > at a deaf school who falls in love with

an enigmatic deaf woman played by Marlee

Matlin. I liked the performances of both

Hurt and Matlin but I thought the ending

was lacking something. Namely; character

development. *
The Color ofMoney stars Paul Newman

tin this sequel to The Hustler) as a former

pool hustler who discovers a new talent in

a kid named Vince iTom Cruise*. Directed

by Martin Scorcese The story is good but

the photography is the real reason to see

this movie. No one can film a pool game
like Scorcese.

Crocodile Dundee is a comedy starring

Paul Hogan (the guy from the Austrailian

tourism ads on television) as a mythtic

hunter from the outback who catches the

attention of a female reporter from New
York. She brings this innocent abroad to

the Big Apple where he must learn to fend

for himself in the urban jungle. * * *
Heartbreak Ridge stars Clint Eastwood

as a Marine Sergeant who must get a pla-

toon of losers into shape. He also has to get

his life in shape as well. NR
It 'a A Wonderful Life is the classic

American movie. Directed by Frank Capra.

W
vv booksliopjv

SUFI VISION
AND INITIATION-

llic story of meetings with remarkable

beings like Swami Papa Ramdas, Nyogen
Senzaki, Shaku Soyen, Mother Knshnabai,
Hazrat Inayat Khan, the Rev. M.T. Kirby
and others who sought to bring East and West
together through the universabty of genuine

mystical experience . .

.

A sweeping and prophetic view ofthe last

half-century of intcmatKMial relations with

•'*'«£*« lOSNorHiFlsH
A»h««t4>2S3.S574

SUFlVlSlQN
Initiation

^

Clint Eastwood stars as Marine
Heartbreak Ridge.

this movie is about the life ofGeorge Bailey

(Jimmy Stewart), a smalltown bank
manager who decides to commit suicide

when life gets rough. Then an angel comes
down and shows George what the world

would have been like if he had never been

bom. One of my all time favorites, it gets

an adamant ****. (Amherst College.

Merrill 1. 8 & 10pm Fri, Sat & Sun)

Peggy Sue Got Married stars Kathleen

{Body Heat, Romancing the Stone) Turner

as Peggy Sue a woman with a lot on her

hands She has two kids. She owns her own
business. Her marriage is heading for

divorce. At her 25th high school reunion,

she has an accident which transports her

back to her high school days. Now she has

a chance to change the mistakes she made
in her life. It has good acting, funny

dialogue but it also has a flawed soipt that

leaves you feeling unsatisfied. **
Solarbahie* is a SF feature, I gather,

about futuristic kids with futuri^ic roller

skates. I couldn't get to see this movie. I

was too busy playing with my velcro

sneakers. NR
Something Wild stars Jeffery Daniels

and Melanie Griffith. In a 19808 version of

It Happened One Night, a strange woman
named Lulu kidnaps a straightlaced

stockbroker so that she can introduce him
as her husband to her friends and family.

This is a weird and kooky comedy that soon

becomes something more.

Song of the South is the Walt Disney

combat veteran Tom Highway in

classic telling of the Uncle Remus stories.

This IS the one with Brieu* Rabbit, zif^ dee

doo da zippa dee yea, my oh my what a

wonderful day, (Come on! Everyone sing

along!) Plenty of sunshine heading my way,

zippa dee doo da, zippa dee yea! NR
Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home is the

continuation of the movie series based on
the TV series. When we last left the crew
of the Enterprise, they were in big trouble.

They had stolen the Enterprise, sabotag-

ed another ship, fought with the Klingons

(of course), stolen the Klingon ship and
blown up the Enterprise. They did all this

in order to bring Spock 'Leonard Nimoy)
back from the dead. In the beginning of this

film, the crew decides to go back to Earth
to face the music for their actions Before

they reach Earth a probe from outer space

get there first and starts raising havoc and
making nasty mo^nnents like neutralizing

all the starships around Earth and trying

to kill everyone on the planet. Spock and
Kirk figure out that if they get some
whales to talk to the probe it will stop try-

ing to kill everyone on Earth. Off they go

to the past (1986) to find some humpback
whales. The Voyage Home (directed by

Nimoy. who directed the last film) is less

ponderous than the previous films and is

more in the spirit of the series. TTiis film

is the first to use real comedy. The crew
shines as it has to cope with life in the 80s.

The pacing may be a bit slow at times but

I liked it a lot. ***

Correction
Due to an editor's error, actress Judith Malina was incorrectly labeled

in yesterday's Collegian as a member of the UMass Theater Department's

apcoming production of "Amedee/* Malina is in residence at the Universi-

ty and is not in the play.

The
Spoke

Amherst,

II

Mass.
PROPES 10 REQUIRED

LAST CHANCE!!!
whether you want to prepare your

skin for your spring break vacation or

look your best for the holidays.

BUY NOW
PRICES GO UP AFTER XfVIASS

30% OFF
WITH IHIb COUPON

ALONE 10"o OFF
WITH A FRIEND 20 '• OFF
WITH 2 OR MORE FRIENDS

30% OFF

A DRINKERY. TO MEET. RELAX & ENJOY.

35 EAST PLEASANT ST AMHERST

Lc Bon Soldi
2t^l \ niiif^:'n! s/

»•#••• *3* * Jl • 9 *
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The Student Union Gallery will present the B.F.A. Thesis Ex-

hibition, second in its series. The show will run from Dec. 8

through Dec. 12. There will be an opening reception for the ar-

tists from 3 - 5 p.m. on Dec. 7. The artists are, from left to right, ^
Lisa Bohne. Elizabeth Fox-Wolfe and Elaine Nash.

By ADAM LAVINE
Collegian Staff

It's almost the end of the semester, final

papers are being ground out of caffeine

inspired all nighters. exams are taken, and

people can relax and check out the varied

Pioneer Valley arts scene Here are some

of the events going on this week.

Here at UMass there are several diverse

exhibits. UMass sculpture professor Dor

ranee James Hill will have an exhibit

highlighting his work in bronze, plaster

and sheet metal Hill teaches traditional

African and Afro^American styles, and

emulates classical African styles in sheet

metal, as well as working with copper, steel

and clay, so this show should be a

fascinating one. The exhibit, titled The Bell

Toils for Thee, will be displayed in New
Africa House in the Augusta Savage

Gallery, from December 1 to December 12.

Also at UMass is a Printmakers exhibition,

with works by Lmda Gardner, Deborah

Pikul and David SchwarU. The exhibit,

which is a thesis by the artists will be at

Hampden Gallery from December 6 to

December 16.

A exhibit of nineteenth century sym

bolists works has opened at the Smith Col-

lege Museum of art. and will be displayed

until January 18, 1987. The exhibit, ar

ranged by Lisa B. Vihos. National Endow
ment for the Arts Museum Intern, consists

of twenty three works from the museum
collection including French artists Odilon

Redon, Paul Gauguin and Pierre Bonnard

as well as Belgian symbolist James Ensor

and Norwegian Edvard Munch Vihos will

give a presentation about the works on

Thursday. December 4. which is free and

open to the public. Also at the Smith Col

lege Museum of Art is an exhibition of

books bound by women bookbinders in the

nineteenth century English Art.s and

Crafls Movement the exhibit, arranged by

curators Madeleine Watson and Ruth Mor-

timer will by on display until January 18.

The seventh annual Valley Women Ar

tists show will be on display until

December 19 at the Northampton Center

For The Arts in the Old School Commons
at 17 New South Street in Northampton

The exhibit consisU of 70 works by fifty

valley women artists, selected from over

370 submissions. There will be a talk on

the exhibit by Deborah Kruger on

December 7 at 2:00 p.m..

OPEN
M-F: 9-5

Sat: 10-3

mSTORE^
LOCATED

IN THE
CAMPUS
CENTER

FREE DELIVERY I

4-

4-

4-
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SUPERIOR PIZZA

4-

4'

4>

4-

4-

4'

4-

4-

4-

4-

4'

QUALITY PIZZA
AND GRINDERS

Call now for our

^ END OF SEMESTER SPECIAL
: FREE LITER OF COKE WITH ANY LARGE PIZZA i

4-

4-

4-

«-

»

4-

4-

: FREE CAN OF COKE WITH ANY SMALL PIZZA I

I OFFER EXPIRES DEC. 31, 1986 • MUST MENTION AO BEFORE ORDERING 4^

GEORGEFREDERICK

HANDEL

e00ia
PARTS lall

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
CHAMBEKCHOIKWITH OKCME ST RA
WAYNE ABERCF^CMBIE. CONDUCTOK

BOWKEK AUDITORIUM
SUNDAY. I4DECEA\BE Fk I986, J-OO PM
$600 GENERAL ADMTSSIOhsJ
S300SENI0K CITIZENS. FIVE COLLEGE
STUDENTS, AND CHILDREN U N D E R 18
TICKETS A^LABLE AT FINE ARTS CENTERsJ30X OFFICE

MADE POSSIBLE IN PART BY A GRANT
FROM THE UMASS FINE ARTS COUNCIL AND
THE DEPARTMENT OF A\USIC AND DANCE

Get tickets
now for these
v^AC events

(left) Composer/per-
former Yusef Lateef will

be featured with the

Chapel Jazz Ensemble
at 8 p.m. Dec. 1 1 in the

Fine Arts Center Con-
cert Hall, UMass.
(right) The Waverly

Consort will preform
their production of "The
Christmas Story" at 8

p.m. Dec. 10 also at the

FAC, UMass.
Tickets for both per-

formances are available

at the Fine Arts Center
Box Office.
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MfVM SUNDAY
**""4.n NIGHTS !

76en

CAVS
Patriots vs Bengles 1 PM
9-Ball Tournament 4 PM

- ' 9-Ball
Tournament

Raiders vs Seahawks CASH PRIZES

8-Ball Tournament 8 PM- Plumblcy s

Downtown Amherst 253-9586

HOLIDAY
SALE!
TODAY - DEC 20

Levi
UNWASHED 505 $16.99

501 CORDS $16.99

501 ALL COLORS $24.99

JACKETS $34
20% OFF ALL LEVI SHIRTS

197 N Pleasant St - Downtown Amnerst

Mon-Sat 10-6; Sun 12-5

^[{Qxr «i
>.-
^<*TOYS • CHILDREN'S BOOKS • RECORDS

STUFFED ANIMAL SALE!!!
10-40% off all ted(dY bears, dogs, cats. pigs. etc. in

stock, from Gund. Dakin, Russ Berrie and more.

Now thru Dec. 24th.

SandaT 12-5

Moa-Sat 9:30-5:30
48 Horth Pleasant St. Amherst

Balow Start's 256-1609
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STUDENT
TALENT NIGHT

AT THE

HATCH LOUNGE
All talents welcomed
Comedians singers musicians, magicians guitarists,

pianists, pantommes jugglers theatrics instrumentalists
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THE

>
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wm

9 PM
Saturday, December 6

.0%^.

INTERESTED ^545-2043 fe'§t3^
campus center ,

marketing AJPr^
office

GROUND FtXX)R
STUDENT UMON
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1< ENIOY THE SPECTACULAR
VIEW ...

TOP of the CIMPUS

LOmVGE
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FINE DINING
AND

FRIENDLY SERVICE

OPEN DURING ACADEMIC YEAR
Lunch: Monday-Friday 11:30 am-2:00 pm

Dinner: Tuesday-Saturday 5:00 pm-9:30 pm

Call 549-6000 e\l. 630

t\»r RestTvations

\^^ T.G.I.F.
MONDAY-FRIDAY
11:30 am- 12:30 am

SATURDAY-SUNDAY
5:00 pm-12:30 am

FREE MORS DOEUVRES
4:00 6:00 PM

rrrrnfi'
lirnirni

EjjrfiTjrn;

Validated Parking

TOPoflhe
CAMPUS RESTAIKA^T

ir" FIXM>R t\MI>lS CB\TKR IMXSS

"Check Our

Weekly Drink

Specials"

Entertainment
with pianist

Kevin Burns

9:00 PM

11th Floor • Campus Center • UMass

I
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Doonesbury
By Garry Trudeau

The Far Side

By Gary Larson
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Bat Brain By Bill Bearing
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Campus Pond By Sal
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GOTTA BUY PRESErUT5 AMP
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"Don't knock it, it's sex with so-

meone you love.

"

— Woody Allen on masturbation

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trudc Michel Jaffc
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Lunch
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Spanish Shnmp
Rice Casseroie

Basics Lunch

Garbanzo Vegetabl*? Slew

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Menu
Dinner

Meatloaf/Onion Gravy

N E Styie Scrod

E^s with Sharp Cheese

Cold Rate

Basics Dinner
Fiesta Rice and Cheese

N E Style Scrod

Eggs with Sharp Cheese
Cold Plate

Weather
Today Partly sunny and windy, highs in the 30s

Tonight Clear and cold, temps around 20 degrees

Saturday Mostly sunny and breezy, highs in the

30s

^

Night Editor

Copy Editor

Photo Technician

Layoat Technician

Production Supervisor

Today's Staff
Dan Sobel

Sheryl Jean

Ricci Bonanno
Ansel Zinter

Ansel Zinter

Production: Kelly. Karlin. Michelle. Keith. Valerie.

Maura

Bloom County by Berke Breathed
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Minutemen travel to Farmingdale
Gymnasts open season
By STEVE RICHARDS
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's gymnastics

team travels to Farmingdale, Long Island for the Farm-

ingdale Invitational meet tonight (7:00) to compete in

what will be a pre-season sneak preview meet for the team

and its coach Roy Johnson.

This will be the first meet ofthe year for the team, which

has been working out at Boyden since September 1, and

will finally give them a chance to see how they will fare

against some real competition.

"We will be trying to figure out where everyone on our

team is in their development and it will be a good chance

for us to see some other teams and what they are doing,"

Johnson said of tonight's meet. "It will be an excellent

opportunity for us to show the judges and the other teams

what we are made up of."

Massachusetts will be one of about ten teams competing

in the Farmingdale open meet which will not count in the

regular season standings, but will give the teams an op

portunity to see how they stand in their preparations for

the upcoming season which begins next month. Among
the teams scheduled to appear along with UMass are Penn

Sute University, University of Pittsburgh, Syracuse

University, Temple University, Army, Southern Connec-

ticut College, East Stroudsburg State, and ^ringfield

College.

Johnson expects Penn State to be the claas (tf the field,

with all the other teams at about the same level as the

Minutemen. But he expre—d concern about how prepared

his team would be for this meet, considering the hectic

SANTA?«

Cifts-from19<rto4.99

' omherst/northamptcxi
doily ond Sunday

end-of-the-semester rush all students, including the gym
team, must cope with.

"This is a tough time of year. Our athletes take their

studies quite seriously, so some of the other teams might

be a bit better prepared," Johnson said.

This early season meet is important to the team for

several reasons. First, it is important to have some kind

of real competition this semester to keep interest and

motivation high. After training for three-and-a-hali

months without seeing an opponent, motivation can

sometimes drop off, Johnson said.

The meet will also give the team a chance to assess their

progress and deficiencies before their first regular season

meet, which will be January 16 when the team hits the

road to battle what should be a very strong Navy team.

'That is why this meet is important. We will be able

to correct any mistakes we make (tonight) and improve

on them for Navy," Johnson said.

At Farmingdale, Johnson will also have the opportuni

ty to see how some of his gymnasts, especially freshmen

Mike Keidan and Pat Parker, will fare in a real college

meet.

"I am interested to see how they will do as well as to

get a general idea of the teem." Johnson said. "We have

no real understanding yet as to their capabilities."

Among those expected to excel are junior Jay Ronayne,

who will perform the still rings, vault, and high bar, and

senior Phil Gorgone, who will compete in the floor exer-

cise, vault, and parallel bars.

Johnson is also interested to see how juniw Roberto Weil

performs. Weil has looked great in practice and is very

dedicated to performing with excellence and if he is men-

Ully ready, he has a chance to do really well. Johnson

said.

Women's track to

battle the Huskies
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's indoor track

team will open up its 1986-87 season in tough fashion

Sunday, when it travels to Storrs, CT to take on defen

ding ^ V England champion University of Connecticut.

The Minutewomen will have a lot going against them

going in, according to coach Kalekeni Banda. The

Minutewomen, with it being their first meet, are not as

far along as the Huskies, and are also faced with the jwro-

spect of final exams in the immediate future.

"It's always tough to get going before Christmas," Ban-

da said. "This is going to be more like a pre-season meet,

just to see what kind of talent we have. Then, we'll be

able to work harder after Christmas."

The Minutewomen will be missing a couple of people

due to injuries, but Banda still likes what he sees in the

personnel he has.

One of the players Banda is placing his hopes on is Kari

Fleischmann, who will be running the 55 meter dash,

the long jump, and possibly the 200 meter run

Other key players for the Minutewomen will be Bar

bara Cullinan. in the 400 meter run, Susan Goldstein

in the 600. and also Kayla Morrison in the 55 meter

dash, whom Banda considers his top sprinter.

The Minutewomen will be a little short in distance run-

nors, because moet of them are just coming off of the cross

country season When they return. Karen Holland, and

fineshman Alanna Gurwitz will be among the top players.

continued on page 23

Minutemen out to sink Springfield
Flannery questionable
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts football team isn't the

only club that can come back when it counts.

The UMass men's swimming team, fresh off a convinc-

ing victory over Tufts University on Wednesday, will put

its mild two meet winning streak on the line, as the

Minutemen travel to Springfield College for a dual meet

against the Chiefs. The meet is schedule to start at 1 p.m.

The Minutemen will go into today's meet not having

to face the same potential problems that existed at the

Tufts meet. UMass went into the meet with seven swim-

mers absent due to a suspension levied by head coach Russ

Yarworth and had to deal with two other swimmers be

ing out for various health reasons. The suspended have

been reinstated by Yarworth, but health problems will

still deplete his lineup.

"I don't think we'll have too much of a problem with

Springfield. They're very strong in the freestyle and div-

ing, but I don't think they will be able to match our

depth." Yarworth said. "We do have the seven back, but

the others are questionable for the meet."

One swimmer who is out is senior freestyler Jim Flan-

nery, who missed the Tufts meet because of a separated

shoulder. Although Flannery's absence may not make
much of a difference against Springfield. Yarworth was
quick to stress the importance of Flannery's presence for

the Minutemen.

"If we loae Flannery for any length of time, it won't be

good for us." Yarworth said "He's one of the top

freestylers in New England (Flannery finished in the top

six in three different events at the New England's last

season, and he did it while battling a persistent flu bug),

so it's important for us to have him back and healthy."

Perhaps more impressive than the Minutemen's 2-0

reoM^ is the means by which they have accomplished it.

In several races in the Tufts meet, UMass swimmers were

trailing at some point, but rallied to claim victories,

something that Yarworth says is close to achieving an
overall team goal.

"We work very hard on even splitting and swimming
a complete race and it's starting to pay off. We work hard

on the mental aspect of maintaining control in a race as

well," Yarworth said. "All we have to do is to continue

what we've been doing so far this season."

In short, what the Minutemen have been doing is win

ning and winning big. In 10 of 12 races against Tufts,

UMass came out on top and in five of those races did it

by way of the comeback. So far, a bulk of the winning has

been carried by the spnnt and middle distance racers, with

the distance swimmers not far behind.

"The middle distance and sprint swimmers are bit fur

ther along, but we're beginning to change some things

for the distance swimmers," Yarworth said. "We're go-

ing to cut out some of the weightlifting for the distance

swimmers and concentrate on some other things."

continued on page 23
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• men's swim meet
continued from page 22

As for the season prognosis, all indications point in the

direction of a potentially great season for Yarworth's

troops, with key meets with Williams College and the

University of Connecticut coming up in January. Until

then, the emphasis will be on producing good swims and

not necessarily strings of wins.

"It's fun to go 11-0, but I'm more interested in how we

swim than in wins and losses. If we had lost the Tufts

meet, it would not have been the end of the world, but

if we won and swam a bad meet, it really wouldn't do us

very much good," Yarworth said. "I expect a lot of them.

We're going very well and I'm pleased where they are

right now."
Editor's Note: Senior co-captain Rick Bishop was the swim

mer in yesterday's Collegian and not his co-captain, senior

John Turner,

• women 's indoor track
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continued from page 22

Last year, the Minutewomen finished fourth in New
England. One of Banda's goals is to first get everyone

back in the fold, and then by January, he expects the

team to make a push for the New England
championships.
Banda is hopeful to finish in the top three in New

England, but there is some rough tralTic in the road

ahead. UConn, Sunday's opponent, will once again be

a primary favorite for the top spot Other challengers

in the pack will be Boston College, Boston University

(which finished second last year), and the University of

Rhode Island.

The sleeper, according to Banda, could be UMass
Boston, which can possibly win the championship, but

doesn't have much depth. They were the national cham
pions in Division III last year.

Other meets this season for the Minutewomen include

CLASSIFIED

the Harvard Open (Dec. 13), Yale Invitational (Jan. 18),

Greater Boston Championships (Jan. 25), Princeton

Relays (Jan. 31). the New Englands (Feb. 27-28 at BUi
and the ECAC'sCMar. 7-8 at Yale). The Minutewomen
will also face Dartmouth February 14.

L

Sports Notices

All entries for men's, women's, and co-ed intramura

basketball are due on December 8 at 215 Boyden Entr\

forms, and also health forms, are available at 21.')

Boyden.
Also, intramural basketball officials are needed

Meetings for anyone interested will be held Tuesday

December 9, and Thursday, December 11, at 7 p.m. in

253 Boyden
Finally, the Boyden and Totman Courts will be closed

from December 15 through January 5
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ACTIVmit

•IMMV EVENtNG MUVint *vi
loung* Nawman C«nMr ePM ftw* cxMaga

(LAVriviiiCiH^
Ctrtm OM Mood No* ZS Room 165

UNUMTCO• Nfwa aiiMM
iQf SpflQ 07 90iOWm b900MI9
W gipiirwair S17SU tor

AISnAIH nCKIT

ITOt.r. roundmpOac i3lo

AVToractau

r ownad by MM otd lady

1M4 n.VMOUTH NOMZOM aiea»im
1 14000 or baai oliartor mto cal

7t ranO ONANMU a* t08K no iMt
• •bctia'. tmm kaM ttwtmt , t»m tlOOO
B'OZSftMn

tM4 MNTIAC iJBUm fcaMni m
Mrtor nooda «Myii" Cal Man 54e-7«30

cuonm van
mpa. MOO

itrr RM«> t-iM
moom 9fm tor

IMOCNCW MAUW - good oondNion
wary dapandabta MSOao< Oraai doai'

CaA LiM 54»-55l9

IMC CHCvrrrc 4tP0 vary good taooo
?M-a066«VM.

•M rmCB. door Sap , Ml aurvfoo*.

FMaiar«o.onolar«oond*on 4200Rcti
29e«>74

1W1 n.VIIOUTH mUANT oioaliwii

oondMort. ATfAC. iMrao. 4dr t2460 Joo
S40-7434

1wo VOUCWAOOW mOKUfimtmm
condWtor< Itaa cap artd root rack $1000
call 2SA-1003

1»7« VOlXtWAOON NAHir runa ••.
aoma ruM $300 can David S46-M30.

MVMQCMH ran your

I can MMia S4»<}333

INTEIINATKMAL DATING SERVtaT-
aarving tlva cottage system and surroun-

ding araaa. $15 tor i\wo rnonm* SASE lo

PO Box 4M. Amlwr«

WTWrTAimWNT
MUSICIANS NEEDED FOR parfor

mancM at Balctianown State fictwd

Funding available Contact Bruce

2S5-4236

fUOC-A—DISK ENTERTAINMENT
Agerwy - Diaciockays. Bands. Ligtita and
Large ecraen video dances 54$.7144

POtllNT

TAKE OVER LEASE: 2 spaces available

Jan 1 on bos roole" 127 50/month 1'/%

battis call 065-6261

ROOM AVAILABLE JAN 1st ISO*

responsible quiet 25* call 253-3828

MATURE HOUSEMATE WANTED.
spring term Bedroom, study use ol

facilities Furnished Non-smoker South
Amherst 325* Ian 256-0074

ONE ROOM IN two bdr apt on Hoban La
Female non-smo)<er preferred 546 8640

SOUTHWOOD. IBR IN 3bdr apt S20e •

uUNUaa Can after 6PM. 253-5421 Ask for

Karl

LARGE SINGLE BEDROOM in Pufflon

available lan 1 call 549-5185 nights

LG RM IN houae for 1 or 2 people m
Belchertown oil & woodstove heat

$117/moolh call Peter 323-4298

ROOM FOR RENT in apartment
$125 00/mo 253-7797

BEAUtIfUL EWO HILL condo fulty"fur

nished. own room, washer/dryer, two bus
routes, peaceful neighbors, clean quiet

housemates. $200/mo call Rohinton
545-3599, Rich. Irieg 256-6809

GUITAR BEAUTIFUL YAMAHA 6335

with hard case $175 Call Debra ft4553

COMPUTER TERMINAL $260. Indudas

modam, cybar-raady. Slave 266-1866

KM TAM ran aataf Brand nM», nmsr
uMd kag tape onty $2S Ractiiaa charge

BIS lor uaad iapa Don'i «aaM your

men«y< N««i lapa $2S Can Tony

M«-I4a6l

1B7B CNiW WAOON. •8.400 milM
mm <**». BmI otlar S3»«434 Ev«««

ONMLa
6-7W1

4y( awfrawiy Ca«

7B TOVOTA enJCAmm pmm. mmm
braMa. and mora car naida nottw»g S

apd KiBar aiarao $1700 or BO Ooug
256-0933

TiWO BMOVV TMEt PMB IHS Mk ter

Frank 54B-4234

ttn TOVOTA COROLLA runs •«
Vary raklMo 1961 angma new cMch
mm brattaa Aawwu $i400 f^^ct^mn

SBB-774B or SM^IBk

Quca WATCHCS ran
aiyiaa or«y $30 g(«al -
6^7425

•• VW MM runa but
tncm worn BO S4»-2ei4

MATCHINO STUDENT OCtlC B
toBtcaai. $30 aactt Large 5 cu ti tndge

$99 iaava mag Rck 54B-2797

WtAAMEST SIU JACKET you Ml avar

mMi man's medium Wua muM aa* $70
Raipnft4S«»e

i VMTAOE CLOTMMO: i

lackats $10 00 vests $6 00 <

$3 OOandimic^ moratwIMaqMaMy ua-

ad duBuns caB Tammy SaBBOBS

n» ouAutv H terminal &
S4B4470 ev«s nwknds

worn SALEI MOnOOM turnilura.

boolicaaa. BaMi. rug. ratngartof BO
caM Tarry S4B0IB1

on sale Mon. Tua, IM. 1M on CC Con-
couraa Only $10* Tha partact aacrat

aanta gtti' Stand out on the atopaa ttus

wmtan SuppNas are Nmiiad

NO»«iiER ELECTRK: OUrrAn- onty ua-

ad tor one yaar Qraalaound $1751
It away Call Jarry 564-3764

HOUOOSiaraoipaafcafa 100 Walt
.
12' woolar, aound graai $200capacity. i:

cMl6-70(29

BAUNORA COLKEN- VOUR ctiadi tor

$700 waa tound m lot 22 l«n«bumitFrv
day It I don't hear from you 6-7454

UUMtS BOKO QUARTZ Mtch at

tJCortn gama Nov 22 cal and daacnba
6-6367

NKPWANTID

STUDENT OOVERNMCNT
TK)N Job opanmga: Aaat to Traaaurar.

Aaat to Pras . Aaat ot Budgets Chair (sti

pand poaitionl. Budgets Auditor Appi

avail in 420 SUB See Valerie Niece in

420 SUB for nwre info AppI due Dec 3

by 4 00 Women and minorities encourag-

ed to apply AA/EOE

ICITCHEN HELP NEEDED Immediataly

Day and Nigtit shifts available Free

meals and ridiBa can be provided to and

from work Apply at Andys Pizza after 2

PM (next to Stadium Uquors)

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excaflant tree meals

Light claan-up

CaH Cheryl at AXO
545-2152

QAM P.R., C0MMUNK:ATK1N. poMical.

A management skills you'll need after

graduation Work full or pari time to com
bat groundwater pollulion and river diver

sions Earn $375 1000 this winic break

Beat tf)e summer rush and get that sum-

mer tob in the bag Call Clean Water

Action-549-7450

PART^IME; TEMPORARY POSITIONS
available for the Annual Salvation Army
Christmas Kettle Program Starting dale-

November 21 through December 24 For

more information call 586-5243

MARKETING INTERNS NEEDED for in-

lersession S spring semester Must t^
energetic & reliable with excellent com-
munication skills for l-lampshire Mall

Market dept Apply office of internships

546-0727

JANUARY BREAK FREE room and
board m residential home in exchange for

24 hours work- mothers helper 40
minutes west ol Boston 617-692-2689

BUMMER JOBS IN Amherst, new
students program CC Concourse

CAMPUS TRAVEL REPRESENTATIVE
rHMded to promote spring break tour to

Florida Earn money, free travel, and
outatandir>g market experience. Call

Inter-campus Programs at

1-800-433-7747 For details and infomna-

tion mailer.

ONHtNUTSONANopanlba doaalhta

pnraaa par chanoa napva a aanaa ot

noalaigM daar aa a doaa lor ai ua hare''
' «Meuaf« Na« Engtanda towns
opportuMly alW abounds how

muoti monay can you maiie $800 this

•tniar break can 2664»1 1 a r

HOUOAV
work 2 5 waatis o«af tha Iwkday braak

and a«n poMicat aspananca wortung to

i awvlrorwwantat and conaumar pro-

««h MaaaPirg. nm
s laaifkig cama group Poaaiana

WtorOwalar. andBfaokHna CaaSaml
day tor and miam iaw on cantpua
2Si«438, • 30AM4 30PM

Ful ttma or pan tma poaMona avaHaPla

You c«i earn mora aian $600 a weak w«h
salwy. eomwiaaion and bonuaaa Ftau
bla hours, good working oondawna and
a«catian> caraar opponurwbaa

'"

a hnng from now unlil7 Plaaaa oorNact

Tamat Eraarpnaaa « 54
larviM AaklgrKatBi

1 548-7793 tar and «v

MSTBOCnOM

PfBVATE OWTARI
ad and paiiarM laactiar Pop-rack'tatk

bluaa SongwrHMg, tfiaory. raa^r^ mv-

prexlaaBon RigM on bua Una Itoug
54*4796

PASCAL TUTOn. RKABONAaU raiaa

584-1307

LOST

N.P lie CALCULATOnm Ikrary

t

Please can 546-4778 tor rawafd

MASS UOUOR R> m CradN UnWn
naiaard ottered tor as latum cat 2588620

KuTBOOK BAd kM m parking lol >n

tram ot Waan«igion batora Thankagivmg
It lound call Craig at 546 BBS* raward

NOV. M two valcro waiat dropped bet

waan Nopa and QRC ttaad itw IDs

Kaap tha caah aa immmi& Plaaaa ratum

cap riuuyii xa9«a^

LOST 1 1^2$. goldhnk braoatat^vary sen
timentai reward**" Plaaaa can Tanya at

549-8072 If found

I LOST A Hack aoiar caiculaior in a btadi

aN> cMa, I alao laol a Mack Walkman w«h
a Hve Tom Polly tape m H m S8A on Tuaa-

day Nov 25 It aitttar tound. plaaaa can

Julie 546-9863

RiWAiiDiraNLOCTHPIICclacuMor
Owt Brown CMvad on back, cat 5484307

lOBTOOO

LOST OR STOLENI One coo frozen off

aomawhare between the FAC and SUB
do not apxattarKi it, « conaidarad
dangaroua Ihta one « tor you. Jaanna
Lova, tram KM. Spock A ttia raat ot tha

Craw

Bwvia

-ROUND TOWN MOVERS faal reliable

cheap call Mchael anytime 323-6780

NB«D AN ISCOtTT

CALL 1-Tl23 BETWEEN 8PM » 2AM
every day lor an aaoon anywtwre on cam-

pua Play It sala.

PIBBOMAU

JNTERESTED IN WRITING for ttw largest

college daily m New England'' Come
down to the Mass Daily Collegiani You
can write about Arts. Editorials. Black Af

fairs. News. Women's Issues A Sports

We re located in the basement of the

Campus Center, behind the TV The Col-

legian We build careers'

JOBS FOR NOW with option to continue

in January or next semester $4 50/hr«

bonuses to start Our top callers make
$6-7/hr and more Come to telefund in

basement of memonal hall or call 5-3509

DEAR SANTA NOW you can bring me
everything my little heart desires because

you will save 40-70 percent on all '4K and

diamond )ewolry Diamond studs tor on

ly $35 , 14K hoop earrings $18 and 14K

sapphire ring $36- only at Golden Oppor

tunily 13 N Pleasant SI Amherst Ho Ho
Ho Mary Jane

HAPPY BIRTHDAY CUTIEI S<nca we
can't celebrate your birthday today, we'll

have to do something special this

weekend' Hope we have a few of these

to celebrate together! Love, Ray

CARESA,TCAN prove what I said, aH I

ask IS one more call Love ya.

SWEET AMiTlOUT happy birthday to

you! Luv ya! Suzi, Pammy, Niecy, Kelly,

and Jenn

HAPPY BIRTHOAY BETHYI Thanks so
much for everything!! I'm gonna miss you

so much See you in Greece!?? I love

youl Rachaal B.

HAPPY BtRTHDAV XMMNA WMBan
(Sal ) Love Mom"

SUE QARRETY QfT payctwd tar tha CM
O formal" Lova your 6« aaaiar

MM. IWiOimMbim tnlove and) you
and youi H>ac* pfofaa for ssvan momhs'
L^Tvc B

JUST A UTTU paraonM » aay goad
luOonyourLSAT^son SMurday I'llaaa

you out lor dM«nar altanward. a*«d aal
cataaraw haai «« you did* Lova. Ray

OBSV. WNBBNa VOU a •orMtarlul b^

day Wetowaya XOXOXO. luat ma and
tha raat at tha Haiaaant

VVOUMAVI

HOLLY- NAPPY 2iai bmttday* Lava.

Rck your tavomo salesman

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY LINOAI
Ramanyiar aa we ve been ilvougn M me
laai yaar tha atrawtarry datqum party.

MaOimwia and Matw4ta, our <oed tigMa
m Via DC. aaymg good>ia. ' tha tona-

ly aanaraaaawn . Cuddiaa and BnuWtaa.
omnars tor 2. baar and wma. Puttar's

youriaamaagaMatmMe thekwtg

ar. ttw North Shaia and ir«e Jorsay

Shore our dMaren* paranis. your car ac

C)der«ts Qraal AdvarMura artd the

chicttan. " tmalty aaamg aach oHter. my
or. I gave you aa long aa you needed
my small bedroom, my dNtwnaal ways
and Nona So many graat mamonaa m
auoh a Mtta amount ol tima Lata have
an awawma waatiend' I lewa <wu Mataa*

JENNIFER GLOVER 0AV1 CotMnt
ttMs aacral* Lx>ve ttie Jam

thttt nunda during OMa

QUOTE tor

ihayra^ toioaa
Anals

stralch OuaW ctrcanalarwaa bMond I

ot my taia •

bamg twtd rapture

of my soul

EUSA,HELPMEII-
m a smaM. daiti place
I mias you'

ELISA, IF YOU want your soft stitched

tnand ratumad. you batter be nice K> ma>

Kaap walch o* tha raai ot tha alutt m your

I4APPV 21ST PAM MI'S go tor B
aomatima Lom, John

WiVL 108.1 PM* Uolan or dial

KAREN AND MOLLY: wa tMM* fOU
beat interaated7 -LAONAF

KAUNA HAU OU la hanau aloha Ana
andKona

OWtW.TM<MBttJFOWagiaairnonti.iii^
fniM you, MicnMW

MMBBOVMNAST1CS, THANKS for dia

beat yaar avar. l tova you an. tt

ROUND TRIP AIRFARE m oontinanlal

U S $300 or Baal Otter 546-4739

flOMN LEBSCS QOOO luck on tha

LSATs' Get psyched for Sat night Randi

SIOE DOOR TM really gonna miaa you
good luck workirig for BiM I think you're

-Snowftake

WE LOVE YOU Micki we'll miaa ya

Auaaia navar lorget UMaaa A of courae

wa'll navar toroal you Love Annie A SUB
(Banana ar>d Baar)

HAPPY BIRTHOAY TOtOkREK it's the

last of your teens love ya Sue A Annie

HEATHER: SPORT YOURSELF a Ana
birthday- 18 more days and we're home'
-your rctieouaanaaa

DUMBWAITER OKX- THANKS tor mak-
ing lab so fun' Love the girls wf>o want

to hold your hand

PAUL, IT BETTER be a year old bottle

of champagne for a year old couple' Don i

be embarrassed, no on knows who you
are' I didn't write Paul Aieta. only Paul

Kristen

HAPPY BIRTHOAYMARYKATEII Hope
Its as sweet as you are. -Love David PS
How about a birthday dinner tonight?

MISSY SORRY I missed you but you still

owe me a dance (a slow dance) how can
I find you"* The Dancer

SEEKING ANYONE WHO witnesaad car

accident at East Pleasant/Triangle St on

Wed before Thanksgiving (11/26) at! 30
P M call Rachel 549-1121 or 645-2655.

Please help!

WSYriOS.I FM- reason no 7 Tax laws

are more complicated than ever

WSYL 105.1 FM- the second-largest col-

lege music station at UMass

CURTIS T AND TNi KICK

YES YOU YES YOU MROZ You are

a paica ot turt«y stuffing with a sido ol

Yaa Yes i want to fiH my moulh
lu Yaa' You nrtay be htgh m

but I writ nak a Ym And by

«a ««y. Ma you sM tookmi tor a bottle

apanar7 FULL SCALE Kisses. Jarry PS
Roof" MROZ

P«OPi$$IONAL rVPIWB URVICS

PAPCRS CASES. DtSSERTATK)NB -

Oopandaoie cm campus leaaonaMa.
584-7924, Nancy

FORMERLY THE MANNISH Boys 3
piece blues rock and roll band Stevie Ray
ZZTop Thorogood Now booking lor par-

ties Appearing at trie Hatch Dec 9th call

Black Cat Prod 253-2564 Al 549-0767

Tony

SPEEDY KEYS'"
vice 258^1002

astwANm
RKK NCEOCD TO BaMnetalnl
C4MI 584-0466

nwmnm

1 on 2 tamata feowwMai laamad to

st«ara a naw houae around 200amonlh
546-7091 Karen or 546-7874 EHaoa

ROOMMATE WANTED FdR'townNoyaa
apt cal wTwnediataty 6-9620 or 6-0806

ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE wanled'lo

atwa large two badroom apt m Squire

Viaage Si2Vmo Can now and get

January free' 665-4972

FGMAU COUCH POTATO wantad Vary

chamttfig apartment Clooa to bua and
CMiipua PI I aa i cat duhng cowawarcials

2S8«)77

SUaUEMtJANUAIIVTOtalNCwarin
Fatyuary. i badroom m a 5 badroom 2

yroMhouea 3 mmmaa from campus on
m^or routoa Cat Andy 253-9892 atler 5

FEMALE ROOMMAfE NBEOED
$12Vmooth can 253-7386

7 FEMALES NEEDEDlori^JarTt
Sl?7 50 mo pis cat 665-8281

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to

Share room m Townehouae apts Spnrtg

Samasier $i50^monlh CatRanaebat-
waan 4-6 Leave maaaaga' 5480742

HELPt IF YOU need one female roomate
m BrandywKie plaaaa cat 54B8715 Aak
tor Karan. Laava maaaaga

MEED TWO PEOPLE to shararoom m
Souttnvood apt $140/mo 253-7738

FEMALE 22 SEEKS own roomm ahidto

jan 1st 566-1341 after 6

ROOMATE WANTED to ahara badRiom
in two badroom apt Jan/Feb Cokw TV,

Mwrowava. VCR Southwood $t40MO
253-3993

r FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED tOr

spring semester '87 Townetwuae Apis

Call S4»^>462 BartMra. Jackie. Karen

RESPONSIBLE FOR LO apt on b(M route

own room, fumiahed but t>nng bed $210
for room plua uHNHee can 323-4969 batore

2PM 32>«31 1x530 attar

WEARE LOOKMG to take over lOMe of

Puftton or Brandywina Apt. CaH Ruaa
546-5353

LOOKING FOR SOMEONE to take over

my lease starling Jan/Feb color TV.

microwave, VCR Southwood $140/mo
253-3993

ONE OR TWO people for one badroom
in three room Putfton- Dec 1 Haidi

549-4756

H APT ROONfavailabla at low rant m
Amharst on bua route CaH 256-6131

ONE BEDROOM AVAILABLE in

beautiful N Amherst apt rent $220 star

ling Jan 1 a must see call 549-1229 nights

FEMALE HOUSEMATE WANTED. Fear-

ing SI Amherst Available from Jan on
Great location, own bedroom Call soon
5497293

2 SINGLES IN Main St apt opanlno Jan
1 bus stop in front $210/mo* call Karen
or Tracey 256-6957

NON-SMOKING FEMALE Toommate
wanted to share 3 bedroom condo with

4 girts Next to Southwest, across from
Stadium Amity Place 549-6824

MALE WANTED TO share bedroom In

Brandywine Apt Call 549-6316

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to sahre
room In Brltlany Manor Apts For spring

semester CaH 256-6021.

TAKE OVER LEASE 2 roommates need-

ed to lake over Puftton Apt Jan 1

549-7127

YOUR OWN BEDROOM available

Jan/Feb Swiss Village $215 inclusive -cat

Michelle 256-6624

ONE PERSON TO share rooni in Brittany

Manor AvaHabla Jan 1 , $12S/monlh Haoi
Included call 256-6427

RENT 23$ PLUS dapooit i4iwiaa « cable

mdudad contact ASAP Mt
AflwI^fSt Mow!

TWO BEDROOM APT m Sundortand
aiactncity mdudad t««t slop an bua route

vary quwi Ucaaon For oMfa wto Mt
Cara and Chna al 88V»11t

^tor Townttoust
54»O0O2Apia 187 50«lMai

HAVE OWN ROOM and.
Mnhouaa Only130*caB

rmm. tape TNANSCRtPTKM FtM.
88-7BB2

TMWWnC TVPMO FINN* Speedy
haye Proiaaaiawal raiiabia aaf»«a
358-1002. 8am 11pm

$«l SMATCN $TWFF

iMBil PLSAM PtCK up your unaold

uoad ain a(|MMiaM l>y 12^12^ trom ma
SUCluB oMoa m
LAONAF

430 Shidani Umon

SPAMSM TWTOBINB * TBAMSLATIOM

HELP WITH EXAMS, grammar, pronun-
1258-1002

Acoeuloo
SMioBI

BBSAK ST

8 up Cancun or

$438 t up Cambaan cniiM
cMI Bryan Mfr«02i»uoaS

TO SVStCf

IT CENTER Smgto room avail

Jon or Fab i Nice, turtny. waM haMad
$2S0 nctuaiva 256^415

TWO SINGLC WOOMB in four bwlroom
i«>aiimant aiatabli m Swiss VMaga
Located on bua rouM. apacwua kwtng

area, turiMahad. two bathroome Mala or

tomMawatoomad Cat now 256-1318

TIBOBBWiri Iava4ablej«i
1 m a ttva paraon apartmani m Squire

Bua Route $i50/momh catVHaga or

6854543
on I

AMHERST CSrran FUNMSHEO room
available 12/20-1/27 rent negoiiabia

Lauren 253-3083

SBIOU'ROOM AVAILABLE in Nor-
thwood/^pt $20S/mo to take owar laasa
starting Jan I or Fab call Meg 665-8250

LOOiaNO fb SUMJET room m houae or

1^ tor wtnteraaaqion^onty cat 546-4077

aak tor Todd aRaf BPM

TYPM# SIBVict

QUALITY TVpSiorLong or short pro-

Jaoa Meticukxja proolraading Ruah|obs
OK Naw IBM typawrner 549-0367

WANTiO

ALWAYS BUYING USED books,
records, tapes, and compact disca Cat
Dynamite Books 586-0670 or Dynamite
Records 584-1580 Northampton

WANTEO 2-3 Badroom Apl^ Roiiing

Oraan/Echo Vitaga Pratarrad 548«7a8:

VOCALIST SHELF UFE naada mm
toad aingar for dance rock Coaialto,

Jackaon, ale. big range guitar a plus Aud
Sat call Rick 6-6038

4 RESPONStBLE STUDENTS tooWng tor

Jan aublat Plaaaa cat 548-4756, 4729

WANTiO TO Bmr

ROOMS/SUBLETS WANTED Dec 27-

Jan 24 call school for BMC 256-8615
9AM.7PM

WE'RE LOOKING TO take onmt toaaa ot

North-Amherst area apt Call Bob
546-9721

RESPONSIBLE MALE LOOKING for~a

place to stay during intersession cat
546-4377
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SPORTS

Minutemen rock Cage and Terriers, 65-62

Smith hoop and Moshy free throws win it

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Loud, foot stomping, shakethe-Cage
basketball is back at the University of

Massachusetts — for one night anyway.

Leading nearly the entire game, the

UMass men's basketball team had to rely

on two things that haunted them last

season, namely free throws and the disap

pearance of Carl Smith from the spotlight.

But the Minutemen got a drivmg layup

from Smith and Sean Moaby canned a pair

of free throwi — an old nemesis of his —
in the final seconds to ssal the team's best

wire-to-wire game in two years at the

Curry Hicks Cage last night as the

Minutemen pulled out a nail-biting, 65 62.

victwy over Boston University

"We played like the team that used to

play in here two years ago We played r^-
ly hard with a 1<A of intensity. That's

something we're looking to make a
trademark of ours this year," UMass head

coach Ron Gerlufsen said. "For us to win,

we're going to have to play hard like that."

The Minutemen, now 11 on the season,

got 14 points fi-om junior forward Wilbert

Hicks. 13 from Smith, a senior point guard,

and 12 from jumor guard Lorenzo Sutton.

The Terriers. 1-2, were led by led by

junior guard Dredenck Irving's game high

16 points and also got a 12-point.

13-rebound performance from senior for-

ward Paul Hendricks. Junior forward

Larry Jones added 11.

Mosby's free throws capped an intense,

furious and sometimes sloppy madcap
finish as the Minutemen fought desperate-

ly to hold onto a lead that they had held

for all but 38 seconds of the contest.

For Mosby, the free throws had to be a

great redemption, for it was he who miss-

ed a pair of free throws in the waning
moments of two games last season, and it

was he who mi-iBied the front end of a one

and-one opportunity that could have sunk
the Terriers with 25 seconds left.

"Ever since that UConn game last year,

he's kind of had a monkey on his back and

^VirfvwnMr Uny Jmmb.M 1 2 1 1 . Paul Hm^idw
4-14 4-7 IX Pwd (MmUa, 04 04) 0. Tony DmoMs. 2-« (M>

D»«dwkli Irniw.S-iaM IS. MT TuakwUk*.M (VO 6. Mlh.

fllwIlM 3-9 00 «. Cwth WlUiMMM 1 a 7. Alvm D«iu«U.

0-\ 04 0. IMM %uM 0« OO T«tal: tM5 ia« «2

niiiiifcMilli Jm r«MMU. 47 Ol S. Omm Omm S4 04
6. Wllten Hkkm. 4^7 04 14. Cwl SmhIi.M 2 3 13. 6-14 %» 11
Smi MMby. 14 4^6 6. fittiM^ Tany. 0-2 14 1. Cwy Hotw.
111-3 9. MOm Uaadf, l-« 00 X TMiri: 3446 l9-» «

1 think it's off now," Gerlufsen said of the

6 8 sophomore forward who contributed six

points and two rebounds to the win. "TTioae

were two big, huge shots and I really felt

he could make them."

Leading by as many as 1 1 points at 33-22

late in the first halfand eight at 52-44 mid-

way through the second half, the

Minutemen saw the Terriers shave the

UMass lead to one. 61-60, with 56 seconds

left on a pair of free throws by Irving.

Following the inbounds, the Minutemen
brought the ball up the court and. perhaps

yielding to the crowd's screams for more

points or listening to something inside of

him, Sutton drove to the hoop, pulled up

and let loose a 16-foot jumper that bound

ed off the rim. Hicks followed the miss with

a rebound with one of his own before Mosby

rebounded that miss and was blocked.

The Terriers got the ball back with 34

seconds l^ and called time out to set up

for what looked to be a last second, game-

winning shot. Only Sutton could tell what

he was thinking when he put up his shot

because Gerlufsen couldn't believe it.

"I don't know what happened. It definate-

ly was not a shot prescribed by me or my
coaching staff," Gerlufsen said. "And he

knew it was a mistake right away. You
rould see it on his face but luckily we got

away with it"

Lucky indeed. But then something very

strange happened — UMass didn't fold.

After the inbounds. sophomore point

guard Tony Dacosta threw up a shot from

the baseline which he rebounded and was
blocked by L^ass sophomore center Duane
Chase. The defense held. Mosby was foul-

ed and then went to the line and missed his

free throw with BU rebounding

"The first time I made a mistake. I could

see he (Mosby) was really keyed up and I

should have taken a time out," Gerlufsen

said. "The second time I could see he was
keyed up again. So I did."

M(»by got his second chance 20 seconds

later, but not before BU senior forward

Mike Alexander and Smith traded baskets

to set up for the thrilling finale. Alexander

got free off a weak side pick and hit an open

10-foot bank shot with 15 seconds to give

BU its first lead since holding an early. 4-2,

advantage. Smith cut lose crossing lefl to

right and up the lane for the bucket before

Jones drew the charge on Smith. UMass
led. 63-62 with Jones on the line.

But the Terriers, just 12-of20 from the

line, couldn't cut a break as Jones' free

I'nIWglan pha«o bv Paul Dnoiaral*

University of Massachusetts sophomore forward Sean Mosby helped
lead the victory celebration with a pair of game-clinching free throws to

help UMass defeat Boston University, 65-62, last night at the Curry Hicks
Cage.

throw bounced off the left side of the rim

to the delight of 2.733 rabid, stomping fans

who shook the building with noise.

Mosby grabbed the rebound and was foul-

ed by Dacosta. That's when Gerlufsen call-

ed a time out to relax the evening's hero.

"He (Gerlufsen) was telling us just to con-

centrate on boxing out if he didn't hit it.

But he had a lot of confidence that he

would " Chase said.

Mo^by made the most of his second

chance and sunk his free throws, and the

Terriers for the final margin.

"After a year of struggling, for us to con

tinue to improve, we needed to get some
"W's." We can't survive with "L's,

'

Gerlufsen said. "We needed a win very bad-

ly to continue our improvement."

Women's swimming team to visit Springfield College

Searching for third win
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

When the University of Massachusetts men's swimm-

ing team battled Tufts University Wednesday night, they

were somewhat battered and bruised, but still managed

to come away with a convincing win.

If this is the case, the women's team shouldn't have

much to worry about.

The women's swimming team will be minus a few

players when they travel to Springfield College Saturday

afternoon at 4 to face the Chiefs, but coach Bob Newcomb
isn't counting his team out by any means.
Kris Henson had her tonsils out yesterday, and Melissa

Waller has been battling both bronchitis and an ear in-

fection. Newcomb expects Waller to swim tomorrow, but
he's not sure what events she will be in, or what to ex-

pect of her.

Collegian photo by Paul Deamarai*

Patty Pike and the rest of the 2-2 Minutewomen will travel to Springfield College to battle the

Chiefs Saturday at 4 p.m.

The Minutewomen are also somewhat depleted in the

diving department. Jeanne Cowen is sporting a neck brace

following a diving accident, and Georgia Wood, who
recently had her wisdom teeth out, will be among the

missing.

Despite the little bumpe and bruises. Newcomb still sees

a lot of depth in his squad, and figures that will be a key

in tomorrow's match.

"We should match up pretty well with them," Newcomb
said, because we have a lot of depth, but they're basical-

ly a two-person team."

The two swimmers that Newcomb referred to are Mary

Jane Muhlbach, who swims the distance and butterfly

events, and Deanna Colacito, who is a freestyle .sprinter.

"It's a good traditional, local rivalry," Newcomb said

of Springfield, "but they're not as good as they have been

in the past. They've graduated a few good players, and

a couple of other have academic commitments."

Springfield comes into the meet with all record, hav

ing beaten Keene State, while losing to Dartmouth.

Newcomb stressed the importance of winning this meet.

A Minutewoman victory would give them their first win-

ning record heading into the intersession break in four

years.

"I think it would be a real key for us to win this meet,"

Newcomb said. "It would get us up and give us a real good

attitude going into intersession. Then, we'll be better off

when we come back in January."

The team already has a positive attitude going into

tomorrow's meet. Many swimmers who were hampered

by a recent bout with the flu are starting to return to

original form, and Newcomb believes that if he can get

a strong performance from everyone, his team will be able

to overcome any of the little problems that they current-

ly have, and come away with a win.
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The usually quite concrete Herter Hall wavers, as students pass a puddle at

LSO battles for right to sue UMass;

hearings begin this week, says director
By DANIEL SOBEL
Collegian Staff

A court hearing that was scheduled for

today on a temporar>' restraining order fil

ed by student governing leaders over the

Legal Services Office's right to sue the

University case has been delayed, said LSO
Director Chuck DiMare.
The hearing will take place either tomor-

row or Wednesday afternoon at the US
District Court in the Federal Building in

Boston. Federal Court Judge Joseph Tauro

will preside.

At the hearing, part of a class action suit

filed on behalf of some 25.000 University

of Massachusetts students, both sides will

argue their respective cases on whether the

office should temporarily regain the right

to sue the University, Dimare said, adding

that arguments will likely center around

the issue of First Amendment rights.

DiMare said his office would take advan

tage of the restraining order by filing

lawsuits on behalf of students in dozens of

cases, including most of those arrested dur-

ing anti-CIA protests last month when
students occupied Munson Hall for several

hours.

"We would immediately file appearances

on behalf of about 42 students in criminal

cases over the two sets of (CIA protest) ar-

rests. " he said, adding that another suit

would be filed over a case of alleged illegal

search an seizure of alcohol by UMass
police on Sept. 12. Southwest resident

David Horowitz is the plaintiff in that case.

DiMare said there are "other matters" he

is looking into as well.

On Aug. 6, University trustees voted to

rescind the office's right to represent

students in rnminal or judicial pnx eedings

in which the University or its employees

are the adverse parties. Since the law of

fice is funded solely hy students through

a mandatory student activities fee, many
student leaders were outraged with the

decision.

The LSO was created in 1974. From
September 1980 through June 1986 the of

fice has provided legal assistance to

students in about 2,943 cases involving the

University as an adverse party, according

to court documents. Most of the disputes

were resolved prior to litigation

Since 1976, the office has filed 13 affir

mative civil suits on behalf of 63 students

against the University. The cases "alleg-

ed deprivations of students civil rights by

University police and administrators," the

documents state.

Judge calls

for more
information
on brawl
By ILANA LEVENSON
Colleman Staff

The inve^igation surrounding the brawl

in Southwest after the final game of the

World Series cannot amlinue unlen
students involved come forward with infor-

mation, according to the judge conducting

the investigation

The main problem I'm havmg ih I'm not

getting to a lot of students and staff that

1 need to get a chance io speak with These

vital omissions are crucial to any final

report I might do. " Judge Frederick A
Hurst .Haid.

Hurst said he is anxious to speak with

students and confidentiality is assured.

"Anything said to me is confidential. I'm

a judge and I have ethical standards to

keep No institution will .illow me to

violate these ethical standards 1 can't

think of any better safeguard." he said.

He has interviewed about 3(1 students

..lid employees of the University who
V. itn«'.ss«Kl or were involved in the Oct. 27

incident and everyone was ^mdul about

what happened, he said.

i have not seen the students that I need

to see. I have spoken to students directly

involved, but not many. Although it (the

information he has received so far) has

been good, it has not been complete." he

said.

He said h»- i> not looking for a certain

number of white and black students to

speak with before compiling a report of the

investigation

i have not seen an outpouring of white

or black .students. There will have to be no

ratio. I want to speak to as many as

necessaiy for the investigation. I want the

facts. It has become clear that I can't get

that with a minimum number of inter

views." Hurst said.

If enough students don't come forward,

a report will be made with the information

he has, he said.

"It's a question of doing a thorough in-

vestigation. Ifwe don't get that, we'll have

to write a report with what we have. I am
far away from that point. I am optimistic

that it will be successful." he said.

"I was wise enough not to speculate how
long the investigation would take. There

was speculation by some that it would be

done in three days. From the way it see it,

I hope to get enough information to finish

conltnued on pa/fe 7

University honors formerAmherst state rep;

Collins pledges to continue fight for UMass
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

About 250 administrators, students and members of

the faculty honored Jim Collins at a reception Friday,

during which he said he will continue fighting for the

Universitv of Massachusetts.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey sponsored the reception

to thank Collins, a former Amherst state representative

and Massachusetts chancellor of higher education, for

his work on behalf of higher education.

"He was always a very strong and effective spokesman

for higher education," Duffey said.

Collins, a graduate of UMass, said, "This is a very

special place." UMass cares very much about its alum-

ni, unlike some other schools, he added. "I'm very

grateful for what the University did for me as a student.

Collins a 1968 graduate and former student senate

president, had served as an Amherst state representative

for 14 years. On July 1. he was selected to serve as

chancellor of the Massachusetts Board of Regents of

Higher Education.

His selection was immediately denounced by Gov.

Michael S. Dukakis, who said he objected to the appoint-

ment of Collins on the grounds that he was not one of

the four finalists chosen by the regents' search commit-

tee. The governor subsequently replaced three members

of the board, appointed a new chair and strongly recom-

mended the board reconsider the appointment of Collins.

On Sept. 9. the board voted to replace Collins with

Franklyn G. Jenifer, vice chancellor of the New Jersey

Department of Higher Education.

Collins is scheduled to make an appearance at Wednes-

day's Undergraduate Student Senate meeting, the last

one this semester. At the meeting, he plans to share his

experiences with the students, Collins said.

Collins also intends to speak about the new budget,

he said. It is necessary to make sure students in

Massachusetts receive the "best quality education," he
continued on page 6

C ullegtan photo by Byrnr Guar^tla

Chancellor Joseph Duftey, right, awards

a Paul Revere pewter bowl to former State

Rep. Jim Collins.
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President calls for US reinforcements

Fighting along Honduras border
swells to 'incredible proportions'
TEGUCIGALPA, Honduras (AP) - The army yesterday

battled some 700 Nicaraguan soldiers crossing into Hon

duran territory, burning three villages, and President Jose

Azcona Hoyo asked that US aircraft fly reinforcements

to the area.

Military spokesman Capt Carlos Quezada Aguilar said

in a nationwide broadcast that the fighting along the

border 'is of considerable proportions."

Gen. Humberto Regalado Hernandez, the armed forces

chief, "has ordered the air force to attack groups of San

dinista troops that have entered our territory and these

actions will not cease until the invading forces abandon

Honduran territory for good," the spokesman said

Quezada Aguilar called the incursion "an open provoca

tion and a flagrant violation of our territory."

Azcona Hoyo said on a national radio broadcast from

the presidential palace that he had asked for and receiv

ed approval to use US aircraft to ferry Honduran rein

forcements to the battle.

Earlier, a military intelligence source, who spoke on con

dition of anonymity, told The Anaociated Press by

telephone at midday that heavy fighting was continuing

around Cifuentes. about 160 miles southeast of

Tegucigalpa.

At least 18 Honduran soldiers were reported wounded

The Nicaraguan force had "suffered many casualties up

to now," the source said. "There are many dead and

wounded."
The report could not be independently verified because

the government has barred reporters from the area

because of the fighting.

In Managua, the Nicarguan capital, a person who

answered the telephone at the Defense Ministry declin

ed comment.
The Honduran intelligence source said about 1.000 Hon

duran soldiers from the 6th and 9th Infantry Battalions,

backed by helicopter gunships, had engaged the

Nicaraguan force About 1,000 soldiers from the 1st and

2nd Infantry Battalions and the 3rd Artillery Battalion

were en route from central Honduras, he said.

The Nicaraguan force was reported to have crossed the

border Saturday afterntwn and set fire to the deserted

villages of Mitingale, Buena Vista and La Esperanza. all

near Cifuentes in El Paraiso province.

Honduran troops have been fighting since then to throw

them back across the border, the intelligence source said

"The Sandinistas are being expelled," he added.

The three villages burned were abandoned more than

SIX months ago because of border tension US supported

rebels fighting the leftist Sandinista government in

Nicaragua operate from bases inside southern Honduras.

Saudi targeted as

figure in arms deal
BOSTON (AP) — Adnan Khashoggi, a Saudi arms mer

chant believed to be the intermediary for US arms sales

to Iran, received checks totaling $17 million from an Ira

nian arms dealer, according to the Boston Sunday Globe,

which obtained copies of the checks and print-outs of

deposits in his bank account.

The newspaper said it obtained the information from

lawyers for defendants in the Justice Department's

"string" case against illegal arms sales to Iran

Khashoggi is not a defendant in the trial.

Though Khashoggi is not talking about his role in the

arms shipments, unidentified Israeli and American

sources identified him as a key figure in the covert ship-

ment of arms, the Globe reported.

Khashoggi does not deny he was involved in arms

shipments to Iran, but he does deny that he was in any

way a representative of the Saudi government in the

transactions, the paper said

Friends of Khashoggi told the Globe that he has in-

dicated his role was limited to being an intermediary bet

ween arms dealer Manucher Ghorbanifar and two Israeli

arms dealers, Yaacov Midrodi and Al Schwiinmer, a close

friend of Israel Foreign Minister Shimon Peres, the Globe

reported
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Valley's Jewish communityholds vigil for Soviet Jews
Calls for more exit visas,

aims for strong solidarity
B> DAVID R. MARK
Collegian SlafT

Amid the biting chill of a December da\ . nearly 150 peo

pie came to Amherst common to make a statement yester

day - not ont of politics, but of emotion.

The Jewish Community of Amherst, m cooperation witfi

lh»' five ct»llege Bnai B'rith Hillel and the Jewish Pio

fessional and Faculty Group of the University of

Massachusetts:-, sponsiired its second annual vigil on behalf

of Soviet Jew IN

The ilillel rabbi uf Smith and Amherst colleges. Yechaii

'..under, echoed the thoughts of many there when he said

"Each of us must speak up in our own voice. We must have

solidarity with those Jewish people who are being

tormented by the 'slave masters of the Soviet Union' I.tt

them be free or let our people go.

"Let me quote [recently freed Soviet Jew] Anatoly

Scharansky Do not be misled I am free and I rejoice in

my freedom. But the Soviet Union has not given, all

Jewish people freedom.'"

The concern for the release of Soviet Jews has increas

ed significantly in recent years as the number of Jews

allowed to emmigrate has dwindled. According to leaflets

distributed at the vigil, 51.3*20 Soviet Jews emigrated in

1979. For the first nine nwnths of 1986, the number is 631.

It is estimated that over 400.000 of 1.8 million Soviet

Jews have formally applied for exit visas.

Ghana Teplenky, a former p8ychol<«i8t at Moscow Stale

University and a recent Russian emigree. spoke for a few

moments of the hardships that so many Russian Jews

share. "We have to pay such a high price to be responsi-

(.'oUrglMn ptuitu b> Duvid Shimku.

Vigil participants express support for Soviet Jewry, yesterday on the Amherst Common.

ble to our religion," she said.

However, not all who were in attendance were represen

tatives of the Jewish community. The Reverend Elizabeth

Orens of Grace Episcopal Church said her church was in

full support of the vigil, and any efforts to help 5x)viet

Jews.

Chaim and Yaffa Gunner of the Jewish Community of

Amherst helped organize the vigil. The Gunners first got

involved with the Soviet Jews in 1977. when thfv visited

the Soviet Union, they saui

"We found out about the KGB first hand. Gunner -vitui

"This reflects an ongoing concern of the world Jewish com-

munity. It should be of the highest priority of all concerned

with human rights
"

One of the goals of the vigil was to send 500 pcMitcards

to Soviet Jews unable to emigrate That goal will be con

tmued on Wednesday at the Student Union when another

500 postcards will be written and sent.

One ofthe beliefs <^ the pec^le at the vigil was that "one
of the strongest messages that can be sent to the Soviet
Jews IS to let them know we care"

Two student political groups
differ on quality of relations
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

The director <»f a statewide lobbying

group said hostile relations between his

group and the Student Government
Association at the University of

MttMMhusetts have decreased in the past

few weeks, although the speaker of the

Undergraduate Student Senate said

nothing has changed
Michael Ferrigno. the director of the

State Student Association of

MaMachusetts. responding Thursday to a

Collegian article published the previous

week in which members of the SGA Public

Policy Committee criticized S5SAM for be

ing unnecessary on the UMass Campus,
said there is better communication now
between the two groups.

Paul Wingle. undergraduate senate

s|>eaker, said he was surprised at Per

rigno's comments. "1 didn't realize we were

getting along so well." he said.

"I think maybe it's because he calls up

on the phone and we say, OK Mike,

whatever you say.' and then hang up,"

Wingle said.

"There is a lot of h(Mtility to be wiped out

after only two weeks. It's a little easy."

Claire Bouzan, co-chairwoman of the

public policy committee, and Wingle each

said in the Nov. 26 story that the public

policy committee and SSAM have had pru

blems coexisting because each is designed

to do the same job - petition the state

legislature on behalf of students.

Ferrigno agreed the two organizations

have similar purposes, but each still should

be able to work together. "Many student

governments have a publu- policy commit-

tee of some sort SSAM tries to bring

various student governments together with

the theory being. 'If I can't do it alone, wt-

can do it together,'" he said
"1 don't think the public policy commit

tee can argue the benefits of belonging to

an organization like SSAM. there is

strength in numbers."
Of Bouzan, Ferrigno said. "In the last few-

weeks, we have established a new relation-

ship. We had been at each other's throats

for some time. I think she is genuinely con

cerned with advancing the causes of

students and she is a hard worker."

"I'm encouraged with the real com
munication between us and public policy,"

he said.

Ferrigno said, Wingle is "one of the few

student leaders who is genuinely concern

ed with the lower income students."

Wingle said he has no problem with Per-

rigno's desire to improve relations.

"If that's an ofl"er. we'll take it We don't

want to have bad blood between us and any

group," Wingle said.

Political scientists predict Bush
will retain position, lose election
By DAVID R MARK
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts profcMors
knowledgeable ab<iut American politics

basically agreed yesterday that the Iran

arms sale-contra funding scandal puts
Vice President George Bush in a "no-win"
situation, hut predicted Bu.sh will not

resign.

Bush, in his first public .statement ad
dressing the United States arms deal with

Iran, said "I was aware of our Iran in

itiative and I support the President's deci-

sion. And I was not aware of and I opposed

any diversion of funds, any ransom
payments or any circumvention of the will

of the Congress or the law of the Unit€?d

States."

The vice-president also denied any prior

knowledge of the transfer of $.30 million

dollars of support from Iranian arms sales

to the Nicaraguan contra rebels.

Political Science Professor Sheldon •

Goldman said Bush "took a week because

he and his advisors wanted to see what
events would occur. They waited to see the

ramifications and what could be alternate

courses of action. He took a cautious ap-

proach, certainly tied to his presidential

aspirations."

P(»litiral Science IVofi'^sor Di'un .Mrange.

Jr. said, "George Bush will not resi^:n

unless evidence is conclusive, public

knowledge" "Bush is in a difficult posi

tion politically If he stays too close to

Reagan, then he tcx) gets blamed for a bad

Iranian poticv*. If he distances himself, then

he loses Reagan supporters should he run

for the presidency."

Tho.se thoughts were echoed by Political

Science ProfcMOor Jert>my Mileur. who said

'Bush won't resign. More likely. [Chief of

Staff Donald Tl Regan and (Secretary of

State George] Shultz will go (during! Presi

dent Reagan's house-cleaning. Bush was
tarred by this whole situation The value

of the vice president is the cost of the vice

president.

"All vice presidents are in a tragic situa

tion. They are not their own men. While
they can not abandon the president, they

can also not be snookered by the foolish ac-

tions of others," Mileur said.

Goldman, talking of the vice president's

presidential aspirations, said, "The
Democrats have a superb chance in 1988.

Unless the Republicans can turn it around.

If this issue continues for two more years.

Bush the candidate will have too much to

overcome."

Said History Professor J M Hernon,

"Bush is in a no-win situation."

Woman reopens Lesbian Union;
membership increasing daily
By BARBARA DeLOLLIS
Collegian Staff

Joyce, a transfer student from Cape Cod
Community College, found the doors to the

Lesbian Union closed, so she decided to

open them.

Joyce, who asked that her last name not

be used, held office hours herself At first,

she said, it was "very difficult to find

anybody."

"We don't keep an active hit of

members in the ffice because of

harrassment and oppression on

this campus."

Collegian photo by i.yrne Guarnoim

CAUGHT IN THE ACT — A squirrel gets ready to make his getaway

after feasting on seeds put out for the birds.

Now the Lesbian Union has approx

imately 50 members, and "new people

come in every day," according to Joyce.

Membership is composed of

undergraduates, graduates, alumnae, and

employees of the University; however, no

records of these members are kept in the

office, she said.

"We don't keep an active list of members

in the office because of harassment and op-

pression on this campus. The office has

been broken into before, and we don't want

to have their names, phone numbers and

student numbers lying around," she said.

Joyce expressed hope for an active

semester this spring, afl«r having been in

the "planning stages" these past two
months.

"We'd like to see some discussion groups,

group dances and educational presenta-

tions," Joyce said. Outreach, fundraising,

and planning for Gay/I.«8bian Awareness
Week, scheduled for April 3 to 12, 1987. are

also on the union's agenda, she said.

Joyce said the union has received support

from such groups including the

Resource/Referral program at the

Everywoman's Center and the Lesbian,

Bisexual and Gay Alliance.

"We have a political unity with the

LBGA," she said. "We both deal with

issues of homosexuality, and need to have

a united front."

However, the alliance could not offer

what Joyce claimed women need: separate

space.

"I don't see myself as a separatist," Joyce
said, but "there's a definite need for women
identified space."

Joyce said she is optimistic about the

future of the organization, especially after

being included in next year's budget.

"In the budget meeting for FY88 a few
weeks ago, the room was packed with sup-

'pofterS fof thft Lesbian Union," she said.
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WOMEN'S fORUM
Wumen's Forum is a ueekly listing of ennls reluWd to

uomen's issues Nntiivs should be sent to the Women s

/.s>/irs Kditoi. nir,' nf the CoWegvan, hy the Frulay hefnn-

the ei er.t

Thursday-
Alice R. Clemente, professor of Spanish and Por-

tuge»ie at Smith College, will hv speaking on t'ost

Independence Women's Writing on Portuguese Africa

This work in progress presentation concludes 'h.

Gender Issues in International Development s(r-.- n

Smith College.

Collegian names
new board members
The Collegian Board of Editors last night appointed five

editors to the board for the Spring semester to fill posi

vions vacated by outgoing members.

Present Arts Editor Kelly Sieger will replace outgoing

Editor in-Chief Dode B Levenson. who has held that posi

tion since Fall 1985 Sieger, a member of the board for

two semesters, is in her third year of working for the

newspaper Siegei will chair the Collegians Executive

Board .,,. „. .

Associate Managing Editor Nancy Klingener will take

control as Managing Editor Klingener. who succeeds

outgoing Managing Editor John Yonce. has been an

Aasociate News Editor and paste up worker An honors

English major. Klingener will chair the Board of Editors

Other editors appointed for the spring semester include

present Associate News Editor Craig Sandler as News

Editor, and Thomas Harrington as Arts Editor Sandler,

who has worked for the Associated Press and Amherst

Bulletin, has covered the student government for the Col-

legian Harrington, a staff writer in the arts department

for three years, is the co author of the weekly "Double

Fpntnre
" _ JOHN YONCE
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NCR PC 41
256K Color

and printer

$1595.00
SAME SYSTEM
with 10 meg
Hard Drive

$1695.00
MODEM
1200 Baud

$149.00
' LETTER
QUALITY
PRINTER
S199.00

PIONEER VALLEY

DATA EQUIPMENT

259 Triangle Street

Amherst
549-1017

< c>lir(ian phfHo by Bymr UuanMHW

A W AIT-Y ISSUE - WUliam Kuzmeski of Amherst, a frequent fisher at Puffer's Pond, waits

for a bite on his line.

CASH
PAID
FOR
BOOKS

bring your books to:

University Store
Textbook Annex

Dec.15-19 & 22-23
9:00-4:00

Dec.20 10:00-3:00

AtBS

The Marketing Club will be selling Christmas ornaments from 9 a.m

t*> 3 p.m. today and tomorrow on the Campus Center Concourse. Pro-

ceeds from the sale will benefit The Bnghtside for Families and

Children in West Springfield.

Tickets for the Dec. 14 performance of Handel's "Messiah,' by the

University of Massachusetts Chamber Choir and Chamber Orchestra

are on sale at the Fine Arts Center Box Office.

"The Yoruba," an exhibition of photographs by Professor John

Pemberton 3rd. will be held from Dec. 2 to 22. in the Robert Frost

Library Gallery at Amherst College.

Two public lectures on Jewish History will be offered by Dr. Abraham

David of the Hebrew University ofJerusalem tomorrow. The first talk»

"Marranofi in the Land of Israel. Return to the Land. Return to

Judaism," will take place at 4:15 p.m. in the Wright Hall Conunons

Room at Smith College. The second talk. "Jewish Historical Research:

A view from the Institute for Microfilmed Hebrew Manuscripts in

Jerusalem," will take place at 7:30 p.m. in 301 Herter Hall at UMass

• Collins
timiinued from page 1

said.

In addition, Collins said

he plans to "primarily

thank the students'

because they have always

provide me with tremtn

dous support

About the rt-ci ption. Col-

lins said, "rm very

enheartened and very

grateful. I did not expect

such a very large ^oup of

people on a Friday
afternoon.

"I've always felt a .special

relationship with the people

I reprfc.->ent. . . It's more
than a politician-constituent

relationship, " Collins said

Many of thtwie who attend

ed the reception shook Col

lins' hand and thanked him
after he had spoken

Duffey called the event'.s

outcome "representative of

how much respect and afTec-

\^af^rcfa^

HOLIDAY
SALE!
TODAY - DEC 20

Levi
UNWASHED 505 $16.99

501 CORDS $16.99

501 ALL COLORS $24.99

JACKETS $34

20% OFF ALL LEVI SHIRTS

197 N. Pleasant St - Downtown Amherst

Mon-Sat 10-6: Sun 12-5:

tion there is for Jini

Individuals who .step

down from public life are

often forgotten, thus the

fvent .served to oner Collins

"recognitidn .md i<-i><ii "

DufTey said.

Commenting on Collins"

vow to continue to fight for

UMass as a private citizen.

Duftey said, l have no pro

hlpm with that "

MERRY C^ PiONcen
KE-2bC5SuDertuneflil

AM/FM cassette deck

with electronic tuning

$229 instaliea

KENWOOD MERRIER
i-M costene decK \Mtntxm
% ''ptjip

$268 tTMlaaed

MERRIEST
><t?C ^434 High-powof European
style AM/FM cassette deck
vvtth t^^efr o'evontion cnossis

KENWOOD

$392
•(Antenna ancJ sp< :« 't;i ' 'V- utii/^ i

ealingpto

SUN - THURS
6 AM • 3 AM
FRI & SAT

OPEN 24 HOURS

0!
Saturday. D»c0nitief 13

A pa» of tophratoa BOSION/AcouJtics A ?0 Soeokers'

Retail vcMue $?70

Saturday, Dec*nib*r20
NAD S330 Compact Disc Royef R©toilvakjeS330

BREAKFAST SERVED
ANY TIME

BEER & WINE
SERVED 'TIL MIDNITE

PLENTY OF PARKING

CAMPUS PLAZA
<NEXT TO SOPEB STOP 4 SHOP)

Rtt. 9 * Hadl«y/Amh»rti

256-6889
'MPLO^MENT APPUCATlONS

BeiNG TAKEN

RENT/^RKK

N«w A UMd C
Trucks « V«w AIM A«

I NorthAmherst
I Rent-A-Wreck
I l?t.«JNo.Aiiil*erst

Christmas
Boxed Cards

ONEMA

DEC 5 - 11

MAD MAX TRII»Li FIATURE

MAD MAX 700
THE ROAD WARRIOR 8 40

MAD MAX UYOND THUNDERDOME 1020

DOWNTOWN AMHERST 253-5426

You'll find a special yuletide wish for everyone on your list. \*T<^^»^^<^^'«^»'-<

(jcttlna Cfnroucjfi

Located In

The Campus Center

MSTORED
SAT 10-3

AMERIG\N GREETINGS

ami^ jACcofwC ^yssucs

This workshop will discuss the dynamics of alcoholism

in the family and explore effective ways of coping

Wednesday, December 10, 1986

7:30 p.m.

University Health Services

Room 304

For more information contact:

Karen Jacobus. Coordinator

Alcohol and Drug Education Program

549-2671 X181
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Women's friendships need

to be political, says director
By SIOBHAN MASTERSON
Collegian Staff

Janice Raymond believes in the power of

women.
Raymond, director of the women's studies

program at University of Massachusetts,

has just published her most recent book, A
Passion for Friends, about women's

f lendships

Women have restricted their fnendshi|»

for too long to the social and emotional

they have no individuality, she said.

"Energy and attention in a male

dominated society is supposed to be reserv

ed for men."
For centuries women's roles have been

confined to a spiritual or moral position,

where they have no real power, Raymond

said, a graduate of Boston College's depart

ment of theology

"Women internalize the self-image

they're given If you're told you're inferior,

vou'll internalize that, " she said "If

Women on Campus
realm, she said, and it is tone for a change.

The belief that women's friendships are

for gossip and men's are for power is a

rt«reotype.' said Raymond, relaxing in her

(rffice between appointments, "What I

argue for is that women have to realize we

have to make our friendships powerful."

HisU»rically. philosophy has stressed that

women are not able to be friends because

women are tola me most important part of

their lives is men. they'll hear it."

There are differences according to what

type of culture a woman is raised m. The

feeling of helplessness is most prevalent

among white women, she added.

"Black women have been forced to rely

on themselves all their lives They've had

a greater sense of strength than white

^^0-'^^
k^t^

^STUDENT
TRIP TO

ISRAEI
JANUARY4 18. 1987

NEXT MEETING: Monday, Dec 8, 7 PM
Dukes Room - S.U. 310

CREDIT AVAILABLE

CONTACT: Hillel Office S.U 302, 545-2526

from
Chartpak

AD Marker 2S S«t

Twenty-five of the finest markers

available are yours In this profes-

sional type set.These permanent

markers have a long-lasting, even flo Ink supply,

bright, true colors. Interchangeable nibs and a

black plastic caddy.

SALE PRICE $3195*

List Price $5225

ON SALE NOW UNTIL CHRISTMAS
•Limited Quantities-Does Not Include Open Stock

Located In The Campus Center

flJjmVERSlTY
mSTORE^
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women ' she said

While women are now aware oJ

discrimination, she said, they need to move

ahead - "to make things happen by work

mg with other women.'"

Women can use their socialization to an

advantage, said Raymond, by bringing the

committment and caring they've been

taught into their political lives.

'Men have used their friendships fur

power." she said. -Now, if two or three

women find they have a personal friend it

can't stop on that level. Friendship has to

be political"

A theologian as well as a feminist. Ray

mond IS also involved in medical issues per

taming to women Her focus at the moment

IS test-tube fertilization.

The process itself, she said, is dangerou.-;

and has only about a two to three percent

success rate.

"The whole emphasis is on the miracle

medical technolt^ - it's a technical thrill.

But no one ever asks why is motherhood

a symbol of a woman's fulfillment? " she

said.

But throughout her work in women's

issues Raymond has always maintained

her faith in the future.

There have always been feminists, she

said, like Virginia Woolf and Susan B An.

thony, as well as those who w eren't so well

known.
"In spite of all the worst of obstacles

there have always been women who've

been there for women"

^ ii.^^::^ «v^<»^-i« tfsc*^«p-rfa?a tftt^^Qg^<^y» c^' woo^^^ys tfgr^
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AMHERST COPY CORNER

COLOR PRINT SALE
8V2 X 1 1 COLOR PRINTS
OF COLOR ORIGINALS
WHILE YOU WAIT

^ Now through Christmas

549-2854 • 2 doors down from the Sub • 28 E. Pleasant St
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! STUDENTS i

i WORK ALL JANUARY AS 1

1 INVENTORY AUDITORS 1

i $5.25/HOUR TO START
j

1 RGIS Inventory Specialists is the nation's largest in- $

$ ventory service with 160 offices nationwide. January is
|

$ our biggest month. Average 20-40 + hours a week, s

1 Weekends and night availability necessary. $

< To be considered, must have phone, means of
|

s transportation, pass a math test, and be dependable.
|

1 No experience required, paid training provided. s

$ To learn more call the office nearest your home dur-
|

s ing Thanksgiving break or interview at the Campus $

1 Center as follows. $

$ Monday Dec 8 Rm 101 - Tues Dec 9 Rm 101 |

1 Wednesday Dec 10 Rm 101 - Thursday Dec 11 Rm 168 $

$ INTERVIEW TIMES ARE 9AM - 6PM EVERY HOUR ON THE HOUR. BE PROMPT |

$ CALL IF YOU LIVE IN OR NEAR |

|l (617) 832-6152 Worcester, Leominster, Fitchburg, |

Gardner, Framingham, Acton, $

Maynard, Clinton, Milford, Franklin, |

Southbridge, Webster $

(617) 938-9269 Cambridge, Summerville, Burlington, $

Lowell, Lawrence, North Shore $

(617) 849-2941 Quincy, Brockton, New Bedford, $

Taunton, Cape, Hanover, or
J

Middleboro t

(617) 336-5658 Providence Area
J

(603) 893-1829
1

Southern New Hampshire |

SPONSORED B^Y STUDENT EMPLOYMENT OFFICE. $

SALT treaty violation won't

increase arms race, experts say
By MARIAN E MEUSE
Collegian Staff

Despite last week's violation of the SALT

II treaty limitations by the United States,

a renewed US Soviet arms race is very

unlikely, according to local ixptii-

"The Soviets are not ^;oing to go w ild over

this," said political science Professor Karl

Ryavec of the University of Massachusetts.

Ryavec was referring to last Saturday's

deployment of a nuclear capable B 52

bomber, armed with cruise missiles In

deploying the airplane, the US exceeded

the limits set forth in the 1979 treaty

The treaty was never ratified by the

Srnate but the US had been complying

with the limitations since former President

Jimmy Carter and deceased Soviet leader

Leonid Brezhnev signed the agreement

According to Ryavec. the violation of the

treaty may result m "a little armament
"

on the part of the Soviets, but there will

he no major acceleration in the arms race.

He stressed the diflerence between produc

tion and deployment of weapons, saying

that both sides have weapons stockpiled

that haven't been tested and deployed so

probably neither will go on a production

binge
"The Soviets may do something that sym

bolically matches our move. " Ryavec said.

"But they're not going to go wild
"

Steven Goldstein, a government depart

ment profeaaor at Smith College, argued

that the violation is minor and will not

result in major problems.

"It's not that isolated of a move." he said.

"If the arms talks proceed, this will look

like a minor glitch."

The most significant result of the viola-

tion is the propoganda victory the Soviets

can capitalize on. Ryavec said.

"The Soviets are looking peaceful and

reasonable in the eyes of the world right

now,'" he said "But they don't want to

destroy that," by deploying too many more

weapons of their own.

Goldstein said the Reagan administra

tion want>i to treat the Soviets with

caution
"This administration perceives that the

Soviet Union has already broken the tiea

ty They believe that you have to be on

guard against the Soviets. " he said.

According to Ryavec. bt>th the US and the

Soviet Union have a vested interest in

maintaining tense relations and stalling

negotiations because the tensions between

the superpowers require a strong defense

and a well funded military

'Reagan wants relations with the Soviets

to be a little tense. He doesn't want an

agreement because of the political damage

it would cause to his programs." Ryavec

said.

The Soviets could easily outrun the US
m a strategic arms race because they have

open assembly lines, he said, but added

that the SovieU appear to be more concern

ed about improving their economy than

building defense systems.

"Gorbachev, we think, is telling the

military, ill try to get you a better

economy and then better weapons down the

line.'" Ryavec said.

• Herst

this by the end of the month," he

>aid.

Hurst said he is hopeful that he will be

able to talk to enough .students to make

a complete report, and that students will

contact him by calling Trey Williams in

the vice chancellor's ofTice. or :'. his office

in Spnn^rfield at 739 2165

Hur~t ^^ .»- asked by Chancellor Joseph

D. Dutlev 10 conduct the investigation for

a iee i if i urned down the offer for money

becauf ^ he said it is part of nis outside du

ty as ,1 member of the Massachusetts

Comr.iissinn Against Discninmation.

Also inquirin<: on campus about the in

cidenl Friday was Sally C:.*'enberg.

eastern states civil rights director of the

Anti Defamation League in Boston

Greenberg. who talked with students,

faculty, staff and religiou< U-ulers, said

that although the leagut- d..- conduct

anti-racism progi'ams, no definite plans

have been made for UMass.

New, old GOP governors meet

in New Jersey to discuss politics

FARSIPPANV, NJ M' Republican

governors, tht big (JOP winners in the

1986 election, gather with their recent sue

cess tempered by the Iran Contra

di.sclosures shaking the Reagan
admini.stration

"Everyb(Kly is waiting f«>r the other shoe

to drop. " said Michelle Davis, executivr

director of the Republican Governor's

Association, which opened a three day

meeting yesterday

Eight newly elected governors and 14 m
cumbents planned to attend the conference

with an agenda tilted heavily toward

politics.

Thev also are scheduled to have a closed

session with former President Richard M.

Nixon. The subject was foreign policy,

although memories of Watergate were be

mg stirred by the troubles of the current

Republican administration.

In the 1986 elections. Republicans pick-

«d up eight governorships to bring their

i..tal to 24 when all the new chief ex

ecutives take office In 26 states the gover

nors will be Democrats.

Offering an assessment after the GOP
lost eight Senate seats and saw the

Democrats regain control of the chamber.

Republican Chairman Frank F.

Fahrenkopf Jr noted a "resounding

Republican success m governors races
"
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College Entrepreneur
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(Princeton '83)
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TIME
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Downright stupid...
Grandpas Tom and George must have rolled over in

their graves when about thirty radical conservatives

waved American flags as they attempted to occupy the

Radical Student Union office last week How dare these

dogmatic preachers hold American flags while underlak

ing such immature, anti American actions? Not only was

the attempt mconsistent with what these individuals

preach, it was downright stupid ^^^^^^

Pedro M. Pereira
The conservatives have been condemning the radicals

from the first time the latter began protesting CIA
recruitment at the University of Massachusetts, because

taking over buildings and offices is unethical and

disrupts normal operations.

By no means do I condone occupying buildings, and

that is why I think trying to occupy the RSU office was

stupid. The conservatives did it in a "let's give them a

taste of their owti medicine" style, unlike the radicals,

who occupy buildings for pnnciples in which they believe

twhich still does not justify it)

I happened to be roaming around the fourth floor of

the Student Union when the conservatives stormed in

to the RSU office claiming they were "non violent pro-

te^«rs." But as they said that, they pushed people to

get in and a couple of them pounded on the walls iwhy

anyone would want to pound on walls when protesting

is beyond me). Posters reading, "Kick commie ass,

"

which the conservatives pasted all over campus last

week, are yet another example of the violent nature of

their protest.

The irrationality of these individuals became even

more evident when they shouted vulgarities such as

"Bring Amy (Carter) out. we'll show her a good time
"

Crudeness is uncalled for.

I can understand why the radical would want to pro

test the protesters After all, most students at this point

apparently feel the radicals have gone too far However,

are vulgarities and inciting violence necessary?

Moreover, the conservatives claim they represent the ma
jonty of the students. From what I have observed, most

studenu; do not agree with this statement and have never

entitled the conservatives to reprwent them, never mind

acting jmmaturely and stupidly on their behalf

Both radical groups have unfortunately turned the CIA

issue into a joke. CIA recruitment on campus is a serious

concern and it nauseates me to see people on opposite

sides of the spectrum undermining it by declaring a war

of perioral 1ties on each other labelling ea^h other "com-

mie««" or "fascists."

Indeed. this hrt-^ I.'""'
'"" ii,.

>tudeni »o takt

Prdrn M I'lti-.m i> u t olieKiaii ^fu// r?t--r„t„T
j

It.

1^ "Td ajjjtamSE <^n A^Mi

^ y*n,^Ou. Cot. NORTH .

-

"There will be a complete

and thorough inueatigation

by the Congress. Could it I

eventually be a Watergate'

I don't see U at this time.

but you have to wait and
j

see what uncovers along '

the line. Everybody will be <

smoked out, eoen ifthey try i

to hide behind the Fifth." •

- Speaker Thaam P. O'Neill, Jr.

"My impression is thai

when a case like this cornea

up, en/erbody reockes for the

shredder or the manure

pile or something."

- Senator David Uurenbwger

Of conforming with non-conformists
There are several troubling aspects of the ongoing pro

tests here at our humble institution. The first is why do

the protesters, who are supposed to be protesting the

Universitv of Massachusetts bureaucracy and their laws

in respect to the UMass student population, welcome lor

mvitel hordes of other people to help out? If the over

whelming majority of studtnU on this campus were in

total agreement with the protest, then I don't think that

outsiders would be needed.

Stuart Gottlieb

The second aspect is how, or why, did the protest turn

into a racism awareness crusade? I struggled my way

through hundreds of bodies to make it outside the Stu

dent Union Building to hear an anti CIA rally, and what

did I hear? I heard what sounded like Malcolm X emo-

tionally yelling at an audience of 1000 people, most of

whom came to "learn" about the CIA, about how he

couldn't walk down a street in the US without being

thought of as "black" land therefore in fear for his life)

That was a direct show of playing up to a large, mdif

ferenl audience It downplayed all of the valid intentions

of the original protest It showed that there are people on

this campus who are just out to complain about something;

anything I'm not .saying that racism is nothing. I'm say

mii that esery issue has its time and place for critical

thought Every injustice is different. When they are

.'umped up. and put under one label, the credibility of

each iHsue is lowered sev«*ai notchw. on the iivjustice scale

Thethird .

'

'. ,.f>.»ct of analyzing th(

•utesls ts ai „ ,
Who are they'' Ar

*iey representing ihe views, of the universuy populace,

therefore legitimizing thi- obstruction of of her people's pt-r

sonal business? Do they know what they are doing?

Some of the radicals on campus are rational, thinking

individuals. Most of them are not. Most of them are follow

mg a cause. They are trying to belong. They are trying

to conform with the non conformists

When radicals occupied Munson Hall two weeks ago I

was walking around, observing. One young female radical

came up to me [after someone pointed me, the conservative

enemy guy, out to her] and said, 'we hate all ii\]ustice'.

She told me she was a freshman, and was willing to get

arrested due to the CIA's "illegal activities against

legitimate governments of Central America".

I asked her how she felt about the FMLN. and what

they're out to do She said, innocently, 'who?".

She knew that her cause what legitimate enough to get

arrested for, yet she didn't even know one of the mort basic

facts about the Central American controversy.

Last Thursday I was debating with a protestor outside

of Whitmore. We had a crowd of about .30 people watching

us go at it pretty intensely. Right after the bell sounded

to start round three, a friend of his made his way through

the crowd and shouted to him "open mouth clewed mii^".

He was talking about me. I walked away from my argu

ment to confront him about that remark. I asked him if

he knew who I was. or how I felt about a host of different

issues He said that he didn't know who I was. except that

I was "a typical ignorant, closed minded reactionary".

This guy, it turns out. in one of the leaders of the UMass
radical left wing He didn't know who I was, or how I fell.

But he did know that I war. c'd.-**- rr;nd«'d. I guess that

nakes htra open miikM.

Stunrt Gattl'cb is o-CoHfgian rolumnu>i.
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* VECTOR MARKETING CORPORATION *

s OFFERS S

SEMESTER BREAK
Student Work Program

$9.25
Minimum Stsiliog

RSIS

Campus Center

M-F 9-5 SAT 10-3

^.UNIVERSITYAsTORE<Sg>

GAIN VALUABLE RESUME EXPERIENCE THIS

SEMESTER BREAK IN MARKETING - ADVERTISING

PROMOTION - PUBLIC RELATIONS

• ALL MAJORS MAY APPLY

• FLEXIBLE HOURS AVAILABLE

• NO DOOR TO DOOR OR PHONE SALES INVOLVED

• CORPORATE TRAINING SEMINAR

• SCHOLARSHIPS AND INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE

• MUST HAVE USE OF A CAR

• WILL CONTINUE PART-TIME WHEN CLASSES RESUME

• POSSIBLE PAY INCREASE BEFORE SUMMER

INTERVIEW BEFORE EXAMS, START AFTER XMAS

Applications are being accepted on campus

Apply on: CONCOURSE

TODAY, MONDAY DEC 8th
Preferance is given to on campus applicants, if class

schedule conflicts call for interview appointment.

MON-FRI, 2 pm - 6 pm

449-4362
For further info contact

Student Employment Office in Whitmore 239B
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As American as the KGB
Every one has a right to be heard but it is interesting that

some who make the most use of this are often unwilling to ex-

tend it to others. . • j .u
During the anti-CIA/pro-CIA demonstrations outside the

Whitmore Administration Building on Thursday, some of the

students carrying "Pro-America" banners and singing the na-

tional anthem crushed crosses that had been erected by those

opposed to CIA recruitment. The crosses bore the names ofCen-

tral Americans supposedly killed by CIA-trained Nicaraguan

"contras." ^u *• u
The destruction of these crosses was illegal and pathetic^ but

mostly hypocritical. This country survives because its values

are rooted in respect for the individual. When people begin

stomping on the expressive efforts of others, the existence of

the nation as we know it is called into question. The students

who stepped on those crosses may have thought they were be-

ing patriotic, but their actions were as American as the KGB.

It is particularly ironic that many of these same acti\nsts

have seized on the idea of "free speech" when defending the

CIA's right to recruit on campus. Faced with a literal trampl

ing on expression of this sort, most people would have to

wonder just how deep their enthusiasm for the First Amend

ment runs and if it is merely a smokescreen to be used when

convenient. The latter is a common enough sentiment of the

radical right, which has shamelessly tried to stifle opposing

viewpoints on both the local and national levels.

Their behavior was a low point in a day which probably will

not be featured \n next year's glossy catalogs, but which was

valid proof that some University students do care about the

issues and have the ability to differ peaceably, if vociferously.

Some of the credit for the non-violence of Thursday s

ideological set-to must go to a corps of faculty and staff

member.s bedecked with white armbands acting as

"peacekeepers" who were willing to risk personal harm to keep

things calm. By diffusing tension in several situations that

might have become ugly, these people spared the community

not only the sight of students fighting each other, but also the

spectacle of law-enforcement officers hauling culprits off to the

lock-up. The administration might also do well to applaud; a

more effective PR tool and method to disempower civil disobe-

dience would be difficult to create.

They are to be commended for their dedication to the pur-

pose for which this University exists - the exchange of ideas

without the exchange of blows.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the Col-

legian Board of Editors.

^UQ^^m—

Letters —
Gratifying news from the alma mater
As a pr«»ud UMa.s.s ulumnu.s whu has had

lo fndufL' distorted .sHiries about my alma

mater's suppoNed 'swinK to the riKht" over

the past M-veral years. I've found the news

reaching these parts ab«mt the recent anti

CL\ demonstration particularly siitisfymK

There is a handful of unselfconscious

riKhl wing extremist activists at UMas.sto

day; they were not yet out of the cl<»et

when I ffraduated in the early eighties.

Thev have succeeded in calling attention

to themselves land staining the reputation

of UMass nationwidel with such Orwellian

farces as holding a rally to support the cap

tured mercenary in Nicaragua.

But after hearing accounts of large anti-

apartheid dem<in.st rat ions, anti-conlra

rallies, and the recent attempt to keep the

antidemocratic CIA from helping to

pervert the mission of ;in institution of

"higher education." it is clear lo me that

th«' tradition f>f pro^rrssive thought and nc

tivism which has l"ni; been a.ss«»ciated with

our great Univer • has survived, evtn

flouri-shed. amidst i

wing regression

history

.

How gratifying

worst period or right-

modern American

Jackson Katz. 'H2

Boston

When in doubt, it's time to stonewall!
. ..1 I n„v

I ju.st got a packet in the mail from Julie Nixon

Eisenhower. She said that since eveyone knew her father

had bten giving the President advice over the Iran

Nicaragua scandal, it would be alright if an excerpt of one

of their conversations was published in the Collegian

Frank Flanagan

Real-life issues here
In response to Rusty

Denton's column (Dec. 5):

Issues that involve the

CIA, equality or child care

are not based on emotion,

they are very real-life!

Please don't lump us into

your generalizations. We
are paying our own wa>

through college, withoui

help from mummy or dad

dy (except emotionally) as

well as rhild care at the

Univeisity. Denton ob

viously believes that

anyone who doesn't agree

with his values or ideals is

not rational. I feel sorry for

anyone who might have

the misfortune to work

under him as an authority

figure for it's obvious that

he .sees a junior-league

William F. Buckley in his

mirror every morning. If

he'll ju.st work a little

harder, he too can become

less tolerant of the authori-

ty of the individual and

more of what he really

wants to be. .."quietly

paranoiac."
Jean Lafond

Amherst
Dan Osterman

Spencer

Reagan: Trick, is that you?

Nixon: Yes, this is ah, er.him.

Reagan: Guess who?
Nixon: Bob Woodward?
Reagan: Haw, haw, you haven't lost your sense of

humor. „

Nixon: I see those press boys have been doggmg you.

Reagan: Yep, looks like the sharks are circling.

Nixon: Their bark's worse than their bite.

Reagan: Well..! hate to admit it, but this old soldier

needs advice. How'd you handle them rascals in your se-

cond term?
Nixon: The first thing I did was to make it perfectly clear

to the American people that I was not a liar and a crook.

Reagan: I tried that, as you know. I said: make no

mistake about it, I'll get to the bottom of this thing. But

no go this lime.

Nixon: Blame it on your advisors.

Reagan: T can't do that. I wanted to scuttle North and

Poindexter anyway, but Meese and Regan are different,

especially Meese. In this town, as you know, dead men

do tell tales.

Nixon: You do seem do be circling the wagons

eiTectivel V -

Reagan: I'd like to think .so, but, gosh-darn-it, this Ira-

nian contra thing just won't die. You were in a jam like

this twelve years ago — what should I do?

Nixon: Stonewall them.

Reagan: For crying out loud, I've tried that. I got Meese

to get together a committee to clear up this whole mess.

But Byrd and the Senate got a posse together and Bob

Dole's provided the rope. Even Bush is holed up in

Kennebunkport. ^ , .u o
Nixon: How's Nancy Uking this whole thing.'

Reagan: The old girl's standing tall, but she stopped

eating after Shultz ambushed me on Face The Nation.

Nixon: If it wasn't for Checkers, our dog, I honestly

think Pat might have turned to drugs or alcohol when I

was being attacked that first time.

Reagan: I see you're still fighting in the courts to keep

your presidential papers confidential

Nixon: Yes, I am. In fact, the best advice I can give you

is to plead executive privilege everytime the hounds get

close. And tell your boys to take the Fifth anytime your

name pops up.

Reagan: In the interest of national security?

Nixon: Precisely, but you might have to cut a deal if

things go bad.

Reagan: You mean like Gerald Ford?

Nixon: You're catching on - keep it in the family.

You've got to do something before those damned donkeys

.stampede into session and Dole really tosses the ring. How

about spending .some time out on your ranch?

Reagan: I think they're on to that.

Nixon: Who? The press or the people?

Reagan: All tho.se who would stand in the way of this

great nation being strong again.

Nixon: Or cripple the ch-phant for another twelvi years.

Reagan: Damn straight.

Nixon: Listen old friend, you can trust me-did you real-

ly know about the whole [click] operation?

Reagan: What was that, is your line bugged?

Nixon: Listen, Pat's calling me - I think the barbecue's

gotten out of hand...(click).

Reagan: Can't even trust a true patriot anymore.

Frank Flanagan is a Collegian columnist.
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Looking for some theater

experience? Call the

Student Valley Production
By ELIZABETH FRIEDMAN
Collegian Staff

If you're a student who has ever thought of getting in

volved in theater but you've been intimitaded or afraid

to take the risk, then Student Valley Pr«xluction* is for

you.

SVP is an organiztion totally run by students, and fund

ed by the UMass Arts Council. Residential Arts and

S.G.A It allows new works to be performed m innovative

spaces. The founders of SVP are Angie McBee. Produc

tion Coordinator, and Richard Sullivan. Artistic Direitor

w ith Carol Majewski. Assistant Production Manager and

AnnMarie Duggan. Technical Coondmator

Members of the ensemble can experiment with variou-

aspects of theater such as acting, directing, design work,

stage managing and production without the pressure ol

the classrtH^m Artists can concentrate in a non

competitive environment on their original ideas and put

thest> ^v 01 ks into pnxluction. Students work on perfecting

their creative skills in a student supported atmosphere

without the worry of receiving a grade.

At this time. SVP is presenting "The Curtain

Workshop which includes two productions. The first is

"Working. " a dramatic adaptation based on the Studs

Turkel book, and it is directed by Christopher S. Ander

son It IS a staged reading which deals with the apprecia

tion of the worker m general, and the bitterness and lack

of satisfaction within the working world. The second pro-

duction IS 'The RewTite" v^Titten by Richard Sullivan and

directed by Pamela Albert It is abstract realism which

explores aspects of life such as: the lack of risk and com

munication. fear of success, the fear of being locked away

or isolated and all choice taken from the individual Simr

!y. the two pieces both examine a!ie..ation from different

viewpoints. "Working" looks at the external world and

us influences upon the worker, and "The Rewrite ' focuses

un the internal which has "gone out of control" upon the

individual."The Curtain Workshop "will be presented at

the Curtain Theater. Dec 7 9 at 8 p.m with a discussion

following. ^^^^^^^^^^

THE BEATLES
Some new tidbits found in

this collection of 'Hue life

'

By THOMAS HARRINGTON
Collegian Staff

Different musical acts seem to inspire different obses

sions in their fans. Grateful Deadheads follow their

chosen band anywhere Doors fans get into an almost

religious worship of Jim Morrison. Beatlemaniacs aj-e

into information devouring, picking up any obscure

bootlegs or printed history about them to prove the>

know the most about the worlds best known rock band

It's in this spirit that Mark Lewisohn ha.s written The

Beatles Lne!, which he says documents "the one remain

mg untold facet of the Beatles career-their live perfor

mances."
Liie is certainly no piece of overnight hackwork

Lewishohn put a lot of visible effort into the researching

NEW lOOKS ON ALL

SUUECTSFORXMAS
AT 40 -80% Of F

Publshers list price

VALLEY BOOKS

Carrioye Shops

Amherst

M F IOJO-530
SAT K>5 - SUN C-S

S4*-«OS2 • VltA/MC
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tires NOW .
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C
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HE balancing
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FtJ SanMC* r*« Slor*

»22 Chicken Wir>gs.

Sweet & Sour Porfc. Fried Rice

$3.90

Try our

Moo Shu Portt

$3.95

«23 Szechuan G«i Ding.

Sweet A Sour Pork, Fried Rice

$4.95

TRY OUR LUNCHEON - DINNER SPECIALS
Only $1.49 before 3 pm, $1.90 after 3 pm

S4*-4rO«

Eat In or Take Out

HOURS: Sunday Noon • lO pm, Mon • $at 11:$0 • lOpm

2 LOCATIONS

430 Ruttel $t (Rt 9)

HADLEY - 2S3-2571

150 King $t
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SAVE THE MAZE
THE MAZE, A UMASS LANDMARK
IS SCHEDULED TO BE TORN DOWN

THE SAVE THE MAZE COALITION

IS OPPOSED TO THIS DECISION.

WE BELIEVE THE MAZE SHOULD BE

RESTORED TO ITS ORIGINAL CONDITION

IF YOU AGREE

VOTE YES
ON TODAY'S REFERENDA QUESTION

THE MAZE • A UMASS TRADITION
SPONSORED BY THE SAVE THE MAZE COALITION

16th Annual Madrigal Dinner revisits the Renaissance
A worthwhile evening ofmerrymaking and festivity

By KELLY SIEGER
Collegian Staff

Amid a boar's head, the wassail bowl, the court and the

jester, hundreds of people sat down in the Campus Center

Auditorium this weekend for the sixteen annual Madrigal

Dinner
c. j o

Sponsored by the University of Massachusetts hood ber-

vice and the University Madrigal Singers, the dinner was

a festive event; an evening of fine wine, food, entertain

ment and plain holiday fun.

The auditorium was decorated as a Renaissance ban-

quet hall, complete with family crests hanging on the wall,

the beefeater greeting you at the door, and the various

courses awaiting to be devoured.

The meal included prime rib, squash, Yorkshire pud

ding, plum pudding and a mug of wassail, a non alcoholic

equivalent to the medieval drink.

The entertainment was equally satisfying. The singers,

in the role of the court, were presented to the crowd in

a formal procession, before beginning the first round of

music. Without the aid of instruments, save for the single

lutenist Michael Nix, the troupe performed from a group

of 19 songs, from bawdy gossip tunes to somber religious

arrangements. Between sets and during the meal, the

troup broke up into foursomes, visiting tables and tak

ing requests

Besides the singers and the musician, a court jester.

Adam Lavine, dazzled the crowd with acts of balancing,

magi' . and juggling, including an impressive routine in-

(left*A ip'oup of the

madrigal singers,

dressed as the court,

enjoy the crowd's mer-

rymaking before
beginning another set

of bawdy songs and
religious pieces at last

weekends 16th annual
Madrigal Dinner,

(right)Adam Lavine,

as the court jester,

entertained the court

and crowd alike with

his tricks of balancing,

juggling and magic.

volVing torches.

The Madrigal Dinner will continued next weekend,

however only tickets for the Thursday night performance

are still available. Despite the price of $12 for students

and $15 for non-students, more students should take ad-

vantage of this evening of medieval culture, food and mer
rymaWin^ For more information or to purchase tickets

call the Catering and Food St^rvices at 545-0016

SEND A HOLIDAY PERSONAL

TO SOMEONE YOU LOVE!

Monday Dec 15. 1986 is your last chance

to tell someone your care. Come down to

the Collegian Office before Thursday

between 9:00-330 and place your
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THESE CLASSIFIEDS WILL BE PLACED

IN A SPECIAL PULLOUT COLOR WRAP.

SOMETHING TO SAVE FOREVER!

loV lo: o'i
J?

^ Great Gifts
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o ^
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Monday Night Football

Seahawks
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FREE HOT
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'till ihey're gone
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• Beatles
o'tinued from page 10 of the book, un
CM.,'ring many new facts and disputing,

'J evidence, any prior claim about the
" ip that he sees as false-. He proudly pins

-luvt'D the exact dates of Lennon and
> .Cartney's first meeting (July 6, 1957)

.1 I provides some good looks at the Liver-

^.li Skiffle craze that got all the Beatles

interested in music. Early pictures and
newspaper items of the teenaged band are

>h<iwn, as well as pictures of the SunnySide
Skiffle Group, their High school com-

petitors who often beat them in contests.

There's also a publicity photograph ofthem
.shortly before they dumped their drummer
Pete Best and acquired Ringo Starr, in

which they are billed as "Pete, John, Paul

.And George."

For all of this information, Beatles Live!

would be a bad choice for anyone buying

their first Beatle book. The history of their

early days has been recorded comparably
well in other books which are much more
affordable, and the historical survey of

their live career is useful for Beatle

fanatics only. For instance. Lewiahom's

documenting of John and Pauls's two day

stint as the Nerk Twins in 1960 is

fascinating stuff, but it has no bearing on

the actual development of the band. The
cataloging of their live performances is

likewise of historical interest only, and in-

formation on the individual shows which

are famous, like the Shea Stadium concert

in 1965, are also well documented
elsewhere. Lewishom has done a commen-
dable job with The Beatles Live, but it's

such an openly marginal subject that only

people who already own three or more
Beatles books will find it useful. The book

also contains a seven minute vinyl disc

recording of an October 1962 interview

held mere weeks after Ringo Starr joined

them. It's a nice bonus for Beatles diehards

who'd like to hear the Fab Four when they

were young and desperate enough to talk

to anyone about their first single. There's

a funny moment when the interviewer get*

confused about who "leads" the group, a

reminder that the Beatles were among the

first groups not to have a specific boss. The
issue is finally cleared up by McCartney,
who proudly asserts that John is the leader.
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Student protests against reform bill grow
PARIS (AP) ~ Student protests aga.nst a university

reform bill widened into a general challenge of the con
servative government yesterday as union leaders joined
student> in calling for nationwide demonstrations this
week.

Dozens of people clashed with about 500 police in the

Latin Quarter student district. At least 68 people, in

eluding 58 police, were injured, and 28 people were ar-

rested Student leaders denounced t'lC uoleni.^

Premier Jacques Chirac, faced with one of me gitM-.f^t

political crises of his nine months in office, appealed tor

cal". His interior minister, Charles Pasqua, promii»ed a

full investigation into the death Saturday of a 22-year

old student following what witnesses said was a beating

by police.

Taken from Mark Lewisohn's new book. The Beatles Live!, the Beatles

are shown here rocking at the Cavern Club with their new drummer,
Ringo Starr.

Working on an end-of-the-semester paper?

Drop in at the

Writing Center

• 04-D Cashin in Sylvan Tuesday 7-9 pm.

• B-24 Baker in Central Men. & Tues. 7-9 pm.

• Pierpont in Southwest Mon.& Wed. 7-9 pm.

Peer tutors can help you get out a better paper

•FREE«FREE»FREE«FREE»FREE«FREE«FREE«

GEORGEFREDERICK
HANDE L

e00ia
PARTS Ic-II

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
CHAMBEKCHOIRWITH OKCHESTKA
WAYNE ABEHCKOMBIE. CONDUCTOK

BOWKEK AUDITOKIUM
SUNDAY;i4DECEMBEFklQ86,3:OOfM
$6oO GENERAL A D M 1 S S 1 Q N
S300SEN10P^ CITIZENS. FIVE-COLLEGE
STUDENTS, AND CHILDKEH UNDERI8
TICKETS /JAILVBLE AT FINE ^JS CENTER^OX OFFICE

MADt POSSIBLE IN PART BY A GRANT
FROM THE UAAASS FINE ARTS COUNCIL AND
THE DEPARTAAENTOFAAUSIC AND DANCE

... - - .^ ^ ^^ . .^ ^». ^ BMBa^ m «-

4- — — - — _ — _ ^—^ — — _ — ^SUPERIOR PIZZA
FREE DELIVERY

4'

QUALITY PIZZA
AND GRINDERS

4>

the
hustler

i>

^

Call now for our
-« END OF SEMESTER SPECIAL

J
FREE LITER OF COKE WITH ANY LARGE PIZZA ?

: FREE CAN OF COKE WITH ANY SMALL PIZZA
CALL 549-0626

J OFFER EXPIRES DEC. 31. 1986 • MUST MENTION AD BEFORE ORDERING I

pool
tonmameut

dec. 13
1-6 pm

competition for oil levels

free pizza • prizes

"W ^ »" ^K:-%e-%e:

I*rotests against the reform bill began three weeks ago
but escalated in the last few days. The government saya
the measure would make universities more competitive

but students charge that it would make higher education
elitist.

Th» students' national coordinating committee caltad

tor i-'lional demonstrations this Wednesday and invited

unions and other organizations to join in opposing the
reform bill and police "repression."

^agag^gwwvp-wvvf

These
maybe
the only lines

you'll see.

$5.00
rci{Ktrati«»n fee

sign uo with

Maily in '^©

Gardes "^oo^^

Collegian positions

open for Spring 1987

• Night editor

• Copy editor

• Librarian

• Cartoonist

• Associates for

News, Sports, Arts

and Women's Issues

All associates

must reapply

'MSfS^

•i* AT iKXW

Apply to Nancy Klingener in the
newsroom 113 Campus Center

I

With hundreds of ,^^

miles of runs covering
'""^

thousands of acres, sometimes

at Jackson Hole you'll think you

have it all to yourself.

And crowds are just as scarce at

the base as they are on the mountain.

An aenal tram, a triple chair, and 5 double

chair lifts make getting up the hill about as

last as getting down.
So if you're ready to cut lines through the powder

instead of standing in lift lines dreaming about it. a free

call to our central reservations number will make sure

Jackson Hole's ready for you.

JlACKSON

America's Worid<:ia8s Resort

SIGN UP NOW SPACE IS LIMITED

FOflPTWlDR^ INFO
CONTACT THE
UMASS SKI CLUB
430 Student Union

on the UMass Campus
or call 545-3437

or 549-6715

n jc Xi jc ^ m. m. m. sm. ^ ^^-41 J

-(fit jW^ iriwuttd for {pur f(iAorif>ru!*ii..

La ^w utti^mml mi

v<^ :;

tlk^rvK V4u/ ...Tht Phtu^fr^c^ ^aff-atO-H-S.

$2 OFF R^G ^2^^

STYLE CUTS
WITH IHiS COUPON & STUDENT ID

STYLES BY DEBORAH
65 Unive

549-5610
/ Drive Amherst
expires 12'30'86
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ColWgi4Mi pltoto* b> Dyru* GuarnoUa

The Minuteman Marching Band braved the cold Friday night to

put on a show at the Amherst Common, handing out candles and
playing carols.

M4Mt»rCh«|
Instituia et

AffMrtea

S*l*cl«d

Th« WhcMly Inn A* On* Of Th*
Top se RMlawrMtla In TIm Matien.

Christmas
Wraps and Trims

Deck your gifts in the season's fnest!

Bmnfing
nf990 nw09»

mt»o 90l0cl Cmfun Cntr

CNMfCTiONS TaM t4i I* art n )w>«»
r>n m S. > Mm. i«n ome cmiwii ittm

9PCI: Sm-MMO pa. IM. M

Thinking of Teaching

Middle School?

or High School?

Academic Disciplines Program

IS ofFenng a winter session

course for you

Com* to an mfoimanon meeting

D«c«rb«r 10 45 PM Rocmi tOO

Furcolo H«i] (545-3126)

I

CAN YOU
AFFORD TO
GAMBLE
WITH THE
LSAT?
SAT?
GRE?
GMAT?
MCAT?

IKAPLAN
n*NUT H. itfiiw (ouc/tnoNU aiini m.

Classes Forming Now
For Intersession

Call 549-5780

Auto
Glass
Center

SAME DAY SERVICE

BILLED DIRECTLY
TO INSURANCE CO.

WINDSHIELDS
REPLACED

North Amherst
Motors

IH. 6) No. Amiwf tl • S«9 ^aao

On PVT« Bus i.<nt%

Moti lilaio* Credit Card* Acc*pi*o MCK'l MXXV Arnrrrcrn C/eofimjt Corp

HOLIDAY SPECIAL
WIN A VCR

($400 value courtesy of the SUB and Adirondack Music)

COME TO THE SUB NOW
THROUGH DEC 15 TO ENTER

BIG DRAWING DECEMBER 15th

SALADS SUBMARINES SYRIANS

Q the sub
11 AM TO 2 AM / 7 DAYS

33 E PLEASANT ST . AMHERST / 549 5160

adirondack music

COME WIN A
HQ SANYO VIDEO

CASSETTE RECORDER
LOADED WITH FEATURES

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY • DON'T HAVE TO BE PRESENT TO WIN
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Pilot whale dies despite rescue attempt
Brings death toll for beached whales up to 28
BOSTON (AP> - An attempt to transport

a fourth pilot whale to the New England

Aquarium failed when the half-ton female

had to be put out of her misery, but three

others in a holding tank were eating more

and showing signs of improvement,

biologists said yesterday

The death Saturday brought to 28 thi-

number of whales known to have died as

a result of a suicidal attempt to strand

themselves last week along Cape Cod

beaches. Fifty seven pilot whales took part

in the beaching, leaving 26 unaccounted for

plus the three at the Boston aquarium

Siu'nt!si.> and volunteers decided lo try

ui save tlie fourth whale when it was found

alive but stuggling at Chipmun Cove in

Wellfleet. said Greg Early, assistant

curator of the aquarium and the leader of

the rescue mission

The 10 foot whale was lifted into the back

of a truck for the two hour trip to Boston.

hu» it« condii.on greatly deteriorated dur

mg the ride and it was given a lethal in

We went as fai' as we could, but that u i

as far as we could get.'" he said.

Aquarium ofllcials had better nevv>

yesterday about the other three, all young
males that were brought to Boston last

week.

"They're eatmg more than thf\ wire

yesterday," said spokeswoman Mimi Simp
.son "Their swimming has definitely im
proved."

"They're sort of bobbing up and down and

appear to be playing in the water, rolling

on their backs and doing playful things."

she said.

I

Missions is more than a
pith helmet,

I

THE UMASS SKI CLUB GOES NORTH
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FOR

NON-MEMBERS

CONDO LODGING & LIFTS

^^r^^x^B INCLUDED
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PROGRAM INCLUDES

NON-MEMBERS WELCOME
• 5 NITES CONDO LODGING
AT EDGEMONT OR WHIFFLE TREE

• 5 DAYS LIFTS TO SIX MOUNTAINS
• VALUABLE COUPON BOOK
• SPECIAL COLLEGE PARTIES
FOR MORE INFO STOP BY THE SKI CLUB TABLE IN THE HATCH
OR OUR OFFICE IN 430 STUDENT UNION. OR CALL 545-3437

JAN 18-23
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Limited Quantities

SALE LOCATED ON
THE CONCOURSE

«.« •.MJUL f.«Lt « »-t.» • » '

DEC 8, 1986
TO

DEC 12,1986

Located In The Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
kUSTORE^
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Minutemen finish fourth
Perform well in L.L meet

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

A lot of coaches would not

be happy with a fourth-place

finish in a gymnastics meet.

But when the meet is the

first of the season and it is

away, sometimes fourth

place is not so bad. That was

the case FViday when the

University of

Massachusetts travelled to

Farmingdale, Long Island,

and took a fourth place

finish in the eight-team Far-

mingdale Open by posting a

score of 240.

Penn State University

won the meet with a score of

273. Southern Connecticut

State University finished

second with a 258.5. nipping

third place Temple Univer
sitv. which camt' '" •'^- .-'

with a 258.3

i was happy with what 1

saw " UMass coach Rov

Johnson said. "We did well

and we learned some of the

areas we were weak in. We
didn't have all our starters

ready so it was basically a

meet to find out what the

new guys could do. I was
pleased with their perfor

mance.s."

Junior Jay Ronayne pac-

ed the Minutemen by

posting a 9.0 on the high bar

and reaching the finals in

that event. Ronayne also

took a 9.0 in the floor excer

sice and a 9.2 in the vault,

and scored a 49 35 in the

all around.

•'Jay had an excellent

day." Johnson said "He had

an excellent high bar

routine and a great flotir ex

-•' He did well in the

it but he can do even

better H*- had a fe%\ m v.

r

You're Too BUSY!
Don't waste tirm? doing

your own laundry ..

Take It To

II nUY 0T. AJUmm&T.UA.

S^9't6S6

We Offer
• Hand Pressing

• Shirt Service

• Same Day
Service

m-Tlmri »»00t» 1>
rr«Mf« «0eOM»-IM
SM lOMMt-l

«e«

T

•

10

150VAC CRANE
015IENTAC
FOOD MAl^kTET

360 College St Amherst 253-5658
Sunday - Friday 10 • 8, Sat 9 - 8

SAUCES & SP1CES»FRESH NOODLES
FRESH FRUITS & VEGATABLES

PASTRIES»FROZEN & DRIED FISH
WOKS. RICE COOKERS & IMPLEMENTS
DISHES & GIFTWARE-COOK BOOKS

TEA SETS & SAKE SETS*TAKE OUT FOODS
KOREAN MINK BLANKETS & BEDSPREADS

ROAST DUCK & CHICKEN BY ORDER
THAI JAPANESE CHINESE INDIAN & PAKISTANI GOODS

DISCOUNTS FOR STUDENT GROUP FUNCTIONS

GOURMET FRIED CHICKEN

W, VtSl.

Wm^m

FREE DELIVERY
253-7494|

moves in his routines and
he did them well."

Roberto Weil, another

junior, finished first in the

AH Around for UMass with

a 49.75, including an 8.85

on the parallel bars.

"Roberto had a good meet
exrept for a rouole of

e\ents," Johnson haiJ

The Minutemen now have
over a month off until they

take on Navy on January
16th.

"We'll use this time off to

polish up, add and take out

skills," Johnson said. "I'm

real optimistic because we
beat Army (235 pts i and

Sprinjjfield by good

margins
"

Women's track team falls, 82-39

UConnjust too much
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

women's indoor track team got off to a

rough start on its 1986-87 schedule, as it

dropped its opener to the University of

Connecticut, 82-39, yesterday afternoon

at Storrs.

The Minutewomen had a lot going

against them coming in, as they faced a

UConn team which is defending its New
England championship from last year,

and also had three meets already under

its belts.

Although UMass coach Kalekeni Ban
da was unavailable for comment, he felt

that his team did well for the early season,

and that this meet was a good learning

experience for the teams younger

members.
^Playingstarringijolesf^^

Minutewomen were junior Kan
Fleischmann and senior Barbara
Cullinan, both ofwhom were double win-

ners. Fleischmann took firsts in both the

55-meter dash (7.2 seconds) and the 200,

in 26.6. Cullinan had her firsts in the 400,

in 59.9, and 800. in 2:26.9.

The Minutewomen got good perfor-

mances out of a couple of their freshman

runners. Melissa Golembewski took se-

cond place in the high jump, clearing 5'2.

and third in the 55-meter hurdles, with

a time of 9.0. Alanna Gurwitz took second

in the 1500, with a time of 4:59

The Huskies were able to counter these

individual efforts and set the tone for the

race with a great team performance, as

they swept all three places in three dif

ferent events (long jump, weight throw,

and 3000 meter run).

The Minutewomen will return to action

this Saturday. December 13. when they

travel to Cambridge to participate in the

Harvard Open

URPLU URPLU

BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND

AMHERST DROP ZONE
96 N. Pleasant St • Amherst, MA 01002

PRESENTS

US & FOREIGN GOVERNMENT
SURPLUS CLOTHING FOR

MEN & WOMEN
WOOL OVERCOATS • SWEATERS

DUFFLE BAGS • LAUNDRY BAGS • PANTS
SHIRTS • FIELD JACKETS • FATIGUES

Lowest Prices Anywhere

DATE
DECEMBER: 8, 9, 10

TIME
9 AM - 5 PM

PLACE
STUDENT UNION BALLROOM

3 DAYS ONLY • 3 DAYS ONLY • 3 DAY
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson

"Well, from across the hall I could hear thi»

heoted argument, followed by sour>ds of a scuffle.

Suddenly, there was this tremendous, blood-
curdling quaaoaacck!' That s when I called."

"I'm sorry, ma'am, but his license does check
out and. after all. your husband ^os in

season. Remember, just because t>e knocks
doesnl mean you have to let him in

"

Doonesbury By Garry Trtideau
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Bat Brain By Bill Dearing
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"^When the President does if, that

means it /s not itlegal."

— Riehard M. Nixon
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Lunch

Deli Ham on Water Roll

Shells in Cheese Sauce

Menu
Dinner

Roast Pork/Gravy
Braised Beef and Onions
Silver Palate Salad Plate

Bastes Lunch

Swiss and Sprout Sandwich
Shells in Cheese Sauce

Basics Dinner

Tofu Nut Loaf

Mushroom Sauce

Baked Cod

/"
Weather

T«4«T Becoming partly sunny, breezy and cold, getting

colder in the afternoon.

Toaight: Lows in the teens, with light snow or freezing

rain likely late.

Today's Staff
Night Editor Nan Klingencr

Copy Editor Siobhan Masterson

Photo Technician Byrne Guarnotta

LaTOut Technician Bethanne Moskov

Production Supervisor Bethanne Moskov

Production: Laura. Connie. Rob, Dode
Sheri, and Isabel

Executive Board - Fall of 1986

DODE LEVtNSON ROB SKELTON
Editorial fctJttor

JOHN YONCE WILLIAM SPAIN

tdiional fcdiiof

STEVE RUBIN
Hir.iricss Man tgcr

ANSEL ZINTER

Ptuduclion Manager

1 Business Board ~- Fa of 1 986
|

SIEVE RUBIN

Bi. .lie ss M.rt.-ige'

PATRICE lAWSKY
Mdtkrtiog Manager

PAUL H LESSER

A i.i'r!r,i'iq Sales M.^nagef

CRAIG NAUGLE
C)fCulatior> Mar^ager

VANESSA ROTH
hnance Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Subscription Maf>ager

^^^r^.
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HAOLEY-586-9991
143 KING ST

NORTHAMPTON-586 4840
Mon - FH 8am-5:30pni

Saturday 8am-2pm

Bring Midas anyone's vviitten estimate

for installing a muffler and we'll ineet it

or beat it. No ifs, ands or buts. Going

someplace else could cost you.

M-F 9-5

SAT 10-3

Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY

PER AXLE MOST CARS

Our Unikc Job Iiicluil« s:

• New (iiui;uitet'd Bi;ike

I'iidsiirShnes

(Setiiiiik-LillK p.id^»-\lra »

• Ktxoiidilion Drums »»r K«>ii»rs

• ln>|K.t.l C;»liptTs>

• Lisixtl VVhivl C> Lndfrs

• Inspctl lii.ike li;udvv;tre

• Kcud Test

I RI:e: BR.VKE LNSPCCTION

mi0AS-

i
t

II IS UktHw addiitondl pans and Stffvtcei witl

be n«!Ckxi *»htch Jfe noi included .n ihis pf ice

See guarjntev tefms jl your local Midas dc Jlet

TKKI IT TO MIDAS

TAKE IT TO SOMEONE YOU TRUST

VOTE YES ON QUESTION #7 • VOTE YES ON QUESTION ^1 • VOTE YES ON QUESTION #t • VOTE YES ON QUESTION #t • VOTE YES ON QUESTION 01 •

SHOULD THE ADMINISTRATION HOLD §

GRADUATION ON ITS ORIGINALLY I

SCHEDULED DATE OF MAY 30, 1987? i
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This is not only a senior issue, this is a

STUDENT ISSUE!
The administration outstepped its bounds by changing the gradua-

tion date without student Input. They could do this to you not on-

ly at your graduation but any UMass scheduled event. Do not let

the Administration ruin graduation for the Seniors! Don't let them
get away with abusing Student Rights!

VOTE Pro-Student

VOTE YES ON
SPONSORED BY THE STUDENT FOR A MAY 30, 1986 GRADUATION
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VOTE YES ON QUESTION #7 • VOTE YES ON QUESTION #7 • VOTE YES ON QUESTION #7 • VOTE YES ON QUESTION it 1 • VOTE YES ON QUESTION #7
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if men's swimming
continued from page 20

200yard

breaststroke to keep up the solid team showing before

the 400-yard medley team of Kennedy, G.T. Ladd, Gar

diner and Mclver set a new freshman record with a

3:15.70 time. For Yarworth, the time was simply an il

lustration of how well the freshmen have been swimm-

ing — something he had not banked on so early in the

yesu".

"These freshmen have been doing a helluva job," Yar-

worth said.

• awards
ciintinued from punt 20

Hultin was tabbed a second

team selection. The four

were also selected to the

New England All Regional

team.

The Minutewomen, who
were 16 4 1 and fell, 3 2. to

the University of Connec-

ticut in the first round of the

NCAA playoffs, led all

teams with four players

nai-.ed to the team.

GriBwold, a senior for

ward, also received two
other accolades. The co-

captain finished 13th in the

country in scoring, compil

ing 20 goals in 21 games
and was one of seven
players nominated for the

coveted Broderick Cup, an

award presented each year

to the nation's* outstanding

field hockey player. Last

year's recipient, Megan

Donnelly, was a four year

member of the UMass field

hockey team.

Kocot and Hultin. both

seniors, netted seven and

four goals, respectively. The
duo dished out four assists

each, Kocot from her

sweeper position, and
Hultin from the left wing
Carlson. a junior

goaltender, posted a 0.45

goalsagain St average
enroute to 14 shutouts She

allowed a mere nine goal -i

during the regular seas*

;

and had a string of six con

secutiv? shutouts durin.^

mid-season.

All four stickers were in-

strumental in leading the

Minutewomen to a number

five national ranking, an-i

sixth straight N'CAA tour

nament berth.

ACTIVITIES •AUDIO
AUTO FOR SALE • CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT -FOR RENT

FOR SALE •FOUND
HELP WANTED • LOST

CLASSIFIED
>JSTRi CTON • MOTORCYLCLES
PERSONALS • RIDE WANTED

•' RIDERS NEEDED •SERVICES
ROOMATE WANTED •TRAVEL

WANTED 'SUBLET

OME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 8 30-3 30 (FRI - 2 30) > DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRCR TO PUBLtCATtON» CASH IN ADVANCE. 15«/W0RD/0AY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIIt

iUitOAy EVENING PMAVERS hont

iH^gv Nvwman Ccnlw 6PM )im» co«*ge

OONOMNBBBHPilfiiyit Cwnput
Cmimi OM* bloed Nov » Room i«6

10 SIM 30 - SO pM> MMdad

rICMXTt MMjiifaW>Mingr«i awt
m«nMarlwa»nNa 07 wtw wi bKom*^ w Btii&wiof 317SU XI'

LAST OUTING CLIM nwMMg ot m*
MiiwMrWMM 7 OOPU Caniput C«M(
tm 146-lM Im* tlww on bKyefcng m
Newfoundland All ntcowidd

rWCO Of OANCMO 10 top «>» Law
Dw«d Lauta Anaaraon and liw Qroof
Quaana S34 aponaofad 6y taab^
nwmaP Gay CouncaiinB Colaciiin »

i

lOViteo'CC OacamtMK 12*

oim«o66x DIVINE LiTimdV mm
C*flpusC»"le' UM*« 'QAM Sund«ir

14 Oacamse*

EWMNQ PfUytiHi HILLS ChapM
LDMva. SmMCoaasa fll>U. Sunday **

TME LESaiAN UNION •« opan"' Room
406GSuenoHripaaMdondoo> Qanartf

maannga avary Monday naOAM at

MVL nilkPf MEiTNtO/aiociiont
nmM, TPM m Cawpua Camaf foom

1S2 TiMa « ma Ml

ATTSWnOM SICMT tAMt*

VOU LOOKINO lo« • 9>n fof »o<j»

•aoai aanu or a«ai apacrfil aomaonaf
Oon t mid0a 10 t«ia mo— wfian ' com*
-oM 10 your doer t i^ya a Huga aaiac

t«nall4M9aldtoya««do«a«atKar tm*

w aoid l>y fM nc<i and cor«M mW) • boi

or oouO lor your eort«an<enca L<ialHna

guaraniaa Call e-Ml4 lo' mo")
!iioi*Tiaiion

CU«T» I AND TNf KICK

OtWCRLV THE MAIIMWM Boy* i

E«ce tdues rock and fd sand SWMa (lq>

TJ^op Thorogood Horn boonmg lor par-

«^ ««paa' ng ai trw Hate^ Dae 9Vi cal

\lac» Cal P'Od »3..?564 AI M*«7C7

•Kl SNATCM %1Vf9

SK«nS PLEASE WCK jP .o»- »^wK3
ut«d«k<«QU'prT*fi r>i i2nj.'&6 t'fw tn«

0». CkO) O"^" '•'*' <='."- IJ"""

UAQNAF

INTIKTAINMCNT

MUSICIANS NEEDED FOB p?'»Of

mance* ai B«lch*r1o*n Sla'<? iohOOl

funding availabla ConiMi 8ruc»
2564236

DATINO SilVICI

INTERNATIONAL DATING SERVICE
serving tiva coMage syatam and surfoun

(^ araaa $15 lor two monihs SASE to

PO Box 4I» Amharst

AltPlANI TICKIT

BOSTON TO S F. round Ifip Dae 13 to

Jan 7 no 228 Marc K 5^)677. 263^7109

AUTO FOI SAll

6«~CHEVV BELAIR PB reliable low

nilage previously owned by litlle oW lady

call 549-6269

1M4 m.YM6UTH HORIZON excellent

condit on (4000 or best otter tor into call

Barb 586-3891

1964 PONTIAC LEMANS eicellent <n

tenor needs work" Call Alan 546 7630

Keep trying

1977 FORD E-150 WacK custom van

70 COOK great lor road/ski tnps $900
5493972

1980 CHEVETTE 4SPD've»v good $2000

256-8065 eves

FOt tAU

GUITAR BEAUTIFUL YAMAHA 6336
witr> hard case $175 Call DeOra 6-4553

COMPUTER TERUHNAL S3S0 Indudas
modem Cyber 'eady Sieve ?56-H6<

KEG TAPS FOR sale' Brand new navar

used keg taps only $25 Packie* cnarge

S45 lor uaad tape Oont waaia your

money' New iap« $25 CaH Tony
256-1438 today

Itrt CHCVV WAGON. 98.400 mdaa
naw cMcIt Baal oNor &3S-M34 Evan-

ing* waak-^xM

OHM L2 SPEAKEM 4 yt ^MWfWiiv Can
frTWt

'83 TERCEL 5 door 58p . std sun root,

FM stereo e«cellenl condition 4,200 Rek
256-0074

1981 PLYMOUTH RELIANT excellent

condition, AT/AC. stereo. 4dr $2450 Joe

549-7434

1 976 VOLKSWAOON RABBIT runs well

some rust $300 call David 546-8938

IS IT TRUE tnat you can buy leeps lor $44

tnrougfi Ibe U S government'' Get the

tacts today' Call" 1-312-742-1142 ext

5931 -A

1974 SUPER BEETLE 44000 mi rust free

excel condition $995 or BO 665-3180

1979 TOYOTA COROLLA 55pd new
tires, clutch, stereo, $900 or BO tor in-

(omation call 546-4715

CASN

PAYING CASH FOR your baseball cards

please call Mike 549-0333

7t TOYOTA CfUCA noia pw«.
DraMa, wtd atoia ear naada nommg 5

pd lUlar iiarao tiTDO or BO Ooug
25ft«l33

TWO SNOW TMCS P206 Rl5 at* lor

Frank 54»-4234

ItTt TOYOTA COnOtXA runt wal
Vary rehaftia iMi angina naw eMa>
n«a brakat i^>ng $1400 Rvnaal
SS8^774go«SM-5ie5

OUOO WAtOltS POn iad«s m«iy
•Mao oray $30 giaai mat g*i ctf Bnan
*74?5

TOP OOAUTY ESPWT lotwinai 1
modem nswOO 549-5470 awoaiwandi

onsMMon Tua. 12«, IMonCCCon-
OMiraa Only tiV Tlw partacl sacral

•wMaylit Si»idoui on ma «opa« HMO

HOHNCR ELECTRIC GMTAM only iM

•d lor on* year Great sound $1 75 take*

It away Cat Jarry S««^3764

Its NO 1MB. »arao apaakafv 100 iMM
capae«rl2' woolar sound graai $200
eaiSTtSg

ttUJNO two 14t( gold womans ii«h

Ciadaugn rmga aiae two wonwna «ao-

lona Sa«e Miciwa (nminM SIS «ai
cnaa $?5 or batt oNar cm Jod< or L«a
549-0549

1MM YAMAHA OXttO ate i^xot

, Olid rio" pricafi to sa* $995 "aoi

21=3 3146 Of 549-«>6«

aOWBfR FlIOMT JACKET. «>wa tliCk

J 5a«4»17

,^„.^_.. ^. ->f.!i97i;%

Mustang!' •"'^'

BSjnOOM FUnWTURE. GREAT cond-

t«50 must Sa8«a« Ottsr 549-5131 I aura
pr P»m

ROSSIONOL SKW 175S TyftMia tiM-

cr^ !>oias $100 IK BO can M*a
253^71

TYPEWWTER CANON TYPESTAR 7

alaclron< plus case and converter $150

SyMa 545^2332

HilP WANTfO

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIA-
TION Job openings Assi to TraMurer

Asst to Pros . Asat 01 BudoMS CAair |si>

pend position) Budgets Auditor Appi

avail m 420 SUB See Valerie Niece m
420 SUB tor more into Appi due Dec 3

by 4 00 Women and mmonties encourag-

ed to apply AA/EOE

KITCHEN HELP NEEDED immediately

Day and Night sh tts available Free

meals and rides can be provided to and

from work Apply at Andy $ P'Zm alter 2

PM (next to Stadium Liquors)

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent tree meals

Light clean-up
Call Cheryl at AXO

545-2152

iOK FOR WINTER t^vii Flasttle

hours 5Vhf Work tuD or pan nma Gam
p R Commuracations. poMicai managa-
manl Skills you H naad lor gra*l«ion

Combat Groundwater poMution and save

manvar Earn $375^1000 lft«w«niar Cai
Clean Waiar Action 549-7450

CMLOCARf NECDEO LOVINC.
enargalc parson 10 care tar 2 ?'/>yrs olds

Mon&y-Fnday 7 45 145 Starting Jan

26 Cdi25»«475

LOVCCMLOiBrr ROOM wv) board in

AMiarai home m aadtanga lor care ot m
lam 2532014

WAMTIO

ALWAYS BUYING USED Books
racorda tapes and eomoaei dMS Can
Dynwnrta Books 586-9670 or 0yn«n4a
Records 584 1580 Nonttampion

VOCAUBT - SMELf UPE needs naw
lead ungm tor danca rock Coatalo

Jackaon aic ngrangeguaaraplM Aud
Sat caaRick 64038

4 nriroi iiwf stuocnts look^ hy

Jan auWot Plaaae cai 546^4759 4725

FOB A 9000 TMN CAU

RACK-A-OttM ENTENTAMMCMT
Agency Oiaqocaays. Bands Lnhtt and

uSrga scraao ««ae dancaa $«F7i44

TYPIM« StBVICt

QUAUTV TYPMO Long or ahon pro

•ecti Meticulous prooireadwg Ru»h|Ob*

OK Naw ISM typawraar 5«NW7

MOVfB

GAIN PR. C0MMUNK:ATI0N. political

& management skills you II need after

graduation Work lull or pari lime 10 com
bat groundwater pollution and river diver

sions Earn $375-1000 this winter break

Beat the summer rush and get thai sum
mer |0b m the bag Call Clean Water

Action 549 7450

JANUARY BREAK FREE "rooirTand

board m residential home m exchange tor

24 hours work- mothers helper 40

minutes west of Boston 617-692-2689

CHESTNUTS ON AN open fire does this

phrase per chance inspire a sense ot

nostalgia dear as it does tor all us here''

Travel through New Englands towns

where opportunily still abounds how

much money can you make $800 this

winter break call 256-021 1 a new career,

have some fun'

NOW HIRING FOR now and mtersession

Full time or part time positions available

You can earn more than $500 a week with

salary, commission and bonuses Flexi

ble hours good working conditions and

excellent career opportunities We willb

e hiring from now untif Please contact

Target Enterprises at 549-7793 for and in-

terview Ask for Keith

CHECK IT^TI Summer orientation |Obs

CC Concourse Dec 8-9

CAMPUS TRAVEL REPRESENTATIVE

needed to promote spring break touMo

Florida Earn money tree travel and

ou«.anding marke, -^P^-^^^'^^Tor
campus programs at 1-800-433-7747 i-or

details and information mailer

TOWN MOVERS tpM rahaiiie

call Mm:" inytima ^947t0

SOUTMIM$T INCMMMt

COMMISSIONER
FRSOCMICK HURST

ol Wt» MaimHiiiiWi Cvmm^
jswon AaaHWt tKacnmnafeari
m^eAafngm mdapen-
d«it tftwasbaaiieni

ISanaa*

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TOKAREK it s the

last ot your teens k>ve ya Sue $ Annie

HEATHER: SPORT YOUNSCLF a tme
btritiday- 18 more day* and ware home'
your ricnaouseneas

DUMBWAITER DICK- THANKS tor mak
ing lab so tun' Love the girls »r»w> w»ni

10 ttold your hand

PAUL. IT KTrCR be « yaw oW octtie

ol ctUMnpagna lor a yaar old OMpla' Don t

be ambarraaaad. no on knmM wIk> you
are' I d<dn t wiae Pmii Aiala. only Paul
Kn

HAPPY BIRTHDAY MARVKATBI Hope
49 as anaai as you are toveOawdPS
How about a tMrttiday dmnar toraghi''

M^V SONRV Imiaiadyouhul you SM
owe ma a dJinea la Mow aanoa) now can
I hnd you'^ The Dancer

|«KMG ANYONE WHO wilnaaaad car

ecadam at East Plaaaanirrrian^ Si on
Wed baloreTiiankagwing(it>2S)al I 30
P M CM Radial 54S lt21 or S4S-2S66

lOn tf«a

pMi-INoiid Sanaa «cida>«

and wMttf !*• » talk to M
fhidonis wUH >i«iormatiw«

For an appo<r<tmant coniact

ina Coll^iw^ at 545 3500
and aak lo spaat w«h

Ooda La ^ansori or Kaiy fiitgi
tf.s jo-u ^.Ha-,rRBor^ Ort>4«

«nc aSk !J ijjeak f'Vl ueri.se

Ptt$OMAl$

INTEREtTID Bl W«mMQ tor tf»e largw!

collage daily m New Er«l«nd' Com*.
down lo tita Mass OaHy &ineg>an* Yo..

can wr4e about Ms EdNorNMs, Blac* At

tairs News. Women s Iwues $ ^ons
We re located m ir<e bMomenl of trie

Ca/npim Center betitnd the T v The Col

iegian We bmid careers'

DEAR SANTA NOW you cwi bnt^ me
everything my little heart dasrraa because
you win save 4(V 70 percent on all 14K and
diamond lewelry Oiamond studs tor on
ly $35 .

14K hoop earrings $18 and 14K

sapphire ring $36- only at Goldan Oppor
tunity 13 N Pleasant St Amherst Ho Ho
Ho Mary Jane

BUN, I ALSO ' vJt been in iove with you

ar^d your spjicp probr for s*ven months'

Love B

JUST A LITTLE personal to say good
luck on your LSAT son Saturday intake

you out lor dinner afterward, and we'll

celebrate how well you did' Love. Ray

CISSY. WISHING YOU a wondertui b^

day We love ya XOXOXO. lUSt me and
the rest of the Hawaiians

EV YOU HAVE sexy legs

JENNIFER GLOVER DAY! Couldn t keep

this secret' Love the Jam

ELISA, HELP ME! I m being held captive

m a small, dark place Please save me
I miss you'

ELISA. IF YOU want your soft, stitched

friend returned, you tjetter be nice lo me'

Keep watch ol the rest ot the stuH in your

room'

HAPPY 21ST PAM let's go tor 6
sometime Love John

KAREN AND MOLLY: we have you
beat interested'' LAGNAF

KALINA HAU OLI la hanau aloha Ana

and Kona

Oken. THANKS for a great month will

miss you, Michelle

UMMSO «»«"'•'»»•'>'»• inMnrvoiui ine

best year ever, I love you all. the Aussie

ROUND TRIP AIRFARE m cuntinental

U S S300 or Best Otter 646-4739

ROBIN LESSES GOOD luck on the

LSATs' Get psyched lor Sat night RanOi

SIDE DOOR I'M really gonna miss you

good luck working lor Bill I think you re

awesome Snowtlake

WE LOVE YOU Mickl we'll miss ya

Aussie never forget UMass » ol course

well never lorget you Love Annie & 5>UB

(Banana and Bear)

ROOM FOR RENT w ^afimam
$125 0amo 253^7797

BEAUTIFUL GCHOMLLcondotulhrtui
nishod own room, waahar>dryar. two bus

route* peacaM na«ghbors. daan guwi

twutamalas. $200/mo ca* RoltMHon

54V36M. Rich Mag 2564800

ROOM M HOUSE alt Mam St $200 inci

heal avail Jan 1 256-1396

AVAILABLE ROOM IN Sw«» Villaga apt

M ol January bus route reasonable rent

ca« 2504620

1 BKOIIOOM AVAILABLE lor 1 or {peo-

ple m lurniahad 2 bedroom lownhouaa

By*a tMrtwara Ou«i low rem CaN

mmm4m

OCT RCAOV POn nen i

see wital soror4y Irfe • al about on 1

1

PtiApaSi JOM Data ?s«asHoMay Hap
panMgs on Tues Ooc 9 • 7PM («VP Pam
25»9916

WSV110S.1PM-NO
tnere we are

«»9BL

tMYL 10S t FM- When mere s noting
beaer to do

HEY BABY BRUCE Snoiu bawaram

HAPPY it BMITNOAV fnoa or room
maia no 4 orty 39 rMora yaars Leva

i no 1.2.3

wsYL 18S.1 n
MsaU tram Soult^ Africa

SAMM NtMBMn nc slat ainbadd-

ed ei MM. m ysyr paraon at an iimaa

RemambaryappMiandioy mi*n->»m
dark It always snir«n

WAIMima ALL DRINKING
•stabkanraenis Rayban usiaga) Happy
«nt»day we love you 21

ETH BRYAN ADAMS calS <t HMvan
Surwoi ^ • ••arch » ©»«
Feraigner •> ">w wnarw It >%

l lanlay My n b" <rtror«g even
aller rfta boy* «*t i« -imer Henley MM
Oaatf Head suckers I only sae
Tumbleturtj n-w*-,

QUMNCR OON T II , /,- T, I -l.-5(«ly

Oay b-efl'

S^-THUMf^ i ' ' rioMP ...»r f

'.homp' »o»o

HAPPY BMTHOAV TO r* ni«s «andef
tutwofii'i -1 my 1 1<. M.»'>ri» 1 IO»e ywu

aiwavs Aliar>

AMY CURRAN-THANK ^iDflMing my
second hjMi vour support paMancs and
4dv>ce i:i gieatiy aopraaaiad Most ot &S

I treasure you' frieryjship JCN

TO A CERTAIN leit handed brown eyed
cu'ly brown h«rad. eitremaly good look

ing girl whenever I see your srrviing lace

I have to srmle myseit because I loye you
Ma xoko

SAM CLAM - I haven t been so happy
smce I've krtown you' You are awesome
and I'm nuts about you' Love, Putty

teed the dog- PapaMAMA SPOOG
Spoog

WRITERS WANTED AN organizational

meeting ot ihe Southwest Area News will

be field on Tuesday November 9 m ihe

Hampden Southside room at 5 00PM a

great opportunity to gain valuable

experierKe

EOGARDO REYES (EGUIE): we think

you're beautiful even though r>obody

nolicas! Your fan club

DO YOU Lin CATS?

NEED RESPONSIBLE PERSON to take

care of a wen trained, indoors cat dunng
mtersession Please call 253-2084 and
we'll discuss $

FEMALE WANTED TO share 2 bedroom
B'andywme Apt CaM 54»04g6

SINGLE AVAILABLE IN AmDaraThause
On bua route, walk lo caniar ol Amhar-t

RamSiSSmo Famala houaawala pre*,

red CaH Vnnan 253-5515 lor spnng t

(Jan opWn)

ATTIMTION WmTER$

WE KNOW YOU'RE out there and we
know that you re itching to see your name
published m the 1987 editkjn of \ne Index

So what are you waiting for'' Contact the

Index at 5 0648 or visit our otfice m 103

Campus Center Short term and long

term assignments are available

FOR RENT

TAKE OVER LEASE; 2 spaces available

Jan 1 on bus route 127 50'monlh 1'->

baths call 665-8261

ROOM AVAILABLE JAN tst 150>

responsible quiet 25« call 253 3828

MATURE HOUSEMATE WANTED,
spring term Bedroom, study use of

facilities Furnished Non-smoker South

Amherst 3?5« Ian 256-0074

ONE ROOM IN two bdr apt on Hobart La

Female non smoker preferred 546-8640

SOUTHWOOO, 1BR IN 3bdr apt $208 ft

utilities Call after 6PM 253-5421 Ask for

Karl

LARGE SINGLE BEDROOM in Puftton

available )an 1 call 549-5185 nights

mo 3234499

tOOMMATI WANTED

1 ON a temale roommates wansad to

snare a naw Douse around iOO a moMh
546^7991 Karen or 54A^7B74 Ebaaa

ROOMMATE WANTED FOR Townhouse

apt cM immedialely 8 fSSO or 6-9805

ONi POIALC nOOMMATE wanted to

•li«« large two bedroom apl m S(*uire

V«ao» ti2Vmo Caa now and get

January lrea< 8B6-4972

CaM dureigcommar^rts

rWAU COMOM POTATO wanted Very

chwmmqapaitnwNi Ctoaa 10 bua and

campm Haaia i

FEMALE ROOMMATE MCEOEO
$l25'montt> ca* 253-73Be

2 FCMALCS NCCOEO kx apl Jan l

$127 SO mo pis ca* 8B542«t

PEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to

tftara room m Towneftuuse aMs Spnng
Samaatar $iS0*mioMh CaH Ranaa bat

wean 4^6 Leave maasaga* S4»0742

HELP' IF YOU nMd
nBrandywtne
tar Karen I

one lemaki roomaM
CM54»«7I5 AMI

meo TWO PCOPU W tfiar* room «
SoiMtwoodael $i4QAno 253 773S

FEMA I KS own room 01 a(u^
,an atter 6

ROOMATE WANTED to stwe badr -wn

IT. two bedroom apt Jan'Fab Cotoi rv

MHcoawM VCR SouWwood $140/MO
253-S9V3

RESPONSIBLE FOR LG rwt^

own room tyrnahetf out u»"'i, u"«l iStO

lor room pint uMliMm SKMaBBbatore
?PM l^Alltil^aRer

WE ARE LOOKINO to take oy*f laaae at

p.."io' o' Brandywma Apt Ca» t^tm
Slf) :'>'jj

LOOKMC FOR SOMEONE It, la»e 5v*i

my lease staning JarWFeb fotor TV

mn^rowave VCR Southwood $14arno

253 3993

ONE OR TWO people lor one bedroom
n three room Putttoo Dec 1 HeKfc

549-4758

V, APT ROOM available at low rent m
Amherst on bos route Call 2566131

FEMALE HOUSEMATE WANTED Fear

ing St Amfie'si Avaiable Irom Jan on

Great location, own bedroom Call soon

549 7293

NON-SMOKING FEMALE roommate
wanted lo share 3 bedroom condo with

4 girls Next lo Southwest, across Irom

Stadium Amity Place 549-6824

TAKE OVER LEASE 2 roommates nee*

ed lo take over Pultlon Apt Jan 1

549 7217

YOUR OWN BEDROOM available

Jan/Fob Swiss Village $215 inclusive -caM

Michelle 256 6624

ONE PERSON TO share room in Brittany

Manor Available Jan 1 .
$125/month Heal

included call 256-8427

RENT 225 PLUS deposit utilities & cable

included contact ASAP call 256-8698

Amherst Motel

TWO BEDROOM APT m Sunderland

electricity included first stop on bus route

very quiet location For more into call

Cara and Chris at 665-2176

TWO MALES NEEDED for Townhouse
AptS 167 50 plus utilities 549-0902

HAVE OWN ROOM and share Nodhamp^
ton house Only 130* call Scott 584 5469

TWO DECADENT. MARLBORO
chainsmokers preaching moderation dur

ing the week and excess over weekends
seek easy going, tidy housemate tor third

bedroom m our beautiful Hadley house

ask lor Paul or Sven 586-8917

NONSMOKING MALE ROOMMATE
wanted lo share largo bedroom m 3

bedroom Puttlon Apt. 5490140 for spnng
semester

FEMALE ROOlifiiliATE NEEDED lor

spring semester 87 excellent fully

furnished apt with great people. Call Lisa

2539697

StBVICtt

TYPING. TAPE TRANSCRH»TK)N Faal.

accurate 665 765.>

TERRIP1C TYPmO FflOM Sp«e<iv

keys Prolaaaionat laiiabis ser>

256 iO(» . tam-Mpm

OAV» TYPINO SCVWC cal 253 '•(

between 3^9 Monday Thui«

WAMTED TO RCNT

ROOM»SUtETS WANTED Ot^ .

Jan 24 ctf acha« lor BMC 25fr-lt6i

9AM rPM

1 OR 2 people needed at Brittany Manor

Call for into Ray or Dave 253-2439

FEMALE ROOMMATES OR couple

wanted to take over lease ol double room

Southwood Start Jan 1 256-8829

WE RE LOOIUNO TO laaa over laaaa ol

r4r,ith Amherst area apl CaM Bob
S4»>4f?1

MUKPONSMLC MALE LOOKING tor a
tUtm to Slay during inierseaaion att
54*4377

LOOMNQ TO TAKE o«w lease •< Bran-

dywina. Townhousa or Pulbow Foripraig

seiiiasMf CaPMarybathattaasi orL»ai

TO $uaifT

AMHERST XXHlim FURNISHED room
av^abla t»2i>i/27 rant wagotiawa
Lauren S3>30S3

SMGLE ROOM AVAKABLC in Nor

mwood Apl tSOasmo to l*<e o»ar iie*»

starting Jan I Of Fab cal Meg 8e^ »:"-

nomayandeoiypf^daniialapt 400*

mctuded IdMl tor coupto 54B40«I

PUPTTON VILLAGE TWO l OOWmMai
.•antod lor large bedroom m h»aa
bedroom apamnem AyadaMaJan icaP
549^7188 avanino

MHO AN i$COBTT

CALL S-2123 BETWEEN HPM A .^AM

livery day lor an e* 'j»1 anywhara on SHW-
iiui Ptav it sa'i-

IN$TRUCTIOM

PMVATE GUITAR LESSONS ex^K^K'

vl ,iri 1 pat*"! les. 'If Pr^'<x»i(V»

II .i's icMigwiiiinii !t<t.!('> feaOiH'^ "

prov»MK>n Right on pu* kne Dc?«ij

649-4 TBS

PASCAL TUTOR REASONAR.E r.

R-i 1107

PtOFi$$IONAl TYPINO $iRVICt

PAPERS. CASES DISSERTATIONS
bto. on-Cam(iu-. ••.IsriiMl.i.

5»4-79?4 N.rv V

- SPEEDY KEYS
vice ?S6 100.''

"Xpert, relitfile »»<

$PANI$H TUTORINO * TRAN$iATION

HELP WITH EXAMS, grammar pronun

ciation 256^1002

lO$T

H.P. lie CALCULATOR m library lower

Please call 546 4 778 for reward

MASS LKIUOR ID m Credit Union

Reward ottered tor its return caH 256462<:

NOV . 28 1^0 velcro wallet dropped bet

ween Nope and GRC Need the IDs

Keep the casti as reward* Ptaaaa return

call Robyn 253-2959

LOST 1 1-25. gold Imk braceiet- very sen-

timental, reward"" Please call Tanya ai

549-6072 it found

I LOST A black solar calculator m a black

slip case I also isol a black Walkman witt

a live Tom Petty tape m it m SBA on Tues

day Nov 25 It either found, please call

Julie 54&9883

REWARD! FOR LOSTHPI 1C claculalor

Dan Brown carved on back call 549-5307

ANTIOUE PENDANT EARRING green

stone on Dec 3 on campus Call Christina

549-6048 reward

LOST PHONE NUMBER, Tab^Alice,

and Kendel can be reached at 6 9609 lor

the rest ot Ihe semester T hanx Matt ar^d

Geott- we love you'

FOUND

RIDE WANT!

D

$TUOY-TOUR IN China, June 2 2-July

28, 1987 $33SO contact Prol Droka,

Hanar 63* or coll SI330, avenli>gs,

2S3BII4.

ROOM AVAILABLE IN house ori NPiea-

sant walking distance from campus for 1

or 2 people start )an or Feb caU 549-S732
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SPORTS

UMass swimmers sweep toweekend wins
Men rout the

Chiefs, 139-78
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian StafT

University of Massachusetts men's swim-

ming head coach Russ Yarworth wasn't at

all concerned that his team might lose to

a weaker Springtleld College team In fact,

Yarworth wiis s*t confident that he used the

meet as an opportunity to experiment with

hts lineup.

Starting several racers in new slots, Yar-

worth got to see what a few people could

do in new positions, and, in the meantime,

also got to see his squad swim to its third

victory without a l(^^, an easy, 139 78, win

over the Chiefs Saturday in Springfield.

"We swam well, it was a good meet," the

coach iaid. "It was a good meet to get kids

swimming different events which will give

me options for later in the year."

With seven swimmers returning to the

lineup after a one meet suspension for

missing practice, the Minutemen were no

match for the Chiefs as they rolled to 10

firatplace finishes including the first three

raMS of the meet.

"This was easier than we expected.

Springfield isn't as strong as it used to be."

Yarworth said.

The 400-yard medley relay team of senior

C(H:aptain John Turner, freshman Pete

Kobach. senior Mike Hoover, and junior

Jeff Piaget set the tone for the meet by

grabbing first in the opening event with

another UMass team of freshmen David

Ehle. John Gardiner. Bob Tilton and junwr

Jim Boudreau took second

Freshman Roger Kenned>' won the ensu

ing race, the l.OOOyard freestyle while

freshman Brian Mcl'er took the 200 vard

freestyle After a Springfield victory.

Turner took he 200 yard backstroke with

Ehle close behind in second before

freshman Will RiddeC took the 500 yard

ftvestyle to put the meet on ice

"Riddell's 500 was key. I think that's the

fa^est time for him. " Yarworth said of Rid

dell, who was swimming the race for the

first time this seaMin. "It was gtwd to see

him swim the .500 because we usually use

him on other events."

Junior Dan Hans^en took first in the
cnntiniifd iin ftofif IH

Women down

SC, 146-121

By LINDA DELiVORIAS
Collegian Staff

When four of your key swimmers are

unable to don their suits because of a varie

ty of illnesses, the call goes out to those who

would not necessarily receive the oppor

tunity to shine in the spotlight.

This was the scenario as the University

of Massachusetts women's swimming team

outlasted Springfield College, 146 121

Saturday afternoon at Springfield.

"I'm not really pleased with our perfor-

mance We were just lucky to pull this one
out. Springfield is a good team, and they

swam very well. I don't like to make ex-

cuses, but we were missing four swim
mers," head coach Bob Newcomb said.

"Our depth had a lot to do with the win.

It was a tough meet, but we just hung
together and swam well."

Pleased or not. the victory improved the

Minutewomen to 3-2 on the season ami was
the second-half of a two team UMass sweep
of both the men's and women's Springfield

College swim teams. The Minutemen easi-

ly defeated SC. 139 78. in a meet held

earlier in the dav-

* lit. Att II lu it-

( nllrfian piMilo by Haul Itramarai*

University of Massachusetts' Katy Krieger and the rest of the
Minutewomen combined with the men's team to sweep Springfield Col-

lege over the weekend. The women won, 146-121 while the men took the

Chiefs. 139-78.

"umen were sparked by a

quartet of divers, freshman Debbbie
Mullen, sophomore Debbie Irwia. and
seniors Lynn Summers and Georgia Wood

In individual events. Lisa Bernier cap-

tured the 100-yard butterfly with a per

sonal best time of 1:10.59. and Noelle

Southwick claimed the meet's best time,

2:38.61. m the 200 yard butterfly

Allison Uzzo was a triple winner for

UMass. notching first place finishes in the

1.000 and 500 freestyle, and turning in a

t ''.ir performance as a nwmber of the 400

att .-^lyle relay team.

.'\fter posting a 3 2 slate after five meets
the Minutewomen will have a five-week
respite before challenging cross-town rival

Amherst College on January 13.

"It's good to have the rest. It's an oppor
tunity to relax, get in training, and recover
from injuries." Newcomb said. "We're
traditionally a strong team in January, so
I'll expect a lot of good things."

Hard work paying off for Fall post-season awards mount

the men^S basketball team Foothall neia hockey players are honored

Gerlufsen pleased
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

With its dramatic. 65 62. last second vic-

tory over Boston University last Thursday

at the Curry Hicks Cage, the University

of Massachusetts men's basketball team

may have served notice that last season's

lethargic 9 19 team is dead.

Leading for all but 38 seconds of the

game, the Minutemen got a layup by senior

guard Carl Smith and a pair of free throws

by sophomore forward Sean Mosby to pull

out the win.

"Last year we had the tendency to think

that if you were a gr-eat athlete then that

was good enough," UMass head coach Ron
Gerlufsen said. "I think people physically

mature in a year and our endurance and

conditioning in practice has helped us at

the end of the game."
Gerlufsen. who has openly said that last

year's team was not as tough as it should

have been, has been emphasizing both

mental and physical toughness this season

and hopes that the team's attitude after

two games is an indication of things to

come.
"I'm just real pleased with the attitude

and the work habits so far. After the disap-

pointing loss to UConn (58-54 at Storrs) —
a game we could have won — we could have

turned the other way," Gerlufsen said.

"Last year if the team was pushed, it would

give in to the pain threshold."

With the win, the Minutemen evened

their record to 1-1 but, perhaps mure im

portantly, proved to themselves that the

hard work and extra effort this season

hasn't been for nothing. Had the team not

improved its work habits, sophomore
center Duane Chase is one person who
doesn't think the team would bave beaten

BU
"It wouldn't have happened if we

hadn't." said Chase, who added that

Gerlufsen has been pushing team con-

fidence. "It's been that way since the start.

This year we're a lot more confident in

ourselves."

"We went through one of the toughest

pre .season's I've ever been through and it

has paid off so far. I give all the credit to

our preseason." Smith said after Thurs-

day's win.

Gerlufsen's team will find out a lot more
about itself after the conclusion of a three-

game week which begins tomorrow night

versus Keene St. at the Curry Hicks Cage
and concludes Saturday against Nor-

theastern at the Cage. The Minutemen will

also travel to the University of New Hamp-
shire to baitle the Wildcats on Thursday
night.

Foul Shots: Current scoring averages

after two games are as follows: Smith ( 13.5

points-per-game). junior guard Lorenzo Sut-

ton (11.51. sophomore forward Joe Fennell

(8.0l. junior forward Wilbert Hicks (7.0),

Mosby (6.0), freshman guard Cary Herer

(4.5), junior forward Fitzhugh Tarry (2.0),

sophomore guard Mike Mundy (2.0), and

freshman guard Chris Bailey (0.0). Senior

guard Bill Hampton, injured sophomore

David Brown (broken jaw), and freshmen

Sean Nelen and Eric Coleman have yet to

appear in an official game.

By LINDA DELIVORIAS
and JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Awards for fall perfor-

mances continue to pour in

as seven University of

Massachusetts athletes in

two sports were honored for

their achievements.

Three members of first

-

year head coach Jim Reid's
8-3 football team garnered
selection to the Coca Cola
Sportswriters All-New
England team while four

members of Pam Hixon's
field hockey team were
named to the College Field

Hockey Coaches Association

AH America team.

The football players,

seniors Al Neri, a fullback,

and Stan Kaczorowski. an
offensive guard, along with

junior linebacker John
McKeown were named to

the team after al.so landing
first team All-Yankee Con-
ference honors two weeks
ago.

Neri led the Minutemen
in rushing with 801 yards
while Kaczorowski. a co-

captain, was a mainstay in

an offensive line which
opened gaps for Neri to

missed the season's final

two games with a knee
sprain. McKeown was the

team leader in tackles with

114 and was a member of

last year's Sportswriters'

team.

Meanwhile, field hockey
players Lisa Griswold.
Chris Korot, and Lynn
Carlson were named first

team selections to the All

America team while Lil

continued on page 19

Sports Information photo

Junior field hockey goalkeeper Lynn Carlson
was one of seven players who received post-

shoot through. The lineman season acclaim recently.
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• Brandeis clergy urge divestment.
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•Jazz at UMass. Page 10.

Students
speak of
drugs on
campus
By JEFFRY BARTASH
Collegian StafT

Editor'n note: This i* the firtt ofa aeriet on
drug use at the UnwersUy.

Paul, 23, graduated from the University

(^MaMachusetts with honors and now at-

tends its graduate school. He has a

girlfriend, lots (^ friends and comes from
a happy family... he also deals marijuana.

"A" a student, I only work part time.

Money is tight." he said, but adding. "1

don't make much profit. I'm selling it to

have an on-hand supply for myself."

Related story, page 3

About one nKmth ago, Paul bought a half

pound of sinsemilia, a potent form of man
juana. He sells it by eighths, quarters,

halves, and ounces, from prices ranging
from $35 to $126. Paul expects to make
$2,000, of which $1,500 will be UMed to pay
his supplier in Boston, who gave Paul the

drug expecting to be paid when Paul sold

it all

"I don't push it, I sell it to friends who
sell it to other friends," he said.

Clark, 23, a senior engineering student
who shares an o(f<ampus house with Paul,

sold small amounts of the drug "ecstasy"

last year. He received it in the mail from
a friend in Colorado and sold the chemical
by tenths of a gram at $10

Ek:8tasy, called a "designer drug" by law
ofTicials, is synthetic heroin in powder form
usually taken with water.

continued on page 6

CoO*«i«B . I by Bym* G«anMi««
HOLIDAY CHOPPING - Hatfield resident Amy Stone dramatizes the
quality of the freshly cut Christmas trees in downtown Amherst.

SGA referendum vote set for today
Ballot questions to a^k about maze, Coors, graduation date
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Elections coordinators have predicted a high turnout for

the Student Association Government referendum today

asking students if they want the graduation date chang
ed, Coors beer in the Campus Center and if the maze
sculpture should be rebuilt.

The ballot questions are:

•Should the administra-

tion rebuild the^rnaze
located next to the Warren
B. McGuirk Alumni
Stadium?
•Should the administra-

tion hold graduation on its

originally scheduled date of

May 30, 1987?
• Should we have the

right to choose and purchase
Coors beer in the Student
Union/Campus Center
complex?

The maze, a chain-link fence labyrinth that stands near
the stadium, was due to be taken down because of its poor

condition.

Members of the "Save the Maze" committee collected

more than 2,000 student signatures in order for the

Undergraduate Student Senate to sponsor the

referendum.
At Wednesday's senate meeting, the graduation and the

Coors referendums were added to the ballot.

Coors beer cannot be sold in the Campus Center/Stu-

dent Union complex because the Board ofGovernors bann-

ed it two years ago on the basis that the Coors company
uses sexist, racist and anti-union hiring policies. The
board allocates space and funds to student groups that use

Where to vote:

the complex.
When the administration moved graduation date from

May 30 to May 24 some students responded by creating
the "Students for May 30, 1987 Graduation" committee.
The committee members are against the date move and
want the students to decide.

Mary Rita Kropp and Lynne M. Murphy, SGA elections

coordinators, said they have not yet run into any problems

concerning preparations
for the vote.

Hatch 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Worcester DC. ..11:15 a.m. to 2 p.m. and 4:46 p.m. to 6:45

p.m.

Franklin D.Cl 1:30 a.m. to 2:15 p.m. and 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.

Berkshire D.C... 10:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. and 4:15 p.m. to

7:15 p.m.

Hampshire D.C. ..10:45 a.m. to 1:45 p.m. and 4:30 p.m.

to 6:30 p.m.

Past election coordinators

have faced various problems

in preparing elections. The
Registrar's Office failed to

provide alphabetical lists

with the names of voters for

October's senatorial elec-

tions and referendum vote

because they were not given

enough time to prepare

them.

But this time that office has provided the lists on time,

according to Kropp. In addition, except for for Hampshire

Dining Commons, all time slots for ballot box staffers had

been filled as of last night, she said.

(See voting schedule]

Murphy said, "Everything is running smoothly;
everything is all set. Everyone's just got to come out and
vote."

The coordinators are urging anyone interested to go to

Dickinson Hall tonight at 7:30 p.m. to count the referen-

dums. Kropp predicted the counting will last about three
hours.

Forum on
recruiting
ban set
for tonight
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian StafT

The Campus Center Board of GoverncNrs

has scheduled a fuiim to discuss its pro-

posal to ban military recruitment on the

Campus Center Concourse tonight at 7:30

p.m. in Campus Center room 163.

The board prop«>sed the ban because the

military's hiring policies discriminate on
the basis of sex and sexual preference.

The board allocates space and funds to

groups who use the Campus Center St u

dent Union complex. The board has a ven
dor coordinator who group.s are suppcMed
to apply to when they want table space oo
the concourse.

The armed forces hiring policies violate

board and University policy, according to

board Vice Chairman Mark Friedman.
"We ask [military representatives! ques

tions as to whether they discriminate and
they (k> so we can't give them lable space.

"

Friedman said.

Arthur Hillson, director of University

Placement Services, said in the past his ol*

fice "would request through proper chan-

nels for a recruiter to be given acxesa to the

concourse."

"Each employer gives us a statement of

their affirmative action policy," which is

kept on record, Hillson said.

Hillson noted that over the past few years

there have been changes in University

policy concerning companies that
discriminate.

Hillson said he was planning to attend

the forum tonight.

Lieutenant Colonel Gordon, professor o(

military .science at the University's Army
continued on page 15

**Agent '* exposed;
taken into custody
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

In the la.st month, members of the Radical Student

Union have been hounded, hassled and arrested, but at

lea.st they don't have to worry about the Joint I>eployment

Agency.

The agency doesn't exist. But a mysteriou.s non-student

who flashed a "JDA" badge and talked darkly about do-

ing "investigations" of the RSU gave group members a

scare yesterday before being taken into custody as a fraud

by University police.

Micheal H. Fleming was questioned at police head-

quarters for about two and a half hours, and Department
of Public Safety Gerald T. O'Neil said Fleming was releas-

ed at about 3:30 p.m. He was not arrested.

"We just don't know what his motive is. We're continu-

ing to check him out," O'Neil said.

A police officer said the name Fleming gave on an ap-

parently illegitimate Soviet Mission ID matched that on
his New York State driver's license.

Fleming arrived at the group's office around 12:30 p.m.

yesterday and started asking questions about recent anti-

CIA protests led in part by the RSU, said member Ed
Cook.
Cook said that at first, he thought Fleming was just one

more of many people who have come to the RSU for in-

formation recently.

"But he started asking too many pointed questions with

no real point," Cook said. "He was beating around too

specific a bush."

Fleming claimed his "agency" wais an arm of the United

Nations. As group members gathered in the office, inter-

rogating Fleming as to his purposes, some checked out

his claim with the UN and found it was false.

After a time, the members quietly called police and a

reporter helped stall Fleming in the Student Union
building long enough for them to get there.

continued on page 6
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Brandeis chaplains plan
fasts to urge divestment
WALTHAM (AP) - Three Braiideis

University chaplains, backing the anti-

divestment call of students who staged an

all-night "study-in" at the library, said

yesterday they would fast during lunches

to protest the university's South African-

related holdings.

About 25 students, faculty members and
the chaplains held a rally that was
"definitely a kickofl" event for large-scale

actions," said the Rev. Diane Moore, pro

testant chaplain. She declined to discuss

the fasts further until thi- chaplains meet
tomorrow morning.
The noon-time fasts are planned each day

until Feb. 1, when a daylong fast will be

held if Brandeis still holds the investments,

said Jay Ruderman, president of the stu-

dent senate.

He said the students also planned further

protests to put pressure on the university

to divest.

"There is a group of about 100 to 200

students who are going to continue pro-

testing and escalating their action," he
said. "I think the rest of the migority of the
student body is in support of their action."

The library was back to "business as

usual" after the protest by about 100
students who "trickled out during the

course of the night," said university

spokesman Steve Cohen. No arrests or in-

cidents were reported.

"The university'.s position is they can pro

test and demonstrate all they want as long

as they don't interfere with the rights of

others," he said.

Students upset over the trustees' decision

to wait until May before evaluating the

divestment issue said the demonstration
was not their last on the 3.500-student cam-
pus in this Boston suburb.

"There's a strong feeling that what
Brandeis is doing is unjust and they're ig-

noring the students and the faculty." said

Ruderman, a junior majoring in political

science.

APPkoto
Two men from the Alameda County coroners office remove one of

the six people, including two little girls shot to death early yesterday
in Oakland, Calif.

Eight shot in California;

Six die, two injured

Supreme Court tells police
to knock before entering
Forced entry results in case dismissal

OAKLAND. Calif. (AP)- Six people, in

eluding two young children, were sh9t to

dMth early yesterday and two others were
wmmded when two gunmen kicked in the

door of their house and opened fire, police

said.

A relative ofone of the wounded said the

slayings might have stemmed from an
argument over a pit bull dog.

"It appears to be some kind (rf'a dispute,"

said Lt. Richard Brierly. "We saw ncrtiiing

to indicate any kind of drug activity."

Brierly said police believe they know the

motive for the slayings, but declined to

comment further. "The motive would ap-

pear to be so senseless and trivial that most
of us couldn't understand it," he said later.

Killed were two men, two women and two
young girls, aged two and three, Brierly

said. Two people, a man and a three-month
old boy, were wounded in the attack and
were hoapitalized. An older women in the
house at the time was not ii\)ured.

Police said they believed two people were
responsible for the shootings, which took

place about 5 a.m.

BOSTON (AP) - The Massachusetts
Supreme Court reminded police officers

yesterday to knock before entering a
subject's home unless they have court per-

minion to burst in unannounced.
In a bri^. unanimous opinion, the high

cwut overturned the conviction of Anthony
L. Manni on 1984 charges that he possess-
ed cocaine with intent to sell. At the same
time, the justices upheld Manni's convic
tions on three related charges of
distributing cocaine.

"It IS agreed that the search warrant did
not authorize an entry without the person
executing the warrant knocking and an
nouncing himself." wrote Justice Herbert
Wilkins.

Massachusetts law does allow for "no-
knock" warrants in special circumstances

where police can convince a judge that

pausing to knock first would jeopardize the

investigation. But in this case, police did

not obtain such a warrant.

During Manni's trial in Suffolk Superior
C<Hirt, a police (^icer testified that he went
to a side door of Manni's premises, tried the

doorknob and found that the door was
unlocked.

"Through glass panes in the door, he
could see the defendant seated at a desk.

He rapped on the door with his right hand
and simultaneously opened it with this left

hand." Wilkins recounted. 'He announc
ed that he was a police officer 'as soon as
he got in the room'

"

The officer testified that he did not pause
after knocking because he was concerned
that the defendant was armed.

SAVE THE MAZE
THE MAZE, A UMASS LANDMARK
IS SCHEDULED TO BE TORN DOWN

THE SAVE THE MAZE COALITION
IS OPPOSED TO THIS DECISION.

WE BELIEVE THE MAZE SHOULD BE
RESTORED TO ITS ORIGINAL CONDITION

.F YOU AGREE

VOTE YES
ON TODAY'S REFERENDA QUESTION

THE MAZE • A UMASS TRADITION
SPONSORED BY THE SAVE THE MAZE COALITION

1

C«a«CtMi Phat* by Nick

WATER WORKS WOPTOERS- Two studenU ei\|oy the scenery around Paradise Pond behind
Smith CoUeee in Northampton. •

Students are asked about drug problems
By NORIKO OTAKE
Collegian Correspondent

Most University of

Massachusetts students
surveyed think it is easy to

obtain drugs on campus and
some students said there is

a drug problem at UMass.

Of 13 students randomly
interviewed yesterday in

the Campus Center Con-
course, Coffee Shop and the
Hatch, seven students
recognized the existence of

the drug problem, while 4
students denied it. Two
students said they didn't

know.

*i don't think it's a big

problem. It's a bit of a pro-

blem. I see a lot of drugs. If

I want drugs, there will be

no problems to get

anything. " Jan Ruhl, a

sophomore park administra-

tion major said.

Leynep Hicsasmaz, a

graduate student in the food

engineering department,
said, "I live in a residential

area, I see people really get-

ting crazy because of drink-

ing or drugs. They talk m
an obnoxious way using a

lot of four letter words. They

scream, yell, and kick

things. It's a kind of van
dali^m,"

"It's worse when they are

under stress, like finals

time or when midterms are

coming up. As an individual

they don't do bad things. As
people get together, they go
wild." Hicsasmaz said.

Lisa Tarpley

Mary Anne Saunders, a

senior communication ma-
jor, said. "We have a drug
attitude problem here. Peo-

ple think it's cool. They see

it as acceptable behavior.

They put other people down
for not using drugs."

David Grossman, a senior

communication major.

said,"Drugs are all around

me if I go out. People do it

openly after hours. One
reason for that \» bars close

too early. When people want
lo do more things after that,

ihev do drugs
"

"It's a part <^ basic life.

It's as common as going to

classes. It's a part of col

lege." Grossman said.

Guy Letourneau, a

graduate Engineering stu

dent. said. "People abuse

alcohol and drugs without

control. The University

should do more to curtail

availability of illegal

drugs."

Joni Magee, a junior

public health m^jor, said,

"There is a drug problem

throughout the whole socie-

ty. This is just one
manifestation of it at the

University."

Daniela D'Appolito, a

junior art history major,

said. "I don't think there

are more drug problems

here than other univer-

sities. I've never seen people

pushing drugs to another."

Jan Ruhl
James Lavoie. a junior

political science major, said.

"I see people using drugs,

but the vast majority of peo-

ple are not doing it. And
those who are doing it, just

do it on occasional basis."

Lisa Tarpley. a senior

fashion marketing major,

said. "There were serious

drug problems in 1983 and
1984. It tapered down a lot."

Leynep Hicsasmaz

Club sells X-mas ornaments;
money to aid abused children
By RICK SANTOS
Collegian Correspondent

The UMass Marketing Club is giving a Christmas pre-

sent to kids they don't know this year, and their generosi-

ty brought them high praise yesterday.

The UMass Marketing Club is selling Christmas tree

ornanments in the Campus Center to benefit The
Brightside for Families and Children in West Springfield.

Paul Kenny, vice president of the Marketing Club, came

up with the idea of helping abused and neglected children

at the non-profit children's center. Kenny said that

Brightside wanted students to contribute by selling the

ornaments at the Holyoke Mall at Ingleside, but that was

too impractical, so the sale is being held on the Campus

Center concourse.

Bonnie Dowd, a spokewoman for Brightside, said, "We

are especially grateful for the support we are receivmg

from UMass and the Marketing Club. They re showing

great compassion at Christmastime." Dowd said that she

hopes that many other colleges will follow suit.

Brightside serves many functions for underprivileged

children including a group home for children ages 6 to

16. Dowd said, "Twenty children are not going home for

Christmas this year."

The ornaments, which cost one dollar, were on sale

Man threatened
with shotgun
Police seek male suspect

A two-car accident at the intersection of Pine Street and

East Pleasant Street at 1:09 a.m., Sunday, resulted in in

juries to four people, police said.

Both cars were traveling northbound on East Pleasant

Street "at a high rate of speed," police said, when they

skidded through a stop sign at the end of the road, drove

into a fire hydrant and into the yard of 388 Pine St.

The first car, driven by a 21 year old man, crashed into

the porch and the stairs of the house. The second car,

driven by another 21 year^Id man, smashed into the rear

of the first car. police said.

A 21 year old University of Massachusetts woman, the

passenger in the first vehicle, went through the wind

shield and was admitted to Cooley Dickinson Hospital in

Northampton. Three others sustained minor injuries and

were taken to the University Health Services, police said.

Both cars received heavy front end damage Police are

still questioning witnesses and expect to issue citations

when the investigation is completed, police said.

•An 18 year^jld UMass man was threatened with a

shotgun and engaged in a fight at 111 a.m. Sunday in

the Newman Center parking lot. police said. Police are

seeking a 19 to 20 year-old male suspect

A car passed by the UMaas man almost hitting him. and

then stopped, after the UMas.s man yelled something The

suspect grabbed a shotgun from his car trunk and waved

it in the victim's face. Two other men. who were in the

car, took the gun away from their friend, police said.

•An Amherst resUurant's pizza delivery car was

reported stolen at 2:49 p m Sunday from a residence on

North Pleasant Street, police said The car, which was left

running while the driver was making a delivery, was

found later on Sunday, police said.

•An Amherst man is being charged with assault after

attacking a man at 10:40 a.m. Saturday at a South East

Stre<'t residence, police said The victim was picking up

his daughter at her mother's hou.se when a friend of the

mother's assaulted him. police said.

•An 18-year old Hatfield man was cited for speeding

after he lost control of his car at 12:14 am Sunday and

drove onto the lawn of 447 Bay Rd.. police said.

•A 19 yearold Shutesbury man was arrested and charg-

ed with malicious damage to property after he threw a

block of cement through an apartment window at 11:09

p.m.. Friday at Puffton Village, police said The man was

denied entry to a party at that residence shortly before

he smashed the window, police said.

• Police arrested a 22 year old Shrewsbury man charg-

ing him with driving drunk, a failure to stay in his lane

and disorderly conduct Saturday at 2:10 a.m. on Pine

Street

A 19 year old North Andover woman was also arrested

at that time because she became disorderly when her

friend the man arrested, police said.

LAURA TOMASETTI

yesterday and will be on sale today ft"om 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Kenny said that if you caimot get to the sale on campus,

then you can buy the same ornaments at the Holyoke Mall

at Ingleside.

"The sale kicked off November 28 at Ingleside and will

continue until Christmas Eve. The booth at Ingleside is

staffed entirely by volunteers working from 10 a.m. to 10

p.m." Dowd said. "We're still looking for volunteers and

need as many as we can get." Anyone interested in help-

ing should contact Paul Kenny of the Marketing Club.

Kenny said that he hoped to sell between 500 and 750

ornaments. Yesterday at 10 a.m., one hour into the sale,

they had already sold fifty.

Dowd said that Brightside collected ten thousand dollars

last year from the ornaments and hopes to double that

figure during this holiday season.

Prior to working for Brightside, Dowd worked at UMass

in the Development Center, and said she has strong feel-

ings toward the University. "The Marketing Club is help-

ing financially and is informing the public. That in itself

is another gift," she said.

Kenny said, "This could reflect well on students and the

campus." Dowd said, "Kids are the world. It's evident that

kids are the world to the students at the University as

well. My best Christmas present would be to see all the

kids go home to a family."

McDonalds denies
fast-food findings
By RICK SANTOS
Collegian Correspondent

A spokeswoman from the McDonald's Corporation has

a beef with a new book that says the fast food chains turn

^(X>d food into bad.

Dr. Micheal Jacobson and his associates at the Center

for Science in the Public Interest have written a book

that outlines, compares, and contrasts the nutrients and

ingredients of evervthing from hamburgers to salads

.served at major fast food resturants. Until now, this in-

formation has mostly been a secret to consumers, so they

have been "buying blind," Jacobson said

The center's new Fast Food Guide warns readers that

harmless looking chicken nuggets are "injected with

ground up chicken skin, and a small order contains twice

as much fat as a regular fa.st food hamburger."

But McDonald's spokeswoman Terri Capatostro said,

"That's a lie. Chicken McNuggets are made with whole

cuts of thigh or breast meat that is dyed. There is a small

percentage of chicken skin left on those nuggets made

from breast meat."

Capatostro also took issue with Jacobsons contention

that the fat content in fast food hamburgers is too high

at 20 percent after frying. Jacobson made the claim in

urging people to opt for roast beef sandwiches instead.

Capatostro said, 'The 20 percent fat figure is good. Our

hamburgers are leaner than most bought at a super-

market and anything else in the industry."

Jacobson said, "The quality of the food is fine, but the

problem is the way the food is prepared." He blasted the

restaurants for frying in beef fat and the fact that

"mayonaise is thrown onto everything."

He said the restaurants are "turning perfectly good

food into unhealthy food."

Capatostro said Jacobson and his colleagues were alar-

mists who were twisting facts and blowing things out

of proportion.

Capatostro said she eats McDonald's food every day.

She said she has a "very healthy diet" and is in "very

good shape."

You can eat a well balanced diet at McDonald's just

as you can at home," she said.
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Beached wales studied
BOSTON (AP) - More than 50 pilot

whales that beached last week on Cape Cod

apparently were the victims of foul

weather, a risky decision to venture after

squid m an enclosed bay and an unknown

"fatal error," biologists theorize.

The mass beaching, which resulted in the

deaths of an estimated 26 whales, was

preceded by gale-force winds and an

unusually high tide. Greg Early, assistant

curator of the New England Aquarium and

rescue team leader, said yesterday.

In addition, because virtually all the

whales were calves or adult females -

some of the them pregnant - they wanted

to increase their strength through "ag

gressive foraging.'" That made them will

ing to seek squid in areas other whales like-

ly would have avoided. Early said.

Cape Cod Bay is such an area, he said,

because it is a "natural trap " in which land

wr^ps around a body of water and there is

no eastwardly escape route.

"In conditions like that, a ver\ small

mistake can be disastrous," Early said.

"We don't know what that mistake was."

Ninety-four whales died at the same

place when they took a deadly veer two

years ago
Aquarium Direcu»- John Preacott said ex

aminations would continue this week on

pieces of tissue, bones and other body paru

taken from dead whales to glean more m

formation on the miakeup and health of the

pod.

The scientists unveiled the theory at a

news conference called to summarize their

efforts, which began Wednesday with a

report by garbage collectors that whales

were stranding on First Encounter Beach

in Eastham
Once at the scene, biologists and

volunteers discovered that although most

of the whales were in Eastham. the

beaching stretched along 20 miles of Cape

Cod coastline

Biologists had said there were 28 dead

whales, but Early said yesterday it ap-

peared there were only 26 because several

were apparently counted twice.

About two dozen whales pushed off

beaches remained unaccounted for, while

three young males trucked two hours to the

aquarium last week continued to show

signs of improved health

The whales swam pla>'fully for reporters

and photographers who watched them

roam around a 60,000 gallon tank

Early said two of the whales, which range

in length from 8 and one-half to 9 and one

half feet and weigh 600 -1.000 pounds, were

taking enough food to maintain their

health He said third was eating, but not

the 30-plus pounds of squid and hemng it

would take in the wild.

All three continuid to receive antibiotics.

F
Y
I

CcoUy Dickinson Hospital wdl offer Freedom from Smoking, a class

to help people quit smoking, today in the third-floor classroom of

the hospital. Persons taking the class must pre-regiBter.

The class, which is part of a seven part program, is co-sponsored

by the American Lung Association.
. ,. ..w l"u„*u^

Tickets for the Dec 14 performance ofHandel s Messiah by the

University of Massachusetts Chamber Choir and the Chamber

Ochestra are on sale at the Fine Arts Center box office now. Only

those with reserved sitting will be admitted at the door.

"The Yoruba". an exhibition ofphotographs by Prof John Pember-

ton, is now being held in the Robert Frost Library at Amherst Coir

Use It will last until Dec. 22.
. *« ^ .

Pemberion has studied the art ofthe Yoruba people ofSouthwestern

Nigeria since 1971. ^
n
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Lemon law is praised
BOSTON (AP) - Massachusetts con

sumers have won an imporUnt victory in

a federal court decision that forces

automakers to submit to arbitration in

disputes over "lemons," according to At

torney General Francis X. Bellotti and

Consumer Affairs Secretar>- Paula Gold.

Consumer advocates joined state officials

yesterday in praising the US District Court

for upholding the state's "lemon law" and

ordering Chrysler Corp. to submit to

arbitration.

"It's extremely important. " Josh Kratka,

a consumer attorney for the Massachusetts

Public Interest Research Group, said of the

ruling by US District Judge Mark Wolf

"Unless Chrysler appeals, it will put an

end to this pretty bold attempt to subvert

the lemon law. and consumers can continue

to get the benefits of this tremendous pro-

tection," Kratka said.

In September. Chrysler had sought to

avoid art)itration of a routine consumer ac-

tion under the amended lemon law. citing

federal rules that permit the removal of

certain civil cases from state courts, late

last week. Wolf rebuffed the car maker and

denied access to federal court.

"Basically, ifthat w«re to happen - aside

from the fact that we think it was uncall-

ed for — it would have defeated the entire

purpose of the arbitration program. It

would have literally turned every arbitra-

tion into a federal case," Kratka said.

Assistant Attorney General Sherry Yee

Mulloy agreed the ruling was important fw

consumers.

(B>

presents

asimplelesson
in econcMTiics.
Introducing the Greyhound Student Discount fare.

BIO: FRANK FAULKNER
United Press International

correspondent in Vietnam and

Thailand, northern Europe and

the Soviet Union. Professional

photographer in eastern Europe

and Latin America. Former City

Editor of the Springfield

Daily News. Ph.D from the

University of Massachusetts-Amherst.

Lecturer at the University.
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Learn how t^sy ii is \o got awa> when
you go Greyhound.

Right now , Greyhound is offering a

new Student Discount program. Which
meanb you get a big S25 off the price of any

(ireyhound round-trip, maximum-fare

iick(*i, S15 off any round-trip ticket costing

S75 or more and S5 off any round-trip

ticket costing S45 or more.

Just bring the attached coupi^n ak)ng

with your current college I.D. card to your

local Greyhound l^icket Agent for detail.

With a price this low, it's time you got

off campus, ^'iih a Greyhound Student

Discount fare.

Greyhound • 1 780 Mam Street • 78 1
- 1 50

1

Cut out the coupon and
cut out of town.

^ iih ihc Greyhound SiuJcni Diwuuni Uu \.»u'll

receive $25 oft ihe pn^c ol any mx\imum taic. rttund tnp

ucket , $15 oft any round-tnp ticket costing S7S nr more,

and S5 off any round-tnp ucket costing S45 or more

Simply bnng this coupon and sour current college

ID card to the Greyhound ticket locauon in vimr lown.

Oiler i:>»>J lot ^olkdfsiihifnixinlv SiM \jIiJ !.>« irjvcl II .'f>it6 il.i..,<^li 11 ((iNdtfiJ

L' .' J Ml lliri>u»!h 1-
'

' t«i Nil iHhi-l JlKimiils jppis I uWris it. f...iiii4ii.lii<l>(c Ihli.

kjLJon .rtJc. .'nRinjiiii^ Ifom >clriioJ I.H.JUOIU Ask \.>ui *>it\h.>uiiJ lukci A<«ii Im

Jfiiiii OfloT irnptfin lihruarv 1 I""!"

^^CX>GREYHOUND
- J*^ ""* leave the driving to us!

t'urmii cnUegr I D oill tw n^uurJ l.w iKici pualuv mJ u ihc iinv ii uw
I (iicit guuJ lur iravd only (hnju(ti 4 IH^ Vnv rr>iriLiii«u tnil\ Srr GfrytiiiunJ

lor lionpliit ikUilt Prita ubtn.'i lo ..tuiifr wuhoui noiict C \'m> (irrytwunJ Ijias. Inc

Spnngticld

WMass
is really

fortunate to

have a

daily ..."

I the

Collegian

students get

a lot more
out of

journalism

classes. They

pay attention

and partici-

pate more
because they

have endured

more of the

problems."

It's a

great place

to get clips

and learn, i

think all

journalism

students

should work

for the

Collegian."
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The Collegian. We Build Careers
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jK drugs
continued from page I

'Ecstasy isn't good for you, but there are

advantages," Clark said, it opens up your

mind. It makes you feel so good and happy

about yourself It's very emotional.""

Like Paul, and other drug dealers inter

viewed whose names have been changed at

their request. Clark said he dealt drugs not

for pure monetan.' profit, but to provide a

free supply for himself.

Students who deal drugs can earn from

$300 to $500 for two weeks to one month s

• work All except one interviewed said

they are not afraid of getting caught.

Although students who deal m low

volumes seldom receive the attention of

police, altogether they represent a major

supply to <irug users on campus — adding

to the local and national concern over

drugs.

Burt. 20. a sophomore who lives on cam-

pus and who has sold cocaine and mari

juana since last year, said he sells drugs

"to make money and then do them free
'

He said cocaine sells best at the beginn

mg of semesters when students have extra

money, but sales drop off quickly.

i don't think anyone here has enough

money to get aiWicted to coke, " said Burt.

a former membw of a UMaas varsity spwts

team

He 'buys OKame by the "eightball."

which is three-and a half grams, for $265

He cuts it with a gram of white powder.

usually a vitamin, and sells quarter grams

for $25. half grams for $50 and grams for

$100.

He and his roommate J»mi, 20. bought a

quarter-pound of marijuana a month ago

and sold it m little more than two weeks.

"First, it was slow, then word got

around," Jimi said.

Burt and Jimi said they never sell drugs

to people they don't know and are discreet.

but Burt is still afraid of getting caught

"Police and firefighters can enter any

room they want during a fire alarm. That's

bull I know people busted because of that,"

V.A ooiH "Why did they choose those

rooms?"

Jimi said he is hesitant about dealing

again.

"Before dealing. I thought of myself but

after 1 went home and talked to my mother

and she was saying how good I turned out.

I thought about it. I thought about if she

knew ..
" he said, his voice trailing off

Kirk. 20, a freshman in the Stockbridge

School of Agriculture said he doesn't see

much cocaine on campus, but he does it

when offered.

"Cocaine to me is like sex. If somebody

wants to give it to me, I'll take it, but I'm

not going to pay for it," he said

Zeke. 20, an exchange student, said

students at his school smoke more pot and

take more hallucinogens than UMass
student*
Two weeks ago. he tried LSD for the first

time He IS not sure why. but said. "Before

vou judge .something, vou have In ex

perience if

Most of those interviewed said they use

drugs to relax after studying, to becom**

sociable or because they are bored

"When I'm not high. I'm kind of quiet."

Clark said, while pausing to inhale some

pot smoke When I'm high. I'm a social

butterfly"

Some said they use drugs to help them

study

"When I paint and sometimes I'm in a

slump, I'll take a bong hit. " said Dana, an

art major. "I sit there and look, then say

- that's it""

Paul said drugs are harder to get now
than four years ago because of increased

government attempts to stop the flow and

because of media publicity. "When kids

start turning parents in, it's definitely not

conducive to the free flow of drugs."

Clark agrees: "I think drugs are becom-

ing leas popular. The younger kids today

are against drugs."

HAIR & TANNING SALON
TWENTY-FOUR MAIN ST

NORTHAMPTON, MA
584-9982

LOOKING FOR A HOME — Senior Stephanie Sallah and her fiance

Ken Tasluy examine "Ruth's DoUs of Florence*'

• agent
continued from page 1

As Fleming walked back towards the

RSU office, one of the two officers in-

tercepted him Fleming kept walking, ac

compamied by the officers who were ask

ing him to identify himself, until he got to

the fourth floor. Then he agreed to go with

the oftlcers to headquarters.

Joe Rubin, who was arrested along with

60 other protesters last month, helped

police piece together the bizarre events of

the afternoon. "I'd rather stick to protests

from now on." Rubin said "That's where

my dedication lies, not with paranoia."

"That's UMaas," commented a police of-

ficer. 'Life in the Emerald City."

TlOaklng of Teaching

Middle School?

or High School?

Academic Disciplines Program

is offering a winter session

course for you
I

Com* to an infonnaiion meeting

December JO 4-5 PM Roow tOO

Furcolo H«ll (545-31 26)

MMlwClMt
Imlitutaot

America

TiM Wh«l*ty Inn As On* « TM
Tap 90 R««t«ufsnl* In The Mation.

•IM 9fct Ca/wn Cntr—

»,a, » jii««i.l*«oMoC»-i«ienL*«« I

Auto
Glass
Center

SAME DAY SERVICE

BILLED DIRECTLY
TO INSURANCE CO.

WINDSHIELDS
REPLACED

North Amherst
Motors

l?l 6i No. Amfieril . t4<> /aSO

Or PV*» Bu» \.<rt\
Mnii Manx C'rdit Cardi Acccoica

im^:^r^
^^^/i^ma^

i
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HAPPY
HOLIDAYS...

Make This Season

Special With a Gift From

Le Boudoir

DON'T MISS OUR
•'Gentleman Only Night"
Thurs, Dec 11 • 6-10 PM • Refreshments Served

Carnage Shops Upper Lavel 233 N Pleasant St Amherst - 549 6915

Oac. Hours. MonSat 10-S:30 PM: Sun 12-5 PM; Fri till • PM
M'^^'H —

?

Hanukkah
Greeting Cards
Shore the beoufy andjoy of this special season.

(yot^wo \Jianukkali

^jUmVERSITY
mSTORE^

^«- MP 9-5
OPEN SAT10-3

A^MLXXXV Americcm Cnttings Corp.

AMERIGVN GREETINGS
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$2 OFF REG 12 16

STYLE CUTS
WITH THIS COUPON & STUDENT ID

STYLES BY DEBORAH
65 University Drive Amherst

549-5610 expires 12/30/86

Duinnt^ 1 Pt 'ttTSon 41'. L'> aS"')

NL.XT \K\\

TYPE-•RITE
SliRVICL!

l^flliPFRflr(^S|fiU!i^PINi;PlllCI!J

MWUSCRIPTf, ri.R.M I'M'IR niM.NG

J()( ) Ainher.st Rd-Bfk h(>rt(mji \V\ OlOOr

per pciir

Change your
tires NOW . . .

Si: .99* Alignment snd

HI balancing
^^ available

NorthAmherst Tire
A Auto Center

fun Service Tre Stora
rs S<«idwtan« IW Mo *inti««»l MA

S49-4704

NEW BOOKS ON ALL

SUBJECTS FOR XMAS
AT 40 -80% OFF
Publisher's list price

VALLEY BOOKS

Carriage Shops

Amherst

M-F 1030-530
SAT 10 5 SUN 12 5

M9-60S2 • VISA/MC

ONKYO
TA-2027B cossette deck vy/ith Automatic Music

Control System, two-year limited warranty

$175

Sound&Music
Mdlbank Place-351Pleas<int St Northampton • 584 9547

VISA. Master Card. A»T»«»tc»n E « press • Sb4 9S4^

Open Sundays 12-5

******************

HELP SUPPORT THE
UMASS CHEERLEADERS

BUY RAFFLE TICKETS AT:
DELANO'S, THE SPOKE, THE PUB,
AND AT BASKETBALL GAMES
1st Prize: Dinner for two at Delano's

2ncl Prize: Dinner of two at the Pub
3rd & 4th Prize - Obermyer Sl(i Parica

GRAND PRIZE:
Weekend for two at Red Fox Ski Lodge

Smuggler Notch, Vt

• TICKETS - $2.00 •

DRAWING DECEMBER 13th AT THE BASKETBALL GAME

4-

4-

SUPERIOR PIZZA
FREE DELIVERY

QUALITY PIZZA
AND GRINDERS

Call now for our

^ END OF SEMESTER SPECIAL
FREE LITER OF COKE WITH ANY LARGE PIZZA
FREE CAN OF COKE WITH ANY SMALL PIZZA

CALL 549-0626

OFFER EXPIRES DEC. 31, 1986 • MUST MENTION AD BEFORE ORDERING

4-

4>

4-

4-

1^

4-

4-

4-

4>

4'

4-

4
4
4
4
4
4-

»
4>

4>

4
4

IN NEED OF A JOB
INTERSESSION/SPRING POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Market Research Company seeking people for ennployment.

Flexible Hours - Make Your Own Schedule.

No Experience Necessary and No Selling Involved

^ Paid Training and excellent advancement

opportunities available

Office Located On UMass Campus

Call 549-7235 after 4:00 PM for an appointment.

Christmas
Candles

Holiday candles for a festive touch...

or as gifts of cheer and warmth.

Campus Center
^^.UNIVERSITYmSTORED
M-F 9-5 SAT 10-3

AMERICAN GREETINGS
MCMLXXXVAmenuin Creetingi Corp.

Christmas
Wraps and Trims

Dech your gifts in the season's finest!

AMERIG^N GREETINGS
MCMLXXXVAmericon Greetings Corp.
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Liberals got no respect
Simpleton barged into my room looking

very irate. He held a magazine. The Con-

servative, in his hand and he was waving

it around his head in exaggerated circles.

Jon Bowser

•Do you know what they're trying to do

now? They can't just leave well enough

alone! \Mvy those hippied out long haired

freaks ought to be on an island in the

Pacific Ocean or, better yet. stick them

out on the New Jersey Turnpike and-"

•Simpleton, " I interrupted, "what is the

matter?"
•Read this article Jon." Simpleton shov

ed the paper m my face The article was

titled -Liberals Want New National An

them"
"So what?" I tossed the paper back to

Simpleton. „ -.. o
•So what is all you can say? The Star

Spangled Banner is an American institu

tion. It contains the most powerful lyrics

of any song m existence. It oflers hope and

guidance for the future. It has led

thousands to truth and justice It

represents the American way of life and

stands for freedom"

•The song isn't that great "
1 .settled in

to a chair knowing this would be a long

visit
, _,

"What song could possibly replace The

Star Spangled Banner?" Simpleton

demanded "Perhaps we won*t have any

national anthem at all. Is that what you

liberals want?"
•Well we've been thinking about

America the Beautiful for starters."

"Never!" Simpleton snarled. "It's too

wimpy, too soft, too Jimmy Carterish and

too earthy-crunchy."

"Listen. Simpleton. The Star Spangled

Banner may be a good song but if we look

it over carefully I think we can find a few

flaws—"
"Flaws?!?" Simpleton was amazed.

"Francis Scott Key does not flaw. He

never flawed in his life! His parents never

flawed!"

"Well let's just look at the song objec

tively and see. o.k?"

"You won't convince me."

"I know that Simpleton. Let's see we

have *Oh say can you see...by the dawn's

early light '

"

"What's wrong with that''"

Well not everyone can see by the

dawn's early light. Take Los Angeles for

example. The smog there is so bad you

can't see by the afternoon's early light"

'Smog is a natural occurence."

I grabbed my Oxford American Die

tionary as a slow grin broke across my
face. I read "smog < smog) n. L fog polluted

smoke"
"That's mt picking and you know it."

"Granted it is nit-picking but what

about this line*' gave proof through the

night, that our flag was still there."
""

"That's the most powerful line in all of

history!" Simpleton was indignant

'What's wrong with it?"

"Times have changed, old buddy They

tested a one megaton nuclear bomb on an

isolated island that was one miU- long and

half a mile wide. In the center of the

island a flagpole was cemented into the

ground and they put up the old stars and

stripes. They dropped the bomb on the ex-

treme tip of the island half a mile from

the flag. Our flag was not still standing
"

"You made that up. I don't believe it."

"It's true. It says so right here in this

pamphlet 'Nuclear Testing on Islands and

Flags '
••

"Fine. Go ahead and change the na

tional anthem. Why don't you liberals

change the national bird while you're at

it?"

"We've been considering it. " I said.

"Benjamin Franklin wanted to use the

turkey as our national bird but I was s«-t

of hoping somebody would find one last

dodo bird somewhere and—"
Jon Bowser is a Coll^an cotumnttt

W*3<:..•*,»«-' .\A language
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"What is in the minds of the amateurs in the White House

that they think they can get in a plane, in a trench coat and

Irish passport, and march offto Iran and give the Iranians the

biggest propaganda victory they've had in six years ofthatwarf
** - Sen. Danipl Patrick Movnihan (DNY)

Random notes — UK news
My cousin Graham and his friend Dave just arrived in

the States from England, where they both work as

farmers. They'll be dc«ising " around the US for six weeks

then Dave will head to Australia and my cousin will go

home. So far they're having a good time. I think, although

theyre not sure what to make of their eccentric American

connection — me.

When I visited them 3 years ago. they never ceased

wondering why I was "dossing about" and not getting on

with a regular job They couldn't fathom the American

tradition d" extended maturation through extensive col

legiate (and otherwise) rambling. In England if you take

time off from college you might lose your government

grant, which you are lucky to get in the firrt place.

These blokes have gone to agricultural school, worked

on and off - mostly on - since age 15. and now they're

exploring the USA. They get pissed off because they've

been pub goers for years, yet here they're not permitted

to practice this unless they lie This is a land of laws, and

rules; hard to swallow, really.

In New England, my conservative British buddies

shiver, and check out somethings different - a visit to

a teepee in Leverett. and a Peace Pagoda (A woth. Last

weekend we flew over the Valley in a rented six-SMiter.

and banged a sharp right over UMass (which excee^Nl

two G's, or so the pilot said...); we saw some of the best

farmland in the state

I wish to lead them through some Hadley turnip opera-

tion; maybe I can. Americans are n<rt over on the Far

Right, as they hear in the UK They're riot all in the ex

ceptional Massachusetts, either, but some sure are. liv

ing here in a most liberal part of the mcwt liberal sUte

in the USA. and loving it.

Tuesday. December 9. 1986
" — —

Letters

Uphold policy
The Campus Center/Stu-

dent Union Board of Gover-

nors is responsible for the

administration of the table

vending program on the

Campus Center concourse.

The Board is obligated to

enforce its policies with

uniform fairness and in ac-

cord with University policy.

Owing to this mission, the

Board's table space policy

contains a non
nation clause that

eled on trustee

anguage. This clause pro-

irganizations which

discriminate on the basis of

(amongst other factors) sex

ual orientation from using

the concourse for recruit-

ment purp<Mies.

It is clear from Depart-

ment of Defense directives

and from a litany of court

cases that the US military

actively discriminates on

the basis of sexual orienta

ti<m. Consequently, it seems

that the BOG is obligated to

prohibit the military from

recruiting on the roncourse.

This issue is bound to

raise some controversy in an

otherwise non-controversial

area It should be

remembered that this is

simply a matter of an im-

partial application of the

rules that everyone m the

University community
must respect.

If you agree or disagree

with the University's poliqr

statement on discrimination

or ifyou have an opinion on

the BOGs enforcement of

that policy, then you should

attend tonight's public

forum in CC163 at 7:30 p.m.

As a concerned student, you

should know all the facts.

Mark W. Friedman
Vice Chairperson.

BOG

Tuesday, December 9, 1 986
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OPENINGS THROUGHOUT EASTERN MASS

GAIN VALUABLE RESUME EXPERIENCE THIS

SEMESTER BREAK IN MARKETING - ADVERTISING

PROMOTION - PUBLIC RELATIONS

• WORK IN YOUR HOMETOWN

• ALL MAJORS MAY APPLY

• FLEXIBLE HOURS AVAILABLE

• NO DOOR TO DOOR OR PHONE SALES INVOLVED

• CORPORATE TRAINING SEMINAR

• SCHOLARSHIPS AND INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE

• MUST HAVE USE OF A CAR

• WILL CONTINUE PART-TIME WHEN CLASSES RESUME

• POSSIBLE PAY INCREASE BEFORE SUMMER

INTERVIEW BEFORE EXAMS, START AFTER XMAS

Applications are being accepted on campus

Apply on: CONCOURSE

TODAY, TUESDAY DEC »th

Preterance is given to on campus applicants, If class

schedule conflicts call for Interview appointment.

MON-FRI, 2 pm - 6 pm

449-4362
For further Info contact

Student Employment Office In Whltm^e 239B
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The ballot questions...
Students who give a damn about the quality of their lives

at this school should take two minutes today and vote in the

Student Government Association elections. There are three

questions on the ballot:

•If you're looking for a racist corporation; if you're looking

for an anti-union corporation; if you're looking for a corpora-

tion that rapes the land —
Coors is the one.

The board of governors , a student advisory panel that

oversees the running of the Campus Center and Student

Union, recognizes this fact and last year decided not to allow

Coors to be sold in the complex.

Now some conservative students want to bring Coors back,

saying the board shouldn't be telling students what they can

and cannot buy. They point to the lopsided student vote last

year that said the board didn't have the right to ban Coors.

This small group doesn't want students to know the facts:

The company has asked prospective employees how often

they have sex. In 1984 its president told a group of black

business people that blacks were intellectually inferior to

whites and that "the best thing [slave traders] did is bring your

ancestors over here in chains." The company's leaders have

long been supporters of the New Right, which among other

things has backed the slashing of millions of dollars in aid to

college students.

These are just three examples, out of hundreds, of the com

pany's reprehensible behavior. If ever a company deserved to

be boycotted, Coors is the one. Students should proudly sup-

port the boycott by voting "no" on this question .

•While students snicker at or deface other pieces of art on

which the University has spent thousands, they flock to a

Universitv landmark that deserves to be spared eradication.

Students who vote "yes" today to preserve the Maze near

the football stadium should keep in mind that they might have

to pay a one-time fee oftwo or three dollars if the administra-

tion listens to them. But this is a small price to pay for a for

an endearing facet of our campus that deserves student

support.

•It was not very bright of the administration to schedule

graduation for May 30, 1987; that date would have forced them

to spend thousands of dollars to keep the campus open a full

week after finals end. It was even more stupid to change the

date to May 24; that forced hundreds of parent to remake long-

standing plans, and was insulting to students who now have

ten hours to celebrate the most important accomplishment of

their lives.

But asking the administration to be really dumb and change

the date a second time is not the solution. Students should vote

against changing the date again.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion ofthe Col^

legian Board of editors.
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Tit-for-tat — a farewell chat
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"Bill, my friend. You commandeering son

of a gun. After your unscrupulous dictator

ship over this page during this semester I

finally get to sit down with you and talk

as the UMass experience comes to a

finish "

Sobel/Spain

"Dan. Gee. you know, I have had ao lit-

tle time to spend with my friends since I

aasumed my position of authority over you

and people like you. Now that we are both

heading for the cold pavement I, too. feel

the need to talk it out."

"You're all too right, old chum. Soon,

we'll be out there flghting for grate space

in some metropolis as February winds rip

through our tattered Levis. Seems like just

yesterday I was a whipper-snappin' frosh,

carefree in mind and soul, and indulgent

in body. Life back then seemed like one,

long bong hit and a cool Bud."

"Well, you know that / have never in-

dulged in such artificial consciousness-

raising devices. However. I do remember

those innocent freshman days dedicated to

the pursuit of UTith, justice, and the

American lay. How sweet it was."

"Yeah. You know, I did moderate my
drinking but I remember one freshman

night in Orchard Hill, we got so blitzed we
decided to play good neighbor. So, we roam-

ed the floors toting our portable milk crate

bar, knocking on doors and offering good

cheer and spirits. Too bad it was at 5 a.m.

or we might have made a few friends in-

stead of being chased by a bunch of large,

drunk dudes with baseball bats."

"Me, I was never willing to actually con-

front the victims ofmy intoxicated excesses

face to face. We would spray water, throw

eggs, and shout epithets from the safety of

our lounge. I will never forget the power,

the deadly drenching force, of that 14 rtx)t

surgical hose a weird kid from Provi<tence

brought up to school."

"You son of a bitch. I was the one in that

tuxedo on my way to a semi formal that

you drenched."

"No shit? Ha ha ha ha..."

"Very funny. What I always ei\ioyed was

the tater tot t«B in the dining commons,

when you tried to leave oil spots on as

many cheeks as possible."

"But I sure nailed that big stupid looking

kid. huh? What was his name' Chip, or

Dip, something like that."

"College wouldn't be complete without

women though. I used to do it in the

riskiest places. Ah. the shower, the

bathroom stall, the lounge. My favorite was

that cold day when me
and were interacting in my car

in front of the dorm with all the windows

fogged up. She made n\v She was

incorrigible"

"You're right. It wouldn't have been the

same, even though I never understood

them and they used to (''i drive me crazy.

But then. Hell. I bet I did the .same
"

"I'll bet you did. you Casanova. Jeez, it's

all winding down and it seems like I just

got to the UMass paradise. But. I guess you

can't get too much of a good thing. It gives

one a warped image of the world"

"I suppose. The problem is that this area

kind of sucks one in. It is so cool, so wonder

fully collegiate. I'm outta here, though,

time to visit the folks in the heartland.

Let's hope they are reasonably tolerant of

a poor, lost bourgeois liberal like me."

"It was fun writing for your page. Long

live the chosen word."

William Spain and Daniel Sobel are Col-

legian columnists.

Letters

SGA irresponsible again
This letter is to com-

memorate the

Undergraduate Student

Senate's refusal to deal

with the leading issue on

the minds of students over

the last few weeks. At last

Wednesday's Senate
meeting, a meeting set

aside with the expressed

purpose of deal with S-1 or

the budget proposal for

next year, I proposed to

depart from this topic for

just a few minutes in order

to propose including a

question worded as follows

in the upcoming referen-

dum on December 9, "Do
you think the CIA should

be allowed to come to this

campus for the purpose of

recruiting employees?"

The result of my proposal

was the Senate's refusal to

deal with it.

Last Thursday there was

a rally against the CIA
and also a counter-rally.

This same phenomenon
has occurred on several oc-

casions over the past few

weeks. Clearly, students

have well developed opi-

nions on this issue. During

Senate meetings over the

last few weeks, senators

have taken it upon
themselves to make known
their opinions of the CIA,

be them positive or

negative. To add this

referendum question

would have taken five

minutes of the Senate's

time. The Senate wastes

more time than this

habitually. Are these

senators, who exe so opi-

nionated, afraid to really

find out how the students

feel about this issue? Do
they feel that the students

are not bright enough to

vote on this issue so that a

recommendation might be

made to the administra-

tion? There has been a lot

more attention paid to this

than the Coors issue, and

yet we are having a

referendum question deal-

ing with Coors.

This referendum ques-

tion would have given the

Senate and the ad-

ministration tangible

evidence as to how the

students feel on this issue.

Rich Pelrine, senator
Commuter Area

1 1 a > t
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Jazz is alive and well at UMass as

legends give powerful performance^ ^
ftf nirrv r.illesDie'8 "Niffht in Tunisia." The blending

By BETHANNE MOSKOV
Collegian Staff

In the tradition of the jazz greats once in the limelight

of music. Max Roach headlined a group of musicians

Saturday night at the Fine Arts Center, which not only

proved jazz is alive and well at the University of

Massachusetts, but that jazz is still storming the stage

with a power matched by few.

Roach opened the Jazz All Stars show by introducing

the first set of musicians which included UMass' Jeff

Holmes on piano and Richard Evans on bass and War_

rick Carter on drums, both from the Berklee School of

Music. Also playing was Frederick Tillis on sax. who was

instrumental in starting the jazz program at UMass.

The all-pr<rfe88or quartet opened with a rousing versitm

of Dizzy Gillespie's "Night in Tunisia." The blending

sound of the instruments formed a beat which capturea

the audience, starting a wave ofbobbing heads and Upp-

ing feet that didn't stop until the last note was played.

Tillis did an unmatchable job leading the troupe with

energy-filled, improvised solos.

Next on the stage to join the musicians was jazz singer

Roberta Davis. Also a professor at Berklee, Davis wooed

on lookers as she floated through the notes gently sing

ing an array of songs from Billie Holiday to Broadway.

Following her performance Davis brought the house to

its feet, which provoked her to sing an encore titled 'Mint

Julep*. A song which looks at the humorous side of the

blue*, Davis executed her amazing singing ability with

energy and enthusiasm, as she sang about the highs and

lows of falling in love over a Mint Julep.

The definite highlight of the ahow was Max Roach and

his drum solo. Taking from his most recent record, Roach

pertbrmed a aeriea oi songs which included almost every

beat and rhythm pattern imaginable. Roach approached

the drums like an unlit match and as soon as he began

he was on fure. His arms seemed to work effortlessly as

he pounded away at his drums creating a new and creative

sound which left the audience in a daze. Roach ended

his performance with a tribute to the great drummer

"Papa Joe" in which he played his cymbals and even

utilized the stand for an interesting sound effect.

The second half rf the show saw the aoumls ofjazz greats

Terence Blanchard on trumpet and Donald Harrison on

alto sax. Also playing was Cyrus Chestnut on piano.

Reginald Veal on bass and Carl Allen on drums. Both

Blanchard and Harrison seemed to become one with their

instrumenU as they treated the audience to a mix and

match of improvised and well worked pieces.

Jazz All SUxra, produced in cooperation with the

Springfield Jazz Society, was a benefit performance for

the Fletcher Henderson Memorial Scholarship given each

year to a student in the Afro-American Music and Jazz

program at the University.

Arts Calendar

There will be a concert performance ^
the Fivfr College Core' Ensemble Wednes

day. December 10. at 8 pm in Pratt

Auditorium at Mount Holyoke College, and

on Saturday, December 13. in Bezanson

Recital Hall in UMass
The Mount Holyoke College Laboratory

presents performances of Eve Merriam's

musical comedy "The Club." on December

10. II. and 12 at 8:00 p.m. The musical,

directed by Jim Cavanaugh. is a satire on

the chauvinistic attitudes of seven men. all

played by women, in a turn of the century

all-male club.

The Waverly Consort will usher in the

holiday season with a production of "The

Christmas Story" at the UMass Fine Arts

Center Concert Hall on Wednesday.

December 10 at 8 pm The show features

eight singers and five instrumentalists,

and is baaed on some of the most important

medieval manuscripts detailing the story

of Christmas.

The UMass Department of Theater

presents Eugene lonesco's absurdist com

edy "Amedee Or How To Get Rid Of It ' on

December 10 13 at 8 p.m. in the Rand

Theater of The Fine Arts Center Tickets

are $3 for students and are available at the

Rand theater b<jx office (545 3511 » and at

the Fine Arts Center box office t545 251 1).

Cynthia Griffin Wolf, author of Emily

Dickinson , will interpret the famous local

poet's work on Thursday, IDecember 1 1 at

7:30 p m. at the Jones Library in Amherst

The Chapel Jazz Ensemble and The

University Jazz Ensemble I will perform

on December 11 at the Fine Arta Center

Concert Hall at 8 pm Admission is free.

The Springfield Symphony OrchesUa

will perform at Bowker Auditorium on Fri-

day, December 12 at 8p.pm. Violinist

Stephanie Chase will appear as guest

soloist The Concerto No. 2 in E Mi^jor

by Johann Sebastian Bach Three other

pieces will be performed. Tickets are

available at the Fine Arta Center Box of

fice for $12 and $16. Yowzah!

A concert of Japanese Music will ta

continued on page

STUDENTS
WORK ALL JANUARY AS
INVENTORY AUDITORS
$5.25/HOUR TO START
RGIS Inventory Specialists is the nation's largest in-

ventory service with 160 offices nationwide. January is

our biggest month. Average 20-40+ hours a week.

Weekends and night availability necessary.

To be considered, must have phone, means of

transportation, pass a math test, and be dependable.

No experience required, paid training provided.

To learn more call the office nearest your home dur-

ing Thanksgiving break or interview at the Campus
Center as follows.

Monday Dec 8 Rm 101 - lues Dec 9 Rm 101

Wednesday Dec 10 Rm 101 - Thursday Dec 11 Rm 168

INTERVIEW TIMES ARE 9AM - 6PM EVERY HOUR ON THE HOUR. BE PROMPT

CALL
(617) 832-6152

(617) 938-9269

(617) 849-2941

(617) 336-5658

(603) 893-1829

IF YOU LIVE IN OR NEAR
Worcester, Leominster, Fitchburg,

Gardner, Framingham, Acton,

Maynard, Clinton, Milford, Franklin,

Southbridge, Webster

Cambridge, Summerville, Burlington,

Lowell, Lawrence, North Shore

Quincy, Brockton, New Bedford,

Taunton, Cape, Hanover, or

Middleboro

Providence Area

The University of MaMachuMtto Chamber Choir and a 20-niember

orchestra will perform Parts I and II of Handel's AfessioA at 3 p.m.

on Dec. 14 at Bowker Auditorium at UMass. TickeU are available at

the FAC Box Office. 545>2511.

WINA _
WESTBEND
RODVING
MACHINE

OUR WINNER TO BE DRAWN
ON DECEMBER 15,1986

No Purchase Necessary

$
$
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$
$
$
$
$
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^

___^ -— ~

Deposit COUPON A-'|iNivERSiTY store informationdesk^
.>__-_ -f PIfiase pnnt leqioly

UniversitY Store ef/^>loyae» and

families are not eligible to enter

Drawing to be held on 12/15/86

Enter

Today

Name.

Address-

Southern New Hampshire

SPONSpRED BY STUDENT EMPLOYMENT OFFICE

City, State. Zip_

Phone
1 entry per pei

All coupons must be deposited

by Dec. 13,1986

M-F 9-5 SAT 10-3

Located in The Campus Center
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YES ON QUESTION #t • VOTE YES ON QUESTION #t • VOTE YES ON QUESTION #t • VOTE YES ON QUESTION #t • VOTE YES ON QUESTION #t

SHOULD THE ADMINISTRATION HOLD

GRADUATION ON ITS ORIGINALLY

SCHEDULED DATE OF MAY 30, 1987?
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This is not only a senior issue, this is a

STUDENT ISSUE!
The administration outstepped its bounds by

charging the graduation date without student in-

put, They could do this to you not only at your

graduation but any UMass scheduled event. Do not

let the Administration ruin graduation for the

Seniors! Don't let them get away with

abusing Student Rights!

VOTE Pro-Student

VOTE YES ON
T SPONSORED BY THE STUDENT FOR A MAY 30. 1986 GRADUATION
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i^calendar
continued from page JO

j^hakuhachi, a bambo flute, and Cathleen Read on the

!j'*>* available at the door 45 nunutes before the concertThe University of Massachusetts Chamber Choir anda twenty member orchestra will perform parts I and II
01 Handel 8 Messiah on Sunday, December 14. 3 p.m atBowker Auditorium. Admission is $3 for five-college
students and are available at the Fine Arts Center Box

The Essex String Quartet will perform works ofC^hausson. Hadyn and Dvorak on Monday. December 15at 8 p^. ,n Bezenson Recital Hall. Soprano Rie' Hagiwara
will be guest soloist. The Concert is free

Mlltm w'T''^^r'*' ^.i"**
Ensemble, conducted byMalcom W. Rowell. Jr.. will perform its first concert ofa,e season on Tuesday. December 16 at 7:30 p m ZBowker Auditorium. The Enseble is drawn from high

AdmiLt^rft"
"^"^^" Massachusetts and Vermont.

Aconcert dedicated to peace will be held on December

19. at 8 p.m. at the Unitarian Universalist Church 121
North Pleasant Street in downtown Amherst. The concert
will future local musicians and a Zen Buddhist Piayer of
Thanksgiving. There is a suggested $4 donation taken at
the door, with proceeds going towards the construction of
a Peace Pagoda in Vietnam.

Project Opera will present Handels Messiah as a com
munity sing-along on Sunday. December 21 at 7 p m at
St. John 8 Episcopal Church 44 Elm street in Northamp-
ton. The church has hosted the sing along since 1979

Project Opera is also presenting a production of Gian
Carlo Menott. s Amahl And The Night Visitors' onWednesday. December 31 at 8pm at St. John's Episcopal
church Northampton. The one-act short opera is sung in
English, staged full scale with set. lighting and costume.
1 ickets are $3 for students and are sold at the door.

The Smith College Theater Department will be presen-ting the works-in progress by the Five College
Playwrights inter-term workshop on January 23 and 24
at 8 p^m at the Hallie Flanagan Studio Theater Theworkshop now in its tenth year is designed to showcase

Ja^erslTafl S^fe"*^'"'
^"^^^^ ^"^ ^'— ^^^

(3pen auditions for Richard Bnnsley Sheridan\s Th^
Kivals will be held on December 15 and 16. Call 545-340..

Tuesday, December 9, 1986

DEC/JAN/FEB GRADS

HIRING NOW
THE PATENT AND

TRADEMARK OFFICE

E.E./IVI.E./CH.E.

Pat«nt ExamifMT n Wash-nQfon DC

Fof mor* Miformation sbout rartii
•• a PatMit Exammar contact:
Manager Coiiegt Relations

''
Paiani and Tra<jemaf»i Otlice
OMtca o( Parsoonei
One C'ysiai Park Su»ta 700
Washington DC 20231
Call loii-traa 800-366^3064
('03) 557-3631 Wash D C area

Tuesday, December 9, 1986
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RESCHEDULING OF FINAL EXAMIMATIOMS
ON OFFICIAL SNOW DAYS

\* ^WAliVX closed. If t^^ Un?ve?$1ty [rLi;--^, ?
^^* *'*''^ ^^" ^^ UnlversUy

"•• • "»•'•< M.a.uu.S.B.«i:ifc.:r..:.V"'""' "
'"• SANTA?'

CAN YOU
AFFORD TO
GAMBLE
WITH THE
LSAT?
SAT?
GRE?
GMAT?
MCAT?

IKAPLAN
STAHUY H. KAflAN (DUCADOMAl aNUR UD.

Classes Forming Now
For Intersession

Call 549-5780

ALTERNATE _PLANS

1. If the University is closed until 11:00 a.m.

EXWPER^qqS;

1:30 p J: : :

:

hIuH'I'I f' f;*^
p-"- ^^* ""* '•y-

^••00 U ..:: : : : ; ; ; njlj n -iji-|;j
scje.ujed.

'•
oL^LrlrilJM?.'^'"' ''' ''' ''' °^- '" ''^ --^"9 (except Tuesday.

EX-W PERIODS:

10130 1:1 5"'l!^^";^^ ^° ^ = 3° P--"- the same day.

Rescheduled to 8:45 p.m. the neVt eVa'm day.

'•
Je'c^Xrlniee'sbr^^"'

''' ^'^^^"°^" ^"^ ''' «-"^"9 (exTeVtVuTsday.

E_XAM PERIODS:

8:00 a.m. . . u«i^ .. «

10:30 a.m. .' j! h
' ""* '

1.30 „ _ Held as usual.

4100 p':;:
: :

: llllHV/]'i J° VI'.
P-^- ^^^ l^^^^ exam day.

Rescheduled to 8:45 p.m. the next e"x7m- day.

'•
De'c^b^rlriJe^J).'^"^'

''' ''' "^ ^'^ --^"9- ^^-ept Tu'es'dVy".

EXAM_PERI_qqS:

lS:1S a*:;: 5!c'S";%^ l° Vj^.
P-"'- ^^e next exam day.

4:00 p m 2!!^k^^" *5 ^° V^^ P'""' ^he eVa-m" Jay'after next^ Rescheduled to 8:45 p.m. the e-xTm" (JaJ hWf 4}r
5a. Ij^the^universlty is closed all day. Tuesday. December 23. Jut oVeTin'The"

EX-W_PERI_qDS:

10;?S I'Z: :

5!!'h^^"J'^
^° ^-^^ P--"- ^he same day.

1:30 p.m : jHrJ!^" 'h
^° ^-^5 p.m. the same daj

4.00 m
Rescheduled as noted in 5b.

'
^ Rescheduled as noted in 5b.

(January 31, 1987) of thrwini m5
scheduled on the first Saturday,

assigned by'the Acide^fclcSSd^rfng'^fflcT"""- ' ""^ ''""'"' '""''

4

The rest of the year
at the Iron Horse:
Blues ^itarist Dave Van Ronk (right), a cohort of Bob

Dylan and Phil Ochs in the the village scene of the six

ties, will perform on December 14 at the Iron Horse.

Fortalaza (U^ left) , a Latin folk music group that plays

Bolivian instruments will appear at the Iron Horse on

Tuesday. December 16.

The Malarians. deacribed as a '60's pychedelia with 80's

sensibility,' will perform on Wednesday, December 17.

Malanans had a best selling local record. "In Cool Room",

here for three months.

Pat 'n Tex. Country singers, will appear on Friday.

December 19 They are are releasing a new album which

The Valley Advocate gave it's highetrt kudos.

For information, call the Iron Horse at 584-0610.

UMASS
MEDIATION

PROJECT

Hammer out a solution

But leave your hammer at home

Free, fast, confidential way
to resolve disputes

Call or come by Mon-Fri 9-5

425 Amity St., Amherst • 545-2462

GRADUATE REGISTRATION AND UNDERGRADUATE LATE REGISTRATION

regist?af?:n^^^3^S3e%g'?iZt?fai: f:^r^t^\ iT^^^ '\ ^ ^^^ graduate
University reopens.

registration will cotnmence the day the

*
ailre'of'f'hirMicV'"'

"^'^ "'"'""' ""' "aginations should be »,de

prevents the exa„ 5e(n,hl?d« Scheduled '" "' ""' " """• "'

Acade2rc'1^Se"L,7nT'o??.lrr?h"rJ:^':??a^!"^e;"lSJ:"' ^^^^'^ ^^ --"^^ t°

NOTE: Roqni Assi_anments._qo_Nqt_Ch3nae.

Kinko o csn hrip tnu

prrparr lor t<Hir lulurr %r
lu«r a »idf raiiKr n( papers

and rmrUtprs ui Ki«f \our

rrsuni<- th«- pr«ilr>NM>nal

i«Mtk it dr<rr\rH

kMcoi
220 N. Pleasant St

Amherst, MA

253-2543

MUSIC i

MANIA t
12" Singles |
Always Plays %

Requests |

FIVE COLLEGE AREA ij:

GREAT SOUND ^

FOR LESS

Call 527-7253

Leave Message

ATTENTION ALL MINORITY FACULTY
AND GRADUATE STUDENTS

<y

O

i>"

OPEN
M-F 9-5

SAT 10-3

Located In The Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^ L

Institutional Racism:

What Can We Do about It

SPEAKERS ^ ^. ^^
Dr. Diane Cherry

Communications Studies

Dr. Emma Cappelluzzo
Director of Multicultural Center

Mr. Fred Swan
Mgr. Staff Training & Development

Mr. George Claxton
President Graduate Student Senate

TODAY AT
GOESSMAN HALL RM 64

6 PM - 9 PM
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL CURTIS PITTMAN: 545-3424
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(jdtina Miroucjfi

wmOj jACcofioC^ssuc5

This workshop will discuss the dynamics of alcoholism

in the family and explore effective ways of coping

Wednesday, December 10, 1986

7:30 p.m.

University Health Services

Room 304

For more information contact:

Karen Jacobus. Coordinator

Alcohol and Drug Education Program

549-2671 XI 81

the
hnstlei*

An Alternative Record Store

Hook n Rol ' EJipanmantal

Mmc
AUOOUALrrr T IHMTt ft K)tTlM

TOP CASH PAID FOR
RECORDS TAPCS STERBK GUITARS

MAXELL XL-2 >

BOX OF 10 FOR)

$21

MAXELL UR-90;
BOX OF lO FORI

$io

MAXELL XLIIS

S2.74 EA. OR
10 FOR $24.99

NEW LOCATION
UrxJerneath Steve's, beside Ali Cat

48 N. Pleasant St - 253-9209
M - Sat 11-7; Sun 12-5

^ \^ pool
toumameiit

dee. 13
1-6 pm

competition for all levels

free pizza • prizes

acacacac

$5.00
rei{lfl»trati«»n fee

sign up with

Marty in the
Games Room

'^T'V « ^~

TEAR HERE AND SEND TO MARTY FALLON IN THf STUDENT UN!0'. GAMES rvO'JV

NAME

ADDRESS

PHONE STUDENT

REGISTRATION FEE S6 00:

COMPETITION LEVEL

ENCLOSED

ADVANCED

WILL RAY AT DOOR

INTERMEDIATE BEGINNER

«

Collegian positions

open for Spring 1987

• Night editor

• Copy editor

• Librarian

• Cartoonist

• Associates for

News, Sports, Arts

and Women's Issues

All associates

must reapply

Apply to Nancy Klingener in the
newsroom 113 Campus Center I

jm. ji,

I

4

i

1

Tuesday, December 9, 1986

ir recruiting
continued from page 1

Reserve Officer Training Corps, said ROTC
is not in the same category as the

recruiters. "We're in the business of pro-

ducing ofllcers >n colleges throughout the

United States I'm in the business of

academic discipline."

Army ROTC has gone through the nor-

mal procedures" to gam table space on the

concourse, Gordon said.

Gordon said he wil! probably attend the

torum "to see what is said.'"

Captain Parker of the UMass Air Force

ROTC said. 'A.s far as I know, we did go
through proper channels to use the con-

course."

We have not made a decision as to

uiiether to attend the forum. Parker said.

COLLEGIAN 15

.._ „,. .„- „ «

by U.S. helicopters after President Reagan approved the action Saturday.

THE UMASS SKI CLUB GOES NORTH

illinqton

,>,€«'.

^^'
y^^ .̂t^^

STILL \ -«3L— — ^ ^S^i^tx

$229
FOR

NON-MEMBERS -

CONDO LODGING & LIFTS

$^^*^^^J^ INCLUDED

PROGRAM INCLUDES

NON-MEMBERS WELCOME
• 5 NITES CONDO LODGING
AT EDGEMONT OR WHIFFLE TREE

• 5 DAYS LIFTS TO SIX MOUNTAINS
• VALUABLE COUPON BOOK
• SPECIAL COLLEGE PARTIES
FOR MORE INFO STOP BY THE SKI CLUB TABLE IN THE HATCH

OR OUR OFFICE IN 430 STUDENT UNION OR CALL 545-3437

JAN 18-23

Sound&Music
MillbankPlace-351Pleasant St Northampton • 584-9547

VISA, MasterCard. Arrwncan Eipress • 5b4-9b47

Open Sundays 12-5

• • •

•, •^amhersi/ncxthompton
• •* • daily and Sunday
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Minutes to perform
Ifyou were surprised to see a kick-line of scantily-clad

college co-eds dancing at halftime of the University of

Massachusetts men's basketball team's, 65-62, victory

ovw Boston University la^t Thursday at the Curry Hicks

Cage, then you probably weren't the only one.

The UMsas Minutes, a chorus line-type dance troupe

which luractices close to three hours a day, will be pro-

viding the halilime entertainment for the Minutemen'e
home gunes this season.

Pyka helps athletes reach their peak

FREE DELIVERY

10'

lhtou(|h Ihr Alky

behind Timt Out

oV

2nd'year coach is getting

some impressive results

By LINDA DELIVORIAS
Collegian Staff

Picture if you will, a typical and familiar scene in col-

legiate sports.

It's the final moments of a must-win game, and the score

is deadlocked. Both teams have shown flashes of

brilliance, but now it's crunch time The players that box

out under the boards, make the key block on a draw play,

or dive for the loose ball will usually come through in the

clutch.

Now meet Ian Pyka, the second-year strength and con-

ditioning coach at the University of Massachusetts — an

unknown but integral part of the football's team's come-

from behind victories, and the vollleyball team's relentless

push toward the upper echelon of Division I volleyball.

Although few people are familiar with his role in the

UMass athletic community. Pyka, a physical fitness coor-

dinator for many varsity athletes, has proven himself and

his work to be a valueable commodity.

'if our games had ended at halflime this past season,

we probably would have only come away with one win.

The team's second-half surges and physical style of play

can be attributed to lan's program. He brings a lot of

knowledge and enthusiasm to the team, and the players

respect and believe in him. " UMass football head coach

Jim Reid said. "Ian is a great man. totally committed and

dedicated. He's a credit to our entire athletic program
'

Elaine Sortino, head coach of the women's volleyball and

Softball teams, echoes Reid's sentiments.

ian has a positive effect on both my teams His pr^ence

and work habits have had a major impact on my players

in terms of physical strength." she said. "He is personable,

helpful, and a great role model. He goes out of his way

to make the players feel special."

The soft spoken, low-profile Pyka was hired m
September of 1985, after athletic department officials

agreed that the school needed a specialist to supervise

athletic conditioning if the school was to prove competitive

in major college athletics.

"We all were in agreement that the time had come that

Doonesbury

By Garry Trudeau

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

wder uN^tJkJKi, MAS ^;, ^

wvemNCAimtcour ^^i

WMm TUB RiAL iMftiP^ /

UTTS OF 5nuFf-> fCff- ONt ThiNGM
mirt HOuseM^cauo^ seum
A/W9 ViflAN TO 0£J HOSTAOaS Ht

LBASbP, M> rx&V i^/A6 MPK)H19
ID FiJNP THf. CONTMS

I

HU,HU I ZONKOi. NO OFfBHSB.
gurmaraiiRt lOUONUHtk iou

HtAftP THAJOte* THAT^IVITHOUJ

gam IHBWSr INASt, pkbpostbx-

SaetTvtBMtRh^HP'

NBXl TIMB.

IMUSTHA^ l/tfijJBiT

tunom I

Collegian staff, sign up for the hot tubs and pizza

night. See Dode.

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trudc Michel Jaffc

Bobbing for poodles

f'oUegiao j>ho(.. b> Jrniufrr l>rfBp»<->

Second-year strength and conditioning coach

Ian Pyka has had a lot to do with the improve-

ment of UMass' varsity teams.

a strength and conditioning coach was a necessary part

of any Division I program." UMass Athletic Director

Frank Mclnerney said "This university has made a ma
jor committment and huge investment by closing the bowl

ing alley, putting money into the machinery, and hiring

Ian to conduct our program."

Pyka's credentials speak for themselves.

A mult i sport athlete, he excelled on the gridiron and
runlinued on page 18

Gordy
By Gorde

I OBCAMB AtJ ^A
/¥(y ^VOKLD HAD

THe/J TME t*XTKSr
HAFffJJ&>.'

SEND A HOLIDAY PERSONAL
TO SOMEONE YOU LOVE!

Monday Dec 15. 1986 is your last chance
to tell someone your care. Come down to

the Collegian Office before Thursday
between 9:00 - 3:30 and place your

classified with us.

THESE CLASSIFIEDS WILL BE PLACED
IN A SPECIAL PULLOUT COLOR WRAP.

SOMETHING TO SAVE FOREVER!

Film Prices
That Will

Satisfy Every Santa

o% Lo!. ©•>

\jeam German
This Summer

]une 28 -

August S, 1987

The Seventh Annual German Summer School

of the Mlantic at the University of Rhode Island in

co-operation with the Goethe Institute Boston.

German will be the sole language of communication and German
life and culture the heart oi this six week residency program of

intensive language study

You may earn up to nme undergraduate or graduate credits while

living in the beautiful surroundings of our country campus. |ust

minutes away from Rhode Island s magnificent beaches and his-

toric summer colonies

This program is ideally suited (or anyone wishing to learn or

improve his or her German — from business people and

travelers, to students planning work or study abroad Take

advantage of this rare opportunity to participate in this total

German Language experience

<mm
for details. Dr John Crandin

Dr Otto Dornberg, Co-Directors

Department of Languages
University of Rhode Island

Kingston, Rl 02MI (4011 792-991
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Bat Brain By Bill Bearing
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Lanch
Menu

Dinner

Roast Turkey/Bread Dressing
French Dip Sandwich ^ Cranberrv Sauce

Eggs Foo Yung/Due Sauce ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ Florentine

Basks Lunch Basics Dinner

Shrimp Salad Roll Poast Turkey/Bread Dressing

Eggs Foo Yung/Due Sauce Gravy Cranberry Sauce

Cheese Mushroonn Fondue Bake

Weather

Today will be snowy, turning to sleet, ending in rain The

winter storm watch is in effect

Campus Pond
By Sal

Today's Staff
Night Editor Tom Middleton

Copy Editor Ann Britton

UyoutTech ^*'^'uw.^'pl"1
Production S«p.nrl«»r Debbie Ptkul

Production Lynne Dewhurst. Marc Infield.

Mike Berland, & Robert Levme

Executive Board - Fall of 1986

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

Professional Film and Developing also Available

IL

M-F 95
SAT 10-3

Located in the Campus Center

^yUNIVERSITYmSTORED

ee Fi?RC€P TO de vff^v

FoRcefJL MP PUT you

ftup... mu. TLL PO

m..Pf$A5mf<

my. 50CMI.

cATAsmme
Of ^BLML
PR0P0m?N6...

0H,i^menpf
MYFi/rm:

pmONINLAW'
tf)H£Re^

DODE LEVENSON

f riitor m Chtt't

JOHN YONCE
Mjfidg.ng Ldilor

STEVE RUBIN

ROB SKELTON
£di!oti.il Editor

WILl lAM SPAIN

Editoridl tdilor

ANSEL ZINTER

MruductiOP Manager

Business Board - Fall of 1986

STEVE RUBIN

Bii:>int".'. Mar^jgcf

PAUL H LESSER

Advertising baies Manager

VANESSA ROTH
F«nance Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Mdfl<i.'ting Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Circulation Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
'>ubKrtptJon Manager
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ifcoach Ian Puka
continued from page 16

in track and field at the collegiate level. He received a

football scholarship from the University of Rhode Island,

manning the outside linebacker position for the Rams

before suffering a knee injury his freshman year.

Transferring to the University of Maryland on a track

and field grant. Pvka established himself as a bona fide

shot putt«r He was selected as a three-time AllAmer»can

for his exploits, most notably a then personal best toss of

64'11". In 1980. he finished fourth in the U.S. Olympic

Team Trials, earning a berth as an alternate after a hurl

of 67'.

"I was just hanging around working on my masters (fcx

ercise Physiology), when a friend of mine told me about

the job 80 I filled out an application and drove up here

for an interview. I had always been involved m weight

training, but I never imagined I'd become a coach," said

Pyka. a native of Bayonne. NJ. 'Tm responsible for coor

dinating the weight training, running, and conditioning

programs for all the teams.

"If the athletes have the motivation, it s my job to build

up their confidence and make them realize that they won t

get immediate results, but that the dividends will pay off

in the long run
"

. . , „ __*

Fyka'8 words ring true for moat of the fall sports pro^

grams, most notably the football team, whose slate im

proved from 74 to 8-3. and the volleyball team, which com-

piled an impressive record of 30-6 in their initial season

of Division I competition. Under Pyka's tutelage, both

squads were virtually injury-free, a main ingredient m
their success.

"We [the coaching staff) can only teach strategy, the x s

and o's. and technical skills," Reid said. "Ian was the guy

responsible for implementing the players' offseason

strength and exercise program. Our players had the

motivation, but he gave them guidance and taught them

the proper techniques."

And Pyka's impact on the UMass athletic community

is immeasurable. His weight room is filled with athletes

who work out year-round to gam that extra edge.

"If the athlete are dedicated to weight training, then

they're going to get good results, which means they'll be

stronger and more aggressive. They'll be able to compete

with teams that are fast and quick, because they'll have

speed and fiexibility." Pyka emphasized "I'm just hap

py that the coaches have shown confidence in me. A lot

of schools are ignorant with regards to weight traming

Here, everybody is making it an integral part of their pro^

^'lan Pyka is an inspiration to all his disciples. Without

him at the helm, the drive to excell surely would not be

as strong as it has become

jtMinutemen face Keene St
evntinued from page 20

^ ^ , o »v u •

point guard Carl Smith combining

for just a 37 percent pace.

"So far the ones that have taken most of the shots are

Smith and Sutton, and thafs what we want," Gerlufeen

said. "I'm not really worried about their shooting at this

point. , . • L. *

•'I think it might be a message, not by design, but a

message that if we work really hard every night we 11

be productive."
. . . •

Gerlufsen said that since the team has been doing a

steadily improving job on the boards and doing the lit-

tle things with more conviction this year than last, he s

not too worried about not hitting the open baskets.

"Shooting is just like batting a baseball. Sometime

it's just not there. It happens," the coach said, 'i feel

that if we work hard on the blue collar end then that

will carry us. So far we haven't shot well and won. So

that's going to be a great bonus for us when we do start

picking it up."

Gerlufsen should feel encouraged now that sophomore

forward David Brown is expected to return to the lineup

tonight. Last year's Atlantic 10 Conference Co-Rookie-

of-the-Yaar, Brown awraged 9.1 points-per-fame and 6.2

reboundspergame as a freshman.

These
maybe
the only lines

you'll see.

VMth hundreds of

miles of runs covering

thousands of acres, sometimes

at Jackson Hole you'll think you

have it all to yourself.

And crowds are lust as scarce at

the base as they are on the mountain.

An aenal tram, a triple chair, and 5 double

chair lifts make getting up the hill about as

fast as getting d(wn.

So if you're .-eady to cut lines through the fK>wder

instead of standing in lift lines dreaming about it. a free

call to our central reservations number will n\ake sure

Jackson Holes ready for you.

tacxso

America's World-CUss ReAort

SIGN UP NOW SPACE IS LII^TED

FOR MORE INFO
CONTACT THE
UMASS SKI CLUB
430 Student Union

on the UMass Campus
or call 545-3437

or 549-6715
OPEN
M-F 9-5

SAT 10-3

&nmVERSITY
mSTORE^

i

SEND A HOLIDAY PERSONAL TO SOMEONE YOU LOVE!

MONDAY, DECEMBER 15, 1986 IS THE LAST CHANCE TO TELL

SOMEONE YOU CARE. COME DOWN TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE

BEFORE THURSDAY BETWEEN 9:00 - 3:30 AND PLACE YOUR CLASSIFIED

THESE CLASSIFIEDS WIU BE PLACED IN A SPECIAL PULLODT COLOR WRAP. SOMETHIHG TO SAVE FOREVER.

ACTIVITIES •AUDIO
AUTO FOR SALE •CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT • FOR RENT

FOR SALE -FOUND
HELP WANTED -LOST

CLASSIFIED
«iSTRUCTlON • MOTORCYLCLE S

PERSONALS • Ria WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED -SERVICES

ROOMATE WANTED •TRAVEL
WANTED •SUBLET

OME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI • 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PROIR TO PUBLICATION* CASH IN ADVANCE. 15«/W0RD/PAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITMi

SUNOAV EVENIMC >fUVEIW «ron(

CXMORS NCCOeO LAST day ai Camput
Ceriie' give Oiooa No* 25 Room 166

10 30~« 30 M pintt naadad

ORTHODOX OtVINE UTUMtV M«
C«f«>u«C«M*r UMmm 10AM Sunday
14

EVENINO MAVERS HM.L8 C>\V>*»

Lounea. Snwtft Coaaga 6PM. Stifldty. 14

CWmS T AMD TNI KICC

LV TNi MAiaWII Boy* 3

Mac* Huaa roi» and >« band SMvw Ray

mop TiMiraoood Horn booking tor par

Ma Anpa^ng al »m *Utct< Dae 9tti cat)

BtadTCal Prod ZM-ZSM Ai S4M767
Tony

Ml MATCM STVW

mainnjumwkk' up yourMMM
uaad *i aquomam by i2ri2(W from ttia

Ski Club o«»ca m 430 ~" ' "

LAGNAF

tHTUTANNNMT

MUSiaAN* NCEOEO fOR p*Ho<
manoaa m Batcftartcwn SMa Schoot

Funding avaiiabi* Contact Bruca

OATWM tnviei

iffpNATIONAL OATMG SERVICC
aarvmg l»¥0 ccMaga ayalam and aurroun-

dmgaraaa tl6 tor MO monitw SASE to

PO Boil 4«. titftmm.

AMPLANt TiCtriT

•OSTON TO 9.f. round tnp Oac 13 to

JW1 7 no. aa* MaiC K S4S77. 2S3-710B

tMINOMtAVBr

AMAMAt tlM * up Cancun or

Alc^ulco >429 I up Cambaan Cniwa
ii54MWlBnic*S4MQ2i

AUTOKMtAU
7S MONZA Runs ««n good body.
ratMWa Mutt Mil S7S0 CaM Frad
5464366 Kaap trying

ItM PLYMOUTH HORIZON ancatlarrt

condrtion $4000 or DMM ^tac lor mto caM
BarbSa6-3B01

1M4 PONTIAC LEMAN* «icallant m-

lanor naads work" Call Alan 546-7630

Kaap trying

1*77 FORD E-1M Mack cualom van
70.000K graat lor road/aki tnpa t900
549-3972

I960 CHEVETTE 4SPD vary good S2000
266-6065 eves

n TCNCCL > door. Sap . McTaun-ioal.

FMMaroo.OMalanloondilion 4.200 Rick

2960074

1978 VbUCSWAGON RABBIT runs w^.
some rust S300 can David 546-6936

1974 SUPER BEETLE 44000 mi rust tree

axcal condition $995 or BO 665-3180

1979 TOYOTA COROLLA 5Spd naw
tiret, clutch starao, $900 or BO tor in

fomatwn call 546-4715

76 AUDI WAObN 77K good conditton

$950 80 549-1736

1977 SAAB EMS. dapandabla. 666-7796

CAW
PAYMQ CASH FOR your baaabaH carda

plaasa call Mike S4»0333

GUITAR BEAUTIFUL YAMAHA 6335
with hard case $175 Call Debra 6-4553

COMPUTER TERMINAL $250 Includes

modem. cyt>er-ready Steve 256-1868

KEO TAPS FOR sale' Brand new. never

used keg laps only $25 Packies charge

$45 (or used taps Don't waste your

money' New taps $25 Call Tony

256-1438 today

1979 CHEVY WAGON. 99.400 miles,

new clutch. Best otter 536-5434 Even-

ings week-ends

OHM L2 SPEAKERSTyTWarranty Call

6-7921

78 TOYOTA CELICA new paint, muffler,

brakes, and more car needs nothing 5

spd Killer stereo $1700 or BO Doug
256-0333

TWO SNOW TIRES P205 R15 ask tor

Frank 546-4234

1976 TOYOTA COROLLA runs vrell

Very reliable 1981 engine, new clutch

new brakes Asking $1400 Rachael

586-7749 or 586-5165

GUCCI WATCHES FOR ladies many

styles only $30 great xmas gifts call Brian

6-7425

'"OtttONCR UMASS SKi-SHMTS"*
onaMaMon Tue l2/8 12/9onCC Con-
couraa OMy $10' The paflaci tacrat

aanla gift' SiarK) out on tha slopaa m>s
winter' Supplies a'e limited

HOHNER ELECTRK: OMTAR only u*
ad lor ona year Graaltound $i7Siaka«
It a«*ay Can Jarry 564-3764

8CLLINC TWO 14K gold woman* Uialt

Cladaugh rings also two womar>s two-

io>«a Saiko walchaa inaw) rmgs M6 wai

cftaa $75 or bast oNar cat Jodi or Liaa

549^3649

1964 YAMAHA 0X296 M
corxlitton. pricad lo tat t0B5
253-3146 or 5496066

Paul

BOMBER FLIGHT JACKET, eitra tIMeli

laath*' an 40 can Paul 5664917

TWO SNOW TMO •mma toM 1974.76

Mustang $50 M>cna6a 546-4681

BEDROOM FURNITURK. QRCAT caii»
ton muai saiBaw oner 546-5131 Laura
or Pam

ROtSKJNOL SKIB 17SS Tyrofcali^
d<ngt potaa 1100 Of BO cMI MMa
»»S71

TViCWfifBI CANON TVPCSTAR 7
alactronicptuacaaa and converter $150
Sylvia 545 2332

SKI BOOTS FOR sttt good condMi. $10
666^7526

POR SALC QOOOVEAR anoai Waa nOS
75R14 cal 546-3064

SOFT CONTACT LENSES most da4y
waarlanaaa $ie00k)&?5 00*a Edand-
ad m»m lanaai. $30 00 to $46 00 Loaaai

pncas on contact lansa solution Haai
units $12 95 AmharM Optwai Shop.
1413-253-6412 or 413.2S644ei.

Mil OIFT BOXIS

WITH PURCHASE OF earrings at Oava
Oaaigns Fun wMd and original lawalry

lor tha ttoMays' CC Concourse

napwANTto

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCM-
nON Job opanmga Atai to Traaaurar.

AaM ioPraa.AaaloiBudQaM CKair<*b-

pand poawoii). Budgets Auditor Appi

avail in 420 SUB See Valana Niaca in

420 SUB lor more <nfo Appi dua Dec 3

by 4 00 Woman and i iiirwnaaa ancourag-

ad to apply AA/EOE

KITCHEN HELP NEEDED Immadtataly

Day and N>ghi sh>tts available Fraa

maais and rides can be provided to and
front laoni Apply al Andy s Pi»a after 2

PM (nail 10 Stadium Liquors)

KITCHOIHELP WANTED
Excallant fraa maata

LigMciaan-up
CMICbarylM AXO

S4S.21S2

GAIN P.R.. COMMWBCATWW. poWicM.

6 managamant skiM you'll need afMr
graduation Work tuN or pan lime to cont-

bal groundwater pollution and river divar-

Sions Earn $375-1000 this winter break

Beat the summer rush and get that sum
mer |ob m the bag Call Clean Water

Actk>n 549 7450

JANUARY BREAK FREE room and
board m residential home in exctianga for

24 hours work- iT>others helper 40
minutes west ol Boston 617-692-2689

CME8TNUTS ON AN open'nre doasttMS

phrase per chance inspire a sense of

nostalgia dear as it does tor all us here?

Travel through New Englanda towns

where opportunity stilt KMunda how
much money can you make $800 this

winter break call 256-021 1 a new career,

have some fun'

NWY HIRING FOR now and intersession

Full time or part time positions available

You can earn rnore than $500 a week with

salary, commission and bonuses Flexi

tie hours good working conditions and

excellent career opportunities We wiiib

e hiring Irom now until'' Please contact

Target Enterpnses at 549-7793 lor and in-

terview Ask lor Keith

VOCALIST - SHELF UFf need* new
lead singer tor danos rock Coatetto

jacMon. eic bM range guHar « PA* A«(d

i6«036SaicaHRick

4RESPON8t
j«ii i,.t.iei Please can 546-4759
4 RESPON8«LE STUOCNTS (ooktng lor

759 4725

TVPtMO $itVICI

OUAUTV TVPtMOrCoflfl ^Sion pro-

0c» Matculout pwofcaadJHQ RuMiiotia

OK New tCHM typawHtar 51^4367

INOVIB

ROUI«0 TOWN MOVERS last reliabia

cheap cau MK:naai anytma 32367S0

SOWTHWIST MCiOMT

COMMISSIONtW ~
PRBOOBCK HURST

of tha MaaaaOmaatM Coaw»
MM

CHECK IT OUn Summer onenlatioo (Obs

CC Concourse Dec 8-9

JOBS FOR WINTER break Flexible

hours 5$/hr Work full or part lime Gam
P R Communications, political manage-

ment skills you'll need lor graduation

Combat Groundwater pollution and save

the river Ea'n $375-1000 this winter Call

Clean Water Action 549-7450

CHILOCARE NEEOEDT"^ LOVING,
energetic person to care tor 2 2''?yrs olds

Monday-Friday, 7 45-145 Starting Jan

26 Call 256-6475

LOVE CHILOREN?^dOM and board in

Amherst home m exchange lor care ol m-

lanl 253-2014

XEROZ AND ABOICK Press Operators

needed lor next semester Apply al Stu-

dent Note '' Prinling Service 410 Student

Union BIdg Upstairs Irom Credit Union

Now'

WANTID

always' buying USlO "books.

records, tapes, and compact discs Call

Dynamite Books 586-9670 or Dynamite

Records 584-1580 Northampton,

poaiAMond Sanaa mertam
w«d«auid hka M lam to al

For an contact

M 5463500

Doda La«ansan or KaPy Swgar
the vca ChancaHofs Olfica

ai 545-2333 or Huiat dwactty

by calkng (413) 736^2186

andaekiof- ^

Mtf MfAfO Nun
NMM>V MBTNOAV TO a graal roomie'

OH you ra not 2170f« you're nol'»»' We
lowa you Qa* -Loiia. Raiain, Popeom. and

aoup ahaa. 9m Uiica Oub^ akaa, ttia «a
MM to ba Qati CMy alias US-

ROBERT CASCLLA! AKA cufty* 5 yaart

of coHaaa and tiM* w your MM parsonal

Midyournwlharpalduaiodoil Misirua.

aamMirt do slaas atona tMa'ragomoto
ffl«a ma amai Of your cftaap cologne' we
w« m«a you (Mw Via Plague I Good hKk
Champ! Cmp, SooH. •rwl. and Bob

IA$T CMAMCC

30 PCfiCElilT OFF sunlana Bring IMtiS
1 person lOparcamoN. 2paapla-20par

cant each 3 paopta, 30 percent each

Sa«a now. pnca* go up for spnng break

La Bon Sam. »3-9454

PMSONAIS

INTERESTED IN WRITING tor Itio Mrgast

callage daily m isiaw England? Coma
doom to the Mass Daily ColtagMn' You
can wnta about Arts. EdaonalB. Biac* Al-

laira. Naw*. Woman's laaua* A Sports

Wa'ra located in ma baaamam of ma
Can^ua Center babmd ma TV TtiaCol-

lagian We buMd careers'

DEAR SANTA NOW you cen bring me
avarything my liffle hear! desires because

you «*« save 40^70 percant on al 1 4K and
diamond iowalry Otamor>d siuds tor on-

ly $35 14K hoop earrings $18 and 14K

sapphire rmg $36- only at GoMen Oppor
tunity 13 N Plaaaant St Amharst Ho tte

HoMary Jana

JUST A LITTLE personal to say
luck on your LSAT'son Saturday I' _ _

you out lor dinner afterward. ar«d «M'N

calabrata how wan you did' Low*. Ray

ROUND TRIP AIRFAFHTirrcontinenTal

U S $300 or Best Offer 546-4739

SEEKING ANYONE WHO witnessed car

accident al East Pieasant/Triangta St on

Wed before Thanksgiving |1 1/26) at 1 30

P M call Rachel 549^1121 or 545-2655

Please help'

GET READY FOR next semaalarcoma
see what sorority hie is all about on 1

1

Philips St Join Delta Zelas Holiday Hap-

penings on Tues Dec 9 • 7PM RSVP Pam
2539916

AMY CURRAN-THANK you tor being my
second hall Vour support, patience and
advice IS greatly appreciated Most of all

I treasure your Iriendship JCN

WRITERS WANTED AN organizational

meeting of the Southwest Area News will

be held on Tuesday November 9 in the

Hampden Southside room at 5 00PM a

great opportunity to gain valuable

experience

JOEL PAUL DEVON we have a new pen
we hate buffet what's m that can'> Love
Jen

TO THE 3RD floor of Greeno-good luck

on all your finals' KBRA

MELINDA AN^ YOU thought we forgot

how could we"* Happy belated 21st love.

Us

DAN THANKS FOR spending lime with

me on my birthday il wouldn't have been
the same without you- you're the best' I

love you Love Uaddie

HAPPY BIRTHDAY ERIC! How are you
leeling this morning? We hope you have
a good one' Love Ann and Ish

ON A HOT summer night Kris BIbeau
do you still love me?

JPITaliaS toast Happy birthday big

guy' And congrals 3 limes in 1 session-

you're awesome Love you G.

DIAPERMAN YOU FINALLY made it say
goodbye to Frank but you still are diaper-

man Happy Bday Thorn and the gang

*fSYL 10$ 1 FM- The congressional

Wives won't like ii

WSYL 105 1 FM- A new force m thr

Pioneer VaHey

'

WSYL 105 1 FM- Better than sa>

WSYL 105 1 HM- L«lan cut wa'ia wck-
ed cool

HAPPY TWENTIiTH BlMrTNOAV ~^ar
Love you' 'avorite roommate Lw

HEY PAL- WHEN you firsi raaknd thai

fOu Mamari '., be ma. what was your gut

rawr.iin'r Oo wM. MuH^log'

PAM- IS TMERi any way you wouM or

could ba iiiiaiaataa m a New Yortt tta ad-

dK3t If yaa. can me and wa i go out

OA*NIV KAMJUI- HAPPY biHhday' A
tiold bracalM or you'' Wal taha you'

l.o««. Lori and Donna

mmat wnd op giua?
!>4jM)e02 Thank you

litTM R- liif nigw««rg»si|t Who'd
I lava ouaaaed you have a mote ihare

ATTtHnON MCBfT tANTAS

HMH NOTES WILL detivar paraonaltfad

anonymoua goWa anywhere on campua
tor under IS 2nd floor Camao* Shape
Amherst Cal 646-1430 tor mtonnaMn

OO VOtt UKt CATS?

1 10 take

cwa of a wal iraMtad mdoora cat dunng
intaraaaiion Ptoaaa ca* 2S3-2064 and
*e It discuaa S

ATTINTIOM WMHM
WE KNOW YOU'RE out there WHl na
kfwwltui you leitcturtgloaeeyour

published « the 1967 edMMn of the

So, what are you—mngtor^ Contact the

Indai « 5-0646 or wa« our oNica m 103
Cwiipua Caniar SImki term and long

FOBIfMT

TWO SINGLE ROOMS m 7 bedroom
house Rt 9 Hadtoy on bua route naar

Carburs $1 70 a tT«onm plua laaaonaWa
ut'iities Call Tommy 564-6620

TAKE OVER LEASE ? tpacM avaMble
Jam onDusroule' 1 27 SOrtnonm 1'/*

baths can 6654261

ROOM AVAILABLE JAN 1st 150*

responsible qmet 25* call 253^3826

MATURE HOUSEMATE WAMTEO.
spring term Bedroom study use of

faciMMs, Furmshad Non-smoker South

Amherst 325* Ian 256-0074

ONE ROOM Mtwo bdr apl on Hoban La
Female non-smoker preferred 5468640

SOUTHWOOO. IBR IN 3bdr apt $206 A
utMiaa Cal after 6PM 253-5421 Aak tor

Karl

LARGE SINOLE BEDROOM m Pufflon

available lan I call 54»5185 nights

ROOM FOR RENT in apartment
$125 OWmo 253^7797

BEAUTIFUL ECHO HtLLcondotulty fur

nishad own room, wasfiar/dryar. two bus
routes, peaceful neighbors, dean qmat
housemates $200/mo call Rohinton

545 3599 Rich. Meg 256-6609

ROOM IN HOUSE off Mam St $200 tod
heal avail Jan i 256-1396

AVTULAMLE ROOMM Swiss vilagaapi

as of January bus route raaaonabto tani

call 2S6«S20

i BEDROOM AVAILABLE for tor 2 poo-

pie in (urnished 2 t)edroom townhouse
style apartment Ouiet. low rent Call

6658335

2 BR HOUSE Belchertown bus route 475*

mo 323-9455

FEMALE 23 PLUS wanted Own room in

beautiful riouse Near bus. 2 miles from

UMass $195plus 256-0407

ROOMMATI WANTED

ROOMMATE WANTED FOR Townhouse
apt call immediately 6 9820 or 6 9805

ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to

share large two bedroom apt in Squire

Village il25/mo Call now and gel

January free' 665-4972

2 FEMALES NEEDED lor apt Jan 1

$127 50 mo pis call 665-8261

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED ,o

share room in Towriehouse apis Sprir>g

Semester $150»/month Call Renee bet-

ween 4-6 Leave message' 549-0742

HELPI JF YOU need one female roomate
in Brandywine please call 549-6715 Asii

lor Karen Leave message

NEED TWO PEOPLE lo share roomln
Southwood apt $140/it>o 253-7739

flOOMATE^WANTED7osha~rel>edroom
in two bedroom apt Jan/Feb Color TV
Microwave. VCR Soulhwood $140/MO
253-3993

RESPONSIBLE FOR LG apt on but route

own luom lurntshed but brir^ bad CIO
io» room plus uukua* cal 323 IW bataw
iP*A 323*31 1x530 altar

WE ARE LOOKING to lake over laaaa of

Puihon or Brandyawia A9I Cal Ruta
5465363

LOOKMO FORSOiKONi'io wiw'oyar
my laaae tlarltng Jwi/Fab color TV.

imcroiMwa VCR SautWQOd it^OMao
253-30n

WE RE LOOIUNG TO lau ever lease Ol

Nuitii Amntirst area apt Call Bob
546-9721

RNPONBIBLC MALE LOOKING lor a
to stay durmg niariaaaion caMpiaoa I

54643177

LOOKING TO TAKE over lease m Bran

dywwa. Townhouaa or PuiWon Forapraig

Cal Marybath ai 6a66i or Uaa

ONE OR TWO peopto tor one badroom
.n three room PuNlon Dec 1 Maidi

b494 7!,e

vt APT ROOM avaitaMa M low rant m
Amharat on bus rouW C«t 2S66131

NON-MIOKBIO rfMAI t
wanted to !<««• 3 I

49ft* Neat to SouMwaai. acfoaa t>«M

StadM*m Aimly Ptoca 5496624

TM(E bvCR ICABf t roommaia* naaa
ad to lake owar PuMlon Apt Jan I

549 721 r

TOtBBlfT

AMHERST OBITER FURNiSHEO room
a»a>tabte i2<2&i/27 rent nagouabto

Lauran 253^3063

WHOLE ROOM AVAILABLE m Nor

OwoodApi $206Miio toianaovarl

ONE PERSON TO adai* room ei Br«any
Manw A««MMaJan1 $t25MionmHaal
Mciudad caM 2566427

RENT >M PLUS dapoan utiMiM 6 caHe
includad contact ASAP cal 258 aOOS

TWO BCOROOM APT m Sunderland
atectncaty mctudad toll atop on bua route

vary quiet tocabon For mora irtto cal

Cara and Chna at 666-2176

lor Townhouse
5460602Apis I67 50pll«

HAVE OtMN ROOM and Sham Noivtamp
Km house Only 1 30* cafl Scott 564 5469

TWO DECADENT. MARLBORO
ch»ntmoiiars praachmg moderation An
ing Ilia waah and aacaaa over waakands
aaak aaay gaaig. bdy houaamato tor ittird

badroom m our baauWui Hadtoy houae
aak tor Paul or S«an 566«>17

MALE
wantad to atafa large bedroom m 9
badroom PuMir Apt 5^4140 tor tpftng

FEMALE ROOMMATE HUOtO tor

spring semaslar 87 excellent fuay

ium«had MH wtVt QfoM paopto Cal Uaa
253-9667

1 OR 1 peopto needed at Br«iany Manor
Cal for into Ray or Dave 253-2436

FEMALE ROOMMATES OR couple
wanted to take over leeee of doubto room
Southwood Start Jan 1 2566629

FEMALE WANTED TO share 2 badroom
Brandywma Apt CaU 5460496

2 FEMALES NEEDED to share 1 room m
2 bedroom Brandywine ap< Can Chris

5466060

YOUR OWN ROOM on Mam Street $160
mo6 utilities Jan- Sept call Dave
2566665

ROOM IN APT Crown Pi Rt9 $2eftTrth

Ivg 1M coma ate caM Sam 2S6 42S3

homey and co<y p i laiMiwlil apt 4O0*aM
mcKjdad IdaMtorcoupto 5466046

PUrrrON VRXAOK two ruummiiw
woniBd tor tofga bedroom «i m«aa
badioom apaitmarw Avaiiabto Jan 1 caM

5467186 everwng*

FEMALE NONSMOKING ROOMMATE.
Own bedioom m Townhouaa Apa Mf
Jwi $100 cal Ann Mane 5461446

NMOAMISCOITT

CAU i-am BETWEEN 8PM A 2AM
evary day tor an aacan anywhere on cam^
pus nay It sato

INSTBBCTIOM

PRIVATE GUITAR UESSONB espenenc
ed »na patient teacher Pop^rock tolk-

blue* SungwrawQ. maory readmo, im^

provisation Ri^ on but hna Doug
5464786

PASCAL TUTOR REASONABLE 'alaa

564 1307

PBOH$$IONAl TYPNM S«6VtOI

PAPERS. CASES. OISSERTATKINS
Oependabto on-campuv reasonabto

564 7924 Narcy

SPEEDY KEYS": expert nfcable sar

vice 2561002

SPANISH TWTOtINO 6 TIANSLATION

HELP WITH EXAMS, gremmar. pronuf».

ciahon 256 1002

HP. lie CAtCULATOR m M»«ry MWW
PleMa caM 546~*778 lor reward

MASS LIQUOR 10 in Credit Union

Rawwd oftored lor lis return cal 2566820

ANTKMS PENDANT EARRING graan

Stone on Oac 3 on campus CaMChnaMta
5494046 reward

SttVICIS

TYPING. TAPE TRANSCRIPTION Fast,

accurate 665-765?

TERRIFK: TYPING FROM Spewly
Keys Professional reliable service

256-1002 . 8am 11pm

DAVIS TYPING SEVICE cal 253-5029
between 3 A 9 Monday -Thura.

LOST PNONB NUMBER Tab4, Akca.

and KandM <:aft ba reached at 69509 tor

tharaalofthaaamaaiar Thanx Matt and
Oaoff- we tova youl

l«M WANnO

WANHD TO MNT

aiOOMS/SUBLETS WANTED Dec 27-

Jan 24 can school lor BMC 256-6615
9AM 7PM

PO* A 9000 TIMI CAU

STUDV-TOUB IN CMno, June 23-Juty

36 IM7 $3SIO conlact Pral. Drolia,

Hf*M 636 Of c«<i s-mo. otwrnngi.

SSS-SIM.

BOOM AVAILABU

ROOM AVAILABLE IN house on NPttS
sani walking distance Irom campus lor 1

or 2 peopto Start lan or Fab cal 546-5732

RACK-A-OtSK ENTERTAINMENT
Agency DisCjOCkeys. Barvls Lights and
Large screen video dances 549 7144

HAVE AN OLD

FASHIONED

MERRY MERRY

CHRISTMAS
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SPORTS

Minutemen set forKeene St
UMass seeks its second win
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Bring the Scott towels because this one

could get messy.

If ever there was a game that the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts men's basketball

team should absolutely, positively win it

would be the Minutemen's scheduled

meeting with Keene State College, tonight

at 7:30 at the Curry Hicks Cage
"This is going to be another test of the

maturity of this team to see if we can play

wiih the same kmd of intensity were look

ing to play with every day," UMass head

coach Ron Gerlufsen said.

For the Mmutemen, tonight should be

the night that every player dreams oi—an
all out blowout of epic statistical

proportion.

Playing host to a Division II school, the

Minutemen have to be heavily favored.

Keene State head coach Don Kelbick sure

thinks so.

"I would certainly hope they are. if not.

they're in a lot of trouble." Kelbick said.

Kelbick. whose team sports a 5-2 record

with wins over Dowling (84 76). New York

Tech (8755). Springfield College (80 67).

Assumption (80-70). and Merrimack
(89-72). doesn't make much of his team's

chances of beating the Minutemen and said

that the only way his team was going to

upset UMass would be if the team grew

overnight.

"We would have to run about 6- 10 acroas

the frontline,"said Kelbick, a former star

at Boston University in the mid 1970's.

"The difference between the two schools is

that you guys (UMass) has had a winning

tradition in the past whereas we don't

You're in the procew of turning back a few

years. We'r»» trying to turn back our entire

histoi^.

"Certainly I would call an upset a stgniH

cant win in the history of our program. If

we won. I think I would call my players and
cancel the rest of the sea-son"

So much for confidence But let's keep
things in perspective.

Last year the Minutemen opened their

season versus another Ehvision II oppo-

nent, Merrimack, advertised as potential

50 point losers. The result? UMass
frightens a packed Cage audience with a

sleepy, 59-56. victory. So much for

overconfidence.

"I think he (Kelbick) sounds like a typical

coach. He's taking the right psychological

approach. He wants people to think, "oh

gem., the pocMr team doesn't have a chance,"

Gerlufsen said. 'Keene St actuallv is a

very good Division II basketball team.

Many times Division I athletes go to Divi

sion II programs."

Gerlufsen said he believe that this is one

case in which that is true. He also said it

IS important that his team realize that no

team is ever really a pushover.

"There are histories of Division II teams

beating Division I teams." he said. "When
this school was 24 2 with Dr. J. one of the

losses was to Springfield. You can't take

anyone lightly and we're not going to take

Keene St. lightly
"

Good thinking With almost the same
personnel returning from last year's squad,

nothing should be taken for granted, cer

tainly not until the team can put together

a win streak The last thing Gerlufsen

needs is for his team to lose its sense of

reality.

"I'm sure a lot of people on this campus,

cially those people who are friends of

f of the players on the team will be say-

ing that it ^ould be an easy game," head

coach Ron Gerlufsen said. "But its hard to

discipline yourself to believe that you're

not going to win without putting forth the

effort it takes.

"Keene St. is a dangerous team. We have

to prepare for them as much as we did for

BU. We've got to go out there and play to

the best of our ability. If we don't, we could

very well loae. No doubt it will be a test of

our mental toughness."

In any event, Keene St. will be led by a

trio of seniors, guards Darrell Long and
Peter Paragon along with center Carl

Davis. At 6-3. Long and the 6-1 Paragon
are regarded as solid perimeter shooters

who play without regard for the three-point

line.

"Were certainly not bashful about

shooting the ball." Kelbick said. "We also

like to run the ball up and down the court

and get it to our forwards"
That's where the 6-7 Davis comes into

play. But Kelbick is wary that the taller

Minutemen are going to shut down the

post player down.
"We're going to have to grow and get a

whole lot stronger overnight to hang with

them (UMass)." Kelbick said. "I don't think

there's any particular way to prepare for

them. I'll just tell my players what to ex-

pect and hope they can handle it."

For Gerlufsen, his concerns aren't so

much concerning how to prepare for Keene
St. but how to get more consistency out of

his players — particularly in regard to the

team's ice-cold free throw shooting.

At 55 percent (21-or3ft), the Minutemen

CnlWglaii phat» by Paul Dmi

University of Massachusetts junior forward Fitzhugh Tarry and the

Minutemen hope to break out of a shooting slump as they play host to

Division II Keene St tonight at 7:30 at the Curry Hicks Cage.

have got to improve if they want to win the

nail biters. Aside from sophomore forward

Sean Mosby's last-second free throws ver-

sus BU. the Minutemen have yet to hit the

crucial free throws.

"What I'm really concerned about is our

foul shooting," Gerlufsen said "I don't

want to see that (the low percentage). We

can certainly shoot better than that."

Another cold spell that has been a pro-

blem for UMass has been the perimeter

shooting percentage. As a team. th«
Minutemen are below 40 percent (39.8 psr-

cent on 45-of 113) with their best shootMTS,

junior guard Lorenzo Sutton and senior

cnntinued on page 18

Is the hoop team
actually for real?

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Is the University of Massachusetts men's basketball

team for real?

I IPhow it has only been two games into the 1986-87

season, but if the Minutemen continue to play with the

enthusiasm and hard working intesity they have

displayed so far, who knows? Last year's team was terri-

ble, so if this one has anything going for it. it's the fact

that last year is history.

Why be optimistic? For Ciod's sake the team is only

1-1. Why? Because I've been on this campus for four

years now and the basketball teams are the only ones

who haven't given me, the fan, much to get excited about.

The teams owe me — and themselves to hover above the

.500 mark.
Aside from all the terrific women's teams on this cam-

pus, only the men's lacrosse team has been much of a

success — but not too many schools really have lax teams.

The men's swim team has always been strong, but it's

not a spectator sport. Baseball too, is alright, but it's a

long walk to Lorden Field.

Yes, I'm optimistic about this year's men's hoop team
because there is a new influx of enthusiasm which heisn't

been seen on the court since the pre-renovation days of

the Curry Hicks Cage. Sure, enthusiasm shouldn't be

mistaken for All-American talent, but after seeing the

Jim Reid-led UMass football team win games on en-

thusiasm and determination alone, anything is possible.

It has only been two games into the new season, but

if the Minutemen could take a play out of Reid's book

and follow the brought-back-to-life examples of the foot-

ball team, there may indeed be life in the Curry Hicks

Cage after all.

Harvard next for UMass
Crimson invades the Cage

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's basketball
team will be looking for it's second victory in as many
games when the Minutewomen square off against the
Crimson of Harvard University, tonight at the Curry
Hicks Cage. The game will be the first of a scheduled
doubleheader with the men's team and is slated for a 5
p.m. start.

The Minutewomen, 70-57 victors over the University
of Vermont in their season-opener last week, and head
coach Jack Leaman hope to continue their repeated suc-

cess against the Crimson. UMass has pretty much own-
ed Harvard in the season series, winning all of the
previous nine meetings. Last season, Barbara Hebel
poured in 20 points and Sue Burtofl collected 1 1 rebounds
in a 76-67 win in Cambridge.
"Harvard has a pretty good club. They have very good

talent and play a lot of people," Leaman said. "We match
up very well against them. We are basically a man-to-man
team anyway, so match ups are something we'll have to

deal with all season. It should be an interesting game."
Interesting to say the least. You'd think that a nine-

game losing streak at the hands of Minutewomen (or to

anybody else, for that matter) would serve as enough in-

centive to come into the Cage and wreak as much havoc
as possible, and you can bet that winning, and winning
big, is the biggest thought in the m^nds of the Crimson
and head coach Karen Delaney-Smith.
"Ending that streak is a big deal to us because we're

pretty tired of the Ivy League reputation saying we're not

a Division I school," Delaney-Smith said. "We haven't had

the chance lo scout them lUMass] because they've only

had one game this year, but I do know that they are a

very different team from the past few seasons."

The Crimson are 3-2 on the season and au^e coming off

a disappointing performance at the inaugural Greater

Boston Four Tournament, losing two games to Nor-

theastern University and Boston University in the con-

solation game. Harvard did capture its own invitational

tournament, knocking off Fordham University in the

finals. Statistically, Harvard is led by juniors Barbara Kef-

fer (14.3 points per game) and Sharon Hayes (10.1 ppg).

Sarah Duncan and Nancy Cibotti are tied for the team
lead in revounding, with both averaging 6.4 caroms per

game.
"We didn't play a very good game against BU, but we're

not too far off schedule from where we should be. I think

we are a very talented offensive team with good depth in

our perimeter shooters," Delaney-Smith said. "We have
the kind of team where if you stop one player, you don't

stop Harvard."
Maybe so, but the Minutewomen have stopped Harvard

to the tune of nine years running, so UMass has been do-

ing something right. That streak, however, can come to

an end at anytime and Leaman and the Minutewomen
want to make sure it doesn't happen tonight in UMass'
home opener.

"Harvard has a lot of good outside threats. There's no

question that they are a perimeter team," Leaman said.

"We aren't going to do anything different. Our philosophy

all year is to play the best that we possibly can and take

advantage of any weaknesses we can find in the opposi-

tion."

Tonight's game will be the first in a three-game homes-

tand for the Minutewomen.
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Students vote
to have Coors
save maze,
move grad. date
By PEDRO M PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Referendums asking students whether they want the
administration to rebuild the maze and to reschedule the
1987*s graduation date and whether they want Co(m^ beer
back passed yesterday with 91, 81. 68 percent of votes

respectively.

The Coors referendum's results were delayed because
some of the signatures on the petitions asking students
whether they approved the referendum had to be
rechecked.

"People are questioning the credibility of some of the
signatures, so we're checking them," .said Lynne M. Mur-
phy, elections a>-coordinator.

Speaking of that referendum's apparently pairing, W.
Greg Rothman, who organized the petition drive, said. "I

think It's a victory for the students."

The Board of Governors banned the sale ofCoors in the
Campus Center "Student Union complex two years ago
because that company allegedly uses racist, sexist and
anti-union hiring policies. The board allocates space and
funds to groups that use the complex.
The maze referendum came about because that artpiece,

which stands near the Warren McGuirk Alumni Btadium.
has been doomed to dismantling because of its

delapidation.

Joel Rabinowitz, Southwest Area president, said, "As
expected, the students overwhelmingly support the maze
and they want it rebuilt. ..Definitely, definitely a victory

Wecinesday, December 10, 1986
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THE SAND MAN — Physical plant employee Michael Kolemba throws sand on the icy steps
at the Fine Arts Center yesterday. University police reported few problems resulting from
yesterday's snow and rain.

w^

I Referendttms resttlts:

At issue: For/Against

To save the maze
at Southwest 1711/158
To restore May 24
commencement 1387/324
To allow campus
sale of Coors 1236/588

for the studcnt.s
"

The graduMimn referendum wbr put on \hv ballot

because the administration rescheduled graduation from

May 30 to May 24

According Kropp and Murphy, no major problems con-

cerning the vote occurred. Kropp added that most people

who had signed up staffed the ballot boxes in the dining

commons.
"We had a great turnout and the ballot box staffers did

an excellent job," said Mary Rita Kropp, elections

co-cordinator.

One of the vote's only problems included Worcester's

dining commons' being unstaffed for one hour during

lunch because the person who had been scheduled to staff

it never came.
Another problem, which occurs in every election or

referendum vote, was the ripping down of propaganda

posters. BOG Chairman John Hayes, who had posted anti-

Coors posters and Rothman. who had posted pro-Coors

ones both complained about their posters being torn down.

ballot box slaiTers generally agreed that the Coors
referendum acquired the moal atiention from the

students.

Hayes said the Coors referendum was worded unfairly

because instead of asking students whether Coors should
be sold in the Campus Center, it asked them whether
students have the right to buy it. Hayes called the referen-

dum a "loaded question."

Rothman has maintained that the issue is not Coors,

but student rights.

Kevin Donovan. 19, a Dickinson resident, said he does
not think as many students would vote in favor of the

Coors referendum if it had been worded differently.

Donovan added he voted in favor of all, although he said

he finds it "a little awkward" that all students voted on
the graduation date, a matter that concerns seniors more
directly.

Other voters said all students should vote on the gradua-

tion referendum because the administration might want
to change dates again with future classes.

Grad Senate president
decries institutional racism
By ANTHONY PADOVANO
Collegian Staff

The nature of institutional racism is

endemic, part of the system, and it is more
insidious than the blatant, violent attacks

of open bigotry, the president of the

graduate student senate said.

Senate President George Claxton ad-

dressed a meeting held by the minority
graduate student association last night in

Goessman hall.

Claxton opened the discussion by telling

of the differences between systematic

discrimination and institutional racism.

Systematic discrimination is a concious

act of bigotry whereas institutional racism

is benign neglect, he said.

"The latter is more prevalent at the

university although the former is not

unheard of," Claxton said.

Claxton also said that minorities have to

make themselves heard so that they are

not forgotten. "If people don't know any

blacks they won't think of blacks. If peo-

ple don't know any women in power posi-

tions people won't be able to see them as

such," he said.

Dr. Dianne Cherry, a professor in the

communications department, said we can

discuss institutional racism "by just going

to school tommorow and looking around in

your class, by looking towards the front of

the class at yovir instructor, and by look-

ing at the people who you have to bring

your problems to."

Fred Swan, manager of UMass Staff

Training And Development, said that "the

dichotomy of American creed and
American action is a conflict that has rag-

ed in the hearts of Americans."

He said there are policies that fight the

manifestations of racism but "policies

against racism aren't much good until they

have teeth, until they are enforced."

A suggestion which was brought up after

the lecture period was an idea to publish

a booklet for minority students with

telephone numbers of other minority

students, faculty and staff.

The MGSA made the presentation in an
attempt to set up a foundation for a com-
mittee that could deal with institutional

racism by the spring semester.

However, Masila Mutisya, an assistant

resident director in McNamara dormitory,

said: "we must get our own house in order

before we can demand others to change."
He asked: " How do you start to bridge the

gap between the latino the asian and the
african students?"

Mary Custard, the resident director of

Lewis Hall said: "There is power in

numbers." She said that one united outcry

for justice and equality will have a greater

effect than three smaller outcries by in-

dividual communities.

Poll reveals that many UMass
students have used marijuana

By JEFFRY BARTASH
Collegian Staff

Editor's note: This is the second of a

series on drug use at the University.

A recent poll of University of

Massachusetts students revealed that 45

percent have used marijuana or hashish

during the past year.

The poll, conducted in November by

Students Affairs Research and Evaluation

Office in the Whitmore Administration

Building, surveyed 276 students by

telephone, distributed evenly in age, sex,

class and area of residence.

The poll, which will be released public-

ly within a few weeks, also revealed that

more than 16 percent have used cocaine

and seven percent have used

hallucinogens during the past year.

Town of Amherst and university of-

ficials acknowledge a portion of the stu-

dent population uses illicit drugs, but they

they are not sure how many students do

or what drugs are prominent on campus.

Wasyl Matveychuk, a sociology prp-

fessor at UMass who teaches a Drugs in

Society course, said he believes the poll

may be representative of the overall stu-

dent population, but said it has a

methodological flaw.

"Students might lie because they are in-

timidated because people [SAREO] have

their names," he said.

Joyce Clark, associate director of

SAREO. disagrees: "My guess is that

students are pretty honest about it. If peo-

ple don't want to answer, they don't par-

ticipate in the survey," adding that names
are confidential information.

A total of 74 students contacted declin-

ed to cooperate in the survey.

David P. Kraft, executive director of

Health Services at UMass, said college

students can't be defined as a kind of drug

users.

"That time in life is one deciding in-

dependence, and of experimentation. It's

the age more than the fact that they are

college students," he said.

continued on page 9
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DISCUSSING THE
UNDISCUSSABLE

You are invited to attend the next two

Kaleidoscope Project Sessions on

Thursday, December 1 1 , 1986

in the

Student Union Ballroom

SPEAKERS TO

BE ANNOUNCED

SESSION 1 AT 3:30 PM
What should be the University's

Response to Civil Disobedience

SESSION 2 at 7:00 PM
Should the C.I.A. be allowed to

recruit on campus?

• • • , . ^ *^
'

• •

• • •
•

Both
Stores

Open FRi
tj] 9

••

«

amherst/northampton

daily and Sunday

Dukakis signs bill for

$135 million tax cut
Surtax helped state recover from budget deficit

BOSTON (
APi - Gov. Michael S. Dukakis

signed a bill yesterday repealing the state's

11 vear-old surtax, ending a levy that

helped the commonwealth recover from a

budget deficit in the midl970s. but later

became a symbol of its reputation as "Tax-

achusetts.'"

The $135 million tax cut also removed a

political millstone from the neck of

Dukakis, who had offered voters a "lead

pipe" promise of no new taxes in his 1974

campaign After winning the election and

inheriting a $500 million budget deficit, he

approved the surtax as part of the biggest

tax ncrease in state history

'. never considered it a monkey on my
>.ick 1 thought It was an unfortunate state

of affairs that forced us to approve it at the

time," said Dukakis, who blamed the

deficit and the need for the surtax on the

liberal spending policies of his Republican

predecessor. Gov. Francis Sargent.

The current strength of the

Massachusetts economy helped produce a

$540 million budget surplus for fiscal 1986.

allowing the state to cut taxes and aiding

Dukakis in rolling to a reelection victory

by a 69-31 percent margin last month

The surtax initially forced individuals to

apply an extra $7.50 for every $100 paid

in state income taxes. Due to the repeal,

individuals will now save an average of

roughly $100 when they file their 1986

state income tax forms early next year

It took the Legislature three attempts to

finally get rid of the tax. Citizens for

Limited Taxation, a group that won ap

proval of tax limiting Proposition two and

a half in 1980. gathered more than lOO.OOC

signiiuies for a 1986 ballot question tha'

would eliminate the surtax over two year-

and impose a strict iimu on a collection>

After the referendum qualified for tht

ballot. Dukakis and the legislature agreed

to a two year phaseout of the levy. Half of

the tax was eliminated in January 1986.

therebv reducing it to 3 75 percent, and the

remainder was due to be eliminated on

Jan 1. 1987.

In October, state officials then agreed to

speed up the repeal, making it retroactive

to Jan. 1, 1986. as part of a tax package

designed to undercut support for strict tax

cap that was still on the ballot.

Voters on Nov. 4 decided to approve the

tougher tax <ap referendum, but by doing

so they also reinstated the tax until Jan

1. 1987

Dukakis and the Legislature then agreed

to pass still another bill that repealf^ the

surtax retroactive to last Jan. 1. but does

not change the lax cap

The Massachusetts High Technology

Council, which has lobbied for surtax

repeal since 1978, hs^ u^d the surcharge

as a symbol of the commonwealth's tradi-

tionally high tax rales

The council's executive director. Howard

Foley, on Tuesday commended the state for

acting and said Massachusetts now had the

42nd lowest tax rate of the 50 Mates, bas

ed on the local taxes and fcM as a percen

tage of personal income

"Taxachusetts as of the moment is dead,

absolutely." Foley said.
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COLLEGIAN DRIVERS NEEDED

STARTING SPRING SEMESTER

• Musf have own car

Must have mornings (9-11) free
|

$8 - $10 an hour

if.if.if.if.if.if.if.if.if.if.if if if.ifif,if.if.i(.ifif.if

• Approximately 6 hours per weeic

APPLY IN PERSON AT THE COLLEGIAN

113 CAMPUS CENTER

SCERA still operates without professional staff
Student Actvities'iVust Fund, recieves pay raises that the

, ^. . ,;_;»„j •• n-.^k =o;^
By STEVE HIGGINS
Collegian Staff

When Jerry Scoppettuolo left the Student Center for

Educational Research and Advocacy in October, he com
pleted a total professional staff vacancy in the Universi

ty of Massachusetts organization that has not yet been

filled.

Since then, the Student Government Association ap-

proved a budget which eliminates funding for Scoppet-

tuolo's research advocacy position, and a vacancy created

when former SCERA director Debbie Pilch left in June
remains vacant. A third professional position, anti-

oppression advix^te. has not been funded by the SGA since

1984.

Nate Moore, chairman of the SGA Budgets Committee,

said the committee proposed no funding for Scoppettuolo's

position because a student can fill that function.

Scoppettuolo's duties included support of student

research projects, such as the gathering of information on

the attrition rate of women and minority students on

campus.
•"Die committee believed that the functions of tr it posi-

tion could be adequately handled by students," he said,

adding that a full time professional, though funded by the

Student Actvities iVust Fund, recieves pay raises that the

Senate can not control.

"Professional staff cost a lot of money," he said, but add-

ed that "there should be one full-time staff person to pro

vide the continuity that is necessary."

Chris Alibrandi, the SCERA student coordinator who
is presently executing the absent director's duties, said

that the SGA did a disservice to students in not funding

Scoppettuolo's position.

"The budget committee and the senators who voted for

that budget have put SCERA back 10 years," she said,

"Jerry was the professional that guided us on our divest

ment research." She said that SCERA needs more than

one full-time professional to help coordinate the activities

of the 15 part time paid or volunteer SCERA positions

But there are still no professionals working with

SCERA, after a five-member committee appointed to

review candidates for the SCERA director's position an

nounced Dec 3 that four of the candidates reviewed did

not meet the qualifications for the job, and a fifth drop-

ped out of the selection process.

SGA Affirmative Action Officer and search committee

member Sarah Bush said that the quality of applicants

was not as high as it could have been because of the nature

of advertising for the opening.

"The «**>«rch committee and SCERA both felt that the

advertising was very limited," Bush said.

Because advertising was limited to local newspapers,

many qualified candidates who might have been reached

through Boston newspapers and alternative publications

were missed. Bush said.

Director of Student Activities Randy Donant is charg-

ed with making the final appointment of the director bas-

ed on the recommendations of the committee. But Donant

has questioned the ability of a SCERA director, officially

a "state employee, " to work within that capacity and also

serve as a student advocate.

"SCERA should be an arm of the Senate." he said, and

suggested that perhaps SCERA should be a "total student

board, so that it doesn't get itself into trouble with the

state system."

Alibrandi said: "The position (professional SCERA direc

tori is a difficult one, between a rock and a hard place,

but that doesn't mean you get rid of the position.

"Of course the administration of the university wants

to see a student position, because that makes it much nrore

difficult for us to have a loud voice," she said.

Members of the committee and SCERA are presently

evaluating the process to find a new SCERA director,

before beginning the search again. Alibrandi said.

BOG votes
to ban
military
recruitment
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

The Campus Center Board of Governors

last night explained their proposal to ban

military recruitment on the Campus
Center concourse, and met with both sup-

port and opposition from the 40 pe<^le who

attended the open forum.

The board has proposed the ban because

the hiring policies of the military are

diacriminatory on the basis of sexual

iweference, said board Chairman Mark
Friedman.
"The military is in violation of board

policy, which is modeled after University

and Trustee policy." regarding organiza

tions that are discriminatory. Friedman

s; id.

'There is no reason for us to tolerate

discrimination by anybody." he said, ad-

ding "I would hope that the principles of

equality are something we all embrace."

The board allocates space and funds to

groups using the Campus Center Student

Union complex.

Board Vendor Coordinator Lester

Hensley said "It is quite clear to me that

the military's recruiting policy is one of ex-

cluding people."

Board policy states that organizations

who discriminate cannot use the concourse,

I piMto Jvanifvr

ELM STREET - Sophomore communications major Melissa Wolff

walks through a wooded pedestrian way in Southwest Residential

Area yesterday.

Hensley said.

Student Michael Ross voiced his (^posi-

tion to the proposal, saying that military

representatives were not at the forum.

Friedman said he contacted the two

ROTC programs on campus. University

Placement Services, and a recruiter who
was using the concourse.

Graduate student Tony Guglielmi

said,'*The military is clearly in violation of

boeu'd policy."

Those who oppose the ban want special

exemption from the policy for the

recruiters.Guglielmi said.

Tony Rudy. "" "rdergraduate student

senator from Cashin house, who walked in

to the meeting late with several other

students .said. "I'm totally opposed to what

the Board of Governors is doing here."

"These people have made a choice to be

homosexuals and there are consequences

that go with it." Rudy said "I think affir-

mative action for homosexuals is wrong."

After the forum. Hensley said "I just

think its a very poor reflection of the con-

servatives opposed to this motion that they

chose to show up late, and thus missed the

presentation and all the pertinent issues

that it raised."

Cars crash
on Route 9
Monday night
A 33-year old resident of Rolling Green

apartments was transported to Cooley

Dickinson hospital following a two car ac

cident in Amherst Monday. .Amherst police

said.

The man slopped on Route 9 to make a

left turn into Rolling Green when a

19-year old University of Massachusetts

student drove her sedan into the back of his

pick up truck, police said.

The impact of the collision caused the

man's head to go through the rear window
of the truck, police said. He was
transported by ambulance to Cooley

Dickinson hospital in Northampton to be

treated for head it\)urie8.

The woman was cited for failure to use

care in stopping, Amherst police said.

A ma\e renidenl reported an "annoy inR
phone call " at 1:19 a.m. Tuesday in his

room in the John Adams Tower. Universi-

ty of Massachusetts police said.

The man said the caller was a male who
asked him "gross questions" about other

male students who live on the floor, police

said.

A 1985 Ford van driven by an employee

of the University Physical Education

Department backed into a 1985 Subaru

also driven by another department
employee causing $2000 in damage to the

trunk of the Subaru at 9:47 a.m. Monday
in lot 40, police said.

- STUART GAMBLE and PATRICK
JOHNSON

Support group offered for children of alcoholics

University Health Services and Alateen have programs

By MARY REIDY
Collegian Correspondent

As far back as she can remember, Terri's

mother always drank too much. Her

mother is a closet drinker; an alcoholic who
drinks when she is alone. Terri remembers

when she was four, watching her mother

sneak a drink in the kitchen.

Terri, 23. is one of the estimated 12

million adult children of alcoholics in the

country, according to statistics provided by

the National Institute of Alcohol Abuse

and Alcoholism. Her story is a classic ex-

ample of the problems these children go

through — but also of the fact that there

is hope for them.

Children who grow up with one or more

alcoholic parents face a chaotic environ-

ment that is not present in "healthy"

homes, said Karen Jacobus, coordinator of

the Alcohol Drug Education Program at

the University Health Services at the

University of Massachusetts.

"Children of alcoholics often become

isolated and think they are the only ones

who live in such a situation," Jacobus said.

"They see things happening one way in the

home, but because no one will confirm

something is wrong, they feel confused by

the mixed messages."

Terri recognized her environment was

different from that of her friends. Both her

parents worked, and she spent many after-

noons at the homes of her friends before he.-

parents came home. She observed a display

of affection not present in her home.

"I felt abandoned, like I wasn't loved.

Drinking always came first," Terri said.

Her father, who is also alcoholic, stopped

drinking when Terri was three, when doc-

tors told him he would die if he continued

to drink.

Terri is the youngest of four children. She

nas a brother and two sisters, and there is

a 10 year diffrerence between the third

youngest and Terri.

"I felt like the drinking was my fault

because I was bom 10 years later. I didn't

know there was a problem before I was
born," Terri said. "I thought I was a

mistake."

Jacobus said adult children of alcoholics

are a "high risk" group. The NIAAA
estimates that 50 to 60 percent of the

alcoholics who are in treatment for their

disease have at least one alcoholic preent.

She said this occurs because adult children

of alcoholics witness substance abuse pat-

terns when they are young. Adult children

of alcoholics are also at risk of marrying

alcoholics themselves, Jacobson said.

The University Health Services offers a

10-week support group each semester for

any students at UMass who feel they were

affected by alcoholism while growing up.

Jacobus said. The date for the support

group in the spring is not yet determined.

The goal of the support group is to help

students who are affected by parental

drinking realize that they are not alone

with their problem. Jacobis said. She said

students begin to develop coping skills on

how to deal with their alcoholic parents.

Alateen is a group for teenagers with

alcoholic relatives. Terri joined Alateen

when she was 15. Because of the situation

at home, she spent most of her time at her

friends' houses. She stopped going to high

school classes and began experimenting

with marijuana and alcohol. When she was

14, she ran away to Cape Cod for four days.

When she returned from the Cape, she said

she was a "bundle of emotions."

Terri also attended open Alcoholics

Anonymous meetings, which she said were

the best at helping her understand that

alcoholism is a disease. Today, she attends

Al-Anon meetings three times a week.

"So many people are affected by

alcoholism, and they need support from

each other," she said. "Today I accept my
mother and the rest of my family for who
they are. I can't change them. Today I

understand my parents love me."

Collegian photo by Rob Skelton

Cynthia Palino, a senior English major, votes on three campus-wide

referendums yesterday at a voting location in the Hatch. Rich Pelrine,

an undergraduate student senator from the commuter area, and

James Smack, a senator from Chadboume oversee the voting.

\
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Grad Senate votes against

motion to lift ban of Coors beer
By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

After 20 minutes of debate, the Univer

sity of Massachusetts Graduate Student

Senate voted against a motion that would

lift the ban against Coors beer and allow

It to be sold in the Campus Center

"The Graduate Student Senate publicly

deplores the hiring practices of Coors. but

feels the decision to drink Coors rests with

the individual." Senator Vic Liptak

proposed.

The majority of the Campus Center St u

dent Union Board of Governors is probabls

under 21 and is "not that relevant of an

issue," Senator Byron Jones said. "It's as

if they need a cause for affirmative action
"

One major reason for the ban. President

George Claxton said, is not just Coors hir

ing practice but the fact that it did not sell

well until the Board's motion to ban the

beer.

"Students have the right to buy or not to

buy," Treasurer Gary Jakacky. wearing a

Coors Light visor, said. "It's a decision best

made at the individual level."

Vice President Jonathan Frank made the

motion to close debate The motion failed

6 to 15 with three abstentions. The senate

supports the Board's ban.

The senate also discussed the problem

with Trust Fund interest. A few years ago

it was discovered that the Trustees were

taking some interest from the University's

trust funds and using it for their own in .

terest. like paying Chancellor Duffey's

parking tickets in Boston. Claxton said.

The senate contacted a lawyer and there

IS the possiblity of litigation In a closed

door meeting, the senate discussed replies

from inquiries sent to law firms.

Christmas
Candles

Holiday candles for a festive touch...

or as gifts of cheer and warmth.

( ollrpan photo by Rob Hbvllon

ANOTHER PROUD HOMEOWNER - Doug Cahill adjusts the

flaps of his teepee in Leverett. Cahill lives in the heated teepee,

complete with a stove, which he built using $800 \% orth of material.

I
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STUDENT NOTE & PRINTING SERVICE

IS CELEBRATING THE ARRIVAL OF OUR NEW

XEROX 1090 HIGH PERFORMANCE
STATE-OF-THE-ART MARATHON COPIER!

Campus Center
^'^yUNIVERSITYmSTORED
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AMERIOVN GREETINGS
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SUN - THURS
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FRI & SAT
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BREAKFAST SERVED
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SERVED "TIL MIDNITE
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CAMPUS PLAZA
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GREAT FOR THE HOLIDAYS

UTOPIA SPAS
GIFT

CERTIFICATES
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THE DATING GAME IS BACK
CONTINUES

DINNER
FOR 2

HAMP6
AMC MOVIE

PASSES

TONIGHT
Wednesday, Dec 10

DONT MISS IT

Route 9 Amherst 256-8284

WRITE YOUR
OWN SAVINGS/

'WITH COUPON BELOW

WRITE YOUR OWN COUPON

1.00
OFF

ANY ONE
ITEM

ITEM

'^'"r/o/v

WITH COUPON AND $7.50 PURCHASE EXCLUDING
CIGARETTES. LIMIT ONE COUPON PER
CUSTOMER AND USE WITH ONE ITEM OF $1 .00 OR
MORE RETAIL PRICE. GOOD IN ANY DEPT.
VALID DECEMBER 9-13. 1986 AT LOUIS' FOODS

FRESH YELLOW RIPE

CHICKEN BANANAS
LEG QUARTERS 5lbs FOR

39<>
/lb

With Backs. Pkg of 5 Ibd or more.
$1.00

mm
HNE FOODS

WE CONSISTENTLY

SAVE YOU MORE!
OPEN

MON - SAT 7 AM TO 9 PM
SUNDAY 12 NOON TO 6 PM

10 UNIVERSITY DRIVE
AMHERST, MASS.

DIAGONALLY ACROSS FROM
UNIVERSITY OF MASS. STADIUM

Regents investigate

trust fund spending
BOSTON (AP) - The state Beard of RegenU, stung by

criticism of a secret $10,000 payment to a Westfield State

College student, agreed yesterday to hire a consultant to

study how the state's public colleges use millions of dollars

in trust funds.
i

.. j

"This is not going to be an investigatory analysis, said

Higher Education Chancellor Franklyn Jenifer. Instead,

he said It would be an examination of the procedures the

colleges use to spend trust fund money and whether such

expenditures follow existing guidelines.

Westfield State officials took $10,000 from an

unrestricted trust fund in January and gave it to a stu

dent who claimed he had been sexually assaulted by col-

lege President Francis J. Pilecki.

Pilecki has since been suspended and faces charges in

two alleged sexual assaults on male students. The college

later asked the state U) reimburse it for the payment^

Last week, the Legislature's Post Audit and Oversight

Committee released a 46 page report sharply criticizing

the Board of Regents for lax regulations that allowed the

payment to be made in secret.

The report said the sUte officials involved in approv

ing the payment were hindered by a lack of guidelines

and that the payment never would have been made had

such guidelines been in place
^ ^ ^ r

Also last week, a Westfield State official testified before

the Executive Council that he had falsified a voucher for

the $10,000 payment that the council had requested as

part of its own investigation into the scandal

The trust fund accounts total more than $300 million

at the sUte's 27 public colleges and universities But.

Jenifer said, "a Urge percentage of that money is extreme

ly restricted" and could not be used to make paymenU

similar to the one made at Westfield SUte.

3wn^ jACcofwC !Jssuc5

This workshop wnti discuss the dynamics of alcoholism

in the family and explore effective ways of coping

Wednesday, December 10, 1986

7:30 p.m.

University Healtii Services

Room 304

For more information contact:

Karen Jacobus, Coordinator

Alcohol and Drug Education Program

549-2671 X181

Gifts-from19<:to4.99

omher s t /rx)r thampton

daily and Sunday

•. / «< V I ,1

students gain valuable skills

at Union Video Center

I /////

by RobSlMHoa

The Leverett peace pagoda, which was finished last year as the first

such U.S. monument to world peace, as it appeared this week. Visitors

who come to work on construction of a garden and temple near the

pagoda stay in an acijacent house, where the second floor is used for

Buddhist worship until the temple is completed. In addition host loca-

tion of the pagoda, the Town of Leverett is a "nuclear free zone."

By NORIKO OTAKE
Collegian Correspondent

Students who dream of being video

wizards can live their fantasies and gain

valuable skills doing it, said Michael

Gowell. coordinator of the Union Video

Center.

The center has three portable color TV
recording set-ups and several black and

white TV cameras, lighting equipment,

and equipment to smoothly edit the rough

footage. It has three kinds of video cassette

recorders to handle the different kinds of

recording systems.

"We thought we had better have one of

almost everything We make transfers

from one to another. " he said.

Students can borrow the equipment free

and produce videos independently or in

groups after attending three workshops,

Gowell said. The workshop serie? cost $30.

he said Students put on their videos on the

cable TV system on voluntary basis.

On three outlets in the Student Union,

the center shows student videos as well as

classic movies, and also serves as an elec-

tronic "bulletin board" of events in the five-

college area, and a live daily TV news pro^

gram from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.. he said.

StudenU do the whole thing. They

gather news, write it and read it. It takes

enormous time,' Gowell said.

He said he appreciates the UVC's not be

ing affiliated to any academic departments

because students are free to do anything.'

But it has to struggle for funds, he said.

The UVC is supptirted largely by Student

Government Association appropriation. It

obtains about $24,000 yearly firom the SGA
and raises an additional $10,000 in a

'whole bunch of ways.' Gowell said. The

UVC holds special events, like video tape

conferences and Video Arts Festival in

spring, to collect money.

'The things we do have are a lot of energy

and good will. Students help each other,"

Gowell said, adding that students could

find themselves producing their own videos

within a month of joining.

To become a UVC member, a student on-

ly has to come to the office located in the

back of the Hatch and fill out a member
ship form, he said Of 150 current

members, there are many communication

migors. but basically students come from

every field Some of the former members
entered broadcasting business.

Upcoming UVC programs include Thurs-

day's basketball game on Dec. 15 and

Thursday's debates on CIA recruitment on

Friday or Saturday. Gowell said.

Learn German
This Summer

V
Lo'

SEND A HOLIDAY PERSONAL

TO SOMEONE YOU LOVE!

Monday Dec 15. 1986 is your last chance

to tell someone your care. Come down to

the Collegian Office before Thursday

between 9:00 - 3:30 and place your

classified with us.

THESE CLASSIFIEDS WILL BE PLACED
IN A SPECIAL PULLOUT COLOR WRAP.

SOMETHING TO SAVE FOREVER!

\une 28 -

kugusi 8. 1987

Ike Seventh Knnual German Summer School

of theKtlantk at the University of Rhode \sland in

co-operation with the Goethe Institute Boston,

German will be the sole language ol tommunication and German

hie and culture the heart ol thii 5U week residency procram ol

intensive language study

You may earn up to n»r\c undergraduate or graduate ctedrts while

living m the heaulllul suriounding^ ol our couf^try campus lusl

minutes away Irom Rhode Island s magnifttent beaches and his

foric summer colonies

This program is ideally suited lor anyone wishing to learn or

improve his or her German — from business people and

travelers, to students planning work or study abroad Take

advantage of this rare opportunity to participate in this toul

German Language experience

r<r dettU*: Dr lotin Crandln

_-y|^^ Or Otto Oonibcrg. Ce-Dlrector«

P^ f_ I>cpartin«nl of LangiMflCt

University of Rhode Island

Kingston. Rl 03MI I40h 792-9«ll

TIME FOR A
RESUML
Kinkos can hrip «ou

prepare for >our future. *e

ha»e a ^ide range of papers

and envelopes to give >«»ur

resume the professional

look it de.'.er\es.

kinko's
220 N. Pleasant St

Amherst, MA

253-2543

Now's
the time

to call-

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

DROP BY FOR FREE

STUDENT TRAVEL CATELOGWI BOUND TRIP

NYC/London $356
NYC/Rome $428
NYC/Rio $599

COUNCIL TRAVEL
AMHERST

•SOME RESTRICTIONS APPLY [4131256-1261

HOLIDAY SPECIAL
WIN A VCR

($400 value courtesy of the SUB and Adirondack Music)

COME TO THE SUB NOW
THROUGH DEC 15 TO ENTER

BIG DRAWING DECEMBER 15th

SALADS SUBMARINES

(^ fche sub
n AM TO 2 AM / 7 DAYS

<^i

33 E. PLEASANT ST .
AMMERST / W9^5160

adirondacli music

COME WIN A
HO SANYO VIDEO

CASSETTE RECORDER
LOADED WITH FEATURES

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY * DONT HAVE TO BE PRESENTJOWIN
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Christmas
Wraps and Trims

Deck your gifts in the season's finest!

THE UMASS SKI CLUB GOES NORTH

Q<:illin9toi!

^e^

STILL
$229
FOR

NON-MEMBERS

CONDO LODGING & LIFTS

$^>9fl '^^^°^°
JAN 18-23

ce?^^

r^
•.P«F»€MOH

AMERICA GREETINGS

. iti^MlMMXV Ammccv^ Ow*ng» Cofp-

PRCGBAM INCLUDES ^^..c
NON-MEMBERS WELCOME

• 5 NITES CONDO LODGING

AT EDGEMONT OR WHIFFLE TREE

• 5 DAYS LIFTS TO SIX MOUNTAINS
• VALUABLE COUPON BOOK

\^Sl^rl^^^uPoSJOPBy^T^^^ CLUB TABLE IN THE HATCH

'^qro^.?r/r!gn?.F In A^STUD^ UNION. OR CALL 545-3437

GIvt the angel

la jont lift •

kMv«ttli gift from
College l>tug

The Zenith Z-171 PortaMePC
ft beatshum-out.

^1^"

WE HAVE ONE OF THE
LARGEST 8ELECTIOHS
OF HARD TO FIND

FRAGRANCES IN

WESTERN
MASSACHUSETTS

. mm ShouiMn ^ tff^

. AMM »Mm i>» C«f>**

• OwWHr Oler

RMfMTM yoof frontal lobe wHh this •••y-to^rry. •••r*^
mSrSTnf porttbl. PC now .t • Sp.ci.1 Student Pr««!

F«c1 Collie Muswbtirn-oot *" 'f^*< ^«»<1'" 'T?"''^ ^'^ITfSSJSi^
re-ll^ny nuTyour no99.n_ An. .09g.ng a .on O ^^^

Spaoat Student Pno«

AFTER-SHAVEg
AND f

LOTIONS FOR MENg,
Chanel fv
Eau Sauvage
Grey Flannel

Polo
Royal Lyme
Pierre Cardin

i
10% OFF

I ON ALL

j
COSMETICS

I WITH THIS COUPON
JGOOD THRU 12/24/86

h^To'erthv But now you can Xakt'i toad oti your mtnd (and your back)

^^ l^ngwtle^ Cih Z-171 Portable k now yours at great

savings'

The WM PC-ComprttWe ZaoWh Z-171 PortaJ)»a PC

For computer power everywt>ere you go. the Z-i7i PC leatures.

• CompatibiMv with virtuaMy all IBM PC* software

• Dual 5v." floppy dish dnves

• A bacV-M LCD screen tor enhanced readability

• 256K of RAM - expandable to 640K

• An optional built m modem
. An optional rechargeable battery pack

,uui.r>~«««
. Complete desktop (unctions, including serial and parallel i o pons

• All in a compact unit thai weighs less than 1 5 lbs

$999.00

to aonl strem yeor brain . . fel your ZwMt MTI
el

I PCI

Computer Training Institute

203-649-3724

Zenith Data Systems
617-454-8070

special Student Price, are also available on the., ottier exciting ZenHt, Ptraonal Computers...

Zantlh Z-148 Desktop PC'
•IBM PC, compatibiMy

SIngI* Orlv*
Special Sludenl Pnce
Suggesiod teian once

Du^Onva
Special Sludenl Pnce
Suggested retail price

I7SO00
$1299 00

S999 00
$1*99 00

Zenith Z-tSS Enhanced PC*
•Qfeaiei nie'nai e«pandabiiiiv

Dual Drive
Special SluOeni Price

Suggesied re'ail pfice

Hard Disk
Special Sluaeni Price

Suggested feiaii price

sns.oo
$2199 OC

tVSMOO
$2799 00

Zenith Z-24B Advanced PC
•IBM PC AT" compatiDii'iy

Single Drive
Specia' Slufleni Price

SuqgesiecJ 'elai' price

Hard Disk
Special Student Price

Suggested retail pnce

S1.S99 00

$2 999 00

t2.2M.00
$4 399 00

SOKKi onaiyq o»» »i>od onty <y (".'<:•»»« ().i»ctiv fom

Hwvif. Corticlin WM "HO" »* v^<»M» lacuiv ino swn

lO' in*' !XW^ UM No C0yK (JilCOu^ti •PO^ !.•"' ont p**

wna. co<npol»' •nd one monw pw mHvOoW "v•"y

Mmomh pmnoa l*nc« uitmc^ » cwv "^""-^ "««•

YgMITM data
i

systems

Zenith ZVM-1220 Monochrome
Monitor
Less disto'ied viewing

•famous riign resolution

Special Student Pnce IM 00

Suggested retail price » 1 99 00

As» atx)ui ou' other morx)chrome and

color monitors

MonW nol mOuOta '" pnc»«

C 19S6 Z*™* D«« SyJH*^

i3 4 Main St., Amherst ThTqUAIITV cots IN BIfOM THl NAMI GOES ON 05

253-2523
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Students fed alcohol is bigger problem thandrugabuse
I _. „„...e hari PYn*>rience with drug F ^^H

By JENNIFER DEMPSEY
Collegian Staff

The majority of University of

Massachusetts students surveyed yester-

day said the administration should focus

its combative efforts on alcohol abuse

rather than drug abuse.

Sophomore Beth McCann said hard drug

use is not a major problem on campus. "No

more can be done to stop it Idrug usel than

is already being done," McCann said.

"Alcohol is more of a problem."

point everyone s had experience with drug

use and ifsomeone wants to use drugs they

will be there regardless of administrative

restrictions."

•it's very hard to eradicate drugs, maybe

they should have education programs,'

Prefontaine said.

-What good is it for them to try to con

trol something as covert as drug usage

Al Valdez asked, if they're going to try to

ban drugs they should ban alcohol.

Junior Chris Headland said."There s no

real drug problem
U'c o.-i r.r tV,, •Hminist-<»«ion roarh

('•airgian ph.H»« hy Jrnnifrr l>. mm'-' »

Fred Dunford

Al Vald

Senior Eleanor Crow :-> »<tid, 'ExcU' ! ng

alcohol. I personally don t see muci^. pro

blem with hard drugs. I'm sure it's out

there, but I don't see it. It's hard to stop

drug users."

Senior Pal Dolan said,"Booze is a bigger

problem Thei ? is not as much drugs as

there used to be. I don't think there's a pro-

blem at all."

Ciradualv student Fred Dunford said,"As

a grad studiMii. I don't think drugs are a

problem. The administration should not be

concerned,

"

Junior Mike Prefontaine »aid. "At this
Tim Carrier

Dennis Shephard

anyway."
Sophomore Tim Carrier said. The ad

ministration is out of touch with the drug

scene. They should work nn mon- construe

live student programs.

Junior Dennis Shepard said."I feel there

are alot of other problems the administra

lion could be concentrating .>n m.stead of

people's lives
"

Valdez said, i feel the administration

can control other problems more imp«jrtant

to the community, such as recent racial in

cidents
"

• drugs
coHtinurd frttm page I

Amherst police Chief Donald A Maia agrees "Most of

the ^udents are between 18 23. You experiment with life

You get an education. You learn to socialize. .
some

students are going to experiment with drugs."

Students are also looking for ways of relaxing or escap-

ing the pressures of studying, said Krafl.

Malveychuk said: "People take drugs for many difliowrt

reasons. Some get into fights, some are tacit Others tu»

it as a way of letting amorous and seducing people."

Kraft said he thinks there has been a slight decrease

in marijuana use. and a dramatic decrease of

hallucinogens since the early 1970s, but Philip J

Cavanaugh. associate director of Public Safety at UMass.

said LSD is on the rise, especially "paper acid." a syn

thetic hallucinogen that comes in tiny sheets of colored

paper, although Cavanaugh doesn't know why

Larry Moneta. assistant director for rraidential educa-

tion - c^i. wnicn IS composed ol tne sylvan. Central,

Northeast and Orchard Hill residential areas, said his

staff has told him that marijuana and "magic

mushrooms, an organic hallucinogen grown primarily out

west, are the most prominent drugs on campus.

•Nobody knows better than RAs (resident assistants},

he said.
.

. . .

Malveychuk said indications he receives from his

^udenU show drugs to be prevalent: "There are all kinds,

but I don't think it's anymore prevalent that at other col

UMass police said the biggest change in the drug scene

in the last five years at UMass has been the emergence

of cocaine, which they said appeared in noticeable quan

titles beginning in the early 80s. but said crack has not

penetrated the Amherst area They also said there has

been an increase in alcohol related inndenls

Criminal incidents related tx> alcohol increai^ed from 5 7

percent m 1984 to 8.'2 percent in 1985. according to police

records They also show that arrests for disorderly con-

duct increased from 37 to 47, and the trend is continuing

in 1986. according to Cavanaugh.

On the first weekend of school, police closed the towers

in the SouthwMt Residential Area to non residents after

students overcrowded floors and •got out of hand
"

Slightly more than 93 percent of the students who par

ticipated in the SAREO poll said they used alcohol dur

ing the past year. Nearly '20 percent have driven a car

after having too much to drink; 16 percent have experienc

ed trouble with police while drinking; and nearly 25 per

cent said drinking has interfered with academics on one

or more occasions.

"Alcohol is by far the most heavily used by student.s.

Kraft said. "It causes the most problems on campus."

SludenU une and abuse illegal druRH. but not nearly M
much as alcohol, Moneta said.

TUHFINHARTSCHNTER

ITONIGHTII
THE WAVULV CONSORT prtscnts

Change your
tires NOW . . .

* Alignment and
I

jll balancing
^^ available

North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center

FuK Service Tire Slore

78 Sunderland B<J **o Amhenl •*»

549-4704

ThG
CWiSTMASl

STOl^
I
Wednesday Dec 10 8pr

Concert Hall

Tickets $18 16 14

ADVERTISING
j

MARKETING \

Travel through New Englands

Ski towns this Wintersession

and earn $400 + weekly with

commissions and bonuses.

As a dynamic young company

we offer a great career opportunity

for those team players that

possess lots of energy, the

willingness to be assertive and a

,definitive drive to succeed. If this

sounds like you ...Turn this Winter

Into Spring and come grow with us.i

At the

Jeffery Amherst Bookshof

you'll find a Christmas gift for

everyone on your list, at the right

price.

We'll gift

ivrap them,
mail them,

if needed, and
Charge them.
MasterCharge,

Visa, or

store accounts.

Yotf can even
shop by phone.

S<rr

%^ T

SAVE
10%
WITH
YOUR

STUDENT
DISCOUNT

-rLiyCi^jp^a^ :,.:

^

Jeffery Amkerst Bookshop I

as South Pleasant Street Amherst ^
Massachusetts 01002 253-33ei

jjsji)^

f •
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Letters . . .

Editor's note: The following are excerpts

from some of the letters and columns we

have received over the last three months

which, for one reason or another, have been

deemed inappropriate for public<Uion in

full and with the names included.

no damn head stuffer, either." When I

protested that he should not perpetuate

cruel stereotypes of our conservative

brethren, he informed me that he.Per,

sonally had witnessed a fellow admitted

by his hospital to extract his head which

was lodged in his rectum. That gentleman

is now doomed to see the world through

dark brown eyes through eternity.

years. ,

5) I will reconnunend to colleagues and

members of the local professional to ex-

ercise each of the above sanctions.

Editor's note: Our columnists come In for

a fair amount of criticism as well - some

quite personal - and Rusty, by far, gets

the most response...

from the obnoxious ... to '^« ^'^a'"'"^ •

to Rusty .

America is upside down and backwards.

One might even think that we were curs

ed by God because of AIDS and drug

abuse. So if this is such a great country

as is heralded by the Jewish press, why

are ao many people trying to escape, even

m suicide? The answer is that any

monetary system is a system of slavery-

but the daughters shall be saved (Exodus

1.22 KJ) •

Reasonable people have also known for

thousands of years that homosexual acts

are wrong and "illegalizeable" (»ic) The

reMon they are wrong has sUyed the

same through all theae years: homosex

ual arts are bad legal precedents If we let

radical deviates dirtate to us what will

and will not tolerate, we will wind up with

a confused and sick and probably ugly

world

While diacuaaing a conaervatiw ac

quaintance recently, my friend Joe. a

nurse lauded him by adding, "and he s

Good morning! Have you ever noticed

that the mind is in a frenzy? From the mo-

ment we open our eyes every morning un

til we fall asleep again an internal voice

Ulks us through our life The voice

rambles on constantly wherever we go. It

always seems to have something to say

and it never shuts up! Kind of annoying

when you stop and think about it.

to the threatening . . .

1

)

I will submit no writings to The Col-

legian for the remainder of my natural

life J ^
2) I will read no writings reproduced in

The Collegian for at least 5 years, nor will

I discuss said writings.

3) I will not engage in conversation or

any other form of social contact with Col-

Ugtan staff members for at least two

vears.
'

4 1 1 will engafe in no busineM U»Bsac-

lions with The Collegian for at least two

fe after ^
year, semester
after semester,

(henJIej^i* plan fn*n Fidelity Tnion Life

h»» been lh» mo>l actrplrd. m.»sl popuUr life iiiHurjnve

prorram vn ramputri* all u«er .\mrru-a.Find oui nhy.

RomM J. Nathan Agency

Call iNe Fitfrlilt ('nion l.ifr 20 Gatebouic Rd..

VmU AkXHialr in >«>ur area: AmKerat. MA
Tel: 2S6-8SSI

I probably have very little useful

substance to contribute regarding Apar

theid. probably as much as Rusty Denton

has to offer me on being ignited with

gasoline.

Who is Rusty Denton and why is he

allowed to write his insanities in the

Collegian?

Rusty Denton wrote that he "loathes

politics" and that he's tired of "trite

arguments" and "name calling.

Bov. he sure had me fooled. I've always

considered trite arguments and name call

mg the bread and butter of a Denton

editorial. Remove them and you will need

a microscope to find any crumbs that are

left

The name Rusty Denton has become

synonvmous on this campus with

raisint'erpreUlion and false information.

It should therefore come as no surprise

that Denton's column of December 5

presents information that bears not even

the slightest resemblance to the truth.

to Stuart . . .

When or if I can be bothered to read a

Stuart Gottlieb column. I know to take it

for what it's worth. I suppose it's impor

tant to have a "legitimate" conservative

voice on campus. Usually I read them

knowing he's trying his best to voice his

views and opinions.

Gottlieb seems intelligent enough. He

appears somewhat politically aware. It's

quite n(*le that's he's sharing his un

solicited advice and wisdom with those

who would obviously be lost without it.

to Herb . . .

I find it highly amusing that Herb

Ramy is called a Collegian columnist at

the end of each of his abortive attempts

to brain-wash the public. Many things

come to mind, but columnist is not one of

them...

. . he stuffs the remainder of his leg into

his oral cavity by approving of the burn

ing of such books as "Huckleberry Finn'

and "Slaughterhouse Five" I can see

why. These books portray life as it often

is - cruel and uryust I suppose this

doesn't fit into his Utopian version of the

world where the best neighborhood is one

without blacks, yellows, reds, browns or

any other color except pink Republican

Catholics like good old Herb himself.
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The system is working- but then, it was designed to
•^

. - . 1 T-L I ;.„ U...^^ J; >.^..l,. Ia.-ir<^ ru>rr«>ntfia(> nf tht; world's pop

While 1 have been deriving a great deal of enjoyment

from the recent revelations that members of the White

House staff (at least) have long been dealing with the

government of Ayatollah Khomeini, I take particular

pleasure in one aspect of the scandal

William Spain

The ssstem is working.

1 feel ver.' good to be an American these days, regardless

of whatever embarrassment " the nation's Chief Ex

ecutive mav sufler All the checks and balances, put into

place by wise patriots of 200 years ago. seem to be com-

ng to the fore m a manner which is no less wonderful

.)! all the political capital they are creating.

T(. use a time worn Dhrase. we an a goverir...ni ol laws

and not of men. When people screw up. as they meviUibly

wii; ihe laws are there to make sure that thmgs do not

'et entirely out of hand. We are not a dictatorship oi- an

Viigarchv.'we do not put power entirely into the hands

of a few. All decisions made by those elected to make them

an subject to the scrutiny of their constituents Accoun

lability does not end Election Day

The gvstem is working

The President (and his men. for whom he is solely

responsible! has made a major mistake. His motivations

are unimportant. He made it and the American people.

through their senators and representatives m CongreM.

are going to find out h,>u. The culprits tan shred

documents or take the Fifth, but nothing will stop the pro

cess of uncovering the causes and effects of the Ad

ministration's undoing.

Congressional committees on the trail of the truth are

almost frighteningly powerful - almost. Sure, it came to

the light through the press first (a fact that perturbs our

legislators a great deal) but it is a lot harder to say "no

comment when the folks asking have th- jxiwer of .sub

poena and the retreat to closed ae«»ions

The system is working.

Imagine that we did not have a free press. Imagine il

editors had to clear their copy with state-appointed cen

8<H^. Imagine thei*- and understand that the whole

shameful business would never have bobbed to the sur

face in this situation which, by the way. is one .i

disgustingly large percentage of the world's population

sufTers under.

Thomas Jefferson said "If I were to choose between a

government without newspapers or newspapers without

a government, 1 would not hesitate to choose the latter.

Adding this latest debacle to the long list, it is not hard

to understand why he had this feeling Maybe no one

elects the individuals who are the gatekeepers of infor

mation but thev have been incredibly u.seful as an objec

tive fourth branch of government W. n..uld not be the

same without them.

The Hxstem ss working.

\t least some of the truth telling in this affair will be

done in court. Judges, prosecutors, and defense Httornevs

will hash things out where justice is the uHniiate fioai

The interrogations will differ from those ot reporters ana

congressmen, but they w^\\ be no less significant. And

when all the hue and cry is yesterday's headlines, tht

rourts mav still be working on it. The seeming slug

»;ishne8s with which they operate may often Iw b._

frustrating, but slow deliberation is frequently a sign of

caution - not impott >.. Good justice, like good reh

tumship. lakes time ami patieiKe.

Thf sxHiem IS H'orA.'u'

It Miitrhl to. It's the i'mIv om- wt> have

VVi/ ni Spttin i> <' nWvai.i t\ oiumntst

A case of tragic ignorance
,,u nunded htgot and a disgrace lo th

U^^.^,^ t.rna at I .%1 !<>- It Ul' tt'l . . ..<• W «^Racism Uvea at LM
decades, and tto pr'

' am a whil.

homogenoui" tt»"'

MassMhuse< I K
,

1 -.c»l m 1^- » ^^ith .

1 . , two of whom wer

Ml

ue.

m

high
n-nts

hlack

Ann Bntton

My first encnunter w i
f

'

ni came on

k-tober 28. when Yanc. ason walk

u ,nto the Collegian newsroom and told

me his ttory
. „ ^ u

He told me he waa a Red S?« fa"**)"

had missed the final game of the >*or d

series because h« was out studying He

vuso told m. • -^v- "^-^'t up because ne

vas black .

In the pa.st wet-Ks 1 have heard varied

account.^ nf Nv„at happened. Some lold me

.orrot atones af petipU being hurt because

oV the color of their skm. while others

warned me that the incident was bemi:

iiown out of proportion.

1 ns4ened to all sides and tried to re

mmn objective. 1 was not in ^uihwesi

hat night md it is nnt my job 'o form

/pinions.

Ever o. I f5e«»»

man called ipart-

tell m» I
'^

mystery cai "^ «i''

have a mes, ji^e for

i.^edot L)i,i-- ^'

nt four 'imes t

r-iover. ' If th«

:: this column.

Vow art' a nar-

,u minded higol and a disgrace to thiH

niverstty. It is hevuuae of you. and peo-

ple like you, thai rmism /ii •

I have alsti been shunned un oeing

Ahite. I was one of a handful of white*

hat were inside Mahar Vuditorium -f

he night of October 'U wnt-n hi "^'i

ommunity h*\C, hfi m«rui

meet.ng- When I ira

auditorium I was told that the rn. •

w r -;ed to anyone who was w

n, uf ihe black community I r}u*f.

I. enioi because it »s mv oh '«'

'^ludents of what k?"**" "^^

University
.\fteranhour. theblaik-at tht fron. »

the room told the hunufu- of white- .

leave because by staying air longi i

wore -endangering oui safety B

.ng me to leave. th«!M people

violatinc my ripht,«». ami snierfenng •.'•

my job

InclosuiK « ^"""' ••" ihairacii

trnsion is not unique to U^ass and sau

not unusual Raci-m i- .niu i. .

,n society.

To find a solution we muss audi >

problem. Communication i^ esseniiai, VV-

must listen to each othei Hit - "' -
also look within ourseive.-

Th» roots of racism lie .n .gnorance h.

solution lir in education. an< i

understandinj..

Ann Bntton us u Coliegmn staff memoer

Letters
Be not fooled

by Coors beer

Uont be fooled by the ad
. T - .<day's

on on

I oors b^r. Besides placing

;„-!-ona" <>••' ' • '' 'onterns

.jbi.vf -^tutuii' r."«t« by

asking student- v<-t. i

clearly «ilanltf. uiu nap

nropriuie qm-slion Do
tudenls have thf right to

hoose and pwrchnse.."). this

,»! .<acii<»iiuries con-

j
r . ^«.4ted their empty

'

ei tht informative

I
noster- WhiU

l\. Htl

that ;•

(1 :)v liiose wh

claim to support free spe««ch

md fn* choice. Anyone who
knows annhin^ ,iIh)J' he

First Amendment i- Iv

aware that it wa.s d« nt^

politiail speech so

,rv that th»' public

was mformi

'

concern. We aitn i aiiaiu i<i

let the truth ab<iut Coors be

known, but evident Iv th, .

,

irt -wme peti|»n wh-

Mark ^. Friectiu.tii

.lohn H»y«*«»

Board of (iovernors

To be a bit

morp precise,

\ am wi ng i'> pi"! '

f .,,
nom«^nclatiirt

Id. Ill at'

;lilie<l ^'"1'

Republican Club, and si»me

other rightists on campus

are just as radical or essen-

tial ist ffrom th« root wore

radix. <»r "root"*, as the mis

named Radical ^'n.i.nt

L'nion. which ir«

prec'sely, jcfliirt

The campus C50iii»vaiiyf

.u< pt . ifically radical nu-

,, ..,..i>/.s, .idv(K'aling tht

...ncept of the iiherem or

»M..i. riiihtn- '^'i'^' "O

ii.,n .ax.v*- \wncf

tiuu defense ot CIA ac-

tivities Opposed to thi.s

view, radical leftists com-

monly advocate an extreme

or radical chang* n the

distr>bi.t!or .>t the world''

weaiK '
''*" "^

'lit ii,ii.M.eiidenti

Miiion <>» ni.tioni!

K>uii«iaries»,

homH'« \V Hutcht'sor.

Aril.erst

Sothmg erergets seuied

in this town. It's not liki' run-

ning a company or even a

university. It's a seething

debating society in which the

debati nevei ttops. in which

people never give up. in-

cluding me. and that's the

atmosphere in which you ad-

minister."
— Secretary of State George

Shultz

Random notes - the memories wm long remain

5
^
-^

rTjds^%^--j^

As my eighth and final semester comes to a close, I

discover myself recollecting my memories of my college

years. It all has passed by so fast. Yet, it seems like ages

ago when I first arrived here.

I'll never forget my first few hours at UMass - timid

glimpses out mv dorm window onto a huge, sprawling

campus. Having arrived in the spring semester, I really

had to adjust. When vou start out in college, usually you

begin in the fall with every other freshman. I had decid-

ed to take the fall off and arrive here in the spring

instead. o u a •»

My roommate was in his second semester. He hadn t

arrived yet. Picture an intimidated freshman sitting

bewildered in a dark, barren, ugly dorm room. This was

a feeling I'll never forget. Occasionally I would neer ner-

vously down the long hallway. All of these folks looking

older'than me would stroll by, saying "hi" in a seem^

ingly reassuring tone. Finally my roommate arrived with

a case of beer. This was the friendliest case I had ever

seen. I was to learn that freshman anxiety was the

disease and Budweiser was the cure.

Fmm the first crazy weekend way back then until now

I will always look back on my experiences here. No other

school could match them. I will miss UMass. This is a

ureat school. The fond memories will always be with me.

the frantic, hectic pace of going to and picking up classes,

the infamous D.C.'s; moving off-campus and throwing

outrageous, over-crowded parties with resulting threats

from the landlord; successftilly touring the Ambers

"strip" of the Pub, Barselotti's. Delano s and Time Out

all in one night; and last but not least, dealing with the

notorious Whitmore bureaucracy.

UMass has been a most valuable and refreshing ex-

perience for me. And this kind of experience always has

fond memories, which is precisely what this school, will

always have for me.

Andrew Biscm- .s ,i rMass student and graduating

senior. _________«.^—

.
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19-year-old violin

performance with
By ADAM LAVINE
Collegian Staff

Joshua Bell, a young violinist virtuoso, gave a brilliant

demonstration of his ability Monday night in Bowker

Auditorium.

The program opened with Mozart's Sonata for Violin

and Piano in B Flat. Before Mozart wrote this Sonata, the

violin was mainly an accompanying instrument with the

piano part featured. This work demanded skill of both the

performers. The vitality and richness of the piece was

brilliantly interpreted by Bell, who played energetically

and with emotion. The finishing rondo. Allegretto, was

played with intensity. Bell bringing life to the creative

and rousing theme.

ARTS ASSOCIATENEEDED

ARTS

virtuoso gives

unusual maturity
Bell, born in 1967, has been performing since he was

five years old. 'This concert is a preparation for a record

I'm making with London/Decca." Bell said. "I think it's

going very well." Bell is the first violinist to be exclusively

signed for a record by London/Becca m ten years.

Bell was accompanied by pianist Samual Sanders, who

has been performing for 25 years, and has played six times

at the White House. Sanders' musical ability was evident

in the second piece performed, Cesar Franck's Sontata for

Violin and Piano in A Major. Control of the melody was

shifted frequently between the piano and the violin,

especially in the last movement. Allegretto poco mosso.

The piece, written in an unusual -nconsistent style uni

que to the composer, presented small themes that resur

faced throughout all the movements.

After a short intermission, Bell and Sanders played a

slow improvisational piece titled Nigun from a series of

three works for violin and piano by Ernest Bloch. Then

the duo played Johannes Brahms' Hungarian Dance No.

1, in G Minor. The fast, dramatic dance was played with

flair by Bell, who performed the difficult piece with fluid

care.

The program also included a piece by Niccolo Paganini

titled Cantabile in D Major and finished with Henryk
Wieniawski's rarely performed Variations on an Original

Theme in A Major. The inveraive. melodic work was
published around the time of Wieniawski's nineteenth bir-

thday and performed on the eve of Bell's nineteenth

birthday.

Bell 1.- 1 young prodigy who interprets classical music

with unu.- Jal style and maturity for a performer his age.

After reco; .ing with LondoaI)«?cca, the young violinist

will debut in the fall wiih the Royal Philharmonic Or
chestra in London under the direction of Antal Dorati.
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FIND OUT EARLY
DEADLINES FOR SUMMER CO-OPS NOW

Excellent paid Spring Co-op
positions are still available

Company
Aetna Life (Corporate)

General Electic Ordnance

IBM

Vanasse Hangen

I

State Auditors Office

;

i Sheraton Plymouth

;
Hartford Insurance

; US Army Corps Engin.

Majors

ALL MAJORS: par

ticularly Math, Ac-

tuarial Science, COINS,

English, History, Econ,

Comm, Fin, Mgt,

Acct.

EE, ME
Acctg , Mgt, Fin,,

COINS, EE, ME, IE

Civil Engineering

Acct, Fin, COINS, Mgt,

Lib Arts

HRTA
Accounting

Wildlife Bio, NAREST,

Env Sci.

Applications available at

the Final Co-op Information Session

;
Tuesday December 16, 3pm Campus Ctr 805

Paid Spring PositiorTS still available in nnany maps

;
Call the Office for Co-operative Education

;
545-2224 .

:;

1

1

1

1

YOU NEED A VACATION
LAST CHANCE TO SIGN-UP

$229
for non-members

SIGN-UP OUTSIDE THE HATCH
MONDAY — FRIDAY
DECEMBER 8-12

FOR MORE INFO CALL 545-3437

Performance of
abusurdist comedy
provides the laughs
By KRISTEN ZAGARELLA
Collegian Correspondant

In Eugene lonesco's comedy Amedee or How to Get Rid

of It, Jonathan Curelop and Meighan Gerachis play a hus-

band and wife living in a fictional French area off the coast

of Manhatten Island. In their roles as Madeleine and

Amedee they have been confined to their apartment for

the past fifteen years because of the presence of a dead

man lymg in their bedroom. How he got there and how

they get rid of him provide the plot of a very amusing and

entertaining play Madeleine is a switchboard operator

workmg out of the apartment and Amedee has been at

tempting to write a book for the past fifteen years. They

are the perfect antithesis of each other as the optimist ver-

sus the pessimist and they constantly bicker like children.

There is a particularly funny scene where it is decided

that it is Amedees turn to do the grocery shopping

Amadee shouts his needs to the street grocer below, and

brings the goods up in a basket tied to a rope.

The characters have allowed their lives to become com

pletely dominated by the growing dead man to the point

where they no longer have any friends or real contact with

the outside world As Madeleine slates. "It's so unfair to

cope with something like this all by ourselves, alone."

The parts are very well acted, with Gerachis and

Curelop blending perfectly in their love/hate relationship

Anney B Giobbe is also extremely striking in her short

role as the young Madeleine, who appears in a flashback

scene (rf*Amadee recalling his early life. Giobbe portrays

Madeleine's neurotic side and becomes almost frighten-

ing in her overt actions and screaming, rambling dialogue.

The set is very creatively constructed, and its function

in the end is a surprise that shouldn't be revealed. The

giant body of the dead man slowly being uncovered to the

audience from feet to head adds suspense and humor to

the play. Amedee is a University of Massachusetts

Department of Theater production and plays again this

weekend on December 10-13 in the Rand Theater at 8 p m.

Go. and judging from the laughter from the audience on

opening night, you just may eiyoy it, too.

The new Arts Editor is now seeking

applications for an Associate for

next semester to tielp with assigning

stories, editing, and layout.

Apply at the oiieqnn.

Ask for Tom Harrington.

Deadline is Friday

^t«. /aJ^ 'mute, for [jpiti^fd^i^y*^.-

Meighan Gerachis and Jonathan Curelop star in the University of Massachusetts Theater Depart-

ment's production of "Amedee or How to Get Rid Of It." continuing at 8 p.m. Dec. 10-13 in the

Rand Theater.
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With hundreds of

miles of runs covering

thousands of acres, sometimes,

at Jackson Hole you'll think you

have it all to yourself.

And crowds are just as scarce rit

the base as they are on the mountain.

An aenal Lram, a triple chair, and 5 double

chair bfts make getting up the hill about as

fast as getting down.

So if you're ready to cut lines through the powder

instead of standing in lift lines dreaming about it, a free

call to our central reservations number will nuke sure

Jackson Hole's ready for you.

'^niericy's World Class Resort

SIGN UP NOW SPACE IS LIMITED

FOR MORE INFO
CONTACT THE
UMASS SKI CLUB
430 Student Union

on tha UMass Campus
or call 545-3437

or 549-6715
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A pianist whose music and
words are worth a listen

Pianist Liz Story performed two shows Monday night at the Iron

lorse in Northampton. In an interview afterwards Story showed

lerself to be quite opinionated regarding her music and other topics.

SCI-FI & MYSTERY

BOOKS FOR XMASS
AT 4U-bC«W» OF^

Publishers List Price

VALLEY BOOKS
jofroge Shops - Amherst

M-F 1030-530
SAT 10-5 • SUN 12-5

S4Q-6052 - VISA/MC

$2 OFF BEG 12 16

STYLE CUTS
WITH THIS COUPON & STUDENT ID

STYLES BY DEBORAH
65 University Drive Amherst

549-5610 expires 12/30/86

By KELLY SIEGER
Collegian Staff

Pianist Liz Story enchanted two crowds

Monday night at the Iron Horse, perform

ing the last show of her three month tour.

Story, known for her combination of

classical and jazz pieces and a former recor-

ding artist under the Windham Hill label,

started the show calling it "a special set"

as it was her last show since she began

touring at the end of September

She went on to play 14 songs, many from

her new album. Part of Fortune, on the

recently created Novus label. She also had

a lot to say to the crowd, explaining the

motivation for each song. She also explain

ed how she names them, a process she

seems to have much difficulty with.

In an interview after the show Stor%- had

definite attitudes about many things, from

her music's inspiration, to her family, to-

^ music and politics.

She said that her most important in-

fluence in her music is 'my feelings and

imaginations, as well as a lot of visual art

and poets."

Since being on the road she has been

listening "to a lot of <the classical pianist)

Horowitz.

"Anything mailing me react deeply" is

an influence said Story. She then related

a story from her tour on the road, in which

the hotel she was staying at in Ft. Worth.

• •
•

«
•

t •

•

Both
Stores

Open FRi
til 9

•

Texas exploded, but luckily on the opposit<

side of the building from her room was. Sht

is currently working on a piece involving

that incident.

Story mentioned her family a great deal

during the show, getting the name of her

song "Toy Soldiers," from childhood games

of her three brothers, to her grandmother's

influence on the song "Duende.
'

"My family isn't very musical, but we're

all very close," said Story "They are a

great emotional influence."

In talking about today's music and the

extensive use of synthesizers. Story said

that they were all right as long as they ai e

used to create a new sound

"It's a whole other kind of sound .

perience, " Story said. "'But you .shouldn t

plug in a violin sound, for example, and ust

it straight as that sound Why not jus' i.

the real instruments".'"

Story is moderately politically invoivea.

compcMiing a piece for a benefit fot

Nicaraguan hospital as well as the n.usi.

for a movie titled .Wi*.s or \fyth, produceu

as a pnHest to the Miss California pageam

held in Santa Cruz. California.

"It's a great film One of the contestants

in the film wears a bathing suit made en-

tirely of meat. " said Story

Story's music is a new breed found jh lo

day's music, combining classical anu to

day's pop. and often inaccurately titlea

"New Age " Whatever her mu.sic is called

it's inspiring and well worth a listen to a

is Storv herself.

63 NORTH PLEASANT ST
AMHERST (413) 253-5589

FINE CHOTOLATE AND CONFECTIONS

CANDY -GIFTS * CHOCOLATE *

SECRET SANTAS
=ASANT ST 68 MAIN ST

31 253-5589 NORTHAMPTON (413) 586-4180

Compact Discs and
Audiophile
Records Over 700 title. In

stock

3uY lO

oe ;ne free 1

V_TSy™^^Vr'""X_y^^ and up

Sound&Music
MillbankPlace-351Pleasnnt St .Northampton • 584-9547

VISA, MasterCard. American Express • 584-954?

Open Sundays 12-5

^inillllMnitinMllllltMIIMilllllllllMnilllllllllllMIIIIIIMIMitlllllMIMIIMIIMIIIIIIIMMIIIIIIMMMIIIIUIIIIIIinilinilllllllllllJ

FOLK-ROCK and BLUE GRASS
FESTIVAL

M FEATURING ORRIN STAR

PLACE — THE HATCH
TIME — 8 - 12 PM

DATE — WEDNESDAY, DEC. 10

I

i

i

I

i

FREE
s
«
s
i

L*.
• amherst/northampton

•^ daily and Sunday
I
Sponsored by Residential Arts/East Housing

|

I Services 1
7iiiiniMiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiuiii)iiiiMMiniitiiiiiiiiiiii(tiiMMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiininiiiiiiiHiiiiiiuiiiiniiii)iiiiiiiUiiiiiiiiii?
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i

WINA
WESTBEND
RODVING
MACHINE
^ OUR WINNER TO BE DRAWN

ON DECEMBER 15.1986

V
'"^Vvvs^-^-w-A/"'^

No Purchase Necessary

the
hustler

pool
toumautent

dee. 13
1-6 pm

Enter

Today

^^??!TCbyPONAT_UNlV^

Univ«r«itv Storm •mployea* and their

farniltM ere not eiigibte to mtm
Drawing to be held on 12/15/86

Name

Addreea.

City. State. Zip.

Phone
1 entry per pei

All coupons must be deposited

by Dec. 13,1986

M-F 9-5 SAT 10-3

Located in The Campus Center

Cc CAMPUS SUBSCHIPnONS ^:> nNlVERSITY^ --^" 'MSTORE^
•^>*«j«rM«k%i *** t*.\*» €•<•#• ••o**^

competition for all levels

free pizza • prizes

$5.00
rc^Ktratiou fee

sign up with

Marty in the
Games Room

^E^HEpnJND StNO ID MA(7I> 'A.. IN N THf STUOfNT UNON GAMfS I?OOVl

NAME

^Qssm-

^jomt STUDENT

HtGISIRAIlON HE S5 00 ENCIDSED Vm W^v AT DOOR

ADVANCED INTERM6DIAIE KG»#«»COMPfTrnON IFVEl

Hm*mCttai
IncHtwt* of

America

Selected

Th« Wh«t«l» Inn A* On« Of Th«

Top SO RMtauranit In Th« Mati«n.

9t00k». Prtm* mtM, a^mtood

alto 8W«cr Calun Entram

DMECTIONS TtM i-ti <C •«« 2J '>«'^

onrni if^m 1^ omo Ciwiw^ L*n«

Om Mh-M SlOpa Sn 1-9

RESPECT OUR FREE M OF CHOICE!

17 Rot street ^J
«. Brattlebcro. Vt

—
' «.

4> Open 8PM -2 AM 4-

I WEDNESDAY I

I MIDWEEK i

« < - »

* NO COVER I

*

J HFTY CEMT DRAFTS J

We, the employees of Louis' Foods, are very

satisfied and happy with the working conditions, wage

structure, and employee benefits at Louis' Foods. Any

dealings with the Louis' management on worker benef«ts

and problems we have been able to handle ourselves in

the past, either individually or as a group, and we will

continue to be able to handle ourselves In the *"«"••«•

We strongly feel that we do not need an "outside

organization representing us. The union picketing going

on outside our store is not there by our request or choice,

and in no way represents the opinions of the staff or

Louis' Foods. ^ .

In a recent poll conducted at the store, 100% of the

Louis' staff wanted the pickets to leave our premises,

and 98% of the staff have no desire to join a union.

We request that the United Food and Commercial

Workers Union come Into Louis' Foods Immediately and

take an official vote with National Labor Relations Board

supervision so that this Issue can be resolved once and

for all.

PAID FOR BY THE STAFF OF LOUIS' FOODS
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CS-5 15 turntable

with Ortofon
ULM-65

cartridge

e>^c.CJt^

RT 9, HADLEY • 586-4463

TmK
ACROSS FROM

MTN. FARMS MALL
• Proper Attire Required

• 18-20 Year Olds Welcome

Enjoy Our Full Juice Bar

Sound&Music
M.llbank PUtce-aSIPlfjs.jni St Nxthdrnplon • 584 9547

VlSA.MjiltxCiid, American t>pret>& • bb4 954/

Open Sundays 12-5

f
MgJTTgt^^a^^^Biinmniiim r

rTTWJ

DCLanos

Wed Dec 10

ARABUS
Plays Your

Favorite Cover
Tunes ...

(Pink Floyd. ZZ Top
and many more)

SUNDAY DEC 74

IN THE
FLESH

WEDNESDAY
NIGHT

FEATURING

KB SEEK

DRINK OF THE WEEK: Barcardi & Coke - $1.75

DECEMBER BEER OF THE MONTH: Becks - $1 25
COME GET YOUR FREE REALLY UGLY T-SHITS AND HATS

PROPER 10 A MUST • 57 NORTH PLEASANT ST. • 253-5141

. .. . ^M....M. .................1,,, ,..,., .......ii.iiiiiiirnTTTTrrfi l

COMING
AHRACTIONS

DEC 17
DUBIEL

DEC 78

MITCH CHAKOUR

DEC 20
J4MES

MONTGOMERY

ALEX TAYLOR
AND THE

PUNKBUSTERS
NEW YEARS
EVE WITH

IN THE FLESH

COLLEGE HOLIDAY
PARTY

THURS DEC 18

w/special guests

NEW MAN
Join the Holiday Cheer

Thurs Dec 1

1

Boston's Top
College Rock Band

THE
DRIVE

W/special guest

THE BREAKDOWN

i

SAT DEC 13
SPRINGFIELD'S
NEWEST BAND

THE
BREAKDOWN

"Old Time
Rock 8, Roll"

FRIDAY DECEMBER 12

FOGHAT
.

•/

Tickets at

Ticketron A
Katinas

S8.50 in advance
$10 day of show

FEATURING THE HITS: Slow Rida^ Fool For the City

arni much mora

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIP^^^

Why GAMBLE With Your **'^

\ GRADES

ACE YOUR FINALS WITH THE HELP OF

STUDENT NOTES
We offer Lecture notes for the following courses:

BIO 100A
BOT 100A
COINS 320
COINS 545
COMSTU 234

ECE 357
ECON 103C
ECON 104A
ENG 103

FSN 130

GEOG 145
HIST 150
MATH 127
PHYS 161

PSYCH 100A

PSYCH 100B
PSYCH 100C
PSYCH 100F
ZOO 102
AND MORE I

8tH«l«llt

&Dffiiinnf|

403 STUDENT UNION
Mon • Thurs 9-5

FrI 9-3

545-2271

|4 $1.00 OFF ^
I

1/2 SEMESTER
I

SUBSCRIPTION
; OR
lAl FREELECTUREA
!^ WITH THIS COUPON ^
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AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS
%£T'Ct> c/r^ct'"^:*** ac^«&-"^a«* ftc^Cft-^j** ««:^«'"^a&» *£T'W^:ii*cc^W*^

Tired of Studies?

Get Some Rest ...

ON A FUTON UATTRESS
Portable! Foldable!

And Double Size Under $100

Ka.0
j)aviSrio^

'3

^-

I

Bed Frame ft

Couch Beds

^^^^^^ j^ Available

-^-''W"^ From^^
'

I $169

Good Night Bedding
549-3507«Amherst Center»Carriage Shops

Sebastian
Hair Care

and
Colours

233 N. Pleasant Street

Amherst Carriage Shops

Upper Level Mon. -Sat., by appt.

For All Your

Musical Needs

?33 N. Pleasant Street

Amherst. Mas*. 01002

Plionc S49-1728 J

THE CARRIAGE SHOPS

ANTIQUE
AND

VINTAGE
CLOTHING

TUES- SAT 12-5.

adirondack music

COMPACT DISCS
AT GREAT PRICES

15 East Pleasant St, Amherst • 253-3100

I^UiMIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIiM»M"»«HIIIHIinilllllllMIIM««IIBW
|

AFRICAN. GUATAMAUVN & OTHER THIRD WORLD ARTIFACTS^ |
|

FINE YARNS A YARN SUPPLIES,

JEWELRY • POSTERS • AND MORE^
, |

CRESWELL GALLERY

'//. r'/'/'////////y/y.'/^^W//

I

ARTS & OF COLOR
a;' f TWi i*

SUPPLIES FOR QUICKLY

CRAFTED CHRISTMAS GIF1

CARRIAGE SHOPS - AMHERST 1

I TU - FRI: 1 1-5:30; SAT: 1 1-5:00; 549-6600 | open Mon S.t 9:30 • 5:30. sun 1 S; ^^ ,

liiiiiHiiiiiiiiiHiiiniiiiiiiiiniiiiMiiiuiiiuiiiiJiiiiiiiiii
tiiiitimiiniiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiimiiiiimiiiiminiiiiiimiiHiiHiiiS f/m??mm???^'>>^^>>>^^^^><^<^<^<^^^^^^^^^^

r„.„„,,,,,,,,,„.„mzL

• Ov»r 100 Yama From 26 Companlaa (wool*, blanda A cottona) •

• Over 600 Knitting a Naadlaworfc Booka •

• Advica Chaarfully Olvan •

THE CARRIAGE SHOPS 223 N. Pleasant St Amheftt

Open Mon - Sat 9:30 5:30, Sun 1 • 5;
549-6106

liuinniuiiuiiiiiuiwiiiiiiiiM

PomUmSworts
HOURS: Mon - Wed 10-6; Thurs 10-8, Open Sat 10-5; Sun 12-5

AMHERST - 1 EAST PLEASANT STREET » 549-g9ffi4 llllllll illlllllltl ll I'

«-
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Poindexter, North refuse to testify on Iran issue

WASHINGTON (AP) - Two of President Reagan's recent-

ly departed national security aides both still active duty

military officers refused to publicly answer questions

yesterday from a House committee trying to explore the

Iranian-Contra arms-and-money connection.

The dramatic invocations of Fifth Amendment rights

by Vice Adm. John M. Poindexter and Marine Lt. Col.

Oliver L. North brought an increasing aura of mystery

to the burgeoning foreign policy scandal.

The twin refusals to testify came as the Reagan ad

ministration appeared, still, to be at odds with itself over

exactly what happened and how officials should respond

to congressional demands for answers. Retired Maj. Gen.

Richard V. Secrard, another principal figure in the con-

troversy, took the Fifth Amendment before Senate In-

telligence Committee.

In citing their constitutional right against self-

incrimination, Poindexter, Reagan's former national

security adviser, and North, fired as a key National

Security Council aide, declined in separate, nationally

broadcast, appearances before the House Foreign Affairs

Committee to discuss any aspect of U.S. arms sales to Iran

or the transfer of profits to Nicaraguan Contra rebels.

"I must decline to answer that question at this time

because of my constitutional rights under the Fifth

Amendment," Poindexter. who resigned Nov. 25, told the

committee.
"On the advice of counsel, I respectfully and regretful-

ly decline to answer the question based on my constitu-

tional rights," responded North, who worked for Poindeter

at the NSC.
At the White House, President Reagan, in an exchange

with news reporters during a picture-taking session, said

he has caught glimpses of the nationally televised House

hearings, but also said, "If I were taking questions. I

would remind you that I am the one that told you all that

we know about what happened."

In fact, Reagan used his regular Saturday radio broad-

cast to the nation last weekend to acknowledge that

elements of his policy to establish contact with moderate

political forces in Iran were "flawed" and that "mistakes

were made." Without directly apologizing for the policy

that resulted in the biggest flap of his nearly 6 year

presidency, Reagan promised to "set things straight" with

the American people.

While members of Congress turned up the hear for

answers, two former presidents offered their views:

• Richard M. Nixon described the Iran-Contra con-

troversy as "a sideshow" and said it was time for critics

of Reagan to "get off his back." Nixon's comments were

made during a cloeed-door meeting with Republican gover

nors in Parisappany, N.J.

• Jimmy Carter said Reagan appears to be trying to

hide the facts.

Reagan appears to want the Congress to have to dig for

the facts, meaning they will come out piecemeal "and that

could be more damaging," Carter said in an interview in

Atlanta.

In another development. Rep. Charles Wilson, D Texas,

who strongly support* covert U.S. aid to Afghan guerillas

said he had been assured by CLA Director William Casey

that the mixing of money for Nicaragua's Contras with

Afghan aid was a clerical error and did not divert ay

monev intended for the Afghans.

Poindexter and North had previously declined to answer

questions during private sesmon of the Senate Intelligem*

Committee, and North later yesterday cited the Fifth

Amendment during an appearance before the House In

telligence Committee, said a committee source who declin

ed to be named publicly.

Sound&Music
Millbank Place«351 Pleasant St. .Norlhampton • 584-9547

VlSA.MMt«rC*d. IkmHiCMiy E«pr»M • ba4-9*47

Oper> Sundays 12-5

UNIVERSITY

rtASSACHUSETTi

OPEN
M-F: 9-5

Sat: 10-3^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE*

LOCATED
IN THE
CAMPUS
CENTER

COME DOWN
TO MIKES'

THIS
WEEKEND
LUNCHES SERVEDT 11:30-2:00

THIS WEEKS SPECIALS

VIKIN FORD VODKA $1.50

ROLLING ROCK BOTTLES 99«

MEISTER BRAU $2.75

BECKS LIGHT & DARK, TSING TAO
AND AMSTEL LIGHT $1.50

1987"88
FINANCIAL AID FORMS

Financial Aid Forms for the 1987-88 Academic

Year will be mailed to all on and off-campus

students (except graduating seniors) on Wednes-

day, December 10, 1986.

If you do not receive your Financial Aid Form by

Monday, December 15, 1986, please come in to the

office of Financial Aid Services, 243 Whitmore Ad-

ministration Building from 8:30-5:00 PM.

Any Senior graduating in January 1986 should

also pick up a Financial Aid Form at Financial Aid

Services.

New Federal regulations, dated October 17, 1986, require that

all Financial Aid applicants, including those who only apply for a

Guaranteed Student Loan, must file the Financial Aid Form for deter-

minaton of eligibility.

March, 1987 is the deadline for priority consideration for cam

pus based aid programs. Mail your completed, signed Financial Aid

Form to College Scholarship Service by March 1, 1987.

Explosion and fire in Boston office building

force evacuation of workers, injure at least 5
'Tip ' turns 74 1

BOSTON < AP) - An explosion and fire in the basement

of a 40-story downtown office building iixjured at least five

people late yesterday afternoon as smoke filtered up

through most of the high rise, forcing the evacuation of

hundreds of workers, police said.

Police Sgt Thomas Kelley said three people suffered

bums and two were hospitalized for smoke inhalation The

severity of the iiyuries was no immediately known.

Kelley said an unknown number of people had been

trapped in elevators and on upper floors. But Greg ALex

ander. the building's property manager, said all but two

of the people had been uken from stuck elevators.

ivieanwhile, firefighters walked up the stairs to guide

a tone group of people who remained on the 37th floor,

he said. They remained m the building because there were

HELP SUPPORT THE
UMASS CHEERLEADERS

BUY RAFFLE TICKETS AT:

DELANO'S, THE SPOKE, THE PUB,
AND AT BASKETBALL GAMES
1st Prize: Dinner for two at Delano's

2nd Prize: Dinner of two at the Pub
3rd & 4tli Prize - Obermyer Ski Parica

GRAND PRIZE
Weekend for two at Red Fox Ski Lodge

Smuggler Notch, Vt

• TICKETS - $2.00 •

DRAWING DECEMBER 13th AT THE BASKETBALL GAME

no lights on the stairwell of those floors.

Alexander said the fire was knocked out quickly by

firefighters. . .

Hundreds also were evacuated fromn an adjommg hotel

as a safety precaution, a hotel spokesman said.

Police spokesman Join Gillespie said the explosion at

One Post Office Square was reported at about 5:40 p.m.

Hundreds of workers filed out of the building, some

holding up coats and scarves to protect themselves fi-om

the smoke.
Phil Call, 27, of Winthrop, a night supervisor at a com-

pany in the building, said, "The lights flickered and then

came back on and then went out." He said he told

everyone in his seventh floor office to leave although an

announcement over the loud speaker directed people in

the building to stay where they where.

WASHINGTON (AP) - House Speaker Thomas P.

O'Neill Jr. performed what could be his final formal du-

ty yesterday by celebrating his 74th birthday with the

unveiling of his official portrait in a ceremony in the

House chamber.
The portrait, painted by Robert Vickrey. of Orleans,

Mass., will hang in the speaker's lobby just off the House

chamber, along with the paintings of O'Neill's

predecessors.

The ceremony included warm farewell speeches from

Democrats and Republicans. The US Marine Band led

the audience in a lively chorus of "Happy Birthday" and

played marches and Irish jigs and reels.

Tip. these footprints you leave are plenty big. You're

a tough act to follow ." .said Speaker^lect James Wright,

DTexas

rOMEDY
DTnURSDAYH
m NITCS
n

iOa '^ S.3 X)

LOUNGE OPENS - 8:15

SHOW STARTS • 9:15
Profess'Ofljl comedians Uoon Newr York—

LIVE ON STAGE

CARBUR'S (

Complete Hairstyling for Men & Women

Haircttt - $9.00

Perms - $40 with haircut

^unaH garden
*^eMaurat\t
MANDARIN SZECHUEN CUISINE

*^k« BEST cki»M« Foo^**

228 Triangle St.

Amherst

Call: 549-1502

lOBddKftowoRd.

at Rovtc 9

JLfflhcrst

256-0252

SmallBoneless B«r*B-Q

Sparc Ribs *2'» .'460

Luncheon
Specials

$p25
From ^W "^^^ U • "»

-3 p.m.

New Buffet &
Sunday Brunch

Buffet Served 5-8

Mon.-Thurs.
Brunch Served
Sunday 11:30-3

ALL YOU $Cr75
CAN EAT 5

mOhih

nrMiFfMI

l«|H«»h

Lunclwon SpccMs ft Tak*-out S«rvic«

Full Cocktail m«nu

Sun.-Thurt. 1130 •.m.-tO p.m.

Ffi ft S«t. 11:30 m.-llpr

SbBASTIAN fm

^ tf!t^^<;9^^^^ tf5v^».<»^rfS#% tf9v^^(»^rf:7ft {ffc^^ed.

V

i^'^'r

\
.w

AMEDEE
or

HOW TO GET RID OF IT

A Comedy by loneaco

»,...-t.- b, Th. uni«..u, of «"•"••-""•
°t!:\'V"';i"'T'i"*"

TIchat*: Fln« Art* Caaft »o» 0"»c«. S4S aSll

I

AMHERST C0P7 CORNER

COLOR PRINT SALE
$1.95

8V2 X 11 COLOR PRINTS
OF COLOR ORIGINALS
WHILE YOU WAIT

^ Now through Christmas

549-2854 • 2 doors down form the Sub • 37 E. Pleasant St

I

I

I

O'-'CSiP e«:^0"'«?3i* C£:^C?)""<«iP CC^^^-^ai^ <
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Men's swim team
to face the Chiefs
Look to remain unbeaten
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

It's seems like we've heard this all before.

Just as last night's men's hoop game against Keene
State was projected as a cakewalk, tonight's men's swim

meet versus the University of Lowell should be another

one of those "freebies."

The UMass team is riding the crest <rf a 21-meet win

streak, dating back to the 1984-85 campaign. Meanwhile,

the ULowell Chiefs are in the rebuilding process.drying

to bounce bwrk frum a hard graduation loss of three years

"This should be a good meet for us," L^ass coach Russ

Yarworth said. 'It gives me a good opportunity to let my
swimmers try some different events."

This was a fact not lost on Lowell coach Dick Kenney.

"I've always appreciated Russ for doing that." Kenney

sauL "He'i always treated the weaker teams fair, by mak-

ing changes m his lineup, to tr>' and balance the meet

somewhat."
Kenney hates to sound pessimistic, but he doesn't see

much chance for his team < 11 after beating Keene State
continued on page 22

ColcgUa piMtto by Paul rrana

The University of Massachusetts men's swim team wUl look to extend a 21-meet unbeaten string

when they face the University of Lowell Chiefs tonight at 7 at Boyden Pool.

Three months of Wednesday
Collegians are history!

Congratulations GLEN S., GEORGE F^ lUNA L, HENRY J., JEFF I.,

KEITH C^ LIZ H., MICHELLE A., MIKE C, NAN K. AND PAM I.

Thanks for your Tuosday night persistenceJtove. _

CAR STEREO SYSTEM INSTALLED

PANASONIC CQ-S505
Auto reverse cassette player
w/AM-FM stereo with Magna-
dyne 5" or 6"x9" 3 way spkrs.

$149 INSTALLED

CUSTOM.
CAR

SOUND

OPEN SUNDAY 12-5

141 Damon Rd. 573 Riverdale St.

Northampton, MA Wast Springfield, MA
S86.S2S8 734-4995

COME DO SOME REAL SKIING
Jan 6-13 with the UMass Ski Club

Trip includes transportation to the mountain
5 day lift ticket. 7 nights accomodations

with ski back access, and other special events
FOR MORE INFO STOP BY OUR OFFICE

IN 430 STUDENT UNION — UMASS
OR CALL 545-3437 or 549-6715

"An
Ideal

holiday
gift

from
Chartpak'^

AD Marker 2S S«t
Twenty-five of the finest markers
available are yours In this profes-

sional type set.These permanent
markers have a long-lasting, even flo Ink supply,

blight, true colors, interchangeable nibs and a
black plastic caddy.

SALE PRICE $3195*

List Price $5225

ON SALE NOW UNTIL CHRISTMAS
'Limited Quantities-Does Not Include Open Stock

Located In The Campus Center

^nrnVERSITY
STORED

Doonesbtiry

By Garry Trudeau
The Far Side

By Gary Larson

mp youRseiF a
^ PLAa TD STAi. THIS

\ tSNOMffiJOUVB' i
rr^NorsoBAP.TONK.
tM SAVIN6 A LOTON
FOOP.ANPIAVaPTHt
COMMi/TE. ava^rrHiNei
N£ePI5RJ6MTH£J!£IN

J... oh.no. ^'^>j THE DAMN
SPRINKLBR
,A6AIN!

SORKi.mcB
n€NE»/6lRL.
M9&?rT
9ACX0N'

And for two excruciating rT>ontt>s. t>e was
simply known as "Skinneod of the Jungle."

Gordy By Gorde

OH, ivr/

\

okJV, Ybo« -rvKK/f

tvrf

\

"wx>t Me (MSBtrs 7&
^«MC> TUfS &IFT. f

mms oeTB/cMiAJepfb
fiHM> THE ^PG^ftacr"

i

"^HAMMEI^ LPOtC, t

OfT»E KUOtut
<boos.' ^jeur
cmesKA ouoiaamp.
OF IMO BJrytbo
ze^fifLiur oeusK\£

I

("-'

_ ^^^^ ^

<f LJ'^f-Zl
».^ .^^^^^. s

^Kb^ *tf / ^v ^m ^ ^^^'^^

(iiMM:^^.
d12 \A 8

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

Campus Pond By Sal

THERE ARE HANY
TRICKS OfME LEABNS
FROn CHRlSirV^S...

Attention All Sta^

The traditional CoIIcgUa staff photograph will be

taken at 130 p m Sunday in the newsroom

Everyone want* to be in this photo

Daily Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1 Taoia W^
5St.«
9 FoMO« 1^ txx*
13 Popui*' name

in 0«c
\ 4 ^rr« » sist«(

16 Afi«s

17 Distincliv*

18 Trap

19 Sira«i aign

20 But Its — ol

drgmt

23 ^4•<Nlpl•c•

24 Padt^tM
tacio«s

3' Bfaifo o»

G'a'^o*

34 R^» *«9Htt

38 ^.. •

«t Sec* n^*" *

Mttroaogt

53 Wvd *» M»t

54 0*nc« r

i,t. p. . ^.. * ' a

p «j *.»' ' r

60 Amo««0

•2 AOoonr
63 PrMxM at wa
64 — 0'J» f"**

65.'. '

66'J'"-

•

6' Wtn D' (> .J"

MS«*ndtt<«

DOWN
1 Satii o* MUrc
2 Kmg o( ISrM<

3 Maotat gart
4 G«t avan

5 Agracti

60«^
7 Rastcwaa tc

6 Cocnonau!
Gagarm

9 Fcarunnar o'

intCiA
10 Crucial pcxnt

11 Coricaai va'

12 Kann«i sounos
15 L«n
?^ A'*•^

.. Sgo " .

swim"'*'*

26 As.a''

27 Hk« la> on*
2t RigW-KsftO mwi

30 tr

33 V,

3*1 bl !cr*'v

39 Loyai Va'

42 uoki & aauya-
43 Lata*n c g
45 f ' hoty ^C"*'
48 wnai fioooes

'•0t

50 Pnoiog'ap»»»» »

aquipmart
5' Emtianais

52 Sjcces&o' to

53 Sa*tisr< *eaiu'c

so vanmct* o*

tennis

57 StaOtum sound
MONwd
S9 Snoa o« coat

fouo«««<

•1 Fwat Staia

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

s apBHa r aHHb.r.a.p
ov'aTmo U li PMC.l.O.S.I
'm'a'noBa's TaBIo.a.t H

Jlj'ON I GHTCOWeO
^A IN t BS t B E[

oaTBBI' r n I c

[AM A T IflA I.RJB^.U.P^
iri*cM;A N i.c.A I i^wxtA
A'w'f iBo L E GMl.iXl-I.
It us s E t||U L.iHHHl. I T ABE I P E

g.i w e's « e u ks t t i.h

G 01 A !«: • ft OHH ( R

a'R t'N aB •
1 NMO I

' H

i'f'O EJH' i S sHis E E

13 10 M

Lunch
Menu

Dinner

Hamburg on Roll

Bacon-Onion Quiche

Basics Lunch

Golden Burgers

Tomato Torte

Cavateil; Supreme

Fried Shrimp Dinner

Tartar/Cocktail Sauce

Basics Dinner

Barley-Soybean Casserole

Fned Shrimp Dinner

Tartar/Cocktail Sauce

Weather
TODAY Mostly cloudy, with showers likely, clear-

ing skies tonight Highs 45-50. lows in the 20's.

TOMORROW Mostly sunny, higiis tn the mid 30's

A

Today's Staff

Night Editor Steve Higgins

Copy Editor Liz Hettinger

Photo Technician Rob Skelton

Layout Technician Michael Solaroli

Production Supervisor Bethanne Moskov

Production: Kelly, liana. Glen. Mike, and George

DODt LEVENSON
tdttor in Ctirl'*

JOHN YONCE

STEVE RUBIN

ROB SKELTON
Srtiiotial EO'tor

WILLIAM SPAIN

Editorial tditor

ANSEL ZINTER

Production Manager

Business Board - Fall of 1986

STEVE RUBIN
Business Wandgpr

PAUL H. LESSER

Adveftii,ing Sales Manager

VANESSA ROTH
hnance Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marketing Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
CirCalation Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Subscnption Manager
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Coll«cian photo by Paul D—arato

UMass women's basketball head coach Jack Leaman discusses his game plan with the women's

hoop team. The Minutewomen kept a lO-year winning streak against Harxard alive by burying

the Crimson, 76-50

• swimming
,,. Unued from page 20

artd losing lO

Southern Connecticut) to

beat the Minutemen
tonight. His team is com
prised of nearly one-half

walk-ons, and while the en-

thusiasm is there, the raw
talent isn't. He plans to use

this meet as time trials for

better-matched meets after

Christmas.
Key players to watch for

the Chiefs include Rich

Danielle, a backstroker,

captain Greg Mclver (no

relation to the Minutemen's

Brian), a sprinter, and Tom
Tiano, a freshman
freestylist.

For the Minutemen, 3-0,

Yarworth sees the meet as

a chance for his team to

relax, and swim without

much pressure.

Health Services Report:

The Minutemen are still

battling a wave of iryuries,

illnesses and assorted pro-

blems. The most serious is

the one to junior freestylist

Jim Flannery, who has been

out since the Thanksgiving
break. Flannery suffered a

separated shoulder in a

motorcycle accident, and
while he's been able to keep

up his conditioning with the

stationary bike and other

exercises, he's been unable

to get back into the pool.

Co-captain John Turner
has also been fighting off a

shouldar problem all season,

suffering from nerve pro-

blems and tendinitis.

Will Kleschinsky has
overcome his bout with the

flu, and should swim
tonight, but the bug has

hampered a whole new flock

of victims, including senior

co-captain Rick Bishop.

Mark Waters, and Paul

Hartnett.

• >* CHINESE KITCHEN Q
FAST SERVICE - OREAT PRICES

»22 Chicken Wings. Try our

Sweet a Sour Pork. Fried Rice Moo Shu Porfc

$3.90 $3.95

923 Szechuan Gai Ding.

Sweet A Sour Porfc. Fried Rice

$4.95

^HHb^^^^»*#*<^**» * »*#*•*****»********* **********

SUPERIOR PIZZA
FREE DELIVERY

TRY OUR LUNCHEON — DINNER SPECIALS
Only $1.49 before 3 pm, $1.90 after 3 pm

Eat In or Take Out

HOURS: Sunday Noon • lO pen, Mon • Sat 11:30 • lOpm

2 LOCATIONS

430 RutMl St (Rt 9)
HADLEY — 253-2571

150 King St

NORTHAMPTON — 5a6-S220

4'

QUALITY PIZZA
AND GRINDERS

4-

4-

4-

I

Call now for our

^ END OF SEMESTER SPECIAL
: FREE LITER OF COKE WITH ANY LARGE PIZZA »

: FREE CAN OF COKE WITH ANY SMALL PIZZA :

1

4>

4-

CALL 549-0626
4-

* OFFER EXPIRES DEC. 31. 1986 • MUST MENTION AD BEFORE ORDERING t

STUDENTS
WORK ALL JANUARY AS
INVENTORY AUDITORS

GUARANTEED NO GIMMICKS

$5.25/HOUR TO START
RGIS Inventory Specialists is the nation's largest in-

ventory service with 160 offices nationwide. January is

our biggest month. Average 20-40+ hours a week.
Weekends and night availability necessary.

To be considered, must have phone, means of

transportation, pass a math test, and k>e dependable.
No experience required, paid training provided.

To learn more call the office nearest your home dur-

ing Thanksgiving break or interview at the Campus
Center as follows.

INTERVIEW IN THE CAMPUS CENTER AS FOLLOWS
Wednesday Dec 10 Rm 101 - Thursday Dec 11 Rm 168

INTERVIEW TIMES ARE QAM — 6PM EVERY HOUR ON THE HOUR. BE PROMPT

GRAND
OPENING

IBANANAID4LMA

CALL
(617) 832^6152

(617) 938-9269

(617) 849-2941

(617) 336 5658

(603) 893 182Q

IF YOU LIVE IN OR NEAR
Worcester, Leominster, Fitchburg,

Gardner, Framingham, Acton, Maynard,

Clinton, Milford, Franklin. Southbridge,

Webster

Cambridge, Summerville, Burlington,

Lowell, Lawrence, North Shore

Quincy, Brockton, New Bedford, Taun-

ton, Cape, Hanover, or Middleboro

Providence Area

Southern New Hampshire

SPONSORED BY STUDENT EMPLOYMENT OFFICE

^coJ^
Delicious

••v.

;•<*=•

Chocolote Dipp^aDononos

Homenrnft^de^offl^ Cones

Del^fi^^^

Yogurt SH^jJ^Q^ Sundoes

Fresh^^^Ml^^ on

A Lite Snack A Healthy Dessert
Discover the Taste

56 Moin Street

Downtown Northampton
(next door to Sze's)

Mon.-Sot. 11:00-9i00
Sun. 11:00-6:00

586-9659

women^s basketball
.ontinued from page 24

"We came out with fire in our eyes in the second half,"

Lewis said "We were ready to play ball. I took the open
shots when I had them and so did the rest of the team.
Everyone on this team has speed, so we were also able

to beat them on the fast break. It feels great to win at

'lome '

ACTIVITIES •AUDIO
AUTO FOR SAlE •CALCULAIORS

ENTERTAINMENT •FOR RENT

FOR SALE "FOUND
HELP WANTED •LOST

Fitzgerald finished the game with 17 points and seven

rebounds for UMass, while Wilbor contributed 14 points

and eight rebounds. ZuUo chipped m 12 points for the

Minutewomen.

"We play well together." said Leaman, who had not

coached in the Cage since he guided the mens team from

1966-79. "It is too easy to stop one player so we tr>' to have

CLASSIFIED

three, four or even five players in double figures. We
played great defense and had a good game overall. And

It's always nice to win in the Cage."

Freshman guard Heidi Kosh was the leader for th»'

Crimson with 12 points while Brown scored ten. Cibott'

was the leading rebounder with .seven.

AJS I RUCTION • MQiORCYLCLES
PERSONALS • RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED "SERVICES

ROOMATE WANTED • TRAVEL
WANTED •SUBLET

f OME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI - 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRQIP TQ PUBLICATION > CASH IN ADVANCE. iy/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIH

SUNOAV EVENMtC PflAVEWFiw^
•oungt Ntwman C»n»e 8PM Ave coUugt

XMORS NEEDED LAST d^ ar Campus
^^nf 0iv« tMootf Nov 26 Hoom 166

:0 30~4X SOpmtinMdM

OflTHOObX CNVIM ufunOV MM
Cmmpu*C*M»f LMlMt 10AU SunMy
14

'

EVnMNO MUVERS HILLS OmfM
lounpa. SmCh Ca«*o« 6PM SundtK '<

0*C*>nt»r

TIRED Of OAMCtNQ » top 4&> UM
o^Hl Lmm AnOtrton antf ifm GrooM
Qutmi OS iponjoratf Oy LmMwi
ftw/ai. Gsf CoutK*ng CotusUtM 0- f

LAST OVr MKTMQ «0f M* Wl NMipM
M oAc*' 6 30 bn^ canOy'

OlAfT PAM OiC WUt2 on m»

etWTK T AND TMt KICK

LV THE MANNIS II So^ 3

0«c« Mm* >ao» antf lof tantf S»Mi Mir
ZZToB JMarogooc Mow boalang lor par

wm dppmnng 9m HMcfi Otc W»ca(
BtoC* Cm PiM ?U^?S»< A/ 540-O707

iMniTAINMfNT

MUStOAm NEEOCO fOW p#rfD'

mmiem at BtteMrown ttM* Scfooi

•va<<«A'« Comaet BmctFunding
>»4m

DAHMO tltVICI

mTEMNATIONAL OATMS MiVICS
t*»viwg frx ciaWB* tftmm ana mimifjr
dMoarMW OSIbr IwomoMKaSASf N>

wtiNO stiAK -sr

BAHAMAS t3M A up'Cmeun (V

AMButto i4l9 • UP Cawftaan Oiaaa
SSWeif ar><an M«-9(»r ftuea S«S«M

AtfTOfOCSAU

W~6«EVVjKLAM^

ea«l«MMS

ISM m.YMOUTH H0m20N aiC^toif

oonOton $4000 or tmi olhr tOKnto ete

19S0 CHEVETTE 4SrD vwy 900d STOOD
2i6-»06S avs

Xtn VOLKSWAQON RABDIT lyns nift

soma rvs' tJOO can Oava 546-493>

1S74 SU<>ER atfnUaooOmnMtHm
a*Cl condition S99f< or BO MS-J >S0

ISTt TOYOTA COROLLA Sapo nM'
iiras, OMcf sfa^ao. S900 cy SO tor m^

•omalioft cat 546-471S

7S AUDI WAOON r7K good conMion
S950 BO 549- T 736

1*77 SAAB EMS eMoaocMM 665- 7?9i

1974 COLT (MtrSUCISHI) £xc«Mnr
aondinon' 4-(joor n&wOattary. 9W mlas.

30pk/s MPG Ortiy SMS cat av^nmgs
Arr«/Shirs7 ?«S-e639

1S7I SUBARU 6L. 4-»ifhaU driva. 4-door.

M/UFM ryewDrakas 77 800milas must
aaK. 1 800 or BO caH 549-)9?»

Must aall bafora Dec 23-luily mspacted
lagista/ao 79 Ford Pmto 65.000mi no
rust, auto irartamissiory four good radials

t ipare This car rtaads nothing Will take

t2S0 or goo* to batt oHar Call Russ
546-4435

1~975>EUdEOT BUJE/Oood tires sun-

roof rebuilt engine $400 or bast oltar

253-70B2

19«T fOVOTA COROLLA 5 spaed
AM/FM casaatta. excellent condition,

S2600 253-3568

MYMOCAM FOR your beiebaH cards

plaaaa catf M#ra 549-0333

ratsAU

GUITAR BEAUTIFUL YAMAHA 6335
with hard case S ' 75 Call Debra 6 4553

COMPUTER TERMINAL S2S0. Includes

modarrt. cyberready Sieve 256-1868

KEG TAPS FOFJ sale! Brand new. never

used keg laps only $25 Packies charge

$45 for used taps Don't waste your

monayi New laps $25 Call Tony 256- 1 438
today

1979 CHEVY WAGON. 99, 400 mites,

new clutch. Best oiler 536-5434 Even-

ings week-ends

OHM L2 SPEAKERS 4 yr warranty Call

6-7921

7S TOYOTA CELICA new paint, mutflar

brakes, and more car needs nothing 5

spd Killer stereo $1700 or BO Doug
2560333

TWO SNOW TIRES P205 RfS a^ lor

Frank 546-4234

1976TOY6tA COROLLA runs weF Very

reliable 198i engine, new clutch, new
brakes Asking $1400 Rachael 586- 7749

or 586-5765

HOHNER ELECTRIC GUITAR only us

aaioranaym Great sound ti7Siakas

H away Can Jarry 544-3784

19S4 YAMAHA DX2M ATC atcaOanl

conMion. pncad to sail $995 Paul

2S3-}>4a 01 549-6068

iOMBCR FLIGHT JACKET, arira ItKk

maiOm nza 40 can Paul 56649*7

TWO SMOW TMES w/nma » M 1974- 7«

Uuslang ISO UichaHa 546-466

!

ROSSKjNOL SMS >75S Volta tun* igi

poiai $lOCi or BO cV Mita 253-3S7t

SKI BOOTS FOR MM 90O(>oan(«Mr £fb
665-75M

uteiFORSMJOOOOVEAR
79RI4 ca« 546-2004

SOFT CONTACT LCNSCS moal t%»y

M«ariantas. $i»00io%25 00aa eaanO-

ad <«wr«iaa«LS30 00 ID 646 00 LowMt
^)C*t en contact lanaa aonmen Naaf

unn. Sr2SS Amham QptK*) Stap
l-4iy3a-i411 or 4I3-296-6403

•MS TOR itHM to Ban 06 raangmm
Omta batUng 640 Kaade AX mm tynm
angf<94pmM*woimnarmaing*aa40loi
mora mHi cat 546 5339

1S7T CHEVY liUkUM 0000 DoAr 6
an^na AiW/FMWW (TOO or SO 546-aaif

'6

FBIi MFT sons

WITH miRCHASC OF matr<naa m tSmm
oimata ht*. am. andengaJ/aaratyter

MSI»WANTSO

StUICNT GOVERNMENT ASSOCU
TKM Jot ooannga AtV lo Trwasurmr

^ Ptaa A»ai 01 Budgan cum laa-

oa»oni. Budgaia AudHot Afifii

aval «i 420 SUB Saa VWanaMaoaM420
SUS tor mora mte Afipl dua Oac 3 fry

400 iDfonwn and mmamma ancoumgad
tom*h AA/TOf

KfrCMtN Ntl^ NCCMM
OayarUMBWahHiaiiAifl l - ^

mdndaa can ba eio<ndad lo and
i«w* Afipiy ai Andy t moB amn py
(naai to Siadh^ Liguofaf

~KiT6«N HB> WANTED

Ligm damn-up
C^ Charyl ai AXO

545-2152

GAM P.R.. COMMUMCATKM. potacal

6 m^iiBamawf aMU yout naad anar

gnduaUen MfbrttMrorparrwnaiDcom.
bdl groundaMlar fotufaon and rum duar

yona tmm SiTfflOOO tbit wmm ttiaati

Baal tha aummat ruati and gal tttal awn-

mm lOb m tha bmg Cat Oaan Walar

Actton-549-74iO

CHESTNUTS ON AN apan Ar« doaflMs
phtaaa par chanoa mtpnra a aanaa of

fioawnpn daat a% k doa* lot at u* hara->

Ttmydl ifirough Naw Englandt loamt

wnara ofiponunty *W abounda low
much monay can you make $800 this

mmar braat oat 2SK>31 1 a naw career

ihml

NOW HIRING FOR now and mmmtaton
Full lime or part tima positions avataOia

You can earn mora than $500 a aiaattw0i

salary atmnvamynandbonuaat FItMHt
itoun. good working condKions and av
ca6anrcaraarQppoilun«as Wewmehir
ng from nam unen Pfaaaa conracr Targe:

enmrpnaaa at 6^7793 lor and mtarvmw
Att tor KaHh

JOBS FOR WINTER tysa* Flemble houri

b$/hr Work lull or part time Gain P P
Communications political manapmant
skills you II naad tor graduation Comba'
Groundwate- potution and save the nvar

Earn $375-1000 this winter Call Clean

Walar Action 54^7450

CHILDCARE NEEDED: LOVING.
anargabcparson to care lor 2- 2v>/fs olds

Monday-Friday. 7 45-145 Starting Jai^

26 Can 2504475

meh SOOOKOKsTirre waaks. new
students program, applications 101

Berkshire house

WE'RE LOOKING ^Ofl a fraternity soroi

ty. or large studer- organization that

would like to make $5V-$1.000 and for

a ona-week long on-ce'npus marketing

project Group must be organized and
hardworking Call Andwar at

(800)592-2121

WANTIO

ALWAYS BUYING USED^ooks records.

tapes, and compact discs Call Dynamite

Books 5116-9670 or Dynamite Records

564-) 580 Northampton

VOCALIST - SHELF LIFE naads new
lead singer for dance rock Costello

Jackson etc. big range guitar a plus Aud
Sat call Rick 6-6036

4 RESPONSIBLE STUDENTS kx)king lor

Jan aublat Plaasa call 546-4759. 472b

FOR A OOOD TIMi CALL

RACK—A-DISK ENTERTAINMENT
Agency - Disc/ockeys. Bands, Lights ana

Large screen video dances 549-7»44

TVfINO SiRVICI

QUAIJTVTyping. Long or short pro-

tects Meticulous proofreading Rush/obs

OK New IBM typewhter 549-0367

MOVES

ROiMO TOWN MOVERS 1^ ratable

cheap cat KlKhaai anytmta 323-6760

SOVTHWIST INCIOfNT

COMMISSIONER
"""

Ff^OERK^ HURST
Of tha MaaaacAuaans Comm

' Otacnmaxauo"gn Aoaaiar Oiac

conduGbng an

poav-fvons

,

mid mould Urn 10 lati 10 at
tludantt aidhadonimon
for an ^yi»*i—* comae
Iha Coftgian at 545^900
and am to <pia* mnIIi

Ooda Lavanaen m Katy Smgm
ma Vioa Chaneatora OHioa
m 545-2333 or NUfar dk«C«y
frycaAng(4l3> 73»-2f66

4Mtf «•* to speak war< Oantaa

lASTCHANCi

SOPeiCtNTOFFturMn* Bnngtnmad
I panon- topmcanie0, Ipaopta- 20pm
eaM aacfi. 3 paopt*. 30 parcani anch

Sa«* aow. pnoM 00 up tor apnns axaa*M0OUP*B
2SS««54

FSBSOHALS

MTEMESTEOINWRITBIOtorfWi .

eoaaga aa^ m Mam tnfand^ Come
damn to na Maaa Omty CbIbww' yok

c«>i*MaaPourArt>. MtonaN. Slac* A/

ton Mama. Mfbrnan* laiMa* 6 Sportt

IM» >« tooatodn Ma Maamant ofMCam
pusCanair bahmdihaTv IhaCotagmn

DEAN SANTA NOW you can bnng ma
everything my uma heart daaaaa bacauta
you md save 40-70 paeoant on at 14K and
dmnond lamairy Oamond tludHor only

SM. I4K noop aarranga $i» ana tax
innatSt-onlt/mOoidanOppor

13 M mnani St Amnartt Mo Mn

iilftt A UTTlf parwonm to say aooo
ludionyourLSATsenStlunlar 111 take

you om tor «wiar altorwrft and mas
caitbrata now arat j^u 00 LoMc na^

KMG ANVONi WHO »-

or ( east PtoMarwTnanato St ar<

.-„ jatora rf»anMoMBoritya«»at » 30
PU cat Racnm SaVi lit or 545-2W5
Piaata help

ONAHOTiumffMriagnt Km
you tdt lova maf

wsvL 10S.1 M^ a*
mlvm arontUmlL

ElULV- HEHHV CHH IB l HA ii

You re ttie best' Love Secret Santa

MAD CWewrrULATipNf ON
your A TG Orothertiood Thanks for

he tjeer at APP iomo the SKs
Robin Dawn, Beth JuO^. Alexia.

Kelly and Amy"

JEANNE AND LISA the Kappa
pledges you've got our attention,

can we haire yours Let us know
why you're ^ways smiling See ya
at the Newman Your Secret
Admirers

awrjiTr¥*ux7'irBrtv* *to.
AAotM-r^

ATTfNT10N WtlTfM

Wt KNOW YOU RE oof there vid
we know that you re itching to we
your name published m the 1987
edihon ol the magM So. w^«^
you wamnghrTConuaihelndmi
at ^0848 or mm our oHioa m >03
Campus Center Short term and
long term assignments are

tUZI-«

fOPPrDouBLeoEoa Sutw
love you' 'ifw' '" soldier

MAtK TAUB IS OSAOUATINO

LADIES. IT S YOUR last chance
Catf 549-35 1i lor an appointment
We't mm you. Mark'losre LT A

4TN FLOOR VAN MlHR NOtTN

ON VAN METER S famous fourth

floor, tie yyat never a bore You are
Slt^MnHOM though »e noae m
horm>oou$ See ya noMt sememer
lor morel Enfoy your titMft' Jenn «

WHAt KINO or tfae*
545-0202 Thank yeu

WlO HAVE A graalday'Tio¥ayou'hime

HM^y BIRTHOAY W Orao «ot»iinar»'

Lova at your inands m lAa RSU

BOBBY D CONGRATULATK)NSI You
fmatymadeit Hope this isn't anodm lalaa

alarm iNa» mitt you< We ktva you' Lenre

Sharon A Oiana

"THOSE FRKNOS THOU fiast andthar
adoplior tnea Thanks guys Much
kfve WGV

TUBKY. ALL JOKES asida. you re the

bam roomy 6 twaatoaf boyfrmno aver'

UaaimaundmiheChnaimaslraa- •wan
have tima " Forever Lii

SHELIA K . - 1 haven t lost mieresi ymt talk

10 rne- Slevf

JOHN-RAY • IS enough on the fUtybutu

wont get us into tfie Olympics lova
some Jap from Mtkes

YOUR RIGHTEOUSNESS - A fmer birth-

day couM net have beeb sported' Mahak)
1^1 Loa-Nukey Dog

RICO. LET'S SPEND a vreekend at the

Guess Who concarr. They're playing in

NY on January lOlh and r titi.' hUtary

TO THE OU'Y *rwe «)fary son Night-

thanks for the peppermint gum From ttm

hysterical one at tha next table

DEAR LAGNAF. YES imarastad Com-
petition IS tough but we're slit ahead
Reveal yourself' Reply soon Karen and
Molly

WSYL 105.1 Fm-' Firmly ^ommmad to

mediocrity in programmitg

WSYL 105.1 FM- Now everybody gets it

WSYL 10S.1 FM- Why^ Because we like

vou

ELJSA- WHY 0ON~T'y«d come save me''

I don f like tMing cooped up in this place

To top It oil. there is this awful music that

I have to listen to I think its the Beetles

I think I'm being sent to Calif There's

some book here that Ihey threw at me
Help me' Ehse-ls this too much for you''

If so then leave a note in the bathroom

JEFF I HAD lun this semester Thanks'

Diane

ANGELA YOU'RE A froe'rjaod. I'll miss

you' Alexis

ALEX STANLY- MERRY Christmas- your

secret Santa

FAT, DRUNK, AND stupid is no way to

go through life Drunk maytie senously

Jules, we love ya ' Here s to the ceremonia'

consumation of multiple brewskis
'Wednesday night, your 18th birthday'

Yikes' Luv, your favorite roommates and
fellow bingdals- Leanne and Harry

JIM MCKEEVER CAN I Ml gafalour?
How soon IS now''"

MY IjftLE'WORRIERy Ihemnts are out
ol the way, nothing can stop us rniw Keep
those bnght eyes shining IL YMTYL TT PMJ

LAMBM
THANKS FOR KLLyoufHtiipwfiti
you know what' You re a truly Ohr

ma. generous peraon, end I'm ami
lygmieluitoryou'Loyeandaqueei
eagrape*

POtMNT

fWV~lTN6LE ROOilS m
bedroom houae, Rt 9 HecMey on bus
route near Cerburs fi70 a month
pkj* remaonable utilities Calf Tom-
my 584-88X

TAKE OVER LEASE: 2 spaces
available Jan i on bus route
1 2 7 50/monih 1 w baths call
665-826

»

ROOM AVAILABLE JAN ii ISO*
responsibia guiet 25*^ call

2S3-3828

QUE fiOOM IN rwo~5dl' apt on
Hobart La Female non-smoker
preferred 54ft-«6^

SOUTHWOOD. IBA IN 3bdr apt
$208 i utMies Call after 6PM
253-542' As* for Karl

LARGE SINOLE BEDROOM m
Pufttor available /an i call 549-5185
nights

6EAUTIPUL ECHO HILL condo
fully furnished own roorr
washer/drye' two bus routes
peaceful neightxirs. clean quiet

housemates. S200/mo call Rohin-
ton 545-3599 Rich Meg 256-6809

AVAILABLE ROOM IN Swiss
Village apt as of January bus route
reasonable rent call 256 6620

1 BEDROOM AVAILABLE fori or

2 people in furnished 2-t)edroom
lownhouse style apartment Quiet,

low rent Call 665-8335

FEMALl 23 PttiS wanted Own
room in tieautiful house Near bus,
2 miles from UMass SIQSplus
256-0407

INTERSESSIOnTSPTT Gr»en/»W.
3 room apt m our home Ideal for

single, responsible indiv No
(Purnished) Callpets/smokina (,

7-9PM 772-0769

TTOfED'VERLEASE January 1st 2
bedroom apt in Southwood on bus
route $560/month call 253-96S5 ask
for Lamtyert or Chi

SOUTHWOOD APT TWO
bedroom for Jan 1 rental act fast call

256-0166

ROOMMAn WANTID

ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE
wanted to share large two bedroom
apt in Squire Village $l25/mo Call

now and get January free! 665-4972

2 FEMALES NEEDED for apt Jan
1 $127 50 mo pis call 665-8261

FEMALE ROOMMaTE^ANTED
to share room in Townehouse apts
Sprina Semester $i 50 -* /month
Call Henee between 4-6 Leave
message! 549-0742

HELPriF "you need one femafe
roomate in Brandywine please call

549-6715. Ask for Karen Leave
message

ROOIffATE WANTED to share
bedroom in two bedroom apt
Jan/Feb. Color TV, Microwave,
VCR Southwood $140/Md
253-3993

RESPONSIBLE TOR LO apt on
bus route own room furnished but
tying t)ed $2 10 for roompus utilities

cair 323 4989 before 2PM
323-6311x530 after

WE ARE LOOKING to take over
lease of Puttton or Brandywine Apt
Call Russ 546-5353

LOOKING EOA^OMEONE to take
over my lease startma Jan/Feb col-

or rv. mKrowave. VCR Soulttwood
$140/mo 253 39i3

\t APT nC><M available ai'lowleht
in Amher-it on bus route Call

256-6131

NON-SMOKING FEMALE room-
mate wanted to share 3 bedroom
condo With 4 girls Next to

Southwest across from Stadfum
Amity Place 549-8824

ONE PERSON TO share room m
Brittany Manor Available Jan i

Si2b/month Heat included cm*
25S-8427

TWO BEDROOM APT m
Sunderland eiectrKity uKiuded first

stop or bus route very quwr loca-

tion For ntore mfo caH Care and
Chns at 665-2176

TWO HALES NEEDED lor

Townhouse Aprs r07 5O plus
uiiiihes 549^)00?

HAVE OWN ROOM and share Nor
thampton house Oniy 130* caH
Scoff 584 5469

chamsmokers preaching modera-
tion durmg the week and etcess
over weemends seek easy gomg.
tidy houeemaie lor third bedroom m
our beautiful Hadkv house ask lor

Paul or Sven 5984917

NONSMOKING MALE ROOM
MATE wanted to share large

bedroom n 3 bedroom Puttton Apt
549-0140 lor sprwtg aamealer

FEMALE ROOMMATE
for spring semester 87
fu»^:^mihed^ with greM people
cSk Lisa 2530697

1 OA i people needed at Bnttany
Manor Call tor mfo Ray or Dave
263-2439

PEHALE ROOMHATlfl ON cou-
pto wanted to take over lease ol
double room Southwood Start Jart

; ?5«^M29

FEMALE WANTED TO s7.»»^
bedroom Brandywine Apt Call
549-0496

2 FEMALES NEEDED tosfHrel
room m 2 Datfoom Brandywwte apt
CaUChns 5464080

ROOM IN APT Crown Pt Rt9
%260mthlrg 1st come eK cat Sam
256-4293

TWO Ofk rmBnemSeaWW^
tany, only S125/mo Call 256-6645

BRANDYWINE -ONE FEMALE
needed for 2 bedroom apt Starting

Jan 549 7753 leave message

ROOMMATE WANTED. OWN
room fully furnished Townehouse
Apartment 665-7185

MALE ROOMMATE WANTED for

one bedroom apt Puftton Call Mike
at 549-1476

1 on 2 paopTe wanTed for

Townehouse starting Feb i caH
549-0635 anytime ask for Dawn

FEMALE' DOOMMATE
(GRADUATE preferred) wanted to

share t)edroom in Brandywine as of

Jan 1, 1987 Quite, non-smoking en-

vironment 549-4634

ONE OR TWO females for one
large bedroom m two bedroom apt

$l40/mo Jan 1 caH Lisa or Jean
256-8340

FEMALE ROOMIE NEEDED To
share a tyedroom in Bnttany Manor
apartment Call 256-8883 eves
Come see us' January 1st option

only $125 00 per/mo- on bus route

What more could you ask lor?

NONSMORINO FEMALE ROOM
MATE wanted lor 2-bedroom in

Sunderland $225 (inclusive) lor in-

tersession/spring semester.
665-7939

MAtE ROOMMATE WANTED
2Swiss Village 215 per month In-

cludes everyming own room Isl last

and security needed 256-6815

ffOOMMATE WANTED FOR
sphng semester in Townehouse call

549-4826

TO SUBLET

AMHERST CENTER FURNISHED
room available 12/20-1/27 rent

negotiable Lauren 253-3053

SINGLE ROOM SVATLABLE In

Northwood Apt $205/mo to take

over lease starting Jan 1 or Feb call

Meg 665-8250

WINTERSESSIONl ONE
BEDROOM apt homey and cozy
presidential apt 400+ all included.

Ideal for couple 549-6048

PUFFTON VfCLAOE TWO r^m-
mates wanted lor large bedroom in

three bedroom apartment Available

Jan 1 call 549-7186 evenings

FEMALE TK5NSM0KTMG ROOM-
MATE. Own bedroom m
Townhouse Apts tor Jan $100 call

Ann Mane 549-1449

INTERSESSION: ONE BEDROOM
apt Florence Bus ime $250
586-2289 evenings

1 FEMALE ROOMMATE needoi
tor next semester nice people cheaf.

call 256 1518

NliO AN ISCOtTT

CALL 5-2123 BETWEEN 8PM 4
2AM every day lor an escor
anywhere on campus Play it sat<

INSTRUCTION

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONIm-
panenced WKl pjfierH iea<^ierPop-
rock-loai-bkiea^ngwnbng, theory

readan, impioinsatnn Rk^ on bus
Ime Ooug 549-4786

PASCAL TUTOR REASONABCE
rates 584 1307

MOfi«.QMAJ^^,

PXPff».

Sll

CASES.
TK>»i»

TVPINO

DtSRHTI-

Dependable, on campus
reasonable.

584 7924 Nancy

fPEEOV KEVS

-

256-1002
expert. raSabie

tPANIIH TUTORIN* B
TRANSLATION

HELP WITH EXAMS, grammar
pronunciation 256- 1002

RIOiRS HflOfD TO offywhM* Mt

FlOfkla. L*avtf>g 06«^ 2|-2|.
n«OM call Avorey S4«-2tlz.
L«ov« ttotn* A inifnb«r

RIDf WITH Mi TO D.C.

i HAVE A twelve foot truck toshare
expenses to DC call Josh 323-9279

fiAvn.

ITS FREE. AMERICAN Airiine

MMYOUcher Worth $500 your lor

$425 865-7939

LOST

H¥. ifC CALCULATOR m library

tower Please call 546-4778 for

reward

MASS LIQUOR ID m Credit Union
Reward otfered lor as return caU
256-6620

ANTIQUE PENDANT TARRWRt
reeri stone on Dec 3 on campus
all Christina 549-6048 rewardt

HELP. I LOST my liqour ID Fnday
night at Changes If found please
caU 549-0600 manks

POUND

MBf WANTID

STUDY-TOUR IN Chltta, Juna
22-July 2S, 1987 S3350 contact
Prof Otaka, Harfat «3B or call

5-1330. avanit>g>, 253-5114.

SERVICIS

TYPING. TAPE TRANSCRIP-
TION. Fasf, accurate 665-7552

TERRIFIC TYPING FROM
Speedy ' keys Professional

reliable service 256-1002.
Bam- 1 1pm

DAVIS TYPING SEVTCE call

253-5029 behnreen 3 4 9 Monday
Thurs

WANTED TO RENT

ROOMS/SUBLETS WANTEODoc.
27- Jan 24 call school for BMC
256-8615 9AM-7PM

WERE LOOKING TO take over

lease of North-Amherst area apt
Call Bob 546-9721

RESPONSIBLE MAtETOOKINC
lor a place to stay dunng interses

sion call 546-43/7

LOOWNG TOTAKE oVor lease in

Brandywine, Townlmuse or Puffton

For spring semester Call Marybeth
at 66651 or Lisa at 69585

LOOKING TO RENT rooffTfer /n-

tersession only Prel Near campus.
Please call 546-3217

ARE YOU LOOKING for a room-
mate!?' I need a place to live next

semester female, 21, nonsmoker,
adorable kitten included call Audrey
665-4793

WOMAN NDS RM near campus
spring smstr call Matt Iv message
549-6067

NEED HOUSE OR apartment tor

winter session only Call 546-4639
or 546-4643

LOOKING FOR iTrdom interses-

sion call Rebecca 546-9304
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SPORTS

UMass tramples KeeneSt., 90-75
Sutton *s 22 pts. leads the way
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staflf

Okay folks, you can admit it You were

waiting for that age old adage "it ain't over

'till it's over" to come into play, weren't

you?
Well, you can rest easy now, because the

University of Massachusetts men's basket

ball team dispelled the ghosts of Division

II teams past and administered a 90 75

lumping to Keene State University before

1.788 fans at the Curry Hicks Cage. last

night.

All tolled, UMass (2-1 overall) placed all

o{ its five starters in double-figures. Junior

guard Lorenzo Sutton broke out of his mild

shooting slump in a vei^ big way. pouring

in a game high 22 points on 9-of-12

shooting from the field, two of those by way
of the three-pointer. Sophomore forward

Joe Fennell ei\joyed another steady perfor

mance with 18 points and 1 1 rebounds and
junior forward Wilbert Hicks added 16

points, a career best. St^homore forward

Duane Chase and senior guard Carl Smith
both chipped in 10 points.

Carl Davis led Keene St. (5 3 overall) in

the scoring department with a team-high
18 pointM. Darrell Long and Peter Paragon
both added 14 points and Mark Laselle

scored 10 points to pace KSU.
Before last night's big v\cU»y, the

Minutemen were 6 1 against Division II

teams over the last seven seaawM, with the

Keene SUte: Darrell Long. 4-7 5S 14.

Carl Davis. 9-15 1 18. Mark Laselle.

5-10 0-0 10. John Jennings. 3-6 00 6.

Peter Paragon. 3-12 6-6 14. JeffJohnson.
2-9 2-2 6. Frank Dolan, 3 0-0 0. Mark
WaKkelewicz. 13 2 2 4. Chris Siggers 0^
0-1 0. Herb Grace, 0-0 OX) 0, Steve Kauf
mann. 1-1 0-0 3. JeffBelion. 0^ 0-0 0, Rob
Frizzle. 0-0 Totals: 28 66 15 18 75
Massachusetts: Joe Fennell. 7-13 4-6

18, Wilbert Hicks. 7 11 2A 16. Duane
Chase. 5 8 0-0 10. Carl Smith, 4-7 11 10.

Lorerao Sutton, 9-12 2-2 22. David Brown,
2 5 2-3 6, Sean Mosebv, 2-5 0-0 4. Fiuhugh
Tarry, 0-4 0. Cary Herer. 2 0.

Mike Mundy. 2-5 0-0 4, Chris Bailey. 0-0

0-0 0, Bill Hampton, 0-2 0-1 0. Sean Nelen.
00 Totals: 38 74 11 17 95
Three Point Goals: Long, Paragon (2),

Kaufmann, Smith, Sutton (2)

largest margin of victory being 14 points

in a 82 68 win over Bentley College in

1981. As of late, UMass has had problems

putting away obviously overmatched
tiams, but that wasn't the case last night

And to add icing on the cake, the

Minutemen did it without playing their

best game.
"We could play a little better than we did

tonight. We didn't play a 40-minute game."

head coach Ron Gerlufsen said. "We could

have played better defensively, but we did

play very well in spurts."

"I don't think we really played that well.

There's no way they should have scored 75

points. It should have been 60 at the most,"

Hicks said. "Overall we could have played

better, especially defensively."

But while the UMass defense may have

been taking an unexpected vacation, the of-

fense was running like clockwork. The
Minutemen had this one in hand early, as

UMass took advantage of a decisive height

advantage and beat up. stepped on. and
leaped over the Eagles all night long.

UMass had quietly built a 26 20 lead at the

8:10 mark of the first half before Sean
Moseby woke up the then dormant crowd
and got the UMass Jam On Crew going

with a jam off a David Brown feed for a

28-20 lead.

KSU stayed within a respectable margin
at halfiime. 46-33. but had the roof of the

Cage crash all around them in the second

half. The Minuteman lead grew to as much
as 28 points on a Sutton jumper for a 69-4

1

lead at the 13:57 mark of the second half.

At that point, it seemed that the
Minutemen shifted the game into cruise

control mode, something that Keene St.

recognized and capitalized on. The Eagles
whittled away at the UMass lead by clos-

ing to within 12 points and capped a 26-11

run on a pair of Mark Waszkelewicz free

throws with 4:02 remaining in the game.
More ghosts?

Not quite. A Fennell tip-in with 3:46 lefi

halted the KSU run before UMass went on
a 9-0 spurt highlighted by a Sutton
tomahawk slam with emphasis at the 2:09
mark for an 89 70 lead. After that, the on
ly remaining question was whether or not
the Minutemen would reach the century
mark (that's 100* points in a game for you
non-basketball fans).

( alWgtan pba«n by Paul DMnaraia

Junior guard Lorenzo Sutton rejects a juniper by Keene State's Peter
Paragon in last night's 90-75 UMass cakewalk over the Eagles.

Minutewomen continue to

dominate the Crimson, 76-50

CoHrKian photo by Paul Desmarais

Senior guard looks to dish off during yesterday's 76-50 shellacking off
Harvard. The Minutewomen are off to a 2-0 start.

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Suff

Although a lot has changed for the
University of Massachusetts women's
basketball team over the past eight years,
one thing remains the same: It can still

handle Harvard University with ease.
The Minutewomen went on r:ins of 6-0

and 11-0 to pull away in a tight first half
and completely dominated th*^ second
period on the way to a 76-50 win over the
Crimson at the Curry Hicks Cage
yesterday.

The win improves the Minutewomen to

2-0 on the season while Harvaird drops to

3-3. UMass has beaten the Crimson ten

times since the series began in 1978, and
hasn't lost to them yet.

"I was pleased with the way we played
today," UMass coach Jack Leemian said.

"Harvard is a good team but I knew if we
took a lot of shots early and were patient

on offense, we could beat them."
Junior center Nancy Cibotti hit a tur-

naround jumper 26 seconds into the game
for the opening basket to give the Crimson
a lead they would hold onto for less than
ten minutes and not see it again for the rest

of the game.

Sharon Hayes and Trisha Brown each
scored four points as Harvard jumped out
to a 12-7 lead. But UMass rattled off six

unanswered points on four free throws by
sophomore guard Christel Zullo, and a
medium-range jumper by sophomore for-

ward Beth Wilbor to make it 13-12, and
continued to build on its lead.

Freshman forward Jeanine Michealsen

and senior center Karen Fitzgerald combin-
ed to score five as UMass built a 20 16 lead,

and a Zullo basket and two Tara Lewis
layups boosted the margin to 26-16.

Wilbor hit a pair of layups in the final
minute of the half, and the Minutewomen
went into the locker room with a 32-18
advantage.

But Leaman still had advice for his team
and it paid off.

"Coach tojd us if we went out and held
down Harvard's scoring for the first five
minutes, we'd be able to open up the game,
and that's exactly what we did," Lewis
said.

Indeed, UMass stifled Harvard for the

beginning of the period and inflated its

lead.

Lewis, a junior guard, hit a free throw to

get things started, and the Minutewomen
proceeded to outscore the Crimson, 13-5,

over the first five minutes of the period.

Harvard whittled away at the UMass,
but could not close the gap to less than 16
points.

Lewis went on a tear, registering 11

points to finish the game as the
Minutewomen's top scorer with 18 points

and nine rebounds.
continued on page 23

Harvard; Sharon Hayes. 3 8 6; Sarah Duncan, 3 6 2 2
H. Nancy CiboUi. 17 00 2. Barturann Keffer, 4 7 11 9; Trwha
Brown, 5* 10; Hanya Bluestone, 6 12 1. Mary Balfdauf.
0-5 00 0; Andrea Eror, 110 2; Heidi Koah. 6 1 1 00 12, Nicole

Anderson. 1 1, Melinda Nelson, 1 Totala: 23 59
4 5 50.

MaatachuifUa Beth Wilbor, 7 15 1 14: Tara Lewis, 6 12

6 8 18, Karen FiURerald. 6 10 56 17; Chnrtel Zullo, 3 7 66
12, Mary Marquedant, 16 00 2; Jeanine Michealsen, 1-3 12
3; Sue Serafini. 2 5 4; Michele Pytko, 1 0; JoAnn
Dupuis, 11 0-0 2; Helen Freeman, 12 00 2; Jamie Watson,

1 2 2 2; Sally Maher, 0; Karen HenneMy,
Totali: 2S64 20 25 76
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Officials

deny
random drug
searching
By JEFFRY BARTASH
Collegian Staff

Editor's note: ThU is the third /;

iin drug UK at the University.

A ruraor persists in Universi!

MaasachuflMts residence halls that under-
•.'•> police agen' '' 'rridors in

r-t h nf student : ugs.

Hov xal and state la* eniorce-

,.n

..•-.. .- ..... ^ nts

when ihev have r. > believe drugs are

tate Doiic% and head
ianipt>hii'f

'•<nmptun.

.rouffhr send u

Iht: I •

'« an undertu'. t-r .igent when w«»

have u specjfi' target or some suspicion -

he <*aid. Af" •"-' 'n say how oftt-n i>i.

CHmpus : as take place.

I'niversiiy utlicials believe educating
-' ' - ttb<iut the dangers of drugs i» the

Xo combat their use on campus,
althougn police have made arrests in the

past and will continue to do so.

Amherst Police Chief Donald A. Maia
said his department is too small to have its

own narcotics bureau, but said Amherst
police occasionally take part in investiga-

tions by state police to capture drug dealers

m the UMass-Amherst area.

Undercover investigations usually take
place without the knowledge of the Univer-

sity administration.

"The truth is that if the district attorney

decides to send agents through the dorms,
they do not inform residence directors or

Housing Services. They are not obliged to

inform the University." said Larry Moneta,
assistant director for residential education
— East, which is composed of the Slyvan,

Central, Northeast and Orchard Hill

residential areas.

Moneta said he knows of two such in-

vestigations on the east side of campus dur-

ing his four-year tenure.

In April of 1984, state police conducted
an undercover investigation that resulted

in the arrest of three students on drug
charges who lived in the Cashin and
McNamara houses in the Sylvan Residen-
tial Area. Those arrests led to the arrest

of a 34-year-old Amherst man and confisca-

tion of $104,000 in cash and one-third of a

pound of marijuana, which was found in his

home. At the time, police considered the

man to be one of the major drug suppliers

in the Amherst Area.
continued on page 10

UMass
police
picket
Whitmore
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian StaiT

Police oitioTs from i

Masiwichuiietu Department of Public Safe-

!e ')f v.- re Ad-
Ik- .est. '1 an ''f

an withpav .;»

CoU^gian pbolo by Paul Franx

WHO'S XmS GUY FOOLIN*? - Edward S. Kurtzman, a senior
sociology mi^or, makes an attempt to catch up on a whole semester's
work by browsing through the chapter summaries.

^ in eaaterri

V the pu™ ; 1

wfrf fhe Ur A Lowell and

<!;indthpfii

i.ii i'v I I.II '

ha<. Hft id I

i'uvr ^ohn Kebeiio

Thev an .. i t. 1« 1 "! :
'.

p.tn-<l t(. 11.- ; iMi What
in K ,

"':.»-% .If
'

wu ;«rebul

do." Rehello «ud. "They '-all in other police

to investigate crimes and make arre^^ts
"

The 30 picketers carried signs <*hich

read. "Whv bigger raises for eabtern

Mass," "Regents treat Western Maaa. as 8e>

cond class people ' and "Regents unfair to

UMass police."

John Luippoida, a president ol the Inter-

national Brotherhood of Police Officers, the

union to which the picketers belong, said,

"We don't want to negotiate our contract

with the media, we want to let the

Chancellor and the Board of Regents know
(that we swel displea.sed."

"We don't want to hinder the negotia-

tions that are currently under way," he

said, adding, "we are very far from any
kind of agreement at this point."

Luippoida said he spoke to James

continued on page 10

Former state representative Collins
addresses SGA on racism and the CIA
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate last

night passed the new affirmative action

policy, debated on the Picketing Code and
welcomed former State Representative Jim
Collins.

The senate debated for more than two
hours on a proposed draft of the SGA's Af-

firmative Action Bylaws.
Tony Rudy, a senator from Cashin, ask-

ed that the document be read to the body.

SGA President William Bennett asked
Rudy to be quiet as he read the document,
saying, "Listen and don't talk or I will no
longer continue to read."

Brian Darling, a senator from Patterson,

called Bennett a "loser."

Rudy responded to Bennett's comments
by asking, "do you know I'm not listen-

ing?

Bennett said he did not mind reading the

document said, "I hope that you all serious-

ly look this [the document] over."

Darling proposed to table the motion.
Bennett said tabling the motion was

"dilatory," because the motion had been
tabled for six weeks, and had been worked
on for six months.

Bouzan said reading the document was
"absolutely not" necessary, and "I truly

believe that they are filibu!?tering."

Rudy said the reading was necessary

because senators "are not examining
things closely."

The senate also debated a proposal to ac-

cept the University Picketing Code Review
Committees' final draft of the University's

picketing code.

Paul Wingle. speaker of the senate told

the body the code adopted by the Board of

Trustees over the summer was "not the one

drafted at this campus."
The version passed by the trustees is

"vague." and contains no provisions about

what to do when arrests occur. Wingle said.

Senator Gregory Fink from the Com-
muter Area Government said the approv

ed code does not provide for "anyone who
is found not guilty by a US court on any

litigation would not carry over to

disciplinary action," and proposed to

amend the motion.

Fink asked that a section stating "speech

which is a racist, sexist, homophobic, or

anti-religous attack" be included as a viola-

tion of the code.

Following debate, the motion was given

over to the SGA CoorHinatinp Committee.

Claire Bouzan, a senator from the com-
muter area, said the decision to give the

motion to the Coordinating Committee was
"inappropriate becau.se the senate won't be

able to make a recommendation to the

Trustees."

"It is disconcerting that we were not able

to discuss it on the senate floor," Bouzan
said.

Collegian photo by Paul Frani

Former State Representative Jim
Collins
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Holocaust survivor awarded Nobel Peace Prize
OSLO, Norway (AP) — Holocaust survivor Elie Wiesel,

an American writer and human rights advocate, receiv-

ed the 1986 Nobel Peace Prize yesterday and said the

honor belonged to all the survivors of the Nazi death

camps and their children.

Norwegian Nobel Committee Chairman Egil Aarvik

gave Wiesel the gold medal and diploma at ceremonies

on Oslo University's Aula Festival Hall attended by 800

people, including King Olaf V and government leaders.

The prize also includes $290,000.

The award was "in recognition of this particular human
spirit's victm7 over the powers of death and degradation,

and as a support to the rebellion against evil in the

world...," Aarvik said.

The Nobel przes for physics, chemistry, medicine,

economics and literature were presented yesterday in

Stockholm, Sweden.

In an emotional acceptance speech, Wiesel said: "Do I

have the right to represent the multitudes who have

perished? Do I have the right to accept this great honor

on their behalf? I do not. No one may speak for the dead,

no one may interpret their mutilated dreams and vi-

sions..."

"This honor belongs to all the survivors and their

children, and through us, to the Jewish people with whose

destiny I have always identified..."

Wiesel said it "would be unnatural for me not to make

Jewish priorities my own: Israel, Soviet Jewery, Jews in

Arab lands...but there are others as important to me."

He said Palestinians were a people "to whose plight I

am sensitive but whose methods I deplore when they lead

to violence."

"Both the Jewish people and the Palestinian people have

lost too many sons and shed too much blood. This must

stop, and all attempts to stop it must be encouraged," he

said.

Aarvik noted it has been 50 years since the peace prize

was awarded to Carl von Ossietzky, the German pacifist

who prior to World War II warned of the Nazi threat to

democracy.

The Novel prize winners were announced in October,

but the awards are always on Dec. 10, the anniversary

of the death in 1896 of Swedish dynamite inventor and

industrialist Alfred Nobel, who established the awards

in his will.

The other Nobel prizes and their winners were:

— For literature, Nigeria Wole Soyinka, a playwright,

poet and novelist, and the first African ever to receive the

prize.

— For medicine, American Stanley Cohen and Italian

American Rita Levi-Montalicini for discoveries of "growth

factors" in human and animal tissue.

— For physics, West German Ernst Rusku for fundamen-

tal work in electron optics and designing the first elec

tron microscope; and West German Gerd Binnig and

Heinrich Rohrer, from Switzerland, for the design of scan

ning tunneling microscope, which has made possible the

first pictures of individual atoms.

— For chemistry, Americans Dudley R Herschbach and

Yuan T. Lee, and Canadian John C. Polanyi for pioneer

ing study of basic chemical reactions.

— For economics, American James McGill Buchanan for

development of bases for the theory of economical and

political decision making.

Correction
A headline in yesterday's Collegian incorrectly

said that the Campus Center Board of Governors
had v<rted to ban military recruitment in the Cam-
pus Center. The story was actually about an ex-

planational forum the board held to explain the pro-

posed ban. The actual vote takes place tonight.

TODAY IS THE LAST
DAY TO PLACE
CLASSIFIEDS!

End Your Fall Semester With A
Personal For Someone Special

8:30 - 3:30 PM Rin 113 Camptis Center

HAPPY HOLIDAY AND NEW YEAR TO
ALL FROM ALL OF US AT THE COLLEGIAN

STUDENTS
WORK ALL JANUARY AS
INVENTORY AUDITORS

GUARANTEED NO GIMMICKS

$5.25/HOUR TO START
RGIS Inventory Specialists is the nation's largest in-

ventory service with 160 offices nationwide. January is

our biggest month. Average 20-40 -i- hours a week.
Weekends and night availability necessary.
To be considered, must have phone, means of

transportation, pass a math test, and be dependable.
No experience required, paid training provided.
To learn more call the office nearest your home dur-

ing Thanksgiving break or interview at the Campus
Center as follows.

INTERVIEW IN THE CAMPUS CENTER AS FOLLOWS
Wednesday Dec 10 Rm 101 - Thursday Dec 11 Rm 168

INTERVIEW TIMES ARE 9AM - 6PM EVERY HOUR ON THE HOUR. BE PROMPT

CALL
'617) 832 6152

(517) 938-9269

(617) 849 2941

(617) 336 56S8

(503) 893 1829

IF YOU LIVE IN OR NEAR
Worcester, Leominster, Fitchburg,

Gardner, Franningham, Acton, Maynard,
Clinton, Milford, Franklin, Southbridge,

Webster

Cambridge, Summerville, Burlington,

Lowell, Lawrence, North Shore

Quincy, Brockton, New Bedford, Taun-

ton, Cape, Hanover, or Middleboro

Providence Area

Southern New Hampshire
SPONSORED BY STUDENT EMPLOYMENT OFFICE

QUESTIONS ABOUT SEXUALLY
TRANSMITTED DISEASES?

CHLAMYDIA

I

Call in radio show with nurses and doctors from University

Health Center to answer your questions.

Tune in to WMUA (91 .1 FM) on Sunday, December 14, 1-2 PM

^UNIVERSITY campus center

mSTORE^
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Paul Newman hosts groundbreaking
of special children's camp
Bv JENxNIFER UEMFSEY
and DANIEL SOBEL
Collegian Staff

CT - Muddy grounds and chilly

only sli|;hlly imptHJed a t,Toundbreaking
ASHFORD,

tt!npi'iatur«'S

ct ! «in(>n> \ I -U'ida> hosted by actor Paul Newman for a

summer camp planne(1 for children with caiuer and othi-r

life threatening diseases

As a member rf the board of tru^e^ for the Hole m The

Wall Gang Camp, Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey joined a

crowd of 150 to officially commence construction of the

camp that Newman established earlier this year. It is the

state's first camp of this kind.

Accompanied by his wife. Joanne Woodward, Newman
stood next to a Christmas tree and said. "Well, I think

someone should bless this place May the good Lord hallow

this ground and the people that go here. Where do we do

this now?" as he deftly turned a shovel full of earth.

"I'm pleaaed to be here with these upstanding citizens.

'

said Connecticut Governor William O'Neill. The children

that come here will thank you for years to come."

Scheduled to open next summer, the camp will sit on

a 300 acre site on the Ashford-Eastford border Seriously

ill children ages seven through 17 will be provided a cam-

ping experience as close as possible to one that is available

to healthy youngsters, according to organizers. Children

will attend the camp free of charge. Medical resources will

b«' provided by the Yale New Haven Hospital to accom-

modate the special needs of the children

Half of the estimated $8 million needed to fund ciinstru

lion and an endowment budget will come from Newman
profits from his food companies, which make salad dre~

mg, spaghetti sauce and popcorn, The other half will be

provided by private and corporate donors. Newman said

fundraising was going "surprisingly well."

Duffey greeted Newman with a warm embrace Th>- 1\^(•

have been friends since they worked together on the 1967

political campaign of Democrat Eugene McCarthy and at

the 1968 Democratic Convention. Duffey took advantage

of the event to plug the University by giving Newman
a UMass sweatshirt and baseball cap.

Speaking of the camp. Woodward said, "I think it's ex

traordinary. It's nice to be doing a good thing. Everything

in the newspapers is so depressing. It's nice to do

something good"

Author A.E Hotchner. camp trustee chairman and part-

ner with Newman in his food companies, explained,

"There will be the smell (^the Old West about this camp.

Log cabins to live in, a corral filled with animals and an

llrKmn pb4i<i> l>\ .li-nnif«-t l>rmp«r%

Actor Paul Newman at groundbreaking
ceremonies for Hole in the Wall Gang Camp.

old fashioned music hall. Here, campers will be able to

play, compete and share experiences with kids who have

similar problems."

Asked if he had plans to visit UMass, Newman laugh-

ed and said. "Yeah, when you become politically active."

Referring to recent controversial White House activities,

Newman told a nearby trustee holding a shovel that he

could do the job of Chiefof Staff because. "Isn't that what

they do, shovel up afterwards?"

Collins speaks on racism and the CIA

Former state representative

addresses SGA on issues

Colli i(ian photo h> Paul Fmiu

WHKEL OF FORTUNE - Dvora Cohen, from Belchertown. makes
her living by spinning wool into yarn which she is demonstrating this

week on the campus center concourse as part of the craft fair.

Bv PEDRO M PEREIRA
(\.n.-i.:ian Stafl'

Former State Representative Jim Collins

last night attended a reception spons<»red

by the Student Government Ass<Kiation

and spf»ke to an attentive Undergraduate

Student Senate about racism, the CIA and

holding public office.

We live in a society that assigns certain

characteristics to people" on the basis of

their race. Collins said.

University of Mas«achu.setts .students

should initiate a process to understand and

respect themsselves and their peers. "Very

important is hom*sty and being able to Uilk

to each other." he said

Once students achieve the respect and

understanding, they can help th<»»e outside

the University, he said

At the reception, which took place before

the senate meeting, Collins, referring to re^

cent anti CIA protests, said banning that

organization from the campus is not the

answer. Instead, the administration should

make it a policy for CIA retruiters to hold

workshops, panels and appearances before

the student and faculty senates to discuss

the organization.** activities.

A total of 71 persons have been arrested

at the University for occupying offices

while protesting the CIA. which they feel

should not recruit on campus because it

engages in illegal activities.

Collins called the CIA an illegal and

undemocratic organization whose activities

should be reviewed by the Congre.ss We
need a new charier for intelligence agen

cies." he said The people should decide

through Congress whether the CIA should

engage in private wars, not the CIA on its

own, he added

The CIA "IS immoral and it breaks the

law," Collins said

''We live in a society that

assigns certain characteristics

to people on the hosts of their

race.
"

— Jim Collins, Fninnr Slutc

Representative

Collins, H UMa.s,s graduate who was S(iA

president in 1968. told the senate that in

v«ilvement in campus politics is grind tram

ing for tho.st' who intend to later hold public

office.

He urged student st'nalors to dis<uss ih*-

role of the S(JA with the administration,

adding that the SGA and the administra

tion should make decisions together

Collins was the .Amherst state represen

tative for 14 years. H< \^.i < letted July

1 to serve as chancellor of the

Massachu.setts Board of Regents of Higher

Education, but Gov. Michael Dukakis op

posed it. He was replaced Sept. 9 by

Franklyn G. Jenifer.

Students rally for support of oppressed Jews
By SYLVIA GAUDETTE
Collegian Correspondent

Students for Soviet Jewry, a committee
sponsored by Hillel Foundation, held a ral-

ly yesterday on the steps of the Student

Union Building to raise awareness and
support for oppressed Jews in the Soviet

Union.
Committee members chose to hold the

rally yesterday because it was Interna-

tional Human Rights Day, a day which
commemorates the anniversary of the sign-

ing of the United Nation's "Human Rights

Declaration" on December 10, 1948.

"There are 385,000 Jews who want to

leave the Soviet Union because they ex-

perience haras.sment and blatant anti-

semitism. and are denied religious,

cultural, educational and general human
rights due to the fact that they have "Jew"
stamped on their passports," said Laura

Granditer, a member of Students for Soviet

Jewry and a student at the University of

Massachu.setts.

A steady flow of people signed two peti-

tions. One was a general petition to the

Soviet Union urging them to change their

attitude about human rights, the other to

President Reagan, urging him to keep

human rights high on the agenda at for-

thcoming East-West relations talks.

Yoav Storr, member of Students for

Soviet Jewry and a UMass student said,

"This is especially important because Gor-

bachev has an answer to everything, but

he can t answer to human rights."

The group wants to bring attention to the

"refuseniks," the 385,000 Jews in the

Soviet Union who have been denied exit

visas. Dmitri Kagan, a student refusenik

from Leningrad was selected as the target

of this effort. At the rally the group was col-

lecting postcards addressed to Kagan and
his family, wishing them a "peaceful Chan-

nukah" and signing them "Students for

Soviet Jewry."
These cards rarely get to the hands of

people, but they pile up on a desk

somewhere annoying someone," said

Yehudit Heller, program director of Hillel.

Granditer said that directing all the

cards to one person creates a larger impact

then addressing them to each individual

"refusenik."

Heller said, "They say there is cultural

openness [in the Soviet Union], but when
it comes to reality there is only one active

Jewish Temple in all of Moscow." The
literature passed around at the rally states

that synagogues have 'been systematical-

ly closed and of the 450 synagogues in the

USSR in 1956, less than 60 remain today.

Jackie Hyman, a group member, spent

the day at the microphone on the steps of

the Student Union yelling, "Please show
your support for International Human
Rights Day!" and singing "Let my people

go, stop telling them no" and "I wrote him
a letter, but he could not write me, and I

still don't understand why we're not all

free."

Students for Soviet Jewry is trying to

recruit people to go to Washington DC. on

February 25th and 26th, 1987, where

Jewish students in the United States will

be lobbying to put more pressure on the

Soviet Union for human rights. "This is a

chance to personally meet with con-

gressmen and senators to encourage their

efforts," Storr said

CoUcflan photo by Paul Franx

Members of the Soviet Jewry protest picket outside the Student Union

Building in an effort to bring attention to the problem of opressed jews

in the Soviet Union.
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Protests may be endangered
group may decide to educate

By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

Just like the restaurants in the Hatch or the weight

room in Boyden, the anti-CIA protests co sponsored by

the Radical Student Union are about to hit a seasonal

lull, and their future is uncertain.

Members of the "radical" group say they want to pick

up where they left off when students return after in

tersession with rallies, marches and maybe more

building occupations. However, they also say that they

are more interested in educating students about the sup-

posed evils of the CIA than in staging sit-ins.

Yesterday's visit to the group's office by a reporter and

photographer from the New York Times is indicative of

how successful the group has been in attracting atten

tion to their cause.

News Analysis

But a lot of that attention has been negative and ques-

tions have been raised as to whether the group can sus-

tain the momentum it has built thus far.

next semester;

students on CIA issues

A hefty majority of non-demonstrating students inter

viewed in the past four weeks said they don't believe in

the protesters' main cause - that the CIA be prohibited

from recruiting at UMass. While RSU members see that

as evidence of the need to educate students about the

CIA, it is unclear what means they will use to reach

those "average" students.

Group members speak of distributing in-depth leaflets

and of bringing former CIA agent John Stockwell, an

agency detractor, onto campus. But it is apparent that

the kind of shift in opinion the group hopes to engender

will take time, energy and money that may be out of

their reach

Another problem for the left wing group, «»ne that un

doubtedly argues for the "education" focus, is the sizable

contingent of pro CIA students who proved themselves

willing last week to do battle with the "anti's ' If the

pro-CIA forces keep coming out in force, the focus of the

media's attention will be the "student v student" issue.

not the reputed wrongdoings of the spy agency

Also, the administration seems adamant in its posit u»n

that the CIA be us welcome as any other organization

to recruit at the University Chancellor Joseph l> Duf

fey showed this in the speed with which his oftlce i.s»ued

a statement strongly pniclaiming the CIA's right to

recruit and m his willingness tti tako stronji mea>ures

a^'umst protesters, measures which included calhng state

police to the campus for the first time in IT years and

the filing of a class action suit in Hampshire Superior

Court against RSU members
The protesters face an uphill struggle and only the

events of next semester will tell whether they can pro^

ve themselves right about the need to educate students

and get the administration to reverse itself.

22 cars crash
Accidents due to weather

Tuesday's bad weather brought in 22 reports of motor

vehicle accidents in Amherst, police said.

At 2:57 p.m. Tuesday a 35-year-old Shutesbury woman
did $5,000 damage to her car when she skidded on ice,

driving into a tree and into an oncoming car, driven by

a 33-year old Amherst man, on Northeast Street, police

said.

• A 33-year-old Pelham man was taken to the Amherst

Medical Center and treated for injury after a two-car ac

cident on Pelham Road at 10:16 am. Tuesday, police said.

The man was injured when his car collided with a car,

operated by a 23 year old Pelham man, which was back-

ing out of a driveway at 243 Pelham Road The 23 year-

oid man was cited for "failure to use care in backing up,"

police said.

• A 23 year old Milford man was taken to the Univer

sity Health Services for injuries sustained in an accident

on East Pleasant Street at 10:51 a.m. Tuesday, police said

The man was t»
"

• south on East Pleasant Street

when he skiddid i . - in r»nc<jming vehicle, police said.

• An illegally parked delivery truck was the cause ol

a iwocar accident on Pine Street at 3:01 p.m. Tuesday,

police said.

The two cars collided "head-on", police >.t!(l, when one

car driven by a 36 year-old Pelham wonum siopjK*d for the

truck and then tried to go around it striking a tar operated

by a 39year-old Hadley woman. The illegally parked

truck fled the scene before police arrived, they said.

• A 20year-old UMass man drove his car into an

Amherst Towmg low truck when he skidded on ice as he

was turning into the Amherst Towing parking lot, police

said. His car had damages estimated at $2,000, police said.

- LAURA TOMASETTI
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Women's enrollment in military rises
Women are being trained in all areas
By PAUL LOUIS
Collegian StafT

Women are entering the military and are

being trained to perform many of the tasks

which men have traditionally done, in-

cluding bearing arms, said a University of

Massachusetts political scientist.

According to Professor Jean Elshtain of

the political science department, women's
involvement in the military is voluntary

and their entry into many areas of military

service shows that the army is changing to

accommodate women into a male
dominated field.

One of the prime indications of this

transformation is that two all female crews

have been trained to work in the command
capsules of Minuteman missile silos. Also

women have been trained in the "defensive

use of offensive weapons" (M-16's),

theoretically to protect themselves if they

are fired on. Elshtain said.

However. Elshtain feels that in the ac

tual event ofcombat the distinction would

break down and women would find

themselves fighting.

The American armed forces she said has

gone further than any other industrial na-

tion in incorporating women into the

military. The US has trained women in

every area of military service, falling short

of direct and close combat.

Elshtain also said that women are not

permitted on fighter planes or battleships,

however, they "can do everything else."

The National Organization of Women
believes that if women are being deprived

of military service they are being treated

as second class citizens. They feel equality

of women and men means that women
should not be exempted from any of the

roles of men, she said.

The American military is fully geared up
to deal with women in the service. Present-

ly women make up 12 percent of the force

and of this number 30 percent are black,

Elshtain said, adding, this indicates that

black women see the army as a way of fur-

thering themselves. She said that the situa-

tion is similar with black and Hispanic

men.
The military has also made provisions for

the families of servicemen and ser-

vicewomen with day care centers, counsel

ing for battered wives, family counseling
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and a journal for the military family, Elsh-

tain said.

There is even a pregnancy uniform for

women indicating, said Elshtain, that the

military is interested in bringing and keep-

ing people in the military, including

women with children.

Elshtain said that the reaction of some
people to these changes in the American
military is general disbelief She said that

on a trip to North Carolina that people at

her presentation actually thought she was
fibbing.

She then told them to look at her sources.

Elshtain said that this is because "people

just don't know about it."

Elshtain said that the confusion of peo-

ple over women in the military is only

because "things are changing and no one

is quite sure of what it all means."
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UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^
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Hi-fi components
and systems

from

Music/irst
VVJ Unique Audio Systems

Danco Center Shops, Rie 5, HalfielA MA 247-5364

Christmas
Boxed Cards

You'll find o special yuletide wish for everyone on your list.
f

m ^
y.fw^ I .. ii- urn ^ n

%

Located In

The Campus Center

, IjmWERSlTY
dSTORE^

M-F 9-5 SAT 10-3

AMERICAN GREETINGS

f

HOLIDAY OPEN HOUSE
Freshman & Sophmore
Women Welcome

TONITE, THURS DEC 11; 4-5 pm
AT KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA

32 Nutting Ave

Call for Directions (545-0320)

COME AND SEE WHAT THE GREEK
AREA HAS TO OFFER

I

4

$2 OFF REG 12 16

STYLE CUTS
WITH THIS COUPON & STUDENT ID

STYLES BY DEBORAH
65 University Drive Amherst

549-5610 expires 12/30/86
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BostonAcoustics

A-60II
Speakers

pair

MiUt>ankPlace*351 Pleasant St., Northampton • 584-9547

VISA. MMlarCvd, Amancan E&prMS • 504-9647

Open Sundays 12-5

HELP SUPPORT THE
UMASS CHEERLEADERS

BUY RAFFLE TICKETS AT:
DELANO'S, THE SPOKE, THE PUB,
AND AT BASKETBALL GAMES
1st Prize: Dinner for two at Delano's

2nd Prize: Dinner of two at the Pub
3rd & 4th Prize - Obermyer Sl(i Parlo

GRAND PRIZE
Weekend for two at Red Fox Ski Lodge

Smuggler Notch, Vt

• TICKETS - $2.00 •

DRAWING DECEMBER 13th AT THE BASKETBALL GAME

SPRING BREAK 1987/ Ik

Montreal
Weekends

$69.00 Round Trip

Luxury Motor Coach

Two nights at the Hotel Europa

(Directly Downtown)

Optional UpgrKie Hotet Available

Prices Based on Quad Occupancy
All Taxes and Tips Included
Drinking Age 18 Night ClulM open til 3 a.m.

> ^^ V,-y From

FT. LAUDERDALE $309.00

US Toun
DEPARTURES

November 21

Dec. 5

Dec. 12*

Dec. ao-Jan.

Jan. 2

Jan. 9
Jan. 16

Jan. 23
Jan. 90

>Dac 30 • Jan. 1

Annual New Year

r

Oenli iW

US TOUR
DEPARTURES

Feb. 6
Feb. 13

Feb. 20
Feb. 28
March 7*

March 14*

March 21*

March 28
April 4

April 11

April 18*

April 25

Includes: ^^i-.. [^v
• Roundtrip Jet f{g«n BosliiX)

' 8 Days, 7 nights, ijgtel^
Ft. Lauderdale' -

,

Located 1 mi{d4fom boach
and 3 miles fr6mHcenl%f'

oft the strip. "•"""^ —
'Optional Upgrade Hotel'JDtriC^tP:

on th« Strip AimUabii '^ '^

DAYTp
Includes: ^^Af\
• Royndt^p'Jet ';ia

• a Day$' 7 NiQhts.'Hp^^V

at^9pflity lr>p.R^ „V' .

• Optional Kitcheneft^irll

Walt Disney Wo^td,

Center and Night CM/tt Tour

:?

%rr/

All Taxes a«Hl Tips Included.

ba—d Oft Ouad Occupancy

Pt.^aud«rdale
--> Jst Hotel Air

WmK Of , Tour 'Only Only

March? , ^ $309 $119 $199

March 14^^-1329 $119 $219

Msrch2t^^$309 $119 $199

March 28 $309 4119 $199

.,.^7 '^^ From

$309.00
'AJITvM and Tips Included,

based'pn Quad Occupancy

Weok Of I Tour Land

_r •

[^^ IK

LAND PACKAGE $119.00

DAYTONA and

FT. LAUDERDALE
Driver m;a

V Feb. 28
;,Marc^ 7

JMak:!! 14
' March «1

Marx^^S

$309 $119
$309 $119

$349 $119

$309 $119

$309 $119

t20.00 DEPOSIT

'Add $10 to All

ttMMe Departures

No Tee Shirts, No Flight Bags, No Free Beer. No Tour Director

Just the lowest prices you will find anywhere

Dynamic Destinations

482 Main Street

v\ Maiden. MA 02148
^<^>^ (617) 324-7735

ssaooa^^jslr^^ "\ (617)321-4165

A Toast To The New Year in Exciting Montreal

tANADA NEW LOW PRICE Drinking Age 18
DELUXE PACKAGE — HOTEL SHERBOURG

ADD $15.00

l\

DEPARTURE:

December 30

RETURN:
January 1

Call the Si

ALL INCLUSIVE
BUDGET PACKAGE

Price bmscd on Quad Occupancy

PRICE INCLUDES

L Round Trip Transportation via

Luxury Temperature Controlled
Motor Coach
PRICE INCLUDES FULL AMERICAN BREAKFAST

EACH DAY

Options Available:

Gala New Year's Party

Olde Munich

Any
NightQub

ofYour Choice

* Two nights at the Hotel Europa
(Directly Downtown)

fecial New Years Line Now (617) 324-7735

BUS TOUR
DEPARTURES

November 21

Dec. 5

Dec. 12'

Dec. 30-Jan. r
Jan. 2

Jan. q

Jan. Id

Jan. 23

Jan. ^0

BUS TOUR April

DEPARTURES April

Feb. 6 April
13
20

Feb
Feb
Feb. 28

March 7*

March
March
March
April 4

14*

21 Dynannic Destinations!

28 4^2 Main Street

Maiden. MA 02148
(617)324-7735
(617) 321-4165

government cancels Senator Kennedy's holiday visit
TEL AVIV, Israel (A?) - Sen. Edward

M. Kennedy said yesterday he would keep

trying to obtain a visa for Poland despite

the Warsaw government's decision to ban

his planned Christmas visit.

"I regret that decision and do not see it

as a constructive step toward improving

relations between our two countries," Ken
nedy, DMass., said in a statement releas

ed by the US Embassy in Tel Aviv. He was

on a three-day visit to Israel.

Poland's Communist government releas

ed a statement Tuesday saying Kennedy's

visit was being cancelled because Polish of

ficials' schedules were full.

However, opposition and Western

diplomatic sources in Poland said ihf

government was upset with Kennedy's

plans to present a human rights award to

dissidents Adam Michnik and Zbigniew

Bujak.

•'I had also hoped to meet with govern

ment and church officials to discuss a wide

range of US economic sanctions on

Poland," Kennedy said in the statement.

"I am surprised and disappointed that

the Polish government has now decided to

reverse itself," he said. "I will continue to

press for a visa."

The Robert F. Kennedy Foundation nam
od Michnik, an essayist and historian, ..nd

Bujak, the former Solidarity underground

leader, recipients of its annual human

rights award.

In Poland, Michnik and Bujak yesterday

sharply criticized the government's refusal

to allow Kennedy into the country.

"The visit of Senator Kennedy could have
played a significant role in deepening rela-

tions between the Polish and American na-

tions and also could have served for improv-

ing relations between the governments of

our countries," the two dissidents said.

Christmas
Wraps andjrims

Deck your gifts in the season's finest!

AMFRICAN Ci{<tniN(iS

*Kon Cneftrtgs Corp.

GEQBGEFFEDERICK

HANDEL

t00xa
PARTS ten

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
CHAMBER CHOIRWITH OKCME ST RA
WAYNE ABERCPONdBIE. CONDUCTOR

B OWKE R AUDITORIUM
SUNDAY; 14.DECEMBE Pv 1986. yoo PM
$6.00 GEMERAL ADMISSION
STUDENTS, AND CHILDREM UNDERI8
nCKETS^^kATIABLE AT FINE NKTS CEKTER^OX OFRCE

mad£ possible im pakt by a GKANT
FROM.THE UMASS FINE ARTS COUNCIL AND
THE DEPARTAVENT OFMUSIC AND DANCE

KILLINGTON, VT.

JANUARY 11-16

CALL NOW & GET $5
DISCOUNT WITH THIS ADD

ONLY $208

HOLIDAY DATES ALSO

AVAILABE AT ONLY $269

CONTACT:
Alan 549-6782 • Scott 549-0547 • Steve 549-0454

or USA Toll Free 1-800-368-2006

PRESENTS

FOGHAT
FRIDAY DECEMBER 12th

Tickets on sale at Ticketron & Teletron and Katina's

$8.50 in advance - $10 day of the show

;

\^

e^,'-'"
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• drugs
continued from page I

Gerald T. O'Neil. director of Public Safe-

ty at UMass, said his department in-

vestigates in rraidence halls if they have

a target, but only in rare cases if they

receive a complaint.

According to Department of Public Safe-

ty records, UMass police made 1 1 arrests

for possession cX maryuama and five arrests

for possession of cocaine in 1985. Police

have made eight arrests for possession of

marijuana and four arrests for possession

of cocaine in 1986. No arrests have been

made for intent to distribute.

O'Neil said he believes the best way to

fight the use of illicit drugs is by education.

UMass police sponsor "educational" pro-

grams about the dangers of drugs,

residence hall talks and programs for

parents in the community, according to

ONeil
Housing Services and Health Services

also help in the battle against drugs at

UMass.
Workers in the Alcohol Education Pro-

gram at Health Services provide training

to residential directors and residential

assistants to enable them to deal with

residents who have alcohol or illicit drug

problems, according to David P. Kraft, ex

ecutive director of Health Services.

The program, which started with a

federal grant in 1975. is now funded by the

University. This year the program receiv-

ed $50,000. Kraft said.

In addition, residence hall stafT tr>" one

on-one discus8k>ns with students using

drugs, conduct programs to inform students

about drug abuse and work with Health

Smnhxxi to develop "awarenMs" programs,

according to Charles Durant. assistant

director for residential education of the

Southwest Residential Area.

But. be said using drugs is against Hous-

ing Services regulations and students ar-

rested for possession of illegal drugs can be

given penalties ranging from "suspension

deferred" [probationl to exn'-'-^i"" from the

residence halls or expulsion from the

University.

Moneta said he doesn't remember any

cases of expulsion in his area in the last

four years.

According to Kraft, 20 to 25 students are

treated for drug or alcohol -related injuries

at Health Services on weekends or after

hours during the week, from 5 p.m. to 8

a.m., most of which are alcohol related.

Those students represent 16 to 20 percent

of the cases treated by Health Services dur

ing those times.

He said 25 to 50 students enter a detox

ification program each semester and one or

two students are treated for drug overdose

each year.

"We are not seeing as many overdc»es as

we saw in the early 19708," Kraft said.

Although records were not kept, he roughly

estimated that one or two overdoses occur

red each month from 1975 80.

Various self help groups thrive in the

Amherst area, including an on campus
Alcoholics Anonymous that meets

Tuesdays and Thursdays at 1 1:15 a.m., and

a Narcotics Anonymous that meets

Thursdays at 8:30 p.m at the First Baptist

Church. An independent group is trying to

organize an on-campus Narcotics

Anonymous, according to Karen Jacobus,

the director of the Alcohol Education Pra
gram at Health Services.

Despite increased attention oS universi-

ty health, housing and law enforcement cS-

ficials concerning drug use. "there is

always part of the population that can't be

reached." Durant said

Despite denials from law enforcement oT-

ftcials that undercover police do not roam
the residence halls at random, some

students remain adamant in believing they

do.

"You can tell them by their shoes." one

dealer said.

* police
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continued from page 1

Leheney, associate chancellor. "Mr.

Leheney requested that we ask Chancellor

Duffey to work with us to find out why
there is this disparity."

Leheney said, "I'm sure the Chancellor

will treat the police union's concerns very

seriously."

"The first step will be to check if their

description is accurate," Leheney said.

"The University administration does not

comment publicly about contracts while

they are bieing bargained."

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey was
unavailable for comment yesterday.

Gerald T. O'Neil, assistant director of

public safety, said he was "in full support

of the police officers."

The officers have been without a contract

since June and are currently working

under the provisions of the old contract,

O'Neil said.

"Their last regular raise was in 1983,"

he said.

Sargent Timberlake of the campus police

department at SMU, said their last pay

raise was in June of 1985.

"Our new contract was just recently sign-

ed," Timberlake said.

O'Neil said the officers want to negotiate

a contract without sparing the services

they provide to UMass.
"The University met its full staffing level

for the day," he said, adding, "only off du-

ty officers were in the picket line."

IF YOU LIKED 'STAND BY Mi'

YOU'LL LOVi 'MY AMERICAN COUSINi

-fUNTOVHATCM. •CMARMINCAMO
FUNNY.

*AGtOOY SWEET- „^^

»!£S!!^W«I5! -THciK)7lE0FTHE

rr:i:zj:?::r".2:i iioiitm...cmariiinc-.

:jrr'^:n'.-: a winner.-

•^TEENAGE
ANSWER TO
TRACY AND
NEPBURN."

GORGEOUS
AND
HEARTFELT.

•twin AND SASSY."

?«'»^.-*f*

•RINGS WITH
LAUGHTER

AND TRUTH-

S9

•mClCAL

-BOUNDLESS
AMUSEMENT

RBff/^RECK
^ yN«w A Us««LCars

Tnick* a Vans Also AvataM*

North Amherst
Rcnt-A-Wrcck
Rt. 63 ^k>. Amherst

S49-2880

GROwmc UPm the summer op ms

Pleasant St.Theater
27 PW-jsanI Si Nnrlhjin|»l«Hi 'Mh OSJ'i I

T*RTt OCCfMSen 11

»1 » OS •nd 10 '0 PM

I MAXELL XL-2
;

{ BOX OF lO FOR
I

'"Sai^t s-t
*"

An Altemativ* Record Store
j

$21

• MAXELL UR-90;

I
BOX OF lO FORI

I

I

$io

p^a^Sr^
I
MAXELL XLIIS

I

SSc"'"'"*"^
I

5274 EA. OR '

TOP CASH PAID FOR IQ FOR $24.99

1

aeCOROSTAPCSSTERfOSOWTARSJ '^ W.% ^^-w. w i

NEW LOCATION
Underneath Steve's, beside All Cat

48 N. Pleasant St - 253-9209
M - Sat 11-7; Sun 12-5

A holiday shopper bus to Holyoke's Ingleside Mall is being sponsored

by the Commuter Area Government tonight.

The bu« will leave Hatgus Mall at 5 p.m. and return at 9:30 p.m. Tickets

may be obtained at the CAG offioe. Room 404 of the Student Union. Tickets

are $1 at the office, $1.50 on the bus. For further mformation call 545 2145

A botany seminar is achtniuled for today at 4:30 p.m. m Room 203 of the

Morrill Science Center. It will be presented by Dr. Wade Davis of Har

vard University His topic is. "Ethnobiology of the Hatian Zombies."

NAD Power Envelope Technology
Receivers

MUlbank P(dce*351 Pleasant St., F4orthampton • 584-9547

VISA. MesUrCard. American Eapi«s« • 694-9547

Open Sundays 12-5

Christmas
Candles

Holiday candles for a festive touch...

or as gifts of cheer and warmth.

Campus Center
^"^yUNIVERSITY

liK^dSTORED
M-F9-5 SAT 10-3

m
AMERICAN GREETINGS

t'MCMLXXXV American Greetings Corp.

1987"88
FINANCIAL AID FORMS

Financial Aid Forms for the 1987-88 Academic

Year will be mailed to all on and off-campus

students (except graduating seniors) on Wednes-

day, December 10, 1986.

If you do not receive your Financial Aid Form by

Monday, December 15, 1986, please come In to the

office of Financial Aid Services, 243 Whitmore Ad-

ministration Building from 8:30-5:00 PM.

Any Senior graduating in January 1988 should

also pick up a Financial Aid Form at Financial Aid

Services.

New Federal regulations, dated October 17. 1986. require that

all Financial Aid applicants, including those who only apply for a

Guaranteed Student Loan, must file the Financial Aid Fomr) for deter-

nninaton of eligibility.

March. 1 987 is the deadline for priority consideration for cam-

pus based aid programs. Mail your completed, signed Financial Aid

Form to College Scholarship Sen/ice by March 1, 1987.

M-F 9-5

SAT 10-3

Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY

^^%SENr//y

December 13th

CC163 S-OOpim.

S^entorad by S'NAt IIMTH MLUO.

RT 9, HADLEY • 586-4463

ACROSS FROM
MTN. FARMS MALL
Proper Attire Required

• 18-20 Year Olds Welcome
Enjoy Our Full Juice Bar

COME TO
KATINAS DURING

FINALS AND
HAVE SOME FUN

COMING
ATTRACTIONS

DEC 17
DUBIEL

DEC 18
MITCH CHAKOUR

DEC 20
JAMES

MONTGOMERY

ALEX TAYLOR
AND THE

FUNKBUSTERS

NEW YEARS
EVE WITH

IN THE FLESH

SUNDAY DEC 14

IN THE
FLESH

COLLEGE HOLIDAY
PARTY

THURS DEC 18

w/special guests

NEW MAN
Join the Holiday Cheer

Thurs Dec 11
Boston's Top

College Rock Bend

THE
DRIVE

W/special guest

THE BREAKDOWN

SAT DEC 13
SPRINGFIELD'S
NEWEST BAND

THE
BREAKDOWN

"Old Time
Rock & Roll"

FRIDAY DECEMBER 12

FOGHA

T

Tickets at

TIckBtron A
Kaunas

$8.50 In advanca
$10 day of show

FEATURING THE HITS: Slow Rlda^ Fool For the City

and much more
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Save the Soviet Jews
Yesterday's Human Rights Day rally on the Student Union

steps made every effort to gather concerned activists and

educate them on the plight of the Soviet Jew. Unfortunately,

few came 'and listened.

People watched the television mini-series "The Holocaust",

and wondered, "how could this happen?"

The media soon forgets and the thoughts ofyesteryear's evil

regimes dissipate. Yet the evil continues today in the Soviet

Union, nearly as bad as Nazi persecution and almost

unnoticed.

It is a widely accepted fact that there is widespread anti-

semitism in the Soviet Union. In 1983, with the formation of

the Anti-Zionist Committee of the Soviet Public, the Politburo

has removed the anti-semitic stigma from a government-

enforced opinion to a "mandate of the people".

The committee was set up for the sole purpose of promoting

Anti-Zionism so that the crime of Zionism would not go

unpunished.
In 1979, 51,320 Soviet Jews emigrated; the first nine months

of 1986 saw 631 leave. The goal of the 400,000 Soviet Jews

who have applied for exit visas, as well as the goal of Zionism,

is to nave all Jews reunite in Israel. "Next year in Jerusalem,"

so many Jews around the globe pray.

There are 1.8 million Soviet Jews, many of whom must go

through a living hell everyday of their lives, because of their

religion, which they are not allowed to practice by law. Jewish

students have for years been given false "Raspedelniya"

[distribution for jobsl and sent deliberately to villages where

no jobs exist.

Jews who wish to leave this hell apply for exit visas, which

the Soviet Union sees as anti-Soviet. These Jews lose their jobs;

since it is against the law in the Soviet Union to be

unemployed, some Jews end up in prison, or mental hospitals.

President Reagan has never had a formal policy towards

Soviet Jewry. At the Reykjavik summit, he made some efforts,

and was applauded by many Americfiui Jews and human rights

activists. Since the summit, he has not done much, leading

to speculation that his initial action was prompted more by

political expedience than a sincere motivation to help Soviet

Jews.

The Soviet Union's anti-semitism is both frightening and

pathetic. More frightening and pathetic is the thought that

nothing will be done to eradicate it.

For the sake ofhuman rights and for the sake of the Jewish

people in the Soviet Union and elsewhere we must recognize

the plight of Soviet Jewry and work for their freedom.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion ofthe Col-

legian Board of Editors

Living in the Nuclear Age
It's dark now. I'm afraid I probably

should conserve my batteries, but they are

going to die out sometime. I was always

afraid of the dark, especially when I was

little.

JefYry Bartash

My name is unimportant: I am a sur-

vivor. I don't know if that is good or bad .

I never thought nuclear war would happen,

but it did.

I am writing a diary of my experiences,

hoping someday humankind will recover

and learn. Learn what went wrong. Learn

what the survivors faced. Learn.

Sometimes I wake up at night and think

it is all a dream, that this a nightmare that

will go away; but iu all real. I know that

when I touch the cold, hard floor.

I've been in the cellar for three weeks.

Originally, my sister mother and brother

were with me My father worked in the ci

ty and I assume he was killed the first day.

My brother left the fourth day armed. He
hasn't come back. My mother died two days

ago and my sister died yesterday They

were at the supermarket when the bombs

landed. I think they died of radiation

poisoning . . . the horrible things it can do

to the body.

I buried them under the dirt in the cellar

balcony. I don't want the rats to get to

them. The raU. Every night they stare at

me. I can see their eyes. Last night they

got bold and attacked me while I slept.

They must of thought I was dead. I killed

a few. My matches ran out yesterday and

the food ran out this morning. 1 tried to eat

one of the rats, but I... just... couldn't... do it.

I'm sorry. I'm disoriented. The war was

short. A nuclear war can't last long. I

haven't left the cellar yet. I'm scared of

nuclear fallout and that winter thing scien-

tists talked about. I will though,

eventually.

The reason the war started was because

of SDI, the Strategic Defense Initiative,

popularly known as "star wars." SDI was

the brainchild of President Ronald Reagan.

He thought it would reduce the risk of

nuclear war. He was wrong; it accelerated

the risk. He claimed it was a defensive

weapon designed to make nuclear war ob-

solete, but the Soviets thought it would be

an offensive weapon. So in the late 19808

and early 19908 a costly arms race similar

to the the one in the BOs and 70s resumed

Reagan also initiated the dropping of and

reduction of funds to federal and state pro-

grams geared to help the needy, including

welfare, and other programs designed to

strenghten our social structure.

I still can't believe he got away with it.

Reagan was known as the "Great Com-
municator." He was. He persuaded most of

our citizens that SDI was necessary and

that forced our senators and congress

members to back SDI, too.

Of course the Soviets could never be

trusted . Once they achieved nuclear

superiority they started crying about

treaties and trying to turn world opinion

against us. they just wanted to maintain

superiority while they diverted funds to

repair their broken economy.

Nobody thought a nuclear war would oc-

cur. Nobody wanted to think about it.

Everybody shut their eyes and closed their

ears. They ignored — and refused to accept

— the possibility of a nuclear war and that

it affected all of our lives.

My flashlight is getting dim. I lived in the

nuclear age.

I can see the rats now, scurrying about.

It's dark and I'm afraid. I put the shotgun

in my mouth last night and almost pulled

the trigger. Sooner or later I might.

But not yet.

Jeffry Bartash is a Collegian columnist

Higher education constantly moving in Massachusetts
As we wind down another semester, I wonder what

useful information I have worthy of sharing? More is hap-

pening in the realm of higher education, particulaurly at

UMass/Amherst, than has been happening in a long time.

Dani Burgess

Despite lack of extensive media coverage, the "right to

sue" issue and the Legal Services Ofiice are symbolic

"fronts" of the struggle of student rights and student em-

powerment. As we enter the legal system in Boston in an

attempt to win back for the LSO, the right to sue the

University on behalf of students, there is simultaneous-

ly an on-campus review of the LSO going on as well. On
top of that, for two years, students have budgeted and

prioritized a fourth attorney for LSO, but unfortunately,

the implementation of this position has consistently been

thwarted by the director of student activities. I am
however, ready to announce that if negotiations to solve

this problem do not succeed by early February, some kind

of nonviolent action can be expected. There is certainly

a degree of discussion and cooperation that must occur,

but after two years of discouraging process, something has

to give. Stay tuned
As for the trustee scene, a new chair has been elected.

Andy Knowles, a UMass alum, assumed the new position

last week at an emotionally charged trustee meeting, at

which the board endorsed Chancellor DufTey on his per

formance regarding the CIA actions, as well as taking the

next step for the proposed overhaul of the campus tele-

communications system, (at a projected cost of up to $25

million).

Students however, have never had better representa-

tion on the Board of Trustees; between the UMass/Boston

Student Trustee Christine Saba, and myself, we have

every me^or conunittee covered as well as two unique and

impressive situations, a student of the Executive Commit-

tee and two students of Budgets and Financial Affairs

Committee! An interesting dynamic, especially when on-

ly three trustees are in attendance. That may prove par-

ticularly beneficial during the next phase of the tele-

communications project.

At the Board of Regents, the new Chancellor, Franklyn

Jennifer, is not wasting any time aquainting and asser-

ting himself. You have heard about UMass/Amherst and

our quest of excellence, well the excitement has spread

to Boston and this year, excellence is in. Perhaps the

powers that be will realize that it is terrible for a pro-

sperous state like Massachusetts to rank 43rd in state sup-

ported financial aid. Good news for UMass/Boston and its

proposed Women's Studies Program though, a chief op-

ponent of the program and former Vice Chancellor for the

Regents, Roger Schiness, a vague and, at lesist as far as

students are concerned, irresponsible man, has moved on.

I await his successor. The Student Advisory Committee
to the Regents is beginning its search of the next student

regent. This year the student must come from a state col-

lege, next year a University. So if your know any ar-

ticulate, flexible, personable, organized, responsible,

friendly, intelligent students at a State College

This past summer, the STUDENT VOTE was the swing

vote in the chancellor controversy.

This student senate doesn't change too much. It will take

either a partisan takeover (unlikely, if not unrealistic) or

a tremendous amount of initiative, both on an individual

and collective level to be able to foster a change, both in

attitude as well as structure. (Who was it that said that

"democracy is the worst form of government — except all

the rest."?) Perhaps in the spring, the students at

UMass/Amherst will finally be "blessed" with a trustee

approved SGA Constitution.

Ei\joy the break, stay in touch — happy trails!

Dani Burgess is the student member of the University of

Massachusetts Board of Trustees and the Co-chair of the

Student Advisory Committee to the Board of Regents.

"I don't think he's lied to us, but I think Bill (CIA Direc-

tor William) Casey is famous for instructing his subor-

dinates and his colleagues to tell us everything they think

we should know."
— Senator David Durenberger (R-Minn.)

"We will piece the answers to the questions we have with

or without Admiral Poindexter or Colonel North."

- Senator Patrick Leahy (D-Vt.)

"If I were taking questions, I would remind you that

I am the one that told you all that we know about what

happened."
— President Ronald Reagan

As the world beckons, it's time to go on the record
In the three years I have been writing

columns for the Collegian, I have general-

ly made it a practise to keep my commen
tary limited to national and international

issues. At first, this was simply a matter

of interest; I could have cared less about

what went on in our community as long

as it remained a comfortable place to

learn.

William Spain

Since I became an editor down here in

the bowels of the Campus Center. 1 have

been faced with a problem. My interest in

local issues has exponentially increased

but I have been reluctant to publicly com-

ment on them for I must not only deal

with both sides fairly. I have to convince

people that I can.

However, I am soon departing my posi

tion and feel a need to speak out on a few

things around here. Please remember

that this is me and does not. by any

means, necessarily reflect the views of the

Collegian editors or staff.

• The LSO decision - One of the more

cowardly acts of the board of trustees, the

stripping from the Legal Services Office

of the right to sue the University was

wrong and. rather than solving a problem,

may well exacerbate it. Free from worry

about consequences, our already unac

countable administration can now ignore

many of the most serious flaws in the

system.

Our rights can be trod on. We can be ex

oelled without recourse tremember

Yvette?) by publicity-conscious ad-

ministrators or brutalized by the people

sworn to serve and protect. This is no
bullshit. It has happened before.

• The "riot" in Southwest — I did not

see this UMass milestone with my own
eyes. Therefore, I will refrain from com
ment, unlike many others in our wonder-

fully sensitive retreat.

• CIA recruitment — A bigger non issue

would be difficult to find. For all its ex

cesses, the CIA is a worthwhile organiza

tion that is necessary for gathering the in

formation even a free society needs to

know to survive in a screwedup world. To

be most effective, it needs some of the

"best and brightest," more than a few of

whom are at the University. Period.

• Coitm — I buy it occasionally. Hey, it's

the only American beer that doesn't pre-

tend to be anything but water. As for their

contributions to slimy political causes, I'll

just say that it is exceedingly difficult to

stay totally innocent in a consumer socie-

ty dominated by large corporations. Some
of them are bound to be reprehensible. At

least I know that Coors is.

• The SGA - 1 go drinking with some

of them, so it would be grossly unfair for

me to say anything.
• The concerts — The cops hate them

and the administration hates them. Both

have shown clearly that they would love

to see them pass into history. A better

recommendation for their continuance I

have not heard.

William Spain is a Collegian columnist.
|

Editor's note: We receive a smattering ofpoetry now and

then. Normally, it is read and enjoyed before being con-

signed to a bottom desk-drawer The two samples here, one

each by Rusty Denton and Stuart Gottlieb, are a rare con-

cession to senior columnists by the Editorial Editors. They,

and one earlier in the semester about the Red Sox. repre-

sent the sum total of all poems published.

The night before finals .

.

Twas the night before Finals, when all through the place.

Not a student was sleeping, not even the Ace

The coffee that steamed on each table was stror^

In silent concession that it wouldn t be long

The scholars sat huddled over notebooks and pens

While visions of disaster danced in their heads

And 1 in a fog. my Organic in hand.

Was just speculating about the exam
When deep in my soul there arose such a claMer.

I sprang from my chair to think what was the matter

Away to my syllabus 1 flew like a flash.

My first look in weeks, my semester was dashed

The sight, as it filtered through pimic and tears.

Gave an edge of reality to all of my fears

For what to my miserable eyes should appear''

Forgotten assignments, overdue, in arrears'

I'd a little old feeling so deep and obnoxious,

I knew in a moment it musi be my conscience

More rapid than drama, it called forth emotions.

And naming them fondly. It poured on its potions

Now Passion, rww Panic, now Guilt and Conviction!

On Dogma, on Stigma, on Fear and Restriction!

To the height of remorse, to the height of recall.

Remind him. remind him. remind him of all

As students a long way from home do procrastinate.

And thereon rebuked, they grow restive and obstinate.

So 1. too. was steeped in my youthful rebellion.

And bored with my classes like any young hellion.

But there in a twinkling 1 felt in my soul

All the pull and compurKtlon my conscience could hold.

As I turned from the syllabus in chagrin at my plight.

Out of the page my conscience leaped with a fright'

It was dressed all in cutlery, needles, and pins.

And there in its hand I could see all my sins

A bundle of grievances hung on its shoulders.

And It looked like a lawyer just opning his folders

Its dread, quiet voice seemed to drip condemnation

And spurred my remembrance of shamed motivations

Its eyes, how they watched me. its ears, how they listened —
Watchful and waiting and patient, omniscient

The stump of a pencil clenched tightly in hand.

My conscience sat censoring each one of my plans

It had a long gaze and a spare spiky frame

Which bristled in shlftir^. and fizzed as it came

In bearing, it seemed a right sober old specter.

And 1 flinched when 1 saw it. expecting a lecture

A glance from my visitor, a glimpse of its thought,

Soon gave me to know 1 deserved what 1 got

It gave me a once-over, then started to work.

Conjuring visions of work I had shirked.

Then looking disgusted and turning to go.

It gave me a nod. and back into the syllabus it flowed.

A wisp of blue vapor was all that remained.

1 sighed with relief, and 1 threw out the page.

But I heard in my soul as it left me sequestered,

"Happy Finals to all — ha ha ha — 111 be back next semester!

"

Rusty Denton Li a Collegian columnist.
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The reasons we speak Spanish

One afternoon a friend

and I took an elevator

together and started

speaking in Spanish. A
woman who was riding

with us rudely demanded
to know why we were not

speaking English. I quick-

ly brushed aside her de

mand as a joke and simply

answered that we didn't

speak English because we
didn't feel like it. She im

mediately answered back

that we siiould either learn

English or leave: "you

shouldn't be here."

I had never thought that

such an experience would

affect me so strongly.

What right did she have to

interrupt our conversa-

tion? Who is she to decide

which language should

foreign students use in

private conversations?

Who is she to upset our

peace of mind with her

chauvinistic and in-

tolerant attitude?

During lunch we discuss-

ed the incident. There was
no real reason to pay much
attention to it. since it was
obvious that our detractor

ignored the politics involv-

ed in being Puerto Rican in

the United Sutes.

Since 1914, Puerto
Ricans have been
American citizens and, as

such, can freely enter this

country. Anyone with a

minimal knowledge of the

historical relationship bet-

ween Puerto Rico and the

United States would
discard the idea that Puer-

to Ricans are foreigners

that come to the United

States to live off the tax

payers money.
As of 1898, Puerto Rico

became an American
possesion. This relation-

ship of subordination has

cost Puerto Ricans dearly.

For example, without a

He enteied the barroom, oh what a sight

No one knew where he came from, just out of the night

The people all stared, every last one

Then somebody shouted. Quick, get a gun'"

The bartender returned doing what bartenders do

As the stranger said calmly. Give me a brew"

Whats your r^ame. asked a giri in booth 17

McTurfshoe." said Bobby as he checked out the scene

All eyes stuck on Bobby, they just couldn't leave

For what they all saw they just couldn t perceive

On his head was a painter s cap Celtics World Champs"

It was covered with piru. medallions and stamps

His jacket was orange, fluorescent almost

On the back in black letters was Lifeguard. East Coast

"

Under the jadwt was a blue cut-off shirt

Bot^y reached in his pocket and took out a Cert

Strung to his neck, as though it were day

Was a pair of sunglasses, brand name — Vuamet

The pants that he wore were. 1 think, baseball sweats

The crowd wasn t sure and began to make bets

The zippers at the bottom were up so to see

The tube socks he wore, right up to his knee

But to top off the hat. the jacket, and such

Was something that 1 thought a little too much

On his feet he wore turf shoes, why I don t know
He may need some traction to get through the snow

Black and white turf shoes with stars on the top

On the back, printed boldly it simply said jock"

The laces were colored white, red and blue

They were untied and loosened across the whole shoe

Bobby McTurfshoe had finished his beer

He zipped up his jacket, we started to cheer

He walked through the door, as it stared to shut

We heard Bobby yell Hey Sully, wait up

Stuart Gottlieb is a Collegian columnist

single vote in Congress,

Puerto Ricans are subject

to the draft and have
fought in all conflicts since

1914. Ten percent of our

national territory is taken

by military bases. The pro-

found economic transfor-

mation under American
rule has thrown thousands

of Puerto Ricans into exile

in the United States as

migrant workers. These

people have suffered

racism and have lived in

poverty.

In this context of pre-

judice, poverty and exile,

language has been an im-

portant manifestation of

cultural affirmation and
identity. It has also been a

means of daily resistance

to colonialism and a way to

maintain our identity as

Latin Americans.

Sofia Cardon-Colom
Amherst
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'Campus Pond' has a devoted following

It seems unlikely for the Collegian to

take the radical step of withdrawing Cam-

pus Pond in response to a few groundless

attacks recently, and thankfully so. Sal has

been charged with drawing an unfunny,

socially irredeeming and poorly illustrated

strip, not worthy of the Collegian space.

Now I make no claims of empirical authori-

ty regarding good cartoon strips, but frank-

ly. Campus Pond makes me laugh. And it

makes many of my friends laugh. It

shouldn't be taken at face value, for

underlying its stale jokes, lurks the spirit

of non-conformity.

Before a condemnation of the seeming

witlessness in Campus Pond takes hold on

campus, readers should consider the inex-

plicable popularity of the film, The Rocky

Horror Picture Show, an apt parallel to the

comic strip. The critical eye will im-

mediately detect its inane script, witless

dialogue, and poor production value.

Nonetheless, it has caught on. It's so bad

it's good. Therein lies the key to Campus
Pond's twisted allure. Sal is more savvy

than he lets on for there is method in his

rejection of lofty artistic standards. My
suspicions lead me to believe that Campus
Pond has acquired a devoted following of

fans waiting to come out of the closet and
admit that the first thing they turn to in

the Collegian is the further misadventures

of Plato, Static Head, et al.

Jeff Foster
Chris McNeice
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ARTS

By DON LIPPER
and THOMAS HARRINGTON
Collegian Staff

Blue Velvet

Written and Directed by David Lynch

Starring Kyle MacLachian, IsabeUa RosseUini. Den-

nis Hopper.
Mountain Farms Mall

Life is seems mostly quiet in Lumbertown, USA, a town

of big cars, small businesses, and radios that play only

Bobby Vinton and Roy Orbison. Our young collegiate hero,

JefTery Beaumont (MacLachian). is certainly content

enough, or at least he is until he finds a human ear m
the grass on his way home from visiting his father in the

luwpital. He tells the police, of course, but he also goes

on his own investigation which involves him with a

disturbed nightclub singer and the seamy underside of

Lumbertown.
. ,j .»

DL: There are cerUin groups of people that shouldn t

Me this film Feminists will suffer from massive strokes

and internal bleeding from this film. It has everything

they (and I) hate about Hollywood movies. It depicts rape

and other forms of victimization and violence toward

women, it objectifies women in some fairly ugly ways and

it has enough voyeurism (male gase stuff) and fetishes to

keep feminist film critics writing for years Those who are

prudish won't like the explicit and usually perverse sex-

ual nature of the film. The foul, abusive language is more

than some Marines could tolerate Finally, the squeamish

won't care for the graphic violence in tins movie.

TH: Many people won't like the heavy violence and sex

in B!ue Velvet, but that doesn't mean it's an in-esponsi-

ble movie. Director/writer Lynch, whose past films include

Eraserhead and the Oscar-nominated Elephant Man is no

cut-rate pornographer, though he does deal with brutal

themes. In this movie, he mak^ a world that's a lot like

old teen exploitation films like Reefer Madness, which are

divided between the quiet suburbia of the teenaged hero

and immoral world that he gets drawn into. Blue Velvet

is about how and why people like the young people get

attracted to such sleazy things. Afler all. if pornographic,

immoral acts weren't attractive, there wouldn't be ex-

ploitation films.
. .

DL: You've really missed the boat on this one. This is

not a cautionary tale or some kind of public service an-

nouncement to tell those wandering impressionable kid-

dies in the audience that sexual perversity doesn't pay

off in the end. This is an ekploration of the duality of peo-

ple, the difference between surface control and inner chaos

and perversity. It is the story of of a young man going on

continued on page 15
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a voyage in the subconscious en-

countering his id or shadow. He must face

the horrible effects of his repressed desire

and he must see the tortuous road down
which his obsessive curiosity leads him.

Film students might appreciate Lynch's

use of different emotive techniques but

most of the audience I think won't know
what to do with this movie. I think most
people will think that Blue Velvet is a

weirdy not- too- good movie. I give it * 1/2.

I didn't think it was a morality movie, I

just saw it as being based upon the

psychology of those movies, and I think it

touches on the same themes that you men
tioned. Though I might be biased towards

the film because I'm already familiar with

Lynch's work, I still think anybody would

find this subject involving. My fellow au-

dience definitely found this to be a weird

experience, with some of the stranger

moments were greeted by honest laughter,

but we were all fascinated by the weird

characters and going-ons. Dennis Hopper

is specially mesmerizing as a lunatic who
is really, really lunatic. The movie also

works as a straightforward thriller, but it's

what's going on underneath that gives Blue

Velvet its draw. 1 believe that Hollywood

should be commended for giving a major

release to such a shocking, unconventional

movie. ••• 1/2

Heartbreak Ridge
Produced and Directed by Clint

Eastwood.
Starring Clint Eastwood and Marsha
Mason
Mountian Farms Mall

Heartbreak Ridge stars Clint as Gunnery
Sergeant Tom Highway. He is a rough and
tough Marine who is always getting into

to trouble with the law or his superiors. He
gets reassigned back to his old training

camp where he must deal with a rag tag

platoon of recon recruits, young, by-the

book superiors and a haggard ex-wife who
wants nothing to do with him. But this

rough tough Marine is prepared. He reads

women's magazines.

DL: Clint's character comes off like a

comic book version of a Marine. Here is

Sgt.Rock, unchanged since WWII and alive

and kicking in the 80s Most of the humor
comes from Clint beating up people or call

ing people gay. The other characters (not

to mention the dialogue) are just inane. The
romance is contrived and unbelievable. The
politics are reactionary. This is film is m
many ways like the John Wayne film The
Green Berets, the only pro-Vietnam war
movie made during the war. This time the

war is Grenada. Which when you think

about it, is a pretty dumb subject for a war

picture that lasts 2 hours and ten minutes.

Hell, the war didn't last that long. There
is a shot in the film which makes the U.S.

aircraft carrier looks larger than the island

it is rescuing. The Marines withdrew their

backing of this film because of the

language and unsporting depictions of

violence (namely Clint shooting at his own
men and also him killing wounded Cubans
by shooting them in the back when they're

down on the ground). I give it * 1/2.

TH: I don't blame the Marine Corps for

withdrawing their support for the film at

all. Everybody knows U.S. Marines would
never swear or shoot wounded Cuban
soldiers in the back (cough, cough). Clint

can afford to make better stuff than this.

Even ifyou like war training films, there's

just too much going wrong. The dialogue

is a string of one-liners and insults about

other people's behinds. The romantic in-

terest wiih Marsha Mason is boring.

typical romantic interest stuff, the train-

ing scenes are predictable, and Mario Van
Peebles takes up too much screen time in

his poor man's Eddie Murphy role.

Republicans might love the tacked-on

Grenada invasion, but they should pay also

read the disclaimer at the end. Sure, Clint

Eastwood is still Clint Eastwood, one of the

last real stars, but you're better off renting

a videocassette of Fistful ofDollars or Dir-

ty Harry. I give it * *

Before we go, we'd like to join practical-

ly everbody else in praise of the late Cary
Grant. Grant was the ultimate movie star,

handsome, seemingly impervious to age,

and the p(»sesor of his own unique accent.

As if this wasn't enough, he was a fine ac-

tor and master of the delicate art of com-
edy in films like Bringing Up Baby and The
Philadelphia Story. We need more like him
today.

ii
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HOW TO GET RID OF IT
A Comedy by loneaco

i^raa«ata4 by Tk« UnUcrsUy of Maaaachitaatts DapartaMBt •! Tkaalar
Ranrf Theater, Fine Art* Canter Daceaikcr 4 6, 10 IS, !••• at • p.m.

Ticket*: Fine Art* Canter Boa Office. »4S ISII

Drummer Sly Dunbar and bassist Robbie Shakespeare will appear
in a night of reggae at 9 p.m. Dec. 15 at Pearl St. in Northampton.
For information call 584-7771.
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HAPPY
HOLIDAYS...

Mike This Sasao

Special Widi t Cift From

M [^S'^^iH^ Le Boudoir

DON'T MISS OUR
"Gentleman Only Night
Thurs, Dec 11 • 6-10 PM • Refreshments Served

Carnage Shops Upper Level 233 N Pleasant Si Amherst - 549-6915

Dm. Hours: Mon-Sat 10-5:30 PM; Sun 12-5 PM; Fri till 9 PM

?
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With hundreds of

miles of runs covering

thousands of acres, sometimes

at Jackson Hole you'll think you

have it all to yourself.

And crowds are just as scarce at

the base as they are on the mountain.

An aerial tram, a triple chair, dnd 5 doubUt

chair lifts make getting up the hill about as

fast as getting dtuwn.

So if you're .-eady to cut lines through the powder

instead of standing in lift tines dreaming about it, a free

call to our central reservations number will make sure

Jackson Hole's ready for you.

America's Worlddaat Resort

SIGN UP NOW SPACE IS LIIM|TED

FOR MORE INFO

'

CONTACT THE
UMASS SKI CLUB
430 Student Union

on the UMass Campus
or call 545-3437

or 549-6715

ealiogplaif

SUN - THURS
6 AM - 3 AM
FRI & SAT

OPEN 24 HOURS

BREAKFAST SERVED
ANY TIME

BEER & WINE
SERVED 'TIL MIDNITE
PLENTY OF PARKING

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER STOP A SHOP)

Rt«. 9 • HadlayfAmhtrtt
256-6889

EMPLOYMENT APPLICATIONS
BEING TAKEN

:£llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilll|S

I
NOW BUYING

1 TEXTBOOKS
i S OTHER BOOKS

DYNAMITE
BOOKS

77 Pleasant St

Northampton
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IMPORTANT
RESIDENCE HALL
INFORMATION

11 li;

It is important for all students planning to live in the

residence halls for the Spring 1 987 semester to remember

the following important policies and procedures. Please

read this information carefully and be certain you unders-

tand and are aware of each of the following obligations:

1 . SPRING SEMESTER BILLS ARE DUE JANUARY 2, 1987.

As always, financial obligations MUST be met by all

students who wish to retain their assignments for the up-

coming semester. Failure to clear your bill by the indicated

January 2nd due date will immediately cancel your

residence hall assignment for the Spring. If you lose your

assignment for failing to pay your bill, YOU WILL BE RE-

QUIRED TO REMOVE YOUR BELONGINGS FROM YOUR
ROOM DURING INTERSESSION, prior to the beginning of

the Spring Semester.

2. RESIDENCE HALLS CLOSE for the Fall semester on Tues-

day, December 23, 1986 at 4:00 p.m. Make certain that you

TURN IN YOUR KEY ar\6 follow all other indicated "check-

out" procedures to avoid any unnecessary inconvenience

or charges.

3. RESIDENCE HALLS OPEN for Spring 1987 Semester on

Tuesday, January 27, 1987 at 12:00 noon. NO ONE WILL

BE PERMITTED TO RETURN TO THE RESIDENCE HALLS EAR-

I

J

Thank you.
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Two late semester shows
at the Iron Horse

ADVERTISING
MARKETING

Travel through New Englands' p

Ski towns this Wintersession ,

and earn $400 + weekly with |

commissions and bonuses. i

As a dynamic young company i

we offer a great career opportunity N

for those team players that N

possess lots of energy, the ^

willingness to be assertive and a '

definitive drive to succeed. If this '

I sounds like you ...Turn this Winter

'

I into Spring and come grow with us.[
M PLEASE CALL: 2S6-Q211

Laura Andt*r
from 9 p.m.

"

!.BGA Coui. - < olU
fee scale at the door of $3

\d the (trove Queens ^iil pi-tiorm both original and ecivor materia!
!i. on f '•• ' '0th floor of the Campus Center. Sponsun-d b> tht'

M_ 1 be a full v'ahH bar with urf>nrr I.D. and .i sliiiing

Friday. Dec. 12

Saturday Dec. 13

VIDfO WEEKEND

Next Weekend
Friday Dec.l9

Saturday Dec 20
DUeiEL

DON'T MISS FLAT

street's Great
Mid-Week getaway!

Free Admission
SO drafts

Wednesdays
open at 8;00 PM

FORA
DELICIOUS &
DELIGHTFUL
MEAL II!

I

TACOVILLA

i)

NOmHAMFTON AMMtRST
i> itwtasi *i mxrwooowAim
S4M0*'i tfSitf
•rMyrour Ctam ar9f* itmnt
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FREE GYM BAG
RcGbok 9§

Pick up a pair of Reeboks,

then pack up a FREE
Reebok gym bag.

Winners Circle. It's

where the action

begins. Offer

good on any Reebok
purchase while

quantities last.

!A $15.00 value)
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Winners CiRclE
You always come out ahead

Hampshire Mall, Rte. 9, Hadley.
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SHARE YOUR UMASS
EXPERIENCE OVER
THE HOLIDAYS
Your Yearboolc

The 1986 Index is here!

HaMQ you ever felt you were
unable to express the UMass ex-

perience in words? Let the Index

do it for you! For $18, the 1986

Index is the Perfect gift - for the

holidays - for you friends - for

your family or for yourself.

Come visit our office in 103 CC
or call 545-0848

YEARBOOK MEMORIES
LAST FOREVER!

Campus Center

M-F 9-5 SAT 10-3

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

WINA
WESTBEND
ROWING
MACHINE

OUR WINNER TO BE DRAWN
ON DECEMBER 15,1986

No Purchase Necessary

DEPOSIT COUPON AT UNIVERSITY STORE INFORMATION DESK^
----------- - .-.-- Please pnnt legibly — "^

University Store employees »n6 their

families are not eligible to enMr
Drawing to be held on }2f\5m
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UMass fall sports teams rate among the best
BV JIM CLARK WnmAn'a saama*. Ar»<>> on nO 1 „»»-* *U„ . _ ^T^By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

ITiere is a really unfortunate truth about collegiate
sports. Because the football program is usually a measur
ing stick for a school's popularity, the 'big-name' schools
are always considered to be Nebraska, Oklahoma,
Michigan, Alabama, etc.

But, if you look at the whole spectrum, you'd see the
University of Massachusetts being mentioned in the same
tN-eath as the University ofNorth Carolina and Penn State
University.

UMass? We're not kidding
True, North Carolina and Penn State are two major

chooU which traditionally have great overall success in
fall sports And UMass has never been widely acclaimed
as an 'athletic hotbed.'

But, if you were to look at the combined records of all
of the major fall sports (football, volleyball, field hockey,
and men's and women's soccer) from those three schools,
as well as archrival University of Connecticut, the
statistics might open a few eyas.

In taking the records of those sports from these schools,
we find that Penn State sports a 79 14 5 record, a nifty
83.1 percent success rate. That comes out to roughly five
wins in every six attempts. Not a bad record, indeed. UNC.
meanwhile, comes in at 88-26-3 (76.6 percent).
Not too far behind is UMass. The toUl record rf77 264

compiled by our fall teams is good for a 73.8 percent
average. A total of three more wins would vault UMass
past the Tar Heels, while just ten wins (an average oftwo
per sport* would have caUpulted the Minutemen beyond
the N litany Lions.

UConn. although it always finds a way to beat UMass
when the two clash, doesn't even scrape the surface. With
record of 5844^. the Huskies barely break even at 55 5

percent.

Here is a breakdown of each of the above mentioned
schools' performances in each sport.

Football: The Minutemen er^oyed a fine season under
first-year head coach Jim Reid. fmishing with an 8-3 mark
and a share of the Yankee Conference title.

Penn State has a clear advantage, though, as they are
currently ranked .<M>cond in the nation, at 1 1-0. Coach Joe
Paterno's bunch is headed for the Fiesta Bowl January
2 vs. the University of Miami to decide this year's nat lonal
championship.
UNC also eiyoyed quite a bit ofmiooess. Head ajach Dick

Cnim has guided the Tar Heeb to a 7-3 1 mark, and has
them headed for the Aloha Bowl against the University
of Arizona on December 27.

UConn, at 8-3, shared the YanCon title with UMass and
Delaware, after a thrilling 20^17 win over the Minutemen
in the laat regular season game
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ARRIVING BEFORE
CHRISTMAS

WATCH FOR USt

Women's soccer: After an 0-2-1 start, the
Minutewomen pulled off an amazing turnaround, going
unbeaten for the remainder of the regular season. They
finished the regular season with a 13-2-2 record and rank-
ed second in the nation.

Coach Kalekeni Banda's team went into the NCAA
tournament ranked second, and, although it was upset by
Colorado College in the national quarterfinals, the team
reached the Final Four for the fifth consecutive year.
North Carolina had a banner year, winning the Na-

tional Championship. The Tar Heels defeated George
Mason University and Colorado College in the playoffs
for the title.

UConn reached the playoffs, falling to the
Minutewomen in a shootout in the second round. The
Huskies also lost to UMass, 2-1, in the regular season.
Penn St. does not have a women's soccer team on the var-
sity level.

Volleyball: TTie Minutewomen, under head coach
Elaine Sortino, finished third in the Atlantic 10 Con-
ference, with a 30-6 overall record, in their first season
of Division I play.

They were riding a 13-match win streak before it was
abruptly halted by Penn St. The Nittany Lions won the

A-10, and at 38-4. are still playing the NCAA playoffs.
UNC checked in at 25-13 this year, finishing second in

the ACC Tournament. UConn had a down year, finishing
only 10-25.

Field Hockey: The Minutewomen were ousted by
UConn, 2-1, in the first round of the Northeast regionals.
Still, the stickers finished with an impressive 164-1 mark
for the year.

UConn was knocked offby New Hampshire just one day
after the UMass win. Their final record was 13-4-3.

North Carolina finished third in the NCAA tournament
with a 19-3 record, while Penn State was eliminated in
the first round of the tourney, closing their campaign with
an 18-4 record.

Men's soccer The Minutemen were the disappoint-
ment of the fall schedule. Beset by numerous ii^uries, they
rang up an 9-10-1 mark, but did rally late in the year after
a 2-7 start.

Not to worry, though. None of the schools had any post
season men's soccer action Penn State was the best of the
crop, finishing at 12-6 5. UNC came in at 13-71, while
the Huskies, who defeated UMass, 3-1, were 12-7-2.

Also contributing to this story were staffmembers Matt
Gerke and Roger Chapman.
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YOU NEED A VACATION
LAST CHANCE TC SIGN-UP

SIGN-UP OUTSIDE THE HATCH
^OOO MONDAY — FRIDAY
V^^5I DECEMBER 8 -12

FOR MORE INFO CALL 545-3437
for non-members
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Doonesbury
By Garry Trudeau
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson
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Yoi Former Dove' Let's go, lets go, let's go'

You gettin' up with us chickens or not?'

Gordy By Gorde
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Bat Brain By Bill Dearing
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Campus Pond
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B.UCKS OM /^Y BUDDY )

IGGY FOR CHRIST/^_^x^

If you love something, set it free. If it

comes back its yours. If it doesn't, hunt it

down and kill it.
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Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Michel Jaffc

ACNOM

compuaf

i Coma »KKne

10 Q*sa loud

14 P»ru J cafAS
lb P»m
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Va Taa Uaal

47 Banok «m
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40 Giaca cioting

49 BiKt^a
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ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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Lunch
Menu

Dinner

Chili Com Chip Bake

Hot Corned Beef on Rye

Basics Lunch

HOLIDAY DINNER
Rib Roast of Beef

Chicken Breast Steaks

Whole Cranbcrrv Sauce

Humus Vegetable Pocket

Sandwich
Hungarian Noodle Bake

Basics Dinner

HOLIDAY DINNER
Stuffed Eggplant

Chicken Breast Steaks

Whole Cranberry Sauce
,

r Weather
"N

TofiMrrow: Sunny with increasing clouds highs in the mid

30s Wind 1 01 5 mph
Tonight: Considerably cloudy then clearing Lows in the

•tens f(' "lid 20s

By Sal ^
Today s Staff
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Executive Board - Fall of 1 986

Bloom County by Berke Breathed
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Business Board - Fall of 1986
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firwince Manager
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Mdfketing Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Circulation Mar»ager

KARENfiOLLAND
Subscription Manager
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• women's basketball
conttnued from page 24

'This is a very unselfish team," assistant coach Pam
Roecker said "TTiey are doing something right when they

can get that many team assists.

A win tonight would give the Minutewomen their first

3-0 start since the 1978-79 season when UMass won its

first six games en route to an 18-7 record. Not only that,

but a victory would earn New England bragging rights

for at least another year (Ivy League schools don't count,

naturally) and would keep those nice people from Storrs

from sending letters reminding us how nice it was tor our

school to oblige them. We really don't want that, now do

we.'

"UConn has two outstanding freshman with good

height, so they'll probably trv- to go inside on us," Leaman

said. "That will work more to oui- advantage, bet. au-c the>

are a pretty good running team as well."

• men's hoop at UNH
continued from page 24

After three games. Sutton is leading the team in .scor

ing with a 15.0 average with senior point guard Carl

Smith at 12.3, sophomore forward Joe Fennell at 113 and

junior forward Wilbert Hicks at 10.0 ppg.

But taking the court against UNH, the Minutemen will

be facing a different kind of attack than they ve faced in

the season's first three games. Unlike UMass' first three

opponents, 18th year head coach Gerry Friel's Wildcats

like to play a slowed-down half court game.

"They're not a fast break team They're more of a half

court team." Gerlufsen said. "Offensively they're very

team oriented and do what they have to to win."

The Wildcats. 13 with a 61 59 victory over Big East

Conference member Boston College at Durham, will be

led by senior ^ard Todd Black, a 47 percent shooter

checking in with 15.3 ppg. Joining him in the backcourt

will be senior Andy Johnson (7.5 ppg. on 29 percent

shooting) who, along with senior forward Greg Steele (a

48 percent shooter at 1 1 .5 ppg), should be the main threats

for UNH.

"They're explosive, especially with three players -
Steele, Black and Johnson," Gerlufsen said. "The two

guards shoot well from the perimeter and are a definate

3-potnt threat"

Of note for the Minutemen is the return of sophomore

forward David Brown, the Co Atlantic 10 Rookie of the

Year last year. Brown, who scored six points on two-for-

three shooting versus Keene St . his first game since suf

fenng a broken jaw during practice last month, should

help provide the team with even more scoring depth

• men's swimming
irmtinued from poftf 24

The Minutemen captured the firsts in the 100, 200. and

1000 freestyle races. Mike Hoover was a double winner

for the Minutemen. taking the 100 in 50.93. and the 200

breast stroke in 220 06. Mark Waters won the 200 in

1.53 03. and Will Kleschinsky the 1000 in 10:29 81

Brian Mclver added an individual first in the 2(K) m
dividual medley, finiRhing m 2.03 91 David Eisenhauer

took the 200 butterfly in 2:10 40. and Roger Kennedy the

200 backstroke in 2:03.59

The freestyle relay team of Ladd. Waters. Kennedy, and

Jim Boudreau also won m 3:25.33

Dan Chesnicka. the freshman diver, continued his

streak of success, posting a remarkable score of 473.40

in winning the one meter diving.

The Chiefs were able to grab firsts in only two events.

Greg Mclver took the 50 freestyle in 23.46. and Tom Tiann

won the 500 freestyle. No time was available from that

race.

Yarworth had high praise for Boudreau. a junior, who
doesn't get a chance to swim very often. Yarworth was

able to use him against a weak team like Lowell, and h(

performed well Yarworth said it was nice to see him
successful.

The Minutemen. all other things aside, nonetheless head

into intersession with an impressive record.

Asked how he thought his team would come back from

intersession, Yarworth replied, tongue planted firmly in

cheek, "By car."

Dry humor, but you can afford it when you're unbeaten.

Sports Notice

The University of Massachusetts women's lacrosse

team will be holding a mandatory meeting for anyone

interested in playing spring lacrosse in the conference

room in Boyden Gym at 4 p.m. on Tuesday. Dec. 16.

Anyone unable to attend should contact the women's

lacrosse office on the second floor of Boyden.

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amt?erst

I
549-2880

I
Expert Repairs &

I Reconditioning

COPY
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PAPER

kinko's

220 N. Pleasant St

Amherst, MA
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"^^7 NIGHTS

CELTICS vs LAKERS
^

CELTICS vs BUIUTS 8:00

B||;i,l,|l| PATRIOTS 1:00
Mll'I'L J S100 9-Boll Tournament »:00

9-Ball
Tournament

CASH PRIZES
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hi ! iiil!l
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HOMECOIRT
,
Downtown Amherst 253-9586

When A Little Warmth
Is All You Need
Polypropylene the miracle

fabric that acts as a second

skin is now used in a

multitude of clothing types.

Using body heat to transport

moisture away from the skin

this fabric still traps warmth

to keep you warm and dry.

Pofoton

Perfect gift for the season

From underwear to

outerwear for active people

From Under $10.00

The World Experts

Lji-n Helly-Hansen

ansa
AMHERST • 549-6904

Sftorts
NORTHAMPTON • GREENFIELD

584-1016 773-5572
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Carriage

Shops
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AUTO FOR SALE • CALCULATORS
ENTERTAINMENT* FOR RENT

FOR SALE -FOUND
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woA AflP<y at Andy s Pizta ahar 2 i

(nva K> sMOh/rn uquorti

KITCHEN HCLF WAlrtiD
taeatani Ima maaM

Uahictaan-t^
CafCfiaryf at AJrO

94MfS2

PAW P.n., COMMUNKATWN. poKacal,

5 managamant aUt* youl naad attar

armduauon Worn tut or part bma to com-
bai grouHdmdtarpBtuaonandrkrardkrar
•tons Earn 1975- r000IM(iMnMirfi«a«»
Baal the aummarruahafid gal that aum-
rrtar lob m tha baig Cat Oaan Walar
Actlort-549-7450

CHESTNUTS ON AN apart ••
ptwaaa par cha/Ka inapira a satiaa or

rtoataigm dear a* a doaa tor atua fma?
Travel through Nam Bngtanda tomna
whara opportunity att abound* hom
much monay can you maka $900 thia

min^r biaati call 2S90211 ana* caraar.

Aava aoma hmi

NOW NVMM FOR now and ntarseaaion

Eut Uma or part time positrons available

you car earn more than SSOOa uraa* mth
salary, comnutsior andttonuaaa Etaattla

hours, good working conrmiona and an-

oalant caraar opporimtlaa. M% mBb a hr-

mg from nomunon naataooMaa Target

Eniarpnaaa at 549-7793 for and intarviaw.

AakhrKath

WE'RE LOOKMC FOR • fralemHy. joran-

ly. or large student organization that

mould Ma to malia $50O$l.000 and for

a ona-maak long on-campus marketmg
protect Group must be organized and
hardworking Call Andwer at

(800)592-2121

JEWISH COMMUNITY OF Affiharar took-

mg for Sunday school and Habram
teacher immadiaialy If intaraatad cat
549-0223

SPRING BREAK -87aam a fraa vacation

to Fort Laudardal« or the Bahama*
studants sariously mtarested m bacom-
ing a campus raprasantativa call

1-«00~B7-BEiCH

WANTID

ALWAYS BUYING USED books records

tapes, and compact discs Call Dynamite
Books 586-9670 or Dynamite Records
5S4r5«0 Northampton

VOCALIST - SHELF LIFE needs new
lead singer lor dance rock Costelto,

Jackson, etc. big range guitar a plua Aud
Sal can «*•* s-eaifl

FOR A OOOD TIMI CALL

RACK-A-DISK ENTERTAINMENT
Agency Disc/ockeys. Bands. Lights and
Large screen video dances 549-7144

TYPINO SiRVICI

QUALITY TYPINO. tone or short pro
lects MeticukMS prodreading Rush/obs
OK New IBM typewriter 549-0367

MOVER

ROUND TOWN MOVERS lasT reliable

cheap call Michael anytime 323-6780

SOUTHWEST INCIMNT

COMMISSIONER
FREDERICK HURST

of tha Massachusetts Comm-
ission Against Discrimination

is conducting an indepen-

dent invest^atmn on the

post-World Sanes Incident

and would like to talk to all

aludanta with information.

for an appomtmani oortima
tha Coiaaan al 545-35O0
and aim to spaa* mtm

Doda Lavanaon or Xaay Siagar,
the Vice Chancator* OMca
at &4S-;333 or Mural dnacHy
by catmg (413) 739-2165

and aak to spaa* with Danma

LASTCMANd

30 PERttNT OFF sunans Brmg I/mad
Iparaon- 10paicanlaH.2paopah20par
cant aach. 3 people. 30 percent each
Savanom. a>ica*gouplor t^xmgbraali
Le Bon SoM ;s5 9454

PIRSONALt

RUTERESTEO IN WRiTING torMa I

coaaga daty m Ham tneiand'* Coma
Obwrt to iha Mass OaiV Cotagtmti Vou
can mtdaabouiAn. EdtonaN. Btoc* At
imra. Nam* Woman* toawaa A j^sortt
Wa'ra toeaiad ii the bammam aliha C^n-
puaOanm bahmatha TV ThaCatavmy

DEAR SANTA NOW you can bnng ma
avarythatgmymaahaanaaamabacauaa
you mm amiaaOKpaioani en at 14K and
0aiitondfamaty Omitiond aiuA lor amy
t3S 14K hoop aamtga $ia m)d I4K
sappAira rm 136- onMr ai GoMan Qppor-
Kimty 13 M Ptoaaanr St Amham Ha Mo
Ho unary Jana

JUBT A UTTIE paraonai to amy good
kidi on your lSAT * on Saiunlay i-fmha
you our tar Oinnar allmmmd. and ma'n
oatofl'ato hom ma* you dat' Lova Ray

iEBUNG ANYONE tUTHO >nfna«sa0 car
acocanf «( fssf /HM^arM/Tnangto Sr on
Wad ftatora Thamtagmma (i tmi al > 30
PU cat n»ehal54i-i1i1 or 545-2955
Ptaaaaha9>i

lY 0. CONQRATULATKNtBI You
imaltym&daa Hope ihmml aratharmaa
ataim Walmmyou'WaiovayouiLova.
SItaran 9 Omna

THOSE THOUI
nwnka, guif* Mbeft

l«ura irtaTUBKY. ALL
Mar roomy A
Msaf ma under tha Chnaimaa 99^ '*ma a
hmia Mma Eoravar ut

»m»- SMto

RWaTEri'VaiO a aatantf ai ma
Guaaa Who eoncan Hiay'ra ptoi^ig in

NY on January tOdi and nd)' HiPary

UNOA'O WHL you laorgantta my
managamant structi^a^ Than* lor your
help love and laugha Dan Burr

ARNE JE TE vauii iai ertvm da to>

Atona-yl

Joey HA^V BIRTHDAY Lova your
lavonta big MM aCMar. Nam

HEY CAROL fANNENBAUM-toOkng
forward to working with tha beat damn
aaaiaiani to the Editors m the NorihaaM
imap « up. butiar duca CRS

S^D-MERRY CHRISTMAS larmboj^

It's harvesnime' LO're your Secret Santa

F.li. I GRAB mypmow. but 4* you i mam
to hold so tight. I naad your love M»

HEY JEFFRO AND Sla««o riorn'mm
you va maalami the aitolm» canon lug-

gkngtaraaarmboundkiamatnomyoull
do amazing on tnala Oood I

Lova Chrta 9 r
'*«* guys'

HEY ZEAST WEBBTER1 Oootf toe* on
fmais Let s not get too itiaaaadf Have a
great intersession'' Love John

HEY BOSSEY-MERRY Chrttonaalndlt
that aiulf Lova Ur S Santa

WSYL 10S.1 FH- Shnnk-to-m radio

WSYL 10S.1 fU- Daamad tha moral Ufa

hatard at tha Itmvaraty

WSYL 105.1 FM- This tima we mean H

DOKimOUA'fS HAVE biilhdayf^ fhk
ona does' Happy 19th cer' Get psyched
lor a Russian invasion' Love ER

CHRIS. DO YOU know that your
telephone la diaconnaciad?? A lootbali

tan

TO my BALL Peril Irank thank you lor be-

tng the best fnend m tha world and baing
there when I needed you I luv ya DO

BOB FROM FLAT STraaf. IIN.-S db a tow
Zaps sometime BA

JOHN-HEY YA cofto- happy "vmlvar-

sary" This is tfte best relationship ever! I

love you!-C-Sue

VICKY FitZPATRICK-^ANOTHEH
semester of det>auchment is over But

who knows what neat year will bnng?
Thanks for tyemg there lor me every tuna

Love. Anita

KATRINA: DAY FOUNI LOM, JfOurSSOW
Sanfa

PAM lUUIVAN-S BIRTHDAY

ONLY A COUPLE ol days until she's 22'

She's also graduating' Is Bostt)n ready lor

her'" Good luck. Pam i happy turthday'

Love. Laura xo

MIRRY CHRISTMAS

NEED A FOURTH roommata in Lantern

Court starting Jan 1 on bus route 97 SO
per month call Jack 665-443;

HOUSINO WASHINOTON O.C.

HOUSING AND/OR roommars, wanted
spring Washington DC area Laura
253-9462

THANKS FOR JOINING us at Papas laU
Enday goobf Have you forgotten about us
already? We miss you! The kid*.

TODAY WE WILL do aoma vMant ator-

nmgi' 9* itnm to go se*' Fiom Oan. 0an.
arKfjm

SWWTMBlttSA

' HOLD THE cryata) mith me wham amr
I go I lova you Jan

TWO SINGLE ROOMS m 7 batPoom
houaa. Rr 9 >toJa> on bua route imar Car-
bur* $170 a mortth ptos raasowaPto
utma* Can TonMinr S949926

TAKE OVER LEASE: ? wiacM avaMM*
Jan > on Am touto HTSOHmonm iv,

baih* eat 99^^191

ROOM AVAH.ABLE JAN tsf ISO«
rmpontdbia guiai 25 * ca« ^S9-3t?0

ONE ROOM IN nwop(»^ on MWkkf La
Ean^eta '<on-tmo*ar pratorrao 5*9 96 *

nrni

Cat
QO.lBRM3pi»M( $306
Nl« JRM »a*ai Aa* I

LARGE BNMILE BEOHOOm m Pullton

available lan i caf 549-SrK mgnis

1 BEDROOM AVAaABUIbr tciit

Oumt tour lanf Cat

INTERSESSKMAm OtoantMt 3 nsom
apr m Our noma Maaf tor angto. raapon-
MM»«U»v Nopata^Motong (fanmhad)
Cat 7 9PU 777-0799

TAKE OVER LSABC JWwary m ?
badroom aptm Souihmood en bua route
$S9aimanit cat 253-9995 aaa for Lambaif
orChi

SOUTHWOOO APT TWO MtaaaTi^
Jan > ramal act fast cat 2594)108

AMNfRST CCNTSR-SmOLE room.
awa« Jan > etmn. qtaar. 1290 Ca«
29e-«4t9 or 259-1902 avannga

t ROOMMI4twdmimapt MMr Am H
S Victonan houaa 165 pkta U 253-2420

9-BEOROOM APT Amftarsf Vary

Spacwwa. otoan. qum ooty Lootono tor

3maaMpaaptotoaaao»«rjan t $725
Cat Mar* or CaManna. 549^400 or

M9-99r0

lAVAAABUaiftouaa
Itato Otoeka ftom campua S32S 00 ptos
stoctm, aacn (ttaal atdudad) Leave

S4»4tM

FOR tttMl AMHERST 2 bertoom m
rmwry built home with atxast to knehan
Iknng room, daang room, racraadon room
maimr 9 Iryrn At tncludad.

noamoAing. no 0arBaa. no pafs. on i)us

kna 54997>-1740

^Btmma3b*aptmPullloniStartJan
1U can 540-1679

effk:iency apartment soumk
ViM^a $ 1 70 0ut uUkas can allamoons
a09-9O9S

HP. 11CCALCtN.AT0R<nMyarytoww
Please can 546-4778 lor lamard

MASS LK>UOR ID m Oadli Union
Rewantonarad lor niaajm cat 2599620

ANTIQUE PENDANT EARRING graan
slonaonOac3oncanto(«s Cat Chrladn*
5499048 ramard

LOST NEAR OUTDOOR track- Sony
radio Reward Sanhmanial value
549-4634

AMY COHEN OR ivftoa^ caUM about
my lost caKuialor plaaaa cat back Dan
Bromn 549-5307

POUND

RHX WANTiO

STUDY-TOUR IN CMna, JuM ft-jMly
2S, IM7 fllSO conlaet Pral. Droka,
Hartar AM or COM I-Uao. avanMtg*,
tSl-SIM.

SiRVICIt

TYPING, TAPE TRANSCRff>TKM. East.

accurata 665-7652.

TERRIFK; typing from speedy-
keys Professional reliable service.

256-1002 .
8am-11pm

DAVIS TYPINQ SEVICE caM 253-5029
batwaan 39 9 Monday -Thur*.

WANTED TO RiNT

ROOMS/SUBLETS WANTED Ooc 27-

Jan 7t call school tor BMC 256-8615
9AM- 7PM

WERE LOOKING TO raAs oysr lease ol

North-Amherst area apt Call Bob
546-9721

LOOKING TO RENT room lor interses-

sion only Prof Near campus.. Please call

546-3217

ARJTyoU looking tor a roommafel?!
I need a place to live next semester
female, 21, nonamoker. adorable kitten In-

cluded call Audrey 665-4793

WOMAN NDS RM near campus spring
smstr call Matt Iv message 549-6067

NEED HOUSE OR apartment tor winter
session only Call 546-4639 or 546-4643

LOOKING FOR Aroorn^torsesstort'caW
Rabacca 548-0304

OOMMATI WANTIO

ONi FEMALE ROOMMATC wanlad to

anara torga two oadroom apt m aquaa
Vitaga $i25»no Cat nom and gal

Januwy Iraa' 695^973

mMU~ MkNMATE WANTiD~W
snara room »> Tomnahouaa aptt Spntg
Samatm$i50*ttnMh CatBanaabal-

> 5499743

HELFI IP VOU naatfona tomato roomaM
mBnandywMaptoaaa oaf 949-6719 Aa*
tor Karan Laava maaaaga

ROOMATE WANTED to Hiara battoom
m tmo badroom apt Jan/Fab Color TV.

Ucrowava VCR Scudmood $140/U0
253-3993

EPORLAapronfeMSiouto
ornn room, lumiahad but bimg bad $210
tor toom ptoa uNMa* ea« 379-2999 aatora

2PU 32^9311*530 I

WE ARE LOOKINO to laM o««r toaia of

Puffkvi or Brmndt/wma Apt Cat Ruaa
54»-5393

LOOKING FOR SOMEONE to ra*a Oitor

my lease siartmg jarvfaP cotor TV.

imonmmya. kCA Soudmood f >4(Mno
9SM9S9

vt APT ROOM avaaaPto at to« ranr ai

Amhar*! an biM route Cat 2S94131

NOiMHtbKiM raSLT^obmrnMa
maatad to aHam 3

1

4gM NaariDi

ONE PiWBOW TO soara worn to I

Minor Av*0atiaJan I. $i25MnaMh Haal
mekidad cat 259-9427

TWO BEDROOM ATT m Sundanand
mactnaty mcludad tost stop on bua tMa
varyquNttooaMn For mom ado cat Cora
and atrial 995-2179

liAVi 0«VN ROOM and snara MwMam^
lonraausa O^ I30* ca« Scoff SA4-94M

TWO DECADENT. MARLBORO
cuawaiwoaan p>aacn>ig moaaraaan aur-

saa* aMv gorng. M^ nouaamato tor Mftf
Pa«oam m our baaulUM Ha^ay houaa
Mk lor Pmii 01 Svan 5999917

NONSMOKING MALE ROOMMATE
wamad to mare large Patfoom n 3
bai9oom Pt0lon Apl i*90i40lor tpnng

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEB)ED tor

•pring tamaatar 87 aaealtant tuMy

tomMMatf aptaMtgraarpaoBto Ca«UM
?03-9B97

1 OR a pwvto nawtMt at amany Manor
Ca« tor nto Ray or Oava 253-2439

FEMALE ROOMMATES OR coupto
i»an«*0 to (a*a onar toaaa o# dtouM* room
Soudimood Start Jan I 2599929

ROOM IN APT Cromn Pi Rt9 $260mm
kg I If come etc cat Sam 256-4293

TWO OR THREE lamalas tor ftinany on-

V $125/mo Call ?S«-6«45

BRANOYWINE -ONE FEMALE needed
lor 2 badroom apt Starting Jan 549-7753

ROOMMATE WANTED. OYVN room lui

ly furnished Townehotise Apartment

6657185

MALE ROOMMATE WANTED tor one
badroom apt Pudlon Cat mka m
549-1476

1 OR 2 paopta wanted for Tomnahouaa
startmg feb i cat 54909X anytma aak
for Dawn

FEMALE roommate" (SRADOirf
pretarrad) wanted to share bedroom m
Brandywme aa ol Jan i. 1987 Outa. non
smokirtg envirunmanl 549-4634

ONE OR TWO tomatos tor ona torga

Pa<»i>om m tmo badroom apt $140/mo
Jan 1 cat Lisa or Jean 256-8340

FEMALE ROOMIE NEEDED to Haraa
tiaitwim in BrIKany l̂anor apai0tiai4 Cat
256-8083 avaa Coma aaa ual January in
Opfton - ortly $12500 par/mo- on bus
route What more coukt you aak for''

NONSMOKING FEMALE ROOMMATE
wanlad tor 2-t>adroom m Sunderland $225
(inclusive) lor intersession/spnng

666-7939

MALE ROOMMATE WANTED 2 Swiss
Vdage 215 par month lrx:krdes everything

own room tat last artd aacunty needed
256-6815

ROOMMATE' WANTED FOR spring

aameater in Tomnehouaa call 549-4826

1-2 FEMALES FOR larga niam ibtapl
bua d utmoaa. duhwaahai mekjdad

17

i nUIALES NEEDED for room m
Toamatauaa ap*i Casjafy casual, ttoap-

/y east, and cMba 9. a muar Kaaptr)M|0
AmM A Jonn 94»««9«

ROOM AVAILABLE Ml 2br apl'yinf
ASAP in C'lHsida Tomnehouaa
nonimo*ar Heal me cat Chna 995-7150

ONE ROOM IN IMM 6(»Mf~rf 9 Crown Pt

Oum non-amokar eat 25942^3

ROOktATE NEEDED 12* mo SttmJm
or fab $17 528-9390

ROOMMATE WANTED TO aham room
ma2bad^i CaUa TV. futy kimmhad
$145 a monrn 9 ,

'

995-3738

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to

share large iwo Paawom Ator»ia»np*on
apartnmni Qimd. oidar andam or moia-

ROOMMATE NBH)B) f?5nw SMrrjipi
or fab 253-2390

WMTERSESSKNH ONE BEDROOM JKX
ftomay anif cofy praaKtonaM apt 400*
at mcludad WMtorcoMpto 64BB04B

PUFFTON VILLAGE TWO roumma«as
mamed tor wrga M«»oom m thtaa

badroom apanmam Avatabm Jan i cat
94»7t99i

FEMALE N0N8M0KIN0 ROOMMATE.
Omrt Padoom m Tomnhouee 4pto tor Jan
$1001^ Ann Mwto 94» 1449

Ftoranea Bua itia *?90 S9B-2«W

1 FEMALE ROOMMATE naaitotf tor natf
jamaatv mo* paopto cMap caf 29A ts >•

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT mapn

avpkmcaa 549-7900

NERD AM BSCOBIt

CALL t-lltS MtWOM 9PW A Mlt

pus Play » *#»

MtlRWCTIOM

PRIVATE OUnAR LMSONR arfmnmrt-
aa and paPanf Mac

n

ar ^ap-rock4om-
oruaa xjngiivapHt awary, rvaoviK wr^

provmobon Agm on but tna Doug
5494786

PASCAL TUTOR. REASONABLE raasa

994- f307

PtOMtSIONAL TYPHM SIRVICI

PAPERS. CASES. D«SERTATIONS -

OapandaWs. orxarnpus raaaonatiie.

SA4-7924. Nancy

KEYS"
vKe 256 1002

SPAMSN ruTOBNM A TRANSLATKNI

HELP WITH EXAMS, gnmrrmi pronun-

aaoon 256-1002

RNM WITN Ml TO O.C.

I HAVE A rwa^a foot truck to share e*
penaes to DC can Joah 373-9279

•lOfRS NliOID TO onywhaf* m
FlofMa laovlfta Oac 22-31. Plaasa
coR AinAat S4^2SI2. laova noma A

ItAVR

ITS FREE. AMERICAM AkHna IKM(
voucher Worth $500 your lor $425
665-7939

WANTIO

2 FEMALE ROOMMATES to sMara tor

matiad apt m the canfar ol loam gnat
tocatton M km pnca 549-1901

SIRVICM

TYPINOmORD PROCESSNIO.
day aarvica 329-4579

Nasf
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Minutewomen prepared to tip off with rival UConn
Women's hoop looks to remain unbeaten
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

It could be a basketball game with hun-
dreds of fans, bands and cheerleaders, or

a game of quarters with six inebriated

buddies, MTV and a case of Molson. It

really doesn't matter. When the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts and the University
of Connecticut meet in anything, you can
expect nothing short of a war.

Tonight, UMass and UConn will meet
once again in what is one of the oldest

traditional school rivalries in the nation,

when the UMass women's basketball

team hosts the Huskies at the Curry
Hicks Cage. Tip-off is scheduled for a 7:30

start.

"This is a very big game, not only
because of its importance, but because we
do have a long-standing rivalry wiwth
UConn." head coach Jack Leaman said.

"You can throw talent away in a game
like this. Anytime you play UConn you

want to win, because ifyou lose, you have

to live with those guys and you'll hear

about it."

"It will be a tough game, but we're men-

tally and physically prepared for them,"

junior forward Tara Lewis said. "I'm from

Connecticut, so I really want to beat them.

I know they'll be ready for us."

The Huskies will prove to be a stem test

for the Minutewomen. UMass has been

very impressive in its two season-opening

wins, both offensively and defensively.

However, UMass will, literally, ex-

perience a taller order in the Huskies.

UConn holds a decisive edge led by 5' 11'

forward Kris Lamb and 6'0* forward Heidi

Robbms. UConn will also start 6'!' senior

Lori Kulo at center, so, as you can see, the

Minutewomen v^nll have their hands full.

"UConn isn't as quick as we are. but

they are bigger. If we let them get a

chance to beat us rebounding, we'll be in

trouble," Leaman said. "We'll be going

straight man-to-man, so we'll have to be

clever about rebounding and fouling.

Last year, UMass and UConn spilt a

pair of games, with the Huskies nipping

the Minutewomen in Storrs, 62-59. to halt

a four game UMass winning streak.

UMass then beat the Huskies 15 days

later at the LaSalle Invitational tourna-

ment in rather sound fashion, 67-55. Just

the way rivalries are supposed to be—dead

even.

But that was last year. Since the

1978-79 season, UMass has come out on

the winning end six-of-nine times, in-

cluding a 102-78 shellacking in 1978

(UConn people don't like to be reminded
of that particular game. Just one of those

days, know what I mean?).

The Huskies (2 2 1 are led by Lamb, who
tied a school record for most points in a

game by lighting up the boards for 33

points in Tuesday's 84-60 win over lona

in the Huskies home opener. Lamb leads

the team in scoring and rebounds, averag-

ing 18.5 points per game and 7.8 rebounds

per game. Senior guard Tammi Sweet is

next, averaging 15 ppg. and 5.5 assists per

game, tops on the team. Robbins and Kulo
average 10.8 and 10.3 ppg., respectively,

with Robbins also grabbing 5.0 rpg.

UConn finished third at the Lady Sun-

shine tourney in Orlando, upsetting

Virginia Tech, 71 69, in the consolation

game.
For the Minutewomen, the name of the

game has been unselfishness so far in this

young season. UMass amassed an incredi-

ble 24 team assists in the win over Ver-

mont and tallied another 21 team assists

against Harvard. That doesn't happen
very often in basketball, even though it

is a team sport. In all, Vermont and Har-

vard totalled 24 team assists. Sophomore
guard Christel Zullo leads the team in

assists with 15, with sophomore forward

Beth Wilbor behind her with nine as8i^.s.

continued on page 22

SPORTS

Men's hoop to face
UNH this evening
Minutemen looking for third straight win
fa-

r
'>LAN

at

au. .. - -,. ..;...... c. as
men ill team can achieve

' ".inH ti did just onot" \-av\ mutmn.
. ;u'n l\w Minutemen travt-l north to bat-

t 1h the University of New Hampshire at

7 30 p.m. tonight in Durham. N H.. lh»

will be looking to capture their thiiu

straight ballgame before returning home
to face nationally -ranked Northeastern
Uv^'*"-'=''ty.

nutemen, who^ final three wins
of last >^ason were strung together amidst

a 3-8 ^lide. are coming of!' a resounding,

90-75, victory over Division 11 Keene State.

Tuesday night at the Curry Hicks Cagt-

The win improved UMass to 2-1 on the

season, was the largest margin of victory

for the Minutemen since mid-season of

1984, the most points scored by UMass in

65 games, and was indicative of the kind
of play head coach Ron Gerlufsen wants to

"As a team we came out strong in both
halves versus Keene State," Gerlufsen
said. "We lost a little bit of consistency

when we had big leads and the bench came
in. I thought we had mental lapses on
defense but we're seeing good signs of be-

ing mentally prepared day in and day out.

I feel real positive going into the UNH
game."
And Gerlufsen should now that the team

has a pair of wins under its belt and a
chance to get the team off to its best start

since the 1977-78 season when present

wins and a 15-

,

«» feet good tnat the

•i-.i: • to his ,ip

ii 'i.K j'iayin^; i m
tensity than last, the Minutemen are final-

ly produr niay Ijierlul'sen has

been wai ; ing game time. He
aid he thinks »he team's extra #floit ha«
paid otfT so far

"I think It has VV

responses People r»'

us this year, you ha
Gerlufsen s^aid.

^t*fn some good
that to play for

spond to thut

Playing '»efort a less-than emphatic
home crowd, the Minutemen hav# battled
'"an apathy and u pair of New England op-

p>onents for their two victories. In the two
games, the Minutemen boosted their team
shooting percentage by 7.5 percent (36.8 to

44.3), scored an average of 77.5 points-per-

game, and saw junior guard Lorenzo Sut-

ton break out of a mild (9-of-28) shooting
with a 9-for-12, 22 point performance

But the Minutemen also got solid scor-

ing efforts from several other players to

take the scoring burden off of Sutton. That,

according to Gerlufsen, has been a key to

the team's sudden offensive potency.

"Again, the good thing is we've got
balance. Last year we depended on Sutton.
If we depend on him this year we're going
to be in trouble," Gerlufsen said. "We've
been recognizing when it's time to con-
tribute to each other when we're out
there."

continued on page 22

Collcglan photo by Paul Desmaraii

The University of Masschusetts men's basketball team will travel
to Durham this evening at 7:30 p.m. to face the Wildcats of New Hamp-
shire. The Minutemen will be seeking their third straight win.

Minutemen make waves
against ULowell, 139-55
Swim to 4-0 mark

Collegian photo by Paul Franz

The UMass men's swim team went head first into the Christmas break,
running their record to 4-0 with an easy 139-55 win vs. ULowell last night
at Boyden.

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

It just might be the worst 139-55 win in

the history of the world.

Just as UMass men's swimming coach

Russ Yarworth was fearing, his

Minutemen probably felt that they could

mail in their results for this meet last night

against Lowell, and stay home to watch
television.

The uninformed swimming fan would
look at this margin of victory as one similar

to last year's 46-10 pounding that the

Chicago Bears laid on the Patriots in the

Super Bowl. Plus, the Minutemen are 4-0

on the year, and ran their unbeaten string

to 22 meets, heading into the Christmas
break.

But, 84 points or not, Yarworth wasn't

very pleased with what he saw last night

at Boyden Pool.

"I think too many of our guys believe we
have the New England meet sewn up,"

Yarworth said. "They've got to start fac-

ing some stronger teams.
"It's always tough swimming against

teams of weak caliber," Yarworth added.
Regardless, the Minutemen did have an

ea.sy time with a relatively weak team from
Lowell. The Chiefs, now 1-2, are in the

midst of a rebuilding process, having suf-

fered a tough graduation three years ago.

Coach Dick Kenney didn't place much hope

on his squad, and they didn't reply with

much either.

The Minutemen captured all events but

the 500 freestyle, and swept one-meter div-

ing and 200 butterfly.

The Minutemen also had a large list of

firsts, starting with the 400 medley relay

team of Ed Anthos, Peter Koback, G.T.

Ladd and Brian Mclver, who won in

3:50.48
continued on page 22
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BOG votes to ban military

recruitment on concourse

CoUrcian pbolu by RJcci Boii«niH>

NIGHT SCENE — An unidentified woman waiting to cross a Nor-

thampton street waits for a passing car.

By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

The Campus Center Board of Governors

last night voted to ban militar\' recruit

ment on the Campus Center concourse, and

approved its budget for fiscal year 1988,

and space allocations for the spring

semester.

Board Chairman Mark FViedman propos-

ed the ban because "The military

discriminates on the basis of sexual

IMreference." he said, adding discrimination

was against the board's vending policy.

Board members and others who attend

ed the meeting debated for about three

hours befcre the board voted m favor of the

motion 13 to five, with one abstention

"People on this campus should have the

right to choose," said board member Dan
Collins, adding that the militar>- provides

job opportunities and scholarships to many
students here.

Student Michael Ross said. "The Depart

ment of Defense is a federal agency," and

added that UMass does not discriminate

against the government.

Ross also said he had collected 531

signatures of students who were <^>poa«l

to the motion

Brian Darling, a student senator

Southwert, said, "the discrimination is

necessar>' in the armed forces, or we can't

defend ourselves. It's very accessible and
necessary for the armed forces to have that

table on the Campus Center Concourse
"

W. Greg Rothman. a student senator

from Central, said, "The miliUry has every

right to recruit on this campus." Fried-

man said the military declined to attend

the meeting, and that "the job oppor

tunities they offer are not allowed to 10 to

15 percent of the people on this campus.

'I think the military has a role in socie

ty that is necessary and justified," Fried

man said, but asked, "are homosexuals any

different that anybody here? Does it effect

their performance in the military?"

University administrators

concerned about drug use
By JEFFRY BARTASH
Collegian Staff

Editor's note: This is the last in a series

on drug use at the University.

As a result of the surge in attention and

near hysteria over drug use that is gripp-

ing the nation and state of Massachusetts,

drug use on campus, including alcohol, has

come under increasing scrutiny by univer-

sity administrators, one official said

David P. Kraft, executive director of

Health Services, said he made a presenta-

tion about drug use on campus to top Whit-

more administrators, housing officials and

campus police last month, and that the

issue has become a priority in monthly

meetings.

"The administration's hands are tied to

a certain extent. We have to respect the

rights of the individual." he said.

"Campus police just can't disregard the

laws," Kraft said, emphasizing that the

student's rooms are private space.

"This is not something the administra-

tion can solve alone, the police can solve

alone or housing can solve alone.

"We are trying to work with all of the

campus. There is a growing concern to see

what we can do," Kraft said, adding that

he has been delegated authority to speak

on behalf of the administration about drug

use on campus.

Although illegal drug use has become a

prominent national concern, some dispute

whether the the problem is bigger than

ever, and claim the problem of alcohol

"It is a matter ofdiscrimination," he said.

Board member Rob Merlino said,

"Everyone sitting here represents

students Weigh your decisions carefully."

Board member Charles Caroll said. "I see

It as a policy decision The military can use

University Placement ju.st like any other

organization."

Board member Bruce Mitchell said, 'I

don't think sexual preference has anything

to do with fighting. Our government is

legally oppressing a percent of the popula

tion of the United States," Mitchell .said

Members of the Parachute Club and the

Republican Club attended the meeting to

appeal proposed space allocations, which

were brought before the board at last

Thursday's meeting.

Under the proposed allocations, the

Parachute Club was to move from a room
designed for a single organization, to a

room designed for two groups. Club
members were dissatisfied with the move,

and were concerned that the situation

would provide opportunity for their jump-

ing equipment to be tampered with by

members of other organizatinna

The Republican Club was slated to be

moved to smaller quartos because they
currently occupy a double vpmcm, which
they shared with Mass Aid this eem^Aer.

^Mce coordinator Jim Patriquin said.

"Mass Aid is defunct." and was not

allocated space for the spring. No other

group has been found that would share a

space" with the Republican Club.

Jennifer Abrams. vice president of the

Republican Club. said. "All semester we've

shared with Mass Aid. and we have had no

problems."

The meeting recessed for 10 minutes

while the space committee discussed pro-

posed changes, and the board unanimous

ly passed amended .space allocations when
the committee returned, allowing both

groups to stay in their current locations.

The board also approved its budget for

fiscal year 1988 The budget totals

$157,242.

Judge denies attempt by LSO
to obtain a restraining order

Kraft said alcohol is the most dangerous

drug to students: "There is a social mysti-

que — I often call it a social mistake," he

continued on page 6

By DANIEL SOBEL
Collegian Staff

Attorneys for the Legal Services Office

Wednesday were denied a restraining

order that would have set aside restric-

tions made by University trustees pro-

hibiting the office from representing

students in certain cases against the

school and the state.

[The Springfield Morning Union yester-

day reported that "despite arguments

that UMass-Amherst students arrested in

two campus (anti-CIA recruitment)

demonstrations last month could go to

trial without legal representation, U.S.

District Court Judge Joseph L. Tauro said

he did not see any emergency' warran-

ting the motion.

"However, Tauro made nojudgments on

the merits of the case and scheduled a

March 13 pretrial conference on the stu-

dent government's request for a

preliminary injunction" against the

trustees.]

Marc Kenen, a graduate student who
was arrested during the demonstrations,

said that he understood Tauro to say that

the University could not prohibit LSO
representation based on the content of a

particular case. While the order was

denied, Kenen said he was "optimistic."

Kenen is one of 13 members of the

Radical Student Union - charged with

trespassing and di.sturbing the peace —
the University has filed a civil suit

against for their part in the occupation of

Munson Hall last month. The University

is attempting to bar them from campus

except when they are attending classes.

Without LSO representation and unable

to afford attorneys' fees. Kenen said that

Monday, the 13 must file their own

answers to the allegatioas. He said the of-

fice is providing advice on that case.

Forty-nine other students now have

criminal charges pending against them in

Northampton Di.strict Court.

Richard Cole, the attorney representing

the LSO and William Searson, the

University's general counsel, both declin-

ed to comment on details of the case.

Student leaders filed the class action

suit Nov. 21 on behalf of some 25,000

UMass students in response to an August

decision by the trustees to prohibit LSO
from representing students in criminal

and civil court cases in which the Univer-

sity is an adverse party.
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STUDENT UNREST - An Israeli soldier holding a night-stick

walks toward a group of students on a makeshift barricade at the

entrance of El Mughazi in the occupied Gaza strip.

Discovery by scientists

may help to fight AIDS
WASHINGTON (AP) - Researchers

believe they have discovered how the

body's immune system fights off the virus

that causes AIDS, which they say could ex-

plain how some infected people do not come

down with the fatal disease.

Scientists at the University of California,

San Francisco, say the discovery may lead

to a new approach to treating acquired im

mune deficiency syndrome that doesn't re-

quire using toxic antiviral drugs.

In a report to be published Friday in the

journal Science, a team led by Dr. Jay A.

Levy says a sub-group of white blood cells

called suppr^sor T-cells appears to control

the virus in cell cultures

The researchers said these cells appear

to be at work in several patients who have

been infected with the virus for up to four

years who either have not gotten the fatal

disease or whose disease seems to be in

remission.

If the suppressor T^ells prove to control

the virus in humans, they say, it may be

possible to boo^ the number of these cells

to stop the virus from reproducing and to

arrest the progreaa of AIDS.

The AIDS virus attacks another group of

T-cells, called helper T-cells. which govern

the other components of the immune

system. The virus penetrates the helper T-

cells, reproduces and destroys its host as

it spreads to other cells.
^

Levy, with doctors Christopher Walker,

Dewey Moody and Daniel Stites, found that

suppressor T-cells, whose normal job is con-

trolling the production of antibodies by

other cells, appear to emit a substance that

keeps the virus from reproducing after in-

vading the helper cells.

When <»rtain suppressor T-cells having

a protein on their surface called CDS were

removed form blood, the virus started to

grow in cultures of the remaining blood

cells, they reported.

But when the suppressor T-cells were put

back into the cultures, reproduction of the

virus was suppressed, they continued.

"This is the first indication that in

dividuals have in themselves a means of

controlling the virus," said Levy. "This

discovery could be the first step toward an
effective therapy for AIDS, using a person's

own immune cells rather than drugs that

are toxic to the body."

Levy speculated that suppreMor T-cells

could be removed from an infected person's

body, grown in large numbers in a

laboratory and returned to the patient to

continue arresting the disease.

NRC passes Pilgrim nuclear plant after safety drill
BOSTON (AP) - The Nuclear Regulatory Commission

gave operators of the beleaguered Pilgrim nuclear power

plant pf—iwg grades yesterday on an emergency drill that

officials said slwwed improvement over last year.

But the evaluation of the mandatory annual drill pro-

bably will have no effect on when the NRC allows the

Plymouth plant, which has been closed since last April

for a variety of problems, to re<^)en, said NRC spokesman

Karl Abraham.
Boston Edison Co. officials hope they can reopen the

plant by the end of April. Federal officials have called

Pilgrim one of the worst managed atomic plants in the

nation.

"There were no significant deficiencies identified dur-

ing the exercise." the NRC said in a preliminary report

on Wednesday's drill that was evaluated by six federal

inspectors.

"There were some minor sreu that were identified as

needing improvements." the repmt said, but Boston

Edison's performance during the drill "was considered by

the inspectors to be good and was significantly improved

from last year's exercise."

During the eight-hour long drill. Edison "demonstrated

the ability to make appropriate, timely protective action

recommendations that would have protected the health

and safety of the public had it been a real accident." the

report said.

It did not appear Edison would be required to repeat any

part of the drill in a remedial exercise. Abraham said in

a telephone interview from his office in King of Prussia,

Pa.

He decided to comment on what specific improvements
had been made or were needed. A complete report on the

drill was expected in four to six weeks.

Edison was pleased with the report, said spokesman
Mary Wallan. who attributed part of the improved per-

formance to the utility's plan to reorganize and bolster

its management while the plant was dosed.

The changes that had been made improved "the accoun-

tability aspect, making the lines of communication and
responsibility very clear." she said.

CMrgimn photo by Fmttl fnuu

REFLECTING ON THE ARTS - A portion of the Fine Arts Center is reHected in a water-

covered roof, as students wait for buses in the distance.

Feminist UMassprofessorpushes for

equality for women in computer art
By BARBARA DeLOLLIS
Collegian Staff

When Copper Giloth changed her focus from sculpture

to computer art, .she hoped to use the common medium
creatively to reflect society as well as her own vuws

"i see myself as a feminist. Embodied m my work i.s my
approach to life, and the fact that I push for the equality

of women,' said Giloth, who has had her work exhibited

worldwide.

Giloth decided to use computers about 10 years ago, she

said, when, after graduating from Boston University with

a Bachelors of Fine Art in sculpture, she left for a four

month trip to Africa.

"I didn't see any animals." she said. Giloth did go to

Africa however, to witness the difference in cultures, and
observe the roles of women in Africa and in the Moslem
culture. She also visited tombs, pyramids, and
marketplaces.

After seeing ceramics in marketplaces that were made
for everyday use, Giloth said she "had a hard time being

esoteric."

Upon entering graduate school at the University of II

linois at Chicago, where she later graduated with a

Masters of Fine Art in electronic visualization. Gilnth

questioned herself: "How was I going to make art'*"

Giloth answered her own question by taking prt^ram
ming courses, thus, making the jump from sculpture to
computers.

'1 use computers as a creative thing, and not somethinp

that IS dehumanizing. There are a lot of people who think

there isn't any possible way to do art pieces on the com
puter."

Regarding her change in art form, she said, "there's an

obvious connection. " because working with computers in

vnlves multi dimensionality "in the same way you can

work at sculpturt'

As the teacher. Giloth has noticed several changes in

the nature of art students. "My students now are far more
conservative than when I was a student," she said with

a laugh, but "that was a different time." Giloth added that

"there are more people trying to be art students now."

Giloth considers her work with computers to be "nar

rative political work.' Five of her computer animation and

installation pieces, including "Clothes Hangers," "Hallo-

ween," and "An Alphabet Song About A Young Girl" can

be seen in an exhibition at Herter Gallery starting

January 30, 1987.

Two students
organize drive
to help needy
By SIOBHAN MASTERSON
Collegian Staff

Melissa Christienson and Debb Rugg are determined

to find the good in people.

Rugg and Christienson, seniors at University of

Massachusetts, have started a food and clothing drive,

which begins today, to benefit four local organizations that

help the needy.

They thought of the idea, Christienson said, when they

read an article in Newsweek on Campus about .students

helping the poor in their area, "and not one UMass stu

dent was mentioned."

"I started thinking how much anger and firustration I've

seen this st^mester." said Chri.stienson, a resident a^is

tant in Crampton House in Southwest And 1 thought

this would be a good way to relieve some of the tension."

The drive, named HUGS i Help Us Give Something), m
geared toward students who have leftover canned goods

and winter clothing, said Rugg. a r^ident assistant in Pat-

terson Hou.se

"I know I'm graduating' ar, and I'l have lots of

food to donate myself." c !u i.<>iiunson said

Drop-<iff points for donai lont. are at any «»f t he 1 9 cluster

offices on campus, or at the information booth ir the

Hampden Dinmg Commons in .Southw»»st Residential

Area, she said.

The last day for donations is Dec. 21. and the next two
days will be spent delivering the food and .-lothing to

Jessie's House, Amherst Survival Center. Necessities and
Northampton Survival Center. Rugg said

"This gets us so excited because it's giving right here

to your neighbors, where we can see it. " Christienson

said.

"There are people out there w'th nothing and that's

scary. How do we know we might not end up that way"*"

The hope, they said, is to draw people together to work
for a common good

"It seemed to me that values and ideals are going down
the drain, but when we've started to run out of energy.
" Rugg said, smiling, "someone comet! along and gives it

right back to us."

For more information on HUGS, cal! 546-1461 or any

of the 19 cluster offices on campus

FY I
There will be a dance fit>m 9 p.m. to I a.m. tonight or

the 10th floor of the Campus Center featuring Lauri

Anderson and the Groove Queens. Admission is on

sliding scale from $3 to $5. and there will be a cash barj

The event is sponsored by the Lesbian, Bisexual anc

Gay Men's Counseling Collective.

There will be a luncheon benefiting Jessie's House bet-j

ween 11 a.m. and 2 p.m. today at Season's Resturant it

Amherst. The buffet luncheon costs $7.95.

77ie Minuteman Marching Band will be spomtortng >

banquet and dance at 5 p.m. Sunday in the Campui
Center Auditorium. The cost is $12 for band members.]

$15 for guests.

Handel's "Messiah' is sponsored by the Chamber Choirl

at 3 p.m. Sunday in Bowker Auditorium. Admiiision is|

$6 for the general public and $3 for senior citizens. Five

College students and children.

Pile of newspapers ignited

in Brittany Manor Apartments

Collegian photo by Rlccl Bonwino

QUACKING FOR A CLUE — Sophomore sociology mt^jor Dawn
Rogers impersonates a campus pond duck in order to receive another

clue in the Secret Santa game played by students across campus.

A fire was reported at 12:38 p.m. Wednes^

day in a building at Brittany Manor. A
large pile of newspapers in the hallway bet-

ween apartment doors had been ignited by

"parties unknown," Amherst police said.

Considerable damage had been done to the

hallway, police estimated.

The state fire marshal has been called to

investigate, and there are no suspects at

this time police said.

In other police reports:

• At 9:12 a.m. Wednesday, a sand truck,

driven by a 23-year-oid Amherst resident,

went off the side of the road and rolled

down a hill on Bay Road, police said.

The truck was sanding the west lane of

Bay Road when the tires went off the side

of the road. The weight of sand in the bed

of the truck shifted, causing the vehicle to

roll down the hill, police said.

"Amazingly," no injuries were reported

police said.

• A 19-year-old University of

Massachu.setts student and resident of

McKimmie house was involved in an acci-

dent with a 51 -year-old Amherst man at

7:30 p.m. Wednesday on North Pleasant

Street.

The Amherst man was leaving a parking

space on Main Street, heading south, when
he was struck by the other vehicle, police

said.

The UMass student was cited for failure

to use care in stopping, police said.

• At 1:10 a.m. Wednesday, a burglary

was reported at a residence on Woodside

Avenue, police said. There were signs of

forced entry by the rear dining-room door.

Some jewelry and a nine-place silver set-

ting valued at about $1,8()0 was reported

missing, police said.

In University of Masachusetts police

reports:

• Police said eight aluminum emergen-

cy exit lights were reported damaged at

8:55 a.m. Wednesday in Brooks house.

The lights valued together at $1 ,000 were

broken out of the frame on Thanksgiving,

police said.
• A smoke "odor" was reported during a

food science class at 10:02 a.m. Wednesday
in the Chenowetch food lab, police said.

Police said the smoke was caused by a

"smoking roll of cheesecloth or gauze,"

which was being stored in the oven there.

• A University of Massachusetts
employee reported her wallet containing

$85 in cash stolen from her handbag at 3:56

p.m. Wednesday in the Hatch cafeteria,

police said.

- PATRICK JOHNSON
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Shelter in Northampton for homelesspeople
teaches residents to become self-dependent
By DANA M. ANAGNOSTOU
Collegian StaiT

Jessie's House in Northampton is a place for homeless

people to stay until they can find housing.

"People who have lost their housing stay here and we
help them figure out what they need to do to find a place,"

said Jessica White, director of Jessie's House.

The shelter houses about 200 people, according to White.

"We have a lot of young mothers and families," she said,

and they stay for about eight weeks at a time.

While persons are staying in Jessie's House, they have

their own room and share community living space. The
residents also contribute to the upkeep of the house, she

said.

About 20 people live in the shelter, and of these 11 are

null children. Right now. there are "1<^ of newborns so

it's pretty chaotic," she said, but the families "help each

other out" with childcare.

During their stay at the shelter, residents talk to a hous-

ing advocate, who helps them learn how to look for hous-

ing and later handle the responsibility of living on their

own. White said. The shelter also has a family services

co-ordinator who helps with daycare, schooling and

counseling.

White said Jessie's House is "very successful... in terms

of helping (the residents) make changes in their lives" but

because there is "less low-income housing available each

year" it takes longer to find housing.

"A lot lof the residents] work to save money for first and
last month rents and a security deposit, which can total

$1,200." White said.

The shelter is funded by "a mixed bag of state and local"

assistance, she said. The amount of money raised through

local means, such as the Town of Amherst, Hampshire

County, the United Way. membership drives and fun-

draisers, is "matched at the state level."

These
maybe

^e^,
\j>^

the only lines T^
you'll see.

I

i(^\

$599

$549

.••*>»*•

«- ».

With hundreds of

miles of runs covering

thousands of acres, sometimes

at Jackson Hole youT] think you

have it aU to yourself.

And crowds are just as scarce at

the base as they are on the mountain.

An aerial tram, a triple chair, and 5 double

chair lifts make getting up the hill about as

fast as getting diwn.

So if you're ready to cut lines through the powder

instead of standing in lift lines dreaming about it, a free

call to our central reservations number will n\ake sure

Jackson Hole's ready for you.

Americi»'s WotW-CUm Resort

SIGN UP NOW SPACE IS LIIIA)TED

FOR MORE INFO
CONTACT THE
UMASS SKI CLUB
430 Student Union

on the UMass Campus
or call 545-3437

or 549-6715

L

CaBiglRR M*to by Paid Pnuu

HE'S BEEN FRAMED - An unidentified

student is silouhetted against the backdrop
of Haigis Mail as he walks by the Fine Arts

Center yesterday.
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DANCE!
• Dec 12 • 9-1:00 am •

10th Floor Campus Center

LIVE MUSIC
&D.J.

^ Sponsored by
The Lesbian,

Bisexual & Gay
Men's Counseling

Collective

•X-

•X-

•X-

•X-

•x-
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m
Guaranteed
to Winner

9-Ball

Tournament
SUNDAY

Pre-Register
7-8pm/Tues.

$5
Entry
Fee

8-Ball

Tournament
TUESDAY

Plumbleys
iiiiiii HOMECOURT
Downtown Amherst • 253-9586
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iK drugs
continued from page 1

said with a chuckle, "that you have to

drink to have fun."

"Unfortunately, alcohol receives the least

attention because of the president's war on

drugs," he said.

Amherst police Chief Donald A. Maia
said Amherst police have more to do "with

vandalism, loudness and parties" off-

campus than drug use.

'E)runks manifest their drunkeness, peo-

ple using drugs are not as evident," said

Larry Moneta. assistant director for

residential education — East.

Said Vasyl Matveychuk, a professor who
teaches a "Drugs in Society" class: "They
(illicit drug users) don't start riding in the

streets. They don't throw beer b(Mtles aft*r

the Red Sox lose or something
"

Maia, and Gerald T O'Neil. director d"

Public Safety at UMass. both who have

spent most of thtir lives in the area, said

they believe local and national publicity

given to the danger of drugs has played a

large part in what they perceive as a

diminishing use of drugs on campus since

the height of their use in the late 1960s.

O'Nei) recalls manjuana, and later LSD.

became popular beginning about 1966-68.

during a period of student unrest over the

Vietnam War.
Said Maia: "We had an explosion ofdrugs

out of the (city J ghettos and there was a lot

of experimentation among students."

Yet now, "students know what they are

taking, it's not experimentation like it was
in the sixties," he added.

"I think crack has brought drugs back to

the focal point," although it is not in the

Amherst area, Maia said. "Crack has

brought the whole issue to a head."

Matveychuk said he believes the concern

over drugs gripping the nation has been

manufactured.
"This spring, the Reagan administration

promoted this drug hysteria. It was pick-

ed up by the press all through the summer
and was front-page news.

"A lot of this. I think, was done for

political reasons We don't have any proof

more people are using drugs during this

time
•*Ver>' often, thwe kind of anti-drug cam

paigns were used to take the attention

away from other problems administrations

may have had." Matveychuk said.

He said the controversy surrounding

arms sales to Iran and reported diversion

of the money from the sales to the "con

tras" has now replaced drugs on the front

page

RADAR DETECTORS

CUSTOM,
car(o

SOUND

wnmBM Unidcn ^88 up

Lowtt PriC0t • Larg9 Selection

W« custom install r«mot«
hidden units.

OPEN SUNDAY 12-5

141 OAMOMHO.
MOMTHAMPTON

SM-MSa

S73 MVEROALE W>
W. SMMNOriCLO

r»4 4tS

•• • . - ^*

Both Stores

Open
Daily 'til 9,

Sat. 'til 6,

Sun. 12-5

• •

• "

A.^1

amherst/northampton
**." daily and Sunday

Philip J. Cavanaugh, associate director

of Public Safety at UMass and the only

member from western Massachusetts on

Gov. Michael Dukakis' Drug Advisory

Board, disagrees, citing a recent statement

from the director of the Federal Drug En-

forcement Agency in which the director

said statistics compiled bj the agency show

there is an epidemic problem of drugs in

this country.

"It depends on what you read." said

Cavanaugh, who is serving his second

three-yeau- term on the board.

"In Massachusetts, drugs are one of the

top priorities of the governor. They are

down into the fifth grade now — that's

scary," Cavanaugh said.

According to Jonathan Robbins,
spokesman for Dukakis' Executive Office

of Public Safety, the governor believes

"there is a priority to educate younger
children" starting in kindergarten.

"What the governor hopes to accomplish

in his five-year plan is to create a drug-free

«rhonl hv 1990. He wants to create a

generation of students who will not try

drugs. Down the line it will be a pattern

that cannot be reversed," Robbins said.

However he said Dukakis has no control

over universities and colleges so they have
to educate students on their own.
Cavanaugh said solving drug problems

at UMass ought to be a priority, including

problems caused by alcohol: "It's just as

much a drug as marijuana."

Like other colleges and universities

across the country, drug use and abuse, in-

cluding alcohol, survives and has surviv-

ed at UMass for years, but no more than
other places, officials say.

If University officials and students want
to attack these problems, it appears they
will receive little help from the state.

"I think it's left up to the colleges and
universities themselves, especially their

health programs," Robbins said.

"College students are by and large old

enough to find out facts [about the dangers
of drugs] themselves," he said.
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CHINESE KITCHEN E
FAST SERVICE — GREAT PRICES

•22 Chick«n Wings.

SwMt & Sour Pork, Friod Rice

$3.90

Try our

Moo Shu Pork

$a.9s

»23 Szochuan Gai Ding.

Sw*et& Sour Pork, fried Ric«

$4.9$

TRY OUR LUNCHEON — DINNER SPECIALS
Only $1.49 before 3 pm, $1.90 after 3 pm

Eat In or Take Out
HOURS: Sunday Noon • 10 pm, Mon • Sot 11:30 • lOpm

2 LOCATIONS

430 Rutsel St (Rt 9)
HADLEY — 253-2571

150 King St

NORTHAMPTON - 566-8220

RT 9, HADLEY • 586-4463

mmi
ACROSS FROM

MTN. FARMS MALL
• Proper Attire Required

• 1 8-20 Year Olds Welcome
Enjoy Our Full Juice Bar

COME TO
KAUNAS DURING

FINALS AND
HAVE SOME FUN

COMING
ATTRACTIONS

DEC 17
DUBIEL

DEC 18
MITCH CHAKOUR

DEC 20
JAMES

MONTGOMERY

ALEX TAYLOR
AND THE

FUNKBUSTERS

NEW YEARS
EVE WITH

IN THE FLESH

SUNDAY DEC 14

IN THE
FLESH

COLLEGE HOLIDAY
PARTY

THURS DEC 18

w/special guests

NEW MAN
Join the Holiday Cheer

LIVE

MUSIC

SAT DEC 13
SPRINGFIELD'S
NEWEST BAND

THE
BREAKDOWN

"Old Time
Rock & Roll"

FRIDAY DECEMBER 12

FOGHA

T

Tickets at

Ticltetron &
Katinas

$8.50 in advance
$10 day of show

FEATURING THE HITS: Slow Ride^ Fool For the City
and much more

LBGA counseling group helps

students deal with homosexuality
MEG KROEPLIN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Les-

bian, Bisexual, and Gay Men's Counseling

Collective has helped hundreds of students

since its beginning in 1978, according to

one member.
The group meets on Tuesday nights at 8

p.m. for rap sessions in 413 Student Union.

The collective is composed of six people, but

they are looking for more members for the

spring semester. Both male and female

peer counselors are available and willing

to talk.

"I think what is most important about

the collective is that we're here. Our ser-

vices are free and available to the com-

munity, and, although there are times

when we have fewer clients than we'd like,

it naay be helpful to some to know we're

here if they need us," said Doreen Flem

ing, a member of the group.

Another collective member. Ray Pa-

quette. said, "The main thing is informal

peer counseling. It's a place to come and

talk."

"We're here to help anybody with

anything to do with homosexuality. If we
cannot help them, we have resources to

which we can refer them." said a member.

The Lesbian. Bisexual. Gay men's

Counseling Collective works in connection

with the program for Gay, Lesbian, and

Bisexual Concerns in Southwest. Felice

Yeskel. a member of the group, trains the

peer counselors. We go through an exten

sive training program at the beginning of

each semester, and ongoing training hap-

pens throughout the semester.' said one

member.
'Coming out has always been an act of

courage', said Paul Throne, also a member
of the collective. Doreen Fleming said,

"Each of us has gone through some level

of painful coming out process, so we can

empathize and help with diverse problems,

be it with family, friends, or putting it all

into perspective."

According to Ray Paquette. the collective

believes people can answer their own ques-

, tions, but most people don't get a chance

to listen to themselves.

The Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay Men's

Counseling Collective is trying to raise

money to replace yet another answering

machine, which has been stolen four times

according to members, among other needs.

This Friday the collective is holding a

dance on the 10th floor of the Campus
Center at 9 p.m.

"Don't be afraid to contact us. The
meeting can be as anonymous as you'd like.

We understand there may be a need for

secrecy and we'll respect that. We're just

here to help in any way we can," said a

member. This expr^ses the whole i»llec-

tive's attitude. If you wish to contact the

Counseling Collective, call or stop by dur

ing regular hours is located in room 433 of

the Student Union. It is open Mondays.

Wednesdays and Thursdays from 3 p.m. to

7 p.m.

UMass athletic board discusses

implementation of drug testing

By JENNIFER DEMPSEY
Collegian Staff

The Athletic Council, a student/faculty

board that oversees the University

athletic program, met yesterday to discuss

the possible implementation of a drug

testing program for UMass athletes.

"There is a committee set up by the

Athletic Department to propose a possi

ble drug testing program. I emphasize

'possible." said Mike Levine, a student

member of the board.

Levine said The Drug Policy Commit-

tee would be made up of sports physicians,

trainers, coaches and the head of the

Health Services. David Kraft. It would be

chaired by Dan Ghormley of the Athletic

Department.
According to Levine, the possible fonma

tion of the committee came about due a

random drug testing policy of the Na
tional Collegiate Athletics Association.

"It's strictly an NCAA policy, not a

UMass policy," he said.

The board discussed a recent letter from

political science iwrofesaor and Faculty

gf.nn*« ,.,„.^w^- rvt^r. Alf^nge, to Athletic

Council member Harold Vanderzwaag.

Alfange expressed his concern over

NCAA control and the channels through

which it operates. He wrote, "The issue

of drug testing is an extremely important

matter that raises sensitive questions of

policy and of individual rights."

Athletic Director Frank Mclnerney
said, "You do what the NCAA tells you
or you leave it."

Referring to the regulations, Vanderz-

waag said. "As a member of the NCAA.
UMass has no choice but to go by the

guidelines of the NCAA, unless we intend

to withdraw from the NCAA." He em
phasized that drug testing is being ad-

ministered by the NCAA, not the univer-

sities. He said the NCAA has suggested

universities develop their own drug

education programs.

Levine said he believes that the whole

idea of a drug testing program has inten-

sified since the drug related death of

Celtics prospect Len Bias. He said that a

University drug testing program is still

in its "very early formative stages. This

is all in an infancy state."

NESTLE IN AT CLIFFSIDE APARTMENTS

six* or Twelve Month Lease Available. Come See our 1, 2, and 3

Bedroom Units. All Utilities included, appliances. Laundry

Facilities, Cable Ready, On The Bus Route. On Route 116

Close to 1-91, Routes 47, 5 & 10. Model Open 7 Days a Week

PHONE 413-665-3958
'(6-month lease available only one 1 tiedroon December only).

Christmas
Boxed Cards

You'll find a special yuletide wish for everyone on your list.

The Campus Center

f>nmVERSITY
mSTORE^

M-F 9-5 SAT 10-3

NCR PC 41
256K Color

and printer

$1S95.00
SAME SYSTEM
with 10 meg
Hard Drive

S1695.00
MODEM
1200 Baud

S149.00
LETTER
QUALITY
PRINTER
S199.00

I AACMLXXXVAmtrican Crtetingt Corp.
AMERICAN GREETINGS

PIONEER VALLEY

DATA EQUIPMENT I

259 Triangle Street I

Amherst I

549-1017
I
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The Collegian is now accepting ap-
plication for the following associate

positions:

News, Editorial, Sports, and Arts

Also: Night paste-up and drivers

Deadline is Monday.

AMEDEE
HOW TO GET RID OF IT

A Comedy by loncsco
ky TIm Onlvatstty •! Ma>««clka»«ll* l>«partai«sl •! Thaata

TlMMa*. ri»a *rta Caaiai Daca«fc«t * *. !• 11. l»«* at • ^.a

TUkaiai r\m» Arta Casta* Bva Ofttca. S4S SSI I

OPEN
M-F 9-5

SAT 10-3

^,UNIVERSITY
STORED

The WINE STORE
Beringer 1982 Knights Valley Cabernet

$8*25 Great Value

Duboeuf Nouveau Beaujolais Village

$4*29 The Best of Vintage

Andre Champagne ^ZaOV
Beringer 1984 Napa Chardonnay

$6a99 Great Value

Louis Roederer Champagne Brut

$14'*59 Super Savings

Litlon Springs 1984 Zinfandel

$0*25 Sone Better for the Price

Korbel Champagne Xdry or Brut

$8.25
Clos Du Bois 1984 Merlot

$8*49 Great Vintage from California

61 Main St.. Amherst
N«Bt to Towo Hall

FOR FREE DELIVERY OF
»20 MINIMUM ORDER.
{OFF UHASS CAMPUS)

LIQUORS 253-3091
- All Price* In Store Cash Only -

Great Gifts
stocking SlufTers

Cotton & Wool Clothing
ui.iiimttin
ft.Ai^:. A.«'»^
>' <!> V KJ

' ^
'J '

Kf' *

« > I H i | ' M *i>'M I'l

Ttm if M tf l

Area Rugs

India Print

Bedspreads

Toys Hand Puppets Posters Tins

I

Baskets

20 to 50«
Off Selected

Earrings Blouses

Skirts Dresses

ERCRNTILE
Sun 12-5
Daily 10-6

Veek Nights.

Dec 10 239P M
Horthampton-18 Center St

||.
Amherst-Carriage Shops

Chemistry professor claims robots will

replace blue-collar jobs in America
By TODD GOLDBERG
Collegian Correspondent

Industrial robots will soon occupy the blue-collar jobs

that high school graduates have traditionally held in

American industry, chemistry professor Dr. William

McEwen predicted last night.

"There is no question that industrial rt^ts will become

extremely important," McEwen told an audience of about

130 at Bowker Auditorium. "They don't go on strike and

they work 24 hours a day.

"Robots are the only way we can keep up with Pacific

rim countries. When companies become fully automated

we will be able to compete with Korea, Japan and

Taiwan," he said.

"Japan is five years ahead of us in the development of

industrial robots. Pacific rim countries are just ahead, out-

doing us in producing machines and gadgets of all sorts.

This is reflected in the U.S. trade deficit." he said.

The result of American industry turning to automation

in an attempt to catch up to the Japanese would cause

an increase in unemployment, McEwen said.

"A good industrial robot displaces about 10 human be-

ings," he said. "Jobs in auto plants and steel mills are

disappearing.

The oil field jobs are disappearing. The garment industry

will soon feel the impact of technology. Good positions of

the past will no longer exist.

"High school students are not going to hold the same

jobs they had in the past," he said.

In an attempt to solve this problem. McEwen proposed

a program in which high school graduates would become

apprentices to professionals who would instruct them in

the skills needed to secure a job in the competitive world

of the future.

"We can start a series of apprenticeships in Amherst.

We can identify those who have no intention of going to

college," he said. "Give them academic courses in the mor

ning and apprenticeships in the afternoon.

"1 see no reason why an arrangement couldn't be made

for high school students to be apprentices to people in this

university.

We could be heroes by starting such a program. Ifwe were

successful. It would solve a problem for the high school

graduates without putting the federal government in

debt." he said.

HOLIDAY SPECIAL
WIN A VCR

($400 value courtesy of the SUB and Adirondack Music)

COME TO THE SUB NOW
THROUGH DEC 15 TO ENTER

BIG DRAWING DECEMBER 15th

SALAOS SUIMARINCS

II AM TO 2 AM / } OAVS

\ adirondack music J

COME WIN A
HQ SANYO VIDEO

CASSETTE RECORDER
LOADED WITH FEATURES

33 E PLEASANT ST , AMHERST / M9-SI60^

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY • DON'T HAVE TO BE PRESENT TO WIN

NEW STUDENTS PROGRAM

BE MORE THAN YOU ARE
APPLY NOW FOR 1987 SUMMER COUNSELOR POSITION

DEADLINE: FRIDAY DECEMBER 19, 1986
New Students Progran UM/A Is An Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Program

TOP of Ihc CWIPI'S

LOUIVGE

2lL V
iti^m^2^MJL*^:tii

T.G.I. F.

FRIE HOfiS DKUVRIS
4 00 6 00 PM

MONDAY FRIDAV
11 30 ami} 30 am

SATURDAY SUNDAY

f, f S 00 p«n'12 30 am

CAecA Our

Weekly Drink

Specials

Iii;j3iii::n!liiii3in

%0
Entertainment

Fri. & Sat.

with Pianist

Kevin Bums

11th Floor • Campus Center • UMass

ADVERTISING
;

! MARKETING !

Travel through New Englands'

Ski towns this Wintersession

and earn $400 + weekly with

commissions and bonuses.

As a dynamic young company
]we offer a great career opportunity]

for those team players that

possess lots of energy, the

willingness to be assertive and a

jdefinitive drive to succeed. If thisi

rounds like you ...Turn this Winterf

jinto Spring and come grow with us.[

PLEASE CALL; 256-0211

SANTA?"

Cifts-from19Cto4.99

amher St/nor thampton

doily and sundoy
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Jews for Jesus? Don't tease us
As far as I am concerned, Jews for Jesus is not a religion.

Neither is it a legitimate organization, like the B'nai

B'rith. It is, by the Webster's unabridged dictionary, a

cult. As a cult, it unnecessarily deceives the unknowing

into believing a set of facts which are, most thoroughly,

false.

David R. Mark

How does it deceive? Let us hypothesize that / know

nothing about Jews for Jesus. I am not a practicing Jew,

and therefore I have heard little about Jews for Jesus.

While walking through the campus center, a young man

hands me a pamphlet. I take the pamphlet and read the

name inside. Moishe Rosen. The name is most definitely

Jewish-sounding, and with the Jewish stars abounding,

I assume the organization is making an effort to unite Jews

with Christians. I decide to call the Massachusetts number

tn the pamphlet, and attend a meeting.

Sound's pretty good? Well, lets set the record straight

Jews for Jesus' first deception, and the one that allows

them to add some young Jews to their cult, is that Jesus

is the Messiah. Yes, for Christians Jesus is indeed the

Messiah. I have no qualms about that. However, it is

distinctly written in the Old Testament that the Messiah

will come, not has come. This can easily be interpreted

as Jesus, since the Old Testament was written before

Jesus.

That is not what it means, though. If you go to a Rabbi

and ask him if the Messiah has come, he will most cer

tainly answer no. He will tell you that the Jewish religion

believes the Messiah is not Jesus Christ, but that a

Messiah will come eventually. Jews for Jesus is, therefore,

deceiving, and even twisting, the truth.

Believing Jesus is the Messiah is a part of Christiani

ty, not Judaism. Once a Jew believes in Jesus as a

Messiah, then that person can not, by the written laws

of Judaism, be considered, Jewish. That person has

become Christian.

What disgusts me most is the lack of knowledge that

people have about Jews for Jesus. This affects not only

Jews, but Christians, too. As individuals, we, Jews and

Christians, must look down at Jews for Jesus the same

way we look down at the Reverend Moon's Unification

Church. I'm not paralleling the two cults, for certainly

the Unification Church's handling of its cultists is far

more severe than anything Jews for Jesus can do.

However, we can not tolerate any type of cult.

Be aware of what Jews for Jesus stands for, and do not

tolerate its actions. It is not what it tries to make itself

out as. It deceives, and it doM so with no collective

opposition.

As an American citizen, I am repulsed. As an American

Jew, I am both insulted, and afraid.

nnt'id R Mark is a Collegian columnist

Random notes — outta here!

With all the protests going on around campus recent-

ly, I feel compelled to write my only letter to the Col-

legian in four and a half years. I've thought about a few

issues that I think should be protested, and I would like

to share them with you. First, why are there two male

geese and one female goose in the pond? E)oesn't anyone

believe in equal rights? We should also protest DC food.

What exactly is a chopped beefsteak special anyway?

Beef? Steak? Horsemeat? Let's get some answers now!

If the people who are for and against Coors just shut up

and get shitfaced, then I feel this matter could be resolv-

ed quickly. I don't think there is an alcoluil and drug pro-

blem on campus. I do drugs and drink, so what's the pro-

blem? I say we protest Christmas just once. Please? I say

we celebrate New Year's Day eve every first day of every

month. Is there a better holiday? I feel like I'm Andy

Rooney. I've been here almost five years, what has the

SGA done for me? Oh. yeah, turned the Blue Wall into

an ice cream shop. Bring back the UMass Zone. Opus

for president. Was there anything better than Mondays

at Barsies, Tuesdays at Delanos. Wednesdays at the Pub,

Thursdays at Joey D's Fridays at the Blue Wall, Satur

days at Poor Dick's? Well, that's all (or now and good

luck everyone. Lord knows I needed it! P.S. Whose
scholarship did my parking ticket money ever go to? The

football team?

Jefr Gushing
Framingham-bound

OPEN
M-F 9-5

SAT 10-3

^.UNIVERSITY
STORED

amherst/ndrthampton

: /^J daily and Sunday

amherst/northamptc

daily and Sunday
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These crimes committed by this adminstration

Mark Caldeira

As in the Soviet Union, there are many and horrible

crimes being committed in this country - crimes com

mitted by our government, by this administration. Yet,

there are people fighting to change this. And as we try

to correct the wrong, putrid, hollow phrases are thrown

back at us, phrases which aim to obscure the real and

to rationalize even the most inhumane crimes.

Wliy are we spending billums of dollars building up

the military when social services are suffering? "Na

tional security," they tell us.

Why IS our tax money used to torture and rape women

in El Salvador, we ask? To stop the "communist threat",

they tell us. Why do we send military and economic aid

to the repressive regimes in South Korea, Pakistan,

Chile.-.and Iran? Because it is in our "best interest", they

regurgitate.

;„ uhose best interest, I would like to know? Who

benefits from the millions of tax dollars we send to the

contras? Surely not the children of Nicaragua (who grow

up hating the "yankees" up north for slaughtering their

parents), and certainly not the 35 million American

citizens who live below the poverty level - a level which

is lower than where the average Soviet citizen lives. Who

really benefits from the destructive competition of the

multmational corporations when they pack up. move to

a "Third World" countrv for cheap labor, and take the

job away from a hard working American? Surely not the

Third World people (who then become economically and

eventually militarily forced to work in slave-like condr

tions) and certainly not the 10 15 million unemployed

American citizens, some of which who sleep on steam

vents, eat out of garbage cans, stand in welfare and

unemployment lines, and are condemned to live such a

miserable and inhumane existence bv such an uncaring

economic system - a system very unlike the one in Cuba

which provides and guarantees jobs, free education, and

free health care. In whose interest, I ask?!

Does our present administration really care about the

security, the economic well-being, and the lives of the

US people? Of other peoples? And the new right" of to

day young in body and in mind, mechanistically and un

critically mimick the movements of their masters, com-

mit the crimes of their masters, and duplicate the errors

of their masters. Their words and their actions are void

of any real human concern or power to question, to

criticize, to change, to deviate, to care, to grow, to love.

In their words and in their actions we see self-interest

above community, 'me' over 'us'. Is ihis an involvement

because of a real concern for living and breathing human

beings. Or for a selfish selfinterest?

Mark Caldeira is a Collegian columnist

The undergraduate senate has its setbacks, but...
..... J 4. »ii »!.,><»> ar. work. _^^___^——^—

—

„ . r,. j_. «.4:..:4;^„ iT.^ i/.Ka.-<T. Bovernmcnts and h
I would like to respond to all those ar-

ticles and editorials which have been

critical of the Student Government

Association. Many of the stories are true,

but they present an unbalanced view of stu

dent government on this campus Our SGA

is one of the mo&t active and most power

ful in the a>untry.

Few realize that much (rfthe SGA s work

is done outside the regular weekly

meetings by its various committees and of-

ficers The Senate is merely a place where

representatives from every constituency

can come together to legislate SGA poller

and. in many cases, ratify a committees

Vipul Bhushan

I will be one of the first to admit that the

SGA has its problems. There are a few

senators who are very vocal and disruptive

and who do a disservice to the student

senate. The senate is a democratic institu

tion. however, and its actions will probably

always be more visible for public criticism

than those of the University

administration.

There are many other things which need

to be changed, for example, too great a por-

tion of the Student Activities Fee (charg

ed on students' bills) is used to pay for pro^

fessional employees (around 40*. Much of

this money could be used to fund activities

which benefit students. There are other

problems which need to be solved, and

there are people working on them.

Students should realize that they can get

involved and make a difference. The SGA
offers something for everybody. All of the

senate conunittees have seaU which may

be held by non senators There are also

many university wide committees which

students may sit on. The different area

governments and house councils provide

other ways of getting involved in student

government.

I encourage every UMass student to take

a look at what's available. Contact your

senator or the SGA and ask for informa

tion. The Student Government Association

needs dedicated students to serve the stu-

dent body Student government can be

valuable enrichment to any student's

University experience.

Vipul Bhushan is a SGA Senator and a

member of the Senate Finance Committee.

WHEN IS1W RIGHT TIME TO
CAUYOUR BOYFRIEND?

a) When the president of PhiGamma Deha asks

you to Saturday night's Fi'ii Formal.

b) After racquetfoall class, to tell him that the

instructor with the Australian accent and those

blue eyes did wonders for your serve.

c) When you just feel like telling him you miss

him after all.

Mavbe vou shouldn't tell him eventhing that's Koinjz on

But if you still care a\m\{ him, why not tall and whisjHT

some sweet thin^ he'll never forget**

Like why you call usin^r AT&T Umn Distance Ser\'ice.

and why you trust AT&T's hi^h (juality service and excei)-

tional value.

When you tell him that AT&T ^ives you imme-

diate credit if you dial a wron^ numl^er. he won't

be able to ^et you out of his mind.

And telling him you can count on AT&T for

clear long distance connections will drive

him crazy.

All of which will probably

inspire him to drive

out for the weekend,

giving you an
excuse to blow otf

that silly frat

party after all.

SCI-FI I MYSnRY

BOOKS FOR XMASS
AT 40-8CX* Off

PubHshw s List Price

VALLEY BOOKS
Corricage Shops - Amherst

M-F lO 30-530
SAT 10-5 • SUN 12-5

54Q-6052 - VISA/MC

1

1 L

NEWMOKSONAU
SUUKTSFOaXMAS
AI 40 -80% OfF

PuWshef s irst pfice

VALLEY lOOKS

Carriage ShojH

Amherst

M-f 1O3O-530
SAT K>6 - SUN T2-5

S49-A052 • VISA/MC

You're Too BUSY!
Don't waste time doing

your own laundry...

Take It To

st^sy-H

II PRAY 8T. AM»«l«0T,MA.

Wc Offer
• Harxl Presslf^

• Shirt Servk»

• Same Day
Service

Man..Tlm«t 10 OOam-IS OO^m. S«n S 00|MK-iO OOffm

ftt^f 10 0Ow»S oar" '•Wl • OOvm-10 OOfM
•M. 10 oom»-s oomi mm* 7 eo-io r

AT&T
The right choice

01986 AT&T

IF YOU LIKED 'STAND BY ME'

YOU'LL LOVEm AMERICAN COUSIN'.

fUNTOWATCN. •CHARMING AND
FUNNY.

««K»»:>v» •-< r*«.:§'i«

WNMai«**<>Mg.-f .t*rO«

A GIDDY, SWEET- -""•.::i::;r.!:;^'

NATUR^DCOME^Y
.thEMo7iE^o7tHE

'.^ MONTH...CHARMING.
A WINNER."Jimtt Dtr I ott v. 1*4 Mf M

-ttf'm^t^^ nm fv, Osii MM

A TEENAGE
ANSWER TO
TRACY AND

,

HEPBURN:

GORGEOUS ,

AND
*

HEARTFELT.

'SWEET AND SASSY."

»»-?•"

"RINGS WITH
LAUGHTER

AND TRUTH-
>.(9N|MUS*Cait

•*• at* "• |»rt*>M •"

«•• -140 «v*Mtijn^<l

MAGICAL.

prtr-v'cn a^ Mutt »><«ci>o«

"BOUNDLESS
AMUSEMENT.

GMmHG UP IN THE SUMMER OF 1959

Pleasant St.Theater
27 PIcjMnl S«./Nurlkini|>Uin r>ttb 0935 I

STARTS DECEMBER 12

1

DODt B LtVfcNbON JOHN YONCt

KATHRYN KIRBY USA RIDDlCtC

Mtci AHfTi €dito<
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The opinions on ihis page are those o* the individual wntei or cdrioomst and do not
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GHOST OF CHRISTMAS
PA5TI WOULP I LIE?!?

Crew hardly "recreational
99

As a recent praduate of

UMass. I was excited t

come home from work and

find my yearbooit waiting

for me It has been six

months since graduation

and 1 eagerly awaited the

arrival of my yearbook.

However. I was very disap-

pointed and even insulted

by what I saw. On page 2-36

under the title "Just for the

fun of it" was a picture of

the men's crew, a team on

which I waa a member for

three of my four years at

UMass.
The caption sUtes that

this club sport "attempts to

enhance a studenU" athletic

UUii \ov IMVOLViD

m ou(i SILLING

AOMSTOiPAM?

skills in a recreational set

unB And is geared for

students who enjoy com

petition, but not the rigors

of a varsity sport ' How
very insulting to the

countless numbers of men

and women who row or cox

for UMass. Rowing is an ex-

tremely demanding sport

The athletes train from

August until May. It is in-

tensive, running six or

seven days a week, it starts

early, and sometimes again

at 4 p.m.

Getting up a 4:15 a.m. on

a cold February morning to

travel down to the Connec

ticut River is certainly not

for the recreational athlete.

These men and women are

in top condition with several

testing each year for the

United States National

Team Several have made

It There is no "attempt to

enhance athletic ability."

As a coxwain for the men's

varsity eight. I was well

aware of the outstanding

athletic ability of each

member of the crew, who
were and still are dedicated

athletes, who row for the

love of the sport and the

rewarding satisfaction that

it brings

Gabriellc M. Capolupo
UMass former coxwain
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Justice in Argentina?
BUENOS AIRES - Argentina continues

to grapple with the legacy of its re^nt past.

At this writing, the tussle has intensified

as Prt'>,ident Raul Alfonsin reportedly

prepares for legislators a proposal to im-

pose a time limit on prosecutions of

military and pt)licf implicated in human-

rights violations during the last period of

military rule.

Such a law would put a Punto Final —

"final point, a period - on what is perhaps

the darkest chapter in the country s

history the reigns of three savage juntas

held responsible for tens of thousands o!

kidnappings, tortures, murders and" di.sap

pearances" from 1976 to 1983. The bill

would set a date after which any officers

not yet formally charged would become

forever immune from punishment for

crimes committed in the name of fighting

subversion.

Supporters of a Punto Final invoke a

need "to reconcile ourselves and look to the

future," as Justice Secretary Ideler Tonelli

put it Argentina's progress under elected

government, they argue, must not be im

peded indefinitely by grudges from the

past. Military leaders gripe that their

troops cannot be fully professional and

ready to defend the nation as long as they

live under a cloud of recrimination.

But do Alfonsin and his subordinates

really believe this? Far more likely is that

they are bowing to pressure from the still

powerful armed forces, whose own brutali

ty brought recrinunation upon themselves.

More important, those seven years are

not ready to be swept under the carpet.

True. Argentina is the only country in

repression-ridden Latin America ever to

Ian Polumbaum
havejudged leaders of its own military for

crimes against its people: In 1985. five of

the nine generals who served on the jun

tas were sent to prison, two for life. Early

this month, six Buenos Aires police ofTicials

and a civilian were to be sentenced for ab-

ductions, tortures and killings they

committed
But five — or a few more — convictions

in three years of civilian government are

not justice for the former prisoners who. in

reams of testimony to human rights

groups, implicated hundreds of soldiers

who are still on active duty They are not

enough for the Mothers of the Plaza de

Mayo and other parents whose sons and

daughters were dragged off by armed men
— or simply didn't come home one night -

and have not been since (9 000 such disap-

pearances remain unsolved). Neither do

they satisfy the thousands of activists and

ordinary citizen.s who took to the streets

Dec. 3 and 4 in the annual March of the

Resistance, indignant that Alfonsin, who

on election pledged to bring human rights

violators to justice, should seek to negate

completion of that task.

It is encouraging, however, that public

outcry over the proposal may turn the con

gress against it, and the political cost to

Alfonsin might then deter him from trying

to impose a deadline by decree. As

legislator Federico Storani, a member of

the president's own Radical party, said "A

Punto Final can only be applied by justice

itself"

Ian Polumbaum, former managing editor

ofthe Collegian, hasjust returned from four

months in Latin America

There's so much that we can do, but nothing's doing

Will someone please tie a leash on the Campus

Center/student Union Board of Governors? If those peo^

pie don't start to heed general public sentiment instead

of oppressively dictating its will to the rest of "«. it will

no doubt lose its last remaining ounce of credibility^

This week's overwhelming vote in favor of allowing

Coors to be sold echoed a similar referendum last year

when the students decided that the BOG had over tep-

ped its bounds when it removed Coors m the first place^

Whose information are we to believe, and how should

that effect acceptability of the product in Question? Is

the Coors company anti-union in practice, or have the

Cc^rs^orkers consistently voted to reject the unions?

^ere are a couple of unions drooling to represent the

professionals who work at UMass, name y in the Stu-

dent Amities sector, because they can increase their

p:wer tL way. The last time the Q-stion was Put to

ballot UMass employees rejected the union. 11 I

rfmpmher correctly, it was a card-carrymg union

memS^^on the bSg who spearheaded the original anti-

"^Th'Sr-have spoken. When the people of

Rob Skelton

Massachusetts voted to kill the seatbelt requirement, the

state obliged and rescinded the law. The Board of Gover-

nors likewise should reinstate the availability of Coors

in the Hatch and the Top of the Campus restaurant. To

renege on this would be belligerent.

The BOG is showing belligerence elsewhere, in its

almost fanatical obsession to rid the concourse of military

recruiters, on the grounds that since the military actively

discriminates on the basis of sexual orientation, and

since the University has a clear policy of nondiscrimina

tion then the Board must uphold that policy and ban

the military from its special access in the Campus

Center.

The Board might want to check into the list ot

University-approved vendors and see if there is any cor-

relation between those lucky listees and product quali-

ty serviceability, and the political correctness displayed

by said vendors over the past, say, fifteen years.

Perhaps the Board could direct its attention to the

leaks which pervade the building it oversees. In its ad-

visory capacity, could the BOG illuminate the student

body on the building's problems, and whether they are

being addressed, and the costs included?

What's going on with the Governor's Program Coun-

cil? The GPC has a budget of about $14,000, some of

which is earmarked for the programming of entertain

ment in the complex, such as live bands, magicians, com-

edy nights, and so on. I haven't heard much lately. Is

anybody there?

Rob Skelton is a Collegian columnist.

ccccccc4£-c-^::cc-^:c€:c^

The Collegian accepts letters and columns for possible

publication as long as they are typed, double-spaced, at 67

characters per line.

All submissions are subject to editing for clarity and

length.
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COLLEGIAN DRIVERS NEEDED

STARTING SPRING SEMESTER

• Must have own ear

• Must have mornings (9-11) free

$8 - $10 an hour

COPY
YOUR
THESIS

AT kinko's

kinko's
Cr«at copiM. Great people

220 N. Pleasant St

Amherst, MA

• Approximately 6 hours per week

APPLY IN PERSON AT THE COLLEGIAN

113 CAMPUS CENTER

OPEN
M-Fd-5
SAT 10-3

Located In The Campus Center

^,UNIVERSITY
mSTORE*

Congratulations

to the award-
winning Thursday

night crew who
once again show
their journalistic

and graphic
dominance.

D-5000 compact disc player with wireless

remote, five-year laser warranty

Millt>ankPldc«*351 Pleasant St., Northampton • 584-9547

VtSA, MMt«rC«d, American Ejumm* • 6»4-9647

Open Sundays 12-5

1987'88
FINANCIAL AID FORMS

Financial Aid Forms for the 1987-88 Academic

Year will be mailed to all on and off-campus

students (except graduating seniors) on Wednes-

day, December 10, 1986.

If you do not receive your Financial Aid Form by

Monday, December 15, 1986, please come in to the

office of Financial Aid Services, 243 Whitmore Ad-

ministration Building from 8:30-5:00 PM.

Any Senior graduating in January 1988 should

also pick up a Financial Aid Form at Financial Aid

Services.

New Federal regulations, dated October 17, 1986, require that

all Financial Aid applicants, including those who only apply for a

Guaranteed Student Loan, must file the Financial Aid Form for deter-

minaton of eligibility.

March, 1987 is the deadline for priority consideration for cam-

pus based aid programs. Mail your completed, signed Financial Aid

Form to College Scholarship Service by March' 1, 1987.

HI>^°'Q

175 UNIVERSITY DRIVE
AMHERST

Stadium

.,i«-^s» 'cmivt

j>^>'^

-M-

*- ROUTf 9

253-5595 ; 75 UNIVERSITY DRIVE

KEGS - FREE DELIVERY OFF CAMPUS

BEER
STROH 30 pk $12.15 +1.20

LOWENBRAU 12 oz bottles $3.00 + .30 6pk

MILLER DRAFT 12 oz bottles or cans$5.40 + .60 12pk

MILLER 12 oz cans $5.40 + .60 12pk

ROLLING ROCK 12 oz cans $5.40 + .60 12pk

LABATT Ale or Beer 12 oz bottles.. .$3.25 +.30 6pk

BUD or LIGHT 12 oz cans $10.99 +1.20 cs

OLD MILWAUKEE 12 oz cans $4.40 + .60 12pk

O'KEEFE. $3.00 + .30 6pk

WINE
ALMADEN GOLDEN OR BLUSH CHAMPAGNE 750ml $2.99

CALIFORNIA COOLERS 750 ml $110
CALIFORNIA CELLARS 1.5 Liter $4.39

PAUL MASSON CARAFE LITERS $2.99

LIQUOR

VODKA 1.75 L .. $8.99

JIM BEAM 1.75 L $10.99VIIVl *#»»f^lW. •.»** ^ ........1

BEEFEATER GIN 750ml $10.75

BAILEY'S 750nil $15.99

KAMORA COFFEE 750ml $8.99

MERRY CHRISTMAS
HAPPY CHANUKAH

.•.•.•,-.v.-.v^.v.v.-.v.-.-.*.*.'.'.--''

THANK YOU FOR
YOUR CONTINUED

SUPPORT
FROM THE STAFF & MANAGEMENT

OF STADIUM LIQUORS
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Mother and her little 'hens' meander through the still-erect Maze.
PlMe by PmI DeMBViria

Photo by Rob Hkeiloa

Kappa Alpha Psi members dance in a stepshow in the Student Union Ballroom.

Pboto by Dave SUaakus

Michael Cooper walks tall down the street during
the Halloween season.

Photo by Nick Sokoloff

An Amherst pedestrian peers down a long

alley.

Photo by Byrne Guamotta

The crew team prepares for agony and accomplishment on a cold winter morning.

A semester in

review courtesy

the Fall 1986
Collegian

photo department
Photo by Paul Frani

A silouhetted student strolls through the Student

Union. Ernie hauntingly styles yet another head of hair.

Photo by Rlcci Bonanno
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Nicaragua!! appeals court

upholds Hase!!fus verdict
MANAGUA, Nicaragua (AP) - A revolu-

tionary appeals court yesterday confirmed

the guilty verdict and 30-year prison

sentence imposed on American mercenary

Eugene Hasenfus.

The decision upheld the Nov. 15 decision

by the three-member People's Revolu-

tionary Tribunal convicting Hasenfus of

helping to airlift weapons to US-backed

"contra" rebels.

"This is the definitive sentence that has

been decided. The defendant Eugene

Hasenfus must serve the maximum penal-

ty of 30 years," the head of the three-

member appeals court, Arwengol Cuadra

U^iez, said after the ruling was read

The People's Revolutionary Tribunal,

made up of a lawyer, a truck driver and a

laborer, found Hasenfus guilty of violating

public order and security, criminal associa-

tion and terrorism.

The case was automatically reviewed by

the higher court, known as the Superior

People's Revolutionary Tribunal. The
higher court was composed of Cuadra, who
is a lawyer, a carpenter and a clerk.

The tribunal system, which is outside the

regular law courts, was created by the San-

dinista government to try those defendants

considered counter-revolutionaries.

Hasenfus, 45. of Mariette. Wis., was cap-

tured Oct. 6, one day after a plane ferry-

ing weapons to the contras was shot down

by army troops in southeastern Nicaragua.

He was the only survivor out of a crew of

four.

Two Americans and a Nicaraguan were

killed in the crash.

New members of Congress

undergo tough training session
CAMBRIDGE (AP) - Forty new

congressmen, fresh from a Washington

training session on the nuts and bolts of

Congress, started a week-long Harvard

University program Thursday that's

designed to give them a broader

perspective.

The program at Harvard's Kennedy
School of Government will introduce the

freshmen legislators to issues as varied as

foreign trade policy, agricultural pro-

blems, the Middle East situation and

arms negotiations.

"We try to give public policy perspec-

tives on a variety of issues," said Paul

Bograd, who directs the program.

And the "students" should be prepared

for hard work and liUle play, Bograd said.

"There is virtually no time for socializ

ing or sightseeing on the schedule," he

said. "They come in and they work hard.

It's intense."

Among the new congressmen this year

are Republican Fred Grandy of Iowa, an

actor who played "Gopher" on television's

"The Love Boat"; former Washington

Bullets forward Tom McMillen, D-Md.

and Joseph P. Kennedy II, D-Mass.,

nephew of the late president, after whom
the school was named.

Lecturers in the program include U.S.

Transportation Secretary Elizasbeth dole,

former U.S. Agriculture Secretary John

Block, Federal Reserve Board Chairman

Paul Volcker and Harvard President

Derek Bok.
The program is firee and is underwrit

ten by Sears, Roebuck and Co. and the

Tisch Family Foundation. Forty of the 49

congressmen newly elected last month

opted to attend the sessions, most of which

are conducted privately.

Holiday Craft Workshops
Hand-painted CLothing Sun Dec 14 9 PM
Ceramics Mon Dec 15 7 PM
Hand-painted Clothing Mon Dec 15 9 PM
Candle Making Tues Dec 16 7PM
Handmade Cards Tues Dec 16 9 PM
Ceramics Wed Dec 17 7 PM
Tie-Dye Wed Dec 17 9 PM
Hand-pianted silk scarves..Thurs Dec 18 7 PM
Creative gift wrapping Thurs Dec 19 9 PM

LOCATION: BUTTERFIELD DORM
For more information call 546.458 1

,

Donna Estabroks - Artist in Residence

Sponsored by Boturflcld Aits Groap and Central Area Govt

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

NOW HIRING FOR NOW
AND INTERSESSION

I Full or Part Time Positions Available

I YOU CAN EARN MORE THAN
$

' COMMISSIONS & BONUSES
|
$
t

s $
$ s
$ s
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

$500 A WEEK, WITH SALARY, |

Flexible Hours - Good Working Conditions

Excellent Career Opportunities

PLEASE CLIP AND SAVE

IMPORTANT NOTICE FROM THE FINANCIAL AID OFFICE

I
NEW CHANGES IN FEDERAL FINANCIAL AID REGULATIONS

I

I

I

EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY:

ALL GUARANTEED STUDENT LOAN APPLICANTS:

All Guaranteed Student Loan applicants must file a Financial Aid Form
(FAF) with College Scholarship Services BEFORE their applications

will be processed.

FOR THE SPRING ONLY, the Financial Aid Office will accept a sign-

ed xeroxed copy of the FAF sent to College Scholarship Services.

Families whose Adjusted Gross Income is less than $30,000 per year

may no longer tx)rrow their Family Contribution for a GSL.

NOTE: All Fall, 1987 GSL applicants MUST file an FAF with College

Scholarship Services before a GSL is processed. A copy of the FAF
will no longer be accepted by the Financial Aid Office.

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS
ABOUT THESE NEW REGULATIONS,
CONTACT FINANCIAL AID SERVICES,

243 WHITMORE ADMINISTRATION BUILDING

I

EFFECTIVE SPRING 1987, FOR GSL ONLY AND
JULY 1, 1987, FOR AU FINANCIAL AID PROGRAMS:

NEW INDEPENDENT STUDENT DEFINITION

A Student is independent IF:

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

1. He/She was born before January 1, 1963,

2. He/She is a veteran of the U.S. military,

3. He/She is an orphan or ward of the court,

4. He/She has dependents other than a spouse

5. He/She is a married studenf or a graduate student and will not

be claimed as an exemption on his/her parents' 1986 Federal tax

return:

6. A Financial Aid Officer has documented proof of a student's

independence.

A Student Is also Independent if:

1 . He/She was not claimed as an exemption on his/her parents'

1984 AND 1985 Federal tax returns.

AND
2. He/She had at least $4,000 in income and benefits in 1984 AND
1985. (BENEFITS EXCLUDE FINANCIAL AID)

PLEASE CLIP AND SAVE

_\
ARTS

Bissette's Swamp Thing.

New Age
of today'
By THOMAS
HARRINGTON
Collegian StafT

Artist Steven R. Bissette

has made a name for

himself in comic books by

not drawing superheroes. "I

have no interest in drawing
superheroes. I read a lot of

superhero comics and enjoy

them, but they don't in-

terest me, artistically."

Bissette's pa^ion is hor

ror, and along with writer

Alan Moore, he made the

comic book Swamp Thing
one of the most respected

and popular magazines in

the field today.

Swamp Thing was one of

the few innovative horror

comics of the seventies, but

it was falling in sales by the

eighties, when Biasette

comic artist explores some
s more disturbing topics

V

WINTERFESTIVAL
I

86

SUNDAY - 7:00 PM
IN THE
BAKER-

GREENOUGH-
CHADBOURNE-

QUAD
LIGHTING OF THE

MANORAH
&

HOT CHOCOLATE
&

COOKIES
CEHTRAL AXEA GOVERmiEHT

started drawing the book as

his first regular
assignment.

"Suamp Thing had
become a pale shadow uf

itself." said Bissette "Then
when Allen Moore was
made wTiter. we found that

we had very similar ideas

on how to portray the
character. We wanted the

Swamp Thing to accept his

not being human, to explore

the nature of his being a
plant, and to tap into the

elemental nature of his

character, what Moore call-

ed 'The green ' At the time.

the comic's sal^ were very

poor, so we were mcwtly left

alone to do what we wanted
for the first eighteen
months."
The results were intense.

Bissette and Moore took a

green plant creature and

amttnufd on page 20
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continued from page 19

human than most "real people" that appear in comics.

They also started a storyline called "American Gothic,"

which explored the presence of evil on everyday life.

Racism, dirugs, and other taboo subjects were depicted in

a terrifyingly serious light. The range of subjects even-

tually became so intense that Swamp Thing became the

first mainstream comic not to be submitted for approval

to the Comics Code Authority, and its popularity and

critical acclaim continues to increase..

Bissette is uniquely suited to horror art. He is a master

at contrasting light and darkness, and he often paints the

blank parts of his scenes white to achieve greater contrast.

He will also paste actual photograph effaces and objects

and blend them into a scene to create unusual effects.

Bissette recently left Swamp Thing to pursue other pro-

jects, his biggest being a 64 page horror anthology called

Tahoo which will feature the work of some of the best

known horror artists and writers in comics and literature,

it is a very horrifying comic book." said Bissette. " That's

why we're calling it 'Taboo." We want it to be for adults'

Bissette, thirty one, has been drawing since he was four.

He was a graduate of the first class of the Joe Kurburt

Art school. His best advice to young artists is 'Draw. Draw
as often as you can. Be as original as you can, and don't

just copy other comic artists. Getting your ideas from

sources outside comics is the best way to introduce what

we in the industry call "fresh blood."

The works of a UMass artist

proves that she's going somewhere
By ROB SKELTON
Collegian Staff

When you see the artwork of Margot Wiles, you may
be convinced, as I was, that this artist is going pl^es. Her
collection of whirlwind works, on display in Central's

Wheeler Gallery and titled Urban Expressions, will cer-

tainly end up, in one form or another, in the most talked-

about places.

Wiles has been messing around with graphic concepts

for some time now; for a while she handled the PR needs

of Union Program Council. Her imagination is sharp and

from it come the building facades and cityscapes out of

Urban Expressions.

Already she has sold a painting from this display. Wiles

is on her way to p(»t-UMa88 greatness, and unless you

get to Wheeler while it's open this coming weekend, you

may not see it til later and by then it may be out of your

range.

Wiles makes some of the most commercially viable art

that I've seen around here for a long time, especially in

a BFA show. Purists might frown at such a pronounce-

ment, but I am so convinced of her impending success that

The
Spoke

Amherst,
Mass.

PROPER ID REQUIRED

A DRINKERY, TO MEET. RELAX &

35 EAST PLEASANT 3T AMHERST

V

SCOT: Jeff, If we hadn't eaten so many Roast Beef

Sandwiches and Deluxe Burgers, I bet we both

could have been Nuclear Physicists

JEFF: Scot, What's a

Nuclear PhysicistTi

"fi^

Jeff & Scott, Come in for

your Regular Beefs, Fries

& Sodas

*«*>

'->ci.

11 am - 2 am 7 days

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

50 Main St. Amherst, MA

I'm willing to put my reputation on the line.

Wiles's frantic imagery, punctuated by bold dark lines

and dispersed colors, is ao...Boston. One can imagine these

works hanging on the walls of fern-ish cafes, and being

sold to Yuppies bearing checkbooks. Sorry if that sounds

disturbing, but hey...

One of the better pieces was pasted with fragmented bits

of the New York Times. Others boast almost Parisian

scenes, but we know better. I hope Wiles expands, and

expands (but she better not forget her roots!).

Visitors to Wheeler will be pleasantly surprised by the

quality of the paintings, by the good use of chaotic color

ing, and by the generally frenzied but frivolously fun

facades here.

City hustle bustle is a consUnt, and tl» frames works

come off somewhat irreverently, yet extremely prideful.

The buzz of Margot Wil^ is contagious, and I urge peo-

ple to hustle over to Wheeler and get to Urban Expres-

sions before they're gone.
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By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

An Ameriran Tail is proof that Steven Spielberg in now
filling the vacUum left by Walt Disney. His studio,

AMblin Entertainment, bankrolled the production and
Steve's sensibility runs throughout the film. Don Bluth,

one of the famous Disney animators who left the studio

a few years ago is the man respwnisible for the actual pro-

duction and Disney-like look of the film. The film is about

a little mouse named Fievel Mousekewitz who is separated

from his family as the emmigrate to America in the 1880s.

I give it *'**'* (on a kid scale).

Blue Velvet has finally come to the valley and now I'm

not sure it should have come. This is the weird/erotic

movie that the New York film critics called a "master

piece." The film was directed by that madman, David

Eraserhead Lynch. The movie is nominally a mystery. An
all American boy (Kyle Dune MacLachian) returns to

sleepy Lumbertown, USA to visit his ailing father. While

cutting across a field he finds a severed human ear. Soon

the boy is caught up in a strange world of sexual perver-

sity, violence and obsession. Film students will love this

movie, almost everyone else won't be as impressed. I

wasn't. * 4
Children of a Letter God is the film adaptation of the

Tony award winning Broadway hit about a teacher

(William Hurt) at a school for the deaf who falls in love

with an enigmatic deaf woman played by Marlee Matlin.

FRIDAY

FILM
•'»,

'•••

I liked the performances of both Hurt and Matlin but 1

thought the ending lacked something. Namely: character

developement. **
The Color ofMoney stars Paul Newman (in this sequel

to The Hustler) as a former pool hustler who discovers new

talent in a boy named Vince (Tome Cruise). Directed by

martin Scorcese, the story is good but the photography

is the real reason to see this movie. No one can film a pool

game like Scorcese. * • *
Crocodile Dundee is a comedy starring Paul Hogan (the

guy from the Austrailian tourism ads of TV) as a mythic

hunter from the outback who catches the attention of a

female reporter from New York. She brings this innocent

abroad to the Big Apple where he must learn to fend for

himself in the urban jungle. **
Heartbreak Ridge stars Clint Eastwood as a Marine

sergeant who must get a platoon of losers into shape. He
also has to get his life into shape as well. A Green Berets

type of pro-war movie. This time the war we should root

for is Grenada. The movie lasts longer than the invasion

did * 1/2

/*^99y "Sue Got Married stars Kathleen (Body Heat,

Romancing the Stone) Turner as Peggy Sue, a woman with

a lot on her hands. She has two kids. She owns her own
business. Her marriage is heading for a divorce. At her

25th high school reunion, she has an accident which

transports her back to her high school days. Now she has

a chance to change the mistakes she made in her life. It

has some good acting, funny dialogue but it also has a

flawed script that leaves you feeling unsatisfied ••
The Three Amigoa are Steve martin. Chevy Chase and

Martin Short. They are a musical comedy act that is

mistaken for a trio of heroes and must try to come to the

rescue of a beleagured town.

Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home is the latest install-

ment in the movie series based on the TV series. This is

a movie with the accent on comedy that even non-trekkies

will enjoy. Just in case you haven't seen the last film or

two here's the story so far: When we last left the crew of

Enterprise, they were in big trouble. In order to bring

Spock (Leonard Nimoy) back from the dead, they had to

steal the Enterprise (against orders).fight with Klingons,

blow up the Enterprise, sacrifice Kirk's son David, steal

the Klingon vessel and sabotage a federation star cruiser.

Big Trouble. Now in the latest film the crew votes to go

home to Earth to face the music for their actions. Before

they can get to Earth, an alien probe gets there first and
immoblizes all of Starfleet Command and every ship they

own and proceeds to try destroy life on Earth unless it

can talk to some humpback whales. **

QUESTIONS ABOUT SEXUALLY
TRANSMITTED DISEASES?
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Call in radio show with nurses and doctors from University

Health Center to answer your questions.
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HandePs Messiah handled
professionally by students

Coilactaa photo by lOtri Boaaaao

The winners of the Graphics Design I class competition were announc-
ed yesterday. Here, (ftrom left to right) instructor Herb Paston, winners
Lisa Trudel, Diane Robinson, Isabel Perkins, Sue Verbeck and client

Phil Rollins display the award winning pieces, to appear on the covers
of Amherat Leisure. The winners each won $50 and there were also four
honorary runners up.

By ADAM LAVINE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
Chamber Choir accompanied by a 20
member ochestra will perform Handel's
Messiah on Sunday, December 14. The con-

cert will be unique as it is an almost com-
pletely student-arranged performance.

"This is an almost totally student produc-

tion," said E. Wayne Abercrombie, Head
of the UMass Music Department and con-

ductor for the event. "I'm very proud and
gratified that they have achieved such a

professional level. These students have
already mastered a great masterpiece of

musical literature in a very short time."

The Chamber Choir, composed of

graduate and undergraduate students, will

be accompanied by members of the five col-

lege orchestra and music faculty members
Walter Chesnut. trumpet, and Miriam

Whaples, harpsicord. The soloists for the

event will be soprano Michele Eaton, a

1979 graduate of the UMass school of

Music, baritone Barry Mongeon, a

undergraduate in the school of music, tenor

Dennis Willhoite, a graduate student in

music, and counter tenor Christopher

Jenkins. Jenkins is unusual in the music
i world for cultivating his unusally talented

high voice. The male counter tenor, almost

lost as an art form, has come back into use

in the past 20 years. Most male soloists do

not sing above the normal tenor range, and
Jenkins has unusual musical range, sing-

ing with the highest possible register for

a male.

The Chamber Choir has been in existence

since 1977, and has performed around the

state as well as in the National Catherdral

in Washington, DC. Tickets are available

for $6, $3 for students and senior citizens

at the FAC box office.
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STUDENTS
WORK ALL JANUARY AS
INVENTORY AUDITORS

GUARANTEED NO GIMMICKS

$5.25/HOUR TO START
RGIS Inventory Specialists is the nation's largest in-

ventory service with 160 offices nationwide. January is

our biggest month. Average 20-40 -¥ hours a week.
Weekends and night availability necessaiy.
To be considered, must have phone, means of

transportation, pass a math test, and be dependable.
No experience required, paid training provided.
To learn more call the office nearest your home dur-

ing Thanksgiving break or interview at the Campus
Center as follows.

INTERVIEW IN THE CAMPUS CENTER AS FOLLOWS
Wednesday Dec 10 Rm 101 - Thursday Dec 11 Rm 168

INTERVIEW TIMES ARE 9AM - 6PM EVERY HOUR ON THE HOUR BE PROMPT

CALL
(617) 832-6152

(617) 938 9269

IF YOU LIVE IN OR NEAR
Worcester, Leominster, Fitchburg,

Gardner, Framingham, Acton, Maynard,
Clinton, Milford, Franklin, Southbridge,

Webster

Cambridge, Summerville, Burlington,

Lowell, Lawrence, North Shore

Quincy, Brockton, New Bedford, Taun-

ton, Cape, Hanover, or Middleboro

Providence Area

Southern New Hampshire
SPONSORED BY STUDENT EMPLOYMENT OFFICE

S.4.8174 FOUR SEASONS m9H«l..y
HO! HO! HO! EVERYBODY LOVES BEER! WE GOT THE SPECIALS

ALONG WITH THE BEST PRICES
MEISTER BRAU $7.99

BUSCH $9.99

BUD $10.99

MOLSON GOLDEN $12.99

UTICA CLUB $6.99

CARLING BLACK Mabels" $6.99

LABATTS BEER OR ALE $12.99

HEINEKEN $16.99

SIX PACK SPECTACULARS
GRIZZLY Maul YourMlf Over One $3.49
LABATTS The Chicken Soup of Canada $3.49
MOOSEHEAD "Taates Better Than It Sounds' $3.70
REICHELBRAU -ah Natural German Smoothie' $3.49
KRONENBOURG a 12 oz French Klaa $3.99
SAM ADAMS "Don't Stop Until You See the WMtes In Their Eyes' ....$4.99

FORT SCHYLER 'Let's Give It Back To the British' $1.99

THE USUAL
Vodka

BARGAINS
$8.99 1.75L

Gin $8.99 1.75L
Rum $10.99 1.75L
Peach Schnapps $11.99 1.75L

HOLIDAY SHOPPING? WE'VE GOT THE RIGHT
GIFTS! SEAGRAMS V.O., CROWN ROYAL, CHIVAS,
BAILEYS IRISH CREAM, GRAN MARINER AS WELL
AS A WHOLE GALLERY OF TOP SHELF LIQUOR
AND FINE CORDIALS.
WINE LOVER? WE'VE GOT HOLIDAY BOXED WINE
GIFT SETS FOR AS LITTLE AS TEN DOLLARS.
CHECK OUT OUR SELECTION OF INEXPENSIVE AS
WELL AS FINE WINES. t,":

Kegs? Don 't wait for Santa 's sleigh!
We Deliver just as well. Lowest
Prices South of the North Pole.

• women's hoop vs. UNH • track at Harvard
continued from page 28

New Hampshire is paced by sophomore center Kris Kin-
ney, who leads the team in scoring averaging 20.0 jjoints

per game while shooting 44 percent from the field. Kin
ney also leads the team in rebounds, collecting an average
of 6.8 boards per game. The Wildcats are also led by junior
guard Karen Pinkos, who is averaging 11.5 ppg. on 50
percent shooting from the floor and 4.0 rpg. Pinkos also
leads the team in the assist category, handing out 15
assists per game.
"Defensively we are doing a pretty good job," Sanborn

said. 'We have a strong inside game because of Kris Kin
ney, but our perimeter play has been very, very good.

Air Balls: Despite the snow-out of last night's bout,
several fans, UMass coaches, and parents stayed around
for a full court five-on-five scrimmage. The Minutewomen
did not disappoint the Cage faithful, as junior Tara Lewis,
sophomore Beth Wilbor, and senior Karen Fitzgerald
dazzled the crowd with an array of driving layups,
perimeter jumpers, and slick passes. . . The season is on-
ly two games old, but the Minutewomen are currently
ranked third in the Atlantic 10 standings. . . Senior co
captain Karen Fitzgerald was nominated for A- 10 Player
of-the-Week based on her 19 point performance against
the University of Vermont.

continued from page 24

"I think these two (LaPointe and Gilhs) could possibly

qualify for the conference championships)," O'Brien said.

"They're going to need a little more experience, but the

potential is there."

Matt Manlove. Manlove cleared the bar at 6'4 in the

UConn meet, but O'Brien sees bigger and better things

for the future.

"Matt has shown me that he has the potential as an^

outstanding high jumper," O'Brien said. "I can realistical-

ly see him getting as high as 6'7 before long."

Another strong event for the Minutemen will be the

1500. where O'Brien has three capable bodies competing.

Steve Tolley was the New England 1500 champion from

last season, while Bill Stewart wion the 1000, but can also

run the 1500 well. The other key player here is Jon Novak

There was no information available on the women's
team at press time.

The women's meet will begin at 9:30 a.m., followed by
the men at 11 a.m.

Guiliotis selected as
AlUAmerican pick

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

It may be a classic case of justice delayed.

Junior middle hitter Marcy Guiliotis, snubbed from the

Atlantic 10 first and second teams, received a substan-

tially more rewarding honor, as Guiliotis was selected

as a GTE First Team District I Academic All-American
by the College Sports Information Directors of America
(CoSIDA).
"This is probably one of the finest things to happen

to me as a coach to have a player in the program receive

this award." head coach Elaine Sortino said. "It's a great

honor
"

Guiliotis, a psychology msgor with a 3.31 GPA. finish-

ed the year leading the A-10 in blocking and was eighth

nationally. Guiliotis was a mt^or factor in UMass' 30-6

record.

"I felt that so many times Marcy wasn't getting her

just due," Sortino said. "This is an example of her com-

mittment to hard work in the program, on the court and
in the classroom."
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Men's and women's track at Invitational
Travel to Cambridge for Harvard University meet

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

On the schedule, this looks like just another track meet.

As University ofMassachusetts men's track coach Ken
O'Brien pointed out, you don't even know who's going to

show up.

Sounds like a really meaningful meet, right?

Well, you can bet the mortgage that when the UMass
men's and women's track teams travel to Cambridge

tomorrow for the Harvard Open, a lot of knowledgeable

track pe<^le are going to be paying close attention.

The truth of the matter is this. Tomorrow's meet is just

another in a large group of combined meets for the two

teams. But, Harvard just so happens to be the sit* of the

IC4A's, which, translated, are the Eastern Coast Cham
pionships. Therefore, aside from the track meet, coaches

and players alike will be making some mental notes in

their minds to prepare for that big meet the weekend of

March 7-8.

But, not to get sidetracked on all of that intangible stuff.

The fact remains that there is a meet tomorrow, and it

is important.

O'Brien anticipates most of the New England teams, as

well as a few from a bit further south, to participate in

this "«)me-one, come-all" event, for that very reason men-

tioned above.

"This is the first year that this event has been held,"

O'Brien said. "But I expect a lot of teams to come up and

get used to the facility in preparation for the IC4A'8."

Since O'Brien has no real idea as to who his team will

be up against, he finds it hard to make a prediction for

his team's performance.

"We're mcwre ready than we were fcnr the last meet (when

UMass came in second against Connecticut and New
Hampshire)," O'Brien said. "We've put in two good weeks

of work since then, and we've continuously improved our

performances."
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O'Brien has liked what he's seen from his team thus

far, and is hoping to to see some good performances from

his top-notch athletes.

One of the key players for the Minutemen will be Fer-

die Adoboe. Adoboe, fresh off of the soccer fields, will be

competing in his first event of the season. Adoboe is the

school's triple jump record holder.

O'Brien also hopes to see a big performance out of Rawle

Crichlow in the 56-meter dash. Crichlow had a good meet

at UConn earlier this year, and O'Brien has high hopes

for a big senior year from him.

The 400-meter runners are also going to be counted on

quite heavily. Larry Cuddy, who last year was third in

New England in the 400 hurdles, and Craig Moburg will

have a big load to carry Moburg, who ran the half mile

at UConn (in 1:53), will be dropped back to his usual event.

O'Brien has been very impressed with a pair of runners

from his rookie class. Freshman hurdlers Dave LaPointe

and Bob Gillis. have made drastic improvements on an

outstanding opening meet for both.

continued on page 23
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The staff photograph will be held at 1 :30 p.m

sharp on Sunday. Be there!!

The bi-semester hot tub outing is coming up.

details in the newsroom. Time is running out!

Also the Holiday party is approaching. Info is also

in the newsroom.

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Michel Jafft
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Lunch
Menu

Dinner

Toipedo Grinder

Tuna a la King

Savory Garden Biscuit

Basics Laoch

Vegetable Grinder

Turui a la King

Savory Garden Biscuit

Salisbury Steak

French Fried Onion Rings

Spaghetti/Tomato Sauce

Basics Dinner

Potpourri

Hi-Protein Spaghetti

Tomato Sauce

V.

Weather
Today A gorp-like mixture of sun and clouds

Temperatures in the 40s

Tonight Darkness

Tomorrow Mostly sunny, brececcezy and chilly.

so button up those overcoats Temps in the 20s

Today's Staff
Night Editor Dan Sobel

Copy Editor Je^ry Bartash

Photo TcchnicUn Ricci Bonanno

Uyoat Technician Ansel Zinter

Prodactlon Supervisor Ansel Zinter

Production: Kelly. Karlin, Michelle. Keith. Valeric.

and Maura

Executive Board — Fa of 1986

DODt LEVtNSON
Editor in Chrcl

JOHN YONCE
Managing Editor

STEVE RUBIN
Busififs^. Mafi.^qer

ROB SKELTON
Editorial Editor

WILLIAM SPAIN

tditoridl Editor

ANSEL ZINTER

Production Manager

Business Board - Fall of 1986

STEVE RUBIN

Businesi Manager

PAUL H. LESSER

Adveriismg Sales Manager

VANESSA ROTH
Finance Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marketing Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Circulation Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Subsaiption Manager
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Minutemen host power-laidenNortheastern Huskies
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Does anyone here remember the days when the Curry

Hicks Cage rocked to the stomping of 6,000 feet and

pumped the University of Massachusetts men's basket-

ball to explosive heights?

Well ifyou do, then when the Northeastern University

Huskies take the floor tomorrow night versus the

Minutemen expect to re-live a blast from the past.

"l know what UMass is like this year and our team has

played in the Cage before and your gym is one of the

toughest places to win in anywhere," first-year Nor-

theastern head coach Karl Fogel said in a phone inter

view yesterday.

Unfortunately, the Cage hasn't done much rocking since

the Minutemen were forced to pack their bags and battle

in the volumnous Springfield Civic Center two years ago
— and as the Minutemen prepare to face the previously

19th ranked Huskies, that fact has UMass head coach Ron
Gerlufsen a little concerned.

'We really need that sixth man m the Cage. We need

every bit of support we can get." said Gerlufsen. who has

watched his team post a pair of home wins (not including

'the exhibition win) in front of «ma)I rmwds. "Certninlv

having positive crowd support would really pay great
dividends to the team."
And if a packed house should show up to see the two

teams clash, a memorable evening could be the result.

The Huskies enter the contest with a 4-3 mark and are
fresh from three long-distance road trips which took them
to the Greater Alaskan Shootout, the Carrier Dome
Classic in Syracuse, N.Y., and to Greenville, S.C. to bat-

tle East Carolina. Led by certain NBA first-round draft

pick Reggie Lewis, the Huskies have opened some eyes
after their first seven games.
"They're a great basketball team. They've got veterans

who have been to the NCAA's for many years in a row
and they've got an NBA numberone pick in Lewis who's
one of the greatest players that will ever play against this

school," Gerlufsen said. "I really think they are the
number one team m New England."
With wins over defending NCAA National Champion

Louisville. 88-84 in OT, Utah St., 96-91. and a 103-80 loss

to Iowa in the finals of the Greater Alaskan Shootout, the
Huskies will arrive at the Cage with serious credentials

for this time of year
"Teams have kind of been pointing toward us," Fogel

said "We deserved to be nationally ranked because we

beat the defending national champs."

But said he's been following the Minutemen and thinks

the two teams aren't very different.

"Even though we have different records, I think the

talent level is almost the same. Their playing in a tough

league really hurts their record. " Fogel said. "They are

a very good team but they are underrated for the ability

they have."

Lewis ent«rs the game averaging 24.4 points-per-game

to go with 8.7 rebounds per-game The 6 7 senior forward

will be joined by 6-5 senior guard Wes Fuller, with 6.6

ppg. and 4.7 rpg. and 6-8 junior center Kevin McDuffie

(7.1 ppg., 4.9 rpg). Along with those three will be three

others who are legitimate scoring threats at any time in

junior 6 2 guard John Williams (10,7 ppg >, 6 3 senior

guard Andre LaFleur ( 10.3 ppg). and 6 3 sophomore guard

Derrick Lewis who's been scoring 13.6 ppg. coming off the

bench.

"We're going to have to play to our potential to be in

the game against Northeastern. We need a lot of things

to go right." Gerlufsen said at the Cage "It doesn't have

to be anything magical or lucky but we have to play to

our potential and have the Cage play to its potential to

be in the game. We need people to get wild in here."

HELP SUPPORT THE
UMASS CHEERLEADERS

BUY RAFFLE TICKETS AT:
DELANO'S, THE SPOKE, THE PUB,
AND AT BASKETBALL GAMES
1st Prize: Dinner for two at Delano's
2nd Prize: Dinner of two at the Pub
3rd & 4th Prize - Obermyer SIci Partca

GRAND PRIZE:
Weekend for two at Red Fox Ski Lodge

Smuggler Notch, Vt

• TICKETS - $2.00 •

1 DRAWING DECEMBER 13th AT THE BASKETBALL GAME

RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

18MalTiSt. Downtown Amhemt 253 5441

# 4 # BEERS 4^4
Bud, Coors, Miller $11.99 cs •»- dep

Pabst Red/White/Blue $3.50 12pk ^ dep

Molson Golden, Moosehead.$3.99 6pk 4 dep

l\8i1IU8« •••••••••••••••>•«•>« c^l 1 •"r*f f9w ml

Andre Champagne..$2.99 750 ml, $31 case

^CHECK OUT OUR MINITURE FILLEd'^
STOCKINGS AND CANES ...$2.99 & up^

?

THE MUSIC EVERYONE WANTS
THIS CHRISTMAS • ••

ERIC CLAPTON
AUGUST

3q&

$6.99 LP
or Cassette

CASSETTl

ricoMKiCTmm
CMClTAl AUDIO

PAUL SIMON
Graceland

TALKING HEADS
TRUE STORIES

iKI t .IN \I Ml ) I !• >N I'll I I kl ^1 il Mil M Ai K

STAND BY ME

MlAxdxJKi I tI mttmMmmmm
Includes

Stand By Me Ben t King

Lei The Good Times Roll

Shirley and Lee Mt
YakelyYik The Coasters "

$6.99 LP or Cassette $6.99 LP or Cassette $6.99 LP or Cassette

BOB
GELDOF
Deep in the

Heart of

Nowhere

THE CURE
STANDING ON A BEACH
THE SINGLES

Includes Let's Go To Bed
The Lovecofs

Inbelween Doys
Killing An AroD

ROBERT PALMER
RIPWE

Includes

Discipline Ot Love

Addicted To Love
Flesh Wound

LONE JUSTICE
SHELTER

$6.29 LP or Cassette $6.29 LP or Cassette $6.29 LP or Cassette

... is at FOR THE RECORD
At Amherst's most complete record store, you'll find

something for everyone in our comprehensive selection of

LP's, Cassettes, & Compact Discs in all categories of music.

OICITAl AUDIO $6.29 LP
or Cassette

LOCATED IN FACES
Downtown Amherst

256-6134

OPEN
MON-SAT: 10-9

SUN: 12-5
UNTIL CHRISTMAS

ACTIVITIES 'AUDIO
AUTO FOR SALE •CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT -FOR RENT
FOR SALE • FOUND

HELP WANTED • LOST

CLASSIFIED
#«iSTRUCTION • MOTORCYLCLES
PERSONALS • RIDE WANTED
RIOERS needed -SERVICES

ROOMATE WANTED • TRAVEL
WANTED 'SUBLET

OME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI
H>^Hi-MMmiiMH^^^MIHa^^^>^^>MHaii^Mi^MMMBiHiMa^^_^^MIMHMMMlMa

2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PROIR TO PUBLICATION* CASH IN ADVANCE. 15«/WORO/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIft

MMOAV EVENING PRAVEF^ front

> LAST diy af Cswnput
CWlMr g^ MMd Mov ?S noom >«5

ro.30-4 30 SO ptfin omom

OntHObM MVIMUtURQV M4
CmnytM Oeimi. UMt— lOAM. Sundty.

CViMNO MUVCM HUXS Ch^
Lounge. SmMi Co«*0t 0PM. Sunday. 14

cmikrr rtm otc io,uji «• ooa-
ttoaninntmmm.unt-
\JidK --'-
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you tw aveHMt* «ir*«aMTMMton? Am
yot/ mtmmtmei m ho» muac«M edipf w
»mKim^5vtuptofamnwvttiiua)fin

vmtctmtcmnc* CMMaryorOlinedbr-
mg Hm day (S^OTS) or m Pm m/9

TMCO Of OANONOVlDP 40? Ia«
band Lmum Andanan and iha Gmov
Ou—ni tyi aponwwf bf Latbian.

ataatuai. Oav ooundfe«p cemetkn 9-1

fOV) tfoof -CC Oaoambat ir

AMIOPOttAU

1M4 PtVMOUTN HOMZOM
cxvidKin 14300 or OMf o<tar tor mA> c«f

n Autt WAOON rm good
igs0BO54»-i73a

IffntAASOM i-TTm

HT4 COtT (WTSUOiaMQ. EaoaAM
u»n<»» i^ *^oot. nambamry oaKmtaa.

MfHua MTO OMy t»45 cat avanaiga

107* MMAMI «. «-«>AM««IM.
AkUfy. na» bratia*. TT.KO mOtO,

a^. l.aOO orBO.ca/ b49-i921

0K2MAf
n fold Ant» AoOOmt no

nm. imo twmmmaion. hur aoodmtam
iwmo nmevmadanairAg fmmtm

m bom oHm Cot Rum

looi. labu'
2Si-7fm2

ItiTTiOVOTA
AAITM
I3W0 293-39M

UNLOocM
$400et

mg. 4-doar. owoonar.
mnM60 2SM6M

CAIM

PAVMOCAaNMNIyav
I Ctf MM 94*4a33

DATWaUIVtCI

mllMMTIOliUU. MfWQ ici^^
mofing <K« cotioga tywiam and aufroun-

d»tgvoa* tutor two moMtaSASe to

PO Bo* 489. Amhant

M IIITANMMMt

MUSICIANS NEEDED POM OOftor-

/nwioM m Baichanown Stoio Scfto*

Funding avaiiabia Contact Bruca

7M42M

M* A •OOO TNM CAU

MACK—A—DISK ENTERTAINMENT
Agancy - Oocpckayt. Ban<A. Lights and

lirga acioan ^tdao doncoa S49-7I44

TCOOV KAM FOUND naot OoodM on

lino MMur 2.30 Cat MM7D0 to cMm.

TWO SMQLK ROOMS m 7

houaa. ma Hmtay on bus rwta near Car-

bur* S170 a monttt plu* roaaonabia

utmat Cat Tommy S04-e02e

TAKE OVEB LEASE: 2 apacas avatlabia

Jan 1 on bus routa' 1 27 SO/month 1 Vt

baths call 665-8261

ONE ROOM M fwoMr IV* on HotMrr L«
Famala non-amoiiar piotarrad S4»-a940

mvm^iOHirn OraariHald. 3 room
MUmourhoma Idaalloratngta. raapon-

Otitalndiv No pata/amoUng (Furrvahodj

Can 7-9PM 772-0799

TAKE OVER LEASE January 1st 2

bedroom apt m Southwood on bus route

tseo/month call 253-9685 «s* tor Lambert

or CM

SOUTHWOOD APT TWO badnjom tor

Jnn 1 rental act last call 256-0166

AMHERST CENTER-SINQLE room,

avail Jan l. clean, quiet $250 Call

256-8415 or 256-1002 evenings

TMtmWVbedroornapl'Near Am H
S Victorian house 165 plus U 253-2420

i-BEDfidOM API Amherst Very

spacious, clean, quiet, cozy Looking lor

3 mature people to talie over Jan 1 S 725

Call Mark or Catherine. 545-3460 or

253-5910

TWO BEDROOMS AVAILABLE m house

two blocks from campus J325.00 plus

electric each (heat included) Leave

message 5<9-<f56

FOR RENT: AMHERST 2bo*oomln
newly built home with access to kitchen,

living room, dining room, recreation room,

washer i fryer All utilities includad,

nosmoking, no parties, no pets, on bos

line 549-6746 pioasa leave message

1 BORTn aSbdraptm Pultton! Start Jan

1 at call 549-1678

EFFICIENCY APARTMEHTHWUIRE
Village $1 70 pHjs utltties call aftemoona

665-3056

lound too good 10 bainja?JiMtokamm
lMM<> or 2 bdnri) m 2 bdrm afit m
Southwood on Jan 1 (SeOfmoMhA aloe-

mc) wAjmtuia A tut KMchanOmra or Ban-
dy 2i3-3949

HOOttmUMOMtarmhouaabuaalapal
dnvaway I90mckjs-.e tan 665-2287

3 SINOLE ROOMS IN N Amhertihouaa
V) mMi from campu* 5 month laasa

Uicrowmm Uraplaoa VCB ootor TV woahar
and dryar tiiOhrtonm plua uOHboa cal

OtM Bob or O09g anyttM « 54»-5640

OMTAR BCAUnPUL VAUAN* SSSS
wimhvdcaoo$m Cot Oobra t^SaS

KEQ TAP* FOR aol

uaod kog lapa only $25 PacMma cho/ga

S45 tor uaad taps Dont waala your
monoyi How taps t25 Cal Tony 266- 143$

ItTt CHEVY WAOON. M.400 iMlM.
new clutch. Bast oHor. 8M-9434 Cimn-
iryga i

OHML2SPEAKB«4yr amftanly Cat
6-7921

TWO SNOW TIRES^^OS'RfS^Mtrton
Fran* 540-4234

HOHNER ELECTRIC QUITAM- only ua-

ad tor onaywar OraataouoA <"9t
«aw«y Cat Joty 9»*^mt

1tS4 VAMAHA OXMO ArC
eandMw. pnoatf » aa* ntS Pmd
29^3140 or 54»«)0a

MMBOI FiJQNT JACKET, amm MB*
naffiar aaa 40 ca<r PatM ia$-mi7

POR SALE OOOOYEAN aaoMrMt
nR14 can 540^2094

it77 04EVV MAuau good bod¥ $
ani^na 4M/FU riww In» or 80S4MCM r

affar 6

immt STEREO cassette

caf Boo 540-0604

OUTAR MINT I

Pmui alaitK Omtomoa and cooa tiTi
Bob H$ 999*

PURWTUM POntMJi. UMprtMm
ao^a bad. tova aaar and HM» arat iMi.

drawer mx]twa^ bod (watroaa. bo* ipnna
ana irame ) Contact lol-i49-7»OS

»4»4>H

oucawATCHn PON Mdaft ««rno
itmty aiytaa-graoi artai g0i* cat IMk*
$-7426

PiAKENf ARO ifubib
r2SM>/c^n tuta protoctton 1$
polyprocolano woofers warvarNW now r^at
tiMOytr ratal wtaal5SOrBOEnc9-743S

Km tALtmrnmh^ length uacuaotmr
lockat stra 38 $175 253 9509 aaklOrHl

ikl-^IACKET MENS umrga lOOpmomt
down.^w>dim» «7S cmI Mw* 2».9»tO

tWO'COMPUtOVrBOTH riaw' Kaypro
2-dlali dnvm $1200 00 tpaon EajOi, one
w/hwd<»*ia $1800 00 both anlBUGom-

54»~4IS0

PUU. Sm MATNESS A CKW apnng
aanoar (WW eoo 66»«9a0

AWESOME ALMOST NEW manTilii
tMOl* U8 BO call J 256-8962

fMi oin toxis

Wrm PURCHASE of eamngi at Oava
Ooatgn* fun, wta andongtnJtowoOflor
PW MWiys.' CC Concowraa

TOFLOBtOA

COLLEGIATE PRODUCTIONS
PRESENTS Two Honda parttes' It VOU

are gomg to be in Fkirida on Dec 25m or

DacSiatorboiHofttmaadaya^dontmas
out on thatun. CatJaUm $49^3$ lor

NilP wANrao

StubEN'T GOVERNMENT ASSOCIA-
TION Job openings Assi to Treasurer,

Aaat to Pros . Asst ot Budgets Chair (ati-

pond poalOon). Budgets Auditor Appt
avmi ln420SUB SaaVatarioNlaoaln420

SUB lor mora mio AppI due Doc 3 by
4 00 Woman and rrWnorMaa ancourmgad
to apply AA/£0£

KITCHEN HELP NEEDED ftnmadHawiy
Oay witfMlBMJMflsavaiaMi Ff«aniaa«»

and ridaa can ba provided to and from

work Apply at Andy's Pizza after 2 PM
(next to stadium Lkjuors)

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent free meals

Light claan-up
Can Cheryl at AXO

545-2152

GAIN P.R.. COMMUNICAHON, potUcal.

A management skills you'll ryeied after

gradustion Work full or part time to com-
bat grourKlwatar pottution and river diver-

sions Earn $375- 1000 this winter tireak

Beat the summer rjsh and get that sum-
mer lob in the bag Call Clean Water

Action-549-7450

CHESTNUTS ON ANopan nr« does this

phrase per cfmnce inspire a sense of

nostalgia dear as it does for all us here''

Travel through New Englands towns
wtiere opportunity stilt at>ounds how
much money can you make $800 this

winter break caH 256-02 1 1 a new career,

have some fun'

NOW HIRING FOR now and inlersession

Full time or part time positions available

'You can earn more than $500 a week with

salary, commission and bonuses Flexible

hours, good working conditions and ex-

oalant career opportunities We wHlbe hir-

ing fmm now untif Please contact Target

Enterpnses at 549-7793 for and inlarviaw

Ask for Keith

JEWTSH COMMUNITY OF Amherstlook-

Ing lor Sunday school and Hebrew
teacher immealataly. If interested call

549-0223

STUDENT REP WANTED to sell Spring

BraaK packages (617)321-4165

HOUSINO WASHIN«TON DC.

HOUSING AND/OR roommata MraflMtd

apring Washington DC area Laura
253-9462

nnnMCTiON

PNVATE OUTAR L^BONS a^iarianc

ad «id poOani loachar Pop-rock-folk-

biuoa Songwmmg. theory raodaig, im^

pronaaoon Right on bus Una Doug
549^7te

USTCNANOI

SS PERCENT OPP auMWM »ai9 Mi ad
tparaon- topaiconiot. 2poopla-20paf-
oani each. 3 poopla. Mi
Save now, pnoaa go up tar tprtng brook.

- ~ 2Sy9(-LeBon Setaa. V94b4

LOST

HP 1 1C CALCULATOR inmmy Mimor
Ptaea* can 546-4778 tor raarord

MASS UOUOR to in CrodH Unon
ftawml oOared lor aa ralum cot 2S»^820

LOST NEAR OUTDOOR Iraeli- Sony
radio Peward Sentimonlal valua
54»-4034

BEAM « tnUL 1 ona pMM UM* ana
5 Mavoiad IMMairor* and f eAoc Mm on

I wm Ita mtumod by

•MMMO TOWNlibVERS 'ak
< anyama 3234^0

MHO ANtSCOBTt

6MU. S-2123 BETWEEN 8PU « 2AM
o»wy day tar an aaoort anywfiaw on cam-
pua Ploytaata

MNrnABsp*

NSW YEARS PARTY MMMifSdM 2
nglhtt hotel round trip motOf COOCh Htl

braatiimat aochmorrwigfKkidaaatiama
$«pa$79porporaonQuoaOocOfnomK
Doaonooona 492 Man Sr Mawbn Ma
(917)3}4-r73S

'ATNMS

SBa-TBM.

¥tca 2S0-fOO2

OOUNNSWCKliY

HELP1 I LOBT MY UOUOR O
naaaai
Thanks

Cnwwai naaaacaa' you >w«aar>y into

54»OiO0

PWSOMAU

OEA^BANTA NOW youconbnng ma
evarythaig nvyMM heart tfaairoa bacouaa
you wt wove 40-70paKoni on at 14K and
ammond lowolry Olmmond atudi tor only

$35 t4k hoop aamnga $1B and I4k
*opphiranng$3B-onlyol(3oldanOBpot
hjruty 13 N 7%aaan> S> Amharat Ho Mo
Ho Uary Jano

JUST A LITTLE parson^ to say good
kxk on your LSAT's on Sohirday I'itaHo

you out lor dmnar afterward, and wa'l
celebrate how well you did' Lova. Roy

TUSKY. ALL JOKES aside, you're the

boat roomy A awoetev boyfriend over'

ktoatmo under the Chnatmas tree- "mi«°«

na " Forartor. Liz

UNOA Q WILL you loorgamze my
monagomont ^rudura? Thonx tor your
help lovo and laugM Don Burr

HEV~iEFFRO AND Starvoo'now that

you've moalaiod the artolmm carton luif-

gling$ arooar lobtxmdaio, woknow you 9

do amazing on Hnata Qood luck guy*'
LoveChrta A P<aaa

CHRIS. DO YOU Irnow mar your
telephone is diacortnected'^'' A footbeH
fan

miffmCtiPMJLOoi* ^knai^KoahTond
the root 0/ my UMaat tomty you are the

baati Think ot ma and party naked unit
Boink and I roium I love you Qtms

USAVOSE~ HAPPY ttMriMyaMVaar
ly to my best buddyl Have a good onai
Love Pam

SHARON, HERE'S YOUR personal' Con-
grats on graduating in tt>e spnng'-Bit

JOE N HAVE a great birthday and keep
the happy hour traditkxi aUve By the way
when are you going to come vialt nfre"*

Much kwe your ex-resident

A CALL TO San Santa Oauae on cam-
pus, he discnmlnates against red noae
raiiKfeer Manditory rally 14 Dec, 7PM.
North Pole

KATIE: GOOD LUCK at B.C.. we '# mias
you Brought to you by Serge 8 0> Derek
the Boy Wonder. John Lawrence. AKA
P F . Bob (why IS t>e smiling.) and one
bartender at large

IAN HAPPY IffTH birthr^ (aorry It's lata)

How bout New York in Jan'> (If you still

want to t>e seen with a pledge) -Cfieryl

••••HAPPY BIRTHDAY SCOTT
Vanutl A day late but still

(always) '"thinking of you!
Woowoowoowoof""

MASAMCCA-amCiwa wont ba here

this is your birthday personal a few weeks
early Have a great 20th and Merry
Chnstmas- Stacy

SISTERS AND PLEDGES ot Sigma Da»a
Tau good luck on finals Wfien studying

gats you down remember DC comtm and
amilein

TKL DOU8T: YOUR SacrW Swita pMJv-
ed with you and is a wierd kind of guy, lor

he IS a st>e and site celet>rates Hanukkah
not Christmas.

CHI OMEOA -STUDY hard for Hnol* but
don 't stress outl! And have a great holi-

dayl I love you guys! Love Meureen

MK:HAEL PAUL, FRANKV ia^i *>hat

If My Oara and I are waiting'

HEV LYNN MANELf fou ChtO culm' Qel
psyched lot « mas' you're aweaoma"
Love Secret Santa

MARYBETH -DOES THIS ad give you a
chje"* H not, dont read it SS

HAPPY 20TH BIRTHDAY Sam' How
much do I love you'' This much'" land

much, ntuch moret I always *i« Love

Patm

M»04. LES. KATH, Pam Hare sour par-

aonal girl*" Never lofgot dm lun. wtd.

crazy Mnaa at Ma lantaiWr Skang

chan^togna. Uankatt and a fire m N H
aoonf^aow you and him Broait" Dm
rm m dm Pub and C to mora great

lanaa Jodm $ Koren

MARY, OH i>Y dod' « It aknoM ovar Ava

aamoatar* down one to go Idoloveyour

teddy bears they go *o i«o« wth your

room Figured a out yel7LoilO your aoctOI

Santa

OBLAOI OBLAOA THANX MafmrtMd^
<to* who mode this somoator (Da

ijiaMaaaiini it'iiitrffmii riaiir rnaiftnrf

tfia arf o* frua G4^

LAURA OAHLMQ OKAY /« raad ffw Co^
Man AnaaafPiaparaonaW dumghnch
oTcourae'SJP

"SfSI EILEEN BISHOP: MY B.F A.U.M. /"•^"^ goatg to mma fou onm »•""" '*"' "~"
I vmm Lovo yi JP

THE BREAKFAST CUM*
MMWonv SI soar 5 t?00ar 7.91 tr

•MWcu i Hat iCngm Eaat)
'

WENOIE FROM CMI
yooow. carttmai •* red, too*

upon you Dad Lovo
~

ANOY ROOT- ENJOYED your lAoai (wr
your iva wa« a MM no bgHt"' Oonl
worry I'm not gonna manoon dm T word
hme Happy tbtd^ai Love your Soeiol

Spno

DAVID AU.OHE WAS rfwr you baartHf

at »t the ironi porcA Sar P**'' Lot's

CONORATULATION* NEW
BROTHERS or Pni Mk«OMMtMa 2

90*10 toMM you aiM rm
afatoyodlHanM ni6alMc*i«>»(Mrty
£nc (happy bkrhday Tomi)

HELENA SARA MOVET: rm I
ourrMAaaatonatonanti OarpaycMtftar
Pia party Love ye £Zh

VIVE. ONLY SKI w« know whoTioaty
happatmd Sat ntgm Youre mom than a

I Ptand Lova yo Jonno

Jtt$. GOOD LUCK m Lobn- you con do
I' Bawmm auiimanm Mt aaaMnd Love.

T ^S you 10 a nut loo') (two)

VANESSA AND AABOM

HAVE A QREAT onw ar ma tormaf MM'
AMIM7«ar»aaaM)uMt woak-and
Aaron Cont wot lOr that goummt itnner

on SaMMy LOM ymi PatorUoiyBob

CHBItTMAS

NEED A POURTN roommato <n Lamam
Courr iMMg Jan 1 on bu* route 97 50
per month cat Jack 965-4*31

EDWARD ONE DOWN a itoome to go
III m^mtwittyou'onytane only'

t"

the aeoKh mover ' Happy Anmvaraory.

I k>ve you' Barbara

CLOSE CALUStilNnaiif Una tomaMk

PO ARE YOU mod?
wimt's srongi SK

LISA MARIE OOLDDLATT rfta

samaaMr'a aMoar over and we mode t'

You do ho¥o a aacrar acMMr ria iu*t

doean t know H yet HoreatoNot Love

ce

HEY MRS. ROBINSON...you know how
people my ege are. give me the rtxiung

choir or moke that a playpen Ua

SUE. BROOKS 401 here's the paraonal

youve been kxikmg for Heve a happy
hotdoy and a gnat vaceton'! Lova. Jan

WSYL 10S.1 fW- Adaortw SOparcanrM*-
r»r than the loading brand

WSYL 10S.1 FM- Taatoa graati

WSYL 10S.1 Ml- Mora (km »>on humaiia

are fit to have

SIGMA SIGMA SIGMApiad^ Marcy
Koroiaky. inah Choi. Marcia Eapanoza,

Mkhala Mosca. Tabtha Potoy- gal psych-

ed for Sundey imtietton' We tova you.' The

sisters ol Tn-Sigma

HEY TTH FLOOR JA: Tomorrow us

Sheun McAuliffe s birthday!! Don 'I forget

to wish him a happy one Best wishes

Sheun'! Love Inah

LISA- YOU- RE ALL ( i*ai7( and all I need

lust bear with rne Trxxjbled times wM pass

and things wiU took brighter' Love Peter

DEAR OEIRORE. HAPPY 1 0th and hap-

py tMrthday tonight will be tMtiblinq with

lun in mora ways than one Love Tom

PtiVS*

WE WILL OERNITELY mias you artiaUc

way with words You do a great dog In

heat Imitation Billy Eat if

HAPPY SltTHOAV JOHN

GET PSYCHED FOR a w«l&MriqrnM
Srw00Miuncrwt' / m gtod toM (pandng
numl)er lour wiTT vou At ot my kxie

forever Janice OXOXOX

•T JUOf

ST JUOE- THANK you tor ymr^WMpr'an
dmg help Pieaae continue

BAVIO KIATMAN

THANK VOU FOR puMig us ouTaTour
cars and saving us from potential death
We know you hurt your ^touktar but vou
lovodouravaa IMowoyou EaUandFig

rm HAD ABOUT you and crazy lor you

and all those other good aongs I'll miss

you While you're gone ao hurry back to

me. You're It honey. Lova always, Doug

•ooD oouv aeon wniti

13 WON'T BE rr>e tama wffftouf you/ But

wa'f saa you on weekends nghf> Yippoal

We've only (uat begun tova Your Throe

Pals

"OWCKY-

HEY, KELLY. I tove you" Merch la Mo
aoorv Tempus Fugt wtmn ^)ur honOtqtuH
100 M hom^ Tuyo. tooM CMa Bigg'?*^

COMO ESTAS Good Luc* wM SW
Eapmnol Final Oaknn Mwora . Pony m
altar your lob Cangruf on Imiahing. you
deaanre a 21 CLiJB SALUTE "A RIBA
RIBA Oava. Sod and R«

IF YOU
19 t»»

I TO DC

I NAVE A n««*ra tool trut* to afiam ax

panaai to DC cot JcmTi 323-K79

BOOBMIAff WANTR

FEMALE ROOMMATE WJMITS) to

tTiara room m Townohouoa afita Spnng
SMiatwr|i50«/monPi Cttntnoobol-

Laove miingif 0400742

Nan» VOU iMatfem Mnato roomato
III BiaimtwiiijrtMi ra""^ "•' Aa*
kirkoion Lam

ROOMATE WANTED to thoio bedroom
m two bertoom apt Jan/fob Cokir TV
Mcrowava. VCR Southwood $l4QntO
2iy39B3

i POR LO «pr on Cut fOu**

own room. A«fwriad Mr 6r»i0 bad (?ro

*ymomMMuMM c«« 32»4909Mtom
2PM32i^«»S30(

WE ARE LOOKBM to Mto oimrMMa or

Putton ot Brandfwom Apt Cat Ruaa
S40-S3«3

LOOKING FOR SOMEONE to raka ovw
my laoaa atarttog Jtnifob color TV,

rmcrowovo, tCR SMMaoM iraoono
253-3903

vt APT ROOM avaMMi ar tow ranr «i

Amnartr on M* /tMM Cat 2»*t3l

ONE PEWBON TO inara room m Brtimny

ttattor AvotttlaJan 1. $i25mond\Hooi
mektdad coc 2S»-»427

TWO BEDROOM APT m Sundartand
electncilyinckidedlirai atop on bu* route

very ami loeoOon For moio »tk> cat Can
andChns ar 005-2170

HAVE OWN ROOM aridaMm Mortnan«>-

tonhoua* Only 130* cat Scott 584 b4«9

TWO DECADENT, MARLBORO
crtamamoMrs praacAmg modara«on dbr

ing the week and exce** over weekends
aeek eesy gomg. bdy houaomata H>r tfmd

bedroom m our baouUlui HadMy Muaa
ask lor Peal or Svon 5D6-091

7

NONSMOKING MALE ROOMMATE
wanrad m iTiara larga bedroom m 3

bedroom Punan Apl 54901 40 kxapnng
99fn0St9f

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED for

spring somoator 87 excellent fully-

rt/ma^iadiWirwrrfigraarpaapto Catuaa
253-9697

1 6R2pao«)tonaaMdar8r«MrnrMa
Ca« tor into Ray or Oava 2S3-2430

TWO'OR THREE tomaMt tor Bmtany. an-

ly f r2Vlmo Can 250-0045

BRANDYWINE -ONE FEMALE needed
for 2 tJedroom apt Starting Jan 549-7753

leave message

ROOMMATE WAHTEDTOWN room, ful-

ly furnished Townehouaa Apertrrmnt

665-7185

MALERoommate wanted lorone

bedroom apt. Pultton Cat Mike m
549-1476

1 OR 2 oaopla wanrad for Toemahouaa
starting Feb l cell 549-0635 anytlma aak

lor Dawn

FEMALE ROOMMATE (QPADUATE
pnterred) wanted to share bedroom in

Brwidywine as ol Jan l. )9e7 (3uite. non-

smoking environment 549-4634

ONE OR 'TWO tornatottoTona torya

bedroom m two tiedroom apt $l40/mo

Jan 1 cell Lisa or Jean 256-8340

FEMALE ROOMIE NEEDED to share a

bedroom in Bntlany Manor apartment Call

256-3883 eves Come see us' January 1st

option only $125 00 per/mo- on bus
route What more could you ask for''

NONSMOKING FEMALE ROOMMATE
warMd for 2-bedroom m Sunderland $225
(inclusive) for intersession/spnng
semester 665-7939

ONE ROOM IN rwo bdrepi rt 9 Crown Pt

Ouiel non-smoker cat 256-4293

M/F NEEDED to shere bedmom m
Southwood Apt tor sprmg Sam $7 cat

253-9956

MALE ROOMMATE WANTED 2-Svinaa

Village 215 per month Inck/des everything

own room 1st last and aecunty needed
250-00/5

1-2 FEMALES FOR larga mom 2 br apt

bus rt utilities, dishwasher Included

665-8617

2 FEMALES NEEDED lor room in

Towrmhouae apis Casuaty casual, deep-

ly cool, and chitya 5, a must Keep trying

Davis A John 546-8938

ROOM AVAILABLE th 2br apt Ian or

ASAP In Cliffside Townehouaa
nontmoker Heotmc. cat Chrta 686-7150

FEMALE WANTED TO rant ona room m
houaa very near campus $i75/moi^hme
tlorttngjanlsl 549-0341 cat tmlwean 6
end lOPM

FEMALE ROOMMATE NODED to aanm
rm m noa apr naar cairtaual Fumtahod
except Mdrm cat Any 256-lOei

ROOMATt NOUWO 1MMA
or Feb 817 528-9390

Jim

ROOMMATE WANTED TO MM* nxim
« a ? Md^ Coble TV hity tomtariad

$145 a moMh A uttmaa Sqife vmage
005-3730

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to

•nara larga rwo Mdroom MorffiampMn
VMMmanr Qiod. oMar tludanr or wor*
mg poiaon ptotorfod S04-00r9

ROOMMATE NEEDED 125 mo StartJmt

or Feb 253^2260

stavic0s

TVPMQ. TAPE TNANBCRrTlbN. FmT
accuraia 065-7052

TERNIPC TYPBtO FROM SpaaM
key* ProHtatonoi ra*abto aonnco
?S6-f002. 0aff»-Mpm

DAVIS TYPUM iiVKX caf 2i3-iaa»
between 3 A 9 Monday niur*

HextTYPMOmORD PROCESSMO.
day tervKe 3234S7V

PASCAL TUTOR. REASONABLE
904-1307

SPAMtM rUTOCHM A TBANSLAIIOM

MCL^ WITH EXAMS, (/renenm. pionun
256-1002

SI

BAHAMAS SSS0 A <4> Canwn or

AfcMuteo $420 « up Carrfcaan Ouwa
9B4» cMl arywi 540-9O2» »uoa 0400020

TAKI OVSB UASi

SMMILE ROOM AVAJLABLSl*
aMM0 Jon 1 Color TV. wtulmt.

*aom
bu* atop short woti to compu* Femata

pratonod. ca« 540-904O

TO SUSKT

WWTERBESSWNI ONE BEDROOM apr
homoy and cozy proaktanboi apt 400*
a« mokidad ideal lor 0014M 549^040

FEMALE NONSilOKINO ROOMMATE.
Own bedroom m Townhouse Apt* kr Jan
$100 can Ann Mane Mfr >44«

ONE BEDROOM MT
na $250 5«»2?00

INTERSESSION:
FtoierKe Bus '1

•vanmgs

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT ma/or

bus 'Ouit $4 15 r>oi water included many
appkanca* 549-7900

y on 2 mature aduk* wanted kx ntaetaa

sion w/apnng opoon ptoaaa cot soon
Locateddoaa to town 5 mmutaa HornOua
250-0007 CMap >WI0

TBAVIl

in FMT M«ERKUkN Airtina OcM
vOucMr Worth $500 your for

065-7939

STUDY TOUR IN CMM JUia 22-AM 20.

1987 J3350 Conracr Pro! Drake. Harter

638 01 call 5^ 1330, evening* 253-51 14

TT0HM SMVICE

QUALITY TYPING. Long or ahort pto-

/OCT* (UIMcutousprw*aa«Mo fkithloto

OK New IBM typewrttei 5*90367

WANnO

ALWAYS BUVWM USEDOoo**. moorMi
l^)M, andcompacrdlact CatDjmamito
Books 500-9070 or Dynamite Recoixtt

584-1590 Northampton

VOCALIST - SHELF UPE naadk nam
lead singer for donee rock Coatoto,

Jeckson, etc. big range gutter a pkjs Aud
Sat can Rick 6-6030

HOUSE PAINTS POR Sr0ma Kappi
Sororffy aoard, saparara iWog ouanar* •»•

pend Begin Jenuary 1987. no pets ideal

for married greduete couple Yeer round

occupency mey be en option Cat
549- f64 J or 253-5/69 after 5PM

WANTED TO BENT

WE'RE LOOKING TO take over haaa ol

North-Amharst area apt Call Bob
546-9721

LOOKING TO RENT mom lor interaea-

akmonly Prel. Noarcainpu*. Ploaaacat
548-3217

AREYOU LOOKING for a roommalai?!
I need a place to live next aamoatar
female, 21, nonsmoker. edorabia ktlan th
ckided can Audrey 865-4793

NEED HOUSE OR apartment for wmior
session only Call 546-4639 or 546-4643

LOOKING FOR A room imaraoaalon ca*
AaMcca 546-9304

2 PEOPLE LOOKINO tor room In Puflton

areal Cat Shaun 6-1127 or Chria at Ski

CkJb 5-3437
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SPORTS

Minutemen beat New Hampshire, 61-59
Fennellpaces win with 15points for UMass

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

DURHAM. NH - The University of

Massachusetts n»en's basketball team over-

came a couple of obstacles last night — the

last being its opponent.

Battling both a physical University of

New Hampshire ballclub and some ques-

tionable ofliciating, the Minutemen buck-

ed the odds, hitting 12 of 13 second-half foul

shots to shake off the Wildcats, 61 59.

The Minutemen, 3-1. won their third

straight game and were led by sophomore
forward Joe Fennell's 15 points and six re-

bounds. Junior guard Lorenzo Sutton add-

ed 13 points.

UNH, which db*opped to 1-4 on the season.

1^ a game-high 17 points from senior

guard Todd Black and 16 points each from
senior forward Greg &eele and sophomore
guard Derek Counts.

"I was pleased with the win. We showed
a lot of perseverance." Uliaw head coach
Ron Gerlufsen said

One thing the Minutemen had to have
was perseverance, as the two officials call-

ed a total of 49 fouls* In addition. 38
turnovers were committed. Subsequently,
neither team wm able to get anything go-

ing. Both coaches agreed that the of-

ficiating hurt the flow of the game.
"It really did I was really di.sappointed

with It (the officiating]." Gerlufsen said. "It

created uncertainty in the players' minds.

But I think the calls were offsetting."

Fortunately, that was the case, because

this was one game that, had it gone
smoother, would have belonged to UMass.
The Minutemen led for most of the con-

test, including the game's largest lead of

seven points on several occasions, and took

a quick 14-8 lead early in the game as Sut-

ton scored all of his eight first-half points

during the run.

But the Wil<kats ran off the next seven
poinLs to take a 15- 14 lead on a free throw
by center Keith Hinder! ie. The two teams
then exchanged leads before Fennell and
sophomore forward David Brown cnmbin

ed tor UMass' final six points of the half

The Minutemen led. 29-28, at the

intermission.

It was more the same in the second half,

as neither team could establish control.

The Minutemen, who trailed just once,

43-41. in the second half, finally opened a

seven-point lead, 57-50, on a pair of Carl

Smith free throws with 3:15 lefl. From then

on, it was simply a matter of who wanted
to win the game.

"I just couldn't believe what I saw in the

last five minutes," Gerlufsen said.

"Defense won the game for us because, on

the offensive side, we were atrocious,

«q>ecially in the last four minutes."

In the end, it was UMass which won out

as the Wildcats were forced to foul the

Minutemen and try to take advantage of

missed free throws. The ploy was nearly

successful as Smith missed the front end
of a one-and-one with 213 left and UMass
a 57 54 lead.

But sophomore forward Sean Mosby
grabbed Smith's missed free throw, was
fouled, and converted b<^h foul shots to

give the Minutemen a five-point lead.

59-54. with 2:11 remaining. The Wildcats
took advantage of a Smith personal foul,

though, and Counts hit a free throw to cut

the lead to four at 59-55.

After a UMass turnover, Steele hit a
10-foot jumper to close the gap to two.
59-57. with 1:25 to go in the contest. The
Minutemen took a timeout, then ran the
clock down before turning the ball over
with 39 seconds to go. The Wildcats, with
the shot clock off. tried to run the clock

down and play for the final shot. UNH
coach Gerry Friel called a pair of timeouts
to set up for the final shot, but Gerlufsen
had other ideas.

"I just told the team to emphasize box-
ing out. playing on their feet, and not com-
mitting the foul." Gerlufsen said.

Counts tossed up an errant shot with six

seconds remaining and Fennell snared the
rebound from two Wildcats. He was foul

ed, went to the free throw line and sank
both free throws to seal the win.

1 oSrgiak MMto
The University of Massachusetts men's basketball team w

consecutive game, beating New hampshire, 61-59, last night
NH.

on its third

in Durham.

Minutewomen halted by snow;
face New Hampshire tomorrow

,
Collegian photo by Paul Dciiinaraiii

The University of Massachusetts women's basketball team was snowed
out in its scheduled game vs. Connecticut last night. The Minutwomen
will host UNH tomorrow at 2 p.m. at the Cage.

By ROGER CHAPMAN
and LINDA DELIVORIAS
Collegian Staff

The latest round of the University of

Massachusetts and University of Connec-
ticut rivalry has been put on the back
burner, at least for now. Believe it or not,

last night's game was cancelled because
the poor folks from Storrs couldn't make
through the awesome snowstorm that
struck yesterday. A likely story. The
game will be rescheduled at a later date.
"We got a phone call at 5:30. 1 guess the

roads were pretty bad down there." said
head coach Jack Leaman. "Were disap
pointed because UConn is one of our
greatest rivals. Everyone was able to con
centrate during the scrimmage, which
says a lot for this team."
The UMass women's basketball team

will now focus their attention on another
incoming foe in the form of the Universi-
ty of New Hampshire, as the Wildcats in

vade the Curry Hicks Cage tomorrow at
2 p.m. The game will be the first in

another featured doubleheader with the
men's team. The Minutemen will face
Northeastern University at 7:30.

The Minutewomen will be looking for

their third consecutive victory of the
season at the expense of the Wildcats. A
win over UNH will mark the best start

for a UMa.ss women's team since the
Minutewomen started the 1978-79 season
by going 6-0. If all goes well tomoiTow, the
Wildcats will, unwillingly of course, play
the part of the third victim in a script that
gets more intriguing game by game.
"Everone's been playing real well. We

have a lot of respect for UNH, but we're
hungry for the win," Leaman said. "We
just have to play our game. UNH isn't a
better team than us, but they're capable
of beating us. They're very quick and start

a three guards out front. We just have to

play with a lot of disicipline, hope for some
fine shooting, and try to get the ball in-

side."

UMass has, uncharacteristically mind
you, been blowing the doors off opponents

this sea.son. That in itself may not be that

impressive, but what catches the eye i.^ u

rather drastic change from the personali-

ty the Minutewomen sported last season.

UMass outscored its opponents by a

885-869 margin last year, and were usual

ly ahead or in every game at the midway
point. But in the second half, UMass went
through some kind of statue like

metamorphasis and was outscored
1020-931.

That tendency to fall apart in the second

half has not happened as of yet this

season, and. even though the season is

still young, all indications seem suggest

a permanent remission of the "Cave-In

Blues". In all three games, once the

Minutewomen got a lead, they kept it for

good.

"We're good enough to beat any team
in New England. I anticipated a good

.start, but if we are 3-0 going into the

Villanova Tournament (December 27-28)

it can only build our confidence," Leaman
said. "We have a good combination of

youth anc" experience. The five freshman
have really brought some life to the

veterans, and they've done what we've

asked them to in games. The whole team
is really hungry to learn and work on the

little things."

The Wildcats are 2-2 on the season and
are coming off a 55-42 loss at the hanHs
of Fairfield University on Wednesda\

.

That loss may be deceiving, as UNH
registered an upset of Big East power
Syracuse University, in the Carrier

Dome, last week.

"The Syracuse game was a big win for

us. We played a great game," UNH head
coach Kathy Sandborn said. "We know
that UMass is a very good team and off

to a good start. There are going to be a

few things we'll have to do differently

against them."
continued on page 23
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It doesn't

take a
miracle to

find the

perfect gift!

From Disney to David Byrne, Hitchcock to
Spielberg, we can give you the Stars for

L .>lJr,tl 3.7U

And we specialize in searchesforany title!

Call 5^4-6762

i Pleasant St. Theater Q)'^^^

UHOM mB» KmdNAL ' BmHv
Good tuck vie Battegtmadf H«pn«r

lUMEN. HCV OUOC' Am>9ua Guat^fitfa

»y«% no Wanp ©m! pole Wtg l*ts «n»

^uf%% AMt I did C««< DMM tii iwd
Mfnecwr' ucw* yaw t;^tf« fQomia i

own HW wnH)* OtXlCTTE

• ,^ .u .u«)«igMiefMi«ou«f.^nuWv
in cook OrMlrtaat Ci««M Mmo

BO OCT RCADV l» m*M«»««««
,»<' I Lot« you' Eatn

TO THi UMA$S MINUTEMAN BaMM
baaiMm OoodiuciK'iyix.'^nMdw
•ng tMMk' Many Ohkh^m' w* »tM «ou
n«*f MmMMr< I0»«tf<* UMm* MMtulM

SWEKTNCM I WAS oni> loxng «ft*fl I

M4 I MOuUn'f mmr» «0 1» «>•««• C]« tK«ad
'Tnank* tOf •* »'lur lOM •»« MjppOrt f*ii%

NOtLLE BVRNCS IS 21? •<•%
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Administration
tries to avoid
formal conflict
Groups plan to take action

Bv I'AL'L LUL'ib

Collegian Staff

Members ofthe Graduate Student Senate and the Legal

Services Office said last week they plan to bring the

University to court over the issue of trust fund interest

on the Student Activities fee

But Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis L Mad

son said he feels administrative channels can ponsibly cor

rect the conflict.

Representatives of the two student ffr&ap» said the in

terest earned off the student fee should be controlled by

students and spent on student activities and groups. Mad
son said much of the money is now spent in other areas

determined by administrators.

Using a Massachusetts law which governs the Univer

•ily. "All income received from such projects or activities

shall be held in trust by the trustees and expended for

the purpose for which the trust fund was intended
*"

*i believe it's illegal I believe students want that

money." Charles DiMare. director of legal services, said

Madson said i am aware of the pending case and sym

pathetic to the cause
"

Madson said, though, that he feels the groups should

work through the administration rather than the courts.

"It's quite clear that the trustees have the authority to

use the money," he said.

The amount of money involved is about $.350,000 a year,

according to Katherine Strickland, treasurer of the Stu

GOOSE-STEPPING - Canada ^t t se <»n the C
as they make their way over a thin film of ice.

(iillr-lCian ph«>li> h* Hvrmr (iuarnotia

ampus Pond appear to be walking on water

dent Government Association and Nathan Mm>re. chair

man of the I 'ndergraduate l^udent Senate budgets

committee
The total budget of the trust fund is $3,5 million. Stu

dent senators interviewed said if the money could In* ac

cessed, student groups would have a lot more money to

work with.

Jim Collins, former state chancellor of higher educatioi ,

said in Wednesday's senate meetmg that the administra

tion might be willing to come to the "bargaining table
'

because of the investigation going on at Westfiold into

trust fund abuses.

Madson said that the case over Student Activities trust

fund interest 'i'^ an interesting ethical argument, hut n«>t

a sound legal '.n.

A similar ca.se was put forward by the LSO a few \

ago but never made it into court h.tausr the Univ.

refused to sign the check for ,» lis -I Commuter

Area Government leader Bob Simous

Where the money for the lawyer will come fnmi this

time is not clear. The Graduate Student Senate detjate^

the is.sue of funding behind closed doors at last Tuesday's

meeting "That's a secret. " senate President George Clax

ton .->aid.

People take part in holiday events in various ways

Gift company offers

strange ideas for Christmas

By RICK SANTOS
Collegian Correspondent

People should not be alarmed this holiday season if they

receive some very unusual gifts.

Karin Wisniewski was sitting around with some friends

about a year ago discussing what they could ideally do

with their lives. She decided she "would love to be paid

to do something sarcastic and cynical."

Before long she and two friends. Dan Vondette and Jen

nifer Losik, were lying down the foundations of Revenge

Gifts, Inc. The idea of the company was to produce gifts

that could be given to friends as a nice way of telling them
to "shape up."

"The three of us have lived a lot. There have been a lot

of times when we could have used these products,"

Wisniewski said.

Some of these gifts are: hand-crafled Christmas stock

ings filled with coal, a dozen long stems without flowers,

empty and recorked bottles of fine champagne, a dozen

lemons and an imported box of chocolates with all the good

ones gone.

Wisniewski said, "We do special custom orders as well

as regular items and hope to have a total of thirty regular

items in the next few months " The gifts range in price

from about $15 to $25.

"The gifts are classy looking and packaged well. Every

gift has a motto. When they don't deserve roses, send it

with a stem," Wisniewski said.

A m'jssage is sent with each gift, and Wisniewski said,

"We will print anything — even four-letter words. It's a

nice way to get even with people or to let out bad feel-

ings. Stockings can be given as a warning."

The entire company is composed of Losik, Vondette and

Wisniewski, president. Corporate Kitty, an inanimate cat,

"also helps out," according to Wisniewski. Five other peo-

ple including lawyers and accountants comprise the board

of directors.

Wisniewski, Vondette, and Losik work full-time jobs as

well as producing and selling gifts. Wisniewski is a

marketing manager, Vondette is an engineer, and Losik

is a financial consultant. If they all have .steady jobs, why

do they spend their time making strange gifts? According

to Wisniewski, "It's an alternative to doing drugs. We are

continued on page 2

Collegian photo by Byrnp (iuarnotU

Santa Claus visits the Student Union to push

Sylvan Area's weekend programs.

More Collegian
holiday coverage,
Page 3.

Non-Christian students
describe Christmas events
By DANA M. ANAGNO^OU
Collegian Staff

According to some University of Massachusetts'

students. Christmas and holiday festivities are no longer

just Christian celebrations

Vipul Bhushan. a junior Hindu student, said because

"Christmas has come to be more of an American holiday

than a Christian holiday" his family celebrates the holi-

day to a certain degree.

They "celebrate the community part, the giving part,

the getting together part" of the holiday, but "don't

celebrate the religious part of it." he .said.

Bik Auiakh, a sophomore Sikh student, said Chri.stmas

IS "a time for our family to get together. Traditionally

what we do is have a big dinner party. " He said Chris

tinn friends will often invite him to their homes, take him

to Mass and give him presents.

Jeremy Brown, a sophomore Jewish .-student, said

becau.se Christmas is "a strong part" of the American

culture, he celebrates the holiday even though he's not

Christian.

"Although I don't believe in the religious aspects of

Christmas I enjoy celebrating it. We actually have a

Christmas tree and we open presents on Christmas mor-

ning."

Brown said he also celebrates Hanukkah, a Jewish holi

day that begins on December 27 this year. "We light

candles and we say Hebrew prayers," he said.

Hanukkah is "not a Jewish Chri.stmas and it's not to

compensate for the fact that Jews don't have Christmas

trees," said Seth Kamil, a Hillel council member, but

rather is "a .spiritual liberation to rejuvenate the hope

because a miracle took place."

According to Lauren Levine. Hanukkah commemorates

the "miracle" that took place thousands of years ago when

a day's worth of holy oil kept candles lit for eight days.

Levine said celebrating Hanukkah includes praying,

lighting candles and exchanging presents, although

"presents are an unimportant part" of the holiday.

Tammy Mergel, also a Jewish student, said although

her family celebrates Hanukkah, they also celebrate "the

loving and the fun aspect of Christmas."
continued on page 2
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• revenge gifts
continued from page 1

crazy and greedy. Seriously, there is a need tor this pro-

duct. It's another side of gift-giving."

Wisniewski said, "We're having a lot of fun. It's hard
to get harassed. The work is at home. We play Christmas
carols while working. It's very intense. It's phenomenal."

• celebrations
continued from page I

Mergel also said, "It's a shame that everything got so

commercialized. ..In some ways everything gets

Christmasized, like the movie An American Tail," which

has spawned Christmas consumer items featuring its star,

a Jewish immigrant mouse.

Correction
A story in Friday's Collegian stated that the the Campus Center Board of Cover

nors kept the Republican Club in their present quarters. The board moved the club

to room 306 of the Student Union.
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Woman finds aid through

Amherst Survival Center
By SIOBHAN MASTERSON
Collegian Staff

When Donna Farishta turned 30. she

looked back on her life and decided she

wanted something more.

She wanted to go to college.

But as a young, single mother on welfare,

college seemed impossible Even the en-

trance examination fee was too high for her

budget.

"But then I went to a special program at

the Everywoman's Center, and they said

of course I could do it." said Fanshta, sit-

Center provides

aid for the needy
By MARIBETH OBRIEN
Collegian Correspondent

The Amherst Survival Center has been
providing emergency food and clothing
through donations from local businesses
for ten years.

The center held its annual Children's

Christnias Party Saturday, handing out

toys to over 1(K) needy children from the

Amherst area.

Before the party, center Director

Evangeline Westcott said 168 children at-

tended the party last year and she ex-

pected the same number this year.

The center expected to raise more dona-

tions this year because in addition to plac-

ing cans in stores they wrote personal let-

ters to merchants in Amherst and the

Hadley malls asking them to donate one
nice gilt, ^est<x>tt said.

"This year some local businessmen
donated gifls for more than one child.

That will help a lot," she said.

Last year the center raised more than
$1,000 in donations and presents.

The party usually provides gifta for

children up to the age of 13. However,

older children also attend and the center

finds gills for these age groups also.

The party helps children from low-

income families and also children whuac
families are in a financial crisis due to

death, divorce or some other cause,

Westcott said.

Because diverse amounts of children at

tend the party, the entertainment is

geared towards a couple of different

cultiu"e». Westcott said.

In addition to providing presents for

needy children the center is also collecting

money to provide turkeys for needy

families for their Christmas dinner.

The center operates year round, pro-

viding food, clothing and household goods

to needy people in the area. Five staff

members plus volunteers provide the

center's services.

The center, located in the basement of

the Old North Amherst School, is current-

ly undergoing a $26,000 renovation. The
center has raised $11,000, but needs to

raise at least $15,000 to complete all the

prospective changes. A handicapped ramp
and entranceway have been installed and
the center's bathrooms, kitchen and office

have been renovated.

ting in her home in North Amherst.

"I'd never even considered going to col-

lege. I had gone to a small, rural high

school in Kentucky. I'd done okay, but I

didn't have any confidence in my abilities."

After her first semester GPA of 3.5,

Farishta began to realize she had abilities

far beyond what she had thought.

"I really didn't believe I could do it. It

was a real struggle, but I did well."

Besides the concern of exams and papers,

she also had to worry about having enough

food on the table. And that's where

Amherst Survival Center entered the pic

ture, she said.

With the help of work study and food

stamps, Farishta was able to support her

daughter and herself, but they barely got

by.

"It was hard on her," glancing over at her

now teen age daughter. "We didn't have

any money, and even buying a lunch box

was tough."

So Farishta started to drop by the

.\niherst Survival Center for food, or

clothes and perhaps even a listening ear

"i had only two pairs of shoes then — can

vou believe it? — so the Survival Center

was a tren^ndous help to me. I became a

rejiular." she said, chuckling.

But besides food and clothing, Farishta

found friendship at the Center.

"It was a place for social contact. Vangi

(director of the Center) is a person of many
talents, with the ability to listen to people,

.'^he said.

"The Survival Center is an invaluable

resource to people — it was to me, " she

said. "I probably would've made it without

it. but it meant a lot to me It reallly made
a difference."

During her years as an undergraduate in

nursing at UMass, Farishta grew sn

terested in public health and applied to

graduate school.

"It's one thing to take care of people, it's

another to prevent them from getting

sick," she said.

Now working for the Holyoke/Chicopee

Regional Services as the Health and Social

Service Project Coordinator. Farishta is

becoming involved in the legal aspects of

health care as well.

"Service is important, but if laws and
regulations aren't there and money isn't

allocated to the right programs, nobody

gf-ts the services," .she .said

Farishta's career in public Ix-alth, her in-

terest in national health care and her

lifestyle all reflect her v dues.

"I believe in peace, ard in ju.stice and

equality. Those are very broad, but if you

live your life by them." she said, "then it

comes down to everything in your life, from

driving courteously to working toward

nuclear disarmament."
Now a member of the Survival Center's

Board of Directors, Farishta has the chance

to repay those who helped her when she

was in need.

"The Survival Center has made a point

of being apolitical so as to be supported by

everyone, not just by one group," she said.

"Meeting basic human needs shouldn't be

a political issue."

"I'm still on the level of survival in some
ways," she said, shaking her head. "But

food, clothing — everyone ought to have

them."

lOUegtan plwlo fcjP Bjcri Bubm*m>

ICY DEMEANOR - Anne Robotham reaches for some Ice on a tree

in Northampton.

Scientists study origins of AIDS

Virusbefuddles scientists
Bv BETHANNE MOSKOV
Collegian Staff

The Virus begins as a small invader in

the blood St re.'im of Its victim, entering only

through soni<' form of close physical

contact.

Once m the system, it quickly advana's

on Its prime target, a helper T cell, the

master coordinator of the immune system.

It then begins rendering the cell useless.

After a significant number of the.se cells

have been affected, the entire immune
system begins to deteriorate and in most

cases*, the death of the victim ensues.

The invader, an AIDS virus, is hitting

society hard while baffling the science com-

munity who have been coming up with new
discoveries about the virus almost daily for

the past few years.

A big question with the virus is where it

originated from and how it has become so

widespread. In 1981, there were five AIDS-

related deaths in the United States. This

November, estimates showed approximate-

ly 15,000 AIDS deaths in the US, a figure

experts predict will rise to nearly 180,000

deaths vdthin the next five years in

America alone

However, the figures aren't causing as

much of a scare as the rate at which they

have been rising

Leonard C. Norkm. a microbiology pro

fessor at the University of Massachusetts

who has done extensive reading on the

topic of AIDS, said before a vaccine for

measle.s was developed one million people

were dying yearly from the di.stiase. mak
ing the figures for AIDS seem relatively

small. However, tojump from five ttJ 15,000

AIDS death.s in just five years is a scary

reality.

"The problem with the AIDS virus.
"

Norkin said, "is that it's hard to get at the

virus without effecting the metabolic

machinery of the invaded helper T cell"

Norkin said this is partly because the

AIDS virus is causing reverse transcription

to take place in the cell, meaning that the

ribonucleic acid (RNAi. the building block

of life, acts as a template for deox

yribonucleic acid (DNA) to be formed in

stead of more RNA being formed.

This will penetrate the cell nucleus and

team with a chromosome, taking over the

continued on page 5

Other countries celebrate Christmas in a different manner
By KATHERINE DUSTIN
Collegian Correspondent

When most Americans think of

Christmas they picture Christmas trees,

stockings over the fireplace and Santa

Claus sliding down the chimney, but other

count ries celebrate Christmas in ways that

are uniquely their own.

In Puerto Rico, more emphasis is put on

the Epiphany. 'The people celebrate the

coming of the three kings to pay homage

to the baby Jesus," said Lydia Roman, a

Puerto Rican student at the University of

Massachusetts.

During the week the children leave straw

under their beds to feed the camels of the

three kings. When the kings come, they

supposedly take the straw and leave

presents for the children in its place.

"During the season people go out on Par-

randas [Christmas caroling] with friends to

houses in the area and to sing to them,"

Roman said. "Most of the time we start

CoUeKlun photo by Byrne Guarnottn

stuffed animals on the Campus Center Concourse were one gift

possibility.

very late at night and continue until very

early in the morning."

In Germany there is a Santa Claus, but

he comes on December 6th instead of the

25th. "The Christmas tree, which is a tradi

tion in most countries that celebrate

Christmas, was originated in Germany
around the fourteenth century," said

Holger Briel, a German teaching assistant.

Parents leave presents under the tree

which are supposedly from the baby Josus.

"Before they get their presents," said Briel,

In Italy. Christmas is mainly a religious

holiday, according to Professor There.sa

Lazzaro Every family makes their own
presepe, or creche. The creche is a very im-

portant part of the Chri.stmas holiday in

Italy, she said.

The construction of the creche started

with St. Francis of Assisi who, in the 11th

century, celebrated Christmas by construc-

ting a nativity scene.
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Shoppers v. Employees
By TONY PADOVANO
Collegian Staff
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COLLEGIAN

"Tis the season to be jolly."

Supposedly everyone feels like this at

Christmas time, but some of the employees

and shoppers at the Hampshire Mall are

having a hard time feeling that way.

Scott Sadoski, 17, employee of My Store

for Levi's, said about 90 percent of the

• customers are friendly but sometimes they

ask for something with very little patience*

"It gets aggravating when somebody asks

you for something and then they say never

mind when you stop to think of the

answer," he said.

Laurie Ress, 32, assistant manager of

Fashion Bug Plus, said people are grum-

pier and more stressed during the

Christmas season.

Ress. a 12 vear veteran of the Christmas'

retail wars, said, 'it would be really nice

if people enjoyed what they were doing. It

would be much easier for the shoppers and

the employees."

Some shoppers at the mall have their

own little problems with Christmas

shopping.

Leah Santos and her sister Michelle

Thornton, co-owTiers of the Out-To Lunch

deli in Turners Falls both dislike shopping

at Christmas time. "I hate it - the crowds,

the parking. And everything is so expen

sive." Santos said. Thornton added. "We're

bummed out and broke."

They also dislike the way they are

treated in stores. Thornton said "I feel

rushed. The employees are just trying to

make a sale and when you do buy a lot of

stufT they do not want to give you boxes.

What are we supposed to carry all the stutl

in?

Monica MacDonald, 19, a sorority

member at Iota Gamma Upsilon, said she

always feels rushed by employees. She
usually ignores the salespersons because "I

don't want them to influence me,"

$2 OFF REG 12 16

STYLE CUTS
WITH THIS COUPON & STUDENT ID

STYLES BY DEBORAH
65 University Drive Amherst

549-5610 expires 12/30/86

MAXELL XL-2
!

BOX OF lO FOR
$21

'^Saht »^

An Altamativ* Record Storm
j

Punk ' ^maM OmO
Kock n no! ' EjipanmsnM

• MAXELL UR-90|

I
BOX OF lO FORI

I

$10

MAXELL XLIIS

$2.74 EA. OR
*ijoouAUTtT»«n»«)tnw

TOP CASH pMo FOR ,10 FOR S24.99
»«COHOS TAPES STERCOSOtHTAIW I

"^^ " ^^"^ T"^* ' '

patagonia*
Shelled Synchilla

Shelled Syttchllla
^ Jackets

reg 98 00

NEW LOCATION
Underr^ath Steve's, beside Ali Cat

48 N, Pleasant St - 253-9209
M - Sat 11-7; Sun 12-5

1987-88
FINANCIAL AID FORMS

Financial Aid Forms for the 1987-88 Academic

Year will be mailed to all on and off-campus

students (except graduating seniors) on Wednes-

day, December 10, 1986.

If you do not receive your Financial Aid Form by

Monday, December 15, 1986, please come in to the

office of Financial Aid Services, 243 Whitmore Ad-

ministration Building from 8:30-5:00 PM.

Any Senior graduating in January 1988 should

also pick up a Financial Aid Form at Financial Aid

Services.

New Federal regulations, dated October 17, 1986, require that

all Financial Aid applicants, including those who only apply for a

Guaranteed Student Loan, must file the Financial Aid Form for deter

minaton of eligibility.

March, 1987 is the deadline for priority consideration for cam-

pus based aid programs. Mail your completed, signed Financial Aid

Form to College Scholarship Service by March 1, 1987.

SALE! $83 OO

93 Bolt wood walk

Amherst. MA 01002
413-2S3-7779

OPEN
M-F 9-5

SAT 10-3

€*,UNIVERSITY
STORED

• A.I.D.S.
continued from puM*' ^ cell process and ordering

it to make more AIDS viruses, Norkin said.

The more AIDS viruses that are produced in the body

the fewer cells there are to help with the immune

response. The body slowly loses its ability to fight off

diseases that it usually combats, Norkin said, adding,

•its not the AIDS virus itself that kills the infected per

son, it's the diseases that get into the system."

With all this in mind Norkin said it has presented a

real challenge to researchers trying to come up with a

cure for AIDS. "To kill the virus would mean damaging

the entire invaded cell. This is exactly what the virus

IS doing so it wouldn't help the immune system at all,"

he said. *ino
Another major stumbling block surrounding the AlUh

virus is its origin. "It's possible that the virus originated

in Africa as a normal virus in animals. Somehow it spon

taneously mutated and infected humans, resulting in the

AIDS virus," Norkin said, adding. "This, however, has

not been proven."

Yet, along with AIDS comes more than just the

physical effects; most people who contract the disease are

condemned by society because AIDS is often associat.ti

with homosexuality

The only wav that AIDS can be contracted from

another person is by close physical contact Yet, Norkin

said, there is still a large portion of society that believes

AIDS can be contracted by casual contact This is the

Christmas Cards
...make the seoion merry and show

you've rememlDered someone special!

T.Vt;

m

portion of society that wants to have AIDS victims

quarantined which would set up an even more dangerous

situation of trying too hide the problem instead on ad-

dressing it.
, . r

Studies show that about about 75 percent of those et

fected with AIDS have had sexual intercourse with a

homosexual or with someone who at another time has

had intercourse with a homosexual. However, there is

the other 25 percent of those affected who have had no

contact with a homosexual.

Of this 25 percent, a large portion are intravem)us drug

users who have contracted the disease from the use of

a dirty or old needle. There is also a percentage who have

contracted the virus as a result of a blood transfusion.

The last six percent or so of the victims have no real

visible reason as to why they have contracted the disease.

This is the figure that have the scientists worried

because it seems to be growing

Unfortunately. Norkin explained, many people who

might be suspicious that they have the virus don't want

to be checked because they are afraid of the social stigma

that will form. This sparks a problem within itself, that

those refusing to be tested may infect others

Something else that scientists are watching out f<)r is

the approximate 15 million people who reported hav

ing the virus or an antibody for it. yet no symptoms of

AIDS
"There are about 30.000 full blown cases of AIDS right

now in the US. No one is really sure if the so-called car

nets will actually contract the virus or not."

Presently there is no known cure for the virus. Scien

ttsts have developed a drug called AZT which seems to

slow the AIDS virus, however, this is still in the ex

perimental phase NcM-kxn said about the best way to com

bat AIDS presently is to avoid getting it in the first place.

The Surgeon General has issued a report listing son»

lOiide lines to follow to protect oneself from AIDS.

Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
ffMSTORE^
u,p Q.5 SAT 10-3

AMERICAN CREFnNGS

UMASS
MEDIATION

PROJECT

H«mm«r out • solution

?^

MCAUA4AV AmetKfm C,f^tinrri Cfvp.

But leave your bamntar at bom*

Free. fast, confidential way

to resolve disputes

Call or come by Mon-Frl 9-5

425 Amity St., Amherst - 545-2462

GRADUATING STUDENTS
If you haven t found your career yet, you're probably asking these questions. What

can I do with my knovy/ledge and training? Where can I best invest my talents and

abilities? Where can I continue to grow in education and experience?

We think we can provide pertinent answers to these questions. That's why we're

inviting you to explore joining a small and extraordinarily talented group of American

men and women.

They're the professionals of the Central Intelligence Agency ... operations officers

dedicated to obtaining information of vital importance to our country.

Your rewards will be unique ... superb education and training ... overseas assignments

that coll on the deepest resources of your intelligence, knowledge and respon-

sibility ... the opportunity to moke truly meaningful contributions, for your benefit

and The nation's. U.S. citizenship required (self and spouse).

We place high value on your unique training and experience. If you want the facts

on a unique career, contact your College Placement Office, or send your resume to;

PERSONNEL REPRESENTATIVE
PO. Box 1920

General Mail Facility

Boston. MA 02205

Central Intelligence Agency
The CIA IS an Equal OoDOrtunity Emoloyei
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CASH
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FOR
BOOKS

bring

University Store
Textbook Annex
Dec.15-19 & 22-23

9:00-4:00
Dec.20 10:00-3:00

ColWctan ptiolu by Bymr Guamolt^

POSSIBLE PNEUMONIA - Chris Fox, like

many other students lately, waits at Health

Services.

".V.'.V.

SCI-FI & MYSTERY

BOOKS FOR XMASS
AT 40-80% OFF

Publisher's List Price

VALLEY BOOKS
Carriage Stxjps - Amherst

M-F 10 30-530
SAT 10-5 • SUN 12-5

549-6052 - VISA/MC

m
Guaranteed
to Winner

8-Bail

Tournament
^ TUESDAY

Pre -Register
7-8pm/Tues.

6C Entry
33 Fee

COMING
NEXT SEMESTER

COMEDY NIGHT
EVERY THURSDAY

Plumbleys
mmm HOMECOURT

Downtown Amherst • 253-9586

CAN YOU
AFFORD TO
GAMBLE
WITH THE
LSAT?
SAT?
GRE?
GMAT?
MCAT?

IKAPLAN
STANUY H. lAPlAN EDUCATKNOL aNHR UD.

Classes Forming Now
For Intersession

Call 549-5780

NCR PC 41
256K Color

and printer

$1595.00
SAME SYSTEM
with 10 meg
Hard Drive

$1695.00
MODEM
1200 Baud

$149.00
LETTER
QUALITY
PRINTER
$199.00

PIONEER VALLEY

DATA EQUIPMENT

259 Triangle Street

Amherst
549-1017

Alcohol quizzes provide information for safer holidays

• Learn facts through Alcohol Quotient test • UHS will distribute holiday party quiz

As a holiday party giver.

Alcohol Quotient?
what's your

With the holiday season upcn us once

again, it's important to know the tacts and

to take a few moments to plan an enjoyable

and safe time for your family and friends.

Trv this quiz to see if you can improve you

A(^
Answer the following true or false:

1. The key to a siu(«'-;srul party is an am
pie supply of liqudi

2. There is ihi- same amount of alcohol

in a 12 ounce can of beer, I'v ounce shot

of hard liquor, and a 3 5 ounce glass of

v,me
;i. A responsible host or hostess does not

push refills or make extra strong drinks

4. Serving coUee before guests depart will

insure that all drivers will be competent

behind the wheel.

5 l! a guest has had too much to drink,

a resptmsiblf host or hostess will provide

that guesl with a Mih. i driver or a plact-

to stay for tht* niuht

Answers:
1 False: Owi emphasis on the use of

alcohol can spell disaster. You have more

to offer your guesl - food, fun. getting old

and new friends together

2 True: It makes n(» difference what

form It comes m - a drink is a drink.

3. True: This makes you an alcohol

pusher" rather than a good friend. It is also

unfair to those concerned with keeping

track of their alcohol intake.

4. False: Black coffee, cold showers and

exercise will not speed up the metabolism

of your liver. Alcohol is "burned up" at a

rate of approximately one drink per hour

5. True: Be persistt-iu t\<n though your

guest bt'conu's angry with >(iu .Msd. it may
be possible for you to bt' sued il your gue.st

was intoxicated and then left your house

and had an accident. You'd rather have a

friend who is alive and a bit upset iii<te:id

of happy and dead.

(RUDOLPH'S LIQU

By TODD GOLDBERG
Collegian Correspondent

The University Health Services" Alcthol

and Education Program is distributing a

party giver's quiz that provides students

with information about alcohol in an at-

tempt to make the holiday season safer.

"A quiz is the best way to reach

students, " said Karen Jacobus, progiam

coordinator and creator of the quiz.

"These are ju.st general tips on how to

have parties, common practices and myths

.iinnix ^11 ving alcohol," she said

Jacobus, a former employee of the

Western Mas.sachusetts Prevention Center

would likt to s,,- a change m the holiday

tradition of giving alcohol as gifts, she said

im not antialcohol. but there are

healthier gifts than a bottle of booze. A lot

of it is in the convenience I would really

nr<»»> nfHM>l«» to n»it >a»m«« thniji'ht into it .'uul

get something that will la.st longer."

-lacobus said.

LTniversity of Massachusetts students

randomly surveyed in the Campus Center

generally disagreed with Jacobus" opinion

on giving alcohol as a present

"I was going to give a bottle of tequila

to a friend 1 like to have fun over the

holidays," >aid senior l.(»uis Pina, an

economics major, "l like to drink."

Freshman Jennifer Acomb, said "1 think

[giving alcohol as a present] is fine. Cham
pagne is a gotxi present AUnhol adds in the

festivities."

Jacobus said .she has noticed an mt > <mm
m the number of people with alcoliol

related problems in the p<»»1 holiday peruid

"Generally people are able to get through

the holidays. After the parties are over, it

IS a time that you see more pet^le. It's from

the letdown of the holidays." she said

If you have three <ii more answers corn-ct

you are someone who cares about your

guests and uses alcohol responsibly.

However, ifyou answered fewer than three

correctly you may not be giving your gue^a

the love and coiKern that they deserve.

Collegian positions for Springs?
Copy Editing positions for next semester are still open!! Apply to Nan-

cy Klingener in the newsroom before Wednesday. Fun, exciting ex-

perience working for the largest college daily in New England can

be yours. Apply today.

SEIMIMHEISER
Stereo Headphones
—>^

from

MiUbankPlac«*351 Pleasant St., Northampton • S84-d547

VISA. KU»t«fCard, Amwlcan tipr»» • 6d4-9547

Open Sundays 12-5

COLLEGIAN DRIVERS NEEDED

STARTING SPRING SEMESTER

• Musf have own car

• Must have mornings (9-11) free

$8 - $10 an hour

OPEN
M-F 9-5

SAT 10-3

&nNIVERSITY
MSTORED

Approximafely 6 hours per week

APPLY IN PERSON AT THE COLLEGIAN

113 CAMPUS CENTER
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A few of the crew. . . Dungeon-dwelling

Dode B. Levenson

Editor in Chief
Patrick Johnson
News Editor

Daniel Sobel

Night Editor

William Spain

Editorial Editor

Paul Desmarais
Photo Editor

Rob Skelton

Editorial Editor

"Facts are shit I u nnt the truth.
"

— Collegian motto

HOVAL CRAWE

FOOD MAl^kTET
360 College S! Amherst 253-5658
Sunday • Friday 10 - 8, Sat 9 • 8

SAUCES & SPICES*FRESH NOODLES
FRESH FRUITS & VEGATABLES

PASTRIES»FROZEN & DRIED FISH

WOKS. RICE COOKERS & IMPLEMENTS
DISHES & GIFTWARE»COOK BOOKS

TEA SETS & SAKE SETS^TAKE OUT FOODS
KOREAN MINK BLANKETS & BEDSPREADS

ROAST DUCK & CHICKEN BY ORDER
THAI, JAPANESE CHINESE INDIAN & PAKISTANI GOODS

DISCOUNTS FOR STUDENT GROUP FUNCTIONS

t> '4°'
^.^

CLEAN, SAFE, PRIVATE HOT TUBS
\7i Unlv«r«ty Or

N«it to Statfutm Ltquo/« In Pfic* Cheo»«r M«l
Op*n Monday 4 tlN 1, Tjim S«« flam iwn

W»—ryWont auMaatad - cm cartrflcataa avMlaWa

Call 253- ^;^^

GREAT FOR THE HOLIDAYS

UTOPIA SPAS
GIFT

CERTIFICATES

This semester I held one of the more demanding stu

dent jobs on this campus; as news editor of the Collegian

I was responsible for providing local news for 30 000

readers five days a week. From early September. I have

spent between 50 and 60 hours per week down in the cellar

of the Campus Center doing my job.

At times it was hectic, frustrating, and the cruelest fate

one could wish on a worst enemy; at other times it was

the greatest high anyone could imagine.

Since my two vears at this paper and my three and a

half years at this school are dwindling to a close, I felt

it was time to share some of my memories, if for no other

reason than I want to .

One of my favorite memories of the past semester is the

time 1 stood in Chancellor Duffey's garage for an hour on

a rainy night, waiting for the Chancellor and Prime

Minister Robert Mugabe of Zimbabwe to finish their meal

and address the media. Glancing about, it looked like a

garage that Ward Cleaver would love to own. Amid the

trash cans and lawn furniture, was a late 1950s Pontiac

with a cheap paperback romance in the back window. On

a shelf at the back of the garage was particularly revolting

sculpture, which must have been given to the chancellor

by a distant relative. Standing in the garage, all of my

criticisms of Duffey vanished, and I remember thinking.

"Hey. this guys OK."
^ ,^ „

Later, when the media was allowed in to the Uuftey

household. I noticed that of all the 250 reporters, secret

servicemen, and dignitaries. I was the only one wearing

blue jeans, a Bill the Cat T shirt, and who "looked like

a hippie." Conaequently, ray view of the prime minister

was blocked by an enormous Secret Service oflicer who

stood directly in front of me. one hand inside his coat,

waiting to blow me away if I dared to twitch.

Most of what III remember is the frustration of having

to fill two and a half pages with local news each day and

having few people willing to cooperate

The veteran reporters, ones who know how to write, for

the most part refused to indignify themselves by writing

anything less than the lead story on the front page. They

would all come down and work their one night a week,

and act like they were committing the most supreme

sacrifice on behalf of the paper.

Without having any reliable veteran reporters, I was

forced to fill the void with those less experienced, those

who had been writing for less than one semester. Of my

20 or so regulars, just two answered the call.

A month into the semester, one of my associate editors

quit, as did his replacement one week after that, and the

person responsible for covering the town of Amherst left

the office one day and never came back. Where she went,

who knows ?

The things I wanted to accomplish this semester remain

undone, and the news quality was not as good as it could

have been, as it should have been.

My friend Yasmin said a few days ago that I'm getting

gray hairs. Not surprising. After all the shit I have been

through and had to put up with since September, the on

ly surprise is that I've yet to turn completely gray. Am
I bitter in any way? Nah

/ hate this place.

Alone on a Saturday afiernoon. in this usually hectic but

fur the moment quiet, chilled dungeon. Without so much

as a window to gaze at the world, which passes m, h\.

The dampness ofmy mood envelops me as I look around

what has become my usual habitat, this anaconda uhuh
been so much ofmy life for so long. I can only wonder what

will be next. Unable to see the future, unable to remember

m\ past, all I can do is grieve for what I am and am not,

and can never hope to be.

I hate this place and my part in it.

"Don't worry smile and dance. You just can't work life

out. Don't let [your] moods entrance you. Take the wme and

shout.

"

And now it's almost all over Soon 1*11 be in a new phase:

starting over in a new environment, new faces, new situa-

tions, staying hungry, waiting and working for a chance

— such is life.

Good bye, UMass

Batrtck Johnson is the Collegian News Editor who will

have managed to acquire 120 credits by February

NESTLE IN AT CLIFFSIDE APARTMENTS

^^^a
Six* or Twelve Month Lease Available. Come See our 1, 2, and 3

Bedroom Units. All Utilities included, appliances. Laundry

Facilities, Cable Ready, On The Bus Route. On Route 116

Close to 1-91, Routes 47, 5 & 10. Model Open 7 Days a Week

PHONE 413-665-3958
'(6-month lease available only one 1 bedroom December only).

Christmas
Candles

Holiday candles for a festive touch...

or OS gifts of cheer and wormth.

Campus Center

i^iiSTORED
M-F 9-5 SAT 10-3
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Pulling out, with all the roots along for the ride
As the presses slowly wind down, I am

beginning to come to grips with the fact

that my tenure at the Collegian, and as

a college student at this fine institution

is finally winding down as well.

Dodc B. Levenson

What a long strange trip its been.

No more waiting in lines for add drop.

No more dealing with pinhead professors

who know so much about their area of

study they know nothing else. No more

dealing with trying to juggle classes with

working for the Collegian, with having a

social life, with working for the Collegian,

or going to meetings, or working for the

Collegian, or fixing the computers, or

working for the Cnlh-f^mn. I should feel

great. I don t

I'm gonna miss this place

I take with me four years worth of in

sane memories from watching Jack

Bresnahan and the UMass Blues Band

everv' Wednesday night downstairs at the

Drake < Willy s place), to the Violent Fem
mes concert at the Blue Wall • after it

became the Blue Wall coffee housei, to

watching my adopted teams go to the

World Series and the Super Bowl dm
from Prairie Village. Kansas i to the ban

ning of tailgating at Alumni Stadium, to

witnessing countless demonstrations

about an equal number of topics, to wat-

ching the first female vice presidential

candidate Geraldme Ferraro along with

20,000 others, to bowl and stereo wars m
Orchard Hill, to the shenanigans we
played on our fioormates in the dorms.

I'm gonna miss this place

While a student, I was active in various

RSOs, and I was even a student senator

as a frosh. Disillusioned w ith the gamt

played in the SGA, and its pathetic met

ficiency, I meandered over to the Col-

legian, where I've stayed so long that

when I leave, roots are gonna come with

me.
When I started m "the window less

dungeon. "

I was a typesetter. The

machines were so old half of the stuff was

run out in pencil Peter Soderberg and I

were co-associate production managers

when all of the Collegian copy was writ

ten on manual typewriters, hand-edited,

re-typed on two ancient computers, and

then proofread Now that I'm graduating,

the typewriters look more like a shrine to

progress next to the word processors.

Hand editing*^ It's not done any more W^e

run every story through a computer spell

checker This year they took away the old

clacking Associated Press machine for a

sleeker, more efficient model The times

they have a changed.

Since 1 was a staffer. I was always amaz
ed that this paper came out five days a

week — no matter what — without any

faculty adviser, a dime from the SGA, and

without receiving any academic credit.

The people who worked down here

sweated, and slaved because they gavt a

damn about the final product. I haven t

found a more dedicated, talented, or

diverse group of people anywhere on

campus.
My job was the greatest too For the past

vear and a half, 200 students worked their

i>ses off every single day, and I got to take

the credit Every now and again, the

blame too.

It was worth il

For me. this place changed college from

13th grade to a full scale education Issues

that affected the community and the cam
pus were discussed to death in an attempt

to follow through on our role as student

journalists. The problems that were

reported on the front page found their way

into conversations of almost everyone

down here.

There was always a problem to be solv

ed, a situation that needed to be address

ed, ramifications from every corner and

constituency that iweded to be considered

Dealing with all that is the be^ lesson for

life

My education didn't stop there I met

pec^ie all over this campus and this area.

Good people Not so ginxl people Warped

people. People who meant well but didn't

have a clue People who didn't mean well,

but knew what they were doing

How do I say goodbye to all of this? My
education"^ My college experience? I don't

1 say thank."* Th*' thank you list would In-

longer than this i-olumn, with people

ranging from the security folks in the

campus center who always kept an eye

out for stuff, to the good-natured janitors

who dropped by around 4 a.m. and always

asked why this place was such a mess (and

mentioned ever>' ant i union letter the Col-

legian every published), to all the pro-

fessors in the Journalism office who never

turned a deaf ear and always had an opi

nion, to the Commission for Civility and

Human Relations, a group of people at

this university with hearts bigger than

politician's mouths, and minds of equal

proportions, to the Student Government
Association members who complained

more than anyone else, to the New Right'

who obviously enjoyed shooting

themselves in the foot since they did it so

often and with such zeal, to Chancellor

Duffey and the big brass at Whitmore for

providing information, although often "off

the record,' to the always reliable staff

members w ho I worked so closely with I

would look in the mirror and see their im-

age, and of course, finally, to the students

who looked forward to reading the paper

everv day.

I think C Ron Allen, our old Black Af
fairs Editor put it best when he said. "I

can always come back to this place — it's

the people I'm going to miss."

I guess I'm not going to miss this place.

I am going to miss you all.

Difdf li h'tt-nsiir) /> Ifuoulgtttng Editor

tn Chief and will be finishing his degree

at Hebrew Cniversitv m .Jerusalem

Tempted to get sentimental, but
I have been doing this for three years - why is it dif

ferent this time? Siiw* 1983. 1 have had little trouble com

ing up with "sporadic slop" (as one irate letter writer

termed it last year) to amuse and or infuriate whatever

moctest readership I may have This one is harder. It's the

last

William Spain

Not onlv are these my final days at the Collegian, they

are my college swan song One more chongo research

paper left to complete, and I'm gone Outta here Check.

I am starting to feel like getting sloppy It is difficult

not to this piece is sandwiched between a couple other

examples of sentimental swill. I want to write about

things I have done here, lessons I learned, friends I made,

friends I lost, tragedies I suffered and joys I felt.

Got to nip that shit in the bud. I refuse to fall out of my

well-established sarcastic arrogance just because my guts

are spilling out all over the place. I, and you, deserve bet

ter. Good to get it out of the way. though, for here come

the parting shots.

•The Conservos (perhaps better known as conser

vatives") - For people who claim to distrust the press and

lis liberal bias, y'all sure spend a lot of time trying to get

noticed bv it.

• The Rads (perhaps better known as "radicals "i -

Your sympathy for the plight of the poor and oppressed

18 admirable. Really

• The Administration - If the folk in Whitnior.- had

spent as much time trying to tackle our problems in.stead

of our bad press in the four years I have been here. I might

not be writing this...

• The Tower Library — I once called it a "monument

to graft and incompetence" on this very page and that ain't

Yesterday's news.

• The Awareness People (perhaps better known as the

"painfully aware few") - Your preaching turned me off.

I'm .still as much of an asshole as I was before 1 ran into

you — maybe worse. Sorry.

• Peter Pan — Can you spell m-o-n^pol y? I knew you

could.

• The police - An organization is only as gwnl :i~ it-

leadership. 'Nuff said.

I could go on, of course. Soon enough, I will be firing

at loftier targets. I think, and maybe even getting paid

for it.

Be there. Aloha.

William Spain is a Collegian columnist.

A few words
from Rob

Another come and gone. What a life

Here I take this opportunity to apologize

to everyone who I've offended: my pro-

fessors, for consistent tardiness; my three

friends, for putting up with me; readers,

who tolerate my spew; co-workers, who

shrug and wonder; listeners, who cannot

bear me; fellow dorm residents, who know

me as the invisible man; romantic in

teractees, who got head gamed by me; stu

dent government, for my scathing public

criticisms; UMass staff people, who clean

up after me; student receptionists, whom
I've ranked on unfairly; irate contributors

whose work I chopped, lost, or rejected;

Earthfoods clientele, for resentment over

lost appetites caused by my music on

Fridays; my family, and others, for my
seeming indifference caused by perpetual

busyness; and all those whose passionate

seriousness got undermined by my ap-

parent flippancy.

I'm serious. I really am. I do love the

way things are going. I'm liberal. I'm con-

servative. I get very annoyed by people

who speak only of themselves. Sorry. See

you. Bye.

Rob Skelton is a Collegian columnist.

Chafing at the bit to get on v^ith it

"College is the best time of your life."

Those words, passed onto me by a

drunken, middle-aged man in a Cape Cod
bar last summer, ring in my ears at the

twilight of my four and one-half year col-

lege career.

Wow, I'm finally graduating. God, it feels

weird. __

John Yonce
So many faces to remember, so many

things that I've learned. It's easy to look

back at myself and laugh at the person I

was; it will be easy to look back at who I

am now and wonder how I ever survived.

College has been the best time of my life

— so far. But it's definitely time to move
on, time to take the lessons learned here

into the real world and put them to the test.

One of the biggest mistakes a person can

make is to go to college, expand his/her

mind, and then not share it with the real

world.

The thing that makes college such a

great time of life is that it's such a great

adventure — so Miany new ideas to learn,

so many new people to meet. But it's a

mistake to think it ends there; new ideas

and new people don't end after school. Col-

lege is just the springboard, what you do

after is what really counts. Although all

my friends who have already graduated tell

me to enjoy it while I'm here, I've spent the

last semester chafing at the bit to leave this

practice arena called college.

But it was fun while it lasted, and the

memories will stay with me forever. Being

an insane and immature freshman and

knowing it; a 24-hour roundtrip roadtrip to

DC, getting high beside the Washington

monument; getting physically dragged

down to the Collegian against my better

instincts.

At times it appeared my instincts were

right, but now I know they're full of shit.

Despite all the headaches, late nights and

class assignments writtenin five minutes.

Managing Editor

it hasn't been just a job — it's been an

adventure.

As a friend of mine is fond of saying, the

Collegian is the biggest fraternal organiza-

tion on campus. Working 40 plus hours a

week in a pressure cooker with the same

people tends to bring out the worst and be.st

in everyone, but it definitely brings people

close together.

The Collegian is the best way to come in-

to contact with the most people in social,

political or intellectual situations. The

University of Massachusetts is striving to

become the "best in the northeast," and is

already known in the fields of engineering,

sciences, and business. But the Universi-

ty's greatest asset is the people associated

with it.

Coming from a town with a fairly small

population has made me acutely aware of

the benefits of living among 30,000-plus

diverse people. In most places of the world

"Diversity" simply has no meaning. And
that doesn't exempt the United States,

'

more successful than perhaps any other

culture with the pervasiveness of its

hegemony. Make the most of the diversity

at UMas:,; meet as many people as you can

and talk to them. And thanks to the peo-

ple special to me who helped make it for

me.

John Yonce is the Collegian Managing

Editor and a graduating senior
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TACO VILLA S
COMBO
DINNERS

Bring your appetitel

TACOVILLA
63 NORTH PLEASANT ST

AMHERST (413) 253-5589 .

FINE CHCKOLATE AND CONFECTIONS

CANDY * GIFTS » CHOCOLATE *

SECRET SANTAS
-ACAMT c;t 68 MAIN ST,

'o oca l^oQ NORTHAMPTON (413) 586-4180

Add extra sparide to

IhehoUdavs.

"Let Is Make
Your Out Of Town
Gift-Giving Easy"

Srnd The FTD'

C.Hnr
V.ii* T'KJaN

KNOWLES
FLOWER SHOP
172 N PleaMot St

Amr>«r»t MA
PHONE 253 3S05

Matter Ch*rg*-VtM

NYC/London $356
NYC/Rome $428
NYC/Rio $599

COUNCIL TRAVEL
AMHERST I

•SOME RtSTSJCTtONS tPPLV [<ll "^1 250-l/Pl I

spies
'^

CLEAN, SAFE, PRIVATE HOT TUBS
ITS Untwaniy Or

Mul le tta*iMi Uquor* Ml Mm CHee^w IMI
OMMMendn4mi.riiM-Sat ii«i» i»m

Om oarMflcaiM avaUaW*

Call 253- ^^*/

STUDENT SPECIAL
Every Mon, Tues, & Wed

1 HR Hot Tub
for '/2 HOUR PRICE

THE UMASS SKI CLUB GOES NORTH

Q^illinaton

STILL
$229
FOR

NON-MEMBERS -

CONDO LODGING & LIFTS

|22^rr" JAN 18-23

PROGRAM INCLUDES
NON-MEMBERS WELCOME^

• 5 NITES CONDO LODGING
AT EDGEMONT OR WHIFFLE TREE

• 5 DAYS LIFTS TO SIX MOUNTAINS
• VALUABLE COUPON BOOK

*FO%^'MS'R*ESN^F°o'sS'o°pVv*T"Hril, CLUB TABLE ,N THE HATCH

OR OUR OFFICE IN 430 STUDENT UNION. OR CALL 545-3437

STUDENTS
WORK ALL JANUARY AS
INVENTORY AUDITORS

GUARANTEED NO GIMMICKS

$5.25/HOUR TO START
RGIS Inventory Specialists is the nation's largest in-

ventory service with 160 offices nationwide. January is

our biggest month. Average 20-40-^ hours a week.

Weekends and night availability necessai7.

To be considered, must have phone, means of

transportation, pass a math test, and be dependable.

No experience required, paid training provided.

To learn more call the office nearest your home dur-

ing Thanksgiving break or interview at the Campus

Center as follows.

INTERVIEW IN THE CAMPUS CENTER AS FOLLOWS
Wednesday Dec 10 Rm 101 - Thursday Dec 11 Rm 168

INTERVIEW TIMES ARE QAM - 6PM EVERY HOUR ON THE HOUR BE PROMPT

CALL
(b\ i) 5i2 6152

(617) 938 9269

(617) 849 2941

ib17) 336-5658

/F "^OU LIVE IN OR NEAR
Worcester, Leominster, Fitchburg,

Gardner, Framingham, Acton. Maynard,

Clinton. Milford, Franklin. Southhridge,

Webster

Cambridge, Summen/ille, Burlington,

Lowell, Lawrence. North Shore

Quincy, Brockton, New Bedford, Taun-

ton, Cape. Hanover, or Middleboro

Providence Area

^^^^__^__ Southern New Hampshire

SPONSORED BY STUDENT EMPLOYMENT OFFICE
(603) 893 1829

Hanukkah
Greeting Cards
Shore the beauty and joy of this special seasor}.

AMEWOVN GREETINGS

paling plaif

SUN - THURS
6 AM - 3 AM
FRI & SAT

OPEN 24 HOURS

BREAKFAST SERVED
ANY TIME

beer & wine
served til midnite
Plenty of parking

CAMPUS PLAZA
(N€XT to SUPCR STOP t SHOP)

Rl« 9 • HaCJtay'AmharsI

256-6889

mCMARO-AT LAST! Many
(.ove Always NicoM

LOGAN, I LOVE VOU! Th« kid

TO TH£ BEST MERRV CtirtclmMl lOM
you The B««uly

STCVCN- 0000 LUCK ON MnMI Merry

Xmw J«>uary «nNM hMKcn' I Lov* Vou<

NW

MTEM EOCN-WCLL OES. ThM tajtNo

fno»« DMing and ranking on lh« pMMt
or s«t>ng m* looM •! • party K> ««or«

om* ma6>c But lo«ds o» luc» >n »»• '•*

•OrW' Lov» Always N«^s

• 8m ya n*«* y««r <n SouVtwMt Owk

C0«40f«ATULATI0NS MO THANK
VOU

BEST or LUac to tuocyww
«M«liri t» WMrti mm and •»•<» *o

IWM ««• nMNpapar a urangtf Mn bM
Mr ofOMwanon Dod*. Jotm. Pal B«
Tom BaOtann* Paut Sw«« and Oan
your ••tot* hav* mada wncmatO'* on

Thai
"—

'

CAm.A

TM6 KNOCKS. THE TALKS THE
WALKS lo lasi are reaily gcxn^ !0 txt

m<»»«a lake care o' ^^ maQnu"^ Good
I c* wtm wwoaw (ju*« aon \ »••» *•«
0.ngt>¥l*toi mtth*e) youfa

a

monnmrtul

p«<aon don'i avar tMia tor aacoMM«

BUO KEEGAN

DECEMBER iMh - wfty la iMa day dM-

laral H^m all iha r«(i'» Happy Af»ni»«(

»a'v Lov« ME

ANN TALLON AGOOO LUCK IN

IRELAND
Anna'W«r«inngtom«syouato< UaM
aura you wma 8aalallui».Loy«»«aOirti

CVERVOf« AT THE COLLEGIAN

ITS KEN A OREAT THREE YEARS I

know ttia nvwsroom Mill tw akx quieie'

w.ltxxil ma »o Pa f>apoy' and lo DL TMA
AZ SJ CS KS OS KP MB and all you

an^un mmk o> ma whan you mmk of lata

nighit ai ma papar i ii m«a yoo aT Lova

BA PS Anaal do you hava » rm^m u»

ad twmiua I could aM
'"

nanThe woman

CUftZY CRAZY VOU wild thing you
Thank* fo i^" m<>mo''^'. •iiti.nQ

cteuStcP 'i»f> ihe Coiwgian me Tdi«>ng

HEads at my party lor the drsi lima your

cod Love BA

MR STEPHEN H.

fit SO VOU ARE an amaiing dwda at

laMt ttt* thinks so I know I m a brtch 90

I II D'eak down' I love you rt« let* partv

in Mun<h Love aNvay* BA

Z—MASTER

DANNY

ART BOOKS
FOR CHRISTMAS

AT 40-80% OFF
PUBLISHERS LIST PRICE

VALLEY BOOKS
Carriage Shops

Amherst
M-F 10:30-5:30

Sat 10-5: Sun 12-5

549-6052 • Visa/MC

FLOBIE-OOBIE • ALW4A CM! S gain Is

1 souin i loss vou It be missed Eltyn

SUZV-Q Tha beat reommata I could

ever hi'^e asked 'or' i ii miss you' EHyn

HEY ALL VOU GRADUATING Col-

leya"4a<t' CongratulMiona and good luck

Love LabMe

NAN- GET PSYCHED lor a w«d Jan.

Love Laoelie

CRAZY CRAZY VOU wAJ lh.ng you

IhMM* tor Ihe mamonaa kranmo dau*«ch

F«h tha CoHagian iha Talking Haada at

my pary tor thatirst time you're cool Love

Ba

MARK -UTS NOT throw away iv»

yaars La) * M« tta" o*** ' to** »»" '
t"*"

CHAMOUIMiOOMI THANKS tor a

ywi aamaalar To Bakwaih floor The

cra/y eanunc* • commg' Mappy Mofcday*

JEN AND TOM MY lutura roomia^
have the ftvaW hohday and enioy your

t>rewi I m going to m^ you' Laura

Mast»f Chat

Inattlutdot

Amafica

Salaclad

Tha Whataly Inn Aa Ona 0< Tha

Top !iO Raaiaurania lis Tha Nation.

SarWr^
Sla«lra, Prim0 ff<ba, Bmmtood
MlBo SatocI Ca/wn entrtmt

OlWCtiONS take i-ti lo ekil 22 north

on Rt S 3 miiea left onto Chrwian Lana

OKI: Hbi -tH 5-10>« IBB 1-9

ANSEL - SHOT BOY ghre me a

aeuaege and y day and IN gnie you a roll

Really graphics is so hot just like you

Wiidthirw III mis* you! Hi Kate. Lova

always Or Beth

PUMPKIN LOVER

HONEY PUMPKIN LOVER.^o«i'va"90t
everything dakghlul Can t drive my mMic
bus into your sunset, or at least up lo Or-

chard HiH Don tcha know' Signed

Fredrick the Serond

fLAllA LEVENSON: ANOTHER
CLASSIFIED TO sum up another

aemester The soulmates have

wandered, each toltowing her own lovers

and finding her own hermits l'vemi»*ed

you and I lova you - K

KELLY BABY

DOOC LEVENSON

IT S FUNLLV OVER, ttta real wortd la

pcirnarhino I want lo thank you >0» a»

oTttie halp you'va givan mt. tha andteaa

adwaa about man and Ma and »« ptaca

Good kicti and wa wa taa aa^ ««iar

soof love ya K

GRADUATES DAN. BILL OODE
JOHN. TOM. STEVE. BETHAHNE, PAT.

AND PAIM. What . »" ' wiy »ou w.h

aH be »a(»y m«sad We n try to carry cm

in your fooWapa <>

LaLhU SCiX: MY UTILE LOYAL
TV1»ESETTER I ve enjoyad gMing to

•Lnowyou Our taki* have brought ai«o<

laucM* and saved atoi ot tear* Hope to

aoa you as much n«<t samaatar K

OUUO AND NAN can t wan tor tlw «HI

eWctarW newsroom o» ne«l semaMar

See you ai BTS k

NANNY: MY UTTLE BABMOO* I «a lov

ad fenmg to know you You are iria

cuctoW •opNnora' GH tupariMyctiad lor

nairt samMtor* Lova ya «

DOUG BERLAN

CONGRATULATIONS
GRADUATmC LOVE JANET

ON

DOGE

GOOD LUCK atoaya w aYafV»h«n9 Y**
d Vou ve oaen a great friend wader

role mode* The Hnowladge nd er.-

ihu».a»m that you hava wwiQh' to th.s

ofQanization *-ii! be missed

Stevan

POLANSKY

CHRISTINE BARBARA? bai^i • Ovar-

nitfM water-hamburgar pi«»-m*gabucks

parly p<lure»Absolulanice buns

Cleopatra Phinaas and tha membrane

babia* dirty dtshes-siaap talking

roadtrips to Weynvjuth road lo nowhare-

whip'ts herb-duck bong mcense-

HaMowaan natr-kita-S20 coucn-cordon

nMTO^toisaian-diapar jacket returri.ng

^SutMiaautHul sun sal*<rysiais free

expression Seger-Ooadrophania
vaccuming<layglowdoorChaars*iowHn

every raspaci-tailgaie partias-reiired

radio-Nawafk airport-first annual fauniorv

August 23. I9e6grape death 718

Bonfire-Rocky Horror-Alumni meet earl

god so lonley-shut you shade-Oynasty

tiedves-hol tubs-grain ateohommtting the

gym leam-to get pooled common
km)wiedge -beiSg logged m JOA big

book-hacking in the loun

WELL HONEY, hare wa are at tha and.

Didn't think wed last so long I m not the

girl ot your dreams (column) but I hope

you enjoyed your last semester in thiis

playtand remember the lun. the Sox. DC.

UNH laughhig, the Sex (can I say Ihaf)

Good luck in all your future dreams but

remember me. as Kate B says "This is

my lime, where on your palm is my little

line' I love you alol and I will mis* you

aiot Kelly

DEAR LISA - TO "Tha Baal'

anyone could *iave IN mits tf our

UMASS good times but will saa >a at

home Best of luck always- Love Julie

SUE BOLTZ BOY am I BOinfl to mM
you kid' C C cookie dough bouncing bed

talking in youi sleap have tun up there

by yoursan tove Beth

WAN AND NANCY SaMa couWn I

have brought ma two batter IriarxJS Merry

CtiiiStmas Love Timbo

HCRE S WISHING COKE Room Bagm-
n.ngs wUl lead to a never endingluture

I II m.s» you All my LOva YOU< P P

IM REALLY OLAO I mat yau la •• 1 m
kMking forward lo 87 You are a sweel

heart' With much love hava a Marry %

mas A a Happy New Year* From a iwm

lo a twin

NOCKS. HAVE A GREAT B«thday

Love Johno

i«„--.,-.-..T, - -unga-Tth JOA
Christmas party-blue light-bMd»-tuning

out in shower-graan patnlBKO pacr

unfulfilled OC bait>aqua-Smith COnage
formal-Kevin & Frank roadtnp*. You the

best fnand any seven girld could aaklor.

yya love you and wish vou the bast forever

- Amy. Chnstina. Michelle, Maria. KaUe.

Louise. Mary

CB POLANSKY - WE'VE ahd sonW
potent limes the best three semesters

Too baa^ couldn't coninve you lo stay

Good luck at Rutgers May you achieve

all youi goals and lead a fulfilling and hap-

py hie you deserve it' Let's do lunch in

87 - Love ahways - Amy Reimmale

C»4Rin - LIFE la navar without change

change is never without growth growth

IS navar without friends - You will never

be withoul us You are a real person

Chrissie those are really hard lo come by

these days I am going lo miss your love

lor life your warmness, your sincerity,

and your laugh but most of all. i am go-

ing lo miss you I would never have made

It without another Bruce fan' O love you

kiddo May love follow you everywhere

Love Maria

Its been grand, thought too short

this thing between us

you're the apple-cheek girl,

thai I love and I lust,

and if 1 had to report

on this integral affair.

it would got a too pt head

Sieger and Sobel. A Couple With Flair

Be good my little gradunza

Love, ME

MCMIXXXV Amencon Cir«ing% Corp.

BILL SPAIN: Iva lovaa gatthta to know

you thia semester, from the Sox to the

beer, DC, UNH, and of course here I II

always remember our talk* Love, K

PE'TESOdI lU baatT* Srava and aca

»ame*ter. Thanks lor all the hard wo.

and help Keep the faith, we II gel you m
your rightful place. K

Carol, thanks lor everything, Dode

PEPPA JUST A maaaaSB to W ««•
•now I undarwand Ilk* a a routf time but

It 1 no« worth worrying about I m behind

ycu too andl mwi*Bhgyoua«^»tha
y«y beat You'iamihi and i lowayow

S31 MAIN ST

HOOMAY. ONE Of TM Sat^aaa «
taa*ir« ma can Now thai Im mmwm^
Who s going «o kaap you hoeaad an

ciaasioi moldy bna and too much mak

PATMCE LAWSKY NSY HAVE A
QlltAT ttnd BtrtMayl I knew aa Ml

downniM from lere but we 'a m It

legamar Tma • ou» laat coaaqetNtoy
loSiar«oMMi^liai»w»abaB Wai^
aSiMtoaa Dae JO* w« ba out oi con

irol Lvoa aiwaya Nanc

MiiM MOTNANNC: Van ai* Sin w«^
auraoaaasatiit* I do noi know wKM »*
naa a maana. mu« ba soma kmd ol aan^

tvnantal m^* hfca -ch ia4>a dch M

doaan I maw* you aff haar from me
•(^ but I Ihmk you'ra pralty cod go^
1 «»'••""•••*•»» IW «*** f*" 'S'"'
and im «»*arad wah your gutt Than

waHhavaiodoiaijndryiogathar Thank*

lor ba«Q a wondarlui fr*od XOXOXO

MAUREEN OVERTON la gradMaliofll

Wh« wik UMAa* ba wiihoul har' Ona
navar know* arhMaaihawad I

taMt ramatnkig iwamftar 9 tha

connactor^ laava* o«^ hn.

Maureen you w* ba mwaad uraady by

me Love Hay

MERRY CMRWTMAS AME. PAMMY
SHAMM< Kai. Surw-O wtd Jan Luvya.

Denise iNiacyi

LYNN. LESLIE. MEGAN. AM) SUE. o»

KKG. Thank you 'or ri.nne' Happy

HoMay* Lava Phil

JOMN YONOfc WERE REAL SOHRV
KID but thara's baan a MtIa shaka-i«

haraatthaOloba.CaluaASAP wvistart

tookmg for anoihar lOb

Hay. John, what h^vanad, lorvai iww
10 write ' Don I eapaci a paycheck from

u$ f^ewsweek on Campus

DEAREST SON. wa N ba a Httia crowd-

ad hara over ma holidays relative* you

know Don I bother coming home Love

MAO

HtJGH J CORP

CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR
gradulalxxi' I'm gowig to miss you not be-

ing fiare with me next semester but no

matter where you are you'll always be

doaa to my heart Jusi try i make my sck

of you It won! work' I love you foravar'

Laura

SALE
all fall

SHOES
BOOTS
BAGS

10-50%
saving

OPEN SUNDAYS

IM. LSA. AM) StMST Di^iamon
Thanks for lakir^ care of ma' I m«* you

guy*' »m»l Hokdays' Lova lutartay (Not

Kitty Fieah'l

FALLEV, YOU made ttus

^,...,..ryaal whal amotion are y«M

iming now"* Hava a yaal i-ma* YoulBO
cttarka A Janat

SCOTT ASTROFSKY, JOHN
SMELL. You iinaBy made it' We le

itomMyowfuya Shotk iiTy atonalgomgto
and Di

HOLLY

HOLLY HERE'S W^Af YOU WANTED
lor your birttiday Mope you don't have

any long sweater* Have a happy 20th

With much lova • Tha men of 409

"FATHEAD OF NO 38

ROCHE, HAMEOOC. AND HORTON. I

hope you lazy fat sows have a Marry

Christmas'

BAOEL 8CMLEGEL I M fSMiaM anaa

you over break Sharyn A Carokne Gat

psycnad tor iniar«aM«nt Janat

ATTRITION T« TewnahOMaa • You ra

special Gums Wtx)^

HEY DCS! LOOK YOU get a paraonal

^Mt warMad to say than«» tor b<M«»g kuCh

a graal Iriand and ioom«< Lo«e ya. Shal

UMJRA. tM'U M«S YAltt Dan t torget

10 chac* out ffta Biapa* lor ^t' Lova U>
APK

TO THOSE AT CM OMEOA: Vo«'M
ha^ad ma OMOuslt Iha haidaal amaa and
Mteandosihanfe^u HaratiorabM
law' Onm*

WOMEN OF N0.43. J* down, t mora to

go Lal * make our la« •amaslar or«e to

remember Lova Judy

MOMCA. THESE PAST two monfha
aaaa* mora kka two minutei> in an

alovaiar Juai kidding Ya wanna hckey''

Lova ya. Scon

MCH. I LOVE YOU dearly but I tMnk
that I'm ngw 4 does" t ie«Hy mattai inai

I waa irunw t«»>f Marry Chnatma* to you

and you re LW Ann

ANN A PEDPa HOWDY! Lat • toeh

•oma iwna aaaaa neil semMlar' Have a

good braaa*aa you m the dwngaon'

Love Carol

PAT A TOM- HOtWDV 1 m gonna mlaa

yoy guy* ne«l semasler too' Good lucn

coma back A visM A mayt>e n eve" put

vou in nn ad' Love Carol

OOOE-HAVE A GOOD time in the Holy

Land I'm gonna ma* you' You better

keep >n touch Love Carol

PETE, YES VOU' Now that I »lna«y gave

you this personal yoo can I say I never

gave you anylhmo except a big pam you

know where' Thanks for a great

sernacter i love you Oeb

PAUL STEINER: You have become a

very close Ineod m a very short time I

hope It continues, forever Thanks for be-

ing you Mare s to a famaakc inl*r*a«aion

Metyf

DAVE DUSENBURY Tftmi* "ybo so

much lor being there wr>en I needed you

You are a very special friend We made
H. Hon' LFour days left' Yay' Love ya.

ONEWISGONC

Andrew Own. the Captain of lndu»lrv •
leaving' He is off to make his millions

yyhich of course he will share with his

roomates' Andrew Andy, and Draw. Corv

gralulalkjns and good luck in your oueat

to support all of us next semester Love

your roomates PS Pandy and Runyon
will miss you loo'

OHRIS, WE ARE SAD to aaa you go.

but lust remember, when things have got

you down to always California Dream

bon I ever forget the wild times at Umass

You're gonna be missed kiddo' We love

you' Love Katie

CHRlVnNEXP0LAN8KY;Tiii glad I

met ya and boy am I gonna miss you

Remember when you can say live and

learn you're learning to live Have fun in

NJ and 111 see you around - Love from

Dave

KISS ME KATE want to haar a atory?

Wow tha laat yaar has flown by Thanks
for being a (padal friend Love Russ

CONNJE I^OPE you have a great

Christmas This semester fias been great

Russ

THE BUNNIeS OF^l"To^Brownritabaan
a great last semester for m» You woman
are terrific Love Russ

ROB ROYTHISTa It: from atolaya and
lime to 3rd floor bake shows its all over'

Congrats from everyone' You're a great

person Rob and all of us will miss you

alol Don't forget us (except maybe Pete)

arid visit often good luck Rob Roy from

everbody

LUSTY- THE PERSONAL ot piiiraonato^

This semester has been tfie best of limes,

and the worst of times' Here s to woo-
wons. p-a-t-s. dumping" al Wesleyan.

AA nice 9's. Gamara( ). and you'

Thanx sooo much Sharon

NMA S LAUREL ANO aM Itl .

friends I've made mt* samaatar I'Nmiss

aN of you a graal dealt Qood luck with

finals and next sameslar' I'm sure I'll be

t)ack to haunt you' Love the girt wf>o is

always sorrily mistaken lor Brook'

STEVE miMNTT hava aomathlng that

you want' (Hint It s black and red lace,

artd It goes on your thioh) I'll be in touch;

Happy Holidays Meryl

MARK. WHEN I Invant tha Doodlactory

I lust hava lo give you a ring on the tele'

You've become a good Inend in such a

short time, and I'll miss you' Cues Who''

'J
Y(

CONGRATS TO OUR naw brolhara Flip-

pers. Stroker, Turtle, Slammer. Sam.
Hung Like a Bear Bozo. Head, Kotter,

Clueless. ai<l Shermerhorn- from your

PC and The Bros of Delta Chi, Lets have

fun comma again'

TO WdULOYOU, AND Buggs-fhank*
for everything!' I'll miss not being attach-

ed lo ya' When's our next road trip? Can
NE plan it'> Love ya Pal

ATTENTION NEWMAN ADMIRERS: The

reason that we smile so much is because

we are always drunk and fiave no lO - The
mindless pledges

FRED 8ANTANQEL0-C0NGRATS,
You're finally graduating I am going to

miss you' I lova yoy sooo- Always, Heidy

LISA AND JEANNE tha Kappa pledges

Our two pretty preppies. Time-Out, We'll

save our New Years champagne lor

1/30/87 Newman Center 7PM Secret

Admirers

MR. ISO, THANKS tor halpirai ma tackle

another semester' ich Liebe Dich' Love,

your Shrew

WMUA STATION BODY meeting Mon-
day night 7pm CC RM 101 All are urged

to attend Get into radiol

MIKE BREAULT VOURE cuta- Yauta
cute I think you're cuia!

KATE BETH KARYN Laan I love you
guys Love Sue

TO ALL THE BOARD Of EOITOM
FALL W John Rob Bai Pamck KaSy

Paul Byrne Jonny N Barbara. Kafhryn

and Lisa Waa wa dKi « Oa»aa oy
wtwkwtg oods evar|«na pi*ad logMhar

andwadidntm«aonaday Baatdkick
m Iha RaM tWortd lo John B« Pal and

Paul I w« na»ar lorgat you nor Iha ai

aarianca wa *aiad day m and day oui

I hava firfy enjoyed working lor you Ood*

TO ALL BOARD Of EDITORS SPRING
•7: Kea« '4«n Craig Byne Johin, H
and Barbara you t**** your it^u*e M the

oiMr ahaad oi you To borrow a phrase

be aa you c«« be Good Lu<m< Ooda

THAT HAS TO BE THt tUWgSIT
PERSONAL I HAVE EVERY TYPED -

SCO

TO ALL COLUOUM STA^: tW<a« a

long atranga tnp a* baan H ha* baan

an honor to ba a i iiamaaa r oi the Col

iaawiaMtor^yaar* l cai* i dank c« am
oAar group I wouhl IM to ba a part o<

or any alhar paopla i would «ka to ba

%unn0»aia bym dap a tmak Ycy are

a dwaraa bunc*i »«« i»«a tapiiaai

iiMidad buamaaa oMoa. 10 d«a arbMicai

ly waraad graphwam^ » tha mioniia

im yaccwma to »• naawoom »lalt you

hava Ml baan »»ara tor ma whan I need

ad you l hava baan vary, vary kicky

Somahow sayMO Wank* doaani saam
enough rm laaly going » ";«»JfO"
Yourlormar Eddor ln<*a«l OOOE

SOD: Wat Ola buddy here » one I did not

kMk foraward to wr*og Mow kjng hava

we known each oihar 4 yaar*' Saama
bka 40 Wa ware mM* *»o working

together a* co-aaaooata production

manager* how long ago"> You and i

wavataanilaM From taking a hammer

w tha haadhner lo put put a day* papar

to »» mrtamaia to the naw ayaiam 10 the

and raSia* 0* the real world Ranwrnbe*

whan you and Sandy had your partacl

ey«i«m'? I dm I know who had mora fun

maa •attmg 4 up. or you aapaoancing

« MOW many heart l»haait tMk* have wa

had over theaa tour yaar*'^ Mow ohan

ware biaQu4s ol vanoua vanaaaa conaunv

etf> You *>d 1 have baan hara ma longaM

and now I exiting Thara* mora *harad

memona* Uah»aan you and me than

there* hair on my haad You »• my

broPiar Jah. ma braffiren Kaap « touch

Dode

DOOC: thara mn no good bp* as I see

It only saa you later* Fo«*r yMr*
logathar in tha baaamani of tha Campo*
Center You are the man mat made the

perenMl VDT promise come true i have

never mat any other paraon who has the

dnva, brama. •lamma. guts, and bato that

you have Whal a great toakng it was to

see our system »»orfc when everyone sakl

It couWn I We can only thank the Pmk

for making u* (ump mto •omafhing like

thai I k>»ad to waich you work, you taught

ma *o many thing* »**c*ry you u»a Iha

lalaphone like a dangerous '"'oapon _

ramambaber calling the prasidani of CG
and giving him shit? Mot *h«t The back

room will "miss a strong paw ol tong* and

the little red bullet You wii hava no trou-

ble getting m touch with me. you know

where 10 Imd me for a little while Damn
I gonna mias you You ain't heavy, you're

my brotfier

VONCE: can you believe 4' We through'

I yvon'l believe it until I'm home by ttte

fireplace and i have nothing to rush back

W iTibaan a wild and wooly nde You'd

better writo me Yeah' Dode

ANZEL. Z WhooMa cadad ma Chaif? Vata
ara continuing to run an artMic d-ipart-

mam ihal saama to only gel batter Your
SUM aaam* 10 tova MM (LonJ kniMi* a^tyi.

and I have yat to hnd anyawig ihai you
don t know how to do You hava gal to

ba the hoaaaiMMianMid Frpmwaichmg
you a* a aupannaor, to comnncmg you to

njn tor your |ob ona Ma ngM ki Iha Spec
trwm Olhca. to breaking mto *oma
b4honaKas pnvata baach ovar me aum-
mar wave had out *hara ol good iimaa

WaaiM^^on C ' tWhooaa' That s ona tor

the scrapbook Kaap m touch ~~ "'

EVCRVONIIdMln-tmanaon Thara lan't

enough apaea m «M papar to «ay dw
ih««g*lwanito*ay»you Tiaaboyliom
Praira V4toga Kanaaa waia* you to know
how much your Inandahipa hawa maant
Dode

THiMlM TO EVERvaOOY AT ttM Coi^

legMn tor helping ma toam *o much

about my*ai!^«davarythingatoe Good
kick to anyone wt«o I* toavMig Love Ann

toPAT ANO JOHN- And L
mna Dana and Tome Thank you lor

••M^Mngmamarapa* Qatout<rfhara

youtughaadi CRS

HCV ai SUMiMS At« yaa fuva aia ma
baai nuuiawMai m dia wortd habaana
w4d tamawer i» f»»*a you •• owa Ba

EHTAL MUKMENfi KMOmUm^Wmt
crazy a* you wa muai go iwad vary toonga

«id I ve ganmg mamma fou cra/y

lypManar ma hatoh « ca««ig drmk and

ba marry* LovaBa

ITS BEEN A QREAT Ihraa yaar* I kiww
the newsroom wdl be a k3l quwfer wiftioul

me »o be happy' and to

tK.JY TM A? SJ CS KS OS KP MB arvl

an you ot»»ars ttunk of me wtien you thmx

Ol lato mght at the paper Ik mis* you all'

Lowe BA P S Aitaal do you have a cream

filled iwinkie I couto eat

TO THE SPORTS STAFF- Good luck

and gal Sickenmgh; drunk on Chnslmas

una Mew Year* Sae you soon Marty

Hogan

CHRISTOPHER-YES YOU' Juat whan
you d given up hope hare s your par-

tonal' Marry Chrislmaa-hoia laaidaar

soon w4l be hare' TO.KT PS Saa you at

dawn

SUE B • THIS SEMESTER haa baan a

whoto tot of fun Let s not let all tha fun

end so easily Mava a tamhc Chnaimas

and do a tot ol thmkmg because i il miss

you See you m (anuary -Spike

MERRV CMRISTMaF LISA
OATESIYou re the beat and 1 wsh you the

best of luck in your future

endeavor Piaasa take and kaap m touch

Lova Always Lisa

DAVID DAY- CMEERSTvou're tha beat

Prof Your zooiost 1 00 Class'

CHRISTOS. I JUST WANTED to wlah

you a very merry chnslmas and tell you

thai itove you May all your dreame coma
true Love Koukia

HEY JAV^ HERE IT «fll A Many
Chrtalmaa par*or>al |ust for you Hope you

have a good intersession and a Happy
New Year too' in miss you Love Sue

SARAH: THANKYOU FOR maktof aia

happy Merry Christmas Jeff

STEVE: you know for a capitahst-

opportuniM-tool you are one hell of a guy

You mwwga business like I bullshit very

carefully 1 watched you as Liz and

Sherr's meek and subservient assistant

now look at you You have ammassed

an empire and despite your vow to

spend less time down here' just as I

suspected, you got bit by the bug

Couldn't have happened to a niver guy

Sign me up for a subscription and kep in

touch Ooda

TONY BAGAOONUTZ MY HEART la

soaring to unimagnabie fieights I'll feel

your warmihe no matter how far you

wander always leal mma hava a baautifU

Christmas I lova youl LM

TOP GUN CANT produce than any

liner than you' l^rry Christmas and I love

you' Your little duckling

ILANA: I've navar aant you a personal

Here* ona With aN of your exploring in

to arts and art forms, to you steadily im-

proving vidin. you make it easy to be a

proud older brother 1 love ya Dode

rfARU: well^y Japanese friend It looks

as though you are going back lo the

orieni huh'> Shit I've got four years vrorth

ol memories ranging from crazmess of

the dorms, to the insane living conditions

in our apartment, to the night we ranout

of money and ate at that opening

(remember'':') lo your early birthday pre-

sent at Sheehans You know how to write

in English You had better write me or

whenTcomeout to Urawa. Siatama. I will

humiliate you in a big way Lehitraot my

good friend Dode

TO A WONDERFUL ROOMMATE ANO
FRIEND Thank you Kalhy Turner lor be-
ing so sweet Merry Christmas and Hap-
py New Year

HliNNER^TLbVE YOU I love you Move
you' I think you understand whal our
friendship mearta to ma Many Chrtitmas

BRKiHT MARSHALL DAVID STKX
you're the best friends a girt could hava

I'll miss you Love Hee Hee Hea

M, I'M SENDING YOU thIa paraonal to

remind you how much Im going to muss
you while you re in Tahoa Have a great

time I tove you" Love S.

STEPHEN BEAUDET-YOU will definite^

ly be missed' Good lucki Much love, your
awkward and annoymg FRIEND

ANN IN EMERSON- WIN you ba my
snowbunny' Love Bruce

MJCHELLE HAVE A GREAT Christmas
Thankyou for an awesome semester I

love you' Your JB

NANCY LINEHAM-OO YOU
frats and flal atraat?? Quaaa who!

danoa al

OKAY.PAM AND CELESTE?) Okay,
have a wiCted great Birthday, okay?
And,like,its okay to loot your own horn

aince you're both 21 now Okay? Okayl

LAURA,ROXANNE- HEAR thoaa Thurs-

day night woo-woo* calling our names'
It's been and awesome semester- can
next ba even batter?? Let's try!
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ARTS

Journalist converses with artists

French Arts and

By STEVE HIGGINS
Collegian Staff

Through Parisian Eyes:

Reflections on Contemporary
Culture
By Melinda Camber Porter

244 pages. New York.

Oxford University Press. $18.95

A good book can Uke its reader on a thought provoking

tour without breaking the bounds of geography Melinda

Camber Porter brings us to the Pans meeting grounds

of France's leading filmakers, authors and politicians.

Here she engages our interest with accounts of her tete

atetes, enriching the dialogue with her own thoughts on

the lives and work of her subjects, oflen challenging their

eating place
SUNDAY-THURSDAY 6 AM 3 A m"

FRIDAY & SATURDAY OPEN 24 HOURS

BREAKFAST SERVED ANY TIME

BEER & WINE SERVED TIL MIDNITE

PLENTY OF PARKING

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER STOP A SHOP)

Rt«. 9 • Hadlcy / Amh«rst

256-6889

EMPLOYMENT AfPUCATtONS BEING TAKEN

BUY ONE - CET ONE

f
Two Large Eggs 2 Strips of Bacon.
2 Sausage Links, & 2 Pancakes

Buy A Big Breakfast and get another

one just like it Free.

Cannot be used with any other offer or discount
coupon, must be presented at time of order

Valid 7 days a \/veek

OFFER EXPIRES FEB. 1. 1987

Coupon good for all persons in party

dNEMA

December 12-18

MONA LISA
700 & 9;00

Starring

Bob Hoskins

Cathy Tyson
Michael Caine

DOWNTOWN AMHERST 253-5426

ADVERTISING
MARKETING

Travel through New Englands'
,

Ski towns this WIntersession |

and earn $400+ weekly with |

commissions and bonuses. i

As a dynamic young company i

we offer a great career opportunity i

for those team players that

possess lots of energy, the
willingness to be assertive and a
definitive drive to succeed. If this^

sounds like you ...Turn this Winter
|into Spring and come grow with us.

PLEASE CALL: 256-0211
aE3C3C3E3S: JC JC

own opinions.

One of these vignettes, a conversation with filmaker

Alain Robbe Gnllet, points up the value in taking advan

tage of Porter's insightful presentation of these artists,

by revealing the vicarious nature of our intt'it-st in the

arts.

Robbe-Gnllet tells Porter. 1 have no idea why some

human beings have the capacity to materialize their

dreams. And why some people buy them and absorb them,

and thank them for having done a work of art by giving

them money." If we do believe that we are participating

in someone else's dreams when we read, hear and view

their work, we will want to know them better.

Porter's ability to probe and spark, which served her

well as a Paris-based arts reporter for The Tirries of Lon

don. opens reticent artists like filmaker Jean Eustache

"I think filmakers are aberrant misfits They are useless

and should not exist. Only when they have an audience

does their petition become legitimate." Eustache tells her.

Freestyle Hi-Top

$3700
f^ '49-

Freesr/le

13400
'9 '42"

open Sundoy

Stephen King's latest adventure It is a must
for all King fans on your shopping list. After

all, students rarely have $22.95 to spend on a

book for no occasion.

Here's an 'artsy' guide

for this year's shopping
The end erf" the fall semester means ger^rally two things:

FINALS, and the approaching holiday season. Along with

the latt«' comes the hopes of finding the "perfect gifts'

for friends and family. As a means of helpful advice, here

are some artsy suggestions towards a creative shopping

guide

Art: For the artist, one can help in the area of supplies.

Some oil pastels, sketching paper or pencils, watercolors

or any other supplies make excellent gifts or stocking stuf

fers. Next, many people enjoy a day at an art museum.
Offer a day at a museum, complete with lunch Finally.

art prints adorn many walls in this area. If someone has

a specific print in mind, get it; or just jam in an art store

and you can usually find something appropriate and

meaningful.

Books: How alxjut a book? There are books on every

subject, there's sure to be one to please even the hardest

to shop for. In addition to books, magazine subscriptions

are a great gift that wilt be useful long after the holiday

season.

Crafts: The Valley is teeming with craft stands and ex

hibits. Whether its a hand woven scarf, a piee» of pottery,

etc thcv all make excellent gifts.

ntnlinunt on pa^r 13

At the

Jeffery Amherst Bookshop

you'll find a Christmas gift for

everyone on your list, at the right

price.

We'll gift

virrap them,
mail them,

if needed, and
Charge them.
MasterCharge

,

Visa, or
store accounts.
Yott can even
shop by phone.

SAVE
10%
WITH
YOUR

STUDENT
DISCOUNT

Jeffery AmKerst Bookshop

5S South Pleasant Street Amherst
Massachusetts 01002 253-3361 i^^-w-ti
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* shopping list

Movies: Most movie theaters otter gift certificates.

These are great as the price of admi.ssion climbs. With
the increase of VCRs, many people either have one or have
access to one. Blank VHS tapes cost between $5 and $10.
Recorded tapes, of old classic movies or music videos usual-

ly are priced from $10 and up. Also, membership at video
stores are lucrative gifts usually costing between $20 and
$30 for a year.

Music: What needs to be said about this category?

Records, tapes (recorded or blank), and even CD's are all

great ideas. Record stores often offer gift certificates ifone

is unsure of musical tastes. Concert tickets are another

angle to the musical gift. Costing between $10 and $30

for most shows, tickets either pre-purchased or the money

for future shows can be a great surprise.

Theater: Granted theater tickets are getting more ex

pensive these days, but there is nothing better than a

night on the town, dinner and a good play or musical.

Again pre-purchased tickets or the promise of tickets can

both surprise and delight.

Whether you chose any of these, or think of your own.

just remember you gotta have art!

All Arts Staff

Thanks for a great semester

I just wanted to appropriate this space to thank

everyone who has helped the arts desk run smoothly,

from my loyal writers, to my contacts outside the realm,

and anyone who has expressed interest in the arts. I've

enjoyed the job but I think the new editor will do a great

job, if all of you continue your support. Thanks.

GOOD LUCK EXAM WEEK AND
HAPPY HOLIDAYS FROM

FOUR SEASONS
Martini & Rossi Asti Spumante $9.99

JB Scotch 750 Ml $10.99

Seagrams VO 750 Ml $8.99

WE ALSO HAVE WOODEN BOX WINE GIFT

SETS AT REASONABLE PRICES

Plenty O nips & other stocking stutters for friends and family

THANK YOU FOR YOU BUSINiSS THROUGHOUT THE SEMESTER,

DON'T FORGET. WE'RE OPEN IN JANUARY

^^ 'mute for ipuk"ffiAO^pty^.^

TEACHiNG/ADMN

JOBS, 1987

N E & National

Placement

Box 223. Dopt UM
Georgetown. MA

01833

(617) 352-8473

tlvknK YskI ...1>^ Pimtr>o^ ^aff-otO-HS.

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

I

I

You don't have to make a face

like that just because we forgot

your birthday.

It may be late, bat J.B.'s never

forgets.

Happy Belated Birthday. Come
in for your free Deluxe Burger,

fries & soda.

11 am • 2 am 7 days

dHUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIII!:

i NOW BUYING I

I TEXTBOOKS |

I
i OTHER BOOKS 1

I DYNAMITE I

I BOOKS I
i 77 Pleasant St 1

I Northampton |

1 586-9670 I

50 Main St. Amherst, MA

Cott^®

HAIR & TANNING SALON
TWENTY-FOUR MAIN ST

NORTHAMPTON, MA
584-9982

Christmas
Wraps and Trims

Dech your gifts in the season's finest!

» •ON'T LET ANOTHER
COLD DREARY WINTER

GET YOU DOWN!

AMERIG\N GREETINGS

Mini Go/f at

Twin Cafes Goif Course

Is Warm And Fun

x^ ^

/irwiN
OAKS'

mini-golf
MTN FARMSMALL

HADLEY

TU-WED-THURS
3:30 - 9 PM
FRI 3:30 - 10

SAT 11 - 10

SUN 12 - 5

A^CMtXXXV/*fT»ericnn Creef/ngs Corp. i^ t
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Flanagan, Stuart Gottlieb, David R. Mark.

Herb Ramy. Rob Skelton, Dan Sobel.

William Spain

Artists:

Michael Cooper. Kristin Gordy. Elizabeth

Keating, Sarah Smith

ONKYO
Computer Controlled AM/FM Stejeo

Receivers

"z-uv^^erts^K-^±:^

MUIbankPtac«*351 Pleasant St.. Northampton • 584-9547

VISA. IteslwCjrd. AiiMrlcan EkpiMt • S94-9647

Open Sundays 12*5

"An
ideal

holiday
gift

from
Chartpak W0

AD Marker 25 Set
Twenty-five of the finest markers

available are yours In this profes-

sional type set.These permanent
markers have a long-lasting, even flo Ink supply,

bright, true colors. Interchangeable nibs and a

black plastic caddy.

SALE PRICE $3195*

List Price $5225

ON SALE NOW UNTIL CHRISTMAS
* Limited Quantities-Does Not Include Open Stock

Located In The Campus Center

UNIVERSITY
STORE*

Graduating Seniors

Also graduating but not pictured: Steve Hig-

gins and Tom Middleton

CHINESE KITCHEN E
FAST SERVICE - GREAT PRICES

<r22 Chicken Wings, Try our

Sweet & Sour Pork. Fried Rice Moo Shu Pork

$3.90 $3.95

»23 Szechuaa Gai Ding,

Sweet & Sour Pork, Fried Rice

$4-9S

TRY OUR LUNCHEON — DINNER SPECIALS
Only $1.49 before 3 pm, $1.90 after 3 pm

Ecrt In or Take Out

HOURS: Sunday Noon • ID pm, Mon • Sat 11:30 • lOpm

2 LOCATIONS

430 Russel St (Rt 9)
HADLEY - 253-2571

150 King St

NORTHAMPTON — S86-8220.

Great Gifts
Slocking Stuffers

Cotton Sl Wool Clothing

Earrings

)C> . <:> , <:>. <^ .«:» a
i'<y *<y 'iy

Sweaters

f:^/:^/:^:.
>^*»***»»»«»»e"*>»«e»e*

Area Rugs

o
Bracelets

Leather
Sole

^""F^
^-r^
r--r--i V?

Mugs

Slipper Socks
India Print

Bedspreads

Toys Hand Puppets Posters Tins

Merry
X'mas

A
Cards Baskets

I

eo to 5o%
Off Selected

Earrings Blouses
Skirts Dresses

EKCnNTILE
Sun 12-5
Daily 10-6

Veek Nights.
Dec 1G-239P M

Morthampton-ia Center St
. Amherst-Carriage Shops

1

SPORTS
Sports Editor

John Nolan
Associate Sports Editors:

Roger Chapman, Matt Gerke
Sports Writers:

Jim Clark, Linda Delivorias, Steve Richards

ARTS
Arts Editor
Kelly Sieger

Associate Arts Editor

Elizabeth Friedman
Arts Writers:

Tom Harrington, Don Lipper, Jim Cole, Charles Francis

Carroll, David Fish, Barbara DeLoUis. Matthew
Shakespeare, Rob Skelton, Frank Flanagan, Kristen

Zagarella, Nancy Klingener

SYSTEMS
Systems Manager
Adam Lavine

Associate Systems Manager
Laura Bell

WOMEN'S ISSUES
Women's Issues Editor
Barbara DeLoUis
Associate Women's Issues Editor

Kathyrn Pohner
Women's Issues Writer

Meg Kroeplin

BLACK AFFAIRS
Black Affairs Editors:

Kathyrn Kirby. Liaa Riddick

Board of Editors

PHOTO
Photo Editors:

Paul Desmarais, Byrne Ouarnotta

Photo Technicians:
Nikki Sokoloff. Paul Franf, Rob Skelton. Ricci Bonanno,

Bvrne Guarnotta

StafT Photographers:
David Shimkus, Jennifer Dempsey. Maria Bull. Jane

Lapato

PRODUCTION
Production Manager
Ansel Zinter

S^fiQr
^''%><

ft

""^TOYS • CHILDREN S BOOKS • RECORDS

STUFFED ANIMAL SALE!!!
10-40% off all teddY bears, dogs, cats. pigs. etc. in

stock, from Gund, Dakin, Russ Berrie and more.

Now thru Dec. 24th.

48 aortli Plsasaat St. Aoibcrst

Bdew Steve's 256-1609
OPEH SUVDAT 12-5

WEEKHIGHTS TILL 8

CAR STEREO SYSTEM INSTALLED

PANASONIC CQ-S505
Auto reverse cassette player

w/AM FM stereo with Magna
dyne 5 " or 6 'x9' 3 \A/ay spkrs

$149 INSTALLED

CUSTOM,
CAR(0

SOUND

OPEN SUNDAY 12-S

141 Damon Rd. 573 Riverdale St

Northampton, MA West Springfield, MA
586-5258 734^995 J

GO UP, DOWN andALL AROUND!

i

t

^V^^^^VXK
UMASS

SPRINGBREAK 87
A^^

iS>

o
c>

LAGNAF 87

^^^
^"

ON'T TRUST
ANYONE ELSE WITH YOUR PLANS!

FOR INFO CONTACT: UMASS SKI CLUB
430 Student Union - 545-3437

Ik-

Tk-

i 430 Student Union - 545-343/ ><>
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Day Graphics Supervisor
Peter Soderberg

Associate Production Manager
Kelly Sieger

Production Supervisors:

BethAnne Moskov, Debbie Pikul, Rob
Catalano. Ansel Zinter

Typesetters:

Laura Bell, Lynne Dewhurst. Pam
Bracken. Matt Lawrence, Kelly Sieger

Pasteup:
Keith Cooper, Margot Wiles, Valerie War-

ren. Sheryl Knapp, Henry Jost, Sarah

Clark, Maura McHugh, Tori Gorell, Marc
Infield, Michael Cooper, Michelle
Eichelman, Glenn Stephens, Isabel

Perkins, George Francey, Rob Levin,

Michael Berland, Mike Solaroli

BUSINESS OFFICE
Business Manager
Steven Rubin
Associate Business Manager
Patrick Lowry
Assistant Business Manager
Rob Ciapanelli

Advertising Sales Manager
Paul Leraer

Asst. Advertising Sales Managers:
Michell Wagner, Lisa Crescnzi

Finance Manager
Vanessa Roth
Asst. Finance Manager
Kim Jackson
Marketing Manager
Patrice Lawsky
Circulation Manager
Craig Naugle
Subscription Manager
Karen Holland
Asst. Subscription Manager
Michelle Blackadar
Senior Bookkeeper
Maureen Mi^^rowski
Adverstising Account Executives:
Shawn Steponate. Jeff Hammond, Robin
Engel, Stefanie Zucker, Debbie Stein,

Stacey Wiederlight, Ivan ^lelberg, Karen
Lurie, Joelle Klein, Neal Kusnetz, Cozy
Wolan, Lauren DallamcNtu Namry Warhaf-

tig, Linda Malino
Marketing Representatives:
Giselle Torres, Beth Brooks, Michelle
Weiss
Classified Sales Representatives:
Ann Tallon. Julie Leavitt, Jen Sac(»ne,

Thcgang's almost all here The Far Side

By Gary Larson

4

Christine Joy(», Doug Dematteo,
Noreau
Advertising — Graphics
Representatives:
Elizabeth Janney, Wilka Varella, Judy
Garcia

Assistant Bookkeeper
Andrea Pugsley
Circulation Drivers:
Tony Padavano, Kyle Jewell, Chris Ander
son. Tim Stewart, Ron Feldman. Rob Car-
valho. Gene Limone, Mar>' Beth McCarthy

Graduating Collegian StaffMembers: those
of us who remain behind will miss you, and
we thank you for all you 'ue given us. We 'II

see you at the reunions.

Steve's free ice cream

hits town!
Come in now and order your favorite mix-in and get entered into

"Steves Free Ice Cream For A Week Sweepstakes"
There will be 12 winners who will receive

a free mix-in everyday for 1 week

Drawing 12-17-86 (8PM) - Offer expires 12-16-86

A first name in icf cream.

"

48 N. Pleasant St, Amherst 256-0250

I

1

i
1

I

I

4

OPEN
M-F: 9-5

Sat: 10-3&,UNIVERSITY
mSTORE*

LOCATED
IN THE
CAMPUS
CENTER

"Sorry to tx)ther you. sir. but there's

anott^er salesmen out t\ete — you want
me to tell ttim to go to tteoven?"

Gordy

"How many times did I say it. Horold?

How many limes? Moke sure ttiat bomb
stielter's got a con opener — oin't

mucti good witt>out o con oper>er.' I said.'

By Gorde

HAU60^^^f

Bat Brain By Bill Bearing

At7wiu.Hr Neva me^
&e6r 'wrs I* ^ Footer

TO ILIT Sutm-iMHt- r1^

I JMT F^Th'S 0V€«

•rue pirci '^"'^ ^ kemjkp

ANP IP T >^*s 5«v se>,

VOUIT/N*. Cll£P'T R>«
TM/rr /p^4 &oe9 to
He. -me oTHftf i^if^ro

*^ THAT Firt£
Of tNfoHrmihti

AMP MfoP€

Campus Pond By Sal

PLATO'. I LOVe\
IT. MOW 1 DOW'T \

HAVE TO BORf^OW
YOURS WMYnOREy

A RUBBER HUnAN
OFHY V/ERYOU/fMlll

/2/lS ^aZ

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

WHeR€'5
IN LOS ANeeiES
mn fiUiiKYiNe

TV iNTtl^eST A
i^coRP comm.

/

,tv^^ -^'^s-:

itrrE/^ST

-mefA IN

WHAT ?

Pi/TThfiTimC
OIVBSFBOPLe
INTlSnNftL

PONr

lH-THeHOC£.

I

o^^\.-
.^ji^

Msu . MR. cm. M€H sreve ne^e

7BU5 Me TH^r Ywm froi^ w
pmNo 7He mfip offa uvf
ROAPie ON SmbC . I ^Y
10 mHLF. 'cuve, ^—^

Thanks to all Collegian staff and cor-

respondents for a productive semester

especially the Sunday night crew. To all

graduates, the best of luck, it's a wild

world out there.

— Nan

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Tnidt Michel Jaffc

I Poke* ladK)

ON AMX
« Th« AefHM
•9

Tasman
I? Ptolound
14 ApoNot mothei

1$ mcomparadia
!6 FtfttiMI i>om

1 7 Copycat
(• MuMi* law
19 Dynasty ol

Chtna

?0 riat loppao M
22 Jati dances
24 Vex* voMS
2% On Hi« 4UI »•¥•

27Gfay«
32l«inew»
34 Spf**
36 irv a Slat* ot

dwa'eness
3' Su()p»( 4 "**•

nwn*
MLoM tngot

41 Mart Comb
loxn

42

4 Pass by

5 Ffmt o» ttta

gourd lamily

6 R«paal
7 Livaty skittish

8 Towa'd snaiw
9 Nonsansa
to City o) Scity

1 1 EngNsh court o»

yora

13 Stan* drama.
sourca o* My
Fau
lady

iSFauNy
2t Nasn««at
Mmma

23 Novabst naad
26 IK aiMl US I

2t Muddy
daprastion m a

road
29 IVmc

play art iqhl

JO SumrTjers

akjrtg ««• Com
d A«ur

31 Caiaw o< Lavar

32 Zaus mala
33 Sdai disfc

3S Mod hairdo

37 Oasarler

30 Crascarti

shapad
40 Rlwia laedar

43 Lika soma
proioioans

46 Particutars

44 Laka ocawi o>

SO Score*)**

52 Ocaan-gomg
rasort

53 0na ol l»«a

Massayt
54 Martians

larMjtng piaca''

SSOwn
56 Cgg un
57 Cor«««r«a

StPaddpcii

59 lonMn Saa vuH

ANSWER TO raEVIOUS PUZZLE:

urmwt

iaatharmaktf>9

47 Snaarar oi nw
tuMat

49 TorMta 'i««i

51 Dam»~ Ma«>a
55 Voraoou* tftark

eOSprm^btoom
•n Sarcaiona

61 KaoKai
position

62SAa«*r tor a

63 - •bout

M Sier.a *
« fto ~
ttlaft
67Maiar •namg
MRMd
MCtiMi

DOWN
1 Jo"" C'»arias

o< Maiida

2 Larwmg Var

3 Lo«io »>"

Lunch
Menu

Dinner

iJuchess Meat Pie/Gravy

Tuna Melts

Basics Lunch

Fresh Zucchini Pie

Tuna Melts

Chicken Cacciatore

Baked Ham
Orange-Pineapple Sauce

Basics Dinner

Mixed Bean Casserole

Chicken Cacciatore

Weather
Todaj: Mostly sunny, high near 40,

Tonight: Clear, low 15 to 20
Tatsday: Partly sunny, high 35 to 40
Rnals: A ' weather until about midnight on Sunday, after

that a chilly BC until Christmas Eve

Today's Staff
Night Editor Nan Klingener

Copy Editor Sheryl Jean

Photo Technician Byrne Guarnotta

Layout Technician Bethanne Moskov
Production Supervisor Bethanne Moskov
Production: Laura, Connie, Rob. Dode
Sheri. Ansel. George. Tori. Julie Rae. and Isabel

1 Executive Board Fa of 19861

DODE lEVtNSON ROB SKELTON
LOiionat Iditor

lOHN VONCE
i.indyiiKj ttlitof

WILLIAM SPAIN

tdiiorial tditor

STEVE RUBIN ANSEL ZINTER

Production M.in.Kjtt

1 Business Board Fa of 1 986 |

bfEVE RUBIN PATRICE lAWSKY
Marketing Manager

PAUL H LESSER

Aclverii5ir>g Sdles Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Circulation Manager

VANESSA ROTH
finance Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Subscription Manager 1
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• Huskies escape
continued from page 20

3:09 remaining.

"I think UMass got too confident and
started to force their shots when they
should have been winding down the clock."

Fogel said.

The Minutemen took a short-lived lead

at 68-66 on a Chase layup off a Smith feed

before a Lafleurjumper tied it up with 2:35

remaining. UMass then called timeout

before the Lewis' (Reggie and Derrick, who
is not related) combined to score 10 of the

game's final 12 points for the victory.

"It wasn't an eight -point game. They got

a few baskets after we got desperate,"

Gerlufsen said. "We had to use two
timeouts on inbounds situations and that's

something that shouldn't happen."

"We thought we won before we won.

Tliey destroyed us with their press." Brown

Athletes named to

All-Region teams
Eight University of Massachusetts athletes were

honored when r^onal awards for football and women's
soccer were announced recently.

The football team, which finished the season at 8-3.

had four members named to the All-Eantern Collegiate

Athletic Conference teams
Sophomore kicker Silvio Ek^nvini. who won three

games for the Minutemen with last .second field goals,

was nan^ to the first team along with junior inside

linebacker John McKeown. who led the team in tackles.

Named to the second team were seniors Stan Kac-

zorowski and John Benzinger.

Kaczorowski. a guard and co^aptain. and Benizinger.

an offensive tackle, were integral parts of the success

of the Minuteman offense

The wcmien's soccer team, which ended the year at

14-3-2 and third in the nation after reaching ther Final

Four for the fifth consecutive season, was also well-

represented, as its top four scorers were named to the

All-New England Women's Intercollegiate Soccer

Araociation team by NEWISA coaches.

Two junior tri-captains, midfielder Kristen Bowsher
and back Debbie Belkin were joined on the first team
by sophomore forward Beth Roundtree.

Sophomore forward and team scoring leader Michelle

Powers was named to the second team.

said.

Free Throws: The Minutemen, now 3-2,

will have about a two-week break before

they travel to the University of Miami to

take part in the West Palm Hurricane
Classic along with Stanford, Yale, and host

Miami (Fla.>. After that, the team opens its

Atlantic 10 season on the road at George
Washington University on Jan. 3 before

travelling to Penn State two days later.

The Minutemen then return home for

three consecutive games versus West
Virginia (at the Springfield Civic Center
on Jan. 10), Rhode Island on Jan. 12 and
Rutgers on Jan. 15. UMass rounds out its

intersession schedule with three con-

secutive road games at Duquesne, West
Virginia, and Temple. The team then plays

at home versus St. Joseph's on Jan. 24,

travels to Holy Cross on Jan. 26 and then

hosts St. Bonaventure. George
Washington, and Temple on Jan. 29, 31

and Feb. 2, respectively.

^ women
mntinued front p<igf 20

played a lot better. I don't

really think they're m our

league. We're a lot better

team than we showed to-

day."

After the teams exchang-

ed baskets, UMass scored

six straight to make it

56-47. Center Kris Kinney,
who had 12 second half

points for UNH, hit two
quick baskets to make it

56-51. but Wilbor tjot hot,

scoring six points >n the

final two minutes to seal the

victory.

"We did a good job on
defense in the second half

but we weren't sharp on of

fense. and that's what hurt

us." Leaman said. "Lewis
and Wilbor had good games
and (freshman forward
Jeanine] Michealsen came
oft* the bench and gave us a

lift on the boards. New
Hampshire is a good club,

though, and Kinney is a fine

player. We didn't play well

but we still won.

ColWgtwi pfcpto by fMd Ummmnm
Senior guard Carl Smith scored two of his seven points on this layup

which Northeastern's sophomore guard Derrick Lewis blocked off the
backboard. Smith was given credit for the basket but the Minutemen fell,

78-70. Saturday at the Curry Hicks Cage.

/

M—F 9-5

SAT 10-3

Located in the Campus Center

^jUNIVERSITY
STORED

1

I
1

I
»

NOT SIGNING UP FOR
THE UMASS SKI CLUB'S

KILLINGTON
SKI & PARTY WEEK!

LAST DAY TO SIGN UP!
For More Information Stop By Our Table

Outside the Hatch , or the Ski Club Office

in 430 Student Union, UMass Campus
or Call 545-3437

ACTIVITIES 'AUDIO
AUTO FOR SALE • CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT -FOR RENT
FOR SALE -FOUND

HELP WANTED 'LOST

CLASSIFIED
/jSir-UCTION • MOTORCYLCLES

' PERSONALS • RIDE WANTED
. RIDERS NEEDED -SERVICES
ROOMATE WANTED 'TRAVEL

WANTED 'SUBLET

OME TO THF COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-330 (FRI - 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PROIR TO PUBLICATION* CASH IN ADVANCE, 15«/WOR0/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

ttil LESBIAN UNION IS OPEN! Room
4fl0G SUB Hours posted on door
Gon«ral meetings every Monday 1 1 30
AM all womyn welco<nel

SUNOAV EVENING PRAYERS tron!

lounge Newman Center 6PM live coUege
mission

OONOnS NEEDED LAST day « Campus
Canlar give blood Nov 2S Room 165
to 30-4 \} ' SO pints needed

ORTHODOX DIVINE LITURCV tlM
Campus Center UMass tOAM Sunday.
14 December

ARE VOU A codege •9*4 ^maff Wm
you be avaiiaUe during MwBMWOn? Am
you irtwr^Md m how mMdM adapt to

•aetictaa? Sign i4> for a research study in

•xarciaa aciwiee Can Mary or Diane dur
ing tt«e day (6-03K) or m the mm
506-7815 (Mary) ?S6 4228 {O'Vm )

TIRED Of OANCINO to lop W Live

band Laura Anderson and the Groove
Queens $35 sponsored by Lesbian
Btsenual Gay courtciling coUective 9 I

lOin nooc -CC Oeeamber 12'

NEW YEARS STt

NEW VCAHS party Montreal 3 days 2
nigMs hoM round trip motor caach luH

breaklasi each rnornra mdudss
A hps $79 par parson OuadOcc Dynamic
OaMinat«rts 482 Main

~

(«17>^^»77M

SPMNG BREAK

FT L«u«ardaia S
OayHXta tSOt irKtudes round tr>p jet ft

hotel for one waak guaramsao lowest
pK*- Oynamc Daatwahon 412 Mam 8l

mmmi Ma oa(i4s mym*-T7x

ENTDITAWMKNT

MUSICIANS NEEDED F(M perfor
marKos at Betcttenowm Stale SOxM
Fur^ding available Contact Bruce
2S»423l

DATING SERVICE

mn^iNATIONAi. OATHtO SERVHK -

sarvtng hv« college system and surroun-
dmgareM flSlorNiompnlhaSASElo
PC Box 4M. AmMtH

SMMNO BKAK 87

BAMAMAS 8339 8 up Cancun or

Aleapuleo $429 < i4> Carr^mmn Cruise

••4BCM Bryan »«64(B1 BniMS«8«»8

GOING TO FLOR»A

COLLEOIATE PRODUCTIONS
PRESENTS Two Florida palies' it

you are oomg 10 be m Florida on Dec 2501
or Dec 31ai or both oi meee (tty%- don't
maa otn on iha fun CalJafi aiSM^S
tor luntier deiaili

JON PERRY

COMO ESTAS ...Good Luck With the

Espano* Fmal GaMn beware Perry is

after your |0t> Conrvals on finishing, you
deoerve a 2i CLUB SALUTE A RIBA

Otm. Sod. and Rai

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT

WE ARE A rapidly growing Amheral bas-
ed advertising cornpany tookmg tor an
energaac ssif-startar «^ « sisartiwa and
enfoys meeting people m a dymanc and
challenging environment To schedule an

>caii»e<»ii

ADVERTISING/MARKETING

TRAVEL THROUGHOUT NEW
ENGLAND S sK' towns this wintersession

and earn (400 p<us weeKly with commis
sions and bonuses As a dynamic young
company we offer a great opportunity tor

those learn players that possess lots ot

energy the willingness to t>e assertive

and a delmilive drive to succeed It this

sounds liKe you turn this winter into

Spring ar>d come grow with us Can
2S6-IK11

AUDIO

INFINITY SM100 STUDIO MONITORS.
List $480 DC (!• Lirnited Quantity only

S330 pr b /ear warr nigh power handl-
ing Call Sound and Music at 584 9547
New location 351 Pleasant Si (Rt 5)

Northampton

AUTO FOR SALE

IS IT TRUE you can buy leeps for S44
throught the US governmenf Gel ttie

tacts today! Call 1-312-742H42 EkI
5931

A

1981 ESCORT WAGON goodcondilion
S1350 call Liza 549-4598

1973 DUSTER.
549 5932

Studded snows S300

85 CHEVY SPECTRUM AUTO - 1 1 ,000
mi hatchback, great milage $4,700
1-528-4487

68 CHEVY BELAIR PB reliable low

milage previously owned by little old lady

call 549-6269

1984 PLYMOUTH HORIZON excellent

condition $4000 or best offer lor into call

Barb 586-3891

7rAUDI WAQbN"77K good condition

$950 BO 549-1738

1977 SAAB EMS dependable. 665-7795

1977 COLT (MITSUGISHI). Exceirent

condition' 4-door. new battery. 96K miles.

30plus MPG Only $975 call evenings
Amil/Shirai 265-6639

1979 SUBARU 8L, 4-wheel drive. 4-door.

AM/FM, new brakes. 77,800 miles, must
sell, 1.800 or BO. call 549-1921

Must sell before Dec 23 fully inspected
registered 79 Ford Pinio 65,000mi no
rust, aulo transmission, four good radials

S spare This car needs nothing Will take

$250 or goes to best offer Call Russ
546-4435

1975 PEUGEOT BLUE. Good tires sun
root, rebuilt engine $400 or best offer

253-7082

1881 TOYOTA COROLLA 5 speed
AM/FM cassette eicelleni condition
$2600 253 3568

78 (KDSMOaiLE. AM/FM. aircondihon
ing 4-doo' one owner enceUenl condi-
tion $850 253-3568

PAYING CASH FOR your baaabaN cards
please call M*e 649-0333

POM SALE

TWIN BED $45 or MS EiceNeni condi^
iwn 256 8945

GMTAR BEAUTIFUL YAMAHA 6J35
with hwd CMS $175 Can Debra 8-4553

tceO TA»« PON sala' Brand nmu. never
used keg taps only $25 Packios charge
$45 for used laps Ooni waste your
money' New laps $25 Call Tony
2561438 today

1879 CHEVY WAGON. 99 400 m«^
new ctutch, Best offer 536-5434 Even
ngs week-ends

0*M L3 SPEAKERS 4 yt warrarMy Cm
8-7921

TWO SNOW TIRES P30S mHiitlo'
Frann 546 4234

HOHNER ELKTraC GUITAR only us
edtoroneyear <k««s(M)S $i75w«s
4 away Can Jany 564-3784

t964 YAMAHA DX290 ATC e<celle<M
condition prced to sen $995 Paul
253 3 146 or 549«0«8

I FUOMT JACKET, eatra llMft

leaihar sua 40 caN Paul 586-M17

FOR SALE OOOOVCAR snow bras P206
75B!4 can S46 2084

1877 CHEVY MALIBU good body ft

engine AM/FM tape $700 or BO 548-9381
after 6

AM/FM STEREO CASSETTE recorder
Fishar potaMa auiB (VMHN9B6M s«<
mito tmtrth daacH-spaakars fike new
$^ can Beta 546-9564

OUfrMH MMT CONOITION nondo ue«
Paul alactfic Ommitsios and cmt $17$
Bob 548-9564

FUiWNTIME FM BilQTLMng room
sofa Dad. low* saai and tabia «mII urMi.

drawer and twm bad n^baaa. bon sprmg
and frame t Con»a<-i i»i S49-780?
54»4136

OUCa WATC»^ FOR ladiM. only $30
many styies-greM imas gills cas Bnan
6-7425

SPEAKERS ARO STUDIO inoniMirs

12Sw/chan fuse protection 13
poiypropdana woders warrarwy new
retail $1S0(Vpr rMail wiS M« SSOMO&ic
6-7435

FOR SALE MENS fus lengm t

lacket si^e 38 $1 75 253^9509 ask tor Pal

SKI-JACKET MENS s/ l»ge 10O par
-ent down b'and rmti $75 cad Mark
2»3-5910

two COMPUTERS: BOTH new Kaypro
2-disk drivas $1200 00 Erson EoiMly one
wmam dnve $1800 00 boih an lOM com-
patit>le leave message 549-4156

FULL SiS MAtnCSS 6 boi spnng
almost new $200 865-6586

AWESOME ALMOST NEW men s sk.

oools s/8 BO call J 256-8962

FREE GIFT BOXES

WITH PURCHASE OF earrings at 0«va
Designs Fun wild. ar«d original lewetry
for ft»e holidays' CC Concourse

DESPERATELY SEKING DEAD
TICKETS

HELP I NEED TICKETS tor all four

Grateful Dead new Years Shows m
Calitornia Call JR eves 665 3292

HELP WANTED

APPLY BY DEC 19 for New Students
Program Summer Counseling 101
Berkshire

STUDENT GOVERNMENT AMOCIA-
TION Job openings Asst to Treasurer
AssI to Pres Asst ot Budgets Chair (sti-

pend position). Budgets Auditor AppI
avail in 420 SUB See Valerie Niece m
420 SUO foi more info AppI due Dec 3
by 4 00 Women and minontles encourag-
ed to apply AA/EOE

KITCHEN HELP NEEDED Immediately
Day and Night shifts available Free
meals and rides can be provided to and
from work Apply at Andy s Pizza after 2
PM (ne«t to Stadium Liquors)

KITCHEN HELP WANTED
Excellent free meals

Lighi clean-up
Call Cheryl at AXO

545-2152

GAIN PR., COMMUNICATION, political

& management skills you'll need after

graduation Work lull or part time to com
bat groundwater pollution and river diver-

sions Earn $375-1000 this winter break
Beat the summer rush and get that sum-
mer job in the bag Call Clean Water
Aclion-549-7460

CHESTNUTS 0N^N"oper^li7e does this

phrase per chance inspire a sense of

nostalgia dear as it does for all us here''

Travel through New Englands towns
where opportunity still abounds how
much money can you make $800 this

winter break call 256-021 1 a new career,

have some fun'

NOW HIRING FOR now and intersession

Full time or part lime positions available

You can earn more than $500 a week with

salary, commission and bonuses Flexi-

ble hours, good working conditions and
excellent career opportunities We willb

e hiring from now until? Please contact

Target Enterprises at 549-7793 for and in-

terview A»k for Keith

JEWISH COMMNiNITY OF Amheisl look

ing for Sunday sctiool and MeD'ew
teactter immediately H inieiesied call

549^223

STU(KNT REP WANTED to sell Spnng
BreaK packages (6l7i32t 4165

WANTED

WANTED BILLV JOEL TICKETS lor the

Worcester Show Call 6 7219

TWO RESPOfSlBLE PEOPLE looking

tor Puflton Lease startir>g in January
546-3283

ALWAYS BUYING USED books
records twies and compact discs Call

DynamiW Boom 586-9670 or Dynamite
Rwords 584 1580 l^jrthamplon

VOCALIST - SHELF LM naac^ rww
lead singer tor dance rock CosMUo
Jackson, aic, big range gu«ar a plus Aud
Sat caM Rick 64036

HOUSE PARENTS FOR Sigma Kappa
Sorority Board separate living quarters

shpand Begin January 1967 no pats

hJaal for marrMd graduate Mupla Year
rouryi occupancy may be an eelion CM
549 1641 or »351^ after 5PM

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK—A-rnSK ENTERTAINMENT
Agency Oisc|OCkeys Bands Uighu and
Large scraan video dances 54»7144

TYPING SERVICE

OUAUTV
sets Maaeuloua
OK New tmtyp—

i

raar

•KUiRaor^itB^

PMvmar S«M»67

MOVER

RCMJND TOWN MOVERS last laHabie

Ctwap call Mchaet anylim* 3234780

SOUTHWEST INCIDENT

COMMISSK>NER

oi ttia MMSacbusMs Comm
ission Aaamai Ovc rimtnaiion

canaucMiB aw aMapa**-
dam MMMSgaiion on Via
posi World Sana* mctdent
and would Mia to iaa> to an

For an
MS4S4600

Ooda Lavanaon ^J^^J---^
tht Vloa CItanoaMora OUtoa
« S46-23» Ot Hum dMCtly
by caMnS (4*9 7»21M

and aak to I
' — -

LAST CHANCE

SOPBICENTOFFsunians BnngVMad
1 parsort- iQparcanioR, ?padpto-aOpar
carN aach 3 people 30 parcard ttch
S««a now. pricas ao up tor spmg br*M
Le Bon Satan 253-9454

MERRY CHRISTMAS

aSSb'/k FOURTH roommate m Laniam
Co«^ starting Jan 1 on bua roms 97 50
per month call Jack 866-4431

HOUSING WASHINGTON DC

HOUSING ANO/OR roommate wanted
5orir>g Washirtgton DC area Laura
2539462

THE AWESOME WOMEN OF 14tF

MERRY CHRISTMAS to the 3
roomMas ever I love you guys and would
be tost without you Who would I get
drunit and obnoxious wfUf (not thai t real-

ly dnnk any way) You know i won't be
atrtMd just as long as you stand by rne'

Love ya. Judy. PS connad itta dots
la-ls-la-la"

STEPHAN

THE CLOSER you come to change, the
closer you come to ftean Beaucoup del
loi I love you skinny Jan

FOR RENT

TAKE OVER LEASE JAN 1st 1 BFt m
large house Mam St Call 253-5464

LARGE BEDRbbM IN PUFFTON
Available Jan 1st $210 plus caH 549-0748
nights

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED, Bnttany
125/month CAII 253 9884

2 BORM APT to take over lease $4 1 5 mo
or single $175 month 665-4847 Becky or
Karen

MALES ADND /OR FEMALES WANTED
to rent large room m condos on the
Amherst-Belchertown line Cheap $140
rent CAII now if you're sick fo your tJorm
or overprices apartment' 256-6079

TWO SINGLE ROOMS in 7 bedroom
house. Rt 9 Hadley on bus route near
Carburs $170 a month plus reasonable
utilities Call Tommy 584-6826

TAKE OVER LEASE: 2 spaces available
Jan 1 on bus route" 127 50/monlh 1"j

baths call 665-8261

ONE ROOM IN two ixlr apt on Hoban La
Female non-smoker preferred 546-8640

TAKE OVER LEASE January I8r2
bedroom apt in Southwood on bus route
$560/monlh call 253-9685 ask foi

Lambert or Chi

SOUTHWOOD APT TWO bedroom for

Jan 1 rental act last call 256-0166

AMHERST CENTER-SINGLE room";
aviil Jan 1. clean, quiet, $250 Call
2f6-84t5 or 256-1602 evenings

1 ROOM IN 4 bedroom apt Near Am H
S Victonan house 165 plus U 253-2420

3-BEDROOM APT.^AmhersI Very
spacious, clean, quiet, cozy Looking for

3 mature people to lake over Jan 1 $725
Call Mark or Catherine. 545-3460 or
253-5910

TWO BEDROOMS AVAILABLE m house
hwo blocks from campus $325 00 plus
electric each (heat included) Leave
massage 549-4156

FOR RENT: AMHERST 2 bedroom m
newly built tiome with access to kitchen,

living room dming room recreation room
washer ft fryer AH utilities included
noamoluna, no parties no pets, on bus
hna 549-6746 please leave rnessage

1 BOR IN a 3 bdr apt in Puffion' Start Jvi
tst call 549 1678

EFFIOENCY APARTMENT SQUIRE
Village $t 70 plus utitlies call ahernoons
665 3056

mu KEG. CABLE, mstallad phone,
sound loo good lo be true'' JuM Mha over
leaseil or 2 txJrm) m 2 bdrm apl in

'>J on Jan 1 (SeO/montfift ete<

.nilure & tuM •icfian Dave j

-i.ii!, ,'t>J3!»49

ROOM IN LARGE tarmboMabttf MOP ai

driveway 1 90inclus<va |ani 865-3287

3 8INOLEROOM8MN An«iar« housa
'

) mile from campus 5 moriM laasa
Microwave fireplace vCR color TV
w^tfiar Md dryer $?60irmo(«l plus
utMaa can DsM* Bob or Orag anybmaM
5495540

LOST

Tl 55 M Calcutaior ON tiiiM ELAB 314
Call 6 7012

HELP I LOST MY LK>UOR » Pte««
caM Cuiae ii 54»a^e

BW OOLD MOO» EARWIWO.
sonwvttcfv tMtvM^t Cocfidov ' PIdt Oft

Fr. Oac 5 ca« 66090 Kee^ trying

BONV WAUOBAN LOST m ELAB on
12/10 It tound please cMi Tom 6-4746

N.P. t IC CMXULATOR m kbrary lower
> can 546-<778 tot tawara

MASS LKtUOR ID m Omm Unwn
Reward owo'ed touts ramwea* 256 6K0

LOST NEAR OUTDOOR Hack Sony
radio Hewaia Sentrmental value
549-46:4

BEAMK STILL M one p«ce lea««ona
5 tevwad Maaanors w«d 1 choc luaaon
naaraat ewnapw Bear w4i be reti^nad by

FOUIW

TEDDY BEAR FOUMO ne« GoodaH on
iZ'to about ?X Can 5496709 to aaim

mOE WANTED

If YOU SHjWE nde I womtm^mm*
Ride r^aadad to Boston Oacambar 19
Lmda 256-0867

RIDE WANTED TO PtTTSBIMO Pann
UrgenSy*' Leave on tn« 22nii or alter Cat
6-SOOS w«pay

servk:es

rVPMG. TAPE TRANSCRIPTION Fm,
accu'al<> 665 7652

TEMtlFK TYPING FROM Speedy'
keys Professional reliable service
256 1002 6am 11pm

DAVIS TVPMO KVICS a« 2535029
between 3 & 9 Monday -Thurs

WANTED TO RENT

WE m LOOKING TO take crer lease o<

North AmhKti j.oa apt Call Bob
54697?'

LOOKING TO RENT room lor inlersas

SK>nonly Pref Near campus Please call

546-3217

ARE YOU LOOKING for a roommate'^'
1 need a place to live rvext samasw r

female 21. nonsmoker ador^>to KMan
irKiuded call Audrey 665-4793

NEED HOUSE OR apartment lor winter

session only Call 546-4639 or 546-4643

LOOKING FOR A room intersession caH
Rebecca 546-9304

2 PEOPLE LOOKING for room m Putfton

area' Gail Shaun 6 1 127 or Chris al Ski

Club 5 3437

ROOMMATE WANTED

WE NEED A OUIET, considerate person
lo share an apartment <n Cliffside '^ou

can move m at beg of Spring Sem You
will have own room lor $165 month Incl

all utilities on bus route Call Rob
546 1 130 (leave message)

2 OPENINGS IN SQUIRE VILLAGE
$125 mo plus utilities call Mike or Adam
448-7301 before 6pm

ONE OR TWO RbOMATES WANTED.
$125/month per person 253-7797

1 SINGLE IN MAIN ST apt Bus in front

$210/moplus Opening Jan 1 Call Karen
or Tracey 206-6957

I NEED 1-3 Roomates for a nice newly
redone Apt Rent depends on No of oc-

cupants Must like cats (I have 2) call

Saskia at 256-6359

DEPOSIT, UTILITIES ft CABLE includ-

ed Contact ASAP call 256-8698 Amherst
Mole

HOUSEMATE WANTED FOR modern
ranch in Hadley Woodslove garden, &
more' Available Jan t 87 to Aug 31 , 87
Call after 6 pm 584-7376 $25 month incI

TO SUBLET

PRESIDENTIAL ROOMS lo rent for

wintersession Dirt cheap and close
546-1178

WINTER^SUBLET 1 RM in NOHO house
on Rt 9 bus Available 12/27 • 1/27 $195
Rudi 586-5526

ROOMATE WANTED

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to

share room in Townehousa apIs Spring
Semester $150*/monlh CaM f^anaa bat

ween 4-6 Leave rnessage* 549-0742

HELP! IF VOU need one female roomie
in Brandywine ptoasa caM 549-6715 Ask
for Karen Leave massage

ROOMATE WANTED to share bedroom
n two bedroom apl JarvFeb Color TV
Microwave VCR Southwood $140/MO
253^3693

RESPONSIBLE FOR LG apt on bus rouM
own loom furnished but bring bad $210
foi room piM unMies caM 3234989 batore
?PM 32363111530 alter

WE ARE LOOKING to taM over l»<M« Ql

f'uttlun or Brandywine Apt CMI RulS
546-5363

LOMUNO FOR SOMEONE to take over
my laaaa starting Jan/Fob color TV
microwave VCR Southwood $140rmo
253^3993

Vi APT ROOM ava4abla al tow rani m
Amherst on bus routo Csfl 2S66t31

ONE PENSOM TO share room m Br«any
Manor AvaitobleJant $i25/monihHeai
•nduded caM 256^427

A^T m Sundanand
aMemoiy aiduaadMM stop on biM touM
vary quiat toeaiion For more into caB
Cara and Ciws at 8662176

NAVE 0«MtROOM and sftawNoman^
lonhouaa Only 130* ca8 SeenHi tm
TWO DECAMINT. MARLBORO

ba^'oom m our battuMui
aas tor Paul or Svan 17

wMMd to share lafga badroom m 3
bedroom PuMsn Apt 5494)140 tariprmg

FEMMJE ROOMMATE •
'

spring semester 87 '

tormsnad apt wan gNNN peufiK' c«ii.«s
»3-MBf

'or

1 OR 2 pMple naadid« Bnllarty Manor
CaM tor a^ Ray or Oav* 2S3i43»

TWOOR TMNa lemstss lor Bniany. on.

»y |1?SJmo C* 256-6645

BRANOYWUiK -OM FEMALE I

lor 2 bedroom t«M StartngJan546-nS3

ROOMMATE WANTED. OtHTN room luSy

tuimsned Tt.>wn«l•Klu^•> Apartment
6667t»

MALE ROOMMATE WANTED tor one
badroom apt Pufflon Ca« lAka ai

5461476

1 OR 3 paopto warned for Toamabouse
starting Feb I ca
tor Dawn

I caM 54»<»36 anytma as*

FEMALE ROmiMATE (GRADUATE
preferredl wanted lo stiare bedroom m
Branayswna asotJan i 1967 Owte non-
smoking anviwinmant 549^4634

ONE OR TWO females for one large

bedroom m two bedroom apt $l40/mo
Jan 1 ctf Lisa or Jean 256-6340

FEMALE ROOMIE NEEDED to share a
bedroom m Bnttany Manor apartmarM
CaM 296-6863 eves Come saa ua'

January t at opbon only $ 1 25 00 parmia
on bus nMJto What mora could you asir

for'

NONSMOKING FEMALE ROOMMATE
wanted lor 2 bedroiyn m Sunderland
$225 (inckisive) for iniersesMyVsprmg
semester 66S7939

MALE ROOMMATE WANTED 2 Swiss
Village 215 per month Includes
everything own room tst last and securi-

ty needed 256-6815

1-2 FEMALES FOR large room 2 bri^M
bus ri utilities, diabwashar indudsd
665 8617

2 FEMALES NEEDED for room in

Townehouse apis Casualty casual, deep-
ly cool. ar>d chiba 5. a must Keep tryirtg

Davis ft John 546 8938

ROOM AVAILABLE IN 2br apt )an oi

ASAP in Cliftside Townehouse
nonsmoker Heat inc caMChns 666-7150

ONE ROOM IN two bdr apt rt 9 Crown Pi

Quiel non smoker call 256-4293

M/F NEEDED to share tiedroom in

Southwood Apt for spring Sam '87 call

253-9955

FEMALE WANTED TO rent one room m
house very near campus $175/month
inc starling Jan tst 549-0341 call bet-

ween 6 and 10 PM

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to sahre

rm in nice apt near campus' Furnistied

except bedrm call Any 256-1081

INTERSESSION ONE BEDROOM IN
West St house On bus line Also
available m Spring $200 Maria 256-6238

ROOMATE NEEDED 135 mo SUfts Jan
or Feb 617 528 9380

ROOMMATE WANTED TO share room
in a ? bed apl Cable TV fully furnished

$145 a month ft utilities Squire Village

6653736

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to

share large two bedroom Northampton
apartment Grad. older student or work-
ing person preferred 584-6819

ROOMMATE NEEDED 125 mo Start Jan
or Feb 253^2260

TO SUBLET

WINTERSESSION! ONE BEDROOM apt

homey and cozy presidential apl 400* all

included Ideal lor couple 549-6048

FEMALE NONSMOKING ROOMMATE.
Own bedroom in Townhouse Apts for

Jan $100 call Ann Mane 549-1449

INTERSESSION: ONE BEDROOM apt
Florence Bus line $250 586-2289
evenings

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT major
bus route $415 hot water included many
appliances 549-7800

t OR 2 rnalura adulls wanlsd for mlarsaa
sion w/sprmg oplkxi ptoasa caM soon
Located close to town 5 mnulee from bus
256 0697 Cheap rent'

NEED AN ESCORT?

CALL 5-3133 BETWEEN 8PM ft 2AM
every day for an eaeon anywhere on cam-
pus Play It s^e

MSTRUCTKM

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS ««perienc

ed and (Mttianl toacher Pop-rock folk

btoaa Songwnhng. theory raadina im
proviaMion t*>n*" <^ fxjs line Doug
549478£

PASCAL TUTOR REASOMABLE raias
584 1 JO?

PROFESSK)NAL TYPINQ SERVK^E

PAPERS, CASES DISSERTATK>NS
Dependable oi> campus reasonable

S84 7924 Nancy

"SI"
VIC I

rS ": expert tukXtt* wm

SPAMBH TUTORINO 6 TRANSLATION

>«LP WITH EXAMS, grammar pro>M«i-

ciaMana»-M02

RIOE WITH ME TO DC

I HAtfE A twelve tool mek to shwe e«
I to DC caa Joah 323-«e79

TRAVEL

S3S FREE AM0BCAN AirSne MCM
»«^nar Worth MOO your tor $426
665 7939

BTUDV TOURMChMa June 22>My 26
1667 $3%0 Contact Prol Dratoi. Hartor
636 or cat 5^t330 avwunoa. i»6H4

URVKXS

TvpmamoHD pnocessmmo. nm
day sannca 3234579

TAME OVER LEJ^

ROOM AVAILABLE « itouaa
staiengjan 1 Color TV washat dryar
msjummm, tonaaca OeaOlyaciaMlrani
biM Stop, short imMi to ean^ia Female
pratorrad . cat 5466640

PERSONALS

DEAR SANTA NOW yOu aminH§ mi
evai lulling my Mba f^t^fi C
you w« Sana aO-TOpaioani on al t4K and

wamorto Idiamond |9SrMry

lyKK. t4K
Studs tor on

aamngs$i8 and tsK
ire nna OS- onkrM Qoldan Oppor

lurHfy 13 N Ptoaaant 91 AiMiafsiHoHo
MoMary Jana

JUST A LITTLE personal to say good
luck on your LSAt sonSabvday rHtaha
you oul tor doner altoneard, and we'l
CMWrMi how waM you did< Low Ray

TUSKV. ALL JOKES astoe you re ««
bast roomy ft swaeiesi boyfriend evar*
Meat n«e under toe Chnolmas trae- wa'l
have lime ' Foravar, Li/

UNOA G WILL you raorganua rny

martagemarM structure'' TTianii tor your
heto Lowe m<a iMjghs Don Burr

C¥m%, DO VOU know that your
t^ephone « d>acertnactad77 A tootoaM
fan

A CALL TO Ban Santa Clausa on cam
(MS ha discrnMiwiM agairtsi red nose
ramdaar Mandltory raMy 14 Dec. 7PM
North Pole

SISTERS AND PLEDGES of Sigma OalU
Tau good luck on finals When studying
gels you down remember OC combo and
smHe'"

MK:hAEL PAUL. FRANKY says what
if*^ My Ciara and I arp waiting'

HAPPY 30TH BIRTHDAY Sam' How
much do I love you'' This much'" (ar>d

much much more) I always wiH Love
Paltie

EILEEN BISHOP: MY B.F.A.U.M. 1 m
ring lo rTMss you qnw inlarsassion- come

visit' Love ya' JP

to MV OL roomiaa -thanks tor a
rT>emorable and exciting samailar One
more to go Love Maureen

TOM, KRISTIN. MK^HELE. Jim I m real^

ly going to miss you guys I'm psyched
we all stayed lrier>ds 111 be back up to
party Eric (happy birthday Tom')

CONGRATULATIONS AND THANK
YOU

BEST OF LUCK lo everyone wlio
devoted so much time and energy to

make this newspaper a stronger adn bet-

ter organization Dode. John. Pal BiH,

Tom. Bethanne. Paul. Steve, and Dan,
your efforts have made impressions on
the entire campus The Business Board

CARLA

THE KNOCKS. THE TALKS. THE
tlVALKS to class are really gomg to be
missed lake care of the magnum Good
luck with whoever (just don I hear wed
ding bells lor awhile) you're a wonderful
person, don I ever settle lor second best

1 am raaMy going to miss you Love Maria.

I WANT TO THANK 8B lor: The
chicken. The broken screen, the mat-
tress, destroying 9H on several occa-
sions, and much, much harassment I'll

miss you jR, what will Beave do without
his other half? Thanks lor all the scary
memories' Love, Ann

Student film and video show this Wednes
day 4 6pm in South College 1 08 Come
and be visually entertained as you view the

film and video students final projects Free

to dill Be there'
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Huskies escape the Cage, 78-70
N.E. overcomes 11-point deficit

with 26-7 run in closing minutes
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

For 34 minutes, the University of

Maasachusetts men's basketball team

outplayed the best team in New England

Unfortunately, the game was decided in

the final six minutes - the very six that

belonged to Northeastern University.

Taking an 11 point, 63 52 lead into the

game's final minutes, the Minutemen were

victimized by a frenetic, 26 7. Husky run

and an overall team breakdown as UMass
crash landed, dropping a 78-70 thriller

Saturday night at the Curry Hicks Cage

"We just lost our intensity on ofTense and

defense." UMass head coach Ron Gerlufsen

said. 'We waited to win instead of going

out there and taking the w m I was proud

of the way we played for 32^ minutes, but

we still have to learn to play hard for all

40 minutes."

The Minutemen. 3-2. g<* a season high

27 points from junior guard Lorenzo Sut

ton and a 13 point. lO^rebound performance

from sophomore center Duane Chase.

The Huskies. 5-3. placed five players in

double figures and were led by sophomore

guard Derrick Lewis' 16-points. Highly

touted senior center Reggie Lewis had 15

points, junior forward Kevin McDuffie and

senior forward Wes Fuller each scored 13

points while senior guard Andre Lafleur

added 11.

"\ think we lost our concentration that's

all. There was no way they wtre better

than us — not by a longshot." a disap-

pointed Sutton said. "We played for 33

minutes and then stopped. I don't think

they beat us. We beat ourselves."

The Minutemen. bolstered by a deafen

ing capacity crowd of 4,024. can^ out of the

locker room fired up — and it showed as the

team nearly matched every Husky basket

and settled for a three-point, 34-31.

halftime deficit.

i was surprised," Husky forward Reg
gie Lewis said. "They were a tough

{•oithrairtrnii Kmin MrI>uA« 4^10 5 7 13. W«« Puller44
3 C n. B«tii I »!• flm 1 l6.AadkvLidVur.'V«001l.Jghn

WlHiMM ^7 0-06. Oerrkk Lra^isM I 6 10 16. tnur Hall 2

0« 0, Gnry Cotowmi 1 1 (M) 2. SIteMon Hennqun I 1 002
T«tate: 2»&> IS-aS 78

MlWllllllHU Joe Fennell 2« 2 2 «. Wiltwn Hidu 1-4 2-4

4. Duan* CIimc 5-8 3-4 13. Carl Smith 2 6 2 2 7. Ur«iuo Sut

XonWn 12 27. I^viil Brown 3 7 I 2 7. Si»n Monby 1 00
Chrin BaiWv frO 0. Cmry Mww 00 OO 0. Mikr Mundy

2^ 2 2 6 To«al*: 2H5A 14 18 TO
Tkrv^Poini Goals: Laneur. Smith. Sutton <3i

ballcluii, they were patient and were well

coachv-.i
"

With the C age rocking louder than it has

in several veats, the Minutemen were

pumped up. playing inten.se bail, and had

plenty of confidence

The Huskies' Lafleur hit a three-point

jumper to open the second half and give

Northeatern a six point lead before Sutton

responded with a three-pointer of his own
and junior forward Wilbert Hicks cut the

lead to one. 37-36. with 1;53 gone Reggie

Lewis and Lafleur combined to up the

Husky lead to 42 36 before a layup by

sophomore guard Mike Mundy and a pair

ofjumpers by Sutton knotted the score at

42

Moment> hiler, the Minutemen then lcK>k

their first lead since 2 1 when Mundy drill-

ed a ISfooter to give UMass the lead.

46-44. with 13:32 to go in the game. The
lead see-sawed until Derrick Lewis hit on

of two free thr<»ws to tie the game at 50

with 10:11 seconds left in the contest.

But then the Minutemen exploded, reel

mgoffa 13-2 run to take the 11 point lead,

the games largest margin. A layup by

senior guard Carl Smith and a pair of Sut-

tonjumpers made it 56 50, brought the fam
to their feet and prompted a NE timeout

w ith 8:22 to go m the game. Derrick Lewis

scored the Huskies' sole hcxip during the

UMass run at 8: 10 before a Smith three-

pointer sandwhiched around a pair of

jumpers by sophomore forward David

Brown extended the lead to the llpoint

bulge and prompted another NE timeout.

"UMass did a great job taking charge."

first-year Northeastern head coach Karl

Fogel said. 'I felt that my team was play

ing really lazy. They weren't rebounding

like a Northeastern team should. Once
UMass got up by 11 and the crowd was
swarming on top of us. I said to myself.

"God. we're going to lose by 20 points."

During the timeout. Fogel, whose team

had beaten the NCAA defending National

Champion Louisville Cardinals just two

weeks ago at the Greater Alaskan

Shootout, called his team quitters .and

demanded better performances. He got

what he wanted as the Huskies clamped

down on the Minutemen to outscore

UMass, 14 2, and tie the score at 66 with

continued on page 18

CollfKian photo by Paul Dramaraia

Junior forward Tara Lewis (left) and the Minutewomen are off to their

best start since the 1978-79 season. They improved their record to 3-0 with

a 67-53 thrashing of UNH, Saturday at the Curry Hicks Cage.

t'oUrn^an photn b> Paul Drnmaraiii

Junior guard Lorenzo Sutton goes up for two of his game-high 27 points
as the University of Massachusetts fell, 78-70, to Northeastern University
Saturday at the Curry Hicks Cage.

Minutewomen hold
off Wildcats, 67-53
Team in midst of best start since 1978-79
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

The 1986 University of Massachusetts

women's basketball team is looking to

make history this year and took a big step

in that direction on Saturday.

The Minutewomen defeated the Univer-

sity of Hampshire, 67 53, to improve their

record to 3-0, and establish their best start

since they began the 1978-79 season with

a 6-0 mark.
UMass had to stave off a furious second-

half rally by UNH. in which the Wildcats

went on runs of 9-0 and 15-3 to pull within

three with six and a half minutes remain-

ing in the game. But the Minutewomen
scored the last nine points of the contest to

run away with it.

"We didn't play well, but we played well

enough to win," UMass head coach Jack

Leaman said. "They say that the great

teams win ugly and that's exactly what we

did today."

The win may not have been a pretty one,

but when considering all 40 minutes, call-

ing it ugly may be a little harsh.

UMass has now defeated UNH the past

three times they have met, and Saturday

it was the two forwards, sophomore Beth

Wilbor and junior Tara Lewis, that made
things happen by scoring 19 and 16 points,

respectively.

After a Karen Pinkos basket gave UNH
a 2-0 lead to start the game. Lewis hit a

15 foot jumper to tie the score, and the

Minutewomen proceeded to score the next

four points on baskets by senior center

Karen Fitzgerald and Lewis to take a 6 2

lead.

The teams traded points unti' the score

was 12-9, when the Minutewomen went on

runs of 6-0 and 8-0 on the way to taking

a commanding 26 12 :ead.

When the half ended, Lewis had 11 points

and UMass had a comfortable 37-24 lead.

But when the Minutewomen came back

onto the court for the second half, that's

when things got ugly.

Although UMass upped its lead to 45-30,

the Wildcats, who drop to 2-3, took advan-

tage of missed shots and successfully box-

ed out the Minutewomen as they scored

nine straight points to close the gap to

48-45 with 7:16 left.

"We played really bad in the second

half." Lewis said. "We hurried our shots

and played poor defense. We could've
continued nn page 18

Nexw Hampahirr: Mkhele Altobelto 0-6 2 2 2, Carolyn
Keavenv 1-5 2, Krin Kjnney 7 1.1 4 5 18. Karen Pinkos 419
0-0 8, MfliBW Pfefferlf 26 4, IM, Donsch 8 0.0 6. Beth
Curran 3-8 00 8, Melissa Belangcr 16 4 5 6. Rita McCarroll
02 00 Totals: 21 73 11 16 53
Maasachuaetts: Beth Wilbor 9 16 11 19, Tara L«wi» 7 12

2-3 16, Karen Fiuxerald 4 6 00 8, Chnstel ZuH. 26 12 5.

Mary Marquadant 1 5 7 5, JoAnn Dupuis 2 o i 0, .feanine

Mtehaalaca 2-6 1-8 5, Sue Serafini 3-8 1-2 7, Halen FrMtnan
OO 2-2 2 Totel*: 27-&7 13-20 67
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SEASONS GREETING

CARBUR'S
Vvuuiu L-iAc lO Wish

Everyone A Very

Merry Christmas

And A Happy New Year

Hope To See You All

After The Holidays

4^

/IMERICAN VisionCenters

ham;

i. A i„

i.HY — 58.

iturdav. IU:U0 a.r.

REL FREF
SOFT I FNS

j^^v. Hope
'^^^O Back Af

• Wilh pun hasa ot any avafla

(ratna from our lart* •lock'

• Oaa par paraoo
> IM and Ind DiviaiaB PlaiUc

Sin(la Viiion only

• Canni* ba uiad witfc aav

olhar oltar

. Not Valid on priar ontor*

AMEUCAN
VISION CENTHS

' -O] \ 1 Ul^

(S35.00 v«Im)
With Purchasa o( a Pair of

Soft Cootaci Leiuaa

At Our Rvgular Low Prica

UMTT ONl nn Ct'STOMEII
• ( aniwl ba u*«d antk any

. thar oftar

L

$10.00 OlFF
NON

• One Per Person
• Store Stock Only
• Not Good With Any
Other Offer
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KITIAIU. THOUQH I havao ! known »ou

tor long I »*>« x^'* «ou Lova ya Site

Gar^nof"

KTTV Aim BARBARA
My pan»n«l S .

.

Clvi^ma* ana 'afne-i-a: .— c *-^-
ani) I n«a yow (jOv* »• Baia

•AM - 1 Alt as9M«« wa mat* Vou ra

a *afv toaeiai paraon aM i ratfhf ^^
you ova> XMm«< lo*m Ma
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Hmt»*ei Mm uvmtmr Ooo«iuc*naat
yaar trtmwMman

PAUL, t mmWjfitmr)! tnnumm
i.ova Janni«af

STEPHEN C THANKS FOA AU tha tun

a^a i«ugn» *chj maaa inii lamaaia'

tpaoai' Hava )un at ttm OX Ltw y>!

Anoay

THU BtUf OaSESSION ThaoMtcaU
:nema-nor)a»Buc«i»ea; i h naxa* torgat

you » tnat a t«h <" you' pocnat' and

jonn I iia<S My OP* •« '•aliy i 2 LOva

aiway* ma M« a«l ftncy B»ond from

Orago"

MMMJii^ossy WITHOUT rm. h -
!nan«* to* *i If** i'"'*^ lavii^"- f^ -'

iiw Oiia aM you' t»9 snotMa' ^ou v*

B»a«a|l»«0» J«*^m**^ nawBa
•nviMA Of manMC«Ma « tMM Mu can

eaar c»M»an Luv Bw Omgpn »ond

KEUV SCQCn I rnumi w* eon
MMiMyQuonviaEC Voulbagraat

IvWMM M0«« BwKWpXiM *aae« ITka

pa»a« gowig and yo«< ra ina ona ««<oaa

oaan tna'a to maka it lappan vou a**
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m»ty 1»«nat^ ma ) can tM^ 10 OMn*
^uanough Map Sm*ng Uowa Sod
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gu» I m gfme •• can ba etoaa agaw' »
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THI UNOEMWEAR HONSTtR
STNWCS o« 12-V9e Knom any^mg
aiwut if Tx *»«a Mf

FAAMCCS MAUCY OI«fMA - «
knot Qu« lima to oatabrata y«t Oood
uich MMgM cook eiA tw viom %ra
laiiipiati Wam«ayau TliaMudo P»
KiMiO'a dmecant

SCHATOMi - VOU-Vt IMOC tn* taM

wywt Ml vm tmm% ' xxm you Cl.n«y

MV LOvElv MINO. rosematv
AORiENNE

MARRY »1al RIRTMOA* C*RL*
TAMNTHiO

t.a«a 8aftM-a Suaan and Oayta

C»mt it^ SNOOKLCm. p>^ and
nounM«>ieuidand«i«baiogMi«ar um*
you ton* your T.houAd

JOHN W - WOUOS CANT apaak for

how I laai itoout you Actwna tpaak

loudar" Thanks' Em

J0AM4C R A HAHCfT^^»i0^*e» 0t

itia looa wyl aupport WoMgKOirf Ifta

tamaatar* Vou guyi a>a Mta graataaf

lllM.AI«0RtA.JIU-«"«9S*J(ifW«»
to OMt ttwaa naai vnmt t«a to*a ya' Tha

»>«ar» & Gamma Sigma Sigm*

LUARA/ I .t-WHtAT na»» fHjn Irt

UEA Don I aaatfOy Engiano ' **'« »
mm^fos^ t»a« mm you !aapac»a», ma»

Don I torgat tMa iima you \»» ma to

GaAMa TaontcararfinaKatofoadiftp

to Canada" i.u« -»-

MiLV V<iU AM KAUTtrUL

TO LMT liMafiMi NOI fmm m»
I WWII to touch ma NgM. ma tmm • taa

m you ayaa Kalgt'

mn.
mat

•COTt. THANKS PON A
I « mtt» you »<Ma i m

.., Abaanca maaaa i»t«

g/nm lontfaf • itope- I io»a you' MAM

! HOT TtMIN. .omantw dtn

wxJttcKimg Tntsnaabaan
onttw ot my Ma fO «

jnm I M miaa you nam
bJ iatwamoar you ara aiwaya

ijOwaBranda

TO TMI SMTCRS Of SK
«M'«« baan ixopar and pr.rrm ao tar but

«•(• gaRmg paycttad (or a MaM o< a«i

RaMupo««i ««ar»aaa«on youBnaad't
tor itonawp room Nol Lowa ALa> Aiaa

l^id Backy

to MT MOTHERS AM> SISTERSAT
THE COLLKMAN;

H I dton't lova you <• ao muOil'd probiRla

taM an a»a to moat a> you bacauaa wa'<«

baan couoad up <n tlua piaca tof *o

toooooong"' Samora kck aoma ASS out

thara l« ba tootong tor you' by«>naaAmg tor

w fwy

jgiiiTiiTiniiTiiiinTt louse (jaam g
OOg. Amy A.ma» M<:ha»te Chri»t.n«

Spflia, WHp. Tammy. Roaay. Evayn

Sonf^ »a anaryona alia hm* an ai-

calant bra*i and iH laa you a* nait

samaatar* Eicmm tor you Wito C*im
Good luck and IK aaa you m Ca»<tornia'

Lo«a Maty

iifNjNlvSimu roROET those
mgMi iwondard««aaaiMam »tft*as

I wiah I navarwoka up Marry Christmas'

CrMy tor you "n Cormaclicul

nuT HON you cbiiE bac* n«t
«ama«ar i« not ba *ura to kaap m touch

Wa to*a ya, RIA' Oonna Karan. and tua

Raatoi«Eaai

r a. OL
«ndnowi»>aano«naw niiwouiwo"'

•no tor B« and Mon you* ba out m U"
ciaSamtWortd m nawar tofgai «ta k-io

ol »»««d you »• baan tor wa last 4 yaa'»

Ai«ay» iwa'a i" ina i»«ck o* tmn

R«mamba» no maltaf •»»»«» na»»aft«

triand* (amam tnaodi M« •» (>">»•—•
-

mvn brothar* torava* Tony

LttA M SVOOR - i «a boan MMMO tour

f»v%\v tomaona i*a you to coma mib

my Ida No m«iar no* 'ar apn aia a»a,

youw«aliMyabadoaa««myhM>t llove

you" Tony

EOOIECAHO
El *a Qua »a conoci no puda magmar to

Hi^onarta qua aariat an m. vida EMoa
paaadoa wwa a«a Mnoa da racuardoa

ioapw«aa JOA. R««ar«o«. P«»L^
p^nat Ja Coneapto nuawra am«ad
Luago Cr^tviaw JR » Navtdadaa ao
P R a) guamawm la ptoi« Jufcaoa » a

laadora la boda San Juan_ y

atpaoahnama ai 7 da ana«o< Son

murt»» laa rtagnaa y pooM laa Wieiaa
Faiwidadaa. mi «oda Ta amo m«*o«
W«ia

RAtTERSON 4TH FLOOR Marry imaa

and o« couraa nappy Manukkah' ti was

an awaaona aamaatar Lowa Sua

SIX twEEKS ot apacial

„„.^,.. Thay *'« continoa' CouWn I

to«a wiyona mora than i tova y<Hi"' "«>.

py Hohdaya Baba Ma

J—SAK, IT Manad with caaamaca»<a«

on a »ainv n^ and • moioreycia "da

and no attar now much i BAM about not

bacommg a girtfuand i Mw thai it was
tiuuiliii ata' iha looibaM gama wrtara

«»a waraao C&A ' what mada Itioaa imto

Ota ant« want to grow a rubbar traa

plant'" Mava « Happy XMaas and »

ma'fy G'aduatior Mumbta mumOla
G'gQy

CRS - KNOCK EM OEAO. OUT. «•

you' turn f»ow PMJ

O^AKt. REOROANOA»««rH was Iha

nos! 'un and tha hardaai work »ir«a

the wortd was young Happy T'»ii» pat

TO THE SWEETEST MOTEL CLERK

THIS SIDE ot Oubia »« waaks and

more to coma Thank God fo' loud

boo'ish conaa'voa xxxuuj
Unamptoyad Naw» Editor

FERUCM - "CONORATS ON
GRADUATING, you ve 'maMy mada H'

Wa II really miss you espaciaiiy itwae 12

AM vistas There will always ba a baaf in

our tndga (Of you XOXOXOXO Oaniaa.

MichaHa Paula and Mary

tUNSHMElt Nope, twa woni m you

laava naxt lamaalar' But « you *\»f to

go good luO al SUNY' Ramambar you «

always be our triand' Lova. Karan, Don
na Mary Mana and the real o( 6 East

BOORS - I LOVE YOUl I " m.ss you

ova* intarsassior> Masle rrm some nwca
browniaa Lova S

KAMNCAi^ V Wa OKI It" Lova am
Tern W yoo are a grMM co-mar»aga» and

a wonderful tnery) Bahama* o" bust'

Lova Eni

TO THE FABULOUS WOMEN IN the

School of Educ«<KVLisa N Mchalto

jodi Trac' Pam Kathtoen ft Pam C wa
did It' Vou all have a g'eat mtaraasaton'

Keep in touch Love Em

OONNA C - HANG IN THERE! Yoo ve

gotta Friend m me' Love Em

MARK b - MARIAOE ISN'T SO BAD'
En|oy you re many lovers' Vour wile

TO THE MEN OF N. MAPLE - you guyt

have no tits Thanks tor evarythtng" Lova

tha ownar

•CWP
fnofvwnts

MV UTTLE CABBAOE
Jobs Sunday morning Goapai music

What you want baby T gol rt Men are

(Moat) support, and i*tdar»landing

Vhaae mamona* w* ramam loravat

please sia» cloae Marty Christmas'

Mutinhead

JVP REMEMBER ME' Go*M«a mlaa you

to mutti Lave arvi o'he' s»u" Donna and

tnand vo

BETHANNE VOU WILD Woman! Kaap

you' eyes open »or ir^eTi ' "« tookm

miUionaira* good luck Gonna miss you

so you batiar coma back to party' High

fiva' Lova LabaHa

HEY LANA!'! THIS ia what you va baan

waiting to' Apatmant iile agrees with

me im Inking lonward 10 mora eraaazy

timaa Lova ya-ooa oi Lana s As

CONTINUED
ON PAGE
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AMHERST COPY CORNER

8V2 X 11 COLOR PRINTS

OF COLOR ORIGINALS
WHILE YOU WAIT

M Now Through Christmas

549-2854 • 37 East Pleasant St, Amherst

HAPPY
HOLIDAYS

From ID6/TIPS
This semester 4,000 people

contacted IDB/TIPS. We
hope to hear from you ^oo'

Infonnalion Data Bank (IDB) 545-1555

Taped Information Phone Service (TIPS) 545-1540

S«rvicea ot ihe Dean of Studantt Offica - 227 Whltmora

GOOD LUCK WITH FINALS

;$$SS$$$$$$SS$$$S$S$$$$$$$$SS$

NOW HIRING FOR NOW $'

AND INTERSESSION |

$

full or Pan Time Positions Available s

YOU CAN EARN MORE THAN |

$500 A WEEK, WITH SALARY, s

COMMISSIONS & BONUSES |

Flexible Hours - Good Working Conditions §

Excellent Career Opportunities %

WE WILL BE HIRING NOW UNTIL - ?
^

Please Contact TARGET ENTERPRISES ^

549-7793 For an Interview, Ask for Warren

is^^^^!sg.SSSSSSSSS$$SS$$$$S$S$$SSS$$S$$$$$$SSS

^

'To
t»

GOOD
I
LUCK ON
FINALS

AND BY

ALL MEANS
ENJOY THE

HOLIDAYS!

A DR i

'

._/-wA. t* *-NJOY.

35 EAST PLEASANT SI AMHERST

- - >.
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adirondack music
15 EAST PLEASANT STREET • AMHERST 253-3100

239 MAIN STREET • GREENFIELD 772-6803
90-92 KING STREET • NORTHAMPTON 586-8800

fcliriii li I * ^Au liliMlil^iii^^

280 TURNTABLE
be the first to own one
Auto Lift Up

SI 9996
with this ad and the purchase of

the TD280. you may purchase

an Acutex M415STR
CARTRIDGE tor tgt*-

$15000 VALUE!!!!

'^
-i

TE/^C MV350 VHS VCR

1 10 channel cable ready • remote
4 evenl/14 day timer • $399 value

S299*B

TEAC MV 600 VHS VCR

Once in a

Opportunity

EPI Stat 450 Speaker^

HiFi recording and playback

HQ«111 Channel»4 ev/ent/14 day timer

wireless rennote

SB99N

^Eft6 EQft 20Bt EfHMUZfll

Stereo 10 band nrujlti color graphic display

12 db boost* dual tape nnonitors

»24995 value ^MS'"

TEAC EQA 1011 BL

GRAPHIC EQUALIZER
M^^I23CS*

r * 4
niM:lli<*s=--i-r-r-3 = *_:^ __

Stereo 10 band 12 db boost

19995 value <119*'

A $750 VALUE
Save Over $500!!

NOW S2499S per pair

CAR STEREO EXTRA SPECIAL

PflOSPEC es5

Casnttt DMk
plus

cousnc bn9

100 wan
SptaktPS

L **^^ _
similar to illustration

*«AAaK '^ n^ost cars
'199*0 INSTALLED parts extra

Three Locations

'5 tubt Reaiant Street. Amherst 253-3100

239 Mam Street, Greenfield 772-6803

90-92 King Street • Northanpton 586-8800

All rtenrts lirnited quantity•Subject to prior sale

Not responsible for typographical errors

Al sales cash»MC/VISA/Discover and Check add 3%

.ekMsetts PaMy m mim

aA to Selk(S)(S)l festme
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» Week Beginners Course
FOR ONLY $49.00

Men, Women, Children
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FRED VILLARI S
STUDIOS OF SELF DEFENSE

253-7349
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CIA protesters hire

organizer to expose group

Trial scheduled for April

LSO controversy continues. Page 3.

Right to life takes on a whole new

meaning for Reagan. Page 13.

What's coming up in music, theater

and art. Page 25.
t, >.o

Basketball over intersession. Page 4tt.

THURSDAY, JANUARY 29, 1987

By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

Students whose drive to get the CIA off

the University campus dominated

headlines last semester say they'll pick up

where they left off, and they've hired an

organizer to help them get the job done

News organizations from the C uUegian to

the London Daily Express will turn their

attention to the Northampton c.»urthouse

in April, when an estimated 30 people will

go on trial for taking over Munson Hall to

Ifft>tecl the q?y agency's annual recruit

ment drives.

The organizer. Rachel Kolman. is paid

wuh money raised by the ad hoc gmip she

h«aiU. the CIA On Trial Project. She said

she heard of the prot»^ last aemester

while she was attending Brandeis Univer

s,tv She IS the coordinator of the project s

efforts to inform the public about what it

says are the CIA's violations of interna

tional law and the constitution.

Kolman and members of the Radical ^u

dent Union say their strategy m the tnal.

which is slated to start April 6. will be to

•put the CIA on trial' by proving the

takeovers were justified b^*"'*.^"!.^^;

greater cnrow auppoaedly committed by

the intelligence group.

•Id like to see the CIA's atrocities be ex

nosed as well as see them off the campus,

kaid Kolman. who predicted the -necessi-

tv" defense would "trash the CIA

Project members have said Daniel

Ellsherp. the man who leaked the Pen

tagon Papers that detailed US <ieo.P^;""

during the Vietnam era, and disaffected

CIA agent John Stockwoll would testify

during the trial Eugene Hasenfus. whose

plane was shot down while he was supply

ing arms to the rebels fighting the San^

dmista government in Nicaragua, and

Nobel Prize laureate Gabriel Garcia Mar

nuez are also on the list of those the pro-

ject would like to see testify.

"iJclman said the project has 30 to 40 ac-

tive members, and she expects that number

to swell to 100 or more once school starts

Members are 'going out into th« «>";";""^

tv" to educate against the CIA. to raise

funds, put together advertisements giving

their position and prepare for the trial b>

writing legal briefs and doing retearth^

While most students interviewed last

semester said they didn't agree that the

CIA should be barred from recruiting at

UMass. Kolman said the "ghtsof people

,n South America who are «"PP<^'y^^

mg killed and tortured by the CIA took

precedence over arguments that the agen^

cy had the right to recruit under the First

Amendment.

•Students are confused." said 'radicar

group member Joe Rubin. It's inHa "^'^t

at all. it's a privilege " Saying the CIA had

the right to speak on campus. Rubm adcT

ed "the KKK or the Mafia can come and

sp^ak any time they want But it goes

beVond that when you talk about

Besides the tnal of the Munson Hall oc

cupier**. RSU members and the project are

preparing for the trial of 11 students ar-

rested earlier in November m the Whit

more Administration building the

strateg> in that trial. Rubin said, would be

different than the one for the Munson

takeover.

•We'll be using the pretense that we

were m a public building during normal

o^rating hours, that we did not get our

c^stitutional right to redress our

arievances. and instead of getting our nght

we were dragged out by 20-plus^policemen

m the middle of the day. Rubin said.

C oiWCian photo. h> Bvrnr Cu-moM

r^M xHir ROAD AGAIN - Two University of Massachusette

back to campus

- ,^A «nH « ride. r^^nT^^r the long semester ahead.

Student dismissed

for role in riot

By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Suff

One student has been dismissed from the U^versity

ofM^husetts for his involvement ,n the post-Wor d

^rieXawl in the Southwest ^^^^^^'^^l^'Z^^^^
Se Frederick A. Hurst is expected to make the results

^'^:Sntf we'r: Scen'tTuniversity
Health Services

1

charged with assault and^^f!^!^^^"^^^^^^ ^th the inci-

of the day, Rubin saia.
\ , „J.^*^t>

Student debt is greater than congressional report states

Student borrowing rises steeply
•^*'**

»„ thP main source of student financial aid

Hurst caUs incident racial

"1 expect to release thereportonFebm^^^^^

news conference with Ch«"ce lor Duffey H^^
^^^.^^ „

"My investigation
^[^""t n.h longer than I expected,"

The investigation t^^^'""^^^""^! _^^^^ staff

he said. "I interviewed about 100 people

and faculty." , fUrouch the vice

Some students were
f'^-^^^^^f.^ Hurst direct-

chancellor's office, while
othersjntactedH^^^^

ly. or through the Commission for the ^.ollegia

tion of Black and Minority Students ^^^^^^^

First in a series on financial aid

By SHERYL JEAN
Collegian Staff

A congre»>ona. rep>rt r^ently releas^ on s^^^^^^^^^^^

™Sret'r^^e,?r=t tti^rro. tHe na-

tional economy. ^ December 1986

advises Congress on e-nomicpobcy matters^

It states that the average rate
°r''"°^"f" 1985.86 is

upon leaving a public frr/rrthe la tlO years.

aehT •Ta.Sirita/n^e.ber
of the Join^^^^^^^^

mittec v.ho managed the report, but oia n

The'ngures in the study are rising - "tat ,'h« they

ar?only'^proxy for what Ur^^^^^^^^^

„f?h: .rc^^VhSrirwe have on student in-

- ^h";rbTyrstiereroraTct:;^?ed .0 d^

Average Indebtedness fn,m All So^^es for

Undergraduates Who Borrow, 1985-86

Institution type After 2 years After 4 yeara

Public 2-year

Private 2-year

Public 4-year

Private 4-year

$3,303
$4,461

$3,217
$4,340

$6,685
$8,950

Most student financial aid was created by the Higher

Education Act of 1965. which included student grants.

^ThrNltlt/Srinow Direct] Student Loan

already existed as a federal loan program for "needier

s udents^' when the Guarenteed Student Loan program

was enacted to decrease student borrowing from private

lenders aiding the middle class.

•"fnlncial aid packages now include grant -d work pro-

grams such as the Pell Grant, Supplemental Educational

Opportunity Grants, State Student Incentive Grants and

ColCe Work-Study and loans like the National Direct

Student Loan, Guaranteed Student Loan and Plus loans,

as well as state and institutional aid.

In 1985-86 about 4.7 million students borrowed from tiie

federal government, totalling $9.8 billion in federal bor-

rowing In 1975-76. the total amount of federal borrow-

ng by students was about $2 billion. Over that same

10 year period, federal spending on grants and scholar-
lu jfcci K- continued on page «
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Pilecki found innocent
on two counts, faces

trial on remaining two
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

and The Associated Preas

Former Westfield State College president Francis J

Pilecki was found innocent yesterday of two counts of sex

ual assault on a student at the college

The trial took place m Suffolk Superior Court m Boston,

where the trials where nwved because of advance publicity

m Western Mass The prosecutor was William H. Teahan

Jr of the Hampden County District Attorney's office; the

defense lawver was James St Clair. President Nixon s

personal attorney during the Watergate crisis. Here is a

chronology of the trial:

Wed. Jan. 21
. . ,

The jury is chosen Fourteen people are selected from

a pool of 30 who tell Judge William Simons they know

nothing about the Pilecki case Simons tells the jury they

will not be sequestered

Thu. Jan. 23 ^ . ,

The former student testifies that he unsnapped his

shorts in the basement of Pilecki's home af\er the college

president repeatedly asked him to prove his trust. The

alleged victim savs Pilecki fondled his buttocks and that

the incident ended afler a friend waiting upstairs called

down that he was leaving. The friend testifies that the

reputed victim called back. "O.K,. go ahead. I'll see you

at home •• The incident happened after Pilecki invited the

student and a fnend to his house for drinks and told the

alleged victim that he should be willing to perform a sex

ual act if he wanted to succeed in a future career m col

lege administration, the student testifies

He omeectes under cro»-examination that he could have

left the room through an open doorway or called to his

fnend who was waiting upstairs "i believe I wassoiMred

at that point I panicked. In panicking I had no reaction,"

•ifies. n, t

.air concedes in his opening statement that Pilecki

"wa» sort of falling down drunk.** but said the alleged vic-

tim should have known that from a telephone conversa-

tion the two had had earlier He also points out the the

former student did not report the incident until a year

and a half after it allegedly occurred He asks the alleg

ed victim why he attended a barbeque at Pilecki's home

a few days aHm the supposed incident and shook the presi

dent's hand. The student answers that it would have been

"improper" to refuse the invitation

Asked who is going to win as he leaves the courtroom.

Pilecki beams and says, "l am."

FrL Jan. 24
A former girlfriend of the alleged victim testifies he was

crying and too upset to tell officials that the former presi

dent had assaulted him. She says she believes the former

student never reported the supposed incident to college

officials because he feared reprisals while m school or later

pursuing his college administration career. Asked why

she didn't report the incident herself, she testifies, "It's

not my place."

Sinn. Jan. 26
Garrelh J. Lynch, former assistant to Pilecki, says that

during a lunch with the alleged victim he asked 'Are you

a victim of physical assault by Francis Pilecki?"

'•And he said no. " Lynch testifies. He said that the

former student said only that Pilecki had been "mean

to him. and that he did not ask the supposed victim ex-

actly how Pilecki had been "mean' During cross ex-

amination. Teahan accu.ses Lynch of lying about the in-

cident. The mother of the other alleged victim testifies

that Lynch was aware the reputed assault had ocurred.

Vice president of student affairs Sarah Light testifies that

the supposed victim told her that Pilecki made "sexual

advances" but did not touch him.

Tue. Jan 27
The case is given to the jury at 3:30. They recess after

hearing the alleged victim rebut Lynch's testimony In

his closing argument. Teahan calls Lynch a "weasel " and

reiterates that the supposed victim was intimidated by

Pilecki. The alleged victim was "an idealist 23-year-old

kid who thinks the system works. ' St. Clair, in his clos-

ing speech, tells the jury "You don't call upstairs when

the presidents hand is on your buttocks and say

everything's O.K.." that the former student was a will

participant.

The jury asks to hear again portions of testimony by

Light And Kiely and is excused at 5:30.

Yeaterday

After deliberating until about 4 p.m., the jury returns

a verdict of not guilty.

In late 1985, a former Westfield State College student

was reportedly watching a "Donahue" show on sexual

abuse of students, and told his mother that he had been

molested a year earlier by Westfield's president, Pilecki

The mother took the story to the state board of regents,

and in June of 1986 Pilecki was indicted on four counts

of sexual assault on two students. Media attention began

earlier in 1986 when it was reported one of the students

had secrectly been given $10,000 in college funds. Pilecki

faces another trial on the remaining two counts of sexual

assualt, which allegedly occured on another student.

Those charges carry a maximum of five years in prison.

UMass may contain waste sites
By SIOBHAN NL\STERSON
Collegian Staff

Two locations on the University of Massachusetts cam-

pus have been named as possible hazardous waste sites

in a list recently published by the Department of En-

vironmental Quality Engineering

In a letter to the state on April 30. 1984, Director of

the Environmental Health and Safety Department Don

Robinson wrote: "I recently became aware that the

University [of Massachusetts] over a 12 year period an

nually disposed of approximately 1.5 cubic yards of solid

cHpiTiics.! wastes.

The state was notified by the University's Environmen-

tal Health and Safety department afler the federal

SUPERFUND legislation went into effect. Kevin

Sheehan. environmental engineer for DEQE said This

law requires companies and universities to notif\ the En

vironmental Protection Agency about the release or

threat of hazardous material.

Compiled by the state and federal Environmental Pro

tection Agencies, the li^ is the resuh of a ballot initiative

that gives the state strict timetables to identify, assess

and contain toxic waste dump sites, said Miriam Roskin.

assistant director of Massachusetts Public Interest

Research Group in Boston.

The list contains both hazardous waste sites aiui poasi-

ble hazardous sites that are still under inspection.

Acc(Mrding to Sheehan. chemicals from various depart-

menta on »h# T tM»i««« r«mnii« w«>ine NirwH in two separate

locations between 1960 and 1971

The sites are located in the northwestern corner of

university property. One site is an acre of P lot and the

second is further north, accessible by a dirt road leadin^^

from the first site.

"We had information from interviews and cor

respondence that hazardous waste was disposed of m
these sites, but there's a scarcity of specific information

said Jim Fox of the UMass Environmental Health and

Safety Department.
, ^ -. a ^

Information on the exact location of the sites and what

chemicals were buried is scarce, said Fox

There has been a preliminary investigation of the sitt-

^

on the UMass campus, Sheehan said, and there is to b.

a more thorough investigation in the next yeai

•'We will be researching the history of the sites, domn

sampling analyses and interviews to determine if the

disp<jsal sites are priority sites," he said.

The potential hazard is groundwater contamination,

he said, although there are no wells within a half mile

"People in the labs generated wastes that couldn't just

be dumped down the sewer." Fox said. "At that time

there were no facilities available to us
"

Now. the university is trying to obtain information

from university personnel who might know more about

the deUils of the chemicals and site locations, he said

"Unfortunately up to now we haven't found any hard

information, like inventories, ' Fox said "If we knew

where they were, then we could make some progress
"

March 1 to April 4. 1987
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Whenyou breakaway this year,

do itwith style.
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Attorney readies

suit for students
against UMass
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

The attorney who is suing the University of

Massachusetts on behalf of students in an attempt to

restore the full powers of the Legal Services Office said

he is gathering information for the suit, which will be

scheduled for trial March 13.

Boston attorney Richard Cole said he is in the process

of "discovery," meaning he is sending out written ques

tions and depositions are being taken from officials mvolv-

ed in a controversial decision last summer.

UMass trustees voted in August that the office could

no longer represent students when they sue the Univer

sity or in criminal cases. The suit charges that by doing

so. they violated their responsibility to protect students'

The office is funded by student fees that are placed in

the Student Activities Trust Fund, which the trustees are

charged with overseeing That fact prompted Student

Government Association leaders to hire Cole last

semester. The trustees are named as defendants m the

suit. ,

The LSO was created in 1974 and has represented

thousands of students in criminal cases. It has also sued

the University thousands of times, with all but a tiny frac

tion of those cases settled out of court.
, . , cr*

Administration officials have said the power of the LSO

to sue the University was creating hostility and that it

did not make sense for the University to support an of

fice that could sue it.

DiMare has charged the decision will deprive some poor

studenU of the right to legal counsel, but administrators

have said that students would still have that right, noting

that counsel is provided by the state in criminal cases in

which the defendant cannot pay.

Neither DiMare nor Cole would predict how the case

would turn out. or what the effect on LSO would be if

Judge Joseph Tauro ruled against the plaintiffs.
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Hopes high for a new sports arena

to get state funding this year
By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

The painting in David Bischoff's office is a bright

rendering of a project which died when the last state

legislative session ended - but Bischoff and others hope

a multi-purpose arena has a shot.

•We still think that there's a good chance that

something will come out of the legislature this year,

the dean of physical education said recently.

The project in question is a sports arena'convocation

center that would provide facilities for basketball,

hockey, conferences and indoor convocation - at the cost

of about $44 million.
. ,e*u ..

it would be a place where more than one-half the stu

dent body could be accomodated at any one time.

Bischoff said. Actually two buildings, one would be an

ice rink open 24 hours for students and one a convoca

tion center, providing 10.000 seats for possible hockey

games and more seating for basketball and convocation

exercises split up by schools.

Barns in the southwest corner of campus would be

taken down to allow construction of the new facility

Those barns would get replacements at Tilson Farm.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey supports the idea of the

complex, although it wasn't his top priority last year,

i think a new arena would be a great addition to the

campus," he said. "I'm pretty confident that it will go

through this time." ...
Duffey said the plan before the State Ugislature. to

divide funding between a capital outlay and student fees,

was a "reasonable proposal."

A bill was introduced in the State Legislature last year

by House Speaker George Keverian, D Everett, and

Senate President William Bulger. D Boston, but never

passed.

That bill, to provide half the funding for the project

in capital outlay, did not make it because time ran out.

according to Sharon Kennaugh of the Office of SUte

Relations.
, , . i _.

"There was a lot of legislation that wasn t passed last

year that everyone thought was impwrtant." she said.

'

I don't know if this issue will become visible again, but

I'ollripan phuUi b> Nu'k Sokoloff

A proposed new sports arena could bring

hockev to UMass
all indications are there's a strong interest in pursuing

it again this year."
.

Last year's figure of $23.3 million needed m capital

outlay was a "snapshot in time" because of variable m
terest rates, construction costs and a Sept. 1 change in

tax laws, Kennaugh said.

"Those figures aren't locked in granite." she said.

The balance of the cost of the complex would be made

up by floating bonds, to be paid off by student fees once

the arena is open for student use. That fee could not be

more than $60.

Bischoff said the arena has also gained support m the

legislature from a plan to name it affer a late state

representative, William D. Mullins of Ludlow.

The plan would originate in the House. Bischoff said,

then proceed to the Senate, the Governor, to the UMass

building authority and finally to architecta.

He put a timetable of about four years on that process,

once the money has passed the legislature, with about

two years of construction.

The newly renovated Curry Hicks Cage would not lie

fallow. Bischoff said.

"If the arena goes through, that building will be used

for intramural competitions and for classes, as it is now."

he said. The facility would also host volleyball and gym

nasti<» tournaments, among other athletic activities,

its the only indoor running track that we have on

campus," he said. "We designed it to be multi

functional."Judge Joseph Tauro ruled against tne piamuns.

|
Tdprknow i? thrs i.;u7;:ur^^^ again, but functional

'

|

Spring semester to test Bennett in improving senate
«„ ^HRO M PEREIRA during a debate with other presidential Bennett said the SGA needed someone ^ r^HH^lB^^ I
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

"Currently the (Student Government

Association) seems to be operating as a self-

serving body that places individual con

cerns before those of the UMass student,

said SGA president Bill Bennett during his

campaign last spring.

Although Bennett promised to correct

this situation, the SGA has remained a bat

tleground for two extremist factions that

often turns into a forum for personal in-

sults. Undergraduate Student Senate

meetings last semester regularly featured

fiery confrontations between
conservative

and progressive senators. Bennett par

ticipated in some of these confrontations,

especially in the beginning of the semester

'We don't need vocal senators; we need

senators that are there for the students, to

present the students' views," Bennett said

during a debate with other presidential

candidates last spring.

Bennett has often taken the floor during

senate meetings to voice his opinion on dif

ferent issues, which has made him one of

the most outspoken SGA members. Late-

ly, however, he has adopted a low key im

age and has criticized some of the loudest

senators, accusing them of not serving

their constituents and using dilatory

SGA Budgets Committee Chairman Nate

Moore said, "In the early part of his term

he was influenced unduly by one side of the

political spectrum."

Until W. Greg Rothman resigned from

his position as assistant to the president,

he and other conservative senators seem

ed to influence Bennett's political deci

sions. Following the break up, Bennett and

Rothman spoke out publicly against each

other.

Bennett said the SGA needed someone U)

stand up to Rothman and several other

ultra-conservative senators, who he calls "a

small fraction of people. Now (the students!

have understood that it's only a small

group of people causing trouble.

"I think the whole attitude towards stu

dent government has improved" In the

past students have said "all these horrible

things " about the SGA. but now they

realize many senators are fighting for their

rights, Bennett said.

During his campaign Bennett also pro

mised to create "an efficient network of

communication between the students and

the SGA leadership.

"This can be accomplished by activating

the now-silent President's Council, which

is an organized meeting of House Councils.

Area Governments, the senate and the

SGA leadership
'

continued on page Its
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SGA President Bill Bennett: has

he kept his promises?

AtuiM Laini

Collegian photo by Byrne GuarnoUa

• i7»4^oi QTiH ^hpilah Pierce of Amherst watch a fireman plow

.„':i;^"o?rheTv^y -rtk^free^UM^^^^ but „»» cance,. opening during

intersession.

Fifty years ago this week. . . The state auditor ques-

tioned where trust fund money was being spent as the se-

cond audit of the college's accounts in one year continues^

T H. Buckley recommended the business and finances of

the college be taken out of the hands of the trustees and

be placed under the department of education.

Gov. Hurley has indicated that any transfer of control

of finances should be given to the state auditor's

department.

Twenty-five years ago this week. . .

The theme of the 1963 Winter Carnival has been an-

nounced as "These Wonderful Years" in honor if the

Univerisyt's Centennial year. The Carnival will be held

Feb. 8-10 and will end with the Winter Carnival ball and

will feature the Buddy Morrow band and his "Night

Train" orchestra.

Ten years ago today. . .

Seventeen people arrested Dec. 1 for blocking the evic-

tion of a Puffton Village tenant were given a continuance

without findings for six months and a $50 fine.
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* Hurst
co'itmued from pagt 1

Hursi said he had "some suspicions" that other institu-

tion? of higher education are having problems with racial

tension There ss 'a pattern around the couhtr>- of racial

incidents. " he said

When the report is released, anyone who is interested

w^ll be allowed to read it. It is "m the best interest of

everyone" to do ao. Hurst said.

Dxiffey said the repcMrt is "very comprehensive" and

there are "a number <rf findings."

The report was expected to be released m January-, and

DufTey said part of the reason for the delay was that

"Hurst is bu«>- wnth a full time job He took this on in ad

dition to that."

•McM^ than 100 people wanted to Ulk to him," DufTey

•aid.

Hurrt turned down an offer to be paid for his efforts

becauM he said it is part q( his duty as a member of

MCAD^
"Associate Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Larr>'

Benedict said. "Hurst was not asked to come m as •

policeman „

•The police are mve^igatmg thre* specinc casM,

Benedict said. "One has gone to court and one person has

been let go from the university
"

In addressing the mcident and tension on campus, The

administration has been on record right from day one_

he ^aid. "Students should be able to live, learn, and stud>

here m peace and harmony."
j d ^ c«v

"Judge Hurst was called m, the Met.^ and Red box

players were called in. and workshops have begun mvolv

ing minoritv students on campus."

Benedict said the University had addressed racial ten-

sion in the past, but a "nasty incident arose and the

University stepped up its efforts
^^

Associate Vice Chancellor for Student Af-

fairs Larry Benedict said, ''Hurst was not

asked to come in as a policeman.

"The police are investigating three

specific cases," Benedict said. ''One has

gone to court and one person has been let

go from the University."

Thursday, January 29, 1987

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis L. Madson

said there are "still active assault charges K'oing on in two

other cases. In one of those cases there are some .student

witnesses we just haven't been able to run down
'

"We are hopeful that at least one of the case.s will go

to a show cause hearing," Madson said.

Hurst "spent more time on campus than he thought he

would, and did more interviews than he expected to," Mad-

.son said, adding, Hurst wanted to "leave no stone unturn

ed."

Hurst said he and Duffey decided to make statement-

to the press because of the issues relation to Martin Luther

King Day. The University of Massachusetts has received

national attention because of the incident.

Thursday, January 29, 1987

Assistant Du^ctor of Public Safety Gerald T. O'Neil said

the ca«e that went to court was "a show cause hearing,

and based on evidence we presented the individual has

been charged."
,, ,

"Witne«ies are not coming forward, O Neil said, maK-

ing the investigation "ver>' difficult."
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Program helps parents

cope with financial stress
*

ir. fc.,.^ fnr a si^f-week iob search
By SHERYL JEAN
Collegian Staff

A day care program described as the

"baby" of Gov. Michael S. Dukakis helps

parents coping with the financial stress of

looking or training for work, a program

counselor said last week.

Scott Girard of the Hampshire County

division ofVoucher Day Care in Northamp^

ton. said, "probably no other state has this

program now."

The program was begun in 1982 as part

of Dukakis' Employment and Training Pro-

gram, which has won praise nationwide.

Voucher Day Care receives referrals from

employment training programs at any

welfare office in the state.

To be eligible for the voucher program a

person must be an AFDC recipient or

recently off AFDC, within 90 days, and

must take part in activities such as employ

ment training, attending college or other

training school, or GED training, according

Girard.

The voucher program is a suteidu^d pro^

gram; the person does have to pay some of

the child care cost. This amount depends

on the amount of the AFDC grant. On the

average a person will have to pay "about

70 cents or $1.10 per day" for child care.

Girard said The Department of Social Ser

vices controls the rate of child care cost for

the program.

An AFDC rtH:ipient may first apply at

any welfare office for a six-week job search

voucher. After finding work, a person can

get a voucher good for subsidized care dur-

ing the first two months of the new job. 1 he

voucher can be made permanent after that

period, said Girard.

There are about 160 participants who are

AFDC recipients in the program in this

area, said Girard. "Most of these people are

women, most are single mothers and most

have one child, but it seems that if they

don't have one. they have three.* he said.

Multiple children reduces the rate the

person will have to pay for the part of child

care that is not subsidized. Child care

under the voucher program is free with

three children or more, according to Girard.

The program was originally named the

Voucher Day Care Demonstration Project,

funded by the Department of Public

Welfare and administered by the Depart

ment of Social Services, said Regma Cur

tis, the program coordinator for Hampshire

and Franklin Counties.

In 1985. the program switched from be

ing run out of the DSS office to the current

Voucher Management Agency which mcor

porates the regional agencies, said Curtis

This includes Girards office m Northamp^

ton which is sponsored by the Hampshire

Community Action Commission^

According to Curtis, growth of the prjj

gram has "almost quadrupled since 1986

with a 120 percent growth in children on

vouchers and about a 200 percent growth

in providers who accept vouchers.'

Area Voucher Day Care Centers

"We have a list of area day care centers

involved with the program and we can

make arrangements with voucher day care

centers throughout the state." he said.

The AFDC recipient does not have to be

a resident of the town in which the voucher

day care center is located. According to

Girard. one woman lives in South Hadley,

goes to school in Boston and has a day care

provider for her child in West Newton.

Area day care centers as well as indepen

dent centers, which are run out of the

home, are involved in the program. All day

care centers must be licensed by the Office

For Children which has regional offices

throughout the state, said Girard.

All five colleges in the area take part in

Voucher Day Care. Four of the University

of Massachusetts day care centers and one

day care center at each of the other four col-

leges are providers in the Five College

area, he said.

University Child Care under the Vice

Chancellor of Student Affairs Office ad-

ministers two of the four UMass child care

centers. Grass Roots Day School and New

World Day School.

These day schools between them are

licensed for 86 children of which "about

twelve are voucher recipients." said head

administration clerk at University Child

Care. June Daehler.

Income is not a factor until the child is

accepted into the child care center, then if

the family fits into the Voucher program

ajnlmufd on page 17

Fee passed by students fails to show on bill

A one dollar optional fee passed by stu

dent referendum last semester did not ap

pear on this semester's bill

"The referendums are very nebulous

things Thev are just opinion surveys, but

It IS a useful tool." said Commuter Area

Senator M. Lynne Murphy, who worked

for referendum approval

Murphy said in order for the fee to ap

pear on the bill, it needs to have the ap

proval of the Board of Trustees. She said

she ht^tes students and administrators

will work on a proposal soon, which then

can get the approval of the Trustees

"If we have some people from the ad-

ministration working on it. (Chancellor

Joseph) Duffey. hopefully, will take it to

the trustees. Having the optional fee ap

pear on the fall bill is definitely what

we're aiming towards," she said.

Murphy said the referendum's purpose

was to educate people about the great lack

of undergraduate childcare facilities, and

to "get the ball rolling" for raising money

for student parents.

"Now we're going U) ^;l•t to the meat of

the work." she said.

Manv student groups were oppwed to

the childcare question becoming a referen

dum question including Central Area

President Greg Rothman, and SGA Presi

dent Bill Bennett Bennett originated a

motion, which was passed by the senate-

to add 69 referenda questions to the samt-

ballot as the childcare ballot He later

rescinded all of the questions from the

'**"*'^
_ ILANA LEVENSON

An AltomMN* ftooord SKK*
I

Maxell XL2
Box of 10 For

$19.99

Maxell LN-90
Box of 10 For

%\1

Maxell XL11S

$2.74 Eo. OR

NfOOMOSTAKSSTEMfOSOUrTAMSl l^ ___!.

NEW LOCATION
Underneath Steve's, beside All Cat

48 N. Pleasant St - 263-9209

M - Sat n-7; Sun 12-6

Your best friend wanted the job.

Don't blame your friend for wanting the best.

We do too, at Data General.

In systems design, manufacturing, finance, sales and marketing, we hire

oeoDle who have what it takes to see a project through to completion. Idea

oeople with a good sense of follow-through tend to make it at Data General.

If that sounds like you, and you have the talent to succeed, talk to Data

General before you talk to your best friend. „ , . t^

Send resumes to: Data General Corporation College Relations Depart-

ment MS A237, 4400 Computer Drive, Westboro, Massachusetts 01580.

Investing in people to make equal opportunity a reality.

On Campus Interviews February 24, 1987

See Your Placement Office for Details.

IrDataGeneral
Careers a Generation ahead.

Whatever the a««ij?nment. Pilot has the

formula for writing comfort and precLSHm.

Pilots Better fiall Point Pen. in medium

and fine points, lets you hreeze through long

^ note-taking sessions. In fact we've made writers

'' fabgue a thing of the past' This crystal hanrekd veteran

of the campus has a ribbed finger gnp for continuous c<)m|.«laxl

Ls peifecth' balanced for effortless writing. Best of all, youll never

throw it out because its reiillable.

Tlie perfect teammate to the Better BaU Point Pen is Pilot's

Pencilier 0.5mm mechanical pencil. K has a continuous lead feed

system and a cushkin tip that helps eliminate *e fru*3tKm Ofle^

»^^. The Pencilier-s jumbo eraser doe tJ« job dwnb'v^
S^eribtoi grip offm the same comfort as thê ettar Ban Point Pct .

Pick up the Pilot Team at your campus

bookstore today.The Better BaD

Point Pen and The Pencilier.

the Better aau roan ren.

[pitof].

I
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Professor urges establishing regulation

AIDS, drug testing sparks dispute

By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

Outside agencies are requiring some University of

Massachusetts students to undergo testing for drug use

and for the Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome virus,

sparking controversy on campus.

Specifically cited by campus officials were some Reserv

ed Officer Training Corps candidates, and athletes who

participate in postseason NCAA tournament play.

Lt. Col. Ray Gordon of the Army ROTC program on cam

pus. said "If someone wants to be contracted, then we ad

minister a physical exam." that includes testing the can-

didates blood for "everything from blood sugar to AIDS.

"A routine part of the physical now is the AIDS test."

Gordon said. "If someone has the virus, he is a potential

sufferer of the disease," adding the Army was concerned

about the spreading of diseases because they are "station

ed all over the world."

Gordon stressed that the testing was only required for

studems who make the decision to receive commissions.

" \nv student at UMass or in the five college area can take

our courses,- he said, adding, there is "no restriction to

taking any courses."

Undergraduates are not subject to drug testing, he said.

NCAA rules require athletes to sign consent forms to

undergo random testing for drug use if they participate

in post season tournament play.

Athletic Director Francis P. Mclnerney said. "It you are

going to participate, you are subject to undergo testing
"

"If the student athlete refuses to Mgn a consent form

he cannot participate in intercollegiate play." he said, ad-

ding the consent forms are signed before the athlete makes

the team.

In a letter to the Faculty Senate, Professor Otto L. Stem

of the botany department urged the rules committee to

establish regulations for the testing. The letter states, "I

firmly believe that any action affecting our students,

either in or out of the classroom, is a matter of concern

to the faculty. . . There are two major issues involved -

one is the legal aspect and the second the matter of civil

liberties and invasion of privacy. There is in fact a third

one - the degree to which outside agencies should be per

mitted to influence the educational aims of academe."

Stein said, "My problem is what happens to students.

I can try to avoid things happening on this campus

"Presumably the NCAA represents various institu

tions," he said, and asked if University delegates to tht

NCAA were consulted when the decision to require testing

w^ being debated.

Chancellor Joseph D DufTey said. "Given the state o!

the nature of the drug problem that has been widely

publicized, it (drug testing) is appropriate
"

"Nobody is forcing people to participate m inter

collegiate athletics." Duffey said.

Duffey refused to comment on ROTC policy.

-cc^tf^'-^afiP-

WELCOME BACK
New Basics For Spring

Romantic Teddies For

Valentines Day
COME IN AND BROWSE

DOJTT FORGET
GENTLEMEN ONLY NIGHT

Thursday. February 12

6:00 ' 9:00 PM

233 North Pleasant St, Amherst • Carriage Shops

HOURS MON-SAT 10.00 - 5.30 • 549-6915

^unan garden
'^eMaurant
MANDARIN SZECHUEN CUISINE

•The BEST ChiocM Food*

i

Ml

lOBelchertownRd

at Route 9

Amherst

256^252

Boneless Bar-B-Q

Spare Ribs soso

Luncheon
Specials

$Q25
From /W *«^^ \}

• »"

-3 p.m.

New Buffet &
Sunday Brunch

Buffet Served 5-8

Mon.-Thurs.
Brunch Served
Sunday 11:30-3

ALL YOU 8 CIS
CAN EAT 5
IM

MkOadMB

Luncheon Specials & T»he-out Service

full Cock1«l menu

Sun -Thurs 1 1;30 a m -10 p.m

Ffi ft Sat 11 30 am -1 1pm

h

WHY MAJOR IN

MATHEMATICS
AT UMASS ?

2.

3.

The mathematics major can choose any one of the seven concentrations:

Actuarial Science, Applied Mathematics , Computer Science, Pure

Mathematics, Special (Individually Designed Program), Statistics, Teaching.

Training in mathematics is broader than that in the more vocationally

oriented disciplines and prepares the student for the future demands as

well as the immediate needs of society.

Job opportunities are as numerous and starting salaries are as good for

the talented mathematics major as they are for the talented major in

engineering, physics, or computer science.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL THE HEAD OF THE MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS DEPARTMENT AT

545-0510 OR PICK UP A COPY OF THE MATHEMATICS INFORMATIONAL LEAFLET IN HIS OFFICE

LEDERLE GRADUATE RESEARCH CENTER TOWERS, ROOM 1623E
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175 UNIVERSITY DRIVE

AMHERST

WmM:>
Stadium

^^d
^ NOUTim

^-. ROUTE 9

253-5595 1 75 UNIVERSITY DRIVE

KEGS - FREE DELIVERY OFF CAMPUS

BUD or LIGHT 12 pk CANS $5.15 + 60 12pk

BUSCH SUITCASE $9.95 + $1.20 case

COORS or LIGHT 6 pk CANS $2.60 + .30 6pk

MILLER LIGHT SUITCASE $10.99 + 11.20 case

MEISTER BRAU 12pk $4.00 + .60 12 pk

KNICK 160Z BOTTLES .. $8.00 + $1-50 case

.o
(t

r^y
ALMADEN 4L $7.99

&'

R?^

ALMADEN BLUSH CHAMPAGNE 750ml $2.99

VODKA 1.75L $8.99

'i

^S

GOOD LUCK
IN THE

ATLANTIC 10
CONFERENCE

'i

Ss
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What is UMass ?

A ^snapshot' of UMass
for the returning hordes

, ^« u^^^'c a enanahot of UMass; like most
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

V^^ert do vou go to school?

That may sound like like a strange ques

tion You've probably spent the last week

busily tr\'ing to get your stuff together to

come to the University. You most likely

have spent thousands of dollars, a smatter

ing of sleepless nights, and perhaps more

brain cells then you'd like to thmk about

to answer that question with the words.

"The University of Massachusetts at

Amherst" ^ ^
But what exactly i* UMass? Expensive

University studies and casual conversation

reveal that most students don't have a

clear picture of what their school is. m
terms of iu role as an institution and its

place in Massachusetts and the world.

Here's a snapshot of UMass; like most

snapshots, it doesn't tell all.

The University is the largest public m
stitution of higher education in New

England. 19.753 undergraduate students

and 6.669 graduate students were enroll

ed here last semester - 21,576 full time,

4.846 part time - and those numbers will

stay about the same this semester. Fifty

nine percent of them live on campus m 65

residence halls, fraternaties and sororities.

About 2.600 courses are offered here, in

disciplines that range from anthropology

to zoology The University employs a facul

ty of 1.300 and 1,500 graduate students to

teach those classes. It employs hundreds of

clerical and food service workers, and more

than 700 maintenance workers. It is polic^

ed by 43 full time officers that are assisted

by 29 security officers and a student securi

ty staff of more than 500. 5.100 people are

on its student payroll.

Its chief executive officer. President

David C. Knapp. works in Boston where

he oversees the UMass system^ which in-

cludes his campus, the UMass Boston carn^

pus and the University Medical School in

5v"orcester. He is the b<.s of this campus

•top dog." Chancellor Joseph D. Uutley.

Duffev in turn oversees four Vice

Chancellors: Dennis L. Madson for Student

Affairs (housing, health, student activ.Ues

and the copsl; Provost Richard D. O Brien

who heads Academic Affairs (the academic

schools); John L. DeNyse of Administration

and Finance Ithe money, buildings and

grounds); Deirdre A. Ling for University

Relations and Development [public rela^

tions. contacts with the community and

other Institutions); and Samuel F. Conti for

Research [he's also the dean of graduate

studies.)

The University must request money

every year from the Massachusetts

Legislature; a study last year criticized

Knapps office for not doing a good enough

job keeping up contacts with the legislators

Thursday, January 29, 1987

that control the pursestrings. Ad
ministrators spend a good deal of energy

in hyping the University. They issue glossy

reports and attempt to entice the famous

and respected to accept honorary degrees

from UMass to enhance its prestige

While administrators are often criticiz

ed for devoting so much attention to public-

relations, they are aware that a favorable

image means more money, which can build

a better school and in turn attract more

money. They are on a self appointed mi.s

sion to make UMass "the best in the Nor-

theast" in academics, particularly the

sciences and business; this mission involves

selling the University and preparing ever-

larger budget requests for the plethora of

improvements and services UMass needs

Their efforts may be paying off; recent

budget allotments have been more accep

table to administrators than in years past.

An incident with racial overtones last

semester, however, threatens the modest

public relations gains made in the recent

past, and administrators will most likely

try to limit the damage done to UMass' im

age by attempting to focus the public mind

on the school's "push for excellence."

Thursday, January 29, 1987

HELP WANTED
THE COLLEGIAN GRAPHICS DEPARTMENT

HAS OPENINGS FOR THE SPRING SEMESTER

TYPESETTERS: Accuracy is essential, speed helps.

Knowledge of typesetters or word processors helpful.

Morning hours or early afternoons only. $3.55 hour, but

worth $10-15 hour outside the university.

Prior experience on CG MCS 8400 guarantees a job.

GRAPHIC ARTISTS: Paste-up and design of display

advertisements. Great experience for Art majors. Pays

$3.55, work between classes.

SEE PETER SODERBERG
AT THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - 113 Campus Center

THE FINE ARTS CENTER
UnTx'FrSITY Oh MASSACHUStTTS AT AMHERST

YEHUDI MCNUHIN

APPLE
HILL

CHAMBER
PLAYERS
-WMMCtm"

I
Wednesday. Feb 4. 8 pm|

Bowker Auditorium

Tickets $ 1 3 11

wmi

IwarsawsinfoniaI buraczeski

Thursday. Feb 1 2. 8 pm Iwednesday. Feb 1 8, 8 pml

Concert Hal I Bowker Auditorium

T,k..K S^O 18 16 Tckets $15,13

no phone calls - bring ponfolio it applicable

Five Colleoe Student* Half-Prtce!

TcKe1savateWealF.oeArisCente.BoxOt1ce CcIhai Jib45 ." '
'

You're Too BUSY!
Don't waste time doing

your own laundry. ••

Take It To

.i.ti;ijt,m..i

It PflAY ST. AMHEAST.MA.

S49-ISS5

WeOHen
• Hand Pressing

• Shirt Service

• Same Day
Service

DAOP Mon.-Thwr*. I0:00»m-1 0:00pm. Sun SOOpm-lOOOpm
Off FrMay*10:OOwn-5:OOfMnUMn«:OOp<n-10 00pm
HOUM Sal. I0:00ww »:00pw thwt 7:00-1 0:00pm

Levi's
JEANSWEAR

JEANS n

i
$5.00 0FF

I WITH THIS COUPON |

j
[ XPIRI S rrBRUARYJ5J987_l

197 N PInflRnnI St Downtown Amherst

Mon SHt 10 6. Bun 12-5. Thur & Sat till 8:30

University changes curriculum requirements;

critical thinking stressed, cores to be replaced

By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

For the next three years. University of Massachusetts

registration is going to get even more complicated.

Questions like these will soon be confronting student^^

Date of entrance? Tranfer.' Did you pass analytical

reasoning test? Do you need a lab science still.' How

about arts? Or is that a C core?

What?

It all comes under a program called "general educa-

tion." a dramatic revamping of the University s gradua

tion requirements.

"General education is not just a new arrangement of

courses you're supposed to take." Norman Aitken.

associate provost for undergraduate education said^

There are new guidelines and criteria courses must meet

to fulfill general education requirements.

Courses must now "emphasize critical thinking." he

said, and must involve writing or problem solving.

"At the very minimum, there are supposed to be essay

exams." he said, although multiple choice t^sts that force

students to solve problems could be allowed

Not applicable, though, are courses m which the

students simply complete readings, attend lectures and

take multiple choice exams.
.»„i„ti^

The C. D and E cores are being replaced by analytic

reasoning, science, arts, historical and social and

^ha "orfi sciences requirement.. Students have to take

at least one math or math-related course anf, m ht

future, at least one laboratory science course^Under thi

cor^ system, it was possible to fulfill cores without either

"Virtuallv every course in the Univ'er^ay u a> pu.s.

ble in the old svstem. " Aitken said. There are no« 29.i

courses that fulfill general education requirements, conv

pT^ttabout 1,200 under the old system. Aitkin -id

there hasn't been a problem with overcrowding m the

coursT^ /ar. and "we hope to mon.ter that as we go

along."

With cores he said, "a relatively few courses absorb

ed many oTthe^udents." General education courses pre.

ttdT "reasonable numbers in each area" and all of the

standard introductory courses m the disciplines.

For the first year of implementation, $12 million was

re^ue tJ^Yn the University s budget, ^ut-approxima^ly

vTlf ol what we requested came through. Aitken said.

ThLt form! a delay of the laboratory science require

I^nt. as morJ labsL needed to accommodate the larger

numbers of students expected.

"We're hoping to implement Ithe lab requirement! in

the fall of 89. ' he said.

The money that did come through has gone toward pro-

vi^gTd^tional teaching assistanU and -me history

faculty, where increased enrollment was seen, he said

The utri semi-annual
almost everything you^

need to make
yourself feel

at home and
back to school

o O^^ O^'^o D

UMass auditor

charged with
stealing funds
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

The Director of Internal Auditing stands accused of

stealing $3,300 from the University ot Massachusetts^

Elwood Manigault. 53. of Windsor. Conn., faces a pre-t la^

conference Jan. 28 on three counts of larceny over $100

and three counts of falsifying written reports by public

°
The'^charges stem from an investigation by state police

investigators from the Northwestern District Auorney s

office. The investigators found Manigault may have

reported bills for attending conferences paid, then kept

i the money for himself ^.

UMass President David C. Knapp has r-PO';;f«-V
started

'

an investigation of the department
M""'««"'^,»;jjff^,"/,

has been suspended without pay trom hi^ $58,000 a year

'^Manigault allegedly kept money ^^e^University advane^

ed him to attend conferences in 1983 and 1985 He is

barged with filing false reports that said the money had

**Manurault had since 1980 been in charge of '^rieighv

^rZ department responsible for checking the booksof

fhe threeiampus UMass system, monitoring its $600

million budget The departments offic^ are located on

the Amherst campus m Hasbrouck Lab.

•ke accounting firm of Arthur Anderson has been cal -

ed in by Knapp to audit the auditing department Mar

Un Smith, assent vice president for data Pn**^*"*'^

b^n named to temporarily take over Manigault s jobK

G Ronald MacAurthur. who recently retired as v.c^

president of management and fiscal affairs, will serveM
?^.al adviser to Knapp to oversee a"'*'},^;^'^*^*^"!;

STsept 16. 1983. Manigault allegedly filed a report

fahilv irdicatmg that the bill for a conference he attend^

.iThat August in Seattle had been paid. He is accused

SfLlstfying another report on Feb. 11. 1985 about a con-

tence inWown. NY and «»-« ^ "J^ ^V"
Aug 20. 1985 about a conference in Williamsburg. > a.

• financial aid

r,,ntinued from page I

Ships dropped from about $6.8 billion to $4^8 billion. »
re^rt«l 'nVhe Chrvnicie of Higher ^ducot^n^

The University of Massachusetts '•«:e.ved about $48

milfion in federal. sUte and institutional funding for this

^ear Anan^al Aid Office Director Arthur Jackson sa.d^

^
Abou 15.000 students at UMass receive some form of

financial aid. with about 12.000 borrowing loans each

^'^^eS^eroiil report estimates t^^^

third of all students graduate college in debt.

About 50 to 60 percent of all UMass students graduate

...^h debS^from bo'^owing. J-*-" -^^J^^tV^.
undergraduate student leaving UMass about $8,000 in

'
ms'fi^tis a bit higher than the national figure of

$6686 bSause "UMaas is a fiagship university with a

"tth?p::tre y::«The".lunt of grant funds has

stlv^rhe^ml or decreased like Social Security benefits

?7c^leg^ children, which was a multi-milhon dollar pn^

crram that no longer exists, he said.

^ItTs mainly GSll, not NDSU that are replacing grants,

causing the rise of student debt, he said. ....
"iTe SsL program with over $3f>"l---^--j^"^t
ner vear is about twenty times as large as NDS'l}j»°^,?~'

S Sins Loans), which has only about $180 million

^t^eLTh^vThad :o1'<:o'k for alternative funds, such

^^.ZntudT^r^^^^^^^ billion federal aid

"•CsTudy h'i pfovl^we know very little " the report

manager said, adding "there is no national source that

Tan show nat onal student indebtedness of farrnhes.

-Jhe fi^re of $6,685 for the average student de^actual-

Iv underestimates the real debt because, it s difficult to

udJ^ how much parents take from savings that are plann^

Id for reTirement or from home equity accounts to send

^^iletlort ^l^^^ ^--^"^-^ °^ «^"^«^'

'rSLrtre^a^b^iUt;haXed the same or inci^ased

to payback loans, mainly due to the high rate of good jobs

students get after graduation. Jackson said.

"Students' ability to repay loans increases even as debts

"•TheTe ar^%"i'ons to be concerned, but these reasons

may not yet show because eligibility «t«ndards have been

Ughtened so much that on a national level, it will look

as though student debt is going down she said.

Jackson said loan debt "is not a problem here, but it

''studfnriidebTedness and their inability to pay back

loans cannot be called a problem or not a problem because

"there is no data," the report manager said.
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Celebration in the works

for 30th birthday of SU
Giant qame of musical chairs to be held

^
.._.. ..;,„ .r. .I«nan when the build

By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts plans to

host a 30th birthday party for the Student

Union Building in April that will last four

cidVS

the Campus Center Board of Governors

,8 planning the celebration for the SUB

April 6 11. It encourages involvement from

all aspects of the University of

Massachusetts.

"The community can come together and

RSOs can come together," said Leslie

Nakajima. chairwoman of the Student

Union anniversary committee. "It is an un^

political event. Its an opportunity for all

of us to be students and have a good time^

One of the main attractions of the

^lebration will be a giant game of musical

chairs Saturday A similar game was held

at Ohio Slate University a few years ago;

the board plans u> use this as a model.

Nakajima said she would like this to be a

fund raiser with all proceeds going to the

Student Union Building.
. - ,.

Renovations have been suggested for the

Student Union, such as new paint,

renovating bathrooms, curtains and

bulletin boards. Part of the renovation will

include recovering the Hokkiado Bear to

the Student Union. The Bear was donated

to the Student Union from our sister

university in Japan when the building

opened. It is now in the archives. Nakajima

The celebration will begin Wednesday

with a triple feature in the Student Union

Ballroom. Nakajima said. The celebration

will end Saturday night with a 50s dance

in the Student Union Ballroom.

During the week there will be activities

in and around the student union. There

will be give aways. raflles. buttons and tee

shirts. Nakajima said. The committee is

asking food services for "50s prices

The board plans to ask the fine arts

department for entertainers to play on the

Student Union steps. Nakajinia said.

Union Program Council plans on having a

large concert during that week, too. she

'

The Committee will hold an "open

house" m the Student Union Ballr^

either Thursday or Friday and give RSC^

the chance to hand out information and

The response has been good. Nakajima

said Yet. she wants more student organiza

tions to become involved.

"Things should run smoothly, she said

encouraging participation by workers m
the building, faculty, administrators, alum

ni and students.

"We're really looking to have a good

time." Nakajima said.

lii
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TOUGH DECISIONS - A customer has a hard time choo.ing what

to eat at one of Amherst's restaurants.

TEACH IN JAPAN
PtKSOn, w.th . degr- orl^^-P^T^t^S^
as •oa.n«ef.f>g. pubJ.shing. put>l«: reiatKXis. pw

S^Engl-S. «JHmm» aduRs for ooecK two years

TlSyo^ other parts of Japar, should wr.te to

Personnel Director

International Education Services

Shin Taiso Building

10-7. Dogenzaka 2-chome, Shibuya-ku

Tokyo. Japan 150

3C

PLANT DISEASES IN

A HUNGRY WORLD
GEN. ED: Biological Science

Plant Pathology 100: Feast/Famine

Spring 1987 - MWF 10.10

3 CREDITS CALL 5-3413

eating place

SUNDAY-THURSDAY 6 AM 3 AM
FRIDAY & SATURDAY OPEN 24 HOURS

BREAKFAST SERVED ANY TIME

BEER & WINE SERVED TIL MIDNITE

PLENTY OF PARKING

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER STOP & SHOP)

Rte. 9 • Hadley / Amherst

256-6889

EMPLOYMENT APPLICATIONS BEING TAKEN

J
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I
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I
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BUY ONE - GET ONE

1

A Very Large Scaie Invitation
from a Ttcbnology Leader

In electronics, tbe era ojiery large scale integration (MSI) has arrived leaving many

companies with products suddenly obsolete and engineering stajfs strugghng to catch up

ButnotTeradyne Thanks to SlbS million spent on K & Dfrom mi-mS. Teradyme was

ready and vailingfor MSI.

Ready uith VLSI memory testers, logic tester*, analog testers, hoard testers.

Keadvim Boston, Massachusetts, and Woodland Hills. California, uhere Teradyne

develops ATEfor the electronics industry.

Ready in Deerfield. Illinois, centerfor Teradyne s telephone system testing operations.

Ready in \ashua \ew Hampshire, where Teradyne produces backplane connection sys

tems and state of the art circuit hoard technology designated to meet MSI requtremmts.

:

Two Large Eggs, 2 Strips of Bacon,

2 Sausage Links, & 2 Pancakes

Buy A Big Breakfast and get another

one just like it Free.

Cannot be used with any other offer or discount

coupon, must be presented at time of order

Valid 7 days a week

OFFER EXPIRES FEB. 1, 1987

Coupon good for all p«r8ons in parly

This hind of technology leadership

spells growth. Excitement.

Challenge. Career opportunities

youJust can tfind anywhere else.

Teradyne. A company

ahead of its lime,

lookingfor some good

people to keep it ahead.

For more information, see

your Placement Counselor

SHARE
IN OUR
SUCCESS

: -|3i*^Sj^ja

_J

000000000000000000

•TLM:t«W
ARE NOT EQUAL FOR SEXUALLY

TRANSMITTED DISEASE
PREVENTION!

ComkMiM used alone offer very high protection

against most STDs; with spermicide

even better

THESE METHODS OFFER BETTER

STD PROTECTION WITH A CONDOM:

Diaphragm with
•ponnlcldo

offers low to moderate

protection against STDS

Conlfacoptlvo
Spongo

offers low to moderate

protection against STDs

opOIHIiCMOS offers low protection when

used alone

offers on protection against STDs;

may foster STD complications

lUD offers no protection against STDs;

may foster STD complications

KNOW YOUR SEXUAL PARTNER
Your risk of getting an STD Increases, with the

number of partners you or your partner has.

STDs and Contraception
Birth control methods have varying degrees of effectiveness in STD preven-

tion. For example, some methods provide high contraceptive benefit, but no

STD protection.

Condoms, used alone offer very high protection against ">ost STDs^ When

used along with any other birth control method, they increase both the STD

and pregnancy prevention effects of the method.

Barrier methods such as the diaphragm, cervical cap and contraceptive

sponge, and vaginal spermicides offer low to moderate protection against

STDs.

"The pill" and lUD offer no protection against STDs. and in some instances

may foster STD complications.

Discussing STDs and contraception with your sexual partner is one way to

take personal responsibility for being sexually active.

Your risk of exposure to STDs increases with the number of sexual partners

you have Periodic examinations by your health care provider can assist with

early detection. If you suspect you have been exposed to an STD or if you

have symptoms, prompt medical attention is advised for both you and your

partner(s).

Sexually Transmitted Diseases

In addition to the prevention of unintended pregnancy, sexually active peo-

Dle need to be concerned about the prevention of sexually transmitted

diseases (STDs). also called VD (veneral disease). There are many different

tvoes of STDs, and they occur commonly. Despite their frequency, many peo-

ple are unaware of the importance of prevention, diagnosis and treatment.

Education Sessions

If you would like more in-depth information on contraception Contraception

Education Sessions are conducted four times a week at the University Health

Services:

Mondays and Thursdays 3:00 p.m.

Tuesdays and Wednesdays 7:00 p.m.

All sessions are held in Room 302 of the University Health Services

Attendance at one of the sessions is encouraged if you are changing methods

"iderin^^^^^^^ for the first time. Sessions are open to men and

women.

Sponsored by University Health Services

looooooeooooooooooooooi
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ITS ALL UPHILL FROM HERE - An Amherst student treks

up a slope on cross-country skis.

r^^ 36 Main 81
Downtown

Northampton
opan:

Thurs. avonlng
until 9pm

Man(fidritspend60
miDionyearseivlving
fiomtfiesea^justlD

endupwtthwetfeet
The choice is simple. Vbu can wear boots that leak or

boots that dont
For those who prefer the latter, we recommend Herman

Surv Ivors. Our insulated, wateqiroof Survivors are

designed to keep you dry and comfortable in even the

worst weather.

\A^terproof Hem»n Survivors.

,
Because after 60 million years man
should be able to enjoy nkx, dry feet.

Q,
SlIK¥IVMtS
fcwf^M Herman SK»< 'wnponvC^mtind^. 1

aHui«t«

ON SALE

$59.95
rag $79.95

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

11 am -2 am 7 daya
50 Main St. Amharst, MA

My New Years Resolu-

tion is to get more sleep

dttring tlie day so I can

go to JBs at 2:00 AM
every night. I love it

there late night and I

hope to see you all there

real soon.

Is this you come in for a

regular beef & soda.
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Editorial/Opinion

Tne opinions on th.s page are mose ct

KELLY SIEGER
Editor in CNet

BVRNE GUARNOHA
Photo Editor

Racism and civility

The University of Massachusetts is a big school with a big

bureaucracy, headed by officials who worship at the altar of

public relations. The administration's penchant for P.R. stems

from a sincere desire to enhance the University's prestige, but

often frustrates people who know that putting the best face

on problems isn't usually the best way to solve them.

That is why it's pleasing to see that Fredrick Hurst's report

is being released on Monday. Hurst is the member of the

Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination asked by

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey to investigate a brawl that took

place outside Southwest after the Red Sox lost the World

Series.

Hurst says his report will find that the melee was fueled in

part by racial antagonism. This is definitely not good public

relations for UMass, and the usual administration strategy

is to have unpleasant reports come out, or unpopular decisions

made, while students are away. In fact. Hurst's report was

originally scheduled to be released in the middle of interses-

sion, but took longer to prepare than officials thought.

So the report will come out at a time when the whole UMass
community has a chance to be made aware of its findings and

the issues it raises. This is excellent. Now it is the responsibili-

ty of faculty, staff and students — everyone in this communi-

ty—to follow the coverage of the Hurst report, and think about

what it means. The study will report that latent racism exists

at UMass, and if it exists, that means more students could end

up in the hospital as victims of this social disease.

Once it is publicly acknowledged that UMass does have a

racism problem, it is for all of us to work against it, to examine

our attitudes and try to change them.

The University can meet its obligation to help in this work

by instituting, beginning with the Fall '87 semester, a man-

datory 3-credit course, Civility 101. The course could examine

the causes ofthe multitude of "isms" — racism, sexism, ableism

and so forth — that hurt people in our society emotionally,

economically and physically. The course could give students

the facts, that differences of appearance are superficial, that

being different is not the same as being inferior, and that

however different the world's cultures may be, they all have

worth and their members deserve respect and decent

treatment.

The University is building a fine reputation for producing

excellent engineers and hotel managers. What kind of p)eople

is it producing? For the majority of students, this is the last

time they will be exposed to formal education, to new ideas

presented in a non-threatening environment. They are being

trained to run computers and to examine the writing of poets;

they can be trained to accept others with an open mind. The
University has the resources, the opportunity and the obliga-

tion; it is not now fulfilling this obligation in any formalized,

concerted fashion. For the sake of the future, it must begin.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion ofthe Collegian
Board of Editors.

NANCY kUNGENER
Managing Editor

iOHN NOLAN
Sports Editor

PHIL SERAFINO
Editorial Editor

MAH GERKE
Sports Editor

CRAIG SANDLER
N«w$ Editof

THOMAS HARRINGTON
Arts Editor

< .. i of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted

Reagan fails in big 'role'
Is Knnald Keagan a crook, a liar, an affable

yet sinister huckster to the American peo-

ple? One may Hsk this, now, without being

tarred and feathered as "un-American" or

shrill. Now. that is. that the heat from the

Iran Nicaragua scandal is melting the

mythic cowboy-grandfather image of our

40th president The American people have

been startled from a luxurious, dangerous

sleep.

Frank Flanagan

I don't care to laugh at Reagan when he's

down. I didn't guffaw when Nixon choked
his way through his "I am not a crook"

speech. Like many Americans, I am not

merely disillusioned — I'm mad. and not

in a Shakespearean sense. Perhaps I'm not

as angry as I am, still, with Nixon. He,

after all, was not only tricky, but also

relatively intelligent and Machiavellian.

Reagan, who got gentleman C's at Eureka
College (1932) and was a B-grade actor in

real life, has never been accused of being

an intellectual dynamo. Even his closest

aides admit (off the record, of course) their

boss is about as bright as a firefly lost in

Times Square on New Year's Eve. They
contend, and perhaps rightly so. that the

president's real strength lies in his ability

to delegate authority to such trusty patriots

as Casey, Poindexter. McFarlane and
North
Did the American people really care

when Reagan nodded off during a special

audience with the Pope? Did it really mat-
ter that Reagan and his rustlers actually

"forgot" to notify the Iron Lady when the
US invaded Grenada, even though it was
a member of the British Commonwealth?
So what if he looked like a blathering crony
during his second debate with Mondale! He
always took us to the movies, didn't he? He
bloated us with cotton candy, pacified us
with German and Japanese baubles and

.sugar coated banalities. .Ne%er mind that

he blew next month's rent, or doubled thi

national debt to the tune of $2.3 tnllmn

He meant well - quoted JFK a lot - even

if he seemed a bit adrift tremember the

time he tried to get all the neighborhood

kids to build a bomb shelter in the back

yard?). We forgave him for his cruel,

vapid fantasies: black welfare queens; Evil

Eiapires; Armageddon (in biblical pro

phecy. the scene of a great battle between

the forces of good and evil, to occur at the

end of the world t; heroic war exploits, pie

in the-sky war games. Yet, can The Gipper

(or the Jipper) be blamed for all? He was
voted in by a sizeable majority for a second

term. Isn't he really something of a

culmination, a focal point for the mass
counsciousnessof our nation? If this is so.

what does it say about us as a people? That

want to recede into the myopicwe
materialism of the 1950 s? That we go to

church but have disremembered it is easier

for a camel to pass through the eye of a nee-

dle than for an affluent person to enter the

kingdom of God (Matthew, 19:24)? That our

halfmunched gourmet snacks often get

rifled out of garbage cans by our half

starved, halffrozen fellow citizens?

If a "civilized" society can be judged by

the manner in which it treats its poor,

elderly, sick, what will history have to say

about the feel good, hip-to-be square

Reagan Revolution? Now the mask is

lowered, the gaping, leering jaw laid bare.

The movie is flickering to a close, the

drea-n, the words become slurred. We are

rising to the surface, the sound of cars pass-

ing outside, a droning radio. The sleeper

curls over, tries to sink back away from the

words: arms trade/ president on vacation/

Swiss bank account/ drugs to the contras/

pleads Fifth Amendment/ telephoned Nix-

on/ senate hearings. Light assaults the

retinas. The nation awakes, arises., until

the next dream.
Frank Flanoffan is a Collegian columnist

Learn about SGA candidates in upcoming election
It's spring semester. This means that in addition to

rallies, protests, lectures and meetings, a Student Govern-
ment Association election for president and student

trustee will be part of the controversy package each stu-

dent purchases when he or she signs up for another
semester at the University of Massachusetts. [The presi-

dent is the chief executive in the SGA and the student

trustee holds a vote in the Board of Trustees, which makes
policy decisions for the UMass campuses.]

Pedro M. Pereira

Soon you will see posters urging you to vote for this or

that candidate all over campus. Strangers will knock at

your room doors, smile, shake your hand and ask you to

vote for them. You will read editorials by individuals brag-

ging about themselves and derogating their opponents.

Don't be fooled!

When you pick up your ballot [the election will take

place in March], vote for the candidate who stands for the

issues you do, not for those who smile, raise their right

hands and promise they will fight for student rights. Make
sure you get acquainted with the candidates before you
pick up the ballot. Eenie-meenie-minie-mo just won't cut

it.

How do you get acquainted with the candidates?
Good question. You can start by reading Collegian ar-

ticles to find out what these people are up to. If you find

yourself in need of a laugh or releasing your frustrations,

I prescribe checking out an Undergraduate Student
Senate meeting. Besides being a good cure for these

maladies, a senate meeting will help you get acquainted
with the candidates. You might just find that many SGA
members actually give a damn about you, although some
will make you want to vomit [tho.se are the side effects

of the prescription].

As yet no one has officially launched his or her can-

didacy. But you can expect the usual formula: one
dogmatic left-winger; one dogmatic right-winger; and one
supposedly middle-of-the-road.

Find out as much as you can about the candidates. Call

them at the SGA office and at their rooms; visit them; de-

mand that they answer all your questions. Ask them
where they stand on issues such as banning CIA recruiters

from campus, the picketing code, reacquiring the right to

sue, and whatever other issues you feel are relevant.

Whenever you read their quotes or editorials, question

them: "Can I trust this person? Is he or she concerned

about students rights only during the campaign or will

he or she remember them after being elected? How can

I be sure that he or she is not simply babbling, trying to

gain votes?"

Some SGA members are completely out of touch with

their constituents. Many students don't even know who
their representatives are. This demonstrates carelessness

by both constituents and representatives. Let's not allow

this to continue. I hear much complaining about "those

idiots in the SGA," but what are you doing about it? You
can start by getting to know the candidates in the upcom-

ing election, perhaps even campaign for them, and, most

important, you must vote.

Pedro M. Pereira is a Collegian staff member

President shows disregard for life

Is human life worth anything? If so, how much? And are
different people worth different amounts? These questions
and others come to mind in the afterglow of the Iran
contra affair.

Jeffry Bartash

After tireless digging by the media and Congress, the

events for which President Reagan is taking a shellack

ing seem to reveal three purposes: to buy back American
hostages as a public relations ploy; to pave the way for

better relations with moderates in Iran after Khomeini
falls from power; and to avoid congressional restrictions

while increasing support of the contras.

The administration, ofcourse, bungled its operation and

has created a fine mess for itself closely resembling fecal

matter.

My original point — is human life worth anything? —
is a point raised in several ways by the Iran^:ontra affair;

I say no.

A life is like a famous Picasso — it has no definitive

value. A human life is priceless.

Yet our administration sees fit to assign a dollars and

cents value to American hostages, undoubtedly to

decrease political damage caused by crybaby family

members of the hostages.

Granted, it's a harrowing experience to be a hostage or

a member of a hostage's family, but it's more harrowing

for a whole country to be subject to the demands of a few-

terrorists.

If we accede to terrorists and the wishes of hostage's

families and pay ransoms, terrorists will kidnap more

Americans. (Who then, decides how much each hostage

is worth? Will the government pay the same amount for

a journalist critical of the administration as it would for

a CIA operative?) Our government cannot accede to ter

rorists. The invaluable security crfour nation is much more

important than the lives of a few individuals, however

ruthless it may seem.

Not surprisingly, the Reagan administration has

demonstrated it can be quite ruthless The administra-

tion tries to appease Iranian mi>derates not by offering

humanitarian aid. but by selling them arms, which are

being used to kill more Iraqis in their senseless six-year

war.

However, the administration wants to be fair, so it gives

Iraq intelligence data about military and industrial

targets in Iran.

By creating this Machiavellian .scheme to have two

enemies of the United States destroy themselves, the ad

ministration expresses the same callous disregard for life

that Middle Eastern religious fanatics, such as Shiite

Moslems, are noted for.

The final part of the administration's motives, increas-

ing aid to the contras while avoiding congre.ssional pit-

falls, continues to echo a disregard for life — in this case

Nicaraguan.

The $10 million (or more) skimmed from the arms sales

to Iran and channeled to the contras supports a bloody

war in which thousands of Nicaraguans are being killed,

wounded or tortured during savage fighting between the

rebels and government forces.

Despite the ostensible righteousness of the administra-

tion, it really doesn't care about democracy in Nicaragua.

It wants a government in control that is subservient to

the wishes of the US and ripe for exploitation by American
businesses.

Is human life worth anything? The administration

would have us believe the lives of "patriotic" Americans

are paramount, and indeed worth a monetary value, and

that the lives of enemies of the US are worthless.

But what does the administration know? They botched

the Iran-contra affair with unparalleled stupidity. They
buy back three hostages, only t«) watch helplessly as six

more are taken. They try to appease non-existent

moderates in Iran, only to watch the Ayatollah embar
rass the United States again. And they illegally aid the

contras, only to watch themselves get caught red handed.

Jeffry Bartash is a Collegian columntst

Equality still elusive

.

Last week brought us not only a still

controversial national holiday to celebrate

one of racism's fiercest combatants, but

also the end of an era in Southern politics

that, in the context of incidents in Howard
Beach, N.Y. and Forsyth County. Ga..

speaks volumes about the different ways
Americans have responded to our raci.st

heritage and the continuing struggle for

civil right.s

Phil Serafino

George Wallace, a man who once stood

in a doorway at the University of

Alabama to block black students from

entering, retired last week after four

terms as governor of Alabama.
"In the name of the greatest people that

have ever trod this earth. I draw the line

tn the dust and toss the gauntlet before the

feet of tyranny And I say. Segregation

now! Segregation tomorrow! Segregation

forever!"

—George Wallace inauguration

speech. 1963
Watch the TV news clips. His voice

resonated with hate and bitterness, echo-

ing a society faced with a change that had

been resisted for more than i us

Hr >|)()kt' U>r his constituency. They
clung tightly to tradition, becau.se to do

otherwise was to confront their innermost

fears and admit their ignorance, pre

judice, and hate. Now they watched tradi-

tion fall, despite Wallace's thunder, to

federal trcxips. federal courts, and an in-

creasingly mobilized black community.
Civil rights groups and a sympathetic

Supreme Court ended institutionalized,

everyday segregation and began making
inrr»ads into the problems of black voter

registration and restrictive voting laws.

Astute politicians such as George Wallace

modified their stances to accommodate
the newly-enfranchised black population.

"People know that I'm for civil rights .

. . Everybody's for civil rights, and we here

m the South have accepted a policy ofnon-

discrimination.

"

— Wallace interview. 1975

At least as a matter of political expe-

diency. Wallace accepted blacks' equal

status under law; whether he changed in

his heart is a matter for him to deal with.

What should be noted is that up to the mo-

ment of his retirement last week. Wallace

had successfully kept his footing in the

shifting sands of American racial rela-

Letters ^ —
Protesters praised for stance on agency
We. the undersigned

members at the Center for

International Education, ex-

press solidarity with other

students, staff, and faculty

from the university com-

munity in protesting the

presence of CIA recruiters

on campus.

The history of CIA misin-

formation and terrorism,

which includes bombings,

torture, assassinations, and
subversion is well-

documented. These il-

legalities, as well as its dis-

dain for Congress and its

lack of accountability to the

American people under-

mine the legitimacy of the

organization and offer it no

place in a democratic
society.

At present, the CIA is

training contra mercenaries

at Hurlburt Field/Eglin Air

Force Base, near Pensacola,

Fla. This continues the bla-

tant violation of numerous
treaties, UN resolutions,

and the World Court deci-

sion against military in-

tervention in Nicaragua.

On June 27. 1986, the In

ternational Court of Justice

at the Hague condemned
the United States on 16

counts. The guilty findings

included violations of com-
mercial treaties, state

sovereignty. and
humanitarian law, as well

as the CIA promotion of

state-sponsored terrorism

and committing acts of war.

"The most stringent pro-

tection of freedom of speech

would not protect a man in

falsely shouting fire in a

theater and causing a

panic." This statement ap-

plies as much to CIA
recruiters on campus today

as it did in 1919 when
Justice Oliver Wendell
Holmes spoke them in the

Supreme Court case

"Schenck vs. the United

States."

Excluding CIA recruiters

from the campus is not a

First Amendment issue.

You cannot hide behind

freedom of speech when you

are advocating the murder
of other people. With

freedom of speech comes
responsibility.

The students who were ar-

rested exhibited such
responsibility by pointing

out the crimes of the CIA.
Upholding the principles of

Nuremberg (signed by the

United States, they are re-

quired by law to do this and
therefore should not be
prosecuted).

We must stop the lies. We
must stop the killing.

Tom Neilson, Marisa
Suhm, Michael L. BasUe,
Sue Thrasher, Jill A.
Tucker, Jane Benbow,
Hema Abeygunawarden,
Ronald Vander Bosch,
Bonnie B. Mullinix, Kerry
McCoUum, Joan Dixon,
Nancy Molin, Venecia
Fadul, Robert Fuderich,
Dawn Gordon, Alane
Paul Castro, James
Dawson, Robert J. Miltz,

David R. Evans, Rema
Pai, Flavia Sales, David
McCurry, Mark Lynd,
David Kinsey, Mark
Meassick, Marilyn
Gillespie, Jeetendra
Joshee

The Collegian accepts letters and columns from the UMasa community for possi-

ble publication on the Editorial/Opinion page. All submissions should be typed and

double-spaced, with 67 characters per line. Handwritten copy will not be accepted.

Maximum length for columns is $0 lines; for letters, 30 lines. Due to limited space,

submissions exceeding these guidelines will be edited.

All submissions should include the writer's name, address and phone number

for verification.

tions. Appearance would suggest that he
saw the error of his ways and repented,

and if he. George Wallace, archracist, can
successfully adapt, the battle for equali-

ty must be close to being won. That is a

dangerous delusion.

Never was the delusion more painfully

evident than in Forsyth County. Ga., on
Jan. 17. The cosmetic changes in our

society since the civil rights movement
don't chantTP the hat*» that still clouds the

hearts ofmany people. The barriers stand.

high and fortified, to the notion that the

color of a person's skin is irrelevant in

determining their intrinsic worth as a
human being.

Don't be fooled by pious pro-

nouncements about equality. Look at the

actions of people, and realize that, despite

the efforts of the past three decades,

racism still thrives. Tlie effort must be
redoubled.

Phil Serafino is a Collegian columnist

Health care falls short
On a cold December 10. 1986. I arrived

at the Urgent Care Unit of the University

Health Services seeking relief for severe

abdominal pain. My experience was shock-

ing, upsetting and fell far below the stan-

dards of this fine University. I immediate-

ly wrote to Dr. David P. Kraft, executive

William Bennett

director of Health Services, and informed

him of my most serious concerns about the

procedures followed by the staff in the

Urgent Care Unit. I strongly felt that the

approaches taken by the staff in the Urgent

Care Unit were less than poor. I could not

let such blatant disregard for human care

go unnoticed. Therefore, in my letter to Dr.

Kraft I told him the actual sequence of

events that occurred on December 10.

I arrived at Health Services on Tuesday,

December 9 because of abdominal cramps.

After seeing Dr. Alan Calhoun, I was told

that I probably had "finals cramps" and

was given a prescription to help relieve my
pain. On Wednesday, the pain worsened.

I telephoned Health Services and was told

to come to the Urgent Care Unit, where I

would "be seen immediately." I arrived at

the registration desk just after 2 p.m. I

received a thermometer for my
temperature and was told that a doctor

would be seeing me "shortly." At 3:30 I ap-

proached the receptionist and questioned

the length of time I had to sit in discom-

fort. I was told, rather assuredly, that my
folder is "probably in the file over there,"

referring to the counter, and that I will be

seen "as soon as a room is vacant." At 3:47

I again approached the receptionist and
told her that I had to leave. I had a press-

ing appointment to go to, and in any case

I was not receiving any help. At this time

a nurse mentioned that my name had been

called (from behind an Urgent Care counter

and not on the floor of the waiting room)

and since I did not respond "we are taking

someone else." I left in disgust.

A few days later Dr. Kraft called my
residence to see if my pain had subsided

and admitted the procedures followed on

December 10 were errant. That is the last

I heard of the entire situation. As far as I

know, nothing has been done to relieve the

blatant disregard for human care that oc-

curred in the Urgent Care Unit that day.

After pondering my own experience with

Health Services, I came to understand the

most upsetting factor of this entire ordeal.

I think most people would agree that this

one incident of poor health care is not uni-

que at Health Services. Since this is the

case, we need to take a stand, to shout our

frustration. It is time to be heard, so scream

loud! The only way changes in any system

occur is if the people decide to make them
occur. As fee-paying students at this

University and as living human beings, it

is our duty to demand that unfeeling health

care be terminated and replaced with more
satisfactory health care.

If you, or someone you know, ever have

a problem with Health Services or have

had problems in the past, let someone know.

Nothing can be done if you remain silent.

Yet, everything can be gained if you speak

up. Your first move should be to write to

Dr. Kraft. Then send copies of that letter

to the University Health Council and to

Dennis Madson, vice chancellor for student

affairs. Throughout this process, call the of-

fice of the campus president

at 545-0341 or stop by the office at 406E
Student Union. Let me know about your

problems with Health Services. I am more
than willing to help out in any way that

I possibly can. Someone needs to care for

the student population when it comes to

health care. But more important,
something needs to be done when that

health care is lacking or subpar. Call me.

Together we can make a difference that

could someday lead to a life or death situa-

tion. You choose!

William Bennett is SGA Campus President
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On the CIA, religion, terrorists and South Africa

I read last week that the CIA was plann

ing new covert activities in southwest

Afnca, most notably \n Angola. Do you

mean to tell me that after all of the pro-

tests and the attendant hoopla against the

CIA terrorists on this campus last semester

that thev have the audacity to actually con^

tinue their operations'' Our beloved

radicals get no respect^

Stuart Gottlieb

Speaking of the CIA. did you hear that

Abbie Uhe world's oldest teenager) Hoff

man and Amy Carter are filing a law- suit

against the CIA in a Northampton federal

district courf Among the charges are

•rape torture, murder' and other assorted

misdemeanors. If the dynamic duo win

their case, everyone in the CIA will have

to perform 50 hours of community service

in Managua.
* • *

The reverberations of Reagan's master

plan to sell arms to Iran in exchange for

hostages are already being felt. The US is

trvmc to persuade the West German

government to extradite TWA Flight 847

terrorist Mohammed Ali Hamadei to the

US to stand trial. But it looks like

Chancellor Kohl, following the American

lead, is more likely to trade Hamadei to the

Hizbollah faction of the Shiite Moslems for

two West Germans they recently abducted.

* * •

Organized religion is in the news of late,

first with the march against the Supreme

Court's landmark 1973 Roe vs. Wade pro-

choice decision by thousands of Right to

Lifers and the Catholic Church, and then

with Oral Roberts, who made a desperate

plea to the American public that if he

didn't receive $8 million by next March for

his medical school then the Almighty

would beckon him forth unto His Kingdom.

The check is in the mail.

• * •

The increasingly liberal Congress has

successfully ended what used to be known

as "the American factor" in South Africa

with their passage of the Anti-apartheid

Act m late 1986 In the past, the Ub

government, much to President Botha s

dislike, prodded South Africa in the direc

tion of reform, assisted black educational

programs, aided community based black

human rights organizations with hunger

relief, and trained black union leaders.

Since American sanctions became law they

will virtually do away with what little in-

fluence America had on the growing con-

flict there. American sanctions will also ef-

fect the next national election there; the

election will no longer be fought on reform

issues, but will inevitably strive to further

polarize the white voters into standing

together against an increasingly meddling,

universally moralistic world. And that s

the way it is.

Stuart Gottlieb is a Collegian columnist
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Potential candidates eye

next presidential election
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

A new Student Government Association

president and a new student trustee will

take office April 1 and, although no one has

officially launched his or her campaign,

rumors about the possible candidates are

flying.

The giapevine has Budgets Committee

Chairman Nate Moore and Sylvan Area

Government President Aram Hamparian

as the most likely presidential candidates.

They both have admitted to giving their

candidacies some thought, but have re

mained quite skeptical about elaborating

Moore said the "responsible elements in

the SGA" would support him, adding he

has a commitment to responsibility.

Some senators say Moore would be bet-

ter off remaining in his current position

becau.se he is good at it, although others

have welcomed the possible candidacy.

Southwest Area Government Co-

President Joel Rabinowitz called Ham
parian "a very capable person. 1 would say

he's qualified because he lis) Sylvan presi-

dent.'"

Central Area Governemnt President W.

Greg Rothman wouldn't confirm rumors

that he and Cashin House Senator Tony

Rudy plan to endorse Hamparian's can-

didacy. "Why would I bark Aram if I am
running myself?" he said.

Even more reluctant to confirm rumors

that they will run for trustee are

Undergraduate Student Senate Speaker

Paul Wingle and Public Policy Co

Chairwoman Clare Bouzan.

The student trustee holds a vote in the

Board of Ti'ustees, which makes policy deci

sions for the University of Massachusetts

campuses.

Before intersession Wingle said.

however, that he has wanted to assume two

positions in the SGA and he has already

assumed one. More recently he said, "1

wish that [running lor trustee] was the type

of decision that was only up to me
'"

Bouzan said, i haven't made a final deci

sum yet." She added that Wingle's being

a member of the senate's left wing faction

like herself has created a conflict. This

cemflict plays a mle in mv (lt'ii.->ion,"

The progn -^>uts apparently feel that if

they have two candidates for trustee, the

progressive voters will split up and give the

conservative candidate a bt'tter chance at

winning. No wnservative senator has yet

expressed interest in the position.

Board of Governors Vice Chairperson

Mark Friedman's name has recently been

added to the list of possible candidates for

president. Friedman was unavailable for

comment.

CoBvgiM photo by B>rn» (.u«rmHU

AIRBORNE!!! - Bobby Swanson takes a jump downhill at

Amherst College.
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LEADTHEADVENTURE.

SPRING 1987
Men. Feb. 16 -

Birthday)

Sat. Mar. 21 -

Mon. Mar. 30

Mon. Apr. 20 -

Fri. May 15 -

Mon. May 18

Sat. May 23 -

Sun. May 24

SCHEDULE
- No Classes (Washington's

- Spring Recess Begir«
- Spring Recess Ends
- No Classe.s (Patriot's Day)
Classes End
- Finals Begin
- Semester ends
- Commencement

TEXTBOOK ANNEX HOURS
Today — 9 a.m. — 9 p.m.

Fri. Jan. 30 — 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Sat. Jan. 31 - 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.

Mon Feb. 2-9 a.m. - 7 p.m.

Tues. Feb. 3-9 a.m. - 7 p.m.

Wed. Feb. 4-9 u.ra. - 5 p.m.

Thurs. Feb. 5-9 a.m. — 5 p.m.

Fri. Feb. 6-9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Remainder
of semester — 9 a.m. — 4 p.m.

F
Y
I

ADD/DROP INFO

Add/Drop Schedule

Jan. 28- Feb. 11

with no record

Student may drop

Feb. 12 — Feb. 25 - Student may drop

and receive a "W"

Pass/Fails may be changed until Feb. 25.

AddDrop forms may be picked up at the

following locations:

Herter Hall lobby

School a( Management lobby

Music Room in the Campus Center

After Jan. 30 forms can be obtained at:

Registrar's office — 213 Whitmore
Forms can be returned at the pick up

locations until Jon. 30 Alter Jan. 30 they

should be returned at the Registrar's

office.

I

33 E. PLEASANT ST. AMHERST • OPEN 11 AM to 2 AM • SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

PRICES
I HALF • WHOLE on SUB ROLL or SYRIAN BREAD

Union workers
hope for hike
in pay promised
last summer
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

Gov, Michael S. Dukakis re-submitted a bill Friday to

the state Legislature that, if passed, will grant members

of a University of Massachusetts employees union pay

raises they were promised last summer.

The union worker's contract was negotiated from

February to July, and was ratified by the University Staff

Association's bargaining unit in early August. The

workers are upset because they have not received their

raises, while nonunion employees were granted four per

cent pay increases in their Ciec. 24 paychecks.

The union represents clerical workers on campus.

State Rep. Stanley Ro.senberg. D-Amherst, said Dukakis

re submitted the legislation to the clerk of the

Ma.ssachusetts House of RepresenUtives Jan. 23. The bill

will go "from the clerk's ofTice to the House floor where

It must pass by four fifths, then it will go to the Senate

where it must also pass by four-fifths," he said. "From

there it will go back to the House where it will be assign

ed to the Ways and Means Committee."

USA executive board members expressed outrage in a

letter to the Collegian that states "What is particularly

galling in this instance is that prior to a membership

meeting on December 7. the US.\ president called a high-

level University administrator and was told verbatim that

the non unionized employees would not be receivmg their

pay raises prior to the unionized employees."

I

I
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I
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"The people who work on campus are kind

offrustrated. They have been waiting and
waiting.

"

— Union president Leslie Homer

The letter also states 'We feel the University's action

was manipulative and blatantly anti union We respect-

fully ask that our elected officials act swiftly and ex-

peditiously to ensure that we receive our pay raises, soon.

In addition, we feel the University should not ent;age in

this type of union busting activity."

USA President Leslie Horner described the union

workers as "kind of frustrated."

"The people who work on campus are fi-ustrated about

the whole process, " she .said, adding, "they have been

waiting and waiting."

"We're glad the Governor has re-submitted the legisla-

tion." Horner said. "We hope the legislators will act on

it quickly so we can get our long awaited raised.

"The area legislators have been very helpful." Horner

said. She said she hopes they will push the bill along

quickly.

About 1.200 University workers belong to the union, she

said.

Chancellor Joseph D. DufTey told the Amherst Bulletin

he can understand the feelings of those who are still

waiting for raises promised last summer. "What's at issue

is not the raise, but when it is paid. I can understand the

desire of everyone to see the pay increase and the retroac-

tive pay as soon as possible." DufTey said.

The bill had to be re-submitted because of the legislative

process, Duffey said. "It is a question of legislative cram-

ming and the legislative calendar," he said, adding, "they

have a tight schedule to follow."

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis L. Madson
said, "The Legislature is required to approve and provide

funds for all union pay raises," and added he hoped the

situation would soon be resolved.

Paul Meade of the Employee Labor Relations Depart-

ment said, "Pay raises will be made to the collective

bargaining unit as soon as the legislation comes through."

* day care

continued from page 5

requirements, they can apply for the

aid, Daehler said. "We're not specifically looking for

AFDC recipients," she said.

However, to qualify for a voucher a person must have

an approved UMass affiliation, which means they must

be an employee or full time student, or in a matriculating

program, she said. The centers try to maintain an even

ratio of children accepted from faculty staff and students.

University Child Care was already involved in Title 20,

a shared federal and state child care subsidy program, so

"it was not difTicult" to get involved with the Voucher

program, Daehler said.

Since there are more people eligible for Title 20 and
there are a limited number of slots available. University

Child Care "likes people to tap into Voucher first." she

said.

The other two day care centers not under University

Child Care are: Skinner Lab Day Care, which is ad-

ministered by the School of Education, and Walden Lesu--

ning Center, which is administered by the Psychology

Department at UMass.
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Students gain governmental experience in the SGA
rh^ best show in town on Wednesday nights' . Senate will face LSO suit and

^^^^

#•

By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Each semester, more than one hundred

University of Massachusetts

undergraduates seeking hands-on ex-

perience in politics join the Undergraduate

Student Senate, the legislative body of the

Student Government Association.

Whether they've heard of the SGA or not,

every one of the 18.500 undergraduate

students at the University is a member of

the association, which oversees a $900,000

student money budget that pays for a great

number of student activities and events.

SGA President Bill Bennett calls the

SGA "the mam watchdog for student rights

— a place where decisions are actually

made that affect all students."

Most of the decisions affecting students

are made on Wednesday nights when the

senate meets. Some UMass alumni and

students have labeled these meetings "the

best show in town on Wednesday nights"

because the senate deals with many con

troversial issues, which often spark heated

debates and personal atUcks between

senatMrfi.

Any undergraduate may become a

senator. Dormitory residents may do so by

being elected in their dormitories.

Evidence halls with less than 250 students

elect one representative; those with more

elect two.

Residential arw governments — subdivi

sions of the SGA - each send one represen

tative to the senate.

Off campus residents may be elected

through a general SGA election or by the

Commuter Area Government, which holds

35 seats in the senate.

Non-white students who wish to be

senaUMTS may do so by running in the

general elections or by petitioning the

Third World Caucus for membership The

caucus holds 15 senate seats.

Ever\ March, elections for officers -

SGA president, student trustee, senate

speaker and treasurer - take place The

president, the highest student government

position, has one vote in the senate.

The student tnwtee, currently Dani

Burgess, has a vote in the Board of

Trustees, which makes policy decisions con-

cerning the three UMass campuses. He

also holds a vote in the senate.

The speaker, currently Paul Wingle. is

the senate's presiding officer, chairs senate

meetings and supervises its committees.

The treasurer, currently Katherine

Strickland, submits financial statements to

the senate and administrates the Student

Activities Trust Fund, which is funded

through the student activities fee that each

undergraduate pays every semester.

From the trust fund, the senate allocates

funds to about 400 student organizations.

These organizations include the campus

radio station WMUA. the University of

Massachusetts Federal Credit Union and

the Union Program Council, which spun

sors concerts on campus.

The officers, as well as all senators, are

required to join one of the senate's seven

committees. Most committees include

members who are not senators; any

member of the SGA can apply to be on

these panels The committees are:

• Coordinating Committee, which im

plements the senate's bylaws and policies

• Budgets Committee, which decides

how much money the SGA will allocate to

each student organization every year.

• Finance Committee, which distributes

$10,000 to student organizations for pro-

gramming and student related services.

• Governmental Affairs Committee,

which consists of three subcommittees:

Nominating Sub-Committee. Election Sub

Committee and Judicial Affairs

Sub-Committee.
• Academic Affairs Committee, which

ensures that administrative decision.s con

cerning academics have student input.

• Rents and Fees Committee, which

makes recommendations to the senate con

cerning yearly requests for student fee

increases.

• Public Policy Committee, which

researches ways for the SGA to deal with

the federal and state governments.

Most of the work that the SGA does is ex

ecuted through these committees.

Offices ofSGA leaders and the senate of

fice are located on the fourth floor of the

Student Union building.

PHONES
Large assortment

of colors and

styles

Phones Starting

as low as

$9.95

AND PHONE ACCESSORIES

M?^

OPEN
M-F 9-5
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Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

A class action suit against the ad-

ministration, a Student Government

Association convocation and a Board of

Trustees decision on requested fee increase

are the issues SGA officers will confront

this semester.

The trial to reestablish the Legal Ser-

vices Office's power to represent students

in suits against the University of

Massachusetts administration will take

place in March. according to

Undergraduate Student Senate Speaker

Paul Wingle.

The Board of Trustees, which makes

policy decisions for the University of

Massachusetts campuses, removed that

power last summer. The office, a student-

funded organization, counsels students

about legal matters.

Wingle, the student representative in the

commission that is reviewing the offices

role, says the court case will occupy much
of his time this semester because he is a

named plaintiff.

Student Trustee Dani Burgess said. "I

am going to be pretty involved in the LSO
issue at the trustee level" Burgess, one of

the two trustees who voted against the

removal, said the decision was a mistake.

SGA President Bill Bennett, on the other

hand, will busy himself with planning a

ceremony titled "State of the government

address and convocation." during which

the outstanding senators will be awarded

certificates, plaques, or scholarships.

"I'm still seeking financial support for

this," Bennett said, adding he will try to

get money from the Vice Chancellors Of-

fice and the dean of students.

If they turn him down, the SGA presi-

dent's office "can get up enough money for

at least two plaques for outstanding

senators," he said.

Bennett said he plans to invite

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey and former

State Rep. Jim Collins to speak at the

ceremony, which will take place March 16

in the Campus Center Auditorium.

Burgess said, "From what I've heard it

sounds very exciting and worthwhile."

SGA Treasurer Catherine Strickland,

who proposed a Student Activities Trust

Fund increase last September, said the

trustees are currently reviewing the re-

quest. "I think well know on February 4

if we got the fee increase."

"I'm confident that the SATF will get its

requested fee increase in full due to the fact

that we haven't had one svmx 79." she said.

• Bennett
continued from page 3

The Presidents' Council, however, has

not operated mainly because its members

have too many meetings to attend. Bennett

said. Nevertheles.x, they have met w ith the

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs and

other administrators regularly, he said.

Some of these meetings have dealt with

the alcohol policy and rebuilding the maze,

a chain link fence located near the Warren

McGuirk Alumni stadium, he added.

Bennett has kept in touch with the

.students by participating in events like

Mass Transformation, a project to clean up

and paint the Tower Library that took

place last October.

In addition, he has written a weekly col-

umn in the Collegian. The editorials are in-

tended to inform the students about where

he stands on iaiues such as a child care

referendum that students approved last

semester and a new Affirmative Action

policy that he and Affirmative Action Of-

ficer Lisa Bernard drafted, The senate pass-

ed the policy in December.

Student Trustee Dani Burgess, a pro-

gressive, said working with Bennett has

given him an opportunity to reevaluate

what is important to him because the presi-

dent, a moderate conservative, has dif-

ferent values.
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Sexually transmitted diseases target for educators

Some diseases stay hidden, can cause sterility • Book seeks to abolish myths, stereotypes
*' treatment and cure, and the potential I

By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

Sexually transmitted diseases don't ex-

actly go with white wine and candleligi't.

When people get into bed to make lo\ ?,

the last thing on their minds is the ques

tion, "Am I going to get a disease?" said

Sue Gruen, a family nurse practitioner at

the University of Massachusetts Health

Services.

Many people get sexually transmitted

diseases the firrt time they have sex, Gruen

said. Chances of getting venereal disease

increase with each sexual partner.

Whether or not people contract sexually

transmitted diseases has to do with luck,

health educator Debbie Edelman said.

There are many sexually transmitted

diseases that can be passed without

svmptoms.
Chlamydia is a good example of a disease

that can stay hidden, she said. In some peo-

ple it is asymptomatic and people can

transmit it without knowing If it goes un

treated it can cause sterility in women.

The best form of prevention is the barrier

method, using a condom with a spermicidal

foam (X a diaphragm, Edelman said. While

the birth control pill is a good form of birth

control. It does not prevent diseases.

When people find out they have a disease,

they are usually devastated. Gruen said

They have to go back and tell their part

ner. but it is a really difficult thing to talk

about.

"There is a guilt involved with people

become sexually active and wht-n they get

a disease, they have more guilt," Edelman

said.

Stereotypes, myths and stigmas abound

where sexually transmitted diseases are

concerned. People with the diseases need

to be educated, she said.

"I give literature of what I suspect a pa-

tient has," Gruen said. "A lot of times they

need to sit and think. Some people need an

hour or a day to digest. I always leave the

door open I like to treat the couple as a

whole. I do a full evaluation of the male as

well as the female."

College students are at a difficult age, she

said, trying to express their feelings and

becoming sexually active. Some people ask

themselves if there is something wTong

with them because they have not had sex

yet, she said.

"There is an anger with sexually

transmitted diseases and you want to point

a finger," Edelman said. If someone gets

a disease and is unsure about whom he or

she got it from there is a problem with

anger

tidelman runs a herpes support group for

those with herp». or people whose partner

has herpes. They met once m November,

and Edelman is planning for a meeting in

February.

"It gives people a chance to talk and

validate feelings. It gets people feeling good

about themselves," taking away feelings of

isolation as well as educating, Edelman

said.

"We all want to be loved and feel good

about each other." Gruen said

By KATHRYN POHNER
Collegian Staff

How To Protect Yourself From STDs
By Stephen H. Zinner, M.D.
160 pages. New York
Grove Press, $6.95

The 1960s are known as the decade of

rebellion, liberation, and sexual freedom.

In this decade, these themes are still pro-

minent, but sexual freedom has fallen vie

tim to uncertainty and fear.

The Acquired Immune Deficiency Syn

drome hysteria that has been flooding

television and newspapers brought with it

a lot of speculating and. ultimately, misin-

formation. Sexual transmitted diseases

have always been surrounded by an aura

of secrecy, and even in these 'liberated'

times, many myths remain.

How To Protect Yourself From STDs,

however, seeks to abolish the myths and

give clear, concise information on 18 of the

most common sexually transmitted

diseases today, as well as some lesser

known diseases that are being diagnosed

more frequently in our society.

Stephen H. Zinner, M.D., professor of

medicine at Brown University, discusses a

range of diseases, beginning with gonor

rhea and genital herpes and ending with

AIDS. The book, consisting of 1 1 chapters,

explores each disease in detail, telling how

they are tranMnitted, expectations for

treatment and cure, and the potential for

prevention. Zinner deals with the diseases

in a professional but down to earth man-

ner, telling of the history of the disease and

how long it has been recognized.

He also includes a chapter on preventing

STDs that goes back to the history of how

diseases were taken care of in the past.

Some methods were needlessly painful and

others did little or nothing for the patient.

Today, Zinner 8ays,there are much more

scientific and dependable ways to treat and

prevent sexual diseases.

According to Zinner, there is virtually no

risk of contacting a sexually transmitted

disease in the absence of sexual activity.

No sexual activity is totally risk free,

however, and this book provides some

reliable methods to reduce the risk of

transmission.

The book is written in a non-scientific,

easy to read manner. It is not a medical

book, and although the descriptions of each

disease are detailed, the author urges

readers to consult a physician if they think

they might have contracted a disease.

"In no way should this book substitute

for a doctor's diagnosis of a suspected in

f(Mrtion. The intention of the book is not to

encourage self-diagnosis but to help readers

understand mort> fully venereal infections,

especially the manifestations of early

symptoms, the clinical findings and

methods u.sed by physicians to confirm

diagnoses, and the recommended
treatments available " said Zinner

lecoroe sexually active and wht-n they get
*
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t ARE YOU INTERESTED IN WOMEN'S ISSUES? %

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN WRITING FOR NEW ENGLAND'S LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY?

*The Women's Issues desk at the Collegian informs the five Col-

li; lege community about current and upcoming women's events

of every nature. We cover activities of the women's RSOs,

5 speakers, international news involving women and even book

$ reviews by and about women. If you are interested in joining

New England's largest college daily newspaper and writing for

the Women's Issues desk, we welcome you and your ideas. For

more information, stop by the Women's Issues desk located in

the newsroom of the Collegian - 113 Campus Center, or call

545-3500. Ask for Katie Pohner.5 reviews bv and about women. If you are interested in joining 545-3500 ask tor ^aiie ronner. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^1
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WELCOME BACK STUDENTS |

COLLEGE SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS

•Stationery

Magazines

•Greeting Cards

•Newspapers

at

A^J^ HASTINGS
NEWSDEALER AND STATIONEER

45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst
t

REPCO
Parts For Import Cars

Engine Parts • Water Pumps
Repco Disc Pads • U-Joints

Gaslcets • Fuei Pumps
Oil Seals • Ignition

ax az az az az as az
i I I • # •,•,•,•,

T* • • « •*• • • • v.v.v.v.v.'.v.".'.'.*.*?.*. ..•.•.•.•.*.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•••.•.•..•.•.•.•••.•.•.••*•.••....
,»j

PRIVATE PARTY ROOM WITH COMPLETE
DANCE FLOOR FOR 30 OR MORE PEOPLE ii;

::9

;K]NG viarden
AMANDARW « SZtCHUAW WE5TAUPAWT

Open 7 Days for Lunch ft Oinnef - Hours Sun - Thurs 11-10 - Fn ft Sat 11-2

WEEKDAY DINNER BUFFET - Mon - Thurs $6.95, 5-8:30

SUNDAY BRUNCH 11:30-3
Full Liquor License

See us for import car parts

Campus Auto Parts
107 Sunderland Road

North Amherst

549-3945

When you leave school,
HEAD UPSTREAM - TO STATE STREET.

If vou'd like toget your leet wet with a position that offers solid advancement

potent iai. start your career off right at State Stieel We have immeduite^ full tune

opportunities that will get you into the swim of things right from the start

Accountants
You'll work with computer systems and be responsible lor daily cash

manacement and trial balances, control and administer the Mutual Fund s

assets liabilities and income for daily security investment transactions,

and monitor vifekecpingsecuriticsand corporate actions, settle iradesand

provide portfolio reporting To qualify, you'll need to ^^ detail oriented

individual with good communication and organiiational skills. A minimum

of 2 years' lull charge boo! keeping experience or 2 years of accounting in a

degree program is required.

State Street offers comprehensive benefits program including 100% tuition

coverage for career-related cour.ses ot study.

Dive Right In.

Stop in at our North Quinty personnel office any weekday - free narking

^available and we're just two blocks from the MBTA If you prefer, mail

your resume to Margarete Kolis. Stale Street Bank and Trust Company,

1776 Heritage Drive, North Quincy, MA 02171.

An equal opportunity empteycr

I
STUDENTS YOU CAN EARN |

spring 87 BIG BUCKS Spring 87 ^

AND GAIN VALUABLE JOB EXPERIENCE

c Up to $500/Week with salai^,

commissions, and bonuses

Schedule Work Around Classes

Full or Part Time

HIRING NOW!!
Contact Target Enterprises at 549-7793

For an interview - ask for Keith.

HOURS
MON-SAT 5am-3pm

SUN 6arTv3pm

1185 North Pleasant St

AT THE NORTH

AMHERST LIGHTS

3StateStreet

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
To A Great Breakfast of

Homemade Bread & Pastries

ON THE BUS ROUTE PAST GRAD TOWERS

DON FUTTERMAN
THURSDAY, JAN 29

The Jewish Arts Festival 1987

opens with DON FUTTERMAN
come-
dian/storyteller

performing at the

"Schmooze and

Be Schmoozed"
event 7 p.m.

Informal get

together with

food, drink & con-

versation 8:30 pm
Don Futterman.

$2 General Admission

Free — Hillel Fee Payer

SAFAM
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 21

A Contemporary Jewish-American Band from Boston

will perform in Student Union Ballroom 8 p.m. $8 —
General Admission $5 — Student $3 — Hillel Fee Payer

made possible in part by a grant from the UMass Arts

Council

OTHER EVENTS
Film: THE CHOSEN. WED. FEB. 4

An adaptation o» Chaim PotoK s best setting novel

Stars Robby Benson Student Union Ballroom. 7 30

pm Free

CRAFT PROJECT BEGINS
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 5

Come, work with others on one ptece of art witli Jewish

significatKe Craft Shop (Student Union 206) 2:30-4 30

p m Sponsored in part by the Student Union Craft

Shop.

PROGRAM ON CHAGALL
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 12

An Workshop on Chagall and Dreams" with Simone

Alter-Muri Banlett Hall 121 7 30-9 30 pm

UMass Hillel Presents

lRTS/
/ FES

\

HANNAH SENESH
WED. MARCH 4
"Hannah Senesh". a one
woman off-Broadway
musical production on the

life of Hannah Senesh.

Israel's "Joan of Arc."

Bowker Auditorium 8 p.m.

$5 General Admission $3
Student $2 50 Hillel Fee
Payer
Made possible m part by a

grant from the Distinguish-

ed Visitors Program

SEPHARDIC FOLKLORE

1987

FESTIVAL SPONSORS
(as of Jan. 29)

Student Activities Support Fund

Student Government Association

Northeast Area Government

The Massachusetts Dally Collegian

Five-College Hillel

WEDNESDAY,

FEBRUARY 1 1

"Sephardic Songs, Proverbs and
Stories: A Continuing Tradition" being

told and performed by Gloria Ascher,

professor at Tufts University. Campus
Center 903 7 p.m. Free

DR. EPHRAIM ISAAC

WED., FEBRUARY 18
Dr Ephraim Isaac, noted lec-

turer, author, educator, and
Ethopian Jew himself speaks
on "Ethiopian Jews: Ancient
and Modern", as a shared
event with the UJA Banquet
Campus Center 10-09 Banquet
5 pm speaker 6:30 p.m.

Signup for Banquet by Feb 9 in

the Hillel office (302 S.U.).
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Transfer students find a
new life at UMass
By JEFFRY BARTASH
Collegian Staff

Paul Bevis has rounded the bases at

other colleges but he is only going to score

a bachelor's degree at the University of

Massachusetts.

Bevis, 23, is a hotel, restaurant and

travel administration major who transfer-

red to UMass last year after spendmg three

semesters each at Bridgewater State Col

lege and Massasoit Community College.

He holds an associate's degree in business

from Massasoit.

"I used to come up here for parties. I

never really knew much about the school

until I asked a few people and they told me
the teachers up here were great." Bevis

said, adding that the low tuition of UMass
was also enticing.

Bevis is one of 5.000 transfer applicants

and one of 1.700 of the 2.550 accepted who
enrolled at UMass in 1986, according to

Kathy L. Ryan, director ofTransfer Affaurs

and 15-year member of the ofTice.

According to Ryan, Transfer Affairs was

created in 1971 as a separate unit from the

Admissions and Records Office She said

the office has five employees whose tasks

include {n^admission advising, evaluating

transfer students' credits, evaluating

military and continuing education credits,

evaluating credits earned by UMass
students at other colleges during summer
and winter intersessions. working with

community colleges to develop curriculum

similar to the UMass curriculum and

deciding on transfer applicants.

Ryan said transfer students are accepted

to nil junior and senior classes, which are

smaller because of flunk outs and drop

outs; about 5.000 of UMass" 19.500

undergraduates are tranfers.

The number of transfer students admit-

ted to UMass each year, which allows the

most transfer students of any state college

or university in Massachusetts, "depends

on the University attrition. Now the attri-

tion rate is low because we are admitting

a better quality student," Ryan said.

She said her ofTice looks for two or more

semesters of course work with "C" or bet-

ter grades in in-state students and "B" or

better grades in out-of-state students, with

a 3.0 cumulative average as the average

grade of transfers. She said each member
of Transfer Affairs is assigned to review a

certain group of students and spends at

least 30 minutes on each applicant.

"'We are looking for students with a well-

rounded liberal arts background and
preparation for their major."

"In reality, students who have compiled

two years at another Massachusetts com-

munity college have an advantage, in par-

ticular, students with associate degrees,"

Ryan said.

According to records in the Tower
Library. UMass became a signatory of the

Massachusetts Commonwealth Transfer

Compact in 1974. The compact is a

statewide agreement between public

facilities of higher education that gives

"Massachusetts community college

students who have completed a kind of

associate's degree, a package deal with

regard to acceptance of credit and satisfac-

tion of university requirements," Ryan
said.

"Students can only get credits for "C" or

better courses close to what UMass might
offer." Ryan said. "Vocational or technical

skills don't usually receive credit." Up to

75 transfer credits can be applied toward

graduation requirements. Some majors, in-

cluding HRTA, nursing, economics, com-

munications and business are more restric-

tive than ethers in allowing transfers.

UMass started admitting community col-

lege graduates in increasing numbers, star-

ting with 85 students in 1967, the year the

Board of Trustees voted to guarantee the

admission of qualified community college

students, according to records. In 1978, the

University changed its transfer policy of

admitting only juniors and community (al-

lege students and began admitting
freshman and sophomore transfers.

"I'm glad I came here." said Bevis. "The
teachers here are a lot harder than at other

schools. It's a hell of a lot harder than peo-

ple think it is."

UMass studies plans
to build polymer
research center

By JENNIFER DEMPSEY
Collegian Staff

If plans go acaufding to the study directed

by Ron Naylor, University of

Massachusetts should have, on campus,

one of five Centers of Excellence in the

state.

A research center primarily for the study

of polymer science and engineering should

be completed by 1991. Polymer science and

engineering, a form of chemistry, is an up

and coming field of interest, not only at

UMass, but nationally, according to

Naylor.

The ongoing study to determine the wwt
and space needed for the center has

predicted next fall as a deadline for the

design layout. Naylor said construction will

start in 1989 and the center should be com-

pleted by 1991 if all goes according to

schedule. A building 100.000 square feet

IS the picture officials hold now.

Funding sources for the center are being

researched. Although the final financial

needs are still undetermined. Naylor said

the planning study is depending on private

contributions as a major means of support.

Naylor said they will get approximately

$50 million from federal funding via an at

tachment to a catch-all spending bill pass-

ed through the US House of Represen-

tatives last year. The state has also set

aside $6 million for funding aid. Naylor

said there is over $20 million in Universi

ty savings now. Whether this is sufficient

funding, the study has yet to determine.

Naylor said the center wU be accessible

to all chemistry or chemical engineering

miucrs and any faculty or griuiuate student

involved in the study of polymers He said

there are about 250 people involved now.

but expects the center to help increase the

number of polymer science students.

According to Edwin L. Thomas, head of

the polymer science and engineering

department, the plan is to model the center

after the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology in Boston.

Thomas said he hoped funding would

come from not only Washington, but other

corporations that work with polymers. He
said the University would also look for con

tributions of laboratory equipment from

such companies.

Naylor said polymer science and
engineering is important for the production

of strategic materials and the center will

not only benefit the University's reputa

tion, but will prove a valuable contribution

to the country's defense studies.

The term "polymer" encompasses

plastics and other synthetic and organic

materials. Polymer made products first

came into use in the 1940s as plastic was

realized to be useful in the construction of

lightweight and disposable products.

Polymers are also important in the area

of defense development, as they can serve

as a possible replacement for materials now

imported from southern Africa and the

Soviet bloc. They can replace alloys made

with metals such as manganese and cad

mium. considered some of the United

States' strategic raw materials.

Not only will the center contribute to the

University's increase in prestige, but

several officials hope it will benefit the

western Massachusetts economy.

The head of the University's Center for

Economic Devel(^ment. Samuel N. Seskin,

said that although it may contribute to an

increase of relating jobs in the Springfield

and Pittsfield area, the real economic

benefit to the Amherst area is 'the prestige

it accords the University."

'

Delicious

Frozen Yogurt

Chocolate Dipi^ed Bananas

Homemade Waffle Cones

Belgian Waffle Sundaes

Yogurt Shakes, Crepes and Sundaes

Fresh'fruit salad along with an
assortment of natural dry toppings.

ijcsi-

A Lf& ^nack A JJealthy Dessert
Discover the Taste

56 Main Street

Downtown Northampton
(next door to Sze's)

586-9659 Mon.-Sat. 1 1 :00-9:00

Sun. 1 1 :00-6:00
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I BUY ONE GET ONE FREE! I

I
Stop In with this coupon and enjoy

j

I
some frozen yogurt. You won't believe It's yogurt! !

I A Liu Snack A Healthy De9Bert I

I
Discover the Taste I

I I

Calculators that have no equal
at prices that equal savings.

Soacb'anced they don't need an "equals " key. And so fast. You
save time, and work with greater confidence because you see
your calculations in progress. Besides that, you save money
with our lowest-ever prices.

The Hr-15C has more built-in advanced math and statistical

power than any other calculator. The HP-41 has more than 2500
programs. And, the HP-41 Advantage, a plug-in module, has
the most popular engineering, math and financial programs
ever written for the HP-41. There's also the HP-llC for the
math, science and engineering solutions you need at a low,
low price.

See the calculators that have no equal. Today.

HEWLETT
PACKAPD

OPEN
M-F 9-5

SAT 10-3

^.UNIVERSITY
MmSTORED
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FREE SMALL SODA
With Purchase of any Large Sandwich

Expires February 15, 1987

Audition Tour '87

I

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

1 1 am • 2 am 7 daya
SO Main St. Amherst, MA

I've gone 5 tough weeks

without a JB's Roast Beef

Sandwich. It's been tough

but I've mananged. But

watch out JB's because I'm

back and hungrier than

ever. I'll have one of every-

thing on the menu, and a

soda in a dirty glass.

Hey Tough guy - come in for a regular l>€ef
.
fries and soda

Thre« Exciting Entertainment Employment Opportunltiee

1 Wall 0.5n«y Wo'id Resort n«ar Qftamjo Ftonda, is casling to. P«OfESSKJMt

MNCEfiS^SINGERS AND MUSICAL THBAWE PeRFORMCRS E.c«.tent salary and

b«n«tils provided

Requirements
• 18 years ol age by June i 1987

• Brino current resuine and non-returnable ptvUo

. Must »ho« movement ability Everyone may be laugh! at IM« one danc^movemem

combination (Bring dance «tire ) , .

. Sinoefs iKemori/e »t«>rt vocal seteetion (b«Nads and ujnempo) Br«»g -oca^ *h»«

music in your My Accompanist provided (DancefS are encouraged to sing )

AUDITION TIM€S FO« DANCEBS, SINGERS AND PERFORMERS

CaM iS 9 30 a m lor temtfes. 2 00 p m to* '"•'•

AUDITION SITE

New vorti City FelifWIfy 2 and 3 (Monday and Tuesday I

Mir^totf Rehearsal Studios

1515 Broadway. Third Floo* (Broadway at 45lh Street)

2 wait Owney World Resort (Flor«Ja) and DISNEYLAND Pari. (Calitor«i*) a^ also

aud.t«>mng tor COLUGf UNOeRGRADUAH ORCHESTRA -"W flAWD

iNSTRUUENTAUSrS tor the AlWkmerican CoUege Marching Band and the AH-Ameocan

College Orchestra Programs run June through mi*August Stipend and houstng

provided

AUDITION SITES FOR INSTRUMENTALISTS

New ^torli City February 7 and • (S«urday and Sundaiy)

Detl^uSludwa
CarnegM Malt E^Ihih Floor

154 Maei 57th Street

PhtladetpMa February 10 (Tuesday)

Ihmpie UniversHy New School lowiime

301 South 21st Street

AM*lMH«wiHbehe»df«0(U9AM 5PM open aud*on no resenrettona lequ-wJ

3 Prtwa-ig DANCERS / SINGERS and INSTRUMENTALISTS wH •*• ^^^^-^^T*^
wiemin the new EPCOnnstrtuieolEn«ert»n«he« Arts Aod^wh ioc*ons ar¥J times

corteepottd » dancer/SMiger and metrumentahat limes haied abme

lt,ouneedmoieintonn«lw..ClllMo<Mllhr Fr-a^. lOOOam aOOpm EST

(305)82«15»

mMn
nt:^^^

EXPERIENCE THE
ULTIMATE SPRING BREAK 4

DAYTONA BEACH, FLORIDA

^ High quality oceantroot accommodalons tor S glonoos days and 7 hjn-filled nig«8.

providing color TV air conditioning pnvale telephone pool and son deck

A iti\ of our iota's ar» localad aimMi on tfw Iwacfi.

^ A cornplete schedule of tree pool deck parties and optional activities

/-' Food, merchandise and service discounts provided by local merchants to tnter-

Campus Programs tnp participants

-^ Optional excursions available - deep sea fishing. Hawaiian luau. party cruise, so**

diving Disney World EPCOT Center, and more ^
^ Computenzed central reservafior system to insure accuracy and organization % 9
y-' AM taxes tips and service charges included ^

$ a A iCOMPUTE

I -ALL TAXES. TIPS AND ^
SERVICE CHARGES INCLUDED

ROOM PACKAGE ^ ROAD TRIP OPTION

INCLUDES ALL OF THE ABOVE) (DETAILS BELOW) ^
ttcmmur a ixjr\ionatM nar

# FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND SIGN-UP:

• Tom: 253-7438
Paige: 546-8149

OR WATCH FOR US ON CC CONCOURSE FRIDAYS

WATCH FOR FREE TRIP GIVEAWAY ON YOUR CAMPUS.

"KIDt: THi^NEW WAVli'

CHAnBCK

PARSONS
SCHOOL OF DESIGN

Special Sitinnwr Programs

FRANCE

WEST AFRICA

ITALY

GREAT BRITAIN

JAPAN

NEW YORK
International programs are offered

for students, teachers and working

professionals. Courses include:

archaeology; architectural history;

art history; clay and' textile design;

decorative arts; drawing; fashion;

graphic design; painting and photog-

raphy. Undergraduate and graduate

credits are available to qualified par-

ticipants. For more information,

please mail the coupon below or call

the Parsons Office of Special

Programs: (212) 741-8975.

Parsons Schm^l of Design. Office of Special

Programs

66 Fifth Avenue. New York. N.Y. lOOIl

Please send me a brochure on Parsons

Special Summer Programs.

Name _

i

Address

City .State -Zip

itncR-CAmpus prooramm 29
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INTERESTED IN WRITING FOR

LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY IN NEW ENGLAND

-The Massachusetts Daily

IAN
WE OFFER:

XPERIENCE: Collegian staff members have

gone on to the Boston Globe, the Quincy Patriot

Ledger, the Springfield Union, the Trenton Times,

and UPI, among others.

ews, Arts, Womens Issues, Sports, Black

Affairs, Editorial, Photography, Business and

Graphics - something for everyone.

chance to learn about the campus and all

aspects of modern daily journalism.

STILL INTERESTED?

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE
FRIDAY FEB 6 at 4 pm
AND FIND OUT MORE

113 Campus Center (Basement)

ARTS

Arts in the semester ahead: Music, theater, art

Opening gallery shows to I I^BIBMll Chamber music, dramas

include Afrapix, collages

By THOMAS HARRINGTON
Collegian staff

The arts scene on campus is just about as vital as they

come There are no less than five free art galleries on cam

pus m Herter Hall, the Fine Arts Center, the Student

Union. Hampden Commons and the New Africa House,

plus many others in the five college area.

Needless to say. all events listed below are free

Jan 29: The Photographs of Kalhenne Ehzeheth

McClellan. 1890-1918 features 127 prints of the former

"Official Photographer of Smith College" through March

15. The exhibit includes portraits of Henry James and and

other distinguished visitors, ai^ a series of image.s on

black families in Florida, circa 1915.

Jan 29: The works ofLoma Ritz and Martha: A Pi>rtrait

at Twenty an exhibition of photographs by Lionel

Delevigne, can be seen at the Northampton Center for the

Arts through Februar>' 1. Call 586 3424 or 586 7282

Jan 29: Smith college Museum of Art presents three

exhibits: Indian Miniatures From The Galbraith, The

French Etching Reiwal of 1862-1867, (both appearing

through April 12). and Nineteenth Century Japanese

Photographs (opens today >.

Jan. 30: Recent Works by Janet Vicario and Kae

Langsten will be shown in the Herter Art Gallery through

February 17. Vicano's works are in coal and portray peo^

pie affected by economic plights, while Langtaen uaes color

to show children in movement.

Jan 30. Narrative Information, a collection of recent

video art by profesaor Copper Giloth. will be shown at the

Herter Art Gallery throught Feb. 17

Jan. 31 Mar. 20: The University Gallery will host two

shows from Jan. 31 through Mar. 20 The first is Praine

Dance, a sculpture of paths and walkways made of lumber,

granite slabs, cobblestones, and inch thick glass The ex-

hibit is designed especially for the gallery. The other ex

hibit is Recent Museum Architecture in New England,

featuring drawings and photographs of six art museums

completed in New England in the last decade.

Feb. 2- One of the m<wt important photo exhibits of the

semester will make its U.S. premiere on Monday. Febuary

2 at the Student Union Art Gallery. Taking Sides in South

Africa is the work of Afrapix. the first multi racial group

of prominent South African photographers. The exhibit

documents the nonviolent Anti Apartheid struggle in

South Africa, and you can expect it to be unapologetical

ly against the goverment's policy of racial segregation^

It is now illegal to publish or even take photographs of

anti-Apartheid protests in South Africa, and many of the

negagatives of photos in the exhibit have been confiscated

by South African police The opening reception is 4:30-6:30

p m. at the gallery on Feb. 2. and features a talk by Dan

Connell, the Executive Director of GrassrooU Interna

tional at 5:30.
continued on page Zb

New Max Creek
album belongs in

the garage again

By TIM KEEFE
Collegian Correspondent

Max Creek
Windows (Relix)

When listening to the new Max Creek album, one is

presented with a work that blends many diverse styles.

This diversity unfortunately proves to be more of a hin-

drance to the band than it is a bonus to the album. The

reason for this is probably the same reason Max Creek

has never expanded its audience beyond the confines of

the northeast. Although they can play in many styles and

get away with sounding decent, it is easy to tell that none

of those styles have been mastered. The best songs on the

album are the ones in which Max Creek sticks to its own

sound, which is very reminiscent of the Grateful Dead.

The songs "You Write The Book ", "Darlin" ,
and If You

Ask Me" which open up the album are quintessential

Creek tunes, and if they were smart they would stick to

this kind of material.

The rest of the album is very lackluster because the reg-

gaeish and bluesy styles that they attempt to play lack

any sort of feeling. These songs only pick up at the finale,

when the Creek swings into its jamming mode and reverts

to its garage rock sound. Unfortunately, since this is a

studio album, you are cut off just when the song is get-

ting interesting, so that all you are left with is the feel-

ing of what might have been. Overall I would have to

say that if you are a Max Creek fan, you probably might

like this album, but for anyone else I would suggest you

check out the Creek live to see what they are truly like

Garage rock and roll was meant to be played live, and that

is the only way to really eiyoy Max Creek.

i^ras
By MEREDITH G. GOTTESMAN
Collegian SUflf

Welcome back to the Happy Valley! If you missed the

lull of intersession , you've returned just in time for that

thrilling Western Mass nightlife to really start picking up.

After a frustrating day of waiting on lines and trying

to get into classes that are already full, you may want to

check out one of the shows going on tonight instead ofjust

hitting up the bar scene. This is a particularly good idea

if you are underage The Neats. pop heroes from Boston,

are playing at Smith College (call Smith for the location.)

Frontman Eric Marten carries the Neats" melodic jangle

with his collection of gorgeous Gretch guitars, but last 1

heard they were doing covers of 'Iron Man' It should be

a fun show, in any case. The Neat* are almost always

good, even when they're drunk (which is mo»«t of the time.i

Some of you might have seen them open up for REM in

the spring of 1986.

At Pearl Street, the Cartells will be playing soul and

swing. Some of the members used to be in the band Eight

to the Bar. They're locals and fairly popular on the bar

circuit; need I say more?

Tonight also begfins a series ofcomedy shows sponsored

by the Amherst Athletic Club Comedy Theatre at

Plumbley's Uptown The ahows are every Thursday night

at 9:30 and feature three comedians. Tickets are $4 .00 and

are available at the door starting at 6:00pm on the night

of the show. This week The Boston Comedy Company will

b« featured, with Mark Ro«i and Paul Wayne as the

headlining acts. Paul Wayne has opened for performers

such as Johnny Cash. Kenny Loggins and Beaver Brown

(so he must be pretty good, right?^ Look for reviews in the

Collegian Arts section

The Iron Horse has a couple of good shows coming up

this week On Sunday. February 1. cowboy

tolladeer/hipster Jeaae Winchester will be performing.

Winchester is one of those artists with a lot of integrity

and not a lot of money, so if you like this type o( music,

go see him Renowned blues artist Clarence Gatemouth

Brown will be playing on February 3. Gate's great,

famous, and a Grammy winner at that; he's one of

America's most brilliant blues men.

Taking a quick glance at some of February's highlights:

Here on campus. UPC is presenting Husker Du on

February 12. Husker Du was once considered one of the

most important bands on the American independent

music scene. Their music has evolved from intelligent

hardcore to guitar dominated postiiunk. so to speak Their

continued on page 26

among the performing arts

By THOMAS HARRINGTON
Collegian Staff

Anyone who wants to try out different sorts of music

IS well off in UMass. Not only is there there an abundance

of jazz, folk and classical music on campus, but much of

it IS absolutely free.

Beyond that, there is plenty more music available

within the five college area The events listed below are

just for the next week Upcoming events include The

Springfield Symphony Orchestra. Pearl Baily, and the

Sixth Annual Jazz Showcase.

All music events listed below are free unless otherwise

noted.

Jan. 30: Soprano Tamara Harsh will present a voice

recital at 8 p.m. m Siige Hall Auditorium at Smith Col-

lege. Grant Moss. Smith College Organist, will accompany

on piano

•Ian 30; The Concord String Quartet will perform at 8:15

p.m. in the Brick Church Meetinghouse. Old Deerfu'ld

Tickets are $8 and are available at the Goliard Bookshop

m Amherst center or by calling 772-0241

F.b 1 Monica Jakucofthe Smith College music facul

ty will present a solo piano concert at 8 p.m. m Sage Hall

cm the Smith College Campus.

Feb. 2: Jazz composer Jeff Holmes will perform on

trumpet and piano, accompanied bass, guitar, sax. piano,

and others 8 p m., Bowker auditorium Call 545 2227

Feb. 3: Homist Laura Klock will perform Mozart's Horn

Quintet, Reger's Romance in G Major. Wilder's Suite for

Horn, and a new work by Salavtore She will be accom^

panied by a teiwr and piano. 8pm. Bezanson Recital

Hall. Call .545 0190

Feb 4: Considered to be among the leading interpeters

of the piano and string chamber literature, the Apple Hill

Chamber Players will perform at 8 p m in Bowker

Auditorium A new work by composer Tison Street will

he part of the program Tickets are $13 and $1 1 at the

Fine Arts Box Office (below).

Theater

Theater is just getting started for this semester, but

there are some local events this week, and as theate.' ma-

jors should notice, plenty of plays that are now- holding

auditions. Upcoming events on campus include American

Buffalo by David Mamet. The Rivals by Brinsley

Sheriden. The Lion and TheJewelhy Wole Soyinka. and

Tracers, " a play about the war m Vietnam, written, pro-

duced, directed and acted by the veterans of the war.

Feb 29 The Wizard ofOz Movie, shown "Rocky Horror

Picture Show style ". will play at 7:30 p.m. in Chapin

Auditorium. Mount Holyoke College.

Feb. 29 30: Auditions for The Mango Tree will be held

continued on page 26

The Apple HUl Chamber Players, one of New England's Hnest chamber music ensembles, will

perform at Bowker auditorium at 8 p.m. Feb 4.
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Announcement

The Collegian is looking for Arts writers.

All students welcome! Also hiring for

Assistant Arts Editor ($25/wk) Call

545-3500.

Graphics needs drivers, typesetters and

people for paste-up. Apply in the graphics

department at the Collegian 113 Campus
Center.

L

•k calendar
continued from page 2.')

The exhibit is free and can be seen weekdays, 11 am
4 p.m. through Febuary 27.

Feb. 5: Patricia Emerson speaks on 16th Century

Allegorical Prints, followed by reception. 4 p.m., Smith
College o( Art. Feb. 5.

Feb 6 '27: An exhibition of collages by faculty member
John Grillo can be seen from Feb. 6 27, at the Hampden
Gallery. An opening reception will be held on Feb. 6 from

5 7 p.m. call 5 2803.

Artists and craflsmen who would like to participate in

the sixth Annual WestFest Arts Festival (May- 16-17

1

should write to WestFest Visual Arts. P.O Box 1704.

Westfield. MA 01086 Cash Prizes totalling over $3000
will be awarded in categories such as Fine Arts, Crafts.

Photography and Textiles.

* Livewire
continued from page 25

new album is fairly predictable Init inevitably Husker Du;

ifyou like them, you'll like it, if not. well... Tickets went

on sale today, and the $6.00 cost (UMass students only.

$8.00 for the general public) is at least worth it if you're

curious and certainly if you're a fan. UPC will also be

bringing Pat Metheny to UMass on February 26.

Also on Februau^- 12, the Original Sun Rhythm Section

will be playing at Pearl Street with Jack Smith and the

Rockabilly Planet. This is one show to start getting psych

ed about now. Sun Records has long been known as the

label which gave Elvis Presley, Carl Perkins. Howlin'

Wolf and many others their start in the recording in-

dustry Members of the Sun Rh^vthm Section began their

careers there and are famous for their innovation as musi-

cians and producers. If you've never been to a rockabilly

show, here's your chance. It's the most fun you could ever

have without breaking the law, and these two bands
together are truly an explosive combination. I'll be writing

more about them in LIVEWIRE on the day of the show.

Boston Band Birdsongs of the Mezosoic will be appear-

ing at the Iron Horse on Februarv' 18. Former members
of Mission of Burma, these guys are considered to be at

the forefi"ont of Boston's avant-garde. Of course, this is

not saying much, but that's no reflection on Birdsongs.

Their music is intensely creative, taking the raunchy
guitar sound from their Burma days and combining it

swirling rhythms and electronic finesse.

I've only listed a few shows, but there's a lot in the way
of entertainment going on this month. So be sure to read

LrVE>MRE ever> Thursday to find out what's happening.

ic music/theater
continued from page 25

at 7-10 p.m. in Emily Dickinson Hall. Hampshire College.

Dancers, actors and singers are needed. Jan. 29-31:

Hampshire College theater presents Serenading Louie by

Lansford Wilson, author of the pulitzer prize winning

Talley's Folly. Directed by Jerry Dicks, the play explores
,

the problems of self-identity in love relationships, and

features Demetra Tseckares and Jeffrey Wright. Perfor-

mances are at 8 p.m. in the Studio theater. Emily Dickin-

son Hall, Hampshire College, call 549-4600. ext 351, 1-5

p.m., today and tommorow.
Jan. 30, 31: Present Stage Theater presents Newspeak,

a jazz-theater improvisation featuring a base player, a

painter, and an actor who work simultaneously to create

a new performance each night. Directed by Suzanne Bax-

tresser, Newspeak is playing at 6, 7, and 8 p.m. at the

Center for the Arts in Northampton. Admission is $4.50

and $3.50 for senior citizens. Call 586-7282

The Northampton Reading Series will present an open

poetry reading at the Center for the Arts at 7:30 p.m. All

who wish to read can sign on at 7 pm. admission is free.

Call 586-7282.

Feb 3-5;Smith College Theater Department will be

holding auditions at 6:30-11 p.m. in the TV Studio for for

Nikola Erdman's The Suicide, directed by Deborah Lubar.

Callbacks will be held Friday 6 at the same time and

place. Erdman's play, written in the 1920's is a satirical

comedy based upon the plight of an unemployed working

class man in Russia, for information on script viewing,

call 584-2700. ext. 3214, 3201.

Feb. 4-5 Maxine Klein, the director of Little Flags

Theater, will present an eight-week session in acting

beginning the first week in Febuary. Call 2561010.

Feb 9, 10: Auditions for Wole Soyinka's The Lion And
The Jewel will be held at 7 to 11 p.m. on these dates, not

March 16 and 17 as previously announced.

SEVENTY DJnrS OF SUMMER
IN COIORADO

AHD SOMITHING NEW TO DO EACH MW.

SPEND your summer at the University of Colorado at Boulder, where you can

take advantage of:

A N/n'IONAL reputation for educational excellence

MORE than 450 exciting courses, including special classes and seminars by

distinguished visiting professors

A SUMMER full of world-class performing arts activities

All IN THE BEAUTIFUL SETTING OF THE ROCKY MOUNH^INS

SEND for our free course bulletin or

CALL (303) 492-4184 (24 hours)

CLASSES begin June 8, 1987

Office of Admissions

Regent Administrative Center 125

Campus Box 7

University of Colorado at Boulder

Boulder. CO 80309-0007

AMnvnliMt A^pi/CHtftf 0ipif1iiM4y tovMiM'f

It takes a certain talent to create the kind of

performances that have made history. CODEX
has that talent. And we're looking for more.

For 25 years we've played the leading role in

data communications and networking manage-

ment. Giving command performances to data

communications managers, worldwide.

^^^_ everyday...with innovative products.

I I^^S technical consultations and networking* ^i^ solutions. Our encore? We're devel-

oping the integrated communications
networks of the future. Right now.

Acclaimed
nationwide

^ ^ as The

^^^ 2feIf^B Complete Networking Company'

'

MMMCMIMS CODEX offers you one of the

most exciting high-tech

environments available.

best
performers

history.
Our entrepreneurial spirit,

excellent benefits and greater Boston location...

close to some of the finest cultural, educational

and recreational resources, make CODEX the

perfect setting for you to perform your best.

If you're a CS major interested in software

development, take center stage with CODEX.

Information Session: February 1 1

.

Career Center, 7 p.m.

On Campus Interviews: February 1

2

See your placement office for details.

An Equal Opportunitiy/Affirmative Action Employer M/F.V'H

code><
® MOTOROLA

Food shortage debated
By TIMOTHY HARRIS
Collegian Staff

World Hunger Twelve Myths
By Francis Moore Lappe and Joseph
Collins

New York: Grove Press
208 pp. $7.95

Many of us think, or don't think, of world

hunger and the threat of nuclear war in

similar terms. We are most comfortable

pretending neither exists; while virtually

no one favors starvation or World War III,

we have come to accept the reality of one

and the possibility of the other as normal,

even inevitable Both issues are surround-

ed by mythologies that confound our

understanding.
World Hunger Tuelie Myths is a timely

volume that brilliantly demystifies the

hunger problem. Lappe and Collin's clear

and profound understanding of why food

doesn't reach those who need it the most

places in the political context that explana-

tions centered on scarcity completely miss.

The basic dynamics of hunger are show^
to be startingly simple: elites accumualte

land, dispoasessing those who lack the

power to successfully opp«w them, destroy-

ing traditional forms of agriculture in the

progress. Since the poor. Since the poor,

their self sufficiency undermined, cannot

afford the food grown by the agribusiness,

it is export to nations who can. The root

problem, say Lappe and Collins, is the an

tidem<xrratic concentration of power over

economic resources, especially land and

food

Once this formula for mass starvation is

recognized, it becomes quite clear that solu-

tions which do not adress the issue of power

are bound to fail. This means that neither

the scientific "Green Revolution " nor

economic aid nor the free market are real

answers. Lappe and Collins demonstrate

that these "Solutions " have so far largely

served to strengthen the hold of elites over

resources, not to end hunger. The work

that Lappe and Collins have done in the

politics of hunger is extensive and well

known In addition to both having authored

several previous books on the subject, they

are co-founders of FOODFIRST This non

profit research and education center

operates in 60 countries to "lay the ground

work for a more democratically controlled

food system that will meet the needs of all
"

Thus it is not suprising that in World

Hunger Lappe and Collins approach the

issue as activists. Although their research

staff was evidently kept busy (51 pages of

footnotes), the authors refuse to quantify

the issue by overemphasizing the

statistical evidence. To understand hunger.

they tell us, one must understand its emo
tions : anguish grief, humiliation and fear.

Hunger, to Lappe and Collins, is the

'ultimate symbol of powerlessness."

World Hunger shows us that hunger is

everyone's problem. It urges us to act, not

out of altruism, but in our iegitamate" self

interest." to create political and economic

freedom for all. Our role, say Lappe and

Collins, "is not to start the train, but to

remove the obstacles from its path and get

on board."
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The New Riders of the Purple Sage

.

New Riders of the Purple Sage
make an old, backwards effort
By TIM KEEFE
Collegian Correspondent

New Riders Of The Purple Sage
Before Time Began (Relix)

Would someone please tell me why Relix

Records thought this would be a good idea

for an album? If Before Time Began sells

at all I will be extremely .suprised.

My main problem with this album is the

second side As hard as it is to believe, the

Relix Record company has given us an en

tire side of New Riders material recorded

backwards. The first tune on side two is

none other than "Panama Red", which ac-

cording to the liner notes was "performed

and recorded backwards, then played back

once backwards, then forwards, then

backwards again." If that sounds confus

ing, don't wcrrv I'm just as befuddled as

vou are

After that, we are given a total of f:ve

more pieces, all just as ridiculous. Now to

what use was this done'? Is this music'' Is

this Art? I don't think so. It seems as 'f

Relix was just trying to outdo the Merry
Pranksters for the title of being

outrageously weird. The only problem is

that the Merry Pranksters had a point to

make.
The first side is better due to the fact that

there is real music on it. Unfortunately. I

once again have to question the need for

it. All the songs are ones the New Riders

fans have heard before. The only saving

grace is that Grateful Dead members Jerrv

Garcia, Phil Lesh, and Mickey Hart par

ttcipate on the first four tunes, and that ail

six songs are unreleaaed vMrsi^ms from

1968 and 1969.

If I were to recommend Before Time
Began to anyone I would be at fault 1 just

don't see a need for this album in any area.

PARTY
with Campus Marketing

YOUR BEST DEAL TO FLORIDA

YOU DRIVE (TO THE PARTY)

$129
WE DRIVE (THE PARTY STARTS HERE)

$215

HDOVE
-^ Secretarial Services

Fast, Accurate Typing

of

• Resumes
• Term Papers
• Dissertations

79 South Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass 01002

256-1335

253-7480

:

'^W,

INCLUDES:
• Roortd trip motor coach transportation fo beoutifu'

Dovtono Beac^^ (Wf DWVt Packages O^v) We use

nothing txjt modem higtiwoy coocties

• Eight Florida davs/seven endless mghts at one of our

exciting oceonfront hotels locoted nght on the DoytorKS

Beach strip Your hotel has otjeoutifui pool sun deck air

corvditioned rooms cdor TV and a nice long stretch of

beoch

• A full sctieduie of WEE pod deck parties every day

• A full list of pre arranged discounts to »avevou moneym
Doytona Beach

• Travel representatives to insure a smooth trtp and a

good time

• Optional side excursions to Disney World. Epcof deep

sea ^shlng party cruises, etc

• All raxes and tips

SPEND A WEEK - NOT A FORTUNE

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
AND SIGN UP

CALL CHRIS or LORNA

AT 549-3857
Sponsored by Campus Marketing tx«wNcio »«oi»on*.> <h coihg. 00.5

UMASS
N A L U H
C DONG
O D N D R

N N G R E

T E E S

CNAnKII

IfThev V^'t lell 1foa About It,

Then%aK^w It Host Be Great.

Purple Passion. Out of the bathtub, into the can,

and onto the shelvesofYour favorite store.

Discover it for youndf.

|iHHIo.«>«MWIdiUliaWW««Cl«|liH •T»r.»«»iC««.»«ltUi*ihMW UKw*
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SWIMWEAR 'ASHIJ ,ND RACING
SEMESTER

• FREE GOGGLES
AND CAP WITH
ANY SUIT OVER

$40

• FREE GOGGLES
ONLY WITH
ANY SUIT UNDER

$40

• BROWSE OUR
DISCOUNT AND '86

LEFTOVER RACKS
SAVE $15 • $40

PehUm
ftMirts

SALE ENDS FEBRUARY 14

AMHERST • 1 E. Pleasant Street/ 549-6904
NORTHAMPTON • 15 State St./ 584- 1016

GREENFIELD • ^Aohawk Mall / 773-5572

LET'S TALK

Let's talk heavy ... as In heavyweight . . . heavyweight fleece

f to be exact And let's talk big ... as in oversized.

The GEAR for Sports* super heavyweight fleece is over 50%
heavier than regular fleece and heavier than most other

"heavyweights."

Located In The Campus Center

OPEN
M-F 9-5

SAT 10-3

^.UNIVERSITY

EXjS
BNfYEISITy IF lUSSUWISEITS » AMHERST

imsiM If camuHmic ENCAfwi

fl

r
IT'S NIT TM UTE Tl lECISTH

Fll CMTUinilS mUTIM EVENINC CUSSES
JHII WflKiSin lilY CUSSES.

> .^!-'"

UTE lEMSTUTIIN Will IE lEli

MINiAy-TmSMY. 1:31 itJl. 7 P.M.,

rMMY. 141 II.M.S M.; IM
SATHIAY. II 1I.M.I P.H„ TIIMCI FEUMIY II.

UHSTEi H TIE

mnStW IF CINTINWIC EIICITIIII.

SIS GINEU.

WIITTEI nmiSSIIH FiMI mSTNCTIi lEIiWEI.

UTE lECISTMTIU fU CUICEI.

Fll MUE INFIiMATIIN. CMl S 2414.

.^^«^^».«S^^^8^^v

STO
There's no.
need to.
hurr

Our convenient hours allow
you to shop early or late.

TEXTBOOK
ANNEX

MAIN STORE
MINI STORE
MUNCHY's

WED: 9 am to 5pm

THURS: 9 am to 9 pm
FRIDAY: 9 am to 5 pm

SATURDAY: 10 am to 3 pm

WED - THURS: 9 am to 5 pm
FRIDAY: 9 am to 5 pm
SAT: 10 am to 3 pm
MON — FRI 7:30 - 10 pm

SAT & SUN: 8 am to 10 pm

HAMPDEN: MON — FRI 8 - 9

WORCESTER - MON - FRI 8 9

FRANKLIN: MON - FRI 7:30 - 9
ALL MUNCHY STORES SAT & SUN 12-8

ALL OF YOUR

BACK TO

SCHOOL NEEDS

^.UNIVERSITYmSTORED

WINTER CLEARANCE
LADIES

SLACKS
VALUE TO
$4300

NOW

LADIES
BLOUSES

VALUE TO
$4500

NOW

LADIES
PLUS SIZES

BLOUSES, SKIRTS
& SLACKS

VALUES TO
S3400

NOW

'^-f

CONNECTICUT STOKES OPEN 7 DAYS
SAT 10 9 • SUN 10-6 • MON-FRt 10-9

ROUTE 5 EAST WINDSOR. CONN.

1131 CAMPBELL AVE.. WEST HAVEN, CONN.

ROUTE 1»4. (OTf CHOTOW Moron im) CROTON. CONN.

CHILDRENS
VESTS AND SKI PARKAS

PACIFIC TRAILS
VALUES TO ^400''

00N
O
w$10

FIBREFILLEO PILLOWS BRING YOUR MEASUREMENTS

CRUSHED WHITE GOOSE

FEATHER PILLOWS
VALUE »19»»

VALUE
$995

RAGGEDY ANN & ANDY
>SL WINDOW SHADES
37'4 INCH X 6 FOOT VALUE •8*>

BECAUSE WriL CUT IT

TO YOUR SIZE FREE *288
ALL ACE

AUTOMOTIVEOIL FILTERS:^^2 EA

MASS STORES OPEN 7 DAYS
HAMPSHIRE MALL HAOLEY. MASS.

SUNDAY 12S • MON-SAT 10-9

CANAL STREET TURNERS FALLS. MASS
SATUKDAV la-C • SUNDAY 10-6 • MON-fRI

KLEINERT'S
BLANKET SLEEPERS

VALUE TO *2V^
NOW

LADIES
WRANGLER
KNIT TOPS

VALUES TO
$2500

4-6X

$5888
7-14

$788

loseoutpurcmseRED HEART® YARN)
5p*lfS76\PURCHASEl^'«»> VALUE »1169

SWEATERS FASHION
PATTERN BOOKS

88CGRIG. VALUES m
T0»4OO o

RED -FAWN

PINK. PURPLE TEAL
®
w58«

[ALSO INCLUDED: ALL BUCILU A LION BRAND YARN

AIR FILTERS
ROYAL PC SYSTEM
AMBER MONITOR - PERSONAL COMPUTER

AMD DISK DWIVr

DRAWER
CHEST

.

ROYAL
RETAIL

PNIPECLEARANCBIMT

»1448'» K?k"/oc

ROYAL
IBM COMPATIBLE

DAISYWHEEL PRINTER
iM CMMACTn Mamniai. nmajTm qum.
(TT. M CM. M- OMKCTMMl. HWTI—. WMU m
cprraoMK* pmuui iirrtafml t«wu nrcn
MOMtmOMAl. VMRMII UM *W CHMUCTta
tMcnw. uaecauwM. »ii*aew *• Mil
PflMTmC

VALUE »695»«

4 PC. BEDROOM
CHEST

r

DRESSER

MIRROR

HEADBOARD

VALUE

YOUR CHOICE

LIGHT OR DARK

PINE FINISH

MATTRESS
OR

3 PIECE

COLONIAL SET
SOFA CHAIR LOVESEAT

MILL END CARPET SALE
$2999VALUES »29»» TO »99»»

; IQ99,„
3 FT TO 7 FT ROLLS S»f TO

VALUE H
^449<

3 PIECE

LIVINGROOM SET
SOFA • CHAIR - LOVESEAT

^m
VALUE
•399»'

WHEN YOji NEED IT

KAWASKAI POWERED

1500 WAH 26S0WAn

N0«(
YOU'388»<488
BRIGGS-STRATTON POWERED

4000 WAH 4000 WAH
MANUAL START

r'S88 e'688

ELCCTHIC STAMT

..DEPT. CLEARANCE
BECAUSE WE MY TRAILERLOAOS WE CAN OFFER ROOM SinCARPHS
AT S0% TO 70\ OFF NORMAL PRICES.

MOST AT RELOW WHOLESALE PRICES.

BEAUTIFUL CARPHS FROM ONE OF THE
LARCEST CARPET MANERl

OVER 1000 IN STOCK
PRICES STARTING AT
SHAGS • PLUSH • SPLUCH • SCULPTURED • LOOPED AND MORE

:^69^ irxisT :ni9»

izxir .?:^': :*99'' iTxw:rsr^in^^

yxi^

izxir i"^
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3{uH«M garden

MANOARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

"Tli« BEST CkiM*« Food"

WE DELIVER!
We'll deliver an order of '15~ or more to your

house in Amherst for only *2"'.

Luncheon
Special

$025
from mK^
served 11 a.m.-3 p.m.

10 Belchertown Rd. at Rt. 9
Amherst 256^>252

New Buffet &
Sunday Brunch

All you can cat

$C755
Buffet served 5-8 Mon.-Thui*.

Brunch Served Sundays
11:30-3 p.m

ATTENTION

STUDENTS LOOKING FOR PART TIME

NON WORK STUDY, ON OR OFF CAMPUS

ATTEND ONE OF THE "JEMS" WORKSHOPS

(Job Employee Matching System)

MONDAY FEBRUARY 2, 1987

Campus Center Room 163C

1:30 PM • 3:30 PM • 6:00 PM

Workshops Sponsored By The Student Employment Office

239A Whilmore Administration Building 545-1951

1^3
HEWLETT
PACKARD

VyIUlt if... we provided

Hewlett-Packard LAoCKJtT

O

at a price you couldn't resist?

HP LiserJet

HP LaserJet Plus

HP LaserJet 500 Plus

HP 2MB Upgrade Kit

HP Drafting Plotters

UST

$2995
$3995

$4995

$2495

SALEIH

$1995
$2650
$3500
$1700
20% OFF!

FREE FONT CARTRIDGE for the first 30 buyers!!!

One font per LwerJet ordertd. limit 5 fonts/customer

CALL NOW! Sal* ends Wednesday. February 18th

DEERFIELD
DATA
SYSTEI^S inc

IfV^ PERSONAL
^VM COMFUTATIOM

112 Amherst Rd
Sunderland. MA

(413)665-3745

'N»w England's HP Specialists Since t98f

THE PARTY'S OVER
Now that your holiday break is over, it's

back to the books. And, back to getting

your own meals!

Go for it... at Super Stop & Shop.

We've got it all for you . .

.

OUR FOODS-

HADLEY-MMHERST
Route9,attheHaclley-
Amherst line.

OPEN 24 HOURS: 7a.m.Mon.thru
Midnight Sat.. Sun. Noon-Midnight

II I

GROCERY
OUYS

STOP& SHOP BAKE SHOPCOUPON

With This

CouponBUYS.
GET 5 FREE
Fresh Bagels
Assorted Varieties 209
Limit 1 coupon per customer. Good Jon
2«-Feb 7, 19«7 at Holey Super Stop & Shop.

rrsT
^^^

STOP & SHOP DELI COUPON

SAVE1
With this coupon on purchase ofa

"Super Bird"
Whole Roasted Chicken
Hot! Ready To Serve

208
UmH 1 coupon per customer. Oood Jon

29-Peb 7, 1987 at Haley Super Stop !• Shop.

STOP&SHOPGROCERY COUPON

With

This

CouponFREE
2 Liter
Coca Cola
Assorted Varieties. 67.6 Oz Bottle.

Plus Deposit 210
WMi this oeupwi ltd m t7.M mircliaM. UmN 1

oowpon per euatotfier. Oooe Jen. Z9-f»h. 7,

I

I

1M7, at Hedtoy SuperMepA Shoe.

This 'Little Shop'
open for business
for third go-around

Mon Sai y M Sun 10^
38 PUasani St Nonhimpl«>n

584-in:4'">HO-5H3W

By THOMAS HARRINGTON
Collegian Staff

Little Shop Of Horrors

Directed by Frank Oz
Starring Rick Moranis,
Ellen Greene
Hampshire Six Theaters

Liltle Shop Of Horrors is

an impressive and rare big

•budget Hollywood attempt

at making an irreverent,

unconventional musical
comedy. The only thing that

hampers its success is that

It tries too hard.

Of course Hollywood pro-

bably wouldn't attempt a

weird story if that story

hadn't already become
famous elswhere. Horrors is

an adaptation of the popular

off Broadway musical,
which in turn was an m
credibly ambit lou.s adapta-

tion of the quickly made cult

classic by Roger Corman
All three works are about

what happens to young, ner

dish Seymour Krelborn

(Rick Moranis I when he

finds a very weird plant that

he names after his co

worker Audrey (Ellen

Green), whom he secretly

loves. "Audrey 11" boosts

the floral business of his

boss, Mr. Mushnik (Vincent

Gardenia), but it needs

human blood to live and

grow. Poor Seymour has

just about run out of his own
blood donations when the

plant comes to life and sug

gests it eat Audrey's
sadistic boyfriend (Steve

Martin)
This has got to be one of

the most brilliantly cast

movies in yaers. Moranis,

who essayed the role of a

pitiful nerd to perfection in

GhastbuBters, plays

Seymour as a more likable

and human character, if

.<4hghtly less whacky. Ellen

Greene makes her character

as neurotic as Seymour,

wearing more stylish

clothes, but in equally bad

taste. Gardenia is also good.

even if the role of Mushnik
IS rather minor in this

version.

Though it's billed as a

"itpeciat apearance", Mar

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
(BEGINNER OR ADVANCED)

Not just for Spanish majors only, but for everyone; beginners, "in between"

students, and advanced. Put some excitement into your college career"

Live with a Spanish 'amiiy attend classes

fou' hours a day tour days a *eek. tour

months Earn 16 hfs 0* credit (e*Jivalen!

to 4 semesters taught m u S colleges over

a two year ttfTte spam Your Spanisti stiK^es

will be enhanced Oy opportunities rK>t avatl-

able m a U S classroom Standardized

tests show our students language skills

superior to students completing two year

programs m u S Advarxred courses also

BEGINNER OR AOVANCED-Cost is about

trie same as a semester m a U S college

$3,870 price includes let round inp to

Seville *fom New York, room board, and

tuition complete Government grants and

loans may be applied towards our
programs

n

coi>«9* you aiMnd

your r>«m«

fOu> lK«Mr*t tireel «<M'«M

»Uf« '"P I

.

, ., , rnafiOnontu!u'»p»Oflr»m»o<*« I

your p«>rman#nt s"'ee! add'f Ss

Hurry It takes a lot o* time to make alt at-

rar^gements

SPRING SEMESTER-Jan 30-May29
FALL SEMESTER-Aug 29-Dec 19

each year

FULLY ACCREDITED—A Program o» Trinity

Christian College

For full information— send coupon to

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
2065 Laraway Lake Drive SE .

AP-12

Grand Rapids Michigan 49506
(A Program o« Trinity Christian College)

Rick Moranis as Seymour is getting his first taste of fame thanks to

his "weird plant" while the same plant is developing tastes of its own.-

tin's screen time is con-

siderable, as he sings a big

number and appears in

several scenes. Though he's

very energetic, he tends to

overplay his part to the

point where his character

seems less real than the

others, a problem that also

plagues the cameos of John

Candy and Bill Murray.

Frank Ot (the puppeteer

of Miss Pigggy). 18 certain

ly an appropriate director,

and he doM a good job of ex

panding the sets beyond the

one little flower shop that

appears in the movie, and of

making the gigantic Audrey

11 (voice by Levi Stubbs of

the Four Tops) move with a

grotesque life of its own Un
fortunately, he brings too

little comedy to a movie

thats already lost most of

the black humor that in-

spired It

Still. Horrors is an engag-

ing, colorful movie, and the

initial concept has lost none

of its appeal Yet it amazes
me that a multiimillion

dollar remake made with

top HollywcK»d talent should

come up a bit short of t^
$2000 quickie it was
upon.

NOW
INCUR
12th

YEAR

AMHERST CREAMERY OFFICE BUILDING

150 Fearing St, Amherst, MA

Telephone: (413) 549-2686

MANUSCRIPTS - A SPECIALTY

RESUME PLANNING & TYPING

THESES AND DISSERTATIONS

Stretch Your Skiing Dollar
And Your Skiing Fun!

EMinjzEMtn

.^iwl^WB

<^iiMSm

EaimzRana Stratton Mountain Express

Package is the way to go!

Fiow through Spring^ 1987

Head for the slopes with Peter Pan! Peter Park's daily Stratton Mountain

Express senjice is packed ivith ualue . . . including round-trip

transportation and a days lift ticket for a full-day of skiing at Stratton

Mountain in Vermont

Peter Pan offers round-trip semice seven daus a week! Board a

comfortable Peter Pan bus. pack your skis in Peter Pans huge luggage

compartment and anive at Stratton at 9 a.m. for a full, fun-filled day on

the slopes! Advanced reservations only.

Round-trip transportation and a day's lift ticket from $28.00!

Less than you 'd pay for a lift ticket alone!

For tickets, scher'utes and information, contact

The People Professionats

Amherst Terminal. 79 South Pieasant Street Amherst MA.

25&0431 • UMASS Campus Center. Amherst MA.

Ticket Office 545-2006 • Northampton Tenninat.

1 Roundhouse Plaza. Northampton. MA 58&I030

For group rale information, contact Peter Pan Charter Department. (413) 781-2900
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Fonda, Bridges not at the top of theirjorms
Bv NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

The Morning After

Directed bv Sidney Lumet
Starring Jeff Bridges and Jane Fonda

Mountain Farms Four Theater*

More than a vear after Jagged Edge was released, peo

pie are still arguing about whether Jeff Bridges was or

was not the killer He seems to have the
J^

he-or isn t _he

male lead in thrillers down pat. But while Jagged Edge

keeps you wondering until the last mmute. »t doesn t real-

ly natter all that much if he is or isn t the killer in The

Morning After. More emphasis is shifted onto his

character, which is admittedly puzzling and mildly in_

teresting. It doesn't, however, generate the kind of

suspense that a thriller needs to make you shiver m your

nice safe movie theater seat.

Jane Fonda and Jeff Bridges star, but the show is very

nearlv stolen bv Raul Julia, playing Fonda s estranged

husband ibut still best pal) Jackie. Fonda plays Alex, an

alcoholic has-been actress who wakes up one morning wntn

a corpse. Bridges is Turner Kendall, a has been cop who

befriends Alex for no good reason - which is part of the

movies problem. There is absolutely no reason, or basis

to the relationship between the two main characters, and

their developing romance is, again, only mildly

interesting.
, , _^

This could have been a love stor>' with a murder mystery

or a murder mvsterv- with a love stor>' But to have either,

there has to be a chemistrv between the main characters

and the constant awful fear of death, both of which are

lacking here.

Most of the lack of chemistr>' comes from Alex. Why

anyone would want to help her is beyond reason She's

not just a lush; she lies, cheats and steals to get what she

wants, and uses anyone in the way to get it. She and

Jackie are the ultimate Beverly Hills couple, sharing few

illusions about the rich and powerful. And as honest and

amusing as they are about their world, they are tr>'ing

as hard as anyone else to scramble up the heap

The film's treatment of the search for fame and power

eating up people's lives is its lesson and a valuable one.

but few will be waiting on the edge of theu- seats to hear it Jane Fonda is on the run in The Morning Aner

RUSSELL'S
LiaUORS

18 Main St. nnwntown Amhemt 263 6441

BUD. COORS MILLER
Suitcases -$l 1.99 »dep
BUSCH SUITCASE
$9 95 case ^ dep

12 -PACK CANS
$3.50 » dep & up

BECKS LIGHT/DARK
^4 25 6pk. $16 50 case

MOOSEHEAD
$3.99 6pk. $14.95 case

VODKA 80°

$9 49 1 75L & up

KAHLUA
Still Only $1 1 .49 750ml

CHECK OUT OUR
IMPORTED & DOMESTIC

WINE DEPTS
Charles Le Franc White ZInfandel

$3.99 Bottle. 3 Bottles tor $11.00

Pouilly Fuisse '83

$9 99 Bottle

Beau|oiais Village 84

$1 .99 Bottle

Folonarl Soave

$3.99 1 .5 Liter

rATTENTION COLLEGIAN

-

DAY GRAPHICS STAFF Z
m

THERE WILL BE A MANDATORY 8
STAFF MEETING FOR ALL RETURNINGg

FRIDAY JANUARY 30 - 3:30 PM S

We Will Be Discussing New Policies, Goals, a
And Most Importantly - Work Schedules

Be Ready To Sign-up For Shifts g
Please Call If You Can't make It

IF YOU HAVE TIME STOP IN ON THURSDAY
TPJlELPi)UTJVjTH FRIDArS WORK,

SIGN-UP NOW -^SIGN UP NOW

BODY SHOP
Totman Gym Basement

INTRODUCING
OMNIKINETIC EXERCISE MACHINES

For Optimal Caloric Burn and Muscle Toning
(BURNS 9.5 CALORIES/MIN.; NAUTILUS BURNS ONLY 6 CALORIES/MIN)

• 18 Hydra Fitness Machines to

Work Every Muscle

• 9 Stationary Bicycles

• 2 Rowing Machines

• Nordic Track Ski Training Machine

• Introducing an Aerobics Program

• Stereo

FOR MORE
INFO CALL:
545-4665

STILL ONLLY
$45 PER SEMESTER

COME IN FOR A
FREE WORKOUT
During Open Hours

First 30 Receive
A Free T-Shirt ^

OPEN TO STUDENTS AND FACULTY^
~M

•¥

-¥

-¥

HOURS THRU FEB 6: 11-1 Pm; 3-6 PM
STARTING FEB 9: REGULAR HUORS
7:30-9 PM, 11-1 PM; 3-9 PM. SAT 12-3 PM

MostCofleeeStudents

WouldJumpAime Chancel)
Pickl5)AFewQuickBucks.

3:00pm 3:01pm 3:Q2pm

Well now vou can. With Shawmut's 24-

hour Electronic Tellers, conveniently

located on or near your campus.

Just come down to any of our offices,

open an account, and receive your per-

sonal Shawmut Card. It gives you the ulti-

mate banking convenience: access to your

account, where you need it, when you

need it, for just about whatever you need

What's more, you'll find that your

Shawmut Card will allow you to get cash

at hundreds of other Shawmut Electronic

Tellere, as well as CASH Network ^ auto-

mated tellers in places like supermarkets

and other participating bank locations, all

across the state.

We also have just the right kinds of

accounts to fit your needs. The Shawmut

Student Checking Account and Shawmut

Flat-I^e Checking Account, for example,

require no minimum balance. While the

Shawmut Regular Savings Account pays

interest on your deposits and allows you

up to four free withdrawals per month.

Plus our financial counselors are always

available to help.

So hurry and open your account

soon. Because when it comes to 24-hour

banking, the convenience of Shawmut

will not only have you jumping for a few

guick bucks, it will have you jumping

-

for joy!

Get a jump on getting vou r Shawmut Card. Mail in this coupon

today or call 1-8(XVSHA\VMUT fonnformatjon.

Name

fVmwnenl Addrws

School

Schtxil Address
ixm

Account Desired (Please check one): D Student Checkine Account

n Flat-Fee Checking Account Q Reeular Savings Account

n Please send me more information at»ut all of these accounts.

Send ta Shawmut Customer Information Center,

PQ Box 1365, Framingham, MA 01701

H^Shawmut

LookToUs For Direction.

Visit us at Lincoln Campus Center or at our offices at

11 Amity Street and 243 Triangle Street.
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Vietnam thoughtfully examined

by a reporter who was there
^1_ . ~^ 4-n. l*«««*A 0««l*1

By TIMOTHY HARKiS
Collegian statT

Bitter Victory

A veteran correspondant's dramatic account of his return

to Vietnam and Cambodia ten years after the war

Bv Robert Shaplen

New York Harper and Row. 1986

309 pages. $16.95

Bttter Victors IS an intimate and comprehensive view

of war -torn Vietnam The unsure future of the country

IS probed in light of Vietnam's own war m Cambodia and

their ensuing relations with global superpowers, the dif

fering tendancies within Vietnam's politiburo

(represented by the reformist pragmatists and the Old

Guard idealoguesi. and the malaise of youth raised on

hard times bare of oppport unity. Through fir^ hand in-

terviews and observation* conducted ten years after the

war. veteran ctHrespondant Rt^rt Shaplan presenu a

cohesive picture of a complex reality

Shaplen has reported on evenl^ m Asia for over 40 years,

spending about a third of his time during 1962 1975. the

years ofUS militarv- involvement, in Vietnam While he

is hardlv pro<ommunist. Shaplen is deeply respectful of

the Vietnamese as survivors of a prolonged war against

the world's most powerful nation.

By American calculations. 8 million tons of bombs were

drojpped on Vietnam and Cambodia, more than had been

used in all our previous wars combined Miscarriages and

birth defects stemming from the use of Agent Orange are

common, and much land is contaminated, never to recover.

Unexploded land mines still go off. and wreckage from

the war dots the countryside. Thus Vietnam cannot be said

80 much to have won the war as to have survived it.

Shaplen aptly delineates Vietnam's Cambodian dilem

ma By the time Vietnam invaded Cambodia m 1979 to

end Pol Pofs reign, over 1 million Cambodians had

already been killed by his Khmer Rouge, The Vietnamese

say they will not pull out of Cambodia until they can be

assured the Khmer Rouge will not return to threaten their

borders The war has made an enemy of China and

alienated the United Satates while driving Vietnam even

further into dependancv upon the Soviet Union. Internal

ly the war has diverted energy and resources from the

task of rebuilding their own country. Clearly, Cambodia

IS the central issue Vietnam must resolve if their revolu

tion is to be completed.
. kt u

Shaplen emphasizes the dilTeren v een the North

Vietnamese Communists and the Southern Vietcong. and

lends to interpet Vietnam's experience both during the

war and after in terms of this split This distinction, while

sometimes useful, perhaps plays too prominent a role m
his presentation. His understanding echoes the Lb.

media's framing of the conflict as the North against the

peace loving South, as opposed to an indigenous struggle

against an imperialist power.
. . u

One Vietnamese general he interviewed described the

war as a case of ingenuity and determination defeating

superior strength and power", and spoke of an American

inability to irulv know their opponent Shaplen s own

view is' that America had never properly defined our

original commitment, had become ovennvolved militari

ly, and had misconstrued our political aims, and had then

angily fought a bootless and cruel war inneffectually.'

with sad consequences for both sides.

#-V. WORK FOR
YOURSELF

Asai kfcfyoMlkc

HMkriyiM buleta bwi* «i4

wortunn on nurtetu^ prograou

for dtenti *uch u knerktR

Expreu, the Navy. CBS and

cimpta rrvTjSfn Part-time

wofk. dneae your own hour* No

tafet. Mam of our rvp* sUy with

M long after graduation If you

arc telf-rootivate<l and a bit of an

entrepreneur, cal or wnte lor

more information to.

l»0- 221-5942 (Central Time),

American Passage Netwott.

6211 W Howard Street.

Chicago. IL 60648

Route 9, Hadtey, MA
586-4463

Across from Mtn. Fanns

wm
•Proper Attif« R«quirsd

• 16-20 yr (Ms w»lcom« - Enjoy our FuN Juios Bar

but sut)|«ct to Additional C^arg• at Door.

MUUVENTERTiA COMPLEX

KAUNAS WELCOMES BACK THE 5 COLLEGE STUDENTS
KATINA'S CONCERT LINE UP IS BIGGER AND BETTER THAN EVER

WITH YOUR COLLEGE ID THERE'S NO COVER CHARGE

FRIDAY NIGHT JAN 30th

QWIFTKICK
former members of Bratl, Excel, and Lodestarz

JAN 31

ELIMINATOR The zz top show

FEBRUARY 1

FIRST STRIKE
FEBRUARY 3

Battle of the Bands

FEBRUARY 14

Valentines Day with the

BLUSHING BRIDES
Stones Tribute

FEBRUARY 6

AL HOLIDAY AND
THE HURRICANES

Tribute to Bruce Springsteen

FEBRUARY 7
THE FOOLS

UMass hoop 1987

Everybody get psyched to rock the Cage

Photography in Northampton

**The photographs of Katherine Elizabeth

McClellan, 1890-1918," is on exhibit in the

Sophia Smith collection at Smith College

through March 15. McClellan, a 1892 Smith

graduate, operated a studio in the 18908. The

works include this 1902 self-portrait, above.

Two galler>- exhibits at the Center for the

Arts in Northampton include photography by

Lionel Delevigne. The exhibit, "Martha, a por-

trait at Twenty" is the study of one model and

will run through Feb. 1.

Special Student and Youth < ares to

EUROPE
from New York on Scheduled Airlines!

DESTINATIONS
LONDON
PARIS
FRANKFURT
ROME
MILAN
ZURICH/GENEVA
VIENNA/BUDAPEST

OW
$189
198
210
223
210
210
210

_RT
$375
376
400
426
400
400
400

Fares to Athens, Tel Aviv, Prague, Warsaw also available. Add

on fares from Boston, Washin fllon. DC, Chicago. Florida

Special Student and Youth Fares to

SCANDINAVIA
On Scheduled Airlines!

Winter Rates

From
New York

From
Chicago

Copenhagen
Oslo
Stockholm
Helsinki

Copenhagen
Oslo
Stockholm

OW
$230
230
230
270

$235
275
275

RT
$395
395
395
475

$400
485
485

Fares also available for Los Angeles & Seattle.

Some fare restrictions may apply.

For Reservations and Information Cal l: ^^
WHOLE WORLD TRAVEL,
Serving the Student/Youth Market for more than 16 years!

17 E. 45th St.. New York. NY 10017

(212) 986-9470

Cnllfgiun photos by Paul Desmarai*

Basketball action returns to the Cage as both the

University of Massachusetts men's and women s basket-

ball teams open A-10 conference homestands at the C age

this weekend. . . . . e

The Minutewomen, 8-5, open the stand tonight at 5 ver-

sus Temple before the Minutemen, 7-10, battle St.

Bonaventure at 7:30.
.< u n *.» »«^

At top left, sophomore forward Sean Mosby (left) and

Willbert Hicks (right) exault after an earlier seasorj

Minuteman win. At top left, sophomore guard Chnstel

Zullo tracks down an errant pass while freshman guard

Sue Serafini. at bottom right, launches a long jumper for

the Minutewomen.
At bottom left, freshman guard Carey Herer splits a

pair of New Hampshire defenders.
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Track teams make the most of intersession

Women shine at Yale meet Men impress during break

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

For most University of Massachusetts students, in

tersession was a time to relax, maybe work a little, and

generally forget about school.

But a few members of the UMass women's track team

used the time in a different way Even though the in-

door season is just half over, the leaders of the team have

already established themselves.

When the team competed in the Yale Invitational two

weekends ago, a few runners performed a little bit bet

ter than the rest.

"We got some reallv good individual performances at

the Yale meet." UMass coach Kalekeni Banda said.

'And we've had two weeks of intense workouts, so 1 hope

we'll get more of those performances from more run

ners."

At Yale, Barbara Cullinan had the best individual per

formance for the Minutewomen. taking an eighth place

finish m the 500-meter run with a 1:17.07.

"Barbara did really well at Yale." Banda said last

week. "She's the most fit member of the team at this

point."

Cullinan showed what great shape she's in by also run

ning the third leg of the distance medley relay, teaming

up with Alanna Gurwitz. Kayla Morrison and Julie Ott

to pc»t a 12:43.

Morrison also reached the semifinals of the 55-meter

dash, finishing in 7.48 seconds. UMass was well

represented in that event, as Wendy Marshall also reach

ed the semifinals with a 7.75.

Kim Baten reached the semifinals in the 55 meter

hurdles, with a time of 8 75 seconds.

Shana Smith and Sue Goldstein also had good days at

Yale. Each participated in both the 55-meter run,

finishing in 1:21.20 and 1:23.15. respectively

The two also combined with Gurwiu and Julie Ott to

finish the 3200 meter relay in 9:51 4

"Goldstein and Smith both performed well.
"
Banda

said. "Shana is proving to be one of the top runners on

the team She'll also run the half mile this year."

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

If the two indoor track meets held during intersession

are any indication of how well his men's team is going

to run later in the season, then University of

Massachusetts head coach Ken O'Brien said his team

could be in great shape.

With two meets prior to intersession and the most re

cent pair (the Yale Invitational held Jan. 19 in New

Haven. CT, and the Terrier Classic held Jan. 24 m
Boston. MA) during the break, the Minutemen have con

tinued to improve and that's something that O'Brien is

especially pleased about.

"1 think we've opened up as well as any team m New

England and with that in mind 1 think we're ready to

put It together and have a great second semester,"

O'Brien said. "The kids that are of critical importance

to the team are coming around for us."

Although team scores were not kept for the two races,

O'Brien said that the team fared well in both meets while

several individual runners turned in good performances.

"Overall we had a pretty good mixture of individual

and relay performances." the coach said "I think we're

very cImc to what we anticipated. We had good in

dividual performances in the middle^istance and

distance guys who we expected to run well
"

Individuals that caught O'Brien's attention were

seniors Ferdie Adoboe. John Novak and Bill Stewart,

juniors Steve ToUey. Craig Moburg and Wayne Levy, and

Joe Milette.

At the Yale Invitational. ToUey placed third in the

lOOOmeters with a 2:26 40 followed closely by Novak,

who took sixth in 2:28 36 Milette grabbed third m the

New England 1500-meters in 4:04.23 and Adoboe plac

ed fifth in the triple jump with a leap of 47-feet five

inches. As a team. UMass took sixth in the distance

medley relay with a 10:06 18 as Stewart's 3:03.2 in the

opening leg and Levy's 4:12.6 anchor mile sparked the

team.

* men's swimming
continued from page 48

US. Williams can nickel and dime you to death."

The intersession wins came over Northeastern Univer-

sity, 154-61, local rival Amherst College, 133-82, and

Wiliiams. The latest UMass victim was the University

of Rhode Island, who the Minutemen pounded by a 159 55

count.
,

"The conditions have been really good and we ve had

the best training we've done in a while," Yarworth said.

"The kids have been able to focus on their goals, suck it

up, and work hard."

To give you an example of just how dominant the

Minutemen have been, of the 13 events featured (in

eluding the diving events), UMass claimed first place in

10 of them, including five sweeps against Rhode Island

According to Yarworth. the URI win was indicative of how

well the Minutemen have been swimming as of late.

"I saw some good sparks and what depth can do today.

I thought Rhode Island would swim a better meet." Yar-

worth said. "We let up just a little for this meet and swam

really fast. The guys really want to rest, but I told them

they aren't going to rest. They have to do it on guta."

Although UMass has practically cruised through its

season, the Minutemen haven't done so without its share

of problems. Injuries that were prevalent earlier m the

year have disappeared, with the exception of senior co

captain John Turner, who has been struggling with severe

tendenitis and nerve problems in his left shoulder.

Another setbaurk was the loss of junior Jim Flanner>-,

who left school for personal reasons. Flannery. who plac

ed in the finals of three events in last year's New England

championships, will be missed, but Yarworth has con

fidence that his team can al»orb the blow of Flannery 's

absense.

"We're going to miss Jim because he scored a lot of

points for us." Yarworth said. "But we have the depth

to cover for him. We just have to keep going."

The Minutemen have three dual meets remaining on

its schedule (UConn. the University of Vermont, and the

University of New Hampshire) before the Atlantic 10

Championships being held at George Washington Univer-

sity on February 12-14. Although the A lO's are impor

tant to the UMass cause, Yarworth says he will stress per-

formance at the New Englands and put less emphasis on

the conference championships.

Recli-RenC
KEEP COOL WHILE YOU CRAM!

Rem a mini-relngeralor —
an ideal way !o ^eep (jrmks
& goodies on ice — right

in your roonn' 2 spacious
shelves; 2 bottle racks; 2
freezer ice cube trays Ad-
lustabie thermostat.

301 Russell Street, RT 9

Hadley

Phone • 584-9992

HUNG
OVER?

You can learn to pre-

vent hang-overs and
change your drinking

patterns. The Student
Opportunity Program
offers infornnation and
group support, Con-
tact Amy Leos-Urbel

at UHS, 549-2671 X181

Public Policy and Management

O University of Southern Maine

Two years of study leading to a master of arts degree in

public policy and management

• focuses on policy analysis and public management
• emphasizes cutting edge issues in regional, state, and local
government

• integrates economics, sociology, political science,
philosophy, and law

• balances theoretical studies with practical applications

A RICH AND STIMUI ATING ENVIRONMENT WHERE SMAl I. GROUPS OF
TAIENTED AND MOTIVATED STUDENTS. GUIDED BY ACCOMPI ISHED

AND COMMITTED FACULTY. LEARN AND GROW TOGETHER

serving a new generation of policy makers

Applications now being accepted for September 1987

Contact: Office of the Director
Public FVilicy and Management Program
University of Southern Maine
96 Falmouth Street, Portland, ME 04103
(207)780-4380

* men 's gymnastics
continued from pa^e 40

Minutemen chipped into the lead before

outscoring the Midshipmen, 43.25-41.0, on

the uneven bars to pull within 217.4-213.85

with one event left.

But the lead was too great to overcome

as UMass, and junior Roberto Weil, the

meet's All-Around winner, was able to take

offju^ -TXi frtHn the Midshipmen's lead. For

Johnson and the Minutemen, the loss was

a tough one, but the coach said the Mid
shipmen were not the better team and that

if they had not gt^ten the benefit of home
court judging, the Minutemen would have

been rewarded for their comeback effort.

"They looked a little slof^y They got the

usual home-court judging advantage."

Johnson said "We had a lot of trouble mak
ing U up in the judges' minds. I think in

their minds Navy, being m the top three

of our league last year and us being near

the bottom of the pack, should be tougher.

"I think they felt that it should be more

difficult for a team to move up and we
would have to have a decisive victory to ac-

tually win."

A bright spot in the meet was sophomore

John Eggers who Johnson said performed

three very strong routines in the competi-

tion and helped the team pull as close as

it did. Eggers, a Stony Brook, NY native,

averaged 8.7 for his tbree events, the floor

exercise, the pommel horse, and the high

bar. Johnson said the performance was
unexpected.

'He had three events and three great

routines," the coach said. "What I did was

write down what I thought he would score

and he outscored what I thought he would

score on all three events."

But the Minutemen, 7-6 in last year's

EIGL, will get another shot at the Mid
shipmen when they host the EIGL Cham-
pionships, April 3 5, at Boyden and revenge

may be a proper cure.

"I thought we were a little better a team
that day. We'll just have to show them at

the next meet," Johnson said. "That will

be here and let's hope we get some home
judging too."

So the Minutemen have stumbled from

the starting blocks and have already Xoei

a shot at the season goal after only one

meet.

if gymnastics
continued from page 39

Sophomore Lisa Tokerak was another

UMass gymnast who was able to block out

the poor conditions of the gym. Tokerak

nailed the high score of the day with an 8.6

in the floor exercise.

"Lisa did a fully competent floor set,"

Schiebler said. "She pushed through and

really disregarded the environment."

Another thing the Minutewomen will

have to try and disregard in the near future

are minor injuries, because the success of

the team hinges partly on their ability to

come back after being hurt. At College

Park, Shiebler said a much better Terrapin

squad dominated most of the events as it

roared to a 177 164 victory over the

Minutewonien, who also dropped a 168 164

decision to URL
"I think we could've done a lot better

Maryland was much better than we were

so we really weren't thinking about winn-

ing the meet. We were thinking about stay

ing close." the coach said.

But Maryland was too much. All things

consicto^. Shiebler wasn't overjoyed with

this performance.

"You really need to be within four points

for it to be close," Shiebler said. "We're not

really training hard enough. We don't look

aggressive."

When UMass takes on Cornell Saturday

at 1 p.m. in the Boyden Gymnastics Center,

they will need all the talent they can put

together.

"Cornell is very tough," Schiebler said.

"They didn't lose many seniors and they

have several top-level recruits. The year

before last, we lost to them by seven points

and last year we lost by less than one half

point, so we made significant im
provements. If we get clean consistent

routines, we have a good shot at beating

them. We need to hit all our routines."

And get good performances from a few

gymnasts in their first meet back.

"We will be looking for Enya Hlozik and
Kristin Turmale (both freshmen) to be back

against Cornell." UMa» assistant coach

Lori Koogan said. "Hlorik is a hard worker

She's been run down with tonsillitis and

is getting her stamina back. And Turmale
is a first-semester freshman with a lot of

talent."

Spoke

Amherst,
Mass.

fROPfiR IP KfeQUIKfcO

* women 's swimming
continued from page 44

"We got beaten pretty

badly but I guess things are

okay. The good definately

outweighed the bad," he

•aid. "I thought it would be

a closer meet, much closer."

But he was looking for a

little more pnxluction.

"I thought It would be a

c\(meT meet, much cltwer,"

the coach said "So I guew
in that respect I was kind of

ujKset."

So you see. Newcomb's got

everything under control as

do a few of his swimmers as

both Lori Carroll and Kelley

Hensen turned in consistent

1-2 placings during the four

meet break.

INKERY. TO MEET. RELAX & E^

35 EAST PLEASANT ST AMHERST

WERE REAdy For youl

^0,776 on ciowntc^

There's no place lite downtown Amherst. Massachusetts.

HOT
9Por

WELCOMES YOU
BACK

AND WISHES YOU
GOOD LUCK IN THE
COMING SEMESTER

Registering for courses

Spring semester? ...

Consider the University

Heaith Services

PEER EDUCATION
PROGRAMS

Peer Alcohol

and Drug educators

Learn about yourself, Teach your peers,

gain career experience

For more information about this 3 credit course

sponsored by the University Health Services, call

the Health Education Office at 549-2671 ext 181
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Sports Briefs

Bergquist to retire
An era is expected to come to an end at the conclusion

of this spring's University of Massachusetts baseball

season when long-time head coach Dick Bergquist will

retire.

Bergquist. 54, who has been mentor of the baseball

team for 20 years, announced his intentions to retire at

the conclusion of the 1987 season.

•I have often said that I really didn't want to be

coaching after I was 55." Bergquist said. "This will give

me an opportunity to explore other avenues and simply

do other things"

In his 20 years as head coach. Bergquist compiled a

record rf 370-305, more wins than any other coach in the

history of the University has accumulated. During his

tenure, Bergquist guided UMass to seven Yankee Con

ference championships and four NCAA regional ap

pearances. In 1%9. Bergquist took the Minutemen to the

•College World Series. Bergquist was also selected as New

England Coach-of the Year on two occassions.

In addition to his responsibilities at UMass, Bergquist

also served as the national chairman of the NCAA
Baseball Committee from 1978-84 and was chairman of

the NCAA Baseball Rules Committee that re-wrote the

NCAA rules book.

Pending the granting of a Sabbatical, Bergquist plans

to work with Olympic baseball. He has been involved

with the United Sutes Baseball Federation, serving as

coach on trips to various foreign countries. At the con-

clusion of his Sabbatical. Bergquist will accept a posi

tion within the University's School of Physical

Education.

"I learned ofCoach Bergquist's decision to retire from

active coaching with mixed emotions, " UMass Athletic

Directw Frank Mclnemey said. "I waa saddened to think

that after this season. UMass Amherst's baseball players

would not come under the influence of this fine teacher

coach."

Mundy leaves team
Sophomore point guard Mike Mundy. who often spark-

ed the UMass offense last season as a reserve guard, has

returned home to Silver Spring. MD. for an indefinite

period of time as a result of a mutual agreement with

head coach Ron Gerlufson.

•Right now. he's on a holding pattern," Gerlufsen said

"He wants to come back, but it's a matter of discussing

what his role and attitude as a member of this team

should be.

"

Mundy was reportedly unhappy with the lack of play-

ing time he was receiving. In nine games. Mundy averag-

ed only eight minutes per game and didn't play in six

game stretch during the season. Mundy averaged 1.9

points per game in 72 minutes this season.

Sutton hits 1,000

Junior guard Lorenzo Sutton became the 14th UMass
player to eclipse the 1,000 point mark when he buried

a three-point jumper against Holy Cross on Monday. Sut

ton scored 24 points against the Crusaders and now has

1,012 total points in just over two and-a half seasons.

Sutton also became the first UM player to break the

1,000 point plateau in three seasons since Jim Town
reached the 1.000 point mark in 1977. Only eight other

players have done the same.

"I didn't even know about it. Somebody came up to me
the other day and said I had a chance for 1.000 points

and it took me by surprise." Sutton said. "I hadn't

thought about it. I thought I would be thinking about

that next year, not this season."
- ROGER CHAPMAN

G^^LLC^VcL
IT'S OFFICIAL (AP) - New York Giants linebacker Harry Carson dumps a bucket of water

over the head of Giants head coach Bill Parcells moments before the Giants were crowned Super

Bowl Champions. The Giants ripped the AFC Champion Denver Broncos, 39-20, last Sunday in

Pasadena, CA. ^^
Attention Sportswriters

TTiere will be a mandatory

meeting for all Collegian

sports liaff members held at

the spoits desk in Campus
Center room 1 13 at 7 p.m

.

on Sunday. Feb. 1 Anyone
unable to attend should con

tact John Nolan or Matt

Gerke.

There will also be a

meeting for anyone in-

terested in writing for the

Collegian sports section for

the upcoming semester at

the .sports desk in Campus
Center room 113 at 7 p.m.

on Monday, Feb 2

Everyone is welcome.

'"WE WELCOME STUDENTS"

•Airline Ticlcets at Airline Prices

•Amtrack Tickets

• Budget European & Asian Airfares

Stop in and ask about our European and

U.S. Winter Ski packages and Spring break

departures to {Mexico and the Caribbean

"Behind Classe Cafe"
15 Cowles Lane, Amherst MA.

256-8931

MMl«rCh«(
iMtilwt* o(

America

S«l«cl«d

TlM WtMtaly Inn As On* Ot TIM
T«9 M flMt*ut»nU Ifv TlM M«Wtn.

99nrtnm

ml— »9t9ct Cmiun tntnm

IOMCCTIONS TMM l-tl 10 «« n. tm9i
mm t im»m.tt»fm aummunm
•PCI:BN-M»-1fpa.tM It

61 Main St., Amherst
N«at to lomu Hall

FOR FREE DELIVERY OF
20 MINIMUM ORDER,
(OFF UMASS CAMPUSl

Dial
LIQUORS 2533091

- All Prices In Store Cash Only - Thru 9/13

Watroba's Market

26 years of quality service in the area

WE ARE YOUR STORE FOR
• BEER/WINE •

• DELI •

• FRESH MEATS •

• GROCERIES AND PRODUCE •

Bud, Bud Light,

Coors, Coors Light,

Miller Light

$11.99

Suitcase

VODKA
1 .75 Liter

$8.99

PIERRES BLANCHES

MACAN VILLAGES

1985

750 ml

$4.99

mmm

BEAUJOLAIS
NOUVEAU

$4.29

80 Sunderland Road, Norh Amherst

8 to 1 1 Monday thru Saturday

Sunday 8 to 9
549-0933

ANDRE
Champagne

$2.99

HeJneken, Becks

Amstel - 6pk

$4.50 & dep
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Women's gymnastics manages 1-3 intersession

UMass, Shiebler looks for healthy lineup

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

The Universii> > t Massachu>etts
women's gymnaslict; team has the ingre

dients for a successful season. The
Minutewonien know the fundamentals and

possess both talent and the ability to win

At this early point in the season, then-

enemies seem to bt- inexperience and in-

juries. But the experience will come. And
the injuries are getting better, which show

ed when UMass split a in meet with

California State-Noithndge and Sacramen

to State in the middle of the month
The Minutewomen, on the strength of a

154-point score, took second to host C ilifoi

ma State Northndge which had 164 point

Sacramento State was third witl. I ;.

points. But all wasn't ;i.s sw^ the fullo

ing week as UMas- (n\\'<
"

with a third place finish at a tri meet with

Rhode Island and Maryland last Saturday

at College Park, MD UMass placed thud

At the California State-Northridge meet,

the -.etting wasn't exactly conducive to a

gieat g>mnastics meet The weather was

unusually cold in California and the gjm
was undergoing asbestos treatment, which

meant the heat was turned off. All this

made for a room temperature of about 49

degrees.

Considering all these factors, UMass
coach Chuck Shiebler was happy with the

outcome.

T'm pretty pleased with the way things

came lUt." Shiebler said, T'm not overly

I iriUed but I'm not uverly let d' ^ 1
1.-

' cold, even for .^n

"1 .V .• als<i had a nuinbt^.'

nt'ople pitrtkipaiing in rheirfum major
'. .1,1,. ' think

ATHLETIC
SUPPLIES. INC

DISTRIBUTORS OF
• SPAULDING • RAWLINGS • HIKE •

• WILSON • COM • DAOUST • PONY*
• ADIDAS • SAND KIT • BAUER •

• MAZUNO • MacGREGOR •

We Design Intramural Team Shirts & Jerseys

RETAIL STORE

377 Main St

Amhtrst

2533973

CLASSICAL JAZZ REGGAE BLUES

i

M
5

o

DYNAMITE
586-9670 584-1580

WE RENT
USED TAPES, X

LP'S & CD's ^
FOR MOO A DAY!

THORNES^

O

CO
O

they performed well."

One of the gymnasts that Shiebler was

impressed with was Susan Zecher. After

not competing in high school and missing

last season with a knee injury, the

sophomore came back to score an 8.45 in

the floor exercise.

"Sue was probably our most consistent

gymnast which is impressive when you

consider it's really her first meet in five

years," Shiebler said. "She had some rough

spots but everyone does. But she's been

given a one-hundred-percent OK and she's

back full force."

Another gymnast who did well m her

first meet was Deb Schiller Schiller, also

a sophomore, was competing in her fir^ a>l

legiate meet after missing lart season with

a back injury and won the balance beam
with an 8.35 score.

"Deb performed last for u- ini th»-

(balance! beam, a very difficult event, .nul

hit her routine vry well," Schi '•!••' -^aui

{•onttnuen . <7

inOS TVDISSVTD ISO MAIN ST.> \/WORTHAMPTC»|

Sophomore Susan Zecher

-i

NEEDED TO WORK IN

I BUSY AMHERST GROUP
PRACTICE OFFICE

4 Evenings Per Week From 4-7 PM
On Ca!! Thursday & Friday Evenings 7-10 PM

CALL BARBARA KEEGAN
256-8561 Ext. 248

1

^J

fAC'-S
::! • *i

•ami
affti::i

WE BUT at SELL

WE DELIVER

QualitY Used F urnit ure

Paul's Old Time
Fttrniture

57 Pleasant St. Amherst 549-3603

Open 10 am - 5:30 pm Daily

QUALITY NEW BEDS
FROM SPRING-AIR

STARTING AT $129.00
A Fine Selection Of Used Furniture

Of All Kinds For All Needs
We're Overflowing With Old Time Bargains For Every Room t Budget

UP TO 50% SAVINGS
on all winter shoes and boots

81m
\R7 n o'caianl SI arT\hersl

Open Sundoys

>•• a^i

PUT YOUR
COLLEGE DEGREE

TO WORK.

Air Force Officer Training School

IS an excellenf sfart fo a

challenging career as an Air

Force Officer We offer greaf

sfarting pay, medical care, 30
days of vacafion wifh pay each

year and managemenf
opporfunifies Confacf an
Air Force recruiter. Find out what
Officer Training School can mean
for you. Call

TSgt Don Dawson
(413) 785-0352

Ai
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MidshiDmen shatter Johnson's goal of perfect season
iVliaSnipillCll aiittVfV.*

..,„„r^^..,.H „,„ first article and .xe,c». and 43.140.0 in.he p,,™.e horse

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Two months ago. University of

Massachusetts mens gymnastics coach

Roy Johnson predicted an unbeaten season

for his Minutemen. But after the team s

narrow 260.6 257.25 season-opening loss to

Navy two weeks ago at Annapolis. ML).

Johnson's prediction is gone with the wind

•We were hoping for it but we felt all

along that Navy was the toughest team in

the league." said the coach, whose team s

loss was its only action during the mterses-

Hion br«ak. "I think it was a reasonable

goal, an unbeaten season. After you lose

your first meet versus Navy you just have

to rearrange your goals and go out and win

the rest of them."

The loss dropped the Minutemen to 0-1

on the season and sets the stage for the

team's next meet versus Dartmouth Col-

lege, tommorrow at 7 p.m. in Hanover. NH.

The meet will be the second of five con-

secutive away competitions for the

Minutemen who travel to Southern Con-

necticut on Feb. 4, to Cortland State on

Feb 7 and then to M.I.T. on Feb. 14 before

returning to the Boyden Gymnastics

Center for iU first home meet.

"After people read our first article and

saw what I said, a lot of people have been

asking about it so I've been ready.

Johnson said, 'i said that's what our goals

were. Goal setting is important. You ve got

to let athletes know what you're reaching

for and I think it was a realistic goal.

•But even with the loss. I feel fine. A

three-point loss isn't too much especially

early in the season. If we go down and lose

by 10 points that's a different story.

Against Navy, the Minutemen dug

themselves an early hole and were forced

to battle back into the meet after the first

two events. Outscored 45.6-13.2 in the floor

exercise and 43.140.0 in the pommel horse.

UMass found itself on the short end of a

88.7-83.2 score.

"1 would have to say that for the first cou-

ple of events we had first meet jitters."

Johnson said. "We did okay in the first cou^

pie of events, but once we got going we did

a lot better."

Facing a 5.50 deficit with four events re-

maining, UMass was headed for a blowout^

But the Minutemen refused to give up and

slowly chipped away at the lead.

Led by junior Jay Ronayne's 9.0 on both

the still rings and the vault, the

continued un page 37

VALLEY BOOKS^ Post Holiday
Special

OVER 50.000 USED PAPERBACKS

& HARDBACKS AT GREAT SAVINGS

Academic and Popular

Paperbacks In Ail Subjects

SAVE NOW
Carriage Shops -

Downtown Amherst

iMon-Sat 10-5:30 Sunday 12-5

549-6052

Treat yourself to

4 Months of

Nautilus
February, March,

April & May
for only

(So. you get ONE MONTH FREE!)

AMHERST RACQUET &
-,i
FITNESS CENTER, INC,

Route 1 1 6, Sunderland
(On the Sunderlond/Annherst line.

ocross from Bubs Barbecue on the bus route.

3 miles from UMoss.)

IP SEE ME.

IC FEEL ME.

Wi TOUCH ME.

HEAR ME.
Working with those who are communicatively impaired is a

challenging, yet rewarding profession. Boston-Bouve College

at Northeastern University recognizes the importance of

research and further study in this field. Our ASHA accredited

Master of Science program in Speech-Language Pathology and

our program in Audiology (the only one in Boston) make it pos-

sible for you to pursue an advanced degree full-time, or part-

time if you are employed in the field.

For information on these programs, or a free brochure, com-

plete and mail thecouopn MowX> calllbW^ JT-^TJg^,

= 549-4545

Please send me information on your Speech-Language Pathology and

Audiology Programs

Boston-Bouve College of Human Development Professions^! 06 DK.

Northeastern University, 360 Huntington Ave ,
Boston, MA 02 11 5.

K,,„„ Phone^
Name

Address .
—

City. .State. .Zip.

Northeastern Lniwrsity
An equal opportuniiy affirmative action university.
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Can you
afford to gamble

with the LSSCGMAT,
a^,or MCAT?

Probably not. Great grades alone may
not be enough to impress the grad

school of your choice.

Scores play a part. And that's how
Stanley H. Kaplan can help.

The Kaplan course teaches test-taking

techniques, reviews course subjects, and

increases the odds that you'll do the best

you can do.

So if you've been out of school for a

while and need a refresher, or even if

you're fresh out of college, do what over 1

million students have done. Take Kaplan.

Why take a chance with your career?

MCAT Classes Begin Febmary 23

GRE Classes Begin February 1

2

GMAT Classes Begin February 4

358 N. Pleasant St

Amherst

549-5780

KAPLAN
STANLEY H KAPIAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER ITD

The woiid's leading

test prep organization. J

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE SPRING 1987 RECRUITING SCHEDULE

This list is Of interviews for which resumes are due through FEB. 13. Resumes
^<>Vr^S^^''^"^'K^';*^^"hfto^h2\l^vir^itl"c^reer^ent^r' rhlThUm^re"

from 9:00-3:00 Mondays & Tuesdays. Resumes for pre-screening companies (Indicated by 'P') may be brought to the University Career Center, the wnumore

desk will also accept resumes for pre-screened schedules. The next ad will be in the Collegian on FEB. U.

LAST MINUTE CHANGES ARE POSTED AT THE UNIVERSITY CAREER CENTER. UHITMORE SIGN UP DESK AND CAMPUS CENTER ASSISTANCE DESK.

SPECIAL NOTICE . ANY SCHEDUIES WITH SIGN-UP DATES OF DEC. 8 » 9. 1986 or JAN. 16. 1987 STILL HAVE OPENINGS. BRING A RESUME NOIMi TO ROOM 200 AT THE

mm CiNttR OR CALL THE RECRUITING OFFICE AT 545-2224.

To use this schedule:

REMEMBER !! YOU MUST REGISTER WITH PLACEMENT IN ORDER TO INTERVIEW

Additional infonnatlon on prsltions. locations, schedules etc. at the University Career Center
!"J .Jj^^j'

"^^^"«'-« ^^5"""^ '^"''•

VISA CODE; P'Perwanert Resident Visa: C=U.S. Citizenship

ATTENTION SENIORS: WHEN YOU HAVE ACCEPTED A FULL TIME POSITION. PLEASE LET US KNOW.... HELP US TO HELP YOU!
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ORGANIZATION
PROCTER & GAMBLE (AT CAMPUS
CENTER)
TERADYNE
NOAA COMMISSIONED OFF. PROGRAM
FILENE'S
CODEX
UNITED TECHNOLOGIES
GENERAL MILLS
BLOOMINGDALES
GENERAL DYNAMICS/ELECTRIC BOAT
NORFOLK NAVAL SHIPYARD
JORDAN MARSH (AT CAMPUS
CENTER)
LORD & TAYLOR
CALDORS
K MART
AMES
MASS MUTUAL

ALL INFORMATION SESSIONS ARE HELD AT THE

UNIVERSITY CAREER CENTER UNLESS IT IS

OTHERWISE NOTED.

DATE
FEB 3

FEB 4
FEB 10
FEB 9
FEB 11
FEB 17
FEB 19
FEB 19
FEB 23
MARCH 4
MARCH 5

MARCH 9
MARCH 9
MARCH 10
MARCH 11
MARCH 11

TIME
7:00PM

7:00PM
7:00PM
7:00PM
7:00PM
5 :00PM
7:00PM
7:00PM
7:00PM
7:00PM
7:00PM

7:00PM
6:30PM
7:00PM
7:00PM
7:00PM
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this season, scored 14 points and grabbed a team-high

eight boards. What didn't help matters much was the tur-

nover ratio, as UMass racked up 32 turnovers to Virginia

Tech's 16.

The Minutewomen actually enjoyed a lead in this one

and led 4-0 on a Tara Lewis layup and a Wilbor baseline

jumper. That lead was painfully brief, however, when

Wendy Sanders drilled a fallaway banker and was foul-

ed by Wilbor. The free throw gave the Hokies the lead

for good, 13 12, with 13:14 lefl in the half. Virginia Tech

then went on a 20-6 spurt over the next seven minutes

to gain control of the game
January 3 - UMass 63 St. Bonaventure 53

Fot the third time in as many games, Fitzgerald led the

Minutewomen in scoring with 17 points, as UMass snap-

ped its two-game losing streak with a 63-53 victory- over

the Lady Bonnies of St. Bonaventure in Olean, NY.

For a change, the UMass defense forced the Lady Bon-

nies into committing 22 turnovers, as UMass led at the

half. 26-21. trailed by 10 points midway through the se

cond half and then blew ^ Bonaventure away in the final

six minutes for the comfortable win.

Michealsen led a UMass rebounding contingent that

cleaned the glass to the tune of 56 rebounds with a team-

high 12 caroms. At the same time, the Minutewomen also

allowed the Lady Bonni«« to grab 24 offensive rebounds,

which is a cardinal sin in Leamans rebounding scheme.

But, to the credit of the UMass defensive corps, the

Minutewomen held St. Bonaventure to just 21 field goals

and a cool 25 percent from the floor.

January 5 - Penn State 89 UMass 63

The Minutewomen gave the Nittany Lions all they could

handle for the first 20 minutes, as UMass trailed by only

four points to heavily favored Pfenn St.. 40-36, paced by

Fitzgerald's 19 frist half points.

Unfortunately. PSU put the clamps on Fitzgerald and

the* rest of the Minutewomen. running away with an 89-63

victory at University Park, PA. Fitzgerald led the team

in scoring and rebounding, sowing a game-high 22 points

and pulling down 1 1 boards for UMass. Freshman guard

Sue Serafini, who has as.-^erted herself as the most potent

scoring threat from the perimeter, .scored 13 points, in

eluding three bombs from three-point land. Lweis and

Michealsen each added 10 points for UMa.ss.

Again, aside from running out of gas in the second half,

turnovers killed the Minutewomen. UMass committed 25

of them, compared to just eight by the Nittany Lions. For

the game, UMass connected on almost halfof iU field goal

attempts, shooting 49 percent from the floor.

But in the end, Penn St proved to be too tough, placing

four starters in double figures. Vicky Link led PSU with

20 points while All Anwrican guard Suzic McConnell

scored 14 points and handed out 10 assists.

January 10 - UMass 56 Rhode Island 50

The Minutewomen gained their second A- 10 victory of

the season as UMass made its annual pilgrimage to the

^nringfield Civic Center and barely beat the WRams (nice

nickname). 56-50. Fitzgerald led the Minutewomen in

scoring for a change with 17 points and also grabbed a

game-high 13 rebounds.

Michealsen continued to play the role ofSuper sub. com-

ing off the pines to .score 14 points and grab six boards,

while Lewis chipped in 11 points. Nancy Hudson paced

URI with 17 points and Kim West added 15 points to lead

Rhode Island.

The Minutewomen enjoyed a 29-18 lead at the half, a

lead that should have been twice what it was. In short.

UMass owned the WRams. but never delivered the

knockout punch that Rhode Island was seemingly waiting

for.

So, as any normal team would do, URI made the most

of its chances and made a game of it in the second half.

West and Hudson literally kept the WRams in the game,

with West doing her part from the inside and Hudson do-

ing her part from the next zip code with long range

jumpers (none ofwhich were for three points, by the way).

But. deq)ite being plaqued by a bad case of the oopsies

(25 turnovers this time", UMass managed to keep the

WRams at bay after Rhode Island closed to within four,

48-44. with 4:08 left in the game. This game was won at

the free throw line, as UMass connected on 6-of-8 free

throws in the final 2:17.

January 15 - St. Joseph's 70 UMass 56

The first real home game of the new year at the Cage

could have been a happier one for the Minutewomen. But,

as expected. The Hawks of St. Joseph's weren't very oblig-

ing, as St. Joe's took a 70-56 decision.

UMass placed four of its starters in double figures, with

Fitzgerald (yawn) leading the Minutewomen with 13

points. Sophomore point guard Christel Zullo added 11

points while Lewis and Michealsen, who broke into the

starting lineup, each added 10 points. Kim Foley (sister

of Rutgers forward Kristen Foley) scored 24 points to lead

St. Joe's and Teresa Carmicheal added 17. All Pain In The
You-Know-What point guard Debbie Black chipped in

eight points and dished out eight assists for the Hawks.

UMass shot fairly well from the field (45 percent), but

bent the rims for 63 percent from the line and also gave

up 24 turnovers in the process. The Minutewomen outre-

bounded St. Joe's, 34 30, but couldn't contain the outside

shooting of the Hawks, as St. Joe's made good on 50 per-

cent of it's field goal attempts.

January 17 - UMass 80 Duquesne 74 (OT)
Talk about a big win.

The Minutewomen proved something to themselves and

the rest of the conference, as UMass pulled away from the

Duchessess of Duquesne in overtime, 80-74. Although Du-

quesne isn't exactly the monster of the A- 10, any time you

can walk onto somebody else's floor and come away with

a win, never mind in overtime, you've got yourself a pretty

good reason to go out and have a few.

Once again, UMass got balanced scoring as Michealsen

led the Minutewomen with 16 points on six of nine

shooting and also hauled down a game-high 12 rebounds.

Fitzgerald and Zullo added 15 and 14 points, respective-

ly, while Wilbor chipped in 12 points.

The game itself was a gem of excitement. Trailing by

two points with time running out, Wilbor came up with

a clutch steal. Michealsen then hit Lewis with a perfect

pass and Uwis did the rest, sending the game into over

time with a layup.

In the extra session, the Minutewomen got big tree

throws from Michealsen and Lewis, with freshman center

Helen Freeman pulling down four big rebounds to pull

away from the Duchessess. What made this victory doubly

impressive is that UMass went the entire overtime

without Fitzgerald, who had fouled out in regulation time.

January 19 - UMass 77 West Virginia 76 (OT)

To win two consecutive games is good. To win two con-

secutive games on the road against two tough teams is

imprtssive. But to win back to back games in overtime

on the road? C'mon.

But as incredible as it may seem, the Minutewomen ac-

complished just that, as UMass overcame a 31 29 halftime

deficit and defeated West Virginia in overtime. 77 76, at

Morgantown. Fitzgerald, again, led the way for UMass,

pouring in a game high 28 points and pulling down 12

rebounds.
. l ^

Lewis scored 23 points and grabbed a game high 14

caroms and Wilbor added 14 points and five boards for

the Minutewomen. The Mountaineers were paced by Jen

ny Hillen's 23 points and Dionne Morris' 11 rebounds.

The Minutewomen claimed a four point lead in the over-

time period when Fitzgerald completed a clutch three-

point play with under a minute to go. Possessions chang-

ed hands and West Virginia hit on a three point bomb

with six seconds remaining to draw to within a point. But

the Mountaineers did not call time out after the basket,

allowing the Minutewomen to run out the clock (and safely

out of Morgantown) by not inbounding the ball.

January 22 - Rutgers 72 UMass 51

For the first 20 minutes, this one was a lot of fun.

But in the end, the Minutewomen found out why

Rutgers is the fourth ranked team in the nation, as the

Lady Knights escaped the Cage with a hard fought 72 51

victory. Fitzgerald scored a team high 16 points and

grabbed seven rebounds to lead UMass. Wilbor added 1

1

points and Michealsen chipped in 10 points while clean-

ing the glass for six rebounds.

The score doesn't really tell the entire story On paper,

the Minutewomen were up against a juggernaut in

Rutgers, but on the court the Ltwly Knights were nothing

more than just another good team, as UMass continually

pecked away at RU and stayed in the game Rutgers led

at the half, 34-22, but most of the damage was done from

the outside.
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Minutewomen still

floating above .500

Newcomb's reviews mixed

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Sometimes it doesn't figure to try to decide ifsomething

is good or bad because the more you think about it. the

more confusmg the situation gets

Case in point: When University of Massachusetts

women's swimming head coach Bob Newcomb looks at

the team's 2 2 record compiled during the six week in

U-rsession break he probably sees a whole jumble of mix

ed results.

With victories over Amherst College. 171-85. and

Williams. 57 56, the Minutewomen would seem to be in

good shape, right? Wrong. Newcomb wasn't particular-

ly pleased with either meet. ,

"Against Amherst we beat them pretty easily but we

didn't do exceptionally well. Swimming against a Divi-

sion III team, we didn't indicate how good we are.

"

Newcomb said "I was disappointed with that meet and

Williams.

Again^ Williams. Newcomb said the team was flat and

didn't race with any spark.

i wasn't happy at all. It was one of thc^e days when

the team just didn't produce." he said.

But then Newcomb was a bit more pleased with his

team's showings versus Bo.<ton College and Northeastern

University despite coming away with a pair of losses and

a suddenly not so shiny 5-4 record. If it seems like an

odd way of looking at wnns and losses, you're right. But

Newcomb said he's more concerned with productivity

than victories — at this point anyway.

'Slowly but surely we're gearing up for the New
England's." Newcomb said after his team's meet at Nor

theastem "I think we're going to do it."

Against BC. the Minutewomen were outswam.

141-125. but Newcomb was a lot more pleased than m
the earlier wins.

i was very pleased with this effort." he said. "Boston

College is probably the best team on our schedule. They

ran a lot of off events so that gave us a chance to race

a good meet.

"But I was happy because they could have swam a

stronger lineup and left us with nothing."

Against Northeastern. 156-95 victors over UMass. the

Minutewomen just plain got beat.

continued on page 37

Minutewomen untamed by the A-10

Conference mark at 4-3

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

According to junior forward Tara Lewis, somebody at

the Atlantic 10 made a mistake when the conference tabb

ed the University of Massachusetts womens basketball

team to finish the season seventh out of ten teams.

A big mistake.

"The top teams in the conference are taking us a lot

lighter than they should be and we've surprised them all.

"

Lewis said. "It's definitely a motivational thing for us.

We've been playing really well, especially against the top

three teams, but we know we can play better."

So, do the Minutewomen and head coach Jack Leaman
have a legitimate beef against the b(»(» who select these

things in the first place?

You bet they do.

After Monday's 81-54 destruction of Dartmouth College,

the Minutewomen are 8-5 overall and 4-3 in the A-10. The

three conefernce losses have come at the hands of Top

Twenty teams, none of whom simply steamroUed over the

upstart Minutewomen. The fact is UMass is playing a lot

better than anyone thought they would at this time

Evenrone but themselves, that is.

"We're playing well right now, but we're ahead of where

I thought we'd be at this point in the season. " Leaman
said. We're perfect in the conference, because Id venture

to guess that Rutgers. Penn St., and St. Joe's aren't to

lose to anyone but each other. To lose to those teams is

no discredit."

And that's the truth. Consider these tidbits:

• The Minutewomen travel to nationally ranked Penn

State University and give the oh-so-great Nittany Lions

the game of their lives for the first 20 minutes. UMass
trails by only four at the half. 40-36, but PSU pulls away

in the second half, not without a scare, mind you.

• St. Jraeph's University invades the Curry Hicks Cage

and barely escapes with a 70-56 win. The numbers don't

tell the whole story, as the Minutewomen continually

frustrate the Hawks on many occasions and stay close

throughout the game.

• Fourth-ranked Rutgers University roars into town on^

ly to have its top two players (one an All-American and

the other an All-Conference pick) stuffed by the UM
defense for a combined eight points m the first half

Rutgers wins, 72-51. but 30 of those points are the direct

result of 26 UMass turnovers. Omit a few UM miscues

and you've got a textbook definition of an upset, my

friends .... »

And. in addition to those games, the Minutewomen snat-

ched two overtime conference wins on the road, which,

in the A 10. is hard to do.

"There are a couple of things involved with winning

those overtime games." Leaman said. "Its a good learn

ing experience because now the kids know they can play

on the road and win It's also a great maturing experience

for them. I was surprised with the win over West

Virginia." j j u
The resurgance of good time hoops has been aided by

a couple of factors, the primary one being the presence

of Leaman. The return of Senior center Karen Fitzgera d

has also been a big plus for the Minutewomen. Fitzgerald

has led UMass in scoring on nine occasions this season

and is the team's leading scorer (17.4 ppg).

The other factor has been the play of freshman forward

Jeanine Michealsen. who averages 8.8 ppg. and is third

on the team in rebounds (6.8 rpg). Since breaking into the

starting lineup against St. Joe's. Michealsen is averag

mg better than 10 ppg. and eight boards per game.

Atlantic 10 Standings

(Includes games through January 26)

15-0 1000 8-0 l.OOO

133 .812 8-0 1.000

12 3 .800 6-1 .857

8-5 615 43 .571

4 11 .266 4-3 .571

10-7 .588 35 375

8-8 .500 3-5 .375

5-12 .294 2^ 200

410 .285 1-7 .125

016 .000 0-7 .000

Rutgers
St. Joseph's

Penn State

Massachusetts
Temple
George Washington
West Virginia

Duquesne
St. Bonaventure
Rhode Island

The Minutewomen have 11 conference games remain-

ing on their schedule, including tonight's game against

Temple.

^^'''
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HAIR & TANNING SALON
TWENTY-FOUR MAIN ST

NORTHAMPTON. MA
584-9982

The following RSO Groups have Accounts in

the Student Activities Trust Fund that have

been suspended and are pendng withdrawal

from the RSO System. To reactivate an RSO
Account listed below, contact the Business

Manager in the Student Activities Office,

Room 416, Student Union Building, 545-3600,

between 1:00 p.m. and 4:00 p.m. weekdays.

Deadline to reactivate is February 27, 1987.

$99.00
AM/FM STEREO
CASSETTE

W/SPEAKERS
INSTALLED

$249.00
Digital AM/FM Stereo,

Auto Reverse Cassette,

12 Presets, w/Speal(ers

installed

I

CUSTOM
CARJo

SOUMi

141A DAMON m.
NORTHAMPTON

S8I-525I

573 RIVENOALE ST.

W. SPRIN6FICU)

7344915

I

Alive with Dance

Air Force ROTC
Alpha Tau Gamma
American Inst, of Chemical Engineer

American Society of Civil Engineers

Anacaona Cultural Center

Astronomy Club

Chabad Student Collective

Christian Science

Conservative Students

Council Against Anti-Semitism

Delta Upsilon

Discover New England Club

Ethnic Dance Collective

Finance Club

Flying Club

Food Science Club

Hellenic Association

History Club

Human Services Organization

International Program

Kappa Alpha Psi

Kappa Kappa Gamma
Kappa Sigma

Karate Club

Karate Club-American

Karate Club-Nechi

Karate-Tang Soo Do

Legal Studies Students

Management Club

Phi Mu Delta

Pa Lambda Phi

Pre-Medical Society

Sigma Alpha Epsilon

Sigma Alpha Mu

Sims

Ski Patrol

Sports Management Association

Strategy Games

Student Nurse Association

Students Against Militarism

Students for Gary Hart

Students for Govt by Referendum

Sylvan Culture Center

Uhuru

Undergrad. Communications Club

Union of Iranian Students

Veteran Service Organization

Women Studies Union

WZZZ Radio Station

Young Workers Liberation League

.
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson
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Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau
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Night editors and copy editors: be

sure to attend Friday s 4:30 meeting

in the newsroom

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Michel Jaffe

ACNOSS
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Back To School
Staff, Spring 87:

Nancy Klingcner. Kelly Sieger. Phil Serafmo.

Craig Sandler. John Nolan. Matt Gerke. Tom
Harrington. JcfTry Bartash. Pedro Pereira. Byrne

Guarnotta. Ann Britton. Sheryl Jean. Ansel

Zinter, Rob Catalano, Mark Enfield, Michelle

Eichelman, Keith Cooper. Steve Rubin, Paul

Lesser

Doonesbury By Garry Trtideau
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• men's hoop
atntinued from page 48

Day five was a travelling day to Pliiladelphia, PA. The
following day. the Minutemen neanv knocked off eighth-

ranked Temple University before failing in a game that

went to the wire. UMass had played its best game to date

against its toughest opponent of the teason.

"We played very, very well against Teriple," Gerlufsen

said.

Then came the storm.

With a snowstorm which dropped about a foot of snow

on the entire Northeast beginning early on the morning

of Jan. 22, the Minutemen's flight to Hartford, CT was
cancelled and the airport soon shut down. After reserv

ing rooms at a nearby Quality Inn. the team was inform

ed all the rooms were taken and spent the rest of the day

and night at another hotel.

"Hotel after hotel, that's all I remember seeing," said

sophomore forward David Brown, who was named co-

Offensive Player of the Week in the A 10 for the week

prior to the trip.

For freshman guard Carey Merer, the trip wasn't one

he's used to nor was it one he wants to take for a good

long time.

T thought it was a pain, especially all that travelling

around. We couldn't even get settled," said Herer, a

graduate of Andrew Warde H.S. in Fairfield, CT "We
never really travelled like that (in high school), just bus

trips."

The next morning the team's flight was delayed and

cancelled before it spent 11 hours in the airport Added
to the seven the day before. UMass was zonked

"It was rocky, it was tough. We never anticipated the

weather," senior captain and point guard Carl Smith said

"It was disappointing, chaotic and frustrating." junior

forward Fitzhugh Tarry said. "Seems like the roadtrip was

atypical ofour season. At Duquesne we didn't execute just

like in our first few games and at Temple we played a real

ly good game and didn't pull it out. It was like a mini-

season of how we were before the break."

Eventually the team returned to Amherst where it

managed to squeeze in midnight shooting drills before

h<»ting a hot St. Joseph's team 16 hours later The result,

the Minutemen shrugged off fatigue and sent the Hawks
packing as Smith drilled a jumper with two seconds re

mainmg to rally UMass, 60-58.

So the Minutemen struggled through the break. But

since returning to the area, the Minutemen have been

hellbent to turn their season around and have with a the

two recent victories.

"It is great to win, especially on the road (holy Cross*

It is a special feeling because it is so much harder on the

road." Gerlufsen said. "We're glad to be home and now
that we are we're hoping to get a lot of fans to come out

and give us some support."

The following is a game by game summary of how the

Minutemen did during' the break:

Dec. 29 - Stanford 57 UMass 51

Shooting just 14.8 percent (4-of-27) in the first half, the

Minutemen found themselves down, 30-12. at halftime

and were not able to recover in the opening game of the

West Palm Hurricane Classic in West Palm Beach, FL.

UMass managed to pull within 55-51 on a layup by
Smith with 1:18 left but Stanford hit the foul shots for

the win.

Sutton led UMass with a game-high 23 points. Smith
added 11 and Fennell added 10 points and 11 rebounds.

Dec. 30 - Yale 62 UMass 59
UMa.ss jumped out to a 37-27 halflime lead but wa.«-

unable to hold on as the Eli's and the nation's leading re

bounder, senior center Chris Dudley, overran the

Minutemen in the second half of the Classic's consolation

game.
Sutton and Fennell led the Minutemen with 13 points

each while sophomore center forward Duane Chase had
11 and Brown had 10 points and 10 rebounds. Dudley had
a game-high 21 points and 20 rebounds.

Jan. 3 — George Washington 90 UMass 83
Leading 74-73 with fi:17 remaining in the game, UMass

managed only six points the rest of the way (two three

fKjinters by Sutton) while the Colonials buried 1 1 -of 14 free

throws down the stretch to seal the win at the Smith
Center in Washington, D.C.

TTie Minutemen got a game-high 28 points from Sutton

on a 10-13 shooting performance which included eight

three-point shots.

Forward Duane Chase had 17 and junior forward Wilbert

Hicks, playing with a stress fracture in his left leg, add-

ed 13.

Jan. 5 - Penn State 64 UMass 50 (OT)
Deadlocked, 48-48, at the end of regulation, the Nittany

Lions ran away with overtime as they out scored the

Minutemen, 14-2, in the extra period at College Park, PA.
UMass, playing without both Fennell and Chase who

were benched for missing curfew the night before, got

game-highs in both scoring and rebounding as Sutton once

again led the Minutemen scoring 23 points and grabbing
seven rebounds.

Jan. 10 — West Virginia 75 UMass 64
Leading, 32-31 at halflime, the Mountaineers broke the

game open late in the game, grabbing a 64-54 advantage
with 4:24 remaining to down the Minutemen at the
Springfield Civic Center.

Sophomore forward Darr>i Prue scored 19 points to lead

three others into double figures while Brown led the
Minutemen with a game-high 22 points while Sutton add
ed 19.

Jan. 12 - UMass 63 Rhode Island 62
Fennell hit a pair of free throws with three seconds re-

maining to pull out the win for the Minutemen, who were
playing at the Curry Hicks Cage for the first time since

Dec. 13.

Leading. 62-61, the Rams saw an opportunity to push

it? lead to three points vanish when junior guard Carlton

Owens, a 78 percent free throw shooter last season, miss

ed the front end of a one and-one with :14 left to play.

UMass called timeout before Fennell was fouled by

fre&nman center Kenny Green.

Fennell led LTMass \wih a game-high 18 points while

Sutton had 14 and Brov.n added 13 points and 10

rebounds.

Jan. 15 - UMass 76 Rutgers 67

Brown led five Minutemen into double figures as he

scored 20 points and hauled in 12 rebounds as UMass
dominated both halves for the win at the Cage.

UMass. which led, 29-24 at halftime, also got 15 points

each from both Smith and Sutton, 14 from Fennell and

Chase had 11.

Jan. 17 — Duquesne 72 UMass 59

Th«- start of the team's most recent road trip, the Pitt

sburgh Civic Arena was no place for the Minutemen on

that evening as the Dukes jumped out to a 4 1 -27 halflime

lead and never looked back. Sutton, having scored in dou-

ble figures for 32 consecutive games, went cold and scored

just five points on 2-of 14 shooting. Brown led LTMass with

26 points. The Dukes shot 67 percent.

Jan. 19 - West Virginia 67 UMass 45

Woes continued for Sutton and the Minutemen as the

junior sharpshooter scored a season-low two points as the

Mountaineers rolled to a 30-18 halflime lead in Morgan

town. WVA. Shooting just 31.9 percent from the field.

UMass. despite getting 15 points from Fennell. and 10

each from Brown and Tarry, never got on track and fell

to WVU for the second time this season.

Jan. 21 - Temple 72 UMass 60

Smith called the game the best loss he's ever been in.

Leading 38 37 at the half 'thanks to Sutton's 21 first-

half pt)ints» and 53-5 1 with 1 1:09 to go. UMass was unable

to hang on in this battle with eighth-ranked Temple at

McGonigle Hal! Despite the loss. UMass emerged from

the game confident that the rest of the season will be

uphill.

Sutton finished with his 21 points. Chase had 13 and
Brown had 12 points and 15 rebounds.

Jan. 24 - UMass 60 St. Joseph's 58
Rallying from a 53-42 deficit late in the second half, the

Minutemen shocked a stunned Hawks team as Smith nail-

ed a 12footer with two seconds remaining at the Cage.

Sutton led UMass with 20 points, while Smith had 14

and Fennell added 10.

Jan. 26 - UMass 73 Holy Cross 66
Scoring 17 of his game-high 24 points in the first half,

Sutton led UMass to a 37 32 lead and the team was never

headed.
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WELCOME
BACK

EVERYONE!

Looking Forward To A Great Spring.

Start It Off Rigtit At Miice's

MILLER BOTTLES 99«

ROLLING ROCK 99«

MEISTERBRAU PITCHERS $3.00
PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS $1.25
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WELCOME BACK
UMASS

Bell's serves only the highest quality

cheeses, meats & sauces
We don't cut corners or quality just to lower the

price so we don't deliver

253-9051, 549-11311 65 University Drive Amiierst
//////w/////-////^^^^^^^

Midseason report: Minutemen feel A-10 pressure
Gerlufsen and co. eager for second go at conference foes

^\0 10

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian StafT

Back in November when
University of

Massachusetts men's
basketball coach Ron
Gerlufsen heard his team
was picked to fmish seventh

in the Atlantic 10 Con-

ference, he told a crowd of

media at the Meadowlands
in E$M Rutherford, NJ that

hi was just relieved that

UMaM was not picked at

the bottom.

Gerlufsen was providing a

little levity, (rfcourse But at

the time, no one was .sure

whether or not he was
serious underneath the

smiles and "thank you very

much's" both he and junior

guard Lorenzo Sutton gave

to reporters and opposing

coaches over and over.

Neither the coach nor the

sharpshooter said much to

tip anyone ofT about the

team. Now. after a rough

road trip, some bumpy per

formances and difficult

losses, the 3-6 Minutemen,
finally home, say they are

ready to wreak havoc on the

rest of the conference.

"We played two home
games in six weeks. It was
the toughest part of our

schedule and we're really

looking forward to our

homestand," said

Gerlufsen, whose team has

won two straight including

a stirring 60-58 win over St.

Joe's last Saturday at the

Curry Hicks Cage
The Minutemen, 710

overall, are currently

seventh in the conference

and open a three-game con

ference homestand tonight

at 7:30 versus St Bonaven
ture. UMass then plays host

to George Washington
University at 7:30 p m. on

Saturday before "welcom
ing" eighth-ranked Temple

to the Cage for a 7:30 con

test on Monday night.

And what a welcome it

should be.

Eight days ago. the

Minutemen gave
ever>'thing they got at Tern

pie. led 38 37 at halftime.

and hung in a one-point

game until fading at the

end. Temple won. 72-60.

"It was not a 12 point

game by any means,"
Gerlufsen said.

And none of the

Minutemen think Temple is

unbeatable.

"Were going to catch

Temple. Anything is possi

ble." said junior guard

Lorenzo Sutton, who was

held scoreless in the second

half of the teams' game.

"We can easily put together

a winning streak now that

we're home."

"In the Temple game we
were loose and played hard

and should've beaten

them." senior captian Carl

Smith said. "With another

effort like we had down
there up here, then we could

beat them at UMass."
Despite the rough start,

things are beginning to

work out the way the team
wants them to. Coming ofl"

the Temple loss and sending

St. Joe's packing (and Holy

Cross back to their locker

room), the Minutemen ap-

pear ready for a miyor roll.

"It's good for us now
because we're beginning to

believe in ourselves and the

coaching staff," Smith said.

"We've got a lot of home
games coming up and with

our schedule we should

have a lot of fans down the

stretch. We're peaking
now."
But for this team to pull

out all the sUips, it needs the

support of the student body,

wiien the Cage rocked to

capacity in UMass' loss to

Northeastern way back on

Dec. 13. everyone saw how
the team could play with ai

frenzied crowd to back
them. The team lost, but the

Minutemen are a better

team now. In fact, much
better.

"If we keep playing the

way we're playing and with

the home stretch coming up,

we can finish third," said

Smith, who recently shaved

his head. "We are in a posi-

tion where we would like to

be. Of course we would've

liked to won a couple of

others, but the way the

schedule works out we're

where we want to be."

Last week, with the

Minutemen deadlocked at

58-58 with the Hawks, it

wsw the fans in the Cage
that sat on their hands,

waiting for UMass to make
or break its fortune. The
display disgusted newly-

hired assistant coach Bart

Bel lairs so much that it was

he who stood up and scream-

ed at the crowd to give the

team a lift The crowd stood,

screamed, and UMass won
at the buzzer

"When 1 raised my hands

up they got direction. If

everyone had fun then, then

they can do it for 40
minutes There's absolutely

no reason why they can't."

Bellairs said. "This place

ought to be packed for Tem
pie and all the conference

games because they will be

a war.

Bellairs ought to know
how basketball atmcmphere

ought to be.

Bellairs was an assistant

coach under Charles "Lef

ty " Driesell at the Univer

sity of Maryland last year,

and he said it there was

anyone or anyplace to be for

excitement, it was at

INSTANT
ORGANIZATION

'II I mil

FOR ONLY

$4.99
i/.:;/*- .N

Vilf^i

liiMVlLl
li'i'ir

OPEN
M-F 9-5

SAT 10-3

wire or plastic

shower totes
Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
STORED

Maryland and the rest of

the ACC.
"I never had a rush before

like the one I had when
Maryland played North
Carolina. I was following

Driesell who was running

onto the floor like this (arm

raised in the air with

pointer and pinky fingers

extended)." Bellairs said.

"The crowd makes all the

difference I'm not blasting

the fans up here, but I think

there's a lot more potential

to fill the Cage. Anyone who
missed the St Joe's game

really missed out."

When the Minutemen
face St Bonaventure
tonight at the Cage, the

team will have a chance to ^

reap the benefits of a rabid

crowd starved for activity

after a long and cold winter

break. Bellairs and the

Minutemen believe that

with the active, and not

reactive support of the stu

dent body, the team can

beat anyone.

"Everyone should wear

red tee shirts in a show of

support." Bellairs said.

Atlantic 10 Standings
(Includes games through January 26)

Temple lS-2 .900 70 1.000

West Virginia 12-5 .710 7-2 .777

St. Joseph's a^ .625 4^ 571

Rhode Island 12S .666 54 .555

Penn State 9-5 .642 3-3 .500

George Washington 10-7 .588 4-4 .500

Duquesne 8-10 .444 4-5 .444

MaaaadiuaetU 7 10 .411 3-6 .333

St. Bonaventure 413 .235 2^ .250

Rutgers 3-12 .200 17 .125

The Minutemen have nine games remaining on their

conference schedule, including tonight's game against

St. Bonaventure.
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UMass escapes intersession

Collrcian photo by Paid PraiH

Sophomore forward Joe Fennell and the University of Massachusetts men's basketball team
suffered through both a difficult and frustrating intersession that found themselves at heading

into tonight's Atlantic 10 Conference battle with St. Bonaventure, tonight at 7:30 p.m. at the Curry

Hicks Cage. ^ r\ i^ 1

Leaman guides women to 8-5 record
Minutewomen cross mid-season barriers
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

To say the absolute least, it has been a very interesting

1986-87 intersession for the University of Massachusetts
women's basketball team.

Before the break, the Minutewomen and head coach

Jack Leaman headed home for Christmas turkey with an

unblemished 3-0 record. That slate might have been 4-0

if weren't for two inches of snow that prevented the

University of Connecticut from making the trek up In-

terstate 91.

Nevertheless, the Minutewomen left the Fall semester

behind with a lot of momentum and were off to their best

start in years under the guidance of Leaman.
Currently, the Minutewomen are 8-5 overall and 4-3 in

the Atlantic 10. Coming off an 81-54 victory over Dart-

mouth College, Monday night in Hanover, NH, UMass
plays host to Teniple University in the first game of a

basketball doubleheader, tonight at 5 at the Curry Hicks

Cage.
Now, just looking at the overall mark for the

Minutewomen may suggest that UMass is probably slip-

ping back to what seems to be a very elusive .500 mark.

Not even close.

The real fact of the matter is that the Minutewomen
managed to bump heads with three Top Twenty teams

(Penn State, St. Joseph's and Rutgers, all of whom reside

in the A-10) during the intersession, something that

doesn't warrant the title of a 'winter break'.

The following is a summary of exactly what the

Minutewomen did over the break and how they went
about doing it:

December 27 • ViUanova 77 UMass 53

Senior center Karen Fitzgerald scored a game-high 22

points and grabbed 10 rebounds and sophomore forward

Beth Wilbor added 12 points, but the Minutewomen were

completely outgunned in this one, falling 77-53 to the

Wildcats of Villanova University for its first loss of the

season in the first round of the Texaco-Wildcat Christmas

Classic.

The Wildcats took control of the game from the open-
ing tip-off, as the Minutewomen never enjoyed a lead dur-

ing the game. Villanova led at the half, 45-21. taking ad
vantage of frigid UMass shooting from the field (9-of-30

for 30 percent). After leading 10-6, Villanova took off on
a 17-5 run over a span of 7:05 seconds to pretty much put
the Minutewomen away.
Lisa Angelotti led the Wildcats with a team-high 20

points and also pulled down nine rebounds.
December 28 - Virginia Tech 86 UMass 63
Again, the Minutewomen found themselves in a

nothing-short-of hopeless situation, as Virginia Tech hand-
ed UMass its second consecutive beating, 86-63, in the con-

solation game of the Texaco-Wildcat Christmas Classic.

The UMass cause wasn't helped at all by the fact that
several of the Minutewomen had come down with mild
cases of the flu, which aren't so mild anymore when you're
trying to run up and down a basketball court for 40
minutes. The Hokies took advantage of a very fatigued
UMass squad and basically ran the Minutewomen into
the ground.

Fitzgerald led the Minutewomen with a team-high 15
points, 11 of those coming in the second half. Freshman
forward Jeanine Michealsen, who has, perhaps, been the
most pleasant surprise for Leaman and the Minutewomen
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Return home after

nightmarish 4-8 trek
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Some 45 years ago in Wizard ofOz, Judy Garland cried.

"There's no place like home." Thanks to some foul

weather, she suffered through a frustrating road trip, but

when it was over, all was well back home.

If you've seen the movie, then you know the stor>' of the

University of Massachusetts men's basketball team's

nightmarish intersession which saw the Minutemen drop

eight of their first 10 games and lose much of the momen
tum they earned into the break

But UMass has newfound momentum as it managed to

jumpstart itself over the past wwkend with a major. 60-58,

upset over a strong St. Joseph'.^ uam last Saturday night

back in the comforting confines of the Curry Hicks Cage.

The Minutemen then truvelied to Holy Cross where they

downed the Crusader.s. 7 3 66, Monday night in Worthier.

The win left UMass at 7 10 and fired up to give ^.
Bonaventure a rude hello tonight at 7 30 p m in the Cage

The game marks the start of a three game homestand with

the UMa.ss battling George Washington on Saturday and

Temple on Monday
"This is it. Were going on a roll. This is tht? turning

point." sophomore forward Joe Fennell said after UMmm
knocked off St. Joe's following a frustrating intersession.

Sporting a winning record heading into the post

Christmas West Palm Hurricane Classic, the improved

3-2 Minutemen fell prey to the tortures of complacency,

inconsistency and helplessncM as the squad found

themselves in some bewildering circumstarwes away from

home.
*it was the roadtnp that wouldn't end. " said head coach

Ron Cierlufsen. who. incidentally, got married during the

team's stay in Pittsburgh. PA. "Anytime you Uke a trip

for a week, it puts a lot of pressure on you physically
"

Not only physically, but mentally Playing just two

games at the Ci^e (and one at the Springfield Civic

Center) during the six week intersession period, the

Minutemen spent only 1 1 days in Amherst and had to con-

tend with three seperate trips the last of which was longer

than expected.

Take, for example, the UMass "Odessey" prior to the

Minutemen's return to Amherst late last Friday night.

After travelling to Duquwne University on Jan. 16. the

eve of the team's eighth game of the break, the then 5 7

Minutemen, coming off home wins over the University

of Rhode Island and Rutgers, dropped a 72 59 decision to

the Dukes. Gerlufsen was married the following day. and

then the team fell 67-45 at West Virginia one day later.
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Men's swim
team unbeaten
Minutemen

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

It can only be referred to

properly as "The Streak".

The Streak is an incredi

ble string of dual meet vie

tories the University of

Mas.sachusetts mens swim-

ming team has compiled

over the last three seasons.

The Streak, by the way, is

standing at 27 consecutive

victories, by far the longest

unbeaten streak this

university has seen in

quite a while.

But the Minutemen and
head coach Russ Yarworth
would gladly trade this

remarkable accomplish-
ment for something that

may repre.sent something
a great deal more
rewarding.

A New England
championship.

"It's pood for them and
the kids are really proud of

it. They look at something
like this and they get

psyched up for every
meet," Yarworth said.

"It's nice to have a winn-

ing streak this long, but

our main goal this season

is to win the New
Englands."

now at 8-0
Before yesterday's meet

with the University of

Connecticut, the UMass
record stood at an
unblemished 8-0, which, in

itself stands to be very im-

pressive. What adds em-
phasis to the record is the

way the Minutemen have

gone about establishing

the record. The
Minutemen have been,

literally, blowing op
ponents out of the water

since their season-opening

romp over Boston College.

Nothing has changed
over the intersession, as

UMass racked up four im
pressive victories during

the break, including a big

win over Williams College,

which Yarworth says is

the team to beat when
New England's roll

around.

"I still think Williams is

the favorite to A^in New
Englands. They are a very

tough .squad because they

have 18 swimmers who
can score at any time.

They have a lot of depth

and they use it well," Yar-

worth said. "The bottom

eight are going to have to

place and score points for

continued on page 36
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AMHERST
15 East Pleasant Street

253-3100

GREENFIELD
239 Main Street

772-6803

*We reaNy blew it—we opened a store in Northampton and
nobody came—well, almost—so we closed it arxi moved
all the inventory to Amherst and Greenfield . . .

BOY, DID WE GOOF SALE
PANASONIC CQE 330
AM/FM CASSETTE

RECEIVER SHARP DX110 BK
CD Player

auto reverse, fader, bass/treble

controls, hypertuner, digital

PANASONIC EAB911
an for

$19995
a $400 value

$269.95 value

$9995

Eleven Left!

$750 value

$39995

DOZENS OF OTHER
ONE-OF-A-KIND SPECIALS
SHERWOOD 2620 Receiver ($229 value)

SHERWOOD 2680 Receiver (top of the line)

SHERWOOD S150CP Cassette Deck ($300 value)
PIONEER FX5 Digital Tuner ($200 value)
PIONEER AXE Amplifier and FX3 Tuner ($270 value)
LUXMAN D405 CD PLAYER ($599 value)
LUXMAN PX101 LINEAR TURNTABLE

with Cartridge ($540 value)

LUXMAN a400 AMPLIRER ($400 value)

THORENS
TD280

$99.95

$199.95

$99.95

$69.95
$99.95

$299.95

$149.95

$199.95

$279 value

$14995

ONE-OF-A-KIND—-1
SPEAKER SPECIALS I

GENESIS II

$400 value just ^199»5/pr.

GENESIS 33
$500 value just ^250/pr.

GENESIS 44 I

$750 value just ^400/pr. |

»5/pr.
I

/pr
I
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• UMATEL goes off line. Page 3.

• Give those cops a break. Page 7.

• The run-down on the hoop games.
Page 16.
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ACID ROCK — Watch the Teeth Kate cranks out a tune Wednesday at Hampden D.C.

$4. 5b allocated; GSLs, Pells to be slashed

Reagan asks for college grant cuts
Second in a series: nn ftnaniial aid.

By SHERYL JEAN
Collegian Staff

President Ronald Reagan's Administration education

budget for 1988 proposes steep grant cuts to redirect aid

to only the neediest students, forcing other students to

borrow more or find alternative funding to pay for

postsecondary schooling.

The proposed budget allows for a $4.5 billion allocation

for student financial aid in fiscal year 1988. which is about

a $4 billion cut from this years $8.2 billion budget.

Proposed budget cuts for student aid in 1988

The Administration plans to cut Pell Grant funds by 31

percent, about a $1.2 billion decrease, which would

eliminate about one million students from the program

and essentially limit the grants to families that make
$20,000 or less per year, as stated in the Chronicle of

Higher Education.

Guaranteed Student Loans would be decreased by 61

percent and the interest rates increased under the pro-

posed budget, allocating only $1.2 billion for 1988.

The budget proposes to totally eliminate other financial

aid programs, predominantly grant programs, such as.

College Work-Study, Supplemental Educational Oppor-

tunity Grants and State Student Incentive Grants.

The Administration also wants to eliminate National

Direct Student Loans (renamed Perkin's Loans) and
replace the program with income-contingent loans.

IncomeH;ontingent loan program proposed
The income-contingent loan program, which directly

links repayment with the student's income after college,

would be expanded from a $5 million to $600 million pro-

gram. Also, under the terms of income-contingent loans

there is no time limit on repayment. Under current loans

(GSLs, NDSLs and Plus loans], a borrower is given a 10

year limit for repayment.
The manager ofthe Congressional Joint Economic Com-

continued on page 5

Administration
allows military
on concourse
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

Military recruiters will be allowed access to the Cam-

pus Center concourse while an ad hoc committee of the

Faculty Senate reviews the recruiting pt»licy. despite the

fact that the Campus Center Board of Governors voted

to ban the recruiters.

At the Dec. 1 1 meetii^, the board passed a mc^ion to

ban the recruiters because the military was found to

discriminate on the bastf rf sex and sexual preference.

The board allocates spaw and funds to groups who use

the Campus Center/Student Union complex

The mission statement of the ad hoc committee states,

"Events of the past several weeks involving demonstra-

tions against CIA recruitment on this campus have made

clear that there should be a current review of the cam

pu.s policies with regard to picketing and recruitment
'

Board Chairman John Hayes said. "The board had no

problem with it going to a faculty commission.

"The problem is for the time being the military will be

allowed on the concourse," Hayes said. "For the time be-

ing it will go through Bill Harns" office. He will meet with

them and put them on the concourse, and we don't think

that's proper."

William Harris, director of the Campus Center, said

"the military will use the same process they used in tl»

past" while the committee reviews the policy

"In the past they have acceded the coiKOurse through

the management of the Campus Center." Harris said.

The BOG plays a different role with the ROTC units on

campus, the BOG has certified those."

Hayes said. "We feel that the decision violates the ven

ding policy, which is supposed U) be a binding policy.

"It also violates statements made by Dennis Madson at

a pre^ conference after the CIA sit in when he said groups

who discriminaU." will not be allowed on campus at all,

"

Hayes said. .....
Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis L Madson

could not be reached for comment,

Ashoke Ganguli. director of auxiliary services, said the

decision to allow the military to use the concourse was

"mine and I stand by it.
^^

"What happens on the concourse is an add'drop procew,

Ganguli said. "Recruiting is always done in the Placement

Center." .

Hayes said. "Our recommendations stand for the time

being. We oppose the military's presence on the concourse.

We feel we are following University policy in doing this."

"We are going to make requests to Art Hilson at Place

ment Services, and the military recruiters, asking them
out of courtesy not to set up on the concourse right now,"

Hayes said.

Storm policy irks workers;
Whitmore labeled "elitist"

all Hems limited quantify • sutlect to prior sale • not responsiBTe Tor typoqraDhlcal errorsAl sales cash • Checks/MCWisayDiscovsr add 3H
f « i«i iyH"g»^apn!cai errors

By JEFFRY BARTASH
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts workers ex-

pressed anger this week about the ad-

ministration's stance on allowing them to

leave work early during bad weather,

following the death of a co-worker Sunday

in a storm-related accident.

Lucinda E. Swallow, 55, died Sunday at

the University of Massachusetts Medical

Center in Worcester from injuries suffered

Jan. 22 while driving home during a

snowstorm. According to Ware police,

Swallow apparently lost control of her car

while traveling east on Rte. 9 in Ware,

skidded into the opposite lane and was hit

by a school bus.

Swallow left UMass at 1:45 p.m., saying

she was ill. according to Florence Brisbois,

her supervisor. Ware police said Swallow's

accident occurred at 2:15 p.m.

Herb Bryan, the chief steward of supply

at the Physical Plant, accused the ad-

ministration of "elitism." He said the ad-

ministration let housing and ad-

ministrative employees leave work on Jan.

22 at 3 p.m., but forced Physical Plant

workers and janitors to remain until 4 p.m.

Richard Coach, president of the
American Federation of State, County, and
Municipal Employees, Local 1766 said he
heard some employees were allowed to

leave early, but his office wasn't sure who
they were. He said grievances have been
filed.

John L. DeNyse, vice-chancellor of

finance and administration, said he is

unaware of housing or administrative

employees being allowed to leave early on

Jan. 22, and said he and the other

chancellors decide to "close the Universi-

ty when we think it is necessary."

"The policy is no different than in the

past," Denyse said.

But Bryan said, "They don't think about
continued on page 6

CASA members ask for

academic support
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Seventeen American students, two of

whom attend the University of

Massachusetts, recently returned from

El Salvador determined to gather political

and material support for that nation's

students.

According to Pierre Laliberte and Greg
Smith, members of the Central America

Solidarity Association at the University

of Massachusetts, Salvadoran students

want the US administration to cease sen-

ding money for weapons to their country.

Instead they asked the American students

for academic materials and consistent con-

tact between American universities and

UES.
The Salvadorans also asked for money

to rebuild their university, which a

devastating earthquake destroyed last

hlh they said.

The university has also suffered

destruction by the Salvadoran right-wing

army, which occupied it from 1980 to 1984.

During army occupation, faculty and
students were kidnapped and its head-

master, Felix Antonio Ulloa, was
murdered, according to a 40-page booklet

titled La Universidad Se Niega A Morir

(The University Refuses to Die) that the

school published last year.

"The analysis of these attitudes has led

us to affirm that there is disposition by

the government to stop at all costs the

normal functioning of university ac-

tivities," the booklet reads.

Although the situation has improved,

the army still conducts campaigns to in-

timidate students, most ofwhom favor the

left-wing rebels, and others who protest

the government, Smith said. The day

before the American students arrived in

El Salvador the army had stormed into

campus after a student protest and "shot

their guns into the air," h^ said.
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HOSTAGE PICTURES RELEASED ~ This photo ofAmerican pro-
fessor Robert Polhill, 53, was printed yesterday, along with a state-
ment from his kidnappers threatening to kill him in the event of an
American military operation.

Suit over Bell Jar role settled;

defendants acknowledge error
BOSTON (AP)- A Harvard psychiatrist

yesterday settled out of court her suit

claiming that a movie version of Sylvia

Plath's novel. The Bell Jar, defamed her

by creating lesbian scenes for a character

she asserted was based on her life and rela

tionship with the author.

Dr. Jane V Anderson will receive a

$150,000 settlement in the suit in which

all parties, including Great Britain's poet

laureate, Ted Hughes, Plath's widower,

acknowledged that Anderson was
"unintentionally defamed." But only

several defendants will contribute to the

settlement.

The defendants also agreed that all

future copies of the movie "The Bell Jar"

will begin with a disclaimer that all

characters and events depicted in the film

are fictional.

"I feel absolutely great and 1 feel vin-

dicated. The nightmare is over," Anderson
said.

After the settlement was rtnicht d

Hughes said only, "I'm glad its over

His lawyer issued a statement t!i '

Hughes and the Plath estate would not 1

paying part of the $150,000

The agreement among the parties, und-

which the defendants waived their n^'ht

appeal, stipulated that Anderson wa.> tal

ly portrayed as a homosexual, as a ptT^un

who attempted suicide, as someone who
had encouraged another person to commii
suicide and as someone who killed her.stli

by hanging.

Named as defendants with Hughes, u w.

as Plath's widower sold the movie righf

were 13 companies and individuals inv<i!

ed in the production and distribution of ti

movie. All were accused ofdefamation and
invasion of privacy.

Superior court judge wins big
in court case and bank account
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - A former Nor

thampton lawyer, now a Superior Court

judge, collected $225,000 in legal fees for

winning a suit that resulted to the payment
tii $1.5 million to Hampshire County by

neighboring Hampden County.

William H. Welch, who was appointed to

the bench last August, took the case on a

15 percent contingency ba.sis "three or four

years ago," Hampshire County Commis-
sioner Patrick J. Goggins said yesterday.

"In hindsight, maybe it would have been

better to pay him by the hour." Goggins
told The Daily News in Springfield "But
he waa always available and was constant-

ly negotiating."

A spokesman for Welch said the Judge did

not feel he could comment "now that he's

a judge."

"God bless him. " said Springfield at-

torney Savino Basile. who handled the case

on a per diem basis for Hampden County.

He estimated his legal fees at less than

$25,000.

The legal battle between the two coun

ties over reimbursement for Hampden
County prisoners housed in the Hampshire
County jail in Northampton from 1976

through 1985 stretched over nearly a

decade and involved two separate suits.
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BIG BUCKS Spring 87 $
$
$
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Spring '87 01^7 W\^l%lP Spring "87

AND GAIN VALUABLE JOB EXPERIENCE

Up to $500/Week with salary,

commissions, and bonuses

Schedule Work Around Classes

Full or Part Time
HIRING NOW!!

Contact Target Enterprises at 549-7793

For an interview - ask for Keith.

$
$
$
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UMATEL is cut off
The residential long-distance tienice utilized by about

900 students will be temporarily suspended, effective

tomorrow.

The University Telecommunications Department stated

that "unfortunately, large scale abuse of the University's

telephone system neccesitates the temporary suspension

of UMATEL at this time."

The Graduate WAGES Program of the Everywoman s

Center is sponsoring an Open House for all graduate and

prospective graduate women students today from noon un

til 2 p.m. at Wilder Hall.

The gathering is an opportunity for all graduate women

to get aquainted over lunch and learn about the

Everywoman's Center.

Amherst Parking Regulations: Parking is prohibited on

town streets between 2 a.m. and 4 p.m. until April 1 All-

night parking is allowed in the lots on Pray and Amity

The Ds'slfxic Students Organization will hold a General

Meeting Monday at 6:30 p.m. m Room 69 of Bartlett Hall

•Munich Mvsien> Plays will begin its 1987 US tour with

a performance of 'Mvsten,' Holy Mass " on Sunday at 7

p.m. at at St, Bridgid s Church on North Pleasant St. Ad

mission is free. „
•'Black Women: Aihieiments Against the Odds, a

traveling exhibition of photographs with text, opens Mon

day at 4 p.m. at Amherst Colleges Frost Library.

February is Black History Month.

In yesterday's "FYP It was incorrectly reported

that pass/fail courses may be changed until Feb. 25.

The deadline for changes is Feb. II.

UMass snow removal
goes by the book

L

ColW«iM photo by •yra* CutrmatUt

FLYING HIGH - A sledder and hi« vehicle part company on a hill at Amherst College.

Picketing code to be reviewed
by Faculty Senate committee

By JANE LAPATO
Collegian Correspondent

A snowstorm expected to leave two to

four inches of snow on the ground today

will once again test the University's snow

removal plan, as Physical Plant workers

continue their ongoing battle to keep main

roads free of snow and ice.

OfTicals responsible for dealing with

winter's onslaughts said the main
priorities are keeping parking lots clear

and making sure emergency vehicles can

get through.

Albert Potter of Grounds and Transpor-

tation said the Physical Plant has two road

Sanders and three smaller sanders used on

walkways in addition to trucks, tractors

and front end loaders to cart the snow

away.
Potter said there is no set budget for

plowing, and that money is alloted as need-

ed depending on the severity of the winter.

$25,000 has recently been alloted to the

Physical Plant and the parking oflice. who

share the cost of cleaning up. An outside

contractors are sometimes called in to help,

Potter said.

"One of the things we try to do desperate-

ly is not to close school. Sometimes the

weather doesn't cooperate and we have to

close school." Potter said.

The Physical Plant is set up with a

weather forecasting service in order to keep

on top with any impending storm. The deci-

sion on whether or not to cancel school is

based on which parking lots are ready for

use and the conditions of the roads.

If lots providing sufficient parking

capacity cannot be readied for use by 7:30

a.m. then school will be cancelled or the

start of classes will be delayed until 1 1 a.m.

to allow more time for plowing and san

ding, according to the campus snow policy.

The start of school was delayed until 1 1 on

Jan. 21 during Storm Marlon.

"If I feel we're not going to achieve the

operation, then I make a call to my super

visor." and from there the decision gow
from snow personnel at Physical Plant to

Chancellor Joseph D Duffey. who has final

say on cancellation. Potter said.

If the University is closed only thoee peo-

ple designated by their departments as

essential personnel must report to work.

Potter said the key idea in the Universi-

ty's cleanup of snow is that everything re-

main functioning. The Dining Commons
and librar>' almost always remain open,

even if the University is closed down, he

said. The snow policy says that in the case

of a really severe storm, the library may
be shut at 5 p.m.

William Barrett, director of parking and

transportion. said busses run on schedule

except in the case of extremely hazardous

conditions. If UMass does close, the busses

may run on the intersession schedule, he

said, adding that only a severe ice storm

would knock them off the roads completely.

Overnight parking in those lots

designated as snow lots is prohibited bet-

ween 1 a.m. and 7 a.m. during the winter

season. Violators of the rule are subject to

being ticketed and towed. Barrett said. All

snow zones should be designated by signs,

he said, and any car parked in them in

violation of regulations will receive at least

a ticket. The rules call for such cars to be

towed, but Barrett said that's up to the of

ficer who gives the ticket.

Ehrector of Public safety Gerald T. O'Neil

said if a vehicle is in an area "designated

as no parking overnight, then the vehicle

is tagged and rest assured, if it snows, they

will be towed."

By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts htu,

been operating since September under an

interim picketing code written by UMass
General Counsel William Searson. while a

code drawn up by a committee over the

summer has yet to be approved.

The committee, comprising students and

other represenUtives from the University

community, drew up a picketing code to be

reviewed by an ad hoc committee of the

Faculty Senate on picketing and

recruitment.

The mission statement of the committee

outlines the reason for the review. It states.

"Events of the past several weeks involv-

ing demonstrations against CIA recruit-

ment on this campus have made clear that

there should be a current review of the

campus policies with regard to picketing

and recruitment."

Roland Chilton, secretary of the Faculty

Senate, said Chancellor Joseph D Duffey

asked the senate to review the proposed

code, and because there was "no standing

committee," an ad hoc committee was set

up "to review the proposed and existing

picketing code and recruiting policy." The

committee "didn't grow out of any Facul

ty Senate objection in particular," Chilton

said.

Billy Weitzer, administrative officer for

student affairs, said the interim code was

enacted because of time restrictions.

"Because the administrative process got

slowed down on the proposed code, we and

the Trustees enacted the interim code."

Some members of the committee, said

they were surprised that the Searson code

was included in the "Rights and Respon-

sibilities' booklet, and were upset because

they were not consulted.

Paul Wingle, speaker of the

Undergraduate Student Senate and a

member of the committee, said "We all

thought the code that was being approved

was the one worked up by the committee,"

he said.

Searson refused to comment on the his

actions or the situation surrounding the

picketing code.

Jonathan C. Frank, vice president of the

Graduate Student Senate and a committee

member, outlined the differences between

the proposed code and the interim code in

a memo sent to University administrators.

The memo states: "the interim code

covers 'University premises' the revised

Code specifies, 'property owned, controlled

or leased by the University."

"The interim code allows for 'such a

number of persons which the area can

reasonably accomodate on the grounds of

public safety, as determined by a Univer-

sity official.' the revised code allows for,

the number of people which is indicated

in either State of University standards for

occupancy for each space. This number will

be determined by the appropriate campus

health and safety officials.

'

"The interim code contains no reference

to the steps to be taken by the duly con

stituted authority should violations occur,

the revised code clearly outlines the steps

the duly constituted authority will take

should violations occur."

If the proposed code is accepted by the ad

hoc committee, it will be presented to the

senate, where it will go the Chancellor,

President David C. Knapp. and then to the

'trustees, Weitzer said.

\ I

ColleKian photo by Maria Bull

SHAZAM!!! - This

main power line in

Hadley exploded Tues-

day, just before mid-

night. The heat from
the fire caused a five

foot by six foot area of

South Maple Street to

melt eight inches into

the road. Hadley
Police Dispatcher
Harry Vandoloski said

extreme cold caused
the explosion.

AmM Ls^g Byms.
Fifty years ago this week in the Massachusetts

Collegian

The 1939 Index will be dedicated to Dean William L.

Machmer. He graduated from Franklin and Marshall Col

lege in 1907 and began teaching at the University in 1913

as an assistant professor in mathematics. He worked his

way to become acting Registar in 1924 and became Dean

of mathematics in 1926.

Twenty-five years ago. . .

UMass has been picked to administer a two million

dollar educational project in Africa. The Administration

for International Development of the US Department of

State O.K.'d recommendations of the University's Schoool

of Education for building a girls' boarding school in

Tororo, Uganda, Africa.

Ten years ago. . .

Hearings on Governor Michael S. Dukakis' $4,116 billion

fiscal 1978 budget will begin in less than a month. Dukakis

recommended a budget of $68,088,000 for

UMass/Amherst, a figure that would lay off between 600

and 700 University employees, Chancellor Randolf W.

Bromery said.
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THE COLLEGIAN APOLOGIZES FOR THE
MISPRINT IN YESTERDAY'S AD CONCERNING
KATINAS. THURSDAY 1/29 WAS THE ONLY
NIGHT YOU COULD GET INTO KATINAS FOR
NO COVER WITH YOUR COLLEGE ID. ALSO
A PROPER ID IS ALWAYS A MUST.

VALLEY BOOKS^

* academic support
iftntmueci from page 1

Death threats to demonstrators are also common, Smith

said. Although these are anonymous, "there's no question

that they come from the government," he added.

Laliberte said UES, the only public university in El

Salvador, is "a little body of democracy at least at the

speech level." It is representative of the people's sen

timents about the repressive regime that governs the

countrj'. he added.

Laliberte plans to meet with Chancellor Joseph D. Duf

fey to discuss the possibility of making UMass a sister

of UES. He also hopes that a student and faculty exchange

will go into effect in the future, he said.

"Most people that we talked to in El Salvador told us

that we hold the key to change the situation in El

Salvador. They don't resent Americans; they just resent

military presence," Laliberte said.

Salvadorans, who have been intimidated by the Duarte
regime in the past five years are now becoming more
outspoken in addressing the economic situation and the

government's repression, he said.

Doug Calvin, the trip's organizer, said establishing

solidarity between American and Salvadoran students is

"very important. We're supporting open education in

another country."

Christie Markey, a University of New Hampshire stu-

dent who also visited UES, said she has already gathered

medical supplies and donations from her fellow students

to ship to El Salvador.

Markey, as well as the UMass representatives, said they

plan to contact members of Congress members and ask

for their support.

OVER 50.000 USED PAPERBACKS
& HARDBACKS AT GREAT SAVINGS
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Rev Christopher Carlisle, Chaplain. Phone: 549-5929
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continued from page 1

mittee report on student borrowing and debt that was

released in December 1986 said "since 1978, student

repayment debt is rising faster than consumer debt such

as, car and credit card debt." The manager requested not

to be named.
Several factors are important in regarding the level of

income in the suggested income-contingent loans, she said.

"It is interesting to us that that in the proposed budget,

the Administration drew the line for income contingent

loans at 15 percent," which is the most extreme point

when debt becomes a burden, the report manager said.

"It is not necessarily the level of debt that is a problem,"

she said, and added, "there is no evidence yet that says

you won't be able to have high income after graduation."

"The big question is what is the level of debt as com-

pared to income," the congressional report manager said.

"The bigger question is how good of a job are we doing

in the economy for producing decent jobs for college or

secondary education students," she said.

She stated another study done by the Joint Economic

Committt'e. "The Great American Jobs Machine," which

compared and analyzed new job wages in the economy

over various years. The study revealed that we are lack

ing in providing decent jobs, she said.

Education is not administration's top priority

The congressional report also stated the need to cut

federal spending and begin spending federal money more

wisely.

"Only in the last yearw so has the Administration been

trying to get funds to increase educational studies," the

report manager said.

However, she said. Congress is "suspicious" of how the

funds might be spent and is "reluctant" to grant the

money to the Administration.

Financial Aid Office Director at the University of

Massachusetts Arthur Jackson said, "federal spending

allocation has dropped due to a lack of commitment in the

Administration and the Board of Regents to grant aid to

education."

"In the past five years. Congress has overturned the Ad

ministration budgets and Massachusetts politicians have

been a big help, especially Senator Edward Kennedy and

Representative Silvio Conte," Jackson said.

Kennedy is the Chairman of the Senate Committee on

Health and Human Resources which oversees the Educa

tion Committee and Conte is the ranking minority

member of the House Appropriations Committee.

"Mr. Conte has always made education his highest

priority," a Conte aide, who did not wish to be named,

said. ., . .

Education Secretary William J. Bennett said the depart

ment's main priority was the education of younger

students from elementary and secondary schools, as

reported in the Chronicle of Higher Education.

"Saying they want to stress younger education is a

misdirection" of the real problem. Jackson said.

The problem is not switching funds from higher educa-

tion to Inwer education, but "it's a matter of providing

what is needed in both, " the staff aide said of the chan

nelling of federal funds within the education department.

Contes aide stated that "Sec. Bennett comes from a

stand point to spend X amount of money
"

The Office of Management and Budget gave the federal

Department of Education a total budget of $14 billion as

compared last year's total amount of $19.5 billion, the con

gressional report manager said. "The Secretary of Educa-

tion didn't fight it." she said. "Instead he came up with

ways to meet the $14 billion."

"Rep. Conte is strongly opposed to some of the propos

ed Administration cuts, especially Pell Grants, and

eliminations of work study and the SEOG program, " the

aide said.

"So far, the budget seems to hit the higher education

hardest, " the aide said. "In a sense it was expected due

to the last few years experience."

These same cuts have been proposed before, over the last

five years of the Reagan Administration, and have always

been rejected, the aide said.

The congressional report manager states it is interesting

to note that the Administration is making proposal cuts

for higher education in 100th Congress session, because

higher education appropriatins expired and were due to

be reauthorized two years ago in 98th Congress

These education cut proposals are "inappropriate and

late," she said. It is the elementary and secondary school

appropriations that are up for reauthorization in lOOth

Congress, she said.

Conte's aide states several problems with the income-

contingent loans.

The bill to enact the program was only passed at the

end of last October, he said, and added that the Depart

ment of Education hasn't even issued regulations and

guidelines on how to run the program yet.

"In theory some of it sounds good." he said. "The pro-

blem is that they don't know if it is attractive to students

because the program has never been tested om a

university".
"Massachusetts as a state in general, is one of the

strongest in the nation that has higher education institu-

tions. ' Conte*s aide said. "We're proud of this and want

to protect It
"
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continued from page !

persons who have to travel .u Orange,

Westhampton, Conway, or as in Mrs.

Swallow's case, Ware. Whitmore doesn't

care about the travel conditions of workers

coming or leaving work." The workers

"don't live five minutes away like Denyse

or have to drive up a hill like [Chancellor

Joseph D. Duffey," he said.

Bryan also accused the administration of

ignoring an alleged recommendation by

Gov. Dukakis' during the Jan. 22 storm

that all state workers leave work by 3 p.m.

The governor's office failed to return

phone calls trying to verify the statement.

Said Denyse: "We had absolutely no

knowledge or communication with the

governor" about letting workers go home

early.

Sandra L. Stiles, an executive board

member of AFSCME. said she is going to

send Duffey a letter protesting the present

policy of deciding when to allow workers

to leave early.

"We are sick of it. Last year we lost a

janitor in the snow," Stiles said, referring

to the storm related accident that killed

Edward McCarthy, a Turners Falls

resident.

Bryan said he wants the policy to take

into consideration "how far workers have

to drive, not just whether students can

walk on sidewalks or whether ad

ministrators can get to work."

Coach criticized the administration for

not being flexible, citing a case in which

a worker was taken off the payroll because

"oud weather forced him to be 20 minutes

late. He said a grievance has been filed

"The big problem is the administration

cannot expect people to be on time if

weather conditions are bad," he said.

Denyse declined to comment on whether

action would be taken on the employees'

call for changes in the early dismissal

policy.
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Regents, administration unfair to Dept. of Public Safety
Last semester, on December 10. in front of Whitmore

Administration Building, a group of 30 persons were

picketing. The press was there, and passing cars honked

in support A standard sight for a campus that a few weeks

before was dragging protesters out of Munson Hall. What

was unusual about Wednesday's protest was that the pro-

testers this time were off duty members of the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts Department of Public Safety. Rather

than continue to allow the administration to take them

for granted, the police have chosen to bring its issues to

the public's attention. It's about time.

Ben Brogan

The police were protesUng yet another uiyustified deci-

sion by the Massachusetts Board of Regents of Higher

Education. The regents have decided to standardize the

pay of the campus police at all state colleges To do this

they have increased the pay ofcampus police by two-and^

a half grades at places such as University of Lowell and

Southeastern Massachusetts University while ignoring

the demands of the UMass police, now in negotiations

(they've been without a contract since June) The police

are angry because the board has awarded a substantial

pay increase to employees who aren't really police officers;

they don't carry guns, and they don't respond to calls,

deferring instead to local, town or state police. Clearly,

if the regenu are unable to distinguish between unarm

ed and inactive rent a<ops and a legitimate police force,

then there is a problem. The police officers at UMass have

are being ignored, and contemptuously so.

UMass Police are badly understaffed. Including

sergeants, there are about 40 officers; at least 50 are need-

ed What is the result of being understaffed? A dangerous

situation that compromises the right to a safe situation,

which compromises the right to a safe environment that

students are entitled. An average UMass police officer

works 50 60 hours a week, a result of being "inversed

all the time. 'Inversed " means to be ordered in to work

to ensure adequate shifl coverage, and is done by going

through the list of officers, starting with those with the

least seniority. That means the junior officers, the ones

who work the busiest shifts at night, are the ones are bur

ning out as a result of constantly working 16 or 24 hour

shifts. Many have not had two days off in a row in a long

time. That is a dangerous situation, as the combination

of stress and exhaustion can lead to mistakes. Yet the ad-

minstration is seems unconcerned about this, and is now

dealing with the public relations fiasco of explaining why

there weren't enough officers in the Southwest Residen

tial Area on World Series night.

Meanwhile the police are faced with the steady stream

of criticism from members of the university community^

That is due to the police being caught between a rock and

a hard place, the students and the administration The

students see their college years as a time free from the

constraints and responsibilities of the everyday world;

when this illusion is intruded upon by the controlling

agent of the administration, this causes resentment At

the same time, the police here are held to higher stan

dards than elsewhere. The university community is an

educated one. and therefore expects more from its police

department. That implies a need for well-educated police

officers, better able to respond to the concerns of an

academic community. Yet. interestingly (or shockinglyJ

enough, the regents refuses to grant UMass Police the

Quinn bill, which the regents established to provide in-

centive pay to officers who get a post high-school degree.

It is time for the administration and regents to pay at

tention to the needs of an essential component of our

university. If the police are to be asked to enforce state

laws and university regulations, to respond to more calls

and make more arrests than just about anywhere else in

western Massachusetts, and to deal with an educated and

culturally diverse community, then they must receive

more support.

If they are to be asked to do this while undermanned

and underequipped. then they must be compensated ac-

cordingly. The administrative and political inadequacies,

both at the Dept. of Public Safety and the university level,

which have allowed this situation to develop, must end.

The police, who are out there when administrators go

home on weekends, must no longer be insulted. And

UMass students must no longer be put at risk.

Ben Brogan u a Collegian columnist

Events illuminate ignorance
In FOTsyth County. Ga.. last week. 25.000

marchers, including Coretta Scott King,

the widow of Rev. Martin Luther King Jr..

demanded racial tolerance in an area beset

by Ku Klux Klan-related violence. The

l^aceful march was welcomed by local

leaders.

David R. Mark

However. 1.000 dissenters decided to take

man back to the South before the civil

rights movement. Chanting racist slogans,

the protesters, some dressed in Klan robes,

showed how narrow minded some

Americans still are.

The events in Forsyth County, coupled

with New York City's Howard Beach inci

dent last month, prove that there are some

who still believe that not all men and

women are equal. The fact is. they are.

•
Americans presently in Lebanon need to

be educated. A number of Americans are

included in the dozen kidnapped in the past

two weeks. Some are even worried that the

Church of England envoy. Terry Waite.

now may be a hostage.

The White House has advised Americans

in Beirut to leave, as they did last year

when we feared the kidnapping of

Americans in Lib>a last year. Yet there are

some stubborn individuals who feel that

they will never be taken hostage, even

though precisely that is occurring.

* * *

Two US officials. Surgeon General C.

Everett Koop and Secretary of Education

William Bennett, have been arguing

publicly about a very important issue

AIDS education Koop believes education

about sex related dangers should begin by

the third grade. Bennett feels that age is

too young; education should begin when

students are older and more mature. The

ongoing debate began months ago. Frank

ly, the time wasted now deciding when and

how to implement this education need is

doing harm to the future of America.

Captain Jack will get you high tonight,

and take you to your special island. On Cap-

tain Jack you can rely tonight, just a little

push, and you'll be smilin'. La la la...

The song went through my head

repeatedly as I left my pot-infested dorm,

the smell forcing me to leave the building.

Drugs are commonplace at our university,

as well as at just about every other univer

> 'M^lMMVkt. ftC afMHur
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position on the floor. Two others had to

sity in the US. I went to a high i^chool that

had a .substantial drug problem,^d my

sister's junior high school also has a

substantial drug problem. However, there

seems to be little that can be done to

change this.

That same night, as I came back to my

dorm, a student was on the floor in the

main lobby. She was drunk, and she was

sick. She was also unable to move from her

carry her up the stairs. Is it really

necessary to drink that much? Everyone

enjoys an occasional drink of whatever.

Yet, as adults are we going to drink

ourselves into a continuous stupor?

Let's get educated before the damage is

done, not after.

David R. Mark is a Collegian columnist

The White House has advised Americans as well as at ,ust about every o.ner un.vc.- „ek. bhe was auso unao.e u, u.uv. ...... ....
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Sinister connotation creeps mto a once harmless word
KJ±^^'»-*^^^^'^ ^^ J o hoM atro this risinc force hrpnthed threats. Urinalysis has be<

What is the most complex and specializ-

ed species on Earth? Homo sapiens?

Whales? No. it's words. Words, like

animate life forms, are spawned, grow, and

mature in much the same way humans do.

The most fascinating aspect of words,

however, is the ability some have of rising

above mediocrity and establishing

themselves in the day-to-day vocabulary of

the masses.

Some words are always in vogue, while

others are fly by-night pretenders. This

year's hot new prospect in the wacky world

of words is urinalysis. Unknown to most of

us a year and a half ago. this rising force

is on the top of every administrative type s

tongue We encounter it on the front page,

and on the sports page. Everywhere we

look, there it is: URINALYSIS, staring us

in the face. Yet this word's climb to star

dom has not been a great American tale.

Once the proud offspring of such stately

words as science and discovery, the word

now has cast aside his natural parents in

a hunger for fame. Now Urinalysis has

taken up residence with such derelict per-

sonalities as prejudice and paranoia.

Tim Tynan

The sad thing is that, not too long ago.

Urinalysis was a clean-cut, hard-working,

young word - a regular Richie Cunn-

ingham of linguistics. Once he was a source

of truth in detecting illness and a benefit

to all humanity. However good he once

was, he is now diseased. He has sold his

soul to become a threat to. and in many

cases, a violator of human rights. Some

observers are claiming that "Yuri" is final-

ly doing a job too long neglected. But the

other words know the truth; "Yuri" has

moved to the wrong side of the tracks.

Urinalysis is a ruffian.

In the past, the medical profession would

lean toward him for wisdom and consulta-

tion Now Urinalysis comes looking for the

common man. He thrusts himself in the

face of the entire nation spouting bad-

breathed threats. Urinalysis has become a

lifebreaking. organizational goon standmg

cross-armed in the office corner whispering

to employees "psssssst hey, give da boss da

sample or things could get messy. Know
what I mean?"

"Yuri" is no longer a believer in pure

science. He now stands atop his soap box

chastising the weak and and accusing those

who dare to oppose him. He claims that he

and only he can save our proud nation from

the evil presence of corrupting drugs. He
promises a clean and wonderful future.

To have a drug free work place is a fine

and honorable aspiration but "Yuri's"

rhetoric is a deception. We never have and
we probably never shall see "Yuri" putting

the hit on a big boss. In reality the entire

concept is little more than a prejudiced,

manipulative lie. Urinalysis isn't going to

attack the people who know how to fend for

themselves. His victims will be those peo-

ple who have always been oppressed.

Urinalysis is an employee ofthe repressive.

Many words have used "Yuri's" methods

in their rise to power, some of the more

notable being prohibition, McCarthyism

and Nazism. Urinalysis is an image-

conscious opressor who polishes his good

citizen awards with the tears of the fallen.

Of course Urinalysis is only a word but to

the blind, words can be a menacing thing.

Tim Tynan is a UMass student
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During intersession, Irish Prime
Minister Garret Fitzgerald called national

elections for Feb. 17. That's this Feb. 17,

leas than three weeka from now.

Nancy Klingcner

At about the same time as the news of

Ireland's governmental changes, another
story was prominent. Democrats and
Republicans were fighting over who gets

New Orleans for their convention. Those
conventions, to choose nominees for presi-

dent, aren't until the summer. As in the

summer of 1988.

Of course, the two systems are much dif-

ferent; one based on parliament versus the

three branches everyone learns about in

high school. But the variable elements in

the system are dwarfed by the different

way the two countries choose their leaders.

A quickie American election?

For us to elect a new president, we must
have years and years of speculation, coax-

ing of candidates, expensive political and
media consultants and lots and lots of time.

That means press coverage and national at-

tention. It means we are the only country

in the world where being named "front-

runner" is the same as assuring political

death.

Imagine the American electoral process

operating by European standards:

Jan. 5 — Ronald Reagan decides, with the

help of his friends, that the best way to get

rid of the whole nasty Iran business once
and for all is to call an election. Everybody
is telling him he can win, and renew his

mandate everybody said he had after the

last election. The date is set for Jan. 31.

Jan. 6 — Mario Cuomo, Gary Hart, Ted

Kennedy and Michael Dukakis all declare

they are nmning for the presidency, on the

same day. They are each members of dif-

ferent parties that have built a coalition in

the last four years. But that's about to end.

Jan. 10 — The Conservative Coalition,

made up of the Powerful Preacher, the

Cautious Banker and Love It or Leave It

parties vows to stay together to face the

new challenge from the left. Jack Kemp
and George Bush are photographed eating

apple pie together.

Jan. 22 — The leading contenders, all six

of them, debate for four hours, carried on
every network. Eighty percent of the

population watches and actually pays at-

tention. Bush is in a cheerleading costume,
complete with pom-poms.

Jan. 27 — Sam Nunn tries to challenge
by gathering support in the South. Reagan
experiences an unexpected challenge by
Robert Dole, heading the popular Moderate
Conservatives With A Sense of Humor
Party.

Jan. 31 — Election day: Eighty percent
of the registered voters go to the polls, elec-

ting Jesse Jackson of the Populist
Powerhouse Party, with a 38 percent
plurality. The new president quickly builds

a coalition of the liberal and left parties,

and has Hart, Kennedy and (yes) I>ole as
cabinet ministers.

Nancy Klingener is a Collegian staff

member
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FRIDAY
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Were your A's & B's

last semester all

alcohol and booze?
If you want to make this term
different, you can get Informa-

tion and group support in the
Student Opportur^ Program
(STOP). Contact Amy Leos-
Urbel at Urwersity Healtti Ser-

vices. 549-2671 X18T

SPRING)
BREAK I

On Ft Lauderdale Beach
we've got VjViSlS

THEteV _
HOFLOCATION:

/y^jTiA. The Strip-Need We Say More?

^HOtWr & RESTAURANT: -.
Enjoy Frozen Rumrunners and PIrta Coladas with Scrumptuoust^od

at our World Famous Dockside Patio Bar and Restaurant

THE LARGESTWr^TUB ON THE BEACH!!
and natur^lly^;^^^^,,^^"»« ^°"'

imagination

!

THE^i&fTESFROOM DEAL ON THE OCEAN!

FROM$OA50/^m^m /c
RESERVE EARLY!

PER PERSON DAY
PLUS TAX

QUAD. OCCUPANCY

Bahia Cabana Motel
Ft Lauderdale Beach

SAVE THIS AD!
Redeemable for Spring Break

T-Shirt at Check-In ^

TOLL FREE
^HOYLINE

1-(800)-BEACHES

By DON UPPER
Collegian Staff

God! There have been so many abysmal-
ly bad movies in the theatres this

wintersession. I'm talking about movies so

mind bogglingly bad that audiences sufTer

internal bleeding from watching them.
Perhaps the greatest bad movie to darken

the doors of many a theatre was the dread-

ed King Kong Lives. This piece of fine

cinema is the bad sequel to the bad remake
of a classic horror film that should never

have been remade in the first place. The
only thing the 1976 remake had that was
at all interesting was several scenes of

Jessica Lange being stripped, fingered and
otherwise bothered by a 50 foot gorilla. Sex

(weird sex, at that) was the only thing that

sold that movie. There was one problem.

Kong was dead. While a film about the sex

life of a 50 foot dead gorilla would be dif-

ferent, the film makers decided that such

a film would not have mass appeal. No pro-

blem, if Bill the Cat can come back from

the dead, why can't Kong the Gorilla? King
Kong was resuscitated (don't ask me why)
and given emother leading lady. King Kong
Lives features the spectacular debut of that

gigantic Minnie Mouse, that great simian

feminist who'll never shave her legs, may
I present the fabulous Lady Kong!
The Kindred, a movie starring Kim

Hunter (who looked better when she was

Zira the Chimp in The Planet of The Apes)
is about a scientific experiment that goes
awry and produces a horrible mutant baby
that wrecks havoc once unleashed. The
poster says "Anthony didn't ask to be
born." Well, I didn't ask to see this movie.
I was forced to see it by the Arts editor, a
man incidentally, who bares an unnatural
resemblance to the mutant baby in this

film.

The Assasination starred Charles Bron
son. Enough said?

Like 3-D movies all you have to do is see

his name on the movie poster and you know
all you need to about the movie.

Wisdom marks the directorial debut of

brat pack actor Emilio Estevez. This
movies also stars Estevez's girlfriend and
brat pack buddy, Demi Moore What didn't

I like about this movie aside from the bad
dialogue, stupid plot, illogical and
unbelievable characters and reactions,

shoddy and cliched directing and the horri-

ble acting of its two stars? Well, I'll tell you.

This movie tries to be a rip-off 1980s ver-

sion of Bonnie and Clyde with the two
heroes displaying all the emotional com-
plexity of your average Barbie and Ken
dolls. Estevez is apparently the type of

director who thinks that use of styling

mousse is character.

I've run out of space and I haven't even
mentioned the other bad movies that came
out during the break Richard Gere came
out with his latest bad film, No Mercy, this

time taking Kim Basinger down with him.

Then there was the Threee Amtgos. Then
there was... I think you get the idea.

LETS MAKE IT A SWINGING SEMESTER

AT TWIN OAKS MINI GOLF
Mt Farms Mall

<

UNION
PROGRAM
COUNCIL

presents

FEB
AT

il M^t
VI ^

/;

^.^
;

with CHRISTMAS
OPENING THE SHOW

umass Students ^6.
gen. public % 8.

STAY TUNED TOW M U A
FOR GIVEAWAYS

CASH
BAR
With

W in

^ oaks:
tnini-golf

MTN FARMS MALL.
MADLEY

TU-WED-THURS
3:30 - 9 PM
FRI 3:30 - 10

SAT 11 - 10

SUN 12 - 5

\{\ J h/ f ^kr^trTnTuit^ k\r:'t)CJ ^

H

Estevez and Moore: Beanie and Clod

^m^ A Jewish • Christian EncotinCcr

Divinity, Sexttattty, ImmortalitY

IAHAMA&

$369

PfRPfRSON
0U»00CCU«NO

PtRPfRSON
OUAOOOCUMNCY

FREEPORT e^AQ
VIA jr AIR TRANSPORWiON ^ Ip"W
NASSAU
VIA JET AIR TRANSPORTATION

MEXICO
ACAPULCO $459
CANCUN $439
VIA JET AIR TRANSPORTATION

DAYTONA BEACH
XEANFRONT ACCOMODATIONS

FT. LAUDERDALE
OCeWrONT available - ADO $50

•ROUNDTRIP TRANSPORTATION FROM;
MOTORCOACH$10«
AIRFARE $178

PfR PERSON
QUAOOCCUMNCr

PER PERSON
OUM) CX3CUWNCV

^4 24^ ^'^ PERSON

$144
QUAD OCCUPANCY

PER PERSON
QUAD OCCUPANCY

Includes all taxes, gratuities,

and service charge.

TO RESERVE NOW . . . CONTACT

Tom
546-7124
\

A UNITED STATES STUDENT ,,„^„^^
ASSOCIATION SPONSORED PROGRAM

ASSOCIATION

ENGAGE IN THIS RARE OPPORTUNITY TO
EXPLORE THESE AND OTHER FASCINATING

RELIGIOUS TOPICS.

The Reverend Esther Hargis, Sister Millie Marengo,

Rabbi Saul Perlmutter, and Fathers Joe Quigly,

John Tuohey and Christopher Carlisle

will lead weekly discussions dealing with the

differences and similarities which exist between

our various Judeo-Christian traditions

in the light of such questions as:

AborOon, MairUge, Worship, Biblical AoClMritY,

Death, and Religion Prejudice and Misunderstanding.

JUDAIC STUDIES 19 IE, No. 432782

TUESDAYS, 2:30 - 3:45

9

DICKENSON 109 - ONE CREDIT

STARTING FEBRUARY 3

Bring Add/Drop Form to Student Union 302

or to the first session of the course

L I
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SALE AT Roi^s^
Marble 100 page

COMPOSITION BOOK $1 .39

CoUaciaa pbuiu by Byrn« Cuarnotta

The deep- voiced Leon Redbone, whose credits include (Shine on)

Harvest Moon and a Budweiser commercial, wowed *em Tuesday night

at The Iron Horse Cafe in Northampton. Next Tuesday Clarence
**Gatemouth" Brown will appear at the Horse.

COMPOSITION
I

*•

"4 •.-':•->:

Vinyt 1Vj" x 1

SLICKER BINDER

Clear

REPORT COVERS

100 page College Ruled

NOTEBOOK

3-Subject College Ruled

NOTEBOOK

5-Subject College Ruled

NOTEBOOK

200 sheets, College Ruled

FILLER PAPER

Pilot

SPOTLIGHTER PEN

99">

29«

79*

69«

$1.69

99«

49«

SOAP DISHES and

TOOTHBRUSH HOLDERS
39c ea

SELECTED HAIR CARE ITEMS 25% OFF

SHRIMP
BOm

With Dinner

Get In Shape!

AMHERST
BALLET
CENTRE

29 Strong St

549-1555

Evening Classes

Ballet

Modern Dance
jazz

Starting Feb 9

Walking D<«fnee to UMaw

COPY A LOT
SAVE A LOT

Kinko's gives quantity discounts on copies from one

original After 100 copies, the rest are HALF PRICE!

®

kinko's
Crsat copies. Graat people.

253-2543
220 N. Pleasant St

Downtown Amtierst

kxion

FOR
DKT
SKIN

[CARE

CUP THIS VALUABLE COUPON

Keri Lotion or

Keri Silky Smooth

99"?
6 5oz size with

coupon only.

Limit 6 tor each

coupon per

customer.
Coupon good
through this Sun-

day February 8,

With theis coupon now
through Sunday
February 8, 1987

Valantines Day is

February 14th!

25% "RtiMtU, StevtA,.
j

VALENTINES j

OFF HEARTS

OLLECE
DRUG
4 Main Street, Amherst
Mon-Fri, 9-9; Sat 9-6; Sun 9-3
Visa, MC, AMEX Postage Stamps

I

WELCOME
BACK TO

FOUR SEASONS
584-8 1 74 Rt 9 Hadley

START OFF THE SEMESTER
ON THE RIGHT FOOT!

CASE SPECIALS

BUD AS USUAL $10.99

LIGHT LITEN* YOUR BURDENS $10.99

BLACK LABEL Mabeis $6.99

LABATTS BEER OR ALE S13.99

UTICA CLUB NO MEMBERSHIP REQUIRED $6.99

SIX PACK SPECTACULARS

COORS A Rediculus Price $2.99

HEINEKEN start off The Semester Right $3.99

GRIZZLY-Maul Yourself Over One $3.70

MOOSEHEAD Tastes Better Than It Sounds' $3.70

DAB A Lusty German $4.49

SWINKLES Imported From Holland $3.29

SAM ADAMS Americas Best $4.99

THE USUAL BOOZE BARGAINS
Vodka Just Like Moms Recipe $8.99 1 .75L

Gin Tastes Just Like Homemade $8.99 1.75L

Rum The Pride of OHadley Bay $10.99 1.75L

FOUR SEASONS IS LOCATED ON
ROUTE 9 IN HADLEY

JUST PAST McDonalds & burger king

LOWEST KEG PRICES
IN TOWN — WE DELIVER

Golden Child not funny:

Murphy plays it straight
The Golden Child

Starring Eddie Murphy
Hampshire Six Theaters

By MARY ANNE SIOKE
Collegian Correspondent

Fun but not funny describes Eddie Mur
phy's new film. The Golden Child.

In this Indiana Jones type film, Murphy
portrays a sarcastic social worker who in

his spare time enjoys finding lost children

on the Los Angeles area. Up to this point,

the movie is believable. But when you

think you have finally seen it all, Murphy
is chosen by the spirits to find a

superhuman child. The "Spirits" come to

Eddie Murphy in the form of a beautiful

and enticing Tibeten girl portrayed by

Charlotte Lewis. You can imagine what

happens between Murphy and Lewis.

As this movie takes its due course. Mur-

phy travels to Katmandu, where there is

a mystical and sensual atnK)6phere. In Kat-

mandu, Murphy encounters the Gates of

Hell, half-dragons, and his newly-found

enemy, Sardo. In his attempt to retrieve

the Golden Child, Murphy battles incredi-

ble special effects and death-defying stunts.

Good vs. evil is not only the the conflict

but the plot. Good inevitably wins, but you
may already have guessed this. Murphy
tries to add comedy and wit to a movie full

of mystical places and happenings. Mur-
phy, however, does not always succeed.

There are funny scenes, such as one mvolv-

ing a Pepsi can. You have to see this scene

to believe it. However, there is not nearly

enough comedy to let Murphy's talent

shine through. The movie is a comic farce.

Golden Child has its good points too. It

is entertaining and in some parts scary. If

you want to drift into "Never-never" land

and forget life for an hour and a half, then

go see Golden Child and you will not be

disappointed. But if you want side-busting

comedy, rent Beverly Hills Cop and see it

again on a VCR. On a scale between a K-

Mart and Bloomingdales, The Golden
Child rates a Caldor.

Strong acting featured

in 'Mosquito Coast*
The Mosquito Coast (•*1'2)

Starring Harrison Ford, Helen Mirren

By Jim Cole
Collegian Correspondent

The Mosquito Coast explores the pro-

blems that arise when twjsted inventor

Allie Fox moves his family down to the

jungles of Central America to start over

and "complete the job God left unfinished."

Adapted from Paul Theroux's 1982 novel,

the film looks at how Allie plans to improve

the backward culture, and the difficulties

that follow.

The movie follows Allie's obsession with

building a perfect civilization and how it

aftects his family. He has initial triumphs,

but they are short lived. Eventually life

turns into a brutal fight for survival as

Allie slips further into madness, dragging
his loyal family down with him.

Harrison Ford has come a long way since

his Star Wars days, giving a twisted, un-

nerving performance as Allie Fox, easily

his best yet. His only problem is that he has

to carry the film on his shoulders • and
that's the main fault with The Mosquito
Coast. The story is told through the eyes

of Allie's loving yet fearful son Charlie, but

the film concentrates on Allie instead, leav-

ing Charlie in the background River

Phoenix (Stand By Me) is very good but

isn't given very much to do. His troubled,

confused character that made the book so

memorable didn't make it to the screen,

and without his strong feelings about his

father. Allie isn't as s rong either.

Director Peter Weir, who also directed

Ford in Witness, has made a crucial

mistake by concentrating so much on Allie

while diminishing all the other roles.

Without the careful buildup of

characterization, it's hard to understand

why the family follows Allie for so long.

The other actors have a hard time com-

petinng with Ford, most nobably British ac-

tress Helen Mirren whose role as the

mother is almost nonexistent.This is also

the fault of screenwriter Paul Shrader, who

chose to omit some of the most important

lines and powerful scenes from the book

that would have given the film much more

emotional impact. The film almost reaches

the right amount of anguish, fear and sym-

pathy, but not quite. It just misses.

•IThe Mosquito Coast still features

beautiful locations, excellent photography

and wonderful performances from

everyone. I just wondered how much the

other actors would have shined had they

been given more than just a back seat to

Harrison Ford's one man show.

A driven man dominates his family in The Mosquito Coast
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Free events
in art coming
By THOMAS HARRINGTON
Collegian staff

The Commuter Area
Government will again
sponsor a film series this

semester. Beginning
February 9 with Godard's

Breathless, the series will

show a different classic film

every Monday on campus.
In addition, most films will

be accompanied by a special

related short feature.

Breathless will be preceded

by Francois Truffaut's Les

Mistons.

Other films in the series

include Woman In The
Dunes. directed by
Teshigara (Japan), The
Goldrush, starring and
directed by Charlie Chaplin

and accompanied by

Douglas Fairbanks in The
Mystery of The Leaping
Fish, and a special festival

of short films and anima-

tion. Check the Campus
Center information desk for

a full schedule.

Feb. 6: The Hampden
Gallery in Southwest will

open the spring semester

with an exhibition of col-

lage by John Grillo. a facul-

ty member of the UMass
Art Department. The
works, dating from 1950

1965, demonstrate many
different facets of the the

collage metier, such as the

use offound objects, the use

of torn paper, and as works

of art m their own right.

Grille's work has been
described as "sensuous in

color and full of exuberant

energy."

Feb. lO; Pianist Nigel

Coxe will perform the

Brahms quintet in F minor.

Opus 34, with the Essex

String Quartet at 8 p.m. in

Bezanson Recital Hall,

located in the Fine Arts

Center.
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Have A Party!

Experienced

BartenderAMaiter

Available for

Parties and All

Occasions

One Week Notice

Requested

Call Jon Evenings

546-6508

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Something
By Sarah Smith

Pianist Nigel Coxe and the collages of John Grillo will appear next week

J

Doonesbury By Garry Tnideaa

Bloom County

i

Getiii
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Bat Brain

Berke Breathed
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By Bill Bearing

LOOKGUYS,NO KEG.
Just twist a cap and youVe got beer on tap.

New Miller (ienuine Draft "^

is real draft beer in a bottle. It's not

heat-pasteurized, like most bottled beers. It's cold-filtered to give

you the smoothness and freshness of draft beer from a keg.

No wa\', you say? Tasting is believing.

MILLER GENUINE DRAFT. IT'S BEER AT ITS BEST.

1986 Miller Brewing Co Milwaukee Wl

XMe KTURNEDTOy

nVAW OFF

vwiewo*>S'
AN* sue ^ X MUST Ksmui£

X WAMT TO
he IMC Fia«r
%TVoe>rr cvkm
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KCAUfTlC

Gordy
By Gorde

Arc you interested in writing for the CoiUgimn^
Come down next Friday at 4 p m and find out

more We re in 1 13 Campus Center, behind

the television.

Daily
ACMOSS

1 Pvnnsytvania

•xdamations
5 ThfOW»
9 OrMk flasht

14 Ailand Andover
1

5

Cot>m»nii from

(tt« bridge

16 Propoflion

17 Cartam l«cor<

19 Tatwu rtalive

20Piundarad
21 Dtvttion word
23 El«ctnc«l unrt

24 ClOM
25 HMvy rMdmg
27 Ancient

kingdom n**'

Babyksnia

29 Contectionarv

Crossword' Puzzle
2 A king ol

30rare<a«

U netatmg ioa
P^umar native

36 Ooctorow* -
UM

SS^'ewdMn

39 intend

40 Oockmg
41 Songbird

42 8«aiMn
43BndBtlM
44 HmM>9 l«UM'>

45 ^incfi lamity

3 Roman king ol

Judea
4 Baby barracuda

5 Ekcuse
6 Ivy Bulldog

7 Supernatural

SSpoited
9 American

League player

10 Malayan ape
11 Grouse
12 — kieine

NactHtnuMk
13 PiarM setting

18 Prosper

2? Coastal titers

?6Cooi
29 penguin

29 Smgmgpet
30 Tul« tree

31 Angtarsaid
32 Osaayowng

sounds
33 Oev*«^ unM
94Ce'ttinM*

35 Soufti American

riawhs

37 Cruet liquKl

40 Buiidit>g

material

44 Misctnevous act

46 ArKient

Egyptian king

48 1Mnter

phenomenon
SO Else

&1 Jockey

S2Spy
53 Rtiymsler S

work
54 Arrest

55 (X> roadworh

S7 Repeal
S9 Computer

61 Qiant great

63 Actor McKeNen

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

1/30^

47 Yortitfwe rwer

49 Oreamsh blue

ComO lorm

50 Whale
51 Famt sound
S4 Watering pieoe

S6 Track event

S« Blue dye
60 Starchy ptanis

62 Bird at a Field s

64 LikeHumpty
Oumpty

K Improve

66 Relton rewards

67 Nononwones
65 Novelist Sarah
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Lnach

Tuna Boat

Turkey Divan

Basics Lunch

Tuna Boat

Lentil ^ir»ch Stew

Menu
IMantr

Savory Beef Strudel/

Beef Gravy

NE Style Scrod

with Herb Crumb Topping

Basics Diaocr

Broccoli and Cheese Strudel

N E. Style Scrod

with Herb Crumb Topping

Weather
TodsT: Snow. snow, snow - 80 ptrcent chance

Tonight: Some more snow

Tomorrow: Snow ends early, then clearing, highs in the

30s

Today's Suff
Iglit cdhor Nancy Klingener

Copy Editor P*^'' Serafino

Prodttctton SapcnriMT Rob Cataiano

Uyofrt TcchnlcUn Ansel Ztnter

Photo Technlclaa Byrne Guarnotta

ffodactton Beth Drew, Laura Bell. Kelly Sieger

Keith Cooper. Tori Gorrell and Pat

Executive fioard — Spring of 1987
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KELLY SIEGEB
Editor l0 Chtef

NAHCY KUHGElfER
ll«B«ftag Editor

STEVE KUBIN
BMiMM IUa«|«r

PHIL SERAFINO
Editorial Editor

AHSEL ZIHTEK
Prodsctlon Muagtr
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* women's hoop
continued from page 16

After Wilbor's layup,

Temple methodically

trimmed the UMass lead,

and threatened to really

make a game of it when
Temple center Merida
Grant turned another
UMass turnover into an
easy bucket and pulled the

Lady Owls to within nine,

43-34, with 5:14 left.

But the Minutewomen
solved the Temple press

when Christel ZuUo broke

through and fed the ball to

a streaking Fitzgerald, who
dropped in a layup and was
fouled on the play. After Fit

zgerald converted the free

throw for a big three point

play, UMass owned a 46-34

lead and a little breathing

room with 5:00 left.

Temple would not get any

closer, with the exception of

another Jackson bomb to

make the score 50-42 with

2:06 left. The Minutewomen
converted on six of seven

free throws in the final 1:03

to seal the game.

"We should take care of

the teams we should beat. If

we can do that, we should be

in pretty good shape,"

Leaman said. "I told the

kids in the locker room that

the one thirg about winning

a basketball gaiae is it

makes the next game more
important than •» should

be."

That next game will be

against the Colonials of

George Washington Univer

sity, in what is shaping up

to be a very important game
for the Minutewomen.
Game time is at 2 p.m. at

the Cage.

Pending the outcome of

last night's Rutgers-Penn

State game at New
Brunswick, NJ, and a vic-

tory tomorrow, the

Minutewomen could find

themselves only a game
behind Penn St., a team the

Minutewomen feel is very

beatable.

"The fact that Temple
beat Penn St. got us more
psyched to play them,"
Wilbor said. "We knew that

if we could win tonight it

would gives us momentum
for the next time we see

Penn St."

CaBactoa pkato by Dav* ShiaUna

Junior forward Tara Lewis and the rest of the Minutemen dominated

nearly every phase of the game as they hammered an overmatched Tem-

ple squad, 60-46, last night at the Curry Hicks Cage.

i^i t ^i mtj ^g -ag Ji- -ag. 3E ,1

Nassau/Paradise island
\

SPRING BREAK
WEEKLY DEPARTURES FROM $359

COHPLITE PACmAGS INCLUDES:

• ROUNDTRIP AIR FROM NEW YORK. BOSTON. PHILADELPHIA.
WASHINGTON D.C. AND ATLANTA TO NASSAU, PARADISE ISLAND.
OTHER CITIES AVAILABLE.

• ROUNDTRIP TRAN8PBR8 PBOH NASSAU AIRPORT TO HOTEL.
• 7 NIGHTS HOTEL ACCOHnODATIONS

.

• HELCOHE RUM SWIZZLE AT HOST MOTELS.
I EXCLUSIVE AMERICAN TRAVEL ONE HOUR RUM SWIZZLE PARTY.
• THREE HOUR CRUISE ON THE YELLOW BIRD WITH A LIVE CALYPSO

BAND.
• THREE BEACH PARTIES (ONE WITH FREE LUNCH) MUSIC AND
ACTIVITIES.

-• COMPLETE PROGRAM OP OPTIONAL SIOMTSEBINO TOURS.
• PRBB ADMISSION TO THE PALACE DISCO, DRUMBEAT CLUB. AND
THE HATBBLOO CLUB I NORMALLY • 1 COVER CHARGE EACH )

.

• ALL HOTEL TAXES. ENERGY SURCHARGE, AND ORATUITIt8-NO HIDDM
CHARGES

.

• COLLEGE WEEK PROGRAMS BY THE BAHAMAS TOURIST OFFICE.
• PROFESSIONAL TOUR ESCORT ON LOCATION.

For more information contact: Bruce or Paul 256-8068

acz zz az zz zz zz

V-NECK
only

$5.00
REG. $15.95

Limited Ouantitie*

irs N^

WHITE

LONG SLEEVE
VERSION -$16.50

reg $21 .95

OPEN
M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

UNIVERSITY
STORED

UMass swimmers battle

at Boyden this weekend
Teams preparing forNew England meet

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

They'll be makin' waves this weekend.

The University of Massachusetts swim-

ming teams will both be in action, as the

women will host the University of Rhode
Island tonight at 7 p.m. at Boyden Gym,
while the men's team will face the

University of Vermont tomorrow at 1 p.m.

at Boyden.
Both teams are riding streaks, but

neither is too concerned about them.

The men's team has won all nine of its

outings this winter, including its latest,

a 143-71 win over the University of Con-

necticut on Wednesday, and now has a

string of 28 consecutive victories dating

back to three seasons prior. Mind you. the

opponents have not been slouches by any
means, the likes of Boston College, Nor-

theastern, Williams (one of the toughest

in New England, according to Yarworth).

Rhode Island and UConn falling by the

wayside enroute.

The women's team has a less impressive

streak, losing its last two meets, against

Boston College and .Northeastern, to fall

to 5-4 on the year. Interestingly.

Newcomb was more impressed with the

two losses, to Boston College and Nor-

theastern, than he was with prior wins

over Williams and crosstown-rival

Amherst.
However, both men's coach Russ Yar

worth and women's coach Bob Newcomb
have long-range goals on their minds as

they head into this weekend's action.

"We're through the tough part of our

schedule," Yarworth said, "so right now
we're starting to fine tune for the New
Englands." The men's New Englands will

be held to weekend of FelMOiary 27-March

1 at Springfield College, and Yarworth

has made it quite clear that he would

trade in the 28-meet streak for the New
England championship.

"We're looking in the future to the New
Englands," Newcomb said. "We're right

on track now." The women's New
Englands will also be held at Springfield

College, but one weekend earlier,

February 20 22.

Nonetheless, both coaches will have to

drop the long-range goals for a bit and

focus on this weekend. Newcomb is look

ing at a tough test tor his team from the

Wrams of Rhode Island, while the Cata

mounts appear to be just another team in

the path of Yarworth's rolling troops.

The Rhode Island squad .should present

an interesting meet, according to

Newcomb.
"The Wrams have some good swim

mers, but I think we have more depth,"

Newcomb said. "As is the case a lot of

times, it will probably depend on where
they place their swimmers in the meet,

and how they use them.
"We should swim well, because we

always swim better here. We have a real-

ly high attitude, and we're really looking

forward to the New Englands."

Meanwhile, Yarworth isn't exactly

writing Vermont off, but he doesn't expect

to see anything resembling a c1cm» meet
from the Catamounts.
"They've got some good freshman, but

I think we've just got too much depth for

them." Yarworth said "We're going to

switch our line-up around a little to try

and balance it a bit. but I don't see any
problems."

So, the Minutemen will look to chalk up

another tally on an already impressive

winning streak, while the Minutewomen
will hope to get back to their winning

ways and maybe start a similar streak of

their own.
Splashes: The Minutemen will follow

the Vermont meet by facing the Wildcats

of the University of New Hampshire, in

the last of their dual meets this winter,

on Saturday. February 7. here. They then

travel to the nation's capital for the Atlan-

tic 10 Championships, to be held at

George Washington University

• men's hoop
continued from page 16

end of the three games at home. I think we
went in counting the game when we didn't

have it."

The numbers say it all.

On the game. UMass shot just 27.6 per-

cent (1347) including 5-of 26 (19.2 percent)

in the second half and three-of-13 three

pointers. The Bonnies. taking 18 less shots,

managed 48.2 percent on 14-of-29 shooting.

The Bonnies' first posession of the game
provided an indication of what was to come:

40 seconds of passing and (yawn) a shot. Hit

or miss, it didn't seem to matter as long as

the Minutemen were unable to get on

track. Either 100 99 or 10. it didn't mat

ter to DeCarli.

The Bonnies jumped out to a 5-0 lead as

Lanier hit a three-pointer and had a layup

for the early lead. UMass came back and

took the lead. 15-14. on a jumper by Brown
and extended it to 21-18 at halflime.

UMass jumped out to a quick, 28 18, ad

vantage on a follow-up slam by Chase, a

'three-point play by Chase, and a pair of free

throws by Brown. But then everything

came to a halt as the Bonnies scored five

inside baskets and added a free throw and

a three-pointer by Lanier to grab a 32-28

lead which they never relinquished.

The Minutemen play host to George

Washington University, tommorrow night

at 7:30 at the Curry Hicks Cage.

St. Bonaventure (43): Albert Middleton.

14 2 3 4. Rocky Llewellyn. 5 11 3-4 13.

Sam Graham. 2 3 1 4. Rob Lanier. 5-8

2 2 15. Richard McCormick. 1-3 34 5. Dar
ren Quinlan. 0. Tom Boney.

0. Elmer Anderson. 2 2 2. 0-0

Totals, 14-29 12 16 43.

Massachusetts (39h David Brown, 4-14

2-2 10. Joe FennelL. 0^ 04) 0. Duane
Chase, 4-8 5-9 13. Carl Smith. 3-« 0^ 8.

Lorenzo Sutton. 2-13 3-4 8, Sean
Mosby. 0-0 0-0 0, Carey Herer, 0-1 OO
0, Chns BaUey. 04) 0-0 0. Totals. 1347
10-15 39.

Big weekend
for UM sports

It will be a busy weekend in University

of Massachusetts athletics. In addition to

the men's and women's teams in basket-

ball and swimming (see related stories), the

women's gymnastics and indoor track

teams, and the men's and women's ski

teams, will all see action tomorrow.

In gymna.stics action, the women's team

will be competing in its third meet of the

season and home opener. The
Minutewomen will take on Cornell Univer-

sity at the Boyden Gymnastics Center at

1 p.m.

The women's track team will head down

to Princeton University in New Jersey to

participate in the Penn Relays, which get

underway at 11 a.m. The meet will be the

fifth of the season for the Minutewomen.

Both the men's and women's ski teams

will travel up to Waterville Valley, NH,
this weekend to participate in the Boston

College Tournament. It is the third tour-

nament of the season for UMaaa.

Sports staff meeting
There will be a brief mandatory meeting

for all Collegian sports writers on Sunday,

promptly at 7 p.m. at the sports desk. A
meeting will follow at 7:30 p.m. for thoae

people that would like to join the sports

staff this semester. Beats and assignments

will be discussed at this time.

Women *s soccer
There will be a mandator*' organizational

meeting for members of the women's soc-

cer team on Monday at 6 p m. in room 225

in Boyden Building. All those interested tn

women's soccer must attend.

Women's lacrosse
The women's lacrosse team will have a

mandatory meeting and its first practice

Wednesday at 4 p.m. in Totman Gym
nasium. All players and those interestiKi

should make every effort to attend this

meeting.

AC IlVIIit:.* AUDIO
AUTO FOR SALE •CALCULAIORS

ENTERTAlNMfNI 'FOR RENT

FOR SALE "FOUND
HELP WANTED -LOST

CLASSIFIED
iNSTRUCTlON»MOTORCYiClFS
PERSONALS* RtDfc WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED •SERVICES
ROOMATE WANTED •TRAVEL

WANTED" SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MOW-TMURS 8:30-3:30 (Ff« • 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION aCASH IH ADVAMCE, 15«/W0RD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACnVITIM

MUSIC. ACTMO. OANCE inMrucflon

PnvtM and group, al agM. a* Ivval of ab*-
ly Univ«r*ity arts council discounts
avaiiabto lor UMass students Pvrlorming

Alls DiviSNxVUMaas OM Ct>w«l (S4»0619)

IRA WELCOME BACK puzaparty Jan 31

Saturday. 8 00PM tor .ntorm«ton 546431S
or 256-1081

SHASaOT KRVICES: WWOAV Jan 30
7PM Dukes Room Torah study Saturday

Jan 31 10 30AM Dukes Room Sponsored
by Hitlei

WELCOME BACK! INTERESTED in Chria

tian Fello««ship'' The Alliance Ctiristian

Felknvship welcomes you' More info Bar

rie or Jennifer 253-7206

ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted $120
month nflW on bus route tieal included

zse-isis

lOOMKHIMNT

UNTVERSITY TOUR SERVICE is current

iy accepting applications tor spring

sentMMr Qo to 101 Berksnire for I

tion OMdSneFeb 13

PRIVATE SOUTH AMHERST home
female non-smoker Grad prei utility m
cloded/bus line, $25amonth 0^256-0036

UQHT KITCHEN HELP: 4/6hrs'wk for 7

days metis free on campus caH 549-0454

253-9071

AMHEMST. ONE ROOM in tv»o bedroom
apartment Busline Rent 190*'monlf> Call

Ousama at 545-2349 or 253-7428 after

600PM

WANTIOTOMNT

•OWUNG CLUB IS looking tor mm
members if you like competition, tour-

naments and travel call 256-1550

ROOM NEEDED FOR 1 or 2 lemties m apt

compieK call Karen or Kim A S A P
5494157

MRtALi

HIRING PART TIME paoot* tor rose

cutting Feb 1 to Feb 14 Ftexibto hours

S4 50 per hour Apply at kHootgomery Rose
Co 350 RusseN St Hadley. 7AM to

3 30PM Mon-Fri

PART-TIME STUDENT to put i^l^ers
weekly 586-9336

PEER DRUG ALCOHOL educator iraming-

sign-up nowl CaU Health Education
549-2671 ext 1S1

INSTRUCTION

MOTOBCVCUt

AUTO FOR SAU

BED FOR SALE first $2S take* tt away call

584-2905 (Alan)

SPINET-CONSOLE PIANO "baFgaTn
Wanted responsible party to take over low

montfHy payments on spinel-console piano

Can be seen teically Call Mr White at

1-800-327-3345 ext tot

RMSONALS

MONTE CARi.O 1971 350 >/S P/B A/C
$600 967 9997 P M

IS Tf^RUE you can buy Jeeps for $44

through the US government? Get the facts

today! Call 1-312-742-1142 ext 5931-A

PHOTON FUTON
FREE DELIVERY

King 143 Queen 118
Double 103 Twin 81

586-8917

RESUME TYPESETTING SERVICE
Have your resume profession liy typeset

The iMSl quality type, not a woro processor

Sixteen different type styles to choose from

Takes only 3 days costs $25 and any
changes I'll do for FREE Corr>e down to the

Coll^ian Graphics Office (113 Campus
Center) and speak to Peter Soderberg

1#ANT TO MBET people and make
money'' The BuameM Club Cotlee Shop
wants you tWere locMad m the lobby o* the

SBA buiWmg T^e ahMls are 7 30-9 30AM
and 9 30-11 30AM Mon-fn Work one or

both shifts Make above minimum wages
Work study Business majors and in

teMigence preferred but not required CaH
Bill at 546^9749 or Jim at 549 6169 Were
hiring now

MOVING TRUCK FOR hwe reeaon"(M)le
rates call Mike 665 8219

TOMMY CONGRATULATIOf^S YOU'RE
finally here' It s going to be a great

semester Love Sally

JOE NATHAN GRIFFIN No 058359 A

black male, age 26 6 2 tail. 185 pounds.

black eyes, has no family or friends. ar»d

wants to write anyone' Contact Ftorida

State Prison. PC Box 747 T-1-N.e Starke

Fl 32091

MEET NEW PEOPLEI Get great ex-

perience' Come write lor New England's

largest college daily The Collegian is in 1 13

Campus Center, right behind the TV
Come down and check us out'

SKI! SKI! SKI! 5 College trips' Day trips,

night trips, to Berkshire East Rates start

at $9 lor lifts and transport lor night ski

Rentals and lessons also avail Bus leaves

UMass & colleges registration deadline

Mon Feb 2 For more info call 549-4600

x328

ON) YOU TAKE my Mue wool com m flte

Pub on Tues rMohi? i may have yom
Pleaae cal 3ue 5«» «43

MM WANTW

MBUT

1 BEDROOM APARTMENT in Cqlooial

Vdlage $3i S per month caM 2564600 afier

6

ROOMAn WANHD

SIRVICIS

TRAVil

SPRING BREAK TRIPS to Jamaica S389
and Bermuda $369 call Sally 6-7500

WANTiO

SPRINO AND tUMMR IN SPAIN

SPEND SPRING AND summer m sunny

Spam' Oij.ii ty insiiuction at economy
pnces Busiio&i administratioi Hispanic

Siudiee. Arts and Scwnces Graduate

courses m Hispanic Studies offered m Ju
Iy Contact Admissions St Louis Univer

sity 221 N Grand Blvd St Louis. MO
63103 To8-lree lei (800)325«666

tPtttM tRfAK punrro rico

7 NIOHTS-8 DAYS. Round Irip air fare.

hotel Tanama. sunset ferry nde No drink

ing age Only 21 spaces aiaHabla Fun pay-

ment due February 17 Only $395 00 CaM
now 546 9565

LOOKING FOR TWO \<cMtia to Worchaster
performance of Genesis call anytime
546-9594 HAPPY MRTHOAV

HAPPY HAPPY HAPPY birthday Lauren"

Hope you 22nd « the bestfi Let's tose con-

trol lor our last months at UMaaa!! Our love

always- the other wotnen of no.43- Nanc.

Judy, and Pairioa.

NEED TRANSPORTATION TO campus?
1975 Olds Cutlass 4 door power steering-

brakes good running cond $499 256- 1 458

CALCULATORS

rOUNO

LOST

HEY ENGINEERING MAJORS! Hewlett

Packard 1 10 a must tor classes' $40 or BO
call 549-5791

mniTAINMINT

PMRINT

CAPE COD SUMMER ROOM RENTALS.
Hyannis-$90-weekly per person, double-

occupancy Includes all utilities, cooking,

and cable TV No parking lor motor

vehicles 12 week minimum stay, which

must tie paid in advance Reply Box 55.

Barnstable, MA 02630, or call

1-617-778-2754

HELP WANTID

GREAT PART-TIME opportuntiy Gain ex-

perience and earn money while working on
Fortune 500 Companies' Marketing Pro-

grams on campus Flexible hours each
week Call 1-800-821 1543

TEACHING ASSISTANT/GRAD student
earn up to $e,000/sctxx)l year m your spare
lime managing on-campus marketing pro-

grams lor Fortune 500 Companies. Write

tO' Campus Dimentions/2000 Market
Street-nth Fl/Philadelphia. PA 19103-
AttnGene Liechty or call after 4 00PM
(800)592-2121

SINGLE ROOM IN Swiss Village on bus

line 215 per month includes everything call

Silas 256^861

GREAT ROOM AVAIALBLE In top section

of a house 15 mm walk to campus. 5 min

bus nde great neighborhood in Amherst on

busroute call nowl 256-0948

SPRING BREAK JAMAICA, Project
Manager needed Free vacation plus $$$.
1-800-237-2061

COUNCELORS-ASSICIATION OF In-

dependent camps seeks qualified
councelors for camps July and August.
Contact: Association of Independent
Camps (UMA) 43 West 23rd Street sixth

floor, New York, NY 10010(212)645^20

GOT SOMETHING TO SELL, LOOKING FOR A JOB,
WANT TO SEND A MESSAGE, LOST SOMETHING
NEED A ROOMATE, PROMOTE AN ACTIVITY ...

1 5<^ per word per day Is all it takes

COLLEGIAN CLASSIFIEDS WORK
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Bonnies freeze UMass, 43-39
Minuteman offense stalls

CoHrgian photo by Bymr Guamotta

Sophomore center Duane Chase, shown fp-ahbing a rebound from a Bonnie, and his teammates
were unable to get on track last night as St. Bonaventure employed a successful slowdown game-
plan to frustrate the Minutemen, 43-39, last night at the Curry Hicks Cage.

as DeCarli slows the play
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Ugh.
In the four years that he has played at this school,

Universitv of Massachusetts senior guard Carl Smith had

never seen a te^*r" try to freeze the ball on the Minutemen
Last night he did, and it took him and the rest of the

Minutemen totally by surprise as a terrible St. Bonaven
ture University basketball team crawled past UMass.
43 39. last night in a dead silent Curry Hicks Cage
The fans, nearly 3,900 in all, were dumbstruck by the

game's syrupy tempo and filed out without a word,

speechless afler witnessing a brilliant coaching strategy.

It was an atrocious affair.

The loss dropped UMass to 7-11 overall and 3-7 in the

Atlantic 10, while the win boosted St. Bonaventure to 5-14

overall and also 3-7 in the A- 10.

Sophomore center Duane Chase led UMass with 13

points and sophomore forward David Brown added 10.

Freshman guard Rob Lanier paced the winners with a

game-high 15 points.

No one. including Smith, could seem to accept or unders-

tand what they had seen.

"It was the first time .since I've been here that a team
had ever tried to hold the ball against us." the team cap-

tain said afler the game "It was like North Carolina and
its four corners. Anytime they would use it against

another team, they would just frustrate the hell out of

them.
"In those type of games if you want to be able to call

yourself a good team then you've got to find a way to wm.
We didn't so I guess we can't consider ourselves a good
team yet. I think we're still positive."

The game was actually two games in one.

On one side of the court, it was a brilliant coaching
strategy employed by first-year St. Bonaventure head
coach Ron E)eCarIi. On the other side, it was an inex-

plicable and unforseen disaster.

For DeCarli, whose team used up as much of the
45-second clock as possible on every trip down the Hoor,

it was a near-perfectly executed win by an inferior

ballclub.

Blocking off every UMass mside opijon and hoping; for

a cold Minuteman shooting performance, the Bonnies
simply sat and waited for UMass to score. They didn't do
much, but it worked.

In a game that saw the Minutemen go 11:06 without
a point and watch a 10-point. 28-18 lead slowly, ever so

slowly transform itself into a four-point, 32-28, deficit,

DeCarli emerged as a saint.

"This is what I idealistically wanted. Realistically I

didn't think it would happen on this floor, " an ecstatic

DeCarli said after the game. "If I was in the stands rooting

for St. Bonaventure, I would be tremendously happy. If

I was rooting for UMass. I would sav. "what kind of ball

is this?""

For UMass head coach Ron Gerlufsen, the game wasn't
what he had hoped for, but one he said he feared might
occur.

"When we talked before the game and went through our
preparation, the team .seemed very flat," he said. "They
really seemed too relaxed in this game and again, I think

continued on piige 15

Michealsen, UM show up Temple, 60-46
Freshman leads UMass in big A-IO win

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

What many people call "The Turning
Point" may come in a lot of different forms

to a lot of different people. For the Univer-

sity of Massachu.setts women's basketball

team, yesterday's 60-46 victory over Tem-
ple University may suffice as the correct

definition — for now.
The Minutewomen raised their record to

9-5 overall and 5-3 in what has suddenly

become a very watchful Atlantic 10 con-

ference. Along the way, UMass turned in

its second consecutive stellar defensive ef-

fort. The Lady Owls fell to 4-12 overall and
4-4 in the conference.

The game should have been billed as the

Jeanine Michealsen and Tara Lewis Re-

bounding Clinic. In addition to her team-

high 16 points. Michealsen aLso hauled in

17 rebounds, eight of those on the offensive

boards, blocked four shots, and came up
with five steals. Lewis tallied 10 points and
grabbed 13 rebounds for the

Minutewomen, while senior center Karen
Fitzgerald scored 15 points and had five

boau'ds.

All told, the Minutewomen outrebound-
ed the Lady Owls by a 53-41 margin, just
the way head coach Jack Leaman likes it.

"I'm surprised but not that surprised
because we played real good defense,"
Leaman said of Temple's low point output.
"We played real good defense early in the
game and didn't allow Temple to take good
shots."

That's for sure. Tlie Lady Owls clanged
the rims to the tune of a godawful 24 per-

cent from the floor. UMass held Temple to

ju.st six field goals in the first half and fore

ed Temple to shoot an arctic 17 percent.
The Minutewomen didn't exactly sizzle the
nets either, shooting only 37 percent from
the field for the game. Sure, that's not very
good, but on this day it was good enough
to win.

What sweetens the pot is that yesterday's
win over Temple was the first victory over
the Lady Owls since the series began in

1982. Prior to last night. Temple held a 5-0

series advantage over the Minutewomen.
That streak ended, but not without its

share of problems.
The early goings of the first half seemed

to be moving in slow motion for the

Minutewomen. especially in the reboun-

ding department. Even though UMeiss held

the advantage at the end. Temple was well

on its way to blowing UMass out on the

glass, especially on the offensive end.

"We boxed out pretty well but we didn't

do the last step, which was to go after the

ball." Lewis said. "After we did that, the

rest fell into place. It's the first time we've
beaten them and the fir.st time is always
the sweetest."

But despite the apparent rebounding
woes, the Minutewomen were still able to

maintain a comfortable margin throughout
the first half, taking advantage of a literal

shower of Temple bricks.

UMass led by seven points, 18-11, when
Beth Wilbor picked up a loose ball in the

lane and dropped in a layup at the 7:44

mark of the half.

Temple guard Addie Jackson then drill-

ed a three-pointer to bring the Lady Owls
to within four. 18-14. with 6:50 left. But
that's when the roof, appropriately made
of ice, fell in on the Lady Owls.

The pressure defense of UMass stifled

Temple and allowed the offense to go on a

crippling 13-2 run in the last 5:57 of the

half. During the spurt, the Minutewomen
collected six Temple turnovers and a pair

of blocked shots to pace UMass to a 33-16

(That's right. 16) halftime lead.

In the second half, the UMass defense
would continue to grind the Lady Owls in-

to the floor. It was the offense that began
to have its problems. The Minutewomen
stormed out in good enough shape, seizing

a 41-22 lead when Wilbor took a pretty feed

from Michealsen for an easy layup at the

12:13 mark of the second half.

But Temple then threw a curveball at the

Minutewomen, going into a zone press that

practically shut the UMass offense down
at halfcourt. When the Minutewomen did

manage to get the ball over mid-court,

either there was not enough time remain-
ing on the 30-second shot clock to run an
offense, or the Minutewomen simply threw
the ball away.
"We started getting real nervous out

there," Wilbor said. "If we had broken the

press like we learned to, we wouldn't have
had that problem. Once we started passing

the ball instead of dribbling, we were all

right."

Even so, at times during the second half,

the Minutewomen looked as though they
were trying to make the game close with
careless fouls and several bad turnovers,

most of which were forced by the Temple
press.

continued on page 14
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School of Ed
disappoints
benefactor
By KELLY RAFFERTY
Special to the Collegian

A University of Massachusetts research center that

documents the struggle for equal educational opportuni-

ty has had its budget cut nearly 60 percent by the School

of Ekiucation.

The center's director, who owned its thousands ofbooks
and documents, said he donated them to UMass in hopes

that University control and money would improve the

center, and now is very di.sappointed.

"I owned it and now the University owns it. And the

reason why, is that I gave it to them. And the reason I

gave it to them, is that I thought they were going to be

fair auid not start cutting my budget. That's no reward
for virtue." said Meyer Weinberg, the founder and direc-

tor of the Horace Mann Bond Center for Equal Eklucation.

Weinberg is a professor with the School of Education.

The center attracts researchers from as far away as

Japan and Turkey, and is the only center of its kind in

the world, said Weinberg. It takes up about half of the

twenty-second floor of the Tower Library.

Weinberg said the collection began as his own library

and since 1961 has grown into 6,000 books, 1,000 doctoral

dissertations, and 45 file cabinets of newspaper articles.

The center's documenta cover the effects of minority

status and poverty on people's chances to get a good

education.

The center came to UMass along with Weinberg in 1978

at the invitation of the Dean of the School of Edtication.

Mario D Fantini. Except for special research projects, it

has been funded by School of Exlucation money.
Weinberg said that last August, he asked the school for

$34,150 to update the centers material and conduct
research, the same amount he had requested the previous

year The school granted him $14,000, a cut of 59.1

percent.

Associate School of Education dean Gieorge E. Urch
pointed out that Weinberg is still paid and conducts his

work.

Urch said that under the transfer agreement, Weinberg
would be establishing an ongoing research operation for

the center, but Weinberg said the cut in funds made that
difficult to do.
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NICE LINES — Students walking in front of Dickinson Hall last week are seen through
the grid view.

"I am spending out ofmy own pocket, renewing certain

subscriptions," he .said "I got to do it. We have a vast

•MOTMit of updatMig work that is not being done, if not

done, the whole collection becomes antiquated."

The cuts, he said, have eliminated his ability to hire

students to help him or pay his full time professional assis-

tant. Ali Munif Seden.

Seden said the cuts were a way of trying to obstruct the

efforts of the center.

"People will get discouraged and leave. That's my per-

sonal interpretation of the actions." Sedan said.

"It has nothing to do with trying to demean it," Fan-

tini said. "The work is very important. The point is we
thought there would be other ways to keep up to date.

That was part of their understanding, that the library

would order those things.

"When you are an administrator, you have a limited

Financial aid cuts, high interest loans

expected to affect college hopefuls
Last in a aeries on financial cud

BY SHERYL JEAN
Collegian Staff

Financial aid is an important factor to some students'

education and major cuts to funds may mean serious con-

sequences for those who are dependent upon aid, accor-

ding to campus students and financial aid officials.

Education Secretary William J. Bennett said in The
Chronicle ofHigher Education that the Administration's

1988 budget [M'opoeed Peil Grant cuts and hi^er intonest

loans would not stop students from attending college.

"Sec. Bennett's statement reflects a high level of in-

sensitivity to the needs of campus students." Arthur
Jackson, director d'the UMass Financial Aid Office said.

"You can see millions of students across the nation not

being able to go to college if these cuts go through," he
said and added that one million students will be

eliminated by the Pell Grant cuts alone.

UMass receives a total of $48 million in financial aid

funds. About 15,000 students are on financial aid with

about 12,000 borrowing loans per year, Jackson said.

"Financial aid is definitely a gigantic asset and helps

me a great deal," Sylvia Diaz, 21, a junior communica-
tions megor said.

Since the first year at UMass she has received finan-

cial aid through Guaranteed Student Loans, National
Direct Student Loans, Pell Grants, College Work-Study
or scholarships, such as the Traffic Fine Scholarship.

For the 1986-87 year, Diaz received about $5,600 in

financial aid. Although, she said that overall her aid has
decreased since she started receiving aid.

Diaz pays out-of-state tuition and receives no paren-

tal contribution. She said she contributes some of her

summer savings toward off-campus living expenses such

as, rent, food and transportation.

"My sister is not going to collide because she doesn't

think financial aid would cov«r enough of her expenses,**

Diaz said.

"I wouldn't be able to come to school if I didn't have
aid," said a senior political science migor, who did not

wish to be named.
She has received financial aid since the first year at

UMass, but said that it is just enough to pay for school

along with summer savings.

"I read in some magazine about kids on financial aid

who have beautiful cars and other things," she said and
added that now the government wants to change the way
financial aid operates based on these kids because they
think kids are misusing funds.

"I wish I was one of those kids," she said.

She receives a Massachusetts academic scholarship

which pays for four years full tuition, loans, a Pell Grant
and another scholarship, which goes toward rent and
other expenses.

The Pell Grant has varied in aroovmt, she said and add-

ed that for most years it was about $1,800, but this year
it went down to $300.

She will graduate about $5,000 in debt, since she has
only taken out two loans, she said.

"However, this year will be the deciding factor," she

said since she will be staying for a fifth year and may
need to take out more loans since her academic scholar-

ship runs out this year.

A jtmior hotel, restaurant and travel administration

major at UMass, who did not wish to be named, has

taken out a GSL every year since her first and will

graduate about $7,000 in debt.

"I was not eligible for financial aid because my mom
and dad make too much and the government doesn't feel

we should get any," she said and added "I pay for my
own school, but I'm still a dependent on my parents'

**^^*9- continued on page 4

amount of money. You have to find the most effective way
to deal with the agreement. It's not just the School of

Education's resource. It's a University resource." He said

the school was administratively responsible for the

research part, but had no formal obligation to fund the

research.

Fantini said that because of Weinberg's reduced course

load, he now has time to apply for outside money. "It's

the kind of procedure that most centers follow," he said.

He added that this is the first year of the

Weinberg/library agreement and said the school was try-

ing to follow it.

Ronald H. Fredrickson. a professor in counseling and
guidance, worked on the school's budget in previous years.

He said he also did much of the groundwork on the

Weinberg agreement.

continued on page 4

UMatel to stop
misuse of service
By ANN BRITTON and CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

UMatel, a long distance telecommunications service of

fering reduced rates to on campus students, has been tem-

porarily suspended due to large scale abuse of the .system,

according to a Telecommunications Office member.

The service was suspended on Saturday by campus ad-

ministrators who plan to launch an investigation of the

abuse, which involves "people getting numbers they have

no intention of paying for," Telecommunications Office

Manager Bob Howland said.

Abuse of the system can be done through computers,

Howland said, referring to the movie "Wargames" in

which a student breaks into the Defense Depcutment's

computer.
"The unfortunate thing is there are a number of people

who are making good use of the system," he said.

"Considerable investigations of the misuse will be done

in conjunction with the public safety people and
ourselves," Howland said.

Assistant Director of Public Safety Gerald T. O'Neil said

the abuses include misuse of the Telephone Management
System numbers.
"They [abusers] are going to go to the Telecomminica-

tions office and making restitution," O'Neil said. "They
may go to court to get restitution."

"Each time the billing system is complete there's always

discrepancy about the number of calls on the bill," O'Neil

said.

"They [the police] are following up on these. The
Telecommunications office is trying to find who made the

calls," O'Neil said.

Howland described UMatel as "an attempt at an on cam-

pus Sprint or MCI service," that was implemented about

a yeeur and a half ago. In September the rate of savings

was 15 percent, he said.

Normal telephone service will not be affected by the tem-

porary suspension of UMatel, Howland said.
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dSI^mpiB viuiEY^ SKI AREA
"The Best Kept Secret In Vermont
S«von Milts North of Brattloboro. Rte. 30

§$

•1000 Vertical feet

•2 Double chairs

•11 Trails

• New Lodge

Weekend Adult $19.00 — Jr. $16.00
Night Skiing Thursday, Friday & Saturday

SlOfrom 5*10 p.m.

Exit 2 Off 1-91 , 7 IMiles N of Brattleboro. Route 30
PHONE. 802-254-6083

1^2.00 -._— Any Lift Ticket ,Urr with this coupon *

MUST PRESENT STUDENT ID M |

SHRIMP
Bom

With Dinner

i."^DOVE
F<ut, Accurate Typing

of

• Resumes
• Term Papers
• Dissertations

79 South Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass 01002

256-1335

253-7480

Get In Shape!

AMHERST
BALLET
CENTRE

29 Strong St

549-1555

Evening Classes
Ballet

Modern Dance
jazz

I

Starting Feb 9

Walking Distance to UMass

lelllba About ft,

Then iSo KnowU Host Be Great.

Purj^ Ptarion Out of die bathtub, ink) the can.

tad onto the sheNcs of your favodle store.

Discover it for youndf.

Registering for courses

Spring semester? ...

Consider the University

Health Services

PEER EDUCATION
PROGRAMS

Peer Alcohol

and Drug educators

Learn about yourself, Teach your peers,

gain career experience

For more information about this 3 credit course

sponsored by the Univ >rsity Health Services, call

the Health Education Office at 549-2671 ext 181

Orchard Hill to hold abuse awareness events
F rs( in u .-r/ . >(/(<; ^iHi'>''inii"Hs.

By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Although the Orchard Hill Area Govern-
ment has a shortage of members, it is plan-

ning several awareness-raising and recrea-

tional events for this semester, according

to Cindy Wilson, the only area president

who does not hold a seat in the
Undergraduate Student Senate.

Wilson plans to mvite a Students Against

Drunk Driving representative to speali at

Orchard Hill's Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Awareness Weeli, she said. The event,

scheduled for the end of February, might
feature a celebrity who has overcome a

drug problem, she said.

-Shf has plan.>i tor other au aivnes.-< rai.-^mg

activities, including Rape Awarene.ss and

Self-Defense Week, which will feature

movies and wtnkshops on self defense and

violence against women.
Last semester Orchard Hill began

publishing a monthly newsletter that in-

forms area residents of upcoming events.

The newsletter does not usually deal with

political matters, according to Wilson, who
said she feels the job of an area government
is programming, not politici^'ng.

"I have my own persona! opinions but i

do not speak on behalf of the area," she

said.

Wilson said she v not a senator becau.se

other stud'.'nts mignt t>e interested.

"I do not think it is right for one person

to hold several positions while others are

intfit stfd. she said.

Currently, however. Orchard Hill has a

lack of people and involvement and there

is only a certain amount one person can do.

she said.

Each dormitory has a house council,

which programs events for its residents. In

addition to one or two floor representatives,

house councils are composed of president,

vice-president, treasurer and secretary

Field House Council Co-President Tricia

McLaughlan said, "We try to get a (house

council] representative from each floor but

that hasn't happened yet because of lack

of interest."

Anyone may attend house council

meetings. A resident must attend three

consecutive meetings to become a voting

mernh*>r

"In Field, the hnuo* rouncil sptjnsors a

movie in the TV lounge every week. We
have a VCR," McLaughlan said, adding a

beach party is also b«?ing planned for the

>pring

Both Orchard Hill and Field House are

rewriting their constitutions because they

need updating, McLaughlan and Wilson
said

Orchard Hill houses approximately 1200

students in its four buildings — Field,

Dickinson, Grayson and Webster The
buildings are clustered around a circular

grassy area called "the bowl."

The area's facilities include a snack bar,

dark room, cultural and computer centers

and Hill Top Health Club. Soon the area

may al.<«o have a radio station if funding is

available, Wilson said.

Black History Month

^ Mll<^«n photo by Bynw iiu.moll.

WHO WINS? — A UMasM Physical Plant worker struggles with plastic covering used to pro-

tect Campus Center entrances while being repaired.

February 3
The Afro-American and
the Constitution: Colonial

Time to Present — The
Development of Afro-

American History Month
Lecture by Bonnie J

Gillespie Ph. D Campus
Center 163 8 p.m.

February' 7

Dance - CLUB SIGSA
TIO.N' Student Union
Ballroom 10 p.m. — Until

$5.00

February 9
Gala Opening: Hands
Across Southwest Jazz
Ensembles and Gospel
Choirs Hampden .Student

Center Southwest Area 3

P m.

Art Gallery 11 a.m. 4 p.m.

daily Opening R«*ception

2 2/87 from 4:30 pm to

6:30 p m.

February 11

Phi Beta Sigma
Inteterst Meeting
Campus Center 101

7:30

Februar>- 2-27

Taking Sides in .South

.Africa: A photo Exhibit by

AFRAPIX Student Union

Februrary 12

An Evenign with JULIAN
BOND Campus Center
Auditorium 8 p.m.

Film Campus Center 168
8pm

February 12-22

V'isual Art Exhibir b.

MI) Mayfuld Wheeler
.\rt Ciallerv with letture

by Lamar Wilder 5 p m.
First Exhibit .Sh<»wn in the
Northeast Opening Recep
lion % 12 87 from 6 p.m. to

8 p.m

Alcoholics Anonymous warn substance abusers of outcome

Alcohol programs curb addiction
By MICHAEL ALTER
Collegian Correspondent

The crippling effects of the nation's most
abused drug are constantly being battled

by the Pioneer Valley's local Alcoholics

Anonymous chapter and c^her groups aim-

ed at helping the area's hundreds of

recovering alcoholics,

A speech at a recent Alcoholic

Anonymous meeting by a man who called

himself Tom revealed the harrowing ex-

periences many alcoholics suffer.

Tom said that alcohol impaired his judg-

ment, caused him to deal drugs and get

caught at it, and then spend many years

going from one prison to another for his

actions.

The story was typical of others told by

speakers at the meeting who are determin-

ed not to drink again.

However, alcoholism is a progressive

di.sease which can be controlled, but never

cured said an A.-\ spokesman, who in keep-

ing with the "Anonymous" part of

Alcoholics Anonvmous, did not want his

name used.

Karen Jacobus. Coordinator of the

.Alcohol and Drug Education Program at

University Health Services agrees.

"We say a person is recovering, and not

recovered because its an on-going process.

There's is no limit to how long someone
should remain in a self-help group like

AA." Jacobus said.

The non-profit organization offers ix)oks

to help alcoholics at production cost, said

an organizer at a recent local meeting.

After the meeting a donation hat was pass-

ed to pay the cost of the free coffee, pam-
phlets, and other materials. Approximate-

ly 80 attended the session at Sforth Con-

gregational Church.

Jacobus started working for the Health

Service's Student Opportunity Program, a

campus alcohol group, m October. She said

she is using skills she learned in her

previous job with another drug counseling

agency. Western Massachusetts Prima* v

Prevention.

"I'd like to take that experience and

tailor It to work for this college popula

tion," Jacobus said

She said she wants additional drug pro-

grams at this .school.

The Health Services program distributes

pamph!et.s books, poster.s. films, and other

information when reque.sted to by UMass
students and faculty.

"Another service is a meeting for

children of alcoholics.

It's designed to help people understand how
family alcoholism has affected their lives,'

she said.

According to Jacobus, people suffering

from the severest cases of alcoholism may
need hospitalization in the UMass detox-

ification center, which prevents alcohol

withdrawal from reaching life threatening

levels, but may last five to seven djiys.

Uical Alcoholics Anonymous Uwations in-

clude the Fir.st Baptist Church. Grace
Episcopal Church. First Congregational

Church, Amherst Medical Association,

Hampshire College, Campus Center, and
Newman Center.

FY
For oner and for all, here are the facts

aix)ut the Groundhog and his Day. which

IS today:

• If the groundliog sees his shadow, there

will be six more weeks of winter.

• If the groundhog doesn't, there will be

less winter than that. Get psyched.

There will he a photo-art talk titled

"Lfioking Towards a Post apartheid South
Africa" at 5:30 p.m. in the Student Union
Art Gallery.

A faculty rrcital featuring Jeflf Holmes,
jazz composer, will be held tonight at 8
p.m. in Bowker auditorium.

Gut an item for "FYir Bring it to the

Collegian newsroom in the basement ofthe

Campus Center or call 545-3600.

What about
Africa as a
summer trip?
Safari as study abroad
By DANA M. ANAGNOSTOU
Collegian Staff

Looking for something different to do this summer? How
about spending seven weeks in Africa, helping out with

development projects in rural areas and possibly getting

academic credit for it?

Operation Crossroads Africa is a non-profit organization

involved in cross-cultural exchanges. American students

help with construction projects, agricultural work and, if

qualified, with medical projects.

» 4 »»»•'.'. '.. « * t » t««t(4**«

Most of the 200 participants who travel to Africa each

year live "at the level of the village," according to Ben-

jamin F. Lorick, director of the program. Students learn

how to adapt to the African lifestyle fairly quickly, he said,

and get used to the lack of water and abundance of

mosquitoes.

Lorick, who spent the summer of 1980 in Kenya, said

the program "helps students clarify their values in terms

of life and the way the world operates. It's a growth pro-

cess." Participants all live together in groups often. The
operation "tries to put together groups that are diverse

and represent the diversity in the United States." so

students learn about people in other parts of the country

and the world, according to Lorick.

After five weeks students spend ten days traveling with

the group to other parts of the host country and possibly

to other parts of Africa.

Students interested in spending their summer in Africa

must first participate in an orientation program that helps

to prepare them for the country. The orientation also

seivc.-" uc< i« Aa> tiie group (.an ^ti uu kiiow one another

in a familiar setting and can talk about their expectation*

and fears, said Lorick. The orientation, held at Princeton

University, consists of workshops, guest lecturers, filmS

and group discussions.

The orientation, transportation to and from Africa, food

and all living expen.ses are covered through a fee of $3250.

Lorick said the actual cost is $4200, but the difference is

paid through contributions made to Operations

Crossroads.

Academic credit may be obtained by taking a course of-

fered through City College in New York. The course

begins a few weeks before the group leaves for Africa. As
long as a grade appears on a transcript from City College

students can obtain credit, according to Peg Miller of the

Transfer Affairs Office at UMass.

Lorick said no particular type of student is looked for

during the application process, although interest in Africa

and the develpment process there is a necessity. Applica-

tions will be accepted until February 28 and can be ob-

tained by calling 1-800-422-3742.
*>

y . . »
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• Bond center
continued from page 1

"The Bond Center was encouraged to

seek outside funding," Fredrickson said,

but added that as he understood the agree-

ment, the school would maintain the chp-

ping service and other publications as

needed.

Despite the center's reputation, an on-

campus committee charged with

thoroughly analyzing centers and in

stitutes connected with UMass found the

Bond center to be one of about twelve

which did not have auflicient information.

Urch served on the committee. It was
formed by the faculty senate, he said,

because the administration was concerned

a couple of years ago about the growmg
number of centers and institutes on cam-

pus. They asked the Faculty Senate to

come up with some sort of

recommendation

.

"What the committee did was to go

through the computer. Anything that had

the word 'center' attached to it received a

little form to fill out and return. I don't why
(the Horace Mann center) is one of the

twelve, unless the information wasn't sup-

plied." Urch said.

Wienberg said he supplied the informa

tion. "In fact, the chairman (rf' that commit

tee is a librarian, and we brought it down
to her," he said.

Weinberg signed ownership of the

center's material over to the University

last February to be integrated into the

library's archives department.

Urch said that under the agreement, the

center's documents would belong to the

University library.

"The center itself, the Horace Mann
Bond center as far as I understand is still

part of the School of Education," Urch said.

Regarding the cut in funds, Urch said,

you get a grant of money to carry out

something for a period of time, but when
that grant of money dries up, if it's been

eighty percent of the operation, then

there's an eighty percent drop in the

operation.

"For example." he said, "we have an

academy for excellence in the Springfield

public schvvi!-: Wo provide part of the staff

for that- Wt -tale money to do that.

When the state money dries up, then it no

longer exists unless some faculty person is

willing to spend time doing it."

Weinberg said that as he understood the

transfer agreement, the school would con

tinue its funding at established levels. "Do
you think I would have done it otherwise?

I probably should have charged them
something, but that's ridiculous. I've never

been in this for profit," Weinberg said

The reduction m funds has students like

Elise Young upset.

"I can only take that as a statement of

the racism of the University, that they are

not willing to support the work of the

center," said Young, a Jewish awareness

educator and a graduate student studying

multicultural education

"It clearly means they're not interested

in solving their problems and they're not

interested in minorities on this campus, if

they're not interested in supporting this

center," Young said.

"Nothing like this exists anywhere else

m this country, in terms of the amount and

kinds of material, which is the reason that

scholars come here from all over the world.

The most recent biography of Martin

Luther King Jr. (Bearing the Cross by

David N. Garrowt depended on research

materials that the author found here,"

Young said.

"It's a great irony that (the University!

doesn't see that it has right in its midst,

this enormous resource, that can help them

work with their problem. That can help

them find solutions," she said.

*EMrS A
JAin Th* ^m^Join The

UMASS FIRE & FIRST AID UNIT
First Meeting Tues Feb 3 Morrill N416

8:30 pm New Members

9:30 pm Returning Members

Must be registered EMT. Get paid to work
concerts, football games and other events

Bring EMT & CPR cards

A^^
%0m ^^ FREEBBRAKE

INSPECTION

BRAKES $6900
PER AXLE MOST CARS

Our Brake Job Includes:
• New GuaraiUeed Brake
Pads or Shoes
(Semi-melaJlic pads e.xtra.

)

• Recondition Drums or Rotors
• Inspect Caiipei^s

• Inspect VN'heel Cylinders
• Inspect Brake Hardwaie
• Road Test

i COUPON

COMPUTERIZED ALIGNMENT
SPECIAL $19.95
Regfilarly $24.95

• Call for appointment • Most cars

• Only at participating Midas Shops
• Good with coupon only
• Offer expires 3/31/87
• Good at participating shops only

TAKE Ft'tO someone YOU TRUST
143 King St, Northampton • 586-4840

Jet. Rts. 9 & 116, Hadley • 586-9991

FREE WRITTEN ESTIMATES
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continued from page I

"Students on the border have to be cut

due to lower funding," Jackson said. Not
only low income students are affected by

financial aid cuts, but also middle income

students, he said.

"Parents are now going into second mor-

tgages to provide their kids with college

educations due to cuts in student loans,"

he said.

Incoming first year students with pai-ents

in the middle income category of about

$30-40,000 may not have gotten funds this

year as they would have a few years ago.

Jackson said.

Restrictions for GSLs and other aid has

lightened. Most of the changes will effect

the 1987-88 year, he said.

"Students applying for aid next year will

find it much harder." Jackson said.

HILLEL ONE-CREDIT COURSE

Judaic Studies 191B - no 432302
Leadership in American Jewish Life

Mondays 3:30 - 4:30 Bortlett 35

Instructor Saul Perlmutter

THIS COURSE EXPLORES THE MAJOR ORGANIZATIONS

IN AMERICAN -JEWISH LIFE:

COMMUNAL, POLITICAL AND RELIGIOUS

Begins Feb 9 - Bring Add-Drop form to Hillel Office (SU 302)

SEE THE
LIGHT

DESK LAMP
many Siyles and
colors to choose

from

Swing Arm Lamp
Starting as

low as

$12.95

OPEN
M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

Located in the Campus Center

^UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^
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Nothing wrong with educating kids 'at seat of pants'
One aspect of being an Amherst resident is the frequen-

cy of oppurtunities to see the truly educated doing and

saying truly ridiculous things. Consider typical situations

at a local recreation area at the end of a summer's day.

A professional woman is hunched over, chasing her two-

year-old, trying to sweet talk him into leaving the

playground and into the family car. He laughs at her ef

forts and toddles off in the opposite direction. After

bribery, coaxing and sweetness fail to work, she loses her

cool and screams. "You're not being fair to Mommy!" The

two-year-old appears unconcerned.

Rusty Denton

Now consider the father trying to get his young

daughter to leave the pool without jumping in himself,

fully clothed, to haul her out. As she swims laps, it

becomes obvious that she doesn't intend to come out

anytime soon, and he is heard to say 'Okay, just one more

lap," a good dozen times. Finally, she emerges, and as they

reach the car, he sputters angrily. "I'm never bringing

you here again!

"

The parents have obviously l<^ control, and an old-

fashioned view would be to say these kids needed to be

educated on the seats of their pants. However, many local

parents have a morbid fear of imposing their authority

on their children. In fact, a number of intellectuals in

these parts are suspicious of anyone who believes in

spanking, believing that those who do are potential child

abusers, and simply aren't creative enough to come up

with xlternatives.

Th.il attitude has filtered into the highest echelons of

the slate Department of Social Services, in which a vague

sUte law is enforced against those who use "excessive

force ' when disciplining their children. "Excessive

force'is never defined, and the criteria for its determina

tion are purely arbitrary on the part of the social worker.

However, families who spank are assumed guilty until

proven innocent, and the state has the power to remove

the children from their homes permanently.

This situation is not unique to Massachusetts — many

states operate in a similar fashion, and the results are

horrendous. I know of one local family wrongly accused

of child abuse who were subjected to hours of interroga

tion, physical exams, innuendoes and veiled threats by

the state. In a case in New Hampshire, an innocent low-

income mother (who couldn't raise several thousand

dollars in legal fees to fight the sUte> had to attend a state

mandated class for child abusers so she wouldn't lose her

son. Not long before that, a large group of Vermont state

troopers didn't even bother to knock before they broke

down a door to interrupt the meeting of a small isolationist

church and take away all the children from their parents.

The case against church members was so flimsy it was

subsequently thrown out of court.

I do not dov^bt that child abuse laws are exercised in a

valid manner in many cases. However, as they are writ-

ten, a liberal social worker who doesn't like the values,

practices or finances of a conservative or old fashioned

(read biblical) family can rum that family. A child abuse

case is slanderous if wrong, and financially ruinous in

many cases; it often challenges the religion and values

of the parents, can rob them of their children, and can

possibly put parents behind bars. Exercised properly, the

law could do a lot of good, but the present situation is like

having Joseph McCarthy in a liberal frock doing the

prosecution.

How ironic that those with well behaved, secure,

disciplined children are persecuted because of the

philosophies of those whose children are wild and unru-

ly. Those laughable parents with their impotent

histrionics at the playground aren't so funny anymore,

are they?
Rusty Denton u a Collegian columnist

Prepared to 'Duke' it out?
The November 1986 elections have long

been over, and with the country slowly but

steadily gearing up for the 1988 presiden-

tial elections, the question burning in every

Massachusetts voters mind is. "will

Michael Dukakis run for president?"

Stephen Bayer

The press had toyed with the idea for

some time, but no one, it seemed, had given

the notion of the Ehike for president more

than a wishfiil, "Yeah, what if..". But after

the governor's colossal re-election victory,

his leadership and popularity reaffirmed,

the poosible plans of a presidential bid by

Dukakis spread like wildfire m the papers

and on local news shows.

Dukakis fanned the fiames of speculation

himself and moved one step closer to a bid

when, in his inaugural address early this

year, he spoke in the past tense of how

grateful he felt to have served as governor

of Massachusetts, indicating that he was

prepared to move on to bigger and better

things.

What of Governor Dukakis as President

of the United States?

The initial reaction might be a feeling of

elation: "Yeah, the Duke for president!",

followed by an afterthought of reality:

"Nahh...".

But why not the Duke for president?

While not one of the major front-runners

at this time, he certainly has most of the

qualifications the Democratic party and

the country look for in a president.

Dukakis has political campaign ex-

perience, having run for governor four

times. Although not a passionate speaker,

Dukakis is charismatic, likeable and able

to articulate himself well in speeches and

on TV. And, of course, Dukakis could raise

enough money to fund a presidential run.

On a similar note, Dukakis could expect

donations from two ethnic groups who find

him appealing. One is the Jewish com-

munity, because of Kitty Dukakis' Jewish

background and. oi course, ine otner is the

Greek American community.

But Dukakis' most important aMet is the

economic revival he has fostered in

Massachusetts. Dukakis has brought

thousands of new businesses to the state,

and created millions of jobs for residenU,

thus reducing Massachusetts' unemploy

ment rate to the lowest of the industrializ

ed states in the country.

Of course, not every candidate is perfect.

and Dukakis is no exception. For example.

Dukakis is popular here in New England

but do the people in the South and West

know about him? And if they do. will they

immediately cast a "liberal" label on him?

Another problem may be Dukakis' inex

perience in international relations and

foreign affairs. Although Dukakis is un-

doubtedly well-read on current events, the

governor has restricted himself to mainly

state-related events.

Given such a list of assets and

drawbacks, would it be worth it for

Ehikakis to run? Many analysts and

citizens believe that Dukakis might

perhaps serve better in a vice-presidential

position. If Dukakis is such a long shot

perhaps the vice presidency may seem a lit-

tle more attainable.

In the end, only Dukakis can decide what

is right for himself and he will announce

his decision by early March. If he decides

not to run, well, that, as they say, is that.

But if he decides to take the gamble, we

could have a future vice-president from

Massachusetts or...the Duke for president?

It could happen.

Stephen Bayer is a UMass student

JiSsi^r

Letters

Behavior 'ignorant, reprehensible'

I went to the Pub la.sl night to relax and

have a good time with two of my friends.

Unfortunately, an otherwise pleasant even

ing was disrupted by some disturbing

behavior initiated by some of the Pubs

patrons. One of my friends is wheelchair

bound.
Although his chair is limiting, he

manages to get around fairly well. He has

been going to the Pub for a couple of years

and knows how to maneuver in its crowds.

On Thursday night however, the Pub was

extremely crowded. My (Hend had great

difficulty getting around. This situation

was further aggravated by some people

who refused to move out of his way, even

though he politely asked them to do so

more than once. In fact, my firiend was

ignored.

It IS one thing when it is loo crowded to

move in a cramped bar, and another thing

entirely when a person is ignored inten-

tionally. Personally, I find this In-havior

both ignorant and reprehensible. Also, a

beer bottle was smashed in front of my
friend. Many times he has had drinks

dumped on him. It is unrealistic to expect

that bars won't get crowded on weekend

nights, but this doesn't mean that people

in crowded bars should treat the physically-

challenged person with less consideration

and respect than they deserve as human
beings. Maybe a little understanding and

patience wouldn't hurt either; you might

be in the same situation some day.

Margaret R. Maccini
Amherst

Memorable experiences while passing through Ireland
...>.. ... : L -i A II-... 4Wo _4..j..,^*c. nvA wAnnorlraKlu AmorirAn in their habits:

Before going to Ireland during intersession, I spent a

few days with my aunt and uncle, who live in a well-to-

do suburb of London. They painted a bleak, gray picture

of the Emerald Isle, and said the friends I would be stay-

ing with in Dublin probably wouldn't have running water,

an inside toilet, or central heat, and the weekly baths

would have to be taken in a wooden tub in the kitchen.

That did little to boost my eagerness to visit Ireland, but

when I arrived I discovered that my aimt and uncle's view

of the country, as well as my own, was distorted.

Adam Lavine

Ireland is a beautiful, rough country with rugged, hard-

drinking inhabitants. James Joyce, one of Ireland's

famous authors, once wrote that it was impossible to walk

from one side of Dublin to another without passing a pub,

which is still true today. Most of the country's social life

revolves around the numerous pubs and bars, where peo-

ple meet to talk and drink. People make friends, go

through emotional crises, propose marraige and lament

death in the pubs. The popular drink is Guinne.ss Stout,

a dark, potent beer that comes in pints with a half-inch

layer of foam at the top. Serving a Guinness is a five-

minute, three-step process; the glass is filled half way,

then two-thirds full, with pauses in between to allow the

beer to settle, before it is finally topped off and served.

"If ye gets a Guinness right off the mark," a old Irishman

confided to me in a pub in Cork, "then there's summat

wrong with it!"

The Catholic Church is a powerful force in Ireland, with

Church doctrine controlling much of people's lives. Abor-

tion and divorce are illegal; a recent national referendum

to legalize them failed to gain a majority of the votes. No
matter how rich or poor church-goers are, a large portion

of their income goes into the weekly collection basket. The

churches are magnificent, with high wooden arched ceil-

ings and huge, tapestry-like stained glass windows scat-

tering colored puddles on the floor.

Irish food, like almost everything else in the country,

is simple and unpretentious. Potatoes are a vital part of

Ireland's economy and diet, and are eaten almost every

day. Boiled cabbage and bacon, sausages and eggs, ham
and peas are all common staples of the Irish meal. Some
of the simplest desserts, however, were delicious treats;

one was a fiat pastry filled with fresh apples and served

hot with fresh cream poured over the top. After most

meals, Irish coffee, a mixture of coffee with Irish whiskey

and brown sugar, would be served, with whipped cream

on top to sip the drink through.

I visited Trinity College in the center of Dublin. The

students are remarkably American in their habits; grab-

bing cups of coffee before lectures, feverishly working on

papers in the library that were due the same day, talk-

ing and laughing while waiting for buses, wearing faded

Levis and college sweatshirts. A student seems to be the

best thing to be in Ireland now, as they are the least

hindered by the government's damaging tax program and

lack of employment. Little or no tax breaks are passed

to the people; when the price of gasoline dropped by 25

percent last year the government raised the oil tax suf-

ficently to absorb the profits for themselves rather than

sharing it with their citizens. Many Irish want to leave

the country due to the lack of work. A billboard posted

by the Labor party hits a sensitive nerve when it shows

a large picture of an Irish passport with the slogan, "Is

this your only ticket out?"

Irish people are sixrprisingly friendly and cheerful, with

a positive attitude that includes hard work and little com-

plaining. It is a small country, struggling with a flounder-

ing economy and a difficult history. But despite all of the

misgivings I took with me, I enjoyed my stay in Ireland,

and took many memorable experiences home with me. My
friends even had running water.

Adam Lavine is a Collegian staff member.
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Book by Spalding Gray recalls childhood
Sex And Death To The Age 14

By Spalding Gray
Vintage Presa. 237 pagM.

By ILANA LEVENSON
Collegian StafT

Through a series of autobiographical monologues per-

formed in a tour around the country, Spalding Gray

humorously captured his first experiences regarding sex,

death, women, booze and many other crucial moments of

his life.

The first monologue. Sex and DecUh to the Agel4, tells

of Gray's experiences growing up with drinking parents,

and his mother who drank heavily before becoming a

Christian Scientist. Gray describes his mother as

somewhat passive, at times regarding his existence as a

curious little boy, not a Christian Scientist.

He wrote about one point as a child when he had a

growth on the end of his nose. All the other kids kept mak

ing fun of him, and grown ups kept telling him he need

ed to wipe his nose. He wanted to have it removed as the

doctor had said, but his mother kept telling him to wait

just a little longer, and it would heal. Although he

respected his mother, he clearly did not want to follow

in her footsteps.

As child. Gray had a series of fish, cats, dogs, turtles,

and ducks as which died one right after the other, until

he decided to give up on peu and work on getting to know

people.

Gray, a poor student, said his parents did not know how

to deal with him, so they sent him away to a strict private

school, which proved to actually loosen him up rather than

make him more obedient.

The school was the beginning of Gray's drinking career,

which is strung throughout the book under a variety of

cinrumstances. His roommate at the private school in New
Hampshire was someone Gray refers to as Felix, "the

worldly drinker." They drank at every opportunity. They

were forbidden to drink because they were underage and

it was against school rules, so they referred to their drink-

ing expeditions as "picnics."

Gray's portrayal of first experiences explains why there

is at least one situation in this book for everyone to iden-

tify with, and the tone does not hide any elements of these

real-life situations.

Can you
afford to gamble

with the LSAT, GMAT,
a^,or MCAT?

Probably not. Great grades alone may
not be enough to impress the grad

school of your choice.

Scores play a part. And that's how
Stanley H. Kaplan can help.

The Kaplan course teaches test-taking

techniques, reviews course subjects, and
increases the odds that you'll do the best

you can do.

So if you've been out of school for a
while and need a refresher, or even if

you're fresh out of college, do what over 1

million students have done. Take Kaplan.

Why take a chance with your career?

MCAT Classes Begin Febraary 23

GR£ Classes Begin FebrtiarY 1

2

GlftAT Classes Begin Febraary 4

=1

358 H. Pleasant St

Amherst

549-5780

KAPLANcb
The worid's leading

test prep organization.

VIVA
ITAWA
ITALIAN WEEK AT THE DLUEWALL
B" '. -^is^a*/; -'

. "sL-mBBsmsmm. CAFETERIA

featuring

MONDAY

• Chicken and Spaghetti
• Individual Antipasto

TUESDAY

• Baked Zitl/ltallan

Sausttge

WEDNESDAY

• Stuffed ManlcottI

THURSDAY

• Shells with Meatballs

FRIDAY

• Linguini with Clam
Sauce

• Baked Fish Italiano

All dinners are a la carte and do not

include beverage, dessert, or salad

Monday, Feb. 2
through

Friday, Feb. 6

VALLEY BOOKS

OVER 50,000 USED PAPERBACKS
& HARDBACKS AT GREAT SAVINGS

Academic and Popular

Paperbacks In All Subjects

SAVE NOW
Carriage Shops -

Downtown Amherst

Mon-Sat 10-5:30 Sunday 12-5
549-6052

Routo 9. HMley. MA
586-4463

Across from HMn. Fanni

WM
THE COLLEGIAN

APOLOGIZES FOR THE
MISPRINT IN LAST

WEEKS AD THERE IS A
COVER CHARGE TO
VIEW PERFORMING

BANDS WE ARE SORRY
FOR ANY

INCONVENIENCE.

•Pfopar Attn
• 1*-20yr oUi
M wAiMI to

Enjoy our FulJi

COMPUEX

t

FEBRUARY 3 - BATTLE OF THE BANDS

FEBRUARY 4 & 5 — ARABUS
FEBRUARY 6 — AL HOLIDAY

AND THE HURRICANES
Tribute to Bruce Springsteen

FEBRUARY 7 — THE FOOLS

FEBRUARY 14 — VALANTINES DAY WITH
THE BLUSHING BRIDES
Rolling Stones Tribute

NAUTILUS
AEROBICS • SELF DEFENSE
KARATE

HEALTH FITNESS CENTER
460 West St., Amherst

256-0080

On the

Bus Route

OFF
NY NAUTILUS PROGRAM

"Amhersts*s Only Full-Une

Of Nautilus Equipment

expires 2/15/87 • 1 per person

ATTENTION

STUDENTS LOOKING FOR PART TIME

NON WORK STUDY, ON OR OFF CAMPUS

ATTEND ONE OF THE "JEMS" WORKSHOPS

(Job Employee Matching System)

MONDAY FEBRUARY 2, 1987

Campus Center Room 163C

1 :30 PM • 3:30 PM • 6:00 PM

Workshops Sponsored By The Student Employment Office

239A Whitmore Administration Building - 545-1951

Pi Kappa Alpha

• Winner of the Gold Chapter excellence award
as the Na 1 Fraternity on campus

• Winners of the Olympus cup •

Greek area athletic champions

• Winners of the Davis Cup •

UMASS athletic champions

• The Fraternity that has never hazed

• The Leaders in community service

• Fastest growing Fraternity in the country

• Olympic weight room • Unmatched social life

• Outstanding meal plan • Grea* "t*'®

sisters program

Academics — Athletics — Leadership

"YOU CAN HAVE IT ALL"

PIKE RUSH '87

FEB. 2, 3, 5, 9 & 10

AT 9:00 P.M.

REFRESHMENTS
TEL. 545-2150

418 N. PLEASANT ST.

PI Ka^M Mphm

WMUA 91.1 FM
First Meeting of the Spring Semester

MONDAY FEBRUARY 2 - 7:00 PM

In Campus Center Room 174

WE NEED STAFFFOR NEWS. SPORTS, MUSIC.

PUBLIC AFFAIRS, AND MARKETING DEPTS!

CALL PAT MAHONEY AT 5-2876 FOR MORE INFO

LETS HAKE IT A SWINGING SEMESTER

AT TWIN OAKS MINI GOLF
Mt Farms Mall

TU-WED-THURS
3:30 - 9 PM
FRI 3:30 - 10

SAT 11 - 10

SUN 12 - 5

STO
There's no^

leed to>
luri

Our convenient hours allow
you to shop early or late.

TEXTBOOK
ANNEX

MAIN STORE
MINI STORE
MUNOHY's

WED: 9 am to 5pm

THURS: 9 am to 9 pm
FRIDAY: 9 am to 5 pm
SATURDAY: 10 am to 3 pm

WED - THURS: 9 am to 5 pm
FRIDAY: 9 am to 5 pm
SAT: 10 am to 3 pm
MON — FRI 7:30 - 10 pm

SAT & SUN: 8 am to 10 pm

HAMPDEN: MON — FRI 8 - 9

WORCESTER - MON - FRI 8 - 9

FRANKLIN: MON - FRI 7:30 - 9
ALL MUNCHY STORES SAT & SUN 12-8

ALL OF YOUR

BACK TO

SCHOOL NEEDS

^.UNIVERSITY
SkUSTORED
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NEWSPEAK demonstrates everyday obsession — the news
SEWSPEAK An improvised theater
production created by Steve Wangh
and Susan Baxtresser, with Ricard
Downs and Pamela Ricard. At Nor-
thampton Center for the Arts, this

weekend and next. Reservations $4.50.

By ROB SKELTON
Collegian Staff

Don't let the price tag put you oflf. The
improv-theater play Newspeak at Nor-

thampton's Center for the Arts is a

hilarious ofF-the-cuff experience which
anyone who's ever read a newspaper can
relate to.

The hour-long play features a painter

(Pamela Ricard), an actor (Steve Wangh),
and a musician (Richard Downs) doing a lot

of things with newspapers. They start out

with the day's issue of the New York
Times, and singing in bluesy unison im-

provise songs from the headlines on the

Stretch Your Skiing Dollar
And Your Skiina Funt

<^$CraBbn

Stratton Mountain Express
Package is the way to go!

liou) through Spring^ 1987

Head for the slopes uMth Peter Pan! Peter Pans daily Stratton Mountain

Express sewice is packed with value . . . including roundtnp

transportation and a day's lift tic/tef for a full-day c^ skiing at StnOton

Mountain in Vermont

Peter Pan <^ers round trip sennce seven daus a weekf Boani a
con^oitable Peter Pan bus, pack your skis in Peter Pan s huge luggage

compa/tment and arrive at Stratton ^ 9 a.m. for a full. fun-Tilled day on
the siopes!AduarKed reservations onlti

Round trip transportation and a day's lift ticket from $28,001

Less than you'd pay for a lift, ticket aioneJ

For tickets, sc/Mr'utas Mnd Information, conlMcL

The Ptople Profeaaionais

Amherst TerminaL 79 South Pteasant Street Amherst MA.

25&043I • UMASS Campus Center Amhent MA.

Ticket Office 545^2006 • noithampton Terminal.

I Roundhouae Ptaia. fionhamptor^. MA. 586-1030

for gfoup ratr inlofmaUon coolact Prier Pan Charter Department (4l3f 791-2900

Eliminate Hot Dorm Rooms
Clip on Fans in Assorted Styles

Many other Styles of Fans Available

Located in the Campus Center

mSTORE*

front page.

Saturday's Times had a headline about

Reagan refusing to fund water clean-up,

which made for great fodder for the sar-

castic songsters. Later they passed out

copies of numerous papers, asking the au-

dience to pick headlines, one of which read

"Easthampton Selectmen violate open

meeting law," upon which the actor ex-

pounded on the nerve of the selectmen of

that "seeking to-be-upwardly-mobile-just-

like-Northampton" town.

While the actor primarily charaded

around, the musician improvised on a

stand-up bass, and the painter brushed

watercolors onto a newspaper canvas,

which along with a bench and a street-

vending machine were the few props on a

stage whose black backwall was striped

with newsprint columns.

Audience participation helped to make
this show, which was sold out, a success.

The players asked the audience which sec-

tions of the paper they read, then proceed-

ed to ad-lib — the actor taking one side and
the painter another — to the accompani-

ment of the bassist, who both fingerpluck-

ed and bowed the double bass. (Later he

played a rendition of "A Day in the

Life,"singing as well.)

Pamela Ricard's dance and dress up- in-

newspapers act was almost as funny as the

players' jab at the personal ads. After

describing even more uses for newspapers,

the show was closed in a battled frenzy,

with crumpled newsprint piled two feet

deep on the stage.

The word is out. A 10 p.m. Saturday show
has been added. Go.

GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL

University of Arizona

oflers more than 40
courses: anthropoiogy.

art. art history, bilin-

gual education, folk

music and folk dance,
history, jourrwlism, po-

litical science, Spanish

language and literature

arKl intensive Spanish
Six-week session
June 29-August 7, 1987

Fully accredited pro-

gram. Tuition S480.
Room and board m
Mexican home $520

EEO/AA

Write

6uadata|ara

Summer School

Education Bt«tg . Room 434

University of Arizona

Tucson. AZ B572I

16021 62M72g or

621-4720

Castmembera ofiWEWSPEAK get buried by the

props

RADIOLOGIC
TECHNOLOGIST

NEEDED TO WORK IN
BUSY AMHERST GROUP

PRACTICE OFFICE
4 Evenings Per Week From 4-7 PM

On Call Thursday & Friday Evenings 7-10 PM

CALL BARBARA KEEGAN
256^561 Ext. 248

THE FINE ARTS CENTER

eft
APPLE

HILL
CHAMBER
PLAYERS
"WsrMCItss"

Wednesday, Feb. 4, 8 pm
Bowker Auditorium

Tickets. $13, It

^ M M A-^-Xt

YEHUDI MENUHIN

I I ^ \ I WIIU-RST

AND THE

WARSAW SINFONI^

"A Mine synonymous
with Hm voilin"

Thursday, Feb. 1 2, 8 pm
Concert Hall

Tickets $20.18.16

WITH

DANNY
BURACZESKI

"A choreographic wonder"

Wednesday, Feb. 1 8, 8 pm
Bowker Auditorium

Tickets; $15, 13
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Something
By Sarah Smith

^
#

"You (mow, Russell, you're o great torturer

I rr^eon, you con moke a man scream for

mercy in nothing flat ... but boy. you
sure cant moke a good cup of coffee."

Doonesbury By Garry Trtideaii

OHSRB
/SHE'

\

/A/ TUBJ^
mroiiNG
TV. \

JCFfHtV

\

m00lN6TD
HAVeiOCHAKSe
roumf^THif,

iOUKMOU

iUHATMia YOU P0IN6
HBft, JBFFFey I

HI, THOUGHTOMVftUA^
MOMMY' tUOTCHMO YOU'

ma.of'coiim. Bv^coN-
im^HOMB. StPtRBDOf^Y

sas6eAm< cARe.,m.*

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

I

Bat Brain

ovemr.'<ouft6 VTSrSJfr^*
3ou IN THE v.)«»iw fr»?!rSi

'

>*» W00J5

I

vu.

V

^WHICH MAKES rlP A^^

i*N'T A SCH#«- ^f* Wp

»0^S1

r W6NT

OP A pe**- ettM*tn(£f^

X tuiQ TV ^fvtr

(fitcK ^ urrt^
5»MSTH/m

By Bill Dearing
\ ^ 5i\

s.o '/I

/

Gordy By Gorde

C5HeETlKJ(->Sr DUE. TO
A madoemkjg fit of
SPotJTAkJEfry, /'D /L//<e

TO SHAf^e This P&?^osJAU
C4l^CUIASTA/^)CE norTH ALU
CF you. I wajLP LIKE
TO /K)TJ?CO0C£. My AIOM'S

Men/ DO<S/'iSoR£7r."

* Five College Students Hatf-Ptricol •

YES, /M HOMOI^ OF HEI^
eEiJi\IED sofj, SHE HA%
NAtAED THE TWMXS AFTEK
A^. AND, \ES, I'f^ SOP-
POSED To TT^KE THIS
AS A CCMPLIM^JTf

SO, Fi^oM NOK) OKJ, t^#yew
I (SO Home amd i am.
CALLED TO -THE DIhJKJeR
-TABLE, Bcrm THE oa&
AWO AAYSELF COA^E
fUJNMIfOG. I'M SO EX-
CJTEOf REALLY I AlAf

OIO BEHALF OF /vry

-roRTUKEO 50CL, /

THANK YOO,"GO^t7V" THE
a<xj-rHAK)KS \xyj, AhJO
THE poop HE 3X/ST
exccrsec? o^J my shoes
THANKS VyO.'

Day graphics staff ineeting has been rescheduled for

today at 330
e All news staff should attend Frank Faulkners

workshop Thursday at 8 p m. Campus Center 162-175

• Anyone interested in learning nrwre about the Collegian,

please come down at 4 p m Friday for food, drinks and

Information

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Tr«dc MiclMi J«ffe

Acnoss
1 FianK

5 A«»niKXi 9*tt*r

9 Profit

14 904 tc Ca«M'
1

5

M»f I

16 ObsoMtte
17 Dem.;!i»h

British Style

ie WavM
menacingly

20 Sou«v) of

diS9u«t

21 &efn
22Pm<oa
23 FMting on Mail

St at timet

25 Boomer «o<

Backei

27 Bah'
29Re<ieoar w<«<

upon
33 Aromaiir nert)

36 Buftalc taM
36Taaiei

37 Comt i«r

Port

39 Si' tinikf and
nemeeetiee

39 Bone Pretui

40 Serftry »

commano
41 Ctvjrcfl leetura

42Coeme
43 On — (m ptam

kigM)

4S Oo«e<n
46Pert oiaGi*

addree*
47 Qeneaiogy
50 —rekef

S3Fore«0i
56 Toronto

museum Abbr

57 Bixarre

59Tiov txt

60 Symbol (^

strangm

61 Woodsnepeig
tool

62 — matesie

63 Type 0) ream
64 Clever saymgs
65 CM m trw BMe

DOWN
1 Use eOOiA

grease

TbUfSKKOk)

THE
SaAPDISH
FICWO/

2 PoMticiant

concern
3Careieesiy

dressed
4 First lady

5 Trap

6 Uka nymtert m
Buttaio

?Coupd —
6 Leo s pride

9Each
10 Dud
1

1

Ar«Mr al me
courts

12 Elbe feeder

13 Spartan queen
i9lMMidow

traatmenu
21 Comlort m

Canrtas

24 — Stone
2«E>iatt

MlMantby car

29 Leprecnaun
lano

30 Daunt

31 OuMT Pretu

32 8emtM
»EigM. M

34 ArKienl

shipbuMet
35 Equal, m LtUe

38 Native to

42 Famity mambei
44 Horrity

45 Rags antitt)as>&

47 »^ingartan

composer

4aSiMy one
49 Ant

50 Type ol pear

51 Sedan
52 Tiaad

54 Outcn cheese
55 Prank

50 Pasture

59 k4iss naightx>r

ANSWEM TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

•IW l» Ai«Hn Tlw* S^aatcMf mmr

Menu
Lunch Dinner

Roast Turkey/Gravy.
Zucchini Beef Parmesan Dressing. Cranberry Sauce

Grilled Cheese Sandwich Breaded Scallops/

Tartar Sauce

Basics Lanch Basics Dinner

Grilled Cheese on
Wheatberry

Hearty Latin Stew

Egg and Cheddar Florentine

Roast Turkey/Gravy,
Dressing. Cranberry Sauce

Weather

Today: high 35-40 getting cloudy tonight with a low of

20-25

Tomorrow: getting pretty cloudy with a high of 35-40

Today's Staff
Night E4itor Uana Levenson

Copy Edhor Jennifer Dempsey

Photo Technician Byrne Guamotta

Layoot Technician Ansel Zinter

Production Sapcnrisor Robert Levine

Production: Connie LeClcrc Jane Lapato

Laura Bell. Julie Rae. Ansel Zinter and Matkins

Executive Board — Spring of 1987

KELLT SIEGER
Editor la Cia«r

HAHCY KUNGEHER
Maaagiag Editor

STEVE RUBIN
BaelneM Hasager

PHIL SERAFIMO
BdUortol Editor

AMSEL ZIHTER
Prodaetlon ilaaa|cr

Business Board — Spring of 1987

STEVE RUBIN PATRICE LAWSKY
B«ela«M iUaager Marketing Manager

PAUL H. LESSER CRAIG HAUCLE
Advertising S^Uee MUaager Cltcnlatloa Manager

VANESSA ROTH KAREN HOLLAND
Pteaac* Haaagcr Snkecripttoa Manager

^".K'-'S l,,|il,lM>- il F •-> ^r
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Fun at Boston
comedy show
By DAN GOODEN
Collegian StafT

"How we doing?" asks Paul Wayne. The audience ap-

plauds and shouts, and one member in particular can be

heard above the rest.

"I remember my first beer," Wayne quips to the stan-

ding member.
"I was an asshole too."

Audience participation and ridicule seemed to be the

central focus of Thursday night's routines, performed by

the three comedians with the Boston Comedy Company.
While in the past comedians have turned to their au-

diences for laughs, sparring with hecklers and
nonhecklers alike seemed to dominate a significant por-

tion of Katz's, Rossy's and Wayne's acts. But the audience

not only was up for the jeers, it encouraged the put-downs.

The sold out opener was emceed by Katz, who is enter-

tainment coordinator for the Boston Comedy Company.
Besides founding the company. Katz is credited with pro-

ducing the largest comedy act in Boston. Katz was affable

with the crowd and seemnd to make up his )ok»-s a^ he
went along

Bui the night belonged to Ro.ssy, whose forty -live minute
act was a nonstop paroxysm of laughter. Jokes about
Rossy's tremendous weight and size were common. "My
Rice Krispies don't snap, crackle and pop for me. They
say 'eat Special K fat ass.' Know when you're fat? When
you sit on a Harley and no one hears it."

But Rossy soon moved on to blaspheme a number of

topics, including religion, rock stars (including the impec-

cable Springsteen*. Prmce Chai'les and princess Diana,

nationality, feminine hygiene commercials on TV, and
white men. Nothing was sacred in Rossy's monologue.
"Do we have any Italian women in the audience

tonight?" Rossy asked. Several tables applauded. "Now
show us your mustaches." Rossy disclaimed any bigotry

by acknowledging that he was Italian.

Rossy's utter lack of deference to anything seemed to

be a springboard or a testing ground for the audience's
morals. Many members ap|>eared embarrassed by the ris-

que tone, and yet they were the same people that cheered
for more. Rossy was a gas for his entire act and certainh

will be heard from again — perhaps next time on tiie na
tional scene.

Wayne's act was less caustic, but also less f'un!i\ 1 he
comedian's act consisted almost entirely of a guitar and
song routine that turned more into a sing-along with-Paul
than a comic performance. Still Wayne was charged, at

ease, and fluent with hilarious one liners. Many members
of the audience were less attentive to Wayne's act, but
others enjoyed the encouragement to sing along, and the
various impressions, including one of Elvis Presley.

Again, making fun of his audience was an integral part.
"Why don't you climb up on your nose and give us a
weather report?" Wayne shouted at a man.
The night was knee-slapping fun, and a reminder ofjust

how big the resurgence ofcomedy is. But why the sudden
renaissance? "It's probably just the pressure of the times,"

Wayne explained in an interview before he took the stage.

Katz explained it differently: 'For the last six years,
we've had a president who made movies with a chimp."
Destined to be a hit, the comedy act will run every

Thursday night at 9:30 at The Athletic Club at

Plumbley's, Amherst. Admission is four dollars.

There will be a free showing
of the film Hiroshima mon
Amour and the animation
short Ashort Vision tonight

at 8 p.m. in Thompson 101.

r INTERESTED IN THE HOSPITAUTY INDUS'^RY?

UNIVERSITY
CONFERENCES SERVICES
Is Seeking 2 Highly Motivated Students

To Work With Spring and Summer
Conference Registrations.

HOURS
5-10 Hours per week March 2- May
26th with full-time work beginning on
May 26th and eiKJing on August 28th

(some pan time work available academic year 1987-88)

Job applications are available form Deborah
Salkus in the Conference Registration Office

on the 3rd Level of the Campus Center
Sam - 4pm daily.

APPLICATION DEADLINE FRIDAY. FEB 13. 1987

COPY A lOT

SAVE A LOT

on ropir« from ottt arifinjl

Khrr HM» xopir*. ih* rr*l jrr

H\Ui raicE!

icinko's
Crvat copm Crcat p«o|it»

253-2543
220 N. Pleasant St
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10 MM. SOUTH OF
n LAUOEROALE

SPRING
BREAK
SPECIAL
Mar. 15^. 26

M8-'58,
1to4inaroom
FREE PARKING • CaOR
TV • PRIVATE BE>^H.

POa • DINING ROOM
SERVING BREAKFAST

LUNCH DINNER AND

SNACKS •POOL BAR.

WEINIE ROASTS A MORE"

RESERVE NOW!
CAUTOUFME:
800^274553
Th> Htwut Nam> tn PHwuft'

CceanPpc
*^MI«ni Beach. PI 33110

NEW YEARS
RESOLUTION:

will not drink and drive as
much as last semester. Of
course you mean it but it's

hqrd to change alone.
Group support and informa-
tion are available now
through the Student Oppor-
tunity Program (STOP). Con-
tact Amy Leos-Urbel at
niversity Health Services
49-2671 xl81.

i

i

UMOC
UMass Outing Club
INVITES YOU TO:

• hiking

• backpacking
• canoeing
• kayaking

• caving

• cross-country skiing

• rock climbing

• ice climbing

• mountaineering

. . .and more'

JOIN
First Meeting
Mon Feb 2

Student Union
Ballroom
7 PM

LIVE MUSIC

Our office: 428B Student Union 545-3131

Monday. February 2, 1987
COLLEGIAN 11

• /loops
continued from page 12

The Owls are currently in first place in the A- 10 spor

ting an unblemished 7 mark and an overall 20-2 record.

Coached by John Chaney. the Owls were ranked as high

as seventh in several national polls, but were expected

to move up after the University of Iowa, Purdue Univer

sity and the Tar Heels ofNorth Carolina all suffered losses

over the weekend.
"Temple is mighty tough. We know that and we wanted

to go in on a positive note," Gerlufsen said after the GW
win. "To beat Temple, youve got to do everything very

well, don't make many turnovers and hold your own on

the defensive boards."

This folks, is a chance to see one of the hottest teams

in the country. The Owls are a serious, legitimate con

tender for the NCAA National Championship this year

and rightfully should expect and deserves the biggest on

court hassle of the season. With buzzer losses to only Kan-

sas and UNLV, Temple probably won't be intimidated by

anything but the biggest and LOUDEST crowd ever to

cram into the Cage. Face it, if you don't care to see

tonight's game, then as a basketball fan, you're not for

real.

"Temples pretty stable. They've played in some of the

toughest places in America and we would like to make

the? Cage jne of the toughest places to play in America

too," Gerlufsen said.

The Cage had better be loud because the Minutemen,

who dropped a 72-60 meeting two weeks ago in

Philadelphia, PA., play best when the crowd picks them

up and carries them. Anyone who saw the Thursday night

game knows UMass can't carry its crowd.

"As captain I would like to ask them to be fans and not

spectators," Smith said. "My definition of a fan is a per

son who follows a basketball team and is supportive of

it at all times. A spectator is someone who just watches

the game and cheers when there's a good play.

"We need them as much as they need us. If you're \^u

ing to be a fan then be a fan but if you're going to be a

spectator then listen to the game on WMUA "

PROCTER & GAMBLE
CAREERS IN SALES MANAGEMENT

INFORMATION NIGHT

TUESDAY FEBRUARY 3, 1987

7:00 PM

CAMPUS CENTER ROOM 163

MANDATORY IF PLANNING TO INTERVIEW

Located in the Campue Center

OpenM-F« ^^t/iVJVERS/Ty
Sat 10-3 ikUsTORE^

AC i' v/iilc J • AjLji'.-

Ali'(3 FOR SALf •CAlCULAlORS
ENTEf?TAlNMENI • FQP RENT

FOR SALE "FOUND
HELP WANTED -LOST

CLASSIFIED
iNSTrKXTTlON • MOia?CYlClES
MfcRSONALS'RlDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED 'SERVICES
ROOMATE WANTED* TRAVEL

WANTED* SUBLET

COME TO THE COaEGIAN OFFICE - CCl 13 MON-THURS >:30-3:30 (FRI • 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION • CASH IN ADVAWCE. 15«/W0RD/0AY FOR STU0EMT8

ACTtVimt
REFRtGCRATOR-APFnOX. 4' TAUttOO
or BOcaM 253-9611

MUSIC. ACTING. DANCE instruction

Prtvate and group, alt ages. aN levet ol aMt-

ty Univeraity arts council discounts

avariabia lor UMas* students Performing

Art* OivmnxVUMm* Old Chapel (S4»<»19)

WELCOME SACKI INTEREtTEO in Clwis-

tian Fellowstiip'' The Alliance Christian

F«lioiwahip welcomes you' More info: Bar-

ri« or Jennifer 2S3-7206

FLORIOA-THIS WEEKEND Sylvan'*
Fkjrida-Oash Dance win a trip for two laax^

that night Friday SUB a 30 S4 00

1W8YL OROANIZATlONAL MEETTNa
Thursday, 7PM. CC174 All are welconw

WMUA FIRST STATION meeting tonight

7PM room 1 74 Campus Center Spnng Pro-

gram schedule will be announced Man-

datory (or station members

AVTOKMtAU

CAPE COO SUMMER ROOM RENTALS.
Hyannis-$90-weekly pe' person dout>te'

occupancy Includes all utilities, cooking,

and catoia TV No (>arVing lor motor
vehicles 12 «**•!( minimum stay, which

must be paid in advance Reply Box SS.

Barnstable. MA 02630. or call

1-617 77B-2754

DEC VT-10a computer terminal enceWent
condition It you are on th VAX nolturtg

works belter S500/BO Joe S49.4132

SMMMuE ROOM IN Swias Village on bu*
line 21S per month includes everyttwig cal

Silas 2664861

ONE FEJilAijE'ROOMMATE wanted $120
month right on bus route haai included

256-1518

APARTMENT CHEAP 3 students kxiking

(or a 4th Includes heat, hot water elecfnci-

ty Only 125.00' a month Call 253-3155

tOOMI««HNT

TWO COUCHES FOR s«le $30 and $40
CallS4»47S8

MLPWANnO

TEACHMO ASSI8TANT/ORAO sludwK
•am up to S8.000/*choal year m your ^Mre
tinr>e managing on-campu* marketifW pro-

grams (or Fortune 500 Compama* Write

to Campus Dimentions/2(X>0 Market

Street 11th Fl/Philadelphia. PA 19103^

Attn Gene Liechty or call alter 4 00PM
(800)592-2121

MONTE CARLO 1971 350 P/S P« A/C

$600 967-9997 P M

PRIVATE SOUTH AMHERST home,
female, non-smoker. Grad pre(, utility in

duded/bus line, $250/month Call 256-0036

IS IT TRUE you can buy Jeep* (or $44
through tf>e U S governmenf Get the (acts

todayi Call 1312 742-1142 ext 5931 A

NEED TRANSPORTATION TO campus?
1975 Olds Cutlass 4 door power steering-

brakes good running cond $499 256- 1 458

CALCULATOR$

hTy ENGINEERING maJORSTH^n
Packard 1 1C a must (or classes' $40 or BU

call 549-5791

lOiT

AMHERST. ONE ROOM in two bedroom
apartment Busline Rent 190»^month Call

Ousama at 545-2349 or 253-7428 alter

600PM

BED FOR SALE first $25 lakes it away call

564-2905 (Alan)

SPINET-CONSOLE PIANO bargain

Wanted responsible parly to lake over low

monthly payments on spinet-console ^.^»no

Can be seen locally Call Mr Whiia at

1-800-327-3345 ext 101

SPRING BREAK JAMAICA. Protect

Manager needed Free vacation plus $$$
1-600-237 2061

UfMVERSITV fOORSERVICEw current

ly accepting applications (or sprlr>g

semester Go to 101 Berkshire for applica-

tion Deadline Feb 13

LIGI^T KrfC»<»<l«ELPr4«hr^^
days meals free, on campus caH 5494)454.

253-9071

HIRING PART TIME" people (or rose

cutting- Feb 1 to Feb 14 Flexible hours

$4 50 per hour Apply at Montgomery Rose

Co ,
350 Russell St Hadley 7AM to

3 30PM. Mon-Fri

PART-TIME STUDENT to put up flyers

weekly 586-9336

PEER DRUG ALCOHOL educator training

sign-up now' Call Health Education

549-2671 ext 181

STAFF COORDINATOR FOR Critical

Time*, to perform administrative furKtion*

(or small progressive rrMinthly magazine
$4 00 hr tC hraAMk Appiwalions rm 304
SUB deadline Feb 7

ASSEMBLY WORK AThomeT plus many
others Earn good wag** m spare time. In-

to 504-641-0091 Exi 2088. 7 day*

FULL ANO^PART time^osllion* available

Very flexible hours and excellent nvorking

condition* Convenientfy located m the

Center o( Amherst You can earn up lo $20
an hour, with •alary and commissions Con-

tact Target EmerpriaM lor an mlarview Ask

lor Keith

AIRUNES CRUISELINES HIRING! Sum-
mer Careeri Good pay Travel Call (or

guide, cassette, newsservice' (916)
944 4444 ext 161

WANTED: BRIGHT. ARTICULATE, en
thusiastic students to be campus tour

guides Apply at 101 Berkshire House by
2/13

PIBSONAU

MOVMa TMIOK rem Mr* reawxtaMa
rales can Mike 665-8219

JOE NATHAN GRIFFIN No05M59 A
black male, age 26. 6'2" tall. 185 pounds.
blacK eyes, has no (amily or (nends. ar»d

wants to write anyone' Contact Florida

State Prison. P O Box 747 T-l-N-6 Starke.

Fl 32091

MEET NEW PEOPLE! Get great ex-

perience' Come write (or New England's

largest college daily The Collegian is in 1 1

3

Campus Center, right behind the T V
Come down and check us out!

HAPPY aMTHDAV TO the campu*
catobrKy Iha 6lh floor « honored by your

praaanc* You are a youknow what (ace

-Irom your (avorfle RA

TMA-LAURA-SHAROM^^^'* •«• ni^f
What's the drtnk? Our IBM aamaater and N s

going «o ba Itte bast' More beer more (um

(love you. you lushes! Rox

MARY KEEPC - 3S4 Moort • Hap«>y

baMad birthday* Hope you had a good day-

did you get all your classes? Love Jen

$PtlNa AND $UMMtR M VMM
SPEND SPRING ANO summer m sunny

Spaini Quality instruction at ecorwjmy

prices Business administration. Htspanc

Studia*, Arts *HJ Sciences Gradual*

courses m HispanK Studies oHarad m Ju-

ly Contact Admissions. St Louis Univer

sKy. 221 N Qrwid Bhrd . S« Louis, MO
63103 TolMr** M (aOOtaZS^SSS

SUMMER M EUROPE $239 lowest

Mch*dul*d far** lo all of Europe (rom

%o*lon Call 1-800-325^2222

SM, SKI . SKI
5 CoNaga Inps' Day trip*.

night trip*, to Berkshire East

Rate* *Jan at $9 for lifts

and tranaponation ioi night ski

Rentals and lessions also avail

Bus leaves UMass ft colleges

Registration deadline Mon Feb 2

For more into call

549-4600 x328

T NKlMTS-6 DAYS. Round Iflp air far*,

hotel Tanama. sunset lerry rtde No drink-

ing age Only2l spaces avaWbtaFulpay-
menldue February 17 Only $395 00 CaH
now 546-9585

MHCAtN

NEED MONEY FOR spring break? I need

SMI baaabaN cards' Pteaae help Call Mike

94)333

•iiviets

TYPINO. TAPE TRANSCMPTKIN. Fast,

accurate 665-7652

NHD A MOMMATIT

IWOmJIALE SENlbm paidbil lateand

are now homeless' We are look g (or a

room/apartment to rent Plea .e call

546«}32

LOST: HP lie calculator on 12/22/86

Please call 546-5729 Keep trying.

WANTIO TO MNT

PHOTON FUTON
FREE DELIVERY

King 143 Queen 116

Double 103 Twin 81

586-8917

BACK FROM CALIFORNIA sanior male

needing place to live call 256-1054 ask (or

Chris

SUPER 8IN0LE SIZE waierbed one year

old 256-0615 $90

ROOM ANO BOARD in exchange (or 15

hours per week children and housework
need own car call 548-9057 Leverett

WORK WITH 7 year old girl after school

light housectaanng. Car is a must $3 75/hr

253-2825

DID YOU TAKE my blue wool coal at the

Pub on Tues nighf I rnay have yours

Please call Sue 549-4430

JON, JEFF AND CHUCK w* know DownMI
Dasher is your pet but we can't give him

t>ack quite yet His si<i is missing, that is true

and i( you're smart, you'll use that as a clue

Love- your neighbors

TtAVn

SPRING BREAK TRIPS to Jamaica $389
and Bermuda $369 call Sally 6-7500

WANTID

LOOKING FOR TWO tickets to Worcester

performance o( Genesis call anytime

546-9594

SO A 49 PARKING STICKER wilTpaycaah

call 546-8977/546-9267

NON-SMOKING EASYOOINO female

grad-studenl needs room near campus call

Mared

PBOCTtR A OAMBU

SALES MANAGEMENT INFO session-

Tuesday Feb 3rd at 7 00PM in the campus
center, rm 163. Mandatory it you pain to

interview.

BUY YOUR OWN •U$INI$$

HAVE fOM ALWAVS dreamed about own-

ing your own business? We are a sucesslul

oil-campus T-shirt business that has been
very prodtable We are graduating but we
want our business to continue It you ve got

what It takes to be succeas(ul call us at

549 7203 or 549*489
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SPORTS

UM tops GWU, 84-80, in OT

CoBvglMi ftn»t by Bjmw GwuraaMa

Junior guard Lorenzo Sutton scored 15 points to help lead UMass to an
84-80 overtime win, Saturday night at the Curry Hicks Cage.

UMass nips GWU
Minutewomen come back topost 54-52 win
By MATT GERKE
Collegian StafT

When the University of Massachusetts
women's basketball team played George
Washington University on Saturday, it

was its fourth game in just eight days.

That showed throughout the game in

both good and bad ways. The
Minutewomen made several mistakes to

fall behind early but then were able to

come from behind and defeat the Col-

onials. 54-52, in an Atlantic 10 Con-
ference battle at the Curry Hicks Cage.
Both the sloppy mistakes early in the

game and the sharpened mental attitude

toward the end can probably be attributed

to the busy schedule.

"We didn't play that well, partly

because they're so good and partly

because we've played so much lately,"

UMass coach Jack Leaman said. "But we
hung in there and played good basketball

at the end, when we needed to. It was a

great finish."

It was a great finish considering the
Minutewomen were all but out of it with
six minutes left. GWU led by seven, 44-37,

at this point and was completely in con-

trol. But that's when UMass got tough.

Tara Lewis hit a short jumper and
Jeanine Michealson sank a pair of free

throws to pull the Minutewomen within
three. After the teams traded baskets,

Karen Fitzgerald, who led UMass with 13

points and 1 1 rebounds, hit a layup to cut

the Colonials' lead to 46-45.

Moments later, Fitzgerald hit a foul

shot to complete a three-point play and tie

the game at 48. After Michealson tied it,

50-50, with two free throws, GWU turn-

ed the ball over and the freshman forward

hit a 12-foot jumper to give UMass a 52-50

lead."

"Jeanine is a lot more mature than a
freshman and she showed that today,"

Leaman said.

When Colonial guard Ann Male miss-

ed a shot at the other end, UMass guard

Christel ZuUo drove in from half court and
hit a layup for what proved to be the win-
ning points.

"I had faith we would come back in this

one." Leaman said. "Individually we're
not a good team but when we play
together we are."

The Minutewomen were not a good
t*»am for one important stretch in thp first

half when the Colonials, now 11-8 overall

and 4-6 in the A- 10, opened the game up.

UMass had jumped out to a 12-9 lead with
10:15 left in the half.

At this point, GWU went on a 12-0 run,
highlighted by four points each from
Tracey Earley and Julie Brown, to

establish a 21 12 lead. The Colonials held
UMass without a point for just under
eight minutes and the surge included
three minutes when neither team scored.

The Minutewomen outscored GWU 7-4

over the rest of the half and went into the
locker room trailing 25-19.

When the second half began, the UMass
slowly fought back to take 37-36 lead with
8:54 left. During this run, Fitgerald had
six points and freshman Helen Freeman
added six off the bench.
"Freeman was a big factor in this

game," Leaman said. "She was in there
when we turned things around. And
(Joanne) DuPois was also a factor at the
end. Our bench makes us a better team.
(Today) will be our fifth game in ten days
and we'll need good efforts off the bench
because we don't get a chance to recover."
The Minutewomen have now won three

games in a row and five of its last six to
improve to 10-5 overall and 6-3 in the
A-10. UMass will begin a five-game road
trip tonight at the University of Rhode
Island.

"I'm concerned about Rhode Island
because we've played so much lately,"

Leaman said, "but that's no excuse
because they have also. From here on out,

we have to win the one's we're supposed
to. I'm happy with where we are now,
though.

Brown and Smith score 21 points each to

lead Minutemen into Temple game tonight
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

What a difTerence a tougher opponent can

make.
Two days ago, the University of

Massachusetts men's basketball team
played possibly the worst game ever

witnessed on this campus. But Saturday
night, taking on a much better George
Washington University squad, the
Minutemen rose to the occasion and
dumped the Colonials, 84-80 in overtime,

before a near<apacity crowd, at the Curry
Hicks Cage.

Senior point guard Carl Smith and
sophomore forward David Brown led the
way for the Minutemen with 21 points each
while sophomore center Duane Chase add-

ed a season-high 18 points and junior guard
Lcnrenzo Sutton teased in 15. Smith's 21

points was also his highest output of the

season.

"It was a nice team win," Iwad ooach Rem
Gerlufsen said. "Everyone did their job,

especially on the insick. They did a good
job on the boards."

The Minutemen, 8-11 overall and 4-7 in

the Atlantic 10, only outrebounded the Col-

onials by a narrow. 3837, margin but
managed to grab all the important boards
down the stretch.

"As a team we felt like we were not to

be denied." said Smith, the team captain.

"Things went bad for a time but we kept
at it. We felt like there was no one that was
going to take it away from us."

Deadlocked at 70-70 entering overtime,
the Minutemen, down 33-29 at halftime,

made it plain that this game was to be
theirs. Thursday night, the Minutemen
allowed themselves to get caught up in a
sluggish struggle with St. Bonaventure
and lost the crowd in the opening moments.
But last night was different, the run and

gun transition sparked the crowd and the
team keyed on it.

UMass won the opening tap in overtime
but neither team could convert on their

first attempts before Smith buried a
10-footer to give the Minutemen a 72-70

lead with 4:16 to go in OT. Moments later

the Colonials tied it up when freshman for-

ward Nate Williams took a feed from
sophomore forward Moti Daniel for an easy

layup and a 72-72 score.

Williams fouled junior forward Wilbert
Hicks, seeing his first action since fractur-

ing his left leg nine games ago, and Hicks
hit one of two free throws to give UMass
a 73-72 lead. GW senior forward Steve
Frick responded inside before Brown drill-

ed a 12-footer to make it 75-74 for UMass
with 2:25 left.

Williams then was fouled for three-point

play to give GW its final lead. 77-75, with

1:42 remaining. Smith tl^n buried a three-

pointer and Chaae. sophomore forward Joe
Fennell and Smith canned all of their free

throws to ice the game.

UMass had a chance to win the game in

regulation as Smith hit a three pointer
with 1:46 left to give UMass a 70-67 lead.

GW senior guard Brian Butler responded
with a three pointer 23 seconds later to tie

it up at 70^70. The two teams then set up
for the final shot but neither team could get
the ball to drop. Chase was fouled and sent
to the line for a oneand-one with ;03 re-

maining in regulation. But the cent^-'s free

throw banged oflf the back of the rim and
the two teams headed for the extra period.

UMass to battle Temple

The Minutemen are going to have their
hands full tonight when the nationally
ranked Temple Owls take on the UMass at

the Cage, at 7:30.

amtinutd on page tt

Swimmers win weekend meets
By .HM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The tuning-up process for

the New England's con-

tinued over the weekend as
the men's and women's
swim teams each posted

significant victories at
Boyden Gym.
The women's team started

the weekend off right,

posting a big 145.5-120.5

win over the University of

Rhode Island Friday night,

and the men followed that
showing with a relatively

easy, 133-78, triumph over
the University of Vermont
Saturday afternoon.

The key in the women's
meet was a number ofcome-
from-behind victories by in-

dividual swimmers. In the
400-meter medley relay, the
team wjw behind going into

the third leg, the butterfly,

before Ix)ri Carroll gained
the lead.

In the 200 individual
medley race, both Maura
Skelly and Marparet
Cameron trailed goin^ into

the last lap. Behim' by a

half a body length, Skeliy
came back for the win,
while Camtron missed by
just .2 seconds.

"I like to see comebacks,
because that means that
people are sticking in, and
not giving up," UMass
coach Bob Newcomb said.

The women also had a

number of sweeps, including

the diving and the
500-meter freestyle. They
also took first and second in

the 1000-meter freestyle,

and second and third in the
remaining freestyle races,

losing each one to the same
swimmer.
An important key for the

women will be thai they can
rest over the next couple of

weeks. They've swam well

tired, according to

Newcomb, and now. with
some rest, Newcomb hopes
to see exactly what they can
do.

"I know how fast they can
go," Newcomb said, "but I

have to make them believe

they can go fast, because I

know they can.

"We'll have some time to

work on some rough spots

over the next couple of

weeks." Newcomb said.

"We're sitting well for the
New England's."

The men's team, mean-
while, almost expecting to

win every time out, extend-
ed its winning streak to 29
straight dual meets and up-

.

ped its record to 10-0 this

season.

The team had sweeps in

the 4(X) medley relays, the

one-meter diving and the
200-meter backstroke,
Freshman Roger Kennedy
set a new record in the 400
individual medley, with a
time of 4:14.85.

Other firsts for the men
included the 400 medley
relay team of Kennedy,
Brian Mclver, Peter Koback
and John Gardiner
(3:46.39), Will Riddell in the

200 freestyle (1:49.51),

Brian Mclver in the
50-meter freestyle (22.30).

Dan Chesnicka in both the

one-meter (233) and three-

meter (236.25) diving, Mike
Hoover in the 100 freestyle

(49.44) and 200 breaststroke

(2:12.77), and Dave Ehle in

the 200 backstroke
(2:04.86).

"We're just trying to keep
the edge for the New
England's," coach Russ Yar-

worth said.

Sports Notices
The University of Massachusetts Inteamural Hockey

League will begin league play on Thursday, Feb. 5. The
league will also conduct a referees' clinic on Tuesday,
Feb. 3 at On* Rink, on the campus of Amherst College.
Any individuals wishing to play intramural hockey or

interested in attending the clinic should contact John
Jonas at 546-7475.

The University of Massachusetts women's lacrosse
team will hold a mandatory meeting and its first prac-
tice for all players on Wednesday, Feb. 4, at 4 p.m. in
Totman G)mi.

All players and those interested in playing on the
lacrosse team this spring must attend. Anyone unable
to attend should contact Pam Hixon at 545-1942.
There also will be a mandat<ny organizational meeting

for the University (^Massachusetts women's soccer team
this evening at 6 p.m. in room 225 in Boyden.
The meeting is open for anyone interested in par-

ticipating on the women's soccer team next fall. Anyone
unable to attend should contact Kalekem Bands at
645-4343.
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ACROSS THE GREAT DIVIDE - Ann Chamberline of Hadley croasK^ountry skis across the landscape in Hadley last weekend, ei^oying the

largest snowfall the Valley has had in several years. _^

Bases accusations on own experience

Stockwell to speak on CIA 'threat'
By SHERYL JEAN
Collegian StafT

"For the good of the US and the world, the CIA should

be dismantled," states a former high-ranking official who

will be speaking at the University of Massachusetts

tomorrow.

John Stockwell, who openly criticizes the Agency, will

speak about the CIA's tactics to increase global tension

by supporting military dictatorships and "picking fightj*"

in the Third World.

The lecture entitled "The Secret Wars of the CIA " will

take place at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow in the Student Union

Ballroom. It is being sponsored by the Radical Student

Union, the Stop CIA Recruitment Organizing Commit

tee and other groups.

"The CIA poses the ultimate threat to democracy, and

is a major cause of the world's move toward nuclear ex-

tinction." states Stockwell, using his own experiences with

the CIA as the basis of his claims.

The CIA had sued Stockwell and impounded the pro-

fits from his book In Seanh of Enemies, which analyzes

the CIA's covert actions in Angola

Stockwell was put under court order requiring any of

his future writings about the government be submitted

to the CIA for censorship.

The CIA recruited Stockwell in 1964 due to his previous

training as a US Marine captain, his African upbringing

and his ability to speak several foreign languages. He has

served as case oflTicer in Vietnam, chief of station in Africa

and at the National Security Council

Stockwell recently has l>een researching Nicaragua's

situation and tr>'ing to warn the American people of the

problem.
Stockwell is also participating in some area events.

"When we got in touch with Stockwell to speak, he said

he would testify at the trial. ' Marc Kenen, a member of

RSU said

Stockwell, among others, will be testifying at the trial

of Abbie Hoffman, Amy Carter and 30 others who were

arrested for protesting CIA recruitment at UMass. The

trial will be held on April 6 in Northampton District

Court, Kenen said.

Campus conservatives generate laughter

while Reagan vetoes Clean Water Act
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

While most students were snoozing, skiing or flipping

burgers over intersession, two leading campus conser-

vatives were picking up awards and tickling the fun-

nybone of Ronald Reagan, they said yesterday.

W. Greg Rothman and Tony Rudy, two of the principal

movers and shakers behind University of Massachusetts

conservative groups, said they worked as assistants to

Michael E. Hammond, general counsel for the Senate

Steering Committee. Hammond got them into the brief-

ing during which Reagan vetoed the Clean Water Act.

"The whole time, every time Reagan would say

something, we were screaming," Rothman said. "We were

leading the standing ovations. Someone came up to us

afterwards and said, 'Thank God you did that, otherwise

they would have just sat there.' '

"So Reagan goes to sign [veto] the clean water bill,"

Rudy said, "and he sits down and Rothman gets up and

yells, 'just say no!,'
" a reference to Reagan's anti-drug

slogan.

"So everyone starts laughing," Rudy continued,

"Reagan signs it and he goes, 'I just said no.'
"

The two said the clip of Reagan laughing at Rothman's

remark was shown on national television.

The two also went to the national conference of Students

for America, a right-wing student group in which they are

active. At the conference, the UMass chapter of the group

won a plaque as second-best among the group's 400

chapters nationwide, Rothman said. When Johnson ac-

cepted the award, according to the two, he told the con-

ference, "I wish I could say we could take this back to cam-

pus and everyone would be so proud of us, but it's not

necessarily true."

The conference drew about 200 of the group's 16,000

members nationwide, the pair said. A host of conservative

members of Congress were there, they said, including

presidential hopeful Rep. Jack Kemp, R NY, and Sen. Or-

rin Hatch, R-Utah. continued on page 5

Southwest assailant guilty

Kirk Friedman, a former University of Massachusetts

student who was dismissed for his involvement in the

Southwest brawl, was found guilty of assault and bat-

tery charges yesterday in Northampton District Court.

Friedman received a three day suspended prison

sentence, was placed on suspended probation for one

year, must undergo alcohol counseling, and was ordered

to pay fines totaling $115, court records revealed.

Charges of malicious destruction of property were

dismissed.

Friedman could not be reached for comment.

Officials offer

cash reward
for alarm info
By ILANA LEVENSON
Collegian Staff

The threat to life and waste of money caused by false

fire alarms prompted University of Massachusetts officials

recently to offer a $500 reward for anyone who gives in-

formation that exposes and convicts the culprit in such

a case.

"It should be a warning for past offenders that we re

serious about catching these people and stopping false

alarms," said Keith Hoyle, UMass fire prevention officer

and fireman.

Hoyle said the reward was created by the housing of-

fice and the fire prevention office because the number of

alarms increased from 104 in the 1984 school year to 149

in the 1986 school year, an increase of 43 percent.

He said they tried to educate dorm residents in the past,

but education alone did not help the number of alarms.

"No matter what we did, it didn't seem to make much

of a difference, " he said.

He said Amherst has only six firefighters, two fire

trucks, and two ambulances available at any one time,

so if they respond to a false alarm, they are unable to res-

pond to any real fire or medical emergency.

Joe Zannini, head of the housing department, said the

students are just as upset about the number of false

alarms as the administration.

"We decided to use this system of reward as a vehicle

to communicate to students the mjgority of students were

just as upset as administrators regarding false fire

alarms," Zannini said.

Hoyle said someone convicted of setting a false alarm

could go to jail for a year and receive a fine of up to $750,

in addition to punishment within the university.

"It could be anything from community service work

straight up to expulsion," Hoyle said.

If someone reports having seen someone pull an alarm,

Hoyle said, the person accused will often confess.

"Once in a while someone will get turned in, but very,

very infrequently," he said.

Hoyle said about 60 percent of all alarms in the past

were not only false, but malicious, and it costs an average

of $500 every time someone pulls an alarm.

"It is a lot of money that could be spent in other places,"

he said.

The majority of false alarms come from the Southwest

area because of the large number of people in the area.

Last semester John Quincy Adams had 15 false alarms.

Cance, a much smaller dorm in Southwest, had 13, Hoyle

said, adding that the Sylvan area had no alarms last

8eme,ster. continued on page 5
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CIA leadership change: Casey hands over reins

Government veteran retires Deputy Director Gates, 43, takes over

WASHINGTON (AP - William J

Casey, a jack-of-all trades to Republican

presidents, took over direction of the Cen

tral Intelligence Agency in 1981 following

a period of considerable disillusionment

with the agency, both from within and

irithout.

Casey, 73. resigned yesterday, seven

weeks after being rushed to Georgetown

University Hospital, where he underwent

surgery for a cancerous train tumor.

President Reagan named Casey to the

CIA post after Case> helped manage
Reagan's saccessful campaign for presi

dent But government, not politm. was
really Casey's calling

He held three high governmental posi

lions m the Nixon administration, in-

cluding director of the Securities and Ex

change Commission from 1971 to 1973. He
also was a member of the advisory council

of the Arms Control and Disarmament

Agency and was a undoraeaMary of state

for eoinomic affairs

During his tenure as director d" antral

mtelligenee. controversy arose over Casey's

personal finances, as well as over covert

CIA activities including the mining c^

Nicaragua's harbors and preparation of a

manual for Nicaraguan rebels counseling

them m the "selective use of violence" to

"neutralize" civilian officials

Cm^, a plain spoken New \ark law3w.

rtsponrird bluntly to congres«onal and

public criticism of the CIA

In Nn-.«-mber 19^5. spie. he

asserted that congressional oversight had
caused "repeated compromise of sensitive

intelligence sources and methods."

At his Senate confirmation hearing in

January 1981, Casey said that one of his

goals as CIA director would be to revive

sagging agency morale and to "minimize"

restrictions placed on CIA activities in

previous years.

Those restraints, imposed by Congress

as well as presi(kfnts Gerald Ford and Jim

my Carter, stemmed from concern m the

mid 1970s oN'er CIA activities ranging firom

surveillance of domestic political groups to

alleged involvement in assassination plots

against foreign leaders.

Casey told the Senate during his confu*

mation hearing that "rigid accounlabili

ty...can impair performance,' indicating a

h<^ there would be a somewhat more

relaxed oversight rfCIA operations by the

CongreM

Bom in Elmhurst, NY. m 1913. Casey

graduated from Fordham University and

St. John's University law school.

He joined the Office of Strategic Services

m World War D, becoming chief of OSS
secret intelligence for Europe, with direct

responsibility for penetrating Nazi G«r

many with secret agents near the doee of

the war

Following the war. he worked in

Washington with a Senate committee and

in Eun^ as a Marshall Plan adviser

Later Casey was a successful tax law at

tomey in New York and wrote several

manuab on tax. real ea^ie and investment

law.

WASHINGTON fAP) - R^jbert M. Gates,

selected to become CIA director, is a career

intelligence official who is an expert on the

Soviet Union.

Gates, 43, was named deputy director of

the Central Intelligence Agency last sum

mer, and has been acting director during

the illness of William J. Casey, whose

resignation was announced Monday.

As deputy director. Gates has al.so serv

ed as chairman of the National Intelligence

Council directing the preparation of Na

tional Intelligence Estimates put together

in cooperation with the various National

Security Agencies.

Although Gates first joined the CIA in

1966. his service at that agency was inter

rupted for six years, when he served on the

staff of the National Security Council from

1974 to 1980. under presidents Richard

Nixon, Gerald Ford and Jimmy Carter

Gates, who holds a doctorate in Soviet

history from Georgetown University in

Washington, became the CIA's intelligence

officer for Soviet affairs for two years after

returning to the agency

During his first years at the CIA. Gates

served as a specialist in strategic arms

limitation issues, a advising officials dur

ing the negotiations of the 1970s.

Sen. Patrick Leahy. D Vt . characterized

the new director as "an extremely profes

sional member of our intelligence com

munity," during Gates' conllrmation hear-

ings as deputy director last year.

During th<»e hearings. Gates defended

the agency's u.se of covert activities and

vowed to work to curtail leads of informa-

ion to the news media
During his confirmation hearings last

year, Gates said that covert actions is "an
appropriate instrument of foreign policy, as

long as it is taki-n within a broader con

text."

Questioned about leaks to the news
media. Gates told the Senate Intelligence

Committee that he thought ihey resulted

from a "lack of discipline" by people with

access to sensitive information.

Gates declined to discu.-.s specific in

.stances of leaks or covert actions, however.

In the case of large-scale paramilitar at

tivities, it is difficult to keep American in-

volvement secret, he admitted.

But, Gates told the committee, even

when a prt^am becomes widely known, of

ficial involvement can still be denied and
that provides "a fig leaf for the United

States in international circles.

Gates threw himself into the job of depu-

ty director at the agency, pushing improv-

ed communications methods and looking

ahead to the needs ofcoming years, reports

John Ranelagh in his book "The Agency:

The Rise and Decline of the CIA"
In his book. Ranelagh quoted colleagues

as saying that Gates took on the deputy's

job "with all of Casey's energy plus a lit-

tle bit m(M"e."

These include new methods of com-

municating with policy makers, increasing

difficulty in obtaining information on other

nations, problems recruting people who
meet the agency's standards, changing

relations with Congress, increasing use of

intelligence information for public educa-

tion, a dramatic increase in the type of in-

formation that must be collected and a

growing emphasis on preparing for tlu

future

Do you see something happening on
campus we should know about? Call

the Collegian newsline: 545-3500.
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Southwest looks
forward to busy
spring semester
Second in a aeries on artii ^oitriirnents.

By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

The Southwest Area Government kicked off its semester

at full speed as it sponsored free movies Tuesday, a free

four band concert Wednesday and. according to its co-

presidents, more events as well as battles for student

rights on the way.

Joe Demeo and Joel Rabinowitz said their area govern-

ment has a commitment to fighting for their constituents'

rights and providing them with regular events.

"We're still working on the maze issue. It's looking ex

tremely good right now." Rabinowitz said.

The University Art Gallerv sentenced the maze, a chain

link fence near the Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium,

to dismantling because of its delapidation. A group of

students responded by creating the Save the Maze Coali-

tion to fight that decision

To inform its constituents of which issues Southwest is

dealing with, it founded a newspaper titled The Southwest

Area News." \&st semester, "We're hoping for at least a

monthly paper at first." Rabinowitz. who is the publica

lion's co^itor. said, adding that with a recently acquired

Mcintosh computer the paper's layout and editing has

b«>v<)nie more efficient.

Stephanie Orefice. co-editor and Southwest's publicity

coordinator, said the paper is not Southwest propaganda

but information for re.sidenlt* on policies that affect them

"We try to keep it very objective."

One of such policies — the Alcohol Policy — has been

the focus of a baltlt- Intween Southwest and the

administration.

Demeo said. "We've already sketched and we're going

to launch a campaign [to educate Southwest residents

about the policy!. Southwest residents are slowly seeing

their rights taken away from them."

Both Demeo and Rabinowitz said they feel prohibiting

legal-aged students, which the policy does, from drinking

in their dormitories is unjust. "Residents have to be given

the rei^nsibility to drink. If they abuse it, then they have

to be punished for it." Demeo said.

Rabinowitz said. "Prohibition doesn't work It didn't

work in the [19)208 and it didn't work last semester

"

The Studtent Affairs Research and Evaluation Office con

ducted a survey la.>*t semester and found the number of

surveyed students who get drunk monthly and weekly has

increased from 57 percent to 66 percent and 18 percent

to 28 percent respectively.

Southwest is currently planning a concert to take place

in the Student Union Ballroom in mid March. Demeo said

University of Massachusetts student.^ will be admitted

v.ith special discounts.

Rabinowitz said Southwest has recently accquired new
equipment to inaugurate a radio station, which will be

located in the John Quincy Adams residential tower.

Demeo said, "Housing Services is saying the radio sta-

tion cant go there becau.^e they say that's the only place

the house council has to put the weight room." Although

Housing gave JQA's house council a choice between a

weight room and the station, Demeo said it can have both,

but it will take some struggling.

Rabinowitz said, "We will have a Southwest radio sta-

tion, definitely."

Southwest, the largest residential area, houses about

5,500 students in its 16 residence halls, five of which are

22-story towers. It is the only area with its ow n student

center, Hampden Student Center. The area's facilities in

elude weight rooms, a kosher dining hall, a snack bar and

an ice cream parlor.

rolWgiaii photo by NIU Nohalaff

DONT LOOK UP - Three women in Southwest Residential Area are framed by an abstract

sculpture spanning the walkway.
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The theme far this year's Black History Month is The Afro American and the Constitution.
'

in an attempt to examine the document's impact on black people a^ the nation commemorates

the two hundredth anniversary of the document. Professor Bonnie J. Gillespie will explain this

theme and what this month is about at 8 p.m. tonight in Room 163 of the Campus Center The

title of her talk is "The Afro-American and the Constitution; Colonial Time to the Present -

the Development of Afro-American History Month
"

Strong, dependable women are needed as volunteers for a hotline for battered women and their

children. Necessitie&iS'ecesidades needs the volunteers, whose training will begin in mid-Februar>'.

If you would like to join the effort to end violence against women in the community, call

Necessities/Necesidades immediately at 586-1125.

The president ofthe Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching is scheduled to make

an address tonight at 8 p.m. in McConnell Hall Auditorium. Ernest L. Boyer will speak on "Col

lege: Making the Connections' This is the fiRh in a series of nine lectures by nationally known

figures in education.

Peace studies program
reflects student concern

By MARIA BULL
Collegian Staff

Despite the growing trend of students

turning away from the humanities and

majoring in business or engineering,

issues of war and peace are still of msyor

concern, said a member of the Five Col-

lege Peace and World Security Studies

program.
"In the past four or five years interest

in PAWSS has mushroomed across the

country,"' said Jan Dizard, a steering com-

mittee member of the program.

Dizard attributed the recent concern to

the President's policies. "Reagan has

given lots of people a scare. He says he is

for arms control and yet he's spent more

on defense than most Piesidents before

him." The study of peace is "pragmatic,"

said Dizard, "not just something for

starrv-eyed idealists."

Established in 1983, the program is

overseen by a faculty steering committee

representing the five colleges. Noted

defen.se analyst Michael T Klare. author

of American Arms Supermarket and
defense correspondent for The Nation,

directs the program.
The most basic goal ofPAWSS is to pro-

vide a forum for many viewpoints, with,

the belief that there are never only two
sides to an issue.

Hampshire College President Adele

Simmons helped write the $185,000 Ford

Foundation initiation proposal.

"The basic aims of the program are to

bring speakers from around the country

into the valley and to encourage five col-

lege faculty to develop courses or sub-

courses concerned with these issues," said

Anthony Lake, a founding committee

member and professor of international

relations at Mount Holyoke College.

The first program of the spring semester

will be a lecture on the "Labour Party's

Defense Policy" by Mary Kaldor of the

European Disarmament Movement at 8

p.m. Thursday in the Franklin-Patterson

Lecture Hall at Hampshire College.

Specialplayground is group effort

to benefit Amherst's handicapped
By ILANA LEVENSON
Collegian Staff

A propo.sed playgiound designed for han-

dicapped students in an Amher.st elemen-

f ar\ school is being funded and constructed

through a community effort, according to

an organizer of the project.

"We realized this was something that

there was a need for.

It took six months to organize this," said

Elizabeth O'Brien, a teacher at the

Wildwood Elementary School, who is

leading the fundraising effort for the play

area.

The elementary school which is the

designated area for the playground will be

used by speech, language, and physical

education teachers at the school, and will

also be open to the adults in the Pioneer

Valley, O'Brien said.

She said it will have areas of play for all

types of handicapped people, including

those in wheelchairs, with limited motor

abilities, and those with hearing or visual

impairment.

"They have made wide slides, not those

skinny little narrow ones. We're trying to

reach all motor levels and provide challeng-

ing activities. For a handicapped person

there are lots of ways to be stimulated." she

said

O'Brien said she hoped for UMass
students to contribute by making tactiles

for a pathway, wind chimes foi sound, and
other art objects that would be of interest

to a handicapped person.

O'Brien said the project will cost approx-

imately $50,000 and $12,000 has already

been raised by grants and donations. Each

class from the 400 plus school may choose

to raise money for a certain piece for the

playground if they want to

Donations of $5,000 from the local

Veterans for War chapter, and $1,000 from

a single parent have been received in ad-

dition to grant money O'Brien said .she is

continually applying for.

She said there were parents of students

volunteering services such as architects, oc-

cupational therapi.sts. special education

teachers, school administrators, and other

parents and teachers.
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Faculty senate
operates quietly
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

The Faculty Senate is a governing body made up of

about 150 senators and representatives from different

departments of the University.

The senate handles issues ranging from reports prepared

by its councils and committees, to problems of immediate

concern to the University community. Senate Secretary

Roland Chilton said.

Last semester "one of the more important tasks was the

creating of the ad hoc committee on picketing and recruit

ment," Chilton said.

The senate also created a standing council to "advise

the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs on all aspects of

University life." he said.

Other senate activities last fall involved the review and

passage of a number of minors, such as music and music

appreciation, and the approval of 14 new General Educa

tion requirements

The senate includes "a large set of standing commit

tees," Chulton said, including "the university computing

committee, which is concerned with the computer policy
"

"One of the more important committees is the Faculty

Senate Rules Commitiee," Chilton said, which consists

of the senate's officers and four members who are elected

at large.

"The Academic Matters Council makes recomm??de the

Graduate. Athletic, and Health Councils, among others.

Senators are "elected through their academic depart

ments." Faculty Senate Secretary Roland Chilton said.

"There is one senator for each 11 faculty members."

Professional librarians also elect their own represen

tatives. and University President David Knapp.

Chancellor Joseph D Duffey, and Provort Richard O'Brien

are ex officio members.

Every meeting includes an announcement period, and

a question period when faculty members "ask questions

about administrative policy. ' Chilton said.

"It is difficult to anticipate what kinds of questions and

issues will come before the senate in any given semester."

Chilton said, adding that the swnate will be hearing recom

mendations for new courses and minors, and considering

the development of a new journalism program this

semester

ifirliin pholn bv Mikr I (toper

BLOWHARD - Mitchell Dzonkoski cleans his yard in Amherst yesterday, avoiding the back-

breaking shoveling many residents have gone through lately.

Graduate senate faces advisor question,

decrease of available grant money
By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Suff

Joint authorship and getting an approved budget are

two of the goals of the University of Massachusetts

Graduate Student Senate, senate President George Clax-

ton said in a recent interview.

"The question is how much work should an advisor do

to get senior authorship?" Claxton said.

Joint authorship is a problem some graduate students

have in writing papers. Some advisors want senior authw-

ship or their names on papers they had very little to do

with.

Currently, there are no laws dealing with this problem

at the University. Some schools do have policies but they

are slanted towards the adminstration. he said

Another problem is money for grants are going down

while the need for publication is increasing.

There are two schools of thought, he said. One group

thinks in order to receive authorship the advisor must

have done some work Senior authorship goes to the per-

son who has done the major work.

There is also the European view. Claxton said, where

just being a lab director gets the advisor's name on the

paper.
However, the student needs the advisor as much as the

advisor needs the student. It is easier to get a paper

published with a professor's name on it. There is trading

both ways, Claxton said, there is exploiUtion of both the

graduate student and the professor

The Graduate Council will make a decision at a later

date.

Another goal of the Senate is to get an approved budget.

Claxton said. The Vice Chancellor's council did not like

the senate's tentative budget because it appeared as if the

senate had too much money.

PROCTER & GAMBLE
CAREERS IN SALES MANAGEMENT STO

There's no,
need to.
hurr

INFORMATION NIGHT

TUESDAY FEBRUARY 3, 1987

7:00 PM

CAMPUS CENTER ROOM 163

Our convenient hours allow
you to shop early or late.

MANDATORY IF PLANNING TO INTERVIEW

TEXTBOOK
ANNEX

WED: 9 am to 5pm

THURS: 9 am to 9 pm

FRIDAY: 9 am to 5 pm

SATURDAY: 10 am to 3 pm

MAIN STORE
WED - THURS; 9 am to 5 pm
FRIDAY: 9 am to 5 pm
SAT: 10 am to 3 pm

MINI STORE
MON — FRI 7:30 - 10 pm

SAT & SUN: 8 am to 10 pm

MUNCHY's HAMPDEN: MON — FRI 8 - 9

WORCESTER - MON - FRI 8 - 9

FRANKLIN: MON - FRI 7:30 9
ALL MUNCHY STORES SAT S SUN 12-8

ALL OF YOUR ^VNIVERSITY
SCHOOL NEEDS '^^^ ' C/ixh/W
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New program seeks to end stereotypes
* conservatives

By REBECCA HULSTROM
Collegian Correspondent

A new program to help educators teach young people

about Japan will break down stereotypes and build up

understanding between the two cultures, its director said.

Paul Englesberg, director of the New England Program

for Teaching About Japan, said the program is necessary

to enhance this countr>''s understanding of the Asian

nation

The program, which is just starting up, is funded by a

$130,000 start-up grant from the United States Japanese

Foundation, which seeks to enhance pre-coUege education

about Japan.

"Japan is an important democracy and trade power. It

is becoming a dominant strategic power not only in Asia

but in the Middle East," Englesberg said. "In the past,

businesses have caused us to be more and more in con-

tact with Japan but it is still misunderstood with the same

stereotypes that have been around since World War II."

"The number of Japanese taking English courses and

learning about America dwarfs the number of Japanese

that are trying to learn about Japan. Japan should not

fall by the wayside because it is not a European power,"

he said.

The program has already triggered letters of interest

from teachers, librarians and school administrators, he

said. Englesberg expects more enthusiasm toward the pro-

gram once it gets underway, he added.

The future plans include a summer study tour to Japan,

a summer institute and a series of workshops. The first

three week study tour is scheduled to take place in July.

Sixteen participants are to be selected, and each will

receive a $2,500 fellowship toward the expenses.

Another group of 30 educators will be involved in a

week-long summer institute to take place at one of the

five colleges in August, he said.

Japan specialists will offer information on the country,

its peoples and its culture, and find new methods for

teaching about its society.

The Five College Center for East Asian Studies has serv-

ed as a means for studying the cultures and customs of

East Asia for 10 years, as well as being in touch with other

established centers in Yale, Harvard, and the Boston

Children's Museum.

! UMASS SKI CLUB PRESENTS |

» VERMONT *
* »

IFob 7 - $24 For Members I

I APRES SKI AT |

t JOHN MORGAN HAPPY HOUR |

t Sign Up Wed & Thurs Outside of Hatch t

IT Pi Kappa Alpha

• Winner of the Gold Chapter excellence award
as the No. 1 Fraternity on campus

• Winners of the Olympus cup •

Greek area athletic champions

• Winners of the Davis Cup -

UMASS athletic champions

• The Fraternity that has never hazed

• The Leaders in community service

• Fastest growing Fraternity in the country

• Olympic weight room • Unmatched social life

• Outstanding meal plan • Great little

sisters program

Academics — Athletics — Leadership

"YOU CAN HAVE IT ALL"

PIKE RUSH '87

FEB. 2, 3, 5, 9 & 10

AT 9:00 P.M.

REFRESHMENTS
TEL. 545-2150

418 N. PLEASANT ST

PI Ka»»a Alpha

COPY A lOT

SAVEAIOT

Kinkns ni»r» qtiantil^ di«co«iH»

on r<>p«r« frcNN onr nri|cinal

^flrr MMI rnpir«. thr rrM arc

HAU mwv.

kinko's
CTMt capm Cf*ac

253-2543
220 N. Pleasant St

continued from page I

Falwell may visit

The youthful conservatives, who have sparred with in-

furiated "progressives" at pro-military and anti-abortion

rallies they have organized m recent semesters, said the

Rev Jerry Falwell was also in attendence at the con-

fi'rencf. Rudy said Falwell might be invited to UMass by

Students for America. Falwell founded the right wing

Moral Majority.

"He expressed an interest and said wo should wt itf him

a letter." Rudy said. He said conservative Congressman

Bob Dornans $1,000 price for speaking was too .steep for

the group, but Falwell would speak for nothing

Rothman said that while he "doesn't like fundamen

lalists," and had share<l Rudy's negative feelings" about

Falwell, "We were very impressed."

One of the conservative groups at UMass may invite a

contra, a soldier of the armies fighting the Sandini.sta

government of Nicaragua. Rudy and Rothman said

And. Rudy said, the right wingers are trying to get a

disaffected "yippie" to come to UMass. to counter the na

tional attention the arrests of Abbie Hoffman and Amy
Carter have brought to the University. Hoffman and

Carter were arrested last semester during ant i CIA
recruitment protests and will go on trial along with about

thirty others April 6.

So<alled "radicals" are vowing to "put the CL\ on trial"

at HamjMshire District Court in April, but the conservative

leaders said the national attention expected to be focus

ed on the protesters doesn't bother them.

".'Xbbie Hoffman makes (conservatives! look good."

Rothman said.

if false alarms
continued from page I

"We suspect that a lot of them are pulled by non-

university people," he said.

The numbtr of alarms jeopardize student safety, and

.students are being informed by resident assistants and

directors about the situation, according to Zannini and

Hoyle.

"That can jeopardize their safety They see it as an an

noyance as opposed to .something there to protect them."

Zannini said.

Hoyle said students get tired of going outside in the mid

die of the night for false alarms, and begin to assume that

all the alarms are false.

"You figure, oh. it is just another false alarm In 1977.

John Quincy Adams had a false alarm around 1 a.m. and

some were drunk and some didn't care. Then around 4:;K).

there was a real fire, and most of the people stayed in bed."

he said.

STOP LOOK LISTEN
STOP worrying what to do with your degree

in Music or Communications LOOK at how the

INSTITUTE of AUDIO RESEARCH can enhance

your marketability LISTEN to the opportunity call

ing in the Music and Sound Recording Industry

The INSTITUTE of AUDIO RESEARCH, in the

heart of New "Vbrks Greenwich Village, has

modularized its renowned MULTITRACK
RECORDING TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM into

two summer sessions

By the time you get your Degree you will also

have your INSTITUTE Diploma and entree into the

exciting worlds of Music Recording, Broadcast,

Audio for Film and Video, Concert and Theater

Sound and much, much more.

The INSTITUTE Program may also be taken on its

regular nine-month schedule, starting four times a

year. For further information fill out and return the

attached coupon or call

—

<212) 677-7580

Name.

Address.

City. .State.

Phone

(

)-
.College.

-Zip.

Institute of Audio Reseorcti
64 University Place, Greenwicn Village

New York, NY 10003 Esfobiisf"^

1969
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You
Thought

Couldn't
Start

At The
Top Now You

MAYOther companies talk about be-
ing a leader...May Department
Stores Comjxjny is \he bencti-

mark for ttiot comparison. Sales exceed $10 billion annually and May
has achieved 12 consecutive years of record sales and earnings. Our

talented, innovative team achieved this record.

Others talk about promotion from within . . . May does it. We are looking

for achievers to join May and to continue our record-setting style.

Others retailers are recruiting buyers . . .We're looking for vice presidents.

We'll provide the coaching, counseling and training to help you reach
your potential. Our compensation levels are aggressive.

Come to our Open House
Wednesday, February 4, 1987
10:00 am.-4:00pm.
SOM Faculty Lounge, Room 312
Casual dress/light refreshments— bring your resume

Jewish sabbath observed

in many different ways
By MICHAEL ALTER
Collegian Correspondent

The Jewish Sabbath is celebrated in

Amherst at several locations, and in

various ways, ranging from adherence to

traditional religious law to a casual gather

ing among friends.

Jews have maintained a Sabbath since

they began following the first five books of

the Old Testament, which are preserved m
scroll form, called the Torah. and con

sidered sacred. The Hebrew scroll com-

mands Jews to keep a Holy day of rest and

was received after they left from slavery

Rabbi Saul Perlmutter of UMass Hillel

said services are held every Friday even

mg. usually in the Student Union

Ballroom.

"If It looks like people are more comfor

table with English, we pray in English, or

vice-versa lin Hebrew]." Perlmutter said

••! hear people say our services are one

brand and that bothers me. They're not any

one brand." Perlmutter said, adding that

students often run services themselves.

•When I do run services I usually give

a Ulk on some aspect of the Torah portion

and make a connection with our everyday

life." Perlmutter said.

Religion can affirm values ". to make

this world more than just a place to live,

he said.

Chabad House, an Orthodox home

located next to campus offers services Fri-

day nights at sundown and Saturday mor-

nings at 10 a.m. After both prayer sessions.

students are invited to stay for a free meal.

Members of Orthodoxy believe Jews

should observe all Sabbath laws which

were transcribed and developed by Rabbis

over many centuries. The decrees build on

the Torah and attempt to promote a strong

sense of spirituality relating to Creation,

according to a tenant of Chabad House

Rabbi Israel Deren. regional director of

Chabad Houses in Western Massachusetts

said traditional foods served with the meal

are Challah. which is a bread, and kosher

wine

Services last about one hour and a half,

are in Hebrew, and those who are un

familiar with orthodox traditions are vn

couraged to particapate by clapping, hum

ming or other means, Deren said

In the apartment of two University ot

Massachusetts students, a different Sab-

bath celebration takes place, and mcludes

dinner, which is bringyour-own

Eva Meier, one of the hosts said. Vte

usually talk, sing songs, or read the Torah

portu.n It depends on the combination of

people and what they want to do.

Its a tradition which has been going on

between a few fnends for five years " Meier

said. "I'm surt it will continue."

^ <i T7 .^ (^ ^" " University.hM Ls^i ^s^ ^r;r.";;r;,7.r.a„*»Mu*,u
wtll converge upon the nation's capital to

CoUafUa photo hy NIW Sokoloir

SKI AMHERST - Meg Rodgers of Amherst wind skis on the

Southwest fields last weekend. ^

G.FOX Hartford, CT, a division of The May Department Stores Company

INTERESTED IN THE HOSPrTALITY INDUSTRY?

UNIVERSITY
CONFERENCES SERVICES
Is Seeking 2 Highly Motivated Students

To Work With Spring and Summer
Conference Registrations.

HOURS
5-10 Hours per week March 2- May
26thwm full-tlnfie work beginning on

May 26th and ending on Augutt 28th

(some part time »»ofk available academK: year 1987-88)

Job applications are available form Deborah

Salkus in the Conference Registration Office

i

on the 3rd Level of the Campus Center

Sam - 4pm daily.

APPLICATION DEADLINE: FRIDAY. FEB 13. 1987

~l

Fifty years ago this week in the

Ma»»achusett» Collegian. . .

There is a htll before the Massachuselts

legislalure which is a request from the

University of Massachusetts, a small and

pr.vate institution in Middlesex county.

That it be allowed to relinquish ite title and

merge with Middlesex College under the

new name Middlesex University The

registrar of Middlesex College. Rubbles

Smith, said that it desired to give up the

title University of Masa^chusetts in order

that Massachusetts State CoUeae miaht

use it as that institution might expand m

take part in a mass demonstration for

peace This demonstration is sponsored b>

the Turn Towards Peace movement.

Ten years ago. . .

The Undergraduate Student Goi>ernment

prwnttes for the Student Activities Tax

Fund for fiscal year 1978 are governance

groups, student services, media groups,

community services, coop groups,

academic groups, sports groups and

political groups.

- COMPILED BY CAROL TANNENBAUM

u,mmH»nm»»w»»»»»»»»»»*»**^^^^^

LEARANCE
LIQUIDATION SALE

100% WOOL
I
HAND-KNIT SWEATERS

I
Imported from Equador

TWO DAYS ONLY

1 TIME: 9-5
|

I DATE: Wed & Thurs Feb 4-5 i

I Campus Center Concourse |

I

I

An AJtsmstivs Record Store
|

\^:^^mr -

I

I

I

ALSO QUALITY T-SNMTt « NSTERt
|

TOP CASH PAID FOR
RECORDS. TAPES. CDs '1

Maxell XL2
Box of 10 For

$19.99

Maxell LN-90

Box of 10 For

$12

Maxell XL11S

$2.74 Ea. OR
10 For $24.99

NEW LOCATION
Underneath Steve's, beside Ali Cat

48 N. Pleasant St - 263-9209

M - Sat n-7; Sun 12-6

UP TO 50% SAVINGS
on all winter shoes and boots

open Sondoys
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State trooper delivers baby
instead of speeding ticket
BOSTON (AP) - A state trooper took it

all in stride yesterday when a couple ask

ed him to help deliver their baby along the

highway in the middle of the night.

Five months ago. Trooper Mark West had

stood in the deliver>- room to watch his wife

have their daughter. With that personal ex-

perience and his police academy training.

Weat felt confident when Barbara Pina, 20.

and Arthur ^4araglia. 22, of Brockton, ask

ed him to help deliver their daughter

Ashley in the couple's car.

"It was an emotional high. The closest

thing it ever came to was my daughter be-

ing bom." the 21 year-old West said. "I feel

pretty dote to the child I held the kid

while she was bom. I'm just glad I was

there to assist."

Wwt says he had just pulled over another

car far speeding when Maraglia pulled up

behind the police car on Route 128 in Ran-

dolph, a southern suburb.

"It got me suspicious at 1:30 in the mor-

ning," he said. But when Maraglia told him

about the baby, he radioed an ambulance.

Ashley, however, didn't want to wait.

West says he gave the speeder a verbal

warning, then lay a blanket on the back

seat of the couples car and turned the heat

up full blast. And, as Ms. Pina's mother,

who also was in the car, gave coaching.

West guided the baby onto the blanket. Six

minutes after the couple had stopped, the

baby was born.

"I just couldn't wait to get it over with.

It was like a total blank." Ms. Pina said.

She and the baby were taken to St

Margaret's HospiUl for Women, the same

place where West's daughter was born.

Two other troopers joined West at the

scene. Rookie Steve Bennet contributed his

shoelaces to tie (rff the umbilical cord.

"We were tau^t to use anything you can

tie it with." West said.

Ms. Pina and her baby both are doing

well at St. Margaret's, though the mother
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State trooper Mark West deUvered

of issuing traffic violations.

says she still is Uken aback by the unor-

thodo birth of her second child. She had a

three-year-old son. Chriatopher.

i just couldn't believe I was delivering

on the highway." she said. "It's just dif

ferent knowing what happened. Other than

that, I'm fine."

AP photo

a baby at work yesterday, instead

The commotion so far hasn't bothered

Ashley, who slept the whole morning, i^f

mother reported.

But Ms. Pina says she will make sure her

daughter is aware of where she was b»n
and who helped.

^^

"I think every kid would like to know,

she said.

\Ki- ( rr.iir A Sn.lr As
Iniiivuiii.ti As \f\i t\if

W ( iJNst I 1 ^ll(>^

AM)
sTMl < 11

$10
Willi'

Styles By Deborah
I,-, I SIV I KSIIN DKIVf
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H^^HjH|j|H|s staff (

University club offers lowest cost aircraft ren-

tal and flight instruction to students, faculih^,

and staff of the 5 colleges - Call 665-2577

jk EMT'S 4e
^W^ Join The "

UMASS FIRE & FIRST AID UNIT

First Meeting Tues Feb 3 Morrill N416

8:30 pm New Members

9:30 pm Returning Members

Must be registered EMT. Get paid to work

concerts, football games and other events

Bring EMT & CPR cards

^^W^^^9^.
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TO RESERVE NOW . . . CONUCT

Student Aid in danger
A series of articles on student financial aid was recently

published in the Collegian, and the picture it painted of the

future of higher education is bleak.

President Reagan's fiscal year 1988 budget proposes about

a $4 billion cut in educational funding that, along with stricter

guidelines on parental income for aid recipients, will effectively

limit financial aid to only the most needy students.

These cuts include a 31 percent decrease in Pell Grants and

a 61 percent reduction in Guaranteed Student Loans. In addi

tion the Reagan administration would like to eliminate Sup-

plemental Educational Opportunity Grants, State Student In-

centive Grants, and, perhaps most important. College Work-

Study the largest student work program in the nation. Reagan

also plans to axe National Direct Student [Perkin 'si Loans,

which would be replaced with loans that would be paid back

at a rate based on the students' income after graduation.

About 15,000 University of Massachusetts students receive

some form of financial aid, according to Arthur Jackson, direc-

tor of financial aid, and he said about 50 to 60 percent of aU

UMass students graduate in debt from borrowing to pay tor

school. -J r
Part of the mission of a state university is to provide an at-

fordable higher education for the state's residents. That doesn t

mean graduating saddled with so much debt that you can t

afford to take a job in a lower-paying profession. Like t«achmg.

At the same time that our president is making a call for ex-

cellence in education, he is making cuts which make it impossi-

ble for some to pursue his stated goals. -^ , ,-^

Nationally, the figures are equally striking. One-half to one-

third of all college students graduate in debt. Over the last

10 years, student borrowing of federal dollars for education

has increased by almost $8 billion.
t ^ ^u

These cuts won't even pay for a few extra missiles, but they

will have a devasUting effect on the future of American educa-

tion; the need for educators at all levels of society is plainly

evident when one considers the crisis of students who can t

read, or write a coherent essay, or perform simple mathematics

Students who have the academic ability should not be shut

out of higher education because their parents lost the family

farm or the family breadwinner was laid off in Detroit.

Unsigned editorials reflect the opinion of the mqjority of the

Collegian board of editors. ^ ___

Military is discriminatory
James Dronenburg. Ellen Nesbitt and

Diane Matthews have two things in com

mon. One. they each have faithfully serv

ed their country through the armed ser

vices. Dronenburg served in the Navy for

nine years, achieving the rank of petty of-

ficer and earning numerous citations for

his job performance and unblemished

record Nesbitt is a second lieutenant in the

New York National Guard Matthews 9er%

ed in the Army and received the

Distinguished Soldier's Award before she

transfered to the ROTC branch at the

University of Maine at Orono.

John Hayes

Communist ties of ANC
During the recent meeting between US

Secretary of State George Schultz and

Oliver Tambo, head of the African National

Congress. Schultz expressed American con-

cern about the influence of the Soviet

Union within the ANC. Tambo replied that

there was none.

Gilbert Stair

Perhaps Tambo was speaking the truth,

but an objective observer might reach a dif-

ferent conclusion. Today, the hammer and

sickle are displayed at every ANC-UDF
demonstration or parade. Of the 30 people

who sit on the ANC's National Executive

Committee, 23 are either members of the

South African Communist Party, or are ac-

tive supporters. This does not exhibit

Soviet influence in and of itself. However,

the leader of the SACP is a man named Joe

Slovo. Slovo is a member of the ANC Ex-

ecutive Committee, number two in the

ANC Military Command and is also a KGB
colonel, according to the McAlvany In-

telligence Advisor.

The degree of direct Soviet influence over

the ANC is open to debate; that the two are

dogmatically allied is not. All the weapons

the ANC receives come from the Soviet

Union and its vassal states. None of this

should surprise anyone. The ANC is, after

all a national liberation organization of

revolutionaries dominated by hardcore

communists. And the international com-

munist movement has accomplished what

it has set out to do. In 1928, at the sixth

meeting of the Communist International,

the Executive Committee of that august

body made the following determination:

"The party should pay particular atten-

tion to the embroyonic national organiza-

tionh among the natives, such as the

African National Congress. Oiu- aim should

be to transform the African National Con

gress into a figjhting nationalist revolu-

tionary organization. developing

systematically the leadership of the

workers and the Communist Party in this

organization."

In 1982, an ex-member of both the SACP
and the ANC, Bartholomew Hlapane.

testified before a US Senate subcommittee.

In his testimony he stated, "It is a standing

rule that members of the South African

Communist Party must belong to a mass

organization such as the African National

Congress, or the South African Congress

of Trade Unions. The idea was to get

members to infiltrate such organizations,

to undermine the leadership, and ultimate-

ly gain control of these organizations."

It was with honesty then, that Oliver

Tambo, representing the ANC in an ad-

dress before the SACP's 60th anniversary

meeting in 1981 said, "It was not so much

as a guest invited to address a foreign

organization. Rather we speak of and to our

own."
The events occurring in South Africa to

day have occurred already in Cuba, Viet-

nam and Nicaragua. A committed core of

marxists gained control of a legitimate na-

tionalist movement. Once the struggle was

won, the Communists purged all op-

ponents. Due to the failure of western

democracies to adequately support the

moderate and liberal factions within those

nationalist movements, communist tyran-

ny now exists in those countries. South

Africa seems to be headed for the same fate.

Certainly this will be true if the ANC is

ascendant in a post-apartheid South Africa.

Gilbert Stair is a UMass student

The second thing is that they have been

or will be discharged from the service for

admitting their homosexuality. Despite

their flawless records and their desire to

serve their country land in Matthews' case,

despite the fact that she did not actually

have relations with a woman while in the

military), these persons are being denied

the ability to participate in the defense of

our nation. They are not isolated cases, for

hundreds of homosexuals have been

drummed out. and thousands prohibited,

from the various branches of the miliUry.

These actions are based on a Defense

Department order that prohibiU persons

identified as homosexual from all branches

of the military. The prohibition is not

against homosexual acts, but simply an

identity as a homosexual. Such an identi

ty is classified as "moral or professional

dereliction." which necessitates immediate

processing for discharge. Often, such

discharges have been less than honorable,

a stigma that impairs a person's employ-

ment opportunities for the rest of his or her

life.

Moreover, the military provides oppor

tunities fw training or financial aid. oppor-

tunities that are not open to gays, bisex-

uals or lesbians due to that directive.

It is for this reason that the Campus

Center/Student Union Board of Governors

voted late last semester to disallow the

military to recruit on the concourse. This

was done in compliance with the Campus

Center Vending Policv. which does not

allow recruitment by organizations that

discriminate on the basis of race, sex. sex

ual orientation, or other factors. Further,

the board also complied with campus wide

policies prohibiting discriminatory

recruitment.

Such a policy exists because the con-

course must be used in a fair and open man

ner, in ways which are available to every

student despite their race. sex. or sexual

orientation. As many as 3000 students on

the campus are gay. bisexual or lesbian.

The Campus Center exists for them as

much as for the rest of the student popula

tion. To allow the concourse to be used in

ways that discriminate against the

homosexual population is an offense to

them, and an offense to the ideal of non

discrimination and equal opportunity for

all persons. It is as wrong to allow

discriminatory recruitment by the military

as it would be to allow a company that did

not hire blacks or women to set up on the

concourse.

Some will argue that the students should

turn a blind eye to discrimination by the

military. The military- may be an impor-

Unt institution, but it is not sacred. The

military must follow the basic tenets of

human rights and human dignity - they

are not immune. The rationale by the

military for this discrimination - morale

and discipline - is the same rationale us

ed against women and blacks when they

first attempted tp enter the military. We
can see today how false that rationale was.

Moreover, we cannot ignore discrimina-

tion. When John F Kennedy introduced

the Civil Rights Act. he argued that the

heart of the question is whether all

Americans are to afforded equal rights and

equal opportunities...Those who do nothing

are inviting shame as well as violence
"

The great lesson of Martin Luther King.

Jr.. is that to not fight discrimination is to

cooperate with it. For the students to allow

a discriminatory agency on the Concourse

is to brand that discrimination as accep-

table, to cooperate with it That the

students will not do. Discrimination must

never be tolerated.

John Hayes is a Collegian columnist

Everyone should see Stockwell
Since last November's protests and ar-

rests regarding CIA recruitment on this

campus, heated and frequently opinionated

arguments have raged. Whether you feel

bitter anger toward those whom you felt

transgressed others rights; whether you

believe as this writer does, that a univer-

sity is no place for a terrorist organization

to recruit, or whether the heightened

political atmosphere has you visualizing

armed revolution, tonight we all will have

a rare opportunity to hear from an person

with first-hand knowledge of the organiza-

tion's secret exploits. Ex-CIA official John

Stockwell will present "Secret Wars of the

CIA," a lecture on his experiences as a

high-ranking agency officer at 7:30 p.m. in

the Student Union Ballroom.

A CIA career man for 13 years, Stockwell

served as director of operations in Angola

and as an advisor to the National Security

Council. Author of numerous books, essays,

and exposes on the CIA and government

sponsored covert adventures, he has been

put under a court order requiring him to

submit further writings to the CIA for

"editing". This scenario illustrates that our

government can be accused of trampling

"free-speech" as often as campus protesters

(like myself) against the CIA.

As CIA involvement in wars in Central

America and Africa deepen, the questions

that agency recruitment on campus raises

will stimulate hot debate around the coun-

try. UMass will be no exception. You can

bet with a fair amoimt ofcertainty that this

campus has not seen the last of anti-CIA

protests. Often, ideologues from both the

right and the left make it difficult to

discern what is reality and what is decep-

tion, which is why it is so important to go

and listen to Stockwell no matter where

you stand. When he condemns the CIA he

is not just spouting off rhetorical dogma —
he is telling it like it is, or at least as he

experienced it.

Stockwell offers us a one-night only

education on what the agency is really

about. Ifyou hold any opinion at all on the

issue, please don't blow this opportunity.

Come to the SUB tonight and hear why so

many in this community have chosen to

protest.

Mark Hubbard is a UMass student
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Good music, poor script

weaken ''Sid and Nancy''
Sid and Nancy
Academy of Music

By DANA M. ANAGNOSTOU
Collegian Staff

Ifyou're looking for sex. drugs, blood and a peek at what

'ife as a punk rocker can be like, see Std and Nancy But

f you're looking for an entertaining movie with some sort

>f message, don't.

Director Alex Cox and Abbe Wool wrote the screenplay

for Sid and Nancy, 'oased upon the true-to-life story of Sid

Vicious (of the Sex Pistols) and his girlfriend. Nancy

Sometimes movies that tell true stones are entertaining

.1 meaningful, but Sid and Nancy is neither The movie

legins with an already messed up Sid Vicious meeting

N'ancy. who turns him on to heroin. Somehow or other

r hey fall in love, dm not sure how- they go from shooting

heroin to getting sick and having sex—and all of a sud

lien they're in love) and it's downhill from there.

On the other hand, the direction and cinematography

ire well done and the acting isn't bad. Alex Cox does a

aood job of depicting life as a drugged out punk rocker,

and the settings, language, and colors, along with sur

realistic scenes that show the hallucinations Vicious ex

nerienced. give a good idea of what life for the Sex Pistols

vas like Watching. I began to feel as depressed and

lelpless as Sid and Nancy seemed.

Which brings me to the acting Chloe Webb is compe-

tent as Nancy, but it's always seemed to me that it's easy

to portray a drug-addicted, suicidal caricature of a per

son. But Gary Oldman. as the introverted and quiet Sid

Vicious, does a good job and Andrew Schofield, as Johnny

Rotten, is superb. "The performances almmt made the

movie worth seeing not quite, but almost

What did make the movie worth seeing, if you enjoy

punk rock, was the music. Done by Joe Strummer. Pray

for Rain, and The Pogues the soundtrack is a must-hear

for connoisseurs of that style of music.

By the way, if you're considering doing heroin, see this

movie first. Nancy Reagan should use it in her campaign

against drugs- nothing else has ever made the idea of

shooting heroin so repulsive.

From a technical aspect Sid and Nancy is worth the trip,

but if you're int«-e8ted in being entertained, forget it. You

might as well read the story of the ill-fated Sid and Nan-

cy in The Rolling Stone and save yourself some time.

Old books have style
By DAVID R. MARK
Collegian Staff

Over the winter break, I decided that I

would spend some of my leisure time

reading. I decided to do it in style by go-

ing to the literature section of the local

bookstore.

No. I wasn't looking for Julius Caesar.

Instead I decided to try to find some rele-

vant literature, something useful for to-

day. Well, I found more than I bargained

for. Not one, but two recently reprinted

pieces of literature that I highly recom-

mend to all readers.

On The Beach
By David Shute

On the Beach, written in 1957 by the

Australian author Nevil Shute. teUs the

story of the last survivors of a nuclear

war. The entire cast of characters live in

Southern Australia, and it portrays both

the mental and phjraical anguiah of know-

ing that the end is near and there is

nothing that can be done to atop it.

The theory that Shute comes up with is

that there will come a time when it will

be too eaay for any small country to be

supplied with nuclear arms. In On the

Beach, Shute describea in detail a world

war beginning with an Albanian-

Egyptian conflict

UnrouftMiit On the Beach, a character

will do eootradictory acts. For example,

a woman will plant a garden for the next

spring, despite knowing that she will on-

ly live to see the previous (all. A man buys

shrube and comments on how "wonderful

thoy will look in two or three years'*, the

folkwing day this same man hears that

communications had been lost with Nor-

thern Australia, and that they would all

be dead within six months.

Iliis is obviously not Crocodile Dundee,

but rather a serious, descriptive account

of the possible diabolical events that can

occur when man cares more for power

than for his fellow man.

The Ugly American
By William J. Lederer and Uegene
Burdick

The Ugly American, by William J.

Lederer and Eugene Burdick, was writ-

ten in 1968. The book describes, quite ef-

fectively, the reasons why we're behind

in the democratization of far eastern na-

tions, and why the Soviet Union can com-

munize these same nations.

The setting is the fictional nation o(

Sarkhan, boidering Burma and Thailand.

While the Soviet Union sends am-

baasadors who speak Sarkhanese fluent-

ly, the United States sends ambassadors

who have to be accompanied by

translators. The advantage this brings to

the Soviets is that an ambaaeador can talk

directly, and frankly, to the common peo-

ple in the villages. The US ambaasadcH-.

meanwhile, is told all his information

throu^ the translator, who could easily

withhold, or alter, information.

The Soviet ambassador livee in a village

home, proud to be working in such a

dignified position for his government. The
US ambaaeador lives in a mansion, staff-

ed by local Sarkhanese, and is waiting for

a more prettigoua job, possibly in the

Justice Department. The net result is, the

people respect the Soviet official more
than they respect the rich American. The
fictional coimtry most likely ends up
communist.
Why are these novels important, some

thirty years after their original publica-

tion? The adage, "History repeats itself,"

conaes into play.

Local music
in Calendar
Feb. 3: Hornist Laura

Klock will be a feature per-

former in a falculty recital

today at 8 p.m. in Bezanson

Recital Hall. The free per

formance will include

numbers such as the "Suite

for Horn and Piano" by Alec

Wilder, and "Romance in G
Major" by Max Reger.

Feb. 4: Evening Pro
Bluesica, the band who per

formed on the Southwest

pyramids last spring, will

play some sweet Chicago

rhythm and blues 9 p.m.

Wednesday night in the

Hatch.

Feb. 5-7 "Hampshire
Dance Concert" at 8 p m..

Music and Dance Building.

Hampshire College For In

formation, call 549 4600

ext 228

Feb. 8- The Smith college

Chamber Orchestra, under

the direction of Philipp

Naegele, will present a free

concert at 8 p.m in Sage

Hall, Smith. The program
will feature The first Perfor

mance of "Chamber Sym-
phony" by Donald
Wheelock, a member of the

Smith fiwulty.

Feb.7. Ann Zibelman. a

member of the voice faculty

at Amherst college, will per

form a free concert ofJewish

folk songs lat 8 p.m. at

Helen Hills Chapel. Smith
College.

KARATE
I

6 Week Beginners Course

FOR ONLY $49.00

Men, Women, Children

(with this ad)

Many professional sports teams use the flowing movements
of ttie msrtial srts to tremendously improve bslsrKS snd flex-

ibility while developing the kind of explosive powsr sr>d men-
tsl focus thst mskes the dmerence between good snd GREAT!

Isn't it time you took sndvsntage of todsy's most dynsmic,
ctwNengirtg snd versitile sports snd fttnsss progrsm • svsHsbls

only St Fred Vlllsri's.

FRED VILLARI'S
STUDIOS OF SELF DEFENSE
481 West Street, South Amherst

253-7349

w

Hillel's One-Credit Course
Judaic Studies 191E #432782

A Jewish-Christian Encounter
Divinity, Sexuality, Immortality

Tuesdays 2:30-3:45 Dickenson 109

Instructors: Rev Christopher Carlisile, Rev Esther Hargis,

Rabbi Saul Perlmutter, Rev Joseph Quigley

WffM^S^

Judaic Studies Studies 191D #432624
The Kibbutz: Theory and Reality

Alternate Tuesdays 7-9 pm Bartlett 121

Instructor: David Leishman

An exploration of kibbutz ideology, social structure,

education & economy.

BOTH COURSES BEGIN FEBRUARY 3
Bring Add-Drop Form to Hillel Office (S.U. 302) |

RADIOLOGIC
TECHNOLOGIST

NEEDED TO WORK IN

BUSY AMHERST GROUP
PRACTICE OFFICE
A Evenings Per Week From 4-7 PM

On Call Thursday & Friday Evenings 7-10 PM

CALL BARBARA KEEGAH
256^561 Est. 248
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A musically, if not commercially, promising job
Paul Younif
Between Two Fires

By DAVID R. MARK
Collegian Staff

With two albums under his belt, as well as the establish-

ed hits "Come Back and Stay,"" Everytime You Go
Away," "Everything Must Change, and "I'm Gonna Tear
Your Playhouse Down," many critics were waiting for

Paul Young's latest album. Between Two Fires. Unlike
his The Secret ofAssociation, this album does not contain

any previously recorded songs. The change is noticeable.

From the first track to the last, Young expands his

musical horizons.

The chorus for the song 'Wedding Day." is an Old

English 4-line stanza, from "The Banks of the Shannon,"

written in 1785: Woe is nw the press gang came and
force'd my love awayi Just when we named nest morning

fare/ to be our wedding day.

There are more ballads on Between Two Fires than on

Young's previous two albums, and the change is welcome.

Young's voice, with its innately rough sound, changes

ballads such as "Wonderland." "Why Does a Man Have
to be Strong?"and "Between Two Fires" for the better.

The title track combines an interesting beat and 60s-

sounding electric piano played with a combination rtx-k

& roll/soul sound that complements Young's naturally

soulful voice. We stand in the middle looking both ways/

We don 't know whether we live or die caught between two

fires.

In the song "Prii*oner of Conscience," Young claims that

he'd "rather be a prisoner of conscience, but the captain

of my soul" That line is followed by a great trumpet sec-

tion that adds vibrance to the entire album
The album's only flaw, if you find it a flaw, is that Bet-

ween Twd Fires lack.s a true 01 hit. The first song releas-

ed, "Some People,' peaked at 165. This, however, does

not take away from the overall quality of the writing, or

Young's musical capabilities.

Paul Young has finally reached a level of popularity as

evidenced by his previous two albums. It is good to see

that Between. Two Fires doesn't try to be a chart-oriented

album, with Young choosing to think quality of songs over

quantity of hits.

The Collegian arts

department is seeking
to beef up its staff. In-

terested writers,
reviewers, reporters, &
critics please attend in-

fo, session tomorrow, 3

p.m., in the newsroom.
545-3500

University Trio members Charles Tregor, Leopold Teraspulsky and Estela Olevsky per>

form Beethoven, Shostakovich and Brahms Sunday in Bezanson Hall. ^ffvm f^Rjs ft^a-f.

APPLICATIONS FOR
GRAD SENATE

LINE ITEM FUNDING
ARE DUE FRIDAY
FEBRUARY 20

Applications can be obtained from

the Grad Senate Office

9 1 9 Campus Center; M-F 1Gam - 4pm

NO LINES • NO INITIATION FEE
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
J 1 1 1 I «

ATTENTION STUDENTS

SEMESTER MEMBERSHIP

NOW THROUGH MAY 31st

S80.00
with student ID

i i I
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24 Nautilus Stations

New Lifecycles

Olympic Free Weights

Monark Exercise Bikes

oncept II Rowing Machine_

Aerobics

Available at mminal cost:

Massage and tanning bed
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INTERESTED IN THE HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY?

UNIVERSITY
CONFERENCES SERVICES
Is Seeking 2 Highly Motivated Students

To Work With Spring and Summer
Conference Registrations.

HOURS
5-10 Hours per week March 2- May
26th with full-time work beginning on

May 26th and ending on August 28th

(some part time work available academic year 1987-88)

Job applications are available form Deborah

Salkus In the Conference Registration Office

on the 3rd Level of the Campus Center

Sam - 4pm daily.

APPLICATION DEADLINE: FRIDAY, FEB 13, 1987 g

FREE TRIP FOR 2 TO JAY PEAK
5 Days & Nights - Free Lift Tickets

sponsored by MICHELOB NIGHT
FREE SKIS, BOOT BAGS, SKI BAGS, & LIFT TICKETS

TOMORROW, WED FEB 4th

ROUTE 9.

AMHERST

256-8284 Itance/tHib
MICHELQB
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Dukakis heads south
to push welfare program

'n^^^^^*^m
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AP photo

ONE TO GO — Dennis Conner of the Stars and Stripes needs one
more victory to take the America's Cup back to the US after taking

a 3-0 lead in the best of seven series.

FAA doctor gets reassigned,
accused of waiving unfit pilots

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Federal

Aviation Administraiton's top medical of

ficer has been reassigned, at his request,

following charge he certified commercial

pilots who were medically unfit to fly.

FAA Administrator Donald Engen said

m a statement yesterday that Dr. Frank

Austin was reassigned "in an effort to end

polarization in the aviation community

over the medical certification process."

Engen, nevertheless, praised Austin for

reducing the backlog of pilot certification

cases and making a "positive change" in

the certificaiton process since taking over

as federal air surgeon in October 1984

Austin in recent months came under m
tense criticism from physicians at a

number of major airlines and the Air Line

Pilots Associaticm. which charged that com
mercial pilots were being certified by the

KAA despite serious medical problems.

An FAA statement said the move had

been requested by Austin, who came to his

poet after a lengthy career as a Navy physi

cian and pilot.

Austin's departure as federal air surgeon

came after an independent industry panel

of physicians, established by the FAA,
found "inadequacies in medical certifica-

tion recordkeeping" by Austin's office.

Engen said procedures in the office would

be revamped.

FAA spokesman Bob Buckhorn said the

agency would not go beyond its statement,

which provided no details as to the indiistry

panel's findings.

However, sources knowledgeable about

the industry panel's preliminary report to

Engen said the industry group found a lack

of documentation to support some of the

medical waivers issued by Austin.

The panel was ordered to review the

medical certification process for pilots after

charges were leveled against Austin in

December that he was giving pilots who
were medically unfit waivers that allowed

them to resume flying.

BOSTON (AP) - As Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis heads to Washington tomorrow to

testify about his success in moving welfare

mothers into paying jobs, questions are be

ing raised about the actual impact of his

3.5 year old Employment and Training

program.
The state's Employment and Training

Choices plan, aimed at getting people off

welfare and into jobs while avoiding man-

datory "workfare," is praised by some
while others say it has been oversold.

The program was introduced in October

1983 by Dukakis, and the governor has of-

fered it as a national model. He planned to

testify Tuesday morning before the US
Senate Labor and Human Resources Com
mittee and its new chairman. Sen. Edward

M. Kennedy, D-Mass.

State officials say the program has plac-

ed 30,000 people in jobs, saved the state

$125 million in one year, helped reduce the

Aid To Families With Dependent Children

caseload by 4 percent, and proven that

welfare recipients want to work.

Thev said the AFDC caseload, now
84.700. would be close to 100.000 without

the ET program.

But others question how much credit the

program should get when the

Massachusetts economy is booming and

whether work can replace welfare, accor-

ding the The Boston Globe.

Some say the estimated savings are ex-

aggerated, and they note that the drop in

the caseload has leveled off since 1985.

Others say many ET jobs do not pay

enough the program's graduates enough to

keep them amd thei children out of poverty.

As evidence the program has made a dif-

ference, welfare officials note that 86 per-

cent qS those got off welfare through ET are

still off one year later, and the number of

families on welfare at least five years is

down 25 percent.

Some women trying to support children

through ET jobs, however, said the new-

found dignity of working did not compen-

sate for the loss of fuel assistance, food

stamps and child clothing grants.

On average, the two-thirds of ET
graduates with full-time jobs make more
than $12,000 a year, compared with an
average $7,040 a welfare family gets in

cash and food stamps. The state estimates

that a family of three, the size of the

average AFDC family, needs $11,000 a

year to live in Greater Boston.

But, 30 percent of ET graduates get jobs

with no health benefits. They lose Medicaid

after four months but can join a health

maintenance organization for one year at

state expense.

Most clients need AFDC temporarily, but

tho.se who depend on it for a long time are

disproportionately expensive, and ET is

trying harder to reach those p>eople now.

David Ellwood, a Harvard economist,

said the 25 percent of welfare recipients

who depend on AFDC for at least 10 years,

perhaps off and on. consume almost two-

thirds of the resources. Half collect for less

than four years.

About 87 percent of those placed during

the first year of ET had worked before, a)m-

pared with 73 percent of the entire

caseload. A survey of the first 25,000

placements found that 72 percent had high

school diplonias, compared with 62 percent

of all AFDC clients

"Until July of 1986, the program was run
primarily for quantity—how many jobs?"

Welfare Commissioner Charles Atkins told

the Globe. "As ofJuly 1, we have a number
of quality measures."
As the program focuses more on people

who are harder to serve, placement will

take longer and cost more.

"In Washington, we have people think

ing programs like ET are the panacea, that

they are the answer to long-term poverty

and welfare dependency." Robert Greens-

tein of the Center on Budget and Policy

Prioritie."*, told the Globe.

"They are one modest part. They are im-

portant. They are not all or even most of

the answer.

sharing
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Two quality Coiorwatch prints

for one low price.

AMFRIPRINT
Located In The Campus Center
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson
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Something
By Sarah Smith

By GARY LARSON

"I've warned you kids about this — now I'm

gonna straighten you out <MKe and for all."

Bloom County
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Anyorw interested in icamtng more about the <

is invited to attend Friday's introductory meeting, at 4

p.m in the newsroom Come meet staff members and get

some free food

All news, women's Issues and black affairs writers are

urged to attend Thursday s workshop with Journalism

Professor Frank Faulkr^r Its at 8 p m. in CC 162- 175

and counts toward staff status

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Tr«dc MUImI Jaffc
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l« Rara tjtfd

17 Ondirans
Qraham ai al

18 Ccx^lry

Siaughtar

19 Rum
?0 nntt-ncxNa'ad

piam
Zl Food or waiar.

• g
?3 Stgns

24 B«ic»i lamil^

3 — Puania
4 Owmond

brottiars

5 DnMn t domain
• Largamarma

•natl

7 DakcaiatkM
— g<n

• QuanardKii

42 Supfwm Batng
ollaiwn

45 SMiouMa. m a

iO(«

NBA
SOtMnd-wom
51 Fanoar t

52 AMiMaaol
baaabai

531

SSI
54 Rarvig to go
5«0n«a
aOMwaMMrd
61 ConatanMy
MStLei

7^ c9<^(?nf<5/>?^ o(^ Condons on TV!

By Berke Breathed

26 Wariaia
30 AChureMi
12 Currancy

pramtum
33Ac»Mt

OMfionaat al

% ^onQ coT^a
39 Amuamgona
41 Flat ««irtacad

43 Sauca tor paaia
44 Ring aMna
46 Praaarxa

47 AfHal \Mn«loiN

4«Margm>or

51 Malodwui
54 Slant

StUamaiand
57 S^y t MCura

S? Carrot*

conHMnMna
63lMci>ad
64Manibycar
66Farr«ra lam#v
67 Part o< Via (arm

lOFramti
11 PaiBow
i2Etio«M
15 Actor IWifnar

21 — noo»
25GaniiaMU
26 Food hah
27Matding
26 Rad (an

29 Piac*» lor

punii and
pram*

31 ThaChartaa
dog

34 mdonaaian
taianda

36Lab«ar Mat
37 Pac^pina
nMttfcma
40 Auetor AMM

il
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

A T aIp A S t e'

nnnn nnnnnnnnni
inn nnnnnnn i

nnnnnnn i..

nnnn niiai
nonnn nnnn „nnnn nnnnn nnag
nnn nnnn nnnnn
nnannnn nnnn

nnn nnnnnnn
nnn nnnnnnn nnn
inonnnnnnn non
nnnnn nnnn nnnn
nnnnn nnnn nnnn

wn

66 8M'tUn
69 Namaaatiai o(

• Grant

70 Study
71 Wra(*o«iha

Mary -

1 MM addraas
2Un«««ing Var

Lunch
Open Face Roast Beef

Sandwich

Basics Lunch

Menu
Dinner

Spaghetti/Italian Sweet Sausage

Tomato Sauce

Pineapple Ham Steak

Fruit Plate with Cranberry Bread

Basics Dinntr

The Salad Sandwich Hi-Protcin Spaghetti/Tomato Sauce

Tomato Torte Mixed Bean Casserole

Fruit Plate with Cranberry Bread

r Weather
Todaf: Cloudy, with a 50 percent chance of light snow.

high around 40
Tonight: Clearing, lows in the 20s

ToflK>rrow: Mostly sunny, breezy and colder, highs in the

30s

Today's Staff
Right Editor:

Copy Editor:

Photo Technician:

Layoot Technician

Prodaction Supervisor:

Nancy Klingcner

Pam Bracken

Niki Sokoloff

Mike Scolari

Ansel Zintcr

Frodvction:. .. Karlin Isele. Laura Bell. Glenn Stephens

Shane Kiclmeyer, Lisa Huiet, George Francy and the driver

Executive Board — Spring of 19871

KBLLT SIfiGEl 1

Bdllor la Chtel |

AMCT XLUIGBHBt
lUaaglag B4IIM

PHUSElUiraiO
BdMertal Bdltor

STEVE RUBIH
B«ala«a« Maaaftr

ASSELZDnrBI
PtodwIiM Kaaatfn

Business Board — Spring of 1987

STEVE KDBW
B«aiMM MuMfer

PATUCB UWSKT
Harfcatlaf MaMfW

PAQl H. LESSBK
JMvMtlalng Sakt Maaa

CMUG MAVCLB
f«r ClmtetiMi Maaafer

ViUIESSAKOTH
Plaaacc Haaafcr

XJUtSV HOUAMD
ishMrifdM MaMger
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• women 's gymnastics
nnttnuea from page 16

been back in training tor

inly two or three months,

Kristen showed some oi

her talent and pt>tential for

ihe future, which should

really become evident
when she is fully recovered

from her injury.

Sophomore Lisa Tokarek

performed a new floor ex

ercise for the first time in

competition Saturday and
took second place, behind

Turmail, with a 9.25

'She did an exceptional-

l> good job, esjaecially since

it was her first time put-

ting the exercise all

together, ' Shiebler said.

Despite the one-point set-

back, the team should be

in good shape as it

prepares for upcoming
meets with Yale Universi

ty Saturday and
Springfield College (Feb.

1 1 These matches should

be particularly competitive

as last year's meets l>et-

ween the teams were each
decided by one point.

Track looks solid at Relays;
UMass ski teams inarch on

By LINDA DELI\ ORIAS
Collegian Staff

When more than fifty of the top ind<.M>r

track teams on the east coast lace up their

sneakers in the .same arena, any squad
placing in the top tlve spots deserves to

be awarded a victory lap

The University of Massachusetts men's

indoor track team should be allowed i(>

take two loops after it turned in consis

tent performances this past weekend in

continued mi pufie 15

Get In Shape!

AMHERST
BALLET
CENTRE

29 Strong St

549-1555

Evening Classes

Ballet

Modern Dance
jazz

Starting Feb 9

Walking Distance to UMass

^FREE
SHRIMP

BOWL
With Dinner

Mon -Sai **<* Sun 10-5

)8Pi€4sjiniSi Norihampion
584-0374 • 5H6 5H38

Post-Holiday
Special

Treat yourself to

4 Months of

Nautilus
February, March,

April & May
for only

(So. you get ONE MONTH FREE!)

AMHERST RACQUET &
,1 FITNESS CENTER, INC.
mX Route 116, Sunderland
'''^ (On the Sunderlond/Amherst line,

ocross from Bub's Borbecue on the bus route.

3 miles from UAAoss.)

549-4545

CALCULATOR CENTER
Basic Business Scientific

For the student who has no equal'

scientific calculators that have

no equal

HP lie $50.00
list price S56.00

< C K • • O

HP15C $«9.00
list price $99.00

This year get a head start on your classes with the HP-llC

or the HP-15C. So cdvanced they dor^'t need an "equals" key.

So extremely easy to use, you'll solve even the most complex

mathematical problems quickly

Hewlett-Packords innovative design eliminates a vast

number of keystrokes, That saves you time with hyperbolics

and other complex calculations . a big plus at exam time.

Get the HP-llC or HP-15C today, and start out the year one

step ahead.

OPEN
M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

What HEWLETT
ml'KM PACKARD

LOCATED IN THE CAMPUS CENTER

Q,UNIVERSITY
iSTORE^

WORK STUDY
JOBS AVAILABLE

THE MASSACHUSETTS
DAILY COLLEGIAN
IS HIRING SEVERAL

INDIVIDUALS TO WORK IN OUR

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
DEPTARTMENT

FLEXIBLE HOURS AVAILABLE

I

COME SEE WILKA VARELA

AT THE COLLEGIAN

113 Campus Center Basement

k track, ski
continued from page 14

the highly competitive Princeton Relays at

Princeton, NJ. The Minutemen finished

third in the two-mile relay, and fourth in

the championship section distance medley.

"We had a good weekend. It's a great

meet, because the kids get to compete with

other teams outside of the New England
area," coach Ken O'Brien said.

THE INSTITUTE FOR PARALEGAL TRAINING

Demand for
our graduates
exceeds supply

2tol.
What more can we say?

except that college grads come from as far as Hawau
and Alaska to take the institute for PSiralegal Trairung's

acclaimed 4-month program
We train them in any of 7 specialized fields, including

Administrative and Pubhc Law and International Trade

Law And our placement service helps them get a |ob in

the city of their choice - a service backed by a unique

tuition refund plan.

Right now our students are m demand by banks, cor-

porations, government agencies and law firms nation-

wide Four months after you graduate college, you could

be, too CaU 1-800-222.IPLT. In PA . caU (215) 567-4811.

Nfe'lf b« on campus February 9
Contaa your placement ofhce to arrange for an mterview or

group presentation.

GSL loans. Mem
Scholarships, and
Housing available

In other weekend action, both the UMass
men's and the women's ski teams hit the

slopes and came away with high marks at

the Boston College Tournament at Water

ville Valley, NH. The men took a second

and a third place finish and the women
took second twice.

At Princeton. UMass was sparked in the

two-mile by Craig Moburg and anchorman
Renaido Flores, who registered times of

1:56.5 and 1.56.8, respectively. The
Minutemen's impressive 7:52.2 showing

enabled them to caputre third place behind

Temple, and Howard University.

In the medley relay, UMass dropped

down a notch to the fourth position, clock-

ing a respectable 10:02.2, but the Univer-

sity of Virginia, lona, and Bucknell edged

out the Minutemen down the stretch.

O'Brien noted the efforts of John Novak
(1:55), and Steve ToUey. who ran the third

leg in 3:01.1.

The squad will have almost two weeks <^
before gearing up for another grueling

meet, the Easterns at Southern
Connecticut.

"We did very well. This is a good indica-

tion that we can compete with the teams

from the New York area down to Virginia,"

O'Brien said.

In skiing, both the men's and the

women's teams maintained their leads in

their respective New England leagues with

their hi^h finishes at Waterville Valley.

The Minutemen, locked in a first-place tie

with Plymouth State, took third place in

Saturday's slalom race, finishing behind

both Boston College and Plymouth State.

The team's chance at winning the race

went down the tubes when only four of five

racers finished. UMass was penalized for

not scoring five racers.

Plymouth State's Neil Brown grabbed

first place in the race but was followed

closely by UMass freshman Rick D'Elia.

Other top finishers included Minutemen
Craig McCordic (5th). Marc Denis (llthi.

and team captain Dan Baxter (14th).

The Minutemen fared a little better in

Sunday's giant slalom as Chris Bingham's
second-place finish propelled the

Minutemen to a team second behind

Plymouth State. Other UMass finishers

were: D'Elia (4th), McCordic (5th). Billy

Davidson (9th). and Jeff Spencer (I8th).

Mail this coupon tO;

Institute for Riralrgal Training

1926 Arch Street

, Philadrlphta. PA 19103

I 1 800-2i2-lPLT

'VEINSITIUIt I
Me*»« send a copy of your catalogue

PORFAR^LECAL I
n,^

Tl^MNlNG I «*,.

* "•^'oved bv the

can Bar

$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

I STUDENTS YOU CAN EARN
^

^ BIG BUCKS

^M»-

•r*t.
Vr olClML

""hone-

I

NUMA

We've put more than 6,000 college educations to work.

$ Spring '87

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Spring '87

AND GAIN VALUABLE JOB EXPERIENCE

Up to $500/Week with salary,

commissions, and bonuses

Schedule Worl< Around Classes

Full or Part Time

HIRING NOW!!

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

I Contact Target Enterprises at 549-7793 ^
Z For an interview - ask for Keith. c

$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $

CLASSIFIED vEi

COME TO THE COLLEaAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 8 30-330 (FRI • 2 30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLtCATiQN • CASH IN ADVANCE. 15*/W0«0/DAY FOB STUDENTS

ACTiYirm

MUSIC. ACTINO; DANCC wwruc^
Pnv«e and group, al agM. « i»««i <?• «i>k-

ly Univarsity art* council discounts
avail«t)t« lor UMass studants Partorrnrng

tuH OivwMrt/UMaas Od Cnapat (S4»05i»)

WELCOME BACK! INTERESTEO >n C^'s
nan FeHomrship'' Th« Alliance Chns'ian
ftUamnhip «««t»ifn«syou' Mor« inio Bar
rta or Jann itar 253-7206

FLbnibA-THIS WEEKEND Sylvan s

Fio'Oa-Dasn Dance wm a trip tor nmo laava

(hat nigm Friday SUB 8 30 S4 00

W8YL OROANIZATIONAL MEETIMO
Ttuirtday. 7PM, CC174 AM ar* twicoma

•NTMnANHMNT
lor roa*

Fiaxibia hours

rofftAii

HIRING PART TIME
culling Feb i lo Fab 14

S4 M par ^u< Apply al Monlgomary Rose
Co 350 Russa* St Hadtay. 7AM to

3 30PM Mon Fn

r^MSALE tirst %2b takes it away can
M4 290S (Alan)

SPINET-CONSOLE PIANO bargain
Wanted ritsponsible party to taae ov«rlc«ii

monMy paymorM on spmaKonaota piano
C«i t>a saan locaHy Gal Mr Whua at

l-M&'»f7-3345 axt 101

mOTON FUTON
FREE DELIVERY

King 143 Ouaan 118
OouHe 103 Twin 81

586-8917

PART-TIME STUDENT to pu« up ily«rs

waakiy 586-9336

PEiER DRUG ALCOHOL educator trainirtg^

Sign up now' Call Health Education
549 26?t pm! 181

ROOM AND BOARD >n exchange for 15

hour* par weali children artd housawork
I own car can 548-9057 Levaratt

WORK WITH 7 y«ar oW girt after school

Nght housadaaning Car « a muai S3 75mr
2S3-282S

UPC GENERAL MEETINOI! Tuaaday 2r3
at 6 30PM in 1 74CC Find oul about our
many upcomir«g concarts' Naw itiambars
always wa4comai'

MBLE STUOV-WfONCSOAV, •::

CC901 Rev Eslhar Haras faciMatas this

discussion sarias tocuamg on Hbaration
theology AM'

SUPER SINGLE SIZE waiartMd one yaar
old ?56^)615 $90

REFRKJEHATOR-APPRWcTr TALL SlOO
or BO call 253-9811

DEC VT-102 computer terminal eiceltent

cortdrtion II you are on th VAX nothing
wortia baflar SSOCVBG Joe 549^4132

STAFF COOIUMNATOM FOR Critical

Times to perform administrative functions

for small progressive rrxjnthty magazine
$4 00 hr 10 hrs/wk Applications rm 304
SUB deadline Feb 7

ASSEMBLY WORK AT home, plus many
others Earn good wages m spare time In-

fo 504-641-0091 Ext 2068. 7 |-

PfttONAlS

RESUME TYPESETTING SERVICE
Have your resume protaaawnaHy typeset

The baal quaMy lypa. noi wort praoaaaor

Smaan tMlvani type aiyMa to ohooaa tarn

Tanaa onty 3 adit coat* S25 ana any

changes •' do *or FREE Come down to the

CoNegiari GiaphNrs ONice I113 Campus
Center) and speak to Peter Sodartwrg

WANT TO MEET people and make
n>on«y^ Tr« Businass Club Cottae Shop
wwttyou We re localad m the lobby ol the

SSA building The shitis are 7 30-9 30AM
and 9 Sai 1 30AM Mon-Fri Work one or

ttoth shifts M«M above minimum wages
Work study Butmaia majors and in-

:eii>gence preferred bul r«ot required Can
Bill at 546-9749 or Jim at 549-6169 We re

hiring now

LAS HAPPY ANNIVERSARY) You know
I k>ve you I T Isoon to be I S I

ARE WE HAVING fun yef Get iMyched
and keep up the good work' Only 2 days"
We love you' The sisters o« »ph» Ch<

Omega

B-FLAT BRASS PLAYERJeoirirtgtor Ska
Reggae or Blues band Please can
54« 1181

tOOMATi WANTiO

FEMALE ROOMIE NECOEb lo^ share
bedroom m Bnttany Manor apt No moody
grurttptaa or poopy personalities need lo

call 236 8893

1 BOR. INCMiMri»WnKNfm~^aa rant

lor Feb Joe 665 47??

Ftft CASH

NEED MONEY FOR spring breiif I need
your baaabaa cards* Piaaaehaip CakMAe
54»0333

NtIO A POOMMATir

TWO FEMAU SENKMS paid b«Ma tiid

are now homeless' We are iookmQ tor a
room/apartment to rant Please can
546-6332

PtOCTII S OAMBU

SALES MANAGEMENT INFO sess«n
Tuaaday Fab 3rd at 7 00PM in the campus
center, rm 163. Mandatory it you pain to

MOVING TRUCK FOR hire raasonabia
rates caH Mike 6654219

FIRST ARMENIAN CLUB meeting ol the

semester will be Wedneeday Feb 4th at

6 30 in rm 803 CC New member* alway*
welcome'

TWO COUCHES FOR sale $30 and S40
Call 549 47;^

LECTURE: SOCIAL ORGANIZATION of

the Kibbul7 by Simmy Ziv El Banlett i?i

7PM FREE sponsored by HiNel

AUTO FOB >All

TICKET FOR SALE -

Fly to Denver or Portland, Oregon tor S80
Must sen aoon caH 549-3528

ROSSMNOL SKIS 190S must sell S130
caH Steve 549 7527

MONTE CARLO 1971 350 P/S P/B A/C
S600 967-9997 P M

75 CORVETTE KaELLE»«tcor>dition Low
milage ?83-3046

DORM REFRKSERATOR LIKE new only

$50 549 5605

FULL AND PART lime poaition* avatable
Very llaxiMa hours and excaMant worliirtg

cor<drtions Conveniently located In the
Center ol Amherst You can earn up to $20
an hour, with salary and commicsiorts Corv
tact Target Enterprises lor an interview Ask
for Keith

AIRLINES CRUISELINES HIRINOI Sum
mer Career' Good pay Travel Call lor

guide, cassette, newsservice' (916)
944-4444 ext 161

JOE NATHAN QNIFFIN No 0583S9 A
black male, age 26. 6 2 tali. 165 pounds,
black ayes, has no family or fnends. and
wants to write anyone' Contact Florida

State Pnson. P O Box 747 T-l N-e Starke

Fl 32091

A RESPONSIBLE STUDENT i* needed M
share a one bedrom apartment tei

5490451
,

MEET NEW PEOPLEI Oat great ax-

perienca* Come write for New England's

l»gasl oolaga dally The CoNagian IS in 1 1

3

Campus Center, nght behind tt>e T V
Come down ar>d check us out!

010 YOU TAKE my blue wool coat at the

Pub on Tues night? I may have yours

Please caH Sue 549-4430

TVPmo. TAPE TRANSCRIPTION. Fast.

accurate 665-7652

DO YOU NEED inmprovements in your
louse or apartment? CaH Oan A Don's han-
dyman service Paint, wall paper, drywall.

aanaral carpentry For free estimate call

253-3146

BUY YOU* OWN BU$INI$$

HAVE YOU ALWAYS dreamed about mvn-
ing your own business'' We are a sucasalul

on-campu* T-shirt busmea* that has been
vary proMabIa We are graduating bul we
want our bualnaa* to conltnua If you've got

what It takes to be succeaafui call us at

549-7203 or 549-6489

1979 DATSUN 200SX $900 or B/O left

door dented, otherwise m good cond Call

Bril 253-5947

CALCULATORS

HEY ENGINEERING MAJORSr~Hew[en
Packard 1 1 C a must tor classes' $40 or BO
call 549-5791

KEG TAPS FOR sale' Brand new. never us-

ed keg taps only $25 Packles charge $45
lor used, dirty taps Don I waste your

money' New laps only $25' Call Tony
256-1438 today

TOP OIMLITY ESPRIT H terminal and
modem Like new $500/b o . 549-5470
eves/wknds

ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER FOR sale. 6 mos
old, great condition-$85 or B O call

665-8655 and ask lor John

WANTED: BRraHT, ARTICULATE, en-

thusiastic students to be campus tour

guides Apply at 101 Berkshire House by
2M3

SEEKING ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 261
tutor ap> 10 hrs per week If interested.

546 1413

ELDERLY COUPLE IN Amherst looking tor

live in hpip to spend 3 or 4 nights a week
Male or female Lots ol free time, must have
car 253-5443 or 546-4992

FOR RINT

ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted $120
month right on bus route heat included

256-1518

APARTMENT CHEAP 3 students looking

lor a 4th Includes heat, hot water, electrici-

ty Only "125 00 " a month Call 253-3155

ROOMKMRfNT

PRIVATE SOUTH AMHERST home,
female, non-smoker, Grad pret, utility in-

cluded/bus line, $2SO/month Call 256-0036

FOUND

FOUND: JAN 30, several keys on green
key ring outside Lincoln Apts. Call Amy,
256-8809

LO$T

BLUE INFANTRY PIN with gold crown
Skinner Hall sentimental value please call

Judy 253-7544 Reward

NILP WANTID

SUMMER J0BI1 PRESTIGIOUS New
Hampshire co-ed camp needs responsible

highly motivated individuals Good salary,

room, board, laundry, and transportation or

compensation from the N Y area provided

Group leaders (college grad | waterfront,

tennis, softball^aseball basketball and
general councelors For more info, write

Pierce Camp Birchmonl Personnel Depi
Mineola Ave . Roslyn. NY. 1 1576

WANTED NOWI SPRING break represen
tatives lor Collegiate Tour & Travel. Earn
free trips and cash, too!

SKI. SKI . SKI
5 College trips' Day trips,

night trips, lo Berkshire East
Rates Stan at $9 lor lifts

and transportation lor mghl ski

Rentals artd lessions also avail

Bus leaves UMass & colleges
Registration deadline Mon Feb 2

For more info call

549-4600 x326

DAVE THANKS FOR the' pi7/V' 61

Townehouse no repeals please we are all

on diets'

HERBALIFE " INDEPENDENT
DISTRIBUTORS. Call Mark 546 5938 or

Dan 546-4151. for products

flAVH

SPRING BREAK TRIPS to Jamak:a $389
and Bermuda $369 call Sally 6-7500

WANTIO

LOOKING FOR TWO tickals to Worcester
performaiKe of Genesis call anytime
546-9594

SPRINO BRIAK BT

BAHAMASnw rCMWunTcapukxTs^MB
& up Catrlbean Cruise 8880 All money due
by 2/S CaH Bryan 546-9021 or Bruce

2S3-7312

DO VOU urn WRONO NUNWIRST

FEBRUARY 5. RUTHLESS People shown
for $1 at 2PM matinee. $1 50 at 5PM. $2
at 7,9, and 11 at the Campus Center

Auditonum.

MOnrSMABKIT

50 A 49 PARKING STICKER will pay cash
call 546-6977/546-9267

A COLLECTIVELY RUN student organiza

tion is now accepting applications lor

employment lor the spring 1987 semester
and beyond Stop by the Market anytime
betweeri 9 and 5 for more informatiori ar>d

applicatk>ns

JOAN HORGAN KEEP scoopin boopin and
have a happy birthday from Mike Joel and
the Guys

RIDI WANTID

WANT! TO RINT

BACK FROM CALIFORNIA senior male

needing place lo live call 256-1064 ask lor

CfNl*

SPRING BREAK JAMAICA. Pro|ect
Manager needed Free vacation plus $$$
1 800-237-2061

LIGHT KITCHEN HEiy:~4/8hr8rt»k for 7

days meals free, on campus call 549-0454,
253-9071

MOTORCYCLEI

CHI OMEGA IS sponsoring a Valentine's

candy-gram sale Send one to a friend,

boy/girlfriend. etc Only $1 00/gram Come
to our table on concourse 2/5-2/12

HOME COOKED MEALS in exchange for

kitchen help il interested call 545-0527

PAUL GOOD LUCK this semester I will be
behind you 100 percent ol the way I love

you- Amy

8PRINO AND SUMMNtR IN SPAIN

SPEND SPRING AND summer in sunny
Spam' Quality instruction at economy
prices Business administration, Hispanic

Studies, Arts and Sciences Graduate
courses in Hispanic Studies offered m Ju-

ly Contact Admissions, St Louis Univer-

sity. 221 N Grand Blvd . St Louis. MO
63103 Toll-free lei (800)325-6666

ROOMMATi FOR TOWNIHOU$E APT.

LOOKING FOR FEMALE lor a fully furnish-

ed Townehouse apt H interested, call

549-1428

SPRINO BRIAK RUWTO RICO

1981 HONDA CB6S0 only 6KM1 Great
cond call Dave 253-7474 asking $900

CHRIS I JUST wanted to let you know that

you take my breath away and all I need is

for you to stand by me and one more thing-

the next lime I fall in tove- well, you know
the rest. I k3ve you Love, Maddle

7 NKIHT8-8 DAYS. Round trip air fare,

hotel Tanama, sunset ferry ride No drink-

ing age Only 21 spaces available Full pay-
rT>enl due February 17 Only $395 00 Call

now 546-9565
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Temple too much for UM, 72-59
Fourth-ranked Owls stufflate UMass rally;

Smith and Sutton lead Minuteman effort
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

All was well for the University of

Massachusetts men's basketball team last

night.

Hosting Temple University, ^x>rts II-

lustrated's fourth-ranked college basket-

ball team, the magic was back in the Curry
Hicks Cage as the Minutemen battled

another taller team nose for nose on the
buards and the crowd was rabid a la pre-

renovation days.

All was well, except the outcome.
Holding UMass at bay at the half and at

arms length throughout the second half
the Owls, the A- 10 conference's premiere
team and one of the nation's best, showed
why they are just that and pulled away late

in the second half from the in^ired
Minutemen, 72-59, last night at the Cage.

"I was proud of the way our kids played.

They (Temple) are rat^ as Sports Il-

lustrated number four team so it wasn't
hard to get up f<n- them, " UMaM head
coach Rmi Gerlufsen said. "111 tell you this:

Number one. they are a very well coached
team and they have excellent personnel.

TTiey play very well together."

The win improved the Owls to 1(M) in the

A 10 and 21 2 overall and extended their

unblemished series record versus the

Minutemen to 11-0. The Minutemen drop
ped to 4-8 in the A-10 and 8-12 overall.

Deq>ite the loss, the Minutemen got 16
points each from guards Lorenzo Sutton
and Carl Smith, and 13 from sophomore
forward David Brown. Senior guard Nate
Blackwell led the Owls with a game-high
27.

"I have to give a lot of credit to the crowd
because this was the first time since the
renovation that the crowd acted as
motivators and not spectators," Gerlufsen
said, after listening to the loudest Cage
crowd in two years.

The Minuteman captain agreed.

"This crowd was one of the best I've

Tna*!* nSe lifite Vrawwyk. 44 «4 12. TlB Parry . 4-« 1 ^
». Rmms liTM. t-9 »4 7, N*u Black*»IL IfrtS 44 rt.

Hcmm* Btub, 3-10 44 IS. Ourin PkarvlL 24 04 4. Jwom
DnwiMI. (Ml frO TotaiK 2S-M 1»I9 72
M iM i i liMi iMiaWt David Brawn. 5-13 3-4 13. Jm FotumU.

2 6 (M> 4. DouM ChMH. 4 110-2 S. Cwl Smith. M »-3 1«,

Urame Sutton, 4-12 4-4 10. Smb Moiby. 1 2 00 2. Ctuic
Ba)l«9.(M>(M>0,WUb(rt HKks.0-1 M0.Ta«alat21 S3 10-13
69
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played in front of," senior Carl Smith said.

"It was alive from begining to end. It was
a lot like freshman year. If we didn't have
them it would have been a 30-point game."
But it wasn't — and it could have been

a lot closer were it not for a few costly

UMass mistakes late in the game.
"We didn't play a good solid ballgame

throughout. We had lapses," Smith said.

"A loose ball here and there and maybe we
would have upset them. Turnovers and
miscues on offense cost us."

With the crowd on its feet few much of the

early going, the Minutemen found life at

the top a pleasant place to be as they
dominated the boards early (7-0 in team re-

bounds in the game's first 4:32) and grabb-

ed a 12 11 lead

That lead continued to grow and swelled

to as much as eight points, 26-18, on an
18-foot jumper by Brown with 6:45 left in

the half The Cage was rocking and the

team was rolling but Temple made the
music stop.

Thanks solely to Blackwell's 19 furst-half

points, the Owls managed to surface from
the depths of a growing deficit and a Cage
pressure cooker. Turning up some heat of

their own. Temple cooled off the
Minutemen and reeled off a 15-3 run (in-

cluding 11 straight) to close out the half

with a four-point, 33-29. lead.

"Were lucky. We've had kids that have
been together for years," Temple head
coach John Chaney said. "I give them a lot

of credit. They executed and 8)K>t real well.

They outrebounded us in the first half

(23-10) and of course they outshot us too.

We kind of expected that on the road."

Temple anerted itself at the outset of the
second half and took an 11 -point, 42-31
lead, on a three-pointer by junior guard
Howard Evans, a pair of inside hoops by
junior center Ramon Rivas (who got razz-

ed by the crowd for missing his share of

dunks) and an uncontested layup by
Blackwell.

But the Minutemen stayed close and got
a lift from the crowd afler sophomore
center Duane Chase tomahawk slammed
a sweet feed from sophomore forward Joe
Fennell. Blackwell picked up his fourth
foul with 1 1:37 left and Temple leading by
nine, 46-37. and UMass promptly took ad-

vantage of the scorer's absence.
Smith took charge, burying a pair of

three-pointers (the second of which he was
fouled on and he canned the free throw for

a four-point play) to pull the Minutemen
within two, 46-44, with 10:02 remaining.
"We tried to close the gap the whole 40

minutes," Gerlufsen said, "Their players

CalW«lan pbiMo by Bynw GaaraatU

University of Massachusetts sophomore forward Joe Fennell goes
up between Temple defenders Ramon Rivas (left) and Tim Perry (right)

to bank two points off the glass early in the second half in UMass' 72^9
loss last night at the Curry Hicks Cage.

play so well together and they usually play
about the entire game so when you can get
one of them out then that's the time to get
a run."

But even with Blackwell out, the
Minutemen were unable to close the gap
entirely. Pulling within five several times,

the Minutemen couldn't get close enough
to alter the outcome as Blackwell return-

ed to the game with 5:37 left. UMass got

to that five-point sticking point again with
5K)0 left on another tomahawk dunk by
Chase, but that's as clc^e as the Minutmen
could get. Temple slowly pulled away and
hit eight-of-nine free throws in the final

minutes. The Minutmen fell, but it wasn't
so much a loss as it was an "L" after the
final score.

Rhode Island upsets
Minutewomen, 59-58
Streak snapped at three

By PETER ABRAHAM and
ROGER CHAPMAN
Special to the Collegian

KINGSTON, RI Turning the ball over three times in

the final minute of play, the University of Massachusetts
women's basketball team gave Rhode Island its first win
of the season, 59-58, last night at the Keaney Gym.

"I wish I knew what it w«w. We don't put teams away,"
said UMass coach Jack Leaman, whose team blew an
11-point lead with 4:51 left in the game.
"Outside of Helen Freeman (seven points in sixteen

minutes) and JoAnn Dupuis, nobody played well," said

Leaman. "I was afraid of URI because they hadn't won,
but that's no excuse."

A Karen Fitzgerald layup gave UMass a 52-41 lead with

4:51 to go before Rhode Island ran off six straight points,

forcing Leaman to grab a time out with 3:13 to go in the

game.
An outrageous layup thrown high off the glass by Nan-

cy Spear, who was fouled in the process by Christel Zullo

with 1:56 left, made it 54-52 after the foul shot. Nancy
Hudson (23 points) drilled her third three-pointer with :38

seconds left, slicing the UMass lead to 56-55. Zullo was
th n trapped at half court and gave the ball up to Diane
B hart, who made the best of her gift and dropped in a

my up loi nei uniy two points of the night and a 57-56 URI
lead with :20 seconds to go.

Zullo lost the ball again before folding Val Gormar in-

tentionally with :15 left. Two bricks later, Jeanine
Michealsen btiried two free throws to make it 58-57,

UMass, with :13 left.

Bringing the ball into the lane from the three-point cir-

cle, Spear drove through the flatfooted L^ defense for the
winning layup with :01 remaining.

UMass had its three-game winning streak snapped and
fell to 10-6, 6-4 in the Atlantic 10. URI is now 1-18, 1-9

in the A-10.

Fitzgerald was 12 of 15 from the floor for 27 points, but
had only four rebovmds. Zullo and Michealsen each had
eight points. Spear (15 points) and (3orman (11 points) hit
double-figures for Rhode Island.

URI played like a winless team early on, throwing up
a variety of half-baked shots that allowed the
Minutewomen to get out on the break with great success.

Sharp ballhandling and Fitzgerald's presence inside
gave UMass an 1 1-2 lead when jimior forward Tara Lewis
tapped in her own miss five minutes into the game.

But, paced by Hudson, URI battled back to make it

19-12. The Minutewomen were sloppy, committing 11 tur-

novers while forcing bad shots. UMass hit its last field

goal of the half with 3:50 left, then watched URI go on
a 10-1 run.

Cornell drops
UM gymnasts
Women fall, 172.6-171.6

By STEVE RICHARDS
Collegian Correspondent

Although the final

results did not really show
it, the University of
Massachusetts women's
gymnastics team is mak-
ing significant gains.

TTtc Minutewomen had a

very positive performance,

showing physical and men-
tal improvement despite

dropping a tight
172.66-171.65 decision to

Cornell University at

Boyden Gym Saturday.

"We made significant

improvements in attitude,

confidence, and ag-

gressiveness this week,"
coach Chuck Shiebler said.

Buoyed by their newly
found confidence, UMass
won three of the four

events, taking the vault.

uneven bars, and the floor

exercise. However, these
wins were not enough to

overcome a decisive Cor-
nell advantage in the
balance beam, leaving the
team one point short of

victory.

"We were not as ag-

gressive on the balance
beam and that really hurt

lis," Shiebler said.

Massachusetts got ex-

cellent performances from
freshman Kristen Tur-
mail, who won the floor ex,

tied for first in the beam,
and placed second in the
vault, and Lisa Tokarek,
who scored a personal best

in the floor exercise.

Turmail is coming back
from a year of inactivity as

n result of her needing ma-
jor surgery on a dislocated

ellxtw Although she has
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Ex-CIA official

charges US with
destabilization
''The truth speaks for itself

BY SHERYL JEAN
Collegian Staff

Over the last six years, the Central Intelligence Agen-

cy has been trying to take over the government of

Nicaragua as one of its many covert actions that are tak-

ing place throughout the world, according to a former

high ranking CIA official who spoke last night at the

University of Massachusetts.

"The United States has been destabilizing the country

for six years, trying to run it into the ground," John
Stockwell said about Nicaragua.

Stockwell, who openly criticizes the CIA, spoke to a

crowd of over 600 in the Student Union Ballroom. His

speech, "The Secret Wars of the CIA; ' was sponsored by

the Stop CIA Recruitment Organization Committee and
the Radical Student Union, as well as other groups.

Stockwell has been to Nicaragua and has seen from the

other side what is happening. In the past six years, 5,000

people have been killed in that country through the CIA's

covert actions.

The US is playing a "cat and mouse" game with

Nicaragua which is really destabilization. he said.

"Destabilization is when you designate a country you
don't like and attack that one government for a while,"

Stockwell said. "You make friends with them, then you
literally try to bring the country to their knees."

Stockwell said that $277 million is now being spent "up
front" to aid the contra.s fighting the Sandinista govern-

ment of Nicaragua. Reagan calls the contras "freedom

fighters," and says they are morally equivalent to the

founding fathers, he said.

In 1984, the CIA released a manual, which had been

John
mind."

Collegian photo by Jrnnifrr Drmpnvy

Stockwell: Reagan has a "defective

translated from Vietnamese into Spanish, to teach the con-

tras techniques of assasination, he said.

Stockwell said he believes that US National Guard units

now in Honduras [Nicararagua's northern neighbor] are
actually practicing for an invasion of Nicaragua.
Propaganda about Nicaragua began under President

Jimmy Carter with the discrediting of the Sandinista
government. In fact, the Sandinistas had abolished the
death sentence, launched land reform, health and literacy

campaigns [which the CIA is now copying], and kept that
contry as a free enterprise system, he said.

"The truth speaks for itself," he added.

Terrorism throughout Central America is being sup-

ported by the US government, he said.

"The CIA spent $2.2 million in the Nicaraguan election

to make sure Napolean Duarte won," he said, adding
"they did everything but stuff the ballot boxes."

Stockwell stated that the US has spent a total of $800
million on destabilization now and has planned to spend
$17 billion next year to support low-intensity conflicts,

called the "Reagan Doctrine," around the world.

"Reagan, I suggest to you," Stockwell said, "is the most
dangerous man in history and has a defective mind."
"We have documentation of hundreds of illegal in-

terferences in other countries' affairs," Stockwell said. The
CIA is currently in the process of destabilizing 50 coun-

tries, Stockwell said.

CoUrgiaa pholo by David Shimku.

FULL OF PANE — A shadowy figure makes the trek from Tobin to Bartlett across the in-
side bridge.

Blacks still poorly treated by Constitution

Speaker: racism is a social disease
By PEDRO M PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

"Racism is a type of social disease which imbues peo-

ple, usually white people, with the erroneoj.s feeling of

superiority over blacks andor other ethnic groups," said

IVofessor Bonnie J. Gillespie to about 30 people last night

in the Campus Center.

Gillespie's speech, titled "The Afro-American and the

Constitution: Colonial Time to the Present," focused on
inju.stice to blacks throughout United States history.

Although the Constitution purports to protect and treat

everyone equally, blacks have never totally enjoyed these

rights, he said.

"Constitutional guarantees come into question when it

comes to black folk." he said.

The Constitution is not a democratic document as its

designers called it but. rather, it makes the US safe from
democracy with vague wording that in colonial times

disregarded slaves as humans, Gillespie said.

Even afler abolition, whites still treated blacks unequal-

ly, carrying on into the 20th century.

The "Brown versus the Board of Education" court deci-

sion of 1954, which ruled against segregation in schools.

"had a landmark eflfect," he said. "The major legal bat-

tle had b««en won." but enforcement wa8"aiK)ther story"

Following that decision, a violent wave swept the coun-

try. Numerous riots, during which blacks fought against

whites, occurred so that the decision could be im-

plemented. The battle, however, is still on today as re-

cent racial incidents have indicated, he said.

One of the incidents Gillespie mentioned took place at

the University of Massachu.setts' Southwest Residential

Area when several black students were beaten by white

students afler the final game of the World Series in Oc-

tober. 1986,

"I have no formula to solve all these problems," he said.

He suggested including black contributions in textbooks,

which is rare now, and working out racial conflicts in-

dividually and collectively are .steps toward a solution.

We do not need to conduct any more studies to learn how
to solve racism because they have already been done, he

said. "We have the data. What we need now is action and
commitment and concern."

Racism will exist as long as whites deny it. he said.

Gillespie's speech launched the activities which the Of-

fice of Third World Affairs has planned to celebrate Black

History Month.

Maze
might be
saved

Joel Rabinowitz, the
head of the Save the Maze
Coalition, said yesterday
the landmark maze near
Alumni Stadium will pro-

bably not be torn down as

planned. Details tomorrow
in the Collegian.

Rabinowitz formed the
coalition after it was
reported the sculpture was
scheduled to be demolish-
ed because it had
deteriorated so badly since

its construction in 1977.

Administrators in
charge of the maze said

last semester they didn't

think it could be saved, but
Rabinowitz said yesterday

he had received word from
Chancellor Joseph D. Duf-
fey that the money to

restore the sculpture -- an
estimated $30,000 —
would be found, with
students perhaps kicking
in part of the cost.

Senate to address issue

of military recruitment ban
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Temperatures may soar tonight at the

Undergraduate Student Senate meeting if

its members decide to debate on whether

the administration should ban the military

from using the Campus Center Concourse.

Although they might not discuss the 'oan

tonight if it is too far down on the agenda,

many Student Government Ai'sjciation

senators predict that it will take a long

time before a decision is reached.

Commuter Area Senator Lisa Bernard,
maker of the ban propo.sal. said, "As SGA
Affirmative Action Co-officer my duty is to

address this. It's a case of discrimination

and as a concerned student and a senator,

I need to represent the students... Some of

my constituency is being discriminated

against."

Bernard is not against the military, on-

ly its recruiting policy which she feels must
be changed.

"This is a way of working on local level

to gain change," she said.

Another Commuter Area Senator, Lynne

M. Murphy, said, "I don't believe in bann

ing anyone from coming and giving educa-

tion. Everyone has a right to education on

anything. If you don't support them, you

can protest them.

"1 have to go and hear all the facts but

at this point I'd say I will [vote against]."

Comnuter Area Senator Clare Bouzan

said, "l think it's a good motion. The SGA
has a policy which prohibits sexual

discrimination. On the basis of our con-

st.tuticn, I think it's only proper that this

motion would poss.

According to t lie SGA Constitution, "No
student shall be discriminated again.st on

the basis of his/her age, economic status,

handicap, national origin, political affilia-

tion, race, religion, sex, or sexual orienta-

tion."

The ban originated in the Board of GJover-

nors, which allocates space and funds to

student organizations in the Campus
Center.

Board Chairman John Hayes said, "I'm

continued on page 16
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Congress mashes veto; takes pay raise of $12,000
Public works bill --i-"...„ „...„.

Pay increase to be :z:Z^'^::^'^^'Z^!^Public works bill

passed, 401-26
WASHINGTON (AP) - The House,

drawing first blood in the spending battles

facing the 100th Congress, voted over

whelmingly yesterday to override Presi

dent Reagan's veto of popular $20 billion

clean water legislation.

The action, on a 401 26 vote, came short-

ly afler Reagan made a final plea to GOP
members to support his position that the

public works legislation is too costly.

The vote sent the issue to the Senate,

which is scheduled to take its override vote

later this week and where even Republican

Leader Robert Dole of Kansas all but con-

ceded defeat on the first major spending

question before Congress this year.

House GOP Leader Robert Michel of II

linois urged his Republican colleagues to

stand by their president Michel said that

while he had previously voted for the bill,

the veto "changes the complexity of the

situation.

But the White House got no help from

representatives John Paul Ham-
merschmidt, R-Ark., and Arlan

Stangeland, R Miss., who had been among
the Republicans most active in drafting the

vetoed bill.

"I believe President Reagan has listen-

ed to the wrong advice," Stangeland said.

"This body needs to send a strong message

to the president and the American people

that this Congress won't tolerate delays in

the cleaning up of American waters."

Hammerschmidt said Reagan's argu

ment that the bill is too expensive was
reminiscent of that used in 1972 when
President Nixon vetoed the legislation

creating the clean water program. Nixon's

veto was also overridden.

When he vetoed the bill Friday, Reagan
acknowledged that he faced probable defeat

on Capitol Hill. Before yesterday's vote,

members from both sides of the Capitol said

the president was making no effort to

round up votes to save the veto.

increase to be

effective midnight
WASHINGTON (AP) - Members of Con-

gress assured themselves yesterday of a

$12,100 pay raise, at least temporarily,

when the House failed to act on legislation

to kill the increase.

However, House Speaker Jim Wright, D-

Texas, said the House would vote today on

whether to repeal the pay increase,

scheduled to go into effect at midnight.

In dddition to members of Congress,

federal judges and 3,000 top-level federal

officials were in line for large increases.

Wright said the repeal legislation would

wipe out the increase for the officials and
congressmen, but said it appeared Con-
gress cannot retroactively kill pay raises

for judges.

Resentment simmered to the surface as

the House agonized over whether to follow

the Senate's lead last Thursday in turning

down the $12,100 pay raise for Congress

Rep. William Ford, D-Mich., said the

senators were trying to "look like heroes

and then run for home. That's how I feel

abuut their ungentlemanly conduct."

Rep. Vic Fazio, D-Calif., said that about

60 members of the Senate are millionaires

and don't need the raise, as do many House

members.

A story in yesterda/s Collegian gave the incorrect date

for John Stockweil's lecture on the CIA.

The Collegian regrets the error.
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CLEARANCE
LIQUIDATION SALE

100% WOOL
HAND-KNIT SWEATERS

Imported from Equador

TWO DAYS ONLY

TIME: 9-5

DATE: Wed & Thurs Feb 4-5

Campus Center Concourse |
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JL after semester,
the ciilK'v plan fn«n Fidelity I'niun Life
h»% bren the mui^l aicc-rpfrd. most popular life iiisuriinte

program 1*11 rmmp%t>t* ail u«rr .\merii-a.Find out «»hv.

fear after^
year, semester

^
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RonaJd J. Nathan Agency
Call the Fidrlilt I'nion Lifr 20 Gatehouse Rd.,

Field AsMKialr in >»ur urtm: Amherst. MA
Tel: 2S6-83S1
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TONIGHT!

APPLE
HILL

CHAMBER
PLAYERS

We<Jnes<lay. Feb 4. 8 pm
Bowker Aoditorium

Tickets Si 3 1 1
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WE PROVIDE A LOW COST ALTERNATIVE.
WE CAN DO ALL THE THINGS DEALERS DO

ONLY WE ARE LESS EXPENSIVE

SERVICE • SUPPORT • TRAINING
TRAINING • SALES • INSTALLATION

PROGRAMMING

WE ARE FACTORY AUTHORIZED FOR CORDATA REPAIRS
(Formally Corona)

WE CHARGE S25 AN HOUR AND WE MAKE HOUSE CALLS.
SO, IF YOU HAVE PROBLEM, A QUESTION, OR

JUST WANT ADVICE - CALL US. SUPPORT IS OUR BUSINESS

Scott Thomas Enterprises

533-4176 • IN HOLYOKE
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TOME HAWKING - UMass student.s Joe Demeo. left, and Kevin Taylor, right, try to

generate custom for a used Psychology book outside the Textbook Annex. ____-
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By CAROL TANNENBAl'M
Collegian Staff

A new (»mmitt«H t < . stt the criteria for a voucher system

is being formed within the Graduate Student Senate was

announced by Vicf Pnsident .Jonathain Frank at a

meeting last night

The voucher would givi- money togradtiate .«tudtnts for

oflf campus child care The senate passed a bill supportmg

child care last .semester,

"We informed the administration of our concern, Frank

said.

According to Frank. Dean William Field. "th< strongest

advocate for child care." is in support of the voucher

svstem.

Field would also like to see U remain a grawluate stu

dent project and not administrative. Frank said. "We have

to decide how to handle that."

Student authorship and copyright were also discussed

at last night's meeting. The Graduate Council passed a

proposal onto the faculty senate that faculty members

should come up with written statements of policy of

authorship. President George Claxton said.

Claxion believes that it is not enough and does not pro

tect either the .student or advisor The topic is "stirring

up trouble nationwide." he said

In the finance committee report. Treasurer Gar\

Jackacky said, during January $300 was given to the

Commuter Area Government for a film series and dance.

A $100 grant was given t<> WFCR, th<- five <(.li. ' >

station

$500 was also given to the Radical Student Union to

help subsidize the speech given last night by John

Stockwell of the CIA (see story pane /> The money was

approved by the executive officers and the finance

committee.
Jackacky also reported Joshua Kroner's oflTice. the finan-

cial ovei-seer of the Graduate Student Senate, noticed a

massive surplus in the senates budget. Jackacky blam-

ed it on less ad hoc funding than had been anticipated,

in addition to increa.ses in the fee tax and fee paying

students.

The Graduate Council and some administrators are ask

ing that the money to be spent or the graduate fees cut.

Jackacky said. He expects to have an updated account of

where the money is being spent by the next meeting.

Central Government
members have plans

for the spring

By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Third in a series on area governments

When the Central Area Government took offict last

spring it made a commitment to provide constituents with

as many activities as possible by making sure "a lot of

the students" money gets back to them," said the area's

CO president.

According to Andy Blankstein. the area government has

not yet met this semester but its members are already

planning events, including a barbecue and concert set for

May. Central residents who attend this "Spring Fling
"

mi^^ht get free t-shirts, he added

Planning for movies to raise funds is also going on

although it is "kind of shakv" at this point. Blankstein

said

.\i ' .: Treasurer James Smack said Centrals motto this

SI inestiT is "keep politics out of Central Were fining to

tr> to slay out of campus-wide politic>

Smack represents the Chadlx>urne (inrmii>,i\

I'luiergiaduate Student S<»nate.

The only political issue that seems hot at Centra, :
.<

c mvcrsity HalUmeen Policy, which the area wants chang-

<i] It stood foi ir and we fought it and w< weren't

.ib,i ti- gt' It ci .. -r. he said

The policy prohibits persons who di> nut atleim the

L-niver.'*ity of Mas.sachusetts from staving overnit'ht in

a Centraldormitory. This brought on area government

protests because the policy differs for other residential

areas

Central is composed of ten residence halls and is the se-

cond oldest area <m campus. Each hall has a house coun-

cil with at least ten members, one of whom represents his

or her building; in the area government. Anyone may at

tend house council and area government meetings

Sheila Holmes. Chadbourne House Council President.

said "We're m the pn»cess ntiw of redoinj; the weight room.

Wi- re buying all new equipment '

Holmes, involved in planning a parly for Chadb«»urne

and a ski trip, predicts a pnMiurtive s«>mester for the house

council

Smack said the area government has suffered from a

shortage of members since November and one of the

reasons "could have been bcnrause of exams."

He urges Central residents to join because serving Cen

tral residents is "exciting; It gives students a perspective

of .student government without the overwhelming effects

of the student senate."

Holmes prai.sed involvement with the area government,

saying 'You meet a lot of people You learn how to

organize an event for such a large amount of people and

how to budget a large amount of money."

The University ofMassachusetts Board of

Trustees is meeting today at 2:00 at

UMass/Boston's Harbor Campus. More in-

formation can be had by calling (617)

482-8400.

Expectant parents can get into the Safe-

ty Seat Loan Program, which offers an

alternative to buying an expensive car

seat. The program is run by the Amherst

Health Department, and they say it's best

to make a reservation before your baby is

born. Call 253-CARE for details.

The Lesbian, Bisexual and Gay Men's

Counseling Collective is an organization

that offers counseling about gay. lesbian

and bisexual issues to everyone in the area,

gay or straight. If you have problems or

questions about these issues, the Collective

can help. Call 545-2645.

The Collective is now looking for and

training new counselors. There will be an

orientation session on Feb. 9 at 6:30 p.m,

Feb. 11 at 1 p.m., and Feb. 12 at noon in

Room 413 of the Student Union Building.

These are volunteer positions, but

counselors are eligible for academic credit.

Women and people of color are encourag-

ed to apply. Call 545-4824 for details.

The Minority Graduate Student Associa-

tion will hold its first meeting of the

semester today at noon at the Malcolm X
Center in the Southwest Residential Area.

There are 61 days left until the first Red

Sox game, and 45 days until the start of

Spring Break. 33 days not including

weekends.

Is there something the Collegian should

know? Call the Newsline at 545-3502. or

come down to the newsroom on the first

floor of the Campus Center.

('(illrKJiin pholii by David Shimku!<

CHOP, CHOP — Alex Zaskey cuts into some of the frozen residue near
Southwest.

'

Student
harassed
verbally
Asks police for help

A disturbance was reported at 10:45 p.m.

Monday by a male student who .said he is

continually being harrassed, police said.

The student has asked police to advise a

female student to stop following and ver

bally harrassing him.

The investigation is still open

In other police reports:

• At 12:10 a.m. Tuesday, a fourth floor

Greenough House resident watched as a

male smashed the rear window of a 1984

Datsun 300ZX.
The student had just evicted six males

from his Hoor because they were creating

a disturbance, police said.

The car suffered $300 to $400 worth of

damage and the case is still open.

• At 3:40 p.m. Monday, an accident oc-

curred at the intersection of Massachusetts

Avenue and Presidential Drive that caus-

ed a total of $2,000 damage.
A car traveling west on Massachusetts

Avenue was struck by another car enter-

ing the intersection. Police said that a large

snow bank blocked the vision of the driver.

• At 4:45 p.m. Monday, a student

reported that $35 of equipment had been

taken from the headlights of his 1972

Chevrolet, police said.

- ELLEN M. NOLAN
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Student Organization for dyslexics

offers support and counseling
By SOPHIE A RUSSELL
Collejjian Correspondent

Deep in the bowels of Bartlett Hall there is a door like

any other, save the blinding black and yellow poster af

fixed to its front.

Printed on this poster is a list of history makers like

Albert Einstein. Leonardo da Vinci. Pablo Picasso. Paul

McCartney, Woodrow Wilson and Bruce Jenner. Beneath

this list of notabh's is the simple footnote: "They are all

dyslexic."

This is the dow to Room 69 Inside, one can find students

like David Shomsky and Elizabeth Quilty They have a

lot to say They are there representing the Dyslexic Stu

dent Organization, a registered student organization fund

ed by the Student Government Association.

Both said they were excited about recent press coverage

from WGGB Channel 40 medical correspondent Perry

Pelts. By virtue of their location in the basement of an

academic building, the organization is lamed by the pro^

blem of low visibility. Unlike groups such as the Lesbian,

Gay. Bisexual Alliance and the Radical Student Union,

they do not have a steady throng of students filing past

their door and, therefore, have gone virtually unnoticed

It is not the lack of recognition that bothers David Shorn

sky i get frustrated because a lot of people are having

trouble, and they dont know where to turn, so they quit."

he said. "Some pec^le don't want to tell anybody."

The DSO provides a variety of services ranging from

support and peer counseling to information and referral

They are equally willing to help the student body and

general public.

A part of the organization's efForta so far this wmester
include the presentation of a lecture on dyslexia. Dr.

Richard Masland. professor of Clinical Neurolog>- at

Rutgers Medical School, will speak at 12 30 p m on Feb

23 in Memorial Hall.

Dyslexia is a puzzle that is being gradually unravelled

b> doctors and scienti.sts A sufferer's ability to read. « i if<-

and speak may all be hindered. The eyes and eai

be in perfect working order, but the interpretationii mai •

bv the brain arc c('Mf"-"'<
_

According to an August, 1983 Dmcoier magazine arti

cle, scientists at Boston's Beth Israel Hospital learned,

by dissection of the brain of a dyslexic, that cell layers

usually found to have a pattern to their arrangement were

jumbled and in many cases, made from material different

from that discovered in the brains of nondyslexics.

The ways in which dyslexia can etliect a student s

scholastic performance may take many different forms

Some may have awful spelling and writing skills. Others

find trouble with pronounciation. while still others in

advertently reverse digits and similar letters.

Another complaint that dyslexics commonly have is a

reduced capacity for short term memcM-y. "The foreign

language departments have formed a committee to which

dyslexics with documentation of their disorder may ap

peal for special consideration.

"No one is perfect." Shomsky said, shrugging his

shoulders. He drew a parallel between the way dyslexics

must try to overcome their obstacles and the manner in

which a blind man brings his other senses to a higher,

more acute level of awareness.

"You have to fight for everything you get." said Quilty.

While Shomsky will graduate from the College of

Engineering this spring. Quilty. like many students, has

a way to go. Both said they have satisfaction of knowing

that their work at the D>slexic Student Organization has

made life easier for people in the maddening situation of

having a learning disorckr and being at college.

"This IS great because I know that I am helping peo-

ple." Shomsky said.

Get In Shape!

I

AMHERST
BALLET
CENTRE

29 Strong St

549-1555

Evening Classes

Ballet

Modern Dance
jazz

Starting Feb 9

Walking Distance to UMass

COLLEGE
GRADS!

HAVE YOU
THOUGHT

ABOUT YOUR

FUTURE?

We are Caldor. With 1 1 5 stores stretching from Virginia to

New Hampshire and projected 1986 sales of S1. 4 billion, we
are one of the nation's largest discount retailers.

Caldor is offering a new executive training program in

August 1987 We need aggressive, dynamic individuals who
want to learna^ia^ts of retailing, including merchandisina.
persor}p*tr*T^doperatlons Once placed, you are limited only

by /Curability and ambition

We're willing to give you a chance to prove yourself Are you
willing to take that chance? If you are. visit your Placement
Office immediately and drop off a resume Don t let opportu-

nity pass you by. We'll be at the University of Massachusetts
on March 10 & 11.

CALiDOR
20 GLOVER AVENUE
NORWALK, CT 06852

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

I
Three accidents

hit intersection
There were three accidents at the Lincoln and Pear

ing Street intersection in Amherst yesterday

At 4:30 p.m.. a 24-year-old Puffton Village resident

driving a 1978 Chevrolet station wagon east on Fear

ing Street struck a 31 year-old Centerville man driving

a 1973 Pontiac north on Lincoln, police said.

Both vehicles received over $1,000 damage. The driver

of the first vehicle was cited for failure to use care while

starting at an intersection and had to be taken by am

bulance to the UMass infirmary due to head injuries.

At 6:45 p.m.. a 24 year-old man driving an 1986 Isuzu

truck south on Lincoln was struck by a 22 year old

Guilford, Connecticut resident driving a 1975 Chevrolet

east on Fearing, police said.

A 22 year old Amherst woman travelling m the first

vehicle was taken to the UMass infirmary.

At 10:02 p.m.. a 29 year old Springfield man driving

an 1987 Plymouth east on Fearing struck a 23 year old

UMass graduate driving south on Lincoln.

The driver of the first vehicle was cited for failure to

use care while starting at an intersection and suffered

head, neck and left side pain A female passenger com

plained of knee and head injuries. Both were transported

to Northampton's Cooley Dickinson Hospital, police said,

• An Amherst police car parked on Triangle Street

was struck by a 22 year old Canton woman driving an

1984 Ford truck. There was $800 damage to the truck

and car police said.

• Yamaha Tone Generators stolen last semester were

recovered in a Boston pawn shop by the Boston Polic.

Department Amherst police, alerted through the mail

by the Boston police, recovered the musical equipment

vesterdav.
- EDWARD SYRON
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On-campus housing for

the religiously inclined
Alternative options oferred
By MICHAEL ALTER
Collegian Correspondent

Organized religious housing, which is

available at two locations at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts, has given 38 students

an opportunity to live with people who are

learning a common faith.

Chabad House, which is run by a Jewish

orthodox organization, and Chi Rho, spon-

sored by the First Baptist Church of

Amherst, are located at opposite ends of

campus. Chi Rho is in Fraternity Sorority

Park and Chabad House is next to the

Southwest Residential Area.

Chris Prue. a UMass student and House

Director at Chi Rho said. "Our house is for

any person who is willing to learn more

about Christianity. We have Moslems.

Buddists. and some professed atheists, but

I'm working on them.

"It's the first time we've let both Chris-

tians and non Christians move in on a

large scale." Prue said. They (The Firi^t

Baptist Churchl did that for me. I have a

hard time being around people with the

same beliefs I really enjoy learning from

other people and being challenged b>

them."

Andrew Tan has been living at Chi Rho
for four semesters. He said. "When you put

up a poster saying come experience Chris

tian living, the response doesn't seem to be

there. People think they will be submitted

to Christian brain washing or torture. It's

basically like any other donu txeept it's

quieter."

Cary Lopez, a graduate Education stu-

dent, said she has lived at Chi Rho since

last semester. "It's a nice atmosphere. It's

quiet, people are respectful, and its

h"m»'v"

When Lopez tells students where she

lives, she says they re.spond negatively,

which she feels is unfounded. "I don't prac-

tice religion or go to church on Sunday, but

the people here who do. respect me."

Rabbi Israel Deren. regional director of

Chabad Houses in Western Massachusetts

and an orthodox Jew said, "We don't de

mand that people be observant before they

move in but we want them to try and grow

more religious to the extent they are com-

fortable.

It's about Jewish people living a Jewish

life, and incorporating part of that into

their own lifestyle. We hope they take

something from Chabad."

Deren said Chabad House has three men
occupying rooms and one vacancy. While

there is no permanent rabbi at the house.

Deren said he hopes there will be one soon.

According to Prue, Chi Rho has many ac

tivities that "are an effort to get students

more involved at the First Baptist Church.

We worship, have Bible studies, prayer

meetings, informal socials, and a guest

every Tuesday night.

"We usually have a speaker during or

after the meal. People like Cliff Knechtle

[who speaks about Christiaiuty at the steps

of the Student Union Buildmgl or Joseph

Chapman, the interim Pastor at the First

Baptist Church. " Prue said.
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The Carraige Shops • 233 N. Pleasant St

Amherst, MA 549-6106

OPEN MON — SAT 9:30-5:30; SUN 1-5

WE KNOW YOU
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SO COME DOWN

PemUuiSnorts
HOURS: Men - Wed 10-6; Thurs 10-8, Open Sat 10-5; Sun 12-5

AMHERST — 1 EAST PLEASANT STREET • 549-6904
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Everywoman's Center

looks for volunteers

to work in the spring

BY AUTUMN MAKI
Collegian Correspondent

The Everywoman's
Center at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst
is looking for female

volunteers and interns to

help staff the

Resource/Referral Program

for the spring semester.

The program is an infor

mation and referral system

for women in the Universi

ty and western

Massachusetts areas for a

broad range of issues, accor

dmg to Sandy Mandel, the

center's coordinator.

"We offer an information

and referral system on

topics ranging from abor-

tion to writing. This is a

direct service, self help

feminist service. We offer a

supportive environment for

all women, and their in

lerests," she said.

The center offers oppor

t unities for women to gather

information on subjects of

their concern There are ex

tensive files on health, rape,

incest, career opportunities.!

and sexism available.
|

Other facilities offered in

elude a library collection!

and women's issues books

available at low-cost.

Research referral staff

help interested women
utilize the center and find

the information they re

quest in person and over the

phone. The referral staff are

also constantly researching

and updating material to be

put in the files.

According to Nancy
Gingras. a referral worker

at the center, the work is

rewarding and enjoyable.

•I started working here

three years ago. I came here

to see about a work-study

job, and knew 1 wanted to be

here. It's a great at

mosphere, and 1 enjoy my
work," Gingras said

Women interested in

working for the

Everywoman's Center

should apply in person at

the center The deadline for

applications is Friday,

February 6 Training begins

on February 10th.

Training is completed m
eight sessions, along with

^veekly staff meetings, ac-

cording to Mandel.

•We have a strong sense

ofcommunity here There is

a lot of teamwork and sup

port in the center. This i-

important, because we seni-e

a large number of women
Last year we helped 6.000

women with research and

referrals." she said.

AMd ILaiHii 3jin^
Compiled by CAROL TANNENBAUM

Fifty years ago this week in the Masnachusetia

Collegian...

The debating team opens its current season this week

against the University of Pennsylvania Quakers. The

resolution under discussion will be "Resolved, that Con-

gress be empowered to pass legislation to fix minimum

wages and maximum hours for industry."

Twenty-five years ago...

The special legislative committee studying UMass

autonom\ called for the control of funds by the Univer

sity Board of Trustees. This would allow transfer of funds

from one department to another to meet unexpected re

quirements and thus by-passing special legislative

action.

Ten years ago-
More than 100 mentally retarded children and adults

will meet this weekend in Boyden Gymnasium for the

Special Olympics Run-Shoot Dribble contest
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228 Triangle St

Amherst

549-3840
Safe ends Feb 14
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OPEN RUSH: FEB 4, 5, 9, 10, 11, 17, 18
. EXCELLENT SOCIAL LIFE • LITTLE SISITERS PROGRAM

• THURS NIGHT SOCIAL FUNCTIONS • PARTIES
• WINNERS D.V. EDUCATIONAL SECOND CENTURY CHALLENGE AWARD
. WINNERS '86 GREEK OLYMPICS • ABOVE AVERAGE SCHOLASTICS

• INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL, WRESTLING, SOFTBALL
• PROFESSIONALLY COOKED MEALS • 24 HOUR OPEN KITCHEN

CALL 549-3831

WIN A

REAL PRIZE:

Our convenient hours allow

you to shop earty or late .

TEXTBOOK
ANNEX

MAIN STORE
MINI STORE
MUNCHY's

MONDAY
TO

FRIDAY
9-5

MON - FBI. 9-5

SAT: 10 am to 3 pm

MON — FRI 7;30 - 10 pm

SAT & SUN: 8 am to 10 pm

HAMPDEN: MON - FRI 8 - 9

WORCESTER - MON - FRI 8 - 9

FRANKLIN: MON - FRI 7:30 - 9

ALL MUNCHY STORES SAT & SUN 12-8

i '

ALL OF YOUR

BACK TO

SCHOOL NEEDS

^XJ^IVERSITY
mSTORE^

Weekend for 2
in FLORIDA

ON PALM BEACH

Florida Dash Dance
Friday February 6th at 8:30

in the SUB $4 at the door

DRAWING AT MIDNIGHT
WINNERS LEAVE DIRECTLY FROM DANCE

DJ • CASH BAR

Sylvan Area Gov't

Better Programming for People who deserve it

Attorney General fights for clean air
BOSTON (APt - Attorney General James Shannon join-

ed several other ofTieials yesterday in urging the U.S. En
vironmental Protection Agency to reduce the interstate

transfer of air pollution that causes smog and acid rain

in the New England states.

Shannon criticized a proposal by the EPA to take no ac-

tion on a plan by Vermont to address its in state visibili-

ty problem through a nationwide reduction in sulfui- diox

ide emissions

The EPA has consistently refused to take meaningful

actum to reduce the level of sulfur dioxide emissions be-

ing transported mto the northeastern states." Shannon

said. "Now, confronted with an opportunity to do

something about improving our air quality, they refuse

to act."

Shannon was joined by officials from Maine. New Hamp
shire, Connecticut and New Jersey, plus leaders of en

vironmental groups like the Conservation Law Founda

tion and the Sierra Club.

They argued the EPA must approve Vermont's program

because control of interstate pollution was the only way

Vermont can meet the requirements of the Clean Air Act.

CLF attorney Armand Cohen said the EPA "has admit

ted that pollution from the Midwest drastically reduces

the cleamesw ofNew England's days aiwl has acidified our

lakes and forests. Even though the law requires the EPA
to regulate the source of these emis.sions, the agency has

chosen to look the other way."

Cohen cited a Vermont study that found sulfur emis

sions. mainly from Midwest power plants, have reduced

New England's clear summer days by nearly 50 percent.

The emissions thtn tall to the ground in the form of acid

rain, affecting water quality and forests.

Also from yesterday:

Shannon announced he would try to intervene in the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission's proceedings on the V^er

mont Yankee nuclear power plant. Saying he wantiKi to

protect the health and safety of western Massachusetts

residents. Shannon questioned the utility's profX)sal to ex

pand the storage facility for used radioactive fuel at the

facility

The nuclear plant, located near the Massachusetts

border, would increase its risk m the event of an accident

at the plant by expanding the spent fuel pool, he said.

Shannon said there are alternatives that Vermont Yankee

has not explored, such as construction of a drv spent fuel

storage facility.

State Rep. Lawrence Alexander, a longtime critic of the

Seabrook. N.H. nuclear plant, again warned the plant's

owners against launching any low-power test before

receiving final approval to operate the facility.

ATTENTION STUDENTS INTERESTED

IN APPLYING FOR THE
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE

There will be 3 information Sessions before the

application deadline;

FEBRUARY 4, 10, & 12

4:00 - 5:00 PM • Campus Center Room 917

THE FOLLOWING SCHOOLS ARE NOW NON—RESTRICTED AND
WE WILL ACCEPT APPLICATIONS FOR THEM:

University of South Florida • Humbolt State • Sonoma Stale

Cal State/Fresno • Cal State/Chico • Cal Slate/Domingues Hills

REMINDER: THE APPLICATION DEADLINE IS FRIDAY

FEBRUARY 13, 1987. CONTACT THE NSE OFFICE E-26

MACHMER FOR FURTHER INFORMATION. OFFICE

HOURS WILL BE POSTED ON THE DOOR.

$ $$$§$$$$$$§§$§$$$$$$$$$$$^$$$
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STUDENTS YOU CAN EARN

$ Spring 87 BIG BUCKS Spring 87

I
AND GAIN VALUABLE JOB EXPERIENCE

Up to $500/Weel( witti salary,

commissions, and bonuses

Schedule Work Around Classes

Full or Part Time
HIRING NOW!!

Contact Target Enterprises at 549-7793

For an Interview - ask for Keith.

$

$

$
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Police look over the shattered remains of a
car that plunged off a bridge in Fall River,

Massachusetts yesterday. The driver
miraculously escaped with only a compound
fracture.

Car climbs
guardrail, falls

from bridge
FALL RIVER, Mass. (AP) - A 50 year old woman WM

injured yc*sU?rday when her car plunged 'id feet off a bridge

and landed on lUs roof on the shore of the Taunton River,

state police said.

Maria Medeiros ofSomerset .tuflTered a broken elbow and

right shoulder and lacerations, said Anne Ferreira. a

spokeswoman at Charlton Memorial Hospital, No condi-

tion report was available, but her injuries were not life

threatening, the spokeswoman said.

State police said traffic on the Brighton Street Bridge

was beginning to slow down around 7 a.m. to prepare for

a bridge opening when Medeiros' car came around a bend

onto the bridge.

The car hit an icy patch, struck the curb, climbed a

guard rail and rode it for about 10 feet before it flipped

over the rail and plunged down, said Trooper Leonard

Grandfield.

Grandfield said that when he got to the scene at about

7:10 a.m.. the woman was lying partially out of the

driver s side window calling for help.

'^ SKI AREA
"The Best Kept Secret In Vermont"
Seven Miles North of Brattieboro, Rte. 30

• 1 000 Vertical feet • 1 1 Trails

•2 Double chairs 'New Lodge

Weekend Adult $19.00 — Jr. $16.00
Night Skiing Thursday, Friday & Saturday

$10 from 5-10 p.m.

Exit 2 Off 1-91 , 7 Miles N of Brattieboro. Route 30
PHONE: 802-254-6083

I ^aWW Urr with this coupon

ij MUST PRESENT STUDENT ID M |
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Letters
Health Services chief responds to criticism

I want to respond to the seen immediately at Urgent Mtdical Director, or me for

Care. As with any system, investigation of any procolumn by William Bennett

Student Government
Association campus presi

dent, in the Jan. 29. 1987

issue of the Collegian. Mr.

Bennett raised questions

about the University Health

Services, its quality of care,

and its responsiveness to

concerns raised by students.

The issues are extremely

important for us.

The staff of Health Ser-

vices is dedicated to pro-

viding the highest quality

services possible and is

always looking for ways to

improve our care. This year

we have set up a "same day

appointment" system so

that students calling ahead

to the Health Services can

be given a time and practi

tioner for that same day

unless it is an emergency

situation that needs to be

system

however, it sometimes blems and feedback to you

breaks down. We rely on your active sup

We do solicit suggestion- port to make this the best

or complaints about specific Health Services possible

situ^ions so that we can Regarding Mr. Bennetts

look into them and correct specific situation. I am not

them as quickly as possible, free to go into all of the par

We ask that problems be ticulars. However, not only

called to the attention of the did I call him as soon as 1

responsible supervisor, heard of the incident, and

preferably the day they oc follow up with a letter, but

cur. Also, a student a few days later another let

representative is at the In- ter was sent to him describ

formation Desk on the first ing in detail what had hap

floor of the Health Center pened and what remedies

who frequently can provide had been taken to make
immediate help should a sure the situation would not

problem occur. We have

placed complaint suggestion

boxes on each floor of the

Health Services.

If the above measures are

not adequate, please contact

either the appropriate

clinical director, such as the

occur again.

David P. Kraft, M.D.
Executive Director

University Health
Services

Nicaragua not tyrannical; ANC needs support
Gilbert Stair's column on

the African National Con
gress and communism (Co/-

legian Feb, 3) was disap

pointing and lacking in

political awareness. His

most obvious blunder was

labeling Nicaragua a "com-

munist tyranny." Personal

testimony from many
Americans (including

UMass students and facul

ty» after recent voyages to

Nicaragua tell quite a dif

ferent story — one of

political freedoms, fair elec

tions. and a process of par

ticipatory democracy unlike

anything that has been ex

perienced even in this coun

try Perhaps Stair has
chosen to accept Reagan's

slanted story as being more

legitimate, though it is a

version based on alleged

"evidence" which has been

put into grave question by

such honest and just people

such as ex-CIA operative

David MacMichael (see

1984 New York Times inter-

views for Mr. MacMichael's

testimony.)

Stair's claim that South

Africa will also be a 'com-

munist tyranny" if the ANC
assumes leadership leads

me to question his commit-

ment to abolishing apar

theid. Those elements of the

American government and

their sup|X)rters who are

holding back their support

of the ANC for ideological

reasons should think very

hard about their priorities.

Are they unwilling to sup

port the basic civil liberties

of millions of South African

blacks because of ideological

differences? Are they not

grateful for our cooperation

with our ideological foes in

combating the Nazi menace
in World War II?

Apartheid is not worthy of

any support, which is what

nonaction amounts to. Our
solidarity should seek the

overthrow of apaitheid as

soon as possible. The ques-

tion of what type of political

system would best suit the

new South Africa is a ques

tion to be determined by its

own people

Nicholas Komar
Northeast
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"Amerika" fosters paranoia
Its just a movie." "They have a right

Id air v.hat they want, we have a free

media here in America." Tliese are the two

common responses I hear when I protest

(he airing of "Amerika," ABC's 14 hour ex

travaganza to begin on February 15.

Rence Hebcric

"Amerika" dramatizes life in the US 10

years after a Soviet invasion. The show

never quite explains how they succeeded

in taking ovei the US without initiating

a nuclear holocaust; something is mention-

ed about electromagnetic impulses that

confuse our signals and allow them to in

vade while only destroying one city.

Patriotic Americans are forced to become

guernllats to protect their freedoms. Con-

gress is massacred and the capital building

is blown up. The heroes of the film are

white. Protestant men who have ancestral

ties to the Puritans, thus making them the

only true Americans. The traitors are

women who desert family to sleep with the

East German army. The plot attacks the

United Nations as well, depicting a UN
peacekeeping force made up of Angolan.

North Vietnamese, Nicaraguan and Cuban
men who rape women and kill children in

order to keep control for their commie
rulers.

To get back to reality — the world is

hanging in a delicate nuclear balance

Reagan's repeated provocations are like

sparks flying around a tinderbox of nuclear

potential "Amerika" is part of a much
larger campaign to justify the last six years

of militarism and increased international

intervention. "Amerika" will spell out in

easy to-read letters just what will happen

if we listen to those liberal weak-kneed
peacemongers.

As Reagan begins his last two years of

presidency against a back drop of the lies

and deceptions that Irangate has brought

about. ABC has loyally put his world view

onto celluloid for posterity "Amerika" is

the fulfillment of the right wing fantasy

It is the ultimate response to liberalism, an

answer to all those who oppose the military

build-up and question or dismiss the insis

tent propaganada campaigns by conser

vatives against the Soviets, Cuba and
Nicaragua. Forget all semblance of being

an entertainment and infonnation medium
— one of the major networks is now blatant-

ly advertising the right-wing vi.sjon of the

world.

With minimal persuasion and $32
million, ABC will dramatize the views of

right-wing extremists who believe

everything from affirmative action to the

peace movement are commie plots design-

ed to turn the American public's head

while they take over our Land of the Free

"Amerika" is not just a movie

Whether people watch it. watch only

pieces, or sit avidly through the entire 14

hours of "Amerika," this movie will affect

the consciousness of the American public

about the pt>ssibility of living in peace with

the Soviet Union. Some claim this is an
equal time response to "The Day After";

this shows ABC's desperation to justify air

ing "Amerika ' "The Day After" did not

carry heavy ideological baggage like

"Amerika. " In two brief hours it sought to

make real to Americans the seemingly

unreal potential of nuclear war for destruc

tion and human suffenng. "The Day After"

was followed by a lengthy discu»ion about

whether it was an accurate portrayal No
discussion is scheduled for "Amerika." It

will be shown as a normal TV miniseries.

Basic
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New Right part of a cycle
It's entirely appropriate that the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts should have an ac-

tive conservative student presence. After

all, Massachusetts was the home of the

original American conservatives, the

Tories during the American revolution.

These were colonists who supported

England during the War of Independence,

attacking radicals such as Samuel Adams
and Thomas Jefferson.

Craig Sandler
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Today's young Republicans have beliefs

similar to those of the Tones. They resist

change in the name of "traditional values.
"

They denigrate those who would tamper

with the status quo. Like their historical

counterparts they are on the "other" side

of movements that would push the nation

forward socially and ethically.

There's good reason for their need to

resist social progress. Change is frighten

ing. It's unpleasant to witness such scenes

as Freedom Riders' buses burning or South

African blacks rioting. Building bombs in

the name of "strength" makes many peo

pie feel more secure than does supporting

negotiations in the name of an uncertain

peace. Human's fear of the unknown is

primal and perhaps eternal, and from this

fear will always come attacks on people and

parties that would experiment with the

new. The conserv atives lead these attacks.

freeze — it's never been tried before and the

Soviets might cheat. So the young conser

vatives argue that its better to stick with

what we have — a policy of arms building

that is likely to destroy the Earth someday.

Total divestiture from South Africa may
hurt some US businesses and throw some

black people out of work, so young conser-

vatives argue it's better to stick with what

we've got — a policy of 'constructive

engagement* with a regime whose
malevolent disregard for human rights ap-

proaches that of the Nazis. And they cheer

for a president who rhetorically supports

"basic American values" while he

dismantles the "'prt>gre88ive"" Environmen-

tal Protection Agency and Civil Rights

Commission and who has claimed to be a

"born-again Christian," though his

budgets have decreased America's ability

to help the poor while increasing our abili

ty to kill our enemies.

These days, the conservatives get most

of the press. Young Republicans are shown

fondling the flag on the cover of the BosUm
Globe Magazine; the accompanying article

suggests that L^Mass is in

a "time warp" because it has an active pro-

gressive population. The Republicans have

won 97 of 100 states in the last two

presidential elections. And, despite his re

cent difficulties. Reagan is still hailed as

"the Great Communicator" who has

"brought America back."

ProgTPSsives need not be depressed too

'VoUMK/i^EMAlN^ILM iPYouDOWtWllL^^T^CONfESlONOUrOFyxiWrTWRUEK?
H02S. %) MAY SCKW^m WTOJ^NEY, BUT Tl^lS Wilt GO AGAINST YoU IN COUPTV_

"Progressives need not be depressed too much by all this; it's

natural. The nation periodically swings from left to right,

through periods ofprogress and periods ofretrenchment. We're

in one of those periods of retrenchment now."

Trustee agenda 'exciting'
Today is one of the more exciting and

challenging days I will face during my two

years as the student member of the Board

of Trustees of the University of

Massachusetts. The agenda for today's

board meeting is one of excitement and

uncertainty, which makes many
uncomfortable

Dani Burgess

In the Revolutionary War there were the

Tories, intent on stopping their fellow col

onists from forming a government found-

ed on untested principles of individual

freedom. In the Civil War era. today's par

ty associations were reversed. Republicans

being regarded as liberal. It was the con-

servative Democrats who led the attacks

on those who would radically alter the

status quo by releasing the slaves from bon-

dage. When the Republicans became the

party of conservatism, they spearheaded

the fight against the social experiments of

the New Deal and Great Society that,

among other things, have lifted the na

tion's elderly out of unconscionable pover-

ty and cut the black unemployment rate in

half. And it was conservative Southern con-

gressman who, for twenty years, frustrated

attempts to give blacks the right to vote in

fact as well as principle.

The trend continues today. The modern
collegiate supporters of the Republican par-

ty resist the untried and unknown on

various fronts. They are against a nuclear

much by all this; it's natural. The nation

periodically swings from left to right,

through periods of progress and periods of

retrenchment. We're in one of those periods

of retrenchment now. Change is scary, and

after the progress made in the sixties and

seventies, in civil rights, women's rights,

environmental and consumerism,

Americans are taking a rest in the soothing

if simplistic twaddle about "strength and

patriotism." After long periods of turbulent

progress, the country is ready to listen to

those who resist risk-taking and change;

it's listening now.

The voung Republican movement may

r ot add much to national advancement, but

it does serve a function. These youthful con

servativ^s. like the Tories who preceded

th»>m, do i«ave the right to be heard

(remember, the Tories lost). The resultant

Constitution guarantees modern conser

vatives that right.

Craig Sandler is a Collegian .staff

member

The first issue the trustees will address

is the Hurst Report on the brawl in the

Southwest Residential Area Some trustees

think It was a poor decision on the part of

our chancellor to commission an outside

report. I think it was a courageous and in

telligent decision that will compel the

University to seriously address some of the

issues of racism on campus. Racist attacks

are on the rise nationally and I think this

University can and should be at the

forefront of addressing this problem by

acknowledging and attempting to reverse

this despicable trend with thorough and vi

sionary solutions.

The second issue that will confront the

trustees today is CIA recruitment. A half

hour presentation will take place, and I

don't think anyone has any grasp on its

outcome or how that process will go. Stay

tuned.

The third issue is kind of a student em
powerment success story, although

ultimately I imagine the administration

will win. During the nominating process

for the trustees' committees. I, as well as

the student trustee from University of

Massachu.setts at Boston, were seated on

four committees, including Budgets and

Financial Afl'airs. At present, there are on

ly four people on the Budgets Committee,

two of them students. That gives the stu

dent trustees 50 percent of that commit

tees' votes, enabling them to blttck any mo^

tion to which the student trustees are op

posed. Last Wednesday. Christine Saba.

the trustee from UMass/Boston. and I felt

that a fee increase for the Boston campus

was unjustified and thus we were able to

defeat it. That situation placed the Univer

sity in an awkward position, because it

gives students the power to disrupt the

bureaucratic chain of command. Probably

it will be a number of years before two

students will sit on the same committee

again. I am not entirely sure how the mo
tion will he reintnxluced. but I predict it

will be. and that it probably will pass, but

at least we made our point, and we made

it well The fourth exciting issue to face

the hoard will be the lawsuit al>out the

I^gal Siervices Office and its right to sue I

the University on behalf of students 1 find

myself in a very interesting position. I'm

a defendant (the trustees are being sued)

but personally I side with the plainlifTsdhe

Student Government Association, the

Graduate Student Senate and individuals.

many of whom I work with daily). I have

chosen to act as a trustee, which obligates

me to confidentiality on the matter.

The first Undergraduate Student Senate

meeting of the year will be tonight in the

Campus Center. It should be quite in-

teresting, particularly because one motion,

which I vehemently oppose, is more than

a little homophobic The motion, if passed,

would effectively cut funding for any

groups that support gay and lesbian

lifestyles. Everyone is welcome.

As always, your questions, input and par

ticipatinn are quite welcome. If you're in-

terested in watching the Board of Regents

meeting in Boston, there will be room in

my car next Tuesday.

Dani Burgess is the .ttudent member ofthe

UMass Board of Trustees

Western Massachusetts better than people might think

When I was growing up in Springfield I never considered

regionalism. As I ran around my neighborhood playing

cowboys and Indians, my friends and I never stopped to

think how we were different from the little cowboys and

indians growing up in other parts of the country. I thought

little kids were just about the same, and I continued to

believe this until I came to the University of

Massachusetts. These people have the somewhat curious

notion that population equals superiority. They have also

somehow come to believe that high rise buildings are

becoming, or even good, in and of themselves.

Tim Tynan

Don't get me wrong, I like Boston as well as any other

city. Boston is small enough to walk around in, has a great

deal of history, and the Pops, Bruins, Red Sox and Celtics

play there. But that is about it. Now let us consider the

negatives. First and foremost, the city traffic system

makes no sense. Unlike most other cities Boston has no

coherent roadway system. The streets all run in circles

and there are no traffic signs. To make it worse, the good

people of Boston choose to ignore the few instructions that

do exist. Then, should you ever find a place to park you

can expect to either be ticketed, towed or ripped off. In

fact auto theft is so common that we in the west have

to subsidize ouf eastern neighbor's insurance so they can

afford to continue to drive like the blind.

My complaint doesn't merely lie with the people of

Boston; it is with the entirety of eastern Mass. If everyone

who claimed to be from Boston actually was, our state

capital would be the size of London. Ask anyone from

eastern Mass. where they are frtjm, and three fourths will

probably say Boston; ask to see their licenses and only

around one tenth will actually read Boston. I hate to break

it to ya', but those of you from Sharon, Quincy, and

Brockton etc. ..you're not from Boston. Another problem

I have with "my idols" from the east is that they com-

plain too much. They complain about the weather, they

gripe about the lack of malls, and wor.st of all they com-

plain about there being nothing to do. This one really gets

me because there are very few things you can do in eastern

Ma.ss that you can't in western Mass. It's true, things

aren't as obvious, but they are there; you just have to

know where they are.

Now we come to the subject of geography. When this

continent was formed both ends of the state were graced

with natural beauty. The east rests snugly on the North

Atlantic while western Mass. nestles around the

Berkshires. Today the Berkshires are still scenic while

Boston harbor is little more than an oil slick and Cape

Cod has been shamelessly turned into a giant T shirt and

clam strip stand. So, what makes eastern Mass. so

wonderful?

"Well, we have the greatest concentration of high tech

industry in the country."

Just what I want to live around. A toxic waste problem

waiting to happen.

"We had Paul Revere!"

He's dead.

"We have Quincy Market."

A mall, an old mall.

"We have the Boston Celtics, the best team in the

history of basketball."

True, but basketball was invented in Springfield.

So tell me, what makes this little city on the North

Atlantic the "Hub of the Universe?"

Tim Tynan is a Umass student.

The Collegian accepts letters and columns from the

UMass and Five College communities. To be considered

for publication, all submissions should be typed, double-

spaced, at 67 characters per line. Anonymous suhmis8io0

or tho.^e bearing a pseudonym, will not be accepted.
''-

All copy is subject to editing for clarity and length and
can be mailed to^or dropped off at, 113 Campus Center,

L
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Gay community criticizes Dukakis
BOSTON (AP) — Any presidential campaign by Gov.

Michael S. Dukakis may prompt members of the Boston
Lesbian and Gay Political Alliance to follow him on the

campaign trail to criticize his policies dealing with
homosexuals.

"We're prepared to send people to Des Moines," said

Will Hutchinson, chairman of the alliance. "Ten percent

of Iowa is homosexual, and they will be there protesting,

pointing out the deficiencies in his policies."

rie said the alliance was upset with Dukakis' opposi-

tion to gays serving as foster parents, the governor's lack

of forceful advocacy on a state gay rights bill and his sup-

port only within recent years for more AIDS research

money.

"Dukakis has not had a good relationship with the gay

community, and it's a direct result of his foster care

policy," Sarah Holmes, an activist with the Gay and Les-

bian Defense Committee, said Monday.

Iowa v^ill hold the Hrst caucuses of the 1988 presiden-

tial campaign next February. Dukakis says he'll decide

by this March on whether he'll seek the Democratic
nomination.

In 1985, the Dukakis administration ordered a 3

1/2 year-old boy removed from the foster home oftwo gay

men and announced a new state policy requiring

disclosure of potential foster parents' sexual preference.

The order also reonirps ofTiriwIs to nlnr*» foster children

in "traditional family settings" with relatives or married

couples with children whenever possible.

A special commission appointed by state Human Ser-

vices Secretary Philip Johnston to review the policy

recommended in a preliminary report in December pro-

hibiting sexual preference from being a disqualifying

factor.

. A fmal report is due out within two weeks, but Dukakis

has not publicly changed his position.

Dukakis last announced a $240,000 program to expand
home health services to individuals stricken with deadly

acquired immune deficiency syndrome. In the current

state budget he backed doubling of state funding of AIDS
research.

In his fiscal 1988 budget filed last month, Dukakis
recommended that the state spend $5.4 million on AIDS
programs, up from more than $1 million than the current

fiscal year ending June 30.

.^P photo

Governor Michael S. Dukakis as he appears
before a recent hearing on Capitol Hill.
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Boston mulls hiring gay
Increasing reports ofanti-gay violence

spur councilor to push for plan

lesbian police officers

BOSTON (AP) - City of-

ficials and advocates for

homosexuals, worried about

an apparent increase in

violence against homosex-
uals, said yesterday they

are considering a proposal

to actively recruit gay men
and lesbians fm* the police

force.

Although B(^ton Police

Commissioner Francis M.
Roache gave no commit-
ment to the plan, he was in-

terested and said it would be
given consideration, said

Will Hutchinson, chairman
of the Boston Gay and Les-

bian Political Alliance.

The proposal was one of

several made during the

meeting with Roache and
Mayor Raymond Flynn
Monday to discuss the latest

complaint of an assault on
homosexuals and what the

city might do to stem the

problem.

Roache agreed to use the

department's Community
Disorders Unit, which in-

vestigates racial com-
plaints, to document attacks

against homns(>xuals and to

expand police training pro-

grams on stopping violence

against homosexuals.

Three homosexuals
recently alleged they were
assaulted by three off-duty

firefighters, who have filed

cross-complaints.

City Councillor David
Scondras, a homosexual
who has long pushed for gay
rights, said the police need
to recruit homosexuals ac-

tively to combat
homophobia, including
some fears among their own
ranks.

"There is no better place

to have openly gay people

working" than "in the

police and fire departments,

which are structurally

designed to be more appeal-

ing to people whose self-

image is more likely to be

homophobic," Scondras
said.

There are homosexual of
fleers on the 1,900-member
police force, but the depart

ment does not know how
many because it does not

ask applicants about their

sexual preference, said

spokeswoman Nancy Sterl-

ing Gleason.

"The department, at this

point, doesn't feel the need

to actively recruit gay and
lesbian officers," she said.

"We do have some gay and
lesbian officers. We believe

they will continue to apply"

for the force, she said.

Police Superintendent
Joseph Carter said the

recommendation "will

receive close study by the

commissioner and the com-

mand staff." but the pro-

posal may face opposition

from a police union.

"Every time we turn
around there's another
minority group," said

Daniel Mahoney. president

of the 300-member Detec-

tive Benevolent Society. "It

could lead to a lot of reper-

cussions."

Boston Police Patrolman's

Association leader Robert

Guine has declined to com-

ment on a recruitment plan

until one is announced.
Although he has no exi' '

figures, the police commi:=

sioner has said he believes

the number of violent in-

cidents against homosex-

uals is increasing in the

city.

Scondras said his office

received 41 complaints last

year by homosexuals of

harassment or abuse, two-

thirds of which involved a

physical violence, compared

to about a half-dozen in

previous years.

Actively recruiting

homosexuals by putting

advertisements for police

positions in gay newspapers

would make homosexual
victims more likely to report

crimes, Scondras and Hut-

chinson said.

It would also ensure word

of the department's non-

discrimination policy

"filters down to the average

cop on the street," Hutchin-

son said.
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Feiffer *s Children a playground for adults
Feiffer'g Children

By Jules Feiffer

McMeel & Parker

By Thomas Harrington

Collegian Staff

Feiffer's Children is great reading for the

same reason that all of Jules Feiffer's work

is. Feiffer. one of the greatest political

satirists of our times, is unique among car

toonists in that he rarely caricatures peo-

ple as simply buffoons, but will give the

character in his strip ample space in words

to outline his or her views, dilemmas, and

prejudices. For the most part, this book

is an excuse to make an overview of the ar-

tist's career with the theme of childhood in

mind, but the theme is a strong one in Feif-

fer, who often deals with it in terms of in

nocence lost. His basic view is outlined in

a strip showing a happy baby with a

pacifier entitled "Paradise", followed by a

picture of a sad young woman entitled

"Lost". A frustrated old man explains^to

his son that "After six months it's conces-

sion, concession, concession".

But kids have problems of their own. One
strip that's particularly relevant shows a

boy being reminded that "Tlje little girl

down the hall is a year younger than you
and she reads the alphabet." Another piece

will be familiar to anvone who still

remembers childhood. An intelligent two

year old tries to put a triangular shape in

a round hole not because she thinks it will

fit, but for fun. Her parents put up such a
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fuss that she puts the shapes back in the
proper order. "If you don't play their
games, they don't think you're learning"
she concludes.

Feiffer's Children might be seen as
negative, because all of the characters ap-

pearing in it are confused, desperate or
depressed. They also, however, have faults

because they're human, and Feiffer's

Children is enjoyable book to read because
it reassures us that we're not the only ones
with these problems.

^^^.
for a

Quality

Laundry

let us do yOur
11 PRAY ST. wash-dry- fold

AMHERST. MA. and

SELF SERVICE
^^^nd pressing

7 DAYS -7AM-10 PM. 5^9'tS65

WIN A FREE TRIP FOR 2
TO JAY PEAK

5 Days & Nights - All Expenses Paid
Along With

FREE PAIR OF SKIS & FREE AND
FREE STRATTON LIFT TICKETS
Along With Many Other Free Ski Accessories

TONIGHT — WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 4

gnffn
€tancey«lub

Route 9

Amherst
256-8284

SPONSORED BY

MILLER LIGHT

SKI HAUS

WHMP FM

^unaki garden
*<eiytaurant
MANDARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

-The BEST Chiii«*« Food"

WE DELIVER!
We'll deliver an order of M5"* or more to your
house in Amherst for only *2'".

Luncheon
Special

$025
from mKUl
served 11 a.m.-3 p.m.

10 Bdchertown Rd. at Rt. 9
Amherst 256-0252

New Buffet &
Sunday Brunch

All you can eat

$It755
Buffet served 5-8 Mon.-Thurs.

Brunch Served Sundays
11:30-3 p.m.

I

RADIOLOGIC
TECHNOLOGIST

NEEDED TO WORK IN
BUSY AMHERST GROUP

PRACTICE OFFICE
4 Evenings Per Week From 4-7 PM

On Call Thursday & Friday Evenings 7-10 PM

CALL BARBARA KEEGAN
256-8561 Ext. 248

Be A Part Of Our^Future
'
Teller

I

I

I

I

Be A Part Of Our Future

While Creating Your Own
Volunteer At The

UMass Student Federal Credit Union

314 Student Union BIdg

OLD TELLER MEETING
THURSDAY 7PM in the Credit Union
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Stretch Your Skiing Dollar
And Your Skiing Fun!

<^Wdttm

9 Stratton Mountain Express

Package is the way to go!

fiow through Spring, 1987

Head for the slopes with Piter Pan! Peter Pan s daily Stratton Mountain

Express service <.s packed with value . including round Inp

transportation and a days lift ticket for a fuU<lay of skiing at Stratton

fountain in Vermont

Peter Pan offers mundtrip si'n'ice s^'on daip a week! Board a

comfoitable Peter Pan tms. pack your skis in Peter Pans huge luggage

comp^ment and arrive ^ Stratton at 9 a.nf\. for a full, fun filled day on

the dopes'Advanced resematiom orUu.

Round trip transporUtion and a day's lift ticket from $28,001

Less than you'd pay for a lift ticket alone!

For tickets, schet'ules and it^ormation. contact

The People Professionals

Amhent Termtnai 79 South Pl^sant StnxL Amherst MA.

25&043t • (/MASS Campus CetU^. Amherst MA.

Ticket Office 5452006 • finnhampUin Terminal,

I Roundhouse PIaul rimthampton. MA. 58& 1030

Foi^oupnte inft^rnaiion. i.um<K< t'elet Pan Cfuvtn IXpaitim-nt (4l3f 791 2900

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-5141

Proper Identification A Must

Beer of the Month - Heineken $1.25

Drink of the Week - Sledgehammer $2.00

BEER SPECIAL — AMERICAS CUP
SWAN LAGER -$1.50

"Australian Beer"

WEDNESDAY NIGHT IS

PURPLE PASSION NIGHT
Free T-Shirts & Hats

VALENTINE GIFT
WRAP

"Wrap a gift of love" with

specially created wraps and

trims that promote an exquisite

Valentine's Day flair.

m

C MCMI XXXVII Aminun Grcrlinjj'. (-<>rp

AMERICAN GREETINGS

f^nmVERSITYmSTORED
Located in the Campus Center

OPEN M—F 9-5

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT
SERVICE

WORKSHOP SCHEDULE
SPRING 1987

All Workshops Begin At 3:45 PM
Monday • Friday

FEBRUARY 1987
S M T w

I

TH F S

1 2
Oritntation

3
Ori*ntatton

4
OficnioHon

5
Hsuin*

6
Inf#fvi9w

7

8 9
Oficnlotton

10
Return*

11
Inwfvww

12 13
tMum*

14

15 16
nOmMPf

17 18
On«ntation

19
Sttumt

20
llnVrwlVW

21

22
1

23 24
Reswnc

25
lnl*fvt«w

26
OfWfiiQiion

27
Sttunw

28

MARCH
T W

1987
TH F

1

8

15

22
Irtok

29

9
Retwne

16
Orientation

23
Irtok

30
Resume

10
Interview

17
Holldoy

24
Ireok

31
Interview

4
Resume

11
Ofientolion

18
Resume

25
feok

12
Resume

19
Interview

26
Ireok

6
OrientaMon

13
Interview

20
Orientation

27
Ireok

14

21

28

APRIL 1987
T W TH F

1

1

2
Resume

3
Interview

4

5 6
Orientation

7
Resume

8
Interview

9
Orientation

ID
Resume

11

12 13
Interview

14
Orientation

15
Resume

16
Interview

17
Orientation

18

19 20
Holiday

21
Resume

22
Interview

23
Orientation

24
Resume

25

26 27 28 29 30
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John Cruz (above, left) and Jared
Quinn of the local band Cruza will be

playing at the most recently-opened

Northampton nightspot L'Oasiii

tomorrow night. The Collegian recent-

ly spoke with drummer Jeff Nissen-

baum about the band:
Collegian: Are you ail originally from

this area?

Jeff Niasenbaum; Actually, I'm the on-

ly one who grew up here Johnny's from

Hawaii — he came to UMass on exchange

after high school. Jared's from New
Jersey.

C:How long has Cruza been together?

JN:We started playing out last April.

C:How would you describe your music?

JNiI'd better be careful. A while ago

people were saying Johnny sounds like a

male Sade. We're told we sound like San-

tana sometimes, or the Police.

C:What are your individual influences?

JN:Stewart Copeland has had a big ef

feet on me, also Omar Hakim. Jared's

always listened to MoTown. and Stevie

Wonder. Johnny's Hawaiian, and mus>c
has always been an important part of his

life, playing acoustic guitar and singing,

at performances and get-togethers...And
we all respect the shit out of jazz.

C:You've played at UMass quite often,

you've done some recording — of live

shows, and at the Shoestring studio in

Belchertown. You're obviously planning
on going on to bigger and better things.

Are you willing to venture a guess as to

your whereabouts in. say. five years?

JN:Not really.

Bell Jar suit settled for $150,000
BOSTON (AP) - Poet Sylvia Plath was

envious of her friend, psychiatrist Jane V.

Anderson, and consciously or unconscious-

ly hurt her in her novel. The Bell Jar, Ms.
Anderson believes.

Ms. Anderson, 55, of Newton said she

thinks Ms. Plath envied her ability to over-

come inner obstacles and face the isolation

felt by high-achieving women in the 1950s.

"I think she perceived me as someone
who found the strength and could tolerate

the isolation," Ms. Anderson told The
Boston Globe in an interview published

yesterday.

Ms. Anderson sued the makers of a film

based on The Bell Jar for $6 million, claim

ing she was falsely portrayed as a suicidal

lesbian. She settled the suit last week for

$150,000, winning an admission from the

filmmakers that the movie unintentional-

ly defamed her.

In the book and the film, the character

Joan Gilling is based on Ms. Anderson, and

the character Esther Greenwood is ba8«d

on Ms. Plath, Ms. Anderson believes.

In the book, Joan Gilling is described as

committing suicide Ms. Anderson sees the

suicide as a metaphor for Ms. Plath's desire

to kill what Ms. Anderson represented.

"She wanted to get rid of me and what

I represented," Ms Anderson said, adding

that writing the book was a form of

self-therapy.

Ms. Plath killed herself i.i 1963

Ms. Anderson and Ms. P'.ath grew up
together in Wellesley. They were not close

friends but felt a bond as young women

"alone in our giftedness" at a time when
women's professional aspirations were

discouraged, Ms. Anderson said.

They both attended the same Unitarian

church and the same junior high school.

They both went to Smith College, dated the

same man at different times and were pa-

tients at McLean Hospital in Belmont.

Ms. Anderson said she read The Bell Jar

in 1971. the year it was first published in

the United States. She said she felt

betrayed when her stay at a psychiatric

hospital was revealed in the book.

But seeing the film in 1979 gave her one

of the darkest days of her life, she said, and

the image of the Joan Gilling character

hanging herself after making unsuccessful

homosexual advances to the Esther Green-

wood character haunted her for years.

The film prompted flashbacks about her

experience at the psychiatric hospital, and

she was constantly anxious about what

others thought of her, she said. She sought

help from a psychiatrist.

A psychiatrist herself who began her

private practice in 1968, Ms. Anderson is

an assistant clinical professor of psychiatry

at Harvard Medical School, holds an ap-

pointment at Beth Israel Hospital and has

privileges to practice psychiatrj' at McLean
Hospital.

She worried that colleagues, clients and

students might get a distorted view of her

from the Joan Gilling character, although

she told almost no one that she was the

basis for the character even when patients

happened to talk about The Bell Jar dur-

ing therapy.

NAUTILUS
AEROBICS • SELF DEFENSE

S200FF
* \nY NAUTILUS PROGRAM

KARATE r;i's^'S^"jmrmm
I

I

HEALTH FITNESS CENTER
4e0WestSt,, Amher^

2S$-0080

Onttw

I

I

I

I

I

I
I

"Amhersts's Only Full-Une

Of Nautilus Equipment

•xpirM 2/15^7 • 1 per peraon

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

NAIL & SKIN CARE SALON

The ultimate in nail fashion

and skin beauty

THURSDAY TREAT
New Hair Removal Treatment

No Wax - No Electrolisis

SET UP AN APPOINTMENT WITH JODY
BETWEEN 4:00 - 8:00 ON THURSDAYS
AND ENJOY A MANICURE & PEDICURE

AT A REDUCED PRICE
Fancy Fingers • 228 Triangle St • 549-4979

ALL DRAFTS 80«
OTHER GREAT PRICES INCLUDE:

Pttrple Passion $2.00
Bad $1.35
Lite $1.35
Bass $2.00
All Well Drinks $1.40

WATCH FOR WEEKLY SPECIALS
COME CHECK OUT OTHER LOW PRICES
WITH A HIGH PRICED ATMOSPHERE

THE SPOKE

S^SCqEDTLER

PURE DRAWING PERFECTION

Don't settle for anylhing less than perfection.

Staedtler didn t. they designed the Marsmatic 700

technical pen to be the perfect drawing tool,

Marsmatics unique point produces the smoothest

ink flow possible, elir^inotlng the cleoning and

coaxing other pens demand. Marsmatic 700

pens, points, and sets—available at:

Located in the Campus Center

OPEN M—F 9-5; Sat 10-3

^nmVERSITY
mSTORE^
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ARTS

Jewish Arts Festival kicks off
Feb. 4: Today the Jewish Arts festival

sponsors The Chosen, a film adaption of

Chaim Potok's novel. The film will be

shown at 7:30 in the Student Union
Ballroom, with no admission charge.

Feb. 4 17: "Narrative Information." an

exhibit of five computer video pieces of art

work by University professor Copper

Giloth. can be seen at the Herter Art

Gallery. Among the peices are "Hallo

ween", and "Clothes Hangers."

Feb. 4-5: Auditions for "The Suicide" will

be held from 6:30 lip. m., today and lomor

row in the TV Studio, Smith College, call

584-2700 ext 3214. 3201

Feb. 5: Patricia Emerson will give a talk

on 16th century allegorical prints, follow-

ed by a reception, at 1 p.m. at the Smith
College of Art. call 584 2760 ext. 2760

Feb. 7 "In Honor of Nicaragua; A Nation

Of Poets", a poetry reading in English and

Spanish, will take place 3 p.m. at the Nor

thampton Center for the Arts a donation

of $4-10 dollars at the door is asked.

Feb. 9-10: Auditions will be held for "The

Lion And The Jewel" by Wok* Soymka.
directed by Richard Trousdell and
choreographed Pearl Primus. The play is

a comedy with many roles for women and

men.

Those interested should put their names

on the sign up sheets posted up outside the

The Department of Theater, room 112 in

the Fine Arts Center, or call 545 3490

Copies of the Script will be available for a

two-hour check out.

\P photo

Fans from a vigil outside of Liberace's Los Angeles home as the rumor
of the pop star's imminent death spreads.

I.

Jules Feiffer is one of the most prolific and talented cartoonists

of our day. For a copy of his newest book, Feiffer s Children (see

review), answer the following question: Jules Feiffer wrote the

screenplay for what big budget adaptation of a popular comic strip

character? The first person to bring the correct answer to the Arts

desk tommorrow will win a new copy of Feiffer s Children.

RIDING
TILLSON

CLASSES AVAILABLE AT
EQUINE CENTER — UMASS

BEGINNER I

BEGINNER I

BEGINNER 11

BEGINNER II

INTERMEDIATE I

INTERMEDIATE 1

INTERMEDIATE I

INTERMEDIATE II

INTERMEDIATE II

ADVANCED

MONDAY. WEDNESDAY
TUESDAY. THURSDAY

MONDAY WEDNESDAY
TUESDAY, THURSDAY

MONDAY. WEDNESDAY
MONDAY. WEDNESDAY
TUESDAY. THURSDAY

MONDAY. WEDNESDAY
TUESDAY. THURSDAY

BY ARRANGEMENT

12 20-2 15

10:10-1205

9 05 11 15

12 20-2 15

11 15-1:10

1 25-3 20

1 25-3 20

10 10-12 05

9 05-12 05

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
HLLSON EQUINE CENTER 545-0260

CoOvcUm plialB by R»h Sli«4tnn

Members of the Evening Pro Blusica rhythm and blues band jam

for the camera. The band will be performing tonight in the Hatch.

Brosk custom-designs sculpture
By DANA M ANAGNOSTOU
Collegian StafT

Jeffrey Brosk, a New York

based artist. ha.s created a

new sculptural installation

specifically for the Univer

sity Gallery. The installa

lion, as well as five of

Brosk's newest large-scale

wall sculptures, will be on

disolav at the University

TONIGHT

Miller Lite Ski Night

GIVEAWAY
• SKI PASSES SOUTH mvEB nOAO CH*«l£MONT. MASSACHUSETTSOUM

Gallery until March 20
Constructed of lumber,

granite slabs, cobblestones

and inch-thick glass, the in-

stallation is a series of paths

or walkways that cut

through the Main Gallery

diagonally and are sur-

mounted by lean-tos and ar-

ches. The granite's natural

color combines with lightly

stained wood and cobalt-

blue glass to increase the ef-

fectiveness of the piece.

Brosk. who was trained as

an architect at the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania and

MIT. is interested in "fram

ing views, movement
through space, transitions

from one space to another,

and the use of simple

materials." The artist's

work is said to shape and

define architectural space,

displaying a concern with

openness versus enclosure

as well as the relationship

between the viewer and the

sculptural forms.

• CAPS • TURTLENECKS

• SKI SWEATERS

SKI BAGS

No
Cover

NEW YEARS
RESOLUTION:

I will not drink and drive as
much as last semester. Of
course you mean it, but it's

hc\rd to change alone.
Group support and informa-
tion ore available now
through the Student Oppor-
tunity Program (STOP). Con-
tact Amy Leos-Urbel at
University Health Services
549-2671 xl81.
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1-year-old Lynn pit bull attacks owner's mother
Ordinance to be reviewed
LYNN, Mass. (AP> - A city official said yesterday he

doesn't believe the most recent in a series of pit bull at

tacks in Lynn will prompt a review of an ordinance gover

ning the dogs which already is among the strictest in the

state.

City Councilor Richard Coppinger said the attack Sun-

day took place on the dog owner's property, and therefore

did not pose the type of threat to the public the ordinance

addressed.

"I think It demonstrates what we have been talking

about all along about the severity of attacks caused by

pit bulls." Coppinger said.

Last July, Lynn passed an ordinance requiring all pit

bulls in Lynn registered, banning new registrations and

mandating that owners restrict the dogs to their proper-

ty. The ordinance was prompted by the mauling of a

mailman by a pit bull.

There have been several reports of pit bull attack.^! .smce

the ordinance was approved. Coppinger said.

The 1 -year-old dog responsible for the attack Sunday is

scheduled to be destroyed, said Lynn Dog Officer Andrew

Parker. The dog attacked its owner's 61 year old mother,

.sending the woman to the hospital

it was one of the worst attacks I have ever seen."

Parker said of the injuries inflicted on Evelyn Hernando

of Lynn. She was reported in good condition yester.-'ay at

AtlantiCare Medical Center, where she was treateJ for

severe bites on her face and legs.

"Some people say they are nice dogs,' said Parker, who

has seen injuries from about 50 pit bull attacks in the two

years he has been dog officer. "But I say they are

schizophrenic d<^s — one minute they are OK, and the

next minute they will tear into you. They're unpredic

table."

The attack occurred at the home of Michael Marsten,

Mrs. Hernando's son, with whom she lives. Mrs. Hernan-

do said she was trying to rescue her poodle from the

75pound dog and from another pit bull, which did not par-

ticipate in the mauling

"I had never had a problem with those dogs," she said.

"We got along fabulous. I came in and saw they had cor-

nered my 10-year-old poodle. Coco, under the table. I tried

to step in to he'p Coco."

Mrs. Hernando said she was wearing a new hat, and

believes that the pit bull that attacked, named Conan,

may not have recognized her.

Despite the attack, she said she is not afraid to care for

the dogs.

Parker said Marsten brought Conan to his office after

the attack and signed papers that will allow the dog to

be destroyed.

US ships

sighted near
Lebanon
BEIRLT. Lebanon (AP) -

US warships were reported

within 50 miles of Lebanon
yesterday and official

sources in Cyprus said

civilian aircraft flying near
the ships were ordered by
radio to veer off.

The warships of the 6th

Fleet were in international

waters.

The sources in Cyprus,
which lies 100 miles nor-

thwest of Beirut, spoke on
condition of anonymity

The United States mar

shaled a strong battle group

in the eastern Mediterra-

nean over the past week in

response to rising tensions ,

in the Middle East and
j

following a spate of kidnap

psngs of fnreigners in I

Lebanon !

• senate i

m page I
\

plea.sed I

that the motion is being in

iroduced. I think it will be

a very effective way to in-

form SGA senators of what
the issue is about before the

issue gets buried."

Hayes, along with other

senators, is optimistic about

the proposal passing.

"No doubt there "il be a lot

ofopposition from the usual

[right-wing] senators. We're

confident that we're going

to answer any of their objec-

tions." Hayes said.

Meanwhile, the ad-

ministration continues to

allow the University of

Massachusetts ROTC to

advertise and recruit in the

concourse until a Faculty

Senate ad hoc committee
makes a recommendation
after reviewing the ban
proposal.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duf-

fey refused to comment un-

til he makes a statement to

the committee chairperson,

who has yet to be appointed.

Other members of the

committee and the Faculty

Senate also refused to

comment.
SGA President Bill Ben-

nett said he will vote

against the proposal. Ben
(lett *aid he d(H^s not con-

sider it an i.ssue of

u.scnmination, and added

iiat the military is

•cessary for defense.

***************

rLAT

X 17RotSlre«t /^X
W Bcattleboro, Vt ^^^ J
* Op«n 8PM -2 AM w

{WEDNESDAY \
i MIDWEEK :

4-

4-

4-

.WIN.
A PAIROF

VALENTINE TREATS!
The Amherst Downtown Council and the Fine Arts

Center are again sponsoring

...A Valentine's Day Giveaway Eh-awing!

FIFTY CENT DfUFTt

Fifteen lucky winners
will receive Two Choice
Tickets to an evening's

entertainment at the

Fine Arts Center
for one of the following

Spring performances:

ZjTwyla Tharp Dance
LlMel Torme/'George Shearing
DThe Chieftains
QAtlanta Symphony
UAhin Ailey Dance Theater
n"Lu Cage Aux Folles"
. Pearl ^iley/Louie Bellson
rHkrl»ii>nirit<ulr<J by the Ini^rrut) "t .M«>Mihu»rll»

fine AH»l>iHef iind Amh«-rsl l>»i*mov»n«.(HiBcil

ENTER YOUR NAME IN THE
DRA WING FEBRUARY2ND THR

V

FEBRUARY 14TH ATANYDOWNTOWN COUNCIL
MEMBER BUSINESS DISPLA YING THIS SIGN. DRA WINGS TO
BE HELD FEBRUARY16TH. DECISION OFJUDGES IS FINAL.
WINNERS WILL BE NOTIFIED NO PURCHASE NECESSAR Y.

{Ownrrsand inanagFfv.ii I >< .il>u '

ON CAMPUS AND APARTMENT

SANDWICHES
or ffk/4l# Mo4t

wiiit l^nrt rnmmto mod Onw*

ologaa I.SS r33
Coeiicd SaUai I.SS 2.33

GcaMa Saluii 2.50 2.»3

Ke*k«r Salaai 2^0 3.03

Pcppcroai 2JS 2J3
laaporud Swtu 2.20 2.70

laporM^ Htm 2.50 3.00

Uircnrwnt \Mi 2J3
MotherGooM Lhrtrwam 2.23 2.75

CapicoU 2.50 3.00

Proaciano 2.70 3.05

Tarkty BrcaM 2.00 3.25

Hot Partraal 2.00 3.25

Ceracd Beef 2.M IM
Roott Bc«r 2.00 3J5

Tbm 2.30 3.00

Ckickca Salad 2.30 3.00

Eu Salad 2.10 2.30

Crab Salad 3.25 3.90

Chopped Liver 2.23 3.00

SIDE ORDERS

AMMERST DELICATESSEIN m
In Ihc Cantagc Shopt. AmhcrM, since 19751 =

Om-CMmpma St Apmrtmeni ^
P^ffyiy Avitobfa » 549-6314 s
•Owrctuffed Sandwiches =

•Foot-Lonq Subs S
•Fic&h Soupa & S.)Ui<H

•lt<i'i<-ls K I Jin

•N.Y. Cheesecake

TME
AMHERST
DELICAT ESSEN

233 No PWaunI Si . Amhuii • M>&3I4
Opmmcn Sm t»M^ lOpm bum »«

FOOT LONG SUBS
It'll* 'four choKt of

ektett- Iftme*. lommto onmit picklts.

prfp*n and olitm

Rout Beef J.79

Torkcy Brcatt 3.79

Oiib Sub (Koasi BttfA Turkey) 3.79

Itallaa/Ham. Botofna. Cmoa and Pwppmtii) 3.69

Genoa Salami 3.69

Caplcola 3.69

Imported Ham 3.59

Tune Salad 3.49

Crab Sub 3.90

Cheese Sob 3.39

'1!IIHIII1II!!||IIP-.

DESSERTS
New York Cheese Cake 1 .00

Carrot Cake 1 .00

Eclairs 1 .00

Crewn Cheese Browaies .S3

Almond Brosrnic M
Oatmeal Fudge Bars .95

SALADS
Tossed Selad MS
Spinach Salad 2.60

Chef Salad 3.23

Luncheon Salad

Kosher Dill Pickle

Hair Sour Pickle

Macaroni Salad

Potato Salad

Cole Slaw

Potato Knish

Beef Kaisb

.43

.43

.30

.30

.30

.S3

.65

BAGELS
Plain Onion

Sesame Garlic Poppy
Pamperaickle Raisin

Batter .65

Cream Cheese .95

Cream Cheese and Lox 2.85

Melted Chccee l.JS

i
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* swim streak continues
luuluim'il fri)ni pa^t' 20

Englands later this month.
The swimmers attribute a great deal of the team's sue

cess to Yarworth's hard work ethic. Spending an average
of 10 hours a day on his job in-season, he has been joking-

ly given the title of a "torturist." But Yarworth also has

a healthy respect for his team's effort as well.

"They work an hard as any athlete on campus," Yar-

worth said. "They would spend five hours a day here over

intersession. It's good to have a large commitment and
such devotion to the team."
Yarworth has had his share of help in putting together

this dynasty. Women's coach Bob Newcomb serves as the

team's diving coach, while Donovan and McDonough have
returned to their old stomping grounds to serve as

assistants.

So with the strong freshmen, the hard work and dedica-

tion, one can expect the UMass swimming saga to con-

tinue for a long time.

One small step forward for UMass, one giant leap
backward for accuracN-: L'Ma.ss is getting some recogni

tion in the outside world for its accomplishments
Sometime last week, the Bi>ston Herald's College Sports

column led off with a story about the UMsiss swim teams,

and focused on the men's winning streak.

* men 's hoop notebook
continued from pan*' 20

Crowds at the Cage . . The capacity crowd was the

largest and certainly the loudest of the season at the Cage.

Ironically, fans have been shying away from the Cage in

rece :' months so last night's sardine se.ssion surprised a

lot offans who showed up at game time only to be turned

away. Several fans said they felt being turned away was
unfair and missed out on a damn good game. That's un-

fortunate, but you'll just have to show up earlier next

time

The new wave of throwing tissues onto the court as

UMass scores its first basket will probably cost the

Minutemen a technical foul somewhere down the line

Fans celebrated prematurely vs. Temple when Joe Fen-
nell mi^ed a pair of inside shots, the second of which spun
out of the cylinder. The celebration stopped play twice.

To be kicked in the teeth department . .After be

ing warned not to throw p:tper towels or (»ther objects on
to the court, a fan sitting in the non-student section lobb-

ed a full role of paper onto mid-court after a Chase slam
The referees should have tagged UMass with a T
Leading the way for UMass. . . After Monday night,

Sutton continues to lead the team in scoring ( 16.5 ppg.).

Brown 1 12.0>, Smith < lO.Ot and Fennell (9 7» are all averag

ing around double figures.

• Nolan
lontinut'd fr.^iu ihi^, J(l

heads. Have you been to the hoop games? Not one on the

non-student side knows how to give an ovation.

And what about the cheerleaders? Have they been af-

fected too? Is there a law that says they can't cheer and
hold up their signs for the entire forty minutes? Hell, at

Duke, fans cried for joy a couple weeks ago when the team
took a 2-0 lead over North Carolina in the opening minute
That's excitement. There isn't much here. Students used
to schedule their weekends around football, basketball and
lacrosse games. Not anymore.
Lax? Yes, the tradition is still alive but don't be .sur-

prised if life on the Hill doesn't change soon. Even gradua-

tion is being cracked down on.

What all this comes down to is that evt*i .-^ince freshman
year, the sporting event has been strangled on this cam
pus. My brother, a 1985 grad, may visit this spring If he

does, I'll have a hard time explaining to him what's hap
pened to all the fun

LAUDERDALE
BEACH HOTEL
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A UMass Arts Council

CALL FOR GRANT PROPOSALS
I!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!'!'!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Deadline for submission i»( grant prcipo^.iis i<>'

single pro|e< Is or events
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson

"Ooo* Now here's a nice one we built last fall."

Doonesbttry
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OF me oMLRoeun^peAm
mrcM' mPKPucsff jak^
ANDI AK: Snu. TALKJNO
ABOUT 600^ BXTKAOftPtNARS
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JAKe, I THINKtmAZa3NC£XHSm M06TIS 7H£ ClAlM THAT
GOP IS HOU>fNOA LiFe HOSIAU
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Bloom County
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Something
By Sarah Smith

Gordy
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Anyone interested in writing for the Collegian

please come to Friday? 'J^tro. session at 4 p.m

in the newsroom for free information and food

Prof. Frank Faulkner will give a workshop at

8 p.m tomorrow in CC 162-175. This counts

towards staff status.

Daily Crossword Puzzle

-The /n9^'n^ c^ll of -^>ie

By Garry Trndeau

AiON£0»S£/(\^ePHAS
RUT n'NOCALhieCAU
JUSTIFY TBRRORtSM tj

i4)H0

SAP
ISTheCMmOFCOtMK 7^7-7
TOUtVUiMlSHtmOUS
ANPlNTOLBMBCer /

RONALP
RSASAN

\

STRONG STUFF
BUTtUOULPNl
GOOKNOWHe
DOtSNlMeAS

By Berke Breathed
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By Bill Bearing

By Gorde

COiKH'FOTATO, rou

CfOt^iM. pof re^, >foo

DO UHAT I po-
^QOtJT RATHE."

1 EnMrtaioar

Quttmt
SSupannaor
• tMood torrvlc

13 Public

dtsturMno*
14 Hagh rantung

Turk

l&Bundto
16 C»Kb>i ciU*n
15 ArcMaclural

ptar

19 VVood-tf«ap<ng

tod
20CtwngKS
22 HMvy iMaght

23 AmMiou*
25 Sudtufn

2S Oyk»ua of m*
Man

29Th«»
3OC«nn0g» b*ns
37 One* mora
atmdMn. tor on*
WIMmmmt*
40(tebtf VM
42 Sicrty *ntiai

43Sl«p»COurM
44 MakCtOtM

Dunwig
45 ManrMspwis
&2 Wr—Mwg

•urtM*
SSCoionng

Editc4 by Tnid«

SDoa
drwasmaMr t

K*
6B«aMlry iMMgs

7 Man
• Mora
raator^bM

• Moutna
10 Land maaaaa
11 Mhnoia cny or>

Vm MissiMippi

12 Jargon
14 Fumcr t

ooncom
17 Zola rtovai

21 nckia o« a ton
23 Wrap around

24 Futura

discovvrart

26 Cmrfaaa rtuTM

26 FUm (kractor

ClMr

27 School Ota
•yp*

30 JM*
31 AIM. «i

Augaburg

MUhtl j«fr«

32 Formarty caMad

33 —a« Salaam
Taruaoia

34 Parmar ol orMy

35 Trochee city

36 BaUat cxrd

41 Cont stortat

44 Tai Mar^i sua
45 insaci staia

46 Consumar
advocaia

47 Thrust*

48 Jury

49 Baauty shop
option

50 — vary M«a
51 Nearest
&4 Ptams Iryjian

lara vai

55 Oatarioratad

56 JaiMack
StNai^bor o)

Tan

60 SaNack o* TV

AMSWEW TO PflfVIOUS PUZZLE
T A R»w;f;spMR » S^

N K S|[a L

[CTQlMtATliS ARAM)

— T oBo.p A lHsf I sHHh M

m
54 Tango

oortibinaiion

57 H* haipafl rata*

Cam'
59 AddAionota

tod
61 Richard of trims

62 Trouble

63 Grand Ota -
64 StraigM-Aomad

r- r'

RBi E

M A R|

f't H U S {

TlMd a V

i.oMro>'i
i nMo e a r

65ujga

DOWN
1 Scono spacwity

2 Crust

3 City (Mast o(

Wi^taw
4 SlOUi

Menu
Lunch

D C BURGER DAY
Double Burger on Sesame Roll

Boston Burger on Sesame Roll

Tartar Sauce

Basics Lunch
DC BURGER DAY

Tofu Burger on Sesame Roll

Boston Burger on Sestmie Roil

k. Tartar Sauce

Dinner

Baked Chickcn/Gravv

Pork Chow Meir
Chow Mein Noodles

Spinach Salad Plate

Basics Dinner

Cheese Nut Loaf

Mushroom Sauce
Baked Chicken/Gravy
Spinach Salad Plate

Weather
Today: Mostly sunny, highs in the 30s
Tonight; Clear. lows in the teens

Tommorrow: Sunny, high 25-30

V.

Today's Staff
Hlfht Editor * William Spain

Copy Editor Adam Lavtne

Photo Tech Dave Shimkus

L«TO«* Tech M'ke Scolary

Prodactiott S«pervtM>r Marc Infield

Prodttction.Kelly Sieger. Connie LeQerc. Mike Cooper,

Keith Cooper. Kim Hopkins. Donna DeLeo. Sue Hess. Joe

and Nanny.

Executive Board — Spring of 1987

KELLY SIEGES
Editor la Cfclaf

HAHCY KLINGENER
Maaallag Editor

STEVE RUBIN
Boslaaaa Maaagar

PHIL SERAFIHO
EdltorUl Editor

ANSEL ZINTER
rredactloB Maaagcr

Business Board — Spring of 1987

STEVE RUBIN PATRICE LAWSKY
Baalaaaa llaaagtr Markatlag llaaagar

PAUL H. LESSER CRAIG NAUGLE
Advtrtlalag Salca Maaagar ClrcaUUoa llaaagar

VANESSA ROTH KAREN HOLLAND
Flaaaca llaaagar Sabacriptloo Manager
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Men's gymnasts seek to snap drought vs. SCSU
By JIM HICKEY
Collegian Correspondent

The last time the University of Massachusetts men's
gymnastics team defeated the Chvls of Southern Connec-
ticut State University, Lyndon Johnson was President,

gasoline cost you about thirty cents a gallon and Eric Cic-

cone and Joe DeMarco were about two years old. The year
was 1966, a year that marked the beginning of a twenty-

year losing streak at the hands of the CK^is.

Today, Ronald Reagan is President, gasoline costs about

a buck a gallon and Eric Ciccone and Jrie DeMarco are

co-captains of what could be one of the finest

Massachusetts gymnastics squads on record.

Talk about incentive.

To say the least, coach Roy Johnson is optomistic about
tonight's 7 p.m meet versus SCSU in New Haven, CT.
"I'm real excited about this meet. It's been twenty years

since we've beaten them — twenty years," Johson said.

Johnson said he feels he has one of the most competitive

squads he has ever coached in his nine yesurs and he credits

self-motivation as the key.

"We've just had some of the best workouts and are so

well conditioned," he said. "They know their routines and
what they have to do. I just have a lot of confidence in

them."

Leading the way for Massachusetts will be sophomore

John Eggers and senior Phil Gorgone in the floor exer

cise. an event Johnson says is critical.

"It's important that we hit our routines well to come
out on top in the floor exercise," the coach said.

In the pommel horse, Johnson has senior Steven Baia,

whom he calls one of the best in the league at this event.

The still rigs will be highlighted by the exciting and

technically correct routine of junior Jay Ronayne, an

Eastern finalist last year.

Rounding out top participants and events, respective

ly, are Gorgone in vaulting, Eggers and co captain Joe

DiMarco (coming off knee surgery) on the horizontal bar

and junior Roberto Weil who is an outstanding all-around

performer with an exciting series of difficult dismounts

and flyaways to his credit.

Johnson said he is confident that this team can shake

the ciirse of a twenty year dry spell as well as the intimida-

tion of going up against a team coached by Abe Grossfeld,

the 1984 Olympic men's gymnastics head coach.

"We stack up real well against them and if we can stay

with them in the floor exercise, move ahead on the horse,

rings and parallel bar, we'll fare pretty well," Johnson

said.

RLL UNIVERSITY MEN
-V^ -¥--¥-

^
THURSDAY
FEBRUARY 5

*^^

AX
' OPEN RUSH

Learn about Fraternity Life

Refreshments served

Call 549-5515 for more info
WVMMMf
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UMASS SKI CLUB PRESENTS |

* VERMONT *
* *

|F©b 7 - $24 For Members *

I APRES SKI AT |

I JOHN MORGAN HAPPY HOUR t

* Sign Up Wed & Thurs Outside of Hatch t
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AfJiVi •

Al I! I,
I ( I. ){^ ;.A . •

IrNIERIAiNMkNt -Hji^ .^Nl

fCH? SAIL "f gun:)
^«lpwajnted«lost

CLASSIFIED ttf-fSONALS»RlDE WANIED
r^OERS NEEDED -SERVICES

f?OOMAIE WANIED -TRAVEL
WANTED* SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MOW-TMURS 830-3:30 (FRI - 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION e CASH IN ADVANCE. 1S«/W0RD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

Acnvtms

MUSIC. ACTINQ. OANCt •nttruction

PrwaM and group all agas. all la««l of ab*.
fy University arts council dttcounis
avadabia ic UMass Mudann Paflornimg
An« OwwonAJMaas Old Ch«wl (S4»0519i

WCLCOIK MCKI MTEMCtTEO m 0\m-
uan FaWowUMp? Tha Alianca C^nstlan
FaWowaNp wateomMyou' Mora into Bar-

naor Jannilar 2S3-72M

EFFICIENCEV. BUSLINE. WALK to

UMass $27% inciu«>v« Avaiiabi* >m'

m«<)>at*ly 253-5473

rmVATE SOUTH AMHERST home
(•mala non-smokar Grad pret utit>ty >rt

dudaMiua kna. S29(ymor<in CaHMe^OOae

FLORIOA-THIS WCCKENO Sylvan •
Ftorida-Oa*h Oanca win a tnp tor Mro laava
that night Friday SUB 8 30 S4 00

WSYL ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
Thursday 7PM CC174 Alt are welcome

ATTENTION OLD TELLERS mealing
Thuraday Feb Sih 7 OOPM at the UMaaa
Sludanl Credit Union

DELTA UPSILON FRATERNITV open nMs
Feb 4.5.9.10.11.17.18 9 00 Jo<n me Ducks

BE A i^ART ol our future .while creating

your own Vohmlaar al ttw UMass Student
Credit Union

AUDIO FO* SAU

ONt ROOM AVAaAILE at RoNmg Green
to* laeOOrmo" Including utilities' Non
smoker preferred call 253 7??*

FOBSAiJ

SPINET-CONSOLE PIANO barga n

Wanted responstbie party to take ovm h>w
monifily paytnents on spmaf-console pari
Can be seen kxaHy Cah Mr
1-80O.327-3345ei(l 101

KNINO

FOUND JAN )0. savaral keys on grean
key nng owWda Uneoin Apis Ca* Ainy.

DID VOU LOSE some Holfingers Gorleii

gloves in trie Goddell classroom on Mon
day'' Caa if you want itiem back 54»4t39
ask tor Sue

LOST

BLUE INFANTRY PIN with goM crown
Skinnei Hall sentimental value plaaaa call

Judy 253-7544 Reward

SUMMER JOatI MWtnOIOUS New
Hampshire cched camp naadi raaporwbte.
higMy motivaied mdrvidwMs Good salary.

room, board, laundry. aiHi tianaportaaon or

oomparwaaori from tfia N Y araa pvovtoad

Group taadarstadars (coflaoa
i

soWbaafeaaaSaa
(^ad ) waiarfrani.

PHOTON FUTON
FREE DELIVERY

King 143 Queen 118

Double 103 Twin 81
568.«917

SUPER SINGLE SIZE waterbad ona year
oM 2560615 $90

AT MIKE S WESTVIEW Thursday 11'29

tan down ski jacket w/corduroy top Ig

reward no quesliorts asked il s cold out

ttiara. so gnre it back, plaass!' Call Mark
549-7862

HELP WANTiO

SPRING BREAK JAMAICA Project

Manager needed Free vacation plus $$S
1 800^237 2061

7S COflVETTE EXCELLENT condition Low
milage 2838046

1979 OATSUN 2005X $900 or B/O left

door dented, ottwnwrise m good cond Call

Bin 253-5947

1M1 DOOQC MMAOA automatk: power

stearing/brakaa 6 cylinder 2 door excellent

condition $2650 549-3731

1976"SUBARU STATION waoon Four

wheel drive $400 Call 665-7928

1978 BLUE CHEVETTE-muM sen bought
a bus instead' $300 or bast 253-5591

REFRWERATOn-APPROX. 4* TALL $100
w BO call 253-9811

DEC VT-102 computer terminal excellenl

condition II you are on th VAX nolhir>g

works better $500/BO Joe 549-4132

TWO COUCHES FOR sale $30 and $40
CaN 549-4758

.'ticket FOR SALE
Fly to Denver or Portland Oregon for $80
Must sell soon call 549 3528

LWHT KITCHEN HELP; 4«hr8ft»k for 7

days meals free, on campus call 549-0454

549-0647

HIRING PART TIME people lor rose

cutting. Feb 1 to Feb 14 Flemble hours

$4 50 per hojf Apply at Montgomery Rose

Co 350 Russell St Hadley. 7AM lo

3:36pm. Mon Fn

pTkRT-TIME STUOeMT to pul up flyers

weekly 586-9336

ROSSIGNOL SKIS 190S mMl
call Steve 549 7527

r$i3o

IS IT TRUE you can buy Jeeps for $44
through the 8 Governmenf Get tfte

facts today* Call 1-312-742-1142 ext

5931 A

78 BUICk SKYLARK hatchback Clarion

FM stereo great Iranspo Jack 1 -7390699

NEED TRANSPORTATION HOME? 1975

Olds Cutlass 4 door power sleenng-brakes

good running condition $499 256-1458

CAlCUUTOtt

DORM REFRIGERATOR LIKE new only

$50 549-5605

TOP QUALITY ESPRIT II terminal and
modem Like new $500/b o .

549-5470

eves/w- .ids

ELECTRK: TYPEWRITER FOR sale. 6 mof
old great condilion$85 or B cal

665 8655 and ask for John

WHY RENT? OWN a dorm aa» refngerator

lor $50 00 0< BO 546-6343

HEY ENGINEERING MAJORSI Hewlett

Packard 1 IC a must (or classes' $40 or BO
call 549-5791

HP-4iCV FOR SALE, brancTnew with all

docs, perfect condition, never used call

Mark 253-291 1. best offer takes it

FOR RENT

OTiFpEMALEROOMiHATE wanted $120
month right on bus route heal included
256 1518

APARTMENT CHEAP 3 students looking

lor a 4th Includes heat, hot water, electrici-

ty Only 125 00 " a month Call 253-3155

NEED A ROOM??? Delta Chi fraternity on
Sunset Ave (behind Southwest) has a
limited no ol spaces lor non-smokmg
males We offer great rooms 24 hr meal
plan, all appliances, scholastic atmosphere
and a greal social lile Call Joe at 549-6179
or Tom 549-5515

BURTON ELITE ISO snow board \W&I%-'
model Used only once $240 neg ^^.t«

546-4191

LARGE DORM SIZE refrigerator $85 call

665-3867 Will deliver

FOR SALE 13" color TV 100 00 call

6-6101

TELEVISION; GENERAL ELECTRIC 13
inch saw Good condition $45 Call Mark
665-8651

XC SKIS: K2 262XLT7215cm HaiTstep
base With boots, poles, bindings, used
once, excellent condition $100 Call Mark
665-8651

CAR STEREO: SONY XR-2S AM/FM
cassette with XS-43 speakers Great con-

dilion call Sue 665-8651

PEER DRUG ALCOHOL educator training

sign up now' Call Health Education
5492671 ext 181

ROOM AND BOARD in exchange foi 15

hours per week children and housework
need own car call 548-9057 Leverett

ASSEMBLY WORK AT home plus many
others Earn good wages in spare lime In-

fo 504-6410691 Ext 2068, 7 days

FULL AND PART time positions available

Very flexible hours and excellent working

coiditions Conveniently located m the

.'.•filter ol Amherst You can earn up to $20
'•i ^our. with salary and commissions Con
tact Target Enterprises for an interview Ask

lor Keith

AIRLINES CRUISELINES HIRING! Sum
mer Career' Good pay Travel Call lor

guide, cassette, newsservice' (916)
9444444 ext 161

WANTED: BRIGHT. ARTICULATE, en
thusiastic students lo be campus tour

guides Apply at 101 Berkshire House by
2/13

SEEKING ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 261

tutor apx 10 hrs per week II interested,

546-1413

oenaral coufKaiors For more into write

Pierce Camp Birchmont Personnel Oepi
Mineola Ave Roslyn N V . 1 1576

WANTED NOW1 SPRINO break repretwn

taUvaa tor CnasgiMl Tour $ Travel Earn
free tripa ar«d casb. too'

WATERFRONT. TENNIS, LAND sports

councekxs lor summer music and sports

camp in Maine Can James Sattman
617<41 3612

RESPONSIBLE STUDENTS NEEDED lo

deliver newspapers lo dorms on campus
No car nacasaary Approx 1 hr^day 7

daysAweek High waaMy par Bonus paid

lor excellent dalivary. Call 2S3-7008

MOTO»CVCLf$

1981 HONDA CB650 only 6KM1 Great
cond call Dave 253 7474 asking $900

PtMONAUt

RESUME TYPESETTING SERVICE
Have your resume professionally typeset

Ttie best quality type, nol a word processor

Sixteen diflerem type styles to cfiooee trom
Takes only 3 daM^- costs $25 and any
changes I'll do tor FREE Come down to tfie

Collegtan Grapfucs Office (113 Campus
Center) and speak to Peter Sodert>erg

MOVING TRUCK FOR hire reasonable
rates call Mike 665-8219

MEET NEW PEOPLE! Get great ex

perience' Come write lor New England's
largest coltege daily Tfie Collegian is in 1 1

3

Campus Center, right behind the T V
Come down and check us out!

TIRED OF COOKING your own meals? Try

Bernice s ir>credit>le cookir^ in exchange
tor hgM kilchen work Fmd out about «' Cat
April at Clu Omega 5454162"

GOOD RAQUETBALL PLAYER wanted tor

friendly cortipetition David 269 1660

TUTOR WANTED
546 5414 Betsy

CHEM 112 call

PMI CASH

NEED MONEY FOR spnng break? I need
*jr baseball cards' Please help Ca« Mike
9-0333

NiiD A ROOHMMAraf

your

S4».|

LOSE WEMHT NOWl 10-29 ft«morMh
with Herbal Weight Control No drugs No
exercise 100 percent guaranteed CaH
Mark 546^5938 Dan 546^4151

SUMMER IN EUROPE 8239 lowest
scheduled lares to all ol Europe from
Boston Call 1 800 325 2222

tOOMATI WANTiO

FEMALE ROOMIE NEEDED to

bedroom m Brittany Manor apt No moody
grumpies or poopy personalities need to

call 256-8883

1 BDR. IN Cliffside $230/mo(Nh>ree rent

tor Feb Joe 665 4722

A RESPONSIBLE STUDENT is needed to

share a one t>edrom apartment tel

549 0451

NON-SMOKING HOUSEMATE wanted for

large sunny room 266 plus utihlies call

256-6621

ONE OR TWO people needed (M/F) to

share room or have single in nice Brittany

MarKK apt Cheep rent ar>d live with 2
easygoing frierxlly roommates Please call

Peter or Erik 253 7136

TWO FEMALE SENK)RS paid bill late and
are now riomeless' We are tookmg lor a
room/apartment to rent Please call

546-6332

BUY YOUR OWN iU$INin

HAVE YOU ALWAYS dreamed about own^
ing your ovim t>usir«ess? We are a sucesslul

off<ampus T shirt business that ftas tieen

very prohtabia We are graduating but we
warv our buamaaa to conlii«ia H you've got

what It takes lo be succaaaful call us at

54^7203 or 549^489

SPRINO tRIAK %r

BAHAMAS $399 & Cancun Acapuk:o $449
& up Carribean Cruise $669 All rrvxiey due
by 2/5 Call Bryan 546 9021 or Bruce
253-7312

DO YOU LIKE WRONO NUMUR$?

FEBRUARY 5. RUTHLESS People shown
lor $1 at 2PM malinee. $1 50 at 5PM. $2
at 7,9. and 11 at the Campus Center
Auditorium

SIRVICE$

TYPING, TAPE TRANSCRIPTION. Fast,
accurate 665-7652

SKI, SKI . SKI
5 College trips' Day trips,

night trips, to Berkshire East
Rales start al $9 lor lilts

and transportation lor night ski

Rentals and lessions also avail

Bus leaves UMass A colleges
Registration deadline Mon Feb 2

For more info call

549-4600 x328

DO YOU NEED inmprovements in your
house or apartmenf Call Dan & Don's han-
dyman service Paint, wall paper, drywall,

general carpentry For free estimate call

253-3146

ALTER RESUME SERVICE typesetting,
laserprinting. typing, and reasonable rates
5490097

PfOPll*$ MARKIT

A COLLECTIVELY RUN Mudent organisa-

tion IS now accepting applicalions lor

employment lor ttie spring 1967 semester
and beyond Stop by the Market anytime
tietween 9 and 5 lor more information and
applications

ROOMMATI FOR TOWNEHOU$E APT.

LOOKING FOR FEMALE for a fuHy furnish-

ed Townehouse apt It interested, caN
549 1428

TRAVEL

TYPEWRITER: OLYMPIA ELECTRIC.
Good condition With case $75 call Mark
665-8651

ELDERLY COUPLE IN Amherst looking for

live-in help lo spend 3 or 4 mghls a week
Male or female Lots of free lime, must have
car 253-5443 or 546-4992

DAVE THANKS FOR the pizza' 61
Townehouse no repeats please we are all

on diets'

HOME COOKED MEALS n exchange for

kitchen help if interested call 545-0527

B-FLAT BRASS PLAYER looking for Ska.
Reggae or Blues band Please call
546-1181

LOOKING FOR THE gorilla delivering
balloons to 4th floor Cance last Thursday
night Remember me'' Id like to meet you
without he suit on If interested, please
reply

HAPPY 19TH BIRTHDAY Andrea! Make it

a fantastic day! Love ya Maria

HAPPY BELATED BIRTHDAY Elizabeth
you're the cheesiest' L Bamxz

LOWEST PRK:E TRIP to Daytona $204 call

Mike or Che? 6-8035 anytime

ONE TICKET TO London for spring break
Only $200 round trip. David 259-1660

WANTED

50 A 49 PARKING STICKER wJlTpaycash
call 546-8977/546 9267

WILL PAY $$ lor old org Chem nonmajor
quizes exams Help' 549-1889 will xerox-
relurn.

$PRINO BREAK PUERTO RICO

7 NIGHTS-8 DAYS. Round trip air faro,

hotel Tanama, sunset lerry nde No drink-

ing age Only 21 spaces available Full pay-
ment due February 1 7 Only $395 00 Call

now 546-9585

niNK SAND

KNEE DEEP IS looking lor a funk guitarist

and IS also auditioning both male and
female vocalists Call Scott al 546-7480 or

George at 549-2812 to set up an audition

BALL UM
WHO PUT GUM in the line? Ex? Norm?
Boob'' Brain?

LO$E WEIOHT OUICK

FEBRUARY 5, RUTHLESS People shown
lor SI at 2PM. Matinee 1 50 Al 5PM $2,

at 7,9,11. Campus Center Auditorium
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UMass men
at top of the
swim charts
By JIM CLARK
Collegian StafT

Quick, name the team that has establish-

ed the longest current winning streak on

campus.
The person with the first correct answer

wins an all-expense paid trip to Boyden

Pool We'll even provide a map. in case

you're one of the select many who've pro-

bably never been there before.

If you answered the men's swimming
team, then there's no need to read on.

because you obviously have followed this

team in the past. But for thc^e of you who
believe that any sport must include some

sort of ball, pay close attention.

The fact is that the University of

llaaMchuartts men's swimming team has

established itself as one of the premiere

teams in New England, and has reeled off

28 consecutive dual meets wins. You would

have to reach all the way back to December

1^4, when the Minutemen were beaten by

Springfield College. 66-47, before you could

find a case where coach Russ Yarworth's

squad came out on the short end.

Yar^north, now in his eighth year with

the team, suffered through some tough

times early in his tenure, including a 13th

place finish in the New England Cham
pionships in 1980. But the remarkable

rtring has upped his career coaching record

to a respectable 52 30. including 10-0 this

year His teams have finished third and se-

cond in the New Englands the last two

years which leaves the championship as

this year's plateau.

The amazing thing is that swimming is

not a scholarship sport here, which makes

it very tough for recruiting. But, for some

reason, Yarworth still hasn't had much
trouble stirring up interest with the high

school senicMTS.

"It got to the point last year that I

couldn't iwut to get to my airice" Yarworth

said, "because seniors were calling me con-

stantly to U'll me that they were coming

to UMass."
Yarworth had visioned the 1986-87

season as a rebuilding year, after being hit

hard last May with the graduations of stan

douts Drew Donovan. Paul McDonough.
Pat Mullen. John Stalker and Marc

Surette.

What he failed to see. and couldn't have

pwtsibly seen, is what an impact the incom-

ing people would make. The new crop has

included such key performers as freestylers

Brian Mclver. Will Kleschinsky, Will Rid

Basketball notebook

t otU-|PMii t>ht"«4. I)> .Miiharl I i>up<T

Freshman backstroker David Ehle and the rest of the UMass men's swim

team have been making waves, running up an impressive 28-meet win

streak, including a 1(M) record this year.

the national tournament in just his second
dell and John Gardiner, backstroker David

Ehle, breaststroker Peter Koback, but

terfiyers Roger Kennedy and G.T. Ladd.

and divers Dan Chesnicka and Dave Wells.

Kennedy and Mclver are among the best,

constantly placing near the tops of their

respective events. Chesnicka qualified for

meet, at Tufts University back in

December. And Ladd is one of the least

recognized on the team. Yarworth feels

that Ladd has a legitimate .shot at winn

ing the 100 meter butterfly at the New
continued on page 17

Remembering
the good times
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Boy, this campus isn't nearly as fun as

it used to be.

If you're a senior or have been around

this university for four or more years you

know exactly what I mean. No fun. no

way, no how.

Remember the old days when the Cage

was the stink pit of college basketball?

Everyone loved to feed the squirels, get

dirt in their shoes and make jerks of

themselves at the basketball games.

Remember how everyone would hit the

Blue Wall or get really loaded in the halls

of their dorms and sUgger down to Curry

Hicks and stomp on the bleachers until

the Cage shook? Remember parties on

campus'' Most of you don't and that's the

rip of it all.

No one remembers these things because

this school has made things like the

basketball games, the football games and

the entire collegiate spirit less and less

festive.

I suppose trying to calm a lot of drunks

outside football games or trying to keep

alcohol out of the concerts has been a

thorn in the school's side It must have felt

the school was no longer an academic in

stitution as it was ZooMass, the Cage that

held wild animals. I'm sure university of

ficials have felt all along its students

should act in a more mature fa.shion than

in the past. Maybe we should but we're

not fully adult yet.

I don't blame them for feeling that way,

and maybe other factors people aren't

aware of are involved.

But let's face facts: most students on

this campus are still immature by "real

world" standards. Some people will never

mature, I don't know. But one thing I do

know is that by being at this school, that

in itself is proof that most s^tudents aren't

ready to take on the professional or para

professional communities.

I admit I'm still a kid. I'd have a hard

time convincing people otherwise when I

show up for spring classes in Jams with

sunglasses and a sweaty tee-shirt.

But times have become insufferable for

sports fans like myself who prided

themselves on the sports spectacle that

UMass no longer sanctions.

No longer can a student stand up and

holler at the top of his lungs at a basket

ball game without turning some heads.

Have you been to the hoop games? Not

cnntmued on page 17

Men's hoop team set for road trip
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

The game that everyone including team members,

coaches, students, faculty and area residents had looked

forward to since the Temple Owls broke into the national

rankings has come and gone.

The University of Massachusetts men's basketball team,

playing its third and final game of a three-game homes-

tand, gave the Owls everything they had and as much as

John Chaney's bunch could handle. Bolstered by the

loudest Cage crowd since pre-renovation, the Minutemen,

now 8-12 overall and 4-8 in the A-10, gave the crowd what

it wanted, exciting basketball.

Pushing the ball at the Owls early in the first half, the

Minutemen built an eight-point, 26-18, advantage off solid

board play from the UMass sophomore front line of Joe

Fennell. Duane Chase and David Brown.

"We held them on the boards in the first half," UMass

head coach Ron Gerlufsen said.

But the 23-10 first-half rebounding advantage became

a 21-10 rebounding deficit in the second half as the Owls'

Tim Perry and Ramon Rivas eventually got to the smaller

UMass front three.

"We did a fairly good job on them but when you're play-

ing guys 100 pounds heavier and three to four inches

taller, they tend to wear you down." Gerlufsen said.

The Minutemen have been inconsistent all season, but

the hot and cold team has shown a lot of improvement

since taking the court in late Novemeber.

"We're coming. We're definately getting there," said

junior guard Lorenzo Sutton, who scored 16 points in Mon-

day night's 72-59 loss. "We've still got a lot of work to

do. Were looking to tournament time (the Atlantic 10

Conference Championships, Feb. 27-Mar. 5) but we'll still

play each game one at a time of course."

And for Sutton and the rest of the Minutemen, that

means one at a time — on the road.

The Minutemen, after completing the brief homestand,

hit the interstates for three games versus teams UMass
has already beaten this season, the first being what should

be an interesting drama at Rhode Island, Saturday at 8

p.m. The Rams have been the benefactors of a notorious

following responsible for inciting brawls both on and off

the court. According to reports out of Kingston, Rl, fans

even have gone so far as throwing beer cans at officials

in a recent game.
The Minutemen continue their road trip, travelling to

Rutgers University for a Thursday night matchup on Feb.

12 before closing out with another bus ride to

Philadelphia. PA to take on St. Joe's on Feb. 15.

Minuteman Mutterings: Just a few notes on Monday
night's Temple game. . UMass outrebounded the Owls,

33-31, as Fennell and Chase each hauled down eight.

Perry led Temple with 10. Fennell had seven rebounds

at halftime and Chase had six. . . . UMass shot 39.6 per-

cent (21-53) from the floor while the Owls managed 47.1

percent(25-53). . . Sutton was four-of-eight in three-point

shooting, and Smith was three-of-six. Temple's super-

shooting sophomore guard Mike Vreeswyk shot zero-of-

three from three-point land but senior guard Nate

Blackwell (lO-of-13 from the field) nailed three-of-four

three-pointers while junior guard Howard Evans hit

three-of-five.

In the Iron Man category. . . Brown and Sutton played

all 40 minutes for UMass while Perry, Rivas and Evans

played all 40 for the Owls. Blackwell. averaging nearly

39 minutes per game, sat out for six minutes with foul

trouble late in the second half. Brown has played 163 of

a possible 165 minutes of game time over the last four

games — pretty good for a guy who missed much of the

early season with a broken jaw.

continued on page 17
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Junior guard Lorenzo Sutton leads the

Minutemen in scoring.

Trustees
postpone
CIA debate
By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

BOSTON — After two recesses due to student disrup-

tions the University of Massachusetts Board of Trustees
voted yesterday to postpone debate on a proposal bann
ing CIA recruitment on the Amherst campus.

The proposal will not be discussed until the meeting of
the Executive Committee on March 16.

Some of the approximately 50 .students and communi
ty activists displayed their displeasure with the trustees
by walking up to the table and staring intently into their

faras, while others argued loudly with b<jard membtfrs.
and still others chanted "How can you sleep?"

The proposal caught most of the trustees by surpriw.
Some only received copies of the proposal minutes before
the meeting began. Trustee William H. Bowman of Arl
ington was exasperated that the students "gave me this

proposal literally five minutes before their presentation
and we didn't have any time to study it before they ask
ed us to vote on it."

The group, organized by the Stop CIA Recruitment

Organizing Committee, travelled to the University's

Boston campus to present information to the trustees on

the Central Intelligence Agency's abuses of international

and domestic law. The board granted them 20 minutes
tomake their presentation with the provision that the

speakers had to be either students or faculty members of

the University. This ruling prevented former CIA agent
•John Stockwell from speaking to the board.

Although the presentation went 10 minutes over time,

the students were for the most part well mannered. The
students asked the board to waive the rules to discuss the
issue of recruitment, but no trustee member made the mo-
tion. It was then that the students began to raise their

voices in protest.

Trustee Chairman Andrew C. Knowles, quoting from

Cage unable
to handle
large crowds
By DAVID MARK
Collegian Staff

"It stinks," was the cry of many of the

nearly one hundred University students

waiting to go into the Cvury Hicks Cage
when they found out they would not be able

to see the UMass-Temple Basketball game
this past Monday.

It W818 a playing out of an annual UMass
rite, as disappointed students were being

turned away from the Cage because it

could not hold all who wanted to get in.

"Open the damn doors. There are only 75

of us and this is the biggest game of the

year," said Chris Johnson, a Brittany

Manor resident.

Students could be seen trying to get in

from back and side entrances, many poun-

ding on doors in an attempt to get the at-

tention of someone inside.

Wally Novak, in charge of security at the

game, said that there was a capacity crowd

and that if any more students were allow-

ed into Curry Hicks it would be a fire

hazard.

That point was reiterated by members of

the security staff, who felt that Curry

Hicks was barely "safe as is. Anymore and

it might be unsafe."

"The students outside were .selfish. If

they wanted to .see the game, they should

have gotten to the Cage earlier in the even-

ing. Wally Novak is in charge and he made
the right decision in not allowing the

students waiting outside in," said a source

who has been associated with the UMass
athletic program over the years.

According to security staff, some of the

campus police and security were hurled

obscenities and were accused of racist selec-

tion of who saw the basketball game.

Collrgian ph<><o b> Paul t'rmnt

TUNNEL VISION - A bird's t ye
Physical Plant.

iew of the ladder leading to the top of the chimney at the

the rule book, stated that: "No item shall be included for

regular meetings except on the recommendation of the

standing or other committee of the boardSo what we're

doing in effect is sending the issue to the executive com-
mittee and it will report on it. It will most likely be on
the agenda for the April meeting of the trustees."

The students and community members again raised

their voices in protest, to which Knowles replied, "My
understanding is that the CIA will not be on the campus
for another two years So we have ample time to discuss

the issue."

"Last time you did this it took you four years for you
to get back to us and then you said it wasn't an issue

anymore!" shouted one UMass student referring to the

December, 1971 recruitment decision of the board of

trustees

Knowles promised that it would not take another four

years. Attempting to move on to other business Knowles
was shouted down by some students. Banging his gavel,

he declared that the students were out oforder The other
trusteeit said nothing.

When the trustees returned, the students received a per-

sonal promise from student trustee Daniel Burgess that

the executive committee would deal with the recruitment

issue as "expeditiously" as possible. The board then voted

on all but one of the items on their agenda except for the

student fee increases and adjourned the meeting 45
seconds later.

Group to study problem
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

The ITndergraduate Student Senate last

night unanimously passed a proposal to

have a committee investigate the reasons

behind the high number of oversubscrib-

ed classes that frustrate many students

at the beginning of each semester.

Commuter Area Senator Clare Bouzan.
a prospective candidate for student
trustee in the upcoming elections, made
the motion after it was rephrased several
times.

Central Area Government President W.
Greg Rothman had originally introduced

a proposal to create a new committee, but

after a long, loud debate Bouzan moved
to have the Academic Affairs Committee
make the investigation instead of creating

a new one.

However, since that committee has been
without a chairperson and inactive for

some time, Senate Speaker Paul Wingle
will have to appoint a new chairperson
within 10 days. In addition, the commit-
tee will have to report to the senate on the

investigation's progress in six weeks.

John Adams Senator Arthur Stephen-

son called class oversubscriptions "a pro-

blem that affects all students." Taking

the senate floor, he said, "Your consti

tuents are out there right now in over-

crowded classes,... in classes that they

need to take to graduate."

Stephenson supported Rothman's initial

motion. Student Government Association

President Bill Bennett, however, said, im-

personating Rothman, "I may be running
for campus president. Isn't this a good mo-

tion?"

Bennett's comment sparked a confron

tation between the two men, which hap-

pened frequently last semester at senate

meetings after Rothman resigned from be-

ing Bennett's assistant.

"Bill Bennett, I thought you care about
students," Rothman, who has expressed

interest in running for SGA President,

said, to which Bennett promptly respond-

ed, "Let's care about students Greg. Let's

get your resignation." An uproar of ap-

plause followed Bennett's reply.

"On this motion just say no," Bennett
said.

continued on page 7

Investigation results will be released today
The long-awaited report on the

Southwest incident is coming out today.

Judge Fredrick Hurst will release his

report at a press conference at City Hall in

Springfield this morning. Details tomorrow
in the Collegian.

Hurst was named by Chancellor Joseph
D. Duffey to investigate a brawl that took

place outside the Southwest Residential

Area after the Red Sox lost the World
Series. Ten students were sent to the infir-

mary with injuries sustained in the brawl.

Seven of them were black, and one black
student, Yancey Robinson, was seriously

injured.

The apparently racial nature of some of

the Southwest violence led to protest mar-
ches and angry denunciations of the ad-

ministration by members of the Third

World community. Some members criticiz-

ed the UMass police for not stepping in to

stop the violence sooner.

Rebuilding
of Maze
begins soon
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

The fate of the Maze has been decided,

and plans are in the works to rebuild the
structure, said Southwest Area Govern-
ment Co-President Joel Rabinowitz.

"The Maze is definitely, without a doubt
saved," Rabinowitz said. "By the end of the

semester we will have a totally rebuilt

Maze."
The University of Mas.sachusetts' land-

mark was slated to be torn down last fall

due to its dilapidated condition, but student

opposition stalled the action. The Save the

Maze Coalition was formed and a petition

was circulated that gained 2500
signatures.

In a referendum vote last December,
students voted overwhelmingly in favor of

saving the Maze.
Yesterday Rabinowitz met with campus

officials who disclosed plans for the

reconstruction of the Maze. The project will

be a "Maze Transformation, ' he said, ad-

ding that the group will be meeting again

in two weeks to finalize plans.

A study done by the Physical Plant found

the ground under the Maze to be uneven,

the fence out of shape and poles out of the

ground, Rabinowitz said.

"Students are going to work like they did

in the library, for two weekends in mid-

April," he said. The Physical Plant will

also supply workers and materials.

The base of the new Maze will be

blacktop instead of grass, and the poles will

be cemented into the ground, Rabinowitz

continued on page 7
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Correction

There was a misquote in yesterday's Collegian

storv' about the JohnStockwell speech. The quote should

have read, The CIA spent $2.2 miUion m the election

to make sure Duarte won " IMapoleon Duarte is presi-

dent of El Salvador.

In yesterday s edition the author of a story was

misidentified. The story about the Dyslexic Student

Organization was written by Mike Antognetti

^^^031 Main Street
Northampton

105 Elm Street
Westffield

Special Student and Youth Fare* to

EUROPE
frojgi^cw Yofk on Scheduled Aktinjgai

DESTINATIONS
UONDON
PARIS
FRANKFUKT

j
ROME
MILAN
ZURICH GENEVA
VIENNA BUDAPEST

F«« to Ath«»». W A.1N. PT»gi». Wmr^m^Mhrj •^•Mj^V^^
on Uf« from Bono«i. Wathington. DC. Chicago. Flond*

SpecUl Student and Youth Fare* to

§CAND1NAVIA
On Scheduled Airlinea!

Warm Winter

Jackets
Knit Hats, Scarves,

Mittens and Gloves

20% Off

From
New York

Copenhagen
OUo
Siockholm
Hektnki

OW
$230
230
230
270

RT
»395
395
395
475

1

FroM
Chicago

Copenhj^cn
Ode
Stoqtfcdtei

«235
27S
275

S400
485
485

WOLHiil^

Far« also availabie for Lo» Angeles & Seattle.

Some tare restrictions ma\ apply.

WHOLE WORLD TRAVEL

(212)986-9470

Men's 9" Thcrmalite

Boot.
in dark broum leather

$yl095
Waterproof
• Insulated

rcg. 74.95

APPM thiirAdav evenings

The following RSO Groups have Accounts in

the Student Activities Trust Fund that have

been suspended and are pendng withdrawal

from the RSO System. To reactivate an RSO
Account listed below, contact the Business

Manager in the Student Activities Office,

Room 416, Student Union Building, 545-3600,

between 1:00 p.m. and 4:00 p.m. weekdays.

Deadline to reactivate is February 27, 1987.

Alive with Dance

Air Force ROTC
Alpha Tau Gamma
American Inst, of Chemical Engineer

American Society of Civil Engineers

Anacaona Cultural Center

Astronomy Club

Chabad Student Collective

Christian Science

Conservative Students

Council Against Anti-Semitism

Delta Upsilon

Discover New England Club

Ethnic Dance Collective

Finance Club

Flying Club

Food Science Club

Hellenic Association

History Club

Human Services Organization

International Program

Kappa Alpha Psi

Kappa Kappa Gamma
Kappa Sigma

Karate Club

Karate Club-American

Karate Club-Nechi

Karate-Tang Soo Do

Legal Studies Students

Management Club

Phi Mu Delta

Pa Lambda Phi

Pre-Medical Society

Sigma Alpha Epsilon

Sigma Alpha Mu

Sims

Ski Patrol

Sports Management Association

Strategy Games

Student Nurse Association

Students Against Militarism

Students for Gary Hart

Students for Govt by Referendum

Sylvan Culture Center

Uhuru

Undergrad. Communications Club

Union of Iranian Students

Veteran Service Organization

Women Studies Union

WZZZ Radio Station

Young Workers Liberation League

lilrKian pbtrto by Paul Kran^

WHAT A STUD!!! Jill Nicola, Assistant Director at Tillson Farm, goes for a trot around cam-

pus on Highlander, a Morgan stallion.

Northeast Area Government plans to inform

residents about upcoming activities
Third in a series on area governments

By PEDRO M PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Northeast Area Government officers feel their consti-

tuents do not know enough about what that government

does, so this semester they plan to launch an outreach

campaign in addition to other events.

Area President Mike Milbier said he hopes an

awareness week will be a big step in informing residents

about Northeast's activities.

In addition, the area will begin publishing a monthly

newsletter as soon as it receives a printer and word pro^

cesser "We'll be receiving our computer in about two

weeks." he said.

The newsletter will stay away from political issues and

will serve mainly "to inform students of upcoming events

within Northeast and the University," he said.

"It'll he very helpful. There are a lot of students who

don't know what's going on in the Northeast area." Kel

ly Staru.-*, a representative from Mar>' Lyon residence hall,

said.

Another plan is to purchase a video cassette recorder

for the house councils to show free movies in the residence

halls. Milbier hopes to get funding for it by showing last

summer's blockbuster movie About Last Sight on Valen

tine's Weekend, he said.

The Northeast government serves about 1.200 students

who live in the area. Last semester three committees —
issues, activities and maintenance — were created to bet-

ter serve the residents.

The Issues Committee deals with issues affecting the

area, the Maintenance Committee makes sure the

Physical Plant gets repairs done as quickly a.s possible

and the Activities Committee is responsible for the pro-

gramming of all area events.

'All the committees are here to help students This way

they can have somebody to turn to," Staras said.

Linda Kellogg, treasurer, said when the current ofTicers

took over they had to start from scratch because there was

no equipment and the dormitory representatives seldom

attend^ meetings.

'Basically we make things convenient for those who par

ticipate, dorms that we have no problems with," she said.

Northeast employed a policy last semester to freeze the

accounts of those house councils whose representatives

have not attended area meetings.

"I encourage other students to join their area govern

ments as well. It's interesting because you get to see not

only how the area government works, but also the Univer

>ity. " Kellogg said.

Financial
aid cuts
supported
Right approves budget
By AUTUMN MAKl
('<)lU't(ian Correspondent

C.iinpu.'^ liin-ti \aiivis -.i> tlu> think President

Reagan's policies are right on target .•\nd that extends.

,«iome said this week, to the Reagan administral inn's deep

cuts in federal aid to college student

>

The budget for higher education for the academic year

1987 88 has been deeply cut, with grant money getting

the deepest slashes. The majority of financial aid money

that will be available to students will come in the form

of loans, such as the .National Direct Student Loans and

Guaranteed Student Loans,

I,> niu .McCiIm . treasurer of the Republican Club, said

that the .students obtaining increased financial aid from

loan programs is a reality that they will have to face in

order to complete a higher education

The ruts in programs like the Pell Grants has to hap

pen. Our deficit is growing and Pell Grants and other pro

grams add to it, they are a mtyor source of inefficient spen

ding Students have taken this type of money for granted."

McCabe said. "It is a privilege to go to college, not a right.

Students must take on the burden of responsibility, if they

want to go to college they should be open to taking out

loans."

Tony Rudy. Editor in Chief of the Minuteman said he

agrees with the president's policy, and thinks that the

Department of Education should be abolished.

"1 support the president's program and William Ben

nett's idea of curbing government involvement in the
_

education system," Rudy said. "We have socialized educa

tion right now, and this is due to the government mterven

ing m the system." "

"Regulations and interference from the federal govern

ment has lowered the quality of education If we made

education a free market, prices of higher education would

go down, and more .students would he able to attend the

schools with lower financial burdens." Rudy .said.

"For now, students are going to have to be responsible

and take out loans if going to college really means

something to them. Students can also get a job and work

for their education. Education is not an ivory tower, "he

said

Greg Rfithman, a senator from Baker hou.se in Central

Residence Area, said the private sect^ir should take an in-

creasingly supportive position on higher education to take

up -some of the financial burden from the government.

"I support Reagan's poiition on education. I think that

the banks should start granting their own higher e'^ncu-

tion loan programs, without government invol erne, i

Rothman said. "It would make the mark " more com

petitive, and interest rates would go d. vn This would

benefit most students
"

DVP gets budget increase
Group may be able to bring better speakers

By LISA CAMPION
Collegian Correspondent

The Distinguished Visitors Program has

just received a new budget increase which

will enable the program to bring a wider

variety of speakers to the University of

Massachusetts.

According to Frank Smith, the program's

treasurer, the .student-approved increase

will raise the fee on their tuition bill from

$1.50 to $2.75.

Before the increase the DVP had a

budget of $27,367 for fiscal year 1987. The

increase, the first since 1979, will raise the

budget to a total of $49,967 for 1988.

"People don't realize how expensive they

really are," Leah Rozenfeld, the group's

publicitv agent, said. "We got Dr. Ruth for

about $1,500, now she's at least $12,000."

The speakers range from highly con

troversial political figures to interesting

and entertaining performers. The DVP has

brought to UMass such diverse people as

George McGovern, Stephen King, Bella

Abzug, Dr. Ruth Westheimer and Dr.

Richard Leakey.

This semester the DVP plans to bring

Van Sauter, former president of CBS, Ben

Elliot, President Reagan's former speech

writer and Hunter Thompson, author of the

cult classic Fear and Loathing in Las

Vegas.

"We're charging for Hunter Thompson

this year. That's not something we usual-

ly like to do," Janet Stanne, the group's

program co-chairperson, said. There are

many expenses not covered by the student

fee such as travel expenses, advertising,

meals and receptions. The money for these

comes from a trust fund that was establish

ed when the group was founded in 1959,

she said.

The DVP also allocates money to other

organizations on campus who wish to bring

speakers to campus but who cannot get

funding.

"Any group who is interested in getting

funding from us submits a proposal to us,

and we discuss it in our meeting," Cathy

Sledz, DVP co-chairperson, said.

The program has supplied funding to

such groups as Hillel, the Radical Student

L.iion, the Afro-American Studies depart

n- it and the University Sports and Enter-

tainment Program, Sledz said.

Internships help students

gain experience and credits

Student reports prank caller

By DANIELLE MARTULA
Collegian Corre.spondent

The University Internship Program of

fers students of all majors the opportuni

ty to gain experience on the job while ear-

ning credits for graduation through an

internship.

Many students have had excellent in

ternships with such agencies as NBC
Studios, The Village Voice, Dana Farber

Cancer Institute, the Red Sox and Celtics,

and even with MTV.
Erika Franzel, a former student at the

University of Massachusetts, did her in-

ternship last year with MTV.
"It was great," she said. " I met a lot

of people " Franzel said working at MTV
helped her to learn about the structure of

a corporation and also about how chaotic

it can be. She said she felt the internship

left her with more confidence and would

recommend the internship program to

anyone.
Because Franzel was so successful at

her work, MTV is looking for more

UMASS students, according to her field

report.

Jill Amorelli, a promotional coordinator

of the Internship program, also had an in-

ternship. She worked for Channel 7 in

Boston as a production assistant.

"It's kind of like an extended
clas.sroom," Amorelli said. She said her

internship was a great experience and she

has been offered a job by MTV after

graduation.

To be eligible for an internship, a stu-

dent needs at lea.st a 2.0 cumulative

average, energy, motivation and the

desire to work hard, Director of the In-

ternship Program Ellen Wolf, said.

The office offers planning sessions every

day that help explain career options to

students. After attending a session,

.students can browse through resource

books containing information on over

2,000 agencies in Eastern and Western

Massachusetts, other states and from

across the ocean, Wolf said.

Paid and unpaid intern.ships are offered

in the fall, spring, summer and even dur-

ing intersession to accommodate student

schedules, she said.

The program also provides .services to

help students prepare their resumes and

prepare for interviews. Each student has

an individual advi.sor, and field super-

visors help .students along the way, Wolf

said.

An annoying telephone call complaint

was reported at 12:20 a.m. on Tuesday by

a Southwest resident, police said.

The student had received several calls

last semester and thinks the person is a

male with no distinguishing accents, police

said.

The case is still open and electronic

surveillance might be used, police said.

In other police reports:

•An arrest was made on Wednesday of

a 24 year-old Sunderland male who had

failed to pay for his inspection sticker,

police said.

He was stopped for going 40 mph in a 20

mph zone. A back check was made and an

outstanding warrant was found, police

said.

Bail was posted and he appeared in court

on Wednesday, police said.

-ELLEN NOLAN

AtmM ha^g Bjne
Compiled by CAROL TANNENBAUM
Fifty years ago this week in the

Massach usetts Collegian. .

.

John Calvi, instructor in chemistry, and

Mary Crawley, graduate student in

chemistry, both left the college this week

to fill teaching positions. Mr. Calvi will

teach chemistry and physics at Athol High

School. Miss Crawley will be employed as

scit-i. 'f Teacher at Ware High School. Mr.

C '\i was ." -^pmber of the chemistry

dtpcitrrent for several years. The vacan-

cy left \ y his departure will be filled soon.

Twenty-five years ago...

On Saturday evening, Jimmy Martin and

his 15 piece orchestra will provide enter-

tainment for the annual Sno Ball Dance

presented by the Stockbridge School of

Agriculture.
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Weight room, supervisor
benefit campus teams
By KIM ROBINSON
Collegian Correspondent

Since last year when a new state-of-the

art weight room began operating under the

supervision of Ian P>ka. University of

Massachusetts varsity teams are no longer

confined to the small facilities they had

previously used for fitness tra:ri;n.:

Teams such as mens and women's

lacrosse, soccer, swimming, crew and

basketball, use the facility, located in

Boyden g>mnasium. In the past, these

teams trained individually, but now they

are benefitting from P>kas program

•It ithe weight room] has created a new

health craze here." said Jim Vertucci.

I'niversitv of Massach " - -»> I'l team

defensive back The new room has given

athletes more opportunity to improve

because the old facilities were "like a

closet," he added.

Other football players called Pyka "very

knowlegeable" and a "good motivator
"

P\ ka IS always available for proper instruc

tion and assistance, they said.

Some football team members use the

weight room religiously, he said. "They are

a group of guys who love to train. That is

why I like to come down here. It makes it

worthwhile
"

P>ka. a strength and conditioning loach.

.said that becau.se of an increase in the

number of co ed clubs and women's teams

more women are using the weight room

now. Pyka said he enjoys training women
btjcause they often start from scratch and

have no p<x)r lifting habits.

The exercises he teaches concentrate

mainly on the hips and the legs, which

reduce the pressure on the back. Some of

the exercises the teams use are the "power

clean," which consists of lifting the weight

from the ground to the chest, and bench

pressing, which helps athletes develop

their upper b<xlies.
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AGONY AND THE ECSTASY -

gym-

<n t>ttu«u ht Mana Hull

Students work out at the new Boyden

T twets Available From n 30 to Showlime S4

LOUNGE OPENS - 8:15

SHOW STARTS -9:15
PfO»es'»"»f •*' comedians from N«*» Yo«K

_

LIVE ON STAGEMpll
CARBUR'S cm^

RfSlAl KA.M Aim M,f

COPIES
3« 8.5 X 11

SellSen/ice

ICoPyCAT.P^' Shop

228 Triangle St

Amherst

549-3840
Sale ends Feb 14

U. ( rr.tir A Siv.le As
IruJividuHl As You Are

^ CONSIILTATION
_ AND

>TYLI CUT

„ lONX STCDIM I n

<.ii Styles By Deborah
h.SONIVI Ksnv DKIVF
AMMIKST :>49 56I0

DON'T BE OVERCROWDED OUR STANDARD
ROOM OCCUPANCY IS 4 PER ROOM,

NOT 5 OR MORE LIKE OTHERS

Get I I Hhape!

AMHERST
BALLET
CENTRE

29 Strong St

549-1555

Evening Classes

Ballet

Modern Dance
jazz

Starting Feb 9
Walking Distance to UMass

COPY A LOT

SAVE A LOT
SIGN UP NOW TO WIN THIS PORTABLE

STEREO DONATED BY

Tif COrttmmtt* CtmlM

Kinko'* (the* qiianiii\ di^coMni*

»m fopirs from oi»f nricinal

*flrr HXI fopir*. the rt-st are

HM.» PRKF.r

kinko's
Cr«>t copm Crvat pvopte

253-2543
220 N. Pleasant St

A UMass Arts Council

CALL FOR GRANT PROPOSALS

I!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!''!!!'.'-'.'.'.'''''-'-'!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Deadline for submission of gram proposals for

single protects or events

Monday, February 9

Grant guidelines and applications available at

Arts Council, the Studr-^ A, t vHies office, or

the Arts Extension jefvui-

Arts Council 12S H«TtPr Hall S4S-0202

ntA,'^^.
EXPERIENCE THE

ULTIMATE SPRING BREAK
DAYTONA BEACH, FLORIDA

s -

" Hign Quality ocean'ront accofnmooatons to* 8 gionoos days and 7 hjf'fiiieO rw^ns

providing coiof TV air condrtiooing private te'ephone pool and sun dec*

^ Ut of our hofis an locafd dincUy on the b^ach.

'^ A comptete schedule of free pooi oecK parlies ana optKXiai aciivities

"' Food merctiandise and service discounts provided by kxa! merchants to mier-

Campos Programs trip participants

" Optonai encursions avaiiatMe — »e[ •>

-a

diving Disney World EPCOT Cente- ife

" Compolenzed centrai reservatio . jiem to msi

" All taxes tips and service charges included

luau. party cruise. scut>a

^racy and organization % *

$
84

ROOM PACKAGE
^INCLUDES ALL OF THE ABOVE)

COMPIETE

PACKAGE

«

•ALL TAXES TIPS AND ^
SERVICE CHARGES INCLUDED

ROAD TRIP OPTION
(DETAILS BELOW)

MOAO TUP For a IXTXt̂ * Sp'^ng (W** P»tV ClCWV^ >^> "V <*•*» t^ (Jtn- ly ». lis A^ (IW p*ov»d» 'Oun« tT Ctt*rlpp«d nvNor

(MpA'ViQ *mr> «our C4mput and rtwibng f(r«^ mfOiV^ lo ynu* *^^' or CMvi;kr\a Beact- Ai Outm fm^ tO"'^ m«s and m oondftorwig and mmr rstr'

tao*r«« sy a oom«ortat>« noe

Utopia Spas
1 75 University Drive, Amherst

(413)253-7727
SUPER SCin TANMinQ

•one free session
with every sign up

This year, skip the
"Spring Break Sunburn!"

FOR FURTHER INPORMATION AND SIGN-UP:

Tom: 253-7438
Paige: 546-8149

OR WATCH FOR US ON CC CONCOURSE FRIDAYS

CNAnBCR

WATCH FOR FREE TRIP GIVEAWAY AT

"RJDi: IHL'^/KW WAX'i; :^
FEB
13

IHTER-CAMRUS fROORAHia

- * « • •

99^FM

PRESENTS

THE FOOLS

Off i

Oy^O^^^^ANAL ST JEANS.

10% Off
STREET LIFE^
WITH COUPON

li* i

HouliS, Haday. MA
586-4463

Acran Iron) MIn. Farmi Mai MM
ARir* i

"t-Xf
I CMigi « Ooor

MU17V€NT COMFtEX

Saturday February 7!

1987 SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Camp Young Judaea. Amherst. New Hampshire

(Resident. Co-ed. 1 hour from Boston)

lb in need of;

Adminhirdlun^HcuJ Counselors. E%enlng Program

Dirtcior. orficf Mgr.. Dtpdrtmtnt DIrtcion.

plus Activity Specialists and Cabin Counselors in:

Athletics, Archerv, Riflery. Tennis. Arts and

Crafts. Waterfront, Canoeing, Sailing,

Waterskiing, Swim Inst. (WSI). Israeli Folk

Song. Dramatics. Israeli Dance. Judaica.

Computers. Nature/Ecology. Overnight

Camping, Nurses (RN). Photographer, Office

Staff; High School-Grounds Maini . Kitchen

Mamt. Crews

E.xcelleni salary and fringe benefits

Please contact: Dr Charles B Rotman. Director

81 Kingsbur\ St ,
.Welleslev. MA 02181

617-237-9410 or 877-0190

0^0*0t0^0^0*0^0*0* 0^0t0^0m ^090*0*0*0^0^0*0^0*0^0^^

RLL UNIVERSITY MEN
•*•-¥¥

»•»

THURSDAY
^^FEBRUARY 5

E.^^*^ AX po

OPEN RUSH |7//

Learn about Fraternity Life

Refreshments served

Call 549-5515 for more info

•¥¥•*

$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

I

8-10 PM

^r^>^^mmm0*0 0*0*0

$
$
$

$
$
$

STUDENTS YOU CAN EARN
BIG BUCKS Spring 87

AND GAIN VALUABLE JOB EXPERIENCE

Spring '87

Up to $500/Week with salary,

commissions, and bonuses

Schedule Work Around Classes

Full or Part Time
HIRING NOW!!

I Contact Target Enterprises at 549-7793 ^* For an interview - ask for Keith. ^

$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$?$$$$$$$ ?

4! 1 1 i<l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 II 1 1 1 1 1 1 II 1 11 1 II 1 1 II 1 1 1 1 1 1 I'MUtiMHilIIMlllliliKIINMIIIUIlliW
i.i|)|l|.|IMMlWllllltlllll|illllMllllilllliaillllliliWI1>l'»Hiil'l'll«'«'l'l'Hil1ll1'lll'l'

THURSDAY NIGHT 1

IS PARTY NIGHT I

AT I

MIKFS 1

I MILLER BOTTLES 99<^

ROLLING ROCK 99^

MEISTERBRAU ^ITCHERS $3.00

PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS $1.25

Come To Our

FAMOUS FRIDAY AFTERNOON SMORGASBOARD

*ailHM<li|illliMIHIilll'l'IH'll:l'l""""""""""'"""
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Local man arrested

for assaulting woman
A 42-year-old male resident of

Riverglade Apartments was arrested

yesterday for assaulting a woman.

At 5 p.m. police ordered the man to

leave the apartment. The subject left, but

returned shortly after^^•ards to assault the

victim. The woman notified police who ar

rived on the scene at 5:32 p.m. to arrest

the man a short distance away, police

said.

An accident occurred at 9:25 a.m

yesterdav when a car driven east on

Triangle' Street by a 34 year-old Nahant

man collided with another vehicle travell

ing west on that street driven by a

21 -year-old Amherst woman, plice said

Both vehicles received over $1,000

damage and both drivers were

transported by ambulance to Cooley

Dickinson Hospital. The woman was cited

for failure to use care in turning and

failure to possess retristration

At 10:49 a.m. yesterday a 24 year-old

Granby man traveling north on East Plea

sant Street turned onto Eastman Lane

and rammed the stopped vehicle of a

21 year-old Bedford woman, police said.

The driver of the first vehicle was cited

for failure to use care in turning.

A car driven south on University Drive

by an 18-year-old Newton man was struck

at 6:57 p.m. by another vehicle driven by

a 34-year-old Amherst woman travelling

north on the same road. The driver of the

second vehicle was issued a citation for

failure to yield the right of way, police

said.

At 4:30 a.m. today a routine police

patrol observed a smashed three by six

foot window in the front of Amherst's

Spirit Haus liquor store. The owner was

notified, but nothing appeared missing,

police said.

RIDING
TILLSON

BEGINNER I

BEGINNER I

BEGINNER II

BEGINNER II

INTERMEDIATE I

INTERMEDIATE I

INTERMEDIATE I

INTERMEDIATE II

INTERMEDIATE II

ADVANCED

CLASSES AVAILABLE AT
EQUINE CENTER — UMASS
MONDAY. WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY. THURSDAY

MONDAY WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY, THURSDAY

MONDAY. WEDNESDAY

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY. THURSDAY

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY. THURSDAY

BY ARRANGEMENT

12 20-2 15

10 10-1205

9 05-11 15

12 20-2 15

11 15-1 10

1 25-3 20

1 25-3 20

10 10-1205

9:05-12:05

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

TILLSON EQUINE CENTER 545-0260

When you leave school,
head upstream - to state street.

If you'd like toget your feet wet with a position that offers solid advancement

potential, start your career off right at State Street We have immediate, full time

opporturiiUes that will get you into the swim of things right from the start.

Accountants
You'll work with computer systems and be responsible for daily cash

management and trial balances, control and administer the Mutual Fund's

assets, liabilities and income for daily security investment transactions;

and monitor safekeeping securiliesandcorporatcactions, settle tradesand

provide portfolio reporting. To qualify, you'll need to be a detail oriented

mdividual with good communication and organizational skills. A minimum

of 2 years' full charge bookkcepingexperienceor 2 years of accounting in a

degree program is required

State Street offers comprehensive benefits program including 1 00% tuition

coverage for career-related courses of study.

Dive Right In.

Stop in at our North Quincy personnel ofHce any weekday - freeparking

is available and we're just two blocks from the MBTA. If you prefer, mail

your resume to Margaretc Kolis, State Street Bank and Trust Company,

1776 H»*ritage Drive, North Quincy, MA 02171.

An equal opportiinitv employer

restateStreet

Dangerous intersection

causes many accidents^^*****^^^'^ •^ These residents said thai the:

By ELLEN M. NOLAN
Collegian StafT

The intersection at Fearing Street and

Lincoln Avenue is the easiest place in

Amherst to get into an accident, according

to police reports.

irthe past week 41 accidents have occur

red in Amherst, seven of which happened

at this intersection, according to police.

Failure to use care when entering the m
tersection and ignoring the stop signs on

Fearing Street are the main causes cited

bv police for the frequent accidents.

Residents of the intersection say that put

ting a traffic light or making the mtersec

tion a four way stop will not solve the pro

blem. which causes at least one accident

per month.
,

Two residents think that making Lincoln

Avenue a dead end street will cut down on

the amount of traffic flowing to and from

the University of Massachusetts.

These residents said thai they are not

connected with the University, but that

they suffer from the traffic caused by the

parking lots at the end of Lincoln Avenue.

They feel that University Drive is already

commercialized and should be used as an

alternate route.

The heavy snow over the last couple ot

weeks added to the problem by creating

large snow banks on the corners of the in

tersection. making already blind corners

even worse, said the residents.

Although the town has cleared away the

snow, the residents said that the problem

still exists as long as people continue to

speed down Lincoln Avenue and continue

to Ignore Fearing Streets' stop signs.

In a residential neighborhood where

children have to wait for their school buses,

one resident said, she sees mothers stan

ding with their children as they wait

because of the heavy traffic and the high

accident rate^ ^__

If. ^ ft
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I UMASS SKI CLUB^PRESENTS

•X-

I JOHN MORGAN HAPPY HOUR
Mr

VERMONT

Fob 7 - $24 For Members

APRES SKI AT

Sign Up Wed & Thurs Outside of Hatch
•^ lie**************************************"

ON CAMPUS
Meet Members of our

Technical Staff

February 19, 1987

Lincoln Laboratory prolessionals are at the forefront of

unique Research and Development efforts across a brood

spectrum o*. aavonced electronics technology in projects

ranging from component development to the design

and construction of complex prototype systems Every

year many of fhe finest Ph D and MS level graduates

odd their expertise and energy to our international repu-

tation for excellence We invite you to |Oin them in one of

the following areas

• Satellite

Communications

• Signal Processing

• Optics and Lasers

• Microelectronics

• Digital Systems

Processing

• Machine Intelligence

• Image Processing

• VLSI

Located at the heart of New England s high technology

belt a career at Lincoln Laboratories also puis you within

easy reach of the region's most beautiful beaches and
mountains-and less than 15 miles from downtown Boston

with Its diverse cultural, educational and athletic events

Contact your placement office to arrange interviews or

send your resume to Mr. Ctiet Yablonski, MIT Lincoln

Laboratory, 244 Wood Street, Lexington, MA 02173.

(617)S63-5S00, Ext. 7050. U.S. Citizenship required.

An equal opportunily aKiimative action employei

gj 1^1JLINCOLN
LABORATORY

• Maze
continued from page I

said. He added that it will be "sloped

downward from the center to take care of

the drainage."

Rabinowitz said that funding for the pro-

ject would not come out of student fees.

Physical Plant Director Roger Cherwat

ti said much of the credit for the project

belongs to Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey

who "initiated the whole thing."

"We're going to laKe it on," Cherwatti
said. "Hopefully we are going to have stu-

dent involvement."

The Maze, located beside Warren
McGuirk Alumni Stadium, was originally

constructed in 1978, and was designed by

artist Kichard F!ei.<»chner.

^ senate
continued from page I

Budgets Committee Chairman Nate

Moore, a prospective candidate for SGA
president, expressed opposition to

Rothman's proposal, saying it would on

ly create more bureaucracy. "A small and

sufficient government is what the

students need," he said.

Moore was among those who suggested

that the Academic Affairs Committee con-

duct the investigation.

At press time the senate had not yet

discussed Commuter Area Senator Lisa

Bernard's proposal to support the Board

of Governors in its recommendation to

have the administration ban the armed
forces from recruiting and advertising in

the Campus Center Concourse.

LEARN TO FLY

University club offers lowest cost aircraft ren-

tal and flight Instruction to students, faculty,

and staff of the 5 colleges - Call 665-2577

ALLIANCE

CHRISTIAN

FELLOWSHIP
Welcomes You

To Its 1st

Rally '87 On
Feb 6 - 7:30

Campus Center

For more info: Call Barrie or Jennifer 253-7206

DELTA UPSILON
FRATERNITY

^iSfcwMi

1

^
eo000

OPEN RUSH: FEB 4, 5, 9, lO, n, 17, 18
• EXCELLENT SOCIAL LIFE • LITTLE SISITERS PROGRAM

• THURS NIGHT SOCIAL FUNCTIONS • PARTIES
• WINNERS D.U. EDUCATIONAL SECOND CENTURY CHALLENGE AWARD
• WINNERS '86 GREEK OLYMPICS • ABOVE AVERAGE SCHOLASTICS

• INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL, WRESTLING, SOFTBALL
• PROFESSIONALLY COOKED MEALS • 24 HOUR OPEN KITCHEN

CALL 549-3831 1

Pi Kappa Alpha

• Winner of the Gold Chapter excellence award

as the No. 1 Fraternity on campus

• Winners of the Olympus cup •

Greek area athletic champions

• Winners of the Davis Cup •

UMASS athletic champions

• The Fraternity that has never hazed

• The Leaders in community service

• Fastest growing Fraternity in the country

• Olympic weight room • Unmatched social life

• Outstanding meal plan • G/eat little

sisters program

Academics — Athletics — leadership

"YOU CAN HAVE IT ALL"

PIKE RUSH '87

FEB. 2, 3, 5, 9 & 10

AT 9:00 P.M.

REFRESHMENTS
TEL. 545-2150

418 N. PLEASANT ST.

STO
There's no.
need to.
hurr

Our convenient hours allow
you to shop early or late.

TEXTBOOK
ANNEX

MAIN STORE
MINI STORE

PI KapM AlylM

MUNCHY's

MONDAY
TO

FRIDAY
9-5

MON - FRI: 9-5

SAT: 10 am to 3 pm

MON — FRI 7:30 - 10 pm

SAT & SUN: 8 am to 10 pm

HAMPDEN: MON — FRI 8 - 9

WORCESTER - MON - FRI 8 - 9
i

FRANKLIN: MON - FRI 7:30 - 9
ALL MUNCHY STORES SAT & SUN 12-8

"J

ALL OF YOUR

BACK TO

SCHOOL NEEDS

^v .UNIVERSITYmSTORED
lU
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National crisis warrants teaching of sex education
At what stage is it proper to tell the lit-

tle ones about the exploits of the birds and
the bees? Only in America could such a

question cause the kind of tremors it has
along the spinal tract of the national con-

sciousness. The America of the Puritans,

Penthouse Magazine, Nancy Reagan,
child prostitution, Three's Company. Pat

Robertson and AIDS.

Frank Flanagan

Mommy, where do babies come from?

Storks. God, test tubes, Japan^ I don't

know honey, here's a dollar, go play with

junior next door 'til dinner's done. Dad-

dy, why does Jane have an insy and I on-

ly got an outsy^ Listen son, you want to

go to that new Chuck Norris movie, or

what? And why were you hurting Mom-
my in bed last night. I heard you ^ Kids —
they ask the darndest questions. Pray,

what is a caring parent to do with such

brash inquisitions? Ask the US Surgeon
General, C. Everett Koop. who Monday
addressed the National Religious Broad-

casters Association.

"Sex education, which I'd rather call

health and human development, can pro-

bably be taught beginning in

kindergarten and first grade. And here

I'm speaking of a curriculum that

answers the common everyday questions

raised by young children, questions such

as where do babies come fi"om," Koop said.

William Bennett. Secretary of Educa
tion and the man most responsible for

drastic cuts in financial aid to students,

has been at loggerheads with the surgeon

general over how to educate American
youths about AIDS. Koop — a visionary,

realist scientist — is perhaps a bit out of

touch with the prudishness and
homophobia of middle America. Bennett,

unable to come to terms with childhood

pregnancy and sexual proliferation in the

nation's schools, has obviously never wat-

ched Miami Vice or Madonna on TV. His

tastes seem to lean more in the direction

of My Three Sons and The Flying Nun.
Why do parents continue to delude

themselves by ignoring the "fact" that

kids will grope and grind no matter what

the Bible, president or principle has to say

about it? Not even city hall can beat

Nature. Are the parents perhaps not a lit-

tle bit jealous that their children might

be having more — or more interesting —
sex than themselves? How can they ex-

pect a child not to be confused in a socie-

ty that venerates and mythologizes sex in

the media but won't tolerate a simple con-

traceptive commercial on TV?
If the family cannot communicate

healthy sexual information to their

children — obviously this the case — then

it must be the job of the government,

through the school system. It is no longer

a matter of religion or philosophy. When
a treacherous epidemic threatens the

health of a society, the rights of the in

dividual must bow to the rights of the

whole. Biological survival makes ques-

tions of what is prxiper moot Kids should

be given sex education not only to avoid

pregnancy and sexual diseases, but to

help them form healthy relationships.

Yet some parents want their kids to

learn about sex the same way they did —
in darkness and confusion — and grow up
to be sexual vegetables, ne'er-do-wells and

perverts. They'd rather have kids con-

tinue to barricade themselves in the

bathroom, slink out nights for a little af-

fection, understanding, and perhaps pay
that unfathomable visit to the abortion

clinic in a state of ultimate alienation and

pathos. Parents are going to have to be

more honest and open with their kids, and
themselves, if they are to protect them.

"These questions," says Koop, "make
you examine and reexamine who you are

and what you stand for. This is not an age
for the faint of heart or soul."

Frank Flanagan is a Collegian
columnist

The United States is a nation of

paradoxes. While preaching one thing, it

often practices another, often un-

consciously. Be it a too-tough stance

against state-sponsored terrorism

rendered impotent by arms sales to Iran,

or stringent drinking laws that are

creating a generation of alcoholics,

America seems to have a tough time mak
ing up its mind on many issues.

Ben Brogan

One of these issues is growing exponen-

tially in urgency: AIDS. As the death toll

from the disease mounts, as the number
of those exposed to the virus skyrockets,

increased attention is being paid to the

problem. The attention is essential, as

AIDS, and its spread, have become a na-

tional emergency.
Originally considered the exclusive

disease of homosexuals, drug users, Hai-

tians, and other social outcasts , AIDS is

rapidly asserting itself as a threat to the

entire population. It no longer affects on-

ly minorities, but is spreading to the

heterosexual, white, drug-free population.

There is no cure in the immediate
future, so public attention is being

centered on inhibiting or preventing the

spread of the disease. This is where the

paradox, that of America's confused at

titudes toward sexuality, comes into play.

Those calling for aggressive campaigns
to prevent the spread of AIDS want the

cornerstone of their program to be educa-

tion about AIDS and sex early in elemen
tary school. Simultaneously, they want
the government to actively encourage
Americans to u.se condoms, as the most
simple and realistic means of preventing

the spread of the disease. This campaign
is being led by the US Surgeon General,

C. Everett Koop, which is surprising

because Koop has not been one to hold

back in advertising his own conservative
view of morality.

The opposition has found a spokesman

in William Bennett, the US Secretary of

Education, who is opposed to exposing

America's children to the ugly realities of

the real world at too young an age. He is

joined by the standard group <rf" sincere

but long winded moralists (from Pat

Robertson to the Catholic Churchy who
see sex education, and particularly the

u.se of condoms, as promoting the

degenerawry of America. A concrete exam-

ple of the extent of these views is the per

sistent refusal of the big TV networks, as

well as a big magazines, to run AIDS
related ads for condoms. Opponents argue

that condoms are a ticket to promiscuous

America, in which teen pregnancy, pro

stitution, homosexuality, venereal

diseases, drugs, democracy and com-

munism, a veritable cornucopia of evil

liberalism, would run rampant.

Yet America is well on its way to realiz-

ing this nightmare of religious conser-

vatives. The lack of sex-education in our

schools, the prudishness of our beaches,

the rating system for movies that watches

for an exposed nipple iwhile allowing

Rambo to carry out mass-murder i and the

pornography commissions aimed at

sacrificing the First Amendment to a con

servative agenda all represent the efforts

of those perpetuating a puritanical fear

of the human bcxiy The result? Por

nog^aphy, an alarming teen-pregnancy

rate, rampant child abuse, date rape on

the rise and a constant need to be

titillated through simple minded soap-

operas and advertising.

Now that AIDS has turned it into a mat
ter of life and death, America can no

longer hide its head in the sand, in the

hope that it will go away. Nor can we call

for nationalized abstinence and believe

we've solved the problem. Faced with a

promiscuous society created by a collcc

tive refusal to talk about sex, education

and condoms are the only choices left.

Ben Brogan is a Collegian columnist

Gambling - An American tradition
Have you ever gambled? If you haven't,

you are one of a rare few in this country.

Come on. A lottery ticket, the dog track,

Atlantic City or maybe a friendly wager on
the football game with a friend. Still say
no? Well then, let me inform you that you
are the only person in the world who
hasn't.

Jeffry Bartash

Letters
Pursuit of presidency not a trivial matter

As one who usually does

iiot listen to what liberals

on campus have to say, rare-

ly do I bother to reply to an
asinine opinion. But on this

one occasion, a response to

an offensive column is call-

ed for. I am referring to

Stephen Bayer's Feb. 2 ar-

ticle on Gov. Michael
Dukakis as a presidential

candidate.

One of the things that

bothered me was Bayer's

listing of Dukakis's
qualifications for president,

such as being "charismatic,

likeable, and able to ar-

ticulate himself in speeches

and on TV." Where does one

learn these qualifications,

the Oral Roberts School of

Political Science? As to the

claim that Dukakis has
strengthened the state
economy, I must remind
Bayer that the whole coun-
try is experiencing an
economic boom, thanks to

the federal government and
President Reagan's
economic policies.

The thing that most upset

me though, was that
Dukakis had the Jewish
community's vote wrapped
up because of "Kitty
Dukakis's Jewish
background." I hate to

disappoint Bayer, but not

all people go into the voting

oootn and oeciue who to

vote for because of the can-

didate's ancestor's religion,

much less that of his wife's.

I am surprised at the
stereotyping, because it is

usually us conservatives

who are accused of making
.such biased generalizations.

I doubt Greek-Americans on
campus were pleased by the

line, either.

To many patriotic
Americans, the presidential

election is more than a

popularity contest. It is the

important task of choosing

our national leader.

Nearly $200 billion is spent every year
on gambling. From small-town USA to big-

time Las Vegas; from football and baseball

to when hubby is gonna cheat on wifey

again (or vice versa); from a gentleman's
bet to stakes as high as $10 million ( 20s
and 50s, please).

Gambling, an American tradition — bet

on it.

Between 10 and 13 million people in the
United States are compulsive gamblers.
They are mostly losers. They will lie, cheat,

steal and do whatever it takes to get money
for betting. Here's a tale of a UMass stu-

dent who almost became a compulsive
gambler.

He was a sophomore. He was a sports fan.

He wanted some excitement.

One day he discovered a fioormate who
had an uncle connected to a bookie. The
fioormate and he became friends, their in-

terests in sports a common bind.

A short time later both began to bet.

Harmless stuff, really. Ten dollars on a
Sunday football game (not the Patriots
though, they never covered) and that was
it.

One bet, of course, led to another. Two
football games; then three football games;
then four. College football, college hoop, pro
hoop and pro hockey soon followed. A bet
(or two) every night. Soon $10 bets became
$20 bets.

Scott A. Frank
Southwest

He wasn't bad. He hit on about 60 per

cent of his bets, but to be a winner he had
to be successful 70 percent of the time. For
every $10 he bet and lost, he would have
to pay the bookie $12. Thus, his winnings
were balanced by his losses.

He said he struck a lucky streak toward
the end of that fall semester. Raw power
surged through him as he became entangl
ed in an orgasm of direct hits. He even bet
on one of the games Tulane University
reportedly threw away during a gambling
scandal in the 1984-85 season. He ac-

cumulated nearly $200 in profit. Confident,
he decided to take three games for $50 each
one Sunday, hoping for a big score. He en-

visioned a jackpot and the beginning of
BIG TIME $100 bets. Soon he would be
able to pay for school, buy a car and travel.

He was a dreamer, all right.

However, gambling is not often the stuff

dreams are made of. Just like the stock

market crash in 1929, he crashed too. He
lost all three $50 bets easily.

He bet the next night, and the next night

too, hoping to recoup his losses. But he kept

losing and soon he was $50 behind and
unable to pay the bookie.

He was fortunate. Nobody broke his legs.

He didn't have to pay the bookie im-

mediately. He continued to bet — and
cautiously. In a few weeks he recouped his

losses and even made a slight profit before

the police put his bookie under surveillance

and the bookie closed shop. After nearly

$2500 in bets, he retired with a measly $30

profit.

He says he doesn't bet anymore, yet he

remembers spending 20 to 40 hours a week
selecting his picks. He knows he was close

to becoming a compulsive gambler and

says he will never gamble again.

But don't bet on it.

Jeffry Bartash ia a Collegian columnist

Newspapers have developed what might be called a vested interest in catastrophe.
If they can spot a fight, they play up that fight. If they can uncover a tradegy,
they will headline that tradegy.

— Harry A. Overstreet

Reagan doctrine ignoring the homeless
A New York Times editorial last fall

highlighted one of the growing concerns of

many Americans, both in the political and
sociological circles. The essay concerned a

single mother heading a household in liv-

ing quarters provided by the New York Ci-

ty Housing Committee, The housing pro-

vided for the poverty-level family was a

seedy, one-bedroom hotel room, complete
with such fine adornments as cockroaches

and mice. The plumbing worked
sporadically, and the neighborhood was
plagued with crime.

David R. Mark
{-— ^

The cost to the city was approximately

$35,000.

Such high cost for obviously deplorable

housing raises some questions of American

policy toward public housing, the growing

numbers of homeless, and our treatment of

the unemployed and the poverty-stricken.

Why IS housing sv expensive, so i-ontenip-

tible? According to members of the housing

committee, New York City does not have

available public housing for the homeless.

and is doing all it can. The only borough

with room is Long Island, which would be

far more expensive.

Why is New York City responsible for

homeless usually dealt with by the Depart-
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ment ofHousing and Urban Developments

The facts say the Reagan administration

does not have a great track record dealing

with budgets for the underprivileged; and
budget cut.-- in these areas ha%'e been

noticeable, despite what Reagan say.«

publicly.

What can he done* The Reagan ad

ministration needs a coherent policy that

will provide readily -available public hous

ing for those below the poverty line Fur
thermore, some form of job training must
be provided if one ever expects these peo-

ple to ascend to a better life. Most impor-

tant, money must be provided so these pro-

grams ran be run effectively and cost

efficiently. Prudence is the key, for without

it the Reagan administration cannot make

logical decisions.

During a Reagan press conference, Ann
McCloskey, a reporter who has openly at-

tacked the Reagan administration's lack of

policy for dealing with the homeless, a.sk

ed what President Reagan would do for the

urban homeless who would be sleeping on

the Washington streets, in sub zero

temperatures, that night.

Reagan replied that he had just read the

above-mentioned Ncu' York 7'/mf.s article,

and that he would look into the prdblem

with a subcommittee the following day.

The response was consistent with Reagan

doctrine. Reagan philostiphy and dogma
allow for little thought now and plenty of

hope later; a call for an end to illiteracy is

followed by an improper budget to serve

those needs; a call for an end to drug abuse

is followed by a cut in funds necessary to

coordinate efforts toward a common g»)al;

a call for excellence in education is follow-

ed by cuts in financial aid and .diu ;itii>nal

grants.

Reagan doctrine assumes and improper

ly justifies which progi*ams can be cut and

which can not. These assumptions show

that President Reagan has forgotten many
of the different elements of American sixrie

ty. In doing so, he has shown limited em
pathy for those who need help the most. An
administration that asks for excellence

from Its people yet provides little of the

same is hardly an administration respon-

sible to its people.

Dmul R Murk i.v (/ Collegian cttlumnist

Conservatives preserve strength ofUS
Today's conservatives would never support the English

tryanny over the American colonies, just as we will never
support the infringement of individual freedoms. To bet-

ter understand the conservative philo9(^hy it is necessary

to know of the inscriptions on the Archives Building in

Washington. DC. They say: "Study the Past" and "The
Past is Prologue."

W. Greg Rothman
"A conservative." as William F Buckley once brillant-

ly said: "is a man standing athwart the tragedies of

history, yelling STOP" A conservative looks to the past

to discover those policies that were successful and those

policies that were dreadful.

A conservative holds one value above all others:

Freedom. Without basic freedom everything else is of lit

tie importance. Without strong defense systems and a

well-trained military that freedom is threatened. In

America today, because of the media and school systems,

we take freedom for granted and communism lightly.

Those on the left of the political spectrum argue that

Marxism is the best system ofeconomics and government

Why then are the communist courtries surrounded by

walls and guarded borders?

Conservatives do not want to see Nicargua become

another Cuba, and the similarities between Castro and

Ortega are startling Conservatives see the "necklac-

ing"(placing burning tires over the necks of dissenting

blacks) in South Africa as both an unpleasant and cruel

method of the African National Congress to gain power

in that country. Conservatives view the threat of the

Soviet Union as very realistic. If you trust th? Soviets,

take a good look at Afghanistan, or Angola, of Ethopia.

or Mozambique, or West Germany, or Laos. Today's young

conservatives hold the 200 year-old Constitution sacred.

Is the left "progressive?" Young conservatives look at

"social progress" of the left and cringe. Over 20 million

babies have been aborted in the last 15 years. Teenage

pregnancies are sky high, the crime rate is up, child abuse

is epidemic, as are drug abuse and alcoholism. The morali-

ty of our country has been destroyed. 10,000 Americans

have died from AIDS, in the next five years another 50,000

will by dead. The divorce rate is the worst in the world;

more than 30 percent end in divorce.

Conser\'atives have aligned themselves with religious

organizations because of the common bond; faith in God

God has been taken out of our society and replaced by the

individual. Communism views Goid and religion as a

threat to their system. Our country is going the way of

Judeo-Christian values, and the young conser\'atives want

that to stop.

Conservatives expose the New Deal and the Great Socie

ty programs that have since turned our land ofopportun

tity into a welfare state. Conservatives look at the failures

of the socialist countries and see the subordination of the

people. Subordinate, because the people rely on the

government to take care of them.

Is progress the terrorism we have been faced with m
the last 10 years? Our government's handling of terrtirists

is rooted in precedent set by President Jimmy Cart4«r and

continued today by a liberal State Department. Freedom

everywhere is being threatened by communism and our

politicians sit back without acting because of fear of the

liberal media.

Jefferson praised an American system of government

that guaranteed a bloodless revolution (cyclical politics)

every 10 to 12 years; today this holds true. The liberals

promise prosperity and progress, backed by short-term

success. The conservatives talk reality and values, back

ed only by the disappointment of liberalism and com-

munism. Never before in our world have so few been free.

Two-thirds of the world's land mass is subjugated by com-

munist governments and there is anti-Americanism

around the globe.

While the liberals wish to crush the Constitution and

turn over America to the World Court of the United Na-

tions, conservatives are fighting to preserve the Constitu

tion. Freedom is the key to the strength of America; both

liberals and conservatives understand this fact. That is

why the liberals are trying to undermine it and the con-

servatives are trying to fight for it.

W. Greg Rothman is chairman of the UMass Conser-

vative Alliance

Sympathy bank in dire need of donors
I think it's high time some sympathy was thrown

around, because there never seems to be enough of it

floating around to soothe all the melancholy people walk

ing around with their chins on the groutid. When was the

last time you really felt sorry for .someone? Can you recall

the last time someone felt sorry for you? (Your ovm mother

doesn't count because that's hereditary). I can't remember

either. I suspect there is a shortage of sympathy in

America and I don't have to tell you it could lead to a na-

tional crisis. We can only avert this disaster by banning

together and feeling sorry for each other. I figured I'd start

the ball rolling by tossing some sincere heavy duty sym-

pathy around.

Jon Z. Bowser

First and foremost 1 feel sorry for Ronald Reagan. The

press showed him no mercy over the arms hostage deal

and subsequent coverup and caught our executive chief

with his pants down. I feel sorry for him because I strongly

believe our president shouldn't be caught doing anything

wrong. I don't approve of American presidents cheating

or lying but I also don't believe they're above cheating

and lying. I just think they ought to not get caught when

they've decided that they are going to cheat or lie. It ruins

the image George Washington created 200 years ago. I

aso feel sorry for the guy that went into business for

himself in 1986 making "Buckle Up It's The Law" signs.

He bought himself a brand new Buick in 1986 but is sell-

ing the car in 1987 because it's not the law anymore.

When we repealed the seatbelt law we shattered all of his

dreams and stole his means of transportation.

I feel really sorry for everyone at UMass working at the

Dinning Commons during spring semster and won't be

going to Ft. Lauderdale for Spring Break. I have no .sym-

pathy for anyone that isn't working spring semester but

is going to Ft. Lauderdale anyway.

I feel sorry for all the fortune tellers that predicted the

world would end on some day in 1986. It didn't, although

I'd guess we came close a few times. I also extend my con-

dolences to any psychic that predicted in 1986 the second

coming of Christ, human contact with intelligent outer

space beings, a cure for cancer and a year without a se-

quel to the most recent Rocky movie. I feel sorry for

everybody who hoped for a white Christmas in New
England last year, although the rain was refreshing. I

feel terrible for anyone, man, woman or child, who woke

up to see their pet fish .swimming belly up. To me there

is no greater tragedy. I feel sorry for anyone wishing

for spring to hurry up and arrive because the groundhog

says we have another good six weeks of winter weather

to deal with. This last one comes from personal ex-

perience, so pay close attention. I feel sorry for anyone

that got roped into paying to see the movie The Three

Amigos, which makes a sequel to Rocky look very attrac-

tive. After reading this and knowing that at least one

person is out there feeling sorry for you, I hope you feel

better. Just writing this made me feel better.

Jon Z. Bowser is a Collegian columnist

Due to an error in the editing prmess. the concluding

paragraph ofRenee Heberle's column in yesterday's Col

legian was inadvertently omitted. We apologize for any

amfusion this may have caused Here is the paragraph:

Airing Amerika is equivalent t.. . t.aming "fire" in

a crowded movie theatre. The ministries presents a clear

and present danger to American citizens because it ad-

vocates an intensified nuclear build up and an increase

in foreign intervention. None of the foreign policy prac

ticed by Reagan has led to a treaty with the SovieU or

succeeded in any resolutions of regional conflicts. His ac-

tions have heightened international hysteria in a time

when the ability to reason and communicate openly could

mean survival. Amerika is an attempt to increase

paranoia about the Soviets and other peoples who exist

in social orders different from our v n, thus encourag

mg American isolationism. For j. these reasons it

violateR the First Amendment T«. take it off the air

would not be an act of suppression hut one of enlighten

ment. Turning off Amerika is the most patriotic action

the American public can take.

Renee Herberle is a graduate student at UMass
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The Collegian accepts letters and columns from the

UMass community for possible publication on the

Editorial/Opinion page. All submissions should be typed

and doubled-spaced, with 67 characters per line. Hand-

written copy will not be accepted.

Maximum length for columns is 60 lines; for letters, 30

lines. Due to limited space, submissions exceeding these

guideline will be edited

All submissions should include the writer's name, ad-

dress and phone number for verification.
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HILLEL'S ONE-CREDIT COURSE
Judaic Studies 191F #432946

CONTEMPLATING JEWISH ART
Thursdays 7:30 - 8:30

Bartlett 121

Instructor: Simon Alter-Muri

AN EXPLORATION OF THE LIVES & ART OF
COMTEMPORARY JEWISH ARTISTS SUCH AS

CHAGALL, PISARRO, MODIGUANI, ROTHKO. SHAHN

BEGINS FEBRUARY 5

Bring Add/Drop Form to Hillel Office (S.U. 302)
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Complete Hairstyling for Men & Women

Haircfit

$9.00

228 Triangle St.

Amherst

Call: 549-1502
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Okay. okay. So The Neats were a little grungier (their

guitars-Vm talking ab<mt distortion here, not personal ef

fects) and a lot hairier than they were when last 1 saw

them.

They still rocked Smith College's Thursday Night Club,

and it was great to see so many people show up to sup-

port such a cool band.

As long as we're on the subject of cool bands. I'd like

to devote some space in the column this week to a place

where you can hear alot of them, college radio stations.

UMass IS fortunate enough to have several student-run

stations: WMUA and WSYL. as well as two that sort of

phase in and out of existence. WZZZ and WOCH. These

stations are non-commercial and committed to diverse pro

giamming. Take that imaginative leap into radio with NO
ANNOYING COMMERCIALS. It's the best way to hear

« lot of the new music at the forefront of the scene.

Back to the local happenings. This week isn't quite as

star studded as next week, but there are a few events go

ing on for you party aninwls who refuse to take a rest from

your nocturnal activities. Tonight Right Time will be at

Pearl Sti-eet playing Reggae. Latin. Rock, and Fusion. At

L'Oasis. a new Northampton club where they video tape

the bands as they're playing and project them onto big

overhead screens. Cruza will be playing On Friday. Cape

Cod party band the Incredible Casuals will be at

Sheehan's, which should be a fun show. If you feel like

driving all the way to Hartford for any reason at all or

if you're hell bent for leather, go see Saxon at the West

Hartford Ballroom and Music Hall Saturday night Eric

Wood will make an appearance at the Iron Horse.

Wood's from New York and has been called Suzanne
Vega's male counterpart, but deserves better than

a mere comparison with his brooding acoustic

melodies. At $4.00 a ticket, it's probably your best

entertainment value for the evening, in terms of

quality and ambience. Julie and the Flashers from

Boston will be at Sheehan's. and the Fools will be

at Katina's (remember "Life Sucks...and then You
Die?" Of course you do.)

Let's have a moment of silence for everyone's local

favorites, the band Circle After many years of enter

taining us all with their colorful flyers plastered all over

the Campus Center, not to mention all those wailin' shows

at the Hatch. Circle are at long last breaking up. They'll

be playing their last gig on Friday, location TBA. if you

know someone in the band

Now for some late breaking; news from the cutting edge

of the recording biz: Robyn Hitchcock has just been sign

ed to A&M records (yesterday, in fact). Former membi*r

of the Soft Boys. Hitchcock has been catapulted from cult

hero status to a medium sized draw at clubs and a college

radio god. This could mean a substantial change in his

music; for many bands on independent labels, a contract

with a major record company means a compromise in ar

tistic freedom (and is often the kiss of death) But ^ohy-n

leems to be one of those rare artists who manages to elude

the slimy music business

Un^'Si^^
sss^^

#
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SEBASTIAN

THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS
IS CURRENTLY ACCEPTING

APPLICATIONS FOR THE FOLLOWING

COORDINATOR POSITIONS:
BUILDING OPERATIONS • PUBLIC RELATIONS
OFFICE ASSISTANT • SPECIAL PROJECTS
ASSISTANT VENDING COORDINATOR
GOVERNORS PROGRAM COUNCIL

FOR AN APPLICATION OR FOR FURTHER
DESCRIPTION OF THE POSITION STOP BY

817 CAMPUS CENTER OR LOOK FOR OUR TABLE

BY THE HATCH OR CONCOURSE.
AN EO/AA EMPLOYER

NO LINES • NO INITIATION FEE

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

ATTENTION STUDENTS

SEMESTER MEMBERSHIP

NOW THROUGH MAY 31st

$80.00
with student IDm-7

Wowt

i I

.,.eMBEf<§Hip iNdLub__
24 Nautilus Stations

New Lifecycles

Olympic Free Weights

Monark Exercise BiKes

;oncept II Rowing Machine

Aerobics

Available at mininal cost

Massage and tanning bed

$13.95
REG. 1595

U y^tn.^m, ,v

Vl^festerk

""'"-'"""MM..,,,,,
^

'^:^:r:::;r" Zi'T""''''— ;-;:f--::r-' '

•""'"//,c.

I

MERRIAM ^X'EBSTER

Moro people lih: our \\ord for it.

lOCATIO IN THC campus CENffl

°- QjUNIVERSITY
-mSTORE^

1

r̂
5

Housing Services

presents

Residence Hall

FURNITURE & MORE..J

Come see and evaluate for yourself

a variety of student room'setups,"
designs, and ideas for residenceJiall

interiors, and If

The Commuter Area

Government
Present

RUTHLESS PECFLE
A GREAT MOVIE THAT YOU CA.N'T MISS'

The Commuter Area Government

Invites you to a

February 9,10,11,1987

9:00 am to 5:00pm
Campus Center Rm 163

"NO TE PIETOAS ESTA

ESPBCTACULAR reLICUIA"

Date: Feb. 5, 1987

Location. Campus Center

Auditorium

Time & Cost:

2pm- $1.00

5pm -$1.50

7pm, 9pm, 11pm - $2.00

^^

\

Activities Phone

Call 545^376

spend the night

February 28 • March 1

William Sloan House/YMCA
(very modest accomodation*)

Single Room $24.00 /p«i»,

Double Room $20.00 ^f*'*^

Bus transportation $20.00 '(«r««

'Disfruta un fin

de se«A.ana en NY'

Limited number of places

404 Studmnt Union UMotM/Amhmnt 01003 545-2145

IMNNV JIDGE HKLFN HI I II

D^TTO REINHOLD SLATER. MIDLER

.^A-v,-.
Activities Phone

R^Tr:'
taairi^Ma>MiMato«Mb#ahna:M< traoM^'IW >:< «««>«

Call 545-4376

for Information

on Current Activities

COMMUTER

GOl/ERNMENT
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and loti of other

^ood itnff at

(Mriyand ujndav

giinmni iiiiHitiiitiiitmiiiimiiHMMWMmiHmMiiiiiiimii^^

LEARANCE
LIQUIDATION SALE

100% WOOL
HAND-KNIT SWEATERS

Imported from Equador

TWO DAYS ONLY

s
s
s

TIME: 9-5

DATE: Wed & Thurs Feb 4-5

Campus Center Concourse

The Photographs of Kathenne Eliabeth McClellan. 1890-1915 can be seen at the Sophia Smith Collec

lion and College Archives at Smith College through March 15

s
s
s

IIIHIimnilllMIINHUIIMIIMHIMMHIMMIiniHillHIUHHIMHt

Aw Alfmaiiv n<cor<l Stof

TOP CASH PAID FOR
RECORDS. TAPES. CD»

Maxell XL2
Box of 10 For

$19.99

Maxell LN-90
Box of 10 For

$12

Maxell XL11S

$2.74 Eo. OR
10 For $24.99

NEW LOCATION
Underrteam Steve's, beside Alt Cat

48 N Pleasant St - 253-9209
M - Sat 1V7; Sun 12-5

^^^-

PARADISE PACS
—inCLUDE—

Rolls. French fries, and

G)l€ Slaw or Macaroni

Mon Sal <»-9 Sun 10-5

yn Plrasani Si Northampinn

SAY, I LOVE YOU
THIS FEBRUARY 14 . .

.

With one of more than 1200
Valentines from American

Greetings. Each
"^ with a message of

love from Cupid

for that sfjccial

person.

2 PARADISE HECES

w/Faradise Pac

1.89

2.89

3 PARADISE nECES

w/Paradise Pac

2.55

3.65

6 PARADISE nECES

w/Faradise Pac

4.95

6.90

9 PARADISE PIECES

w/Paradise Pac

7.59

11.10

15 PARADISE PIECES 11.85

w/Paradise Pac 16.25

DRINKS
Soft Drinks

16 oz, 65
20 oz. 75

Litre 1.25

( Litres only for delivery)

PARADISE

Chicken Salad

Sandwich 2.65

21 PARADISE PIECES 16.85

w/Paradise Pac 22.99

SIDE ORDERS
French Fries REG. .60 LG. .75

Cole Slaw REG. .49 Uj. 1.29

Macaroni REG. .49 LG. 1.29

All Wtiite Neat Substitutes

—ADD 3(K CACn—
White Neat: Wings. Breasts

Darit Neat: Thighs, Legs

^^t

c MCMI \XXVII Amr iingiCorp.

AMtRICAN GREETINGS

OPEN M-F 9:00 - 5:00

^.UNIVERSITYmSTORED
Located In

The Campus C - -»r

SinOLE ORDER . ...3.25

LARGE ORDER 4.95

Bleu Cheese Available

Your Choice of Sauce:

ORIGINAL
I

PlILD

(not£(
I

(Mild6r

Spicy) I Spicy)

FREE DELIVERY
253-7494

SWEET 8if

SOUR
(Mew fif Zesty)

COLLEGE
(Teriyaki 6f

Garlic)

1

I

1
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson

COLLEGIAN 13

Something
By Sarah Smith

'Rfc+fyPle^tS?.^

Anyone interested in writing for the Col-

legian please come to Friday's intro session at

4 p.m. in the newsroom for free information

and food.

Prof. Frank Faulkner will {jive a workshop
8 p.m. today in CC 162-175. Thi.s count.s toward
staff status.

Suddenly, everyone turr>ed and looked —
there. star>ding In the doorway, was one

wretched, mearvlooking lr>grown.

4tJ rro&\ C'vJ.zeKi*' Coun -hr,es

Doonesbttry By Garry Trudeau

OMLROBeRTS J^ujb
BEA7N MATCH, ^^^^y

CAVBINW
OOPSUtJl-
MA7UM9

antm/ise. ttH&^'sn ecmNA
5TDP* IFM^WY045MILWN TO

SA\/B ROeef^. NBJrr TWN& iOU
KNOU.Ue'U, Bt CDU0HIH6 UP
*5muON FCR. HOOPVAUSN. OH
*nmMOH FOR junyeiaKJA

I

ITCOULD JUSTQElOUT

I
OFHAHQ.'fOUKNOW' 1
/M&4V. HOUMUC^ PO
iOU9^>POH60POOaP

Bloom County

1»fiT POmiN OUR
FBLAnONSHIP WHERE

tmpRtfipep
'Bfy CONfeSSON
AT/mMOmNT

OOP eXACTLy
ONLY Ht-VHAvB
tcNOtus usa^R

(^^ ^f*jU^

Berke Breathed

/vmp BimnoN

> >

Bat Brain

MCS NVfINb

By Bill Bearing

t

11 TMtHK OSeSC,

/^^ e^
Gordy By Gorde

flOOD" CNAfmaR 3 - ffoars.

POOF LPOe <SOC? OF Ot^ASS,

/ Feec U<B A AJACMO
WrTHouT CHBEsef

PO ^OU KEALIZ^ TfUKT
S^PCHSH HJlAS G.t\JeK) TO
m. SY MY Gf?GJr &KAJUO-
Ffi (SCXiiTf MHO P006MT
eesioe TEDOY KocseveL-Tf

/

H///£X/ fia GAUe /T 7B
/ME AS Birr A SAtAU.
TAO HB l^LO MB TPe
ioA^DlS^ tA/AS THE
ofjcy rHiKj& ThAT SAuec>
Hi^A pRp/iA A Bt/ccer
IK/ TUB /teARJ/

^^^v.
/

IT <*«5 7W£A/ HAMXJ? Ta

A ' <SRMX?fATH&i. , l/JMO

Toaic (T iA//-m H/M 7Z>

A/AY.'

Daily Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

1 Wall hanging

6 Thtdi siiM
10 SymtxM ol royal

authority

1

3

Mat«r*d si»

tdbiic

14 GacMg. Pipa

t6 Enctamabon o'

iwondar

17 Showman s tab

VI a Naw Yorti

Cfty'

19 Gartnan articla

K) Supariaii««

anc^ng
?l 8«ntn<»«ana

?? LigTit amphliarv

H Took orM ^

33f«,rv-iaia

chara^an
36 Trod ma Doato«
38 BrOiMi OCMM'

)SMwnbe<sNp

DOWN
1 Fofavar -

2 Aavakan

3 Estfang«m«nik
4 Sandy s

raspon&a
5 Fur rtunwr;.

6 Atlampi

7 CaMgortie
8 Formar

C^UHTHMOn
9 Volad
10 Poattc vmiaga

car m a Utah
city''

11 Brmg up
12 Mrs Truman
IS Graiitiad as

VMrtt

18 Put on board

32 G & S axportttni

John -
33 Raputabon
34 Hmdu laachar

35 Moscow sbavar

as
sportscasiar''

37 Mongra*
40 rata and oinvs

olhisiih

41 OaManc
43 Biaactiars

44 Daiad

46 v<iai siatisiic

48 Oiva s numtw
SO Invita

S2 Giant ol muse
world

SSNamad
54 Hard up
55 Scnooidanca
56 Popular opara
S8 Oadara IranMy

62 Praaidaniiai

rtcknama
63 Ganatic malar lai

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

?7 saigianpon
29 0«afSAo«
31 Fashion

magatma

iM^A THS T A I N E

DiTo'a mMa n'm e X

icicinrtBiiciiiii J lOiPiiiiy

40Tw>MM sharply

41 Capn. lor am
42 Fort — . Calrf

43 Look down
upon

44 Mark aganda
Abbr

45 Cartam muscat
iiuctuaaona

47 QOOUIOI

49 Autfior ChrnMia

SI Fools -

SS Proganitor

S7Haai«»y Fr

M Oo aiiit

60 Adam %

61 Slangy

aatacti»a wttft a
baatd^

64 nndar work
•& Formar ^^K

treaty org
661WroM«n«io
67 8lwnisn

68 Sluggish

69 Fma s parvtar

nnn nnnn Gnan
t^VI

Menu
Lunch Dinner

Ham Grinder Cheese Lasagne with Tomato Sauce

Broccoli and NE Style Scroc

Caulinower Casserole ^"^ "^* ^^'^"^^ ^°PP'"«

Basics Lunch Basics Dinner
Garden Chili

Cheese Lasagne with Tomato Sauce

Falafel Pocket Sandwich

. Broccoli and Cauliflower Casserole m

r Weather

Today Mostly sunny, highs in the 30s

Tonight Cloudy, scattered snowshowers

Tomorrow Partly sunny, highs 25-30

Today s Staff

Night Editor

CopY Editor

Photo Tech
L«TO*t Tech
Prodactlon SaptrvUor
Production Maura Mchugh,
]ost. Beth Drew. Laura Bell

Siobhan Masterson
Sheryl Jean
Paul Franz

Michael Berland
Michelle Eichelman

George Francy, Henry
, and Nan, bien sur

idl!J!JJUIliJl.^^.U»g Hl!SWJf!Jli:i:irJ

1 KF.I.I.T SIBCES 1

^^^^1 BdHor ta CUcf |

BJUICT KUBGENER
IUm^sC Editor

PHILSBRAFniO
BtfltMtel E41ior

STEVE RUBIB
BmIocm Maaagcr

BBSBL ZIHTER
rra^MllM lUMftr

- *

Business- Board — Spring of 1987

STEVE RUBIV
.'. «l. .M« ll«aa|cr

1
p inncB LftwsxY j

CRIUG BAVGLBPAOt H. LESSER
AavMtwag SMM Huuiftr

VABESSAROTH
Ftnaaca Maa«fw

KJLREK HOLLXV
$«Ucfi. ^ Ma. *
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Midler, Long: Outrageously funny
Outrageous Fortune* • *
Directed by Arthur Hiller

Starring Shelley Long and Bette Midler.

Playing at Hampshire Mall

By JIM COLE
CoUeifian Correspondent

If you're in the mood for lightheailed fun, nutty

characters, and a suspense filled plot, Outrageous Fortune

is worth a look. Its a simple film that goes a long way

on good performances and endless surprises.

Shelley iCheers) Long stars as Lauren, a spoiled upper-

class snob who dreams of becoming an actress. By acci

dent, she runs into Sandy < Bette Midler >. a lower-class

loudmouth who. on the spur of the moment. als(> decides

to become an actress, infuriating Lauren by taking the

«<rme expensive acting course, taught by a Russian egotist

(Robert Protsky of Hill St. Blues). Even out of class, it

seems these two can't get away from each other, especially

when they discover (to each other's horror), that they are

sharing the same lover (Peter Coyote), who has just fak

ed his own death and disappeared. Long and Midler set

off in search of him, finding that he is much more than

the simple school teacher he pretended to be. The plot gets

more and more surprising as time goes on, as the two try

to outwit the CIA and the KGB while trying to keep tabs

on just who the good guys are

Sounds complicated? Believe me. it is. But trying to keep

up with the madness makes Outni^etms Fortune so. so

outrageous! A lot of the credit should go to both Long and

Midler, who make a memorable, unlikely pair. Shelley

Long is proving herself as a capable actress, who has fun

with her role, and Bette Midler is, Bette Midler! Funny
as always, she adds dimension to her typical obnoxious

broad routine. The two have great chemistry, especially

when they search for their lover in a poor black

neighborhood. Lauren, horrified that a woman of her stan-

ding could be in such a place, says,"We're the only white

people around!" Middler kids her with: "No, there's one,

oh they just got him."

Director Arthur Hiller, known for more serious films,

keeps the comedy fresh and the action lively, and the

script IS very well crafted. His direction brings out the

best in the other actors as well. Peter Coyote is one of the

coolest heavies I've seen in a while, and in a cameo, com-

edian George Carlin is hysterical as the empty headed

owner of an Indian trading post.

Outrageous Fortune isn't the kind of movie you think

much about afterwards, but for sheer entertainment, it's

hard to beat.

NOW OPEN • NOW OPEN • NOW OPEN • NOW OPEN

D.P. Dough
96 North Pleasant St (rear)

256-7616
Fried Dough • Calzone

Baked Potatoes

North PWMAnl Si.

ip CVS

BARSIFS

Sun-Wed 1 lam - 6pm. Thurs-Sat I lam - 2am

»»<»»»»»»»»»»»»»#OW»*»»»»»*»»»'»*'»»

TiOVAL CRANE
ORIENTAC
FOOD WAmiTET

360 COLLEGE ST., ROUTE 9. AMHERST.MA
253-5658 SUN-FRI 10-8 SAT 9-8

OVER 2200 DIFFERENT ITEMS IN STOCK
CMINtSi: jAPANtbt THAI iMOiAN GOOOS • SAUCES AND SPCtS
FRCSH NOODLES • FRESH FRUITS ANO VCOtTABlES PASTRIES
FnO«N CANNED DRIED FOODS • FR02EN ANO DRIED FISM

COOKBOOKS • «VOKS niCE COOKERS • IMPIEMENTS • D«SHES AM)
OtmWAAE TEA SETS ANO SAKE SETS • KOREAN MINK BLANKETS i
eCOSPRCAOS • TAKE OUT FOOOS • WHOLE ROAST DUCK « CHICKEN

BY ORDER • DISCOUNTS FOR STUDENT GROUP FUNCTIONS
_ _ _^I

SSI IS* •«* »•••••• ••«*••• Sb« *•« *•• ••• ••

••• ••• ••« ••• •*• ••• ••« ••• •••
**«>•**•••• ••••••• *•••••• ••« ••* •••••• •*•

••«{«•••*{ •••i«»* •*••••« ••« ••• •••••• •«•

•««««• ••••• ••••• •••••• ••••••• ••••••
••••••i •«••••• •*••»•• •••*••« •••**•• ••••»•• a
•»**2*» •••***• ••••*•• ••••• •••«•*• ••••••• •

•*• ••• *•• ••• ••* ••• ••• ••« ••• ••• •
««»••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••••• •••••• •«••••* •

••»•••« •* •• ••• »•••••• •«••«•• •••«••
••««•• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••••• ••••••• •«••••• •

••« ••• ••• •«« ••* •• *• ••• ••• • •
«««••«• •••»••• ••••••• ••• •«« ••••••• •*••••• •
•*••••• ••••«•• •••••*• ••* ••• •«*•«•• •»*••*• •

• *••

• ••4 : rf::H:
: ::: h:
• ••• •••
• *••••*

:::: tilti

m^
mm
MON-THURS 5-7

ENTERTAINER

7-11 LARRY TOMAI

MiiiHiMiL'J 8 PM Bruins -Leafs

THURSDAY
NIGHT

4-7 $100 9-Ball Tournament
8 PM Bruins

THEATRE
featuring

The
Boston

Comedy Co.
1 1

1 III i 1 1 1 ! LU ENJOY YOUR MUG TODAY

m^nnr^n ^ 'M $I00 S-BoII Tournament i-v| \ \ t

iii[j.i»i!L'j>:»o C.IHC* - D»nve, piumbley

s

GIANT
SCREEN

HOMECOURT
Downtown Annhent 253-9586

Join in the Excitement!

GRAND OPENING
WHMP 99.3 FM WILL BE
BROADCASTING LIVE ON
SATURDAY FEB 7, 1987
FROM 11 am - 2 pm

FREE PRIZES & GIVEAWAYS
«««

WE RENT
MOVIES&
No Oeposii required
•or rT>embefi

Easy hoM up to any TV

Ov«r 30 VCH • available to rem

Larga Movie Selection

Latest releases

SOUNDS EASY

VIDEO
Video Recorder

Rental
Mon.-Thurs. 99^

Fri. '3 00
Sat. 'SOO

VIDEO
RECORDERS

Family enteftainnieni and

atr^osp^^*^e

Monthly rrten^befS only coupon

specials

Over too Sounds Easy stores

nationwide «yHi honor your club

membership

Come to our

continuing

Grand Opening

SOUNDS EASY
Newmarket Center
6 University Drive
Amherst • 549-5200
^ ^ 0:00 .m. - 9:00 p.m.

-r tiay

Movie Rentals*
Mon.-Sat.
S2.00

Weekly Specials
for Members

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
r.

i

I

I

I

I

Enter our Drawing
to win a VCR,

free movie passes,
and more

Save *5.00

'uFiT7Mi"i
MEMBERSHIP

\

$5!
^

/^^

Purchase a lifetime membership

for only $5 and get

2 Free Movie
Rentals

Good at NewmarKet Center

6 University Dr Amherst

-va^ -IS af,„,jpled \^o acoKs m advance no cftarpe'

IPMENT
Racquetball Racquets
Racquetbali Bails

Racquetball Gloves

I

I

}

I

I

I

AltoavaUsbl* \
Sport Clothing

Sport Bags

Wristbands «. Tannis Accassorias

*i Baskotbail, Soccar

( Football. Basaball

Frisbaas

Swimming Accassorlaa

I

I

I

I

Whistlas

Open

M-F9-5
Located in the Campus Center

<^,UNIVERSITY
mSTORE*
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Gerlufsen still seeking a big man for next season
Want 6-10 or taller
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

The recruiting story continues.

While there have been no new letters of intent or early

signees, Un»%'ersity of Massachusetts head men's basket-

ball coach Ron Grerlufsen said yesterday that the team is

still pursuing a legitimate big man.
Gerlufsen received letters of intent from three players

in early December and is seeking a fourth, this one of 6- 10

height or better to add to next year's team.

"That's the only thing we're looking at," Gerlufsen said.

For Gerlufsen, this year's recruiting performance has

been his hc^t >mce taking over for the helm after the

1982-83 season. Signing Matt Anderson (6-7. 190 lbs. from
Brewster. NY). John Tate (6 7, 2;i5 lbs from Penn Hills.

PA), and Ben Grodsky (6 9, 235 lbs. from Coram. NY) to

letters of intent, Cierlufsen has already got en good size

for next year's squad.

"This has been the best in terms of what our needs are

and in terms of the early signing," Gerlufsen said. "What
uf It not doing is bringing in someone that's a replica

ot what we already havf.

"Sure, we're looking for another big guy. There are a

lot of guys 6-8 we're looking at. But its like going out and

buying a new car. If you can get a Porsche for the same

price as another car then you're going to go for the

Porsche There are a lot of 6 8 guys we've been in touch

with, but we would prefer to get a big player."

A few players getting .serious attention from UMass in

elude Clint Holtz (6 11, 225 lbs from Annapolis, MI)», Bill

O'Dowd (6-11 from Miami. FD. David Althaver (6-9 from
Lindcraft, NJ) and Matt Gci^jcr <6 11 from CIcaiuatiM-

FL)
Geiger, a friend of Jackson's also recruited by Auburn.

Minne.»*f)ta, Florida St and Florida, paid a visit to UMass
last weekend and said he didn't know whether or not he

would want to play for UMass.

1 don't know I'm really close with coach Jackson so

1 felt that I should pay him a visit," Geiger said, af\er play

ing pickup with |iinii»r forward Fitzhugh Tarry and former

Minuteman John Milum last Sunday at the Curry Hicks
Cage

3\m>m^*^ui\Q ONTHt PARK
NCWThAUPION.MA&&.

NOW EXCLUSIVE. ENDSTHURS FEB 12

CURTAIN at 6:45 and 9:(><) PM

"BEAUTI-
FUL
So faaclnstingly oom-
plet It uantcenda lu

^ 1 aubtect'

SID&
NANCY

>i^,^*-V

"POWER-
FUL.
Gary Oktman and Chloe
VMibb arc outstandtnf
The ftlni \% quirhy.

unpredictabt*. Mzarra.'

• e • •• AT THE GATES OF SMITH COLLEGE

i^FREE^
SHRIMP

BOWL
With Dinner

Vo/ent/ne's '87

Saturday, Feb 14th!

Valentine cards,

Teddy Bears and lots more

!

it sports

notice

The University of

Massachusetts racquetball

team will be competing in

its first match of the season
tonight when it travels
down to F*rovidence College
to tackle th<- F'riara.

The team, competing in

Its first full .season, is aLso

scheduled to face Army.
SUNY at Albany, and
Bryant College in the com
ing weeks. The team is also

.si-eking two more women to

fill its roster.

AC IlVlllfS* AUDIO
AUrO fOR SAlf •CAICUIAIORS

ENTERTAINMENT •FOR RENT

FOR SAIE •FOUND
HELP WANTED •LOST

CLASSIFIED
M'MOfOftC.

-i . .v,'NAi S • RIDE wan:...,
WDERS NEEDED 'SERVCES

ROOMAIE WANTED • TRAVEL
WANTED •SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEQAM OFFICE - CC 1 13 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI - 2:30) a DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION a CASH IN ADVANCE. 15«AW0«D/DAY FOR STU0EWT8

Acnvmtt

I IMCKI MTfNCSTtO in Chn»-
pf Th« Altanc* Chrisiian

ftttamihiqwieom— yout Mora nlo Bar
rw or J«nnl«a( 2S3-720e

FLOmOA-TNIt WKIKfNO Sylvan t
Fionda-OMft Oanoa wm trip lor two lM«*
nw night Fridav SUB 8 30 14 00

AfTCNtlON OLD TILLliM maMira
Thuraday F«t> 5th 7 00PM at iha UMaat
Siudant Credit Union

DELTA UPSILON hUTEiMTY open rush
F(ft)4 5.9 10 It 17 18 9 00 Join the Ducw

APARTMCNT CNtA^ 3 studants ioo*ing

Hx a 4m includaa haat. ixM water, eteclrct-

ty Onty 125 00 a'T>ooth Call 253^ 31 S5

NCCO A nomm? 0^» Cni tralermty on
Sunaet Ave (behind Southwest) has a

iMnited no o< apacaa lor nonsmoking
mala* We oMer great rooms. ?4 nr meat
ptan al appharKiei. acmilaalu abTMsphere
and a great aocial Me CaaJoeaiS4»«i79
or Tom S4»-551S

EFFICICNCEV, BUSLINE. WALK to

UMass S27S inclusive Available im-

mediatety 253-5473

Ca JACKET W/KEVS left m Pub Sat

1/31 can 54*7572 or 540-1200 Leave

name and numtjer

LOST

AT MMU'S weSTVMEW Th<iSiiayli'»

tan down ski lacket w/cordurov top K)

reward no queettons astied it » coW out

there, so gwe N bKK. ptaaaa" CaB Mwk
«,4<».

.

, «I9

NiLP WANHD

BE A PART of our futura wtMie creating
your own VoiurtMar al ttia UMaaa Student
Cradil Onton

ORTHOOOX OfVINC UTUnOV 10AM sIki^

day Feb 8th 804CC

musk:. ACTING. DANCE instruction

Private and group AH aoes ad level o< sbiii

ty University Arts Council discounts
available for UMass student* Performir>g
Arts Division/UMass Old Chapel 549.0519

BOLTWOOO INFO. MEETINGS 2/9 rm
168CC2/11rm 904 2/1 7 rm 165 2/18 rm
1 74 All meetings Campus Center at 7PM

WSYL-FM ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
tonight CC174, 7PM All are «»elcome

aooM FoaafNT

PRIVATE SOUTH AMHERST home
female, non-smoker Grad prel utility in-

duded/bu* Ime. S2S0/month Can 26&0036

ONE ROOM AVAILABLE al Rolling Green
for 138 00/mo" including utilities' f^lon-

smoker pretarrad caM 2S3-7206

MttAU
SPINET-CONSOLE PIANO bargain
Wanted responsible party to take over low

montfily payments on »p«»«-cc"Si<ie pwno
Can be seen locally Call Mr White at

1^00-327-3345 ext 101

MASSACHUSETTS PRE-LAW SOCIETY
tonite Campus Center no 917 7 30PM
speaker Director of AdmissiorM Univ of

Conn-School of Law all wrelcome

PHOTON FL'TON
FREE DELIVERY

King 143 Queen 118
Double 103 T»in 81

586-8917

REFRK3ERATOR-APPROX. 4' TALL $100
or BO call 253-981

1

SPRING BREAK JAMAICA Proiecl

Martager needed Free vacation plus i$S
1 800-237 2061

UGHT KITCHEN HELP: 4/6hrVwk lor 7

days maals free, on campus caM 549-0454
549-0547

PART-TIME STUDENf «b"p»* up «yaf»
weekly 586 9336

ROOM AND BOARD m exchange tor 15

hours per week children artd fiousework

need own car call 548-9057 Leverett

ASSEMBLY WORK AT home plus rr«any

others Earn good wages m spare lime in

fo 504-641 0091 Ext 2068. 7 day*

FULL ANO PART time positions available

Very flexible hours and excellent working
conditions Conveniently located m the

Center of Amherst Vou can earn up to S20
an hour, with salary and commissions Corv
tact Target Enterpnees tor an mtarviaw Ask
for Keith

SKI SKI SKI
5 College trip*

night tnps, to Berkshire East
Hales start al S9 tor lifts

and tranaportatmn lor night ski

rental* and lessons also avail

Bus leaves UMass A college*
registration deadline Mon Feb 9

lor more info call

549-4600 x328

- TICKET FOR SALE -

Fly to Denver or Portland Oregon for $80
Must sell soon call 549-3528

ROSSKSNOL SKIS 190S must sati $130
call Steve 549-7527

TOP QUALITY ESPRIT II terminal and
modem Like new $500/bo. 549-5470

eve*/wl(nds

AUDK) FOB $ALi

AttTOKMtAU

75 CORVETTE EXCELLENT condition Low
milaga 283-8046

li79~OAfSUN 200SX $MW or B/0 left

door dented otherwise in good cond Call

Bill 253-5947

ELECTRK TVPEWRrrER FOR sale. 6 moa
old. great condition-$a5 or BO call

665-8655 and ask for Jdm

WHYRENT? OWN a dorm sue refrigerator

lor $50 00 or B O 546-6343

BURTON ELITE 1 SO snow board 1 986i«7

model Used only once $240 neg Pete

546-4191

LARGE DORM SIZE rafrlgwator $85 calt

665-3867 Will deliver

AIRLINES CRUtSELINES HIRING! Sum
mer Career' Good pay Travel Call for

guide, cassette, newsservice* (916)
944 4444 ext 161

SEEKING OROANK; CHEMIS'raY 261
tutor apx 10 hrs per week If interested.

546-1413

ELDERLY COUPLE IN Amherst tookmgtor
live-in help lo spend 3 or 4 nights a weak
Male or female Lots of free time, mual ftave

car 253-5443 or 546-4992

PftSOMALS

RESUME TYPESETTM«0 BCRVICt
Have your raaum* prolanwwMiy typaiaat
The beat nuaWy typa, not a word procaaaoi
Sixteen diAarenl type Hyla* to chooaa Irom
Take* only 3 daMi costs $25 and any
ctiangw I'll do lor FREE Come down to the
Colagian Grapttica Oftice (113 Campus
Canter) and apeak to Pator Sodarbarg

MOVING TRUCK 'rail iHralMaarwble
rates call Mike 665 8219

MEET NEW PEOPLE! Get great ex
perience' Cvime write lor r4ew EnglaryJ's
largest coRag* daily The Collegian is in 1 13
Campus Center right behind the T V
Come down arvj ctwck us out'

SKI. SKI . SKI
5 CoMege trips' Oay tnps.

nighl trips, lo Berkshire taat
Rate* Stan at $9 for lifts

and transportation lor night ski

Rentals and lassions also avail

Bus leaves UMass A colleges
Itagwtration daadltne Mon Feb 2

For more mto call

549-4600x328

DAVE THANKS FOR the pUxa* 61
Townehouse no repeats please we are all

on diets'

HOME COOKED MEALS m exchange lor

kitchen help ii interested call 545 0527

B#LAT BRASS PLAYER tooking for Ska
Reggae or Blues band Ptoasa calt

54&1181

LOOKING FOR THE gonJIa delivering
balloons to 4th floor Car>ce last Thursday
nighi Remember me' id like to meet you
without he Suit on If interested, please
reply

OOMMAn WANTiO

ARESPONSIBLE STUDENT « nee^ to

share a one Ijed'ci apartment let

54»0451

NOH-SNOKING HOUSEMATE wanted to>

large sunny room 2^ plus ulMtaa caM
256-6821

ONE OR TWO people needed (M/F) to

share room or have smgle m ruce Brittany

Marwr apt Cheap rent and live wth 2
easygomg ti.andly roommates Please caN
Peter or Erik 253 7136

ROOMMATE WANTED IMMEDIATELY
call 256-8438 serious student needed

TYPING,
accurate

SttVICIS

TAPE TRANSCRIPTION
665 7652

Fast

DO YOU NEED mmprovements m your
house or api-rtmenf Ca* Dan A Don's han
dyman service Paint, wall paper, drywaM,
gerieral carpentry For free eMimala caM
§53-3146

OOMMATt rOB TOWNtHOUSi APT.

LOOKBIO FOR FEMALE for a tuiy Mmah
ed Townehouse apt « miaraatad ca«

549 1428

FUNK BAND

KNEE DEEP IS looking for a funk guNanal
and I* atao audrtiontng both male and
lemato voc«:i*U Cat Scctt« 544-7480 or

George ai54»2812 to** up an audHion

SPtINO BMAK $7

DEPARTS EVERY WEEK m March, Ft

Lauderdale $309 includes Rl Jet A hotel tor

7 nights al taxes and tips Oapatts avary
week m March Moittraal waekartds $79
departs every weekend Feb-May includes

round trip motor coach A 2 nights hotel

directly dowtttown M taxes and tips

Oaytona Beach motor coach March 20-29
includas Rt molorcoach and T-raght hotel

on itia strip £229 all taxes and tips and ser-

vice charges For more dstMt* call Dynamic
Destinations. 482 Mam St Maiden
617324 7735 6173214165

TBAVIL

LOWEST PRKE TRIP lo Oaytona $204 caR
Mike or Che; 6-8035 anytin>e

WANTiO

TIRED OF a>OKINO your own maals? Try
Bernice $ ir>credibl« cooking in excftange
tor light kitchen work Find out about it' CaH
April at Chi Omega. 545-0162"

SUMMER JOB1I PRESTKMOUB New
Hampalwe ccv«d camp need* raaponsible,

highly motivated individual* Good salary,

room, board laundry, arxl tranaportatkin or

compensation from the N V area providad

Group leaders (couege grad ) waterfront,

lennia. soflbaltfbasaMII. basketball and
ger>eral counootors. For more into, write

Pierce Camp Birchmont Personnel Oept
Mineola Ave , Roslyn. NY , 11576

0000 RAQUETBALL PLAYB« wanted tor

friendly competition David 2S9-1660

TUTOR WANTED CHEM 112 call
546-5414 Bwtsy

SUMMER IN EUROPE $239 lowest
scheduled fares lo all of Europe from
Boston CaH t -800-325 2222

SO A 49 PARKING STK:KER will pay cash
call 546 8977/546 9267

WILL PAY $$ lor old org Chem nonma|Or
quizes exams Help' 549-1889 wiN xerox-

return

TKacrfs TOR QENE8S on Worchaster or

Hartford Call Rob 546-9662

MM CASH

DEAR PAULINA, HAPPY 2(Nh, you're a
great sister Love. Fatirta

1M1 DODGE MIRADA automatic power
steering/brakes 6 cylinder 2 door excellent

condition $2650 549-3731

FOR SALE 13'

6-6101
color T.V. 100 00 call

1976 SUBARU STATION wagon Four
wheel drive $400 Call 665 7928

1978 BLUE CHEVETTE must sell bought
a bus instead! $300 or best 253-5591

IS IT TRUE vou can buy Jeeps for $44
througfi the US Government? Get the

facts today' Call 1-312-742-1142 ext

5931 -A

76 BUICK SKYLARK hatchback Clarion
FM stereo great transpo Jack 1-739-0699

TELEVISION; GENERAL ELECTRIC 13

inch B&W Good condition $45 Call Mark

665-8651

XC SKIS: K2 2S2XLT. 215cm Hatf-step

base With boots poles, bindings, used

once, excellent condition $100 Call Mark

665-8651

CAR STEREO: SONY XR-2S AM/FM
cassette with XS-43 speakers Greal con-

dition call Sue 665-8651

TYPEWRfTER: OLYMPIA ELECTRIC.
Good condition With case $75 call Mark

665 8651

WATERFRONT. TENNIS. LAND sports

courKelors lor summer music ar>d sports

camp in Maine Call James Saltman
617-641-3612

RESPONSIBLE STUDENTS NEEDED to

deliver newspapers lo dorms on campus
No car necessary Approx 1 hr/day 7

days/week High weekly pay Bonus paid
for excellent delivery Call 253-7009

WELCOME BACK PIZZA bash' All untvar-

sity women invited to Stan off the semester
with a pi7/a party at lota Gamma Upsiton.
Fri Feb 6, at 5 30PM 406 N Pleasant St

Come down to IGU for fxynemade pizza
and refreshments

NEED MONEY FOR spnng break? I need
your baseball cards' Please help CaM Mike
549-0333

MAKMWBTOMeO
7 NKSHTS-S DAYS. Round trip aK fare,

hotel Tanama, sunset ferry ride No drink-

ing age Only 21 spaces available Fun pay-
ment due February 1 7 Only $395 00 Call
now 546-9585

JAMAICAN SPPINO SBIAK

DO YOU LIKE Jamaica m the moonlight?
Sandy l>eaches drinking rum every night?
Make this spnng break something to
remember'ii Only $499 00 tor n air A
private villa Irwludes makl. cook, and
groundskeeper Don't miss out—seats
limited so call todayi 549-5203

BfTTI MIDlll AND
DANNY DfVITO AT UMASS

TODAY!! CAMPUS CENTER auditorium
Ruthless People $l at ?PM matinee. $1 50
for 5PM $2 for 7.9,11PM

n. jiiot

THArfvOU AGAWn Seldom do~your
prayers go ui>answered I am very grateful

STUDENT REP WANTED to sell travel

spring break call 617-321-416S

1977 CHEVY MALIBU good transportation

500 or 8/0 Barry 256-8673 OWN YOUR OWN Decwriter $150
256-0985 ask for Gene

CAlCULATOtS

HEY ENGINEERING MAJORS! Hewlett
Packard 1 1C a must lor classes! $40 or BO
call 549-5791

KENWOOD ~6X9 TRIAXIAL car speakers

one year old. perfect $45 586-5165

ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted $120

month right on bus route heat included

256-1518

TWIN BED GOOD condition BO 549-7438

KMINO

DID YOU LOSE some Hotfmgers-Gortex

gloves in the Goddell classroom on Mon-

day'' Call il you want them back 549-4139

ask lor Sue

CARPENTERS WANTEO-EXPERIENCEO.
worksludy or nonworkstudy Apply al Pro-

duction Services, rm 146 FAC

STAGEHANDS-FINE ARTS Center needs
stagehands for the spring semester Work
the show and get paid lor iti Interested go
to Production Services, rm 146 FAC

AUDIO TECHNICIAN WANTED -

workstudy or nonworkstudy Must be ex

perienced in Hi-Fi stereo recording Apply

al Production Services, rm 146 FAC

APPLY NOW TO become a campus Tour
Guide at 101 Berkshire House

GERMANOFF-IS IT InM your girlfriend

feeds rais?

HERBALIFE INDEPENDENT
DISTRIBUTORS. Call Mark 546-5938 or

Dan 546-4151 for products

FEMALE BORDERS NEEDED, walking
distance lo campus Price comparable to
dorms Home cooked meals Contact Karen
256-8674

ANIMAL RIGHTS: THE right of all animals
(non-human and human) to equal con-
sideration, and to live a natural life un-
molested by humankind. Join the coaMKKt;
SUB 306 259-1626

HELP YOUR FUTURE while helpir>g us
Volunteer at the UMass Student Credit
Union

BUY YOUl OWN BUSINISS

HAVE YOU ALWAYS dreamed about owm-
irK) your own business' We are a sucessful
off-campus T shin business that has been
very profitable We are graduating but we
want our busirtess to continue If you've got
what It lakes to be successful call us at

549-7203 or 5494489

SPBINO BREAK tT

BAHAMAS $399 A Cancun Acapuico $449
& up Carnbean Cruise $669 All money due
by 2/5 Call Bryan 546-9021 or Bruce
253 7312

PART-TIME POLITICS- Clean Water Ac-

tion IS now paying $5/hr for environmental

activists Our paid training program will

devekipe your skills in communications,
personel management arvj community
organizing Work evenings 5-10 Great
location in Center of Amherst Call

549-7450 Mon-Fn 9-5 00

HAPPY B-OAY KIM Love always Kenny

HAPPY 20TH BWTHOAVMarion Riley*
We miss you'" Michele, Diane, and Celina

MELSSA DRISCOLL. CONGRATULA-
TIONS on your engagementi We all tove
you and wish you happiness always Love
the Swlers and Pledge* of SOT

nonrsMARKiT

A COLLECTIVELY RUN student organiza-

tion IS now accepting applKalions lor

employment lor the spring 1987 semester
and beyond Stop by the Market anytime
between 9 and 5 for more inlormatk>n and
appl«ations
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Women's hoops
travel to Temple
Minutewomen try for a pair over Owls

.-•rv*!-*^

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

It's a phenomena that many coaches are

unable to figure out and one that is feared

by all.

The question: How can a team that had
won three-in-a-row and four of their last

five lose to team who, after 18 games, had
yet to taste the sweetness of victory? A
puzzling question indeed, and one that the

University of Massachusetts women's
basketball team and head coach Jack
Leaman have had a hard time answering.

The MinutewOTnen, who with the loss fell

to 10-6 and 6-4 in the Atlantic 10. will look

to rebound from the Rhode Island upset

against Temple University at

Philadelphia. Game time is slated for a

5:30 start.

Even though the season still has a lot of

time to it. the loss to Rhnde Island was a

costly one for the Minutt-women. A win
would have given UMass a 7-3 conference

mark, one game behind Penn .State Univer-

.sity. who fell to fourth-ranked Rutgers

University last week at New Brunswick.

NJ. The second Penn State loss came at the

hands of Temple, when the Lady Owls
pumped in four consecutive three-point

bombs to pull off the upset.

Because of that fact, the Minutewomen
were very cautious in their preperation for

Temple in their first meeting a week ago.

So much for cautiousness.

The Minutewomen blew out the Lady
Owls, 60-46, at the Curry Hicks Cage
behind a possessed Jeanine Michealsen

The win itself was enough to scream about.

The margin was another story.

UMass came into that game with an 0-5

mark .against the Lady Owls and a 4-3

mark in the A 10. Because of Temple's
dominance over the seasons, a win looked

to be a tall order for UMass. at least on
paper.

On the court, the Minutewomen proved
why underestimating the talents of this

UMass squad could be a serious, and equal-

ly deadly, mistake. On that day. the

Minutewomen held Temple to 24 percent

shooting from the floor, and limited the

Lady Owls under 20 field goals, which.

with the addition of the three-point basket,

is exteremely hard to do.

But that was then. Now, the

Minutewomen have a chance to prove to

themselves and the rest of the conference

that the URI loss will not be indicative of

what to expect the rest of the season. Every

team should expect to have games like the

Rhode Island game (the men's team had a

similar Twilight Zone ish experience

against St. Bonaventure last Thursday),

but only the best of teams with the most

character are able to bounce back from

such a humiliation (and the men's team did

so with the overtime win over George
Washington).
That in itself is not an impt^sible task.

The mission lies in having to beat the Lady
Owls on its home floor More teams have

accomplished that feat this season more
than last, but the fact remains that

Philadelphia is not the friendliest of places,

especially when you're from the outside

coming in to play a little hoops.

Since the beginning of the season, the

Lady Owls have been coming around. Tem-
ple IS 5-12 overall, with all five of th<^e

wins coming in the conference at a 5-4

mark. Temple came awfully close to being

Rhode Island's first guinea pig. but escaped

with a narrow 53-51 win in a game that

saw URI conle from way behind m the se-

cond half

The Minutewomen will hope to get

another big performance form their front

liii» "t Michealsen, junior forward Tara
Lewis, and senior center Karen Fitzgerald.

Between the three of them, Michealsen,

Lewis, and Fitzgerald hauled in 35 of 53
UMass rebounds against Temple last week.

The taller Lady Owls grabbed 41 rebounds
combined, but a majority of those came on
the offensive boards, which caused pro-

blems early for UMass.

Rejections: Michealsen was chosen as

Atlantic 10 Freshman-of-the-Week for the

week ending January 31. In wins over

Dartmouth, Temple and George
Washington, Michealsen averaged 10.6

points and wiped the glass for 32 rebounds,

including 17 caroms against Temple. In the

Temple game. Michealsen also scored 16

CollvKian photo by phxo BjmM Guaraotla

Junior forward Tara Lewis and the Minutewomen are coming off a

shocking, 59-58, loss at Rhode Island and hope to rebound with a victory

tonight at Temple in Philadelphia, PA.

points, blocked five shots, and drew five

steals. The freshman Northport, NY,
native is averaging 9.0 points per game and
7.3 rebounds per game for the
Minutewomen. . . Tonight's game will

mark the second of five road games for

UMass. The Minutewomen will also travel

to George Washington, Rutgers, and St.

Joseph's before returning to the Cage on
February 17 against Central Connecticut

State University. The CCSU game will

kick off a five-game season ending home
stand for UMass. . .Fitzgerald has led the

Minutewomen in scoring in all but four

games this season. Her season high was
against West Virginia, when the Chelsea,

VT, native scored 28 points in an overtime

win over the Mountaineers. She leads the

team in scoring (18.0 ppg) and is second in

rebounding (7.4 rpg).

UM gymnastics tops SCSU,260.2-256.9
UMass finally snaps 20'year losing streak
By JIM HICKEY
Collegian Correspondent

What determination.

Going up against a tough
opponent is no easy task,

but when that opponent

happens to hold a twenty-

year victory margin on you

and is coached by an
Olympic-caliber coach,

you've got more on your

hands than your everyday

meet would allow for. A lot

more.
That did not seem to

bother the University of

Massachusetts men's gym-
nastics squad however, as

they ended a twenty-year

drought and dumped the

Owls of Southern Connec
ticut State University last

night in New Haven 260.25

to 256.95.

It was a big win for

Massachusetts, as they up-

ped their league record to

2-1 on the season, their on-

ly loss coming on a three

point decision to a tough

Navy team.

Coach Roy Johnson was
extremely pleased with the

outcome.
"It's just great that the

guys trained so hard and did

exactly what they expected

to do in their routines,"he

said.

The Minutemen also mov

ed closer to a goal they

established at the beginning

of the season— to eclipse the

total point margin of 262

that currently stands as a

Massachusetts record,

it was the first time this

year we broke into the
260'8," Johnson said. 'We're

definitely a 260 team and
we proved it."

Individually,
Massachusetts got strong

perforrnances from several

people.

In the floor exercise, an
event Johnson had said
would be critical, an
outstanding routine was
turned in by sophomore
John Eggers.

"John just had a great

routine and he got the rest

of the team going by his per-

formance,"8aid

Johnson. "Everyone hit

their double backs and I

thought that was a key fac-

tor to our success."

In the pommel horse .

senior Steve Baia showed
what he can do in the tough
meets by nailing an 8.85.

only three-hundredths of a

point from the winning

Sports Information photo

score of 9.15 turned in by
all around winner Hecter
Salazar of SCSU.
Jay Ronayne showed why

he was an Eastern finalist

last year, winning the vault

and taking a close second in

the still rings.

Junior sensation Roberto
Weil had an outstanding
night placing second in the

all-around competition with
a 53.1, the second highest
ever turned in by a
Massachusetts gymnast.
Johnson was also impress-

ed with the efibrt put in by
freshman Mike Keidan,
who placed third in the all-

around competition with a

score of 51.5.

"Mike had a great night-
he scored the highest a

freshman has ever scored at

Umass,"8aid Johnson.
With this win under their

belts, Massachusetts should

prove to be one of the
toughest competitors in the
Eastern Gymnastics Cham-
pionships, which will be
hosted by the Minutemen at

Curry Hicks Cage April 3-5.

For now, the Minutemen
can take their positive win
against Southern Connec-
ticut State University and
know they have what it

takes to overcome any
obstacles they may meet
with upcoming matches
against such foes as Temple,

Army, Syracuse and peren-

nial powerhouse Springfield

College.

Hurst: Southwest brawl racially motivated
Calls football players ^aggressors

^

By ANN BRITTON
and the Collegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD - The post World Series
brawl in the Southwest Residential Area
was racially motivated, and the Universi-

ty's response to student concerns was in-

adeqate. Judge Frederick A. Hurst said

yesterday.

"The events were predictable, preven-

table and primarily racially motivated,"

Hurst said at a joint news conference in

Springfield with Chancellor Joseph D. Duf
fey, where he released the report of his in-

vestigation into the Oct. 27 incident.

Ten students were taken to University
Health Services for treatment of injuries

sustained in a post-game celebration that

erupted into violence. Hurst, a member of

the Massachusetts Commission Against
Discrimination, was called in by DufFey to

investigate allegations that the incident

was racially motivated.

"It would be a mistake for anyone
reading this report to conclude that the pro-

blems at the University of Massachusetts
at Amherst are any worse than problems
in most other universities throughout the

country," Hurst said.

"My investigation and report should be

seen as a continuing effort on the part of

a progressive University to grapple with

the complicated problems caused by racial

intolerance and insensitivity on its campus
and in our society at large," he said. "I will

be distressed if this report is misused by

small minds to indict the University or its

leader."

Hurst interviewed more than 100 people,

including students, staff and faculty to

reconstruct the events of Oct. 27, and sum-
marized his findings in the report.

"The final World-Series game between
the New York Mets, commonly looked upon
by UMass students as the black team, and
the Boston Red Sox, commonly looked upon
by the students as a white team, was win-

ding to a close," the report states. "Many
were drinking heavily.

"Security was almost invisible. The Du-
ty Sergeant's earlier request for extra man-
power to cope with post-game activity had
been turned down by the Director of Securi-

ty despite the fact that loud, boisterous and
even violent gatherings of students had
caused problems."

According to the report, "The well known

fact that the Sox-Mets dichotomy was a
white-black one itself justified increased
security as did the events after previous
series games."
Telephone calls to Gerald T. ONeil.

director of Public Safety were referred to

James Langley, assistant vice chancellor
for University Relations and Development.
"In general, we feel the criticism in the

Hurst report is valid," Langley said.

Mistakes were "not made out of
maliciousness or indifference. They were
simply judgment calls that didn't work
out."

Hurst's report describes subsequent
events, detailing a progression of small
skirmishes toward a situation where 'Hhe
mob was not chasing a particular black per-

son. It was chasing all of them," the report

continued on page 5
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Swimsuit issue
makes waves
Photos elicit varied views

By MARIA BULL
Collegian StafT

SportH Illustrated's annual swimsuit issue splashed on-

to the racks of the University ^cre Wednesday like a tidal

wave, selling nearly 150 copies in under a day.
"Last year's sold out in 24 hours ... this year I don't

know." said Ellen Gatchell. head of the book and
periodical department at the store.

Julie Gamble, a junior finance major who works m the

book department, concurred. She dismissed this year's

inue as "all right," but not quite up to par. "The bathing

suits aren't as good. They're nice but there's just nothing
there"
Most men interviewed were less judgemental. Mazen

Petitions issued
in BOG meeting
on banning military
By JENNIFER DEMPSEY
CollWgian staff

Petitions urging the banning of military recruitment
on the Campus Center Concourse were passed out last

night at the first meeting this semester of the Campus
Center Board of Governors.

The board asked military recruiters to no longer station

a table in the campus center, due to their discriminating
policies, said Chairman John Hayes.

A petition, devised by the board, asks if 'organizations

that discriminate on the basis of sex, race or sexual orien-

tation should be allowed to recruit in the Campus Center."

A table with the petition will be set up near the Mini-

store from 10 to 4 today. The petition will be available

for all UMass undergraduates with a valid ID number.
Thus far the petition has more than 600 signatures.

Although the Reserve Officfer Training Corps is also a

discriminating institution in recruitment, the board does

not want to ban it because it does not practice

discriminating policies in class sign ups.

"Our experience with ROTC is usually add/drop [KOTC
classes] and we have no problem with that," said Hayes
referring to the ROTC tables in the concourse.

The board has no part as an organized group in the

potential banning of the CIA.

Also discussed were the upcoming events to celebrate

the 30th anniversary of the Student Union. Board
treasurer Leslie Nakajima, said that any Registered Stu-

dent Organization interested in planning an event for the

celebration week of April 6-11 should attend a meeting
Friday, February 20 at the BOG office.

A search committee was elected in order to find new
students interested in becoming a coordinator for the
board. The coordinator positions include Assistant Ven-

Iskandar. a senior food and natural resources major,

hadn't finished scanning the issue, but offered "I'm sure

It won't be Dad — I mean, how bad can it get?"

Freshman David Bryant perused the issue with a less

critical eye; "It seems bigyer so it's got to \ie better I come
here every day. I've been expecting it

'"

Does the magazine serve a purpose?
'It's something to decorate my dorm room with. Som<

women might like the bathing suits involved..." Bryant
said.

"I hate that magazine, it's so depressing." said cashier
Ingrid Busillo. 'It s not the truth but guys look at it and
just think that's the way it's going to be sometimes. I look

at it and just say 'Forget it'
'

Others completely dismiss the i.<.>uf. One woman stop
ped in the store on her way to class and was shocked at

the attention the bathing beauties received. "It's just so
stupid." she said with a shrug of her shoulders.

One student pleaded innocence Robert (iipe. a graduate
student in English, said: "I'm just reading it for the 'Big
Ten' basketball story I'm just a basketball fan who gets
cautfht up in this hullabaloo.

"

Gipe said he comes to me store every week to look at
SI. but the bathing suit issue was reviewed on his

('oll«>|paii pholt) ti\ Maria Bull

SWIMSUIT ILLUSTRATED - Students criti-

que magazine purported to cover sports.

"primary news source." Entertainment Tonight, and he
wanted to "see what all the fuss" was about

'Well.' he said, "the models get skinnier and skinnier

and the issue gets fatter and fatter.'

PARALLEL LINES
noon feeding.

CollrKJan photo by Byrnr (iuarnotta

Fences and clouds frame the Surrey racehorses during their after-

ding. Office Assistant, Public Relations, Building Opera-
tions, Special Projects and GPC.

Any student interested in more information concerning

job openings can find applications at the table by the

Mini-store.

Other board projects in progress include several
February concerts in the Hatch, new furniture for RSO's,
a possible attempt at breaking the world's record for

musical chairs and an MTV-sponaored comedian search.
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Excerpts from the Hurst Report:
The following are r.xn-rpts from the

"Report on University ofMassachusetts In-

vestigation" hy Frederick A. Hurst of the

Massachusetts Commission Against

Discrimination. Printing' the complete

fiO-page report is imp<tssihlc, hut all

students are urged to ohtain copies of the

report from the MCAD in Springfield

it would be a mistake for anyone reading;

this report to conclude that the problem-

at the University of Massachusetts

Amherst (UMass) are any worse than pro-

blems in most other universities

throughout the country To the contrary,

my investijjaiion and repoin should be seen

as a continuing efl'ort on the part of a pro

gressive university to grapple with the

complicated problems caused by racial in

tolerance and insensitivity on its campu-

and »n our society at large

I will he distressed if this report is misus

ed by small minds tn indict the universitv

or Its leader

Introduction — The Process

On Cktolx-r 27. 1986, after the final game
of the World Series between the New York

Mets and the Boston Red Sox, an incident

involving white and black students occur

red on the Amherst campus of the Univer

sity of Massachusetts (UMasst. This inci

dent was characterized by some as a stu-

dent brawl and bv others as a racial con

frontation.

Accordingly, this was not meant to be

and is not a detailed blow by blow state

ment of what happened that evening in

fact, although I interviewed a broad cross

section of people. I found nobody who had

the exact same story from beginning to end.

By the end of the second week, with a few

exceptions, the only people I had interview

ed were employed by the University. Even

so. some of the employees most directly in

volved were not available for interviews in-

cluding key security people. Also, white

and black students directly involved in the

incident, including members of the football

team, had not been made available to me
The Incident

The final World Series game l»t ^^ fi-n the

New York Mets (Metsi. commonly looked

upon by UMass student.s as the black team

and the Boston Red Sox (Sox), commonly

looked upon by the students as a white

team, was winding to a close

Many ut-re drinking heavily

Security was almost invisible The Dut>

Sergeant's earlier request for extra man
power to cope with post game activity had

been turned down by the Director of Securi

• V m spite of the fact that loud, boisterous

nd even violent gatherings of student.s

had cau-id problem- aft'! t-ach pn vimi-

game.
The Duty Sergeant said that i- i pi .

in.

turn, he ordered all available manpower
which consisted at highest estimates of

seven to nine officers — one restricted tn

the desk as dispatcher - to the SWRA
At about 11:30 p.m . the final game end

<d m victory for the Mets and students

.streamed out of their rooms in the SWRA
area toward the Pyiamids Short 1; . 'hey

were lotned by 3ti i< nts form other residen

tial areas and by students who had been

watching the game off campus. Some came

tossing fire bombs and bottles and others

came with stick

-

Emotions were f.->jM-<. i.ilis iiiu-it.^ lt»r the

football players, primarily Sox fans, whose

normal competilne spirit was enhanced by

their own pending post-championship

game. . and who were big enough to act

it out in any manner they chose.

Within minutes the crowd on the

PN'ramids and in the surrounding area had

swelled from a few hundred fans to a few

thousand 'estimates range from 1,200 to

3.000). Sox fans making up the overwhelm

ing. angry ma^rity. .

Fire bombs and bottles were flying from

all directions, most landing harmlessly but

some hitting people Sporadic fights

began breaking out

The intensity of the crowd grew as it

began moving toward the black students.

No one present that night can explain quite

why or how, but the focus of the crowd

perceptibly shifted toward the black

students long before any black student us-

ed a weapon. From the many descriptions

I was given, it seemed as though the crowd

was unconsciously focusing in on a sur

rogate target against which to take

revenge for the Sox loss and that suiTogate

target conveniently became black students

Stories vary* but football players certainly

made up part of the crowd that surged from

the F\ramids to John Quincy Adams (JQA'

Residence Hall, where the group of black

-tudents had gathered . .Certainly some

black students anticipated trouble since at

least two had c»»me to the area with stick-.

and others had sHyi'd au a\ in anticipating,

I if confrontation

White student.- vvlio well' Ml I nl

id ,iwa> and either left or became part of

the larger white crowd A black student

\va- attacked by a white student

By n(»w the black students were standing

.ihme and the distinction between a black

Mets tan and a black Sox fan was lost They

all became Mets fans confronted b> .m in

creasingiy violent white crowd led by what

everyone described as, among other names,

large people. These "large people" were

labeled by white students and black

students. Mets fans and Sox fans, old

friends of theirs and old enemies, by

description and b> nanu- as white f(x>tball

players. .

Other black student- vvt-n- hn I v.a>

able to establish beyond a reasonable doubt

that football players were, in fact from

beginning to end. aggressor- m the

violence and were among the first to alter

the pattern to what l>ecame a full blown

racial incident.

. . without a doubt, during a lull in the

action, a white football player struck the

first blow. . . At some point he threw a

punch; scuffles began breaking out around

him as other football players and white

students moved toward the action.

The more black .students tried to defend

themselves the angrier and more violent

the crowd became The much larger

white crowd pursued the black >tudent>.

yelling racial epithets as it went.

. . most of the people in the crowd did not

know that t iiey were cha.sing a short black

person m a brown leather jacket who had

wielded a short club. They were, in their

rage, chasing black people who. by now.

had become the central focus of their anger

at losing the game. That is how most black

students and black faculty and staff

perceived the incident.

The larger part of the crowd, football

players m front, ran toward Crampton

Residence Hall. The other part ofthe crowd

pursued black students toward .Jariic-

From everything described to me there is

no question that, at this point m time, the

mob was not cha.sing a particular black pei-

-(.IV It was chasing all of them.

.^ black student, Yancey Robinson. wa>

returning from a fraternity imposed study

se.ssion at the Student CenU'i with a frund

They pr(x;eedid tnw.ud t'lainptmi and

stopped behind cover from which they wat-

ched the action of the crowd. The> wuness-

fd two football players kick in the glass

d<M)r and confront the black female

They moved tow aid the crowd - alleged

ly intending to help the black female — and

reached a ramp leading to the second

Crampton door, when the female security

officer came to move the crowd outside. . .

. When she reached for Yancey, he pull

ed away and started down the ramp. So-

meone in the crowd yelled "there he is."

Yancey panicked and ran for about 200 feel

before he was taught by the crowd at the

corner of Kennedy Dormitory

A football player hit Yancey with what

has been described as a "vicious" block that

slowed him down. Another f<K»tbHll |>lavfr

tackled him to the ground

Why the crowd was beating a tall fair

skinned black man with a long golf club in

his hand when it was allegedly seeking a

shorter dark-skinned black man with a

short club in his hand when it was alleg<«d

ly seeking a .shorter dark skinned black

man with a short club whose dress wa.>

cleai-ly distinct from Yancey s is a quest if<n

also answered quizzically

In all fairiit>> to the female officer and

contrary to many reports, the time that it

took her to secure Crampton and push

through the crowd and find Yancey was not

unreasonable.

Security Police Response
The missed t^portunities for security

iiiittinuni on page 6
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KEGS - FREE DELIVERY OFF CAMPUS

CARLING 12 pk cans $4.40 + .60

CABLING 12oz bottles $7.95 + 1.50

COORS or LIGHT 12pk cans $5.65 + .60

MILLER DRAFT 12 pk cans $5.80 +.60
ROLLING ROCK 12pk cans $5.25 + .60

STROHS or LIGHT 12pk cans ... $5.15 + .60

OLD MILWAUKEE SUITCASE .. $8.80 + 7.20

SCHAEFER SUITCASE $8.80 + 1.20

GENESEE ALE bottles $9.95 + 1.50

BUSCH SUITCASE $9.95 + $7.20
LEFRANC TABLE WINE 1.5L $2.99
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Pregnancy leave rules
need revision — official

i I'llrcKin photo b> Manai Bull

SAYING 'HELLO' - A potential UMass student is pleasantly surpris-

ed by what she found waiting outside the door of the Student Union.

Mass. group denounces
new Seabrook proposal
By MAKIANK SWVSh
Collegian Staff

A proposed change in ihi- emergency

evacuation plans for the Seabnnjk nuclear

p<iwer plant in New Hampshire would

threaten ptiblic safety, according to leaders

of the Massachusetts* Public Interest

Research Group .

Officials at the piani. which is not yet

operational, want to reduce the evacuation

zone from 10 miles around the plant to one

mile That change would mean that no

Massachusells town.s would be evacuated

\n the event of an accident.

"The current lO-mile zone incluur- -.^

MassachuM'tts towns." .said Janina Braun,

the university chapter chair of MassFIRG
if it's reduced, citizens in Massachusetts

would have no say m the matter,"

MaaaiKhusettK Gov Michael S. Dukakis,

who is opposed to the plant, has refused to

submit evacuation plans for Massachusetts

towns, prompting plant officials to request

a reduced zone.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission re

quires a 10-mile zone around all plants and

every town arf)und the plant has to submit

plans before the facility can be licen.sed

MassPIRG is trying to gain support for

a federal bill that would require a 40-mile

evacuation Kine around plantii. Braun said.

The bill would al.»^i require the approval

of all states aflected by the evacuatum

plans, regardless of where the plant is ac

tually located.

'We'd like to give governors the veto

power for licen<ting nuclear power plants."

.said Braun. In this case. b<»th Dukakis

and New Hampshire Gov.Tnor Sununu
would have to appr^

Braun said a reduction in the evacuation

zone at Seabrook could persuade <»ther

plants across the country to make similar

changes
"If Seabniok's request g<H> iluough. it

could set a national standard ht>cause it's

cheaper for the plants to h.n. i n. rmli

zone." she said

The 40- mile zone is m»cessar> in < n-un'

public safety, said Rayna Sargent, rumpus
coordinator of the UMass chapter of

.MassPIRG
According to a recent survey by

MassPIRG. most citizens withm the

evacuation zone are not prepared for an

emergency at the plant. The survey was
conducted at Salisbury Beach in

Mas.sachusett.s. which is in the 10-mile

zone.

Hv RM'i LOriS
('olU'Uiaii S[a\\

The I'nivtisitv of Massachu^'tt -'

pre^;nancy p«>!k\ mi-it- nandard^ lir tiii

employees, but may not lie adequate and
needs revision, said Michelle Gallagher of

the I'lUM-rsity Staff A.ssociation.

.\ nijiH^t tor paid leave canu up .it the

bar^'aining table at the last .American

Federation f>f State, County and Municipal

Workers union contract meeting,
Gallagher .nd She said the request was
denied.

Under the present contract a woman is

allowed eight weeks unpaid leave

However, a woman can use also use paid

Mck. pers<mal and vacation time that she

may have accrued or use that time in place

o! the eight weeks, said James Coopee of
' nnel services. Gallagher sjiid she dix-s

(1 that this IS adequate

bick tmu should Ik- all(Kated for

Mckness." Gallagher said She sxiid paid

leave and increased leave time would

"facilitate the mcrther s return to work
"

She also argiJod for extemled leave argu

ing that a mother needs time to adjust her

household so that she can be prfiductive

when she returns to work Pregnant

women ne«'d time to establish child care,

and without a lengthy leave, women can

not breast feed, she said

Ciallagher mentioned a iiii.v.i-.ty

employee who had been working three

years straight to accumulate sick and vaca

tion linu- m) -^he could hi with hei i-any.

Coopee said extended maternity leave

can be granted under the present ctmtract.

It is common to see three month leaves,"

.It L'Ma.ss. ill >.iiil III lUo .said faculty

members ar<" eiKiHirage<l to take long

leaves. "It is almost tomni«)n practice for

pregnant professors to t,ik<- i v^hulc

semester off." he .said

Coopee said future pregnancy policy

issues could include time olT for new
fath.r- We had a guy in physical plant

who wanted to stay home with the baby"

he said He said new adoptive parents could

push for time off also.

A recent victory for feminist groups oc

curred when the Supreme Court upheld a

California law requiring employers to

grant up to four months maternity leave,

according to a Sen Yurh Tirnes articif or

January 14. 19H7

KU-anor Smeal. th«- president of the No
tional Organization for Women called lh»

decision a 'cU>ar win' for women ami '

her group will push for sex neutral •'

and eventuallv paid leave. a«:«rding to the

Tile Coniuiuiiui a!th ..« one of at lt»ast

nine stales that require leave and
reinstatement for pregnant workers.

The article stated that the victory means
that pregnancy benefits for women are on
the move as women establish them.selves

in the workplace. Senator Richard Golt

fried tD-NY' is planning to intniduce paren-

tal leave bill to the sta'.- I •••isiaturr this

month said the Tinu

MM ILaag SsmiS

Compiled by CAROL TANNENBAl M

Fifty years ago this week in the

Massachusetts Collegian...

A number of students have exj/ressed a

desire to purchase copies of the four class

pictures that have been taken Prints of

these are now on display on the bulletin

board in the entrance of Bowker
Auditorium. All who wish to purchase

prints should leave their names at the

library desk.

Twenty-five years ago...

A fifth annnemary cclehration u ill take

placi' Feb. 4 10 in the Student Union.

Union personnel and the students on the

Program committees will work together

to bring information on the .Student

Union and programs of all campus

interest.

Ten years ago...

Deiails for CJov. Michael S. Dukakis' up-

coming visit to UMass will be completed

within a week and a half There is a "good

possibility" the governor will be staying

overnight in a dormitory. State Rep.

James G. Collins said.

Sunderland man
charged in crash;
assault reported

By EDWARD SYRON
Collegian correspondent

A 26-year-old Squire Village resident driving north on

Pleasant Street split the Montague and Sunderland Road

fork and struck a electrical pole. The driver was found

to be operating under the influence of alcohol and was ar-

rested at 1:23 a.m. Thursday, police said.

An assault and battery was reported at Amherst High

School at 9:45 p.m. on Wednesday. A 16-year-old girl

assaulted a 15-year old girl, pulling the victim's hair and

striking her in the eye, police said.

At 6 p.m. on Wednesday, a Salem State resident

reported three unauthorized transactions totaling $375

on his Bay Bank Quick Card, police said. The withdrawals

occurred in October and November of last year.

The manager of Pinocchio's Restaurant reported a driver

had been assaulted at 1:45 a.m. Thursday while deliver

ing a pizza to a Montague resident. The person reported-

ly wanted to pay for the six-dollar pizza with a three-dollar

check. The driver, not allowed to accept checks, refused

and was punched twice in the face, police said.

There has been seven reported thefts of cash from the

sisters of a Nutting Avenue sorority, police said.

The house president told police Wednesday that a series

of thefts totaling $160 have occurred recently. The suspect

is believed to live in the house, police said.

At 9:11 a.m. Wednesday a 63-year-old Greenfield man

traveling south on Route 116 attempted a left turn in front

of a 26-year-old Easthampton man traveling north on the

same road. The two vehicles collided, resulting in $500

damage to the first vehicle, and $600 to the second. Police

cited the first driver for failure to use care in turning.

Keep Breathing

Collegian photo by Maria Bull

Felix Delmolino Geft) watches the computer
screen for John Porcari's aerobic progress.
Delmolino and Betsy Keller, both exercise

science graduate students, are currently stu-

dying aerobic performance.

Professors think
Dukakis will enter
presidential race

By JONATHAN M CASSIE
Collegian Correspondent

Political science profes.sors and students at the Univer

sity of Massachusetts said, without much disagreement,

that Gov. Michael S. Dukakis would run for president in

1988 and that he has as good as chance as any other can-

didates to win.

"I don't see why (Dukakis) shouldn't run. as its a wide-

open race," said professor Jerome Mileur, of the Umass
political science departnmernt.

Mileur, who .studies political parties and domestic

politics, also .said the concept of two tiers of candidates,

one group with national name recognition and the other

without, does not exist in the 1988 race.

"There's really no candidate in a position to lose," he

said.

Dukakis has become an increasingly visible player in

the presidential race since his overwhelming 70 percent

to 30 j)ercent victory over last-minute Republican can-

didate George Kariotis in the November gubernatorial

election. He has also started to establish a national reputa-

tion through his successful "workfare" and tax amnesty

programs, both of which he has explained before national

groups and congressional subcommittees.

Still, most members of the political science department

interviewed said they believe Ehikakis remains a regional

candidate in the voters' eyes; they disagreed about how
this would affect his candidacy.

"I believe he s a regional candidate," said Mileur,

although "all candidates are basically regional to start;

the key is to be able to expand the base from where they

begin."

"He has the ability to sway voters," said Mileur.

"Dukakis is not your stereotype politician, but very ef-

fective on TV and in small groups."

Most students interviewed said they thought Dukakis

would run and win.
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Waite spotted
BEIRUT I AP) - Two taxi dm fi s said they saw miss

ing hostage negotiator Terry Waite walking m a

southern Beirut suburb yesterday with an escort of alx>ut

10 gunmen and four turbaned Shiite Moslem sheiks.

Waite. the 6-foot-7 Anglican Church envoy, was last

seen by reporters Jan. 20 when he left the Riviera Hotel

m west Beu-ut to meet the kidnappers of two Americans

Since then. Waite has not contacted the church or h\>

family

The taxi dnvi-r-.. who spoke on condition of anonymi
ty. told Tht' \ - lUril Pr,s< they saw Waite walkinjk;

with his e.scorts in a street close to the Lebanese capitals

airport highway at about 3 p.m. yesterday

i saw him smiling and waving his hand to onlookers

as he walked He wore a gray raincoat." said one witness

i stopped my taxicab to watch, but the escorts waved
me away, shouting; Don't stop. Drive on.' I did."

Waite wore a raincoat when hi '.v i- last seen h\

reporters

Another taxi driver said he saw Waite at the same tmn
in the same procession, smiling and waving his right arm
to oni(K>kers on the left side of the street

Both drivers work in the neighhorhcKid of the Ku itt.i

Hotel, where Waite stayed between his arrival in

lA*banon on -Ian 12 and the time he dropp«>d from «iL'hf

Jan. 20
Waite came to Beirut to try to win the (reedom of

foreign hostages A total of 26 foreigners, including eight

Americans, are missmg and presumed kidnapped in

I.eii.inon Man% :i«ved held bv Shiite Moslem
captor>

The taxj dnv#r8 said that before Waite s dj.sap

pearance. they had frequently seen him walking on tht

^>each or traveling m a mo*

'i haven t the slightest doi,

him and ! -.lu him thisi afternoon m- Iiin. - iid

There have i>een a spate of conflicting iep<>rts about

Wane
]u We^ Germany, tite ma^-ctrculittion newsipapei Rihi

. captivn rhe iww^,!
'•''•"

.«. did n-'

t . „ ,'!ovide '

'

SfiiiU' and Druze militia ofTicials in Beir
'.>.] ...,,•

1" -- ..: , :... : >.iui uiu ;::.-

a -no sjMike on condi .inonymilv-

A\~ •

.iiid militain- olTKiai.-' IP B-

renev. .. i,,^ . .._ any Ufe nulilan, action anywi.. i<

in Lebanon, following rumors that US Marines were Ian

dmc •" attack Shnte pieriUa«

Golf-club attacks in Denver lead to arrests

.t hi^identitv I kacu

DENVER iAP> - The arrests of five suspected gang

members appear to have abruptly stopped a wave of .street

attacks by golf club swinging youths that terrorized an

ea.st Denver neighborhood and left one woman dead, police

said yesterday.

No attacks have l)een reported since tlu' arrests Tues-

day and Wednesday nights, said Detective John Wyckoff.

Nightly for 11 days, residents of a densely populated,

eclectic neighborhood near the slate capitol came under

attack by youths wielding golf clubs, bricks, fists and

knives.

The attacks began Jan. 24. with the level of violence

worsening through the 16 assaults. The .slaying Tuesday
night near a neighborhood supermarket was the last

attack.

The other suspects were arrested Tue.sday night, short

l\ after the clubbing death of the unidentified middle-age

woman Golf clubs were found in the trunk of a .stolen car

in which the two were seen leaving, police .said

Gerald Graham, 18, the only adult arrested, was being

held for investigation of first -degree as.sault and is to l)e

advised of his rights in Denver County Court lodav

THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS
IS CURRENTLY ACCEPTING

APPLICATIONS FOR THE FOLLOWING

COORDINATOR POSITIONS:

BUILDING OPERATIONS • PUBLIC RELATIONS

OFFICE ASSISTANT • SPECIAL PROJECTS
ASSISTANT VENDING COORDINATOR
GOVERNORS PROGRAM COUNCIL

FOR AN APPLICATION OR FOR FURTHER
DESCRIPTION OF THE POSITION STOP BY

817 CAMPUS CENTER OR LOOK FOR OUR TABLE
BY THE HATCH OR CONCOURSE.

AN EO/AA EMPLOYER.

I

*

Our convenient hours allow
you to shop early or late.

TEXTBOOK
ANNEX

FOUR SEASONS
584-h • Hadles'

THIS WEEKS SUPER SPECIALS
HEINEKEN only the best .815.95 i2J=C

UTICA CLUB KEGS
No MemDershio Required S1S.9w ^

CASE SPECIAL*^
BUSCHSU^i . s:

sue sic.a^

ROLLING ROC^ .OK

SIO.9^

^f^n^i^^ ^^k^rs ^ABE- S6.9S^

lABATTS beer or ale S13.99

UTICA CLUB M.9^
HiiO'.

SIX PACK SPECTACULARS
I

MONDA-
TO

FRIDAY

9-5

MAIN STORE
MINI STORE
MUNCHY's

MON - FRI: 9-5

SAT; 10 am to 3 pnr,

MON — FRI 7:30 - 10 pm
SAT & SUN: 8 am to 10 pm

HAMPDEN: MON — FRI 8 - 9

WORCESTER - MON - FRI 8 9

FRANKLIN: MON - FRI 7:30 - 9
all munchy stores sat & sun 12-8

ALL OF YOUR

BACK TO

SCHOOL NEEDS

^jUNIVERSITYmSTORED

HEINEKEN Best Pnct- m tnf Wonr $3.99

GRIZZLY Maul Yourself Over One S3.69

MOOSEHEAD Bullw.nkles Love $3.69

DAB Grab a Dab S4.49

SAM ADAMS a Nice Guy A Great Beer $4.99

TSINTAO $6.49

FOSTERS OIL CANS - $1.79 each

BOOZE BARGAINS
Vodka Mama Hadleys Secret Recipe $8.99 1.75L

Gin Mellowed In Plastic For 2 Weeks $8.99 1 .75L

Rum The Pride of O'Hadley Bay $10.99 1.75L

Purple Passion Read the Warning On the Label $5.49 4pk

Bartles & Jaymes Wine Coolers $3.49 4pk
Calvin Cooler 2 liter Wine Coolers $3.69

Kegs? Don't waste your time and money paying higher

prices. We're the lowest priced, we deliver!
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States.

Students were reacting emotionally to

the result of the game, and their emotions
were intensified by alcohol, it states.

"Emotions were especially intense for the

football players, primarily Sox fans, whose
normal competitive spirit was enhanced by
their own pending post championship game
and who. one could reasonably suspect, suf

fered disproportionate despair and who
were big enough to act it out in any man-
ner they chose."

i was ablf t<i establish beyond a

reasonable doubt that football players

were, in fact, from beginning to end, ag
gressors in the violence and were among
the first to alter the pattern to what
became a full blown racial incident. ' the

report states.

"Although the story varies as to the ex-

act act that sparked the larger melee,

without a doubt, during a lull in the action,

a white football player struck the first

blow.

"Two football players told me that the

fight started when a black student pulled

out a club described as a sawed-off bat or

a table leg and repeatedly hit one of them
with it. However, the evidence is over-

whelming that the attack on black students

was in its advanced stages before the "club"

was used.

UMass head football coach Jim Reid

could not be reached for comment and

Athletic Director Frand Mclnerney refer

red all questions to the Office of Public

Information.

"Mr. Hurst's report stands on its own,"

OPI spokesperson Jeanne Hopkins Stover

said. "It is difficult to say what Hurst is

saying about the football team means. He
has information that the police don't, so

they can't act."

One football player, who did not want to

be identified, said in response to the report,

"I was there, but whether it was a racial

thing I don't know. When a couple of us

guys got there, and saw one of our guys on

the ground bleeding with his head split

open we had to do something. "I Brent]

E)espathy was on the ground with his head

ME-DE*ATE (Me de at)

To intervene between two or

more disputing parties in order

to effect an agreement. To set-

tle or reconcile differences.

STUDENTS - Learn to be a mediator. Free 30 hour

mediation training for students offered by the UMass
Mediation Project this semester. The training is

designed to give participants specific techniques and

skills to deal with interpersonal conflict; practical

straightforward principles of MEDIATION that you

can put into practice right away.

First Meeting is February 10th

at 5pm in Room 802 Campus Center

For more information call the Mediation Project 5-2462

JOB FAIR
STUDENT UNION BALLROOM

FEBRUARY 9 • 10:00 AM • 4:00 PM

ALL STUDENTS LOOKING FOR ON-
CAMPUS WORK STUDY OR NON-
WORK STUDY JOBS ARE INVITED

TO ATTEND A JOB FAIR, SPON-
SORED BY THE STUDENT EMPLOY-
MENT OFFICE.

APPROXIMATELY 25 DEPART-
MENTS WILL BE AVAILABLE TO
PROVIDE INFORMATION ABOUT
VACANCIES AND INTERVIEW AND
HIRE STUDENTS.

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT OFFICE
STAFF WILL ALSO BE ON HAND TO
CLEAR YOUR PAPER WORK SO
THAT YOU MAY BEGIN WORKING
AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.

split open. That's when team involvement

came in really." he said. "It was a mess."

Despathy could not be reached for

comment.
"I can't see them hiiiming the football

team, that's ridiculou.-.." the football player

said. "It doesn't make us look good. I'm

sure that there were people out there that

know it was not the football team's fault.

"I feel bad for everyone who got hurt,"

he said. "It's senseless to have a not over

a baseball game at your school."

In his report Hurst cites administrative

faults 111 responding to the concerns of

students in the aftermath of the incident

"The first four days [following the incident)

became significant primarily because they

were marked by a contrasting combination

of student outrage and administration

denial."

By denying the racial character of the in-

cident, the administration "missed the op

portunity to stand up and publicly declare

the events of the evening t«> the media and
the entire UMass community and to tell all

that quick actum would be taken." the

report states

Hurst's recommendations include

criminal pio.secution of students involved.

a revision of security procedures, the im-

plementation of educational programs to

increase student awareness of social issues,

a review of minority programs on campus,

greater administrative attention to student

demands, a review and revision of the

alcohol policy, the development of a racial

behavior code and further integration of

some programs.

DutTey said the report would be taken

seriously by the administration: "There are

lessons here and new reminders of respon-

sibilities for the administration, for facul-

ty, and for our student leaders as u<ll is

for every student on this campus.
'

"Those who engaged in racial attacks on

black students following the final game of

the World Series do not represent the sen-

timent or spirit of this campus." DulTey

said. "I know that our students share my
determination not to deny or ignore the im-

plications of any act of racial discrimina-

tion and bigotry
"1 want to express the commitment of

this administration and our student h«xiy

to providing a safe and welcoming environ

ment." he said. "We will work to see that

the threatening events (»f October 27th do

nt»t occur again in our communit>

\

-A

NO LINES • NO INITIATION FEE
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

ATTENTION STUDENTS

SEMESTER MEMBERSHIP

NOW THROUGH MAY 31st

$80.00

N N 2

N.

With student ID

>-^\
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24 Nautilus Stations

New Lifecycles

Olympic Free Weights

Monark Exercise Bikes

Concept II Rowing Machine!

Aerobics

Available at minmal cost:

Massage and tanning bed
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N
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\
February 7. 1987

Campus Center Auditorium 9phi
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Sponsored by B.B. Hlllel
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police to prevent and or control the events

of that evening were many. First there

should have been a plan in place for such

events. Past efforts to produce one, I was

told, had been frustrated by a lack of ad

ministration support. Second, absent a

plan, security should have been increased

substantially anyway.

The black "SWRA Housing Director, who
was not present in the SWRA that night,

missed an earlier opportunity to escalate

the security problem to higher ups in the

admmistration. He was aware of the poten

tial for violence and had requested more

security but. as he told me, did not expect

more. His refusal to accept responsibility

for the SWRA outside area probably ex

plains why all the professionals and non

professionals working for him offered lit

tie or not assistance to the badly out

numbered security police.

The more surprising fact is that plann

ing for such an occasion was left to people

so low in the hierarchy At most, people

at the top should have anticipated trouble.

been actively involved in preparing for a

crisis and should have been present that

night or at U^ast. been prepared to return

to campu-
University otVicials in the positions of

authonty had not asserted control The con

trolling forced in the SWRA became

drunken white students and an ill prepared

security force. Black students were vastly

outnumbered and the escalating racial con

flict — as the numbers will almost

guarantee — resolved itself in favor of the

white students. . . .

CONCLUSION
The events of that evening m the UMass

SWRA were predictable, preventable, and

|»nmarily racially motivated. The baseball

game and alcohol, rather than being the

oiuaes, were merely the catalysts. . . .

Future incidents of racial intolerance and

the potentially deadly violence that attach

to them are inevitable unless the problems

revealed by my investigation are solved

Toward that end. I make the following

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Criminal Prosecution:

I recommend that students who violated

the law be found and prosecuted to the

fullest extent of the law including prosecu

tion under normal criminal statutes and

under special criminal civil rights statutes.

Toward that end, I recommend that an in-

vestigator, other than members of the

UMass Security Police, be selected by

either the Chancellor, the President, or the

Board of Trustees to lead the investigation.

1 recommend that consideration be given

to selecting the investigator from a ciedi

ble source outside the university. Members
of the UMass football team should be the

central, though not the sole, fwusof the in

vest igat ion. . . .

2 Security:

I recommend revision of the current

security proceduies to reflect the unique re

quirements of the UMass community
Toward that •iid I recommend the develop

ment of procedures that focu.s on eflective

alternatives to massive police presence of

campus, including a plan to incorporate the

c(»unseling skills of the pmfessional hous-

ing staff The plan should specify the cir-

cumstances and the procedure by which
Amherst Police, extra UMass police and
UMass administrators with higher authori

ty should be summoned to campus. It

should establish a clear chain of respon-

sibility which includes a civilian in every

link. I recommend that the plan include an
on-going awareness and human relations

training component that is designed to

make all of those involved in security

aware of their responsibility and sensitive

to the special problem of a multicultural

university and able to respond to those pro-

blems in a manner that would diffuse in-

cidents such as the subject incident of this

report.

I also recommend annual refresher train-

ing for the security police officers relative

to their obligations under criminal
statutes, especially criminal civil rights

statutes.

Finally, I recommend that responsibili-

ty for change in security procedures be

placed in the hands of someone who
understands the magnitude and gravity of

the problems addressed in this report.

3. Public Relations:

I recommend that UMass Office of Public

Information develop a policy for reporting

incidents which have the potential for be-

ing racial. I recommend that such a plan

specify the people who should and who

should not respond to the press I recom

mend that any press response to such an

incident come from the highest possible

authority but from no one below security

director and not from the security director

anyone above him until the Chancellor has

been consulted.

Finally, I recommend that future in-

cidents which become public and which

contain potential racial elements be

reported immediately to the media as such

and that the facts of the subsequent in

vesligation be used to confirm that a racial

element was or u.i- not involved.

4. EduLutum Programs:

I recommend that UMass develop educa

tional programs which are designed to

maximize student awai-ene.ss of racial

issues in America. Toward that end 1

recommend that more courses which deal

with racial issues be developed, widely

advertised and offered in the Afro

American Studies Department and in such

disciplines as history, literature,

psychology, anthropology, sociology, and

education. Such courses should at least

sati.sfy basic university requirements and

all .students should be requires to complete

at least one of them. I also recommend that

traditional course work be augmented by

campus wide lectures on racial issues as

well as increased programs in the residence

halls. 1 also recommend that UMass
establish an annual Civility Day, a day for

guest speakers as well as for reflection and

for the Chancellor to re affirm his and the

university's commitment to the challenge

of creating a positive racial climate on the

campus and in the society at large.

5. Black Programs:

I recommend that UMass review its

minority programs for black students,

faculty and staff and, where they are found

wanting, develop a specific plan for im-

provement. I recommend that such a

review focus on black student recruitment

and retention, faculty and staff hiring and
promotion and on existing programs
designed to promote these.

In particular I recommend that such a

review focus on the CCEMB's progi*am and
its student to staff ratio which, on the face

of it, appears far too high for CCEBM's
staff to accomplish its counseling goals; on

the UMass Affirmative Action Program to

determine the extent to which black staff

and, especially, faculty hiring and promo-

tion have compared to that of others; and
whether the university should clarify

statistics on the racial composition of its

student body by publicizing a 'minority"

percentage and a separate "black"

percentage.

6. Student Demands:
I recommend that the Chancellor review

student demands and prepare a point by

point response that reflects a genuine
desire on the part of UMass to redress

legitimate student jnu'vances

7. Alcohol Policy

I recommend a review and revision of

UMass alcohol possession and consumption

policy for students that reflects a need to

control both the drinking and the behavior

of student.-, who drink too miu h

8. Disciplinary Procedures:

I recommend that UMass develop a racial

behavior code and concise, strict

disciplinary)' procedure^ tor \ ii>l,itii>ns of it.

9. Resident Director:

I recommend the immediate reintegra

tion of the Resident Director staff to include

both black male and female role models

and authority figures

10. Freshmen:

I recommend that the concentration of

freshmen in the SWRA be reduced and that

freshmen be equally divided among the

SWRA and other residential areas.

11. Football Players:

I recommend that football players be re

quired to undergo a sensitivity training

program and that some portion of the
ninttriued on page I!
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Letters

Loss of equipment
affects work, study
On Tuesday. February 3.

someone entered my apart-

ment and took all of my
photographic equipment. I

am a disabled student/ar-

tist, aspiring to make a liv-

ing with my camera. I

have been collecting

various cameras and
photography equipment
for years. Now it is all

gone.

Aside from the frighten-

ing feeling of having my
home violated. I can no
longer earn a livmg. I real

ly need this equipment
back to pursue my studies

and my work. There is no
way I ran replace it. If

anyone comes across this

equipment (two 35 mm
Fentax cameras, two
flashes and several lense.s i

in a pawn shop, on the

street, or in any other

situation, please try to get

as much information as

possible, and contact the

police. They are aware of

the situation, and are ac

tively looking for my
equipment.

Jane Fhilomen Cleland

Northampton

Column gives warped political view
In W. Greg Rothman's column on conservatives (the Col-

legian, 2/5/87), he said right wing philosophy is ground

ed in a clear understanding of the past. The article itself,

however, has weakened my faith in the verity of this

claim.

Michael Gilbert

Rothman begins his tirade by stating the conservatives'

main objective, the preservation of freedom, and their

method for accomplishing this, "strong defense systems

and a well-trained military." Within three sentences

Rothman then criticizes "communist" countries for their

use of these same defense systems and "walled borders."

Is not their freedom just as important as ours, or do the

rights of the world's "communists" hold a subordinate

position? Incidentally, Mr. Rothman's use of these terms

IS incorrect as no true "communist" country exists today.

Concerning the Soviets. I believe Rothman is merely

propagating anti-Soviet sentiment in a world far too

paranoid and untrusting already That' fine as long as he

has his facts straight. Including West Germany in his list

of Soviet ruthlessness was, I hope, a mistake

Perhaps the biggest contradiction of all, however, occurs

in his condemnation of liberal "social progress" over the

last 15 years. He cites alcohol and drug abuse, crime, and

teenage pregnancy and abortion as results of liberal

management. He even tries to blame liberals for the out-

break of AIDS. This I find curious since a Democratic ad-

ministration has only been in power four out of those 15

years. Rothman also places blame for the mishandling of

terrorism on today's "liberal State Department." Many
people know the Reagan Administration is one of the most

conservative to date. With the chief executive appointing

conservative justices to the Supreme Court like he was
casting for a movie, the judicial branch seems to be follow

ing suit. According to Rothman. the liberals "wish to crush

the Constitution" and "undermine" our freedom I find

it hard to believe he blames liberals when Edwin Meese,

our attorney general and a Reagan crony, is trying to con-

vince us the First Amendment never did guarantee free

speech and Supreme Court decisions aren't really binding.

I respect Rothman's right to his own beliefs. He should

check his facts, however, before embairassing himself and

his fellow conservatives in the eyes of the American
public.

Mufiatl (iilhiri i.> u L'Muss student

• N. CHINESE KITCHEN E
FAST SERVICE - GREAT PRICEb

TRY OUR LUNCHEON-DINNER SPECIALS

Only SI.49 before 3 pm. SI .90 after 3 pm

A. Chicken Fingers. Fried Rice or Chow Mein

B. Chicken Wings. Fried Rice or Chow Mein

C. Lobster Sauce, Fried Rice or White Rice

D. Chicken with Green Peas and Fried Rice

E. Yoke Kew (Beef) with Gravy and Fried Pice

Eat In or Take Oui

HOURS. Sunday Noon • 10 pm, Mon • Saf 11:30 * lOpnfi

2 LOCATIONS

430 Russel St (Rt 9)
HADLEY - 253-2S71

ISO King St

NORTHAMPTON — 586.8220
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NVC/Sl. Crok

NYC/Caracas

NYC/Paris

NYC/London

NYC/Rome

NYC/Hclsinki

ROUND TRIP

$238

$293

$381

$361

$433

$453

•SOMI HfSHm IHiNS APW^

COUNCIL TRAVfL
*«il»«BT

[4131736-1761

D.P. Dough
•iii N4.rlh Htak^iil blivrl (reaii

.Aiiihrikt. MA
T«l«plio«« 2S«-I«1*

NOW
OPEN

Fried Dough

Calzone

Baked Potatoes

Sun-Wed 11am-6pni

Thurs-Sat 11am-2am

WIN A
REAL
PRIZE

TONIGHT

Weekend for 2
in FLORIDA

ON PALM BEACH

Florida Dash Dance
Friday February 6th at 8:30

in the SUB $4 at the door

DRAWING AT MIDNIGHT
WINNERS LEAVE DIRECTLY FROM DANCE

DJ • CASH BAR

Sylvan Area Gov't

Better Programming for People who deserve it

Housing Services

presents

Residence Hall

FURNITURE & MORE.

Come see and evaluate for yourself
a variety of student room"setups,"
designs, and ideas for residence hall

interiors, and mom, MOm, WQ^EW

February 9,10,11,1987

9:00 am to 5:00pm
Campus Center Rm 163
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The Opinions on !his page a^e t^cse o* \^e I'^a . auai .'tt :' d'^a do

Report reveals flaws
Yesterday saw the release of Frederick Hurst's long-awaited

report on the racial incident following the Boston Red Sox'

World Series loss to the New York Mets. Hurst writes, in no

uncertain terms, that *The events of that evening in the

UMass SWRA [Southwest Residential Area] were predictable,

preventable, and primarily racially motivated."

The report lays bare serious problems in a number of areas

of the University community, and proposes steps to correct

them. The Collegian fully supports Commissioner Hurst's

recommendations; they should be implemented at the earliest

possible moment.
Most stunning, of course, are the barbaric actions taken by

students following the game. An institution of higher educa-

tion is the last place one would expect to see supposedly in-

telligent, responsible adults heaving bottles, exploding

fireworks, and savagely beating other students because of the

color of their skin, or, very much secondarily, their allegiance

to a baseball team.

The need for strong, continuing education to combat racism

is paramount. The University needs to recommit itself to the

principles of the Year of Civility.

Hurst comes as close to placing blame as he possibly could

without naming names: 'i was able to establish beyond a

reasonable doubt that (University of Massachusetts] football

players were, in fact, from beginning to end, aggressors in the

violence and were among the first to alter the pattern to what

became a full blown racial incident."

These students, and all others involved, tor they were not

all football players, should be identified and fully prosecuted

under civil and criminal statutes. As Hurst also recommends,

a special prosecutor, other than a member of the UMass
Department of Public Safety, should be appointed to in

vestigate the incident by the chancellor or the president of the

Board of Trustees. He calls for the governor to make this ap-

pointment if neither of the above choose to act.

Most important, perhaps, the University needs to assess its

initial response to the incident and the actions of top-level ad-

ministrators such as Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs Den-

nis L. Madson and Department of Public Safety Director

Gerald T. O'Neil.

Responsibility for inadequate police presence in Southwest

on the night lies squarely on O'Neil's shoulders. Early requests

for extra officers were turned down, and in light of previous

gatherings, this is incomprehensible.

The report also implies that Madson's office impeded Hurst's

investigation in its first stages.

The report also confirmed what many on this campus have

long suspected: that ''denial has been a common denominator

in the Administration's handling of each incident and the

subsequent failure to act the conmion insurance of a future

incident." This history of denial stems from the adminstra-

tion's "insensitivity" to racial issues; the report cited specifical-

ly the adminstration's handling of the Yvette Henry case.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the Col-

legian Board of Editors.

NJANCV kUNGENER
Managing Editor

JOHN NOLAN
Sports Editof

PHIL SERAFINO
Editorial Editor

MATT GERKE
Sports Editor

CRAIG SANDLER
N«ws Editor

THOMAS HARRINGTON
Arts Editcr

egian df the Univ/ersity unless otherwise noted
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USSR breeds desperation
His naint- is Alex We met one frigid

evening; in Ltnintn'ad to trade our belong

ings. as many Soviets do with visiting

Americans While our first meeting was

pur«-ly business, we parted as friends, with

a promise to write and the hope that one

day we would see each mher itptin.

Elizabeth Friedman

I ei lertfd the Soviet 'Jniun without a lot

of exi)ectations. and quicklv discovered a

Strang;* Hut beautiful c^ur.tiy filled with

cultu e .ind history. It is a land .so different

from itx" United States that if I did not se»

it for m self, 1 coul i ne\ er \mi gii.e that ii

existed I wanted to know how present day

N.Mi't-; lived and worked I needed to

understand their wav of life compared to

my own Luckily. I met Alex and he show

ed mv Leningrad not as a t..uri-t Imi .is

a re.sident.

We visited a department stort (iostiny

I)v()r. IP df)wntown Leningrad. As I walk

.(1 through the store, I laughed in disbelief

Mn-i 111 tht salespeople displayed their

merchandise behind small counters while

customers furiously hovered over them.

The store reminded me of an indoor Quin

cy Market, but the interior was old, drab

and dusty. The store, with its long narrow

aisles, seemed to go on forever, yet the mer-

chandise was the same: fabrics, drab

clothing, old fashioned footwear — no varie

ty whatsoever. Alex and I walked by a line

of women that went from the first to third

floor of the store. They were waiting for

underwear, and people took whatever they

got becau.se there were no dressing rooms.

Patience is a definite virtue in the Soviet

Union.
After we left the store, Alex stopped to

talk with some friends whom I later learn

ed worked in the black market. The black

market enables Soviets to make a fa.st buck

whether trading merchandise or money,

and they can easily spot a tourist to do

business with. Initially this black market

trading and sneaking around (which is

sometimes nece.ssary when Soviets trade

\v ith foreigners), was exciting. I had to stop

and realize that what I found to be m
adventurous was a grim reality for manv
young Soviets.

While seeing the way Stjviets shop and

work was fascinating, I still did not see or

f -el proof of my preconceived thoughts of

limitations in the Soviet lifestyle

After Alex and I finisht-d roaming the

i^tret'ts «if U'ningiad. .ve met a friend of his

on a street corner • <i wiiit li.i. k ti. us

hotel

Since ihey couid not enii-r ai '.Miit t<i tl •

cafe in the hotel l)a.semenl. Dnce we sett I

ed -nto th<> privacy nt a b<><»th. Alex and his

(lund bombardeti me wiih quest lon.^ abtul

. in the United States How much was

my college educati«»n'' Where did my father

work' Where did I work' How much mone\

did I earn? The question n.- itt. i

another, non.«lop, and then tiunj^ii" t" know

more about my life was overwhelming I

cannot express the desperation they sho\\

ed for information about .America, which

to them seemed like the end of the rainlMm

After living their daily life for one after

noon, I could easily say that, irhile I «•«*

thereXhe United States did .seem like that

perfect end.

I feel sadness for the friends I \e\\ behind

in the Soviet Union. I liked them very

much, and though I am sure they liked me
too, the camaraderie between us was of a

different nature They saw me not as an in

dividual but as an American, and a connec

tion to a world they could only hope to see

one day. Their lack of personal freedom cer

tainly affects their attitudes towards life

In fact, one Soviet friend said he did not

l(K»k toward the future, but only lived day

to day. which was .surprising coming from

an ISyear old person. The Soviets I was

fortunate enough to meet were warm, com

passionate human beings, but to me it

seems the system under which Soviets live

is crippling, cold and oppressive.

I encourage Americans to visit the Soviet

Union because then they can fully ap-

preciate their life as US citizens. While our

country has many problems, compared to

the strangely oppressive society of the

Soviet Union, one message comes to mind

As Americans, we possess a precious gift:

freedom.

Senate only needs the elephants to complete the circus
Did anyone catch the circus when it was in town? Don't

worry, it will return next week. The 1064th regular

meeting of the Undergraduate Student Senate, the first

of this semester, met Wednesday night. I'm sure this was

only the beginning of the "best show in town."

M. Dean Richard

The only problem with this three-ring circus is that it

never got'out of the middle ring. For those not familiar

with parliamentary procedure (which is perfectly

understandable since the elected senators of the Student

Government Association are only vaguely aware

themselves), the meeting conforms to an agenda of an-

nouncements followed by unfinished business, officer s

reports, committee reports and finally, new business. Our

national government may not work any faster, but the

senate spent three of their four hours on announcements,

half of which were personal and emotional statements

debated until boredom or apathy diffused the discussion.

The circus, under the direction of ringmaster (senate

speaker) Paul D. Wingle, was entertaining with just the

multitude of side-show acts and performances, to say

nothing of the main event. As snide comments were pass-

ed back and forth, from left to right (and I am speaking

of more than just positions of the room), very little was
accomplished in the form of governmental affairs.

Just before the StiA moved on to old business, Wingle

pleaded with .senators "to act as a true profe.ssional

government organization." Unfortunately, the timing of

this statement came three hours late. The animals were

out of their cages and were ready to perform

The motion which stirred debate and controversy, and

only one of two motions on the Hoor. brought up the ques-

tion of the administration's conduct regarding the CIA
recruitment affair. Greg Fink, a commuter area sentator.

brought up the motion which stated in part: ".
. the

Undergraduate Student Senate condemns the Administra

tion for denying students their right to demonstrate..."

To the rescue of the right side, though, came Art "the

Lion Tamer" Stephenson. With quick-wittedness and

mastery of the rules, Stephenson successfully amended

the motion to read: "...the Undergraduate Student Senate

acknowledges the Administration for allowing students

their right to see and interview with all potential

employers..."

As the meeting was coming to a close, feelings of emp-
tiness pervaded the fioor. There was some missing ele-

ment; some rudimentary faction of every circus was forgot-

ten. At last, the answer appeared in everyone's mind as

the senator from the Southwest took the floor.

Speaking on behalf of, or against the motion (she wasn't

sure which), Megan Brady made the perfect circus clown.

In retaliation for statements of the importance of the mo-

tion, Brady feverishly yelled, "Bullshit, Whitmore con-

trols everything. " Although taken aback by the state-

ment, other senators were relieved to know that Brady

did not represent any group on campus. When asked her

name and constituency, she replied to the floor, "Megan
Brady. ..I'm from New Jersey. Sorry, McKimmie hou.se

residents." The motion finally pa.ssed with a 3.3 to 19 vote.

Ifyou think you missed the entertainment extravaganza

of the year, ju.st wait until next Wednesday. At 7:30 p.m.

in the campus center, the tents will once again be put up,

and as the gavel comes crashing down, the ringmaster will

bark out, "Please come to order."

M. Dean Richard is a UMass student.
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Campus Snow Policy 1986-87
Save this pagefor reference during the snow season.

Radio Announcements

Classes and all other scheduled acu\ ities

on campus will be held as usual unless

spei'ific announcements to the contrary

are made begmnmtj at rt am and con

tinumn periudically throughout the day

m question. Such announcements will

be made on radio siatmns WTT'I"

Amherst \\M) AM. WUMP Northampton

MfM) AM. WMAS Sprm^field 1470 AM.

VVPOKC.rtrnfield i:>20 AM. WHAl
(irtvnfieW 1240 AM. W.AKK Ware I2.'.0

AM. WCAT Orange V.m AM. WHYS
SiH-mjjfield r»rto A.M. WKCK Amhersi

88 .'» KM. W 1 K Harlhird lOHO

AM. WACK SprmK'lield TM) AM. WT.Ad

Worcester .>«J AM. WSPK SprmK'lield

I27«» A.M. W.MI'A Amherst 91 I KM. and

W(i(;B TV SprinKiield. Channel 4t».

WTSA Brail leUiruVT U.'iO AM. WKsl
(;rwnfield ^r. ;i KM. W.AQY SprmKlkld

ttri 1 KM

Campus Hot Line

As an acMitional omvenient t a >now

day hot-line" has been installed laped

messaj^*s will {jruvide upl<Klate infor

mat ion on the status o( the campus and

may bi' received by dialing r>4.>:J»i:«)

77;/> /> Ihi (inlv Kitufms Hinnhr whith

>^hunUI Iti < II III (I lilt ^M< h IHlontMllOM.

Decision by 4:30 a.m.

The dension t<» cancel classes w ill l»-

made al aliout \.M\ a.m.. if the indica

turns are that n»ad travel is or will

biv«»me hazardous or that msulficieni

parking capacity will be available. Can

cellation of classes includi-s CcMitinuing

Kducation day classes as well as regular

I'mversUy clasM-v

Delayed Opening*, 1 1 a.m.

In the event c»t a major snow sli»rm. a

dtiision may U' made to delay the ojM-n

ingof the I'niversity until II am Ihe

objtvtiNe ol this dtvisHin is to pn»vide

enough time t<» plow and clear roadways

and sufficient p;irking ca|W(ils

Closing During the Day
If iircumslances make il mvessary to

t ancel classes during the day. the Per

sonnd Otlice will inform ihe offices ul

the Chantvllor and Vice Chanalk»rs.

which in turn will inform iheir n-sxv

li\r sihools. colleges, departments and

business offki-s lK-|>;irimenis should

nirt call the IVrsi»nnel Office comerning

snow cancellations

Evening Classes,

Second Shift

.An announcement loncerning e\ening

ilasses (classes >x>nnr)>'ig after .'» p.m »

and stx'iind shift vKorkers \\\\\ in- made il

the division Is made to kivp the Inner

sn> cl<»sfd all day. Such annourkvmenis

will hi- made prM«" to I p.m . ovt-r tin-

same nidi(» si;iii«ins UM-d lor .innouncmg

day cl«isings

Snow Day Personnel

In the »\t ni that classes and all other

scheduled activities are cancelled. "*//>

snoif ilay fknmHtiil will In nqmrul lo

Hiirk Htud>> nl iUfkirlHit nh slumlit nruif

ami nfklah tluir >««*«• tln\ ftlati^ and not

lt\ I Hlfiioya^ ulhiiin ili^tHHtllitl tis \Hiin

tlii\ fk ruttni) I

Procedures

In ordt*r loallou |)lowing to Im-accomp

lishttl effivtively. the following [trtnv

dures will In- implemented

A. When the rni\rrsH\ is i kisi-d. (»>//v

\nnu iliix [h isiinnt I sh<»uld report lo

work All empliiyivs designated as

snov^ day |iers4»nnel Mill Ix- so n<»tifii-(l

by their su|>erMs4»rs (de|)artment

heiids. «'U ) All other jx-rsonnel and

students should nut come on campus.

Il at all possit)k-.

When theo|»'ningof the linviisiu

Is delayed until 1 1 a.m.. snow day

I>irs4innel should report at their regu

lar time or .is s«ii>n as ixtssible. All

others shouki fi'jiort to wurk at 1

1

am

H ^llo\^ (l.i\ piTsiiniul will Ix- ixTmiittti

lo piirk only in flu lolloivni)^ lots:

bits A'Ji and .54 (south of Whitmoir
and SHA) U»l ^rxuist ul I'lnsual

Plant, and north of rikid to the adja

cent ixTipheral lot' I oi ;l morlh ol

Knguieering. (iraduate Research Cen-

ter, etc I Lot (i2 (s<iuth ul Morrill

Silence I.

Kntraniv to all other k)ts will Ix- pro

hil)Ht<d until the l'ni\ersit\ is din

ciallv open lor business

The Parking (iarage is o|X'n for park

ing at all times

C If the I'niviTsiiv Is ck»st<f. but the

stxond shift Is recjuired lo repicl to

work, sivond shift piTs«Hinfl will In-

rtt|Uired lo piirk in ih«- lots listttl

alii.ve (:L'. .14. 2.'». M. «i2i All ol hi-r

kits will Ix'cloM'd tor plowing

Libraries and Buses
it should Ik- assumed thai the library

and bus servues are «iperating. unU-ss

announcements are made s|x\°ifkallv to

the contrary .m WTTI AM. WMI A KM
and WMMIV K«»r intormaiion rt-gardmg

changt-s m Inis schedules during snow

s|i»rms call 7*^\7t'3**t^ ttr .'>4."»-Kl,'»ii.

Alternative Transportation

Since this plan proxKk-s lor onU a liiiU-

nvire than half of the {Kirking kits use<t

on a mirmal da\ . it is suggested that all

l'ni\ersil\ |nrs«inn«l \\ho n«>rmall>

liring a car onto caminis c«»nsider ihe lol

kming |iossil)ihtu-s during heavv snow

.A Make Use III tht bus s<T\ur III the

cam|His

H Pi III ruk-s with iKhers wIu'Iuait

imssiMf

C Walk if It Is .It .ill jMissible todosii

I) Have s«Min-«inedrop you at work s<i

thai the car dm-s not have to In- k-lt

on campus and s«i ihat the snow

ri-mo\al job during the daylight h<iurs

Is l.icilitaled.

K If sjUKV IS mH availabU- in y«»ur

assign«-d kit. go to either tin- |Xti

pheral kit wt*si itt Plusual Plant or

l.ot 2.'». I'tukT siviw tnirrgtin A mndi
lions. It Is no) |)ossibk- loguaranlt-e

that normal kii cipaciiv will U-

avail.ibk'

K -Makrustol ihc Laiiipus Li-nu T

Parking I iarage io|)eii 21 hours ,i ,lav >

Overnight Parking OK
Here
II II, Il \on C . I \ funk on mif'hl iliimiu

>iiinr Miisoii llhit ihIh i I \fiul I)

P Lit al Stadium diiuk <il lot cw/vi

P IjHstKraterniis sni-.iiu I'nk.iiid

liehind hit 2.'»i

1.1 It 20»;Kn»ss from Campus c«nt«r

Way — by shei-p luirnst

hit 21 (n«»rlh ol l^il 22. Stiuihwesii

\*A 22 lacross Iroin Siulhwesi ck>rmsi

hit 2.1 UHTjiss irom Canvr Lenten

|.oi 21 lat I'lllson Kami I

hit 2.'» tmirth ol roiidw.iv in P Lit oiilyi

hii 27 (l>\ Milton lioUM-i

IjoI 2Stal rni\ersu\ Press*

l.i»i ;i2(w»'^i ol Lincoln Avenuei

bit II (Ik At lo Physical Plant vard'

\aA I2dii'lwei-n iViytk-n aiul K( ) TC i

hM Khal Totman and Arnokh

riiali hiT Way leasi side<M//vi

\aA 1 1 tiiorlh ol Sylvan and Mark's

Mea(kivv t

hil liiiat Wlui Ul and (lorniant

hK |M)hnil«rlukl to On hard llilli

hM >Ou\(e|>t lor horM'slvn*"

Parking (.aiag«ilor n-gular It-ei

No Overnight Parking
Here

Where voii C XNNOl |virk uvtrmghl

during snow s,as<in ilKteinlier I

Xpiil h

P L»l al Madiiim (lr«int s«tiiont

bit 2.'t istiulh ol roiidvvav loPl.oli

hrt 2li (at Kus ( iarag*' area"

l.ot W < Dull h ot engineering!

I.<H ,12 (east of Lincoln .\v« .i

lot !l <xiuth ol .Mass. Ave.t

I <ii In morlh ol Btiy(U-nt

hit l.ttUhind lloklsworlhi

I.I.I I7u\te|)t lor IIOK .iiul llPi

I III .1(1 lIliHsfshiHl

l.iti li2(s4Kilho| .\liimli Nuiuii
l-ol liiiiU-twtvn WiircesttTiV; Skinmn
III! Itl iSiulh Collegf. hukiiisiini

1,1(1 fi.'i (liclwtfn .Marsioii t,V MiKklHidgii

j.iii ()<> (north of Kurcokii

l,o| 71 I Wis! Ill Whit morel

\in camiHis nuidwav

Any iKirking nuNi

Rescheduling Final Exams
Winn a snow storm lauses tlnckising

III lainpus (luring final rxanunalions.

I wii alh rnaiisf exam iktkkIs havi' lietii

>lt'vis«-d. Hasically llu\ ait in rcscliediili'

r\anis loeithtT (v.iO p.m. or S:.{i) p.m.

I;iriill\ arc res|)oiistl)lc |ur uiioninnK

siiidcnls ihal ihr alimialivc scheduk'

will go mill cltcci it a t;ini|)us-tlosing

sionn (Kcurs.

I lie final exam suow dclav schi-dulc

\ arifs aiKinliiiK lo how long lh«' I 'unci

sii\ is liosed (luring a given storm. Kor

example, if the campus is closed onh

iinlil 1 1 a.m.. the afternoon exanis will

Ih' iield as usual. The detailed alterna

luc scheduling of final exams is disinli

uied w III) I he (ilficial campus snow jml

II \ Il shnws ihe limes and (l.i\s in

whii 11 cxaiiis will Ik- rescheduled during

;i siinw (las Ixcepllial mini iiialinn tni

lllllirc lelclclU 1-.

continued from page 6

proceedings from football games be directed

to fund that training and to help fund the activities of the

Civility Commission. . . .

12. Civility Commission:
I recommend that the University strengthen the ex

isting Civility Commission or replace it with a stronger

group and that it either establish an independent student

Civility Commission or that students be made a stronger

component of the current Commission. . . .

13. Other Isms:

I recommend that, where appropriate, UMass extend

these recommendations to the other "isms" on the cam-

pus, but that it not allow racism to be eclipsed by other

social concerns.

14. Authority:

I recommend that someone with sufficient authority -

other than the Chancellor - be assigned specific respon-

sibility for resolving problems described in this report. .

.1 do not doubt the philosophical commitment of the

Chancellor. It is clear, however, that his philosophical

commitment dissipates at levels just below him where the

responsibility for converting that philosophy to action

should reside.

15. Other Recommendations:

I recommend that whoever that authority is review the

recommendations in this report, along with other recom-

mendations in the ADL report, those implied in the stu-

dent demands and those contained in documents provid-

ed to me by the Civility Commission.

16. Periodic Review:

Finally, I recommend that the authority and the Civility

Commission complete a periodic review and report on the

progress of the implementation of the recommendations

in this report and that copies of that review be made
available to the Chancellor. Board of Trustees, Board of

Regents and interested members of the UMass population.

/ *--
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You're Too BUSY!
Don't waste time doing

your own laundry...

TaktUTo

We Often
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• Same Day

lT«»^1
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35 EAST PLEASANT ST AMHERST
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ARTS

Banned photographs make a compelling display
By CHARLES FRANCIS CARROLL
Collegian Staff

Commemorating Blaik History Month, as

well as documenting a historic moment in

the history of the world, an exhibit of black

and white photographs from South Africa

is currently being shown at the Student

Union Gallery. Entitled "Taking Sides in

South Africa," the exhibit was prepared

from the works of photojournalists in South

Africa who are members of a group called

AFRAPIX, a photo collective "whose
cameras work as instruments of social

change."
The photographs in "Taking Sides in

South Africa" do not simply attest to the

mhumanity of the system of Apartheid, but

also to the humanity of the people oppress-

ed by it, bearing out the photographers

claim to activism by giving the viewer no

choice but to decide on how they view the

social reality in these images.

These photographs are journalistic por-

traits of the faces of Apartheid, faces ex-

pressing hope and fear. Whether it be some
unknown black woman throwing up her

fists as tanks roll by or the outstretched

hands of Bishop Tutu, we can yet recognize

the dignity and determination of fellow-

human beings, despite their desperation

and degradation.

There is a spirit that permeates the ex-

hibit, in both the images of armed strun

gle. such as the young men marching, and
the images of nonviolent response, such as

a candlelight procession, which give? an in

side view of the ,'^ituation in South Africa,

a view of undeniable and uncontroveriible

change.
Executive Director of Cira«!sroots Interna

tional Dan Connor spt>ke about the exhibit

at tht' opening, saying that the
photograph.'j "challenge tht' notion that not

much can be done
'

It IS with great difficulty that these im-

ages have bet»n presented to us. There was
the mere fact that onJv half of the exhibit

arrived on time, the other half delayed by

snow until yesterday. But this is superficial

compared to the real difficulty of making
these photos available outside of South

Africa. For, after the June 1986 State of

Emergency there, the negatives of many of

them were seized and destroyed in police

raids on the offices of AFRAPIX.

The actual photographs are truly the on-

ly surviving records of these journalists.

The photos on display here are photos made
from photos. Though they perhaps lack a

certain quality, they are nonetheless im
pressive and important. But I found it

ironic that the photos are the result of the

very system of injustice which exists in

South Africa, which the people in the

photos and the journalists who have taken
them have suffered.

Thus it has been with great risk that

these images have been brought to us. The
only risk in seeing them is in "taking
sides."

This picture by Paul Weinberg of riot police in confrontation outside Khotso House, Johannesburg, is one
of many of South African strife on show at the SUG thru 2 27.

BEAR YOUR
LOVE
SErfD
A

BEAR-GRAM:
• Delivered anywhere USA,

• A plush Vermont Teddy
Bear delivered with your
Valentine greeting in a
gift box with a bow.

McDonalds'coupon enclosed in every Bear-gram*

12- Bear

$19.95

$27.95
20" Bear

$34.95

*Buyone 6piece Chicken MCfiuggets

- get one free

c^ Fun et Games 333 north St. Fittsfield

in MASS. CALL TOLL FREE

f^" l-800-451-2327„
will accept orders on Sur\. Feb. 8 \

^'^
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THE COLLEGIAN
IS HAVING
A SPECIAL

VALENTINES
SECTION
FEB 13th

More Than 20 Words
You Get

"I Love You"
FREE!!

1 50 Per Word/per day

Come to the Collegian

113 Campus Center

Deadline Feb 10th 3:30

^.. .::<'' ...
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Jeffrey Brosk's Prairie Dance:
strange, transverable sculpture
By DANA M ANAGNOSTOU
Collegian Staff

The tuvv .sfulpiural installatiun on ex

hibit at the University Gallery gives the

viewer the opportunity to get involved with

the artwork, to walk on it, sit on it and look

at it from the inside as well as the outside.

Jeffrey Brosk. a New York City based ar

list, created Prairie Daniv specifically for

the University Gallery. The installation is

basically a series of wooden walkways with

wooden arches and lean-tos. The walkw ays,

which reminded me of a patio deck, can be

walked or sat upon, and you can walk
beneath the arches and leantos. This op

portunity lets the viewer look at the

sculpture from a variety of different angles

and allow> the viewer to feel as though he's

a part of the sculpture

BroHk used rust, orange and green tinted

lumber in the installation which adds to

the 'prairie* feeling of the work, then in

>ti tfd bold cobalt blue stained glass on the

top part of the arches. These blue glass

pieces give the piece a contemporary look

and really add to the work, as do the

various pieces of granite Brosk incor

porated into it. The granite is a natural

light-bluish color and was used in the

walkways (three huge slabs are substituted

here and there for lumber that was used

in the rest of the walkway) as well as in

garden type enclosures (small granite

pieces are arranged in boxes along the sides

of the walkways I,

Another part of the Brosk exhibit consists

of five large wall sculptures. The wall

sculptures, part of the artist's collection,

were creat«i in 1985 and 1986 and are

made of wood, concrete, tile, and marble.

Looking basically like large abstract

angles, the sculptures complement Prairie

Darnfs folk feeling, but have a more
modern l(M>k. Brosk again u.ses natural,

rustic colors which helps the pieces

FLAT
STREET

THIS WEEKEND
I

Friday Feb 6
Saturday Feb 7

PHASE III

Don't Miss Flat

Street's Great

MID-WEEK
GETAWAY

75« DRAFTS
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i P
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ifour
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Staffed Aaimtls

Mttgs

Htart'Shapcd conUincrs
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48 N Pleasant Street

downstairs • 5S6 1609

Hours Mon Sat 930 5 30

Appeal to her senses.

Stnd the FTD Sweetheart

Bouquet

long Stemmed and

Sweetheart Roses

Say "I Love You
'

Beautiiullv

173 NO PlEASANT STBffT

AMHCBST MA 01007

PMONC 753 3805 MC V'SA
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61 Main St.. Amherst
NcMt to Town Hall
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SUN COUNTRY
COOLERS
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$3.49

CALIFORNIA
COOLERS
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$3.49

SWAN BEER
from Australia

$3.20 + dep

Iheineken dark]

KEGS 13.6 gal

$35.00

not a misprint

iSCHMIDTS BEERl

$2.19 6pk

+ dep

IN STORE
WINE TASTING
EVERY DAY

"match" Prairie Dame, but also incor-

pwrates vibrant red. blue, purple and green

tiles . The use of these colors, as well as the

shape of the sculptures and the use of tiles

and concrete, are largely i<'S|K)nsible for the

modern look of the piec<> The concrete us

ed in the sculptures givi- tevtute to them
all, which makes the pieces that much
more interesting to look at The wall

sculpt ure.s are unusual works with a rustic

but contemporary flavor, I didn't like the

artist's usi' of marble -it seemed totally out

of place—but besides that the pieces are

pleasing and a nice contrast to Praine

Dance
Overall, the Brosk exhibit is a nice wav

to spend some time. Prairie Dance is an in-

teresting piece with a folksy flavor and the

large wall sculptures add a nice touch.

They didn't move me like some sculptures

I've seen have, but in the same vein I've

never viewed such a large sculpture, or in-

stallation, as prairie Dance. Prairie Dance
takes up half of the Main Gallery, cutting

across it diagonally, and since it was
designed especially for that room by an ar

tist trained as an architect, it does a lot

with the space. I'd recommend seeing it, if

just for the experience.

The University Gallery is open Tuesday
through Friday, 11 a.m. to 4:30 p.m and
Saturday and Sunday, 2 to 5 p m

One of the sculpture^ that can he viewed along with Prairie fkinre

in the l'nive»sity Gallery.

THE INSTITUTE FOR PARALEGAL TRAINING

Demand for
our graduates
exceeds suppty

2tol.
What more can we say?

. . except that college grads come from as far as Hawaii

and Alaska to take the Institute for Paralegal Training's

acclaimed 4-month program.

We train them in any of 7 specialized fields including

Administrative and Public Law and International Trade

Law And our placement service helps them get a )ob in

the city of their choice — a service backed by a unique

tuition refund plan

Right now our students are in demand by banks, cor

porations, government agencies and law firms nation-

wide. Four months after you graduate college, you could

be, too CaU 1-800-222-IPLT. In PA , call (215) 567-4811.

Mfe'll be on campus February 9
Contact your placement office to arrange for an interview or

group presentation.

GSL loans, Merit
Scholarships, and
Housing available

Mail this coupon to

institute for Paralegal Training

1926 Arch Street

, Philadelphia, PA 19103
I 1 800-222-lPLT
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American Bar
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Good entertainment
at open mike show
By ROB SKELTON
Coll»»|iian Staff

The Pioneer Valley Folklore Society's open microphone

night, at the Iron Horse in Northampton the first Wednt^

dav of every month, is a popular nine-year old institution

in the Valiey. The audience gets treated to an evening

of diverse musical entertainment and the musicians find

this a receptive testing ground for original works and

more.

Wednesday saw the usual assortment of motley musi-

cians, including a professional from Albany who played

seething harmonica leads to songs about truckdriving

(amongst other thmgs). a Smithie singing out for the first

time, a Californian guitarist playing reverb-style, and a

quasi jazz island quartet whose singer had a luscious

voice.

The highlight of the evening was Zumhye. an a capella

group of Amherst College men whose inspiring renditions

of "Java Jive,""Somewhere over the Rainbow," and "Bur-

ning Down the House" combined show production

earnestness and comedy to win over an audience whose

earthy sensibilities just might have become tinged with

skepticism on the sight of a dozen preppies invading the

Iron Horse stage.

When more musicians show for only a few time sluts,

there is a draw, and those who played the previous month

are asked to sit this one out in order for everyone to get

a chance to play. When a first-timer has difficulties, like

the man Wednesday who stopped mid way through his

third song saying "I messed up.'people in the audience

disagree and urge him to continue. He does.

Just about everything about a night at the PVFS open

stage is appealing; see for yourself and you may agree.

Stretch Your Skiing Dollar
And Your Skiing Fun!

IisJ^Li:Ilan B Siratton Mountain Express
Package is the way to go!

Mow through Spring, 1987

Head for the slopes with Peter Pan! Peter Pan s daily Stratton Mountain

Express semice is packed with value . . . inttuding round-trip

transfX)rtation and a days lift ticket for a lull-day of skiirig at Slialluf]

Mountain in Vermont.

Peter Pan offers round-trip semice seven days a u)eekl Board a

comfortable Peter Pan bus. pack your skis in Peter Pans huge luggage

compartment and anivc at Stratton at 9 a.m. for a full, fun filled day on

the slopes! Advanced resemations only.

Round-trip transportation and a day's lift ticket from $28.00!

Less than you'd pay for a lift ticket alone!

For tickets, schef*ules and information, contact:

The People Professionals

Amherst Terminal. 79 South Picdsant Street Amtwrsi MA.

25&043I • UMASS Campus Center. AmhersL MA.

Ticket Office 545-2006 • Northampton Terminal.

I Roundhouse Plaza. Northamplon. MA 58&W30
For groi^} rate information, contact PeterPan Chanvi CMpdnment (413) 781 2900

WERE MORE THAN JUST TEXTBOOKS

1^ We II order any book in print for you at

no extra charge

1^ We'll gift wrap your book at no charge.

How many stores do that anymore?

1^ We'll mail your books anywhere at no

extra charge - just postage.

t^ We have gift certificates; friendly, courteous

service and a pleasant, musical shopping

environment.

i^ We're open Monday-Saturday 9am - 5:30 pm
and Sunday 12pm - 5pm

USE YOUR STUDENT DISCOUNT AND SAVE
10% ON ALL NON-TEXT BOOKS

Jeffery

AmKerst

BooksKop

55 So. Pleasant St. Amherst, MA (413)253-3381

FRIDAY

FILM
Cyii

«•§••

The Mosquito Coast: shows Harrison Ford as an unsym-

pathetic inventor who carts his family ofl' to the jungle

to escape the ravages of the modern world. Thj film isn't

fun hut it is good, especially Ford. ***
The Mission: Robert DeNiro and Jeremy Ir<<n> an 1 7th

century missionaries who must save South American In

dians souls and lives from murderous slave traders. Great

performances and a screenplay that deals with modern

is.sue plaguing our world.* 1/2.

On the campuses:
Hampshire College: Rear Window & Vertigo at 7:(Hl &
9:15 pm in Franklin Patterson Hall on Friday.

Metropolis at 8pm on Sunday
Amherst College: Yellow Submarine in Merrill 1 at 8 &
lOpm Fri Sun

By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

It is said that February is the worst month of the year.

Although it is also the shortest month of the year, every

day is a Monday. Well folks, this February is an excep-

tion. Some cosmic conjunction of stars has brought six ver>'

good movies to the happy valley this week.

Hampshire 6 Theatres/Mountain Farms 4 Theatres:

Light ofDay: Michael J. Fox & Joan Jett as rock n' roll

siblings, \K.
Allan Quarlermaine and the Lost City ofGold: Sequel

to an aniii/ingly .stupid Raiders of (he Los( Ark rip-off. SR.
Black Widow: Debra Winger hunting for a millionaire

murderess .V/f.

From the Hip -Judd NcUmi a.^^ an unorthodox lawyer.

SR.
Little Shop of Horrors: Campy comedy with a great

blood sucking plant from outer space and a terifflc sound-

track.#«*
Outrageous Fortune Bt'st odniedy of the sea.-mi '-n far*

starring Shelly Long and Bette Midler from director Ar-

thur 4H Hrs Hlller * #

The ttednpom Window A w(»uld Ih" romantic thriller

about a man who pretends to have seen a murder. Gut
tenberg is likable but miscast **1 2.

Crimen of the Heart: Spacek. Keaton and Lange are

three slightly crazy sisters m this initially slow but

ultimatelv very funny comedy *.
Platoon: The first movie to realistically depict the

fighting, fear and feeling of the war in Vietnam. Charlie

Sheen & Co. are all great. A movie you must see. * * *

.

Robert DeNiro as slave trader mercenary Rodrigo Mendoza and Jeremy Irons (right) as Jesuit

priest Father Gabriel in "The Mission."

PARTY
with Campus Marketing

YOUR BEST DEAL TO FLORIDA

~^ SKI AREA
nThe Best Kept Secret In Vermont"
Sev«n Mil«s North of BraUi«boro. Ria. 30

•1000 Vertical feet

•2 Double chairs

• 11 Trails

•New Lodge

YOU DRIVE (TO THE PARTY)

$129
WE DRIVE (THE PARTY STARTS HERE)

$215

:^/',.
^'"w.

Wookand Adult S19.00 ~ Jr. $16.00
Night Skiing Thursday. Fhday It Saturday

SID from 5-10 p.m.

Exit 2 Off 1-91. 7 Miles N of BrattlekKKo. Route 30
PHONE: 802-254-6083

. .——-————I
J^P nn nirir'^"y Lift Ticket

I
I AbbWW Urr with this coupon

Gmust present student id M I

INCLUDES:
• -u'' ") ''ip rno'Cx COOCh t'onsCKJrtO'iOn to DeOu"

'
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^. .-. ocear>frc>n1 bote's toco'eo f!gh» op 'N; Dav^ona
3eQ>:r,!tr;p vou' ^oteiriaso t>eautifu!Dooi sundech an

Deach

• A fji' sr'-ipdu'c of FREE pool deck paiiiet eveiy dov

• Afu 1 lis* of pfeofaiged discounts to save you money "~

Doytona Beach

• Trove' repfesentotives to insure a smootti tnp and o
good time

• Opt'onai Side excufsions to Disney World Epcof deep
sea fistiing party cruises etc

• All taxes and tips

SPEND A WEEK - NOT A FORTUNE

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
AND SIGN UP

CALL CHRIS or LORNA
AT 549-3857

Sponsored by Campus MorkoWng -fxuMNcio racmwoHm <hcomw tou»$

Spring
Break
Night

RtSHadley
Thursday
Feb 19
You Can
Win A
FREE
Trip

eating place
SUNDAY THURSDAY 6 A M 3 A M
FRIDAY & SATURDAY OPEN 24 HOURS

BREAKFAST SERVED ANY TIME

BEER & WINE SERVED TIL MIDNITE

PLENTY OF PARKING

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER STOP & SHOP)

Rtt. 9 • Hadley ' Amherst

256-6889

EMPLOYMENT APPLICATIONS BEING TAKEN

CNAilBCR

TWO FOR ONLY
$5.95

Two Large Eggs, 2 Strips of Bacon,

2 Sausage Links, & 2 Pancakes
Buy A Big Breakfast and get another

one just like it Fr««.

Cannot 6« used with any other offer or discount

coupon; must be presented at time of order

Valid 7 days a weak.

OFFER EXPIRES FEB 16, 1987

Coupon good (or all parsons In party

I
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Minutewomen seek 7th win at expense of Wildcats
The Far Side

By Gary Larson
Smithereens
By Sarah Smith

By LINDA DELIVORIAS
Collegian Staff

If wildcats prove as adept at swimming as they are at

intimidation, the University of Massachusetts women's
swim team will need to be prepared if it expects to collar

its next nemesis.

The Minutewomen will attempt to tame the Universi

ty of New Hampshire Wildcats tomorrow at 2 p.m. at

Durham, New Hampshire. UMass sports a record of 6 4,

while UNH enters the meet a notch over .500 with a

modest 5-4 slate. The Wildcats will be seeking revenge

after last season's 80 60 setback, but UMass head coach

Bob Newcomb has kept his squad's spirits high during

this past week of practice.

"We've been talking -ibout the importance of this meet,

and what we're up against, so everybody should be real

ly up for it. It's a good rivlary Actually they're probably

our biggest rival because the schools are so similar,"

Newcomb said. "In order to win the meet, we're going to

have fast swimmmg and good times."

Over a week has gone by smce LfMass has donned it s

caps in an ofllcal competition. The Minutewomen defeated

the University of Rhode Island m its last meet.

145 5-120.5, snapping a two ^ame dryspell.

"We were worried about URI It was a good win and a

good feeling that I hope will carry over." Newcomb said.

"The group is fully rested I like having a week off, like

the football teams, instead of having two or three meets

a week like a basketball schedule. It's goo<I to havt ime

to prepare for the upcoming events."

Pam Birsinger, Ann Miller, and a handful of talented

freshmen provide the punch for UNH. Birsinger is the

defending New England Champion in the 100 and

2tK> meter breastroke. and Miller is a seasoned veteran

on the one and three meter diving board.

"UNH recruited some good freshmen, but no one spec

tacular I was very impre.ssed with Birsinger last year,

and Miller is in the top eight m diving. It should be good

competition for Debbie Mullin." Newcomb said. 'I don't

/ TAKE

$5 OFF
Reduced Prices

On Women's
Sweaters, Blouses

Skirts & Dresses

Save $5 on Men's Levi Jackets

DOWNTOWN AMHERST
Mon-Sat 10-5:30 • Sun 1-5 • 253-9729

L

IfThey Won't Tell You Abotit It,

Then Yoa Know It Must Be Great.

Purple Passion. Out of the bathtub, into the can,

and onto the shelves of your favorite store.

Discover it for Yourself.

have fond remembrances of UNH. We had trouble getting

up there, but it was a nice sweet victory."

Junior Kristen Henson has impressed Newcomb in prac-

tice and is expected to dominate the distance events. Lorri

Carroll and Kelly Henson should turn in consistent per-

formances in the 100- and 200-meter butterfly, while top

scorer Allison Uzzo hopes to put enough points on the

board to insure UMass' seventh victory of the 1986-87

campaign

'I'm expecting a close battle. They're a solid team,

"

Henson said. "We've been swimming real good. We've lost

a couple of close ones, but we're on a positive upswing
now."

"We're in good shape for this part of the season. The
freshmen have helped us out a lot," Carroll said. "We're

psyched for them. I'm pretty sure we'll win. We should

win."

C '!«. "•»»'»•! P**M SYf^'t' •'*

^rfvf

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau

CoHr^an photo by Paul IV*inara»

The University of Massachusetts women's swimming team dives back into action tomorrow after-
noon asainst the Universitv of New Hampshire in Durham. _^___
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Today is the big CoUc^aa info session Come one, come

all — if you re interested in writing at all, we want to see

you get your name in print Free food, too It s at 4 p m
in the newsroom.

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Michel Jaffc
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Men gymnasts riding high into Cortland
By JIM HICKEY
Collegian Correspondent

Riding tl.i Lii'-t )i Wednesday ni^ht s bi^:

win over Southern Connecticut Statt

University. the University <,\

Massachusetts mens g>'mnastics U'.ii.i i>

confident it can keep up the intensity and
more importantly, its winning way.s as it

prepares tn take on the State University
of New York-Cortland Saturday aftern(x>n

at 1 p m at Cortland.

Coach Roy Johnson said he feeb that his

gymnasts will be more than ready for Cor
tland this year and that they have a good
shot at getting that elusive point record

they set as a team goal early in the season.

"Cortland has been scoring around 250
or so and we reached 260 last night so I'm
prety confident about our chances Satur
lUy/'he said. Johnson isn't the only per
son who feels his squad stands a good

cliaiut ()( breaking the record.

Junior Jay Roiiayne said he feels that

Massachusett.'- i
>< a(i\ to do battl-j with

Cdrtland

I'm pre'.tv confident that well Deal

tfinn fairly easily, hut <>l course we're not

going to take the meet lightly, 'said Ro
nayne."Our team is fired up and we can
tairte that record,"

Two other people who like thi

Mmutemen s chances are co captains Joi

DeMarco and Eric Ciccom-

"I'm psyched to go down there and try for

that record— I m still happy about last

night," DeMarco said.

DeMarco said he is also happy about th«

way his knee injury has come along afttr

surgery m the off season.

"The best part of my return from surgerv

i« landing on my dismounts — it really

makes it all worthwhile." DeMarco said.

Ciccone said he is ready for Cortland and

the record.

I feel that were ready to go— I felt ;.?fM)d

even before the win last night that we
would break the record and I think that

we'll definitely break the record belore iht

season is over."

If all things go as planned for the

Minutemen in the Cortland meet the .squad

will have «>ine ^'real momentum before

getting mto the bulk of their tough Eastern

schedule.

Temple looms as perhaps tht- biggest

challengt' that will face Massachusetts
down the road and if they can go into that

meet with some real momentum, the

Minutemen will be tough to beat

RUSSELL'S
LIS^UORS

18 Main St. Oowntown Amherst 263 6441

BUSCH SUITCASES $9.95 + dep
ROLLING ROCK long necks $11 00 + dei
BALLANTINE 12-pk cans $4.15 + dep

COORS 12oz cans $11.99 + dei

BECKS LIGHT or DARK $4 25 6pk -h dep
MOOSEHEAD $3.99 6pk; 14.95 case + dei

VALENTINE'S DAY
FEBRUARY 14

VODKA OR GIN 80** $9.49 1.75 Liter

KAHLUA $11.49 750ml
WINE COOLERS ... ALL YOUR FAVORITES

DON'T FORGET THE SCHNAPPS
MUXWII

Valentines Day... a day to

express sentiments of love.

There are

humorous,

contemix)rar>,

cute and
character cards

that express those

sentiments

perfectly.

AMERJO\N GREETINGS

Located In The Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

M-F 9-5

START THE SEMESTER OFF RIGHT! f
GET INTO SHAPE!

{New Machines and New Programs at j
THE BODY SHOP

{
New Hydra Fitness Machines {

To Work Every Muscle In Your Body J
Stationary Bicycles

Nordic Trac Ski Machine
and

Introducing and Aerobics Program
ALL FOR THE LOW SEMESTER
MEMBERSHIP FEE OF $45

Bring In A Friend And Get 25% Off

Bring In Two Friends and Get Your Membership Free!

SIGN UP TODAY OFFER GOOD THRU FEB 21

Totman Gymnasiun Basement
Hours Starting Feb 9:

M-F 7:30-9:00 AM
11:00-1:00 PM • 3:00-9:00 PM

]

Improving women gymnasts want a win
Travel to Yale tomorrow
By STEVE RICHAKUS
Collegian Coiresp<in(lfnt

The University of Massachusetts women's gymnastics

team has improved consistently as the year has gone on,

but coach Chuck Shiebler is lo<iking for a little more thi>

weekend as his team travels to New Havtn. CI t'

on Yale University Saturday at 1 p ni

"We have been improving a lot since our first meet in

California (Jan. 16 u but we have not Ix-en able to get a

win since. You can only be satisfied with improv^in.n!

for so long without winning," Shiebler said

Saturday's meet against Yale should be a very com

petitive one, one that will provide a good challenge dn

ihr Mmutewomen in their quest to get back on the winn

ing side of the score. Last year, the Elis .squeaked pass

UMas:, 171.90-171.65. marking the fust time that Yale

had beaten Massachusetts in at least ten years.

Coach Shiebler classified Yale as "a clean team" with

giHKi awareness oi form and execution ". The team

returns several standouts from last year's nM.*et. including

•Jenny Spiegel, who tied for first in the overall, and Toi

ivncf York, who placed second in the event.

The meet's crucial event, according to Shiebler. could

very well be the uneven parallel bars Yale has excelled

at this event to this ptunt in the -• t-"n hut the

Minutewomen have not fared as well

"We have shown improvement this week in practice, but

will have to hit \\n- bars better than we did against

C«)rnell ui tnn- p<Jinl lo.--~ l.ni il .

' ."^hifhln ^aid

Another ke> m the Minutewonu-M s success will be it.-

pertoimance m the balance beam. The Miiuitt-women sut

fered three falls in the event against Cornell and that will

be a critical area to improvi- on il'tlun exp«'ii \<> i iMCni

nect Kut witii a victorv

T\^') lii-siiiinii vsiituii .Shutii.i ai > tiiv.J.h '"i tu pla..

nil.! >' important roles for UMas.s Saturday are KrigtmTur

ind Enya Hlo^ik.

Turmail. who was excellent in three events last week

has iKHMi training to add the uneven bars to her reper

toire and may be readv to comix-te in the overall. Coach

Shiebler will maki nu .i-Hi-inii lodas oi s.iturday.

\\ I

FREE
SHRIMP

BOWL
\lith Dinner

Hiu/.ik v\.i- uiiU ai)ii li' I

'

I!l|H'lf 111 l>II< int against

Cornell due to a back injut he exjMH ntribulf

mofr :'.i:.i !!!>-! Yale.

With one more wtH*k of practice and rec<>v>'r\ Enya

-hould boo.st our line up." Shiebler said.

< herall. the team is m good health and is ready to put

.1 ^trimg group forv^ard in an attempt to return back to

till' win cdlumii

"We are liKiking to get back on our long >l,oi(iiiiK tradi

lM»n of beating Yale and getting ofl our rough start in the

win-lo&s standings * Shiebler said "We are looking for

iteamefTort The t.-am"s strength is based "ti tf-^dnpih "

Following Saturday ?. meet, the Minutewomen return

home to lake «m Springfield College the at Boyden Gym
nasties Center next Wednesday before consecutive Satur

day road meets, when the team travels to th«' University

of New Hampshire. Southern Connecticut Slate Univer

sity. and the University of Vermont. Po8t seaiwn action

will include the Eastern Coast Athl.'tu Conference cham

piptmship meet

[NIERIAtNMtN
r

- -w sa: ' •
CLASSIFIED f?OOMAIE W>M^jT6D«Tr?AVEt

WANTED* SUeiET

COME TO THE COLLEQAN OFFICE - CC 113 MOW-THURS 8 30-3 30 (FRI - 2 30)«DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION* CASH IH ADVANCE. tS'/WOBD/OAY FOR STUOEWTS

ACTtVITIfS

WCLCOA BACK! IMTMMTeO n Cnm
uan FtttOiwMo'' The MbwK* Cnf.»«.af>

P««owi»iip w«tCom«««iu' Mof« >n«o Bat

f« W J#oniler ?53.7206

FLOntOATHIS WEEKEMO Sylvan »

FtwKla Oa»h Dance •»•" » t"P '"f •»« *•**
Iha! night F .day SUB 8 3<J M 00

DELTA UPSa.ON mATERMTY opw ne^
Feb 4 b9 'Oil 17 i8 9 00Jo>nmsOoc«*

ORTMODOX WVINE UTUROV lOAM Su"

aav Feb 8m BfwiCC

MUSIC ACTWO. OANCE -vmuok

fiift^ Coor*'' . ...

iss slutJen'

A ,
.

• • )S5 Ola Cfi •.

EVERVTMING YOU ALWAYS *a' led <-

i-rKj* atXJu! i<J9*'"g Ou\ wef" atraio .0 *&•

Toaav CC rrom 16« 3-5 30 PM icf>r,' ae''

DOWNHILL SKIING
3 CoUege Oav * Nior.' snos !c

B«fii«Otr« Ear Raies iia'i ai S9 lo' •

"

& transport 'Of n.gni ^'i Rentals i

ions ai&o avail Bus leaves UMas& i

Coi)«q«s Registratton d«adiin»

Feo 9 CaH S49-4600 >3?8 '

AUTO FOB SALE

7S COBVETTE EXCELLENT coodttoo Lo*
milage 283-8046

1«7» OATSUN 200SX S900 or 8/0 let

doof dented otherwise in good cond Call

Bill 2S3-S947

1M1 DOOCE MRAOA automatic povirer

steering/brakes 6 cylinder 2 door encellent

condition S?650 549-3731

1»78 BLUE CMCVETTlE-musI MM bought

a bus instead' S300 or best 253-5591

IS IT TRUE you can buy Jeeps for $44

through the U S Government ' Get tht

facts today' Call 1-312742114? ext

5931 A

1977 CHEVYMALIBU good Iransportalion

500 or B/0 Barry 256-8673

1980 LeCAR 48.000 miles 4spd runs we'l

S500 Call Dave 586 3869

60' VOLVO SEDAN needs work excellent

parts Sieve 6-7958

•UV VOUIt OWN lUtlNEtt

HAVE YOU ALWAYS dreamed about owi

ing your Own business'' We are a sucessful

off campus T-shirt business that has been

very proiiiaole We are graduating but we

want our business :o continue if you ve got

what 1 ta»<es to be successful call us at

549-7203 or 549-6489

FOR A OOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-OISC Entenainmeni Agency Disc

lockies lists rentals, and mobile video

dances' 549-7144

FOUND

CB JACKET W/KEYS left m Pub Sal

V31-call 5497572 or 549-1200 Leave

name and number

APARTMENT CHEAP 3 fludvnls looking

iora4<h irKhjdMltMl holwawt eiecirici

ty Only 1?5 00 a monlli C«i) »3-3tS5

NEED A ROOM'*'*' Delta Chi fraiernrty on
Sunset A<« ttiefxnd Soulhw***) tutt a

tHTiiWCI no Ol tIMCM lor nonsmoking
malM We 0N*r grMI roonts 24 hr tnMl

plan tppiianMi tdioiaabc aNnoapna'e

•nd • grwK MCiai iHe C«li Joe at 549^1 79

or Tom M»5S15

EFFICIENCEV BUSLINE. WALK '

UMa«s S27S inclusive Avaiitftie ir^

mediaielv 2*3-5473

ROOM AVANJ^BLE IN ine &
ji DW line $140 pe' montr

FO*SAll

PHOTON FUTON
FREE DELIVERY

Ciny '43 Oufer- 118

Doiit)!? '03 "a " S'
',81=. 8<»"

'

REFRIOERATOR-APPROX 4 TAlLSIOO
-.• HO :ai! ?53 9e'-

- TICKET FOR SALE •

Fly to Denver or Portlana Oregon 'w $^'

Must Mit soon call S*9-3M»

ROSSIONOL SKIS IMS must sell Si Si

all Sieve 549-7527

TOP QUALITY ESPRIT II terminal and

modem L*e new SSOOb o 549-5470

eves/wknos

ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER FOR sale, 6 "tos

old great condition $85 or B O call

665-8655 and ask for John

BURTON ELITE ISO snow board 1966/87

model Used only ooce S240 neg Pete

546-4191

LARGE OWMnTSIZE^frigerator $65 call

665-3867 Will deliver

TELEVISION: GENERAL ELECTRIC 13

nchBiW Good condition $45 Call Mark

665 8651

XC SKIS: K2 a«2XLT. ?15cm Halt step

base With boots poles, bindings used

once excellent condition $100 Call f^ark

665-6651

TYPEWRITER: OLYMPIA ELECTRIC.
Good condition With case $75 call Mark

665-8651

MIP WANTfO

SPRING BREAK JAMAICA Ptwecl

Manager lanHed Free vacation plus iS$
1400 237 206'

LIOMT KITCHEN HCLP, 4;6h'Vwk tor 7

(Mys me** free O" famous ca» S4on4«k*

549 Obi
'

PART TIME STUDENT «o put uo llyeri

A^.l, 4869336

ROOM AND BOARD i utchange lor 15

n i„s ;> *?"• . nikiit," and housewor*
, call 548-9047 L»»«»e-

ASSEMBlv tWOMC AT home ptw* <

otr«rs Earn oQoo wages in spare t»^' '

ln«V4«4l009' E«' ?06e Toay*

FULL AND PART t.me poMiora mtaHi»f
'•oaiwe hours tfid atcMiani worxmg
un ConvanienVv loeaMd m th^

' Arin<ti-(i Voucanaamupio$20
. and commasiorts Con

. 4e« lor an mfenriew As«

lor fjii::

ANlLiNF<rQiMSELINESHmNG' ^

m«>t '1 pay Travel C -

fu,a^
newsservice' '

14-4444 .., 'A: :

SEEKING ORGANIC CHEMISTRY U^
tutor «p« to hrs per we«k I' mleresled

S46 1413

ELDERLY COUPLE IN Amherst kxmmg lor

hve-in help to spend 3 or 4 nights a week
Male or female Lois of free time must have

car 253 5443 or 546 4992

WATERFRONT. TENNIS. LAND sports

councetors lor Summer music and spots
camp in KUine Call James Saltman
617-641 3612

RESPONSIBLE STUDENTS NEEDED lo

deliver r>ewspapers lo dorms on campus
No car naoaaaary Appro« 1 hr/day 7

days/weak Higit weekly pay Bonus paK)

for excellent delivery Call 2S3-7009

STUDENT REP WANTED to sell travel

spring break call 617 321-4165

CARPENTERS WANTED-EXPERIENCEO.
wornslud/ or nonwo'kstudy Apply at Pro-

duction Services rm 146 FAC

OWN YOUR OWN Dacwriier $150
266 0985 ask for Gene

KENWOOD 6X9 TRIAXIAL car speakers

one year old. perfect $45 586-5165

COMIC BOOKS GREAT new 8 back issue

selection at low prices Minimum 15 percent

discount with this ad We buy & trade

J P s Comics Etc Mountain Farms Ma'l

Hauiey 486 2441

HOOK UP INTO Cyber with an AppleilC

With fvlodem. printer and software Call

ScotI at 253-3993

FREE CASH

NEED MONEY FOR spring break' I need
your baseball cards! Please help Call Mike
549-0333

FOR RENT

CSJilSP^iXBOOllfiJiAfirwanted $1

M

^th 'ighl on bus route heat included

256-1518

FUNK SAND

KNEE DEEP IS looking for a funk guitanst

and IS also auditioning both male and

female vocalists Call Scott at 546-7480 or

George at 549-2812 to set up an audition

STAOEHANOS-FINE ARTS Center needs

stagehands for the spring semester Work
the show and get paid for it' Interested go

to Production Services rm 146 FAC

AUDIO TECHNICIAN WANTED •

workstudy or noowofkstudy Must be e>

penenced m Hi-Fi stereo recording Appi,

at Production Services rm 146 FAC

APPLY NOW TO become a campus Toi.'

Guide at 101 Berkshire House

PART-TIME POLITICS. Clean Wale' Ac

lion IS now paying SS'hr lor environmental

activists Our paid training program //ill

develope your skills m communications,

personel management and community
organizing Work evenings 5-10 Great

location in Center of Amherst Call

.49-7450 Mon Fri 9-5 00

VANTEO NOW! SPRING Break represen

ative for Collegiate Tour & Travel Earn free

rips and cash, too' Call 1-800-328-832?

ixl 579

COUNCELORS ASSOCIATION OF In

dependent Campi seeks qualified

councelors lor 75 residential children's

private camps of Independent Camps
(UMA) 43 West 23rd Street-Sixth Floor

New York. NY, 10010 (212)646-6620

I CANT til A OOSH OABN TMINO

dN272l tosTmy glasses either in Tobin 204

or Mahar or m between They are m a blue

case If you found them please call 6-8347

JAMAICAN SPBMO BMAK

DO YOU LIKE Janwca m Ihe moonlight '>

Santfy baacttaa drmhmg mm avary mghi'
ipnng twaati soniathiog to

Only tMSOO tor n »< «
inctudaa fma com and

tyomWaiiaapar Don't in«s out saats

MMiad to ca* tMUrf »«-S2(U

fcOtt

AT MNCE S WESTVKW Thursitav M/?9
is-^ -low s«. lacKf *'crir3u»Oy lop Ig

•^ no questions asced n * aM ou!
so giva <t oac* iMMa" CaM M«r>

LUSCIOUS TANS WANTED

BAHAMAS WANTS TO «.i-"' ,'•..

T'lp-. s'C 1' ! VSit n;l„lc- i.j'i •,

tare • <h^is iicoomodalori »nC nu^u

umnea tpaat avaiiatna caP 5«M75:i

PfOPlE'S MARKET

A COLLECTIVELY RUN siuOe ' j jj .

lion i& now accepting appitcaiiona lor

empioymeni lei tha spring 1967 sametier

and beyond Stop oy the Market wiylirrMi

between 9 and 5 for more mlormation and
applications

PItSONALS

RESUME TYPESETTINO SERVKIE
Have you' resume prolasttonaHy lypaset

The best quality type, no! a word procasaor

Sixteen different type styles to choose from

Taxes only 3 days costs $25 ar>d any

changes K do lor FREE Come down to the

Collegian Graphics Office (113 Campus
Cen'eri and speak to Peter Soderberg

MOVING TRUCK FOR hire reasonable

rate<. call Mike 665 8219

MEET NEW PEOPLE! Get great e»

penence' Come wnte lor New England s

largest collage daily The Coilegran is m 1 1

3

Campus Center right behind the T V
Come down and check us out'

SKI. SKI . SKI
5 College trips' Day trips

night trips to Berkshire East

Bates Stan at S9 to' lifts

and transportation tor night ski

Rentals and lessions also avail

Bus leaves UMass & colleges
Registration deadline Mon Feb ?

ror more into call

549-4600 x328

DAVE THANKS FOR the pizza' 61

Townehouse no repeats please we sre an

on diets'

B-FLAT BRASS PLAYER lookmo !o' Ska
Beggae of Blues band Please can

546-1181

TIRED OF COOklNO your own meals^ Try

Br^rnice's ncredible cookmg m exchange
for light kitchen work Find out about if Call

April at Chi Omega 545-0162"

TU'fbH WANTED CHEM 112 call

546-5414 Betsy

SUMMER IN EUROPE $239 lowest

scheduled lares lo all of Europe from

Boston Call 1-800-325-2222

WELCOME BACK PIZZA bash' AH univer

sity women invited to start off Ihe semester

with a pizza party at Iota Gamma Upsilon

Fri Feb 6, at 5 30PM 406 N Pleasar: .S:

Come down to IGU for homemade piz/a

and refreshments

FEM7U.E BORDERS NEE0E6. walking

distance lo campus Price comparable lo

dorms Home cooked meals Contact Karen
256-8674

HELP VOim FUTURE MMa lialpHM us

vcriuntaar ai ihe UMa»s Shidani Cratfii

Union

HAPPY B^lAV KIM Love always Kenny

WHAT COULP BE oanar man wanama
youf 8<iay on ttw bMdi MutHM Monm^
Fla hare we como l r»«i» «« n«*> And ar«d

Amy

MiOAN: WC MET at caima<>rw» on
l«3iiB7. YM wefe c«ia6r«M9 vow b^tay

w/tamay and fr»efK>s * want lo saa you

ag»n cal Lorenzo S4»^TS77 or ptee ape'
%ai%M P S vcu hae vetf Fra

ZIONKS-YOURE 23 A IM
l-ijve Tf)-'.

MTV PRESENTS THE ^wi" VHI

y ' til !>''

ZOINKS YOU RE 23 Almost as a»a ir m,

DEBBIE A'

'-idiip. B
.- B :j,.

elMwl

BOB-I STARTING my coRaga (Mtm wrm
.',., r>ow i.ttiiQ irtai vou'ra ha»a lo erni '

*,lh me Wp nave had soma 9i»ai time

ana nopeiuJy we w* have more \t\--

semester Glaa you re bac* buddy' Love

Tracey

ERIN DEMPSEY' HAPPY biHhday We
love you but you still have to do ihe silver-

ware' Your lunloving roominaias Franoy

and Betsy

WENDY-HAPPY BIRTHDAY Babe" Only

one more year o' being a fake identity'

Hope it s a good one' Love ya. Sleph

JON. SORRY I kxt your number Susan
I'om Barsie s 1/31/87

FISH TAILED FEMME wtshing you a hap
py 22' Love Fanqlace

LOSE WEIGHT NOW! 10 29 lbs/month

with Herbal Weight Control No drugs f^o

exercise- 100 percent guaranteed Call

Mark 546 5938 Dan 546-4151

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE new sisters

of Alpha Chi Omega' Here s a warm
weteome you are all great' Love always.

The sisters ot Alpha Chi Omega

HAPPY BIRTHDAY MICHAEL Klesch' Per

sistence paid off' I luv u' JoAnne

KIM A HOLLY Congratulations (o the two

lewest Irat girls'"' Hob

RIDE WANTED

NEED RIDE TO Bmghamlon or nearby

areas for Valentine s weekend 2M 3-2/1

6

call Linda 256 6334

ROOMMATE WANTED

ONE OR TWO people needed (M/F) lo

share room or have single in nice Brittany

Manor apt Cheap rent and live with 2

easygoing friendly roommates Please call

Peter or Erik 253-7136

ROOMMATiE WANTED IMMEDIATELY
call 256-8438 serious student needed

GRAD STUDENT, PROFESSIONAL
woman to share 2-bdrm apartment in Nor-

ihampton $217 50 545 2440 days
884-0074. 203-872-3168 eves

I AM FORCED to leave my apartment cover

my lease until June 140/month. 1 month

free call Joe 256-0626

BOOM FOB MNT

PNIVATE SOUTH AMHERST Itome

tamala. non-«moaa< Grad pral utiMy 'h

dudMMMS kne $39(ymonm C4«?»»«S6

ONE ROOM AVAILABLE « Roamg G<ee^
Uv i3B90»rno" lnclo*ng iiliMias' Non
^mmn p»alaw«l can %3-7205

•••VICES

TYPING TAPE TRANSCRIPTION
atru'al" W>'i "fj^'^

SPBNM MNAK %T

BAHAMAS S399 K Canct^ Acapulco M

'

,,v> saw « money
.jr. S4II.9021 O- B'l

ST JUDf

-••• vou AGAIN' v" ' • no yo.

go unarwuM"""- i i ,
'j'»le*i.

TBAVIl

LOWEST PIWCE TRIP lo Oayiona t20« c*
Mike or Chez 6-6036 anytime

MAKE THE NKJMT move tor sprmg brea»

Fon Lauderdale $129 Nassau Banarr^ v,

$349 loi more into call Dave 546 6709

SPRING BREAK IS m a few weeks so don t

be leH in Ihe COW Take a tropicai Irak to

Jamaica $369 oc Bermuda SM9 cad SaMy

6 7500

WANTID

SO A 49 PARKING STICKER will pay cash

calf 546 6977/546 9267

TICKETS FOR GENESIS on WofchaaM* or

Hartford CaH Rob 546-9662

Ct'RtcuiThe Ccij^'Oifi!
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Minutewomen fall in A-10 hoop at Temple, 66-61
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts basketball team fail-

ed to bounce back from its painful loss Monday against

Rhode Island, dropping its second straight game to a tough

Temple squad, 66-61 last night in Philadelphia.

The victory allowed the Owls to move ahead of the

Minutewomen into fourth place in the Atlantic 10, with

a 6-4 record in the conference, and an overall mark of 6-12.

UMasi^ is 6-5 in the A 10. and falls to 10 7 overall.

As was the case against Rhode Island, the Minutewomen
led the entire first half, and led by as much as seven in

the second half, Karen Fitzgerald hitting a jumper to put

them up 39-32 with 15:31 remaining.

Temple fought back, taking the lead from the

Minutewomen with 9:25 left in the game, and the two
teams exchanged the lead back and forth for much of the

duration.

Temple took the lead for good with under a minute to

play, and continued to extend its lead as the

Minutewomen were forced to foul. Dori Barton hit both

ends of a one and-one with 25 seconds left to put the Owls

up four, 62 58. With seven seconds left, Barton again went

to the line and put some more water on the fire, hitting

both ends again..

Junior forward Tara Lewis came back and canned a

three-pointer, cutting it to 64-61 with :03 left, but Barton

again was fouled and again dropped in both free throws

to ice it.

UMass came out of the blocks strong, rolling up a quick

21-8 lead over the first 10:26 of the contest The 13 point

lead was the most comfortable that the Minutewomen
would enjoy all evening.

The margin was still a cozy 11, at 26 15, with 8:05 left

in the first half, but the Owls, sparked by a trio of field

goals by Merida Grant, pulled within three. 26-23. The

UMass lead eventually dwindled to just a point, 29-28,

at the break.

UMass squeezed four players into double figures. Fit-

zgerald once again leading the attack with 21 points and

seven rebounds. Lewis added 15 (mints and nine boards,

while freshman Jeanine Michaelsen had 12 points and 10

rebounds. Sophomore Beth Wilbor rounded out the four-

some with 10 points.

Temple's Addie Jackson took game high honors, scor-

ching the nets for 26 points, including a pair of

three-pointers.

As a team, the Minutewomen did well, burying 51 per-

cent (25 of 49) of their shots, while Temple ran up an

anemic 32 percent (22 of 71) average. UMass was hurt by

the incredible shot differential (71-49), and by free throws,

where the Owls were 20 of 27, but the Minutewomen took

just 14, hitting 10.

The rebounding was close. Temple edging out 41-39.

SPORTS

Minutemen set to face the Rams, crowd
Beer-throwing fans should make life tough

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

If strength of schedule is any indicator

of how good a team is, then University of

Massachusetts men's basketball coach Ron
Gerlufsen is sure that his squad is better

than the University of Rhode Island, the

team's next foe.

"I'm a big believer in looking at

•chedules," Cieriufsen said. "They (Rhode
Island) played nine of their first 12 games
at home I think we've had a tougher
schedule thi.'* year. That's important to look

at

Set to do battle Saturday at 8 p.m. at

Keaney Gymnasium in Kingston, RI, the

two teams are jockeying for position in the

Atlantic 10 conference race which comes to

a close the first week in March.
"I know they played numerous Division

II teams, four of them. Hey that's four

"W's." the coach said. "The only light game
on our schedule was Keene State."

Specifically, the Rams rolled to easy vic-

tories over the likes of the legends of col

lege basketball, Bryant College, Stnnehilt

and Assumption and took part in the Con-
necticut Bank and Trust Tournament (with

Jacksonville, Hartford and Dartmouth)
At 13-7 overall and 6-5 in the A-10, the

Rams, picked in pre-season to finish last in

the conftrence are presently hovering near
close to the top of conference standings and
are preparing to make a run at second
place behind the Temple University which
has a near lock on the regular season ti-

tle. The Minutemen, sitting at 8-12 overall

and 4-8 in the A-10, aren't in as good shape

but feel they too are ready to make an up-

ward move.
"We were looking at the Rhode Island

film from the first game (which UMass
barely won. 63-62. on Jan. 12) we're

definately a lot sharper. We've been im-

proving all year," Gerlufsen said. "We
don't want to stop now. We want to con-

tinue the improvement. We want to go

right to the end."

For now, the Minutemen are forced to do

that on the road, playing its next three

games at URI, at Rutgers on Jan. 12, and

at St. J(»eph's on Jan. 15. The three game
swing is pivotal for UMass, and a pair of

wins would insure improvement over last

season's record.

But UMass has to get by the Rams first.

Sporting an 8-3 home record in front of an
average of 2.300 deranged fans, the URI
squad has plenty of talent despite what
Gerlufsen says about its easier schedule
With a pair of victories over West Virginia,

which has beaten UMaM twice, the Rams
are definately a team to take notice of and
despite Gerlufsen's comments, he said he
knows they're capable of beating his team.

There's also been talk about some ugly

fan reaction to visiting .squads at Keaney
'*The first thing we're going to do is wear

our helmuts because I understand the

crowds are kind of wild." Gerlufsen said.

"I guess they are a lot like fans in the old

Cage. But we've had good success there.

There will definately be a big crowd tur-

nout. I just hope we don't get hit with any
beer cans."

That's right. Beer cans. The site of

several brawls involving A-10 teams this

season, Keaney has gained a reputation for

being as tough and intimidating gym to

visit ns any. According to an official con-

nected with the URI athletic department,
many of the disturbances have been the

result of some over-aggressive supporters

sitting in Section 8. directly behind the host

team's bench.

"I guess they can get pretty loud." the of-

ficial said.

To contain the Rams, the Minutemen are
going to have to put the clamps on a pair

of high-scoring guards, junior Carlton
Owens (17.5 points-per game) and junior

Tom Garrick (16.2 ppg).
"They have a good backcourt in Owens

and Garrick. We're going to have to stop

them. Our backcourt. which is our
strength, is going to have to face the

challenge in Rhode Island," Gerlufsen said.

"The last time out, we controlled the tem-
po. I think we can control the tempo vs.

Rhode Island again. Ifwe do that then I'm

sure we can win."
Let's just hope no beer cans are brought

into the gym.

CoBagl— pkoto by Byra* ObbiubW

Senior co-captain Carl Smith will lead the University of Massachusetts
men's basketball team to Kingston, RI to take on the University ofRhode
Island tomorrow night at 8 p.m.

Minutemen swimmers end dual schedule tomorrow
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

Please excuse them if they feel a little

confident.

The University of Massachusetts men's

swimming team enters its final dual meet
of the 1986-87 season in great shape. The
Minutemen are still riding a perfect record

thus far this year (10-0) and have not been

beaten in head-to-head competition since

December, 1984.

On the other hand, the Wildcats of New
Hampshire, the team which has the misfor-

tune of facing the Minutemen at Boyden

Pool Saturday afternoon (1 p.m.), can't ex-

actly be mistaken for Harvard. A couple of

key swimmers who had pretty much car-

ried the team throughout the past few

years have graduated, leaving little in

terms of talent.

So, one can look at it like this: UMass,

one of the best teams in New England,

unstoppable of late, plus UNH, a team on

a downswing, at Boyden Pool, always

friendly to its tenants. The end result:

presumably another tally on the

Six seniors preparing for final home meet
Minutemen's unblemished record and an
extension of a very respectable winning
streak.

Yarworth, as he has done in the past, will

take advantage of the talent differential,

using it as an opprotunity to press some of

his "greener" swimmers into action to get

them some varsity seasoning.

Looking down the road, Yarworth cites

the importance of giving the younger guys
some work.

"When we go to the Atlantic 10 meet
(next weekend at George Washington
University), we'll Im- taking some of the

younger kids," Yarworth said, "so that the

veterans can rest up for the New Englands,

not having to take the long bus rides."

There is one important sidelight to all of

this. Being the last dual meet of the season,

it marks the final say on the careers of six

four-year seniors who will be making their

final apperances in the waters of the

Joseph R. Rogers Jr. Natatorium.

Included among those departing are the
team's two captains, Rick Bishop and John
Turner. Bishop is a freestyler and Turner
and backstroker, also competing in the in-

dividual medley. Entering the season,

Turner held the varsity records in the 100-

and 200-meter backstroke, and also is a

member of the record-holding 400 medley
relay team.

Other seniors who will be breaking their

ties include freestyler Mark (Muddy)
Waters, breaststrokers Mike Hoover and
Fred Marius and butterflyer Owen
McGonigle.
While Yarworth is definitely going to

miss the contributions of these seniors,

don't get out the crying towels and hurry
to the CVS store to get your sympathy
cards. This year's freshman class, which
has made an equal, if not more significant

impact, will give UMass swimmers
something to yell about right through
1990.

Loose Ends: Ehie to a technical problem,
the last paragraph of the article in Wednes-
day's Collegian was inadvertantly hacked,
causing the blurb at the end of the story
to make minimal sense.

Let's try this again. In its previous,
unabridged form, it went something like

this:

One small step forward for UMass,
one giant leap backward for accuracy:
UMass is getting some recognition in the
outside world for its accomplishments.
Sometime last week, the Boston Herald's
College Sports column led off with a story
about the UMass swim teams, focusing on
the men's winning streak.

However, the article listed the men's
record at 6-0, and the winning streak at 24
consecutive meets. Thus, the story was out-

dated by approximately two weeks. Oh,
well. Such is the attempt to gain recogni-
tion in the big media centers.

We regret any inconvenience or confu-
sion this error may have caused. Those
responsible have been sacked.

HSI^^ICD
Racism on campus. Page 3.

The America Cup*s competetive
ipirit. Page 9.

Minutewomen beat the Colonials
54-52. Page 20.
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Hadley and State Police officers examine a truck wreck on Route 9. No in-

Clement and Kemble to debate contra aid

Duffey Moderates Nicaragua Debate
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

Two experts in foreign policy with sharp-

ly differing views of the government of

Nicaragua will square off tonight in a

panel discussion moderated by Chancellor

Joseph D. Duffey.

"U.S. Policy in Central America: Focus
on Nicaragua" is scheduled to begin at 8

p.m. in Room 65 of Bartlett Hall. The event

is co-sponsored by the Chancellor's Office

and Faculty/Staff for Peace in Central

America.
The two main participants will be Dr.

Charles Clements, newly appointed Direc-

tor ofHuman Rights for the United Univer-

salist Service Committee in Boston, and

Penn Kemble. the president of Prodemca,

an organization which opposes the San-

dinista government of Nicaragua.

Clements was an Air Force pilot in Viet-

nam, but now is against US intervention

in Central America. He is the author of

"Witness to War," which was turned into

a documentary film that won an Academy
Award.
"Witness to War" documents the time

Clements 8p)ent as a doctor in a war zone

held by the rebels fighting the US backed

government of Napoleon Duarte. He has

been speaking against the Regan Ad-

ministration's Central American policy

since his return in 1983.

Kemble is president of the Foundation for

a Democratic Education and chairman of

the Coalition for a Democratic Majority. He
has been an aide to Senator Patrick

Moynihan (D-New York) and in the sixties

worked as a staff assistant to civil rights

activist Bayard Rustin for the March on
Washington in 1963.

The Sandinistas toppled the government
of Anistosio Samoza in 1979. The rebels

fighting them, called "contras," receive

arms and other aid paid for by funds ap-

proved by Congress, which last year voted

$100 million in additional contra aid.

Supporters of the Ortega government say

it is slowly restoring democracy to

Nicaruaga, point to Sandinista gains in

health care and land reform, and claim the

rebel movement could not survive without

US funds and CIA training of the contras.

The discussion is open to the public.

Expected
Snowfall
Prompts
Concern
Bv RICK SANTOS. Collegian Correspondent

and CRAIG SANDLER. Collegian SUIT

A blizzard was expected to slam into

Amherst this morning, and University of-

ficials preparing to battle the .storm said

last night the decision about whether to

cancel classes was still up in the air.

Varying reports said that the storm

would have deposited between 8 and 18 in-

ches in the area. Roger Chert-watti. direc-

tor of the Physical Plant, said that it would

not be until approximately 4 this morning
that the deci.sion would be made concern-

ing cancellations.

Plowing was to bt»gin around midnight,

and Al Potter, supervisor of gr<mnds. would

give Cherewatti a call around 3:30 to tell

him what kind of shape the parking lots

were in. Cherewatti would then call V'ice

Chancellor DeNyse to discuss cancella-

tions. They are made depending upf)n

whether the lots are clear around 4. said

Cherewatti.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey said that

while he is officially at the top of the snow
decision chain, he generally relies on the
people in the Physical Plant department
who are monitoring the fight to clear roads

and parking lots.

Duffey pointed out that UMass has a
good record of keeping school open during
snowstorms, or a bad record, "depending
on your perspective."

"After all. this is hardy New England,"
Duffey said.

Duffey said a decision would be final by
5 or 6 in the morning. "It's the only thing

that doesn't have to go through 500 com-
mittees," he joked.

In a more .serious vein, the Chancellor
said he empathized with the concerns of

University workers who said they were
angered by what they felt was an incon-

siderate policy of releasing UMass
employees during big storms. The workers
called for a clearcut policy on the matter.

"On this campus there's no subject that

doesn't generate controversy," Duffey said.

"It's not necessarily a light and fluffy sub-

ject."

Right wing clashes with liberals

at press conference concerning CIA
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

A press conference about an Undergraduate Student

Senate resolution concerning the CIA turned into media
bashing and a battle between conservatives and pro-

gressives Friday morning in the Campus Center.

A panel of right-wing student politicians told about 30

people, three ofwhom were press members, that they sup-

port a motion the senate pa.ssed Wednesday to

acknowledge the administration's handling of recent anti-

CIA protests.

Bennett said he had expected more press members to

attend. Later he said some reporters had called the Stu-

dent Activities Office to ask where the press conference

would take place and the receptionist said there would

be no press conference. The receptionist said she receiv-

ed no such phone calls.

Some members of the audience engaged in debates with

the panel members. After the press conference they

shouted at each other and seemed to have trouble defin-

ing student rights.

The conservatives said attempting to ban the CIA from

campus infringes upon student rights. The progressives

said letting the CIA recruit on campus defies the Affir-

mative Action policy of the University because they

discriminate against gays and minorities, The ad-

ministration has refused to ban CIA recruiters from cam-

pus, which a group of progressive students have demand-
ed in several recent protests.

SGA President Bill Bennett .said he has gone around
campus asking students how they feel about the matter.

"The majority of students on this campus support ac-

tive recruitment of organizations on this campus, in-

cluding the CIA," said Bennett, a member of the panel.

"The issue is not the CIA;... the issue is the recruiting

policy and who should recruit on campus."
Bennett and other members of the panel, including

Cashin House Senator Tony Rudy and Central Area Presi-

dent W. Greg Rothman condemned the press, particular-

ly the Collegian, for "playing up" the anti-CIA protests.

Rothman accused the Collegian of being biased toward
the protesters and derided it for not having mentioned the

resolution on Thursday's senate meeting story.

At that meeting Rothman said the senate is too pwlitical

and does not deal with real student concerns. Therefore,

he introduced a proposal to create a committee to in-

vestigate the oversubscription of classes.

The Collegian's story focu.sed on his projxisal, which was
rephrased several times and reintroduced by a progressive

senator.

Rothman has often engaged in loud debates during
senate meetings and many SGA members, including Ben-

nett, have expressed their wish to have him removed from

the senate.
continued on page 7

Help Found In
Womens * Shelter
By NINA ZIMNIK
Collegian Correspondent

Diane was thrown out of her hotel by her boyfriend.

He beat her up in the parking lot where a taxi driver

found her lying on the asphalt. She was hospitalized

overnight.

Though the woman's name was not Diane, she was one

of many who found refuge last year at Necessities.

"I picked her up the next morning, and her clothes

were spattered with blood all over," said Debbie, a

UMass women's studies major and volunteer at

Necessities/Necesidades. Her last name won't be used

because she said she received threats for her work at

Necessities.

For the past ten years, Necessities has been offering

help to abused women and their children, including a

24 hour hot-line, peer counseling, legal advocacy and

shelter in a secret location.

Necessities usually signs clients in for two weeks. "We
are not a hotel. We expect them to start doing things for

themselves," Debbie said.

continufd on paf^ 7
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Among two rivaling unions
Harvard stays union-free
'^"AMBRIDGE (AP) Two labor unions

vying to organize some 3,8000 clerical and

technical workers at Harvard University

are stepping up their efforts and

competition.

But Harvard officials are continuing

their opposition to unionization on campus.

The 1.1 million member American
Federation of State. County and Municipal

Employees entered the fight last month

behind the formerly independent Harvard

Union of Clerical and Technical Workers.

"Harvard is the premier test for our

union in 1987," Gerald W McEntee.

AFSCME national president, told The

Boston Sunday Globe. He said the union

will back its enthusiasm with up to

$500,000 for the Harvard campaign this

year.

That effort is in direct competition with

a decade-long campaign by the United

Auto Workers. Enraged, the UAW says it

is doubling its efforts on thtt Cambridge
campus.

its a tough drive," UAW organizer

Ellen Sullian said, "because people are con

fused by the two groups."

McEntee said the HUTCTW had ac

complished the strongest rank and file

organizing effort he'd ever seen.

Last year, the group gathered more than

1.000 signatures among workers on a peti

tion declaring support of the union.

Kristine Rondeau, head of the HUTCTW
organizing effort said the i' linn hopes to

have another 1,000 signatures shortly.

HUTCTW organizers, some of whom
broke away from the UAW in 1985, say

they are succeeding with a "family" ap-

proach to university workers. All of the

group's organizers are former Harvard

workers. Their piuh emphasized the mysti

que of Harvard. The union's slogan is "We
can't eat prestige."

"Almost everybody has strong doubts

about the union at first. " said organizer

Bill Jaeger, a Yale University graduate

and former staff assistant at Harvard's

Russion Research Center.

Anyone perceived as an "outsider."

organizer told the Globe, is likely to fail.

The goal is to sign up better than a ma-
jority of Harvard's 3.8000 non teaching

workers and then petition for a direct

representation election.

If Harvard refuses, as organizers expect,

they will ask the National Labor Relations

Board to order an election.

PARSONS
SCHOOL OF DESIGN

Special Summer Programs

FRANCE

WEST AFRICA

ITALY

GREAT BRITAIN

JAPAN

NEW YORK
Iniernational programs are oticrcd

for students, teachers and working

professionals. Courses include:

archaeology; architectural history;

art history; clay and textile design;

decorative arts; drawing; fashion;

graphic design; painting and photog-

raphy. Undergraduate and graduate

credits are available to qualified par-

ticipants. For more information,

please mail the coupon below or call

the Parsons Office of Special

Programs: (212) 741-8975.

Parsons Schcxil of Design. Office of Special

Pn)grams

66 Fifth Avenue. New York. N.Y. 1001
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BURNING RUBBERS - Protesters outside the Unitarian Univer-

salist Church of Amherst, New York, gather to protest the disburse-

ment of condoms by the church Saturday.

Lowell man's body found in snowbank
LOWELL (AP) Authorities do not

suspect foul play in the death of a 78year

old Alzheimer's disease victim, whose body

was found more than a week after he

disappeared.

Carmello "Charlie " lanuzzo of Lowell

disappeared Jan. 29 and became the object

of an intensive search by townspeople,

family and friends.

His partially snow-covered body was

discovered in a gully in the Pawtucketville

area of town, less than half a mile from

where he was last sfen. A group of

paratroopers from, nearby Fort Deven>

discovered the body.

A family ft-iend said lanuzzo was found

"laying with one arm over his head a.s if

he had gone to sleep. " Local authoruu-

believe he froze to death.

"There was no blood, nothing." medical

examiner Dr. John Karbowniczak Jr. told

the Lowell Sun. KarbowTiiczak said an

autopsy will be performed early this week

to confirm the cause of death.
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ADVERTISING
ACCOUNT
EXECUTIVE

THE COLLEGIAN IS NOW ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS FOR FALL SEMESTER 87'

FOR THE POSITION OF
ADVERTISING ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES.

YOU WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR SELLING
ADVERTISING SPACE FOR NEW ENGLAND'S
LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY NEWSPAPER.

^ ^ GREAT EXPERIENCE

INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD IN MARCH.

i ullrglaii Phnlu h\ Htrnr (<u<irn<>lt«

ROOM WITH A VlfcW- Northampton resident Jim Hesson lakes advantage of the sunny weather this past

weekend.

Sulvan Gov't plans 15th Anniversary Weekend
^ *

, , . halls Brown. Cashin and MacNanian
last m u »eru'.s im area guiernftim-nts

By PEDRO M PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

The Sylvan Area Government this

st-mester plans to continue bombarding its

residents with on going activities such as

dances, concerts and movies, according to

area officers.

.Sylvan, the newest residential area on

campus, just turned 15. To celebrate the an

niversary. the area government will put on

an event called Sylvan Weekend with a

cake cutting ceremony and a dance, said

David Panagore, area vice president.

Meanwhile Sylvan has launched this

semester's programming with a ".suitcase

dance." Two residents left that dance

.straight to Bradley .Airport aft«'r they won
a trip to Florida.

Co-President Melkon Sahagian said 264

IK'oplp iittrndi'd thr- .Acrit "It was v«>rv sue

ces.slul li»i U.S. he said.

Panagore said he hopes the dance will

become an annual event.

The area government is trying to create

community involvement with its program-

ming, he said. "More important is to keep

programs flowing one after the other and
keep the area active."

Aram Hampanan. area lo president, said

involvement in the area government has

been higher than average. About iJl per-

.sons attended this semester's first meeting,

he said

Sahagian attnbult> ihf high invcilvf

ment to "word of mouth. By the nature <.f

having gcxjd programming and events, peo-

ple get interested." he said.

Anyone may attend area government
and ' "uncil meetings. "Wp try to en

coui.i^ , .1 ryonf to partKip;it»' S.ihagian

said, adding the meetinj^- Id in a

"casual" environment.

Svlvan is cnntnoo-H di" thrci ; ui

aniara —
each accommodate alxiut 450 students

each. The buildings are divided into suites

that house from six to eight students.

Panagore said Sylvan residents, especial

ly first year students, have a hard time

meeting their floor mates because of the

buildings' structure. The area government

sponsored activies are an attempt to hrin^;

the residents together, he added

As for political issues, Hampanan is bat

tling with the administratKm to change the

party policy. "I ju.st want to make a legal

party possible. Right now a legal party is

sitting around with very low music." he

said.

To have a party, students must fill out

a form and submit it to the residence direr

tor for approval. Regardless of what

students write on the form, the RI) kn<»ws

there will be alcohol at he piirty and. hence.

will !u»t approve it Hamparian .said.

Racism also

a problem
for many
Hispanics
By LUCINDA COUTO
Collegian Staff

By now most students aie familiar with

Commissioner Frederick A. Hurst's conclu

sion that the Southwest Residential .^rea

incident, m uhich 10 student- w«rr in

jured, was racially motivated

The Southwest incident might bt the

most intense recent example of racial

disharmony on campus, but it is noc an

i.sdialed incident.

M.i\i;i Castillo, a sophomoie and
Southwest resident, came back lo her riMmi

on,' niuht in September to find written on

!^ iiu'inn iMJurd outside her d<M>r, 'go back

to your country

.Vrcorflinu ti ,

u. I k. iiti t hfieidter she received messuages

thai wtTf oi)scene. and or racKii in na. ure

Th<- last message that sherecu-ved .tn l>tH

is stated obscenities alnjut her parents

followed by, "we will kill yem
"

Castillo said that she had no idea as to

the identity of the harras-serisi bin in

Si'ptemher told her resident a.ssistant

about the messages The RA told the resi

dent director about the situation but heard

nothing about it after that.

Several students told assistant director

of the Bilingual Collegiate Program.

Manuela Pacheco. about incidents that <k-

curred because, or partly becaus*' they are

Hispanic.

"A Spanish graduate student who lives

in an apartment complex in Amherst was
backing out of her parking space and stop-

ped in time when she notianl an oncoming

car. And a.** she proceeded to drive out. she

noticed up ahead the other car blocking her

way The driver got out of his car and

iH'gan to kick her car and make racial

remarks." said Pacheco

Pacheco also ---iHi that nianv times

students while engaged in personal conver

"-.itions in Spanish are asked, or demand
. .1 to speak English. "It i< a myth that

Spanish speaking individuals would rathi-r

fmlv sp«'ak .Spanish whiiiever possible, fu-

said. 'ntinufd on /xu .

UMass senior died
in car accident Sat
HADLEY-A 22 year-old University of

Massachusetts senior was killed Saturday

night as he attempted to cross Rte. 9 in

front of Katina's nightclub.

Melville W. Grant III was near the center

of Rte. 9 when he was struck by a car

driven by an 18 year old Easthampton

man, police said.

He was taken to Cooley Dickinson

hospital in Northampton where he died

shortly after the 10:48 p.m. accident.

The car that struck Grant was hit from

behind by a vehicle driven by a 27-year-old

Huntington resident.

Neither driver was injured, police said.

They said the accident remains under

investagation.

The students father. Melville W. Grant

Jr. of Needham, said, "He was a very hap-

py boy who had a wonderful life. Everybody

liked him. He just was unlucky."

"He had a wonderful 22 years and it's

over," Grant said.

No details were available about funeral

plans.
CRAIG SANDLER

F
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The Jewish Music Ensemble, is looking for singers and instrumen

talists for Klezmer. Israeli folk dance, Yiddish and Hebrew songs,

and Jewish popular music Rehearsals are every Manday starting

Feb. 9 [except Feb 16] in the Seminar Room of the Old Chapel For

more information call Amy Rose at 253 3831, or the Hillel Oftlce

at 545-2526. Sponsored by Hillel.

There will he a Job Fair today from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Stu-

dent Union Ballroom, for all students looking for on-campus work

study or non-work study jobs. Approximately 25 departments will

be available to provide information about job vacancies and inter-

view and hire students. Student Employment Office staff will also

be on hand to clear your paperwork so that you may begin working

as soon as possible.

Campus Snow Policy Radio Announcements - Classes and all

other scheduled activities on campus will be held as usual unless

specific announcements to the contrary are made beginning at 6 a.m.

and continuing periodically throughout the day in question. Such

announcements will be made on radio .stations WTTT-Amher.st 1430

AM WHMP-Northampton 1400 AM, WMAS-Springfield 1470 AM
WPOE Greenfield 1520 AM, WHAI-Greenfield 1240 AM. WARE-

Ware 1250 AM. WCAT Orange 1390 AM, WHYN Springfield 560

AM WFCR-Amherst 88.5 FM, WTIC Hartford 1080 AM, WACE-

Springfield 730 AM. WTAG-Worcester 580 AM, WSPR-Springfield

1270 AM WMUA-Amherst 91.1 FM, and WGGB TV Springfield,

Channel 40, WTSA-Brattleboro VT 1450 AM, WRSI-Greenfield 95.3

FM, WAQY-Springfield 102.1 FM.

Campus Hot Line - As an additional convenience, a snow day hot

line has been installed. Taped messages will provide up-to-date in-

formation on the status of the campus and may be received by dial-

ing 545-3630.
, , J ,

Delayed opening, 11 a.m. - Opening may be delayed to provide

enough time tn pUtw and clear roadways and parking lots.

CollfKian Photo by Mirhatl '

WHEEEEE!- Three-year-old Andrew Borowski gets a ride from

his father Jim, a library staff member near the Fine Arts Center.
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Vcdenttne's Day
Saturday ^M|S^Februaryl4

Remember
Someone Special

\ i.ith limner at the T.O.C. Restaurant

^ order one entree at the re\^ular price

ami yt'/ the secomi entree for

"^^^J. Ij

Half Price

5496000

Fast Break Special

See Sh^^p
Bfg Breakfast

r-A

s:
IXI

639

TOP of the CAMPUS / 5-9:30 pm

A'fWfj Tl'f

oCf,?f^^>"

>ry-
e^!^;

TOP of the

LOUNGE

I2IL 1.

kc/3«ic2«AJ^'i^j4

WED.. FEB. 7t

Iron Elf

THURS., FEB. 12

Dana Robinson

FR/., FEB. 13

n. Kiiiiio

Starting Toda^;!!!

Ski Mt, Tom
on us!!

^n^V/sj^ y
• Free ski pass
door prize offered

y
^•-^

GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION

• Great drink specials

• Free hors d'oeuvres 4-6 p.m.

HOURS Monday - Friday 11:30 a.m. - 12:30 a.m.

Saturday & Sunday 5:00 p.m. - 12:30 am

11th Floor • Campus Center • UMass

VI
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Black
February 13

Black Star Search Progiam Soulhside Room Hampden

Student Center (Southwest Area) 7 p.m.

February 14

IOTA PHI THETA Semi formal Campus Center

Auditorium 9 a.m. 1 p.m. Adm. $3.00. 5 COLLEGE
MINORITY CAREER DEVELOPMENT DAY Campus

Center 163 9:30 a.m. 6: p.m. (Advance registration re

quired. Contact University Career Center at 545-2224

by 2/6/87)

February 19

An Evening of Poetry with JUNE JORDAN Bowker

Auditorium 8 p.m.

An Evening of Jazz with SAMMY PRICE, pianist

Hatch Cafe Student Union Bldg. 9:30 p.m.

February 20 o u /> i

CELEBRATIONS! Dance Company from Smith Coi

lege St>uthside Room Hampden Student Center

Southwest Area 7 p.m.

History
Dwight House Cabaret Featuring SAMMY PRICE

Boogie Woogie Dancing Dwight House Refreshments

will be served 8 p.m. for more info, please call 545 2146.

February 21

Jazz Brunch with SAMMY PRICE Butterfield Dining

Room Orchard Hill 11 a.m. Noon Reservations Re

quired: call 545 2146 (Free for UMass Students on Meal

Plan; $3 for General Public)

February 23
NATIONAL SOCIETY of BLACK ENGINEERS

CAREER DAY Campus Center Auditorium and CC 163

Complex 10 a.m. 3:30 p.m.

February 24
The Affirmative Action Debate: Where it Comes From

and Where It's Going Lecture by Jocelind Gant Student

Union Ballroom 8 p.m.

Workshop Forum on Male/Female Relationships Cam
pus Center 165 169 7 pm

Month
February 27
Afro American Cultural Night with Afro-American

Food Southside Room Hampden Student Center

Southwest Area 6 p.m. 10 pm

February 28
A production of the National Black Touring Circuit

WILLIAMS AND WALKER by Vincent D. Smith A
musical triumph based on the lives of the legendary

vaudevillians, Bert Williams and George Walker

Students & Senior Citizens $5.00 General Public.

DANCE! Student Union Ballroom 11 p.m. 3 a.m.

Adm: TBA

All events are free except where noted. For

general information please call the Student Ac-

tivities Office at 545^600.

I
STUDENTS YOU CAN EARN |

$ Sprlno 87 BIG BUCKS Spring 87

|
AND GAIN VALUABLE JOB EXPERIENCE |

Up to $500/Week with salary, $
commissions, and bonuses

Schedule Work Around Classes

Full or Part Time

HIRING NOW!! $
Contact Target Enterprises at 549-7793 ^

For an interview - asl< for Keith. ^

^mjinnnnfiAAAnAnnn/¥¥¥W¥rrrn •••
RLL UNIVERSITY MEN

Tuesday
February lO

••••

OPEN RUSH
Learn about Fraternity Life

Refreshments served

Call 549-5515 for more info

8-10 PM

TT

LARGEST COLLEGE PAPER IN NEW ENGLAND

The Massachusetts Daily-

IAN
THE COLLEGIAN IS LOOKING
FOR DEDICATED MINORITY
STUDENTS WHO WOULD LIKE

TO IMPROVE THEIR WRITING
SKILLS AND GAIN

EXPERIENCE IN A MEDIA
ORGANIZATION.

We need people to work in the

• Black Affairs • News
• Photo • Women's Issues

• Sports • Arts

and
• Editorial Departments

SO COME DOWN
AND CHECK US OUT!
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Students in

MassPirg find

Many outlets
By Meg KroepUn
Collegian Staff

Michelle Gubola is a sophmore Social Thought and

Political Economy (STPEO major, and has been mvolv

ed m Masspirg for four semesters, and now is their

Statewide treasurer and member of the executive commit

tee in Boston
• r u i

Gubola joined Masspirg during her first week of school,

i thought everyone would be involved in an environmen

tal or consumer group here." she said.

After attending her first meeting. Gubola reaiizi-d stu

dent involvement was less than she thought it would be

In spite of this fact, she became an active member Since

Gubola's first involvement m the fall of 1985. she has had

a series of successes. In her second semester she was

elected to the executive Masspirg board in Boston Since

then she has become the executive board treasurer.

Gubola has also worked on a series of successful cam

paigns since her original involvement She has seen

Masspirg qualifv an unprecedented four ballot questions

for the fall ballot, including the passage of the hazardous

waste clean-up bill.
. , i i

"The most important thing (Masspirg does for workers)

is developing leadership and media skills." --h.' said

Masspirg taught students to follow through on their ac-

tions "Students will see issues from start to finish she

"They have a lot of responsibility, because they are deal

ing with the public." she said

Masspirg IS a good organization. Gubola said, which will

not allow one to forget the important of the campaign

issues m the future

•After working in Masspirg and seeing the corrupliMS«

in big business and politics, being apathetic is inip«M-

ble.'she said Presently Gubola is working on the Safe

Energv' campaign. This campaign directly affects studenU*

living near the Seabrook nuclear power plant

1 have never seen as manv people as excited by one

canip.'<!tin.">^he said.

^^ I

\.<> ( u-aie A Siv.!*' As
liichvidual As You Ar«

^ CONSULTATION
AM)

sTYll CUT

*$10
.11 Styles By Deborah

hr, |i\lVI KSIIV DHIVF.
AMI II KM r.l'^'.blO

Exp.res 2?8 87

Are you ^^

denying Yourseli

a oetter shot
at grad school?
Okay, it may be too late to get a 40. But

its not too late to try to do better on your

LSAT. GMAT. GRE. or MCAT. For that,

there's Stanley H. Kaplan.

No one has prepped more students

than Stanley H. Kaplan.Our test- taking

techniques and educational programs

have prepared over 1 million students.

So whatever grad school exam you're

taking, call us. Remember, the person

next to you during your exam might

have taken a Kaplan course.

GMAT Starts Now

GRE Begins 2/12

MCAT Begins 2/23

549-5780

KAPLAN
SIANltY H KAPlANtOOCAllONAl CfNTER ITD

The world's leading

test prep organization.
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Textbook Annex takes precautions

to prevent potential shoplifters

By AL KAUFMAN
CoUe^an Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts Textbook Annex

employs strict security to prevent book theft and buys

back used books, among other procedures, to keep book

price.'- l(iw
» »L

Ashoke Ganguli. duector of auxiliary .services at the

Universitv, said there is 'no problem" with shoplitters\

There are' less than a handful of shoplifting cases each

semester and offenders are immediately prosecuted at

the Northampton District Court, he said.

Russell Evans, manager of the annex said, "Any retail

store has a theft problem. Ours is no worse than anyone

else

Janice Hart, a sophomore, said security is tight "They

watch us like hawks
"

Twelve uniformed security guaids patrol the building,

and no one may enter the book area with any type ot

book, bag. or pocketbook

Sophmore Lisa Tuzzn said. "Id be afraid to steal

anything in there
"

Ganguli said there was a problem over two years ago

when groups of students would steal other students

books and sell them back to the annex at the end of the

semester. A new computer system was installed that

keeps track of w ho returns what books W. L Cumm
mgs Jr . retail services manager of the University Stores,

said that if someone reports a stolen book, the workers

at the annex go through all of the returned books to try

to find that person's book.

-When anyone buys a book, they should put their name

in it and somewhere else in the book make an identify

ing mark because the person who steals the book can

always just rip out the first page with their name on it,'

The .shrinkage of about $150,000, or actual inventory

as opposed to the inventory they should have, is one and

a half percent, which is below the national average oi

almost two percent, he said.

If the .shrinkage did not exist, "we could drop retail

prices or use the money for repair." Cummings said

He .said another relatively new policy for the annex

that saves the students money is to buy back books only

at the end of the semester. He said.'When we used to

buy back during the semester, we used lo lose the books

We also didn't know what books would be used next

semester, so we couldn't buy them all bjick at the

premium price
"

Another cost efficient method that Ganguli pointed out.

is that UMa.ss operates the annex by itself, while many

universities choose to hire outside companies such as

Barnes and Noble, which increases the cost of the books

Ganguli said that the fact that the annex is run by the

University, accompanied by the low rate of theft "is good

for the students because it keeps prices low."

Valentine's Day - Saturday, February 14

Me

Soy
gore

J!mmpiii y^i^EY
' ^ SKI AREA

«i n

Montgomery Roses at

MONTGOMERY FLORIST
Rte 9 Hadley • 584-3798

Th9 Best Kept Secret In Vermont
Seven Miles North of Brattleboro. Rte. 30

> 1 000 Vertical feet • 1 1 Trails

2 Double chairs •New Lodge

Weekend Adult $19.00 - Jr. $16.00

Night Skiing Thursday. Friday & Saturday

S10 from 5-10 p.m.

Exit 2 Off 1-91, 7 Miles N of Brattleboro.

PHONE: 802-254-6083
Route 30

l$0 nn ^cc Any Lift Ticket
i

I ^aWW Or r with this coupon |

I IVIUST PRESENT STUDENT ID M
J

SEVENTY DJWS Of SUMMER
IN COIORADO

AND SOMETHINGNEW TO DO EACH DAY.

SPEND your summer at the University of Colorado at Boulder, where you can

take advantage of:

A NATIONAL reputation for educational excellence

MORE than 450 exciting courses, including special classes and seminars by

distinguished visiting professors

A SUMMER full of world-class performing arts activities

ALL IN THE BEAUTIFUL SETTING OF THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS

SEND for our free course bulletin or

CALL (303) 492-4184 (24 hours)

CLASSES begin June 8. 1987

Office of Admissions

Regent Administrative Center 125

Campus Box 7

University of Colorado at Boulder

Boulder, CO 80309-0007

AKwrnatiyf *ction/tau»l Ooponunity Inslilulion

• '..^.•.' .•.*.*

.

Phola by Pairirk Khtrr«

PASS IT ON-Tim Kunin distributes money saving coupon

booklets to students.

* necessities

.SctiHuhiii- in ihiir iniiuts. liu'S know

that ihev are ri^'ht." she said It mi^ht talce

about 30 yeais to break svith the pattern

ot" lu'inu beaten up le^'uholv <\)<- -said

.Vfcordinj; to Necessitie.-> stati>tii..-i i»t

l^Hrt, 177 women were helped from Au^ai.st

to December That number is not complete

Iv accurate, she -^aid, due to the tact that

before liolida\s w(»men si-i'in to be more

w illing to ket |i 1,11 -ufTennn in the name of

kne

Necessities an- on weltaie. ,ind numy ol

them are Latino women but we also have

dtxttir s w nes, and guUViends of pn)fes.st>rs

at the University here. ' Debbie said.

Kvt! \ shelteri'd women tnu-st ai?**** to the

center .< policies - absolute confidentiali

ty. no alcohol or drugs, no phyi^ica! or ver-

bal abuse, which also means no spanking

of children The latter is a difficult ptimt

,->ince most of the women were also abus»'d

during their childhood and thus keep ex

ercisin^ patterns of violenc*' on then own
children, she said.

The majt»rity of Ntiessities numey comes

from the l)epartment of .Scial Services and

from the Hampshire County Government,

but the agency also receives private dona-

tions and grants from various (M-gani2a-

tions, she said

.Neeessities opiates from a femini^. and

political Vmsi.s that !*ays violence again.st

women has to do with the patriarchal struc

tures of our >^>cietv

Statistics show that ont- <>ul of three

women will be harrassed or l>eaten during

her life, and the mcst common thing that

brings a women to the hospital is abu.se

The organization is currently se«'king fun

ding for their programs, and a workshop

for new volunteers will be held from Feb

14 22 Anyone interested in ofTermg sup

port should call Necessities at 586 1125

The hot line numb««r is 586-5060,

* conference

During llie piess conference lacli panel

member reiterated what Biiiiutt. who

spoke first, -aid

They said the panel was representative

of the senate, even though it did not include

left-wingers, women and minorilu>

Benni'tt saiil "To me. ri-pUMiit.it ise

(in. ~n I 111. .in we have to have different

races up here, different sexes up here " He

also said .M>me senators could not come

bi'Cause \\\v\ had t l.i-sf-

Later Rothman -^.tid S" the left

wingers do not support the resolution.

"Whv should Ar HiVl'.' 'l^.'v'"

• Hurst

They have to learn the Knglish

language to survive, and they want lo

learn When they get together in small

groups they may speak the more familiar,

but they're also interested in other

cultures." said Pacheco

One student said that as a foreigner she

found she had to work \ irv hard to pnive

herself it siM-ms that as .i Ibreigner you

are expected l<» have communicalum pro

blems. I can communicate very well, vet

there is in this subtle attitud. ' nsen

sitivity, and it extends to !• -is as

well."

According to Sherwood Thomi««>n. direc

tor of the ofTice of Third World affairs, after

the .Southwest incident the frequency of

I omplaints and problems are greater than

any other time

ii a H'

THE IVIEXICAN RESTAURANT

"Gooey cheese, tender

chunks of chicken breast

spicey pork. . .Oooh La La Cazuela"

-7 OLD SOUTH STREET
NORTHAMPTON • 5B6 - O^OU

Auto
Glass
Ccntct

SAME DAY SERVICE

BILLED DIRECTLY
TO INSURANCE CO.

WINDSHIELDS
REPLACED

NorthAmherst
Motors

Manx C'cdil Ca«K *tc»»i»d

i^FREE
SHRIMP

Bom
With Dinner

"^/^^tld^

DELTA UPSILON
FRATERNITY

**«*.»'<*«*4 .-.'••.«••»•••

08000
Q

NOW OPEI^ NOW OPEN • NOW OPEN • NOW OPEN

D.P. Dotigh
96 North Pleasant St (rear)

Amherst • 256-1616

Fried Dough • Calzone

Baked Potatoes

North Ptcasant St

Sun-Wed: 1 lam - 6pm; Thurs-Sat 1 lam -2am

OPEN RUSH: FEB 4, 5, 9, 10, 11, 17, 18
• EXCELLENT SOCIAL LIFE • LITTLE SISITERS PROGRAM

• THURS NIGHT SOCIAL FUNCTIONS • PARTIES

. WINNERS D.U. EDUCATIONAL SECOND CENTURY CHALLENGE AWARD
• WINNERS '86 GREEK OLYMPICS • ABOVE AVERAGE SCHOLASTICS

.INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL, WRESTLING, SOFTBALL

. PROFESSIONALLY COOKED MEALS • 24 HOUR OPEN KITCHEN

CALL 549-3831 ^^_____

You^rc Too BUSY!
Don't waste time doing

your own iaundrv.--

Take It To

11 PflAY 8T. AMHCIWT.MA.

349'ta65

We Offer:

• Hand Pressing

• Shirt Service

• Same Day
Seivice

—r-

OIV
Man.-ThMT*. IC OOiw t&:<>0»m. ttfk. iOfm 10

flttmtt MJtftn-iOOyn MtM trOOpwIO OOpai

Sat lO;(M>Miv.4 OOpMi xh»n 7 00>10 OOpm
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Letters—

^

Reaffirming commitment
The Hurst Report has given this community an oppor

tunity to acknowlege racism and deal with its persistence

on the campus. The Chancellor's Commission on Civility

in Human Relations endorses the essence of the Report

We commit ourselves to giving serious attention to its

recommendations both explicit and implicit We urge

everyone to do likewise.

The Commission expects to work closely with the

Chancellor in his resolve to take the recommendations

seriously. We therefore invite all member for the com

munity to send their responses to the Report, including

their suggestions for change, to the Commission

The Commission plans regular meetings with the

Chancellor to review the University's progress in finding

s«>iution8 for the problems that have been identified In

sum, the Commission accepts and reaffirms its respon

sibihty to Uke an active role m confronting racism and

•nvit».4 all segments of the campus community to make

^ simi ji commitment

N> la;< .Ansari. Dept. of Home Economics: William

Bennett. Student Government Association: George

<Maxton. Graduate Student Senate; Gloria

deGuevara. Educational Access & Outreach;

Micheline DuFau, Dept. of French & Italian; Jean

Elshtain. Dept. of Political Science; Sally Freeman.

College of Arts & Sciences (Co-Chair>; Patricia Green-

field. School of Management; Haim Gunner, Dept. of

Environmental Sciences; Kelly Sieger, Collegian:

Saul Perlmutter. Hillel Foundation; Jay Savereid,

Dept. of Communication; David Schimmel, School of

Education; Anna Seitz. Dept. of Veterinary & Animal

Science; Linda Slakey, Dept. of Biochemistry; Ervin

Staub. Dept. of Psychology; Donald St. Mar> , Dept.

of Mathematics & Statistics; Esther Terry. Dept. of

Afro-American Studies: Judy Toyama. Graduate

School; Castellano Turner. Dept. of Psychology : Paul

Vasconcellos, Residence System; Meyer Weinberg,

Horace Mann Bond Center; .Michael Wolff. Dept. of

English (Co-Chair); Hannah Yaffee. H ndicapped

Student Affairs

Eastern Mass. defended

It seem> ii> nw there is another side to Tim Tynan's

regionalism story (Collegian, 24 87t. I would like to de

'••nd the people of Boston as well as eMst.rn

Massachusetts
First, when people say they are Irom Boston, ihey are

probably as.'^ummg that th« •—'-ntT " has no idea

where their hometown is located anyway. In actuality,

their reply "Boston" is not false. According to the United

States Census Bureau, Boston is considered to be the

metroplitan area reaching as far north as Lawrence, south

to Braintree, and west to Framingham. Many cities and

towns are within these btmndaries. A good example of this

classification is Boston College, which is located in

.Newton.

When visiting Boston, it is going to be laden with traf

fie. The .streets were made for the actual residents of

Boston. Yet each day there is such an influx of visitors

from all over the state not to mention world wide

travelers. The streets therefore are clogged with people

trying to get to business meetings, sightesee. etc. It's true

places to park aren't as obvious, but they are there; you

just just have to know where they are.

As for geography, you say you have "untouched by man"

mountains? Well just as Boston Harbor and Cape Cod

have been ruined by man. so have your mountains. Oh
sure they look great from the outside - but the beauty

IS only skin deep Along the Holyoke range there an

mountains hollowed out by the government for Stratej;i(.

.Xir Ct.mmund iS.\Ci Really beautiful - hiking on hollow

ed mountains with God knows what Ix ruath you

Both places have their gfKjd and bad po'nts If you w^nl

lo llnd thf negative ones, you will Just ri.i:,t forget ab-»ut

t In jxi.si;

Ann Wadsworth
Wheeler

MEDICATE (Me de at)

To intervene between two or

more disputing parties in order

to effect an agreement. To set-

tle or reconcile differences,

STUDENTS - Learn to be a mediator. Free 30 hour

mediation training for students offered by the UMass

Mediation Project this semester. The training is

designed to give participants specific techniques and

-kills to deal with interpersonal conflict; practical

straightforward principles of MEDIATION that you

can put into practice right away.

First Meeting is February 10th

at 5pm in Room 802 Campus Center

For more information call the Mediation Project 5-2462

INSTANT
ORGANIZATION

FOR ONLY

$4.99

wire or plastic

shower totes

OPEN
M-F: 9-5

Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE*

• "^

CHINESE KITCHEN e
FAST SERVICE — GREAT PRICES

Try Our

Moo Shu Pork

$3.95

«23 Szechuan Gai Ding,

Swe« & Sour Pork, Fried Rice

$4-9S

'22 Chicken Wings.

Sweet & Sour Pork,

Fried Rice

$3.90

"24 Yoke Kew (Beef)

Onion and Green Pepper

Chicken Wing. White Rice

$3.90

TRY OUR LUNCHEON - DINNER SPECIALS
Only $1.49 before 3 pm, SI.90 after 3 pm

Eat In or Take Out

HOURS: Sunday Noon - 10 pm, Mon - Sat n,30 10pm

430 Russel St (Rt 9)

HADLEY - 253-2571

2 LOCATIONS

150 King St

NORTHAMPTON — 586-8220

•tLl

Then there's what really counts most • the . elong

friendships you'll make through Theta Chi. People

that will be there when you need them for the

rest of your life.

Those relationships are what pack our house with

alumni at homecoming. And that's what brings

graduates from ten years ago back for our annual

Founders Day Celebration. And those are relation-

ships you can count on in the business world - for

the rest of your life.

We take pride in ourselves, and that's what
makes us tops.

This can't possibly tell you everything there is to

know, so we invite you to stop by during rush to

find out for yourself what Theta Chi is all about.

No commitments. No obUgations. Just stop by to

take a look. And have dinner on us.

OPEN RUSH
FOR INFORMATION CALL 253-9015

OPEN RUSH TONIGHT 7 - 9 PM

I

.: /

Editorial/Opinion t-^i^'/^if.

Acknowledging racism
ko.n //.. '^>iUi4. ,uu.f.uf..t. th4^ Column, ndd^'i ''z hUa^ii

i^tiuUoU u^lma^ fh.lt t**^n upturn *4tt^^ rnnwrnthnt

H iii^^, ol flfttt, iJU'fH0ii n nP' >"l' ofUi^rtU.n unJ ihen isHnh-'i two

,.j,i 'iu,l tUv uiU, of ii.hu

i

/..,--./ nmdtrmttitd.

tt«rMiM«. «iU«al i..i»« Mo5i y/itii. due • ». .1 ttl CJi.. .^ ^ :il.y *mi:Hn

jj.c t .,//it'Mi#ireftfRrmteiU«i.ii4ii»iiii^«n« '
i

.i oH>^.ituM»iy

Iwi cliMttiiMM Ml, U.J^ iH.e. ti^t^nuiil „|ip*iKunity Ui U^^^mid

tiii*iu Ml il.i-^ IS../. . .M.l walk il.i .»iii|*im withiiul fttttr.

hl*l»k i»htJcn(o ^.ihl Ihivhll hulh ( olU HUH. iifltrt^u, " '/'• U'

hmi Ut*>l^ f**t*ily ''"<«^'' ""*' ttfUufrJ an nh^m., ./ mh-qunir

*VUtir» U ilio«U>HH«l«- nUiHiiily iti|jM«minUili«Mi on IIm ( "I

Unhih W« leolJ/*-. Hub ....! «il« Uyu.a I^m l.«ii«.- it W.« W«'lM.in. .
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Asian Students find
support through AASA
By N OTAKE
Collegian Correspondent

TTie Asian American Student Association

provides various activities and social

gatherings to give Asian students chances

to meet with other Asian students on and

outside of campus, Felix Chen, chairman

of the association, said.

Occasionally the organization shows

Asian films and invites Asian lecturers. It

sponsors Asian Talent Night every spring

and international dance parties several

times in a semester, Chen said. The
association also has intramural and inter-

collegiate volleyball and basketball teams.

"Most of the activities are open to the

general public, not restricted to Asians."

Chen said.

The AASA associates with similar

organizations in five college area and in

Boston frequently because one purpose of

the organization is to "organize a channel

to communicate with Asians in other

universities," Chen said.

The 50 active members, represent a

variety of nationalities and cultures. Chen
said Thirty percent of the members are

foreign students from all parts of Asia

while the rest are Asian Americans who
came to the United States when they were

very young or who were born here.

Joe Chow, a junior economics major, who
came here from Hong Kong eight years

ago, said he feels more comfortable with

Oriental friends than American friends

because "things we'd like to do are dif-

ferent." For example. Chow likes to play

"Miyong,"a Chinese board game, and us

ing Chinese slang, which is impossible for

him to do with his American friends.

Susan Wong, a junior marketing major,

said the AASA gave her an opportunity to

learn about China, w here her grandparents

and father came from. Wong doesn't speak

Chinese and doesn't know much about

China because her family is quite

Americanized, she said.

"But I didn't care because I didn't know
what I was missing," she said.

Now Wong feels "stupid" when somebody

asks her about China and she can not give

the answers. Influenced by other members,

she became more interested in China.

Wong said that while she has many
American friends, she finds Oriental

friends more sympathetic about such mat

ters as race discrimination and family

history. She said she felt unity and sense

of friendship among members even the first

time she went to an AASA meeting.

Chen said those who lived here for many
years don't have much difficulty adjusting

themselves to the big university, but

foreign students find it hard to get used to

different culture.

"This university is big. We need a place

for Asians to gather around." Chen said.

•0»op &t tor FREE
Student Travel Catalog

STUDENT FARES

NYC/Sl. Croix

NYOCaracas

NYC/Paris

NYC/London

NYC/Rome

NYC/ttelsinki

ROUND TRIP

$238

$293

$381

$361

$433

$453

•SOMI WSimCTIOSS APPl>

COUHOLTRiyiL
[<13)7S6-1?6I

CLEAN, SAFE, PRIVATE HOT TUBS
m Uni«w«ly Or

09m tmitttt 4 a« t. TuM - %m tlant . iM
Wiiin—a

i

n MiMMiaa - am c«rtMic«iM •«(

Call 253- ^*/

STUDENT SPECIAL
Every Mon. Tues, & Wed

1 HR Hot Tub
for </2 HOUR PRICE

Stretch Your Skiing Dollar
And Your Skiing Fun!

a Stratton Mountain Express
Package is the way to go!

How through Spring, 1987

Head for the slopes with Peter Pan! Peter Pan s daily Stratton Mountain
Express service is packed with value . . . including round-trip

transportation and a days lift ticket for a full day of skiing at Stratton

Mountain in Vermont

Peter Pan offers round-trip service sei^n days a week! Board a

comfortable Peter Pan bus. pack your skis in Peter Pans huge luggage

compartment and arrive at ^ratton at 9 a.m. for a full, fun filled day on
the slopes! Advanced reservations only.

Round-trip transportation and a day's lift ticket from $28.00!

Less than you'd pay for a lift ticket alone!

For tickets, schet*ules and information, contacL

The People Professionals

Amherst Terminal. 79 South Pleasant Street. Amherst. MA
25&043I • UMASS Campus Center. Amherst MA.

Ticket Office 545-2006 • Northampton Terminal.

I Roundhouse Pla^a. Northampton. MA 58&I030

For group rate infomiation. ronMrf Peter Pan Clian>'i Ocf^arlmcnl (413) 781 29O0

Help lines for women
Here is a partial list of local services for women:

National Organization of Women 733-6332 Everywoman's Center 545-0883

Counselors Advocates Against Sexual Violence...545-0800

Necessities/Necesidades 24hr. Hotline 586 5066

New England Learning Center For Women in Transition. .772-0806

Western Mass Women's Network 781-7815

WICWomen. Infants, and Children

(Northamoton) 584-3591

Sojourn (Social Services for pregnant

adolescents) 586-6807

WomanShelter Companaras 536-1629

VALENTINE GIFT
WRAP

"Wrap a sift of love" with

specially created wraps and

trims that promote an exquisite

Valentine s Day flair.

Anarchic Revolutionaries
Fight against Imperialism

CMCMIXXXVH Amrri<«n Grrrtins* Cnrp

AMERICAN GREETINGS

^.UNIVERSITYmSTORED
Located in the Campus Center

OPEN M—F 9-5

TRENTON NJ (AP) Two self proclaimed

revolutionaries tried for the 1981 slaying

of a highly decorated state trooper say the

mixed verdict was a victory for an armed
underground movement that is, at best, in

a stage of regrouping.

And Thomas W. Manning and Richard C.

Williams say their trial helped "humanize"
them in the eyes of New Jersey residents.

The pair, who will probably spend the

rest of their lives in prison, say they are

nevertheless proud to be whatAhey call

anti-imperialist freedom fighters.

During separate interviews with The
Associated Press at Trenton State Prison

last week. Manning and Williams reflected

on the 12-week trial in the slaying of

Trooper Philip Lamonaco and the future of

their movement.
They said they now are devoting their

time to getting the word out about

mistakes that led authorities to leading

members of their small underground move-

ment, the United Freedom F'ront.

"In any kind of armed struggle, there are

casualties," said the 40-year-old Manning,
who is serving a 53-year sentence for a

series of New York bombings and faces a

life sentence for his felony murder convic-

tion in the trooper shooting.

"But I'm a lot more useful here than I am
splashed all over a highway somewhere,"

I LOVE YOU
... But I Just Couldn't

Seem To Tell You ...

ON VALENTINE'S DAY TELL
SOMEONE YOU CARE WITH
THE COLLEGIAN'S SPECIAL
VALENTINE'S DAY SECTION

ON FEBRUARY 13th

Only 1 5* a word

with you student ID

45* to say I Love You
More than 20 words get

"I Love You" FREE

But Hurry up!

Deadline Feb 10th at 3:30

Limited space available

Come down to the

Collegian

113 Campus Center

NOW YOU CAN!

Join the
Student Health
Advisoiy Board

}:^mM
SHAB

Are you interested in the health field?

Wouldyou like to help formulate policies

for the health Services?

Doyou have crratKe ideas atxKJt health
ou^each programs for the campus?

Come to an information meeting

Tuesday, February 10 at 5:30 p.m.

Room 302 University Health Center

SMAB nembenh4> provides

CommunHy Service experience.

'l^ec^^
rd^

Gifts ior

your

Valentine

Stuffed Aainials

Mugs

Hcsrt-tlupcd contslatn

CUldrcn'i Jcwlcrr

Heart magnets, pencils

Heart Parses

Backpacks, etc

48 N. Pleasant Street

downstairs • 3S6I609

Hours: Mon Sat 9:30 SJO

The Time Is

NOW
To Investigate

The

UMASS FRATERNITY

EXPERIENCE
Tues February 10 Visit-

OELTA CHI: 118 SUNSET AVENUE - 8-10 PM • 549-5515

DELTA UPSILON: 778 N. PLEASANT ST. • 549-3831

PI KAPPA ALPHA: 418 N. PLEASANT ST. - 9:00 • 545-21 50

1

PHI SIGMA KAPPA: 510 N. PLEASANT ST. 8:00 • 256-6863]

THETA CHI: 496 N.PLEASANT ST. - 7:00-9:00 • 253-9015^

ZETA PSI: 23 PHILLIPS ST. • 256-6845

ALPHA CHI RHO: 803 CC - 8:00-1 0:00PM • 546-1106

SIGMA PHI EPSILON: 160 l&F BRITTANY MANOR - 8-10PM

j

J FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 545-271
1;

*ALL BIDS WILL BE EXTENDED FEB 19th.

Manning said. "For every game, there's a

price you have to pay This was our time,

and we did what we could in our time."

"We believe in what we stand for. We
knew the occupational hazards could be

death or lift- inipn.s«)nment," said Williams,

39, who is serving a 45 year sentence for

the bombings.

"I'm hoping impenhsm doesn't last that

long, but we've always said it's a protracted

struggle." he added.

Father charged in baby's death
AYER (AP) An Army soldier stationed

at Fort Devens was held without bail Sun-

day on charges he murdered his 16 month
old step-daughter, police said.

William Street, 20, of Ayer, was schedul-

ed to be arraigned today in Ayer District

Court on a first -degree murder charge

Police Chief Philip Connors said Street

was arrested Saturday after an ambulance

and police responded to a call to his apart-

ment shortly after 2 a.m.

Police found Jacqueline Delrosario on a

couch m the apartment. Connors said the

girl, who had bruises on her neck and

shoulder, was not breathing when police

arrived

"The child had been beaten, " Connors

said

He said ambulance operators ad-

ministered cardiopulmonary resuscitation

and rushed the child to Nashoba Communi
ty Hosptial She was transferred by

helicopter to the University of

Massachusetts Medical Center in

Worcester at about 4:30 a.m.

Connors said the girl was pronounced

dead at about 2:20 p.m. Saturday.

Street, originally held on charges of

assault with intent to murder, now faces

first degree murder charge, according to

Connors.

Connors said the baby's mother. Barbara

Street, is also a soldier at Fort Devens and

was on duty at the time of the incident.

Th« For«c«st/for 7 p.m. EST, Mon.. Feb. 9

The weather map shows the projected storm areas as of 7 p.m. last

night.

INFORMATION DATA ANK ^ VaFIO INFORMATION rHONE^SIRVICI

Academic W9«;"«&.*5M)

and requesiw

^
concentration)

,050 inquiry
P;^>9ram

1030 Iniernsnips program

Ss Minority
Engj^eng^^^^^^ ^^^,,^

1310 National
Studem

1038 Study I^Z^ors Program
l035Un.vers.tyHoJ' V^aUs

1040 Unwersrty wh"

OlBECTOnV FOB A «-

„ VOO HAVE FOB HEBO
,„,„ („PS,

Services of the Dean of Students Office • 227 Wfimhore
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ARTS
'tifij^

Three Current booksreviewed
in this week's ''Bibliophile

99

By KATHRYN POHNER
Collegian StafT

February is a traditionally dreary

month.and February. 1987 has been no ex

ception. So if the snowstorms and freezing

temperatures are keeping you inside, here

are a few exceptionally good reads to snug-

gle up with:

Anywhere But Here
by Mona Simpson
Alfred A Knopf.New York
$18.95

The debut novel of Mona Simpson is the

type of book every avid reader looks for and

seldom finds Anywhere But Here grabs

the reader and makes himher wish for ad-

ditional pages, specially atfler the last one

I- regretfully finished.

Ann August is going to be the next child

star d'the decade.Or at least that is the life

wish of her mother, Adele. With this in

mind, the pair digs up their Bay City,

Wisconsin roota and make that notorious

trip to California.

The mother daughter team have only two

poeansion*- a Lincoln Continental and a

credit card belonging to Adele's husband.

Their quest for Ann's stardom leads them
through a maze of adventures, including

posh apartments they cannot afford,

shoplifting, bouncing checks and eating ice

cream as a food staple.

While Adele is a woman of expensive

tastes and little thought for her daughter's

adjustment to their continuous hijinks,

Ann. though slightly jaded, wishes for some
normality in her life. Reflecting on the way
hey live. Ann says;

"We gtill didn't have a hamper. It was
another thing, like ice cube trays, that

other people always had."

By the end of this intricate novel, we
know the characters thoroughly and have

experienced the ups and downs of life with

them. Simpson's characters are so real that

you expect to turn around and see them on

the street. Simpson writes in such a visual

manner that her descriptions come to life-

people, places and situations have a color

and depth that layer into a whole work.

Anywhere But Here will keep two emo-

tions steady in the reader's heart- the year-

ning for fame and excitement, and a long-

ing for the security only a family can

create

Selected Letters of Raymond
Chandler
Edited by Frank MacShane
Delta Books.New York
$11.95
Every fan of the detective novel will en-

joy Selected Letters of Raymond
Chandler. The famed author of countless

"hard boiled " detective novels. Chandler

is revealed through over 300 letters writ-

ten to various friends, colleagues, and

literary figures.

To learn about the private side of an

author is always interesting, and in this

paperback. Chandler's personality unfolds

as he offers opinions, advice and biting

remarks about a variety of subjects.

G<»sipy and always informative, the let-

ters state how Chandler feels about the

book publishing business, his opinions on

the work of other detective writers, and
Hollywood in general.

In view of the huge number of his populsu*

books, it is fascinating to read these witty

letters and -learn what made such a

brilliant writer tick. By comparing these

letters with the novels Chandler has writ-

ten, the reader gets a real understanding

of the man and his quirks. For example, in

writing to Alfred A Knopf, his publisher.

Chandler writes "I make no secret of my
age. but printing it on the jacket of a book

seems to me bad psychology. I don't think

it's any of the public's business, and it can

very easily give a bad impression ."

He then goes on to write " The intrusion

of publicity minded people into the private

lives of writers seems to me an infinite

Pi Kappa Alpha

• Winner of the Gold Chapter excellence award
as the No. 1 Fraternity on campus

• Winners of the Olympus cup •

Greek area athletic champions

• Winners of the Davis Cup •

UMASS athletic champions

• The Fraternity that has never hazed

• The Leaders In community service

• Fastest growing Fraternity in the country

• Olympic weight room • Unmatched social life

• Outstanding meal plan • Great little

sisters program

Academics — Athletics — Leadership

"YOU CAN HAVE IT ALL"

PIKE RUSH '87

FEB. 2, 3, 5, 9 & 10

AT 9:00 P.M.

REFRESHMENTS
TEL. 545-2150

418 N. PLEASANT ST.

By the time the reader absorbs all

Chandler's letters, one other thought

comes to mind- what would he write about

this book?
Another good pick at the bookstore now

is:

Queen of Hearts
by Susan Richards Shreve
Simon & Schuster. New York $1795

PI KapM Alpka

This eerie novel, set in Salem.
Massachusetts, uses murder, betrayal

and romance to full affect and sets the

whole thing against a town famous for

it's witch trials. A young woman has

a spooky talent for "second sight". The
novel, although not full of blood and
gore, still has a thrill or two in store for

it's reader. Scary.

('c4lr(iaii pboto by Rob Skrllon

A little girl emerges from the Prairie Dance in the University Gallery

today.

Housing Services

presents"

Residence Hall

FURNITURE & MORE.
I

M

Come see and evaluate for yourself

a variety of student room"setups,''
designs, and ideas for residence hall

interiors and '^'^'sii? (whaisi? imioi^p h

February 9,10,11,1987

9:00 am to 5:00pm
Campus Center Rm 163

Film will either deeply move or lightly nudge you
Crimes of The Heart
Directed by Bruce Beresford
Starring Sissy Spacek, Jessica Lange, Diane Keaton
Mountain Farms 4 Theaters

REVIEW ONE

by DANA M ANAGNOSTOU
CoUeKian Staff

Some movies don't bother trying to blow away the

viewer with heavy messages or bizarre plots, but are con-

tent to let the viewer just feel good when it's over. Crimes

of the Heart, directed by Bruce Beresford, is just such a

movie. Filmed in North Carolina. Crimes uf the Heart

follows the escapades of three sisters over three days. The
>oungest, BabetSissy Spacekt, has just shot her husband

in the stomach because she "didn't like his looks" - good

enough reas<jn. I guess The middle sister, Lenny (Diane

Keaton). insists her younger sister is u littlt- u-m. imt

seems to be a tad olT her rocker herself.

Then there's Meg Jessica Lange i, the oldest sister who
live* in Hollywood und comes home only after a cryptic

message from Lenny lets her know Babe's in trouble

Th(» action centers around Babe's problem, but the

italh mostly with the relationship between the

i their problems m general The niost exciting

I he ones in which the three sister> ragf at each

other, and the most touching are the ones m which they

open up to one another m a way only sisters can.

The casting for the movie is incredible; all the actresses

are perfect in their respective parts and the chemistry

among them is almost tangible. Keaton, as the quirky

Lenny, is especially memorable. She spends most oi" the

movie in her owti world, partially removed from the ac-

tion, yet some of th»» most memorable and funny scenes

are hers. However. Spacek and Lange are flawless, so it's

hard to really pick which one is the best Sam Shepard

also makes an appearaiKe in a supporting role and does

a pretty good^b, hut this movie belongs to the women.
Beresford did a lot with the script, which isn't terribly

outstanding on it.s own, and added some touches (hat mMb
the movie ev<!'n more interesting, such as hght ing and set-

tings that add an authentic feel.

You won't leave Crimea of the Heart with any heaw
message, but the performances make it one of the better

movies around nowadays lyeah, I know that isn't .saying

much) and a safe Ut if \ou're looking for something to do

REVIEW TWO^^^^"^^^^i^^^-i^^

By ADAM CAMPBELL
Collegian Correspondent

Fresh from his spectacular tailure in Kirifi Daiut. direc

tor Bruce Berresford brings us Crtmen nfthe HearHwrii

ten by Beth Henley from her play, with Jonathan Demme,
and Beresford I. Mr. Beresford seems to have found in

David's bout with Goliath an appropriate, and valuable,

metaphor. As the saying goes: The bigger they are , the

harder they fall. Well, Crimes is a much more modest

endeavor, so it doesn't fall quite so haid. It's a small, close.

almost intimate piece.

I would like to state, to begin with, that I had been

prepared to write a scathing review of this film. I set pen

to papier and found myself reconsidering, however. Yes.

Crimes is definitely flawed It is misguided, morbid.

'talky' , and . certainly nut Itmst. ueird. It's a play, stag-

ed on celluloid. This accounts for its "talkiness." (Good ex-

ample of stage to-screen adaptation: An entire monologue,

in Amudeus, was replaced with an image of Salieri's bur

ning of a cross.) Basically, thf people in this movie talk

tiH) much.
That's w hen- 1 would have left it if I hadn't reconsidered

But. the truth is. for all of its problems, Crimes does sue

ceed. in a way. Indeed, it is difficult to give oneself fun v

to these three eccentric, egocentric, sisters. But each ai

tress (Lange. Spacek, and Keaton) does manage to create

a strangely sympathetic character with limited material

she has to work from These are memorable characters

And Ms. Lange — somebody has to say this — Jessica

Lange has got a wonderfully disciplined voice.

So. the real que.stion is, as with any movie, does it do

it for you? Does it move you '.'

Well, it kind of nudges you a bit.

George Cooke of the band Circle emoted as the popular local group played its last gig Satur-

day night in Amherst.

JOB PAIR
STUDENT UNION BALLROOM

rEBRUARY 9 • 10:00 AM 4:00 PM

ALL STUDENTS LOOKING FOR ON-
CAMPUS WORK STUDY OR NON-
WORK STUDY JOBS ARE INVITED
TO ATTEND A JOB FAIR, SPON-
SORED BY THE STUDENT EMPLOY-
MENT OFFICE.

APPROXIMATELY 25 DEPART-
MENTS WILL BE AVAILABLE TO
PROVIDE INFORMATION ABOUT
VACANCIES AND INTERVIEW AND
HIRE STUDENTS.

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT OFFICE
STAFF WILL ALSO BE ON HAND TO
CLEAR YOUR PAPER WORK SO
THAT YOU MAY BEGIN WORKING
AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.

§9^ ^^ FREEB

I

I

I

I

I
I

BRAKES $69^0
PER AXLE MOST CARS

OiiT Brake Job Includes:

• New Guaranteed Brake

Pads or Shoes
{Semi-metallic pads extra )

• Recondition Dmins or Rotors

• Inspect CaJipei^

• Inspect VS^eel Cylinders

• Inspect Brake Hardwaje

• Road TestIB COUPON ai

COMPUTERIZED ALIGNMENT
SPECIAL $19.95
Regularly $24.95

• Call for appointment • Most cars

• Only at participating Midas Shops
• Good with coupon only

• Offer expires 3/31/87
• Good at participating shops only

BRAKE
INSPECTION

- TAKE ITTO MipAS_ y
TAKE "tItO someone YOU TRUST
143 King St, Northampton • 586-4840

Jet. Rts. 9 & 116, Hadley • 586-9991

FREE WRITTEN ESTIMATES
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Sam Price, legendary blues, jazz

pianist to come for residency
By ADAM LA\ l.\E

Collegian Stafl

Sam Fiii'f, a 7b year old blui-s pianisl.

will bt coming to the University for a four

das residency as part of Black History

Month and the Residential Arts program

Sam Price started his career as a boogu

woogie. jazz musician by playing piano on

a circuit for black audiences in the south

as a pianist and Charleston dancer He was

the house pianist for many years at Decca

records, recording more than 3t)0 cuts witli

such blues in^t'^t- as .J<h' Turner and

Johnny TempU
Price, now 78, .s still an active perform

ing musician He performs four montii-

each year playing at the Copies Bn m
Boston, playing six nii^hts a week. Puce i.-

well known and appreciated in Boston On
Price's birthday in November. Mayor

Flynn designated a Sam Price Day" and

Harvard s president. Derek Bok. wrote a

letter of commendation to Price after the

blues pianist lectured there.

Price has a classic musical style, w hich

he has acquired through years of perform

mg and observing other musicians He
remembers seeing blues cla.ssic Blind

Lemon Jefferstin perform on the streets ot

Ualla.- ill 191.i, when he was five years old.

Price ha- .1 m.tr photographic memory
when It conies to remembering blues

pieces, and originally learned pieces by

watching a mechanical player piano. One*

m a competition against pianist Hersal

Thomas. Price played Thomas' piece "Suit

I ase Blues" perfectly it broke his heart

said Price. "He followed me around aft* i

that, and I beat him again and again 1

never understood why he didn't play first

He would have heat me
Prices amazing recall ability was useful

when he entered a studio where "Cov>

< iveiiport. unable to play because

1 .uUii iiis, was trying to arrange a rec«»r-

ding of "Cow Cow Blues. ' When he saw the

pianist. Davenptirt knew Price would

it-member his work, suymg "He know^

Cdw tow Blues 1 taught it to him in N< i

folk." and Price played the recording of

Davenport's work.

Price will be residing at the University

from February 18-21. He will be giving two

lectures and four performances. All events

w ill be open to the public, including a shou

.it the Hatch ar d a jazz brunch at Butt«

tield Dining Commons Ltxik for a complete

schedule of Prices lectures and shows later

this week in the CoHefiian

n S NOT TOO LATE TO PLAN A SUMMER CO-OP
COMPANY TIME

HONEYWELL 6 MOS

LIBERTY MUTUAL 6 MOS
INSURANCE CO.

CARNATION CORP Summer

RICHARDSON VICKS 6 MOS
MDC Summer

MAJORS
ACCT. COINS. FIN. MKT
EE. ME. IE

ECON, ACCT. FIN

ENGLISH. COINS.

FOOD MKT. MKT
MKT
WILDLIFE BIOLOGY
FOREST NATL RES
EE

DEADLINE
ASAP

ASAP

2/26

ASAP
2/26

STUDY
ASAP

IS INVALUABLE

CODEX Summer

AS A COMPUTER SCIENCE MAJOR THE EXPERIENCE i AM GETTING

Mat Atkins, Lurrax 8/86

IT WAS AN EYE-OPENING LOOK AT THE WORLD OF ENGINEERING

AND HOW IT WAS DEVELOPING Mictiael Eom IBMPooghkeepste 12/86

OFFICE FOR COOPERATIVE EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY CAREER CENTER • 545-2224
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Cleese will tickle your funnybone in 'Clockwise'
Clockwise
Directed by Chirstopher Morahan
Starring John Cleese, Sharon Maiden,

Penelope Wilton, Alison Steadman, and

Stephen Moore.
Pleasant St. Theater, Northampton

By MARY ANNE SICK
Collegian Correspondent

John Cleese portrays a humorous head

master obsessed with punctuality in

Michael Codron's film. Clockwise.

Yehudi Menuhin will appear as conductor and violin soloist with the

Warsaw Sinfonia at the Fine Arts Center, 8 pm on Thursday, February 12.

I

THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS
IS CURRENTLY ACCEPTING

APPLICATIONS FOR THE FOLLOWING

COORDINATOR POSITIONS:
BUILDING OPERATIONS • PUBLIC RELATIONS
OFFICE ASSISTANT • SPECIAL PROJECTS
ASSISTANT VENDING COORDINATOR
GOVERNORS PROGRAM COUNCIL

FOR AN APPLICATION OR FOR FURTHER
DESCRIPTION OF THE POSITION STOP BY

817 CAMPUS CENTER OR LOOK FOR OUR TABLE

BY THE HATCH OR CONCOURSE.
AN EO/AA EMPLOYER.

Cleese. best known for "Monty Python's

Flying Circus" and "Fawlty Towers", plays

the role of Brian Stimpson, headmaster of

the Thomas Tompion Comprehensive

School. Cleese's character becomes the first

headmaster of a public institution to rise

to the esteemed position of chairman of the

Headmaster's Conference, an organization

which only the wealthy and independent

schools belong Many mishaps and m
teresting personalities await Cleese as he

makes his journey to the conference in Nor

wich. Usint; i innbination of stern

f'lurefulness ami lurvous energy. Clees.- .-x

fcutes a flawless peifonnance.

On Cleese's journey to Norwich, he tn

counters a trio of talented and tHjually ^ in

ical leading ladies Sharon Maiden p«.i

trays Laura, one of Cleese's pupils who par

lakes in his madcap adventure across the

English countryside. Cleeses old Harm

played by Penelope Wilton, also becomes

included in this race against the clock. His

absent minded wife, played hy Alison

Steadman. adds a touch of comic clas> i<>

the already side splitting film

Absent mindedness runs frequently

through the plot . Stephen Mo«»re. who pf»r

trays Mr. Jolly, a music teacher at Thoi as

T«»mpion, is a vamie character who r ver

actually completes a full sentence. While

Moore never finishes a sentence, one

character never stops talking long enough

to breathe.

In a twisted subplot, three elderly

women are dragged cross country. One old

woman is always constantly chattering,

another is in her own fantasy world, while

the third is on a quest to find a hospital

The three older women add subtle yet con

slant confusion to the movie creating more

laughter
However funny the chaiaclers and plot

of the movie are. the beauty of the coun

trvside of England seals the show The

^M-een pastures and quaint towns play a

In-iiv role in developing the plot and story

line in Chukuise. CliH-kwisi- does have

faults, though they are few In parts, the

movie drags and loses some of its inspira

tiniial comedy The movie also tend<^ to Ih-

fiustrating in .some scenes and the ending

seems unfinished Even with these faults.

Clncku'ise is a sound investment. Even the

devout disliker of Monty Python movies

will be pleasantly surprised to find

CUH-kwise an entertaining, delightful, and

humorous film On a scale between a K

Mart and a Blwmingdales. this movu-

rates a Jordan Marsh,

PHONES
Large assortment

of colors and

styles

John Cleese (right and above) can be seen in the movie Clockwise.

Cleese is most famous for his role as a member of "Monty Python s F ly

ing Circus."

Phones Starting

as low as

$9.95 Monday-Thursday

qUIV Your choice of:

> Delmonico Steak

» Chicken Etouffe

> London Broil

» Chicken Paillard

AND PHONE ACCESSORIES "^
*>,<i>i

;lA'^^^ U.- ii^^ -' .//^%-^^^'':^>^'^4^ '.fU^hf

'

,^c'

v>.
^4->»

V;x'i--

includes Fettucine Pesto or Unguini Marmara,

freshly bakedmuffins, garden fresh vegetable,

and Our Complimentary SHRIMP BOWL

MMMMWMMWMWWMWM*

The UMass Musical Theatre Guild

announces

AUDITIONS

-\.j

OPEN
M-F 9-5

SAT 10-3

Located in the Campus Center

^ ,UNIVERSITY
February 9 & 10 • 7 PM - til

Campus Center Auditorium

I ptown Amherst • 253 9586
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Ever wondered what it's all about?

LARGEST COLLEGE PAPER IN NEW ENGLAND

—^—The Massachusetts Daily

OOLLEGIAN
RSOUNivtRS<TY Of MASSACMUS£TTSVU»«Mt«ST 113 CAMPUS CENTER V4S 3S00 >«tOM€ CXV* ISSUt 1

Come find out about New England's largest college daily and how daily journalism works.

Collegian experience can help you get a head start.

MAKE A NOTE
TO PICK UP

YOUR LATEST
BONUS FROM

CLINIQUE!
CLINIOUE -EXTRA-WONDERFULS'
IS YOURS AT NO EXTRA CHARGE

WHATSOEVER WITH ANY
CLINIQUE PURCHASE OF

10.00 OR MORE

Those 'must have' Clinique unbuyables -

the handy little sizes you absolutely

count on for your handbag, gym bag.

travel bag, desk drawer...are ready

and waiting for you now!

Simply choose anything Clinique

for 10.00 or more and this nifty

little packet gets popped into

your shopping bag:

Facial Soap Mild: Dramatically

Different Moisturizing Lotion:

Eye Shadow Duo - Seashell Pink

for highlighting. Violet Rain for

shaping, shading; Different Lipstick

in Peach Lily: and a lucite

Lip Brush for the perfect mouth.

Une bonus to a customer.
Ttt0 CkruQiM Countm, All Sttigtr Star** (d 39)

(O

2
o

C3 giNKXIE !

dramoticaiiy

diff^rant

moi«turi2in9 lodon

CLINIQUE
"EXTRA
WONDERFULS"

THE CLINIOUE COMPUTER

YOUR FREE GIFT

^^ y

It

™sV 1fLU i
1 O II 1!• -%>iWrfi
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z
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1

1
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Smithereens

By Sarah Smith

1

I

CLINIQUE
ALL CLINIOUE PRODUCTS ARE
ALLERGY TESTED
AND 100% FRANGRANCE FREE

, ^^-^'^

.'•9

ik%iL^J

"Forget these guys."

Lan,auage ;?. 3 '. m outer space

— William S Burroughs

"1

Doonesbury By Garry Trtideau
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Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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Bat Brain By Bill Bearing

Gordy By Gorde
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Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited bv Trudc Michel Jaffe

ACNOM
1 Cof««et
S Wtngdmg
9 Omti ttw dack

13 M-A'S'H «tar

14 Actt«M Susan
l60tMr«n

Coii*g**uaM
17 NoMd magician

19 eaMng rMort

20 Garb tor ranaa*
?i Maggwi

co«*»in

2i Sotar diac

?3 Naw Jar«*y pro

?% Chal s lOMiing

27 Eiacarbaia

U GrounO wava
U ilamt

36 iMarU rwar Oly

lo Hans
M Lyfc poam
39L«*a« man
aOCqw—yado*
41 mopwnt

3 Jawish month
4 Baigiana'pon
5 Cartam hound
6 Social maaci
7 Straai aign

SSvopa
9 Aid and comlon
10 Patrodant

1

1

Pan o« ADC
12 Sasamg
IS Danad
IS nockaiaV and

ANagra

24 Lukanowm
2(Samo«a'
27 Mwiaka
29 Clamant Of

Rogif
29 Fly

30-a*iaCM
31 Knowlfti -
33 Mora pacuhar

34 Takat N«a

37 AcitaM Bargar

40Foraaaa
41 Tfsck acbon
43 Downad
44 Tom

46 Harmad
49 T'uas

so Slitttkin

52 EmuMaa Gana
Kaay

53 Sowat langa

SS Saarmao

57 J«
sa Ciiy o« iha Tai

Mahal
59 Unadomad
60 Anglo-Saion

loiia'

63 Ona. m Barlm

ANSWfR TO PREVIOUS PUZZU

irniw

42 Tram IMar

43 ActraaaEva
44 Troubia

45 SaaarioHar
47 Maai oNwiaii

49 Mora man
plump

SI MacGram o«

HIh*

WCoatuma tor

Cynffxa Haryav

S4 Swaat «<>taan

ag
S6Mad
61 Craft*

•SPiuMia
64 Wan
6SGho««ir
6eCWnehland
67 Luga
69 Scaiaraa«ngi
69 ON-K^iatMa

1 Toocha* gantiy

2 Svigar ingan
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Lanch
Menu

Basics Lunch

Turkey Divan

Deli Ham on Water Roll

Dinner

Roast Pork/GravY
Spiced Apples

Braised Beef and Onions

Silver Palate Salad Plate

Swiss and Sprout Sandwich
Turkey Divan

Basics Dinner

Tofu Nut Loaf/

Mushroom Sauce

Baked Cod w/Lemon

Weather
Today, h is going to be a snowy, windy, cold day

Tuesday: The snow will end. but the winds arc going to

keep going

Today's Staff

Night Editor

Copy Editor

Photo Technician

Layoo* Technician

Production

Production

liana Levenson

Jennifer Dempsey
Rob Skclton

Matkins

Robert Levine

Laura Bell. Matkins. Jane Lapato

lulie Rae. Isabel Perkins

Executive Board —- Spring of 1987

KELLY SIEGER
Editor in Chief

NANCY KLINGENER
Managing Editor

PHIL SERAFINO
EditorUl Editor

STEVE RUBIN
B«>loets Manager

ANSEL ZINTER
Production Manager

Bttsiness Board — Spring of 1987

STEVE RUBIN
Btttlncai Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marketing Manager

PAUL H. LESSER
Advertlaing Sales Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Clrcula Ion Manag«r

VANESSA ROTH
Finance Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Sttbacrlption Manager
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Minutewomen swimmers leave Wildcats in water
Monday, February 9, 1987 COLLEGIAN 19

UMass notches seventh victory of season
H^' LINDA DELIVOKIAS
' < llegian Staff

Winning on the road is never easy The
ong bus ride, uolamilar pool, and partisan

LTowd are all factors that mak> i !> im

vvj.sh it could host every meet of the st'ast)n

However, there is nothing more satisfy

mg than to return home with a vutors The
I'niversity of Massachusetts women s

>jwimming team ran attest to this tact as

•f outlasted the University of New Hamp
shire. 149-119. on Saturday at Durham,
\H. With the win, UMass improved its

siateto7-4. while UNH dropped \n m > v. n

1 on tlv

"EveiNOiK- was really up for the meet
The team's attitude was high, and they

were psyched," coach Bob Newcomb said.

"We were in the water warming up before

the other team was even on deck. We
wanted to .say this i- mii plair and we're

going to establish iiurselves right away."
The Minutewomen did ju.st that by not

ching .several first-place finishes. Kris Hen-
son captured the 1000 meter freestyle

'! 1:04.24). and the 200meter butterfly.

Megan McCamy claimed a victory in the

100 meter freestyle, and Lisa Bernier
qualified for the New England Champion
-hips by registering a personal best in the

iOO-meler flv

Gymnasts set scoring record
Team now 3-1
By JIM HICKEY
t ollegian < "irrispondent

The >*-7 Mt> ..I

>uchuseiis nifn s g\

..-iics team is on a missioi,

uomg into their meet
against the State Universi-

ty of New York at Cortland.

the Minutemen had
predicted that the

Massachusetts meet record

of 1^2 points would pro-

t)ably fall. Quite possibly

that prediction was the

understatement of the year

as UMass shattered the

record by five points and
defeated the 1986 Division

II national champion State

I'ntversitv of New York at

(ort land 267 75 to 2fiM Sf^

.Saturday in Cortland. .\ V
!<» move to 3-1 on the season.

•\Oer a tough opening loss

-trong Navy squad in

.Annapolis, coach Roy
Johnson's team has now
won three in a row and is

picking up steam as it heads

into the meat nt" •?>.; Eastern

>cheduic Johnson said he

telt that Satuidavs meet

was a key victc v tm the

Minutemen
I think iiH ( oitiand

meet showed that this team
in go anywhere and get

J.67 to 270 points and that's

gtKid because Temple has

been scoring around 267

and they'll be one of the

toughest teams we'll face

this year." he said.

Massachusetts recei v ttl

.several outstanding perfor

mances from a number of

participants in its record-

breaking victor>'.

Roberto Weil had another

big meet, tying for first on

the parallel bars and plac

ing first in all-around com
petition with a 54.25. The
junior from Wellesley, MA,
was also nominated for

ECAC gymnast of the week
for his efforts against

Southern Connecticut and
Cortland.

1986 Eastern finalist Jay
Ronayne continued his win
ning ways by taking first in

both the high bar and in

vaulting with a 9 23 and a

y .'>(), respectively.

Freshman Mike Keidan
and senior cu captain Eric

Ciccone had personal bests

in the all around competi-

tion with Keulan placing

third and ('iccoiu- fourth

with 52.65 and 52.45.

respectively.

Rounding out tup

finishers and events were
senior cocaptam Joe
DeMarcf) placing first m the

still rings with a nice

routine, senior Steve Baia
taking third in the pommel
horse with a season-high

9.25 and sophomore John
E^ars ret^iving a personal-

best 9.05 in the high bar.

The Minutemen's next op-

ponent is the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology
(Saturday in B(»ton at 1

p.ml. a meet Johnson said

will be a good tune up for

the upcoming Temple
University meet on Feb. 21

"M.I.T. will give us a

chance to gear up for Tem-
ple and really train hard."

the coach said.

CALCULATOR CENTER
Basic Business Scientific

For the student who has no equal

scientific calculators that have

no equal

HP lie $50.00
list price $56.00

a^fflffiSS |l(i)|j||ij;ggggf

hP i5c $«9.00
list price $99.00

This year get a head start or^ your classes with the HP-llC

or the HP-15C. So advanced they dor^'t need an "equals" key.

So extremely easy to use, you'll solve even the most complex

mathematical problems quickly.

Hewlett-Packards innovative design eliminates a vast

number of keystrokes. That saves you time with hyperbolics

and other complex calculations ... a big plus at exam time.

Get the HP-llC or HP-15C today, and start out the year one

step ahead WhTM HEWLETT
ftxi PACKARD

LOCATED IN THE CAMPUS CENTER

OPEN
M-F 9-5

S;*T 10-3

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Megan i.s coming on real well. I was real

plea.sed with her. It should be interesting

to see how well she di>es in the New
Englands. Many people will stand up and
notice her," Newcomb said. "On paper.

Henson won the 200butterny. But I don't

know how they could have picked a win
ner Kris, Lori Carroll, and Kelly Henson
all touched the wall at the same time."

Newcomb also noted the ijerformances of

Liz Perez in the 100 backstroke iNew
England qualiner); Kathy Sheedy in the

50-freestyle; Georgia Wood on the one and
three meter diving board; and Regina
Jungbluth in the 200-brea8troke.

The UMass freestyle relay team of Kris

Henson, Megan McCarthy, Allison Uzzo.

and McCamy outswam the Wildcats

enroute to a team-best time of 3:49.33.

The long-awaited diving competition bet

ween UMass' Debbie MuUin and UNH's
Ann Miller resulted m a pair of wins for

Miller: while the Wildcats' Pam Birsinger

set a pool record in the 200-hreastruke

'Debbie dove fairly well, but Ann was
just more on the mark Pam swam well. I

was also impressed with Nancy Kitchen in

the backstroke.' Newcomb said "They're

a scrappy team with a lot of depth. I have

a lot of respect for them

10 MW SOUTH OF
FT. LAUDERDALE

SPRiNG
BREAK
SPECJAL
Mar. 15-Apr. 26

1to4inaroom
FREE RIVRKING' COLOR
TV 'PRIWE BEACH.
POa* DINING ROOM
SERVMG BREAKFAST

LUNCH DINNER AND
SNACKS 'POa BAR*

WEINIE ROASTS 4 MORE"

RESERVE NOW!
CAUTMimiE:
800^27-0553
Tht NMMt Nimt in PiMturt

'

OcemRpc
*^ Miami iMCi.FL 33110

UNION
PROGRAM
COUNCIL
presents

v///^/ V^////

Spring

1987

Mental
Health

Groups

Adult Children of Alcoholics

Tuesdoys, 1 00-2:30

SelfExplorotion Groups

Group I Tuesdoys, 3 30-500
Group II Wednesdoys. 330-500

Emotlonol Effects

of Chronic Physkol Illness

Thufsdoys. 4=00-5 00

Feb. 26

The

-.N\

lyJETHENY
in the

umass

^jaA^^\'V

umass students $9.

gen. public

Tickets on sale at the FAC

at°545-'25l7
''^" *^^ Chargeline

FEB. 12

AT 8pm

UMkSsS.U.B.

with CHRISTMAS
OPENING THE SHOW

umass students 4(6.

gen. public % 8.
TICKFTi ON SALE AT TIX UNLIMITED
•FOR THE RECORD (FACES), k MAIN ST. RECORDS.

CASH
BAR
With

* walk-out
i-anlinued fmni pa^e 20

down, which was
enough to cause a few gasps

and cringes from spectators

and teammates alike.

Roger Kennedy took firsts

in the 200 meter free

(1:46.58) and 200-meter

backstroke (2:02.50). Brian

Mclver took the 100-meter

free in 48.41, while John
Gardiner took the 50 meter

free in 23.09 Ed Anthos

won the 200-meter in-

dividual medley in 2:07.47.

Despite all the controver-

.sy. Yarworth was pleased

with the way his team
>wam. And well he should

be. After all, the

Minutemen had just com
pleted another undefeated

season, going 11-0. to

stretch their winning streak

to 29 dual meets.

The good teams also stir

up a lot of interest, and Yar

worth got a little aid in his

recruiting from Saturday's

doings.

•One of their (UNH)
swimmers came up to me
and told me he wanted to

transfer here," Yarworth
said. 'That right there says

what some of them think of

their coach.

"i can tell you this right

now." Yarworth said, "wt'

will never swim against

them again.

if men's basketball
iimtinucd fnim /uif^f 20

Minuteman Mutterings: For the yame,

UMass, which lives and dies by the

perimeter shot, took just 10 three-f>oint

shots (Smith 2-4, Sutton 2-5, junior forward

FitzhughTarry Dandjust 14 total shots

from outside of 12 feet. . . UMass was

19 of 24 in free throws while the Rams
were 27 of-31 . . . Tarry fouled out for

UMass while Smith, Brown, Fennell and

Chase each had four fouls Smith led

UMass with three assists according to stats

provided by URI Sports Inlbrmation Direc

tor Jim Norman. . .Fennell and Chase com
bined for 10 turnovers. . . Brown led UMass
with eight rebounds and Fennell had
seven. Chase added six. . . The game and
the crowd was virtuallv incident free.

MaiiiiMt'huM-tIk David Hn.«ii. 4 in :i 7 l.t. J.». F.-nnell. 5 in

6 6 16, Uuanf ('ha»«-, 1! fio L' 4. C«rl Smith. 4 7 2 2 12. Uwrii

ui Sullon. 4 1 1 :i :i 11 Kitihiinh T,<rr\ 1 :i 1 2 V S»iin Mosb>

4722 10,Chn»Bail.-\ ''»' 1 ' ' > U. • Tutalu

25 54 19 24 71

Rhode Mand John Evana. 4 5 S .'> lA. Kfiin.v (jrM-n, rt 12 2 2

!,•*. BcHui 1 ..l»on. 2 7 H 7. Carltnn <)wen«, 9 17 1 1* Tom
nu (iarruk .'i 1

" » " I» ll.-n"'"'"

I^ANANAIQ'4MA
>tfK^.QP.^9%< .QP.^Cfd<

^^5^
D

Frozen yogurt provides al the health l>enefits

of plain yogurt plus flavors that appeal to both

yogurt lovers and ttx)se who think they aren't.

Stop in for a free sample

and discover

the taste you've been missing

56 Mam St.. Northampton

next door to Sze's

downstairs

OPEN 7

DAY A WEEK
586-9659

SAyiTVirH

Send a comot/on -fo a
friend fbr....Vffl£NTTN6S My/

Table In CAHPUS ceNTEK from

€

CoPYCATZ2=i»!£EL

228 Triangle St

Amherst

549-3840
Ssle ends Feb 14

6

€

UEWMAH aUJQ
» Q£:^<»'^1» ^c^<3b' i^der^tst' '€»'•**«*<

RENT/\NRKK
^ yN«w ft UMd Cars

Tnickt S Vara AIM AvataM*

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt.frJ No. Amherst

S49-2880 ^

FC •
' OUND CLASSIFIED

• S^t4\K TON • MOTOnCVLCLES
f^RSONALS-RlDf WANTED
»K(?S NEEDED •SERVICES

r<50MATE WANTED -TRAVEL
WANTED* SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEOAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 1:30-3:30 (FW - 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCATl0N»CA8M W AOVAHCE. 15«/W0«0/0AY FOR STUOCWTS

ACTtVITIfS

FLOmOA-THIS WEEKEND f^wTc
Flond»Ow»i Dane* «nn • tnp H>r two(MM
«m ntgM Fnday SUB 8 30 $4 00

OCLTA UrSILON FfUTEIMITY open njmts

Fab 4.5 9 10. 11 1 7 IS 9 00 Jowf th« Ducks

fOCSAU

MUSIC, ACTMO. OANCI inttruction

Pn««»andoroup AiaoMaliavciattti*-
ly Umwarwiy Ail* Counc*) ditcounit

vaMM* tor UMaM Wudtnlt Pwflomung
Art* OnntMXVUMua Ok) Chap«< M»-0Sl9

M40T0N FUTONmm ocLivERv
KM«g 143 0uM<i 116
Ooubia 103 Twm 81

M6-W17

for bUAUTY ESmiT tt^lormmal and
mod*m Lika naw tSO(Vt> O S49-5470
avM/wrknds

OUTMO CLUa MCtTINd tonight 7 00PM
Campwa Contor rm174-176 Tnp an
fXMiKamania and atida ahow R««um to

Oanaii. Aiasu " Al aitcowa'

lonagM 730 m aaminaf rm o( tt«a Old
CtM^ StngaraAMnimcnlattsi* waicoma
SponaorM by HHM

RMTOM EUTt 1M anow board tgM«7
modal Uaad only onca $240 nog Pata
546^191

COUtC BOOKS GREAT ntrm i back «sua
talaction al Xnn pncas Mtramum IS parcont

dMCOwnt with thi« ad Wa buy I trada

J R '• Comics Etc Mountain Farmt Mall.

Hadley 486-2441

WANTED NOW! SPRINO Braak i

taliM tor Co«ag«M Tour A Travel Eamtraa
tnpa artd casn too' Ca* i -800-328-8322.

a»i 579

OVERSEAS JOBS SUMMER, y round

Guropa. S Amarica. AustraM. Aata Ail

Aalda S80O-20O0 mo S«M aaaang Fraa «v

to »rna UC P O Bo« 52-MA1 Corona Oai

Mw CA 92625

KITCHEN WORK-COOKING/ daanmg at

McCarthys Pub Batchartown Cantar

Hours avaiiabiaarani^iuy 11 or5-9app^

ly in parson

INTERESTED IN BECOMING a Tour

Guide'' Aop:K:at>ons aie availabia at 101

Barkshira House Daadiina Fab 13

0<M ISIAMO IS m
TO MV DEAN Boom Walcoma to UMms
wa'N na««r ba apan agami AM my towa

loravar Bang

SUMMER IN EUROPE $239
acitadulad laraa to al oi Europa torm

CMI 1(800)325-222?

PtMOMAU

5 Coltoga day and raoM tnpa to

Barkatw* Eaai Raiaa atart S» tor Mt

S IrwMport lor night aki Rantals. and

laaaona alao avaa Bus toavas UMasa A
coitooai Rogiatration daadlma soon'

For into can S4»4600 1328

THE BEST FRATERNlTYis back' Look tor

ouf Rush dalas Go SiG EP

HOOK UP INTO Cybar wW« Wi ApptallC

With Modam, pnniar and softwara Can
Scoti at 253-3993

BUY YOUR HONEY a dazzling hmH fur coal

from Graaca Wo'th $500 Accapt
$300/B O Caroto 256-6849

GUCCI WATCHES FOR lad«S only $30
many styles can Bnan fr7425

MISW Wa^RI

PART-TIME POUnCS Ciaan Walar Action

•a now paying SSffir tor anvwonmantal ac-

tMiaa Our paid Irammg program win

davatopa your skiHs in communications
personal managamant and community
organumg Worti avanmgs 5- 10PM -great

locabon m camar of Amherst Cal 54»7450
Mon-Fn 9 00-S 00

I cAtrr sn a oosn oam TNtMO

ON 2/2 I k»l my glasses either m Tooin 204
or Mahar or in between They are in a blue

case If you found them please caH 6-8347

AN iXMNSIVI $PmNO BMAK

OO VbU WANT to go lo the Bahamas
Jamaica, or Ft Laudardala'> We have com
plate trips 10 the Baltamaa starting from

349, and complaia Ft Lauderdale trip 1 29

bua or 319 «r fare These prices an include

tranaponalion and hotel Vou wiii not find

a cheaper doal with anyone also For infor-

mation call Mike or Rich at 549-5401

Space la hmrted.

NEED MONEY FOR spring bra*'' I need
your basabaN cards' Pieaaa help Call Mika
549-0333

HfLP WANTED

SPRING BREAK JAMAICA. Protect

Manager needed Free vacation plus $$$
1-800-237-2061

UOHT KITCHEN tllLP; 4/ebrsft«trtor 7

days meals free, on campua call 549-0454,

549^547

JAMAICAN $PttNO SMAK

DO YOU LIKE Jamaica m the moonlighf
Sandy beacfias drinking rum every mght''

Make this spring break something to

remember'" Only $499 00 for rt air A
private villa IrKludes maid. cook, and
groundskeeper Don't miss out—seats
limited so call today' 549-5203

^^ TVPESETTINO SERVICI
Have your raaume proleaaionaPy lypeaei

The beat QuaMy type, not a word procaaaor

Smeen diNarani type siytoa to cfwoae Horn

Takea on « 3 dan^ coou $25 artd any
dtangaaikdotorFREE Coma down to Ihe

CoHagiwi Grapfaca Office (113 Campua
CenMr) wid ipaak to Peiar Soderberg

MOT i«ir^«ainirQM~aiMii^i
penance' Come wnie tor New Engiend'a
iWgaaicalaga daily TheCotagwnam 113

Canvua Center. ngN beMnd ma T V
Come down and diecli ua oui<

WkSKLSkT
^^

5 CoMaga tnpa' Day trips,

night tnpa. lo Berkshire East

Rates Stan at $9 for lifts

and transportation for nighl ski

Rentals and loaaiona alao avail

Bus leavva UMaaa t colleges
Regwration deadline Mon Feb 2

For more mto call

549-4600 11328

DAVE THANKS FOR the pizza' 61

Townehouse no repeats pteaae we arc an

on diets'

TO THE GML wtto has m» black Forenzo

coat irom tfie Pub on Feb 3 i f>ava your

ooai Pieaae caa mei Jen 2&3-5St5

HAPPVIt Buy a VHa»>

ttne cwidrgram lor ofdy $1 00 Look tor our

laMe on «w CampM Center Concaur«e<

MOtWANTtO

WBBt Mbt TO Bm^tamion or nearby

areas tor VMantinaa weekend 2/13-2/16

ca« Lmda 2S84334

NEEDED: RIDE TO Westpoint weekend oi

Feb 27 wm share axpenaes Pieaae con-

tact Ann m 548-5503

TVPtl«« SfftVICE

OUAUTV TVPMG. LONG Of sfKtrt pro

lects Maticuteua piocireedwQ EdMig
avMiabie Reatinwa a apeoaRy *4*03S7

WANTfO

TMOrrS FOR GENESIS on Worchaatar or

Hartlard CaH Rob 546 9862

STUDENTS DESIGN AND pernt poiilical

mural Craft Center 545-2096

LOCAlT BANDS WANTED Eaataide corv

c«fls BaMe Of the Banda on Feb 2SCoiv
tact Bruce or D«nd 949-4160

nOilSWAMTIO

B-FLAT BRASS PLAYER tooking lor Ska
Reggae or Blues band Please call

54&11B1

ROOMMAn WAMTCD

ROOMMATE WANTED IMMEDIATELY
call ?56 8438 serious student needed

GRAD STUDENT. PROFESSIONAL
woman to sftare 2-txJrm apartment m No»

thampton $217 50 545 2440 days

B84^»74 20^872 3168 eves

I AM FORCED to leave my apartment cover

my lease until June 14(Vmonth 1 month
free call Joe 256^)626

ClOSiT $AU

FULL LENGTH RACCOON skm coat m
good condition $200 NMC CASH
N0MTSI, needa only mmor ropaw tor lua

oparakon or ual a oorwersahon pMce - $50
ROSSKWOi. SKIS, marker bindings and
cdCier tioois Great package for someone
to learn without major mveslement $80

"^ HAPfe THi

TUTOR WANTED CHEM 112 call

546-5414 Betay

YAMAHA A700. 100W/CH, integrated

amp-$350 Akai cas dack-$175
equalizar-SlOO can Dan 6-4313

AUTOMBSAU

7S CORVETTE EXCELLENT corid^rtioolow

milage 283-8046

PART-TIME STUDENT to put up flyers

weekly 586-9336

ROOM AND BOARD m exchange for 15

hours per weak chiMren and housework
need own car caH S48-9057 LeveraH

JEWISH $TAINIO OlASS

COME WORK ON a pr^t wrttTjewiah

significance Beginners wetoomod Every

Thursday in February ar>d March after-

noons 546-2096

tost

SUMMER IN EUROPE S239 lowest
scheduled farea to all of Europa from

Boston Can 1-800-325-2222

IS IT TRUE you can buy Jeeps lor $44
through the U S Government'' Gel the

facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142 ext

5931 -A

1 977 CHEVVMaOBU good transportation

500 or B/0 Barry 256-8673

ASSEMBLY WORK AT home plus many
others Earn good wages in spare time In-

fo 504-641-0091 Ext 2066. 7 days

1980 LeCAR 48 000 miles. 4spd runs well

$500 Call Dave 586-3869

60' VOLVO SEDAN needs work, excellent

parts Steve 6-7958

POR A OOOO HMI CALL

RACK-A-OISC Entertainment Agency Disc

lOcKies, lists, rentals, and mobile video
dances' 549-7144

ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted S120
month right on bus route heal included

256 1518

NEED A ROOM??? Delta Chi fraternity on

Sunset Ave (behind Southwest) has a

limited no o( spaces tor non-smoking

males We oMer great rooms, 24 hi meal

plan, all appliances, scholastic atmosphere

and a great social life Call Joe at 549-6179

Of Tom 549-5515

PROFESSIONAL/QRAD FEMALE to rent

one Of 3 brms in beautiful condo close to

UMass on bus line Kitchen/laundry inci

Call after 7PM 256 1547

FULL AND PART time positions available

Very flexible hours and excellent working

conditions Conveniently located m the

Center of Amherst You can earn up to $20
an hour with salary and commissions Con
tact Target Enterprises tor an interview Ask

for Keith

AIRLINES CRUTSELINES HIRING! Sum
mer Career' Good pay Travel Call tor

guide, cassette newsservice' (916)
§44-4444 ext 161

SEEKING ORGANIC CHEMISTRY^ 261

tutor apx 10 hrs per week It interested

546-1413

ELDERLY COUPLE IN Amherst looking lor

livein help to spend 3 or 4 nights a week
Male or female Lois of tree lime, must have

car 263-6443 or 516-4992

WATERFRONT. TENNIS. LAND sports

councelors lor summer music and sports

camp in Maine Call James Saltman
617-641 3612

RESPONSIBLE STUDENTS NEEDED to

deliver newspapers lo dorms on campus
No car necessary Approx 1 hr/day 7

days/week High weekly pay Bonus paid

tor excellent delivery Call 253-7009

STUDENT REP WANTED to seTl travel

spring break call 617-321-4166

AT MIKE'S WESTVIEW Thursday 1U29
tan down ski jacket w/corduroy top Ig

reward no questions asked it's cold out

there so give it back, please" Call Mark
5497862

FEMALE BORDERS NEEDED, walking

distance to campus Price comparabia to

dorms Home cooked meals Coritaci Karen
256-6874

WHAT COULD BE batter ttian spandino
your B-day on ttw beach Huh-JiN Morrow?
Fla here we come Love ya Deb. Aud. and
Amy

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share

a room at Northwood Apt Call Nancy or

Meg 665-8250

1-BEDROOM AVAJLABLE. SUNERLAND
Fully lurntshed apt No lease' Cheap
Prafarably female 865-8861

sravicis

TVWNO, TAPE TRANSCRIPTION. Fast,

accurate 665-7652

CUA^6$IF/eP5
/•

SPMNOIttAR

DESPERATELY SEEKING SEIKO. Lost

before intersessiontwo-tone ladies quartz

Seiko Missing safety chain Very dear to

me Call 5-0569 and ask tor Diana

HELPt I LOST my calculator belt irTlhe

Physical Science Library-reward' Call Dick

at 684 3499

HELP! I LOST my leather jacket at Delanos

on Wednesday Feb 4th Sentimental value

No questions asked 549-0608 reward is be-

ing offered

LU$CIOU$ TAN$ WANTED

BAHAMAS WANTS TO warm youT body'
Trips slarl al $349 includes round trip air-

fare 7 nights accomodation and much more
limited space available call 549-4756

MEGAN: WE MET al Carmelinaa on
V31/87. you were celebrating your b-day
w/family and friends I want lo see you
again, call Lorenzo 549- 7572 or place a per-

sonal PS You had veal Francaise

JON. SORRY I tost your number Susan
from Barsie's 1/31/87

BETH. EXACTLY TWO years ago a lone

ly umpire recieved brownies Irom a

beautiful person He still remembers, still

loves her still wonders Stamford
Connecticut

SHARON OKAY SO we forgot your bKJay,

but It came at such a bad time So happy
20th Birthday, a little bit late 209 Brown

MICHELLE. WE HEARD you like the color

pink, well, are you qomg to tell us about if

Happy 19th birthday 209 Brown

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE new sisters

ol Kappa Kappa Gamma Welcome lo the

Greek area! Love. The sisters ot Alpha Chi

Omega

MICHELLE

HAVE A VERY very Happy Birthday' Pink

IS my tavorite color whal s yours'' Ego amo
le! I love you! Your JB

MOVII ON FRIDAY UTN

CHI OMEGA PLEDGES- Suzanna. Ann
and especailly Kim I hope you had a tun

iniliation-congratulalions IN see you
around Also Knslen O . Apri\. and the rest

ot the group congratulations Have lun

Love. Sean-Delia

NEAG IS SHOWING the movie About Last

Night' on February 13 Come and see it

with a triend.

LOSE WEIGHT NOW! 10-29 lbs/month

with Herbal Weight Control No drugs No
exercise 100 percent guaranteed Call

Mark 546-5938, Dan 546-4151

DEPARTS EVERY WEEK m March Ft

Lauderdale $309 includes Rt Jet & hotel lor

7 nights all taxes and tips Departs every

week in March Montreal weekends $79
departs every weekend Feb-May includes

round trip motor coach A 2 nights hotel

directly downtown All taxes and tips

Daylona Beach motor coach and 7-night

hotel on the strip $229 all taxes and tips and
service charges For more details call

Dynamic Destinations. 482 Mam Street,

Maiden. 617 324 7735. 617 321 4165

SPRINO 8RIAK »r

BAHAMAS $399 & up spaces still

available Call Bryan 546-9021 or Bruce

253-7312

ST. JUDi

THAN YOU AGAIN! Seldom do your

prayers go unanswered I am very grateful

TRAVEL

MAKE THE RIGHT move lor spring break"

Fort Lauderdale $129 Nassau Bahamas
$349 tor more inio call Dave 546-6709

SPRING BREAK IS in a lew weeks so don I

be left in the cold Take a tropical trek lo

Jamaica $389 or Bermuda $369 call Sally

6-7500
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UMass men swimmers win controversial meet
New Hampshire coachpulls team from meet in midstream
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

At least one thing may come out of Saturday after-

noon's final dual swim meet.
"If I have any say," UMass coach Russ Yarworth said,

"He (New Hampshire coach Frank Helies) will never
coach in college again."
Yarworth was upset at the fact that Helies pulled his

team out of the pool in the middle of Saturday's meet,
obviously feeling that it had no chan(% of beating the
undefeated Minutemen.
As a result, UMass went without competition for the

final five events of the meet, rolling to a pathetically-

easy 160-4 1 win over the weak Wildcat squad at Bovden
Pool.

Helies was nc^ available for comment.
Trailing 91-41. New Hampshire suddenly got up and

left the pool area, leaving the Minutemen to compete
among themselves m what amounted to little more than
organized time trials.

"It was the weakest performance by a coach that I've

ever seen, " Yarworth said. "He doesn't deserve to be a

college coach.

"He made a complete travesty of our seniors' last home

meet."

*'He (UNH coach Frank Helies) made a

complete travesty ofour seniors' last home
meet.., I can tell you this right now, we will

never swim against them again.
tt

— Russ Yarworth

Six seniors, including team co-captains John Turner

and Rick Bishop, were competing at home for the last

time, and Yarworth was disappointed that this is what

they would havt- t(» remember about their final home
meet.

Other seniors competing at Boyden for the last time

were Mike Hoover. Fred (Toast) Marius, Owen
McGonigle and Mark fMuddy > Waters These seniors did

I

SPORTS

have some good numbers to go out with, but still have

the memory of a case of poor sportsmanship darkening

their final day.

Tvu-ner did not compete in the meet, but the others all

had good days. Bishop placed second in the 1000 meter

freestyle and was a member of the second-place free relay

team. Waters had a pair of firsts, in the 1000-meter free

and the free relay. Hoover also took two firsts, in the

500-meter free and as a mate of Waters on the free relay

winner.

Marius won the 200-meter breaststroke and finished

second in the 400 meter medley relay. McGonigle was

third in the 500^ meter free relay.

Competition or no, there were many other firsts for the

home team on this day. All were by the freshman, who

are threatening to make this team a solid one for a long

time.

Dan Chesnicka captured the honors in both diving com

petitions, taking the one and three meter heights. His

score of 270 15 was good enough to break his own

freshman record, and he took home the one-meter with

a score of 248.20

Chesnicka also stopped a few hearts on several occa

sions, coming dangerously close to the board on the way
tiintinued I'n pa^e 19

UMass hoop teams fall shorton the road
URI belts
men, 87-71 . .

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

KINGSTON, RI - University of

Massachusetts men's basketball coach Ron
Gerlufsen hit the nail on the head when he

said his team still lacks killer instinct.

After watching his team turn the ball

over 24 times, commit 24 personal fouls

and dish out just five assists in an 87 71

lews to the University o( Rhode Island,

Saturday night at Keaney gym. Gerlufsen

could find little good to say about his

Minutemen.
"To win in the Atlantic 10, you've got to

be 90 prepared mentally going into a

game." the coach said after the loss. "I'm

just so disappointed with the inconsisten-

cy of each of our guys' game preparation.

You can usually tell whether your player

has got the look when he warms up before

the game. He gets the look in his eye. I

don't see it. Each guy has to be ready every

game because it's really a dogfight out

there."

With the 1(MS. UMass' third in its last

four games, the team fell to 8 13 overall

and 4-9 in the A- 10. With five conference

games remaining, the Minutemen are now
in eighth place ahead of both Rutgers (2 10)

and St. Bonaventure (3 10).

The Rams, meanwhile, improved to 14-8

overall and 7-6 in the conference. The win
was enough to move URI into a third place

deadlock with both St. Joseph's and George

Washington who each stand at 6-5.

"On the road we have to have self-

discipline. At times we tried to go one on

one and we had a lot of walks," Gerlufsen

said. "We've got to be really mentally

tough. Our concentration was not really

very good."

Sophomore forward Joe Fennell led the

Minutemen with 16 points, while junior

guard Lorenzo Sutton and sophomore for-

ward David Brown had 13 each. Senior

guard Carl Smith also had 12 points and
sophomore center/forward Sean Mosby had

10.

Junior guard Carlton Owens led the

Rams with a game-high 19 points while

junior guard Tommy Garrick and freshman

forward Kenny Green added 18 points

each. Sophomore forward John Evans had

13.

The opening minutes of each half paint

the entire picture.

Jumping out to a quick 16-4 lead six

minutes into the first half, the Rams were

the beneficiaries of seven UMass turnovers

and five team fouls. In the second half,

leading by nine, 43-34, the Rams once

again capitalized on turnovers (four) and
fouls (three) in the first five and a half

minutes of the second half to extend their

lead to 17, with 14:30 remaining in the

game.
"We gave up at least 20 points we

couldn't defend against because of our tur-

novers," Gerlufsen said. "You just can't

win basketball games that way. The thing

that I'm really disappointed with is that

. . as GW tips
women, 71-57

CollrKian photo by Paul Desmarais

Sophomore forward David Brown, shown here in earlier action, had 13
points and eight rebounds, but the Minutemen lost to A-10 rival Rhode
Island, 87-71, Saturday night in Kingston, RI.

lately we've played well and not turned the

ball over."

That's the kind of play first-year Ram
head coach Tom Fenders was hoping for.

"We defin itely wanted to get into the

eighties," Fenders said. "We felt we
wanted to get them to play all 90 feet. For-

tunately we got them to do so."

Those first few minutes in each half were

enough to bury the Minutemen, a team

with a penchant for battling strong teams

and sitting back against weaker ones.

Leading 18-6 in the early going, the

Rams kept the Minutemen from pulling

any closer than four points, at 35-31, on a

pair of Fennell free throws with 2:54 re-

maining in the first half Hitting six-of-six

free throv,* and getting a layup from
Owens, the Rams increased their lead to

1 1 at 43-3? before Smith hit a layup to pull

UMass within nine, 43-34, at the half
In the second half, the Rams opened up

another big lead thanks to the sloppy play
of the Minutemen. Outscoring UMass,
16-6, the Rams opened up a 19 point, 5940
lead and eventually increased it to 22
points at 66-43 with 10:25 remaining in the
game. UMass got as close as nine, 74-65 on
two three- pointers and a 20-footer with
5:11 left but could pull no closer as the Rams
hit 11-of 12 free throws to finish the
Minutemen. continued on page 19

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

For the second time in just over a week,

the last stretch of the women's basketball

team between the University of

Massachusetts and George Washington
University played a miyor part in the

game's outcome.
On January 31, the Minutewomen

played a solid last few minutes to win beat

the Colonials, 54-52.

But Saturday, GWU pulled away from

a 31-28 halftime edge to widen the margin

early in the second half and hit the foul

shots when they counted — during the last

few minutes — to post a 71-57 victory over

the Minutewomen in Washington, D.C.

"They had a stretch in the second half

where they took advantage of some fast

breaks to pull away from a three-point

lead," Leaman said. "And then they hit

all their free throws down the stretch."

The loss dropped UMass to 8-10 overall

and 6-6 in the Atlantic 10 conference. The
Colonials improved to 13-9 overall and 6-7

in the A-10.

"We're about where I figured we'd be

at this point in the season," Leaman said.

"We had hoped to split with George
Washington and Temple (which the

Minutewomen lost to, 66-61, on Thursday
night in Philadelphia to split for the

season). To beat them twice would have

been nice but they're both very good

teams and they play well at home. I think

we played fairly well Saturday, though."

Senior center Karen Fitzgerald led the

way for the Minutewomen against the

Colonials with 19 points. A pair of

sophomores, Beth Wilbor(12)and Christel

Zullo (10) combined to score 22 points, and

Zullo added five assists.

"Karen has been playing very well and

carrying the load for us," Leaman said.

"She has been the only consistent offen-

sive threat and considering other teams

have been double-teaming her, what she

has been doing is amazing."

For George Washington, sophomore for-

ward Tracey Earley scored 19 points and

pulled down nine rebounds. Kas Allen

added 17 points and 12 rebounds for the

Colonial Women.
"The last time we played George

Washington, we were able to contain

Earley and (Gloria) Murphy," Leaman
said. "But they are both good athletes and

played well this time."

Minutewomen Mutterings: UMass
shot 28-of-68 from the floor for a 41.1 field

goal percentage. The Colonial Women
shot 52.^(28-for-53) from the floor. . .GWU
went to the foul line 26 times and sank

15 of the free throws. The Minutewomen
took just three free throws, making one.

. .GWU held a 40-33 advantage in reboun-

ding. . The next game for UMass will be

at Rutgers University Thursday night.
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Spokesmen trade views
on US foreign policy
By EDWARD SYRON
Collegian Correspondent

I wo spokesmen differing greatly on the
need of US aid to Nicaraguan contras and
even the definition of democracy exchang-
ed their views on US foreign policy in

Nicaragua to a capacity crowd in Bartlett

Hall last night.

Former Vietnam Air Force pilot Dr.

Charles Clements has been speaking for

drastic changes in US foreign p(»ljcy toward
Nicaragua since returning from El

Salvador three years ago. Now a pacifist.

Clements opposes contra aid.

Penn Kemble. president of Prodemca. an
organization supporting democratic
development m Central America, went as

far as defining democracy in his discussion

supporting contra aid.

Clements, whoju.st returned from Cen-
tral America, claimed "when war comes
truth is the first casualty and this applies

to Nicaragua. There is a covert war there

being fought by the contras. When Mr.
Reagan asks again and again 'do you want
communism in Central America,' we need
to say 'Mr. President 1 will not answer that

question as it's the same question that got

us into the Vietnam war.'

Kemble. who was active in Sandinista
when the Samoza regime was overthrown.

said what he sees in Nicaragua is "a stun-

ning replay of what I saw happening then,"

meaning a rebellion started by "oppress-

ed minorities" fighting for democracy.
"Anyone who truly favors democracy —

anti-communism is part erf' it," Kemble
said.

Both speakers clashed in their views of

the political leaders in Nicaragua.
Clements said there have never been

such great leaders in Latin America.
They're democratically oriented men on a

peace mission oriented at quelling the

disturbance in Central America, he said

The restrictions the Sandinistan govern
ment has placed upon its people are the

result of the CIA supported contra rebels,

he said. Remove US aid to the contras and
the fighting will stop

Then the demtKratic process will be allow-

ed to perform, Clements said, who went on
to compare the situation the Sandinistan

government is in to the US during WW II

and the curtailed civil liberties it enforced

upon US citizens of Japanese descent

"We can't confuse the Reagan ad
ministration's anti-communism with
democracy in this hemisphere," said

Clements.
Kemble de.scribed the Nicaraguan

government as "totalitarianism."

Collpgjan photo by Nlkl Sokoloff

FRAMED - Sophomore psychology major Debbi Brahms looks at
material at ye.sterday's jobs fair in the Student Union ballroom, while
workers behind give the room a new paint job. The Student Union
Building celebrates its thirtieth anniversary this semester.

( <>U«-Ki«n plta44> b> Jraaifrr llrin|M>r%

Charles Clements, left, and Penn Kemble, right, represented opposing
viewpoints at last night'.s forum on Nicaragua. Dean Glenn Gordon, center,

was the moderator.

"I'm not here to defend the Reagan ad

ministration." Kemble .said, "but we ought

to be willing to support people who want
their government to live up to what it pro-

mused when it came to power."

Among those things promi.sed are right

to vote and free press, Kemble said.

South Africa and the Philippines were
two countries Kemble offered as examples

w lull- \ tulence was necessary in the fight

for freedom. He said NicHragua was no
different.

Clements called Reagan s poiic> tcw.ird.s

Nicaragua a "siicrifice of moral principles

In order for this nation to achieve greatness

it's not in the pursuit of violence but com-
mitment to human dignity," said

Clements.

The political spectrum
is at UMass in microcosm
• Progressive movement

survives in the 80s

By TIMOTHY HARRIS
Collegian Correspondent

The progressive movement at the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts, despite decreased
funding and the con.servatism of the
Reagan era, continues to be a vital part of
university life for many students.

Yet progressives have not survived
unscathed. Political organizations have
been zero-funded for the last two years, and
in.stitutions that represent student em
powerment, like the Student Center for

Educational Research and Advocacy, have
become smaller every year.

SCERA organizer Sarah Bush claims
that now is a "crucial" time for progressive
student organizations. "Their relevancy to

this generation is getting lost," Bush said,

"because they are not the generation that
created them. The progressive movement
has to maintain and stress the values that
created these groups in the first place."

The movement of the 80s is very different

from that of the 60s. Bush said, "We learn
ed much from the 60s even though we may
not realize it. White feminism altered our
structure, our perspective. It made us a lot

more aware."
"The progressive movement is impor-

tant," said Bu.sh, "because it keeps fun-

damental issues of human rights in view."
Radical Student Union organizer Rachel
Kolman agreed, adding that progressives
"keep the government working for the peo-

ple."

Activist Marc Kenan said the conser-

vative movement at UMa.ss is dominated
by extremists, saying that "the moderate
right has been purged by the Jes.se Helms
crowd " Kenan added, "as the Reagan era
crumbles, so will the fanatic right on this

campus
"

Radical Student Union
The Radical Student Union is "not just

a band-aid organization," said RSU
member Debbie Cohen. "We get to the root

of problems; that's what being radical is

about."
continued on page 7

• Conservative Alliance
encompasses right wing

By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

Webster's dictionary defines conser-
vatism as 'the disposition in politics or
culture to maintain the existing order and
to resist or oppose change or innovation.'

The Conservative Alliance is a coalition

of several conservative groups on campus
that offer students with similar political

convictions the opportunity to work
together.

The groups encompa.s.sed by the Alliance
include the Republican Club, Students For
America, Young Americans For Freedom,
and the conservative publication. The
Minuteman. The total number of people in-

volved in these groups is "close to 400,"
said Tony Rudy, co-editor in chief of The
Minuteman and a member of Students For
America.
The Republican Club, which has close to

350 members, "draws people in towards the
moderate con.servative side of the political

spectrum, " Rudy said. "Students with like

political stands can get together."

"Students For America is a more social-

ly conservative organization, " he said.

"Some people in the Republican Club may
not be pro-life, which is one of the Students
For America issues."

"Young Americans For Freedom sup-
ports a "very conservative foreign policy,"

Rudy said. "Their focus is for political sup-

port of the Contras and the Freedom
Fighters in Afghani.stan."

"The Minuteman is the way to get our
views to the students in written form," he
said.

"The leaders of each one of these groups
go and meet to plan out strategies about
upcoming events — how to counter certain
things and how to promote certain things,"

Rudy said. Usually about 30 to 40 people
contribute to the publication.

Central Area President W. Greg
Rothman. who holds a national position in

Students For America, described the
organization as "socially conservative.

continued on page 8
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Pf Kappa Alpha

Services of the Dean of Students Office • 227 Whitmore

• Winner of the Gold Chapter excellence award
as the No. 1 Fraternity on campus

• Winners of the Olympus cup •

Greek area athletic champions

• Winners of the Davis Cup •

UMASS athletic champions

• The Fraternity that has never hazed

• The Leaders in community service

• Fastest growing Fraternity in the country

• Olympic weight room • Unmatched social life

• Outstanding meal plan • Great little

sisters program

Academics — Athletics — Leadership

"YOU CAN HAVE IT ALL"

PIKE RUSH '87

FEB. 2, 3, 5, 9 & 10

AT 9:00 P.M.

REFRESHMENTS
TEL. 545-2150

418 N. PLEASANT ST
PI KapM AlplM

POWER COOL
<<£

:^^

'-^y

Eliminate Hot Dorm Rooms
Clip on Fans in Assorted Styles

Many other Styles of Fans Available

Located in the Campus Center

"-•= 9 5 QUNIVERSITY
SAT 10-3 STORED

I LOVE YOU
But I Just Couldn't

Seem To Tell You ...

ON VALENTINE'S DAY TELL
SOMEONE YOU CARE WITH
THE COLLEGIAN'S SPECIAL
VALENTINE'S DAY SECTION

ON FEBRUARY 13th

Only 1 5* a word

with student ID

45« to say I Love You
More than 20 words get

"I Love You" FREE

But Hurry up!

Deadline Feb 10th at 3:30

Limited space available

Come down to the

Collegian

113 Campus Center

NOW YOU CAN!

.^

Friday, February 10, 1987
COLLEGIAN

Altered finals schedule may allow
an extra day for rest, celebration
By AUTUMN MAKI
CoUegmn Staff

Seniors at the University of Massachusetts will have

an additional day to party if the Faculty Senate approves

a motion to allow seniors to reschedule final exams to

be taken on Saturday. May 23, the day before

graduation.

The senate will vote on the motion proposed by the

Space and Calendar Committee Thursday. The motion

would allow only graduating seniors to reschedule any

exams set for Saturday to an earlier date. Rescheduling

the exams would be optional for seniors. Other seniors

who want to take the exams as scheduled, would still

hi- able to do so.

The senate had voted unanimously on October 16.

1986, to change the commencement date to May 24 from

May 30 because of difficulties in keeping the university

open for an additional week after final exams. The
change of the commencement date left no time for seniors

to celebrate, because final exams were scheduled through

the day before graduation

Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs and Provost

Richard O' Brien w ill speak in support of the motion

before the senate.

'I will definitely speak in favor of the motion. I was

approached by a group of students led by Bill Bennett

who asked if I would reverse the graduation date, and

I said absolutely not. " O' Brien said. ' However, they

ottered some suggestions to give seniors a little time

before graduation which I felt were a fair compromise."

The Space and Calendar Committee received several

suggestions from O'Brien, and chose to prepare a mo-

tion allowing seniors to re.schedule final exams.

Bill Bennett, president of the Student Government

Association, is hopeful that the motion will pass.

"I hope it goes through. The administration understood

(lur problems, and we understood the dilemma of

lesc-heduling graduation, " Bennett said.

Vice Chancellor O'Brien is confident the motion will

pass during the senate meeting

I am sure of it, the motion should pass without an> pio

blenis, " O'Brien said

The Faculty Senate meeting will take place in the

Sch<K)l of Mana^;»-niiMU n.om 120. at :i:30 p.m.

Memorial
service
to be held

MMineral Sen'ices will be

field tomorrow in

Needham for Melville W
Grant III. a 22 year-old

senior who was killed

Saturday night when he
was struck by a car on
route nine, in front of

Katina's nightclub.

Ser\'ices will be held at 1

p.m. at the First Parish

Unitarian Church. 23
Dedham Avenue, in

Needham center

There will be no calling

iiours.

A memorial fund has

been set up care of Sandra
Anderson. Gifts can be

sent to: Needham Athletic

Department

Needham High School

609 Webster St.

Needham. MA 02192

WMUA seeks engineer;

station in desperate need
The University of Maaaiwrhu.setts is seat

ching for a new chief engineer professional

technician to assist in operating WMUA
and expects to hire someone by April, hut

students who run the station .say it is in

desperate need of one now.

The station has been on thi nr -irm

1949 The staff of 150 students and urea

residents have created a diverse format

which offers everything from underground

rock to country music WMUA broadcast.s

24 hours a day every day of the year

A professional technician helps students

at the radio station in the maintenance and

operation of equipment.

Since the resignatiim of their former chief

engineer William Stepchew. WMUA has

used funds allocated to them by the Stu

dent Activities Trust Fund to hire techni

cians at "The exorbitant rate of $30 an

hour. WMUA General Manager Patrick

Mahoney said.

If they (the student activities search

committeel had hired an engineer as soon

as possible, we would have been saving the

student activities trust fund a great deal

of money." he said

The first meeting of the search commit

tee took place on Feb. 5. According to the

."student Activities Director Randy Donant.

the three months Ix'twfen Stepchew's

resiiina»ion and the initial meeting of the

.search committer Mi t anything out of the

ordinary
"

'There haven't be«'n anv dtlavs 1 >ym

pathize with the students !in the need] to

get the position filled This is a lengthy and

complicated process." he said

Donant also added that students who are

on the search committee were unable to

participate in the hiring' process during the

previous months du»' tn tm.tl- aiici

intersession.

However, Mahoney .said that these peo

pie were here during intersession and able

to participate in the search committee"

"This IS typical of the University's uncar-

ing attitude toward some student associa-

tions. Students are at a disadvantage, ad

ministrators can wait you out. Were only

here 4 years, they're here a lot longer." he

said.

The names of students on the search com

mittee is tx)nfidential. committee chairman

Michael Gowell said.

•When people agree to go on a search

committee they're sticking their necks

out," he said.

Missing student found married in Ohio
By ELLEN M. NOLAN •

Collegian Staff

A missing persons report was filed Saturday at 9 p.m.

by a student representative of the Bilingual Collegiate

Program on behalf of the parents of 19-year-old Lourds

M. Baccero. pfjlice said.

Baccero was found in Ohio and reached her parents to

clear up the lack of communication, and to inform her

parents that she had gotten married, program represen-

tative Manuela Pacheco said.

The parents had last seen their daughter when she had

left for the University of Massachusetts on Tuesday and

last heard from her at 3 p.m. the same day when she had

called her parents to say that she had checked into her

fifth floor room in Brown house, police said.

Her parents became suspicious when Baccero's friends

from the University called their home in search of her,

police said.

On Saturday the student representative from BCP in

tervened for the parents, who don't speak English, to find

out if their daughter was at the University, police said.

The program will help any community member who is

limited in the English language and needs assistance, said

Pacheco a representative of BCP.

It was through the help of the student representative

that Baccero parents were able to find out that their

daughter was not registered for the spring semester, police

said.

The parents had been using the help of BCP since Fri

day and were able to locate their daughter, Pacheco said

I ittla-Xmn pholii h> .Irnnifrr l>rm|i<.<'\

Balloons and a chain of linked hand.s were

parts of the celebration to kick off Black

History month, yesterday in Southwest.

Festive events kick off

Black History Month
By .JKNNIKKK DKMPSKY
Collegian Stafl

In honor of Black History Month, the Southwe.st Arta

tlc»vernment sp<msored an opening gala. Hands Across

Siuthwest. yesterday in Hampden Comnioiis

Several gospel singers, readers, and guest speakers

ii'U'brated opening ceremonies which concluded with

hundreds ol balloons let into the skies, marking the

l>eginning of Black History Month 1987

Black History Month Planning Committee memht«r Ed

vvard Mouzon .said the plan of Hands Across Southwest

was to ".stimulate people to get interested in Black

History Month. The idea was to have <i unified program

(or Black Histor> Month in .Southwest"

Mouzon spoke to the crowd of <i\< I ..ne hundred of how

he finds UMass in terms of racism

"I came from New York where there were so ni.uiN dit

ferenl ethnic groups and people spoke to other people,

not because they were different, but because they didn t

think anything of it.'

Here at UMa.ss. he said that he didn't find blatant

racism but "unexposed pHKiple. Ignorance breeds racism

and if you are unexposed to different people then it's

hardly likely for you to turn and talk to someone

different

The opening gala included speeches by Southwest Area

Director Chas Durant. Southwest Area Co president Joe

IX'meo and Chancellor Joseph D Duffey. All conveyed

similar messages of hoping to teach more about black

history this month.

Also participating in the opening ceremonies were

singer songwriter Stephen Newby. poem reader Elana

Emerson, and gospel singer Pani Carter.

Mouzon. a staff development assistant in Southwest

Residential Area, said there will be celebrating events

all over campus during the month of February.

Planned events include black history programs, a black

student star search, .several speakers, movies based on

the black cause, plays by black playwrights and an In

ternational Dinner night with ethnic food and jazz

musicians.

A full list of events and locations is available at any

cluster in Southwest.

The gala ended by Newby leading the audience in an

overture of the old black gospel "Kum Ba Yah."

Recent storm leaves behind

smiling students, employees
*^ ,...<i...i»(iiv AirnrHint? to the weath

Collririan pholo by Niki Sokoloff

THINKING AND DRINKING - "The Thinker" was the winner of

the snow sculpture contest in last weekend's Winter Festival at

Amherst College.

/\ winter blizzard that hit eastern

.Mas.sachusetts but spared Amherst yester-

day left happy kids and happy Physical

Plant workers in its wake

Bob Woodward of the National Weather
Service at Bradley Internationai Airport in

Windsor Locks, Ct. said, "The storm

sy.stem had been slow to (organize. It was

too far out to .sea when it finally did get

organized. " Apparently, the roreca.sters

miscalculated exactly where at sea the

.storm would develop. As of yesterday at 1

p.m., the .storm had deposited 1 to 3 inches

of snow in the eastern part of Connecticut

and a maximum of half an inch in the rest

of the .state.

At the same time yesterday in Boston

snow was still falling according to the Na-

tional Weather Service at Logan Interna-

tional Airport. Three to five inches of ac-

cumulation was expected to appear in the

Boston area.

The storm began as rain on the Cape and

Islands but changed to snow around noon

yesterday According to the weather .ser-

vice, the total storm accumulation should

be 6 to 12 inches and 50 to 60 m.p.h gusts

are expected, which is "not unique" accor-

ding to Logan weather sources.

Closer to home, some children in the area

were quite satisfied as public .schools in

Springfield were clo.sed for the day. Judy

Pacitti, a senior from West Springfield

High School, said she was not too upset

that she had to go to school although many
kids in her homeroom wanted the day off

or at least to be dismissed early. Getting

to school was not too difficult, and there

were not too many absences, and in Pacit-

ti's opinion, "Springfield should have had

school'' yesterday.

Another group that was pleased with the

results f f the blizzard were the employees

of the Physical Plant. Paul Whiteman,

speaking for the Physical Plant, said,

"We're satisfied that it (the storm] didn't

happen". It takes pre.ssure and concern oft'

of the employees, he said. "We all ate our

lunches under relaxed conditions
'

»
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STUDENT FARES

NYC/Sl. Croix

NYC/Caracas

NYC/Paris

NYC/London

NVC/Romc

NYCIHclsinki

ROUND TRtP

$238

$293

$381

$361

$433

$453

COPY A LOT

SAVE A LOT

SOMf WMRKtlON'. *P«%

COUNCIL TRAVIL

KinlM»snhr*q»iaiHit> di*c«>iini>

on copi^^ from onr nriKinal

^ficf m« copir*. tht re%« arc

kinko's
CfVJrt coiil'v Ccpst pvopM*

253-2543
220 N. Pleasant St
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Elevator passengers
assaulted in JQA

By ELLEN M NOLAN
Collepan StafT

Op Saturday at 12:06 a.m. an assault and

battery was reported on the seventh \^*MW

of John QuJncy Adams Tower, police said.

The four males who reported the a.ssault

had ridden the elevator down from a 22nd

tltjor party when several other males re-

quested that they get ofTthe elevator, police

said

When the elevator slopped at the seventh

i\(H>v the four males were pushed out and

assaulted, police said

Two of the males were bleeding and

taken to the infirmary The case is still

open, police said

In other police reports:

• .A su.spicious person was reported at

y:45 p m. Friday from the fourth flcnir of

Prince house, police said

The su.spicious male would cautiously

open room doors and then slam them shut,

police said.

The police have a description of the male

and the case is still open, police said

• A fight was reported at 2:25 am
Saturday in the Southwest Residential

Area, police said.

When police arrived ,i m,il. whose face

was covered in blood and w ho refused to be

idt'Mlified t<jld police he didn't want to press

charges and just wanted to be left alo.ie,

police said.

The male did not want to go to Health

Services and since alcohol was not involv-

ed pt»lice could not place him protective

tiist(Klv, police .said.

• A suspicious person was reported at

3:45 p.m. Saturday from the Boyden Gym
locker room, police said.

The suspicious male was sitting' on a

bench near the showers making gestures

m males that were leaving, police said.

Pdlice identified the male as a non

student, and the case is still open

• .A male was placed in protective

custody at 9:30 p m. Saturday as he wal1<

ed aimle.ssly towards Webster House, policn

.said.

The male had no idea where he was or

where he was going He smelled heavily of

alcohol and was falling toward the

building, police said

• An arrest was made at 2:50 am. Sun-

day on McClure street of a 47 year^»ld male

for driving while intoxicated, police said

The male was stopped by police after he

had hit a .snow bank while driving down
.North Pleasant street and will appear in

court on Monday, police said.

Amnesty Internatumal, the human righUs organization that fights

for the release of prisoners of conscience around the world, has a

University chapter The first meeting of the semester is at 7 p.m.

today in Room ftll of the Campus Center. Everyone welcome

A planninn metting for Holocaust Memorial Week will be held at

3:30 p.m. today in the Campus Center. Check the CC information

desk for room number
There has been a necessary change in the deadline to sign up to

attend the International Student Lobby for Soviet Jewry in

Washington DC. on Feb. 25 26 Those who wish to attend must sign

up and pay $13 no later than 5 p.m. tomorrow in the Hillel Office,

302 Student Union, or the Campus Center concourse

The Amherst Child Care Re.source and Referral office is looking

for people to sign up to be substitute child care workers or babysit-

ters. Contact the office at the Jones Library or call 253-5771 for ad-

ditional information.

HOT
TOBS

Hot
^ubs

CLEAN, SAFE, PRIVATE HOT TUBS
175 University Dr.

Next to Stadium Liquors in Price Chopper Mall
Open Monday 4 till 1. Tuesday - Saturday 11am 1am
Reservations suggested Gift certificates available

Call 253- ^^^

•WIN.

A PAIROF
VALENTINE TREATS!

The Amherst Downtown Council and the Fine Arts

Center are again sponsoring

...A Valentine's Day Giveaway Drawing!

GET A SUNTAN
Thinking about Spring Break?

WE'LL TAN YOUR HIDE!
• Great Membership Prices
• State-of-the-art tanning facilities

• New bulbs, fans, sound system

This Year, Skip The
"Spring Brea/c Sunburn"

Fifteen lucky winners
will receive Two Choice
Tickets to an evening's

entertainment at the

Fine Arts Center
for one of the following

Spring performances:

Twyla Tharp Dance
Mel Torme/George Shearing
The Chieftains

.Atlanta Symphony
[L.AI\>in Ailey Dance Theater
Lj"La Cage Aux Folles"
uPearl Bailey/Louie Bellson
TiikrHionlribuIrd hy tht. I iiivcrsily il Mdssdi huwils

Kinc AfUCrnliT anj AihIutsI IV'wnlown C'luniil

ENTER YOUR NAME IN THE
DRA WING FEBRVARY2ND THRU
FEBRUARY 14TH ATANYDOWNTOWN COUNCIL
MEMBER BUSINESS DISPLA YING THIS SIGN. DRA WINGS TO
BE HELD FEBRUARYI6TH. DECISION OFJUDGES IS FINAL.
WINNERS WILL BE NOTIFIED. NO PURCHASE NECESSAR Y.

(Owners and mana|crso( Downtown Council businesses are not eligible
|

UMASS SKI CLUB GOES
SOUTH SOUTH

gi,\*t
MUCNTID

UMASS SKI CLUB

Five College

Sun Break

MARCH 2 I -28

BARBADOS FEATURES:

ErretQld Ca'>bO*an «al*rt. tnow oOit*

O*ocr»e». rw* lun«v AJVl cool port^tr^ mgrtlL

«arm m«yyv oeoow wo««aoarts ^aom ona
r'cnttcc mtC'ff^mr^f Com* g** *'*• -'vrrrmtf

««iCom« <" m« CoPOOson

$475 zi
i t » aiaronT
otTOa • (to

S'S dWKMi* '•Q^^'ed >o rnckm a '•(•rvotton

YOUR TRIP INCLUDES;

OoundMp Ajrtdi*

7 f«ghrt Accanwnooaiwnt O* Surwl Cmt
AOanr*>*r<t ar>d NANOi

Ai*O0it TforMttd

••ocn C)uOMemoanho

12»^00r . 1 am
600 p<n- 700 om
200 a>n • 300 am

IMO(M* V<^ OlO0un» COid

and BaocA PorttM

loconon t<x^ Heart

Toms and Oa«u<t«i eKept » »ooooos
D«part\^«ta

YOUR TRIP FEATURES:

Nassau Ba^anas '^as long

t—t\ a QiaygrQund forM ncn

and 'afTtous. Mow you can

• iB«''*''C« tr« n«v«r •rding

sursnir^*. •anil«raong ttzft soorts

and cnarm tfax »••• Baramas oft«r

FROM SUNSET CREST YOU CAN
WALK TO.

r^•t>•acr>.r^•Ca>«0•ar>S•o 6()oaw.2H<»jo>

ttoiM. MCM«n«i«M« Spoo«tdeDon wimhoppv

^0u^ »enrwiCOu»t«, rnpny ittoi^qritl. Of>d D»<

Hoot to »(>i« vOM or»vv**»e* "^ BofOoooa

FOR INFO CONTACT.

Tb« MASS SKI CUn

Studaot Union Bulldlitf Boa 106
Oai«*r«ity ot MaasadMiaatta
Aidant. Maaa 01003

(4I-1) 54&-3437 A\

S7S OapotM •wob-'ad fo mgiia a 'aiarva«ort

Act now t^>l **€ oM >a* out

NASSAU HARBOR CLUB

COLONY CLUB RE SORT
,tM •<«t>»iiii, foot

•AMAMAt »AaTY WItN INCIUOIS
a»y««tn» m "'IM tt^m >«•' <

tovoain* *'aan «'«» i w ».
9 <MfMa w <ti tcoMwoaM iom
arnfa mm vnux
OMa -tat >vm (wtMa aanv
tk>a« «•«> <rwM tflt MiiM iial him »ii»t*
«M««M »»'«ai«« •waxai
•ow pcTt . w •••• >««c* aaa XMM ctiiaa aiO
'<>»•• B«M» MTXa* (•"• "«» •"•• '»*«*) "«
lMii»»« •>«• aains i ' w «>a »iHc> Waiaii—
u NoMi iaM» a—n> »«i«t«a'ta. tK* «»a yaM
(a«*ta -•* P>»9*m» *f »m »iMmm «»«"««

0« w<ai>a<> »«««aMiomi <a«< iMart)

MARCH 2 1-28

L A G NA F

FOR INFO CONTACT;

Tba U MASS SKI CUIB

Studant Union Buildtn* Boa 10*
Untvaratty of Nassachusetta
Ararat. Nasa 0IOO3

(413) &4» 3437

Itfs Better In The Bahamas

WEST

B^illinslS!!
FIVE COLLEGE SKI &PARTY BREAK

CONDO LODGING & LIFTS
TAX

INCLUDED

MARCH 22-27

$209 PER PERSON

PROGRAM INCLUDES
• 5 NITES CONDO LODGING
AT EDGEMONT OR WHIFFLE TREE
Pinnacle Complex $229

• 5 DAYS LIFTS TO SIX MOUNTAINS

• VALUABLE MILLER COUPON BOOK
• SPECIAL MILLER LITE COLLEGE PARTIES

Steamooat
FIVE COLLEGE SKI BREAK

NON-MEMBERS WELCOME

^ PRESENTED

LAGN/IF

UMASS SKI CLUB
•tudant union Building Box iO*
Unt varalty o* Haaaacttuaatta
Ai*»arat, Naaa 0IOO3

«4I3) S4S-3437

UMASS SKI CLUB
MARCH 22-27

TRIP INCLUDES-

J 0»T LI^T TlCKfT

MOUND TRir fLlCMT

raoH Ntaaa* -4

•iNt 4 CH((»c raaritt

LAND THaNSrtMt

SLOPESIOE CONDOMINIUMS

WALK TO LIFTS

AND NIGHTLIFE

SKI COLORADO

$579

Tha U-NASS SKI CLUB

Studant Union Buildind Box lor>

Ontvaraity of Maaaachuaatts
Aaharat, Naaa OI0o:<

(413) 545-3437

NON-MEMBERS WELCOME

WE OFFER THE MOST TRIP FOR YOUR
DOLLAR BECAUSE WE ARE A

NON- PROFIT STUDENT ORGANIZATION
Call 545-3437 for more information
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OPEN RUSH: FEB 4, 5, 9, 10, 11, 17, 18
• EXCELLENT SOCIAL LIFE • LITTLE SISITERS PROGRAM

• THURS NIGHT SOCIAL FUNCTIONS • PARTIES

• WINNERS D.U. EDUCATIONAL SECOND CENTURY CHALLENGE AWARD
• WINNERS 86 GREEK OLYMPICS • ABOVE AVERAGE SCHOLASTICS

• INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL, WRESTLING, SOFTBALL
• PROFESSIONALLY COOKED MEALS • 24 HOUR OPEN KITCHEN

CALL 549-3831

Compiled By CAROL TANNENBAUM

Fifty years ago in the MoMsaehusetta Collegian

Due to lack of sufficient snow for the Winter Carnival

events scheduled for Saturday, classes for that day will

meet as scheduled. In case snow does fall, the chapel bell

will be rung Friday afternoon indicating no classes for

the next day

Twenty-five years ago. . .

Schafter Williams. assiKiate professor of history, and

John Fenton. professor of government, will appear before

the Committee of Education of the Massachusetts

legislature in support of a faculty bill to increase salaries

for teachers at UMass.

Ten years ago. . .

, ,

The SGA Rents and Fees committee refused to recom

mend a $7 increase in the Student Activity Trust fund

tax and at the same time asked S<JA co president.-. Jay

Martus and Paul Cronm to call a student referendum

on the proposed mcrea>. tt last night's meeting.

even"

^fr

COPIES
8.5 X It

Self-Service

C0PyCaTZ!~!L«1!5L

22B Triangle St

Amherst

549-3840
Sale ends Feb 14

VVi- C itMH' A *^iv. U' As
hidividu<il As You At«

W CONSriTAnON
AM)

sTYLl CUT

»$10
ll-iiN «. Ml l)» NT I O

Styles By Deborah
n't (NIM KM IV DKIVE,
XMin KSl -.19 .'>6I0

\ vpiH-s 2 7 H7

«*»»r »^

An Alt«m«tiv« R«cord Stor*
j

Punk * »«MM Om« *

I

I

MJO OUAUTV T-MMTt « KMTERt
j

TOP CASH PAID FOR .
|

RECORDS, TAPES. CDs ' i.

Maxell XL2
Box of 10 For

$19.99

Maxell LN-90
Box of 10 For

$12

Maxell XL11S

$2.74 Ea. OR
10 For $24.99

NEW LOCATION
Underneath Steve's, beside Ali Cot

48 N. Pleasant St - 253-9209
M - Sat 11-7; Sun 12-5

Your best friend wanted the job.

Don't blame your friend for wanting the best.

We do too, at Data General.

In systems design, manufacturing, finance, sales and marketing, w- hire

people who have what ii takes to see a project through to completio Idea

people with a good £ jnse of follow-through tend to make it at Data General.

If that sounds like you, and you have the talent to succeed, talk to Data

General before you talk to your best friend.

Send resumes to: Data General Corporation, College Relations Depart-

ment, MS A237, 4400 Computer Drive, Westboro, Massachusetts 01580.

Investing in people to make equal opportunity a reality.

On Campus Interviews February 24, 1987

See Your Placement Office for Details.

IrDalaGeneral
Careers a Generation ahead.

^
Spend Yours in

DESIGNERS Dl

BEST & CHEAPEST
TRIPS TO

DAYTONA - RIGHT
ON THE STRIP

HAWAIIN INNII

@
Call Mike or Chez 546-8035

kllM
dES@r«en&
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* progressives
nmlinued from page 1

The RSU dates from 1977.

when the organization
changed its name from the

Revolutionary Student
Brigade, and has recently

had a surge in membership
due to its leading role in the

UMass anti-CIA recruit

ment campaign.
According to Cohen, the

gi'oup exists to "develop stu

dent activism and create

channels for students to

have significant power and
to influence go%'ernment."

"We are here to meet tht-

needs of the student com
munits ,

-aid ( oht'n

When ptopie bring issues

to the RSU's attention, if

they are relevant to the stu

dent communitv ue will act

an them."

RSU member Greg Fmk
added that the group is an
alternative resource

center, providing books,

magazines and educational

materials."

"Hierarchy." Cohen said,

"tends to favor white
hetero.sexual males with

lots of money." Thus the

group has no officers and

claims t<^» rotate responsibili

ty among its members
"You can't change the

system using its own tools."

said RSU member Rob r

Stone.

The Wheel
The Wheel is a multi

racial coalition of groups '

dedicated to creating a \

stronger voice for anti- I

oppression and advocacy
j

groups, said organizer Lisa
|

Bernard.
\

The coalition, accordm.j to
|

Wheel member Alex Guest.
^

supports groups that have
|

historically built student i

power against groups that

have eroded it over the last
;

five years."

Student Center for

Educational Research
and Advocacy
Through a variety of pro

grams and activities.

SCERA works to improve

the quality of life on cam-

pus, to educate students

about oppression and
privilege, advocate student

rights, and increase access

to the University for

students traditionally ex

eluded, including poor pto

pie, disabled people, and

single mothers, said Jewish

Awareness Educaior Kol

Goodstein

Due to cuts in funding.

Bush said, SCERA is now

one thud the size it has

been and half the size it was

last semester. We now h.i\ t

t(i rely a lot on interns and

volunteers to do the work

that needs to be done, -hi-

said,

Lesbian. Bisexual and
Gay Alliance
The LBGA IS a gi-oup >cud

line member, "for peuple

with issues about gay and

lesbian identity, i\in

straight people We try to

deal with issues that affect

us. like daycan harrass-

ment, military recruitment

on the concourse, and foster

parenting. The LBGA hold

rap groups every Tuesday

and sponsoi-s dances several

times a semester

UMass Peacemakers
UMass Peacemakers is a

no-nuke organization,"

said member Jennifer

Marie Johnston. The group,

-he said, work* against

nuclear power and weapons

on a range of levels, using

lobbying, petitions, civil

disobedience and
workshops.

Rather than preparing

tor the Age of Armaged
don , as President Reagan
has referred to our times,"

said Johnston, "we are

devoted to shifting our

money, technology, and
energy toward building a

healthy swiety."

Organization of Marxist

Study
The QMS exists to

"educate people as to what

socialism is all about,"

member Renee Heberle

said, "as well as to what is

happening in developing

countries to create scKialist

sKc'ieties."

"We hold workshops and

sponsor speakers." said

iminhti .\te\ McClure. "for

people who want to learn

alMiut American and world

stK'iety taking race, class

and gender into account
"

Said McClure. "Were
Marxists, not M'^rx

ologists
"

Commuter Area
Government
The Commuter Area

tiovernment. in addition to

supporting strictly com-

muter related services such

as housing, transportation

and childcare. also "focuses

on scxrial and p«»litical con

cerns." said governinii

board member Charlotte

Wesley. "'When we do pro-

gramming." said Wesley,

'"we try to take into account

everyone's interests, and

not do programming that

would offend someone. We
want to broaden ptniple's

minds, not just put on con

cerls."

Central America Solidari-

ty Association
C.\SA was initiated m

1973 when tiie

democratically elected

AUende government in

Chile was overthrown by a

C I.\ backed military coup.

Through dorm education,

material aid campaign.-^,

speakers and movies, the

organization seeks to

educate about Central

.America while providing

concrete support in the form

ol supplies

— -

->»».

BODIES ON A BED
A MARATHON
Betterest Waterbeds
Route 9 - Hadley
February 14, 1987

WIN A WATERBED
99^Sm

HOT
SPOT

Listen for details

HOT
TVJBS

a 1a

«^
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Hot

CLEAN, SAFE, PRIVATE HOT TUBS
175 University Or

Next to Stadium Liquor* in Price Chopper Mali

Open Monday 4 till i, Tuesday Saturday 11am - 1am

Reservations suggested • Gift certificate* available

Call 253- ^^f

IT'S READY
FLOAT TO RELAX TANK

Mental and Physical

Relaxation For

Your Body

TRY IT, YOUXL LIKE IT!

KAY
! E VV E 1. E R S

This Could Be Your Last

Chance for a Career With
KAY JEWELERS

Kay lewelers operates 380 stores coast to

coast and is one ot the largest lewelry

retailers m the United Stales.

We otter a prol'essu>nal

Career Development Program
and we believe in its results -

we promote 100% '>«"" irithiu

Kay jewelers will be recruiting

Manager Trainees on campus

March 17, 1987

To tind out more about

Kay leweiers

contact your placement ottice.

DO IT TODAY!
17 K.iv Irwrlr" I''

Dontcompete
with a

Kaplanstudent
—be one.

Why? Consider this More students

increase their scores after taking a Kaplan

prep course than after taking anything else.

Why? Kaplan's test-taking techniques

and educational programs have 50 years

ofexperience behind them. We Imow
students. And we know what helps boost

their confiderKe and scoring potential.

So ifyou need preparation for the: LSAT,

GMAT. MCAT GRE. DAT. ADVANCED
MEDICAL BOARDS.TOEFL. NURSING
BOARDS. NTE. CPA.INTRQ TO LAW
SPEED READING.or others, call us.

Why be at a disadvantage?

IKAPLAN
STANLEY H KAPIAN EOlKATIONAiaNTtR ITD

GMAT starts NOW
GRE begins 2/12

MCAT begins 2/23
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* conservatives
ixttiltnued from page 1

Students For America
believes that abortion is

wrong, and religion should

play more of a role in our

country.'"

•'Young Americans For

Freedom isanti<ommunist,

and conservative on foreign

policy,"" he said. The group

takes "no stand on abortion

or school prayer issues.
""

"The Mmutemon js a jour-

nal of opinion, our alter-

native newspaper,"
Rothman said.

Peter Johnson, chairman

of Students For America,

national uffau-s editor

Thi Xfinuteman and an

undergraduate student

senator from Cashin Hou.se.

said. "The mam bt-lit'f-* of

conservatives ai

governmental invoivenieni

in our
freedom-
military

The Conservative

Alliance is "the parent

group that oversees ac-

tivities of all the other

groups," Johnson said "The

chairman of each group

helps the groups work

together to bring speakers

to campus and hold ralHes."

Lynne McCabe, co-editor

in chief of the Minuteman,

Republican Club trea.surer

and an undergi-aduate stu

dent senator said there is

"more tolerance" toward

conservatism than there

was a lew year.^ a^o."

People would come to

rallies and "no one would

listen." McCabe .said. "Dur

ing the time of Grenada

there was a small conser

vative group that were in

support of it, but a lot of peo-

ple thought 11 was

ridiculous.'"

"In terms of student sup

port, the CIA rallies last fall

showed a lot of students

w<r<' oonst'ivaliM'." shf

said.

Jennifer Abram-. former

vice president of the

Republican Club and a

writer for the Minuteman,

said conservatives are less

likely to protest than their

progressive counterparts.

"Members of the Radical

Student Union are alsvays

rebelling against the status

quo," Abrahms said, and

are "sort of a throwback to

the 60s."

Conservatives are less

likely to protest because

•you don't protest

something you tike," :-he

Friday. February 10, 1987

said.

••In the real world most of

these people cannot sui

vive," she said. •'Some of

them will never leave

Amherst."
'In the world of the 80s

they don't really fit in," she

.said. 'They always have to

make a big media splash.
'

•I don't know if all of

them believe in what they

an saving," Abrahms said

Friday, February 10, 1987
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FREE
SHRIMP

BOWL
V^ith Dinner

^

RENT/^RECK

New & U«ed Cars
Truck* ft Vara Also Avatobic

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt.63 No. Amherst

549-2880

SPRIKg5^REAK 19B7
LACNAF TRAOITIO

IN THE WEST

ADVERTISING
ACCOUNT
EXECUTIVE

THE COLLEGIAN IS NOW ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS FOR FALL SEMESTER 87'

FOR THE POSITION OF
ADVERTISING ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES.

YOU WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR SELLING

ADVERTISING SPACE FOR NEW ENGLAND'S

LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY NEWSPAPER.

M M GREAT EXPERIENCE

INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD IN MARCH.

We Wish All Gentlemen

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY
And Cordially Invite Them To

GENTLEMEN ONLY NIGHT

Thttrs. Feb 1 2th • 6-9 PM
< Refreshments Served >
KEEP ROMANCE ALIVE ...

SOFT SILKY TEDDIES,

GARTER BELTS
AND STOCKINGS,
NIGHT GOWNS

CASCADING IN LA..L

AND MUCH MORE:

Carnage Shops. 233 N Plaasant St.. Amharsi • S4»«915
Holiday Hours - Mor«. - Sat. 10 - 6. Fh. til 9. Sun. 12 - S ^

Join the
Student Health
Advisoiy Board

SHAB
Are you interested in the health field?

Wbuld you like to help formulate policies

for the Health Services?

Doyou have creative ideas about health

outreach programs for the campus?

Come to aft4iiformation meeting

Tuesday, February 10 at 5:30 p.m.

Room 302 University Health Center

SHAB Membership presides

Community Service Experience.

Federal tax reform means
more than students think
By JOSEPH LIEBERSCHEUTZ
Collegian Correspondent

While tax reform has recently taken up

its share of headlines and air time, many
people, and especially students, are

unaware of exactly what it means to them.

While politicians and the media have fre

quently voiced platitudes about the new-

tax structure making life more fair and

simple for everyone, most don't know what

steps, if any. they can and should take to

minimize their tax liability.

A few i»pner;il comment«i concerning the

News Analysis

thinking behind the new tax laws can be

made. First, the change in laws is

theoretically "revenue neutral" in the

sense that the government's total tax take

is intended to be the same as under the

previou.H law.

Seecmd, commitment to the principle that

the rich should pay more on a percentage

basis than the poor and middle classes is

retained at least to a degree.

Third, an eclectic collection of anamolies.

shelters and IcKjpholes has largely been

eliminated in livoi of lower overall tax

rates.

Taxes and tax reform don't affect only

those who earn a lot of money. Under the

new law. student.s who can be claimed as

ndependent on their parents' tax return

may no longer claim themselves to be ex-

empl, if their annual income exceeds $500

Students m this category must change

their tax status by completing a new W-l

form. Such forms are obtainable from the

Student Activities OfTice. although this

body is unable to give students any advict

concerning tax liability.

Many graduate students will be adverse-

ly aflfected by the new laws. Under previous

law. graduate students receiving stipends

in their capacity as research or teaching

assistants, were not subject to federal tax

ation in the grounds that this employment

was an essential part of their education

Under new law, this premise is no longer

accepted as valid, and most graduate

students will be about $700-per year worse

off as a result. While undergraduates may
view graduates as fortunate to receive any

salary, all graduate students have

themselves previously been

undergraduates and may well have already

incurred sizeable debts in this process.

Further, while it is quite common for

graduate students to produce work

pubhshable in the best international jour

nals, their rate of pay on an hourly basis

compares unfavorably with that of a

dishwasher
Director of Financial Services Paul Page

said the University of Massachusetts was

fully cognizant of the problem, was con

sidering it. but could not be expected to pro^

duce a policy to deal with it

The essential difficulty is that although

most graduate students are probably

single, some are married andor have

children, and are therefore affected by tax

ation to different extents, he said Thus

there is a possibility that by attempting to

compensate the majority of graduate

students for their loss under the new Ux
laws, the University might inadvertently

pay single parent graduate students and

others like them more than their due

Although the "simplicity " of the new tax

laws was intended to increase general com

prehension of taxation, accountants and

tax advisors need not fear their impending

redundancy. Internal Revenue literature

still bears all the clarity of a cryptic

crossword puzzle, and tax loopholes, while

now more elusive, can still be sought and

sometimes found.

The only certainty is that now. as

previously, the Internal Revenue Services

will pursue those paying too little tax more

assiduously than those paying too much.

DOOMED - This historic

destroyed.

North Amherst house is due to be
( ollrgmn ph««« by Hob SkrlUm

Commuter government sponsors

programming for everyone
By PEDKO M PEREIKA
Collegian Staff

Culture blended with tntittainment is

the best way to get off-campus students

together, according to Commuter Area

liovernment officers.

This semester the commuter government

plans to spons«>r several activities, such as

a lecture <»n affirmative actum and a trip

to .New York City.

"Were trying to get programming for

everyone because loff-campus students |
are

so spread out." said Rus.sell Wallach.

treasurer

Programming Coordinator Jose Tolson

said. "What we try to do is look at every

program we get involved in and make sure

the end result is going to be positive " The

commuter government does not sponsor

lecturers or musicians who might offend

mtnw people, he added

According to Tolson, students may be

.'ducated while they are entertained

Hence, the commuter government is now

presenting the "Reel Classics Film Series,
'

a series of classic and foreign movies such

as 19.'S9's Rrealhless with Jean Luc (k>dard

and 195()'s Uts ()liulail»s (The Forgoltenl

with Luis Bunuel
"We're expanding multi cultural

awareness as much as ptjssible," Tnl.>>«m

said.

The commuter government represents

7.000 off<ampus students, most of whom
live in apartment complexes in Amherst

Commuter Spokesperson Charlotte

Wesley said. "We just have a harder job

than other area governments trying to get

in touch with our constituents
"

continued nn page 18

State acid rain levels

remain unchanged for year

The Time Is

NOW
To Investigate

The

UMASS FRATERNITY

EXPERIENCE
Tues February 10 Visit-

^
BETA KAPPA PHI: 388 N. PLEASANT ST • 549-5505

1

DELTA CHI: 118 SUNSET AVENUE - 8-10 PM • 549-5515 ^

DELTA UPSILON: 778 N. PLEASANT ST. • 549-3831

PI KAPPA ALPHA: 418 N. PLEASANT ST. - 9:00 • 545-2150^

§ PHI SIGMA KAPPA: 510 N. PLEASANT ST. - 8:00 • 256-6863|

THETA CHI: 496 N.PLEASANT ST. - 7:00-9:00 • 253-901
5^

ZETA PSI: 23 PHILLIPS ST. • 256-6845

ALPHA CHI RHO: 803 CC - 8:00-1 0:00PM • 546-1106

^ SIGMA PHI EPSILON: 160 l&F BRITTANY MANOR - 8-10PIWI(

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 545-271
1;

•ALL BIDS WILL BE EXTENDED FEB 19th.

By ILANA LEVENSON
Collegian StaiT

University of Mas.sachusetts researchers

recently reported thai problematic acid

rain levels in the state have not changed

significantly in the past year.

"The gcK)d news is it is not getting any

worse. The bad news is it is not getting any

better This year was not really outstan

ding in any way." said Paul Godfrey, an

acid rain researcher fnim the water

resources research center.

The state had a mean pH level of 4 2.5 last

year, Godfrey said, which is 5.78 times

Phmore acidic than uncontaminated rain,

is a measure of acidity.

Godfrey informally collected and analyz-

ed .samples from the graduate re.search

tower on 71 occasions along with Professor

Tom Zajicek of the chemistry department.

He has monitored acid rain levels for the

past five years, and attributes one cause of

Mas-sachusetts' high acid rain levels to

storm tracks which generally flow from the

Southwest to the Northeast.

'We act like a funnel for lots of these ma
jor storm tracks. That is why the West isn't

having any problem Westerners don't feel

mntinued on page IH

about

wi h ill i \{\\

I

.

: last iiiglit..r

^^About last nigtiit^^
FRIDAY • FEBRUARY 13
Campus Center Aud. _

5;00 - $2 « 7. 9. & 11 - $2.50
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Hostage deadline extended *until further notice*
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - Moslem kid

nappers said in a midnight statement that

they had extended "until further notice"

their deadhne for killing three American

and one Indian hostage.

A handwritten Arabic statement signed

by Islamic Jihad for the Liberation of

Palestine said the decision was made in

response to pleas form the hostages, their

families, nationalist Lebanese organiza

tions and the Indian government.

The statement was delivered to the

Beirut oflice of a western news agency

along with a picture of Robert Polhill, one

of the hostages.

Hostage Alann Steen had said yesterday

that the kidnappers would kill the four at

midnight unless Israel freed 400 Arab

prisoners.

Steen said Islamic Jihad for the Libera

tion of Palestine, which holds the four men.

would not reconsider the death verdict or

extend the deadline.

"We will be executed at midnight" said

Steen, 47. of Boston, m a letter addressed

to his wife along with notes from two other

kidnapped American college teachers to

their wives.

"Until then if you do love us and your

hearts beat for us, put pressure on Israel

to show good will. Let Israel promise the

organization (of the kidnappers) to show

good will." Steen wrote

"Let Israel promise the organization

plainly and ofTicially that 400 Palestinian

mujaheds (holy warriors) will be free.

Otherwise, we won't be alive after mid

night
"

The letter implied that an Israeli promise

would do and that the prisoners would not

actually have to be released yesterday.

Israel had said it will not yield to ter-

rorist threats. In Jerusalem yesterday.

Foreign Minister Shimon Peres -^aid Israel

has received no request from the United

States to free prisoners "Nobody has ap

preached Israel on this issue, and Israel

won't take any initiative on its own," he

said.

Peres said Sunday, however, that Israel

is willing to discuss trading Arab prisoners

for an Israeli airman downed m Lebanon

In Washington, the Reagan admmistra

tion position, as expressed yesterday by

both White House spokesman Marl in Fitz-

water and State Department spokesman

Charles E Redman, was once again to rule

out concessions to terrorists. Both men said

Washington has not approached Israel on

the kidnapper's demand

Steen's wife, students and ofTicials of

Beirut University College, where Steen

and fellow educators Robert Polhillo, Jesse

Turner and Mithileshwai Singh were ab-

ducted two weeks ago, authenticated

Steen's handwriting.

Steen is a communications instructor;

Polhill. 53. of New York City, lectures on

accounting; Turner. 39. of Boise. Idaho, is ap pkoio

a visiting professor of mathematics and
^jyes of hostages held in Beirut read a letter Alann Steen reportedly

computer science; and Indian born Singh.
. askinff the US ffovernment to exert pressure on Israel to abide by

60. a legal resident alien of the United ; *
demands. The wives are, from left. Ferial Polhill. Bader

States. 18 a v.s.t.ng professor of Finance iflami^
^^^ ^.^^^.^ ^^^^ ^^^^

conttnued on page 18
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"Brash Your Teeth

Before You Go To

JB's So Yott Don*!

Spoil The

Great Taste!"

NAUTILUS
AEROBICS • SELF DEFENSE

KARATE rj2Q Qp-p"

OUR LOW SEMESTER

KARATE RATE

HEALTH FITNESS CENTER
460 West St., Amherst

256-0080

On the

Bus Route
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expires 2/15/87 • 1 per person

e have the
BIOCYCLE
IT DOES IT ALL!

rm

IT OFFERS:

10 standard exercise
programs

• 12 different exercise levels

The Biocycle provides a total

fitness score- ideal for initial

screening and continuous
progress evaluation. It

generates a printed record as
part of a sophisticated fitness

monitoring system.

[, I LOVE YC
FEBRUARY

THIS MACHINE DISPLAYS:
• Pulse rate in beats per minVjte

• Rate of calories burned per hour
• Pedal speed in RPMs
Number of calories burned so far

• Time remaining in program
• Your speed on a standard
12 speed bike

Hampshire
Fitness
Club

Gatehouse Rd.. Amherst 256-6446
J

With one of more than 1200

Valentines from American

Greetings. Each

with a message of

Love from Cupid

for that special

person.

AMERIG\N GREETINGS

OPEN M-F 9:00 -5:00

^.UNIVERSITY
mUstore^
1 Located In

CMCMIXXWII Amrntan Greetings Corp

Located In

The Campus Center

NANCY ICUNGENER
Managing Editor

JOHN NOLAN
Sport V Edttof

PHIL SERAFINO
Editonai Editor

MAH GERKE
Sports Edito*

CRAIG SANDL£R
News Editor

THOMAS HARRINGTON
Arts Editcr

Public — not lip — service
The administration's penchant for public relations continues.

Administrators are failing in their responsibility to students,

particularly minority students.

The Hurst report on last October's racial brawl at the

Southwest Residential Area raises serious questions about the

quality of life on campus for minority students; about ad-

ministrators' handling of the incident and its aftermath,

especially the actions of Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

Dennis L. Madson and Director of Public Safety Gerald T.

O'Neil; and about what the administration plans to do to make

this campus safer and more accepting of the third world

community.
So far, the strongest statement about the report has come

from Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey, who asked Hampshire

County District Attorney W. Michael Ryan to appoint a special

investigator. That is commendable.

But the second strongest statement is a passive one. Copies

of the report, which the community vitally needs, apparently

will not be readily or quickly available. Why not?

The third most definitive statement about the report came

last Friday from James Langley, one of the top - you guessed

it - public relations officials on campus. Langley said many

of the report's recommendations would be difficult to

implement. . • u *u
Here are some of the recommendations about which the

University is now officially unenthusiastic:

• That security policies be revised so the Department of

Public Safety can react more appropriately to potentially

violent student gatherings, and that security officials receive

better training in racial sensitivity.

• That a procedure be established so racial inciderits could

be reported to administrators and the general public.

• That UMass develop a racial behavior code with ap

propriate penalties for violation.

• That UMass develop more and better social awareness

courses and require students to take at least one, and that the

University institute an annual Civility Day.

• That a review be conducted of programs for minority

students and that they be improved.

• That Chancellor Duffey prepare a point-by-point response

to the written demands of minority students.

Langley didn't specify which recommendations might not be

acted on. This lack of specificity typifies the administration's

amorphous and disappointing response to the report's urgent

implications. j • u
Especially disheartening is that key officials discussed in the

report, especially Madson and O'Neil, have been shunting

questions about the report to Langley. Incredibly, Langley said

on Thursday that the University felt O'Neil shouldn't be giv-

ing his "personal opinion" about the report and its implica-

tions. Duffey 's apparent lack of faith in O'Neil's ability to deal

with the press is interesting. It bears out Hurst's conclusion

that "no current members of UMass security would be able

to make the needed changes" in security procedures.

What is keenly disturbing is Duffey's apparent lack of con-

viction that O'Neil, Madson and others should be be accessi-

ble and accountable for their job performance. These are public

officials, paid out of the pockets oftaxpayers and students. To

say that public relations officials with no authority should be

the only UMass officials accessible for answers about the

report's questions is to seriously erode the trust of students,

which has already been diminished enough by mealymouth-

ed responses to their pressing concerns.

We and our parents pay these officials for public service, not

public relations. For our sake, for the University's sake, ad-

ministrators should remember that.
r l r- i

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion of the C.ol-

legian Board of-Editors

oiiegian or the Univ/ersity unless otherwise noted

A case of surrogate harlotry
There is a trial in New Jersey revolving

around "Baby M." whose mother agreed to

cUnically conceive and bear a child for a

childless couple. Her fee for surrogate

motherhjjod was expenses plus $10,000. but

she changed her mmd aljoul giving up the

baby girl after she was born The court

deciding the issue of custody has no legal

precedents or guidelines to follow, and

news analysts are having a field day.

Rusty Denton
Most commentators have been unable to

resist pointing out that surrogate

motherhood is referred to in the Bible, in

which Sarah suggests to Abraham that her

slave girl could bear them a child. News

analysts fail to notice that the slave girl

first became Abrahams slave wife (also

known as a concubine), and that she never

gave up the son she bore for him. In fact,

that pregnancy resulted in arrogance,

jealousy, mistreatment, and ultimately the

expulsion of both the slave wife and her son

from the family home.

The Catholic church. Orthodox Jews, and

evangelical Christians such as myself con-

sider this passage to be a biblical witness

against surrogate motherhood. For

starters, the process introduces division

between the adopting father and his

childless wife, because the child being

"manufactured" clearly belongs to one of

them more than to the other. The man in

volved is introducing a surrogate second

wife into his marriage. Their child pits his

ambition and virility against his legal

wife's infertility (or her unwillingness to

risk pregnancy). It is an adultery of marital

affection

The same type of arguments could be

made against a more common type of con-

tract in which a donor, usually anonymous,

provides surrogate sperm for a woman

whose husband is sterile With either sur

rogate mother or surrogate sperm donor,

there is a prostitution of human reproduc

tive functions involved. The surrogate

mother prostitutes her egg and her womb;

surrogate fathers prostitute their organs t«

masturbate and give semen on demand.

The result of the surrogate pn>ce.ss is that

the child involved has no righLs. Although

surrogate mothers insist they are only be-

ing paid for a service, in truth, the baby is

treated as returnable merchandise, star

tmg with the mothers egg Not only her

womb, but also her half of the child's

genetic material is negotiated; the father

may insist on aborli(»n if the baby is 'defec-

tive'; and the parents can quibble over

ownership The mother is committing

clinical adultery and then literally selling

her own child nine months later.

In scripture, the womb belongs to the

child In America, the child is owned by the

womb. It may seem a small distinction, but

It makes all the difference, because it

shows how far from God America has

become In scripture, infertility, droughts,

economic crises, foreign vulnerability, and

wasting di-seases dike AlDS'^i are the result

of a nation rejecting God. That's a further

measure of how far America is from God.

The correct response to infertility is repen-

tance and humble prayer, not genetic

adultery.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist

Random notes — the death ofblack and white

On Feb. 19, the Collegian editorial page

will introduce Symposium, a new bi-

monthly feature. This feature aims to bring

to the fore the opinions of UMass students

and faculty on a variety of issues not

regularly discussed in either news stones

or on the editorial page.

The first topic will be a discussion of the

Soviet Union's new policy of glasnost, or

public openness, regarding events and

situations in that country.

We would like interested faculty

members and students knowledgeable on

any element of the Soviet Union to write

a short essay on any aspect of the topic. Is

it a real opening/liberalization in Soviet

society or an attempt by the Soviet Union

to co-opt international opposition?

Submissions should be dropped off or

mailed to David R. Mark, associate

editorial editor, at the Collegian, 113 Cam-

pus Center. Columns should be no more

than three typed, double-spaced pages,

with 67 characters per line. Deadline is

Tuesday, Feb. 17.

America is a place of new ideas, exciting

inventions and bizarre personalities.

America — where one can stick a radio to

a shower wall — also gives us people like

Ted Turner, who spit in the face of innova-

tion. Yes, Ted Turner, whose idea of im-

proving a movie lies in the mutilation pro-

cess known as colorization.

1 almost called the television repairman

while viewing the 1968 cult film Night of

the Living Dead. Why were all the zombies

wearing the same shade of blue? Zombies

are supposed to look dead, but these guys

were all a washed-out brown. They looked

more tired and hungover than dead. Then

I remembered this movie was supposed to

be in black and white.

Turner, owner of "superstation" WTBS,
takes black and white films and runs them

through a computer that assigns a few

basic colors to the print. Okay. I'm no whiz

when it comes to computers, but one just

sees the results and can understand what

Im talking about. A colorized movie is

breathtaking to view - imagine everyone's

face the same shade of brown! Turner

claims younger kids won't watch The

Maltese Falcon or Ifs a Wonderful Life

unless they are in color. That may or may
not be the case, but who the hell is this guy

to take a director's motion picture and

change the whole look of the film? If I was

the cinematographer for The African

Queen and saw all my hard work ruined by

the flip of a computer switch, I would per-

sonally take the advice of actor James

Garner. Garner, whose favorite starring

vehicle is owned by Turner, claims if Ted

ever colorized his movie he "would per-

sonally punch him in the mouth."

Let's face it. Some films should never be

colorized. Ted once suggested coloring the

first half of Wizard ofOz. Remember when
Dorothy reaches Oz and everything around

her changes to color? If Ted had his way,

the whole image and beauty of that classic

scene would be destroyed.

Ted Turner reminds me of my one-year-

old niece with a coloring book who scrib-

bles all over the blank pages. Won't so-

meone plea.se take away Ted's crayons.

Doug Middlelon is a UMass student
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Dr. Ephraim Isaac
to speak at

UJA Banquet

Dr. Isaac, noted authior

educator and lecturer, was
bom and raised in Ethiopia

and will be providing

a unique perspective on _ \^
"The Jews of Ethiopia." S: ,'*^.

Wednesday, February 1

8

Campus Center 10th Floor
5pm-Banquet 6:30pm-Dr. Isaac's Talk

JEWISH ARTS/

Banquet Costs:

$2 if on Kosher Meal Plan
$3 if on Regular Meal Plan

$6.85 if not on any Meal Plan
Sign up fof Banquet by Hb. 10 (m Hiilei office-S U 302)

Dr. Isaac's talk is free.

\ Sponsofed by B'noi B'rith Hillei and Judaic Studies

r

-Gun CERTIFCATES AVMlASlE

Lxx)king for some
"Healthy Romance

"

on Valentine's Day?

You'll find it at Utopia Spas...

•complimentary flowers

•soft music
• Vjhour Hot Tub for Two

ONLY $15
If your Hot Tub for Two is

between 1 lam and 5pm, you'll

also receive 2 Free Hot Tub
Passes good on your next visit.

Utopia Spas
1 75 University Drive, Amherst

(413)253-7727

Friday, Februaiv 10, 1987
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Letters

Point missed on support of UMass teams
In John Nolan's Feb. 4 sports column in

the Collegian, he laments about UMass
student.s' lack of enthusiasm for their

athletic teams. He tries to help us

"remember the good times" when people

would get really loaded and "stagger down
to Curry Hicks."

I think Nolan failed to get the point of

a football or basketball game. These events

are not a public forum for those individuals

who are into public humiliaiton or display-

ing the fact that they can not control their

alcohol consumption. Rather, sporting

events are intended to provide a showcase

for this university's talented athletes. They
also provide a time when a large portion

of the student body can come together and
cheer for a common cause.

It is true that as a whole, crowds at re-

cent sporting events on campus have been

lackluster at best. This kind of thing hap-

I

pens when some UMass teams are having
L

mediocre seasons (some are dome really
well). But at times you can see a glimmer
of hope for future years. The men's basket-

ball games against Northeastern and Tem-
ple and the football game against UConn
(with a playoff berth on the line) are hard-

ly examples of the less festive attitude

Nolan seems to feel has invaded our stu-

dent body. Believe it or not, some of us do
plan our weekends around going to foot-

ball, basketball or lacrosse games.
I would also like to comment on Nolan's

perception of our campus maturity level.

One of the reasons we attend college is to

demonstate to the "real world" that we can
make rational decisions and act according-

ly If our parents come to a game and see

a few drunken fools making idiots of

themselves, how secure will the future

seem to them?

Todd C. Lever
Sylvan

ARTS

Christmas: bizarre trio, offbeat band, to come to UMass
By ADAM LAVINE
Collegian Staff

In the pres^ itK-a-se loi the new rock and roll hand

Christmas., who will open Ibr Hiisker Du thit^ Thursday

at thr Student Union Balhoom. they are described as a

p-oup with which "the world will soon be intimately ace

quainted" The band may not be earth shattering yet. but

they do appear to be an unusual trio of musician.^;.

Liz Cox, the twelve year-old drummer and vocali.^^i

(daughter of Wally Cox. better known a.^ T\ -> Mr
Peepers") has already had a long and varied career m

>liou business. Besides having played the drums since im

eight, she has app»*ared m such teature tilnis as Cori ftir

Summri. and Thi- Hufr
Guitarist and vocalist Michael Cudha> a^^.' nim (< ,11,

has a M .\ m cultural anthrop<»logy Ironi Weslevan

UniversiiN Cudhay supp<»sedly experienced a "shaiui

ing personal epiphany " while doing field work in Java

and Uah w hich caused him to leave his studies and return

to the States to put together the Christmas band Cudhay

claim.s to have "eerie power to cloud men's minds " and

attributes the success of Christmas to "alchemical secret.s

which he alone p<»sses.ses
"

4 V V »

Make it

JAMAICA
Springbreak 87'

$499.00 includes:
• RT air via American Airlines direct from Boston

• Double occupancy in private Ironshore Villas,

complete with maid, cook, & groundskeeper
• Rum Punch Party

• Much, much more...

ALL THIS FOR $499.00 NO EXTRAS!!
transfers and tax included

Seats Limited • Reserve NOW
Call: Bernie & Eve 549-5203

Hv K.\TKlNA/.\Ci. AKDO
Cohegiar IMM1dent

Dan an ahhr.-viation for .^oinc long, unpronounceable

nanu'i SiiUnian will not give an> information about

himself including his height, weight or age. even to the

othei members of the band. The information sheet on

Christmas says that Salzmann is often seen standing in

the rain near a wall, holding a blank sheet of papi*r

The band i- a relatively new one, formed in January.

1984. Their new album. In Exa-l.'^ior Daxfilo. has been

describt'd by critics as "smart, adolescent and retentive"

and "the best rock n" roll record ever." The Sen York

Times hailed it as the "year's most delightful rock debut."

Christmas will l>e opening for Husker Du on Thursday.

February 12. at 8;(M) pm in the Student Union Ballroom,

Tickets are $8 (M» general admission, $(i (K) tor Umass
-indents, md will kx- "P s^'- Tnn.sdav at Tiv I 'li-inited

Auditions today
Ni^:*! :.» and centers amund
a ytmng wcimans nuirriage

decision The play, however,

encompasses a much larger

meaning, bringing to lile

linages of identity and
change that are common in

<'\iM\ ui.ir nul woman's
ilte

Thi' Lion anil the JfufI i>

one of Soymka's first works.

The play is not one of his

more popular ones,

although It has received

notable literary attention

Director Trousdell says X\w

play IS both provocative and

entertaining and describes

Us author as a first clal*^

poet and thinker"

The UMass Thealrt

Department and the New
World Theatre have shared

expeiti.se in the past, but

this IS the first full produt

lion in which both parties

are equally involvf?d.

Trou.sdell hopes that thi->

priiductior. will not only en

Two 111 I \\- I niv.i ^\\\- -

strongest theatrical instiiu

tu»ns have finally merged

ihiu talents for the produc

I I new |>I,i\ thi-

seniester fhe I' Mass
Theatre Department and

the New World Theatre are

currently preparing for a

staging of The Lion and the

Jewel, a Native American

Drama by the Nobel Prize

Winning playwright Wole

Sayinka.
fhe play will be perform

ed at the Rand Theatre in

.April and May under the

direction of Richard

Trou^ell, a taculty member
«»f the University Theatre

Department. The
1 aphy IS being done

iViinus. and will

include rig«irous training (or

the actors such a.-, a thrw

week African Movement
.uid Dane- \.Mnk>h<>p Tin-

storv 1- in modern
courage Th I! it Wnrl

irt'i'

Christmas members Dan. Salzmann, Michael Cudahy and lAz Cox will be

opening for Husker Du on Thursday. Feb 12 at 8:00 pm in the SUB

A UPC PRODUCTION

FRI. FEB.20

«i m

and lots of other

good stuff at15^
omhersi /norIhompton
doily ond sundoy

1 Pray St Amherst

549-5403

Open I lam 7 days a week
Call for take out

GOOD FOOD & DRINK

TIRED OF THE LINES?

TRY CHARLIES
February Specials

Rolling Rock $1.25 Htfe Weissbier $2.2S

Shots of flavortd Schnapps $1.25

other wgekly drink spedsis

THE MIGHTY

LEMON DROPS

^^^

I
I

i

3
3

UMASS STUDENTS S 2.

<^ CHAMELEONS UK gen public $3

^ ^A^a^&tcSMIW^HHOWS

SAT. FEB. 2 1 ^he 3»eTcjj ^eat

POOL TABLE, VIDEO GAMES, JUKE BOX, 2 COLOR TV's

A FAVORITE LOCAL TAVERN SINCE 1976

-(iiiiHiiiiimiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiHiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiimmiiiiiiiimmirmiramiiiiniiiiiMi
^>WHiii»iiminiii«iii««||

' LAMBDA CHI ALPHA ^^ - *

RUSH
I Tue & Wed
1 Feb 10,11,17,18

I 8:00 - 10:00

i ^VOTED MOST IMPROVED FRATERNITYi

I -(OLYMPIC WEIGHT POOM»^
I "CHOUSE COMPUTERS
i ^ACTIVE IN INTRAMURALS*-

I -*LITTLE SISTER PROGRAM^ |

I 374 N. Pleasant • 253-9032 • THE BLUE HOUSE |

liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii"iiiii"iiiiiiiiii">i">ii'""i>"">>'i>""'"""""'"''^

UMASS
GEN.

STUDENTS $ 3.

PUBLIC $ 4-

ALL TICKETS ON SALE AT TIX UNLIMITED (um a s s)

,

'FORTHERECORD'(FACES) in Amherstt

A MAIN ST. RECORDS In NOHC

UMASS TRANSIT
announces the

SPRING TRAINING PROGRAM
FOR NEW BUS DRIVERS

starting pay is $4.60/hour with regular increases

COME TO THE APPLICATIONS MEETING

TONIGHT, 7 PM, ROOM 804 CAMPUS CENTER

• You MUST bring proof of class year (class schedule or transcript) ID'S are not acceptable

Applicants Must; Be at least 18 years old. Have two or more semesters left at UMass.

For more info call 545-0056 UMTS Is an AA/EO employer

*J*-4^ » • • »««-«^*
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AH phixu

THE ICEMAN COMETH - Matt Brown, left, and Susan LaDuke
inspect their home yesterday, after waves from Lake Erie crashed
over a dike and drenched homes in the Eastlake, Ohio area Sunday
evening.

Former national security
advisor hospitalized

WASHINGTON (AP) Robert C
McKarlane. President Reagan's former na-

tional security adviser and a key player in

the secret sale of arms to Iran, was
hospitalized yesterday after suffering what
his lawyer called '"an overdose of Valium."

McFarlane. 49. was admitted to Bethesdu
•N'aval Hospital around 8 a.m. Lt. Rus .San-

ford, a hospital .spokesman, confirmed that

McFarlane had been admitted and said

"his condition is now listed as good."

Peter Morgan, one of McFarlane's
hiwyers, said he had taken an overdose of
f hf drug, which is frequently prescribed to

t'use stre.ss and anxiety

•John Henshaw. an aide to McFarlane.

said, "He had apparently an adverse reac

tion to a pre.scnbed medication he tttok.

. . He's awake, under observation."

Henshaw said McFarlane's wife. Honny,
was with him at the hospital

McFarlane was .stricken at home and was
taken directly to the nearby suburban
Maryland hospital, the aide said. He said

he did nol know if McFarlane was taken
by ambulanct'

Henshaw .said he was not aware that

McFarlane had any medical condition and
did not know why he was taking
medication.

Sanford refused to discuss what medical

problem promptt»d McFarlane's admission.

ME-DI*ATE (Me de at)

To intervene between two or

more disputing parties in order
to effect an agreement. To set-

tle or reconcile differences.

STUDENTS - Learn to be a mediator. Free 30 hour

nediation training for students offered by the UMass
viediation Project this semester. The training is

designed to give participants specific techniques and
skills to deal with interpersonal conflict; practical

traightforward principles of MEDIATION that you
an put into practice right away.

First Meeting is February 10th

at 5pm in Room 802 Campus Center

For more information call the Mediation Project 5-2462

§

*

P

Spring "87

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

STUDENTS YOU CAN EARN
|

BIG BUCKS Spring 87 $
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Contact Target Enterprises at 549-7793 c
For an interview - ask for Keith. c

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $

AND GAIN VALUABLE JOB EXPERIENCE

Up to $500/Week with salary,

commissions, and bonuses

Schedule Work Around Classes

Full or Part Time
HIRING NOW!!

Bookstore arsonist pleads
innocent to Honor Court fire
NORTHAMPTON (AP) - A man who

said he was guilty of burning a bookstore
has pleaded innocent in connection with
the fire that burned the alcohol treatment
program where he was assigned.

Karl VV. Schenker, 22. the son of a South
Hadley police lieutenant, was ordered to

undergo psychiatric evaluation after his ar-

raignment Friday in Hampshire Dictrict

Court on arson charges stemming from a
Jan. 18 fire at the Honor Court in

Northampton.
No serious injuries were reported in thi-

liif which was set in the kitchen of the

residential program for recovering
alcoholics. Since the fire, Schenker has
been living with his parents under "heavy
supervision," said probation officer Thomas
Moran.

Schenker was assigned to the Honor
Court by Judge Charles R. Alberti in Oc-

tober as one of the conditions of his five-

year probation. He was also given a three-

to five-year suspended prison sentence after

pleading guilty to setting a December 1985

fire that destroyed the Odessey Book Store

and College Inn in South Hadley.

GCC to distribute condoms
for Valentine's Day safety
GREENFIELD I AP) - A two year state

college is celebrating Valentine's Day this

week by dispensing free condoms and war
ning ."Students to be mmdful of the grim
things sweethearts ma> -,iv- each othtr.

such as venereal disease.

Greenfield Community College students

may help themselves to condoms from a

basket in the main lobby on Wednesday,
which school health auth«»rities hiive dubb
ed "Love Carefully Day

'

The college hopes students use the con-

doms to protect against venereal disease

and AIDS, said health services Director

Nancy Buchanan.
"People who have mwre than one (sex]

partner in a lifetime can be exposed to a
serious illness." she said yesterday. "Not
that we're promoting more than one part-

ner, but people should develop ways to pro-

tect themselves."

She said that in addition to the condom
giveaway, the college will also host a half-

dozen exhibits by local health agencies and
a talk on AIDS by a state public health

expert.

Dean of Student Affairs Hyrum H.
Huskey said that offering condoms to

students probably would cause little stir on
campus faiiecause the 1..500 pupils tend to be

older — the average age is 27 — and more
mature about sexual matters.

it°> not liko standing at a residence hall

and handing condoms out to freshmen," he

said.

Huskey said the college holds al least

tour health exhibits yearly with props that

he considers just as controversial

"Once we passed out carrot and ceU-ry

sticks as a way of telling pt>ople to munch
on something more nutritious than cigaret-

tes, " he said "I dont see ottering condoms
as much different. I just see it as a way of

getting across the point."

Condoms have been recommended as a

guard against acquirc>d immune deficien-

cy syndrome, which has resulted in the

deaths of 57 percent of the 30.396 people

reported to have AIDS, according to the

latest figures from the federal Centers for

Disea.se Control.

Condoms also protect people from such
sexually transmittt>d diseasoi as gonorrhea
and chlamydia, which may result in sterili-

ty, arthritis and damaged fetuses L^p to 3
million cases of gonorrhea and at least that
many ouKirf'chlamydia are reported year-

ly, according to the US Public Health
Service.

Whether students will snap up the free

condoms Wednesday, however, remains to

be seen.

Housing Services

presents

Residence Hall

FURNITURE & MORE

Come see and evaluate for yourself
a variety of student room'setups/'
designs, and ideas for residence hall

interiors, and D^1C|
II

February 9,10,11,1987

9:00 am to 5:00pm

Campus Center Rm 163|
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Professor's show a must-go
Copper Giloth: Narrative Information

Works in video and electronic

sculpture
Herter Art Gallery thru Feb. 17

By ROB SKELTON
Collegian Staff

Copper Giloth's computer/video installa-

tions currently on display in Herter

Gallery make for a satisfying see. The com
ponents of the show are taped loops which

throw intriguing ideas out at the viewer

but which don't allow any extraneous voids

which might lead to boredom.

Copper's politics are feminist, pure and

simple, not alienating 'why should

feminism be alienating?! The computer

generated video display titled An

alphabet song for a young girl" contains

common images followed by a contem

porary illustration of idiosyncrasies and

social ills, for example: "C'ls for "cat." but

also "coathanger." and "choice
"

Speaking of coathangers, that is llu- lupic

of another multimedia installation which

features a slide projection of the Supreme
Court, and a video monitor with a message

about abtirtion which, by its placement.

tonus a shadows cross just in front.

ir Lion Auditions

These images drive home a feeling of

discomfort.

Copper teaches computer graphics in the

art department at UMass. and students

generally agree she doesn't have time or

tolerance for bullshit. Her background in

sculpture (has MFA in electronic visualiza

tion) and travel experience in Africa has

resulted in her juxtaposing futuristic art

forms (video, computer) against age old

social disorders.

It was while travelling and studying in

Egypt. Sudan, and Cameroon that she

realized how art could and should be in

tegrated into everyday life — that it was

not necessarilv a cosmetic nicety.

In video images of pumpkin carving, the

artist in stereo sound tells a story of

childhood Halloween; underlying this is a

story of much more sinister proportion. In

another installation she tells of a red table

she just had to have, even though it was

expensive. The accompanying film pans the

particular furnishing.

The show is mixture of simple and com

plex. It IS easy to digest but difficult to

swallow Its happening now in Herter

Gallery and it V a go-see.

cimttHued frtim page 13

students to participate, not

only now. but also m future

events.

Auditions for the show

will be held in the Theatre

IVuartment February 9 and

10. Those interested should

sign for a time slot at the

department bulletin board.

The show will be rehearsing

during Spring Break.

'//MM'//M///y///////////////////////'^^^'
',,m}WM)m>>JJWWMJM>}>}WMM}P\

^ecor^*^
Adult Children of

Alcoholics Group

c>
Gifts for

'-

your

Valentine

Spring

19d7

Tuesdays

1:00-2:30

Staged Anlmab

Mogs

Hcart-slupcd conuincn

Children's Jewlery

Hurt magnets, pencils

Heart Parses

Backpacks, etc

48 N. Pleasant Street

downstairs • 256 1609

Hours: Mon Sat 9 JO 530

Ific llnivtrjitv y^tshk 5«rvuxs Divwions a^ Mental Xtoftii

ox\A yitaiih TJucatien an sponsoring a t«n sesswn edxuatian

and support jrouf for adult chddren of akofwbcs.

'Sessions will be held

at the Xiniversisy Titalth Serwes on Tuesdays

from 1.•00-2:30 pm begmnm^ Jtbrxuuy 24.

/. ^

FoT-ntocmotioo. orTo <T9U^ coM 545 2307 v com* t>y 127 Hillj N<ytf>

Valentine's '87

Saturday, Feb. 14th!

Valentine cards,

Teddy Bears and lots nnore

!

omherst /rtorthompton

daily orKJ Sunday

A Large Assortment

of Pictorial Wall & Desk Calendars

Still Available

Located In the Campus Center

op.n M F 9 5 f^^UNIVERSITY
Sat 10-3 ikUSTORED

r mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm^mmmm^

The UMass Musical Theatre Guild

announces

AUDITIONS

February 9 & 10 • 7 PM - til

Campus Center Auditorium

.vvw^^w^n.^^|^wvvv%

Complete Hairstyling for Men & Women

HaifCttt - $9.00

Perms • $40 with haircut

228 Triangle St.

Amherst

Call: 549-1502

.SbBASTIAN
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WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY

Starts Monday, Feb. 9th

through Monday, Feb. 16th

HUNDREDS OF THE BEST DEALS
EVER IN AUDIO AND VIDEO!!

PANASONIC CQE 280

Indash, AM/FM Stereo Cassette

,Pigital, Hypertuner, Four Way Fader

a $179.95 value

$99.95

PANASONIC COS 505

• { y/ — »«•• St .• /
1

u*oo •<ra -.Xly ^

indr^sh, AM/FM Stores Cassette pkis

PIONEER TS106
SPEAKERS

ALL FOR $99.95

Im

I

rSAMSUNG
19"COLOR TELEVISION

$199.95

PANASONIC—
20" COLOR MONITOR
155 channel
cable ready

previously priced

at $699.95

$599.95

TDK SA90 $1.99

MAXELL XLII $1.99

MAXELL UR90 99<^

DISKWASHER D4 $9.95

ALSOP TAPE CLEANER & REFILLS

W/CARRY CASE - $14.95 value $4.95

adirondack music
AMHERST

15 East Pleasant Street

253-3100

GREENFIELD
239 Main Street

772-6803

Friday, February 10, 1987
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson
Smithereens
By Sarah Smith

"There it is again ... a feeling that In a past

tile I was someone named Shirley MacLalne."

Doonesbury

J^us^ be s^'f'^

/of siif^ 6eoy

' fiho '" ^^ 'f^^'

Fiords ^s ^e
; enh-ff S'f9*f s.^ts

CmiNNCL NE>^
S^a^SkCSmiU

misissoExcntNG'

CAUfORNlATA^K
F0fi££0N5eiF-

^t:^-^ t-K

TTTT

^ J BeATonsooomeR.
APPUCAms.PP'MOS'T

U»dYIH5 FOft AWT
ttOR.Sf6NEP

V

Bloom County

AL3IN0. { ^

^np:

tt
Bat Brain

ALDTOTWORK
TO W>, SO LET

7>»e i*>w vou

Gordy

H/e7^ SA:J^ /^SAffOAT

UEJi-*AA)0 TT/JE AtJPROiOf
AfOD ^JOUJ, oM -725 oo^

j\j^ Otoe
AKtMBNT PC£ASa

I

jtrCHig^S. DiG:>Hl*^.

OP BBA/ALF OF THB
VJOMB^J of THfS cMJiUe^
srrr. /'M HBAE. ffJ Com-
PtAt/JT OF r?//S ^£CUR.-
laiO^ DEf^oCyirof^ STAfB-
Me^fT -ThAT ^'CHKXS-

By Garry Trudeau

tJHAl A CaitNWi THAI (MAS.

\BPi ITMAS UK£ 7>C HUMAS
POTENTIAL MOVBM^m^DeCLM
ATWNOFffffePBMPeNC£, A
fOKMAL USH&fjm IN OF TH5
NBMAGe' UeAUFBlTSO
CONNBCTBP'

1 tUHYPOI
nMOuiimei
MtOMeHAP
AHMP»I
AUTHI5'

UK)N6SMftJ
arf 5NIIZLUJAS

VI9lTlN6liBiA-

TlVBilNAN-
aemffOME
ThATPfiy

By Berke Breathed

By Bill Dearing

7T̂HAT'S Fiwe. X JUST^
WANTCT "TOWP OfF

TH.6 n» fT^Tt) MEAP

55a use it wr^v

tIme wJtR ;Jo^^

r^y^-i

By Gorde

/r:$ oS*JoxioUS, C///U>-
/SH, A*Jp I AM AloT

/ Do^'T
FJJoi^ IaJHAT

i/Jeu., fAM OUMRFCKMJOEDf
vje'ci. DBAL nurrn r?^/s
FRoBC£Al -roA/IOK/ZotOA'
fiu -ma AfBiVJTyMe tn/^
IS AJe^C* A/OD TTVe

I Hoff^of

To all Collegian night staff and especial-

ly Laura Bell -- Thank yo" fo' *^« ^***

nights and hard work. We appreciate it.

— Nan and Kelly

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Michel J«ffe

40 OogpMcK 0*WY a rcrmm Amtin

\ FaNguyt
S Oaconcart
10 Btu* p«nc<i

W - Song Go
Owl <^ My

15 04MWftHW9»W««

ncwry
ytwtmna
20 Owactor o» 3'

Acroft
22N«Myk)aii
?3 iMn* Pt««»

?4 Short «nooi»

31 Enamalad ««'•

33 Gum«ho«
SSSoyMOl

36SugoMi
JTBMDMMn-

41 Salad «>••"

4? CoMg* oftoai

43 St^ talk

44 Trumpaw *i

*i <im**m6 up
47 MD* tf%*

48 T>B>wgra«t

49 larga <|uanMy

M Song (ram 37

Aa««* una* St
Doon

MManaga
61 C'lMing
eiSMnaar
S3 Pifadoiw
•4 ToetfwMia

• onca iMonia's

9 Slinging miaci

10 Parad«a
1

1

imarpraiaiion

i?Spemca*<a'
Ooas

ISQoMgadgat
19 Pfavail

?i Oancar Joaa
wid lamnv

2i Ora«$ thapa
26 Pumpkin aaiar

of

?• Sound Horn ma
waadoix

M - Kintal

30C«capa
31 Rodiv crag

32 0nao<*ia
Faia*

33
34Pnaai ag
36 2oo aNrac^ona

irom Tibai

Sa WW N ««a«ai

36

45 ComplaM
46 Cullufal arm o'

ma UM
46Haavao*y Dodv

M Vita

SI MiM QraOv
^2 E.quaiuas

iraaty org

SS Sly (ound

M Catchall abbr

S7 Strika Obi

M Wratn»

S9SaaS4 Acroaa

60 Agnut -

ANSWCRJO PWEVIOUS PUZZLE

•SComaci
66 0am«aa«'>
•7Monayx

MaB«e
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Lanch

Hamburg on Roll

Eggs Foo Yung

Dinner

Chicken Parmesan
Meatballs

Chicken Parmesan
Chill Cheese Puff

Menu
Basics Lanch

Humus Vegetable Pocket

Sandwich

Eggs Foo Yur^

Basics Dinntr

Hi-Protein Spaghetti/

Tomato Sauce
Mixed Bean Casserole

Weather
Today Partly sunny, high near 35 Windy

again. 10 to 20 m.p h

Tonight: Clear and cold, lows in the teens

Tomorrow Clear and cold, lows in the teens

Today's Staff
Night Editor Nancy Klingener

CopY Editor Parn Brachen

Photo Editor .
Niki SokolofT

Layotit Tech Michael Solaroli

Production Supervisor Debbie Pikul

Production: Kelly Sieger, Paula Hogan, Karlin Isele.

Glenn Stephens, Shane Kielmeyer. Donna DeLec

*CHiacs pfCMfM/r'

Executive Board — Spring of 1987

KELLY SIEGER
EdHor In Chtef

NAVCY KLINGENER
Managing Editor

STEVE RUBIN
BmbIbms Manager

PHIL SERAFINO
Editorial Editor

ANSEL ZINTER
ProdncUon Manager

Business Board — Spring of 1987

STEVE RUBIN
BvtUwM Manager

PAUL H. LESSER
Advertising Sale* Manager

VANESSA ROTH
Finance Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marketing Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
CIrcntation Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Svbacription Manager
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• acid rain
niiitiiiutd friirn page 9

it," Godfrey said.

Godfrey said acid rain is caused by sulfer dioxide and

nitric acid, elements produced primarily by electric

generating facilities, motor vehicles, and miscellaneous

other sources.

•"We are hardly innocent with all the cars we have,"

Godfrey said, with Massachusetts causing 20 to 30 per

cent of its acid rain levels.

"The environment has been battered by this thing all

these years. The environment is very resilient, but it is

losing its resiliency," Godfrey said.

There could be major biological problems, according to

Godfrey.

"Eighteen out of thirty-two of the state reservoirs from

a 40 year record show a decline in neutralizing capaci

ty,
' he said, adding the Quabbin river has not had rain

bow trout living there for the past five years.

He said research regulating acid rain levels began in

1973, although acid rain has probably been around .since

thM turn of the century.

"1 think we've been through the woist point between

the 40s and mid 60s when oil consumption was high," he

said, because Clean Air Act was passed forcing revisions

of generators, which eliminated 50 percent of the acidity

levels.

He said attempts to pass legislation to further reduce

contributions to high acid rain levels by generators have

been struggling to get out of committees in Congress for

about five years.

"There is a lot of money involved. Somebody has got to

pay that. Should the taxpayers pay? Should the polluters

pay?" he said, adding it would cost four to five billion

dollars yearly for ten years to significantly reduce the acid

rain levels.

He said he began the informal study when he found out

people did not think acid rain occurred in Massachusetts.

"I was stunned because people didn't think it occurred

here The idea there being to say to people its acid that

just fell on voiir umbrella." he said.

* area

Q<3i

mnliniied from page 9

In addition to sponsoring events, the commuter govern-

ment, whose office is located m the fourth floor of the Stu-

dent Union, deals with issues that affect offcampus

students, she said.

Wesley is now trying to get the shopper shuttle to

operate again. She was scheduled to meet with the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts Transit Advisory Board today to

discuss the matter, she said.

When it ran one year ago, the shopper shuttle went in-

to all the apartment complexes to lift students and took

them to shopping centers. It was discontinued because not

enough riders used it

Wesley plans to meet soon with the administration and

discuss lighting the parking lots that commuters use on

campus, she said. "We're concerned about the safety of

commuter parking lots, the Plots," she added.

Each semester the commuter government publishes a

newsletter with articles explaining what it does and

features on student organizations such as AHORA. the

Latino students club

In addition to the Spokt>pt i^.»ii> the treasurer and the

programming coordinator, the commuter government has

13 members. Each year 35 commuter senators u-e

elected to the Undergraduate Student Senate.

Valentine's Day • Saturday, February 14

I

SaV

-k hostages

Montgomery Roses at

MONTGOMERY FLORIST
Rte 9 Hadley • 584-3798

Men S*i yo Sun 10 5

J8 PWtsani Si Norilampion

University club offers lowest cost aircraft ren-

tal and fliqht instruction to students, faculty,

and staff of the 5 colleges - Call 665-2577

Scndampssasc

stra^ from yaui heart.

Send !he FTD Hearts *'

Flowers Bouquet \

Lang Stemmed and

Sweetheart Roses

Say "I love You"

Retiutifullv

KNOWLES
FLOWER SHOP
172 N. Pleasant St

Amherst, MA
PHONE 253-3805

Master Charge-Visa

The three-pafje tetter was delivered at midafternoon to

the Eleirut otTicv nf a Western news agency with a

photograph of Steen, 8.5 hours before the death deadline

Steen smiled broadly m the Polaroid picture altachi*d

t<i his letter He wore a blue sweater and was clean

*ha\«-n In a ^lx minute videotape message on Sunday,

he wore a short beard grown in captivity

Steen's letter urged the hostages' wives, the American

people and the media to "push our government to order

Israel to guarantee the release of 400 Palestinian mu-

jahids before midnight"
The letter presumed that I.srael must act if Washington

dictates It contained misspellings and awkward gram
mar and turns of phrase that could mi-an it was drafted

by Steen's captors. The word tVu hoi\ w.irrior came
variously as mujahed and mujahid.

Steen al.so wrote: "If Israel is not ready to reconsider

its attitude the American people must put pressure on our

government and convince it to reconsider its relationship

with Israel. . .at least after our death."

He warned the United States against attacking Lebanon
•*f> that the live* ofAmerican citizens don't become jeopar

dized."

Steen ended the U-ttii with words of affection to his w \\v

\'irginia Rose. ;i5, of Jackson. Miss. "Listen love I dont
want to see you cry any more. Tell them to release the

400. I love you, Virginia."

V.

at Watch for ^
upcoming p

Valentine coverage

in the Collegian
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Stop, Pop, and Hope it Drops!
CAN YOU SHOOT WITH THE BEST OF THEM?

^ TIME OUT ^
PRESENTS

PeDcilier'

$1.89

Tlic

B«tt«r ^

BaU Polat Pea 89<

Whatever the avMjinment. P'ilot hds the

k)miula lor writinf! comlort aiid pnvision

Pilot s IJetter Ball Point Pen. in medium
and fine pr)ints, lets you hn-v/A: Uin >ujih lonjj

note-taking ,sts.sion,^ In tact, wi- w made writer^

fatigue a thing of'the past! This crystal barreled veteran

of the campus has a nbbed finger grip hr c()i)tinu»a<i comfort and

Ls perfectly balarKed foi eIfortJcs,s writing. Best of all. you II never

throw it out because it's refiUable.

The perfect teammate U) the Better Ball Point Pen v. hlot s

Penalier O.Smin mechanical pencil, h has a continuoas lead feed

system and a cushion tip that helps eliminate the frustrabon of lead

break ige. The Peiv liiers jumbo eraser does the job ckanly while

the r .ibed f{np offe > the same comfort as the Better liall Point Pen

T'ick up the Pikx Team at your campus f
bookstore toda\.. The Better Ball

Point Pen and "^J^e Pencilier.
PILOT

GREAT
SmHITERS

CONTEST

TONIGHT - TUESDAY - 9-11

T-SHIRTS, PRIZES, A GUARANTEED GREAT TIME!

I

Women gymnasts lose to Yale; ski teams excel at Loon
By STEVE RICHARDS
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts women's gymnastics

team got more than they bargained for last Saturday at

New Haven, CT, as Yale University did everything right

in soundly beating UMass 179.8-170.95.

Co-captain Rosanne Cleary and her teammates
dropped a 179^170.95 decision to Yale, Saturday

in New Haven, CT.

A(. llViItt ,• AuIjKJ

AllIO fCH/ SAll •CAlClM.AIOUb
ENttRIAlNMENI •FO? R6NT

FOR SALE •POUND
HtLPVVANTED -LOST

1

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC113 MO

"Yale definately took us by surprise," coach Chuck

Shiebler said. "They were exceptionally in control of the

meet from the beginning. They were a coach'.s dream."

Shiebler's team has been improving steadily this season.

But Saturday the Minutewomen were doomed by mistakes

on the balance beam and uneven parallel bars and Yale's

near perfect performance

.

"If we had cleaned up our routines and avoided some
of the falls, we could have made it a closer meet. But
there's no que.stion the better team won" he said.

All was not gloomy for Ma.ssachusetts, however.

Freshman Kristin Turmail continued to impress,

leading UMa.ss in the three events she competed m with

scores of at least 9.0 and sophomore Lou Kaufman had

a personal best in the all around with a 34.1 and scored

the first 9.0 of her collegiate career in the balance beam.

"Lou had a very nice set, was very aggressive. ,ind hit

everything," Shiebler said.

Yale's Jenny Roberts dominated the meet, winning the

all-around with a score of 36.55 in leading the Elis to a

sweep of all four events.

With the lopsided results from the weekend and the

team's slow 15 start, Shiebler is hoping for improvements.

"1 was disappointed but not discouraged (with Satur

day's results I," he said. "While we have been improving,

we should be making bigger strides. In meet situations,

we're having trouble putting it together."

The Minutewomen will have a chance to turn it around

Wednesday when they return home to challenge

Springfield College at 7 p.m. '

In other sports action over the weekend, the UMass
men's and women's varsity ski teams each had excellent

performances m their meets at Loon Mountain in New
Hampshire.
The men. led by race winner junior Marc Denis, won

the slalom event by a ten second margin over Boston Col

lege ana finished second to Plymouth State College in the

giant slalom.

CLASSIFIED

The women's team flip-flopped the results of their male

counterparts, winning the giant slalom and taking second

in the slalom, behind BC.

Massachusetts freshman Rick D'Elia had a particualar-

ly good meet, winning the giant slalom by .08 seconds over

Plymouth State's Neil Browne, and finsihing lourth in the

slalom.

On the women's side, co^aptain Kathy Smiley took first

place in leading UMass to their two second victory over

BC Colleen Sweeney, the team's other ctxaptain, finished

fourth and eighth, in the giant slalom and slalom

respectively

Other top ten finishers for the Minutewomen were Cin-

dy Johnson (third in the GSt and Lisa Irelan (6th in the

slalom).

By virtue of their performances at Lo<m last weekend,

Ixith teams secured sole possession of first place, with the

women opening a two ptiint lead <»ver BC. and the men
snapping a tie with Plymouth State to take a slim one

point advantage.

The teams will hit the slopes again this weekend in the

Amherst tournament at Berkshire East in Charlemont.

MA

• women's swim team
cmt.nu^d from page 20

^^^^^ ^ ,^^^g warmup' tonight," he

said. . . The coach has decided to go with a new lineup

Instead of his regulars swimming two or three events, he

will opt to give some freshmen and sophmores a chance

to qualify for the New England's. . The seven graduating

seniors will be honored in a presentation before the meet

. . Newcomb has a lot of respect for the top two teams in

the conference. "Maine has a lot of depth They're not an

outstanding team, but four of thero will be right thare at

the finish in every meet. Northeastern has a deep team

with a lot of talented individual athletes," he said.

Newcomb has yet to determine how many divers will ae

company the team at the New England's. Divers are not

mibjed to qualifying times, so his decision is up in pu? air.
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Ptr«ONAlS» WDE WANltD
RIDEPS NEEDED 'SERVICES
ROOMATE WANTED* TRAVEL

WANTED* SUBLET

Mcnvtvn

OCLTA M^SILON nUTEHNrTV op&n ntUf

F«b 4.S.9 10.11 .1 7 It • 00 .tom Itw OucM

tmmC. ACTMQ.nDiANCf >n*truct>on

Prival* and group Ai mmsM i»««4 o( ab*^

ty UnivCfMy Artt Cound (Mcounta
avaMMt tor UMSM MuCMM* PartorRMrw

Art* OvwonAiMaMOW Clttp«< S4S06 19

ROOM FOR RENT Nonhwood apt* A C
Pool SfnoKar o< noosmonar $140 a month

•OOMMtMNT

WAMTtO TO tlNT

FILM: WESTERN EUROKAN Slud«s
sponsors On W^al a Lov««y W«' a sur

realistic wok al WWi 2/i(V87 - 30PM
Thompaon 102

BIBLE STUOV: WEONESOAV. 6 30PM
CC 178 n«v Eate' Hargis lacii<>aies this

diacuaaan wtnm >ocuair«g on iiD«raiion

tfwotogy All mtcomt'

SEMESTER BREAK ISREAL trip reunion

Remndle good leelmgs Teusday FeC 10

7 30PM OuOM Room /Student Un«n spoiv

sored Dy Hiltei

UPCQINCRAL MEETMO Tumday 2'10

aieSOPMinroom 101CC Inloonupcom-
ing cOTKens" New rnemMrs always

PHOTON FUTON
FREE DELIVERY

K.ng 143 Ouwin 118

OouOle 103 Tw*n 8i

566-8917

BURTON ELITE ISO snow board 1966/6"

model Used only once %}*0 neg Peie

546-4191

AIRLINES CRUnCLMCS HIRINOt Sum
mer Caraei' Good pay Tiavel Can tor

guide, casaatte nawsaervice' (916)
944 4444 e«t 161

SEEKINO OfKUNIC OCIMSTRV 261
tutor ap> 10 hrs per week il interested

5461413

WATCRFRONT. TENMS, ~UMD tports

cauncelors tor aummar muttc and sporn
camp m Mame Can James Sattman
617.641 3612

: ttijoarrs needed lo

_^_^ I to dorms on campus
No car naoMaary Approi i nr/day 7

days/wait Higfi weekly pay Bonus paid
tor eiceneni delivery Call i''53 7009

auon>

YAMAHA A700. 100W/CH. inwgralod

amp'SSSO Akai cas deck-Si 75

aqualizer-SlOO call Dan 6-4313

COMIC BOOKSOnCAT new A pack issue

aalaction at tow pnoaa Mmmum 1 5 percent

discount with this ad We buy A trade

J R s Comics Etc Mountain Farma MaH
Hadtey 486.?44l

HOOK UP INTO Cytier with an ApplellC

With Modem printer and software Can
Sconal 253-3893

OUCCi WAtC»«8 FOR lad«s only S30
many styles can Brian 6-7425

rOUND

STUDENT REP WANTED to ••• Irm^
sp'inq (iri»a« c«li 6f 3?l 4165

OVERSEAS JOBS SUMMER, yr round
Europe S Anrierica Australia. Aata AH
Aetos S90O-2000ino Srghl seeing Freewv
to write UCPOfloaSS-MAI Corona 0«i

Mar CA9262S

A«TOrOt«AU

75 CORVEftE EXCELLENT ewwjrtion Low
milage 283-8046

IS It true you can buy J««pa tor $44

through the US Government' Get the

facts today' Call 1312-7421142 ext

9B31-A

1977 CHEVY MALIBU good trampomtion

500 or B/O Barry 256-6673

lOtT

ATMKE-S WiSTVIEW Thursday 11/29

Ian down ski jacket w/corduroy top Ig

reward rto questions asked it s cok) out

there, so give it back, plaaaa" Call Mark
549 7662

DESPERATELY'SEEKING SEHCO. Lost

before inleraassion-iwo-tone ladies quartz

Seiko Missirra saiety chain Very dear to

me Call 5-0569 and ask lor Oiana

INTERESTED IN BECOMWM a Tour
Guide'' Applications ar« available at 101

Berkshire Mous« Deadline Feb 13

RARf-TIME ROUflCS ClMnWMr Action

IS rvyw payirtg S5/hf fur environmental ac-

tivists Our paid training program will

devetope your skiHs >n communications
paraonet managamem ar>d community
organumg Work evenings 5-10PM -great

location in center of Amhersi Cal 549-7450
Mon-Fn 9 00-5 00

FRENCH TUTOA NEEDED. S5 00/hr 2 4

hrs per week Tom 256-3512 Fluency m
Francti ptoaaa.

IMSrtUCTION

MtGAN: WE MET at Carmahnaa on
1/31/87 you were celebrating your l^<lay

«/tam«y and tnenda i want to sea you
agam. can Loreruo S4S-7S72c place a per

sonai P S Vou had vaal FrancaMe

BETH. EXACTLY TWO ywn ago a tone

ly umpire recieved brow niws from a

beautiful person He st4l remembers sua

loves her siui aroiMlers Stamford
Cormocticirt

SUMMCR IN CtPPi S2M Lowest
scnedutad fares to aa oi Europe form
Boston CaN 1(800)325 2222

TO THE GIRL wty> has my Wack Foremo
coat from ttte Pub on Feb 3 I itave your

coal Ptoase caM ma< Jan 2535515

C0NORATULATK>NS TO THE New m-
itiatas 0* Alpha Chi Omega Chi Omega.
artd Kappa Kappa Gamma Love the

S««or*of Sigma Kappa

LOUIELOUIE HAPPY belated btfthday ?0'

Lovp ya BCP nave a oariy'

MERVIN MURPHV-HAPPY birlhdaywe
love you Gerv an<i Rr>b

HAPPY BIRTHDAV BETH WhUa Hope its

a good one Low*. Adnenna

TYPINC.
accurate

SiBVICIS

TAPE TRANSCRIPTKM. Faal.

665 7652

TuTORiNO. suasTrruTc nAcmta m
business management, marketing
finance investmerti A microcornpulers S7
per hour Meg 536-5006 leave message

TBAVIl

MAKE THE RKIMT mov for spring break"
Fort Lauderdale $129 Nassau. BanamM
t349 lor more info caM Dave 5464709

WANTIO

STUDENTS DESIGN AND paint political

mu'al Craft Center 545 2096

LOCAL BANDS WANTED Eastside con
cens Banie of ttte Bands on Feb 28 Con-
tact Bruce or Oavid 54»4160

WILL PAY DOUBLE >o' 50A49 parking

sticker call 546 8977/546-9267

ALEX, ALKX A DEBaiE I'm lata bul Hap
py Birthday lo rny sisters February SiKth

What a day Love Sparky

MICHELLE WRYNN CONGRATULA-
TIONS on becoming a sister have a great

lite Love the Baked Attempt

IN RESPONSE: MADOIE. you will always

be rny endless love and each time you
touch me we can liryj a way to a higher

love It must be love so stay for a while

because I honestly love you Love Chris

tWBUT

MHICASN

NEED MONEY FOR spnng break'' I need
your baseball cards' Pleaae help Can Mike
549-0333

spBMo MAK ar

MOTOICYCLU

GENESIS TICKETS-FEB.16TH in

Chester, best otfer. can 549-6678
Wof

HBSONALS

LOSE WBOMT NOW1 10 29 Ibs/ntonth

with HettMl Weight Control 100 percent

guarantaad can Mark 5465938 Dan
546-4151

1980 LeCAR 46.000 miles. 4tpd runs wall

$500 Call Dave 566-3869

HELPI I LOST my calculator ball m the

Physical Science LitKary-reward' Call Dick

at 5843499

-80° VOLVO SEDAN neadi work, excallani

parts Steve 6-7958

ISIjTvW SCIHROCCO loaded, many new
parts Must sell asking $5000 call Jon

546-3232

CALCULATOIS

HELP! I LOST my leather jacket at Delanos

on Wednesday Feb 4th sientimental value

No questions asked 549-0608 reward is be-

ing offered

LOST KEY ON U2 key chain Reward call

6-9677

RESUME TYPESETTINO SERVICE
Have your resume protesaionally lypesel

Ttie best qufJity type, not a word processor

Sixteen different type styles to choose from
Takes only 3 days costs $25 and any
chattges I'll do for FREE Come down to the

Coll«^ian Graphics Office (113 Campus
Center) and speak to Peter Sodertierg

BIDI WANTCD

RIDE NEEDED TO Syracuse N V any
weekend call anytime 253-9063

BAHAMAS $399 A up spaces SliH

available CaH Bryan 546-9021 or Bruce
253^7312

JAMAICAN SPWNO BBiAK

DO YOU LIKE Jamaica m the moonlighP
Sandy t)eaches drinking rum every mghf
Make this spring tireak somethino to

remember"' Only $499 00 tor rt air A
private villa includes maid, cook, and
groundskeeper Don't miss out -seats

limited so call today' 549-5203

AN IMXPfNStVt $1

DO YOU WANT to go to me Bahamas
jama^a. orFt Lauderdale' tMe have com
piete trips lu ttw Bahamaa aianng from
349 and complale Ft LaudartfUa trip 129
busor3i9ai'iara Thaae prwaa a* ndude
Irwiapartaaon and hoM Vou «« not iind

a ctieagar Mai wrth anyone eiao For nlai

malion can Mike or Rich at 549-5401
Space IS kmrted

JfWI$H $TAIN(D aLA$$

COME WORK ON a protect w«« JMman
ngrWicance Oaoinriers wMcowail Every
Thurailair m Faoruary and March alter

lOons S4&-209e

$PtlNO BMAK

DEPARTS EVERY WEEK m March Fi

Lauderdale $309 includes Rt Jet A hoM tor

7 nights all lasea artd lips Departs evary
week m March Montreal weekends $79
departs every weekend Feb-May inciudaa
round trip motor coach 8 2 nights hotel

directly downtown AH taxes ar>d rips

Oaytona Beach motor coach and 7-nigh!

hotel on the strip $229 aH taxes and tipa and
servica cltarges For more dalaMS call

DynanMC Dwstinalwns. 482 Mam Street

Maiden. 617 324-7735. 617321-4165

TYPINO $itV«CI

QUAUTY TYPING LONG or short pro

lacts MeticukMiS proofreading Editing

avariabto Raaumaa a apaciMy 549-0367

tfa4$niio AcupuNcrwti$T

REGISTERED ACUPUNCTURIST
TREATING overweight insomnia pains

aireas rteadeache, backacf>e. smoking.
5494147

FINANCIAL AID WOIK$HOP

FIND OUT HOW lo get money for school

Feb 17 5-7PM Webster Lounge East Side
Feb 18 5-7PM Hamden Common
Soothwast

MDCRt WANTIO

mmTAINMiNT

FOR RfNT

ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE vranted $120

month right on bus roule hoa! included

256-1518

NEED AROOJin'?? Delia Chi fraternity or-

Sunset Ai^e 'benmO Southwest rias a

limiteo no ot spaces for nonsmoKing

males We offer great rooms 24 hr meai

plan all appliances scholastic atmosphere

ana a great social life Call Joe al 549-t>l79

or Tom 549-5515

PROFESSIONAL/GRAO FEMALE lo rem

one 0' 3 Brms 'n Deajlitui conao close 10

Ut/lass on bus line Kitchen/laundry met

Call after 7PM 256-1547

AT BOOK ANNEX Wednesday 2A} Eastpak

blue bookbag lots of stuff m it Please at

least return glasses" Call Julio 546-4664

HUP WANHD

LIGHT KITCHEN HELP; 4/6hrs/wk lor 7

days meals tree on campus call 549-0454,

549-054
'

PART-TIME STUDENT lo put up flyers

weekly 586-9336

ROOM AND BOARD m exchange lo- 15

hou'S DC' wpek rhiioren and housewori<

need own ci- call 548-9057 Leveret:

ASSEMBLY WORK AT home plus many
others Earn good wag(?s in spare time In

10 504-64 1-0091 Ext 2068 7 days

FULL AND PART lime positions available

Very llexible hours and excellent working

conditions Conveniently located in the

Center of Amherst You can earn up lo $20
an hour with salary and commissions Con-

tact Target Enterprises lor an interview Ask

for Keith

MEET NEW PEOPLE) Get oreal ex-

perience' Come write lor New England s
largest college daily The Collegian is m 1 13

Campus Center, right tjehirtd the T V
Come down and check us out'

SKI. SKI . SKi
5 College trips' Day trips

night trips to Berkshire East
Rates Stan at $9 for lifts

and transportation for night sk

Rentals and lessions also avai

Bus leaves UMass & colleges
Registration deadline Mon Feb 2

For more into caH
549-4600 x32B

DAVE THANKS FOR' tlie pii/a' 6i

Townehouse no repeats please we are an

on diets'

TUTOR WANTED
546-5414 Betsy

CHEM 112 cal

FEMALE BORDERS NEEDED, walking
distance lo carnpus Price comparable to

dorms Home cooked meals Contact Karen
256-6874

ROOMMATI WANTIO

GRAD STUDENT. PROFESSIONAL
woman to share 2-t)drm apartment m Nor
thampton $217 50 545-2440 days
884 0074 203-872 3168 eves

I AM FORCED to leave my apartment cove'

my lease until June t40'monlh l month
free call Joe 256-0626

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share

a room al Nonnwooo Ap: Call Nancy or

Meg 665-8250

1 -BEDROOM AVAILABLE SUNERLAND
Fully lurnisheo ap: No lease' Cheap
Oroiprablv female 665-8651

FEMALE WANTED TO Share bedroom in

Northwood Apartment $120/month can

Beth 665-7194

ST.

THAN YOU AGAIN! Seldom do your

prayers go unanswered I am very grateful

I CANT III A OOIN DARN TNINO

ON 2/2 I lost my glasses either m Tobm 204

or Mahar or in between They are n a blue

case If you lound them please call 6 8347

FOR A GOOD TIMi CAU

RACK-A-DISC Entertainment Agency Disc

jocKies listb. rentals and mobile video

dances' 549-7144

LU$CIOU$ TAN$ WANTfD

BAHAMAS WANTS TO warm your body'
Trips Slart CI $349 includes round trip air-

fare 7 nighis accomodation and much more
limited space available call 549 4755

MOVIf ON FRIDAY 13TH

NEAG IS SHOWING me movie About Las'

Night' on February 13 Come and see it

with p friAnrl

KATHiRiNi iwirr

KATHERM4E. HAPPY 20TH biHhdayi We II

make this l&st semester together a good
one Love Kristin and Doug

GRAPHIC $ INTIRN

GRAPHICS INTERN WANTED for Nor-

thampton Ad Agency Call 586-2135
Wheels

CLOIET $AIE

FULL LENGTH RACOON sKin cc t m
good condition $200 00 NCR ash
register naods only minor repair fo 'u i

operation or just a conversation piece

$50 00 Resignol skis marker bindings anci

caber boots Great package for someon-
«no wants to learn without major inves'

men'. $80 00 Call Ansel 256-6182

PROFE$$IONAL TYPING

SPEEDY KEYS -DISSERTATIONS
resumes papers ?56 100?

UROfNT

URGENT NEW DEADLINE Washington
trip International Student Lobby lor Soviet

Jewry no later than Wednesday Feb 1 1
»

5 00 PM Hillel Office or CC Concourse
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Football recruits to sign to letters of intent
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

For high school football players, tomorrow morning
will be the first opportunity to mail out their national
letters of intent.

While an ofTicial list of players planning to attend the
University of Massachusetts is not scheduled to be releas-

ed ur:il late today or tomorrow, a source in the football
office has released name^ of prominent high school
recruits that the school does expect to sign.

"This is going to be an outstanding class both in terms
of size and potential," the source, who did not wish to
be identified said. "This class will have greater size than

last year's and we're very excited about the skilled posi-

tions we should have coming in."

The team is seeking to fill about 13 to 15 spots on the
roster but it is unclear how many recruits will be sign-

ed to letters of intent.

Among the players expected to sign to UMass are four

huge offensive linemen that team officials hope may fill

the void left by graduating seniors John Benzinger, Bob
Greaney, Stan Kaczorowski and Pete Montini. The
recruits are: Rich Cavanaugh (6-6, 315 lbs. from Holyoke,
MA). Kai Dietker (6-5, 295 lbs. out ofNew Jersey). Tony
Acocella (6-4, 265 lbs. from Montclair. NJ) and Adam
Stoddard (6-4, 235 lbs. from Last Lime, CT).
Two others, tailback/wide receiver Alan Williams (5-11.

185 lbs. from South Plainfield, NJ) and quarterback Paul
Tornature (6-0, 190 lbs. from Ridgewood, NJ) should help

continue the Minutemen's progress on offense for the

coming year.

"Tornature's a thrower," the source said.

Also expected to help bolster the offense will be Jerome
Bledsoe, an explosive tailback (5-9, 175 lbs.) timed at 4.6

in the 40-yard dash. Bledsoe rolled up 19 touchdowns and
1,200 yards in six games before breaking a small bone
in his foot midway through the season. The injury is not

expected to affect his play at UMass.
On the defensive side, Vaughn Williams (5-11, 175 lbs.

from Piscataway. NJ) is expected to strengthen a weak
UMass secondary.

SPORTS

It's official
Pipe repairs force

Gorillas from Hill

Lax at the Stadium
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Have a gallon of ctrffee, a cold shower and
sit down.
For seniors on this season's University

ofMassachusetts men's lacrosse team, last

year's 15-8 first round stomping of the
University of New Hampshire in the
NCAA playoffs in May might have been
their final game played in front of the huge
crowds that have always rocked the Hill at

Boyden field.

Saying that it was unlikely that the in

stallation of a new steam line .system
located below the surface (»f Boyden field

could be completed in time for the UMass'
first game. A.ssistant to the Dean for Facili
ty Management Jim Petulak said yester
day that the Gorillas will have to play all

home games for the 1987 season at War
ren McGuirk Alumni Stadium.
"I made the decision to use the stadium

because it is apparent that the field will not
be ready in time," said Petulak, who said
he made his decision after meeting with
;«bout a dozen administrators and physical
plant workers. "The only saving grace is

that it's a temporary .situation."

According to Peter Wozniak, director of
operations of the physical plant, the old
pipes, extending from Tobin to the
Southwest Residential Area, had provided
Southwest with hot water for many years
before a break in one of the pipes prompt«d
the decision to replace them after the soc-
cer season last fall.

"We've been going year to year with
these pipes." Wozniak said. "If the pipes
were to suddenly fail, then Southwest
would have to be shut down for the winter.
That would shut down the university.
Otherwise we wouldn't do it."

Wozniak said installment of the new
pipes and backfilling is scheduled to be
completed by March 1. four weeks prior to
the Gorillas' opening game vs. Cornell
University. However, he said he did not
know how long i» would take the school to
level down and sod the field.

Neither does Petulak.
"The big factor was that there's a 12-inch

ditch that still has to be filled, settled and

Construction of steam pipes beneath Boyden field is expected to force the
lacrosse team to play its home games at Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium,
lacrosse, will be vacant this season.
weeks away from the season and there's
still snow on the ground." Petulak said.

For head coach Dick Garber. a Lacrosse
Hall of Fame member and UMass' only
coach in the schools 33 year history of the
sport, the news is a surprise, but not a big
one.

"I knew this fall at soccer games that
there was a lot of water on the surface,

"

Garber said. "But it didn't concern me at
the time.

"We (Petulak and Garber) knew work
had to be done but we thought it would be
done by the time the season started."
Garber has taken the news with the

casualness of a man who has seen it all.

But his players and lax fans haven't.
"In terms of the team. I don't think they

was disappointed to hear that in all pro
bability we would not be playing at the
field in the spring.

"I've always kidded my players and ask-
ed them waht they would do if a bomb fell

on Boyden field. Would they play the
season? They always said yes. I guess it's

sort of the same thing. Now it looks like
our home field will be the stadium. We'll
still play."

For senior midfielder Doug Musco. who
said he's been looking forward to playing
in front of the 4.000-plus fans that jam the
Hill, the move is no laughing matter.
"We're bumming severely. It's my senior

year and I want to play here in front of the
crowds at Boyden. We're upset about it,"

said Musco, who added he isn't sure what

'ollr(ian photo by Rymr CuarnotU

University of Massachusetts men's
The Hill, synonymous with UMass

size crowd in the volumous Warren
McGuirk. "It's definately going to be dif-

ferent not having the fans on top of you.
That's always been fantastic.

"I think the fans are going to be a little

more distant and it's going to be more of
a hassle for fans to see us play. The team
intensity will always be there but I'm wor-
ried that the crowd intensity might slack
off. It's going to take a lot of motivation for

fans to go down there after class."

So that's it. No thrill on the Hill this

year. Another setback for UMass athletics.

No one wins.

"The thing I feel worst about is that
we're going to have a really good team this

year with a good schedule. With the
NCAA's last year, everyone's up for^^dyou'.oniytaikingatx>uti.ingsix are upset - vet." h;;aid ;:;;v;i;;;;^r^ u ^iH ^.r^f;;:;:^.:^ ^;;;;:r: ir^'-^b^^^i/

Mmutewomen host Mt. Holyoke in Boyden finale
Swimmers ready forNew England's Feb. 20

By LINDA DELIVORIAS
Collegian Staff

When a team is mentally and physically
preparing for post-season competiton. the
last meet of the regular season is viewed
as a tuneup. It is a time to put the body and
the mind on cruise control, correct
mistakes, and improve times.
This is the attitude of the University of

Massachusetts women's swim team as it

hosts Mount Holyoke College tonight at 7

at Boydpn Pool The Minutewomen should
conquer neighboring MHC with relative
ease, enabling UMass to use the victory as
a springboard for the New England Cham
pionships which will be held February
20-22 at Springfield College.

"This meet shouldn't be a problem. We're
just going to relax and see what we can
do,"coarh Bob Newcomb said. "The last

meet is a good opportunity to swim a lot

of different people and try to get them to
qualify for the New England's."
Nineteen UMass swimmers have already

met the criteria to compete in the 14-team
Division I and II New England Conference
Championships The two most recent
qualifiers freshman Lisa Bernier and
junior Liz Peress. posted their times in the
Minutewomen's 149 119 win over the
University of New Hampshire on Satur
day. Bernier was clocked in the 200 meter
fiy in 2:30.77, while Peress managed an im
pressive 1:08.04 in the backstroke.
UMass is putting its two-game winning

streak and 7 4 record on the line against
Mount Holyoke. Last year the
Minutewomen ripped Holyoke, 82-57. at

South Hadley.

"They have some good swimmers, but
they're few and far between. They
graduated some good kids. " Newcomb said.

"Paige Baggett (freestyle), and Lynn

Snowpeak should give us some good com-
petition."

Newcomb also feels his troops are right
on track for the New England's.
"The past two meets (UNH and URI)

were the beginning of our taper and rest
period. Our performances have been con-
sistent. We're right where we want to be."
he said. "The first two spots in the New
Englands are practically wrapped up
(Maine and Northeastern), but if we swim
out of our minds we can catch Nor-
theastern Third place should be a dogfight
between us and New Hampshire."
This is the third consecutive .sea.son that

UMass' record has improved. Last year the
Minutewomen finished at 7-5, a dramatic
improvement from the previous season's
record of 3-9.

Newcomb attributes several factors to
his teams improvement the past three
campaigns.

"It's experience. Everyone is a year older,
and they're used to my program. In high
school, most of the kids had two-a-days, but

I prefer shorter, intense workouts,"
Newcomb said. "It's another year of

growth. We didn't have many exceptional
recruits, but a lot of good kids."

The last regular .season meet at Boyden
signals the end of the collegiate careers of

seven graduating Minutewomen. Co-
captain Stephanie Meyer, Carolyn Collins,

Kelly Henson, Cathy Sheedy, Noelle
Southwick, Allison Uzzo, and Georgia
Wood will be taking their final laps at

Boyden.
"It will be their last opportunity to swim

in front of the hometown crows. I've seen
a lot of growth and improvement in them
over the past few years. It's going to be
tough to lose them," Newcomb said.

Splashes: The Minutewomen are usual-

ly accustomed to having about a week off

between meets. However, Newcomb is not

concerned that his squad has had only two
days to prepare for Mount Holyoke. 'Two
days off won't affect our performance. We
had a good workout yesterday, and we'll

continued on page 19
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Chancellor
appoints
advisor
By JENNIFER DEMFSEY
Collegian Staff

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey said yester

day that Randolph W Bromery. a

geophysics professor and a former

Chancellor, will serve as an adviser to ad

ministrators on the Hurst report about the

racial brawl at the Southwest Residential

Area in October.

Bromerv-, who was Chancellor from 1971

to 1979 was appointed by Duffey in

response to reccomendation number 14 of

the report, which says "someone with suf-

ficient authority—other than the

Chancellor—Ishould) be a.ssigned specific

responsibility for resolving problems

described in this report."

Bromery's duty will be to counsel senior

administrators on reviewing plans, policies

and programs regarding the guarantee of

the rights of all members on this campus,

Duffey said.

"Dr. Bromery has the stature and the ex-

perience to help this University take the

lead in confronting difficult issues such as

racial intolerance," he said.

Bromery said he agreed to the appoint

ment "because I believe this University

has the ability to create an exemplary

social environment." continued on pagt 5

STARRY ^aGHT
in Northampton.

Coll*claa PiMte by DavM Shiahua

Lights shine brightly on Saturday night at the intersection of Main and Elm StreeU

Dormitory furniture exhibition

seeks students ' opinions
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts Housing

Services is sampling student reaction to

new residence hall furniture at an exhibi-

tion titled Residence Hall Furniture and
More.

The exhibition began Monday and will

continue through today, in room 163 of the

Campus Center, John Findley, assistant

director of Housing Services said.

Students entering the room are asked to

fill out a questionnaire asking their opinion

of the displayed furniture, which is set up
in seven arrangements. The survey asks

students to evaluate the construction, com-

fort, appearance and practicality of each

piece of furniture, basing their responses

on a scale of one to 10.

John Kells, an interior designer with

Housing Services and a senior interior

design m^r, said, "We're trying to get stu

dent input on a lot of the ideas we have for

making residence halls a nicer place to

live."

"This is a furniture and more show with

prototype student room furniture set ups,"

Kells said. Students are being asked "what

they like about the different furniture set

ups."

Housing Services is holding a raffle for

everyone who completes the survey, he

said.

"If you win you get the furniture set up

in your dorm room," Kells said. "The raf-

fle will probably be held late Wednesday
afternoon."

"Over 500 people answered surveys" on

Tuesday, which was a "really good tur-

nout," he said.

continued on page 6

Search process criticized
Students, administration struggle
By AUTUMN MAKI
Collegian Staff

Conflict and bureaucratic procedure have

left vacant professional paid pKxsitions in

student organizations and services at the

University of Massachusetts, resulting in

frustration and a loss of services for

students.

Student organizations including Student

Center for Educational Research and Ad-

vocacy, WMUA and the Legal Services Of

fice have positions in their budgets which

are still empty. Organization members said

they desperately need the professional

support.

Randy Donant, director of the Division

of Student Activities, acknowledged the

process of finding replacements for profes

sional staff members was cumbersome but

necessary. Some students involved in the

organizations blamed Donant for the

delays.

"It comes down to bureaucracy and

politics. This university is not run like the

private sector, there are a number of pro-

cedures and processes," Donant
said."Politic8 are the other factor. It is hard

to come to agreements with all people in-

volved in the process as to who is ap-

propriate for a position."

According to Donant, the process to fill

a vacancy starts when a person officially

leaves the job. However, if a person leaves

the job with accumulated vacation and sick

leave, a search cannot be started until the

amount of leave is used up.

William Stepchew, former Chief
Engineer for WMUA, gave his notice two

months before resigning in October of 1986.

The search could not be started until the

end of November, because Stepchew had

accumulated approximately 30 days oi

combined vacation and sick time, accmxling

to Pat Mahoney, General Manager of

WMUA.
"Bill had accumulated a lot of vacation

time and sick time too. This made it im-

possible to start a search to replace him
because, technically, he was still on the

payroll. It was an aggravating situation,

to say the least." Mahoney said.

After a vacancy occurs, the complicated

search process begins, which usually takes

months to complete. During the search, stu-

dent groups are left without professional

assistance.

Searches for professional staff

replacements at SCERA and WMUA have

been unsuccessful. Timelines for searches

have not been met, agreements on the pro-

cedures and make-up of search committees

have led to disagreement and conflict.

Donant said he doubted the search pro-

cess could be simplified.

Chris Alibrandi, a member of SCERA,
says that a lack of support and initiative

from Randy Donant have caused the vacan-

cy of a director for SCERA.
"Randy has not been acting on the search

and it is going to be a while until we can

start our process in ernest. There has been

little cooperation from Randy, and the ad-

ministration," Alibrandi said.

That's not the way Donant sees it.

"SCERA already went through one

search last semester and did not recom-

mend anyone for the position. Who would

have predicted that?" Donant said."The

search committee members were gone over

intersession and it is hard to continue the

process without the committee members
present."

Pat Mahoney feels frustration towards

Donant and the whole process.

continued on page 3

Hurst report on racial brawl available to public

Coilegjan Photo by Paul Fraiu

Students Jonathan Kliman, Karen Allie, Josh Kelly, and EUen Oaks,

stop to check and rate dorm furniture.

Copies of the report on last October's

racial brawl outside the Southwest

Residential Area are available at the

Horace Mann Bond Center on the 22nd

floor of the Tower library. The center has

only five copies of the report, so they must

be read there.

The report was prepared by Judge
Frederick Hurst ofthe Massachusetts Com-
mission Against Discrimination. It

describes the incident, criticizes ad-

ministrators' handling of its aftermath and
makes recommendations on racial matters

at the University of Massachusetts.
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THE ICING ON THE CAKE-A woman and child walk by parked vehicles covered with

ice yesterday near the Lake Michigan shoreline.

Quality of schools holds steady, says Bennett
WASHINGTON (AP) - Secretary of Education William

J. Bennett handed out mixed grades yesterday on his an-

nual state-by-state report card and called the results "a
hangover after the binge" ofrecent school improvements.
Bennett expressed confldence that school reform "is still

on the move." But he said an impediment to better schools

is "the growth of 'the Blob'" — state and local education

bureaucrats whose ranks expand even when enrollments

contract.

Bennett released two wall charts comparing school

statistics from 1985-86 with 1984-85 and with 1981 82.

"This year, after four years of improvement, we have
basically held steady," Bennett said. "In 39 of the 50
states (college entrance) test scores improved over the

previous year. But the graduation rate had declined slight-

ly"

It was the fourth year that the Education Department

has produced a chart ranking states by college entrance

test scores, graduation rates, teacher salaries, class size

and other measures.

He singled out for praise the states of New Jersey and

South Carolina for their wide-ranging school reform ef-

forts, including plans to intervene in "academically

bankrupt" districts.

But the wall chart, as it has in the past, drew flak from

critics who view it as simplistic, incomplete and possibly

misleading.

The National Education Association issued a statement

blasting "the Department of Education's wall-chart follies

(which) raise more questions than they answer." It noted

that federal funds paid
continued on page 10

College to protest
*foul-smelling' sludge
NORTH ADAMS, Mass. (AP) — Students and professors

vowed to protest yesterday against a brown, foul-smelling

ooze dripping down the walls of a building at North Adams

State College.

"I hesitate to describe how it smells," said education

Professor Neil McLeod. "I used the word emetic' in a let

ter to the president."

The education department, the computer science depart

ment, a day-care center and an ofTice for the state Depart

men! of Education are in the basement and upper two

floors of Hopkins Hall. McLeod said the building has leak

ed water for at least seven years and began smelling last

September.

He said the school has taken temporary measures to halt

the ooze by cleaning it. but the sludge, composed of rot-

ting timber and roofing paper, continues to drip. "The

janitors are repulsed by it." he said.

A demonstration was planned for tomorrow afternoon

in front of the former schoolhouse the college bought 20

years ago. McLeod said he organized the rally after fail

ing to get a response to his Feb 4 letter to college Presi-

dent Katherine Tisinger.

"It does have an offensive odor We agree to that 100

percent," said Stephen Long, assistant to the piesident.

but he said college officials have been attempting to get

the roof fixed for years

The college of 2,100 students has submitted budget re-

quests for the roof work for at least eight years, according

to Thomas Jones, vice president for administration and

finance.

"Money isn't the problem. We've had that for years,"

Jones said. "And once the roofers get here, it would pro-

bably take them a week, at most two weeks, to finish the

job-
But for nearly a decade, he said, the $90,000 project has

been stalled behind repair work in other state buildings.

"We just haven't made it to the top of the state's priority

list," he said.

The last time the college in the state's far northwest

corner attempted to get a roof fixed, it took 10 years for

the state to get around to the work, Jones said.

Correction
A story in yesterday's Collegian said the ''Hands Acrnv

Southwest" event was sponsored by the Southwest Area
Government. It was sponsored by the Southwest residen-

tial staff.

A byline was inadvertently left ofif a story yesterday.

IVe story on WMUA's professional staffvacancy was writ-

ten hy TODD GOLDBERG.
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UMass study:
Higher rate of
miscarriages
in high-tech
By RICK SASSON
Collegian Correspondent

American Telegraph and Telephone com-

pany is the latest high tech manufacturer

to voice concern about the findings of three

University of Massachusetts professors

who reported a sharp increase in miscar

riages among females working on

microchip production,

Harris Pestides. Edward Calabrese and

David Hosmer of the UMass Department

of Public Health were commissioned in

1984 to investigate an unusual amount of

miscarriages at Digital Equipment, a com
puter manufacturing firm. Glum statistics

for the female employees emerged from

their study. It showed that 39 percent of

pregnant employees suffered miscarriages.

The national average is 20 percent.

Microchips are made in "clean rooms."

or low humidity, highly sanitized

workplaces. Many toxic chemicals, in

eluding nitric and sulphuric acids, are us

ed to convert silicon wafers into microchip*.

"There's a problem in determining the

specific chemical which is dan^rotis,"

Pestides said This study was more concern-

ed with investigating the increase in

miscarriages than pinpointing chemicals.

he said, but further studies are planned to

find out which chemicals are the culprits.

In re.sponse to the UMass team's fin

dings, DigiUl implemented policira design

ed to protect workers. Pestides said.

Female employees are now allowed to

transfer to another department without

loss of pay. All workers in the "clean

rooms" were informed of the study and its

results as they came in

"Digital was very open throughout the

study. Nothing was covered up," Pestides

said. "They were sincere with us and the

employees."

A number of other national computer

chip firms are encouraging pregnant

workers to leave the "clean rotHlie,'* at least

m part, because of the findings of the

UMass researchers.

AT&T is reported to have begun its own
study on the problem and is already advis-

ing pregnant "clean room' workers to

transfer to another department.

Digital representative Jeff Gibson said

the company was pleased with the work of

Pestides. Calabrese and Hosmer. "They are

an outstanding team that deserves recogni

tion." he said.
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C«Ur(«sn phoAo by Niki Sokala4T

PAINT BY NUMBERS?-Gregory Keith (center) and other students in Nelson Steven's advanced drawing

class work on a reproduction of Picasso's Guernica.

Sex segregation begins in early years
Boys more aggressive, says professor
By MARY JANE MANNING
Collegian Correspondent

Sexual segregation among young
children is already well established by the

preschool years, a Stanford University

psychology professor said last night in a

lecture.

"The ground work is laid, girls are more
comfortable interacting with girls, boys

with boys." even at very early stages. Pro-

fessor Eleanor Maccoby said.

Maccoby spoke on "Gender Segregation

in Childhood" to a full capacity crowd of

about 300 people in Wright Auditorium at

Smith College in Northampton.

"The segregation is extensive." Maccoby
said. She cited examples from her research

on the socialization of children and the

development of sex differences.

At two years of age. girls prefer to play

with girls, because of the domineering

qualities of boys, she said. The boys find the

girls unreceptive to activities that they

favor and begin to play among themselves.

Maccoby said with age the differences

become more evident.

According to her studies, both sexes are

equally active during the formative years,

but boys tend to assert themselves more.

Even children who were encouraged to

cross gender lines to play with the opposite

sex, reverted to segregation during any

unrestricted free time, she said she found

m her studies.

"Girls hesitate to put themselves in

leadership positions." Maccoby said, but

boys generally thrive on it.

The boys become more competitive and

active and girls are attracted to quieter.

private entertainment, she said.

Contrary to previous theories, she said,

girls who insisted on playing with girls

were not the more feminine of the group,

rather they were the more active girls who
enjoyed basically rougher, more aggressive

activities.

The boys could not be as easily categoriz-

ed, except those who had been pressured

by their fathers to partake in more
masculine activities, Maccoby said.

However, these boys preferred to play with

the girls, she said.

Maccoby is a member of the Carnegie

Council on Adolescent Development. She

is a recipient of the Walter J. Gores Award
for Excellence in Teaching and the Barbara

Kimball Browning Professorship at Stan

ford University.

Conservatives invite contra,

Afghan rebel to speak at UMass
Conservative students announced yesterday that they

will bring an Afghan rebel to the University of

Massachusetts, and a defector from the Sandinistas will

visit later this month. Details in tomorrow's Collegian.

The Soviets are bogged down in what has been describ-

ed as a Vietnam-type war in Afghanistan that began in

1979 after they engineered the overthrow of the govern-

ment there.

The contra or Nicararguan rebel is fighting the San

dinista government of Daniel Ortega, which receives

Soviet supp>ort.

Students differ on right of CIA
to recruit on campus, says poll

Women treated
after accident
Two Hyannis women were taken by ambulance to

Cooley Dickinson Hospital and treated after the vehicle

they were driving was struck from behind at 11:23 a.m.

Monday on Belchertown Road.

The 19 year-old females were traveling east when an

Easthampton man hit them as they slowed for a right

turn, police said.

The driver of the second vehicle was cited for failure to

use care in stopping, police said.

A thermopane window valued at $150 was stolen at

10:50 a.m. Monday from the second floor of a house being

built on Loxbury Drive in Amherst.

A woman residing in Townehouse apartments called

Amherst police at 4:27 p.m. Monday to report someone

had stolen diamond studded earrings worth $500 from her

bureau. The theft occurred between Feb. 3 and 5,

At 9:17 p,m. police responded to the call of a South East

Street resident reporting a man possessing a knife,

threatening to do harm to himself.

When officers arrived relatives had already taken the

weapon away, but not before the man suffered a wrist

laceration, police said.

The victim was transported to Cooley Dickinson

Hospital where he met a person from emergency services.

Police said they notify the Human Service Resource when

a subject exhibits mental stress.

- EDWARD SYRON

By ROBERT MENZEL
Collegian Correspondent

In a random survey conducted by the Collegian earlier

this week, a large majority of students voiced a desire to

allow the Central Intelligence Agency to recruit on cam

pus. but stated the opposite opinion if allegations of

physical and psychological abuses are proven true.

While 70 percent of the students felt that the CIA should

be allowed to recruit on campus, 60 percent felt that pro

of of guilt should bar the agency from campus.

The survey showed that many of the students believed

the decision to interview with the CIA was solely the

responsibility of the individual student.

"The individual should make the choice whether or not

to be recruited by the CIA, " Andrew Johnson, a resident

of Dwight house, said.

For most students the matter was also an issue of free

speech.

"I don't agree with what they're doing, but I think they

have a right to be here,' Catherine Flynn, a resident of

Webster house, said.

Many of the students who responded negatively cited

the allegations of abuses as the primary reason for bann-

ing the company from campus. Several others cited inter-

national law violations, as determined by the world court.

Not all the students surveyed believed that guilt should

disqualify the CIA from campus.

"The government should deal with (the abuses] on a na-

tional level, but it shouldn't effect the issue of recruit-

ment. Kodd Turnquist. a Grayson house resident, said.

Other students were skeptical about the abuses and others

believed that such abu.ses were ju.stified in the name of

national security.

Seventy-eight percent of the .students responded "no"

to the question: "Should other controversial groups, such

as the Klu Klux Klan or the American Nazi Party, be

allowed to recruit on campus?" Those who responded

positively to the question cited the groups' right to free

speech.

Only 6 percent of the students had no opinion or didn't

care.

Debbie Cohen and Gregory John Fink. Radical Student

Union members who were arrested in anti CIA protests,

said they were happy with the finding that students sup-

ported a CIA ban if the RSU's charges of abuse against

the CIA are true.

They said the results showed the need to prove to

students that the spy agency is involved in murder, tor-

ture ;nid the overthrow of sovreign nations.

Conservative leader W. Greg Rothman .said of the 70

percent support for CIA recruitment, "I'm surprised. I

thought it would be more." Rothman said the flip in opi-

nion if the CIA charges are true was moot, because the

claims are unsupportable.

One hundred students were telephoned after their

names were randomly picked from the student telephone

directory on Sunday and Monday. The poll was unscien-

tific, but echoes the comments of students interviewed dur-

ing last semester's CIA protests.

The deadline for returning add/drop
forms is today. Turn them in at the

Registrar's Office, room 213 of the Whit-

more Administration Btdlding.

The National College Internship Service is

now accepting applications for summer 1987

interships. Write (or application material at

National College Internship Service, 374 New
York Ave., Huntington, N.Y. 11743.

Th^rt^mUMa r«iiy for MTorlitEreedom

Recognition Day today at 12 p.m. on the st^ps

;

of the St.ident Union. As part of the day, a
panel discussion titled "From Yalta to
Afghanistan" will take place in the Student
Union Ballroom at 7:30 p.m. The day's events
are sponsored by the Conservative Alliance.

Paula Gunn Allen will give the final talk
in the series "Writers Speak: Gender & Iden-*

tity" at 8 p.m. today in room 162 trfthe Cam-
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AitaSd Ls^i Sjim.
Senate to tackle issue ofbanning military

Compiled by CAROL TANNENBAUM

Fifty years ago this week in the Maagachusetts

Collegian...

The modern social revolution and the Catholic Tradi-

tion will be the general theme to be treated by Father

Robert A. Hewitt S.J. in the annual religious conference

to be held this weekend. The conference will begin with

an address on the subject "Religion and Economics."

Twenty-five years ago...

"Campus police action relative to student picketing of

the ROTC dance" was a recent item on the UMass Facul

ty Senate agenda Discussions of this nature point out

that the faculty are cognuant of student problems as well

as academic matters.

Ten years ago...

State Secretary ofEducational Affairs Paul Parks said

yesterday that reorganization is a necessary first step

in protecting the budget of public higher education.

By PEDRO M PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate will deal with ban-

ning the military from the Campus Center, appointing

two student leaders to a Faculty Senate ad hoc commit

tee and approving new election rules at tonight's meeting.

Commuter Area Senator Lisa Bernards motion to sup-

port the Board of Governors in it's decision to ban the

military from the Campus Center concourse was in last

week's meeting agenda, but the senate did not get to it.

The board allocates space and funds to student organiza

tions in the Campus Center/Student Union complex at the

University of Massachusetts.

Bernard made the proposal because she feels the arm

ed forces discriminate against gays and bisexuals when

recruiting, she said last week

The Student Government Association Constitution rules

that no student shall be discriminated against because

of their sex or sexual orientation.

Senate Speaker Paul Wingle. prospective candidate in

the upcoming trustee election, said, "It's clear from the

board's policy that the military is in violation." If

anything should be criticized, it should be the policy not

the board, he added.

Wingle will also be dealing with the recruiting issue at

the Faculty Senate's ad hoc committee to review the

recruiting and picketing policies at UMass if the

undergraduate senate approves his appointment to that

committee. SGA President Bill Bennett has also been ap-

pointed to the committee.

Budgets Committee Chairman Nate Moore, a prospec-

tive candidate for SGA president, will propose to have the

senate pass Bennett's and Wingle's appointments.

"They're two individuals who, although they have dif

ferent points of view on the picketing code, can work

together," he said

Tonight the senate is scheduled to debate on whether

It should pass a revision of the constitution's chapter 10.

which deals with election rules.

Election Coordinator Mary Rita Kropp said that chapter

10 has some ambiguous sections. She chairs the Govern

mental Affairs Committee, which has been rewriting the

"ambiguous" sections.

The committee has also been setting a timetable for up

coming elections for student ,.rustee and SGA president

The senate will also be asked to approve that schedule.

If the senate approves the schedule, nomination papers

for prospective candidates will be handed out Thursday

and elections will take place March 9 and 10

SEPHARDIC SONGS. PROVERBS,

AND STORIES:

A Continuing Tradition

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 1

1

7:00 PM
Campus Center Room 903

A Jewish ArtsJEWISH Airrs/

\ Festival Event

SEE THE
LIGHT

DESK LAMP
many siyles and
colors to choose

from

Swing Arm Lamp
Starting as

low as

$12.95

STOP LOOK LISTEN
STOP worrying what to do with your degree

in Music or Communications LOOK at how the

INSTITUTE of AUDIO RESEARCH can enhance
your marketabihty LISTEN to the opportunity call-

ing in the Music and Sound Recording Industry

Located in the Campus Center

UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

The INSTITUTE of AUDIO RESEARCH, in the

hrfift r " _'nrr Yorks Greenwich Village, has
modularized its renowned MULTI-TRACK
RECORDING TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM into

two summer sessions.

By the time you get your Degree you will also

have your INSTITUTE Diploma and entree into the

exciting worlds of Music Recording. Broadcast.

Audio for Film and Video. Concert and Theater

Sound and much, much more
The INSTITUTE Program may also be taken on its

regular nine-month schedule, starting four times a

year For further information fill out and return the

attached coupon or call

—

(212) 677-7580

Name.

Address.

City .State.

Phone )- .College.

.Zip.

Institute of Audio Research
64 University Place, Greenwich Village

New York, NY 10003 Esfabiisri ^d
1969

m

m
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Program offers wide range of support
Services include tutoring, financial counseling

By SOPHIE RUSSELL
Collegian Correspondent

Five hundred University of Massachusetts students turn

to the Bilingual Collegiate Program for anything from per-

sonal to financial counseling, tutoring and a wide array

of special services.

The program offers college courses in Spanish, in-

dividual counseling and teaches students how to use

university resources to their fullest potential It also of-

fers workshops on time and stress management and how

to study.

"We help counsel (the students!, help support them, help

them fill out forms, anything," Office Manager Melissa

KantorClavijo said.

The program's Acting Director Manuela Pacheco said,

"Wherever there is a need, we go." It is not required to

be bilingual to benefit from the program's services, she

said. "We don't close our doors to anybody."

KantorClavijo said the program counselors are "top

notch " "You're deciding on a student's future. It's not

a job casually given," she said.

"We hire people who are competent. It is important that

the student sees that role model in (the counselors). Each

student is carefully monitored with a file where all his

lor herl records are kept," Pacheco said.

Sophomore Debbie Walters said, "if it wasn't for this

program, many students wouldn't be in college. They're

always there as a friend for your grades and will take as

much time as you need
"

The program was created to help foreign students adapt

when they arrive in the United States.

A group of Hispanic University staff members and

students formed a support group in 1974 called "Project

75," imposing a limit of 75 students. They eventually

changed the name to Bilingual Collegiate Program,

responding to the rising demand from students with a

wide variety of backgrounds.

The office is located in Wilder Hall, diagonally across

from the Franklin Dining Commmons.

ifBromery
cvntinued from page 1

He also said his office in the Student Affairs complex

of the WTutmore Administration Building will be "open

to anyone interested in the campus community who is in-

terested in the development of a civil, trusting and educa-

tionally wholesome campus environment."

Rick Shanor of the OfTice of Public Information said of

Bromery. "He is a very dedicated man with broad ex-

perience, and has worked with scientists and students. He
has been Chancellor of this University. His service goes

back a long way. He knows the place well."

Bromery came to the University in 1967. was appointed

vice chancellor for Student Affairs in 1970. acting

chancellor in 1971 and chancellor in 1972.

Bromery attended Howard University in 1956 where he

received a B.S. m mathematics, physics and attended the

American University in 1962. receiving his MS m
geology/t>hy8ic«.

He has published over 150 publications on geophysics

and geol(^'. He also serves in a number of appointed posi

tions including vice chairman of the New Coalition for

Economic and Social Change, board of directors of

NYNEX Corporation and trustee at Talladega College.

He is a resident of Amherst.

Dining Commons
worker collapses
A medical emergency was reported at 1 p.m. on Mon-

day from the Worchester Dining Commons, when an

employee collapsed at work, police said.

The female worker was transported by an Amherst am-

bulance to Cooley Dickinson Hospital, police said

In other police reports.

•A suspicious person was reported at 1:20 a.m. on

Monday by student security in Crampton house after

receiving false information from four males who had

entered the building, police said.

•A motor vehicle accident was reported at 9 am Mon

day on Commonwealth Avenue when a car failed to use

care in starting out from the parking lot near Boyden

Gym, police said.

One car recieved $500 in damage and the other reciev

ed $250 in damage, police said.

•A hit and run accident was reported at 5:55 p.m on

Monday from lot 46 near Gorman house, police said.

A suspect car could be found because of paint chips

found at the scene of the accident, police said

•Some cash and a pocketbook vlaued at $80 was Uken

at 5: 10 p.m. on Monday from Bartlett Hall when the stu

dent left the classroom for 10 minutes and returned to

find It missing There are no suspects, police said

•A wallet containing $45 in cash was reported stolen

at 3:45 p m. on Monday from a backpack that was left

unattended in Stockbridge Hall, police said.

•Thirty five dollars in cash was reported stolen at 1

1

a.m. on Monday from the third floor of the Whitmore Ad
ministration Building, police said.

The police have a de.scription of a suspect and the m
vestigation remains open, police said.

NO LINES • NO INITIATION FEE
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

ATTENTION STUDENTS

SEMESTER MEMBERSHIP

NOW THROUGH MAY 31st

$80.00
with student ID
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I STUDENTS YOU CAN EARN
^ BIG BUCKSSpring 87 Spring '87

24 Nautilus Stations

New Lifecycles

Olympic Free Weights

Monark Exercise Bikes

Joncept 11 Rowing Machine^

Aerobics

Available at mininal cost:

Massage and tanning bed

AND GAIN VALUABLE JOB EXPERIENCE

Up to $500/Week with salary,

commissions, and bonuses

Schedule Work Around Classes

Full or Part Time

HIRING NOW!!

I Contact Target Enterprises at 549-7793 ^
A For an interview - ask for Keith. ^

$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ f

DELTA UPSILON
FRATERNITY %

eoeeo

jlenDeni)!snti§ie
ON THE PARK

NORTHAMPTON. M*»

OPEN RUSH: FEB 4, 5, 9, 10, 11, 17, 18
• EXCELLENT SOCIAL LIFE • LITTLE SISITERS PROGRAM

• THURS NIGHT SOCIAL FUNCTIONS • PARTIES

• WINNERS D U. EDUCATIONAL SECOND CENTURY CHALLENGE AWARD
• WINNERS '86 GREEK OLYMPICS • ABOVE AVERAGE SCHOLASTICS

• INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL, WRESTLING, SOFTBALL
• PROFESSIONALLV COOKED MEALS • 24 HOUR OPEN KITCHEN

CALL 549-3831

EXCLUSIVE - STARTS FRI. FEB 13

curtain at 7:00 and 9:00 pm

HANNAH AND
HER SISTERS
Woody Allen
Michael Caine
Mia Farrow
Carrie Fisher

tkN OOlOM

^»^lJc^»^-^.^#^'"'^''"^

^«*""H
xxwa.)iii
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for a

Quality

Laundry

let us do yOur
11 PRAY ST. wash-dry- fold

AMHERST. MA. and
hand pressing

SELF SERVICE

I

7DAY$-7AM-^0PM
.
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ifDorms irSAO
continued from page I

Findley said the exhibition is designed for students to

"give ideas about how space can be used in residence

halls," and to "generate ideas."

"There is a lot of demand for study space, computer

rooms and reading rooms." Findley said. Housing Ser-

vices is watching "how people look at these examples."

he said, "and asking people what features they like."

"We will decide what features and products we want

to buy with student input." he said. "When the decisions

are made we will start buying furniture and replacing it

at the rate of four buildings per year, starting in the sum

mer of 1988."

Final decisions will be made by committees of students

and staff that are already in place." Findley said "The

Capital Improvements Committee of Housing Services

will summarize the results of the survey." and Housing

wis publicize the results fur residential student.-

We want to make the right decisions becuu^ u
• u

spending a lot ofmonex " Findley said. "It i> a i - c(--.ati

Iv slow process
"

Money for the new furniture will come from n "capita!

improvement fee" that students have been paying on

semester bills since 1985. he said. The fee also goes

towards construction and building repairs

"We are also hoping for state money." Findley said.

"Ab<tut half of our buildings are state residence halls
"

Reaction to the exhibition is varied, he said "Students

are climbing on beds and testing the furniture. The most

important part is the survey
"

Most of the furniture was made of wood. Thei. wen

desks with multiple drawers, desks designed to hold com

puter terminals, combination closet and shelf units and

more traditional furnishings

Karen Blachman. a aophomore comunications major,

said. "I thmk it's an excellent idea. It's fantastic that they

(Housingl show such an interest."

"Some of the thin^ here are really cool." Blachman

said "It will be an added plus to on campus living,

especially if they take into consideration what people are

writing"
Skip Lmdell. a freshman from John Quincv Adams

tower, said. "1 think they need to do the furniture over

The stuff before was getting old
'

In the Z rooms (in the Southwest Residential Area! you

>hould be able to move the closets around.' he said.

Kdward Chase, a junior hi.««tory major and a resident

a^isistant from Chadboume house, said. "I think it's great

that they're asking students what they think instetid of

going ahead and doing it

'The more people that come down and give their evaiua

lion, the better furniture they will get." Chase said

Monica McLaughiUi. a first year communuation

disorders major from McNamara house, said. "1 think it s

about time they redid all the rooms
"

"What's in the room-i i- tra.sh " she .said "It is not -^uf

ficient
'

Asit Dan. a giaduaie .-^ludeni m the electrical engineer

ing program, said, "instead ot choosing just one kind of

furniture, let's have two or three different kinds.'

"Comfort is ver>- subjective," Dan said "Different peo

pie think different groups (of furniture) give different

degrees of comfort.
"

Variety will make dorm life less like factory produc

tion." he said

continued from page 1

"We have a radio station

here that operates 24 hours

a day. We need someone

badb'. Randy told us it

would be a complicated pro

cess to hire someone tem

porarily, so we are stuck

with the search process that

i> getting us

n o w h e r e ,
" M a h o n e y

.said."Now, we still lack an

engineer, and Randy is not

helping us out at all. Ht

said no one around to con

duct the st-arch from our

committee. That is not true

both student represen

tatives were here during in

!. I session. It was SAO that

was doing their part.'

Donant disagreed and

said that people must be p.i

tient with the process.

"It is hard to conduct

many searches, there is a

tremendous backlog "f

paperwork and it slow.-

everything down. Also, it is

hard to get ever>one on the

search committees together

Mon -Sat «» «> Sun 10 5

WPWasaniSi Noriiiampion

584-037-4 • ^H^5H1^»

COPIES
3<^ 8.5 X 11

Seli-Service

IOoPyCat P^t Sh^
'

228 Triangle St

Amherst

I
549-3840
Sale ends Feb t4

Valentine's Day

Saturday February 14

• Dfop Dy to; FREE
S!uoei! ' - ^-'--~

-TUDENT FARES

Nv( /St. Croix S238

\»C/Cdrd(ds S293

N^OParis $381

NvC/London $361

NYC/Romc $433

NVC/riclsinki $453

CaJNCILTRAVIL
kMHIffS"

4 ? V

• • •
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at once, we all have our

responsibilities,"Donant

said.

The situation with the

Legal Services Office is

slightly different. There has

been a paid position left va

cant since August of 1986.

According to Donant. the

position of the fourth at

torney is not needed by the

students, so he could not ap

prove hiring another at

torney. In addition, the

fourth attorney position was

described in the capacity to

sue the university, which is

now impossible, since the

Board of Trustees voted in

August to disallow the LSO
from representing students

who want to sue the

university.

"I have not received any

calls from students saying

that there is not enough
staff to help them. I do not

see the need for a fourth at

torney and with the trustee

ruling, the position for

another attorney is obsolete

This is my rationale," Do
nant said.

Chuck DiMare. directing:

attorney for LSO, disagreed

and attributed the lack of a

fourth attorney to politics

V *

HAPPY
VALENTINE'S
DAY
from the

• II

SHOP

^%v

Why Give Candy or Flowers That Disappear?

Give A Body Shop Membership That Lasts

The Whole Semester

BRING IN A FRIEND AND GET 25% OFF

YOUR MEMBERSHIP

BRING IN TWO FRIENDS AND GET YOUR
MEMBERSHIP FREE!!

Give somei^ing for the heart from the heart'

Offer ends Feb 21

Totman Gymnasium Basement
Hours M-F 7:30-9:00 am • 11:00-1:00 pm • 3:00-9:00 pm

Sat 12 00-3:00 pm
Closed Feb 14-16

HA <» 9k ^- H_il_,ll,J»

Female Contestants Wanted For

SUMMER SPORTSWEAR CONTEST
AT

Need We
Say More?

Montgomery Roses at

MONTGOMERY FLORIST
Rte 9 Hadlev • 584-3798

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 25th

5 Girls Will Each Receive
FREE ALL EXPENSE PAID

SKI TRIPS TO
Crested Butte, Colorado

sponsored by

I Hmtt

C I I I I 1 • •

Limited Reservations Available

fe^AppIv In Person At Chanaes Wednesday - Saturday

~'% SKI AREA
"The Best Kept Secret in Vermont"
Seven Miles North of Brattleboro. Rte. 30

• 1 000 Vertical feet • 1 1 Trails

• 2 Double chairs 'New Lodge

Weekend Adult $19.00 — Jr. $16.00

Night Skiing Thursday, Friday & Saturday

$10 from 5-10 p.m.

Exit 2 Off 1-91. 7 Miles N of Brattleboro. Route 30

PHONE: 802-254-6083

SO f\f\ ^,-r- Any Lift Ticket I
I ^aWw Or r with this coupon

i I^UST PRESENT STUDENT ID M
J

NAIL & SKIN CARE SALON

The ultimate in nail fashion

and skin beauty

Great Valentines Gift Idea

•Manicures

Xhe
WLENTINES D\\ IIE-VIX^IAKTERS

A CARD GALLERY
EXCLUSIVE
<)Mrsi/f(l l-Sliirls

( n-ali'cl lor us! Matic of

10()% mUon riu> adorable-

brar says "I Luvc Vou!"
Hurry in... supplifs are
ItmtU-d Adult c\ i-hildren

sl/rs av.iil.iblr c'liildrcn.

rt•^ular |>rui- S7 UH

AdullN. nH»ilar priu- S9 98

Now only ^498

(.l\l NOIR
\ \ll\ll\l A

I I (IRIIIK Ml
•Sculptured Nails

•New facials

228 Triangle St • 549-4979

UAAASS SKI CLUB
GOES TO

A VERY SPECIAL
HEART SHAPED
PENDANT!
Created by GIOVANNI
for Valentines Day.
This incredible ftift Is

a very special heart

shaped pendant stud-

ded with live (4enuine

rubies suspended on
a gold link chain and
cuddled in a heart
shaped velvet bos.

Regular price $16 50

Now Only •?»•

^^6iM8iLBMV^.

A VALENTINE TRADITION
liuliM nlnlilc Ik .iiiiiliil. and l)«lli lous' The
iraditionali.indy lic.iri. .ilwayssure to please,

always Inn t«» rccicvc CIioom* Ironi a large

s«-lection ol I Imk-«»I.ii«h and candy by Russell

Stover. Whilman .iiul I'eraglna. choose one for

your l«»v«'

OUR HUGE SELECTION OF VALENTINES
CARDS IS UNMATCHABLE!
From traditional to no« s« ir.Mliiinn.il «^iur s«*lecllon

iMinlH.it.ihit- Mi>u ih.iii ">'> (MK), ai.K iii i \trv

store, wr never run «>ut ••vcn at Ihe l.iM mnimnt.
Choose Irom Tavorin-s bv H.illm.irk Ui-i vrl«d. etc

^^Sat, Feb 14V
$22 for members

Sign-up Wed & Thurs outside Hatch

PHI SIG OPEN RUSH
TONIGHT 7 - 9 PM

gallery
NOW WITH ... 14 EXCITING STORES TO SERVE YOU

IN CONNECTICUT: —MIDDLETOWN—(Route 66 West in Waldbaum s PlazaJ/

WEST HARTFORD (Corbin » Corner.--EAST HARTFORD '^"'"'"1^'*"' ^„
MANCHESTER PAHKAOE/V'ERNON (KMart "»"' T^O^R'NCTON PARK ADE
SOUTHINGTONPLAZAlEdwardiVDRISTOLlShopRiiePlaw, /FAIRFIELD tClrcle Flazai

IN MASSACHUSETTS: SPRINGFIELD IHaymarkel SquarriAVESTFIELD (Ne«i to

ShopRltei/HADLEY (Campus Plaza-Near the STOP and SHOP!
... , ^^^.^^^ow

NEW CARD GALLERY COMING SOON: ENFIELD (Enfield Outlet Mall) / NEWINGTON
(Lechmere Plaia)

REFRESHMENTS*

^ Social Life Second To None

^ Proven Academic Excellence

^

^ar after

.

year, semester
_ after semester, ^

Ihr nilkv*- l*<n Inm KicWili 1 nicin l-ifc

1

Uiio&
Ronakt J Nathan Agency

fall th» ftdfhl} t ni«.i« l.i^' 20 Galehou^ lU.,

Fi«M A»MHial» •» »»»» jr»«: Amh«r«». MA
Tel 256-8361

z a

^ One of The Largest National Fraternities K
§,»*

ix Oldest House On Camptfs

ix Intermural Leaders
InewmanI
CENTER EElE

ix "Were Alph Chapter'* PHI SIGMA KAPPA
510 N. Pleasant St

Next to FAC

^ -

«

COME US OUT

CLEAN, SAFE, PRIVATE HOT TUBS
ITS UnlvarMy Or.

N«i1 lo Staduhn Liquor* In Pf^f Choopw Ma*

Opan Mondn 4 tt« 1, T«aa - »al nam • lam

llMafvaMena auMaala« Oltt ewtmeataa avaHaMa

Call 253- ^^^^

Coupon Book Membership
$50 for 12 V^hr Hot tubs

Coupons good for 1 hr on Mon-Wed

BEST HOT TUB DEAL IN VAUEY
split th» cott with • Qfouo ot Wandt
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Points to ponder about Washington, racism
X vxxxi/^ „ r .. . .. could only thrive on the abysmally cheap labor of slavery.

At the Constitutional Convention in Philadelphia inFather, I cannot tell a lie; it wasn't our slave boy Tom
my who chopped down the cherry tree, it was I. Such

honesty, such bravery, such. . . racism? George

Washington, one of the founde;-8 of our country, a racist?

What was the true relationship between blacks and our

first president? Such a question seems fitting since it's

Black History Month and George's birthday is next

Monday.

Frank Flanagan

Washington's first contact with blacks was as the son

of a slave holder. He grewTip a landed member of

Virginia's agrarian aristocracy, a gentry fatted on the

sweat and blood of forced labor.

He was considerably less educated than most of his af

fluent peers - having never been exposed to the Euro-

pean philosophies of racial equality and human rights -

and one can begin to understand why he accepted slaven.-

for the colonial institution it was.

At 27. he was already one of the wealthiest land owners

in Virginia. He took control of Mount Vernon and several

other properties, and many slaves. He was a just, yet

methodically ruthless master, who sought wealth and

fame. When he died in 1799. he was the overseer of 277

slaves. Yet his attitude toward his "species of property"

changed over time - if only in private letters < which he

continually rewTote for posterity).

Perhaps the first real change came when Washington

was appointed supreme commander of the Continental ar

my at Cambridge m 1775. He declined to have blacks fight

for the Union since he could not bring himself to lead

soldiers imen> who had once been slaves (animals*. But

something made the general do a startling turnabout -

fear. He feared the black mans physical prowess, braver>-.

outrage and thirst for revenge The British, desperate for

manpower, offered freedom aaer the revolt was quelled

to any slave who could reach their lines and fight for them

Washington dreaded the spectacle of masses of black

soldiers confronting their former masters on the open field

Perhaps the extraordinary heroics of such black patriots

as Peter Salem and Salem Poor at the battle of Bunker

Hill helped Washington with his decision to seek black

enlistees (but not from Southern colonies). After the "ex-

pressive" British were defeated. Washington held a con

ference with the British <x)mmander. Sir Guy Carlton, in

New York to "deliver Negroes and other property" that

the Crown controlled during the revolution Carlton,

however, admitted helping many former slaves embark

on his ships He felt responsible toward the black

mercenaries and would not throw them to the jackals. In

truth. Washington was worried that several of his own

slaves, who had run away to join the British cause, had

left on those same ships - and he wanted them back.

He was ashamed, indeed, but also pragmatic and greedy

He kne%vjthat Mount Vernon and his other plantations

1787 Washington was elected to preside over the delibera

tions. yet. contrary to the abolitionist leanings of some

of his letters, he remained mute on the raging debate over

slavery. He feared, like Lincoln seventy years later, that

the issue might sever the union m its embr>onic stage

He felt that the slave svstem ought to be abolished, but

only by legislative authority and slow, sure and unpercep

tible degrees r j
"I shall frankly declare to you. he ^Tites to a friend,

•that I do not even like to think, much less talk of it

lalaveryj." Yet, the subject was to haunt him. He began

to feel a "great repugnance" over purchasing slaves,

though he didn't seem to have too much trouble trading

them; in 1791 he traded away unruly Waggoner Jack for

one pipe and one cask of wine.

Mount Vernon must have seemed something less than

paradise when Washington returned for good in 1796 -the

father of liberty and justice and the proprietor of more

than 200 enslaved human beings. In his will, he requested

that his slaves be freed after Martha's death. Washington

came to terms with slavery in the only way his country

and conscience knew how in death.

Frank Flanagan is a Collegian columnist

COMPUTER ACCESSORIES V^unaH (garden

AHANOARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

•Til* BEST ClilR««« Food"

WE DELIVER!
We'll deliver an order of 45"" or more to your

house in Amherst for only ^2*^>00

Luncheon
Special

$025
from ^H^
served 11 a.m.-3 p.m.

10 Belchertown Rd. at Rt. 9
Amherst 256-0252

New Buffet &
Sunday Brunch

All you can cat

SC755
Buffet served 5-8 Mon.-Thurs.

Brunch Served Sundays
11:30-3 p.m.

LOCATED IN THE
CAMPUS CENTER
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Need for arena pales next to housing
There has been a lot of discussion late-

ly about the inadequacy of the Curry

Hicks Cage as the home court for the

Minuteinan basketball squad. An expan

sive and expensive sporting complex has

been on the administration's agenda for

several years, and seen^s nearer to frui-

tion than ever before. I believe however,

that other campus wide issues deserve the

attention and funding which has been

granted to the arena The University

should examine its priorities and re

evaluate the need for a multi-million

dollar sports complex

Baub Menzel

Housing has always been a thorn m the

side of the University. Every year there

are countless stories of students camping

overnight in lines trying to get rooms

.Students are oHen housed in the Campus
Center Hotel, or are forced to share tri-

ple accommodations in double-size rooms.

It's no setTet that the university has a

history of explosive gnmth. In 1960. there

were 6000 students, today there are more

than 25,000 The past administrations did

a fair job of keeping pace with the erup

tion. which in recent years has subsided

to a dull roar. However, the '80s have

shown that the administration will be

f
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bearable for the students.

The administration has considered the

mandatory on campus policy for first year

student-s and sophomores expendable, and

may in the future require only first year

students to live on campus. This alter

native has shortcomings, the most imp<»r-

tant being the lack of affordable housing

in the Pioneer Valley Amherst and Nor

thampton have high rat«s of occupancy

and exorbitant rents, and other outlying

towns otTer a long commute. The Univer

sity would merely be shifting responsibili

ty for the problem, and certainly would

not be acting in the best interests of the

students it supposedly serves.

Other issues deserve attention as well.

Oversubscribed courses have plagued the

University for years. The Undergraduate

Student Senate ri»cently voted to have a

committee investigate this phenomenon!.

What they will state seems fairly obvious,

many students, loo few faculty If this pro-

ves true, why not spend money on more

faculty in traditionally oversubscribed

areas? Scholarship programs and loans

are also going to be m demand, with

federal aid diminished. Also, let's not

forget the underpaid and understaffed

campus police. What gotxi is a $26 million

arena if we don t have a sufficient securi

ty force to protect it? Money that amiii

be spent on a new arena should be spent

on more important projects. The mission

of the University is to educate, and we
need the facilities to do it. Let's give the

students what thev deserve.

caught with its fsints down when another

explosion inevitably occurs.

The Reagan administration's recent an-

nouncement of plans to severly curtail

financial aid programs makes it obvious

that another period of growth is immi-

nent. Middle income families will be

devastated by the lack of aid. and will be

forced to send their children to less expen-

sive schools. The University's success in

improving its image will en.sure UMass

becoming iht- num.btT one choice .n the

rtate.

Having the benefit of hind-sight. the ad

ministration should react accordingly and

start planning for the expansion which is

sure to follow The current housing pro

gram is already teeU-ring under the

pressure of overpopulation — we need

more residence halls to alleviate that

pressure and make campus life more

Campus issue

stirs controversy
Just when you thought all the major issues that could

possibly arise on this campus have occurred, yet another

arises For example; the Hurst Report on the incident in

the Southwest Residential Area has finally been made

public; a small group of people have tried to break the

backbone of the US Constitution by prohibiting certain

groups' right to recruit on campus. And now, the con

troversy over the appointments to the Faculty Senate ad

hoc committee on the Picketing Code and Campus

Recruitment.

William Bennett

Story behind names
Every semester since the opening of this institution in

1867. empty rooms, sheltered by old and new exteriors,

are filled with returning students Familiar, sturdy

facades among a constantly changing multitude of faces:

the Campus Center. Morrill Science Center, Whitmore

Administraiton. Hashrouck. Stockbridge Hall etc .are the

solid interior structures that support UMass. the institu-

tion, in its extant past, present and future. These buildings

and their names are representative of University expan-

sion and history.

it Rv« College Students Half-price! *
Tickets available at Fme Aris Center Box OMice Call (4 1 3)545 251 i

\ J . a rf .4 .« . - V A

Recently the University's recruiting policy has come

under fire. There exist a few vocal persons who feel "their

way" and "their policy " should replace the current policy.

These persons have recommended that UMass ban cer

tain organizations from recruiting on campus. They have

decided to be the judge and jury with this issue, and will

do anything in their power to ensure that the CIA and

other organizations they do not agree with, never recruit

on this campus again, this includes raising their voices

and delivering threats when it comes to the appointments

to the ad hoc committee on the Picketing Code and Cam-

pus Recruitment.

Tonight, senators will have the opportunity to confirm

the appointments of Paul Wingle and myself to this com-

mittee. Paul Wingle is the Speaker of the Undergraduate

Student Senate. He has taken an active and leading role

in the formulation of the Picketing Code. He has been in

a leadership position since April of 1986 and has proven

his desires to represent the "whole" instead of certain

"parts" of student body.

As campus president, I have also spent time on the

Picketing Code and have had to deal with the Universi-

ty's recruiting policy. I have been representing you, the

students, since my freshman year at this University. I

have always taken each issue as a separate issue and

never let ideology influence my decisions.

• But as you could probably guess by now. the Radical

Student Union does not want Bill Bennett near the Facul-

ty Senate committee. The day I announced the appoint-

ments of Paul Wingle and myself, two Radical Student

Union members approached me at different times during

the day and threatened to initiate a censure in the Stu

dent Senate "if I follow through with this," and threatened

an impeachment proceeding via student referendum dur-

ing the upcoming Presidential/Student Trustee elections

in March Both RSU members were visibly disturbed that

no one from the RSU had been appointed. I told them that

no one from any of the extreme right-wing gi'oups were

appointed either.

Twill not cower under the threats of being censured or

impeached. I am willing to take that risk rather than fall

to the demands of one side or the other. I am in my posi-

tion to represent you, the student, during my participa-

tion on this committee, not some single-mmded ideo ogues.

Remember, the committee will need to consider all possi-

ble ^i!QSI,Wli^^i^^

Laura Getzoff

When one enters the Campus Center, the urge to

whisper the words Murray D. Lincoln (for whom the Cam

pus Center was named in 1970 by the t>oa'-d of trustees,

in an awestruck voice is not uncontrollable. Perhaps this

is as it should be. Lincoln, however, born m Raynham.

Mass.. was one of UMass" most successful graduates.

After receiving a bachelor of science degree at

Ma.ssachusetts Agricultural College, now UMass. m 1914.

Lincoln went on to become the president of 13 corpora-

tions as well as the head of numerous social and charity

organizations. He was a dynamic exponent of cooperative

principles of democracy. In 1916 he created the first

cooperative milk distribution plant in New England and

headed numerous others until his death in 1966 at the

age of 74 Later he directed the American Farm Bureau

Federation and the Federal Farm Credit Bureau, and

founded Nationwide Insurance Companies of Columbus.

Ohio In 1945 he created CARE, a world wide relief agency

which he headed from 1945 to 1957. His accomplishments

make up a senior's dream resume.

Jack Littlefield, associate vice chancellor for adnunistra

tion and finance there since 1964) remembers that when

making the decision to name the Campus Center, the

board of trustees anticipated that Lincoln, whose .special

interest was student groufw, would make a major contribu

tion in his will to the University. He did

(ierald Grady, coordinator of Community and Alumni

Relations and an avid observer of the university since

1962, sees the trend of naming buildings at UMass as one

of honoring people (especially UMass graduates and

Mas.sachusetts residents) who have in some way helped

this university or done it proud. "Some of the buildings

like Furcolo, Thompson, Tobin. and Whitmore were nam

ed after men who made significant contributions with

their political influence and authority to obtain financ

ing for UMass during its growth period," said Grady.

Other buildings are named after professors, directors,

trustees, writers, and presidents of the United States, and

of the University. Morrill Science Center, mecca of the

petri dish enthusiast, is named after Ju.stin S. Morrill, a

congressional representative from Vermont who propos-

ed a bill (signed by President Lincoln in 1862) that

established land endowments in every state for

agriculture and mechanical arts. UMass was founded

under the provisions of this act.

Most of the people who have lent the names that have

become places of your education helped create UMass as

it is today; now you know a little bit about two buildings.

Maybe you still don't care to notice them, or why they are

named what they are. but imagine this:

Your cousin, who might want to attend UMass unfor-

tunately wants a winter tour. You consent to take her.

you don't know why. Walking, you pau.se in front of that

monument of concrete and say, looking up at the letters,

"Who was Murray D. Lincoln?"

There is a purpose and a history to the names.

To find out more visit the University Archives. 25th

floor of the Tower library, or check out professor Paul Nor-

ton's book on architecture in Amherst.

Laura Getzoff is a UMass student

Letters
Issue, article are ^'insulting"

So much for objective

news reporting. So much,

even, for any news reporting

at all. The February "swim

suit" issue of Sports II-

lustated is hardly news. The
objectification of women's

bodies is also not news. The

fact that the issue sells out

in 24 hours doesn't exactly

strike me as a scoop. That

all of this made it onto the

front page of the Collegian

last Friday is simply sexist.

The article was also not

objective. The simple fact

that the article did not

editorialize directly about

the social or historical

significance of the swim suit

issue does not make it sub-

jective. That the writer

^chpse^ kP*,r*fti »°J^^' ^^^
dissenter who simply

thought the issue was

stupid does not make it sub

jective. The only newswor-

thy angle appears to have

been men ogling women.
Another insult of this ar-

ticle was its placement. Part

of putting a newspaper

together is weighing ar-

ticles in order of impor-

tance. If the Collegian had

such a slow day that there

was nothing else to fill the

space on the front page then

the Collegian should close

down.

But why was this story

sexist? Spores Illustrated is

a magazine written by men
for men about men's

athletic^ It doesn't say this,

of course; it purports to be a

magazine about athletics in

general. If SI took women
seriously they would write

about women athletes since

theirs is a magazine about

athletics. There is no shor

tage of women with athletic

prowess.

Everyone should be in-

sulted by this issue and by

the article. Men should be

embarrassed that their

libido problems are front

page news as well as the

fact that it is painfully ob-

vious that Madison Avenue
has discovered that the

quickest way to their

pockets is through their

penises. Women should be
outraged at the systematic

denigi'ation of our lives, the

primary importance of our
bodies instead ofour minds,
and the fact that it is this

historical .social disrespect

and violence that is

celebrated on the front page
of the Collegian.

Sarah Bush is a UMass
student

cLLTThe torld's free press took Gorbachev's call for ''democracr far mo^^^

seriously, as a sign of change, than it did Reagan's address Indeed, m the mterna-

ifonal p r. contest of vigor v. aged weariness, national roles have been reversed,

and Reagan seems increasingly Gorbachev's foil^ ^ .

#,.
--- - - _ from niSIcwHepiMc\ ^eitgei^t Checklist. Feb. 23. 1987
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continued from page 2

only 6.5 percent of public school bills in

1986, down from 7.4 percent three years

earlier, and it suggested the cutback may
"have flattened out the curve of educa

tional progress."

FairTest, a Cambridge, Mass. group often

critical of the testing industry, said Ben

nett's new wall chart should bear the

legend, "Warning: Gross misuse of test

scores is dangerous to the nation's educa

tional health
"

"Hie wall chart also ranked states on their

minority and handicapped enrollments,

youngsters living in poverty and other

characteristics. It provided a checklist of

which states have enacted such changes as

merit pay, minimum competency tests and

mechanisms to take over tl» worst schools.

The 1981 82 year was chosen as a ben

chmark because it was the year before a

Reagan advisory panel report. "A Nation

At Risk," rocked the schools into raising

standards.

Scholastic Aptitude Test scores for the

class of 1986, as reported last fall, were un

changed at 906. The test is scored on a 400

to 1600 scale. American College Test

scores, on a scale of 1 to 35, rose from 18.6

to 18.8.

The public high school graduation rate

for 1985 - the latest year available - was

Waste reduction bill debated
BOSTON (AP) - Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis urged lawmakers yesterday to ap-

prove a sweeping measure designed to

solve the state's solid waste disposal pro-
lor lyeo — tne laiesi yearavauauic — y»aa jwji»c v..^ -v- -^

1» u j o

70 6 percent, down from 70.8 percent in blem. but environmentalists attacked a

1984.

The average teacher salary, based on

NEA statistics, was $25, 313 for 1986-86,

up from $23,595 the year before. The

average class size fell to 17.9 pupils per

teacher from 18.1.

The average expenditure per pupil in

1985 was $3,449. up $276 from 1984.

The average minority enrollment was 29

percent, ranging from a high of 96 percent

of pupils in the District of Columbia to on-

ly 1 percent in Vermont and Maine.

Twenty-eight states were ranked on

average ACT scores, since more of their

students take that test. Twenty-one states

and the District of Columbia were ranked

on SAT scores.

The five highest SAT states were, star

ting at the top. New Hampshire. Oregon.

Delaware. Vermont and Connecticut.

provision allowing the state to override

local officials on landfill placement.

Dukakis told the Legislature's Natural

Resource Committee that the bill, submit

ted by the administration and modified by

the committee, would replace local landfills

with recycling facilities, waste reduction

programs, resource recovery plants and

regional landfills.

"We can't continue to be a throw-away

society, dumping our waste problems on

future generations, ' the governor said.

"We must act now to confront a stagger-

ing environmental and economic threat to

ourselves, our children and our grand-

children."

The measure would provide more than

$300 million for recycling projects, en-

vironmental assessments of every landfill

in the state, cleanup of drinking water sup-

plies contaminated or threatened by land

fills, and replacement of old landfills with

regional disposal sites.

The administration says the bill is a com

promise to solve the state's growing waste

problem. House Ways and Means Chair-

man Richard Voke said without action, the

state will have no place for an estimated

1 million tons of garbage a year by 1990.

A similar version was passed by the

House last year but died in the Senate.

HLL UNIVERSITY MEN

§€LI

THURSDAY
FEBRURAY 12

••••

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-5141

Proper Identification A Must

Beer of the Month - Heineken $1 .25

Drink of the Week • Miami Wave $2.00

BEER SPECIAL • SWAN LAGER - $1.50

"Australian Beer"

WEDNESDAY NIGHT IS

PEACH TREE NIGHT
Free Radios ft T-Shirts

•^'^ AX
OPEN RUSH

Uarn about Fraternity Life

Refreshments served

Call 549-5515 for more info

Idd

8-10 PM

-il

SOMETHING YOU
WANT TO SAY BEFORE

YOU LEAVE?

Submit Yo«r Proposals For

Senior

Commencemeiit Spealter

To Carol Wallace

545-2334

Student Affairs

319 Whitmore

(5 Minutes: 3 Pages, Typed,

Double-Spaced)

DEADLINE: MARCH 6, 1987

at 4:00 PM

THE MEXICAN RESTAURANT

"Terrific ... you can enjoy a great

meal in a nice place and not have

to write home for more money."

7 OLD SOUTH STREET
rsjonTHAMPTON • 5B6-0'^0a

Stretch Your Skiing Dollar
Aitd Your Skiing FunI

i Stratton Mountain Express

Package is the way to go!

Now through Spring, 1987

Head for the slopes ivith Peter Pan! Peter Pan s daily Stratton Mountain

Express senMce is packed with ualue . . . including roundirip

transportation and a days lift ticket for a full-day of skiing al Stratton

Mountain in VennonL

Peter Pan offers round trip service seven daus a week' Board a

comfortable Peter Pan bus. pack your skis in Peter Pan s huge luggage

compartment and arrive at Stratton at 9 anr for a full, fun filled day on

the slopes!Advanced reservatiorvi onlu.

Round-trip transportation and a day's lift tidcet from $28,001

Less than you'd pay for a lift ticket alonel

For tickets, scherfu/e and Information, contact:

The People Profession^

Amherst Terminal. 79 South Pleasant Street. Amherst MA.

25&043I • UMASS Campus Center AmhersL MA
Ticket OfTtce 545-2006 • riotthampton Terminal.

I Roundhouse Plaza, horthampton. MA. 5*6^/030

For group rale infomMion. contact PHer Pan Charter Depanmeni: (413) 7812900

Panel supports advertising condoms
on television to help prevent AIDS
Media used to inform public
WASHINGTON (AP) - Surgeon General C. Everett

Koop told a Hoiuie panel yesterday that he favors adver

tising condoms on network television because the national

health threat posed by AIDS "overwhelms other con-

siderations."

Koop said that such advertising should promote disease

prevention rather than sexual activity and that, proper-

ly presented, it would provide a valuable health service.

The surgeon general, designated the Reagan ad-

ministration's lead spokesman on AIDS, did not state his

position on advertising in his prepare testimony but ex-

pressed strong support for it in response to questions from

members of the Health and Environment Subcommittee

of the House Energy and Commerce Committee.

•The threat ofAIDS is so great that it overwhelms other

considerations, and advertising, I think therefore, is

necessary in reference to condoms and would. have a

positive public health value," Koop said.

He acknowledged that condoms do not provide 100 per-

cent protection against catching AIDS from an infected

partner but added. "With all the failures and drawbacks

it's the only thing we have in the way of a barrier."

There is no vaccine or cure for AIDS, and no one is

known to have recovered from it.

Koop said abstinence is the only sure way to avoid con-

tracting the disease sexually, but "that's not terribly

realistic in our society."

Rep. Jim Bates, D-Calif.. asked Koop to comment on

whether television networks have a particular respon-

sibility because so much programing contains sexual

themes.

You could make a good case that if television networks

do indeed peddle all the attractive parts of sex then they

should be willing to also peddle something that might pre

vent the transmission of sexually acquired disease,"

responded Koop.

"But I think even without that relationship, the

threat. ..is so great to the people of this country that, of

itself, the public health message and the preventative

aspects of AIDS that would accompany condom advertis

ing speak for themselves."

Representatives of the three major commercial networks

- NBC, CBS and ABC - said at the hearing that they

do not carry condom advertisements because network of

ficials believe they would be offensive to the viewers of

many affiliate stations.

They noted that local stations are free to carry such ads

on their own and that condoms are being advertised local

ly in 11 television markets. Moreover, they said the net

wM-ks are keeping an open mind on whether to accept such

ads for national distribution.

Rep. Henry A. Waxman, D-Calif.. opened the hearing

by characterizing networks as "so hypocritically priggish

that they refuse to describe disease control as they pro

mote disease transmission" through programing with sex

ual themes.

"We cannot afford such selective prudishness," said

Waxman.
June E. Osborn, dean of the school of public health at

the University of Michigan, said the use of condoms to

prevent the spread of AIDS "stands out as a realistic

stradegy of great importance and we should be using all

available media and avenues of communications to con-

vey that important fact to the public."

DON'T BE OVERCROWDED OUR STANDARD
ROOM OCCUPANCY IS 4 PER ROOM,

NOT 5 OR MORE LIKE OTHERS

mMh

Study shows sewers
overflowing into river

SPRINGFIELD (AP) - A million dollar study of the

purity of the Connecticut River has turned up 130 sewers

overflowing into the water, a spokesman for a regional

planning group said yesterday.

The sites were discovered in seven towns and cities along

the river during an investigation by the engineering firm

Metcalf & Eddy Inc.. said Christopher Curtis, senior plan

ner for the Pioneer Valley Planning Commission. He said

a public meeting on the firm's report was scheduled for

7:30 p.m. yesterday at ^ringfield City Hall

Sewer overflows are the last remaining problem in the

three year river cleanup, but they are an expensive pro

blem, Curtis said. In older cities such as Springfield and

Holyoke, rainwater is channeled into the same pipes that

carry sewage to treatment plants During storms, the

water overflows and carries untreated waste into the river.

Curtis said the study found 30 sewers discharging waste

into the river even during dry weather because of design

flaws or poor maintenance. Some of the sewers were fix

ed, however, soon after the engineering firm pointed them

out to the towns and cities, Curtis said.

"There has been some immediate benefit from doing the

investigation already." he said.

He said the study has been paid for with federal and

state funds and conducted under the supervision of the

sUte Water Pollution Control Department The Pioneer

Planning Commission, a non profit agency created by the

sUte Legislature 25 years ago to guide the growth ofcoun

ties, has helped oversee the study. Curtis said

Recommendations on sewer overflows will be publish

ed in nine months. Curtis said. He said it is then up to

towns and cities to find the money to correct the sewers.

The towns and cities involved are Agawam, Chicopee.

Ludlow. Holyoke, Springfield, South Hadley and West

Springfield.

"It is going to cost a fair amount of money,' Curtis said.

"We are going to need a commitment from the state. But

cerUinly with the recent passage of the Clean Water Act,

there will be a lot more federal funds to do it."

Stretches of the Connecticut River resembled an aquatic

junkyard by the mid 'BOs. with car parts, raw sewage and

other pollutants littering it. By 1982. under a national

campaign to clean up rivers, three-quarters of the Con

necticut were clean enough to swim in

The million dollar study was commissioned three years

ago. after Springfield officials threatened to dump 80

million gallons of raw sewage into the river over eight

days while repairing a sewage system that had not been

fixed in 35 years.

ntJ^'^ht!
EXPERIENCE THE

ULTIMATE SPRING BREAK
DAYTONA BEACH, FLORIDA

^ High quMy oceanfront accommodatioos lor 8 gtonous days and 7 fun-Nled nights.

providing cotor TV, air condrtiorwig pnvate telaphona. pod arvJ sun deck

4^ M ol our ho«ah art kicataa dIncMr on tha baach.

X A oomptete schedule o« tree pool deck parties and optional activities

/-' Food, rnerchandise and service discounts provided by local merchants to Inler-

C«Tipus Programs tnp paniopants

^ Optwnal excursions available - deep sea hshrng. Hawaiian luau, party cnj«e. aai»

dMing. Disney VWofW. EPCOT Center, and more

^ Computenzed central reservation system to insure accuracy and organizalion

^ All taxes, tips and service charges mduded ^
% i

R(X)M PACKAGE
VlNCLUOES ALL OF THE ABOVE)

ROAD TRIP OPTION
(DETAILS BELOW)

ALL TAXES, TIPS AND
SERVICE CHARGES INCLUDED

Utopia Spas
75 University Drive, Amherst

(413)253-7727
soPER sun TAMrariQ

•one free session
WITH EVERY SIGN UP

This year, skip the

"Spring Break SunburnI"

# FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND SIGN-UP:

Tom: 253-7438
Paige: 546-8149

CNAnaeii

VOUR BEST

SPRING BREAK
.VALUEI

OR WATCH rt)R US ON CC CONCOURSE FRIDAYS

WATCH FOR FREE TRIP GIVEAWAY AT

->3

"tUDE THE T^EW VMVE

(JIANO
ItrTER-CAMPUS RROORAmt

FEB
13

COPY A LOT

SAVEALOT

Kinho<( uhtr* ^wmH> dlncoents

un copies from o«k ortfJaal-

Afirr 100 cofIrs. ike rrM arr

NALF riHCE!

kinko's

OoillGIAN

253-2543
220 N. Pleasant St

RJ&DJ
Originals

ALTERATIONS

AND
RESSMAKINO

253-2991

HOT
TUBS

Hor

CLEAN, SAFE, PRIVATE HOT TUBS
17S University Dr.

Next to Stadhim Liquors (n Price Chopper Mall

Open Monday 4 till 1, Tuesday • Saturday 11am • lam
Reservations suggested - Gift certificates available

Call 253-

L̂ooking for some
"Healthy Romance

'

on Valentine s Day?

You'll tind it at Utopa Spas
• •compltm«nl»ry (lowers

• sod music
• 'A hoof Hot Tub (Of Two

II your Hot Tub lor Two is

between 1 1 sm and 5pm, you N

also receive 2 Free Hot Tub
Passes 0ood or< your r>exl visit ^

• • • » •• ' • * -t -r 't-
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ARTS
•milm

Husker Du canceled; manager dies, Amherst show neglected

Cwtt^tan photo by Bynw UuamtHUi

Michael Cudahy of Christmas as seen last summer at Jonathan Swift's

in Cambridge.

TODAY • TODAY • TODAY • TODAY

FROM YALTA TO AFGHANISTAN

^ ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION

WITH

• ANDRE RYERSON • TAMAS ACXEL
• PAUL HOLLANDER • LASZLO TIKO

Wednesday, February 11th

7:30 - 9:30 PM • SUB

SPONSORED BY SGA PRESIDENTS OFFICE

Valentine's '87

Saturday, Feb. 14th!

Valentine cards,

Teddy Bears and lots more I

JUMdUd^^aUk*

omherst /oorthamptoo

doity and Sunday

By DAN GOODIN
Collegian Staff

The sudden death last weekend of

Husker Du's manager has prompted the

postponement of the trio's scheduled ap-

pearance at the Student Union building.

The show, originally scheduled for Thurs-

day. February 12, will tentatively be

rescheduled for Monday, March 9, but no

confirmation of that date has been made.

For years, the Minneapolis trio has been

revered by critics and a large following for

the band's belting lyrics of anguish and
social discontent and their gripping minor
melodies.

Tickets already purchased will be

honored for the rescheduled show, or

holders may return them by March 5 to the

original place ofpurchase for a full refund.

Watch the Collegian for further details

on the rescheduled show and an interview

with the band.

¥ >

HM CIKKOI \\l) (OMK IK)\S

CHOCOLATE HEARTS
63 North Pleasant St

Amherst (413) 253-5589

68 Mam St

rjorthamplon (-1131 586-4180

AN IMI MESSAGE FROM THE UNIV HEALTH SERVK

FIGHTING THE BATTLE AGAINST SEXUALLY
TRANSMITTED DISEASES ON THE UMASS CAMPUS

By University Health Center
THIS IS THE FIRST IN A SERIES OF ARTICLES THAT THE STAFF OF TMi UfttVERSTTY HEALTH CENTER
FEELS YOU SHOULD READ AND CONSIDER CAREFULLY

The Spread of sexually transmitted diseases (STO's) is a serious arxj growing public health problem m the United

States, the University of Massachusetts campus is no exception The increasing urgency of educating the public

about AIDS should not redirect our attention from the other more commonly sexualy transmitted diseases which

cannot be ignoreo Below are some breif descriptions of the most common STD s seen at the University Health

Services and some methods of prevention

CHLAMDYIA: Chlamydia is the noosi common STD in the US with at least 3-4 million cases per year It is caused

by the chlamydia trachomatis bacteria There has been substantial increase of Chlamydia on our campus smce

1984 The infection occurs mside the genitals or urinary trad of both men and women The most common way

of getting chlamydia is through oral and genital sexual contact However newborn bab«s can also contact chlam-

dta from infected mothers at the time of bffth It is important to realize that chlamydia infection, especially m
women, may not cause symptons When symptomatic, chlamydia can cause pain on urmation or discharge from

the penis of vaoina

GENITAL WARTS: Genital warts (condylomata acuminata are caused by the papilloma virus They occur in the

genital and rectal areas and may occur m the mouth. The incidnece of genital warts is rapidly Increasing both

nationwide and on the University campus
They are sexually transmitted through anal and vaginal intercourse or oral-gemtal contact Unfortunalteiy cer-

tain types of genital warts are associated with cancer of the cervix m women Although oemtal wans can be

treated, the treatment can be difficult and prolonged Common sKi warts of the hands or feet are caused by a

similar virus, but, they do not cause or turn to venereal warts

GONORRHEA: Gonorrhea is caused by bacteria (Neisseria gonorrhea) and occurs m the anal and genital areas

of both men and women During the past year, the incidence of gonorrhea has increased Like some of the other

STD's, women can be infected and yet have no symptons When symptomatic, gonorrhea can cause pam on

urination, a vaginal disharge. a discharge from the penis or lower abdominal pian m women
SYPHILIS: Syphilis is highly contagious and is coused by a spiral shaped bacteria called treponema. The symp-

tom of the disease usually disappears even without treatment but the disease may continue to progres If un-

treated serous widespread damage can occur throughout the body Although less common than the other STDs,

there has tieen a recent outbreak of syphilis involving students on the campus
HEPATITIS B: Hepatitis is an inflammation of the liver which can progress to cause permanent damage Hepatitis

B in heterosexual people with many partners and gay men is usually transmitted through oral genitia or rectal

contact. When someone is infected with Hepatitis B virus, the virus is present in the bkxxj. and is also excreted

in saliva, unne. and semen COmmon symptons include fatigue, malaise, nausea, vomitting, fever, muscle aches

and pains, abdominal pain, yellowing of the skin and whites of the eyes, skin rash, dark unne, and light color

stools It is believed that many people get mild cases of hepatitis without symptons, or with symptons like the

"flu" but are still capable of infecting others

GENITAL HERPES: Genital herpes is caused by the herpes virus (HSV) People often confuse the two types

of herpes simplex viruses 1 and 2 Type 1 is commonly referred to as a cold sore or a fever blister on the mouth

Type 2 usually causes lesions or blister like sores on the genitals (and occasionally on the buttocks) It is possi-

ble to have a type 1 infection on the genitals and a type 2 infection on the mouth depending on the mode of

transmission. Except for very small differences m their genetic make-up, HSV types 1 and 2 are practically the

same, at least m so far as the lesions (or sores) they cause, how they are transmitted, and recurrances that

can result once someone is infected Infection takes place when the soft tissues (penis, vagina, mouth) of one

person contact with virus being shed by someone with the mfectkjn Although there is no cure for herpes, it

is a manageable virus with few severe medical complications, with the exception of newborn infants Pregnant

women can transmit the herpes infection to their babies during delivery People need to understand that during

oral-genital sex , herpes on one person (regardless of the type), can be transmitted to the genitals of their partner

causing genital herpes Herpes unfortunately can be transmitted by someone who has never had any symp-

toms In other words, people can carry the herpes virus asymptomatically (without symptoms) and transmit the

virus to their partner.

NON SPECIFIC URETHRITIS (NSU): NSU is the most common STD among young adult men It is an inflamma-

tion of the urethra (the central channel through the penis carrying urine from the bladder to the outside of the

body) Men with syrnploms will experience discomfort with urination and or a thin watery discharge, women usually

have no symptons.

PELVIC INFLAMMATORY DISEASE (PID): PID is a serious infection of the womb (uterus), ovaries and chlamydia.

The most common cause of PID are gonorrhea and chlamydia. PID may develop m a woman when the infection

is untreated and spreads from the cervix into the rest of the reproductive organs resulting in sterility or future

ectopic pregnancy (implantation of the fertilized ovum in a fallopiah tube). Symptoms may include mild or severe

pain and tenderness in the lower abdomen, cen/ix, uterus, possibly combined with fever and chills People at

high risk for PID are those with multiple sexual pertners, a history of PID, or someone who uses an intrauterine

device (lUD)

PREVENTING THE TRANSMISSION OF STDs: There are effective ways to reduce your risk of these sexually

transmitted diseases;

KNOW YOUR PARTNER: Your risk of getting an STD increases with the number of sex partners you and your

partners have at the present time or in the past.

USE CONDOMS: Condoms offer effective protection against most STD's (chlamydia, genital warts, gonorrhea,

herpes. NSU) regardless of your sexual orientation Even though condoms are not foolproof, they are the most

effective means of preventing the transmission of STDs This form of protection can be most effective when
a spermicidal cream or supository is used. Also, condoms used along with other birth control methods greatly

reduces the risk of unwanted pregnancy Unfortunately, claims of reduced sensitivity with their use are greatly

exaggerated With STDs increasing among college age people and some STDs being transmitted without visible

symptoms, men. and women should weigh the consequences before they rule out using condoms
OTHER ITEMS OF IMPORTANCE TO YOU: Your body does not develop an immunity to STDs. One or more
cases of a particular STD does not prevent you from reinfection You can be reinfected immediately after treat-

ment ends. It is also possible to have more than one type of STD at the same time If you are told that you may
have been exposed to an STD or if you have any suspicious symptoms, call the University Health Services and
make an appointment with a clinician for evaluation and treatment Request that your partners also make an

appointment. STDs are not someone to ignore. Serious complications, including infertility in both men and women,
can develop when left untreated During regular check ups. ask your health care provider frankly whether testing

^TDs iS indicated for you^lf yo>j i»«iye_que$tions Of problems, please call the University Health Services and

Thake an appointment to see a clinician at 549-2671
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Arts Calendar
Feb. 12: Professor Richard

F. W. Bader, Department of

Chemistry, McMaster
University, Gamilton, On-

tario, Canada, will speak on

"A theory of Atoms in

Molocules •• 2:30 p.m.

Thursday, LRGT 103.

Feb 11: Design consul-

tant Peter Lawrence, a

design consultant at a

number of corporations in

the U.S. and Europe will

speak on design in industry

at 5 p.m. Wednesday, in

Herter Hall 231.

Feb. 12: Photographer

Roy DeCarva will speak on

his work at Hampshire Col-

lege at 7:30 p.m. on Thurs-

day m Hampshire College.

Feb. 23: Herter Art

Gallery has two new ex

hibits opening. One. runn

ing in honor of Black

History Month. "A
Memorial Exhibition of

Works by John A. Kenrick,"

will be a representation of

Kendrick's work, an MFA
artist from UMass who died

at the age of 30 in 1982.

The other. "Recent works

by Willie Birch and Keith

Christensen." will feature

works of the artist's Root

Culture series. The series

seeks to represent the Strug

gle of common people in

Central America and the

USA and features juxtaposi

tion of root-like images,

symbolizing human organs,

and oppression.

The arts desk seeks en-

thusiastic people to

write about arts. Call

Tom at 545-3500.

THE WORLD
ACCORDING

TO GARP
Campus Center

Febmary 11

^SHOWTIMES^
5, 7, 9, & 11

SEATS
$1.50 at 5:00

All Other Times
$2.00

Sponsored by

Alpha Epsilon Pi

• N» CHINESE KITCHEN E
FAST SERVICE - GREAT PRICES

TRY OUR LUNCHEON-DINNER SPECIALS

Only $1.49 before 3 pm. $1.90 after 3 pm

A. Chicken Fingers. Fried Rice or Chow Mein

B. Chicken Wings, Fried Rice or Chow MeIn

C. Lobster Sauce. Fried Rice or White Rice

D. Chicken with Green Peas and Fried Rice

E. Yoke Kew (Beef) with Gravy and Fried Rice

lot In or Take Out

HOURS. Sunday Moon • lO pm, Mon • tot 11:K) • lOpm

S LOCATIONS

430 Rutsel St (Rt 9)

NADLEY - 253-2S71

ISO King St

NORTHAMPTON - SM*6220

NOW
IN OUR
13th

YEAR

AMHERST CREAMERY OFFICE BUILDING

150 Fearing St, Amherst, MA

Telephone: (413) 549-2686

MANUSCRIPTS - A SPECIALTY

RESUME PLANNING & TYPING

THESES AND DISSERTATIONS

TONIGHT

Miller Lite Ski Night

GIVEAWAY
• SKI PASSES * SOUTH RIVER ROAO CHAM.EMONT, MASSACHUSETTS OIIM

CAPS • TURTLENECKS

• SKI SWEATERS

SKI BAGS

Oriajv Experience
Uniqijp Asian Cf^llb Ans ana Jewelry

Come Experience

The Fine Arts

Of Asia

ALSO FEATURING
YOH SEANG S

DRAWINGS AND
PAINHNGS

174 N. Plcasut S( Ambcnt 253-5414

Across from Amherst Post Omcc

FREE
SHRIMP

Bom
\^th Dinner

No
Cover

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
S49-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning
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By MARTHA CONNORS
Collegian Correspondent

Universities are commonly great centers of culture, and

I'Mass. along with the surrounding colleges is no excep-

tion This column, although filled with all kinds of infor

niation about the music available to you. will focus on the

efforts of students and faculty and their homegrown art

Wait' Don't turn to the comics yet. If the 'arts" of

classical, jazz, and similar music has always sent you run

iimg. I'd like to convince you othei-wise. You can start with

same of the music growing right under your nose. Most

are free.

WHY You Should Go to Campus Performances

You won't have to take the bus.

It's fun to get dressed up and go to a theater.

It's fun to go to the theater where everyone is dressed

up and you 're not.

It's free.

It's free for your date

There's something about a live performance that beats

another flick at the mall.

• You 'II do mom and dad proud,

Once you graduate, you may never get this chance again

Convinced? If not, let me ask you one favor, just pick

one of these and go.

Student and Faculty Performances
CLARINETIST MICHAEL SUSSMAN

Tuesday. February 17 at 8 p.m. in Bezansen Recital

Hall, located in the Fine Arts Center. Free of charge

Faculty clarinetist noted by the New York Times for his

"simply beautiful clarinet playing " will join forces with

faculty colleague and pianist Nadine Shank and the Essex

String Quartet, in residence at UMass.

A must see! Sussman has an extraordinary reputation

as a soloist and chamber musician. He is the principal

clarinetist with the Springfield and New Hampshire Sym
phony Orchestras, and plays with NYC based Orpheus.

When coupled with Shank and the Essex Quartet, this

should be quite a show. Works performed will include

those by Brahms. Camille Saint Saens, and Ferdinand

David.

SENIOR RECITAL. AMY AMARELLO

Friday. February 13 at 3:30 p.m. at the Smith College

Museum of Art. Northampton. Free of charge.

As the final culmination of her music education,

Amarello, with twelve years of flute playing behind her.

will perform a concert of music from diverse styles and

periods. Assisted by other instruments, the works of

Marcello. Ravel, Piston, Mozart, and Pachalbel will be

performed.
This will be the first of several Senior Recitals presented

by Smith College this season. The quality of these stu

dent ventures should not be missed.

FREEMAN AND ZEGER RECITAL

Saturday, February 14 at 8 p.m. at Sage Hall. Smith

College. Northampton. Free of charge.

Smith Graduate Ena Freeman, soprano, and Brian

Zeger, pianist, will perform the works of Scarlatti. Pro

kofier. Strauss. Poulenc. and others as they are hosted by

the Ern.st Wallfisch Memorial Fund, continued on page 15

HERPES
SUPPORT GROUP

STARTING, WEDNESDAY
FEBRUARY 10
7:00 - 8:30 p.m.

University Health Services

Room 304

The 9moiOon^ ttre%i of dealing wttfi herpes can be mofe

aifncuH to cope with than tfte actual virus. Ifyou have herpes

and an Interested In learning from and talking wlW others who

share similar concerns, this group Is open to you.

fof information tod pfe-regl«tr«tlon cM the Health Education Office at 549-2^71

xl81 and asK for Oebbie

Confidentiality Is assured.
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Perfect Tommy will be

appearing at Sheehan*^

on Saturday. Interview

in tomorrow's Collegian

***************

VALENTINE'S DAY
FEBRUARY 14

••rLAT
•SnTEEET:
J 17FlatStr««t

fk Brani*boro, Vt

* Op#n 8PM -2 AM

: WEDNESDAY
• MIDWEEK
: GETAWAY

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

»
4
4
4
4
4
4
4^

4
4

: NO COVER I
4 4
4 1^

J Fimr CEMT ofum c MCMLXXXVII AmcTKin Grrelinsi Co«p.

Valentines Day... a day to

express sentiments of love.

There are

humorous,

contemporary,

cute and
character cards

that express those

sentiments

perfectly.

AMERICAN GREETINGS

Located In The Campus Center

^nrnvERSiTY
mSTORE^

M-F9-5

".

ADVERTISING
ACCOUNT
EXECUTIVE

THE COLLEGIAN IS NOW ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS FOR FALL SEMESTER 87'

FOR THE POSITION OF
ADVERTISING ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES.

YOU WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR SELLING

ADVERTISING SPACE FOR NEW ENGLAND'S
LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY NEWSPAPER.

< M GREAT EXPERIENCE

INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD IN MARCH.

"Killing an Arab" by the Cure blacklisted
By ROB SKELTON
Collegian Staff

The song "Killing an Arab,"by the Cure might not be

receiving airplay if radio station programmers heed the

call made to quiet the controversial song by the popular

band's record company.
In an open letter to AOR radio and college stations, the

Elektra record company is asking that "given the poten

tial for misuse and misinterpretation, we. ..join the Cure

and the ADC in requesting that, effective immediately,

the song 'Killing an Arab' be given no further airplay at

your station."

The ADC, the American Arab Anti Discrimination Com
mittee, led the call for action against the song, which it

claimed perpetuated anti Arab attitudes.

"Killing an Arab." written by Cure leader Robert

Smith, is based upon a novel by Albert Camus entitled

The Stranger which, according to Elektra Sews was never

meant to serve as a vehicle for the promotion of bigotry

All shipments of albums, cassette tapes, and compact

discs containing "Killing an Arab" will be stickered, ac-

cording to a second press release from Elektra. with the

following text:

"The song, Killing an Arab' has absolutely no racist

overtones what-so-ever. It is a song which decries the ex-

istence of all prejudice and consequent violence. The Curt'

condemn this use in furthering anti Arab feeling."

A statement issued by AD<.' President Abdeen Jabara

said: '"There are those who may not have read Camu>
The Stranger or not understood its connection to it Vn
fortunately there are also those who would use tht- vt> >

title to fan ethnic or racial division"

The Time Is

NOW
To Investigate

The

UMASS FRATERNITY

EXPERIENCE

WEDNESDAY FEB 11 VISIT

PHI SIGMA KAPPA: 418 N. PLEASANT ST • 256-6863

SIGMA PHI EPSILON: 160 1 & F BRITTANY MANOR - 8-10 pm

THETA CHI: 496 N. PLEASANT ST - 7-9 pm • 253-9015

THURSDAY FEB 12 VISIT

ALPHA EPSILON PI: 665-2682

DELTA CHI; 118 SUNSET AVENUE - 8-10 PM • 549-5515

DELTA UPSILON: 778 N. PLEASANT ST. • 549-3831

PHI SIGMA KAPPA: 51 N. PLEASANT ST. - 8:00 • 256-6863

ALPHA DELTA PI: N. PLEASANT ST

THETA CHI: 496 N.PLEASANT ST. - 7:00-9:00 • 253-9015

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 545-271

1

•ALL BIDS WILL BE EXTENDED FEB 19th.

Rank

PRIME-TIME TV
Top Ten Programs
February 2-8. 1987

Rating Share Network

i

1. CosbyShow
2. Family Ties

3. Cheers
4. Murder. She Wrote
5. Might Court
6. 60 Minutes
7. Golden Girls

8. Moonlighting

9. Two Mrs. Grenvflles, Pt 1

10.Growing Pains

37.6 54 NBC i

36.4 52 NBC
27.7 40 NBC !

26.6 39 CBS
24.9 36 NBC
24.4 38 CBS
24.1 39 NBC
23.7 35 ABC
23.4 36 NBC
23.0 34 ABC

Ratings points ar© the peroent

of 87.4 million TV househokJs;

shares are the percent of

househoWs with sets on.

OVERALL RATMQ
NBC CBS ABC
17.9 15.6 14.1

$outc»: AC. Nielsen Co.

ir Homegrown
.sKNiOK HUNOK BANI)^

Saturday, February 14 ut

7 p.rr. in thf Fine An-
rt-nier I oncert Hah
I'Mass, Vrvv of chargf

WalUM <hestnut and
Gt'«»rjj«- Parks will cnndiKt

AP/ Nancy Carpem^r

thi> big band festival, m Hall, Smith CfilU'Kf. Nt

which lvM« M-ru<i! hoiK.i ttumplon Fif. <>{ chaim

h;inH-< its nn«mf»iT> select ttl (M>.st'i\m^ Ati

lrom40<» Hii?h sthooisinlhe Hi.slurv Monih Sw«

Northea-
hriSt of mU:
vdhinM

oerfwm
sii. vs it \. ;t lot

Wi- C reaie A Stv.le As
Individual As You Ar«

^ CONSl'lTATION
_ AND

STYll CUT

^$10
I .N \ Sll

Styles By Deborah
f.^ (MM KSin DKIVF.
\MMIKSI -.»<*'i6IO

I > -
.' " s:

Other
PerformanceN

YKHUni MENUHIN

Hone> ':i I I- '; ..-L

av\;»r<. .'. l^n•!l^ is^e wdiih i,

a capella kjospel iiroup will

ptfrform usin^' only i!

Area voices, hanriclap.*.. and aii

tasiona! gourd or fa

iMjrine. Thi.»> unv so u> -

good.

The best snow in the West. Light and
bubbly, it's Steamboat's famous champagne
powder, and it falls with intoxicating

regularity.

Ski it on wide-open snowfields, or catch

the spirit in a temple of trees.

bieamboat is covered by an average

snowfall of 27 feet each ski seasor from late

November througfi April — that's jver 5 feet

a month!
But not everyone skIs powde-, s<t

Steambo'it puts its fleet of snow cats on the

mountain nightly to groorr. the tmermediate
and beginner' ' slopes

So if you like fluffy powder on top and a

bip base underneath, the word lor snow at

Steamboat is . aeeo.

FOR THE DEEP CONTACT
UMASS SKI CLUB

outside the Hatch or phone 545-3437

Thursday . February 12 at

^ p.m at th» F"int- Art.-

enter Concert Hall \ Al.KNTIM S |i>^

I \l.is.s. Tickets $lfi, $18. (ONCKKI
$20 at the FAC Box Offic.

Yehudi Menuhin will ap .-Saturday. h«;bruary U . t

pear as conductor and viohn .'s pm at the Center for t
!••

soloist with the Warsavk Arts. Northampton. .Adin-

Sinfonia. Work.«; will include .sioii $6. $4 f<H childre-

those from Bach. Wagner, .Singers Chei-y I Cobo \<. ••

Rossini, and Mendelssohn Zibelmann. t;harles l.nul-

sa> . and K<kI (iisick will mix

.SWEET HONEY IN THE with piamst.s Grev..^:.

R(X'K Hayes and Margaret Kel.se\

Wright at they perform

Sunday. Februarv l.T at 3 Handel. M.-iid»'lssohn, and

p m at thi- .John M. dreeii Schumam.

V

>''

Gifts for <..

your

Valentine

Stuffed Animals

Mugs

Heart-shaped containers

Children s jewlery

Heart magnets, pencils

Heart Purses

Backpacks, etc

-j-m-m m^^-t-m^* ^k * « * . *-j' -^^ »#«>«>. •t<^»»» » * -_«
i^iSk.

48 N Pleasant Street

downstairs • 256 1609

Hours Mon Sai 9 30 5 30 , , ,.

Film news
.Si (iful^ may nou

the New England Fn
Festival Current h n.

twoltlh year, the '

a competition v. . .
>

ceieoiatt'H excellenc'

re'gional independti! t ..i

student films Inadmiior ...

.S.lOiio in ca-ii ,'iw;i''-i ? <

film materia

nffers a chanc
significant

t hrou^' ' i sci > •^nings

an opportunity i ' i '

regional woi ..

The Niw i^ngla.

Festiv,<l is an exc

port unity for studei..

makers Lasi years $1 OOu
Best of the l-".stival .^uald

went to Rluxic Island .S<*hool

of Design student Shfua So-

fian for her animaieri 'ilm

"Mangia'" TifTany Hosen,

also of RISJ ' and Rnonda
Richards of hoston lini .er-

sity wer<- Student '''ilm

Award rec^' -nts.

Foi ai,

brochure contact t m

Fv*''nsi'>" Qf."
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Eastern Airlines to pay $9.5 million for violations
WASHINGTON (AP) - Eastern Airlines has agreed to

pay a record $9.5 million fine for safety violations found

in a 1985 government inspection after fighting the en

forcement action for nearly a year. Transportation Depart

ment officials said yesterday.

The fine was sought by the Federal Aviation Ad-

ministration in early 1986 and when Eastern refused to

pay, the FAA turned the matter over to the Justice

Department for possible legal action.

Under the agreement, Eastern will pay $1 million im
mediately and $8.5 million by the end of 1939.

The Transportation Department said in a statement

that Eastern has agreed to pay the full $9.5 million, by

far the largest civil penalty ever assessed against a com-

mercjal airline for safety violations.

The violations, which included record keeping infrac

tions and a variety of maintenance shortcomings, stemm-
ed from a detailed, in-depth inspection of Eastern in late

1985.

Since the fine was first sought. Eastern has been pur-

chased by Texas Air Corp., and is under new management.

Eastern's former chairman, Frank Borman, steadfast-

ly refused to pay the penalty sought by the FAA, saying

that the FAA findings were not supported by fact.

C7cak.«>.^:<r»w\^>«'..tf>9C7«^^C9..^:>9 <?C>h.'H.^n 1<^.Cg..rfya tfTC^ijQg.^^» tfTt^i^Ci^ya tfW^>.C»..,rfa>» .^aro c»v^-»-*-»5«Tv^«A».

AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS

\

ctr esTK^ifi «c:^e» Cb'**

#^r4fc^w% Off
JKTcy'O'.ifyCANAL ST. JEANS.

•^€€ WITH COUPON

109i Off
STREET LIFEe
WITH COUPON

fia I HM

Tired of Studies?

Get Some Rest ...

ON A FUTON MATTRESS
Portable! Foldable!

And Double Size Under $100

"^•w «»*•""'

Bed Frame ft

Coftch Beds
i^ Available

^-^ From
$169

-^Va^ Sebastian
Hair Care

and
Colours

233 N. Pleasant Street

Amherst Carriage Shops
Upper Level Mon.-Sat., by appt.

1

n

ii

Good Night Bedding
549-3507 •Amherst Center•Carriage Shops

^^ 1

^Ss,^^T» c»»mj%mo*^*»i»*i»^ ^,,.^-^^^^^^^^

^^^^^^K^^^^^^^^r

'^JJm^^ ^^M^^aflwft^T
^VAi^lH^^WTa ^#^\^^

^^i^^Ai^^^—S^St»^^'\^

-^^8:^^
--<»

F

For All Your

Musical Needs

?33 N. Pleasant StrMt

Amherst. Mass. 01002

Phone 549*1728

NEVER LET

THE 5 MINUTE WALK

FROM CAMPUS

il|fmMllllllllllllllimilil|i|i|f|lM'|i1f|it<|!|iMi|i|i|i|ill|i|i|i|iMl|i|i|i|lMllt|i|it«li|i|il>2j

i FINE YARNS & YARN SUPPLIES

^^<;y^:^r*^rH^*^>S?H*i^>*l'^:*ti^^{$<;^^'^^'}>^^^

Family Resale Clothing

ONCE MODE

ITH FEELIN
The best place for all seasons

the most economical tool!

Carrugc 5uop5 Amhtrsl, DA.

^

COME

BETWEEN

YOU AND

THE

CARRIAGE

SHOPS

Cotton & Cotton Blend Yarns

AVAILABLE NOW!
Start Your Spring & Summer

Sweaters Early

New Needlework Kits And Supplies

Arriving Daily

|lfiiiiniriiiiiiiiiii<iiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

QClventufo Iravel
"At the Carriage Shops"

233 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

(413) 549-1256

TIME IS RUNNING OUT!
Call now for SPftlNO BREAK
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Something
By Sarah Smith

It is no use saying we are doing our best You

have got to succeed in doing what is necessary

— Winston Churchill

Daily Crossword Puzzle

1 OparMc
matotfy

SConlaMMr tor

c«to

10 Po«»itM now
trom 34 Down

UManMiw*
oouMry

tSCity on «<•

"Seems like Gramp's been there forever —
fossilized right tt>ere on his favorite rock.

^ Scares the hell out of the dog."

It Raw inaUfMM
ir^Qpuiw MMP

opari

20nadO( YaHow
?l Roof lo(i(w

22 R«oga rap*

24 IntUMwl
wmdow pan**

2«R«pMMda
Mory

29 Diamond «i«ai

30 jacM* or colar

31 Aclraaa Ounna
32 Conamnad
SiSaa

17 Acroa*

M CoiiMnon Milba

40 Lop* alt. •«

Sooaawl
4t Avaraoa
42NorM

Edited by Tnidt Micli«l Jaffc

3 SifiM amount 33 All - jatz

4 Fwa raaidua 34 Sic4ian volcano

smmadvactionoi seimaraat

• MMtapaodaouy
7 WMhafad
e My Gal -
9 Finish

10 Laaaar o* TV
1

1

Tapaairy 42 MaigWiot oi

12 Saia m Franca Guam
l3Svr«n 43 Sprmg or laa

44 Panagraan

37 Picmc
playwrigm

3t luamc prayar

4$ - Pwli. Com
46 laiamc matiuft
47 Oanarai

asaamPM*
4aStfiaar Oa«a
MiMMk haawiiy

51 Miaiaad

52 Ragnn
53 RaauN trom

SS 8a mdatiiad

SCOrad dagraa

S7 CIA lorarunnar

IIMoraly bad
ItOUba-irot

ai
24 1

25 Shorn
companion

26 Anatomcai
nalwotk

27 AngiaSaaon

26 -manna
29 R>o»at liaida

lor tfion

31 Aimoal partaci

32 Uaiunr«g agani

jmSWtW TO HItVIOUS puaii:
nnyn nnnnp nnnn
nnn nnonn nnnn
innnnfinnnnnnn

i

oonnn nnn nog
win nnnn r

.onnnnnnnficiaannn
nnn

tUfTuIeIli
rinn nnn nnnnn

atinnnnnnnnnnn
nnnnnnnnnn nnnn
nnnn nnnran ^nnn
nnnn nnnnn nnnn

1/1 1/t?

43ni«ilolotd

4S Enrol aa a

lunr var

Doonesbary

49 Wataanj »
Franhiat) paopia

50 AniOM. tor orta

SI

By Garry Trndeau ^^^yg^^y *

0.P.TH/SI5SUCHAS

/

IMSANTHBFeARaSO
kiANY FILM AOHeSfieS

BNCamFBKONAL6ttOnrmi

SUCHUATHmfBD.
I THINK IPIABOUT
T0HAVBANO(/T-OF-

dOPfaPWtfKBi

SUttB

iOUA^,
BOOPna.

TT7

B/ mut IN

paraon

60 Oral -
61

w-Tn-nrw

Shaitat prownca
62Piarto(NM

Garmarty

63Coulurwr'*

t Tootkad*

Oaoon

Bloom Cofinty By Berke Breathed

PROirmmoN. mi>mKy.
0W use, cuLVi. njHmff^YS,

sviape MNPn» trntetie

/mumafiNbiHisimwN.

Id 9HAn. wrm we cm/nrme
MimKva/iM cpuses

ipuNNO mytewe
PWUfeMTMOF Off
NtKlW, HUFFOCmNO Wim
ze/Kom mmAp

Ri pifmmiNb vJECfittr

IN mi5 coumrr po imr.

•IfT l« *^F*n ll>» Sr«airMI 1/11^7

Lunch
Menu

Dinner
WINTER CARNIVAL

Tacos Sirloin Strip Sleak/Sauteed

Bacon-Onion Quiche Mushrooms
Baked Stuffed Schrod with

Newburg Sauce

Basics Lanch Basics Dinntr
WINTER CARNIVAL

Vegetable Tacos Vegetable Stroganoff/E^

Tomato Torte Noodles

Baked Stuffed Schrod with

k
Newburg Sauce ^

r Weather
Today Mostly sunny, high in th€ low BOs

Tonight Fair and cold, low in the teens

Tomorrow Cloudy, chance of flurries, high in the

mid-30s

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

Today's Staff
Night editor

CopY cdHor
Photo tech

\jviovX tech

Prodactlon sapenrUor
Prodactlon

Shcryl Jean

Siobhan Masterson

David Shimkus
Rob Catalano'

Marc Infield

LJ Dewhurst. Kim Hopkins

Keith Cooper. Michael Cooper. & Joe Kcenan I

Gordy By Gorde

Wwew »ve LAST L£FT OUK
HBRoes, Ther i^jbrb- ai^iost

tuv^sjsn/e i\/r

/ CAUTMeLP
ITIFCHfCKS

PUCf PlAMOfff

I

1.1KB, -rVfS IS so, so
eMS*I^I^S/fJG r / QOfJ-T
tijMV^J (AJHAT Tt> DO r.V.'

oouBT.' MY ue^ sax-
UALiry /S AT STAp::ef.'.'

I

You KEACfZB. feoPUE.,
THAT TWfiCE 'S OtJiy OhJE.

9/ Yoo
pt»j-TMeAiJ...'?

atecK The ^

SCRIPT/

V^'^'V

7b«i4oen3(iL>: we chbcx the
S:Silfn'AlX> R!ES3^T To

Executive Board — Spring of 1987 1

KELLY SIEGER 1

Editor iB Chief 1

HAHCT KUMGENER
Maaaflog EdUer

PHIL SERAFIHO
Editorial Editor

STEVE RUBIH
tiaem Maaager

AHSEL nHTER
Prodectloa Maaager

Business Board — Spring of 1987

STEVE RUBIR
Batlaeu Maaager

PATRICE LAWSKT
MarfceUag Maufeff

PAUL H. LESSER
AdvcrtlstBg Sale* Manager

CRAIG HAUGLfi
Ctrcalattoa Maaager

VAHESSA ROTH
Plaaace Maoager

KAREH HOLLAHD
SebacriptloB Maaager
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Women gymnasts to host Springfield
By STEVE RICHARDS
Collegian Correspondent

University of Massachusetts women's
gymnastics coach Chuck Shiebler might

have mixed emotions entering a meet

against his alma mater. But he will have

more important things to worry about

than school loyalty when his team hosts

Springfield College tonight at 7 at the

Boyden Gymnastics Center.

Shiebler. a 1970 SC graduate, promis-

ed there would be no question about his

loyalties tonight as he desperately wants

to see UMass get back in the "W" column,

something that has eluded the team since

its first meet nearly a month ago. The
Mmutewomen have lost five meets after

splitting their opener.

The teams seem to match up evenly, as

Springfield has been scoring along the

same line as Massachusetts this season

and last year's meet was decided by leas

than one point <a UMass victory*.

"Last year's meet was very tight and I

would expect (tonight's) to be a close one,

too," Shiebler said.

If nothing else, past results between the

two teams would appear to give UMass an

advantage. The Mmutewomen have won

ten of their last thirteen meetings against

the Chiefs, including the last six in a row

(dating back to 1980.)

Shiebler said he likes his team's chances

tonight and, in addition to the teams' (and

his personal) rivalry, sees several other

points that might give them an advantage

and in the process, their second win of the

season.

First, he feels the team should benefit

from returning to the friendly and

familiar confines of Boyden Gym.
'Being home should give the team new

confidence as they are more familiar with

their own equipment and will have the

crowd behind them. " Shiebler said. "I ex

pect it to be pretty crowded since last time

(vs. Cornell Jan. 31) it wa.s standing,' nwrn

only."

Shiebler also notes the improvement

and increased health of two important

contributers, freshmen Kristin Turmail

and Enya Hlozik.

Turmail, who is still getting in shape as

a result of an injury that sidelined her last

year, is tentatively set to compete in the

all around and Hlozik also expects to con

tribute more as her recovery from a nag-

ging back injury continues.

"Our lineup is looking stronger and we
should see a significant improvement in

our scores," Shiebler said.

In practice to prepare for Springfield,

the team has been focusing on what

Shiebler called "pressure" sets, where

routines are i>erformed while the whole

team is watching. This is done to set up

a meet-like situation as much as possible

and should, Shiebler hopes, put the young

team more at ease in the actual

competition.

The gymnasts have also been working

an overload of repititions in practice this

week to get themselves geared up for

tonight's meet.

"With the overload of repititions, come

meet time, they should feel confident,

psyched, rested, and ready, " Shiebler said.

Whether they're ready or not, the meet

IS an important one in that it gives the

team a good opportunity to get a win

under its collective belt in front of the

home crowd.

And Shiebler and the team would like

nothing more than that.
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LAMBDA CHI ALPHA

RUSH
Tue & Wed

Feb 10,11,17,18

8:00 - 10:00

^VOTED MOST IMPROVED FRATERNITY^-
<40LYMPIC WEIGHT ROOM^
CHOUSE COMPUTER*-

^ACTIVE IN INTRAMURALS^
'^LITTLE SISTER PROGRAM

374 N.PIeasant • 253-9032 • THE BLUE HOUSE
iiiiuuiimniiNiiiiuuiiiumiiiiiUHMiHiiiiiiiiiniMiuniHiiiiiiHiiiiHiiMHiiiiiinHiniHNHiiiminniiiinmmm^^^^

1

and lots of other

good stuff at
omhtrSt /norIhompton

cJoily ond sundoy

I

'^^ CHAMELEONS UK ""*"

UPC PRODUCTION

THE MIGHTY

LEMON DROPS

^^^

STUDENTS $ 3.

PUBLIC S 4.

^a4MVA^^MHrows
SAT. FEB. 2 1 Zht SMelfcj Stnt

UMASS STUDENTS S 2.

G^. PUBLIC 5 3.

ALL TICKETS ON SALE AT TIX UNLIMITED (um ass),

*FORTHERECORD'(FACES) in Amherst»

a MAIN ST. RECORDS in NOHO.
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if football recruits

continued from page 20
and

Paul Tornatore (Ridgewood
H.S., Ridgewood, NJ), a first

team All Area and All

County selection, should

add depth to UMass' signal

calling corps.

Defensively. Charles Cof

fev (6 3 258 from Mansfield

H.S., Mansfield, MA), an All

Hockomock League selec-

tion should add to the line

while linebackers Chris
Tenkin (6-1 225 from Ver
non Township H.S.,

Highland Lakes, NJ» and
Matt Tulley (6-2 210 from

Central Catholic H S.,

Lawrence, MA > should help

out Tenkin was first team

All County and Tulley, a

Boston Globe All Star, was
first team All Merrimack
Valley

Vaughn Williams
(Piscataway H.S.,

Piscataway. NJ) rounds out

the list of potential signee.s

and should add depth to the

secondai V

Football Recruits
1. Tony Acwella (6-6 265 OL. Montclair

H.S., Montclair. NJ)
2 Jerome Bledsoe <5 10 175 OL. Burl

ington Township H S.. Burlington, NJ)

3. Richard Cavanaugh (6-6 315 OL.

Holyoke H.S.. Holyoke MAi
4 Charles Coffey (6 3 258 DL, Mansfield

H.S.. Mansfield, MA)
5. Kai Dietiker (6-5 290 OL, JFK H.S..

Willingboro. NJ)
6. Lance Neveling(QB. Haddonfield H.S..

Haddonfield, NJ)

7. Jim Pastorick (FB. Saddle Brook H.S..

Saddle Brook, NJ)
8. Adam Stoddard (6-4 295 OL, East

Lyme H.S., East Lyme, CT)
9. Chris Tenkin (6-1 225 LB, Vernon
Township H.S.. Highland Lakes. NJ)

10. Paul Tornatore (QB, Ridgewood H.S..

Ridgewood, NJ)
11. Matt Tulley (6-2 210 ILB. Central

Catholic H.S., Lawrence, MA)
12. Allen Williams (RB, South Plainfield

H.S.. South Plainfield. NJi

13. Vaughn Williams (DB, Piscataway

H S . Piscatawav. NJ»

*
*
*
-
*

^ Dreams Come True ^
M ^Kar»rvadd:i.-iiFJ;i.»fc^ M
r Albert Otis & the Homewreckers r

ATURDAY FEBRUARY 14

Perfect Tommy
MONDAY FEBRUARY 16

Ken Johnson and Co.
24 Pleasant St Northampton • 586-4258

ACTIVITIES •AUDO
AllIO KDP SAlf •CALCULATORS

fcNTERTAif^^fsn -FOR RENT

FOR SALE 'FOUND
H£LP WANTED 'LOST

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MOfl-TMURS 1:30-3:30 (FRI

CLASSIFIED
INSTRUCTION • MOTORCYlCLES
PERSONALS 'RtDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED -SERVICES
ROOMATE WANTED •TRAVEL

WANTED* SUBLET

2:30)«DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO f>UBUCATlON»CA8M IW ADVAHCE. iy/WORO/OAY FOW STUDEWTS

AcnvniM

FLORIDA THIS WtfKIMO Sytvan't
Ftond*-Oa*n Dane* wm • tnp tor nw laav*

ItMi rughi Friday SUB 8 30 M 00

OiLT*UPMXM MUTUMI T V oqmn rush

Fab 4.S.9. 10.11,IMS t:(IOJOtfi tha Oucu

MECO A nOOM? Dalia Chi tratarnity on

Smwat A^ (M^tnd SouthwMti hat a

kmitad no tX ipaoaa »«x no«-amotiina

m^aa Wa o«w flfaai rooma 24 tw mail

plan tf Mohwioaa. itftu>ir au iioaphata

iMtdaoraaiaocMiMa Cal JoaaiS4»«17«
or Tom ft4»^1S

PULL AND PAirr lime poa«nna ana^aWa

Vary tl««.bie ryxjn and excatinl ««rtifv

conMnna ConvimrUi tocttmi to ma
CwNar ol Amharat You can aam up to MO
wt hour. iMlhtataiy and oonvnaaana Corv

tad Targai Emarpnaaa tor an ir«acvww Aak

ijf KamT

SUMMER IN EUROPE $230 Lowaai
schedutad 'are* to aM of Europa tortn

Boalon Can 1(800a2»-2222

TO THE OML wtw haa my Mack Foxanao
coal 'rom me Pub on Fat) 3 I hawa your

coat PtaaM caN ma' Jan 2&3-SStS

tUSUT

1 MALE 1M mo lo tha/a iljl 2 bOcna
Brandywina S4»^7062 Mwk. Kawm. Oava

mUNCUU, AM) WOMSNOr

> OUT MOW 10 gu\ monay »Of (choot

Fab 1 7 ih7P*t \Mabalaf Lounga Eaai Sxf
Fab IB S 7PM Hamdan Common

ACTMO. OANCC inalruc««n

laliavaialab*-
dvoounta

PrMaia and group Atagaaalii
ly Unwarwty Arts Counol

avaflabia tor UMaaa atudanta
Aim DMaMnAiMaaoCM Chapa* S4»06

1

PHOTON FUTON
FNaocuvcnv

Kmg lOOuaan 118
DouUa 103 T«nn SI

117

AMUNES CWUWn.— IIWIOI Sum
mar Caraar^ Good pay Traval Cat tor

guida. caaaatta. nawsaarvtca* (918)

94 4 «44« a«« 161

SCEKINO ORQANtC CHEMISTRY Ml
Mor api 10 hr* par ««aak U iniara alad .

S4S-1413

TICKETS-FEa 18TN « Wtor-

baatoltof ca« &49467S

HAPPY tltr WITHOAV Karta PUkt Qai
payctwd to oatobrato r Lowa. Pam 4 PauM

your
S4»4»33

carda'Ptoaaa
braakYt
hato Cal

MUSH

diPUPMC* MTOM WANTED tor Nor
Itiwnpwn Ad Aoancy Cai 9aS-2136

HAPPVmHOAVI rrs har 19»»- glva har

a ca« » 4040 Lowa Smw 409

_.. ITOMMMf SSOPMroom
902 Campua Car«ar- aaa yow thara!

OLTWOOO PNOJCCT MPO maaUnga
Wad Zrii rm 174 AM maa4ir>ga Campua

THi llMi»ll. POiOt * Qmt counc»
tng cMtocliiia * toofang tor nmm mambara
IntormaUonaaaaMn Wad2 11-87 iPMim
413SU S4S-4924

•UKTON ELITE ISO tnom board 1988/97

modal Uaad an»y onoa 8240 nag Paia

S49-4191

OKSOnCATnaarftbaokMua
laltaarpnoaa Manmum iSparcai*

dNOOuM wMh Hw ad wa buy 8 trada

J R • Comaca Etc Mouniam Farma Mai.

Hadtoy 486-2441

WATlWrWONT. TBMM
counoatora lor aunwnar
camp m Mama Ca* Jamaa SaMman
S17-941.3612

liiiPOWiBLI »TUOPIT» NgOB) to

dalrrar naaapapan to dorma on campua
No car nacaaaary Approi i hr/day 7

HAPPY MITMDAY
ctoaa'^' UnbabaiMHa' K

n Saa you m
AM<Hia« 9999 8 up apacaa aim

aiMlabli Ca« Bryan 84MO01 or Bruoa
2S3-7312

mcmBttmiamt
Wad Fab 1 1 8 304PM and Fn Fab 13 m
Tatmw« 23 Into cal Oana SM-4245

liNAEU OANCMO 7-9 PM Com
monwaaUb room Siudanl UMen toni^
ipnnarvart by MMal

ALL PSYCH MAJONiMaaMMad to aiMivi

Mw Paychotogy Club't flrat maabng o( Iba

aamaatorVMWadFabil ai 8PM m 423
Tobin Al old 8 naw mambara watcoma

HOOK UP 1TO Cybar wWi an AppMIC
With Modam. pfir4ar and aofta^ia CMi
Scon al 2S3-3993

dayaAwaak High waaMy pay Bonua pato

tor aicalani datrvary Cal 2S3-7009

I YOU aMI haraT Whan am you
gotog homaT JuM Udding Wa'l ba aorry

to aaa you go Chnato and Jan

hTrbalipc IMOCPENOENT
OtSTWaUTOnS. CMI Oan S4«~41S1 or

OUCa WATCHES POM todiaa only 930
many aiytoa can Bnart 8-742S

I. yr round
Europa. S Amarica. AualriAa. Aaia Al
Matoa 8000-2000 mo S«M aaamg Fraa m-

to iMMUC.PO Boa 52-MA1 Corona Dal

Mar. CAI

KANUUOJ HAPPY
Lai a t\a<f 21 dnnka
Siaphama"

yjpu "toMi."
OK>?Lo«aya

CHI

9KA POR MUStANO 7992* Brand nmm
S60S494041

SOFA. T.V TABLES curlamo Mi M vary

cftav pncaa cal S49^)64i

PARTTMS POUtlCB Ctoan Wator Acaon
• no* paymg ts/hr tor anvironraantai ac-

liiiMi Our paKl travwig program «HI

your

SuMMia. Ann
Kinr I hopa you had a ton

youior>-congralutalK>na I'M aaa
d Alao Kfiailan O /^ri.anditw

BENOaMNTIC.EXbTK SSOOtorcoMtor
8300«O Carola 256-6849

managamani arto cor<>mun<y
orn««»r«g Worn avanmga 5-10PM -graai

tacaaonncamarotAmharal Cal549-74S0
Morv^n 9 00-5 00

mrtiati

areund
o< tha groio-congraMabona hava ton

Lowa. Saart-OaHa Chi

00 YOU UKE Jamaica m ma moonligril^

Swtdy baachat dnnkmo rum avary rught?

Mate iMa aprng braak lomaihinn w
ranwmbar"' Onty 8499 00 tor n A 4
prtvato ««a Inciudaa maad cook, and
oioundakaapar Oon't m»a out-aaaia

EnMad ae cal todayl S49-5203

Sr.JNM

THAN YOU AOAM Saidom do your

prayar* go unanaawad I am varygraHM

PULL LfNQTH RACOON aton coal, m
good condltton. 8200 00 NCR caah
ragMar. naada only mmor rapair tor lul

uparaiton or |uat a oonvaraabon pwca
860 00 naaij^nl akla. irMdwr bavlngt and
cabar boola Oraat packaga tor aomaona
who wania to laam wNhom ma|ar mwaai-

manl 890 00 Cal Anaat 2994192

•PEEDV KEVS-'-OfSSERTATIONt.
,
papara, 299-1002

AMYHAVEAgraM
imaa youl tova. L

II

YAMAHA A7SS. 199WCH, IwMgrMad
amp-83S0 Akai caa dacli-917S

aquaHzar-9100 cal Dan 94313

AOTOMttMl

OOURLE MATRESS FOR aMa Uha naar

S2S cal 549-47S9

WATCH l>OUND«N.OVA quaru vnlh m^

acrtpbon on back tound 2/2 m Hanar 227

comad Jafl « M»oe2«

7BCORVETTEEXCBXVfT oondWon Lov
miiaga 28»«>48

m IT TRUE you can buy Jaapa tor $44
through tha US Qovammant? Gal tha

facta todayl Cal 1-312-742-1142 axl

9931-A

19S2VWSCIRROOCOtoadad. many naw
parta Muat aaH aaking 85000 ca* Jon

S49-3232

1979 aUlK SKYHAWK, hatchback,
aulomatic. PS. AC. V-6 angma. AM/FM
radio, inctuoaa tour radial tiraa, two atudd-

ad (now liraa. raliabto caH Barbara

S4S<M0e days 82200/aO

lOST

AT IMKE-S WESTV«W Thuraday 11«9
lan down tki lackai w/corduroy top Ig

raward no quaainna aakad Ha ooM out

tt>f» to giva rt t>ack. pliaaiM Cal Mark
549-7862

BUMMBI EMPLOYMENT: AN opportum-
ty lo work m ma Whrta Mraa aMh room and
board proMdad Farringion'a Hoial on Laka
Kaiar • looking to amptoy waltraaaaa.

houaakaapari. baach adandama and U-
chan pafai9r>a« tor tha 1987 aaaaon tolar-

viawt conductad on tha 12th and 13lh

Fabruary. oi< a walk m l>aa« at tha Cam-
pua Cantor Aak tor David Klingalam CMI
207-925-2900 tor mora mtormahon

WAMTTOBEaCampuaTourOuMaTtap-
tf nam. 101 barkaMra Houaa Daadfcii Fab

PHOTOORAPHERWANTED POR puMng
logethar a catondar Salary nagoliatoto

caontact Tara ai 548-1171 tor dalatfa

USA THANK YOU tor maMng mv mgM ai

Brandywina I JuM«Mi Vim I waaMyaara
oUar Craig

TATAN-THANK YOU tor turning my
"manic" Monday mto a graai ana' I ooiM 7T
aaalygMuaad to braaMk' m bad* WNh ^

RACK-A-OT Eiwanainmant Agancy Olac

loctoaa. iwa. raniato, and
dwoaat 949-7144

•rtp

Jawry no
500 PM

Sbidanl Lobby tor SiMat
than Wadnaaday Fab 11 •

OMoa or OC Canoouraa

UraeWM TAMS WAM1W
TO THE BEST t«1ar and Inand anyona
could hava^lappy 2l8l b«lhday< Low* you.

BAHAMAS WANTS TO wan«i your body*

Trtpa aian « 9349 mcludaa round mp m-
7 noNa aooomodaaon and much mora

cal 54»-475S

on MMAT tSIN

awakand cal atiyHma
TO Syracuaa N V any

t»»«093 NEA0M1
IMM on Fabruary 13. Coma and aaa M

wiat a I

CASES. PAPERS. OtSSarTATWNS.
thaaaa laai. aocurato, dapandabto. on-

can^u*. raaaonabto 594.7«24, Nancy

NOSH TO INS MfTWN

nWAMTCD

DESPERATELY 8ECMN0 SCKO. LoM
bafora iniaraaaarcn tv»o4ona ladiaa quartz

Sart(o Miaatng »al«iy chain Vary daar lo

ma Can 50569 and atk tor Oiana

ORAO STUDENT. PROFESSIONAL
woman to ihara 2-bdrm aparlmanl m Nor-

thampton 8217 50 545 2440 daya
864-0074 203472-3189 (

HELPI I LOST my caicjlator bail in tha

Phyaical Sdanca Ubrary-raward* CH Dick

at 584-3499

ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE wantad 8120
month right on but routo hoat inciudad

256-1518

NEED A ROOMTPT Oalla Chi fralamlty on
Sunaal Ava (behind Southwest) haa a

limrtad no of spaces tor non-sfrvsking

males. Wa Oder great rooms. 24 hr meal
plan, al appkancaa, schotaatic atmoaphare

and a graat aocial lito Call Joe at 5494179
or Tom 549-5515

HELPI t LOST my toalhar |acka( at Datonoa

on Wadnaaday Fab 4ihSantimenialvafcja

No queaiiona aataad 549OO09 reward ia be-

ing ottered

LMT^KEY ON U2 key chain Reward caH

6-9677

aTbOOK annex Wednwday ZTJ Eaalpak

blue bookbag tots of stuff in it Pleaae at

toaat return glaaaeal! Cal JuUo 546-4894

RESUME TYPESETTINa SERVICE
Have your reaume prolesaionaKy typiiil

The beat quaMy type, not a wonj prooaaaor

Sixtoen dWareni type tlylea to chooae from

Takaa only 3 lint- coats $25 and any
chwigea I'll do tor FREE C>)madowntothe
Coltogian Graphics Offica (113 Campus
Canter) and speak to Peter Soderberg

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share

a room at NorttwMOd Apt Cal Nancy or

Meg 6654250

FEMALE WANTED TO ahare bedroom in

Northwood Aparbnom 8120/monm cal
Bath 665-7194

aswicis

PROFESSIONAL/QRAO FEMALE to rant

one of 3 brms in beautiful condo ctoae to

UMass on t>u6 line Kitctten/laundry inci

CaN after 7PM 256-1547

ROOM FOR RB<T ftorthwood apta AC
Pool, amoker or rK>nsmoker 8140 a morrth

6654446

OPFICE SPACE 12'X19' wUh fuM bath

facHitiaa. aupply ctoael. wHh adjotning

storage space availabto if needed Ou<et

area In Sunderland. 2S0 00 per mo uMMiea

inciudad Daya 065-4595 aveninga
665-3336

2 ROOMS IN houae, bua routaa avaMabia

LOST GOLD NECKLACE wrth Italian horn

very seniimantal large reward Pale

546-1446

1/30 AT OR naar TownahouaeOidyou find

a Framingham High School ring? Entrame

aantimenlal value' Call Michelle al

5490692

NaPWANTtO

NEW PEOPLE! Get great e«-

perience* Come write for New England's

largeal cdega daily TheColagianisin 113

Campua Center, nght behind the TV
Come down and check ua out*

SKI. SKI . SKI
5 College trips< Day trips,

nighi trips, lo Berkshire East

Rales Stan at 89 for lifts

and transportation for night aki.

Rentals and laasions alao avail

Bus leaves UMaaa & colleges
Registration deadline Mon Feb 2

For more info call

549-4600 x328

accurate
TAPE TRANSONPTION.
668 7652

Faat.

TUTORINd. SUBSTITUTE TEACHING m
business management, marketing,

firuinca. investment 8 miCTocomputers $7
per hour Neg 536-6006 leave message

TIAVSt

MAKE THE RMHT move tor apnng break"

Fori Laudardato 8129 Naaaau. Bahamas
$349 tor mora into cal Oava 5464709

DO YOU WANT lo go to the Bahamaa.
Jamwca.orFt Laudardato? We have oom-

ptoW trips i.~ tha Bafiamaa atanmg from

349, and ci^nplato Ft Laudardato tnp 129

bua or 319 Mr faraTheae prioea al mduda
tranaportabon and hoMl You wW not fir«d

a cheaper deal wUh anyona alao For mtor

(nation call M*e or Hk:h al 549-5401

Space IS lirmlad

ST

COME WORK ON a protect with Jawiah

aignJficanca Beginners welcomed Every

Thursday in February and March after

noona 545-2096

CO-OP COMES TO youl Coma to a 0O4P
into aeaaion m a reaidarKa hal naar youl

Tonighi n<or*au Ciaaaroom m 7:30 Your
future atarta haral

NASSAU. JAMAICA. FLORDA. Bermuda.
Cancun Space ia fcmned, round trip airfare

and hotel Free admission lo clubs,

wateome partie Pncea from 99 00 cal Soon
5494476

TOMMY, YOU HAVE finaMy hit rock bot-

tom Raaorting to paraonala to ptok up girta

la loo much Qal a real ktomity Tha Fiiaa

BKO

LIGHT KITCHEN HELP; 4«hraAak tor 7

days meala free, on campus cal 5494454,

549^0547

pTuRT-flME STUborr to puf^liyara
weekly 596-9336

ASSCMW Y WORK AT home, plua many
others Earn good wagaa m apare time In-

f<, 504-641-0091 Ext 2068, Tdays

DAVE THANKS FOR the pizza! 61

Townefiouae no rapaato pleaae wa are al

ondiatol

TUTOR WANTED CHEM 112 call

546-5414 Betsy

WANItO

STUDENTS. DESMN AND paint political

mural Craft Center 545-2096

DEPARTS EVERY tlYEEK in March Ft

Lauderdale $309 includes Rt Jet & hotel lor

7 nights all taxes ar>d tips Departs every

week in March Montreal weekertos 879
departs every weekend Feb-May IrKludea

round trip motor coach 8 2 nights hotel

directly downtown All taxes and lips

Daytona Beach motor coach and /mghl
hotel on the stnp 8229 all taxea and tipa and
aervice charges For more detaila caH
Dynamic Destinations, 462 Main Street,

Makton, 617-324-7735. 617-321-4166

UNOUESTIONABLY THE BEST fraternity

on campus Beta Kappa Phi

SPIOUT

FEMALE BORDERS NEEDED, walking

diatanca to camptie Pnca comparabto to

dorma Home cooked maato Contact Karen

OHVK .

LOCAL BANDS WANTED Eastaide con^

carta Batlto of tha Banda on Fab 28 Con-

tact Bruoa or DavM 549-4160

«VIU. PAY DOUBLE lor S0M9 pwUng
977/546-0297 -T^^m^^i

QUAUTY TYPMG. LONG or short pro-

lacta MetKutoua proofreading Edltir«g

availabto Reaumes a specialty 5494367

WRITERS FOR NEWSLETTER tor Ear-

thfooda/Peopto'a Market Sprout" needa
you to inveatigale tt>e student buain

e

sses

m the Student Untan, heaMh aauea. poems,
recipiea, oonaumar reaponeea, and or ques-

ttons AM articiea muat be typed doubto

apacad. for tha first iaaua. deadline

rWuary 17Ih m tha Earthfooda malboi in

the Ecorwmic Oevetapment Otftoe in the

Student Unwn, one fligm up from the Stu-

dent Credit Union Addreaa to Jennitor K .

or call her at 2S3^907«

m^Kaumm rfK3MXtf3EM
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Minutemen announce recruits
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian StafT

UMass football is just getting bigger and
bigger - literally.

The University (^Massachusetts football
office yesterday released a list of football
recruits it expects to sign to letters of in
tent, this morning, the official day for fil-

ing national letters of intent.
The list, released by head coach Jim Reid

after several months of intense recruiting,
indication that good things are in store for
the Minutemen both in terms of si7e and
player personnel.
Reid's squad, which racked up an 8-3

record (a school record for most victories in
a season) and grabbed a one-third share of
the Yankee Conference Title last fall, ex-
pects to pick up 13 recruits for next season.
Reid reportedly was on the road doing ad

ministrative work for the team yesterday
and was unavailable for comment but had
previously said that he was ecstatic about
the potential incoming class — especially
Its size.

Losing senior offensive linemen John
Benzinger. co^capUin Stan Kaczorowski.

Bob Greaney and Pete Montini, the
Minutemen have sought big linemen to

replace them. The team thinks they may
have the answers. Big answers.
Leading the list of linemen are a pair of

huge 6-6 bodies in Richard Cavanaugh (315
lbs. from Holyoke H.S.. Holyoke, MA.) and
Tony Acocella (265 from Montclair H.S.,

Montclair, NJ).

Cavanaugh was named first team to both
the Holyoke Transcript-Telegram All-Star
Team and the Double A Conference All
Star Team and honorable mention All
Western Mass.
Acocella excelled on both offense and

defense and was named first team All
County and All Area, second team All
Group 4. and third team All State.

Another big man for the line will be Kai
Dietiker (6 5 290 from John F. Kennedy
H.S.. Willingboro. NJ). Dietiker, MVP of
hi8 his team, was an All League — Burl-
ington County League - Freedom Division
selection, and All County (Burlington*
Adam Stoddard (6-4 245 from East Lyme

H.S.. East Lyme, CT) was twii* selected
Honorable Mention All State on both the

offensive and defensive lines, was All

Southeast Connecticut, and a member of
both the Norwich Bulletin All Star Team
and the New London Day All Star Team.
Stoddard was also the 1985 Connecticut
High School Power Lifting Champion.
On the ground, the Minutemen are ex-

pecting to sign three running backs,
Jerome Bledsoe (5 10 175 from Burlington
Township H.S.. Burlington, NJ), Jim
Pastorick (6 2 215 Saddle Brook H.S , Sad
die Brook, NJ) and Allen Williams (South
Plainfield H.S., South Plainfield, NJ).
Bledsoe, was also an All League selec

tion. All County, All South Jersey, All
Area First Team Specialist, All State
Group I (second team) and All League and
All County in track.

Pastorick was first team All County and
All Area, led his area in scoring with 15
touchdowns and ran for over 1 .200 yards
Williams was first team Group 2 AllState.
first team All Middlesex County and rush
ed for over 1 ,000 yards.

Quarterbacks Lance Neveling (Haddon
field H.S

, Haddonfield. NJ). an All League.
All South Jersey and All State selection.

UMass kills Mt. Holyoke. 181-78

pSt.'Jx.s'rSSr'-.'X'^n^"'*^'"*"'"'*"""'™"*"'"':^^
By LINDA DEUVORLAS
Collegian Staff

This meet was a blowout, pure and sim-
ple. It resembled the Chicago Bears maul-
ing of the Patriots in last year's Super
Bowl, and the Celtics thrashing of the
hated Los Angeles Lakers in the opening
round of the 1985 NBA finals.

The University of Massachusetts
women's swimming team closed out it's

regular season with a convincing 181-78
pounding of Mount Holyoke College last

night at Boyden Pool.

"It was a good win. We never really
thought about the meet that much. We
wanted to use this as an opportunity to
have some more people qualify for the New
Englands," coach Bob Newcomb said. "We
tried to keep the score down by swimming
a lot of different people who had little ex-
perience in certain events."
The Minutewomen captured first place

finishes in the meet's initial 11 events
enroute to their eighth victory of the
season.

Carolyn Collins, Margaret Cameron.
Lisa Bernier, and Stephanie Meyer gave
UMass its first taste of victory by captur-
ing the 200-yard medley relay with a time
of 2:06.71. The quartet led at all junctures
of I le event, and their easy win indicated

that the Minutewomen would have no trou-
ble against MHC.
Freshman sensation Melissa McCarthy

clinched the exhausting 1000 yard
freestyle in 11:07.74. The Chelmsford
native exploded to a commanding lead after
17 laps, leaving teammate Maura Skelley
and a trio of Mount Holyoke swimmers in
her wake.
Continuing their domination for the

duration of the meet, the Minutewomen
received other firsts from Melissa Wolff in
the 200-yard freestyle (2:03); Allison Uzzo
in the 200-yard butterfiy (2:17.31); and
Julie Wilkins in the 50-yard freestyle
(26.90).

"Allison had a good swim in the 200-ny
and 200-IM (2:19.07). Gayle Susser
qualified for the New Englands in the
100-backstroke," Newcomb said. "Now we
have enough time to regroup and start to

get in a championship frame of mind. Even
the people who didn't qualify were a very
important part of this team, and I ap-

preciated them coming to practice and giv-

ing their best effort."

Twenty-four Minutewomen will compete
in the New England's, whici. will be held

February 20-22 at Springfield College.

Newcomb has decided to carry four divers

with his squad. Jean Cowen, Georgia

Wood, Debbie Mullen, and Lynn Summers
will all get the opportunity to strut their
stuff" at the biggest meet of the year.

Wood and Mullen were both on their
marks last night in the diving competition.
Wood notched a first-place win on the one-
meter board with a score of 199.40; while
Mullen copped the three-meter dive with
a whopping 218.50.

So UMass has nine days to savor its
romp, rest, and prepare for the New
England's. The Minutewomen are expected
to place third at the meet, but if they con-
tinue their swimming prowess, first place
could become a reality instead of a dream.

Splashers: Nine graduating
Minutewomen took their final laps at
Boyden. Carolyn Collins, Jean Cowen,
Kelly Henson, Stephanie Meyer, Cathy
Sheedy, Noelle Southwick, Lynn Sum-
mers, Allison Uzzo, and Georgia Wood
were presented with flowers before the
meet from Newcomb. They thanked
their coach by throwing him in the pool
when the massacre had ended. "I love
getting wet. Its an end of the season
ceremony. But I hope that one day I'll

get thrown in at the end of a champion-
ship win," Newcomb said.

Showing their
true colors

Editor's note: This is the first m a series

ofcolumns that will be written by different
members ofthe Collegian sports staffand
will appear in this space every Wednesday.
The views and issues expressed in the col-

umn represent the opinions of the writer,

and not the entire staff.

For those of you that have not been
following the men's swimming team here
at UMass, you probably don't know this.

but the best winter sports team at this
school is Russ Yarworth's squad. That's
right, the swim team.

Matt Gerke
The Minutemen are currently in the

midst of a 29-dualmeet win streak that
extends back to 1984. They have ham
mered their opponents but more impor-
tantly they have them scared.

In fact, you have to question why the
University of New Hampshire team even
bothered to show up for its meet last

Saturday.

The Wildcats (if they're worthy of that
name) conceded the meet, literally. Sure
they showed up and changed into their
suits. But coach Frank Helies made a very
strange roster move. He eliminated any
chance that his team had of winning by
using all his swimmers in the first three
evenUs. giving the Cats no mathematical
way to win the meet.

After those three events, the New
Hamp.shire swimmers changed back into

their street clothes and sat down to watch
the Minutemen swim the final eight
events.

Forget the fact that it was the last home
meet for the UMass seniors. Forget the
fact that news of this team has been fin-

ding its way across campus and there was
actually a decent crowd at the meet.

What Helies did was pathetic.

If he was trying to show UMass up in

some way, it certainly didn't work
because he and his team are the ones that
have come out smelling bad.

If he wanted to concede the meet, why
drive two and a half hours just to do it?

Maybe he was frustrated because he
hadn't beaten the Minutemen in three
years and didn't have much of a chance
on that day.

But what kind of a move is that? You
don't concede just because you will pro-
bably lose.

If anyone had a reason to pull his team
out of competition it was Phil Johnson,
coach of the Sacramento Kings of the
NBA. Last week, the Kings found
themselves losing to the Los Angeles
Lakers, 40-4 after one quarter. 40-4. And
it was 29-0 at one point.

If ever a team had a reason to quit, it

was the Kings. But you don't do that in
professional sports and I didn't think you
did it in college, either. After all, it's on-
ly one step from the pros.

But Helies proved me wrong. He led his
team out of Boyden without even talking
to Yarworth.

Yarworth was understandably irate
after the meet and said UMass would
never swim against UNH as long as Yar-
worth he was its coach.
Yarworth has cooled off now, and

chances are the Minutemen will take on
UNH in the future. If that's the case, the
next meet should be at Durham, N.H.
What will the Wildcats do if they are

losing then? Start to drain the pool once
UMass establishes a lead? Request that
the Minutemen lock the doors and turn
off the lights when they're done?
Or will the Minutemen arrive at the

pool to find the UNH team all dressed up
in the front row of the bleachers, ready to
watch the meet?

The sport of swimming, at least on this
campus, is making every effort to present
Itself as a legitimate intercollegiate sport
Hehes' antics are the last thing it needs
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THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS - Chris Kickham. a senior economics major, relaxes

in the sun while another student stays warm in the glass passageway from the hotel lobby.

What appears to be a shadow on Hasbrouck l^b is actually a reflection of the parking garage

and a chimney on the glass.

Lengthy debate ends in decision addressing discrimination

Senate supports military ban
By PEDRO M PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate last night passed

a proposal to support banning the military from the Cam-
pus Center Concourse. 39 23, following a long debate.

Affirmative Action Co-Cfficer Lisa Bernard, who had
made the proposal, said the decision is "a big step to ad-

dress discrimination on this campus and it's a big step

toward student empowerment."
The idea to ban the military from the concourse

originated m the Board of Governors, which allocates

space and funds to student organizations in the Campus
Center/Student Union complex.

Both the board and the Student Government Associa

tion have policies prohibiting discrimination on the basis

of sex and sexual orientation. The military does not recruit

gays and lesbians.

Budgets Committee Chairman Nate Moore, a prospec-

tive candidate for president in the upcoming Student

Government Association election, said he voted against

the motion because, "I felt that the arguments given by

the people who are against the motion were very valid."

Moore said the senate should have condemned the

military's recruiting policy instead of banning it.

Cashin House Senator Peter Johnson said before the

vote, "It's wrong for certain people. . . to pick and choose

which groups can and cannot recruit on campus." He call-

ed the Radical Student Union. Peacemakers, and other

student organizations discriminalon*- because he said they

would not recruit a conservative student.

Other conservative senators argued that religious

groups such as the Roman Catholics, who condemn

homosexuality, should be banned also, not just the

military.

Bryan Tremblay. a senator from Leach Hou.se. said he

had never seen religious groups like the Roman Catholics

recruiting on the concourse and that if they do, then they

should be banned.

Commuter Area Senator Michael Ross handed out copies

of a court decision ruling that "there is no constitutional

right to engage in homasexual conduct and, hence, the

Navy's policy of mandatory discharge for homosexual con-

duct is not violative of any constitutional right.

That decision was reached in the case of a Navy officer

who. after being discharged for engaging in homosexual

acts, sued the United states Navy.

Board Chairman John Hayes said, "Homosexuals in this

country don't have the right to be homosexual." Therefore,

he said, that court decision does not matter because legally

no one has the right to be gay.

"I don't believe the student population has an interest

or desire to allow discrimination on this campus," Hayes

said.

During the debate, much shouting between right-

wingers and left-wingers took place, as many times before.

Black students meet to respond
to Hurst report, offer suggestions
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

About 50 black students met last night at the Malcolm

X. Center to hear a written response to Judge Frederick

A. Hurst's report on the incident in the Southwest

Residential Area and to offer suggestions concerning the

statement.

The statement was drafted by a small group of black

students, said Steven Alfred, Third World Caucus

chairman.
The statement reads: "We the black students at the

University of Massachusetts at Amherst have read and

wholeheartedly endorse the report conducted by Judge

Frederick A. Hurst. We have found his efforts to be pro-

fessional, sincere, dedicated and very informative in the

events surrounding October 27, 1986."

"We the students have vowed to continue directing

pressure on the University of Massachusetts administra-

tion and the Board of Trustees to implement forthright

action and to engage in compliance with the report of the

Hurst investigation."

"Due to the pa.st inaction of Chancellor Duffey and the

University of Massachusetts administration on various

racial incidents, we believe that immediate attention and

action must be focused on Frederick Hurst's report."

"We do not by any means intend to stand idly by and

continue on with business as usual and watch this ongo-

ing issue be swept under the bureaucratic rug of injustice

and nullification."

"Therefore, we the black students at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst serve notice to Chancellor Duf-
continued on page 6

Madson
reacts to
race report
By CRAIG SANDLER
ColU'gian Staff

Vice Chancellor for Student Affair.s Denni.s L Madson.
reacting to strong criticism of his office m the Hurst report

on the Southwest racial brawl, siiid the criticism "bothers

me a great deal" and that he would meet with Hurst stnm

to discuss concerns about the report

Madson said Judge Frederick Hur.st "made a v^ry

valuable contribution t«» this campus ' and that .Student

Affairs would push to correct the problems raised in thf

nport But, he said. "I don't understand fully" Hur.>*t'h

claim that he "was not made to feel like a man on an im
portant missi«m" during the first part of his investigation

of the racial incident.

"That Ixithers nu- a j^reat deal," Madson said, adding.
I'm going to talk directly to him" al)out that comment

• ind other charges that the Office of Student Affairs im
[M'ded Hurst's initial efforts

Madson repeatedly stres.sed that he felt the re}xirt was
generally a helpful and accurate document, though he said

there were minor areas that could 1k> more accurate.

The vice chancellor said fcHitball players who could b«'

positively identified as culprits in the intimidation and
beatings of Oct. 27 would hr suhjcet to prosecution and
expulsion.

The as yet unnamed players, who the reptirt said were
"aggressors in the violence and were among the first to

alter the pattern to what became a full blown racial inci-

dent." will be "absolutely, fully" prosecuted for their role

in the incident, Mad.son said.

The report .said that Hurst learned the names of the

players from students he interviewed. Because Hurst pro-

mised confidentiality, the players are not named in the

report.

Madson said he had learned the names of .several

suspected culprits since the release of the report one week
ago. He did not say whether the names were those of

players.

He .said the office was highly interested in di.sciplining

the students involved, but that witnesses willing to testify

needed to come forward before anyone could be expelled

or prosecuted.

Madson said Student Affairs would push to see that

more black administrators were hired, that residential

hall and .security personnel receive more training on racial

awareness and that a mandatory course for freshman on

social issues be instituted.

In his report, Hurst said that early in his investigation

of the post-World Series brawl that sent 10 students to

the infirmary, "I concluded that assigning me to work out

of the office of the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs was

a major procedural barrier certain to result in a sluggish,

incomplete investigation."

In the early part of the investigation. Hurst reported,

"I felt that (Chancellor Jo.seph D. Duffey's) commitment
to my investigation was not reflected in the behavior of

the people immediately below him. . .

"The best that I can say about tho.se first three weeks
in the Office of the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs
is that I did not get a sense that the people in that office

considered that I was a man on an mportant mission," the
report continues.

Hurst reported his investigation did not become truly

productive until he began working with Rick Townes and

Paul Barrows of the University's Committee for the Col-

legiate Education of Minority and Black Students.

Madson said Hurst's investigation "could have been

placed a bit more at arm's length" from his office, and

that "from my understanding, there's a feeling that

because we're a part of Whitmore, part of the administra-

tion, and we're responsible for the police department,"

.students did not feel comfortable coming to Hurst while

he was seen as adjoined to Madson's office.

Madson said he had been important in getting football

players to come forward. The Hurst study says that by

the second week of Hurst's work, "members of the foot-

ball team had not been made available to me [although]

the football team had been singled out for a telephone call

from the Vice Chancellor's office." continued on page 9
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Foreign newsapapers cite secret
Lebanese Shiite leader denies

BEIRUT (AP> — Newspapers in London and Israel said

Wednesday secret talks were going on for ms^r swap that

would free foreign hostages in Lebanon in exchange for

400 Arab prisoners.

Lebanese Shiite leader Nasbih Berri said there were no
talks yet but indications were positive.

Berri. head of the mainstream Shiite movement Amal.
made the mginal proposal on Saturday, setting off a fren-

zy of rumors reports and speculation on the hostage crisis.

Berri, who is also Lebanon's justice minister, proposed
that Israel free 400 Arab prisoners In return Amal would
return a captured Israeli airman and a Moslem extremist
organization would free the four kidnapped educators —
three Americans and an Indian — it was threatening to

kill

On Wednesday, the Israeli neu-spaper Davar said Israel

and the United States were negotiation a multinational
deal to free all captives held in Lebanon by pro-Iranian

groups, with Israel freeing 400 Arabs.

Davar. which has close ties to Israeli Foreign Minister
Shimon Peres' Labor Party, said the deal involved the

Swiss and Syrian governments and the International

Committee of the Red Cross. The swap would include

releasing the airman captured in October and three

Lebanese Jews seized in Beirut last year.

The paper datelined its report from Washington and

quoted unidentified American and Israeli sources.

An Israeli Foreign Ministry official refused to confirm

or deny the Davar report.

Israeli officials have expressed doubt that Berri could

deliver on promises involving organizations not his own.

Berri's militiamen do hold, however, the navigator of

an Israeli Phantom fighter-bomber shot down over south

Lebanon Oct. 1.

In Washington on Wednesday. White House spokesman
Marlin Fitzwater insisted anew that the United States

is not involved in talks with Israel about hostages and
said. "We have not urged Israel or any other country to

be involved in a deal with the hostage takers."

The London Times said Wednesday a "wide-ranging

deal" was in the works involving the four educators, the

Israeli airman and Arab prisoners.

hostage talks
talks
It said the negotiations followed "months of secret con-

tacts between the Israelis and guerrilla leaders in

southern Lebanon" through the Red Cross.

Red Cross headquarters in Geneva denied it was involv

ed in negotiations.

Berri told a news conference in Damascus, the Syrian

capital, there have been no secret negotiations for an ex

change of captives, but he added, "There are some positive

indications that such a swap can be worked out."

Berri noted that "Israel has not refused the swap opera

tion."

He also cited the decision by Islamic Jihad for the

Liberation of Palestine,the group which seized four

teachers from Beirut University College on Jan.24, to ex

tend "until further notice" last Monday's midnight

deadline to kill them.

The four men are Alann Steen 47, of Boston; Robert

Polhill. 53, of New York City; Jesse Turner, 39. of Boise.

Idaho; and Milthileshwar Singh, 60, an Indian-born US
resident.
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STOP THE CIA!
The recent protests against CIA recruitment are not a negative or illegal action. They are based on the
principles set forth in the judgements rendered against Nazi war criminals at Nuremburg after World War
II. As such, thev are positive and legal.

Three classes of war crimes were established at the Nuremburg trials:

1) crimes against peace, which includes planning and waging wars of aggression;
2) violations of the accepted laws of warfare, which includes acts of terror directed against non-combatants;
3) crimes against humanity, which includes extermination and other inhumane acts.
Recent events show that the CIA has perpetrated all three crimes: overt and covert acts of aggression
against other nations: support of terrorism; promotion of rape, child-murder, and similar inhumane acts
Some campus administrators have portrayed the protests as a simple matter of disagreement within the
University. They have taken the liberal stance of -preserving debate" and "protecting recruitment rights

"

but no one has a "right" to commit war crimes, or to recruit others to do so.
There is no neutral position in the "normal operation" of the University. The Univerity has had a policy
against faculty engaging in secret research, in the name of academic freedom. It can also have a policy
against recruitment for war crime, in the namft of human freedom.
We the undersigned therefore urge the University to (1) prohibit recruitment by organizations perpetrating
war crimes. (2) drop charges against the students arrested in protest against CIA recruitment and (3^ refrain
from taking disciplinary action against students involved in protest.
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Conservatives hold rally

to honor world freedom
World Freedom Recognition Day celebrated

By KATHLEEN DUNICAN
Collegian Correspondent

Conservative students staged a short ral-

ly at noon yesteixiay on the steps of the Stu-

dent Union Building to celebrate World

Freedom Recognition Day.

"There is a day for everything else,"

Tony Rudy, a member of the Republican

Club, said. "There are days for secretaries

and days for presidents, even days for

moms and for ptips. but there is no day for

freedom."
"World Freedom Recognition Day was an

idea that Amherst citizen. Dr. Andre

Reyerson, came up with last November,"

Rudy said and added that he organized the

rallv "as an individual."

"On February 11. 1945. the United

States promised the people of Poland free

and unfettered elections." Rudy said.

"We are still waiting for those elections,"

he said and the people of Poland, Romania,

East Germany and Czechoslovakia are also

waiting

Andre Reyerson. and those who support

him "hope to include World Freedom
Recognition Day in the calendar so that

there is a day in the year, every year, to

recognize freedom as a universal aspira-

tion,"Rudv said.

Lyne McCahe, editorin chief of the

Minuteman. the conservative student
newspaper, spoke of the rebels in

Afghanistan who are Hghting a Soviet ar-

my of 1 10,000 to achieve their freedom "for

the same reasons we fought England in

1776." Michael R(»s, UMass student and
member of the United States Navy said,

"regardless of political ideology, freedom
is a universal value."

W. Greg Rothman, president of the Cen
tral Area Government said that we should
"celebrate our gains under the Reagan ad
ministration," but that we should not take
our freedom for granted, "as students often

do."

(oUrKiitn Ph<»»o H> Hiiul Kran/

RALLY FOR FREEDOM - Speaker promotes World Freedom Recogni-

tion Day on steps of Student Union.

Students in China are now protesting
and rallying for democracy," he said.

Most students just listened while thev
walked past, without
stopping in the cold.

Panel studies changing Soviet role
By KATHLEEN DUNICAN
Collegian Correspondent

A select panel of speakers last night questioned the

Soviet Union's recent move toward openness and agreed

that the United States must be more forcible in dealing

with that country.

The President s Office of the Student Government
Association sp<»nsored the panel titled, "From Yalta to

Afghanistan." which discussed the relationships lietween

the United States and Soviet Union during and after

World War U. in the Student Union Ballroom

The panel consisted of Dr. Andre Ryerson, an Amherst
resident. Paul Hollander, a professor of sociology at the

llniversity of Massachusetts, Laszlo Tikos, a UMass pro-

fessor of Soviet and Eastern European Studies, and Tamas
Aczel, a UMass professor of English. Jeffrey Sedgewick.

UMass professor of political science, presided over the

panel.

The panel was held to show support of World Freedom
Recognition Day, an idea initiated by Ryerson to place

a day on the calendar on which freedom may be univer-

sally recognized, "rather than individual independence

days like the Fourth of July." said Ryerson.

Feb. II was suggested to be World Freedom Recognition

Day because it was the day on which Poland was promis

ed "free and unfettered elections" by the Yalta

Agreement.
The panel said that the reasons that the Soviet Union

h«« nnt permitted these elections in eastern European

countries is partly because the United States never

demanded that they do so and partly because of the

philosophy of the Soviet people.

"The Americans have had this great fear of offending

the Soviets throughout the whole thing." Ryerson said

Ifyou give them anything without strings attached, they

will show no gratitude, he said.

In reaction to Gorbachev's recent move toward openness.

Tikos said, it .seems to be part of Soviet history-, "when

leadership changes, the new leader has to make himself

credible by denigrating the previous leadership. But there

are some very serious problems on the Soviet Union which

they realize are having a negative impact on the Soviet

image. This diversion will go on for a while, but the die

tatorship is established."

On how the United States should treat relations with

the Soviet Union. Hollander said the two nations will have

to continue to build arms power, "the balance of power

is essential, so it will be more of the same."

F
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The Hitchcock Center for the Environment will

present a slide show at 7:30 tonight titled "The

Unseen Garden." In addition. Bill Hutchinson,

horticulture instructor, will reveal the conceal-

ed beauty of flowers with special ultra-violet

sensitive film.

Members will be charged $1 at the door, non-

members $2 and children 12 and under 50 cents.

For more information call 256-6006.

The Hitchcock Center uill have a trip to the

Wendell State Forest by moonlight from 7:30

to 9:30 tomorrow Center Executive Director

Jeff Zehr will lead the trip.

Members will be charged $3, non member.* $4

and children 12 and under $2. For more infor

mation call 256 6006

Black Women: Achievements Against the

Odds, a traveling exhibition of photographs

with text opens Monday in the Frost Library at

Amherst College.

Everyone is invited to a reception at 4 p.m

Refreshments will be served.

The exhibition, sponsored by the Smithsonian

Institution, is augmented by materials on Black

Women ofAmherst compiled by Janice Denton.

ColleitJan Photo By Paul Kranz

EARTH SHATTERING FOOD — Stephen Bradley attends customers at Earthfoods, a

student-run, vegaterian cooperative open from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. Monday through Friday in

the Commonwealth room of the Student Union.

"If people just think about freedom, I'm
happy," Rudy said.

"It's a non<ontroversial issue, there is no
reason to gather around and yell"
And there were no people who yelled

back ut the speakers.

Gender affects
writer's work

By LUCINDA COUTO
Collegian Staff

A native American writer and poet told a small au

dience in room 162 of the Campus Center last night that

she doesn't know exactly what gender means, but it has

definitely affected her writing.

The lecture, the third in a .series about issues of gender

affecting writing was sponsored by the Massachusetts

Foundation for Humanities

Paul Gunn Allen talked about Cuburo, New Mexico,

where she grew up, as playing a big role in affecting her

writing.

She said her mother was the educated one. her father

the high school dropout, her mother the opera music

lover, her father the Chicano music lover; her mother

the one who moved furniture, her father who newr

handled tools.

Allen said she considered this "normal."

Allen said that when growing up she did everything

that boys did. "I climbed trees, had a toy gun and rode

a bike wildly."

She said she knew boys were different from girls, but

she didn't know they had more worth than girls.

"My family asked me what Id be when I grew up, not

when I'd get married. In white America, working and

mothering is mutually exclusive. I always assumed I'd

have a career," said Allen.

Allen had attended Catholic school while growing up

and wasn't allowed to wear pants. When she first came

across the terms masculine, feminine and neuter she

wondered what it meant. It means neither masculine,

nor feminine in gender.

"When I was a graduate student I heard rumors that

my English professor. Professor W . didn't give As to

women because they were going to get pregnant anyway.

When I pa.ssed in my first paper I received a B. I showed

my paper to another professor who thought it was A

work." she said.

"The second paper I did 1 showed to several professors

and they thought 1 should have received an A. I got a

B. 1 was fuming. I was depressed and I wept. It was the

most traumatic experience I had with gender," Allen

said.

Allen said eight years after she wrote those papers for

"Professor W." she changed her mind and felt they had

deserved a C rather than an A, because they were poor

Iv thought out.

"That experience is what led me to become a scholar,

Allen said.

MM Laiai, SsfiRiis

Compiled by Carol Tannenbaum
Fifty years ago this week in the MassachusetU

Collegian...

The new Camera Club exhibit in Goodell Library is

presented by the Young Men's Christian Union. There are

some outstanding character studies, such as Mask by

Ralph Osborne, director of the club, and Jean Ulrich by

Clarke and some still lifes by Pillsbury that complete the

collection.

Twenty-five years ago...

A new organization on the UMass campus is the Young

Americans for Freedom Club, a group dedicated to pro-

viding leadership for young political conservatives,

especially those on the nation's campuses.

Ten years ago...

UMass faculty have voted to establish the Massachusetts

Teachers Association as their collective bargaining agent

in a two-day election held this week at the Boston and

Amherst campuses of the University.
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Various opportunities
available to students
By DAVID <^AIS
Collegian Correspondent

University ot Massachusetts students are

hit with a barrage of posters and signs of-

fering jobs at the beginning uf each

semester, but many students are unaware

of the variety of jobs that are available.

•'Students can get the convenience of

working between classes and sometimes

get jobs that are related to their major."

Merv'l Ryan, coordinator of the Student

Employment Office, said.

Nearly a quarter of undergraduate

students are employed by the University,

she said.

The Student Employment Office coor-

dinates placement students and makes

available a range of job oppt»rt unities for

bt»th work-study and non work study

students.

Wages range from $3 55 to $5.70. depen

dmg on the job and prior work experience,

according to the office.

Lis»a Vallencourt. a senior double major

m botany and plant and soils, has worked

aM a rcocTch assistant in the botany

department this past year

"It has helped in my appreciation of whai

goes into research and has helped with

understanding my course-work." Vallen

court said of her work experience

"Work experience can sometimes make

the difference in finding a job after gradua-

tion if a pers«jn's grades are not that good."

she paid, emphasizing that employers like

to see students with work experience and

a practical application knowledge.

She said she is happy with her job, but

because of the demands of work "school can

sometimes get put on the back burner

Andy Oxman, a senior hotel, restaurant

and travel administration major has a job

at the Fine Arts Center as a stage hand do

ing lighting and sound. Oxman said that

his job hati been "a good way to learn about

the craft and apply it to shows." He said

he hopes to apply his stage hand
knowledge toward a future career in music.

Chris Arroll. a junior natural resources

studies major works between 15 and 20

hours a week at the Campus Coffee shop

as a table busboy Arroll said he works for

"economic security." and says that his job

offers a sense of ^ructure, yet not too much

pressure. Arroll said his job helps him keep

a set schedule that helps with his studies.

February as freedom month
stirs conflicting reactions

By PEDRO M PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Conservative student organizations at

the University of Massachusetts have pro-

claimed February "Freedom fighter

month, which generated cynical as well

as supportive responses yesterday.

The conservatives chose Februar>' — na

tionally observed as Black History Month
- because they said it is the only time the

two speakers they have invited to the

campus can make it.

The speakers, whose lectures will focus

on fighting for freedom, are Charles

Brockunier. who has travelled to

Afghanistan, and Xavier Arguello, a San

dinista defector.

Sherwood Thompson, director of the Of

fice of Third World Affairs, called the con

servatives proclamation "a gross

disrespect and disregard for the Black

History Month. The> re basically pigg> •

backing on a popular month
"

"Its almost like sabotaging the Black

History Month observance After all. we
have 11 other months, why not choose

another month when notiung is happen

ing'*' he said.

M. Dean Richard, press secretary lor

Young Americans for Freedom, said, "1

didn't feel it would adversely aff"ect (the

black community] in any way. We're not

setting it up as some kind of movement

against something else"

According to Tony Rudy, editor of the

right-wing publication Mmuteman, the

proclamation is also a response to the

Radical Student Union's recent attempt.>.

to ban the CIA from recruiting on campu.s

"Were going to go loe to toe with the

RSU. We're going to show some of the

good things the CL\ has done." he said

Conservative Alliance Chairman W
Greg Rothman said. We're not doing this

to take away any of the limelight from

(Black History Month! at all " He said he

thinks the black community would be just

in favor of fighting for freedom as the con

servauves are.

RSU Member Greg Fmk said since

Black History Month commemorates

freedom the conser\ at ives chose the ap

propriate month for the proclamation.
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COPIES
3« 8.5 X 11

Se/f-Servfce

C^nTyvQAT pnnt Shop

228 Triangle St

Amherst

549-3840
Sale ands Feb 14

700 S7 TECHNICAL PEN SET
Line widths GO. 0. 1.2. 2V2, 3. 3'/^. plus 1 bottle 745-9 Marsmatic drawing ink.

Regular List Price: $68.00

Mon Sat 9 9 Sun 10-5

)8Pkas«niSi Ndrihampton

584-0374 •5Hfr58i8

LIMITED
QUANTITIES S $34.95 Located In the

Campus Center

M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

^.UNIVERSITY
STORED

A tale of rats and stats
By JEFFRY BARTASH
Collegian Staff

Who would have thought a self-described

"father's girl," who has nightmares about

her past research involving rats and who
holds degrees in business and psycholog>',

would become the head of a large statistical

outfit.

"Fifteen year> n^o I never would have

imagined." says Joyce Clark.

Clark, 37. is the associate director of the

Student Affairs Research and Evaluation

OfTice. located in the Whitmore Ad
ministration Building. Everv' week SAREO
conducts a poll involving University of

Massachusetts students that covers various

topics, including AIDS, use of drugs and

students' satisfaction with the University.

"I like the fact that I get to ask a lot of

questions about what students think about

all kinds of different issues and then get

the information to people who can make
good use of it." she says.

Clark was hired two years ago, shortly

after she and her husband, Richard High,

quit their jobs as members of the

psychology department at Lehigh Univer-

sity in Pennsylvania because they wanted

to move back to New England. She said

they fell in love with New England in the

early seventies while they attended

graduate school at the University of New
Hampshire.
Clark, a small but energetic woman, was

born in South Philadelphia, the second of

two children, both girls.

• I'm very much my father's daughter,"

Clark says, explaining that he is an Irish

immigrant and retired chemical engineer.

"When I was growing up I really admired

him and 1 still do."

Clark suddenly draws herself up and

deepens her voice: ' 'You've got to study.'

my father would say."

"When I was young I had telescopes and

microscopes and chemistry sets. I would

read astronomy books and
continued on page 17

Before Spring Break
GET RID OF THE

WINTER DOLDRUMS
Come In For A FREE Cellophane Treatment

With a Hair Cut

MAKE YOUR APPOINTMENT BEFORE YOU GO AWAY

potrick & Co ""°'Tv^7*T''
"'

'^Hiocltv. Mo«r«lv»H»d Kk M«n » Worriir^ 104 RuSSGI St • ElmWOOd ShopS
Hadley. Ma 01035

Offer Good Through March 30. 1987
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f'oUaCiMi Photo By Paul Fraiu

ITS NOT THE GOODYEAR BLIMP - Overhead camera catches

students watching Union Video Center program.

:

' -''>> ^»'~ -_8-10 PM

n inr i :i

4&
For Information

Call 549-0203

or write

118 Sunset Ave.

Amherst, MA
vO^<?KP'V^ 118 Sunset Ave.

i; xlSg@t^y^ Amherst, MA
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Naims
In hi-fi, music is more important Ihan

brand names.

At Music First, you probably won't

recognize names like Linn, Nairn, Rega,

Arcam, Creek and Heybrtmk. Instead of

mass-market advertising, these manu-

facturers focus on musical performance

and superior workmanship. Come in for

a demonstration of why wv put music first.

Miisic /iisl
Unique Audio Systems

' \ 247-53M

When you leave school,
HEAD UPSTREAM - TO STATE STREET.

If you'd like togel your feet wet with a position that offers solid advancement

potent iai, start your career off right at State Street We have immediate, full time

opporturiities that will get you into the swim of things right from the start.

Accountants
You'll work with computer svstems and be responsible for daily cash

management and trial balances, control and administer the Mutual Fund's

assets, liabilities and income for daily security investment transactions;

and monitor safekeeping securities and corporate actions, settle trades and

provide portfolio reporting. To qualify, you'll need to be a detail oriented

individual with good communication and organizational skills. A minimum

of 2 years' full charge book keeping experience or 2 years of accounting in a

degree program is required.

State Street offers comprehensive benefits program including 100% tuition

coverage for career-related courses of study.

Dive Right In.

Stop in at our North Quincy personnel office any weekday - freeparking

is available and we're just two blocks from the MBTA. If you prefer, mail

your resume to Margarete Kolis, State Street Bank and Trust Company,
1776 Heritage Drive, North Quincy, MA 02171.

An equal opportunity employer

?5 StateStreet
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• Hurst
ctmtinued from page 1

fey and staff to take swift and immediate action in com

pliance with the serious response of the Hurst investiga

tion."

"The University of Massachusetts administration must

realize that there will be no better time, as Chancellor

Duffey said, to build a pluralistic community of learn-

ing and opportunity."

The statement was drafted in response to Hurst's in

vestigation of the brawl that followed the final game of

the World Series involving the Boston Red Sox and the

New York Mets. Ten students were taken to University

Health Services following the incident, and in his report

Hurst labels the events "predictable, preventable and

primarily racially motivated."

David Moore, a senior fashion marketing msyor. said the

meeting was organized by members of the United Greek

Forum and was intended to "get a consensus from

students."

Moore said Hurst was going to attend the meeting, but

decided not to because members of the press, "from The

Associated Press down to the Collegian," found out about

the meeting, and Hurst "did not want to face the media."

In a telephone interview two hours before the meeting.

Hurst said he had not spoken to the student organizers.

Coming to campus is "not appropriate at this time,"

Hurst said. "The Chancellor needs to review my report."

"I really felt it was my job to come in, do the report and

pull out," he said. "I still feel that way."

Alfred asked the students for a "consensus" on the reac-

tion statement, which a majority of the group supported.

Third World Caucus member Dwayne Warren said,

"The Hurst report has a lot of hard line points."

"We are never going to stop leaning on the administra-

tion to make sure his recommendations are followed

through," Warren said. "If they follow the recommenda
tions the administration could bring all aspects of Cam-
pus into the mainstream."

Man trespasses
A 24 year old man was placed in protective custody at

4 15 p m on Wednesday when he was found sleeping on

the steps of Hasbrouck Hall, University of Massachusetts

police said.

He was later i.ssued violation for tresspassing, police

said.

In other police reports:

• A medical emergency was reported at 10.25 p.m. on

Tuesday to Health Services when a man entered for

treatment for a B.B. gun wound that had occurred in

January, police said.

The incident is under investigation, police said.

• A medical emergency was reported on Tuesday at

10 45 p m. when Cooley Dickinson Hospital requested

assistance in trying to locate a male student's family so

he could be admitted, police said.

- ELLEN M. NOLAN.

Old South St. Entrance

Thornes Mkt. Northptn

S86-5030

TONIGHT

PICTURE THIS
Nu-Wave

FRI. FEB 13

SPUNK
Friday the 13th
Live Video With

fsn Nigm Fw* Reg^ Band

Sat Feb 14

Private Valentine

Party • Invitation

omy

Thurs Feb 19
UvB Dancing

SALSA
ORQUESTRA
JUVENTUD '77

WEEKEND
DISCOTHEQUE

DANCING
kVeo At Pearl St is

Sunday At O Oasts

4_

YOUR HEART IS IN

THE RIGHT PLACE WHEN
YOU SHOP ATKINS

li

ATKINS
' *Ftujn

Featuring VERY ^
"CHERRY" SPECIALS to also

show George that you

remember his birthday

orcN St

FRUIT BASKETS
Send a Message

of Thonghtfal

Love

CCHMJIOf RTl lit

S WfCJI'.T MA

Atkins Own
FUDGE HEARTS
Personalized ft

DcUcatclY
Decorated

A CHEESE
BASKET

Shows Yon Care.

FLOWERS
Say H Best!

Arrangements.

Boaqaets ft

Roses.

CHERRY HUT FUDGE

CHERRY TREE LOG CAKES

CHERRY NUT CAKES

BLACK FOREST CHERRY TORTES

VALENTINE CAKES
ft COOKIES

A Nice Idea for

those dear

to yott.

FLOWERING

PLANTS

CYCLAMEN. CINERARI. ROSES. AFRICAN

VIOLETS. AZALEAS ft SPRING BULBS

f
FROM THE GRILL

SPECIALTY SKEWERS
SANDWICHES &

DESSERTS

Bakery Dept: Large, 10"

CHERRY PIES $4.75

Cheese Dept.

All Flavors

NEUFCHATELS $4.99 lb.

Deli Dept; Kohler, sliced

SMOKED TURKEY
$4.95 lb.

Tray of 6

CHERRY COFFEE BUNS
$1.55

A Mild Cheese

MONTEREY JACK $2.79 lb.

Excellent Melting quai.

Produce Dept:Chilean, Red

SEEDLESS GRAPES
$1.19 lb.

Sweet, Calif.

CARROTS 3 pkg./89«

Boar's Head
DUTCH LOAF

$2.95 lb.

Snow White, Calif.

CAULIFLOWER 99«

head

II

Idaho

BAKING POTATOES
5 lbs. - 99<

Deli Dept: Warm, delicious

CHERRY CRISP 95«

serving topped with whip cream

Dairy: 8 oz.

COLUMBO YOGURT 49«

VALENTINE'S DAY

WASHINGTON'S

BIRTHDAY

SALE OF SALES

FRIDAY FEBRUARY 13

THROUGH

MONDAY FEBRUARY 16

20% OFF
OUR ALREADY

DISCOUNT-PRICED

SALE BOOKS

-rtS:

Jeffery

AmKerst
-^^—^ BooksKop'

55 So. Pleasant St. Amherst. MA (413)253-3381

VALENTINE GIFT
WRAP

"Wrap a gift of love" with

specially created wraps and

trims that promote an exquisite

Valentine s Day flair.

m

c MCMl.XXXVII Amcriian Greetings Corp

AMERIOVN GREETINGS

^yUNIVERSITYmSTORED
Located in the Campus Center

OPEN M—F 9-5

J

Scholarship may
be offered to vets
By CAROL NAIMAN
Collegian Correspondent

The Veterans Assistance and Counseling Services Of

fice plans to award a student veteran a scholarship in

memory of a former University of Massachusetts Health

Services physician.

Arthur Hilson, veteran services director, said he is seek-

ing veterans who display good leadership and are involv-

ed with the community.
"This is an attempt to recognize the many veteran

students on campus, " Hilson said. "There are about 750

veterans that we know of who are receiving benefits."

The Tony Melchionda Emergency Loan Fund was

established in 1984 to provide help for student veterans.

Fundraising efforts since then have made it possible for

the veteran services to expand the fund and establish the

first scholarship.

Melchionda, who served as a staff physician at Health

Services from 1973 to 1983. had been an orthopedic

surgeon in th* Vietnam War.

The award, which may become an annual scholarship

of up to $1,000, is in memory of Melchiondas commitment

to serving Vietnam veterans.

Student veterans interested in applying for the scholar

ship or nominating someone to receive it should contact

veteran services before the Feb. 28 deadline. Applicants

may come into the office, located at the University Career

Center or call 545 2224.

Pho4u By

WALKING THE DOG - Elizabeth Freeland

and her dog. Ursula, stroll through campus.^

March 1 to April 4, 1987

COLLEGEWEEKS

'n«r

:.:;#«^*sr^ '

whenyou breakaway this year,

do itwith style.

Vdur Oiliege Week in Bermuda is more than just sun,

sand and surf.

Rijihi from ihe first outrageous College Bash"

at Hlbow Beach, it's an unrelenting test of your

endurance.

Spectacular seaside buffet luncheons .\ caKpso

and limbo festival like none other. Smashing dance-til-

vou-drop beach parties, featuring Bermuda s top rock,

steel and calypso bands. Kven a Party Cruise and

Private island l-xtravagan/ar \\\ compliments of the

Bermuda Department of Tourism

Bermuda is all of this-and much, much more.

Its touring the island on our breezN mopeds.

(Do remember to keep left!)

Its jogging on quiet countn roads- including an

early morning 2-k "Fun Run " from Horseshoe Bay. Its

expkiring the treasures in our internati(mal shops,

playing golf on eight great courses, and tennis on over

HK) island-wide courts.

But most of all. it s the feeling \ou get on a tiny,

llower-bedecked island, separated from e\er\Mhere

and ever\lhing by dOO miles of sea.

This year, go wild. . in .style. See your Campus

Travel Representati\e or Travel Agent for details

VIKING

WORLD TKAVEL

2 SO .Main Street

Reading. Ma.ss. ()1«6''

((iD 944-4-446 (9am-6pm)

(6r) 92.V2204 (Evenings)

CRIMSON TR/WKL

SKRMCHS
Student Department

5')|()hnF. Kennedy St.

lianard S(|uare

Cambridge, Mass (»21.^H

(61-) AS4-«9(M)

coLPirrs

TRAVKI. I)i:i)HAM

908 Providence llighwa)

Dedham. Ma.ss. 02026
(61-) .S2(v-8(H)

(800)9-2-"— (In Ma.ss.)

(800) .A68-44(>6 (ISA)

AQl'ARIl'S TRAVEL

CONSILTANTS. LTD.

816 King .Street

Rve Brook, NT 10575

("914) 9.-^9-229^ or:

(8(M)) j48-4l4l

Motorist accident
destroys fence
A 29 year old Hadley man lost control of his car while

traveling east on Meadow Street, overturned and plowed

50 feet into a snow covered pasture at 8 p.m. Tuesday,

destroying 70 feet of fencing at 324 Meadow St., Amherst

police said.

The driver lost control because of ice on the road. He
suffered minor injuries and seeked his own treatment,

police said.

A 23-year-old Amherst man riding a bicycle was struck

by a car at 6:43 p.m. Tuesday on Belchertown Road Both

vehicles were traveling west on Belchertown Road. The

woman was unable to see the bicyclist because of the poor

ly lit area and the man's dark clothing. p«ilice said.

A male resident of Brittany Manor reported that his

apartment was broken into at 4:51 p.m. Tuesday and $2

-tolen from his wallet, police said.

The man was awakened by kicking at his door, but

didn't respond because he thought it was his roommate

Later he found the contents of his wallet strewn across

the floor, police said.

A 21 year old University of Massachusetts student was

arrested at 6:45 p.m. Tuesday on a shoplifting charge out

side Fays Drug on University Drive. The .store manager

thought he saw the man lake a $9.95 box of candy and

called the police. A cruiser was in the immediate area and

the man was arrested in the parking lot. police said.

— By Edward Syron

1987 SUMMER EMPLOYMENT i

Camp Young Judaea. Amhcrtt, N«w Hampshire

(Resident. Co-ed. I hour from Boston)

in need of:IS

4dminlstralon—Htad Counselors. Evening Frognm
Director. OfTice Mgr.. Department Directors.

plus Activity Specialists and Cabia Counaelora la:

Athletics. Archery. Riflery. Tennis. Arts and

Crafts. Waterfront. Canoeing, Sailing.

Waterskiing. Swim Inst. (WSI). IsraeH IWk
Song. Dramatics. Israeli Dance. Judaica.

Computers. Nature/Ecology. Overnight

Camping. Nurses (RN). Photographer. Office

Staff; High School-Crounds Maint.. Kitchen

Maint. Crews

Excellent :>4lar> and fringe benefits

Please contact: Dr Charles B. Rotman. Director

81 Kmasbury St .-Welleslev. MA0218I
6l7-2lf-'^4IO or 877-0190

i-

t I^HEEHAINIS]

* lil ^l ^T^^i1Mil^M i^ r^ *
^ Dreams Come True ^

'^ Albert Otis & the Homewreckers r

¥

¥

ATURDAY FEBRUARY 14

Perfect Tommy
MONDAY FEBRUARY 16

Ken Johnson and Co.

24 Pleasant St Northampton • 586-4258

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

An AltomalM RMord Stora
|

I

I

HMO OUOUTT T-WIf • W»«IW
|

. TOP CASH PAID FOR
' RECORDS, TAPES. CDs

Maxell XL2
Box of 10 For

$19.99

Maxell LN-90
Box of 10 For

$12

Maxell XL11S

$2.74 Eo. OR
10 For $24.99

NEW LOCATION
Underneath Steve'j. besWe Ali Cot

48 N. Pteosont St - 253-9209

M - Sot 1V7; Sun 12-5
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Madson »ajd >. isit'iday ihai 'all uus madtf l»v Trey

William-s, Madsuu - special assistant, to David C BisthofT

dean of the physical education department.

Madson said "My feeling was ihere was slunn'shnt'ss

net oi. my part.
'

oi Wiltiams . •biU ou the part ofiht- peo

pie contacted
"

HischoiT was unavailable ft.r comment yesterday.

Madson said when it was .leai the players weren't com

mg forward, he pushed dir«i i!> and hard" himself, and

that got a quick reponse.

AP Photo

LOOKING OVER WRECKAGE-People look over the wreckage of

a d^raUed express train Wednesday which killed an Amencan and two

Mayays^ans and injured at least 23 others, the nationals news agency

Bernama reported.

IN NOVEMBER 1986, HUNDREDS OF

BOSTON AREA STUDENTS WITNESSED

THE MIRACULOUS POWER OF GOD.
W SEE FOR YOURSELF.

<4ICK PAPIS IS COMING
IQ.AMHERSLKBRUARY 14. GET READY

Saturday February 14

7:30 PM Room 163

UMass Campus Center

Marantha Campus Ministries

IPMEKF
fUicqu«tball RacqueU
Racquatbail Balls

Racquatball Gloves

I

I

SpoftCkMMno \ f
Wrtetbands ,i

B««k«tb«ll. 8occ«r
*^» WMMlM

^ Footb^a. B—ban

Bwrlmmlofl

Op«n Located In tha Campus Cantar

<^,UiVIVERS/Ty

record*^
\

I)
Gifts for

'.

i|Our

Valentine

Staffed Animals

Mags

Hcart'thspcd containers

Children's jcwlery

Heart nugnets, pencils

Heart Parses

Backpacks, etc

41 N. Pleasant Street

downstairs • 256 1609

Hours: Moo Sat 9:30 5 JOl

HAVE YOU THOUGHT
OF FRATERNITY LIFE?

HERE ARE SOME FACTS:
• 85% of Fortune SOO E»eculivei belong to a Fralernily.

• ALL but 2 Pre»ident» »ince 1925 were Creek.

• Of the N*tion» fifty largcu corporation, forty three are headed by Fraternity men.

• Lee lacocca, Steven Spielberg and Harry EeaMncr aU .uccewful Theta Chi».

V.\LEXnNES DMIUiVDQl AKTERS

A CARD GALLERY
EXCLUSIVE
Ovtrsi/cd T-Shir»s
created ft)r us! Made of

100% coHon. Ihc adorable

bear says "I Love You!""

Hurry In... supplies arc

limited. Aduli & children

sizes available. Children;

regular price S7 98

/Vow Only »3®*

Adults: regular price 89.98

Now only '4^*

A VERY SPECIAL
HEART SHAPED
PENDANT!
Created by GIOVANNI
for Valentines Day.

This Incredible gift is

a very s|)eciai heart

shaped pendant stud-

ded with five genuine

rubies suspended on

a gold link chain and
cuddled in a heart

shaped velvet box.

Regular price $16 50

Now Only ®7^®

A VALENTINE TRADITION
Indcst rilKihlc. Ikaulilul. and Delicious': The
traditional t andy heart, always sure to please,

always lun to rccicvc. Choose Irom a large

s«'lection olclKKolates and candy by Russell

Stover. Whitman, and I'cragina. choose one for

your love.

7"~V

DON'TJUSTJOIN A

FRATERNITY

JOIN THE
To^r ©X TEAM

OUR HUGE SELECTION OF VALENTINES
CARDS IS UNMATCHABLE!

From traditional to not so tr.ulitionai. Our selection

is unbeatable. Morel!). in -lO.UOO.ar.lMtirviTy

store we never run out even at the last moment.

Choose irom favorites by Hallmark. Recycled, etc...

gallery

7-9 PM THETA CHI
NATIO.NAL FRATERNITY

NOW WITH ... 14 EXCITING STORES TO SERVE YOU

iM rONNECTICUT- -MIDDLETOWN-lRoute 66We$t m Waldbaums Plaza)/

SOUTHINCTON PLAZA (Edwardsl/DRISTOL (ShopKlie
""f

'

p ^^ , j^
Tn MASSACHUSETTS: SPRINGFIELD (Haymarket SquarciWESTFIELU IIncxi to

(Lechmere Plara)
..,.„K,.,r*sr sALKirKMsuMUM. rosioHKsnn k . .m f no main < mm ks

Madson eonceded thai anolhet factor in ' ih .a V\ si up

^,Mshnes.s oi Hurst s probe was that many students mistrusi

the Oft"ice ot Student Affairs, and that the V vette Henrv

case had much ui do with the reiuetance ot black students

lo work wall the office

Heiuv IS a former black student who i.s widetv viewe<t

as havmy been suigled out because of race by the Studen.

Affairs ofTice and UMass police. She was charged with set

Xmii a >e. u - of suspicious fires Charjjes were latei drop

ped and Henrv settle<i the hnvsuit she filed aj,'ainsi I'Miiss

out of court

Hursi cites the Henry case as a mtyor reason why

students did not c<M)perate with him while he wa.-; work

ing out of Madson's ofl'ice.

Madson said ofthemi.stru.st. it Mioi hou I want it .tntl

we"re going to try to make this office more rcspuiLsi' e and

perceived as more resp<jnsive. ' He slres.sed he was more

than willing lo be accessible to questions about the y>-\>' '"

rentAnrkk

Naw & Usad Cars
Truck* a Vans Also Avalabl*

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

S49-2880

VV< ( fe.iie A Stv. U- As
IihIiv iiiual As V««ii \ri»

w ( I »Nsi I I Miorv

$10
.11 Styles By Deborah

(.". t MV I Hsi I

/'>
^

k-

We Wish AU Gentlemen

HAPPY VALENTINES DAY
And CordiallY Invite Them To

GENTLEMEN ONLY NIGHT

Thttfs. Feb 12th • 6-9 PM
< Refreshments Served ^
KEEP ROMANCE ALIVE ...

SOFT SILKY TEDDIES,

GARTER BELTS

AND STOCKINGS,
NIGHT GOWNS

CASCADING IN LACE

AND MUCH MORE!

Cantog* Shopc 233 N. PlwiMnt 9t, AmtMrtl • 84»M1S
Holklay Hours - Mon. - Sat 10 • 6, Fri. tN 9, Sun. 12 - S

— »» s>-M —

K/lkNANAI24^/HA

Frozen yogurt provides al the health benefits

of plain yogurt plus flavors that appeal to tx)th

yogurt lovers and those who think they aren't.

Stop in for a free sample

and discover
__^^

the taste you've been missing
J

56 Main St., Northampton

next door to Sze's

downstairs

OPEN 7

DAY A WEEK
586-9659
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Editorial/Opinion

The op.n.dns on th.s page are those of the .nd.v.dual wr.ter or cartoon.st and do not necessar.ly reflect the views

Strides made elsewhere, but marriage

KEUY Sl£GER
Edrtor in Ch«l

BYRN£ GUARNOTTA
P(x3«»Ed«tof

uSE
NANCY KUNGENER
Mifiagjng Editor

JOHN NOLAN
Sport* Editor ,

Modern xk lety tells us thai equality between the sexes

has almost been achieved. In political, legal and social

circles, women have made great strides in gaining an

equal footing with men. This much cannot be denied Yet,

in several small, sometimes seemingly unnoticeablt ways,

women are still perceived as the inferior sex, subordinate

to men and the male-dominated society.

Stephen Bayer

One of the ways that this imbalance manifesU itself is

the traditional custom of marriage, the legal union bet

ween two people who wish to share their lives together

Besides an act of bonding, the marriage ceremony does

one other thing unparalleled by any other social conven-

tion It can completely strip away a woman s identity,

background and heritage as if it never existed^

It is astonishing to believe how many women, after eigh

teen twenty-five of thirty-two years, are completely will

ing to relinquish their former 'not "maiden' i name in

order to adopt their husbands surname A last name con

veys a rich history and family heritage. It indicates an

ethnic and cultural background which should be displayed

with pnde. Why, then, do so many women, including some

supposed feminists, readily dispose of theu- birihname and

eagerly take on a new and different identity?

Presumably, thev do it to symbolize the unity and

faithfulness between the marriage partners. But if some

women are willing to surrender their last name for the

sake of a unified marriage, why can't some men

reciprocate and take on the last name of their wife.' It

would obviously achieve the same effect of signifying the

mutual commitment of marriage between husband and

wife. Yet this is not the accepted norm. Why.

The answer, of course, can be found back in the earliest

days of civilized society when, in an even more male-

dominated time, wives were considered just another piece

of property to be acquired by a man along with a hou.se

and some land. A woman then, just as today, lost her per

sonal identity and became something owned by her bus

band The last name indicated that the woman "belong

ed" to her husband and was inferior to him. Over time,

these ideas have changed but, strangely, not the custom

Today, however, many modern brides are choosing to

retain their former name or combine it somehow with

their husband's. Some women prefei to retain their last

name for purely professional reasons. A growing number

(rf*women in business or legal vocations find it convenient

and easier to associate with clients by maintaining the

CRAIG SANDLER 1

NevMS Editor

MATTGERICE THOMAS HARRINGTON
Spom Edrto* Arts Editcf

ot the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted

name they have used for their entire careers. Other

women compromise and form a hyphenated version of

their name and their husband's, thus still retaining their

own identity.

While this may seem fine, an issue does crop up if the

married couple decides to have children. When couples

begin hyphenating surnames, it is distressing to consider

the drawn-out tongue twisers that might plague future

generations. This problem is not easily solved and couples

will probably have to exercise prudence when discussing

which family name shall be carried on.

Given all the social and technical complications and dif

ficulties it entails, should a woman make the effort to keep

her former name?
Clearly, the answer is yes. if the name has any value

to her in terms of personal, family or professional identi

ty A name can be a symbol of power and for many women

keeping their last name is a symbol of their independence.

Many men, and even many women, in our society are not

ready to accept this.

At a time when divorce rates are rising, many people

need some kind of assurance that their marriage partner

is committed to the relationship. But if something like

keeping one's former name makes either spouse feel less

secure, then perhaps the relationship isn't as strong as

they think. Maybe marriage partners need something

more than names to symbolize mutual commitment.

Stephen Bayer is a UMass stude

Smokers, the end is near
Life has suddenly been made difficult for

federal employees who are amokers. As of

last Friday, smoking on federal property

bas been prohibited, except in specially

designated areas. Increasing public cor^em
over the effects of second hand smoke has

led the government to ^in the anti-

smoking movement

Ben Brogan
Has the proverbial smoke filled room

joined the dinosaur and the Edael? It would

appear so The government is not the only

one to restrict its employees' freedom to

light up The private sector is expenenc

ing a wave of company -spWMored smoking

policies that range widely in scope While

some have simply created no-smoking

areas, or moved to separate smokers from

non smokers, others have given their

employees drastic ultimatums — quit

smoking, both at work and at home, or quit

working That has antagonized smokers,

who see this as the ultimate expression of

an Orwellian attack on their personal

freedom The companies argue, and right

ly so, that an employer has the right to

determine conditions of employment. Fur

thermore, those workers who smoke are

more likely to miss work on sick leave, and

to be less productive than those who don't

The question now arises: when will the

Massachusetts Legislature, which does so

well in the domain of government in-

terference, pass a law restricting smoking

on state property tUMass for example)^

This came to me as 1 talked to a friend

who, perched on a far comer of the Cam-

pus Center information desk, was trying to

avoid the clouds of fumes emanating from

a group of smoking colleagues. Non

smokers are constantly under attack from

those who smoke: in the hallways, in cam-

pus offices, in the DC. in the Campus

Center Student Union There are very few

places where one can avoid the smoke: no

smoking sections such as the one in the

Hatch are constantly infiltrated by

oblivious puffers in s«'arch of the hard to

find empty chair

I sympathize deeply with those smokers

who argue smoking is a perstmal issue, to

which they have every right. They have

every right not to be nagged about their

breath, yellow nails, smelly clothes, tumors

or other petty concerns. They have every

right to light up. but not at the expense of

others While cigarette smoke is irritating

to non smokers, the clean air non smokers

enpy has no adverse effect on smokers <ex

cept of course for thf«e hardened cases who

get stonf'd on it after tw long an exposure).

The health concerns about second hand

N0 5MOK1N6.

smoke make the strongest case for the im
plementation of a campus wide smoking

ban. While it is difficult to sympathize or

even care about those who smoke ex-

cessively (notice how many smokers are

overweight coronary candidates), it is im

perative that the community address the

rights of those constantly exposed to harm-

ful levels of other |)eoples" cigarettes. The
Surgeon General estimates that 2400 non-

smokers die each year of lung cancer caus-

ed by 'environmental tobacco smoke." As

a 1985 New Jersey law puts it. "the right

of the non-smoker in breathe clean air

supersedes the right of the non-smoker to

smoke ".

So smokers, beware! To the crunchies

plotting revolution, eating whole grains

and puffing away; to the SGA conser

vatives rehearsing for the now-defunct

smoke filled rooms; and to my employers
and their howmany-cani smoke-atonce
trick lyes boss, I know you promised to

quitt; non-smokers will soon have their day.

Until then, we'll scnH vou our laundry
bills.

Ben Brogan is a Collegian columnist

Letters
Vandals strike;

intolerance cited

Over this pa.st weekend,

the IfKks on the office doors

of several Registered Stu-

dent Organizations in the

Student Union Building

were filled with bits of

metal mixed into epoxy.

This act of vandalism
prevented members of these

groups from using their of

fices. Thanks to the quick

response of the University

Lock Shop in changing the

locks, our abilities to func-

tion were only temporarily

impaired. The groups af

fected by this "lockout"

were the Lesbian Union, the

Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual

Alliance, the Central

America Solidarity Associa

tion, the Commuter Area

Government, the Radical

Student Union, AHORA
and the Union Program

Council.

In addition to interfering

with the freedom of these

student groups, the vandals

showed a blatant disregard

for university property. The
cost of repairing this

damage is estimated at

$135. This incident shows

the level of intolerance that

exists toward groups such as

these, that are working to

promote a healthy and har-

monious environment for all

.students.

The harassment that oc-

cured was clearly initiated

by individuals or groups

committed to the repression

and intimidation of people

who do not share their

ideologies. We urge all

members of the university

community to join us in con-

demning these malicious

acts.

Charlotte Wesley, CAG
Sarah Clark, CASA &

CAG

Where is

the pride?

As a tour guide at the

University of

Massachusetts, I would like

to thank the enthusiastic

group of "men" that pro-

ceeded to burp, curse and

harass the group of perspec

live freshmen I was taking

on a tour last week. Actual-

ly, why don't I address this

to all of you out there who
have pas.sed a tour and yell-

ed, "don't come here," or

'UMass sucks." Taking the

time out of your obviously

busy schedule to grace us

with those original displays

of intelligence really saves

my fellow tour guides and I

a lot of time. In.stead of hav-

ing to describe the diversi-

ty that exists at the Univer

sity we get the visual tour

de force. What happened to

pride?

Recruiting ban unpatriotic
Well, you guys are at it again. It seems

a week can't go by peacefully without so-

meone complaining about some facet of

our government. Whose turn is it this

week? Well, it looks like it's the military

again.

Scott Frank

Due to an editing error, a sentence in Sarah Bush s

letter on the editorial page was inadvertently changed.

The sentence should have read "The fact that the arti-

cle did not editorialize directly about the .social or

hi.storical significance of the .swim suit issue also does

not mean it was objective."

Dana Grossblatt
Amherst

The "you" that I am addressing here are

the people who have been protesting

ROTC recruitment on the Campus Center

Concourse. We all know these protestors;

they're the same ones that spit on our

boys that came home from a bitter war in

Vietnam.
I have read in the history books that at

one time in our glorious past it was not

only a requirement, but also an honor, to

.serve in our armed forces. But if it was

up to some of these so-called "pro-

gressives" there wouldn't be a miliatary

to protect us, and if there was they would

be so shoddily equipped and poorly train-

ed that they wouldn't be much of a deter-

rence to foreign imperialism.

The one thing missing is a sense of

patriotism. To use a comparison, the coun-

try of Israel has a draft and always has.

Every citizen, male and female alike, goes

into the service for at least two years, with

the option to renew, as many do. I don't

know about you, but I have never heard

of demonsrations about the draft over

there. 1 know that we export lots of equip-

ment to the Israelis; maybe somewhere

along the line we also sent over our

patriotism as well.

Also, I wouldn't exactly call some of the

other groups on the concourse open mind-

ed. Shouldn't such groups as "The New
Testament " and the "Christian Alliance"

be listed as discriminatory by religion? I

really doubt that they would welcome me,

as a devout Jew, with open arms. So why
are they allowed to "recruit" on Campus?
Isn't ""discrimination" a relative ter'i

that depends on the situation it is ap*

to?

I just do not understand these people's

strong hate of our nation's military. In

this century alone, we twice have helped
j

save Western Europe from German tyran

ny, and kept South Korea from coming

under Communist rule. Now, the military

are fighting to keep many South

American nations from suffering the

same fate as South Vietnam and Cam-

bodia. Isn't it our patriotic duty to support

our boys in uniform who are fighting to

protect our way of life as well as that of

other countries?

What this country needs now is a

.strong, confident military to restore order

and peace to this country and the world.

The only way to attain this is to bring in

.strong leaders, the kind found on college

campuses. If we do not allow our armed

forces to acquire intelligent leaders, then

we are dooming ourselves to a military

force that is the laughingstock to the rest

of the world.

Scott A. Frank is a UMass student

Image past
More than three years have passed since

I left the protective shell of my precious

hometown. Three years is a long time.

I vividly recall my past, and the person

I once was. -

Jeffry Bartash

ANC worthy of support toward freedom
•^^•^^ ^^^ *^

... - . *„ ;„ <. rnuntrv that

But people change. Places look different.

Remembrances of the past alter. Yet the

memories of the past remain a spectre, in

fiuencing the outcome of our future

Can it be so long ago I was seven years

old and playing in a sandbox? Can it be so

long ago I was 14 and contemplating

suicide? Can it be so long ago I was 17 and

thought I was in love? Can it be so long

ago?
I'm back now , in my hometown. It is late

at night and I gather my warm winter

clothing and prepare for an evening with

old man winter. I have many things to

think about; many things to remember,

and many things to forget.

The December air is chilly, but

refreshing. The moon is nearly full, occa

sionally obscured by slow-drifting clouds.

A gentle breeze swirU about.

I see people I used to know, faces that

were once familiar I say hi, hello, how are

you doing, but I don't really care and

neither do they.

1 see these people I used to know, but I

don't know them anymore. All I recollect

are hazy images of these people fnim an oft

forgotten past; images that are probably no

longer accurate.

As / walk along the friendless road, as an

occasional car whizzes hy. as a hostile dog

challenges my presence. I can only wonder

tiKi. of my image, and of my image past.

Three years ago I left for college, unsure

of my future but unwilling to be controll-

ed by my ; i ' 1 %owed to myself as I left

never to torget my roots while I journeyed

from blue collar to white.

I also vowed, quite foolishly, that I

wouldn't change, but I was wrong Change

is inevitable. Those who resist change are

bound to become relics, lost in the past,

forgotten in the future

I see these people that used to know me.

but they don't know me anymore. All they

remember is an image of me from the past

That image is no longer accurate. It is but

a shell of the person I am now. That image

was born in a different era. It died some

vears ago.

/ have no future and I have no past; all

I have is the present.

My town really hasn't changed, nor many

of the people in it. My town is in danger

of becoming trapped in time while the rest

of the country progresses (or regresses*.

Bigotry, sexism, racism and assorted other

-isms exist and continue to thrive.

I am confronted by an image of myself no

longer true, but still accepted by the peo

pie I once knew. I am confronted by the

degenerative stagnation of hometown.

There is only one thing I can do.

The wind has picked up and the

temperature has dropped. The cold seeks

shelter in my body. I look up toward the

rustling trees. They appear old and naked.

I am by myself, late at night, in front of

my high school. I came here looking for

something, though I'm not sure exactly

what. All I know is that I didn't find it.

A gust of wind blows a dead pile of leaves

past my feet. My body shivers. It is time

to leave.

Maybe I'll never come back.

Jeffry Bartash is a Collegian columnist

Recently, there's been a rise in anti

African National Congress rhetoric at the

University of Massachusetts, and in

Washington. D.C., particularly among

conservatives. Attempts have always

been made to diminish the legitimacy of

the black cause in South Africa, especial

ly by some misinformed persons who take

the cheap route of painting the ANC with

the brush of communism. Whether these

individuals know it or not they're help

ing the Peoria regime in South Africa

strengthen the backbone of the

aparatheid ideology The problem is that

the liberty of a gioup of people who hap

pen to be blacks is at stake. And reflec-

ting back on the America history,

America has the best credentials to

mediate and bring about fundamental

change .
^

Chuck Onu
The calling of the ANC a terrorist

organization by Bob Dole, a distinguish

ed US Senator, and other conservatives

,s disheartening and only reflects a

misunderstanding of the South African

racial problem Such acts of disinforma

lion and propaganda are perpetrated by

pro-apartheid lobbyists. Oliver Tambo

represents to black South Africans what

George Washington represented to

America 200 years ago. during the

American war of independence. George

Washington and his comrades fought for

what most Amencans take for granted to

day - Liberty. Colonialists at the time

probablv thought George to be a crazy ter

rorist Time has proven that George

fought for a just cause. Oliver Tambo

deserves such a chance

President Reagan called the Soviet

Union an evil empire, and so anyone

fighting communism is a good guy and

anyone associated with them is just as

bad. During World War Two, Hitler's

Nazi Germany engaged in the extermina

tion of Jews and at the same time fought

the Soviet Union. Yet the US and the

Soviet Union joined to stop Hitler and

Germany. It was a moral imperative.

Hitler's ideology built on bigotry was

wrong then and now. Pogroms designed

to exterminate Jews was also wTong then

and now. The question is - was Hitler

right then because he was fighting the

Soviet Union, a supposedly evil empire?

The liberty for black South Africans is a

moral imperative The apartheid ideology-

is an affront to humanity, particularly at

this time of advancement and evolvement

of the human civilization. The apartheid

ideology is not only immoral and indecent,

but archaic and has no place in the

modern world.

The perverted logic of according the

apartheid regime the compassionate

status of democracy is not only deplorable

but appalling. Could it be the pass laws

that restrict the movement of the Black

populace or its calculated genocide

again.st blacks that qualifies it for this

status? Or is it the allocation of 13 per

cent of the total land area that is largely

barren for three quarters of the popula-

tion who happen to be blacks? Or is it its

inferior education for the blacks and the

detention without trial that makes it a

democratic government? Or is it the crea

tion of the so called homelands and many

more. The fact is that South Africa is a

repository and the faithful guardian of

Western investments in a country that

thrives ultra-comfortably on cheap black

labor. Mavbe this fact of economics

qualifies the white South African regime

to be a democracy by Western standards

of morality, despite gross and reckless

violation of human rights.

It's amazing that South Africa or

chestrates state-sponsored terrorism and

destabilizes the independent frontlines

states and still maintains its status of

democracy
There's no doubt that the Soviet Union

would like to exploit the situation in

South Africa to their own advantage and

spread their gospel of communism And

there's no doubt that some blacks might

be tempted to consider the Soviet option,

by questioning the genuine interest of the

US role in South Africa, when reflecting

back on the ugly history of slavery and

discrimination in America. Such specula

tions are human and healthy. The black

population in their quest for freedom is

obviously vulnerable to superpower in

fluence at this time, and they intend to

exploit this chance for their liberation

like Bishop Tutu said, "'We'll remember

those who helped us get our freedom when

the struggle is over
"

And so Oliver Tambo and the ANC

deserve the support of the free world

because he's fighting for the freedom of

the oppressed and the future generation

of South Africans - a society built on

equality and justice, regardless of the cot

or of skin, creed or dogma The apartheid

regime is inhuman and should not be

allowed to succeed. Let's all support the

fight against the evil in South Africa

Chuck Onu IS a rMass student

Arizona's newest governor ridiculous
. . ed for doing the exact opp

There are times w hen less than popular

individuals are elected to higher political

offices These people, for one reason or

another, are able to ascend the ladder.

despite obvious flaws and misperceptions

David R. Mark

Consider, for example, a leader who once,

not too long ago. sold cars. His cabinet m
eludes a man under investigation m con-

nection with a 1954 slaying. Also, there is

a man in his cabinet who was court

martialed for theft while in the military.

One of his other choices, replaced after

numerous public outbursts, was a man who

had his insurance license revoked for

misappropriation of funds.

Oh. by the way. this leader has recently

been cited as racist by numerous black

organizations.

So. who is this man, and where does he

rule? South Africa? Some Central or South

American nation? An island where human

rights are not in existence? Would you

believe Arizona?

Arizona, you laugh? Indeed, it is

Arizona's newest governor who meets all

of the above statements. Republican Evan

Mecham. in the past month, has made it

quite clear where he stands on many

diverse issues and in the process has made

few friends.

The policy, above all others, that has

made enemies for Mecham is his announce^

ment that he would rescind the Martin

Luther King Jr., holiday, previously

established under former Arizona Gover

nor Bruce Babbitt. According to Mecham,

the state legislature had rejected the pro

posal for the King holiday, so Babbitt

established it by executive order. Mecham

says the governor does not have the power

to do this; for this reason alone, Mecham

says, it was overturned.

The explanation didn't wash with a

number of different groups. The Mecham

statement was soon followed by the an

nouncement that the National Newspaper

Publishers As.sociation and the Democratic

National Committee would hold their

meetings elsewhere. This was then pro

ceeded by the National Baptist Conven

tion's decision to choose another state to

hold its conference. These events worried

the state tourism agencies, who figured it

may be a long year. To this, Mecham

replied that cancelling the holiday may be

doing the state more good than harm. Way

to go. Evan

ed for doing the exact opposite. Mecham
dismissed that criticism by claiming it was

the work of the liberal opposition, which

was only there 'to give me a rash."

The question that has to be asked is,

"Why was this man elected?" Perhaps it

was the 'ignorance" excuse. For it was ig-

norance that allowi-d two candidates back-

ed by the fanatic Lyndon Larouche to win

Illinois Democratic primaries. It was ig

norance that re elected Jesse Helms to

another term as Senator from North

Carolina.

Then again, it may be the "nobody's bet-

ter" excuse. One can only guess how many

times poor candidates have filled vacant

positions because they were the lesser of

two evils.

To the casual observer from the opposite

side of the country. Arizona may be in for

more than they bargained for when they

elected Evan Mecham, no matter what the

excuse. It's ju.st another reason why. with

a presidential election on the horizon, and

a whole slew of candidates to choose from,

the informed decision is the right decision.

Perhaps the next time around we won't be

so lucky and get someone even worse for

. go. Evan.
;j^„»;ai a hieh office than Evan Mecham. the new

While Babbitt, a Demc^t^cp^esdent^^^^
governor of Arizona, and the latest

candidate, was
^«."»"^«"^^^^yJ^^to kTv American subject for ridicule.

Doraries for bringing some top minds to key nu.c.v j ^ „ . ,

state positions, Mecham has been criticiz- David R. Mark is a Collegian columnist

Funding cut despite goal of equality in education

One week from today, the Collegian

editorial page will introduce Svmposmm.

a new bi-monthly feature. This feature

aims to bring to the fore the opinions of

UMass students and faculty on a vanety

of issues not regularly discussed in either

news stories or on the editorial page

The first topic will be a discussion ot the

Soviet Union's new policy of glasnost, or

public openness, regarding events and

situations in that country.

We would like interested faculty

members and students knowledgeable on

any element of the Soviet Union to write

a short essay on any aspect of the topic^

Submissions should be dropped off or

mailed to David R. Mark associate

editorial editor, at the Collegian 113

Campus Center. Columns should be no

more than three typed, double-spaced

pages, with 67 characters per line.

Deadline is Tuesday, Feb. 17.

I am surprised and alarmed that, as

various student organizations and coali-

tions come together to address and fight the

issue of racism on our campus in the wake

of heightening civil awareness, the School

of Education has fatally cut the budget of

the Horace Mann Bond Center for Equal

Education. On Wednesday, February 4, an

emergency meeting for employees, sup-

porters, friends and users of this resource

center was held. Various channels for alter-

native funding were discussed and an im-

mediate plan of action proposed. Meyer

Weinberg, director of the center, stated

then that the best way in which to help the

center during this time of crisis (and after!)

is to use its resources. I would add to that

that just to learn about the center and its

unique contribution to our academic com-

munity is also of great importance,

especially for those of us who had never

heard about it before the Collegian's

February 2 article.
,_ o u i

Priding itself on its diversity, the School

of Education pays lip service to the strug-

gle against racism and repression, while

quietly dismembering an important source

of multicultural education behind the

scenes Those students and organizations

involved in affirmative action, civil rights,

anti-racism work on campus should link up

with Horace Mann Bond Center in a united

effort to turn the racist tide (be it violent

or subtle) here at UMass.

The center is located on

the Tower Library.

the 22nd floor of

Usa A. Prato
Northampton

THE^UUOFmTaPljON
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Different perspectives on Grillo's collages
" '

\ • A...« .rf-fc. .rf-^

Grille uses colors, textures for feeling

\U .JULIET KAK
(ullegian C'fitti-^pondent

The radianl yt-UoWh The ^paiklinn

hluts The burning oranges. The richness

(il ihe colors in Hampden Gallery is over

whelming. "Collages 1950 1965* is the

current exhibition which is featuring the

wfirks of John (irillo

(irillo has been refei

Matisse." As an admirer of Matisse, and

n<»w of John Grillo. I must cohere ^Xith

thus statement. The c«jllages have a

magnetic affect; they are warm and ex

citing In this series. Gnllo's preference

toward yellows is evident.

It appears as though Gnllo attacks his

nieilia to create his nnal products He rips.

tears, and cuts a variety of colored papers,

cardboard, and newsprint to create ;iii

amusi.ig effect Some arrangement n.

random, others deli^K-rate, The completed

designs appeal to the eye; (irillo has

mastered the game of color.

Grillo has explained that his work is

•mostly about color and about love and

sometimes alxjut art " His work is not a

political statement The art i.i is concern

id with life. Its beauties as well as its

hardships The c*>llag«-s have iM-eti prc»duc

td with clear thought and emotion imi

conviction.

Although the piopomliiance ot the ex

hibit IS two dimensional. Grillo did m
elude some threi- dimessional collages

I iiiifinufij urt f)ii)'f 14

GOURMET FRIED CHICKEN

THE HOME or

3pri-lAM
DAILY BUrrALO WIPIGS

PARADISE PIECES
Breast 1.49 Thigh .99

Wing .89 Leg 79

2 PARADISE PIECES 1.89

w/Pamdise Pac 2.89

3 PARADISE PIECES 2.55

w/Paradise Pac 3.65

6 PARADISE nECES 4.95

w/Paradise Pac 6.90

9 PARADISE PIECES 7.59

w/Paradise Pac 11.10

15 PARADISE nECES 11.85

w/Paradise Pac 16.25

21 PARADISE nECES 16.85

w/Paradise Pac 22.99

PARADISE PA£S
—inCWDEr-

RdIIs. rrench rrics. and

Cole Slaw or Macaroni

DRinKS

Soft Drinks

16 oz. .65

20 oz, .75

Litre 1.25

( Litres only for delivery)

PARADISE

Giicken Salad

Sandwich 2.65

All White Meat Sutetitutes

-ADO 3(K CACN-

White Meat: Wings. Breasts

Dartt Meat: Thighs, Legs

SIDE ORDERS
rrench Fries REG. .60 LQ. .75

Cole Slaw BEjQ. .49 LQ. 1.29

Macaroni HEG. .49 LQ. 1.29

SinGLE ORDER ...3.25

LARGE ORDER 4.95

Bleu Cheese Available

Your Choice of Sauce:

ORIGINAL
I

P11LD

(Hotfif
I

(Miidfif

Spicy) I Spicy)

FREE DELIVERY
253-7494

SWEET fif

SOUR
(Mew fif Zesty)

COLLEGE
(Teriyaki 8f

Garlic)

Collage seen in perspective of history

Hy SARAH KOIXiKKS
( 'olU'Kian ("orri'spondfnt

Tht' title of Prok-ss.M John (inllo's

^h«m:'(:ollu«t.s, 1953 196.}". is key in

understanding the significance hin work,

hecaust- It refers Xu the datfs of the piecis

Thi' viewt-r must consider the irnporlantt-

of thes<' collajies within their historical con

t»'xt Today, collai^e se«*ms a somewhat

dated acadt-mu approach, and it is impossi

ble for us to walk into the gallery with the

ives of 1957, but It IS still imp<»rtant t*>

r» memlMM what must have Iweii the at

inosphere at the time in which these work

were extKruted.

The handout printed lor (irillo s >how

uses the word shocking" And it must

have ben shocking fdor th« n i .uidience of

j

the 50's to walk into a gallery ex|x-cting the

"noble "presenc-e of oil painting, instead of

I
bits of colored pap«'r and «'Vt?n M'gment.s of-

j

paint encrusU-d palettes Grillo was taking

I a big risk by incorporating into his work

I that which was not c<msjderi*<l worthy of

Fine Art status H.- was not completel>

i alone, as there were trthers working

i similarly, amid controversy, such as Klee.

}
Moterwell. or a bit later Jasper Johns and

KauschenlK-rg land all owed much to the

precedent of figurative cubist collage), but

Grillo definitely pushed existing limits.

Thi.s side track into background i> iiitani

to suggest that (irillo's shns<. nt tolorful

abstract collage is very much alwiut hist«»! y.

art history, and try imagining of how it

must have eflected the purist followers oi

large scale abstract expressionism

f)ne can say that there are real limil-. lu

discussing these collages within tin- dat«*d

frame of reference that th. \ are being

shown t(Klay. and that they must also Ix-

discussed from our undeniably conlem

porary point of view. So, in 1987, wh«re th«-

K t is no longer shocking, I saw the collages

I .|>tintane<»us and yet studied. dis< hoid«iit

. .1 balanced

(irillo seems to w«»rk by a process of con

stant decision making, realizing the piece

during Its progress rather than ap

proaching the paper with prec«mcieved no

lions «if Its finished appearance He

temp«'rs this automatism with careful con

sideration and deliberatmn im placement

and color, working towards his own
understanding of balanced form and color

And this understanding is immen.se (Jdd

ly chosen colors are bnmght together with

p<»wer. intriguing Inx-ause they are so unex

pected and yet so right Some of his pieOM

are less about color and m<ire about surface

and texture A series of large yellow works

o( shreddinJ paper stretch into limitless pat

terns, their amtinued an 14

Spend Valentines Day
With Soap Star

"Jonathan Russell"!

Meet soap star

"Jonathan Russell*' of

ABC s "One Life To
Live" at Hampshire

Mall on Saturday.

February 14th!

He'll answer

those "burning
"

questions you've

always wanted to ask-

and be available for photos

and autographs. This exciting show
will be hosted by Larry Caringer. WHFM Radio

morning personality At>«ti<''if (r>' !>•< Antrf

Prcicnicdbjf

where /oil II (ind

Stcigcrs. JCPcnncy.
KMart and over 80

fine stores & restaurants

ROUTE 9. HADLEY • EXIT I9 0FF I 9IN • DAILY 10-9. SUN 12-5

Valentine's Day
Saturday ^^JS^February 14

See V

^>J.,1^>'>^

-•^^

Remember
Someone Special
uith linincr at ihe T.O.C. Restaurant

^ .inii'r one entree at the rei>ular price

ami ^et the seumd entree for

B'xq Breakfast

\<*%'n\
^^. >

itlUu

>iy« Ci^<-

-i. ^^^

if>i^>;

Half Price

5496000

Fast Break Special O,
>'/i ^^^««^

S3 6J9

TOP of the CAMPUS / 5-9:30 pm
. (d, N(*i i .•»ili4f m anj j.f ..^li*Wv «'«r/i,f this .jvi ml <idy »iu. *•••." >
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This yie^k
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WED., FEB. 11

Iron Elf

Starting Todas;!!!

Ski Mt, Tom
on us!!

^

THURS., FEB. 12

Dana Robinson

FRI.. FEB. 13

U. Ilhiiit^

Ik
-A

1
y'

i*v' ^j'*-~~»

GROUND FU)OR/STUDENT UNION

• Free ski pass

door prize offered
'^^

• Great drink specials

• Free hors d'oeuvres 4-6 p.m.

HOURS Monday- Friday 1 1:30 am. - 12.30 am.

Saturday & Sunday 5:00 p.m. - 12:30 am

11th Floor • Campus Center • UMass
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Museums as art form
Bv JONATHAN M. CASSIE
Collegian Correspondent

Recent Museum Architecture in New England, an exhibi-

tion featuring architectural drafts, drawings and
photographs of six museums in the New England area is

a fulfilling show which combines the technical and
aesthetic assets of each museum in a way that is easy for

the general public to understand what each feature is

about. The six museums which are featured were all

completed within the last decade, and reflect the tremen-

dous boom which has engulfed the museum architecture

field. Unlike the past, the museum is now increasingly

seen as a symbol of man's greatest cultural achievements,

and not simply as a storehouse of these treasures.

The Arthur M. Sackler Museum of Harvard Universi-

ty in Cambridge, MA, originally planned to be an exten-

sion of the historic Fogg Museum, has developed into a

masterpiece of modern architecture. The drafts for this

museum show a great attention to detail of form, and are

exquisite pieces of art in their own right.

The Yale Center for British Art in New Haven. Conn.,

which was completed in 1977 was Louis I. Kahn's master-

work and final design project. As in the Sackler museum,
attention to technical detail was immense, and the col-

lection of pencil drawings showing the architects' concep-

tion of the entrance of the museum are simply fabulous

The Yale Center underscores Kahn's preoccupation with

natural light in architecture, and his ability to mold older

styles of construction and use of materials with newer ver

sions of both.

The Portland Museum of Art m Portland. Maine is uni-

que among the museums in the exhibit in that it was
designed in a stepped form. The architects plans for the

museum show a multilevel elaboration of nearly identical

units, which the photographs bear out to be one of the mo^
beautiful aspects of this or any other museum. The Cur-
rier Galler>' of Art in Manchester, N.H. is a relatively

small, classically designed building which has been new-
ly renovated to include a new entrance and two new
wings. These renovations are perfect for the classical form
of the original building.

The Williams College Museum of Art in Williamstown.
MA, the most recently completed project (it re-opened in

October 1986) and the Hood Museum of Art in Dartmouth.
N.H. were both very sensitive renovative and moderniz-

ing programs designed to integrate well with existing

structure. Designed by Charles Moore and Centerbrook
Architects, together these two museums achieve with
finesse, beauty and grace what is one of the best examples
of a modern art form, the modern art museum.
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• Grillo 1

Jack Smith and the Rockabilly Planet will be opening for the Original

Sun Rythym Section tonight at Pearl St.

Judd Nelson: Nolo Contendre
From The Hip

Hampshire Six Theaters
1/2 (Lowest rating*

By DEREK LEIF
Collegian Correspondent

Judd Nelsons acting range ^eems to con

sist of little more than sneering and fiar
'

ing his cavernous no^rils till they threaten

to swallow him whole in his new film. Frnm

The Hip
Scripted by David Kelly and Bob Clark

and directed by Clark (director of Pnrky's

aan Turk 182, the film that almost

destroyed Timothy Hutton's careen, the

film concerns Robin Weathers (Nelson), a

Boston legal associate who wants to try a

case even though he is fresh from law

school. He manages to trick his way into

an assignment, and through further ques

tionable practices during his first trial

becomes a media celebrity — and a partner

in the firm.

From beginning to end, From (he Hip is

a film that glorifies dishonesty and the nas

ty pursuit of fame at the cost of others.

Weathers* first case — in which he helps

a slimy assault defendant stretch his case

out to run up court costs for the victim —
is one of the most tasteless scenes in recent

years. We see Weathers destroy the plain-

tiffs life by making his private journal

public, and lie through his teeth during his

closing statement. Were Weathers the bad

guy. such actions would make sense; but

no, he's the hero of the film, and we're sup-

posed to clap for a corrupt, dishonest, and

selfish bastard.

Throughout the movie - particularly m
the trial scenes — Nelson is the criminal

in The Breakfast Club wearing a business

suit. Though Kelly and Clark's script is

dreadful, it is Nelson who makes us despise

Robin Weathers. The film tries unsuc

cessfully to paint him as a comic hero, and

Nelson's efforts make us want to bash his

character's brains in with the pick-axe

John Hurt's Character has been accused of

murdering his wife with.

This is a vile film that tries to make a

case for obnoxious tricker>', and why not?

Judd Nelson has shown himself to be the

biggest trickster of all. For a while he was

getting away with passing off kitty litter

performances for cat food.

From the Hip calls his bluflf. however: it

is stupid. ta.steless. obnoxious, and poorly

acted, except for John Hurt The only

reasuring thing about it is that it brings

Judd Nelson even closer to the end of an

acting career that never should have been.

Case closed.

ntinui'd f'nni pa^c I -i

Although the colors shift to

less exuberant earthtones in

these three-dimesnional
works, I found myself
wandering back to one of

thes pieces several times. It

seemed to defy the law of

gi-avity. It was framed, but

the materials projected out

from the flat surface. A con-

glomerate of mixed paint,

leaves, small cardboard
boxes, jar caps, and ancient-

looking tubes of paint, it

was intriguing. It was fun.

John Grillo's success is

escalating. His works have

been exhibited a numerous
amount of times in the

United States and Mexico

The show will continue un-

til February 27. so take a

break and enjoy an exciting

array of collages.

• Grillo 2
continued from pogr 13

vibrant expansiveness and
lack of centralized composi
tion reminiscent of Pollock.

In the pieces where Grillo

uses found objects such as

discarded tubes of paint,

there isn't the sense that

this wa.s dont to appear
"new" or "avant-garde",

but rather because the in-

dividual collage was beM
resolved with the addition of

what happened to come
from his studio floor. The ob-

jects to a certain extent lose

their identity as such, and
become integrated element.s

of color and shape. This is

what I mc^ respected about

Grillo's show: the feeling

that the collages were made
out of a real search for a

balanced work, not out of

the desire to produce effect.
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and lots of other

good stuff at
onTherst /ncxthompton
daily and Sunday

. COVERALLS
§^ ALL TYPES
- FROM

$16.99
10<m Cotton A Nonwx

100% Cotton
River Shirts

$9.99

GENUINE US
ARMY FIELD

PANTS
$16.99

100% Cotton

100% Cotton

GERMAN ARMY
PANTS
S14.B9

100% Cotton Sweaters $20
100% Cotton Parkas $26

Flags, Boots, Sleeping Bags,
Overcoats, Packs, Shoulders Bags,

Tents, and MUCH MORE

THE LANDING ZONE
"A Contemporary Army/Navy Store"
25 King St Northampton • 584-1373

11 Chapman St Greenfield • 774-3472
134 North St Pittsfield • 442-3910

Oscar nomineees in: 'Platoon, 'Room' named
By DANA M A.\ \;;N0ST0U
Collegian Statf

and the Associated Press

Oscar IS on the loose again! The Academy Award
nominations were announced m Beverly Hills yesterday,

and here they are:

Nominations for best picture include PlatiH>n, Children

of a Lesser God, A Room with a View, Hannah and Her

Sisters and The Mission.

Nominated for the best actress award are Sigourney

Weaver iA//tvi.s), Jane Fonda t The Morning After), Marlee

Matlin ^Children of a Lesser God), Sissy Spacek {Crimes

of the Heart), and Kathleen Turner ^Peggy Sue Got

Married).

Best actor nominations include Bob Hoskins iMona

Lisa), William Hurt {Children of a Lesser God), James

Woods (Salvador), Paul Newman iColor of Money) and

Dexter Gordon ('Round Midnight).

The 59th awards will be telecast on ABC March 30.

^̂

ADVERTISING
ACCOUNT
EXECUTIVE

THE COLLEGIAN IS NOW ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS FOR FALL SEMESTER 87'

FOR THE POSITION OF
ADVERTISING ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES.

YOU WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR SELLING

ADVERTISING SPACE FOR NEW ENGLAND'S
LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY NEWSPAPER.

M < GREAT EXPERIENCE

INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD IN MARCH.

OB
By MEREDITH G GOITESMAN
Collegian Staff

This week I'll be focusing on one of the nmsi ixiting

and historically important shows of the semester: The

Original Sun Rhythm Section at Pearl Street It's hap

pening tonight, and if you can meet the age requirement

of the club, don't miss it.

Who are The Sun Rhythm Section, you're probably ask

ing.

Remember Elvis? Howlin" Wolf? Carl Perkins? Jerry Lee

Lewis? B B. King? These artists and many others were

launched into rock and roll history by Sun Records, a

Memphis record label started by Sam Phillips. Each of

the members ofThe Sun Rhythm Section got their start

at Sun, and each is known for his innovative work their

Frontman Stmny Burgess had hits on Sun like I Wan
na Boogie" and 'Red Headed Woman " Smoochie Smith

played keyboards for Carl Perkins and is a former

member of the Mar keys. Bass player Stan Kcssler

engineered and wrote several hits for Elvis, including

I p'orgot to Remember to Forget, ' which stayed on the

charts longer than any other song ever recorded. Mar

cus Van Story, on acoustic ba.ss and harmonica, played

with the legendary Warren Smith.

Drummer D.J. Fontana played with Elvis. And guitarist

Paul Burlison, formerly with the Johnny BurnetteTrio.

changed the sound of rock guitar forever when he in

vented the fuzzy guitar by accidently dropping his

amplifier just before going on stage. He later recreated

the sound it made in the fuzzbox, an effect which has

been used by nearly every rock and roll guitar player

since.

Moving acTwa the Valley to South Amherst. Hamp
shire College is putting on a couple of great shows this

weekend. The feature show will be on Valentines day

with the Ben Vaughn Combo. This Camden. N.J. band

is a lot of fun to see live, playing bare bones rock and

roll. Their debut album "The Many Moods of Ben

Vaughn ' has appeared in Rolling Stone magazine's in

dependent record section, as well as Spin and the Village

Voice, and has received extremely favorable reviews

from all. Their song I'm Sorry, but so is Brenda Lee"

was covered by Marshall Crenshaw They'll be at the

Saga Dining Commons, and tickets are $2 00 at the door

Speed metal band Rum from Philadelphia will al.stt he

at Hampshire this weekend. Ruin is on tour promoting

their second album Fiat Lux. " and will be playing on

Friday the 13th For more information about both of

these .shows, call the Alternative Music Collective

Hotline at .549 7410. And have a very scary weekend'

IINFOPTiTTToNrATATOW!!^^ SERVICI

I

I

I

and requesl tapes oy

„,fiQ MOS
\rformat>on

SoCoIdSe«-Care

,605
Contracept'on

^^ °r* ?Svou Are
Pregnant

2625 « Vou ^>^'"Jg,gencies

SIS--**™" ..„
Pridav 8:30 am - 9"" *

"^^'^ ITaNO SUNOAV. 10.00 am 3-0

.OTHER QUESTIONS CAUU

,f you
HAVE FUBTHEB O

inlofmation P'"
^

The Time Is

NOW
To Investigate

The

"Siloes of the Dean of Studwls_0«iM^2^7JWhBmw.^

UMASS FRATERNITY

EXPERIENCE
THURSDAY FEB 12 VISIT

ALPHA EPSILON PI: 665-2682

DELTA CHI: 118 SUNSET AVENUE - 8-10 PM • 549-5515

DELTA UPSILON: 778 N. PLEASANT ST. • 549-3831

PHI SIGMA KAPPA: 510 N. PLEASANT ST. • 256-6863

ALPHA DELTA PI: N. PLEASANT ST

THETA CHI: 496 N.PLEASANT ST. - 7:00-9:00 • 253-9015

ZETA PSI: 23 PHILLIPS ST • 8-10 256-6845

*ALL BIDS WILL BE EXTENDED FEB 19th.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 545-271

1
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Mission film

is intruiging
By THOMAS GAGNON
CoUeijian Correspondent

On one level, the Mission depicts .he clash between

the?lfless, landouTiers and missionaries On another level.

It asks the question; is it possible to be selfless, charitable,

and just in a seHlsh. uncharitable and unjust world'^The

resulting movie is both abs^nbing and thought provoking

The events of the Mission occur in Spanish territory in

South America in the 18th century The title of the movie

refers to a mission set up by a Jesuit priest, Father Gabriel

(Jeremv Irons) to convert the native Guaiani to Christian

i

ty Aaer killing his brother in a duel former slave trader

RtKlrigo Mednoza (Robert de Niro) is convinced by Father

Gabriel to join the mission. The mission is successful, but

it is soon threatened. Portuguese landowners, who want

to enslave the Indians on their plantations and make a

treaty with the Spanish which transfers the missions to

Poruuguese territory Altimirano. the Cardinal of Asun

cion (Rav McAnally ». responding to the political pressure

of the landowners, orders the mission to be disbanded

(among others). The Jesuits refuse to leave, and a blodody

battle ensues, \fission does have some flaws in direc-

tion and acting. The beginning of the movie is hard to

follow, while Rodrigo's transformation to priest is too

abrupt to be fully believable. For most of the movie. Robert

d • Niro as Rodrigo is flat and inexpressive. Also, the ex-

act relations among the Catholic Church, the Spanish, and

the Portuguese are not clear.

On the other hand, the movie focuses much better as

it progressesed In fact, the main virtue of the directing

was in showing the missionary/colonist conflict clearly and

powerfully, by shifting back and forth between .scenes

showing the landowners" power and greed. The movie puts

the main conflict into even clearer relief by showing the

conflict.* of the people on either side. Altamirano ad

mires the mission but feels pressured into aiding those

who want to destroy it. When Mendoza resolves to fight

the colonists, the non violent Gabriel refuses to bless him.

saying, if might is right, then there is no place for love

in the world."

The movie also makes a visual impact, with its shots

of the falls, the cliffs, and the jungle, where the mission

ij located. These beautiful shots then contrast with the

dirty, narrow streets of the city. In their opposing roles

as the Jesuit Father and the Cardinal. Jeremy Irons and

Ray McAnally are both very good. The Mtsaion is not

light entertainment nor is it perfect as serious drama. But

with a strong plotline and characterization, it succeeds

ift giving dramatic force to the question of the place of love

in a world that is based on power and self interest.

KEAD
[ARTS

1
SHRIMP

Bom
VTidi Dinner Now's

the time
to can...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
S49-2880

COPY A lOT

SAVE A LOT

KInkos tivt* q»«Hlt> di!«fooiiUi

on copir* from oiw orifJnal.

KfHT 100 copiw. the r«l ar«

HALF PRICE!

kinko's
Great oaplM Great people.

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

• Drop by for FREE
Studeni Travel Catalog

STUDENT FARES

253-2543
220 N. Pleasant St

ROUND TRIP

NYC/Sl. Croix $238

NYC/Caracas $293

NYC/Paris $381

NYGLondon $361

NYC/Romc $433

NYGHclsinki $453

•SOMI HfSTRICTIONS APWV

COUNCIL TRAYIL
AMHMST

I4131?S6.1?6I

Robert DeNiro stars as a raercenery

turned missionary in The Mission
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Springfield band rocks

By DAN GOODIN
("olle^'ian Staff

SingL'i and songwriter Bonnie Milner is two tiifffr«'nt

women; on stage she is joculai \ i.scetal and piavful lun

ott' stage she appears prudent, ambitious, and piagmatu

Along with lead jiuitarist JeflGauthier and three suppor

ting musicians. Springfield based Perfect Tommy emerges

a light, multi harmonized pop bund bursting with

t-iu-rgv.

Perfect Tommy will be playing Saiu'ii.i* night.

February 14, at Sheehan's, Northampton

First there is the fun. artistic Milner: "The most impor-

tant thing is we feel very adamant about writing music

that says something," Milner says over a soda in a recent

interview. "We don't write a lot of babble songs. Some

people say the point of music is to enjoy, and you shouldn't

try to pull something off. It's not like we're trying to cram

messages into everything, but we like stuff that says

something. And I think that the overall message that

we're trying to say is 'have fun.'"

Then there's the serious side. Milner says that Perfect

Tommy is "run exactly as a business is run. We have

agents, managers, marketing reps. It really has to be that

way because music's changed a lot, I think, since the six

ties, when bands played in clubs, and some agent would

come along and discover them. It just doesn't happen like

that anymore There're over 2000 registered bands in

Boston alone. It has to be a business."

Business or no business. Perfect Tommy is fun. No ear

thshaking, legendary performance, just good, clean fun.

The sound is clearly pop. but graced with more daring

lyrics, a tighter rhythm, and more challenging melodies

than most commercial bands.

Milner enjoys playing Sheehan's. "It's an intelligent au

dience. not to say that all aren't, but for some reason

Shehan's — you know I'm slightly sarcastic on stage and

subtly political. I would say — and that audience seems

to have the sense of humor that goes with that."

ft*

L A G N A F

WITH SOMEONE YOU TRUST
THE UMASS SKI CLUB

HAS BEEN HERE FOR 16 YEARS
IS A NON-PROFIT STUDENT ORGANIZATION
WILL BE HERE AFTER YOUR SPRING BREAK TRIP
DOES NOT HAVE SMALL PRINT WITH PRICE ADD ONS

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON BARBADOS, BAHAMAS
KILLINGTON, AND STEAMBOAT STOP BY OUR OFFICE
IN 430 STUDENT UNION OR OUR TABLE OUTSIDE THE

HATCH TU-FRI OR CALL 545-3437
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CaL company will test genetic pesticide • Clark

Washington (APi - The Environmental Protection

Agency has reinstated its permission to a California com

pany to test a genetically engineered pesticide, the agen

cy said Wednesday.

The EPA said it had granted two experimental permits

for tests of "Frostban" bacteria made by Advanced Genetic

Sciences of Oakland. Calif, at one of three sites, two in

San Benito County and one in Contra Costa County.

The agency originally granted field test permits in

November 1985 at different sites, but revoked them in

March 1986 and fined the company after discovering that

it had conducted open-air rooftop tests in violation of EPA
guidelines.

Last July, the agency approved new test data from the

company showing that the bacteria did not hurt any of

the tested plants, and said it would approve field tests once

suitable locations were found.

One San Benito site is on an 86.000 acre ranch and the

other is on a bluff in an unincorporated agricultural area

near Hollister and Tres Pmos.

THURSDAY NIGHT

IS PARTY NIGHT

AT
MIKE'S

\

NEXT WEDNESDAY, FEB 18 IS

SPUDS MACKENZIE NIGHT

COORS BOTTLES 99«

MILLER BOTTLES 99^

MEISTERBRAU PITCHERS $3.00

ROOT BEER SCHNAPPS $1.25

LARGEST COLLEGE PAPER IN NEW ENGLAND

continued from pane

5

go out on the lawn and watch lunar eclipses. It's not sur-

prising 1 ended up studying rats brains." she says.

After high school. Clark attended Wagner College in

New York City during the late sixties and received a

master's degree in economics in business.

•Being in Ntw York City seemed like a wonderful

thing and it was," she says. "But after being in the city

I had to get out of the city and that's why 1 went iu

UNH "

, . u J
At New Hampshire she met her future husband, spent

seven years .studying for a master's in physiological

psychology and a Ph.D in social psychology and ex

perienced an ordeal with rats that still makes her

shudder.

While studvinji for her physiological degree she became

involved in research involving rats, "giving them injec

tions and killing them." she says.

"When I envisioned doing physiological psychology-

research 1 didn't realize the awful details of doing it."

"I had to get away from the rats, it was awful stuff

I was having nightmares about what 1 was doing to the

rats and what they would do to me." says Clark

After receiving her master's and Ph.D. Clark went to

work at Uhigh Meanwhile High got a job at Plymouth

State College in New Hampshire

•We saw each other on weekends It was a drag.

•After one semester of that we knew it was a lousy ar-

rangement. We sat down and decided that it looked like

my job had more promise, so he quit his job and moved

to Pennsylvania." says Clark.

Soon afterward. High got a faculty position at Lehigh

and the couple stayed in Pennsylvania until a few years

ago, when they decided to move back to New England,

ciark commutes to UMass from her home in Keene.

New Hampshire, about an hour's ride away Occasional

ly, she stays in the Campus Center Hotel and tries to

plan her stays around snowstorms.

About the long ride she says. 'I love Springsteen His

tapes in the morning while driving down absolutely

makes the road OK I desparately need my rock n roll

in the morning
"

Surprisingly. Clark has entered the classroom again,

as a part-time graduate student m art history

•I love old houses. I love. love. " she emphasizes in a

husky voice, " auctions and antiques."

In a moment of contemplation, Clark realizes what she

has accomplished and talks about how her mother was

confined by notions of womanhood a half<entury ago.

"What was good about my mother was that she

thought we should never be the way she was." Clark says

with evident emotion.

"There was always a part of her that felt like she miss-

ed out on something." ___^

i The Massachusetts Daily-
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IS NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
FOR THE

ASSISTANT

FINANCE MANAGER
POSITION

THIS IS AN EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY

TO GAIN VALUABLE BUSINESS

EXPERIENCE BEFORE YOU
GRADUATE

COME FILL OUT AN APPLICATION

AT THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE

113 Campus Center

Deadline February 20, 1987

IN HONOR OF
BLACK HISTORY MONTH
AFRIK-AM PRESENTS

An Evening With

JULIAN
BOND
Narrator of

''Eyes On the Prize

America's ClvH Rights Ymts 1954 - 1965

Campus Center Auditorium

Thursday Feb 21. 1987

TIME: 8 PM
• FREE

If
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Five-year construction plan
causes commuter headaches
BOSTON ( AP^ - Commuters driving in

to Boston from the north, already plagued

width rush hour headaches, will have to

deal with five years of detours as work

crews redesign the intersection of In

lerstate 93 and Route 1.

But Massachusetts Public Works Com-

missioner Robert Tierney said Tuesday the

$228 million project will eliminate a bot-

tleneck for 200,000 drivers, freeing City

Square in the Charlestown section of

overhead ramps and making it easier to

revitalize the area.

Tierney said the detours will begin this

spring, with the worst problem in the sum-

mei of 1988 when just one lane will be open

for traffic traveling south on Route 1 bet-

ween the Tobin Bridge and the Central

Artery. About 40,000 cars take that route

daily, Tierney said.

Two northbound lane will be open in that

area, Tierney said Tuesday.

The construction will put most of Route

1 on the Charlestown side of Tobin Bridge

underground and straighten the S-curve

drivers encounter coming south on Route

1 into Boston after leaving the bridge.

"There's been a lot wrong with this con

figuration, and this project will right those

wrongs," Tierney said.

Starting this spring, traffic from 1-93

southbound to Route 1 northbound over

Tobin Bridge will have to detour at

Sullivan Square, go up Route 99 north

through Everett to the Revere Beach

Parkway east and then pick up Route 1 in

Revere.

Drivers traveling from Route 1 south to

I 93 will have to follow the same detour in

the oppoosite director from the spring of

1988 to 1991.

_ _ c

Spring '87

STUDENTS YOU CAN EARN
BIG BUCKS Spring 87

AND GAIN VALUABLE JOB EXPERIENCE

Up to $500/Week with salary,

commissions, and bonuses

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Schedule Work Around Classes

Full or Part Time
HIRING NOW!!

Contact Target Enterprises at 549-7793 ^
For an interview - ask for Keith. e

I $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$?

S»H»0»W»C»A«S»E

gTIHJHSDAYH
NITE8 m
Tickets Available From 1 1 30 to Showtime • $4

LOUNGE OPENS - 8:15

SHOW STARTS -9:15
Professional comedians from N«w York—

LIVE ON STAGE
CARBUR'S

RtSTAlJlirVKI ALOUNCf

1aHOT o/^^:^ JflOT

CLEAN, SAFE, PRIVATE HOT TUBS
17S University Or.

Next to Stadium Liquors in Price Chopper Mall
Omh Monday 4 till 1. Tuesday - Saturday 11am 1am
Reaervations suggested - Gift certificates available

Call 253- ^^^

GET A SUNTAN
Thinking about Spring Break?

WE'LL TAN YOUR HIDE!
• Great Membership Prices
• State-of-the-art tanning facilities ^
• New bulbs, fans, sound system ^/

This Year, Skip The Mj^
' Spring Break Sunburn

'

'

PARTY
I

<
1

with Campus Marketing

YOUR BEST DEAL TO FLORIDA

eating place

SUNDAY-THURSDAY 6 A.M.-3 A.M.

FRIDAY 8i SATURDAY OPEN 24 HOURS

YOU DRIVE (TO THE PARTY)

<129
WE DRIVE (THE PARTY STARTS HERE)

$215

'W^

BREAKFAST SERVED ANY TIME

BEER & WINE SERVED TIL MIDNITE

PLENTY OF PARKING

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER STOP A SHOP)

Rie. • • Hadlay / Amherst

2566889
EI^PLOyMENT APPLICATIONS BEING TAKEN

INCLUDES:

LATE NIGHT
BURGER

Buy Any Burger At The
Regular Price

Receive the Second FREE

Try any one of our delicious burgers

Mushroom Burger Bermuda Burger

English Cheese Burger - Roasted Pepper Burger

HIGHEST PRICE PREVAILS NOT VALID WITH ANY

OTHER OFFER OR COUPON MUST BE PRESENT AT

TIME OF ORDER - OFFER EXPIRES 3/23/87

• Rourxj trip motor cooch tronsportotion to beoutifui

Doytono Beoch {V« DSIVl Pockoge* Only) We use

nothing but rnodem highwov cooche*

• Eight FiofiOo davv's«veri endless n)gh>ts at one of our

aiciting oceonlront txjteis locoted right on ttwDoytono
Beoch jtnp Vouf riotei rvos a beoutrfui poo< son deck. a»
conditioned rooms co»o> TV end o rnce long stretch o«

beoch

• A full schedule of FREE pool deck parties every day

• A full hit of pre-ononged discounts tokm* you mortey in

Doytono Beoch

• Travel 'epresentatives to insure a imooth Mp and a
good time

• Optional side excursions to Disnev World. Epcot deep
seo (isr^irtg party cruoes etc

• All tones and tips

UMASS

SPEND A WEEK — NOT A FORTUNE

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
AND SIGN UP

CALL CHRIS or LORNA
AT 549-3857

SponsoreO by Campus Marketing imMNctDnKMwoMMiMcoiiiai ioms

CNAnSU
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Training programs halted
Abusive parents keep child

BOSTON (API - The state Department

of Social Services has begun investigating

its role in the return of a two-and-a-half-

year-old girl to her parents after they were

charged with beating her.

The child remains paralyzed one side and

blind in one eye, although she has been im

proving, according to a spokeswoman for

the Berltshire Medical Center in Pittsfield,

where the girl was brought Jan. 24. The

child also suffered broken bones and teeth.

Joseph Landolfi, director of public infor

mation for the department, said Tuesday

the case of Laura Lynn Lazaroeich has rais

ed "vprv serious issues."

He said the girl was returned to her

parents, Roger A. Lazaroeich. 24. and
Janice. 22, following their indictment in

April 1986 by a Camden County. N.J.,

grand jury on charges of having beaten her

twice.

The parent.s were living in the Boston

suburb of Norwood when the child was
returned to them. The parents later mov-

ed to a trailer park in Berkshire Hills town

of Plainfield.

Landolfi said the child was returned to

her parents shortly after Massachusetts of

ficials were asked to make a study of the

Lazaroeich home by the New Jersey

Department of Youth and Family service.

"We were not aware of any criminal indict

ments in New Jersey.'" Landolfi said.

The parents were arrested last month

and held on $600,000 bail on charges of be

ing fugitives from justice in New Jersey

and of mayhem for allegedly beating the

little girl.

State to investigate ease
BOSTON (AP) - The state Board of

Regents has placed a temporary ban on

creating new teacher education programs

at public colleges until it can study a

critical report on current Massachusetts

programs.

The year long study prompted the

regents to halt new programs until Oct.l.

allowing time for a full-scale evaluation of

present teacher training programs before

letting new ones begin.

"I don't think any other state will be

making as broad based a review of teacher

education as we will make," said Franklyn

Jenifer, the state's chancellor of higher

education.

The 150 page report recommends a com-

plete overhaul of the programs and says

none of the state colleges or universities of-

fers the proper undergraduate curriculum

for future high school teachers

The panel, which began its study in 1985.

suggested consolidating preparation for

high school teachers from 12 into six cam
puses, an action Regent Nicholas Boraski

backed.

The panel also concluded:

• Most of the state's education facilities at

public colleges try to do too much with too

few resources.

• Too few minorities are teachers or

students in the education programs con

sidering the percentage of minorities in the

elementary and high school population.

• No graduate study programs at the state

colleges meet accepted standards becau.se

of insufTicient financing, no full time facul

ty and other problems.

• The general teacher education program

at Southeastern Massachusetts Universi

ty should be closed and staff should be

transferred to the art education program

• The Institute for Learning and Educa

tion at UMass-Boston should be upgraded

into a school of education w ith dtxtoral

offerings.

PHI SIG OPEN RUSH
TONIGHT 7 - 9 PM

^REFRESHMENTS

fX Social Life Second To None

(X Proven Academic Excellence

$>

z.

ix One of The Largest National Fraternities

f^ Oldest House On Campus

K

t^ Intramural Leaders

i^ We're Alpha Chapter

COME

HI. MOM. SEND MONEY -
Three-month old Czechoslovakian

orangutan.

M» Ph€»lo

PHI SIGMA KAPPA
510 N. Pleasant St

Next to FAC

OUT

GRABBIN' FOR THE
GRAMMY'S!!

m
"HOT'
SPOT

MONDAY-FRIDAY 7pm - 8pm
WIN A MITSUBISHI VCR
FROM ADVANCED VIDEO

HOT
TUBS

Hot

CLEAN, SAFE, PRIVATE HOT TUBS
175 University Or.

Next to Stadium Liquors in Price Chopper Mall

Open Monday 4 till 1. Tuesday - Saturday 11am • 1am
Reservations suggested - Gift certificates available

Call 253- ^7/

IT'S READY
FLOAT TO RELAX TANK

Mental and Physical

Relaxation For

Your Body

TRY IT, YOU'LL LIKE IT!
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WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY SALE
(an event so big it now \a^ a whole week!)

SHARP 6730 VCR

\m Ljr—r-iG3td'.iiH».i^^w-''<t»aii^.^%|

wireless renwte, cable ready

BELOW COST!

$199.95

PANASONIC 1363 VCR

2 head. HQ VCR
wireless remote

-$269.95-

PANASONIC CTH 2023
20" COLOR MONITOR

Stereo adaptable
Square corner picture tut)e

CorripuFocus Video System
155 Channel cable-compatible tuner

Audio/Video input and Tnrough Out jacks

ColorPilot active electronic circuitry

LED channel indicator

CATV/Master antenna connector - ^^nn u
Detachable VHF dipole/UHF bowtie A $OUU VaiUe
antennas

$299.95-1

rPANASONIC CTH 1309"
13" COLOR TELEVISION

PANASONIC 1462

VHS HiFi Stereo

$399.95

• CompuFocus Video System with SAW filter

• High contrast picture tube
• ColorPilot active electronic circuitry
• Panabrite Control
• Sharpness Control
• Detachable VHF dipole and UHF bowtie
antennas

• Direct-read channel indicator

$169.95-1

adirondack music
AMHERST

15 East Pleasant Street

253-3100

GREENFIELD
239 Main Street

772-e803
"Mv^mNwnanpi
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Lunch

Cavatelh Supreme
Hot Corned Beef on Rye

Dinner

Roast Turkey/
Bread Dressing.

Ham and Cheese Florentine

Menu
Bastes Lunch

Seafood Crabmeat Roll

Hungarian Noodle Bake

Basics Dinner

Roast Turkey/
Bread Dressing.

Cheese Spinach Strudel

Weather

Today Mostly cloudy, high in the 30s

Tonight Chance of flurries

Friday Partly sunny, high in the mid-30s

Todays Staff

Nighi Editor:

Copy Editor:

Photo icchnictaa

Layotit Editor:

Prodaction Stip«rvi«or

leffry Bartash

Sheryl lean

Paul Franz

Michael Bcrland

Michelle Eichelman

Production: B«?th Drew Eileen Hanlon. Maura

McHough. Henry Jost, George Francy

Executive Board -- Spring of 1987

KELLY SIEGER
Editor la Chief

NANCY KLINGENER
Managing Editor

PHIL SERAFINO
Editorial Editor

STEVE RUBIN
BaalncM Manager

ANSEL ZINTER
Prodaction Manager

Business Board — Spring of 1987

STEVE RUBIN
B«aln«M Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marketing Manager

PAUL H LESSER
Advertising Sales Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Clrcnlatlon Manager

VANESSA ROTH
Finance Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Snbscriptloa Manager
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Women gymnasts turn it around 168.9-165.4
By STEVE RICHARDS
( ollegian Correspondent

The University of Masachustts women's gymnastics
team made a triumphant return home last night,

defeating Springfield College 168.9- 165.4 before a large

and appreciative crowd at the Boyden Gynuiastics Center.

The win was the team's first since splitting its opening
meet Jan. 16 and gave the Minutewomen their first home
victor>' of the season. The team's record now stands at 2-5.

"I was very happy we won and we deserved to win," said

coach Chuck Shiebler. "Our attitude and lineup were both

stronger This was defineately our best meet this season."

Massachusetts set the tone of the meet early, coming
out aggressive and strong Sophomore Lou Kaufman elec-

trified the team and the crowd in the meet's first event,

scoring an 8.85 in the vault.

From there, UMass never looked back. The
Minutewomen had a 43.55-38.65 lead after one event, tak-

ing Springfield out of the meet early.

"In our last meet against Yale, we were very unag-
gressive and unconfident. This meet we had the attitude

that we had nothing to lose and came out much more con-

fident and aggressive," Shiebler said.

Springfield mounted a bit of a comeback in the middle
of the meet and took away some of the UMass momen-
tum with some excellent performances in the floor

exercise.

Then freshman Kristin Turmail did her thing.

Turmail. who had scored at least 9.0 in each of her three

events in the last two meets, came into the balance beam
nineless, thanks in part to some rather picky judging.

But the freshman made up for that in a big way with

a flawless performance on the beam, good enough for an
eye-popping 9.5.

"Kristin had a beautiful set," Shiebler said. "With the

particular judging tonight, that score \Mi.-^ really

something."
The 9.5 in the balance beam and an 8.9 in the floor ex-

ercise helped Turmail win the all-around with a 35.1 in

the first time she competed in the event for UMass.
Other standout performances for the Minutewomen

came from sophomore Sue Carney, who scored a sparkl-

ing 8.7 in the uneven bars, and freshman Erika Baxter,

rejoining the lineup for the first time since recovering from

an injury.

The Minutewomen will not have much time to rest on

their laurels, as they return to action Saturday, as they

travel north to take on the University ofNew Hampshire.
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Of^lEKITAC
FOOD MAZKET

360 COLLEGE ST.. ROUTE 9, AMHERST.MA
253-5658 SUN-FRI 10-8 SAT 9-8

OVER 2200 DIFFERENT ITEMS IN STOCK
CHiNfcSt jAPANESfc Thai iNO<AN GOOOS • SALlCtS ANO SPtCES
rntSH NOODLES • fresh fruits ano veoetables pastries
FR02EN CANNED ORiEO KXX>S • FROIEN ANO OMCO FISH

COOKBOOKS • MOKS RICE COOKERS 4 MPLEMCNTS • OUSHtS ANO
OIFTWARE TEA SETS ANO SAKE SETS • KOREAN MMK tUMKETS t
BEDSPAEAOS • TAKE OUT F0005 • «VHOU ROAST OUCX « CHCKEN

Br ORDER • DISCOUNTS FOR STUDENT OROUP FUNCTIONS

< 1

mm
i MON.THURS5.7

ENTERTAINER

Ml LARRY TOMEI

Xi^"^}}

THURSDAY
NIGHT

CELTS • BLAZERS 10 PM

llH'lH'l!L'J

30 CELTICS • LAKERS
$100 8-Ball Tournament

CELTICS • JAZZ 9:30 PM

featuring

Jim Carey
Tom Clark

Jack Coen

Cetts-Mavs 8:30
Bud XXi^ NigM'^ HOMECOIJRT

^o^T\\o\Nn Amherst 253-9586

UMASS SKI CLUB
GOES TO

^'^Sat, Feb 14 IT
$22 for members

Sign-up Wed & Thurs outside Hatch

WATCH FOR BUD LITE WEDNESDAY WITH
"* SPUDS MCKINZIE

'"
wed., February 25th

PRIZES Coutto & Mulligan

\

* * WINTER CARNIVAL SALE * *

These sale items will melt away like snowflakes

jlenDer2ij2«Plasie
ONThEPARK

NORTHAMPTON. MASS.

EXCLUSIVE - STARTS FRI, FEB 13
curtain at 7:00 and 9:00 pm

HANNAH AND
HER SISTERS
Woody Allen
Michael Caine
Mia Farrow
Carrie Fisher
»x oxion
XlCTuBfS RELEASf IP" '^1 c

LEVI SALE
Boy's Levi straight leg blue denim

Boy's Levi straight leg corduroy

Men's Levi 505-Red Tag straight leg denim
Boy's Levi Blue denim Jacket Sherpa lined

Reg 19 95 - 9 99
.. Reg 18 95 - 9 99
Reg 22 95 - 15 99
Reg 35 95 - 19 99

AT THE GATES OF SMITH COLLEGE

Valentine's Day - Saturday, February 14

SaV

Boy's Levi denim Fashion Jacket - military collar and Red plaid lining. Reg. 39.95 • 19.99

Mens Woolrich "Alaskan ' Wool Shirt Jackets Our reg. price 39.95 - 19.99

Men's Carter's quilted work vest Reg. 18.95 - 9.99

Boys Winter Parkas Sizes 12-20 Reg. 49 95 - 29.95

Campus 100 percent cotton corduroy slacks. Hard to find - Broken sizes. 22.95 value • 1 1.9

Madewell Corduroy Fatigues brown, tan, dark green, gray 22.95 value 11.99

still good selection of sizes.

McBriar Sweater Vests Reg. 9.95 - 5.99

Men's Long Sleeve Knit Shirts Reg. 17.95 - 9.99

Baby sizes of elastic waist corduroy and denim pants. Were 5.98 Sizes 0-5 1.99

Be sure to check our Shoe Dept. for great specials.

Sale runs from Thursday - Feb. 12th through President's Day, Monday - Feb. 16th.

Northampton Store Only

Montgomery Roses at

MONTGOMERY FLORIST
Rte 9 Hadley • 584-3798

Main Street

Northampton

* men *s hoop
continued from page 24

That kind of attitude

won't cut it if the team
wants to avoid being
thought of as a doormat for

the rest of the conference.

The way things have
worked out, UMass' con
ference schedule may be the

one thing that brings the

team around. Facing Tem-
ple and West Virginia, the

AlO's two premiere teams
twice already, the
Minutemen have their four

losses in the books. But for

the magority of the jumbled
pack just in front of UMass,
there are still a few games
to be played with the power-

ful pair (which used to be

thought of as the terrible

three until conference
teams decided to bring St.

• women's hoop
cttntinued frvm page 24

dont count a UMass win out. tiilnr.

The basis for such a radically optimistic

statement lies in the last meeting between

the two teams. Rutgers came away with a

72 51 win at the Curry Hicks Cage that,

on paper, looks like your everyday blowout

The truth is that Rutgers had to scratch

and claw for every point, rebound, and

loose ball there was. as the Minutewomen

Joe's back down to earth

after a lengthy stay in the

stratosphere). For that

reason, and the fact that

Gerlufsen's team still has

St. Joe's (on Sunday in

Philadelphia, PA) and Penn
State (at the Cage), St.

Bonaventure (at Glean, NY)

and Duquesne (at the Cage)
in their little black book,

there is still hope for the
Minutemen.

"We've got to get it into

our players' minds that the

schedule is in their favor,"

Bellairs said.

The race has begun.

Atlantic 10 iUaiidimJ8

(Includes games through Feb. 11)

Temple 13-0 1.000 24-2 .923

West Virginia 112 .846 17-5 772

George Washington 6-6 .545 9-11 .450

St. Joseph's 65 .545 12-7 .632

Rhode Island 7-6 .538 14-8 .636

Duquesne 6-7 .462 10-12 .455

Penn State 5-8 .400 11-10 .524

Mas-sachusetts 4-9 .308 8 13 .381

St. Bonaventure 311 .214 518 .217

Rutgers 2 10 .167 5-15 .250

.stayed wjihin a stone'^ throw all game
long. In that game. UMass held All

American forward Sue Wicks to two point.s

in the first half and limited All-Conference

center Regina Howard to six points in the

same time span. Even though it was a loss

on the stats sheet, it was a win in the moral

column which, sometimes, account.'^ for a

whole lot more

Wicks leads the conference m scoring and
rebounding, averaging 24 points and 13.7

rebounds per game.

• A'lO's
continued from page 24

Those making the trip in-

clude freestylers Jim
Boudreau, Mike Fischer,

Craig Hannenian, Paul
Hartnett, Matt Katz, Jim
Kuhns, Scott Milbert and
Jeff Piaget, backstroker
Pete Chouinard,
breaststrokers Eric Beb-
chick, Dan Hansen and
Peter Koback, and but-

terflyers Dave Eisenhauer,

Owen McGonagle, and Bob
Tilton.

This meet could be more
appropriately named the

Atlantic 7's, because three

schools, Temple, Duquesne
and St. Joseph's, do not

have swimming programs,
and thus, will not be
participating.

Those that will be there

along with the Minutemen
include host Geor^'-

Washington. Penn Stati

,

Rhode Island. Rutgers, St

Bonaventure and West
Virginia

The Penn Stat»- > Nittany

Lions are the favorites, at

cording to Donovan, with

West Virginia running se-

cond. Donovan believes

that, with a veteran team.

UMass would \ye near the

top.

"Penn State would pro-

bably still come out on top,

because they have a strong

team," Donovan said. "We
would most likely challenge

West Virginia for second."

So, don't give up hope if

this team doesn't come
home with any significant

placing. It is not a true

reflection of how UMass
stands against the other

A- 10 teams, all which will

be swimming with a full

roster.

( nllrcian phou. by Mu h»^ Ciwprr

Junior swimmer Jeff Piaget

a CLASSIFIED . NEtDED'SfcRViCtS
i<._A.wiATt WANTED* TRAVEL

WANTED* SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEQAN OFFICE - CC 113 MONTMURS a:30-3 M (FBI • 2.30i»^t aQ. f.E . L.AtbF-h,. PuB.CATONsCASH IN ADVANCE, 15«/W0R0/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTivinn

OA-THIS WEEKEND Sylvan »

Dmh Dane* wn a !'ip tcy two teav*
ir^a' n,gm FrxJay Sua 8 30 $4 00

KLTA U^tlLCN FlUTEfWrrV 0(»fi lAh
Fa64.S,9 1011 17 18 9 00 Jom tti* Ducks

NC£0 A ROmm? DMa Cru tratwrnHy on
SunMi A«« (MAmd SoutftiKMi) n** a
NniMd no Ot ^wow tor non-smoking
mataa Wa oMar gnm raoms. 24 nr maai

ACTMO. OANCI Matructwi
Pfivala and group A« aoaa aM )•«•) o( aM»-
ty U<«««nMy Arta Coitnat diacownis
avwtaUa tor UMaaa ahJdaMt ^artonrMno
Ant OivwiorVUMaM OW Chapal S4»0519

WOMEN S mtcaY OPEN praclKa~«an»tg
WM FM> 1 1 6 30-8PM and Fn Fab 13 in

Totman n into caM Oiana 566 4?45

SI>mNO SORORtTV RUSH (x<«n(al to t>a

tiaW <yi WadRMday Feb 18 at 6 M m iha

Campus Canlar room 162 AH univarsity

•no a grMitocial Ma Ca*Ja«atS«»«t7»
o* Tom 54»S515

ROOM FOn RtNT Nor^Mvood apt* A C
Pool, amokar or nonamokar S140 a mortih

2 ROOMS IN hoya«. byt nMw a^a^aWa
5496604

NEED A ROOM? Oatta CIm tralomity on
Sunsai Ava (bahind Souihuiaat) has a
hmiiad no of spacas tor nort-smohtng

malas Wa oNar graal rooms. 24 hr maal

andagrMisocMiMa CalJoaalS4»«i79
or Tom S49-SS1S

TOOAV IS THE first maalmg o« ma Aramats
RkiMs Coalition Saa tvom you can maka a

(^Aaranca at 4 00 m SU306

WSYL STAFF MECTMO tonigttt. CC162
7PM Aaandanoa « marKHtory for tfKMa
«»tK> appliad tor an atrsNA

ALL WELCOME tONtOHT alToOPMai
CC first Bahai Club Maaiing of tha

aamastar* $«• CC information desk for

room

OFOI NOW ONi tatfroom in tour tMdreom
apt in Swiss VM 215 mo ulUitias rncl

263 7248 Caraivta

ROOM AWMUtlt. -Tt ni«a» «rom cam-
pus. on bus rouia. mala on tomato Apt

aquippad w/sai«ta. wtoodbummg stova.

skykght in badioom Can Brian or Cfins

alMr 5 $270<montb plus utils (Minor)

2SS-1041

FREE MOVIE AT t»ia Nawman Canlar Fri-

day in ttia front lounge Tftis vvaaks movia
IS Lova Story

"

n«OTON FUTON
FREE DELIVERV

King 143 Ooeen 118

Ooubia 103 Twin 81

586-8917

PAIR OF BRAND naw EPI Magnus 12'

speakers Bought for 250 will sacrifice lor

200 3 year warranty CaH 549-1561 ask lor

Tad

AUTO FOt SAU

75 CORVETTE EXCELLENT condition Low
mriaga 283-8046

IS IT TRllE^Tan buy Jeeps for $44

through the U S Governmenf Get the

lacls today! Call 1312-742-1142 ext

5931 -A

BURTON ELITE 150 snow board 19«««7

model Used only once $240 neg Pete

546-4191

COMIC BOOKS GREAT new i back issue

salaction at low prK»s Minimum 1 5 percent

disctjuni with this ad We buy 4 trade

J R s Comics Etc Mountain Farms MaH
Hadley 486^2441

GUCCI WATCHES FOR ladies' only $30

many styles call Brian 6-7425

SOFA, TV. TABLES curiains aH at very

cheap prices call 549-0541

1979 BUIK SKVHAWK. hatchback.

automatic. PS. AC. V-6 engine. AM/FM
radio, includes lour radial tires, two studd-

ed snow tires, reliable call Barbara

545-0666 days $2200/BO

IfTB TOYOTA COROLLA reliabieasThay

coma, great transportation, call now
256-1318 $249

1969 VOLVO SEDAN needs work, ax-

celienl parts Steve 6-7958

DOUBLE MATRESS FOiR sato Uka new

$25 caH 549-4758

800 WATT PEAVY bass amp Mark 3 Saris

cabinet 2 15 bik widow spks 400 00

549-6550 atiei 4

PEAVY AMP LJKE naw $12S or BO
253-571

1

1974 CHEVETTE $1275. 4-door hat-

chback, auto transmission, good tires,

brand new exhaust system AM/FM stereo

Leave message al 665-4128

FOUND

WATCH TOUND-BULOVA quartzwith In-

scription on back 'ound 2/2 in Metier 227

contact Jeff at 549-0228

1982 CHEVETTE $1975. 4-door hat-

chback, manual transmission, 29»MPG,
brand new exhaust system, AM/FM
cassette stereo Leave message at

665-4128

l'978l^YOTA COROLLA 5 spaedTims
well asking 800 or best offer Call Selh

263-5147

SAAB 900 EMS 79. axceiient~randition, 4

speed, fuel iniection, 60w 4 speaker

stereo/cassette, alarm, paint, sunroof,

Pirelii's, grey with green mlaiior. Asking

$5000 Call Patar 549-6834

FOUND YOUNG BLACK cat wearing flea

collar found in Puff Vil call 549-7557

MLF WANTID

UOMT KITCHEN HELP; 4«hr»Awk'tor 7

oaya maais l»ae. OB «»npus cai S4»0454
549M0M7

PARTTIKtt STUDCNTIB mHp «h»««
wMkty SB8 9U&

ASSEMBLY WORK AT home, plus many
othars Ewn good wagM m spare ttma in-

to 504441-0091 E«i 2068 7 days

FULL ANO PART t.ma poatUms avartaWa

Very tiexiote hours and aicaHani working

conditions Convaniar»Hy ki«tod m tha

Canlar o* Amha«« You can aam up to $20

an hour, with satofy and comm«*«n* Con-

tact T^gat Eniatpnaas tor an into.v«aw Aak

lor Karth

AIRLINES CRUISELINES HIRING! Sum
mar Career' Good pay Tcav* CaM lor

guide, caasatta. newsservice' |918)

944-4444 axt 161

WATCRniONt. fwmiti.'iMtD sports

councalor* tor aummar mua« a«»d sports

carrv m Matna Ca« Jwnaa Sattman

617«41 361?

RESPONSIBLE STUDENTS NEEDED to

deliver newspapers to dortus on campus
Ho car nacaaaary Approx 1 hr/day 7

days/weak High weekly pay BoniM paid

for excaWant delrvery CaH 253-7009

OVERSEAS JOBS. SUMMER, yr' round

Europe S Ame'ica, Australia Asia All

fiekts $900-2000 mo Sight seeing Free in

fo write UC P O Box 52 MAI Corona Del

Mar, CA 92625

PART-TIME POUTK» CleanWator AcBon

IS now paying $5/hr lof environmental ac-

tivists Our paid training program wMI

devetope your skills m communications

personel managerrwnt and community

organising Work evenings 5 10PM -great

tocation in centet d Amherst CaH 549-7450

Mon-Fn 9 00-5 OO

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT. AN opportum

ty to work in the White Mnts with room and

board provKied Farnngtons Hotel on Lake

Kezar IS kxjking to emptoy waitresses,

housekeepers beach attendants and kit

Chen personell lor the 1987 season Inter-

views conducted on the I2lh and I3th

February on a walk in basis at the Cam-

pus Center Ask lor David Klingstein Call

207-925-2500 for more information

WANT toK a Campus Tour Guide? top-

lynow. 101 berkshire House Deadline Feb

13

PHOTOGRAPHER WANTED FOR putting

together a calendar Salary negotialble

caontact Tara at 546-1171 tor details

INSTRUCTION

FHY$IC$ TUTOR. FLiXIBLI hours. Coll

Bob avMitnat at 2S*-6312

SKI, SKI . SKI
5 C<.>«i«<9f irios' Day trips.

ni^t trips, to BarkUure Em
Rmm start « n tor kits

and Iranapcrtaiian tor mgN tki

RanMa and lasaKNw atoo avail

Bus leaves UMass A collcgas

naf^ration daadkne Mon Feb 2
For rnora into caM •

549-4600x328

MAUREEN: MAPPY MRTHDAYI Tha b-g

21 « itnaMy amvad have a graat day, w*
tova you' the siatars and pledges ot Chi

Omaga

HAPPY 22NO TO the owBSt kirehMd that

we know-yes you CaroP

NOELLE HAPPY VALENTINE'S day and
early anniversary Us been a graat two

years i love you always Peter

TUTORING. SUBSTITUTE TEACHING m
business management, maikelmg.
finance invostment A microcomputers $7
par hour Nag 536 5006 leave message

TRAVfl

MAKE THE RIGHT move tor spnr^ break"
Fort Laudotdato $129 Nanau. Btftamas
$349 for mora into caR Dave 546-6709

WANTtO

LOCAL BANDS WANTED Eastside con

cans B«tte of the Bands on Feb 28 Con
lact Bruce or David 549-4160

WILL PAY DOUBLE lor 50A49 parking

aiickar caH 54»sa77/&4«-9267

ANNE OARLINO-YOU'LL always be ton m
cars"! Love no 1A

TYPINO $fRVICi

QUALITY TYPB«G LONG oi short pra
lecis Meticutous proofreading Edtfing

availabt* Rvsuma* a spaoaNy 549-0367

FINANCIAl AID WORK$HOP

FIND OUT HOW to gel rnoney lor school

Feb 1 7 5 7PM Webster Lounge East SkM
Feb 18 5-7PM Hamdan Common
Soolhwaat

ORAPHIC$ INTIRN

GRAPHK:S INTERN WANTEO^toT Nor-

thampton Ad Agency Call 586-2135
Whaato

CALLING ALL MAR. tM» -sup? I m«s
you" Karen

LOOKMG FOR JIM in Puflor> we met at

Flat Street where are you' Missy 6-7440

HAPPY 22NO BIRTHDAY Gwvanna' Hope
It IS the best Love Amy

$USliT

1 MALE IM mo to share i of 2 bdrms
Brandywine 549-7862 Mark. Kevin. Dave

FURNISHED BEDROOM MARCH isl to

May Isl or June t« Pulllon 54B4748

TAU IOTA TAU- pride performance
persarvarance A party

SICK OF DC. food? Go gat a r^und and
reco've excellent free meals m exchange
lor light kitchen work Mato pratorrad. CaM
Marc 54^7595

LOSE WEIGHTNOW! 10^29 ItisAno with

Herbal Weight Control 100 percent

guaranteed call Dan 546-4151, Mark
5465938

MAUREEN SMILEY CROWLEY cheers to

your 2 1 SI b-day You have a date to get out

ol your mind Happy 21 st birthday Love ya

Med

LOVE YOU W.L.B. Wishing you were here

to be my Valentine instead ol N J Hugs and

kisses Jenilar

MULLY YOU ARE my special Valentine' I

love you so much" (But the best thing is.

you weren't expecting it'")

SUSAN FROM BARBIES 549-5797'

PMICASH

NEED MONEY FOR spring~brti«i? Tnaed
your bMebaH cards' Ptoasa help CaM Mike

549-0333

(PRINO BHfAR ST"

BAHAMAS $399 & up spaces still

availabto Call Bryan 546-9021 or Bruce

253-7312

ST.

THAN YOU AGAINI SeWom do your

prayers go unanswered I am very graMiul

LU$CIOU$ TANS WANTCO

BAHAMAS WANTS TtTwarm your body'

Trips start at $349 includes round trip air-

lare 7 mghls accomodation and much more

limited space available call 549-4755

TIMMY OUINN I k>ve you

CLO$iT $AUI

FULL LENGTH RACOON skm coat, in

good condition. $200 00 NCR cash
register, needs only minor rapan lor full

operation or |uat a conversation p«ce
$50 00 fles^yiol sk», marker tMndmgs and
caber boots Graal package lor someone
wfto wants to laarn without ma|or invaM-

ment $80 00 CaH Ansel 256-6182

PROFI$$IONAl TYPIN*

SPEEDY KEYS 'DISSERTATIONS,
resuma*. papers, ...256-1002

PROFI$$K>NAl TVPWtO $iRVICI

CASES, PAPERS, DISSERTATIONS,
ttieses lasl. accurate, dependable, on-

campus, reaaonabto 584-7924, Nancy

$PRIMa iRfAK TRIPS

NASSAU, JAMAICA. FLORIDA, Bermu^,
Cancun Space is limited, round trip airfare

and hotel Free admission to clubs.

wek:ome partw Prices from 99 00 caH Scon
549^476

IKO

UNQUESTIONABLY THE BEST fraternity

on campus Beta Kappa Pin

RID! WANTtD

RIOE^EEDED TO Syracuse NY any

weekend call anytime 253-9063

NEEDED RIDE TO Weslpoint weekend ol

Feb 27 will share expenses please contact

Ann at 546-5503

NIOVII ON FRIDAY I3TH

NEAG IS SHOWING the movte About Last

Night" on February 13. Coma and see it

with a triend

MOfRSWANTfO

LO$T
PIRSONALS

HELPI I LOST my leather jacket at Delanos

on Wednesday Feb 4th Sientimental value

No questions asked 549-0608 reward is be-

ing offered

DAVE THANKS FOR the pizza! 61

Townehouse no repeats please we are all

on dietsi

LOST GOLD NECKLACE with Italian horn

very sentimental large reward Pete

546-1448

SUMMER IN EUROPE $239 Lowest

scheduled fares to all of Europe form

Boston Call 1(800)325 2222

ROOMMUn WANTIO

ORAOTTUOENT. PROFESSfONAL
woman to share 2-bdfm apartment in Nor-

thampton $217 50 545-2440 days

884-0074. 203-872-3168 eves

AN INiXPiN$IVI $PRINa BRIAN

DO YOU WANT to go to the Bahamas,
Jamaica, or Ft Lauderdale'' We have com-

plete trips to the Bahamas starling from

349, and complete Ft Lauderdale trip 129

bus or 319 air fare These prices all include

transportation and hotel You will not find

a cheaper deal with anyone elso For intor-

mation call Mike or Rich at 549-5401

Space IS limited

JIWItN STAINIO OiAM

FOR A OOOD TIME CALL

R7kCK-A-6lSC Entertainment Agency Disc

jockies, lights, rentals, and motHle video

dancasi 549-7144

PORRINT

ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted $120
month right on bus route heat included

256-1518

1/30 AT OR near Townehouse Did you find

a Framingham High School ring'' Extreme

sentimental value! Call Michelle at

549-0592

QENESIS TICKETS-FEB.16TH in Wor
Chester, best offer, call 549-6678

$50 FOR RETURNING my gold chain

Found 2/9 in mens locker no 1 361 Boyden

It was a b-day present from my parents Call

6-5385 anytime Sieve, leave message

DESPERATELY SEEklNQHSrgTaduation

ring kJSl 1/30/87 between S W and Fine

Arts sentimental value call Zahyra 61-8331

reward is being offered

RZ ARE YOU craving eggplant yat?

MEET NEW PEOPLE) Get great ex-
perience' Come write lor New England's
largest college daily The Collegian is in 1 1

3

Campus Center, right behind the T V
Come down and check us out!

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share

a room at Northwood Apt Call Nancy or

Meg 665-8250

FEMALE WANTW TO share bedroom in

Northwood Apartment $120/month call

Bath 666-7194

COME WORK ON a protect with Jewish

significance Beginners welcomed Every

Thursday m February and March after-

noons 545-2096

tPRtNOSRIAK

LOOKING FOR A quiet male to share a

room in Southwood Apts Pleasant grad

student apt. Mates-rent $140 256-6131

HRVICIS

TYPTnoTTAPE TRANSCRIPTION. Fast,

accurate 665-7652

DEPARTS EVERY WEEK in March Ft

Lauderdale $309 includes Rt Jet » hotel tor

7 nights all taxes and tips Depans every

week in March Montreal weekends $79

departs every weekend Feb-May Includes

round trip motor coach A 2 nights hotel

directly downtown All taxes and tips

Daytona Beach motor coach and 7 night

hotel on the strip $229 all taxes and tips and

service charges For more details caH

Dynamic Destinations, 482 Main Street,

MaMen. 617-324-7736, 617-321-4165

SPROUT

WRifERS for' NEWSLETTER lor Ear-
Ihfoods/Pfople s Market Sprout' needs
you to investigate the student businesses
in the Student Union, haaRh «sues, poems,
recipies, consumer reaponaas , and or ques-

tions All articles must be typed double
spaced, tor the lirst issue, deadline

February 17th in tf>e Earthloods mailbox in

the Economic Development Office m the

Student Union, one flight up from the Stu-

dent Credit Union Address to Jennifer K,
or call her at 253-2807 or call Earthloods

al 545-1554 and leav* maasaga

RtaiSnR» ACUPUNCTURIST

RloisfEREO ACUPUNCTURIST
TREATING overweight insomnia pains

stress headache backache smoking
549-6147

BKO

YOUR CHANCE TO rush the bestTrateTni-

ty on campus will be next week Beta Kify-

pa Phi

SPRINO aRIAK OF A UHTIMI

SAIL ABOARD YOUR own SO ft yacht from
Ft Lauderdale to the Bahamas tor 1 wk in-

to: Paul 66S-4967, Tarry 6-4052
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SPORTS

UMass set for crucialA-10 test
Minutemen travel to Rutgers, St. Joe's;

Tournament seedings hang in the balance

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

The stretch run has begun.

You can use all kinds of cliches to

describe the University of Massachusetts

men's basketball team's five game, season

ending drive, but the most appropriate ad

jective to use should be "opportunity."

Pulling out of the the Curry Hicks Cage

parking lot yesterday afternoon en route

to Rutgers University for their conference

clash tonight at 7 at the Louis Brown

Athletjc Center in New Brunswick, NJ, the

Mmutemen have a lot of questions to

answer before heading into the Atlantic 10

Conference Championship to be held at

home sites Feb. 27 Mar. 5.

Presently in eighth place m A 10 play

with just five conference games remaining,

the Minutemen are looking to string

together a few victories and generate a lit

tU' momentum prior to the tournament. In

the nt-xt fivf games. UMass has the oppt>r

tunits i<i inakf a nrnvi' in thi- conference

standings

•Every A 10 game is big. especially on

the road. There they are even bigger," head

coach Ron Gerlufsen said. "We rontn.I <.ur

own fate right now
*

At 8^ 13. the UMass hoop season has been

one giant mixed review With victories over

St Joe a and George Washington and tight

games versus Northeastern. UConn. and

Temple (twice), the Minutemen have

shown that they are a team capable of pull-

ing ofTa big win without warning. But the

team has lacked consistency, not uncom
mnn for a team dominated by

underclassmen And losses to St Bonaven-

lure and Duquesne don't help

But at this point in the sea-son. the team's

overall record means nothing. It's only the

conference mark that means anything. So

tonight when the Minutemen take the floor

against Craig Littlepages A 10 basement

dwellers, the Scarlet Knights <2 10 in the

A 10 and 5 15 overall i, they have a chance

to gain some ground on conference foes.

"This is a big game for us. this game at

us. -i-t.mtRutgers is important tor

coach Bart Bellairs said.

For UMass, the Scarlet Knights should

give them a "W" for just showing up. But

the hot and cold Minutemen can't afford

any more lackluster performances. The loss

to St. Bonaventure is a case in point. At

this juncture in the .season, momentum is

the key. The team that's got it wins it all.

For UMass. a win tonight heading into the

St. Joe's game could be the boost that the

team needs for a real run for a good posi

tion in the tournament seedings.

The thing is, the Minutemen, even at 4-9

in the conference, are within striking

distance of a lot of conference teams.

Granted, at 13 0, no one is going to catch

Temple, or West Virginia for that matter

But after those two teams, no team really

has much of an advantage over anyone

else. Seriously.

Five teams are between U^la.ss and third

place. But of those five teams, none of them

have a clear cut shot at third place. None

"Every one of these next five games is ex

tremely crucial." senior guard Carl Smith

said. "Were taking these games one at a

time of course. But we feel like these are

five winable games and we can go as far

ms third

Above UMass are Penn State <5 8). Du
(6 7i. Rhf»de Island (7-6), St Joseph's

lid CkK>rge Wash i ngton (6-5h After al 1

UMass' missed opportunities (in losses to

St Bonaventure. 43 39. PSU, 57 50 in OT
and Duquesne, 72 59) the Minutemen still

feel they have as good a shot as anyone to

grab that third spot But it s going to take

a lot of hard work and discipline for UMass
to do it because w hen a team performs the

way the Minutemen did in their recent

87 71 loss at URI, it can take a lot of

flushing to get back to a winning frame oi

mind.
"We just didn't play hard again.>^l L'Hl,

Smith said. "Physically we played hard,

but mentally we were soft We took the

easy way out "

continued on page 23

Collririan photo h> Paul Or^fmiriu*

Junior guard Lorenzo Sutton and the rest of the Minutemen face

Rutgers tonight at 8 in New Brunswick, NJ.

Goliath Rutgers eyes UMass
Leaman not about to abandon ship vs. the Scarlet Knights

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

Ifyou think about it, there

are probably a million ways
to break out of a midsea.son

slump, with winning being

the most obvious. If you're

the superstitious type.

maybe tying that left shoe a
little tighter would work. Or
maybe an extra bowl of

Fruity Pebbles would do the
trick.

On the other hand, there
are ways not to go about
halting a slump. One would
be having to play the

Sophomore

Collegian photo by Paul Drsmarals

Christel Zullo •

second-ranked basketball

team in the nation on its

home floor. Unfortunately

for the University of

Massachusetts women's
basketball team, the latter

is what reality has thrown
at them, as the
Minutewomen face the

Lady Knights of Rutgers

University, tonight at the

RAC.
"We have great respect

for Rutgers, but we do not

fear them. We have our
work cut out for us," head
coach Jack Leaman said.

"We just have to try and
refine what worked for us in

the past."

The very distant past.

UMass is currently
enveloped in a three-game
losing streak, a streak that

has seen the Minutewomen
lose to a previously winless

Rhode Island team and fall

apart in the final minutes
against Temple and George
Washington on the road. All

this has happened to a team
that, two weeks ago, was
ready to challenge for the

second or third spot in the

Atlantic 10.

As it stands, the
Minutewomen are 10-8

overall and 6-6 in the con-

ference, which has dropped
UMass back in the pack to

the sixth spot. After
tonight's game with
Rutgers, UMass will bump
heads with St. Joseph's

University, the number two

team in the AlO, on Sun
day. Not a very rosy

outlook, is it?

But, in spite of these

seemingly no-win situations

(Batman and Robin didn't

have to face such situations

of doom like this). Leaman
and the Minutewomen
aren't conceding a thing,

and know that anything can

happen at any time.

"I wouldn't be surprised if

we came out of this trip with

two wins. We have the men-

tal toughness to go in there

and do the job," Leaman
said. "But to be realistic, it

will be very difficult to win

two very tough games like

these on the road."

Rutgers is probably the

hottest women's team in the

country. The Lady Knights

took over the number two
ranking this week when the

University of Tennessee fell

prey to the upset bug.

Rutgers threw in three im-

pressive wins over

Maryland, St. Joe's, and
West Virginia to help its

own cause. Overall, Rutgers

is a perfect 20-0 and is 12-0

in the A-10. Only the

University of Texas, the

defending national cham-
pions, are ranked higher.

So, are the Lady Knights

primed to fall victim to an

upset? Don't count on it. But

by the same token,

continued on page 23

Men's swimmers
race at the A-lO's
Team faces steep task

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

Tie yourselves down. This may come as a bit of a shock.

UMass probably will not win the Atlantic 10 men's

swimming championships.

Now before you pack up all of your various swimming

paraphernalia and start gearing your minds for spring

training, listen up. It's not really that big a deal.

The fact remains that the Atlantic lO's are not the most

important thing on the minds of coach Russ Yarworth

and the men swimmers this year. No, that honor is

reserved for the New England Championships, which

will be held two weeks from now in Springfield. But,

more on that at a later date.

The Atlantic lO's are being held starting today, and

running through Saturday, at George Washington

University in our nation's capital. Anyone who has ever

made that journey by car or bus knows that it isn't your

basic Sunday drive in the country. It's about an eight

hour trip (depending on who's driving), and you tend to

get a little woozy after being cooped up for that long.

For that reason, Yarworth has elected to leave his

veterans at home, giving them a chance to rest for the

real show at the New England's. So, instead ofyour usual

names, like Bishop, Turner, Mclver, Kennedy, and

Chesnicka, this meet will feature some less-familiar

names.
Yarworth, who was already in D.C.. was unavailable

for an interview.

"Russ took the guys who wouldn't be swimming at the

New England's," assistant coach Drew Donovan explain-

ed yesterday. "The rest of the guys are going to stay here,

practice, and rest up.

"It gives some of the younger guys something to look

forward to, something to swim for."

There is something besides the team's pride at stake

in this meet. Of the swimmers going to the A-lO's, three

will also be selected to go to the New England's.

"Russ wants to see how some of the guys react under

the pressure of a big meet," Donovan said, "and will

make his decision from there as to who he'll put on the

iQgiffX
" continued on page- 23
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Makes $25 million agreement with Digital

UMass receives computers

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 13. 1987

By ROBERT MENZEL
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Mas.sachusetts and the Digital Equip
men! Corporation announced a $25 million agreement
yesterday to develop advanced computer networks on all

three University campuses.
The announcement culminates an eight-yerfk* investiga-

tion that the University conducted concerning the develop-

ment of partnerships between industries and the

University.

"What (the partnership) involves is the working
together between the University and industry for the

mutual benefit of both sides." said University of

Massachusetts President David Knapp
"We see this as a way of our participating in enhanc

ing the economic development of the state as well as

enhancing our own capacity as a comprehensive univer-

sity," he said.

In exchange for the resources that Digital will provide,

the research results and networking expertise of the

University will be made available for Digital's use. The
University will also serve as a site for the demonstration

of Digital technology.

In order to qualify for the program the University had
to submit a comprehensive plan, detailing projects to be

developed over a three- to five-year span.

Ilene Jacobs, vice president and treasurer of Digital,

said, "Candidates for this program had to have the

capabilities and the vision to explore new applications of

technology in education.

"The University proposed more than 40 projects that

demonstrated that capability. " said Jacobs, a UMass
alumnus. The projects reflected a comprehensive agenda,

spanning the disciplines of the University, she added

The University is one of 13 universities selected in the

United States and Canada to participate in the partner

ship program.
Programs which an traditionally computt-r intensive

will benefit from the partnership, she said. For example,

research in robotics, computer vision, and artificial in-

telligence by the computer and information science depart

ment, and in sophisticated application of networking

technology by the College of Engineering is expected to

expand the boundaries of computer technology

Currently, the English writing program utilizes Digital

equipment, making the process of writing and revising

papers easier for first year students participating in the

program. The new partnership is expected to enhance the

writing program, as well as provide resources to the

psychology department and to the development of mstruc

tional laboratories.

Other schools which were .selected include Johns

Hopkins University, the University of Pennsylvania,

Syracuse University, and the University of Waterloo,

Canada.

I'ollegtBii pIxXo hy Bvmr (.uBrnoiia

Digital representative Robert Trucci discuss-

ing yesterday the $25 million agreement bet-

ween Digital Equipment Corp. and the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts.

Cuomo to be this year's commencement speaker
By MICHAEL ALTER
Colle^^n Correspondent

Chancellor Joeseph Duffey announced
yesterday at the Faculty Senate meeting
that Governor Mario Cuomo ofNew York,

a possible 1988 Presidential candidate,

would be the speaker at this year's

commencement.
"Members of the faculty, students, and

others have extended for several years an
invitation to Governor Cuomo. Governor
Dukakis joined us in this invitation very

cordially, and urged Governor Cuomo to at

• tend," DufFey said.

Duffey joked that Dukakis, another

speculated Presidential candidate, and
Cuomo might meet, causing some friction.

After the announcement, the Chancellor

spoke about the Htirst report, which deals

with the racial violence that occurred on

campus last October during the World
Series between the Mets and Red Sox.

"There are inaccuracies in the report

People try to nspona or recover from
misstatements." Duffey said.

"Of course we accept the report, par

ticularly in the spirit of trying to clarify the

record." Duffey said, adding. "We are

determined to confront, acknowledge, and
deal with it." Vice Chancellor for Student

Affairs Dennis Madson said he was in con-

tact with the District Attorney's office

regarding the report and they were
cooperative.

According to Madson, District Attorney

Michael Ryan was here yesterday, meeting
with faculty and students and wanted to

make the 'special investigative process' as

effective as possible.

"From the very beginning I and others

have been saying we are anxious to bring

the culprits who can be identified as involv-

ed in the racially motivated harassment
down at the Southwest Area in front of a

court, or to face disciplinary procedures. We
hope we can do more of that." Mad.son said.

"So far we brought one person through

that process of court action. He ha.s betn
removed, as you know, from the Universi-

ty."

According to Madson. a required, one
credit course will be planned for all first-

year students, which he feels would im-

prove the enviroment on campus and make
it more conducive to learning.

"It could teach some things that are

taught in the r.a. (resident assistant) pro-

gram about race, sex, alcohol, discipline,

values, career choices, and bureaucracy, or

what some schools call Freshman sur

vival," Madson said.

In a related matter, Mad.son said that for

several months the administration has

been reviewing policies which were
brought up in the Hurst Report involving

police action.

"We are training the UMass police force

in the use of minimum force or alternative

ways of handling large crowds." Madson
said.

Provost Richard O'Brien, making an an-

nouncement at the Senate meeting, said

"We will have a new Vice Chancellor for

Affirmative Action in May or before."

According to the Provort, the position

will be filled by a Hispanic woman who is

now working in Affirmative Action at the

University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee.

One more day:
It's official — seniors graduating this

spring now have the option to reschedule

any finals set for Saturday, May 22. the

day before graduation ceremonies, to en-

joy a day of re.st and relaxation.

"The Faculty Senate unanimously voted

yesterday to approve the motion, recom-

mended by the Space and Calendar Com-
mittee of the senate. The motion passed

through the senate without debate from

any faculty senators.

- AUTUMN MAKI

I

Two students relaxing yesterday in front of the campus pond.
Collegian photo by Byrne GuarnoHa

Veteran professors
recall the old days
By MARIANE MEUSE
Collegian Staff

If time machines really existed and a student at the

University of Massachusetts could travel back to the

campus of 30 or 40 yeairs ago. chances are the campus
would be unrecognizable.

The University has undergone a lot of changes over

the years and recently a few veteran professors shared

their impressions of some of these changes.

Professor Robert Lentilhon, who has been teaching ac-

counting since 1952, remembers the days when the cam-
pus had a distinctive, rustic air.

"When I arrived, they still cut hay where the Student

Union is and they used to tap for maple around the cam-

pus," he said.

"It was kind of bucolic."

Changes became necessary when the school decided to

expand its academic offerings and accept more students.

"There were only 3,800 students in 1952. We started

growing rapidly early in the '60s," Lentilhon said.

"There was pressure growing on us to expand because

we were the inexpensive public university in the state."

To achieve that goal, the University embarked on ex-

tensive building projects, which resulted in most of the

buildings comprising today's campus — Southwest
residential area, the Campus Center, and Whitmore to

name a few.

Today there are 42 dormitories, but when former Pro-

vost and botany professor Oswald Tippo was a student
continued on page 4
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Senate committee:
waste plan flawed
BOSTON (AP) — Massachusetts' hazardous waste

management program is plagued by inadequate enforce

ment measures that could lead to illegal disposal of toxic

materials, a Senate committee said yesterday, echoing a

committee report released nearly two years ago.

•Unfortunately, while there were some notable im

provements, overall we found that not much has chang

ed." said Sen. Louis P. Bertonazzi. chairman of the Senate

Post Audit and Oversight Committee. "Massachusetts re

mains at risk from improperly and illegally disposed of

hazardous waste."

The report found the Department of Environmental

Quality Engineerings oversight of companies producing

hazardous waste is inconsistent and riddled with 'fun

damental management and operational weaknesses."

DEQE spokesman Myles Brown said the agency had no

immediate comment.
The committee criticized the DEQE for:

— Failing to get a reliable measure of the amount of

hazardous waste generated in Massachusetts, which is one

of the agency's responsibilities. The committee's 1985

report on the hazardous waste program contained the

same criticism.

— Failing to assign its regional inspection staff based

on the number of companies requiring inspection, with

the result that some regions exceeded inspection targets

while others fell far short. This criticism also was voiced

in the 1^5 report
— Falling to set any productivity or performance stan

dards for regional inspection staff or to see that regional

oflRces operate in a similar, consistent manner.
— Failing to put in place procedures or systems to aid

in the quick identification of companies that may be

creating serious present or future health risks by their

improper waste disposal practices.

The committee did find improvements in the DEQE's
singling out for inspection companies that individually

generate small amounts of hazardous waste but which col-

lectively account for as much as 20 percent of the toxic

waste generated in the state.

Bertonazzi. D Milford. said Massachusetts is unusual

in having a large number of such companies and its com-

plete lack (^ hazardous waste disposal sites within the

state.

"This sets up a situation where it is costly to properly

dispose of hazardous waste, but where a lot of that waste

is coming from small companies which may have a hard

time paying that cost." Bertonazzi said in a statement.

"That combination makes the state very vulnerable, and

only with a well run. aggressive and consistent monitor

ing program can limit our potential risks," he said.

Israeli jets bomb Lebanese camps
BEIRUT (AP) - Israeli jets and Shiite Moslem

militiamen attacked Palestinian guerrillas at refugee

camps vesterdav and officials haggled over how to get food

into the shantytowns. which have been cut off for three

Police said three people were killed and 12 wounded in

the attacks on Palestinian camps in Beirut and south

Lebanon.
. j • u

A dozen Israeli fighter-bombers were involved in the

raid on two buildings used by the mainstream Fatah guer

rilla faction near the ancient southern port of Sidon, police

reported. Fatah is led by Yasir Arafat, chairman of the

Palestine Liberation Organization.

Casualties from the Israeli bombing at dawn on the out

skirts of the Mieh Mieh camp were given as one civilian

killed and three people wounded, including two guerrillas

There is no known coordination between the Israelis and

the Shhte militia Amal, which is attacking the Palestr

nians on the ground, but they have the common aim of

keeping the PLO from regaining the Lebanese base it lost

in Israels 1982 invasion.
.

In west Beirut, a prominent pro^Syrian Christian politi

cian Jean Obeid. 50, was abducted yesterday. Police said

eunmen m a white BMW intercfnt«^ hi« /<V.^nfTenr-dHven

limousine on the seafront Raouche boulevard, fired at the

occupants and dragged him out.

Police would not speculate on reasons for the abduction

of Obeid, a former advisor to President Amin Gemayel

on Syrian affairs.

Syria, the main power broker in Lebanon, has 25,000

troops in east and north Lebanon.

The bombing raid near Sidon was the fifth Israeli air

strike on Palestinian targets in Lebanon this year.

Shiite militiamen have surrounded the Beirut camps

and the Rashidiyeh camp at Tyre in the south throughout

the battle, cutting them off from supplies of food and

medicine to replenish dwindling stockpiles. For years the

camps have maintained stores of arms and food, often in

underground bunkers and tunnels, to see them through

times of siege.

Fighting flared at the camps despite a cease fire arrang-

ed by Syria under which the Palestinians would withdraw

from Amal territory they captured when they broke out

of camps near Sidon in November. Syria supports Amal

and anti Arafat Palestinian factions.

In return. Amal was to lift iU siege of the three refugee

camps so food and medicine could get in.

Pure Drawing PerfectkMi

inarsiitliTOO

Don't settle for anything less than perfection Staedtler didn t. ttvey designed the

Marsmotic 700 technical pen to be the perfect drawing tool Marsrnatic s

unique point produces the smoothest ink flow possible. ellrrMnating the

cleaning and coaxing other pens demand Marsmotic 700 pens, points,

end sets—ovaikable at:

^UNIVERSITY Located In The Campus Center

mSTORE* M-P: 9 am . 5 pm

FTR'S MOST WANTED LIST

0ICI1IUHIII1U^I[

HUSKER DU
War«houa«: Songs and StoriM

IncludM

Running On The Recki

Gunning Fof Th« BuM^a
BiKk light 1V«p

$5.99 LP
or cassette CASSETTE

PAUL SIMON
Graceland

ANITA BAKEK
Rapture

MystvT SwMiUm
Cw^ Up In nw Ri^ura

$7.50 LP or cassette
$5.99 LP
or cassette

CASSETTE

FRANKIE GOES
TO HOLLYWOOD

LIVERPOOL
—

1

I CASSETT!

qCOMPaCT

$5.99 LP
or cassette

_

'

1 LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS
1 OnONAL MOTION PICTURE SOUNDTRACK

PI

^^^k^l^PV^^Bft^^ * ^^1

LOS LOBOS
BY THE LIGHT OF THE MOON

r^

GENESIS
Invisible Toucti

••I

Includes
Land Of Confusion
In Too Deep

$6.99 LP or cassette $5.99 LP or cassette $6.99 LP
or cassette

GENESIS

m
Touch

CASSETTE

... on sale at For The Record

at Amherst's most complete record

store, there's something from

everyone's most wanted list in our

comprehensive selection of LP's,

cassettes, 45's, 12" Dance records and

Compact Discs. ©1^

LOCATED IN FACES
Downtown Amherst

256-6134

Open Mon-Sat
10-6

Sunday 12-5
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Woman works
to liberate

Soviet Jews
By DAVIU H. MARK
Collegian StafT

Edilur's noti- lii'Kiuse of the po.ssiblf

clanger to n'rtutn Soviet families,

pseudonyms hctie been used for all Sm h't

family member names mentioned.

For some, political activism means sign-

ing a petition, for othii^ it -^ writing a

letter.

However, sometimes activism involves

getting to the core of the problem, even

when that's halfway around the globe

Sara Weiss, a University of

Massachusetts student, left today on a ten

day journey tu the Soviet Union to meet
with and try to help Soviet Jews held

within their own nation.

Since 1979, the number of Soviet Jews
allowed to emigrate has decreased by 99
percent, from a high of 51.000 to 1986's

total of just over 600.

"What we're doing is illegal. We're go-

ing to be denied entrance to certain

buildings, have our phones tapped and
rooms searched. They can do as they

want,"Weiss said.

She first heard of an opportunity to go to

the Soviet LInion when her father. Rabbi
Ronald Weiss of Temple IJeth Eloheim. in

Wellesley. Ma., made the trip four years

ago.

Refusenik is the ofTicial name for the

Soviet Jews who wish to emigrate from the

Soviet Union to the west. The name stems
from their refusal to stay in the Soviet

Union. The most common countries that

Refuseniks emigrate to are the I'nited

States, Great Britain, Canada, and Israel,

usually to reunite with their families and
friends

Many times, however, refuseniks have
to wait eight to 10 years to get a visa. In

the meantime, many of them lose their

jobs, or gel sent to mental hospitals. Tney
can intimidate the hell out of you." she

said.

The Weiss" synagogues first contact with

a refusenik family was when it made com-
munication with the "Ivanovich" family,

in Moscow. The Ivanovich's have one son,

"Alexander", who, although 13. has not

been allowed a bar mitzvah, the Rabbinical

ceremony in the Jewish religion that in-

itiates a boy or girl into adulthood.

"We sent an invitation for Alexander's

bar mitzvah for January 3rd of this year,"

Weiss .said. "Government officials, in-

cluding Mayor Flynn (of Boston] called

Ru.ssia, and tried to talk to the mayor of

Moscow De.spite this, they did not get their

visa."

Action for Soviet Jewry, with whom the

synagogue is involved, adopted the
Ivanovich family and pledged their con-

tinued support for their freedom.

"Why can't the Jews leave? Russia's

playing a cruel game, using refuseniks'

lives. The Soviet Union always needs to be
in control. They thrive on it,"she said.

According to Weiss, they plan to spend
20-hour days working for the refusniks'

freedom, and going to thier homes secret-

ly to give them needed goods such as

medicine, long underwear, cameras equip-

ment and Judaic books.

t'ollrKian |ihu«» b> Hyrnr (iuarnulla

HANGING ON FOR DEAR LIFE - This person clutches onto the

center beam while climbing up the narrow staircase.

Knife pulled in Southwest fight;

$100 car stereo stolen
# An assault and battery with a

dangerous weapon was reported at 4:50
p.m. on Wednesday when two males engag-
ed in a personal argument in John Quincy
Adams Tower and one male pulled a knife,

police said.

Neither students are residents of JQA
and'one received minor injuries, police .said.

Complaints are being sought in Hamp
shire District Court, police said.

In other police reports:

• A male student was placed in protec-

tive custody at 12:30 a.m. on Thursday
after student security reported two males
who were causing a disturbance in the lob-

by ofJohn Adams Residential Tower, police

said.

A suspicious person was reported at 3:50

p.m. on Wednesday when a male who had

been ma.sturbating behind a tree stepped

out and called to a female who was pass

ing by on the Orchard Hill walkway, police

said.

The suspect, a white male in his 30s. was
about 6 feet 2 inches tall with black hair

and weighing 200 lbs., police said.

The suspect was wearing a blue, steel

grey parka jacket, blue jeans, and a ski

mask, police said.

• A breaking and entering of a motor

vehicle was reported on Wednesday at 5:30

p.m. from Plot, where a car stereo valued

at over $100 was stolen, police said.

- ELLEN M. NOLAN

Board
approves
decision
By JENNIFER DEMPSEY
Collegian StafT

T\\i- Hnard nt (iuMTnors said la>t night

they were plea.sed with the outcome of the

senate vote to bun military recruiters from
the Campus Center Concourse.

The Undergraduate Student Senate pass-

ed the proposal, originated by the BOG. to

support banning the military after a heated

debate between conservative and liberal

factions

Board Chairman John Hayes said,"I was
very happy as to how it went last night. I'm

glad that an argument was put out and
understood The real choice is to have a

policy against discrimination or not to have
one. The board felt it was in the student's

interest that discrimination not be
tolerated."

Hayes explained that if the military were
to be allowed access to the campus con
course, ohter discriminatory organizations

would then also have to be allowed access.

"The i.ssue really isn't the military, per

se. That was just the first and most emo-
tional (argument). The issue really is

whether or not we are going to tolerate

discrimination or whether we are going to

fight It." Hayes said. "It wouldn't be fair

to let one group on the concourse and not

another. Legally, it would not be fair.

The University could be liable to a suit

of inconsistent application to the non
discriminatory clause if the military could

station and others couldn't, he said.

"In reality, to allow the military on the

campus center, despite it's discrmmating
policy, would mean wc would have to

abolish the non discnmm.itorv clause,"

Hayes explained

The board is also currently planning the

30th Anniversi»r>' of the Student Union
celebration wwkend Anyone intere.sted

RSO or student should plan on attending
a meeting held Feb. 20th at Ipm in CO
r*K»m 917
March 9th ;ind 10th are the deadlines for

any interested undergraduate to submit a

petition for running for a position on the

board.

Board Vice Chairman Mark Freedman
has left the B(Ki temporarily iis he pursues

candidacy in the office of president of the

SGA
Governor Program Council member Rich

Pelrine said that a talent search will be

held on March 14th in the Student Union
sponsored by US Concepts.

US Concepts are searching for the best

student comedien in the US. They have
visited over 19 universities on the east and
west coast. Pelrine said, along with MTV
to select a winner who will be fiown to

Daytona Beach to appear with David
Letterman.
Other GPC plans include a number of

Hatch concerts, an attempt at beating the

world's record of musical chairs, and a
weekend concert at the Bluewall Cafe.

The Chameleons U.K. and The Throwing
Muses will perform Friday and Saturday
night, February 20 and 21.

St. Valentine^s Day: spirit of romance remains
Cost of romancing grows as price of roses blooms
By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

"A loaf of bread, a jug of wine, and thou," Edward Fit-

zGerald translated from Persian about 100 years ago —
but it probably wasn't written on Valentine's Day.

Today that line is cheaper than a dozen roses.

For Valentine's day, prices range from $30 for a dozen

sweetheart roses to $50 for a dozen long stem, according

to local florists.

The law of supply and demand is very much in effect

this week in anticipation of tomorrow's celebration of love.

At Lavender Rose Florist in Northampton, for example,

the co.st of a single rose went up from $3 to $4.50, owner

Linda Ruel said. She predicted the price would go down

in two weeks.

The reason for the sudden increase. Dale Peer, the owner

of Dwyers' Florist in Northampton said, "the supply is

a lot shorter than the demand so the price goes up."

Dwyers' prices went from $2.50 for a single rose to $4.50

this week.
Even vendors on the concourse feel the increase from

wholesalers. "The market multiplies by four or five

times," student vendor Peter Eidelman said. "My prices

just zoom. It's just impossible for me to sell at my regular

prices.

His regular prices are $2 per rose while this Friday they
will be approximately $3 each. He will have a special on
the price of a dozen.

Although she was not sure. Professor Nancy Gar-
rabrants of the plant and soil department said she thinks
roses have traditionally been a .symbol of love.

Botany Profes.sor Oswald Tippo agreed with her. citing

examples as far back as the medieval and dark ages where
roses have been associated with love and beauty.
He said the love god Eros is pictured crowned with roses.

In colonial America they made rose tipple, which is

marinated rose petals in brandy.
There are other "absolutely gorgeous" flowers, however,

Garrabrants said. There are flowers being shipped in from
all over the world, and the variety is far superior to what
it was ten years ago.

"There are other Howers that will last much longer and
are not as hideously expensive," she said.

In the same vein, Tom Giles, the manager of Hadley
Garden Center said that potted plants la.st longer than
cut flowers and cost between $7.99 and $20. The price of

these do not increase this time of year, he said.

Incidentally, a loaf of bread and jug of wine can be pur-

chased for approximately $5.10.

A Valentine history
By JULIA NEENAN
Special to the Collegian

SOUTH HADLEY,MASS - When Esther Howland sat

down in 1848 to create her first fancy valentine, she

never dreamed she would later be dubbed "mother of the

American valentine."

At best, Howland would have seemed an unusual can-

didate for the title. She was only 20 at the time, and had
graduated the year before from Mount Hoiyoke Female
Seminary. Mid-nineteenth century society hardly en-

couraged proper young ladies to enter business. But
Howland fwssessed a unique blend of training, creativi-

ty and perseverance that destined her for success.

Howland's interest began in her last year of college

when she received her first valentine. Imported from
England, the card's ornate design apparently intrigued

Howland. She convinced her father, a stationer, to order

special materials from Europe to create the fancy cards
— imported linen, laces, colored paper, ribbons, and paper
flowers. Upon receiving the European materials,

Howland set up shop in the parlor of her family's

Worcester home and designed a dozen valentines.

Growing immensely over they years, Howdland's

continued on page 4
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• old days
continued from pane I

here m 1928, there

were only three.

Tippo said that men lived

in North College (since torn

down) and South College

and women lived in the

Abigail Adams House,
located on the present site of

the Graduate Research
Center. Nicknamed the Ab-

bey, the dorm burned down
in the early '60s when a

resident accidently left an

iron on.

The social changes which

occurred alongside the

physical were reflected in

the dormitory set up.

"In the men's dorms,

there were no adult super-

visors, no RA's and the

students were self

governing." Tippo said, in
the Abbev. however, the

women had a curfew and
lived with housemotheis.

When women were given

the right to smoke on cam-

pus in 1928, the rule<hange

was so radical it made the

front page of the Boston

Globe, Tippo said.

Professor Howard
Brognan of the English

Department arrived here

shortly after Tippo became
provost and he has seen

many changes in the stu-

dent population during his

25 years here.

"The student body has

undergone gentrification,"

he said. "Students are

drawn from more families

with larger incomes and the

students are more
sophisticated, many having

travelled abroad."

The professors agieed that

a mayor problem throughout

the University's history' has

been the lack of support

from the state.

"UMass does not get

much support," said zoology

Professor Bronislaw
Honigberg, who arrived

here in 1950. "The state is

under some peculiar notion

that they have a state

university which is Harvard

and this is false."

• valentine
lantinueil from page 3

business would eventually pro

duce $75,000 to $100,000 a year. Valen-

tines ranging from $2 to $35 apiece would

be sold from coast to coast, and the "New
England Valentine Company" would

become the largest valentine manufacturer

in the world.

Howland is credited with many innova-

tions both in business and valentine

design, including assembly line production.

She set six women at a long table and

Friday, February 13, 1987

assigned each a specific task of cutting,

ordering, pasting, or painting Disliking

the appearance of writing on the card, she

created the flap underneath, on which the

card's message would be printed.

She also initiated the use of colored paper

to highlight the delicate lace in valentines

and discovered glitter by crushing colored

glass.

And so America's frilliest, fanciest, most

romantic tradition blc^somed into populari-

ty through the shrewd skill of a unlikely

female entrepreneur.

Note: Esther Howland originals may be

seen by appointment.
-

y
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SeW-Service

COPIES
3^

CopyCatzjh"®^
228 Triangle St

Amherst

549-3840
S*le 9nds Feb 14

U«- ( ri'.uc A SH.U. As
IikIiv uJii<il .-Xs Voii Are

W ( n\s( I I ANON

$10
Styles By Deborah
«.'. t \l\ I «s|l s i)KI\ (

Will Hs| ,!<( -,MU

Don't be left out in tho cold

UMASS SKI CLUD
presents

SPRUNG r,„

o

in

INASSAU
BAHAMAS

22-2«9 €€iT,plete

tine best Inctels

tine best Plights

space is liiTiited

se sign jp now
Sign up table outside the Hetch

W. Th, Fr 9-3 pm

1987 BLACK HISTORY
MONTH CULTURAL EVENTS

JOHN BLAKE

JAZZ VIOLINIST
PERFORMED WITH ARCHIE SHEPP
McCOY TYNER
GROVER WASHNGTON, JR.

ALBUMS: MAIDEN DANCE
TWINKLING OF AN EYE

Ruti itiQutttM iwm viotuMt to mudh t» i»ma

(actM iMJ lor KMit* vv«« to 1un»—Iw n tfivbw new lAU vtohMM oi

FEBRUARY 13 7-9 pm
SOUTHSIDE AUDITORIUM
HAMPDEN COMMONS

Xhe
VALEXnXES DA\^ IlEVDQUARTERSDQIIARTERS %/
A CARD GALLERY
EXCLUSIVE
Ovirsi/( d T-Shlrls
CTfiMrcJ l<ir us! Made of
100% eollon I he adorable
bear says "I Love Vou!"
Hurry In... supplies arc
limited. Adull & children
sizes available Children;
re)<ular price S7 98
Now Only »3^®
Adutis: regular pruc $9.98

Now only •4*®

A VERY SPECIAL
HEART SHAPED
PENDANTI
Created by GIOVANNI
for Valentines Day.
This incredible gift is

a very special hcari
shaped pendant stud-

ded wiih five genuine
rubies suspended on
a gold link chain and
cuddled in a heart
shaped velvet bo.x.

Regular price $16.50

Now Only »7««

Before Spring Break
GET RID OF THE

WINTER DOLDRUMS
Come In For A FREE Cellophane Treatment

With a Hair Cut

HAKE YOUR APPOnvniENT BEFORE YOU GO AWAY

PntriCk & r^r\ appointment or walk ins
* ^ v>» ^^^. (413)586-7477

104 Russel St • Elmwood Shops
Hadley. Ma 01035

Offer Good Through March 30, 1987

i€ ac

$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

I
STUDENTS YOU CAN EARN I

Spring '87 BIG BUCKS Spring '87

AND GAIN VALUABLE JOB EXPERIENCE

Up to $500/Week with salary,

commissions, and bonuses

Schedule Work Around Classes

Full or Part Time
HIRING NOW!!

Contact Target Enterprises at 549-7793 c
For an interview - ask for Keith. c

$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ ^

^lli^M5tJBWL

A VALENTINE TRADITION
ltulrs<ril).tl)h-. Utaulilul. and Dt-laious?; The
Iradidonal tandy hi-arl. always sure to please,
always lun lo relieve. Choose Irom a large
selection ol chcx'olalrs and candy by Russell
Stover. Whitman, and I'eragina. choose one for
vour U)\i'.

OUR HUGE SELECTION OF VALENTINES
CARDS IS UNMATCHABLE!
From traditional lo not so iraditional Our selection
IS unbralabir More* lli.iii "iO iXKj < ,iril-) in "'\ cry
store, we never run out i\m at ilj«- last moment.
Choose Irom favorites by Hallmark. Kei yeled. etc....

CAiRiD gallery
NOW WITH 14 EXCITING STORES TO SERVE YOU

IN CONNECTICUT: —MIDDLETOWN—(Route 66Wcst in Waldbaum s Plaza)/

SVEST HARTFORD (Corbin s Corner)/EAST HARTFORD IPutnam Plazal

MANCHESTER PARKADE/VERNON (K-Mart PlazaLTORRINGTON PARKADE
SOUTHINCTON PLAZA (Edwardsl-DRISTOL (ShopRitc Plaza, /FAIRFIELD (Circle Plazal

IN MASSACHUSETTS: SPRINGFIELD (Haymarket Squarel/WESTFIELD (Next lo

ShopRlteJ/HADLEY (Campus Plaza—Near the STOP and SHOPI
NEW CARD GALLERY COMING SOON: ENFIELD (Enfield Outlet Mall) / NEWINGTON
(Lechmere Plaza)

WF. KKSrKVETIIF. HlOlir TO I l\ll f yl AM I I IKS So DKM.KKS I'l.KASK SALKlOMsl IMIIM) HIMIIMI SflH KuM.V MIM.MM IIM KS
SALF I'NK'ESINTNISAIIF.M) Ar< LOM, (IF IICSINKS-S IIAV i/1 I/H7 NO RKFUMISOK hF 1 1 KNiiN V AI.FN IINF MFKl IIAMMSF;

LARGEST COLLEGE PAPER IN NEW ENGLAND

HAPPY
VALENTINE'S
DAY
from the

• 11

SHOP
Why Give Candy or Flowers That Disappear?

Give A Body Shop Membership That Lasts

The Whole Semester

BRING IN A FRIEND AND GET 25% OFF

YOUR MEMBERSHIP
BRING IN TWO FRIENDS AND GET YOUR

MEMBERSHIP FREE!!

Give something for the heart from the heart!

Offer ends Feb 21

Totman Gymnasium Basement
Hours M-F: 7:30-9:00 am • 1 1 :00-1 :00 pm • 3:00-9:00 pm

Sat 12:00-3:00 pm
Closed Feb 14-16

IS NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
FOR THE

ASSISTANT
FINANCE MANAGER

POSITION

THIS IS AN EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY

TO GAIN VALUABLE BUSINESS

EXPERIENCE BEFORE YOU
GRADUATE

COME FILL OUT AN APPLICATION

AT THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE

113 Campus Center

Deadline February 20, 1987
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EAST WINDSOR«WEST HAVEN*GROTON, CT
HADLEY AND TURNERS FALLS. MASS
VISA, MASTERCARD, DISCOVER, PERSONAL CHECK OR CASH

SORRY NO LAYAWAY OR SPECIAL ORDERS •kH SALES FINAL

SALE STARTS

FRIDAY, FEB 13TH

BICYCIiS*TOYS-BROADLOOM CARPET-HAIiDlllftRE-IKHISEWARES*6IFT WARES-LIGHTING

LUG6AGE*D0MESTICS-FAMLY SHOES & CL0THIII6»FURNITURE»6EIIERAT0H$»SATELLITE SYSTENS

4MK0NUfppE$|DENTS
FRIDAY

FEB 13^»

EVERYTHING IS INCLUDED!
EVERY ITEM IN EVERY DEPARTMENT
EXCEPT OUR COMPUTER DEPARTMENT, ALREADY PRICED 50% to 70% OFF NORIWiiLRETiiin

BRING YOUR PURCHASES TO THE REGISTERS
CASHIERS #%#%A/ #^ PB OUR
WILL V y^iA 1 1V NORMAL

DEDUCT ^^ /Q WP r PRICES

Friday, February 13, 1987
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X

VISA • MC
AMEX

Library computers aid students,
offers more efficient system

give your Valentine

me fincsj

^ Ru&r&. Holland and

, . Exotic Flowers

^ Your gift — boxed Of

arranged

^ Daily Deliveries —
local and nationwide

^ Call us and pay by
'

credit card

KfoDm
no North PIrujniSi

^mh(lM. MA

By DANIELLE MARTULA
Collegian Correspondent

Downstairs, in the reference section of the Tower

Library at the University of Massachusetts, students can

be seen peering into the screens and plucking at the keys

of personal computers.

These four computers are a new investment of the

llniversity. They are used to assist students in the search

for information from journals, magazines, and
newspapers, and to allow students to get the information

they need quickly, Paula Mark, the Iiifitructional St-rvices

librarian said.

According to Ann Graves, assistant to the director of

libraries, the total cost for the equipment, including the

actual subscription to the company, and the back files for

1987. was around $25,000. It was purchased by moru'v

allotted to the library budget.

Mark said the computers make information seeking a

more interesting procedure and they can be fun to use.

She also said .students are primarily happy with the

system
Rick Levin, a recent graduate of the University, said

he was using the computers to look for a job. He said he

was merelv Itwikint: up prospective companies to st»e how
the'

'It'~ fast."' he said "I ^,'ot a hundred lefcifiui-; painless-

ly '

Another student had just discovered the computer-- Siu

said using them was very easy and she felt the system

was much better and more up to date than the old system

of l(X)king for information in the printed periodicals.

It is not necessary for students to have any experience

with computers, but it helps to have a knowledge of sub-

ject headings to be entered on to the computer, but that

can also be made easier by using the "Index of Subject

Headings" located next to the computer terminals, she

said.

Students will still need tu use the information located

in the printed periodicals and on the microfilm machines

as the information online is limited in range and index.

Mark said

"Computers do not solve all of life's problems." she said.

"One user was up.set it didn't include the location of the

journals."

She ii\M> >m<i all of the steps involved in the actual fin

ding of the materials are still nece.ssary. .such as trekk-

ing up to the sec^ondor third fltjoi \\ * i. tli. n tual printed

information is liK'ated

Mark said the greate.st dtfncult> ^he hu^ is letting

studentH know they can't acc^» everything.

CHINESE KITCHEN
" ^ FAST SERVICE — GREAT PRICES

Bl

Try our

Moo Shu Pork

$3.95

#23 Szechuan Gai Oing,

Swee & Sour Pork, Fried Rice

$4.95

«22 Chicken Wings,

Sweet & Sour Pork,

Fried Rice

$3.90

»24 Yoke Kew (Beef)

Onion and Green Pepper

Chicken Wing. White Rice

$3.90

TRY OUR LUNCHEON — DINNER SPECIALS
Only $1.49 before 3 pm, $1.90 after 3 pm

Eat In or Take Out

HOURS: Sunday Noon - 10 pm, Mon - Sat 11;30 - 10pm

430 Russel St (Rt 9)

HADLEY — 253-2571

2 LOCATIONS

150 King St

NORTHAMPTON — 586-8220

IN NOVEMBER 1986, HUNDREDS OF
BOSTON AREA STUDENTS WITNESSED
THE MIRACULOUS POWER OF GOD.

NOW SEE FOR YOURSELF.
NICK PAPPIS IS COMING

TO AMHERST FEBRUARY 14. GET READY

Saturday February 14

7:30 PM Room 163

UMass Campus Center

Maranatha Campus Ministries

X

1

Sound&Music^s

All demo components
10% to 40% off*

The year's best prices

on dozens of brand

newcompbnents

Earn Sound & Music
"Bonus Bucks" on all

non-sale purchases**

No Layaways • No Cash Refunds

Tint oofT«. tint sMvad. Owno Ml. t»vn 10 AM, Men. ari6

(Washmgton'i Birthday)

**Caod UWMX) wv Sound * MutlcpurchaM M«chl - Jun. 31, 1M7

Sale of the Year!
Sat. 2/1

4

-Sat. 2/21

ONKYO. TA-2027

V15V-MR
Sale

$125

Bomi€inAcoustics
A-70

Sale

$229/pair
A-100

Sale

$299/pair

(oD

©•

jleflDenu^Pl^Sie
ONTHEP*nil

NORTHAMPTON MASS

EXCLUSIVE - STARTS FRI, FEB 13
curtain at 7:00 and 9:00 pm

HANNAH AND
HER SISTERS
Woody Allen jT^jg^^i
Michael Caine W-'^^P*' ' M^
Mia Farrow jHMiH^'^^i
Carrie Fisher '^BPS|K7 ^T~

»N 0«iON fi,,. ,.\
PlCTuHIMlflUSt !"• "1 t Ilk

• • AT THE GATES OF SMITH COLLEGE

MillbankPlace-351 Pleasant St., Northampton • 584-9547
Mon.Jhurs.lO- 800 •Tues.,Weds.,Fri.,Sat.10- 5:30 'Sunl 2:30 -4:30

m
DESKTS^
-DESIGN-

973 Main Street

Springfield, MA
(413)733-5133

The Self-Service Computer Design Center
Create your own documents or let us.

Free 45 minute training period.

Newsleiiers • Resumes • Reports • Menus • Maps

Letterheads • Brochures • Flyers • Forms • Cards

Laser &. Linouon Typesetting • Overnight Word Processing

Op«n Mon. thru Fri. 9:30-5; Sat. 10-1

Evenings by App't. Free Parking, Student Discount.
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NEWMAN CLUB CARNATION SALE
IF YOUR NAME IS LISTED BELOW, PLEASE COME TO THE CAMPUS CENTER

CONCOURSE TODAY FRIDAY THE 13th between 8:30-4:00

A CARNATION IS WAITING FOR YOU! LOOK FOR THE NEWMAN CLUB TABLE

RED I LOVE YOU

PINK • I LIKE YOU

WHITE - 1 WANT TO GET

TO KNOW YOU

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY

18 A»ity Place
Abeiiley. Jia T
Adams . Andrea
Adams . Dawr.

Adams. Jeff
Adams, Kelly
Adatsrn , Ted
Adler. Julian
Adrian. Andrew
Ages. Ekjnna
AJ-iern. Bridaet
Aiken. Tom
Albrecht. Marilyn
Aldrich. Steve
Alechny. T^vais*
Allen. Julie
Alpert. Chuck
Aaado. Maria
Aaarol. Stephen
Anand. Mala
Anderson, Audrey
Anderson, Barry
Anderson. Carla
Anderson. Richard
Andlocl^. Jocelina
Angelo. Holly
Arena. Cheryl
Arent , Laurie
Arias. Maria
ArBian. Saleh
Arruda, Vic
Askins. Ursula
Asner. Mlchele
Avers. Larry
Aziz. Mary
Baker. Dasha
Baker . Paul
Balanqer. Harren
Banks. Donald Lee Dr
Baratta. Lisa
Barbara & Beth 607

Brew- - -.nif er
Brcwr.. Leslie
Brur.et . .'aqueline
Brynjc Ifsscn. Alan
Buck. Madiie
Buckley. Asiy

Budd. Ncelle
Bunce. Julie
Burg. Adrienne
Burke. Joanne of Brittany
Burke. Marianne
Burke. Rick
Burkh , Dennis

Freeman, Eric
Freeman, Kelly
Freeman. Lorna
Frodyma. Annie
Fulciniti. Gail
Fuller. Johnny
Fusaro, Calli
Gagnon

,

Jen
Gagnon

,

Sue
Gallagher, Jim

Burkh. Silvia
Burton, Blossoa
Bush. Sarah
Buslck. Jamie
Buten, Kiaberly
Butler. George
Butler. Missy
Byrne, Kevin
Caeaody, Mariann
Caines, Jim
Caldarola, David
Callahan, Jennifer
Callahan. Kurt
Callahan, Richie
Caaara, Celeste
Caapanlon. Michele
Caapbell, Melanie
Canninghaa, Scott
Canvel , Lauren
Caovette, Karen
Capone. Corinne
Capronl, Leslie
Carbone. Tom
Cardinal. Michelle
Carle. Andrew
Carlson, Karen
Carlson, Steve
Caraody, Donna

Barber. Mary ChrlstlneCarney, Sue
Barcelo. Marlaina
b&ri. Royce
Barlbeau. Renee
Barry, Beth
Bartley, Mike
Bates. Crystal
Bates. Debbie
Bates. Kim
Batista. Harald
Beal. Rich
Beaulieu, Amy
Beaulieu. Brian
Beckwith. Caroline
Belelowitz. Brigitte
Ee larger. Annette
Belkin. Debra
Bellora. Mike
Benclvenga. Karen
Bennett. Beth
Bens. Veronica
Bereley, Ian
Bergeron, Bill
Bern. Rick
Bernard. Lisa
Besau. Michael
Best. Aay
Bianchl . Alison
Birch. Courtney
Bishop, Eileen
Black. Katie
Blackett. Carrie
Blake. Alisa B
Blanchard. Bud
Blanche. Jodi
Blanco. June
Block, Deborah
Blue. Judy
Blua, Laurie
Blua. Steve
Bollard. Terry
Bolsvert. Dawn
Boksanskl. Mike
Bolger. Heidi
Boliver. Diana
Bololan. Sylvia
Bor.liia. Ar.gle
Boore, **At*.

Bcsvell, Paquel
Bc-'T.'.er, Lis*
Bo-yirea-.. ?*a
Brady. Carol
Bra-iy, ':':.lieen

Bragg, Kar.r.ah

Brar.dstader , Veronl'ra
Brand/wine, K-1
Branscoafce. Bob
Bra'jn. Lavld
Brazlie. Patty
Brelaky. Gretchen
Brennan, Tracy
Breyan, Sue
Brock, Lonnle
Brodle, Debbie
Bronelll. Paul
Brooks . Amanda
Brooks, Matt
Broughton, Elizabeth

Caroenter. Ellen
Carpenter. Jill
Carpenter. Jill
Carroll. Patrice
Carson. Anita
Casey, Moe
Casey, Shannon
Cashman. Tricia
Cedrone, Laura
Cerundolo, Lisa
Chagnon, Kathleen
Chang . Chuny 1ng
Chase. Heidi
Cheng , Lynn
Chessler. Rochelle
Chevaire, Nicole
C^likiando. Mathias
Chippley, Tristan
Chlrokas. Thomas
Chong. Melanie Pampers
Chornesky. Tasha
Chorney, Dianne
Christenson, Melissa
Christgau, Jodi
Chupka , Danny
Cintron, Nanette
Clonchini, Michelle
Clarke, Ray
Clemens, Kathy
Clemens, Mike
Coan. Kathy
Coblentz, Hal
Coburn. Jeanne
Coburn, Jodi
Cohen , J^hn
Cohen, Mitchell
Cohen, Stephnie
Cohen. Steve
Coleman, Tom
Collagan, Sharon
Collins, Carolyn
Collins, Kate
Comeau. Phil
Coao. Katera A
Congram. Delia
Connelly. Kirsten K.

Connolly, Kathy
Consultants GRC 125a
Consultants GRC RM 119
Copeland, Jo
Copetas. Karen
Coraler. Lorraine
Correla, Brian
Corrlveau, Tracy
Costello, Arin
Cote. Heather
Cotter, Melissa
Coijnlfiman, Car en
Cowan. Jayne
Cox, Kathlyn
Cox, Warren
Coyle, Brendan
Coyle, Caryn
Craig, Rita
Croke. Mlcheal
Cronln, Erin
Cronln, Erin

Crowley, Walter
Cumalngs, Tiffany
Cur ley, Lauren
Curtis. Lori
Cushing, Melissa
D Aaore. Tracey
D'entreaont. Paul
Damon. Bruce
Dannay, Beth
Darling, Jennifer
Daubenberger , Karen Gal land, Paa
Dauphnee. Michele Gallant, Renee
Davidson, Barbara
Day. Martha
DeGuerra. Andrea
DeRose, John
Del Genio, Jessica
DelGenio. Jessica
Deleilis. Mary BethCaynor,
Deaarco, Patty
Dejcers. Brigid
Deaoura, Douglas
Deapsey, Erin
Deapsey, Jennifer
Deaurs. Karina

Ganim, Toa
Gantley, Franny
Garcia, Marta
Gardner
Gatnik,
Gaudet

,

Kimberly
Joanne
Kia
Lesley
Mika

Dentreaent. Paul
Dery, George C.
Desaulnier, Toa
Desnond, Sue
Desnoyers. Jean
Deveau. Margarwet
Dibble, Elizabeth
Dickinson. Paul
Dlonne, Christln
Diotte, Donna
Dlugitch, David
Doan, Leigh
Dodge, Chris
Dolonsky, Sharyn
Doalgan. Tricia
Donegan , Sha ron
Donkers. Heidi
Donnelly, Kathy
Donnelly, Sheila
Donovan, Drew
Dougherty, Kerri
Dow . Deanna
Dowley, Craig
Dowling, Bob
Doyle, Erin
Doyle, Kathleen
Dresser. Jon
Duffy, Debbie
Dunlea, Chris
Dunn, AnneMarie
Dunn, Kathy
Dunn. Lisa
Dunn. Lisa
Ojprey, Jennifer
Duvarney, Steve
Dwyer, Mary Jane
E2)y, Richard
Eklelhertz, Dana
E^jgiaann, Scott
Eidelaan, Peter
Elkins, Susan
Elliott, Lori
Ellis, Paa
Elnghagen , L inda
Ernst, Valerie
Ertea, Elare
Esta in 1708 JA
Ethler, Kim Ellen
Ewer. Karl
Farnell, Chris
Fearon, Dee
Fedoroff, Janlne
Fee , Jenna
Fein, Jocelyn
Fernandes, Deb
Ferris, Joe
Filbert. Jeanette
Fllkoski, Nancy
Fllteau, Heather
Fine, Allssa
Flnocchlo, Jennifer Hassell
Fitzgerald, Julie Hazmar
Fltzpatrlck, Vicki
Fleming, Doreen
Fl'jnnlff, Suzanne
Flynn. Janey
Font. Haydee
Foran. Rich
Forbes. Colleen
Ford, Christine
Foster, Jane
Foster. Susan
Foster. Wayne
Foster. Kla
Fowler, Dan
Fox, Jeff
Francious, Ann
Francisco, Dave
Frasier, Steve
Frazler, Stephen
Freddy JQA 1310
Frederick, Sue
Fredrik, Jens
Freedraan, Ellen

Gazvin,
Gee . Eddy
Gerety, Susan
Ghantous. Susie
Giglla, Sylvia
Gines, Joannie
Gingras. Nancy
Ginn. Claire
Giroux, Gail
Glassman, Vivian
Glavln. Janet
Glynn, Chris
Gobbl. Denine
Golembewskl, Melissa
Goleabewski .Melissa
Gonick, Jodi
Gonzalez. Marllu
Good. Kevin
Goodaan, Jen
Goodaan , Jen
Goodaan. Marne
Goodwin. Christy
Goodwin. Diane
Goodwin, Paul
Goolh,
Gorczyca, Kathryn
Gorwley, Lisa
Goulart, Suzanne
Goulding, NicoUe
Graf, Martin
Granowltz. Ellsa
Gray, Nicole
Grealey, Teri
Grenier, Paul
Grezak, Sylvia
Grifalconi, Mia
Griffin, Kelly Marie
Grohe, Laura
Grove, Jon
Grube. Gita
Guarlno, Christine
Guidice, Carol
Guiliotis, Marcy
Gulnan, Mary
Guirola, Grace
Gurwitz, Alanna
Guthrie, Elizabeth
Guy, Michelle
Hackett. Victoria
Hagar. Cheryl
Hahn, Rodney L.
Haley, Chris

Thomas
Timothy
Denise
Elisabeth

Haallton, Don
Hammer ton, Rob
Handwerger, Randy
Harrington, Katie
Harris, Susan Tara
Hart, Chip
Hart, Chris
Hartleb. Heather
Harwood, Cheryl
Harwood, Tracey

Debbe
Lisa

Heckel. Michelle
Heggestad, David
Hellen, Melllssa
Hemenway, Jennifer
Henelle, Tom
Hennlngsen, Steve
Henson, Kelly
Herer. Cary
Hickey, Gloria
Hlgglns, Lisa
Hill. Allison
Hlnes. Lynn
Hlrschfield, Beth
Hlrsh. Dawn
Hittner, Lori
Hodge, Russ
Hodge, Sandra
Hodgklns, Brenda & Jes
Hodgson, Jim
Hohlstein, Krlsten
Holmes, Ted
Holter, Fredrik

Haley,
Haley,
Hallee.
Hallet,

Holtz, Jen
Horton, Scott
Hotchkiss, Wendy
Houghton, Kirstie
Houlder, Danielle
Houle, Tracey
Houran. Anne
Houran, Anne
Hughes, David
Hughes. Heather
Hughes, Leslie
Hunf . David
Hurtle. Jackie
Hurtle, Jackie
Iliff. Chuck
Isele, Karlin
Jacobson, Morgen
Jaeops, Pamela
Jamison, Jennifer
Janczura, Steve
Jarck, Lisa
Jarrett , Toa H.

Jeroae, Cathy
Johnsen, Jana
Johnson,
Johnson.
Johnson,
Johnson.
Johnson.
Jones,
Jones,

Chris
Christine
Donna
Kathy
Kimberly

Beth
DuBont

Jones, Morgan
Jones. Richard
Joseph, Bob
Jost, Christine
Jovial. Toa
Jurczyk, Katie
Kaffey, Dave
Kaiaowitz, Nancy
Kaaen. Elyse
Kaaen. Stacey
Kaplan, Michelle
Kaplan, Tina
Kate 312 Plerpont
Keane, Melissa
Keene. kathryn
Kellogg, Jeff
Kelly, Chuck
Kelly, Lori
Kelsey, Margaret
Kelvin, Debbie
Kelvin, Debra Sue
Kennedy, John D
Kennedy, Sharon
Kenny, Wog
Kerrigan, Christine
Khung, Brian N
Kllaer, clndy
King, Ann
Kingman. Steve
Kingsbury, Paula
Kingston, Cindy
Klrshenbauffl. Bonnie
Klrshenbaum, Peter
Klslel. Arlene
Klssell, Kamilla
Klelnschmldt. David
Kllmas, randy
Knopf, Kevin
Koenig, Mary
Kofman, Jason
Kogon, Marny
Kohler, Maureen
Kohn. Chris
Kolb. Eric
Kolbe, Lisa
Korman , Sari
Kotz. Julie B.
Kozukl, Julie Marie
Kracht, Debbie
Krauss, Dawn
Kregle, Suzy
Krletman. Kathy
Kroen. Kelry
Kroeplln, Meg
Krupzcak. Liz
Krusell, Eric
Kscaszcz, Carla
Kuhl. Vicky
Kullopolous. Christ
Kulplnskl. Nancy
Kulya, Susan
Kunlshlna. Julie
Kusnetz. Neal
LaBelle, Paige
LaFont , Haydee
LaPierre. Diane
Lafeve, Christine
Lafler, Linda
Lalng, Bonnie
Lambert, Stefan
Laraere, Chris
Lamp, Lisa
Lampropoulo, Maria

sic Lane, Lois
Langeleh, Steph
Langlols, Cindy
Lapp In, Thom
Lasky, Eric

Latina, Kerrl
Laver. Craig
Lavole, Nlkkl
Layton, Lauren
Leahy, Lucretla
Leary, Lu-Ann
Lee, Amity
Leibowitz, Sue
Lenhardt, Andrew
Leonard, Susan
Levenson. Elaine
Lever. Todd
Levin, Marcy
Levy , Dana
Levy, Wayne
Li, Bonnie
Li ban. Jay
Llbbares. Lisa
Llbman, Brian
Llcclardl, Karen
Llee, Angela
Llaoncelll. Nancy
Lin, Eileen
Lin. Foster
Llndgren, Adlna
Lindner, Seanne
Linowskl, Sally
Linscott, Susan
Litzlnger, Jan
Lltzlnger. Janet
Livingston, Marcla
Lopes. Franc Ine
Lopez, Ana
Lorax, The
Lord, Jeff
Lorlng, Leila
Love, Tracy
Lovely, Paa
Lovely, Pamela
Lovett, Susie
Lovltz, JoAnn
Lozler, Donna
Lucas, Jane "Patricia'
Lucey, Sean
Lucler, Christine
Luippold. Camllle
Lund. Jenifer
Lussler. Chad
Lynch, Beth

Kim
Kim
Tricia
Christina

Colin
Margaret

Lynch,
Lynch,
Lyons,
Haass,
MacNeun,
Macclnl

,

Macdonald. Mark
Macedo. Maria
Mack, Dave
Macomber, Chris
Maddalena, Karla
Mage ri son, Lynda
Magnan, Kelly
Magrl, Jill Ellzebeth
Mahdauy, Maryann
Mahoney , Thoa
Mahoney, Wllllaa
Malr, Glen
Makl , Autumn
Maney, Charles Quirk
Manning, Kathy
Marengo, Millie Sr.
Marks, Diane
Marques, Ana
Marrero, Sharon
Martel, Christine
Martell, Christine
Martin, Beth
Martin, Colleen
Martin, Jill
Masaschl, Lisa
Maatrototaro. Julie
Mativia, Laura
Matott, Andrea
Matott, Susan
Mattot, Sue
Maurer , Janet
May, Sarah
Mayhew, Craig
Mayzer, Michele

ojMcAllister . John
McCarthy, Billy
McCarthy. Marybeth
McCarthy, Steve
McCarthy, Timmy
McCarthy, William
McCracker, Meredith
McCrea, Tlsh
McCusker. Maureen
McDermott, Kathleen
McDonald, Molly
McDonough, Charlie
McDonough, Dennis
McDonough, Sheila
McDougle, Andrew
McGinnis, Julie
McGlaughlln, Gall
McGovern, Ellen
McGrath, Carroll
McGrath, Lori

McGrath
McKenna
McKenna
McKenna
McKeon.
McKnlcrht
McLauahlln,
McLauqhlln.
McLauohlin,

Lori Ann Nathan, Sarah
John T Nazareno, Zoralda
Judie Neaubauer, Jennifer
Kathleen Nedrow. Jill

Michelle Nee, Christine
Jennifer Netf. Tracy

Marcie Neffusey, Lisa
Michele Nelson, Eric
Tricia Nelson, Noah
ellie Nelson, Roberta
Nancy AnneNeaetz, Debbie
Michael Ness«anhead. Lester

NessBanheadtoast , Jeff
NewcoMb, Bob
Nevman. Gail
Newman , Jenny
Nichols, Cristen
Nlckerson. Laura
Nieraan. Debbie
Nobrega, Ed
Nobreqa, Joe
Nobreqa. Nina
Novotny. Margaret
O'Brien. Bob

Brlen, Pattl
Brlen. Robert J.

O'Connor, Maureen
O'Donnell, "M"

Kathy
Kathy

McNamara.
McParland
McPherson
McSherry,
McSherry.
Mcleod. Ton
Medieros, Lynn
Meehan , Tracy
Mehlqan. Frank
Melanson. Denise
Melton, Rob
Mendel son. Rebecca
Merael, Tanay
Merkl, Florence
Metcalf , Ti«
Meyers, Felice
Meyr. Cynthia
Michaels. Evan
Michail. Spyros
Milbert. Scott
Miller, Bob
Millet, Dave <Jerryi
Mills, Christopher
Minasian, Lvnn
Miner. Meredith
Mlrault. Ken
Mlsra. Sanlu
Mitchell, KlBberley
Mlzrachi, Mlcheal
Moffatt. Scott
Molbhan. Eileen
Moloney, Erin
Monahan. Cathy
Monahan. Lisa
Moore, Diane
Mootaf Ian
Horan, Annette
Horan. Dave
Morltarty. Katherlne
Morrln, Rhonda
Morris, Lana
Morrlsey, Frank
Morrison, Marlfrances Papaflmo.

Moruay, Karen
rtouradlan, Dave
Moy. Mary
Moye, Nicky
Moyrtahan . Shaun
Mulcahy. Aay

0'

MuUane
Mulrey.
Murphy

.

Murphy.
Murphy,
Murray,
Murray,
r^ssonl
Myers

Chris
Lisa
John
Sarah
Sue
Joanne
Tara
Katey

^n
Myles, Chri«
Nadeau, Jane
Nadeau. Jane
Naael, Jeff
Nakakura, Naoai
Napolltano. Laurie
Nash. Nancy Jean

OKeefe, Laurie
0' Leary, Heather

Meara, Colleen
Nell, Christine
Nell. Sue
Nell, Susan Helen

Olansky, Justine
Oleson, Chip

L 01 sen, Irene
Olsen. Joanne
Oaella. Janet
Ondrlck. Steve
Oreflce. Stephanie
Orlando, Mandy
Orlaudella. Michael
Ortiz. Jessie
Oxaan. Andy
Pacheeo. Hayne
Palaer. Keith
Pal«er, Mary
Paataleon. Ceaaa
Pandolf, Tlra
Paollno, Marouerlte

Erica
Paplrlo. Tony
Paprowlcz. Jayne
Park. Maria
Parker. Cheryl
Parsons. Tracey
Parsons. Tracey
Patel. Salta
Patnaude. Lori
Pattlson, Jania
Pearson. Bobble
Pelleqrl, Maureen
Peloakl. Marybeth
Peltier. Sandra
Pepl. Cheryl
Peralta. Julie
Percx. Lourdea
Peret. Lourdeslda
Perex. Rey
Percx. Son 11

Perez. Susan
ChrisPerry,

Petersen, Matt

Petlthony, Michael
Petracca. Heath
Petrocelll, John
Phalan. Karen
Phil pott, Trlsha
Phlster, Twisted
Piazza, Jodi
Pldeqo, Kla
Pledra. Mike
Plersall, Eric
Pikul, Deb
Plttaan, Leslie

reyPlace, Jackie
Plante, Billy
Plati, Dawn
Ploessl. Anqle
Podkowka, Debbie
Poll. Kia
Pollack. Cecilia
Pond. Maura
Pond, Paa
Portier, Richard
Poselle, Robert
Potter. Alison
Po««ell. Chester
Preston, Roqer
Price. Edward
Prior, Barry
Prlsbey. Susan
Prlsbrey. Susan
Prussaan, Todd
Purcell. Zorlaan
Putt, Arthur
Quant . Paul
Ouarles. Delphine
Queen ie, Taaai
Quiqley. Joseph Fr.

Qulqley, Meaqhan
Quill. Josselyn
Radocha. Stephanie
Rahlal . Raaln
Raaaswaai , Ralan
Raasey, Karen
Rando, Kathy
Rapp. Michelle
Rapplnq. Alison
Rayaortd. Deb
Reaqan, Kelly Ann
Rearden, Cathy
Redaond. Anqela
Rellly. Kevin
Relsaan, Lynette Beth
Reaondi. Ed
Renee 338 Baker
Revelra. Gloria
Rlccl. Carla
Rich 63 Squire Village
Rlddell, Tracy
Rldqe, Carolyn
Riqaut. Kathy
Riley. Cristin
Rtsken. Lisa
Ritchie, Glenn
Robertson. Sean
Robinson. Kla
Robinson. Laura
Rocco, Tony
Roche, Michelle
Rockwood, Paiqe
Rodger*. Sarah
Rodriguez, Erinice
Roller. Robin
Rollins, Geoffry
Ronayne, Jay
Rose, Debra

Rosen, Aay
Rosen. Warren
Rosenberq, Sheri
Rosenthal. Paa
Rouff, Carol Goraan 414
Roundtree, Beth
Roussos, Steph
Roy, Debbie
Roye, Anita
Rubin, Anna
Rubin. Anna
Rubinstein. Steve
Ruqg, Debb
Ruaaell, Joe
Ruoff, Jennifer
Russe, Zahyra
Russell. Liz
Russo, Jennifer
Ryan, Christine
Sadera, Christine
Saqaniski, Kya
Saqe, David
Sage, John M.

Saqea. David R.
Salsfleld, Lydla
Salvaqglo. Vincent
Sanchez. Jeannette
Sandefur, David
Sanderson, Craig
Sandorfi, Cell la

Santlaqo, Zoralda
Santosusso, Krlsten
Saroukhanlans. Suzi
Saunders, Jo Ellen
Scalese, Call
Scanlon. Jalaie
Scannell, Robyn
Schllke. Maureen
Schlier, Connie
Schnael. Linda
Schnall. Linda
Schneilder, Nell
Schonwotd. Martin
Schrelner. Lauren
Scott. Dayna
Seger. Ellen
Selover. Beth
^exton. Karen
Seyaour. Stephanie
Shabowski, Holly
Shaka-aoto, Monica
Shaaon. Joel
Shapiro, Evan
Shapiro. Judy
Shapiro. Lisa
Shapiro. Mike
Sharpe. Monl
Sheedy. Cathy
Shephard. Steven L,

Shields. Carrie Sue
Shields. Susan
Shlshll. Cheryl
Shuaway. Aldona
Slegel. Robbie
Sllkoff, sharl
Silva, Joe
Siaoneau. Andrea
Sinner, Jody
Slok. MaryAnne
Sklarz. Chris
Saegal. John Fr.
Saeltzer. Jeff
Salth. Darlene Marie
Salth. Lisa

Salth. Liz
Salth. Peter
Snell. Steven
Snyder. Richard
Soholoff, Nick
Solialnu, Glna
Solod, Lori
Sonett, Susie
Sorel. Laurie
Sowa. Ellen
Sp>«racio. Francesca
Spauldlng. Sharon
Speizounls, Heidi
Spencer. Jane
Spencer, John
Spitz, Steve
Spltzer, Alison
St. Jean, Sue
St. Louis. Rosevelt
St.Couer, Scott
Stacia
Stanton, Matthew
Stapel. Sharon
Starry. Scott
Stein, Erin
Stein, Erinn
Steinberg. Andrew
Steph in 1708 JA
Sternberg, Rob
Stevens, Michele
Stewart. David
Stewart, Richard
Stolz, Chris
Stopberg. Chris
Stratton. Jennifer
Stuhlflre. David
Styspeck, Ann
Sullivan, Jeanne
Sullivan, Lynn
Sullivan^ Patricia
Sullivan, Paul
Suaaers. Dan
Surrette, Bob
Susan & Janice 202
Susie in 10 Thoreau
Sutter, Crissy

Lorenzo
Pete
Ann Marie

Tracl
Ellse M.

Tuohey, John Fr.
Turcotte, Lisa
Turaall. Karin
Turner, Catherine
Turner, Kathy
Turner. Troy
Ulalnski. Lori
Urlarte. Jeannette
Uzzo, Allison
Vadeboncour . Jean Mar
Valdez. Al
Van Dyk, Sue Ellen
VanEtten, Julie
Vanderschoot . Rudi
Vassallo. Betsy
Vechiarelli. Hendy
Ventura, Thoaas
Vertucci, Jia
Viens, Glnny
Villa. Helga
Vindice, Beth
Haqgne r . Sha ron
Hahraftlg, Nancy
Maiden, Joanna
Walinsky, Michelle
Walker, Cory
Wallach, Russell
Waller, Melissa
Walsh. Arlene
Walsh. Barbara
Warner, Danny
Wateraan, Kla
Watterud, Scott
Welgard, Toa
Weinberg, Leslie
Weinberg, Stacey
Welner ,Tonl
We I saan , Devra
Weiss. Lucy
Weiss. Sara
Welch. Veronica
Wellwood, Becky
Wellwood, Sherri

Craapt Wentzel, Marilyn

Wood , Dawn
Wood, Mark
Woodhead, Missy
Woodhouse, Jane
Wooster, Stephen
Worden, Deb
Wozlak, Alborz
Wright, Paaela
Yates. Megan

leYounq, Peter
Yous. Craig
Zaccardo, Katrina
Zaluski, Greg
Zaniboni, Rick
Zauasky, Michael J.

Zeeland, Kathy Van
Zetlin, Lori
Zipper linq, Joy
Zirpolo, John
Zoalefer, Jay
de Roode, Aay

Sutton.
Sutton,
Swanson

,

Swartz,
Sweet,
Swift, Katherlne
Swindell. Rhonda
Sworlnskl. IXrebble
Syatt. Carol
Tarantlno. Chris
Tarantino. Christina
Terry. Suzanne H.

The Fab Four
Theroux. Steve
Thlbodeau, Steve
Thlrkell, Colleen
Thoason, John Edward
Tibblts. Jeff
Tlernan. Katv
TlitfUin. Shiobhan
Toabe. Paaay
Toohey, Mike
Torres. Giselle
Torres. Ruthheila
Touchette, Cindy
Trabon. Shelly
Traegger. Lisa
Tran. Quang
Tucker, Cathy

Werschier. Paul
Werschler. Susan
West. Rob
Westcott. Kara
Weston. Matthew
Wetzell. Kurt
Wheeler. Jeff
l<a^itaker. Dee
White, Dr. Robert
White. Lori
White. Saaantha
Whittle, Sarah
Whyte. Judy
Wiedellqht, Stacy
Wiqgetaan. Andreo
Wlqon. Maria J.
Wlllnsky. Jenny
Winialna. Nerain
WllUaas. Doug
WlUlaas. Kla
Willlaas. Kirk
WllUaas. Marsha
Wllloughby. Sherry
Wilson, Cindy
Wilson. Kla
Win, Kan
Wlshwow. Adaa
Wlodarczyk. Ed
Wolinskl. Rich
Wonq. Natalie

CENTRAL
INTELUOENCE

ACSNCY
...where your career is America's strength.

Unique overseas

assignments

that challenge

We are not talking about a lOb. but a

unique professional career that pro-

vides an uncommon measure of personal

challenge and satisfaction. And the work

IS important. It answers the question.

"What can I do for my countiy?"
tol/^rit-

It is a career with ne>M honzons. You yOUT eVefy laienie
will frequently live and work in foreign

lands and interact with persons on all levels.

You will find yourself in situations that will test your self-

reliance to the utmost situations that demand quick

thinking to solve problems on the spot

You can forget atout a 9 to 5 routine. You must be

adventurous yet '-elf-disciplined and tough-minded. And

your as!^ignment'i will call on ttie deepest resources of

your intelligence, knowledge and responsibility.

To those who qualify, we provide the opportunity to

succeed. Not for public applause. But for yourself .

and our nation.

• a colleg* degree wHh good
academic record

• fmHtmi
• exc»»«nt oral and wiltten

communicattons

You must have U.S. citizenship and a

knowledge of foreign affairs. Maximum
age 35 Foreign travel, previous resi-

dence abroad, graduate study, or military service would

be pluses.

The Qualifications

An overseas career in the CIA demands a

rare combination of capabilities:

• strong interpersonal skHls

• aptitude for learning a fore«gn language

a^>-'cr,

Career Growth
You will begin with our extensive career ti^aining program

at a salary range between $22,000 and $34,000 depend-

ing on qualifications Thereafter, you will be promoted as

rapidly as your talent and performance permit

To explore a career with us, start by sending a letter with

resume referring to the above specific qualifications,

along witti a thoughtful explanation of why you believe

you qualify, or contact your College Placement

Office.

C4,.

PERSONNEL REPRESENTATIVE
P.O Box 1920- ^^DC

General Mail Facility

Boston, MA 02205

''VjH^

Ttie CIA IS an Equal Opportunity Employer
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HAPPY

VALENTINES'S DAY
to the one I Love

L.L.M.

Valentine

\y

CHINESE
'j^ CUISINE

THIS VALENTINE'S DAY
WE HAVE CREATED A

SPECIAL DINNER FOR TWO
ATSZES

Tendalotn of beef faepated m a

spicy sauce served with snow peas

Fresh Maine Lobster in ginger

sauce with cnspy ncwdles and

Chinese vegatables

All dinners for two include two glasses

of wine and a flower for the ladies.

"Enjoy An Evening At Our Piano Bar

THE NIGHT IS YOURS"
Reservations recommended

50 Main Street, Northampton 5865708

FOUR SEASONS
584-8174 • Rt 9 Hadley

THE FOUR SEASON SUPER SPECIAL

OF THE WEEK

BECKS LIGHT OR DARK

$15.95 CASE - S3.99 6-PK

CASE SPECIALS
BUSCH $8.99

BUD $10.99

ROLLING ROCK LONG NECKS

OUR EVERYDAY LOW PRICE $10.99

CARLING BLACK LABEL ... $6.99

UTICA CLUB $6.99

SCHMIDTZ 16oz bar bottles $8.75

HEINEKEN 12-PKS • 5/99

SIX PACK SPECTACULARS
BECKS U/Darkmmw^m^,mdH*m^H. $3.99

DAB Grab • Dab $4.49

HARP put a imia Iriah in ya $4.49

HOPPENPERLE $3.49

SAM ADAMS $4.99

Valentine's Day Specials
larties & Joymes Wine Coolers $3.49 4pk

Andre Chcimpogne

White, Wnk, and Cold Duck $2.99

Marlon While ZInfandel . $4.49

Amoretto Dl Saronno $13.99 750ml

Kegs? There's no such thing as a lower

price than us. WE DELIVER 584-8174

Kansas group makes a good album after long drought
Kansas
Power
MCA Records
(**1'2)

By DAVID R MARK
Collegian Stafi"

It has been more than a decade since "Dust in the

Wind", Kansas' last -1 song. Soon after that, lead sjnger

Steve Walsh decided to pursue a solo effort, which failed

miserably.

Given the situation at hand, lead guitarist Steve Morse,

also unsuccessful in solo and collaborative efl'orts, con-

tacted Walsh about the possibility and plausibility of

reuniting Kansas. The result is the group's latest venture

Pouer, an intergrated mix of l)oth the loud and the soft,

the piano based ballad and the guitar based hard rock

First, the soft, which is generally better than the loud.

The song "AH I Wanted", a song of hurt as a part of love.

ft
^^^^^^^11

DRINK OF THE WEEK
Captain Morgan & Coke $1.25

BEER OF THE MONTH

works well because of Walsh's naturally harmonic, though

sometimes sharp edged voice (How many times will it

take Hurting me the way you doHow many times till I

break Tou're hurting me the way I'm loving you the way

I do I. Following this is a clean synthesizer piece

That also seems to be the problem with many of the rcK-k

.songs on the album. The idea is there, and the harmony

on chorus lines is appreciated, but the sound is similar

to a number of other groups. They're a cross between

Journey and Survivor, but not as g(K)d. The only excep

tions to this are the title song, which is energetic, and

"Secret Service ", a song with potent lyrics. Control under-

cnrcryoii tan paral\ze Errry loirr is (im- morv rii-tim ihi'y

ni'ifr realist'.

Overall, Pouer is a decent album, and a good ellort ron

sidenng the long ab.sence from the recording studios on

the part of Walsh and Mor.se. HowfVti . it lacks consist. ii

cy at times, and occasionally falls into a creative rut Kan
.sas has modernized the sound heard in "Dust in tht-

Wind", and. as the title sugge.sts. added the ii.h .--^.irv

power to take them into the 80's. Now we have to wait

for their next album to see if they abuse that newfound
p<jwer

St Paifli Girl • • • • •••••••••••• $1.30

ITS TOUGH TO BEAT THE SUPER PRICES AT

STUDENT FARES

N\t/Sl. Crou Ml^
NYC/Caricas $293

WCiParis $381

NYC/london $361

N\C/Romc $433

WflMfisinki $453

COUMCILTRAVIL
AM»«BT

COPY A lOT

SAVE A LOT

HAL> '

kinko's
CrMN( Cf«9R

253-2543
220 N. Pleasant St

Yott Are Cordially Invited To Spend

A Special Evening, Saturday, Febrtiary 14th

FREE CARNATIONS
WILL BE GIVEN TO
THOSE DRESSED IN

SEMI-FORMAL ATTIRE

Photographers to take

pictures of you and yotir

favorite Valentine

Sponsored by
Ritz Camera

Proceeds to go to

Helen Mitchell House
A shelter of Young
Women with families

\^^^
^/

^ THEPUB^S ^
1 Valentine's

SATURDAY FEBRUARY 1 4

9:30 - 1 AM
Disc Jockey

Free Munchies
No Cover

DRINK SPECIAL
LOVERS GIN

Vodka, Sloe Gin, Juices

$1.25

DINNER SPECIALS
SERVED FROM 4:30 • 9.30

Trotellini Alfredo

$6.95

Baked Stuffed Chicken

$8.25

Baked Seafood Casserole

$8.95

Roast Leg of Lamb
$8.25

Roast Beef au Jus

$7.95

Cherry Pic Ala Mode
With Any Special

New Dinner Entree

^PB*Q.
5?.\-\-\.N.

175 UNIVERSITY DRIVE
AMHERST

Steal)
Stadium

Liquors

•KMITEtW

^- ROUTE 9

253-5595 1 75 UNIVERSITY DRIVE

KEGS - FREE DELIVERY OFF CAMPUS

CARLING 12 pk cans $4.40 + .60

CARLING 12oz bottles $7.95 + T.50

COORS or LIGHT 12pk cans $5.65 + .60

MILLER DRAFT 12 pk cans $5.80 +.60

ROLLING ROCK 12pk cans $5.25 + .60

STROHS or LIGHT 12pk cans ... $5.15 + .60

OLD MILWAUKEE SUITCASE .. $8.80 + 7.20

SCHAEFER SUITCASE $8.80 + 1.20

BUSCH SUITCASE $9.95 + $7.20

LEFRANC TABLE WINE 1.5L $2.99
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PI VllantinM Day Hmtv youf« Uon«iu«

MOOSC-HAWAH WM grMI but you>•
b»n*'' IN •twAyt lOM you but nol WaiMr<
Thanks lot >1 a* I LoM Vou DMT-HMlh*«

I'M AMAZED A how much I couU ha««
nwHwKMvhadntinadagwn vouarvm*
bMi ton* I •«•« had Thanti* ky ma lann

m H* Happy Vaiamina'f.Todd i LOVE
VOO' Uynn

HAPPV VALENTMC'S OAV Dy iha «ay
haw* I lotd you mat youf HUGE ysa you TY
Aiachny I Lova Vou Ja«

JEFF HAM>V VALENTMCS OAV! I Um*
Vou lona and lona OaMM

; JAMCE' HAP^V vatemma* I

Um« Vou Jo»n

SiSSA. HAPPY VALENTMGB Day Low
UTA<Jul<0)

VALENTINE SOANNV-HAP^
Day ChnrMy

nuZ OUM Enanwradoa LaaOaMasu
pana moogo Ala lanMAaCacno

JPnWV.TELL Mi 'tombing Happy
VaMMma t Day Sarah

JONATHAN, EVEN TMOUOM t<m« and
apace may tieap u* apart you know y(^'N

Mwayt hawa my l«M«t toy* Km

tut, WHAT ANC you wMMig ^at"*

Onmanm*'' Happy VaMnanaa 0«y* Lo««
PtaMi

DEAREST KATIE- IT S l«9proacnmg t«c
«ondeiiul yaars now Kaap giving fnt you'

lovm a* « cauaa your nty ti>nd o> mroman
Kaios I lova you Kavma.

BN.L CILMORE-SunPIVSE' l|uM wanwd
to *ay Happy v*(ant>nas Day TharMs kv aH

you do. Bacauaa l raaly lova you' Lova
BoMM

WAN. VOU RE THE boat! I » lova you
always' Mar,

SHVEETNESS. HAPPV VALENTINES dav
Lov« Va Gary

MKMY O! MISSINO you in C ' Happy
Vaiantina s Day-Hair^

SON vou RE THE graaiaat i LovtTvou""

TAMMVI HAPPY VALENTINES Day-
Coma aaa ma and ifu my favorite wacM
onas ' Chie*

HEY PUNK N. HAPPY Vatantmas Day and
Happy Anniversery too Love always Me

JANET, YOU ARE the one and or>ly true

lova o» my hie Won t you be my Valanttna'>

I lova you Joshua

TEEN AND JIM Have a great day together
I love you' Patty

STEVE HUZet. ITS aftnoM a yaw and
im aaa n«ra Can you beiwve Ht Hap9y
VaianMaa Day I Lova Vou' Moa

ETH ANNE THMKINC atXKit you' Hap
py Va«ant>r»a s Da» FRO

ETH KV CMMS KMS Happy VMMinas
Day The Hawa»an

MKE LYOON! BUNDLE bunrty Mys have
a Happy Vatentme s Day' Lova Va"

DEAR STEPN - HEUE't Itopvig you will

be my Vaier«ina i rmaaad you \*ax

waanarW Lova your nmntftitioi with the

lutleneciis

TO MY BABY Dan Happy Valarriina Birth

day I rmsa you Lova your WMlam Qin

JEFF BABY - VOU are conMant^ on my
mind ILOVE YOUMOBeOoniiwgai*'
I m never letting go' l mus you OENA

ROOER - EVERVTHINO YOU say artd do
a making me happ«r than ever I WILL
NEVER LOVE ANYONE AS I^UCH AS I

LOVE VOU" -Happy Vaiamine s Day
Swaetie Ma XOX

LUANN. HERE'S YOUR very own vaien
tme Vou ate a true triend' Love ^nn% P S
I swear I didn'l send him' a tlower'

JOHN THANKS FOR an the laughs

aiM] good tirrta*. wiih the hope of many
mora to come i Lova Vou - Anme

SWEET T TURNER Mj^jpy Vatenitne s

Day' Vou re such a Potsy. but i lova you
baby Only one o< ua can be cool anyways
Lova Vou always Pinoy

HAPPY VALENTINE S DAY to L<ssie

Ma"e and Erick Love Alir>e

PUMPKIN - HAJPPY VALENTINE DAY'
Looking forward to a great weekend with

my special valentine' Love Vou - L C

ROBERT - TO MY live Teddy Bear Let s

snuggle sometime soon Happy Valerftma's

Day and Happy eight months I Lova Vou
Wobbley P S I Love your single

JULIE BOOLIE JUST a note to say how
special you are to me Tl>anks lor being
such a good fnend Remeber don't speed
Happy Valentine s Day Love your besiest

budiest

TO EILEEN. MV kwa cM ma baal cKo««
I aver nMda waa chooamg 10 tHp the world

lomaawilhyou Vou are MB my obaaaann
I Love Vou Kitian

PETER LABRANCHE — 1 Love Vou Hap-

py Anniversary Trac*-

MONOO - HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY.
Love Eddie ft Wilka The Cacho family

DEAR LEANIK. HAPPY VaienlmeV Day
to my abaoMa tavorii* With an )ny kna.

Jo^ua

DESPERATELY SEEKING BLONDE man
Ar . .

• A tfom NOHO Pos! Ottice to

UMaas on zri around 3 30 PM wearing

blua jackal lan cordt with red backpack
I sal bafund you (black coat and ponyiail)

Would love to meet you CaB Christine

ARE the best thing'KRITTER. YOU
Smifet Megg«

PAM. B.P S AND WOOWOOS lorevar"

Thanks tor being (here (were) Happy VO
Love always Bwana B P

MAURA, I KNOW you ve been waitirva lor

this" Happy Valeniir\e's Day' Love Beth

LUNA A PUNJAB. I It always love you

guy* Vou hold a spectal place m the

caiaaiial pl«w oi my heart Happy V
Love lorevar Bwana

CORI. THANKS FOR being a great friend

f<.is ihe MEllO tor me Love ahvays Bugs

JOSE, (A.K.A ORACULINA). I Love Vou"
Happy Valentine's Day' Lova always ft

lorever Hose B

HAPPY VALENTINE S DAY: KifTt. Cathi

and Siivana Love va, Jodi

HAPPY V-D Lisaa. Qarcom. Bula. Anne
40? IS really sweet' Love. Damille

MARY. I NEED YOU, I want ycM. arid in

always lova you Brian

TOM LAPORTE HAPPY Valentines Day'
Love Patty

KELLEY S. A sincere Happy Valentine's

and hope that we can meet someday S
Admirer

SUE — JOE I know I don't count but have
a Happy Valentine's Day anyway Vou re

a ternfic roommate I Love You. Kns-Bro

STEVEN SHEPHARD - Happy V-Oay and
21st B-Day' Love Nermin

MITCH HI HONEY. Happy Valenline s Day
Its been a great 10 months together with

many more to come I Love You Suzanne

HI CHARUE HAPPY Vaianttna* Day bun-
ny I Love Vou Amy

WELCOME HOME MEHECASI Happy V
Day I Love Vou always' Love Mary l>lupis

SPC — THANKS FOR making me so hap-

py in so many ways Happy V Day! i Love
vou Qnpa

TO BOO I hope you have a great Valen-
iinas Day You. my httle secret agent
ptgpan. is the love w my life Love ya Phil

I LOVE VOU

TOMMY TELL JUNKM I said Happy Valen^

tine's Day I Love Vou Honey, now and
forever Love you' California BB'

TO AMY. THANKS for making this year so
greal Have a happy Valentines Day I owe
yoii one hot tub and much more I love you
kid" Vou' Valenline. Rick

SAM.MY BEAUTIFUL boy Three years ol

happiness isn t enough Let's make it 20
and get nch together Love. Your beautiful

women

TO THE STOWE ski bums especially

Augie(who kept me warm at night) Happy
Valentines Day love Julie

HEY SHARI, HAVE
flaky.kjse' roommate

a V D ILovo. your

YOU CAN T.YOU CANT.YOU CANT
WHAT? The waiting was worth it' The past

i Tionths have been the tjest ever iust

learn how to &r>eeze l Love You more and
each day goes t>ye IF only you know who
could see us now I Love Vou always and
torever

CASS. .C A girt like you deserves the best

of everything lets start with me""y-

JULIE V I Love You Happy Valentines Day
love Scott

HAL I WOULD travel more than a

million. miles lor you care to remind me
why'' Happy Valentines Day and I Love Vou
Becky

INGE V FRIDAY night was lun-next lime I

promise we'll do more dancing' Mark

BEAUTY-BE MY Vaienline'and a yrhole lot

more I Love Vou. The Beaai

LAURA THE STARS seemed real, yet it

takes time to stop grinning Smiling til my
ctieeks are so sore' M

TO MY BEST buddy arvj pal. we made it

this far-even though nobody approved' I

knew we couU do it' Happy Valentine's Day
Honey' Love your best buddy ft pal

SNUGOET. VOU ARE Ihe sunshine which
lighted my darkness and warmed my cold

heart I Love Vou bunches Snugger

LIZ smith"— HAPPY Birthday ft Valen-

tine's Day' Space cakes, ftaine France kid-

napped in West Berlin, royalty in Rome
Pans punks in London - I wouldn I have
wanted to share it with anyone else' Let's

end your teen era in style and go CRAZY
Love You Mich

WANT TO SEE your amazing face, lets talk

Jamaica' Miss you sweetpea's t>esl fnend

HAPPV BIRTHDAY STEPHENI Now that

you are legal you can go through as many
yellow lights as you want! Love Pam

NANCE — VOU KNOW lis you I wanna
hold so light I need you avd love Frank

DEAR DAVE OF THETA CHI Fraternity

I'm ^usl here lo say have a Happy Valen-

tine s Day lo a very special guy I love you'

Jeanie of Mount Holyoke

JEANNETTE - EL ROSAL de mi casa.

cuando en ei palio le ve. se despoja de sus

(lores para hechahas a tus pies Te quiere.

Ivan

SALLY, YOU MEAN irrare lo me every day'

Happy Valentine s Day Love, Tom

YO MOSES, HERE'S to air hankies fine

China, separate bank accounts and pie a

la mode' Thanks for makir>g all Ihe good
times better I Love Vou Laura

DEAR MOE REMEMBER me Pub.
showers, blowing off classes and HONEY'
Summer on the Cape and Fall everywhere
else It s only getting better' ETU Brutus''

I Love Vou Steve

MY DEAREST BANG, all the love m the

world IS barely enough to express the love

I have lor you my fiance I Love Vou' Boom

WILLIAM E PROBST Happy Valentine s

Day Itom the GoWan Qiri

CTJEW^BUJiMilE HAPPV Valentine s

Day t Love Vou Syi

TO MV FAVORITE t'uitmg body Happy
Valantme s Day' Lets learn what lorever is

logattter i Love vou' Hotaftaad

JERRY. BEAUUEU HAPMEST Vaiarv

tines Day ever Keep dreaming yeltow AR
my kiva Su/y

LUPPV, HOW COULD I no! think ol you on
an occasion such as tms^' Slay well and
ba good Much k>ve always Me

DEAR KAREN, WELL here <t is. the per

sonal that you ve been waiting tor for lour

year* now Happy VManlina * Day I Lova
Va Me

RICH. IF I know what love i«, it i* because
of you Thank you tor knowing me I LOva
Vou Marilu/ I Love You

MARCELLA (OUERIOA), HOPE your

^

I* as special a* you are Tu amigo con
amor Eric

JOANNE, I M WILLING to make it work if

you are Happy Valentine s Day Love Paul

JOYCE D.D. HAPPY Valentine s Day I

Love Vou baby Slave D

It AMITY PLACE and the two lernfic

blonda* from Mam Strael Thanks for the

moat wondarlul graduation present" I Love
Vou guys A

TO THE HILLTOP boya Happy VaMmmaa
Day tha gid on tha bika

KAEK-MV LOVELY peach.iake the p^ture

out im still here i Love Vou Jama*

KJI TO THE beautifuHest pap or w Ha«>^

py Valentines Day be mine love JCM

TO MY UTTLE sisters Laun and CoMaan-
Happy Vaienttnas Day from your big

brother' Love Ed

BOB IN NEVER be awaiy wnn you around'

I Love Vou very much Jan

HEY TELLI JEAN, who toves you'''' I do
cornflakes Shoggm soon Believe Love
WPG Happy VaJentines Day'

DEB HAPPY VALENTINES day' I LOVE
VOU' Dan

TO A CERTAIN special someone m
southwest You are asian.5 3 '' t00lt>s'>

one ot tour seen at tl>e Berkahir* I am
Hopmg tor A chance to meat you WacouM
ba Iriends Wishing you a vary Happy
Valanlme • Day Your sacral admaai

OfINA MIfTtIM

. THE TIMES thai «re have apanl
Mgathar have bean magical Vouralnand-
sh0 has been one ol akiry) and wfwn wash0r
kiss

Evan
tire' Happy Valentines Day Lova

BR MAT

MY LITTLE BWTISH Janata Hi< tt s not

my car' Thank you so much lor itte vi*ai

I Love and miss you already' Wiii you ba
my Valantna? Ltxra Barry

USSIIS

ROSES ARE RED and viotats are blue my
name « MuNy and I k)v« you* P S Can wa
piiaaa uy ma tapastfy ttus ima?

HOBSI lovn

JAY, TONMMr- • I CANT waHt Happy
V-Oay Ahaays. Jotii

OMO — DONG YOU'RE potato k>ves you
vary much' Love Pat

TRUCKS AND FLOWERS in a kitchen and
a bathroom I Love You tiecause you are

the baby

MOMMY — DO IT lor Van Gogh Frank

CarKly cotored clown"

HEY 997 NORTH Pleasant Street' Will you
all be my Valentine'" Maybe we can have
tun in Greg s waterbad Dave can bring

Ihe yvhippad crama' Have an awesome day
roomies' Get ready for a narty spring

together' Mike's Westview on Friday Love
Ya' Autumnah P S Yeah Ellen and Jody
It's Tie' Are you hornfied yef

JUDITH BEVILLE YtXI^REa knockout'

Lets gal antagontslic! Lova, Tatiimy

ERIN DOVle", I Love~You Be my'Valentlne

Your favorite pals Meggie and Dan

MARY BETH, KAREN, DONNA, and the

rest of 6 east Happy Valentine's I Love
You all and I miss you dearly Hope lo see
you all soon. Scott ft Jeff keep the floor

spirits alive From Kumar

TOM POWERS - WORDS can't express
how much you mean to me You are one
special guy and l will always love you Hap-

py Valentine's Day Love. Jayne

DEAR JOSH, MY heart is yours today and
every day I'm goirtg to hang on to you!

TO SOMEONE WHO never got a personal

but destirves ona r<i»t« s wishing you a
Happy St Valentines Day Massacre Day
tove L

KATIE YOUR EVES are like gold toil

around a champagna bonia Yourhpaara
two skca* ot t>raad ditipad m strawbarry

soda Vou re a doutjie serving ol vaniNa

pudding wrapped in sportgas Kissing you
is like licking the last whisky ott the side o«

a shot glass Hugg'hg you is like strangl-

ing a polar bear Whan you wtiisper m my
ear it's like a shot o< whipped cream
through my head Ar>d wiien i londia your

Rake

TO MYPyi.G.- ITS baan 5 t»ioa. and my
feelings lor you are growing mora miansa
with each day I Love Vou and IH always
be here for you' Happy Anniversary and
Happy Valentine-your pal. B T C

HORSE LOVER HAPPY Vaientmaa Day
Kim< in be there for you, because i Lova
you"

TO THE MAN who makes me wwnpwr by
the day' You re my favorite autistc and I

Love you sweetie Ellen

KAMNT

I JUST WANT to lat you ih« you ata a vaty
beautiful woman arKl you make r
lelto' Love Alea

PICTURI THIS

HAPPY VALENTINES OAV Chns Kuhn
Love Pegy

IF YOU OR YOUR friends have any craiy
piciures thatyou wouk) like to gna us to uaa
in Our JB's Hoast Baal Ads, drop tham ofl

at the Collagen t^o Staoay

HHCNmiMMTMl

DEAREST STEVEN (NUTTA) Happy B-

Day early and heres lo a wonoeirful Valen-
YOU' Diannetines weekend' I LOVE

(Shorty)

MICHAEL - Happy Valentli>aaOay Boo*!!

I II love you forever'" Knsten

YA BIG GORK. there s nothing vna can't

do I'll stop the work) and melt with you I

Love Vou forever, Winky

TOM H I WIN Love Vou always! Sct)6w

FOSSIE. MISHA, MIGUEL, psst - pa«
didn't think you s gel one huh'' WeM hera
It IS buddy' Have a greal Valentine's Day*
Meet you on the left wing Saturday tor hap-

py iKXjr' Love your favorite roommate.
Christine

usni

MEREDITH. N.CONWAV awaits. I Love
You' Scott

STEVIE I LOVE Vou Joycw

JACKIE THROUGH THKa< and thin you ve

remained my best friend love always Craig

KIM~H~vbU-VE touched my life Happy
Valentines Day Love Jason

THE TIMES I'VE spent with you have t

memorable I look forward to spending tha
future with you' I tove you honey'" Happy
Valentine's Day Baba Lova Oabba

I LOVE YOU Janet Marie-Me

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY Tracay. I Love
You - Jamie

WOBBLEYHEAO AND PORCUPINE kick

It' Happy Valentine's Day' Love Marlahead

SCOTTIE - HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAVI
Love your cardinal

EDDIE: HERE GOES your^adTas usual, but

It IS loaded with extra, extra, extra love, Te
amo WilKa

CONNIE - WELL. THIS tiTourfVrst Valen-

tine's Day together Please realize that you
are and always will by my inspiration I

LOVE YOU' Love always. E S

HI BILLY. THIS is for you' Happy Valen
tines Can't wait to see you Love.
Catherine

MARISA THINGS wfLL'only^gei better I

Love You XXCX) Sandor

MIKE I KNEW you were specia] when I first

met you Now. I know I'll tove you forever

Love. Heather

CHERVL-MV VALENTINE I'm glad you
are mine tove Bill

ERK HAPPY VALENTINES Day< and Hap-

py Anniversary! Thank you lor the best 10

nxjnths I've ever had Relax' you II do greal

on the LSAT I Love You Chris

PAUSE AWHILE TO THMK about tha sun-
niest ol days Think in terms of spending
lime in all you' favorite ways Imagine
Happy moments in Ihe company of friends,

en)oying all Ihe laughter that the brightest

lifetime sends Add to this the finest

Health your fondest dreams come true and
you wont have to guess at all what's be-
ing wished tor Have a Happy Valentine's

Day Rich I miss you Love Christine.

ALVSON, ANTHONY AND •lOtM

SUE. HAPPY VALENTINES Day to my
great roommate! Gel psyched for this

semesier' Chris

JUST WANTED TO TAKE this day to tell

you guys we miss you on sixteen and hope
you have a greal Valentine's Day Love
Christine and Michelto

PLP SWEETHEART YOU'RE the greatest

I Love You and always will, lorever DPM

KATHLEEN ANNE C0YLE(4S Gra^n) -

Almost 4 years together' Love You' RPA

ROSS, YOU'RE THE besll I Love Ya tor iti

Love Ya, Laurie

HAPPY BIRTHDAY ELLEN PIELOI!! We
have a table reserved at Barsies lo

celebrate this weekend maybe we can get

"asked to toave" again!! Love. Elton

MRS. SNUGGLES thank you for making
my life so tieautilul The best is yel to come
I Love You Mr Bill

GREG, VALENTINE, WOW IVkJli There s

nothing our unique ' LOVE won't conquer
FFFF yours Nancy PS thanx lor paving my
"road"' I LOVE VOU

TO PV Tha best fnend I've ever had.

You're great Rsbsl Love. SCG

FRANQUE - YOUHE SPECIALVand I

Love You" Love always -Me

KEVIN REILLY — I think your rnustache is

awesome' Love Ya, GSL

DESPERAtELY SEEKING SWEETNESS
- The symphony sounds devine. i( only

you'll be my Valentine My heart will always
belong to you I Love You' Dave

CASS ITS BEEN a whito and we have been
through some tough times But mostly

they've been great Happy Vatentmes Day
chicken" I Love You-Pete

tOMY SWEET Ehse Since yotTmissed it

before I'll say it again. "I want to touch Ihe

light Ihe heat I see in your eyes' so won't

you be my Valentine'" Love you know who'

FROM HALF^JNT Htippy Valentlneaba'y.

life IS better because of you

NIV STSANOSR

DO YOU WANT to share this ful moon wHh
me'' After all a bet is a bet' Your B E I love
you

BOOKIE BEAR, HAPPY Vaienline's Day
Luv always. Boo

GARY-Z HAPPY VALENTINE'S Day.

Luvm Pam

YOU ARE THERE when I need a hug in the

night To snuggle and cuddle and make
things alright I Love You babe

B THANX FOR t>eing such a good fnend
Happy Valentine's Day A

TO THE THREE mad women, Happy V-

day Love. Ive, Brend. Jett, and Scooter

WHAT IS VALENTINES day' Who am P
Who are you? II doesn I really matter, il lust

gels t>elle' every day Love Ivan

ROBIN- HAPPY V-DAY' Love the guys at

114 Log town RD

MON CHERI NU-NU Veux lu efe ma
Valentine'' Une admialrise secrete.

HAPPV \/ALENTINE^OAY lo Lissie.

Mane and Enck Love. Aline

HAL. I JUST want you lo know how special

Ihe last two years have been tor me
because you were a part of Ihem Happy
Valentine s Day Hal Love always. Lori

LOfll SOLDO IT has been 20 months nghf
II has been great' I Love Vou Hal
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Yesterday, my mnthtT sfttt rrw <; ^mckage
(tjnioininfi my itUi uurk haots. As I remold-

ed the ancient leather huntts from the wrap-

ping paper and pulled them on my feet, a

whole fVutd of memories washed over me.

I could smell the hay and the cows, feel the

chaff and manure crusting my overalls,

hear the scrape of the shovel as it sc<Mjped

up droppings from the long channels that

ran the length of the burn.

Adam Lavine

I slowly walked toward the barn, a huge,

gray building, looming in the early morn-

ing mist. Already people were feverinhly

working, shoveling manure from thechan
nels and dumping them in "shit carts" that

were parked in the aisles. When the carts

were full, one had to take them to the back

of the barn and hook them to a pulley, hoist

them over to a pile of manure, and release

a catch which would overturn the cart.

More than once, the catch had premature

ly released itself, showering the luckless

cart operator with the cart's steaming

contents.

Dick, the barn head, rolled a ttwthpick

in his mouth and looked at me sourly. "Yer

late." He looked at his watch, then back at

me. "So you can let the rows out
'

I was new to the barn, and I had no idea

what the seemingly harmless words let

the cows out" had in store for me. I walk

ed out to the back of the barn where a long,

fenced in. muddy brown hill led up lo a

gate, which kept the cows in the pasture

I looked up to the top of the hill, where

several cows peered over the gate,

breakfast on their bovine minds.

I started to walk up the hill. The mud
sucked at my boots, and it was an effort to

lift up my foot to take a step. Suddenly,

after I had taken a few steps, it dawned on

me that the slime I was trudging through

wasn't mud at all. For years upon years,

cows had trotted up and down this hill,

releasing nature's own on the way.

One of my feet sunk into the path up to

my ankle, and I yanked and tugged at it,

trying to free it from the suction-like grip

of the manurt' The in.iium' had a distinct

quicksand quality, and my loot slowly sunk

further and deeper into the comptist as I in

lensified my efforts to release it. I had
neglected lo watch my other fool, and it

also began to slowly sink It seemed as if

my feet were ha\ ing a contest to see which
one could most firmly implant itself m tht

cow dung
1 thought the situation had gotten about

as bad as it could, when I slowly started in

lose my balance I wuvi»d my hands in the

air as I swayed back and forth, a grim pit

lure in my mind of myself sprawling face

first into the manure and having the hill

slowly swallow me up. As I began to fall.

I grabbed onto the fence lining the hill, and
was immediately rewarded with a joll of

electricity. I jumped in the air. or. better

put, tried to jump m the air. and with a

slurping noise, one of my boots came frtn*

With a little effort, I managed to dislodge

the other, and I continued my trek up the

hill.

I finally reached the top. and stopped for

a moment, leaning against the gate to

regain my breath. One of the cows regard-

ed me for a moment, then stuck its head
out and ran a sandpaper tongue across my
hand. I quickly withdrew my hand, glared

at the tow, and opened the gate.

The cows all perked up their ears, then

started to walk, then trot, then gallop with

increasing speed toward the path. When I

.saw the herd of cows begin to de.scend on

me, I turned and tried to run back down
the hill. My progress was seriously

hindered by the manure, which was as

receptive as ever to my boots. I reached the

bottom a step ahead of the cows, slammed
the fence behind me. and sat down on the

ground, wiping my brow. I looked up and
saw Dick staring down at me. rolling his

toothpick in his mouth
Dick and I gazed at each other for a few

moments, and when the silence became
unbearable, I asked, "Well?"

"Next time," said Dick, pointing with his

toothpick at a dirt trail that ran outside of

the hill. "Try taking the path."

Adam Lavine is a Collegian staff member

i Letters

j Men object to stereotype

We as representatives of the

male intelligentsia of the

University of

Massachusetts vehemently
object, and are completely
stupefied by the ridiculous-

ly statements asserted by
Sarah Bush on Feb. 1 1 . Men
are quite able to view and
admire a finely sculpted

female form without it

becoming a perverted
masturbatory experience.

Has Ms. Bush never seen a

photograph of a scantily

clad male and enjoyed it

without it leading to uncon-

trollable sexual fantasies? Is

it not more than conceivable

that many women look

through the swimsuit issue

to see the fashions?

Ms. Bush has the ef-

frontery to suggest that

Sports Illustrated does not

take women seriously. The
publishers of Sports Il-

lustrated are operating a

business. They put em-
phasis on professional

sports. Women do not

generally compete at the

professional level. An excep-

tion to this is tennis. Did

Ms. Bush happen to notice

Martina Navratilova on the

cover of Sports Illustrated

after she won Wimbledon in

June?
What Ms, Bush appears lo

be advocating is a return lo

Victorian dress codes and

morals. What is wrong with

admiring the body of

another if il is attractive?

Why must some people con-

stantly attempt repression

of our normal sexuality?

Mark Winninghoff
Ronald Curtis

Northeast
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Need service, not a show
I just returned from the rxhil>iti<in'

put on by Housing Services, o.-lensibly to

gage student opinion as to various styles

of furnishings, and I am laughing in

disgust

Rob Skelton

Since when has Hou.sing hervices given

a damn about student input and involve-

ment? Walking around this elaborate

public relations forum, I could not help

but wonder what prompted such a display.

But this is UMass, and PR is the buzz

word of this era. Housing Services is simp
ly following in the footsteps of the rest of

this overbloaled bureaucracy, by

substituting style for substance, and the

vinyl gloss for the gritty essence.

(When that critical report was issued

last week, who was answering tor the ad-

ministration? James Langely, associate

vice-chancellor for public relations. (What
about the Head of the department of

public safety, or the vice-chancellor for

student afTairs? Are they nol lo be

trusted?)]

I find it hard to take the Housing Ser

vices seriously, and indeed I mistrust the

premises by which they draw students in

lo fill out forms as if their opinions mat-

tered. Instead, I suggest that if Housing
Services really wanted to know what its

constituents thought, il would welcome
the letters of complaint and critici-sm

which I suggest every student send lo

Housing Services, in care of Executive

Director Dr. Joseph A. Zannini, 217
Berkshire. UMass.

One of my biggest complaints, although

It doesn't affect a large number of people,

is the infamous Variable Rate System
(VRS), whereby students whose seniority

allows them the privilege of a single room
pay dearly for that privilege, m the form

of a .surcharge of close to a hundred
dollars, in order to retain the single

residents

This means that sufficiently senior type

.•'tudents who cannot afford the prtvac\

premium get bumped or shifted and
generally disregarded in favor of another

more privileged student who can better

line the greasy pockets of Housing Ser

vices so that it can put on expensive fur

niture exhibitions replete with architec

tural diagrams.

Scratching a little bit beneath the sur

face, which at UMass can reveal some
scary things, we must not forget all the

.students who through no fault of their

own ended up sleeping in cars and on

floors while the esteemed Housing Ser

vices scurried to make up for

miscalculating incoming residential at-

tendance. At least those who wish lo get

the hell out of those godforsaken dor-

mitories can do so now more easily than

in the recent past.

No one who has ever lived on campus
needs prompting to tell a sad story about

his/her housing experiences. I wish lo

prompt the many many recipients of a bad

housing situation who might nol go as far

as lo write a letter to please do it now

Housing Services wishes to know what

students think. You can bet the Doctor's

$50,000+ salary on it.

Rob Skelton is a Collegian columnist

Journalism is literature in a hurry
— Matthew Arnold

American political system relies on profits of antagonism
Racism is bad. Sexism is abominable. Hatred in any

form is morally repugnant. The subjugation by one set

of individuals over another is uncalled for. Conservatives

sense this and are anguished. Liberals are beside

them.selves. Yet we are still plagued.

David Baronov
Conservative analysis: the American system has been

perverted. The "Great Society" welfare state mentality

has grown so pervasive, so ingrained in the psyche of our

nation, it has created a selfperpetuating class of state-

dependent zombies. The promotion of racial, ethnic, or sex-

ual differences for the purpose of eliminating racially,

ethnically, or sexually based discrimination (as happens

in affirmative action) is a selfcontradicting absurdity. To

rise above the evils of racial, ethnic, or sexual differen-

tiation one must devise a system oblivious to such

distinctions.

Liberal analysis: the social conditions of our present day

American system are greatly a reflection of calculated

large-scale reductions in the social (humanitarian to use

liberal jargon) programs of the federal government, used

to finance the current administration's military increases.

That racism, sexism or haired of any kind are in a state

of ossification today is the natural residue of a country
led by an administration that ignores existing racial,

ethnic, or sexual discrimination, and has proven reluctant

to act on such matters.

Of course, varying levels of racial antagonism definite-

ly have their lime-honored place and .serve a myriad of

invaluable functions. They divide labor. Thus you have
a cheaper labor source, greater profits and a higher na-

tional Gross National Product. That has been good for

most of middle class America so far, liberal or conser-

vative. (One might even suggest, on the middle class level,

both black and white.) Thus, political systems are allow-

ed the luxury of addressing first the color of one's skin,

and then the content of their pocketbook. Alleviating the

former at the expense of the latter. And here may lay the

very essence of American race relations, emancipation
from the guilt of racism while reaping all of its rewards.

Sexism? I should think so. It's beautiful. My God, think

of it. An entire industry of wage-free labor. Homecare. An
entire industry of women educating, cultivating, and in-

culcating generations ofyoung people. Just how long could

the day-care systems of Japan, Sweden, or Great Britain

last were all their worker's wages sliced to nil? But wait,

just as America's economic pendulum swung, and one pay

check no longer could cut it, woman was freed from her

slave labor lo go out and perform wage labor. Even here

though, her threat to man was minimized. Fifty nine cents

to a dollar should cover her troubles.

Thus, we see cause not for reproach, but rather celebra-

tion. Conservatives and liberals rejoice! Hallelujah, there

is racism! Hip, hip hooray for sexism! Hatred, strife, and
discontent forever! Reform? Certainly, for the ma.sses need

their opium. Status quo? Is it not our most virtuous ideal?

Conservatives and liberals engage each other far too

much. Sure, it looks good. An apparently segmented socie-

ty locked in heated debate to determine which structures

of our system lo emphasize or de-emphasize. Here is

pluralism. Here is democracy. The greased wheels of an
American political system dripping with the blood of its

own dehumanizing process. The more blood, the more the

debate. The more debate, the greater the proof of our
democracy. I love it. It's perfect.
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^ FILM

ARTS
Donovan: Sunshine Superman shines at Iron Horse

t*^.^

«•••

••
Bv DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

This Saturday night, Amherst will have its own version

of the Cannes Film Festival, known to the cinematic

cognescenti as Amherst Cinema's 3rd Annual Science Fic

tion Marathon.

Lasting 24 hours, the marathon has been called "a cross

between entertainment and an endurance contest." The

filmfest features 14 science fiction movies all for $6 00 (the

cost of one movie in New Yorki

This year's selection is not up to par with last year s

movies but I would still recommend going to this unique-

ly Amherst event Where else could you spend 24 hours

in a room, sitting in the dark and starring at a wall with

a bunch of strange people who know Spock's blood type.

It's this kind of event that makes America great.

If you are planning on going to the marathon, there are

a few things you need to know:

1) Bring a pillow: fanny fatigue is an occupational

hazard for a marathon movie-goer. Also a pillow makes

a good weapon for mufTling the talkative idiot sitting in

front of you. The preferred method of silencing a loud

mouth is either smothering or stuffing the pillow into the

offending orifice.

2t Bring a blanket: there are some movies you will

want to sleep through.

3( Bring food: Even though the concession stand will

be open all day and night, you may want to go out to eat

some real food. The only problem is you may have crav-

ings at 3 a.m. when nothing is open. The management

may not allow you to bring outside food into the theatre,

so there is only one thing to do. Sneak it in anyway. This

is why God made backpacks.

4) Never, ever sit near a fat man named Gunter.

In case you are wondering what and when the movies

are. here is the list:

Midnight: Invasion of the Body SnaUhers (1978).

2 am: Night of the Lepus (1972).

3:30: Freaks (1932).

4:45: Message from Space (1978).

Reviews, ratings and rantings:

Mountain Farms Four Theatres

Crimes of the Heart ( * * ) initially slow but u!t imate-

ly funny.

Platoon (* * •) a gripping anti-heroic depiction of the

Vietnam war.

The Mosquito Coast (•*•) The story isn't fun but it

is Kood

The Mission ( * 12) Irons and DeNiro both strug-

gle convincingly with their church, their faith, slavers

and armies.

Hampshire 6 Theatres

From the Hip (NR) Collegian reviewer Derrick Leif

gave this court farce 1/2*.

Mannequin (NR) Andrew McCarthy romances an occa-

sionallv animate storefront dummy.
Black Widow ( • • ) Winger character is interesting but

the story isn't. No suspense.

Light of Day () Rock n' Roll melodrama that bores.

Outrageous Fortune (*•*) Best comedy yet this

year.

Over the Top iNR) Stallone as (get this) an arm wrestl-

ing championship contender.

Champagne for St Valentine's Day

Laurent Perrier Brut NV
NEW! Maison Deutz (California)

Sutter Home Sparkler

Sparkling White Zinfandel

$15.99^
i$14.99i>

^S.99^

253-5384 • 338 College St • Amherst MA 01004

1

By BYRNE GUARNO'lTA
Collegian Staff

Donovan, the quintessential flower child of the 60's,

brought back hi.s charm to the packed Iron Horse Wednes-

day ^i^'ht Tickets sold out weeks ago. causing die hard

!:ins to stand outside in the cold durmg llu' fust show sing-

int,' and clapping along to the music.

Donovan, who UH)ked great even with a little bit ol t,'ray

entertained the crowd with all his classic hits which are

now a quite unbelievable 20 years old. Donovan opened

on a gentle note with the love ballad "Josie/'and the still

lovely "Catch the Wind." He then went into "Universal

Soldier." a war protest from the Vietnam era. reminding

the crowd that "this song still means something today."

Relating stories before songs, most concerning his

vnunger days, he told of his getting bu.sted for pot."the

cops dragged me out of bed naked. ' Before "Hurdy CJur

dy Man" which he wrote in India, he told of how he was

with 4 Beatles and 1 Beach Boy and a Maharishi and that

(Jeorge Harri.son wrote one of the verses. He sometimes

poked fun at his own lyrics; on "Colours," he added the

line "Yellow is the color of my true love's teeth". He also

hi«d a sin^; a long on the nursery rhyme "Happiness

Kuns, orchestrating different parts for the men and

women.
Performing solo. Donovan played all the expected hits

such as "Sunshine Superman." "Jennifer Juniper." "First

there is a Mountain," "I^lena, " and "Season of Witch."

•ind the most famous "Mt'linw Y«ll(»w " The fans were

delighted.

On a new note Dtmovan mtei-wove a few reveiU s<>ngs.

one a tribute to Jimi Hendrix. Brian Jones, and Janis

-Joplm entitled "What Went Wrong. "Another was a fun

ny song called "Intergalactic Laxative." which will "send

you to Mars "These s<ings added spice to an already great

show, which was definitely a full fledged comeback

('ull«'0aii pha*o by Ryrnr (iuariuitla

Donovan, the classic sixties optimist, plays famous hits like "Mellow Yellow" and "Universal

Soldier" last Wednesday at The Iron Horse.

The Arts Desk is looking for local lltudent art for

the arts page. The work sht»u!d be in a black and

whit4>, easily reduceable format. Submit w <irk tt> the

Arts Desk, Collegian, 113 Campus Center.

•••
The L'Mass Dance Department will b«' present a

Student Dance Concert at 8 p.m.. today and tomor-
row in Bowker auditorium. Tickets may be purchase

ed at the door or at the Fine Artu Center Box Office.

VALENTINE GIFT
WRAP

"Wrap a gift of love" with
specially created wraps and
trims that promote an exquisite

Valentine s Day flair.

AMERICAN GREETINGS

^yUNIVERSITY
iSTORE^

CMLXXXVll American Greetings C«>rp.

Located in the Campus Center
OPEN M~F 9-5

W

mmn »

4 V W 4

WIN A FREE TRIP TO
DAYTONA BEACH, FLORIDA

EXPERIENCE THE ULTIMATE SPRING BREAK

TONIGHT — FRIDAY FEB 13th

"Pt^ "^atf

-KtDE THt: NEW WA\'E

Sponsored by

IMTER-CAmPUS PROGRAMS

THE UMASS FLORIDA CONNECTION
Tom 253-7438 or Paige 546-8140

^ ADDITIONAL PRIZES ^

FREE
TANNING
SESSIONS

from

Utopia Spas
175 UNIVERSITY DRIVE AMHERST

(4131253 7727
SUPER SUN TANNING

FREE
PIZZAS

from
u

SIGN Uf> HCf^fO^iM.
THIS POim^ME
STtREO DONBTfD BT*.

^Af Clfcttomic* Cemtet
32PlEAS*NTST NCTMAtwTTr rj

i413i 586 2270

K«i|i.' »*ii^

K
ALL THIS AND MORE - TONIGHT FRI. FEBRUARY 13th

1

and lots of other

good stuff at
' omher St / nor thampton

daily and Sunday
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You're Too BUSY!
Don't waste time doing

your own laundry...

Take It To

• Film Follies

11 PtUM ST.

We Offer:

• Karvd Pressing

• Shirt Sen/ice

• Same Day
Service

HOURS: Mon 10 am - 5 pm
Tues - Sat 10 am - 10 pm

continued from page 14

6:30: Logan's Run (1976).

8:30: The Beast of Hollow Mountain (1956).

10:00: The Time Machine (1960).

11:45; Daughters of Satan (1972).

1:15pm: 2001: A Space Odessey (1968).

3:30pm: The Green Slime (1969).

5:30pm: Village of the Damned (1960).

6:30pm: Sleeper {1913).

8:00pm: Rollerball (1915).

10:15pm: Forbidden Planet (1956).

Campus films include: Chariots of Fire Fri Sun 8 &
10pm in Merril 1 at Amherst College. Hitchcock's The

Lady Vanishes at 7 & 9 pm Friday in Gambol Auditorium

at Mount Holyoke. The Way We Were at 7 & 9pm on Satur

day in Gambol Auitorium at Mount Holyoke.

Sigoumey Weaver got nominated for best ac-

tress for Aliens, but was it really her or just all

that make-up?

Stretch Your Skiing Dollar
And Your Skiing Fun!

^SMbm

RBiAz:Hmti'B Stratton Mountain Express
Package is the way to go!

Mow through Spring^ 1987

Head for the slopes with Peter Par}! Peter Pan s daily Stratton Mountain
Express senuce is packed with value . . . including round-trip

transportation and a day's lift ticket for a full day of skiing at Stratton

Mountain in Vermont

Peter Pan offers round-trip service seven daus a week! Board a
comfortable Peter Pan bus. pack your skis in Peter Pan's huge luggage
compartment and arrive at Stratton at 9 a.m. for a full, fun-filled day on
the slopes! Advanced reservations only.

Round-trip transportation and a day's lift ticket from $28.00!
Less than you'd pay for a lift ticket alone!

For tickets, schedules and information, contacL

The People Professionals

JEmiaz:I2an BmibLinss, Inc.
Amherst hm)inal. 79 South PleasanI Street Amhcrsi MA.
25&043I • (IMA.'iS Campus Center. Amherst MA.
Ticket Office 545-2006 • Northampton Jemiinal.

/ Roundhouse Ptaya. Nonhampton. MA. 58&I030
For grouf) rate infomidl I' in •••nt.iil Prtrr P.jn Ch,\n,i nif>.innu'iu (413) 781 2900

Wickles
"inePrint

r NOr,^ i-

1 BOLTWOOD WALK
AMHERST
256-0148

LOASIS

LASER PRINTING

^$15.00 ^
Please present this coupon

RESUME

Old South St. Entrance

Thorn«s MM. Northptn.

S86-S030

FRI. FEB 13 -t

I SPUNK

TUBS.

Hot

Friday the 13th
L(ve Video With

First Night Funk Reggat Band .

.

CLEAN, SAFE, PRIVATE HOT TUBS
175 University Dr.

N«it to Stadtum Liquor* In Price Chopper IMI
open Monday 4 till 1. Tueeday - Saturday nam - lam
^servalion* auggested - Gift cartificale* available

Call 253- ^^
GET A SUNTAN

Thinking about Spring Break?

WE'LL TAN YOUR HIDE!
• Great Membership Prices
• State-of-the-art tanning facilities ^ .

• New bulbs fans, sound system -J
This Year, Skip The f^r ^fj

"Spring Break Sunburn" f
(f

Sat Feb 14

Private Valentine

Party • Invitation

Only

Thurs Feb 19
Live Dancing

SALSA
ORQUESTRA
JUVENTUD '77 f

! ! ' i

WEEKEND
DISCOTHEQUE

DANCING
Wed At Pearl SI «•

Sunday At Oasis

FROM THE GRILL

SPECIALTY SKEWERS
SANDWICHES &

DESSERTS
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FRIDAY - FEBRUARY 13
Campus Center Aud.

5:00 $2 • 7, 9, & 11 $2-50

t
i

The Far Side

By Gary Larson
Smithereens
By Sarah Smith

"See Dick run. See Jar>e run. Run run run.

See ttte wolves chase Dick end Jane.

Chase chase chase. ..."

Doonesbury

^jjjfk/y S^fi finds kim^elf^

By Garry Tnideau

0un>€BBsrmN6ABOUT •n€
9nXrf6KXJP. BP. IS THAT IT'S

A UOmmiZATiON Of TUe NOU
A6e QJLTUK- - ir^ufesTYU.
ITS PHILOSOPHY. ITS LITEM-
niftB EVBM ITS ktJSlCi

NBUJAQB
HAS ITS

om
MU9IC7

A'C-\

OH. iBS. ANOn'S
M)NP0tHJL.H£AR-
IH6niSLIK3
nOATINOlNA
ioawsa/NPBAm
mumuYFRses
THEM/NP' \ .

OBVIOUSLY
iooK,BOOP»e.
POmAFAVOK.
AMPPONTBRING
ANYOFTHISSnjff
HOUE.OMys

iOU SILLS'

lOUiEBUM
LmemNov
ITPORTHB
LASTThdtta
HOURS!

/

NON-INTKUSIVB.

HUH^ ISN'T IT' THIS

PltC£ISCAHlP
'A^PUPPINS.'

Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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YAKNCM FOEm MONEY, YOU

NEVER CAN 5a TOO
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OF THINO

\.

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

Gordy By Gorde

r=Acs n^ /yjTfkSoM/sr

SFEAK.'^ Sf^E^t::/sF&te/

AK)0 Aief
"SI&Nf

ts rmr >tfo^ /^4ce,
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"1 understand by freedom of spirit something quite

definite — the unconditional will to say No. where it is

dangerous to say No."

— Frederich Nietzsche
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Lunch

Torpedo Grinder

Tuna a la King/

Savory Garden Biscuit

Dinner

Salisbury Steak/Gravy
Spaghetti/Tomato Sauce

Menu
Baltics Lanch

Vegetable Grinder

Tuna a fa King/

Savory Garden Btscuit

Basics Dinner

Potpourri

Hi-Protein Spaghetti/

Tomato Sauce

Weather
Today: partly sunny, highs 25-30

Tonlgbt: fair, cold 0-10

Tomorrow: cloudy, highs 20-25

"N

Today's Staff
Night Editor Siobhan Masterson

Copy Editor John Swanson

Photo Editor Byrne Guamotta

Layotit Tech Rob Catalano

Prodactlon Sapcrvisor Rob Catalano

Production:Laura Bell, Connie LeClerc. Toii Arpad.

Keith Cooper, Valerie Warren, Joe Keenan

Executive Board -- Spring of 1987

KELLY SIECEK
Editor in Ciiicr

NANCY KLINGENER
Managing Editor

PHIL SERAFINO
Editorial Editor

STEVE RUBIN
Baataeat Manager

ANSEL ZINTER
Prodaction Manager

Biisiness Board — Spring of 1987

STEVE RUBIN
Batincat Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marketing Manager

PAUL H. LESSER CRAIG NAUGLE
CIrcnUUon Manager

VANESSA ROTH
Floaace Maaagcr

KAREN HOLLAND
Sflbacrtptloa Manager
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Busy weekend for other winter sports teams ^ swimmers
O.K. Minute-fans. Brace yourselves for a very busy

weekend of UMass athletic action.

First off, the men's swimming team dives into the Atlan-

tic 10 Championships at Cieorge Washington University,

riding an undefeated soaMHi and a 1^9 dual meet winning
streak.

Freshman Knstm Turmail. who broke a ten-year-old

UMass record with a 9.5 in the balance beam Wednes-
day vs. Springfield College, leads the women's gymnastics

team north to take on the University of New Hampshire,
one of the top teams in New England this year.

Thp TTipn't! iTvmnnBtiot! tp«Tr> i« .ilsn in iiction as it hits

the road to meet the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology.

Both indoor truck teams will be competing in away
meets with the men entered in the Eastern Champion-
ships at 5x)uthern Connecticut State University and the
women headed to Hanover, NH, to challenge the Big
Green of Dartmouth College.

And rounding out the weekend slate, the men's and
women's ski teams hit the slopes in the Amherst College
Tournament

continued from page 20
team.

It's good competition swimming with Kelly in practice and
in meets."

Carroll was making waves at an early age, swimming
for a recreation team in Trumbull, Connecticut when she
was seven. Her swimming prowess continued at the high
school level, where Carroll competed in the butterfly and
individual medley events.

"I like the 100 butterfly because it's a lot shorter." Car
roll said half-jokingly. "I was happy with our season.

Beating Smith was our biggest victory"

^ SKI AREA
"The Best Kept Secret In Vermont"
Seven Miles North of Brattleboro, Rte. 30

• 1 000 Vertical feet • 1 1 Trails
•2 Double chairs •New Lodge

Weekend AduU $19.00 — Jr. $16.00
Night Skiing Thursday. Friday & Saturday

$10fromS-10p.m.

Exit 2 Off 1-91 , 7 Miles N of Brattlel)oro, Route 30
PHONE: 802-254-6083

!^2 on nirc'^^yL^'*^'^*^®*!MBB^W ^rr With this coupon

MUST PRESENT STUDENT ID M |

Iheehaimi^

THURSDAY FEBRUARY 12

^ Dreams Come True ^

Albert Otis & the Homewreckers "^

k
•k

•k

¥

¥

ATURDAY FEBRUARY 14

Perfect Tommy
MONDAY FEBRUARY 16

Ken Johnson and Co.
24 Pleasant St Northampton • 586-4258

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

isiLinoi
Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-5141

Join Us Friday For The
"GATEWAY TO THE WEEKEND"
With FREE Buffalo Wings From 4 pm till they lost

Beer of the Month - Heineken $1.25

Drink of the Week - Miami Wave $2.00

< wwwmwwm wmmwmwwmm-mmwmwmMw

BROADWAY
MUSICALS
ON THE
RADIO

Every Sunday 12-1 pm

The New & Unusual.

The OW & Traditional

In Stage & Movie Musicals

From Showt)oat to

Little Shop of Horrors

Lisl^ & Be Suprised

FHI *I|4 ti . I Ml r M •
SAT t SUM AT I 4S<4 «S „ > SO) 7 10 » Si

SAY, I LOVE YOU
THIS FEBRUARY 14...

With one of more than 1200
Valentines from American

Greetings. Each

with a message of

love from Cupid

for that special

person.

TOM BERENGER
VVILLEM QAfOE

FRI AT |4 00 . } iOl r 00 * 4t
iAT * SUN AT 1 00,(4 00 .< I WI.7 00 * 4i

Homson Ford tn

THE MOSQUITO
COAST

rm AT14 M « 1 SOI.r IS * 4«
SAT 1 SUM AT I 30.(4 30 « 2 lot. 7 It. • 4!

THE
MISSION
RO0£RT DeNiRO
ifREMY iRONi

IFRI AT(4 l» , 2 SO) 7 IS. t SS
ISAT 1 SUN AT t IS 14 IS 7 SO) 7 IS 9 SS

H»MPSMIIIE6 -*r.-*' 584 7550
juoa ^#«l5on

fik
FFOM
^HIP

iFRI AT(4 IS u 1 SO).7 0O. • 10
I SAT » SUN AT 1 10.(4 1 1 •TMl.TrM. *:M

and tfu^
\

'Frump [M

I
SAT A SUN AT I 30

HANNfOUM
FM AT(4:M « 1 SO).

'M. Its
SAT 4 S4M AT 7 00.

(4:41 •! Ml.

C MCMl.XXXVII Auicru an Cjrp(>lin<js Corp.

AMERIG\N GREETINGS

OPEN M-F 9:00 - 5:00

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Located In

The Campus Center

DLACK WIDOW
DCDIU WINGER
THEWSA WJSSCU.

jFni AT (4 30 u 1 SO). 7 IS. * 4S

I SAT 4 SUN AT I 4S.(4M « 2.M).7 IS. « 4S

MICHAEL J FOK
IICMT OF DAY
FRI AT (4 14 41 2 SO). 7:00. « M
SAT 4 SUN AT(4 tS u 2 W). 7:00, 0:30

SMCILIV ttTTI

Outrageous
FORTUNE

iFRI AT|4 4S I, 2 SO). MO. SSS
|SAT 4 SUN AT 2 00.(4 44 la 2 SO). 7 30. * SS

STALLONE
0VbiTNE|5P

IFRI AT (4 10 /I 3 SOI. 7 IS. t 4S
|SAT 4 SUN AT 1 4S (4 10 ^ } SO) 7 IS 9 4S

IASATM13 19 SEATS S 3 50

the rocky horror I BLACK WIOOW
PICTURE SHOW

PINK FLOYD
THE WALL

OUTRAGEOUS
FORTUNE
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OVER THE
TOP
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THE MEXICAN RESTAURANT

"The best food I've had

since I left Las Cruces!"

- OLD SOUTH STREET
NORTHAMPTON • 5B6-0^00

•J • Hastings
Fine Paper an(d Stationer

REMEMBER ALL YOUR SWEETHEARTS
WITH VALENTINE'S DAY

(D CARDS AND CANDY O
45 S. Pleasant St , Amherst, MA

ACIlVlllES'AUHO
AUIO fCXi SAU •CALCUtAIO««

ENTERTAINMENT •FOR RENT
FORSAlE'fOUND

HELP WANTED •LOST

CLASSIFIED
iNjiKUCIiON'MOIOfCYLCLES
PERSONALS •RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED • SERVICES

ROOMATE WANTED* TRAVEL
WANTED* SUBLET

COMETOTHECOLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC113 MOM-THUDS 1:30-3:30 (FRI • 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION*CASH IN ADVANCE. 1S«/WOftO/OAY FOR STUDENTS

AC IIVIIMI

FLORIDA THIS WECKCNO Sylvan s

Fland»OMfi Dane* ann a tnp lo> (wo laava

ItM ragM FfMay 8 U B 830 14 00

MUSIC. ACTMO. OANOt MalnicMn
Pftvaia and group AlaaMalli
ly UnnwMy Am Comci

ttaUMMai
Aftt OfvtsioiVUMaM Otd Otapal M»<l6t|

WOMBI-S rnxsav O^fN practca siMng
Wad Fab n e 3&«PM and Fn Fato 13 in

Tolman 23 into cal Oiana M6~«?4S

I MMOMTV WMH onanial 10 ba
haw on Wadnaaday Fat iSalSSOinma
Campus Canlar room 163 AM unwafSNy

WMUA STATION MUTMO Monday Fad
16th CC174, 7PM Atiandanca IS

P/m OF BMANO n(tm EPI Magnus 1?"

spaake's Bouqm Io> 2M mm sacntica Ibr

200 3yaar«wrranly Ctf »4»-tM1 alfc lor

Tad

AtffOratSAU

TS COnVCTTE CXCCLLBfT cof^Mn Low
miiaga 2«3«>4«

IS IT TmiC you cltfi buv Jaapa lor S«4
through tha U S Oovammant'' Oal Itia

•acts today* Can 1 312-742 1142 aat

W31 A

ttrt WIN WCVMAWK. hatchback.
automatic. PS. AC. V-e angina. AM/FM
radn. Mdudaa tour radial nras. faw tludd-

ad anow tiraa. raHabia can Barbara
54»<M66 days S2200«O

itn VOLVO SCOAN naada workriH'
caHeni pans Slava 6-7958

1874 CHEVETTE 81275. 4 door hal-

chDacK. auio transmission good liras.

brand naw axhaual aystsm AM/FM siarao
Laava maaaaga m M6-4126

1882 CHEVETTE $1875. 4 doot hal
cTiback manual transmission. 29*MPG
brand naw exhaust system AM'FM
cassette stereo Leave tnessage at

ees-4128

187S TOYOTA COHOLLA 5 spWKi runs
wan asking 800 or bast oMer Call Sath
253-5147

SAAB 900 EMS 79 excellent condition. 4

Speed fuel iniection. 60w 4 speaker
starao/casaatta. alarm, paint, sunroof.
PiraHi's. gray wtth grean mtanor Asking
SSOOO Can Pewr 549-6634

ONE-bF-A4(INO. 1966 RamUar Amancan
Only 66000 mi 3 spd on the column In

tarior IS mint, body rteeds work Reliat>le

trarfspon. passas Mass inspection S»M or

BO tel no 546-6585

75 TOYOTA AC at great car 700-BO
2560168

1980 RENEAULT LE Car runs wan. sun
root $700 256-1853

1878^VW RABSlt good oondition'SIOOO or

BO caH Tracy 253-5621

PO« A OOOD TIME CAU

RACK-A-OISC Entenainment Agency Disc

(OCkies. lights rentals, and mobile video

dances! 549-7144

TORHNT

NEED A ROOM??? Delta Chi fraternity on
Sunset Ave (behind Southwest) has a

limited no of spaces lor non-smoking
males We offer great rooms. 24 hr meal
plan, all appliances scholastic atmosphere
and a great social lite CallJoe at 549-6179
or Tom 549-5615

ROOM^OR RENT Northwood apts A C
Pool smoker or nonsmoker $140 a month
665-8448

2 ROOMS IN bouse. t>us routes available

549-6604

NEED A ROOM? Delia Chi fraternity on
Sunset Ave (behind Southwest) has a

limited no of spaces lor nonsmoking
males We offer great rooms. 24 hr meal
plan, all appliances, scholastic atTT>osphere

and a great social life Call Joe at 549-61 79

or Tom 549-5515

OPEN NOW ONE bedroomin four bedroom
apt in Swiss ViII 215 rrx) utilities inci

253-7248 Caroline

ROOM AVAILABLE. .78 miles from cam-
pus. on bus route, male or female Apt

equipped w/sauna. woodburning stove,

skylight in bedroom Call Bnan or Chris

after 5 $270/tTX>nth plus utils (Minor)
* 1041

ONE ROOM IN four bdrm apt avi asap or

March 1 uti incI rent 215mth tel 256-0048
com Barb

AVAILABLErfROOM in^ br apartmeniin
Hadley across from bus stop $232 includes
heat Beautiful, clean Older/grad student
prefered Eves 584-3433

BURTON EUTE 180 snow beard 1SMA7
modal Uead only onoa 8240 nag Patt<

546-4191

OOMKiMKS QRCAT ne» » back laaua

satocMnailowpncas Mmmum i5ps*car«i

ttaoouM <Mlb mw ad We buy A trade

J R s Comica Etc Mountain Farma Mai
Hatiey 4S»244l

ouoa wATcnn ran Miaa oaiir S30
many alylaa caa Bnan S-741S

•OPATrvrrAiLct cunams' a«Via»y
dWW prices caM 5490541

••0 WATT PfAW baas «!« Marti 3 •ans
cabMOl 2 15' bM< widon Ht» 40D00
549-4650 allar 4

rcAW
2SM711

UKf naw SIS m WO

1»a OOMM FRiOQCS -1 mmM n
or B O Sh•<•r^ ?5«40iB

~

a>t 260

S300 FORO PINTO nonnai^itadMB lypa

25fr^W27

tUUTRic ourrAM • DEAN Bal Aaa 1 dou-

bta and 2 s>«gia pckupa a«c s8ant condi-

Mn S275 cdl Bruca 546-9610

RAviAffVIMiMIET SUNOtASSf graal

tor spring braak MMtaM dwoouwia Bdl

584 1889

PBtCMO EOU# A Sanyo sterao with

cabMat S900 caH 477-6588

Uk»t CHANCE R0MC01 SaBIWB apclfiur

eoi« (tika r»ti} lor a song Cama

POUND

raUNBVOUNG K.ACK cat «aarmg i

m Puff V.I can 549-7567

MBJiTLOCT tUf taaitiar lackaTi OMnoa
ontWadnaadayFab 4ih Sarawtamal vakia

No quaalwna askwd S4»O60e raward « ba-

LOST GOLD NECKLACE with Kalian horn

very sentimental large reward Pate
546-1448

l)30 AT OR near Townehousa Did you f<nd

a Framingham High School rir>g'' Eitreme
sentimental value' Call Michelle at

549^92

850 FOR RETURNING my gold cham
Found 2/9 in mens locKer no 1361 Boyden
It was a tKlay present from my paran«i Cal
6-5385 anytime Steve, leave i

REWARD! LOST A gold watch bracelet

sentimental value please return' 546-7221

REWARD FOR LOST walet Mua andblack
stripes call Heather 546-5266

RING ATTACHED TO gold walch m
downtown Amherst 2/3 great sentimental

value Reward 549-3975 days 548-9534
nights

REWARD GOLD BAND wnshwatch with

black face between Hasbrouck and
Crestview sentimental value please call

549-1094

HELP WANHD

LKIHT KITCHEN HELP; 4y6hrsAii* lor 7

days rrieals tree, on campus call 549-0454.

549-0547

ASSEMBLY WORK AT home, plusmany
others Earn good wages m spare lima In-

to 504-641-0091 Ext 2068, 7 days.

FULL AND PART lime positions available

Very flexible hours and excellent working

conditions Conveniently located m the

Center o( Amherst You can earn up to $20
an hour with salary and commissions Con-

tact Target Enterprises lor an interview Ask

for Keith

AIRLINES CRUISELINES HIRINGt'Sum-
mer Career' Good pay Travel Call for

guide, cassette, newsservice* (916)
§44 4444 ext 161

WATERFHbNT, TENNISr LAND sports

councelors for summer music and sports

camp in Maine Call James Saltman
617-641-3612

RESPONSIBLE STUDENTS NEEDED to

deliver newspapers to dorms on campus
No car necessary Approx 1 hr/day 7

days/week High weekly pay Bonus paid

for excellent delivery Call 253-7009

OVERSEAS JOBS. SUMMER, yr round

Europe, S America. Australia. Asia All

fields $900-2000 mo Sight seeing Free in-

fo write IJC, PC Box 52-MAt Corona Del

Mar. CA 92625

WANT TO BE^ Campus Tour Guide7 App-

ly now. 101 barkshire House. Deadline Feb

13

RACK-A-DISC entenainrT»ent needs 15

DJ's. lighting operators and roadies No

experience required 549-7144

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT: AN opportum
ly lo «KO>k m trte WtMa Mnis wKh room and
boardprowdad Fvrmgtons HaM on Laka
Ka<ar la looking lo employ waaraaaaa
houaaaaapars . baaeh anartdanis and kit-

clian parsonaa tor tha 1887 season inta<

views csnducttd on n«a I2l» and i»h
February, on a walk m baa« al the Cam
pus Canlar Aak tor David KkngsMin Cat
207-825 2500 lor mora mlormalion

•EOlrrARV- FRtOAV SATURDAY
7 30-11 30 $4 50 par hour Rack A^)iac
Emanatfimant 548^7144

TOOUItBCLOm-AMbdAlidM or~in-
dapandant camps seeks quahiiad
caawcaiois tor 75 raaidaniial chadran's

pnuaia camp July and August Contact
>saociation o( Indapattdam Campa (UMA)
43 Waal 23rd Slreal-S<Mih floor, Naw York
NY 10010 (212)645^«20

ARIKT RCWAMO 880.00 plus I

your i-amn aaa«n cat tor mto 544-8697

IMSTBWCTIOM

PHYSICS TUTOR FLCXISLC hourt Ca8
Bobawonings al 2564332

PWIOWALI

IKI.tn.8KI
trips* Day tr«s.

loBarksfMe Eaa)nii.r^.to.
Raias start al to tor

and Iranapanation tor mgM siii

Rantals and laaaiorts aiao avail

Bus laavas UMass 8 coUagas
Ragwtratson daadlne Mon F9ii 2

For mora mto ca*
549-4400 x328

DAVE THANKS FOR tha pitta* 81
Townahousa no rapaais piaasa wa are aa
on dials*

SUMMER IN EUROPE $239 Lowest
scbadulad lares to an of Europe torm
Boston CaM l(S0O)32»-2222

OCNCSIt TICKtTS-PEB.18TH m Wor
chaaiar. baal oKar. caN S494678

LOOKING FOR JIM m Puflon we met al

Flat Street wrie'e v^ you'' Missy 6-7440

TAU IOTA TAuT pride parformance
perserveranca 8 party

SICK OF DC. Iood'> Go gat a refund and
receive excellent fraa maali m exchange
for light kitchen work Mala pralarrad C«l
Marc 549-7595

HEY YOU WHINER* WM yo be my VjMan
tine? I'm raaNy not a sour pickla'

CM3MFli~fHB«'happy dMMa^wanth
Lova, PR

HAPPY VALENTINES DAY RC It s been
a wonderful year nappy anniversry Love.
Glenn

GORDON-TWO AND a half moa was
definitely worth the wall ILY Lova. Enn

MICHELLTwiLL^YOtrbe~my Valemine7
You know I'm still cra/y atMut you Paul

EMN
you're in my heart
you're in my soul

you'N be my frier>d should I grow old
you are my k>ver

you're my best fnerKl

you're in my soul
Happy Valentines Day

Love. Rob

HEJbl. YOU ARE the most speciarperson
I have ever met You brighten my every
day Thanks Happy Valentines Day' I love
you Always yours. Joey

HI AMY. I hope you have a wonderful
Valentines Day I know you'll be surprised
Remember Spino and Ifie DB's I love you
Paul

MAHLA-I NEEDED someone bad Tfianks
for all of your suppon and love Happy
Valentines Day Love. Agee

I LOVE YOU honey' I'm glad we got to
spend this lime together You mean the
world lo me' Your very, very Lover

oveyout
psyched lor this weekend' We deserve it'

Happy Valentines day' Love Stephanie

TIM-HAPPY VALENTINES Day Ja t'am-
Urasse de mon coeur Oetoa

NANCY THANK YOU for being a friend. I

know ii hurts sometimes Love always. Bill

MARY KATE HAPPY VALENTINES day'!
I k>ve you Look out New York City!! -David

RAH SIEMPRE TE amare happy V-day
Tuya siampre Sonji

EOOJE HAPPY ANNIVERSARVI You are
still the coolest* Love ATA

T-HAPPY BIRTHOAYt Have a special

weekend Love ya kiddo. Karen

LISA HAPPY VALENTINES Day Lova,

your "mother"

BttXV HAPPY VALENTINES Day W my
very Isvoma. ar«d only. Valanlina' Love
always Pam

: I nana taaw awishipping
youfromalartarlofMar. aaaaiaB Happy
Valantinaa Day,

'

TO THAT HOT ladhaad named Moly Uwa
day m p*i*»a toi cranny action, carrot lop
'

I love, your sacral admvar

CMC0( UP APMtl Tha bald Ml hMa ya
Happy VaierMines Day

HAPPY VALENTINES DAY Juke* Tlianks
tor hanging «i and hanging out Lovahugs
kiaaaa from via boytnand

HAPPY BIRTHOAY MESSI Hare s to a
year biassed with a lot laaa buarra and
w«»d happaninga' Kaap iiwdaig' Lova,
Your kiasing Cousm

MCY JULC»- YOUR pearly whites sura

have bngManad up tie campus Maty* Hap
py Vatontinas Day* lAsa you a iriond m
Lewis PS gat paydiad tor Florida' vafioo'

HEY SCUtWAO HAPPY Vaiantines day-

Glad to have you bank tri »a asal SnMa loi

mai Your Elf

TO THAT INOtPgWOOfT yrl. I lova you
Love Rob

NOW HEMES your
r was deiinaiaiy a Maal but oat ana

la gomg w be even batter* The quest con-

knuas Love Deb

TO MY MK:heLLE. ego amo te> Je vous
aime' No matter how I say n. 4 siM means
Via same thmg i tove you' Have a vary hap
py Vatantme t Day you' JB

AHPHEMARIE HAYNES HAPPY tst Valsn
lirtes Day See you soon you brmg Itte

champagne and I'l bnng the bubble bam
Love akmays Jake

TO: BARNEY RUBBLE, hjvpv Valentines

Day 8 2 year anniversary' I k>v« you Belty

HEY JELLYBEANFACE- As-lu soil? J'ai

envie de toi. as-tu envia de moi?? Quaas
poem-oui? Beware me burtaatoid gnp and
monseiur ha|>py< From Goolbat

LOST- ONE KITTEN. WiN do anyffMng to

get her back' Lonely Puppy

DEAR BEP. HAPPY Valentines Day I k>ve

you Love 8 bomks. Capt

las Day I

WaynolatKmax* It a great one Lova

HAPPY 20TH BIRTHDAY TINA MAC-
OONALO(2/l4)"' Start counting down only

364 days til you re legal now' Love. Lisa

DAVID AND AILEEN - have a very special

Valentines A

LAURA FELOMAN HAPPY 20TH BIRTH-
DAY 2/15'" Call he' loday and make her

day 545-0046 Love Lisa

KATIE ITS GREAT to have you and to

know you twido ihiif Love you. Sean

JULIE: YOU'LL FOREVER be my favorite

teddy bear' Happy Valentines day the Ted-

dy Baxter

TO tJG, THE guy who's dangerous in Blue

the no 1 DS and my best Inend Happy
Valentines Day Love you. EMM

DAVE T. WELL, here it is' Happy Valen
tines Day. hon* I luv ya lots and I know it s

gonna be a great semester' Luv Jillian

HAPPY VALENTINE'S BABY To Miss Ef

fervescerKe Love, Scooter

MMWAimO
RIDE NEEDED TO Syracuse^ Y any
weekend call anytime 253-9063

NEEDED RIDE TO WestpomTweekend of

Feb 27 will share expenses please contact
Ann at 546-5503

BOSTON RIDE WANTED Friday after-

noons (flexible) will share costs and driving

call weekday eves. 546-1030 Jack

RIOHS WANTtO

lOOdMATI WANTfD

GRAO STUDENT. PROFESSIONAL
woman to share 2-tx1rm apartment in Nor
Ihampton $217 50 545 2440 days
884-0074, 203872 3168 eves

FEMALE ROOJMMATE WANTED to share
a room at Northwood /Kpl Call Nancy or

Meg 665-6250

LOOKING FOR A quiet male to share a

room in Southwood Apts Pleasani grad
student apt Mates-rant S140 256-6131

NONSMOKINd MALE NEEDED to share
room in a Southwood Townehouse only

$139 plus elec /month call 253-3571

PHrMUOB^TAhaseiitralmng spaces 24
hour kitchen and laundry Rent is cheap
Call 549-6560 54»1328 256-8028

SItVICIt

TYPMO. TAPE TRANSCRIPTKMI.
accurate 865-7852

Faat.

TUTOMNO. SUMTITUTE TEACHNM in

business management marketing
fmanca. Mtwaakiiaiil 4

1

00 YOU HATt ctoanma? H so. Ba* LMa
Cteiviers to ttia raequa* 'res
tor Spc ar Spwi 84O.7S07

MAKE THE RWiKTmevatenptiiwbiaali"

Fort Laudardala $129 Nassau, Bahamas
$349 lor more mto caN Dave 544-6700

PLEASE READ YOUR tprma br«

pnmcaraluay Tha UMaaa Ski Oub doaant
have kna print For move mtormatton about

boat caa 545-3437 or slop by ma HaMt

SPRWO BREAKI FT Lauderdale iBer
muda. Bahamas complete packages from

$349. $368 $368 don'tmm out* For mora
Mitocaa Tom 4^1042

WANTiO

LOCAL BANDS WANTED Eastside con
certs BaRle oi the Bands on Fab X Con
tact Bruce or David 549-4180

«nU PAY OOUMJi tor 50*40 par*>ing

Sl«kar cal 5444077/544-9287

1 MALC too me to sitaia 1 ol 9 bdrms
Brandywtne 549-7062 Mark. Kavm, Oave

FURNISHED BEDROOM MARCH tst M
May tst or Jur^ 1st Pulton S49 0748

NMiCA$H

NEED mOMty FOR spring break'' I need
your baseball carcte* Please help Cal Mike
549-03X)

$P*IHO 8ltAK »r

BAHAMAS 8309 A up spaces snli

available Cal e^an 546-9021 or Bruce
253-7312

ST. JUOf

THAN YOU AGAINI Seldom do your

prayers go unanswered I am very graielul

LU$CIOU$ TAN$ WANTtO

BAHAMAS WANTS TO warm your body'
Trips Stan at S349 irKludes round trip air

fare 7 mghls accomodation and much more
hmited apace available caM 549-4755

MOVIt ON mOAT ISTN

NEAG IS SHOWING the movie About Last
Night " on February 13 Coma and see it

with a friervl

AN INIXPfNSIVI SPRING 8RfAK

DO YOU WAN'TToIp to the Bahamas.
Jamaica, or Ft Lauderdale'' We have com-
plete trips to the Bahamas starling from
349. and complete Ft Lauderdale trip 129
bus or 319 air fare These prices all include

transportation and fiotel You will rvot find

a cfieaper deal with anyone elso for mlor

mation call Mike or Rich at 549-5401
Space IS bmitad.

JEWISH STAINED aLA$$

COME WORK ON a protect with Jewish
significance Beginners welcomed Every
Thursday m February and March after-

noons 545-2096

SPOINO 8RfAK

DEPARTS EVERY WEEK m March Ft

Lauderdale $309 includes Rl Jel & hotel tor

7 nights all taxes and tips Departs every
week in March Montreal weekends $79
dapails every weeker>d Feb-May Includes

round trip motor coach 8 2 nights hotel

directly downtwvn All taxes and tips

Daytona Beach motor coach and 7 night

fwiel on ttie stnp$229 all taxes and tips and
service charges For more details call

Dynamic Destinations. 482 Mam Street.

Maiden. 6l7 324-7735, 617-321-4165

TVPNMHBVICI

QUALITY TYPINO. LONG or short pro-

jects Meticulous proofreading Editing

available Resumes a specialty 549-0367

nNANCIAL AID WOIKSNOP

FIND OUT HOW lo get money for school

Feb 17 5-7PM Webster Lounge East Side
Feb 18 5-7PM Hamden Common
Soothwesi

OBAPMCS INTilM

GRAPHICS MTEIIN WANTJQ) tor Nor-
thampton Ad Agency CiMI 586-2138
Whaaia

CtOSiTSAU

PUU. LCNOTH RACOON skin coal, m
good condition. $200 00 NCR caah
ragiato r . naada only manor rapaM for tul

oparahon or luat a convariaiion piece
$6000 Cal Anaal 2S»«182

•PiCOV KtVB'-OISSERTATKHn.
254 1002

PBOPOSSMNUU TTPMM SnVICt

CASES. PAPERS. OtSSERTATKMS.
iDaaas fast, accurate, dependable on-
campus roasonabia 504 7924. Nancy

BBtAK TRIPS

NASSAU. JAMAKA, FLOROA. Bermuda.
Cancun Space is iimiied found inp airfara

and hotel Fraa admission lo ciulia.

waloomapartia Pncaa tam 99 00 cal SooR
54O4470

NtlllMili IM NmSLETTER tor Ear
thtooda/Paopla's Martial. "Sprout" naada
you to iniissti(M<a Ota atudant busxnassas
in the Student Union. haaMi laauas, poama.
iac<»wa, oonaumar laaponaaa. and or quaa-
iiona Al artidaa muai be typed douMe
spaced, tor tha hrst «aua. daadlina
February 1 7th in the Earlhtooda nMStoon m
the Economic Development Office m the

Student Union, one fligttt up from the Stu
dent Credit Union /^dorasa to Jarmitar K .

or can her at 25^2807 or caM EarlhtoodB
al 54&-1S54 and leave moMaga

•lOISTIRIO ACUPUNCTURIST

REGISTERED ACUPUNCTURIST
TREATING overweight insomma pains
sfess rieadacha backache smoxmg
549-6147

RKO

YOUR CHANCE TO rush the best fraterni-

ty on campus will tw next week Beta Kap-
pa Phi

SPRINO SRfAK OF A UFiTIMf

SAIL ABOARD YOUR own 50 It yacht Irom

Ft Lauderdale lo the Bahamas lor 1 wk in-

to Paul 665^4967 Terry 6-4052

SCOTT

SCOTT, I'M LOOKING toward lo spending
tfte king weakand with you up in N C Let s

plan on having an awesome lime, especial-

ly on Valantinas Day! I love you! MAM

AUX-MY VALINTINI

HAVING YOU MAKES Valentines Oaylery
special arwl every other day too* Love you
Kim

MCRYl OURA

HAPPY VALENTINES DAY. you wiH

always be someone very special lo rne

''ve always Paul

STEM i CNARUI

ZUCKER-HAVE AN awesome Valentines

Day good luck on Saturday, dude woman
Your awesortie roomy Karen (POTR)

7f MAZDA OLC WAOON

EXCELLENT CONDITION NO rust $1000
628 3259

USIM

THE REALITY OF our tove drowns the
unreality ol lile Happy Valentines Day* I

love you very much and always will. Lova
Jay XO

lOO DAYS LIFTI

LUCY-IT'S ABOUT rugburn. cows, the

Drake, Woody and Wally, Pascal, lost keys
and staples, and good friends Love Ethisl

(me)

BAHAMAS POR A iWCK

BARBADOS TOO THETA Chi is giving

away trips for two To either if your choice
trips are furnished by the Ski Club For a
dollar your chances are one in 2000 Spend
five dollars, and your chance is 1 in 400
The drawing will t>e heM publicly on March
12 and will be drawn by a member of tfte

crowd This IS ttie beast spnr>g break pricea

around.
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Minutemen tripped
by Rutgers, 82-67
Riggins puts in career-high 39 for Knights
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's

basketball team had their hopes for a third

place finish dashed a.^ the Minutemen blew

an early 12 pomt first half lead and were

eventually overwhelmed by hot shooting

Eric Riggins and his Rutgers University

teammates, 82-67. last night at the Louis

Brown Athletic Center in New Brunswick.

NJ.

The loss dropped the Minutemen to 8- 14

overall and 4 10 in the A 10. UMass re

mains at eighth place in the conference.

The win boosted the Scarlet Knights.

6-15 overall and winners of four con

secutive games at home, into ninth place

at 3-10 w^ith St. Bonaventure anchoring the

final spot at 311.

The Minutemen got 21 points from junior

guard Lorenzo Sutton and 16 from senior

guard and co-captain Carl Smith
Sf)phomore forward David Brown grabbed

nine rebounds.

Rutgers, meanwhile, got a career-high 39

points from Riggins, a senior forward on a

13for-21 shooting from the field and

13-of 14 from the line The 6-8 Riggms
eclipsed his previous high of 38 which he

set last week in an 83-69 win over Xavier

(OH)

The Minuten^n jumped on top early and
grabbed a 30-16 lead late in the first half

but the Scarlet Knights, shooting 51.9 per

cent on the evening <27-of-52), roared back

and cut the UMass lead to one, 34-33 at

haiftime. Rutgers reeled off a 15-4 run to

close out the half.

In the .second half it was all Rutgers as

the Scarlet Knights outscored UMass.
49 33. to put the game out of reach The
game might have been closer had L?Mass

not shot a terrible 23-of 63 from the field

<36.5 percent).

Leading by as much as 20 late in the

game, the Scarlet Knights held an edge in

rebounding (39-30), and free throws

(26-of 31 to UMass' 14 19)

In other A- 10 action. Penn State moved
into a tie for fifth place with Duquesne by

knocking off the Dukes. 76 61. at College

Park. PA Both teams are now 6 8.

The Minutemen now take their show

south to Philadelphia, PA. today where

they will try to regroup and climb back in-

to the race for tournament seedings with

a victor> over St. Joseph's. Game time will

be at 4 p.m.

The Hawks. 60-58 losers to the

Minutemen four weeks ago at the Curry

Hicks Cage, will be looking to even the

acme and set some distance between them
and the re.st of a swollen A 10 chase group

behind Temple and West Virginia.

The game will be televised regionally on

the Mazda Television Game of the Week

Callryian phntn h> I'aul l>4->miiriai<

The University of Massachusetts men's basketball team dropped another
Atlantic 10 game, losing to Rutgers, 82-67. last night in Brunswick. NJ.

Minutewomen fall prey to Rutgers
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
wMiien's basketball team found the goings

as rough as they could be. dropping its

fourth consecutive game at the hands of

Rutgers University. 81-48 last night in

Brunswick. NJ.

The Minutewomen. now 6-7 in the Atlan-

tic 10 and 10 9 overall, knew they had their

work cut out for them before they even left

Amherst Wednesday afternoon. The pro-

spects of facing an undefeated squad, rank

ed second m the nation, did not figure to

set them in good spirits just before Valen-

tine's Day.

It would be both horrendous shooting

(22-for 70. a paltr>' 31 percent effort) for

UMass and tight defense and smooth play

from the well-drilled Lady Knights' that

made this blowout possible.

UMass did all it could to stay close,

Rutgers taking a 10-point edge into the

locker room at intermission following an
initial 20 minutes that feature a lot of "two-

for-me, and two-for-you" type consistency.

Neither team made a run of any
significance during the first half.

Rutgers (14-0 in the A 10. 22 overall)

was sparked early by senior forward

Regina Howard, who had 13 ( f her game-
high 19 in the half.

Freshman forward Jeanine <Iichaelsen

had all 12 of her points in the fir t half. She
and senior center Karen Fitzger ild led the

Minutewomen with 12, while ji nior Beth
Wilbor added 11.

Turning up the idle speed a little, the

Lady Knights just dominated the second

half, gradually pushing their lead to the

point of no return. Using a fast break and
some good touch passing, they burst for 43
points in the second half, while their stingy

defense made the UMass shooting game a

nightmare.

Sue Wicks added 14 points, Kristen Foley

13 and Telicher Austin 12 for the Rutgers

cause.

Another factor, which has been a key in

Rutgers' journey to the top of the charts,

was the foul department. The Lady
Knights, despite their tough defense, com-

mitted only 12 in the game. As a result,

UMass fell victim of a large margin at the

foul line, going only six times and hitting

four, while Rutgers found the stripe more

often, sinking 15-of-24.

As a team, the Lady Knights shot .500

from the floor, canning 33-of-66. UMass en

joyed an edge in rebounding, pulling down
46 to Rutgers' 42.

CullcRiMn photo liy Onvid Shimkun

Sophomore guard Christel Zullo and the Minutewomen did not fare well
against second-ranked Rutgers, failing 81-48 last night in Brunswick, NJ.

Henson and
Carroll excel

By LINDA DELIVORIAS
Collegian Staff

A pair of human bultertlies have been

making splashes at Boyden Pool Co
captain Kelly Henson and Lori Carroll,

members of the University of

Massachusetts swim team, have
transformed the strenuous butteifly event

into an art form. By combining alacrity,

finesse, and strength, the duo have con-

sistently placed in the top two spots in

both the 100- and 200-yard butterfly.

"They're solid and reliable when it

comes down to meets. I don't have to

worry about their performances because

I know what I'm going to get out of them,"

coach Bob Newcomb said.

Newcomb expects consistency from his

talented tandem; and receives respectable

times in return. Henson has been clock-

ed in the 200-yard butterfly at 2:18.62,

and has proved her versatility by com-

peting in the individual medley. Carroll's

personal best in the 200-yard fly is

2:19.47. but her forte is the lOO-yard but-

terfly, in which she has registered a

speedy 1:03.04.

Both swimmers have a great deal of

respect for one another, and have

developed a friendly rivalry in practice

and in meets.

"We really push each other in practice.

In meets we can judge how well we're do-

ing by watching each other. But no mat-

ter who does better, there's no hatred bet-

ween us," Henson said.

Henson, a senior exercise science major,

transferred to UMass last winter from

Clark University. She hails from

Pawtucket. RI. and attended Seekonk

High School. A four-sport standout at

Seekonk, Henson was an All-Star swim-

mer, and captain of her squad.

"I started swimming for the Seekonk

Dolphins when I was seven. It came easy

to me, and taught me about responsibili-

ty." said Henson, who has aspirations of

becoming a cardiac rehabilitator. "Clark

was a small program (Division III), and

not very competitive. When I came to

UMass, my times dropped a lot because

of good coaching and training."

Carroll opted to attend UMass for many
of the same rea.sons.

"I didn't like UConn, and UMass had

a good.swimming program and a good

conch. The campus was a lot nicer, " said

the sophmore business major. "I love the

continued on pap" '8
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Dukakis encourages harmonious spirit

Students tell Dukakis
thoughts on Hurst report

CollrKtiin pholo by Niki Soltolofr

CHIT CHAT — Tom Tower and Missy Carey wait for the bus in front

of the Fine Arts Center next to the Rand Theater yesterday.

J

Food Science course
generates complaints
By RICK SANTOS
Collegian Correspondent

Contrary to the common belief, not all

General Education courses are tough, ac-

cording to some students.

One course. Food Science and Nutrition

130, has been named by many students as

a "gut" course.

One student said, "The professor speaks

with a very heavy accent. All he does is pre-

sent ideas from the book." The exams,

which can be "found everywhere are not

varied from semester to semester," the stu-

dent said.

Two other students said FS&N 130 is a

gut course. They agreed that,"There was

rampant and blatant cheating on the ex-

ams," and "student notes and old exams

were readily available." One of the

students never read the book, whereas the

other student did not realize there was a

book.

Another student that took the class with

Professor Bert said,"I took the first exam

after reading the book and studying my
own class notes, and I got a D. I learned

not to go to class and got an average grade

on the second exam
"

This student added that when it came

time for the final exam there was an hour

wait to get to the copy machine in Hamp-

den Commons in the Southwest Residen-

tial Area because everyone was using it to

copy the exams.

Another student who is taking the course

this semester said she "could not unders-

tand anything the professor said in his se-

. cond lecture."

Bert said, "I try to make the information

on nutrition as easy as possible. I try to in-

form the students and make the informa-

tion most accessible."

Some students wrote letters to him say-

ing they learned a lot in the course, he

claimed, adding other students have chang-

ed their majors to FS&N after taking his

course.

Bert then shouted, "If this article appears

in the Collegian, I'm going to make (the

course) tough overnight." He repeated this

several times and added that, "The student

body will end up losing."

Later he called the Collegian to say that

one thing he could do to make the course

tougher was to stop making the class notes

available to students through the student

note-taking service.

Dr. Mokhtar Atallah, acting FS&N
department head, showed the Collegian

that in the last three semesters there was

a reasonable distribution curve for the final

grades of students taking FS&N 130. He
said, "The course provides an essential ser-

vice, otherwise it wouldn't be a general

education course."

When the department receives funding

to hire teaching assistants, classes might

include discussions and quizzes. Current-

ly Bert alone corrects about 500 exams. The

only practical method of doing this is to

give exams which can be corrected by a

computer.

Atallah said, "I hope that the changes in

format and having discussion sections will

be changes in the right direction."

Most of the students when evaluating

Bert say that they like the professor,

Atallah said. "He gives the students in-

dividual attention, and is one of the only

professors in the University that allows

make-up exams," he claimed.

Atallah also said that even though the

professor has an accent, "It's not something

that would be a barrier."

Norman Aitken, associate provost for

undergraduate education, said that the

cnntinued on page 4

By ANN BRHTON
Collegian SlafT

BOSTON - Prai.sjngthen flToiistocom

hat racism, (iov Michael S. Dukakis met

with a group of about 15 University of

Mas.sachusetts students. Chancellor Joseph

D. Duffey. and Judge Frederick A Hurst

on Saturday
"You are setting an example of humani

ty and leadership which is in the true iradi

tion of the Spirit of Massachusetts,"

Dukakis told the multiracial group, which

included resident assistants from the

Southwest Residential Area, the scene of

the post World Series brawl.

Ten students were taken to Univer.sily

Health Services following the Oct. 27 inci

dent. Hurst, a member of the

Massachusetts Commission Against

Discrimination investigated allegations of

racism, and in his report labeled the fight,

"predictable, preventable, and primarily

racially motivated."

Duffey said the meeting was initiated at

the governor's request, after the release of

the Hurst report on Feb. 5.

Dukakis did 'a lot of listening." Edward

Mouzon. a senior and a staff development

assistant in Southwest said Mouzon

preserfled the governor with a "Hands

Across Southwest" T shirt

Hands Across Southwest wa.^ conceived

by a group of representatives from each

cluster in Southwest as part of Black

History Month, in an effort to bring peo

pie together. Mouzon .said.

Dukakis told the group their "reaching

out across the campus should be a model

for entire communities reaching out to

their neighbors so that nowhere is a per

son discriminated against because of who

he or she happens to be or what they

believe."

"Violence of any kind is unacceptable

and will not be tolerated in

Massachusetts," Dukakis said. "Violence

based on race, religion, sex, or sexual orien-

tation has no place in American society,

least of all, here in the cradle of American

liberty."

Dukakis cited steps taken by the state to

combat racism, and said he will ask ad

ministrators to examine the effectiveness

of the state's civil rights laws and to file

a report with the Anti-Crime Council.

Duffey said education is "a very impor-

tant part about living as human beings in

a diverse and pluralistic society. The

students here are leaders in residential

areas on campus."
"We know to deny problems is to make

them worse," Duffey said, adding it would

take the efforts of both blacks and whites

to change things. Hands Across Southwest

is "something we're doing together, "
he

said

•'The Univt'isity is not a perfect plac
,

"

he said. "At Amherst, we are not trying to

build a new Jerusalem VV»- art- mtt trving

to build a Utopia
"

•We are trying to build a smiety where

young men and women work together,

where members of the administration

acknowledge their responsibility in an im

perfect world to create a society of oppor

lunity and true pluralism. " Duffey said.

Hurst, who interviewed more than 100

people while investigating the Southwest

incident, said his report "reflects the truth

as I could find it and as I know it
"

Dwayne Warren, a junior and a member
of the Third World Caucus, said. "I think

education is the best means to prevent

these problem>. .ind spoke of the im-

plementati<m of a '.'social i.ssues compo-

nent."

"Students are going to keep pushing for

educational workshops and programs,"

Warren said.

Southwest Area Government co

president Joe Demeo called for "civility

education starting m high schtml.' and a

'"mandatory core requirement that

Ireshmen will have to take.
"

"There are sometimes latent, sub

conscious racial attitudes that exi.st."

Demeo said. We need to build "a better life

and a better community for our children.

The best thing we can do now is plan for

our futurr
'

Mary Fat BaiUy. an RA from Kennt-dy.

said. ""Racism is a problem acros.s the

board. One of the most hasic ways to deal

with that is through education
"

••We are not trv ing to make everv'one col-

orblind," Bailey .said, adding that color

.should be accepted as part of a person

Duffey .said former Chancellor Randolph

Bromery has been appointed special

counsel review and oversee the recommen-

dations of the Hurst report, and the facul

ty senate is discussing including cultural

diversity cla.sses in the curriculum.

A .special investigator will be appointed

by Hampshire County Di.strict Attorney

Michael Ryan to handle charges against

students involved in the Southwest fight.

Prosecution has been impeded by students

who are unwilling to "give the testimony

we need to go to court," Duffey said.

Kirk Friedman, a former student from

Rhode Island, received a su.spended prison

sentence when he was found guilty on

charges of assault and battery in connec-

tion with the incident. He was dismissed

from the University on a dormitory

infraction.

Former worker said store

owner made false promises
By PAUL LOUIS
Collegian Staff

The stalemate between Louis' Foods

and the United Food and Commercial

Workers may be coming closer to an end

as old workers turn against their former

employer.

The UFCW began picketing in May of

last year. Spokespersons from the Union

feel that Louis,' by not paying wages and

benefits up to standard with other area

stores, is setting a precedent.

Dick Vincent, president and owner of

Louis,' an independent family run

busine.'Js, said that although his system

of raises and benefits may be "different"

he maintains that his workers are

satisfied.

Vincent published the results of an in

store poll that was taken in October and

published in a paid ad in The Amherst

Bulletin which said that 98 percent of the

workers did not want a union and that

100 percent wanted the pickets removed

from outside the store.

Cecilia Mikalanus, a former employee,

said that the poll was unfair. The poll was

taken on payday, and the workers were

handed a ballot which was looked over by

the store manager, Scott Forbes, before

the workers received their checks.

continued on page 13
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Fishermen storm over Coast Guard search policy
BOSTON (AP) Yachters and fishermen

from Gloucester to Florida's Gold Coast are

in distress, but not because of stormy

weather. They want a rescue from the

Coast Guard's policy of boarding boats at

random in the hunt for drug smugglers and

other lawbreakers.

Fishermen complain the boardings are

excessive and cost them business. Boaters

protest that the gun-wielding guardsmen
can be too forceful and are invading their

privacy. The outcries have been loud and

frequent enough that the Coast Guard is

rethinking its strategies.

Last week. Rear Adm Clyde Robbms.

chief of Coast Guard operations, said

regional commanders are looking at the

tactical use of boardings.

"We have been discussing it." Robbins

said in a telephone interview from his

Washington headquarters.
"i We're) trying to decide if we can board

less." he said, adding, "there's always a

concern that if we announce that policy,

that people will try to get away with

something."

For years the Coast Guard has boarded

vesesels of all kinds looking for anything

from illegal size nets to safety code viola

tions and contraband. Always armed, they

carry sidearms. shotguns or even M 16

rifles.

Robbins said the number of boardings

has been stepped up in the past year. "It's

kind of a wave sort of thing." he said.

» 'ontrary to popular assumptions, Rob-

bins said, the effort to look more intently

for drug smugglers was not ordered by the

White House
"The Coast Guard takes the full respon

sibility. Certainly the president and his

wife have put a lot of energy into the anti

illicit drug campaign. We know what the

leader wants." Robbins said.

Some don't like being caught in the wave.

An anguished mother in Paradise Valley.

Ariz., wrote to President Reagan last

August after her frightened young sons

witnessed armed Coast Guard officers and

a dog pore over their uncle's sailboat in

Nantucket in a fruitless search for drugs.

Rosemary Fischer described how her

16-year-old son, Stephen, and the ship's

captain were held at gunpoint during a

two hour search of the boat.

"What was to be a fun day of fishing turn

ed into a nightmare for three very young

children." Mrs. Fischer \*Tote. "All of us

should support your goal of ending drug

trafficking, but at what price victory?"

The Boiling Family of Florida, widely

known in sailing circles, had their Ill-foot

vessel, Albert, boarded 11 times in five

months last year

During the last search, the Coast Guard

charges. Billy. 32. pushed a deck chair in

to one of the officers. As a consequence, he

and his father. Bill. 59, face charges of

assault and resisting federal officers. The

maximum penalty is three years in jail and

about $250,000 in penalties.

CORRECTION
Two students were misquoted in a story

that ran Feb. 1 1 about the sea'-ch process

for professional staff members for student

f>"{r.nizat»ons.

Chris Alibrandi ofSCERA should have

been quoted as saying the search process

was frustrating, and the Student Ac

tivities Office was sometimes part of the

problem, but that she and Student Ac-

tivities Director Randy Donant were

working to expedite the search for a pro

fessional SCERA staff member
Pat Mahoney ofWMUA was quoted as

saying, "so now we are stuck with the

8««rch process that is getting us

nowhere." The above was not a verbatim

quotation.

The Collegian regrets the errors.

R4N4lN/4KJlHA

^i5^
Frozen yogurt provides al the health benefits

of p)lain yogurt pkis flavors that appeal to both

yogurt lovers arxj those who thmk they aren't.

Stop in for a free sample

and discover

the taste you've been missing

IDOVE
-^ Secretarial Services

56 Main St.. Northampton

next door to Sze's

downstairs

OPEN 7

DAY A WEEK
586-9659

Spend Yolts
DESIGNERS

BEST & CHEAPEST
TRIPS TO

DAYTONA - RIGHT
ON THE STRIP

HAWAIIN INNI!

Fast, Accurate Typing

of

• Resumes
• Term Papers
• Dissertations

79 South Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass 01002

256-1335

253-7480

Call Mike or Chez 546-8035—isSks^ssk^—
LIBERAL ARTS CAREER WEEK
A Series Of Forums Sponsored By

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE
mmmm"

TUESDAY FEBRUARY 17

3 P.M. CAREER CENTER 174-76

"CAREERS IN

INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT"
Facilitator:

Daniel McKenna, First Investors Corp.

3 PM CAREER CENTER 904-08

"CAREER IN

TECHNICAL WRITING"
Facilitator:

Drew Hammond, Digital Equipment Corp.

7 PM, CAREER CENTER 162-75

"CAREERS WITH PUBLIC
INTEREST RESEARCH GROUPS"

Facilitator:

MASS PIRG

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 18

3 PM CAREER CENTER 174-76

"CAREERS IN

ENVIRONMENTAL POLITICS"
Facilitator:

Miles Hoenig, Clean Water Action Project

HURSDAY, FEBRUARY 19

3 PM CAREER CENTER
"CAREERS WITH

AETNA LIFE & CASUALTY"
Facilitator:

Fred Taverne, Aetna Life & Casualty

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION:
UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE

UNIVERSITY CAREER CENTER
545-2224

I oUcgiM phatMt by Ntkl tokoloir

TO BELIEVE OR DISBELIEVE - Students led by the "minister" sing during an "anti-

christ" rally last Friday the 13th in the Student Union Building.

Student reactions concerning brawl

represent varied range of opinions
By DAVID CAIN
Collegian Correspondent

and JENNIFER DEMPSEY
Collegian Stafl*

Students randomly inter-

viewed Thursday about the

Hurst report on last Oc-

tober's Southwest racial

brawl voiced opinions rang

ing from strong approval to

skepticism.

Many feel the riot was
racially prompted, others

feel it has been over

dramatized, and some feel

that the administration has

not done enough to rectify

the situation.

Mulugeta Agonafer

ColleKian photo* by Jennifrr Dempsry

The Hurst report, an

evaluation released last

week concerning the

Southwest riot, includes 16

recommendations to the

University of

Heidi Bliss

Massachusetts administra-

tion for dealing with the

issues and concerns which

have arisen.

Sophomore Heidi Bliss

said,"I'm glad to hear

blacks were happy with the

report. It's good that they

are pressuring the Univer-

sity."

The black community has

responded to the report with

an endorsement.

David Walker, a junior,

said, "Yancey Robinson was

beaten up because he was

black and in the wrong

place at the wrong time. It

was out-and-out racism. The

main thing should be trying

to prosecute or put some sort

of sanctions on those

students involved in the

beating.

"There's no animosity

towards any one group per

se, only those individuals

directly involved in the in-

cident. We want to keep this

iMue out in the forefront,

not sweep it under the rug."

Walker naid

W. Greg Rothman. Cen
tral Area Government
president said,"I agree with

most of the Hurst report

The problem isn't necessan

ly racism as much as it is

violence and alcohol during

the Red Sox game
Karen Bozarjum. a junior,

said."I think that the way it

is being blown up is^ increas-

ing the racial tension. It

wasn't racial, it was over a

baseball game.

"The black people aie just

looking for an excuse to

bring up discrimination. If

discrimination is so bad, it

shouldn't have taken this ti

K?-i«CT it nn." she said.

David Walker

Eric Runnells

Several students said the

administration has not ad

dressed the concerns pro-

mpted by the Hurst report.

Many also said the report

itself has not been made
available or widely

distributed. Junior Eric

Runnells said. "Most

definitely the University

has not been that responsi

ble about addressing the

issue.
"

Graduate student

Mulugeta Agonafer said

there should be a solution

that is "not just a seasonal

-solution. They should look

more into a long term solu-

tion to the problem. This

could happen anytime
anywhere. The issue is

whether the University is

addressing the problem

honestly."

Slight decline
of rape cases,

officials said
By STEPHEN BAYEK
Collegian Correspondent

The number of reported cases of rape and sexual assault

has slightly decreased on campus, according to UMass of-

ficials. However, ofTicials say, statistics are often poor

indicators of the actual number of rapes which occur on

campus and that many victims are too ashamed to report

that thev have been assaulted.

According to Pat Barrows of the Everywoman's Center,

the number of cases of rape and sexual assault reported

to the Everywoman's Center in 1986 was 33. In 1985, 34

cases were reported. Statistics from the UMass Depart

ment of Public Safety report that three cases of rape were

reported to them in 1986. down from seven in the previous

vear.

However, these statistics do not reveal whether there

has been an actual decrease in rapes on campus or

whether women have not been reporting situations in

which they have been assaulted.

"It's an unanswerable question. " according to Barrows.

"FBI statistics show that at least cmly one in 10 rapes are

reported, maybe even less, and that one in three women

will experience sexual as.sault in their lifetime." Given

these estimates, said Barrows, it is hard to rely on reported

cases as direct indicators of the number of assaults that

actually occur on campus.

But Barrows believes that more women are coming for

ward. "There is more acceptance in our society for not

blaming the victim, " she said There is more of an open

atmosphere But as acts of violence become more accepted

in our society, rape becomes more common."

One trend that officials see occurring is the increase in

the number of reports of acquaintance or date rape on cam

pus Dale rape (Kcurs when a person is sexually assaulted

by a close friend or person they know very well. The

assailant will use the close relationship as an excuse to

get the victim alone and then rape the victim.

Date rape is seen especially in college populations, ac

cording to Mary Dumas of the Department of Public Safe-

ty Dumas said that there is usually -some kind of rela-

tionship between the victim and assailant. It is this rela

tionship which makes women who are victims le.ss likely

to report cases of date rape Given society's attitudes

towards rape, she said, women are less likely to come for

ward about date rape, believing that they must have caus

rd their own victimization by "leading on" their iissailant

Dtspite this difficulty, people are coming r.ut and talk

ing about it more, says Duma.s.

OnuiaU also sav they are si-eing moi. c.i.m:> nt mm
reporting incidents of sexual assault. Men get raped.

t<K)." said Dr. David Kraft, executive director of Univer

sitv Health Services. "Men are gaining courage, too. and

i»p<.rting rapes " Kraft^ said that many people are not

aware that rape can happen t«i men and that there i-s an

education effort to get this information out Rape is an

emotional ordeal for both men and women. Kraft pointed

out and says it is important for rape victims to quickly

repi)rt .issault so that they may receive the proper

physical, as well as psychological, care.

"There is a denial that prevents people from reporting

cases of assault." .said Dumas. "Society makes it especially

hard for men to admit they've been raped." she said

Dumas said we need education "to protect us from ail

forms of sexual a.ssault."
^

Speaker tonight
Franklyn G Jenifer, chancellor of the Massachusetts

public higher education system, is scheduled to speak

at UMass tonight as part of Black History Month. Details

tomorrow in the Collegian
. n j r

Jenifer was chosen in September by the Board o!

Regents of Higher Education to oversee the state s 27

public colleges and universities.

Jenifer will speak at the Student Union Ballroom at

7 pm. His talk is titled. "The Year Ahead: An Agenda

for Excellence." The speech is cosponsored by the

Chancellor's office and Afrik Am.

Jenifer began his career as a research biologist. He was

hired by the Board of Regents of Higher Education in

September.

Ls^g Sj^m

Fifty years ago this week in the Massachusetts

Collegian... , . , . _

A bloodhound has been suggested as the mascot for

Massachusetts State College. It was recommended by

Leon F. Whitney, class of 1916, a breeder of bloodhounds.

Twenty-five years ago...

The faculty of UMass opened its own drive for pay

raises yesterday without official blessing. Two faculty

organizations pushed their own pay bill on Beacon Hil

without waiting for the Legislature to act on the fiscal

autonomy" proposal for UMass.

Ten years ago... ,

A 27 year-old grad student was trapped on the third

floor ofkasbrouk Laboratory last night at 9:54 by a fire

burning in a basement stairwell.

State Relations office is UMass link
Provides host ofservices from public relations to lobbying

By JONATHAN M. CASSIE
Collegian Correspondent

The State Relations Omce provides the University of

Massachusetts with services ranging from budget lobby-

ing to special public relations events, and serves as the

link between the University of Massachusetts and the

state legislature.

Sharon Kennaugh, director of state relations for the

University of Massachusetts, works with a staff oftwo pro-

fessionals and three assistants. "The budget takes up a

great deal of time for the office," Kennaugh said.

Even though the budget is not the only matter her of

fice handles, its importance is not understated, Kennaugh

said. The budget process is a gruelling one, which often

requires the staff to "virtually live down there [Boston]

during the end of the budget cycle."

This year's budgetary process began on Jan. 28 when

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis submitted his budget for fiscal

year 1988 to the Legislature.

The appropriations bill contains the proposals of the en-

tire state higher education system in one line-item. Before

the Massachusetts Board of Regents of Higher Education

was created in 1981, each school in the system subnnitted

its own budget to the state house, Kennaugh said.

The Board now submits one figure for the entire system

that the state approves and the Regents disburse as the

colleges and universities indicate need, she said.

Kennaugh, who regularly spends two days a week in

Boston and meets with officials on behalf of the Univer-

sity, said, "trying to track Amherst's money in the budget

is difficult." ^.„ . _
Other than the main appropriations bill, the oftice wat-

ches the legislative calendar for other bills that effect the

University, she said.

"We try to identify bills which would affect the Univer-

sity of its functioning," she said. "There are always a wide
continued on page 14
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''guts
99

cmtinued from page 1 FS&N department has a

legitimate defense in that it does not have the funding

required to hire teaching assistants.

Aitken added he has not yet received any complaints

about the course

"If students feel a gen ed course is not of quality stan

dards. then they should write to the general education

council," he said.

FS&N 130 was chosen as a general education course

because it met the guidelines of that council, he said.

Aitken said that most of the money the University re

quested for general education courses in its budget was

approved by the Board of Regents of Higher Education

but "the governors recommendation for the budget did

not include any funding for gen ed courses.
'

On the other hand. Psycholog>' 100, which some students

have also called a gut course, has been revised for the cur

rent semester.

Dr. Lucille Halgin, chief undergraduate advisor of the

psychology department, said because of the new general

education requirements the course is now tougher. In the

two sections that she mstructs. there are essay questions

on the exams and weekly writing assignments are

required.

In the past '"students were grossly disappointed because

of the scope and content of the course." Halgin said.

Science Fiction club also a lending library
By JEAN C. MONTGOMERY
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts Science Fiction Socie

ty is a great place to experience "an archive of relaxed

rationality," according to treasurer Allen Wilkins.

The Society is basically a lending library of sci-fi

material with a social club attached. Wilkins said that

the Society is "a collection of like-minded individuals
'

The Club was founded in 1964 with just a handful of

books. Today the athenaeum contains over 5,000 books

all donated from various sources as well as magazines

dating back to the 1950s.

These materials are free for everyone to use within the

office. Members paying a fee of $3.50 per semester, or

$6 per year librarj- fee are permitted to check out the

books.

There are approximately 70 members at this time, and

they "are always looking for new members," sci-fi en

thusiast Bill Collins said

The executive board consists of president Mathew

Saroff. vice president Jill Junkla, secretary Clarinda

Rose-Turner. Wilkins. and Jon Turner as head librarian.

Some of the activities held by the society include free

non sequitur videos shown by Peter Lee, a WMUA disc

jockey, every Wednesday night from 8-10 in room 801

campus center.

The group also puts out a magazine, Betelgeuse, once

a year. The next issue should be out soon. Anyone in-

terested in writing articles or helping out in some way
should stop by the society.

The society also produces "Audible Fantasy" tapes for

the blind which are distributed by the Library of

Congress.

The club holds a book sale each senu'stt r in order to

weed out duplicate copies of books from the library. The
next liquidation will take place some time this spring

The profits from the sale go towards expenses and pro

gramming. The club receives no funding from the Stu

dent Activities Trust Fund and must generate its own
finances.

This weekend, 40-50 members are going to Boston for

the annual science fiction convention at the Sheraton
Anyone needing a ride is welcome to inquire at the

society

The Science Fiction Society office i» located m room

166 in the Campus Center with the Hanglider Club. The

office hours are 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. during weekdays, and

staggered hours on weekends. Saroff says, "There is

usually someone there."

THE FINE ARTS CENTER
L'NIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

YEHUDI MENUHIN

ANOTHC

WARSAWSINFONIi

witii tkc

Thursday. Feb 12. 8 pen

Concert HaH
Tickets $20 18 16

WITH

DANNY
BURACZESKI

Wednesday.
Feb 18, 8 pm

Bowker Auditorium
Tickpfs $1S l-i

THE TOKYO STRING
QUARTET

"Prccnt«i...talMic*...CUrity"

Thursday. Feb 26, 8 pm
Bowker Auditonum

Twfcpts $1b 13

* nv« CoN«o« Studertts Half-PHo«! *
Tickets ava.iaWe at Fine Arts Cenief Box Ottce Call 14 1 3)545 25 1 i

UMASS SKI CLUB

I

SPRING BREAK GREAT
SKIING

Q4^illinqton
>^ VERMONT

MARCH 22-27
Last Chance
full payment needed by
March 3

Hurry in

limited space available

$209
$40 deposit

$25 refundable security deposit

'NCLUDES

SUPER
SOCIAUZING

SKI RACES

NEW ENGLAND
CLAMBAKE

AFTER-SKI
PARTIES

CONDOMINIUM
LODGING

MOGUL
CONTEST

SPECIAL LIVE

NTERTAINMENT

AND
MORE!

FOR MORE IMFO

All American Ski Week 545-3437
Special Activuies 430 STUDENT Ur^lOH

SIGN UP NOW AND RECEIVE FREE SKI CLUB T-SHIRT

Sign Up Table outside the Hatch

W, Th, Fr9 3pm
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"I NEED A
SUPER BEEF f » r
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With Ute Night |

Studying Already?*?^

Come Down To
JB.s

MOT
ROAST BEEF

11 MI-2 •«
7 days
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LARGEST COLLEGE PAPER IN NEW ENGLAND

IS NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
FOR THE

ASSISTANT
FINANCE MANAGER

POSITION

THIS IS AN EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY
TO GAIN VALUABLE BUSINESS

EXPERIENCE BEFORE YOU
GRADUATE

COME FILL OUT AN APPLICATION

AT THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE

113 Campus Center

Deadline February 20, 1987

FALL SEMESTER
1986 DEAN'S LIST
Congratulations to those of you whose names appear below. You have earned a place on the

Dean's List by your outstanding academic performance. This honor is accorded to students

who achieve a semester average of 3.5 or higher with twelve or more graded credits. Since

fewer than 15 percent meet this high standard, it marks significant accomplishment. Providing

the opportunity for academic achievement is the University's highest priority and I am especially

pleased therefore, that you made the most of that opportunity. Your success is a source of

pride to the entire University community. Congratulations.

Joseph Duffey, Chancellor

PRESS RELEASES
The Office of Public Information will issue a press release about your Dean's List achieve-

ment to your hometown newspaper if you are a Massachusetts resident. Out of state students

please pick up a press release form at 200 Munson Hall.

PARENTS DAY
A special program for the parents of students who achieved Dean's List status for the Spring

Semester 1986 and/or Fall Semester 1986 will be held on Saturday, May 2, 1987, on campus.

There will be an all day series of academic and cultural activities, providing parents with an

opportunity to sample and experience our educational programs. Details will be forthcoming

In the Spring, from the Office of Alumni Affairs, 545-2317.

The Dean's List is published under the auspices of the Dean of Student's Office, and Is based

on grades provided by the Registrar's Office as of January 12, 1987. If your name is not listed

and you believe It should have been, based on the stated criteria, please confirm your academic

record with the Registrar's Office and bring a copy of such record to the Dean of Student s

Office 227 Whitmore Hall. If it is determined that you qualify for Dean's List, you will be in-

cluded on the invitation list for Parents Day even though your name was not listed 'nt»2® *',..'

legian " copy. REMINDER - GRADED CREDITS ONLY ARE INCLUDED, NOT PASS/FAIL

CREDITS.

ARTS & SCIENCES - HUMANITIES AND FINE ARTS

4BS0TT, ELLEN n,

AOtEtKESECC* Jt

AlKEYfKAAENf
4ITKEN.T0NY* Lt
ALEROINGtSTEVEN *•

»«»R»L, ANTHONY N,

ANOERECGfNURHAY F.

ANTUES.NICHELLE a»

AUCEtLYNN At

ARCMEVtOAWIO W,

AUPAO, ALEXANDER Rt

ATAKEiMASAKO,
AUBREY. JONATMAM T,

AXELROO.JUL *i

AXTELLfKAREN J.

AYERS.JEAN E>

SAIL, MARK L,

BAILEY, STEVEN »,
BALISCI*NO,«»RCIA L,

BALLOU, JENNIFER A.

BARO, COLLEEN S,

BARKER, SANDRA 6,

BARMACK, JESSICA Ct

BARNES, ROBIN,
BARTO, WENDY S,

BATT,NEIL *i

BATTEY, SYLVIA A,

BAUM,BRAUNA H,

BAUNCARTNER, ELIZABETH C.

BELLfFAITH R,

BELTON, ELIZABETH N,

BERARD, KENNETH P,

BERAROItCINEE N,

BERGfERIC A,

BERLAND.NICHAEL J»

BLANKSTEIN, ANDREW S,

BOCNOELLE E,

BOCK, JEFFREY N,

BOOINEtCAROL Ji

BOEHLERT.ERIC Ni

BOIL*RO»THERESA L,

BOLDRIGHINI , LOUIS M,

BOSTIAN,KYLE *•

BOUOREAU, JANES Et

BOWERS, SANDRA W,

BRACKEN, PANELA M,

BRADLEY, SCOTT E»

BRAIN, ARIEL F»

8R0ADHURST, JAMES 0,

BRUNELL,JAN|NE St

BULL, MARIA M,

BUR6ANK, KAREN M,

CAFFREYtTARA At OUVAL tVlNCENT Rt GREGGtKRISTIN At

CAMULtPEGCf At EICHELMAMtMICHELLE At GREINERtMICHAEL At

CALCATERRA. ANITA Ct ELAtHOLLY St GRIER-DEENtMARTHA Mt

CAMUStJOHN Jt ELLtStSANORA M, GRISWOLDtANOREA Rt

CAPERStMARTHA Lt EMERICKtELLEN Lt GROSSBLATTtDANA Lt

CARBONNEAU. CHARLES Jt FALCOtLAURIE A. GROUXtJEFFREY St

CARRtWiLLIAM M, FAUNCE, ELIZABETH M, GUTHtEUGENE Ct

CARROLL. JEAN W, FAVREAUtPATRICI A At GWIRTZMAN.L ISA A,

CASSIEt JONATHAN M, FEINMANtTAMARAt HA MU TCN-M I CHONt DOUGLAS
CATON, MICHAEL T, FENTONtMICHELLE Lt HAMMERTONtROBERT Gt

CEPEK, LORRAINE H, FINNtHOPE Ct HAROLOt JOHNt
CcRNAK. LESLIE Jt FIRDAtTHOMAS At HARRISt JENNIFER At

CHAFIN, KELLY E, FISCHETTItOANA Lt HARTLINGtOANIEL Gt

CHANG, CHUN YINGt FISHER, OENISE Mt HASStOAViO Bt

CM£SNUT,MARY At FISHERtWILLIAM Ot HEMENWAVtJENNIFER At

CLARK, SARAH Et FLOOOtJQNATHAN Jt HENSHAW, ROBIN Et

CLARKEtKYLE Et FLYNNtKELLY At HEVWOOOtLEIGH At

COLANtCLAUDI A Jt FLYNNtROSEMARY Bt HiCKEYtJOHN Kt

COLEtVERONlOUE Ct FOSTERtSHAWN A, HtGGINStRICHARO Et

COLEMANtTHOMAS At FRANCOEURtTHOMAS Ot HIGGINStSTEPHEN Jt

CONNORtJOHN Pt FRANCYtGEORGE Pt MILFERTYtBRYAN Ct

COONtTOOD Mt FREEBERN.NEIL Kt HILLELtRON Mt

COUGHLIN, MAURA At FRIEOMANtSETH, HILLYERtNITRAt
COUTOtLUCINOA M, FRIENOtCELESTE Mt HOCHMANtMARNI Et

COX, ANY Gt FRIERItMARTIN Tt HOLMEStTODO Jt

CRAVENtKERRY Jt FULCINITI, JEFFREYf HOLMY.JOHN Ctll
CURELOPt JONATHAN Mt FURMANtMARTHA At HOOLEYtPATRICIA At

CURTIStAMYt GABRIELtOSNAT, HORANtLISA M.

CURTIStCLAUOE Ct GAETAtANNE Et HOROWITZtDANIEL Mt

OAOMUNtTHOMAS Et SAGNON, THOMAS Ht HURWITZtMARLA Bt

DALEYtROBERT Wt GALLAGHER. DEBORAH Rt HYATTtVICTORIA Mt

OALTIlIAtTRACY Et GALWAYtBRIOGET Kt lACONOtGINA Mt

OARLANOtCHRISTOPME* St GAROINIERt JOHN Bt IRELANDtSEAN Pt

OAWSONtJANES Wt GARROtJANINA Jt JACKSON, KATHARINE T,

OEARBORNtLEANNEt GAUOETTEtKAREN At JANCEWlCZtPAUL Jt

OELLAPENNAtLAURA At GENERELLltNANCY Et JAROIMtFRANCISCOt
DEMARRAIStMATTHEW Rt GERSONtSUSAN Bt JARMONtKAREN Rt

DEMILOtCHRISTOPHERt GHISELINEtELlZABETH J, JAYANATH, KUMAR Gt

OESIMONEtSARA Rt GILLOW, LINDA Ot JEANtPAUL Jt

OESMONOtERIN Jt GILNANtGREGORY St JUNCOtMARIA Tt

OEVERtJOHN Ft GIRONE, CHRISTINE Et JURCZYK, CATHERINE Ot

OEVERtPATRICIA A, GIROUXtCAIL Lt KALLAStANOREA St

OIONNEtLISA Ht GISLESONtANNE Wt KAPLANtJiLL At

OITTMARtSMARON K, GLASSERtJASONt KATZtELISAt
OOHERTYtSUZANNE L, GOOONEYtLISA Mt KEEGANtGORDON Wt 1 II

DOONERtSTEVEN Mt GOROONtBRAO At KELLEYtMICHAEL Lt

ORIVERtTOOO Wt ' GORELLtTORI Jt KIEVRAtROBERT Ct

OUBEAUtANNE MARIEt GORMANtMARY At KILLAYtTIMOTHY Pt

OUCHARMEtANN Ft GOTTLIEBtSTUART M, KIMtUNMI t

OUNNELLtCAROLlNE C, GOULD, CAROLINE Lt KiMBALLtERIK Pt

DUNWOOOIE, DEBORAH J* GOULOtDESORAH Lt KiNGtPETER Rt

DUPUlStCATHERINE J» GREENFEICtMICHAEL St KIROUACLYNNE M,

KLINGENER, NANCY Jt MEUSEtMARI ANE Kt
ROPECtKATHLEEN At MILLERiJAMI Lt
KORWARtARATt Rt MILLERtMEGAN Mt
KROLtCHRISTINE Tt MILLETTEtMARGARET,
KWARTLERtDOUGLAS St MlTCHELLtSRUCE Jt
LAODIStTHEOOOROSt MOGINOT.SARA Jt

LAFAVEtJAMES At WORIARTYtCORNELIUS Jt

LAMOUREUIt JILL Et MORIARTY.KATHERINE A,

LANTZtGRETCMEN M, MORIARTVtPATRICK M,

LAVOIEtNICOLEt MORRIStOAVIO Rt
LEBLANCtCMARLOTTE Mt MULLEN, ELIZABETH Mt

LEEtAMITY Kt MURR AYtLAWRENCE Pt

LEIBOWITZtGEOFFREY At NAOIGtHENRY Ot 1 1 I

LEIFtOEREK Mt NASHELtTRACY A.

LEISTYNA. JOSEPH A. NEEtKATHLEENt
LEVINtMATTHEW Gt NEENANt JUDITH Mt
LIEBLtTERRY At NEILLtLISA At
LINGLEtKRISTINE Rt NOONANtDAVIO MtJK
LiTTLEtDIANNE Ht NORDAHLtAMV Dt
LITTLEtSCOTT At NOTTONSONtHEIOIt
LOCKWOOOtREBECCA M. NOYEStJOHN M,

LONGHltMATTHEW Jt OBRIEN.ERIN M,

LOWMANtDEBRA Et OHAREtMARTHA Jt

LUCHTtPETER K, OHRENtHOLLY Lt
LUODYt JENNIFER Jt OLBRIStDIANE Gt

LUNDt JENNIFER CAROLt OLOERSHAWtSHARON Et

LYNCH, BRUCE K, ONEILLtDEIRORE Jt
MACDONALD. CATHERINE Lt OSSINCtERIC Rt
HACNEILtDANIEL Jt PALINO, CYNTHIA M,
MAHNKEN, THOMAS Wt PANNACCIULLI, CHRISTINE
MAjCHROWSKItHELEN Jt PARKER, CHRISTINE St

MAlLOYtMATTHEW Jt PARKERt JENNIFER Lt
MANTRONEtTRACEY Jt PARMENTIER, NANCY L,
MARCINKIEWlCZtREBECCA Lt PARSONStEL IZABETH J.

MARDtMELISSA Lt PARTENHEIMER.ANN M,

MARGILtDAVIO St PASOUANTONIO. DAVID F,

MARISSEAUtKENNETH Gt t

I

PASQUANTONIOtSUSAN Mt
MARRINOtTRACI A, PAULINtCHRISTOPHER Mt

MARTIN, BEATRICE A, PERCIVALtKRISt
MATOStHENRY Jt PERCIVALtPHILIP CHAOt
MATTOStMATTHEWt PERRYtlLANAt
HAZLEN. VIVIEN Gt PINKHAMtCLAIRE At
MCCAFFREYtOIANNEt PIRONEtPATRICIA Lt
MCCARTHY. JOAN M. PLZAKtEILEEN Rt
MCCARTHY, KRISTEN Et POONtCHRISTINE Nt
MCCONNELLtCATHERINE A, PORCHELLI tAMY Tt
MCCREE.KIRSTEN M, PREVEYtKATHLEEN Vt

MCCULLOUGH, ELLEN H, PREVIOI tWiLLIAM J.
MCGINLEYtCHRISTOPHER Jt PROLMANtLISA St
MCGOURTYtOAWN Mt PROULXtSUZANNE Nt
MEGNAtMICHELLE At QUENZELtBRYANt
MELLOtJEFFREY St OUIGLEVtMEAGHAN Jt



COLLEGIAN 7

6 COLLEGIAN

RABISOWITZ. JASON E.
RAMSEyiBARSAIt* St
RAMV, HERBERT H,
RA»4ERI<00UCL«S Rt
RAVITZ.RACHELt
RAMOIHC.HOPE Ct
REINHARDT.LINO* «t
REVNOLOStEOMARO M*

RICE, STEPHEN M,
RCBINStKIMBERLV Kt
ROCHElEAUtPATRICK J,
ROLLINS, JAMES N,
ROOKStJENNIPER L*
ROSE, CYNTHIA S,
ROSENBERG, LVNSEV St
RUBECR, CHERYL A,
RU66IEK0,R0BYN L*
RVANtANNC M,

RVANfMICHA
RYAN, STEVE
RVNERSON,0
SAOERAtCHR
SANTARELLA
SANTOS, RIC
SCHUMANN,

L

SCIGLIANO,
SCIOLETTI,
SCOTT, BERN
SCOTT, JENN
SCOTT, LESL
SCOTT. NARI
SCOTT, STEP
SEARS, OAVI
SHEEHAN.AL
SHELDON, KA
SHUTTLE. PE

EL C,
N J,
AVID N,
ISTINE E,
, SCOTT T,
HARD J,
VNN E,
JOHN V,
TINA M,
ARO J,
IFER A.
IE C,
A N,
HANIE K,

R.
ISON A.
• A At
TER J,

SI FLINCH
SILVERS!
SIMPSON,
SIMPSON.
SINGER, M
SMITH, QE
SOBOLEWS
SOLAROLI
SONGINI,
SPEARS, L

STEAOMAN
STEEVES,
STEIN, OE
STERN, JE
STODOARO
STREETON
SULESKI,
SULLIVAN

R,CINOV J,
EIN.MATTHEM
JOHN F,
MARIA 0*
ICHELLE,
90RAH L,
Kl (JOHN G,

, MICHAEL J,
MARC L,
ESLIE J,
,BETHNEY E,

MILLIAN H.
BORAH J,
ROME E*
.JILL M,
.SUSAN A,

LISA N,
.MARC A.

SUPRANOVICH, ELIZABETH A,

TACGART, ELLEN H,

TANNENBAUM. CAROL £•

TEARE,AMY N.

TISMAN. DANIEL S.

TOOHER. JOANNE 0.
TORAN.KATE G,
TOMNSENO,ERIC N,

TRAVIS, JENNIFER L,

TROMBLY, RICHARD M,

TUROWSKI .LAWRENCE P,

TUTTL6, RICHARD Pt

URATO, MATTHEW P,

URBANK, ROBERT N,

VALSING.ELllABETH L,

VANDESTEEN, PAULA V.

VENNERI. PATRICK M,

VITALI ,PAUL,

Tuesday, February 17, 1987

VOLLERS, PETER K,

WALEN, ELAINE K,

WALSH, MARY C,

MARDLAM, SARAH A,

WARREN, TARA L,
WEIL, RAFAEL A,

WEISBACH, JONATHAN 0,

WELCH, VERONICA M,

WELLANO.PAN MORRIGAN.
WEST. CAROLINE G.
WHALING, CHRIS L,
WHIPPS, ELIZABETH C,

WHITE, ANNE E,

WHITE, THEODORE C,
WHITELAM, REGAN C,

WILKINSON, LAUREL L,

WILLIAMSON, HOLLY J,

WILSON, ELISABETH B,

WILSON. JAMES C,
WILSON, KATHLEEN,
WINER.SARAH E,
WINSLOW, ELAINE P,
WNUK,VtVIAN M,
WOJCIK,cRIC M,
WOOD, CATHERINE E,
WOODCOCK, MADELEINE R,
WOOOSUM, PETER,
WRIGHT, OAVIO A,
WURSTER, JAMES 0,
YANCHEWSKI .CAROLE M,
ZACCAROO.KATRINA M,
ZEHNOER. ANNEMARIE,

ZINTER, ANSEL,
ZONA, TIMOTHY J,
ZUCKER,STEFANIE A,

Tuesday, February 17, 1987

EDUCATION
CONTINUED

DOLL, LINDA J,

DONOVAN, BREMDA A,

OUBINSHV. AMY S,

DUNCAN. JUOSON R,

EKLUND, 01 ANA L,

FRANCIS. LAURIE J.

FREOETTE, MICHELLE L.

GALLU. SIMEON

GREEN, ALTHEA C.

GRIFFIN, LISA A,

HAMILTON, LVNNE E,

HE I HAN. SUSAN 0,

HER20G, ERICA 0,

KESSING, KELLY L,

KNOWLTON, JOHN
LESTER, JODY
HARKS, DIANE B,

HCCLURE. RONALD T.

MCKEEBY, VICKI L,

HITCHELL, MAUREEN R,

NIRENBERG, MICHELLE P.

OLCOTT, JANET M,

QUINN, KATHLEEN P,

ROHER. PATRICIA J,

SADLER, LINDA
SALMONS, JOHN T,

SCHINOEL, SHARI

SEARS. ROBIN

SILVA, ANTONY

SMITH. ALEXANDRA
SMITH. KAREN L.

STRINGER. PAMELA H.

TAROIFF. KRISTIN M.

TUROMSHA, COLLEEN A,

WAGNER, KITTY

WALOECK, STEPHANIE J,

ARTS & SCIENCES - SOCIAL & BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES

ARTS & SCIENCES - NATURAL SCIENCES & MATH

ADAMS. EILEEN N.
AHEARN. KAREN P,

AlENSON, JULIA T,
ANDREWS, ERIK W*
APRIL, MENOV L,
ARCHER. STEPHANIE S.
ARES RAMIREZ. MANUEL E.
ARRIAZA.El IZABETH R,
•ARBACALIO, JULIA 0,
BEATTV,IAN 0,
BEER, ERIC N*
BE RCL UNO, JO* ecu J»
BERGSTROH.EVE A,
BERRIOS, JAVIER »t
BESSE, ANDRE* J*
BIRO. MICHAEL T,
BONIN. JACQUELINE A,
BRANDTS, CYNTHIA L*
BRINK. CHRISTIE L,
BROUChTON, ELIZABETH A*
BURBANK, SANDRA I,
BUShEY,RIMBERLV S*
BVERS. BRUCE E,
CARP, JOANNA,
CEPAS,RASA N,
CHANDRAN, RABIN F,
CHEUNG, JOSEPHINE T,

CHEYETTE,TAHARA E.
CHLAPOHSKI. FRANCIS S,
CLARK. CHESTER E.lil
CODE, ERIN I.
COHEN, MICHELLE St
COLllNStllSA A,

ABEL. ANDREW St
ABREU, PETER Bt
ACKER, JOEL Rt
AOANS. MEREDITH L,
AHRENS, JANES P.

AlPERT, CHARLES Mt
ALVAffAOO, DAISY Y,
AMIRAULTtCAUREN B,
ANPIAM, STELLA A,
AMVOT, ROBERT P,
ARIN, DEBORAH N,
ARSENAULT.HARY Et
BAKER, ANDREA L,
BANCS, JOOr A,
BARANAUSKAS,K|MBERLV A,

BARBACALLO, ELAINE M.

BENNETT. ANDREA N,
BERCMANN,N ELIZABETH,
9ESSEGHINI, DIANA M,

BIEDA, ELIZABETH MARIEt
BOWRYS.TRANK E,

BREDVIK.BR (AN K,
BUCK, GEORGE R,

9UNCE, SUSAN M.

6URKE. EDWARD F.

SURT.PAUL J.

CAJOLET. DAVID A.

CAMERON, DOUGLAS H,

CANF tELO.ANNE M.

CANTARELLA.JOHN B.
CARINO.CHR ISTIAN A.

CECCONI .PAULA A,

CLARK, ELIZABETH E,
CLARK, JEFFREY M,

COFFIN, JANE R.

COLBOURN.R CHRISTOPHER.
COLE. JAMES R.JR
COLLYER, SUSAN,
CONLEY,ERIN E,
CONLEY,LYNN K,
CONNOR, JOHN D,
CONROV, ALLISON E,
COUNIHAN, JESSICA Bt
COWAN, JAVNE Et
CRANOALL, JOSHUA 0,
CRAWFORD SIEBENtlNEZ Nt
CREAN,JOhN J,

ALVES.MIA A,
ANDERSON, CARLA J,
ANDERSON, CHRIST INE G,
ARENA, THERESA M.
BARMASH. JOOI L.
BERTRANO. SUZANNE E,
BIRO. COLLEEN M.
BRAIN. LESLIE, E

BROUGHEAR, PAULA J,
BROWN. DANIEL A.
BUTTER. AL I SON J,
CANUEL, LAUREN P,
CARMEL,KIN C.
CARPENTER. JILL E.
CELLUCCI .CATHERINE M,
CHAPMAN, GEORGE 0,
CHARTIER, JULIA P,
CHIPLEV, TRISTAN N,

COLLINS, WENOV J,
CONLINtPAUL N,

COOPEE. SCOTT J,
CUTLER, KAThERINE At
DANESEtPAUL N,
OAVIES, CYNTHIA Lt
DEROSA, MICHAEL Ct
OESJARLAIStJOHN Rt
OIENER, ANDREW C,
OOOCE. BRETT A,
OONATO,GINA H,

OONOVANtJOHN Wt
DRACHETTI, MATTHEW Jt
OUBEtANN N,
OUCHARMEtSUSAM Et
OUNTON, KATHLEEN At
OWVER. DEBORAH JEAN,
EDEN. PETER A.

EISENBERG. JON R.

ELLIOTT. OAVIO Jt
ENINGER, HELEN* At

ETEHAOtPOUNEH,
FARNHAM, CHRISTIE *,
FERGUSON, ALICE L,
PERNANOO,CARL* Pt
POSTER, JOSHUA Gt
FRITZ, KARL P,

FRONCILIO, RICHARD J,

PULTON, SCOTT At
CANTER, FRIEDA H,

GETZEN, SUMMER G,
COLO, OAVIO *,

GOLDMAN, ELLEN Rt
CRAF, MARTIN Rt
CUARNOTTAtBRIAM Bt
CUBOLAtMICHELLE Mt

GURSKI, DEBORAH Ot
HACKETT, GRANT R,
HANSON, JASON S,

HARRISON, OWICHT Mt
HARTL, JONATHAN Et
HARTLEY, JILL Kt
HARVEY, OAVIO C,
HEGARTY,CATHERINf Nt
HCIMBERGtMARY Ot
HOtCHRISTINE,
HOTZ,OONN* I,

HUUSKONEN,SONENE M,
HVHAN, ANDREW T,

IVOOA,NANAEt
JENKINS, MARK Rt
JOOKA.PAUL C«
JONES, DOUGLAS Ot
KARLSSON,ANNA U*
KASNAN, ROBERT,
KATZ, DEBORAH Lt
KELNHOFER, ROBERT J,
KETTLER, BRIAN Pt
RIROUACJANINE M,
KNOWLTON, KENNETH D,
KOLNICKI,GARV Wt
KOWALESKt, MICHAEL P,
KREK, MARGARET M,

KflUCER. SHARON Ht

KWON. JAEHEE.
LALIBERTYt THOMAS J.
LAMMERS.JENS U.
LAZAZZERA.BETH A.

LESNOPF CARAVAGLIA.SILVANA
LEWIS. ETHAN L.
LICCIAROI, KAREN A,

LIVELY, GARY A,

LORTIE,LEE ANNE,
LOZOUSKI,NARK J,

LUK, ALISON e,
LYFOROtLIS* R,
MADISON, JON M,

MAHMOOOI.MICHELE,
MAHONEY, THOMAS M,
HAIR, GLEN M,
NANGAN.MARY E,
MANNING, JULIA At
MARKUS, STEPHEN FRANK,
MARQUES, FERNANDO M,

HARTELL, CHRISTINE R,

MASON, LAWRENCE E,

MCCLELLAN, VICTORIA H,

MCGRAIL, MAURA A,
MCLANAHAN,AMV 0*
MEIER, EVA,
METIVIER, KAREN J,
HOCHAOOAH,ABOOLLAH Pt
MORIN, REBECCA M,

MORRILL, GRETCHEN L,
MURLEV, KAREN L,
MURPHY, MICHAEL J,

NOBREGA.EOWARO A.

NUMAN, SUZANNE,
OBIANWU,NWANOO S,

OLBRIS. DONALD J,
OSTRELICHtHELENE Jt

4, PATELtJAY,
PATNAUOE.LORI A,
PFLAUM. GREGORY M,

PHELPS, JENNIFER 0,
PHELPS, PETER 0.
PISZCZKIEWICZ.STACEY J.
PITTACK.CATRIN,
PIZZANO, PETER At
POLItKIM A,
POPP, NANCY E,
POSADA. MARIO A,
POWERS, NARY B,
PRESLEY, KENNETH S.
PROSSER, CHARLES A,
QUINN, THERESA N,
REJONlStCHARLES A.
RICHMOND, ALAN N,
RODRIGUEZ, ORELI M,
RUTHMAN,LISA M,

RUZICKA, LAUREL A,
SASAT|NI,ANTONELLA,
SAGE. OAVIO «,

SALMAN, CRAIG A.
SHETH,SUKESH| ,

SHIELDS, JOHN T,

SILBICER,MARK Ht
SILK, LEE S.

ARTS & SCIENCES - UNDECLARED

OALLAWORA. JEANINE At
OALSASS. ELIZABETH Nt
OARRAGH.SHAUN Pt
OAV(S,NAON| S,
OAVtJULIE C,
DEL CASTILLO, CARLOS Rt
OENNIS, NANCY K,
DENNIS, WILLIAM J,
OESNOYERStJEAN At
DIATALEVItJANE Kt
OOHERTY, JAMES Ot
DUFRESNE, EDITH E,
DULHAINE,R ICHARO A,

OURFEE, KEVIN T,

DUSSERE,ERIK S,
0UTKO,JILL M,
EASTMAN, AMBER L,
ELLISON, CHRISTOPHER It

ENWRICHTtERIN P,

FAST, NANCY B,
FAUCHER,HICHELE A,

FERRIS. PA'TRIC lA A.

FINE.ALISSA a,
FITZGERALD, DANIEL P,

FITZGERALD, OENISE A,
FLAMER.TRACEY L.
FLEISHMAN, MILL I AM J,
FORRESTER. KRIST IN S,

FORTESCUE. JONATHAN A.
FRANK. PATRICIA L.
FRICR. FRANK B,

GABIS, DAVID H,

GALLO,LISA A,

GAMST, LAWRENCE R,

GARDELLA, MICHAEL Jt
GERMAIN, PAUL M,
GILBERT, KIRK H,

GOGCINS,JOHN M,

GOLO,TAMMI L,
GOLEMBEWSKI ,MEL ISSA 8,

GONZALEZ, MARIA L,

GOOD, JENNIFER L,
GOODWIN, 01 ANE Et
GRASSOtJANE Nt
GREEN, MELINDA W,
GRIFFIN, MARGARET M,

GRIPPO. STEVEN E,

CUNTHCR, NANCY K,
HACKETT, VICTORIA M,

HAIGNEY, CHRISTINE Mt

HALL, HUGH Ft

HANKStKIRSTEN Et
HARMON, LORRAINE E,
HAWKINS, REBECCA M,

HE IOBRINK,KRtSTINE Jt

HE ME ON, JONATHAN,
HENDRATAtlRAWATIt
HIGGINS, ANNETTE K,

HICCINS, JANES M,
HOESCHEN STEINtMEOEA,
HOFFER, DOUGLAS J.
HOGAN, CHRISTINE E,
HOLLISTER. CAROLYN J,
HOULE.RENE P,

HUDSON, SHAWNA L,
HUTCHEONS, SHAWN W,

JACQUES, CHERYL C,
JAMISON, JENNIFER L,
JASMIN, THERESA A,

JENKS, BRETT S,
KAPILI AN.ALAN H,
KASWAN,tAN S,
KEITH, DOUGLAS A,
KENIGS,VELGA A,

KENNEDY, CHRISTOPHER A,

KINDERMAN, SPENCER A,

KOENIG, SUSANNA L,

HOLLER, 0I3NNE L,
KRAVETZ.MARA L,
KUHN, DAVID L,
KUKLINSKI, ALICE V,

LACEY, ELEANOR B,
LAC£Y,NEIL F,
LADDIS,DIMITRIS,
LAMBERT. SHEILA M.

LAPIERRE. DIANE P.

LARRABEE, WENDY A,

LASKEY,aRENNA G,
LAURENCE, MATTHEW Jt
LAVALLEE. LAURA A,

LEARY.ONDINE M,

LECLAIR. SHARON A,

LEONCLISA J,
LEVINE. ANOREA J.

LIM,VIBORA,
LIST, SUSAN H,

LOISELLE, LINDA Lt

LUGO, SANDRA I, ^

MA, CHI C,
MACINNIS, EMILY S,

MACINNIS. THOMAS A,

MAGNOLIA, DOUGLAS J,

MANOCLL, CAROLYN J,

MANOLItVASMEENt
MANZER, JEFFREY A,

MAO, JEFFREY, T

MAROUCZ,OEBRA A,

MARTELLO, JENNIFER L,

MASSEY, DARREN Et

HASUCKtJOHN W,

MCCANN, ELIZABETH A,

MCCARTHY, MARY E,
MCGARRY,LYNNE A,
'4CGARY. PATRICK R,

MEGAN, JOSEPH F,
MERMINtSARAH E,

MICHAEL, KIMSERLY A,

MICHEEL. CAROLYN T,

MILLETTE, CHRISTOPHER J,
MINASI AN.L YNN M.

MOLLOY. DIANE J,
MONTGOMERY, JEAN C,
MORLEY, PETER R,
MORTIMER (DEMISE L,
MOSER, SUZANNE M,
WOVNIHAN.SETH A,
MUGGO.JAHANGIR,
MULCAHV,AMY 0,
NATALE,PAUL J,
NE JAME.ALEKIS A.
NESETKA.KIRSTEN L.
NEWKIRK. KIMSERLY A.

NICKERSON. DOUGLAS A.

NOONAN.DANIEL M.
NURNEY. PETER J.
OLEARY.JANINE K.
ONEILL. MARGARET H.

OSGOOD. MARK A,
PARSONS. SHAWN B,
PAUL,LORI At
PELLEGRI .CHRISTINE M.

PENALOZA.PABLOt
PEREIRA.MARR At
PPEFFERLE. CHRISTOPHER F,
PFLUEGER. SCOTT J,
PHILLIPS, SHEILA Nt
PLAYER, LESLIE A,
PLOESSLtANGIE M,
POWERS, EDMUNC J,
POWERS, PATRICIA A,
PRUCNAL,LIS* Nt
RACHELLCNARLENE B,
RAMSAY, ELIZABETH,
RANDALL, MICHELLE,
RAPOSA,jaOIE M,
RASO,JOHN A,
RAVN, KAREN At
RECLA,KRISTINA A,
REYNOLDS, CHRISTOPHER L,
ROBINSON, JEANNIE H,
ROBINSON, JEFFREY S,

ROSCIGNO, LAURA A,
RUIZ ,MAR 10,
RUSSC, JENNIFER M,

SAOLCWSKI,DARLENE A,

SAGE, JOHN M,

SALTZ, JAMES C,
SANBORN, KEVIN P,

SAYLES, DAVID T,

SEARS, LAUREN E,
SEIFEL. SCOTT A,
SERRAOAS,MARY L,
SERRIOGE, THOMAS,
SHAFER,OAYNA L,
SHAW,WENOY L.
SIBLEY, CHERYL A,
SILVA, MARIA R,
SILVA, RICHARD Jt
SiLVESTRI.MARCt
SIMMONS, MARGARET E,
SIMS, ALICE,
SMILEY, LYNN E,
SMITH, CAROL A,
SMOCK, JOHN M,

SOHN,DEBRA R,
SOLOMON.OENA L,
SOLOMON, SHARI K,

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

CHISSLER, STEPHANIE P,
CLOUGH, BARBARA L,
COHEN, MARY ELLEN,
CONOVER, SUSAN,
COURT, NANCY K,
COURTNEY, THOMAS E,
CUSICK, CONNIE A,
DARLING. THOMAS 0,
DEMROW,CARL C,
OEMUINCK KEIZER. CHRISTINA
DOLCE. MARY 0.
DOUGHERTY, KERR I E.
FANTINI .MARGARET A.

FITZGERALD. MAURA B.
FLEURY.LORI A,

GILBERT, OAMARIS,
GITLIN,RANDI E,
COLOFARB, ELLEN Nt

GOUDEY, CHERYL 8,
GOULKIN, PAMELA M,

GROSSMAN. RANA B,
HEGARTY. MAUREEN S,
HENSON,KRISTEN M,

HILBERG, KRISTIN 8,
HIRSCHFeL0,8ETH M,

hogan, mary k,

jackson, beth m,

8. james, jennifer,
johnson. laurie t,

kaufman, laurie b.

keedy.b6th.
kraemer .annamary,
lesynski .merri lee,
linscott.srenoa l,

longo,lori a,

lynch, jennifer a,

MOL

I

NARI .A
MORRIS. STA
MURPHY, DON
NEWTON, KIM
NOBELfCARR
NOEL,0EaOR
NORWOOD. WE
08RIEN.KAT
OCONNELL.C
OCONNOR.HE
ORMSBY.PAU
PALMER. TRA
PEREZ. ANTO
PIERCE. KAR
PLINER.SUS
PRIMIANO.K
RIENDEAU.S
SACHOEVtPU

NOREA L.
CEY N.
NA P.
IBERLY A.

IE,
AH L,
NDY L.
HLEEN P.

MRISTINE A.
LEN C.
LA Tt
CY A.

NIO F,
EN L.
AN M.
AREN L.
UZAHNE M,
NEET St

SCHULTZ.ANNMARIE,
SCIARAFFA, NANCY M,
SHATTUCK,PAUL T,
SHAW, ERIN P,
SHEA,OOREcN L,
SI AGEL.MAR JORY G.
STAROBIN. SUZANNE,
STIRTON GLASHOW,OONNA A,
TAFT, REBECCA S,
TI8BETTS, TRACY L.
TIERNEY.KELLEY J,
TOKAREK,LISA A,
TR0CKMAN,ELYS6,
VUILLEMENOT, MICHELLE Lt
WADDLE, JENNIFER S,
WADE, SHAWN S,
WATERS, SANDRA M,
WATKINS, NICHOLAS Ht

SIRACO, STEVEN Ft
SMILEY, LUCY E,
SMITH, BRENDA L,
SMITH, EVAN Ct
SPIRO,MARK 0,
STROM, KARLA A,
SWEET, JOHN F,
SZLAChETKA.KATE M,
TARGONSKI, STEPHEN Ot
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NARAYANAN, MALINI V,

OMALLEY, PATRICK Mt

OSTHUES, GREGORY Jt

OWEN. ROBERT W,
PACKARD, DEBRA A,

PAUL, LAURA B,

PEARSON, SCOTT A,

PEASE. GARY F.

PHILLIPS. ROGER C.

POURRAHIMI .NAOER.
PRESCOTT. RANDALL Wt,
PRUSKIN. OAVIO B,

PUMIGLIA,GUY E,
REDDINCTON,THONAS F,

RIODELL. WILLIAM Tt

ROGERS, WAYNE J,

ROSSONI

,

PETER,
SALVAGGIO, VINCENT P,
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SANCTUARVi JAV Et
SAPPETiVlCTOKU A.

SCACNELLItKAtEN A,

SCHMIDT. LOKRAINE*
SCHORtJAMES Et
SEIFEK.JEFFKEV Ot
SENK.KOBEItT Bi
SEMAMOtANOKEM H*
SHEEHAN.MILLIAM Ci

SHEKIOAN. STEVEN Ot

SHQKMOLLAHI.AMIR Ht

SIMMONS. STEPMAMlEt
SIMONtTIMOTMY St
SltOTA.NEIL ^t
SKAVICUS.PAUL Jt
SMITH.ROaEKT A.

SOLOMON. MOISE Nt

SOUTHWiCR.LlSAt
SOUTMWO«TM, KENNETH N.

SPENCE«. JAMES M,

STASSIS.JOMN C.
STEOMAN.PAUL 0.

STENNES. MICHAEL Jt

ST«OHL.T»ACl Lt

SULLIVAN.NEAL Pt

SULLIVAN. «OGER A.

TAM. VIVIAN M.

THORNTON. JOSEPH E.

TOM«UK.»<U*AT.

TRUESOALE.LORI E.

TUTHILL. RICHARD H.

VAN OOREN, STEPHEN R.

VAN ROYEN.ROSS M,

VERRASTRO. DONALD T.

VREELANO.OAVIO A.

MALKER. MICHAEL Pt

MALSH, DAVID M.

MALSH. JAMES A,

MALSH. JOHN P.

MANG.CHE TSINGt
MARNER. DANIEL M.

WEIGANO. CHRISTINE Ei

WEISStSCOTT Jt

WHEELERtPAUL Ht
MINGLER.BARBARA Jt

MINI ARSKI.PETER Ot
MONG.JOSIE Ct

WONC.SAI Ct
MOOOMORTH, BRIAN Kt
MORTZMAN. STUART Ot
MRICHT. PAMELA L>
MRONA. MARGUERITE.
ZIMMER.MARILVN A.
ZITO. GEOFFREY P.

FOOD & NATURAL RESOURCES (including Stockbridge w/3.25)

AOIEtJUOITH A.

ALLAROtKAR ILVN M,

ALLENtCHRIS Jt
ALLENtJULlE Mt
ALONI.SHARI Lt
AMES. ANITA Ct
ATMOOOtOAMN It

BABCOCRtVALERil OENISEt
BACHER.NOAHt
BAMRICR. CHRISTINE At
BANNING. CTNTHIA Ot
BARBERtJEPFREV Ot

BARTSCM.OAVIO Mt
BATES. DEBORAH At
•EAN.RUBV Lt
BEOARD.JEANETTE N,

BEOENKOP.CHRISTOPHER Mt

BEERBOMERt JEANNE "•
BERNARD. ROGER At
BLANCHARO.PAUL.
BOHOVICM. KAREN Lt
BOUTHlLLETTEtKEVIN Ft

BOMERStANM Ct
BRAMLAGEtMlLLIAN Bt
BREAULTtLESllE Rt
BRENNANtCVNTNiA At
BROOERICK. KATHLEEN P.

BROMN.CVNTHIA L.
6R0MN.MICHAL Mt
BURKE.JOSEPH Tt
BUSH. GLENN Gt
BUSH.RAREN Ot
BUSMtSTEPHEN Pt
BUTKUStPAUL S.

BUtlELL.GREGORV S.

CAOOGAN. SUSAN M,

CAJOLET. CHRIS At
CARLHAN.PAUL H.

CARR lERE.MICHELE A,

CMAKARI AN. GRACE At
CLARRtSONORA Kt
ClEARVtROSANNE M,

COCCitJEANNE H,

COlLlNStCHERTL At
COLLINS. DENNIS J.

COLUCCI.LISA A.

CQNNELL. PATRICK Et

CONNELL.SUSAN M.
COOK. GREGORY At
CRAIG. GORDON Ct
CREELMAN. CHRISTOPHER
CUSTER. RQNALO Et
OAMIEN.SABRINA M.
OAVEV.EDMARO A.
DAVIS. TRACY G.
OELAVALETTE. NICOLAS S.
DEMPSEY. ROBERT J.

ANOERSON.CLEN E.
ANOREMS.JEAN Lt
BALOSANG.MATSAE M.

BERRY. CYNTHIA K.
BERRY. JOSEPH T.
BESEN. RACHEL S.
BLANCHEtJOOI L.
BROMN.BETH E.
BROMN. JENNIFER.
CARPENTER. OIANE F,

CLEARY.SEAN J.

COHEN. STEPHANIE Ct
COTE. HEATHER A.
01 AMONO. KATHLEEN M.

0R020OFF. HEIDI B.

EMPRIMO.KI MBERLV R.
EVERETT, KATHARINE C.
FARRIER. RENEE C.
FISCH. LESLIE A.
FITZGIBBONS.KRISTINAt
GALACATOStKATERINAt
GREENHALGH.BETHt
GREGOIRE.JOHN Jt
GRIFALCONI.MIA Lt

3ELTRAN. GERALD M.
BREMER. JUL lA R.
DALY. RICHARD Nt
DAMON. BRUCE Mt
ORABIK. GLENN 0.
OAUTREAU. STEVEN K.

GORMLEV.LISA E.
HALLOHELL.LAURELi
HOMA. KAREN A.
HOULOEN.LISA M.

JURY.DANIEL J.
LAURIE. NANCY Et

OENTREMONT .PAUL J.

OICENTA.VVETTE Lt
DIMARTINIS. STEVEN H.

OITTMAR.KYLE At

DODGE. JENNIFER St

DONOVAN. KATHRVN Ct

OORER.DEBRA A.

DRAMBRIDGE.OCNNA Nt

ORISCOLLtOONNA Mt

OUCANtJOHN Tt

OUMONTtJOEL Et

OUPREV. JENNIFER L*
DMVERtNAUREEM E*
EODINStELlZABETH A*

E6AN.CHRISTOPHER It
ENNIS.MULIAM Pt
EZZOtOAVID Nt
FABINI.DESIREE Kt

FALCIONE. VINCENT M.

PERREIRA. DANIEL Jt

FIELO.ELLEN Ot
FILGATCtNANCV At

FITZCERALOtSUSAN M.

FLVNNfMVLES Mt
FORMAN.SABRINA M.

FRASER. JUSTINE Lt
FRIESZtMART Ct
FULLER. DAVID P.

CABREY. STEVEN M.

GALE. REBECCA S.

GAMAChE. APRIL A.

GAMBLE. JAMES Mt

GASPERONItAHV St
CAMRON. CLIFF Jt

GEOFFRION. MARGARET E.

GERBITZ. AUDREY.
GERLACH.BETTINA,
&HOOSSEE. DIANA St

GIANELLY, PATRICIA Lt

GIGLIAtSVLVlA At
CILFII.OEBRA L.

GILL. AUDREY J.

GILLIN.LISA J.

GLADDING. KIM8ERLY H.

r.LlCK.RACHELLE N.

GOOLEmSKI. JEAN M.
COLDBERGtLEON S.
COSSELIN. OIANE J.
CRANTtCARLTON M.lll
GREEN. SUZANNE Rt
GREENMOOO. BRIAN M.
GROSSMANtBRuCE Jt
GRUBBSt JEANETTE B»
CMILLIAM, DEBORAH A.
HABEL. DANIEL Rt
HACSTROMtNANCT Et
HALLtSARA Lt

HEALTH
SCIENCE

GROSS. NATALIE J*
GROSSMAN. IRA M.

GULLItMELISSA A.
HACKETT. JENNIFER L.
HARRIS. SUSAN T.
HAYNES.ANNEMARIE.
HERZIG. SANDRA L.
HILTUNEN. KAREN J.
HUGHES. CHRISTINE Bt
JASPANtSONDRA B.
KATZ.ELISE B.
KIDDY. SHARON M.
KSZASZCZ.CARLA At
LACH. SUSAN E.
LEBEAU.CORI J,
LEHTINEN. MICHAEL 0.
LIPETZ. SANDRA A.
LOGAN. LEANNE M.
LOME.TRACEY A.
MANGION.KATHRYN At
MARR. ELIZABETH A.
MAXIM, AMANDA L.
MORCANO.MONIOUE.
MUSE.OEBRA L.

PHYSICAL
EDUCATION

LEBRUN.LORI Jt
MCGOMAN.MARYBETH.
MULLEN. DEBORAH L.

POULTON, JEFFREY 0.

RAUSCHER.EOMARD B.

RELLOtMARIA N,

REVER,LISA Lt
ROMEtKATHRYN M.

SARGENT. RICHELE M.

SHERF, DAVID Et
SMITH, TIMOTHY Jt

HANLONtBRIAN St

HANNAN, MICHAEL J.

HANSENtNIKKIJAIi
HARE. LAURIE Jt
HARTtAOAMt
HART. JEFFREY M.

HARMOOO. DIANA P.

HAUVER, SCOTT M,

HEMENOINGER.RICNELLE At

HENOERSONtLEANDRA T*

hERNON. SARAH M.

HICKEY. KATHLEEN Rt

HICKS. KENNETH Mt
HICGINS. SAMUEL M,

KOOGE. BARBARA Jt
HOFFMAN. KEITH At

HOJLQ. TERESA A.

HOLMELL, KATHLEEN M.

HOME.EDMARD Kt
hRYNCmSKI .EOMARO Jt

HUTKOSKI. CHRISTENS M.

HYOE.DUANE K.

lACONlS, ELIZABETH M.

JABBOUR.ANTOINE Nt

JARCKtLISA At
jEKANOMSKI .GARY Pt

JEROME. CATHERINE A.

JOHNSON. JOHANNA Vt

JOHNSON. SCOTT Kt
JORRITSMAt GREGG Bt

JUE. PETER L.
KAEPPEL. SUSAN E

.

KAGAN.THQMAS Rt
KAIMOMITt. NANCY Jt

KARASKA.CARL G.

KARPF.GMEN At

KAYE. JACQUELINE Et

REIMACHtLISA At

KE IRSTEAO, RUSSELL M.

KELLEY. ELIZABETH Bt

KELLY. TAMMY L.
KICK. ANDREA Jt
KOONCEtVIRCINIA Ot
KOSTELECKYtCINDY M,

KRAUSE. ELLEN N.

KREIOLERtHOLLY Lt
KREISINGER .BRYAN Dt
KRIKORI AN.LISA M,

KRUCHER. JENNIFER H.

KRUEGER. JEFFREY J.

LACASSE.KIRSTEN A.

LAFOUNTAIN.LORI J.

LAK.ROBERTt
LAMACHIA.THOMAS E*

LANKARGE. STEVEN P.

LARSONtSANORA Ft

LEANING. GMENOA Mt

NETTA. SHARON M.

NUSSBAUM.MARY.
PETERSON. KENNETH S.

PILSON.KARL 0.
PDULIN.hEIOI M.

RANDALL.JOSEPH C.

REOCH.JEANNIE S.

RIDDLE. JOANN M,

ROORIGUEZ.FRANCES M.

RUOINSKY.JAY M,

RUOFF. JENNIFER Lt

SHEA. KELLY J.
SHERMOOD.HOLLV J.

SIMPSON. BARBARA E.

STEPHENS. RICHARD A.

TERO. THOMAS Mt

TIGHE.KATHLEEN Gt
VAJRA.JACQUELIN Ft

MALKER. TIMOTHY,
MALSH, JENNIFER A,

MISENBURN, BRUCE A.

YAGER. BETH E.

YARGEAU. KRISTIN A.

ZACCARDItDEBORAH A.

STONE. PAMELA A,

STRIPP. SANDRA L,

SULLI VANtOAVID B.

TALBOTT.ELIZABFTH A.

THYS.ERIC M.

MALKER. DAVID A,

MOLFE. DEBBIE L,

mOOOBURY, DAVID M,

MYKER, JAMES 0,

ZIEPER.MATTHEMt

LEDUC. EILEEN Ct
LEE. LINDA St
LEEtSHANNON Rt
LEFF.THEAt
LEMME.KENT Ot
LENA, JENNIFER Ct
LENNARTZ.GABRIELLE S,

LESSER, MICHAEL Jt

LHEUREUI. JENNIFER Jt
LIAZOS.ANDREM Ct
LIEBOMITZ.LAURI B.

LOCKE. ELIZABETH Lt
LONG. RICHARD C.
LOPEZtANA Ot
LOMSON, ELIZABETH A.

LUCCHESI. FRANCIS T,

MACLEOD. NORMAN A.
MADS3N.KARIN C.
MAHONEY, DENNIS P.

MAHQNEY.OI ANE S.
MAJERCIK. HEATHER Jt
MAKRYS. PAMELA A,

MARCILtJULIE Et
MARTINtDONNA At
MASTROI ANHI tMICHELE Ot
MCCABEtKATHRYN Lt
MCCAFFREY, MARY Gt
MCDONOUGH, THOMAS Lt
MCINTIREf JAMES R,
HCKINNON, JAMES E,
MCLAUGHCIN,KIM Et
MCNAMEE. KELLY At
MEAD. COURTNEY Ot
MEEHAN. TRACY At
ME it JOHN Pt
HENASVETA.AMARA St
MERRILL. MELINDA SUE.
MESSIER. DAVID C.
MESSINGER. ALEXANDER T,
MHAJAN,PARAMJEET S,
HILSTEN. NAOMI B,
MITCHELL, SUSAN L.
MONAGhAN.PATRIC lA A,

MONCARZ, CINDY Et
MORRIS, DIANE Et
MORRISON, LISA B.
MURAD.GARY D,
MUSANTE.NINA J.
MUSSONI. JAMES J.
NAHMAN. JOSEPH J.
NELSON. MARK Z.
NICHOLSON, OEBRA I,

NIGRO,LVNN Et
NOBREGA, CHRISTINE A,
NOMISZEMSKI,RAREN J,
NUNES, DONALD T,
QBREMSRI, ROBERT A,

OBRIENtMICHAEL Vt

OBRIENtPATRICIA At

OOMANtRICHARO 0,
OESTERLlNCKRISTA L,

OLSEN, IRENE E,

ORLANOI, STEPHEN Rt

OSINOFFtJOOYt
OTTtJULIA E,
PACHMAN, ELLEN M,

PAGLIUCA, JULIE A,
PANTERMEHLtARTHUR Pt

PARKHURST,AMY F,

PARSONS. STEVEN R.

PATTERSON. ELIZABETH A,

PEARLSTEIN.MICHELE At

PELLEGRItMAuREEN Dt

PELQSKEYtJANiS Mt

PEURAtTIMOTHY At

PICUCCI. KEVIN T,

PIEPERtGRETCHENt
PIETROPAOLOtOAViO Jt

PIROC, JOSEPH AtJR
POCOCHtlAN Jt

POIRIER.LORI A.

POLLOCK. JENNIFER A.

PUCILLO.SANDRA Jt

PUFFER.ELIZABETH L.

RANISZEMSKI.KIM At

RANRIN.LAURA Ht
REGAN. REVIN Mt
RISKINtLlSA BETH,
ROBISON. DONNA Nt
ROCHELEAUtCATHV M.

ROHRBACH.MARISA B*
ROOS.GMENN E.
ROSS.CATHRYN A.

SABINO.PAUL A.

SACON.ERIC F.

SALMINEN.EDMARD Mt

SANTO, OENISE M,

SANTOSPAGO, JAMES ANTHONY,
SAVICR1S,J JUSTIN.
SCANLONtBR IAN P,

SCHOFIELD, ELIZABETH Bt

SCHREIBER. JULIE A.
SCHUMACHER .PAULA J.

SCHMARTZ.L INDA M.

SCULLY. DONNA L.
SEARFOSS.KAREN E.

SEOA TORO.ERICK Et
SEVIGNV.RENEE.
SEYMOUR.PHILIP K.
SHAUCHNESSYttHANNON At

SHAVEtJAMISON Et
SHAM. MARTIN S.

SHEEHANt JOHN F, II I

SHEEHANtLAURA Lt

SHELDON. JENNIFER A.

SHERMAN.MIKELLE Bt
SHIELDS. N Lt
SHIMO.ARITO At
SIABAtLAURA Jt

SIMPSON. CAROL Ot
SKOLEtKATARINAt
SMITH. ChRISTOPHER.P
SMITH. OENISE L.
SMITH.LAURIE Mt
SMITHtLISA Bt

SNYDER. CAROL L,
SOLL,MERI Lt
SOPRANO, GRACE N,
SPARER, SUSAN.
SPITZER. ALISON Lt
STANLEY. CATHERINE E.

STETSON, DOUGLAS M,
STILIANOS.STEFANIE,
STCNEHAN, SUSAN B,
STRONCZEKtCAROLYNNE At

SUEIROtTHERESE Mt

SULZBERGtLISA Rt
SYATT, CAROL B,
SZVMALA,ALEKSANORA,
THOMAS, GAYLE Lt
THOMAS. JANINE Nt
THOMPSON. DAVID M,
TOABE.MINDY 0.
TOEPFER.CHRISTELt
TOMLE. MICHAEL Rt
TURMAIL.RARIN Lt
TMAMlEYtLISA Mt
TYNAN. MARIANNE.
ULLMAN.MOLLIE Ht
UNCERtKEVIN At
VANCLEAVEtMICHAEL FRANCISt
WANZEELAND. KATHLEEN A.

VARRICHIONE. SUSAN C.
VAUCHAN. CHERYL A.
VENUTI .ANNMAR IE,
VOLLINCER, CATHERINE Lt
MACNER,CHARLENE M,

MARREN.REBECCA A,

MERSCHLESt. MARIE B,
MEST.KIERSTEN P,

MHEELER, SCOTT D,
WHITE, AMY S,
MlLCOX,HEIDE M,

MiLLIAMS.NICHOLASt
MOLFRAMtMARR J,
MONG, NATALIE K,

MOO, DORIS M,

MOOD, GEORGIA K,

HRIGHTtJOANN Lt
IIFARAStNICOLE Dt
YANGt JOEL

t

ZERAMBY, JACQUELINE N.

EXCHANGE AND
HONORS

ANAGNOSTOU,OANA M,
BACH.ERIKA A,
BALBONI, TERESA,
BANCROFT.JUNE E,
BAUMEL, BARBARA A,

BERZELIUS,PER OLOF,
BJUREMALM, HELENA MARIA,
BLUM, MICHAEL S.
BROMNE. CHRISTOPHER,
BUECHLER.ANNE L.
BURGESS. ELISA A.
CALLAHAN. JENNIFER M.
CARDEN.EMMA LOUISE.
CARY. SARAH L.
CHINIGO. CYNTHIA A.
CHOKSI.MANISHA J.
CHUN. JONATHAN.
CIFREOO-CANCEL.ANA.
COOPER. KATHRYN M,
DELL'ORTO,EARLE Bt
DIDIA, ROBERT,
OONELAN, TIMOTHY,
OREZNER, JAIME,
GAITENBY, KRISTIN,

COUR DOM I CHAL I S.GEORGE.
GRANDITER. LAURA SUEt
GROVES. ALISON MARY.
HANCOCK. JOHN C.
HARRIS, CHRISTOPHER J.
HEFTI. JACQUELINE.
HUMPHREY. DALE,
JIMENEZ. RICARDOt
KALMNAS.MAR lEt
KAMER. CHRISTINE.
KUNISHIMA. JULIE.
LACKEY, JOY L.
LAKE. JANICE M.
LANG. THOMAS B,
LAVINE,ADAM,
LAMRANCE,PAULt
LEEtMAI MAN,
LINOCREN.ADINA,
LINDNER, SEANNE R,
LIVERMOPE. ANNE,
MAIER,STACIE L,
MALOONADO- tRIZARRY,CARMEN,
MALONEY. MICHELLE.
MATTE I -PACHECO. ANTONIO.
MCCAHREN. JULIE.

MEESE, MICHELLE L.
MENDENHALL , DOUGLAS 3,

MOVE, NICOLE R.

S6><I TT.'^E'Nie TrOf».

NICHOLAS, MICHELLE DAMN,
NORVELL, AMANDA,
O'NEILL. KAREN.
PAGUYO.LIZA G,
PELMULDER. SUSAN,
PEVERLV. REVIN J,
PIRRO,JOHN P,

PORTE, LAURIE,
REINOLO,CHRISTOPHER M.
RITTENHOUSE, HOLLY,
ROSA, SUSAN M,

SHAM, JOHN H,

SIMON GERSCH, CLAUDIA,
SMITH, DIANE M,

SOUCY, CHRISTOPHER,
STROUT. AARON M.
SUGANAMI .RYOSUKE.
TAKIMOTO.OANA.
TOMASKI, SUSAN M,
VALLEJO. ISABEL,
MALSH, PENNY J,
MEBSTER. HEIDI L.

BACHELORS DEGREE WITH
INDIVIDUAL CONCENTRATION

andres, cornelius m.

bromn. julie a.
cheney, anne 0.
christenson. melissa m.

cohen. donna,
cunningham. marie a,

darmin. kathleen m.

dugan birr. deborah r,
edelson. rebecca m.

floyd, frederick m,
';r«omohi , joy l.

HALEY, RUSSELL G,
HAMILTON-MICHON, CAROL M,
HARRISON, LISA M,
HEYER,JILL T,
HOFFER, CHRISTINE 0,
HUGHES, MAECAN M,
JONAS, JOHN A,
REELE, DAVID At
LANXNER.MENDY M,
LEDOUX, RAYMOND P,
LEVINE,REVA Ct

MALONEY. SALLY A,

NYE, LILLIAN G,
PALMISANO, DEBORAH,
RADOCHI A, STEPHANIE M,

ROOKS, NINA I,

SALLAH, STEPHANIE A,

SAMMET.LISA A,

SHEA, MAUREEN A,

STEIN, DEBORAH Lt
SULLIVAN.MICHAEL Ft

ZIEGNER.JAY Rt

ABLONDItJEAN M,

ALDRICH, STEPHEN Jt

ALECHNY,THAISA L,
ALIA, SCOTT J,

ALLYN. BARRY St
ALLYNtGARY M,

ANOREMS.DARREL F.

ARTURI. STEPHANIE.
AZIZ. PAUL R.

BABINSRI.JOAN E.

BACH. CAROLYN Jt

BALBINDER.ARIN It

8ARI.R0YCE N.

BARON. ELISA B.

BARRY. ELIZABETH A.

BARRY, RATHLEEN A,

BATOTtELOOlE Ot
BAUSRtCRAIG Jt

BENTLEV, PAMELA,
BIBBY,LYNN M,
BICOCCHUSABRINA K.

BILKER, SAMANTHA H,

BILLARD, KENNETH R,

BLACKADAR, MICHELLE Lt
BLAIR, RAINER M,

BLANCHARO, SUSAN M,

BLANCHETTE, TIMOTHY Bt

BOChES, MICHAEL E,

BOLANO, NANCY Jt

BOLEN, AUDREY Lt
BONDEtDAMN M,

BORNSTEINtLAMRENCE A,

BOSCO. ROBERT F,

BOURASSA.PAUL Jt
BOURQUE.JOAN Mt

BOMMAN, CHRISTOPHER C,

BOYNE, KELLY A,

BR INKMAN. MICHAEL Mt

BRITT. SANDRA Bt

BROCRMAN.HARCV St

BROPHY. MICHAEL Jt

BROSNIHAM. NANCY Et
BRCMN.ANDREM Gt
BRUTERRI .KIMBERLY At

BUENOOtOANIEL J.
BUTTERMORTN.SUE.
CAOY.ERIC B.

CALOMELL.CORBY R.

CAMPBELL. PATRICIA L.

CAROILLOtCLAUOINE A.

CARTCRtRICHARO At

CASSESSO. ROBERT M,

CMAGNON. RATHLEEN M,

CHAMORRO. JUAN P.

CHlTTtCR. CYNTHIA M.

CHRISTEHSENtJAROB 0.

CIAHPA. KEITH Gt
CICHANOMICZ.PAJL A.

CLAFFEY. SUSAN M.

CLANC^.RATHERINE A,

CLARK, LAMRENCE P,ll
CLARKE, JENNIFER A,

CLAYBAUGM, CHRISTOPHER M,

COAN, KATHLEEN A,

COHEN, ERIC S,

COLEMAN. LISA A.

CONDE.GONCALO Nt
CONSTANT I NIDI St THEOPHILOS
CORBOSIEROtJENNIFER At

CORICLIANOtCESARE.
CORRICAN. JEANNE M.

COUIG. STEPHEN P.

CRAIG. SUSAN Nt

CRISILEO. STEPHEN M.

CROMLEV.JOHN J.

CULLE>«. JENNIFER At

CULLEN. RICHARD T.

DANENtLISA A.

OANNAY. ELIZABETH M.

DARLING, JENNIFER L,

DAVINI,MARY St
DAVIS, ELIZABETH A,

DEANGELO. RICHARD A.

DEFUSCO.CHRISTINE A.

OEGON.OAVIO C.
OEISROTH. PETER Bt

DELUZIO.MARR Rt
DEROSA.LORNA S.

DIGGINS.JOAN M.

DIGIOVANNI .ROBERT 0.

DIPIETRO. PATRICK C.

DIPROFID.LISA M.

DISALVO. PAMELA M,

DIVEROI. JOSEPH M.JR
DOANEtJOANNE B,

DONALDSON. KATHLEEN M,

DONOVAN. ANOREM C,
DOUVILLE.CHARIENE M,

DREMETT. SCOTT A.

OUBE. PETER Et
DUGAS, MICHAEL Pt
ECKOFFtDAVIO B,

ECKSTEIN, MARR Pt
EDMAROStMARK L,

EISEN, PETER L,
ENCEBRSTSON, DONNA Lt

ENCEL,NARK A,

ENGCLMANtRAREN,
ENGLISH, BARBARA A,

EPSTCINtELAYNE S,

EVANS, JULIE A,

FALLON, KELLY A.

FASSINO, CAROL At

PCBBO, GREGORY E,
FEIN, ELIZABETH C,

FEINSTEIN,GAIL Rt

FERER.BETH A.

FILRINS. LAURA Bt
FIORI. CHRISTOPHER J.

FITZ. STEVEN 0.
FITZ6IBB0NS.RATE A.

FITZPATR ICR. THOMAS Bt I I 1

FJELLVANG. AUO.
FOROtCHRISTINE L.
FOK.AOAM Nt
FREDERICKtSUSAN LYNN.
FRIEDRICHS.JOIYNN M.

FRUHBEIS.TODO M,

GABRIEL. JACQUEL INE L.

GAtOEMAK.ELISE A.

GAINSBORO. CRAIG A.

gallant. renee h.
gar8er.r0ss b.

:;arcia.juDy m.

gardner. robert a.

g^rfinkle.lee r.

cariepy. michelle a.

gates. lisa j.

GEHRING.PAUL Gt

CENOVESEtLEDNARO Jt

GHANTOUS. SUSAN A.

GLASCRtMICHAEL Lt

GLASSMANtVIVlAN Lt

GLEETON. NANCY St

GLINSRI.JILL B.

GOETZ.PAUL F.

GOFFAR. REBECCA A.

GOLUB. JOSHUA 0.

GORDON. EILEEN At

GORCONEtPHlLIP Mt

GRABIEC.LYNN C,

GRAHAM, MILLIAM J,

CRAY, LISA M,

GRAYDON.HE ATHER A,

GREEN. JAMES T.

CREENBERG. JAMES N.

GRENOI.MICHAEL Tt

GROSS. MICHELLl.
GROSS. STEVEN I.

CRUNER HEGGEtJENS F,

GUZDAR.RUSTOH A,

GMOZDZ. MICHAEL J. Ill

MAGSTROM. HEATHER C.

HAMMONO.RIMBERLV A.

HARBOLO.RAREN L.

HARRIS. JUDITH A.

HEALEV. RICHARD St

HEALY. ROBERT S.

HE NORATA. NATALIA,
HERLIHY, MICHELLE Pt

HiBBAROtJOHN MtJR
HINES, JENNIFER A,

NINES. MILL IAN C.

HIRSCH. JENNIFER L.

HOGAN.SHELAGH M,

HOLOEN. JENNIFER L,

MOLMEStLAURA Rt

HOLT. CAROL R.

HOlTER.FREORlRt
HOPPEtLYNN C.
HUCHEStPATRICR N.

HUNTLEVtOAViO BtJR
IZUMItMAY Rt
JACOItSTEVEN At

JANNEYtTRACEY E.

JEANSONNE. JEFFREY S,

JEFFERSON, THERESA Lt

jURNARtMICHAEL Ft

KAPLAN. ELLEN F.

KATZMAN.TOOO At

HEEGANtSUSAN N.

KELLEY. KERRY J.

KELLOGG. LINOA E.

KENNY. PAUt J.
KERZNER.ANNE L.

KESSLER. LINDA A.

RIVELtSTACEY L.

KLANE. SCOTT A.

KLEIMAN. FREDRICK 0.

KLEINER. HEIDI A,

KNASTER.HAOlEY N.

kNIGhT.DOUGLAS Rt

KNIGHTLY, TODD A,

KOENIGtDAViO S,

KOHL. STEVEN A.

KORNBLUH.C INOY J,

KOSTER, AMANDA J.

KOTOMITZ,JEFFRtY A,

KRASSLER. MARIE T.

KREIGER. KATHRYN E.

KRUGLAK.CARL Rt

KUHN.ERIC T.

KUMINStMARI Bt

LACROlRtLINDA L.

LANCE. ERIKA N.

LARRABEE. STEPHEN J.

LAUZON.CHRISTOPHER C,

LAVOIE. PATRICK Jt

LEE, JAMES E.
LEICHTER,STACEY J,

LENHARDTtANDREM S,

LEONARD, JILL N,

LEVESOUE, JEANNE Et

LILLY, KAREN A,

LIPRIN, PAMELA Bt

LORINCtSTCVEN St
LOMYtNARCI Rt
LUCAStBRIAN Rt
LUTFVtLAURA At
MACBAIN, SARAH Et

MADISON, GREGORY P,

MAGELINSRI , SUSAN Jt

MAGUIRE, RICHARD,
MAHAN.LISA A,

MAHENDRU,SUNDE£Pt
MAHONEY, THERESA A,

MAKOMlECKI,MARCIA Lt
MALEY, KATHLEEN N,

MANOELL. ELLEN St
MANZELLl.STEPHENt
MARGIOTTA. BARBARA A.

MARKOL. VERONICA Jt

MARSHALL.ANNETTE L.

MARSHALL.LINOA V.

MASS. ANOREM J.

MATHIEU.JOHN J.
MATTHEMS. MICHAEL Jt

MCCOURT. HENRY Jt

MCGOVERN. CHRISTINE M.

MCGRATH.MARK P.

MCGREGOR, L ISA At
MCINTYRE. JOHN P,

MCMAHDN, COLLEEN A,

MCMAHON, THOMAS 0.

MeRMELSTEIN,HAYlE» M.

MERRIMAN.STACEY L,

MESSIER, GARY P.

MEYERtCYNTHiA Bt

MILLS. KELLY A.

MIRABELLA. JOHN A.

MITCHELL. RICHARD A.

MDELlStJEFFREY Dt

MOOREtSHARON A.

MORRILL.VAN L.
MOURADIAN.OAVID C.

MULLEN. GAIL K,

•UIREY,LISA M,

MURPHY,BRtAN Jt

MUSICH, STEVEN Jt
MVEROMtDEAN A,

MVLLYMARI ,OAVIO Mt

NAHOR.OAVIO A,

NASH, DENNIS M.

NEDROM.JILL Rt
NESTItJOHN A,

NIEVES,MAR|TZA,
NOONAN. ELIZABETH A.

NORTON. PATRICIA At
OBRIEN. DANIEL M.
OBRIEN.FREOER ICK P.

OCONNELL. JANICE M.

OLIVER. CRAIG R.

OLLMANN.LISA K.

OLOUGHLIN. KATHLEEN M,

OLSEN, CAROLYN A,

ONEAL, MILLIAM T,

ORENTLICH, MICHAEL S.

OSHAUGHNESSY.CHRISTOPHfR

STERMANN.ERIC J.

OVERTON. MAUREEN E.

PACKARD. STEPHEN J . JR

PAGAN. ALBERTO J.

PAINE. MATTHEM S.

PALMER. ERICA L.

PASCHAL IDOU.CHRYSTALA J.

PASRALIS. ANNE MARIE.
PASTING. BETH A.

PATRIOUIN, JAMES A, III

PAUPLIS, CINDY A,
PEREIRA,ALVARO E,

PERRY, GIL N,
PETERLIN,FRANR T , jR

PHlPPS,CHERIE L.
PICRERING. DAVID M,

PIERONI. DAVID A.

PIPER. SUSAN R.

PIRONE.JOHN Ht
PIMKO.PAUL M.
PLANTE.DARRYEL R.

POLEN. BARRY N.

POUL I N.DONALD C.
POMERS. CAROL A.

PRIMER. JULIET L.

PZEGEO.GARV E.

OUEENEY. PATRICIA A.

RABINOVnZ.ROBYN A.

RACHMAL .EDMARO A.

RACZRA.CHARLENE M,

RAHHANtNAHMOOOURt
RASRIN.RIN S.
REBOULET. JULIE M.

RECLA.ADRIENNE E.

REGAN. ELIZABETH A.

RICHARDSON. MILL lAM S.

RODMAN. JONATHAN N.

ROSENBLUM. BRADLEY M.

ROSENTHAL. PAMELA G,

ROSSINI. TODD Rt
ROTH,KAREN L,
ROTH, VANESSA J,

ROMLEV, LINCOLN Et
ROVtCHRISTINE Nt
RUMPLIR. HEATHER Et
RYAN.JACOUELYNt
RYAN.REVIN M.

SABOURIN.OEBRA A*

SADOSRI.LORI At

SALERNO. JOHN A.

SANTOS. LEONEL Jt

SARNO. STEPHEN P.

SARSFIELO.LYOI A.

SCALAtCYBELE Jt

SCALESE.GAIL M,

SCHMUL. CAROLYN D.

SCHMARTZtCARY Z.

SCHMARTZ.HOMARO L.

SCOTT, GILBERT C.
SCRUTON.DI ANE R.
SELRIRR. DOUGLAS F,

SELTZER. ROBERT A.

SELVITELLI tRAREN Mt

SEHERARO. HEATHER A,

SEVILLE, JUDITH A,

SHANAHAN. ROBERT L.JR
SHAPIRO. MICHAEL.
SHATOS.MEG Et
SHAM. MITCHELL Bt
SHAM. RENEE Dt
SHEN. SANDRA.

P. SHERMAN. NANCY Et

INTERDEPARTMENTAL AND OTHERS
DOHERTY. ELLEN F,

lERARDI .THOMAS R.
MATHIEU. JEFFREY St
MITCHELL. ERIRA J.
MURPHV.M LYNNE.

SHORT. ERIC R.
SHURRItSORAYA At
SIGLERtERIC M,

SILVERSTE IN.MEL ISSA Bt

SINGER. SUZANNE Rt
SMITH. ALLAN N.
SNAY. BRIAN D.
SNOM. BETTY A.
SNYDER.

R

ICHARO J.
SOROP. STEPHEN D.
SOLTZ. DAVID I.

SOMMER. JEFFREY L.

SPAN. DAVID J.
SPITZ.CARYN A,

SPOONER. SHARON Lt
ST CYR. DANIEL Jt

ST GEORGE. ANY J.

STARREY.LISA H.

STEIN, ANOREM At
STEMART, BASIL At
STEMART, CAROLYN Jt

STOLFA. NANCY L.
STONE. ANOREM H.

STRATTON. JENNIFER Lt
SULLlVANtKIRSTEN Bt
SUTTON. SHERRI L*
TAMMARO.LISA J.
TAMZARI AN. ARMEN.
TANC.CHUI MA.
TEDUITS. MICHAEL Ct
TELLER. STACEY Bt
TERESO.RUI A.

THORNTON. J MATTHEM.
TOOLINtLAUREN J.
TORRES.SUSAN J.
TOTTEN. JUL lANNE.
TRAVEflS. PAMELA J.

TUCRER.RAREN J.
TURNER. DENNIS E.
URBAN. MARR E.
URQUHART.LORI J.
VALAOt. RATHLEEN N.
VAZtCHRISTINEt
VENTURA. JUSTIN Lt
MALLACE. MICHAEL Rt
MASSERMAN. DAVID A.

MASSO.MARNI R.
MATJUS. DEBORAH Mt
mEBBER.KIM Et
MEISSEL. MICHAEL E.

MESTRA.PAUL L.
MHALEN. ANGELA M.
MHITEHEAO.DI ANE M.

MIOOISON. DEBORAH A.

MILKINS, LINDA M.

MILL I AMS. BENJAMIN J. IV

MILLIAMS. TIMOTHY J.

MlTHEE. CHRISTINE A.
MITHOP.TRISHA At
MOOOMARO.HERBERT. JR
VABLUN.MICHAEL S.
VARIN.DAVIO Mt
YOUNCSTE IN.KAREN E.

ZEBERSKY. JUDO A.

ZETTLtSETHANNE Nt
ZIDEL.NOAH M.
ZITO. DAVID At

ROBERSON. DAVID.
SCHREUER. ELISABETH J.

SVENONIUStPETER A.

MOJTKOMSRI .MARCELLA.
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L Masj^ student

held ill arson

Cape Cod Times
COVER STORY

THE CAPE AND ISLANDS DAILY NEWSPAPER
Friday Jwn* 31 l9tS

CZ l~tm.

Video vaults
hold TV gold

viewers
Giliigan and
Jerry Mathers

as ihe Beaver

draw ralings

and fanatic

devotion

By Mary Cnmt
Special tor USA TODAY

MEDFORD. Mi* - "See.

Ihu IS what I mean by gsod

TV." Felkra Ma.'Rarelli say^

pointinf to her telrvision set.

where a rerun of Jackie ('.lea-

son's The Honeymooners ts in

P'OKTCS
Ralph Kramden is winding

up an argument wilh wife Al
'

Ice He rolls his eyes, cocks his

Emptied channel fiiis beach

-itrlti - Utf n'Nanit)

iina ••tout looiH) s.ii'. .i sues tor 5)i»>m
nr M • lit- Hoii.!..'' i* ill !''-

, By Anne McCror,

SpriMl to The Globe

AMHERST - A University of

Maaaachuaelts student la seeking

J,M . $13 milium in two Uwaults charg

r than 15 defendants with

IS of her nghU in connec

th her arrest on arson

and suspension from the

ly last Deremher
e I Henry 20 a senior

ry major from Phi lade I

ifi jirested ihr evpnin^ ol

id rharged with sritlnijl iirr

s on a fellow student » ilt>r

Ink The lire was Ihe 15th

ormltory last year

wing the arre*. Henry was

^ niijht in jail, suspended

"rred from ihe university

fired from her job as a resident as

si»tanl ^nd permitted back on

umpus in jitrrwl ( Uiaea onlv in
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'44 Pofl*s

By JOHN VONCE

'> that costs nearly

: fuel a da> and take^

H^i It providin a double

head, and grimly sets his jaw "One ol these days, Alice,

he bellows, smacking an open pali '"'« fist. Bang,

20i>"i rtght to the moon'"
Masarelli cackles A self-descr

watches up lo sii hours a day of
- •• "^hiie ooev they're the b

' ;-<frtUi

i.iUi mar. h(iur» :u i.'(t::(..t.''.e

dividend

The dredging of Hyannts Harbor now neanng com

pletian is desijtned to open a deep safe channel (or

shipping It also *ai replace torn of sand loM over the

years from Kalmus Beach

The Arr
cubic N i!<

ol

rev :•

TheO.
boats >»er

we re art

Mo<kt of •!

allv fr«m
'We al

K.IN M
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he.

The
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back Jim Sin
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Bench-clearing brawl

mars 83-70 Hoyas'Rangers enjoyed fighting

ianton Does

nd Doesn't

ave Surplus
r,\ < ,11 1 \ tlr'>«im.i-- ll

|( WTON — .soiiu- U!iJi)t:i.si>.iti'ii •

Lnini- .ind S1H110 ciri-sul >|H-nfi:

Ih.lM' l.l-lj)fll IhO t.i\U1 l'!Ul lip «l!t

|viiri)lu> UJ-I oMT .1 qii.iriiT n!

1 million ili'll.ir> - SJ"«'.. '. l»r '.tii-

liscal MMf Itui fi-.fiiHl Jum- !i' - lir>!

Lolt-i-iman .Sinuul llwmphn > -xA

llhisvfi'ti
'

But a Iv.ll of jt'oul S17i».i'iK» i'nu'iI to

I
Blue ('rii>> 111 lontuvtum with the

JiMAii ui^urjiKi- Idiiiii?' Ill 'ho

|t).Kkari>iiiul

Till- la\ ioIlr(.tor> ollice t'mk in

ST ! (Mill niDM- ituii It w.i?> tiuilJott'ii duo

i(. pa^^H'Ilt^ (ll iMok i.TMs .ind lion*

Tno lovMi al>'> rftontii SH.i'i"' ir""!

Ilho si.itc 111 riud iiid. nnd ttio tov^n

clerk -s «>iiK-i- ;iddod jn oNir.i M-Mhui

Ilothoooltors

J A niiiri V* inUT s.uod o\tT Sin <«"> in

jphwing ;ind ovoriimo co-ts. ;ind llic-

Hu.irri 111 Kduojtion 'Stiii.ihin-. tho

Board ol .sclorlmrn ' Slf.i:oi)(ii iiiul the

a» ANDRE V>i*OLrF

sWliN lliiDK

.ru hi- v»»««iJ

By Peter Abraham

SPHlNdFIELl) (Jporpelown

rrntpr Patrick Fwinc «torocl 25

Wrdnn thatenCatail

bo forgotten soon
"

Adams had one of

What do rhr Boston Globe, VSA Today, Newsweek on Campus and the wire services have in com-

mon'.'
, ^, . ^. II •

Correspondents at UMass - all of whom work tor the CoUegmn.

The (Vlohe (^>nde Nast. Cape Cod Tiwes and FUrhhurg Sentwel - among other New England and

East Oiast papers - are similar too. They've had our staffers as interns and co-op students this past

•

'journalism is a competitive field, and it pays to get experience early. We all started as reporters

for the Colleqian. Because of it, we've been able to do a lot more.
^ , , rr-

Whether you're a firs, year student or a senior, we have a Joh for you. Comedown to our^ffice,

fain^, T.v,...^ .

Get a grasp on UMass issues and your writing skills.

Get clips that will get you a job.

Today

•ind the department that^s right for you. Choo.e from News. Sp()rts Editorial/Opinion. P>la<:k Af-

•airs. Women's Issues, Arts or Photo. Work with our editors who have professional experience.

The CoUegkm, We build
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Moral bullies' set to fight
Today the Moral Bullies go to court.

This is the third time we (I am one of the

bullies) have gone to court and we're still

in pre conference We'll be going many

more times before we get to trial.

Marc Kenen

Real men please stand up
Recently the Valley Adnnate featured an

article about women who beat men at such

sports as basketball, tennis and weightlif

ting. The women interviewed noted that

men tend to quit or make excuses rather

than accept defeat, and the point of the ar-

ticle was that men are more insecure than

women. Of course, the pro feminist Ad-

i>oca<e concludes that rnen shouldn't be that

way.

Rusty Denton

Well, it's true; men arc more insecure

than women Typically, the feminists have

nothing more to offer than snide criticism.

And typically, the implication is that men

should somehow change the unchangeable.

If the women's movement were just a lit

tie more enlightened, they might concede

that insecurity, aggressiveness, risk-taking

and clubbiness are a fact of life among men

from earliest childhood. Failing to grasp a

man's internal motivation is the chief

source of feminist difTiculties in effecting

political change. They're not alone;

psychologist L,T. Crabb has found that the

greatest barrier to good relationships bet-

ween men and women is a failure on each

of their parts to understand the motiva

tions of the other. Men tend to overlook a

woman's need for security, while women

often don't understand a man's need for

Htgnificance. Being important in some way,

having a reputation for something, being

a leader - these are male drives.

Sociologist George Gilden and others

have concluded that when men are rebuff

ed by those close to them for manifesting

those 'manly needs." they either become

"feminized "twimps) or they become socially

disruptive < macho). Being macho is a form

of rebellion against women, and results in

poor treatment of women and children in

general. Giving up and being wimpy is less

obnoxious, but may have worse results

Feminized men try to please everybody,

sacrificing aggression for compromise and

emotionalism. They often idolize women

and may be homosexual. Some sociologists

aren't even sure that a society full of

feminized men can survive, since the only

modern examples are a few dying srK-ietiPS

found by Margaret Mead.

Machistos and wimps tend to come out

of families dominated by women, and con

tinue the pattern when they grow up

Studies have found that their numbers are

also swelled by early coeducational situa

tions in which they have to compete with

the opposite sex. Since those fatherless

families and coeducational situations are

multiplying in America, we may soon have

circumstances like those in South America,

I'm glad there will be U'n other Bullies

with me. But I'm mad as hell that we

wont have Chuck DiMare representing

us. The University Boaid of Trustees

won't let him. And people wonder why

we're so rude to the trustees

None of us have ever defended ourselves

in a criminal trial. We did make oatmeal

out of University Attorney Sid Myers in

Superior Court when Chancellor Joseph

D Duffey tried to ban us from campus.

But that's civil, not criminal.

Remember November 14? It was like

something right out of a Ronald Reagan

movie. CIA agent comes to campus.

Students tr% to find him CIA agent hides

Students ask Duffey where the CIA agent

IS hiding. Duffey throws students in jail

So what IS my defense, you ask** Only

that I was arrested at 2 p.m. on a Friday

afternoon for being in the Affirmative Ac

tion office expressing my dismay over the

University hiding a federal official from

students determined to exercise their

First Amendment rights, that I was pro

testing a CIA war against Nicaragua that

IS m clear violation of the United States

Neutrality Act. the exclusive power of

Congress to declare war. the Btiland

Amendment prohibiting any attempts to

overthrow the Nicaraguan government,

the United Nations Charter, the

Organizaton of American States Charti i

and the 1956 US - Nicaragua Treaty nf

Friendship. Commerce and Navigation

Well probably have our trial in March

We're going to subpoena Duffey so he can

tell the jury why he had his office closed

down at 2 p.m. on that Friday afternoon

and why he assisted the CIA in their

secrecy and refusal to be held accountable

to the people of this country for their

actions.

We might go to jail, even though we are

not wrong. But we can't stand by and let

business go on as usual w ith CIA agents

crawling around campus. And we won't

stop until University policy explicitly pro

hibits CIA recruitment at UMass. or un

til the CIA stops violating human rights

I think of the Nicaraguans who have

lost their sons and their fathers, the

Nicaraguans who have watched their

mothers, daughters and sisters being

raped, and I think of the children who

have been mutilated by US-financed con

tra landmines and I get sick to my

stomach.

I think of the hundreds of thousands of

Guatemalans butchered at the hands of

a military dictatorship that took power in

a CIA sponsored coup more than thirty

years ago and I want to scream.

I think of the thousands of American

youths who died during the 19608 when

the CIA was importing heroin into the

United SUles and I feel rage.

I think of the beautiful land of Chile,

which in the early 19708 saw a ray of sun

shine and experienced hope for a just and

democratic society only to have it brutal

ly crushed by a CIA sponsored military

coup and I know I must continue to fight.

I am outraged that Duffey insists this

campus should assist the people respon

sible for these crimes. He talks of the

rights of students to interview with

whomever they want. 1 talk of the right

of Nicaraguans to live in peace without

being raped, mutilated and murdered, of

Guatemalans who don't have any "free

speech " that we are so self righteous

iibout, of Chileans who are gunned dow n

for painting revolutionary slogans on

walls, and the junkies who have the CIA

to thank for their addiction.

If Duffey wants to go to court that's

where we'll go. Nothing they can do to us

will compare to what the CIA is doing to

Nicaraguans as you read this column. We
have only the truth to tell.

Marc Keru-n is a I 'Mass graduate studint

where machistos and homosexuals abound.

For the results. l(X)k around you. Men are

abandoning all social responsibility, and

the consequences are rape, street gangs,

abandoned families, epidemic venereal

diseases, ineffective leadership, crooks in

office and unethical businessmen.

Multitudes of men are being socially

disruptive while the rest stand idly by.

The feminists can't eat their cake and

have it. too. They can't rebel against men

and then expect that men won't rebel

against them. Men who are truly men

won't rebel: real men will not succumb to

the cheap thrill of being macho, and real

men aren't intimidated by public opinion.

In fact, there's nothing evil about a "male

dominated society" led by real men. I hope

all American boys become real men. and

I hope that machistos and wimps stop be

ing overgrown boys. At the moment,

though, the climate isn't too favorable.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist

Letters-
Attorney needed for LSO
As the chair of the Legal Services Office Governing

Board I would like to respond to some points made by

Randy Donant in a Feb. 11 Collegian article about unfill-

ed professional positions.

I particularly would like to disagree with the statements

Donant made about not filling the fourth attorney posi-

tion in the Legal Services Office. This position has not

been filled by a full time attorney since June 1985, long

before the trustees made any decisions regarding the right

of LSO to sue the university. Even though the Student

Government Association and the Graduate Student

Senate have completely funded the position each of the

past three fiscal years, and in spite of repeated requests

from the LSO Governing Board. SGA leaders, and GSS

leaders, Donant has refused to fill the position

Having only three attorneys in LSO has resulted in a

large reduction in the services that LSO has been able

to offer the students who are paying for the office. Since

each of the present attorneys has too large a case load we

have had to implement a severely restricted case policy.

Since the spring of 1986 LSO has not been able to open

any new cases and has had to reduce their office hours

and cut back on the number of Legal Assistant interns

the office. This has resulted in hundreds of
in

unrepresented students and missed educational oppor-

tunities for potential interns. Donant has been informed

of these problems many times. He is also aware ofthe fact

that only 13 suits have been brought against the univer-

sity in the past ten years, therefore a reduction oHess ^h^n

two cases per year out of a total of more than 2000 cases

per year certainly does not justify his refusal to hire the

fourth attorney.
, . . u j„„;^

I would like to ask that any student who has been denied

representation by the LSO because of our restricted case

policy to please call or visit Mr. Donant in the Student

Activities Office (SAO) on the top floor of the Student

Union so he can no longer falsely claim that this position

is not needed.
^^^.^ ^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^^.^

LSO Governing Board

The right of individual belief

In his Feb. 10 column in the Collegian, Rusty Denton

expresses his censure of surrogate motherhood. I respect

Denton's religious beliefs; it is not these to which 1 res

pond. Rather, it is his dictation of morality to others who

do not share these beliefs which I cannot condone.

In the "Baby M" case, the surrogate mother has refus-

ed to part with the child after delivery although she

agreed to do so for the sum of $10,000. The issue is now

before a judge.

Admittedly the surrogate process is a very difficult deci

sion for both the desirous couple and the surrogate mother.

The case demonstrates the highly emotional involvement

a mother can feel towards a child that she will never know.

For this reason, the agency involved in this case uses ut-

most care to select mature, responsible, and extremely

generous women to become potential surrogate mothers.

Indeed, the $10,000 fee the surrogate mother received i.s

small when considering the nine months the fetus will

be a part of the mother's life. The baby is thus not a

"manufactured" piece of "returnable merchandise as

Denton suggests, but a product of deep care and

consideration.

To liken such a contract to prostitution or adultery as

Denton does is unjust.

I don't feel that Denton has the right to dictate to others

what is moral or what is not. The phrase "pro-choice,'

commonly associated with the freedom to have an abor-

tion if one chooses, is applicable to the issues raised in

this column. I hope Denton realizes his is not the only

point of view.

Philip Johnson
Amherst

Fund control under attack

The University administration is at this time prepar-

ing to weaken the Student Government Association

through infiltration of the Budgets Committee. This is an

assault on student empowerment by attempting to lessen

student control over student funds.

The Budgets Committee is responsible for allocating the

$2 million Student Activities Trust Fund, and is an in-

tegral part of student self-governance and influence in

campus affairs. The ability of an elected student commit-

tee to allocate funds to various programs and services in-

sures that administrators will not have the power to sti-

fle and control our campus activities or life.

The administration proposal calls for the professional

position of Student Activities Office business manager to

be established as a member of the Budgets Committee.

The rationale given states that this administrator could

help "in assisting the Budgets Committee with complex

and difficult decisions." This is an insult to students, as

it implies that adult students are incapable of making

responsible decisions about their student activities

monies.
a n j

The University's proposal to infiltrate the SGA Budgets

Committee will work against the best interests of the

UMass student community if implemented. Students

know what students want and need, and no administrator

can truthfully say otherwise.

Nathan F. Moore
Chair, SGA Budgets Committee

•/.
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ALL ALONE - A cold student crosses the Amherst commons in search of a hot cup of cof-

fee yesterday afternoon.

F
Y
I

The brothers „} Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity art- sponsoring a Red Cros.s BloodmcbiU. fr.>m 10:30

a in to 4:30 p.m. today in Campus Center rooms 162 175
, . . i ~.»i.

The.uneyf,rs who did the f.rst sc.entif.c measurement of Mt. Everest, the world .highest peak.

came up w(th a figure of exactly 29.000 feet. They worried the public would thmk that wa^an

eltTmate. so they falsely reported Everest's height as 29.002 feet. Modern methods give a figure

"
Paid loh.^n the emmmmental field: Learn about professional job opportunities offered by ElP/mr-

theast". Environmental Intern Program.. Maria Myer will talk about short-term jobs m the public

private and nonprofit sectors. Positions are available through EIP m over 30 fields such as land

use planning, hazardous waste, and natural resource mana^emenl .Sessions will take place l^.du

and 4 p.m today in Campus Center rooms 811-815. ^

RA recruitment
process to begin
By LISA CAMPION
Collegian Correspondent

As .sprint; rull< a.-und University Housing Services is

gearing up to recruit, select and train new Resident

Assistants, according to housing service stalT

The University is responsible for housing 12.000

students each year. Lynne Brown, a resident director m
Brown House said. "We need a pretty big system to take

care of them." ^ , »

The front line of the svstem is the Resident Assistant

Each is responsible for 20 to 30 students, depending' on

the building.
,

John Ringle. resident director for Project 10 m the

Southwest Residential Area, said the RA is encouraged

to "provide information, enforce University policy and of

fer guidance and friendship to their floor members
"

The RDs are m charge of the RA .selection process within

their own buildings. Each RD chooses and meets with a

selection committee made up of RAs. residents, house

council members and a.ssistant RDs

Gary Timko. RD for John Adams tower, said the pm

cess often starts with asking RAs to identify if they think

they might be a good future staff member.

The next step in the process is a written application

Interviews are arranged on the basis of the application

Potential RA's are encouraged to find out as much as

they can about the building they are interested in." Timko

siiid. "Each building is unique and a potential RA should

yet to know it and its staf!

Rmglo said from the inten .i « m,.-.. ....iUun. the polen

tial RA IS recommended or denied for a position.

"After the interviewing the RDs have a hand ordered

list of people they would like tu extend an invitation lo

he said.
, . . •

Peter Giuod .in HA tioin l.ach house, said, I didn t

really know what they were looking for. but I guess I

answered some of the questions in the right way

"Being an RA requires much mon tuiu then I thought

it would, but Its all it's cracked up to be." Giuod said.

After being chosen to become an RA. the student must

go through extensive training sessions including two RA
classes. The training focuses on social awareness issues,

how to deal with confrontations, developing listening

skills and assertiveness training. RAs are required to en

force University regulations concerning alcohol

Ivan Siff. an RA from Brown house, said . "If someone

isn't open minded to begin with. RA-1 (an RA class) isn't

going to change them, but it may get them thinking."

Ringle said a lot of people mistake or interpret their role

as some kind of resident parent rather then as a friendly

advisor.

Being an RA is a fairly substantial time commitment.

There are weekly staff meetings, the classes, night duty

in the cluster office and regularly allotted time to spend

rm the floor.

HO'V

TUBS
Ho-r Sound&Music^s

CLEAN, SAFE, PRIVATE HOT TUBS
17S University Or

N«it to Stadium Liquors in Price Chopper Mall

Open Monday 4 till 1. Tuesday Saturday 11am • 1am
Reservations suggested - Gift certificates available

Call 253- ^^^

IT'S READY
FLOAT TO RELAX TANK

Mental and Physical

Relaxation For

Your Body

TRY IT, YOU'LL LIKE IT!

BIGGE
Sale of the Year!
Sat. 2/1 4 -Sat. 2/21

You're Too BUSY!
Don't waste time doing

your own laundry...

Take It To

ms
II PHAY 8T. AMHEH8T.MA.

549-/665

HOURS: Mon 10

We Offer:

• Hand Pressing

• Shirt Service

• Same Day
Service

All demo components
10% to 40% off*

The year's best prices

on dozens of t>rand

new components

Earn Sound & Music
"Bonus Bucl(s" on ail

ONKYO. TA-2027

Sale

$149

^ -^

11SI
i«=i=-f-T-T

H-i^

**
non-sale purchases

No Layaways • No Cash Refunds

'First oom*. first Mfvad Oamo mJ» bagms 10 AM. Mar) 2/}6

(Washir^Ton* Birth<j«y)

'Goodtowardany Sound ft Muse purc^aBa March 1 Jur)«31. 1967

V15V-MR
Sale

$125

BostonAcoustics

A-70

Sale

$229/pair

A-100

Sale

$299/pair

.n

"ues - Sat 10 am - 10 ^

MillbankPlace«351 Pleasant St., Northampton • 584-9547
Mon.Jhurs.lO - SDO • Tues.,Weds.,Frl.,Sat.10 - 5:30 • Sun.1 2:30 - 4:30

* picketers
contutijt'tl fiom futut' I

The UFCW is now tiling charges with the

National Labor Relations Board on the

grounds that the poll was illegal because

it was involuntary. Mikalanus has given

a written statement to the UFCW.
Mikalanus, who was hired as a bakery

manager and worked at Louis' for nearly

three months, said that when she was hired

she was told a lot of promises that didn't

come true. Some of the promises were that

she wouldn't have to bake, that she would

receive free health care and life insurance,

a 30 day raise and that a handbook was
coming out detailing a new package that

would contain additional benefits including

paid sick days.

None of these promises came true said

Mikalanus. "A lot is promised and little is

delivered," she said. Mikalanus ended up

baking, never received a raise, never saw

the handbook and was told after two

months that she would have twelve dollars

a week deducted from her pay for health

insurance

"I can't belu'vi- there's no law on the

books against doing this kind of thing.''

said Mikalanus. While working at Louis'

she said that the store was selling four-day

old ijread as fresh.

"I've met very few happy people iwho

work at Louis'). Maybe two," she said. A
part time meat cutter she knew while she

was there was only making $8 an hour and

was told that he could be making $11 or

$12 dollars somewhere else. Furthermore,

she knew another worker who had been

working at Louis' for eight months and had

received only a ten cent raise.

When she asked the management why
workers were not getting raises she was

told, "he talks too much" or "he wore

sneakers twice last week."

"I cant believe they're getting awa> with

this, " she said. "Noone will say anything

because they're terrified of losing' their

jobs," she added.

Bill Lemeshevsky, picket line supervisor

called Vincent a "terrible businessman, a

rotten employer and a liar."

Vincent, however, has a different opi

nion. "If people weren't getting paid in this

store, why is it that I have a stack of ap

plications'.'" he asked, 'it has always been

this way, people know that this is .i ^-uod

place to work," he said.

Vincent .said that he moves pe<iple up ha>

ed on merit He said his store provides "dil

ferent opp<iitunities for people. A typical

high .school or college kid can progiess here

and not pay union dues."

"People who work hard here can piiigies.s

faster," he said.

Louis' Foods has set up a table m the lob

by of the store collecting signatures and
asking for donations for ads which are to

say "Enough is Enough" and demand that

the picketers be removed.

Vincent claims that business is "good"

and that he has seen "gtxxl increases

because of the support of the people."

He has also said "1 am prepared to wage
this campaign for years

'"

Tom Clarke, a UFCW ofricia! said "So
are we."

"We can't allow a >itiialiun where so

ineone is going to pay minimum wages
around the cornel fit >iii a iniiini ^t<ii<'

"" ^aid

Clarke
Bill Lemeshevsky. line supervisor and a

STUDENT FARES

NVC/St. Croix

NVCICaracds

NVC/Paris

NYC/London

NVCIRome

NYC/hclsinki

$238

$293

$381

$361

$433

$453

SOkM WMBK tHAS KVnS

COUNCIL TRAVIL
aMMMST

SELF-SERVE

TYPING
'/i HR. $2

Great cofMFi Great p«oct*

220 .\ Plea-sant St

253-2543

BILLED DIRECTLY
TO INSURANCE CO.

WINDSHIELDS
REPLACED

North Amherst
Motors

I Rt.bJNo. AnMwrit > t4« )S«0

I On PVT* But Lin«»

^ Mc.%' Mo-J" C'»*< CmiO\ AcLepi«<J

graduate student in art history maintains

that the union is not there to unionize.

They have set up a smokesc-een that we

are here to unionize. We have never bren

here to unionize," he said.

The picket is an informational, not in

organizational picket," said Clarke

The store's patrons, mostly older

Amherst residents, some who have been

shopping at Louis' for thirty, forty and fif

ty years are disgiuntled by the picketers.

Lemeshevsky cites instances of "cars being

used as deadly weapons " and an incident

on Saturday February 6, where a shopp«M

pushed a picketer in front of a shopper who

called the police .saying that she was

obstructed from entering the store.

Apparently when the police showed up

the women claimed the picketer wa> i»t>i

there anym«>re.

Lemeshevsky said the picketer was

there

Another complaint from the shoppers is

that the picketers are paid, nonunion

employees.

The picketers have been the brunt of such

taunts from shoppers and passersby such

1^ 'gel a job " and hand gestures, said

Lemeshevsky.

Take a

break

with

the

Collegian

1987 - 1988
FINANCIAL AID FORIVIS

DEADLINE
iVIARCH 1 1987

FEDERAL REGULATIONS NOW REQUIRE
THAT ALL FINANCIAL AID APPLICANTS IN-

CLUDING THOSE WHO APPLY ONLY FOR A
GUARANTEED STUDENT LOAN, FILE THE
FINANCIAL AID FORM FOR DETERMINATION
OF ELIGIBILITY.

APPLICATIONS MAY BE PICKED UP AT THE
SAFA/FINANCIAL AID SERVICES INFORMA-
TION TABLE IN THE STUDENT UNION ON
FEBRUARY 17, 18, AND 19, 1987 FROM 9:00

AM to 2:00 PM OR AT THE OFFICE OF FINAN-

CIAL AID SERVICES, 243 WHITMORE AD-

MINISTRATION BUILDING FROM 8:30 AM to

5:00 PM, MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY.

MAIL YOUR COMPLETED, SIGNED FINAN-

CIAL AID FORM TO COLLEGE SCHOLAR-
SHIP SERVICE BY MARCH 1, 1987.

IN CELEBRATION OF BLACK HISTORY MONTH

AFRIK-AM IN COOPERATION WITH THE

OFFICE OF THE CHANCELLOR
PROUDLY PRESENT

DR. FRANKLYN G. JENIFER,

CHANCELLOR
Massachusetts Board of Regents of Higher Education

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1987
IN THE STUDENT UNION BALLROOM

UMASS/AMHERST AT 7 PM

tl)arlie')5
I Pray St Amherst

549-5403

Open 1 lam 7 days a week
Call for take out

GOOD FOOD & DRINK

SSSSn! YOU

gotta keep this quiet.

Charlies hoiTiemade pizza is amazing

POOL TABLE, VIDEO GAMES. JUKE BOX. 2 COLOR TV's

A FAVORITE LOCAL TAVERN SINCE 1976
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* legislators
continued from page 3

of

issues that confront us. Labor and wage
reform are some of the ones we have recent-

ly dealt with."

The office is responsible for organizing

special events, like the Legislator's football

game, which Kennaugh described as "a

totally social event, where we can get to

know new legislators."

Kennaugh is responsible for bringing

many legislative committees to the Univer-

sity. "Starting in 1982, the joint

Legislative Committee on Natural

Resources has come every April to hold con-

ferences with the College of Food and

Natural Resources," she said.

in the spring we are expecting the

House Ways and Means Committee to

come and use our facilities for a project in-

volving the Quabbin Reservoir and the

Department of Environmental Quality

Engineering," Kennaugh said.

In the event that a committee should

come to the University, it is the state rela-

tions office which coordinates the activity

of the committee, she said. "Through these

events we get to know these legislators."

"We really entice them (the legislators!

out here, and any natural tie we can find

we follow up on," she said. "In many cases,

the legislators from the east are over

whelmed by the size of the school."

Kennaugh said when dealing with the

State Legislature, "personal interaction

with the people and credibility are really

important. Legislators need to know there

18 someone here that they can talk to and

trust."

Foreign student adjusts to American life

I AM AN

Brazilian women have less opportunity

By LUCINDA COUTO
Collegian Staff

After attending UMass for one year,

foreign student Elodie Batot already feels

as if she has adjusted well to the pre.ssure.s

and differences of living in the United

States.

When Batot, now 20, was 15 she eagerly

asked her stepfather when they would be

moving again. "I found it boring to stay in

one place for too long," Batot said.

She was born in Digne, in the Alps of

France. Her stepfather works for Yaccobf
Coffee Company, and travels a lot. By the

time she was 16, her family had already

lived in 18 cities in France before they
decided to move to Brazil.

"Even though I made many friends I

didn't want to leave, I looked forward to the

new experiences,' she said.

Batot knew how to speak French,
English, and Spanish, but not Portuguese.

Although Spanish and Portuguese are

similar, she found the pronunciations very

different. She learned to speak Portuguese
in six months, but it actually took two
years before she was fluent, she said.

After Batot graduated from "Lycee
Moliere." a French high school in Rio de
Janeiro, she visited friends in Brookline,

Massachusetts. They gave her a tour of

UMass. and she decided she wanted to at-

tend. She applied to several universities,

then went back home to Rio, and waited.

Her parents agreed that attending an
American university was a good idea, since

the French and Brazilian universities did

not have good programs for women who
wanted to study business administration.

"I also wanted to become fluent in

English," Batot said.

She got accepted for the following

semester, Spring 1986.

"I decided I would concentrate on
marketing as my major.

People are very fast paced here. There is

a lot more pressure on the American stu-

dent than there is on the Brazilian student.

There's a lot of competition to do better

than everyone else, especially in thf

classroom. I was very panicky my first

semester," she said.

"I think American women are very

lucky, they are allowed to be very indepen-

dent.' Batot said in a rich French and
Brazilian accent.

Many more women pursue college

degrees here than in Brazil, Batot said,

because in Brazil the women are too poor,

have expectant roles, or aren't interested.

"Not many women get to go to high
school in Brazil and uneducated women
tend to go on to become maids," she said.

"There is a hierarchy in the structure of

being maids, on the bottom of the ladder

there are 'emprigadas.' maids who are full

time cleaners who live in the homes they

work in They get one day per week off and
they make the equivalent of about $50.00

per month," Batot said.

"On the next step of the ladder are

'fachineiras,' maids who are paid by the

hour to clean, but have their own dwell-

ings, and they make more money than do

'emprigadas,' said Batot.

'Arrumadeiras' follow 'fachineiras' and
do the lesser chores, like dusting, said

Elodie, they are paid by the hour, but stay

at a single house for a couple of hours at

a time and so work for many houses. She
makes about the same amount of money as

'fachineiras' do.

"And then there are those who specialize

in tasks like gardening or cooking and get

paid more. These women take lots of pride

in themselves and celebrate on their days
off," said Elodie.

She said the people of Brazil are very

social, taking easily to strangers, and can
often be found singing in public. "At the

beach I would meet people and we would
exchange phone numbers, hugs, and kisses.

It is a cu.stom to kiss people on l)oth cheeks
— friends, relatives, and new acquain-

tances," said Elodie.

During her first semester she was invited

to a party and when she was intnxiuced to

( uUrgiaa

Elodie Batot
by Byra* UHamo«ta

a couple she immediately kissed the young
man on the cheek. As she was about to kies

the woman her friend pulled her away and
explained that she should not do that. The
baffled man's girlfriend was red with
anger. "That was the most embarrassing
situation I have yet had to face." said

Batcrt.

Another time while in a bookstore

waiting in line a man asked her what na-

tionality she was and began to converse
with her, and a.sked for her phone number.
She thought she made a new friend and
readily, as she was used to doing so. gave
him her phone number,
She was surprised to find that when he call-

ed he was only romantically interested in

her.

Batot said studying and friends keep her
busy, but working is also an important part

of her interests. She works as a tutor in

French and Math, "it is a good way of

meeting a lot of people." she said.

Elodie has taken singing lessons and
hopes to be able to combine singing and
marketing as a career after she graduates.

She said she wants to obtain a work visa

and stay in the United States.
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%0m ^* FREEBBRAKE

INSPECTION

BRAKES $69«o
PER AXLE MOST CARS

Our Brake Job Includes:

• New Cuaraiileed Brake
Pads or Shoes
(Semi-metallic pads e.xtra.

)

• Recondition Drums or Rotors

• Inspect Calipers

• Inspect Wheel Cylinders

• Inspect Brake Hardwaie
• Road Test

. COUPON

COMPUTERIZED ALIGNMENT
SPECIAL $19.95
Regularly $24.95

• Call for appointment • Most cars

• Only at participating Midas Shops
• Good with coupon only
• Offer expires 3/31/87
• Good at participating shops only

^ TAKEIT TO MIDAS j
TAKE "t'tO someone YOU TRUST
143 King St, Northampton • 586-4840

Jet. Rts. 9 & 116, Hadley • 586-9991

M FREE WRITTEN ESTIMATES

Eliminate Hot Dorm Rooms
Clip on Fans in Assorted Styles

Many ottier Styles of Fans Available

Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

M—F 9-5

SAT 10-3

Athol sponsors Hatchet Hunt
ATHOL. Mass. ( AP) • Each Washington'

Birthday since the 1920s the elders of this

western Massachusetts community have

sent children on a hunt for hatchets in a

name meant to kindle reminders of our first

president's honesty.

"We're trying to teach the kid-- Ivm. -'f y
'

said Michael Davis, chairman ot the Ixuird

of selectmen. "And this fits since George

Washington, as traditii>n has it, chopped

down a cherry tree with his little hatchet

and admitted to doing it."

Scores of children participating in the

65th Hatchet Hunt scrambled yesterday in

to a section of Kennebunk Woods .seeking

two hatchets and more than a dozen other

hidden pn/i -

The winners m this year's hunt >r.--u r

day were Athol youngsters Danny
Truehart, 9, and Eric O'Malley. l.J

"I was just stepping along when I saw

something sticking out of the snow," Dan

ny Truehart .said, de.scribing his hunting

technique. "I kicked it and it was the hat-

chet."

The boys' efToit- « irned them instant

honor.

it's very prestigious to find a hatchet,"

said Davis. "When you're that age it would
ht- like w inning a gold medal in the Olym-
pics."

David. 11, a native of this rural town 70
mile.^ northwest of Boston, is still

remorseful over his childh(K>d failure dur

ing several hunts, i never found a single

prize."

But up to 300 children, ages 5 to 13. have
l)een turning out each year — depending
on the weather — for a chance to do what
Davis couldn't.

The hunt was started by Alexander
"Johnny" John.stone, longtime general

secretary of the local YMC'A. which still

sponsors the event.

^Disloyalty' causes resignation

I

AP photo

LIMA, Peru - Univer8it>' students hurl stones from a construction

gite at police yesterday to protest the arrest of schoolmates on suspi-

cian of being leftist guerrillas.

WASHINGTON (AP) A veteran

diplomat said yesterday he was forced to

resign from the State Department becaus*'

of "McCarthyite " tactics u.*^ against hiru

by the chief of the Latin American affairs

bureau.

Francis J McNeil. 54. a former am
bassador to Costa Rica, said Assistant

Seovtary of State Elliott Abrams "sug

gested I was untrustworthy and. in effect,

disloyal."

Interviewed separately by NBC TV and

the Associated Press. McNeil said Abrams
accused him of undercutting the ad

ministration's fweign policy by suggesting

that the U.S. • backed Nicaraguan Contra

guerrillas were not doing well

He also said he was the target of an in

vestigation aimed at finding out who was
responsible for two press leaks in 1985. One
disclosed prematurely the nomination of

Otto Retch as ambassador to Venezuela;

1

STEIGER'S HAMPSHIRE
MALL WELCOMES ERNO
LASZLO SKINCARE
WHY ARE SOME WOMEN MOPE
BEAUTIFUL THAN OTHERS?

At Sr«<0«r s Hampthin Mall, wa baHmm lt'$ baemiaa aoma

woman cara mora about thamaafvaa . Thaaa ara tha auccasatui

and oatabratad woman who hava maOa Emo Laazio sktncara

famous Thay know that avary Laazio titual la a total

program of skincara. compoaad of a aartaa ot adentlficaHy

formulatad praparattona ttwt ara caraMly aalactad for

your Individual skin typa Thafa why whtthm your akin 1$

dry. sensitive, normal ot oily. Emo Laszio can giva you

a Mtatlma of daan. naturaUy bamutftul. haatthy looking akin

Wa Invlta you to tyacoma a mamt>ar of tha Emo Laazio

Instltuta at Stalgers Hampshira Mall, wttara our tradition

of beauty wetcomas this lagandary approach to skincara

T}t0 Brno t«Mto Counlmr. HamptMf MM

ERNO LASZLO - You cant do mora for your skin

You shouldn't do lass

the other, a classified State Department

position paper on Central America.

McNeil, who resigned early this month
and whose last post was deputy director of

intelligence, said he was exonerated after

a months-long investigation.

McNeil sent Abrams a note last

November disclosing his intention to leave

the foreign service.

Abrams was not available for comment
but an aide, who asked not to be identified,

said Abrams never felt that McNeil was
ideologically untrustworthy.

"We don't believe he was wandering off

the ideological reservation," he said.

As for the charge that McNeil was a

leaker, the ai(fe said several department of

ficials were investigated in connection with

the two disclosures.

"His (McNeil's) humiliation shouldn't be

any greater than any one else who was in

vestigated." the official said.

Flying nun
is addition
to Air Guard
SOUTH HADLEY FALLS. (AP) - One

weekend a month Sister Judith Rosenthal

exchanges the cross and pin identifying her

as a Sister of St. Joseph for seargent's

stripes in the Air National Guard.

Currently Tech. Sge. Rosenthal, a

veteran of 16 years with the 104th Tactical

Fighter Group, stationed in nearby

Westfield. is the only nun in the country

serving in the Air Guard.

Sister Judy. 41, said she has laughed at

"a lot" ofjokes about flying nuns, "but now

I'm only a curiosity item on another base."

"Here. I'm just Judy, a part of the fami

ly, " she said. "And I don't fly. I'm a medic.

The pilots are officers."

She did, however, catch a ride on one of

the unit's last F-lOO fighter jets and there

was a touch of regret in her voice when she

noted the A 10 fighters now flown by the

104th are single seaters.

She donned Air Force blue in 1964 at a

time when other members of her Roman
Catholic teaching order were just beginn-

ing to climb out of their traditional long

black habits and veils.

"I didn't think I would get in, because I

was a sister and we were still under the old

rules, but they were having trouble finding

nurses," she recalled.

"I wanted to do something to thank my
country for all the benefits we enjoy as

Americans. There's a different feeling

when I put on this uniform. I'm still Judy

Rosenthal, a sister of St. Joseph, but I

represent something more."

She enlisted, with another sister who has

since left the guard, at the urging of the

Mont Marie motherhouse chaplain, who
also .served the 104th.

'I haven't regretted it for a minute. The

people are great and it's been a wonderful

experience," she said. "I sort of surprised

myself as the years went on and more

demands were put on me and I found that

I could do it. But after my 20 years are tip

and I get my master's rating, that's it."

She said she sees no contradiction in a

nun spending weekdays visiting the sick

and elderly in St. Patrick's parish here and

Sunday afternoons on a firing range with

an M-16 rifle.

"I believe our (military) profession is a

peace profession. We're really working for

peace," she said. "Being able to qualify on

the M-16 is just part of my work. I'm

realistic enough to know that if anything

happens we (the 104th) would practically

be on the front lines.

*v
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Director presents powerful look at war in 'Platoon

Platoon
Directed by Oliver Stone
Starring Charlie Sheen
Mountain Farms 4 Theaters

* * • *

By ADAM CAMBPELL
Collegian Correspondent

The crowd's slow, lumbering exit might have been a

funeral procession, the audience grieving a war that had

never been properly mourned. Some stopped to read the

sign that had been posted on the door. It was an urgent

appeal to the Vietnam Veterans in the audience, an in-

vitation to exorcise, through counseling, the long-

slumbering demons who had undoubtedly stirred tonight.

In some, of course, the demons have never slept For Oliver

Stone, exorcism took the form of a motion picture, Platotm.

If ever there were a film difficult to write about, without

question, this is it. The very act of putting into words the

feelings awakened by Platoon, seems in itself an insult

to the film's integrity. Charlie Sheen plays an idealistic

rich kid who volunteers for the war. We follow him, giow

with him. We come frighteningly close to accepting in

sanity as the norm - with him When we are introduced

to Sheen, he is writing home. He does so faithfully,

regularly, never at a loss for words. As his idealism

recedes, however, and the experience of the war becomes

his world (—all-encompassing, terrifyingly and undeniably

real, perversely seductive—) he finds he has less and less

to say. Words become useless, communication with anyone

not sharing the experience, an impossibility Here, too,

is the difficulty in reviewing Platoon. Its impact comes

not from the filmmaker's technical virtuosity, but from

his unflinching eye for the truth.

Oliver Stone left Vietnam in 1969. He wrote Platoon in

1976. No studio would even consider producing the film

until 1983. In those fourteen years, Sto-.e wrote Midnight

Express and Scarface. co-wrote i ear of the Dragon and

Conan the Bcrbariuu, and directed Salvador. (Anyone

who's seen these films would attest to the fact that, while

they are well made, they are exceptionally violent. They
have the gritty, raw, relentlessly truthful qualities that

are Stone's signature.) It seems as though the fourteen

years between his tour in Vietnam and Platoon were spent

circling the prey, so to speak. Platoon represents the long-

overdue direct confrontation between Mr. Stone and his

war. Between us and our war. Between us and ourselves.

Platixjn will win the Academy Award for Best Picture,

I have no doubt. How could it not? Its merits as a film

are beyond question, but because of its power as a state-

ment — rather, as a vehicle for the truth — recognition

from Oscar seems irrelevant, even petty. Platoon is a

necessary catharsis. I don't imagine anyone would see this

movie twice, but everyone should see it once.

Maxell XL2
Box of 10 For

$19.99

Maxell LN-90
Box of 10 For

$12
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CLEAN, SAFE, PRIVATE HOT
17S University Dr
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Three Boston comedians get mixed laughs at Amherst
By BRIGITTE LAVOIE
Collegian Correspondent

Thursday night "The Boston Comedy Company ' per-

formed at the packed Amherst Athletic Club located below

Plumbly's. Three comedians whose talent ranged from ex-

cellent to weak, performed for an enthusiastic crowd.

Jack Cohen, a comedian from New York, was the best

out of the three. His facial expressions and bodily actions

accented his keen sense of timing. The audience did not

seem to become bored throughout his seemingly effortless

performance. His jokes included topics on international

affairs. Ronald Reagan, and some of the habits of

Americans. Cohen said that he wears his seat belt so that

he can drive faster. His comedy, much like himself, was

safe, but fast.

The next comedian, Tom Clark, was a typical New
Englander from Kennebunkport, Maine. He was very

casual, down to earth, and energetic. Many of his jokes

were funny and many ofthem were not. Clark's main pro

blem was that he took too long getting to the point of the

jokes, throwing off his timing which is essential in comedy.

Occasionally, Clark would get obnoxious and rude,

which created some uncomfortable feelings. Towards the

end of his act, Clark began losing some of his audience's

attention. He talked about a wide range of subjects in

eluding driving drunk, Canada, New England, Sylvester

Stallnnt' .ind drugs.

Jim Carey, the last of the three comedians, was perfor-

ming for his last time at the Amherst Athletic Club. He

will soon be touring in the south Carey did not appeal

to me. He is a native of Boston and a fan of the Red Sox,

but that did not compel me to enjoy his jokes. He served

as the announcer and performed in between the other two

comedians. The audience seemed to ei\joy some of his jokes

but I failed to see the humor in his very sarcastic tone.

Carey had many jokes about prostitutes, celebrities, and

cars. His style was not too original and sometimes he

seemed to laugh at his own jokes more than the audience

did

Overall the small variety of comic styles was

t-ntertainint,'

Samantha Fox should stick to modeling
Samantha Fox
Touch Me
Jive/RCA

By JON WHITNEY
Collegian Correspondent

While I was in England
about a year ago, I used to

see Samantha Fox posing

nude on page 3 of the dai-

ly gossip newspapers. She
was very sexy and could

have stayed a model, but

Samantha Fox made one

mistake - she made an

album.
"Touch Me" is a perky

disco dance song which is

also very forceful, she

knows what she wants and

wants it now. "I'm all you

need" gets a little redun-

dant during the main
chorus, and like "Touch

Me," is a disco song

"Don't leave me with your

boyfriend" is a bouncy,

50's girl-group song, sort of

Are you
denying Yourself

a better shot
at grad school?
Okay, it may be too late to get a 4.0. But

it's not too late to try to do better on your

LSAT. GMAT. GRE. or MCAT. For that,

there's Stanley H. Kaplan.

No one has prepped more students

than Stanley H. Kaplan.Our test-taking

techniques and educational programs

have prepared over 1 million students.

So whatever grad school exam you're

taking, call us. Remember, the person

next to you during your exam might

have taken a Kaplan course.

GMAT Starts Now

GRE Begins 2/12

MCAT Begins 2/23

549-5780

KAPLAN
SIANIEYH KAPIANEDUCATIONAI CENTER ITD

The worids leading

test prep organization.

like Madonna's "True
Blue"
"Hold on Tight" is the

place where Fox turns

from a europop star turns

into a fun-loving country

western singer! "Do ya
wanna please me," was a

valiant effort, but starts

out as a forceful and
demanding song, then goes

to a teeny-bop pop tune.

"Want you to want me"
didn't start badly, but the

tone of It was ruined by the

heavy metal guitar solo.

"I'm lost for words" is the

point at which I started to

fall asleep. "He's Got Sex"

made me happy that it was

the last song on the LP,

and also sounded like

Madonna and disco.

Overall, she had a nice

voice, but not a very pro-

mising future as a singer.

Kind of makes you want to

put her at gunpoint to back

to modeling

IL

Film needs illumination
Light of Day
Starring Micheal J. Fox and Joan Jett

Hampshire Six Theaters
* *

By STUART GAMBLE
Collegian Staff

At the opening of the film Light of Day,

Joan Jett and The Barbusters shriek the

title song as the audience views a grimy

view of a large industrial city complete

with smokestacks belching thick black

smoke. Sounds like the prelude to a com-

pelling realistic drama, right? Wrong.

Joe Rasnick (Michael J. Fox, Bach to the

Future) and his sister Patti (Joan Jett, in

her film debut) sing and play in a local rock

band. Seeking success and adventure. Patti

convinces Joe to take the band on the road.

Joe and the rest of the band Bu (Michael

Mckean, This is Spmal Tap), Gene
(Michael Dolan), and Billy (Paul J.

Harkins) agree to go.

The band breaks up. however, when Joe

gets fed up with Patti's habit of shoplifting

to supplement the bands income. He goes

home to his parents Jeanette (Gena

Rowlands, Love Streams) and Benjamin

(Jason Miller, The Exorcist) taking Patti's

illegitimate son Beryi (Billy Sullivan) with

him.
Joe and Jeanette take care of Benji while

Patti plays the heavy metal circuit. The
whole family is reunited only when
Jeanette is dying of cancer

Sounds predictable? Cliched? It is.

However, the movie is convincing when it

slows down and takes its time. The scenes

shifl as fast as the rhythm of the music.

The quiet domestic scenes are more in-

teresting and effective then the loud in-

trusive musical ones. This is due largely

to the strong central performance of

Michael J. Fox.

Fox is convincing as Joe. the responsible

head of the family He shows he cares about

Benji's future by enrolling him m nursery

school and teaching him to play the guitar.

The song, "You Got No Place To Go" (writ-

ten by Fox and Alan Mark Poul) as sung

by Fox and Sullivan embodies Joe's lost

social and psychological identity.

Gena Rowlands is convincing as Joe's

continued on page 19

Michael J. Fox and Joan Jett as a brother/sister singing team in Light of Day
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Outstanding
Career Opportunities

For Top Students In

Culinary Management
Stouffer Restaurants

Will Be
Conducting Interviews

On Campus
Wednesday, February 25th

For further information contact

The Placement Office or Write:

Wayne Meschke
Stouffer Restaurants
29800 Bainbridge Road

Solon, Ohio 44139

Stouffer Restaurants
Equal opportunity employer

,«WBSKNBWWO» «9«00<»000000«^OOgoOWOOOOW
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HERPES
SUPPORT GROUP

STARTING WEDNESDAY
FEBRUARY 18

7:00 • 8:30 p.m.
University Health Services

Room 304

The emoMona; stress of dealing w/th herpes can be more

difficult to cope with than the actual Wnis. Ifyou tiave herpes

and are Interested In learning from and talking with others wtw

share sinnllar concerns, this group Is open to you.

For information and prerejistration call the Health Education Office at 549-2^71

xlSl arH) asK for Debbie

Confidentiality Is assured.
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What
By TOM INCHALIK and BOB SCHWARTZ
Five College Correspondents

For the several thousand movie critics roaming the area,

we decided this week to set down some of the criteria

which we refer to in assessing a motion picture. The merit

of a film is not irreducibly subjective, but must ultimate

ly be determmed by its accordance with general canons

of artistic and, to a great extent, literary criticism.

A movie always tells a story. This may or may not be

the primary intention of the artists who create the film,

but a series of connected events is always presented to

the audience. Good writing, then, is essential. A
screenplay can be dissected, scrutinized, and judged us-

ing the same standards as are applied to works of

literature. Certain elements are indispensable.

The plot must be engaging, and it should be original,

at least in the manner of its exposition. Brazil, quite apart

from its spectacular visual style, boasts a captivating and

strikingly inventive storyline. Tootsie. on the other hand,

treads on familiar ground, but because it succeeds in

presenting two distinct identities in one person, the com-

edy is less farcical and more dramatic than its forerunners.

An attentive viewer should be able to leave the theater

with a clear understanding of the film's central ideas; if

any questions remain unresolved at the conclusion, this

should be intentional. A Thousand Clowns explores two

competing philosophies of life but deliberatelv refrains

from passing judgment on either. Gandhi, which com-

municates its themes more clearly and forcefully, is also

admirable.

Cohesion is important. A movie should not leave too

many "loose ends," although some, such as The World Ac-

cording to Garp, cannot bring togi>ther all of their subplots

but are still satisfying. 52 Pick-Up, however, is diminish-

ed by — among other things — its incomplete resolution.

When the credits roll, we are still expecting more to come,

since many questions remain unanswered.

Characters should arouse the interest of the audience,

and it is certainly helpful if some ofthem evoke our sym-
pathy. By involving the audience in the tragic lives of two
basically good but unfortunate people. Mono Lisa deftly

handles the uncomfortable problem of the sexual exploita-

tion of women. Our anger is a natural outgrowth of our
affection for the characters and is not as merely an emo-
tional response to a situation which is morally repugnant
on its suriface. Blue Velvet, in contrast, deals with some
of the same themes as Mono Lisa, but its characters are

all thoroughly repulsive or undeserving of our concern.

At least in this respect, it is notably deficient.

A good movie must be credible. Admittedly, a film may
attempt to create its own universe, and its writers can
reaaoaably expect us to suspend our disbelief; but even
this separate reality must be consistent within the boun-
daries it establishes for itself. While Raiders of the Lost

Ark strains the limits ot our credulity, it is tremendously

entertaining. The Golden Child, on the other hand, relies

so much upon supernatural tricks to overcome defects in

its plot that we simply cannot accept the story.

Bad dialogue can utterly destroy an otherwise appeal-

ing film. This is a major deficiency in Stand By Me, a

movie about fou*- o*-dinarv twelve year old philosopher.-;.

And The Boy Who Could Fly, a film which is flawed in

almost every possible way. is characterized perhaps most
distinctively by its trite, inane, and boring dialogue.

The additional dimensions which differentiate film from

literature are visual and aural. No one should be in-

timidated by the word cinematography; it simply means
movie photography. The best cinematography looks g(X)d

and conveys meaning which is related to the story in some
way. The Color ofMoney, like any Martin Scorsese movie,

abounds with beautiful images which are also rich with

symbolism. Similarly, music can contrast with or comple-

ment the narrative. And original scores, like still

photographs from a motion picture, may have their own
artistic merit.

This list is not intended to be exhaustive. Many other

qualities contribute to a film's value, and many other

flaws detract from it. We have tried only to point out some
of the more important standards which moviegoers should

consider when judging a motion picture.
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JazzDance, featuring the Danny Buraczaski Dance Company, will be
presented at 8 p.m. tommorow night in Bowker Auditorium. Tickets are
$13- 15 dollars at the F.A.C Box Office.
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CONNECTICUT VALLEY
ORAL SURGERY ASSOCIATES

Samuel A. Calagionj, D.D.S.

Roy A. Schonbrun, D.D.S.

Vincent P. Capasso, D.D.S.

TAKE PLEASURE IN ANNOUNCING THE

OPENING OF AN ADDITIONAL OFFICE

IN AMHERST FOR THE PRACTICE OF

ORAL AND MAXILLOFACIAL SURGERY

6 University Drive • New Market Center

Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
Telephone (413) 549-5100
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STO
There's no^
need toi
hurr

Our convenient hours allow
you to shop early or late.

TEXTBOOK
ANNEX

MAIN STORE

I

MINI STORE
MUNCHY's

MONDAY
TO

FRIDAY
9-5

MON - FRI: 9-5

SAT: 10 am to 3 pm

MON — FRI 7:30 - 10 pm
SAT & SUN: 8 am to 10 pm

HAMPDEN: MON — FRI 8 - 9

WORCESTER - MON - FRI 8 - 9

FRANKLIN: MON - FRI 7:30 - 9
ALL MUNCHY STORES SAT & SUN 12-8

ALL OF YOUR

BACK TO

SCHOOL NEEDS

^yUNIVERSITY
mMSTORED
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Bookmarks
By KATHRYN POHNER
Collegian Staff

During the past few months, there has

been an incredible amount of new names
turning up at the bookstands, with novels

that are gaining a lot of press attention and
praise. This group of new authors have

broken into the book market with novels

that are fresh, witty, and best of all,

original. Two of the best plots to date:

Living in Ether
Patricia Geary
Bantam Books, New York,
$3.50, paper

The name Patricia Geary may not be new
to everyone, for she is Writer in Residence

at the University of California at Irvine.

Her first novel. Living in Ether, has a

very unusual plot. The story centers

around Diedre Gage and her relationship

with her brother Robert. However, the rela

tionship is odd because Robert is dead.

Well, physically, anyway. Spiritually' he

has come back to make contact with his

sister seven years aAer his suicide, first by

writing on her steamy bathroom mirror

and then by somehow arranging her shoes

to spell "Hello."

Deidre is the average CalifcMnaian woman
with average pastimes such as yoga and

health food, with one special addition— she

is also a medium.She describes the ex-

perience of going into a trance almost like

dying — going down a soft white silent tun

nel, no noise at all. Maybe this talent leads

her to Robert, for the book takes off from

this point and brings the reader along on

a journey through E)eidre*s mind, along the

way meeting, among others, Yukio
Mishima, a dead Japanese novelist with

whom Diedre was fascinated with before

the "journey."

The story of Deidre and Robert is absor

bmg, and Geary certainly proves herself to

be creative and unique as a novelist. Hi r

descriptions are almost surreal, with obser

vations that blend the physical and the

spiritual; a bletKi of truth and wishes.

The Part of Fortune
Laurel Goldman
Weidenfeid A Nicolson. New York
$15.05

The triumphs and disappointments of

daily life are framed forever in this novel

by Laurel Goldman. The site of the novel

is a nursing home in the South, where a

storyteller named Clara opens the hearts

of the residents and leads them in the tell

ing of their own live8,the secrets and

achievements that make daily life rich and

always a surprise to the reader.A novel of

"ordinary" lives.

Clarinetist Micheal
Sussman will play
Brahms* **Quintet in B-

minor for Clarinet and
Strings", at 8 p.m.
tonight in Bezanson
Recital Hall. Admis-
sion is free.
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Don't be left out in the cold

UMA5S SKI CLUB
presents

SPRUNG .^
BREAK ^'

in

INASSAU
BAHAMAS

STUDY
BRITISH
MASS MEDIA
IN LONDON

1
Ninctccnih Annual
summer Seminar
June 29Julv M, I9H'

M\ uiHkT^radujtc or

!;r.Kkj.uc credits with
(Missible option tor

two additioral credits

Study broadcasting,
press, and film Vtell-

known guest lecturers

and tieid trips.

1'uition (kuhieci «> chanfto

SIU prr cr PA undcrgr

$1^6 per cr nonPA unUcrgr

SIS2 per cr PA grad

SI9I per cr nunPA gratl

Seminar Leader:
Dr Gordon L. Gray
Professiir of
(ommunications
Dept of Radio TV Film
Temple Tniversity

For more information
contact
Or Rohert drecnbtrg
Olticc ot the Dean
School of Communica-
tions & Theater
IMiila . PA 19122
Phone (2 IS) ""H^ l«)(»2

Mar. 15-Apr. 26

M8-'58-
1to4inaroom
FREE PARKING •COLOR
TV •PRIVATE BEACH*

POOL • DINING ROOM
SERVING BREAKFAST

LUNCH. DINNER AND
SNACKS 'POa BAR*

WEINIE ROASTS & MORE"

RESERVE NOW!
CAUTOUmK:
80M27-0553
Thi ItowNtNmw in PlMturt

'

OcemRu
* Miami BMcn.FL 33160

i^GiixIn S44<?
22 -2<? C€i^pl,ete

tine best Inc tels

tine best Fligbts

space IS liiTiited

se sign L,ip rew
Sign up table outside the Hatch

W. Th. Fr 9-3 pm

Mental
Health

Groups

Adult Children of Alcoholics

Tuesdoys, 100-2:30

Self-Explorotion Groups

Group I Tuesdoys, 3:30-5:00

Group II Wednesdoys, 3:30-5:00

Emotlonol Effects

of Chronic Physlcol Illness

Thursdoys, 4=00-5:00

Re<ji«*' tor ih«* 9ioup» do'"«q ih* »«« «*»* •19*^ o* «tou*»

ro» rtiformoiioo Of (O <»Qi«»f coll 54^ 3307 Of COfT* bir 157 H.H» No*T^

Fool's gold
Alan Quartermaine and The Lost City of Gold
Directed by Gary Nelson
Starring Richard Chamberlain
it

By BETSY POLK
Collegian Correspondent

I can't say I wasn't sufficiently warned. "It's a groaner."

^aid the one person I could find who had seen it. It was.

Oh. it had all the right ingredients: Action, romance, all-

American heroism kind of stuff. All of the scenes were
fresh out of the best movies ranging from Romancinn the

Stone to The Wizard ofOz but something, (make that most

things), went wrong — really wrong.

Allan Quartermaine and the Lost Cit\ nj (iuld siara

Richard Chamberlain as the strong, never blinking in the

face of danger adventurer who stands up his own wedding
with ditzy blonde Jessie Houston, (Sharon Stone), in order

to search for his long lost brother. Chamberlain's got

"What's a big time star like me doing in a third rate movie
like this?" written all over him.

Stone's no better (actually she's worse). Somewhere
along the line someone mistakenly told her she could act

and now she's doing her best to take her role as the

hysterical, clinging, overly giddy, trying to be witty and
brave female to the hilt. Suspecting sexiam? Perish the

thought Once her glasses are on, Jessie becomes an ar

ticulate, intelligent archeologist. This trunsl'ormation oc-

curs twice and very briefly at that.

And the plot'', (the plot????) Against an unbelievably

crude set. Allan accompanied by Jessie (She had finally.

after a dose of hysteria, forgives him for skipping their

wedding) and two other friends, makes his way toward
the lost city of gold where the hopes to find his brother.

Along the way, the foursome encounter a fierce river tribe

and a hell-like cave full of fake fire. (I think we were sup-

posed to think it was reali. angry gixis, serpents, monsters.

Luckily, none of our stars are maimed in either setting

thanks to Quartermaine's silver bullet proof shirt.

It only gets worse. They do find the city of gold, (heaven

never looked so good), and they do find Allan's brother.

They kill a lion and become city heroes. Allan proves he'a

a god, (ofcourse he really isn't, but that silver shirt is do-

ing wonders for his ego), the gcMxi guys win. (surpris*''i.

aiiri the movie finally ends. I ruined it for you. didn't 1.'

Oh well, now you don't have to suffer as I did Ifynu must
see this movir" it did offer two highlights:

1 Tht't. ivsterically funny love .sc«ni' m which

.Allan has to iwi>t .iiul turn and bend until he is tinally

able to land acha>U' ki>s on Jessie's forever ptiuting lip>

2. The popcorn was good and 1 had an entire movie
theater to myself. continued «n ptigc 19

IMM^MM^Mi
6UA0AUJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL

University of Arizona

offers more than 40
courses: anihropotogy.

art. art history, bilin-

gual education. tolK

music arxl folk dance,

history, lournalism. po-

litical science. Spanish

language and literature

and intensive Spanish.

Six-week session
June 29-August 7. 1987

Fully accredited pro-

gram Tuition $480
Room and board m
Mexican home $520

EEO/AA

Write

Guadalaiara

Summer School

Education Bldg.. Room 434

Unii^rsity oi Arizona

Tucson. AZ 85721

1602} 62M729 or

62M720

• LIGHT

I^IMMM^MMl

fonftnued frum page 17
deeply

religious but confused
mother. Her scenes are too

brief to let her character ful-

ly develop. However, her

scene with Jett as she's dy-

ing is extremely moving.

Joan Jett is okay in her

film debut but she comes
across as unsympathetic.

Her stony facial expression

and her hostile di.sposition

don't change until the

movie is almost over and by

that time the audience
doesn't care anymore. She
ais<» seems more comfor

t.il)li- singing than acting.

Miller and Mckeen are fine

actors but they aren't given

much to do.

Bruce Spring.-^teen's lyics

to the title song go. "Just

around the corner to the

light of day". The audience

hopes that the Rasnicks will

be reconciled but Light of
Day ends with Patti and Joe

back where they started.

What about Benji's future?

What will their father do? I

guess we'll just have to wait

till the light of day.

Wickles
FinePfint

1 BOLTWOOD WALK
AMHERST
256-0148

LASER PRINTING

Jj^^ ^i^ ONEPAOE

-^ $15.00 ^^ MSUME

Please present this coupon
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UMASS SKI CLUB GOES
SOUTH

jr»«««

UMASS SKI CLUB

Five College

Sun Break

MARCH 2 1-28

BARBADOS FEATURES:

waRri*<«n<»v cwoDi* «>at«nporti«aiof*. and

YOUR TRIP INCLUDES:

7 Mgrtt AcconvnodONsn* Of Sunta* CW
i^ortina^tt and VMcM

$475

> Ooo Mat^banfMo

1J «oon ' O^
dOOpfn- 700 cxn

700 am- 300 om
MogtA v» O^cownt Card

•et'oa * (to

On looonon Tou Etcort

M ^amt and G<a«u(tiM •k«o» m >o»qoo»

$75

FROM SUNSET CREST YOU CAN
WALK TO

>i«Mocv ••«Ca>«b«an Saa 6

FOR INFO CONTACT

t«»*t, »«rw»c<x*H rr«on» rwfto^on*!. andt>»«

nop* 10 »0*« you onvw^^••• m r

Btu4«at UbIoa Bulldt
Oklvarstty of
flatiif It Has*

(413) ft4*-9437

.mm Warn IM

01009

a\V

[i^iliington^^VERMONT

FIVE COLLEGE SKI &PARTY BREAK

CONDO LODGING & LIFTS
TAX

INCLUDED

MARCH 22-27

$209 Ptn PERSON

PROGRAM INCLUDES
• 5 NITES CONDO LODGING
AT EDGEMONT OR WHIFFLE TREE
Pinnacle Complex $229

• 5 DAYS LIFTS TO SIX MOUNTAINS
• VALUABLE MILLER COUPON BOOK
• SPECIAL MILLER LITE COLLEGE PARTIES

NON-MEMBERS WELCOME

-fr
PRESENTED

BY

LAGNAF

UMASS SKI CLUD
tudant l*ilon Building Bov 106
'*'*''"''alty of n«msachu«»tts
^tui mt , n«m« 01003

««I3) 949-3437

SOUTH
^^gefigy^i^

PRESENTED

UMASS SKI CLUB

YOUB TRIP FEATUfiESc

Nassau Baramas "-as long

soon a siaysreuro 'or T* ncft

and *a(nous. Now you can

•xDoronco t^o n«vor onding

sursniTo. •iniioraong wator spora

and cftwm mat tf>o B«^«(T1as oUtf.

PRICES:

YOUR TRIP INCLUDES

•AHAMAS »A«TV «{|K NCLUOfS
•Mnama «i «.yH <••• '•«io« e<am»

d»ri«iii» orpan u«ml«n ta Ma««

T>»«« too' VWW •*!> »llli«il»« nt« XlMCK

(•• —» »»••

1 ••••f* tuKff^. and •««•• ywum
»»oin»i«mi iMt bean)Oa

Rykom JM - $449

S7S dapoitt i«au«ad lo nxika o
4^ now. tft« •>« oMi) tal owe

NASSAU HARBOR CLUB
oa 111 aift*

COLONY CLUB RE SORT

MARCH 2 1-28

L A G NA F
FOR INFO CONTACT

Tba U-NASS SKI CLUB

ttudaot Uoion Buildtn« Boa 100
Onivaralty of NaaaacHusatta
Airtiarar. Itaaa 0I003

(413) S4S-3497

Itfs Better In The Bahamas

WEST

SteamDoat
FIVE COLLEGE SKI BREAK

UMASS SKI CLUD
MARCH 22-27

TRIP INCLUDES-

1 0*» LIFT TICKIT

HOUHO TRIP fLiCMT

raoM NtWaKK NJ

•IH( 4 CHfCSt r«KTlt{

$579

SLOPESIDE CONDOMINIUMS
WALK TO LIFTS
AND NIGHTLIFE

SKI COLORADO

Tba U-MASS SKI CLUB

Student Union Buildinff Box irtr,

University of Massachusetts
Aaherst. Mass niOu:i

<413) A45-3437

NON-MEMBERS WELCOME

WE OFFER THE MOST TRIP FOR YOUR
DOLLAR BECAUSE WE ARE A

NON- PROFIT STUDENT ORGANIZATION
Call 545-3437 for more information

The Far Side

By Gary Larson
Smithereens
By Sarah Smith

"Well, that about does it for the nose —
I'm starting to hit cartilage"

BLOOM COUNTY

/^ill/If 'f'uJQ l>^5 ^'-fi one z^x>^

by Berke Breathed

^j

Af^ AK Of (^N(€KOus emc-
TAWN HAfhS HiM AV

im OFFices Of -memmy
BWm FKAWNe...

-mt .V

!T¥mFmuyrm FOK A mvf
FRANK AKTKLB OHM PVBLIC

HBALIh imEATOfAlP*,. AW
CHIEFFPim AlWAttP PfFmNG
uNaninATWHATirnKweRs
NHPep mi.. m/nuY exfuar

^^\ sexuALApvice

C(M(A(j€,

HOWN
eA9Y..

VOVCAN
UOIT

v1

«3""sf 0OSSI

A

WHSNYOU iAY FAf

WAT. I

I ^.

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

OHypAlirN^^ you
J PonboT nn \ Hwem
ON "irnvtMMNy w^pifH,

^ ^ x'oH, e^t IT J

:HlCKi t»N6RE Hin-: Htri-m M I
I rii-iVB ^

» ft 66mU(> WEPUNtW^NT.

-em^y^^^T

ftOnETHINb IF UnU NDTM>fM&

TO 7^ ID BE FUNMW,

«?^i?2'

Gordy By Gorde

-T/Aiefso j^ArrfT

CPfJT. TtiMOI^Okl.

Oa Eq«*I Tormo is a movie designed to promote

awareness of sex equality as an issue for men and

women. Come watch it 8 p m next Tuesday Counts

toward staff status!

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edittd by Tradt Michel Jafft

ACROSS
I P>i«iic foot

b Austsn s M<»*
Moodhouaa

9 Qrsduaia

u ^ayad
IS Contasunt
iftOesarva
1

7

I* can Da
common Of

Pfopa*
18 Wigm lor ona
19 Stop on —
20Molas

pas»aga«iay«

22 Lay o( ttia land

2* Guy t»om Wsco
25 - a kick

27 ^mar tima m
NVC

aSRacaoa
30 Ota and lanMy

32 Fran<S» dairy

(wodud
Uttac^iMd
34 Tooh ^»a

3fl Moving vaftcM

39 AkxM
41 PvjD oNarmg
42 Take ma

oHanixia
44 Tna CocMM

Party Miaior i

monogram
asrrflaiora

midaaai tcnoiar

4«Sma« African

monkay
4«Pt<tOlEAP
49 Batara N« or

mi(

SI Thama*
•sluary «iiin

Tha

SZ No«.i-a

S3 Oroop o« irwaa

SS SmaN mt'i**

59 Wanoars
aMTHasaty

60 Pre«an«y

62 nemo«a rmd

63 UipMaMney
pMnp

64 mcraaia
65 Wiva iin la

mar
••SMConct
67 Qnd la'gati

68 Piarra s Stale

AObr

DOWN
1 Common
contraction

2 BuabaH family

3McKinlay and
Maahngion

4 Tony ot tong
SMoraNy bad
6 Undartakings
7 A Brooks
• r««t(«a« <^ 3

Down
gsradiay
lOCompantata
11 Matadiaa

i2naa|rici

13 Bnaahgun
21 Engl^i cnannai

33 Not *eM

35 MaM
36 Eiiia ittand

17 Skalars Torviii

and -
39 VIP on ( mo^'a

sal

40 RasamOWtg a

star

43 Etarnal

45 Canam grassas

and ptfiat

47 Trip on a «>«

48 vipar

49 Saarcn

50 Hudson or

Charias

53 Jog
54 Hotaa m tha

Naw Tasumant
56 Hosiairiaa

57 May«ar s aartn

goddaas
58 Saarcn (or

61 No No girt, tar

•Hon

AlttWCR TO fftfVtOUS fUZZU:

'TC'

23 Foravar (o a

26 Snonnnaas
2«Paiiol TAE
29 Laa *ot«vta

31 Court naad

nnn
n nnnn
ncinnnn
nnnnn

nnn
I nnn
nnn
irni

HMmt

Lunch
Menu

Basics Lanch

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

American Chop Suey

Dinner

Veal Parmigtaria/

Tomato Sauce

Baked Cod/Newburg Sauce

Grilled Cheese

on Wheatberry

Feltuccine with Sprouts

Basics Dinner

Eggplant Parmigiana/

Tomato Sauce

Baked Cod/Newburg Sauce

r
Weather

TodsY: It is going to be sunny with a high of 30 degrees

Tonight: It will clear and cool with a low of 5 to 15

degrees

Tomorrow: The high will be in the lower 30s and kind

of windy

Today's Staff
Hlfht Editor liana Lcvenson

CopY Editor Pam Bracken

Photo Technician Niki Sokoloff

UYOttt Technician Mike Scolari

Prodactlon Supervisor Debbie Pikul

Prodttction Karlin Isele. Laura Bel!. Matkins, Glenn

Stephens. Shane Kielmeyer. Lisa Huiet

Exectttive Board --Spring of 1987

KELLY SIEGER
EdUor la Chief

AHCY KLIHGEHER
lUaagiag Editor

PHIL SERAFIHO
EdHorial Editor

STEVE RUBW
'

Bvelaess Managtr

AHSEL ZINTER
Prodvctioa Maaagcr

, Easiness Board — SpHng of 1987

STEVE RUBIN
BastMss Maaagar

PATRICE LAWSKT
MarkaUag Maaagar

PAUL H. LESSER
Advaftlalag Salas Maaegar

CRAIG VAUGLE
CIrcatatloa llaaagar

VABESSA ROTH
Plaaace Maaager

KAREH HOLLAND
Svbacriptiea lUaager
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^^ ^-iO Championships

t'oUvfian photo by MirluMi Caopw
University of Massachusetts men's swim team assistant coach Drew Donovan gives advice to

Scott MUbert prior to this last weekend's A-10 Championships in Washinf^on D.C.

Women*s track 2nd at HC Invite
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

The University of
Massachusetts women's
track team was not able to

race in their scheduled
Boston University Invita-

tional in Cambridge over
the weekend. All was not
lost however, as the team
took an invitation to the Ho-
ly Cross invites and worked
it to their advantage, com-
ing away from Worcester.
MA with a narrow second-

place finish.

The Crusad*'!-- took fht-

meet with a 152 score, five

points ahead of the
Minutewomen. who finish-

ed with 147 points. The
University of Vermont
managed third place with
146 points.

For coach Kalekeni Ban
da, the meet was a chance to

work, even overwork some
of his runners.

"It was a competitive
meet and we got good team
pwerformances," Banda
said. "We finished high in

the top three but we
couldn't come up with
fourth and fifth finishes. It

all came down to depth."
But then again, Banda

took just 13 runners to the
meet compared to 25 for the
host Crusaders.

"We were winning until

the last event (4/400 relay)

but then Holy Cross put up
four runners and took it,"

said Banda, whose team
fini.shed second in the relay.

The Minutewomen, on the

strength of eight first place

finishes and five seconds,

led for much of the meet.

Behind Kayla Morrison,
who grabbed two individual

firsts and was in on two
team firsts, UMass was
tough to overhaul before

HC's depth won out.

Morrison look first in the

55-meters in 7.2 with team
mate Kari Fleischmans
close behind in second at

7.4. Morrison also took the

200 meters in 27.3 followed

by Fleischmann's 27.6. Bar
bara Cullinan took tht-

400-meters in 60.4 while
Sue Goldstein was second in

62.1. Shanna Smith took

the eOOmeters in 2:20.8,

Julie Ott was second in the
1500 meters in 4:52.3, and
Kim Baten set a meet
record in the 55 meter
hurdles with an 8.2 in the
semi finals. Baten took the
final in 8.3. Freshman
Melissa Golembewski had a
personal-best 8.7 in the
event and also took third in

the high jump.
Sonja Vaughn took the

600 meters in 1:40 6 while
the Minutewomen grabbed

two firsts in a pair of relays

before placing second in the

meet's final event.

The relay team of

Fleischman, Wendy Mar-

shall, Baten. and Morrison

took the 4./160-meter« in

1:25.7 while the team of

Vaughn. Marshall,
Cullinan and Morrison took

the 4 400 meters in 4:11.1.

In the deciding meet, the

4 800- meters, the team of

Goldstein, Smith. liana

Gurwitz and Ott were nos-

ed out at the tape for the se-

cond place finish in both the

race and the meet.

continued frum page 24

that will be at Springfield College the weekend of Feb.
27 Mar. 1.

"I wanted to find some swimmers who I thought could
definitely score some points for us at the New
England's," Yarworth said. "Unfortunately, we can on-

ly take 18, so there will be some guys who are capable
of placing that won't be able to go."

The ones who have secured their spots are Scott
Milbert, Peter Koback and Dave Eisenhauer, all no
roubt writing the final chapter with some brilliant per
formances at the A-lO's.

Koback wa.s third in the 100 yard breaststro?1.03 (a

f.eshman record), and fifth in the 200-yard breast in
; 16.95.

Milbert placed 1 1th in the 200-yard freestyle in 1:48.17,

and 13th in the 200 yard individual medley, with a time
of 2:03.24.

But it was Eisenhauer who had the heads shaking.
Having never swam less than 4:30 in the 400-yard in-

dividual medley, Eisenhauer astounded all of the coaches
by finishing at 4:22.02, a good 12 seconds off his former
best. The time was good for a fifth-place finish. He also
p.aced 19th in the 200-yard IM.
Others who did well include diver Dan Chesnicka, who

took third in the three-meter diving, and fifth in the one-
meter. Also in three meter diving, Dave Wells finished
eighth, Tim Ramacciotd 10th and Ralph Cianfione 1 1th.

Breastistroker Dan Hansen was seventh in the 1(X) yard
(1:03.99) and ninth in the 200 yard (2:20.20 1. Pete
Chouinard and Jeff Piaget were ninth and tenth respec-
tively in the 100-yard backstroke, while Chouinard took
tenth in the 200-yard.
Eric Bebchick was ninth in the 400 yard individual

medley behind Eisenhauer, and the 400yard medley
relay team ofChouinard, Koback, Bob Tilton and Craig
Hannenian finished sixth.

In the team standings, it was more or less a fight for

second, as the others would have needed a high power
telescope and 20/10 vision to even see champion Penn
State, who won for the fourth straight year. Penn St.

finished with 860.5 points.

West Virginia was second with 384.5. followed closely
by Rutgers, third with 382.5. George Washington was
fourth with 365. The Minutemen had 290.5 for fifth,

while Rhode Island (275.5) and St. Bonaventure (263.5)
rounded out the field.

Duquesne, Temple and St. Joseph's do not hav** swim
ming teams, and were not at the meet.
Yarworth was pleased, to say the least, about what he

saw from his team.
"All of our swimmers were exceptional," Yarworth

said. "Nearly all of them either had personal or seasonal
bests."

A^o.

CLEAN, SAFE, PRIVATE HOT TUBS
1 rJ Unlvtrvty Or

N«it to Stadutm Liquof* in ^rte* Choop«r Man
Op«n Mon«i^ 4 UN 1 . TuM S«( 11am . lam

^—nation* (umMtad om canrflcalaa i ittnii

Call 253- ^*/

STUDENT SPECIAL
Every Mon, Tues, S Wed

1 HR Hot Tub
for yi HOUR PRICE

\.Vc (re. lit' A Stvit' As
liHlaidiial As You Are

^ ( ONSdl I'M ION
AM)

SIM I (HI

$10
I' IN \ S|(

all Styles By Deborah
MM KM IN ')H|V J

rentAwreck

New A U»«d Cars
Tnjckt A Vans Also Available

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880 .

LAUDERDALE
BEACH HOTEL

7Mf3>«4s/8 0oysio

FtaLauderdale
W onl/195 !

6«QchfrQdl- • btsX Kko^h oni^ *9Ahf*
2. Did bads. CftbrTV. Air cordr p»one in o^r^ *T»n

for ifufo. 9ni ^toncm rmyf^ta^^rn

Special ioc«rHiw«. Mtr studarvi -trtp frcfxy^en. .

.

F«ll S Rooms «^sw<Raesi(:^y;!;T^

CALCULATOR CENTER
Basic Business Scientific

For the student who has no equal

scientific calculators that have

no equal

$50.00HPnc
list price S56.00

:! 3'<56

' >

J <

$S^@@@fflffiffi@

mm
^^|«^mislgiai

HP 15C $«9.00
list price $99.00

This year get a head start on your classes with the HP-llC

or the HP-15C, So advanced they don't need an "equals" key.

So extremely easy to use, you'll solve even the most complex

mathematical problems quickly.

Hewlett-Packords innovative design eliminates a vast

number of keystrokes. That saves you time with hyperbolics

and other complex calculations ... a big plus at exam time.

Get the HP-llC or HP-15C today, and start out the year_qne

step ahead.
cia

OPEN
M-F: 9-5

Sat: 10-3

HEWLETT
PACKARD

LOCATED IN THE CAMPUS CENTER

^XjmVEKSlTY
mSTORE^

I

m

I
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Men's gymnastics whips MIT, 251.8-198.4

Weil grabs co-Gymnast of the Week in ECAC
By JIM HICKEY
Collegian Correspondent

If the past three meets are

any indication of how the

University of

Massachusetts mens gym-
nastics team will fare

against upcoming Temple
University this Saturday (

1

p.m. at the Bovden Gym-

nastics Center) then you can

rest assured the Minutemen
will be more than ready to

do battle with the pesky

Owls, who appear to be

Massachusetts' most for

midable foe on its Eastern
schedule.

The Minutemen moved
one step closer to their big

• Minutewomen
continued from page 24

tributed to ice cold

shooting from the

perimeter. The shots are

often there, but shots that

were falling earlier in the

year simply aren't finding

their way through tht-

twine, and that is a pro-

blem that has to be stilved

if the Minutewomen hope

to finish the sea.son over

the .500 mark.
"You have to keep

shooting the ball, there's

no doubt about that,"

Leaman said. "We need to

get more balance. We've
Kfr>«>" H^nending on Fitzv a

little too much. She's been

playing really well, but we
need to see if we can get a

little more cohesion on of-

fense."

Rejections: Freshman
guard Sue Serafini is ex-

pected to have a cast

removed from her left leg

on Friday. Serafini injured

her left knee in practice

and has played in only

three games this season

Serafini has been missed,

as she owns four of UMass'
six three-point baskets on
the season.

meet with Temple by easily

disposing the

Massachusetts Institute of

Technology on Saturday in

Boston 251.8-198.4.

The outcome of the meet

was never really in que.s-

tion, as Massachusetts
swept four of six events and
placed first and second in all

six

Coach Koy Johnson said

he viewed the MIT. meet

as a good warm-up for

Temple
"It was tough to get ready

for a meet that was so low-

key, but that in itself allow

ed us to get ready for our

first home meet on Satur

day against Temple." the

coach said "They were a

weak team but they had ex

cellent facilities and that

helped us do well scorewise

as well as rest a few people

like Joe DeMarco and Era
Ciccone

"

Indeed the Minutemen
showed that they are also a

very deep team as they went

without regulars DeMarco,
Ciccone. freshman Mike
Keidan and sophomore
John Eggars — all of whom
are consistent and quality

performers.

Two individuals that turn

ttl in top performances were

juniors Brian Richman and
Stan Gatland. Johnson said

he was especially plea.sed

with the routine of Richman
on the still rings.

"Brian had a great perfor

mance on the rings with an
8.65 especially when you
consider that it was only his

first time competing on the

collegiate level." he said.

Roberto Weil had his

usual incredible aftermmn

as he won the all-around

competition for the third

straight meet with a 53.85,

a personal second-best. The
junior from Wellesley, MA
w as also named, along with

Bob Cox of Navy, as Eastern

College Athletic Conference

CO Gymnast of the Week for

last week for his efforts

against Southern Connec

ticut State University and
The State University of

New York at Cortland.

Massachusetts also receiv-

ed excellent routines from
several people who have
consistently scored well for

the Minutemen.
Steven Baia continued his

domination on the pommel
horse easily taking the

event with" a 9.05. The
.senior from Burlington. MA
has l>een one of the top per

formers on the pommel
horse .nul should figure

heavily in the Minutemen's
plans down the stretch.

Junior Jay Ronayne had
another of his big perfor-

mances as he notched a

total of five second places.

As 'with Baia, Ronayne
should also be a key factor

in the Minutemen's chase of

the Eastern title.

Johnson said he feels that

if the Minutemen are to fare

well in the Eastern race

they will have to beat Tem-
ple on Saturday.

"I think the Temple meet
will be a big meet and il

would be nice to have a good

crowd on hand to pump us

up." he said

• men's hoop struggles
cimlinuetl from page 24

scored 15, Brown had 13 and Smith added 11 Chase and

Tarry combined on for five shooting and one point bet-

ween them in 50 minutes.

With both teams shooting near 43 percent for the half

(UMass, 1126 and St Joes, 14 32>. the Minutemen
managed to stay close and trailed only 34-30 at the half.

UMass knotted the score at :i4 after the intermission

but the Hawks followed with a 10 .'i run to grab a 44 37

lead and were never headed.

For the game. UMass turned the ball over 12 tin».'s com-

pared to onlv six by the Hawks St. Joe's outrebounded

UMass

CLASSIFIED
ACtlVlllES'AUUiO

A.,!o FOR SALE •CAlCULATORS
f NTFRTAINMENT -fOR RENT

-OR SALE •FOUND
MtuP WANTED*; ""^ '

COME TO THE COLLEQAN OFFICE - CC 113 IJOW^TMURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI • 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION* CASH IN ADVANCE. iy/WOWO/DAY FOR STUDENTS

-.AIS'RIDE WANIED
H^S NEEDED -SERVICES

u _/wMATE WANTED • TRAVEL
WANTED* ^BLET

Acnvinis

FLORIOA-THIS WEEKEND Sylvtn s

norMl•-OM^ 0«nc« win a trip lor Nno iMve
ItMi rMgM Fnd«y SUB 8 30 $4 00

MMtC. ACT»«Q. OAMCt MMnic»on
Ptmm and group M aoM •• iMai Of ib*^

ty Univ*raity Art* CooriCil (Mcounis
avaiiabia tor UMaaa atudantt Partormmo
Arts DivivonAJMaM OM Chap*) 54»^ld

•OLTWOOO PMOJCCT INFO i«M«n
Wad 2/18 CC rm 174 7PM

raCMNT

NEED A ROOMm DalU Chi tralarnity on
Sunaal Ava (balund Soum«i*st) f>«s a
ItrmWd no ol spacaa tor noo-smotiing

maloa Wa oNar grMi room*. 2* hr meal
plan. • apptianoaa. aclielaiiie amwapnara
vidagraaiaocMlMa C««JoaaiS4»«i79
<v Tom 54»-5515

SSO FOA RETUANINO my gold Cham
Found 2/9 m man* lockar no 1361 Boydan
(HMtab-daypraaaniifammyparanis Cat
6-5385 anytima Siava. laava maaaaga

REWARD FOR LOST walal blua arid UKk
stripas call H«ath«r S46-526S

LOST TWO BOOKS near lot 26 i« lound
piaaaa ca« Sla«« 2S6<XX>7 Raward

sn. SKI . SKI
5 Coaaga iripa' Day trips

imM Wpa. to BorMliw* E«U
^iaMs atari « S0 tar Mia

artd iranaportaiton tor nigM afci

Raniala and laaawna aiao awad

But laavaa UMasa A coilaga*

Ragialralion daadhna Mon Fab 2
For mora ir«to ca8
549-4600 (328

DO VbU HATE ci—iuna-> it so Ban Lane
Cleaners to the leaque' 'lae aawnaMw aak

tor SpK or Span 549-781^

2 ROOMS M houaa. bu* ivutm ayailabie
S49-e«04

OLTWOOO MIOJCCT MPO taaatont

Tija2/l7CC rm 165 Wad 2/18 CC rm 174

Bolti maatings 7PM

have Its first maatmg Tuaaday Fab 1 7 at 5
>iua Wal rPM in the Blua * I CiitT^His Canter

IN CELEBRATKM OF Armenian Revoll

Day Feb i8-6 30 Lectures on the Diaspora

of Armenians Fab 19-6 30 Feb 18.1921

Armartian revolt against Soviet Union
Lecture

NkCD A ROOMT Oada CM fralamity on
Sunaat Ay* (baMnd OuuWwiaaO haa a

Kmaad no Ol spacaa tor norvemoking
malas Wa oNar great rooms. 24 hr maai
plan all apphaiKaa . acfwiaatic atmoaphara
andagraaisocMlMa CaliJoaai54»«i79
or Tom S49-551S

O^EN NOW ONE be«oom m four bedroom
apt >n Swiss ViII 215 mo utilities inci

253 7248 Caroline

MLTWANTiO

TNC LESBIAN UNKM w opan* Hour*
poatad on door room 406G SUB meets
MoTKlays 7PM al womyn-idenlitied womyn
welcome

ROOM AVAILAaLE. 7S mitaa from cam-
pus, on bus route, male or female Apt

equipped w/sauna. woodbuming stove

skylight m l>edroom Call Brian or Chris

after 5 S270/month plus utils (Minor)

2561041

UPC GENERAL MEETINGtl Tuaoday, 2^17

in Earthloods Also promo meeting
Wednesday 2/18 at 4 00PM m 406 SUB"
See y all mere"

ASIAN AMERICAN STUDENTS As»ocia-

tion's general meeting is cancelled Please

check Collegian lor our next meeting

ONE ROOM IN tour bdrm apt avi aaap or

March 1 uti incI rent 215mlh tel 256-0048
cont Barb

AVAILABLE: 1 ROOM m 3 Dr apanmentin
Hadley across from bus slop S232 includes

heal Beautiful clean Oidar/grad ttudani

prefered Eves 5843433

LARGE ROOM FOR rant on busline $210
heat included. Call Roas 665-3427 or Tony
545-0713

uotrr wrramt help: 4«ir«M4i tor 7

days meals tree, on camp«a can 549-0454
549-0547

fULL AND PART time positions available

Very tieiible hours and eicailani working

conditions ConvaruarMly located in ihe

Center of Amharat You can aam up to (20
an hour with salary and comcraaaiona Corv

MCI Target Eiiiaipriaaa tor an imetviaw Ask
for Keith

AtRLMMES CRUSELINES HIRING! Sum
mer Career' Good pay Travel Call tor

guide cassette, newsservice' (9I6|
944-4444 ext 161

WATERFRONT. TENNM. LAND sports

councelors tor summer music artd sports

camp in Maine Call James Saltman
617<413612

DAVE THANKS FOR Iha (Mt»> 61

Townahouaa no repeats piaasa wo ara all

on dwiB'

SUMMER IN EUROPE S239 Lowest
scheduled lares to all of Europe form

Boston Can 1(800)325 2222

LOOKING FOR JIM in Putton^ we met at

Flat Sireel where are you' Missy 6-7440

TAU IOTA TAU- pride performance
perserverarKe & party

SK:k of DC. lood' Go get a refund and

receive e« cellent free meaK m exchange
lor light kitchen work Male preferred CaN
Marc 549 7595

AUDIO

PAIR OF BRAND new EPI Magnus 12"

speakers Bought lor 250 will sacrifice tor

200 3 year warranty Call 549-1561 ask lor

Ted

AUTO FOt SAU

lOOM FOR MNT

WANTSO TO RENT

rat SAU

IS IT TRUE you can buy Jeeps for $44

through Ihe U S Governmenf Get the

tacts today' Call 1 312-742-1142 ext

5931 A

1 979 BUik* SKYHAWKT hatchback,
automatic. PS. AC. V-6 engine. AM/FM
radio, includes (our radial tires, two studd

ed snow tires reliable call Barbara
545-0666 days S2200/BO

ISMTvOLVO sedan need* workTax-
cellent parts Steve 6-7956

BURTON ELITE ISO snow board 1966/67

model Used only once $240 neg Pete

546 4191

COMIC BOOKS GREAT new & back issue

selection at tow prices Minimum 15 percent

discount with this ad We buy A trade

J R s Comxs Etc Mountain Farms Mall.

Hadley 466-2441

800 WATT PEAVY bass amp Mark SSens
cabinet 2 15 bik widow spks 400 00
549-6550 after A

RESPONSIBLE STUDENTS NEEDED to

deliver r>ewspapers lo dorms on campus
No car necessary Approx i hr'day 7

days/week High Mieekly pay Bonus paid

tor excellent delivery (iaii 253 7009

OVERSEAS JOBS SUMMER, yr round
Europe S America Australia Asia All

tiekJs $900-2000 mo Sight seeing Free in

to write IJC. P O Box 52 MAI Corona Del

Mar CA 92625

RACK-A-DISC entertainmant needs 15

DJ s lighting operators and roadies No
experierKe required 549-7144

SECRETARY-"FRIDAY "SATURDAY
7 30^1 1 30 $4 50 per hour Rack-A-Oisc
Entertainment 549-7144

ARTIST REWARD $50 00 plus benefitsfor

your Ishirt design call lor info 546-8697

BOLTWOOO COORDINATOR: POSITK>N
open tor 196788 school year Call

323-631 1 ext.49S tor details

WORK^STTiDY" ^1 o" houTs/weekHnrx
hours $4 20 assist in analysing soil and
plant samples no experience raqirad Call

Morteza 545-2259

LISA YOU MISSED Sia boat rtda a( your

hie Jack

DESPERATELY SEEKING BEAUTIFUL
blonde that I barely met m time out last

Wednaaday Feb 4 I wouk) like to meet you

foradnnkandtalk i am the tall blonde kid

To give you a hint you waved to me twice

when you left My name is Mike, give me
a call 256-1716

18 AMITY PLACE and the Mw tamlic

blondes from Mam Street thanks for the

most wonderful graduation present" I tove

you guy»-A

SWAPPO) YELLOW A black tweed coat

with yeltow acarl at the Pub 2/1 1 Please

call soon 546-6380

WHEN YOU SCE Lori Zetlin. ba sura to

wish her a happy birthday!

LOSE WEIGHT NOW! T6^29''ib8/month

with Herbal Weight Control 100 percent

guaranteed call Dan 546-4151, Mark

54^5938

SUMMER IN EUROPE $239 Lowest
scheduled lares lo all of Europe from

Boston Call 1 1800)325 2222

SPRING SORORITY RUSH orientation to

be held on Wed Feb 1 8 al 6 30 m the Cam-
pus Center rm 162 AH University women
invited

TIAVH

MAKE T»« RKiHT move lor spniig break"
Fori Lauderdale $129 Nasaau Bahamas
$349 lor more into caM Dave 5464709

SPRING FLING/DAYTONA 7 niglM 8 day*
UMass party bus $199 U drive $99 Ocaan
front tocation tree pool parties caM now<
256^227

ROUNDTRIP TK:kETS TO Ftorida from

Bradley Airpon to West Palm
Baach/Oaytona non stop on UMaaa apnng
break weak (March 21 29) lor into CaM
256^»46

SOME AGENTS CAN rawa your spring

break trip by 10 percent al Itierr wiH The
UMaaa Ski Club won't and never w«n For

mora information on Barbados. Bahamas.
KiNmgion, and Slaamboat CaM 545^3437

or stop by our taMa outSNia tfte Hatch

WANTtO

LOCAL BANDS WANTED Easlside con
certs Battle of the Bar>ds on Feb 28 Corv
tact Bruce or David 549-4160

WILL PAY DOUBLE for 50849 parking
Shckor r.%11 S46 B977/S4(>-9267

$UBLiT

1 MALE 160 mo 10 share I of 2 bdrms
Brandywine 649-7862 Mark Kevin. Dave

FURNISHED BEDROOM MARCH 1st to

May 1st or June tsl Pultton 549^748

CIMCTSAU

FU.L LENGTH RACOON skin coal, n
good coTMMion, $200 00 NCR ca*M
ragntaf. waida only mmor repair tor tul

oparalion or lutl a conversation piaca

ISO 00 CaM Anaal 2S64IB2

PtOffSSIONAL TVPtNO

-SPEEDY KEYS -DISSERTATIONS.
resumes papers ?5e 1002

PtOFfStIONAl TVPHM SfBVief

CASES. PAPERS. DISSERTATIONS.
theses last, accurate. dapendal>le. on-
campus. reasonable 584-7924, Nancy

SPWNO 8tfAK TMPS

NASSAU. JAMAICA. FLORIDA. BanrnnM.
Cancun Space » knMad. round tnp airlara

ar>d hotal Fraa admisaion to clubs,
welcoma pallia Pnoa* from 99 00 caH Scon
549-6476

nrncASN

NEED MONEY FOR spring break? I need
your basebaN cards' Please t>elp Call Mike
5490333

ST.

THAN YOU AGAIN! Seldom do your

prayers go unanswered i am very grateful

SPtOWT

WRITERS FOR NEWSLETTER tor Ear
thIoods/People s Market Sprout needs
^u to investigate tt>e student businesaas
in the Student Union, health issues, poama.
racipMs. cortsunter rasponaa*. and or quaa-
ttons AH articles must ba typed douMa
spaced, for the first issue, deadlina
February 1 7th in the Earthtoods mailbox in

the Economic Development Office in the
Student Union, one flight up from the Stu-
dent Credit Union Address lo Jennifer K .

or call her al 253 2807 or call Earthtoods
at 545-1554 and leave message.

MOISTIRR) ACUPUNCTURIST

REGISTERED ACUPUNCTURIST
TREATING overweight insomnia pams
stress headache backache smoking
549^6147

SKO

YOUR CHANCE TO rush the best traterni-

ly on campus will ba next waak Beta Kap-
pa PtH

1974 CHEVETTE $1275. 4-door hat-

chback, auto transmission, good tires,

brand new exhaust system AM/FM stereo

Leave message al 665-4128

2 DORM FRIDGES 1 smaH 75 large 125

or B O Shawn 256-0058 Steve 549-4600

ext 260

$200 FORD PINTO non-exploding type

256-0827

1982 CHEVETTE $1975. 4-door hat

chback. manual transmission. 29»MPG
brand new exhaust system. AM/FM
cassette stereo. Leave message at

665-4128

ONE-OF-A-KIND. 1 968 Rambler Amencan
Only 68000 mi 3 spd on the column In-

lerior is mint, body needs work Reliable

transport, passes Mass inspection $950 or

BO tel no 546-6585

7S TOYOTA AC at graat car TOO-BO
256-0168

1980 RENEAULT LE Car runs well, sun
roof $700 256-1853

ELECTRIC GUITAR - DEAN Bel Aire 1 dou-

ble and 2 single pickups excellent condi-

tion $275 call Bruce 546-9610

RAYBAN VUARNET SUNGLASSES great

tor spring break student discounts Bill

584-1889

SCUBA EQUIPMENT. PLANA avanti

silicone tins, blue dacor diving mask div

ing snorkel, large wet suit boots Mint con

difion, never been usadi! Save $'!!

546-6056

OUCCI WATCHES FOR ladies many styles

only $30 call Brian 6-7425

SALES/MARKETING REPS for interna

tional company Great opportunity call to-

day Dennis 256-1663

PARtTTMEPOUtK^ Clean water action

IS now paying $5/hr tor environmental ac-

tivists Our paid training program will

develope your skills m communications,
personel management and community
organizing Work evenings 5-1 Ogreal loca-

tion in center of Amherst Call 549-7450
Mon-Fn 9 00-5 00

RIDI WANTID

BOSTON RIDE WANTED Friday alter

noons (flexibiel will share costs and driving

call weekday eves 546^1030 Jack

MOVII ON FRIDAY UTN

NEAG IS SHOWING the movie About Last
Nighi on February 13 Come and tea it

with a friend

SPRINO SRIAK OF A LIFITIMI

SAIL ABOARD YOUR own SO ft yacht from
Ft Lauderdale lo the Bahamas for l wk irv

to: Paul 665-4967, Tarry 6-4052

RID(R$ WANTID

INnRVCTION

PHYSICS TUTOR. FLEXIBLE hours Call

Bob evenings at 256-6332

MOTORCYCUS

ROOMMATI WANTID

LOOKING FOR A guiel male to sharj a

room in Southwood Apts Pleasant gtad

student apt Males-rent $140 256-1700

NONSMOKING MALE NEEDED to share

room in a Southwood Townehouse only

$139 plus elac /month call 253-3571

PHI MU DELTA has extra living spaces 24

hour kitchen and laundry Rent is cheap
Call 549 656C 549- 1328 266 8028

SPRINO SRIAK

DEPARTS EVERY WEEK m MaTch Ft

Lauderdale $309 includes Rt Jet & hotel for

7 nights all taxes and lips Departs every
week in March Montreal weekends $79
departs every weekend Fel>-May Includes
round trip motor coach S ? nights hotel

directly downtown All taxes and lips

Daylona Beach motor coach and 7 night
fiotel on the strip $229 all taxes and tips and
service charges For more details call

Dynamic Destinations, 482 Main Street,

Maiden, 617-324-7735. 617 321 4165

TvnNa siRviei

STIFN A CHARUf

ZUCKER-HAVE AN awesome Valentines

Day good luck on Saturday, dude woman.
Your awesome roomy. Karen (POTR)

SANAMAS FOR A SUCK

BARBADOS TOO fHETA Chi is'giving

away trips lor two To either it your choice

trips are furnished by the Ski Club For a
dollar your chances are one in 2000 Sperxl

five dollars, and your chance is 1 m 400
The drawing will be field publicly on March
12 and will be drawn by a member of the

crowd This is the best spnng break pricaa

around.

1976 VW RABBIT good condition $1000 or

BO call Tracy 253-5621

1980 VW RABBIT 4 dr sunroof AMFM
stereo gas 253-9671 after 6 PM

NEW KAYPRO COMPUTER IBM Com-
patable 256K call 549-41 56 leave message PfRSONALS

SOLOMON SX91E SKIBOOfS used one

season 9'/s-10 549-2876 after 5:30

'79 MAZDA GLC wagon excellent condi-

tion, no ruat $1000, 545-0123

FOR A OOOD TIMI CALL

RACK-A-OISC Entenainment Agency Disc

lockies, lights, rentals, and mobile video

dances! 549-7144

SONY DOUBLE CASSETTE deck Never

used' Cheap' Two Pioneer speakers call

549-4826

lOST

HELP! I
LOST'mylMtM'^ket afOelanai

on W^ili^ayFeb ^'^ It"^-;^^*,^?,'^

No questions asked 549 f
8 reward is oe-

ing ottered

RESUME TYPESETTING SERVICE
Have your resume professionally typeset
The best quality type not a word processor
Sixteen different type styles lo choose from
Takes only 3 days costs $25 and any
changes III do lor FREE Come down lo Ifie

Collegian Graphics Office (113 Campus
Center) and speak lo Peter Soderberg

MEET NEW PEOPLEI^GetgreaT ex-

perience' Come write for New England's
largest college daily The Collegian is in 1 13
(Campus Center, right behind the TV
Come down and check us out!

ORAD STUDENT, PROFESSIONAL
woman to share 2-bdrm apartment in Nor-

thampton $217 50 545 2440 days
584-0074, 203-872 3168 eves

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED Rolling

Grean $158 call Julie 253-3422

MRVICSS

TYPING. TAPE TRANSCRIPTKM. Fast,

accurate 665-7652

TUTORING. SUBSTITUTE TEACHING in

business management, marketing,
finance, investmant & microcomputers $7
per hour t4eg 536-5006 leave m(

QUALITY TYPING, LONG or short pra
)ects Meticulous proofreading Editing

available Resumes a specially 549-0367

NNANCIAL AID WORKSNO*

FIND out HOW to gef moneylor school
Feb 1 7 5-7PM Webster Lounge East Side
Feb 18 5-7PM Hamden Common
Soolhweai

•RAMMcs mmN
GRAPHICS INTERN WANTED for Nor
thampton Ad Agency Call 586-2135
Wheals

AN INIXPINIIVI IPRINO SRIAK

DO YOU WANT to go to the Bahamas,
Jamaica, or Ft Lauderdale? We have cortv

plete trips to the Bahamas starting from

349, complete Jamaica trip tor 389, and
completa Ft, Lauderdale trip 129 bus or 3 tg

air fare Those prices all include iranspor-

taion and hotel. You will nol find a cheaper
deal with anyone else For information call

Mike or Rick at 549-5401 Space is limited

SMMN* iBSAK '97

BAHAMAS SSS9 A uo Bast trip availabto

call now Bruca 2S3-7312 Bryan 546-9021

^ -
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SPORTS

Headaches continue for UMass
Suspensions to Fennell,
Moshy help Hawks, 74-60

By JOHN NOLAN
CoUeKian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's basketball team
left Curry Hicks Cage last Wednesday with hope.sof retur

ning Sunday with a pair of victories and a higher posi

tion in the Atlantic 10 Conference standings.

But a pair of losses, the second being a 74-60 drubbing
at the hands of St, Joeseph's Sunday afternoon in

Fliiladelphia, PA., have brought the Minutemen down to

earth and face to face with some hard realities.

On Thursday, the Minutemen played without
sophomore forward Joe Fennell, who was suspended in

definitely by head coach Ron Gerlufsen for "behavior
unbecoming of a UMass athlete." The team suffered in

his absence and fell to Rutgers University, 82-67.

Sunday at St. Joe's, the team played without both Fen
nell and sophomore forward Sean Mosby. also suspended
indefinitely for missing curfew in Philadelphia. Once
again, the team was undermanned.
"Our depth has changed." Gerlufsen said, i think we

were hurt interiorly in both games."
Forced to juggle the lineup. Gerlufsen managed to field

only six players in the team's conference loss to the
Hawks. Starting junior forwards Fitzhugh Tarry and
Wilburt Hicks in both the center and power forward spots.

Gerlufsen could only watch as his two finesse players were
out-muscled inside.

"Will and Fitz are swmgmen and forwards who had to

play the power spot and we had to make adjustments,"
Gerlufsen said. "But we weren't thinking on the trip about
having to make any changes at center or forward. We cer-

tainly had a patchwork front line."

With three games remaining. UMass stands at 8-15

overall and 4-1 1 in the A 10, dangerously close to the con
ference basement.
The Minutemen left UMass seeking to climb in the A- 10,

but what the team did was fall farther from the top.

"As a motivation we have to tr\' to finish as high as we
can in order to get a home game in the Atlantic 10 tour-

nament," the roach said.

For that to happen, the Minutemen must manage to

finish in the seventh or eighth .spot to insure home court

advantage in the tournaments first round. A finish sixth
or better would earn UMass a first round bve.

( (tllricisn photo hy Paul U>>Miiantf«

University of Massachusetts senior guard Carl Smith, shown in action earlier this season, and
the Minutemen suffered a pair of losses on their short road trip which culminated with a 74-60

loss at St. Joe's on Sunday.

Atlantic 10 Standings
Uiuiudt's yanu's through M( nday. Fi-b 16

1

Games behind left

Temple
W. Virginia
Rhode Island
St. Joseph's
Duquesne
Penn State

14-0

12-3

»-6

7-8

7-8

2.5

5.5

6.5

7.5

7.5

4

W
•J

5

3

a
Geo. Washigton 6-8 8.0 4
UMass
Rutgers
St. Bonaventure

4-11

3-11

3-12

10.5

11.0

11.5

3

4

3

In othtr A 10 action. Temple University shtH»k oti

second place Wt?st Virginia, 67-57, in Morgantown. W\ .

Duquesne University improved to 7-8 in the conference
with a 73-66 victory over George Washington University
in Pitt.sburgh. Rhode Island took over sole posession of
third place at 9-6 with a 93 84 win over Rutgers ,»t

Pi.scataway, NJ.. and Penn State geared up for this Thurs
day's game versus the Minutemen at Curry Hicks Cage
with a 60-40 demolition of St Bonaventure. The Nittany
Lions are also 7-8. All games were played on Saturday.
On Sunday, the Minutemen went up against a St. Joe

team seeking three things; revenge of its 60-58 conference
loss to UMass four weeks ago at the Cage; a victory in

front of a large home crowd in attendance to honor UMa.ss
alumnus Julius Erving at halftime; and a conference win
to propel it into sole po.session of fourth place behind URI.
What the Minutemen got. though, was another

Women drop fifth straight, 72-45

headache, brought on by the recent suspensions.

Undermanned and unable to control the inside against

the more physical Hawks, the Minutemen buckled. Us-

ing only six players (Hicks, sophomore forward David
Brown. Tarry, senior guard Carl Smith, junior guard
I.ort'n/,<» Sutton and .'iophomore forward Duane Chase off

the bi'nchi UMass did not have the depth to stay with the

Hawks, who shuttled nine players in and out of the lineup

Senior guard Wayne Williams led the Hawks "H-S
overall and 8-6 in the A- 10) with 18 points while

sophomore forward Henry Smith, filling in for junior for

ward Rodney Blake (who sprained his ankle 12 minutes
into the game), scored 17 and senior guard James Flint

had 11.

Sutton led the Minutemen with a game-high 20 points

while three others also hit double figures for UMass. Hicks

rnntinued nn pane 23

Carmichael leads romp;
Central Conn, next for UM

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

For the University of

Massachusetts women's
basketball team, the Curry

Hicks Cage has probably

never looked better.

After being on the road

for five straight games, the

Minutewomen return to

the friendly dead spots and

funny bounces of the Cage,

tonight at 7:30, as they

host Central Connecticut

State University in the

first game of a season-

ending, five-game
homestand.
"When you play good

teams on the road you ex-

pect to have a tough time.

The only disappointing
loss was at Rhode Island.

We're hoping that having
five games in a row at

home will bring us out of

this tailspin," head coach

Jack Leaman said. "Hav-
ing .some home cool ig

and having some friends

see us will play will

definitely help."

It certainly couldn't

hurt. The Minutewomen
are coming off the longest

road stretch of the season,

all of which resulted in

losses for UMass. The
latest setback came at the

hands of St. Joseph's

University, as the Hawks
ran away in the second

half with a 72-45 stomping

of the Minutewomen. Sun-

day's loss marked the third

consecutive game in which

UMass was held to under

50 points and 40 percent

shooting from the fioor.

Not exactly a winning

formula, is it?

"We are a lot better than

the percentages show. A
lot of it has to do with the

fact that we've played so

many games in a short

period of time," Leaman
said. "We've been playing
good defense, but our offen-

sive production has been
lacking."

Senior center Karen Fit-

zgerald led the
Minutewomen with a

team-high 17 points and 12

rebounds. Junior guard
Tara Lewis added eight

points and freshman for-

ward Jeanine Micheal.sen

and sophomore forward
Beth Wilbor both chipped
in seven points.

Tere.sa Carmichael led

all scorers with 24 points

to pace St. Joe's, with Jill

Rooney and Kim Foley
scoring 12 points each.

Debbie Black added eight

points, but made her
presence known on the

defensive end, coming up
with 1 1 steals.

UMass was actually in

the game in the first half,

and trailed by only nine,

32-23, at the halftime. The
Minutewomen shot a

respectable 40 percent

from the floor, and never

really let the Hawks open
up a huge lead.

That all changed in the
second half, as the UMass
offense was placed in

frozen storage, something
that has been a problem as

of late for the
Minutewomen. St. Joe's

outscored UMass in the se-

cond half, 40-22, to pretty
much end things for the
Minutewomen.
"We played a good first

half, but St. Joe's went in-

to a zone defense in the se-

cond half," Leaman said.

"We were very effective

against the man-to-man
defense, but their zone
made it difficult to get the
ball inside. When we did

get the ball inside, we
couldn't get a good shot off.

"We are going to see a lot

of zones the rest of the
sea.son until we beat one,"

Leaman said. "Our offense

runs a lot better against a

man-to-man."
Part of the offensive

woes against the zone
defenses has to be at-

continued on page 23

Young swim team
places 5th at A-lO's
Penn St. wins fourth straight
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

Things are definitely going right for the University of

Massachusetts men's swim team.
Taking what may be considered as his jayvee squad.

UMass coach Russ Yarworth headed south to George
Washington University in Washington, DC, for the
Atlantic 10 Championships last weekend. Competing
against the best that the others had to offer, the
Minutemen came home with an impressive fifth place
finish.

But if the first stringers can equal the efforts of these
guys when they go to the New England's next weekend
in Springfield, they might as well mail the trophy here
instead of wasting any time.

"The New England kids know that they can swim well
now," Yarworth said, "because they are following the
same training program as the guys who went to the
A-lO's, and they see how well they did."

Doing well may just be an understatement when con-
sidering some of the individual marks that were set by
the teams lesser-known members.
Then again, there was a lot at stake for the members

of the team. Yarworth was using the performances at
the A-lO's to choose the players who would fill out the
ro.ster for the New England's. As a result, Yarworth has
come up with at least three more swimmers, and possibly
one or two more to round off the 18-man wrecking crew

___^ ^ continued on page 22
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Jenifer
roots race
problems in
Ed.system
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

Pledging to make the higher education

system in Massachusetts "the best."

Chancellor Franklyn G. Jenifer told an au-

dience of about 200 people last night in the

Cape Cod Lounge the recent racial tension

on campus has roots in the educational

system.

*^e will not be satisfied here in the Com-
monwealth with anything but the very

best," Jenifer said. "I can go no further

with my dream than the flagship Univer-

sity of Massachusetts will take us."

Jenifer is chancellor of the Massachusetts
public higher education system, and
overaees the state's 27 public colleges and
universities.

Referring to the post World Series brawl

in the Southwest Residential Area, after

which ten students were treated for in-

juries at University Health Services,

Jenifer said in order to understand what
happened, people must "put it into some
perspective. We must understand the

nature" rf the problem.
The fight broke out in Southwest follow-

ing the final game of the World Series.

Judge Frederick A. Hurst of the
Massachusetts Commission Against
Discrimination was called in by Chancellor

Joseph D. Ehiffey to investigate allegations

that the incident had racial overtones. In

a report issued Feb. 5, Hurst labeled the
brawl as "predictable, preventable, and
primarily racially motivated."
"Racism, sexism and all other kinds of

things exist here as they do in other
places," Jenifer said. "If we don't face that

fact, we will never, ever, deal with the pro-

blem."
"We must look into higher education,

how it developed, and why we have the pro-

blems," he said.

"Aft.er the riots of '68, the doors of higher

education opened. The word went out that

we needed to bring more black students in-

to school," Jenifer said. "The numbers
went up like a sky rocket."

"As we began to admit black students to

predominately white institutions, we
began to close predominately black ones,"

he said. "In 1976 the numbers went flat,"

after the pressure lessened. "In 1980, for

the first time in America, black enrollment

began to decline," he said.

The "so called perpetrator" is not "Joe
Duffey or Frank Jenifer," or other in-

dividuals, he said, it is "the system." The
lecture was organized by Afrik-Am, as part

of Black History Month.

Collefian photo by David Shimkua

Franklyn G. Jenifer.

CoUvCian piMito by NikU Sokotoff

MIRROR. MIRROR - Reflecting on the choice of ice-cream at
Bart's, several folks with sweet-tooths bounce off the walls.

New scientific researching
helps progress of robotic hand
By ADAM LAVINE
Collegian Staff

Graduate students studying computer
science and electrical engineering at the
University of Massachusetts are combining
their knowledge to create a fully functional

robotic hand that could potentially revolu-

tionize the fields of medicine, artificial

limbs, and space research.

According to Venkataraman Subrama-
nian, a student working on the project,

there are only two other robotic hands in

America — one each at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and Stanford
University in California. The three-

fingered hand is driven by twelve motors,
four for each finger. For each motor, a com-
puter interface had to be designed and
built.

There are two major focuses to the study.

One is to observe intelligent behavior such
as writing and using tools, then trying to

apply it to the hand.

Learning exactly how a hand works could

vastly improve the field of prosthetic, or ar-

tificial, limbs. Said Subramanian: "Sup-

pose we learn intelligent behavior, and
learn how the brain uses a hand...then we
could build an artificial hand with much
more flexibility and dexterity."

The second focus of the study is

"distributed computing." Subramanian
defined this as "a bunch of computers, and

cooperatively together they make decisions

about the hand." The hands at MIT and
Stanford are run by one large, expensive

mainframe computer. The one here at

UMass, run by several smaller computers,

is cheaper and more efficient, Subrama-
nian said.

"We have several computers. Ifone goes

down, the other computers will pick up the

slack. At the other schools, if the main-

frame goes down, the whole hand dies,"

Subramanian said. "And they're spending

$200,000; we're only using $50,000."

The collection of interfaces and power
supplies running the hand, designed by
graduate electrical engineering students,

took a year to build and another six months
continued on page 5
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Chief of
security:
report is

too harsh
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff*

The Director of Public Safety said yester-

day his department might have handled
the Southwest racial brawl better, but on-

ly if there had been a "crystal ball" to warn
the inadent was going to become as violent

as it did.

Copies of the Hurst report on
the Southwest incident are

available for distribution at the

Office ofStudent Affairs, Room
319 in the Whitmore Ad-
ministration Building. The
report will be printed in its en-

tirety in Thursday's Collegian.

The printing is being sponsored

by the Graduate Student Senate.

Gerald T. O'Neil said the sharp criticism

of his department contained in Judge
Fredrick Hurst's report on the incident was
ui\justified. and that talking about the
specific problems he had with the study
would be unproductive.

O'Neil said, "I have an open door here,"

and that all members of the UMass com-
munity are welcome to discuss with public

safety the incident and other security con
cerns. He said the department is constant-

ly working to maintain the social

awareness and professionalism of its staff.

He did take issue with Hurst's contention

that O'Neil had turned down a request for

extra security on the night of Oct. 27. when
black and white students traded insults

and black students were chased and beaten

afterthe seventh game of the World Series.

In his report, Hurst said "security was
invisible" that night, and recommended
changes in security that include the forma-

tion of a master plan for handling poten-

tially violent incidents and more and bet-

ter social sensitivity training for officers.

"I recommend that responsibility for

change in security procedures be placed in

the hands of someone who understands the

magnitude and gravity of the problems ad-

dressed in this report," Hurst wrote.

"...Past history, the current incident and
my discussions with the Director of securi-

ty and his staff, left me with the impres-

sion that no current members of UMass
security would be able to make the needed
changes."

"That's his opinion," O'Neil said yester-

day. "I've been with the department for 29
years. I've handled every kind of situation

on this campus and I think I've handled

them quite well."

"We're Yiot miracle workers and we are

human," O'Neil said. He pointed out that

a massive police presence would have
brought a lot of criticism, as was the case

after the anti-CIA protests of last semester.

"I'm damned if I do and damned if I don't,"

he said.

"A cop can be criticized for not doing his

job and be criticized when they do their

job," O'Neil said.

"Had we had a crystal ball, we certainly

would have responded differently," O'Neil

said, but that past history of post-season

student revelry and the information his

department had gotten about earlier

gatherings after this season's World Series

led the department to go with a low-profile

police presence.

"Most of the celebrations have been a

continued on page 4
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Hart in Boston; Dukakis considers campaigning

7 welcome him into the race if that's what his choice is.

'

BOSTON (APt - Former Sen Gary Hart, seeking sup

port for a 1988 presidential run, yesterday called for a

renewed US investment in education as he ventured into

the political territory of a potential adversary.

In a flurry of appearances, Hart did not meet with

Massachusetts Gov. Michael S. Dukakis, who is consider-

ing a campaign of his own for the Democratic nomination.

*i welcome him into the race if that's what his choice

is," the Colorado Democrat said "As he, I assume, would

compete in Colorado. 1*11 compete in Massachusetts."

Hart raised about $15,000 at a breakfast fund raiser,

toured a shelter for the homeless and delivered an address

on education to business leaders during his Boston visit.

"The test of genuine patriotism today is our willingneM

to invest our personal and national treasure in the future

of our young people." Hart*told an audience of about 500

at the monthly luncheon of the Greater Boston Chamber
of Commerce Executive Club.

In a forceful speech. Hart linked the US commitment

to education to the nation's ability to compete economical

ly worldwide.

"Our rivals are doing better by their people than we are

doing by ours — and we are paying for it." Hart said, com-

paring the United States to "an aging, lumbering boxer"

getting beaten by quicker, younger challengers.

"We must rebuild the educational bridge." Hart said.

"To meet the challenge of a turbulent and unknown

future, we must commit ourselves to nothing less."

Hart began his day in Boston with a $100 a plate

breakfast for supporters from the 1984 presidential cam

paign. The event netted about $15,000 and will be used

for current campaign expenses rather than debt retire

ment. according to Essex County District Attorney Kevin

Burke. Hart's coordinator for Massachusetts.

In an interview. Burke acknowledged the political pro

blems Hart faces in attempting to campaign in

Massachusetts if Dukakis decides to run.

I've been with him since 1984 He asked me to stav

on. I can't be cute now and back out," Burke said "i

realize that if Michael Dukakis runs, the die is cast in

Massachusetts."

At the fund-raiser. Hart lavished praise on Dukakts,

who supported Walter Mondale in the 1984 presidential

primary.

"I have known your governor for years," Hart said "I

think he is one of the bright new generation of leaders

that our party has put forward. If he decides to run for

president, he is as entitled to run as I am or any of the

others, and perhaps more entitled than some."

After the breakfast. Hart joined Boston Mayor Raymond

L. Flynn for a tour of a shelter for homeless families in

the city's South End. Hart could barely navigate the

building's narrow corridors for the crush of reporters,

cameras and microphones trailing him. One television

crew had come from as far as France

Hart praised Flynn. chairman of the US Conference of

Mayors panel on hunger and homelessneas, as "one of the

consciences of the Democratic Party."

"As a westerner." Hart said, he wanted eastern officials

to realize that the probU-m of homele«HJ«88 is nationwide

^UHan garden

MANOARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

•*Tli« BEST Clii»««« Food"

WE DELIVER!
We'll deliver an order of *15°° or more to your

house in Amherst for only '2".

Luncheon
Special

$025
from flV
served 11 a.ni.*3 p.m.

10 Belchertown Rd. at Rt. 9
Amherst 256-0252

New Buffet &
Sunday Brunch

All you can eat

SC755
Buffet served 5-8 Mon.-Thurs

Brunch Served Sundays
ll:30-ip.m.

6-Pack
12-oz.. Reg or Diet

COKE
ooo

WITH $5.00

PURCHASE

OFFER GOOD THROUGH SUNDAY, MARCH 1,

ON WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

^
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IS NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS

FOR THE

ASSISTANT
FINANCE MANAGER

POSITION

4 Main St., Amherst
Mon-Fri: 9-9 • Sat: 9-6 • Sun: 9-3

VISA, MC. AK/IEX. POSTAGE STAMPS

THIS IS AN EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY

TO GAIN VALUABLE BUSINESS

EXPERIENCE BEFORE YOU
GRADUATE

FRESHMAN AND SOPHOMORE
APPLICANTS ONLY PLEASE!

COME FILL OUT AN APPLICATION

AT THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE

1 1 3 Campus Center

Deadline February 20, 1 987

t'ollrgian plM>lo by Uavid Ntumku*

CAGED RAINBOWS — Ecologists David Merson, foreground, and Kristen Hamre examine
outdoor tanks filled with rainbow trout at Western Massachusetts Fish Hatcher>' near the
Quabbin Reservoir.

IRS seeks interested minorities
KATHRYN KIRBY
Collegian Staff

The Internal Revenue Service is l«x»kinj,' for minority

graduate students who have a Bachelor of Arts in accoun-

ting and/or 24 credits in accounting with another degree,

said a revenue agent for the IRS in the Boston area.

According to Freda Fuller, the IRS had sent a represen-

tative to the University to seek out minorities with job

interests in accounting but has had little success. Fuller

strongly encourages minority graduate students to get in-

volved if accounting is their study of interest, or partial

intarcst.

Hie IRS is offering permanent full time positions as

Revenue Agents. Revenue Agents examine tax records

that belong to businesses and individuals to verify that

taxes are prepared correctly.

"One of the advantages of wcM'king at the IRS office is

that the applicant will be trained,"said Fuller. "For in-

stance, if an applicant decides to work for an accounting

firm at an entry level, you're not going to get the broad

experience in taxes that you would get at the IRS office."

Before prospective applicants become official revenue

agents, they mu.st go through five phases of extensive

training. Between phases, which last from three to seven

weeks, the applicant will receive on the-job training of

what they've learned in the classroom.

The first phase lasts five weeks and consists of orienta-

tion, classroom training in non-business returns, and on-

the job training. The second phase involves seven weeks

of classroom training and six weeks of on-the-job train

ing in business returns and file work.

The third phase lasts three weeks and consists of

classroom training in corporate returns and on-the-job

training.

The fourth and fifth phases last from five to seven weeks

and consist mainly (rf partnership and advanced corporate

returns.

Students to lobby for financial aid in DC
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Students Advocating Financial Aid, a registered student

organization at the University of Massachusetts, plans

to .send a group of student lobbyists to Washington D.C.

next week and to hold a rally tomorrow to protest Presi-

dent Reagan's 1988 budget proposal that would cut finan-

cial aid by 45 percent.

While in the capital, SAFA members hope to influence

legislators in putting more emphasis on education, said

Kathleen King, group president. The trip to Washington

will not be an attack on the Reagan administration, she

stressed.

"SAFA believes in the opportunity of students who
qualify and need financial assistance for education. They

should have that opportunity," said King, who plans to

accompany the group.

SAFA members are setting appointments for next week

with Congressmen and members of the appropriation com-

mittees and post-secondary committees, she said.

Legislators the group hopes to meet with include Barney

Frank and Edward Kennedy, King said.

The group, which will remain in Washington Feb. 22-25,

hopes to meet with about 130 legislators before return-

ing to Amherst, she said. In addition, it will "at least

determine where they stand on the administration's pro-

posals," King said.

SAFA Vice-President Ted Flood, who also plans to go
to Washington, said, "UMass can be seen (in Washington)
as representative of all other universities in the country."

He added UMass is the only university that sends students

to Washington to lobby for financial aid.

"We're students and we are being affected," Flood said.

"If we wish to invest in the future, we can start by in-

vesting in the minds of our students.

Karen Motley, who has lobbied in Washington in

previous years, said she joined the eight yesu* old group
because "I feel that there are so many people here who
couldn't go to school without financial aid."

Legislators take pride in seeing students fighting for

financial aid, she said. "We look very good down there,

showing a concern for the issue." SAFA members have
been staffmg a table in the Student Union since last week
to advertise the "Save Financial Aid Day," which is

tomorrow.
A rally featuring speeches by nationally-known lobbyist

Dallas Martin, Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey and some
SAFA members is scheduled fco- tomorrow at noon.

SAFA aims at educating students, administrators and
faculty members, as well as state and federal legislators,

on "all aspects of financial aid," according to its mission

statement.

Death penalty targeted
Amnesty International opens local drive

Letter from
coach to team
To the Members of the Football Team:
I know that the days since the publication of the Hurst

Report have been very difficult for you. I share your anger,

your frustration, your pain. It is incomprehensible that

one hundred and fifteen fine young men have been besmir-

ched by the alleged actions of three to five team members
who were acting as individuals in a manner simply not

tolerated by the football team.

I'm going to ask you to do something that will be dif

ficult for you to do. You have never failed me in the past,

and I know that you won't fail me now. I am asking you
to stop focusing on the inaccuracies in the Hurst Report.

I am further asking that you not focus on the Hurst Report

conclusions on football that hardly appear to be warranted

from the hard data presented. Rather. I am asking that

roaches and players alike direct their energies toward ser

ving this great University

The whole sorry incident has given us the opportunity

to show our campus community that we are made of the

right stuff. We are men who work hard to improve the

image ofour campus. We are men who can offer our cam-
pus a unique form of leadership in its hours of need.

It is ironic that we, a multi-cultural, multi-ethnic, multi-

race group who work without race problems under condi-

tions that would quickly expose such problems, should be

identified with racism in any of its ugly forms. If racism

or any other "ism" infected our team, it would quickly

show itself in our sport where bodily contact is routine,

where ir\)ury is a constant possibility, where tension and
anxiety and emotional peaks and valleys are facts of foot-

ball life, and where we are constantly under public

scrutiny. If there be doubters, be assured that any group
with tendencies toward racism could never have achiev-

ed an 8 and 3 record along with a Conference
Championship.
Let every member of this community hear us loud and

clear: Your football team decries racism! We are good and
decent citizens of this community If a very few individuals

who happen to hold team membership did in fact engage
in a racist activity, they should pay the price for their

misdeed. They may technically be team members but they

certainly never understood the values, morals and spirit

oi the group they had joined.

As members of the football team, we are special people

on the campus We are highly visible. We show the results

of our God-given talents, our hard work and our discipline

before thousands of people while proudly wearing the

University of Massachusetts uniform. We are leaders! We
practice and play in an environment devoid of racist pro-

blems. We want that environment to extend to every

square inch of our campus
With this in mind. I am notifyii^ Chancellor Duffey and

his adviser to administrators on the Hurst Report, former

Chancellor Bromery, that we. the football team, one hun-

dred and fifteen strong, stand ready to help out community
with their problem. I am asking them to add us to the

groups selected by the campus to bring an end to the in-

tolerable circumstances that occurred in Southwest,

whatever was the cause. We offer Chancellor Duffey the

same energy and knowledge of how to work, live and play

together that made us winners in the Stadium. We feel

certain we can bring our winning ways from the Stadium

to the campus.

Before I end this letter. I would like to mention two other

items of interest to all of us. The first concerns what you

did in the classroom last semester; your grades were

outstanding. It was certainly as fine a semester as I have

seen in my years at Massachusetts! Thanks to your work,

dedication and commitment we are in very good shape

academically! I am as proud of that record as of anything

that happened on the football field this fall.

I also want you to know that as a coaching staff, we are

very pleased with the quality of people who have chosen

to come to the University of Massachusetts next fall. It

was an excellent recruiting year. Thank you for the help!

Stand tall, men! I regret the circumstances that make
this letter necessary. We have faced tough challenges

before, and we will continue to strive to become the best

individuals and the best team we can be. and to make our

University proud. You have shown on many occasions that

you can f)erform admirably in the face of adversity. Con-

trol your hurt and anger. Turn it toward helping your com-

munity that needs your help. We'll all be better for it.

Jim Reid
Head Football Coach

By KARL ROOKEY
Collegian Correspondent

Amnesty International, which cam-

paigns for international abolition of capital

punishment, is launching a nationwide

drive today against the use of the death

penalty in the United States.

According to a briefing issued by Amnes-

ty International, at least one country a

year has abolished the death penalty since

1975.

Since the death penalty was reinstated

in the US in 1976, there have been at least

68 executions, 57 of which were in the

years 1984-86. The world headquarters of

Amnesty International sent a mission to

the US in 1985 to gather information on

the situation.

Jude Moore, Amnesty's Massachusetts

regional coordinator for the death penalty,

said that the purpose for such an investiga-

tion is to get the facts to the public.

Hopefully, through this information, the

public will become aware enough to effect

a solution, Moore said.

The briefing states that not only are the

methods of execution inhumane, but often,

due to plea-bargaining, some offenders

receive life sentences while others who
committed similar crimes end up on death

row.

Once the information is compiled proper-

ly, it will be sent to all members of Con-

gress, as well as to those people involved

continued on page 5

Gas leak causes evacuation,
stopped traffic on Main St.

The Amherst Fire and Police depart-

ments blocked off traffic and evacuated

buildings along Main Street Monday mor-

ning due to a gas leak.

Karl's Excavating, a Hadley company,
broke a gas line while repairing a break

in a nearby water line in front of the

Black Sheep Deli on Main Street.

Amherst Fire Chief Vic Zumbruski said

the block between Boltwood Street and
Churchill Street was "a source of ignition

potential" from about 11:30 until noon.

Police were notified of the break and
they immediately called the fire depart-

ment, which requested the block be

evacuated, police said.

Chief Zumbruski said the area was

evacuated as a precautionary measure.

Traffic was detoured and businesses in the

immediate area were "held up."

Zumbruski said the gas mixed with the

water from the broken water line and

fumes w^re dispersed by strong winds,

preve.iting a dangerous situation. He also

said there was no accumulation of gas in

any buildings.

At about noon the Berkshire Gas com-

pany shut off the line and "the situation

was alleviated," Zumbruski said.

- EDWARD SYRON
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• O'Neil

continued from page 1

parade to

(Amherst's) downtown, " he said. "Nothing we had said

there was going to be violent and aggressive actions

The Hurst report contains a contradictor> claim that

"The duty seargent's earlier request for extra manpowe"

to cope with post game activity had been turned down b?

the Security Director in spite of the fact that loud

boisterous and even violent gatherings «f «udenu*- hac

caused problems after each previous g»3X»"

"We did keep extra officers on." O'Neil said ywrterdav

"See. the incident happened so quickly So hy the time

I get everyone here, it was over He pointed out that ex

tra police were on hand the Saturday night before the

melee, and the 3-1 1 p m shift was asked to rtay on dut>

the night of the brawl.

"Nobody went home," he said "Our record* show that

and I've turned them over" to investigators <rfthe \nc\

dent working out of the District Attorneys office in

Northampton.
Responding to minority distrust of his department

reported m the probe and the Collegian. O'Neil said. "We

support the minority community on this campu> If they re

a victim, we're going to help that victim no matter what

race."

"Our department has received a great deal of training

in sensitivity We've had meetings and gone on retreats

and what have you since the the late 60's
'

O'Neil said he wanted to hire more minority members

of his staff, but that retention ofThird World officers was

tough because, as Public Safety public relations ofTicial

Mary Dumas put it, "We have very high standards We

take professional people and make them more profes-

sional And then, along comes the State Police with a big

grin on their face." offering minority recruits higher pay,

Duma.s pointed out, "We did not cause that incident"

She said m response to Hurst's charges that administra

tion and security officials helped the incident along by

historically denying UMass racism. "I don't think this

department denies there's racism in this amimunity. '
but

that il. ^ racism does not extend to public safety
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with the issue on a state level, Moore said.

Tim Carrier, one of the students respon-

sible for bringing Amnesty International

to campus, said that this will be the first

issue in which the UMass branch will ac-

tively take part.

The organization has only been a

Registered Student Organization since

halfway through last semester and will be

becoming more of a presence this semester.

They presently have about 50 members,

Carrier said.

The group has no special political or

religious views. "There's no reason so-

meone's political views should prevent

them fi-om being a part of this organize

tion," Carrier said.

The UMass branch of Amnesty Interna-

tional meets bi monthly on Tuesdays in the

Campus Center and will have a table on

the concourse every Wednesday through

the end of the semester Students in-

terested in being a part of the organization

should contact Tim Carrier or Greg Pitch

through the Student Activities Ofiice.

More information on the death penalty

and other human rights issues can be ob

tamed through Amnesty International

# Robot

Revived women's group sets objectives
The Women's Leadership

Project, a registered student

organization, disbanded in

1985 due to a lack of

members, is being revived

again, according to a

primary organizer.

Debbie Cohen said the

Project will be a place for

women to focus on their

skills and power and "it will

be a strong voice, in a social

^^HEEHAiyiS^

«I^HiW!1»vr-i^

AFE

and political way. for

women on campus."

Among the goals of the

revivified group are leader-

ship training, women and

the media, women and
public speaking, a women's

task force, and a support

network. There will be

regular workshops and
films. Cohen said.

The WLP IS located in 321

Student Union Building.

continued from page I

to test. The
student-designed computer

hoards were etched by the

UMass Astronomy
Department.
The hand can only move

its three fingers now. "We
need sensors so that the

hand knows it has an ob-

ject, but we're going to

work on development
first," Subramanian said.

Within a year, the resear-

chers hope to be able to

start 'touch' experiments

where the hand would be

able to grasp and
manipulate objects

The Computer Science

department bought the

hand in 1983 for research

on perceptual robotics. The
work is funded by a $5

million award from the

National Science Founda
tion for Excellence in

Research and supervised

by Professors Theodort-

Djaferis of the electrical

engineering department,

and Krithi Ramamrilham
of the computer science

department

The robotic arm now being tested at the

University of Massachusetts Graduate
Research Center.
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Names don't alter identity

Stephen Bayer's Feb. 12 column in the Collegian

overlooked some finer, more salient points on this issue.

Bayer says a woman, when assuming her husband's sur-

name in marriage, "takes on a new and different identi-

ty" and "loses personal identity " thus becoming

"something owned by her husband." I find this viewpoint

superficial and insulting. Bayer has indirectly implied

that women who adopt their husband's surname are not

only submissive but are actively surrendering something

as intrinsic as personal identity. This is not the case and

I'm sure many liberal and conservative women would

agree.

When a woman relinquishes her maiden name she

doesn't sacrifice her heritage or become a possession. A

name, though perpetuating tradition and representing

family history, is still only an arbitrary word which does

not embody identity and personality. A woman is who she

IS because of her own achievements and personal interac

tions Her name does not interact and realize ac

complishmente - she does. Bayer contradicted himself on

this point by admitting that even feminists will change

their names upon marrying. Obviously they realize that

the change of name is just that - a change of name, not

identity.

Bayer also stated that some spouses may feel "insecure

when the other spouse (namely the woman) keeps her

former name He says that this shows that "perhaps the

relationship isn't as strong as they think" Well, couldn't

the reverse be true? For a woman to place so much im

portance in a name that she feels a loss of personhood

without it is a sad commentary indeed.

If a woman chooses to yield her maiden name upon mar

rying it does not mean she loses her independence and

becomes a man's possession. To say, as Bayer did, that

marriage can "completely strip away a woman's identi

ty. background and heritage as if it never existed" is ab

surd and virtually irrational. To think this gives women

no credit for being intelligent, reflective and self-assertive

decision makers. We deserve more credit than this

Beth Priante
Sylvan

Where are administrators?
Are our top administrators really open to change about

issues of racism or CIA recruitment on campus as they

have led us to believe? At protests against CIA recruit

ment on campus, students demanded an educational

forum so the campus community might have access to

facts about the CIA. The Chancellors Office agreed to

sponsor a debate on US policy in Nicaragua The

chancellor himself was to moderate the debate, but

strangely enough he never showed up With no explana

tion, it was announced that there was a new moderator.

One look around the room revealed more than 300 peo

pie representing many parts of the UMass community,

except — where were our top administrators? Are they

beyond the need for education? One could not help feel

that this event was meant only to give the appearance

of openness.

This situation has got to change if UMass is to ever

become a healthv. open community
Jill Ullian

Amherst
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Racism takes advantage of Tear'
- "Don't go to the Drake. It's all blacks. " -Amherst

police officer giving directions to the now defunct but ever

famous Willie's Rathskellar.

- "l don't mind them. I just think it's a violation of

my rights for them to live in Forsythe County. " - Heavi-

ly made-up Rosalyn Carter look-alike trying to prove her

little Georgia town is not racist.

Well, fine. And fuck both of them, and this whole coun-

tr>' for that matter. I remember that rat faced little

Amherst pig who apparently thought she had some sort

of fascist kinship with anybody white and I remember

even in my heavily fogged state that this was dangerous.

Outfront hostility from the local law. No, this isn't good,

I thought. And I wondered when the race riot would hap-

pen. And I think if that happened to me again I would

just spit in her face on general principles

James Martin

I'd like to say that we've come a long way since the

sixties but it's just not that true. Racism never went

away no matter what you've heard and it's been gain

ing strength underground. Those sixties marches and

protests went as far as they could at the time But at-

titudes are hard to change. They ebb and flow Like a

ferry trying to bash iu way through ice Back up and

take a high speed run at the basUrd. Over and over.

Pound the ball up the middle Three yards and a cloud

of dust Push forward. Get pushed back. Persistence.

And it's time for another run because the ice is ^-
tmg thick again. And not just down south, or in New

York and Boston where it's understood that if you're

caught in the wrong neighborhood it's open season. No,

this monochromatic behemoth of a University has

always been a little haven for subtle racism. People talk

about "them," crack locker-room jokes, and spread The

Fear.

Don't tell me that Yvette Henry was treated like any

other student would have been. She became an Accep

table Scapegoat. UMass took advanUge of The Fear

Blame it on the black girl. . . and I don't even want to

talk about that embarrassment in Southwest Residen

tial Area. Total shame.

The Fear is perpetuated by sheer numbers, the Univer

sity of Massachusetts is disproportionately white and it

has to change. Fear of the Unknown. My hometown had

two black families when I grew up and they never seem

ed very different to me. It wasn't until I graduated that

I fully comprehended the fear and hatred of anything

different that permeates the world. I still don't really

understand why. I suppose I never will. All I know is

that we better become more ignorant or less ignorant

to destroy this stupidity.

I hope they nail every cowardly pawn involved in that

Southwest deal and shave their shins with potato peelers;

and if Forsythe County dries up and blows into the ozone

layer you won't catch me moping.

Yes. the ice is getting thicker and it's time for another

charge. Smash the bastards down Kill the Fear.

James Martin is a L'\fass student
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Blacks need
to be involved
As an advisor to the Minority Graduate

Student Association I would like to project

not only my personal feelings concerning

the adverse conditions of the black com-

munity on the UMass campus (particular-

ly in being limited by "traditional" institu

tional ideals of an educational system

which has never been confident in the abili

ty of blacks), but also encourage graduate

students of color to "step up to the dock,"

and be heard throughout the UMass
community.

Curtis Pittman

In the January issue of Transitions, the

MGSA's newsletter. I suggested a mentor

ship program, in which graduates could be

mentors to undergraduates and faculty

could be mentors to graduates. I urged ac-

tive participation in the Graduate Student

Senate, the MGSA. the Office of Third

World Affairs; the undergraduate support

systems such as the Committee for the Col-

legiate Education of Minority and Black

Students (CCEBMS), the Bilingual Col

legiate Program, and MEP as tutors and

the Office of Minority Graduate Student

Recruitment as recruiters.

However, the response has been disap-

pointing. Either the call to organize is be

ing ignored or has yet to be read and

shared. I am so aroused by the tacit com
pliance of black graduate students towards

the impediment of educational equity by a

biased system, that, I have to ask, has their

education been 80 fine-tuned that they have

adopted traits of another culture that war-

rant neglect of self preservation?

Black graduates have a responsibility to

exercise their "talented tenth" capabilities

as researchers; to collectively and
systematically inquire into a subject mat-

ter in order to discover, check and report

the facts. By doing so, they actually ac-

complish two goals: one. by completing the

research, they fulfill a part of the graduate

requirements through a thesis or disserta-

tion; two, by articulating those facts with

the organizations mentioned earlier, they

enhance their quest to improve, sustain, re-

tain and increase the population of black

students, faculty and staff.

There is a dire need to verbalize our ex-

perience through a literary pespective

because there is racism at UMass. Admit-

ting that racism exists is a prerequisite for

understanding. Without understanding,

the process ofcommunication cannot begin.

How long? How long must we see the

physical and mental abuse placed upon our

young black students without a collective

response?

How long?

I ask those who profess to have literary

prowess to come forward and to write their

views at least once a week in the Collegian,

to participate in the revitalization ofNum-

mo News, to assist in the maintenance of

Drum and to contribute articles to the

Transitions. By writing we will afford our

readers the opportunity to learn about

themselves.

A great and rare opportunity was lost

last week when Julian Bond, speaking

before a small audience at the Campus
Center Auditorium walked hurriedly off

the stage without addressing questions. It

was an opportunity to hear first-hand from

a warrior of the civil rights movement
about possible strategies to avert racial

polarization. Questions from young
undergraduates and high school students

who are at the threshold of decision-

making, seeking direction in order to ac-

quire initiative and the tools to strategize

in order to effectively battle and conquer

the elements of oppression here at UMass,

were not answered. However, Bond's

speech should encourage the other walking

and working warriors on our campus to

come forward every day or at least once a

week.

Curtis Pittman is editor of Transitions

and an advisor to the MGSA

oilegian or the University unless otheryA/;se noted.

Diplomacy,
not extremism
I'm no mcxlerate. People who need to

gauge the distance between thi- right and

left to find the "rea.sonable" middle ground

almost always have that aura of smug self

righteousness 1 abhor Nonetheless, it

seems to me that leftists who deny that the

Soviet Union is repressive are as wrong as

the right-wingers who fanatically claim the

USSR is "the focus of evil in the world."

A radical position on the Soviet Union does

not place a halo over Moscow; to do this is

to ally oneself with conservatives inside the

USSR. ^
Timothy Harris

Run for your Amherst rights
Run for Amherst Town Meeting! It's

easy, it's fun. it's important and it's pro^

fessional! Run for your rights! Run for your

dorm, your apartment complex, your area

government! Run for affordable housing,

for childcare. for student rights! Why not?

It looks impressive on your resume. Sit

beside your professor and integrate an

academic theory with the practice of town

government. The time has never been bet

ter for students to become involved with

the Amherst town meeting.

Dani Burgess

As an Amherst native, and as one who
has been elected to the Amherst Town
Meeting twice, I can say without a doubt

that students, especially University of

Massachusetts students, are grossly

underepresented in the locai political

scene.

The Amherst Town Meeting is compos-

ed of 240 members, 24 from each of the 10

precincts. Dean of Students William Field

is the town moderator, and you will find the

town meeting an insightftd interesting and
educational experience. It meets about

seven evenings in May, as well as the usual

"special session," which occurs two or three

times in the fall. The primary issue of

discussion and importance is the annual

town budget. Other issues, many of which

seriously affect students, also appear before

town meeting. Some examples are rent con

trol. recycling, conservation issues, zoning

bylaw changes and making Amherst a

nuclear free zone, all which have been ad

dressed by the meeting in the past.

Getting elected may not be difficult this

year because the town is going through a

redistricting process, so all 240 seats are

open. There are one. two and three year

seats available. All you need to do is go to

town hall, take out nomination papers,

(along with which you will receive a listing

(rfall registered voters in your precinct) and

have 10 neighbors nominate you (you

should actually get a few more signatures

than that, just to be sure). However, time

is tight; you must turn in the nomination

papers by Feb. 24, but, once your name is

on the ballot, you're pretty well set. Elec-

tions will be on April 7, 1987. If you need

more information, call the town clerk at

2539382.
For a useful experience and a relatively

short-term commitment, the Amherst

Town Meeting is the answer. It is a wonder-

ful and educational opportunity to learn

about the democratic process of local

politics while giving yourself, and students,

a voice.

Dani Burgess is a student member ofthe

UMass Board of Trustees

To limit the jwess is to insult a nation; to prohibit the reading of certain books

is to declare the inhabitants to be either fools or slaves.

— Claude Adrien Helvetiua

Whitewashing the Kremlin is a peculiar

form of reactionary leftism that is ignorant

and deceitful Yet demonizing the Soviet

Union as the hostile other is worse, since

It IS far more likely to result in mutual ex

tinction. A rational approach to the Soviet

Union, based on fact and not fear, is the on-

ly sensible option in the nuclear age

History shows that the government of the

USSR took an early authoritarian turn,

which resulted in the deaths of 20 million

during the cruel reign of Stalin History

also shows that the legacy has been rigid

bureaucracy, political and cultural censor

ship, and a powerful secret police. Conser-

vative leaders since Brezhnev have sup-

ported this status quo. Gorbachev is the

first liberal since Khrushchev to attempt

to overcome the inertia of post-Stalin con-

servatism. The chances of his succeeding

are considerable.

The repressive past of the USSR by no

means de legitimizes the Soviet state. The
USSR, like it or not, is a world power that

enjoys p»opular support and is economical-

ly stable. To understand the Soviet Union

means to realize that its people have sur-

vived a bloody civil war. the terror of the

Stalin years and the tragedy of an addi-

tional 20 million dead from World War II.

Yet the USSR still has managed to emerge

as a powerful industrial nation. Soviets are

proud of what they have and are afraid of

change; that is. the average Soviet is

conservative.

The political stability of the Soviet Union

has to do with the promises it keeps: jobs,

food, housing and security. The USSR
guarantees economic rights the United

States does not recognize. How many dic-

tatorships has the United States upheld for

no other reason than that they support the

free market system? The free market is the

opposite of economic rights, not totalitarian

dictatorship.

The Soviet Union does represent a threat

to the interests of the United States. But

the biggest threat to the United States at

this point is the United States. As America

constantly places itself on the wrong side

of popular struggles, from Central America

to South Africa, it leaves revolutionary

movements with little choice but to move

into the Soviet sphere. The real Soviet

threat is manageable; the imagined threat

is a self-fulfilling prophecy. We create our

own worst enemies.

More dangerous is the arms race. Hatred

and misunderstanding between super-

powers during the nuclear age is suicidal.

Reagan's Star Wars is remarkably like Dr.

Strangelove's Doomsday Machine. The
deployment of missiles in space will force

the USSR into further reliance upon com-

puterized launch early warning systems, as

did the deployment of Pershing II missiles

in Western Europe.

As the USSR reacts to "close the Dooms-

day gap," we are further locked into a

destructive cycle of fear. When the number
and complexity of nuclear "devices" in-

creases, so does the possibilities of a

mistake. There will be no second chance.

Knee-jerk excuses for Soviet repression

undermine the credibility of the left. They
are as removed from reality as the

hysterical fear-mongering of the right,

albeit less dangerous. The solution is to

push for increased diplomatic relations and

an arms control agreement while remain-

ing as critical of their government as we
are of our own.

Timothy Harris is a contributing

columnist
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Yehudi Menuhin shines with Warsaw Sinfonia
By YU JEN D CHEN
Collegian Staff

The playing d" the War-

saw Sinfouia gave a large

audience last Thursday
evening an unforgettable

performance.

The Warsaw Sinfonia is a

chamber orchestra on an

eleven concert tour in

United States. The or-

chestra was conducted by

Yehudi Menuhm. a legen

dary musician renowned

throughout the world

Because d* his great ability,

his name has become
synonymous with the art of

violin playing.

The exciting program of

the evening began with a

violin concerto by Bach

Similar to most of Bach's

music, this is a very lively

concerto. The rttornello

pASHigM for the orchestra

alternate with the con-

trasting themes for the

violin. Although there were

a few technical imperfec

tions on the solo violin

parts, overall the piece was

played quite well

A lyrical work by Richard

Wagner, Siegfried Idyll,

followed the violin concerto.

Wagner composed this piece

•8 a surprise present for his

wife. Cosima. and as a

celebration of the birth of

their son, Siegfried. With

this tender work, Wagner
expressed his appreciation

to Cosima for having
dedicated his life to him and

presenting him with the

heir that he had longed for

In Siegfried Idyll, one hears

familiar melodies from the

musical drama, Siegfried,

and a folk song "Go to sleep,

my child."

The next piece in the pro-

gram was the Overture to

the opera La Scala di Seta

("The Silken Ladder ") This

one act opera was written

by Rossini at the age of

twenty-one. In this over-

ture, Rossini, a composer

famous for his artistic in-

fluence and contribution to

the field of opera,

demonstrated his extraor-

dinary inventiveness in the

use of wind instruments.

The orchestra played with

great spirit and was held

together tightly by

Menuhin's conducting.

Rossini's work was ap-

preciated by most (rf'ihe au-

dience because of its

liveliness in contrast to the

seriousness of Wagner's

piece.

Grazyna Bacewicz's con-

certo for strings, a contem-

porary piece, opened the

program after the intermis-

sion. This concerto is con-

sidered to be one of her

finest works. It is marked by

originality of instrumental

interplay, colorful and in-

cisive harmonies.

The final piece on the |m>-

gram was Mendelssohn's

Symphony Number 4, the

"Italian." Mendelssohn
composed this brilliant sym-

phony while he was on a

tour in Italy, and was sur

rounded by the sights and

sounds of Rome and Naples.

The first movement opened

with a loud pizzicato follow

ed by a thn^bing rhythm in

the wood winds. This was
inunediately joined by a

joyous theme erupting out of

the violins. After the slow

and solemn second move-

ment, the third movement
was one of the most pleasing

examples of Mendelssohn's

symphonic writing.

Especially enchanting was

the Trio section with the

horns blowing an elfin call.

The spirited Finale con-

sisted of two rollicking

themes that Mendelssohn

borrowed from Italian pea-

sant dances. The orchestra's

energetic playing made this

difficult piece the peak of

the evening's concert.

Two encores followed the

"Italian" symphony. The
first being the third move-

ment from Mozart's
'Jupitar' symphony.

***************
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By MARTHA CONNORS
Collegian Correspondent

A recent contribution to the world's music library has

been made by pianist and UMass professor Nigel Coxe

through his release of aCD of Australian composer Per

cy Grainger's most comprehensive collection of worlts on

record. The CD, titled Percy Grainger Dished Up for

Piano by the Composer, is a tribute to the 19th century

composer and Australia's first great contribution to

serious music.

Nigel Coxe is a Jamaican-bom, British-trained pianist

who has performed widely in Europe. Britain and the

US. His home, though, is at UMass where he fulfills his

contribution to the music world, his students, and the

cultural center of our University.

PIANIST VIVIEN HARVEY SLATER
Saturday. February 21 at 4 p.m. at Sage Hall on the

Smith College campus, Northampton. Free of charge.

Vivien Harvey Slater, pianist in residence at Colgate

University, will present a guest lecture/recital on Czer

ny, his place in musical history as a pupil of Beethoven

and teacher of Liszt. The program will include works

from all three of these artists. The Canadian born Slater

has done two European piano tours and has made

numerous solo appearances with many symphony or

chestras, including the New York Philharmonic and the

Cleveland Orchestra.

UMASS ALUMS RETURN TO THE STAGE IN

JAZZDANCE
Wednesday. February 18 at 8 p.m. at Bowker

Auditorium. UMass. Tickete are $13 and $15 at the Fine

Arts Center Box Office.

Robert Smith and Rochelle Rice, former dance majors

at UMass. will perform as part of JAZZDANCE; The

Danny Buraczeski Dance Company after being with the

Company since 1984 and 1985 respectively.

Formed in 1979 by Danny Buraczeski, JAZZDANCE

has been hailed by critics and audiences for its innova-

tion in exploring the expressive potential of jazz dance

on the concert stage. Based in New York City, the Com-

pany has been hosted around the country by major

festivals and presenters.

BARITONE BEN HOLT CONDUCTS MASTER CLASS
Tuesday. February 24 between 12:15 and 2:15 p.m. in

the Bezanson Recital Hall. UMass. Free of charge.

Award-winning baritone Ben Holt will conduct a master

class with members of the UMass Opera Workshop. For

further information contact Professor Dorothy Omest at

the UMass Department of Music and Dance.

MERTON AND ORTH PLAY CELLO AND PIANO
Wednesday, February 18 at 8 p.m. at the Center for

the Arts, Northampton. Tickets $3. Virtuoso concert per

formers Timothy Merton and Perter Orth will perform

a program of music for cello and piano including works

as Beethoven's Twelve Vanalum's in F major, Chopin's

Sonata m G minor and Brahms E minor Sonata.

Student dancers give their all Taking a look at some of the
"

" " ^^
°

'"^ "" • interesting dorm rooms on campusBy ADAM LAVINE
Collegian Staff

The UMass Dance Depart

ment's final requirement to

recieve a Bachelor of Fine

Arts degree is participation

in a Student Dance Concert.

Besides dancing in the pro-

duction, students must
choreograph their works,

cocnxlinate music and design

costumes. TTieir effort and
energy were apparent in

their final performance
Saturday niglit in Bowker
Auditorium.

One of the most
memorable work's of the

evening was Elizabeth

Cawley's Golgotha. A com-

plicated work involving six

dancers, the piece would use

Arts notices: Tickets for

Holly Near, who will be

performing at Amherst
College's Buckley ReciUl

Hall on March 2 arc-

available at Food For

Thought Books in Amherst

and the Everywoman's

slow, gliding movements to

contrast with sharp, jerky

gestures. The movement of

the dancers seemed
sometimes unrelated, but

would flow into and stress

each other to create a well

thought out, creative dance.

Masque, choreographed

and performed by Theresa

Boilard was an ingenious

piece utilizing a color switch

with two plastic masks. The
lighting accented the piece

well. Bollard's dark costume

highlighting the reflec-

tiveness of the mask.
Nicole McGlynn's

Silhouettes ofMidnight Blue

was a sensual piece, star-

ting out with the silhouettes

of the three dancers (Amy
Cox, Dawn McGourty and

Theresa Boilard) against a

dark blue backround. The
movement began slowly and
gracefully, the tempo and

energy increasing as the

dance continued.

In this small spot,

chweographed and perform-

ed by Dawn McGourty, took

advantage of the dancer's

natural gracefulness,

carefully combining smooth

body movements with the

slow music to create a hyp
notic. visually appealing

work.

The cortumes ranged from

simple black pants and one-

colored shirts to black

leotards spotted with holes

cut haphazardly around the

body.

Center on UMass campus.

For more info, contact Jen-

ny Radin, 542 3036.

An arts exhibition

featuring local student and

faculty works on the theme

Black History and Apar
theid will hp held 2/21 and

22 in the 12th floor apart

ment in Kennedy Tower in

Southwest at UMass. The
opening ceremony will be

at 1 p.m. Saturday the

21st. For nxM^ info, contact

Ifeoma Obianwu,
546-8059

MMMMMMM.- .- L^rWSSBSBSm

By MARY ELIZABETH HADAD
Collegian Correspondent

Here (again) are more unique rooms on

campus. This column is different from the

other Collegian dorm-decorating tips col

umns of past because there are a whole

group of people who have left campus over

this past year and an innovative new tribe

of newcomers settling at UMaaa.

This week's showcased room comes from

the Northeast section ofcampus in Johnson

House. Mike Weinstem, a senior COINS
student, is an RA with a double single.

Originally from Palm Beach. Fla . Mike

has picked up many miscellaneous sporta

items. He was an all sport jock in high

school and his room reflects it. Baseball

hats hang from a peg rack over his door.

Frisbees are strewn over fishnet-covered

walls. A Celtics banner is tacked to the ceil

injj. while a multicolored kite hangs over

his desk and window On the wall by the

bed hangs an Indian print fabric tapestry.

Now under the bed...

rinderWorlcB are unH«»r his bed legs to

add some height to his record and tape

storage space down under. Under that still

is a navy shag carpet which covers enough
of the floor to keep away dorm drafts.

And the walls. ..loaded. There are fram

ed collages, a Heineken sign, a parasol

stuck in a ceiling corner, a full sized Bogie

poster, swimming goggles, a car poster, a

"No Swimming" sign, and more. There is

no spare space to be seen OK. so maybe

his mom wouldn't approve of it all in her

house, but it is a cool collection of clutter

on campus. A few more miscellaneous

Items to be found include: a floor plant, a

computer stand made by him for his desk

side convenience, a wicker chair, a file

cabinet for organized thinking, a candle

(nice in any style room), a fridge, milk crate

organizers, and more.

This room was picked from Northeast

Now, Orchard Hill. Sylvan, Southwest and

Central residents, ifyou have a room with

a twist or know someone who does, drop me
a line at 546-4244 after 6 p m and I'll be

there and you'll be next. Stay tuned.

TONIGHT
Sorority Rush Orientation

1987

iii^la.'it

ALL UNIVERSITY WOMEN
INVITED

WEDNESDAY FEB 18 • 6:30 PM

Campus Center Room 1 62

SOMETHING YOU
WANT TO SAY BEFORE

YOU LEAVE?

Sffbmit Your Proposals For

Senior

Commencement Speaker

To Carol Wallace

545-2334

Sttfdent Affairs

319 Whitmore

(5 Minutes: 3 Pages, Tvped,

Double-Spaced)

DEADLINE: MARCH 6, 1987
at 4:00 PM
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Graduate senate
debates funding
By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

Debate over the funding of printing Judge Fredrick

Hurst's report on the Southwest melee took up most of

a relatively long University of Massachusetts Graduate

Student Senate meeting last night.

The senate executive officers appropriated $1200 out of

the executive emergency fund, President George Claxton

announced. This money is go to for the printing of the en

tire report in Thursday's Collegian and Campus Chroni-

cle for a distribution of 25.000 copies.

The general public does not have easy access to the

report. Vice President Jonathan Frank said. This way the

means of distribution are already set up.

"It's so pressing a nature it can't wait." he said.

"To do it on our own would require it to go out to bid."

Claxton said. It would take a minimum of two weeks for

bid and then two weeks to print the report. "The ques

tion is one of timing. We wanted to get it out in a timely

fashion."

In response to a question about approaching the

undergraduate student senate for money. Claxton said

"Any concept of mild controversy could take weeks to get

out."

He cited the example of the Graduate Student Senate

passing a motion of autonomy for the Campus Center 'Stu

dent Union Board of Governors in fifteen minutes It took

the Undergraduate Student Senate five hours.

"Discussion with a high ranking official at the SGA was
met with only a lukewarm reception," Ralph Sbragia, ex-

ecutive officer, said.

In other business, Philosophy Senator Kevin Dobson

made a motion that "Chancellor Duffey rescind the CIA's

privilege of recruiting on" the UMass/ Amherst campus.

The motion was tabled so senators have time to discuss

this with their constituents.

AmM LsuRig Ss^n^

Compiled by CAROL TANNENBAUM
Fifty years ago this week in the Ma»*achu»ett»
Collegian...

The annual free-for-all commonly known as Hell-Week
will get underway next week, much to the dread of

freshmen.

Twenty-five years ago...

In a landslide ofactivity Wednesday night, the Student

Senate dealt with ten motions at one blow.

Ten years ago.„
The Division ofNursing is likely to remain here despite

rumors that it may be moved to Worcester Medical
School.

let US do >Our
11 PRAY ST. wash-dry-fold
AMHERST.MA. and

SELF SERVICE
hand pressing

7 DAYS ~7AM-10 PM SaS'WGS

HOT
TUBS

HOT
TUBS

CLEAN, SAFE, PRIVATE HOT TUBS
175 University Dr.

Next to Stadium Liquors in Price Chopoer IMall

Open Monday 4 till 1, Tuesday - Saturday llam - 1am
Reservations suggested - Gift certificates available

Call 253- ??*?

GET A SUNTAN
Thinking about Spring Break?

WE'LL TAN YOUR HIDE!
• Great Membership Prices
• State-of-the-art tanning facilities

• New bulbs, fans, sound system

This Year, Skip The
"Spring Breal( Sunburn"

CoUvcMn photo bf David Hlumku*

WINTER SHOWERS - Mount Holyoke College sophmore Janna Thompson waters indoor
plants last Saturday at Talcott Arboretum, MHC.

Condoms recommended to

decrease the spread of STD
By TODD GOLDBERG
Collegian Corres|X)ndent

The use ofcondoms during sexual contact

is the most effective method to halt the

alarming increase in sexually transmitted

diseases that have appeared at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts and nationally, ac-

cording to an ofTicial of University Health

Services

People need "a simple behavioral change,

practicing safe sex," Health Educator

Debra Adelman said.

The number of UMass students infected

with the sexually transmitted diseases

(STDs) chlamydia and venereal warts have

shown the sharpest rise. Executive Direc

tor Of Health Services Dr. David Kraft

said.

*If you are sexually active with one per-

The Place In Town For

Your Beauty Treatments:
• Facials • Brow ShaiiMng •

• Eye Lash Tinting • Hair Removal •

• Body Massage •

20% OFF LASH TINTING
WITH THIS AD

\
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the time
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Sound&Music\

Sale of the Year!
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No Layaways • No Cash Refunds
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V15V-MR
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BostonAcoustics
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Sale

$229/pair
A-100

Sale

$299/pair
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CoUccian photo by Michael CoofM-r

THE DOORS — Physical Plant workers Joe Starkey and Al

Mokrzycki replace a set of doors in the Campus Center last Friday.

Stretch Your Skiing Dollar
Aiul Your Skiing Fun!

I ^i/MSm
~^W5pk.

MillbankPlace-351 Pleasant St., Northamptoh • 584-9547
Mon.Jhurs.lO - 800 • Tiies.,Weds.,Fri.,Sat.10 - 5:30 • Sun.12;30 - 4:30

X

JiaiMj:Ran'B Stratton Mountain Express
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Now through Spring, 1937
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including roundtrifj

[ranspc>itAtion snd a days lift ticket lnraruii<Uy of skiing ai Stratton

Mountain in Vermont

Petei Fan offers round-trip sewice seuen dam> a week ' Board 3

Lomtoitablf Peter Pan bus. pack your skis in Peter Pans huge luggage

compartment and arrii^ at Stratton at 9 a.m. for a full. fur.fiUed day on

the slopej'
•' Adoanced resemations onlu-

Round-trip transportation and a day's lift ticket from $28.00!

Less t/ian you'd pay for a lift ticket alonel

For tickets, sche(*ales and information, contact-

The Peopte Prc^essionals

REtisJ^Ii^ri
AmhenU Terminal. 79 South Pleasant Street Amtiersl. MA
25&0431 • UMASS Campus Center. AmhersL MA.

Ticket Office 545-2006 • Northampton Terminal.

I Roundhouse Ptaza. Northampton. MA. 58&I030

For gmup rate information, contact Pete, Pan Charter Department: (4 13> 7812900

son there is no risk involved. If a person

is sexually active and the partner had other

partners, each person is going to expose

themselves to the sexual history of those

other partners," Adelman said.

University Health Services officials ad

vise the use of condoms treated with a sper-

micide during all sexual encounters.

"Condoms are the most effective barrier

against STDs. Spermicide kills some of the

STD germs and bacteria it comes in con-

tact with," Adelman said.

Condoms which are treated with a sper-

micide are as effective as the pill in preven-

ting pregnancy, according to University

Health Services officials.

"We must break down cultural myths

such as women who carry condoms are pro

miscuous It is better to protect yourself

and your partner. All it takes is one un

protected encounter." Dr. Kraft said

University Health Services officials warn

that any unprotected sexual contact leaves

a person susceptible to an STD.

"When we talk about sexual contact, it's

not just men and women having inter-

course, it can be anal sex or oral to genital,

sexual contact is what we're talking

about," Director Of Health Education

Pamela Goyner said.

AIDS can be transmitted through oral to

genital contact since the AIDS virus can

be spread through vaginal secretions and

sperm. University Health Services officials

said.

Adelman notes that "Heterosexual

students feel they are immune to AIDS
because they're not in the high risk groups.

Heterosexuals don't feel like AIDS can

touch them. It's not a gay disease. In

Africa, it's a heterosexual disease."

University officials urge those who think

they have symptoms of a STD to contact

them at 549 2671.

Tower gets fax^e lift

Library improves with
recent renovations
By SARAH NATHAN
Collegian Staff

The Tower Library at the University a€

Massachu-sietts has long been the subject of

both good and bad publicity but workers

there say a recent renovation effort has im

proved conditions.

The 28-story structure is the subject of a

press release from the Office of Public In

formation that attempts to set the record

straight about its history.

During planning meetings in the early

1960's, consultants recommended a

horizontal library of more than 300,000

square feet In general, libraries are not

tall buildings, but when the local u»n of the

library was decided, it was noted that the

structure would not be possible to build as

a lowrise.

At the time H" its opening, the 1973 Guin

ness Book of Records acknow'edged the

Tower Library' as being the tallest building

in Massachusetts west of Boston. The
library's exterior dimensions are 1 10 feet

by 1 10 feet set on a two^story podium of 324

feet by 228 feet Its 28 floors contain

enough space for 2.500.000 volumes and

seats for 3,000 readers

.Xccording to OPl. the rumors of bricks

falling out of the library' facade are untrue

The truth is that 'spallmg' has (>ccured on

the surface, which is a chipping of bricks

in coin-sized pieces largely due to the ef

fects of weather and time.

This is experienced by a lot of brick

buildings and the University has taken

precautions to prevent injuries from fall

ing chips - including fencing off a large

area around the library's base

Nevertheless, the library was only in par-

tial use from the time of its completion un

til last summer and students were forced

to use the aging Goodell Library building

for much of their research over the last ten

years.

Although the bulk of Mass Transforma

tions efforts are now completed, the library

is continuing to maintain a clean ap

pearance. Janitorial staff has been increas-

ed from 7 to 11 in order to supervise the

library's upkeep.

An effort is also being made in conjunc

tion with the art department to add

numerous murals and other type.s of art

throughout the building A lot of the

library's furniture is also being upgraded

"We hope to continue to improve the at

mosphere by upgrading the furniture, art

work, and keeping on t<^ of the cleaning

problem." library director Richard Talbot

.said, "A lot of students made an invest

ment in improving the building and they

want to keep it that way After all. tho

building IS primarily for the students."

R4>sponse to the library's new look has

been enthusiastic In the words of Brice

Due. a freshman physics major it's a

nicer place to be. No more graffltti on the

walls. Things look a lot brighter, cheerier

You can sit down and not see a lot of graf

fitti next to you."

? early!
BIRD
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The first in a series of four forumt

titled, "Successful Women in

Academia: today and tomorrow,' will

be "The Academic Climate for

Women," presented by Barbara Love,

associate professor in the School of

Education. The lecture will take place

at 7:30 tonight in Campu." Center 804,

followed by a reception.

There are only 41 dajF left until the

opening of the UMass baseball season

at Lorden field.

CHINESE KITCHEN E
FAST SERVICE — GREAT PRICEb"

TRY OUR LUNCHEON DINNER SPECIALS

On!v $1 49 before 3 pm. $1.90 after 3 pm

A. Ch'cken Fingers, Fried Rice or Chow Mein

B. Chicken Wings, Pried Rice or Chow Meit^

C. Lobster Sauce, Fried Rice or White Rice

D. Chicken with Green Peas and Fried Rice

E. Yoke Kew (Beef) with Gravy and Fried Rice

Eat In or Talc* Out

HOURS; Sunday Noon • 10 pm. Mon - Sat 11:30 • lOpm

2 LOCATIONS

430 Rustei St (Rt 9)
HADLEY - 253-2S71

150 King St

NORTHAMPTON - M6.S220
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Two Cornell frat brothers
face sexual abuse charges

ITHACA, NY. (AP) - Two Cornell

University fraternity brothers face

charges of sexual abuse following a

semiformal party last weekend during

which two women allegedly were ac-

costed, college officials say.

David Krumsiek, 20, of Longmeadow,

Mass., and Patrick J. Flanagan, 20, of

Norwich, members of °hi Gamma Delta

fraternity, were charged with single

felony counts of sexual abuse in the first

degree.

In New York, first-degree sexual abuse

IS defined as subjecting a person to sex-

ual contact either by force or when a vic-

tim is helpless.

Cornell officials said the two wom^-n

who were allegedly sexually abused

Saturday night were Brown University

students visiting the Ithaca campus.

Fraternity members refused to make
any statements about the charges or the

party when contacted yesterday.

Krumsiek was charged by cdlege public

safety officers and arraigned late Sunday

night in Ithaca City Court, according to

public safety reports. He was held in lieu

of $500 bail and released early Monday,

said Cornell Public Safety Captain Daniel

Murphy.

Flanagan was released after posting

bail of $500 cash.

Both are scheduled for a Friday court

appearance.

>:^^^>^l^^•>l>l^^•:i^i^i^^•:S
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The charred hulk of a stable in Great Barrington, Mass., after a fire

that left more than a score of horses dead.

Farm fire kills horses;
cause of blaze investigated
GREAT BARRINGTON. Mass (AF) -

Police said 24 thoroughbred racehorses, in-

cluding six foals and a mare about to foal,

were killed yerterday when fire swept

through a stable.

The blaze broke out shortly after 6 a.m.

at Just A Mare Farm on Route 41. said

Great Barrington Fire Chief Mort
Cavanaugh. He said the bam burned to the

ground within an hour and none of the

horses survived.

The cause of the blaze was under routine

investigation by the state fire marshal's of

fice. Cavanaugh said. Herbert Elkin. owner

of the 140 foot long wooden building and

most of the horses, was in Puerto Rico on

vacation, the chief said.

Another horse owner. Sharon Burns of

West Stockbridge, said several of the

horses were bound for the Rockingham
raos track in Salem, N H. for next week's

opening and a few horses were to be raced

at the Belmont track in New York. She

said many of the horses were insured.

Cavanaugh said the horses included

yearlings and 2year-olds. He said

firefighters were on the scene two minutes

after the call, but the nearest fire hydrant

was more than a mile away, impeding their

work.

Deputy Chief Martin Graham, a

neighbor, was one of the first firefighters

at the barn, but he said when he arrived

flames already were shooting through the

roof.

Graham said he ran to a back door ofthe

barn to try to save the horses, but when he

opened it, "they were already gone."

UMASS SKI CLUD

I

SPRING BREAK

Q^illinatonS^ VERMONT

MARCH 22-27
Last Chance
full payment needed by

March 3

Hurry In

limited space available

$209
$40 deposit

$25 refundable security deposit

GREAT
SKIING

SUPER
SOCIAUZING

SKI RACES

NEW ENGUND
CLAMBAKE

AFTER-SKI
PARTIES

CONDOMINIUM
LODGING

MOGUL
CONTEST

SPECIAL LIVE

NTERTAINMENT

AND
MORE!

FOR MORE IMFO

All American Ski Week 545-3437
Special Activities 43C -STUDENT UNlOhl

SIGN UP NOW AND RECEIVE FREE SKI CLUB T-SHIRT

Sign Up Table outside the Hatch

W, Th, Fr 9 3 pm
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"Sometimes, cooperation is more impor-

tant than talent."

— Evil Soviet dance judge in the TV
miniseries "Amerika."
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Menu
Laach Basics Lvnch

Roast Beef Grinder Garden Sandwich

Chicken Stew/Puff Pastry Chicken Stew/Puff Pastry

Triangle Triar\gle

Basics Dlimcr

E^plant Parmigiana

Diancr
Veal Parmesan/Tomato Sauce

Baked Cod/Newbui^ Sauce Tomato Sauce
Ham and Turkey Plate Baked Cod/Newbui^ Sauce

Com Muffin

/^
Weather

Today Scattered clouds, low 35-40

Tonight: Cloudy, lows in the low teens

Tomorrow: Colder, chance of flurries

Today's Staff
HIght Editor William Spain

Copy Editor Jennifer Dempsey
Layoat Tcchnidaa Mat Atkins

Photo Technician David Shimkus

Production Sopcnrlsor Marc Enfleld

Production: Kelly Sieger, Connie LeClerc, Mike

Cooper, Keith Cooper, Kim Hopkins and Joe
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Lady gymnasts fall to UNH
By SIEVE RICHARDS
Collegian Correspondent

As the University of

Massachusetts women's
gymnastics team ap-

proaches the midway point

of its season, it faces a

paradox of sorts. Although
the Minutewomen continue

to improve mentally and
physically with each meet,

the team's won-lost record

does not reflect it.

A prime example of this

frustrating trend was the

team's 175.45-171.15 loss to

the University of New
Hampshire last Saturday at

Hanover, NH.
With the loss, the

Minutewomen have drop

ped to 2-5 for the season.

"Overall, our performance

against UNH was our best

this season," coach Chuck
Shiebler said. "We hit our

most routines and had our

fewest breaks. But we went
up against a better team.

Agam, our kids looked good,

but their kids looked bet-

ter.
*

Losing to New Hampshire
is nothing to be ashamed of,

however, as it has become a

habit for g>mna8tjcs teams

^^^
'Dfopby »Of FREE

Student Travel Cautog

STUDENT FARES
nOUM3TRIP

NYGSt. Croix $238

NYC/Caracas $293

NYC/Paris $381

NYC/London $361

NYC/Rome $433

NYGMelsinki $453

around New England for

the last seven years. The
Wildcats have only lost once
to a New England team in

the Eighties, with that one
loss coming at the hands of

UMass last year
(169.65-169.05).

So Shiebler went into the

meet with some reserva-

tions about the outcome.

"I was very glad that we
were able to stay within

four points," Shiebler said.

"With the meet's very tough

judging, we had a very

respectable score."

Freshman Kristin Tur-

mail, coming off her record-

breaking performance
against Springfield College

Feb. 11, continued to shine

! for the Minutewomen.

Turmail had the meet's

two scores, a 9.35 in the

balance beam and a 9.2 in

the floor exercise, helping

her win the overall competi

tion with a 35.7.

Turmail also combined
with freshman Enya Hlozik

to finish in the first and se-

cond place spots, respective

ly, in the vault, giving the

Minutewomen a 43.6-43.1

advantage in that event.

Although its record may
not show it, Shiebler said he
is happy with the team's
progress thus far and is

looking forward to the rest

of the season. The
Minutewomen still have
road meets with So. Connec-

ticut and V'ermont and
home meets against
Rutgers, Temple and Nor-
theastern, as well as the
Atlantic 10 Championships
and NCAA Regionals.

"I am very pleased with
our physical progress and
our mental attitude is

especially good," Shiebler

said.

"Despite our rough start

in the won-lost column, I

feel we have a good chance
to finish with an improved
and respectable record," he
added.

Sports Notices

Two Massachusetts sports figures will speak at the
University of Massachusetts in the next week.
John Hannah, who played 13 years for the New

England Patriots, will speak Friday at 7:30 p.m. in the
Campus Center Auditorium.
Hannah, an eight time All-Pro selection, will discuss

life in the National Football League, dealing with vic-

tories and losses, and how his faith has affected both his
career and personal life.

The presentation, which is free, is sponsored by Cam-
pus Crusade for Christ International.

Jan Volk, vice president of the world champion Boston
Celtics, will speak Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in Mahar
Auditorium.
Volk, a key figure in the recent public stock offering

of the Celtics, will address this and many other topics,

and answer questions from the audience.
The presentation is sponsored by University Sport

Entertainment and Promotion in cooperation with the
Distinguished Visitors Program. Southwest Are Govern-
ment, and the Department of Sport Studies.

^ women ^s hoop

soMi KsinaKMs 4mv

COUNQL TRAVEL

[4Miaa».iaM

1

. o^^y 10% Off

^J^ ^O^i^^ANAL ST. JEANS.

^B^,5fe^cJ^ WITH COUPON

lOX Off
STREET LIFEe,
WITH COUPON

continued from page 16

within a pair again on yet another bailing bucket by Lin-

thicum, a runner across the lane, and still another set-

shot bomb by Gery. It was 73-71 with 1:25 left, and crunch
time had clearly arrived.

Following a pair of Central Conn, fouls, Fitzgerald cap-

ped her night with a 15 footer from the left, making it

.75-71 with :55 left. On the next trip downcourt. Devil
center Tsguana Sands was fouled by Pytko, but missed
the front end of the one-and-one.

The Minutewomen grabbed the rebound, and set up in

their four-comer offense to kill the clock. Marquedant was
fouled with :17 left, but missed the free throw. But. a big
offensive rebound by Lewis gave UMass the ball again.

CORRECTION
Liberal Arts Career Week Will

Be Held In The Campus Center
Not Career Center

(Check Campus Center For Room Number)

COMPUTER ACCESSORIES

LOCATED IN THE
CAMPUS CENTER

M-F: 9-5

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

UPC PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS

SHOWS
FRI.FEB.20ISAT.KB.2I

CASH BAR AT flOTH SHOWS
THE
CHAMELEONS UK

AND

THE MIGHTY
LEMON DROPS

UMASS STUDENTS S 3.

GEN. PUBLIC $ 4.

'^Z^/W

^ ^etcjf
^eat

UMASS STUDENTS

GEN. PUBLIC

1

1

TICKETS ON SALE AT TIX UNLIMITEDCm a s s) , TOR THE
RECORD* in Amher«t» ft MAIN ST. RECORDS in NOHO

UNION
PROGRAM
COUNCIL
presents

Feb. 26
tickets stil
available for

The

.NX

In the

ETHENY

umass )

HA.a umass students $9.

gen. public
:^^

Tickets on sale at the FAC.
boxoffice or call the Chargeline
at 545-2511
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• Ronayne
continued from page 16

Intercollegiate Gymnastics League Championships in two

events; the floor exercise and the high bar. He was sue

cessful enough to place third in the league in the high bar.

Ronayne feels the high bar is his best event and it is

the one he likes most. He owns a personal best score of

9.35, which he achieved February 7 against Cortland

State while taking first place in that event.

Ronayne also finished first against Cortland in the vault

where he scored another personal best of 9.50.

And, against the Massachusetts Institute of Technolog>'

last Saturday, Ronayne once again turned in a typical big

performance scoring a total of five second places.

One of Ronayne's best assets is his versitality. In addi

tion to vault and high bar, Ronayne also competes on the

rings, the parallel bars and the floor exercise.

Senior co-captain Eric Cicconi, who has been on the var

sity for four years, had this to say about his roommate

and teammate:
"Jay has that great combination of being talented and

hard working. He has a great attitude and is very well

liked on the team
"

Johnson added, "Jay is a great competitor and enjoys

working out He stays pretty injur>- free because he works

technically correct He's extremely valuable and has a

great attitude 1 jiisi can't say enough about him."

Much of Ronayne's succem comes from his attitude

toward the .sport

"I really enjoy gymnastics." Jay said. "I really like com

petinp and I love winning
"

As for his goals for the 1987 season, Ronayne says he

wants to 'keep improving as the season prt^resses. and

to qualify m as many events as I can in the Eastern

Championships
"Of course, the importance of the team always comes

first," Ronayne said I want us to have as successful a

season as possible"

The mens gymnastics team is enjoying a successful

season up to this point, owning a record of four wins and

one loss, with five meets remaining. Ronayne undoubtably

is a key factor in the team's 8u«»8S.

CW>1K«— phn«o by limsr Shimhuk

University of Massachusetts gymnast Jay Ronayne has helped guide his team to a 4-1 record

so far this season.
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Feb 17 5 7PM Webster Lounge East Side

Feb 18 S-7PM Hamden Common
Soothwesi

C109ITSAU

LOST- ONE KITTEN. Will do anymmg to

gal her backl- Lonely Puppy

TNOM CaOTCNNiT

HAPPY TWO DAYS after your bWkJay«ll

ONE ROOM IN four bdrm apt avi asap or

March 1 uti ind rent 215mth tel 268^X>48

cont Barb

AVAILABLE: 1 ROOM in 3 br apartrnenlm

Hadley acrois from bus stop $232 includes

heat Beautiful, clean Oider/grad student

prefered Eves 584-3433

LARGE ROOM FOR rent on busline 9210

heal included Call Ross 665-3427 or Tony

545-0713

CAPE COO SUMMER room rentals

Hyannis-$90-woekly per person Double oc-

cupancy Includes all utilities, cooking, and

cable TV No parking for motor vehwles

12 week minimum stay, which must be paid

in advance Reply: Bok 56, Bamslable. Ma
02830, or call 1-61 7-778-2754.

LIGHT KITCHEN HELP; 4/ehrsM»k lor 7

days meals tree, on campus call 549^)464;

549^0647

FULL AND PART time poaitions available

Very flexible hours and exceilant working

conditions Conveniently located m the

Center of Amherst You can earn up to $20

an hour, with salary and commissions Con-

tact Target Enleiprisas (or an interview Ask

for Keith

AIRLINES CRUISELINES HIRING! Sum
mer Career' Good pay Travel Call (or

guide, cassette,
944 4444 ext 161

newsservice! (916)

DESPERATELY SEEKING BEAUTIFUL
blonde that I barely met in time out last

Wednesday Feb 4 I wouW like to meet you

(or a drink and talk I am the tall btonde kid

To give you a hint, you waved to me hvice

»»hen you left My name is Mike, give me
a call 256-1716

SWAPPED YELLOW A Mack tweed c^
with yellow scart at the Pub 2/1 1 Please

call soon 546-6380

SPRJNO SORORITY RUSH orientation to

be held on Wed Feb 1 8 at 6 30 in the Cam-
pus Center rm 162 All University women
invited

TYPING, TAPE TRANSCRIPTWN. Fast,

accurate 665-7652

tutoring; SUBSTITUTE TEACHING in

business management, marketing,

(inance. investment & microcomputers $7

per hour Neg 536-5006 leave maasage

TIAVil

MAKE THE RIGHT move for spring bTeak"

Fort Lauderdale 9129 Nassau. Bahamas
9349 (or more into call Oave 548-8709

FULL LENGTH RACOON skin coal, m
good condition. $200 00 NCR cash
register, needs only mmor repair lor full

operation or |ust a conversation piece

^.00 Resignol skis, marker birKlings and

cat>er l>oots Great package lor someone
who wants to learn wilhoul ma|or invest-

rnent $80 00 Call Ansel 256-6182

rBOH99IONAl TYPIN*

RACK-A-OISC enlertainment needs 15

DJs, lighting operators, and roadies No

experience required 549-7144

SECRETARY- WiOAySATUROAYSimjr-
day 7 30-11:30 94 50 hour Rack-A-Oisc

Entertainment 549-7144

CbNGRATULATK>NS TO BRIAN Scanksn

ol-Phi Mu (Jella on your new offtee of presi

dent Good lucki Love the sisters of Sigma

Kappa

EMH.Y YOU SHARED my chair at Kallna's

CaH me Dan 9030

BOOM P0« BINT

WANIWrO

ARTIST REWARD 990.00 (*» «fn?22.T
your t-shlrt daaign call tor into 5484607

BOLTWOOD COOROBIATOR: WBITlON
open for 1967-86 achool year. Call

^4311 axt 468 tor dataHs

SOBEL-HEAO AND tove ol my life, here it

is- the personal of your dreams' Kisses,

kiaaas, kiaaasi Your part-time tover???

BARBARAOUUMAN HAWT22nd^irth^
day from y«iur awesome roommataa m 8A
Brandywlna LOM Carta Susan Qayla.

SPRING FLING/DAYTONA 7 niohts 8 days

UMass party bus $199 Udrive 999 Ocean
front kx:ation (ree pool parties call now'

256-6227

ROUNOTRIP TICKETS TO Fiorida from

Bradley Airport to West Palm
Beach/Daytona non-stop on UMass spring

break week (Mwch 21-29) for info Can
2560546

StOME AODltS CAN raise your iipring

break trip by 10 parcant at their will The
UMass Ski club won't and never wiN For

mora intonnaUon on BartMdoa. Bahamas.
KlHinglon, and Slaamboal CaH 545-3437

or stop by our labia outsMa the Hatch

SPEEDY KEYS "•DISSERTATIONS,
resumes, papers,...256- 1002

PBOFI99IONAL TVPWO 9iRVICI

CASES. PAPERS, DISSERTATIONS,
theses fast, accurate, dependable, on-

campus. reasonable 584-7924. Nancy

IMISTWND ACWPHNCIVfltST

REGISTERED ACUPUNCTURIST
TREATING overweight insomnia pains

stress headache backache smoking
5494147
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SPORTS

Minutewomen stop slump, 77-71
Fitzgerald, Wilbor

outduel Linthicum
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

women's basketball team used a pair of

outstanding individual efforts to snap a

five-game losing streak, beating a tough

Central Connecticut State University

team. 77 71. last night at the Curry Hicks

Cage.
Senior center Karen Fitzgerald popped in

30 points and junior forward Beth Wilbor

added 24 for the Minutewomen, 11 10,

enough to overshadow a phenomenal

35-point effort for CCSU's Hc^ Linthictun.

"This was a big mental win for us,"

UMass coach Jack Leaman said. "It felt

good to play on our homecourt, and we

needad this after five losses."

The lead bounced back and forth for

much of the game. The Minutewomen held

a 35-31 advantage at the half as Fitzgerald

and Wilbor each had 12. Linthicum had 17

in the first half for the Blue Devils.

Linthictun astounded most everyone pre-

sent with her endless array of shots, some

touching the incredible.

"She's a player." Leaman said. "We
usually play a man defense, but we didn't

have anyone who could match her."

UMass had its problems early on. com
mitting seven turnovers in the first nine

minutes and shooting poorly. The
Minutewomen foreshadowed their poor

start by missing four shots on their first

possession, all from close in.

"We definitely started slow and missed

some easy shots," Leaman said. "But. we

finally picked it up after a while."

UMass would push its lead to as much as

even early in the second half, as junior for-

ward Tara Lewis converted an inbounds

pass with a nice spin move underneath,

making it 44 37 with 16:02 left.

However, Central Conn, went on a 13-2

run over the next 3:16. sparked by seven

points from Linthicum, to go up 50-46 on

a 15-footer by Michelle Gifford with 12:46

to go.

The two teams traded points for much of

the next four minutes until a Fitzgerald

jumper from the circle made it 58 all with

8:06 left.

A series of turnovers followed, one

created on a great hustle play by

sophomore guard Christel Zullo to bat the

ball out of bounds off of Linthicum. It was
following this play that freshman guard

Michele Pytko checked in for the

Minutewomen, and shortly thereafter.

UMass forged ahead for good.

Coming off a CCSU miss, Pytko fired a

pass inside to Fitzgerald, who converted

and was fouled. She made good on the shot,

TollvKiaii pbo<o by Davr Skimku*

Freshman Helen Freeman prepares to pass in last night's 77-71 women's
basketball win over Central Connecticut State University.

putting the Minutewomen up to stay,

61-58.

Following another Blue Devil miss,

Pytko struck again, finding Fitzgerald all

alone inside for another pair and a five

point advantage, 63-58.

"Michele played a good game for us,"

Leaman said. "It's the best she's played in

quite a while."

A 15-footer by Pam Gery cut it back to

three,63-60, but Wilbor strutted her stuff,

nailing an 18-footer and a 10 foot fast break

pull up from the left side, making it 67-60

with 5:30 to go.

A trio of free throws and an amazing run-

ning scoop shot by Linthicum cut it to two

once again, 67-65 with 4:12 to play. On the

ensuing trip downcourt, Pytko was on the

receiving end this time, taking a Wilbor

pass alone inside and teasing the rim

before getting it to drop.

Gery nailed another from the right side

to make it 69-67, but another Wilbor

baseline bomb and a Lewis follow of a Fit-

zgerald miss made it 73-67 with 2:23

remaining.

The Blue Devils would not roll over,

though, coming to continued on page 14

Gymnast makes big strides at UMass
Ronayne shows tremendous improvement

By GENE DIAS
Collegian Correspondent

"He's the ideal athlete to coach," Univer-

sity of Massachusetts men's ^mnastics
coach Roy Johnson said about junior Jay

Ronayne. "He's talented, he works hard,

he's a great competitor, and he's extreme-

ly valuable to the team."

These are pretty surprising words com-

ing from Johnson when you consider it was

the same coach Johnson who felt that Ro-

nayne really did not possess the skills

necessary to compete in Division I gym-

nastics when he arrived at UMass in the

fall of 1984.

"Growing up, I never really excelled at

gymnastics," Roynayne said. "To be

honest, I was terrible."

Ronayne first began to show an interest

in gymnastics when he was 12 years old. He

said, "I used to do a lot of tumbling in my
backyard which didn't make my mother too

happy."
So, while growing up in Worcester,

Mass., he joined a small gymnastics club.

"That first club I joined really wasn't very

impressive," he said. "I really didn't learn

very much."

At age 14, Ronayne entered another club

where he would occasionally participate in

United States Gymnastics Federation

"I never did well at the USGF meets."

Collegian photo by Dave

Jay Ronayne

Roynayne recalled. 'I never won anything

in gymnastics until I came to UMass.
That's when things started to turn around
for me."
And turn around they did for Ronayne as

he was almost an instant success.

"When Jay arrived here, he really did not

have very many gymnastics skills,"

Johnson said. "But the unique thing about

Jay was that he was a very fast learner.

Another key was that he was just starting

to get strong as a freshman."
Ronayne edged out a number of previous

varsity members to earn a spot on the var-

sity team his freshmen year which was
quite an achievement if you consider his

high school did not have a gymnastics

team.
"I was very happy to make the team that

freshmen year," Ronayne said. "I learned

so much my first two months with the pro-

gram here."

Ronayne gives virtually all of the credit

for his success to Johnson, of whom he
speaks very highly.

"He's a very good coach," Ronayne says.

"I've learned a lot from him and he works
well with all the gymnasts."
Since his fast start as a freshmen, Jay

has been improving steadily. In his

sophomore year he made the finals of the

Eastern continued on page IS

Taking, not
giving back

I don't know about anyone else on this

campus, but I think for the first time in

a very long time, discipline may be retur-

ning to the University of Massachusetts

men's basketball program.

John Nolan

And it's about damn time.

With the dismissal of aophoaore guard

Mike Mun4y earlier this year and MMpen-

siims of sophomore forwarcte Joe Pennell

and Sean Mosby this peat weekend, all for

"behavior unbecoming of a UMaaa
athlete." head coach Ron Gerlufsen ha«

wnt a signal to his remaining fiayvn that

•alfith. careless and irreeponsible

behavior will no longer be tolerated by

him or his ftaff on or off the court.

Fir afaBoat tivo Tears, the majority of

media and opposing ooachee have been in

amsmest that the IfiiiatamflB hare

ylmity oT talent and ara jnsfc a Mg man
away from being a good team.

Bat until now. iiisluortsati tlmdm
the program. In their pnmmm, dsdteatod

and hard working players like Lorenso

Sutton, Carl Smith and Bill Hampton (a

senior co<aptain and walk-on who has sat

on the bench his entire career (or the

team's benefit) sad othera would continue

to sulTer despite their team dedication.

It's ahovt time that Gerlntea seat a
message to his team. Ifplayers can't han-

dle being team players, then they

shouldn't be a part of the UMass basket-

ball program. If sacrifice and dedication

to the team aren't in a pUoPsr's repsrtoire.

then the player has no business taking up
a scholarship that could be used on OMire

dssenring athletes.

It's that simpla.

Floundering in the midst of a late-

season swoon, Uw Minutemen were burn-

ed last weelnod when Fennell and Mosby

took one too many liberties off the court

which prompted Geilufsen to come to a

decision.

He responded the only way a coach

should — swiftly, and decisive. The
coach's sudden crack of the whip may
come SB a surinrise to some people but it

rtMold be ai^lauded as astq> in the ri(^
direction.

Right direction? The team lost both

games without the players and subse-

quently blew their chances for a middle-

place fixaiAi in the Atlantic 10 Conference.

What's right about that?

What's right is that for the first time in

a while, Go-Iufoen is taking a stand tor

the betterment of the team. Sure, a few

losses will hurt. But with 13 going into

last Thursday's game at Rutgers, what
does a few more "L's" matter ifthe future

of UMass basketball gets cemented in a

more disciplined athletie atmosphere?

No l<mger lAtould full scholarship

athktes, whether they be hsakethall

players or leg wrestlers, be allowed to

take advantage of and abuse the oppor-

tunities a sehdarship provides Uma.
When an atyete aeeepts a schoiarship to

this school, tiatt atihlete signs for certain

fMTivilsgs*, naoMy the opportunities to

eompete iiililiKOllegiite athktes and

gain an ediiea^on.

The signaHsre is a binding contract to

play ball under the terms stipulated by

that seholarship. It's too bad that ones no
longer in the limeiii^t, some pliQrsrsseek

to esei^ from their ol^igatitm to repre-

sent this school in an acc<»Aable manner.

So GerltifiMa and his rul<BS arsn't about

to berun rougMMd ovmt anymore, huh?

Let's hope so. But unless he keeps his

whip handy and sets down ths law from

now on, UMass hoop will continue to

br«sd attitudes that keep the team from

realising its potential.

No one likes to admit that a program

has itsikults and titot negative infiuencas

do exist But that has been the case with

the Minutenwn.
BopefuUy, Gerioften will stand by his

whip and crack away because if he

doesn't, the qusAi^ pligrers that he does

have in the pro^rsm will look atoew4iere

- and then Geriuflsdii will havs nothing

at all.

Monday schedule today
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Candidates for

SGA elections
prepare
Bv PEDRO M PEREIRA
roHcjjian Staff

Althnugh aume Studt-nl ( k.m i ihirmi .\>isociation

members have (rfficially announced iheir candidacies foi

president and student tru-stet-, other
'

stjll sieem he.silap'

Conservative i
>- progres- ^pective r.ui

s have been meetui^' with ;• liticai

icniums, apparently planning* », ,--.o

Last week. "The Wheel," a coalition of proirressive .itu

(tent groups, announced that Dwayne Warrt-n. a Third

World Caucus member and former SGA senator, and

Mark Friedman, a commuter area senator, will run fm

SGA iM^'sident The coalition al.s«) announced that current

I'nder^naduate Student Sena!.- '^- *? •• Paul Wintrl.' « iH

run for trustee.

Rentii and Ft.- Committee Chairwuman K-

*• U'lstm. a moderate .senator, is also running.

If .MinHil-^on who has .ho far maintained a low pro

fiie. suiri -tee should not be an ideo?n t© both

of UK i.--ut> You can't be one sidiH nr vnu c.int

:-..:. il the joh of n't)rr<entalion," she j>ai(i

Southwest A F*resident Joe Demeo. anotht i

niiHlerate. just announced his candidacy for president I

think I ve had more experience than any other candidate.

he said,

'i feel I have the support of the students, he added.

Budgets Committee Chairman Nate Moore, a moderate

conservative, has not yet officially announced his can-

didacy for president, but he said. "I have taken out

nomination papers and am presently conferring with

numerous concerned students."

No candidate will be official until Feb 26. the deadline

for turning in nomination papers, which are now available

in the SGA offiw. Prospective candidates must gather at

least 250 student signatures to become official.

M(K>re. w ho has been seen meeting with President Bill

Bennett and .some moderate senators lately, said he is

"assessing potential camj aign strategies
'

Wingle. who has been visiting students in their rooms

to collect signatures, said he hopes that he, Warren and

Friedman will gather 3000 signatures. He said that

students' feedback so far has been bolstering his

confidence.

Other people who have taken out nomination papers in-

clude Cashin House Senator Tony Rudy and Central Area

Government W. Greg Rothman. They both have express-

ed interest in running for president but .said they have

not yet reached a decision.

Sylvan Area Government President Aram Hamparian.

who has displayed strong interest in running for presi-

dent before, has ju.st announced he will definitely run for

speaker.

Commuter Area Senator Bob Simons, who has also an-

nounced his candidacy for speaker, said tht idea to run

"came about based on the fact that 1 didn't see anybody

else interested on the position."

contiriiiid iiu pufie 20

LINEAR EQUATIONS
umns of Tobin Hall, studying

< ..llf-Kian photo by .l«n«* l.»pa«"

_ First year student Karen Hurley, leaning against the stone col-

Pension reform

bill approved

A long-awaited pension reform bill that

affects University of Massachusetts'

employees was voted favorably out of the

Massachusetts state legislature's Joint

Public Service Committee, Amherst Rep.

Stan Rosenberg said. Details tomorrow in

the Collef^ian.

The bill, which last year was the victim

of House-Senate disagreements, would

eliminate a cap on the salary amount for

which an employee's benefits can be

figured. This would increase pension

benefits for many profe.ssors and other

employees. It would e.stablish a plan aim-

ed at eliminating a current $11 billion

deficit in the pension plan fund and keep-

ing the fund in the black.

the bill would also improve employee

benefits. Rosenberg said.

Residents oppose firm's suggestions to improve corroded plumbing

Solution to fix pipes causes controversy
_. , ..... . . rr<.- 1 1 iU..* r'DA/r' IncjtQllalinn u.'nillrl not be

By GRANT McKAY
Collegian Correspondent

When the pipes started to leak at the Ann
Whelan Apartment Complex, an 80-unit

housing complex for the elderly and ban

dicapped in downtown Amherst, hardly

anyone noticed.

But in the year and a half since, Amherst

Housing Authority Executive Director

Donna Crabtree said some twenty or more

leaks have appeared, staining carpets,

spoiling furniture, collapsing light-weight

coiling panels and di.srupting water .service

as plumbers worked to keep up with the

leaks, and residents worked to hold their

tempers.

In October of last year, the Authority,

which operates the complex, found the en

tire plumbing system to be corroded and in

need of replacement. The appropriate

documentation was filed with the state Ex-

ecutive Office of Communities and

Development, which monitors housing

authorities across the state, to replace the

exi.sting low-grade copper plumbing with

high-grade copper tubing.

A local engineering firm of Amherst,

Energy Auditors and Consultants, was

commissioned to look into the cause of the

corrosion. They determined that Amherst's

public water was harmful to copper pipes,

and that chlorinated poly vinyl chloride

[CPVC] plastic pipes should be used in-

stead. Citing the report from Energy

Auditors, EOCD refused the Authority's re-

quest for high-grade copper, saying they

would only approve PVC.

The Ann Whelan Tenants Organization

would have none of it.

Lead by resident and activist Alan Root,

the group made it plain to the authority's

board that CPVC in-stallation would not be

tolerated.

At a board meeting on Feb. 1 1, Root told

the board that, "There is not enough

evidence to determine if CPVC is safe in

water distribution systems (related article,

p.21)." The materials known to make the

pipe are carcinogenic and it is known that

these materials leak into the water at

small, but perhaps significant rates. CPVC
could be the asbestos of the future. Root

said.

Asbestos, an insulating material used

widely in the construction industry until

the 1970s, was eventually discovered to

cause lung cancer. As late as 1984, the

Campus Center was closed while asbestos

in and around the concourse area was pro-

fessionally removed.

Board members and tenants agreed that

there is simply continued on page 21
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Irish election
results return
DUBLIN, Ireland (AP) - Prime Minister

Garret FitzGerald virtually conceded

defeat Wednesday in Ireland's general elw
tion, saying it was "faiih lU-ai" that

challlIl^:»t CharK's Hau^htv \M»uld win his

job

Hi addi'd. hi)Wt'\ei. that Haughey'--

predictjon ot'a majority in Parliament had
not vt t been achiev«'d "It seems fairly

.\ thi- -ta^'f ih.U Mil Manh 10 Mr.

Haujihey is likely to be elected as

taois*ach. Whether with an overall majon
t s is certainly not clear at this stage," Fit

zGerald said in an interview with the stat-

television Parliament convenes Marchb
to tifct a> taouieach, or prime minister, the

man whose party controls the most seats

FitzGerald and Haughey. both 61. havi-

alternated in the job since 1979. I'ai

Heneghan. a spoke.sman for FitzGeraldt*

Fine Gael party, said Hau^hey's Fianna

Fail party probably would capture 84 seat>

in the 166-seat Dail as a result of Tues<lavs

vote, up from 71 previously.

He said that, barring surprises as the

slow hand count of 1 .8 million paper ballo.-

progressed, his party would win only 5;i

seats, down from 68 in the outgoing Dail

Farlier in the day, Haughey told tht

television: "I'm quite happy at thi-

-. .1. that we are (m target for 84 .seats or

more.'

With65oflhe 1- d.Fianua

Fail led fine Gael 38-16, with seven goniK

to the newly formed center-right Pro

gressive Democrats Independents and

splinter groui

The picture could change with the count

and as seats are allocated under the com
plex formula that alliMtws voters to li^'

serai candidates m order of preteren( •

Fianna Fail had 47 percent of the voh

up one point from the 1982 election, an.

Fi!n Gael plunged I ! pim nt !

zGerald's party dropped a disastrous 17
-

percent in greater Dublin, the party's tradi

tional power base, and was down 15 point.-

t ven in the prime minist« n

lonstituencv
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Gariftt Fitzgerald. Ireland's Prime Minister, discussing with party «ol

leagues returns on the poll from the Irish General Election.

HAiJHE FILM

Latthesun
inl

TONIGHT
FEBRUARY 19

5 • 7 • 9 • 11

CAMPUS CENTER
AUDITORIUM

Sponsored By UMass Hang Gliding Club
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Author discusses history of Ethiopia and Israeli ties
By jb:ffry bartash
Collegian Staff

The history of Ethiopia must be examined to find out
about Its strong ties with Israel, an Ethiopian Jewish
author said last night.

Dr. Ephraim Isaac was a founder of a campaign in the
late sixties that made 1.5 million Ethiopians literate and
garnered international recognition He spoke before a
crowd of about 50 and traced the early history of Ethiopia
from the time Moses was king until the breakup of the
large Ethiopian empire in the sixth century, which ex-

tended to south Arabia.
After the empire broke up, Ethiopian Jews became

isolated for nearly 1000 years, until a few centuries ago.

This is why Ethiopian Jews are thought to be different

than Israeli Jews, he said.

"Ethiopian Jews continued to follow as strictly as possi-

ble the Torah while the Israelis didn't," Isaac said.

"By the time the experts look closely at Ethiopian Jews"
they will be more appreciative of the Jews of Ethiopia,
he said.

During one of many light moments in his speech, Isaac

joked about the lack of awareness about Ethiopia, he said,

"Ethiopia is mentioned in the Bible more than 50 times,

Poland not even once."

Isaac, who first translated Handel's Messiah into

Amaric, the modern language of Ethiopia, lauded Israel

for allowing thousands of Ethiopian Jews to emigrate to

Israel in the past few years during a severe famine.

"Israel has held up tlrte flame of Jewish values — that

we are one, regardless of skin color." he said.

Isaac said Ethiopian Jews absorbed by Israel programs

and schools haven't been given the chance at equal educa

tion because of a lack of funds, but he added that Ethio

plans will excel if given the chance.

"Because Ethiopian Jews grew up in a technologically

backward country, doesn't mean they are primitive. If that

is so, then I'm a primitive," he said.

In his conclusion, Isaac said, 'The Torah is what unites

us, but it also unites all people. We are one people, with

one destiny."

CoUcgiaa potato by Rob Hkalton

Dr. Ephraim Isaac, Ethiopian Jewish author,
speaking to a crowd of about 50 people last

night in the Campus Center.

WATCH YOUR STEP — Students edge their way across the campus pond bridge, connecting the east

and west sides of the pond.

F Y I

The Armenian Students Club is sponsor

ing an Armenian Revolt Day Celebration

today. Dr. Vahe Sarafian, a professor at

Suffolk University, will speak on Feb. 18,

1921 Armenian revolt against the Soviet

Union at 6:^0 p.m. There w\\\ be festivities,

refreshments music and dancing, featuring

Video of Siv let Armenian Dance En.sem

ble at 8 p.m. in Campus Center HI 1 15 The
events are free and op*«n to the public.

./iitinnn- Cnvellt. chairperH<»n of the

Amherst Arts Council will speak on how
t(t apply for un Aiis Ixittery (Irant at 7 p.m.

t<xl;iv ,ii A Valley Women Artists meeting
ii th. Bangs Community Centt'i in

.\tnherst

H reshman Majors .Nig

I

-Indents interested in i in.iiui iu tn^iiu'it

' ' •<! fxphire the six liuijor- iiOered '»v t h.-

^c. at 7 p.m. today in Marstci

-'iiort presentations by studi n each

in:it"r will Im' f«iil(>%ved b> iivii.. '' 'ilk

u itii up}i«'rclu.>isnu.'n who will be i
, sW

pi I.I. lis from various clasjieiS within each
; The event is s|>onsw>red bv the !")"•

lU engineering societies

\ ^ part ofBlack History Month, the Stu

d»,iit Center for Kducatinnal Res<'arch and

Adv<itacy pres«'nls fMK>t and political ac

I ivist June Jordan, who will speak on the

life and ideas of Dr. Martin Luther King.

Jr. at 8 p.m today in Bowker Auditorium.

SGA argues over proposed cuts in officers'stipends
By PEDRO M FEREIRA
Collegian .Staff

Anarchy reigned at last night's

Undergiaduate Student Senate meeting as

members quarrelled for about 90 minutes
over a motion to -la-li student ltaHiM>'

payroll in halt

Rebecca Lauteibach. who acted a-

speaker during part of the battle, called the

motion out of order lx.»cause it would amend
the budget without going through the pro-

per procedures.

Speaker Paul Win^lf had ^toniu-d out of

the room halfway through the battle, after

asking Lauterbach. his assi.stant. to take

over. The senators who had introduced the

motion were shouting at Wingle because

they felt he was being unfair

Central Area (jiovernmenf Pusidtnt \V.

Greg Rothman and Cashin House Senator

Tony Rudy, who introduced the motion,

had engaged in a shouting match with SGA
President Bill Bennett.

The president said Rothman wa> ,i

hypocrite because Rothman himself had

been on SGA payroll when he was Ben
nett's assistant

Rothman and Rudy said BtiuK'tt was not

focusing on the issue but making personal

attacks instead, which is against

parliamentary procedure. They askfd

Wingle to call Bennett to order.

If the senate had voted on the motion and

passed it, it would have cut Wingle's and

Bennett's .stipends. In addition, it would

have cut the.stipendsof the treasurer, stu

dent trustee, and committee chairpersons.

Wingle said latt i I was realizing that

I wa.s being driven to a position where I

could no longer look objectively at the ac-

tions of senators Rothman and Rudy."
Rothman said the senate should cut its

officers' payroll because "students in this

campus are not getting what they pay for

the SGA. Students are paying fees in this

campus that are far too high.

"This is a way to lower fees t(Ki becau.se

students are going to get their money
back," he added.

Commuter Area Senator Russt^ll Wallach
amended the motion to have the excess
money be transferred to the .spring concert

funds.

Treasurer Katherine Strickland urged
the senate to vote the motion down. "I put
in about 55 to 60 hours a week. I take my
work home with me tmj when I'm not in the

office," she said.

"This trust fund is finally on its feet,

thanks to a lot of hard work that was done
this summer," she said.

.Strickland spent the summer revising

the student activities fee and propo.sed a

.$12 fee increase at last semester's first

meeting. The propo.sal pas.sed.

SGA officers aire paid for 15 hours each
week.

"1 put this tru.st fund and this job before

tnything else." Strickland said, a.s the

.senate erupted into applause.

Strickland and others who opposed the

ritllr^iiin |tho(<i l>v Koli Ski'llon

Speaker Paul Wingle presiding over a disruptive .senate last night while
arguing over proposed pay cuts.

motion said they need the stipend for basic

needs such as buying books and having a

social life.

Dickin.son House Senator Tim Wood .said,

"If it comes to a point of survival of SGA,
1 know what I'd choo.se."

John Adams House Sen.itor Arthur

Stephenson said students who join the SGA
should do it becau.se they are committed to

it not because they want to get a pay check.

Student Trustee Dani Burgess said, "I

think this motion is a disgusting waste of

time." He added motions such as this are

driving people away from the .senate.

Black History Month
Today
An Evening of Poetry with JUNE JOR

DAN Bowker Auditorium 8 p.m.

An Evening of Jazz with SAMMY
PRICE, pianist Hatch Cafe Student

Union Bldg. 9:30 p.m.

Februarv 20
CELEBRATIONS! Dance Company

from Smith College Southside Room
Hampden Student Center Southwest

Area 7 p.m.

Dwight House Cabaret Featuring SAM-
MY PRICE Boogie Woogie Dancing
Dwight House Refreshments will be serv-

ed 8 p.m. for more info, please call

545-2146.

February 21

Jazz Brunch with SAMMY PRICE But

terfield Dining Room Orchard Hill 11

a.m. - Noon Reservations Required: call

545-2146. (Free for UMass Students on

Meal Plan; $3 for General Public.

February 23
NATIONAL SOCIETY of BLACK

ENGINEERS CAREER DAY Campus

Ccner Auditorium and CC 163 Complex

10 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.

February 24

The Affirmative Action Debate: Where
It Comes From and Where It's Going Lec-

ture by Jocelind Gant Student Union

Ballroom 8 p.m.

Workshop Forum on Male/Female Rela-

tionships Campus Center 165-169 7 p.m.
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SUMMER COLLEGE
WORK STUDY
APPLICATIONS
NOW AVAILABLE

AT
STUDENT

EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE

239A WHITMORE
DEADLINE:

MARCH 27, 1987
YOU MUST FILE AN FAF BY MARCH 1, 1987 TO BE

CONSIDERED FOR SUMMER COLLEGE WORK STUDY
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LARGEST COLLEGE PAPER IN NEW ENGLAND

—^

—

The Massachusetts Daily

Collegian
IS NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS

FOR THE

ASSISTANT

FINANCE MANAGER
POSITION

THIS IS AN EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY

TO GAIN VALUABLE BUSINESS

EXPERIENCE BEFORE YOU
GRADUATE

FRESHMAN AND SOPHOMORE
APPLICANTS ONLY PLEASE!

COME FILL OUT AN APPLICATION

AT THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE

113 Campus Center

Deadline February 20, 1987

6-Pack
12-oz., Reg or Diet

COKE
ooc

with deposit

WITH $5.00

PURCHASE

OFFER GOOD THROUGH SUNDAY, MARCH 1,

ON WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

^

C

OLLECE
D^UC

4 Main St., Amherst
Mon-Fri: 9-9 • Sat: 9-6 • Sun: 9-3

VISA. MC. AMEX. POSTAGE STAMPS

Art Su •]• ies

1

1— L.

if g Q
f^^S^M

n3[^ r^i 1

B f*

1P
1

^\

EMM •sncorvEii

HI1 i^l-** .f»V*N-

Stainless

Steel Tip

Special

Value

$24.85

marsiftyoo

M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

Located In The Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
mMstore^

CALCIUM
it is one of the minerals most likely to be deficient in the American

diet

• it important for bones , teeth and the proper functioning of every

call in the body
it AduHs require 3 or 4 servings of calcium rich foods every day.

H there is a LACK OF CALCIUM IN THE DIET it will be taken from

the bones for itt functions in the cells. If the diet is consistently short

of calcium the bones may deteriorate causing a disease called

OSTEOPOROSIS.

SOME GOOD SOURCES OF CALCIUM are skim milk, k>w fat

yogurt, tofu, sardines, broccoli and kale.

Universitv Vending Services and the Division of Heetth Education

Newsletter for graduate students

provides valuable information
By CHERYL COUNCILMAN
Collegian Staff

A new graduate-level newsletter, design

ed for minority students, aims at offering

more information to the graduate com
munity of the University of M'.'listingof all

grants and scholarships being offered in

the fivi- college area for minority students

interested in pursuing graduate-level

studies iiiii for graduating seniors.

Ur Judith Toyama. from the Office <»f

Minority Graduate Student Recruitment,

and Curtis Pittman. a graduate of Kent

State University, art- the ciM)rdinat<>rs for

the newsletter.

The goal of "Transitions" is to take the

responsibility out of staff hands, placing it

directly into the hands of the graduates

themselves, Pittman said.

Another purpose of the newsletter, Pitt

man said, is to provide positive role models

for minority students on campus The

newsletter is primarily for the five-college

area, but students from around the coun-

try benefit as well, he said

Through the office, studt'm.> liom all over

the country are actually "recruited" to

UMass to continue their education,
Toyama adde<i

Past issues have feat urt(t , i.Mtac pun'>
such as ptH'try and recipes, as well a.-^ opi
nionated pieces and editorials. Pittman
said.

"Right now our staff is limited, so our
creativity is limited also." }u' said

The staffs plans for the tuture include

compiling a lelephcme directory for minori-

t> students in tht tn m

The "Transitions" .staff also welcomes

undergraduates to submit their work,

especially since "'Nummo News", primarily

an undergraduate publication, doesn't

publish on a regular basis To submit work

for ""IVansitions," Pittman said, go to R«»m
A-233 in the Graduate Research Center.

neeoooi

DELTA UPSILON FRATERNITY
UTTLE SISTER RUSH PARTY

COME PARTY
WITH THE DUCKS
FEB. 11, 17, 19

REFRESHMENTS • 9:00

„_BJ LI

MDDD

-THURSDAY NITE PARTIES

-LOTS OF FUN
-BEACH TRIPS WHEN IT GETS HOT
-SPRING BBQ's
<:0-REC SPORTS TEAMS

778 N. PLEASANT ST. • COME CHECK US OUT!
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, CALL MIKE ACKER OR

KURT K. AT 549-3831 OR 549-7716
ooaaDoooooooae

SPRING BREAK 1987
l>OKh- &e: left HOMe...

$504.
lAST CAiiJi

CD AaoM.£+

fir r«<i call Mike l4eo.\,oraet at-ft^S"

DAYTONA BEACH

Saturday
Feb. 218PM
S.U. Ballroom

$8-General Public

$5-Five College Student
$4-Hlllel Fee Payer

Tickets can be purchased at TIX

or in the Hillel Office

This Jewish Arts Festival event is

being sponsored by:

UIVIASS HILLEL; UIVIASS ARTS
COUNCIL; FIVE COLLEGE HILLEL

Other spor^sors include:

Student Activities Support Fund; SGA,' NEAG;

Commuter Area Government; The Collegian; North

American Jewish Student Appeal

43^
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Women face sexism in academia
By MARIANE MEUSE
Collegian Staff

Women in higher education have historically been

underrepresented, underemployed, underutilized and
underpaid, an associate professor of the University of

Massachusetts' School of Education said in a lecture last

night.

Dr. Barbara Love spoke about the current situation of

women in academia. before a crowd of about 25 people in

the Campus Center

Sexism is a problem at I'Mass, she said, even in the

School of Education, which prides itself on being

progressive.

Love spoke about her sat^Hical from the university dur-

ing which she attempted to find out how other black

«jn>5^
8BAS0«

fA»

Thofntt MM Nofttimpioii

586-5030
Op*n OaNy 9am-1«n
CLOSED HONOAV

TONITE FEB

SALSA!

ORQUESTA

JUVENTUD '77

mm^m
WED FEB 25

Maw 0*r9clion* M
JAZ2 semes

TOM IN

WONDERUND
Electro Accousiic

-^ O U <^ ^ amherst/northampton

SI
a

^ daily and Sunday

' ' ' '
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THURS FEB 26
Contemporary

Ctoctrtc . Guiltrtsl

MICHAEL

GREGORY

BAND
-

j
I I t

'
I I r

~

WEEKEND
DISCOTHEQUE

DANCING
Wed at Pearl St is

Sunday at L Oasis

I I I T

^ S u ::: :::.»:

CD

I MON.THURS5-7
THURSDAY

NIGHT

ENTFPTAINEf?

BUFFET 4-7 • LARRY TOMEI 7-1

1

Mlii'li'l'lTn CELTS SPURS 8:30 PM

\j\\ I
I i[*j $100 SBall Tournament

THEATRE
FEATURING

TONY

177"

^

TP] ^^'•T'^^S • NETS 8:00 PM

I'.'M'lil^H' liL'J
""^"^"^ Dlumbley

s

rtM«»***%0UTT0 & MULLIGAN ^QSIII HOMECOURT "^
GIANT

HOMECOURT
Downtown Amherst 253-9586

women professionals dealt with sexism.

"I looked for information on black women in academia

and I looked and I looked," she said. "It was hard to come

by."

"We don't have access to information about ourselves."

she said. "What information we do have has not been

available from our own perspective. It's from the male

perspective."

Love said the fairly high percentage offemale students

in higher education is not reflected in the percentage of

female professors.

"Universities are genteel in the way they practice sex

ism," Love said.

"There's a great disparity and that's a statement about

what the university climate is like," she said.

UMass School of Education professor Bar-

bara Love spoke on status of women in

academia last night.

Women are iiiso underemployed, with man> inm^ mn
signed to lower positions than men with the same skills.

"We come with the same set of credentials as men but

wf are hired at levels signtficantly lower than men." she

said. "It is not an atypical experience that women are

underemployed."

Love said women are consistently paid Ics.s than men
for doing the same job. She said recent studies showed

white women made an average of $6,000 le.ss than their

male counterparts and black women made $7,000 le.ss.

Despite the lower .status of women in academia, they

are overworked, Love said.

"Where we really count is where work has to be done,"

she said. "When there's work to be done, they find women
to do it, even though we're underrepresented."

Love said women are constantly being asked to serve

on special committees and f>erform other work outside

their roles as faculty member.s

JfiwfiAHH^fj^iiaiA

SUNDAY-THURSDAY 6 AM -3 A.M
FRIDAY & SATURDAY OPEN 24 HOURS

BREAKFAST SERVED ANY TIME

BEER & WINE SERVED TIL MIDNITE
PLENTY OF PARKING

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER STOP A SHOP)

Rt« 9 • Hadl«y I Amherst

256-6889

EMPLOYMENT APPLlCATlO'^S BEING TAKEN

LATE NIGHT
BURGER

Buy Any Burger At The
Regular Price

Receive the Second FREE

Try any one of our delicious burgers
Mushroom Burger - Bermuda Burger

English Cheese Burger - Roasted Pepper Burger

HIGHEST PRICE PREVAILS NOT VALID WITH ANY
OTHER OFFER OR COUPON MUST BE PRESENT AT

TIME OF ORDER - OFFER EXPIRES 3/23/87

The Hurst Report
In publishing the Hurst report it is the intent of the Graduate

Senate to allow the community access to information which

may help them in the formation of opinions about the riot in

the Southwest residential area in October of 1986. It is our

hope that by reading this report the community will gain some

knowledge, not only of the particular incident described, but

the nature of racism as it exists at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst.
The riot in Southwest was not the first incidence of racism

at the university, and it will almost certainly not be the last.

Nor is racism the only form of intolerance that exists on this

campus; sexism, anti-semitism, and the general disregard for

the right of homosexuals and the handicapped are also

prevalent. These problems must be alleviated, and we now
have a unique opportunity to do so. The Hurst report has given

us the impetus to seek meaningful changes in the way the

university operates and we should do so.

To stem the ugly tide of intolerance in our community will

require that we go beyond the typical responses of defensivenes

and denial and recognize that a problem exists and that

something must be done about it.

Pursuant to this ideal, the Graduate Senate has establish-

ed its own Committee on Civility to address the issue of in-

tolerance on the graduate student level. The charge of the com-

mittee will be to respond to the needs of those students who
have been the victims of intolerance, to direct them to the agen-

cies best suited to the resolution of their individual problems,

and to do whatever they can to assist the injured party in seek-

ing justice.

We support the efforts being taken by the administration

to address the problems of social intolerance on this campus,

but we must remind them that a small effort is not enough.

The problem won't go away by itself.

George Claxton
President

Jonathan Frank
Vice President

Ralph G. Sbraga
Executive Officer

Gary Jakacky
Treasurer

It would be a mistake for anyorte reading this report to

conclude that the problems at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst (UMass) are any worse than

problems in most other universities throughout the coun-

try. To the contrary, my investigation and report should

be seen as a continuing effort on the part of a progressive

university to grapple with the complicated problems caus-

ed by racial intolerance and insensitiviiy on its campus

and in oui society at large. For that effort. UMass should

be encouraged and commended. One must not forget or

take lightly the fact that this is the same UMass that has

an Afro-American Studies Department with degree pro

grams and tenured black faculty, including the chairman.

It is the same UMass that has a pre college program for

black high school students which encourages and prepares

them to attend UMass upon graduation. It is the same

UMass that in tlw face ofmuch criticism, hosted the leader

ofZimbabwe and whose library hosts the papers ofW E.B.

Dubois and which has hired James Baldwin and other

renowned black scholars on its faculty. It is the same
UMass that has a large Afro-American facility to house

black programs, a funded Third World organization and

an active black student recruitment program. It is tht

same UMass that leads many in the country in a move-

ment toward a genuinely pluralistic campus Most of the

problems revealed in this report emerged as natural by-

products of that effort. Any student of change understands

and expects to have to solve the unpredictable and in-

evitable by products of desirable change. Because

Chancellor Duffey boldly chose to flush them in a

pluralistic university, no one should make the error of con-

cluding that his problems are larger than theirs. I sug-

gest that the opposite may be true. His problems are on

the road to becoming smaller. The problem will continue

to grow for those heads of universities who choose inaction.

I will be distressed if this report is misused by small

minds to indict the university or its leader. The consen-

sus of students, faculty and staff is that, generally speak

ing, UMass provides a good growth environment. We need

more university leaders able and willing to confront the

complex problems that attach to sincere efforts to unravel

the barriers to racial harmony.
Introduction — The Process

On October 27, 1986, after the final game of the World

Series between the New York Mets and the Boston Red

Sox, an incident involvinb white and black students oc-

curred on the Amherst campus of the University of

Massachusetts (UMass). This incident was characterized

by some as a student brawl and by other as a racial

confrontation.

Amid growing controversy UMass Chancellor Joseph

Duffey contacted me and asked that I conduct an indepen-

dent investigation into the events surrouding the incident.

In a memo characterizing his expectations of the in-

vestigation, Chancellor Duffey said:

"I anticipate that we will not come out of this process

with a thorough, comprehensive detailed report of what

happened that evening. I am not sure that anyone can

reconstruct the events in that way. We should have some

sense of fact and perception (or perceptions) of what oc-

curred, including victims, student security people, police

and others. Certainly among those interviewed should be

the victims of the events that occurred."

Accordingly, this was not meant to be and is not a detail-

ed blow-by-blow statement of what happened that even-

ing. In fact, although I interviewed a broad cross-section

of people, I found nobody who had the exact same story

from beginning to end. In order to arrive at a relatively

complete story I found it necessary to divide my investiga-

tion and those interviewed according to clearly definable

segments which made up the incident.

I must emphasize that, unless the report states other-

wise, every statement in it regarding what happened was

independently corroborated. Furthermore, I deliberately

sought corroboration of controversial points made by white

students from black students and vice versa. If something

negative was said about a pefson's role in the incident,

I tried to get corroboration through a friend of that per-

son or from someone with whom the person could be ex-

pected to have a natural affinity.

I necessarily took a bit more license when it came to

the "why" of the events of the evening since different peo-

ple viewing the same set of facts can draw different

inference.

My original intention was to investigate the events of

that evening and then to determine if a broader investiga-

tion was needed. It became clear immediately that a

broader investigation would be needed. I found it

necessar>' to conduct a review of the post-event investiga-

tion by the security police as well as the post event

response by the administration. As a final step, it was

necessary to review all three in the context of recent

UMass history, which, as it became clear, had influenced

the behavior of some of the participants and reinforced

the stories of others.

As part of my report, I also agreed to make jwme recom-

mendations, which I have done. These recommendations

are a combination of my own and those suggested to me
by others on and off the UMass campus.

Several days after I agreed to conduct the investigation,

I received a call from Leonard Zaktm. the Boston based

Northerea.stern Region Executive Director of the Anti

Defamation League (ADL). and Sally Greenberg. Direc

tor of its Civil Rights Unit. They kindly offered to assist

me in my investigation. They felt that historical contacts

which they had developed at UMass remained intact and

could be used to expedite my investigation. Because I felt

a need to remain totally independent and iK'cause I sens-

ed that my investigation was itself a test of the UMass
environment, I preferred not to accept assi.stance;

however, we agreed that it might be helpful if ADL con-

ducted a mini-investigation of its own by visiting UMa.ss

and talking with old contacts. Sally Greenberg made a

one day visit to UMass and emerged with a surprisingly

accurate report. After reviewing that report. I decided to

include it as an attachment to this report, (.see Attach-

ment A), and to reference it in the recommendation

section.

Background of the Investigation

On November 14. 1986, at a meeting with the

Chancellor and relevant staff, it was agreed that I would

conduct my investigation of the incident through the of-

fice of the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs by inter-

viewing people involved in the incident. These interviews

were to be scheduled by the Special Assistant to the Vice

Chancellor of that office.

All present, including the Chancellor, Vice Chancellor

and the Special Assistant to the Vice Chancellor, agreed

that it was important that the investigation proceed quick-

ly and vigorously since more than two weeks had already

expired since the incident and many people were impa-

tient for results. The Vice Chancellor's office was to

schedule interviews with students, staff and faculty who
had direct knowledge of the evening's events.

It was specifically agreed that among those to be inter-

viewed would be Resident Directors (R.D.'s), Resident

Assistants (R.A.'s), Security Personnel (student and non

student), non-staff black and white students who were

directly involved and football players who, it had been

rumored, played a role in the incident.

It was also agreed that I would interview all day Tues-

day and Tuesday evening, one half day Wednesday and

all day Friday, if necessary, after which I was to make
a decision as to whether more interviews were necessary.

Early in the investigation it became clear to me that

the process was not working. During the three interview-

ing days of that first week, I had accomplished little. Most

ofmy time was either not scheduled or wasted by cancelled

appointments. I found it necessary to extend the

investigation.

By the end of the second week, with a few exceptions,

the only people I had interviewed were employed by the

University. Even so, some of the employees most directly

involved were not available for interviews including key

security people. Also, white and black students directly

involved in the incident, including members of the foot-

ball team had not been made available to me. In the

meeting with the Chancellor, the football team had been

singled out for a telephone call from the Vice Chancellor's

office.

In fact, it would not be until about three weeks later,

after several missed appointments, that I was able to in-

terview four football players. To a person, they told me
they were not informed that they should meet with me
during that first week, and that even when they were

finally informed, it was without a sense of urgency.

On December 5, three weeks after my investigation had

begun, at its request. I met with the University's Civili

ty Commission, a representative group of faculty, staff and

students chartered with promoting civility on campus.

At my initial meeting with the Chancellor. 1 had agreed

to meet with the Civility Commi.ssion last for a debrief-

ing. The commission, however, requested this earlier

meeting, which I took advantage of to inform its members
that I was not satisfied with the conduct of the investiga-

tion, and that I felt that the Chancellor's commitment to

my investigation was not refiected in the behavior of the

people immediately below him. I l(»ld them that I felt com-

pelled to deviate from my original agreement with the

Chancellor as to procedure in order to open up the in

vestigation to involve a more representative cross-section

of people.

I specifically asktjd the commission members to use each

of their individual influences to direct people involved in

the incident to me. I gave each my private phone number

in my office in Springfield and the name of a sch€»duling

liaison. I also arranged to have my number published dai-

ly in the Collegian, a University newspaper, and granted

an interview to a Collogtan reporter who printed a story

about my problems.

I also met with Paul Barrows, who had contacted me
on his own initiative, and arranged through him to meet

with Rick Townes, whose name I had encountered in a

Neiv York Times article about the incident. The two are

Director and Assistant Director, respectively, of the

University's Committee for the Collegiate Education of

Minority and Black Students (CCEMBS) program, a

minority counseling program designed to help minority

students complete school. It later became clear that had

I met with them first the investigation would have pro-

ceeded more rapidly.

I also called the Chancellor and conveyed my concerns

and told him ofmy solutions. The Chancellor subsequently

made some well placed calls.

From the above discussions and from the proliferation

of interviews that flowed from them, I concluded that

assigning me to work out of the office of the Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs was a major procedural bar-

rier certain to result, as it did, in a sluggish, incomplete

investigation.

Once I removed myself from the direction of that office

and made it only one of many points of contact, the in-

vestigation progressed vigorously and resulted in the fin-

dings outlined below.

Finally, when this report refers to the "incident" it is

referring to the evening's events immediately following

the series game and the subsequent response of the UMass
administrators. When the report refers to the subsequent

response of UMass administrators, it is referring to the

response of administrators to media inquiries, to the ad-

ministrators' investigation of the events of the evening,

to their response to demands for action from various fac-

tions and to the reception given to the independent out-

side investigator.

The Incident

The setting was the Southwest Residential Area (SWRA)
on the UMass campus where maybe 5,600 residents, in-

cluding the highest concentration of freshmen, live in 15

high rise and low rise residence halls within an area the

size of one city block.

continued on following page
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The final World Series game between the New York

Mets (Metsi. commonly lot)ked upon by UMass students

as the black team and the Boston Red Sox (Sox>, commonly

IfMiked upon by the students as a white team, was win

ding to a close.

Students, many still chafing from the previous Sox loss,

which resulted from a dramatic reversal in the very last

minutes of the game and from a day long weather delay

of the final game, were clustered in different placi - m
side the many buildings watching the end of what was

to be the final Sox loss. Many were drmking heavily.

Security was almost invisible.. The Duty Sergeants

earlier request for extra manpower to cope w ith post game

activity had been turned down by the Director of Securi

ty in spite of the fact that loud, boisterous and even violent

gatherings of students had cauiied problems after each

previous game.
The SWRA housing director said that he had called for

extra security but did not expect it and had no way of

knowing if it would be provided. He told me that he was

satisfied as long as students carried their violent behavior

outside the residence hall where he considered his respon-

sibility for their behavior ended

UMass Security Police told me that Amherst Police were

on alert for a call from UMass security only if the Sox won

and, then, only if students marched on the Town of

Amherst. Amherst Police were not on campus and no

plans had been made for their contingency presence.

In contrast, student security was out in increased, full

force in anticipation of trouble with instructions to secure

and protect the inside of buildings and to inform security

of any problems inside or outside. They had their Walkie

Talkies connecting th«»m to the Secuntv Police Dispatcher

for that purpose.

The Director of Security and his AssisUnt, the Super-

visor of R D s. professionals w ho are in charge of residence

halls, some of the R D s and the SWRA Hou.sing Direc-

tor were not on campus nor was anybody of significant

authority from the Office of Student Affairs, which is

responsible for housing, security and other affairs of

students.

Most of the R.D.'s who remained on campus were m
their rooms as was the duty R.D. for that night. The 15

residence halls were staffed primarily by students

The "Pyramids." two stone structures named after their

shapes, located in front of Washington Residence Hall in

the courtyard of the grounds of the SWRA. a place w here

students normally gather — at times in large numbers
— were vacant and the surrounding area nearly empty.

On the night of each preceding Series game, .students

had gathered on and around the Pyramids, normally to

ceh-brale the winning team. Although the gatherings had

been boisterou.*. they were never totally out of control,

although on at least one night a couch was reported toss-

ed out «if a dormitory window. Usually. mo.stly winning

fans had gathered while most of the losing fans brooded

in their n»oms and contemplated victor>- for the next game.

The Duty Sergeant said that, as a precaution, he ordered

all available manpower — which consisted at highest

estimates of .seven to nine officers — one restricted to the

desk as dispatcher — to the SWRA One officer.a female.

about whom much has been rumored, heard the order and

drove her cruiser to the periphery of the SWRA. Just as

the game was ending, she was dispatched to escort a cam-

pus vendor to a depository off campus, an indication that

overall concern for security at the Pyramids was not high.

Two duty sergeants, the night one and a hold-over from

the 3-11 shift, were patrolling the mall on foot near the

pyramids.

At about 1 1 :30, the final game ended in victory for the

Mets and students streamed out of their rooms in the

SWRA area toward the pyramids. Shortly, they were join

ed by students from other residential areas and by

students who had been watching the game off campus.

Some came tossing fire bombs and bottles and others came
with sticks. Many (some say mo.st i were visibly drunk and

fullv acting out their feelings, the same as they had done

after previous games, with the difference being that not

only was the game over and not only had their most

favored team lost, but the loss was a season final making
the thrill of victory and the agony of defeat far more in-

tense. Emotions were especially intense for the football

players, primarily Sox fans, whose normal competitive

spirit was enhanced by their own pending post-

championship game and who, one could reasonably

suspect, suffered disproportionate despair and who were

big enough to act it out in any manner they choose.

Also, unlike previous nights, the losers came out in

greater numbers than the winning Mets fans. Mets fans

reached the pyramids first and began heralding their vic-

tory in the loudest of terms, taunting the losing Sox fans

who followed. White Mets fans climbed on one pyramid

and the white Sox fans climbed the other. Within minutes

the crowd on the pyramids and in the surrounding area

had swelled from a few hundred fans to a few thousand

(estimates ranged from 1,200 to 3,000), Sox fans making
up the overwhelming, angry majority.

Fire bombs and bottles were flying from all directions,

most landing harmlessly but .some hitting people. Some
students were seriously injured by the flying debris. Sox

fans began jostling Mets fans, at first harmlessly pushing

them. Sporadic fights began breaking out. Although some
white students told me that fights were mixed white on

white, black on black, black on white, this investigation

revealed only white on white fights at the beginning.

The two Duty Sergeants stayed for a while and observ-

ed the crowd behavior. They left to investigate a report

of a gun at the opposite end of the Mall near Kennedy
Dormitory. Before they left they had observed the violent

behavior without acting because, as one Duty Sergeant

told me, it was normal behavior for the pyramids and his

experience was that police interference only caused it to

esculate unless it was stopped before the crowd reached

significant size.

As long as fights remained white on white, they remain

ed primarily one on one, or a small cluster of friends

again it a perceived aggres.sor These initial fights did not

go beyond testv short outbursts

Some would like to place most of the blame for what

followed on a well known white troublemaker who had

led a crowd down from another residence area with the

avowed goal of attacking Mets fans He was loud and

graphic with his intentions and fi-oni beginning to end pro-

voked the crowd and participated in the violenci- Ho was

identified by police as the one who first hit a black stu-

dent. Later a complaint was issued against him in rela-

tion to this incident, and even later he was kicked out of

school for a dormitory infraction. I was told. He was. by

far, however, not the only aggressor in the incident

The intensity of the crowd grew as it began moving

toward the black students. No one present that night can

explain quite why or how, but the focus of the crowd

perceptibly shifted toward the black students long before

any black student u.sed a weapon. From the many descrip

tions I was given, it .seemed as though the crowd was un

consciously focusing in on a surrogate target against

which to take revenge for the Sox loss and that surrogate

target conveniently became black students, [footnote I: It

IS significant to note that the vast majority of the Sox and

Mets fans uere white. My investigation revealed no more

than fifteen or twenty black students in the area of the

pyramids.].

Stories vary but football players certainly made up part

of the crowd that surged from the Pyramids to John Quin

cy Adams «JQA I Residence Hall, where the group of black

studentis had gathered. Most of the black students had just

returned from a fraternity meeting and others were just

following the action. Some white students who were Mets

fans were mixing with the black students, and some black

students were mixing with their white. Sox friends. A few

black students, sensing danger, left the area. M(^ stayed.

Certainly some black students anticipated trouble since

at least two had come to the area with sticks, and others

had stayed away in anticipation of confrontation.

The Sox crowd began taunting the Mets fans in the

direction of the black students, who returned the taunts,

as the crowd surged closer toward Jt^A. Some say that

what appeared to be a siu-ge was merely a growth of the

crowd's outer perimeter Others say the crowd was led

there. The investigation revealed that both were factors.

The taunting turned to shoving and jostling. Crowds of

whites would push forward, relatively minor confronta

tions would occur and then culprits would draw back.

White students who were Mets fans faded away and either

left or became part of the larger white crowd A black stu

dent was attacked by a white student. His glasses were

knocked off and his face was cut. He and his friends tried

to catch the culprit who faded into the white crowd,

By now the black students were standing alone and the

di.stmction between a black Mets fan and a black Sox fan

was lost. They all became Mets fans confronted by an in

creasingly violent white crowd led by what everyone

described as, among other names, large people. These

"large people" were labeled by white students and black

students. Mets fans and Sox fans, old friends of theirs and

old enemies, by description and by name as white foot-

ball players.

Other black students were hit. One black football player,

who had advised the black student to leave, tried to calm

the crowd and break up fights.

school for a dormitory infraction. I was told. He was, by

far, however, not the only aggressor in the incident.

The intensity of the crowd grew as it began moving
tow ard the black students No one present that night can

explain quite why or how. but the focus of the crowd

perceptibly shifted toward the black students long before

any black student used a weapon. From the many descrip-

tions I was given, it seemed as though the crowd was un

consciously focusing in on a surrogate target against

which to take revenge for the Sox loss and that surrogate

target conveniently became black students.

Stories vary but football players certainly made up part

of the crowd that surged from the pyramids to John Quin-

cy Adams (JQA) Residence Hall, where the group of black

students had gathered. Most of the black students had just

returned from a fraternity meeting and others were just

following the action. Some white students who were Mets

fans were mixing with the black students, and some black

students were mixing with the black students, and some
black students were mixing with their white, Sox friends.

A few black students, sensing danger, left the area. Most
stayed. Certainly some black students anticipated trou-

ble since at least two had come to the area with sticks,

and others had stayed away in anticipation of

confrontation.

The Sox crowd began taunting the Mets fans in the

direction of the black students, who returned the taunts,

as the crowd surged closer toward JQA. Some say that

what appeared to be a surge was merely a growth of the

crowd's outer perimeter. Others say the crowd was led

there. The investigation revealed that both were factors.

The taunting turned to shoving and jostling. Crowds of

whites would push forward, relatively minor confronta-

tions would occur and then the culprits would draw back.

White students who were Mets fans faded away and either

left or became part of the larger white crowd. A black stu-

dent was attacked by a white student. His glasses were

knocked off and his face was cut. He and his friends tried

to catch the culprit who faded into the white crowd.

By now the black students were standing alone and the

distinction between a black Mets fan and a black Sox fan

was lost. They all became Mets fans confronted by an in-

creasingly violent white crowd led by what everyone

described as, among other names, large people. These

"large people" were labeled by white students and black

students, Mets fans and Sox fans, old friends of theirs and

old enemies, by description and by name as white foot-

ball players.

Other black students were hit. One black football player,

who had advised the black students to leave, tried to calm

the crowd and break up fights. He told me that all foot-

ball players were doing the same thing the entire even-

ing (breaking up fights). His stoiy contradicted that of his

own fellow white players and of most w ho ob.served them

that night I was able to establi.sh beyond a reasonable

doubt that football players were, in fact, from beginning

to end, aggressors in the \iolence and were among the first

to alter the pattern to what became a full blown racial

incident. The impression given me by the black football

plaver was that he was experiencing a loyalty crisis bet

ween his fellow teammates and his fellow black .students.

His solution was to try to stop the violence and urge the

vastly outnumbered black students to leave

Although the story varies as to the exact act that spark

ed the larger melee, without a doubt, during a lull in the

action, a white football player struck the first blow He

claimed to be chasing a white person into the crowd of

black students when he was shoved into someone who

pushed him back. Black students claim that he was direct

ly confronting them. At some point he threw a punch; scuf-

fles began breaking out around him as other football

players and white students moved toward the action. One

black student tried to extricate his friend from the choke

hold of a football player. He told me that he was jumped

from behind, knocked down, punched and kicked before

he struggled to his feet and began swinging a stick. He

told me that he used the stick because the crowd had him

and his friends surrounded; they could not escape and the

white attackers were beyond listening to rea.son. Two foot-

ball players told me that the fight started when a black

student (the same student above w ith the .stick) pulled out

a club described as a sawed olT bat or a table leg and

repeatedly hit one ofthem w ith it. However, the evidence

is overwhelming that the attack on black students was

in its advanced .stages before the " club " was used

The more the black .students tried to defend themselves

the angrier and more violent the crowd became. When an

avenue of retreat opened the black students ran. pursued

by the larger crowd of whites led by football players, whose

anger had been fueled by the sight of a fellow player be

ing knocked out by the "club" wielder. The much larger

white crowd pursued the black students, yelling racial

epithets as it went.

Asked why the white students chased the black

students, many white students and staff explained that

the clubbing had enraged the crowd. When asked if

everyone in the crowd saw the clubbing, or knew of the

clubbing, the answer was always "no." Asked why, if the

crowd was only after one black student, it chased all the

black .students, the answer was always quizzical. Asked

why, if the crowd was chasing a particular black student,

it broke into two separate groups and chased two separate

groups ofblack students, the answer w ere the same. Asked

why the crowd was yelling racial epithets as it pursued

black students, the answers were equally as quizzical

Asked how the crowd divided itself from Mets versus Sox

fans into black versus white, most white students and staff

could not answer.[Footnote 2: The best explanation of the

crowd behavior was suggested to me in a term used by the

Chairman ofthe UMass Sociology Department, Dr. Piatt.

He used the sociological term "kinship behavior" ofwhich

he said race is a more primitive category. He was not at

all surprised that the crowd divided into black and white.

He also suggested that some ofthe white students whojoin-

ed the white crowd acted out offear ofbeing branded "nig-

ger lover" by fellow white students. He characterized this

as "normative behavior."]

A plausible explanation is that most of the people in the

crowd did not know that they were chasing a short black

person in a brown leather jacket who had wielded a short

club. They were, in their rage, chasing black people who.

by now, had become the central focus of their anger at

losing the game. That is how most black students and

black faculty and staff perceived the incident.

The crowd chased black .students for a short distance

before the black group .split into two, one running toward

James Residence Hall and the other toward Crampton

Residence Hall. The larger part of the crowd, football

players in front, ran toward Crampton Residence Hall.

The other part of the crowd pursued black students toward

James. From everything described to me there is no ques-

tion that, at this point in time, the mob was not chasing

a particular black person. It was chasing all of them.

The female security officer who had been ordered to

escort a vendor to a depository outside the SWRA, was

heading for Hampden Commons where the vendor was

when a student, whom I interviewed, ran up and told her

of the violence. She immediately went in the direction of

the crowd, ran into one of the Duty Sergeants who was

returning from Kennedy, and both went to Crampton
where the black students had run inside and had the doors

locked behind them.

By all descriptions, the crowd continued to break win-

dows and yell racial insults at the black students while

trying to enter the building by force.

When security refused to allow the mob entry at the door

entered by the black students, part of the crowd, again

led by football players, ran to another door about forty

feet away on the same side of the building. One football

player kicked in the glass door (some say he threw a bar-

rel through it) and entered. Another football player follow-

ed him inside. Both of these football players are known
by name to students, black and white alike. They en-

countered a black female, who had come to lock the now
shattered outer door and who had accidentally locked

herself in the inner corridor with the football players. She

said she was intimidated and jostled by one of the foot-

ball players who repeatedly called her "black bitch" and

other names in an attempt to persuade her to unlock the

inner door, which she refused to do. Since she had no key

to that door, she could not have unlocked it anyway.

continued on following page
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A crowd in the inner hall was growing when two securi

ty people arrived at the door, the afore-mentioned female

police officer and one of the Duty Sergeants. They cleared

the hall and escorted the black female student inside,

making certain she was unharmed. The crowd milled,

threw rocks and engaged in sporadic physical violence.

One black student - not a member of the original group

- was grabbed and roughly jostled by a much larger w bite

"friend" and was released, he told me, only after an un

comfortably lengthy period of persuasion.

At some point during the melee - and I am unclear

when — word went out for other black students on cam-

pus to come with weapons. Without question the word was

received and some black students were roaming around

with weapons prepared to fight.

A black student, Yancey Robinson [Footnote 3 I feel free

to use his name since it is already public and my report

substantially mirrors his own report ofevents], was retur

ning from a fraternity imposed study session at the Stu-

dent Center with a friend. They entered the lobby of Ken-

nedy Dormitory, which is at the opposite end of the SWRA
Mall from the pyramids. Two of the black students, who

were part of the original group standing in front of JQA,

ran to the door of Kennedy and banged until Yancey let

them in. One was bleeding from the hand, having been

knocked down by the crowd earlier

At least one of the black students went upstairs Three

of them, including Yancey, went back outside toward the

crowd. I could not determine if the one who went upstairs

was one of the three I also could not determine if he

brought anything back downstairs.

Yancey and his friend each "acquired" a gold club. They

say they picked them up off the ground. I have not been

able to determine where they got them from but it is not

likely that they picked them up from the ground.

They proceeded toward Crampton and stopped behind

cover from which they watched the action of the crowd.

They witnessed two football players kick in the glass door

and confront the black female

They moved toward the crowd - allegedly intending to

help the black female - and reached a ramp leading to

the second Crampton door, when the female security of-

ficer came to move the crowd outside.

B<Jth Yancey and his friend stood by the outer door, with

golf clubs partially concealed, as the crowd moved away

Seeing the golf clubs, the female officer took the friend's

club and pushed him inside to be identified by her part

ner. When she reached for Yancey, he pulled awa> and

started down the ramp. Someone in the crowd yelled

"there he is." Yancey panicked and ran for about 200 feet

before he was caught by the crowd at th** corner of Ken

nedy Dormitory Had he not run, he most likely would

have been pushed inside with his friend, identified for

future di.sciplinary action and relea.sed.

A football player hit Yancey with what has been describe

ed as a "vicious" block that slowed him down. Another

football player tackled him to the ground Others, foot

ball players and non football players, including the white

student who has since been removed from school, joined

in kicking and beating him.

Why the crowd was beating a tall fair-skinned black

man with a long golf club in his hand with it was allegedly

seeking a shorter dark skinned black an with a short club

w hose dress was clearly distinct from Yancey's is a ques

tion also an.swered quizzically.

The officers moved toward the crow d and were told that

Yancey was being beaten. By the time they pushed

through the crowd and found Yancey (the female securi-

ty officer told me that they found him only when a stu

dent who came to get help led them to him through the

crowd.), the fight was over, Yancey was unconscious and

his friend, who had followed the crowd from Crampton.

was trying to revive him.

In all fairness to the female officer and contrary to many

reports, the time that it took her to secure Crampton and

push through the crowd and find Yancey was not

unreasonable. He had run quite a distance and the crowd

concealed him. Even had she reached him .sooner, the

crowd was so inflamed, as described by .so many, that it

is uncertain that she could have stopped the beating. Cer-

tainly she was not running from the action. If she had

wanted to avoid the violence she simply could have con-

tinued on her escort duty rather than return to help with

the crowd. The real question is why she was sent on escort

duty in the first place.

From descriptions given to me, the beating ended

because .some students worked to stop it while others ju.st

tired of the battle. One white student - an unsung hero

if his story is true - said he instinctively threw himself

over Yancey and was the recipient of kicks from one par

ticularlv obstinate "very big man" who was eventually

pulled a\vay. [Footnote 4: 1 could not obtain corroboration

ofhis stor\ but he came to me voluntarily and anonymou.^^ly

and had no reason to lie. He h(us not sought recognition

and did not go to the police or University officials with his

story. Yancey Robinson did say in his complaint to UMass

Police that a student intervened by saying, "he is not the

one " but I cannot say ifthe two are the same.] He told me

that he helped Yancey instinctively because he feared

Yancey would be killed.
l, i r i

The ending may have been speeded up by a black female

who made such a ruckus at the scene - looking for her

boyfriend and then helping Yancey - that she scared or

confused the crowd. She was also the recipient of threats,

jostling and racial slurs and was able to specifically iden-

tify one very recognizable football player as her assailant.

He was the same person who accosted the black female

at Crampton. ,, , • . .

I spoke to thi.-, football player. He denied involvement

in either incident, but his size and features make him so

easily identifiable that it is unlikely that he was not in-

volved That same football player has been accused of do-

ing many other violent acts that evening. I determined

that some of what he had been accused of doing may have

been done by other football players who were also iden

tified to me. He knew them but chose to cover up for them.

His own involvement, however, was corroborated by many

totally independent source, both black and white, friend

and foe. He initiated a second meeting with me at which

he insisted on my divulging the contents of my investiga

tion. When 1 refused, he accused me of bias. Without ques

tion he was worried about what I might find out.

At some point the Amherst police were called in. They

arrived at the same time as the ambulance which had

been called by campus police for Yancey Yancey was

taken to the hospital and treated but refused requests that

he stay over night. He told me that almost a week passed

before anyone from the University Administration official

ly contacted his parents about the incident. Altogether

ten people were treated for injuries that night.

The crowd dissipated mostly of its own volition and part

ly because of persuasion for the Amherst Police and

UMass security police which, for the first time that even

ing, felt secure confronting the crowd

Security Police Response

The missed opportunities for security police to prevent

and/or control the events of that evening were many. First

there should have been a plan in place of such events Pa.st

efforts to produce one. 1 was told, had been frustrated by

a lack of administration support. Second, absent a plan,

security should have been increased substantially

anyway Both the Duty Sergeant and the Housing Direc

tor asked for increased security and, according to what

I was told, the Director denied it. [FoiUnote 5. Two securi-

ty police m supervisory positions told me this ] The well-

known fact that the Sox Mets dichotomy was a white black

one itselfjustified increase security as did the events after

previous series games. Security people know of the

dichotomy Past history of gatherings at the Pyramids also

justified increase security, including a hi8tor>' of excessive

alcohol use All the signs were clear It would not have

taken a psychologist or sociologist to predict the pro^

babilities. They were self evident and the opportunities

to prepare for the worst were many No one did anything

dramatic except student security people who were out in

full force. Though they were a shining example for others,

by the ver>- definition of their role, they are the least

useful in controlling crowds, since their primary function

outside was to merely observe and report.

The least that security could have done was to place

Amherst Police on alert and to call them at the first sign

of crowd misbehavior.

The black SWRA Housing Director, who was not pre

sent in the SWRA that night, missed an earlier opportuni

ty to escalate the security problem to higher ups in the

administration. He was aware of the potential for violence

and had requested more security but. as he told me. did

not expect more. He also missed an opportunity to en

courage students to stay inside. He considered security

outside of the residence hall not a part of his responsibili

ty. He told me that he preferred that boisterous students

go outside and histo-ically encouraged them to do .so His

refusiil to accept responsibility for the SWRA outside area

probably explains why all of the professionals and non

professionals working for him offered little or no

assistance to the badly out numbered security police. Yet.

he and his employees probably would have had the most

calming effect on the crowd, any of whose memliers would

have been known by them.

The more surprising fact is that planning for such an

occasion was left to people s<i low in the hierarchy. At the

very least, clear procedures on how to coordinate securi

ty for such an event should have come form the top At

mo.st. people at the top should have anticipated trouble,

been actively involved in preparing for a crisis and should

have been present that night or. at least, been prepared

to return to campus. As it turned out. no per.son in a posi

tion of significant authority because involved until the

next day.

Under these circumstances black students, who were at

the merry of controlling forces, had reason to fear for their

safety.

University officials in the positions of authority and

power had not a.sserted control. THe controlling forces in

the SWRA became drunken white students and an ill-

prepared security force. Black students were vastly out-

numbered and the escalating racial conflict - as the

numbers will almost always guarantee - resolved itself

in favor of white students. [Footnote 6: No more than fif

teen to twenty black students were directly involved in the

incident and. from what I antUl determine, only a few more

came out that evening.]B\ack students perceived dangers

and that perception was the reality. That danger will con-

tinue to exist until something is done about it.

1 cannot conclusively comment on whether existing

security should have been more visible and active. I would

su.spect that it should have been. Apparently, low visibili-

ty in the absence of substantial force has worked in the

past. Certainly one could reasonably assume, as did the

Duty Sergeant of the evening, that a tested approach was

best. That it didn't work is not proof that high visibility

w ould have worked. From the evidence it is possible that

nothing the small police presence did would have

prevented the violence of the evening. Only eight or nine

officers were available that night and only tow or three

were reported visible a any point in time during the fights.

Most reports placed them in passive positions on the

periphery of the action. Although reports of theirbehavior

make them easy scapegoats, the problem is much bigger

than the cops on the beat and should have been and should

be solved by a much higher authority, which is were

responsiblity for events of hte evning lie.

Administration Response

For the next several days, the incident continued to grow

as did the missed opportunities. The four days from Oc-

tober 28 through October 31 were probably most critical

in defining the scope of the incident and, after that date,

Chancellor Duffey's combined efforts were probably most

critical in limiting that scope.

Those first four days became significant primarily

because they were marked by a contrasting combination

of student outrage and administration denial (or a percep-

tion thereof) that a racial incident had occurred at UMass.

That denial inflamed the already outraged students,

both black and white, whose comments in the days im

mediately following the incident contrasted sharply with

the administration's.

On October 28, Security Director Jerry O'Neil was

quoted in the Hampshire Gazette saying:

"I think the situation started out with stime folks just

hanging around with some pent up energ>-. It just

escalated to throwing things and the crowd was dispers-

ed bv police."

An October 29, 1986 Morning Union article stated:

"Robinson, who is black, said the attack was racially

motivated, but University officials yesterday denied the

claim. Public Safety Assistant Director Phil Cavanaugh

said University officials had been meeting yesterday to

try to get all the facts on the case and had determined

that race was not the motivating factor in the incident."

(emphasis added)

"'We have been meeting with many segments of the

community throughout the day to put this thing in

perspective and to tone it down, " Cavanaugh said."

"it is not a racial i.s8ue,' Cavanaugh said
*

Cavanaugh was similarly quoted in many other

newspapers.

An October 29. 1986 Boston Globe article stated:

•"We know that there were blacks and whites fighting,

but we think that was coincidental.' UMass spokesman

Peter O'Neil said If anything instigated the attack, it

was not the color of your skin but who you were rooting

for. At this point, we do not have any reason to believe

It is a racial incident
"

He was similarly quotes in many other newspapers, in-

cluding the Sew York Times and the ChroMcle ofHigher

Education.

An October 30. 1986 Morning Union article quoted Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis Madson as saying

first: "Whether the attack ts racial has not been determin-

ed." he said, "but the possibility that it was racially

motivated has not been ruled out

and then, "with such a high awareness of racism,

sttmettmes it is assumed that events are racially motivateti.

when m fact, there ctjuld be multiple causes of behavior

In contrast, students were decrying the incident's racial

motivation. ^^
"/ u as beaten upjust because I was Mack (October 29

Collegian).

"We feel the ei'ents that tixik place on Otlober 28, 1986

were of racial intent. We do not and will not tolerate such

violent action ofabuse, such as those taken against black

students. (UMass Student Senate at (Xtober 29th

Meeting).

The real question though is him' can this happen fieref

Mob violence and racial hatred are terms that .should not

he assmiated with a uninrsits The reality, however, tells

another story.

Ifthe loss ofa baseball .serw.-i can lend a mob ofstudents

to attack and injure fellow students, then we have a pro

blem If the mob is white and the injured person is black

then we think we have a racial problem" (October 30 Col-

legian Letter to Editor from 17 members of the Student

.Activities Division).

"This isn't a black is.sue, it's a racial issue that involves

all of u.t.
"

•Ifpi'ople think that racism w dead, they re wrtmg.

•Racism mcurs every day, but the Southwest event just

happi'ned to get press coverage hevon^'- it wis big

rnnugh"
(October 30 Collegian Letter to the Edit<jr from student

coordinator of the Student Center for Research and

Adv<K-acy). ,

During those first four days, .students were meeting and

insi.sting that the administration admit to and address a

racial pn)blem. For four days the administration appeared

to deny a racial link outright or expres.sed doubt about

such a link or said nothing about .such a link.

Not until October 31, 1986. when the Chancellor sent

a letter to the student body denouncing racism and pro-

mising to punish the wrongdoers, was a strong message

sent by anyone in the administration. By then, denial, one

of the"most subtle forms of racial intolerance, becau.se it

tolerates it, had caused the incident to grow. I later came

to suspect, and still do. that denial played a role in caus-

ing the incident and still is the single most important

reason why those investigating it have not and could not

get to the "bottom of it. Denial might even explain past

administration failure to prepare for such an incident.

Even the college newspaper, the Collegian, added to

black students' outrage. Their perception of the Collegian

was that it al.so, at first, denied a racial connection and

then printed two articles, one of which placed the even-

ing's events in a humorous vein, and the other of which

was perceived as misdirected. The first article titled, "This

fucking kid be . .
.," was a satire by a fictional "Spike

Boogie" about how he and his friends beat up a Mets fan

(no color designation). The second article, "Danger in

Discrimination," chastised black students for putting

white students out of the previous night's meeting of third

world students, who were discussing how to handle the

administration.

Black students said they felt both Collegian ar-

ticles were in bad taste, badly times and reflected an

absence of adequate minority representation on the Col-

legian staff. The Collegian certainly missed an opportunity

to assume leadership.

An opportunity for the administration to send a strong

message apart from the Chancellor's letter came on Oc-

tober 31, 1986, Halloween, when black students, fearing

continued on following page
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for their safety, marched on the administration deman-

ding that the SWRA be closed down for the traditionally

rowdy weekend.
Although, to its credit, the administration responded to

the safety concerns of black students by increasing securi

ty and Vice Chancellor Madson stayed in the area until

1:30 Saturday morning, the wrong point was emphasiz-

ed. Safety was an immediate issue but the far more signifi-

cant issue, the underlying racial sentiments that caused

black students to feel insecure, would have been

highlighted had the administration cancelled the normal

ly raucous annual activities. As it turned out. the refusal

to do so was perceived by many as an indication of ad

ministration insensitivity. [Footnote 8: Chancellor Duffey

said the decision not to cancel the festivities was made out

offear ofa backlash from students who had already made

plans, including having already invited friends to campus

for the weekend.]

Another missed opportunity involved the UMass foot-

ball team, which was scheduled for a post-championship

game. The game could have been cancelled in deference

to an investigation of the team's activit«6 in a racial brawl.

Instead the team was taken out of town to play The

team's stay out of town was deliberately extended to keep

members out of the Halloween festivities.

Halloween festivities and football games are far less im-

portant than combattmg racism. The festivities and the

game are highly visible, important parts of student life

Cancelling them would have sent a strong message. Not

cancelling them did nothing to dispel black student. sUff

and faculty anger and made the incident loom that much

larger By failing to cancel, the administration may have

inadvertently sent the message that it was tolerant of

racial intolerance.

At the ver>' least, the administration should have im-

mediately dismissed the well known white troublemaker

from school. [Footnote 9: Under the current disciplinary

procedure this is not easy to do without complications, but

J believe circumstances would hatejustified the risk as did

the subsequent criminal charges which were filed against

him and ofwhich he has been ronnr/erf 1 Stories of his in

volvement were far too graphic to be without substance.

Failure to do so was yet another missed opportunity.

Dismissing him later for a dormitorv' infraction made the

administration seem that much more insensitive to racial

issues.

Black students expressed their anger in the form of a

protest to the Chancellor. They demanded to meet with

him, met with him, and submitted a list of demands

designed to correct the problems that they felt made the

campus unsafe for minorities. As discussed later in this

report, the manner in which those demands were

answered also added to the controversy.

Several days after October 31, sensing a more serious

problem and seeking a credible account of the evening's

events. Chancellor Duffey did two things. First, he asked

me to conduct an independent, outside investigation to

determine whether what was being publicized by securi-

ty police as a fight between opposing baseball fans was

in fact a racial incident, as he suspected, and to make
recommendations for change where appropriate. Second,

he arranged a campus appearance of a black Mets

ballplayer and a white Sox player. Neither act by the

Chancellor was without subsequent controversy. Problems

in the initial stages ofmy investigation and mixed percep

tions of the program with the ballplayers made both acts

part of the incident.

By selecting a Commissioner of the very highly visible

Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination, who
is charged normally with investigating more than five

hundred cases of alleged discrimination a year, the

Chancellor should have been able to assure the ap

pearance of an unbiased investigation. To emphasize the

point, we agreed that the resulting report would be im

mediately released to the public. Unfortunately, my in-

itial efforts to investigate the incident also became a miss-

ed opportunity.

As recorded above, the first week of my investigation

was disastrous. By Friday of that week so little had been

accomplished that it was impossible for me to even

speculate on the causes of the events of that evening. I

was stopped and asked by one person why my investiga

tion was ending so soon. I later found out from faculty,

staff and students, black and white, that many people

were of the impression that Friday of that first week was

my final day at UMass. Most knew that I had not spoke

to most of those directly involved in the incident. As a con-

sequence, many had understandable formed the opinion

that I had no intent to divulge the truth. No one in the

admini.stration had made it clear that my investigation

would continue until I felt it was complete. Before tak-

ing matters into my own hands, I decided to give the ex

isting procedure more time to work. After two weeks my
frustration was complete.

The best that I can say about those first three weeks

in the Office of the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

is that I did not get a sense that the people in that office

con.sidered that I was a man on an important mission.

In all fairness to the black Special Assistant to the Vice

Chancellor, who was assigned to make up my schedule,

once that assignment was made, it seemed that the full

responsibility for the success or failure of the investiga-

tion fell on his shoulders. I generously wanted to believe

that he had neither the power, the authority not the in-

fluence to persuade key staff and students to come for-

ward. [FofAnote 10: In my discussions with him, he always

appeared concerned about problems of minority students

and the University as a whole. He was always helpful and

responsive. I believe that he did as much as he could in

difficult circumstances.] Many black students and facul-

ty had long ago written off the position as ineffective and

as a buffer, designed to insulate those in real positions

of authority and power from them.

Placed in that particular office under that particular

position. I became, in the perception of the campus black

population and some non-blacks, including some members

of the Civility Commission, a part of that buffer and,

therefore, part of the problem. Essentially, as I later

discovered, by my very presence in that particular place,

the incident had grown larger. Someone should have been

sensitive enough to avoid that.

To make matters worse, when black students demands

were finally answered by the administration, the task of

conveying the answers and responding to the black

students' questions was assigned to that same black

special assistant, adding to the incident again by convey-

ing the impression that the negotiations had been

delegated down. [Again, in all fairness to Chancellor Duf

fey. he told me that several different copies ofdemands were

conveyed to him. I have two copies. One included a demand

for iricreased armed foot patrols and the other foot patrols

(without arms). Nonetheless, even though students should

have spent more time and been more precise in articulating

their demands, the students' efforts should hai>e been view-

ed as legitimate and handled more delicately. ]

Nonetheless, although it lasted two to three weeks

longer than it should have, after I took action (discussed

in the introduction above) to correct the problem, the in

vestigation continued without further delay

The second action by the Chancellor, bringing the

baseball players to the campus, also caused controversy.

Some felt that it was an effort by the administration

to make light of a very serious situation Some black

students and faculty felt that the content of the program

was insulting.

I reviewed a quality video tape of the program and con

eluded that it was in relatively good Uste, despite some

ill-placed remarks by one person.

No one in the program lost sight of its purpose and

almost everyone who spoke did so with the underlying

assumption that UMass had experienced a racial incident.

I give Chancellor Duffey full credit for recognizing the

need to both lighten the tension and to show students how

they had allowed a loss of a game to become a catalyst

for the release of their racial prejudices.

It was a bold effort to make a difficult point Certainly

It was lost on some who were more concerned with

autographs than racism. But certainly it was not lost on

all

Regardless of these efforts. I must re-«mphasize that a

valuable opportunity was missed when, in those first four

days following the melee, members of the administration

in positions of both responsibility and real power either

denied the racial character of the incident or said nothing.

They missed the opportunity to stand up and publicly

declare the events of the evening to the media and the

entire UMass community and to tell all that quick action

would be taken. Had the Chancellor, Provost. Vice

Chancellor of Student Affairs or the Dean of StudenU(all

together would have been best) done so and combined that

conclusion with appropriate action, the incident probably

would not have escalated as it did. As is I found no

evidence of anyone in the administration taking a strong

sUnd until the 31st of October when the Chancellor wrote

his letter [Footnote 12: On the evening of the 30th.

Chancellor Duffey did invite himselfto a meeting ofabout

500 black students who had gathered to talk about the in-

cident and assured them that he would take action. The

next day's news reports of his comments and his letter both

helped to alter people's perception of the administration '»

posture 1 The denials from security police and the perceiv-

ed silence of the administration, combined, made the in-

cident much larger. And there yet remain key ad-

ministrators, at the operational level, who have not in

dicated that the incident was racial and that they intend

to correct the underlying structural problems that allow-

ed it to happen.

I found that most people, administrators, police and

otherwise, who denied a racial motivation — and there

were many — assumed that the racial reference applied

to white attitudes and actions only and ignored the fact

that there are two sides to the racial equation.

In order to resolve the underlying problems, ad

ministrators need to understand that black students came

to the pyramids with some racial predispositions and at-

titudes too. Some of those predispositions and attitudes

also helped set the stage and fuel the events of the even-

ing and made it more probable that the incident would

escalate.

The Historical Context
The events of October 27th did not occur in a vacuum.

In addition to the predispositions and attitudes which

black students bring with them when they enroll at

UMass, there are the facts and perceptions about recent

history involving blacks on the campus which naturally

influence students and their behavior. Equally important,

this recent history strongly influenced how the events in

October were interpreted by black students, staff and

faculty. In my investigation several topics were raised

repeatedly, and they were nearly all cited as evidence that

the UMass administration has failed to address successful-

ly the concerns of black people on campus.

The concerns included the following: a distrust of cam-

pus police and the Dean of Students' Office based in large

part upon their handling of the Yvette Henry case; the

concern that structural and functional changes in the Of-

fice of Affirmative Action had decreased its effectiveness

and caused the decline in the recruitment of black facul-

ty and staff; the belief that UMass has not provided suffi-

cient support services to address the sizable gap between
those black students who enroll and those who graduate;

the feeling that the Civility Commission has not addressed

issues of racism effectively, most notably their inability

to have recommendations implemented; and the belief

that the administration has a tepid commitment to Afro-

American Studies. These topics were not presented as

equally important depth. The important fact here is that

these are commonly held perceptions. As such they have

a political reality of their own. and if any of these percep

tions need correcting, the administration has not made

sufficient effort to do so.

Among the topics raised, none excited more passion than

the case of Yvette Henry. Because the District Attorney

dropped charges against her. and because Ms. Henry settl

ed her complaint against UMass out of court, there has

never been a full and public airing of the case. As a con-

sequence, complaints about the administration's handl-

ing of the investigation and her arrest have never been

refuted. I suspect that the administration grossly un-

drestimates the bitter residue that has resulted from this

esse
In the ensuing. climate of distrust, black students

understandably fear that they are more likely than whit«

students to be accused and treated unfairly by campus

police and administrators in Student Affairs.

Complaints about the recent history of the Office of Af-

firmative Action focused on several issues - the long

vacancy of leadership in the Office since the death of the

former Director: the decline in the recruitment of black

faculty and staff during the past two years; and the

perceived demotion of the office in an administration

reorganization which changed the Director's reporting

lines.

The Civility Commission was formed for the purpose of

addressing the issue of intolerance at UMASS, including

racism. Although that commission launched some bold in-

itiatives, many of its members and non members, black

and white, feel that it has not successfully addressed the

problems of racism on campus.

Documents made available to me by the commission

support the fact that most of the problems addressed in

my report had been addressed by the Civility Commis-

sion but the proposed solutions had not been brought to

fruition. One of the members spoke to me in frustration

over the impossibility of finding people in the administra

tion who are dedicated to the purpose, accounUble for the

resulu. and powerful enough to make them happen.

My investigation confirmed that below the level of the

Chancellor, key areas of campus life seem to be controll-

ed by no one with significant authority. The resulting

knee jerk reaction to these crises were inevitable. The gaps

m security, the absence of effective coordination between

housing and security, the terrible public relations efforts,

the insensitivity to black students, faculty and staff, the

failure to follow through on programs proposed by the

Civility Commission and the general absence of coordina-

tion between many programs and people designed to cope

with the issue of racism can be explained by neglect and

insensitivity which was illustrated in macroscopic clari-

ty by the university's handling of the Yvette Henry

incident.

Black faculty see this history and the on-going low in

tensity racial affronts as evidence that the administra

tion is not responsive to black people Finally, but not least

insignificantly, on the matter of black discontent and

distrust of the administration's perception of black stu-

dent, faculty and staff comfort level and the reality.

Many black people on the UMASS campus are not hap-

py. It would be a classic error for the administration to

assume otherwise. Black faculty, staff and students tell

me that the white administration may confuse their

behavior because it is less rancorous than their militan-

cy of the 60*8 and 70's. But one fact reflected in the World

Series incident and in my discussions with them is that

the new civility hides a readiness to fight when the deci

sion is made to do so.
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Conclusion

The events of that evening in the UMASS SWRA were

predictable, preventable, and primarily racially

motivated The baseball game and alcohol, rather than

being the causes, were merely the catalysts. The ad-

ministration's historical denial of racial problems caus-

ed, not only the failure to predict and prevent the inci

dent, but also caused black student, faculty, and staff

discontent with its conduct of the subsequent investiga

tion, a discontent which was exacerbated by a perception

that the quality of campus life for minorities at UMASS
is generally declining, and which was justified by the fact

that football players and others involved in the incident

have not been punished.

The incident was not isolated but, rather, one of a series

of incidents, most of which were of low intensity but some

of which have escalated to significant proportions as did

the Yvette Henry incident and the current incident.

Denial has been a common denominator in the Ad-

ministration's handling of each incident and the subse-

quent failure to act the common insurance of a future

incident.

Future incidents of racial intolerance and the potentially

deadly violence that attach to them are inevitable unless

the problems revealed by my investigation are solved.

Toward that end, I make the following recommendation:

Recommendations

1. Criminal Prosecution:

I have recommended that students who violated the law

be found and prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law

including prosecution under normal criminal statutes and

under special criminal civil rights statutes. Toward that

end, I recommend that an investigator, other than

members of the UMASS Security Police, be selected by

either the Chancellor, the President, or the Board of

Trustees to lead the investigation. [Footnote 13: If none

of these choose to act then I recommend that the Board of

Regents or the Governor appoint a special prosecutor.} I

recommend that consideration be given to selecting that

investigator from a credible source outside of the univer-

sity. Members of the UMASS football team should be the

central, though not the sole, focus of the investigation.
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Finally, I recommend that all students, black and white,

come forward and tell the special investigator what they

know, since no investigation can be successful without

such cooperation.

2. Security:

I recommend revision of the current security procedures

to reflect the unique requirements of the UMASS com-

munity. Toward that end I recommend the development

of procedures that focus on effective alternatives to

massive police presence on campus, including a plan to

incorporate the counseling skills of the professional hous

ing staff. The plan should specit'y the circumstances and

the procedure by which Amherst Police, extra UMASS
police and UMASS administrators with higher authori

ty should be summoned to campus. It should establish a

clear chain of responsibility which includes a civilian in

every link. I recommend that the plan include an on going

awareness and human relations training component that

is designed to make all of those involved in security aware

of their responsibility and sensitive to the special problem

of a multi-cultural university and able to respond to those

problems in a manner that would diffuse incidents such

as the subject incident of this report.

I also recommend annual refresher training for the

security police officers relative to their obligations under

criminal statutes, especially criminal civil rights statutes.

Finally. I recommend that responsibility for change in

security procedures be placed in the hands of someone who

understands the magnitude and gravity of the problems

adifaMBed in this report. [Footnote 14: Past history, the cur-

rent incident and my discussions with the Security Direc-

tor and his staff, left me with the impression that no cur-

rent members ofUMASS security would be able to make

the needed changes.]

3. Public Relations:

I recommend that UMASS Office of Public Information

develop a policy for reporting incidents which have the

potential for being racial. I recommend that such a plan

specify the people who should and who should not respond

to the press I recommend that any press response to such

an incident come from the highest possible authority but

from no one below security director and not form the

security director or anyone above him until the Chancellor

has been consulted. (Footnote IS: I recognize the freedom

of speech implications of this recommendation. I also

recommend, therefore, that UMASS make it clear to the

media who its official spokespersonls] will be regarding

racial incidents.)

Finally. I recommend that future incidents which

become public and which contain potential racial elements

be reported immediately to the media as such and that

the facts of the subsequent investigation be used to con

firm that a racial element was or was not involved.

4. Education Programs:

I recommend that UMASS develop educational pro-

grams which are designed to maximize student awareness

of racial issues in America. Toward that end I recommend

that more courses which deal with racial issues be

developed, widely advertised and offered in the Afro-

American Studies Department and is such disciplines as

historv, literature, psychology, anthropology, sociology,

and education. Such courses should at least satisfy basic

university requirements and all students should be re

quired to complete at least one of them. (Footnote 16: Cur-

rent students attending UMASS are children of the post-

civil rights era and ofthe "Reagan Revolution. " They have

no direct memory ofthe civil rights movement and are far

less sensitive to the need to control certain anti-social

behavior To the extent that the students' education in these

areas is lacking. UMASS is obligated to supplement it. It

is not enough that UMASS merely be a place of higher

education that is intolerant ofracial intolerance. UMASS
must be a place ofenlightenment that lays the foundation

for a better society.

I am sensitive to the role offaculty in deciding academic

course requirements. I urge the faculty to assume a leader-

ship role in racial matters by giving serious consideration

to this recommendation.} I also recommend that traditional

course work be augmented by campus wide lectures on

racial issues as well as increased programs in the

residence halls. I also recommend that UMASS establish

an annual Civility Day, a day for guest speakers as well

as for reflection and for the Chancellor to re-affirm his

and the university's commitment to the challenge of

creating a positive racial climate on the campus and m
the society at large.

5. Black Programs:

I recommend that UMASS review its minority programs

for black students, faculty and staff and, where they are

found wanting, develop a specific plan for improvement.

I recommend that such a review focus on black student

recruitment and retention, faculty and staff hiring and

promotion and on existing programs designed to promote

these

In particular I recommend that such a review focus on

the CCEBM's program and its student to staff ratio which,

on the face of it, appears far too high for CCEBNTs staff

to accomplish its counseling goals; on the UMAbb Allir-

mative Action Program to determine the extent to which

black staff and, especially, faculty hiring and promotion

have compared to that of others; [Footnote 1 7: 1 have been

told that such studies have already been done. I have refer-

red to one in this report on black faculty which confirms

that black faculty hiring has declined as have their

numbers on campus.] and whether the university should

clarify statistics on the racial composition of its student

body by publicizing a "minority" Percentage and a

separate "black" percentage. [Footnote 18: Many black peo-

ple at UMASS resent being told that in recent years their

numbers have increased from four percent to eight percent.

Apparently, the number of black students at UMASS is

actually below four percent while the number of "minori-

ty" students iBlaik, Hispanic. Asian, Native American) has

increased to eight percent.}

6. Student Demands:

I recommend that the Chancellor review student

demands and prepare a point by-point response that

reflects a genuine desire on the part of UMASS to redress

legitimate student grievances. [Footnote 19: 1 do not find

the student "demands" to he unreasonable. In fact, they

include many demands that are similar to many of my

recommendatums and those proposed in the attached ADL
report.]

7. Alcohol Policy:

I recommend a review and revision of UMASS alcohol

possession and consumption policy for students that

reflects a need to control both the drinking and the

behavior of students who drink too much. I recommend

that any new policy be a coordinated plan among the col

leges of the five college area and that it provide swift and

firm penalties for alcohol related criminal assaults, in

eluding academic suspension.

I understand that previous efforts by the Chancellor and

university staff to enforce stricter rules for alcohol use on

campus have been resisted by student government leader

ship (especially leaders in the Southwest Housing Area).

Some student leaders and students, .strangely enough,

claim certain civil rights violations when the administra

tion attempts to enforce stricter alcohol policies. I urge

the campus administration to persist in this effort and the

Board of Trustees to fully support their effort

8. Disciplinary Procedures:

I recommend that UMASS develop a racial behavior

code and concise, strict disciplinary procedures for viola-

tions of it. [Footnote 20: 1 am told that a new code has been

developed Whether or not it works remains a question.]

9. Resident Directors:

I recommend the immediate reintegration of the Resi

dent Director staff to include both black male and female

role models and authority figures.

10. Freshman:
I recommend that the concentration of freshmen in the

SWRA be reduced and that freshmen be equally divided

among the SWRA and other residential areas. [Fttotnote

21: Prop«)sals to close the SWRA as a residence area have

been recommended to me for the inclusion in this report

The practical problems ofclosing it pmbably far outweigh

Its current value and would make any such consideration

necessarily a subject ofan in-depth study ofthe technical

and financial implications, including alternative uses for

the buildings. Proposals to tear down the Pyramids have

also been presented to me.}

11. Football Players:

I recommend that football players be required to

undergo a sensitivity training program and that some por

tion of the proceeds from football games be directed to fund

that training and to help fund the activities of the Civili-

ty Commission. I recommend that a determination be

made of the desirability of extending the training and fun

ding requirement to all student sports.

12. Civility Commission:

I recommend that the University strengthen the ex-

isting Civility Commission or replace it with a stronger

group and that it either establish an independent student

Civility Commission or that students be made a stronger

component of the current Commission. I recommend that

the commission(sJ develop a plan for handling campus

racial crisis in conjunction with the administration, in-

cluding a plan to monitor the implementation of recom

mendations in this report.

I also recommend that black faculty, sUff and students

be represented on the Civility Commissionis) in numbers

sufficient to guarantee that the work product of the com-

mission and the perception of the work product of the com-

mission reflects the needs of the UMASS black

community.

13. Other Isms:

I recommend that, where appropriate, UMASS extend

these recommendations to the other "isms" on the cam-

pus, but that it not allow racism to be eclipsed by other

social concerns. [Footnote 22: Because the incident under

investigation is specifically a black/white incident, this

report is so restricted. That does not mean that the Univer-

sity has no other problems. In fact I interviewed three

Hispanic students who told me that they were experienc-

ing severe problems of prejudice.]

14. Authority:

I recommend that someone with sufficient authority —

other than the Chancellor - be assigned specific respon-

sibility for resolving problems described in this report.

That person must be concerned, accountable and power-

ful enough to effect change in the operational structure

of the university. I do not doubt the philosophical com-

mitment of the Chancellor. It is clear, however, that his

philosophical commitment dissipates at levels just below

him where the responsibility for converting that

philosophy to action should reside. [Footnote 23: To com-

plicate matters, there appears to be an imperfect division

of responsibility between the Vice Chancellor for Student

Affairs and the Dean ofStudent Affairs. The consequence

of that imperfection is that most people in campus are

uncertain which person is responsible for addressing many

ofthe problems raised in this report. Consequently, many

ivell-meanuifi people who want to participate m changing

UMASS can not. I (And I do not mean to imply that the

Chancellor should have any less authority over that per-

.son than he normally would have.)

15. Other Recommendations:

I recommend that whoever that authority is review the

recommendations in this report, along with other recom-

mendations in the ADL report, those implied in the stu-

dent demands and those contained in documents provid-

ed to me by the Civility Commission. That person should

decide on the merits of the recommendations and convert

them to action where appropriate.

16 Periodic Review:

Finally. I recommend that the authority and the Civili

ty Commission complete a periodic review and report on

the progress of the implementation of the recommenda

tions m this report and that copies of that review be made

available to the Chancellor. Board of Trustees. Board of

Regents and intortsted members of the UMASS
population.

Recommendations of Sally Greenberg, Civil Rights

Director of the Anti-Defamation League of B'Nai

B'rith

Based on our fact finding report, and our experience in

dealing with civil rights, we have prepared a set of recom

mendations which would, if implemented, address the pro-

blems of racial unrest at the University of Massachusetts

at Amherst.

1. College presidents should bring together divergent

student body representatives ti discuss relevant issues -

on a regular basis - in the form of a student Civility Com
mission, separate from the Chancellor's Civility

Commission.
2. Apolitical programs devoted to dialogue or presenta-

tions about the agenda of different groups should be

developed and coordinated by a student coalition.

3. All faculty advisors to relevant student groups should

meet with school chancellors, appropriate deans, and

ADL'MCAD t(» assess their role, potential and actual, and

how to evaluate effectiveness of advisors, criteria for ap-

pointing advisors, role of advisors and programming

possibilities.

4. Guidelines on racial and religious conflict, problems,

holiday celebrations, harassment and grievance pro

cedures must be promulgated and widely disseminated

in a visible way to the public.

5. Everyone seemed to agree that the campus police were

a problem - they need to be sensitized and better train

ed to cope with racial and religiously .sensitive law en

forcement problems. Their poor reputation does not con

tribute to the overall environment on campus and should

be addressed right away.

We recommend a complete retraining of all UMass

police, security personnel, dorm residents re: civil rights

laws, harassment and grievance procedures, van-

dalism/discipline procedure - done in conjunction with

ADL Attorney General Civil Rights Division and MCAD
involved. There should be two to three programs in spring

seme.ster - mandatory attendance - then programs at

least once a year for returning police, dorm residents,

security personnel. A specially trained unit should be

established for community disorders.

6. Specific civil rights programs for athletic department

administrators, staff faculty supervisors, ticket

distributors should be implemented.

7. Training of Amherst/Northampton police on racial

matters communication with UMass police and ad

ministrators, with the ADL, MCAD and the Attorney

General's Office should begin immediately.

8. A student hotline should be set up to monitor in-

cidents that might go unreported - or a student "ad-

vocate's office" to provide legal counsel related to civil

rights.

9. Mandatory orientation programs must include a

forum on University diversity, responses to "isms", (sex-

ism, racism, et.al.) and guest speakers. The need for

understanding and tolerance on campus between people

of different ethnic backgrounds, discussions of what to do

if one witnesses an incident, of school code on these mat-

ters, and of state and federal regulations on violence of

a religious and ethnically motivated nature must be a

strong component of these programs.

10. Affirmative action and student recruitment person-

nel should be familiar with specifics of student body diver-

sity and report to the Civility Commission. Assess the

benefits of what the school has in place right now - the

Challenge program, the career counseling program, the

recruiting in high schools, the Human Relations office,

the CCEBMS' function and its effective in recruiting and

keeping minorities.

11. The University should look into potential allocation

of percentage of athletic fees toward funding anti-prejudice

12. Look into UMassAmherst vendor selection policy

- minority contracting - hiring practices for student

events — dorm hall residents, etc.

13. ADL/MCAD should make a presentation before

UMass Amherst Board of Trustees, and Board of Regents

on UMass issues with general recommendations from

other schools.

14. Full review of Civility Commission - purpose and

program - selection by chancellor - reporting

mechanisms - funding, visibility, or lack thereof, etc. Is

it living up to expectations, does it have a regular agen-

da, is it effective when a crisis does occur.

15. The student code: grievance procedures need to be

reviewed, punitive procedures need to be clearly

understood, the Student Court system should be assess-

ed for its effectiveness.

16. Are faculty and administration advised of Jewish

and other relevant religious holidays and is religious leave

freely granted?
^^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^,^^ ^^^
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Five College Coordination

These suggestions can eventually become part, along with

other programs, of the five-school consortium effort to

work together in a fight against the 'isms" which plague

human relations - sexism, racism, anti semitism, and so

on.

The Greenberg Report
After our meeting mth MCAD Commissioner Fred

Hurst, who was recently appointed by UMass Amherst

Chancellor Joseph DuflFey to investigate the recent racial

melee and related problems at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst. I traveled to the University

to supplement his investigation with additional fact fin

ding. This trip was done m consultation with Hurst, as

we discussed

With ADL's experience m intergroup relations, we

hoped to ascertain the best methods for confronting the

racial problems at UMass-Amherst. 1 was able to repre

sent ADL's purpose on campus with little difficulty Dur

ing the course of the day I met with Hillel Rabbi Saul

Perlmutter who brought me into a meeting with the three

other chaplains on campus - Father Joe Quigley. Chris

Carlvle, an Episcopal Minister, and Esther Harges, a Pn>

testant Minister. I also met with Grant Ingle, assistant

to Judy Davis in the UMaas Human Relations Office, and

Larr> Moneta. who is one of two people charged with the

management of the entire Residence Hall system for the

11,500 students who live m the dorms 1 also spent a good

deal of time at the Massachusetts Daily Collegian meeting

with Editor in Chief Dode Levenson (whoae father is Hillel

Rabbi at Northeastern University), the paper s manag

ing editor, and the reporter who actually covered the racial

incidents for the paper.

Background: The history of racial and religious ten-

sion on UMass is instructive You were involved in the

anti Semitic incidents of 1982-83 when a Jewsih girl found

spattered red paint and "We kill Jews" written outsider

her dorm room UMass Chancellor Joseph Duffey was

responsive to the recommendations of ADL and other

groups at that time. As a result, the University has the

Civility Commi.ssion in place, along with an office of

Human Relations, an affirmative action outreach pro

gram, training for dorm supervisors, and other

mechanisms. Yet it seems that several unsettling racial

incidents over the last three years have marred the record

of the University and generated a sense of mistrust and

anger among minority students which is regarded as not

unreasonable by the white or Jewish students with whom
1 spoke The most notable incident involved a Black stu

dent. Yvette Henry, who was allegedly suspended without

a hearing when she was suspected of arson.

Henr> sued the University and reportedly reached a set

tlement. not the first such one paid out by the Universi

ty. as a re.sult of suits brought against it or its Campus
Police who are .said to have a poor reputation for handl

ing racially sensitive matters.

Other incidents leading up to the recent fracas, suggest

that underlying racial animosities on the UMass Amherst

campus have been festering and occasionally erupting,

culminating in the recent racial brawl which by some

estimates was predictable.

Recent incident The current incident which has gain

ed our attention and that of the Nt'it- York Times and

cciuntless other newspapers erupted in one of the residence

halls where up to 1200 people had apparently gathered

after the loss of th- \V..r!rl S. '.. the R»*d Sox to the

New York Mets
The allegiances were allegedly these: the Red Sox are

c«)nsuiervd hv many to he a "white" team, a team "for th<-

red neck and the bigot." The Mels. on the other hand, an

regarded by many to be the "Black team."

Thesf characterizations, for what they're worth, con

tnbutf to a fuller understanding of events that occurred

on October 28. at 12:.30 a.m. when Black students Yancey

Rohin.son was badly bt?aten by a gang of white .students

These students were report«dly burning paper, throwing

bottles, and breaking windows, and. according to the vie

tim, cha.sed him and eventually knocked him unconsciou.s

with kicking and beating with sticks and poles. Robin

son was later treated for a twisted kneecap, ab<lominal

injuries, and cuts and bruises. The Red Sox had lust

their supporters were angry.

Robin.son was targeted when some white students con-

fused him with .someone else, accusing him of hitting a

white student. Ten students were injured in this fracas,

two of them Black, according to the Cnllrgtan, the school's

daily paper.

The University's mechanism for dealing with crowd con-

trol, let alone racial incidents, was not upgraded or beef

ed up nor were precautionary security measures taken,

despite daily reports throughout the World Series games

about racial incidents. Had the L^niversity hierarchy had

its eyes open, or better yet, had a .sy.stem been in place

to report the problems up th*' ladder, to the top universi

ty officials, ii might have anticipated violence and di.spat

ched more than 10-12 police for 1200 students, police who

were not even the regular force, but simply "guards and

watchmen." who, according to Chancellor Duffey, were

"not trained in crowd control. . and were there to protect

property only."

The responses which followed this outbreak came from

many sources. Chancellor Joseph Duffey addressed 400

minority students who convened several days after the

brawl to discu.ss their fear and anger about the incident

and its overall me.s.sage that racism on campus is real and

threatening. Chancellor DufTey issued a letter to all

students in the residences warning them that ". violence

will not be tolerated and persons identified as perform-

ing acts of violence will be severely punished." The
Chancellor's office also urged anyone with specific infor-

mation to contact the University Police.

A week after the incident. Chancellor Duffey also

brought onto campus two baseball players, Mookie Wilson,

a New York Mets outfielder who is Black, and Marty Bar

rett, a Boston Red Sox player who is white. Barrett and

Wilson spoke before 700 students, condemning racism and

racial violence.

Duffey and Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis

Madson promised that the administration will be beefing

up security on campus and that anti-racism education

would be improved through forums and teach-ins.

The undergraduate Student Senate sent a letter to the

office of Public Safety, the office of the Chancellor, and

the office of the Dean of Students, which read in part: "We

feel that the events that took place on October 29, 1986

were of racial intent. We do not. and will not, tolerate such

violent actions of abuse such as those taken against two

black students." The caucus asked for immediate

dismissal from the University of those persons involved

in initiating the racial violence and compensation for

those injured.

Chancellor Duffey has made it clear that whoever com-

mitted the violence has broken the law and will have to

face criminal charges under the Massachusetts code pro-

hibiting violations of civil rights. This may well make the

disclosure of such persons difficult, which is why a

"tipsters" advertisement was placed in the paper to pro

mote a the apprehension of these persons.

Unfortunately, the school's public safety director, Gerald

O'Neil. made a statement early on that the incident was

not "racially motivated."

In response to O'Neil's remark, another group of players

in this ordeal, the Third World Caucus, which represents

the activist minority student population, condemned that

statement and has remained active in pressing far reforms

at the school.

Other organs in place on campus for increasing minori

ty representation and involvement include the Commit-

tee for the Collegiate Education of Black and Minority

Students (CCEBMS) founded in 1967 by a group of Black

faculty as an academic support program for assistance in

recruitment, tutorials, assistance with placement in

graduate schools and academic and personal counseling.

They encourage student involvement in the third world

programs on campus such as the Black Student organiza-

tion, the minority literary magazine, the Black Mass Com-

munication Projects, and other "third world" student

programs.

The Office of Human Relations on campus run by Judy

Davis and Grant Ingle, deals with issues of racism, sex

ism. anti-Semitism, homophobia, etc., by setting up

meetings and programs to deal with long-term problems

as well as short. It provides a place for those with com-

plaints on these matters to go and have their complaints

addressed in a coordinated fashion as the human relations

staff is connected with the other entities in the UMass
structure. They hold a biweekly forum to exchange infor

mation and ideas on a wide range of issues, including

social issues in the residence halls. anti-Semitism, deal-

ing with handicapped individuals, the consequences of be-

ing gay and the like.

The Civility Commission which was established in the

wake of the anti-Semitic incidents of several years ago

is made up of faculty with several student representatives,

including the editor of the school newspaper. Organized

to meet regularly, it has not really done so. The Civility

Commission met with Commissioner Hurst to discuss the

racial incidents on the day I visited Some members of the

Commission believe the admini.st ration is less concerned

with racism than with anti-Semitism, and has not

responded adequately to the racial problems.

There are clergy representing Catholic, Episcopalian

and Jewish faiths which service those students who seek

out a relationship with their religious representative

I'heir involvement in secular or racial issues is unclear;

they are a valuable resouixe and should be used.

The S'nmnui Mens is a publication which is a

mouthpiece for the minority community - it was to have

been publi,shed weekly but unfortunately has published

only once this semester

The Challenge program is a small-scale effort to go in

to seven high .schools around the Boston area and recruit

minority students this part of the CCEBM.S work run

by Rudy Jones on the UMass campus, and is a small but

creative prop-am.
As for the while .student population and its involvement

in fighting racism. anti-Semitism and the like, it appears

that there is a polarization, not terribly surprising on a

campus of this size, between students who are left of center

and very activist and may be a.ssociated with the the

Radical Student Union (RSU), and the students who are

not neces-sarily right wing bui who have been described

to me as "anti-radical." For example, there are students

who may not approve of the Cl.\. but don't support bann-

ing them from recruiting on campus. Then, of course, there

is a definite con.servative core of white .students who
demonstrate animosity toward the liberal programming

which IS in bloom on the campus — they tend to be vocal-

ly anti-affirmative action, i-.nti gay. and espouse a certain

conservative line similar to what you would find from a

conservative ideologue. A conservative new.spaper entitled

The Miriuteman comes from this camp and is said to

receive support, financial and moral, from the con.ser-

vative think tank in Washington DC, the Heritage Foun

dation. Indeed, at Dartmouth College, the conservative

students and newspaper on that campus was also alleged

to have received support from the Heritage Foundation.

The con.servative student movement has gained power

in the last several years by changing the pattern whereby

only liberal students would run for student offices. The

Conservative students have gained a foothold in student

politics and therefore have been more powerful, and a

larger presence than in previous years.

The training for resident advisors in the dorms is, at

present, remarkably attuned to racial and religious con-

cerns. Unfortunately, when the incidents occurred dur-

ing the World Series, culminating in violence, the train-

ing and apparatus supposedly in place didn't work. Why
not? There must be a better method for dorm resident ad

visors, trained as they are, to communicate with the police,

with the administration, and with others who could help

in an emergency. Discipline and regulations should be

reassessed Security on campus should be addressed.

Ultimately, pursuant to a discussion you initiated with

Governor Michael Dukakis, the ADL would like to con-

vene a meeting with Commissioner Hurst and the Regents

of the State University system of Massachusetts, to

develop a coordinated plan which will implement pro

posals set out above to help prevent the kind of incidents

occurring last month on the UMass campus from erup-

ting again.

Statement bv Chancellor Joseph Dulfey

Those who engaged in racial attacks on Black students

following the final game of the World Series do not repre

sent the sentiment or spirit of this campus. It is apparent

to any observer that students of differing racial

backgrounds live and work together here with genuine

respect and appreciation for each person's distinctive

qualities and heritage.

And yet the hoodlum actions of a few young men con

tinue to place this University in the public eye. I know

that these events and their interpretation concern all out

students, and most especially those who live in Southwest

area residences. I know that our students share my deter-

mination not to deny or ignore the implications of any act

of racial discrimination and bigotry For this reason I a.sk-

ed Judge Hurst to conduct this inquiry and make public

his report.

This ugly even and the behavior of a few will not deter

our continuing determination to build a diverse,

pluralistic community of learning and opportunity We
will not turn our backs or ignore the loosening of the bonds

of civility and tolerance anywhere in our society.

Mr. Hurst's recommendations will be taken seriously.

There are lessons here and new reminders of respon

sibilities for the administration, for faculty, and for our

student leaders as well as for every student on this

campus
I will give serious and extended consideration to staff

and administrative changed needed to meet our respon

sibilities to help insure that this campus is a place where

the diversity of American society is respected. I hope

members of our community will convey to me through

members of the Civility Commission suggestions to im

prove lines of communication.

/ will take the following steps:

1. Efforts to bring legal action against students who

engaged in assaults during the incident will continue. One

.student has faced civil charges in Hampshire District

Court. That student has been dismi.s.sed from the

University.

While a number of students have identified men who

engaged in assault and the destruction of property .i the

evening of these events, very few students have express-

ed willingness to provide testimony necessary for court

proceedings.

1 have spoken with Hampshire County District Attorney

Michael Ryan and indicated that I w ill ask him to name

a special investigator to interview students involved in

the events to determine whether evidence can be gathered

to bring actions for violation of civil or criminal statues.

Once again. 1 urge students who have identified in-

dividuals involved to cooperate with this further

investigation.

2 :\ number of programs and educational sessions in-

volving i.ssues of racial tolerance and the obligations of

life in a free and pluralistic sfxriety take place on our cam-

pus every year. This spring we will increase our efforts

at these efforts. I am asking student leaders in every

residential area to «)rganize special progiams during the

coming months. Their efforts will have the full support

of the administration.

3. 1 have met w ith members of our residence halls staff

to urge them to examine rules governing the use of alcohol

on campus and to recommend to me revisions in our code

of student conduct governing the u.se and abuse of alcohol.

I have urged all members of our staff concerned with stu-

dent conduct to initiate disciplinary proceedings against

students who habitually abuse alcohol and promised my
full support in making clear that we will hold students

responsible for anti-social behavior in such circumstances.

Finally, 1 want to say. first, a word to white students

on our campus:
.Students at this university are noted for their ex-

uberance in the cla.ssroom and in extra-curricular ac-

tivities. Many are proud of their .social awareness. Today

we face a new challenge; to reaffirm our commitment to

the most basic principles of good will and human concerns

for others. We all share an obligation to combat racism

in any form, to speak out when we witness speech or acts

which reflect intolerance.

And to the young black men and women who study at

the University of Massachusetts, many of whom I have

met and talked with in recent weeks I want to express

the commitment of this administration and our student

body to providing a safe and welcoming environment. We
value the contribution of all our students. We will work

to see that the threatening events of October 27th do not

occur again in our community.

I want to express to Mr. Hurst my appreciation for his

service to our campus. His preface to this report

acknowledges many of the achievements of this univer-

sity in our effort to build a place of enlightenment and

opportunity. In asking for this "outsiders" look at some

continuing problems my goal was not to engage in

ritualistic breastbeating but rather to begin to

acknowledge some shortcomings and problems which we

must face if we are to meet our responsibilities to the

future.
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Forum responds to Hurst report
Students, staffand faculty gather to suggest campus changes

By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

A group of about 50 students, staff and faculty voiced

their opinion on Judge Frederick A. Hurst's report on the

post-World Series brawl in the Southwest Residential

Area, and offered suggestions for improving the racial

climate on campus at a forum yesterday.

Hurst, a member of the Massachusetts Commission

Against Discrimination was called in by Chancellor

Joseph D. Duffey to investigate allegations that an Oct.

27 melee involving baseball fans in the Southwest

Residential Area was racially motivated. Ten students

were treated at University Health Services following the

fight.

Hurst released his report on Feb. 5, labeling the mci

dent "predictable, preventable and primarily racially

motivated." Hurst made recommendations to the Univer

sity administration for improving the racial climate on

campus, including the implementation of educational pro-

grams to increase social awareness and full prosecution

of students responsible for the violence.

The forum was organized by the Office of Human Rela-

tions and was intended to provide faculty, students and

staff with an opportunity to share their reactions to the

report and make suggestions for change to the

Chancellor's Commission on Civility in Human Relations.

Questions were raised concerning administrative

response to the report, recruitment of minority .students

and faculty and funding for minority programs on campus.

Sherwood Thompson, director of the Office of Third

World Affairs, said, "As I reviewed the report and my ow n

experiences here. "

I realized "this University is lacking

one fundamental thing, and that's a personality,"

Thompson cited the University of Connecticut, the

Citadel and Brown University as institutions where uni

ty is "reflected in terms of school spirit."

"Where is the pluralistic ideal at this campus. Does it

exist?" he said.

Students said that minority programs, including the

Committee for the Collegiate Education of Black and

Minority Students and the Office of Third World Affairs

are understaffed, and called for increased funding for

minoritv students.

Bryant Lewis of the Upward Bound program an

organization aimed at preparing minority high school

students for higher education, said the program is a

20-year seed."

"When Upward Bound students come to campus they

are treated like second-class citizens," Uwis said. "When

will the seed germinate?"

"The University needs to give Upward Bound. CCEBMS

and BCP (Bilingual Collegiate Program] more support ser

vices," he said.

Dr Judith S. Toyama. director of the Minority Graduate

Student Recruitment Program, said. "We've got to realize

that this (racism! is something we all have to deal with,"

and stressed the importance of unity in anti racism efforts

Ricardo Townes, a CCEBMS advisor, said, "central ad

ministration is paying a great deal of attention to this

issue A number of things are being studied and thought

about."

Grant Ingle, acting coordinator of the Office of Human
Relations, said the forum provided 'an opportunity for

faculty, staff and students to come together in an open

forum to discuss issues of concern."
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Compiled by CAROL TANNENBAUM
Fifty years ago thts week in the Mtusachusetts Collegian.

At a cabinet meeting of the W.A.A. held last week it was

decided to award keys and insignia to the girl most profi

cient in each sport, in place of the insignia alone, as has

been previously the custom.

Twenty five years ago...

Twenty five UMass students joined with the Four College

Turn Toward Peace movement to go to Washington DC.
to demonstrate for an end to nuclear testing.
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ALL YOU CAN EAT _ - ____

Italian. Greek. Rf TPl-rpr |

Middle Eastern LJ vJ i I 1^ I

7 TUES. - WED - THURS 5 PM to 8 PM
%% 1^ Lasagne* Spanikopita*Baked Ziti*Mousbaka^ ^^ Green Bean Stew«Rice Pllaf«Hummus

Pasta with Mushroom & Sherry Suace

Garlic Bread & Salads & Soups and more

The above items are a sampling of what we otter - The menu
will vary and all items miH not always be available. fHS

Buffet not served during winter storms ^^Sg

586-3780Dowatowa Nortliaaiptoa
B«kiad City Hall

LARGEST COLLEGE PAPER IN NEW ENGLAND

IS NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR FALL '87

FOR THE POSITION OF

ADVERTISING ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES
:•••••^^^•••A**^*^*******'*^*^*^^***^**^^**^***^^^^*^^^*

SELL ADVERTISING SPACE FOR NEW ENGLAND'S

LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY NEWSPAPER WHILE

GAINING VALUABLE BUSINESS EXPERIENCE

FILL OUT AN APPLICATION AT THE COLLEGIAN

OFFICE - 113 CAMPUS CENTER

INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD IN MARCH

Housing
responds to

flood damages
By DAVID CALN
Collegian Correspondent

University Housing Services will handle claims from

residents of Crampton House for damages caused in

Tuesday morning's flood.

Assistant Director of Housing John Findley said.

"It's our responsibility. " Findley said about the

damages that resulted from a ruptured washing machine

hose. "We will repair or replace anything with a valid

claim If students are not happy with the outcome, there

is an appeals process which they can go through
"

Students must submit a detailed description of the

damat,'es, he added.

Around 3:00 Tuesday morning, a small hose connected

to the back of a washing machine located on the ground

floor of Crampton House burst, releasing a continu<ms

jet of water until about 7:30 a.m. About two inches of

water accumulated before crews arrived with vacuumes

to remove the water.

During the early morning hours students mistook the

sound of gushing water for showers It was not until

students awoke that the flood was discovered

Nina Nobresa. resident assistant on the ground floor,

then contacted the dorm maintenance office, which

responded but took an hour and a half to remove the

water.

"A lot of people are really upset and are hoping for com

pensation, "Nobrega said

Junior Christine Borskin said that damage was done

to everything on the floor. An estimated $700 worth of

damage was done to her belongings, which included a

trunk, futon, albums and a rug. she said.

"Seven hundred dollars Ls a lot for a college kid to have

to replace. " she said. "They have to compensate us

somehow."
The Southwest area office in Kennedy Tower is accep

ting claims for compensation, but so far none have been

received, according to Jim Wallace, operations manager

of the Southwest housing office.

After the broken hose was fixed, the new hose also was

discovered to be damaged and was replaced. Rumors that

the second h<»e was intentionally damaged could not be

verified

"If anyone has any information concerning this, we

want to know about it," Findley said.

jlenDepit|8<no§ie
ON THE PARK NORTHAMPTON. MASS.

Now a 2nd Week
Curtain: 7:00 & 9:00
Woody Allen
Michael Caine

HANNAH
AND HER
SISTERS

AM ONION PICTuntS RElf ASf l^clH

AT THE QATES OF SMITH COLLEGE.

i
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Military draff question draws positive, negative reactions

Survey gages students' opinions
By JENNIFER DEMPSEY
Collegian Staff

Potential soldiers at

UMass: would you or would

you not willingly comply

with a draft''

Answers from randomly

surveyed students ranged

from a defiant no. an em-

phatic ves. to undecided un-

til they knew the

circumstances.

Junior Daryl Bishop said,

"No. because of the prin

ciples of the military. I don't

support their actions. I don't

want to kill or be killed."

First year student Ellen

Rocs said, 'I would run! I

wouldn't sign up. because

Ellen Ross

we shouldn't have to deal

with problems violently."

First-year student Cedric

Lawson was somewhat less

adamant.
"No, I wouldn't go willing-

ly. If you're in school they

shouldn't take you out. If I

was working, I would go.

Because I'm in college, I

don't feel it's right to just

leave — even if I was reim-

bursed with tuition money,
but I know that wouldn't

happen." Lawson said.

On the more conservative

Mde, Junior Tony Rudy said,

"Yes, I would go. I think the

freedom of this country is

SUMMER SPORTSWEAR CONTEST
CHANGES NIGHT CLUB

Wednesday February 25, 9 PM
b leautiful Ladies Will Receive An Exciting Trip To Crested

Butte Colorado. Round Trip Airfare Compliments of

American Airlines. Lodging, Lift Tickets, Lessons, and

Special Parties Compliments of Crested Butte Mountain

Resort. Skiing Prizes Provided ^V llVP

For more information contact CHANGES NIGHT CLUB at

256-8284 after 7 pm Wednesday - Saturday.

Craig Keenan (549-4066) or Mark Reardon (549-6782)

ttESIHlBUTn
Clilllll

worth defending."

Sophomore Jennifer

Michael D. Ross

Calbanes agreed.

"I would go because I love

the country. And if all my
friends, the men, my father,

brother would go. I would

want to go, too," she said.

Navy veteran and active

reservist Michael D. Ross, a

junior, said, "If I was called

up, I would go. I'm

automatically there. I'm

already committed to defend

the constitution and the

policies of our government."

Pete Peterson, also a

junior, and Chris Van
Camp, a senior, held similar

sentiment N

Peterson said, "It depends
on the situation. I would
have trouble opposing the

draft per se, without know-
ing the circumstances.

Unless they were doing

Pete Peterson

something I felt adamantly
against, I have trouble

refusing to be drafted."

Van Camp said, "It would
depend on the cir-

cumstances. And the way
things are today, most like-

ly I would not go. (iivt-n

world politics as they are

now, I don't see many valid

reasons to go."

Man wanted
for stabbing
surrenders

ON TARGET - Senior Scott Keohane, a microbiology m^jor, shooting pool in the Stu-

dent Union game room.

THE OFFICE FOR COOPERATIVE EDUCATION PRESENTS:

The FourthAnnual
Co-op ^^^ ^

February 26, 1987
CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM 9:30 - 1:00

EHPIOYER PRESENTATIONS EWLOYER INTERVIEWS CO-OP WORKSHOPS

•AETNA-BOSTON GLOBE-BRAOLLES-CARNATION-OATA GEN'L'FILENE'S-

IgEN'L ELECTRIC -gen 'L FOOOS- I BM-NESTIE- SHERATON INW-IIHIROYAL

TOP CASH PMO FOR
RECOnOS. TAPES. C0»

Maxell XL2
Box of 10 For

$19.99

MaxeULN-90
Box of 10 For

$12

Mcwell XLIIS

S2.74 Ea. OR
10 For $24.99

NEW LOCATION
Underneath Steve'*, beside Ali Cot

48 N Pleosant St - 263-9209
M - Sot 1V7; Sun 12-5

CLEAN, SAFE, PRIVATE HOT TUBS
175 Un(v«f*Ky Dr.

Next to StadHim Liquor* tn Pric« Chopp«f Mall

Open Monday 4 till V Tuesday Saturday Ham - lam

^Mrvalions auggaslad Giti cartiitcate* avatlabi*

Call 253- ^^7727

GET A SUNTAN
Thinking about Spring Break?

WELL TAN YOUR HIDE!
• Great Membership Prices

• State-of-the-art tanning facilities

• New bulbs, fans, sound system -J
This Year, Skip The ^ J^

"Spring Break Sunburr^" / (*

,\ 20 >>Mi oUl Si.ringfield ni.m u mtcii ti.r assault and

hatlery with a dangerous weapon and mahciuus destruc

tion of properly surrendttvd at the Amherst Pohte sta

Hon Tuesday at 8:47 am, Amherst police ^aid

The Northampton District Court had issued a warrant

l.ir the man's arrest for his conneclion with a stabbing

that took place early last Saturday at an ,.pai tnunt m
Brittany Manor.
Police responded to the apart imiU attt r leteiving a call

reporting a tiisturbance during a party at 1:30 a.m. Satur

dav OfTicers arrived to find a 19-year old University of

Massachusi'tts >tudent who had suiTered a --tab wound in

the upper back

The assailant allegedly kicked in the apartment door

and assaulted the man follow in^' a dispute involvinj,' his

jjirlfriend The victim was treated at C{K)ley Dickinson

Hospital, police said

Also in Amherst a 24 year old South Hadley woman was

arrested for operating under the influence of alcohol at

7:40 p.m. Tuesday. Officers observed the woman travel

ing east on Main Street and Pelham Road without her

headlights on. She was als«) charged with having no

licence in possession.

In other reports, police were forced to breakdown

several doors in order to forcefully evict a male 40 year

old Amherst Crossing resident

At 3:30 pm Tuesday, police forced their way into the

apartment, breaking down the outside and inner doors to

reach the "unresponsive '* person inside. He was taken

to Coolev Dickinson Hospital, police said

Evicted by the Crossing management earlier, the sub

ject refused to leave. The Ham|»ihire County Sheriff had

also demanded he vacate? the premise, police said

-EDWARD SYRON

CORRECTION
Liberal Arts Career Week Will

Be Held In The Campus Center

Not Career Center

Check Campus Center For Room Number)

Juniors^Seniors& Grads...

GIVE YOURSELF
SOME CREDIT

!

^
^ HOT

ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

584-9982

APPLY NOW FORYOURVERYOWN•••

11 am • 2 am 7 days

50 Main St. Amherst, MA

•!'fsia»

NERDS HAVE TO EAT, TOO!!

• Bring a photocopy of

your School I.D.

• No cosigner required

APPLY NOW ON CAIVIPUS!

TODAY
CAMPUS CENTER CONCOURSE

OTIBAhKO

HAIR &

TANNING SALON

Twenty-Four Main St

Northampton, MA

TOTAL FITNESS
LOW IMPACT AEROBICS • SELF-DEFENSI

NAUTILUS
"ifl. k^*mi'

FREE
Private Karate

i

II N < MvM> rvc

AT UB«ASS, EVEN GUYS LIKE US KNOW HOW TO

HAVE A GOOD TIME! SO AFTER YOUR PARTYING

THIS WEEKEND, DONT FORGET TO STOP AT

J.B.s AND PICK UP SOME BEEF!

Lesson
I

one per person :

I-—————— -—^i^ui

FREE
Private Nautilus

Worlcout
one per person

256-0080 KARATE 256-0080

HEALTH & FITNESS CENTER
460 WEST ST., AMHERST
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Can >(.inebody please help me find the

Amencan Dream!'

I have looked everywhere. I checked the

closet, the glove compartment, under the

bed and in the local iihrarv. but ! can't

find It

Seen the American Dream?

Jeffry Bartash

Uncovering the Ameruan Dream is no

easy task, especially m todays America.

A vast number of imposing obstacles lurk

at each turn, discouraging even the most

dogged seekers

Take a right and one finds an

outrageous national debt; take a left and

one finds an AIDS epidemic being com

pared to the bubonic plague. Keep going:

acid rain, protectionism, avaricious inside

trading on the street with walls, a na

tional divorce rate hovering near 50 per

cent, skyrocketing malpractice insurance

costs, industries lagging behind the

Japanese and West tiermans. generations

of college graduates deep in debt from bor

rowing money to pay for their education,

35 million Americans without some form

of health insurance and. oh my gosh.

Howard Cosell isn't on TV anymore

What I have found instead of the

American Dream is the American

Nightmare.
But m the immortal words of Bluto, the

most rndeanng character m Animal

U»tUt

^^^H-^

House - "Did the Americans give up

when the Germans bombed Pearl Har

bor** "; the answer is no, and neither have

I given up my quest for the Amerwan
Dream

Various people have given my advice.

Some people told me the American Dream

was falling in love. Some told me it was

having a good job. Others told me it was

being a protestor. And others told it was

getting drunk.

The best advice I received however, was

from a professor at the Harvard School of

Business. She told me to follow the

money.
So for about a year I followed a $50 bill

It led me from its birthplace m
Washington. D.C. to Iran. Switzerland.

Nicaragua and finally back to the United

States into an Oral Roberts fund

Unfortunately, not even following the

money led me to the American Dream, but

It did lead to what most people consider

the American Dream - getting rich

Make money Use that money to make
more money. And use that money to make
even more money. Philanthropy is out of

fashion. Greed, material wealth and For

tune 500 are in. Who cares about the p^xjr

Reflecting on my quest, I think to

myself that maybe there is no such thing

as the American Dream. Maybe it is a

delusion in the minds of the general

public, a hollow promotion of the govern

ment. Maybe the only dream that exists

IS our individual own.

Anyhow. I'll slay on the alert for the

American Dream, but in the meantime I'll

don my black leather, sunglasses and

jeans and follow the beckoning call of my
dream.

Happy trails.

Jeffry Bartash is a Collegian culumnisl

Letters
Langley clarifies points on report

Sex and money go together

The I'Mii days after October 27 were

marked by a contrasting combination of

student outrage and administration denial

(or perception ttere<rf>that a racial incident

had occurred at UMASS." Judge Hurst has

reported In resptmse to that finding. Hurst

has recommended that "the OtTice of Public

Information develop a policy for reporting

incidents that have the potential for being

racial. I recommend that such a plan

specify the people who should and should

not respond to the press."

In preparing for the release of the Hurst

report, the administration agreed to act

upon that recommendation We agreed to

make every effort to avoid denial lor the

perception thereofi of a racial problem on

campus. As Mr Hurst suggested, we
specified who should and who should not

talk to the press. We wanted the Universi-

ty's position to be crystal clear.

In my brief but pleasant conversation

with the Collegian reporter, I tried to make
this position clear. I explained that we did

not want anyone to mistake personal opi

nion for the official stance of the Universi

ty. Your editorial iFeb. 10) contorted my
statement into something quite different.

Your editorial criticizes the University

for not responding to Hurst's recommenda

tions without acknowledging our attempt

to limit University spokesperst)ns as one of

those responses. Your editorial .states that

"Langley didn't specify which recommen-

dations might be acted upon." In point of

fact, your reporter never asked me to

specify.

Had y«»ur reporter asked I would have ex

plained that the University has already im

plemented three t>f Hurst's recommenda

tions while initiating responses to other

recommendations Some of the recommen

dations had been acted upon before the

report was released. Still others will be im

plemented after broader campus participa

tion and discussion.

Your li.st of recommendatirms about

which "the University is now officially

unenthusiaslic" is clearly inaccurate. You

cite no source for that lack of enthusiasm.

In our brief conversation, your reporter

asked few questions, posed no follow ups

and expressed no misgivings about my
answers. Imagine my surprise then to see

my words contorted, my explanations

rendered incomplete and my professional

responsibilities denigrated. The sweeping

statements in your editorial are based on

scant fact. I have never met a member of

your editorial board or had the chance to

discuss my purpose or goals.

1 know the Collegian aspires to high stan

dards of accuracy and fairness. I hope that

the editorial staff will give these issues

more of their time and thought and recon-

sider their rather hasty assessment.

James M. Langley
Assistant Vice Chancellor for

University Relations and
Development

If youre Iwking lor a v\ay to make some

extra money this semester, or if you're

looking for a lucrative job upon graduating,

then I have found just the opportunity In

vest in the AIDS and AIDS related market.

\vh( re investments have recently become

profitable ^^

David R. Mark

SAFA protects students
What, you say you have never heard of

Students Advocating Financial Aid? You

have been a University of Ma.ssachusetts

student for a couple of years and you have

not heard of the organization?

Daniel J. Valianti

Well, let me tell you the story of a fine

organization called SAFA. For eight years

this group has existed on campus fighting

for your right to continue being a student,

to live, and in some cases, to eat. That's

right. They have fought to make sure

financial aid is not cut along with many
other federal programs under the present

administration.

SAFA has grown steadily in its eight-

year existence, and once again this year it

will be traveling to Washington DC. to lob-

by Congress in an effort to maintain the ex-

isting levels of financial aid for needy and

qualified students of higher education.

When President Reagan said in his recent

State of the Union message, "education is

our future," he could not have been more

right.

SAFA is working for US this year in

more ways than one. In addition to lobby-

ing Washington they will be holding a

"Save Financial Aid" rally at the Student

Union Ballroom on February 19 at noon.

Featured at the rally will be Dallas Mar-

tin, the country's foremost lobbyist for aid

to higher education. But the SAFA people

are also providing a vital service by hav-

ing a booth in the Campus Center Con-

course to help students fill out their finan-

cial aid forms, which are due on March 1.

SAFA will also be sponsoring two residen-

tial workshops to assist all students in

financing their education.

Please do not think, as some have, that

SAFA's goal is easily achievable. There are

those who do not think financial aid is

worth a damn. The same president who

said "education is our future" has propos

ed, in his 1988 budget, to slash financial

aid by 45 PERCENT. What this proposal

means is that if you look at the student to

your right, chances are next year that stu-

dent would not be there because of finan-

cial constraints. But I have great con-

fidence that something as outrageous as

Reagan's proposal could never pass; Con-

gress will not let it pass because financial

On Wall Street. Carter Wallace, the

makers of Arrid Extra Dry. are now becom

ing better known as the makers of the

leading condom brand, Trojan. On Friday.

Carter Wall ace' s stock closed at $146.50 a

share, up $6.50 a share for the day and

nearly doubling the price per share

January 5

Earlier this month, the first condom

advertisements began on local television

stations in San Francisco and Indianapolis,

and the domino theory started for Carter

Wallace. First, people in those cities saw

the commercials. Then, news coverage of

the commercials grabbed people's atten

tions. Those people went to the drugstore

and saw who made the condoms. Carter

Wallace stock began to rise.

A CarterWallace spokesman was quoted

as saying that insiders "Think it's only a

matter of days, weeks, months. . before the

commercials for these things .start running

on the network and before every heterosex-

ual person in America starts stocking up

on them ICarter-Wallace's Trojans) so he

or she doesn't catch AIDS."

The process of profiting from other's

misfortune is not new. For example, in-

vestors made money on Union Carbide

.stock after the tragedy in Bhopal. India.

People made money betting on

Westinghouse's stock after the Three Mile

Island disaster. The difference now,

however, is that people will be making
long-term money with the AIDS epidemic

because of the very nature of the disease

itself. With the first two companies, stocks

leveled off, yet Carter-Wallace, along with

a half dozen other companies that make
condoms, that may not be true. Wall Street

has, as Barron's Alan Abelson has said,

"become AIDS-conscious."

If Wall Street isn't your game, though,

take heart. There are other opportunities

for you in the television-advertising game.

For instance, job opportunities are there in

the recently created condom commercial

business. In 1952 the television code for-

bade advertisement of "intimately personal

products that are generally regarded as un-

suitable conversational topic-- loday. con-

dom and AIDS-conscious mIs will be arriv

ing on local television stations in the next

three months, and are a regular part of the

BBC's advertising schedule The point

should be made, however, that s<M)n there

will be competition for the best condom

advertisements, and from competition

stems jobs Like McDonald's and Burger

King. Coke and Pepsi. . Trojans and

Lifestyles? If it sounds strange, ju.st give

It time.

That IS, of course, if the three major net-

works allow condom advert i.>*ements to be

run. As of now. ABC. NBC, and CBS have

all prevented ads from running. The rea.son

why? The official statement is that such

ads would not be proper for certain view

ing audiences. My quest icm is. which au-

diences? A 1985 Johns Hopkins study in-

dicated that in urban areas, the average

age for first sexual intercourse was twelve.

Most children younger than that age pro-

bably don't know what a condom is.

However, sexual education classes could

begin for younger children to let them
know, as suggested by the Surgeon

General, C. Everett Koop. The excuse, a

poor one at that, would then no longer

exist.

It's actually a shame that it's taking so

long for condoms to reach the television

market. Consider two facts. 1 ) Television

news health spots have been talking about

condoms since AIDS became widespread,

which for the most part is this decade. 2)

Women's feminine hygiene products have

been airing for a number of years, many
of them far more detailed than any condom

ad would ever be. Beyond that, though,

think how many unwanted pregnancies

may have been averted by common condom

TV commercials. The numbers of

adolescents who become pregnant has been

hovering around the one million per year

in the United States for years.

The condom market is now a $300

million dollar enterprise, and is growing

rapidly. For the safety of America's sexual-

ly active, condom ads should get as much
television exposure as possible, and as soon

as possible. Not only will it help prevent

the personal trauma that comes with an

unwanted pregnancy, but it also may help

curtail the growing AIDS epidemic. To

think that America is not ready to see those

commercials is to turn your back on reality.

David R. Mark is a Collegian columnist

When I want your opinion fll give It to you.
— Laurence J. Peter

aid has been one of the great successes in

this country and will continue to be so.

Besides, we have SAFA on our side!

SAFA is goiiig to Washington for us, and

ifyou happen to see someone who is going

or has gone as a member of SAFA give

them a pat on the back and tell them

thanks. They sure deserve it.

Daniel J. Valianti is an Executive Board
member of SAFA

Glasnost big p.r. campaign, but small step

Before you cheer on Mr. Gorbachev for

his bold eft'orts towards reforming the

Soviet Union, stop and examine what is go

ing on behind the facade. Realize that

behind his bri? scheme of "liberalizing" the

nation lies one hypocrisy after another

Yoav Shorr

As media's Mr. Wonderful. Gorbaches

has managed to put on a dazzling public

image in the eyes of the world. One of his

main tactics has been the policy of fjtasnost,

"public openness," which has allowed for

the supposedly freer movement of informa

tion. including the allowance of books and

films long banned by the Communist Par

ty. Artistic expression is being unleashed

as never before. For the first time, the

Soviet press has been reporting incidents

which. iK-fore glasnost, passed by silently,

unheard of lest they make the Soviet Union

look bad. The most famous example is the

almost immediate di.sclosure of the Cher

nobyl disaster, both to the Soviet people

•nd the world.

Gorbachev is using glasnost to his advan

tage: he allows it to uncover and attack

such targets which are in his best interest

to change anyway as pari of his master

plan to reform the party. Soviet society.

and the economy Corruption, drug abuse,

Â̂
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inefficient bureaucracy - now thtv tan

come out into the open.

.\nother of Gorbachev's tactics has been

to play the role of the Great Liberator. In

recent weeks, certain dissidents from

Soviet prisons, labor camps, psychiatric

hospitals or internal exile have been releas

ed. How grand it was of Gorbachev to free

dissident physicist Andrei Sakhaiov after

seven years of exile in thi- nty of Ciorky.

leaving him alone to to cr> out publii ly to

the world against all the human rights

abuses and emigration restrictions, embar

rassing the country like that at will'

The.se are all moves orchestrated by (lor

bachev as part of his bold and cunningly

deceptive public relations spree with the

mass media. The West must not Ik* f(M)led.

Behind these acts of wonder. .Soviet pri.sons

areas inhuman as ever in their treatment

of political prisoners. Religious minorities

continue to be systematically persecuted

purely on the basis of faith Under (;i>r

bachevs new "emigration la\s ," more than

90 percent of those who expressed a desire

to leave are excluded from even being con

^idered He has decreased the number of

Jews allowed to leave from a high of 51.(K)0

in 1979 to only 600 last year. 12.000 have

risked tremendous losses in applying for

emigration visas, only to be denied them.

Glasnost can be seen as a step in the right

direction. It can even help lift the mood of

the people, and leaves room for optimism.

.\s long as Gorbachev continues in this

direction, we must certainly supp<^»rt him.

But given the reality bi'hind the cosmetics,

we must not be deceived by his recent

ge.stures Unless glasnost is continually ex

panded, until there is a truly free and in

d»pendeiit press, when people are gianted

their basic human rights to freely obsiTve

their religion or emigrate when they wish,

and until people are no Umger sent to the

gulag for their political views, Gorbachev's

liberalization and policy are no more than

an emptv hvjxKritical farce.

V'lMii Shttn /s ( 'iiass Hillel rhanman for

Sol Iff leii r\

Symposium: Glasnost, the Soviet Union and thejworld

Soviet sincerityCrack in armor
As Americans, what are we to make of glasnost' What

are we to make of amnesty for some pri.soners of cons

cience? What are we to make of efforts to open up the

Soviet economy to incentive and entrepreneurialism'^

Greg Field

It seems difficult :o incorporate such developments in

to our generally accepted picture of the Soviet Union as

the realization of a drab and chilling Orwellian nightmare

of totalitarianism. We need to strip ourselves ol these con

ceptual blinders We must first examine the reality, the

limits, and the possibilities of glasnost within the USSR,

and then we mu.st consider the implications for United

States policy-making and peace movement.

The first lesson that glasnost teaches us is that the

Soviet state is not a monolith. Whatever its ultimate

possibilities, the glasnost campaign shows us that the

economic and political bureaucracies are scored with per

sonal and policy-oriented divisions. There are those within

the bureaucracy who firmly believe that the rigid delinea

tion of decision making is slowly choking the life out of

the Soviet system. But these people are met by opposi

tion from others who stand to lose personal power and

prestige in any bureaucratic shake-up. and who in turn

believe that glasnost will destabilize the very foundations

of their state. Faced with this formidable opposition to the

reforms, Gorbachev and his supporters are struggling to

ease Cold War tensions, an issue I will return to below

That the glasnost proposals are extensive and legitimate

is illustrated by the depth of oppositon within the power

structure. Yet the nature of this struggle also reveals the

limits of the reforms. Glasnost is at base a power strug

gle within the Soviet bureaucracy. It is a conflict over

policy objectives, not ideology. At issue is how power is

delegated and where decision making should occur.

If we examine the experiences of dissidents, we can

clearly see the positive aspects and the limits to top-down

reformism. Beginning with Andrei Sakharov, the Soviets

have begun releasing a wide array of political and cultural

dissidents. The releasees are admirable and just, for many

of these people suffered physical and mental hardships

simply because they openly dissented from official Soviet

policies; the right to dissent is a basic human right which

should be held in any humane society. The reform

bureaucrats offer these moves as evidence of the sinceri-

ty of glasnost, which I do not question. Instead, we must

consider the limits of glasnost, and the liability posed by

being dependent on a top-directed policy of tolerance.

The Moscow Group to Establish Trust Between the

United States and the Soviet Union [MTGj is a small, anti-

militarist group in the Soviet Union. Despite glasnost,

MTG is still harrassed and repressed by the state, because

it is an organizational expression of independence and dis-

sent. The limits of glasnost are clear. Dissent will be

tolerated as long as it is voiced by individuals, and easy

to control. As Sakharov noted, tolerance granted from

above can be quickly removed if it is easily controlled^

Organizations are more difficult to control. Gorbachev and

his supporters want carefully circumscribed reform. They

seek to maintain the power of the state and party

bureaucracy, and any organized initiative for reform must

be quashed. ,.

The implications of glasnost for United States policy,

and for Americans who seek a more just and peaceful

world are many. First, the positive aspects of glasnost

should be supported, and further reform, such as the rights

to an independent, uncensored press and to independent

trade unions should be encouraged. We must also pressure

our government to respond to Gorbachev's proposals tor

detente, as any lessening of tensions is a positive step,

not stopping, however, with exhortations for sincere sum-

Policy background
In r,(,rit months SoeiW

Premier Mikhail Gor-

haihet has been taking a

s. r(. V ofwide-ranging steps

that are causing observers

to reevaluate some of their

most basic assumptums
about the rigid nature of

the Soviet sxslem and the

possibility t'" change

within It. These steps < om-

pri.sv his polity of policy is

glasnost. which nrnghly

translates as "public open-

ness.
"

When Gorbachev took

power from Konstantin

Chernenko in early 1985 he

found himself faced with

an ossified society, a mori-

bund economy, and a

cumbersome, inefficient

bureaucracy.

Gorbachev envisions

glasnost as a sweeping

plan that would change

Soviet society in many im-

portant ways. Glasnost i.s

usually considered to have

become a coherent f)olicy

about the time of the Cher-

nobyl nuclear reactor acci-

dent in May. 1986

Gorbachev's speech to the

Soviet Union about the ac-

cident, broadcast over .s/a/e-

run television wati by Soviet

standards an incredible

revelation. His published

attack on Chernobyl's lazy

technicians was also frank

and contrary to traditional

Soviet policy to report

nothing of a controversial

nature.

He further expanded the

.scope of press coverage

when he allowed Pravda to

report the violent confron-

tations that occured m
Alma-Ata, the capital ofthe

Kazakh Republic, when a

corrupt Moslem party chief

uus replaced with an

ethnic Rusrian The

change angexd the

Kazakh ptipulation, and

the protest ii(i> refuirteil in

the pres>

The release of Sohel

laureate Andrei Sakharov

in Decemlwr. followed by

the reli-ose of rtiore than

140 other political

dissenters in early

February, gave the most ob-

vious and telling sign that

Gorbachev is moving for-

ward in his reform plans

The pris(mers relecused had

been imprisoned under Ar-

ticle 70 of the Russian

Republic's criminal code

which forbids "nnti-Soviet

agitation and propagan-

da. " No reform of this size

has oicured since Nikita

Krushchev ruled in the

1950s.

Glasnost also encom-
/)(;ss(N ^Keeping etononnc

reform. New laws en-

couraged by Gorbachev

have reduced control ofthe

central economic planners

in the Kremlin and have

given state enterprises

along with their workers

more ctmtrol over their own

fate. In a very imixtrtant

move, small-scale private

enterprise has been given

Gorbachev's official

endorsement.

Glasnost is still in for-

mative stages, its potential

scope unknown. The evolu-

tion of the policy, however,

IS sure to be watched with

intense interest by both

those in the Soviet Union

and those in the West who
study that nation.

Jonathan M. Cassie

There has been talk lately oi glasnost. Mikhail ( ior

bachevs plan t«> open Soviet culture and literature

Glasnost is al.so aimed at exposing the shortcomings and

corruption of Sfiviet society, and is part of a larger pro

gram, perestroika" (restructuring). Since the economy is

lint pi-rforming as well as it c»)uld. (Wirbachev has embark

ed on a p<»licy which will reform in many ways the nii

rent Soviet apparatus

Robert Menzel

mitry and substantive negotiations. Neither superpower

will veer from their course of imperialistic rivalry unless

there is genuine popular pressure to do so. A grass-roots

movements of people in both the East and the West who

say no to their militarist policies is the only solution to

our current dilemma.
Viewed in this light, the best prospects for glasnost may

be, paraphrasing European peace activist Mary Kaldor,

that it will get out-«f control, that people will take the

initiative for reform away from the bureaucracy and move

the Soviet Union toward more open and peaceful policies.

This in turn might inspire the presently lethargic

American peace movement to action. Glasnost is but a

crack in the superpowers' armor; whether we breach that

crack remains to be seen.

Greg Field is a UMass graduate student and a member

of the Peace Activists. East and West

The most impressive r«*ults of glasnost are episodes ol

( ritical self examination and cleansing. Last month, the

.irre.st of a foreign journalist was .settled in an un

precedented manner: the KCJB olTicer responsible for the

arrest was fired and di.scredited as an embarrassment to

his profession, all of which reported on the front page of

Pravda. Viktor Chebrikov, chief of the K(JB. was excep

tionallv caustic in rebuking the officer, and he promised

that the K(iB would increase measures to "ensure the

strict observance of law" by security forces

A second event that occurred was the confrontation of

the growing drug problem in the Eastern bloc nations

46 000 Soviets are drug addicts, and officials now realize

that something must be done This is a major change when

one considers the reported estimate of only 2,500 addicts

two years ago. Soviet officials have begun programs that

ofTer information and statistics that they hope will

dissuade potential users, while cracking down on the nar

cotics indu.stry by arresting dealers and destroying crops

However, the most publicized Soviet actions have been

the release of prisoners, particularly those imprisoned for

dissent. 140 pri.soners. held under Article 70 of the

Criminal Code, have been released in the la.st several

weeks, and more releases are imminent. Article 70 is the

law concerning "anti-Soviet agitation and propai'anda^

The releases are noteworthy because they ind-cate the

government's acknowledgement that the prisoners had

been incarcerated wrongly. Article 70 is currently under

review and may be abolished. The opposition some Soviet

riftlcial's have for Gorbachev's plans has not been covered

up either. As Gennadi Gera.simov, spokesman for the

Soviet Foreign Ministry, .said, "there are comrades who

think the harsher the better. But at the moment we are

heading into a softening, so that we may have fewer peo-

ple behind bars and behind barbed wire."

The releases have also created peculiar alliances. An

drei Sakharov. a prominent nuclear physici.st who had

been internally exiled for seven years for criticizing Soviet

policy has hailed Gorbachev and glasnost. "Objectively,

something real is happening," he stated in the New York

Times on Feb. 12. "How far it is going is a complicated

question, but I myself have decided the situation has

changed."
• . • «l

An issue that glasnost has not dealt with is the

refuseniks, or Soviet Jews who are denied emigration re-

quests. Already in 1987, an estimated 500 emigration

visas have been granted to them. Compared with the 1986

total of 900 visas, this appears promising. Whether or not

the Soviets will address this important question is still

unclear, but in the present political environment there

is room for hope.

The Soviets have taken other actions that are elements

of glasnost. Yuri Churbanov, the son-in-law of former

leader Leonid Brezhnev, was arrested and jailed on

bribery and corruption charges. Laws have been propos-

ed that will introduce profit incentives and a more

democratic workplace (management elected by the

workers). Gorbachev has further made proposals that elec-

tions be administered by secret ballot on multicandidate

agendas. continued on page 20

.N.
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ADIRONDACK REAL GOOD BUT GEORGE SALE
DOZENS OF AFTER PRESIDENTS DAY SPECIALS THAT WILL MAKE YOU

WANT TO BUY WHETHER YOUR NAME IS GEORGE OR NOT

HPL520

50 Watt amp/LCD Tuner/Tape Deck with

Dolby B & C

$500 value - factory reconditioned units at

$169.95

EPi Car Stereo Speaker Spectacular

THE EPI LS 70 ONE OF THE FINEST CAR
SPEAKERS SOLD, $190/pr VALUE 6"

TWO WAY SPEAKER DESIGNED FROM
ONE OF THE BEST HOME SPKRS FITS

ALL 6 by 9 OPENINGS JUST $25 EA!

(Blems Only) OR THE EPI LS 181 TWO
WAY SYSTEM WITH 4" WOOFERS FITS

ALMOST ANY SIZE CAR SPEAKER
OPENING $180/pr VALUE JUST $39.95

pair blems only

Super Spectacular Speaker Sale
THE EPI 450 STAT ELEC-
TROSTATIC HYBRID SPEAKER A
$750/pr VALUE JUST $99.95 ea.

OR THE EPI TOP OF THE LINE 360
TOWER SPEAKERS FOR JUST

$149.95 ea.

These prices will never be seen
again (blemished cabinets)

'iiiji WHt

TEAC MV600

VHS HIFI STEREO VCR SAVE $400

JUST $499.95

TEAC MmO
«t «»ijr«»»i-— '~"-•«.. "J :;:""":;

^ \ .
T-.^tl^^

HQ VCR WITH WIRELESS REMOTE

JUST $249.95

ONEOFS (one of a kind really reduced specials)

PROTON 619 19" DEMO COLOR MONITOR WITH REMOTE
$650 value just $349.95!!!

PROTON 19" Color Monitor (w/o tuner) a $499.95 value just $249.95

SHARP 25" Color Console w/Remote (demo) $499.95!

UA SPEAKERS bought off the back of a truck for alot more, we still can't

get rid of them at $49.95 ea.

PIONEER LD 660 Laser Disc Players with ten laser disks just $299

NIKKO NP 550 Belt Driven semi automatic turntable with eliptical car-

tridge just $89.95

SHARP 504BK Car Stereo with auto reverse, AM/FM stereo. Fader and

high power... a $179.95 value just $79.95

PANASONIC All Panasonic car stereo speakers on sale from $19.95

SANYO 13" RGB Color monitor style TV. Save $180 now just $269.95

TOSHIBA RC8100 AM/FM clock radio $29.95 value just $9.95!

CONTRON Walkman Style mini speakers V2 price were $19.95 now 9.95

SANYO MW730 High speed dubbing boom box portable stereo $199.99

value just $99.95!!

SANYO AVM258 High resolution stereo adaptable color monitor

just $499.95

TDK SA 90 cassettes $1.99 ea

Just 4 pr of GENESIS 44 Blems left $400/pr save $350

NIKKO NR 850 Wireless remote control stereo receiver with 65 watts per

channel and three years parts and labor warranty an original $600 value

now just $399.95

ALL PRICES CASH, CHECK OR CREDIT CARD ADD 50/0

adirondack music
AMHERST

15 East Pleasant Street

253-3100

GREENFIELD
239 Main Street

772-6803
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Professors answer queries on glasnost
The Colleyian asked two Unnersity of Massachusetts

pi)litical science professors, Karl Ryaiec and James Der
Derian, their opinions ofSoviet Union 's p<>//tv o/'glasnost.

Ryavec specializes in Societ foreign policy, uhile Der

Derian is an expert on international relations

Is Mikhail Gorbachev's glasnost a true liberaliza-

tion, or a media show?
Ryavec: It's neither. By Soviet standards it's a

liberalization, by our standards it's nothing. The Soviet

Union is a most unusual dictator.ship, important people

have not discussed problems openly, and people need to

discuss Soviet society's problems without fear of persecu-

tion. Gorbachev has said that he will not punish people

for suggesting reform. His breaking of Jewish demonstra-

tions this week show that our entrenched right of

assembly will not exist in the Soviet Union. I see glasno.st

more as a relaxation than as a liberalization.

Der Derian: I think he's attempting true liberalization

in the face of strong bureaucratic and historical resistance.

But his releasing of 140 political prisoners, his voiced op

position to corruption within the party and in the plann

ing 'oureaucracies, make this seem like both a political

and limited economic liberalization.

What should the United States' response be?
Ryavec: I think it should be one of welcoming, and we

ought not criticize Gorbachev. For although much that

we call civil rights are not offered in the Soviet Union,

what is offered does break the ice and pave the way for

liberalization. We should limit Star Wars development

and uphold the ABM treaty, and come to an arms control

agreement. One thing that could derail Ciorbachev's

reforms is a need to match the U.S. in the space weapons

<t.nt<><» ' •'" ""*v^s to match or undercut the United States

space advances, he can not do much in the way of

relaxation.

Der Derian: I think there should be a positive response,

with recognition that glasnost is more about internal

reform than any kind of radical reform of Soviet foreign

policy. It's quite clear to ju.st about everyone, except

Reagan's advisors, that Gorbachev is sincere in his new
arms-reduction proposals and the test ban treaty. This is

a fact that has been strengthened by people returning

from the recent conference in Moscow. Most important

ly, we must end this dehumanization of the Soviets, and

get on with dealing with them as another ^;ii'at [xiwer

seeking their own interests.

What about the emigration question and
refuseniks?
Ryavec: There will be no significant release of Jews

from the Soviet Union until US USSR relations are

dramatically improved, and US-USSR trade levels get

much higher Gorbachev has to get something from the

US for the release of Jews. To let all the Jews who want

to leave go. the other nationalities will want to go too.

Der Derian They are certainly one of the mo.st vocal,

and conunitled, minority groups demanding rights in the

USSR, the difference is that they have someplace to go

— Israel. Religious persecution and political agitation

receives a great deal of attention But it is important to

realize that there are many other minority groups such

as Baits, Armenians, Ukranians, and others who are

demanding the rights of emigration - a right recognized

by the Helsinki accords [1975),

'Jonathan M. Casste is a Collegian mrrr-^iuinilenl
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A family's tale
"Tru.st Me." A familiar sentence to most of us in the

United States. But now we're hearing it from Mikhail

Gorbachev, the other guy. He is referring to his new
openness policy, glasnost. In response to this "daring"

move on the premier's part, I say: "Show me." Sir, what
of the more than 5,000 political prisoners".* I don't con

sider releasing a few dozen exactly sweeping reform.

What about the refuseniks'.' A refusenik is a Stwiet Jew
who has been denied an exit visa at least once. Today
there are over 400,(X)0 of them living in Russia. In 1979.

under Brezhnev, more than 51,000 Jews were allowed

to emigrate to Israel. Under (iorbachev and his

'"enlightened" regime less than 5,000 Jews have left

Russia in four years

Scott Frank

Here is one story among the 400,000 plus:

Vladimir Lifshitz has a doctorate in mathematics. He
and his wife, Anna, have two children, Boris and Maria.

The family was first denied an exit visa in 1981 on the

grounds of "insuiricient kinship" To emigrate to Israel,

lefuseniks need to present a formal invitation from an

immediate relative in Israel Vladimir soon lost his job

as a mathematician for no apparent rea.son. Eventually

he found another job as a computer programmer, for

which he was grossly overqualified.

He has since made repeated, futile attempts to

emigrate, despite the fact that the entire Lifshitz fanu

ly became Israeli citizens in January, 1984. In May.
1984, he demonstrated in front of the I.*?ningrad Town
Hall carrying a sign that read "Free me from Soviet

citizenship." He was detained by the KGB and later

releast'd after numerous threats were made against him
•Hid his (aniily. In April. 1985, he went on a hunger strike

to protest the (lovernment's interception and confi.sca

tion of his mail

On the morning of Jan 8. 1986. Vladimir was arre.sted

on his way to work. He was accu.sed of anti-Soviet pro

paganda The KGB then s«'arched his apartment and

thos4' oftwd of his friends They didn't find anything,

but that mattered little. This was the last iww > the West

received of Vladimir Lifshitz

Thi>. is onlv one story. There are 4(X).(XK) others like

It M.iiiv nt these people are lirecl from their jobs.

blackballed by their neighbors, or put in jail for si»nie

imaginary charge The very few that are granted visas

St ill have a long nwid to go As soon as they are ncaified

thay have lour weeks tt» complete all preparations Thes*-

include rey'gning from work (if still employed!, makint:

;ind paying for apartment repairs, packing and making
arrjmgements for shipp iis^mal belongings, and

paying all exp^-n^, ..

_ „niiin„il ,>n fni/j.- JO

tM^

^
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When you leave school,
head upstream - to state street.

If you'd like toget your feet wet with a position thai offers solid advancement

potential, sUrt your career off right at State Street We have immediate, full time
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Accountants
You'll work with computer systems and be responsible for daily cash

management and trial balances; control and administer the Mutual Fund's

assets, liabilities and income for daily security investment transactions;

and monitor siifekeepingsecuritiesand corporate actions, settle tradesand

provide portfolio reporting. To qualify, you'll need to be a detail oriented

individual with gooa communication and organizational skills. A minimum
of 2 years' full chargebookkeepingexperienceor 2 years of accounting in a

degree program is required.

State Street offers comprehensive benefits program including 100% tuition

coverage for career-related courses of study.

Dive Right In.

Stop in at our North Quincy personnel office any weekday - freeparking
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* Sincerity • Family * elections

continued from page 1
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All of these are huge steps forward for the Soviets,

because the acknowledgment of social ills is not something

they have previously done. As they attempt to loosen the

reigns of power, these issues will have to be dealt with.

Gorbachev knows that he must show the people the pro-

blems they are faci'ig, and understands that in the

absence of a multiparty system self-criticism is a must.

He shrewdly pointed this out in a speech made to the

Presidium. "We can not hope to succeed without decisively

changing public mentality and remolding popular

psychology, thinking, and sentiment." That shift in

perception must take place domestically and interna-

tionally, and may be the largest barrier in the Soviet's

path.

The popular psychology that rules the United States is

ver>' skeptical of any progressive legislation in the Soviet

Union. While experience dictates a modicum of such skep-

ticism, at the moment it is clear that Gorbachev is trying

to democratize the Soviet Union. He has encouraged the

intelligentsia to express themselves freely and im-

aginatively, and has backed up his words by releasing

dissenters. He has steadily taken aim at the ills of Soviet

society, and is making an effort to improve the conditions.

As Thomas Simons, Jr., deputy assistant secretary of

state, "The greatest danger at this time would be to assert

that everything that he (Gorbachev) is doing is just a sham
and a delusion, a public relations thing, which should be

rejected. .

."

We should keep in mind that the Soviets haven't tested

a nuclear weapon in over a year, while our government

has refused to agree to a bilateral testing freeze. Gor
bachev has proven his sincerity; our support now will en-

courage the Soviets to make further advances and expand
upon those which have already been made.

Robert Meruel is a Collegian correspondent

continued front page 19

The expenses to the emigrant are enormous. The
various fees amount to more than $1,470 per person, or

$5,880 for a family of four. Not much, unless one con

siders that the average Soviet Jewish family earns about

260 rubles($365) a month.

So to Mr. Gorbachev I say: I will believe it when all

these people are allowed to leave. I will believe it when
you release more than a fraction of your political

prisoners. I will believe it when you start granting some
basic human rights that you have time and again pro-

mised but never delivered.

Scott A. Frank is a UMass student
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"I felt that I was a very viable candidate. I believe I have

the respect of a large percentage of senators," Simons
added.

The speaker election is internal, therefore senators, not

students, vote.

Greek Area Senator Bob Griffin, a moderate candidate

for speaker, said he expects to get support "hopefully from

the large moderate bloc."

Central Area Government Treasurer James Smack has

expressed interest in running for the position but has not

made a definite commitment.

Plastic pipes pose danger
Polymer plastic substance may leak into drinking water
By GRANT MacKAY
Collegian Correspondent

Poly vinyl chloride (PVCj is a polymer plastic invented

in the 1950s that is used today in automobile dashboards,

electric wires, children's toys, waste water pipes and more

recently, drinking water pipes.

PVC is made from a monomer called vinyl chloride [VC]

which is a resin that is compressed along with other ad-

ditives to make PVC. Chlorinated PVC. which is the

material proposed for use in the Ann Whelan Apartments,

has about 10 percent more chlorine m it than PVC, which

makes it more resilient to hot water. PVC in pure polymer

form is not implicitly dangerous, but the VC has been

known to kill directly from accidental over-exposure by

shutting down the body's central nervous system.

Few people know that VC was also causing cancer un

til «is late as 1973. when three employees of a B.F.

Goodrich plant, where PVC products were made, died of

a rare liver cancer called angio sarcoma. Others were dy-

ing of the same disease at other PVC plants and in sur-

rounding neighborhoods. In the average year, 35

Americans die of this disease.

Soon researchers figured VC to be the culprit and safley

measures were instituted. VC also causes tumors in the

brain, lungs, and kidneys.

Vinyl chloride is very nasty stuff. It is so nasty that

federal safety standards have determined that maximum
safe level for exposure to vinyl chloride to be no greater

than one part VC per million parts of water or air ingested

per day.

Nevertheless. PVC made with vinyl chloride has been

approved for use as piping for drinking water by federal

and industrial safety agencies. The theory is that all of

the vinyl chloride is used up and rendered harmless when
the material is transformed into inert PVC. However,

research performed by the Environmental Protection

Agency and other private firms shows that a small

amount of VC from PVC pipes does in fact dissolve or

"leech" back into the water.

In 1978, the EPA studied five municipalities in the West

that had used PVC pipes in their water distribution
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systems for five years or more. As much as .09 millionths

of a gram of VC per liter of water was found. This is a

tremendously small amount that translates to one part

VC to one billion parts water, well within currently

recognized safety limits. The question is, when talking

about heavy-duty carcinogens, how small is safe?

George Reed, senior environmental health specialist for

the Office of Environmental Safety, said that it is difficult

to determine the impact of small but continuous exposure

of vinyl chloride to humans.
Some symptoms of cancer, especially of angio sarcoma,

man take 10 to 20 years after exposure to manifest

themselves. Also, individuals may be exposed to other en-

vironmental hazards, so it is hard to determine what kind

of exposure caused a case of cancer. "We do know," Reed
said, "the presence of vinyl chloride monomer in water

carried by PVC pipe is incredibly miniscule. In some cases

the amount is below our current ability to detect it. So
if you are asking me to say that PVC is safe, I would say

yes. If you are asking me to jump on the bandwagon to

say it is absolutely safe, I would say that there are still

too many questions."

In fact, about 15 years after the initial controversy sur-

rounding the discovery of vinyl chloride's hazards, there

is still not enough data to properly assess the long-term

toxicological effects. In a document published in 1981 by

the EPA's Boston oflTice called, "Plastic Pipes and Health
Hazard Considerations," it is stated."Any residual vinyl

y-^ _-^_ »y^ continued on page 26

"W K^L V yy
(ontinued from page I

too much at stake to agree to the CPVC installation.

Board member John Hite said, "Prove to us that plastic

piping is safe under all circumstances. Until then we want
to go with the standard, and that standard is c-opper " Ken
Mosakowski. president of the board, added. "The issue

here is not price. The copper may cost less than the

CPVC"
The board passed a resolution instructing Crabtree to

advise EOCD that the board was investigating the

possibility of suing EOCD for relief. Crabtree said that

Energy Auditors was collecting data on the demonstrated

safetv of PVC and CPVC, if available
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FOOD MAllk^ET

360 COLLEGE ST., ROUTE 9. AMHERST.MA
253-5658 SUN-FRI 10-8 SAT 9-8

OVER 2200 DIFFERENT ITEMS IN STOCK
CHINtbt jAfANtbt THAI INDIAN GOODS • SAUCe S AND S*>tCt

S

FRESH NOODLES • FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETA8LES PASTWCS
FROZEN. CANNED DRIED FOODS • FROZEN AND OfUEO FISH

COOKBOOKS • MOKS RCE COOKERS t MflEUENTS • DISHES AND
GlFTWARE TEA SETS AND SAKE SETS • KOREAN MINK BLANKETS »
BEOSF>REAOS • TAKE OUT FOODS • WHOLE ROAST DUCK t CHKTKEN

BV ORDER • DISCOUNTS FOR STUDENT GROUP FUNCTIONS -
r99wmw9wmmmmmmm0mmmm0m'mmmmmmm 0m»0*00'00m00m00t

UMASS SKI CLUB

SPRING BREAK

U^illingl;
MARCH 22-27

Last Chance
full paynnent needed by

March 3

Hurry In

limited space available

$209
$40 deposit

$25 refundable security deposit

GREAT
SKIING

SUPER
SOCiAUZlNG

SKI RACES

NEW ENGLAND
CLAMBAKE

AFTERSKI
PARTIES

,,_ CONDOMINIUM
^^ LODGING

^\ MOGUL

^& r% CONTEST

:M/ ^SPECIAL LIVE

iNTERTAINMENT

AND
MORE!FOR MOKE IMFG

All American Ski Week 545-3437
Special Activities 430«STUDENT UNlOhl

SIGN UP NOW AND RECEIVE FREE SKI CLUB T-SHIRT

Sign Up Table outside the Hatch

W, Th, Fr 9 3 pm

1987 - 1988
FINANCIAL AID FORMS

DEADLINE
MARCH 1 1987

FEDERAL REGULATIONS NOW REQUIRE
THAT ALL FINANCIAL AID APPLICANTS IN-

CLUDING THOSE WHO APPLY ONLY FOR A
GUARANTEED STUDENT LOAN, FILE THE
FINANCIAL AID FORM FOR DETERMINATION
OF ELIGIBILITY.

APPLICATIONS MAY BE PICKED UP AT THE
SAFA/FINANCIAL AID SERVICES INFORMA-
TION TABLE IN THE STUDENT UNION ON
FEBRUARY 17, 18, AND 19, 1987 FROM 9:00

AM to 2:00 PM OR AT THE OFFICE OF FINAN-

CIAL AID SERVICES, 243 WHITMORE AD-
MINISTRATION BUILDING FROM 8:30 AM to

5:00 PM, MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY.

MAIL YOUR COMPLETED, SIGNED FINAN-

CIAL AID FORM TO COLLEGE SCHOLAR-
SHIP SERVICE BY MARCH 1, 1987.
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The Time Is

NOW
To Investigate The

UMASS FRATERNITY

EXPERIENCE
THURSDAY FEB 19 VISIT

ALPHA EPSILON PI: 14 ELM ST - 665-2682

DELTA CHI: 118 SUNSET AVENUE • 549-5515

DELTA UPSILON: 778 N. PLEASANT ST. - 549-3831

PHI SIGMA KAPPA: 510 N. PLEASANT ST. • 256-6863

PHI MU DELTA: 389 N. PLEASANT ST. • 256-8028

ALPHA DELTA PHI: 395 N. PLEASANT ST • 545-3117

THETA CHI: 496 N.PLEASANT ST. • 253-9015

BETA KAPPA PHI: 338 N. PLEASANT ST. - 253-9071

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 545-271

1

•ALL BIDS WILL BE EXTENDED FEB 19th.

ARTS

By MEREDITH G. GOTTESMAN
Collegian Staff

This weekend is going to be one of the

most exciting weekends of the whole

semester in terms of new music, with great

back to back shows going on throughout.

New music? This does not mean the new
Bon Jovi single. It's not hard to deFine this

genre, but it is difficult to label.

"New Wave" has taken on a slightly

nauseating feel to any veteran of the new
music scene. "Punk Rock" as we know it

was buried with Sid Vicious in "79. "f*ro-

gressive" makes people think of bands like

Yes and Led Zeppelin. "Alternative" is

hopelessly vague. What else is there? Post-

punk? Underground rock and roll?

The new music I'm talking about is all

of these things.

Theoretically, it's made by artists with

enough integrity to go against the

mainstream. This may sound idealistic,

and I don't mean to imply that every band

that plays this type of music has more
talent and is less money-oriented than any

other. But they are creating a viable art

form that's more than worth checking out.

This weekend happens to be particularly

good for seeing a number of great bands for

very little money at convenient locations.

On Friday night, the Chameleons and the

Mighty Lemon Drops will be appearing at

the Blue Wall. The Chameleons have been

putting out superb albums for years; they

are one of the most underrated British

bands around today. They define

themselves as Four sharp tongued
(lounge) lizards with the power of adding

color to life; constant purveyors of quality

songs with an acute angle." Their latest

album 'Strange Times" is a slight depar

ture from their powerful, driving, elegant

sound, containing trippy ballads and covers

of the Beatles' "Tomorrow Never Knows"
and David Bowie's John, I'm Only Danc-

ing." The Mighty Lemon Drops were

originally known as the Sherbet Monsters,

and have released a few singles and one

very successful album titled 'Happy Head"

since their formation in the spring of 1985.

.Also from England, the Mighty Lemon
Drops sound something like Echo and the

Bunnymen and the Teardrop Explodes

meet the Buzzcocks. You wont get another

opportunity to see these two bands for such

a ridiculuosly low price; $3.00 for UMass
students.

On Saturday night, the Throwing Muses

from Boston will be at the Blue Wall. This

band was the first American act ever to be

signed to Britain's eccentric 4AD Records,

home of bands such as the Cocteau Twins.

Colorbox and This Mortal Coil. True to

their label, the Muses feature good,

politicized lyrics over electric/ecclectic

music. Opening up for the Throwing Muses

will be the Mercy Seat, and tickets are on-

ly $2.00,

On Sunday, the fun continues when the

Coolies contje to Paddington's Pizza in Nor-

thampton. What is a Coolie? A coolie is

defined as one who performs heavy labor

for little pay (so most bands should be call-

ed the Coolies, by their own admission.)

This quartet from Atlanta. GA. plays rock

and roll, surfabilly, and a whole lot of

rocked-out Paul Simon tunes. Just imagine

cramming fun like this along with one hun-

dred or so of your closest friends into a lit-

tle pizza joint in Noho...tickets are $4.00.

On the local front. Deepwoods Drive

(formerly Circle) will be playing at the 2Sone

Art Center in Springfield on Saturday

night with Picture This and The Art

Critics. According to guitarist Larry

Berger. the new band contains the best

elements of Circle combined with a more

hardhitting sound and a new drummer.

And on Monday night, beat your hang-over

blahs by going to see everyone's favorite

cajun darling Rockin' Dave and his funky

new band (yet to be named) at the Hatch.

Opening up will be Free Press.

llil

STAY ON THE BALL
WITH STUDENT NOTE & PRINTING SERVICE

WE OFFER LECTURE NOTES FROM
THE FOLLOWING COURSES:

AST 100
BIO 100B
GOT 100
COINS 121

COINS 287
COINS 320
COINS 591V
COINS 591

X

GBFIN 301

MGT 301

403 STUDENT UNION

ECE 358
ECE 661

ECON 103B
ECON 104B
ECON 104C
ECON 303
FSN 130
GEOL 103
COMM 150

MATH 121

MATH 127

PHIL 110

PHYS 162

PSYCH 100A
PSYCH 100B
SOC 105
COMM 121

HRTA 100

MON-THURS 9-4:30

FRI 9-4:00

545-2271
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lllot«
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Over the Top
Directed by Menahem Golan
Starring Sylvester Stallone

Hampshire Six theaters

By JIM COLE
Collegian Correspondent

Just before the climax of the World's Arm Wrestling

Championship, an interviewer asks Lincoln Hawk
(Sylvester Stallone) what he does to psyche himself up for

the match. He answers. "I like to turn my cap around.

That geU me in the mood. I feel like a different person.

I feel. ..like a truck."

That's just one of the classic lines in Stallone's new film

Over the Top. Sly plays Lincoln Hawk, a truck driver

reunited with his the son he left years before. As he

journeys across the beautiful southwest, he tries to get

to know his kid — a spoiled military school brat (David

Mendenhall). while racmg to California to see his wife

before she dies of heart failure, complicating the picture

is the rich and ruthless grandfather (Robert Loggia), who

Rock *n roll Dog Act howls at the Hatch

wants possession of the kid. and is almost assured suc-

cess once mom dies and is mercifully out of this cliched

and contrived picture.

Sylvester Stallone is headed in a new direction with this

movie — backwards. I keep waiting and hoping that he

will find a fairly intelligent character to play someday,

and I think it's time to give up. He has had some good

roles ( Nighthawks, Rocky), but this isn't one of them.

About all he does here is flex his muscles while lecturing

to his kid about how much brains it takes to be a winner,

or drive a truck (which the kid does better!) As the son,

David Mendenhall is the kind of child actor you'd like to

strangle When he's not being a smart alec, he's sobbing

in almost every other scene. Robert Loggia is no better

as big, bad grandpa. Director Menahem Golan (one of

the notorious Cannon brothers), sure can't save this cor-

ny film. The only time he succeeds is during the arm
wrestling scenes at the film's end. All the real life

wrestlers growl and curse, but they're a hell of a lot more
interesting than Stallone and his obnoxious kid. Maybe
someday he'll find something better to star in, but I won't

hold my breath.

Over the Top hits pretty close to rock bottom. Keep up
the good work. Sly. "Yo!"

*4
By MARY ANNE SIOUK
Collegian Correspondent

Jim, I totally agree with you. the characters were

disbelievable. the acting bad, and the action fake. You
were also right when you said that the director. Menahem
Golan can not save this droopy film. We are in agreement

about Over the Top. It is definitely the movie to miss

seeing.

Stallone may look really good without a shirt on but this

movie evidently did not allocate much money for

costumes. The shirts that Stallone did wear were either

very tight or cut in a way that displayed his rippling chest.

Dialogue was reduced to mad screaming fits and low -class

jargon. Stallone actually had dialogue, not just grunts,

in this movie but the words spoken, made you wish he

hadn't Just as the dialogue was predictable so wasn't

the plot. Picture "Rocky " armwrestling instead of boxing.

This just described the plot of Over the Top.

Over the Top came equipped with everything; an il-

literate body builder, a spoiled rich brat, a dying mother
with one last wish for her beloved "Hawk" and "Hawk
Jr." to be reunited, an annoying evil villian, and the over-

rated sport of armwrestling What more could a person

ask for? How about a seat in a different theater. On a scale

between a K-Mart and a Bloomingdale's. this movie rates

a K Mart

The Dog Act with Watch The Teeth
Kate
At the Hatch Tuesday 17

By SAQIB ALLADIN
Collegian Correspondent

Loud and discorded vocal harmony back

ed by powerful and beaty drum&'percussion

is what the musicians of the Midfield based

rock group Watch The Teeth Kate defined

as "acid swing". Personally. I didn't quite

approve of them and neither did a major

part of the audience gathered at a crowd-

ed Hatch for a night of rock 'n roll.

I must give credit to the bass guitarist

though. The crisp and drum-compatible

notes coming off his frets provided the re-

quired backing for their heavy set lyrics.

The lead and rhythm guitars were just

about average.

The "ACT" saved the evening. An in-

telligent mixing of sounds coming frtim this

talented quartet complemented by good

quality sound equipment were the crucial

aspects which made this band completely

demoralize their predecessors. Bob Nox-

ious writes — and he writes funny. Harr>-

"Weird" Matt plays bass — and jumps a lot

Bif Blimcolm drums - and he drums good

Bunny DuBonng sings, plays the

keyboards — and steals the show. Together

they put up a stupid and funny yet in

telligent and smart act. THE DOG ACT.
Prepofiterous Rock is what the group calls

their music. "I'd call it fun rock" said Jill

Curry, a Music m^jor at UMass who seem
ed most taken up by the group's DOG-
matic charm. A distinctive Talking Heads
style combined with original vocal progres

sions are the secret ingredients of the

band's a|H>eal. Evidence of this was pro-

jected strongly from the song "Pearl

Street", a ten minute musical medley

which had every member of the audience

tappi.ig their feet to the humorously stupid

lyri<». Special mention, however, must be

given to Bunny — the evident backbone of

this group. A strong variant voice coupled

with adroit manipulation of her Yamaha
DX-7 synthesizer keys is what makes her

special.

The Dog Act performing at the Hatch. CoUrgian photo by Hob Sk»hon

u N I Q u E

The typical stereo store demonstrates audio

components in one room packed with speak-

ers, racks of components, switches, and other

people. Demonstrations at Music First are

different. We believe that the best way to

evaluate audio components is in a setting like

a typical home environment: one pair of

speakers, direct connection of system compo-

nents, comfortable furniture, and privacy.

When demonstrations are done under these

conditions, seemingly minor differences

between components become clearly audible,

and choices based on musical criteria become

simple. It is remarkably easy to have "trained

ears" when the demonstration is properly

conducted. When you shop at Music First, you

become "the expert" with proper demonstra-

tions in one of our three listening rooms or

in your own home.

Music/irst
Unique Audio Systems

Danco Center Shops

Rte. 5, Hatfield, MA 247-5364

WIIIIIVI^^
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Compelling photos at Wheeler
By JONATHAN M CASSIE
Collegian Correspondent

"Recollections", an exhibit of paintings

by the Mississippi artist MB Mayfield is

bieing shown at the Wheeler Art Gallery in

conjunction with "Black History Month"
at the University of Massachusetts. This

is the first showing of a Mayfield exhibit

outside of local exhibits in Mississippi and

a current showing in New Orleans, Loui-

siana. On the whole, Mayfield's work is

bright, colorful and lively with a rustic

simpleness that is very appealing. His sub-

ject matter for the most part is of Black

farm life in the South of the 1930's and the

vivid memories of his childhood, cotton

fields, one room schoolhouses and life and

death as he recalls it.

"Miss Annie Bea Sings A Solo," com
pleted in 1987. is a vivid and dynamic pain

ting that shows a great command of color,

and the ability to use color to its greatest

effect. His use of purple somehow makes
one feel good inside, and to feel good about

the way things are in our country.

"The Tramp," completed in 1986. is a

very somber piece that is the seeming ex-

act opposite in every way to "Annie Bea."

His use of grey and earthy tones in the

piece reflect a powerful social commentary
about the conditions of not only black poor

but also of white poor in the South and
across the country. It is a depressing and
thought provoking work.

Showing his complete command of the

field, Mayfield again uses a heavily grey

toned patterned of colors in his work
"That's Poppa," but he uses them to con-

vey a different feeling, and he does so with

great success.

In "That's Poppa" Maynard is express-

ing a feeling of sadness, but not of bitter

social commentary. His title and the work
seem to both suggest that there is a con-

tinuation of life after this moment, while

in "The Tramp" it is unclear just what
quality that life will be, if it continues to

exist.

For anyone interested in art, and
analysis of art, the Mayfield exhibit is a

must see, as it is truly outstanding.

THE DYSLEXIC STUDENT ORGANIZATION PRESENTS

THE LUNCH TIME LECTURE SERIES
Dr Richard Masland

Emeritus Professor, Columbia University

Neurological Basis for Alphasia and Dyslexia

Monday, February 23, 1987 • 12:30 PM
Memorial Hall • University of Massachusetts, Amherst

Bring a bag lunch, dessert provided by:

HcfftU^ kc Grcui

This lecture is cost finee

For further information, call 545-2633

The Dyslexic Student Organization

Room 69. Bartlett Hall

University (/ Massachusetts at Amherst

WHAT IS RUSH?

Rush is the means by which fraternities seek

to expand their membership at the start of

each semester. It is a time when fraternities

hold specific functions in order to allow

University men the chance to explore the op-

portunities these Greek lettered organiza-

tions can offer. Activities at these rush func-

tions vary but generally include tours of the

chapter house and discussions on what the

brotherhood has to offer you. We at Delta Chi

encourage you to to take the time and see

what the UMass Greek system has to offer.

By all means we hope you will take us up on

our invitation to visit our house on February

19th and 24th from 8-10 pm. We are located

at 18 Sunset Ave. If you have any questions

feel free to call us at 549-0203.

GO GREEK, IT CAN BE THE
BEST THING YOU DO IN COLLEGE.

Highlights of UMass dance concert

By ADAM LAVINE
Collegian Staff

The UMass Dance Department's final

requirement to receive a BachelcH* ai Fine

Arts degree is participation in a Student

Dance Concert. Besides dancing in the

production, students must choreograph

their works, coordinate music and design

costumes. Their effort and energy were
apparent in their final performance Satur-

day night in Bowker Auditorium.

One of the most memorable work's of

the evening was Elizabeth Cawley's

Golgotha. A complicated work involving

six dancers, the piece would use slow,

gliding movements to contrast with sharp,

jerky gestures. The movement of the

dancers seemed sometimes unrelated, but

would flow into and stresti each other to

create a well thought out, creative dance.

Masque, choreographed and performed

by Theresa Boilard was an ingenious

piece utilizing a color switch with two
plastic masks. The lighting accented the

piece well, Bollard's dark costume

highlighting the reflectiveness of the

mask.
Nicole McGlynn's Silhouettes of hfid-

night Blue was a sensual piece, starting

out with the silhouettes of the three

dancers (Amy Cox. Dawn McGourty and

Theresa Boilard) against a dark blue

background. The movement began slow-

ly and gracefully, the tempo and energy

increasing as the dance continued.

In this small spot, choreographed and

performed by Dawn McGourty, took ad-

vantage of the dancer's natural

gracefulness, carefully combining smooth

body movements with the slow music to

create a hypnotic, visually appealing

work.

The costumes ranged fipwn simple black

pants and one-colored shirts to black

leotards spotted with holes cut haphazard-

ly around the body The performance was

done on a surprisingly professional level,

with enough talent and variety to enter-

tain the audience.

'/^
CHINESE

'j' CUISINE

Find out why "Bon Apetit" and

"Gourmet" Magazines aie

requesting our recipes ...

Discover why Sze's customers

drive from as far away as

Connecticut. Vermont, and

New Hampshire for a taste

of Sze's award-winning gourmet

Chinese cuisine

Come sample our Sunday Brunch ...

or enjoy a quiet evening

at our new piano bar (Wed - Sat 7-11 PM)

50 Main Street, Northampton 586-5708

=nil

$13.95
REG. 15.95
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Reagan sidesteps Iran issue
WASHINGTON D.C. (AP» - Pit^M.i. lU Reagan refused

to answer questions Wednesday about the Iran-Contra

scandal, while Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger .said

the administration had secretly provided intelli^jence in

formation to both sides in the Iranlriui \sar

Reagan maintained his 2'-' month silence while Robert

Gates was undergoing a .second, tough day of question

ing at his Senate confirmation hearing to take o\ ti a> CIA
director. F'lsewhere m Congress, the Democratic
controlled Senate Foreign Relations committee voted nar

jowly to cut off further aid to the Contra rebels fighting;

the Nicaraguan government.

Reagan seemed in no mood to field que.-^iiun.^ on the con-

troversy when rep<jrters were permitted into the Oval Of
fice before his meeting with Israeli Prime Minister Yit

zhak Shamir.

"I'm not going to take any questions on that situation"

until after a presidential commission files its report on

the Iran Contra affair on Feb. 26, Reagan said. He refus-

ed to elaborate on his previous comment that mistakes

had been made and declined to identify who had been guil-

ty of the errors.

Reagan has consistently defended his decision to sell

arms to the Iranian.^, and .said he knew nothing of the ap-

paient diversion of profits to the Contras until Attorney
General Kdwin Meese III unearthed evidence of it last

.NovenilxT.

For h'.> part, .Shamir Ifit the Wliite Hou.sf and later

travelled to the Capitol, where he agreed to meet briefly

with Sen. Daniel Inouye, 1) Hawaii and Rep. Let

Hamilton, D Ind., chairmen of the tun cmgressional inm
mittees inve.stigating the controversy.

Israelis played a major role in facilitating the .salt oi

weapons to the Iranians, according to previous investiga-

tions, but their role in funnelling funds to the Contras
is less clear. Indouye and Hamilton sought the meeting;

with Shamir as an administration olTicial said the presi

dent had privately sought Israeli cooperation with the

various investigations.

Weinberger, testifying before the Hou.se Foreign Aflairs

committee, defended his decision not to notify Congress
about the transfer of arms to Iran. He said he had no
obligation to do so because the only role the Pentagon
played in the transfer was to provide the weapons to the

CIA.
Several members of conjjress have charged that by

\P phMlii

PASSING THE BUCK - Secretary of State
George Schultz look.s on as White House Chief
of Staff Donald Regan directs reporters ques-
tions to President Ronald Reagan.

withholding word of tlu stcrtt sale from the House and
Senate for more than 10 months, the Reagan administra-
tion violated the law requiring' timely notification of
covert activity

Weinberger confirmed previou> -t.itements from
Secretary of State George Shultz that the United States
had provided intelligence information to Iraq in its long
war with the Iranians
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rentAwreck

N«w & Used Cart
Trudtt A Vans Also Avalabic

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
lit. 63 No. Amherst

S49-2880

•Ofop t>y tof FREE
Studsnt Trawl Catalog

STUDENT FARES

INES

NYOSl. Croix

NYC/Caracas

NYGParis

NYC/London

NYC/Romc

NYC/Mdsinki

WOUND TRiP

$238

$293

$381

$361

$433

$453

COUNCIL TRAViL
AM>«BT

Hey Stttdents!

Tried walking on campas lately?

How will you survive without

SURVIVORS?

wr^i^

PHI SIG

The . hutce ib i>m\fik \bu can wear boots thai leak or

btjrjts that don t

Rf ttuise who prefer the latter, wr recfrfnmend Herman
SurMvofi Our inMjIaied. wderprrx)! Survivors are

desii^neil to keep ytxj dry and comtortdble in e\en tlie

worst weather

<5_^ Warerprcicrf I iern i<in Sur; ivors

Jh\ Becau.se alter 6() million years man
^Jl shoukl be able to enjoy nice, dry feel.

J1{VIHMLS

ON SALE
f.>«T*U !*•«•«•« iJhjp I- 4*^w..> < M.rfuMl^ VU I

$59.95
r«g S79.95

OPEN RUSH
TONIGHT 7 - 9 PM

•REFRESHMENTS*

ix Social Life Second To None

f
ix Proven ic Excellence z
1^ One of The Largest National Fraternities

^ Oldest House On Campas

1^ Intramtiral Leaders

^ We're Alpha Chapter

K

At 5:50 • 8:45 PM
(Also 3 PM Sat & Sun)

27 PU'js.inl SI \.»rlti.ini|)t(.ri '^\h09i'i

I^HEEH^^
^^^^^^i^^^

AFE

PHI SIGMA KAPPA
510 N. Pleasant St

Next to FAC

COME US OUT

THURSDAY FEBRUARY 18

Blues Come True
Friday February 19

Jim K. and Co.

Saturday February 20

The LLamas
Monday February 23

Ken Johnson and Co.
24 Pleasant St, Northampton • 586-4258
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* pipes Stolen parking sticker found on car
continued from page 21

vinyl chloride monomer pre-

sent in finished PVC in-

dicates the potential for car-

cinogenic threat. Unless the

toxic monomer can be com-

pletely devoided in the

finished products, plastic

pipe made of PVC is not

recommended as the pro-

duct of choice to be used in

portable water distribu-

tions."

According to a spokesper-

son for EPA, no significant

document revising this

statement has been issued

by the EPA.
The EPA statement is on-

ly an advisory. It does not

legally prevent the state

from installing plastic pip-

ing at Ann Whelan apart-

ments. It does, however,

more effectively empower
the tenants at Ann Whelan
to resist plastic pipe
installation.

Housing Authority Board
President Ken Mosakowski
said yesterday that. "Once
we install the CPVC and if

something goes wrong, we
can't take it back and say,

t'earLy'j
BIRD I

SPECIAL
!

$2 OFF
Shampoo,
Cut ft Dry !

STYLES I

BY j

)£BORAHJ
|549-5610* 65 University Or

I

I
<mm IMS coupon • npiros V»i*l i

"Gee, we're sorry, we made
a mistake." The health of

these tenants is more impor-

tant than any intellectual,

political, or financial argu-

ment that anybody wants to

make
"

The recovery of a stolen Lot 44 sticker, which has been

missing since September, was reported at 12:35 p.m. on

Tuesday, when it was found on a male student's car.

University of Massachusetts police said.

In other police reports:

• An AM/FM antenna valued at $30 was ripped off a

car in Lot 22 sometime between 2 am, on Monday and

4 p.m. on Tuesday, police said.

• A motor vehicle accident was reported at 12:55 p.m.

on Tuesday on Campus Center Way when a parked car

was hit. causing a total of $1,600 in damages, police said.

• A hit and run accident was reported at 5 p.m. on Tues-

day in Lot 25 where a Chrysler received $300 in damages

to the driver's door, police said.

• A motor vehicle accident was reported at 10:50 p.m.

on Tuesday, when a car in Lot 63 was backing out of its

space and hit a passing car, police said.

- Ellen Nolan

THURSDAY
NIGHT IS

PARTY NIGHT
AT MIKE'S

Mon-Sji «.«» Sun 10 5

)8PWavaniSi Nonhampion
584-0J74 • 5M6-V418

^ SMORGASBOARD FRIDAY
ALL YOU CAN EAT - $2.00

THIS WEEKS SPECIALS
BECKS LIGHT or DARK BOTTLES $1.50

COORS BOTTLES 99«

ROOT BEER SCHNAPPS $125
MEISTER BRAU PITCHERS $3.00

STOP LOOK LISTEN
STOP worrying what to do with your degree

m Music or Communicatjons LOOK at how the

INSTITUTE of AUDIO RESEARCH can enhance

your marketabihty LISTEN to the opportunity call

ing in the Music and Sound Recording Industry

A UPC PRODUCTION

FRI. «»20

The INSTITUTE of AUDIO RESEARCH, in the

neart of New York's Greenwich Village, has

modularized its renowned MULTI-TRACK
RECORDING TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM into

two summer sessions.

By the time you get your Degree you will also

have your INSTITUTE Diploma and entree into the

exciting worlds of Music Recording, Broadcast.

Audio for Film and Video. Concert and Theater

Sound and much, much more.

The INSTITUTE Program may also be taken on its

regular nine-month schedule, starting four times a

year For further information fill out and return the

attached coupon or call

—

(212) 677-7580

THE MIGHTY

LEMON DROPS

^^^

f
i

UMASS STUDENTS S 2

^ CHAMELEONS UK gen. public $ 3.

'" ""ca4M\^^ ,VVIJ«HhOW5
S*t KB. 2

1
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Name.

Address.

City. .State.

Phone I )-
.College

.Zip.

6/
Institute of Audio Research
64 'jniveruty Place, Greenwiun Village

^Jew York. 1^ 10003 Estaoi^sri ?d
1969

UIMASS STUDENTS $ 3.

GEN. PUBLIC $ 4.

ALL TICKETS ON SALE ATTIX UNLIMITED (um ass),
TOR THE RECORO'(FACEt) in Amh«rst>

A MAIN ST. RECORDS in NOHO.

Vendors compete for more
selling space on concourse
By CAROL NAIMAN
Collegian Correspondent

Vendors on the Campus Center concourse

are out every day, selling a variety of wares

that range from makeup to shoes, to

jewelry and religious salvation.

The vendors are full-time students, part-

time students, outside merchants and non-

profit organizations. To access the con-

course, vendors must go through the ven-

ding process, which is under the jurisdic-

tion of the Campus Center Board of Gover-

nors. The board allocates space and funds

to groups using the Campus Center/Stu-

dent Union complex.

Lester Hensley, the vendor coordinator,

is in charge of the program. "The program
started when the Campus Center was first

built," Hensley said. "The idea of this pro-

gram was to allow students to sell their

handcrafted items."

The program currently allows part-time

as well as full-time students and outsiders

to sell not only handcrafted items, but

unusual products and manufactured items,

Hensley said. The program is designed to

benefit the student community.
"It offers students a chance to shop at

reasonable prices, allows students exposure

to small businesses and generates
revenue," Hensley said. "It also allows

Registered Student Organizations visibili

ty"

Vendors are allowed to sell two days a
week and many are unhappy with this
rule. They feel they should have the option
to sell any day of the week. Because there
are extra spaces, they feel they should be
able to use them.

At one time vendors were allowed to sell

more than two days a week, but this policy

was changed due to competition. Many of

the vendors were fighting over space, and
the merchants in Amherst thought it un
fair to have so much competition.

The vending system works on a priority

system, so policy is adhered to a fair and
orderly fashion. This involves a lottery pro-

cedure. Every Friday at 10 a.m. the ven-

dors are assigned table space for the follow-

ing week.

Richard Rosenthal, a sophomore, has
been selling shoes for one year. "Women
buy more shoes than men," he said.

Adam Goodman, a junior, works with his

partner Warren Fader, also a junior. Both
students attend the University full time,

and sell T-shirts and sweatshirts with

designs such as Monopoly bttards. Guess
and Express, with the University of

Massachusetts name on them.
Prices range from $8 to $15, and

although the students work only two days

a week. Goodman said it beats working full

time "You are your own boss." he said

Bonnie Powers, a full-time student and

« ollrctan pkotu b> Rol> Slirltun

GOOD VIBRATIONS - Erik Westland. computer systems
engineering major, practices his flute outside of the Student Union
Building yesterday.

an education major makes her own earr-

ings and mobiles. Some of her earrings are

made of clay, while others are made of

crystal and beads. "1 have a lot of regular

customers." Powers said

Mulazimuddm S Rasool sells unusual

products, including body oils and incense.

His specialty is Frank incense and myrrh
rocks. He has many different fragrances to

choose from.

'When using oil they last longer and you
only need a couple of drops. You don't have
to pay a lot of money to smell good." Rasool

said.

Peter 1. Kidelman, a junior accounting
major, sells flowers every Friday from 8;30

a.m. to 5 p.m. "I have been doing it for two
and a half years and plan on doing it until

I graduate, which is in another year and
a half. ' he said.

Don't be loft out in the cold

UMASS SKI CLUB
preterits

o

INASSAIJ
BAIHAMAS

PARTY
with Campus Marketing

YOUR BEST DEAL TO FLORIDA

SIGN UP IN THE CC CONCOURSE THURSDAY FEB 19

.V « .I'X

22-2^ C€iTip|,ete

tine best Ineteb

tine best F lights

spGce is liiiTiited

se sign i^ip new
Sign up table outside the Hatch

W. Th, FrM pm

YOU DRIVE (TO THE PARTY)

WE DRIVE (THE PARTY STARTS HERE)

*209
^'-^-:;/,

INCLUDES:
• Pound "iD nioicx cooch fronsoo'tatio'' lo Deou'rtui

Doy^ono Beoch (Wl ORIVt Pockoges Only) We uje
'

ro'hiog Duf mooefn n^ghwov cooches

• Eight fiQiiaa daw' seven endteis rughtj of orie erf ou»
eicitirvg oc*anfrorit hotels locoteo right oo tf>e Ooytcxx)
Beoch stfip voj' hotel has o beoufrfui pool sun deck a«
cc^dit.oned looms coiO" TV and o nice loog stretch o'

t»ach

• A fui! schedule of FREE pool deck parties •vwty day

• A full lis' of preanonged discounts to tov* yoo money m
Doyfona Beoch

• Tfovei 'epresentotives to insure a »moott» f»»p and a
good time

• Optionoi side eicursions to Disney World Epcot deep
sea fishing porty cruises etc

• All taxes ofKJ lips

SPEND A WEEK - NOT A FORTUNE

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
AND SIGN UP

CALL CHRIS or LORNA
AT 549-3857

Spofisored by Campus Mofkotlng -imMMcio moKmtonM.i m ccxuci 'out>

Spring
Break
Night

Rt 9 Hadley
Thurday
Feb 19

You Could
Win a

FREE
Trip

vn*
CNAi^BUl
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Listings offer

foreign employment
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

Any college student interested in unusual, overseas jobs

can go to the International Student Information Service

to find out what is available.

The organization is "not an employment agency, but a

listing service," Wayne Yeager, the service's secretary

said.

"Its really a shame that people aren't more interested

m work study or travel around the world when it can be

paid for in full." Yeager said. "Some of these jobs pay over

$3000 a summer."
Students from many colleges and universities, including

the University of Massachusetts at Amherst. Harvard

University, University of Mississippi and the University

of Kentucky have been matched to jobs in Great Britain,

Germany, France, New Zealand and other foreign coun-

tries, Yeager said.

"One UMass student went to Prince Andrew's wedding

reception when he was working in Britain at a research

firm." Yeager said.

The service came into existence one year ago, Yeager

gaid, and has recently printed a booklet. "The College

Students Guide to Summer Jobs Overseas."

According to a pamphlet, examples of these jobs are "ar

chaeological digs in Egypt, grape harvesting jobs in Ita

ly. working on a farm in Germany, being a camp counselor

on the south of France, church building in deep Africa,

working on a world travelling ship based in Hong Kong

and many others
'

"These temporary occupations last from mid-June un-

til August, and are available to all American college

students regardless of major, background, etc.." the pam

phlet states.

Copiei* of the booklet can be obtained by sending $2 to

the International Student Information Service, P.O. Box

34. Salvisa, Kentucky 40372.

CaU»(iaB pbotu by Roh Shviton

TOSSING AND TURNING - Southwest residents wrestle in the snow while an amused stu-

dent looks on.

^^.M^r» ir7v.^«».^>9«?cak^«i>.^:>% CTv*.. U .^:>% CK-^Cs^^u^ ffv*.^CP^<g» gyA>CP.^:y» g^:wCg..^^» AC^>C9< .00 ^:^ CTv^.c.^'/? «r7x.^.<^.
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AMHERST CMAGE SHOPS
» 9^^^cb'^ai* 9xy^cir^ufi%£^w 'oa-^^X***^*"

FINCYAIWS*

VANNSUPMJCS

Cotton 8i Cotton BItnd Yams
AVAILABLE NOWl

Start Your Spring & Summer Sweaters Early

New Needlework Kits And Supplies

Arriving Daily

The Carraige Shops • 233 N PlMsant Si

Amherst. MA 549-6106

OPEN MON - SAT 9 30-5 30 SUN 1 5

Koft j)00^ i)

Tired of Studies?

Get Some Rest ...

ON A FUTON MATTRESS
Portable! Foldable!

And Double Size Under $100

fi^-
""'T^*— ar=^ ¥

t

Bed Frame &
Couch Beds

Available

From
$169

Sebastian
Care
and

Colours

233 M. P\ess3nt Street

Amherst Carriage Shops

Upper Level Mon.-Sat., by appt.

I

\i

Good Night Bedding
549-3507«Amhcrst Center* Carriage Shops

mhiirM *7^Aic ^oua9
ai*e/ imfitilftrliJorlitkup

For All Your

Musical Needs

?33 N. Pleasant Street

Amherst, Mass. 01002

Phone 549-1728

HOURS: Mon - Wed 10-6; Thurs 10-8, Open Sat 10-5; Sun 12-5

AMHERST — 1 EAST PLEASANT STREET • 549-6904

The Far Side

By Gary Larson
Smithereens
By Sarah Smith

Deer grandmothers

Doonesbury By Garry Trtideau
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Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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{miiM
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Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

IT'S nnes like
TWI* I w»*«
fEDPUC W«*C
PUT TO 0€A-TO
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»%5U

Gordy By Gorde
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PLACE OP /»rV BfKTh
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MUST RErrmzM. .

.

BACK-OPOM rUf^ OfJEf
MORAL zvPPofrr "TO yye
MAXf" AA)C? f HA^I^

/AJ Af/AJC? f=i>R rH£ JOB.

"I m not going to take any questions on that situation
"

— President Reagan responding to reporters after be-

ing questioned on the Iran-Contra scandal

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Michel Jaffe

ACHOM
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4 FkMiM
9 1$tt) c«n quaan

ot !•>• imi»%
12 Son ul Sam
14 Earthy pigmanl

16 Al ine summit
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23 Raci>nt Ptati*
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30 Tra, itional

34Bisi Jtta*
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90d
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13 SmaN machina
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Lunch

Cheeseburger
Pork Fried Rice/

Soy Sauce

Dinner

Menu
Basics Lunch
Oatburgers

Vegetable Fried Rice/

Soy Sauce

Basics Dinner

Sweet & Sour Chicken Fingers Simmered Corned Beef/

^ Tomato Torte Steamed Cabbage
Tomato Torte

V.

Weather
Today Highs in the low to mid-teens

Tonight: Cold. 0-15 degrees

Tomorrow: Partly sunny, highs in the 20s.

Today's Staff
Night Editor Siobhan Masterson

Copy Editor Shcryl Jean

Layout Technician Ansel Zinter

Photo Technician Rob Skelton

Production Supervisor Michelle Eichelman

Production: Kelly. Eileen, Sheryl. Nancy, Laura.

Beth, Donna, Henry. Maura. George, and Joe

Execotive Board -- Spring of 1987

KELLY SIEGBI
Bditer la CUtf

HAMCY KUNCEHfilt
MMMflag Sdhor

PHIL SEKAFIMO
Sdllarlal Editor

STEVE KUBIH
fcnlaets Maaaget

AVSELZWTER
Prodactlaa Maaager

Easiness Board — Spring of 1987

STEVE RUBUf
•••laeM Maaagar

PATIICE lAWSKY
Marketlag Maaager

PAUL H. LESSEE
JldvcrtlalBg Sale* Maaager

CRAIG VAOGU
ClfCirfatlaa Maaager

VASESSAKOTH
Haaaca Maaiger

KAREI HOLLAHD
$«kacfl9«iaa MaMiger
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Men's volleyball goes to limit at Amherst; 3-2

By LAURA BELL
Collegian Staff

Winning ugly has never

been a characteristic of the

University of

Massachusetts men's
volleyball team. But the

Minutemen found
themselves having to resort

to such a formula, as UMass
had to come from behind to

beat an outmanned
Amherst College team. 8-15.

15 7, 12 15, 15 13, 15 9. on

Tuesday at Alumni
Gymnasium.
The win improved UMass'

record to 7 1 overall and 1-0

in the New England Col

legiate Volleyball League
(NECVL) Western Con
ference. The Minutemen.
who are ranked second in

New England behind the

Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, captured third

place at the NECVL Open
toumement last weekend at

. _ _ w w M»^ - » • 1 f • J.
• J.' The bad showing dropped

Minutemen avoid Lord Jeff upset bid; ski teams in action uMass .mo second place.

three points behind Boston

M.LT.
•We didn't play well at

all. There were too many
mental mistakes and
Amherst capitalized on

some of them. They came
out tough and surprised us

a little," junior setter Jim
Loynd said. "We went into

the match pretty cocky and

almost got beat. We can't af

ford to take anyone for

granted, not with the way
we played."

The Minutemen, other

wise referred to as the

UMass Packing Crew,
started out on a slow note,

allowing the underdog Lord

Jeffs to capture the first set

and gain momentum.
UMass evened things at one

set apiece behmd the hittmg

and blocking ofjunior hitter

Gary Webb (Webb
registered the first official

conference six-pack of the

season, as he unloaded a

ball off the forehead of an

unsuspecting, and later un-

conscious. Lord Jeff in the

second set). The Minutemen
had their backs to the wall,

however, in the third set, as

several unforced errors and

errant passing gift wrapped

the set for Amherst.

"We felt we could win the

match from the beginning,

but Amherst put up a tough

fight. We were getting pret-

ty frustrated in the first cou-

ple of sets," junior setter

Paul Martinez said.

"Nothing seemed to be go-

ing our way, including some

calls by the referees. We just

hung tough and kept cool."

That coolness paid off for

UMass in the fourth set, as

the Minutemen overcame a

13-9 Lord Jeff advantage to

take the set, 15-13, behind

the blocking of Webb. The
momentum carried over in-

to the fifth and decisive set,

as Amherst simply ran out

of gas.

UMass exploded to an 8-0

advantage, paced by the hit-

ting of sophomore middle

hitter Alex Temkin, who
has been bothered by an

ankle injury suffered in a

tournament last month.

UMass cruised the rest of

the way, with Loynd ending

the night with a down line

service ace at match point.

"I don't know what it is.

We seem to start out real

slow and then get better as

the match goes on," senior

hitter Kenny Sheehan said.

"You can afford to do that

against a team like

Amherst, because they don't

have too many weapons to

hurt you. Other teams can,

so we'll have to try and find

some way to get out to a

quick start."

The Minutemen will now
focus the University ofNew
Hampshire, who will invade

Boyden Gymnasium on

Sunday in a non-conference

battle.

The UMass women's and
men's ski teams had a

rough go of it at the

Amherst College Tourna
ment over the weekend.

Both teams entered the

tourney with slim first place

leads, but managed to come
away with a pair of second

place finishes.

Cindy Johnson and Kerry

Godfrey were the only

UMass finishers in the

Slalom to pace the

Minutewomen to a sixth

place finish in the event.

College.

The men's team skied

their way to a third place

finish to place them in a tie

with Plymouth State

University in the overall

standings. The Minutemen
were led by Chris Brigham.

who captured the men's

Slalom event. Bill Davidson

placed fourth in the Slalom

and Craig McCordic finish-

ed fifth.

In Sunday's Giant Slalom,

the Minutemen found
themselves in a must-win

situation against Plymouth
St., but were not equal to

the task, with UMass fall-

ing short by two seconds.

Rick Delia finished the day

by winning the overall in-

dividual title, beating out

Giant
Slalom winner Neil Browne
of Plymouth St.

X^ %

J
Fine Paper and Stationer

Come Down And See Our
Fine Resume Paper

and Matching Envelopes

I 253-2840 45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst, MA

Cooper
V TIRES ^

HADLEY TIRE
& AUTO CENTER

253-9911
Rt 9, Russell St, Hadley, MA

SUPERB PERFORMANCE
IN ALL WEATHER

Cooper's new

Trendsetter A/W Radial

gives you great mileage and traction

and superb perfornnance in ail four

seasons on all four wheels

95

P155 180 R-13

SIZE PRICE

P166 180 013 $43 95

P'75 190 R-13 S44 95

P186 175 R 14 $45 95

P195 17S R 14 $«D5

P215 t76R-15 $56 9^

Prices available wlf> "<is «> o"iy

"Cooper Tires. . .

. . . best known for

quality since 1914"

3pw-1am
DAILY BUffALO WINGS

PARADISE PIECES
Breast 1.49 Thigh .99

Wing .89 Leg .79

2 PARADISE PIECES 1.89

w/Paradise Pac 2.89

3 PARADISE PIECES 2.55

w/Faradise Pac 3.65

6 PARADISE PIECES 4.95

w/Paradise Pac 6.90

9 PARADISE PIECES 7.59

w/Paradise Pac 11.10

15 PARADISE PIECES 11.85

w/Paradise Pac 16.25

21 PARADISE PIECES 16.85

w/Paradise Pac 22.99

PARADISE PACS
-inCLUDt-

Rolls. frcnch rrics. and

Cole Slaw or Macaroni

DRinKS

Soft Drinks

16 oz, 65

20 oz, .75

Litre 1.25

( Litres only for delivery

)

PARADISE

Chicken Salad

Sandwich 2.65

All White Meat Sutetitutes

—ADD Mi CAQI—

White lieat: Wings. Breasts

Dark Meat: Thighs. Legs

SIDE ORDERS
ftench Fries REG. .60 LG, .75

Cole Slaw REQ. .49 LG. 1.29

Macaroni REG. .49 LG. 1.29

SIMGLE ORDER ...3.25

LARGE ORDER 4.95

Bleu Cheese Available

Your Choice of Sauce:

ORIGINAL
I

lilLD

(Hotfif
I

(Mild&

Spicy) I Spicy)

FREE DEUVERY
253-7494

SWEETS'
SOUR

(New df Zesty)

COLLEGE
(Teriyaki fif

Garlic)
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Barbara CuUinan is coach Banda's senior performer

I

Senior econ major shooting for the nationals

By tiEOK(JK AL SUN
Collegian Correspondt-nt

Many seuun^ will he >;juduatin^' tlr.-

year from iht- athletjc teams of the Unu i

sity of Massachusetts. Some of them w ill

ne%'er compete at the same level «»f compet!

tion again. But for a few. like Barbara

CuUinan, it will mark the begums

higher level of competition

Cullman, a inenihtT ol tlu' I'Mas^

Senior harrier Barbara CuUinan

women'^ indtH.r track ti-am, sl.irled Hit

running c.ikmi hi iht sixth gi'ade. Since

then she has become one of the top runners

to compete on New Knizliind tracks

I'ullinan burned the traii \ idnN.i

High School where she ua- ,! • m
track aiid field hockey

UMass women's track oMth KaU kt'iu

Banda n^cently said that she was one d the

most til'
'

'
' ' to come lo UMass

wheiv M ,1 m indoor and nUt

door track.

She has talent no coach can taki- credit

tor It's a God given gift." Banda said.

An economics major, the senior runs the

400 met 1 1 and 800 meter races and is u

. itiberi.fthe4x4<K) meter relay team In

, •^4. she helped break the New England

,ind UMass record at the Eastern Cham
pionships She has l>een an instrumental

part of the team since arriving and this

>,-.i-im 1- 111! .vception.

( ullinan credits her family as being the

l)iggest influence on her career.

Her indo<ji performances this year lo

ckidi ,1 )9 400 meter and a 1:14.38

meter She alsr) ow ns a 2: 15 800 meU?r

. .L-. which Banda feels she can improve

to 2:11. which would place her among the

top five runners m New England. She

already is among the top three m New-

England in the 400 mctei

"She haslH«en <»ur top ruiiiin in >. ..i

Banda said

The high point of the year thus far lor

CuUinan was at the Boston University In

vitalional, where she finished fourth m a

championship race that pitted the best run

ners from the East against each other.

Cullman has one major goal this year.

"Making the nationals in the springtime

would be fun," she said.

('ii.uh Banda desciiln > her a-< an i'\

cellent student and someone ulio will be

successful at whatever she do«>

"She puts her soul anti inait into

everything she does. " Bantia said

After college, CuUinan would like to ton

tmUf lu'i runnini,' >l a 1
1
ai k rlub

Wh.iteveiclul) she (oins svill ix' a huk> one.

• Women

population around
Morganlown mooing in

disbelief Senior center

Karen Fitzgerald scored a

game-high 28 points in the

name, hut hud to sit out

the extra session, fouling

out in the final moments of

regulation.

"We got the ball inside

on them and Fitzy played

very well the last time we
saw them." Leanian >aid

"Well have to get t

inside pi-oductu»n .igain

ttiis time Fitzy will have

to be effective '

The Mountaineers are

paced by Alexis Basil, who
leadsWW in storing with

a 17.4 points per game
average. Jenny Hillen is

next in scoring, averaging

13.1 ppg.. and led the

Mountaineers with 23

points in the overtime lc»s

to UMu8s. Dionne Morris

average- !<» l ppi; and

also leads the team m re

hounding, pulling down

7 4 boards per game
"We'll have to handh

their press and aggres.sive

definse Thev play sti aight

man-to-ma and
sometimes go to .i J .J mat

chup £one. * i^aman said.

"We'U have to play a man
to man because they are

such a giMKl shooting team

from the perimeter. We
can't allow them to get any

gtKid shots ofl U they have

the open shot, they'll stick

it on us."

The two teams matchup
well on paper, and. with

UMa.ss' overtime wm, «>n

the court as well But ihr

Minutewomen possess a

slight height advantage,

something that teaman
thinks will work to UMass"

advantage.

They ck

ball chill. , .,:. I on

defensi-. L< ,i;a ui -,iid

Wi ii.ix. i little more e\

and a little more
ith our i)ig{H'oplf

It should be a classi< nia!

chup
"

KejeetioRii: The
Minutewomen broke the

Hi) point barrier for only

the s<*cond time in seven

outings with Tuesdav's

77 71 win over CCSU. .

Fitzgerald has led the

Minutewomen in scoring

on 16 occasions this

seasf)n The Chelsea, \'T

natui i- .iveraging 18.4

r" it N jHM game and 7.6 re^

.ads per game. Fit-

34{«rald's 30-point outing

and sophomore Beth
Wilbor'.x 24 points against

CCSU were career highs

for both players

CLASSIFIED
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ACTIVITIIt

MUSC. ACTWG. OAMCE ns'fuction

Priv^andgroup AM aat%t» >•<<*» el ib^
ly Univ»f»»ly Art* CotiX* *»COu«W(

avaiiatM kx UM«m «u4*nt» P««4orm>ng

Am CNv«ion/UMm» OH) CtM«M< 54»«19

WSVL IS NOW MCK on tt» •!' AOefnahve

Stife^iiK *nO (U»l p**in <un L>»W W
WSVL 106 1 FM ev«rv day

GOflOON S HOROWITZ, Weinv LDrary

Tel Aviv Th« KtouttiAuMn Concemratton

Camp and Its Cw*!*" N»ig»>t)0'S 2/19/87

a 45PM 601 Herlei

NEAR EASTERN STUOIES Program spon

«cir« panaKMKuwon Egyp* and me U S
Uneaay RMlions 2/19^7 7 30PM Can

pus C«nMr 91

1

70,000.000 M«MAUWIliM)(>««CI n

U S labo«alof*» this year The Ammai
Rigm* Coalition m««t* at 4 00 today SU

THE LESWAN UMON <s open' We meet

Mondays 7PM SUB Ne* energy is

vvelcomed Wimmm come out and (W" us'

UNIVERSITY UPDATE NEWS snow .

oactf' Openmgs lor anchors sponscaslers

aru and ar»tert«inme»«. «»niers trti camera

operators Sign up in ttta Union Video

Center or caH 253-5864 Qel involved'

K>l SALI

COMIC BO<MS GREAT ne« A aacfc aawe
saiectKXi at loiii pf oes Mmwnum 26 peiew*

diKoum win tins ad We buy S MM*
J R » Comics Et' M....nn,n Fa.ms Ma«

Ha(«ey 586-24^'

QUCa WATCHES FOR i«3«* many «v*»
only 130 CJ* Brian 6-7425

MW HAVPRO COMPUTER IBM Com
patable 25«K can 549-4156 leave meMage

BUY AN APPLE iiC wtlh modem and

montor Asking S500 P -»' -r^'^mal CaH

Scott at 25>»93

BEDROOM CMEST WITH "^ or

256 1494

CANON TVPESTAR S carrying case

au'awe and convpniem $20 call Tim

586-2949

BOSE 901 SERIES 3 speakers $400 Of best

o«e' call Cfaig ai BKO 549^066

FREE MOVIE AT the Newman Center

BacK 10 Scnod Friday Feb 20th in the

Iron! lounge at 7.00PM, All are welcome'

AUTO rOI SAU

7$ TOYOTA AC at groat car 700-BO

2S«-0ie8

1976 VW RABBIT good condition $1000 or

BO call Tracy 253-5621

I960 VW RABBIT 4 dr sunrool AMFM
stereo gas 253 9871 atter 6 PM

79 MAZDA QLC wagon excelleni condi

fon no rust SIOOO 6450123

196S FORD FALCON a cream pu«
256^920

1978 HONDA CIVIC CVCC 83000 miles

AM/FM stereo runs great, $1200 or BO
549-7807

FOR A OOOD TIMi CALL

RACK-A-DISC Entertainment Agency Disc

lockies lights, rentals, and mobile video

dances' 549-7144

MST

MELP1 1 LOST my le«her lacKel at Detanos

on Wednesday Feb 4ih Sentiment* value

Noou^wosasned 54*0606 reward is be-

ing offered

COLO NECKLACE ON 2/1 1- a gfl Irorn my

mother i»ho has since passed away II you

•ound ii in the vicinity o< Boyden ptease can

546 7068

LOST RING ATTACHED lo gold walch n

downtown Amhersi great sentimental value

reward ldays)549 3§75 |nights)5e4-9534

LOST KEYS ON path behveen Sylvan and

Worchesler DC Call CJ 6-4284

I LOST MY blue noleboo* lor Kennedy's

Snackbar H tound. call Paula 549^3846

MENS GREY WOOL tweed coat si/e 44L

ia«en Uom Pub Sat 2/14 reward ottered lor

return 256-8676

INSTRUCTION

LEARN TO TAP dance with Brad Aspel

through the Performing Arts Division (PAO)

at UMass Classes at all levels beginners

Wednesday 6 30 7 30. intermediate-

Wednesdays 7 30 8 30, advanced/irit

Tuesdays 7 30-8 30 Classes begin Feb 1

7

call Pad at 5450515 lor inlormation

AN INEXPINSIVI SPRING SREAK

DO YOU WANT to go to the Bahamas.
Jamaica or Ft Lauderdale? We have com-

plete trips to the Bahamas starting Irom

349. complete Jamaica trip lor 389, and

complete Ft, Lauderdale trip 129 bus or 319

air fare These prices all include transpor

laion and hotel You will not Imd a cheaper

deal with anyone else For information call

Mike or Rick at 549-5401 Space is limited

tPRINO SREAK 'ST

BAHAMAS $399 A up Best trip available

call now Bruce 253-7312 Bryan 546-9021

RItTAURANT

RESTAURAHTSOW MIRtMO'oii'poil-

Hons avoHoble all ahins KNchMi Dining

room lounae apply In person
llam-apm QMI Stream Bar and OrW*
IS1 Nortttamplon Rd, Routo • Amh»rtl
MS 2U-MM

NilO EXTRA CASH

SERVICES

TYPING. TAPE TRANSCRIPTION Fast

accurate 6b5 7652

TUTORING. SUBSTITUTE TEACHING m
business management marketing,

finance investment 4 microcomputers $7

per hour Neg 536-5006 leave message

TRAVEL

MAKE THE RIGHT move lor spring break"

Fort Lauderdale $129 Nassau Bahamas

$349 lor more into call Dave 546-6709

ROUNOTRIP TICKETS TO Florida Irom

Bradley Airport lo West Palm Beach/Fl

Lauderdale non-slop on UMass spnng

break week (March 21-29) lor mlo Call

256-0S46

SOMEAOENTS CAtTraTse your spring

break trip by 10 percent at their will The

UMass Ski Club wont and never will For

more mlormalion on Barbados. Bahamas.

Killinglon. and Steamboat Call 545-3437

or stop by our table outside the Match

MHP WANTED

LIGHT KITCHEN HELP; 4'6n.s w* lo« '

days rrieals tree on campus caH b49 0454

549^7

FIA.L AND PART t ne Mtltior^ tvmtMUt
V.-, 'wb» 10L.1S and wolM ni wortwig

condrtiorM Con««n<«ntty loc«ed m Ute

C«nMirofAinner« You canMm up lo $20
antout •mhtatafyandcommiMRans Con-

tact Target EmarpnaMtof an iniervww Atk

tor Keith

AIRLINES CRUISELINES l«RINO! Sum
rrief Career' Good pay Travel Can tor

guide cassette newsservice' i9t6i

944-4444 em 161

RACK-A-OISC entertainment needs 15

DJ s lighting operators arid roadies No
enpenence required 549 7144

SECRETARY- «BOAY SATIMOAY Satur

day 7 3a 1 1 30 $4 50 hour Rack A DtSC

Enfertamrrieol 549 7144

BOLTWOOU COORDINATOR POSITK)N
open lor 1987 88 school year Call

323011 e«t 495 lor details

WORK STUDY 5-10 hourvwee* Urn

hours $4 20 assist n analysing so4 and

plant samples no enperient* reqired Crt
Morteia 545 2259

SALES/MARKETING REPS tor interna

tional company Great opportunity call to-

day Dennis 256-1663

SHOE BHU, ANMERST lull time and part

lime needed Pari time applicants need lull

day tree Apply m person only

THERE'S A JOB lor you in a summer
camp The Airwncan Camping Association

(NY) will rnake your application availat)le to

over 300 camps in Ihe northeast Exciting

opportunities 'or college students and pro

fessionals Positions available all land and

water sports arts and crafts drama muSic

dance tripping nature RN s MD s aids

kitchen, maintenance College credit avaial

bte Call or write lor application American

Camping Association 43 W 23rd St Dept

(UMA) New York N Y 10010,

212 645 6620

WANTED

LOCAL BANDS WANTED Eastside con

certs Bat'le ol the Bands on Feb 28 Con

tact Bruce or David 549 4160

SUSLET

FURNISHED BEDROOM MARCH Isl lor

spring semester Puffton Village 549-0748

TYPINO SERVICE

QUALrrV TVPBIC LONG or short pro^

je«» MelKutou* pio^rea*rig Edtrng

MaiWii* naauww a wfim^mt S4»0367

CLOSET SALE

FULL LENGTH RACOON smn coat m
good condition J?00 00 NCR ca$«

regi««r nMd* only minor i^mt lor tuH

cveralion C MM a <-.on«*r«irtion owe*
%000 Can ARSd 29641S2

PROrES$IONAL TYPINO

SPEEDY KEYS -DISSERTATIONS.
'esumes papers 256 1002

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

CASES PAPERS, DISSERTATIONS.
theses last accurate dependable on

campus. reworwrf>«e 584 7924 Nancy

•KO

YOUR CHANCE TO rush Ihe best Iralemi

ly on campus will be ne«t week Beta Kap

pa Phi

$PfflNO RREAK OF A LIFETIME

SAIL ABOARD YOUR own 50 ft yacht Irom

Ft Lauderdale to the Bahamas lor 1 wk m
to Paul 665 4967. Terry 6-4052

BAHAMAS FOR A aUCK

BARBADOS TOO THETA Chi .s giving

away trips lor two To eitfier il your choice

trips are lurnished by the Ski Club For a

dollar your ctiances are one in 2000 Spend

live dollars and your chance is 1 m 400

The drawing will be held publicly on March

12 and will l>e drawn by a member ol Ihe

crowd This is the best spring break pnce

around

FREE CASH

NEED MONEY FOR spring break'> I need

your baseball cards! Please help Call Mike

549-0333

ST. JUDE

THAFl YOU AGAIN! Seldom do your

prayers go unanswered I am very gralelul

MOVIE ON FRIDAY 11TN

NEAG IS SHOWING the^movie About Last

Night " on February 13 Come and see il

with a Iriend

PERSONALS

RESUME TYPESETTING SERVICE

Have your resume prolessionaHy typeset

The best quality type not a word processor

SiKteen diHerent type styles to choose Irom

Takes only 3 days costs $25 and any

changes I'll do lor FREE Come down lo the

Collegian Graphics Office (113 Campus

Center) and speak to Peter Soderberg

MEET NEW PEOPLE! Get great ex-

perience' Come write lor New England S

largest college daily The Collegian is ml 13

Campus Center, right behind the T v

Come down and check us out'

SKI. SKI . SKI

5 College trips' Day trips,

nighl trips, to Berkshire East

Rales start at $9 lor lilts

and transportation (or night ski

Rentals and lessions also avail

Bus leaves UMass » colleges

Registration deadline Mon Feb 2

For more mlo call

549 4600 x328

SUMMER IN EUROPE $239 Lowest

scheduled lares to all ol Europe lorm

Boston Call 1(800)325 2222

SWAPPCD YELLOW » -
•'••

w«i yrtlow scan at If- > - " "'•.»'.»'

caNMonM»«»0

SPIBIIO BOMOMTV RUSH vrnmrnxm lo

be Iwld on WedFeb t8al6 aomtn*Cm-
pus Cent" '"• '*•" ** Uoiversitv wortten

invited

EHHLY YOU SHARED -
. '<»» as Katma s

C«H nw Oan 9>: <

11/12 DION TC but re«orM3

Lying 40day' )$»everyda»

Wnt* back Ou4e eirr .ngs

NU lOTA RHO- briHiani. breoiMaking bet

ler and badder HeD ba b^"

EXPERIENCE OXFORD' ATTEND the O.
lord surrimf" seminal s inloimalional

meelmg on Thursday Feb 19inMen»r301

al fOfP»

JAMI-YOUR INTRIGUE has fust over

whelmed me Too bad I m not Jewish

GOOBER-THIS ONE is lor you late happy

Valentines Day and thanks lor being

you always in my he»t always your

buddyNienny

DID YOU SEND a candygram to Tracy R '>

Please reveal you'sell PS I rio kmger live

in 424 but m 210"

LYI#I SKRTH HAPPY birthday F.rially i

personal' Love Lynn Smith II

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED ASAP 5

mm wflik from campus lor more mlo

549 5039

D2 S TAKE LA Calil spring break 1967

THE LIL SIS S in D2 rule the paddles had

belter rule a<. well

DELTA ZETA PROVINCE weekend 1987

get psyched giris we rule

THE SISTERS OF KKG we like lo wish Ihe

entire greek area a fantastic rush

CASS WANTS TO know who she

deserves

SARAH HAS A mark on her neck and it s

not Iron her lurtleneck. sounds like a per

sonal problem to me'

MARLA OR GRANDMA are you a car

dinaP Love Sal

ST. JUDE THANK you lor Ihe great lavors

so kindly and quickly granted

M SATIN I'VE seen yOM a numeer 01 iir'iaa

bu' don I have itie narve lo appioaclt you

I d hM 10 know more about *0u
~

Iv ML

YOU ,WST WCUiO nol

. , I im ..s lo who sart »• Soixafs to

PleMia W matmwo wHO
m tfw numlMr Ju*a

THANK YOU ST Jude

SUMIL SHI«STRA THANKS' /^ ''' '"*•

An<\ >,s«i«s t'jtnC.

LOSE WEKSHT NOW! 1029 iBSftnonlh

with Herbal Weight Coortol tOO parcant

ouaranieed ca« M** 54S.S938 Dan
5464151

DWIOHT

OW«HT MAKES RIGHT! The legand con

tinues paid lor oy DwigW

tOOMMATE WANTED

PM MU DELTA has entra irvmg spaces 24

hour Kilchon arKl laundry Rar>l is Clwap
Call 549 6500 549-1328 256-8028

GRAD STUDENT. PROFESSIONAL
woman to share 2-bdrm aparWMKit m Nor

thampton $217 50 545 2440 days
SIM (X)74 203 87? 3168 eves

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED Rotlmg

Green $156 call Julie 253-3422

FOR RENT

LARGE ROOM FOR rent on busline $210

heal includPd Call Ross 665-3427 or Tony

545 0713

LARGE ROOM
Amhersi Center

No kitchen lacilities

665 7697
Available immediately

SUPER-CONVENIENT AMHERST Center

apartment i70/month Chns b84 4174eve

ROOM AVAILABLE. 3/4 Mile Irom cam

pus on bus route male or female Apt

equipped w/ sauna, wood burning stove,

skylight in bedroom Call Brian or Chris

alter 5 256-1041 $270/month plus ulilitiaa

(minor)

WE WILL BUY your good usad clothing just

Mondays 549-3772

STUDY ABROADI THE UMaas Oxford

Summer seminar will hold an inlormational

meeting on Thursday. February 19 at 7 00

PM in Herter 30'

SPRTnG BREAJTrO Florida slarlJiig at $99

call Luv Tours 549-9782 5490547

SPRlNOBHEAiTfRiw'to Jamaica ar^

Bermuda starting al $369 call Sally 6-7500

SPRINOittAK

DEPARTS EVERY WEEK in MarctTPt

Lauderdale $309 includes Rt Jet ft hotel lor

7 nights all taxes and tips Departs every

week in March Montreal weekends $79

departs every weekend FelvMay Includes

round trip motor coach ft 2 nights hotel

directly downtown All taxes and tips

Daytona Beach motor coach and 7night

hotel on the strip $229 all taxes and tips and

service charges For more details call

Dynamic Destinations. 482 Main Street.

Maiden. 617-324-7735. 617-321-4165

LOOKING FOR JIM in Pufton we met at

Flat Street- where are you'' Missy 6-7440

SICK OF D.C. lood? Go gat a refund and

receive excellent tree meals in exchange

lor light kitchen work Male prelerred Call

Marc 549 7596

DESPERATELY SEEKING BEAUTIFUL
blonde that I barely met in time out last

Wednesday Feb 4 I would like to meet you

for a drink and talk I am the tall blonde kid

To give you a hint, you waved to me twice

when you left My name is Mike, give me
a call 256-1716
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UMass is ready for Penn State
A win improves the team 's playoff chances

h»-ad iKach Kon

.11! Ill

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's

basketball teani faces one of its biggest

challenges of the season when it plays host

to Atlantic 10 rival Penn State, tonight at

7:30 at the Curry Hicks Cage.

The game, the next to last regular season

home game for UMass, may be as tough a

challenge as all of its previous road games

and tougher than home contests versus

Temple University or Northeastern

University. What .seems an (irdinary A 10

conference game will derinit«Iy \m' a

challenge.

i really do think si.,

Gerlufsen said

The Minutemen. 8 1

eighth pla<» in the A 10 with a 4 11 record

I'Mass trails George Washington Univer

-Its ! "^ Hv t%vi> and a half games and leads

Kuti: lim.halfgame margin.

St. Bunaveniun i- a full game back at 3 12.

Tonight's game figures to In- a tcmgh one

for the Minutemen for a couple of reasons.

Just »>ne game up from the 10th and last

place in the A 10 and c.nl\ a half game up

on Rutgers, 82 67 winm I 'Mass last

•.k at New Brup.swicK. NJ. the

.Muiutemen are fighting for homecourt ad

vanta^> in the fvst round of the conference

I

• which b*'gin in tw<

(.,.„... pili the team into th.

seedings with iw u-i;

jeoparodize the •

a playoff game
"We would rathi . -k hack at tin-

teams that are behind u.s but more at the

ones who are ahead of us." Gerlufsen said.

"We would rather look at the sunshine side

of things
"

The team will also ha\i to contend with

a new development w hich has depleted the

team's depth on the inside. Weakened
along the frontline by suspensions to

sophomore forwards Joe Fennell and Sean

Mosby last weekend, the Minutemen face

a difficult test trying to match up with a

numerically superior Penn State front

court

Able to rotate forwaiu> .uiu u.-m up lar

more fouls than UMass big men Wilburt

Hicks, Duane Chase. David Brow n and Fit

zhugh Tarry can afford. PSU comes to tht'

Cage with an opportunity to exploit thi

Minutemen's thin inside game
"They have so much more size up front

They have five or six guys all 6 8 or better

to throw at us, " the coach said "Were
definitely at a size disadvantage. The thing

for us to do is to try to outwork and outhus-

tie them."

Physically, the frontcourt is in great

shape. But being forced to play the majori

t\ of the game with no one to spell relief

from the bench. Chase. Hicks and Tarry

will have a lot to handle in trying to stay

out of foul trouble Brown, who regularly

A loss

1 nf the

'.u.-l Hl^

For University of Massachusetts senior guards Carl Smith (shown above)

and Bill Hampton, tonight's battle versus Penn State will mark the tvv ilight

of their collegiate careers. Each has two scheduled home games left. Game
time in 7:30 at the Curry Hicks Cage.

plays the entire 40 minutes, will have to

play even harder than usual

"i think Hicks. Tarry and Chase are in

good shape, the thing they have to deal

with is staying out of foul trouble."

Gerlufsen said.

The Nittany Lions, at 13-10 overall and

7 8 in the A 10, are one of the league's bet

ter teams and a pleasant surprise for head

coach Bruce Pajkhill after last season's

12 17 mark.
"We took them t() overtime at iVnn

State I'm sure they won't be taking us

lightly, " Gerlufsen said.

Their 7 8 record leaves them seven and

a half games behind first place Temple

University and deadlocked in fifth place in

the conference with Duquesne University,

a team PSl' crushed. 76 51. last week at

College Park. PA
Winners of two straight A 10 games, the

.Nittany Lions (64 50 overtime victors over

UMass five weeks ago at College Park. PA
are a team shooting 46 percent from the

field and 68 percent from the foul line

Defensivtly. PSU can also hold their 'mn

Forcing IH turnovers again

ieadtrs Temp!'
"'

novcrs a gamt

at College Park I'A PbUn hustle nearly

tarntd them a victory ci\er the le.t ti

h un.scathed team
Leading 59 50 with just ! J ^ nmaining

in the game, the Nittany 1 't

able to hold together as tb- <> • d

them, 1 1-2. to tie the scor- t the end

ilation

v can't l)e 4»vt rlmikit. .^ ^ .

ill .*>mith isn't surprised Penn Skate

so kncxkmg off Temple
1 *ii n... not at all. They have a - . • r^-"^

im." the co-captain ^aid.

.Staked with !' coach Parkhills

team is expt-cted toiOai l b 8 .sophomore for-

ward Tom Hovanse <r2 8 points per game
and 4.9 rebounds per-gamet. 6-4 senior f«)r

ward Wes Jones (3.8 and 4.6» and 6 10

junior center Jim NevM omer •:4.2 and 3.0>.

Along with them. Parkhill can throw any

number of forwards at UMass including a

pair of 6 8 men. .senior Carl Chabascz and

junior Mike Peapos.

In the backcourt, PSU will have guards

Tony Ward 'a 6 junior scoring 12. 8i and

Brian Allen la 6 2 sophomore scoring 12.5>.

The Minutemen are expected to counter

their guards with 6 2 junior Lorenzo Sut

ton la 43 percent shooter scoring at a 16.7

dipt and Smith, (averaging a career-high

10 41.

Minutewomen look for sweep against West Virginia
TFMatfi vies for home court as conference tournament nears bv koc^kr i hahma.n
*-''*'**' Collegian Staff

.Sports Informal ion phcilo

University of Massachusetts women's basketball coach Jack Leaman knows his Minutewomen
will have a tough time against A- 10 rival West Virginia, tonight at 5 at the Curry Hicks Cage.

It doesn t take a Rhodes Scholar to figure out that the

best way to end a losing .streak is to beat up on somebody.

The University of Massachusetts women's basketball

team found that out on Tuesday, defeating Central Con-

necticut State University. 77 71 . and snapping a five-game

skid.

In fact, the Minutewomen like the winning feeling so

much, they don't want it to stop.

"We needed that win badly," head coach Jack Leaman

said. "You sometimes tend to get a little doubtful when

you lose badly like we have done the past few games."

The Minutewomen will have an opportunity to prolong

the winning feeling this afternoon, as UMass hosts West

Virginia University at the Curry Hicks Cage. The game

is the first half of a scheduled doubleheader with men's

team, and will commence at 5 p.m.

The game itself is shaping up to be a crucial contest,

for both teams. With the Atlantic 10 conference tourna-

ment quickly approaching, the teams logjammed in the

middle of the conference standings are all beginning to

jockey for position to gain a home court advantage. Right

now, UMass and West Virginia are .smack in the middle

of that logjam, and a win for either team would loom large

at the end of the regular season.

The Minutewomen are currently 11-10 overall and 6-8

in the A-10. The Mountaineers are 11-11, but own an iden-

tical slate in the conference. West Virginia is coming off

a loss at Temple University and will, no doubt, be hungry

for a win at the expense of the Minutewomen.

But, then again, so will UMass.

Want .some added incentive? You'll have to go back to

January 19th at Morgantown, WV. On that day, the

Minutewomen escaped the hostile confines of the Col-

iseum with a 77-76 overtime victory over the WVU. a win

that left both the Mountaineers and the large cattle

continued on page 31
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District Attorney names
investigator to race riot

Duffey requests special prosecutor

By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - District Attorney

W. Michael Ryan yesterday named one of

his assistants to head a criminal investiga-

tion into the Southwest Residential Area

racial brawl.

•it is apparent to me that several in

dividuals, whose identities are presently

unknown, are likely to have committed

crimes, including violations of our civil

rights statutes, on October 27. 1986," the

night of the incident. Ryan said in a state

ment released by his office. The statement

said Assistant Attorney General William

J. Larkin would begin his probe Monday.

Larkin told the Associated Press he ex

pected difficulty in his investigation

because of the i-eluctance of eyewitnesses

to come forward.

identifying the wrongdoers is the dif

ficulty. and also finding people with the

evidence to prosecute." Larkin was quoted.

"The eyewitnesses have already been im-

plored to (help investigators) by

everybody."
Larkin's appointment came after

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey asked Ryan

to name a special prosecutor. That request

was made Feb. 5, the day the Hurst report

on the incident was released. The report

strongly criticizes police response and ad

ministration attitudes toward racism

Judge Fredrick Hurst promised confiden

tiality to those who gave him facts about

the brawl, and to date only one student has

faced criminal charges for his pan in the

incident.

Duffey and other top UMass officials

have vowed that other students criminal

ly involved in the postWorld Series brawl

would be prosecuted if they could be iden

tified Administrators and Hurst have both

expressed frustrati<»n in the past about the

unwillingness of people who know

.something about the brawl to talk to them

The statement from Ryan says "every

member" of the football team has pledged

to cooperate with his investigation. Foot

ball players are identified in the Hurst

report as the "primary aggreraors" m the

racial attacks of Oct. 27.

Ryan said Larkin would using state

police detectives and possibly other agen

cies in his probe.

CIA protester found guilty

on assault and battery charge
By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - A University of

Massachusetts sophomore was found guil

ty last night on two counts of assault and

battery of a police officer and one count of

disorderly conduct. Jonathan D. Rising, 23,

was given a 6-month su.spended sentence

and ordered to spend 10 days in Hampden

County Jail.

Judge Edward Shey of Hampshire

District Court dismissed defense as.sertions

that Rising was acting in self-defense when

he bit the finger of David Standen, one of

three University police officers pinning

him to the ground during an anti-CIA pro-

test. Police officers said they were using "a

minimal amount of force" to arrest Rising.

Several witnesses said they saw police

kicking Rising as he lay curled passively

in the fetal position.

Rising was arrested in connection with

the November 24, student protest and oc-

cupation of Munson Hall. Initially one of

the students occupying the administrative

building. Rising lea Munson when police

told students that anyone remaining would

be arrested. Rising then joined a group of

about 30 students sitting in front of the

school buses containing those arrested,

blocking the exit route of the buses.

When state police, wearing riot gear,

moved in a wedge formation to pave a way

for the buses. Rising was among seven

seated students arrested by University

police.

According to University police, Rising

elbowed officer James P. Turati in the face

splitting open the lower lip" and causing

what Turati called "extensive damage to

my left shoulder and neck area." Turati

said his injuries kept him out of work for

10 weeks and said he is receiving extensive

physical therapy at University Health

Services.

Rising said he just tried to protect himself

as passively as possible: "The reason I left

(Munson) was because I didn't want to get

arrested."

He then joined the protesters sitting in

front of the buses. "Without any kind of

warning (the University police! started in

continued on page 8

Collegian Photo By C.F. Carroll

NO WAY, CIA - Jonathan Rising is arrested during the Nov. 24 sit-in.
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DARK SHADOWS - Silhouettes reflect on Fine Arts Center.
J

Rally held to stop
Reagan aid cuts
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Several speakers urged about 200 students at a rally

yesterday in the Student Union Ballroom to oppose the

Reagan administration's propo.sed financial aid cuts

The rally, sponsored by the Students Advocating Finan-

cial Aid, featured Dallas Martin, director of the National

Association of Financial Aid.

"I have found that when we're talking of education and

what we're looking forward to, that this isn't a political

issue of either the conservatives or the liberals, the

Democrats or Republicans, or the rich or the poor. It's an

issue in terms of what we look forward to as a nation and

what do we need," Martin said.

Secretary of Education William Bennett is trying to

deceive the public by saying "the reductions that have

been proposed in the federal budget of student aid will

not make a difference," he said.

If the proposed cuts pass, students, who already

graduate from college with large debts because they have

to pay for education loans, will have even larger debts,

Martin said.

He expressed his support for the 45 SAFA members who

are going to Washington D.C. Sunday to lobby for finan-

cial aid. SAFA has been "instrumental" in its eight years

of existence in preserving student aid, he said.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey said, "Our students have

always been in the leadership of taking to Washington

the concern of families and of all those who care about

continued on page 9

Hannah
to speak
tonight

By DEBORAH PICARDI
Collegian Correspondent

Ex-New England football

star John Hannah will

speak at 7:30 tonight in

the Campus Center

Auditorium about how

God has affected his foot

ball career.

Hannah, the 6"3', 265

lbs., 8-time All Pro selec-

tion, will tell students

what life is like in the

NFL, and how he dealt

with his victories and

disappointments, said Jeff

Hatton, president of the

University of

Massachu.setts Chapter of

the Campus Crusade for

Christ International,

which is sponsoring the

speech.

Hannah is scheduled to

talk about the highlights

of his career, including last

continued on page 2
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year's Super Bowl season for the Patriots.

He will also explain how his personal faith

in God has affected his lengthy football

career and his personal life.

Students will be admitted for free.

The Campus Crusade for Christ Interna-

tional asked Hannah to speak to the

students on campus in order to enlighten

them to his beliefs and prompt them to

think about their own.

Said Hatton: "The purpose of CCFCI is

to serve students by being a resource to

them, in that students can share with other

students in a reasonable, intelligent, and

yet personal way, how the claims of Christ

are relevant to life today."

CCFCI is a registered student organize

tion at UMass.

Writer recalls Martin Luther King
Says we must start
MEG KROEPLIN
Collegian Staff

A black feminist writer praised Dr. Mar
tin Luther King Jr.'s dream of racial

equality, but reminded the audience that

King was a man, not a god.

"Martin Luther King was not a saint, yet

he lives on, miraculously," said June Jor

dan. "He labored to be a good man. The

goal was perfection."

Jordan, speaking before 175 people in

Bowker Auditorium, recounted her life in

the sixties, listening to King on the radio.

"I could her my people screaming," she

said. The children of Birmingham "suffer

whatever they must for freedom. I knew
that we were winning."

Dr. King was "leading us unarmed into

the violence of white America," she said.

After citing King's suggestions in 1967

our own revolution
to divest from South Africa, Jordan asked

"Is it any wonder he was killed?" At the

time of his death she said. "I knew I had

lost my leader. I know he had gone into the

valley of death for me."

At his funeral, she wrote "my heart was

terrified." It was as if "the soul of these

United States" was dead.

Although Jordan said she did not agree

with all of King's methods, she did believe

in his dream. She said he did not appreciate

the women in the black freedom move

ment. She spoke of her sadness about his

death before the full thrust of the women's

movement.
Jordan said that in spite of King's death

"we continue, alive. We are not gods, but

we are many."
"He was not God, but yet behold the

legacy of a man trying to do good," she said.

Jordan said there is "someone else depen-
1

ding on our humanity." She said the
violence found in South Africa and Latin
America is "as evil as the bullet which
silenced Dr. King."

Before Jordan's speech, Arlene Avakian
of the Women's Studies program issued a

rousing introduction, including mention of

support for students on trial for anti-CIA

protests, and general conciousness on the

part of UMass students.

"June Jordan provides us with the vision

of where we can go if we strech ourselves,"

said Avakian.

Jordan opened her speech with poetry

written during racial turmoil in the sixties,

with the idea of the continued turmoil in

the eighties. She is a professor at the State

University of New York at Stoneybr(M»k,

and graduated from Columbia University.

After a standing ovation, Jordan return

ed to the stage and said. "Let's just ^n

ahead and make this third American
revolution ours, and make it soon."
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THE DYSLEXIC STUDENT ORGANIZATION PRESENTS

THE LUNCH TIME LECTURE SERIES
Dr Richard Masland

Emeritus Professor, Columbia University

Neurological Basis for Alphasia and Dyslexia

Monday, February 23, 1987 • 12:30 PM
Memorial Hall - University of Massachusetts, Amherst

Bring a bag lunch, dessert provided by:

Heritll^ ke Cream

This lecture is cost free.

For further informaUon. call 545-2633

The Dyslexic Student Organization

Room 69. Bartlett Hall

Uniwrsity of Massachusetts at Amherst

DELTA
ZETA

ONE OF THE LARGEST NATIONAL SORORITIES!

ALL UNIVERSITY WOMEN
ARE INVITED TO RUSH ON:

Friday. Feb 20. 6 PM or 7 PM
Monday, Feb 23. 6. 7. or 8PM
Tuesday. Feb 24. 6 30 or 8 PM

DELTA ZETA SORORITY
11 Phillips St., Amherst

For more information call Anne at 256-9916

Hi^PiO
175 UNIVERSITY DRIVE

AMHERST

-o^V * U- = r I

.^^^

BOUTt 1*

«-. ROUTE 9

253-5595 175 UNIVERSITY DRIVE

KEGS - FREE DELIVERY OFF CAMPUS

CARLING 12 pk cans $4.40 -i- .60

CABLING 12oz bottles $7.95 -i- 7.50

COORS or LIGHT 12pk cans $5.65 + .60

MILLER DRAFT 12 pk cans $5.80 +.60
ROLLING ROCK 12pk cans $5.25 -i- .60

STROHS or LIGHT 12pk cans ... $5.15 -i- .60

OLD MILWAUKEE SUITCASE .. $8.80 -i- 7.20

SCHAEFER SUITCASE $8.80 -i- 7.20

BUSCH SUITCASE $9.95 -i- $7.20
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BOG mulls
taking action
RSO fails to clean office

By JENNIFER DEMPSEY
Collegian Staff

The Campus Ci-nter Board of Governors last night

discussed possible actions to lake against RSO\s that

refuse to comply with space allocation requu-ements

Space Allocations Couiclmator, Jim Patriquin, said

CASA and Concepto Latino are supposed to move into

room ^22. the old Republican Club office, but when the

two RSOs tried to move into the room, they were unable

because of the Republican Club's failure to leave the roctm

in adequate crmditions.

Patriquin said he told Lynne McCabe and Tony Rudy

to clean the room, but they did not comply

Tm not really pleased. Thats no way to treat an RSO—
no way to treat a building,'" said Patriquin.

He said there is chance that the Republican Club will

not be allocated space.

"I gave them a written note explaining that |the room

must be left clean] and it still wasn't done," he said.

Board chairman John Hayes agreed.

You havf lo respect oihei- ^Toups and you have to keep

the area clean."

The Board of Governors last night approved the follow

ing people to coordinator positions: Joyce Meier to Special

Projects; Diane Hebert to Assistant Office; Kim Honey to

Assistant to the Vendor; Rich Pelrine to Governors Pro

gram Council: and Fred Habib to Building Operations.

General board member positions are open to any in

terested undergraduate. Those interested should pick up

petitions from the BOCi office. CC room 817. The petition.s

are due March 4 by 5 p.m with 25 signatures. For more

information, interested candidates should stop bv the BOG
office

Other ongoing GPC projects include the planning of the

US Concepts comedian competition on March 14. The win-

ner of the 25- university talent search will go to Daytona

Beach over spring break Five paying job openings are

available for promotional purposes.

Collrgian Phi>t» R\ B>rn* (iuumtHla

STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN - Jeff Goodman,
a marketing major, reads a newspaper while

riding down the escalator in the Campus
Center.

^Dance Against Racism' tonight in SUB
By JENNIFER DEMPSEY
Collegian Staff

Party with politics, coterie with a cause, and dance for

a destination are the themes for tonight's "Dance Against

Racism," said Jason Rabinowitz, a member of one of the

sponsoring groups.

Rabinowitz, a member of the Organization for Marxist

Studies, said the gala will be held in the Student Union

Ballroom from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. Music will be by the Black

Mass Communications Project Allstars and Concepto

Latino. There is a $2 donation request.

He said "there is a broad base of support against racism

on campus" and that the recent racial tensions are "not

representative of the sentiments of most students. We
want students to express this."

Other sponsoring groups include the Office of Third

World Affairs, Concepto Latino. Black Mass Communica
tions Projects and the Young Communist Leagtie

Rabinowitz said the dance was organized on the idea

of having "people of different races and nationalities par

tying together — expressing the desire to promote unity

and fight against racism on campus."

Rabinowitz said the idea to hold such an event was pro

mpted by the fact that February is Black History Month,

and the renewed concern over the Southwest Residential

not from the publishing of the Hurst report.

He said, "time was short, yet (the sponsoring groups)

expect a successful event. We hope that the coalition will

develop into an ongoing movement against racism on cam
pus. We see there is such a need for such an organization."

Pension bill

may help
employees
By ANN RRITTON
Collegian Staff

A pension reform bill that could eliminate a cap on the

salary amount for which some University of

Massachusetts employees can receive benefits was releas-

tni Wi'dni'.sday from the Ma.ssachuseti.s State 1^'^,'islatiire'".

Joint Public Service Committee
Rep. Stan Rosenberg. D Amherst, said the bill ad(lres.ses

three major areas. tH'nefits, di.sabilities and funding

The system 'operates on a pay as you go basis."

Rosenberg said, with employees and employers putting

money into ;i retirfmcnt fund

The empio\fes havi- \tvvi\ poltmn in their hall, he

>aid, but the .state has not kept up. creating "a $6.6 billion

unfunded pension liability.
"

If the bill is passed, a plan would i)e si't up mi the state

would start putting iii funding to catch up
"All employees hired after Jan 1. 1979 had their

benefits capp«*d at $30.(XK) regaj*dless of the employees ac

tual highest average salary." he said. "Even if you made
more than $30,000 they would not pay over

"

Upon retirement, "an employee's three highest years

salary are averaged and the pension is ba.sed on that."

he said. This m "important to faculty and managers on

campus who earn more than $.30,000." he said Und«*r the

exi.sting system, employees earning more than $30,000

"have to contribute a percentage of their highest average

anyway
"

If the bill is passed, employees will "be able to defer

taxes on that portion of their salary used to ptiy child

care," he said. "When you retire you pay the taxes on

those portions that had been deferred"

The proposed legislation "provides stronger programs

to get p«>ople who were di.sabled and recovered back into

t he work force. " he said The bill "provides changes that

would allow them to go back to work
"

It IS a "very good, comprehensive, balanced hill that has

taken two years to put together." he said. "It was stalled

when the house and senate couldn't agre«- on some of the

provisions."

The bill could effect 'all state employees on campus, and

all municipal and county employees in the area. " he said

"All faculty and staff pay into the pi'nsion fund, and

there's a real interest tin the bill) si> when their rotire-

nient will he secure"

The legislation will go on to the House Ways and Means

Committee, Rosenberg said.

John NeLson. president of the Massachu.setts Society of

Profes.sors. a faculty and librarian union on campus, said:

"MSP is in favor of the bill particularly becau.se it lifts

the cap on benefits for people who were hired recently."

"The bill removes an important impediment to hiring

first rate people." he said. "We are ver\ much in favor

of the increase in funding of the pension program.

"As the population ages the funding of that liability

becomes more and more crucial." Nel.son said. "The union

IS very much in favor of lifting the cap.

•'The big danger is if you work for UMass as a professor

all of your money goes into this fund." instead of social

security, he .said.

"If there were to be a major economic downfall it could

be very tough for people who are completely dependent"

on the fund, he said.

University hopes to solve

clock and dagger affair

By MELISSA ASHAPA
Collegian Correspondent -

After many unsuccessful attempts to get

the clocks in university buildings working

correctly, plan is under way to set them

right, the operations manager at the

Physical Plant said.

Peter Wozniak said several hundred

clocks, about 10 percent of the campus

total, are giving the wrong time. The pro

blem began during the summer while the

Student Union was undergoing utility pro-

jects, when the circuit wiring that feeds the

clocks with power was accidently

disconnected.

Although the electricity for the clocks

comes from the University's central power

plant and are not run individually, there

are a number of clock systems on campus

that do run by building.

Students interviewed said they were glad

to learn of the plan, and said they hoped

it would end the frustration of staring at

clocks that do not work.

"Most of my classes are in Tobin, which

is a fairly new building, so most of the

clocks are working. But I do know that in

Thompson and in the library they aren't,"

said Jamie Gersh, a junior psychology

major.

The newest clock system on campus is in

the Graduate Research Tower, where most

of the clocks are working. That system is

15 years old. The oldest systems are in

Bartlett and Clark; they are between 35

and 40 years old, Wozniak said.

The age of the equipment is the main
reason why the clocks malftinction and fail.

Ultimately, Wozniak envisions a complete-

ly new clock system for UMass, but said

that won't happen for at least five more
years.

The reconnection of the circuit wires has

already been started, and Wozniak expects

the work will be finished sometime next

week.
Wozniak could not estimate when the job

of resetting the clocks would be finished,

but stressed it was a big job: "We need one

full-time person, daily, year round to keep

them in order. But that will never happen.

We respond to problems as they're called

in.

He also said many clocks remain inac-

curate because their malfunctioning is

usually not reported quickly.

•fm^fmimmff

Egyptian speaker: US
must get more involved

By JONATHAN M. CASSIE
Collegian Correspondent

On the whole, relations between the

United States and Egypt are good, but the

United States needs to take more direct

involvement in the affairs of the Middle

East so that a lasting peace agreement

can be reached, an Egyptian press

couiiaellOT at the United Nations said la^

night.

Nabil Osman, qieaking before about 30

pe<H>le in the Campus Center, said "there

are no bilateral problems that Egypt has

with the United States," but stressed that

the solution of tJhe Palestinian question

is a big concern of Egypt.

"Without solving the Palestinian pro-

blem, Arab-Israeli peace is in serious

danger," Osman said.

Osman also questioned whether Israel

was denying civil rights to the Palesti-

nians in a way the Germans denied Jews

rights in the early days of Nazi state.

"Are we seeing a re-cycling of history?"

he asked.

Osman said the Palestine Liberation

Organization leader, Yasir Arafat, was

"ready to accept United Nations resolu-

tion 242 recognizing the right of Israel to

exist if Israel will also recognize the

Palestinian right to self examinatiou."

Osman was especially critical of the

Reagan administration's seeming lack of

interest in Middle Eastern affairs, beyond

the United States' failed attempt to im-

pose a military solution to the Lebanese

crisis of 1983.

"We regret that American involvement

has not been more in the past six years,

as involvement of the Americans at th«

highest level is very important, withoal

it, we will have no peace," Osman said.

His talk also touched on a niunber of

other issues that concern his country, in-

cluding a false perception in this country

that Egypt is not a democratic nation.

"We -^re not a police state, but our

dero Kratic proce^-s has not reached full

fruition, i emember, we have embarked oti

a democr itic path in a region where

democracy does not exist," Osman said.

"American interests and the Camp
David accords are endangered by

American isolationism," Osman said.
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Tufts University hit by racial incidents

student activist beaten by other whites

NEWFORD(AP)- Tufts

University has been rocked

this week by what school of

ficials say are backtoback
racial incidents; the beating

of a white student activist

and the harassment of

students who marched to

protest the attack.

"Obviously we have a

racial problem, but I don't

think our racial problem is

any greater than other in

stitutjons have," Dean of

Students Bobbie Knablt-

said yesterday.

Sophomore Ian Kremer.

19, told police he was chas-

ed bv tl,' ' four white

youths 12:30 am

Wednesday. They caught

him near the college chapel

and, as they beat him, call

ed him "nigger lover, Jew
boy and pinko, " Kremer
said.

Kremer, who was treated

for minor iryuries at a local

hospital and later released,

said he could not identify

his attackers

Police believe the youths

who beat Kremer attend

Tufts "because they spoke

to him and seemed to have

a knowledge of him that

they would not have had if

they were not students."

Knable said

Uist Wedne.sduy night, a

group of black and white

students who met to discuss

the attack decided to stage

a spontaneous "solidarity

march." Knable said. Dur

ing the protest, a car drove

toward the students then

stopped abruptly before hit-

ting them, according to

witnesses.

School ofTicials originally

reported that several white

youths got out of the car and

engaged in a shoving march

with marchers. But Tufts

Police Chief Gerald

Kearney said later that

there was only one man who

confronted the marchers

That man. whom Kearney
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•FORTHERECORO'(FACE8) in Amherst»

A MAIN ST. RECORDS in NOHO.

identified only as a non

student, was questioned by

police, but no charges \vtn>'

filed. No injurie.s \\rn

reported.

Campus police arrived

after the confrontation.

Also yesterday, about 100

students joined hands in a

moment of silence near

where the attack took place,

and then sang "We Shall

Overcome," Van Camp said.

Nut (inly was it an attack

on Ian. it was an attack on

all of us — women,
minorities, homosexuals,"

Holly Heard, a black

>ophomore from Chicago

who wore a green ribbon as

a symbol of racial solidarity.

•"I was very upset, but I

wasn't surprised, unfor-

tunately I knew racism was

here on campus."
Tufts IS a liberal arts

.school just north of Boston,

About 13 percent of the

4,400 students are

minorities, including about

5 percent black and 5 per

cent Asian

Kremer. of Manhattan,
Kan., is known as a campus
activist who last week wrote

a column titled "Students

Tolerate Bias and Racism"

for a weekly student

newspaper, the Tufts

CMjserver.
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Blues Come True

Fridav February 19

Jim K. and Co.

aturdav February 20

The LLamas
Monday February 23

Ken Johnson and Co.
24 Pleasant St. Northampton • 586-4258
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FOUR SEASONS
584-8174 • Rt 9 Hadley

GET YOURSELF DOWN TO
FOUR SEASONS AND HAUL
AWAY THE BIGGEST
BARGAINS IN THE VALLEY

CASE SPECIALS
BUSCH SUITCASES $8.99

ROLLING ROCK LONG NECKS
OUR EVERYDAY LOW PRICE $10.99

BECKS $15.95

SCHMIDTZI60Z Bar Bottles $8.75

UTICA CLUB $6.99

12-Pack Specials

HEINEKEN 12-PKS - $7.99

ROLLING ROCK 12-PKS - $5.49

MILLER DRAFT 12-PKS - $5.99

SIX PACK SPECTACULARS
BECKS $3.99

GRIZZLEY $3.49

PABST BLUE RIBBON $2.99

WINE COOLERS

SEAGRAMS GOLDEN WINE COOLERS -$3.49 4-pk

CALVIN COOLER 2.0 L ALL FLAVORS -$3.69 2L

BOOZE BARGAINS
Vodka $8.99 1.75L

Gin $8.99 1.75L
Rum $10.99 1.75L

Leroux Peach Schnapps $1 1 .99 1 .75L

We're Your keg Specialists. Lowest Prices,

We Deliver!

AMd Lan^i SyimB

Compiled by CAROL TANNENBAUM

Fifty years ago in the MassachuHettH

Collegian...

Presiilent Baker, Dean Machnter.
Secretaiy Hawley. Treasuier Kenney and
Piofe.ssor Coding will journey to Troy.

N.Y. today to witness the casting of the

large 1500-pound bell of th^ group of

chimes recently donated to the college.

Twenty-five years ago...

Perhaps "tie of the 'nnsl i.ru.stial ^inaH s

tu.n> i^ti considered by the Faculty

Sfiiale was the proposed regulation that

.students who have maintained a 3.0 or

better aserage for two consecutive

.semesters be allowed freedt»m from all at

tendance regulations. This was :uil

passed.

Ten years ago...

The Undergraduate Student Senate

voted last night to accept a $7 increase in

the Student Activities Tax. The increa.se

passed after a motion to amend the in

crease to $4 was defeated.

Intoxicated youths found
in Campus Center John

iQ^llywood Florida

Spring Bredk Is A Kick

Two buy.s were put into protective

custody on at 2 p.m. Wednesday when they

were reported to be intoxicated in a lower

level campus center men's room. Univer

.sity of Massachusetts police said

One of the males had to be taken by am-

bulance to the University Health Services,

police said.

In other police reports

• A chemical spill was reptirted at 5:50

p.m. Wednesday from CJ<>. ^-inann

Laboratory, police said.

Environmental Health and Safety clos-

ed down the rmim and evacuated the floor

for an an safety check, police said.

• The itciiM i> (.1 ,1 --tiilin parking lot

decal was reported mi at 11:50 a.m.

Wednesday w hen it was lound on a female

student's car, police said.

• .\ hit and run motor vehicle accident

was reported at 10:20 am. Wednesday
from Fraternity park lot after the

passenger door had Ih-iii scrapped by

another car, police said.

• A motor vehicle accident was reported

on at 10 a 111 Wednesday from Com
monwealth Avenue after a car attempting

a right turn from the center lane into lot

40 cut off another car causing $1,700 of

damage to the i.ii -. police said.

m^ Hollywood Florida. Where the Fun Never Sets

' CHI OMEGA

'

WE'VE GOT IT ALL!
ALL UNIVERSITY WOMEN INVITED |

TO INFORMAL RUSH!

I FRIDAY, FEB 20 6:00 and 7:00 PM

SATURDAY, FrB 21 12:30 and 1:45 PM
il

® Call 545-0162 for Info/Rides

Gfeo'ef Hoiivwocxl C-iorr.ce' of CO'-r-rr^fce^ '_.' '.ic* ;i4t -'c ,'a<

Mom© . _„__ Scnoot

Addreu

^.c'a-3 33022

Cl^- "'*"•' .'T

^ coooemfiori ^i^tfi me BKn^OKi Count • '.^locrr^ert Coor<ii

DON'T BE OVERCROWDED OUR STANDARD
ROOM OCCUPANCY IS 4 PER ROOM.

NOT S OR MORE LIKE OTHERS

WMH .1?^

o^^o,.
SIOM Ur NtOW TO MIM THIS PO<«TABC£

STEnCO DONATED BY

We Will Beat Anyone's Price to Daytona Beach

m.
U • IMM* V

Engineering IVIajors

You are invited to attend an

EXPERIENCE THE
ULTIMATE SPRING BREAK

DAYTONA BEACH, FLORIDA

' Hi^ ((uaKty ocMnfrort aocomrioOJUira tor • gionous (Ji)r» »nd T )orvM«) rmftt.

oRMdni cxxw TV m oondiWf^ng prvtw itjwrnon* pno( »r«l »»' «mM.

^ malam tmfl* f* locatmt dtnctf, on Urn BMC*.

^ A oonvww «ef>«*ile o« !>•• poo. dec* panwi »nd tjphoo*! »cov*»

^ Foort. mfcHjnaa* »nd tuva aacaunH provowf t)» "oe* rrmrfit/n to <im

C*T,)u» Ptograns tnp p*niap«nl«

" OoeoMi ••oi'vors «»i*» - *»P »» o*"^. MwaMT Sm. pwly en*-. tat»

dwng CMn«y VKono EPCOT Om» and "«'• t

Comput«««) c»o»»l rwarvt/aon sysiom to .nsuw Kcuracy tnl »g»u«en

««• wC Mfvica cf'atT'* '"(AxMO

COMPLETE

PACKAGE

«

•Atl TAXES TI*>S AND _T
SERVCE CMAIKieS INCIUOEO

ENGINEER'S
WEEK

CONVOCATION

ROAD TRIP OPTION
(DETAILS BELOW)

Utopia Spas
75 University Drive, Amherst

(413)253-7727
SUPOJ StW TATirilMQ

•one free session
WITH EVER* SIGN UP

Ttils year. sKIp the

Spring Brejk Sunburn!

FOfl FURTHER INFORMATION AND SIOM-UP:

Tom: 253-7438

Paige: 546-8149

CNAABUI

<OUR SCST

VALUEI

OR WATCH FOR US ON CC CONCOURSE FRIDAYS

RiDt: TML vfc »' ^.n't tm TCR~i:Mm^us pftoofmma

Monday, February 23

4:00 PM
Engineering Auditorium

(Marcus Hall 131)

Keynote Address:
Peter Dembowski

General Manager
Cheinical & Metallurgical Products Dept,

General Electric Company

• SOCIAL HOUR TO FOLLOW •
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IF WE DON'T HAVE IT,

WOOD, BRASS (GLASS
SATURDAY NIGHT SPECIAL 1^K^'^'o'ur

''

7 PM TO 9 PM lOoFF PRICES

ON YOUR ENTIRE
PURCHASE, EVEN SALE
ITEMS - CASH & CARRY

TABLE A 4 CMAmS

VALUE "^o^f

*299»$ YOU
PAY <138

LIYINGROOM SET
SOFA • CHAIR LOVCSCAT

lSrLER2

COLONIAL SET

CONNECTICUT STORES OPEN 7 DAYS
SAT I»^9 • SUM 104 • mm-Hn 10-9

ROUTE S EAST WINDSOR. COMN.

1131 CAMftCLL AVE., WEST HAVEN. CONN.

ROUTE IS4. (PPf 6A0TWI MOToa —) CITOTOW. CONN

SALE
ENDS

26TH

MASS STORES OPEN 7 DAYS
HAMPSHIRE MALL HADLEY, MASS.

SUNDAY 12 S • MON-SAT 10^9

CANAL STREET TURNERS FALLS. MASS.

SATUROAV 124 • SUNOAY 104 • MOW-fRI 10-9

K \DAR
DETECTOR
VALUE »119»»

NOW
YOU
PAY

CANNON > BEACON
$0\C0TT0N/4(I\NIT

RECLINING

CHAIRS
AND

OTTOMAN

70" X 90"
TWIN/FULL
VALUE

'5M

LOOM
WOVEN

- FLANNEL

90" X 90"
QUEEN

VALUE

BLANKETS

N
O
w$6

88

108" X 90"
KING

VALUE
'12«' 1^1

88

BURLINGTON DIAMOND & FLORAL PATTERN

FOAM BACKED DRAPES
COTTON/POLYESTER/RAYON BLEND
3^^ BOTTOM HENI • THERMOSUEDE LINING

KOWN
COtrOUKOT .

pr rAMIC .

CHAIR & OTTOMAN
OUR REG ^
$1C099Sw159" »78

50" X 63"

$91

100" X 84rf

INNERSPRING

MATTRESS
AND

FOUNDATION

VALUE N

»9o a$2388

50" X 84"

^finsiiss$111

riER ANDSW^GSET

SOLID COLOR
OR FLORAL PRINT

150" X 84"

S38"

24" TO 36

'

LENGTHS

POLYESTER/
RAYON
MACHINE
WASHABLE

VALUE TO

$1195

^ V
HkSX

a^- : 'W

TWIN

SIZE SETw^
FULL

SIZE SET

88

FINAL WINTER CLEAR-OUT
• HERE'S JUST A FEW EXAMPLES •

noLADIES JUMPSUITS AND DRESSES
VALUES
TO*66

00

LADIES SWEATERS

LADIES SLACKS

LADIES SKIRTS

PLUS SIZE SEPARATES

VALUES S$1A00

VALUES
TO»42 ;^800

VALUES
TO»50 ;^700

VALUES
TO»34 *800

MENS WRANGLER KNnSPORTSHIRTS
VALUES
TO»20 »1200

MENS CORD SLACKS & JEANS
VALUES
TO»30 ;»800

;arpet dept. clearance
KCAUSC Wl WY TtWLMtO»0$ Wt CAM OfTCT WWi SIZICAmTS
AT S0\ TO 70\ OFT NORMAL PtKCS.
MOST AT ULOW WNOLTSALC PWKCS.
BEAUTIFUL CARPCTS FROM OM OF TNC
LARGEST CARKT MAROtS.

OVER 1000 IN STOCK
PRICES STARTING AT

SNACS • PLUSN • SPLUCH • SCULPTURtO • LOOTED AND MORE

yxirT :^9^ irxisT iniS^
i2'xiyrr« :*79'* i2'xi6'nr.:»129»^

irxirrsr. :»89'« I2'xi7'„-r.:»139»*

12'xl2'nr. :»99«^ 12'xl8'nr-:n44»^

I2'xi3'nr- :U04'« izxiy nr- •
*149»^

12" X 12" SELFSTICK

100% VINYL
FLOOR TILE
VALUE N

<JfcCASET^%^EACM

CASE OF 45 »19*«

IC I ll-K

.V, •. •! M t ' * I

ROYAL PC SYSTEM
AMBER MONITOR-PERSONALCOMPUTER

AND DISK DRIVE

ROYAL S1>I>IQ00 ENTIRE
RETAIL U440 PACKAGE

BONUS INCLUDED

PEApMTREE SOFWARE

»P

HUGS'
-.^^^ RUBIE

^^^^OUGHT
r^^kfr. •^ 1000^^' '^RUGS

QQ99
399

«S^
APPROX. **

w6'x9'

APPROX. M

y X 12' s

IT DOESN'T EXIST!
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AIDS not an 1 don't care,' but *we all should care,' issue
Recently, a news sioi v in the Boston Globe caught my

eye. The story tells ot a 29 year-old prostitute who was

arrested for soliciting near the Combat Zone Sunday mor-

ning. Sounds pretty routine, right? This woman was wear-

ing a band on her u rist and one ot the detectives who ar

rested her was curiuus, so he asked her alK)Ut it. She said

the wristband was Irom Massachusetts General Hospital.

where sh<' had ht i hospitaliztni for AIDS

Connie LcClerc

ThedetecUvf> vm ic appalled, and so wa.s 1. lu la>.t, this

woman had an i dunt CiU-e" attitude about spreading her

deadly disease to anyone who was unfortunate (and stupid i

..nough to go to bed with her. What's worse, she left the

hospital to support her drug habit, and by the time she

was arrested, her legs were becoming so decayed that the

stench from them svas unbearable

Since posting bail Sunday morning. >lu > now back im

the streets of Boston - and who knows how many people

have been infected by her since She never showed up in

court Wednesday morning to answer the charge of being

a disorderly person (which isn't surprising), and there is

nothing more the police can do in this alarming situation.

Like the rest of the pro.stitutes who have AIDS, she is out

m thf world, spreading death wherever slit- ^ot-s

It's horrifying to imagine that there may be hundreds

of people who have AIDS who have an "I dont care ' at

titude, and are coming in contact with people who don t

evtn realize that they've just signed their life away And

then you have to think of the thousands of innocent peo

pie w'ho will eventually die because of someone's sorry

mistake When you look at AIDS in this p*'rspective, socie

ty has a right to be scared.

The bottom line is that we. as a weiety. must take

responsibility for the actions of these people who do nut

come to grips with their own responsibilities Actually.

1 am daring enough to propose that they should Ix- quaran

tined I'm not necessarily the only person w ho has thought

about this measure; public health ofiicials have been

wrestling with this question since the subject was first

brought to the fore. Quarantining seems drastic, but the

chances of finding a cure for AIDS in the near future are

prettv slim, bv the time a cure will hopefully be

diMcV, red. the "spread of AIDS may reach epidemic prrv

p..rii..i..> if 8<iciety is not wary enough. Although we would

be isolating these AIDS patients against their will,

thousands of lives may be saved from imminent death.

Think about it.

Also remember that when you're having sex with one

partner, you're actually having sex with the people your

partner has been sleeping with before. This is why AIDS
IS diffusing throughout our population so rapidly - you

may not know you have come in contact with AIDS, and

your partner wtmldn't know it. either. But someone you've

slept with years before had it...and may have known it,

ttH) It s the same if y«)u're sharing dirty needles We as

individuals must be cautious about who we come in con

tact with. We could be putting our trust in peopU- who

have no consideratum towards an(»ther's welfare

To be sure, we should In- (.i.mpa.-..^i.)nate towards AIDS
patients. However, those who knowingly pass it on to

others are not only reckless - they are murderers Pic

ture someone stabbing you in the back and leaving you

helpless on the ground, slowly bleeding to death Can y«m

find comfort in that?

AIDS IS a diseasi' that our society must fight. If we let

the responsibility hang on those who are not willing to

take It. then we are placing ourselves in jeopardy. Inno-

cent pe<iple should not be condemned to du- tor the

carelessness of these individuals.

Connie LeClerc ih a Collegian staff member

Southwest
not all bad

"I would never go there alone at night.

said one of the two girls standing in front

of me.
"Why not?"

"Well. I hear that girls have gotten raped

there and everyone is always drinking

Doug Middleton

What were these girls talking about?

Were they referring to the Combat Zone in

Boston** Or maybe they were talking about

Roxbury. which can usually be found on fil-

ty percent of all Boston Herald cover

stories. No, they were talking about

somewhere much worse — the ever so^

feared Southwest Residential Area of the

University of Mas.sachusetts.

I almost dropped my National Enquirer

with the Liz Taylor cover story in the mid

die of the express lane of Louis' Foods

"Wait a minute, " I thought, "these people

are saying the place I live is worse than

taking a midnight stroll in Central Park
"

As their very humorous conversation car-

ried on, I found out a few beliefs that have

permeated the gullible minds of a few

residents of UMass. As every well-informed

person knows, Southwest people:

1. Go to certain bars in town which have

been labeled "sleazy Southwest dives."

2. Drink constantly and often smoke pot.

3. Never go to classes (probably cause

we're too drunk).

4. Cause mass destruction on their floors.

5. Get crummy grades because of their

noisy environment.

6. Have a floor with no quiet hours.

I won't even mention what they said

about the kind of females that live there.

Where do these ideas come from?

Southwest has the highest density of

students on campus, so of course there's go-

ing to be more noise and more people to

socialize.

These two young women appear to have

a fairly cockeyed view of Southwest. They

both live in Central, where I have enjoyed

partying many times. I think one was a

freshman because she kept referring to the

campus center as the Murray D. Lincoln

Center. This freshman now has the impres-

sion of some sort of uncontrolled zoo and

if she listens to the warped wisdom of her

cohort, this petrified person will only go to

Southwest with an armed guard.

I have lived in a low-rise in Southwest

(Cance) for over three semesters. I have

been to some incredible floor parties in

Southwest, most of them on weekends,

believe it or not. But Southwest isn't the

only place on campus that likes to party.

And I do not have any acquaintances that

have raped or been raped.

Maybe I'm being paranoid, but those two

in Louis' Foods really irked me. If someone

does not care for Southwest, that's fine. But

to 'near such ridiculous inaccuracies by col-

lege students is a bit of a pisser. Now. if

you will excuse me, I have to blow off a

class, get drunk and throw lounge fur-

niture off the balcony.

Doug Middleton is a UMass student

AND NOW TML DRAMATIC

ABOUT TMl TAKU^Vtft OT T«t «S

BY JWNK BONOS. CORPOftATl D^T

60VtftNMLNT DCAT, PQSO^iAL DUX
IMSOLVUCV, U>«^N& BAMWPTotS,

Letters —
Redistricting provides opportunity

Amherst's Town Election on April 7th

is the most important local election we
may see for many years. This is the year

when our representative Town Meeting

receives a new membership — all 240

seats are up for election. Redistricting has

been required as a result of the 1985 state

census, and we will now have ten

precincts instead of eight. Rather than

thirty representatives from each of eight

precincts, there will now be twenty-four

from ten precincts. The terms of all cur-

rent representatives end automatically.

The top one-third vote getters will receive

three-year terms," the next one third

receive two-year terms, and the last one-

third will gain one-year terms. After 1987,

each precinct will elect only eight

representatives annually.

For a truly democratic process, there

should be at least two candidates for every

seat. This means we need 48 candidates

from each precinct from which to elect 24

members. With ten precincts, this means
480 Amherst voters should be candidates

for Town Meeting Member on April 7th.

This year's election represents a great

opportunity for all Amherst voters. Ifyou

have felt Town Meeting has not truly

represented your interests, this is the year

to do something about it. If you have

always thought you would like to be a

part of this most representative of all local

governments, this is the year to stand for

election.

Again, each precinct this year will elect

24 Town Meeting representatives. We.

the Board of Selectmen, urge all Amherst

voters to accept the opportunity and the

responsibility to secure the future of our

cherished Amherst Town Meeting.

Nomi. ation papers (only ten signatures

needed) may be picked up at the Town
Clerk's Office. The last day for filing is

Tuesday, Feb. 24. File as a candidate, and

make sure your precinct is well

represented in the new Town Meeting. If

you cannot, urge your friends and

neighbors to run - there will never be a

better opportunity nor a greater need.

Richard H. Minear
Joan R. Golowich

Barbara K. Griffith

Judy H. Brooks
Allen L. Torrey

Love the only cure for 'disease'
Racism and prejudice are diseases that

thrive on hate and violence. Even more

distressing is the fact that acts of violence

and hatred have provided an atmosphere

conducive to their own kind. I was

dismayed when on Feb. 18 in the Col-

legian I read a column on racism by James

Martin, because despite its commendable

anti-racism sentiment, it was also filled

with hate. We must realize that racism

can only be cured with love, not hate.

Karl Rookey
Sylvan

Mass action

against hate
In light of the findings of the Hurst

Report, which many people agree offers an

accurate description of the events which

took place in Southwest after the World

Series, there can no longer be any doubt

that what began as a fight over baseball

allegiances ended up as a racial attack. A
lynch mob, encouraged and led by a hand-

ful of racists, some of them football players,

chased and beat Yancey Robinson and

others because of the color of their akin.

Jason Rabinowitz

Unfortunately, this was not an i.solaled

incident as some would like to pretend. The

last few years have .seen an upsurge in

racist violence around the country, much
of it carried out by young people. At Dart

mouth University, a group of ultra right

students t«»re down shantytowns put up by

anti apartheid protestors. At Citadel

Military Academy, white cadets dressed in

Ku Klux Klan uniforms burned a cross in

the room of a black cadet. In Howard
Beach. New York, a mob of white youths

attacked three black men for being in the

"wrong" neighborhood, killing one of them.

And the list goes on and on.

But these incidents are not represen-

tative of the sentiments of most young peo-

ple in this country today. The overwhelm

ing qiajority of Americans are consciously

opposed to racism, and movements are tak-

ing shape around the country against

racism. In New York, a huge movement

has arisen around the Howard Beach

murder, which forced the city to apprehend

and prosecute those responsible. In For

sythe County, Georgia, there was a mass

demonstration of black and white people to

protest the racist segregation that exists

there. In Cleveland, Ohio, thousands of peo-

ple in one community signed petitions in

defense of an Afro American man who was

facing felony charges for defending himself

against racist harrassment. The list goes

on and on.

Here at UMass there has been a lot of

good student organizing against racism,

but it has been disjointed and disunited.

There is a need for mass, united student ac-

tion on this issue, and the potential is out

there. Thousands of students, outraged by

the events in Southwest, are wondering

what they can do to fight racism.

One activity that anyone and everyone

can participate in the Dance Against

Racism, which is taking place tonight in

the Student Union Ballroom. Sponsored by

a broad range of student groups, and en-

dorsed by the Student Senate, this dance

will be a great opportunity for students of

all races and nationalities to come together

against racism, and have a lot of fun at the

same time. The music is being done by

BMC? Allstars and Concepto Latino; it

should be a great party. I urge everyone to

come and bring all their friends. The dance

is from 8 p.m.-l a.m. and a $2.00 donation

is requested.

Jason Rabinowitz is a UMass student
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* trial
continued from page 1

and began

grabbing people. As soon as

1 was on the ground, an of-

ficer dropped down and

kneed me in the groin. Then

I just curled up into a ball.

I felt blows to my legs and

back. They were pulling on

my arms. They jabbed my
ribs with a nightstick. And
one of them started pulling

on ray face. It scared me.

. I thought he was going to

break my neck. So when a

finger went into my mouth,

I was scared so I bit jt. 1 was

m a state of panic. TTien one

of them said 'That bastard

bit me. that's assault and

battery of a police officer

You're under arrest."

Rising is appealing the

verdict.

"Dfop t)y tor FREE
Student Travel Catalog

STUDENT FARES

NYC/Sl. Croix

NYC/Caracas

NYC/Pdfis

NYC/London

NYGRomc

NYC/Hclsinki

fK)OND TRIP

$238

$293

$381

$361

$433

$453

COUNCIL TRAVH

[<U) 756 1361

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

ON THE PARK NORTHAMPTON. MASS

Now a 2nd Week
Curtain: 7:00 & 9:00
Woody Allen
Michael Caine

HANNAH
AND HER
SISTERS

kH ONlOM ^iCTuAf S Mtlf ASC

AT TMf GATES 0^ SMITH COlLiaE

"^ SKI AREA
"The Best Kept Secret in Vermont
Seven Miles North of Brattleboro. Rte. 30

It

• 1000 Vertical feet

•2 Double chairs

• 11 Trails

• New Lodge

Weekend Adult $19.00 — Jr. $16.00
Night Skiing Thursday. Friday & Saturday

$10 from 5-10 p.m.

Exit 2 Off 1-91 . 7 IMiles N of Brattleboro. Route 30
PHONE; 802-254-6083

^2.00 Any Lift Ticket I

OP r with this coupon J

MUST PRESENT STUDENT ID M

iGLinos
Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-5141

Join Us Friday For The

"GATEWAY TO THE WEEKEND"
With FREE Buffalo Wings From 4 pm till they lost

Beer of the Month - Heineken $1.25

Drink of the Week - Cape Cod Whaler $2.00

\
JEWISH ARTS/

/ FESTIVAL 1987

\

In concert

SATURDAY
Ballroom
:00pm

$8-Gen. Public/ $5 Student
$4 Hillel fee Payer

Sponsored by Hillel UMass;

UMass Arts Council; Five-College Hillel

other sponsors include: Student Activities Support

Fund; SGA; NEAG; Commuter Area Government; The

Collegian: North American Jewish Students Appeal

COMMUTER AREA GOVERNMENT |

SPOKESPERSON AND TREASURER I

NOMINATION PAPERS OPEN TODAY1

I

i

THESE ARE AVAILABLE AT THE
\

Commttter Area Office

404 Student Union • 9 • 4 PM

DEADLINE: Feb 26 at noon t

I SGA SENATORS ALSO
i
*|i|.ia<.|IIMiliM»4»IJ<iliMW<iiWlill»J*»Wll»l'l»»'''*W '»'''''''''lW«l'

lilililitililitMMMMMmMlK

LARGEST COLLEGE PAPER IN NEW ENGLAND

-The Massachusetts Daily-

IAN
IS NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS

POSITION OF

CIRCULATION
MANAGER

THIS IS AN EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY

TO GAIN VALUABLE BUSINESS

EXPERIENCE BEFORE YOU
GRADUATE

COME FILL OUT AN APPLICATION

AT THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE

113 Campus Center

Old South St Entrance

Thomes Hkt Noithaffl|iton

586-5030
Open Daily 5p<n-lani

Closed mondav

Ffom Tna GriN

SpeCiMty Skswert

I I I

WED FEB 25

N»mi (fraction* In

JAZZ sefues

TOM IN

WONDERLAND
Electro Accouslic

THURS FEB 26 I
Confmpoitri

flacinc Guittitl

MICHAEL

GREGORY

BAND
a^ia^i HH-
Friday Night

Drink Specials
Ne* 5'otessonai 3j s

$1 OFF WITH :

THIS AD
- msBssss^-

WEEKEND
DISCOTHEQUE

DANCING
kVed at Pearl St is

Sunday at L Oasis

ts^^
s«aso«

* aid rally
Kiiilinui'J from page I

the future of our state and our nation in

making the case of student aid.

"This rally is the first public message by

college students to the new 100th Congiess

on the importance of saving financial aid

programs." Duffey said

SAFA Member Al Valdez generated

much applause when he called for all

students to concern themselves with those

who do not know if they will return next

semester because their aid might be cut.

Should the Congress approve the ad

ministration's proposed reductions, 45 per-

cent of current aid will be eliminated. Ac

cording to figures which the F'inancial Aid

Office has calculated, about 25 percent of

this campus' students would suffer.

Student (Jovernment AsscKiation Presi-

dent Bill Bennett, one of the 45 students

who will lobby at the capital, said he would

not be in college if he did not receive finan

cial aid.

"As students, we need to advocate very

forcefully for financial aid, because if we
don't rally together now and if we don't ral-

ly together in the future, we'll have friends

that will no longer be students," he said.

SAFA President Kathleen King urged

students to get involved and to contact the

group's office for advice.

"It's important for us to keep pressure on

Congress for the next four <>r fivt- numths,"

she said.

THE FINE ARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSAC:HUSETTS AT AMHERST

THE TOKYO STRING!
QUARTET

p dally and Sunday
amherst/northampton

TWYLA THARP
DANCE ^

MEL TORME &
GEORGE SHEARING

"PrcciMon...Balance. .Clarity"

Thursday. Feb 26 8 pm
Bowker Auditorium

"Catch the Eicitemant"

March 1 ii 1 1 8 pm
Concert Hall

"Giantt af CnttrtaiiMient'

Thursday Mar 12 8

1

Concert Ha>

* Five Colleoa Sttxients Ha»f-PHoe! *
Tickets avartbte at Fine Arts Center Bo« Oftice CaM (413)545 251 1

UMASS CLUB
GOES TO

MAGIC
VERMONT

MOUNTAIN
SAT

• $21 For members including Lift Pass and Transportation

• NON-MEMBERS WELCOME

• Some of the Best Slopes in Soutfiern Vermont

SIGMA DELTA TAU
WELCOMES ALL UMASS WOMEN TO RUSH

•HOME-COOKED MEALS
•THE ONLY LITTLE

BROTHERS PROGRAM
•BEAUTIFUL, CONTEMP-
ORARY HOME

•HIGH GPA
•GREAT SOCIAL LIFE

FRIDAY 2/20 HAPPY HOUR - 4:00 - 4:30 PM

SATURDAY 2/21 BRUNCH -

MONDAY 2/23 DESSERT -

4:45-5:15

5:30-6:00

12:30-1:15

1:30-2:15

6:00-6:45

7:00-7:45

409 N. PLEASANT ST.
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SAFAM will pe. m this Saturday

SAFAM to play
By DANA M. ANAGNOSTOU
Collegian Staff

A highlight of the 1987 Jewish Arts Festival will be a

six man musical group that has been a leader in the

renaissance of Jewish music in America.
The group, called SAFAM, is based in Boston and has

been playing since 1974. They play music that ranges in

•style, from folk-like ballads to rock and roll, from dixieland

to traditional melodies. Their popular Israeli and
Chassidic arrangements are said to be innovative and in-

fused with modern and dynamic sound, and the group also

boasts strong vocalizations (they have two cantors) and
diverse intrumentations. SAFAM's original competitions
aiid arrangements combine English and Hebrew lyrics

and have helped the group gain national recognition as

leaders in Jewish American music.

The SAFAM concert will take place on Saturday,
February 21 at 8 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom
Tickets will be available in advance and at the door for

$8—General Admission: $5—Five College Student:
$4— Hillel Fee Payers.

Other upcoming events that are part of the 1987 Jewish
Arts Festival include lessons in Israeli folk dancing on
February 25 and "Hannah Senesh", an Off-Broadway
musical drama, on March 4.

There's a new newspaper
on campus, The
BibUome
Published by Spectrum

Magazine. The BibUofUe
is a book review paper
featuring reviews of recent

titles, interviews with
writers, and articles on

book people and the book
scene. It provides student

writers an opportunity to

be printed alongside facul-

ty and local writers. The
First Edition includes

Robert Francis on Robert

Francis, Charlotte Spivak

on Ursula LeGuinn's
Always Coming Home, aui

interview with James
Baldwin, and a salute to

the late Argentine writer.

Jorge Louis Borges, among
others. The Bibliofile is

funded by a grant from the

U Mass Arts Council and
the deadline for the next

edition is MARCH 15.

All queries should be

directed by mail to The
Bibliofile. do Spectrum,

RSO 125, Student Union.

;pj5ii5i7

for a

Quality

Laandry

let us do yOur
11 PRAY ST. wash-dry- fold

AMHERST.MA. and

SaF SERVICE »^^"^ P'^*"^

7 DAYS ~7AM-10 PM. S^9'W6S

ALPHA
CHI
OMEGA ^

JB UMass Arts Council

CALL FOR GRANT PROPOSALS
I!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!'.!!!!'.!!!'.!'.'.!!'.'!'-'.

Deadline for submission of grant proposals for

single projects or events;

Friday. February 27

Grant guidelines and applications available at

Arts Council, the Student Activities office, or

the Arts Extension Servue.

Arts Council 125 Herter Hall 545-0202

(.^ttAtt^^r*'**

J

ALL UNIVERSITY WOMEN
INVITED TO RUSH!

SATURDAY FEB 21 FANTASY ISLAND
1-1:45 • 2-2:45

SUNDAY FEB 22 WILD WILD WEST
1-1:45 • 2-2:45

MONDAY FEB 23 A CHORUS LINE

6:30-7:15

7:30-8:15

COME SEE WHAT WE ARE ALL ABOUT
38 Nutting Ave • 549-0587 (ask for Julie)

On Ft Lauderdale Beach
we've got tJ^xSfW

THE'HQS
'HOrijOCAriON:
The Strip-Need We Say Mora?

HOT^BAR & RESTAURANT:
Enjoy Frozen Rumrunners and Plr^a Coladas with Scrumptuous Food

at our World Famous Dockside Patio Bar and Restaurant

THE LARGESt4h6i^TUB ON THE BEACH!!

THE'KiOTTESTROOM dealonTHE OCEAN!

FROM
$OAS0/^^T /c
RESERVE EARLY!

PER PERSON/DAY
PLUS TAX

QUAD. OCCUPANCY

SAVE THIS ADr
Redeemable for Spring Break

T-Shirt at Check-In '

Bahia Cabana Motel
Ft. Lauderdale Beach

TQLbFREE
^HOTLINE

1-(800)-BEACHES

LARGEST COLLEGE PAPER IN NEW ENGLAND

The Massachusetts Daily-

IAN
IS NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR FALL '87

FOR THE POSITION OF

ADVERTISING ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES

SELL ADVERTISING SPACE FOR NEW ENGLAND'S
LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY NEWSPAPER WHILE
GAINING VALUABLE BUSINESS EXPERIENCE

FILL OUT AN APPLICATION AT THE COLLEGIAN
OFFICE - 113 CAMPUS CENTER

INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD IN MARCH
,-j • i « I 1 I i I , « ,

J.

I

Twist and Shout: strong drama
Twist and Shout
Pleasant st. Theatre
(* * *)

By THOMAS GAGNON
Collegian Correspondent

So many big-budget movies out of Hollywood present

larger thanlife characters in very tough situations. Mos-

quito Coast, Aliens, and Rambo, while different kinds of

movies are all examples of this large-scale movie-making.

The human scale Twist and Shout, a Danish movie with

subtitles, makes a refreshing change.

Set in Denmark in 1963. Twist and Shout has almost

nothing to do with the Beatles It has everything to do

with adolescents and their problems, mainly concerning

parents and sex The film focuses on tour adolescents:

Bjorn. Anna, Erik and Kirsten At the Ixginning of the

movie. Bjorn is obsessed with the Beatles, but he scM)n

switches his obsession to Anna. Kirsten. who feels sht- had

a prior claim to Bjorn, is hii»-t and angT\ Anna gets Dreg

nam. Complications follow. In contrast to Bjorn, his good

friend. Krik is shy and awkward. We •'•wn find out why

His mother is an invalid - whom his father keeps l«xked

in her room When his failier opposes Erik's attempts to

help her get well Erik is alarmed, frightened, and final

ly angr>'. Meanwhile, Bjorn has bec<»me ensjaged to

Kirsten whom he does not l«>ve At h- -"'* >«'ihe movie.

Bjoin and Erik turn to each other for help

First, the mmie's Haws. The opening scene of the ino\ k

leads us to believe that Bjorn is obsessed with the Beatles.

Then, aftei- the first fifteen minutes, Bji>rn's obsession

with the Beatles suddenly stops and ends up having

nothing to do with the lot of the movie — an annoying

loose end. The characterizations are uneven. Whereas

Bjorn and Erik are complicated and interesting, Anna and

Kirsten are dull and one-dimensional

After Bjorn gets involved vith Anna, each scene shows

the adolescents becoming more and more entangled and

pushing more and more into adult territory All of the

scenes (after the initial fifteen minutes* build up to the

final crisis — a test of Bjorn's and Eriks real maturity

The most memorable scene m Twist and Shout has to do

not with Bjorn and Anna, but with Erik and his mother.

When Erik invites Kirsten to his house, his mother m
lerrupts them. Kirsten. shocked by her slovenly ap-

pearance, leaves Erik turns angrily on this mother, later

relents and tries to comfort her. This scene etTeclively

shows the emotional bind tliat Erik is in: he attack." his

mother foi- depriving him of a normal life, but he also loves

her and wants to help her Th-' attors work w.-ll tofjether

and make i> strong en.semble.

Tinai >i'<J •>hout, though it has no lasting, profound ef

feet. IS an absorbing movie about the confusion and pain

(twisting and .shout ing?i of adolescence

FRIDAY

FILM
s/»

«••••

By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

Mountain Farms Four TheatresCrimes of the

Heart ( # * * • initially slow but ultimately funny.

Platoon ( * * * * ) a gripping anti heroic depiction of

the \' let nam war.

Radio Days iNRi Woody Allen s latest

The .Mission i • • / 1*' lions and DeNiro b<»th strug-

gle convincingly with then church, their faith, -i <^ ^^

and armies
Hampshire 6 Theatres

From the Hip tNR» Collegian reviewer Derrick Leif

gave this court farce 12*.
Mannequin (NRi Andrew McCaithy romances an «Kca

.tonally animate storefront dummy
Black Widow t * * i Wmger riKtru-t. • ;- mH-ieMnu: 'u i

ihv story isn't No suspense

LiKht of Day i • ' Rt>ck n Roll melodrama thai bores

Outrageous Fortune ( * B. ~t comedy yet tin

vear

Over the Top t * I ^2) Stallone as(get this) an arm wTesil

ing championship contender.

ART EXHIBIT!
BLACK HISTORY
& APAJRTHEID

FEBRUARY 21 & 22 . 1987

1pm— 5pfli

IZU- aOOR APARTMENT, KENNEDY
SOLfTHWEST UMASS -AMHERST.

FEATURING: ArtwarK of students and feculti).

OPENING CEREMONY: SaUrdaij Febnurij 21 . 1pm piwrf*

REFissHtffiKTS wu BE mmsf.

ATTENTION FRESHMEN AND SOPHOMORE WOMEN

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
/^H^TS^ SSk. ^k.^iW^.

>k cooi-ipce TWfijBu. ptieoucnoia

We invite y^^ ^^ attend our rush parties

SATURDAY 2/21 1-1 :45, 2 - 2:45 or 3 -3.45

MONDAY 2/23 6 - 6:45, 7 - 7:45 or 8 - 8:45

Sorority Life: the best decision yoall ever make

32 Nutting Ave • call for directions 545-0320

FRY? / LIQUORS

TAN BEFORE YOU GO
Join Now ... Avoid the Spring Break Rush

61 Main St., Amherst
Next to Town Hall

FOR FREE DELIVERY OF
»20 MINIMUM ORDER.
(OFF UMASS CAMPUS)

Dial
253-3091

— All Prices In Store Cash Only —

Seagrams

is-j~'r-

7
750 ML

6.99

Becks
Heineken

-f Dcp. 6 pk

Free Trial Visit

With This Ad
(Exp 3/6)

Advance Schedttling

Right Up Till

Spring Break

Cottple & Groap

Discounts

^ Expanding Hours

To Insure

Appointments

Special Bulb Replacement By 3-6 Just For Spring Break

isBOffsoiai

264 N. Pleasant Street Amherst

253-9454

Swan Beer.
from Australia

«3.20
6pk

Folonari

Soave
1.5 L

«3.49
40A\(,

.Cler Blanc

1 Liter«4.49

In Store

Wine Tasting
Every Day
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CHINESE KITCHEN bi
FAST SERVICE — GREAT PRICES

Try our

Moo Shu Pork

$3.95

<r23 Szechuan Gai Ding,

Swee & Sour Pork, Fried Rice

$4.95

#22 Chicken Wings,

Sweet & Sour Pork,

Fried Rice

$3.90

^24 Yoke Kew (Beef)

Onion and Green Pepper

Chicken Wing, White Rice

$3.90

TRY OUR LUNCHEON — DINNER SPECIALS
Only $1.49 before 3 pm, $1.90 after 3 pm

Eat In or Take Out

HOURS: Sunday Noon - 10 pm, Mon - Sat 11;30 - 10pm

2 LOCATIONS

RUSSELL'S
Lli^UORS

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253 5441

430 Russel St (Rt 9)

HADLEY — 253-2571

150 King St

NORTHAMPTON — 586-8220
i

COORS
Suitcases - $11.99 » dep

$9 95 case $ dep
12 -PACK CANS
$3.50 * dep & up

/DARK
$4.25 6pk. $16.50 case

MOOSEHEAD
$3.99 6pk, $14.95 case
LVeli KA 800

$9 49 1.75L & up
KAHLUA

Still Only $11.49 750ml

CHECK THIS OUT

rll

200 ml Reusable

"Sporting Flask'

Filled with Wild Turlcey

Now only ... $2.99 each

BONUS: Present this ad

and get 2 flasks for $5
While they last

MANY MORE IN HOUSE SPECIALS

• i«

WE RENT
MOVIES &
Video Recorder

Rental
Mon.-Thurt. 99<

Fri '3 00
Sat. 'S 00

SOUNDS EASY

VIDEO

VIDEO
RECORDERS

Movie Rentals*
Mon. -Sat.

$2.00

Weekly Specie*
for Members

SOUNDS EASY
Newmarket Center
6 University Drive
Amherst • 549-5200
Open 10:00 a.m. • 9:00 p.m.

MONDAY - SATURDAY

Save •S.OO

'"""TiFiTTME
MEMBERSHIP

$5
PJrc^ase a iiletim« membership

I
for only $5 and get

- 2 Free Movie

\ Rentals
|k. Good at Ntownm C»n<»r

^. 6 Umv«fs«lv t> Amh*fst

SUIVilVIIT LEATHER
\ fc»*>J BATWIN^ surrs. <^^>CC RROWV THC wtog^r^ ^ PW& seme fc*^ ucs* '•

Mr. sifc aoiM rr ^ Hwirr

THE FOLLOWING RECORDS & TAPES
ARE ON SALE THIS WEEKEND I

BANGLES ••

DIFFLiiENT LIGHT
•ncludirn)

Manic MontUy/WaM Like An Eyypiuo
If Srw Knra What Sne Wants

Rvlurn P<»)/MMN»ng Ooion Vour Sifvet

0(^1
^r^ s

PSYCHEDEUC FURS
MIONIGKT TO MIDNIGHT «.

• fKlixJiog '

rtcaiibnak Baat/Shock
Shadow In My Haart

AngalsDoni Cry/tto r

Alio available on cassane

$5.99 LP or cassette

*.'so avaiiacie on cassette "^^^^^^7

$5.99 LP or cassette

BEASTIE BOYS
UCENSED TO VLL ^

Dt mctudMg; VV
JBS Ttta Naw Styta/Paul na»an '^

No SMap TW Brooklyn/Poaaa In ENM*
HotdRNOK MUn

STEVII RAY VAUGHAN AND
^W DOUBLE TROUBU

Chanoe N/Low Strucx Baov
Mmmmo ChMc/Supartlilion

I m Laavmg )KHi (Commit A Cnmai
WiNia The Wimp

//

Also dvaiiabie on cassette

V

m
$5.99 LP or cassette

$7.99 LP or cassette

E2 40611
Also available on cassette

COUN
JAMES HAY

LOOKING FOR JACK
including:

HoM Me/Can I HoM Mm
Looking For Jack

HIPSWAY
'

including

:

The HonayttMat/Aak Tbe Loid

The Broken \toar»/Long Wblta Car
Upon A Thread

:« SANTANA
FREEDOM

including

Vkracnu/Stw Can't Lai Go
OfKa tt't Golcha/Praiaa

Deeper. Dig Deeper

Also available on cassette Also available on cassette
7

iKEtot V

Ai&o available un cassette

TIL TUESDAY
WELCOME HOME

I ^S^ including

I r Wtwt About Love
Coming Up Cloae

I
Lover* Day /David Denta*

Sleeping And Waking

Al&u available on lP

$5.99 LP or cassette $5.99 LP or cassette $5.99 LP or cassette $5.99 LP or cassette

VI tcOIP

LOCATED IN
DOWNTOWN AMHERS"
OPEN MON - SAT 10-6 • SAT 12-5

Friday, February 20, 1987

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Smithereens
By Sarah Smith

/i/f^Afcr/)./)^ OiuS pulls k,f*iSelf

00^ O^ Led

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau

AS iOUALl KNOU. THIS TP^
F0KSlSOU»SePtUI7NC0»mMlS

j OP&i-n€HOoit.icsu6etsrm^
A^TOHOUUlBMiemPKXUP

HOu ABOUT IF HE DO A
Sn/PV Of- Tke WINNING
CONTeSTA^B OH "MHUL
OFFofcuNB^ i^eer
THEfite: lOAQtpmm

9eLF-te>T^M
•

/WC/THB
UlAfiD-OUBSS

^^^
PARJ^INO SPACa
ISMmATLAST!

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

'
'i ^J^ T-JfT)- ON 9r.^

,^^^^fW PVffUC HBAUH

m

m i^'fi'^' i^u- j?^fc Au.
(if ii/e^/^/frtcwi^ of im

\

evc^ AS r sfTfiH

li ^yr »c) ^w IS

fOKBlPPef^-WORP

. f?£AlJr'^'

a^

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

^^f -J

Sour. RNO SET -mars
ALUWWSBKMONETWNb

•P"

K IWftT? ,^

,j

T^Mtlrti,

/t'vc never bctn Mi£ -m

In AMOND MN HOUSE-
IM M&VOE74T STKlNEO

Gordy By Gorde

KISS ME
UK£-r»Ar

r^

. CLOSE/?
\-Kx£Thter

U^TBKl, you BAU-cf^
A^uo, I /'iS^eeo to

(-£> HOM£ IMtm you /AS

M-O-R-A-L SAiPPo^T.

rBXCHAfJGE OF

;
THE COK)TRACT,

\a

/v\o(^e ThffJS.

\fillLL YOUSTART
THIS J^(§9^/?

CARff/
^^/^

FihJE..8B

/

COLLEGIAN 13

On Equal Terms is a movie designed to promote

awareness oi sex equity as an issue for men and women
Come watch it 8 p m Tuesday in CC 902 This docs

count towards staff status'

Also

Anyone interested in writing for women's issacs there

IS a meeting at 1 30 today m the newsroom (CC 1 1 3)

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Michel Jaffe

ACIIMS
1 JO i tiSlar and
namaMMs

6Eka
10 Busnatkdeg
13 Euiopeari mi
14 Alric4M'> plani

t& Bevefiy

HttlblMwt »!•'

16 0«sign«r

Caksmi m m
t T INtrtormw s

Amnnalion
19 Ctodunaikar

TtaRiat
<>0 ViUM
i 1 Ka'STMVl and

Pav'- •

«t a.

."« P»»KiO .

aOMBOdv' v^^':

31 Caninwaa*
aMM»

V SaraM
36 ^gna Moc''

no»*
^ Ro««r » coii«n

«0 Watitu
41 lAMnartary

42 0ly n
Nofmanoy

43Mnn(b|icy
44 OpatiOwi
4' so«na«w^}

\i*aHuii»ed

45 Th«v >e

4V t>tmtm » atiO'

., •m-.^ .a^uiaior

3? AkMTH

4 Outstanding

dauii

SOranimMts
6 Kind Ol !>••"<

7 Mont BtarK

• Take a second

lOb

9 Wajje'

10 Pialit «Hlh

i;nromda or

33 WMwoo
34 Ranaissanca

Ivnay

3b Star pan
37 aonem t !ath«r

38Tu9
42 RMgiai
43l.an0ui«f<

44Nov«l»t Smdwr
46 High MMS'>
46 Dandies
47 Etonian % tatner

48 On the deep
SO Composai

Musgrava
%2 Manor

matodv
S3D«^>ans US»

64 Vand
56 - a gift'

57 Oonhavs
cousin

11 Borstal 9ot
aulhcy

12 Dans
ciornpanton

lb Storage S0OM
'» • -jng iwo)««n

"iiy marnb*'

..'b If' i«<H»ififf

2f Comtaenca
31 CtaflWlMn
32 Slag*

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

vmvt

l>OI*N

Ot

r— V r—

1
ij-

r—T— "

Wa- IT-

ii-

I
^ 71

_Jw in V* IT

1ww
^E_j" w f

N

~ r
W""

^^"
*'

1

1
; ; J

^ r—

1

L,,..
~^r ! ! ^^^Hr w ^H|l rnB" T

1

IT

—I -

bH w 1
1

r Jk1 i_

\m' Im \mtmin \miF> s.«*i«i» 2»l'

Lunch

.;n pizza

Dinner

Jard*n«fe Sauce
p,.,i- -„

Menu
Basics Lunch

,_ , r>' ,.j

Basics Dinner

pHhcrman

Weather
Today 'S^

between 35-40

Tonight. Light winds, 'ow around 30

Saturday: Sunry. high near 40

A

Today's Staff
Night Editor M^T Bartash

Copy E<li*o' J°^" Swanson

Layoat Technician Rob Catalann

Photo Technician Byrne Guarnotta

Production Supervisor Rob Catalano

ProducUon:Connie LeClerc. Laura Bell. Tori Arpad.

Valeric Warren, Keith Cooper, and Joe the driver

Execative Board — Spring of 1987

KELLY SIEGER
Editor In Chief

NANCY KLINGENER
Maaaging Editor

STEVE RUBIN
Baslocss Manager

PHIL SERAFINO
Editorial Editor

ANSEL ZINTER
Production Manager

Business Board — Spring of 1987

STEVE RUBIN
Business Manager

PAUL H LESSER
Advertising Sales Manager

VANESSA ROTH
Finance Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marketing Manager

CRAI'i NAUGLS
Circa .atiou Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Sabacription Manager
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Men gymnasts entertain Temple tomorrow; women visit SCSU
Friday, February 20. 1987 COLLEGIAN 15

Hv JIM HICKEY
C'jllegian Correspondent

Bring on the Owls.

When the University of Massachusetts

men's g>'mnastics team takes on Temple
University in its l:ome opener Saturday at

1 p.m. at the Boj'den Gymnastics Center,

erpect nothing short of a war.

Both undefeated Temple and the 4 1

Minutemen will be fighting for Eastern

supremacy as well as some momentum and

conl"idence betore headmg into the Eastern

regionals.

"It's our biggest home meet of the year."

coach Roy Johnson said. "We're at home
so we have a little advantage."

Senior co-captain Joe DeMarco echoed
Johnson's feelings and said his fellow team
members are ready.

"Practice has been great I've never seen
the team go at it this hard," he said.

The women's team will have a tougher
time, as it will not have the luxury ofcom

Female Contestants Wanted For
SUMMER SPORTSWEAR CONTEST
(this is not a bathing suit contest)

AT . i

d«nce/«Nib
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 25th

5 Girls Will Each Receive
FREE ALL EXPENSE PAID SKI TRIPS TO

CRESTED BUTTE, COLORADO
5 Days & Nights, etc

sponsored by

*0%i^
CKSiBinn

Limited Reservations Available

Apply In Person At Changes Wednesday - Saturday

UAAASS SKI CLUD

SPRING BREAK GREAT
SKIING

Q^illinqton
S^ VERMONT

MARCH 22-27
Last Chance
full payment needed by
March 3

Hurry in

limited space available

$209 (

$40 deposit

$25 refundable security deposit

SUPER
SOCIAUZING

SKI RACES

NEW ENGUND
CLAMBAKE

AFTER-SKI
PARTIES

CONDOMINIUM
LODGING

MOGUL
CONTEST

SPECIAL LIVE
NTERTAINMENT

AND
MORE!

FOR MORE IMFO
All American Ski Week 545-3437
Special Activities 430 STUDENT Uf^iOH

SIGN UP NOW AND RECEIVE FREE SKI CLUB T-SHIRT

Sign Up Table outside the Hatch

W, Th, Fr9 3pm

petmg in Boyden.

For the Minutewomen, in terms of turn-

ing their season around, there is no lime

like the present.

UMass heads to Southern Connecticut

State University on Saturda.'^ (1 p.m.) with

a 2-5 record, but Shiebler said the team has

a good chance to take a giant step toward

respectability.

"This is definitely a big meet for us,"

Shiebler said.

Massachusetts, which dropped a

173.25 170.25 decision to SCSU last year,

expects to go with pretty much the same
lineup thai has been steadily imoruvng
this year and Shiebler sees the balance

beam as a key if the team is to be

successful.

"We are looking good, we're very
healthy, and we had a good week of prac-

tice, ' Shiebler said. "If we are able to stick

the beam, I am very confident we will do
well."

Stretch Your Skiing Dollar
And Your Skiing Fun!

* Stratton Mountain Express
Package is the loay to go!

Now through Spring, 1987

Head for the slopes with Peter Pan! Peter Pan s daily Stratton Mountain
Express sewice is packed with lvalue . . . including round trip

transportation and a days lifi ticket for a full day of skiing at Stratton

^k>untaln in Vermont

Peter Pan offers round thp service seven days a week! Board a
cornfonahle F^er Pan bus. pack your skis in Peter Pan s /luge lugga^
compartment and anive at Stratton at 9 a.ni. for a full, tun filled day on
the slopes! ,^i>anced reserv^ions only.

Round-trip transportation and a day's lift ticket from $28,001
Less than you'd pay for a lift ticket alone!

For tickets, sc/ier'uies and information, contact
The People Professionats

Amhvmt Terminal. 79 Sijuf/i /Itasanj Street -AmAjffj. MA,
25&0431 • UMASS Campus Center AmhersL MA.

Ttcket Office 545-2006 • fionhampton TemunjI
I Rnundhou^ P(dJd. !^niham(i(on. MA. 58&I030
frv gnoup rate inhvmatton coiUact fetef Pan Chant t DtpannH-ni (4 13} 78 1 2900

tM<6>m±s
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FLAT
STREET

THIS
WEEKEND
Friday Feb 20

IN THE
FLESH

"nex^eekend"
Fri & Sat

Feb 27 & 28

VIDEO WEEKEND

• men's basketball
continued from page 16. quick as a wink, they were whisk-

ed off this morning at six for a long bus ride to St.

Bonaventure, NY and the home of Bonnie basketball. The
A- 10 rivals squai'e off tomorrow night at 7:30 -.

The Bonnies. 5-20 overall and 3-13 in the A- 10 before

travelling to conference leader Temple University's den
last night where they probably got whomped.
But don't think that UMass will be overconfident

because the team won't be. Embarassed, 43-39 by the Bon-

nies two weeks ago at the Cage, the Minutemen are out

for revenge.
"We have a score to settle with them." Gerlufsen said.

DON'T MISS

FLAT STS
GREAT

MID-WEEK

GETAWAY
always 75^ drafts

Free Admission

Wednesday's
open at 8 pm

Ever wanted to Fly:

We have immediate openings for new mem-
bers! Our aircraft are available for economi-
cal primary and advanced instruction, as well

pleasure flying. Give us a call and one of our
members will take you up!

The Collegiate Flying Cluo

538-5821

• women's hoop
continued from page 16 Virginia trailed by one, 63-62.

wiih 0:30 seconds to play.

"I thought we had the game in hand, but Basil came
down and hit three of those things in a row." Leaman
said. "Those baskets made the game a lot closer than

it really was."

And how. With 0.10 to go (yes, there's more), senior

Mary Marquedant missed the front end of her one and

one opportunity. But this time, Fitzgerald, who grabb-

ed 14 rebounds on the night, came up with a monstrous

carom, allowing UMass to run the clock down to 0:01.

Michealsen was fouled, but cooly sank two free throws.

illULLl ililll

BROADWAY
MUSICALS
ON THE
RADIO

Every Sunday 12-1 pm

The New & Unusual.

The Old & Traditional

In Stage & Movie Musicals

J From Showboat to

Little Shop of Horrors

Lisie^ & Be Supnsed

mi iiinnfimnTn.iW

• swimmers
continued from page 16

make the top eight. Georgia

Wood and Jean Cowen on

the one-meter board give

our diving a new dimen-

sion."

Splashes: The
Minutewomen left yester

day afternoon for

Springfield. The qualifying

events are held each day at

11 am., and the top 18

swimmers compete for

points that night

SELF-SERVE

TYPING
Vi HR. $2

kinko's
Crvat coptn. a«jc I

220 N Pleasant St

253-2543

r early"!
BIRD

SPECIAL
$2 OFF
Shampoo,
Cut & Dry

STYLES

BY
EBORAH

549-5610 • 65 University Dr
«ith tiMs coupon . aiptre* 3/2a/|7

1

All' *S CLASSIFIED
..."-^:tl, •uv

iNStPUCTONo MOTC^CnCaS
r- • ANTfcD

OMAIE WANUD'IRAVtL
WAfJTtrj* SUBLET

COME TO THg COLLEaAN OFFICE - CC 113 MONTHURS 8:30-330 (FRI - 2;30)« DEADLINE 2 DAYb HHiuH TO PUBLICATION • CASH IN ADVANCE. 15«/W0R0/0AY FOR STUOeWTS

ACnVITIfS

ACTMO. OANCt inUfucKon
fwiO ind group ahmm an iwoi oi lO*-
ty Untvortity A<1» Counc.'t dncoum*
•vadabtoky UMM«Mudems PortomMng
Arts OvistonAJMass OM Ctiap*! S49-(K19

tJNiVERSiTY UK>ATE NCWt thorn m
back* Op«n>igi tor anchort. iporHKaiiaii.
arts and amartavifnant

. iwniafs and camara
oporalor* S<gr up m ma Union Vidao
Cama* or caH ?S3^sa64 G»r .nvoivad'

DANCE AGAINST RACISJM hatp dop
racism on campus and ruiva a graat lima
mthaprocBM Mut« by BMCP Mmr« and
Concapto Latino Tomgnt m ir<« SUB 8PM
t? donation

WE MEET AGAIN! UMaM tugghng ck*
maals today taarn to juggla Nw* ^5 30.
Campus Cente' room 101

PHI MU SOIKWITY ruth |MniM~ ttws

«eexerid' ftday Van Malar 3-S Sunday-
C'aBlree 2i 546-1171 lor informaron

LESBIAN BISEXUAL GAY m«r^s cour>ce4-
ing coHaclivc opans neirt Mioak caU tor tyxrs
54S-2645 rm433SU f«c flfOuO ^V 8PW m

All UNIViSSITV WOMIN

ALL UNIVERSITY WOMEN are mvAac t,

come and se* wtial a grea' sorority w tU
apoul Dana Zaia Sorority nfo csR Ann«
2S3-9916

AN INfXPfNSIVI SMINO MtAK

DO YOU *ANt to ^ 10 the Bahamas
Jamaica oi Ft Laudardaia'' We riava com-
plate trips 10 iha Bahamas ttartmo 'rom
349 complete .is^aica trip to' 389. and
complete' • %ie mp 1 29 Dus or 3 1

9

air faie ' an include iranspor

taior anc : ^..r . «ii not infl a cheaper
deai with anyone else For mlormation call

Miiie or Rici a: M9 540i Space is limited

AUTO K» SAll

75 TOYOTA AC ,i! g'oat rar 700-BO
256-0168

1976 VW RABBIT good condition $1000 or

BO call Tracy 253-5621

19S0 VW RABBIT 4 dr sunroof AMFM
stereo gas 253-9871 after 6 PM

'79 MAZOA OLC wagon excellent condi-
tion no rus; $1000 545-0123

196S FORD FALCON a cream puff

2566920

FOB A OOOO TIMI CAU

RACK-A-OtSC Entenainntent AQsncy 0«C
jockia*. Iitfits rentals and motxle v>dao

dwwaa* s«B-7t44

K>t BINT

LARGE ROOM FOR rent on iHiSline S210
haai inciuOed Can Ross 665-3427 or Tony
545 0713

LARGE ROOM
Amharst Car>lar

No kilchan facititias

MS-7697
Avaiiatila immadiataty

SUPER-CONVENIENT AMHERST Center
apartment 1 70- month Chns ^84-41 74 eve

EFFICIENCY. BUSLINE. WALK to UMass
$275 inclusive Available immediately
253 5473 O' 549-6478

FOB >ALi

COMIC BOOKS GREAT new ft bach issue
selection al low press Mirvmum 25 parcani

discount with this ad We buy ft trade

J R > Comics Etc Mountain Farms MaN
Hadley 586^2441

GUCa WATCHES FOR ladwrnwiynyles
only $30 call Br^an 6 7425

NCW KAYPRO COMPUTER IBM Com
palabie 256K call S49-4 1 56 leave massage

BUY AN APPLE 'IC *ilh modem anc
monitor Asking $iOC P' ntar optional Cali

Scott at 253-3993

BEDROOM CHEST WITH r^ 'fO'

256 1494

30SE 901 SERIES 3 speaxe's $400 or tMWt
'ite^ c,Vi C-a.g ai BKO 549 4066

VUARNET HAYBAN SUNGLASSES great

*0r spring t)rei%l« f;tui1«nt diSCOUhtS Bit'

584.1889

LEATHER JACKETS-SPANISH $150 call

6-5441 aiaci' and brown

ROUND TRIP TICKET to San Francisco
Mflf 13-22 nonstop from Logan $200 call

K rT' 549-7807

FBI! CASH

NEED MONEY FOR spring break' I need
your baseball cards' Please help Call Mike
549-0333

1978 HONDA CIVIC CVCC. 83000 miles
AM/FM stereo runs great. $1200 or BO
549 7807

CHEAP DEPENDABLE TRANSPORTA-
TION 1973 Ford LTD in excellent running
condition ready lor inspection Must sell

$400 firm call Dave 665 7956

1977 CHEVY MALIBU good transportation

$500 or best offer Barry 256-8673

BAHAMAS FOR A lUCK

BARBADOS TOO THETA Chi is giving

away trips for two To either il your choice
tups are furnished by the Ski Club For a

dollar your chances ate one m 2000 Spend
five dollars and your chance is 1 in 400
The drawing will be held publicly on March
12 and will be drawn by a member of the

crowd This is the best spring break pnce
around

YOUR CHANCE TO rush the best fraterni

ly on campus will be next weak Bata Kap-
pa Phi

HELP WANTED

LiGHT KITCHEN HELP; 4/6hrs/wk lor 7

days meals free, on campus call 549-0454
5490547

FULL A^ PART lime positions available

Very flexible hours and excellent working
conditions Conveniently located m the
Center of Amherst You can earn up to $20
an hour, with salary and commissions Con-
tact Target Enterprises tor an interview Ask
for Keith

AIRLINES CRUISELINES HIRING' Sum
mer Career' Good pay Travel Call tor

guide, cassette newsservice' (916)
944 4444 exi 161

RACK-A-DISC entertainment needs 15
DJ's lighting operators and roadies No
experience required 549/144

SECRETARY- FRIDAY SATURDAY Salur

day 7 30-11 30 $4 50 hour Rack-A-Disc
Entertainment 549-7144

BOLTWOOD COOHOINATOR; POSITION
open for 1987-88 school year Call
323-6311 ext 495 for details

THEME'S A JOS for you m a summer
camp Ttw American Camping Asaociaton
(NY) will maM your appkcMion avaiiaole to

over 300 camps m the rxxltiaasi Exciting

oMtortunniaa km co»aB» Mwdam* and pro-

laaaianaM Poaawna naiMiii amandand
«Mtar«poiii, aitoandaalla. drama, music
danca. tnppmg. nature RN's MO's aids

kachan, mamtananc* Ccaage credR avaiai-

Ma CaMorwrlia lor application Amarican
Camping Association 43 W 23rd St Oepi
lUMA) New York N V 10010
212-645^620

HUMAN HEAD CAMPS, a ttna co^d camp
m Pannsy'vrfn.a will ba inlar»ia»ring on
campus on March 3 For lufltiar irtlorma

lion afKl apphcaiions write to S>d Fmkeis
lam 59Ca>«nalSt Paan Rrwar NV 10966

EARN A FREE trip lo Ft Laudard^e and
comimsaaon on avary trip sate' Ba our cam
pus rapraaantatrva can Judy at Laudardaia
Beach Hotel 1-600-327 7600

UMASS CREW CLUB naads a team
manager Anvona mlerestad piaasa a>nm
10 room 9 in Napa or contact Oave TrorKl

al 665 3766

COUNCELORSASSOCIATION OF In

depende/i! campa seeks qualifies

councelors for 75 residential children s
private camps July and August Contact
Association of lr>dependent Camps (UMA)
43 West 23rd Street sixth llooi New York
fsiv 10010(212)645-6620

INSTBUCTION

LEARN TO TAP nance wuh Brad Aspef
iTough the Performing Arts Division fPAOj
»\ UMass Classes at all levels tieginners-

Wednesday 6 30-7 30 mtermediate-
Wednasdays 7 30-8 30 advanced/mt
Tuesdays 7 30 8 30 Classes begm Feb 1

7

call Psii^ J' 5450516 to! inlo'mafon

LOST

HELP! I LOST my leather jaclwt a' Delano?,

on Wednesday Feb 4lh Sentimental value

No questions asked 549-0608 reward is he
ng offered

LOST RING ATTACHED !- gold watch n

downtown Amherst greal sentimental value
reward ldays)549 3975 |nightS)584-9534

LOST: KEYS ON path between Sylvan and
Worchesler DC Call CJ 6 4284

•urNS GREY WOOL tweed coat size 44L
lakt n from Pub Sat 2/14 reward offered for

ret jrn 266-8676

I HAVE YOUR black coat, do you have
mine' We swapped at Delano's or Time
Out CaU 546-8666

REWARD GOLD BAND wristwatch with

black face between Hasbrouck and
Creslview Senlimantal vahia. please call

549 1094

NEED IXTBA CASH

WE WILL BUY your good usad clothihg |usl

Mondays 549 3772

PERSONALS

RESUME TYPESETTING SERVICE
Have your resume professionally lypesel
The best quality type not a word processor
Sixteen different type styles to choose from
Takes only 3 days costs $25 and any
changes I'll do lor FREE Come down to the

Collegian Graphics Office (113 Campus
Center) and speak to Peter Soderberg

MEET NEW PEOPLE! Gel great ex
perience' Come write for New England's
largest college daily The Collegian is m 1 13
Campus Center, right behind the T V
Come down and check us out'

LOOKING FOR JIM m Putlon laa mat at

Flat Street where are you'' Missy 6-7440

DESPERATELY SEEKING BEAUTIFUL
bkmda thai I Daraly mat in tana out last

WadnaadayFab 4 i«ouidM>alomaetyou
toradnnkandtalk I «n Ota lai Monde kid

To giwa you a nml. you wavad to ma Iwic*
wtian you latl My nam» « Mika. give rne

a can 256^1716

SWAPPED YELLOW A black ti*aed coat
With yallow scarf at tna Pub 2/1 1 Piaasa
call soon 54«-63<>.0

SPRING SORORITY RUSH or«nlat>on lo

ba nald on tWed Feo 18 at 6 30 m the Cam-
pus Cantar rm 162 AK University woman
inwied

11/12 DION T CATCH name IMI reading
Lyirvg 40 day nor>smoker floas avary day
Wr4a back Ouila aarrmgs

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED ASAP 5
min walk from campus lor more mlo
549 5039

D2'S TAKE LA CaM spring bnNM 1967

THE LIL SIS S in D? rule-the pad<flas had
better rule as well

DELTA ZETA PROVINCE weekend 1967
get psycfied girls we rule

LOSE Wi
with H«
guaranu.
546-41'-

OW! 10-29 LBS/month
Gonrlol 100 percent

,;ark 5465938 Dan

CLOSET SALE

FULL LENGTH RACOON skin coar^n
good condition. $200 00 NCR cash
register, needs only minor repair for full

operation or |ust a conversation piece

$50 00 Resigriol skis, marker bindings and
cat>er boots Greal package for someone
who wants lo learn wilfioul major inve«'

ment $80 00 Call Ansa) 256-6162

WORK STUDY 5-10 hours/week firx

hours $4 20 assist in analysing soil and
plant samples no experience reqired Call

Morteza 545-2259

SALES/MARKETING REPS for interna

lional company Great opportunity call to-

day Dennis 256-1663

SHOE BIN. AMHERST full-time and part-

time needed Part-time applicants need full

day free Apply in person only

SKI, SKI . SKI
5 College trips' Day trips.

night trips, to Berkshire East
Rates start al $9 for lifts

and transportation for night ski

Rentals and lessions also avail

Bus leaves UMass ft collagas
Registration deadline Mon Fat> 2

For more info call

549-4600 x32e

SUMMER IN EUROPE~$239 Lowest
scheduled fares to all ol Europa form
Boston Call 1(800)325-2222

TO CORINNE CAPONE (the birthday Dun
nyi nayp* '9'U' Luv Mir helle Angie ft

Goo

CONGRATULATIONS KATIE PAYSON >

making ihe Dean's list It wasn t too late lu

at>i • "- 'hr Co^egiari Love jon

LOT J2 STICKER needed eaS S4B.I442

TJ PETEPRO. TBROWN. JOEHUR-
PiCANE. RitkyO. RonRftBoras Tau iota
' ji '.jies' So does Dennis Conner Spud
f/ ' .^^:? Bears ft Old Swil or Mil Thats'"

AORIENNE OF KKG happy 21st birthday'
. ^up^• ;riis day is as special as you are to

niij LO\r. your III' siS Anne

GRAHAM OIONT SEE you at Mike s I was
hoping we could get togetfier- MAD
GRAHAM MACNEIL- MET you al Mike s

ove' t-.iwat' Hope to see you there this

weekend

MICKNEIL-YOU DON'T know who your
looking for'

KATY DUSTIN HAPPY 21sl" Dnnk are on
me meet you at Barsies' Luv. Becky

J.J GOODLUCK AT Weslpoint and smash
them dead' Love Tirah Lefkowiti

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TRICIA and Barb' Get
psyched to celetjrate' 7lh floor of Kennedy
will be rockin' this weekend' Love Paula

HI ROB' LOVE. Billy the Kid your Valentine

MOONRAKER-PRESENTS ARE wonderful

but I hope you know I am all yours, no mai-
ler what you do It was the most beautiful

Valentines Day ever remember. You are

my sunshine '
I love you -Sweet

REFUNDS FOR CANCELLED OMD con
cert W'll be made al location of ticket pur-

chase until the end o< February only'"

SPANKY-I DON'T Know what it is about the

mornings a half hour before class, but I k>ve

itCW

HEY CORINNE. GUESS whaf It s your bir

thday Knock yourself out' 13

KEITH CIAMPA-HAPPY birthday from
Maine

HAPPY 20TH BIRTHDAY t]na^ Yo'^al-
ly a tewiffic fwiend' Don't ever kjse that

sense of humor Love. Kristin

PAM IN D2- 1 can't wall lor the mug to have
a blast on Fridays

SWILL BE AT BarsieT s not BKO at 700
assume crash position and earn our r e-s-

p-e-c-f Happy Birthday

JANINE- HAPPY BIRTHDAY to my F U R '

Love, Maryanne

WSYL IS NOW back on ma air AHarnative

surreal«tic and t«<*t plain tun Listen to

WSYL 106 1 avaryday

PflOFESSiOMAl rVPIMO

SPCEOY KEYS DISSERTATIONS.
resumes, papers 256 1002

PROFESSIONAl TVPMIO SIRVICS

CASES. PAPERS. DISSERTATKMIS.
Itwses last, accurate dependMile on
campus, raaaonabte 5647924 I4ancy

RESTAURANT

RESTAURANT NOW HIRING all post-
Moni avoll<rt>le oN shifts Kttchan Oirttrtg

room lounge apply m person
Ham- 2pm Gult $tream tar and OdHa
15) Northampton Bd. Route 9 Amhartt
MS 2»«-««»«

ROOMMATE WANTED

PHI MU DELTA has extra livmg spaces 24
hour kitchen and laundry Rent is cheap
CaH 5496560 549 1328 256«)28

GRAO STUDENT. PR' i > . iNAL
woman to sha'e 2 bdrm i "^lor

thampton $217 50 b~.-c~~' Jays
584 0074 203872 3166 eves

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED RoHing
. "i-n $168 call .lul.e 263 34P,'

SERVICES

TYPING. TAPE TRANSCRIPTION •

accurate 665-7652

TUTORING SUBSTITUTE TEACHING >

busness managemeni marKelmg.
finance investment ft microcomputers $7
per hour Neg 536-5(X)6 leave message

SPRINO BREAK

DEPARTS EVERY WEEK in March Ft

Lauderdale $309 includes Rl Jet ft hotel for

7 nights all taxes and tips Departs every
week in March Montreal weekends $79
departs every weekend Feb-May Includes

round trip motor coach ft 2 nights hotel

directly downtown All taxes and lips

Daytona Beach motor coach and 7 nigh"

hotel on the strip $229 all taxes and tips arx]

service charges For more details call

Dynamic Destinations 482 Mam Street

Maiden 617 324-7735. 617 321 4165

SPRINO SRfAN OF A IIFITIIM

SAN. ABOARD YOUR own M3 1 yacm from
Ft Lauderdale to itwBaAamas lor I wkm
lo Paul 665 4967 Tarry 6-4052

SPRINO iRtAN -67

BAHAMAS S399 A up Bast trip avadaMa
CM now Bruce 253-7312 Bryan 546^9031

ST. JUDE

THAN YOU AGAINt bekjon. ik, yuu<
prayers go urtanswarad I am very grMetul

SUBLET

PUWMWHED BEDROOM MARCH isl !<»

I
semester Pufflon Vllage 54*0746

TRAVEL

MAKE THE WOHT 'i..- ' ..ng break"
Fort laudc-rdaie S'P'^ '.i' > Bahamas
$349 lor more info call Davi- -^46-6709

ROUNOTRN* TKrKETS TO flor«1a from
Bradley A,rpn<i to West P,!i"i Beach/Ft
Lau-I*"--? 1" ',...'-. i,iii(. in I il^ t ,-. -.-If ft-i

bi.

?S.

SPRING BREAK TO Flonrta J i'i.'>q r yf)
.1.: ,. ' . ,-s S4U67R? MaQ',47

SPRING BREAK TRIPS !o Jamaica ana
••muda starting at $369 call Sally 6-7500

MAKE THE RK3HT move 'r

Fort Lauderdale $129 N
$349 for more info call ,

•

II-lak

i-nas

'i»

TYPING $ERVICE

QUALITY TYPING LONG (>< short pro

tects Meticulous proofreading Editing

available Resumes a specially 549-0367

WANTED

LOCAL BANDS WANTED Eastside con
certs Battle of the Bands on Feb 28 Con-
tact Bruce or David 549 4160

I NEED A lot 49 sticker'" Will buy or trade

my 22 sticker Alan 546-6021
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SPORTS

UMass holds off Penn St., 66-59
Sutton's 21 points leads second half surge

in the half.

"Will Hicks has been a real leader out

there," Gerlufsen said. "He was a little

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Senior guard
66-59 win over

<'oll*Cian phtrtn by Ni«k Sokoleff

Cari Smith ducks in for a tough bucket during last night's
Penn State.

Reeling from the suspension of two for-

wards, the University of Massachusetts

men's basketball team shrugged off any

possible side effects last night and slamm-

ed the door on Atlantic 10 Conference

rival Penn Sute. 66 59, at the Curry

Hicks Cage.

Getting a game-high 21 points from

junior guard Lorenzo Sutton and double

figures from three others, the Minutemen

improved their record to 9-15 overall and

5-11 in the A 10. The victory moved

UMass within one and a-half games of

George Washington University and two

games behind both the Nittany Lions and

Duquesne.
More importantly, the win kept the

Minutemen from falling into the A-10

cellar and within striking distance of

sixth place.

"They (the Minutemen) were really a

cohesive unit out there," coach Ron

Gerlufsen said. "The team's gone through

a lot of adversity without a lot of support

and they did a fine job
"

Along with Sutton's usual scoring, the

Minutemen also got strong efforts from

junior forward Wilbert Hicks, who scored

13 points on six for 10 shooting, 12 points

from senior guard Carl Smith and 11

points and a game-high 10 rebounds from

sophomore forward David Brown.

Playing in surprising business-like

fashion, the Minutemen, dressing ju.-^t

nine players for the game (senior guard

Bill Hampton also did not dress. He was

at a job inter\iew), fell behind early 12-4

just 5:05 into the game But eight points

including a steal and coast-to-coast jam by

Hicks and a pair of three-pointers by Sut-

ton sparked the Minutemen to a 19-6 run

lo put UMass ahead, 30 24. with 3:57 left

wound up early but then he settled down

and did a good job."

After a Penn SUte time out, the Nittany

Lions used a short, 8 3 run to pull within

two, 33 31 at the half.

Junior forward Tony Ward's three-

pointer put PSU up, 41-39, with 12:30 to

go in the game but a 21 -foot bomb by

Smith put the Minutemen back on top for

good and the team cruised for the rest of

the way.
"Even though we were short-handed

somewhat, we knew that with the rest of

the players that were left on the team, we
could play well the way we are capable of

playing," Smith said. "We knew we just

had to keep our heads in it."

Forced to foul the Minutemen down the

stretch, the Nittany Lions helped swell

the UMass lead to as much as 10 points

with :16 left in the game on a pair of

Smith free throws. But PSU never really

had a grip on the game and could only

watch as the clock ran out on their ninth

conference loss. The win was a

methodical, no-nonsense effort from the

Minutemen.
"I would say it was." (Jt-rlutsen suul in

terms of having a 100 percent business-

like attitude. I would sa\ we had it
'

But the Minutemen didn't have any

time to savor the win. however, because
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Minutewomen
confident going
into N.E. meet

By LINDA DELIVORIAS
Collegian Staff

This is what it all comes down to

Twenty-four Minutewomen will be making their final

splashes of the season when the University of

Ma.s.sachusetts women's .swim team competes in the New
England Conference Championships today, tomorrow,

and Sunday at Springfield College.

UMass. which has not raced since whipping Mount
Holyoke, 181-78. nine days ago. finished its dual meet

schedule with an 8-4 record and ended the regular season

with a three-game winning streak. The Minutewomen
hope their late-season surge will enable them to capture

third place in the 14-team meet.

"We have the right attitude. We've had enough time

to get out of our dual-meet mode, and concentrate on

training for the championships." coach Bob Newcomb
said. "Our strength is the distance events, particularly

the freestyle and butterfly. We should also do well in the

relays."

The University of Maine and Northeastern Universi-

ty are expected to notch the top two spots, but third place

should be a dogfight between UMass. the University of

New Hampshire. Southern Connecticut State Universi-

ty, and Holy Cross College.

"The team is looking ahead to Northeastern, but I'm

looking out for the teams behind us. Southern Connec-

ticut has a lot of good kids, and Holy Cross has depth,"

Newcomb said. "We have a big edge over UNH, having

beaten them in a dual meet. But they're going to be out

for revenge."

The defending champions are Maine's Black Bears,

who will rely on consistency and depth to propel them
to their second consecutive first-place showing. The
Huskies, who placed second last year, are buoyed by

Michelle White and Kathy Dignan, a duo who have shin-

ed in the 100- and 200-yard freestyle events.

The Minutewomen, who claimed third place in last

year's New England's, look for leadership and points

from veterans Margaret Cameron, co-captain Kelly Hen-

son, and senior Allison Uzzo. But some unheralded swim

mers should also turn a few heads this weekend.

"I'm exi>ecting a few people to do some surprising.

Carolyn Collins, Noelle Southwick, and Lisa Bernier

should be instrumental in scoring points for us,"

Newcomb said. "Our divers didn't score last year, but

three have the potential this time. Debbie Mullen should
continued on page 15

Women hang on, 65-62
UM gets second-straight
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

If you were one of the peo-

ple who went to get a coke,

or went to the bathroom, or

just plain went, and missed

the last two minutes of

yesterday's women's basket-

ball game between the

University of

Massachusetts and West
Virginia University, you're

bumming.
The reason for your immi-

nent mental confusion can
be blamed on the
Minutewomen's 65-62 vic-

tory over the Mountaineers
before what turned out to be

a hyperventilating crowd of

312 at the Curry Hicks

Cage. The win was the se-

cond in a row for UMass and
raised its record to 12-10

and 7-8 in the Atlantic 10.

West Virginia fell to 11-12

and 6-9

UMass will look to make
it three straight when the

Minutewomen host Du-
quesne University at 7:30,

tomorrow night.

"It was a great win for us.

tonight. We played a hard

game and played well."

head coach Jack Leaman
said. "I was more than a lit-

tle worried at the end. I was
panicking."

Leaman wasn't alone. The
reason for the dish bowl

eyes and hyper-extended

jaws that were very
prevalent at the Cage came
in the form of West Virginia

guard Alexis Basil, who, in

the span of 49 seconds late

in the second half, managed
to close a seven-point lead to

a single point with three

consecutive three-point

bombs. More on that later.

The fact of the matter is

yesterday's game was
almost a carbon-copy of the

previous meeting between
the two teams, a meeting

that resulted in a 77-76

overtime win for the

Minutewomen at Morgan-
town. The largest lead of the

first half was only four

points, as UMass went into

halftime with a 32-28 lead.

Sadly enough, the only

thing that kept West
Virginia in the game in the

first half was. you guessed

it, Minutewoman turnovers.

"I was very disappointed

with the turnovers we had
in the first half, " Leaman
said. "We were very, very

careless in the first half, but

we did play very well defen-

sively."

The defense would con-

tinue in the second half. In

the early moments, Basil,

who was held to five points

in the first half (she finish-

ed with a game-high 24

points), began to warm up
from the perimeter, scoring

eight of WVU's first 12

second-half points.

But the Minutewomen
clamped down on the Moun-
taineers and held WVU
without a field goal for 9:07.

The problem was that

UMass could only muster
eight points during the

Mountaineer drought, one
that was ended by Basil on
a 10-footer at the 5:46 mark
of the second half That field

goal cut the UMass lead to

48-45.

That lead would grow to

eight points, 59-51,

highlighted by a Michealsen

to Beth Wilbor (17 points)

touchdown pass that

shredded WVU's full court

press and resulted in an
easy Wilbor layup.

Sophomore guard Christel

Zullo canned an eight-foot

pullup jumper with 2:09 left

in the game for the eight

point advantage. WVU
guard Jenny Hillen then
drilled a jumper to cut the

lead to 59-53

That's when Basil took

over the script. After Wilbor
missed the back end of a one
and one, Basil raced down

the floor and buried an area

code three-pointer to cut the

lead to 60-56 with 1:19 to go.

After two Karen Fitzgerald

(team-high 20 points) free

throws, Basil did it again,

only this time from
downtown Northampton, to

cut the lead to 62-59 with

0:48 seconds left.

With 0:38 seconds left.

Wilbor again missed the se-

cond of two free throws, and

again, Basil launched a net-

ripping three-point ICBM,
and before you could say

"what the (bleep)", West
ciintinurii an page 15
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Appointment vexes some students
Administrator appointed to help prepare student budget

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 1987

By DANA M ANAGNOSTOU
Collegian Staff

Students in charge of millions in student money blasted

a plan to put an administration employee on a key Stu

dent Government Association committee, while the Direc

tor of Student Activities said it would help the students

prepare sounder budgets.

The proposal, initiated by Randy Donant, director of the

Student Activities Office, calls for the business manager

of the activities office to be established as a member of

the budgets committee, the panel that decides how to

allocate the $3.5 million Student Activities Trust Fund
Nate Moore, chairman of the committee, said such a

move "would jeopardize student empowerment l>ecause

it strikes directly at the root - the money, the funding

With administrative influence over allocations, student

empowerment would be compromised."

Donant said having the business manager on the com
mittee would be beneficial because they could "help pro

vide ...advice, technical assistance, and could spot trends

the University might be heading toward.s (that students

may be unaware of]." He said the business manager could

play the part <rf"'Devil's advocate ". pointing out the poaai

ble flaws in ideas that are bounced around during com
mittee meetings.

Judith Lovitz, the activities office business manager,

said the proposal is the "solution to everything." and that

the trust fund as a whole would achieve financial solven

cy to a better de^ee with less difficulty" if the proposal

was implemented.
Moore .«*aid however, "the proposal to have a member

of the staff (on the committee] infers that students don't

have the intelligence and maturity to effectively run a

trust fund. ..That's a ridiculous assertation
"

Donant said the proposal has "nothing to do with ques

turning the ability [of students]," but would help open the

lines of communication between the students on the com
mittee and the professionals in the activities office He
said he didn't feel there was enough communication or

"mutual respect"

Moore, on the other hand, said he has "conferred with

the personnel" in the pa.s-t about the budget through both

formal and informal avenues that are already establish-

ed. He said he realizes "administrative perspM:tive has

to be taken into consideration, but establishing the

business manager on the budgets committee would go

beyond the bounds of acceptable interaction."

katherine Strickland, SGA Treasurer, also said she does

not support the proposal, asserting that "U is the

perogative of the chair of the committee to seek the help

of individuals outside of the committee and that

perogative should not be usurped."

She said she felt the reaction to the "inflicted role" of

the business manager on the committee would b<'

'detrimental" rather than helpful

« ullrglaa

Nate Moore
by Rob SbtfMoa

Donant insisted that the only way to know what the ef

feet would be is to "irv it out for a year, then see what

happens." He said he's "been pushing for this for many
years" because he feels it's a "much more positive way
of developing the budget."

Moore said "if the administration gains such a foothold

in the budget process it would signify the beginning of

the end for a strong student government."

Animal rights defined
By PEDRO M PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

You can still eat meat and fight for

animal rights, according to members of

the Animal Rights Coalition.

The coalition, composed of about 20
members, tries to educate people about

animal research, and how they are killed

for beauty products, clothing and food.

"A rabbit's right to life is greater than
our right to have a new tcoth paste flavor

or even mascara," said member Jenny
Arthur.

According to the newsletter Peta News,
between 500.000 and one million animals
are killed every year for cosmetic's

testing.

A recent issue contained a story about

testers who drop substances into albino

rabbits' eyes to see if they become ir-

ritated or blinded. After the experiment,

"the rabbits are then destroyed."

Coalition Chairwoman Jennifer North
said humans should not have a "free

reign" over animals. She said certain

animals have superiority over humans in

some aspects. These aspects include dogs'

sense of smell and cats' ability to see in

the dark.

As fur the argument that humans are

superior because they can communicate
abstract concepts, which animals cannot.

Arthur c-f' "Neither f-"" rHarded

children. Can we experiment on them?"
The coalition has come under attack for

showing explicit films in the Campus
Center Concourse on animal research,

members said, adding that whenever they

show such films they attract crowds.

Many people do not realize the cruel

way some animal products are obtained,

he .said.

Consumers are partially responsible,

because they buy these products. Arthur
said.

Member Helen Skerritt said she has

given up meat, and she joined the coali-

tion recently after reading a Peta News
article.

To join the coalition, a person needs on-

ly to be concerned with the treatment of

animals, she said.

North said, "There's a lot of different

levels of involvement... You can't just ig-

nore the problems. They won't go away."
The coalition has a list of companies

with records of cruelty to animals for

those who wish to boycott these com-

panies' products. Members often par-

ticipate in rallies and marches to protest

them.

UMass students, staff lobby
against financial aid in DC

Collegian photo by Michael Cooper

Junior forward Tara Lewis goes to the hole
against West Virginia. UMass won , 65-62 .

By PEDRO M PEREIRA
and PHIL SERAFINO
Collegian Staff

WASHINGTON - Students and sUff

from the University of Massachusetts and

two other New England colleges who arriv

ed here yesterday, said they are determin-

ed to block the Reagan Administration's

proposed budget cuts in federal financial

aid to college students.

The 55-member delegation from Students

Advocating Financial Aid plans to meet

during the next three days with members
of the Massachusetts Congressional delega-

tion and other key legislators to lobby

against aid cuts of nearly fifty percent re-

quested by President Reagan in his Fiscal

Year 1988 budget
SAFA President Kathleen King, a senior,

estimated that the students, who will lob-

by in teams of three or four, will meet with

about forty legislators today. Specifically

targeted for interviews are members of the

House Subcommittee on Post .secondary

Education and the Senate Subcommittee

on Education, Arts and the Humanities, as

well as the appropriations committees of

both houses of Congress.

The entire group will meet with Rep.

Barney Frank, D-Mass.. Senator Claiborne

Pell, D R.I., and Senator Edward M. Ken
nedy, D-Mass.
Most of the students were optimistic

about the reception they will get on Capitol

Hill. "I think it really makes an impres-

sion. We're the ones who put them in of-

fice, and they have to listen to us." said

Pam Pond, a senior, who is on her second

SAFA trip to Washington.

SAFA Vice President Ted Flood, a senior,

said "We're coming down with a positive

attitude. We're not going to come in on our

knees."

SAFA member Scott Idol, a sophomore,

said the group's presence alone would be

helpful. "The important thing is to be seen

down here, to let them [legislators] know
we're here."

Some members said the real challenge

lies in convincing legislators that cuts in

education are not the best way to reduce

the federal deficit.

"What's holding them back is the

deficit," said Flood. He cited the controls

built into the Gramm Rudman Hollings

Deficit Reduction Act as a major obstacle

to increase education funding.

Because ofGramm-Rudman, the students

said they will advocate reinstatement of

previous funding levels, not an increase in

aid.

"We want to secure the aid. We want to

keep Reagan's financial aid cuts from hap-

pening," said sophomore Ekl Carbone.

SAFA member Daniel Valianti. a Mniar,

was skeptical, however, that Gramm-
Rudman was the force behind the aid cuta.

"We're talking priorities," Valianti Mid.

"They aren't cutting the budget, they'ra

shifting priorities to other things."

Arthur Jackson, UMass director offinan*

cial aid, and Gerald Grady, the group's

faculty sponsor, are also involved in the

lobbying effort along with students and
faulty from the University of Rhode Island,

and students from Westfield State College.

Afghan rebel speaks at UMass

IVlembers of the UMass Animal Rights Coalition pose at a recent

demonstration against the Gillette Corporation.

By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

A rebel fighting the Soviet-installed

regime in Afghanistan is slated to speak

at UMass tonight. Details tomorrow in the

Collegian.

Jamal ul Din is scheduled to speak at 7

p.m. tonight at Earthfoods cafe. Along with

the Afghan will speak Charles Brockunier,

an American businessman who is helping

the resistance.

The talks are being sponsored by the Con-

servative Alliance.

The Soviets are bogged down in what has

been called a Vietnam-style conflict in the

Eastern European nation. Their troops

have since 1979 been trying to keep a Com-

munist government in power. They are op-

posed by guerillas, of whom Jamal ul Din

is one.

It was the Soviet invasion of Afghan i.stan

that led Jimmy Carter to impo.se a grain

embargo on the USSR and pull the United

States out of the Olympics m 1980.

The rebels claim the Soviets are commit-

ting war crimes and have killed more than

a million Afghan civilians since they toppl-

ed the Afgahn People's Democratic Party

in an engineered coup.

Negotiators are meeting in Geneva,

Switzerland to try to end the conflict.
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PUT YOUR
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TO WORK.

Air Force Officer Training School

IS an excellent start to a

chollenaing career as an Air

Force Officer We offer great

starting pay, medical care, 30
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Air Force recruiter Find out what
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THE FINE ARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

THE TOKYO STRING
QUARTET

"Precision.. .Balance.. .Clarity"

Thursday. Feb 26, 8 pm
Bowker Auditorium

T.<:,K('ts Sib 13

TWYLA THARP
DANCE

"Catch the Excitement"

March 1 & 1 1 , 8 pm
Concert Hail

Tickets SI 8 ie 14

MEL TORME &
GEORGE SHEARING

"Giants of Entertainment"

Thursday. Mar 1 2. 8 pm
Concert Hall
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i, Rve College Students Half-price! *
Tickets available at Fme Arts Center Box 0*lice Call i4 1 j|!>4b 2f) i
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IN OUR
13th

YEAR

RETARIAL SERVICE

AMHERST CREAMERY OFFICE BUILDING

150 Fearing St, Amherst, MA
Telephone: (413) 549-2686

MANUSCRIPTS - A SPECIALTY
RESUME PLANNING & TYPING
THESES AND DISSERTATIONS

McNamara
warns of
destruction
By ROBERT MENZEL
Collegiarj Correspondent

Robert S McNamara, former Secretary of Defense,

spoke Thursciay and Friday night at Amherst College, tell

ing audiences that unless action is taken soon humankind

IS doomed to nuclear destruction.

On Thursday evening, McNamara lectured on "A
Historical Perspective," using anecd(^es from his own ex-

periences to illustrate the complexities of nuclear age

diplomacy Friday's focus was "A look into the Future
"

He focused Thursday on three events during his tenure

as Secretary of Defet\se under Presidents Kennedy and

Johnson. Each event was a confrontation between the

superpowers which almost escalated into a nuclear

exchange.
The Berlin Blockade of 1961. the Cuban Missile Crisis

of 1962, and the Arab Israeli conflict of 1967 were all con

flicts which had a great potential for escalating into a

nuclear holocaust, according to McNamara. In each case

the use of nuclear arms was suggested, but alternative

solutions were arrived at.

He claimed that while he doesn't think either the

Soviets or the US wants war. frictions do arise between

the East and West, and have the potential to escalate. He
pointed out that too often lack of information, misinfor

mation or misperceptions, and misjudgment lead to con

frontations. In moments of crisis, he said, decision mak-

ing is neither rational nor informed, and therein lies the

danger of a nuclear arsenal.

The world, he said, "needs a vision of long term goals,

for our nuclear force levels, for our military strategy, and

for arms control agreement.s" in order to prevent nuclear

annihilation

On Friday evening McNamara delivered A lx)ok into

the Future.' continuing themes he had developed the

night before The mmt impt»rtant of theseWM the nuclear

strategy of North Atlantic Treaty Organization Although

the defensive .strategy relies primarily on the rapid deploy

ment of nuclear forces. McNamara pointed out that such

deployment would inflict greater damage on NATO coun-

tries and civilians.

McNamara also said that mutual fear of a first strike

capability creates danger, as each side tries to determine

whether or not to try and disrupt the others first strike

potential. While neither side holds an advantage.

McNamara claimed that American policy has been bas

ed on inflated estimates of Soviet strength. This in part

has lead to the present NATO defensive strategy, and

leaves Europe vulnerable to a limited nuclear scenario,

he said.

McNamara concluded by offering a solution to the cur

rent dilemma. He suggested a re-examination of the

military role of nuclear warheads, and a new strategy

which reflects its re.sulis. Using the NATO .strategy as

his example, he said the warheads are a useless part of

a defensive strategy. He suggested that the weapons be

used as a deterrent, coupled w ith an increase in the con-

ventional force sizes withm Europe.

"The present nuclear strategy is bankrupt. " he said,

suggesting that the US take the lead in resolving poten-

tially serious problems. Policy making should reflect a

realistic attempt at conciliation with the East, in an "at

mosphere of moderation," he said.

Until the present NATO strategy is changed, and until

we stop trying to develop Star Wars programs which pro-

vide an effective defense that suggests a desire for first

strike, McNamara said, the crisis mstabililty will

continue.

DEADICATED
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DANCING IN THE STREETS - Not yet. About 50 people camped outside of the Ticketron

in Amherst Friday night, braving sub-freezing temperatures for the chance to buy Grateful

Dead tickets to the bands' Virginia and Connecticut shows. Only about 20 tickets were sold

there due to high ticket demand throught the country. It all happens again next Saturday

when tickets go on sale for Worcester shows.

Hannah inspires students
By DEBORAH PICARDl
Collegian Correspondent

John Hannah, the outstanding offen-sive lineman for th«

New England Patriots, told University of Massachusetts

students Friday that faith in God has bettered h;.^ iile.

Hannah used humorous anecdotes as tools to get his

Riessa^ acroes to about 150 people in the Campus Center

auditorium His straight forward, no-nonsense attitude

enabled Hannah to speak with students about his views,

and yet not preach to them
"I want to see ifyou can relate to me and the way 1 grew

up," he said.

He told the audience of his early years in college and

said, "the minute I left the house I had to go into my act.

I found out very early in life that as an athlete the better

I performed, the more people liked me."

Hannah said his roommate, a religion major, encourag

ed him to think about God because God would love him

no matter how he ? roommate said. "For the first time

m my entire life, I felt that someone loved me because

of me." He said he no longer feared people would not like

him if he performed p<xjrly on and off the football field.

(iod had brought him clcwer to the realization that. "It's

not so important what other people think so long as I know

that (iod loves me. It's a great, great life," he said, tell

ing students that if they want to do what he did. all they

have to do is ask God to come into their lives and take

control

Hannah received a standing ovation from the audience

both before and aft.er his speech

Scott Brown, a starting player for the UMass f(X)tball

team said, "I thought he was really honest and had a grip

on what he was talking about It was quite a privilege

to have st)meone of his calibur here on campus."

Other students interviewed agreed, and said it was a

pleasure to listen to what Hannah had to say. Many said

they enjoyed a short film presenting highlights from last

year's Super Bowl season.

The speech was sponsored by the UMass Chapter of the

Campus Crusade for Christ International.
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Compiled by CAROL TANNENBAUM

Fifty years ago this week in the Masttachuaetts

Collegian...

The Fine Arts Council is presenting a unique event in

its musical program next week, representatives musical

students from both Amherst and Massachusetts state

colleges.

I Kango Lare-Lanton performs the traditional African

Colleifian photo by Rob Skelton

ceremony at an apartheid art show Saturday afternoon.

Twenty-five years ago...

Miirtur Board, senior women's honor society at UMass,
IS presenting the Fine Arts Festival, "Africa Unbound,"
this weekend.

Ten years ago...

In a special meeting held Saturday morning in Amherst

Town Hall, members of the Hampshire County Select-

man's Association discussed areas of mutual local con-

cern with Western Massachusetts state legislators.

UFW seeks aide

from UMass students
By DAVID R. MARK
Collegian Staff

After receiving local support from Congressman Silvio

Conte and Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey, the United Farm
Workers are seeking the help of UMass students toward

a legal ban of the five pesticides.

Eight million pounds of 100 different pesticides are

sprayed each year on California grapes. The United Farm
Workers' proposed ban of captan, parathion, phosdrin,

dinoseb, and methyl bromide, the five most dangerous

pesticides used in growing California grapes, has receiv-

ed national support.

Roberto de la Cruz, the political director of the farm

union, said the best thing for the public to do is to not

buy or eat California grapes. The farmer's group is

organizing the kind of boycott that got nationwide atten-

tion in the 60s and 70s.

The culmination of the UMass effort will be on Wednes-

day, when union president Cesar Chavez comes to the Stu-

dent Union Ballroom to talk about the boycott. At that

time the short film. The Wrath of Grapes, about the ef-

fects of the pesticides, will be shown.

Dr. Marion Moses, the medical director of the National

Farm Workers Health Group, said, "Pesticides are, by

nature, poisons and there is no such thing as a safe

pesticide. Pesticides used in agriculture pollute the air,

contaminate the food supply and are contaminants of

ground water, and irreplaceable resource. Pesticides are

found in human breast milk, and in the blood and tissues

of newborn babies."
continued on page 4
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PLO rallies;

upsets Jews
Bv CONNIE LECLERC
and DAVID R. MARK
Collegian Staff

Last fall, a group favoring the Palestine Liberation

Organization met on campus and held a public rally.

Members of Hillel. a University Jewish organization, said

they were devastated.

The PLO demonstration was on short notice, so Hillel

members did not respond with an organized

counter-demonstration

The winter break was spent preparing a forum on Israeli

politics The resultant seminar took place yesterday, in

the Campus Center.

Three people spoke: Health and Environmental Sciences

Professor Haim Ciunnar, an advocate of Zionism; Dani

Wemstein, a Umass senior with strong family ties to

Israel, Seth Kamil. sophomore who .spent a year study

ing in Israel and living on one of the collective farms there

Zionism is the belief that the Jewish people should ha vi-

and maintain a homeland. This belief is opposed by many

Arab countries.

Gunnar said Zionism's formation in Europe was a result

of the many restrictions against Jews in Russia in the

nineteenth century. Said Gunnar, "due to anti Semitic

feelings in Europe and Russia, and the allowance of the

Russian pogroms. (Jewish villages in 19th century Czarist

Russia where religion was restricted and individual rights

were repressed] and the fact that intellects and writers

did not condemn the nation for its anti-Semitism, many
Jewish intellects sought their own redemption The end

result was the formation of the Zionist movement
'"

Weinstein discussed the creation and development of the

Jewish state between the years 1948 and 1967 Kamil

8ket<:hed a picture of modem<lay Israeli politics and gave

a slide presentation tracing Israel's history

About 20 people attended the talks in Room 804 of the

Center.

Kamil said after the session it was part of an ongoing

effort to educate the UMass community on Zionism and

he intends to invite professors in the Judaic studies and

those involved in the Palestine movement to provide more

information later in the semester.
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Outstanding
Career Opportunities

For Top Students In

Culinary Management
Stouffer Restaurants

Will Be
Conducting Interviews

On Campus
Wednesday, February 25th

For further information contact
The Placement Office or Write:

Wayne Meschke
Stouffer Restaurants
29800 Bainbridge Road

Solon, Ohio 44139

Stouffer Restaurants
Equal opporlunitv emplover

»!

Do You

Know
Where Cancun Is?

Find out at ttie Coffee Stiop!

Monday, february 23 1987

•k slump

domination papers for

this semester's Student

Government Association

elections are available in

the SGA office on the

fourth flot>r of the Stu

dent Union — Room 420.

They are due on Feb 26

at 10 a.m.

Papers are available

for students who want to

run for campus presi-

dent, student represen

tative to the Univeri.sty

of Massachusetts Board

of Trustees, or any open

student senate seat.

Any member of the

SGA - any
undergraduate at UMass
— is eligible to run in the

elections, as long as they

get the nomination
papers back on time.

Ciiiittnui'd fnim />ti/,'c '<

Moses said. "ExU-nsive ecological

damage is caused by pesticides from eflects

on fish and wildlife and by the killing of

bees and beneficial natural predators.

Resistance of pests continues to increase,

and even greater amounts of even moi t-

toxic pesticides are required, adding to thi'

ihao!-

l)t" la Cruz, said 'unlike Canada, where

much stricter quotas are held limiting the

use of pe.sticides, the United States has not

made as much of an effort. " The problem.

ht said, lies with the Environmental Pn.

tection Agency "The EPA has banned one

of the pesticide.s. dinacep, due to our efforts.

Yet they still wont admit that there is a

connection between the use of the other

four pesticides and the birth defects and

cancers that farmworkers and consumers

.•suffer every year."

The UFW supports a study conducted by

the World Resources Institute, a

Washington based environmentalist think

tank The study concludes the EPA should

keep farmers from working with the five

pesticides for too many consecutive days.
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To: ALL ENGINEERING/SCIENCE MAJORS

WE INVITE YOU TO ATTEND THE

3rd ANNUAL CAREER FAIR

SPONSORED BY

The UMASS/Amherst Chapter of NSBE

WHEN: Monday, February 23, 1987

WHERE: Campus Center Auditorium

TIME: 10:00 AM to 4:00 PM

IBM, GENERAL ELECTRIC, POLAROID, MITRE, I

AND MORE!!!

PLEASE BRING YOUR RESUME!

i

•Drop by «0f FREE
Student Travel Caulog

STUDENT FARES

NYGSt. Croix

NYC/Caracas

NYC/Paris

NYC/London

NYC/Rome

NYC/helsinki

fKXJNO TRIP

S238

$293

$381

$361

$433

$453

DELTA
ZETA

COUNCIL TRAVIL
AMMMT

ALL UNIVERSITY WOMEN
ARE INVITED TO RUSH ON:

Friday. Feb 20. 6 PM or 7 PM
Monday, Feb 23. 6. 7, or 8PM
Tuesday. Feb 24. 630 or 8 PM

DELTA ZETA SORORITY
11 Phillips St., Amherst

For more information call Anne at 256-9916

GOOD FOOD! • GOOD FRIENDS! • GOOD FUN! J

LARGEST COLLEGE PAPER IN NEW ENGLAND

• ^

—

The Massachusetts L>aily

Collegian
IS NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR FALL '87

FOR THE POSITION OF

ADVERTISING ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES
-••••*••••••••••*********•••••••**•••***

SELL ADVERTISING SPACE FOR NEW ENGLAND'S

LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY NEWSPAPER WHILE
GAINING VALUABLE BUSINESS EXPERIENCE

FILL OUT AN APPLICATION AT THE COLLEGIAN
OFFICE - 113 CAMPUS CENTER

INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD IN MARCH

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Editorial/Opinion

BOARD OF EDITORS

I' . ;
' -

'
• ;S page are those of the mdividui) ,'. 't >

The Un-ugly American

KtaY SIEGER NANCY KLINGENER

idwof in Chief Mariaging Editof

JOHN NOLAN MAT! GERKE
Spom Editor Spom Wttw

^

u I \ nist and do not nt'cesscirilv r(

'

PHIL SERAFINO
Editoftal Editor

THOMAS HARRINGTON
Arts Editor

CRAIG SANDLER
N«ws Editor

KATHRYN KIRBY

BUck AH«o icbior

BRYNE GUARNOHA
Photo Ed'tv

LUONDA CUOTO
Women's bsuM Editor

'.e views of the Collegian cm the Uriiversity unless otherw/ise noted

The Ugly American, written in 1958, is a

work of fiction, but as the authors say in

the epilogue, it is book based heavily on

fact. The title gave rise to a stereotypical

world view that Americans are an ignorant

and self-serving people, who only leave the

United States as loud tourists in search of

snapshots or as agents of profit dressed in

business suits or combat fatigues.

Jim Donovon

Nowadays, the fact that Americans are

targets of terrorism world-wide, it is a safe

bet that our ugly American image is still

prevalent Denied the use of^ foreign

pleasure spots by the fear of terorists, we
Yankees are content enough to vacation in

domestic Disneylands, safe inside fortress

America. This internal exile is unfortunate

in many respects: world tension is

heightened, the tourist trade suffers, US
businessmen abroad pay for costly securi-

ty measures, and American servicemen

overseas stay confined to base, afraid of

bombs planted in discos

The most dangerous consequence of

American ostracism from the world

(especially the Third World », is a growing

fear and ignorance in the US, which is ex

ploited by both the political right and left

of our country for their own ends. Both fac-

tions claim to know the answers that will

close the rift between our Bay Banks card

civilization and the developing world The
right — America righi or wrong, peace

through strength mentality, and belief that

anything un American is Soviet backed,

can only isolate America further and pro-

mote trash like Famho and Amenka. Such
Hollywood junk forms the average
American's view of the outside world, and

is consumed in a xenophobic frenzy by arm-

chair nuictnaries and admission paying

patriots

Then there s the left - self righteous

martyrs of their own social circles. Denim
clad dissidents, who unlike their Soviet

counterparts in the Gulag, risk only a nice

picture in the local newspaper and a slap

on the wrist from a judge in Northampton

The young lefties of today will probably end

up either like their high priest Abbie HofT

man ( a convicted cocaine seller) trying to

recapture some of the dubious glamor of

Woodstock, or like one of Abbie's defrock

ed brethren — Jerry Reuben, who now
works in the bowels of capitalism, as a

stockbroker on Wall Street. American

foreign policy continues its roller coaster

ride — from one president who was blind

ed by his own morals, and whose show of

strength was a ban on pole-vaulters in the

Moscow Olympics; to another chief ex-

ecutive, who attempts to bring peace to a

war in Middle East by delivering weapons

to terrorist nations along with a top aid car-

rying a bible, suitably inscribed with the

initials R.R.

So now a challenge is issued to both the

left and the right here at University of

Massachusetts, the same challenge is also

extended to the pale mass of apathetic

students who are busy studying to ensure

their place in the middle<lasses. or even

the nirvana of Yuppidom. This coming
Monday. February 23, in the Student

Union ballroom, Charles Brockunier. an

Un Ugly .American, is coming to speak on

Afghanistan, asccompanied by Jamal ul

Din. an Afghan rebel fighter who is now
a refugee in the US. Brockunier. a 48year

old Harvard graduate in histor>'. taught for

some years in Northeastern University

during the late 1960s. Resi.sting the all too

familiar temptation of becoming a "tired

academic," he traveled the world exten

STEALIXlLy OaUI>rtMG TV^E MOTION QT 2iDMB»ES W«IL£ "mCV WWD^tD A J^NPtg^
KAiWi -SERIES, IVANO/kTH $tA"R£D k MOMEKn"rC)0 U]N6 ^^M, UiiviSiON SCREEN

sively during the 1970s, and while doing

so started his own import-export business

In 1979. when the S<iviet LInion invaded

Afghanistan, Brockunier was in Kabul <the

Capital) on a buying trip, and was jailed

for a month by the KGB. He has since risk-

ed his life seven times entering
Afghanistan from Pakistan with the

Munehideen (Afghan Rebels), bringing in

to the tortured country much needed

medical and food supplies, as well as

leading in western journalists who are

denied access by the Soviet Army.
A member of the Free Afghan Alliance,

a Massachusetts based group devoted to

stopping the war in Afghanistan.
Brockunier has worked to bring wounded
Afghans to the United States for medical

treatment Most of the people brought over

are Afghan children who are treated for

severe burns or are fitted with artificial

limbs through an affiliate of the

Massachusetts General Hospital. In a re

cent interview, Mr. Brockunier. who also

works with u group called "Tomorrow."

which provides food and clcAhing to depriv

ed children in Guatemala, said "We want

the West to see what is happening in

Afghanistan Our only motive is to stop the

suff(*ring in this holocaust of International

indifference."

Unfortunately, the right will exploit

Afghanistan, not because they care for the

suffering of her people, but to promote their

vituperous anti-Soviet propaganda. And
the left, they'll be too busy wringing

America's collective dishrag of guilt

wimpering over Vietnam and alleged CIA
abuses to permit themselves to consider

Soviet genocide in Afghanistan.

Let's hope that t<might. we at UMass can

drop our political squabbling long enough
to listen to Mr. Brockunier, a pt»rson who
not only wants to bring an end to suffer-

ing in Afghanistan, hut who also has the

courage to do so without political pcHtturing.

Itm Donovon is a UMass ntutient

Once upon a time in the Student Senate
Temper, temper, Bill — don't lose your poise. The il

lustrious student body President, Mr. William Bennett,

became a ranting, finger-pointing name-caller at the

1066th regular meeting of the Student Senate.

M. Dean Richard

Whoever elected Mr. Bennett did not notice the in-

sidious side of the "great" leader. I would expect more
composure from the President of the students. But since

I am speaking of issues that not too many of you have

seen, let me relate the entire fairy tale:

Once upon a time, there lived a man (Greg Rothman)

for the people, living in a magical kingdom (the Student

Senate). Amid all the commoners and the workers, the

nobility (Bill Bennett) majestically kept the rule. Wait!

Out of the murky shadows of this tyranny, comes a cry

of revolt. Motion 87-S71 purports to cut the pay roll of

the SGA president, speaker, treasurer, trustee, commit

tee chairs and assistants by 50 percent, with the stipula-

tion that the money goes toward the student concert

fund.

The ruling class stood up in disgust, appalled by this

uprising. Who would dare question the money received

for his (Bennett's) crown. In retaliation, the voice of the

people (Rothman) said, "Commitment that has to be paid

for can just as easily by bought." The thrust of the

arguments centered on the fact that many student

representatives — such as cheerleaders, sports par-

ticipants, band members, and others — partake in their

interests out of the will of involvement and self-pride.

Certainly the revolution had begun. The judiciary's

(Speaker Paul Wingle) wise words on the matter con-

sisted of remarks such as, "How can someone be such

an asshole, " referring to Senator Rothman. Later, the

gallant Speaker Wingle removed himself from the chair

due to a confiict of interest.

Just as swiftly as the revolution began, so to did it end.

The wicked sorceress of the Palace (Katherine

Strickland) discovered a minor error in the writing of

the motion and denounced it, making motion 87-S71 out

of order on a technicality. As the defeated revolutionaries

regrouped, the sorceress and her assistants, after

breathing a collective sigh of relief, set forth in expell-

ing the troublemaking commoners for daring to touch

their sacred payroll.

Trustee Dani Burgess, along with treasurer Strickland,

and pseudo-senators Tim W(x>d and Tom O'Conner, at-

tempted to expel Senators Greg Rothman and Tony Rudy
on the laughable grounds of being troublemakers. This

erroneous attempt was a thinly disguised mob lynching.

When asked why he was initiating this proposal. Burgess

stated, "I think you (Greg Rothman) are an asshole."

What a sense of reasoning; it .sure is a "good thing"

Burgess is our student trustee.

Most fairy tales have a "happily-ever after" ending —
this one does not. This tale is overshadowed by the SGA
bureaucrats, who feel that representing the students

should include allocating them.selves money. The
students, who are paying the $100 in fees to support this

payroll, are the real commoners being taken advantage

of by their "leaders."

Although Rothman and Rudy fought off the wrath of

the nobles, the fight for students fell by the wayside. You
can be sure the battle is not over. Stay tuned as the saga

continues, and the fight to lift the curse on the students

moves forward.

M Dean Richard is a UMass student

BOG quietly hard at work
The Campus Center/Student Union

Board of Governors has become a favorite

punching bag for some student "leaders"

unhappy with the board's commitment to

equal opportunity and its intolerance of

discrimination. These persons have at-

tempted to portray the board as nothing

John Hayes

more than an out-of-control student

organization that spends its time "bann-

ing" things. In this very limited space, I

hope to briefly describe just some of the ac-

tivities the board spends the vast majority

of its time doing, all in the interest of im-

proving the student environment and giv-

ing the students their money's worth.

Every year the board allocates all student

office space in the complex, appropriates

furniture for those offices, and distributes

the keys to the student organizations. It

also oversees other space in the complex,

such as lounges and public areas.

The board runs the Vending Program on

the concourse, and allocates the tables out-

side the Hatch and the Mini-Store.

The board oversees the prices and sevices

in all food and alcohol areas, in the Univer-

sity Store, and in the Hotel. As the students

pay for the building, we insure that student

rates in the hotel and in catering are lower

than for non-students. The board was in

.strumental in starting weekly specials and

free hors d'oeuvres in the TOC, and in

keeping draught prices in the Hatch bar at

$.75. We assist the administration in fin-

ding student employees, since we hope to

keep most jobs in the Complex reserved for

students.

The board funds most events held in the

Campus Center, including all Union Pro-

gram Council and Governors Program
Council events. We are working to have

events held once again in the Blue Wall,

possibly even with an alcohol .section for

legal age students. Also, the board funds

and oversees the Student Union Art

Gallery and the Craft Shop, and partially

funds the Union Video Center. Each year

we select new tapes for the Music/Reading

Room, opposite the Blue Wall. A major

focus now for the board is coordinating the

upcoming commemoration of the 30th an-

niversary of the Student Union, which will

include many events and even an attempt

at the Guinness Book of World Records for

the largest game of musical chairs.

The board puts the displays in the win-

dows along the Student Union stairwells,

oversees the displays outside the Coffee

Shop, and is working to have banners
returned to the Student Union balcony.

Finally, the board helps develop policies

for operations in the complex, such as for

the meeting rooms and other facilities, and
is working with administrators and other

student leaders on a rally policy that will

protect freedom of speech while not disrup-

ting classes or denying other students their

rights. We also review the Campus Center

budget to insure that the complex remains
primarily for students, and not for con-

ferees or to raise excess revenues for the

administration, as some administrators

would like.

The board works extremely hard for the

students, but most of those tasks are too

dry for Collegian headlines or Minuteman
criticism. That's to be expected, of course,

but I can't help but wonder — can those

people who criticize the board lay claim to

having done even a fraction of what the

board routinely does? I'll take the board's

quiet service to the students over the emp-
ty cynical bluster of our critics any day.

John Hayes is chairman of the Board of
Governors

Now that regular edJop readers have had the chance to digest our first Symposium,

we'd like to know what you thought. So, ifyou have any comments or ideas about

the structure ofour first symposium, please send them to David R. Mark, the Col-

legian, 113 Campus Center.

Besides comments about structure, we would also like you to respond to the col-

umns on glasnost that appeared in the first symposium.

In the next Collegian Symposium, we will look at college athletics. Do athletes

get advantages that other students do not? Should athletes be paid? Do universitiea

serve athletes' interesUt for the best? Submissions are due on Monday, March 2, and
the symposium will be published Thursday, March 5. Send columns to David R.

Mark, at the Collegian, 113 Campus Center.
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Robertson's photos expressive
By ROBERT MENZEL
Collegian Correspondent

"Language of Expression" is an exhibi

tion of photographs by Maurice Robertson,

currently on display at the Augusta Savage

Gallery in the New Africa House The ex

hibition displays a variety of subjects, rang

ing from prominent Afro Americans to ar

chitecture of New England.

The main theme of the exhibit is expres

sion. and Robertson is very eflfective in cap

turing this. He uses the technique of

double-exposure to capture the emotional

intensity of such artists as Betty Carter,

Pharoah Sanders, and Nano Vasconcelos.

The super imposition of various stages of

each performance is very soulful, as it ex

presses the range of the performers' diver

sity in a single glance.

Robertson is also successful in his at

tempts to capture movements ofcontempla

tion. The photos of Ornette Coleman and

Marion Brown catch them in rare moments

of relaxation, allowing us to behold the

men behind the musical genius. Equally

powerful are Robertson's portraits of every-

day contemplation; "Elder Blood" captures

the beauty of everyday existence, while

"Thoughts 11" gives us a sobering view of

life in the city.

Robertson is also adept at capturing the

spirit politic, and the spirit of solidarity

("Jesse Jackson in Central Park "). He

shows us the savvy of Nomi Tutu Seavers,

and contrasts it with the calm but

dedicated Right Reverend Bishop Tutu. He

illustrates the political optimism of youth

( 'The Rally I"), and compares it with the

pained contemplation of age ("Thoughts

I").

A dichotomy exists within the exhibit as

it shifts from people to architecture, yet the

theme remains intact. Robertson
manipulates the elements to create eerie,

surrealistic photos which express the range

of natural beauty. While "Night Rays,"

"Night Flight," and "Bridge View Ten

P.M." are products of supernatural noctur

nal distortions of natural phenomena, the

stark but tranquil "The Insurance Capitol"

is an equally powerful display of architec-

tural expression.

The display is part of Black History

Month, and can be seen from now until

Feb. 27 The Gallery is open from 10 am
to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday.

Top-notch
Rentals From
SkiHaus!

(Mttya

•18/K

75/
The rental depertment at Ski Haus features top-notch ski

equipment from Rossignol aryj Satomon in sizes to fit you for a

day or a weekerul of skiing!

Rental prices include skit, boots. polM and bindings.

EIK

$30/

*15Q/

EIKEil
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LARGEST COLLEGE PAPER IN NEW ENGLAND

—^—The Massachusetts Uaily

Collegian
POSITION OF

ASSISTANT
CIRCULATION
MANAGER

THIS IS AN EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY

TO GAIN VALUABLE BUSINESS

EXPERIENCE BEFORE YOU
GRADUATE

COME FILL OUT AN APPLICATION

AT THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE

113 Campus Center

CONNECTICUT VALLEY
ORAL SURGERY ASSOCIATES

Samuel A. Calagione, D.D.S.

Roy A. Schonbrun, D.D.S.

Vincent P. Capasso, D.D.S.

TAKE PLEASURE IN ANNOUNCING THE

OPENING OF AN ADDITIONAL OFFICE

IN AMHERST FOR THE PRACTICE OF

ORAL AND MAXILLOFACIAL SURGERY

6 University Drive • New IVIarket Center

Amherst, iVlassactiusetts 01002
Teleptione (413) 549-5100

mmmmHmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmtiMmHmi

BRAKES $69^0
PER AXLE MOST CARS

Our Brake Job Includes:

• New Guaranteed Brake
Pads or Shoes
(Semi-metallic pads extra.)

• Recondition Dniins or Rotors

• Inspect Calipers

• Inspect Wheel Cylinders

• Inspect Brake Hardware
• Road Test

COUPON Bi p
COMPUTERIZED AUGNHENT

SPECIAL $19.95
Regularly $24.95

• Call for appointment • Most cars

• Only at participating Midas Shops
• Good with coupon only
• Offer expires 3/31/87
• Good at participating shops only

. TAKBITTOMipAS^^

TAKE "t'tO someone YOU TRUST
143 King St, Northampton • 586-4840

Jet. Rts. 9 & 116, Hadley • 586-9991

FREE WRITTEN ESTIMATES
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Bookmarks

By GREGG GILMAN
Collegian Correspondent

It's a Wonderful Life. You've probably

seen it at least twelve times, along with

The Gnnch, and Rudolph, and all the

other required programming during the

Christmas season. And you've probably

cried on more than one occasion when
George realizes that "no man is a failure

who has friends," and pow Clarence final

ly gets his wings. Admit it. Even you peo^

pie who didn't cry when Old Yeller got

shot at the end of It's a Wonderful Life.

Why, this movie has become part of our

holiday traditions. Christmas just

wouldn't be Christmas without it, for gosh

sake! Now you can keep a little of that

Christmas spirit on the old coffee table

year-round by purchasing the It's a

Wonderful Life Boo* by Jeanme Basinger

(Alfred Knopf. $18.95).

This book has got everything pertain

ing to the movie that any hard-core Frank

Capra fanatic could pMsibly want. Bas-

inger scoured the Capra Archives at

Wesleyar. to jam pack the 400 page

volume with stills, publicity photographs,

press releases, reviews, anecdotes, and

other memorabilia. There are two in-

teresting interviews, with Jimmy Stewart

anf" Joseph Biroc

(cameramaa^cinematographer), which of

fers some revealing glimpses at how

Capra went about his work. A copy of the

original short story upon which the film

is based, and a full copy of the final script

are both provided. Excerpts of earlier

scripts are even included, along with

Capra's dialogue changes.

The It's a Wonderful Life Book offers the

reader a chance to enter a world of golden

age Hollywood film making and see

firsthand the creation of a classic. For

many, this will be a fascinating ex

perience. but be forewarned: when we

study anything too closely a certain

degree of the original charm is bound to

be lost. Personally, it will be difficult for

me to fully ei\joy the part in It's a Wonder-

ful Life where George runs through the

snowy streets <rf Bedford Falls shouting

"Merry Christmas, everybody," now that

I know that the scene was shot in the

daytime, in seventy degree weather. The

snow was made out of foamite (the awful

stuff found in fire extinguishers), soap and

water. How can I ever watch that scene

again without wondering how Jimmy felt,

all bundled up on a seventy degree day,

with soap all in his hair and eyes and

mouth? But ifyou're willing to have a few

bubbles burst, and you like to bask a bit

in movie trivia, then this book won't

disappoint you. '_

THE DYSLEXIC STUDENT ORGANIZATION PRESENTS

THE LUNCH TIME LECTURE SERIES
Dr Richard Masland

Emeritus Professor, Columbia University

Neurological Basis for Alphasia and Dyslexia

Monday, February 23, 1987 • 12:30 PM
Memorial Hall - University of Massachusetts, Amherst

Bring a bag lunch, dessert provided by:

Herrell^ ke Cream

This lecture is cost free.

For further information, call 545-2633

The Dyslexic Student Organization

Room 69, Eiartktt Hall

Uniwrsity of Massachusetts at Amherst

IP SEE ME.W FEEL ME.

119 TOUCH ME

HEAR ME
Wforking with those who are communicatively impaired is a

challenging yet rewarding profession. Boston-Bouv^ College

at Northeastern University recognizes the importance of

research and further study in this field Our ASHA accredited

Master of Science program in Speech-Language Pathology and

our program in Audiology (the only one in Boston) make it pos-

sible for you to pursue an advanced degree full-time, or part-

time if you are employed in the field.

For information on these programs, or a free brochure, com-

Please send me information on your Speech-Language Pathology and

Audiology Programs

Boston-Bouve College of Human Development Professions 106 DK,

Northeastern University. 360 Huntington Ave . Boston. MA 02 11 5.

Name
:

P^^o"«

Address

I

State. .Zip.

INiorthcastern Uniwrsity
An equal opportunity affirmative action university

Jazzdance performers intense
By BRIGITTTE LAVOIE
Collegian Correspondent

"JAZZDANCE: The Danny Buraczeski

Dance Company" put forth an intense per

formance in Bowker Auditorium last

Wednesday Night. Throughout the evening

the company radiated pure energy,

especially in the last half, which received

numerous shouts of praise.

"JAZZDANCE" has performed in many
festivals around the country including the

"Jacob's Pillow" and "American Dance

Festivals." Their New York showings have

all been sellouts and many critics have ap-

plauded them for their originality

The evening began with a mesmerizing

dance called "Wind Waltzes." The music

was by the well known jazz musician Dave

Brubeck. "Wind Waltzes" began slowly.

The dancers drifted across the stage in a

light waltz, leading to a lively and more

playful waltz. The last scene became quick

and jazzy as if imitating gusty winds.

"Themes and Reflections" brought on a

very different mood. The title for the very

original music was "Pithecanthropus Erec-

tus" written by Charles Mingus. TTie music
was not appealing, probably because it was
so confusing and squeaky. The stage

became a scene of confusion as the dancers

mimicked prehistoric man's realization of

their ability to walk. This dance was a big

change from the preceding one because it

was not as graceful.

After a brief intermission "JAZZ-
DANCE" performed "Lost Life", a

dramatic story about the great alto sax-

ophonist Art Pepper who was a drug addict

and convict. The costumes and lighting

were somber. The scene ends with Art as

a man, his wife, his mother and Art as a

boy in a heap, giving the impression that

his anguish has ended.

Danny Buraczeski did an absolutely

marvelous job portraying Art Pepper as a

man. He was very expressive and
energetic, allowing the audience to ex-

continued on page H

STUDENT
VOLUNTEERS!
INTERESTED IN GAINING EXPERIENCE IN PROTECTING OUR NATURAL
RESOURCES. LEARNING AND DEVELOPING NEW SKILLS, WORKING

WITH PROFESSIONALS DEDICATED TO CLEAN WATER. CONSERVING

OUR SOILS AND HELPING PEOPLE IN OUR OWN NEIGHBORHOOD AND
OThEr COMMUNITIES"

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE OPPORTUNITIES TO GAIN PRACTICAL EX-

PERIENCE IN SOIL CONSERVATION AND REU^TED ACTIVITIES

THESE EXPERIENCES CAN BE USED TO ENHANCE SCHOOL ACTIVmES

AND SKILLS NEEDED TO HELP SECURE EMPLOYMENT AFTER

GRADUATION

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CONTACT THE VOLUNTEER
COORDINATOR AT

USDA - SGML CONSERVATION SERVICE
451 WEST STREET. AMHERST. MA 01002

PHONE: (413) 256-0441

Call today and Jotn the national EARTH TEAM" effort""""!'!!'!!!!!!!!!

All Programs of USDA are available to everyone without regard to race, cok)T.

creed, sex, national ongm. religion, mental or physical handicap, or age

A

>*

CLEAN, SAFE, PRIVATE HOT TUBS
in UMvamy Or

Opan MBWfi « M I. Tw«
am

Call 253- f?*'7727

this

Study

STUDENT SPECIAL
Every Mon, Tues, and Wed

1 HOUR HOT TU
For V2 Hour Price

in Italy
this Summer

TRINITY
COLLEGE
ROME
CAMPUS
Hartford. CT

06IU6

Art History

Classical Civilization

Comparative Literature

JUNE 5-JULY 17

Write jIm for iktadi om FaM mi4

SPRING BREAK 1987
l>Ohn- U LEFT Howe.-.

LAST CAaM

00 AaoM.e+
-— twws?.

fir Infc call M'.l«,Meo.\,ora«i S^t-SoiS"

DAYTONA BEACH
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let us do >tHir*

11 PRAY ST. wash-dry- fold

AMHERST, MA. and

SELF SERVICE
hand pressing

7 DAYS ~7AM- 10 PM. ^^^'1665

Ever wanted to Fly:

We have immediate openings for new mem-
bers! Our aircraft are available for economi-

cal primary and advanced instruction, as well

pleasure flying. Give us a call and one of our

members will take you up!

The Collegiate Flying Cluo

538-5821

UMass Arts Council

CALL FOR GRANT PROPOSALS
I!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!'.!!!!'.!'.'.!!

Deadline foe submission of grant proposals for

single projects or events

Friday. February 27

Grant guidelines arxJ applications available at

Arts CourKil, the Student Activities office, or

tfie Arts Extension Servite.

Arts Council 12!J Herter Hall S4S-0202

HRTA
annudi

CAREER
DAY...

THE KEY
TO YOUR
FUTURE

February 24,

Campus Center
Auditoriuzn
Uxuversity oi

Massachusetts
Azziherst MA.

Collrgian photo b> l>a%id Shimku.

Lead singer Paul Marsh performs in The

Mighty Lemon Drops' American Debut.

Are you
denying yourself

a oetter shot
at grad school?
Okay, it may be too late to get a 4jO. But

it's not too late to try to do better on your

LSAT. GMAT. GRE. or MCAT For that,

theres Stanley H. Kaplan.

No one has prepped more students

than Stanley H Kaplan.Our test-taking

techniques and educational programs

have prepared over 1 million students.

So whatever grad school exam you're

taking, call us. Remember, the person

next to you during your exam might

have taken a Kaplan course.

Sweet Lemon Drop jam
By BARBARA DELOLLIS
Collegian StafT

Everyone was fooled; fooled because the Chameleons
U.K., who were .supposed to headline Friday night's con-

cert cancelled the afternoon of the show. I won't dwell on
the ticket returns and disappointed Chameleon fans,

because the show still managed to sell out, and judging
from the reactions of everyone leaving the show, I think
the Mighty Lemon Drops and BimSka-LaBim managed
to show everyone a good time.

The Mighty Lemon Drops, who are touring with the

Chameleons, played their first American date to the

rather skeptical crowd at the Bluewall. The fact that the

Drops' (originally called the Sherbet Monsters) actual

.sound wasn't incredibly original, particularly to the

English music scene, didn't seem to detract from their per

formance- To put it simply, if you like English bands like

the Chameleons and Echo and the Bunnymen, you would
definitely like the Drops.

Paul Marsh, lead singer for the band, has a romantic

voice comparable to that of Julian Cope of the Teardrop
Explodes. He sounded particularly great while singing a
slow, love ballad called, "On My Mind." from their recent

album, "Happy Head." Other singles they performed
were, "The Other Side of You." and "Hypnotised," also

from their debut album.
The Mighty Lemon Drops' polished performance was

preceeded by Boston's own ska band, Bim-Ska-La-Bim,
who you might have danced to at Sheehan's last year. Reg-

gae, along with a little rock, makes up this fun, dance
band. Bim-Ska-La-Bim, who will be recording a second
album next month according to a member of the band,
just returned from touring the West coast, and can soon

be heard on a Boston bands compilation titled, '*Mash It

Up"
For the Chameleon fans who were left out in the cold,

or chose the cold instead of the Drops and ska, do not

dismay. The Chameleons, who mi.s.sed this date becau.se

of the harsh new immigration laws, have been rescheduled

for Sunday, March 1 ; watch for details.

GMAT Starts Now
GRE Begins 2/12

MCAT Begins 2/23

549-5780

i-vntinutd fmm page 7

perience his confusion and
laugh at the craziness he
showed to his wife. Yloy
Ybarra. who portrayed the

drug dealer, ahso did an ex-

cellent job. He exhibited his

character's smooth, power-

ful, and manipulative
characteristics skillfully.

The last scene was
"Avalon." The company
displayed all its talent here.

It was incredible how much
energy and power was pack
ed into this one dance. The
dancers wore brightly col-

KAPLAN
StA^4tE'rM KAinANEOUCArOlAlCfNTHiIO

The worid's leading

test prep organization.

SELF-SERVE

TYPING
</t HR. $2

kinko's
Great captn. Crut I

220 N. Pleasant St

253-2543

ored jackets over black

leotards and jazz pants.

Their faces conveyed pure
joy throughout the dance.

All the movements were
strong and very well ex-

ecuted. The audience could

not help but applaud during

the performance and when
it ended they burst into

cheers exposing their ad-

miration of such a dynamic
performance.

The company performed
well together
demon.strating the abilities

and uniqueness which they

arc noted for.

WMUAs Rockin' Dave
and his new funk band (as

yet unnamed) will be per-

forming tonight in the

Hatch. Free Press will be

opening the show at 9 p.m.

You alreacfy know how to use it...

Burger King
will train you to get it

Burger King's Managpmpiit Training means business And money.

A.S a memt)er()f()ur Management Training Program «)neofthebe.st in the industry you'll

gain .solid.valuableexperience in accounting, human re.sourc'es,marketing,trainingand
management operation.

You'll also be on t he fast track to earning more money after two years than a retail sales
as.so<-iate or an a.s.si.siant bank manager with the same amount of time on the job.

Burger King offers an attractive benefits parkage which includi>s • paid medical
insurance.inrludingdental • tuition reimbursement • .5 day work week • 2fulldays
off • companypaidvarationand • lOweeksoftrainingandeontinuousdevelopment.

Formore information, please rail 1 -800-433-343.5 or send yourresume to: Burger King
Corporation, Attn: Gerrit Bandison, 1800West Park Drive, Westborough, MA 01581 .

Pillsburv

Get all you need to succeed.
An Equal Opportunity Employer M F/H/V

10 MM. SOUTH OF
R LAUDERDALE

Sf>RING
BREAK
SPECIAL
Mar. 15-Apr. 26

10" wO ""s"^

1to4inaroom
FREE PARKING • COLOR

TV 'PRIVATE BEACH'

POOL • DINING ROOM
SERVING BREAKFAST

LUNCH, DINNER AND

SNACKS 'POOL BAR'

WEINIE ROASTS & MORE!!

RESERVE NOW!
CALL TOLL FREE:

800-327-0553
"nw NMMtt Nam* m PtMiurt!

OcemRoc
iftcrtjkttl^

Miami I ,FL 33160
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By Gary Larson
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Lttach
Menu

Basics Lvnch

Tri-County Fair Saiidwich

Sausage Pattics/Com Fntters

Dinner

Roast Lamb/Gravy.
Mint Jelly

Chicken a la King/PufT

Pastry Triangle

Spinach Noodle Casserole

Flat Bread Sandwich

Basics Dinner

Mexican Vegetable Stew

Chicken a la King/Puff

Pastry Triangle

Weather
A

WEATHER Today It is going to cloudy with a high in

the mid 30s getting windy, and going down to the 20s

at night

TomotTOW It is going to be windy with a high in the mid

30s

Today's Staff

Night Editor Hana Levenson

Copy Editor Jennifer Dempsey

Photo Technician Rob Skelton

Laycat Technician Matkins

Production Supervisor Robert Lcvine

Production. .Jane Lapato, Rob Lcvine, Matkins, Julie Rae

Executive Board -- Spring; of 1987
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AdvartMag Sales Maaager

CRAIG NAOGLfi
ClrcalallMi Maaager

VANESSA ROTH
Plaaace Maaager

KAREN HOLLAND
Sabacflfttoa Maaager
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UMass gymnastics split
Temple nips men by .05

meets over weekend
Women beat Southern Connecticut

By JIM HICKEY
Collegian Correspondent

Like the saying goes in the Old

Milwaukee Beer commercials.'it doesn't

get any better than this.'

If you were one of the select few who
packed into the Boyden Gymnastics Center

Saturday to see the University of

Massachusetts men's gymnastics team
take on Temple University, than you were

witness to one of the most exciting and
competitive athletic events to take place on

this campus in some time, as the meet

came down to the last event and competitor

to determine the outcome.

The Minutemen turned in their most gut-

ty performance of the year but were unable

to stave off a tough Temple squad as the

Owls eeked out a 266.25 to 266.20 decision

over the Minutemen.
Assistant coach Ken Dougherty summ-

ed up the Minutemen's tough loss.

"It came right down to the last guy just

like we figured," he said. "Now we just

have to keep plugging away."

Head co^h Roy Johnson echoed his assis-

tant's feelings on the meet.

"The guys had a great meet—they train-

ed hard for it. It could have gone either

way." he said.

Johnson lauded the performances of co-

captain Joe DeMarco and freshman Mike
Keidan and said their efforts were key to

keeping Massachusetts close during the

meet.

Others turning in tough performances

were Steve Baia netting a first in the pom-

mel horse, Roberto Weil with a first on
parallel bars, Phil Gorgone grabbing se-

cond and third on vault and floor, respec-

tively and Jay Ronayne with a second on

the horizontal bar and a third on both

parallel bars and the vault.

By STEVE RICHARDS
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts
women's gymnastics team seems to be put-

ting things together and it could not come
at a better time.

Witness the Minutewomen's
165.95-164.30 win at Southern Connecticut

State University Saturday, raising their

record for the year to 3-5.

The victory, combined with a win over

Springfield College Feb. 1 1 and a narrow
loss to perennial powerhouse University of

New Hampshire Feb. 14, gives the team a

strong base as it enters the home stretch

of its schedule, with just three meets before

the Atlantic 10 Championships, set for

March 28.

"Our momentum is in a positive direction

and our confidence is showing through,"
coach Chuck Shiebler said.

T\\t' Mir>iit«»wf>m*»n st«rtorl *»« m«>«>t ofT

right, taking a lead they would never relin-

quish in the first event, the vault. Standout
freshman Kristin Turmail won the event
with an 8.9 and sophomore Lou Kaufman
took third (8.7), giving Massachusetts a
42.95-42.25 edge for the event.

Then UMass did something it has had
trouble doing all year — it widened its lead

with a much improved effort in the uneven
parallel bars that pleased Shiebler.

Sophomore Sue Carney led the way for

the Minutewomen in their surprising

40.9-38.25 bar win, tying for first place

with all-around winner Joan Egri of SCSU,
by scoring an 8.8.

From there, UMass overcame what
Shiebler called a "shaky" performance in

the balance beam by placing Turmail (9.0),

Erika Baxter (8.65) and Lisa Tokarek (8.55)

second, third, and fourth respectively in the

floor exercise to hold on to their second win
in their last three meets.

WANT TO DO SOMETHING EXCITING'> • BORING SOCIAL LIFE?

NOTHING TO DO WITH YOUR FREE TIME?
FEEL LIKE THERE S NOTHING GOING ON''

JOIN
INTRODUCTORY

MEETING

©overnof's

©rogrom ^^^^,
TUESDAY 2/24 at 7:30

BOG OFFICE 817
CAMPUS CENTER

Become a oarf o' Governor s Praqr^f.

Council and uS'"" vour ^mrriaqinatioii to

Dian events >n ine Campus Center and
Student Union

The only limit is /our imagination

JV^

STO
There's no.
need to.
huri

Our convenient hours allow
you to shop early or late.

TEXTBOOK
ANNEX

MAIN STORE
MINI STORE
MUNOHY's

MONDAY
TO

FRIDAY

9-4

MON - FRI; 9-5

SAT; 10 am to 3 pm

MON — FRI 7:30 - 10 pm
SAT & SUN; 8 am to 10 pm

HAMPDEN; MON — FRI 8 - 9

WORCESTER - MON - FRI 8 - 9

FRANKLIN: MON - FRI 7:30 - 9
ALL MUNCHY STORES SAT A SUN 12-8

ALL OF YOUR
BACK TO

SCHOOL NEEDS

^.UNIVERSITYmSTORED

WRITING A PAPER?
NEED HELP?

VISIT THE WRITING CENTER
Pierpont(SW) 0-4D Cashm(Sylvan) B-24 Baker(Central)

Mon. & Wed. Tues. & Thurs. Mon, Tues, Thurs.

7-9:30 PM
Opens Feb. 23rd

1987 - 1988
FINANCIAL AID FORMS

DEADLINE
MARCH 1 1987

Federal regulations, dated October 17,

1986, now require that all Financial Aid

applicants, including those who only

apply for a Guaranteed Student Loan,

file the Financial Aid Form for determina-

tion of eligibility.

Applications are available at the Office

of Financial Aid Services, 243 Whitmore

Administration Building from 8:30 AM to

5:00 PM, Monday through Friday.

Mail your completed, signed Financial

Aid Form to College Scholarship Office

by March 1, 1987.
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if women's swimming from page u
finish, and was clocked at 1:43.16.

UMass also received top-ten showings from Uzzo in the

400-yard individual medley <a personal best 4:52.66), and

Lori Carroll, who placed seventh in the 100-yard butterf-

ly with time of 1:02.55.

At the start of yesterday's final meets. UMass hoped

it would be able to hold off the challenge of the Wildcats,

who were in striking distance of the Minutewomen with

353 points.

The team responded to UNH's challenge in the meet's

initial event by reeling off 57 unanswered points in the

grueling 1650 yard freestyle event. A trio of

Minutewomen finshed in the top ten, including Henuon

(fifth, 18:12.10, personal-best); McCarthy (sixth, 18:20.17,

personal best); and Uzzo (seventh, 18:20.87).

"After this event it was pretty much ineviuble (a third-

place finish). Megan McCarthy had her best swim, knock

ing 20 seconds off her previous time She swam a

technically perfect race, finishing every 50 yards within

seconds of the same time," Newcomb said.

if men's hoops
hosts a first-round game
versus the Bonnies or

Rutgers on Friday. If

UMass w;ns, a coin flip bet-

ween UMass, the Dukes and

possibly GW would be need-

ed to determine which team
would get the final remain-

ing bye. If UMass were to

get It, the team would have

a week off before travelling

to URI next week.

But if you ask Sutton, it

doesn't really matter what

the team does or where it

plays. The team just wants

to keep playing good
basketball.

"We would love to play at

fonlinued from page 12

home, but it doesn't matter.

We'll go wherever destiny

takes us." Sutton said.

The Minutemen have a

chance to grab sixth place

with a win over the Dukes
tonight. The following stan

dings include games
through Feb. 21.

Temple 170
West Virginia 133
Rhode Island 11-6

St. Joe's 96
Penn State 89
Duquesne 7 10

Massachusetts 611
George Washington 611
Rutgers 3 14

St. Bonaventure 3 U

•women 's hoops
lonlinued from page 12

Minutewomen the lead for good

on an 16 foot bomb from the top of the key for a 41 40

lead with 16:20 remaining. The Minutewomen then

began to turn up the heat in the furnace, but were unable

to shake the pesky Duchessess, who managed to stay

within striking range for most of the half.

The UMass lead did grow to eight points when Fit

zgerald took a Wilbor pass and dropped in a fastbreak

layup at the 7:44 mark of the half UMass led, 62-54, and

it looked like the remedy had been found to dismiss

Duquesne.
But. as they had done all game long, the Duchessess

fought back and took the lead. 65 64. on a Ridilla tur

naround jumper with 4:18 left.

That would be all for Duquesne, however, as the

Minutewomen got the hint and rode the crest of a 9-0

spurt over a period of 4:42 seconds.

Frozen yogurt provides al the health t>enefits

of plain yogurt plus flavors that appeal to both

yogurt lovers and those who think they anen't.

Stop in for a free sample

and discover

the taste you've t)een missing

56 Mam St Northampton

next door to Szes
downstairs

OPEN 7

DAY A WEEK
586-9659

"^ SKI AREA
$1The Best Kept Secret In Vermont"
Seven Miles North of Brattleboro. Rie. 30

•1000 Vertical feet •!! Trails

•2 Double chairs 'New Lodge

Weekend Adult $19.00 — Jr. $16.00
Night Skiing Thursday. Friday & Saturday

$10 from 5-10 p.m.

Exit 2 Off 1-91 . 7 Miles N of Brattleboro, Route 30
PHONE: 802-254-6083

ALPHA
CHI
OMEGA ya *

Fzoo OCC ^"y *"'** Ticket
Urr with this coupon

f^UST PRESENT STUDENT ID M

ALL UNIVERSITY WOMEN
INVITED TO RUSH!

SATURDAY FEB 21 FANTASY ISLAND
1-1:45 • 2-2:45

SUNDAY FEB 22

MONDAY FEB 23

WILD WILD WEST
1-1:45 • 2-2:45

A CHORUS LINE

6:30-7:15

7:30-8:15

COME SEE WHAT WE ARE ALL ABOUT
38 Nutting Ave • 549-0587 (asl. for Julie)

CLASSIFIED
VlClti.

WANTfO'SUBlfT

COME TO THE COLLEQAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI • 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION •CASH IN ADVANCE, 15«/W0R0/DAY FOR STUDENTS

DANCE AGAHiST RACISM help stop
racism on campu* and na<i9 a great time

mtlwprocMa MuMc by BMCP AHstart and
Concepto LMino Tonighl m the SUB SPM
S? donation

-SOA CAMMOATCS MEET
THE mess NIOHT

-SPONSOflED BY HiKDRTAR BOABO*

'

8PM THURSOAV MARCH jTH
STUDENT UNION BALLROOM

NOMINATION PAPERiB AVAILABLE 'or

spokesperson ana treasurer oi ttie Com
muWr Area Govatrtmam Dwadline is TtHtr«-

day Fabruary ?6 at l? noon 404 SUB
9 4PM 54S2I4S

OUTING CLUB MEETING tonight
rm174.i76 Campus Canief 7 00PM Trip

anrHxincaments and an excellent slide

show by Steve Schmtdl All welcome

AU UNIVtItlTY VVOIIMN

ALL UNIVERSITY WOMEN are invited to

come and see what a great sorority is eH

about Delta Zeta Sorority into caH Anr>e

2S3-9916

AN INiXNNSIVi SMINO BBiAK

MUSIC. ACTING. DANCE instruction

Private ar>d group All Mas aH level of ab4i-

ly Universily Arts CourKil discounts
available tor UMass students PerfortrHno

Arts DivisionAJMass Old Chapel S49-OS19

H>» A GOOD TIME CALL

RACKA-OISC Enienamment Agency Dtac

)0Ck«s lights rentals, and mobile video

dancM' S49-7t44

FOB liNT

EFFIOENCY. BUSLINE. WALK to UMass
$275 inclusive Availat)le immediately

?53 5473 or 549-«478

TWO BEDROOM SOUTHWOOD apt
available June tst $560. heat included
256-1518

QUIET PERSON FOR^ room rural

Shutesbury IS min campus lurnish-

ed/shed/unturnished 170/mo David
259 1 660

NORTHWOOD APARTMENTS IN
SunderlarMl'under new management and
ownership' A well run compleii 2 bed apart

ments only tO minutes from UMass by car

or tree bus tel 666-3856 9AM to SPM 10AM
to 2PM Sat

UMVERSITV UPDATE NEWS show <s

bad)' Op*rw<igs tor anchors, sportsca^ers

wts wvt aniafiainmant wmacs and camera
oparMors Sign up m tti* Umon Video

Canter or can 263-5864 0« involved'

INDIAN HEAD CAMPS, a line c©«d camp
in Pennsylvania will be ir»tarviewir>g on
camous on March 3 For further inlorma

tion and apphcalions. write to Sm) Finkels

Mn. SBCanHnrt Si . PMfl Rivw. NY tOWS

OO VOU WANT 10 go to the BahamM.
Jama«a. or Ft Lauderdale'' We have com-
plete trips to the Bahamas starting from
349 complete Jamaica tnp tor 389. and
complete R. Lauderdale tnp 129 txjs or 319
air fare These prices all include transpor

taion and hotel You will not Imd a cheaper
deal with anyone else For mtormation call

Mike or Rick at 549-5401 Spac* is limited

AUTO FOR SALE

COMIC BOOKS GREAT new « back issue

selection at low prices Mirwmum 25 percent

discount with this ad We buy & trade

J R s Comics Etc Mountain Farms Mall.

Hadley 586-2441

75 TOYOTA AC al great car 700-BO
256-0 16d

19S0 VW RABBIT 4 dr sunroof AMFM
stereo gas 253-9871 after 6 PM

196S FORD FALCON a cream putt

256-6920

1978 HONDA aVIC CVCCT SSbOOmiJes
AM/FM stereo, runs great. $1200 or BO
549-7807

CHEAP DEPENDABLE TRANSPORTA-
TION 1973 Ford LTD in excellent running

condition, readv lor inspection Must sell

$400 firm call Dave 665 7956

1«77 CHEVY MALIBU good transportation

$500 or best offer Barry 256-8673

IS IT TRUE you can buy Jeeps tor $44
through the US government? Get the facts

today! Call 1-312-742 1142 exl 5931A

•KO

BUY AN APPLE IIC with modem and
monitor Asking $500 Printer optional Call

Scott al 253 3993

VUARNET RAYBAN SUNGLASSES great

for spring break student discounts Bill

584 1889

LEATHER JACKETS-SPANISH $150 call

6-5441 Black and brown

ROUND TRIP TICKET to San Francisco

Marl 3-22 nonstop from Logan $200 call

Kim 549-7807

BLIZZARD SKIS 205 with mart<er M-40 bin-

dings only $100 call Dan 546-9682

EANN A rmt mp 10 Ft Laudardai* and

commwion on awary tnp aMa* Be our cam-

pus wpwaamaMv cal Jucty at Lauderdale

BMCh Hotel t-800-327-7e60

UMASS CREW^ua'i«t4tds a learn

manager Anyone intaresMd plaaaa come
to room 9 m Nope or conUKt Oa«« Trond

at 665 3768

PART-TIME POLITI«raiinW«ef Ac
tion IS riow paying activicis SS/hr Our paid

trainir>g program will davalope your skills

m communications, personal, management
and community organtzing Work evarungs
5- 10PM greai kjcatwn m center at Amherst

CaH 549-7450 Mon-Fn 9-5

LItWAN, MtlXUAL, BAY AUUNCI

COME TO OUR social/cotfee hour' Every

Friday in the Campus Center 3-5 30 PM
chock schedule by elevator lor room
number All welcome'

lOBT

HELpTTlOST my leather lacliet at Oelanos

on Wednesday Feb 4th siantimenial value

No questions asked 549^)606 reward is be-

ing offered

LOST: KEYS ON patti between Sylvan and
Worchesler DC Call CJ 6-4284

MENS GREY WOOL tweed coat si2e 44L
taken Irom Pub Sat 2/14 reward offered lor

return 256-8676

LOOKING FOR JIM m Puhon we met at

Flat Si'«N>' *h«»e are you' Missy 6 7440

SPRINC SORORITY RUSH orientation to

baheMon Ved^eb iSaie 30intheCam
pus Center .m 162 All University women
invited

1t/t2 DION T CATCH name but reading

Lyir>g 40 day nommokm. Noa* evtKy day
Write back Quite earrings

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED ASAP 5
mm walk Irom campus lor rnore mlo
549 5039

DZ'S TAKE LA Calif spring break 1987

THE LIL SIS'S «« OZ rula-the paddles had
better rule as wreli

GRAHAM DIONT SEE you at Mike s I was
hoping we could get together MAO

MICKNEIL-YOU DON'T know wtio your

lookirtg Ic'

REFUNDS FOR CANCELLED OMD con
cert will be made at tocation of ticket pur-

cliase until ttte end ol February onlyHI

SPANKV-I DON'T know whafn'w about Iba

mornings a half hour before daaa. but I love

ilCW

WORK STUDY S-l* hours/week fir.

hour* $4 20 ass<sl in anatysirig soil and
plani samples no eiipeflence raqired CaN
Mone/a 545 2?S9

THERE S A JOB lor you m a sumnter

camp The American CampOTg Association

(NY) w« make your apptcaiion available to

over 300 camps m itte northeast Enciting

opportuniliea tor coNege students and pro

lesaionals PosMona avaiWbte all land and
water sports, arts and crafts, drarrw. music.

dance, irippmg. nature. RN's. MO's aids.

kitchen, mawitenance Cotege credit avaial-

ble Call or write for application American
Camping Association 43 W 23rd St Oept

(UMA) New York N V 1OO10
212«45«620

HEY CORINNE. GUESS whaT' R's your bir-

tf>day Knock yourself out' -13

WSYL IS NOW back on the itrMternative
surrealistic and |ust plain tun Listen to

WSYL 105 1 everyday

TATAN-fHANKVOUr thank you thank

you' So psycfied to be sporlin' a Benetton'

You make my day-everyday Love. Maggie

SKI. SKI . MO
5 College trips' Day trips,

night trips, to Berkshire East

Rates Stan at $9 lor lifts

and lransportalK>n for night ski

Rentals and lessions also avail

Bus leaves UMass A colleges

Registration deadline Mon Feb 2
For more mlo call

549-4600 K328

BOOMMAn WANTtD

GRAD STUDENT, PROFESSIONAL
woman to share 2-t)drm apartment in Nor
Ihamplon $217 50 545 2440 days
584 0074. 203472-3166 eves

DON'T TOUCH THAT DIAL

DKUTAL. PROCTER A GAMBLE. Boston
Gkibe and Pepsi-Cola are |usi a tew ol Ihe

many apportun*es avataWa to you Hwough
summer and 6 month co-ops Hear more
about the oltice for Cooperative Education
tonight on WMUA 91 1 at 7 00 It pays"
to listen your luture starts tiere'

EMTIRTAINMBNT

3 GORILLAS DO anything' Scare the

outa someor>e tuck-m somebody
flowers sing happy-b-day 6-8561. 9152.
7654

STUDENT ADMISSIONS
MPRESENTATIVE

JUNIORS A SENIORS- share your en
thusiasm for ttie University while develop-

ing public relations marketing, mlerper

sonal. and counceling skills The admis-

sions office IS kxjking for dynamic and ar-

ticulate interns wid volunteers to promote
ttie University to prospective students

Academic credit available Applications in

admissions office, 255 Whitmore, until

March 4

ST.

I LOVE YOU Teresa"
Jules Iriends''''''

ChrissyB .
Marilyn.

FREE CASH

NEED MONEY FOR spring break'' I need

your baseball cards' Please help Call Mike

549-0333

I HAVE YOUR black coat do you have
mine'' We swapped al Delano s or Time
Out Call 546-8666

REWARD GOLD BAND wratwatch with

black lace between Hasbrouck and
Crestview Sentimental value, please call

549- 1094

LOST: BROWN LEATHER wallet m
Golwrealh Apis on Feb 7 also lost m
Townehouse on Feb 8 dorm key on keyr-

ing with bottle opener A bullet Please

return no questions asked Steve 546-9687

SUMMER IN EUROPE $239 Lowest
scheduled lares to all of Europe from

Boston CaH 1-800-325-2222

TO THE 2 girls v»ho gave me a ride to Bran-

dywine Wed r\i<^:'. thanks Gil

TO MY SPECIAL FRIEND. Thanks lor the

roses Id like to know who you are Reveal
yoursell Sharon 549 7807

LOSE WEIGHT NOW! tO-29 lbs/mo with

Herbal Weight Control 100 percent
guaranteed CaU Dan 546-4151, Mark
5465938

MOOZV'I LOVE you so ittuch' IH be with

you always' Do good' Love Lili Honkers

TAMARA MERGEL CARROTS are nice

but what other vegetables do you keep han
dy^ Adam

SlWICiS

TUTORING. SUBSTITUTE TEACHING m
business management, marketing,
finance, investment S microcomputers $7

per hour Neg 536-5006 leave message

THAN YOU AGAINI Seldom do your

prayers go unanswered I am very grateful

NiLP WANTtO

LIGHT KITCHH* HELP; 4/6hrs/wk for 7

days meals free, on campus caU 549-0454;

549-0547

YOUR CHANCE TO rush the best fraterni-

ty on campus will be next week Beta Kap-

pa Phi

MtTAUIANT

AIRLINES CRUISELINES HIRING! Sum
mer Career' Good pay Travel Call tor

guide, cassette, newsservice! (916)

§44-4444 exi 161

RESTAURANT NOW HIRING all positions

available all shifts Kitchen Oinmg room
Lounge apply in person 11am-2pm Gull

Stream Bar and Grille 351 Northampton
Rd, Route 9 Amherst MS 256-6656

RACK-A-OISC entertainment needs IS

DJ s, lighting operators, and roadies No
experience required 549-7144

SECRETARY- FRIDAY SATURDAY Satur-

day 7 30-11 30 $4 50 hour Rack-A-Disc

Enlartainment 549-7144

PERSONALS

RESUME TYPESETTING SERVICE
Have your resume protessionally typeset

The best quality type, not a word processor

Sixteen difterenl type styles to choose from

Takes only 3 days costs $25 and any
changes III do lor FREE Come down to the

Collegian Graphics Office (113 Campus
Center) and speak to Peter Sodertterg.

MEET NEW PEOPLE! Get greaT~eie

perience' Come write lor New England's

largest colleye daily The Collegian is in 1 13

Campus Center, right behind the T V
Coma down and ctieck us out!

PBOnSSIONAl TVPINO

"SPEEDY KEYS 'DISSERTATIONS.
resumes, papers 256-1002

PBOFESSIONAL TVPINO SERVICE

SPRING SREAK

DEPARTS EVERY WEEK m March Fl

Lauderdale $309 includes Rl Jel 4 hotel lor

7 nights all taxes and tips Departs every

week in March Montreal weekends $79
departs every weekend FebMay Includes

round trip motor coach & 2 nights hotel

directly downtown All taxes and lips

Daytona Beach motor coach and 7 night

hotel on the strip $229 all taxes and tips and

service charges For more details call

Dynamic Destinations, 482 Mam Street

Maiden 617-324-7735, 617 321 4165

SPRINO MEAK OF A UFITIMi

SAIL ABOARD YOUR own 50 ft yacht from

Ft Lauderdale lo the Bahamas for 1 wk in-

to Paul 665-4967, Terry 6-4052

SPMN# MNAK TVIPt

NASSAU, JAMAK:Ai FLORIDA, Bermuda,

and Cancun Space is limited round trip air-

fare and tiotel Free admission lo clubs

Welcome parties Prices Irom 99 00 call

Scott 549-6476

TRAVEL

MAKE THE RIGHT move lor spring break"
Fort Lauderdale $129 Nassau Bahamas
$349 lor more inio call Dave 546 6709

SPRING BREAK TRIPS to Jamaica and
Bermuda starting at $369 call Sally 6-7500

MAKE THE RKMTT move lor spring break"
Fort Lauderdale $129 Nassau. Bahamas
$349 lor more inio call Dave 546-6709

SPRING BREAK TO FtorKia starling at $99
call Luv Tours 549-6782 5490547

TYPINO SItVtCI

QUALITY TYPING. LONG or short ro-

lecls Meticulous proofreading Edi.ing

available Resumes a specialty 549-0367

WANTIO

LCICAL BANDS WANTED Eastside con-

certs Battle ol the Bands on Feb 28 Con-

tact Bruce or David 549-4160

I NEED A lot 49 slicker"' WIH buy or trade

my 22 slicker Alan 546-6021

REWARD FOR LOT 63 parking sticker

256 8970

WOMEN ROOMMATES WANTED

CASES. PAPERS. DISSERTATIONS,
theses fast, accurate, dependable, on
campus, reasonable 584-7924. Nancy

SUMMER IN EUROPE $239 Lowest
scheduled fares to all of Europe form
Boston Call 1(800)325-2222

NEED 2 FUN hiving women roommates lor

TownefK>us« next semester Call Dave
54»«se3
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Minutewomen swimmers finish at New England's
By LINDA DEUVORIAS
Collegian StofT

The University of Massachusetts women's swim team
fmished its 1^6-87 campaign on an upbeat note, as it cap-

tured third-place at the New England Division I and II

Conference Championships held this past weekend at

Springfield College.

UMass was in third-place after Saturday's events, a

mere tw >and one-half points ahead of the University of

New Hampshire. But the Minutewomen letl the Wildcats

in their wake yesterday, finishing the meet with a score

of 570.5, 40 points ahead of UNH.
The University of Maine successfully defended its crown,

fmishing the meet in first-place, and Northeastern Univer-

sity claimed the number two spot.

"I'm pleased. We swam real well. It was a total team
efTort," head coMh Bob Newcomb said. 'You can never

have a perfect meet, but the number of high points

definitely outweighed the low ones. It was a satisfying

season."

On Friday, UMass received strong performances in the

500-yard freestyle from sophomore Kris Henson (5:18.50).

senior Allison Uzzo (5:20.48). and freshman Melissa

McCarthy (5:25.72). This trio placed sixth, eighth, and

eleventh, respectively.

The Minutewomen continued their prowess on the one-

meter diving board, where seniors Debbie Mullen (339.60),

and Jean Cowen (301.95), claimed the number seven and

fourteen spots.

"Debbie is a real tough kid. She's had a lot of injuries

this year, and we almost pulled her out before the com

petition. But she stayed in and was a big inspiration to

the team," Newcomb said.

UMass ended the day with a flourish, caputuring fourth

place in the 800-yard freestyle with a time of 8:12.28. The

quartet of Henson. Julie Wilkins. Megan McCamy. and

Uzzo, gave the Minutewomen the drive and momentum
that would propel the team from a fifth place finish on

Friday to its evental third place showing.

At the conclusion of Friday's events, UMass trailed

fourth place Holy Cross by 15 points, and third-place New

Hampshire by 42 points. So Newcomb's tnxjps knew they

had to pull out all the stops if UMass was to register its

second consecutive third'place finish in the New
England's.

"Our situation was similar to last year's, in that we were

in fifth place after the first day. But I told the team that

we could gain some ground on Saturday if we turned

things around." Newcomb said.

The squad responded to Newcomb's challenge by muv

ing up two notches to the number three position behind

the University of Maine and Northeastern University.

The Black Bears had a commanding first place lead at the

conclusion of the second day of competition (604.5), and

the Huskies were a distant second with 523 points.

The Minutewomen had tallied 355.5 points, and their

ascent to the upper echelons of the standings was keyed

by several outstanding performances, most notably the

200 freestyle realy team of McCamy, Mct'arthy. and

sophomores Patty Pike, and Melissa Wolff. This foursome

pushed themselves to the limit enroute to a fourth-place

fontmued tm page 11

SPORTS

Minutemen down St. Bonaventure, 69-57
Sutton 's 26 leads UM; sixth place in sight

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian SUff

With all the adversity the Minutemen
have gone through recently, you might

think the team would fall apart. But just

when you think its time to start thinking

about lacrosse, the team starts playing

good basketball — and just in time

With its second consecutive win, a com-

fortable 69-57 romp over St. Bonaventure.

Saturday at Olean. NY., the University of

Massachusetts men's basketball team may
be starting to peak just in time for the

Atlantic 10 Conference Tournament which

begins Friday night at A- 10 home sites.

The win boosted the Minutemen to 10-15

overall and 6-11 in the A 10. The 12 point

victory propelled UMass to its 10th win.

one more than last season and moved the

team into a seventh-place tie with George

Washgington University.

I'Mass head coach Ron Gerlufsen could

not be reached for comment but junior

guard Lorenzo Sutton said he thinks the

team's tournament chances are looking

good and the team is ready for whatever
is in store for it.

"They're looking good, real strong." Sut-

ton said. "Mentally we're sharper, we're

more involved and we're playing with a lot

more desire."

In <Aher A-10 action Saturday, unbeaten
league leading Temple University downed
GW. 88-77, Rhode Island knocked off

UMass' next opponent, Duquesne, 80-74.

and Penn State survived a conference

record 51 points from red-hot Eric Riggin

to win a wild one in double overtime,

100 99.

Saturday, the Minutemen got a game-

high 26 points from the sharp^shootmg Sut

ton and 13 points and II rebounds from

sophomore forward David Brown, to han
dily put away the Bonnies after a tight fir^

half The Minutemen were never serious-

ly challenged after leading, 33 30, at

halftime

In the second half it was all UMass as

the team led by eight or 10 points for much
of the way. After taking only one shot in

the first half senior guard Carl Smith
unloaded a pair of three pointers with just

under 10 minutes remaining to break the

Bonnies' backs.

With the win. the Minutemen have an

opportunity to continue their season-

ending surge and grab a share of sixth

place with a victory over slumping Du
quesne University, tonight at 7:30 at the

Curry Hicks Cage.

The Dukes, at 11 15 overall and 7 10 in

the A-10, are just one game ahead of

UMass in the race for a tirst-round bye and

have lost four of their last seven games in-

cluding two straight.

The final home game of the regular

season, senior co-captains Smith and Bill

Hampton may just be playing their last

game in front of the Cage crowd unless a

few possibilities occur.

At the conclusion of regular season play

this week, A-10 teams finishing in the bot-

tom four places will each play a first-round

tournament game while the league's top

six teams each receive a bye into the second

round.

The way it stands now, if UMass loses to

the Dukes, it

continued on page 11

CoUcfian photo by Nirh I

Junior forward Wilbert Hicks and the rest of the Minutemen
defeated St. Bonaventure,69^7, Saturday night

Minutewomen still rolling, bounce Duquesne
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

Ah, the comforts of home; eating your

own meals, sleeping in your omoi bed, and
using your own bathrooms (okay, maybe
that doesn't make much of a difference).

For the University of Massachusetts

women's basketball team, it's probably a

good bet that one of the above mentioned

had something to do with the
Minutewomen's 76-70 win over what pro-

ved to be a very game Duquesne Universi-

ty team. Not only did Saturday's win im-

prove UMass' record to 13-10 overall and
8-8 in the Atlantic 10, but it was the team's

third consecutive win all coming on the

friendly floor of the Curry Hicks Cage.

"These are the kinds of games you lose

on the road and win at home. The crowd

ColWgUa photo by Mtchael Cooper

The women's basketball team beat Duquesne, 76-70, Saturday night at

the Curry Hicks Cage.

definitely gave us a boost," head coach
Jack Leaman said. "This team (Duquesne)
was real tough and scrappy against us. I

thought they played inspired ball."

UMass was paced by sophomore forward
Beth Wilbor and senior center Karen Fit-

zgerald, who each pumped in a team-high
20 points. Junior forward added 14 points

and grabbed nine rebounds, while
freshman forward Jeanine Michealsen
broke out of her shooting slump with 11

points on five of eight shooting from the
floor.

Duquesne placed four of its starters in

doubles as well, with Kathy Ridilla and
Katie Collins leading the way. scoring 22
and 20 points, respectively. Amy Alger
chipped in 14 points and Maureen Major
added 12 points for the Duchessess, who fell

to 8-18 overall and 4-13 in the conference.
The first half was relatively even, with

neither team establishing any control, of
fensively or defensively. The largest

UMass lead swelled to seven points in the
first half when senior guard JoAnn Dupuis
canned a 17-foot wing jumper at the 2:23

mark of the half Duqusne quickly bounc-
ed back and cut the lead down to three,

thanks to a pair of Alger layups. the second

of which resulted in a three-point play.

The Duchessess had a chance to narrow
that lead even more, but instead, it was

UMass who made the most of its oppor-

tunities, as Lewis grabbed an offensive re-

bound and dropped in a short six-foot

jumper with 0:14 seconds left in the half

for a 35-30 UMass lead at the half

Throughout the first half UMass seem-

ed primed to make the big run that may
have put Duquesne away early, but a slow

start dashed any hopes of a UMass
Cakewalk, especially on the glass.

"They rebounded a little better than they

should have against us. We we're just a

step slow, but that's just part of the game,"

Leaman said. "These are the games that

worry coaches to death. It's good to get this

one out of the way."

The sluggishness would continue in the

infant beginnings of the second half With

the exception of a Wilbor ba.seline jumper,

the Minutewomen could not find the range

and allowed Duquesne to enjoy their first

lead since a 6 4 advantage in the first half

That lead change came at the 17:58 mark
of the second half when Collins, who had

managed to park herself around the

perimeter and give the UMass defense

headaches all day long, came off a screen

and dropped in a 10-footer for a 38-37 Du-

quesne lead.

The lead changed hands again, but

sophomore guard Christel Zullo gave the

continued on page 11
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IfvlSIDE
A 'morning after' pill available on
campus. Page 3.

SDI is a new slant on an old idea.

Page 7.

Men's hoop wins by one. Page 16.

Cnllrgian phnto by Niki HoholofT

PANEFUL JOURNEY — Senior theater mc^or Arron McGruff walks past the bus stop at

Hampshire College.
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Eyewitnesses
needed for
investigation
By CRAIG SANDLER
< <ille){ian Staff

The asisistant district allDiufy appointed by Diirtrict At-

toiney W. Michael Ryan to handle the criminal investiga-

tion of the S«»uthwest racial brav\l said yesterday he was
not interested in a "witchhunt. " but did verv much want
til j(et m touch with eyewitneMca to the Oct. 27 incident

William Larkin said, "We need eyewitne.s> accounts of

what happened. Without eyewitnesses our hands are

somewhat tied to proceed" with court action against peo

pic suspected uf criminal conduct during' the racial fight

People with information about the Southwest in-

cident can get in touch with investiKators at the
following places: Wes McCravy. New Africa Hou»m»,

545-mKW; Tim Sicard. Kennedy at Southwest.
545-4865; Victim Witness Unit of the D.A.'s ofrue.

586-5780.

l.uirkin I --r ;pd optimism that the srns -i i^ u,- i >.'.uid

go more >. V than Judge Fredrick Hurst-. iniuaUy

did. Hurst said his probe was hindered af first by a lack

of cTommitment from Department of P ' ' '' ' " ""
'

lid the otrice of Vice C'harv:c!Inr *\>t

111- L Madsdon
The assistant D.A. said he was in cI<«h touch ivn h Mad

son and met yesterday with RiiodoJph Brornorv fir

tnrnier chancellor brought in by administrator >

iliiialc responst- to Hurst's recu: ' " ,..,

Saying "black students fell .ible guutK '"

tither the poli(% or Whitmore." Larkin yesterday stress-

ed that one of the investigators. Wes McCravy. would be

available at New Africa House thoughout the course of

il ligation K) witi^sses would feel comfortable

Larkin said he had several names of could-be susp<>cts

in the case. He said he would be talking to many members
of the football team. Football players are identified in the

Hurst report as the "primary instigators" of the post

continued <>n page 4

Speakers: all Afghans involved in war
Brockunier, ul Din speak on Afghan resistance

By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

American humanitarian Charles

Brockunier and resistance fighter Jamal ul

Dm last night said the Afghans struggling

to expel the Soviet Union from Afghanistan

have the support of the people.

About 130 people packed the Earthfoods

Cafe, listened to the speakers, and viewed

a short film showing the ruined coun-

tryside and maimed children of a war-torn

nation.

Brockunier, a former history teacher at

Northeastern University who has travell-

ed to Afghanistan 10 times, outlined the

history of the invasion of 1979 and the

events leading up to the Coup d'Etat.

"Afgharistan is one of the most in-

teresting countries in the world," he said.

"Encrusted with ruined cities, it is an ar-

chaeologists paradise that is "about the

size of Texas."

"In the early 1950's the Afghan govern-

ment approached the United States asking

for weapons and training," he said. The US
refused because Afghanistan's neighbors.

Iran and Pakistan, "did not want the

Afghans to have a strong army," and

because the country is "in the Soviet

sphere of influence," Brockunier said.

"The Soviet Union was glad to help out,"

supplying the Afghans with arms, he said.

"Twenty years later these army officers

made the Coup d'Etat."

"I doubt the Soviets have the support of

50,000 to 60,000 people," he said. "If they

had the support, they wouldn't have had

to bring in the troops."

"One of the reasons the Soviets thought

they could attract a lot of following is

poverty," he said. "The middle class fled,

and the poor people stayed behind and

fought so heroically for their freedom.
"

"Afghans of all ages are in the

resistance." he said, referring to a slide of

a 50-year old Afghan firing an 82

millimeter Chinese mortar.

Brockunier showed pictures of Afghan

children brought to the Boston area by the

Free Afghanistan Alliance, a Cambridge

based group that he said "brings small

numbers of Afghans for treatment at Mass

Eye and Ear and the Shriner's Burn In-

stitute," and helps people who have lost

limbs.

"Since the Soviet invasion seven years

ago, 100,000 children have been killed or

maimed in this war," he said.

Ul Din, an Afghan who said he escaped

from the KGB, said the Ru.ssians "put signs

everywhere saying we give food, clothes

and homes, and at night they go into

Collritian phf>U> by Niki Sokoloff

Humanitarian Charles
Brockunier
houses, take money and kill."

They "send children to Russia to change

their brains and make them Communist,"

he said. "They just want to kill everyone."

"We don't want our children to be com-

munist," he said.

The lecture was sponsored by the Conser-

vative Alliance.

'The generation of today is a

Giovanni urges to
By MARION TINSLEY
Collegian Staff

Nikki Giovanni poet, lecturer and author of Cotton Can-

dy on a Rainy Day and Black Feeling Black Talk, told an
audience of about 200 pef>ple la.st night at Amherst Col-

lege that the generation of today is a people who have

everything, and that she likes the idea that they could

be blase about their future.

Giovanni began her lecture by amusing the audience,

using anecdotes to show the importance of accepting

challenge.

"What is going to happen to a group of people who have

everything?" she said. "Our giandparents sang as they

moved on out to work in the cotton fields but they have

learned to adjust."

Telling the audience that "yoiu- generation is free from

people who have everything

'

accept challenges
stereotypes," and the problem of discussing things about

"people you don't like," Giovanni said today's generation

does not have the "classical problem" like living on the

.street.

"You have enough of everything including the possibili-

ty of getting off the earth. You have more possibilities and
more imagination. You can imagine what was once

unimaginable, and I like ofyou all being blase about look-

ing forward to your future."

Giovanni told the audience that their blase attitude is

fine, "as long as you don't get it confused with the future.

The past does not go away." She talked about the march
on Washington and how blacks are still "walking and
marching now in Forsythe County, Georgia."

Giovanni told the young people in the audience that they

have to look forward to their future. "You can't undo what

continued on page 5

SAFA optimistic

for aid support
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

WASHINGTON - Following a day of meetings with

legislators and congressional aides. Students Advocating

Financial Aid members said they are optimistic that

Congress will reject the Reagan Administration's pro-

posal to cut federal financial aid by 45 percent.

Related story, page 3

Most legislators with whom SAfA members met said

the proposed cuts will not pass entirely, but even a 5 per-

cent cut will hurt and would be the initial step towards

future reductions; hence they pushed for total rejection.

A small increase would mean "they got their foot in

the door. We're afraid that every year it will keep grow-

ing," said member Kelly Fallon, continutd on page 4
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Democrats say right avoids debate
Left and right: debate or not to debate? That is the question
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

Some days last semester, it seemed the only thing con-

servatives and liberals on this campus hadn't debated was
whether or not to debate.

Those days are over.

The president of the University Democrats yesterday

blasted the Republicans, saying they are avoiding a for-

mal debate and have repeatedly told the Democrats one
thing and done another.

Brian Moran, president of the Democratic club which
has kept a low profile over the past few years, said he had
been trying for the last three semesters to get the

Republican Club to agree to debate Central America,

nuclear weapons, and economic policy.

"They've been tap-dancing around for three semesters

and giving me false enthusiasm with no follow-up," Moran
said. He said the Republicans had backed out at the last

minute last semester and continued to ignore his "uncoun

table notes" of challenge.

Moran said the Republican club at UMass was run by

far right wingers and was alienating potential members

who are moderates.

Members of the club seem "mofe interested in running

around shouting clever little catch phrases" than debating

or working for Republican candidates in state elections,

Moran said.

W. Greg Rothman, a leader of various conservative clubs

on campus, said in response to the charge of avoiding

debate, "Thursday night."

Noting that the Democrats have organized few events

in the recent past. Rothman said, "the University

Democrats have done absolutely nothing and they are ab

solutely nothing."

Several members interviewed said the debates would

add to student understanding of the issues. Others saw

their contribution as debatable.

Bahal religious organization invites

interested students to join fellowship
By J B. GORDON
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts has the largest con-

centration of followers of the Baha'I religion in the Five

College area, according to a student member.
Scott Pflueger, a Baha'I member and a bachelor's degree

with individual concentration major, said about 25

undergraduates. 10 graduate students and four faculty

members make up the UMass group.

"Baha'Iism finds its roots in all religions," Miles Lane,

organizer for the religion on campus said. Religion,

Baha'Is believe, progressively advances through a series

of prophets of "manifestations" of God on earth. Christ,

Mohammed and Budda were of nine manifestations, as

was Baha'u'lla, the founder of the faith in Iran about 150

years age. These "physical messengers of God" each gave

to mankind a further understanding of purpose and God's

will, he said.

The Baha'I have religious goals of unity and oneness,

of the world and of man's material and spiritualistic self

"Life is a struggle," with conflict coming from man's
materialistic desires, "the trinkets of life," and the much
3ore important spiritual demands of the soul, one member

id.

"The ego is like this great big black hole," Pfleuger said.

"Ambition is okay but when it becomes too great, truth

and justice can become distorted."

"The reason God created us was so that we could pro-

gress," he said, "it (this life) is the only time that the

spiritual and material worlds come together, the Earth

is a womb for souls."

The Baha'I religion forbids pre marital sex. consump^

tion of alcohol or drugs and the holding of public office,

believing all of these actions detract from one's spiritual

growth.

Members, however, are very much a part of ordinary

society. "We do not go sit on the mountainside," Pfleuger

said, "nor do we oppose capitalism, members are ver>- obe

dient to the law of the land they are in."

The Baha'I faith to date has about three million

members worldwide, according to a recent Time magazine

article.

Another UMass Baha'I undergraduate said about 30 per

cent of the American membership to the religion is minori-

ty and many musicians, especially, are noted to have

become involved with the faith.

Informal "fireside meetings" are held weekly and
students interested in finding out more about the faith

are welcome to get in touch with a Baha'I member at their

table in the campus center, Lane said.
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AND THIS IS THE STEEPLE - The Episcopal church on the
Amherst common rises toward the cold February sky.
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Loan program examined
by SAFA lobbyists
By PHIL SERAFINO
Collegian Staff

WASHINGTON - In this city that

thrives on acronyms and buzzwords, the

phrase that has drawn the ire of Universi-

ty of Massachusetts students lobbying here

this week is Income Contingent Loans.

ICLs, tested at 10 universities this year,

require students to pay 15 percent of their

annual income after graduation towards

their loans. The interest on the loans

equals the annual treasury bill average

rate plus 3 percent.

After graduating, students pay the in

terest which accrued while they are m
school. This contrasts with GSLs. on which

the government pays the interest while the

borrower is in school and which are paid

back at a constant rate after graduation.

Under the ICL program, "there's really

no difference between the federal govern-

ment giving the money or a commercial

bank giving the money," said SAFA
member Andrew Brocklehurst. "ICL
do*'sn't cost the government anything.

They could almost make money on it."

SAFA member John Cameron, a junior,

said the program needs more study before

being implemented on such a large scale.

"It's a pilot program. It makes absolute

ly no sense that anyone would fund

something that hasn't been thoroughly

tested." Cameron said.

Must legislators and aides agreed.

"We aren't as gung-ho as the President

IS to throw $600 million at the project,"

said Mar\' Hayter. legislative assistant to

Rep. Stephen Gunderson, R-Wis. "There

are a lot of unanswered questions about it.

It doesn't look like its going to benefit a lot

of people, but we're keeping our options

open."

Hayter told SAFA lobbyists that Gunder-

.»*on advocates freezing federal spending at

1987 levels and only increasing education

allotments if the money can come from sav-

ings in other programs.
Gunderson's stance was echoed by Steve

McMillan, an aide to Rep. Denny Smith,

R-Oregon.

"He [Smith] is going to push for a freeze

across the board," said McMillan. The aide

was noncommittal about Smith's position

on ICLs, but said the administration was
asking for a "reprioritization of student aid

away from direct loans." which he said was
a "very fair way of looking at it. The truly

needy will get the money."
McMillan noted, however, that Smith

and other legislators are unsure of the ICL
program, because it is largely intested.

Legislators from both parties agreed that

Reagan's education proposals will not

make it through Congress.

Rep. Fred Grandy, R Iowa, said the ad
ministration has soured on loan programs,

but Congress has not.

"Generally, I am reluctant to pull money
out of loan programs," said the former star

of television's "Love Boat."

Hayter said "the President's budget will

m no way. shape or form fly." Despite

pressure on Congress to reduce the deficit,

"first and foremo.st we have to provide ac-

cess" to higher education." she said.

Postcoital contraceptives

available at health services
By MARIA BULL
Collegian Staff

More than half of the University's

women recently polled either do not know
that a post-coital "morning-after pill" ex

ists or they do not know the pill is

available at the LTniversity Health Ser-

vices, a recent survey revealed.

"Project PULSE" conducted a telephone

poll last October for the UHS in which a

random sample of 272 undergraduate

female UMass students were queried on

their knowledge and use of contraception

services. Only women were polled in

order to keep the variables constant for

comparison to a similar poll conducted in

October 1982. But both men and women
"absolutely need " contraception educa-

tion said Director of Nursing Estelle

Maartmann. The Health Services is con-

sidering conducting a survey which will

include both sexes.

"Ifyou use a diaphragm, spermicide and

condom you're in great shape." Maart-

man said. " You have almost the same
prevention rate as that of the birth con

trol pill, yet you also significantly limit

the risk of '«exually transmitted diseases.

Birth control pills offer absolutely no pro-

tection against STDs or AIDS."

The morning-afler pill should not be

confused with contraceptives. According

to the 1986-87 issue of Contraceptive

Technology, an annual state-of-the-art

practitioner's magazine, the "morning
after treatment is meant only for one-time

protection."

The tablets are marketed under the

name of "Ovral" and are made of estrogen

and progesterone, the hormones in birth

control pills. "Ovral." however, contains

a much higher dosage of estrogen, thus

magnifying the risks and possible side ef-

fects associated with birth control pills.

Maartmann said most women feel

nauseous and may vomit during the first

day of the three day hormonal treatment.

Contraceptive Technology warned of

more serious side effects such as severe

chest pain, dizziness or speech problems

can occur and advised seeing a clinician

if these problems develop.

Most importantly the woman should

call the Health Services as soon as she

realizes she is mid-cycle and has had un-

protected intercourse, Maartmann said.

"It doesn't matter if it's the middle of

the night or during the weekend; many
questions can be answered over the phone
and if treatment is required the sooner it

begins the higher the success rate. We are

continued on page 4
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Fifty years ag<> this week in the

Ma»»achufiett» Collegian. . .

The annual Intentororily Ball will be

held Friday April 16. Since it is on a Fri

day evening, the hours will be from nine

tili two. and the committee feels that it

will be a great success.

Twenty-five years ago. . .

The Operetta Guild Exei utive Board to-

dav announced that its production of the

Adler Ross Broadway musical comedy,

"The Pajama Game. " ha.'*bei»n temporari
ly shelved due to ^heduling conflicts.

Ten years ago. . .

The Massachusetts Society of Professors,

elected to represent L'Mass faculty in col-

lective bargaining, is expected to choose
a negotiations committee March 1 to draw
up a package which the MSP will bring
to the negotiating table later this spring.

Collririan photo by M.ri. Bull

Rodin sends message
Peace marcher organizes trek in Soviet Union

By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

Phyllis Rodin, a 73-year-old woman who

marched in the Great Peace March from

California to Washington, D.C. returned

to the University of Massachusetts with

a message.
"Change will only come through the

generation that must inherit this earth.

They have to decide if they want it melted

down or the highest technology the earth

can produce," Rodin said in an interview

yesterday. "This University is going to

create the future."

Rodin, a graduate student in future

studies in the School of Education, is

writing her dissertation on "Education for

a Space Age." She said she is the "oldest

Young Astronaut" and is forming a

chapter in the Pioneer Valley.

"I believe, after the Great Peace March,

Collririnn photo by Michael t'oopor

Peace marcher Phyllis Rodin

we have to introduce non-violence and
global interdependence." she said.

ahe is working on organizing the Great

Peace Walk in the Soviet Union. The
walkers are planning on leaving June 22,

which is the .same day that Hitler invad

ed the Soviet Union. They are going to

march from Leningrad to Moscow.
Rodin said'she is going to utilize this

trip as a contrast betwen the Soviet at-

titude towards space as a new frontier and
the American attitude, looking specifical-

ly at the Young Cosmonauts. The motto

of the Young Cosmonauts and the Young
Astronauts is "To Mars together," she

said.

"Through Futiu-e Studies we're going to

do what we can to change the attitudes

of the old guard who are still teaching the

content of fifty years ago and ask them to

come into the space age so kids will not

go elsewhere for information," she said,

citing television as one example
"I think the teachers want to do it, and

students want to do it,'" she said. "We just

have to find a way to do it."

Rodin said she believes the University

should require students to learn the prin-

ciples of education. "No one ever learns

how to teach. We live in one world now.

That's what's being taught abroad," she

said.

"Education for a space age in places like

Japan, Soviet Union, France, Italy and
China put us in about seventh place. They
start education much earlier than we do,"

and are learning English as a second

language in preparation of English

becoming the language of science, she

said.

"Thif= Five College microcosm is going

to decide what the next millenium is go-

ing to look like," she said.

Editor of W.E.B. Dubois papers
expounds author's ideas

By KATHRYN KIRBY
Collegian Staff

Work for .service, not self-

gratification, was the ethic

presented last night to an
audience of about 150 peo-

ple at the Campus Center
by Hubert Aptheker. editor

of the W.E.B DuBois collec-

tion of papers at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts.

Aptheker said Dubois's

life was an epic poem and
that he had a zest for life

which he retained for 95
years.

"The difference between
hell and heaven is doing

what one likes and doing

what one loves," he .said,

quoting DuBois.

Aptheker, in honor of the

119th anniversary of

Dubois,sp>oke of his impor-

tance and implications to

America and to the Black

people of America.

In 1961, Aptheker was
asked by Dubois to be custo-

dian of a great body of his

papers becau.se he couldn't

bring them when
journeying to Ghana and
wanted to ensure that his ;

papers were protected, ^

organized and catolog for

availablity to scholars,

.students and to the public.

David Dubois, .step-son of

Dubois and visiting pro-

fes.sor in the journalism and
Afro-American Studies
Department, said he had
never met anyone more
knowledgable and commit-

ted to the life and times of

Dubois.

As a professor in New
York, Aptheker has been

engaged in the di.scipline of

African American Studies

which he tries to direct

towards white students so

that they can learn the

significant role that Black

people have played in the

malting of America.

Aptheker told the au-

dience that they will have to

make sacrifices both per-

sonal and financial. "There
are personal .sacrifices of

position, income and
prestege. The majority of us

are of color, the fairest are

positioned under our feet,"

he said.

"There are two parallels

in life: failure and success,"

Aptheker said. "DuBois con-

ducted his life in the man-
ner that failure and success

is not possible. DuBois
believed in work." Aptheker
said, "you have to work for

service not for self giatifica-

tion."

(.:ollF|{ian photo by Da\<> Shimkui

DuBois editor Herbert Aptheker

I
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• SAFA
ctmtinued from page 1

Andy Gordon, an aide to Rep. Edward J. Markey, D-

Mass, said "Reagan's proposals have been the same since

the day he stepped in the door; the congressional response

has been the same."
Secretary of Education William Bennett has said that

Income Contingent Loans, a major component ofReagan's

proposal, would benefit the students more than the cur

rent Guaranteed Student Loans. SAFA members say,

however, students could be paying back these loans for

the rest of their hves ifthey have small incomes upon leav

ing college.

Rep Barney Frank. D Mass. told several students that

ICLs should only be one option as opposed to beinn the

only wav to finance an education.

Frank commended SAFA for its efforts and advised

members to discuss the issue with republican legislators

who support the administrations proposal.

Some students, howt vti >aid they attempted to set up

appointments with the supportive legislators, but were

refused. The only republican legjslat{»rs who agieed to

meet with them said they do not fully support the

proposal.

Mary Jo Gorney, an aide to Rep Amor> Houghton. R

NY. said Houghton favors some financial aid cuts, but he

alst> •'certainly thinks defense should be cut. (the military!

should get no increase.

"The presidents budget was already dead on arrival.

she added.

SAFA members told legislators and aides that many

students like themselves will n^ be able to continue at

tending college if the cuts go through. According to

University of Massachusetts financial aid office figures.

about 25 percent of UMass students would suffer.

Although students could not meet with as many

legislators as planned yesterday because a snow storm

prevent<*d them from working, many students said they

are happy with the outcome of yesterdays meetings.

Member David Walker said. "I think, in the long run,

it turned out to be a pretty successful day, even with that

snow."
Congress persons SAFA members hope to talk to tomor

row include Sen. Claiborne Pell, D Rl, and Rep. Nicholas

Mavroules, DMass.

• pill
iimtinued from page 3

here for the women, ready to help day or night, '
she said

Most women the clinician sees have been using a con

dom which either breaks or comes off, maybe had too much

to drink and were not prepared, forgot to insert a

diaphragm or simply exhibited "poor planning." said

Maartmann. Some women are victims of rape.

The hormones effect the lining of the uterus, discourag

ing the ovum from implanting. The treatment, if begun

early, has a success rate of over 90 per cent.

"dvral" is not without critics. According to "Contracep

live Technology. " in 1981 the International Planned

Parenthood Federation endorsed the use of postcoital con

iraception. saying "there is still no ideal contraceptive to

fit everv circumstance."

However, the US Food and I)iug Administration has not

approved postcoital contraceptive methods, yet physicians

in the United States have been using these methods for

at least the past eight years, often to treat rape victims.

"We don't know how the morning after pill affects

fetuses.

There may be problems to the fetus." Maartman said She

said women may have to consider their views on abortion

if the treatment is unsuccessful

The UHS has had "Chral" for more than five years, she

said, but 'now we can talk about these things more easi

ly in the newspaper. We are able to be more candid and

straightforward with the public
'
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• Hurst report
iimtmued from page 1

World Series fighting and are said to have been among
the first to turn it racial.

Larkin expressed hope the investigation would not drag

out as Hurst's did. He would not say whether he expected

court action as a result of his probe.

"We're not witch-hunting,"Larkin said. "We're not com-

ing here with any preconceived ideas on what we want
to accomplish. I don't want pe<jple to think we're over here

trying to nail someone. We just want to get the bottom

ofit
"
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• Nikki Giovanni
continued from page 1

has been done, the world is not black and white — there's

brown and yellow and other religions," she said.

"White people need to take a note from black

Americans and see that we have not done anything to

you. The people of today feel guilty for something that

can't be rectified. People feel bad about what somebody
else did People worry why we won't go out to Howard
Beach but we won't say hello to each other and that's

supposed to be fine." Giovanni said.

"I urge you to give yourself a break. I recommend that

you live your life, this is no play. This is your life. You
did not chose to be born, and there's no need to be proud

of your sex — men had nothing to do with it (choosing

your sex). White people have nothing to be proud of, they

had nothing to do with it (being white). It is foolish to

be proud of who we are physically or of being Americans;

it's just a country," she said.

Giovanni suggested to the younger generation in the

audience that they find "someone to like you, and so-

meone to like. It is better to be alone than to be alone

with someone that you don't like. The world has enough
of people who have enough, we need somebody who has

enough who can pass some to the next person
'

Police confiscate weapons on campus
in JA from men who deny ownership
By ELLEN M. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

A knife and a pair of brass knuckles were confiscated

from two men who claimed that the weapons did not

belong to them, at 2 a.m. Sunday on the 15th floor of John

Adams Tower, University of Massachusetts police said.

In other police reports:

• A 19-year-old man was put into protective custody

after reportedly being drunk and "banging on doors" at

2:55 a.m. Sunday from the second floor of John Adams
Tower, police said

• A motor vehicle accident caused $3,000 in damage
to two cars when a 1975 Chevrolet hit an ice patch caus

ing it to slide into a 1978 Ford van at 9:10 pm Sunday
on Governors Drive, police said.

• A 26-year old Rhode Island man was arrested on a

trespassing charge at 2:55 a.m. Monday after he was found

sleeping in Bartlett Hall, police said.

• A 1976 Mercury was recovered at 12:40 p.m. Sunday
111 Hartford. Connecticut two days after it wa« reported

stolen from Fraternity Sorority Park, police said.

• Police confiscated beers from two underaged male

students after they were observed having an "extensive

party " with alcohol "in plain view " at 12:30 a.m. Satur-

day on the ninth floor of Washington Tower, police said.

• An 18 vear-old man was taken by the Amherst Fire

Department to University Health Services after reported

ly vomiting 'beyond any one's control" at 2 a.m. Satur

day in John Adams Tower, police said.

• Two windows were broken, four ceiling lights were

pulled from their sockets and an unknown number of ex

It signs were reported missing at 8:20 a.m. Saturday from

the second floor of Gorman House, police said.

• A 1977 Ford received $1000 in damage after a

reported attempt to break into the car at 2:55 p.m. Satur-

day at Faternity Sorority Park, police said

• A 1973 Duster was stopped and the license plates con-

fiscated after police discovered the plates belonged to a

1974 Oldsmobile. at 2:'20 a.m. Sunday on North Pleasant

street, police said

• Ovnr the weekend, police confiscated liquor from

seven minors and arrested one student possesssmg an

altered driver's license, according to records.

DELTA
ZETA

ONE OF THE LARGEST NATIONAL SORORITIES!

ALL UNIVERSITY WOMEN
ARE INVITED TO RUSH ON:

Friday. Feb 20. 6 PM or 7 PM
Monday. Feb 23. 6. 7, or 8PM
Tuesday. Feb 24. 6:30 or 8 PM

DELTA ZETA SORORITY
1 1 Phillips St., Amherst

For more information call Anne at 253-9916

GOOD FOOD' • GOOD FRIENDS! • GOOD FUN!

STOP LOOK LISTEN
STOP worrying what to do with your degree

in Music or Communications LOOK at how the
INSTITUTE of AUDIO RESEARCH can enhance
your marketability LISTEN to the opportunity call-

ing in the Music and Sound Recording Industry

v.»

The INSTITUTE of AUDIO RESEARCH, in the

neart of New York's Greenwich Village, has
modularized its renowned MULTI-TRACK
RECORDING TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM into

two summer sessions.

By the time you get your Degree you will also

have your INSTITUTE Diploma and entree into the

exciting worlds of Music Recording, Broadcast.

Audio for Film and Video, Concert and Theater

Sound and much, much more.

The INSTITUTE Program may also be taken on its

regular nine-month schedule, starting four times a

year For further information fill out and return the

attached coupon or call

—

(212) 677-7580

'<

Name.

Address.

City .State.

Phone )-
.College.

.Zip.

Institute of Audio Researcti
64 Univerufv Place, Greenwich Village

New York. W 10003 Esfabi;sri?j

1969
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To Carol Wallace

545-2334

Student Affairs

319 Whitmore
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Student rights at stake
The attempt by the Director of the Stu

dent Activities Office, Randy Donant, to

try to appoint an outside administrator to

aid the budgets committee in its prepara-

tion of the SATF budget is a serious in-

fraction against student rights. Should

this appointment go into effect, it would

deal a death blow to student empower
ment. Student empowerment is a collec-

tion of hard won rights that UMass
students should cherish and fight for with

zeal; it is the only thing that keeps us m
control of decisions that affect our lives

here It also forces the administration to

contend with our demands, and to treat

the student body with some degree of

respect.

Jonathan M. Cassie
Randy Donant seems to believe that the

appointment of the Student Activities Of

fice's busine.ss manager will solve the pro-

blem of allocating the $3.5 million Stu

dent Activities Trust Fund What Donant

fails to consider is that the SGA budgets

committee has become, in the last year,

a far more responsible body in dealing

with fiscal and student needs Instead of

ignoring a persistent deficit in the SATF
budget, chairman Nate Moore and his

committee sal down and made the hard

decisions necessary to eliminate this

deficit In doing so, they annoyed a

number of student groups whose budgets

were slashed by the committee. But it was

a job that had to be done, and Moore did

it without needing the assistance of the

SAO in any way
Furthermore, the committee regularly

consults the SAO about matters that con

cern the administration. It would be

ludicrous to attempt to exclude the ad

ministration from the budget making pro-

cess because their input is important in

spotting trends that student groups need

to be aware of when preparing their

budgets.

None of the arguments that Donant
uses to defend his assertions hold up
under the slightest bit of scrutiny.

His claim that the business manager
would help students prepare sounder

budgets is untrue, as shown by this years

budget, which is one of the soundest in re-

cent memory. Donant 's statement that

the official would help students with

technical assistance is also very nice of

him. but terribly unnewssary. because

the SGA would not elect a budgets

chairperson who could not work with

figures and handle the incredible

pressure.

It must remain under the jurisdiction of

the budgets chair to seek out outside

assistance, it should not be forced upon

the chair. Donant s appointment would
strip the chair erf' one of its fundamental
rights — this cannot happen

It would be a shame if the SAO manages

to force a non-student administrator on

to the influential budgets committee

without a fight. Let's rally around the

SGA students! It may not be the most ef

ficient organization in the world but in a

time of crisis it deserves the support of all

students.

Jonathan M CoMsie is a Collegian

correspondent

Teach parents how to teach children

Surgeon General C. Everett Koop and

Secretary of Education William Bennett

have been airing a private dispute over

how to prevent AIDS among youth. Ben

nett advocates teaching sexual abstinence

and faithful, monogamous marriage. Koop

wants kids to learn about condoms.

Be that as it may, the media is eating it

up. At this point, the focus on protecting

youth from AIDS has expanded to include

a host of other issues concerned with teen

sexuality, ranging from abortion and sex

education to TV sex and affection starved

homes. Confronted with the magnitude of

the problem, most progressive thinkers

have thrown up their hands The attitude

they are taking is, "The kids are going to

do it, anyway, so you may as well show

them how to do it right " Sex ed and free

birth control clinics in the schools are the

progressive solution to the problem

Proponents of this solution like to con-

tend, as Newsweek did last week, that no

study has ever supported the adult myth

that sex ed affects the rate of student sex

ual activity. They say. however, that

classes supplemented by school-baaed

climes haie been shown to lower birth ratal

and delay sex. I dont know where they get

their reading lists, but the progressives

have apparently overlooked the research of

Stan Weed and Joseph Olson

Weed .ind Olson found that

teenage access to family planning clinics

results in 30 fewer live births per 1,000

teenage girls (which is about a 50 percent

decrease from the national averages*, but

there were 120 more pregnancies per 1,000,

which almost doubles the national average

for that age group. The only reason birth

rates didn't soar was because the number

of abortions tripled. Obviously, if all you

hear about is the number of live births,

you're not getting the whole story.

Now this has a direct bearing on the

debate about how to prevent AIDS in the

schools. The figures I've cited demonstrate

that availability of sex clinics is conducive

to increased sex and pregnancy among
teens Since both pregnancy and AIDS can

result from ignoring condoms, one could

reasonable conclude that sex clinics will m-

crease the likelihood of AIDS being spread

among kids. The message kids are receiv-

ing with the new emphasis on "doing sex

the ri ^lu way" is that adults approve their

illicit rendezvous'. Teenagers are famous

for hearing only what they want to he.n

so assuming that they will listen to the i e:^t

of the message about being responsible i>

ludicrous.

Trying to educate" people about their

sins is at best a hsnr^ aid proposition. The
only lasting solution is to teach them
values, and the only trustworthy values are

family values. It's time that progressives

stop being intimidated by teen age sexuali-

ty, and start teaching them how to build

lasting relationships. It's time that kids

learn why they should aspire to a good

home life, and why they should seek

guidance from their parents. School birth-

control clinics are only one more form of

social engineering designed to displace

parents. Teach the parents how to teach

their kids, and you won't have to worry

about AIDS among youth.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist
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The theory and concept behind the

Strategic Defense Initiative, or Star Wars,

was introduced more than 40 years ago by

an American scientist. Nikola Tesla, but

v\ as abandoned m view of its controversial

nature. The Reagan SDI projn am i!« only

a reactivation of that concept and process

and it has ihv potential to add a ruw

dimen>*ion lu the arms race ^^

SDI a necessary defense
to trarisiotui riuturic.

- (i(\flopment of the SDI

-^^ar^^

Chuck Onu
The country and its European allies are

just as divided on the issue as much as

members of the Reagan administration.

The pnnuin political argument is that SDI

is to defend its pt)pulation from nuclear

destruction And so. SDI has taken such a

high political profile in Washington The

exotic technology central to SDI is that it

should provide an impermeable shield that

would destroy all balistic missiles and

render offensive nuclear technology ob-

solete. The theory sounds more like a fairy

tale

Despite the controversial nature of the

program. General James Abrahamson, the

Chief of the SDI program at the Pentagon,

has given an encouraging report of the pro-

gr«a8 of SDI and Reagan intends to go for

a phased deployment of Star Wars by 1993

or 1994. European allies are supporting the

program with skeptical caution, thinking

SDI might provide a false sense of securi-

ty The Soviet Union has assailed the US
move toward a so-called "broad" inter

preUtion of the 1972 Anti-Ballistic Missile

Treaty. The Soviets also charge that the

SDI program is part (^Reagan's Hollywood

cowboy rhetoric, and an attempt to achieve

nuclear superiority, thus enhancing first

LooPwaes

strike capability.

The Soviet charges of US treaty viola

tions are nothing more than an attempt to

discourage and stampede the US into arms

concessions as well as to discourage the ex-

ploration of the Star Wars program And
as a kind of political demagoguery, the

Soviets are trying to muster world opinion

against the US.
Such a situation demands the US be

cautious because the Soviets obsession in

arms development rather than in the in-

vestment of its resources in the welfare of

its society is suspicious and questionable.

The Soviet's space program is one of its im

pressive technological accomplishments,

and it's not unimaginable that the Soviets

may quietly explore the feasibility of SDI,

and possibly have it on the shelf before the

US
One has to face the hard facts that the

East-West arms escalations, at this time,

remains an irreversible process and that

the essential component of trust seems to

be increasingly diminishing as cold war

rhetoric increases. Gorbachev's new idea of

gradual demcKratization and a willingness

to negotiate in arms control is encourag

ing, but has ytt

President Reagan
and possible deployment is at a point of no

return and should help to enhance rather

than undercut deterence.

Recently, the Soviet Union heyan pm su

ing an aggi'essive policy toward increasing

espionage activities in the I'S, .md finding

it much easier recruit Americans as spies

at large, attractive and irresistible

paychecks. The president and Congress are

di.sturbed by this trend and are consider

ing remstatement of corporal punishment

as a deterrence to this reckless insurgence

of unpatnotism In the Soviet Union.

several African students have faced

assassinations for their resistance to K(iB

recruiters, in attempts to destabilize the in

dependent African states and deliver

them to communism.
The Soviets' clumsy and unperfected in

telligence apparatus was the driving force

behind the Korean Airliner 007 incident,

and could reflect a microcosm of an expand

ed scale of a nuclear holocaust, precipitated

by similar circumstances. Tlie Soviets have

yet to give an apology to the international

community nor an informal explanation

other than to label it a CIA attempt to fly

over Soviet airspace and spy on sensitive

military installations.

And so SDI serves the interest of main-

taining an East-West balance and to help

force the Soviets to the arms control

bargaining table with a genuine desire for

negotiations. The President's vision,

therefore, of a comprehensive defense is

practicable and sensible and needs support.

Chuck Onu IS a UMass student

Penny for your thoughts
Awhile back there was some talk of the

United States discontinuing the minting

of copper pennies. I haven't heard such

talk of late and I'm glad because I liked

pennies when I was 10 years old and I

haven't changed a bit. Every time I see

a penny a flood of childhood memories

come cascading into my head. I know that

it's an irrational sentiment to harbor but

I can't help it. ^

Jon Z. Bowser

My love of pennies is just as impractical

and useless as pennies are themselves.

Even I can admit that pennies are basical

ly useless today. A penny is completely

worthless by itself and not justified in

large numbers because there is no place

to store a worthwhile pile of pennies. I use

to keep my penny collection in a large

wine jug, but when the jug was half full

the pennies became too heavy for the jug

and It broke. That's when I realized just

how relaxing rolling pennies can be. I

spent three hours listening to music and

rolling pennies last weekend and I really

enjoyed it. It's the kind of mindless job

that allows you to daydream and still ac-

complish something. It also makes you

feel like you are wealthy and know how-

to save money.

While I was rolling pennies I noticed

that the wrappers the banks give out are

cheaper than they used to be and they

don't give you as many v^appers as they

use to. Ten years ago if I asked the teller

for penny wrappers Id get half a -hopp-

ing bag full and a lollipop to boot. Today*

you're lucky if you get half a handful. I

had to go to lour different banks to get

enough wrappers to wrap all my pennies

and 1 didn t get one lousy lollipop. I

suspect that the banks are getting

cheaper because they're the one that are

behind the idea of phasing out the penny

They haven't been saving their own pen

nies and can't afford decent penny

wTappers.

Still I can understand why someone

might want to see the penny become ex

tinct. When was the last time you paid

one cent for anything? You can't buy a

pencil for penny anywhere on campus. I

think pencils shouldn't cost more than a

penny because there is no object in the

world that I lose quicker or break faster

than a no. 2 pencil. I tend to lose pencils

five minutes before a multiple choice "fill

in-the dot" test. But pencils are one of the

rare things that is only worth a penny.

Penny candy is even worth more than

a penny. Go to any candy counter in

America and just try to buy penny can

dy. It no longer exist. Penny candy today

IS either three cents a piece or in a really

cheap store two for a nickel. In fact stores

today have the nerve to ask you to leave

your pennies in the store for somebody

you don't even know so they can make ex

act change. Imagine a store trying to pull

that business in 1932.

If the penny does actually become a

thing of the past then as a protest I'm not

going to turn mine in. I have too much
respect for Abraham Lincoln. And you can

keep quiet George because as far as

nickels go they could go the way of the

penny by the turn of the century.

Jon Bowser is a Collegian columnist

A. time to forge new paths
In the 196()s Dr Martin L. King Jr spoke

of dreams, brotherh(x>d and economic

justice. Somewhere between the time of his

assassination and 1987 we have lost the

essentials of his dreams and of his realities.

We had to suffer through Nixon's

Watergate. Fords "Lost Years, " Carters

Rose Colored Gla.sses, " and Reagan's

"Teflon Kingdom." Few hard answers have

been given to the que.stions of how we

should approach the multitude of problems

that we face as a nation. Those who have

attempted to provide answers have often

been killed. Men such as John F. Kennedy.

Malcolm X, Dr Martin L King Jr. and

Robert Kennedy were brutally murdered

and their intellwtual abilities forever lost.

In the 1950s and 1960s racism t(M)k the

form of a wolf — open, abrupt and bold. In

the late 1970s and 1980s racism took the

form of a fox - sly, cautious and picking

its spots to attack. Many of the old pro-

blems are still abundant; drugs, a poor

educational system, inadequate housing

and the breakdown of the family unit.

These social conditions are being felt by

society are large, but the black population

continues to bear the largest burden. We
continue to bicker between one another on

matters of ideology - the view from the

right, the view from the left — both sides

vying for political position, hut neither side

taking the risks necessary for genuine im-

provement. The time has indeed come for

the political leadership to cease playing the

finger-pointing game. Yes, mistakes have

been made — mistakes that have cost lives,

and just as important, have destroyed

dreams. We can either wallow in our col

lective guilt, or we can attempt to take

charge and begin offering realistic political

and economical policies that will improve

the social conditions of all people in

America.

Michael Sweeney

Drum deserves funding

Letters 7
Food course defended
This is in response to the

article on Feb. 17 that

criticizes Food. Science and

Nutrition 130 and Professor

Burt. As a former student of

his course, I would like to

express discontent with

those who learned nothing

in his class other than how-

to acquire a copy of the final

exam.
Most students take FS&N

130 to fulfill a requirement.

It is one of a few general

education courses offered to

round out an otherwise

focused course of stud v.

Burt has the tough job of

teaching science to nonma-

jors who would prefer not to

be in a science class. Part of

his teaching strategy of

what some consider a "dry

subject" is to mix a large

amount of scientific infor

mation with a practical ap-

plication toward everyday

living.

The material is easy to

understand for anyone who

is willing to learn. Professo»-

Burt injects an of^rp

humorous presentation

without neglecting scientific

content or social

significance.

Yes, he does have an ac-

cent. But any student who
cannot understand him
should either stop talking or

sit near the front.

Finally, as far as cheating

on exams is concerned, it is

the fault of dishonest

students, not Professor

Burt. He cannot be con-

demned for the lack of in-

tegrity on the part of so call-

ed "students" who are only

interested in short term

gratification and a Xeroxed

education.

Peter J. Mentor
Amherst

I am a black student at

the University who has

taken advantage of certain

opportunities, such as get-

ting involved in a Third

World Literary Magazine

called Drum. Through ar-

ranged periods of time in

and out of a classroom, I

would take pride in con-

tributing to what I knew
was to be a success. It was

something about the at-

mosphere with n that an

outsider could not ap-

preciate. Incentive was

Racism is the blinder we use to hide the

scars of failed policies and indifference. Bet

ter relations between blacks and whites is

not something that must be obtained in

order to appea.se the "guilt ridden" cons-

ciences of liberals. Better relations between

all different ethnic, cultural and religious

groups are of paramount importance if we

as a country, acting in the world theater,

are to grow in a healthy and ethical man

ner.

In a state of moral disarray we could not

justify setting a world-wide political agen

da. We should not, and cannot, rest upon

past victories or imagined glory in the

future. The time is now. In time of peace

and relative prosperity, only average

women and men are needed to keep the na-

tion moving ahead. Times of adversity and

hardship are the very moments when great

women and men are needed to forge new

paths and present original ideas We
should not forget the pa.st, but more impor-

tant, we cannot be made immobile by the

shackles of failed opportunity.

Michael Sweeney is a UMa-fs student

such as a class listing, in an

attempt to prevent the con-

tinued existence of Drum.

It's a shame such a strong

and necessary message as

Drum may be silence by a

trivial bylaw. Drum de-

means itself in being men-

tioned as a class, for class

status doesn't do justice to

the idea of Drum. Drum has

lived to an almost adult age

of 18 years. By law, only

Capital Offense gets a

teenager the death penalty.

Drum has yet to commit a

crime.

John E. Phillips is a

UMass student

never a problem. I knew the

level of production in the

magazine was a reflection of

our ability as students. An
advising professor, Nelson

Stevens, provided en-

couragement to all of us. All

the tools were made
available inside the

organization with the excep-

tion of one needed ingre-

dient — funding. For some
unforsaken reastm, the SGA
in conjunction with the

Budgets Committee
resorted to a technicality

In the next Collegian Symposium, we will look at college athletics. Do athlete«

receive advantages that other students do not? Should athletes get paid? Do univer-

sities serve athletes' interests for the best? Submissions are due Monday, March

2, and the Sv'rHX)sium '.vil! be published Thursday, March 6. Send columns to David

R. Mark, at the Collegian, 113 Campus Center.
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ARTS
Safam plays well

We try to bridge the gap between tradi

t tonal Jewish music, and American music

today," said Alan Nelson, keyboard player

and vocalist for the Jewish-American

musical group, Safam.
Blending verses from traditional Hebri'w

prayers, with a style of music that ranges;

from folk like ballads to rock and reggat-.

Safam has been able to appeal to diverse

.iudiences, both in age and m musical

'astes.

Beyond their wide range of musical

abilities, Safam also entertains with then

apparent bantering, as well as a

•ohesiveness tm stage. They have a

.ep^nee with the audience that encourages

enthu«iiastic paiticipation through singing

• long and dancing At «»ne pf)int Safam m
«ued a member of the audience on sia^-.

to plav the maracas, much to everyone -s

delight.

The group founder and lead singer is

Danny Funk, whose tenor sulo moved the

audience in the first set. His voice, when
harmonizing with Joel Sussman and Rob

hie Solomon, the groups two main
songwriters, and Nelson, reached the au-

dience vvith -Strength and compas.siun.

Their songwntmg talent;; can be seen best

in the songs, "Leaving Mother Russia", a

beautiful piece about the possible exodus

of repressed Soviet refu.seniks. Like many
of their other original compositions, it

rfcogiiizes Ijoth Jew ish history and contem

porary thought

The Sufam coiKcrl was one of the conti-

nuing Jewish Arts Festival, sptmsfired b\

L'Mass HUiei. The next event m the series

will be Hannah Senesh. a Portrait <>'

Cnuragr. a play being shown m Bowki

iditorium March 4

-DAVJDR MARKCORINNA.) MOEBIUS
SAFAM
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Black History Month
Zouera Youssoutou
Nummo News

February is Black History Month.

Many people aren't aware of how Black

History Month came into existence or

even why it was established This

seems like an appropriate time to look

into it.

Black History Month was originally

established as Negro History Week by

Dr Carter G. Woodson in February

1926 Dr. Carter G Woodson was a

black historian who got his Ph.D at Har-

vard University in 1912.

During the 1920's, Dr Woodson was.

along with WEB. DuBois and Horace

Mann Bond, chief promoter of Black

History and culture Dr. Woodson
established the Association for the

study of Negro life and history m 1915.

Using that as a base, he published the

Journal of Negro History, and also the

Negro History Bulletin for high school

students. Black History Week was

esiablished to celebrate the ac-

complishments of black individuals in

different modern fields like science,

math, literature, government and
politics.

In the 1960's. during the Civil Rights

Movement. Negro History Week was
stretched to a month and the word

"negro" was replaced by "black."

Negro History Week became Black

History Month.

Some of the famous people who were

celebrated dunng Negro History Week
were: Katherine Dunham for theater,

entertainment and dance; Jewel Plum-

mer Lobb for science and math; and

Mary McLeod Bethune for government

and politics.

Black History Month isn't just a

celebration of a few outstanding men

and women though, it's also, "the

celebration of the appreciation,

understanding and accomplishments of

the black culture
"

Many events are scheduled here at

UMass in honor of Black History Month.

The National Touring.

Circuit presents "Williams and

Walker," a musical by Vincent D Smith.

It will be playing Saturday, February 28

in Bowker Auditorium

On February 20 and February 27, the

Third World Dance from Smith College

and an Afro-American cultural night will

take place in the Hampden DC. in

Southwest.

From February 10 to March 8. there

will be a black film festival in the center

for social issues. There are also a lot of

events happening in the Five College

Area Participate and celebrate Black

History Month.

THE
DREAM

BELIEVERS

UMass Students Voice Concern at Conference
By Patricia Oduor
Ahana Conference

The Second Annual Conference on
Minority Student Retention was held

at Boston College The
conference, sponsored by the Greater

Boston Inter-University Council, was attend-

ed by eight UMass students.

The focus of the conference was the idea

that education is the key to empowerment.
This Idea was presented to the participants,

specifk;ally Third World students enrolled at

predominantly white universities in the

Greater Boston Area.

Another important concept introduced at

the convention was the idea of replacing the

terms 'Third World' and 'minority', which

promote negative connotations, with a more
positive term, 'AHANA'. 'AHANA' is an

acronymn which represents the following

series of words: (A)frican, (H)ispanic, (A)sian,

(N)atlve, (A)merican.

At Boston College. AHANA exists to bring

the Third World organizations together. Don
Brown, an alumni of UMass, Is the director

of the program. The program could be com-

pared to a combination of UMass's Office

of Third World Affairs (OTWA), the Col-

leaiate Committee for the Education of Black

and Minority Students (CCEBMS). and the

Bi-lingual Cultural Program (BCP).

The conferencxe also had several

workshops for the participants. One
workshop dealt with the problems AHANA
people face when attending predominantly

white universities. Another workshop reex-

amined the impact of college on the current

and future status of Black male/female rela-

tions. The third workshop discussed the

academic sun/ival strategies that have been

proven effective. And one workshop ques-

tioned whether Students of Color have an

obligation to the larger community.

Jean Moss, a former UMass graduate stu-

dent, and Associate Dean at Amherst Col-

lege, was the keynote speaker at the

conference.

She spoke aDout ethno-amnesla', the

tendency of Third World people to assimilate

Into the Western society and forget their own

cultures. 'She expresses a deep pride In her

African origin', said Al Valdez, a UMass stu-

dent who attended the conference. He add-

ed, don't forget about your friends, your

community, who you are.'

In her speech, Moss reminded that she

had become who she Is as a result of Blacks

who came before her and left a legacy of

their best talents and attributes' for her to

act upon.

Charles Sheffield, another UMass partici-

pant, stated that 'individuals must return to

their community' and have the ability to

teach others what they have learned'.

Valdez hoped that 'we'll be able to form pro-

grams to better the community.'

Valdez conceded. Yes, we are students'

but he reminded that, 'we'll also be the

future leaders of our communities. '
UMass

students should get Involved in organiza-

tions through the Office of Third World

Affairs.

Sheffield pointed out that UMass had a

potent input into the entire conference'.

Consequently, in the future the conference

may be changed to include colleges in

Greater Massachusetts versus Greater

Boston.

if you have any questions, comments or

editorials to submit, please feel free to do

so. Thank You.
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TEN BLACK COMMANDMENTS

Principle for Survival

1

.

We MUST seek anity wiib our Cmtor, recognizing the reality of God« m we search for the,

Truifi which will set us free. -^^f

2. Brothers MUST commeiice bei«g real raeii and stop exploiting the weaknesses of Bi»ck^
women by disrespecting and misusing the bearers and nonri^hcfS of oar futnre.

3. Sisters MUST dress and have a decorum that commands respect, then demand that Black?
men cease abusing you for present, »hort-terro gratificalion at the eipense of future, long-^
range objectives.

We MUST strive for academic excellence, not for the purpose of selfish material gain, I

to prepare ourselves for a lifetime of productive acrvke for the elevailoB aad adva«ca«int;=1

of oar people.

5. We MUST by our everyday examples challenge oor friends, relatives, and associates tec.

cnldvale a wholesome race pride which wiO gencralc wanatb, love, and a spirit of co«-X
mnaity among «s as a people.

Our bodies MUST be treated as temples of the Holy, therefore we mtMt
health by consuming good, life-giving foods and ditek and not commmt harmfnl, death-:
dealing drags and alcoMk beverages.

7, We MUST slop imitating the degenerate actions of white people, whose world order isEj

diametrically opposed to the legitimate aspirations of Black and other oppressed peoples. xT

8. We MUST stop lying and gossiping on each other, as well as check oor roguish activities^
for these actions stant the growth and development of both perpetrator and victim, thuss*

undermining the faith and trust so desperately needed among as.

We MUST actively engi^ in destroying the artificial barriers of political, sectional,

fraternal and reKgiom; differences wWkh so foolishly «vlde and fn^ment oar race.

We MUST, today, work as hard to integrate and be non-violent with ouneives as we were,
yesterday . to integrate and be non-violent with otbers.

NOTE: The Ten BLACK CommtmAnmts wtrt written by Godfrey Fattersotu « grmiuate
sm<tent »/ theoiogy« Howttnl University. These *'pri}Uipksfor sm^vai'* ore based on
his perception of Mbtbaer Farrakhan *sfbst natioruU tub^ess on the sttrvivai of the Binck
communky^ inv\1

EDITORIALS
Coming soon...

Sib's Ice Box

Rise in

blacic

involvement

Denying the truth

Kevin Sibley

Nummo News

Primarily. I would like to congratulate

members of the black community on its m
volvemen! with the Third World Caucus
Also, I would like to thank all of the new and
returning Third World Senators No names
need to be mentioned but you all know who
you are Be proud of yourselves, you are do-

ing the black community a great service

Although there may be a rise in the Third

World membership in the Student Govern-

ment Association, this is by rK> means a sign

that things are beginning to change in our

favor nor a sign that we are gaming a great

deal of power As a matter of fact, while you
are reading this article, our majority counter-

parts are .rying to eliminate our major

mediums of information Sources such as

Drum Literary Magazine, Afnk-Am, Black

Mass Communications Project (BMCP), etc ,

may no longer exist if the participation of the

Third World community in the S G A does
not continue to increase. Current Third

World Senators are keeping our struggle for

existence on the UMASS campus alive, but

as the struggle continues, reinforcement and
participation, in all Third World Organiza-

tions are definitely needed.

Patricia Oduor
Nummo News

Last semester, when visitmq a friend.

I first learned of October 27.1986.

1 11 never forget the response of a
young woman in the class

"Did you read the article?." she asked.

"He was obviously lying
"

That reaction sums up the attitude of

the majority of the dass who either sid-

ed with her. or believed the incident"

to be a fight between Sox and Mets fans

• nonracial

Unfortunately a similar attitude was
held by the UMass admiinistration. who
either said nothing or denied that the

incident" was racial A couple days

after the incident." at a meeting for

concerned black students. Chancellor

Duffey listed the primary cause as

alcohol.

I was told by my friend that a mob of

white students had attacked and beaten

Yancey Robinson My first reaction was
disbelief. To me it sounded like

something that would have happened m
the 60's or in South Africa My next

reaction was fear

I then read a report that followed an intense

investigation M said that the

events of that evening in the UMass
SWRA were predictable, preventable,

and primarily racially motivated. The
baseball game and alchohol rather than
being the causes we'e merely the

catalysts,"

I urge all students to read the Hurst

report Hurst interviewed more than 100

students, staff and faculty to investigate

the events of October 27 His findings

are summarized in the report which may
be the closest we will ever come to the

truth.

READ

NUMIVIO

NEWS

ARTS AND FILMS

New World Theater presents...

By GABRILLE BRANCH
Nummo News

Not every university has a Third

World theater group to help educate

students about different cultures. For-

tunately, the University of Massachuset-

tes has their own Third World Theater.

This very unique ensemble consists

of of approximately 65 active members,

all of racial background trying to work

together to establish dignity in the Third

World community theater.

The artistic director of New World

Theater is Roberta Uno Thelwell who is

also a faculty member of the theater

department.

New World Theater was founded in

1979. New World was born as a project

through the Student Activities Office

and has flourished ever since. In its

origin, the company only consisted of

several people: four staff and three

students.

The programs that were performed

dealt with Third World concerns. Today,

the theater company would like to con-

tinue that dream by allowing touring

COmpanteo lo nciwoiiv wan IMC iicw

World Theater. It was through that

desire to network that "Asinimali" and

"Born In the RSO" came to the

universty.

The success of productions in the

New World Theater has helped to ex-

pand the attendance of the perfor-

mances. From a small theater in

Hamden that only seated 100 people,

to Bowker Auditorium which seats 700,

New World theater is proud of itso

accomplishment.

New World will also continue to bring

plays like "Asinimali" to our campus.

"Asinimali," a production of the Market

Theater Company in Johannesburg.

South Africa, dealt with social problems

that are occuring in South Africa.

Upcoming project that will be per-

formed through the company are "Lion

and the Jewel," for the spring produc-

tion and Williams and Walker for Black

History month. Lion and the Jewel is a

Nigerian comedy written by Wole

Soyinka who won a noble prize for

literature. The play will be the first black

play performed through the department

here at the university.

Review on
<.<r** "Wiiliams

and Wailcer''

^^^^

Gabrielle Branch
Nummo News

A must-see play in honor of Black

History Month is "Williams and

Walker." This historical play gives an

overview of the lives of the famous

vaudevillians Bert Williams and George

Walker.

The story takes place in the late

1890's. From the beginning of the play

right until the very end, "Williams and

Walker" is filled w:th music, laughter,

and tears. The musical numbers are ex-

tremely clever and humorous. However

besides exciting musical numbers like

"Bon Bon Buddy" and "Everybody

wants to see the Baby." Williams and

Walker keeps its' audience aware of the

strong social problem that black actors

had to base their careers on.

The social problem was black actors

were expected to wear "blackface"

when performing in white theaters. The
idea of wearing a blackface only ridicul-

ed the black people and also made
them appear to be lacking in in-

telligence. Unfortunately, for many
vaudeville performers, blackface was
their only entry into the world of show
business.

"Williams and Walker" is an excellent

play that helps remind the audience of

the awful depiction of Negroes. It is im-

portant for us to be aware of the strug-

gle that blacks have been through and
may always have to go through.

For the celebration of Black History

Month, go see "Williams and Walker"
not only for entertainment, but also for

history.
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To the Distinguished:

Nummo News would like

to welcome you back for

the semester.
We would like to ask your
help in bringing Nummo
back for the semester, and
for good. Nummo is going
through a crucial period in

which we are trying

desperately to reestablish

its structure and continued
production. We need your
help.

While we would like to

lave a correspondent con-

stantly covering your area
of expertise, our limited

human and physical
resources do not permit
such aims at this time. But
we still feel that it is vital to

the community to keep
abreast of pertinent and
timely information concer-
ning your specific area of

interest.

Therefore, we are asking
for a concerted and special

effort on the part of pro-

fessors, administrators,
and organizations to help

keep us informed; so that

we may keep the com-
munity informed.

We are asking you to

contribute information
and/or articles concerning
your area of interest that

will be both relevant and
interesting to the Black,

and entire Third World
Community.

In the struggle,

Nummo News
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Who said the paper wouldn't come out?!

Resident Sam Price plays blues piano at Hatch
S!»'fs,o»c«ro«

''• ^y^ Interview: Lifetime ofblues
Collegian Staff

Sam Price brought an
evening of entertaining jazz

lo the Hatch Thursday, and
sent almost tun^^ible good
feelings flowing among the

Islanding room only crowd.

Opening the first set with

talk about his life 'he claims

to have been married 12

times and have 27 k»ds» the

78 year old jazz legend laun-

ched his ensemble into an
improvised piece he called

Amherst Blues and kept the

music flowing ibr two hour>

Iwfore be ended the set.

Sam Price, who has been

playing professionally for 62

yeai"s, obviously knew what
he was doing He had the

crowd in the palm of his

band with his mumbled oiu

ind easy style of pla\

an enrol

dance dun<
and Roii and
vo^< .

' '
' '.

"

llij

«en*»ce.

And ' M'ir:!t!e dese*^

i*- i ' K ^ u ;y memorable
\'. ' Kugene Vineyard, a

tenor sax whc»ie soliw were
strong and forcefu; and Al

'13«k" Pitman, u vocalist

whose rendu. 'Ml- wcr*'

per<ect

them to

/.-.. Flattie.

showing

'IP

Collegian: You it '^ ' iav^ .)ld Hov^ long have you beer

performing for?

Price: 62 years.

( ollegian: You've played with some pretty amazing per

(irmers in you!' dav Who would you say is ;he most

memorable"
Price: Weli, I've been playing 62 years, I ve made SOH
• ecords. I've played with Sidney Bouchet, blues singers

• ike Ida Cox, Tr.xie Smith and Joe Jones, you name .v.

I played with them. ..I played for Lyndon Johnson fo-

Hulwrt Humphrey I've played for a lot of well knm^
people

Collegian: I understand you once rolled a piano sev < a

hl.K.-ks to play for a Martin Luther King speecn

"

Price: That s correct, in New York Cit> . when lu

111- : -1 V i.-it III V'U York. They wanted some musi

uit'V ciiani have a piano, .so I knew a nuniste' wni iiac

.1 church nearby, and we borrowed hi.« p)an<» and pushed
1 up 7th avenue to 12:ird street.

Collegian: How do think jaz> and the playing <

changed m your lifetime'*

Price: Well it hat- changed, il made a iransituu.. jx"

')m rxnng a popular black music to being n' •

vers where. You have any number of new vanati •

(\>liegian: Do vou think that early on black muiiicians

were t-xploited and didn't get the credit they deserv'»»d"

PH«'e; ! think they got the credit, they didn't get '.h«'

luori. ' Vou hee, when you write a tiong, you sign a con

tr.ict lo get a royalty. .And then i! the person who prnduc

c-d tUt record don't give you a royally, that ^ the rub, \nc'

there's a lot of songs where the royalties are not goi>it;

to the wr'terss .1 wrote five or six. .twenty *>ng«- that I

didn't gel the mone\ ifor]. 1 made that album Wfx' F.-<i<

Bittt^te. and I .still don't gel my royalties properi\

Collegian: It must have been ver> diflerent performui).

60 years ago than il is now.

Price: Just that people were indoors they had houses

not as many nightclubs. The price is out of sight The cos?

factor to enjoy music todav ,<: ridu-ulnus Wt set such

high premium on it.

Collegian: If vju had lo do it again..

Price: If ! had m do ii again" I wouldn't di' u in Amnerst
Collegian; Okav Ls therr .invtning i!si» vou wouid !ik«

I. -,,y"

Price: Yf's. I'd like to .say that I like th

1 like .Anifierst and 1 think that Amhei
ti.i- done a lot ol things, but there >.

( .iiUKmn phot., h, .Miiru. Bull done. And if in any way I can help you. with my nmsu
Legendary jazz and boogie woogie pianist Sam Price performed concerts Id b«- happy to do ii How s that"'

.ind gave lectures throughout the campus as part of his four day residency
at UMass, ~ Adam Lavine/Jeremy Brown

Save the day
with Ameriprint^

y^neriprint
Cokxnadi]
\ SfsxtaJ

Trust your film developing
toAmeriprint

S()ecial prices on American Standard (single) pictures,

(paper and Kodak Colonvatch''^
Available for 1 10, 126, Disc and 35nun fiill frame.

Glossy Kodak paper and Kodak Colonvatcn'^ standards.

12 exposure
99

15 exposure

$1
$299

24 exposure $39

$S9936 exposure •/

(C-4'! process only)

Ask about other Ameriprint film developing options.

offer expires 3/9/87

^IJNIVERSITY ,"P!."

mSTORE^ SaTl0 3

TROPICIPAGEANT
SUMMER SPORTSWEAR CONTEST

CHANGES NIGHT CLUB
Wednesday February 25, 9 PM

5 Beautiful Ladies Will Receive An Exciting Trip To Crested
Butte Colorado. Round Trip Airfare Compliments of

American Airlines. Lodging, Lift Tickets, Lessons, and
Special Parties Compliments of Crested Butte Mountain
Resort. Skiing Prizes Provided By Jjlfp
For more information contact CHANGES NIGHT CLUB at

256-8284 after 7 pm Wednesday - Saturday.
Craig Keenan (549-4066) or Mark Reardon (549-6782)

CbbtedButti
C I B R A I D
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Johnson's blues
By TIM KEEFE
Collegian Correspondent

On this past Thursday one of the better shows of the

semester came to pass. Jimmy Johnson and his band stop-

ped by the area at Pearl Street in Northampton and for

the amazingly low price of six-fifty, put on a blues show
to write home about. To my amazement and dismay
however, the nightclub was not even half full. Now I know
Sammy Price was playing at the Hatch for free that very

same night but there is no excuse for blues fans to

disregard such a masteriful act as Jimmy Johnson and
his band showed themselves to be that very night. I often

wonder what will become of these nightclubs when I see

this type of response from this area to a band like this.

If people stop going out to experience their favorite type

of music first hand then nightclubs will stop attempting

to bring 'hese shows to this area. Pretty soon there will

he no place to see a blues band, and the people who will

suffer will be the same ones to blame for this frightening

possibility.

Fortunately for the people who did show up, the at-

mosphere was friendly and charged with anticipation. We
were not to be disappointed Right from the .start of the

show when Jimmy Johnson announced to the audience.

"If you came to hear the blues, you're in the right place,"

we were hooked. Backed by an excellent band that threw

out as many leads as Johnson did himself, we were treated

to the most danceable. boogyin' blues we were ever to

hear. One member of the audience even pulled out a har-

monica of his own and played along in front of the stage

when the mood hit him. While on .stage (Jimmy John.son's

band started out each set with three tunes by themselves),

Johxison played with a proficiency that made you want
to drool. The tone of his voice, the sound of his guitar, and

the expression on his face made you really feel the blues.

If this man and his band ever came to this area again

I would hope that people will come out and support them.

From what I saw on Thursday this is one hot group of

blues musicians who should not be missed.

At NSA,

We Have The

Intelligence

To Keep Your

Options Open.

New World Theater will present the musical 'Williams And Walker' at 8 p.m. this Saturday 28

at Bowker Auditorium. Tickets are 3$ for students.

Krapp isn't crap
By CHARLES CARROL
Collegian Correspondent

The intermission of Krapp'a Last Tape was ending not

ending when Krapp came staggering onto the stage and
fell into a wooden chair — the house lights on, the stage
lights dimmed — sitting at a table for about five minutes,
looking blankly out of the dark as the house lights dim
and the stage becomes lit to reveal a reel-to-reel tape
recorder on the table in front of Krapp.
With a heavy sigh, Krapp looks at his watch, then

fumbles in his pocket to find a letter which he looks at

for a bewildering moment before putting it back and stan
ding up. Krapp qiens a drawer to discover a banana which
he peels, dropping the peel on the floor and putting the
banana in his mouth Krapps finishes eating the banana

before going back to his seat, but not without slipping on
the banana peel.

No sooner does he sit down, then he gets back up again
and returns to the drawer to pull out, alas, no revolver,

but another banana which he promptly peels, tossing the
skin into the lap of someone in the front row. Krap puts
the banana in his pocket, then trudges off the stage and
leaves the theatre.

Krapp comes back with a ledger and carefully st- h'ci.-^

an entry: "'Box three. ..spool five. " turning away from his

ledger to the assortment (^ boxes where he keeps his tapes.

With a little effort, he finds the right one and threads it

intu the machine He begins to listen to a tape from his

youth, all ears, i.e., eyes ears, nt»se ears, mouth ears, hands
ears, and his ears all the more ears.

What follows is the text of Samuel Becket's Krapps Last
Tape, a dialogue, vis-a-vis the machine, with himself, with

different phases of his life as the persona, a dialogue aliout

love and lack love, the past and the present. Krapp's Last
Tape is a romance based on the loss of romance. It is about
unrealized potential presented through retrospection.

It is a difficult play to produce and perform, and yet
Charles Bennet's superb portrayal of Krapp was so con-
vincing, he made it seem easy. Last Thursday night, Ben-
net was Krapp and because of his performance the au-
dience too was Krapp. At first, we laughed as Krapp lefl

the stage for a drink, but by the third time this happened
there was only silence. Much of the comedy of the play
worked this way: humor transformed to drama via
vicissitudes of characterization so that the meaning of the
actions and utterances of the character changed as the
plot developed.

Many of the people leit after the first play: tht^e who
did mi^,jcu one of the finest productions I've even seen.
Congratulations to producer Matt Ward, to director Mat-
thew Bosson, and especially to actor Charles Bennet.

POETRY
CONTEST
$1,000 (Jrand Prize, over $5,000 total pn/c value.

141 winners. No entry lee. All tviws. topics, styles

of poems. New poets welcome! Your p«icms alM>

considered lor publication. Send up to three

poems. 20 line maximum tor each pcvm. Please

type if possible. Send to: American h)etry Assn..

Dcpt. UT-15. 25()A Potrero St , Bi)^ MUX Santa

Cruz. CA 95061 Free Brochure.

BlMtrieal / Klaetronic /CompuUr Sn^Mrs...
Computer 8ei«ntUU...MathenuitieUiis...

Laaguag* Ipscialista

Latitude. That's what keeps a Job Invigorating

—the chance to expand your interests, to take

on unheard of challenges, to grow out as well as

up. Well, that's precisely what the National

Security Agency offers you as one of our people
NSA performs three all-Important tasks We

analyze foreign communications We safeguard
America's vital communications We set secur-

ity standards for the government's mammoth
computer systems. And we want you in on the

Job.

NSA offers choices upon choices In assign-

ments. In projects In careers. But whatever
your role, it's going to make a difference; it's

going to produce Immediate results

For an Blectrieal / Klaotronie / Computar
nginaar options abound In fact, the entire

technological and functional spectrum are

yours for exploration. Microprocessor im-

plementation and programming, communica-
tions systems, LSI/VLSI, CAD/CAM. systems
architecture and optics Among others
To the Computer Scientist, we deliver op

portunltles across the frontier of finite state

machine development. The applications realm;

systems design and programs, applications and
evaluation, and computer security research and
design.

Mathamaticiani research a variety of mathe-
matical concepts Including probability theory,

statistics, Galois theory and group cheory,

Languagt Ipecialiits in Slavic, Near Eastern
and Asian languages meet the challenges of

translation, transcription and analysis head
on. Everyday.
Whatever your field, you can be certain to

find many paths cleared for you. You'll also find

a competitive salary, enticing benefits and an
appealing suburban location between two vital

urban centers—Washington and Baltimore
For additional Information, schedule an in-

terview with your College Placement Office Or
write to the National Security Agency.

NSA will be on campus March Hth
interviewing graduating seniors.

NATIONAL
SECURITY
AGENCY

NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
ATTN:M322(AAM)
Fort Meade, MD 20755-6000

us. citizenship required for applicant and Immediate
family members

An equal oppcrtuntty employer

6-Pack
12-cj Reg Of Sief

COKE
990

with depoait

WITH S5.00
PURCHASE

Stretch Your Skiing Dollar
And Your Skiing Fun!

OFFER GOOD THROUGH SUNDAY, MARCH 1.

ON WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

OLLECE
DWC

4 Main St., Amherst
Mon-Fri: 9-9 • Sat: 9-6 • Sun: 9-3

VISA. MC AMEX POSTAGE STAMPS

Dontcompete
with a

Kaplanstudent
—be one.

Why? Consider thia More students

increase their scores cifter taking a Kaplan
prep course than after taking anything else

Why? Kaplans test-taking techniques

and educational programs have 50 years

ofexperience behind them. "\Afe know
students. And we know what helps boost

their confidence and scoring potential.

So ifyou need preparation for the: LSAT.

GMAT. MCAT. GRE. DAT. ADVANCED
MEDICAL BO^DS,TOEFL. NURSING
BOARDS. NTE. CPA. {NTRO. TO LAW
SPEED READING, or others, call us.

Why be at a disadvantage?

IKAPLAN
STANLEY H K API AN EDUCATIONAlCfNTCR LTD

MCAT
BEGINS
NOW!

<^Stifal&m

t 'm Stratton MountBtin Express
Package is the loay to go!

Now through Spring^ 1987
Heetd lor the s/opes Lvith Pctvr Pan'Peier Pans daily Stratton Mountain
Express seaxce is packed uuth i>alue including round trip

transportation and a days lift ticket for a fuU<lay of skiing at Stratton

Mountain in Vermont.

f^er Pan offers round<np sennce seuen daiL^s a u^eek! Board a
comfortable Peter Pan bus. pdx:k your skis in Peter Pan s huge luggage
conxpartment and amve at Stratton at 9 am for a full, fun filled day cm
the slopes!AdL>anced r&en>ations only.

Roun'itfip tran^x>rUtUon and a day's lift ticket from $28,001
Less than youd pay for a lift ticket alone!

For tickets, scher'tiles and (nformsUon. contact.

The Peofile PnfessioiuUs

Cltiejdion Sop/ianwMA
I.K IN IKRVs a Iwo vear cMrat'urrK ular

i.arcoi dcM'loptncnt pn^ram in thi- t'n)*ing

field lit I onipi-nNaiiim and LxMichU— is nos* con-

sidering applicanis Uw I^ST-S** inicmship

opptinun nil's

Sucix-sslul landtUatcs vw)rk in lull-umo p,iul

ItuMiions \»iih am or natamal hmiN during ihi

ivM) summers hck»rc graduatmn and attend ri.-

quin-d i*diH-aliunal vminars in IktMon duniij;

iLh" acadi-mie >cai

I.K INIKRNS i> toi iIk- cneinelK suptu-

mtire s^fking ii» channel academic excellence

tov*ards|X"ciliccarecTgt»als Minimum UldPA
requiiivl XpplicatKm deadline—March V

LF. INTERNS
Inkirmation availaWr from the Office «>l Internships. 16 ( urT>-Hicli.s Huilding.

>4>-(i7:-' i)rdirecil\ from ( \nthia A Sulkala. I t INI I RNS Regional Ihrcctor

IMIRN^IIONAI MUNDAIION OV (MPI(>\i:f>: E^Slin PI..4NS
101 SsUan Street. Danvcrs. Ma%wichuseits()IV2.t (617) 777-90«M)

I III Inhi niihi'n<i' I ••iirul,)! I'lti is j inini>ii>tii luhit jfinnal "ri'iini Stition

25&043I • UMASS Campus Center Amhcnj. ^^A

Tn ket ( Wi, c 545-20O6 • f-Kvthamptort Jcmvrun
I Hounahoitsc Pl<i/a "^i^rihanyxon. MA 58&I030
Foi giouf rme mlor'^idii- •oidcf Hrtef fan Ctuufti (4 13> 7812900

THE MEXICAN RESTAURANT

**The best food I've had
since I left Las Cruces!"

' OLD SOUTH STREET
NORTHAMPTON- 5BG-0400

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY

Prtgrat

SUMMER SESSIONS 1987

Programs abnte^i

D

a
n
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

ms at home
Over 200 graduate and underxraduatc
courtcs

.\|>proaches lo Teaching V\ ruing

Public Affairf Imctnshipt

Hifti Schof I Program?

Incercultural Training

Inierpretadon and I rantlaiion InMKuie

language Ourtct

Theology Conference

Literary Criticism Contercnce

Parish Workshop

Rfr.amancr Insntute for Teachers

Sacred Scripture Inttitute

Alumni Ciollege

English as a horeign l.angujitc

Sessitm

Pre-May I8-June 12

First- June 8-July 10

H-Week Cross Session — Junt »i-Jul\ ,*1

6-Week Cross Sejsion— June 22-JuU .il

Second—July 1 J- August 14

SnS mtrt nitrmtnm

Name

Addres-

D Ants»erp. Belgium — lnt"l Trade

Q China— ChirteK language and Culture

D Dijon. France— French

D Fiesole. Italy— l.alian

D Florence. luly — Renaissance Culture

n Greece — Humanities

D Israel— Theology

D Leningrad. I' SSR —Russian

Q Oxford. Flnfland- Business

Administration

Q Quito. Ecuador- Spanish

D Dillingen. West Ciermany— High School
Teachers Program

D T rier. West (»ermany — German

Gmrwwt I tnvirsini ii to i^utl tpptrtmin/

gffirmtntr sttim nulttvltm n trnpltymmnd
idrnxufHi

Call <202)f>2S-N10«.ormailio

S.SC;F. — Georgeto»T> \ niversitv

.K)6 Intercultural Center

Washington. D C 20057

Z,p_

Cooper
, TIRES y!

HADLEY TIRE
& AUTO CENTER

253-9911
Rt 9. Russell St. Hadley. MA

SUPERB PERFORMANCE
IN ALL WEATHER

Cooper's new

Trendsetter A/W Radial

gives you great mileage and traction

and superb performance in all four

seasons on all four wfieels

95
n c« -m.ffi.

: 'u
WW

: ^ •
; %

PISS 180 R-13

SIZE

P165 180 R 13

PI75 I8CR.13

\^
Pl»5 !7SP.U

Pf»5 175 R 14

' P215 175R15

PRICE

(43 9L

$44 96

$45 95

$49 95

$56 45

p'ces avaiiaow «>th this id only

"Cooper Tires. .

.

. . . best known for

quality since 1914"
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Duran Duran pop
By JONATHAN M. CASSIE
Collegian Correspondent

Duran Duran
"Notorious"
Capitol Records
••'^

With the release of "Notorious", Duran Duran's fourth

studio album, the blockbuster British pop band has re-

established themselves as the unequivocal leader of the

pop music movement. The band, which was formed in 1978

by keyboard player Nick Rhodes and bassist John Taylor,

has shown a considerable amount ofgrowth in their vocal

and instrumental ability.

Simon LeBon. the band's lead singer, has shown the

most growth in his voice. Unlike past albums, where he

was often heard straining for high notes, LeBon performs

admirably on their latest effort, showing how his voice

has mellowed with experience, expanding his wide range

of style and form.

"Skin Trade, ' Duran Duran's latest single, shows how

much LeBon's voice has improved since the band's last

album, "Seven and the Ragged Tiger, " which appeared

in 1983. LeBon manages to render a very Prince-like

falsetto in the opening lines of "Skin Trade" with ease,

something he has rarely achieved in past work.

Nick Rhodes and John Taylor have also improved a

great deal. Both have expanded their abilities, and hon-

ed them to the fore. Rhodes is undoubtedly one of the most

creative men in the pop field, his keyboard arrangements

show that clearly and Taylor is an unsurpassed bass

player.

"Notorious" is also an album that defmes what Duran

Duran is all about. They are not, contrary to popular

belief, an entirely silly and trivial pop band with nothing

to say about society or interpersonal relationships. In

"Skin Trade." Duran Dvu-an is making a point about love,

and societal lusts. "Would someone please explain/ the

reason for this strange behavior' in exploitation's name/

we must be working for the Skin Trade."

"Winter Marches On," is yet another comment on love,

but this time it is a more personal love, and it is far more

haunting and powerful in scope. Clearly, Notorious, is

Duran's most provocative work in many respects, in that

its statements are more easily understood than their

statements on other albums.

With the departure m early 1986 of guitarist Andy
Taylor and drummer Roger Taylor, it was assumed that

the end of the band was near, but the crucial three Duran's

decided that the project meant too much to them, so they

finished the album with the help of Steve Ferrone on

drums and Nile Rogers on guitar. "Notorious" is quite

simply an incredible album, and fans of British pop should

put it high on their list of must buys.

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

11 am • 2 am 7 days

SO Main St. Amh«r»t. MA

What Do You Mean
•Do I Know Where

The Best Beef

in Town is?"

AT J.B/s,

of coarse

AND ITS OPEN FOR LATE

NIGHT MUNCHIES, TOO'

584-9982

i^-

HAIR &
TANNING SALON

Twenty-Four Main St

Northampton, MA

WANT TO DO SOMETHING EXCITING? • BORING SOCIAL LIFE?

NOTHING TO DO WITH YOUR FREE TIME?

FEEL LIKE THERE S NOTHING GOING ON?

JOIN
INTRODUCTORY -

MEETING

TUESDAY 2/24 at 7:30

BOG OFFICE 817
CAMPUS CENTER

Become a oart of Governor s Proqrarv,

Council and use your immaqmation to

plan events m the Campus Center and
Student Union

The only limit is vour imaqmation

rogrann

governor's

am ^^

''^i!^

You already know how to use it..

Burger King
will train you to get it

Burger King's Management Training means business And money.

Asamember ofour ManagementTrainingProgram oneofthe best in the industry youTI

gain solid,valuableexperience in accounting,humanresources.marketmg,trammgand

management operation.

You'll also be on the fast track to earning more money after two years than a retail sales

associate or an assistant bank manager with the same amount of time on the job.

Burger King offers an attractive benefits package which mcludes -paid medical

insurance includingdental • tuition reimbursement • 5dayworkweek • 2fulldays

o(T • company paid vacation and • lOweeksoftrainingandcontmuousdevelopment.

Formore Information, pleaaccaU l-80<M3a^3435or»end yourresume to Burfler King

K™iSlon;Attn^

Pillsbun

Get all you need to succeed.

An Ek]ual Opportunity Employer M/F/H/V

Do You

Know
Where Cancun Is?

Find out at tlie Coffee Sliop!

^ early!
BIRD

SPECIAL
S2 OFF
Shampoo.
Cut & Dry

STYLES

BY
EBORAH

549-SblO • 65 University Dr
with thi* coupon - ciip«r«« 3/2t/*7

i

EUROPE^* CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
One RocKeteiier Plaza

New York. NY 10020
Phone (212) 581-3040

Mail this ad for Special
Student/ Teacher Tariff.

RENTAL LEASE PURCHASE

Charlie';?
1 Pray St Amherst

549-5403

Open 1 lam 7 days a week
Call for take out

GOOD FOOD & DRINK

— r-V

Vyiii iv/

_J
tur^^^onc

-^

"GREAT BURGERS"
Try us for Lunch or Dinner.

HUNGRY? late at night our Kitchen
is open 'till Midnight

Pizza, IMachos, Potato Skins, etc

POOL TABLE. VIDEO GAMES. JUKE BOX. 2 COLOR TV's

A FAVORITE LOCAL TAVERN SINCE 1976

The Far Side

By Gary Larson
Smithereens
By Sarah Smith

f

*

V

"Zelda< Cool it* . The Rothenbergs
hear tt>e can opener!"

/i;/v<f 5k/^^ Horic

I
Doonesbury By Garry Tnideau

2 ..^VT SOHCMP '^'^t^
^-^

IT 60' NOTSO
/ 6000 I

DOHmUlNKI
.

FAVOMSU IMFfltS

StOH

-TT^

'•^ Sy THBENPOFTHe
k€£TIN6, BVBIfyONB

titmUTH&tLAU6HIN6
0H5H0UTIN6 ATki^
ONB aoimv9siONeK

\

HUNKRA I cm
9au0^up. Neve^

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

\riim€Nomf»
wamoN xwtm
KlHQ OfKlAWHiHtP

camoN.

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

HEAPTT BuevJ UP THIS

?£Sn.N6. YOl^'VE W>^TA

AND ?\)^ IT MtK 'W HN

^^A

^^m^
1

Gordy By Gorde

ytcc>MtiJ& ^xnJf ~>Wg ^KTfsr

"THE FAMILY GOtSV^.'"
t^ f HA^/g. 7& QfSCiiSS,
santer oe^eAJss fca^s

rcCSUf^fCATE.' fCL
t>t£, i>im, ote///

MAAJ6M, I'M

Oa Bqaal Terau is a movie designed to promote

awareness of sex equity as an issue for men and women
Come watch it 6 p.m. tonlfltt hi CC 902 This does count

towards staff status!

The CoUcflan is hiring imw people for nlfht gnpUct.

Fill out an application or see Ansel Zinter at 1 1 3 Campus

Center

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

S Village oi Ota

10 Sling

14 He wanicd a

book aoo a |Lig

1

5

Anachni*ni to a

documrni
16 Heavy lOtume
17 MO* G«»i»a

toda''

19 Aiar

20 Bodge Mippon*
21 Addon
23 Horses

nooves once
24 Bearing

25 Act liM I

wen ifawicd

steed
.8 Seis a trap tot

Si MotO tort^ or.

Itie poOiam
33 Oclube'

b<fiti»lqoe»

34 Ti>e honest one
35 DerDy eg
36Sio»> Ooom
37 Stravinsky

oaNet score

34 Request
39 Second m

no'se racmg
4C Golfing great

41 Sate measure
lor Mgtfmmg
riders

43PnlQS
44 Eerie sound
45 BuddMS
46 m trie

neignoortiood

4a Wasftmgion
I'vingt was
rieadiess

52 Kind ol M
53 Ti« art o< riding

U Commwid to

Fido

56 BaMt -
57 veritaote

MGaeic
M Purposes
60 Mas Dr linen

DOWN
1 Army
2 Mosleni ruler

3 Put on cargo
4 Urysertake »>

Kdiled b> I rudv Miiht-I Jatft-

i County Kerry 31 Posts

seaport 33 Mediterranean

6 Conceals seapon
7 Tout s quote 36 Hofses

6 Family menOer sometimes
AOOr Kvear (hem

9 Introductory 37 Sweet liqueur

statement 39 Btuep'mt

10 Mme 40 Laim American

eicavations music

It The Duke ot 42 Type oi oridie

Wellington »

horse
t? Last word
t3 Correct

10 Range
22 Papwnama
25 While astnngant

POUKler

26 Wipe Out

27 Ho'se tiBiiir^g

Dr idles

28 S* IS
29 Dr..^f

30 Sma« torpedo

vessel

43 Gaiiia est

omnis divisa in

- ties

45 Taci

46 Hun
47 Sorry one
48 Ready corn

49 Look m Madrid

50 August m Pans
51 Ships cot^ses
54 Sine — non

A V

JN A

N AM

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZU
G A R'iBa W.F UilHM.lIiT,*.

a'iBv I L aBE C^R.U
A M f P MP A U H,

R t'O— I A H I'h

S SBIGO.A LjBBI
l.i,C.T.U.R iMtXO<* " > tVTA.I.^
M I SU*NJf A.TJ.I.N

I C tWs C AW Y

E R C ) N

T t'e'r'e'l 1

R AHE I I E

A SMSE A T.fia.t EME

K
t u'

B

N E

2/2467

l«rT l«% »kaili > li«r> Sta«>r«H 3/itmr

Lanch
Menu

Turkev Swiss Sandwich

Fried Fish Squares

Dinner

Knockwursl/
Seasoned Sauerkraut

Baked Ziti

Basics Lunch

Turkey Swiss Sandwich
Fried Fish Squares

Basics Dinner

Sweet and Sour Tofu

Baked Ziti

Weather
Today: Mostly sunny and windy, high 35 to 40
Tonight: Clear, low 15 to 20
Wednesday: Sunny, high around 40

^

Today's Staff
Night Editor Nancy Klingener

Copy Editor Jennifer Dempsey
Layovt Tachnlcian Mike Solaroli

Photo Technician Niki SokoIofT

Production Supervisor Debbi Pikul

Production:.. Karlin Isele, Laura Bell. Lisa Huiet.

Mike Cooper, Ansei Zinter and Joe the driver

Bxectitive Board —- Spring of 1987

KELLT SIEGER
Edtlor la Cbtef

HAHCY KLIHGEHER
•Unaging BdHor

PHIL SERAFINO
Editorial Editor

SIEVE RUBIN
BtuiMM Haaagcr

ANSEL ZINTER
ProdHCtioB Manager

Business Board — Spring of 1987

STEVE RUBIN
B«sla«is Maaagcr

PATRICE LAWSKY
Markdtiag Maaager

PAUL H. LESSER
Atf««rU6lag Salts Maaagw

CRAIG NAUGLE
CIrcMUaoa Maaager

VANESSA ROTH
Plaaac« Haaagcr

KAREN HOLLAND
SvbKriptloa Maaager

mm
• * » • • 6-^ >f *'^'
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Track team splits meet
|

Cullinan sets school mark in SOO-meter run
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The University of

Massachusetts women's
track team picked up its

first win of the season, as it

split a meet with Dart

mouth College and Fit

chburg State Saturday in

Hanover, NH.

The Minutewomen, 1-2,

finished second in the meet
with 61 points, ahead of Fit

chburg, which had 22, but
behind Dartmouth, which
won with 79 points.

"That's the highest point
total that we've had against

Dartmouth since I've been
here," UMass coach

was a good showing,
because it's tough com-
peting with only 16 run-

ners."

UMass picked up some
convincing individual per-

formances, including
several which qualified for

either the
continued an page 15

Soccer recruit verbally agrees
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's soccer team, which already has

a rich history of success behind it, made
a big step toward the prosperity of the

1987 season Sunday when April Kater,

one of the top prospects in the countr>',

made a verbal agreement to attend Ihe

school.

Kater, a halfback who is scheduled tu

graduate from Mendham High School in

Mendham, N.J. this spring, told

Minutewomen coach Kalekeni Banda
that UMass is her first choice. She is the

first in the group of Banda's top five

recruits to verbally commit
"Kater is a top-notch player." Banda

said. "We're hoping she'll be able to come
right in and play. She's a strong, impact
player with a good sense of the game and
good ball skills"

Kater, con.sidered one of the top three

players in New Jersey, is a member of the

United States Soccer Federation National

Camp, comprised of the best 11 players

from each region. Kater's region extends
from Virginia to Maine.
A versatile athlete, Kater is an All-

State selection in basketball and is cur-

rently leading her team in the battle for

a state championship. "She could play col-

lege basketball anvwhere in the country,"

Banda said.

Banda's top New England recruit is

Susan Gaudette, a forward from Salem.
Mass.

The other players at the top of Banda's
list include Becky Bonzano, a defender
from Springfield. Va. (and also an All

State basketball player), Beth Grecco. a
halfback from Northport, NY., Judy
Kalafut. a forward/halfback from Tren-
ton, N.J. and Elizabeth Gold, a defender
from Houston. Texas.

^NRECK

N«w & Used Cars
Trucks A Vans Also Available

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

S49-2880 .

MEET OTHER UMASS
RETURNEES & FRIENDS!

Wednesday 7-8 PM
5th Floor Coolidge Tower

For more information call: 546-4517

Complete Hairstyling for Men & Women

Haircttt - $9.00

Perms • $40 with haircut

1

UMASS
PRIDE
JUNIORS * SENIORS

Share your enthusiasm for the

University while developing

marketable skills.

For further information see the

Classifieds under Student

Admissions Representatives

Mnnw*'^"^

228 Trianj^le St.

Amherst

Call: 549-1502
StBASTIAN /vvvvvvv^Aru^^v^rv^AV^AVv^iV^A/^v^i%vvv^^APy^v^

ATTENTION
SIGN UP THIS WEEK FOR ALL

UMASS SKI CLUB SPRING BREAK TRIPS
TO INSURE

BARBADOS, BAHAMAS,
KILLINGTON, STEAMBOAT

Stop By Our Table Outside the Hatch in the Student Union

Call 545-3437 For More Information • Stop By Our Office 430 Student Union

LARGEST COLLEGE PAPER IN NEW ENGLAND

^^T^^

SPRING
«i-H«c» rnimtm H ar.

SPRING BREAK SIZZLES AT OAYTONA BEACH Concens games,

parties, exhibitions, treebies. go)', lenms. jai alai, greyhound 'acmg.

great nighthfe and the best beaches m Florida it all hap:}ens m the

Daytona Beach Resort Area, home of the National Collegiate Sports

Festival

Pack your car hop on a tour bus ot caicn a flight on Delta. Eastern

Piedmont or P'esidentiai Airlines A travel agent car make all the

arrangements at no added charge So. call 800-535-2828 or 800-

854-1234 (in Florida) for more information.

foHom Iht flotd 10 Dtyrona BmcA or
|

FREE POSTER OFFER: For a 17" " ?*" Daytona Beach poster seni

youf name ana address to Daytr>na Beach Pest*" 0*tef 500 Third

Ave \Mesl Seattle WA 98tl9

-The Massachusetts Daily-

IAN
IS NOW ACCEPTING APPUCATIONS FOR FALL '87

FOR THE POSITION OF

ADVERTISING ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES

SELL ADVERTISING SPACE FOR NEW ENGLAND'S
LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY NEWSPAPER WHILE
GAINING VALUABLE BUSINESS EXPERIENCE

FILL OUT AN APPLICATION AT THE COLLEGIAN
OFFICE - 11 3 CAMPUS CENTER

INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD IN MARCH
Sirtl.-

• women's track splits
continued from pttge 14

New England or EasWm meets, both to be held in up-
coming weeks.

UMass was paced by the school record performance of

Barbara Cullinan in the 800-meter run, winning with
a time of 2:12.34.

Other firsts for the Minutewomen included Kari
Fleischmann (who qualified for the Eastern's), with a
long jump leap of 17 feet, seven and three-quarter in-

ches. Sue Goldstein, with a time of IKK).75 in the
400-meter run, Kim Baten, who ran an 8.39 in the
55meter hurdles, and Lisa Golembew^, who reached
a height of 5-4 in the high jump.
The Minutewomen also picked up wins in both the 4

X 440- and
4 X 880-yard relays.

Banda was impressed with the individual stats of his

team. He cited Cullinan and Baten as "among the top

three in New England in their events," and was equal-

ly impressed with the efforts of Golembewski,
Fleischmann, and Kayla Morrison, who ran the fastest

split in the 4 x 440-yard relay of the season.

Banda said the team is now setting its sights on the
New England's, where he is hoping for a team finish in

the top five.

• UMass wins, 67-66
continued from page 16

After a layup by Shanahan with .06 left.

Duquesne called timeout, fouled Smith's
heir-apparent, freshman guard Chris
Bailey, and spent their final timeouts to wt
Bailey.

The move worked as Bailey, a 61 percent
free throw shooter, missed the front end of
his one and one. The Dukes couldn't
capitalize, however, as Sutton stripped
senior guard Emmett Sellers at the buzzer.
On to Rhode Island.

• Leaman
continued from page 16

As head coach of the
UMass men's team from
1966-79, Leaman compiled
a record of 217 126, in-

cluding six National Invita-

tional Tournament bids. In

his thirteen seasons at the

helm. Leaman guided
UMass to five 20-plus win
seasons, with the most re-

cent being a 21-6 campaign
in 1976. Of his many pupils,

one happens to be a well

known doctor who is still

practicing his medicine in

the National Basketball
Association — Julius
Erving.

So. the credentials were
there, and the 1959
graduate of Boston Univer-
sity knew his business.

"He's an even tempered
guy, but he's not afraid to

show his temper. When
somebody does something
wrong, he lets them know
It." Matthew Zunic, who
coached Leaman at BU and
coached UMass to its only
NCAA Tournament ap-

pearance in 1962, said. "The
record shows that he gets

the job done, with both the
men and the women. The
man can coach."

Leaman al.so excelled on
the floor as a player at BU.
In his senior year, he led the

Terriers to the East
Regional Final, where they

lost to West Virginia
University and some fella

named Jerry West.

From playing to coaching,

it's been a good transition

for Leaman, and, based on

popular opinion, it's been a

good transition for the team
and the program overall.

"It's been a good relation-

ship with the kids. They've
improved greatly since we
began," Leaman said. "If I

had to use one word to

describe this team, it would
be 'overachievers'."

But, in addition to getting

accustomed to the returning

players from last season's

team, there was another

problem to face. A potential

ly sticky situation was
borne when the four
freshman recruited by
Stevens (Jeanine
Michealsen. Helen
Freeman, Michele Pytko.

and Sue Serafini). arrived in

Amherst only to find out

that they would be playing
for a different coach.

"It wa.s u shock when we
found out Barbara had quit.

It was a jolt because you
have a good feeling knowing
some people when you get

here." Michealsen said.

"The four of us had a
meeting and decided we
would pull together,
because we really didn't

know him. We just took it

from there."

And what about now?
"He's a super coach. I've

learned more in half a

season than I did in my en-

tire high school career."

Micheaslen said. "He makes
it a lot more fun for the

players.'

In a sense, it seems fitting

that Leaman's players

would have such a high opi-

nion of him, only because

the man himself has an
equally high opinion of the

profession he loves dearly.

Forget about department re-

quirements. Jack Leaman is

doing what he's doing
because it's part of what he
is

"1 think that any coach is

an advisor and a liason bet

ween students and parents
People don't realize that

coaching is not just a
2:004:00 job. It's gettmg the

kids the right classes, place

ment, etc. There are a lot of

things involved, not just

basketball." Leaman said.

"1 made up my mind a long

time ago this was what I

wanted to do. People like

coach Zunic influenced me
and taught me the values of

being around voung peo
pie."

"I probably could have
been richer or something,
but that's just monetary,"
Leaman said. "Seeing the

kids graduate and go on to

be successful is well worth
it. I have no regrets."

Neither do the
Minutewomen. Currently,

Leaman has guided UM<! ss

to its best record since 19

which is nothing to sne< >

at when you consider th a

the Minutewomen play in

the Atlantic 10, a con-

ference that many think is

the toughest in the nation.

But what of next season?

What does the future hold

for the Leaman and the

Minutewomen Nobody, not

even Leaman, knows yet.

"I haven't made up my
mind yet about next

season," Leaman said.

And what of the teamV
"I'd definitely like to see

him stay." Michealsen said

"Our team needs a solid

coach for a couple ofyears to

build the program."

One thing remains con.--

tant. The man who has n

fluenced the lives of sd

many people, young and '^Id.

is at it again. And if (ht-

members of next year>
UMass women's team and ;'.

great deal of long tir u

UMass basketball fans h;t '

anything to say about it

gentleman who goes by '

name of Jack, will contin

to do what he does so w< !

. coach.

AUIO mk bALt •CALCULAIOi/S
ENTERTAINMENT -FOR RENT

FOR SALE • FOUND
HELP WANTED 'LOSI

CLASSIFIED
INSTRUCTION* MOIORCvlClE;
PERSONALS -RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED •SERVCES
ROOMATE WANTED •TRAVEL

WANTED* SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OPFICC ~ CC 113 MON-THURS 1:30-3:30 (Ffd • 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRtOR TO PUBLICATION*CASH IN ADVANCE, 1S«AM0M)/DAV FOR STUDENTS

ACTtvmn

ACTING. DANCE mMruCtion
PnvaW and group All mm aM level o* tDiN-

ty University Arts Cour>cil discounts
avaiiabte lor UMass students Pe<iormir»
Arts Ovison/UMass CM Chapel S49-0519

UMVERSrrV update news show IS

back' Openxigs lor ancfKxs sporiscMiers.

efts and entefiaminent. wniefs and cameca
aparators Sign up in the Umon Video
Camar or caD 2S»^S864 Ge« mvoivedi

DANCE AGAINST aACISM-help' Mop
racicn on canwus and have a orea< trnie

m the prooata Muwc by BMCP MMais and
Conoapio Latino Tomght in the SL'B 0PM
S2 donation

BtO GREEN MONSTENt 70 CItrytfar

Newport lots Ol room lor tnends UOOtirm
Can 66S-49aO ^ler ePM

SOA CANOtOATES MEET
THE PRESS NIGHT

• • SPONSORED BY MORTAR BOARD •

"

8PM THURSDAY MARCH 5TH
STUDENT UNION BALLROOM

NOMINATION PAPERS AVAILABLE for

spokesperson and treasurer o< trie Com-
mutar Area Qovemment DeadHrw is Thurs-

day February 26 at 12 noon 404 SuB
9-4PM 545-2145

UPC GENERAL HCETINdtT Tuesday
2/24 at 6 30 PM in 101CC Also promo
meeting" Wednsday 2/25 at 4 00PM m
406SUB see ya triere"

MBLE STUDY WEDNESDAY . 6 30PM CC
902 Rev Esthe' Ha'gis laciliiates this

discussion series focusing on liberation

theologv All weteome'

YOUR CHANCE TO rush tt«e beat (r«arni

ty on campus im* be naat week Beta Kap-
pa Phi

CAMPS COUNCiLOaS

TIMBER RIDGE CAMPS mi West Virgtnia

sesK dedicaled camp staff. Activity

specialists needed m all attiiaic waterfrom
perfonnmg arts and pioneering programs
Stror>g gymnastcs tenrus theatre, dance
swim (WSi) programs Top campa salary
with room board, artd gratuities On cam
pus contact Billy Hay Johnson 546-6445
or write Timber Ridge/10 OM Court Road

21200 30

COMIC BOOKS GREAT new A back i

•alaction at k>w pncea Mmimum 29 percent
d«couni with thw ad We buy A trade
J R s Comics Etc Mountain Farms Ma«
Hadley 506-2441

VUMMET RAYBAN SUNGLASSES g'sat
lor spring b'paii student discounts Bin
504 1SS9

Baltimore MO : 301- 2233

ciotn sAii

FULL LENGTH RACOON skin coat <n

good condition $r00 00 NCR cash
register, needs only mir>or repair for full

operation or |ual a conversation piece
$50 00 Resignal skis, marker bindtngs and
cat>er boots Great pacitage for someone
who wants 10 learn wittvjut ma|Of mvest
m«n! SOO 00 CaU Ansel 2564102

COKI MACHINI

C OH A BIT ATE -INTRODUCTION
MEETING concerning peace and the

future 7 30. SufWK rm. around corner from

S U B -U Ma Paace Makers

ARE YOU A lunior with a 3 2 GPA or bet

ter'' Did you get your letter from Mortar

Board'' if not read on Mortar Board is a

national honor society tor seniors II you
wish to be considered tor admission, please
picK up an informalion sheet Irom 227 Whit

more or 126 Marston. and return it to 227
Whitmore by Fnday 2/27

EASTSIDE CONCERT 87 Battle of Bands
people needed Feb 28 security/stage crew
Security call 6-6893 or 6-1439 Stage crew
call 6-5515

AU UNIVIItlTY WOMIN

HdLDS 4 CASES frosty cold bar bottles

S350 Call Keith 549 7367

COMING SOON

•THE FRATERNITY OF a new generation

stay tuned for more information

OANCIPAVTY

ALPHA EPSILON PI PRESENTS
THE STOMPERS with The Ram

March 17. St Patricl<s Day
Studeitt Union Ballroom

TicKets available Feb 25 at Tix office

$7 in advance. S8 at the door

LEATHER JACKETS-SPANISM S150 ca«
6-5441 Black and brown

ROUND TRIP TICKET to San Francisco
Van 3 2? nonstop from Logan $200 call

Kim 549-7807

BLIZZARD SKIS 20S w^rTmarker VMO btn
dings only VI 00 call Dan 546-9662

VITUStT* ALUMBMli raibngTriwne'uack
and silver 5?cm used half a season t300
w/o headsei S32S w<th headset can Oanms
256-1725

FOUND

FOUND: A PAIR of earrinos m Boyden
area On Fnday Feb 20 Call 253 9623
evenir>gs to claim

FMI CASH

NEED MONEY FOR spring break'> I need
your baseball cards' "lease help Call Mike
549-0333

COME TO OUR social/co*tee hour> Every
Friday m the Campu* Center 3-5 30 PM
check sctiedule by elevator lor room
rHMnbar AH welcome'

lOiT

HELPt I LOST my ieattwr lackat at Oeianos
on Mattnaaday Feb 4th Senlimenlal value

No quaatioi is asked 5490606 rewait) « be-

ing offered

tmnS GREY WOOL tweed coal sm 44L
taken Iroi Pub Sat 2/14 reward oftarad lor

return 256 t676

I HAVE YOUR Mack coat do you have
mine'' We twappad at Delano's or Tune
Out Call546-00BB

BIG BUNCH OF keys on rubber dogbone
"nycham MolD' Celhi 584 7977 leave

messag*"

DOUBLE STRAND HERRINGBONE oold

bracelet k>st in vicimly ol lower M^ary Sen
timentat value' Ptease calf 549 1419 if

found Reward'

SUMMER IN EUROPE $239 Lowest
scf«adulad lares to an of Eunipa tram
Boelon Cal 1-000 3252222

TO MY SPECIAL FRIEND Thanks lor the
roses I d Mia to kryiw wfto you are Reveal
yourseM Shwon S4».7M7

LOM WEIOH'T NOHVt 10^^29 ibs/mo with

Herbal tWeight Control 100 percent
guaranteed Can Dan 5464*51 Mark
546-5930

MOOZY-I LOVE you so much' m be with

you always' Do good' Love Lil< Honkers

CARA S. FROM coop would Mw W gat
together to talk politics Jeff

WELL GRAHAM- THE Colegian Mew it but

you Still don I krKMi who I am

ALAN ON THE crew team has anyone fold

you lately that you are absolutely
gorgeous" An admirer from McKimmie
Short

MOOttAN

HILP WANHD

LIGHT 'kI'TCHEN HELP; 4/6hr8^ririor 7

days rneals free, on campus call 549-0454
549 0547

AIRLINES CRUISELINES HIRING! Sum-
mer Career' Good pay Travel Call for

guide cassette, newsservice' (916)
§44-4444 exi 161

DEAN HAROLD FOUND the greatest new
scoop in town has vintage & new ctolhing

Shirts $12 00 pants $15 00 canal leans

$18 00 Only at Modnan Carnage shops 233
W Pleasant Amtiersl Love Judy

NilD EXTRA CASN

WE WILL BUY your good used ctothing just

Mondays 549-3772

NMONAU

RACK-A-DISC entertainment

OJ's, lighting operators. arKl roadies
experience required 549-7144

15
No

SECRETARY- FRIDAY SATURDAY Satur

day 7 30 11 30 $4 50 hour Hack-A-Oisc
Enlenainment 549-7144

ALL UNIVERSITY WOMEN are invited to

come and see what a great sororily is all

about Delta Zela Sorority info call Anna
253-9916

iitcnoNti iifcnoNsi

RUN FOR THE board of governors
Nomination papers available in 81 7 Camps
Center 25 signatures due March 4 Elec-

tions March 9-10 Got involved'

KM A 9000 nM CAU

RACK-A-DISC Enterlainment Agency Disc
(ockies. lights, rentals, and ..mobile video
dances' 549-7144

AUTO FOR SALI

1965 FORD FALCON a cream puff

256-6920

EFFICIENCY, BUSLINE, WALK to UMass
$275 inclusive Available immediately
253-5473 or S4»«478

TWO BEDROOM SOUTHWOOD a^t

available June Isl $560. heat included

256-1518

QUIET PERSON FOR room rural

Shutesbury 15 mm campus lurnish-

ed/shed/unfurnished 170/mo David
259-1660

THERE'S A JOB lor you in a summer
camp Tf>e American Camping Association

(NY) will make your application available to

over 300 camps in Ihe northeast Exciting

opportunities for college students and pro-

fessionals Positions available all land and
water sports, arts and crafts, drama, music,

dance, tripping, nature. RN's. MD's aids,

kitct>en. maintenance College credit avaial-

ble Call or write for application American
Camping Association. 43 W 23rd St Dept
(UMA). New York, N Y 10010
212-645 6620

INDIAN HEAD CAMPS.'a fWco-ed camp
in Pennsylvania will t>e interviewing on
campus on March 3 For further informa
tion and applications, write to Sid Fmkels-

lein. 59 Cardinal St., Peart River. NY 10965

EARN A FREE trip To fr Lauderdale and
commission on every inp sale' Be our cam
pus representative call Judy at Lauderdale
Beach Hotel 1-800-327-7600

RESUME TYPESETTING SERVKTE
Have your resume protesS'Onaiiy typeset
The best quality type not a word processor
Sixteen different type styles to choose from

Takes only 3 days costs $25 and any
changes I'll do for FREE Come down to the

Collegian Graphics Office (113 Campus
Center) and speak to Peter Soderberg

MEET NEW PEOPLErOeT oreat^x
penence' Come write tor New England's
largest college daily The Collegian is in 1 1

3

Campus Center right behind tfie T V
Come down and check us out'

JULIE SHAIN-HAVE an aaaiomi happy
20th birltiday' Love your old roomie. K

ML-TAKE A chance Please identify

yourself M Satin

HAPPY BIRTHDAY MEGAN Thomas

PROFISSIONAL TYPING

"SPEEDY KEYS DISSERTATIONS.
resume, papers,. 2S6-1002

PROFISSIONAl rVPtN« SIRVICi

CASES. PAPERS, DISSERTATIONS.
tfieses fast, accurate, dependable on
campus, reasonable 564-7924. Nancy

ROOM AVAIIAIU

ONE QUARTER OF a mile Irom campus,
on bus route, male or female Apartment
equipped with sauna, wood burning stove,

skylight in bedroom CaN Brian or Chris

after 5 256-1041 $270 a rTHjnIh, plus

uDMies (Minor)

ROOMMATI WANTED

SPtlMO iatAK TRIPt

NABBAU. JAMAICA. FLOMOA. Barmuda.
andCwmn Space •lenaad. round tup a»
tare and hotel Free adnaaaion to cMis
Welcome panwt Pnoa* from 99 00 cat

Scott 5404476

SrUOINT ADMISSIONS
RfPtfSSNTATIVI

JUNKWS A SENK>RS- share you' xn
thusiasm for tf>e University while dev#kK'
utg public relations martiatina mierpp-

aonal. and councekng tkills rite adm
tions office is kiokir^ tor dynamic and .

tculate interns artd vduiilaai s to ptottk

the University to proepactiva studem
Academic credit available ApplNrations "<

adrm»iorts office. 2S5 Whitmore unii

March 4

ST. JUd

THAN YOU AOAMf SeMom do your
prayers go urtanswerad i am vary gralaM

SUMMIR CAMPS STAFF

BOYS CAMP IN Maine hiring councelors
All mafors invited Outslartding athletic and
waterfront programs on huge lake Wate'
skiing. Scuba, sailing, kayaking, nflery

batabi* . lacrosse councekxs needed plus

gattaral ataff Contact Malcolm itkm

617 769-4605 or write Kamp Kohul/ 4SI
Buckmmster Onva/ Nonrood Ma 02062

SKI. SKI . SKI
S College trips' Day trips,

night trips, to Berkshire East
Rales start at $9 for lifts

and Iransportalion lor night ski

Rentals and lessions also avail

Bus leaves UMass A colleges
Registration deadline Mon Feb 2

For more info call

549-4600 x328

SPRING SORORITY RUSH orientation to

be held on Wed Feb 18 at 6 30 in the Cam-
pus Center rm 162 All University women
invited

GRAD STUDENT, PROFESSIONAL
woman to share 2-t>drm apartment m Nor-

thampton $217 50 545 2440 days
584-0074. 203-872-3166 eves

MRVieit

TUTORING, SUBSTITUTETEACHINQ in

business management, marketing,
finance, investment A microcomputers $7
per hour Neg 536-5006 leave message

SPRMO BRtAK

TRAVM

MAKE THE RIGHT move lor spring break'

Fort Lauderdale $129 Nassau. Bahamas
$349 for more mfo call Dave 546.6709

SPRING BREAK TRIPS to Jamaica and
Bermuda starting al $369 call Sally 6- 7500

MAKE THE RKiHT rnove lor spring break"

Fort Lauderdale $129 Nassau, Bahamas
$349 for more mfo call Dave 546-6709

SPRING BREAK TOFkxida starting at SM
call Luv Tours 5496782 549-0547

WHERE WILL JOE Shmoe be after your

spring break trip'' The UMass ski club has

been hare lor 16 years Stop by our latile

outside the Hatch or can 545-3437 lor more
inlormatkm on Barbados. Bahama*, KM-
ington. and Steamt>oat

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED ASAP 5
mm walk Irom campus tor more info

549-5039

.

1978 HONDA OVIC CVCC. 83000 miles

AM/FM stereo, runs great. $1200 ur BO
549-7807

CHEAP DEPENDABLE TRANSPORTA-
TION 1973 Ford LTD in excellent runnino
condition, ready for inspection. Must sell

S400 firm call Dave 665-7956

1977 CHEVY MAUBU good transportation

$500 or best offer Barry 256-8673

IS It TRUE you can t)uy Jeeps for $44
through the US government? Get the facts

todayl CaH 1-312-742-1142 axt 5931 A

NORTHWOOD APARTMENTS IN

Sunderlandunder new management and
ownership' A well run complex 2 bed apart-

ments only to minutes from UMass by car

or free bus tel 665-3856 9AM to 5PM 10AM
to 2PM Sat

CAPE COD SUMMER ROOM RENTALS
Hyannis $90 weekly per person, double oc-

cupancy Includes all utilities Cooking &
cable TV No parking for motor vehicles 12

week minimum stay, which must be paid

in advance Reply: Box 55 Barnstable, Ma
02630 or call 1-01 7-778-5942

UMASS CREW CLUB needs a team
manager Anyone interested please come
to room 9 in Nope or contact Dave Trend
at 665-3768

PART-TIME POLITICS. Ooan Water Ac
lion is now paying activists $5/hr Our paid

training program will develope your skills

in communications, personel, management
and community organirmg Work evenings
5-10PM great location in center of Amfierst

Call 549-7450 Mon-Fri 9-5

DZ'S TAKE LA Calif Spring break 1987

THE LIL SIS'S in OZ rule-Ihe paddles had
belter rule as well

MIOCNEIL-YOU DON'T know who your
looking for!

REFUNDS FOR CANCELLED OMO con-

cert will be made at location ol ticket pur-

chase until Ihe end of February only'!!

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT. TOUR bus
drivers needed Exceptional pay Class 2
and DPU helpful but will irain Apply early

Martha's Vineyard Sightseeing, Box 1086,

Oak Bluffs, Ma 02557 617-693-4681

WSYL IS NOW back on Ihe air Alternative

surrealistw and |u*t plain fun. Listen to

WSYL 105 1 everyday

I LOVE YOU Teresatli Chrissy B . Marilyn,

Jules -friends???

DEPARTS EVERY WEEK in March Ft

Lauderdale $309 includes Rt Jel & holel for

7 nighls all taxes and lips Departs every
week in March Montreal weekends $79
departs every weekend Feb-May IrKludes

round trip motor coach & 2 nights holel

directly downtown All taxes and tips

Daytona Beach motor coach and 7-nighl

holel on Ihe stnp $229 all taxes and tips and
service charges For more details call

Dynamic Destinations, 462 Main Street.

Maiden, 617 324-7735, 617-321-4165

SPRINO BRRAK OT A UmHN

TYPING SCtVICi

OUSJnrTYPING. LONG or short ,'o-

(ects Meticulous proofreading Edit ^g

available Resumes a specialty S49-03< 7

WANnO

LOCAL BANDS WANTED Easlside con-
certs Battle of the Bands on Feb 28 Con-
tact Bruce or David 549-4160

SAA. ABOARD YOUR own SO ft yacht from

Ft Lauderdale to the Bahama* for 1 wk In-

fo Paul 865-4967. Terry 6-4062

REWARD FOR LOT 63 parking sticker

256-8970

WOMIN ROOMMATIt WANTID

NEED 2 FUN toving women roommate* for

Townehouse next semester Call Dave
549-6563
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UMass cements 6th-Dlace, 67-66
Sutton 's 23 points lead Minutemen over
the Dukes and into a first-round bye
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

The game had all the elements of a script,

and University of Massachusetts' Carl

Smith couldn't have written a better one

for his final home game.
Responsible for nme buzzer \ utunes in

his UMass career, the senior playmaker
was in the spotlight once again as he punc
tuated his Cage career with the winning
assist in last night's 67-66 men's basket-

hall thriller over Atlantic 10 rival Du
quesne University at Curry Hicks.

The Minutemen were paced by junior

guard Lorenzo Sutton's 23 points, and also

got 11 points each from Smith and
sophomore forward David Brown.
Sophomore center Duane Chase and junior

forward Wilbert Hicks added 10 points

apiece.

"I think it was kind of poetic that he

made the big plays in his last home game
here. He deserved the opportunity to make
the big plays because he's made so many
for us." a remarkably relaxed head coach

Ron Gerlufsen said after the tight game
Drawing a double-team at the top of thi-

key. Smith dished off the winning pass to

a wide open Sutton, who stuck a three-

pointer from the corner with .17 remain-
ing to pull out the dramatic win

The victory was the third straight tor the

Minutmen and increased the team's reojrd

tr> 11 15 overall and a regular-.«8eaj*on-

cnding 7 11 A 10 mark. It also a.ssured

UMaae of sixth place m the conferfnte and
a first round bye in the upcoming league

tournament which begins on Friday.

The Minutemen travel to third-seeded

I'niversitv of Rh«>de I.sland on Sundav for

• «MhlUrkBMn*ra. I «> (Ml 'i. K«vin McCiH^lty 4 H

34 1l.lNMarrrMin.< ' ' HrtanS«luiiialMai.«14 44
•U.EMamMBMm* Putrana. 1 3(M>3 Amd
!4«uhait«. M (M) 4 ..,„.- ^ 16 ft.

MwrhH—tHWri- >---' "

»7 4 7 in Doan*'
barrmoSuUon. 6; w w >.. . ......<i,. i..,, .. .^ . . . ,.ii>

second-round action.

The loss meanwhile, dropped the Dukes

to 11- 16 overall and a seventh place 7-11

in the conference.

"It was just a one-on-one. Lorenzo's man
made a very bad mistake by helping out

and I was able to get the ball to Lorenzo

who was open for the three-pointer. He
doesn't miss from that spot too often," Isaid

Co captain Smith, who along with the other

cocaptain. Bill Hampton, were honored

with game balls before the contest.

Whatever it was. it worked. But if it was

up to Smith, he would rather have just

been another cog in a runaway UMass vie

lory. He wasn't totally happy with the win

"No, not really. I wouldve been happier

if we had won by 30 or 40 points." Smith

said, laughing.

But the Minutemen were pleased with

the one-point win which was. in reality, a

two-game victory.

"We're really happy about the fact that

we've advanced as high enough that we
don't have to play in the first round. That'->

an honor in itself." Gerlufsen said.

In the first half, the game was anyone s

iM control, as it was the whole way. AUow^
mg the game's first two buckets ojt

freshman forward Peter Freeman's offen-

sive rebounds, the Minutemen countered

with an 8-0 run on a layup by Brown sand

wiched around a pair of Sutton thrt't

pointers After that, the lead changed

hands eight times until the Dukes
capitalized on a UMass mistake to close at

the half with an easy bucket and a 37-34

lead.

The second half was much of the same
although the Dukes managed to open up

the game's biggest lead, a six-p«>int margin

they reached four times, the la-st being at

53-47 with 10:18 left on two free throws by

Brian Shanahan.
But a three-pointer and a runningjumper

I \ Smith along with a layup by Chase gave

the Minutemen the lead. 54-53. with 8:32

left. The lead switched hands three more
times before Sutton's seventh three-pointer

gave UMass the game-winning l^ad.

Collrgian photo by Nich SokoleA

University of Massachusetts sophomores David Brown (left) and Duane
Chase (right) battle for a rebound in last night's home*season-ending, 67-66

Atlantic 10 victory, last night at the Curry Hicks Cage.

Jack Leaman: The 2nd
time has been the charm
Former men 's coach leads Minutewomen

Sport* Informalion pho<n

University of Massachusetts women's basketball coach Jack Leaman
may be in his first year directing the Minutewomen to their 13-10 record,

but success isn't new to him. Actually in his 14th year as a head coach,

leaman directed the Minutemen to six appearances to the National In-

vitational Tournament during the 1970's.

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

It's a bright, cold day out-

side the Curry Hicks Cage,
home to University of

Massachusetts basketball.

Inside, the women's hoop
team prepares for a home
game against Temple
University,

Under the basket, at the

south end of the building,

first-year head coach Jack
Leaman, who has guided his

Minutewomen to a 13-10

record, inspects the motion
of the UMass offense,
similar to an artist trying to

locate an errant drip of

paint on his canvas.
Freshman forward

Jeanine Michealsen collects

a stray pass and glides to

the hoop, creating a basket
out of an otherwise hopele.ss

situation. Leaman smiles.

"That's the way to come
down J. That's the way to

tpad it. Good offense,"
Leaman .says.

The Minutewomen return
to running through the
play, only, this time,
something doesn't work.
Leaman reacts as any coach

might and barks his

displeasure before resetting

the offense. Moments later,

the mood lightens. Smiles
abound, and are combined
with sporadic spatterings of

laughter.

Leaman leads the
chuckling.

Smiles and laughter are

the two things you probably

would not have found
around the UMass Athletic

Department at the end of

last summer. Barbara
Stevens, who served as head
coach of the women's team
for three seasons, unex-
pectedly announced her
resignation and headed for

gi-eener pastures at Division

II Bentley College.

That left the Athletic

Department, the team, and
the players with a pretty

tough problem — no coach.

Enter Jack Leaman.
"It happened because Bar-

bara left for Bentley so late

in the year." Leaman said.

"I was asked if I would help

out, because there wasn't

enough time to fill the posi

tion from the outside. My
first thought was that I

didn't want to do it."

After lengthy debate with
himself, Leaman decided to

accept a one-year interim
contract.

You don't have to ask
around much to know that
this disaster has proven to

be a blessing in disguise, for

both the school and the
program.

"He is a very
knowledgeable person.
There's no doubt that he
knows the game," junior for-

ward Tara Lewis said. "He s

the nicest person in the
world and a great coach I

love being one of hi.'^

players."

Understandably. Leaman
was stepping into a frying
pan, something that both he
and his players were aware
of The tension and the ner-

vousness was there.

Not anymore.
"I didn't really know how

my coaching philosophy
would fit in with women's
basketball," Leaman said.

"There aren't any major dif
ferences between women's
and men's basketball, with
the exception that the pro-

spect of turning professional

is always in the mind of a
man. Women's basketball
has a means to an end and
they know they'll have an
education to deal with the
real world."

"It was hard to get used to

him yelling all the time.

Most of us weren't used to

that," Lewis said. "Once we
got used to his style,

everything was great. He
has high expectations for

us.'

The oddity of it all is that

referring to Leaman as a

first-year head coach is

deceiving. Take a look at

the man. and you're looking

at UMass basketball
history.

continued on page 15
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Anti-Sandinista
to speak tonight
student opinions differ
By JOHN OMEARA
Collegian Correspondent

Xavier Arguello. a leader of the opposition to the San-

dinista government in Nicaragua, is scheduled to speak

at 7 p.m. today in the Student Union Ballroom at the in

vitation of the Conservative Alliance

Members of the Radical Student Union, which last year

led protests during the appearance of another anti-

Sandinista. had no comment on whether they would pro

test the j^jeech. The RSU members said some people came

to last year's contra appearance just to see the protestors

and they did not want that to happen this year.

"Students have been misinformed and have heard one

side of the story about the freedom fighters in Nicaragua.

Students should hear both sides and that's exactly what

the Conservative Alliance is trying to do," an organizer

said.

Agruello is the former editor-in-chief of the cultural

magazine of the Sandinista government. He reportedly

resigned to protest Sandinista censorship and the large

Cuban influence in Nicaraguan affairs. He now works for

the United Nations.

He holds a law degree from the Universidad Cen
amiinueti on page 9

Congressmen attack Reagan's proposed budget
_ r. _ /-< O...JJ- r\ \M ij iiCATA J .^^^.^^ •»«»... .ront toun nroiTram Rf>nt7»n's t*ducation DroDosals. "Conifre!
By PHIL SERAFINO
Collegian Suff

WASHINGTON - Members of the

Massachusetts congressional delegation,

who met yesterday with student lobbyists

from the University of Massachu.setts. lash-

ed out at the Reagan Administration's pro-

posed budget and said pressure to reduce

the deficit may hurt financial aid to college

students.

The lobbyists, members of Students Ad-

vocating Financial Aid, were on the second

day of their three-day trip to fight Presi-

dent Reagan's proposed budget for fiscal

year 1988. which calls for a 45 percent cut

in federal financial aid programs.

"You're not going to get cut the worst,"

Rep Gerry Studds. D Ma«s. told 13 SAFA
members, "but the (aid) programs aren't

going to be funded adequately."

Studds said legislators feel pressured to

reduce the deficit to levels set in the

Gramm Rudman Deficit Reduction Act and

that many of them think "every dollar in

the budget is of equal importance."

Studds said the Gramm Rudman level is

unachievable. "We're probably going to ig-

nore it or a4iust it," he said.

Rep. Chester Atkins, D-Mass, told other

SAFA members that "the aid program isn't

enough to do what needs to be done."

Atkins said more money must also be

pumped into better research facilities,

especially on the graduate level.

Atkins also criticized harshly Secretary

of Education William J. Bennett for his pn>

posed income contingent loan program,

which would set student loan repayment

at a fluctuating interest rate, determined

by the interest rate on trea.sury bills. That

rate is now at 5.6 percent, but averages 15

percent.

"He's using that concept as a Trojan

horse to hide his warriors who are going

to come in and slash, burn and destroy

higher education." Atkins said.

"Secretary Bennet is the single best

thing that has happened to Democratic

support for higher education, because he's

so outrageous, so obnoxious and so

misdirected that he generates a tremen-

dous fervor in the Democratic caucus,

"

Atkins said.

An aide to Rep. Nicholas Mavroules, D-

Mass, said Mavroules does not support

Reagan's education proposals. "Congress

IS getting tired of the President submitting

budgets where every other program (other

than defense] gets cut," the aide said, who
asked not to be identified. She said

Mavroules would support a limited tax in-

crease as an option to reduce the deficit, but

said aid programs may suffer "small cuts"

this year.

SAFA member John Curley. a junior,

said he met with Rep. Joseph Moakley. D
Mass, and said Moakley wa-s "more than

positive. He's not favoring any cuts what-

soever," Curley said.

Atkins and Nancy Anderson, legislative

assistant to Sen. William B. Roth. Jr., R
Del, pushed re-evaluation of student aid

programs to make them more effective.

Professor works as
baseball arbitrator
By HAROLD C. PINKHAM
Collegian Correspondent

While many college professors do interesting things

when they are not teaching, University of Massachusetts

professor Glen Wong does something that no other pro

fessor does in New England; he is an arbitrator for Ma-

jor League Baseball.

Wong, 34, who is in his eighth year of teaching at

UMass, is an associate professor of sports law and labor

relations. He has recently received much public atten

tion for being the arbitrator in the Oil Can Boyd case.

In the Boyd case, Wong ruled in favor of the Boston

Red Sox, which meant that Boyd would receive $550,000

instead of $695,000 that he and his agent, George

Kalafiatis, were asking for to play baseball in the 1987

season.

When asked if he could elaborate on the Boyd case

Wong said "I'm sorry, but I've been given strict instruc-

tions from both parties not to discuss the case and I will

honor their wishes." "Besides," Wong said, "the last

arbitrator to talk in depth about his case was fired. In

Major League Baseball an arbitrator is hired to be fired."

Wong said he was chosen by mutual agreement bet-

ween the Players Association and the Players Relations

Committee after someone submitted his name to the two

parties. He said he was very excited and honored to have

had the opportunity to arbitrate for Major League

Baseball and felt the experience he gained would great-

ly help him in giving class lectures.

Asked how he felt about { 11 the press coverage he has

been receiving since taking on the case, Wong said, "It's

very flattering and has also helped me in finding con-

tacts for my upcoming bcok which 1 am trying to get

continued on page 9

Gant's power makes office effective
Society suffers from 'combined sores ofracism and bigotry

'

By JONATHAN M CASSIE
Collegian Correspondent

Affirmative action offices would not need to exist, had

it not been for the systematic exploitation of minorities

in the past, the director of the office of Affirmative Ac-

tion at the University of Massachusetts at Boston said.

Jocelind Gant, speaking before an audience of about 30

people last night in the Student Union Ballroom, said this

society is suffering from "the combined canker sores of

racism and bigotry."

Gant emphasized that she was appalled that many peo-

ple in our country today believe that affirmative action

programs are to blame for many of our societal ills.

Affirmative action programs have recently come under

fire by Attorney General Edwin Meese and the entire

Reagan Administration. This, she said, "has caused a

great deal of confusion and hysteria in the general public."

The Boston campus of UMass has one of the most suc-

cessful affirmative action programs in the state today.

Currently, 14 percent of UMass Boston's faculty are

either Black, Asian, Native American or Hispanic, giv-

ing the University the highest percentage of full-time

minority faculty at any four-year public institution in the

state. This fact is often attributed to the enormous power

that has been given to Gant's office.

As the affirmative action officer, she watches over hir-

ing practices. She also has the power to reject faculty ap-

pointments made by any University selection committee

if she feels that an inadequate effort has been made to

hire a qualified minority candidate. This power is what
she says separates her from many of the affirmative ac-

tion officers found at other institutions, whom she calls,

"pencil pushers."

Her heaviest criticisms were directed at the policies of

the Reagan Administration, which she said are driving

back reforms that minorities have been working for since

the 1960s.

"I can show you reams and reams of statistics that show

we are going in reverse," she said.

She also stres.sed that students at UMass-Amherst must

apply pressure to the chief executive officer to seek racial

reform. She said that the Hurst report should be used by

students to show Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey that pro-

blems do exist.

Affirmative Action Officer Jocelind Gant
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Officials state prostitute's

AIDS claim is false
BOSTON (AP) - City officials yesterday

defended the frenzied response to a heroin-

addicted prostitute's claim that she

thought she had AIDS, despite the release

of test results showing she is free of the

virus and related ailments.

Patricia Murray's actions and statements

prompted Mayor Raymond L. Flynn to

adopt a policy allowing police to indefinite

ly detain AIDS victims if, through prostitu

tion or drug use. the disease could spread

to others.

When Murray told reporters she would

continue selling sex if she did not receive

methadone to kick her eight year heroin

habit. Flynn paid her a bedside visit Sun

day at Boston City Hospital and pledged

she would receive whatever treatment she

needed.

Murray said she had been rejected three

times previously for long-term methadone

care.

'The fact of the matter remains that

whether or not this individual has AIDS,

there is still a need to develop affirmative

poUci^ to anticipate a problem which is en

tirely possible. " Flynns spokesman. Frank

Cwrtello, said yesterday of the detainment

plan.

Cost«Uo atrvased that Flynn visited Mur
ray not because of AIDS, but because of her

stated desire to beat her heroine addiction

rather than return to Boston's red light

Combat Zone to earn drug money.

Murray. 29, authorized the Boston

Department of Health and Hospitals to

release a statement yesterday confirming

she does not have acquired immune defi

ciency syndrome.

A statement read by department
spokeswoman Alison Dana said Murray
also does not have antibodies for the virus

or AIDS-related complex (known as ARCl
a less severe form of the disease

Murray look an AIDS test la.'*t month at

Massachusetts General Hospital, but did

not wait for the results. She received the

news Monday.
Murray told WNEV TV on Monday she

claimed to have the fatal disease because

she feared she could not otherwise get

treatment for her health problems.

i was under a lot of pressure at Mass
(ieneral. under medication. I was scared.

I did not know if 1 had it or not," she said

in a televised interview.

Murray is being treated at Boston City

Hospital for open sores on her legs and

cellulitis, an infection that has left her

hands red and swollen. Both are believed

to be related to her drug use.

Repeated attempts to reach Murray
yesterday were unsuccessful.

Dana said Murray and her family are

reviewing a treatment plan for her heroin

addiction.

Dana and Costello declined comment on

whether the city had been manipulated by

Murray in her bid to receive methadono,

a synthetic narcotic used to wean addicts

off heroin.

Flynn's policy director. Neil Sullivan,

said Sunday after the mayor's hospital visit

that he doubted Murray claimed she had

the disease to receive methadone
treatments

i don't think she's somebody capable of

that level of manipulation," he said at the

time.

Yesterday, Sullivan stood by his earlier

statement, saying: i don't doubt the

woman feared she had AIDS. It wasn't an

unreasonable fear."

Murray was arrested Feb. 15 on a

disorderly conduct charge while trying to

earn money to buy drugs "to take away the

pain and sick"

De^ite telling police she thought she had

AIDS. Murray was released on $120 bail.

When she failed to appear for a court date

last week, an arrest warrant was issued

and police began searching for her. Health

officials were worried that she might

spread the disease to customers or other

drug users.

Meanwhile, a police spokeswoman said

Monday that Boston police will be remind

ed to return condoms they seize .''om

suspected prostitutes when the women are

released on bail.

AP |>ho«o

SHROUDED IN GAS - University students protesting recent cam-

pus raids by police seeking terrorists, are caught in clouds of tear

gas thrown by police Tuesday in Lima, Peru.

Reagan announces plans

to discuss Regan's future
WASHINGTON (AP) - The White

House announced yesterday that President

Reagan and Donald T Regan will discuss

the embattled chief of staffs future after

the Tower Commission makes its findings

public tomorrow.

The investigation into the scheme to sell

weapons to Iran and divert the profits to

Nicaraguan giierrillas will imply that

Regan failed to protect the president, but

will not make any specific findings of

wrongdoing on the chief of staffs part,

published and broadcast reports said.

At the White House, presidential

spokesman Marlin Fitzwater told reporters

that Reagan and Regan will "talk about his

(Regan's] future after the Tower board

report, but not before."

Fitzwater. asked about published reports

that Reagan was involved m a search for

a new chief of staff, told reporters, "To my
knowledge, it's not true. I'm not aware of

any search for a successor."

The spokesman's comments amounted to

the most specific public mention yet from

the White House that Regan's future was

m debate. Sources have said that first lady

Nancy Reagan wants him replaced and

that he would resign.

Late Monday. Regan told a group of

presidential advisers in private that he and

the president had briefly discussed his

White House position, an administration

source said earlier.
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Mount Holyoke College
offers unique opportunities
By LISA WLODARSKl
Collegian Correspondent

Mount Holyoke College has educated
women for 150 years and is still looking to

the future by offering .students many
benefits and opportunities that are not

found at a coed institution.

Lisa Birnbach. author o( Lisa Birnbach'ti

College Bm)k, said "you have to keep remin-

ding people that (Mount Holyoke is] the

other women's college in the Five College

cluster in western Massachusetts," with

Smith College being the more memorable
women's college.

Susan Staggers, dean of admissions of

financial aid at Mount Holyoke said, that

being a women's college is "not the only

positive thing about (Mount Holyoke)."

A common stereotype of "the Mount
Holyoke student" ranges anywhere from a

repressed female who. having been depriv-

ed of men all week, is on the prowl on

weekends to an unattractive intellectual

who spends Saturday nights watching

videos (»f the repiiKluclive prote.sses of E.

coli.

Staggers cited several benefits that

students reahze m attending a women's

college. She said prospective students are

attracted by "the opportunity to be involv-

ed in leadership positions in twice as many
cases" than they would be at coed schools

and by "the success rate of graduates com-

pared with women who have attended (coed

schools)."

"The opportunity to have closer friend-

ships with women," she said, is an advan
tage that students realize. "Some prospec-

tive students .see the strong friendships and

networking of alumnae."
Mount Holyoke is one of the oldest in

stitutions of higher education for women
in the United States. It is also one of the

few existing women's colleges that has not

turned coed or been incorporated into a

coed university or considering Ix^coming a

coi'ducational school in the future.

Founded in 1837 by Mary Lyon, Mount
Holyokes 150th birthday will be

celebrated world wide, according tu

organizers.

!t is deliberately world-wide", said

Catherine Stevens, National Sesquicenten-

nial director. "It was Mary Lyon's mission

to provide a good, strong educaion for

niritinued mi page 9

Rothman plans to file suit
Charges student leaders with discrimination

By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

Central Area Government President W.

Greg Rothman said yesterday he is filing

charges against four student government

oiricials in reaction to a motion to expel

him and Cashin House Senator Tony Rudy

from the Undergraduate Student Senate

Rothman said he has been to the Student

Judiciary, talked to a lawyer and has plans

to bring charges in Northampton District

Court against student Trustee Daniel

Burg^. Student Government Assosiation

Treasurer Katherine Strickland and

Senators Tim Wood, Tom O'Connor and

Tim Devine on the grounds of "defamation

of character, political harassment and

discrimination based on political beliefs."

Rothman and Rudy intrtxluced a motion

to cut student leaders' pay in half, and at

last Wednesday night'; senate meeting

senators engaged in shouting matches over

the issue for about 90 minutes.

Tim Wood, co-chair of the academic af

fairs committee said the motion to expel

Rothman and Rudy was "because of their

dilatory behavior, constant interruptions

of the senate and keeping the senate from

getting to real business."

Rothman said, "What's going on is a

classic case of political discrimination."

"I made a motion to take away student

pay and it upset some people," he said. "I'm

just standing up for student rights.

"The hierarchy in the senate does not

Volk cites drug
and money related
problems in NBA
By TODD GOLDBERG
Collegian Correspondent

Poor attendance and drug scandals almost forced the Na

tional Basketball Association to foul out of existence five

years ago, but recent policy changes have made the league

profitable again, the Boston Celtics Vice President and

General Manager said last night.

The creation of a salary cap that regulates the amount

of money that each team can spend on their players has

revived the NBA, Jan Volk said before a crowd of about

400 people at Mahar Auditorium.

"Five years ago there were five or six teams on the verge

of bankruptcy. Of these teams, Indiana and Kansas City

were sorely depleted because of their inability to sign their

own players," Volk said.

"The salary cap is designed to prevent teams from sign-

ing somebody else's player for big dollars," "-" ""'-*

want to be challenged." he said. "They ju.st

want to push everything right through un-

questioned and unchallenged."

WiKxl said, "I think that he is totally

baseless in his attacks. I don't see how I've

discriminated against him.

"The motion to expel was based on the

g<Kxl of the senate." he said. "The motion

comes from his continuous and long term

disregard for the senate, people's rights in

the senate and his not allowing the senate

lo do its job

"I think thai Senator Rothman's lawsuit

is just to try to scare me to withdraw my
support from the motion, ' Wood said.

Rudy said, "We tried to cut their payroll,

and this is their way of getting back at us.

"I have never done anything illegal."

Rudy said. "To throw someone out because

you disagree with them ideologically is

wrong. "Pseudo-senators Tim W<x>d and

Tom O'Connor have never made a motion

for students in their lives," he said. "This

is the first motion they ever made.
'

Burgess said, "It seems ludicrous to me,

especially given the fact that Katherine

and 1 are diametrically opposed political-

ly. This is not a political move at all.

"I don't feel threatened legally at all."

he said. "My goal would be to see Greg and

Tony mellow out a bit."

The payroll issue is "not germane,"

Burgess said.

Strickland refused to comment on the

situation.

CtMrgimn pbnto by Oat Id Shimliu«

FEEDING DAY AT THE ZOO? - Paul Rooks assembles an awn-
ing last Friday on Pleasant St. in Northampt<)n.

MIT linguist to speak
on foreign policy today
Historian and linguist Noam Chomsky is

scheduled to give two lectures today at the

University of Massachusetts.

Chomsky will speak on "Our Little

Region Over Here: Central American and

U.S. Global Policy " 3:30 p m. in 106

Thompson Hall.

The second lecture titled "The Rational

Basis for Collective Suicide: Roots of Na
tional Security Policies" will be held at 8

p.m. in Mahar Auditorium.

Chomsky began working at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology in

1955. where he is the institute professor of

on22 book
contemporary

linguistics.

He is the author of

linguistics, history and

issues. Among his most recent books are;

Turning The Tide: US Intervenlmn in

Central America and the Struggle for Peace

and Pirates and Empimrs: International

Terrorism m the Real World

He has received nine honorary doctorates

and literary awards, including one from

UMass. Delhi University and the Univer

sity of London.

- ILANA LEVENSON

he said.

Five years ago the NBA was in deep financial trouble

due to the belief of owners that one player of quality was

all that was needed to turn a losing team around. This

led to mediocre players being paid extravagant salaries,

he said.

"The players were the ones making all the money," he

said.

"The salary cap was created to make stability and pari-

ty," Volk said, which it has done.

The NBA's current drug policies also breathed life into

the once struggling sport, he said.

"The players got sick and tired of hearing them.selves

associated with drug problems. The players dealt with this

by insisting that a drug program be part of the collective

bargaining agreement," he said.

The recent life time suspension of two players on the

Houston Rockets has shown the players and fans that "the

NBA means business," he said.

These changes in the NBA policy has resulted in a

league "which is doing very well," he said.

All of Volk's time was not spent on the business aspects

of the NBA. Boston Celtics fans would not allow Volk to

leave without receiving inside information on everything

from the current condition of Bill Walton to the Len Bias

tragedy.

The Hitchcock CerUer for the Environment is presenting a slide show titled "Owls: The Silent

Hunters," at 7:30 p.m. today at the Center on South Pleasant Street. There is a charge. For in-

formation call 256-6006.

During the great floods of1886, parts of the lower Mississippi River were close to 70 miles wide.

Andrew Rangell, pianist, will perform Beethoven's Hammerrklavier Sonata at 4 p.m. today at

Amherst College's Buckley Recital Hall.
« „ ««

Today is Rally Day at Smith College. The libraries will be closed from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.

A program of traditional African music, folk tales and slides titled "The Sights and Sounds

of Africa" is scheduled for 8 p.m. today in the main lounge of McNamara Hall.

National SAFA
coalition suggested
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

WASHINGTON - The phrase, "the kids froni

Massachusetts are here," has been on some legislators'

lips sin- e Monday morning when 52 .student lobbyists ar-

rived .t Capitol Hill to rescue financial aid from propos-

ed budget cuts.

Some legislators, however, have refused to meet the stu-

dent lobbyists, most of whom are members of Students

Advocating Financial Aid at the University of

Massachusetts, because the students are not their consti-

tuents. Other legislators have suggested that SAFA
become a nationwide organization.

Sen. Clayborn Pell, D RI, the creator of the Pell Grant,

said SAFA members should have representatives from as

many different consituencies as possible to be more

effective.

No senator or congressperson would talk to someone who

is not his or her constituent. Pell added. However, some

legislatures, including Pell and Rep. Gerry Studds, D-

Mass, have met with non-constituents.

Studds said, "I think nothing but good could come out

of (SAFA becoming a nationwide group]." SAFA's lobby-

ing, he said, "helps you to know that you're not out here

fighting a lonely battle."

SAFA has sent delegations of students to this city to

lobby against the Administration's proposed cuts since

1981. This year, two students from Westfield State Col-

lege and four from the University of Rhode Island, joined

the delegation. continued on page 9
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CALCIUM
it it one of the minerals moet likely to be deficient in the Amencan

diet .

* is important for bones . teeth and the proper functioning ot every

celi in the body
. ^ , ^ ^

* Adults require 3 or 4 servings of calaum nch foods every day.

If there is a LACK OF CALCIUM IN THE DIET It will be taken from

the bones for Its functions in the cells. M the diet is consistently short

of calcium the bones may deteriorate causing a disease called

OSTEOPOROSIS.

SOME GOOD SOURCES OF CALCIUM are akim mflk, tow fat

yogurt, tofu, eardioes. broccoli and kale.
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BUD LIGHT

i€fcin»i
Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-5141

BEER OF THE MONTH
HEINEKEN - $125

DRINK OF THE WEEK
CALIFORNIA SUNSET - $1.75

.#S Wednesday Night is

Free t-shirts, beach towels, mugs

ATTENTION
SIGN UP THIS WEEK FOR ALL

UMASS SKI CLUB SPRING BREAK TRIPS

TO INSURE SPACE!
BARBADOS, BAHAMAS,

KILLINGTON, STEAMBOAT
Stop By Our Table Outside the Hatch in the Student Union

Call 545-3437 For More Information • Stop By Our Office 430 Student Union
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Foundations
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Monday through Saturday

February 23 - 28
7:30 pnn Nightly

Campus Center

Three teenagers assault UMass
student with dangerous weapon
By EDWARD SYRON
Colletjian Correspondent

A University of Massachuseit> <iudent

was severely beaten early Sunday niornin^j

by "three teenagers" after giving the

youths a ride from a party m Sunderland

to the Brittany Manor apartment complex

parking lot, according to Amherst police

reports.

The assault and battery tK'curred at ap

proximately 4 am. after the three

assailants jumped into the victim's car as

he was leaving a party and "requested" a

ride to Brittany Manor, where the victim

lives, according to the report

The assailants are suspected to be iioii

students from the Boston area

On the trip back to Amherst, an argu

ment started, resulting in a "verbal ccm

frontation. pt»lice siiid L'p<>n arriving, the

assailants attacked and knocked the man
to the ground, kicking his body and face,

police said.

The victim was able to get to the Univer

sity Health Services and from there was

taken tnCi«.!. V Duki" ii..,-.,.t..i .r, v,.r

thampton. police said.

The three suspects are wanted for a.siiault

and battery with a dangerous weapon,

which police described as a "sht)d foot."

Police said they have the name of one

suspect and expect another soon

In other police reports:

• A 29year-old Pelham womans vehi

cle was hit after she drove into the path o{

another car at 4;30 p.m. Mcmday at the in-

tersection of Middle and Shea streets.

Traveling south on Middle Street, the

woman apparently did not see the ap

proachmg vehicle driven by a 49-year old

Amherst woman as she proceeded through

the intersection at Shea Street, p*>hce said.

There were no citations issued and no in

juries reported.

• Half of a wooden penguin standing out

side Faces in the center of Amherst was

reported stolen sometime Monday night,

police said.

• The wheels and tires valued at $1,700

were .stolen from a new IROC Z28 parked

outside Paiges Chevrolet. s«»metime early

Sundav morning, police said

Video equiptment stolen

from UMass career center

Maranatha Campus Ministries

mmfmtmmmmmmmfmmmmmmfmmmfmmmmmmmmmmmm

r;mrp.nphoU.b. n-*.HSh.mku,

SHOOTING STARS - Assistant men s basketball eoach. Bart
Bellairs, shows twins Bret and Brandon how to shoot hoops at Curry

I
Hicks Cage Thursday.

Two vidtKi ca.ssetle recorders, valued at

$650 were reported stolen at 7:50 p.m.

Monday from the University Career Center
at Fraternity Soronty Park, I'liivi-rsity <rf

Massachusetts police said.

In other police reports:

• A 198.? Toyota received $1,000 in

damages to its front end at 12:40 p.m Mon
day after reportedly hitting a 197'}

Chevrolet as it tru%*eled north on Com
monwealth Avenue, police .said.

• Cash and a watch valued at $240 were
reported taken at 9:40 a.m. Monday from
the Boyden (Ivmnasjum weight rfH»m.

police said

• A 1984 Mercury received $150 in

damages to the passenger >< d<»or after be

ing hit at 9:50 p.m. Monday while parked

m Curry Hicks lot, police said

• A 1974 Pontiac received $215 in

damages at 1:55 p m. Monday in lot 49.

police said.

• A wallet and a watch valuetl at $48

were reportedly taken at 4:15 p m Monday
from the women's locker n><»m in Totman
tiym nasi urn, police .said

• A portable fan. a hot plate, a coffee pert

and a five foot tropical plant were reported

ly taken at 9:20 a m Monday from Wilder

Hous«» (Htlice said

- ELLEN M. NOLAN
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ServliSTof the Dean ot Students Ofltee^- 227 Whltmore
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THE
NATIONAL STUDENT
EXCHANGE PROGRAM
WILL STILL ACCEPT
APPLICAITONS UNTIL
FRIDAY, MARCH 6, 1987
FOR NON-RESTRICTED
SCHOOLS FOR BOTH
PLAN A & B SCHOOLS.
FOR THE LIST OF
NON-RESTRICTED

SCHOOLS OR FURTHER
INFORMATION, DROP
BY THE NSE OFFICE IN
E-26 MACHMER HALL.
OFFICE HOURS ARE

POSTED ON THE DOOR
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Professional Agriculture Conference
February 25, 1987 • C.C. Auditorium

9 30am Opening R«marlis Or. J. Dcnison: Dean of Stocfcbridg* School of Agrcuiiure C.C.Auir^*c<u'<

TIME SPEAKEH ROOM 163 SPEAKER ROOM 168

10:1 5am Ed Roach

to United Cooperative Farmers

1 1 :00am Division Manager Pet Maifc

-Managing Agribusiness-

Rum Davenport

Dairy & Mapte Sugar Producer

-Modern Technotogies m Maple

Sugar Production i, Dairy

Farmmg-

1 1 :00am Dennis Dowd
to Dowd's Nursery Inc.

1 1 :45am Horticuliure m Massachusetts:

Year 2000-

Geraldine Weinslein

Horticultural Consultant

-New Bedford Town Common: An

Approach to Integrated

Landscape Management

1 1 ;45am to 1 :00pm LUNCH 1

1 OOpm Pat Sackray

to Hampshire County Commissioner

1 :45pin Marketing of Agricultural

Products-

Gerry McCarthy

President of Macs Landscaping

Inc & Garden Center Corp.

-Sales: Selling a Landscape Job

a Selling m the Garden Center-

1 :4Spm Kim WiezblcW with BluetMrd Acres

to President of Roadside Stands & PtcK

2:30pm Vour Own Assoc.

Beating Supermarkets at Their Own
Game-

Dr. Richard J. Cooper

Turf Speaalist

-The Pesticide Controversy-

2;30pm Carrie Chickering-Seart

to U.S. Holstein-Frasien Assoc.

3-15pfT» -Devetoping Foreign Markets-

Rich Lewis

Soil Conservation Service

Soil Conservation Provisions

ot the 1985 Farm Bill-

3;l5pm John Clccanefll

to Small Business Admin.

4;00pni -Starting a Small Business-

Lewis Wells

Director Division of Regulatory

Services

-Affects of 1985 Pesticide

Legislature on Agricultural

Businesses-

4:00pm Or. Peter Konjoian

to Konioians Greenhouses

4 45pm -Marketing Floral Crops;

Cross Commodit"/ Marketing-

„.,

4 45pm to 5:00pm Closing Remarks

Su • !• les

^SMEDTLER
11700

Stainless

Steel Tip

Special

Value

$24.85

M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

Located In The Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
STORE -^
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BlueKM
CotkeeffotAAe

Oflehng a selection

of gourmet coflee. pastry

and ice cream

MonThufs
Ffidav

Saturday

Sunday

11 30 am 12 00 rn,a

11 M am 6 00 pm
Closed Bu! waicf*

tof special events

3 00 pm 12 00 mid

Located on the Concourse Level

o» the Campus Center

• I spr(*%so

• I .ippuicino

• Drcai tspresMi

• Brcvkcd D«jl Ci»Uifni»»i»n

• Ci»lumbian ExipKiof

• GfwtmcX Blend

• GudlcfTwLin

• Bra/ilkin

• Hurniuran

• ( isi.i Rnjn

• Sclcttion ol Hd\nr<il ((>llcr%

• I'l mil! ll.ir

• [Vmlik- li»€l«{r B»ii"*ni«-

• Pi-jnu! Butlff Bf«ivkn«r

OmkoLUt Chutoiair fh^'

(hiKobtr Ch«i««»ljtr Chi\

Ailh Almonds

I»ianul Butk'f Chip

• V anri»t IJ>ef Cake

• C hew Cake with Sirjwlwrf

«

• Mofhj Ch<T*r Cjkf

• ( II 'i\s.iril

• ILis-il >»ilh Buttrf

• Bjs«I »(th Crrjm Owrv

Picture yourself artd a InefJd stroiims a stretch ol white
^

;- , beach as tar as the eye can see. while a pastel

:..-.,: paints the evening sky Mexicos stunning Caribbean

Gold Coast IS where dreams ol a perfect

beach life become reality, and University *"*1*^

Auxiliary' Services and Campus Travel now offer you a

dream come true Announcing

Destination:

CANCUN
GRAND PRIZE:

Free TVip for TWO
to Cancun, Mexico

1ST RUNNER UP Sun-Fun "Itavel Kit from the

University Store

2ND RUNNER UP A $20.00 Gift Certificate

to the T.O.C. Restaurant «>"

Entry blanks are available at Campus

Cente' Colfe*- Shop hluewall Cafeteria

& Cotter House Hatch Cafeteria vstorcester

Snack Bar Campus Travel Center (across

trom the Coffee Shopi

.j'':>/''^ -• ^

KVn' ^o^v^i'']^^^ Purchase
' V" .^^^ Necessary

,.. .^°^f4i5S^^"^
e^^.^r^^'^^^

^es>; 'Go^**

'

^r.v^^^;

This Utatth

TOP of the

2lL ^.LxX
itilMlt2M^>M:k.i4

WED., FEB. 25

Skeleton Crew,

Starting Todaj;!!!

Ski Mt. Tom
on us!!

THURS., FEB. 26

New Clear Vision

/

'-v ^

yfi

,^._ -AC.S,
it

T-

/

FRI.. FEB. 27

PLAIN
.-<*• »

GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION

• Free ski pass
door prize offered

• Great drink specials

• Free hors d'oeuvres 4-6 p.m.

HOURS Monday - Friday 11:30 am. - 12:30 a.m.

Saturday & Sunday 5:00 p.m. - 12:30 a.m.

11th Floor • Campus Center • UMass
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Rothman should go
The waste of student money should end. W. Greg Rothman

should be expelled from the Undergraduate Student Senate.

Rothman introduced another of his dilatory motions last

Wednesday night. It said most officers of the SGA — the presi-

dent, speaker of the senate, treasurer and committee leaders

~ should have their salaries cut in half.

He argued that paying the officials their salaries was a waste

of student money.
He ignored that the people he attacked watch over nearly

a million dollars a year in student money. He ignored that in

order to do a good job, they forgo jobs that pay better — like

working at the Mini Food Basket.

Nearly all the people Rothman would hurt are unsung, by

their colleagues and, yes, the Collegian, That's too bad. If the

majority of students was more aware ofhow much work is done

by the people Rothman would penalize, he probably would not

have had the guts to insult the students and the watchdogs

of their money in this fashion.

But perhaps he would have. After all, this is the same Greg

Rothman who publicly supports cuts in federal financial aid

to college students, who opposes the help student organizations

get from professional staff members, and who has been known

to blurt out — among other things — *'we should have nuked

Vietnam." Rothman says one of his greatest moments came

when he egged Ronald Reagan on as the president vetoed a

piece of legislation. The legislation was the Clean Water Ac-

tion Bill.

Expressing strange or stupid pomts of view is not grounds

for removal from any democratic institution. But Rothman is

not merely noisy — he deliberately and consistently does things

that undermine the senate's authority and credibility.

It is important to understand that the viciousness and

silliness, in which the senate indulges is largely instigated by

a small cadre of senators who introduce motions mainly to get

the senate "going." Rothman leads this cadre.

His motions have been the reason for a tremendous amount

of energy and time — and student money — wasted by senate

meetings over the last 16 months.

The targets of Rothman's egocentric need to incite furor have

quite naturally risen to defend themselves. His insistence on

placing motions on the agenda just so others will respond to

his insults and hurt make him a fit subject for expulsion.

Admittedly, Rothman is not the only senate member who

forces the body to waste student money considering foolishness.

But to anyone who has watched the senate for the last year,

it is obvious that a lot of the stupidity for which the senate

is noted has been instigated by Rothman.

The Student Government Association is under fire from

Rothman and his group. Their time of damaging the SGA to

fuel their egos should end. A motion to expel Rothman miss-

ed by one vote last Wednesday. For the sake of students,

senators should find that extra vote.

Unsigned editorials reflect the opinion of the majority of the

Collegian Board of Editors.

It's election time for SGA
This year's campus president and student trustee race

is finally underway. On Monday and Tuesday, March 9

and 10, students will have the opportunity to choose the

path of the Student Government Association by voting at

dining commons near their residence halls, while Com
muters vote outside the hatch and those in the Greek Area

vote in the Newman Center.

This is the time of year, students will begin to see

slogans on classroom blackboards. Students will notice

multi-colored posters above the bulletin boards. Pieces of

paper describing issues will suddenly appear in all the

bathroom stalls. And yes, small leaflets will be given to

students repeatedly before they enter dining commons and

the Student Union. All these instruments of public rela-

tions are attempting to achieve one thing - to get students

to vote. This task takes a few minutes or less. The result

of students' votes could mean 1*? months of success and

powerful leadership or 365 days of pure discouragement

and dissatisfaction. Don't get tired of all the signs or

frustrated with the candidates one meets. Be patient. Try

to understand them. After all, it is a $3.7 million Trust

Fund!
Examine all the candidates. Look over their handbills

Bill Bennett

( uiityum or the University unless otherwise noted
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Hurst report unsatisfactory
The report issued by Commissioner

Hurst ov the racial incident in Southwest

Residential Area last October 27 is an in

complete and unsatisfactor> analysis of the

events of that evening. While providing a

clearer picture of what actually happened,

jt raises new. difficult fundamental issues

of education (a lack of it), and alcohol itoo

much of it» Once again stop gap measures

and cosmetic surgery are proposed, seem-

ingly to satisfy a political agenda UMass,

in a fit of guilt, .seems prepared to blindly

accept everything proposed.

Ben Brogan

I was in Southwest that night, and it was

a racial incident. Those who try to deny it

should have seen the hatred, the anger in

the eyes of the hundreds of N^-hite men
screaming outside Crampton Hou.se. kick

ing in the plate glass window, trying to get

at the small group of black students. Those

who sought to minimize the incident's im

portance should have experienced the fear

of bt'ing in a crowd that was uncontrollable,

comp<»unded by the knowledge that it was

happening on a university campus.

Hurst's description of the events is

fascinating in its detail. Even better is the

fact that so many people were willing to t^ll

him their storv'. and identify guiUy parties.

Yet only one person has been charged.

Why? Because the people Hurst talked to

refuse to provide information to the police

or file complaints. How does Hurst suggest

the University handle the backlash from

the UMass public, which, thanks to his

report, now expects rapid action'' What use

are statements of these persons if they can-

not be used in a court of law? Can Hurst

be subpoenaed to give names.

Hurst recommends the University review

the alcohol policy, and make it stricter. A
deep look would have revealed the extent

of the alcohol problem at UMass. He finds

that alcohol played a significant role in the

incident. In less euphemistic terms, most

of those there that night were bombed. It

is likely that had there been no alcohol pre

sent, the incident would not have occurred.

Rather than look for defects in the policy

itself, however. Hurst should have looked

for defects in the housing administration

that enforces the policy. He would have

found plenty Wliile turning its RAs into

policemen, housing fails to deal with the

numerous cases of alcohol induced, anti

siK'ial behavior RAs record each weekend.

Kirk Friedman is a dnmatic example.

Allegedly, his behavior before the

Southwest incident was nothing short of

animalistic, yet, while well dix-umented

and deserving of dismissal, was not acted

upon. Why** Because housing has

developed a philo.srtphy that sees residence

halls as cages in which students can act out

their frustrations and other psychological

shortcomings before being unleashed on an

unsuspecting society. All this at the ex

pense of the majority of responsible

students. As long as this situation is allow-

ed to exist. ZooMa.ss will not disappear

Lost in Hurst's recommendations is a call

for a mandatory "Civility 101 " for new
.students. This is an e8.sential one. If Hurst

had Irxiked. he would have found that pro

grams on social diversity offered within the

residence halls exist, but virtually no one

attends. A course would catch those who
need it Not a PassF'ail blow off, but a man
dalory. graded cour.se, devoid of the left-

wing rhetoric that characterizes RA class,

and turns people off. It should incorporate

freshman survival skills, and deal with

issues of sexuality and alcohol.

Hurst slams various upper level ;id

ministrators for their handling of the nv\'

ter. The botched job of all departments m
volved is ju.st another example of the ad

ministrative incompetence that con.stanl

ly reappears at UMass. We cannot excu.se

the behavior of those students responsible.

By the same token we cannot continue to

allow administrative ineptitude and insen

sitivity to besmirch the name of the

University. The staff and administrative

changes the chancellor spoke of must be

considered.

Today, UMass is being included in the

litany of racial hot spots (Howard Beach,

Forsythe Co., Tampa Bay) that plague the

nation. For UMass to make it through this,

the problems must not be brushed under

the rug by caving in to demands of various

special interests. The Hurst report must be

considered, but not blindly accepted.

Cosmetic surgery will not work this time.

Ben Brogan is a Collegian columnist

I am part of all I have read.
— John Kiernan

and issue sheets. Include in your calculations motivation,

enthusiasm and dedication. Investigate for experience.

Many candidates, if not all, will claim to have the ex-

perience necessary for the positions. Inquire what they

have done. Remember, experience is not simply the title

of an office or petition one may have held, but what the

person was able to accomplish while holding that position.

Ask questions!

Since the SGA president's race concerns me most, I

think it's appropriate I share my personal insight. As it

stands now, students will have the opportunity to choose

between two candidates. Students will have the option of

choosing avid confrontationalism and an adversarial rela-

tionship with the campus administration or choosing a

one party state that strongly believes in "student rights."

i'his year I opted to follow a different path, one of ex-

perience, dedication and motivation. The Student Govern-

ment Association should continue its prosperous growth

with an SGA president that has a proven ability to get

things done while others just sit by and claim to have done

things.

Students need a president who will lead them with the

pride and the respect. I intend to support the most

qualified person. Unfortunately, due to hateful and

disgusting politics, this person's name will not appear on

the ballots during this year's election. Nevertheless, I am
committed to vote for the best candidate and that is why

I am writing in the name ofNATE MOORE for SGA Cam-

pus President on this year's elections ballot.

I have not mentioned this hoping you will do the same.

I simply wanted students to ponder the importance of this

year's elections. So please, vote on March 9 and 10.

Bill Bennett is the SGA President
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An old Cowboy's song
The Streets of the Capitol

(As sung to The Streets of Loredo)

As I walked out in the streets of the Capitol.

As I walked out in the Capitol one day.

I spied an old cowboy all wrapped up in a scandal.

All wrapped up in «:andal but bold as a jay

Frank Flanagan

i Me by your money that ycu are a Yankee,'

These words he did say as I coldly crept by.

'Come sit down beside me and hear my sad story,

I was caught by the press and so I must lie.

'Let sixteen patriots secure me a pardon.

Let sixteen contras come sing me a song.

Take me to Bethesda to cut some more colon.

For I'm an old cowboy who's time isn't long.

'It was once into battle I used to go crashing.

It wae once in the movies I used to go gay.

Twas first to scheming and then to arms dealing.

Got caught in a mess, but I'm trying to stay.

'Get six white Christians to carry my coffin,

Get six select panels to cover my pall;

Put misleading memos all over my office.

Put white tulips along Washington Mall.

'O beat my buns only and leave my wife Nancy,

I'll play the dead duck if you'll have me along.

Take me to Camp David and let it blow o're me,

I'm an old cowboy and you know I'm not strong.'

We beat the bum slowly and spared his wife Nancy,

And jitterly slept as we bore him along;

For we all loved our Comrade, so bold, old and

blandsome.
We loved our Comrade 'though he done us all wrong

f

In the next Collegian Sympocfum. we will look at col-

lege athlMee. Do athletes receive advantages other

studenU do not? SbaoiA athletes get paid? Do univer-

ntJm serve athletes intereets best? Submissions are due

Monday. Mareh 6. Send submissions to David R. Mark,

at the Collegian, 113 Campus Center.

An Amherst College

Department of Theater and Dance Production

ARM
AND THE
MAN

A Pleasant Play by George Bernard Shaw

Directed by Walter Boughton

Kirby Theater

8RM.
February 27 & 28 March 5, 6, 7

Btw office t^ns February 16

Rw reservations call 542-2277 from I -5 p.m. weekdays
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• New Lodge
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• arbitrator
amtinui'd f>r>fn page I

published." Due to the wishes

of all involved in the arbitration hearings

to keep the case private, Wong said he had

to turn down most interviews, including

such news services as The Associated Press,

United Press International, and Sports

Illustrated.

"I'm a big ^jorts fan." Wong said and

added that being such a big sports fan

helped him greatly in the arbitration hear-

ings because he could understand the sport

terms that management and agents were

using, allowing the hearings to go more

smoothly and quickly.

The Boyd case was Wong's third case this

winter, however, Wong said this was the

first case that put him into the public eye

In the other arbitration hearings he ruled

against Atlanta pitcher Jim Acker and rul

ed in favor of Houston outfielder Kevin

Bass.

Wong, who graduated from Boston Col

lege Law School in 1977, frequently speaks

at seminars and conventions for athletic

directors, general managers and arena

owners. He recently collaborated with Prof

Robert Berry of BC Law School on a

1,300 page two volume book. Law and

Business of the Sports Industries.

When asked if all the excitement and

press coverage he's been receiving might

make him think of leaving the teaching

profession, Wong said, "No, I will always

enjoy teaching, besides arbitration work is

only short term work anyway. However, I

hope to be able to do it again next year."

• Contra

• SAFA
continued from page 3

These students have commended SAFA's
efforts and hinted that their schools might

consider organizing their own SAFA
groups.

Joiin Scott, a URI junior, said if his school

organizes a SAFA group, it will be smaller

than the group at UMass. URI has about

12.500 students, of which 8,000 are

undergraduates.

"The students would make the rules;

they would organize; they would fund the

(group). Everything involved would be

handled by students," Scott said.

Gerald Grady, coordinator of Communi
ty and Alumni Affairs at UMass. said other

schools should organize their own SAFA
groups and send individual delegations to

the capital one at a time.

He called the trips to Washington "a ww
thwhile experience," and said that students

not only fight for a worthy cause here, but

they also acquire experience in politics.

URI Political Science Prof. Steve Wood
said, "when you call up (legislators] and say

you're from the University of

Massachusetts it is not as effective as ifyou

were from the national coalition."

COLLEGIAN

Compiled by CAROL
TANNENBAUM

Fifty years ago this

week in the
Ma»»achuitett»
Collegian...

Introducing his talk with

a brief history of the

Massachusetts State

Placement Service, Pro

fessor Guy V. Glatfelter

began a series of four lec-

tures on "Occupation and

Placement for the College

Graduate."

Twenty-five years ago...

A motion to establish an

Ad Hoc Senate Incentive

Committee was made at

the last senate meeting It

would investigate the

feasibility of establishing

an incentive program for

encouraging qualified

students to undertake
responsible positions in

student activities.

Ten years ago...

Dean Willtam Danty of

the School of Health
Sciences declined to com
ment on charges of sexual

discrimination within the

school when contacted

yesterday by the Collegian.

Sarafter^
year, semester
after semester,
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MEET OTHER UMASS
RETURNEES & FRIENDS!

Wednesday 7-8 PM
5th Floor Coolidge Tower

For more information call: 546-45 1

7

vimtinued from page I

troamericana. He was a columnist for the opposition

newspaper La Prensa and was a political organizer against

Anistosio Somoza. the dictator of Nicaragua before the

Sandinista revolution in 1979.

The Conservative Alliance is an umbrella group for

right wing student organizations on campus, including the

Republican Club, Young Americans for Freedom and

Students for America.

Many people interviewed echoed the comments of one

student who said Arguello "will be preaching to the con-

verted," Graduate Student Jonathan Frank pointed out

that many students - and potential hecklers — might opt

for a competing address being given by peace activist

Noam Chomsky.
One of the organizers, Tony Rudy, said Agruello's ap-

peal ance is intended to "show some of the good the CIA

does."

• Mount Holyoke
nmttnued frttm page 3

' '^ women, so

that they could be teachers. (Mount Holyoke] has been

outreaching from the very beginning."

The sesquicentennial celebration, includes weekend con

ferences that are scheduled in major cities in each of the

nine reigons of the United States, and in Europe. Stevens

said.

Stevens said the conferences are baaed on subjects that

the alumnae thought were interesting. The concept of

celebrating Mount Holyoke's 150th birthday with an em
phasis on women's current interests fits well with Mary

Lyons philosophy in founding the college

"Mary Lyon wasn't in our current sense a feminist; she

didn't emphasize competing with men She meant for

women to educate their families." she said.

Because successfully raising a family was the goal of

most wonten at that time. Mary Lyon intended to prepare

them to meet that challenge As society changed since

1837 and women have fought for equal rights and entered

the work force, the focus of a Mount Holyoke education

has changed also.

"These (conferences) are for women to be as informed

as they can be about i^ues today. " Stevens said "We Itiok

back a little, but the bert way to celebrate the education

of women is to look at the problems of today."

Another phil<»M)phy of Mary Lyon m founding Mount

Holyoke was that in order to keep the cosUs down, students

did their own cooking, sewing and other chores at school.

"That was a real distinction." she siiid "Her vision was

patterned on a manual labor college where everyone did

their own work."

Sometimes Mar> Lyon would give scholarships nut of

her own pocket to make a woman's education possible.

Stevens said. According to the Mount Holyoke College

Catalog, "the College continues to support the philosophy

of Mary Lyon" and it "supports an extensive program of

financial aid."

These efforts, however, do not change the fact that the

cost of attending Mount Holyoke, despite Mary Lyon's in

tentions. is rising, as is the cost of most higher education

The current costs, for 1986 87, include $1 1.275 for tui

tion and $3,325 for room and board. The total price tag

reads $15,805.

This increase, which does not account for travel ex

penses. is a source of irritation and concern for many

Mount Holyoke students.

MARCH CPR COURSES

Monday 2, 9, 16

Wednesday 4, 11, 18

Cost - $4.00

Sign up on the CC? Concourse Wed or TLurs.

or call Steve - 549-769

1

Ever wanted to Fly?

We have immediate openings for new mem-
ber*! Our aircraft are available for economi-

cal primary and advanced instruction, as well

pleasure flying. Give '"• a call and one of our

members will take yo. up!

Tke Collegiate Flying Clut

538-5821

early!
BIRD i

SPECIAL !

$2 OFF
Shampoo,
Cut & Dry

STYLES

BY
EBORAH

I

^1
549-5610 • 65 University Dr|

wttti MM* cewpMi - •>p«rM 3/2«/t7 t

Family Resale Clothing

DNCE MODE

ITH FEELIN
The best place for all seasons

the most economical too!!

if^^l
•Drop by tor FREE

Studeni Travel Catalog

STUDENT FARES

Carrugt Swops Amhtrsl.riA..

let us do your
11 PRAY ST. wash-dry-fold

AMHERST, MA. and

SELF SERVICE
hand pressing

7DAYS~.7AM-10PM S49't665

NYC/Sl. Croix

NYC/Caracas

NYC/Paris

NYC/London

NYC/Romc

NYC/Hclsinki

BOUND TRIP

$238

$293

$381

$361

$433

$453

•SOMf KSTWCTIONS APflV

CCXJHCILTRAVIl
AMMMSi
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ARTS

By MARTHA CONNORS
Collegian Correspondent

Just when you thought it was
safe. ..Mass Transformation is back!

Students and faculty in the Department
of Music and Dance will be doing their

own transformation during Spring Break,

and are calling it, quite creatively I think,

"Mass Transformation, — Play it Again."

More than 200 students and faculty are

expected to be washing walls and trimm-

ing up the 27 music practice rooms over

their break time. This project was conceiv

ed by student volunteers, students who
are willing to take the initiative to change

their situation.

Student and Faculty Performances

PIANIST NADINE SHANK IN

CONCERT
Tuesday March 3 at 8 p.m. m the Bezan

son Recital Hall. UMass. free of charge.

Performing the works of Clemcnti,

Beethoven and Schubert, pianist Nadine
Shank will join guest artists Veronica

Kadlubkiewicz. violin, and Kim Scholes

on cello

As a recitalist and chamber player

Shank has toured in the USA, Germany
and the British and American Virgin

Islands. She recently recorded albums on

the CRl and Open Loop labels with sax

ophonist Lynn Klock. In addition to

teaching at the University, she is or-

chestral pianist with the Springfield Sym-
phony Orchestra.

FIVE COLLEGE FACULTY DANCE
CONCERT
Thursday, February 26-March 1, at 8

p.m. in the Studio Theater, Kendall Hall,

Mount Holyoke College. Tickets $4,

students $3. Reservations are necessary

at 586 3100.

This concert is the culmination of stu

dent and faculty work, for all the variety

of dance styles were choreographed by

members of the five college faculty, and
will be performed by student dancers from

the five colleges. Performed will be a

ballet quartet to Chopin, a ballet solo to

a piano score live by Karey Fowler, a tap

piece to the good ol' music of Benny Good-

man, and three diverse nnxlern pieces will

complete the evening.

YOUNG PEOPLE'S SYMPHONY AND
YOUNG PEOPLES PHILHARMONIA
Sunday, March 1 at 3 p.m. at Buckley

Recital Hall at Amherst College. Tickets

$4 adults. $2.50 children. Call 733 2291.

This annual spring concert will feature

for its first half the Young People's

Philharmonia. with kids grade five and
up performing the works of Bartok. Elgar

and Bi7Ht. followed by the high scht)ol

level Youth Symphony playing the works

of Piston. Bach, Boric and Beethoven.

Other Area Performances

TOKYO STRING QUARTET
Thursday, February 26 at 8 p.m at

Bowker Auditorium, UMass. Tickets

available at the FAC Box Office for $15

and $13.

Quartet's are probably one of the most

fascinating shows to watch, and the Tokyo

String Quartet has a reputation a.s being

one of the greatest. Members are Peter

Oundjian and Kikuei Ikeda. violins,

Kazuhide Isomura. viola; and Sadao

Harara, cello. They will be performing the

Shubert Quartet No. 9 in G minor,

Mozart's Quartet No. 17 in B flat Major

('The Hunt"), and the Brahms Quartet in

A minor. No. 2.

Room
service

By MARY ELIZABETH HADAD
Collegian Correspondent

Rich Gatnick, senior economics major

from Hingham, Massachusetts, lives on

JFK's 14th floor Big deal? Yes! He got a

typical dull and dreary room, and then

decked it out.

He first rid his room of the University

twin sized bed and brought in a queen siz

ed futon and made his own folding frame

for it so it doubles as a couch for more liv-

"ng space during the day. There's enough
clearance under the frame's length for

.-several pairs of shoes. Rich figures that the

"rame cost him about $100 to make Thtv
are usually marketed at around $300.

Rich says, "My room is my house, sol try

to make it as comfortable and homey as

possible." He did it. A plant hangs from a

bracket in the corner over his bed. At the

foot of the bed is a storage trunk. On it is

a stereo speaker and a red trimmed TV set.

The trunk also has a carpet covered plank

which can be placed on top to make it dou-

ble for a seat.

His black stereo components lay inside

a sleek white wood organizer which mat-

ches well with his white dorm fridge

The walls have a few framed pictures of

landscapes that were just collecting dust in

his parents basement. His room phone
securely hangs from a hook on the wall.

Looks radical. Cassettes are all neatly in

an organizer mounted on the wall, along

with a batik piece, posters, and velcro

circles. They hold a mini-alarm clock with

velcro on all sides so the clock can be mov-
ed around the room.

Add in curtains (made by "mom" (which

are on the slide runners over each window,

plus multi-colored carnations in a beer

bottle.

The "Best" part is the collection of

trinkets from his stay here at UMass hang-

ing upside-down on his ceiling! They
reflect, he says, a typical student guy and
girl. There's a strip along one wall for "the

guy": credit cards, cigs, matches, bullets,

beer cans, coasters, and mini-liquor bottles.

Then, for the typical female: a knocked-

over dixie cup with a "split" wax mixed
drink running out of the cup and across the

ceiling, an earring case, a make up mirror,

upright downright open greeting card, etc.

In the middle is a Collegian, eyeglasses

with their case, a student ID, a dorm key,

a UMaas parking ticket, etc. It is a really

cute idea. Rich also adds that his cigaret-

tes often disappear off the ceiling when a

desperate neighbor wants one.

Got a different room? Call me at

546 4244 Call right up, don't be shy!

Thanks Rich

1

Photo by Mary Klualxtli Hadad

Rich Gatnick in his self-

decorated room.
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POSITION OF

ASSISTANT
CIRCULATION
MANAGER

THIS IS AN EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY
TO GAIN VALUABLE BUSINESS

EXPERIENCE BEFORE YOU
GRADUATE

COME FILL OUT AN APPLICATION

AT THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE

113 Campus Center

FRESHMAN AND SOPHOMORE
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The Fourth Annual Coop
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10 am - 4 pm Campus Center

All majors welcome
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50 companies attending

Throwing Muses controversial
Throwing Muses Bluewall

Saturday, Feb. 21

By BARBARA DeLOLLIS
Collegian StafT

The Throwing Muses sold out at the

Bluewall Saturday night, some say htcause

of the lack of anything better to do. Well,

I have to admit that I did lof)k forward to it.

With their roots in Newport. Rhode

Island, the Throwing Muses have gained

some recognition as being the first and on

ly American band on the British 4AD
record label ta label for those concerned

with "designer labels"). Kristin Hersh,

lead singer, songwriter, and guitarist, said

they were signed to 4AD when Ivo, the

founder of the label, got stuck in traffic

with one tape — theirs. He told them it

grew on him.

It's true. The Throwing Muses' music

grows on you. It's very original, a little an-

noying, perhaps disturbing at first While

I'm one who will usually get caught up in

a concert, I was not incredibly impressed

with Saturday's performance. Only after

listening to their album did I appreciate

their music more.

Hersh's voice is captivating, chilling, and

intense, enhanced by jangly, and at the

same time, loud guitars. Guitarists ari'

Hersh. and her childhood friend, Tanya

Donelly; they have been playing together

since the age of 14. The oldest band

member, at 23 (the others are all 20), is

bassist Leslie Langston, and the "token

male" is drummer David Narcizo.

The lyrics that Hersh writes al.so attract

a lot of attention.

Easily their most quoted lyrics, from

"Vicky's Box," are "He won't ride in cars

anymore/It reminds him of blow-jobs, that

he's a queer And his hair stuck to the roof

over the wheel Like a pigeon on a tyre."

The press has been trying to extract mean
mg from the lyrics, but couldn't they be just

adolescent traumas?
On stage, Hersh stood perfectly still, star

ing straight above the audience, belting out

her songs as if experiencing unbearable

mental anguish. The crowd even seemed to

be in a trance, captivated by those damn
lyrics. "Green," and "Hate My Way" pro

voked .some reaction from some people.

The Mercy Seat, with Gordon Gano of the

Violente Femmes, was enjoyed by all. But

it was their hardcore, God worshipping

lyrics, not music (as it has been called), that

provoked some negative reactions. As one

spectator explained it, "They played well,

but I just don't like all this Jesus stuff
"

BINDING
low cost • last service

k'mko's
Crtatco»l*« Cr»at»*09>*

220 N. Pleasant St

253-2543

Now's
the time
to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

f?t. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

w>kVS-\V^
\J

Pn/es and Giveaways from lh«

1 IH } H Al I'

COUTTO &
MULLIGAN
PARTY
7 PM

Hilarious Songwriters
Known Nationwide

Located In Plumbley's

Uptown - 253-9586

UMASS SKI CLUB
UMASS SKI CLUB GOES TO

KILLINGTON VT
$27 Members • $37 Non-Members

Saturday, February 28
Sign up by the Hatch Tuesday - Friday

REMEMBER: SIGN UP THIS WEEK FOR YOUR
SPRING BREAK TRIP TO INSURE A SPOT

NAMES THATWIN GAMES
^convERsc * l^cbok^

Converse Weapon"
^59.99

Reebok 4600*

»45.99
Avia 830

»65.99
(Convefse (^voi\^f~also avai(dt)<e

in boys si/es at S4I 99)

Champions on ana off the court That's our quality crafted leather txaskettiall

shoes With tfie competition being so tough you kr»ow that ReetxDk Avja arxl

Converse hus/e to be designed with winmrxj qualities m order to ha\« earned

their place m the Winners Circle

jS600~aJso .available

at S55 991

^
r'\

You always come out ahead^
/---^IXlHampshlreM«II.Rte.9.H«dl«y j^ ^--^

1987 - 1988
FINANCIAL AID FORMS

DEADLINE
MARCH 1 1987

Federal regulations, dated October 17,

1986, now require that all Financial Aid

applicants, including those who only

apply for a Guaranteed Student Loan,

file the Financial Aid Form for determina-

tion of eligibility.

Applications are available at the Office

of Financial Aid Services, 243 Whitmore

Administration Building from 8:30 AM to

5:00 PM, Monday through Friday.

Mail your completed, signed Financial

Aid Form to College Scholarship Office

by March 1, 1987.
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SGlNDINi^lK!
INPORMATION MEETING AND SLIDE

PRESENTATION ON TME COLLEGE YEAR
IN SCANDINAVIA PROGRAM!

Dr William W. Hoffa,

Executive Director and Hallstein Lie. Norwegian Program Director

WHEN: Wed.February 25, 1987 for 3:30 pm to 4:45 pm
WHERE: 3rd Floor Lounge of Herter Hall

ON CAMPUS CONTACT:
Laurel Foster-Moore - Study Abroad Advisor

International Programs Office, Whitmore Hall

PHONE: 545-2710

SOlNDINf^lfvN
SEMINW?

« CXHWtSOM S^^lC OMi-it^S' WAGiQO}

DON'T MISS THE

T

Wednesday, February 25, 1987
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson

CHINESE KITCHEN e
FAST SERVICE — GREAT PRICES

Try our

Moo Shu Pork

$3.95

'23 Szechuan Gai Ding,

Swee & Sour Pork. Fried Rice

$4.95

»22 Chicken Wings.

Sweet & Sour Pork.

Fried Rice

$3.90

«24 Yoke Kew (Beef)

Onion and Green Pepper
Chicken Wing. White Rice

$3.90

TRY OUR LUNCHEON — DINNER SPECIALS
Only $1.49 before 3 pm, $1.90 after 3 pm

Eat In or Take Out

HOURS: Sunday Noon • 10 pm, Mon - Sat 11;30 - lOpm

TROPIC
PAGEANT

SUMMER SPORTSWEAR CONTEST
(not a bathing suit contest)

TONIGHT
WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 25

"Have you noticed that? ... You get stuck

swinging t>ehind some guy who's just

iollygagging along, and sure enough he'll

be wearin' a hat on the bock of his head."

Bat Brain

430 Russel St (Rt 9)

HADLEY — 253-2571

2 LOCATIONS

150 King St

NORTHAMPTON — 586-8220

I

i

X FH/NK
^E hCEO ^ NEW

• I •<

/^

I ^!l^

5 Lucky Ladies Will Receive An Exciting Trip

To Crested Butte, Colorado. Round Trip

Airfare Compliments of American Airlines.

Lodging, Lift Tickets, Lessons, and Special
Parties Compliments of Crested Butte

Mountain Resort. Skiing Prizes Provided
By Lite Beer.

******************

YOU CAN WIN! GO FOR IT!

Contestants may sign up from 7-9 PM
sponsored by:

Bloom Cottnty

imKtfMP
IN JOYFUL
ANiKmnON.

^^KC\
\ *

P(p5-)s^'

^^

. t*^
1 ^E

l«

/^

A Large Assortment

of Pictorial WaH & Desk Calendars

Still Available

Located in the Campus Center

Open MF 9^ f>.UNIVERSITY
Sat 10-3

SifMSTORED
CrestedBum

Sln^jLf Sf€4UcJU\\

ftii

Smithereens
By Sarah Smith

46r of Tht Worlds

By Bill Dearing

^T HC Kerr «S^»»;2r«?

fts HIS www. I ^^ «teN

-0R6 TO 1.0^6 "re ikNOiO

WHAT p>>fCou>*«trs.
^ WOUl» CiM. ,%

-^
IT.

By Berke Breathed

tVSTX 60lNCf IDmNO
our yoy. ^5 vouu.

FmmNOM.f
NO

IT'5 OONO
wae

Mfseims,

coULPNryou
JtaTSTKKOWL
RoeeKDUNpeR
V€KP.

fWANCld ^

Heart
Attack

The CoIIegiati is hiring new people for

night graphics. Come fill out an application

or see Ansel Zinter at 1 13 Campus Center.

Daily Crossword Puzzle

ACNOSS

luiuriOu*

6 Sounds Ot

10 Touchw Qanfiy

t4 Mam trunk

1 5 Donkey rfi

Daimtladt

16 Eiiplo>*<

Tum«n
17 Hoo«) M^|*f
iBGtow weary
19 *>«n«

20 Away Irani

tioma

Zl Source oi

paini diying oit

?4 Poiidcai

niiuartc*

.'•> .iiMons vcton

>< .tXii

Edited by Trade Michel Jaffc
69 ArKWni

le \<#t

SDBowagaRw
ttMMuMk
mareiM

4; i<mf ><nst«

43 Gat con*
torm

44 BriliVi 9t4n

46 tn# lru« «"«•»

4ePM«Qi^«
paraM

nM<rali»(

irxl »»«1«»(p

^Oamons

1 CnuM starter

2 Bakary
purcrta&a

3 Slirtging lAa a

rMHIta

4 Calypso Darx) s

*um
&CoitMC>aia
6Fa«
7 Supposing
iGraanngs
9 Piaca tor prayar

10 Savings tocords

1

1

Anna Ntcftois

0
UHaad to Henri

tlMMiiar uanspon
2t llniai*rlu(

LOnttratnl

?3 MedilMianear
saitmg •iTu^^

• Oainet e g
.'? Apieie

?8 T.tte-

30 Nu!

32 Trie Qtifm

SiMda
33 Grimm

chaiaciers

36 In tf«e yew ol

me reign Lat

37 Becker or

Brandt

38 Slave ol oM
40 Piup tor

Pi»»a"o
41 Home tn

Hamtmrg
62

Yeerty

List

Poetic leei

Double curves

Plucky

Got down
Bi« o) tare

Hearty

SperMsn styte

Journey
Super endings

Niduiama tor a

cartoMop

PflEVtOUS PUZZLE

68 first

iNspMrenoe
67 SmrtcMe
68 Arrived norrw

:'4setiali sty*

Lunch

Hamburg on Roll

E^roli/Duc Sauce

Dinner

Hijast Top Round of Beef

Baked Cod

Menu
Basics Lunch

Golden Burgen
Eggroil/Duc Sauce

Basics Dinner

Creamed Vegetable

Croquettes with Sauce

Baked Cod

Weather

Today: Mostly sunny and breezy, highs in the 40s

Toaifht: Fair. lows in the 20s

Tomorrow: Mostly sunny, high around 40 to 46

Today's Staff
Night Editor Shcryl Jean

Copy Editor Ari" Britton

LaYoiit Technician Rob Catalano

Photo Technician Dave Shimkus

Production Supervisor Marc Infield

Production: Connie LeClerc. Laura Bell, Kim

Hopkins, Keith Cooper. Debbie Pikul and Joe

Executive Board —• Spring of 1987

KELLY SIEGER
Editor in Chief

NANCY KLINGENER
MaBsging Editor

PHIL SERAFINO
Editorial Editor

STEVE RUBIN
Baainet* Manager

ANSEL ZINTER
Production Manager

Business Board — Spring of 1987

STEVE RUBIN
Buaincaa Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marketing Manager

PAUL H. LESSER
Advertising Sales Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Circa ation Manager

VANESSA ROTH
Fiaaace Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Sabscriptioa Manager
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• men's swimming
continued from page 16

the time trials will get underway at 1 1:30

a.m. with the finals scheduled for 7 p.m.,

Saturday the time trials will be at 1 1 a.m.

with finals at 7 p.m., Sunday, time trials

will once again start at 11 a.m., but the

finals are scheduled to begin at 6:30 p.m.

. . To psyche, or not to osyche: Teams do

a lot of things to get themselves psyched

up for a big game or meet. There are some
teams that have rallies or team meetings

to get themselves geared up. Others believe

in going through rituals, such as burnings

in effigy, seances, or superstitions.

The Minutemen have chosen a different

kmd of mental exercise to get into the mood
- bizarre haircuts. "By the time this

thing's over, we'll have some of the

funkiest haircuts in town," Yarworth said.

The latest in the line of strange hair-dos.

or lack of. to strike this campus include

Peter Koback and Scott Milbert. whoa re

sporting mohawks and Dan Chesnicka.

who's new "do" is almost beyond
description.

Chesnicka's is a multi-colored, spike job

which sticks up in several directions. "It

looks like he stuck his head in gasoline,"

Yarworth joked. . . Which leads us to the

Russ YanA'orth Bad Pun of the Week:
When asked if the new haircuts will help

his team, he replied "1 don't know, but if

we don't do good, I'll be losing my hair."

HONK!.
Time to get out the map: The Minutemen

followed up their successful voyage to

Washington D.C. for the A-lO's by getting

lost on the way home. "We were on our way
back when suddenly I looked up, and
there's Philadelphia staring us in the face."

Yarworth said. "I remember saying, 'Hey,

I think we're a little too far west*.

"So. we should be able to win the New
England's, if we can find our way to

Springfield," Yarworth added. . . Just in

case you were wondering: The amazing
29meet win streak that the team has roll-

ed up counts in only dual meets (against

only one other team I, so the books are clos-

ed on that for this seastjn, and the streak

won't be challenged again until sometime
around Thanksgiving

Ski teams have good weekend
The University of

Massachusetts men's and
women's ski teams travel-

ed to Brody Mountain over

the weekend to face the

best teams in the East at

the Williams College
Carnival.

Both teams did respec-

tably against the powerful

Eastern teams.

In Friday's giant slalom,

the UMass women finish-

ed eighth behind the
University of Vermont,
Williams. Middlebury Col-

lege, Dartmouth College.

University of New Hamp
shire. Bates College and

Keene State College.

Lisa Irelan, who finished

22nd, co-captain Kathy
Smiley (25th) and co-

captain Colleen Sweeney
t26th) assured the finish

ahead of St. Lawrence
University, Cornell and
New England College.

Saturday's slalom prov-

ed to be a good event for

UMass skier Cindy
Johnson, who finished

22nd.

The men's team secured

a ninth-place finish in Eri

day's giant slalom behind
good skiing by Rick D'Elia
i>« Ho finisht'd t?1<it ' Mark

Denis (25th) and Chris

Brigham (26th).

UVM. Williams and
Dartmouth led the men's
teams Friday.

On Saturday, D'Elia

(11th) and Billy Davidson
(20th) had outstanding
days to give UMass
another ninth place finish

UVM. UNH and Mid
diebury led the men's
teams Saturday.

Both UMass teams
travel to Middlebury, Vt.

this weekend for the

NCAA Kastern
Championships.

This IS the roster of swimmers who will

be competing in the New Englands: Ed An-

thos. Rick Bishop. Dnve Ehle. John CJar

diner. Mike Hoover, Roger Kennedy. Will

Kleschinskv, O.T Ladd. Fred Marius,

Brian Mclver. Will Riddell. John Turner,

Mark (Muddy) Waters. Dave Eisenhauer.

Pete Koback. Scott Milbert. Divers will in

elude Ralph Cianfione. T'ni Ramacciotti,

Dave Wells and Dan Chesnicka.

^UHaH garden

MANDARIN. SZECHUEN CUISINE

"Th« BEST Chin*** Food"

WE DELIVER!
We'll deliver an order of ""IS"" or more to your
house in Amherst for only "2'".

Luncheon
Special

$025
from 4B#
served 11 a.m.-3 p.m.

10 Belchertown Rd. at Rt. 9
Amherst 256-0252

New Buffet &
Sunday Brunch

All you can eat

5
Buffet served 5-8 Mon.-Thurs.

Brunch Served Sundays
11:30-3 p.m.

TOV! FUND THIS BUILDING. .

shouldn't your voice be HEAR|9?

run' for the Board of
information and (^OV/^rPiOrQ
nominofjon paoers V^O'Vv:^! I iv^l O

?^s^c€l^,er8i7 elections nrx:irch9-10

The Five College Progrann in

Peace and World Security Studies Presents

NOAM CHOMSKY
Long-time Political Activist and
Professor of Linguistics at M.I.T.

UMASS TRANSIT
ANNOUNCES THE

SPRING TRAINING
PROGRAM FOR NEW

BUS DRIVERS

m

L

TWO PUBLIC LECTURES
Wednesday, February 25

University of Massachusetts

8:00 PM Mahar Auditorium
The Rational Basis for Collective Suicide:

Roots of National Security Policies

3:30 PM Thompson Hall Room 106
Our Little Region Over Here:

Central America and U.S. Global Policy
Co-Sponsored by Faculty and Staff for Peace in Central America

BOTH TALKS ARE FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

FOR AC DITIONAL INFORMATION CALL PJl.W.S.S.

AT S49-4600 X519

0lT Mk 0T -^1 MA Q
Starting Pay is $4.60/hour with Regular Increases

COME TO THE APPLICATIONS
MEETING TONIGHT, 7 PM

ROOM 165 CAMPUS CENTER

ONLY THE FIRST IOC PEOPLE WILL RECEIVE APPLICATIONS

YOU MUST BRING PROOF OF CLASS YEAR
(CLASS SCHEDULE OR TRANSCRIPT)

ID'S ARE NOT ACCEPTABLE

APPLICANTS MUST:
Be at least 18 years old

Have two or more semesters lett at UMass

For More Information Call 545-0056

UMTS is an AA/EO employer

Wednesday, Februa ry 25. 1987

• Turmgil
cuntinued from page 16

good example in the gym with her positive

approach to intense training.

"What is particularly impressive is that

after being advised to retii-e from the sport,

sensitive surgery and rehabilitation have

found her to be quite healthy and capable

of seriously competing in gjmnastics. She's

a fun person who takes her g>mnastics

seriously and that's an important combina-

tion."

Turmail's results in competition would

seem to bear Shiebler out. Against
Springfield College, Turmail c(»mpeted in

the All Around competition for the first

COLLEGIAN 15

Sports Notice
Greg Ball, the national director of

Champions for Christ, will be speaking

each evening through Saturday at 7:30 in

room 174 Campus Center.

Admission to each session is free

Ball travels to various college campuses
across the country, speaking to athletes

and students in an effort to bring religion

into their lives.

Ball has been rfsp«^)iisible for leading

many professional athletes, both past and
present, into the faith. Among those are

former professional football Imeman Rosy

Greer, former Harlem Globetrotter

Meadowlark Lemon, aiMl current Los

Angeles Laker forward A C Green

time since joining the UMass team and
won the event.

The highlight of her victory was a score

of 9.5 on the balance beam, which broke a

UMass record that stood since 1977.

Shiebler feels she has the potential to

break all the existing UMass records.

How does Turmail feel about all this?

Tm glad I chose UMass, " she said.

"There's a lot of room for growth."

In addition, her sister is a senior here and

that has helped her adjust to life at UMass
She does admit that l)eing a student athlete

has its ups and downs.

it's exciting because it gives you

another identity that people know you by.

something extra, " Turmail said.

However, she finds that scheduling,

sleeping before meets when everyone else

IS partying, and coming home from prac-

tice to do homework are definitely on the

downside.
.\s tor Shiebler and the team. Turmail

has no complaints

"Coach Shiebler is really outgoing, he

helps us with problems in and out of the

gym," said Turmail. "Both he and the team

have been verv supportive and have helped

me out a lot
'

Turmail says that her goals for the future

are to "get back into competitive shape so

I can make the regionals."

Given her accomplishments over the pa.st

year, her goals are certainly within reach

(uUrgian pltato by David Shiailiu«

Kristin Turmail is only a freshman but is already one of the best gym-

nasts on the UMass team and has unlimited potential.

CLASSIFIED
MtLP //ANTED •lOSl

COME TO THE COUEGIAN OFFICE - CC 1 13 yPW-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI - 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION • CASH IN ADVANCE. 15«/W0R0/0AY FOW STUDENTS

ROOMAIE WAN!fD»Tr.
WANIED* SUBLET

Acrtvmtt

MUJiC. ACTMQ. OAMCf AMiwd«n
PitHm tnaamm MtamtMm
ly UMMnMy Mb COMN^
avaMila tor UMSM ttud*>Ms

'

COM MACMNI

HOUM 4 CASES Oosiy coK3 Mi bontM
S3S0 CaN Kaitn S4»73e7

1t7« SCMROCCO «9M> »•« sMkw A/C

tITSO S4M44e lltMAN. MUXUAl. OAV AUIANCI ,.^1
SAL THE VACCUUM clMfwr you t)M you>

* I am' Lov* Wtitp*^

UNWVWrV t»OATE NEWS M«o» «
tMek< Opatkigi tot ancnon ipotKAMen
art* and wrmnmnmn*, wmars and camara
oparaWn S<gr> up in Itw Un<on VKtao
Canwr or caM 2S3-5M4 G« mvotvad*

THE ^RATEIMTY OF a nMi> gurmmm^
May lunad tor mtf* lolormalion

MA CAINMOATES MEET
THE MESS NtOHT

SPONSORED BV MOATAR BOARD'

'

•PM THURSDAY MARCH 5TH
STUDENT UNtON BALLROOM

NOMMATIOM PAPERS AVAILASLE kK
•pokaaparaon and iraaaur*' o' tn« Com-
mular Araa Govamman) Daadi^w <« Thura.

day FatKuary 26 at 1 2 noon 404 SUB.
»-4PM 54»-il46

ARE Vbu A tunior wMi a 3 2 Q^A or bai-W D<d you gal your Mlar Irom Mortar

Board'' H noi raad on Mortar Board « a
natiortal honor aooaty tor aarMor* II you
MMifi to ba conaidarad tor admaaion. piaaao

pck up an wtormlion thaal from 227 WM-
mora or 126 Marslon and ratum il '3 227
Whitmora by Friday 2/27

OUTTA SIQMT DWIOMT
groart

ma tagand

MINOLTA SHMM MfTTM atoctromc ftMn.

toom lana carrytng caaaa and othar ac

caaaorwa Partact condrtioni $300 or B O
Ca« Karry at 2S3-S349 anyema

KOSS WALKMAN STEHEO $25 natN $70
Ch'H 564 4174 9 10PM

OAK DMINC TABLE ft 4 caplams cna>rs

cnM* drasta' iiraptaca craan two Oar

stoota atagera S4«-968i avarwigt

WAMM OtNTAirr LES Paul typa aam.

aeons He g^uu^ With optionai craw amp
$7% can Snaam »46-go30

COME TO OUR WLiabcoftec noui Eve'>
Friday m ma Campua Camar >6 30 pw
chack schaduta by atavator Hx room
nurnbar I

LOST

HB^ I LOST my laamar yacaai al Oalanoa
on Wadnaaday Fab «» SartanaMaliMlua
Noquaahortkaskad Si^OMB raiMnl « ba-

>ng oNara<3

I NAVE YOUR Dtack coa) do you twim
mina' Wa awappad ai Oaiano » or Tima
Ooi Caii

eUMIT $AiI

FULL LEMOTH RACOON alcin' coal, m
good condition $200 00 NCR caan
ragiaiar naada only mtnor rapair tor tut

oparMion or |uat a cortvaraation pwca
$50 00 Raaignal »«. markar bmdmgt and
caoar boot* Gtaai pachaga tor tomaona
•rtH) wants to laam without mafor invaal-

mant $aOOO C«i Ansa* 2S6-6182

BKi BUNCH OF kays on rubOar dogbona
kaycham Hato" Caitti SB4-7977

FOUND
araa On Fnday
•vcnmga to ctam

A PAIR of earnnga in Boydan
Fab 20 CaB 253^9623

lASV MONIV

FBtlCASM

NEED MONEY FOR ipnng bnaak'' i naad
r baaabU card*' Ptaaaa ha«p CaM Mifca

4»«333

DOUBLE STRANG HERRINGBONE oold

bracaNI loai m ^icmiiy oi i<3«»«>t iiOiary San
iimantal valua* Piaaia ca« 549 1419 <f

tourtd

HERBALIFE INDEPENDENT
DISTRIBUTORS Can Mark 546 5936 or

Dan t>4b 4 1 :, 1 lo« products

HAPPY ttTH BMTHOAY Slava' Hope it i

*jr> love Slepn

SURF ARE YOU raadtftg mia''

HEY BALOY< GOOD luck at Naw
Er^gtand s distanca swimmar y/t/m

STEVE U2EK- I want lo run my ttngara

ttwough your long na« Don l avar cut 4 or

I'lidia

DELTA ZE1 A PLEDQES •! s baan a long

b months gat paychad lor Sunday

PAM M OZ. gat paycfiad tor Fndaya at

Plumbtays Pre«

CONGRATULATIONS TO DELTA Zata
sorority and Our winmng irKlividua.s Pam
Amy and Bath'

yourt
&49«

TRI-OOLD BRACE1.ET al 85 Town«houa«
Friday nig> I vary sanitmanlal II lOurK]

o«aaaa ralurn' $46-1062 raward'

PAUL-I LIED. I hava a phona Sua

REPO MAN • coming

MANDATORY OVP MEETINQ tongM 6 30
rm 801 Campus Cantar

AN INIXPCNSIVI $PIIN« BMAR

OOTVOU WANT to go 10 tha~Bariamas.

Jamaica or Fi Laudardaia'' Wa hava com-
plata tripa to Iha Bahamas starting from
349. comptata Jarttaica tnp tor 389. and
complata Ft. Laudardaia Inp 129 bus or 319
air (ara Thaaa pncas aN HKiuda transpor

taion and hotai You will not Imd a chaapar
deal with anyona alsa For information call

Mike or Rick at 549-5401 Spaca <s limilod

AUTO FOB SAU

EASY $$ GRAO studant naads
undargrads for her thasi* Stop m listen to

5 minute tape of chiklran tfien leave $5
richer Saturdays ar>d Sundays 1 1 -€ Mon
days 1-6. Thursdays 1-4 Enter back door

of Arnold House, acroaa from URC Sorry

only Nadraa-En^Mlvapaalung undargrads.

•itCTK>N$l ILtCTIONSI

RUN FOR THE board ol governors

Nomination papers available m 81 7 Camps
Center 25 stgnalures due March 4 Elac

liorw lylarch 9 10 Get involved'

NfIP WANTW

LKIHT KITCHEN HELP; 4/6iH«w4( tor 7

days meals free, on campus caM 5490454
54»^»47

AIRLINES CRUISELINES HIRING1 Sum
mar Career' Good pay Travel Can lor

guide, cassette, newsservice' (916)
944-4444 em 161

RACK-A-DISC entertainment needs
OJ s lighting operators, arx) roadies
eiperierKe requirad S4B-7144

15

No

M0 A COOO TIMI CAU
BEcnrrARv- rwoAY Saturday Satur-

day 7 30-11 30 $4 SO hour Rack A DiSC

Enlaitainmant 549-7144

1*6$ FORD FALCON
2S6-6920

a craam puff

RACK-A-OISC Enwrtammam Agency 0«c
(ockies lights rentals, and mobMa vidao

dances' 549-7144

1978 HONDA CIVIC CVCC 83000 miles

AM/FM stereo runs great S1200 or BO
549-7807

1977 CHEVY (NALWU good trarvportalion

$500 or bast oNar Barry 2S66673

IS IT TRUE you can buy Jeeps tor $44
through (he US government'' Get the facts

today' Call 1312 742 1142 ext 5931A

BIG bREElT MONSTERf Tp Chivslar
Newport kits of room for fnenda. $300 firm.

CaM 665-4980 after 6PM

•t PONTIAC T1000 low milage excellenl

condition needs work best offer 542 3017
after 7PM

1 971 CHEVY VAN 74 enaine. inany naw
pans, runs well $300 call Shawn 546-9030

A«VISO«M SiX_

...WONT BE AS good as seeing the

Stompers with Tne Rain Tues. March 1 7 St

Patrick's day al the S U B tickets available

al the TIX oKice-SUB $7 m advance. $8 al

the door

POt tlNT

TWO BEDROOM S0UTHW06b~apt
available June 1st $560. heat included

2S6-1518

NORTHWOOO APARTMENf8~IN
Sunderland under new management and
ownership' A well run complen 2 bed apart-

ments only 10 minutes from UMass by car

or free bus tel 665 3856 9AM to 5PM 10AM
to 2PM Sat

CAPE COD SUMMER ROOM RENTALS
Hyannis $90 weekly per person, double oc-

cupancy Includes all uliWies Cooking ft

cable TV No parking lor motor vehicles 12

week minimum stay which must be paid

in advance Reply Box 55 Barnstable. Ma
02630 or can 1-617-776-5942

OWN ROOM SHARED kitchen w/couple

1 mi 10 UN^ass Grad preferred 225/mo
549-1448

SUPER CONVENIENT AMHERST Center

apartment 170/monlh Chris 584-4174 9-10

PM

FURNISHED ROOM IN new house in

Amherst call Dale at 253-9949 between
530-6 30

FOItALI

THERE'S A J0> for you m a summer
camp Tfie American Camptng Asaociation

(NY) wiM make your application availabia to

over 300 camps m the nonf>east Excning
opporiuniiies lor ooNaga Students and pro-

fessionals Positiorts available all land and
water sports arts and crafts, drama, muse
dance tripping nature. RN s MD's aids,

kitchen, maintertance College credit avaial-

ble Call or write for application American
Camping Association. 43W 23rd St Dept
(UMA) New York. NY 10010.
212-645-6620

INDIAN HEAD CAMPS, a fine co-ed camp
in Pennsylvania will be interviewing on
campus on March X For further informa-

tion and applications, write to Sid Fmkels-
tein. 59 Cardinal St . Pearl River. NY 10965

MODttAN

DEAR HAROLD FOUND the grealaat new
scoop in town-has vintage ft nmm ctoNMig
Shirts $12 00 pants $15 00 caital laarts

$18 00 Only at Modnan Carnage shops 233
W Pteasani Aml>arst Love. Judy

NKO iXTIA CASH

WE WIU BUY your good used dolhing nM
Mondays S49-3772

PM»ONAlS
~ RESUME TYPESETTING SERVICE
Have your resume professionally lypesal

The bast quaMy typa. noi a word ptocaasor
Sixteen diHeient type styles to dtooaa from

Takes only 3 days - coats $25 and any
changes I'll do for FREE Come down lo the

CoHagian Graphics Office ( 1 1 3 Campus
Center) and speak to Paler Soderberg

YOU TOOK MY coal (long grey and white

with red scarf) by mistalie from 147 B
Manoi Sat night Please return No gues
liorts Reward 253-9864

$T PATtlCK'$ DAY

ALPHA EPSILON PI presents The
Stompers w/ The R*n Mar 1 7 at the Stu

dent Umon Ballroom bckels available today

at TIX office $7 m advance $6 at the door

$TUDiNT ADMI$$ION$
tiPa«$INTATIVf

JUNIORS ft SENIORS- share your en
ihusosm lor the Unnrersay wfnto davetap-

ng oubfcc ratokotw. marlialMKi, miarper

tonm. and counaahng smas 'ha Adm»
siona OHica is taomng tor dynamic and ar

Mulaia mtarna and vduniaars to promote
the Unraarsity lo prospective students

Academe credit avaOabla AppKaiioi^ m
>dm«ss«ons Office 255 Whrtmore. until

March 4

$UMMiB CAMPS STAFF

BOYS CAMP IN Maine hiring councators

All maiors nvaad OuMandmg aiNaiic and
watertront programa on huge lake Wator
skNng. Scuba. saiUng. kayaking, riflary.

baaabal lacroaaa courwelors needed, piua

general staff Contact iMaicolm ttkm

617 7«»46BS or write Kamp Kohut/ 4S1

Buckitwialar Drive/ Nonwood. Ma 02062

PtOFI$$IONAl TYPtN«

SPEEDY KEYS -DISSERTATIONS.
resumes papers 256 100?

PIOFi$$IONAl TYPINO $fBVICi

CMES. PAPERS, DISSERTATIONS.
theses fast accurate dependable, on-

campus reasonat>le 584 7924 Nancy

HOE WANTED

NEED RIDE ANN Arbor/Oetroit leave 3/X
return 3/28 586-9618

SUMMil $usifr

2 BDRM APT between town and campus
take over lease June tai CaM 256-1666

$UMMII WOIK

MAKE 37$*/WEEK. run own businaaa
travel resume value call iww 256-0866

MEET NEW PEOPLEI Oat oraal ex
penence' Come write for Naw England's
largest coHaga daily ThaCoHagianisin 113

Campus Center, right behind ttie T V
Come doam aitd check ua out*

I NEED A ride to P'hiiadeiphia I'M attare ex-

penaas caN Chns 6-7752

TAKi THi BM
BECOME A BUS driver with UMass Tran

sit All UMass students are encouraged to

check out this awesome opportunity' Star

ling pay is $4 60/hour with regular raises

Come to the i^icalions meeting tonight

at 7PM in room 165 Campus Center You
must bring proof of class year For more in

fo caH 545-0066 UMTS is an AA/Eo

EARN A FREE trip to Ft Lauderdale and
commissK>n on every trip sale' Be our cam
pus representative call Judy at Lauderdale
Beach Hotel l«IO-327 7600

SKI. SKI . SKI
5 College trips' Day trips,

nighl trips, to Berkshire East
Rates start at $9 for lifts

and transportation lor night ski

Rentals and lesaiona also avaH
Bus leaves UMass ft colleges

Registration deadline Mon Feb 2
For more info call

549-4600 x328

LOOKING FOR JIM in Puflon we met at

Flat Street wliere are you? Missy 6-7440

COM AVAILASU

ONE QUARTER OF a mile from campus
on bus route male or female Apartment

equipped with sauna wood burning stove,

skylight in bedroom Call Brian or Chris

after 5 25«> 1041 $270 a month, plus

utilities (Minor)

TtAVn

MAKE THE RtOHT move for spring break"

Fori Lauderdale $129 Nassau. Pahamas
$349 for more mfo call Dave 546-6709

MAKE THE RIGHT move for spnng break"

Fort Lauderdale $129 Nassau. Bahamas
$349 for more nto caH Dave 5466709

UMASS CREW CLUB needs a team
manager Anyone interested please come
to room 9 in Nope or contact Dave Trond
at 665 3768

SPRING SORORITY RUSH orientation to

be hekl on Wed Feb 18 at 6 30 in the Cam-
pus Center rm 162 All University women
invited

BKO

VOURCHANCE TO rush the besi fraterni-

ty on campus will be next week Beta Kap-

pa Phi

CAMP$ COUNCiLOB$

tFMBER ridge camps in West Virginia

seek dedicated camp staff. Activity

specialists needed m all athletic waterfront,

performing arts and pioneering programs

Strong gymnastics, tennis theatre, dance.

swim (WSI) programs Top camps salary

with room, board, and gratuities On cam-

pus contact Billy Ray Johnson. 546-8445

or write Timber Ridge/10 Old Court Road.

Baltimore MD 21208 301-484 2233

COMIC BOOKS GREAT new ft back issue

selection at low prices Minimum 25 percent

discount with this ad We buy & trade

J R s Comics Etc Mountain Farms Mall,

Hadley 586-2441

VUARNETRAYBAN SUNGLASSES great

lor spring break student discounts Bill

584-1889

LEATHER JACKETS-SPANISH $150 call

6-5441 Black arvl brown

ROUND TRIP TICKET to San Francisco

Mar 13-22 nonstop from Logan $200 call

Kim 549-7807

VITTiS 979 ALUMINUM racing frame black

and silver 52cm used half a season $300
w/o headset $325 with headset call Dennis

256-1725

PART-TIME POLITICS. Clean Water Ac-

tion IS now paying activists $5/hr Our paid
training program will develope your skills

in comr^unications. person"!, managprnnnl

and community organizing Work evenings
5- 10PM great location in cantar of Amherst
Call 549-7450 Mon-Fn 9-5

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT. TOUR bus
drivers needed Exceptional pay Class 2
and DPU helpful but will tram Apply early

Martha's Vineyard Sightseeing. Box 1086.

Oak Bluffs. Ma 02557 617-693-4681^

MTA

GET INVOLVED AND help your chances
to get into ti.e major' Find great sales ex-

perience Develop contacts that lead lo

summer jobs' Participate in HSMA sales

bliU! Interested? Call Sean at 253-3652

HYPNO$l$ RI$iARCH

SEEKING MALE AND female students

short term therapy for anxiety, stress, and
interpersonal issues Conducted by Pro-

fessor William Matthews PHD and Sarah
Langdell. (ElD cand ) Schoold. consulting

and counceling psycfiology program school

of education UMass contact Sarah at

253-3007

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED ASAP 5
min walk from campus for mora into

549-5039

REFUNDS FOR CANCELLED Oli^D Cun
cert will be made al location of ticket pur-

chase until the and ol February only"'

I LOVE YOU feresai'l Chnssy B , Marilyn,

Jules -friends???

SUMMER IN EUROPE $239 Lowest
scheduled tares lo all of Europe from

Boston Call 1 800-325-2222

MOOZY-I LOVE you so much' I'll be with

you always' Do good' Love Lili Honkers

CARA S. FROM coop would like to gel

together to talk politics Jeff

ALAN ON THE crew team, has anyone loM
you lately that you are absolutely
gorgeous!' An admirer from McKimmie
Short

HEY ANDY! YEAH, you' Happy birthday'

Love. 7 South (You didn t think we'd forget

did you'')

$IIVICi$

TUTORING, SUBSTITUTE TEACHIHG in

business management, marketing

finance, mvbStment ft microcomputers $7

per hour Neg 536-5006 leave message

DEPARTS T/B<Y WEElTin Mareh Ft

Lauderdale $309 includes Hi Jet ft hotel for

7 nights all taxes and lips Departs every

week in March Montreal weekends $79

departs every weekend FebMay Includes

round trip motor coach & 2 nights hotel

directly downtown All taxes and tips

Daytona Beach motor coach and 7-night

hotel on the stnp $229 all taxes and tips and
service charges For more details call

Dynamic Destinations, 482 Mam Street,

Maklen 617-324-7735. 617-321-4165

$PEINO SMAK OF A UFfTIMI

SAIL ABOARD YOUR ovm 50 ft yacht from

Ft Lauderdale to the Bahamas for 1 wk in-

to Paul 665-4967. Terry 6-40S2

$F0INO SBIAK TRIP$

NASSAU. JAMAK:A, FLORIDA. Bermuda

and Cancun^Space IS limited round trip air

fare and hotel Free admission lo clubs

Welcome parties Prices from 99 00 call

Scott 549-6476

SPRING BREAK TO Flonda startiiM al $99
call Luv Tours 549-6792 549-0547

WHERE WILL JOE Shmoe be after your

spring break trip? The UMass ski club ftas

been here tor 16 years Stop by our table

outside the Hatch or caH 545-3437 lor nxwo
inlormalion on BartMdos, Bahamas. Kill

inglon, and Steamboat

SPRING BREAK! FT, Lauderdale, Ber-

muda. Bahamas Complete packages from

$349 $359. $369 don't miss out' For more
info call Torn 546-1062

TYFINO $MIVICI

DUALITY TYPING. LONG or short pro^

(ects Meticulous proofreading fditirig

available Resumes a specialty 549 0367

WANnO

LOCAL BANDS WANTED Eastside con-

certs Battle ol Ihe Bands on Feb 28 Con-

tact Bruce or David 549-4160

REWARD FOR LOT 63 parking sticker

256-8970

ROOMJMATE TO SHARE an apartment m
Southwood If interested call Kim al

256-6874

1990* TOYOTA CELK:A or Supra wheels

call Janine 949-4915

ST. JUOC
TOM OREILLY-WE met at Theta Chi last

Thurs You left Crampton lounge abruptly

Can we start over'' Judy, call me or RSVP
thru Collegian

THAN YOU AGAIN! Seldom do your

prayers go unanswered I am very grateful

WOMIN ffOOMMATIS WANTIO

NEED 2 FUN loving women roommates tor

Townehouse next semester Call Dave
549-6563
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SPORTS

A-10 playoff picture set for Minutemen
\

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Ever, though the Atlantic 10 men's
basketball regular season isn't over until

this evening, the University of

Massachusetts playoff picture is suddenly
crystal clear.

Dramatic 67-66 winners over Duquesne
University Monday night at the Curry
Hicks Cage, the Minutemen, 11-15 overall

and 7-11 in the conference, clinched sixth-

place in the A- 10 and assured themselves
of a first -round bye m the conference tour-

nament. The four-team first round begins
Friday night with single games at Du-
quesne and either George Washington or

Rutgers.

The No. 6 seeding means that UMas.s,

given the yesterday off by head coach Ron
Gerlufsen. gets an extra two days off and
travels to Kingston, R.I. to battle the third-

seeded University of Rhode Island in a
quarterfinal game Sunday at 8 p.m.

The Rams. 19-8 overall and 12 6 in the

A- 10, were 54-51 victors over cellar-dweller

St. Bonaventure, Monday night in

Kingston and are on a serious roll, winn-

ing seven of their last eight games. All

those games were in the A- 10.

For UMass, a win in Kingston would in-

deed be a great feat after taking a painful

87-71 beating from the Rams two weeks
ago at URI.
"We know we have a challenge in Rhode

Island," Gerlufsen said after Monday
night's win. "We split the season series

with them, but certainly our better game
was not at Rhode Island. It's going to be
a good game. I feel real good about it."

UMass defeated the Rams, 63-62, on Jan.

12 at the Cage
The challenge will not only be to see if

the Minutemen can beat the Rams, but also

to see if the careers of senior co-captains

Carl Smith and Bill Hampton can be
prolonged.

"You always want to see a good thing
continue," Smith said prior to the Du-
quesne game.
But if his and Hampton's career are to

end on Sunday, you can bet Smith won't
want it to end with a repeat of the team's
last visit to Kingston.
"The last game we played against them

we didn't play well at all. We didn't have

CfiUPKian photo by Nikkl I

Sophomore forward David Brown and the rest of the Minutemen (gain-

ed a bye in the first round of the Atlantic 10 tournament by beating Du-
quesne Monday night.

any emotion or any real desire to win,"

Smith said.

But sophomore center Duane Chase vows
it won't be Smith's last.

"It's going to be a different game down
there this time," Chase said.

Ticket Info: Tickets for Sunday night's

game will be available to the general public

and can be obtained in advance through
the University of Rhode Island Sports In-

formation Office or at the ticket window
until game time.

Tickets will cost $6 for adults, but only

$2 for students with their ID's.

Turmail making a successful transition
By SUE PANNOZZO
Collegian Correspondent

For most first-year students at the
University of Massachusetts, the transition

between high school and college life is a
tough one. Add/drops, pass/fails and dor-

mitory life are enough to drive anyone
crazy.

But Kristin Turmail's is a special story.

Not only did the UMass gymnast choose a
life as a student athlete, but she did so on-

ly a year after suffering a potentially

career-ending iryury.

Turmail, who has competed in gym-
nastics since she was seven years old and
was a member of the United States Gym-
nastics Federation, dislocated her elbow
just prior to her senior year at Fram-
ingham North High School. Doctors told

her she would never compete agai''

That news could have ended a promising
career, one which saw her compete in

Europe when she was only 10 years old and
also win the Massachusetts State High

Men's swimming notebook

School title in her junior year — her only
year of high school competition.

But Turmail would not give up ho|:

Collegian photo by David Shimkus

Kristin Turmail

After surgery on her elbow was completed,
she began a rigorous but sensible
rehabilitation program. Knowing that she
would never be able to compete at the

U.S.G.F.'s "elite" level, she put her mind
to getting back into shape.

"I decided to try harder every day," Tur-
mail said, "and see where I could go from
there."

The results have been impressive. After
not competing for a year and concentrating
on rehabilitation, Turmail was told by her
doctor that her elbow looked good and if she
wanted to take the chance, she could com-
pete again.

After looking at a number of schools, in-

cluding Ohio University and the Univer-
sity of Arizona (both ranked in the top six

in women's gymnastics), Turmail chose
UMass. Women's gymnastics coach Chuck
Shiebler is glad she did.

"We are very fortunate to have someone
of her caliber and attitude as a part of this

team," Shiebler said. "She provides a very
continued on page 15

Men's swimmers preparing for N.E. meet
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

It's been more than a week since the

University of Massachusetts men's swim
team returned home from George
Washington University with a fifth-place

finish in the Atlantic-10 Championships.

You've probably been wondering if that

was the end of the season. Well, it wasn't.

The Minutemen have been busy preparing

for the highest of goals, the New England
Championships, which will be held this

weekend (Friday through Sunday) at

Springfield College.

This is what it was all about when the
Minutemen first hit the pool sometime last

fall. There were two goals that coach Russ
Yarworth set for his team before the season

began at Boyden Pool against Boston
College.

The first was to go undefeated, which it

did, finishing the year at 11-0. The also-

rans, such as Lowell, Tufts, Vermont, etc.

are all in the past. The other, of course, was
to settle for nothing short of the New
England Championships. That could
become a reality in just a few more days.

Crunch time is rapidly approaching.
Rest assured that the Minutemen will be

giving it their all to bring the New England

title home. But, more on that at a later

date.

Splashes: Just in case you have some
time this weekend in between laundry
loads, here are directions to Springfield

College: Take Route 91 South to the State
Street exit, and take a left at the end of the

ramp. Follow that road through three or

four sets of traffic lights to a Burger King
restaurant on the right. Take the right,

through one traffic light, to an intersection

that goes in about five directions. Take the

second left and follow out that to the

college.

The time schedule is as follows: Friday,

continued on page 14

Rah, rah, rah,
fight on, who?
While I was sitting through the men's

hoop game against St. Bonaventure a cou-

ple of weeks ago, one of the half dozen or

so who didn't wake up in time to leave

early, I found myself with something very

interesting to ponder.

Jim Clark

Looking at the visitors, I had to ask

myself - what in the hell is a Bonnie? I

was so baffled. I even looked it up in my
dictionary', and I couldn't find an entry

anywhere.
'That'B the problem with a lot of

nicknames nowadays. We, as loyal college

sports fans, have been stuck with

something that was prt^bly created

many years ago, and may be totally out

dated in this day and age.

With some inspiration provided by a

sportswriter friend of mine. I think it's

about time that some schools take a

serious look at the nomenclature that

their athletic teams play under, and start

a major facelift of the nicknames of col-

legiate sports. Hey, UMass did it back in

1972. when a protest from American In

dians caused students to vote to change
the Redmen to the Minutemen
The St. Bonaventure Bonnies is

repetitive at best. As are the A 10 rival

Duquesne Dukes and Illinois Illini. Some
don't have any concrete meaning at all,

like the Crimson, Maroons. Big Red, or

Orangemen. What do they use for a
mascot, a Crayola crayon?

Did you know that out of the major col-

leges in this country, one out of every

eight is named either tl^ Tigers, Wil<kats

or Bulldogs? Don't you think somebody
could have shown some imagination in-

stead of reaching for trite names like

thoee?

Surely, mom and dad wouldn't approve
of their son or daughter being a Sun
Devil. Blue Devil or Blue Demon, would

they? Just look at the fans at Duke
University. They're about as far from be-

ing angels as humanly possible. Actual

ly. the last time I checked, the devil was
red (or so I'm told).

Come on, folks. Let's have some input

about the teams that you support. You
don't heve to put up with this anymore.
Call together your friends, form a crusade,

protest in front of the administration,

whatever it takes. You should have some
say.

All entries will be judged on originali-

ty, imagination, and ability to flow free-

ly. The winner gets to torch the ridiculous

mascot of his/her choice at halftime of the

NCAA Championships.
Just be sure that you don't do anything

silly. Did you know that when the poll

was put to the student body to change the

name here at UMass, the runner-up to the

Minutemen was . . . get this, the Ar-

tichokes^ Can you imagine going to

McGuirk Stadium or the Cage and cheer-

ing for the Artichokes? I don't know about

you, but that doesn't exactly arouse my
fighting spirit.

Here are a few suggestions, just to get

the ball rolling.

Some schools have names which bear

some historical impact. George
Washington is called the Colonials, which

isn't too bad. But wouldn't they be better

as the Cherry Trees? Or the Wooden
Teeth? Or, better yet, combined, to be the

Cherry Choppers? Hmm.
Others that would go down well, and

have some relevance, would be the Boston

Tea Parties and the Louisiana Purchases.

Sometimes, the reputation of the entire

school is dictated by one particular per-

son. Let's give these people some credit

for putting their institutions on the map.
How about the DePaul Meyers, the UCLA
Woodens, or Penn State Paternos. Maybe
the Alabama Bryants, or even the Boston

College Fluties (Lord knows, his name is

everywhere else).

Some are so obvious, they almost jump
out at you. Get creative, folks. I think I'd

support the Maine Ideas, or the Purdue
Chickens. C'mon, let's get that old nog-

gin' joggin'. How 'bout Drake's Cakes, or

the Rice Paddies.

Or course, there will always be those

who like the names of their schools, no
matter how outdated or dumb they may
be.
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Chavez calls

for grape
boycott
By MARIA BULL
Collegian Staff

The United Faim Workers president call

ed the American conscience the "court of

last resort for farmworkers" yesterday in

a plea to the University of Massachusetts

to join the nation in boycotting table

grapes.

This boycott d«)t'.>* n«it includ*- raisina or

wine grapes.

A crowd of more than 500 people gave

Caesar Chavez a standing ovation as he

was introduced in the Student Union

Ballroom. The labor leader returned the

greeting with equal warmth, saying

"Massachusetts is a lucky state for us You

do the right things when all the other

states are doing the wrony things."

He later said he liked UMass because the

"University is very active, like Berkeley
"

Chavez spoke after showing the short

film. "The Wrath of Grapes." which

dramatically illustrated the sometimes

fatal effects of pesticide poisoning and ex

ercising constitutio.ial rights in some parts

of California.

In the nim, a mother spoke quietly of the

poisoned water in her town of McFarland.

Cal.. where 1 1 children in a six block area

have been stricken with cancer "What
we're dealing with here is invisible. But

the children are our flags. Theyre dying."

The film's Dolores Lopes told of her son

Rene who was shot in the face and killed

( ullnna* phoio b> Pawl Vrmmt

United Farm Workers president Caesar Chavez speaks to a crowd of more than 500 students in the Stu-

dent Union Ballroom yesterday. Chave/ pushed for a boycott of table grapes, citing the dangers of pesticides.

hy a "»'"pany uu*" t shortly after voting for

the United Farm Workers in a stat*'

supervised "free and fair"election

Chavez called for change The consumer

has power, he said, citing the recent

American response to the high price of cof-

fee. "Remember what happened?" he ask

ed. "You didn't buy the cofTee and the price

came down."
In March of 1986. the Neu Yurk Times

cited pesticide control as the most pressing

problem for the Environmental Protection

Agency. Yet Chavez warned "if you think

the government agents nre protecting you,

they ap? not " The Food and Drug Ad
ministration has never confiscated food

because of pesticides, he said.

He also cited the first grape boycotts of

the 1960j« This action, backed by 17

million people, pressured California

lawmakers and grape grow«r^ .md caused

the 1975 California Agricultural Labor

Relations Act to become law.

Through this law, Californians gained

the right to organize and bargain collec

tively with employers.

The present boycott wa.s initiated in Ju

ly of 1984. Chavez said, because Califor

nia's republican Gov. George Deukmejian
was no! enforcing the law.

Chav«-z has five goals:

• to insure fair and free elections

• to stop using the five most dangerous

pesticides

i-imtmued »n page 12

( ' llrtoan plH>lo by I'jul t'Trntu

Labor leader Caesar Chavez

Contra cites need for US support

Xavier Arguello C'ollefpan phnto by David Shimkiis

Describes nation's turmoil
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

The contras need to re organize their resistance for civil

leadership to prevail, which cannot be done without the

support of the United States, an anti Sandinista political

organizer said last night at the University of

Massachusetts.

Due to lack of support, "we have not been able to become

an alternative for the people," Xavier Arguello, former

general secretary of the Nicaraguan ministry of culture

who left his post and the country in November of 1984,

told an audience of abtjut 150 people in the Student Union

Ballroom.

'I am not here to convince anybody really, but to try

to share some of my personal experiences, " Arguello .said.

1 understand how passionate you are
"

"The Sandani.sta revolution was like a beautiful

dream," he said "The Nicaraguan people were very eager

at getting rid of Somoza. but at the same time we didn't

know how to do it."

"It was the will of the Sandinistas to build up a one party

system in Nicaragua," he said, but opposition "began from

the beginning, before there was any external inlerven

tion, before the contras."

One of the arguments the Sandini-stas use is that they

were forced to go to the Soviet side becau.se of American

foreign policy, he said. "I am not defending anyone's

foreign policy."

In theory we have a pluralistic society, he said, but in

reality the party and the army own everything. "In theory

{nntinued nn page 7

Chomsky discusses world terrorism
Hysteria causes world wars Criticizes US actions
By JENNIFER DEMPSEY
Collegian Staff

Some societies are so organized that they lead

themselves to a "quite predictable" destruction .said

author, linguist and theorist Noam Chomsky to a full

capacity crowd at Mahar Auditorium last night.

Chomsky said the US is such an example of "inevitable,

global" suicidal direction. The US, he said, must take ra-

tional steps to prevent world de.struction. The steps are

rooted in the institutional structure and that the "course

will be very difficult to modify," he added.

Known for his frequent outspoken attacks on US foreign

policy, Chomsky focused the discussion on East-West rela-

tions, with particular emphasis on nuclear weapons.

Referring to middle eastern wai-s and Central America,

he cautioned on hysteria that can, and has, set off world

wars.

"Local or regional wars can explode into a global war,"

as they have done in the past, he said. "Every war car-

ries with it the risk of super power confrontation."

He predicted the Middle East to be the most likely pro-

mpter of a nuclear war. He also said Central America

continued on page 4

By ILANA LEVENSON
Collegian Staff

The "intellects and connoseurs " of the United States are

guilty of terrorism, maybe even more than other "ter

lorist" countries, Noam Chomsky, an internationally

known linguist and historian, said yesterday afternoon.

"Do we have the honesty and moral courage to apply

the same standards we apply to our enemies?" Chomsky
asked about 340 people in an overcrowded lecture room

in Thompson Hall.

Chomsky, the in.stitute professor of linguistics at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, criticized the

American press and "intellects" who run our country for

wrongdoings in Central America, Russia and South Viet-

nam, among other countries.

America instilled a terrorist climate regime into South

Vietnam, he said.

"I have been looking for 25 years to see one phrase in

the media which refers to the attack of America on South

Vietnam. There is no one who will describe the facts as

what they are," Chomsky .said.

"They [American intellects) can only plead cowardess,"

he said. a.finntrd nn page 4

Labor board will

investigate store
My i'AUL LOUIS
Coll- x:an Staff

An agent from the National Labor Relations Board is

investigating charges by workers at Louis Foods that

they were illegaly forced by the store to declare

themselves against a union.

A poll of the workers, taken by Louis Foods, was

printed in the Amherst Bulletin in October and said that

98 percent of the workers did not want a union and that

100 percent wanted the pickets removed from the store.

United Food and Commercial Workers Union
spokesman Tom Clarke said that workers have come to

the union saying that the poll was taken on payday and

that the store manager, Scott Forbes, looked over the

results from the poll before handing over their

paychecks.

"We're not going to sit back and let any employer

violate worker's rights or the NLRB act despite the union

stance of the people," he said.

The investigator from the board, Marvin Bernstein,

will be talking to employees this week. If their testimony

indicates the poll was coercive, then the board will hold

continued on page r>
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Mother donates child's

organs
Infant saves lives
SPRINGFIELD <AP> - The selflessness

of the mother of an infant who swallowed

It'thal cleaning fluid may save the lives of

at least two other children w ho were slow

ly dying as they awaited organ transplants,

a doctor said yesterday.

it is really something tremendous and

unusual for the mother to agree to donate

the organs." said D. Sang Won Rhee of

Baystate Medical Center in Springfield

Rhee removed the heart and liver of

Travis G Kornn hours after the 9 month

old died Monday The liver was

transplanted the next day into a 15 month

old Jenna Atturio of Hanover, who so far

has shown no sign of rejecting it, said a

spokeswoman at Children's Hospital in

Boston.

A 9 monthold girl, whom Children's

Hospital officials would not identify, receiv

ed the heart in a transplant operation and

was listed m fair condition yesterday

Travis' corneas and kidneys have gone to

the New Knglaiui Donor Bank in Boston

for transplanting, said Di Michael Ger-

main, also of Baystate Medical Center.

Germain, who helped remove the child's

organs, said Kornn's decision was unusual.

"She right away knew her child was gone

and felt somebody would be getting life as

a result of his death by donating the

organs." he said.

The child became ill Saturday after

swallowing a powdered cleanser he found

in a cupboard, said his grandmother,

Geraldine Kornn, in a telephone interview

from the family's Williamstown home.
He was rushed to North Adam*^ Ro.T^or.ai

Hospital and then flown to Baystate

Medical Center by helicopter, where he

died Monday. The grandmother said doc-

tors asked 'Travis' mother to donate his

organs when they realized his brain was
no longer functioning

it was a verv' hard decision to make, but

she figured if he could still help save some
other little babies, she would do it. We
couldn't save him," Kornn said.

Woman reports two
peeping toms to police
A female resident of Cance House called

police at 4 p.m. on Tuesday after she not it

ed two men trying to look into her base-

ment window. University of Massachusetts

police said.

In other ptilut- reports:

• A male student w a." put into protective

custody at 3:05 am. on Wednesday after

he was reportedly intoxicated and attemp-

ting to enter rooms in Pierpont House,

police said.

• A male student who cut his head on a

door was taken to the University Health

Services by an Amherst Fire Department

ambulance at 9:15 p m on Tuesday from

Crampton House, police said.

• A female resident of Field House

reported her welfare check valued at $125

missing from her room at 1:35 p.m. on

Tuesday, police said.

Two coffee tables and two end t.ihles

valued at $350 were reported stolen at '.i

p.m. on Tuesday from the School of

Business and Management faculty lounge,

police said.

• A radar detector valued at $80 was

reported stolen at 3 p.m. on Tuesday from

the Campus Center Garage, police said.

• A wallet valued at $55 with credit

cards, checks and a gift certificate was

reported stolen at 2 10 p m on Tuesday

from the Whitmore Administration

Building, police said

• A license plate was reportedly taken

from a Cadillac at 3:45 p m on Tuesday

from Plot, police said.

• Police recovered three stolen parking

decals for lots 31. 40 and 62 on Tuesday.

All were found on male students' cars, ac-

cording to police reports.

- ELLEN M NOLAN

THERE HE GOES AGAIN -White House Chief of Staff Donald
Regan puts his hand to his head while listening to an anecdote told

by President Reagan during an address to a corporate executive

committee from the Midwest.
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Committee's
proposal stirs

controversy
By DANA M. ANAGNOSTOU
Collegian Staff

A meeting to discuss a recent proposal foiuemmg the

budgets ct)mmitlee produced few satisfying results, accoi

ding to students present at yesterday's meetmg.

The meeting was prompted by a proposal to put the Stu

dent Activities Office business manager on the budgets

committee as an ex officio, non-voting member. The

budgets committee controls the allocation of the $3 5

million Student Activities Trust Fund.

The appointment, proposed by Randy Donant. director

olihe SAO. has been the cause ofcontroversy Nate Moon-

budgets committee chair, has said that the appointment

would jeopardize student empowerment and "'would

signify the begmning of the end for a .strong student

government
"

Donant. on the other hand, says the app{>intment

signifies a "much more positive way of di-velnping the

budget."

This controversy led to the meeting between Donant

M«K)re. Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs Dennis Mad

s«in. Carol Wallace, an assistant U» Madson. Judith Lnvitz,

the SAO business manager and student Bob Griffin.

Moore said. "1 \v t-^ i .it ht r mncerned that no final deci

sion could have been formed today. The vice chancellor

knew what my position was and also knew w hat Randy >

was. and yet the meeting today seemed to be further argu

ment back and forth instead of the search for a s«)lution

Moore went on to say that he was prepared to accept

a suggestion by Madson that the budgets chair, SGA
Treasurer and SAO business manager meet once a week

to formally discuss issues, but the motion was rejected by

Donant.

"He seemed to feel that a more extensive involvement

on the part of the professional staff in the budgets pro

cess was needed," Mcwre said

Moore said he also pres«. nted his ow n compromise, call

mg for the business manager to be present at budgets rom-

mittee hearings. Acc(»rding to Mm»re this move would

allow the business manager to ask questions and giv • in

formation during the hearings This idea vv a> alx. i .j.-ctetl

by Donant. he said

i didn't feel anything ua.> resttlvid. (inffin said "The

potential was there, and it was missed." He said he felt

the meeting ended impasst"

He went on to sa> mai the meeting didn t epitomi/t-

what student administration relations should be There

has to be a better way to iron out our different- than

arguing around in circles."

t ••llflilin ptM>l<' l>\ I' oil y r tni

KEEPINC; IT UP — Senior Seth Kuplan and Junior Women's Studie.s major Chris McCar-

thy enjoy a challenging game of hackeysack while .standing on a table outside on the Cam-

pus Center.

Students ask legislators for support
SAFA lobbyists say Reagan 'sproposal won 'tpass Congress

Bv FHIL SKKAFINO and
PF.DRO M. PEREIRA

WASHINGTON - .After completing their final day of

lobbying for financial aid on Capitol Hill. 43 University

of Ma.ssachusetts students left this city yesterday saying

the Reagan Administration's proposed aid cut- Tk <• stiff

opposition in Congress.

The group. Students Advocating Financial Aid. met

with more than 130 legislators or their aides on the four

day trip, during which they asked legislators to either

maintain or increase current financial aid funding levels.

The Reagan Administration's fiscal year 1988 budget

proposal calls for 45 percent cuts in financial aid.

"So far we've gathered almost bipartisan support across

the board for what we came down here for," said Adam

Ci(HKlman. a junior at UMass. He lalnled the trip 100

percent successful."

SAFA Secretary Doris Campos Infantino. a s<-nior at

UMass. said "we seem to have generated a lot more sup

port compared to last year. This year people have realiz

ed the fallacies in Gramm Rudman
'

The Gramm Rudman Deficit Reduction Act, passed last

ytar. .set levels for Congress to aim for in reducing the

deficit

"This year people are jumping on the bandwagon ol com

petitiveness. Education fits right in there because it is

perceived as an investment," Campo.s Infantino said

Sen. Edward M. Kennedy. DMa.ss. .spoke to the group

as he left the hearing of the Committee on Labor and

Human Resources. Kennedy said he is "strongly commit

ted to rejecting" the Administration's proposal. An alter

nativi' budget plan has been designed, he said.

An aide to Sen ,Jes.se Helms, R NC, .said Helms ssa-

taking a look at" the financial aid program because he -^

against the way the funds are channelled."

The aide, Julie Bullard, said Helms would like to mi

the <tates take more responsibility for aid pr(»grams

Bullard said the 45 |>ercent cuts reque.sted b> Reagan

would not get through Congress, but she was non

lommittal about how much Helms would like t») se< ,ip

propriated for financial aid.

Most legislators interviewed by .S,\h.\ ;i};i.«(i with

Bullard that Reagan's cuts sKhkI little chance in Congress.

Many SAFA members and legislators said the 4.''> percent

cuts are a ploy to make lesser cuts acceptable.

Gary Visscher. legislative assistiint to Rep. Paul Henry.

RMich, said "Mr Henry and a lot of other people in the

middle of both parties are sick of budget gimmickry
"

SAFA President Kathleen King, a .senior at UMa.ss. was

un.sure of the effects the trip would have because 'it's hard

to measure the effectiveness of lobbying. What we did

achieve is a sen.se of how the members are swaying."

ction will

on Campus Center garage
By EDWARD SYRON
Collegian Correspondent

four and five will be completed, Ryan said,

adding that level six will be finished in

during September.

The University of Massachusetts Since the garage is not heated, opera-

Building Authority has approved a con- tions will be suspended until June, 1988

tract to begin nearly $2 million worth of due to weather conditions. At that time

repairs to the Campus Center parking

garage.

The contract was awarded to the Nor-

thampton construction firm of Aquadro

and Cerruti. who will begin the long-

awaited repairs next month, according to

Edward Ryan, director of construction.

The con.struction will be done by "struc

tured phasing" to avoid disrupting Cam

pus Center business or university pro-

ceedings, Ryan said.

The construction phases include work-

ing on one or two levels at the same time,

so that a minimal amount of parking

spaces will be lo.st during the construction

period.

Work will begin on levels two and three

beginning in mid-March through June.

From June through September, levels

construction will begin on the lower level

and should be completed by August, Ryan
said.

Deterioration of the garage "hasn't been

bad, but these repairs will save a tremen

dous amount of money later one," Ryan
said.

Ryan said the contract calls for various

repairs including electrical work such as

new lights, painting and new parking

equipment. A new sprinkler system will

replace the old rusted one and graphics,

such as directional indicators [arrows] will

be painted larger and brighter to aid

motori.sts in the garage. Deck coating will

be applied to prevent ice and .salt from cor-

roding the cement and the original en-

tranceway, which is now barricaded and
(oiitinui'd on page 6

Senate debates, acts
upon various matters
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

An abnormally quiet Undergraduate Stu

dent Senate meeting was highlighted last

night by an apparent homosexual slur by

one member, but the governing body did

take action on a wide range of motions.

Tony Rudy and Greg Rothman were the

targets of a motion of expulsion which was

tabled automatically by speaker Paul

Wingle, meaning no debate was allowed

and the senate will consider the matter

next Wednesday.
The motion was tabled one hour after

Rudy earned sharp criticism from the

speaker for calling .someone — it was not

made clear who — a "ferret stuffer."

The slur was an apparent reference to an

article in the UMass conservative student

new.spaper the Minuteman, of which Rudy

used to be the editor-in-chief, which describ-

ed suppo.sed homosexual acts involving

small animals in an attempt to show that

homosexuality was revolting.

Former .senate speaker John Ruddock

took the floor .shortly after Wingle called

the remark to the attention of the senate.

Ruddock blasted Rudy for making what he

called an "oppres.sive" statement.

"If it was a racial slur you'd have quite

a problem," Ruddock told Rudy. Referring

to the bad feeling engendered at the

University of Massachusetts by the

Southwest racial brawl of last October,

Ruddock said, "I don't as a member of this

community need to see the insults change

from racial to sexual preference."

Rudy said he might apologize for the

remark to Dickinson House Senator Dasha

Baker, who Ruddock said left the meeting

in tears because of Rudy's comment.

Action takt n on many matters

The senate heard Nate Moore, chairman

of the budgets committee, report on a

meeting he had with Vice Chancellor for

Student Affairs Dennis L. Madson, Student

Activities Director Randy Donant and Stu

dent Activities business manager
rttnlinufii iiri pugv 10
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* global suicide
cttntinued from page 1

could be a possi-

ble set off if the US felt it was in "despfra

tiiiii
"

He said the Strategic Defense Initiative

began as a political debate, but once pro

posed, it had "strategic rationale" behind

it He explained this as the process of pro-

posing a weapon, then finding a justifica

tion for It,

Chomsky said the entire rationale behind

strategic weapons is to construct an "in-

timidating posturt
'

Tactical weapons are designed to protect

us from "defenseless enemies," he said, and

would stop subversion, or ""politics that we

don't like." before it starts.

He called the USSR "a brutal society for

their intervention and terrorist attacks on

their borders. He then referred to the L'S

as "global terrorists ' for indiscriniinHtory

and worldwide intervention>

Often referring to his source as "the

historical record," Chomsky said the more

our society builds defense, the more the

Sfiviet Union is then forced to take action

to destroy thf IS

Twenty-Four Main St

Northampton, MA

• terrorism
lantinued from pa^e I

Chomsky also said the United States has

been involved in Central American ac

tivities for a long time.

"The rut can spread. The virus can in-

vade the region. We've been there for a

long, long, long time," he said.

El Salvador does not have problems with

outside forces killing the people, he said,

hut rather an internal force committing

mass acts of violence.

"You las part of the army! can kill as

many El Salvadorians as you would like,

but ifyou kill Americans it is unpleasant."

he said.

The US went into Guatemala and played

a major roh' m overt hrowin^,' the

* Louis Foods

democratic government in 1954, he said. In

1962, the US murder input changed, in

name only, from "hemispherical defense to

internal security." he said.

"It would have made page one if then-

was any media in the United Statt->,
'

Chomsky said.

He said this will continue in Ciiuial

America and the Carribean.

"It is ignored here Meanwhile the blood

flows," Chomsky said about the on going

murders.
Chomsky is the author of 2"2 books on

linguistics, history and contemporary sub

jects In addition, he has received nine

hoiiniaiv d(Kl<»ratt'> .ind literary awards
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daily and Sunday

rtintinufd fnim pani- I

an administrativi- ht-arint; with Louis Foods, the union,

and the employees. There would then be a settlement

i»r the ca.se could go to court, said Irwin VVeiner, a

representative of the bttard.

Louis' owner Richard Vincent said the poll was entirely

voluntary. He said the poll was designed to let workers
vent their anti union feelings.

Vincent said the poll was ""informal" and was taken

because the statfwas interested m expressing their true

feelings publicly.

Clarke, spokesman for the union, said the NLRB in-

vestigation was triggered when former Louis' employee

Cecilia Mikalanus complained to the union about what
she said were unfair management practices.

Mikalanus told the unmii tluit on th» day of the poll,

which was a payday, she could not pick up her check at

the service desk as usual She was told to go to an office

ui^tairs where Forbes hiinded her a ballot which he look-

ed lAt'r before handing <>sii hti paycheck, she said.

Mikalanus has also complained that Forbes promised

her a raise she never got and misrepresented her job

duties when she was hired. Mikalanus said she quit

Mveral weeks ago.

Vincent said yesterday that he is planning to make
public "very soon" some new information about the

wages and benefits he pays.

Four hundred and fifty patrons of the store ran an ad

in the Daily Hampshire Gazette Tuesday. The ad said the

customers consider the picketers a nuisance and want

them removed from the store,

Vincent said that he has a stack of complaints against

the picketers and that some of his patrons have filed com

plaints with the police.

I'hotu t>\ PalrM-k KMrro

SEARCHING FOR STEAM - Physical Plant worker John Havaland is among workers dig-

ging yesterday to find the source of a steam leak under the tennis courts near Tobin Hall.

The road that runs behind Tobin Hall was closed during the digging.
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• Garage

iimdnued Irwn poA''- .i

located one level below ihe entrance currently bein^; u-;-

ed, will be "reestablished," he said.

The repairs should allow traffic to flow more smoothly

and quickly since the garau'e will have a separate entrance

and exit and better visibility The current entranceway

will become the »'xit ><nvv the original entrance i>

reopened.

Vehicles will be moving clockwise instead of

counterclockwise" as they have been. Ryan said.

Mo.st parking places will be lost during the first phast

of construction, since level two holds 245 spaces and level

three holds 132 As the repairs move to levels four and

five, a total of 260 parking spaces will be lost. At leve!

six (rooftopl, 139 parking spaces will be lost and dur.n.t.

the final phafie on level one 244 spaces will be lost, he said

Sally Adams, the university parking coordinator, s^aid

once all available parking places are filled . motonsts will

be directed to P Lot Police will be notifi^ not to t^ cars

with tickets, she said.

Survey gets varied views on band
Some students say Bon Jovi is 'awesome, ' others don 't care

I ALI
[ econ<

PImHo by Hkip tindHI

ALL BOOKED UP- Joyce Cho. a pre-

economics mtyor scours through bookti »

By .JKNNIFKH DKMl'SFA
Collegian Stat'

And vou thought all we cared alwul wen- contras, CIA

recruitments and budget cuts Well, surprise surprise The

Collegian wanl> i'» kn<l\^ iu>i what do vou think of Boii

Jovi''

i don I 1 don't listen to the radio. 1 might not evi-n know

il It cariu' on thf radio, confessed Senior Larry Berger

Music bufl Guy Harris .said, 'He [Jon Bon Jovij rules

Ht' has definite influence on such great songwriters a.-^

David Lee Roth and Bob Dylan
"

Junior Vic (iozbekian disagreed

•Overrated They have a lot of actual good musicians,

but they have been blown out of proportion. They're all

right, but they shouldn't be given th. -.tatu- that they

have." he said

I> It mere luck, misfortune or genuine talent that has

landed metal rocker Jon Bon Jovi and ensemble on the

• u of the jrharts''

I think that the fact the younger generation has got

ten Bon Jovi as the number one group is a sign of musical

decay Whatever happened to The Stones. The Who and

(.iiaidul IVau Tom DickiiiMi!., a junior math m,

said

But Marcus Nassau gave the inside scoop—iho lea

story, if you will, on the enigmatic New Jersey hand

"My sister went to a private party on New Yeai > and

got to meet him. She didn't really want to go. but she

didn't have a date, so .she figured what the hell He s a

jerk and his music is pretty bad and his audience i>

typical," Nassau said.

Why then, does Bern Jovi sell out concirt hall after co!i

cert hall? Just what is it about this top 40 group that i.^

so appealing'

Freshman Liz Silverstein explained: "Jon Bon Jovi is

totally awesome. Besides being the best looking man in

rock n' roll, he can sing better than anybody else in thi-

top 40. I was the president of the Bon Jovi fan club in my
sciuxjl in Greece. He is without a doubt my favorite — him
or maybe Steven Pearcy from Rati

"

So there you have it. As varied as the student body is

at the University of Massachusetts, so are the apinion.s

on Bon Jovi. Whether or not they will stay m the number
one spot on the top 40 remains to be seen. But fc»r now
let's just h<^)e they don't give love a worse name.
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* Contra
continued from page 1

we have a constitution, in reality it fell apart one hour

later. In theory we are politically non-aligned, in reality

there are almost 15.000 Cuban advisors."

"There is talk about a literal ' campaign which is com-

pletely a fraud." he said. "I my. sjlf handed out diplomas

to students who did not go to class."

"They are talking about how good public health in

Nicaragua is and it is baloney," he said. "The situation

in my country is worse than ever."

Aguello warned students to be careful of defending the

theory, and to be aware of what reality is.

"Even though they [Nicaraguans] are fed up with the

Sandinista regime, they don't accept the contras as an

alternative," he said, stressing the need for American

assistance to organize a "movement that can better repre-

sent the people inside Nicaragua."

"We have a very strong military faction, and a very

weak political organization, " he said The resistance

should be based on the prir.ciples of "a mixed economy,

political pluralism, free elections and non alignment."
WK.^r. !•.;! . 'I In i Student in the «»"^''^'"'" '•^'^•'» ^" •"i.^-.

murders and reported abuses done by the contras,

Arguello said 'the civil war has been very bloody. If there

were a chance of achieving a peaceful and democratic solu

tion. it would be immoral not to support it."

Regarding opposition of University students to the

contras,

Arguello told the Collegian, l understand perfectly that

many people are against us

"My mission here is to explain to them that they are

defending the tyranny of the revolution that is not reali

tv." he said.

Aw fmtmntm Wtoord Siof
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TOP CASH PAID FOR .

' RECORDS. TAPES, C0«

Maxell XL2
Box of 10 For

$19.99

Moxell LN-90
Box of 10 For

$12

Maxell XL11S

$2.74 Eg. or
10 For $24.99

I

I

NEW LOCATION
Underneath Steve's, beside Aii Cot

48 N Pleosant St - 263-9209
M - Sot 1V7; Sun 12-6

CLEAN, SAFE, PRIVATE HOT TUBS
17S University Or

N«irt to Stadium Liquors in Price Chopper Mall

Open Monday 4 till 1. Tuesday - Saturday 11am - 1am
Rescfvaltons suggested dtt certificates available

Call 253-^
GET A SUNTAN

Thinking about Spring Break?

WE'LL TAN YOUR HIDE!
• Great Membership Prices
• State-of-the-art tanning facilities ^
• New bulbs, fans, sound system -J

This Year, Skip The f/i J^
"Spring Break Sunburn" / (^

Shaking the

Foundations

Greg BoU

Monday through Saturday
February 23 - 28
7:30 pm Nightly

Cannpus Center

Maranacha Campus Ministries

t>-lCJ^ac VP«^»r '«JF.^W**.-> 1* ^w M.M.JKX^JKJ^^X.fi

Before Spring Break
GET RID OF THE

WINTER DOLDRUMS
Come In For A FREE Cellophane Treatment

With a Hair Cut

MAKE YOUR APPOINTMENT BEFORE YOU GO AWAY

Pntrick & C^r\ appointment or walk insrv^iiiwix vp»
^-^^^ (413) 586-7477

o»tMnct»v« HoifiMind ^^ M»n a wpffj^^ 104 Russel St • Elmwood Shops I

Hadley. Ma 01035
Offer Good Through March 30. 1987

NORTHAMPTON BOWL
^un Begins
to Closeat 8:45 pi

(jm^kkf
M^. BOIUl

FREE!
WITH COLLEGE I.D.

525 PLEASANT ST
584-4830

KXn 18 KT 91

^g^ SANDWICHES
^^^^^^^r ^n*4 onlitkitt^ r%mrtmtrk*l Whatt W*Ml \

^^^^^^ a. *>Mir Mo//

^^^^W Irtncf Tomau aorf Owe*

^T Bolota* 1.15 2.35

^ Coehcd Salami I.1S 2.35

Geaoa Salami 2.M 2.95

Kotkcr Salami 2J0 3.05

Pcppcroei 2.J5 2J5
Imported Swill 2.20 2.70

Imported Ham 2.30 3.00

Lhtrmrtnt I AS 2.35

Mother Gooic LtverwaiM 2.25 2.75

CapkoU 2.50 3.00

PrtMciano 2.70 3.65

Tarkcy BrcaM 2.M 3.25

Hot PMtnimi 2.M 3.25

Corned Beef 2.60 3.25

Roan Beef 2.M 3.25

T«a* 2.50 3.00

CkiclicD Salad 2.50 3.00

Eh Salad 2.10 2.50

Crab Salad 3.25 3.90

Chopped Liver 2.25 3.00

EUROPE ''CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
On« Rockafatlor Plaza

Now York NY 10020

P»X)ne (212) 5«1 3040

Mail this ad lor Spacial
Studanl/TtaclMr Tariff

n RENTAL iJl LEASE U rURCHASC

AMHERST DC'JCATESSEPi
In the Carriage Shops. A iher»i. Unct 1975!

Oo-Caoapua S Apmrtment
D*Uvmry AvmUmhIm » 549-6314

•OvcrctuHed Sanduiches
• Fool Lon«j Subs

•Fresh Soup* & S.iIa<K
• IJrt'|<ls K IVK

•N.Y. Cheesecake

t^^ THE
AMHERST
DELICATESSLM

= 233 No. PUMant Si . Amh«i»l • W^MIt ^= OliviMui Su. »*JK /Of m . bur ** g
^iiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiii":iiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiir'1

FOOT LONG SUBS
wifA vour ettoicf o/

ckrtie. Irtnm lomaio onion, piekltt.

prppen and e/ixn

Roan Beef 3.79

Toriiey Breait 3.79

Oub Sub (Hoasi BttfA Turkey) 3.79

ItaJlaa (Ham. Belogna. Gtnoa and ftpf>mni) 3.69

Genoa Salami 3.69

Capicoia 3.69

Imported Ham 3.59

Tana Salad 3.49

Crab Sub 3.90

Ckccie Snb 3.39

SIDE ORDERS

DESSERTS
New York Cbceie Cake 1.00

Carrol Cake 1.00

Eciain 1.00

Cream Ch«ese Browaict M
Almoad Browoie MS
Oatmeal Fadgc Bart M

SALADS
Toiled Salad LIS

Spinach Silad 2.60

Cher Salad 3.25

LuBcheoD Salad -

Koihrr Dill Pickle

Hair Sour Pickle

Macaroni Salad

Pouto Salad

Cole Slaw

Potato Kniih

Beef Kaiib

45

45

.50

.50

.50

.85

.65

BAGELS
Plain OaioB

Sesame Garlic Poppy
Pampemickle Raiiin

Batter .65

Cream Cheese .95

Cream Cheeie and Loi 2.85

Melted Chceie 1.35

Now's
the time
to call...

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

^^
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Editorial/Opinion

Their days
are numbered
She is 57 years old, a mother of four and

still married. The children are all grown

up and have lefl the house. She lives with

her husband in a mid sized house in the

suburbs. They still have four years left on

their mortgage Once again, money »s on

her mind
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Jeffry Bartash

i> her husband. His

uorks as a fork-lift

Hi- is .^iS', (J'l</ hv

namt- is Ken. He
ofh'ratnr at a local uarehouse. nhere he

has mtrked for 32 years He plans to retire

after the mortgof^e is paid off. hut he knous

he IS only dreaming. Money is scarce; his

/H-nsutn mil be meager. Once again,

money is on his mind
She remembers when they were young

They loved each other dearly and nothing

else mattered. He w as 24 and she was 23

when they tied the knot They said they

would conquer the world. Money was the

last thini; i.n their mind.<

She uas pretty. Mary uas. He
remembers their uedding and thetr first

night together Sueet memories of in-

nfnence. They uere the most eniied cttu-

pie on the hUxk. EierybtHly predicted great

sttCft**. And Mary and Ken belieted it.

Money uas the last thing on their mtnd.s

Mary is not sure what happened Ken

told her she would never h.uf tn work

Besides, he had too much pndc to allow

her Then the fir.st child came; and the

next; and then a pair of twin> Th.- lull-

began to pile up Finally, she decided to

get a job. Ken was furious, he fought

vehemently, but Mary won
Ken thinks the children came too fa.st He

couldn't support the family adequately

His pride uas hurt and his reputation suf

fcred. Mary told him she uas going to get

a job. Ken knnus he shouldn't have fought

her; they needed the money. But he did.

and a nft developed, prying their love

apart.

Maiy is sitting in the living room now.

staring blankly at the television. She

shuffles 11 lottery tickets in her hands,

anxiously awaiting the televised draw ing.

She glances at the clock.

Ken IS lying doun in the bedroom. He
spreads nine lottery tickets on the bed and

• rubs his hands nervously. A few moments

later, he turns on the televisutn.

The lottery host announces the first

number — six. Then the second — 13.

Then the third. Each pause between

numbt>rs is agonizingly long. Mary is sud-

denly reminded, strangely, of the feelings

she had long ago waiting for Ken to kiss

her on their second date. She quickly

shook the thought from her mind.

Depression sets over Ken after the first

three digits are called. The fourth number
IS 18. the fifth 24. and the last 30 He
cur.ses as he checks his tickets. One free

ticket, he mutters. Damn. Looks like the

new car will have to wait.

Mary scans her tickets frantically. She

knows she has a winner. A million bucks.

Here it is. 613 17 18 24-30! Oh my god.

My prayers have been answered. Now we

can get a new house, a new car. go on a

vacation. I don't believe it. I don't believe

it!

He shut the TV offand propped himself

ip against a pillow. I'm only fooling

myself he thought. I'll never win. I can't

win. Yd I refuse to accept it. Everyday I

dutifully buy my tickets and wait for the

hig payoff. How long am I going to fool

myself. I dream of all the things I'm go
ing to buy with money I'll never have. Still,

he reminded himselfcheerfully, the lottery

is my only ticket out of this life. Maybe next

week.
Everything stopped. The only move

ment in the universe was Marys trembl-

ing hands. Then the announcer thru.>^t

through her reverie.

"So there you have it. The February 23

drawing i.s 6-13 17 18 24 30. Goodnight

everybody."

Mary reflexively checked the date on

her ticket to make urt.' .she wasn't dream-

ing Then she started to cr\- She knew her

days were numbered
Februarv 16.

Jeffrv liarlash /.s c ' '•! u'fimsl
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Poor, poor
Lottery

Picture if you can a new tax mainly on

the poor. This tax would be anywhere
Irom $50 to $500 a year, and it would re

main the same except for occasional, in

creasing fluctuations. Also picture if you

can the majority of the community, m
eluding the poor. suppK»rting this tax

Local and .state officials would be in favor

of this tax because, surprisingly, the tax

IS voluntary The poor person tax I am
writing of is the state lotterv'.

Letters^—

—

Republicans challenged to debate
I'd like to respond to Greg Rothmans

comment in Tue.sday"s Collegian that the

L'niversity DemtRTats "have done ab

>olutely nothing and they are absolutely

nothing" .Admittedly the University

Democrats are not as well publicized as the

Republican Club, but perhaps this is

becau.'*e we sp««nd more time working to im

prove our party and less time creating self

ser\"ing mt'dia events.

Last seme.ster we were deepl> involved

in an election that reaffirmed the

dominance of the Democratic I^rty m
Massachusetts We worked the phones,

held signs at the polls and provided

.\mherst residents with literature to help

them make informed decisions. We helped

Massachusetts Public Interest Re.search

Group with th 'ir campaign on the referen

dum questions, while also working for the

election of key state officials, including our

new state representative Stanley
R(tsenbe?-g iD-Amherst'.

We are now m the process of .setting up

a statewide organization of other college

democratic groups. This effort will

culminate in a convention of

Ma.ssachusetts College Young Democrats

to be held at Harvard L'niversity on the

weekend of April 10. This will set up the

apparatus that will allow us to eflectively

campaign for the Democratic presidential

nominee in 1988 The speakers at this

event will include Gov Michael Dukakis
and the Rev. Jesse Jackson

1 believe that these accomplishments are

certainly more important to the democrats

than rallying for Eugene Hasenfus is to the

republicans

Typically. Rothman attacks theorganiza

lion but does not deny the charge We have

been tning to debate them and he knows

that For him to siiy we will debate "'Thurs

day night" is a pitiful attempt at saving

face. He knows as well as I that a debate

must have organization and structure.

I have been in contact with officials from

iHrth the D^Mte Union and the SGA Public

Policy Committee I have been'^"'*''?''

match Anyone attending merely to shout

diiw n one side or the other is not welcome

and wil! not be trjlerated Those who truly

believe in free speech and the unhindered

exchange of ideas would be wise to attend.

I would like to .see the actual debate take

place during the last week in April Instead

of hearing from Rothman. I should be hear

ing from Republican Club President An
drew Cheu. Who is m charge over there**

Let's get this show on the road. If the idea

of an open dialogue is that frightening to

the Republicans, perhaps they had better

stick to demonstrations. Then they will

know what to .say without all that

troublesome thinking. Republicans, the

ball is in your court.

Brian J. Moran. President
University Democrats

Alcohol policy needs revision

Now more than ever, it's e%'ident the

Residential Areas Alcoholic Beverage

Policy must be changed. Vice Chancellor

Dennis Madson. Housing Director Joe Zan

nini, and various Housing officials have

handed down a policy that looks good to

their superiors but is a failure within the

residence hall system.

In the Spring of 1985. Housing Services

began to revise the Residential Areas

Alcoholic beverage Policy. A draft for

review was submitted to the student gover-

nance groups during the last week of

cla.s.ses, and despite the upcoming finals,

there was an overwhelming response

against the proposition. Students contend-

ed the policy would promote irresponsible

alcohol use and increase RA liability. But
this policy, as other policies students op-

pose, was passed over the summer without

any student input.

The policy, that borders on prohibition,

fails to recognize that most .students start

drinking in high .school, and continue

drinking in college and beyond. It is not a

crime, nor immoral to consume alcohol, as

the administration would have students

think. Vandalism, sexual harassment, and

alcoholism as a result of irresponsible

alcohol use are the real problems, and a

'closed door," prohibitive policy won't

make them go away.

Each year students giaduate with the

behavior and attitudes toward alcohol

adopted in the Residence Halls. The most

recent statistics published by Health Ser

v'ces show that alcohol abuse has risen

since 198.'"), when the new policy was im

plumented. IT it is the goal of Housing Ser

vices tr> educate students on the dangers of

lienh( Ih IM- :-urrent poiic\ :-

• I
'

contradiction. The policy forces Housing

staff to act as police officers instead of

educators, which means students who con-

sume alcohol responsibly are punished.

This does not foster responsibility with

alcohol, but feelings of resentment against

RAs.
Students can not be expected to adhere

to a policy that treats them as children. The
issue is more than being able to drink. It

is an issue of mutual respect between
residents and administrators. The alcohol

policy insults residents and only pays lip

service to responsible alcohol use.

Hous' -g Services should work in good

faith with student leaders to reevaluate the

Residential Areas Alcoholic Beverage
Policy to produce a more reali.stic policy;

a policy that recognizes alcohol as a part

of our society, that demands responsible

u.se of alcohol on campus and prepares

students for life after graduation.

Joe Demeo is Co-President of Southwest
Area Government

Police harassment?
I noticed a very disturbing thing in my

home this weekend. There was a police of-

ficer in my home waiting to make sure I

had proper identification for the case of

beer I was carrying. I wondered in anger
to m\ self while handing the officer my ID
"who invited him?". The sign outside clear

ly .itates that this dorm is reserved ibr its

residents and their guests only. I didn't

dare a.sk him who invited him. I.just didn't

need to be ha.ssled iplus I would have miss-

ed the elevator! I assume this officer was
placed in my hnnu a.-; a result of the Hnrst

jerry Adams
To most of us. the lotten^- is an occa-

sional game played once in a while, but

nio.st t)f the collegi' community isinlucated

and not p<x)r We know w hat the odds are.

The lottery is a cla.ssic example of the

system exploiting the igmirance of the

masses. If one were to discuss the odds

with someone who plays diligently one

would find that they do have some idea

of the odds. What are the odds? Lott< rv

olTicials will say they vary, but

chances of being struck by lightnm^; au
better than tho.se of winning the lottery.

What blinds these people then? The
answer is advertising and promotion

When the lottery was first proposed one

of the arguments presented by proponents

was that the lottery would only generate

funds from people who gamble anyway.

If that were case then there is abholutely

no novd tn .id vert IM- However, the kind

of advertising done makes winning st»em

a reality, or at least reali.'^tic. This just

isn't true. The victims of this advertising

are the uneducated poor.

Responsible advertising has been forc-

ed upon many industries who have abus

ed It in the past; the same should Ix' done

to the lottery. All one has to do to see this

point is to take an inner city bus or visit

a factory on Megabucks day. These peo

pie play the lottery religiously Each per

son has his or her own .system, but in the

end it boils down to the same thing - the

loss of money by the people who can lea.st

afford to lose it. To these people, w inning

isn't a just dream, its a reality they

discuss regularly. Often they speak of how

they will sp<.>nd their winning.

The local press isn't much help either.

Winners of the lottery are broadcast and

interviewed on the local news. Usually

they tell of good things they are going to

do with their money Their names are

printed on the front page accompanied by

a photograph of them receiving the first

check. Doing this is advantageous to the

lottery because it makes winning seem

more believable. What they should do is

show a picture of the countless number of

people who didn't win anything.

In some cases, the lottery deceives, and

in others it outright lies. For example, the

lottery claims you win one million dollars.

Yet the first thing they do is deduct taxes

from your winnings, thereby denying win-

ners the opportunity to deposit and earn

interest on their money until the end of

the year. People who "earn" their money
are allowed this opportunity. Not only

that, but the money is paid in 20 annual

installments. Chances are that one

million dollars will have much less "real

value" in 20 years. Therefore the lottery's

prize is not what it claims to be. Thus, the

lotteries, newspapers and television sta-

tions who help promote these lies are guil-

ty of false advertising.

The practices of the lottery have become

increasingly

irresponsible. A little fun or the genera-

tion of revenues isn't bad, but when the

lottery builds false hopes, external con-

trols must be exerci.sed.

•/i77v Adonis is a I'Mnss student

report and Chancellor Duffey's meeting

with Southwest residents the night before.

Is this going to happen every weekend?
Why weren't the residents of the building

notified that an officer would be lurking in

the elevator lobby waiting to ambu.sh

"minors ' bringing alcohol to their rf>om.><''

Is this an attempt to quell drinking by

minors in their rooms? I and others would

like .-lome answers to these questions.

Richard Gatnik
Southwest

! I (I •)

Terrible players make the best 'students of the game'
Editor's note: David R. Mark is in Washington, and he's

been so tied down with the symposium that the political

side of his brain got fried Thus, we have reminiscence.

Have you ever noticed that the best baseball batting

coaches were the most meii.-jcre ball players? The reason

why I bring this up is that I, David Ross Mark, am a prime

example of why lousy hitters make better students of the

game

David R. Mark

It all started in 1978, in a little town west of Chicago,

Naperville. I was a mere 10, new to the world, and most

important, new to the world of Little League Baseball

Before I go on, let me say that I was not new to baseball

Like every other Chicagoland youngster. I dreamed of

playing for those perennial fifth place finishers, the

Chicago Cubs. If Don Kessinger could hit a meager .218

for the Cubs and still be the starting short.stop. then I,

with a little luck, could be the Cub's third baseman.

Unfortunately, watching so much baseball on television

gave me an unfair disadvantage. Having never played

organized baseball and having never seen a game below

the pro level, I assumed that there were dugouts, crowds,

and thermoses of Gatorade at the Prairie Elementary

School field -.vhere we piayed Of coeise. none ut this was

true, which lead me to my first conclusion about Little

League Baseball...

"This game stinks."

Sure. I was disappointed. Going for my first 14 didn't

help either Yet some part of me said not to give up. So

I kept at it and improved. By the end of the season I had

gained some respect from my teammates, as well as some

self-respect

My next five seasons were up-and down, mostly down

I never quite ascended to the top of the team standings

Nor did I win any Most Valuable Player awards. Yet

throughout my cheerless career. I made an effort to learn

the tricks of the trade

For instance. I learned how to fake an injury This pro

ved valuable when a ball was thrown near my head in

a close game. Once, in the late innings of a nailbiter, w ith

the bases loaded, I leaned into a high heater and got my

helmet knocked off Dazed for a moment, with bells clang

ing in my brain, I rejoiced knowing that I had forced in

a run That scene would be followed by my coach scream-

Th .t pitcher should be kicked out if he's gonna hurt

my players."

I al&o learned how to con a pitcher into throwing wild.

By simply waving my bat ferociously, I was able to distract

many a pitcher into throwing over me, behind me, and

once, over the backstop. This came in handy if a good pit-

cher was facing our team.

When I retired, I felt I had the knowledge to help the

best coaches on the junior high school circuit. However,

no coaches in the area were interested in a 14-yearold

waterboy who talked too much.

Life was boring without baseball.

Then, as if an act from the heavens above, my sister

Allison, never before a baseball fan. decided to try out for

the local softball team. Figuring that opportunities like

these don't come around everyday. I took a job as a first

base-coach and hitting instructor.

Needless to say. the rest is history. I guided many of

those 10-year-old girls through one of the toughest,

rigorous seasons of their lives. Even if there wasn't a Don
Kessinger in the crowd, I know that my efforts may have

persuaded many of them to keep trying , as I did six years

before.

The 19808 has been a decade of movie se

quels and re makes for Hollywood film

moguls The public has been blitzed by a

long stream of Rocky movies. Star Wars

movies, and re makes like Breathless and
Scarfare.

Robert Menzel

Nightmare on Reagan street
David R. Mark is a Collegian columnist

It should come as no surprise then, that

Hollywood's greatest glamor boy is follow

ing the same trend. President Ronald

Reagan's policy in the Centrsfl American

theater of action is hardly an original

script; i* is an extremely tasteless return

to an already failed B movie script, which

for convenience I'll title Vietnam.

As any avid film-goer will recall. Vietnam

(and its sequels Cambmiia and Laos) suf

fered through a dismal screening from 1965

to 1972. fading into oblivion by 1975.

However, like many bad films. Vietnam

developed a rabid cult following, members

of which are now planning a re make (and

possibly a sequel or twoi. The.se persons feel

confident enough in their studies of the

Vietnam debacle to risk shooting a similar

movie, laying their film prt)ducing careers

on the line.

If one thinks of film producers as chefs

for a moment, their recipe becomes crystal

clear. First, take a popular revolution

against an unpopular, despotic dictator

Add to It a pinch of hoopla concerning "na

tional .security" and you have "communism
(gaspti" Now sprinkle a little "Soviet Ex

pansionism. " thereby mandating a

military- intervention in order to create the

proper balance of "demctcratic freedom."

Then saute the whole mess until the pro

per taste is achieved for the American

palate.

Unfortunately, the producers of Vietnam

were atrociously bad cooks. They were very

go^ at the saute, but they were unable to

mix the rest of the ingredients properly

Nixon's Chile, first released in 1973. chang

ed the recipe and has enjoyed success un

til recent times. Nixon replaced a

democratically elected government w ith an

unpopular, despotic dictator Critics ot the

film were treated fairly: Oscar Letelier and

Salvador Allende, prominent Chilean pro

duceis wiui criticized the film, and

thousands of independent critics, were

murdered, blown up. tortured and buried

in the walls of the national stKcer stadium

The film also developed a cult following.

becau.se of a technique borrowed from a

still running hit. Guatemala (1954). The

military was won over by the bad giK)d

guys, and proved to \w a most effective

vehicle 'hit and run) for the mkh ss of the

film

The inability to ad.ipt tin- technique led

to the failure of Vietnam llu South Viet

namese army proved to Ik- corrupt and

stage frightened, and the producers were

unable to raise enough supptirt to revise

the script. In later films yKl Salvador.

I982present I producers perfected this

technique.

Now it looks as though White Hous*-

Films Ltd. is going to give us a film that

draws from each of the previously mention

ed films, as well as throwing in some scenes

from that thriller of the early 19708,

Watergate. The name of the new film is

Nicaragua, and it's being billed as the

tragi<omic hit of the decade. It has incredi

ble special effects — all the latest

technology is being employed. People are

getting shot, blown up, and raped, and the

g(K)d guys (called "contras") are drug

dealers. What a twist! And that's not all

— it's al.so a scathing commentary on cor

ruption that takes place in positions of

power. Paper shredding, ctmgressional

hearings, sudden bouts of insanity and

memory loss — these are only a few of the

new gimmicks used by the pnxluction .staff.

The public hasn't been quick to buy.

however, withstanding an ad campaign

rarely matched in Hollywood I don't want

to take away from the film, but I'm bored

with the.se regional films. I'm anxiously

waiting for the White House's next film,

surelv the grandest epic ( •! ill World War

III

Robert Memel is a Collegian corresp^mdent

Where are all of our Super Patriots hiding
Where are the patriots, the true red

white-andblue zealots these days? You
know — the ones who weeded our campus
with their too wide ties, smug proclama

tions. iron-clad ideology? The ones who in

sinuated themselves into Time magazine

to the nation as the new cats on the block?

Where are the pimpled, paranoid moles

for Accuracy in Academia, the ones who
slunk about trying to keep the fatherland

pure. safe, sterile? Where are the bright-

futured boys, the swearers to The Wall

Street Journal and the putrid platitudes

of Jesse Helms? Where are the secretly

funded Aryan Darwinists, the well-bred,

well-fed. but not-so-wellread. now that

the Great Communicator lies mute? Now
that he can't even manage to mouth a

cohesive (chronologically correct) lie?

Frank Flanagan

They must be hiding, bless their little

souls. And for good reason. They're still

young, reasonable, realistic. No — they

ain't your fly-by-day-yeller-belly sap-

suckers. They're not even physical

cowards. They're moral cowards, the kind

who can't admit that they, or their Howdy

Doody pitchman, are wrong — dead in the

water wrong. They're cowards with a

cause sick to the core — a sickness on the

front page and six o'clock news. And
what a sight it is. The nation tries to turn

the other way, but look - he pauses on

the helicopter ramp, turns, waves. He
looks. . . older, almost reptilian, impotent.

As usual, it's the woman — Nancy — who

iTlOJf^

also hath no common .sense. Americans

secretly pray the end will not be drawn

out. internationally disgraceful, like Nix

on's rending, pathological rantings.

The good old boys - Regan. Meese.

North. Poindexter. McFarlane - are now

rr'sfttitiCAL

I ISMOT

ftika yiwriT

10R

looks the stronger of the two. Yet even her

smile seems to spread like a crack along

the rim of a bone-thin tea cup. He says he

can't remember. But the nation knows;

not only does the king have no clothes, he

seen for what they've always been; the

most comprehensive and treacherous

gathering of toadies and nincompoops to

have disgraced the oval office since the

turn of the century. The patriots take the

Fifth, or lie like an open faced sandwich

to the American p«K)ple Like Tricky Dick

and his cast of cnmies. Ronnie's raiders

don't have too many toes left to shoot

before they end up in the clink But

they're probably not all that worried

anyway; they'll .spend a few years at .some

country club facility, excrete a best sell

ing version of The Lie.

The patriots will be .seen by the college

kids then much the same way students

view Jeb Magi'uder and John Erlichman

now; as political curios — di.stant. unreal.

The lieing. stealing, breaking in — the

trashing of the constitution — will be

forgotten, or distorted for aftect. A new-

breed will miraculously sprout on campus.

They'll be career oriented, sexually

nuerotic. mostly from white, affiuent

families. Most of them will be men. boys

really. They'll want to "save" the nation,

again — bring back the go<Kl old "tradi-

tional " values. They'll have a new vision.

One just as tempting, deceptive and cor-

rupt to the core as the old one. But, hey,

Nixon really wasn't that bad of a guy; he

opened up China. . . and. . . Reagan was
kind of senile, but he did boost the

economy. . . and. . . .

Frank Flanagan is a Collegian
columnist

Letters

Rothman defended
February 25th's policy editorial was a thinly veiled at-

tack on a student solely because of his political ideologies.

The editors of the Collegian have abused their power by

attacking Greg Rothman. This one-sided editorial began

with the sentence, "The waste of student money should

end." This is exactly what Rothman is trying to ac-

complish. Does his concern for student monies warrant

such an attack?

Because the editors don't agree with Rothmans personal

politics, they refer to them as "strange or stupid." This

is a blatant, close-minded attitude typical of many stu-

dent senators. Rothman always follows parliamentary pro-

cedure, has an excellent attendance and roll call record,

and is rarely called out of order.

It would seem more appropriate to question the

legitimacy of "pseudo-senators" who never stay for the

entire meeting, don't join committees, don't pay attention

to what they're voting on, and generally spend more time

watching TV, socializing, or hanging out in the Blue Wall

than listening to debates.

The editors didn't even relate the correct facts in their

article. The statement that said, "A motion to expel

Rothman missed by one vote," is false. What the senate

did vote on was whether to suspend the rules to allow the

motion to be considered. Obviously, many senators realiz-

ed the unfairness of this censure and refu.sed to even con-

sider it.

It's a bit frightening to think that a group of people can

silence an individual because he stands up for what he

believes. How long will this ridiculous practice continue?

Even the cowards who propo.sed this motion must realize

that they can't just expel everyone who disagrees with

them. Greg Rothman should remain in the senate, and

those who are afraid of him will have to learn how to deal

with it. o • 1

Susie Lovett
Central

Show insulted
Rob Skelton's column (Feb. 19) about our recent fur-

niture exhibition is a disservice to the students and staff

contributors to the exhibition's success. The show

represented two years of eftbrt by Interior Designer Mary

Beth Wiley and her student design staff. The purpose of

the event was to record students' reactions to the fiu-niture

exhibited. We have 1,200 completed evaluations. All

ratings and comments will be recorded and will serve as

the foundation of our furniture purchasing decisions for

the next 10 years. The results will be published for the

information of participating students. Any of our staff at

the exhibition would have confirmed our serious interest

in what students had to say — if they'd been asked.

John Findley
Housing Services
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• Senate
continued from page 3

Judith Lovitz. Moore said

Donant seemed determined

to put Lovitz on the Budgets

committee to give input

about the Student Govern

ment Association budget.

Moore said Madson seem-

ed less certain by the end of

the meeting, and that

students would continue to

fight to keep Lovitz off the

committee because she

would gain too much in

fluence over the budget pro-

cess, since she would be a

permanent fixture but

students would come and

go.

Moore said the need to

keep a Student Activities

Office employee off the stu-

dent panel wps crucial

because "where student em
powerment really begins is

on the control of the funds,"

The budget committee
oversees hundreds of

thousands of dollars that

come fri m students' pockets

when students pay the Ac
tivities fee

Katherine Strickland,
treasurer of the SGA, said

an audit of the Student Ac-
tivities office would begin
soon. The office has been the

subject of a lot of student
criticism because its payroll

has been growing in recent

years while payroll for pro-

fessional student advocacy
positions has been
shrinking.

The student Activities Of
fice controls the size of its

own staff and the number of

student advocacy profes-

sionals. Those professionals

work in offices such as the

Off Campus Housing office

and the Student Center for

Educational Research and

Advocacy.

The senate voted to grant

the Hang Gliding club

$2200 to improve safety and

training equipment. The
senate tabled a motion to

urge the administration to

loosen up the University's

alcohol policy. The senate

approved election hours and
sites for the March SGA
balloting. And the senate

voted by unanimous ac

climation to support a

boycott of grapes organized

by Caesar Chavez and the

United Farm Workers

Rothman, who normally is

in the center of debate, kept

a low profile last night, his

longest speech coming when
he urged senators to vote for

a less restrictive alcohol

policy.

¥S/^AKrS
l»hoto by l^pigh Heywood

ME AND MY SHADOW - Colleen Peters and Michael (Mikey) Ryan
Kendall lean against a university sculpture, as the sculpture casts

an ominous shadow beside them.
Amherst Chinese Foods
Homm Stylm Cooking

62-64 MAIN ST.. AMHERST
BEER « WINE UCENSE

ff%h V0a»tabl99
from Our Own Farm

Of>EN 7 DAYS
Wt OO NOT UH MM OR
ANTVIOAL COIOMMO

2S3-783S

FLAT
STREET
trruiSI MUlUfMWO Vf

Friday Feb. 27
Saturday Feb. 28

VIDEO WIEKEND

Thursday March 5th

NEW MAN &

THE HEAT

Friday March 6th

Saturday March 7th

THE HEAT

Don't Miss Flat

Street's Great
Mid-Week
Getaway

Wednesdays
75 Cent Drafts

Open at 8:00 PM

LARGEST COLLEGE PAPER IN NEW ENGLAND

The Massachusetts Daily-H_—^—The Massachusetts t^aiiy

VCOLLEGIAN
POSITION OF

Save the day
with Ameriprintl

L

ASSISTANT
CIRCULATION
MANAGER

THIS IS AN EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY

TO GAIN VALUABLE BUSINESS

EXPERIENCE BEFORE YOU
GRADUATE

COME FILL OUT AN APPLICATION

AT THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE

113 Campus Center

FRESHMAN AND bOPHOMORE
APPLICANTS ONLY PLEASE'

^^neriprint
SM

Trust your film developing
toAmeriprint.

Special prices on American Standard (single) pictures.

Glossy Kodak paper and Kodak Colorwatch^^ standards.

Available for 1 10, 126, Disc and 35nim full frame.

$199 $^99^ X 24 exposure ^
Zt 36>exDOSiire 3

12 exposure "^^ X 24 exposure

15 exposure 36>exposiire

(C-41 process only)

Ask about other Ameriprint film developing options.

offer expires 3/9/87

^.UNIVERSITY J^P^"

^MSTORE^ Sat7oS

Lecturer traces women's athletics
Role offemininity, heterosexism haunts women *s progress

By STEVE RICHARDS
Collegian Correspondent

The main thing holding back women's athletics is the

age-old concern with the athletes femininity and sexual

orientation, an associate professor of physical education

said in a lecture on Tue^Mlay at Amherst College.

"As long as the label of lesbian has the sting and power

to intimidate, no women will be able to be the best athletes

they can be," said Pat GrifTin of the University of

Massachusetts. "Until we can deal with it, it will hold

us all down"
Before a crowd of about 50 in Amhersts Red Room. Grif

fin took an historical look at women's athletics from the

1960s to the present.

She went from the "punch, cookies and bake sale" stage

of the pre-feminist 1960s where women's athletics got lit

lie respect, to the thriving 1970s w hen Billie Jean King's

vktmy over Bobby Rigt,s in tennis's "Battle of the Sexes"

symbolized advances in the wonrmn athlete's cause. Final

ly. she talked about the 1980s with its Reagan-led con

servativism holding back further advances in women
sports.

Although women athletes have more opportunities, sup-

port and resources today, their movement has been hurt

becauM' tluic aif Itwii women in leadership positions,

she said.

GrilTins speech centered on the persistent theme of

preserving femininity in women's athletics, which she

linked with heterosexism, that has been haunting

women's sports since the turn of the century.

She said that most people involved in women's sports

have adopted the practice ofdenying the problem that has

resulted m repeated instances of discrimination, intimida

tion and harassment.

Griffin cited the practice of a women's professional

basketball team requiring team members to attend make
up sessions before games and a large Eastern college's

coach not allowing lesbians on its team. She said this en

forces the inadequacy of ignoring the problem.

Wo continue to pass on to the next generation a legacy

ot collusion in discrimination." she said.

Griffin suggested the only way to deal with the issue

is to open up public and private dialogue between lesbian

and heterosexual athletes and coaches and emphasized

It affects all those involved in women's sports.

"As long as we can't talk about it. injustices will go

unknown, and as long as the word lesbian scares women
out of sports, all of us will be effected," she said.

(iiiirm. a former women's swimming coach at UMass
and lifetime athlete, is co-author of the book Fairplay m
the G\m.

Take a

break

with

the

Collegian

HAPPY HOUR
• Every Mon. & Tues. From 2-4 PM
• Buy 1 Fried Dough, Get 1 Free

(Don*t forget to try our calzone and baked potatoes)

• Where? D.P. DOUGH
• Located in the Back Lot of CVS
• Downtown Amherst (96 N. Pleasant St.)

• Open Till 1:30 AM Thurs., Fri., Sat.

• Late Night Munchies

Mon-Wed 11-6 • Thurs-Sat 11-1:30 • 256-1616

-«c^«>'"^:si*-

c

Make Every Day
SPECIAL
With Fine

Lingerie From
Le Boudoir

Lacy Nightgowns.
Silky Teddies.

Garter Belts and
Stockings and
Much More

Come in and Browse

233 North Pleasant St. Amherst • Carnage Shops

HOURS MON-SAT 10 00 - 530 • 549-6915

\

! FUND THIS BUILDING ..

shouldn't your voice be HEARIp;)

GOURMET FRIED CHICKEN

THE HOME or
.1

run for the Board

of
Governors

elections march 9-10

INFORMATION AND NOMINATION PAPERS

AVAILABLE IN

CAMPUS CENTER ROOM 817

:^^'^^

BUrrALO WINGS

DMLY

SmOLE ORDER . .3.25

LARGE ORDER 4.95

Bleu Cheese Available

Your Choice of Sauce:

FREE DELIVERY
253-7494

ORIGINAL
I

lilLD

(Hotdf
I

(Milder

Spicy) I Spicy) I

SWEET &r

SOUR
(Mew fif Zesty)

COLLEGE
(Teriyaki fif

Garlic)
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* Chavez
i-onhnued from page I

• to protect consumers by establishing a

joint

UFW-grower program
• to test the grapes in the supermarket

for pesticide

residue.

Chavez hopes for pesticide reform in all

foods, not just table grapes. "Once we get

grapes, we can go get other products, too,"

he said.

He called this boycott "a battle none of

us can afford to lose, one that we can all

fight and one we can all win."

The New England boycott coordinator

Roberto De La Cruz has dedicated four

months to canvassing all of the East coast.

De La Cruz has received support from Nor

thampton's Mayor David Musante, Sen.

John Kerry, D-Mass, Mayor Raymond
Flynn of Boston, Gov. Michael Dukakis

and Rep Silvio Conte, R Mass.

Prof: pesticides can be safe
Blames media for stressing negative effects

A po«t «Ur«s to be J«st M cltar aad ae dearer; he approaches Iticid ground warUv.

like • OMriner who U determined not to scrape his bottom on anything solid. A poet's

plcasvre Is to withhold a little of his meaning, to Inteslfy by mystlflcation. He nnaips

the veil from beanty. bat does not remove It. A poet utterly clear is a trifle glaring.

-E.B. White

By CHERYL L. COUNCILMAN
Collegian Correspondent

Pesticides, when used properly can pro-

vide more benefit to society than risk, a

University of Massachusetts professor said

at the Professional Agricultural Conven-
tion yesterday.

Dr. Richard Cooper, speaking to a crowd
of about 50 students in the Campus Center,

claimed that pesticides have recently

become an emotional rather than a scien-

tific issue. News coverage of isolated

allergic reactions to pesticides has been too

sensational, and not enough attention gets

paid to the safe and effective use of the

chemicals, he said.

Lecturing on the "Turf Grass Pesticide

Controversy," Cooper stressed the impor-

tance of safe use of all pesticides, especial-

ly ain**'^ nyyrt'- n,^c-* i^tAns o*^ HOW available

to unlicensed individuals for public use.

Cooper cited figures from a recent study

that listed the top 30 causes of death in the

US. Pesticide poisoning came in twenty-

eighth. The study reported that students,

when polled, had guessed that pesticide

poisoning would be ninth on the list.

In 1980. deaths in the US related to

chemical poisonings totalled 4331, with

less than one percent from agricultural

chemical use, Cooper said.

The carcinogenic compounds from

cigarettes, nitr(»amines and natural plant

toxins pose a greater risk to humans than

the use of pesticides, Cooper said.

Cooper stressed minimal use of pesticides

and said that a blanket ban on all

pesticides is not necessary. Instead, he said,

we should concentrate on pesticide safety

and effectiveness.

Frozen yogurt provides al the health benefits

of plain yogurt plus flavors that appeal to both

yogurt lovers and those who think they aren't.

Stop in for a free sample

and discover

the taste you've been missing

I

56 Main St., Northampton

next door to Sze's

downstairs

OPEN 7

DAY A WEEK
586-9659

'f^HEpWtli^

3/2 MONDAY
Ken Johnson & Co
3/5 THURSDAY

Cruza with John Cruze
3/6 FRIDAY

Liquid Lesson
3/7 SATURDAY

Whirling Dervishes

An Amherst College

Department ot Theater and Dance Pnxluction

ARM
AND T}IE

MAN
A Pleasant Play by George Bernaixi Shaw

Directed by Walter Boughton

Kirby Theater

8 PM.
February 27 & 28 March 5.6,7

Box office opens February 16

I

Fi»r reservations call .M2-2277 tn>m 1-5 p m. wtrckdays

UMASS LESBIAN

BISEXUAL AND
GAY ALLIANCE

SPRING DANCE ! !

!

uerybody
Uielcome!

Saturday, February 28th
9:00 p.m - 1:00 a.m.

10th Floor UMass Campus
Center

$3.00 at door

PAID ADVERTISEMENT • PAID ADVERTISEMENT • PAID ADVERTISEMENT

LOUIS' FOODS: THE UNTOLD STORY!

PART ONE

CECILE
MIKALUNAS

FORMER
LOUIS'
FOODS

EMPLOYEE

i&

Todos Bienuenidos!

My name is Cecile Mikalunas and I am unemployed. At this time

last year I had a good full-time job with excellent benefits, in-

cluding free family health insurance.

I was lured away from that job by Louis' Foods of Amherst, who
promised me a job as a Bakery Manager. I was told that I could
make my own hours and would receive excellent benefits,

including free family health insurance.

I worked (seven days a week) and never received the pay raise

I was promised. The final blow came when $12.35 was deducted
from my weekly pay for insurance coverage (that's over $640.00
a year).

Feeling like a victim of falsehood and deceit, I had to make a
conscious but very difficult decision. Finally, frustrated and
unable to work under these misleading working conditions, I was
compelled to leave.

As a single parent with teenage children, I am now without a
job and the insurance needed to protect my family.

For my family's sake...

PLEASE DON'T SHOP LOUIS' FOODS
PAID FOR BY UNITED FOOD AND COMMERCIAL WORKERS UNION, LOCAL 1459

It'

ARTS

By MEREDITH G GOTTESMAN
Collegian Staff

If you went to st'c tht- ChanieK'on-s last

F'riday. you probably already know that the

show's been rescheduled for March 1. It

seems the band had a bit of trouble with

immigi'ation when trv'ing to leave the U.K.

on Thursday. Ska/re^gae band Bim Skala
Bim from Boston filled in as the opening

act for the Mighty Lemon Drops, who
headlined instead of the Chameleons. In

any case, congratulations are in order to

UPC for selling out both Bluewall show>

last weekend, and for the ingenuity tn

bring such diverse bands to UMa.ss

Here's what's happening this week:

Tonight, blues master Roy Buchannan
w ill be appearing at Pearl Street, Wailin'

Dave and the Blue Dogs will be playing

the blues at Sheehan's Cafe, and the

Michael Gregory Band will be at

L'Oasis, all in Northampton Katina's in

Hadley will be closed for remodeling. I

guess this means no jello wrestling this

week. Try not to get too upset

On Friday, Plan 9. The Malarians. and

The Brood will be doing a wild, dripping,

psychedelic show together at Hampshire
College. Plan 9, a Rhode Island outfit with

about SIX guitarists, plays grunge

Bim Skala Bim t?etting funky at the Blue Wall Friday

psychedelia, for lack of a better tti in

"The story I heard regarding their origin is

that they were originally a guitar clas>^

whose instructor decided to turn the clas>

into a band. The Malariann are always fun

to see, playing their interpretation of that

psychtdelic sound. Wear your black

turtlenecks

RiKrk and loll ^upersturs from Boston

The Del Fuegos will beat Katina's on Fri

da\ lughl Tlu- question is: do they really

drink Miller beer? Last year they joined the

ranks <> other cool American bands, like

the Long Ryders and X, in making a i«K:k

and roll commertial alxtut their "favorite

brew There's only one way to find out: buy

them .1 litci rht'vll probably ask you to.

inywa> Opening: up Un the Del Fuegos

will be The Drive
Al.so. Deepwoods Drive \m1! Im- playinc

:ii Shfc'ian'--

On .Saturday night. Hamp^hirt' Cullei^

will be putting on yet another ivK-kfest —
Boston's own The Blackjaek»> along with

MTV Basement Tape> winner Extreme
I he show will start at around lOpm ami

will Ik- at the .Saga Dining Commons
Kobin Lane and the Chartbusters will

be al Katina's bxals IJquid lesson will

be playing at Amherst College. Sheehan's

will be featuring more blues with the

Valley Blues Band Al the West Hartfurd

Ballr«M»m and Music Hall, heavy metal

quartet Megadeth will Ik- appearing, with

.special guest.s Flotsam and Jetsam. .And

al the Bluewall, Ea.st Side Concerts kicks

off its seas<m with a Battle of the Bands.

featuring the Dog Act. Free Prew.
(iraphir Romance, and more

By the way. 1 was accosted in the dirg>'

halls <if the Campus Center last wwk by

memlK-rs <»f .several local bands inquiring

why their recent shows had not been listed

in the c«»lumn If you're in a band m* are

putting on H show in the area, please con

tact me via the Collegian Arts l>«'sk, 1 l.'l

Campus Center. .Amherst, MA, OHM).l two

wtH'ks prior to your event

UMASS SKI CLUB
UMASS SKI CLUB GOES TO

KILLINGTON VT
$27 Members • $37 Non-Members

Saturday, February 28
Sign up by the Hatch Tuesday - Friday

REMEMBER: SIGN UP THIS WEEK FOR YOUR
SPRING BREAK TRIP TO INSURE A SPOT

I
IMIIggMIIM II II 1 1 1 ll*i«iM1i«4«l«nMMMiMMMi*MlM^

COMMUTER AREA GOVERNMENT
SPOKESPERSON AND TREASURER
NOMINATION PAPERS OPEN TODAY

THESE ARE AVAILABLE AT THE

Commuter Area Offlce

404 Student Union • 9 • 4 PM

DEADLINE: Feb 26 at noon

j SGA SENATORS ALSO
f 1 1 III M 1 1 {{mt^mmmmmtmmmiitMmmmmmtm^iMm iiiiiiiiiii>tiMiinM<i>i4iiiM4'Mii«iMiMii'HNu<MiitMii

LARGEST COLLEGE PAPER IN NEW ENGLAND

The Massachusetts Daily

IAN
IS NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR FALL '87

FOR THE POSITION OF

ADVERTISING ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES

SELL ADVERTISING SPACE FOR NEW ENGLAND'S
LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY NEWSPAPER WHILE
GAINING VALUABLE BUSINESS EXPERIENCE

FILL OUT AN APPLICATION AT THE COLLEGIAN
OFFICE -113 CAMPUS CENTER

INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD IN MARCH

Special Student and Vonth Fare* to

EUROPE
from New York on Scheduled Airlines!

I>KSTINATIONS OW . RT

LONDON $189 $375
PARIS 198 376

FRANKFURT 210 400

romf: 223 426

MIIJXN 210 400
ZURICH/GtNF:VA 210 400

VIENNA/BUDAPEST 210 400

Far« to Athens, Tel Aviv. Prague. Warsaw also availahle. Add

on (ares from Boston, Washington. IX;. Chicago. Florida

Special Student and Youth Fares to

SCANDINAVIA
On Scheduled AfarlinesI

Winter Rates

From
New York

From
Chicago

Copenhagen
Oslo
Stockholm
Helsinki

Copenhagen
Oslo
Stockholm

OW
$255
255
255
295

$260
300
300

RT
$440
440
440
520

$450
535
535

Some fare restrictions may apply.

Ask for our special student /youth tours

to the Soviet Union and Pbland.

I or Rpsprvalions and Information Cal l:

WHOLE WORLD TRAVEL
Serving thi Studtnt Youlh Market for more than lb years!

17 E. 45ih St., New York. NY 10017
(212)986-9470

» » » • « » »•••«»•••••' •
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Radio Days
Directed by Woody Allen
Starring Woody Allen and Mia Farrow
Mountain Farm Four Theaters

By MARY ANNE SIOK
Collegian Correspondent

Woody Allen reminiscences about a

bygone era in his new movie, Radio Days.

Although his face is never seen, Allen's

voice leads the audience back in time

through a maze of romantic interludes,

comic anecdotes, and the heart warming

episodes that punctuated his formative

years in his old neighborhood of Rockaway.

In a twisted subplot, a rags to riches story

unfolds. Mia Farrow plays the perky

cigarette girl who moves up the social lad

der to become a beloved radio personality.

Her radio entertainment is as popular with

the ladies as her bedroom entertainment

is with the gentlemen. Although both plots

never cross directly, there is a bond bet-

ween them - the radio. Both plots revolve

around various memories and stories that

were invoked by this new form of com-

munication. The magic of the radio is the

real star.

The acting in this movie is to be applaud

ed. The characters are well -developed and

well portrayed. Each actor brings to life

unique 'raits which are reminiscent of the

1940's. The radio broadcasts which run

rampant through Radio Days hit a

nostalgic note and demonstrate the reali-

ty of life in that era. In this way, Allen's

talent as a screenwriter shines as true com-

ic genius.

Although this movie is a far better choice

than most, it does have faults. The
characters sometimes get "wishy-washy"

and drown in a sea of tears. Almost

everyone cries in this movie. Radio Days

blends too much sentimental scenes with

not enough comic outlets. On a scale from

K Mart to Bloomingdales, this movie rates

a Jordan Marsh.

Radio Days

By JIM COLE
Collegian Correspondent

Radio Days is the kind of movie that

makes you feel warm when you leave the

theater. Woody Allen just keeps making
thoughtful and intelligent movies, and this

one is no exception. Yes, it's simpler than

some of his others, but just as entertaining.

I especially like how the Film's focus is

on the people and not the plot. It's an
American family's view of the world

through its ears instead of eyes. The radio

keeps them in touch, through the classic

songs, the radio serials, and news broad-

casts. It made me appreciate how vivid the

world can be when one has to imagine it.

This is done beautifully by the son, the lit-

tle Woody, who's gifted with Allen's

maLuiii> emu iicuiosis, even though he's

only nine. He has wonderful moments, like

spying on his substitute teacher dancing

naked in the window, or toasting the good

life with a glass of Pepsi in a "here's look-

ing at you, kid" pose. All the actors are

natural and convincing — from mom, dad,

the relatives and neighbors, Mia Farrow's

radio starlet, even the Rabbi who has a

classic argument with the parents about

who gets to hit the kid when he spends his

Hebrew School money on a (gasp!) Masked
Avenger Secret Compartment Ring!

Allen has so superbly crafted the family

life against real events and styles of the

time that it leaves quite an impression. The
sets and scenery are remarkable. The
period advertising, real life heroes, the war
reports, etc. add up to a moving balance of

comedy and some surprising drama.

I think, however, that there wasn't too

much sentimentality in the film. In fact,

I can only remember a few characters that

cry at all. And considering how many peo

pie are seen, that's far from "almost

everyone." For me, some of the dramatic

scenes were powerful and effective because

many of them really did happen. I can

remember my parents' stories of the things

they remember hearing on the radio, and
those events came to life for me. I'm sure

they would enjoy the film even more than

I, because they were there.

And yet, the triumphs and tragedies of

the years 1938 to 1944 are so realistic, that

Radio Days did something I wouldn't have

thought possible. It brought back memories

that 1 never had.

Grammy awards
Album of the Year: Graceland, Paul

Simon
Song of the Year: That's What Friends

Are For
Producer of the Year: Jimmy Jam and

Terry Lewis for Control

New Artist: Bruce Hornsby and the

Range
Pop Vocal (Male): Steve Winwood,

Higher Love

Pop Vocal (Female): Barbra Streisand.

The Broadway Album
Pop Album of the Year: Whitney

Houston, Whitney Houston

R&B Vocal (Female): Anita Baker,

Rapture
R&B Vocal (Male): James Brown, Lwin'

in America
R&B Group with vocals: Prince, Kiss

Country Performance (Female): Rita

Mclntire

Country Performance (Male): Ricky

Scaggs
Country Performance by a Group: The

Judds
Gospel Performance (Female): Sandy

Pattie

Gospel Performance (Male): Phil Bailey

Traum
Gospel Performance by a Group: Sandy

Pattie & Denise Williams

Soul Peiformance (Female): Denise

Williams
Soul Performance (Male): Al Green
Soul Performance by a Group: Wymons
Jazz Performance Solo: Miles Davis

Tutu
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Complete Hairstyling for Men & Women

Haircut - $9.00

Perms - $40 with haircut

i

i
a

THE MEXICAN RESTAURANT

"Terrific ... you can enjoy a great

meal in a nice place and not have

to write home for more money."

y OLD SOUTH STREET
NOPTHAMPTONJ • 5B6-0^00

228 Triangle St.

Amherst

Call: 549-1502
SbBASTIAN

((FINE^
36 Main Si.
DowntOMn

Northampton
opan:

Thiirs. ayanlngi
until 3pmi;

Hey Freshman!
Take a look at what the

Upper Classmen are wearing.
How will yott survive without

SURVIVORS?
The choice is simple. You can wear boots thai leak Of

boots that don't.

For mose who prefer the latter, we recommend Herman
Survivors. Our insulated, waterproof Survivors are

designed to keep you dry and comfortable m even the

^«. worst weather.

Waterproof Herman Survivors.

,
Because after 60 million years man
should be able to enjoy nice, dry feel.

Q,
SIJllVn^MLS

ON SALE
}•^#^\| hrrm«fi %VjrC'>rTtpam t wnhrtrt^ \IA ' ('Ml

%iU 1«t% $59.95
r»g $79.95

Cooper
V TIRES ^

HADLEY TIRE
& AUTO CENTER

253-991

1

Rt 9, Russell St, Hadley. MA

SUPERB PERFORMANCE
IN ALL WEATHER

Cooper's new

Trendsetter A/W Radial

gives you great mileage and traction

and superb performance in all four

seasons on all four wheels

95

: <
• ;%

P155 180 R-13

SIZE PRICE

P155 180 Rl3 $43 95

PUS 180 R-13 $44 95

: Pi85 17bRl4 $45 95

P195 175PU $4<)9S

1 P215 175R-15 JWW

Prices available <«<in inu ad only

"Cooper Tires. .

.

. . . best known for

quality since 1914"

*
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Quartet to perform tonight

I ulU-itian photo bv DhvkI *Nhiniku»

The Tokyo String Quartet (left) will perform at 8. p.m. tonight at Bowker Auditorium. Tickets are $13 and 15 dollars. Flutist Joanne Tanner
will appear with colleagues from the Music department in a faculty recital at 8 p.m. Tuesday, March 10, in Bezanson Hall.

COVERALLS
ALL TYPES
FROM
$16.99

100H Conon ft NomM

100H Cotton
River Shirts

$9.99

GENUINE US
ARMY FIELD

PANTS
$16.99

100H Cotton

iO(m Conon
GERMAN ARMY

PAMTS
S14.M

100% Cotton Sweaters $20
100% Cotton Parkas $26

Flags, Boots, Sleeping Bags,
Overcoats, Packs, Shoulders Bags,

Tents, and MUCH MORE

THE LANDING ZONE
"A Contemporary Army/Navy Store"
25 King St Northampton • 584-1373

11 Chapman St Greenfield • 774-3472
134 North St Pittsfield • 442-3910

Writing a Paper? Need Help?

Visit the Writing Center

Pierpont (SW) Mon. & Wed.

Cashin (Sylvan) Tues. & Thurs.

Baker (Central) Mon., Tues. & Thurs.

7 - 9:30 PM

We Want
To Pull You
Away For

Spring Break

We're the center of fun Next

door to Ft Lauderdale and
Mianni! Hollywood, wtiere you
can cruise tl^e broadwdlk,
stretch on six miles of

beautiful beaches, eat out

and party down And if your
thing is tennis, golf, rock

nnusic or night life. . it's here

in Hollywood We're the low-

cost vacation hot spot.

Hollywood
Florida

4||^a|,

c Hollywood Florida, Where the Fun Never Sets

Write for our free vacation guide, and we'll otso send you a real piece of the sun

Greater Hollywood Chamber of Corr^nnerce, PO Box 2345, Hollywood, Florida 33022

Name School

Address

I

City/Stote/Zip

n cooperation with the Broward Coynty, Tourist Deyeioprpent^Counc
' '

flew Gray by Cross Classic Cross

excellence in a contemporary

new satin gray rmisti. Shown our

t>all pen and pencil FounLiin pen

andSelrctip Pen also available

All are unquestionably guaranteed

against mer hanical failure,

regardless o( age.

Since rBae

&•]• Hastings
45 S. Pleasant St Amherst • 253-2840
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Some movies never die
CASABLANCA
Directed by Michael Curtiz

Amherst Cinema

By THOMAS V. GAGNON
Colk^jian Correspondent

Bogart, Bergman, As Time Goes By. What more do you

need to know? Casablanca was made in 1943 and has lost

none of its power over the years. As they say. they dont

make them like this anymore.

Humphrey Bogart is Rick, cynical cafe owner with a

heart of gold under his unsentimental exterior; Ingrid

Bergman is Ilsa. his lost love who suddenly walks back

into his life. Dooley Wilson gives a memorable perfor

mance as Sam, the piano player who plays it. Conrad

Veidt plays the police captain who is as cynical as Rick,

but more corrupt.

The rest of the cast includes Paul Henreid, Sydney

Greenstreet. and Peter Lorre.

Everything fell into the right place when they made

Casablanca. It has an excellent ca.st, and direction that

keeps the action moving as well as providing the film with

Its rich atmosphere. Most of all though, it has a great

script that provided Bogart with some of his most

memorable lines.

As Rick, Bogart appears to have few morals and to on

ly live for the present. As he says, he sticks his neck out

for nobody, but quietly tries to do what is right anyway

He IS a repressed romantic. l(K)king for some thing he can

believe in.

This excellently done combination of love, cynicism, and

idealism set against a backdrop of war and uncertainty

give Casablanca a resonance seldom seen today.

Don't wait for the colorized version to come on television.

Also playing is The Maltese Falcon, ba.sed on the

Dashiell Hammett novel and starring Bogart as Detet

tive Sam Spade on the trail of the elusive bird. Spade is

a no nonsense kind of guy who's not afraid to talk tough

and get rough. This was director John Huston's first film

made in 1941 and today considered a detective classic.

These are two of Bogart's best films. He defined his

tough but tender pt-rson in them and his fans wont want

to miss them.

That down-home feel
Delhert McClinton
Honky Tonkin (I Done Me Some)
Alligator Records (Classic recordings 74-76)

By TIM KEEFE
Collegian Correspondent

When looking for an album to review this past week

at the Collegian I ran into some pretty slim pickins, so

I went with an album that I thought had the most poten-

tial. This album happened to be on the Alligator label

which usually puts out some very high quality blues

albums every year. The man on the cover was one

Delbert McClinton, a name that held at least held a lit

tie recognition for me.

Who IS this man with the name of Delbert you ask?

Well, of what I was able to gather from the liner notes

he's a big Texas redneck (that's what they say) who plays

rock, blues, soul, and country with more class, more feel

ing, and more fun than a good number of present day

musicians. His voice and music are reminiscent of such

performers as Van Morrison. Dave Mason, and The

Band.
The tunes that are presented to us on the album range

from bluesy tunes like Troubled Woman" and "Do It.

It's Love Baby (24 Hours a Day)", to countr>' tinged tunes

like Two More Bottles of Wine (since covered by Em
mylou Harris), to good old rock and soul tunes like

"Honkv Tonkin( I Guess I Done Me Some) ", "Lesson In

the Pain of Love', and 'One Kiss Led to Another ".

Throughout this album you notice a few major things

that make you appreciate the true beauty of good rock

n' roll. This album is simplicity at its finest. There's

nothing fancy or glossy here. It's just good ol' barroom,

beer drinkin rock n roll. I would love it if I could walk

into Ye Ol Wateringhole. plunk a few quarters into the

jukebox and relax with a good beer and a few tunes from

my buddy Delbert.

Overall I would have to recommend this album to all

people who like to here musicians playing good solid, fun.

r<x:k n' roll m the tradition of The Band Mr McClinton

certainly knows how to have a good time w ith his music

and I feel that anyone who buys this album will probably

pop open their can of Bud and say to themselves."this

is shitkickin' good music
"

Uninspiring tales

IMAGES OF AFRICA ABROAD
By Stanley L. Macamo and Charles A. Villee

Lawrenceville. VA: Brunswick
71 pp. (1986) $5.95

By TIMOTHY HARRIS
Collegian corresf>ondent

Normally I don't bother to review bad books, and were

it only for the endless cliches and generally immature pro-

se of Images ofAfrica Abroad, I probably wouldn't review

this one either.

However, this book of novellas, by Hampshire graduates

Stanley Macamo and Charles Villee. is particularly ob

noxious. I found myself wondering if all Hampshire

students were as politically confused as these two.

The problems with the first story begin with the title:

"The Odor of Jacarinda Flowers." I hate to pick, but

flowers have a smell, a fragrance; feet have an odor. These

oderiferous flowers have virtually nothing to do with the

plot, barring that they pop up with annoying regularity

all through the story.

The novella revolves around two black South African

miners trapped in a diamond mine cave in. David

reminisces about how good life has been while it lasted.

Their anticlimactic rescue finds Captain Foot, their boss,

saying, "Well, we didn't get here a moment too soon, but

it looks as if we arrived in time,"

At least the stilted dialogue in this tale is funny. It's

the "Gee Whiz" rhapsodies about the diamond mining in

dustry that were infuriating. "The Odor " reads partly like

a promo pamphlet for Deveers mining, and partly like

high school creative writing.

The second novella, "Herself. " isn't as overtly olTensive.

but is written just as poorly. 'Herself is about a black

woman who gets a nursing certificate and sUys in South

Africa to do good. Here too, however, the political context

is sadly lacking. The novella is unfocused, and seems to

blame her problems on a guerilla movement that is never

explained.

At the very least, this book should have been rewritten

a few times before it ever saw print. Unless you enjoy

reading bad fiction aloud to friends. Images of Africa

Abroad is better lefl; on the shelf.

jlcflD6r2i|!snasie
ON THE PARK NORTHAMPTON. MASS

STARTS FRIDAY FEB 27

AT 7:00 and 9:00 PM

•ONE Of THE THREE BEST RIMS

Of THE YEAR THE aOSEST

THING TO AN UNEXPECTED

EPtPHANY I HAVE EXPERIENCED.'

.•.kVAMCMlB

AT THff oarf s or smith coLttor

SELF-SERVE

TYPING
V> HR. $2

kinko's
Great eopm. Great peopte

220 N. Pleasant St

253-2543

Top-notch
Rentals From

Ski Hous!

«18/

«75/

lo MoTAJy nocri)

PER

DAY

PER

WEEK

$30/ WEEKEND

$-1 Cf^ /BALANCE OF

THE SEASON150/
The rental department at Ski Haus features top-notch ski

equipment from Rossignol and Salomon m sizes to fit you for a

day or a weekend of skiing!

Rental prices include skis, txjots. poles and bindings

9t4Ml'-T

SM-7M*

1t SMict HoMl

S2VM>il

WMfnVW

WHAT

OrtN DAIIV 1(M • SAT 10-S (MAPI tY 10-9> • SUNDAY li-S

OPEN SUNDAYS

What's Left M 5

Winter Doots
What's Left '30-^40

Hurry! Going Fast
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Smithereens

By Sarah Smith
One may no more live in the world without picking up

the moral prejudices of the world than one who will be

to go to hell without perspiring

H L Mencken

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Michel Jaffe

Horse! ... Is there a man called Horse' in here?"

Doonesbury

6y <id^ , 6i9> , l>y ^']^^

By Garry Tradeati

Our apolotJies again for no Dooneshurx this week - the Collegian is not boycotting the strip;

the syndicate hasn't yet sent it. We will bring Doonesbury back in its regualar time and

place as soon as possible.
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Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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Barlsecued Pork on B-m

Shells in Cheese Sauce

Dinner

Baked Chicken/

Supreme Sauce

Spinach and Mushroom
Quiche

Menu
Basics Lunch

bwuitJiKi jpi.pij! Sandwich

Shells in Cheese Sauce

Basics Dinner

Ratatouille

Baked Chicken/

Supreme Sauce

44

Bat Brain By Bill Bearing

Weather

TodaY: Sunny, highs in the low 40s

Tonight: Fair, lows in the 20s

Tomorrow: Sunny, highs in the mid-40s

V.
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Today's Staff
Night Editor Siobhan Mastcrson

Copy Editor Shei^l Jean

Layoot Technician Michael Berland

Photo Technician Paul Franz

Prodaction Supervisor Michelle Eichelman

Prodtiction.Bcth Drew. Laura Bell, George Francy.

Maura McHough. and Joe the driver

Gordy By Gorde
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Executive Board — Spring of 1987

KELLY SIEGEK
Editor in Chief

NANCY KLINGEVER
Managing Editor

STEVE RUBIN
B«6lae66 Maaafer

PHIL SERAFINO
Edtiorial Editor

ANSEL ZINTER
Prodactioa Manager

Business Board — Spring of 1987

STLVE RUBIN
Baaincsa Manager

PAUL H. LESSER
Advertising Sales Manager

VANESSA ROTH
Ftnaace Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marlieting Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Clrcn^aiton Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Svbacrlptlon Mnaager
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* women battle Penn St.
nr.itinued from page 20

If George Washington University (8 9 in the A- 10 with

one conference game left) beats Temple on Saturday, the

Colonial Women would tie TU for fifth place, providing

St. Joe's beats Temple and UMass drops both of its games.

If UMass losses both games, a GW loss could leave the

Colonial Women either in two way or three way tie for

fifth with UMass and West Virginia. In that case, UMass

would not get the higher seed over GW. based on a

14 point loss at GW and a two point win at the Cage.

The Mountaineers. 7 10 in the conference, would have

to beat Duquesne in order to finish any higher than

seventh, as UMass, Temple, and (iW are unable to finish

with more than 10 losses. II UMass loses both of its games

and W\aJ beats Duquesne. UMass and West Virginia

would tie with identical conference records. However, the

Minutewomen would get the niKl for the higher seeding

based on UMass" two wins over the Mountaineers ihi.^;

season. „

In short, these games have gargantuan importance tor

UMass. . ,

•'I think we have a chance. I think we can play with

them." head coach Jack Leaman said. "We have to han

die their press, keep the ball from getting in the paint,

and stop their fast break
"

Those requirements stand as a tall order, but the la.st

key to beating Penn St. may be the toughest. Stopping

the Lady Lion fastbreak means stopping All American

Suzie McConnell. The junior guard led the nation in

assists la«?t year and leads in the same category this season

as well, averaging 1 1.6 assists per game. She is also third

on the team in scoring with 14 4 points per game.

McConnell. potent as she may be. is not the only Lady

Lion threat Senior forward Vicki Link, who .scored

20,points and grabbed 11 rebounds in PSU's 89 63 win

at University Park, is averaging 18 ppg and 9.9 rebounds

per game. Senior guard Lisa Fal<K»n is right behind Link,

averaging I" ppg

Atlantic 10 Standings
Atlantic 10 Overall

Rutgers 17-1 25-1

Penn St. 14-2 20-5

St. Joseph's 13-1 19-7

Temple 9-7 10-15

Massachusetts 8-8 13-10

George Washington 8-9 11-15

West Virginia 7-10 12-13

Duquesne 4-13 8-18

St. Bonaventure 2-14 8-12

Rhode Island 1-15 1-24

The A 10 tournament begins on Monday, with first round

games being played at the site of the higher seeded team.

No team has more than two games remaining on its

.schedule in the conference.

^
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N«w & Used Cars
Trucks S Vans Also Avaitabic

North Amherst
Rcnt-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880

Is am -2 pm-early!
BIRD

SPECIAL
$2 OFF
Shampoo,
Cut & Dry

STYLES

BY
)EBORAH

549-5610 • 65 University Or
wtlh Ihi* coupon •>p4r«« lilS'tr

i

015IENTAC
FOOD MA^iCET

360 COLLEGE ST., ROUTE 9, AMHERST.MA
253-5658 SUN-FRI 10-8 SAT 9-8

OVER 2200 DIFFERENT ITEMS IN STOCK
CMlNtSt jAPANlbl If>Ai iNOiAN GOODS • SAUCES AND SPICES

FRESH NOOOlES • t^HESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES PASTRIES
FROffN CANNED DRIED FOODS • FR02EN AND DRIED HSU

COOKSOOKS • KVOKS RICE COOLERS S IMKEMENTS • DISHES AND
GIFTWARC TEA SETS AND SAKE SETS . KOREAN MINK BLANKETS 4

BC06>>*«AOS • TA«U OUT FOODS • WHOtE ROAST DUCK 4 CHICKEN
BV ORDER • DtSCOONTS FOR STUDENT GROUP FUNCTIONS ^

UPTOWN
AMHERSTI
253-9586

oAyrowA

$24.50 per day ^
or •*•

$155.00 per week

T-SHIRT • FRISBEE
and VISOR
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FRIDAY
BUFFET 4-7

ENTERTAINER
LARRY TOMEI 7-11 PM

CELTICS vs HAWKS 7:30 PM

Today's travelers are going to say:

DONT GO WITHOUT
"LET'S GO-

Now. ry«iabi«:

•EU«OPt. •FRANCE.
•USA. •ruMx

•BRTMNA IRELAND •GREECE.
•ISRAB-AEOYKI

•MEWCQ
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Now bigger

and better

than ever

LET'S GO
TRAVEL GUIDES

...wouiJ .1 hkc 'tore run .i *.ilc .it the cnJ •<(

Fchru.irv' After j!1 it's still cold the roads

are a mess - and people are -.till skiing!

4^- « I I x:-J f t I.
I

r I

DU 1 vou're going to help u» Mv/ V C'

That'* right. ^X'e'r^ minmi^ next month to

51*) Main Street .beside "A Fine Atlair")

and what vou huv now. we d> n't have to

Open MF 9-5

tat 10-3

Located In the Campus Canter

^,UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

y"T \ •
' •^—f—T—r T -T—I

—

t—s i

OQi^SDEALttX
EVTR\THL\G L\ THE STORE

IS MARKED DOWN
(fi>reiKn currentv i» Ketling >ironKer m> pricos

will never be this low ajpiin.)

NEW 1987 BIKES 5% OFF

NEW 1986 BIKES 10-25% OFF

ALL CLOTHING 15-25% OFF
YAKIMA RACKS 10% OFF

ALL Other Racks 15-25% OFF
Selected Shorts & Jerseys '12.99

Cannondale Touring Shoes '2 1.99

- i-

' SPECIAL SALE HOURS:
"j Friday 2/27 10:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.T

-f Saturday 2 28 10:00 to 6:iX> p.tTi. f

VALLEY BICYCIES
Ltd

93 Boltwood Walk
Amherst
256 0880

• brilliant career
continued from ;>(ip>v 'JO

The break hurt his sophomore output, but

with seven freshmen on la.st years squad.

Smith says he felt the pressure to do more.

He did, and got less in return

"Last year I put a lot of pres.surf on

myself that wasn't needed. I \ tryinji to

be a coach on the floor and not a player."

Smith said. 'This year I'm playing as a

leader and not a coach."

Since last season. Smith has done a lot

more, but without the pressure to produce

As a freshman. Smith fit into Gerlufsens

scheme as an assist man, but this year he

said he realized it was necessary to become

a scorer, and he has. Never has that been

more evident than in the past four weeks

during which Smith, a single-digit scorer

his first three years, pushed his season

average into double-digits and scored 10 or

more points m 9 of 11 games
'The last three or four weeks he's played

really great basketball. He's just done

everything we could want." Gerlufsen said.

"He's really playing the- lu'st basketball

I've ever seen from him
'

Leadership is another quality Smith is

known for, and that too will be great

K

missed when he's gone

'Smitty's not the type of leader who
wants to be dominant, to stand out or be

outspoken He's more inspirational, " Tarr>'

said. "He's the type, like, when we were in

Florida, he was pi actically throwing up on

the sidelines but he wouldn't leave the

game. That's the type of inspiration he

gives us."

.And it's Smith's leadership that the team

will need this weekend.

The consummate team player. !u' iMi't

abi.ut to single himself out over the team.

He'll win lor the team's sake, and not his

own He's a team player, a coach's player,

and without a doubt, the leader

Certainly, he is a player that the b.isket

ball piugram cari be proud of, both on and

off the court.

"1 know he is g'»ing to be successful in

whatever he does because I've always been

proud of the way he's handled himself and

represented this school," Gerlufsen said

With no championship appearances to

speak of, you might thmk Smith would

have some regrets about his career But he

dcK'sn't have any. He's even happy w ith the

way things have turned out.

"As far as regrtt>. no, 1 don't have any,
"

hf said "I laid the groundwork for the

tuture St^meone had to and 1 feel privilig

ed helping to get UMass basketball back

to where it was in the 70's. I think I would

Ih' more thrilled to get a program where it

was instead of getting into one that already

had tradition.

"I've fulfilled everything I wanted, I just

hope that 1 will l>e remembered as a

member of the 1987 team that started

everything on the rise"

C'ulU'^Ml pbu«« >>> Nikki SukuiofT

Firing a pass upcourt in earlier action this .season. Smith has been a cor-

nerstone for UMass hoop and is a player that coach Ron C.erlufsen con-

siders among the best he's ever coached.

J<b CLASSIFIED
ViCir>

COME TO THE COLLEQAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3 30 (FRI - 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION •CASH IN ADVAWCE. 15'/W0RD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIM

UNIVEKSITV UPDATE NEWS snow a
tuck' Opvyngt kx ancnor* spomcasMfS
am and •nwriammani mrmn ana camcta
opacaioni Sign up m th* Un«n vkwo
Caxitm Of catt 243-5664 G«t invo»v«<J'

"SQA CANOtOATES MEET
THE PRESS NIGHT

•SPONSORED BV MORTAR BOAnO**
tP** TMUBSOAV MARCH 5TM
STUO€NT UNKDN BALLROOM

ARE YOU A lunxx w.»h a '' 2 GPA Of bat

lef' Old you gel tow Wter 'fO«n Motaf
Board'' M not rMd on Mela' Board « a
national honor aociaty (or Mmors It you
«*«»> to IM conwdarwd tor adiraaaion piMta
pen up an «i<oinianon aiiMi tram 227 WtM-
mo»a or 126 Maralon, and raium it to 227
WMmon by Fnday 2/37

VCOBTAiLiS: REAL roOO tor rMlpao-
pl* Tli« Annnal Rights CoaMion mMtt to-

day 4 00 SU306

EASY ti. GRAO siuOeiii risea»

undargrada tor hpr mMM Stop m lisianio

3 minula tap* ol chMran iherf l«av»-SS

richer Saturdays and Sundays 1 1 « Mon
days 1-6 Thursdays 1-4 Enter MCk dOC
et ArnoW House acroaa <rorn GRC Sorry

or«>y N«we-Engi«h-tpeaking undergrads

IlICnONSI IUCTK>N«

RUN FOR THE Doard cf governors
Nomtrtaiion papers avaJabie in 01 7 Campe
Certier 25 sonalures due Mari.n 4 Etec-

lions March 9 10 Qm i

IMTftTAIMIMMT

MOONI.IOMTING
New England s Premiere DJ Service

Top OJ>U>i«es< Pncea
Owe U* A Ca« 2S3-3133

WSVL STAFF MEETMQ ton«gM in the

Commonwealth room (E«1Moodsl 7PM
Tune us m al 105 1 FM'

CONCERNED ABOUT PREJUDICE?
Panel discuSS'On Elemmalion o* Pre

ludice Thurs Feb 26 7 00PM CCXtt
aponsored by UMaas Baha'i Club

LESBIAN BISEXUAL QAV Alliance co<

lee'socal nou'' Every Friday 3-5 30 PM in

the CC chticii etevalor schedule lor rm
number

FREE MOVIES AT the Newman Center

Suteen Candle* Friday 27lh m the front

lounge al 7 00PM all ate welcome'

AN INfXPfNSIVi SP»IN« tttiAK

DO VOU WANT to go to the Bahamas
Jamaica or Ft Lauderdale'' We nave com
plete trips to the Bahamas startinn from

349. complete Jamaica trip lor 389 and
complete Ft Lauderdale inp 129 bus cv 319
ai' fare These prices all include transpor

laion and hotel Vou will r>ol tind a cheaper
deal with anyone else For information call

Mike or Rick al 549 S401 Space 'S limited

AUTO FOR SALE

1965 FORD FALCON a cream pufi

2566920

IS IT TRUE yotTcatTbuy Jeeps for $44

through the US governmenf Get the facts

today' Call 1312-742H42 ext 5931 A

BIG GRiEEN MONSTERf 70 Chrysler

Newport lots ol room lor fnends $300 firm

Call 665-4980 after 6PM

K» A OOOO TIMf CALL

RACK-A-OISCEnienainmeni Agency 0«c
iock«s lights rentals and mobile vidao
dances' 549-7144

rORHNT

NORTHWOOD APARTMENTS IN

Sunderland-jr>der r>ew management and
owrtership' A well run comple« 2 bed apart

ments only 10 minuies from UMass by car

or free bus tel 6^ 3856 9AM to 5PM 10AM
to 2PM Sat

CAPE COO SUMMER ROOM RENTALS
HyanniS $90 Meekly per person double oc

cupancy Includes all utilities Cooking ft

cable TV No parkirig lor motor vehicles 12

week minimum stay which must be paid

in advance Reply Bo> 55 Barnstable Ma
02630 Of call 1«1 7- 778-5942

OWN ROOM SHARED kitchen w^couple
t mi 10 UMdSS G'ad orelerred 225/mo
549-1446

81 PONTIAC tlOOO low milage excellent

condition needs work best offer 542-3017

alter 7PM

1971 CHEVY VAN 74 engine, many new
parts, runs well $300 call Shawn 546-9030

FURNISHED ROOM IN n«w house m
Amherst cal> Dale at 253-9949 between
5 30-6 30

$200 REWARD TO take over lease

Spacious 1 bedroom apartment in

Crestview Apis Laundry & storage room
Bus route 7 mir>utes walk to campus 420
plus utilities Call Ricardo 545-0280
5495483

WE NEED ONE person for our fownchouse
Apt Only 162 50/month Call 549-0839 ask

for Judi

FOB SAli

COMIC BOOKS GREAT new ft back issue

selection at kjw prices Minimum 25 percent

discount with this ad We buy ft I'ade

J R s Comics Etc Mountain Farms Mall,

Hadley 586-2441

VUARNET RAYBAN SUNGLASSES great

for spring break student discounts Bill

584 1889

78 OATSUN B210. Good condition runs

well $850 or BO 533-2583

1978 PLYMOUTH HORIZON 72000 miles

new clutch exhaust and computer no rust

standard runs great price negotiable rail

6-1073 leave message

1980 FORD pTnTO Coupe new tires brakes

rebuilt transmission good condition need $

lor tuition! Asking $900 Call Mike or Estelle

after 6PM 5495631

CLOSET $ALE

FULL LENGTH RACOON SKm coat in

good condition S200 00 NCR cash
register needs only mmor repair (or full

operation or |usl a conversation piece

$50 00 Resignol skis marker bindings and

caber Pools Great package lor someone
who wants to learn without ma)or invest-

ment $80 00 Call Ansel 256-6182

COKE MACHINE

HOLDS 4 CASES frosty cold bar bottles

$350 Call Keith 549-7367

COMINO $OON

THE FRATERNITY OF a new generation
'

stay tuned (or more information

EASY MONIY

LEATHER JACKETS-SPANISH $150 call

6-5441 Black and orown

VITUS 979 ALUMINUM 'acmg (rame black

and Sliver 5«'cm usod half a season $300

w/o headset $325 with headset call Dennis

256-1725

1979 SCIRROCCO 4SPD great shape A/C

Pioneer stereo $1750 546 6446

MINOLTA 35MM WITH electronic flash

;oom lens carrying cases, and other ac

cessones Perfect condition' $300 or B
Call Kerry at 253-5349 anytime

OAK DINING TABLE & 4 captams chairs

childs dresser fireplace creen. two bar

stools, etagere 548-9681 evenings

WANNA GUITAR? LES Paul type semi

aeons lie guild' With optional crate amp
$75 call Shawn 546 9030

ELECTRIC GUITAR WITH gorilla amp
$150 00 5B60449

ELECTRIC GUITAR WITH amp $100 call

evenings 586-7738

FOUND

A NECKLACE AT Townehouse apartments

describe it and when you lost it call Randy

at 549-6952

FMi CASH

NEED MONEY FOR spring break? I nMd
, Jul basebaN cards' Please he^ Caa Mtte

549 0333

MIFWANTSO

AlllLiNiS~CmMELINES HIIMIQ! Sum
mer Career' Good pay Travel Can lof

guide casseK*. newsservice' (916)

944-4444 em 161

RACX-A-OISC eniefiamment needa 15

Dj S lighting operators and roadws No
e«pe'ierv;e required 549 7144

SECRETARY- FRIDAY SATURDAY Salui

day 7 30 1 1 30 $4 50 hour Rack A-Oisc

Entertainment 549-7144

THERE'S A JOe Iw yoo m a summer
camp The American Campang AssociatKKi

(NY) will ma^e youf applcalion avatlabte to

Of^ar 300 camps m the rKylheast Enciting

opportunities for coHege MudanM and pro-

•esaionals Positions avaitobto al land and
water sports arts and cralla. *wna. muaic.

dance tripping, nature. RN s MO's aads.

kitchen maintenance CoHege credit avaial-

ble Call or write lor application American
Camping Association 43 W 23rd Si Oepi
(UMA) New York N Y 10010
212-6456620

EARN A FREE trip to Ft Lauderdale and
commission on every trip sale' Be Our cam
pus representative call Judy al Lauderdale

Beach Hotel 1-800 327 7600

UMASS CREW CLUB needs a team
manage- Anyone nieresled please come
to room 9 m Nope or contact Dave TrorKl

at 665 3768

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT TOUR bus
dnveis neeOed Eiceptionai Day Class ?

and DPU help'ul Oui will train Apply early

Martha s Vineyard Sightseeing Bo« 1086

Oak Bluffs Ma 02557 617 6934681

EARN S342 DURING spring break Easy
work must be dependable and available

March 19-29 call Paul 665 3901 or

665 3479

WAITPEOPLE MUST BE able lo work

Tues and Thurs days also some nights

apply al Delano s 57 N Pleasant St

HITA

GET INVOLVED AND help your chances
10 gel into the major' Find great sales en
perience Develop contacts that lead to

Summer jobs' Participate m HSMA sales
bill;' Interested'' Call Sean at 253 3652

LOST

HELP! I LOST my leather jacket at Delanos

on Wednesday Feb 4th Sentimental value

No questions asked 549-0608 reward is be-

ing offered

I HAVE YOUR black coat, oo you have
mine'' We swapped at Delano's or Time
Out Call 546-8666

BIG BUNCH OF keys on rubber dogbone
keycham Help' Cathi 584-7977 leave

message

DOUBLE STRAND HERRINGBONE gold

bracelet lost m vicinity of tower library Sen
timental value' Please call 549-1419 il

found Reward'

TRI-GOLO BRACELET at 85 Townehouse
Friday nighi very senitmental II found.

please return' 546-1082 reward'

LOST MY RED ft blue skijacket at Phi

Sigma Kappa Feb 20 Irnportant I get it

back No questions asked 546-5835

reward offered

MOORIAN

DEAR HAROLD FOUND the greatest new
scoop in town has vintage & new clothing

Shirts $12 00 pants $15 00 canal jeans

SI 8 00 Only at Modnan Carnage shops 233

W Pleasant Amherst Love Judy

NEED EXTRA CASH

WE WILL BUY your good used clothing just

Mondays 549-3772

PERSONALS

RESUME TYPESETTING SERVICE
Have your resume pro<«sswnally types*!
The beat qu«My type not a oofd proceaaof

SntMo dMarent lyp* Mylaa to cnoowMom
TakM only 3 days ooHi t2S and ai^
change* I* do lor FI«E Conwdoamtolha
CoMegian G>aph«s Office (113 Campus
CartWn arvl speak lo Peter SodartMfg

MEET NEW PEOPLE! Get great e>
periertc*' Com* wnie lor Na« England's
largaatoaaagadatfv ThaCaMgMniain ti3

Campui CanMr. nghi ba»Mnd itia T V
Coma dowm and check us out'

SKI, SKI . SKI
5 CoNag* tnpB' Day lr^>s

rtighl trips, lo Barlishire East
Rates start at S9 for lifts

and transportation fof night ski

Rental* and lesswfts also avail

Bus leaves UMas* S colleges
nagwiraiton daadlma Mon Fab 2

For mora inM caM
54S-4600 ii3?6

SPRmG SORORITY RUSH orientalion to

be held or> Wed Feb 18 at 6 30 m the Cam
pus Canter rm 162 All University woman
invited

FEMALr ROOMMAVE WANTED ASAP 5

mm wal> from campus lo' rnore mfo
54*5039

REFUNDS FOR CANCELLED OWO con
cert will he made at location of ticket pur

chase jniil the end of February only'"

SUMMER IN EUROPE $239 Lowest
scheduled tares to all of Europe from
Boston Call 1800 325 2222

TOM OREILLY-WE met at Theta Chi last

Thurs You left Crampton lounge alKuptly

Can we start over'' Judy call me or RSVP
thru CoNegian

SURF ARE YOU reding this"

PAUL-I LIED I have a phone Sue

vou TOOK MY coal Itong grey and white

with red scarf) by mistake from 147 8
Manor Sat night Please return No ques
lions Reward 2539884

JANE BUHLMAN IS still not legal have a

great ?0th birthday we love you Enaj
VanMele' II

UM MEN S CLUB Team let s kck some a
' NE Champs or bust"

TOM FROM TIME Out 2 21 87 I m sorry

missed your caH twice Please call again
Thanks again for the slippery nipple'

DREW C. YOU'RE still on somebody s

mind Guess who'' Your festive friend'

KATIE KING: THANK you so much for

everything the wanker defense, the moral
support and especially the ride home I love

you Becky

SOFT CONTACT LENSES - Most daily

wear lenses $18 00 or 25 00 ea Extended
wear $30 00 to $48 00 Lowest prices on
contact lens solutions Heal units $12 95
Amherst Optical Shoppe 413-253-5412
413 253 6403

TO THE DAZZLING woman who received

a rose from a dazzling admirer like lo talk''

6 7070 Soon

DELTA ZETA PLEDGES are awesome'
Get psyched girls only lour more days' Love
Jeana

EVE YOU ARE the best' Love Li I Sis

THE DZ SISTERS are the best of the

Greeks

THANKS KATHY AND Ui Love Jellybeana

ORACIAS POR LA cancion el martes por

la manana Ouien eres'' V

TO WHOEVER FOUND and returned my
ring thank you' Paul Petterson

DANIELLE B. LOVE is in the air and the

sky has your name all over it You have
meant everything to me these last seven
months Happy Anniversary Love you
Doug

I LOVE YOU T*ra*al!l I love you also.

Elana

LOSE WEIGHT NOW! 10-29 lbs/month
with Herbal Weight Control 1(X) percent
guaranteed Call Dan 546-4151 Mark
546-5938

REPO MAN WILL arrive tomorrow

BABY NEWYEAR HAPPY 23rd t»r1ha,

Hope rt s itie baal aver your oest Inend DO

PBOFISSIONAl TYPINO

SPEEDY KEYS -DISSERTATIONS.
fesum*s p«p*rs ?56 1002

PtOFfSSK>NAL TVPtMO SIRVICI

CASES. PAPERS. DISSERTATIONS.
theses last accurate depandabi* on
campus reasonable 584 7924 Nancy

RtOi tWANTID

NEED RIDE ANN ArborfOetroN laava 3^0
return 3/26 586 9618

I IWEO A fide to PtHtadalpltia in share e>

pansa* can CIki* 6-7752

STUDENT AOMItSIONS
ttPMSfNTATIVf

NEEDED TO Daytona tor sprmo
break will shake eiper^ses can L«a 6-5040

or Michelle 6^5101

ROOMMATI WANTED

t ROOM IN Hadley 2^3000 par month
busline wood Moors lots ot space
washer'dryer no laaaa 566 0768 -aves

FEMALE WANTED TO share large room
On bu&roul* and vary nice apartment First

months rani is tree' CaN new 546^1554

ROOM AVAILABU

ONE QUARTER OF a mile from campus
on lus route male or lemale Apartment
equipped with sauita. wood burnir>g stove

Skylight in bedroom CaH Brian or Chns
alter 5 256 1041 $270 a month plus

utilities (Minor)

SfARCHING FOR $OUlMATES

FOUR INTELLIGENT GIRLS visiting Irom
Washington DC seek stimulating corrtpany

from lour hutnorous yet sensitive males
lor the week of 3/7-3/13 interested'' Can
Jenn 546-M21

SERVICES

TUTORING. SUBSTITUTE TEACHING m
business management marketing
imance investment ft microcomputers $7
per hour Neg 536-5006 leave message

-SEXY KID"

JUST WANTED TO say hi' Hey it can on

ly get worse r.ght oops I meant it can only

gel better' Keep a smile since you have me
and Adam 12' Vour pal

ST. JUDf

THAN YOU AGAINI Seldom do your

prayers go unanswered I am very grateful

SPRINO SRSAK

DEPARTS EVERY WEEK in March Ft

Lauderdale $309 includes Rt Jet ft hotel lor

7 nights all taites and lips Departs every
week in March Montreal weekends $79
departs evei y weekend Feb May Includes

round trip motor coach ft 2 nights hotel

directly downtown All lanes and tips

Oaylona Beach motor coach and 7 night

hotel on the strip $229 all taxes and tips and
service charges For more details call

Dynamic Destinations. 482 Main Street

Maiden 617 324 7735, 617321-4165

$PRINO RREAK OF A LIFITIMI

SAIL ABOARD YOUR own 50 ft yachi trom

Ft Lauderdale to the Bahamas lor 1 wk in

lo Paul 665-4967, Terry 6-4052

SPRINO BREAK TRIPS

NASSAU. JAMAICA, FLORIDA, Bermuda
and Cancun Space is limited round trip air-

tare and hotel Free admission to clubs
Welcome parties Prices from 99 (X) call

'^r.otl 549-6476

THE STOMPSRS

ARE PLAYING W/THE Ram al UMass St

Particks Day at the S U B Mar 17 tickets

available at the Tix office $7 in advance $8
al the door Presented by Alpha Epsilon Pi

JimiORS 4 SENKJRS- shwa yom an
ihwtiaam lor ttia UrtnaiMM wMa dayatop
MQ pubfec lalaHona. awaatinB. miarpar
tonal and counMtmg aUH T*» Aanw^
>>om Othca « looking tof dynarmc and ar

cuiata interns and vohmiaars lo promoMr
the Univarsiiy w proipactwa
Acadanac t^ailri vaaabi
AdfM**iona OMca 2SS Whiiwiota.

March 4

SUMMER SUBUT

2 80RM ikn batwaan town and cartMu*
take ovar laaaa Jt<na tsi CaH 256 iIh

suMMfR mom
MAKE 37fVWEB(. run own b«^na«
travel resume valua ca* now 256-0666

TRAVEL

MAKE THE RK2HT move tor spring br«»»
Fort Laudafdale $129 Naasau. Bahwnas
$349 for more into call Oava 546-6709

SPRING BREAK TO Florida starting at M9
tali iu« I'luis 549 6782 549^)547

WHERE WILL JOE Shmoe be attar youf

spring t:iif>ak trip7 Ttie UMass ski club has
been here lor 16 years Slop by our labia

outside me Hattii or caN 545 3437 foi more
inlormation on Barbados Bahamas KiN.

ingion afK) Steamboat

MAKE THE RIGHT move lot sprmg break"
Fort Lauderdale $129 Nassau Bahamas
$349 for more inlo Call Oava 546^709 still

have openings'"

SPRING FUNG/OAYTONA UMass party

tus heart of the stri(VOcean itont S99 groi«
rates call now 256.6227

TYPINO $ERVICi

OUALITY TYPING LONG or short pro

jects Meticulous proolreadir>g Edilirig

available Resumes a specialty 549-0367

WANTED

LOCAL BANDS WANTED Eastside con
certs Battle ol the Bands on Feb 28 Con
tact Bruce or David 5494160

REWARD FOR LOT 63 parking sticker

256 8970

ROOMMATE TO SHARE an apartment in

Southwood If interested call Kim al

2566874

1M0 TOYOTA CELK:a or Supra wheels
call Janine 549-4915

ROOMMATE TO SHARE an apartment in

Soulhwood If interested call Kim al

256-6874

AUSTRALIAN STUDENT WANTS 10 buy
downhill ski boots Sire 10 ph 546-9166

WOMEN ROOMMATE$ WANTED

NEED 2 FUN loving women roommates lor

Townehouse next semester Call Dave
5496563

CoLLEGiAN J^^r^'V
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SPORTS

Men's hoop
still hot on
recruiting

Bv JOHN NOLAN
Colleg an Staff

After landing three ma-

jor recruits in early

November, the University

of Massachusetts men's

basketball team may be

close to getting verbal com
mittments from several

high school players, in

eluding a legitimate big

man. according to sources

close to the team.

Head coach Ron
Gerlufsen, who received

committments from three

high schtwl stars <6 7. Matt

Anderson, Brewster, N.Y.,

6-7 John Tate, Penn Hills.

PA and 6 9 Ben Grodsky.

Coram. NY » three months
ago. has n<* commented on

his team's recruiting ac-

tivities, but it's no secret

around the athletic depart-

ment that the team is

waiting on a decision from

6 11 big man Clint Holtz.

Holtz. averaging 21

points and 16 rebounds a

game for state

championshipbound
Broadneck High School in

Annapolis. MD, has been

heavily recruited by

several ACC schools but

has narrowed his choice

down to UMass or nearby

University of Richmond.

In the meantime, the

Minutemen are pursuing

still more players for next

season Once again.

Virginia's Fork Union
Military Academy, which
produced team scoring

leader Lorenzo Sutton and
several past Minutemen,
figures prominently

For the moment, the

team is looking at three of

Fork Union's players in

Alan Dorsey (a 6 8

center/forward), Erik

Perry (a 6-5 swingmant
and Rayfer Giles (a 6-2

guard)

Minutewomen entertain Penn bt.
12th'ranked Lady
Lions invade Cage
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

For some reason, then, art certain places,

in this case athletic facilities, where

basketball coaches absolutely hate to play

F^or Penn State University head coach

Rene Portland, the Curry Hicks Cage hap

pens to be one of those places.

•'This is by far one of the toughest places

to play on the road." Portland said last

season after her Lady Lions escaped the

Cage with a 69 66 win over the Universi

ty of Massachusetts women's basketball

team. "Some play so much tougher when

they're at home. We know how that feels,

because we are prett> tough to beat when
we're at home, too."

The fact remains that the Minutewomen
will host an ever so-catious Portland and

the Lad;- Lions, tonight at 7:30. in what can

be considered a ver> important game for

the Minutewomen.
Currently. UMass is 13-10 overall and an

even 8 8 in the Atlantic 10, good enough

for sole possession of fifth place. The top

three seeds in the upcoming A 10 tourna

ment have pretty much been determined,

with Rutgers. Penn St.. and St. JiKseph's w
cupymg the number one. two. and three

seeds, respectively.

After that, the tournament picture

becomes awfully muddled. With two con

ference games left (tonight's game and

Saturday's game with St. Bonaventure),

the worst record the Minutewomen could

finish with would be 8 10 in the conference.

Right now, UMass is in a battle with Tem-
ple University for fourth place. The Lady

Owls al.so have two games remaining on

their schedule, playing St. Joe's tonight

and George Washington University on

Saturday.

If Temple w ins tonight and beats GW.
they will own fourth place no matter what

UMass does. But, ifTemple splits its games
and the Minutewomen win both of their

games, UMass would tie the Lady Owls for

fourth place, forcing a tie breaker to go in

effect to determine who would receive the

higher seed. If that tie breaker were bas-

ed on point differential. UMass would get

the fourth seed (the Minutewomen won by

14 points at the Cage and lost by five points

at Philadelphia).
continued on page 18

Collcfian pholo by Nikkt SokolofT

Senior center Karen Fitzgerald, last week's Atlantic 10 Co-Player-of-the-Week,

leads the Minutewomen versus Penn State, tonight at the Curry Hicks Cage.

For senior Carl Smith, the Ught at

the end of the tunnel has arrived
Brilliant collegiate career

may close out on Sunday
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

It is November, 1983.

The University of Massachu.setts men's basketball team

opens the *83 84 campaign with a home game against the

New Hampshire Wildcats with an exciting, bright-eyed

freshman starting at guard

Playing his first collegiate game, the newcomer finds

the level of play suitable to his penetrating, slash and dish

style of ballhandling. A jam-packed Curry Hicks Cage

crowd is breathless, and later jubilant when the rookie

controls the ball in the waning seconds, splits the defense,

and hits the winning layup at the buzzer.

Following his sparkling debut, he went on to set a new
single-season Atlantic 10 Conference record with 212

assists and was honored as Rookie-of-the-Week twice. The

5 10 speedster from Kings Mountain, N.C., logged over

1,000 minutes and was responsible for a half-dozen buzzer-

beating baskets.

"He did some great things, e.specially for a freshman,"

fourth-year UMass head coach Ron Gerlufsen said.

Without catching a breath, Carl Smith, later to become

Sports Illustrated's Final Minuteman, had arrived on the

UMass basketball scene.

Smith 's Career Stats

1983-84

1984 85
1986-86

1986-87

G/GS

29/29

28/28

28/28

26/26

Avg.

7.2

8.8

7.1

10.4

Asts.

212
125
191

103

But soon, maybe very soon. Smith, three years older and
now a senior co-captain, will have his brilliant career come
to a halt.

"Hopefully not. I wish somehow the NCAA would grant

me four more years to play because we've got some good

guys coming in and you always want to be surrounded

by good people," said Smith, after a late night practice

last night at the Cage.
When Smith walks out onto the hardwood floor of A- 10

foe University of Rhode Island's Keaney Gym, Sunday at

8 p.m. in the quarterfinal round of the conference tour-

nament, he will face the possibility that his career may
end. Knowing that the conte.st could be his last. Smith
will be fighting for a part of him he mu.st give up. And
he's hoping that with the help of his teammates, his career

can be prolonged for at least another game.
"We would like for him to end his career here on a

positive note, especially after all the stuff he's had to go
through," said junior forward Fitzhugh Tarry, Smith's on-

ly remaining teammate from that memorable freshman
.season.

For Smith, college basketball has reached sudden death.

"You never want anything to come to an end. I know
myself and the rest of the team are going to go out and
play as hard as we can because we want another game,"
Smith said. "Its definately sudden death. Without a

doubt."

The Minutemen are currently, 11-1.5 overall and 7-11

in the A- 10, a mark good enough for sixth place and a first-

round bye in the tournament.

With sudden death comes the inevitable pressure to win.

Against Rhode Island, the Minutemen can expect Smith
to carry much of •

; on his shoulders because it's something

he has thrived on throughout his career. Unfortunately,

that hasn't always been good.

After burning up the A- 10 freshman year, Smith broke

a bone in his hand the following year and his play drop-

ped slightly before last season — his four-year low.

continued on page 19

CnllfKian phnin by Nikkl Snkninff

As a freshman, Carl Smith took the Atlantic
10 Conference by storm, setting a single-season
mark for assists. Smith has since enjoyed a
storied career, but one that is about to end for

the co-captain.
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Strickland to ensure proper use of allocations

SGA treasurer to audit SAO funds
By FEURO M PEREIRA
Collegian Stafl"

The Student Government Association treasurer plans

to conduct an audit of the Student Activities OfFice s(H)n

so the SGA can keep track of how that office spends stu

dent money
The Undergraduate Student Senate charged Treasurer

Kathenne Strickland with the task because the senate

wants to be assured that the money that the Budgets Com
mittee allocated to the otFice for Fiscal Year 1988 is used

for what it was intended.

The allocation of $413,000. of which $365,000 is for of

fice professionals' salaries, should also pay for office sup-

plies, work study stipends and travel expenses

I will look through all the expenditures and all

transfers to ensure that the money allocated by the SGA
Budgets Committee is being spent the way students

meant it." Treasurer Katherine Strickland said. 'This

was by request of the student senate in the interest of its

constituents."

The money allocated by the Budgets Committee comes

from the $3.7 million Student Activities Trust Fund, about

$2 million of which is acquired through a fee on each stu

dent's semester bill.

SAO Director Randy Donanl said, "We're reatiy to help

out and have [the audit] conducttni."

Strickland said Donant and SAO Business M.nia^t r

•Judith l,ovitz have told her that her audit will be a waste

of time.

Donant said he is concerned with the large amount of

lime Strickland will have to spend auditing because, as

treasurer, her schedule is already hectic enough.

Strickland will not find anything that the ^••nalc does

not know already, Donant said.

Lovitz was unavailable for comment.
Budgets Committee Chairman Nate Moore said. "I

think that, regardless of the results, (the auditl is very

productive Keeping track ofwhere the Student Activities

Trust Fund money is going should be a priority
"

Although the SAO does transfer money through

Strickland, said Moore, it should still go through an audit.

He al.so .said the Budgets Committee will also conduct

audits for every student organization to which it allocated

funds

M(H)re seemed hesitant about predicting what the out

come of the audit will be. It is difficult to say wh«'ther

"anything strange" will Ih« found, he said.

Some students have criticized SAO for its increasing

payroll in recent years, but Donant said the cost of living:

has cau.sed the increa.se.

Initially, the senate considered hiring a professional

auditor, but it could not afford one, Strickland said. She
volunteered for the t.isk because "I have a working
knowledge of thf tru~t fund and I have a working
knowled^'v of SAO

Commuter Area Government's constitution

missing; attempt made to suspend monies

SKATING AWAY — <»"'«»-" pHoio by p«»i >>.«

Christian Hedlund, a junior on a

skateboard near the Fine Arts Center.

By ROBERT MF.N'ZEI.

Collegian Staff

The Commuter Area Government's const ii u! ion disap

peared this week, and n«i one i.>. ^urc whether it vwr real-

ly exi.sted

Th" discovery of the missing diKument was reported by
Russell Wallach. CAG treasurer, who said he was inform-

ed by the Student Activities Office that there was no con-

stitution on file when he attempted to file the necessary
work to change the name of the organization, formally

called the Commuter Collective.

Wallach said he informed Lynn M. Murphy, acting

regi.strar for Registered Student Organizations and a

member of the governing board of the CAG. that the docu-

ment was missing, and asked if there was a file in her

office.

After searchingthe files, Murphy said she discovered

that no constitution was on file. .She asked the a>

spokespersons of the CAG, Charlotte Wesley and Boh
Simons, to provide her with a copy of the constitution, or

their Regi.stered Student Organization account would b«'

frozen, leaving them temporarily unable to .spend money,
she said.

A problem arose when a copy of the con.stitution was
presented, because it did not have the official seal of the
Registrar, Murphy said. It was also missing two required
documents: a membership list and a contact person sheet.

Simons and Wesley said the constitution was validated

last summer by acting Registrar Paul Wingle, and Alex
Guest, a former member of the governing board, said he
remembers handing the document in.

"I delivered the constitution to Paul, and I .saw him put

it in the time stamp machine," he said. "To my knowledge,
nnttnurd nn pnge 6——— Alter searchingthe files. Murphy said she aiscoverea <•„.,,,,.„„ ..„ ,

CCEBMS counselor studies retention ofblacks atUM
MARION TINSLEY
Collegian SUfT

Doris Clemmons, counselor for the Col-

legiate Committee for the Education of

Black and other Minority Students, will be

administering a research on the retention

of black students at the University of

Massachusetts.

Working toward her Ph.D studies in

Educational Instruction, Leadership and
Admini.<!tration, Clemmons opted to look at

ways to increase the retention rate of black

students .

"By interviewing students on campus I

want to get an idea whether or not their

high school prepared them to graduate

from college," said Clemmons. "I am try-

Dukakis to request
millions for UMass
By DANA M. ANAGNOSTOU
Collegian Staff

Gov. Dukakis has prepared a budget to present to the

state Legislature that will grant the University of

Massachusetts $186.7 million for capital outlay.

Stan Ro.senberg, Amherst .state representative, .said

Wednesday that the budget calls for a "moderate increase

for hrghei- education," but that the increase was still

"larger than in other areas in Ihe budget."

The $186.7 million allocation to UMass includes .$50

million for deferred maintenance, $17 million for site im-

provement, $40 million for a power plant, $8 million for

continued on page W

ing to find a better way that the Universi

ty could help them. I'm trying to find to

find out what the University can do for

them."
Clemmons said the areas the she will con-

centrate her questioning around will be

reading, writing and the sciences.

Although her report is still in progression,

Clemmons said 70 percent of the students

claim their high school did not prepare

them to graduate from college.

"This is just the beginning of the

research so the findings may change. The
report won't just include minorities. I have

found from looking at a number of students

at large that depending on which high

school they went to, many students seem
to fail or drop out of school," Clemmons

said.

After gathering her fact.s, Clemmons said

she would like to initiate a program that

would provide skills to students so that

they could graduate.

"From working in CCEBMS I've notic

ed that there are quite a number of

students on academic probation who are

freshmen. I decided that it must have been

something in high school that didn't

prepare them," Clemmons said.

Clemmons co-teaches a course with

CCEBMS advisor Shirly Stanley called

Diggin' and Data gathering: a research ap-

proach to issues. Clemmons said that the

number of students who .signed up for the

course demonstrated the students cry for

help.

"The class has a 30student maximum,
and between add/drop period there was a

total of 9,5 students who enrolled in the

course so Shirly divided the course so that

we wouldn't have to drop all of those

students," Clemmons said.

Concentrating on the short-term plans

rather than long-range developments,
Clemmons said she is more worried about
helping students now, not four or five years

from now.

Clemmons said research will include

answers to the question: did your high
school provide you with the necessary skills

to graduate from a university, and if not
what kind of additional skills do you need
to graduate.

continued on page 11
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By NAOMI DAVIS
Collegian Correspondent

Two hundred years ago la.st Friday, the United States

Confederacy was in a crisis that caused representatives

from the new states to .set a date to draft the document

that would become the basis for today's American Con-

stitution. In a letter from James Madison delivered to

Virginia Gov. Edmund Randolph on Feb. 25 he wrote,

"Our situation is becoming every day more and more
critical. No money comes to the federal Treasury. No
respect is paid to the federal authority; and people of

refiection unanimously agree that the existing Con-

federacy is tottering to its foundation. Many individuals

of weight particularly in the Ea.stern district are

suspected of leaning toward Monarchy. Other individuals

predict a partition of the States into two more Con-

federacies."

Congress decided in a vote of 8-to-l to convene

delegates from each of the states on the .second Monday
in May 1787 in Philadelphia. At that time the assembly

would agree on revisions to the Articles of Confedera

tion to the problems and send the draft to Congress and
the state legislatures for approval.

Congress, suffering financial woes stemming from

Revolutionary war debt, considered suspending army
continued on page 7
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Student exchange unique
US-USSR ready to break cultural barrier

and science classes.

"They're going to be completely treated

if they're American kids," said

First Lady Nancy Reagan sings along with anti-drug play titled

"Just Say No," performed by Virginian high school students in

Alexandria.

ANDOVER. Mass. (AP» - The American

students, who come from California to

Georgia, are scheduled to leave Andover

March 15 for Russia. Their Soviet counter

parts plan to arrive in Massachusetts

around April 4.

The program is the first "truly

reciprocal" academic exchange of high

school students between the two countries,

said Liza Malott. program assistant for the

president's US-Soviet Exchange Initiative.

The initiative grew out from President

Reagan's 1985 summit meeting in Geneva

with Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev.

Although several American progiams have

sent children to the Soviet Union and some

cultural exchanges have brought Russian

students here, an academic exchange is

unique. Ms. Malott said.

"We'r** thinking that the Soviets are kind

of testing the waters with the Andover ex

change," she said

While m the United States, the Soviet

students, aged 16 and 17. will take the

same beginning art class required of the

1,200 students at the American prep

.school, a computer class designed to teach

them the programming language Pascal

and a special class m English as a second

language. They also will take regular math

as it they re American Kias

Christopher Shaw, an assistant to the

Phillips Academy headmaster.

The Soviet headmaster has indicated

that the American students may study

anything they want, from Russian

literature to physics, Richards said.

Students on both sides of the program

also will have the chance to live in the

same quarters and eat the same food as

their cultural counterparts, he said.

"The preppies at Novosibirsk are very

similar to the preppies at Phillips

Academy," said Richards. Both are chosen

through intense competition and come from

a geographic cross-section, he said.

The American students, aged 17 and 18.

were chosen for the exchange because of

their proficiency in Russian and "their

ability to be good diplomats, " said Shaw.

For the past three weeks, they have been

meeting semi weekly with Victor Svec, a

Russian language teacher at Phillips who
will accompany them, to refine their

language skills and discuss life in the

Soviet Union.

"In a sense, these kid.s are all pioneers,"

Richards said.

Doctor prescribes nicotine gum
CAMBRIDGE. Mass. tAPt - Doctors

should aggressively help people give up

smoking by prescribing nicotine chewing

gum to ease them away from cigarette ad

diction, says the head of Harvard's smok

ing institute.

••D«x:tor's need to know these things work

and need to be using them. " said John Pin

m V They need to become actively involv

ed m treating smoking as an addiction. If

we can help make them aware of that, then

we've accomplished a lot."

Pinney is executive director of Harvard's

Institute for the Study of Smoking

Behavior and Policy. He spoke yesterday

at a conference on drug approaches to

tobacco dependence. The institute co

8ponsored_jhat_conference_m_1975_2vifH

Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, which

distributes Nicorette chewing gum. and

Aktibolaget Leo. a Swedish firm that

manufactures it

"Harvard i- not endorsing Nicorette

gum. but Harvard is holding out hope that

smokers are going to have more help in

quitting," Pinney said in an inter\iew.

"The pharmaceutical industry has gotten

into thi<< business and is likely to get m
deeper."

"There is a 55 million person market out

there for smoking cessation, " he said.

"Most of them want U) quit. They are look

ing for some way that's less painful and

more reliable than the way they tried the

last time"

Coors leader
defends policy
CAMBRIDGE, Mass ( AP) - As students

chanted in protest, the president of Coors

defended his beer company against charges

that it is anti-labor and that it has im-

properly required employees to take lie

detector tests.

Coors President William Coors did not

respond directly to the protest by about 100

members of the Harvard-Radcliffe

Democratic Socialists of America, but he

denied the group's allegation that he was

a union buster.

The g^oup made the statement in ban

dout* distributed at the door of the building

where Coors was speaking The company

has been the target of a national AFL-CIO

boycott since 1977.

"There have been a number of unions

that have come and gone, but there's a

union there now. and we get along just

fine. " C'X)rs said Wednesday in a speech at

Harvard's Science Center.

The group chanted "Coors Beer. No way.

Racist. Sexist. Anti Gay. " outside during

Coors' speech. _„____^__

Persons with information about the

Southwest racial brawl are urged to

contact investigators at the following

places and numbers: Wes McCravy,
New Africa house. 5454)039; Tim
Sicard, Kennedy. 545-4863; Vic-

tim Witness Unit (D.A.'s office),

586-5780.

«. ROUTE 9

253-5595 1 75 UNIVERSITY DRIVE

KEGS - FREE DELIVERY OFF CAMPUS

MILLER DRAFT 12-PK CANS $5.90 + .60 12-pk

ROLLING ROCK 12-PK CANS $5.40 + .60 12-pk

CARUNG 12-PK CANS $4.40 + .60 12-pk

STROH 12-PK CANS $5.30 + .60 12-pk

OLD MILWAUKEE 12-PK CANS $4.40 + .60 12-pk

'^MM^MMM •

LOS HERMANOS WHITE ZIN 1.5L $5.99

SUTTER HOME WHITE ZIN 750 ml $3.99

^^^^'^^^^ •

PEACH BASKET SCHNAPPS 1.75L $10.99
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I'M YOUR ICE CREAM BOY - Tim Roper, one and a half years

old, enjoys his first ice cream in Amherst Center.

Senate to hold open hearing
The Faculty Senate committee of

picketing and recruitment is holding an
open hearing for any interested faculty,

staff and students to present their views,

from 4:30 to 6 p.m. Monday.
Those wishing to testify should call the

Faculty Senate Office at 545 3611. since

the agenda will be made up on a first come

first -serve basi$<.

Members of the community are also in

vited to submit written statements to the
Faculty Senate office or to members of the
committee. Student members are
Undergraduate Senate Speaker Paul
Wingle and Student Government Associa
tion President Bill Bennett

Loan program assists

urgent student needs
By NORIKU OTAKE
Collegian Correspondent

The Short Term Emergency Loan Pro-

gram at the Dean of Students Office has

helped students who need a few dollars in

emergency, said a special assistant to the

dean.

Sharon Kipetz said students can get

loans from the program with no interest,

but the loans are only for unexpected

things like accidents and sickness. For ex-

ample, if a student broke his glasses and

needs money to repair them, he can use the

program.

The loans cannot be paid for other

University bills and such things as phone

bills and text books, for which students

should budget. Kipetz said. The loans can-

not be offered against pending Board of

Higher Education scholarships.

"Because we don't know if they really get

the money. They don't know it, either." she

said.

Since the loans are limited, students ap-

plying for the program must meet one of

the staff at the office to discuss loan pro-

UMass-Boston plagued
by racist letters, graffiti

MM lU^^ SSffl^

Compiled by CAROL TANNEMBAUM
Fifty years ago this week in the

MuKsachusetts Colk'fiian. . .

The Senior Class Gift Committee has just

been appointed, according to the announce-

ment by David P. Rositer, president of the

class of 1987.

Twenty-five years ago. . •

An evening nfexperimental music will be

offered on Sunday in the Commonwealth

tion lecture-demonstration recital is spon-

sored by the Student Union Arts and Music

Committee.
Ten years ago. . .

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis said yesterday

hf hopes "to get a feel for the institution

and V hat it';- like to go to school here," by

the time he leaves campus this afternoon.

He spent the night in Coolidge tower and

today will tour the campus and talk to the

By NANCY KLLNGENER
Collegian Staff

Anti Semitic, racist and homophobic let

ters and swastikas appearing this month

at the Boston campus of the University of

Massachusetts have left officials stymied

and students angry.

Anonymous letters attacking blacks,

gays and Jews were left at the homes and

offices of two professors, from Jan. 31 un

til Feb. 12

One of the professors. Kevin Whitfield.

is faculty advisor to the International Com
mittee Against Racism. According to Mass

Media, the student newspaper. Whitfield

said the letter was typed on yellow lined

paper and enclcised in an envelope with the

siKiology department's name on it

While some think it's one person leaving

the letters as well as swastika stickers on

campus, "its a toss up." said Dig! Ticcillo.

an editor at the newspapti

"Other jH'opli' think it's a geiuial imisI

stntiment growing here and eN crywhere,

she said

The police are investigating the lellers,

but since thev weren't !>ent through the

cedures. she said. Those student.'^ can at

least get information to solve their pro-

blems even if they cannot use the loans.

"We refer them to some other resources

which are appropriate for them." she said.

Most of the loans are from $25 to $50 and

average duration is two weeks, Kipt,'tz said,

and if the students cannot meet the

deadline, they must come back to the office

before the date to make arrangements.

Otherwise they are withdrawn from the

University.

"Most people come back for ar

rangements. Nobody has been withdrawn

so far," she said.

At the beginning of semesters, many
students come in to get loans, she said.

Usually they meet 15 students a week.

The program is funded by such funds as

Hamlin Fund, Fox Fund and Dean of

Students Emergency Award Fund. Some
University graduates have also contributed

to the program, she said.

"People who borrowed money donate

their money to make it [the program] big-

ger." Kipetz said.

post office and contain no threats of bodily

harm, no laws were broken.

Robert A. Corrigan. the chancellor, "in

tends to take whatever drastic action he

can take, if and when he can take it." said

Leo Monahan. the director of Public

Information

Corrigan i.ssued a memo last week to the

University community, reaffirming the

school's commitment to the First Amend-
ment and equal opportunity.

"To my mind the insidious behavior of

thost' who traffic in hatred and bigotry is

the moral equivalent to causing panic in

a crowded theater.' the memo read

I pledge to you that I will do all within

my legal power and exert all the moral per-

suasion I can command to keep »»ur Univer

sily an open and decent institution," it

read.

INCAR, the student committee, named
one person and started a "smear cam-

paign" against him. publishing leaflets

naming him as the perpetrator, Ticcillo

said

Thai piTson is now suing the student

group for libel, she said.

Military reprieve angers BOG
By JENNIFER DEMPSEV
Collegian StatT

The Campus Center Student Union

Board of Governors said they were "not

really plea.>*ed. not real happy" with the ad

mini.strators decision to allow the Marine

Corps to recruit <»n the concourse.

Xsyou might b«' aware, the Marines an-

on the concourst' and might be there lonior

row. I'm pissed and I think you should

lx>,too." said Board Chairman John Hayes

to the fellow board coordinators and com
mittee memlxTS,

n.i\( - - lid, I thought up till n«»w we had

a ctMiperative thing going." but the decision

made with the administration was to.ss€Kl

.i>ule

The admimstiation has allowed the

Marines to recruit despite the non

discrim»natory law and the proposal pass

ed recently denying any discriminating

group access to the campus center

concourse.

"The students are losing as long as we

don t .stand up for those rights we've had

all along. I'm not really pleased, not real

happy, " Hayes told administrative

representative Bill Harris

"The decision is not pn> military l»ut

.iiiti B(Ki decision
"'

Harris told Hayes that the administra-

I ion was n»H disn-garding the hoiud's voice.

"The BOG is a very successful unver

nance body," Harris said

Hayes disagreed

We are just little boys and gn h here as

t.u as they're concerned"
(tnvernor's Prc^fram Council represen

talive Rich Pelrine said "It's a t<ital slap

in the face to have people cmwl through the

back doors." referring to the Marine cor|»

tables in the concourse after the decision

was made not t(< alUjw them access

In oth»'r news, upcoming events planned

by the B(KI include sponsorship of the

April 16 "One and .Ml anti racism " dance,

an attempt at breaking the world's record

of musical chairs and planning for the .'JOth

anniversary of the Student I'nion celebra

tion week.
Any student interested in helping

organize events should contact Leslie

Nakajima in the BOG office

There will be BOG table set up by the

Ministore today with nomination papers

for anv interested board candidate.

Students, potential employers
prospect at Co-op Job Fair

students.

By DANIELLE MARTU'LA
Collegian Correspondent

Ciiaiit Company lugos. tlnuei pots and

a mechanical waving hand decorated the

Campus Center Auditorium yesterday, as

the Cooperative Education Office spon

sored its fourth annual Co-op Job Fair.

About 40 companies participated in the

event, and at least 1000 .students attend

ed, said Jeff Silver, assistant director of

the Co-op office.

As well as the tables set up in the

auditorium by companies such a.s IBM.
General Electric, the Boston Glohv. and

Exclusive Rug, the owners of the

mechanical hand and who do not sell rugs,

there were co-op information sessions and

presentations given by a selection of the

companies present.

There were students walking in and out

of the auditorium all day long. Some were

talking, others were just looking, and .still

others were merely listening.

amtinuf'l •'< I'm'i- 1

1

loll«>({i«n Photo by Byrnt- Cuiirncittii

HANDS ON TRAINING - Larry Groipen of Exclusive Rug Co.

showcasing mechanical hand Thursday at Co-op Job Fair-

lt«t»44»«*t«« •'4'.'»',.',^»»».«.«...*•• • •'« «
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( nllegian Photo By Byriw (iu«mo«lii

STONEHENGE II? - Andre Namath, an '87 art m^or, tells his friends where to stand as

he prepares to freeze time, outside the Campus Center.

Driver performs front and rear assault on cars

Two cars received an unestimated amount of damage

after a 26 year-old Westhampton man backed into one

then drove forward into another while trying to turn

around at midnight Wednesday in a Southwood Apart

ments parking lot. police said.

In other police reports:

• A 20 year old Easthampton man was cited for failure

to use care in turning after colliding with another vehi-

cle driven by a 22-year-old Amherst woman at 8:57 p.m

Wednesday at the Main Street and South East Street

intersection.

• The driver of a light blue Volvo drove into the car

of a 74-year-old Amherst woman Wednesday afternoon

while she waited for pedestrians to cross on North Plea

sant Street.

Police said a man got out of the Volvo apparently to

check the damage. Another man came out of a nearby

store yelling that he had called the police. The driver got

back into his vehicle and drove away. The case is still

under investigation, police said.

• Two hundred and eighty of Wildcard lottery tickets

each worth $1 were stolen 2:30 and 3:30 p.m. Wednesday
from the Jane Alden Store on College Street police said.

• A 23 year-old Squire Village man was arrested for

operating under the influence of alcohol and failure to stay

within marked lines after being pulled over at 12:29 am
Thursday, police said.

- EDWARD SYRON

Pennsylvania frats

liable for minors
By HILARY TRACY
Collegian Correspondent

Fraternity members responsible for injuries sustained

by minors who were served alcohol at fraternity parties

may increase the liability of fraternities, according t(t a

recent Pennsylvania court ruling.

Defendants in the Pennsylvania case were labeled "ac

complices" because they did not directly serve the alcohol,

but were partially responsible for its purchase and
distribution.

The tenants of the apartment where the party was held,

fraternity members who organized the party, and the

treasurer of the fraternity who signed the check to pur

chase the alcohol are all being held as accomplices.

Attorney Richard M. Howland said the ruling is a result

"of a perception in court that it is appropriate to place

liability at the feet of the people who control the

substance."

The server can be stopped but it's "ineffectual" to try

to stop the consumer because "drinking forfeits sensibili-

ty." Howland said.

Suits against accomplices are "not .so much a lack of self

responsibility," but a way to pay for injuries and court

costs, he said.

Joseph Dougherty, president of Pi Kappa Alpha, said

the issue of liability is "cropping up more and more." The
fraternity has a national blanket insurance to protect

itself from law suits, Dougherty said.

Pi Kappa Alpha attempts to prevent any incidents by

trying to keep minors out of parties and refusing to serve

guests who are intoxicated, Dougerty said.

Phi Sigma Kappa president Scott St. Coeur declined to

comment on the issue.

Robert White, director of the Greek Affairs office, said

he has discussed the issue of liability with fraternity

leaders. Information is provided to fraternities through
national newsletters as well as workshops and presenta-

tions conducted by Greek Affairs, he said.

Greek Affairs is "always worried about liability," White
said, and is concerned with health and safety issues.

To prevent alcohol related incidents, the social chair of

a fraternity must .submit a form to Greek Affairs describ-

ing a planned event. This must include a guest list and
a .security plan. The form is also filed with the police

department.
Howland said the Pennsylvania case may make law

suits against fraternities more common. Insurance com
panies may eventually refu.se to provide alcohol coverage
for fraternities, he said.

GOURMET FRIED CHICKEN

LIQUORS

61 Main St., Amherst
Next to Town Hall

FOR FREE DELIVERY OF
' *20 MINIMUM ORDER.

(OFF UMASS CAMPUS)

Dial
253-3091

— All Prices In Store Cash Only

7i^ -^T.'- ///

3pm-1ai*i

DAILY

31 Boltwood

Walk
through

the Alley

Andre
Champagne

750 ML

^2.69

Hcinekcn
Becks

si

^4.25

1

6 pk + dep.

\^AAr\
FREE DELIVERY

253;7494

Folonari
Soave

1.5L

3.49

Beringer 1984
Chardonnay

7.99

Schmidts
12 oz. Bottles

'2.19 6 pk

In Store

Wine
Tasting
Every Day
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SATURDAY NIGHT SPECIAL

7 PM TO 9 PM
YOU'LL GET AN ADDITIONAL

4i i\'°/<» OUR
JL^^OFF PRICES

ON YOUR ENTIRE
PURCHASE, EVEN SALE
ITEMS - CASH & CARRY

^WHstlerT

<ciM

CONNECTICUT STORES OPEN 7 DAYS
SAT 10 9 • SUN 10-6 • HON FRI 10 9

ROUTE 5 EAST WINDSOR. CONN.

1131 CAMPBELL AVE., WEST HAVEN. CONN.

ROUTE IM, (OfP CROTON motor mn) GROTON, CONN.

rt^^^-
4

DRAWER
CHEST

5

DRAWER
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MATTRESS
FOUNDATION

SALE
ENDS
MARCH
5TH

MASS STORES OPEN 7 DAYS
HAMPSHIRE MALL • NADl EY, MASS.
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CANAL STREET TURNERS FALLS, MASS.
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DETECTOR
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NOW 3
YOU ^
PAY

•s

Ct-'ll^-J
• V.-.V**.'
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SIZE
<^1^

SIZE -: ^^oj ;io ^x^ ^

CARPET DEPT. CLEARANCE
BECAUSE WE BUY TRAiLERLOADS WE CAN OFFER ROOM SIZE CARPETS
AT SOS TO 70S OFF NORMAL PRICES.

MOST AT BELOW WHOLESALE PRICES.
BEAUTIFUL CARPHS FROM ONE OF THE
URGEST CARPa MAKERS.

OVER 1000 IN STOCK
PRICES STARTING AT
SHAGS • PLUSH • SPLUCH • SCULPTURED • LOOPED AND MORE
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'2M(
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$14999
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SOFA-CHAIR-LOVESEAT

3 PIECE

LIVINGROOM SET
SOFA-CHAIR-LOVESEAT

mMBS

VALUE
)4499s
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»399»'

BURLINGTON DIAIHIOND & FLORAL PATTERN

FOAM BACKED DRAPES

FINAL WINTER CLEAR-OUT
HERE'S JUST A FEW EXAMPLES
OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF LADIES DRESSES

BLAZERS JACKETS • PLUS SIZE SEPARATES
WOOD & CORDUROY SLACKS • SWEATERS

CORDUROY & WOOL SKIRTS* SHIRTS•BLOUSES
VALUES FROM N ^ ^^g^^ e^%/\/\

APPROX.
6'xy
$5388s^^ RUBIE S

^tBOUGHT w
"

, 1000 APPROX.

SSOQBB
w»98
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o
w»7

MENS' WARKHIP PANTS
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o
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FOOTBALL JERSEYS
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ROYAL PC SYSTEM
AMBER MONITOR • PERSONAL COMPUTER

AND DISH DRIVf
[ ^^^^ j

INCLUDED :

«400^°'

PUCHTREEi

SOfWARE I

ROYAL S
RETAIL

COTTON/POLYESTER/RAYON BLEND
3'' BOTTOM HEM ' THERMOSUEDE LINING

50" X 63"

$91

fik^ Canvas
Darning Kit

^

FOR PILLOW COVER OR
WALL HANGINGS

144800 ENTIRE O
PACKAGE W

50" X 84"
VALUE N til (iftfl

»40 ^>"W
/

»11
:|)8 DESIGNS

VALUE *5
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N

w EACH

ELEGANCE OR SIERRA
TIER AND

VALANCE SET
SET by NATIONAL CURTAIN
SOLID WHITE BODY WITH COLORED TRIM
ON TEIR A VALANCL POLY/RAYON. MACHINE

VALUES TO gt*
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• CAG
amtinued from page I at

that time that was all that was required."

Wingle confirmed that he received the

constitution, but said he was not aware

that the other documents were necessary.

Jose Tolson, program coordinator for the

CAG said he remembers the constitution's

approval and delivery, and said everyone

had been operating under the assumption

that the constitution was valid.

"We never had any reason to believe that

it wasn't approved by the SGA." Tolson

said.

The problem arose with the discovery

that the document was missing, according

to Simons and Wesley, particularly in light

of the fact that CAG elections are a week

•way.
According to the constitution, elections

have to be held concurrently with the SGA
elections The missing constitution raised

questions concerning whether the elections

could be held, Simons and Wesley said.

Murphy threatened to freeze the RSO ac-

count b^ause there was no constitution,

they said, thereby jeopardizing the election

process.

Wesley and Murphy are both running for

the position of CAG spokesperson.

According to the SGA bylaws, RSOs
without a valid constitution lose their

status as an RSO. That includes Student

Activities Trust Fund accounts, which are

frozen pending validation of a constitution.

Simons said, 'We asked if we could sub

mit another copy of the constitution that

Alex submitted, and Paul said he felt he

could get it retroactively approved in place

of the missing file copy.
"

Wesley said she spoke with Wingle, who

said he had spoken with Murphy.

"He told me that he had run the process."

she said. "It was my understanding that

he had an agreement with Lynn to approve

it retroactively, to the point when the

original was submitted, and consequently

approved by Paul."

Wingle agreed with these statements,

but pointed out that he wasn't aware that

additional information was required.

Simons said this led to further confusion.

"Paul said he had talked to Lynn, and he

was unable to fulfill his promise of retroac

tive approval, because it lacked the addi

tional forms." he said.

Murphy said she froze the accounts,

following the policy laid out for the

Registrar.

However. Simons and Wesley contested

the freezing, claiming that it was an over

extension of Murphy's power.

Murphy said it was her understanding

that "when I was appointed, three people

had the power to freeze accounts: the

treasurer of the SGA. the SGA controller,

and the student registrar of RSOs."

SGA Treasurer Katherine Strickland

said it was not within Murphy's power to

freeze accounts.

"She acted in good faith, understanding

that it was within her power." Strickland

said, but only the treasurer and the con

troller hold the power

Karen Morvay, a former acting registrar

who was appointed when she held the chair

of the Government Affiars Committee, said

she had the same understanding of the

position that Murphy employed.

"My understanding when I was the ac-

ting Registrar was that when an RSO's

constitution expired, or didn't exist, the

group loses its RSO status At that point

you would lose your RSO number and ac-

count." she said, and that it was the respon-

sibility of the Registrar to freeze the

account.

In freezing the account, Murphy said she

was only observing her duty as acting

Registrar.

"I did my job and held my responsibili-

ty," she said. "I was unbiased, serving the

students; I think it's blatant that they're

trying to write something into this because

I'm running for spokesperson against

Charlotte."

Wesley waved off the accusation, claim-

ing that the constitution had been an issue

before Murphy expressed any interest in

running for the position.

"This had been an issue long before I

knew she was my opponent," Wesley said.

"I think it's unfortunate that this comes

up before the election, because her

threatening to freeze our account would

jeopardize the election for everyone involv-

ed
"

Wallach disagreed with the assertion,

saying the group would have the 1985 con-

stitution, which is %'ery similar to the cur-

rent one.

I ONCE
KNEW A

MAN FROM
NANTUCKET

.*^'l HOT
ROAST BEEF

^ SANDWICHES

IF THIS IS YOU
THEN COME IN TO J B.'s

AND GET A LARGE COKE AND
MOZZERELLA STICKS FREE!

11 am • 2 am 7 days
50 Main St. Amharst. M4

NOTHING CAN KEEP

ME AWAY FROM THE

GREAT TASTING BEEF

AT

J.B.S

• • • •

HA! EVEN ROPES

WON'T WORK WHEN
IT COMES TO THE

LATE NIGHT MUNCHIES!

LARGEST COLLEGE PAPER IN NEW ENGLAND

IAN

WHO WENT
TO THE

TIME OUT

IS NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR FALL '87

FOR THE POSITION OF

ADVERTISING ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES
••••••••••••••••*******•*•*•••••••••••••••••***

SELL ADVERTISING SPACE FOR NEW ENGLAND'S

LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY NEWSPAPER WHILE
GAINING VALUABLE BUSINESS EXPERIENCE

FILL OUT AN APPLICATION AT THE COLLEGIAN
OFFICE -113 CAMPUS CENTER

INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD IN MARCH

* constitution Edmund Randolph,
Madisop argued against the

proposal. He warned that

the trouble in western

Massachusetts was not yet

continued from page I

recruiting the day before

because, "the funds of the

United States is not such to

permit the raising and
equipping of the whole
number of troops."

Consideration on this

measure was postponed. In

a letter from James
Madison to Virginia Gov.

over.

He was referring to an in

surgency that had been led

by Samuel Shays earlier in

February. Shays, a Pelham
farmer and veteran Revolu

tionary War captain, and

ino other local citizens, had

approached the federal ar

mory in Springfield in hopes

of gathering arms to further

their cause against high

taxes and epidemic court

order, farm foreclosures in

Massachusetts.

Madison wrote "that

though it appeared pretty

certain that the main body

for the insurgents had been

dispersed it was by no

means certain that the

spirit of insurrection was
subdued. The leaders too of

the insurgents had not been

apprehended, and parties of

them were still in arms in

disaffected places." We
know now that Shays had

fled to New York, after be-

ing routed by General
Lincoln.

Later that week, on Satur

day. Madison wrote another

letter to Kdmund Pendleton

in Virginia. He informed

him that eight delegates

had alr»>ady been selected

for the convention in

Philadelphia. "The present

system neither has nor

deserves advocates; and if so

\riv strong props are not

applied will quickly tumble
to the ground. No money is

paid into the public

treasury: no respiK:t is given

to the federal authoritv."

ag -^ r -gg- IP ^g ^g -a^ -ar: ^m

BRITTANY
MANOR

Brittany Manor Drive

Amherst, MA 01002

(413) 256-8534

FALL SEMESTER

SUNNY TWO BEDROOM
APARTMENTS

AVAILABLE AT

$525 per month \

"T
t
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The cyclists who ride for o living must have the

most competitive most reliable equipment availa-

ble. Afterall a bike is the tool of a professional

cyclist's trode Nov^ Peloton Sports has the right

bicycle for your cycling activities If you ride to

maintain maximum fitness, for tnatholon training

or for out i out competition Peloton is offering you

12 new machines of uncompromised quality and

performance to cfK>ose from And they don t cost a

small fortune. Start-

ing from under UOO""

for race-ready equip-

ment this collect.on

includes the latest

component pockoges

without the latest

(ond increased)

prices Speaking of

price you II get the
' lowest avoilable ond

receive o Pro Jersey

FREE with your pur

chose So even if you

don t ride for a liv

ing experience pro

quality and Peloton

Prices Now through

March 15lh

'. SPECIAL PRE SEASON...

NOW THROUGH

SUNDAY. MARCH 15TH

Northanptofl Anhent

Creeifield

Open 7 days beginning

March 1st Plenty of

coniemeot free partini;

There were reservations

about the convention,

though. In a letter from

General James Varnum to

Benjamin Bourne, both of

Rhode Island, he wrote

about Rhrxle Island nor New
Hampshire being fully

represented in Congress and

he feared a subsequent lack

of representation of Eastern

states at the convention.

By Sunday of that week a

letter had reached Congres-

sional delegate Rufus King
from James Sullivan which

told lit the argument going

on in the Massachusetts

Legislature nvt-r who
among a list of si\ wiiuUi .ii

tend the May convention

Philadelphia had already

made a choice fw the leader

of their delegation General

(jie<»rge Washington, then in

retirement, was appointed

to the post in Novemlu'r,

He vvrote to CJeneral

Henry Knox. Our .-Vfrairs

generally seem really to be

approaching some awful

cri.Hi:. (fod only kn«»ws what
tiu' ri--ult will be. It shall be

nia> part to hope for the

best as to see this Country

happy whilst I am gliding

down the .stream of life in

tranquil retirement is so

nuich the with of my Soul,

that nothing on this side of

Elysium can be placed in

competition with it."

fifAD The

FOUR SEASONS
584-8 1 74 • Rt 9 Hadley

SUPER SPECIAL
THIS WEEK YOU'LL HAVE
TO BITE THE BULLET!

COORS 12oz cans $10.99

CASE SPECIALS
Coors/Coors Light .....h...!.., $10.99

DUSCm Mountains lor the head 5>Oi«/«/

VQOiA

Helneken 2-1 2pk case $15.99

Schmidtz 16oz Bar Bottles $8.75

Carting Black Mabels $6.99

Utica Club jo,n ,«..,.. $6.99

SIX PACK SPECIALS

I

GRIZZLY ThlsOn.lH...oeK . $3.49

MOOSEHEAD Oonl m* Anll«rt Hurt? 93.79

MARKSMAN puh a coupi* pmts $4.99
_ FLY AWAY WITH THE

WINE COOLERS best deals in the area

SEAGRAMS GOLDEN WINE COOLERS -$3.49 4-pk

CALVIN COOLER 2.0 L ALL FLAVORS -$3.69 2L _
BOOZE BARGAINS

VodkS (reah Irom our Hadley Distillery $8.99 1 .75L

Gin bathtub pure $8.99 1 .75L

Four Seasons Own Rum $10.99 1.75L

Carlo Rossi Varietal Wines, Chablis,

Rhine, Burgundy, Rose - $3.49 1.5L

KEGS? Yes. The Absolute Lowest Prices around, We Deliver.

We're located on Rt 9 Hadley just past Burger King

Four Seasons 'You're First Stop On The Road To Good Times"
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Politics used as a game Conservative blasts peer Warhol cartoon sick joke

As a desk clerk at the

Campus Center Hotel, I had

a chance to meet "the con

tra," Xavier Arguello, dur

ing his short stay in

Amherst. Mr Arguello ap

peared to be somewhat
disappointed with his recep

tion here; as a coworker put

it, 'he seemed kinda bumm-
ed out."

Arguello seemed to me a

serious man with a great

deal of respect for interna

tional law, human rights

and common decency As

such, he deserved to be

taken seriously; he knows

far more about the bloodsh

ed in his country than most

Americans. Unfortunately,

the conservative group that

brought him here was most

ly concerned with provoking

a reaction from outspoken

liberals. The liberals

displayed considerably bet

ter manners than they have

in the pa^. but were no

more !nrlin«*d than ever to

listen to a less than leftist

viewpoint.

Too many of the loudest

voices on this campus treat

politics as a game. Too

many of those who take the

issues seriously are not open

to constructive dialogue.

But that's really not why
Arguello was bummed out.

Someone superglued the

lock on his hotel room door.

Was this a response to

similar vandalisms under-

taken against the Radical

Student Union and other

"liberal" organizations, or

is it merely the latest fad in

political protest? 1 don't

really care. But there are

those at the University of

Massachusetts who would

gladly trade all the volume

of megaphone rallies on the

steps of the Student Union

for a slightly more mature

approach to politics.

Al Arpad
Amherst

Three cheers for senator

It appears that the Col-

legian has reached an all-

lime low. A policy editorial

against a student senator,

just because he is agamst
payroll for pals. Senator

Rothman tries lo do what is

best for the students on

campus who are unaware
what IS going on in the

SGA. I bet many student.-*

around campus are not

aware of the money paid out

tf) student leaders.

Il IS about time someone
stands up to corruption in

the SGA. But, becau.se its

Greg Rothman the Col-

U'gian feels it must discredit

his cause

Paul Robinson
Baker

I'll be the fust to admit

that this campus never has

and probably never will be

accepting or even conducive

to accepting any active

bf)dies of students who are

even microns to the right of

center politically. This is

unfortunate, unreasonably

closed-minded, and it is also

the University of

Massachusetts.

Let there be no mincing of

words here; most of the

students on this campus

could care less about "kid

die school politics " anyway,

and I've learned not to

blame them for it.

The l^ndergraduate Stu

dent Senate has continual

ly achieved nothing but con

troversy and divisiveness

within its own doors. Tony

Rudy and W Greg Rothman

(does anybody call him

"W"?i are once again typi

fying the arrogant self

interest of this virtually

useless organization of

politicallyconcerned
students. It has been a long

series of events going back

to the MassPIRG issue and

other insignificant coups in

the senate dating even fur

ther back (some of which I

was admittedly involved

with).

These pseudo

conservative political ac

tivists are trying the pa

tience of not only those peo

pie who are "diametrically

opposed" to them political

ly but also those who they

are supposedly representing

m the senate. They have

lost the faith of this conser

vative and many others.

Most students who are

reading about you boys

these days think you're a

couple of morons — they're

not wrong.

If the conservative move-

ment on this campus is ever

going to experience growth

it won't happen through

dilatory propositions and

selfinterest. Rudy and
Rothman need to get a clue

before they really ruin it for

the rest of us

Jonathan Kaufman
Amherst

On Feb. 22, Andy Warhol died of a heart

attack. It's the end of an era that started

in 1962 with a famous painting of a soup

can. On Feb. 25, the Collegian, a "liberal"

newspaper, published a revolting cartoon,

mocking Warhol's work. It is an insult to

the readers. It is a cruel and appalling act

that denotes ignorance and lack of human
decency. The Collegian did not bother to an

nounce the death of a human being, an ar

list of such prestigious reknown, and did

not consider that Warhol's contributions to

the art world deserved a decent evaluation

upon his death. The Collegian opted for

degenerate humor instead of journalistic

decency.

I was shocked at the sight of the cartoon.

I absolutely demand that the Collegian

print a formal apolog>' concerning the car-

toon, occupying the same valuable space

that was granted to one of the most

pathetic displays of sick humor.
Joanna Iota

Crampton

I was appalled by the

tasteless comic feature that

appeared on the Feb. 25

issue. Is this the way an

established academic
publication mourns the

death of a recognized

American artist'' I'm sure

that many people share my
feelings of indignation. It's

bad enough to ridicule

Warhol's work, let alone his

death.

Ricardo Fernandez
UMass Graduate student

Student supports Rothman
Hip, hip. hooray for

Senator Greg Rothman! If

you guys don't like him he
must be doing .something

right. I have no worrie.'J that

mv tiKUH-v IS safe with

Rothman watching it, so if

he's kicked out of the

Senate, who is going to

watch my money?
Kyle Molesky

Baker

/ Imed working when I worked at commercial art and

they told you what lo do and how to do it and all you had

to do was correct it and the\'d say yes or no. The hard

thing IS when you hare ti< <lnam up the tasteless things

to do on your own.
- Andy Warhol, The Philosophy of .\>ni\ Warhol
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Salvadorans
need support

At nmm on Ft-iv 17. uniformed and arm

ed members of the Salvadoran military

entered the campus of the University of El

Salvador. They went into the department

of humanities and threatened students and

faculty. This action was intended to stop

members of the university from speaking

out about the political situation in El

Salvador and from calling for a negotiated

solution to the civil war In addition,

several members of the university com-

munity have received death threats in the

past week. These are not idle threats: bet

ween 1981 and 1983. there were 800

political assasinations a month and in 1986

there were more than 1.500 political

killings.

Greg Smith

Despite the outrageous number of kill

ings, no one in El Salvador has ever been

brought to trial for killing a Salvadoran.

Also, despite lack of human rights, the US
government continues to escalate military

aid to El Salvador. This year El Salvador

(a country the size of Massachusetts) will

receive $1.2 million a day from the US. In

fact, the US provides more than half of the

total budget for the Salvadoran

government.
This aid gives the US. and thus the peo

pie of the US, enormous control over what

happens in El Salvador. Students at UMass

can protect students at the University of

El Salvador. When students at UES try to

practice freedom of speech, freedom of

assembly, or any of the freedoms we take

for granted in the US, their lives are

threatened. Students at UMass should pro^

test the abuse of human rights in El

Salvador by sending telegrams to US Am
bassador Corr in San Salvador and to the

president of El Salvador Jose Duarte. This

is not insignificant. Last summer the life

of Antonio Quezada (then president of the

UES student body i was saved by a massive

telegram campaign. To send a telegram,

come to the CASA office at 404 SUB or stop

by our table in the Campus Center con-

course on Tuesday or Thursday.

We must put an end to the US sponsored

abuses of human rights in El Salvador. The

Undergraduate Student Senate will debate

a resolution of support for the UES in com

ing weeks. I urge senators and their con

stituents to get behind this resolution. It

is a resolution which advixrates the right

of free speech for all people and it should

be viewed as such. Finally. I think students

at UMass should take up the motto of the

students at the UES: Estudio y Lucha

(study and struggle).

Greg Smith is a UMass student

View from afar
"So tell us Zircon, after studying the

history and culture of this intelligence form

called humans, what conclusions have you

made?"
Zircon: The humans of the planet Earth

are an rdd and primitive type. At the pre-

sent time they kill more of their own

species than any other known animal on

the planet. Yet humans are reproducing at

a rate that will soon make mass suffering

most probable. In addition, they are doing

irreversible damage to their environmen-

tal support system.

They are very limited in their time

perspective. This is especially true in

reference to their killing tendencies. Their

history as a civilization is short. Only in

the last six or seven thousand years did

societal institutions develop. Since then

some groups of humans have adopted

violence and war as both progressive and

necessary. Any peaceful societies were soon

eliminated leaving conformity as the only

alternative to survival.

Although present humans know their

evolutionary past goes back hundreds of

, thousands of years, they don't acknowledge

this as important. They don't realize most

of their past was nonviolent. They don't

realize war and killing is only a recent

development. A development that is, real-

ly, inhuman.
Drew McLeod is.a. UMass student
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Parasites wreak havoc
Disjointed thoughts. And with this damn

workload lately I don't see things getting

any better. Stupid things buzzing my
neural pathways looking for something to

eat Parasites, livingoff the entrails of my
thoughts. The scum. Strange things con

tinue to fester, looking for inhabitable

regions.

James Martin

All right. Now I don't really want to

criticize the Collegian for their reporting

but. . . This investigation of a 'gut course"

in the Food Science department is disturb

ing. What's next? Investigate and expose

all the good restaurants in the area Maybe

quote some people who feel the deal was

perhaps a little /oo good. Lets find all the

gofxi deals in the area and drag em down.

Masochism. And I don't think I'll ever

understand the peculiar thrill people get

out of p-iin. I do know one thing, though.

I'm glad I'm not in the course now. I've had

enough cla.sses that were insanely difficult

and laborious not to appreciate a nice "gut

course" now and then. They are the in-

herent right of every UMass student and

thank God I've had my share — no. I wont

say which ones — because they've saved my
brain from those parasites in past

semesters. While we're at it why not check

out that Frisbee clas.s? Could be easy.

And I think these parasites are con

tagious. In the Collegian there was a per

sonal ad that said this: "Worship Bob

Barker. In Bob there is no wrong. No
crackpots please." And I should hope not.

Let's ke*?p this thing strictly for serious Bob

worshippers. Strange thing.

Don't we have beautiful facilities on this

campus? The Tower Library, a nice place

to study. Boyden gym, a nice place to play.

The stadium, a nice place to see people

play. The P'/TA, a nice way to get home

after .ntudying or playing.

But the Tower climes at 6 p.m. on Satur

days. "Sorry Mom I wanted lo study but

the library was closed so . Yes, that's why

I feel so nauseou> .\nd from a distance

the Tower iwks like the middle finger of

the campus. That mu.st mean something

Boyden gym is closed at night. Everyone

is diverted to the two courts at Totman

Which makes for an ugly scene with 40 or

.50 people trying to get into a game. And
if you lose. Ch) home The stadium is too

far away from civilization and is only us

ed. what, six times a year including

graduation? Miles and miles of farmland

and it's nece.ssary to build a virtually

useless stadium that far away. Great.

And if you've ever tried to take a bus late

at night you know that vou can't takr a bus

late at night.

Jesus, look what these parasites are do

ing to me I hate whiners. And I keep try

ing to think of another word for synonym

Strange thing

Finally, the director of Public .Sately

speaks out on the Hurst rept>rt. stiying that

he thinks the criticism of his department

has been unjustified. "Were not miracle

workers and we are human. " he said.

Which comes as a trin- surprise to me I

mean, I knew they couldn't work miracles

but. . .

And he came up with this lame excuse.

"A cop can be criticized for doing their job

and for not doing their job " Well now. Let's

not waver. Pick one side or the other. Con-

sistency. Maybe some more cops in the

bushes to catch those damn Underage

Drinkers.

Why are the bars so far away? No big

deal. They all pretty much suck. But wasn't

there a push a while ago to keep drinkers

out of the car?

Stupid thing.

James Martin is a UMass student

Christians look to take over world
In the recent past there have been a cou

pie of rallies sponsored by a nebulous group

known as the CCD, or, the Campus
Crusade for the Disbelief. This group has

also been tagged incorrectly as the "anti-

Christ" group, and while that undoubted-

ly may ruffie a few Christian feathers, I

believe the time is right for such

demonstrations.

Now, more than ever before, the Chris-

tian proselytizers on this campus have been

out in force, recruiting in a manner much

like the colonial imperialistic missionaries.

They, like their brethren the communists,

seek to engulf all. Yes, Christians and com

munists seek identical ends, which, suffice

to say, is the takeover of the world.

That is why it is imperative now that a

few beleaguered souls put up some opposi

tion to these conquering forces, lest they

run roughshod over the unsuspecting and

start telling us how to run things (as if they

don't already).

We who have taken a stand against the.se

intruders are not "anti-Christ, " simply

wary ot the threat posed by tnese super-

ficially soothing people who make promises

and who would have us think they are ac-

ting in our best interests.

Jesus Christ was indeed a great man, but

the notion that "He" was put here to save

our wretched souls is about as believable

as that of his chief comj)etitors: Mohamm-
ed, Buddha, and Confucius, not to mention

Gandhi, Petra Kelley, Ron Reagan and a

number of other strong political per-

sonalities whose names escape me at this

moment.
Just as the conservative students on this

campus were forced to counter the liberal

bent of the academic establishment here

with a generally more cohesive organiza

tional structure, so must we who resent the

onslaught of the unrealistic^ imperialistic

Christian crusaders stand up now for our

rights to remain unhindered by these

moral bullies who would have us change

our lifestyle and generally interfere in our

business.

Rob Skelton is a Collegian columnist

\v Colleytiiri oi thf University udlt'ss otherwise noted

Big business
buys students
UMASS IS AN ASSEMBLY LINE FOR

CAPITALISM WHO WILL BUY YOU''

These haunting words were spray painted

on the inn<Kent walls of the Fine Arts

("enter in the spring of 1985 In a CoUegutn

column the next day. UMa.ss student

Rolx-rt Minzel noted th«' administration's

I tmarkable elteciency and immediacy in

sandblasting the specter off its cross. Why
did the administration discriminate

against this particular grafTiti with such

retaliation, when other, less articulate

messages remained on adjacent buildings

for months? What secret truths did it ex

yHise"^ Why was the administration so

threatened by these word.s?

Their mes.sage is slraighforward enough:

.At the University, we are guided along

through programs which are geared

touards life m the airpttration The whole

purpose of going to college is "to get a bet

l.r job." right'' U*arning. investigating and

questioning come aller the fact, if at all. We
lie taught that what is good and right for

us IS what's good and right for "the com

pany " We are packaged with skills we'll

need to better compete for the firm in the

market place, the "real world" This seem-

ingly innocent process has dire

consequences.

It is a damn disgrace that university

level education has to yield to the ominous

orders of corporate America It i> • shame

that "the university" has sacrificed the lit

tie autonomy it has to In'come the servant

of big business Inste.id <>( a haven for in

tellectual endeavors, "university" has

become nothing more than a "trade schof)l
"

for managers, engineers, and other

capitalist "functionaries." Instead of a fer

tile ground for learning, knowledge, and in

tellectual practice, "university " has

bec«ime a laboratory for free market ex

periments. a breeding ground for future

c«>mpetitive pawns It has become an

a,ss*'mbly line for capitalism Where is the

teal committment to academic excellence?

Where is the freedom from corporate

ideology and demands?
One need only lo<ik at corp<jrate grants.

funds, donations, gifts, tax writeoffs,

igreements, favors, and contracts to with

universities. It is not a mere accident that

universities economically and

technologically dependent upon the con

troling corporations. Corporate 'gifts" are

not interest free or philanthropic gestures.

The university pays back much - indeed

dedicates its workings to - big busine.ss:

in packaging and a.ssembling students to

be the most "productive," obedient, and

competitive servants of the Corporation.

The University's committment to big

business is no more evidently displayed

than in its recruitment policies. Why does

a "university" open its doors to corpora

tions to recruit on campus? Don't corpora-

tions have their own facilities to do this?

Shouldn't universities dedicate their

energies to education instead of packaging?

As long as "the university" subjugates

itself to corporate ideology and demands,

"higher education " will remain a synonym

for "trade school." And as long as the

university remains an assembly line for

capitalism, the question will always re-

main: who will buy you?

Mark Caldeira is a Collegian columnist

The Collegian accepts letters and eolr

umns from the University of

Massachusetts community for possible

publication on the editorial page. Letters

should not exceed 30 double-spaced lines

oftype; columns should not exceed 60 lines.

Margins should be set at 10 and 77. All

submissions must include the author's

name and phone number for verification.

No handwritten material will be accepted

All submissions become the property ofthe

Collegian and are subject to editing for

grammar and length.

The second Collegian Symposium will

focus on college athletics: what is the pro-

per role ofan athletic program at a univer-

sity? Is there too much emphasis on

athletics, or do the benefits outweigh poten-

tial problems? Send submissions to Dai^id

Mark at the Collegian by Monday, Mart^

2. ^„_________
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Doors glued stuck in C.C. hotel
Glue was reported stuck in doors at 10:25

p.m. Wednesday in the Campus Center

Hotel causing $35 worth of damages, police

said.

In other police reports:

• A wind detection sensor worth $365

was reportedly taken at 9:50 a.m. Wednes

day after it was delivered to Marcus Hall

and left in the hallway, police said.

• Police arrested a 22-year-old Amherst

woman at 7:05 p.m. Wednesday after be-

ing called to the police station on a motor

vehicle charge, University of

Massachusetts police said

• $65 in cash was reported taken at 3:30

p.m. Wednesday from Crampton House

after a female student noticed it missing

from her room five days ago, police said.

• Police recovered a lot 65 decal at 10:05

p.m. Wednesday after it was found on a

students car, police said.

- ELLEN NOLAN

Program for disadvantaged

celebrates 20th birthday
By ANNE M FRANCIS
Collegian Correspondent

Upward Bound, a University of

Massachusetts program that helps

students from disadvantaged backgrounds

obtain admittance to the University, is

celebrating its 20 year anniversary on

campus.
The year round program has yet to be

acknowledged and institutionalized by the

University, and is federally funded.

The first part of the two phase educa

tional program serving high school

students in western Massachusetts is a free

summer program.

Bryant Lewis, assistant director of the

program and a UMass graduate, said the

program counsels students who are from

low income families or are "first-

generation" college students.

Upward Bound had a 91 percent success

rate of students who participate in the pro-

gram that actually go on to post secondary

school.

One of the misconceptions about the pro-

gram is that it is a program to help blacks

get into college, I^wis said. According to

a recent study done by the National Coun
cil of Educational Opportunity Associa-

tions, only 41 percent of the student who
participate each year are black. Thirty-five

percent are white and the rest are

Hispanic. American Indian and Asian.

Students wishing to participate in the

program must meet certain eligibility re-

quirements, of which grades are not a fac-

tor, although academic potential is. Lewis

said.

For a six week period during the summer,
Upwark Bound brings together 70 students

from diversified backgrounds to live and
learn together such skills as how to

* Rosenberg

organize thoughts, proper note-taking and
self awareness, he said. There are also

sports programs and cultural events.

These students take two to three courses

that may replace a low grade received in

high school the previous year, or the credit

may be applied toward college graduation,

he said.

Students who pafticipate in the program -

ordinarily may not have had the en-

couragement to seek college admittance or

may have been advised to transfer to trade

schools and settle for less than their poten-

tial, said Joe Gordon, director of the

program.
Wilma Tynes, a case worker, said. "In

high school one of my guidance counselors

told me to transfer to a trade school and
become a seamstress. Another counselor

told my mother about Upward Bound and
through the program I was able to go to

school in Kansas on a basketball scholar-

ship."

Victoria Silva. another case worker, said

these counselors help students and their

parents to decide on what colleges to app-

ly to and help fill out financial aid forms
as well as tutoring them all through high
school. Students meet with counselors once

a week during the school year, she said.

February 28 is TRIO day [special pro-

grams for students from disadvantaged
backgrounds.] Upward Bound will

celebrate by sending UMass students to a

rally at Wesleyan University in Mid-
dletown. Conn., and by participating in

mass mailing of letters to congressmen and
sena»ors urging them to continue to sup-

port TRIO organizations.

Anyone interested in doing the same can
write letters to administrators in Whit-
more, or by writing to their congressmen.

continued from page I

a new polymer research center

and $51 million for two new buildings (a

classroom building and a engineering and
research building).

The new budget will be presented to the

House Ways and Means Committee. If it

passes, it will go to the State Senate for ap-

proval. Rosenberg said "if (the budget) is

affordable, people know it has to happen."

He said he hopes something can be done to

"persuade the doubtful" so the package can

be approved.

Rosenberg said the $186.7 million will be
spread over seven years, and that $38.5
million should be authorized for the next
fiscal year (1988).

The problem, he said, is that "we'll have

to go back to the Legislature for the second

part of the money, which leaves us at some
risk." He said it's possible that the new
buildings will get started, but then the .se-

cond part of the money will "disappear."

Rosenberg is proposing that the money
be allocated in a "package" that would
group the first two years' money together,

thereby preventing any problems getting

the second part of the money.

Another problem with the new budget is

that it "doesn't deal with a strategy for

preventing these new buildings from ever
falling into disrepair. I'm going to propose

that every new building be endowed so

that, based on the proceeds of the endow-
ment the building could be maintained to

prevent problems before they occur and lit-

tle problems could be fixed as they happen
so they don't turn into big problems."

Rosenberg spoke at the Student Govern
ment Association meeting Wednesday
night. He said the "University and the

tuture of the University are among the
highest priorities for me. My commitment
is deep and long standing."
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Ever wanted to Fly?

We have immedinte openings for new meni-

bert! Our aircraft are available for economi-

cal primary and advanced instruction, as well

pleasure flying. Give <<*• a call and one of our

members will take yo. up!

Tkc Collegiate Flying CIud

538-5821

Coalition-building detailed
Workshop stresses planning, organization

By LUCINDA COUTO
Collegian Staff

An author and lecturer last night said

that the coalition builder must develop

strength by clarifying the intention of the

coalition before beginning it. in lec-

ture'workshop held at Memorial Hall.

The purpose ofthe workshop is to learn

the steps necessary for developing a coali-

tion and then applying them, whatever

the coalition, said George Lakey.

Lakey asked the audience of 25 to im-

agine themselves as coalition builders and

to list the advantages and disadvantages

of spending time as builders.

Some of the advantages listed were:

• moral support among members
• strength from each other

• ompathy
,JB riMMurctMi- «»

Some of the disadvantages were:

• fear of failure

• fear of commitment
• fear of prosecution

• compromise

Lakey pointed out that the weight (rfthe

advantages and disadvantages were

about the same, and that could lead to

trouble: "coalition building is more like

ly to pay off if one sticks with it for

awhile."

One member of the audience said she

felt the •effects of disadvantages are short

term while the effects of advantages are

long term.

Lakey said that in order to build a sue

cessful coalition three or four commited

people must be at the planning stages and

have tangible goals, and that history is

a valuable tool for understanding and

learning about social change.

The audience participated in two exer

cises. In the first they split up into groups

of four, closed their eyes, and thought

about a time when they made an ally; "so

George Lakey

meone who stood up for you." Lakey said.

Lakey then instructed them to share

their thoughts and talk about the "inter

nal reaoiiTces" that allowed them to make
that ally.

The other exercise involved audience

members choosing someone they would

like as alli^, but who may be out of reach,

and then to explain why they chose that

person.

— his had more substance," said audience

member David Kelly.

Lakey, author of No Turning Back: Les-

bian and Gay Liberation m the 80h and
Strategy for a Living Reirtlutmn, is the

director of the Pennsylvania Jobs with

Peace Campaign. He concluded the

workshop with a question and answer
period.

* fair * Rentention
continued from page 3

"I'm just here basically because 1 want

to get experience before I gi'aduate." said

Carol Ingham, a food science major.

Another student said. "I want a job,"

although he stressed particular interest in

GE and Raytheon.

Michael Villafare, A chemical engineer

ing major, said he was at the fair on behalf

of the Uniroyal company. He said he was
part of the co-op program and had been

with the company for about a month.

"The experience has been incredible," he

said, "The salary and benefits are ex-

cellent."

Larry Groipen, a sales manager for Ex
elusive Rug. an alumnus of UMass, said he

was looking to give students outside sales

experience with his company.

"We don't have a name like IBM, but we
have personality," he said with a smile

while alluding to the mechanical hand that

greeted and caught the eye of many
passers-by.

Lou Casavant, a consolidations manager

with Data General, said his company has

been at the fair for two years and they have

given jobs to several UMass students in the

past.

Though the fair ended yesterday at four

o'clock, Silver said it's not too late for stu-

dent to become involved with the program.

He said they offer information sessions on

Monday, Tuesday and Thursday at 2:30

p m. at the co op office, and on Wedne.sday

at 3:30 p.m. on the ninth Hoor of the Cam
pus Center.

continued from page I

"One of the students said that the univer-

sity needs more courses in general, that the

courses are filled up and cannot get in the

courses for their major, which are required

courses," she said.

Clemmons said that her reasons for con
ducting the research are personal.

"1 am conducting the research as part of

my Ph D. (process), and also from working

here I have noticed the number of students

on AP. There has to be a way to make
students better prepared," she said.

Clemmons said part of the problem is

that students are from different

backgrounds and the professors end up

talking at them not to them.

"Sometimes a professor is very goixl in

their field but they cannot break it down

to their students' level because they are

from different backgrounds," she said.

As a result Clemmons said students

become uninterested in the class, bored and

don't attend class because they don't know

what's going on in class. Frustrated with

themselves and the class the student drops

out of school.

"If these students made it through high

school they can learn. 1 don't think the

University's curriculum is that difficult."

said Clemmons. "The students just need
help along the way. This research is not

just for minority students, non minority
students alike have the same problem."
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Picture yourself and a fnend strolling a stretch of white ^^
sandy beach as far as the eye can see. while a pastel ^ y

sunset paints the evening sky Mexico's stunning Canbbean "^l

Gold Coast is where dreams of a perfect -^

beach life become reality, and University
'*^'*"'^^^<9BiB^^

Auxihary Services and Campus Travel now offer you a ^^rf^
dream come true Announcing M Foyndations

Destination:

CANCUN
GRAND PRIZE:

Free THp for TWO
to Cancun, Mexico

1ST RUNNER UP: Sun-Fun Travel Kit from the

University Store

2ND RUNNER-UP: A $20.00 Gift Certificate

to the T.O.C. Restaurant

*> yfi^

> A

Entry blanks are available at Campus

Center Coffee Shop Bluewall Cafeteria

& Coffee House Hatch Cafeteria Worcester

Snack Bar Campus Travel Center (across

from the Coffee Shop)

^'^:k^.

N»^>^
or:,e^'

No
^^- -<-^^^ Purchase
V* .^^^ Necessary

.^inning G^^

Monday through Saturday

February 23 - 28
7:30 pm Nightly

Campus Center

Maranacha Campus Ministries
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Exceptional photographs
of an earlier Japan
Impressions of a

Vanishing Culture: Nine-

teenth Century
Photographs of Japan
Smith College

By JULIE RAE
Collegian Staff

Japan, like any other

country, is a victim of time.

With lime comes moder

nization and with moder

nization comes the deslruc

lion of tradition. During the

mid 19th century. Felix

Due to the technology of

photography in the 1800s,

the color is minimal. What
the imagination sees as

green, floral Japan is reduc-

ed to a brownish gray
Japan. The photographers

compensated for this

distraction by hand pain-

ting the photos wilh water

color. Some prints on which

the artists spent time pain-

ting every detail are excep-

tional. Details on such items

as kimonc» and dishes that

were not captured by

phott^aphy are exentuated

by the crafty brushwork.

Beato, as well as several

others, took advantage of

the relatively new medium
of photography to document

the Japanese culture before

it became a victim of our

modern time.

As for grasping the

essence of 19th century

Japanese culture, the
photographers did a

supreme job. Several dif-

ferent aspects of the culture

were portrayed in the sixty

five prints. Domestic >niu>

depicting social meals and

games, shampooing, even

sleeping, were photograph

ed. Samourai in then-

vesture gathered for group

portraits proved anui«intr

Most impre»ive in Uu-

^'allery are the photographs

(it -Japanese architecture

and scenery. The Japanese

seem to have a sixth sense

which enables them to in

corporate the two to create

impeccable landscapes.

Bridges and gateways, as

remarkable as they are

standing alone, blend with

the vegetation to create a

wholf What trulv makes

the exhibit worth seeing art-

the exceptional photographs

n( Kegon Falls and Mount
Fuji. If only we all could

have one of the prints hang-

ing in our rooms.

Photography opened the

d<K)r to a new method of

preserving what becomes

the past. Felix Beato,

Kusakabe Kimbei, and the

other anonymous
photographers deserve

credit for realizing what

would happen to their con-

temporary Japan.

THE LAST INTERVIEW — Interview magazine staff member Paige Powell

drops a copy of the publication into Andy Warhol's grave. Warhol, the founder

of the magazine, died Sunday of a heart attack.

•Dfop Dy tof PREE
Stu<l»ni Travel Catalog

STUDENT FARES

NYC/St. Croix

NYC/Caracas

NYC/Paris

NYC/London

NYC/Rome

NYC/nelsinki

ROUND TRIP

$238

$293

$381

$361

$433

$453

•V>MI WSIim IKJNS \PP\S

COUNCIL TRAYiL

[4I317S6-136I

f^HEEHAN^

iQm

"^ SKI AREA
it $t

3/2 MONDAY
Ken Johnson & Co
3/5 THURSDAY

Cruza with John Cruze
3/6 FRIDAY

Liquid Lesson
3/7 SATURDAY

Whirling Dervishes

24 Pleasant St. Northampton • 586-4258

The Best Kept Secret In Vermont
Seven Miles North of Brattleboro, Rte. 30

• 1000 Vertical feet 'll Trails

•2 Double chairs 'New Lodge

Weekend Adult $19.00 ~ Jr. $16.00
Night Skiing Thursday. Friday & Saturday

$10 from 5*10 p.m.

Exit 2 Off 1-91 . 7 Miles N of Brattleboro, Route 30
PHONE: 802-254-6083

Any Lift Ticket I«2.00
I
MUST PRESENT STUDENT ID M I

OP I wilh this coupon '

SENIORS
Don't Despair
If You Missed

Your
Appointment.

ONE WEEK LEFT
TO GET YOUR

SENIOR PORTRAIT
TAKEN

Portraits For the 1987 Index Will

Be Taken Until Friday March 6th

Stop By 177-178 Campus Center

or call 545-2874, $2 sitting fee '

• le N'T BE LEFT OUT!

1987- 1988
FINANCIAL AID FORMS

DEADLINE
MARCH 1 1987

Federal regulations, dated October 17,

1986, now require that all Financial Aid

applicants, including those who only

apply for a Guaranteed Student Loan,

file the Financial Aid Form for determina-

tion of eligibility.
#

Applications are available at the Office

of Financial Aid Services, 243 Whitmore

Administration Building from 8:30 AM to

5:00 PM, Monday through Friday.

Mail your completed, signed Financial

Aid Form to College Scholarship Office

by March 1, 1987.

ARTS
^^^. ^. I „ II iifc.i .11 iii i til . I

»

Amerika: lame premise makes this mini-series limp
By CHARLES FRANCIS CARROLL
Collegian Correspondent

No doubt a large number of you watched the ABC
miniseries Amerika. Weren't you disappointed? This was

one case where all the hype turned out to be for not:

Amerika was a flop, not only the dullest, but in many ways

the cruelest miniseries to be aired since the McCarthy

hearings.

As entertainment, Amerika could hardly carr>' its own

weight, slipping in the ratings night afler night. Perhaps,

the image that most characterized the failure of Amerika

from the point ofview ofgood television was the flag wav-

ing in slow motion to the series' musical theme which

sounded like it was in slow motion. Amerika was too slow:

the story could have been told in a couple of hours instead

of fourteen.

The acting was terrible. Kris Kristofferson, who sleep

walked through the role of Devin Milford. would have

been better cast in Night of the Uiing Dead Robert Urich

as Peter Bradford made Robert Urich as Spenser seem like

Sir Lawrence Olivier. Etc.

There was no suspense, no drama, only obvious and

predictable moments of melodrama. Had the series not

had so much advance publicity and stirred up so much

controversy by its political content, it would have receiv-

ed little orno attention. Not that we shouldn't have wat

ched it closely for the very fact that it was so blaUntly

political.

For this $40 million production of right wing propagan

da. concocted by a former Nixon speechwriter. made no

effort to disguise itself as pure propaganda: depicting a

Soviet takeover of America, casting United Nations forces

as stormtroopers, and attacking American lilx»ralism.

By now you have heard the storyline: the Soviets take

over America without spilling a drop of blood because of

the cooperation by the American Left. This acquiescence

by the Left, then, is the underlying justification for the

plot of Amerika. But, is it really"?

If we accept this premise, what could be so bad. so evil

in this countrj that would lead the American people to

support a military takeover by the Soviet Union? The only

plausible way that the American people would turn to a

foreign power to restore order in this country is if there

were a fascist regime or rightwing coup in America. Thert-

is no other explanation To my way of thinking the right

has caught itself in the foils of its own propaganda: the

series Amerika rhetorically, artisticly and politically

backfired.

If it is true that opposites attract, then it may be true

that like minds repeal each other. Perhaps that explains

the hatred that conservatives in this country have for the

Soviet Union. For, what I saw in this gruesome rightw

ing fantasy of a Soviet^x>ntrolled America was a mirror

image of the increasing police state which is in control

in America. Think about it.

Why are we so disgusted or remorseful when wt- see

hoards of homeless people living in shanty towns and tent

cities in Amerika'* Or farmers losing their farms and

homes? Or dome.stic .surveillance of state intelligence

agencies? Or police actions at political rallies? Or blighted

cities? Or a failing economy'' Or militar> control? Or blind

nationalism? Or corrupt politicians? Or the government

attacking our civil liberties? Is it these issues which upset

us or simply seeing them commandeered by Soviets'' The

image of America in America isn't all that much different

than America as it is.

When I think of America, I think of the novel by Franz

Kafka. As the protagonist, Karl, sails into the port of New
Y«)rk. he describes the Statue of Liberty. But. instead of

the torch of freedom. Karl describes a sword in the hand

of Liberty How prophetic that Kafka should have made

this mistake, for the Right would have us believe, as pro-

posed m the miniseries Amerika, that the highest truth

in America is that might makes right However, behind

this argument is an unstated premise m Amertka: that

there was a breakdown in American democracy which

lead to this unlikely scenario.

U't us be ever vigilant against those that would h.iw

us give up our rights and freedoms not only from outside

our IxHders but also from inside our b<irders. particular

ly those who prt^ise a p«ilice stati' in the name of freedt)m

and who propose to undermine nu! constitution — the

enemy within

('•Ursian phuto b> Kttb Skt-lton

The Spaceheaters, (l-n Rockin' Dave, Tony and Nick Shaw and David Litsky) are the newest

band on the scene. Watch out for their funky sound in local venues.

Tonight in honor of Black Hi.stor>-

Month there will be an African'American

cultural night, in the Southside room,

Hampden in Southwest

Sponsored by the Black History Month
Planning Committee, the evening will in

elude jazz bands. African American soul

food and an African fashion show

This free event will start at 7 p in and

is open to the public
— Jennifer Dempsey

"... More, Better Fun!! - A.A.M., Noted Dance Critic

THE UMASS LESBIAN, BISEXUAL
AND GAY ALLIANCE PRESENTS ITS

SPRINO DANCE
Possibly the Only LBGA Dance This Semester!!

Saturday, February 28th • 9 pm - 1 am
10th Floor UMass Campus Center

$3.00 Admission

Todos Bienvenidos! • Everybody Welcome!

Writing a Paper? Need Help?

isit the Writing Center

Pierpont (SW) Mon. & Wed.

Cashin (Sylvan) Tues. & Thurs.

Baker (Central) Mon., Tues. & Thurs,

7 • 9:30 PM

Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-5141

Join Us Friday For The

"GATEWAY TO THE WEEKEND"
With FREE Buffalo Wings From 4 pm till they lost

Beer of the Month - Heineken $1 .25

Drink of the Week - California Sunset $1.75

«%«

WE RENT
MOVIES&
Video Recorder

Rental
Mon.-Thurs. 99«

Fri. '3.00

S«t. '5.00

SOUNDS EASY

VIDEO

VIDEO
RECORDERS

Movie Rentals*
Mon.-Sat.
$2.00

Weekly Specials
for Members

Save •5.00

LIFETIME

SOUNDS EASY
Ncv\/market Center
6 University Drive
Amherst • 549-5200
Open 10:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.

MONDAY - SATURDAY

I iMEMBERSHIP
I

I

B

Purchase a litetinw marnbershtp

I

$5!
I

I

^B^

for onty S5 and 9«t

2 Free Movie
Rentals

Good at N«wm»r«(tl Center

6 Univ«r(ity Or Amh«r««
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^ FILM
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«•••

'QLl\'Qii.,

By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

Here is yet another colum-

nist lauding W(K»dy Allen's

latest film Radio Days
Woody has done it again

This film nostalgically

esokes time and space so

wt^ll that you might think

you have entered a world

C! loeiv''! !>' Garrison
Kiiilor t urban.

Jewish Lake Wobegon.

The film is set during

Woody s formative years in

Rockaway at the end of the

depression. We see Woody
as a child and hear him as

an adult a^ he relates some
comic and not so comic in

cidents of his childhood. He
als<i .,:>'- thf audu'iui' a

glimpse into the fashion and

follies of some fictitious

radio stars.

Wf>ody has once again

brought together a fine

ensemble of actors to play

his weird .struggling family.

There i.sn't enough space in

this column to discuss each

of their performances. Simp-

ly put. the performances are

worth watching. The movie
is worth seeing.

On the Campuses:
On Friday:

// Came Frtim Outer Spacr

in 3-D is a classic camp
science fiction of the old

sch(H»l It will be shown
(with cartoons I at 7 & 9 p.m.

in Franklin Patterson Hall

ut Hampshire College.

Lolita (1962) stars James
Mason as a man wooed by a

siren. It plays at 7 & 9 p.m.

in Gambol Auditorium at

Mount Holyoke College.

Walt Disney's classic

animated tale about large

scale dognapping. 101

Dalmatians will be shown
ai S & 10 p.m. in Merrill 1

at .\niherst College.

On Saturday:
The 1985 true-life ihrillei

ai)out the last woman to be

executed in England will be

shown at 7 & 9 p.m. in Gam
bol Auditorium at Mount
Holyoke College. Dance
With a Stranger stars

Niranda Richardson as the

strikingly beautiful British

madame who becomes trap-

ped in an obsessive and
maddening love affair with

a ne'er do well upper class

playboy (Rupert Everett ».

lam Holm gives the best

performance of the movie a.s

Richardson's long suffering,

constantly rebuffed suitor

who willingly does

whatever she ask of him.

The movie promi-ses more
than It ever delivers. The
• elationship of the two ma-

!oi characters never really

changes, the characters (ex

Mountain Farms Four Theatres

Hooniern <NR' CJene Hackman -t,i hool

basketball coach who is trying to niaKe up lui :iis past

and the Uical team that just might make it to the cham-

pionship. Ba.sed on a true story, this ni()\ n-s is -.upposed

to Iw very geKxi.

PtaltHm * * * a grippini: anti-heroic (Upiclmn of the

\' let nam u.ti

Radio Daya ' * 'v ' Ketuin with us now to those thrill

ingiand nostalgici days of yesteryear \V<mk1v .Allen rides

again.

The MiKHion (*'-.> Irons and DeNiro both .struggle

convincingly with their church, their faith, slavers and

armies.

Hampshire 6 Theatres
Mannequin (NRi Andrew McCarthy romances an occa-

sionally animate storefront dummy
Black Widow (

i Winger's character is mtere.sting but

the story isn't. No suspense.

-4 Sightmare on Elm Street 3: The Dream W'arrioni iNRi

Lwik's like Freddy - iiuk to slice up some more
teenagers. The qu»'stinn i.s why do people keep living

on this .street".'

.Some Kind of Wonderful NR> John Hughes" directs a

<t{»ry alx)ut some teen a^ers. What else is new'.'

Outrageous Fortune'• Best comedy yet this year.

Over the Top ( ) Stallone as < get this I an arm wrestling

ch.impionship contender.
— Don Lipper
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ealiiig place
.lelp Us Celebrate Our New Late Night Mean And Receive

10% OFF YOUR ORDER AFTER 10:00 PM
• excluding beer & wine •

Breakfast serve<j anytime • Beer & Wine servetd 'til midnite

Positive Proof of ID Required Plenty of Parking

Sunday-Thursday 6 AM - 3 AM
FRIDAY & SATURDAY OPEN 24 HOURS
Campus Plaza-(Next to Stop & Shop) Rte. 9 Hadley, MA 256-6889
Employment Applications Being Taken Coupon Expires 4/9/87

RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

IB Main St. Downtown Amherst 253 5441
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NEW LOW PRICES

SWISS HOPPENPERLE
$3.50 6pk + , $1 2.99 cse +

HEINEKEN KEGS
13.2 gal dark only

while they last

CHECK THIS OUT
200 nnl Reusable

"Sporting Flask"
Filled with Wild Turkey
Now only ... $2.99 each

BONUS: Present this ad
and get 2 flasks for $5

While they last

KAHLUA $11.49 750ml MANY MORE IN HOUSE SPECIALS

cept for Holm's perfor

mance) have no depth
beyond the caricature level

and the storyline builds no

suspense whatsoever. An
overrated film that only

anglophiles will enjoy.

101 Dalmatians will again

be shown at 8 & 10 p.m. in

Merrill 1 at Amherst
College.

On Tuesday:
Mosani- Dtesn 't Believe in

Tears is the 1978 Academy
award winning romantic

comedy It will be shown at

7:30 p.m. in Merrill 1 at

Amherst College.

Around the Valley:

The Amherst Cinema show
.ng a great double Bogie

bill. The great, the classic

Cattahlania will be shown at

7 p.m. And if you want your
Bogie on this Hide of the

Atlantic check out The
\fattese Fa/run n. A great

nmr detective film if there

ever was one.

On Sunduv. the Amherst
(int'ni.i ~ ;,iiuinn David
Lean's romantic epic Dr
Zhivago starring Omar
Sharif, .Julie Christie and
.\l»*c (iumess.

Black Widow
has no venom

Black Widow
Directed by Bob Rafelson
Starring Debra Winger and Theresa Russell

At Hampshire Mall
(*'/&)

By THOMAS V. GAGNON
Collegian Correspondent

Black Wtdou i.> a thriller, but don't expect to find many
answers or motivations. Or many thrills, for that mat
ter. Despite solid enough performances from the leads.

Black Widow loses most of its bite from a lack of

suspense. It is far from a total loss, though
Debra Winger plays Alex, a justice department in-

vestigator who becomes obsessed when a series of

millionaires die, apparently of natural causes, within a

ttu months of marrying a beautiful and mysterious

woman. Each time, she is out of town when it happens.

Despite a lack of concrete evidence and the backing

of her boss, Alex .sets out to track the woman down. She
sells everything she has to pay for her investigation. For

iier troubles she al.so gets a Hawaiian vacation.

Winger's adversary is played by Theresa Russell, w ho

manages to exude a deadly but irresistible charm as she

methodically goes about her business. Russell fits the

part perfectly. Winger's character is a lot like the (»ne

she played in Mike's Murder and she does a decent job

as Alex who has no life apart from her job. it seems.

The movie also gets points for its imaginative use of

color. Many scenes contain one color that dominates. The
windows in Alex's office are spray painted green; after

a failed murder attempt the two women crawl onto a

black sanded beach.

The colors, interesting as they are. do not engage the

emotions, and it is this lack of emotional involvement
that causes the movie's downfall. We don't know the

characters any better at the end than we do in the begin-

ning We don't know the reasons behind their oh.sessions.

This probably wouldn't matter if the movie had the style

to carry it off. But it doesn't.

The .story proceeds logically enough, but has no real

-urpii-ts Although not much suspense is built up.

Winger and Russell do keep things interesting.

Black Widow satisfactorily occupies your time for a few-

hours. Unfortunately, it doesn't really engage your mind
or emotions. It comes close, though. It's too bad the movie
is not as obsessive as its characters are.

The Distinguished Visitors Program

is proud to present

Ex-President of CBS News & Sports

VanGordon Sauter

"The Shared
Television

Experience"
(with film clips of the

last 20 years of

CBS News & Sports)

THE FINE ARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

TWYLA THARP
DANCE ^

"Catch the Excitement"

March 10 & 1 1.8 pm
Concert Hall

I.. K.
•f 1 M 1 »^ 1 4

MEL TORME &
GEORGE SHEARING

"Giants of Entertainment"

Thursday Mar 1 2, 8 pm
Concert Hall

the

C^ehains

"Captivating Irish Music'

Wednesday. Mar. 1 8. 8 pm
Concert Hall

H. ' S18 16 14

^

Gymnastics teams in action this weekend
• Minutemen seeking win against Army • Women favored against UVM, Brown

By JIM HICKEY
Collegian Correspondent

Coming off Saturday's tough loss to Tem
pie University, the University of

Massachusetts men's gymnastics team

hopes to return to its wmnmg ways as it

prepares to take on the Cadets of Army
tomorrow at 1 pm at the Boyden Gym
nasties Center.

Coach Roy Johnson explained that this

past week of practice was a little slower

than usual and he credited the lull to the

Minutemen's heart breaking loss to the

Owls by five hundredths of a point.

"It's been kind of slow this week It's

tough to come back after getting so emo

tionally high for the Temple meet, but the

guys are ready — they're well conditioned

and are great competitors so I think we'll

do well," he said.

The Minutemen will have to be ready as

the Cadets easily handled them last year.

261 to 247. But Johnson was quick to cite

that last years meet is no indication of the

quality team the Minutemen have amass

ed this year

"We lo'«t to them last year by fourteen

points but I hope to turn that score around

this year. We're capable of beating them

by the same amount this year if everything

goes the way we hope it will." the coach

said

The Minutemen s chances will be further

enhanced by some untimely Cadet injuries

sustained by two key all around performers

who had been performing well as of late,

according to Johnson.

"Their two top freshman all around per

formers are out with injuries unrelated to

g>'mna8tics. One broke his leg marching,"

ho said

Johnson said he feels Massachusetts

must pe»-form well on the pommel horse for

the Minutemen to come away with a vie

lory, which means that senior Steven Baia

and senior co-captain Joe DeMarco will be

counted on heavily.

"It's important that we do well on the

pommel horse because if we don't, the meet

will come down to the horizontal bar and

Jay Ronayne again." he said. "You've

heard of the saying 'it's not over until the

fat lady sings', our version will be it's not

over until the tall man swings if it comes

down to the high bar." joked Johnson

Massachusetts will once again be led by

junior Roberto Weil, senior co^aptain Eric

Ciccone and freshman Mike Keidan in the

all around competition, junior Ronayne in

five events and DcMarco. sophomore John

Eggars and senior Phil Gorgone on rings,

floor exercise and vault.

Others that have been practicing well

this week and have a legitimate shot at

cracking the starting line up are juniors

Tim Myers and Stan Gatland as well as

sophomore Bart Balocki. who Johnson said

he has been impressed with lately

"Bart Balocki is looking good - he II

either be a top sub or make the starting

line up." he said

This weekend will be a busy one for the

Minutemen as they will also be heading to

Springfield College to participate in the

New England Championships, a meet the

Minutemen are expected to do well in.

First in the minds of Massachusetts and

Johnson will be to improve the

Minutemen's Eastern standings, as the

team is now 4 2 and in need of a win over

Army to insure they will he ready when the

Eastern Championships come to UMass.

7u€

eeAC**

$24.50 per day
or

$155.00 per week

T-SHIRT • FRISBEE
and VISOR

OWMnoo • vuMoMMMncy

c*i^ oi «»tion im liQOO

DATTONA INN DCOADWAT
Information 1 •800-874-1822 Reeorvationt

ON THEOCEAN
CliCCrCCS CAFE and LCUNCr

SOs • 70 i • BOsOJ
Enfvrfatnmanr Nitafy • Drmk SfMoatI

TShiris • Wisors • Mugi
Pmrnoiiont • Contests • ^n

PCOLSIDC
OJ O^ • Poo«8*r
ConfMft • Qam»$

Toumamtntt • Qtifuaways

Promotoni • Fun

OJ.
••UNDCD 21" CLtID
• UghtShom • Vkt^oOamm

All Guests Must Hav« College ID OB»l9 Y^ars Of Aga
Unless Accompanied By A Parent Or Spouae

To Stay At The

DArrONA INN
LOCATED TWO BLOCKS ffK}M

OCEAN CENTER • BOARDWALK • BANDSHELL

219 S. ATLANTIC • OAYTONA BEACH • FLORIDA 32018
(004) 252-3626

FLAT
STREET
IMIAI SI aMTIUKMO VT

•07 ?M 8?i7

Friday Feb. 27
Saturday Feb. 28

VIDEO WEEKEND

Thursday March 5th

NEW MAN &

ARTIBTRY

Friday March 6th

Saturday March 7th

ARTIBTRY

Don't Miss Flat

Street's Great
Mid-Week
Getaway

Wednesdays
75 Cent Drafts

Open at 8:00 PM

* Five Collega Students HaH-Price! *
TicketsavailableatFine Arts Center Box Otfice Call (41 3)545 251 1

^ Gneat Sal^.
20 to SO* off selected

RiniKips Skirts Sweaters

v^^y^^
%&
Earrings Posters

lorlM Print

Bedspreada

New Shipments scarves
Earrings

Natural Fiber '^

Shirts T-Shirls Cards Rufls

Dresses Skirts sun 12-5

McRCnNTILE
Daily 10-6

N'hamp.Niohts
Th Fri 9 P M

Horthampton 18 Center St

V Amherst-Carnage Shops
j\

By STEVE RICHARDS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's gymnastics team enters its meet

Saturday (2 p.m.) in Burlington. VT
against Brown University and the Univer

sity of Vermont in a position that is

somewhat new to it.

It is the favorite, according to coach

Chuck Shiebler.

The Minutewomen. who had their pro-

blems early in the season, posting only one

win in their first four meets, have turned

it around as of late by winning two of their

last three.

The team travels north with increased

momentum and confidence, an optimistic

Shiebler said.

"With the way the season has been go-

ing and the way we have continued to im

prove, I am fairly confident that if we hit

our routines, we can come out on lop." he

.said.

The two teams UMass will face tomorrow

have not had a tradition of being par

ticularly powerful teams but appear to be

on their way to improvement. Shiebler

said

Shiebler cited UVM's improvement sinci-

adding a new coach who seems to be pull

ing the program together after it struggl

ed for the past five years, and sjiid Brown

is on its way to becoming "a competitive

team in New England".

The teams' scores this year have been

slightly lower than those posted by

Massachusetts, however, putting the

Minutewomen in a favorable position. Still,

Shiebler sees Saturday's meet as anything

but a cake\v.ilk

"If they have good meets and we strug

gle, it could be very close," Shiebler said.

The Minutewomen have been slowed

slightly in this week's practices by a pesky

stomach virus that has made the rounds on

the team. Shiebler said four team members
got bitten by the bug. causing them to mias

from one to three days of practice. The
coach is not overly concerned, though.

"With our team's good depth, it shouldn't

effect us too significantly," Shiebler said.

Other than the minor illness problem.

Shiebler said the team has had an excellent

week of preparation and heads to Vermont
in good shape.

"Our workouts were very productive this

week." Shiebler said. "We are looking very

ready for this meet."

Besides giving UMass an opportunity to

gain two wins, which would even the

team's record at 5-5, tomorrows meet has

added importance in terms of post season

implicat??'*'*the Minutew«men's last

-scheduled away meet of the year, it is their

last chance to put up some good numbers

(»n the road.

Saturday's meet will also give UMass a

chance to wrap up an extended road trip

on a good note, setting it up for the end of

Its schedule (at home March 7 against

Rutgers University and March 21 against

Temple University and Northiastern

University).

"We are carrying confidence and momen
tum in to this meet and being a slight

favorite should give us a p.sychologual

edge." Shiebler said.

"A big win in Vermont will help us bring

some of that momentum home," he said

EUROPE^' CAR
RINT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
One BocKet«il«t Plaza

New York NY 10020

Ptwrw (212) 581 3040

Mall IM* ad lor Special

Student/ Teacher Tarlif.

G HeMTAL a LEAtf Q ^ORCMASE

Sports Notice
There will be a mandatory meeting for members of the

Collegian sports stafi Sunday afternoon at I pm at the

sports desk

Matt (lerke, John Nolan. Jim Clark. Steve Richards,

Linda Delivorias. Jim Hickey and George Austin must

all attend this meeting. Monday s layout and stories from

the weekend will be done at this time.

As it is a big weekend in sports (with four teams in

the playoffs), we will have three writers away covering

those events so all work for Monday must be done early

BROADWAY
MUSICALS
ON THE
RADIO

Every Sunday 12-1 pm

The New & Unusual

The Old & Traditional

In Stage & Movie Musicals

From Showboat to

Little Shop of Horrors

List6»p & Be Suprised

*' ' ""' aa

v(K)-.^3IJ

Join us fo
and

, Doughnuts
ity !

Euerg Friday In t^ Campus Center

(Check Schedule by EJeuators)

East Side Concert *87

BATTLE OF THE BANDS
Saturday February 28

In the Bluewall

• XPLAIN • THE STOPS • FREE PRESS •

• DOG ACT • GRAPHIC ROMANCE •

Winner Will Open Concert in the Spring

Attended by 4,000 area residents ^^

SHOW STARTS AT 9:00 PM
ADMISSION: $2.00
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Appetizers

Soups of the Day

Cup .95 Bo¥¥l 1^
Fresh Shrimp Cocktail 4^
Orange Juce 150
Tomato Juce SO
Ffurt Cocktail 1^

Proied Steaks and Chops
Choice Filet Mignon w/Omon Rvigs ISUOO

Choice Sthon Steak w/Onion Rngs 12jOO

Choce Svlom Steak Sarxiwch ftSO

Chop Sfflotn Steak w/Smothered Onions &50
Jersey Pork Chops w/Apple Sauce aoo
Baby Lamb Chops w/Mint JeNy 9l50

abo^ served w/SaiK^ cfKjice ot (tesahg. chace of

poMOes choce of VbgstaCM?, hct mis and burnt

SNthKeBobs
Lamb on Skewer a.75

Beef on Skewer ^ a75
Pork on Skewer a75

atxjve served w/salad—choice ot (tessng. c^en btamm
potatoes, nee piaf. hoi /ofe and tx/flK

BBQ Plates

BBQ Chicken (Half) 750
BBQ Spareribs 6lS0

BBQ Umb 6J0
BBQ Beef 9l50

aC>ove served w/salad—ctnice of dtBSSing. tnnch triad

potatoes, cote stow, hof rots and buttac

Entrees

Choice Top Sirlom of Beef w/Au Jus 9l50

fRoast Tom Turkey w/Cranberry Sauce, Dressrig &50
Half Fried Chicken w/Apptesauce 7.2S

Half Baked Chicken w/Applesauce 7.25

Breaded Veal Cutlet w/lbmato Sauce 6l10

Baked Virginia Ham w Pineapple &50
Baby Calves Liver w/Bacon or Orion 5l50

atHJVB served w/soup or salad—choice of (tesahg, potatoes;

\/egetat)tB. hot rots and tjuttsr.

Greek-Entrees

Baked Roast Lamb w/Mmt Jely 9L50

wAjreek salad, oven brown potatoes, ^get^jla, hot mis
and butter, BaUava.

Baked Moussaka 8l75

vif/Graek Salad. Hot Rots, Butter, BsMava

Spanakopita 6l50

wA^e^ salad, hot rofs and butter. BalUava.

The Trojan Horse

RestQuiont
Qt The Mountain Forms Moll Rt. 9, Hodley
NOW OPEN 7 DAYS 6 A.M. to 11 P.M.

Dreokfost • Lunch • Dinner • Cocktoils
Ijounge • Full Liquor License

Food Is Our Business
(We've piocticed for 33 yeois)

Salads

Greek Salad

16ssed Salad

Chefs Salad

Juliana Salad

2JS0

150
5.50

4.50

Sandwiches

Hamburger V4t>. 2.50

Cheeseburger XOO
Roast Beef 4.25

"RjfkBy 4.25

Ham & Cheese 3J0O

Hvn & Swss Cheese 3.25

Ijna 2.50

Lobster Salad 125
aboie served w/h. Mas. picU^

Kosher Sandwiches

Bnsked Corned Beef 125
Hot Pastrami 3.25

Served on Rye Bread

M»pofia(D salad. Kosher pkMbs.

3 Decker dub Sandwiches

Turkey Club 5.75

Ham & Cheese Oub 5.75

Roast Beef Club SJOO

served w/tr. thes. cole slaw

Hot Open Sandwiches

Hot Open Roast Beef &50
Hot Open lurkey

w/Cranberry 5.50

Hot Open Lamb
w/Mrrt Jely 6.50

served w/potatoes, ««ge(abfe

Cold Plates

Lobster Salad

Cold Plate 9.00

Hjna Salad CokJ Plate 5.00

Cold Cut (CorrtNnation) 7X)0

ser\^ w/potato salad, cole

slaw, lettuce, tomatoes,

crackers, boted egg

Pasta Pkis

Baked Meat Lasagna w/Meat Sauce &50
Baked Manicotti wribmato Sauce 5.90

Maal Rarmigiana w/Spaghetti 750
Spaghetti w/Meatbals 550
Spaghett w/Sausages 5l50

Spaghetti w/Meat Sauce 4..25

Spaghetti w/lbmato Sauce 4.25

sery^d w/ialad—choice of ctessing. f^rmesan cheese, hot

rots and butten

Seafood

Broried Swordfish Steak w/Lemon Sauce 13lOO

Broted Haibut Steak w/Butter Sauce 12.50

Broiled Salmon Steak w/Butter Sauce 12.50

Jumbo Fhed Shnmp w/Cocktai Sauce 12j00

Fhed Sea Scalops wHartar Sauce 9uD0
Fried Ret of Flounder w/Tartar Sauce aiO
Combination Seafood w/Cocktal Sauce 12X)0

served w/soup or salad—choice of dtessing. choice of

potatoes, vegetatile. hot rots arxi txjtter

Omelettes

Mushroom 6u00

Cheese 5l50

Ham & Cheese 6u00

vMpotttfDes, toast, fity

From The Fountain

sm. Ig

Diet Coke 70 35
Cola 70 35
Orange 70 35
Ginger Ale 70 35
Ice Cream 30
Sherbert 30

BevefaQes
Coffee 30
Mill 70 130
teed Coffee 35
teed Tea 35
Chocolate Mil< 30 1.20

Hot Chocolate ^
Sanka j60

Hot lea .60

Desserts
Cream Pies 1.50

Fruit Pies 130
Pie ala Mode 230
Cake 130
Puddings 1.25

Cheese Cake 2.25

lU

IR^ ni^

10 YEARS
AT THE SAME
LOCATION

Food Is Our Business
(We've practiced for 33 years)

Breakfast • Lunch • Dinner
Open to 3 a.m. Fri. & Sat. Nights

274 Pleasant St., Northampton

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Smithereens

By Sarah Smith
TO ALL THE COLLEGIAN NIGHT CREWS

Id tune into some friendly voices.

Talking bout stupid things

I cant be left to my imagination

Let me be weak, let me sleep and dream

of sheep

By Kate Bush

When a body meets o body
comin' through the rye

Doonesbury By Garry Tmdeau

Our apologies again for no DoonesbtirY today The Collegian is not boycotting the strip;

the syndicate hasn't yet sent it. We will bring Doonesbury back in its regular time and

place as soon as possible.

1

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

PRN/m PORTAL OF
F»RANoiA. I Amir
mf^TTNbOF
mmir.ASimi
»€imnryiBAR5
FRmNOW- ^

r^ . A^

Bat Brain By Bill Bearing

I

dtsP ^c*tir o^ttty, :tii0f%M,

Gordy By Gorde

''AMD fhEKI CAI^e THB
FAMILY OfAJMBJS ffJ

THe lA/YSOCKI HOf^e-. "

OR YOUK

y

AKIO f f<nJKID A COMMOU

MA/KrTA/^J/AA^ SEPl^AVB

fJO,E£>, -POT"

''AMD AS fof^ /(/v, -S/ye

Ended up a^Cjtt to
MicxEY (?oc£AJz,oF -rwe

A500T HKU^Ui^rs OF
- THE Diac UAKI DYkE SHOUJ"

/ne^ ccoo'.' /nieiL ant/.'

\

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Michel JafTt

ACNOM
I Ptncipal puy**

S Ocwo • loot

8 BounlituI

13 Ima lotandi

14 Ba »Ui

I & ClOM to

•inaustion

l6E*o«ny
•«pactan<

17 OnatM m«

18 Pan ot «

kayooard
19 Succ*M 10 a

dsgraa
22MinuW

aar1hmo«ar

23 Tomar citv

24 Fits ol raga

?aOnao)ma
Fmgai laka«

33 Cartatfi paoiMjn

ptan lor sfto't

34 Akian boundafy

36 BatMOf Afkm
37 Ba tubiac««o w

datayvig aci>on

41 fVoduca
pc%u>aa *#«

42M>tai -
43Rn>ar al

Balmoral Ca«tta

44 Marm o««r

47 MrarKAa* lO

Soho
49 0«w«<op
&1 EndMig «H*i

C«r«aan or

3 !••

4 Ecru
5 High-tpMitad

6 Taitiiwi natioa

7 Oaar
BMtMary
commaiM

9 targaaioi ma
PMHipinat

10 Jab
It S« ma

quadrM
12 Fukia laadar

14 esuHMon
ZOCaMornM

38 M>ua<

Story 19S4

30 — Magravi
aOMcoma. m

FraiK*

45 Erwrgue
46 Maiai - (good

luck) Hab
4«Saraa tnugiy

MNottitaa

&2 Watar ol ^11
53 Ona ol Esau ^

54 liaban curiaiKy

U Graan
Manwont gwi

S«Bk> noi>ca

S7 Aaaam
tilhworni

saSomaMnat a

(oom
59 - ol day

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

21 riaui da
24 Farocioua laima

25 Mountain ri«Qa

26niaMa
27Hu*l>and Ff

28 U(t»an btmm*
soe^na
31 MUckaraiionMr

32t.iina«

IMCkdlop
35Cincl»

^... nnnnn nni
nrinn rannnn "ini

nnnii vwwva niot
l/w/tr

52 AMI lopiaasa

to an aittama

to Laa«a-laiung <n

L4ia

61 Family mam*
63 Fq or la

63 Mouniam poow
64 Eluda
•ftOuau*
M tWasiarn aiK

1963
67 Sp« WiaOaani
68 0iar<t

DOWfN
1 Bfidga ttonanxa

2 OoroNty * pal

Lunch

Tuna Boat

Turkey Divan

Dinner
. b«cf Strudei

Bee* Gravy
\ h Style Scrod with

herb Crumb Topping

Menu
Basics Lanch

Tuna Boat

\jtx%\\\ ^inach Stew

Basics Dinner

: and Cheese biriiJ

:. S'yle Scrod with

Herb Crumb Topping

Weather
Today Sunny, highs in low 40s

Tonight Clear, low near 20

Saturday Mostly cloudy, 30 percent chance of

rain Mid 40s

Today s Staff
Night Editor Mfry Bartash

Copy Editor John Swanson

Layout Technician Rob Catalano

Photo Technician Byrne Guarnotta

Production Supervisor Rob Catalano

Production:...Connie. Kelly. Ton, Isabel, Donna
Keith, and Joe

J

Executive Board — Spring of 1987

KELLY SIEGER
Editor in Chief

NANCY KLINCENER
Managing Editor

STEVE RUBIN
Batincsf Manager

PHIL SERAFINO
Editorial Editor

ANSEL ZINTER
Production Manager

Business Board — Spring of 1987

STEVE RUBIN
Butinett Manager

PAUL H. LESSER
Advertising Sales Manager

VANESSA ROTH
Finance Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marketing Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Circa atlon Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Sabscription Manager

« * « » *
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Minutemen in Springfield seeking New England championship
ttmtinued from page 20

use
It well. The bottom eight are going to have
to place and score some points for us
Williams can nickel and dime you to death.

"You can't count out teams like Southern
Connecticut, though. They're strong, but
they don't have the depth to win it. Other
teams like Rhode Island, Tufts, and the
University of Connecticut are strong, and
should make a gocxl showing."
Last year, UMass left on Williams' coat

tails, finishing second, following a third

place finish in 1985. If the progress con
tinues in that manner, they should come
home with the gold, and there's no doubt
that Yarworth and his team want to be the
mam attraction this time around.
Yarworth has said all along that he

would trade any or all of the 29 consecutive

wins and two straight unbeaten sea^ns
that the team has compiled in order to

reach the ultimate goal, the New England
championship.

'it's gocxi for them, and the kids are real-

ly proud of it," Yarworth said of the streak
in an earlier interview "it's nice to have
a winning streak this long, but our main
goal this season is to win the New
England's
There are a number of factors that c<»uld

either make it or break it f<»r the

Minutemen. A big one is the performance
of the freshmen, who are facing their first

truly big meet of their careers. Of the 20
team members on the UMass ro.ster for the

New England's, 14 of them are freshman,
which should give a gcxid indication as to

where this team's going in the future.

"I have to wonder about the freshman,
because it's the first time for them," Yar-
worth said. "It's .still unknown as to how
they'll do, but I have every confidence in

them.

"I'm looking for big swims from Roger
Kennedy, Brian Mclver and Mike Hoover,
but the whole team has to do well. We can't

afford to have any kids and score, because
every kid on the Williams team will pro-

bably score some points."

Yarworth is also looking for a big day to-

day, hoping that his squad will be able to

gain a mcxlerate cushion to work with over
the final two days.

'We want to have a good day (today), and
get ahead," he said. "That way, the
pressure won't be on us to have to come
back."

The events being held today include the
500 yard freestyle, the 200 yard individual
medley, the SOyard freestyle, the one-
meter diving and the 400 yard medley
relay

But thp key point that may turn the

Men ^8 Swimming Roster
Name Year Event
Ed Antho* iyy<> Bark
Hick Bishop 1987 Fr«?e
n.in Chesnicka 199U Dive
Ralph rianflone 1990 Dive
Uave Ehio 1990 Back
Dave Kisenhauer 1990 Fly
John Gardiner 1990 FreeDreast
.Mikf Hoover 1987 Breast
Roper Konnedv 1990 Fly
Will Kle>;chin»k\ 1990 Free
Pete Koback 1990 Brea.«st
(; T Ladd 1990 Fly
FnHl Mariu~« 1987 Breast
Bimn Milver 1990 Free
.Vf'tl Milbert 1990 Free
Tim Ramaocmtti 1987 Dive
Will Riddell 1990 Free
John Tu.ner 1987 .Back
Mark WaltTs 1987 Free
Dave Wells 1990 Dive

tables for the Minutemen may be the

diving.

"We're bringing all four of our divers,

which we've never done before, and we're

hoping to get points from all of them," div-

ing coach Bob Newcomb said. "Williams'
best diver is hurt, so they don't have any
at all. We could pick up a lot of ground on
them there."

Newcomb predicts that freshman Dan
Chesnicka should finish in the top five at

the meet.

"He's been diving real well recently, and
he's used to the facility."

Chesnicka has spent some time practic-

ing in recent weeks on the Springfield

boards. Also, being from Western MA
(Westfield), he has had some meet ex-

perience there in high schcxil competition.

"We're also hoping for a good perfor

mance from David Wells, especially on the

one-meter board." Newcomb said. "(Tim)
Ramacciotti and Ralph iCianflonei have
been diving well, too They should do a lot

for us
"

Action gets underway this morning at

11:30 with time trials to qualify for the

finals of the first five events. Those finals

will be held tonight at 7 p.m
Tomorrow's action begins with lime

trials at II a.m. with the finals to be held

at 7 p.m.

The meet wraps up Sunday with trials at

1 1 a.m. Finals will be held at 6:30 p.m. with
the presentation of awards to follow.

Note: Roster limitations re.strict teams
from carrying more than 18 members.
However, divers are worth only one-half a
person (This is not a personal slam against
any of them, it is because they are
restricted in what events they are in). So,

UMass has 16 swimmers and four divers
to make 20 . or is it 18? I don't know.

Tournament Schedule
Today:500-yard freestyle

200 yard individual medley
50 yard freestyle

One-meier diving

400-yard medley relay

Tomorrow: 400 yard individual medley
100-yard butterfly

200-yard freestyle

100-yard backstroke

800-yard freestyle relay

Sunday: 1650 yard free.styU'

l(K)yard free.style

200 yard backstroke
200 yard butterfly

200 yard breaststroke

Three meter diving
4(X) yard freestyle relay

ON THE PARK NORTHAMPTON. MASS

STARTS FRIDAY FEB 27
AT 7:00 and 9:00 PM

•ONE Of THE THREE BEST RIMS
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THING TO AN UNEXPECTED
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COMING
NEXT WEEK

ON
UVC

TURN
US
ON

UVC
Produces

The

Definition

of Reality

Union Video Center

a

• HUSKER DL LIVE' •

• CAESER CHAVEZ IN SUB •

* NORM CHOMSKY ON CENTRAL AMERICA •

* DAILY NEWS SHOW •

THE LAST VIDEO TAPES OE MARCEL DUCHAMPS
BY KIT EITZGERALD AND JOHN SANBORN

Stay tuned for these great features and more!!

Remember Room 201 ... Sit, View, Relax

I

/.
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* A'10 Tournament
ctmtinufd friim pii^r 2i> force 24

UMass turnovers, including 14 from non

guard spots, enroute to repeated layups.

If UMass is going to stop URI, Smith and

Sutton are going to have to return the

favor.

"I look, forward to the challenge of cover

ing Owens," Smith said, i like to think of

myself as one of the belter defensive guards

in the league and 1 want to prove that to

a good scorer. The thing is. Ini not .saying

Final A-IO Standings

With last night's pair ot A lU upsets

added to Tuesday night's West Virginia

win over Temple (64-61), the regular

season has finished with a flurry.

The following are final conference stan

dings and the tournament seedings

preceeding each school. See acatrnpanymn

story for seedttifis info.

1. Temple
2. West Virginia

3. RHODE ISLAND
4. Penn State

5. St. Joe's

6. MASSACHUSETTS
7. Duquesne
8. George Washington
9. Rutgers
10. St. Bonaventure

17-1

15-3

124
94
Ml
7-11

7-11

6-12

5-13

3-15

I'm going to stop him from scoring double

figures, but I am going to go out and make
each shot his toughest of the year."

The Rams are also going to be tough in

side, where Freshman-ofthe Year can

didate Kenny Green prowls. Scoring 11.4

jpg. and leading the A 10 in rebounding

at 8.1 reboundsper-game. Green and in

siders John Evans ( 1 0.3 » and Bonzi Colson

must be kept olT the boards

That's a tough task to ask from a

depleted UMass inside game.

Using only six primary players,

Gerlufs^n has been pulling just one for

ward, junior Fitzhugh Tarry, off the bench

With just five points to show for his efforts

the last four games. Tarn- must provide

something other than defense on the inside

to bolster UMass If either sophomore for

ward Duane Chase < 7.2 ppg in his last four

games* or junior Wilbert Hicks ( 12.5 ppg

in his Ipst fouri should get into foul trou

ble, unless Tarry comes thixiugh with more

offense, the Minutemen could be in big

trouble.

"We have to bend over backwards for

each other." Chase said.

But lately, the Minutemen have been

staying out of foul trouble and Gerlufsen

is seeint; a lot nwre production from his in

side game. Coming off a four block effort

(each one came down frozen from the up

per Cage atmosphere) against PSU. Chase

has to establish himself as an intimidating

force right from the start, with Hicks con

tinuing to penetrate the lane on offense.

If both continue to play the way they

have th*' last two weeks, then the UMass
can think seriously about a semifinal

ganu-

A vicUirv would mean the Minutemen

battle the winner of the WVU GW-Rutgers

game at WVU or at the Cage if the Moun
taineers should get upset.

* track

Starting Lineups

UMass Ppg.

G sr. Carl Smith 10.4

G jr. Lorenzo Sutton 17.5

C so. Duane Chase 7.6

F jr. Wilbert Hicks 7.4

F so. David Brown 11.8

URI Ppg
G jr. Carlton Owens i^.y

G jr. Tom Garrick i6.8

C sr. Bonzi Colson i ] .4

F fr. Kenny Green 10.3

F so. John Evans 5.7

iiintiniwd f'ntm fM^e 20

12 women's team to

Boston University and thinks the

Minutewomen can place in the top ten

teams.
"We have to finish in the top five in each

event." Banda said. "If we do that, well

finish in the top seven as a team. If we can

finish in the top three in each event, we
could come in fifth as a team. Realistical-

ly, I think wf can finish in the top seven

or eight "

One of the strengths for Bandas team

will be Barbara Cullinan. The senior, who
holds the sch<K)l record in the 800 meter

race, will run the 600 meter race this

weekend.
i think Barbara will do well, Baiula

>aid. "Our 4x400 meter relay team (Sonya

Vaughn, Susan Goldstein. Cullinan and

Kayla Morrisoni should finish in the top

three as well.

"We also have one of the top three

hurdlers in New England m Kim Baten

and I can see us doing well in the 50 and

200-meter dashes as well (Morrison and

Kara Fleischmann each run both events)"

Both coaches lamented the lack of depth

on their teams.

"Other teams can afford to miss

sometimes." O'Brien said. "But \« e havt-

to hit with all our bullets
'"
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f?OOMATE WANTED* I RAVE.
WANTED -SUBlE I

COUE TO THE COLLEaAN OFFICE - CC 1U >iOW-THURS »:3(^3:30 (FRI • 2:30) » DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION » CASH IN ADVANCE. ly/WORD/OAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTtVintt INTIITAHMNNT

UNIVEnSITV UfOATE NCWt •hOW «
tMck' Openings Ic ancno^ wortacaMai*
MH and •ni*<tcin>nani. wnian and camara

opmmon Sign up m tti* UiMon Vidao

Cent*' Of ctfl »»4M4 OMmvolvwl'

SOA CANOIOATES MCCT
THE MEM NIOHT

-

• SPONSORED BY MOPTAR BOARD'

'

8PM THURSDAY MARCH STH
STUDENT UNION BALLROOM

TEACHtNOlBlVlOE "THE ArtofSiwsh
Ptayar laad by Rabix Saul Paflmutw
tonight DuhM rm 7PM all »»>«Coma HiH»i

•ponaorad

UMASSJUOOUNO CLUS me«ts today

CC baaamant Ch»c» "iio «J«sti Ick foom
FrM laaaont coma ihroM thmgs up mnlh us'

LATIN AMEIWCaT Africa"r'aviTstudy
wcrk program oflaraO by Instrtote *o» lf>«r

national Cooparalion * Devaioprnent Nine

month pfograms inhymation session Mon-

day March 2nd 7 30 PM at Bangs Com.
muftrty Ctr Amhers'

AUTO POI SAU

1MI FORO FALCON 7"craani put'

25»-«920

IS IT TRUE you can buy Jeeps lor S44
through the US governmeni'' Gal the <acts

today' Call 1 312 74? 1 142 e«t 5931 A

BIG GREEN MONSTER! 70 Chrysle'

Newport lots O' rooTi (or IriendS $300 'ir"i

Call 665 4960 aflOf 6PM

- MOONLIGHTIWQ
New England s Premwra DJ Sarvica

Top DJ s Lowaai P'>c«s

Give Us A CaM 253-3*39

) CRAZY OOMLLAS do anyvungi Happy
b-day sand noxars. amparraaa aowaona
5469152 8S61 7«M

tttlP WANTIO

AIM.INES CfWMEUNCS HMMQI Sum^
mar Caraar* Good pay Traval Can Hy
guide cassalW. nawsaarvica' (9i6i

944-4444 aH ttl

15
No

iiiage eoceDent
^Me- 542 301'

81 PONTIAC T1000 tow n

condition nf>eds wT» be*'

alter 7PM

1971 CHEVY VAN 74 engine many new

pans, runs well $300 call Shawn 546 903C

78 OATSUN B210. Good condlion 'uns

*ell $650 or BO 533 2583

1978 PLYMOUTH HORIZON 72000 miles

new clutch exhaust and computer no 'usi

standard 'uns great pnce negotiable call

6- 1 073 leave message

1960 FORD PINTO Coupe new tires brakes

rebuilt transTiission good condition r>eed $

lor tuition' Asking $900 Call Mike Of Estelle

alter 6PM 549 5631

1965 FORO FALCON a cream puft

256-6920

BALI LANI •UARRANTINID

LOOK OUTI THE German haa mono-slay
clear"

CHALUNOI VOURSIIF

BE AN RA! Wednesday March 4 is RA day

tor inlormation come to our desk on The

Concourse level ol the Campus Center

from 9-5PM

KM A OOOO TIMi CAU

RAOt-A-OISC Entertainment Agency Oac
lockies lights ronials and rnobile vide ^

dances' 549^7144

KMMNT
MOHKfMWdOD APARTMENTS IN

Sunderland-unda« naw management and
ownarshipi A wan run compleii 2 bed apart

ments only 10 minutes Irom UMass by car

Of free bus tel 666 3856 9AM to 5PM lOAM
to 2PM Sal

CAPE C(M) SUMMER ROOM RENTALS
Hyanna -$90 weakly per person double oc

cupancy includas all utilities Cooking &
cable TV No parking lor mote vehicles 12

week minimum stay which must be paiC

in advance Reply Bo» 55 Barnstable Ma
02630 or call 1-617 778 5942

OWN ROOM SHARED kitcl^ w/coupie
1 m. to UMass Grad prelerrec! 225'rTH>

549 1448

FURNISHED ROOM IN new house m
Amherst call Oaie at 2&3-9949 between

5 30-6 30

$200 REWARD TO take ove' lease

SpaciouS 1 bedroom apartmen' ''

Cresiview Apts Laundry ft storage room

Bus route 7 minutes walk to campus 42C

plus utilities Call RicarOO 545-028C

5495483

WE NEED ONE person lor our Townehouse

Apt Ontv 162 StttTonth Call 549-0839 a--.

'or Jud'

FOUND

A NECKLACE AT Townehouse apartments

describe it and when you tost it call Handy

at 549-6952

FOISALi

COMIC BOOKS GREAT new & back issue

saleclion at low prices Minimum 25 percent

discount with this ed We buy ft trade

J R s Comics Etc Mountain Farms Mall.

Hadley 586 2441

CLOtlT SAU

FULL LENGTH RACOOtTskin coat, in

good condition. $200 00 NCR cash
register, needs only minor repair tor full

operation or |ust a corversation piece

$50 00 Besignd skis, marker bindings and

caber boots Great package lor someone

who wants to learn without ma)0r invest

meni $80 00 Call Ansel 256-6182

COKI MACINNI

LEATHER JACKETS-SPANISH $150 call

6-5441 Black and brown

VITUS 979 ALUMINUM racing frame black

and sihrer 52cm used hall a season $300

w/o headset $325 with headset caH Dennis

256-1725

1979 SCIRROCCb 4SPD great shape A/C

Pioneer stereo $1750 546-6446

MINOiTrA MMM WITH electronic Hash,

zoom lens, carrying cases, and other ac-

cessories Perfect condition' $300 or B O
Call Kerry at 253-5349 anytime

WAOK-A-OWe anlartainmanl

OJ't. bgNing oparaKK* and roadwa
e»pflance <e<|u««d 549-7(44

SECRETARY- FWOAV SATIMOAV Satu'

day 7 30-11 30 $4 50 hour Racx AOtsc
Entertainmaot 549-7144

THERE'S A JOS lor you m a summer
camp The Amancan Camping Association

(NY) wm make your appicalion availaAta to

o/ef 300 camp* in Ota nottwaal EkCiting

opportundiaa iof coHaga tiudants and pro

faiiionati Pea*ona avaHaWa all land and
wataf spots, arts and ciafls. drama muse
dance tripping nature RN s MO s aids

kitchen marfftananoe CoNege credit avaia*

bK Can Of writ* lof application American
Catnptng AMOCUMion 43 W 23rd St Oept

(UMA) New York. N Y (00(0
212-645^20

CREW CLUB needs a (earn

manager Anyone mtoraaMd plaase come
to room 9 in Nooe o' contact Dave Trond

at 665 3768

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT TOUR b.>s

drivers needed E>ceptional pay Class 2

and DPU helplul but will tram Apply early

Martha s Vineyard Sightseeing Bo« 1086

Oak Bluffs Ma 02557 617693-4681

EARN $342 DURING spnng break Easy
wor- muV iM dependable and available

March 19 29 call Paul 665 3901 O'

6653479

WAITPEOPLE MUST BE able to work

Tues ann Thurs days also some nights

apply at Detano s 57 N Pleasant St

DO YOU LIKE beer with your piz/a ever>

Friday'' Then call 6 2150 or 549-09IM toe»

changp 'iflSP rneals 'O' liqhi mi-npr, vko'.

Pike

COUNCELORS-ASSOCIATION OF in

dependen: Camps seeks qualified

councelo's for 75 residential children s

private camps July and August Contact

Association of Independent Camps (UMA)

43 West 23rd Street-sikth floor. New York

NV 10010 212 645 6620

PART-TIME TO put up llyers weekly Car

needed 586 9336

HRTA

GET INVOLVED AND Mp your chances

to get into the maior* Find great sales ex-

perience Develop contacts that lead to

summer jobs' Participate in HSMA sales

bliU* Interested'' Call Sean at 253-3652

KARIN MONRO

H^PPY19fH BIRTHDAY! Wish I were

there to celebrate it with you Miss you'

Love. Peter

LitBIAN. iltlXUAL, OAV AUIANCi

KIM BAKER CONGRATULATIONS j.

ling accepted to G«ad Scnod i m »«.>y

happy tor you-but I have lo say thai wiU

mias you immansely Tim

SKI. SKI . SKI
S CoMaga tnpa' Day inpa

mghi mpa. 10 BafinhM EaM
^tataa awt ai W kv Ml*

and transpofiation lor mgM siu

Rentals and iaaa<ona alao avail

Bus leaves UMass A collages

Reg^tration deadline Mon Fab 2
For more into caM
54»4600«32«

BMMNG SOfKNBTV RMH orientation lo

be haw on Wad Feb 18 ai 6 30 in the Cam
pus Canler rm 162 AH Umversrly women
mvfted

REFUNDS FOR CANCELLED OMO con

cert w>ii be made a( tocaiion oi ttcket pur

chase until the end ol February only'"

SUMMER IN EUROPE S239 Lowest
scheduled (ares to all of Europe from

Boston Call (-800^325 2222

SURF ARE YOU 'eading (his''

JANE BUHLMAN IS still not legal nave a

great 20th birthday we love you Enai

VanMeter ii

TO THE DAZZLING woman who received

n 'ose tiom a da/?nvi ii-^.'o- i'«e to talk''

6 7070 Soon

GLUM IS COMING

love you also
I LOVE YOU Teresa'!

Eiana

LOSE WEIGHT NOW! 10 29 ;t,s/month

wifh Heihai Weigh( Control 100 percent

guaranteed Call Dan 546 4t5i Mark

5465936

HAPPY 21ST BIRTHDAY (1 day early

Paul 2NA Tribuna ''Om you' lOur littif

'.shies on 2 short Moo<«> line Jackip

Tricia and Knsten

CONGRATULATIONS LADY Dl you an?

10' a tee-i r>opoe' anymo'p Happy 20!h

HI TO YOU Scot! and Spi't'

KAREN WHAT S YOUR favorKe cotor"?

Whi(e pink blue O' biege'' Rumor has it

Steve likes white' Best wishes for a happy

b-day love 209

MARCIE - DA NA n« na na na - you say

Its your birthday heres to good friends,

tonighi IS kind of special the beer we'll pour

must be something more because its your

birthday' Happy birthday Slide who loves

you baby' GLYMYB golta love your Mar

cie s twentieth birthday' We tove you-Holly

Iti. ft Kristin

EZ MY PARENTS liked you a lot but not as

much as I do I miss you Love, TLP

SISTERS OF SIGMA Delta Tau thanks lor

being so ternlic during rush You were all

great' And it paid oft' Love Margo and

Stacey

GIL-WE WILL pick you up anylima two

girls in Brandywine

COME TO OUR sociaKcoftee hour" Every

Friday in the campus center 3-5 30 PM
check elevator schedule lor room number-

All wnk»me

lOST

WANNA GUITAR? LE8 Paul type semi

aeons tic guild' With optional crate amp
$75 call Shawn 546-9030

ELECTRIC GUITAR WITH gorilla amp
$150 00 586-0449

HELP! I LOST my leather lacket at Oelanos

on Wednesday Feb 4th Sientimental value

No questions asked 549-0608 reward is be-

ing offered

HOLM 4 CASES frosty coM bar bottles

$350 CaN Kaith S49-7367

lAtY MONEY

ELECTRIC OUITAR WITH amp $100 call

evenings 586-7738

OUCCfWATCHES FOR'ladias" only $30

many styles call Brian 6-7425

BIG BUNCH OF keys on rubber dogbone
keycham Help' Cathi 584 7977 leave

message

NIID EXTRA CASH

DENNIS, WHAT A year' Bet you thought

It would never end"* Wait until next year'

Romantic evening lor two'' lly Kerry

COLOSTOMY. RT. BOARDWALK & slots

Ihanx for your help Fri night Another bash

IS m the works' Lets make it big this time'

-Ouod-

ORAHAM MICKNEILL: YOU are my life

you are my everything see you at Mikes
so on BamBam Happy 21st birthday, from

the guys at 320 Pelham rd

DAVE SINGER IT'S not exactly wfiat you

want, bui is it ever? The Dead are coming
live'

MICHELLE HAPPY BIRTHDAY! I ve

wanted y'li. '"' sf long Maybe tonight'

Love Jay

RUTHK BOUU. HAPPY 22nd btrthday"

You rnay be a dumdum, but you know
what'' We don t have to take il anymore"'

W«c^ out Purple ^lamrock' To cont«uous
scope, slamming and scooping" We love

you baby' Barren and Blush

MRCE-YOU'RE THE greatest' Go CaMorma
style' Love. Chipperdo

SKEETAH-THANKS FOR always bemg
there My 1eel«g» have never changed IN

always love you Love Bob

HAPPY BIO 2-0 Linda Wilking' We kw«

you' Have a good one. Ann. Candce. Jen

ft Kathy

SION-UP SHEETconceming single this

weekend lor lanet R is now avariaible For

information call 6-6396

MICHELLE GUY: HAPPY 2tst birthday'

We ve come so far ft done so much' Go
nuts' I love ya Li/

WELCOME ABOARD TO THE NEW
PLEDGES OF SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA
Gretchen Breisky Kim Frost Patricia

Gallagher Karen Hams Karen Micche w»>

kjve you' Love the s«(ers of Sigma Sigma

Sigma

MICHELLE TEMKIN TO our buddy have

a gipat birthday' Loy Kim arvd Karen

IT S VALERIE S BIRTHDAY!! Call and

wish het a happy one' 6 5195 we love you

ValNftC

CAMP YAVNEH. N.H invemight) needs

first cook and kitchen workers See Direc

tor at Camp Day March 4

HAPPY B-DAY CHRISTINE yes you' Fror"

B

PffOFE$$IONAl TYPING

SPEEDY KEYS -DISSERTATIONS
resumes papers 256(002

PROFE$$IONAL TYPING $ERVICE

CASES. PAPERS, DISSERTATIONS
(heses last accurate dependable on

campus reasonable 584 7924 Nancy

AN INiXPtNSIVE SPRING tRIAK

DO YOU WANT lo go to the Bahamas.

Jamaica, Of Ft Lauderdale'' We have com
plete trips to the Bahamas starting from

349 complete Jamaica trip for 389. and

complete Ft, Lauderdale trip 1 29 bus or 31

9

air fare These prices all include transpor-

laion and hotel You will not find a cheaper

deal with anyone else For information call

Mike or Rick at 549 5401 Space is limiled

RiPO MAN 1$ HIRi

MARCUS HALL AUDITORIUM rm (3t

5 7,9,11. 1 50 for first show. 2 00 for ail

others

SEARCHING FOR $OUlMATI$

FOUR INTELLKiENT GIRLS visMmg Irom

Washrftglon DC saak stimulating company
from four humorous yet sensitive maias

(or the waek ol 3/7 3(13 (n(eiesied» Call

Jenn 5464S21

KARIN. HAPPY BIRTHDAY! Thinking of

you as always' Love Pefer

EASY IB. GRAD student needs

undargrad* for her thesis Stop m, listen to

5 minute tape of children, then leave-$5

richer Saluidays and Sundays 11-6 Mori-

days 1-6, Thursdays 1-4 Enter back door

of Arnold House, across from GRC Sorry,

only Native-English-speaking undergrads.

please

tiCTioiNi iiicnoNfli

A CO-ID FRATIRNITYT

THE FRATERNITY OF a new generation'

Check us out' Alpha Phi Omega a coed
National Service Fraternity Open rush

March 2.3. and 10 at 7 00PM SUB room

41SA.

NtlCAW

WE WILL BUY your good used ckMhing just

Mondays 549-3772

MM
JUST TO SAY that I love you very much
and that I wish you good luck with your in-

terviews Trunks tor sticking with me all this

lime Thanks for the EMO s

MtMNALI

HAPPY BIRTHDAY JIMt I will b« thinking

ol you Love Debbie

RIDf WANTED

NEED RIDE ANN Arbor/Oetroit leave 3/30

return 3/28 58^9818 ,

RIDE NEEDED TO Daytona for spring

break will shake expenses call Lisa 6-5040

or Michelle 6-5101

ROOMMAH WANTIO

1 ROOM IN Hadley 213000 per month.

busline, wood floors, lots of space,

washer/dryer, no lease. 586-0768 eves

FEMALE WANTED TO share large room

On busroute and very nice apartment First

months rent ia fraa! Call new 546-1554

MRVICII

TUTOMNG. SUBSTITUTE TEACHINQ «i

business management markalmg.
ImafKe investment ft r?«ciocompulefS $7

per hour Neg 536 5006 leave maaaaga

$PRtNG RRfAK TRIP$

NASSAU, JAMAKA. FLORIDA f)>rm,.<t <

andCarKun Space is iimiiert '.i>,n.i i>
i, i"

tare and holel Free admtssK)" to cIUk.

Welcome parties Prcas trom 99 00 caM

Scott 54»«476

ST. JUOC

THAN YOU AGAIN! Seldom do your

prayers go unanswered I am very graletui

$TUDENT ADMISSIONS
REPRE$ENTATIVI

JUNIORS ft SENIORS- share your en-

thusiasm to' the University while develop-

inq public 'elalK>ns marketing interper

sonal and counselir>g skills The Admis
sions Office IS looking for dynamic ar>d ai

ticulate interns and volunteers to profrwte

the University to prospective students

Academrc credit available Applicatwns in

Admissions Office 25b Whitmore until

March 4

SUMMER SUBLET

2 8DHM APT between town and campus
take over lease June 1st Call 256-1668

SUMMER WORK

MAKE 375»/WEEK. run own busmes;
travel resume value call now 256-0866

TRAVEL

MAKE THE RIGHT move for spring break"

Fort Lauderdale $129 Nassau, Bahamas
$349 for more info call Dave 546-6709

SPRING BREAK TO Flofida starting at $99

call Luv Tours 549 6782 549-0547

MAKE THE RKJHT move tor spring break"

Fort Lauderdale $129 Nassau, Bahamas
$349 for more info Call Dave 546 6709 still

have openings'"

SPRING FLING/DAYTONA UMass party

bus heart ol the strip/Ocean front $99 group

rates call now 256 6227

ROUNDTRIP AIRLINE TICKET to Ft

Lauderdale leave March 21 come back

March 28 $200 or Best Offer call 546-4749

TYPING SERVICi

QUALITY TYPING LONG or short pro-

jects Meticulous proolreadmg Editing

available Resumes a specialty 549-0367

TWIITM

WHAT'S A TWISTER loumamenf Find

out Wed March 4 at 7PM in CC163C and

help UMass beat the Guiness record for the

wortd's largest twister game

WANTIO

LOCAL BANDS WANTED Eastside con-

certs Battle of the Bands on Feb 28 Con-
tact Bruce or Oavid 549-4160

REWARD FOR LOT 63 parking Meliar
256-8970

HAPPY WRTHOAY SUE Hayes Feb 28

Love your sis, Moe

SKIPPY. GOOD LUCK. We'll mias you

Keep in touch 1 Kannady

RUN FOR THE board ol oovemors
Nomination p4<>ars available in 81 7 Camps
Center 25 signatufes due March 4 Elec-

tnna March S-10 Oa< involvad!

NEED MONEY FOR spring break'' I naad

your basabaH cards' Please help Call Mike

549-0333

JACK I ALREADY have
anyways Lisa

a nda thanks

MOLLY-CINDY SMITH- will the real Molly

please stand up (or down'') -K-

DEAR SUE. GET psyched lor this

weekend Its going to be an awesome bir-

thday Lova always. Tara

WOMEN ROOMMATII WANTIO

NEED 2 FUN toving women roommates for

Townehouse next semester Call Dave

549-6563

ROOM AVAItAtU

ROOMMATE TO SHARE an apartment in

Southwood II interested call Kim at

256 6874

llSOt fOYOTA CeUCA or Supra iMhaala

call Janine 549^915

ONE QUARTER OF a mile Irom campus.

on bus route, male or female Apartment

equipped with sauna. w<xxJ burning stove,

skylight in bedroom CaN Brian or Chris

after 5 256-1041 $270 a month, plus

ulUilia* (Minor)

ROOMMATE TO SHARE an aparlmant m
Southwood If interested call Kim at

2566874

AUSTRALIAN STUDENT WANT* lo buy
downhill ski boot* Siza 10 ph 54M10B.
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Minutemen to open A-10 tourneyjt Rhode I^^^^
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

In college basketball. March means

tournaments, and for the Minutemen,

that means the Atlantic lO's.

Seeking to cap off a roller coaster sea.son

that ended with a pair of suspensions and

then a three-game winning streak, the

University of Massachusetts men's

basketball team heads down to Kingston.

R.I.. to take on the University of Rhode

Island in quarterfinal round A 10 Con

ference Tournament action, Sunday at 8

p.m at Keaney Gym.
The Minutemen. 11 15 overall and 7 11

in the conference, finished sixth in the

conference thanks to their recent, season

high win streak <wins over Penn State.

66 59. St. Bonaventure. 69 57. and Du

quesne. 67 66i. The Rams, meanwhile

finished 19-8 overall and 12-6 in the A 10

good enough for third place

^\0 10

In other A 10 Tournament action. St.

Bonaventure travels to Duquesne in one

of two first round games tonight Rutgers

will plav at George Washington in the

other g?me Winners of those two games

will travel to West Virginia and Temple,

respectively, in quarterfinal round games,

also to be played on Sunday.

With the three wins, the Minutemen ap

pear to be turning the corner from

med.cKntv to respectability, and are look

mg to im'prove their lot in thejourna

ment. Practicing with spirit and hustle all

week at the Curry Hicks Cage the

Minutemen may just be peaking at the

right time

Right now the team really believes in

one another They're really cohesive and

they're having fun together. I really feel

we re playing unified ball, " head coach

Ron Gerlufsen said.

Part of the reason for the sudden tur

naround has been the play of senior co

captain Carl Smith, whose career is cur

rentiv in sudden death. The floor leader,

sporting a double figure average for the

first time in his career, has done just that

,n nine of his last 1 1 games and has been

taking much of the shooting pressure nti

team scoring leader, junior guard Loren

zo Sutton. That, in turn, has helped in

open up the inside game.

But that won't be enough to halt the

Rams without some help Winners ot

seven of their last eight games, including

an 87 71 blowout of the Minutemen thiee

weeks ago in Kingston, the Rams ha\, .1

fensive threats both inside and outside,

particularly on the perimeter in a pan of

slick junior guards Carlton Owens (18.8

points per gamet and Tom Garrick ( 16 8)

The last time the two teams met. Gar

rick and Owens neutralized both Smith

and Sutton and lit up Keaney with a com

bined 37 points compared to 25 for the

UMass tandem. Using a full-court pres.-,

most of the game, the two guards helped
ainttnued cm pa/fit 19

SPORTS

UMass falls to PS
Big runs, McConnell, Link lead 74-60 win

( ollrgiMn photo b> Byrne GuamoMa

Junior guard Tara Lewis shoots over Penn State's Vicki Link. Link had

21 points as the Lady Lions won, 74-60 last night.

By JIM CLARK
Collegian SufT

For the University of Massachusetts

women's basketball team, seven turned wit

to be a very unlucky number.

It was a pair of seven minute spans, one

m each half, that ultimately did the

Minutewomen in. as they dropped an

Atlantic 10 conference battle to powerful

Penn State, 74^0. last night at Curry

Hicks Cage
The numbers .32 and 54 couldn't have set

in too well either on the home side Those

were attached to the uniforms of guard

Suzie McConnell and forward Vicki Link,

both of whom had 21 points for their team's

effort

McConnell. an All American, also dish

ed out 12 assists, enough to keep the

Minutewomen and coach Jack Leaman
grabbing at straws for the whole evening

"She's very good, because she's quick and

unselfish." Leaman praised "She gave us

fits all night We wanted to contain her, but

we couldn't play a man defen.se on her,

because we didn't have anyone to match

her physically.

"Link also played a good game inside.
"

Leaman said.

"Suzie and Vicki came through, " winn-

ing coach Rene Portland said. "I have to

be pleased w ith the win, because it was a

good game on the road in a tough gym."

There was an even bigger time problem

at the start of the night - there wasn't any

time at all. The entire scoreboard malfunc

tioned, and between 1:30 and 2:00 ran off

before the game could be stopped. UMass
had already accumulated a 4 lead before

the referees realized the problem.

Praise must be given to the scorekeepers.

who had to make-do with the football

timekeeper, and did so admirably.

Once the cobwebs were cleaned out. the

Minutewomen looked tough, bursting out

of the blocks to the tune of an early 17 7

lead, thanks to eight points from senior

center Karen FiUgerald <21 overall) and

five from sophomore forward Beth Wilbor

(nine overall

i

Penn State then embarked on its first

back breaking spurt, blowing off on a 19 2

run which featured six UMass turnovers

Penn State used the momentum to build

a nine point edge. 34 25, at the half

UMass showed signs of dominance early

m the second half, closing the gap to 46 44

with 12:37 left on a lay m by Fitzgerald,

who wa« all alone underneath after a sencs

of touch passes.

The Lady Lions then proceeded to end all

drama, cruising on a 20 4 run which gave

them p. 66 48 advantage with just 4;.'>2 to

go.

•When voure playing as good a team as

Penn State, vou have to play a full 40

minutes of disciplined basketball. Leaman

said "We lost our cfH)l for a while and they

took advantage of it. For the rest of the

game, it was pretty even.

"

Despite the loss. Leaman was happy with

the effort of his team

"Our whole team played well out there,

he said, "We just made critical mistakes

at the wrong times."

UMass closes out its regular season

tomorrow night at the Cage against St.

Bonaventure The game is a big one.

because the outcome will directly affect the

seedings in the upcoming Atlantic 10

Tournament.
. » m

At the moment. UMass. at 8-9 in the A 10

(13-11 overall*, is tied for fifth place with

George Washington.

Track teams ready
for New England
Championships

By MATT GERKE
Collegian SUff
The University of Massachusetts men's and women s

track teams are both approaching the end of their

seasons and one of the biggest meets of the year will take

place this weekend in the form of the New England

Championships.

The men's team. 13, will head to Bates College and

coach Ken O'Brien is optimistic about his team's

chances
"We had a real good day at the New England s last

year and finished fourth, " O'Brien said. "And we have

a very similar team. I'd .say we have a good level of ex

perience."

O'Brien said Boston University is the favorite for the

meet, the University of Connecticut, Northeastern

University and Boston University will fight for the se

cond through fourth spots and fifth- through 10th places

will be up for grabs.

•We don't have a large .scoring team but we have ver\

good people in each position and we should do well,

O'Brien said "Larrv Cuddy (400 meters). Craig Moburg

(500 meters), John Novak (800), Bill Steward dOOO

meters) and Steve Polley (1500 meters) will be the pt-..

pie to watch from our team.
^ ., ., ,

"We also have good distance relay and 2-mile relay

teams and a great high jumper in Ferdie Adoboe^

Tnarh Kalekeni Banda will take 13 members of the
Coacn naieKeni pdi»^o

amtinued on page IH

Men swimmers looking for the gold
_ ... y^ 11 „-i .- U-U1., Wc Williams Cr

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

Everyone is all dressed up

and at the prom. Now all

they have to do is wait to see

who is named king.

And if I were a betting

person, I know who I'd

wager the farm on.

The prom that everyone is

scurrying to is the New
England men's swimming
championships at

Springfield College, which

start this morning and run

through Sunday evening.

If there was a Vegas line

on who would come out

wearing the crown, the

perennial favorite would

« f>Ur||iMn pholo by Mtrharl ru..|Mi

UMass senior Mark (Muddy) Waters will dive into his last meet when

the Minutemen attempt to capture the New Kntiland championship star-

ting today.

probably be Williams Col-

lege, which has outdistanc

ed the rest of the pack for

seven of the last eight years.

But looking at the

numbers, I like the

underdog.

The fact that the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts entry

has run up an unblemished

110 record this winter is

reason enough to take the

points. But given that, back

on Jan 17. UMass defeated

Williams 6843. there is

added rea.son to tip the

.s(ales on the UMass side.

Vet, UMass loach Russ

Yarwi.ith will not concede

thai

'K\i'i\onf si'f^ it its us

against Williams." he said.

"It's going to be a battle of

depth rhe team that can

t^et the most out of the lower

miml>tiis will win

\Vf ran win, there's no

(Itif^luui about that, but

William?! has won .seven of

I \\v last fight , and they have

(he «'X|MMienced kids. They

have a lot of depth and they
itiritinued on page 18
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Recentproposal disregarded; Marine Corps allowed on concourse

Students protest Marine recruiting
Bv PEDRO M PEREIRA
and ANN BRITTON
Collegian StafT

Several Radical Student Union members
stormed onto thr Campus Center Con-
Kuir-c Friday and displaced two US
Maruie Corps recruiters, seizing their

display table, pamphlets, decals and flyers.

Students who witnessed the confiscation

engaged in heated arguments and minor

physical aggression

The radical students justified their action

by saying they u<re supporting decisions

made by the Undergraduate Student

Senate and the Campus Center Board of

Governors to ban military recruiters from

the concourse. The governing bodies voted

for the ban because military hiring policies

discriminate against gays, lesbians and

Students from the Radical Student Union strip the military

recruiting table in the Campus Center last Friday.

Campaigning begins for
Presidential hopefuls

bisexuals.

"I did not destroy any property; I did not

trespass. I nierelv enforced the jurisdiction

of the BOG and the SGA." said RSU
member Greg Fink, who, after seizing the

materials, put them in a cardboard box and
threw it on the floor.

After the incident. RSU members said

they were upset with Fink for dumping the

box.

Forest Davies. Building Operations stafl'

assistant, said, "'rhe BOG does not control

this concourse, tlu-y have a -ay in the

policy. We can't allow anyom* to (.nnie in

and take over
*'

.Action iniMht be taken agai.i-t the

radical students, Davies said, adding' lie

plans to investigate the incident and cun
suit with his colleagues.

Student (iovernnient Association ("fi

Attdrney General Matthew Machera said

he has begun investigating the incident

and will issue a statement today, after

speaking with witnesses.

Chanct'lliii -Inseph D. DuflVy -^aid

"students who want intormation regarding

military .service should have access to that

on campus. Such an fjppmtunity will con

tinue to be available to our .students.

"A small group of students cannot impose
their political views on the campus through
coercion," DufTey said. "Such behavior is

simpl>' not acceptable in a university.

"Students are fiee to expre.ss their

views," he said adding, "they are not free

to use c(jercion or disruption to interfere

with the lives of others."

In terms of the pf)ssibilit> tii.it .iction will

be taken ai^amst individual.-' involvid in

the table seizing, Dufley said a number ol

students have come forward to offer to

tt>ttly alxnit what ilii> -aw."

John Hayes, chairperson of the Board of

(Governors, said the board had "nothing to

do" with the incident. It \^as simply the

actions of the people that went down
there," he said

The board alloc.ites space and lunds to

groups using tht' Campus Centfi Student

Union complex
"We certainly dcm't w.int to see any

disruption on the concounse, ' he said, "We
hope it dofsn't happen again.

"The military ua> not thfii' Itgally. ihev

were not certified by llu- HOd. ' Hayes -.lul

"The\ weri' vi(»latiiii4 vending polu\ h\ ii-.

lilt; 5he iiincoui St.
'

Because the nil lit. UN '.s as not on t lie eon

course lei;. illy. Ha\e- s.iid. "the vending

policy dtn-> not piiitect iheiii." .iiui the

hoard uill not take any .iclmn

(lunneiv Sgt. I)oyU\ one ot tlie two

representatives on the concour-e. said the

military gained accfs> to the nuudurse
through the Campus Center Uuectoi's

OlTice.

"We spoke w 1th Mr Hams [director of

t he Campus Center : He said we could come
on the concour-e as ioim as we didn't use

any kind of media n| audio \isu.il et]uip-

ment that would cause a disturbance,"

Dnyie -aifl

Lt. Ch.ifjla. the other represent.Un e, said

"It's unfortunate. We were here lo pirovide

a service to all students.

tiitiiiiiiKil on p(iti<' ^

By DANA M AXAGNOSTOU
Collegian Staff

The candidates for the March 9 and 10
Student Government Association election

began campaigning and showning concern

for the alcohol policy, oversubscription of

classes, and financial aid, among other

issues.

Progressive candidates Dwayne Warren
and Ma»k Friedman are running against

Joe Demeo, a moderate conservative, for

SGA president. Student trustee candidates

are Rebeccca Mendelson, also a moderate
conservative, and Paul Wingle, a

progressive.

Demeo, presently co-president of

Southwest Ana Government, said he is a

good choice for president becau.se "I've had

far more experience in dealing with the ad-

ministration and working for the

students."

"The main problem with the SGA is that

it lacks strong and effective leadership I've

seen student rights get eroded away by the

administration because they know they can

step in. I've earned the respect of the ad-

ministration as a person who'll stand up
for .student rights," Demeo said.

As president of the SGA he promised to

work on strengthening the committee

system by focusing on recruitment for com-

mittees and enforcing the SGA rules con-

cerning them. "I won't be bickering with

senators on the senate fioor."

Issues that Demeo said he was concern

ed with include oversub.scrihed classes,

spring (.iiiu-erts, the alcohol policy, parking

pidbleins. and the lack of doctors at Health

Services.

He also said he wants to work on cutting

down waste in the Student Activities Of-

fice and using the saved money for student

activities.

Warren and Friedman .said they have

talked to many .students and used the

students' opinions to form their plat'brm.

"Students do have strong opinions on a

lot of subjects, but a lot of their concerns

have been overlooked due to the antics of

our senate," said Warren.

Friedman said, "Our role as presidents

is not to serve as super senators at large.

We want to remain out of [squabbles] and

bring respect to the senate.'

Reforms that the pair feel the senate

needs include making sure referendum
continurd on page 6

Students go to

D.C. for

Jewish rights

By DAVID R. MARK
Collegian Staff

Members of the University of

Massachusetts Student Coalition for Soviet

Jewry joined nearly 800 other University

.students in lobbying Congress last

Thursday.

Students made an effort to talk to their

respective senators and representatives,

asking them to consider adopting a
refu.senik, the name for those who applied

to leave the country but were denied. They
also asked them to join the Congressional

continued on page 6

C'oiieipaii photo h_v Byrne (iuatrnottN

RAIN RAIN GO AWAY — Sarah McMahon, a continuing education student takes shelter at the Fine Arts Center yesterday.
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Minority tenants claim that

landlords took unfair actions
Camliiidgf (APi When three Harvard

Law students go to court today their clients

- 1.000 mostly low-income tenants fending

nfVeviction — will be hoping their attorneys

learned their lessons well.

The tenants live in a pair of 22-story

cracker shaped towers in Cambridge call-

ed Fresh Pond Apartments. An estimated

75 percent of the tenants receive federal

rent subsidies. Many are immigrants.

Their suit seeks to stop their landlord

from continuing what they claim are un-

fair practices aimed at replacing minorities

and large families with older, white and

higher-income tenants.

Under a Massachusetts law allowing

students to practice law under professional

supervision, three colleagues from the cam-

pus Harvard Legal Aid Bureau will be tak

ing their client's complaint before Mid-

dlesex Superior Court Judge William

Highgas.
Paul Collier, the Boston attorney super-

vising tlu' case, said the nonjury trial could

last up to three weeks.

Since its founding in 1913, the Harvard

Legal Aid Bureau has given students a

chance to wet their legal feet on such mat-

ters as simple divorces and custody

disputes. J

Even for professional attorneys, the

Fresh Pond class-action would be extraor-

dinry for its size and complexity. But legal

experts have said such cases of student ad-

vocacy suit President Reagan's goal of get-

ting the government out of the business of

providing legal help for the poor.

Leslie Brueckner, 25. of San Diego, Calif.,

will be making the case along with fellow

students, Dan Heffernan, 27. of Flushing,

NY. and Alex Moor. 25. of Minneapolis.

They are among 12 students working full-

time on the case, which began in 1983.

In 1982. the tenants began receiving com-

puterized notices that their rents were

overdue although rents were paid. The

Harvard Legal Aid Bureau alleges this was

part of a systiinatic attempt to drive out

unwanted tenants.

The suit claims that landlord. Jay

Schochet, through his company, Rindge

Associates and his Federal Management

Co., used discriminatory practices in choos

ing who could live and stay at the apart

ment complex.

According to court document:-., .Schochet

has denied any v^Tondoing and has asserted

that some tenants were the probleni

BEGINNING THE CLEAN-UP - Randy McDaniel, standing, and

Charles Cromwell, sitting, pick through the debris of McDaniel's

home in Glade Mississippi.

AP photo

\^^ j-i

.-^^ 1
RENT/^RECK

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also Available

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880 ^

TWYLA THARP
DANCE

"Catch the Excitement"

March 1 & 11 . 8 pm
Concert Hall

ii. t" ' . Sl8 lb 14

MEL TORME &
GEORGE SHEARING

"Giants of Entertainment"

Thursday. Mar 1 2, 8 pm
Concert Hall

I ^• ' S20 18 16

the

C@^ilains

"Captivating Irish Music'

Wednesday, Mar 18, 8 pm
Concert Hall

> ' S18. 16 14

• Five College Students Half-Price! •
Tickets available at Fine Arts Center Box Oflice Call (41 3)545 251 1

fsrw(

\r^lDoVE
^^ '^ Secretarial ServicesSecretarial Services

Fast, Accurate Typing

of

• Resumes
• Term Papers

• Dissertations

79 South Pleasant St.

Amherst. Mass 01002

256-1335

253-7480
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iRAKES $69^
PER AXLE MOST CARS

Our Brake Job Includes:

• New Guaranteed Brake
Pads Of Shoes
(Semi-metallic pads extra.

)

• Reowidition Drums or Rotors

• Inspect Calipers

• Inspect VVheel Cylinders

• Inspect Brake Hardwaje
• Road Test

COMPUTERIZED ALIGNMENT
SPECIAL $19.95
Regularly $24.95

• Call for appointment • Most cars

• Only at participating Midas Shops
• Good with coupon only
• Offer expires 3/31/87
• Good at participating shops only

TAKE IT TO MIDAS

BRAKE
INSPECTION

^—The Massachusetts Daily

Collegian
POSITION OF

TAKE IT TO SOMEONE YOU TRUST
143 King St, Northampton • 586-4840

Jet. Rts. 9 & 116, Hadley • 586-9991

< FREE WRITTEN ESTIMATES

ASSISTANT
CIRCULATION
MANAGER

THIS IS AN EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY

TO GAIN VALUABLE BUSINESS

EXPERIENCE BEFORE YOU
GRADUATE

COME FILL OUT AN APPLICATION

AT THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE

113 Campus Center

FRESHMAN AND SOPHOMORE
APPLICANTS ONLY PLEASE'

('•llcKiun photu b> Paul Krun/

JAMMIN' —Pat Metheny plays to an enthusiastic crowd, thanks to UPC, last thursday night in

the Fine Arts Center. See inter\'iew on page 11. ^^
Memorial services held for Julie Berwald

Memorial services will be held for Julienne Berwald on

Thursday March 5th at 4 p.m. in Memorial Hall at the

University of Massachusetts. Berwald died Thursday at

the age of 47 after a long illness.

Born in Brussels, Belgium, she attended Lycee Univer-

sity of Mainz in Germersheim, Germany where she

studied interpreting and translations. She emigrated to

the United States in 1956 and received her masters degree

in Linguistics from the University of Massachusetts. She

worked at UMass as an academic counselor and assistant

director of CASIAC.

She was one of the founding members of the Amherst-

Northhampton chapter of the Alliance Francaise.

She is survived by her husband of 28 years and her

children Pamela and Peter, residents of Amherst and her

brothers Martin and Pieler, who reside in Brussels.

-JENNIFER DEMPSEY Julienne Berwald

Amnesty Int'l

fights death
penalty in US
By DANA M ANAGNOSTOU
C'ulU'gian Stall

Discrimination, pos.sibility of innotence and the fun-

damental belief that killing is wioii^; an- all reasons

panelists gave for opposing tht- death penalty recently.

The Northeast Region of Amnesty International began

its regional conference on Friday night with a panel on

the use of the death penalty in the United States. Amnesty
has just begun an international campaign against capital

punishment in the U.S.

The death penalty should be abolished because "the tak-

ing of a human life is wrong. It violates the very

sacredness of life," said Brayton Shanley, a member of

the Catholic organization Agape.

Arthur Serota. an attorney from Sprmgfield, said "I

have a very strong belief that everyone deep down is op-

posed to the death penalty. Were all opposed to killing,

all opposed to death."

He said the reason some people favor the death penalty

is because they don't identify with it. He .spoke about how
"during the Vietnam War must Americans were in favor

of the war, but as more and more Americans began to die...

slowly but surely almost all .\mericans heratiie oppo.sed

to the war in V^ietnam. Americans irientiiied %vith those

killed."

Serota concluded that the way to convince a person that

the death penalty is wrong is to "humanize it as much
as you can." He said when a person tells him they are

in favor of the death penalty he replies, if your brother

was on death row could you pull the switch? Then [the

death penaltyl is humanized."

All the panelists said the death penalty discriminates

against blacks. "Everyone knows that a black who kills

a white will be overwhelmingly more likely to be sent to

the death penalty," said Josh Rubinstem, director of the

Northeast Region of Amnesty.
Shanley said that all the death row inmates he had met

were victims of "injustice lof poverty or race] and woun-

ding (mentally disturbed or retarded]."

Another reason to oppose the death penalty is the

possibility of innocence, said the panelists, adding that

23 persons have been executed in this century for crimes

they did not commit. "How many people unjustly executed

is too many?" asked one panelist.

State Representative Robert Juckubowicz said the

Massachusetts Supreme Court ruled in 1980 "that the

death penalty was cruel or unusual punishment." The
voters, however, favor capital punishment and may cause

it to be reinstated, he added. No executions have taken

place in Massachusetts since 1947.

Juckobowicz said people want the state to "get tough

(with criminals] and the ultimate get tough policy is what

they perceive as a very simple one: the death penalty."

$25 million agreement made
between UMass and computing co.

By ROBERT MENZEL
Collegian Correspondent

The recent $25 million agreement bet-

ween the University of Massachusetts and

Digital Equipment Corporation was the

culmination of two and a half years of pro-

posal screenings, a University ofTicial said.

Douglas Abbott, associate vice chancellor

for Computing and Information Systems,

said Digital approached the Univeisity

with the concept for a progi-am concerning

the utilization of computing resources.

"They solicited research proposals from

the faculty members." Abbott said.

Although the University encouraged facul-

ty memL>ers to submit proposals, the

screening process was undertaken in its en-

tirety by Digital, he said.

The scretning process resulted in more

than 40 specific programs from the three

campuses of the university and Digital pro-

posed a research agreement which resulted

in the partnership, he said.

Several departments on campus already

utilize Digital equipment and they are ex-

pected to benefit from the new partnership.

The COINS department utilizes a lot of

Digital equipment, including 17 Digital

workstations, four LSI-11 computers and

other equipment which serves as the

storage base for the system, according to

the Office of Public Information.

The English writing program has also en-

joyed relations with Digital. The Computer

Writing Center in Bartlett Hall boasts 32

DecMate III workstations, prompting the

Modern Language Association to term the

program model for others to copy.

Abbott said while each of these depart

ment.s will receive more equipment, other

programs will be receiving material as

well. Project proposals were submitted and

accepted by the sociology department, the

psychology department, the a.stronomy

department and the chemistry department.

In exchange for the equipment and exper-

tise. Digital receives the research data

generated in certain areas. Digital hopes

to develop new software and other

technology, and expects that the universi-

ty will contribute to much of this develop

ment. University officials said. Some of the

research will be conducted according to

Digital's needs and the university will be

functioning as a demonstration site for

Digital technolog>'.

University spokesman Peter O'Neil said,

university students will benefit from the

partnership as well. Digital currently

employs some 1,200 university alumni, and

the partnership will provide increased con-

tact between the university and Digital.

The program provides reciprical benefits

to the university and Digital, O'Neil said.

"We save money and they get to meet our

students and get a better feel for the

university," he said.

University President David Knapp said

the partnership will also enhance the

reputation of the university as a research

institution.

SPRING COMES TO THE CAMPUS CENTER - Herbert Unk and Greg Fink check

out one of the ceiling leaks inside the Campus Center.

Music and dance department
plan four day cleaning project

Compiled by CAROL TANNENBAUM
Twenty five years ago..

In an informal convocation yesterday on the subject "Who Wants

Good Teaching?" President John Lederle issues & call for greater

conscientiousness on the part of faculty members in the allocation

of their time and effort to the education of students.

By DANIELLE MARTULA
Collegian Correspondent

Students and faculty in the music and
dance department of the University of

Massachusetts plan to star in

"MassTransformation— Play it Again," a

four day cleanup project scheduled for

Spring Break.

The volunteers will be spending the time

washing, painting, and renovating 27

music practice rooms and five classrooms

in the University's Fine Arts Center.

A Student Advi.sory Council was set up

last fall for the music and dance depart-

ment, said Stacy Roth, general coordinator

of the Mass Transformation for the prac-

tice rooms.

Emanuel Rubin, head of the music and
dance department "asked the council to

prioritize what needed change. ..the coun-

cil decided the condition of the practice

rooms was on the top of the list," Roth said.

The council wants to accomplish two
things, Roth said. They want to renovate

the rooms and they want the rooms to stay

in that condition.

Martha Von Merring, president of the
council, said the sound boards in the prac-

tice rooms are gouged, the pianos are scrat-

ched, there is graffiti on the walls, and
continued on page 6
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BlueKM
Offering a selection

of gourmet coffee, pastry

and ice cream

"^f^^^Kt

Located on the Concourse Levet

o' «^e Camous Center

IhU Week'a Sfiecial

Destination:

CANCUN
GRAND PRIZE:

Free Trip ^or TWO

to Cancun, Mexico

• - Sun-Fun Travel Kit from the

University Store

A S20 00 Gift Certificate

to the T.OC Restaurant

•*

Apple pie a la mode
and a cup of coffee

for only $1.55

Warm fresh pie and a not cup

of coffee balanced witt) a

scoop of vanilla ice cream

Entry blanks «re available at: Campus

Center Coffee Shop Bluewall Cafeteria

8. CoHee House Hatch Cafeteria VSfcjrcester

Snack Bar Campus Travel Center (across '^

from the Coffee Shop>

P^ c^*'
No

Purchase
Necessary

Special offered Monday. March 2nd through Friday. March 8th

Bti^Of
^"^

sv*qt

Sh
f'F^J^ Big Breakfast

Two Eggs

.^-i^.
^^-^-* :*

»:^'>

Tuesday
March 3rd

SIMPLICITY
'-v*%«' ' *'

Fast Break Special q ^^\
• Cheeseburger
• Regular Fries

• Reaular Soda

.. .
' ^^lr -si^i

<g«^

^^^A^-^

/

Evening Pro Blusica

Wicked Blues and R & B

quound floor/student union
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Dillinger inspiration to dyslexics

Dyslexia misinterpreted
By LUCINDA COUTO
Collegian Staff

Susan Dillinger believes, on average, she

.studies three times longer than other

.students.

When Dillinger was in the first giade she

couldn't keep up with the .school work, her

teacher thought she was not very smart,

but her parents would not accept that. They

took her to Massachusetts Geiurai

Hospital for testing of learning disabilities,

and ^he was diagnosed as having dvslexia.

Hit d(H Kn > ^agge>t.d liiat .-lu- get help;

lIu'V looked mlo .1 ^pitial school Shi' at

irnd.'d Cai to] .Scliool lor i!y;-.iexR- thildren

m l.iiKoln, Massachusetts from the third

to the fifth gratle

|,ii.ilo l>> PiilrU'k KhliTs

HEAVE HO! - The UMass crew team practices on the Connecticut

River for the first time since October.

Waltzing instead of slamming:

Potential new RSO group
By IKJPK KATZ
Collegian Correspondent

P(»-plc wlin fall to get excited by the

thrills ol slam dancing or thi' excitement

of "thrash" music now have an altcinativr

— the Minute Waltzes.

Ralph Sbragia, a graduate student and

active member for the gi-aduate Senate is

trying to develop this new Registered Stu-

dent Organization. There are approximate-

ly ten people interested in the formation

of this new club. According to Ralph

Sbragia, the technical definition of a waltz

is "a piece of music in% time with the ac-

cent on the first beat."' Waltzing was

popular in the late 1700's and 1800"s. One

of the most famous composers of this par-

ticular type of music was Johann Strau.ss.

He composed more than 300 waltzes of

which Blue Danube was one of the most

popular.

a>ragia has been dancing for 3^^ years.

He became interested in this type of daiic-

ing when he was an undergraduate at the

University of California at San Diego with

a group called the Koala Waltzers, He said

he thinks that a similar club at our univer-

sity may prove to be a success. He has also

talked with faculty and found that there

svasaii interest in t his I vpe of club Acui-

dmu to the constitution. '"Thi' niHsimi ot

thi.s" organization is tn tnhancf .iml pro-

pagate the appreciation of historical torms

nl couple dances.

The club memhership will consi.st n|

Undergraduate. Graduate. University, and

Contributing Meniheis According to the

constitution. Univ.Kity Members are

"those members who show some other con

nection with the University of

Massachusetts" and Contributing

Members are "defined as all those in-

terested individuals who do not fit into any

other membership category." Sbagia said

the ciuh isn't very interested in fund-

raising. The club is not focused on the

generation of funds. The operation cost of

the club will be minimal and funding will

come from private donations and possibly

some fundraising, said Sbragia.

A General Interest meeting will be held

for the Minute Watzers on march 5 at 12

p.m. in room 805-809, Campus Center.

Sbragia hopes that the club will be a suc-

cess. However, he said, "even if we get 1

percent of the student population, it would

still be about 125 people which would make

me very happy."

Women on Campus

Thf >t.hH(.l cl.issidoins consisted ot'.ibout

five stiuhMit-. pel cla-.s .ind emphasized

characti'i strongthenin^ by building con

iHlctKC through locu.-^inu <>n .iitistic.

niu-ii-al- and .ilhlctic .ibilitU'S

'i didn't mlt'iact well uith nlhiT kid-,

and people tivated nie differitn !v- Tlier.n

rol .Schoc^l did a gieai joh m helinnj.; me

sMthde.ilmg with that.' UiUmger, a com

municaMons nia|or, said.

pA-ervone u ho ha.- (i\ slexia has it In .i .Jil

leient degree, and 110 two cases are exact

ly alike Some olthe pi-ohU'ins dyslexics can

have are difficulty m learning and

remembering printed words; letter and

number rever.sals; leaving (Uit or inserting

words while reading; persistent .spelling er-

rors; and difficulty in writing.

Dillenger has trouble with spelling,

reversing words, and working out math

problems. When she was in the fourth

grade she said she was re-tested and was

found to have made a lot of progress. By

fifth gi-ade she was able to return to public

rnlliuiiiti ph.il" li\ Ikinc <.u,irniill.i

Susan Dillinger

school It v\asa (iiiricuh transit mn. dyslex

ia IS well iiidei-tood nou, bul It vvasn'l

then
••When I w.is in the thud gi ,ule I u;is

having a lot of tnudile in reading class, ^o

I ^roi liu.st rated and blurted out. Tni stupid

1 h.ive dvr-leM.i.' .ilid iM;. le,n lur -.ud,

•nesfr u-e th.it ,1- .ni 1 \cuse^ \eu s.in do

uli.iSevei sou u;uil, Iml il in.i\ lake xeu

i.ineer.' -Mice iher, I lU'ver h.ive u>e<i H a>

an excuse.' Dillinger .said.

Dillinger attended Reading High .Scliool

achieving honor roll -tatu- iov her junior

and Minor vears. i hued it evers time I

^et .1 l4<kk1 grade, " she said. One ol her

highi'^T .ichievements was luj^inning her

own business when she was m high school.

She ran a balloon di-liveiy .service to a wide

range of customers. "Even after I closed it

down 1 still got calls,' Dillinger said.

Dillinger said she learned to develop very

good studying skills, "like evirvone else I

have trouble with courses that are ditVicult,

but when it comes to studying 1 get it

done." Dillinger hopes to start another

business after she graduates. Tve always

wanted to be my own b(w-

Women's Forum
Womt'nS Forum is a urekly listmf; »/ er,',,.

rclutmu to uonwn-s issues. Nnlices should he sent

tlZ Women's Issues Editor, care ofthe Collegian,

the Friday before the event. ...
Monday - The Graduate Women s Admission

and General Educational Support Program and the

Working Women's Program of Everywoman s

Center are offering a career development workshop

for women from 7 to 9 pm at Wilder Hall.

Thursday - Lecture 'Images of women in cur

rent Soviet FiJm,' wi/l be presented by Professor

Nancy Condee of Wheaton College at 8 pm at the

Red Room, Amherst College.
.

The WAGES Program at Everywoman s (.-enter

offers a support group for working women students

who have a family and meets Thursday s at 7 p.m

for eight weeks. For more information call

.545-0883.

Ever wanted to Fly?

r 9 am - 2

We have immediate openings for new mem-

bers! Our aircraft are available for economi-

cal primary and advanced instruction, as well

pleasure flying. Give ^ & call and one of our

members will take yo. up!

Tke Collegiate Flying Club

538-5821

P"^ EARLY
j

BIRD
I

SPECIAL
I

$2 OFF I

Shampoo,
j

Cut & Dry
i

STYLES I

BY
i

DEBORAH
I

ON THE PARK NORTHAMPTON. MASS.

STARTS FRIDAY FEB 27

AT 7:00 and 9:00PM

"ONE OF THE THREE BEST RIMS

OF THE YEAR THE CLOSEST

THING TO AN UNEXPECTED

EPIPHANY I HAVE EXPERIENCED."

-ANDREW SAffl&VUAGEMNCE

sf^TrH^Ld
^_ ...I.AIAINCAVAUER

AT THf GATES OF SMITH COLLCOf
549-5610 • 65 University Or

expires 3/28/87 J

Alpha Epsilon Pi Fraternity Presents: ^^^g,m.

QuutHf
You Haven't Heard "The Best " Until

You've Been To Music First

Music First components offer the world's

most advanced music reproduction and

unsurpassed qualitv in workmanship and

electronic design. Coll or s/c/' hy for a

pir^oiuil licmntistnitioii of the /'cs/ /hk.mi

sxfutcms iioii'i'c Lirr hcani!

Music îrst

Unique Audio Systems

Dancd C enter Shops, Ktc. ^

Hjtlield, MA247-S^4

< 1

I
1

DANCE PARTY
Taesday. March 1 7 • St Patrick's Day

8:00 PM • Student Union Ballroom

$7 In Advance - $8 At The Door

Tickets Available At The TIX Office in the Student Union

A Portton of the Proceeds Go To The American Cancer Society

<
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• Lobby
vitntmued from page 1

Coalition for Soviet Jewry, and/or visit the

Soviet Union to meet with refuseniks. The
reaction from Congress was favorable.

"Although It's difficult to measure, many
senators and representatives were impress-

ed with and appreciative of our ef

forts, "said Yoav Shorr, the UMass Hillel

chairman for Soviet Jewry. "Senator Ken-
nedy, D-Mass, spoke to 50 Massachusetts

students for a half hour. He is one of the

most active Senators for Soviet Jewry, and
expressed his continued support for our

cause."

Other students found their congressmen
also appreciative, UMass students from

New Jersey heard Senator Bill Bradley, D-

NJ, give a short speech praising the con-

tinued efforts of his constituents. Later,

Representative Jim Courter, R-NJ, said he

would make an effort to convey the

message of the coalition in the Congres-

sional Record.

Before going to Capitol Hill, the coali-

tion's participants listened to speeches

from a number of representatives, in-

cluding Barney Frank, DMA. Their

message was that Americans should con-

tinue to be active in this issue, and to not

assume glasnost, the Soviet Union's new
program of liberalization, works for all.

Mark Levin, SCSJ-New York, said, "In

* Candidates

1986 only 914 Jews were allowed to

emigrate from the Soviet Union. In

January, 1987, only 98 Jews were allowed

to emigrate. In February, only 85. Glasnost

does not help Soviet Jewry."

Perhaps the most moving event during

the Washington lobby was a telephone

hook up to Jeru.salem. to talk to Soviet

emigree Natan Shcharansky. Shcharansky

expressed his gratitude for students' efforts

and asked that "you continue your strug

gle for refuseniks. The young people, the

students, are the strong force now toward

helping Soviet Jews. You are the cutting

edge,"

Thursday, February 26 also marked In-

ternational Student Solidarity Day for

Soviet Jewry. The program was set up by

the coalition, and included national events

ranging from students at California State

University organizing a two day program
on Soviet Jewry to Mayor KcKh of New
York City reading a list of eighteen Soviet

Jews not allowed to emigrate from the

Soviet Union. The number eighteen was
chosen because in Hebrew eighteen

signifies C'hai, meaning life.

Shorr said, 'The attitude coming back

from Washington was very positive.

Hopefully we can say we accomplished

something."

rntitinui'd f'nim pnHr 1

question.s are not slanted, distributing pro

and con information sheets at referendum
ballot boxes, and informing .students on
how their .senators vote during moetint,'^

The pair said their platform has three

"planks": social responsibility, fi.scal

priorities, and academic excellence. Issues

under sfx;ial responsibility include the hir

ing of women and blacks at the Univcrsi

tv and safety on campus. Fiscal priorities

include making sure needs such as hous-

ing' and academics are met.

Paul Wingle, candidatf loi u u.stcc un the
itiH- platform as Warren and Friedman,

.said he IS also concerned with the alcohol

policy, and making the campus accessible

for the physically-uisabled.

Wingle said he understands the policy

making procedures at both the University

level and the state level. He said the Board

of Tru.stees is "a creature of Massachu.setts

politics" and he has "experience working
with people at that level of government

"

Meiidel.son said the trustee must "get out

to the students and take Ithe students' opi-

nions! hack to the board." As a tru.stee

Mendelson said she would keep the lines

of communication open at all times.

Mendi'l.son said she is concentrating on
finaiK lal aid, tuition, student fees, making
sure special education programs do not get

phased out, and security on campus.

The Distinguished Visitors Program

is proud to present

Ex-President of CBS News & Sports

ORDON

AUTER

'*The Shared Television Experience"
(witk nim clips of the lasi 20 yean of CBSTNews & Sport«.)

* Protest
ciintinued from page 1

"We were passing out information, ask

ing people to take one per person," Chapla

said. "Once they took all our brochures and

our table away they were denying oppor

tunities to other students.

Chapla said the Marines will not take ac-

tion again.st the students for the disruption.

Board Vendor Coordinator Lester

Hensley .said the organization using the

table next to the military came through the

vending program, and were paying to use

the space.

"The military came strictly through Bill

Harris," he said. "If the military was cer-

tified in the same way as other full time

recruiters they would be paying $100 per

day for that table but they're not, and they

never have."

Harris could not be reached fo»- comment.

The military is "not scheduling a room"
for actual recruiting, and was using the

Blue Wall on Friday morning.

Chapla said the Blue Wall was used "for

an appointment we had made previously.

Hayes said he did not know of the Blue

• Transformation

Wall being used, but .said if it was true
"they weren't there legally. Nobody is

allowed to do any kind of business in any
part of the food areas.

"

"I question the Chancellor'.s commitment
to fighting discrimination," Hayes said.

"All the military is providing on the con-

course is information. When that informa-

tion is do.sed to some of the people in our
community in terms of di.scrimination we
have to ask where is the commitment to

students,

"Recruitment is not Just information, it

is a business practice that is blatantly

discriminatory," Hayes said. "Duffey
seems to want to ignore that."

Michael Kolbrener, a student who
witnessed the incident, said those who
want to protest the Marines should go to

their ofTices instead of confronting them on
the concourse.

As for the ban, he said, "I think it's a
good statement to make. It's a good show
of anti-di.scrimination."

cunlinued from page 3

some of the rooms have holes in the walls.

There ore about 100 to 150 students us-

ing the rooms to practice five to six hours
a day, and it would be more pleasant if they

were fixed up, .she said.

Von Merring also said the council would
like to set up a Big Brother/Big Sister pro-

gram to give incoming first year students

a tour of the rooms, explain about the

transformation and ask them to respect the

work that was done.

This would hopefully keep the giaifiti

away, she .said, but she confided that there

will always be students who love to read

and write.

"The one's who aren't going to paint are

going to write again," Von Merring said.

The transformation will take place dur-

ing the eveninirs of March 18 and 19 and

during the days of March 20 and 21 The
job of the students and faculty will be to

wash walls, floors and windows; spackle

walls; replace light bulbs; remove old sound
boards; and paint walls and trim.

Employees of the University's physical

plant will repair ceilings, carpet rooms and
replace doors that are too small to allow ac-

cess for large instruments.

The Physical Plant is covering about

$50,000 worth of the costs and the music
and dance department is covering the rest.

Roth said. She did not have the exact

amount of that contribution because the
orders had not been sent yet, she said.

Von Merring said the department needs
at least 200 people to make the project go.

There are only about 150 music students

so they are relying on the faculty and alum-
ni to come forward. The council sent invita-

tions to former music .students and she

hopes to have a response from some ofthem
soon, she said.

COMING
THIS WEEK

ON
UVC

i

TURN
US
ON

UVC
Produces

The

Definition

of Reality

Union Video Center

• HUSKER DU 'LIVE* •

• CAESER CHAVEZ IN SUB •

• NOAM CHOMSKY ON CENTRAL AMERICA •

• DAILY NEWS SHOW •

THE LAST VIDEO TAPES OE MARCEL DUCHAMPS
BY KIT FITZGERALD AND JOHN SANBORN

Stay tuned for these great features and more!!

Remember Room 201 ... Sit, View, Relax
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,M!f lee

Reagan a symbol, not substance
i luiv*' no |M>rNOiiai iH»t«'K «)!• rrforil

to lw'l|i my ritiilUttion «m» this iiutiti'i.

Tin* only hom'st annvvfr in lo Htalt' thiit

liy as I iiiit{h(, I cannot recall anything

wiiatMM'Vcr about whether I approv-

«<l an Israeli nale in advanei' or

whether I approvi'cl repU-nishnient «>f

Israeli stoiUs ariuind AuKU>*< «'f UMH.

My answt-r therefore ntu\ the simple

truth is. 'I ihui't remember period."

Adam Lavine

The alxive words are tjiKiled vi'ihal mi

iVom a letter written to the 'lnwi r (<»':i

iiiiHSKHi liy mil IVesideiil, li«iiial«l Ke;in.in

The 'I'liwer ('oiamiMMIl ^mni three

MKiiilhs piohiUM the issues surrnundiiiM

tlif li.m ;ii iiiN Hcandal. and releiisfd its

i.|M.| 1 <H\ Kiulay U«'ailliif, the ri'|ini I .
nni-

^;ith an iiiia>.;i' nf a ['resident who is mil

til l«uult and has little tdiitiol over ti luial

l\ impnil.iiil lire isidiis Uea>;an hasoitrn

lueii po' tiayetl as a tonl, a slnllln^; pup

pet wlm p«-ople lonUI trust whiU- utjieis

made ih-tisiuns Ihrmi^h luin While

slauiuh iiMlituiiiK luMttitn supporter-

havi' scofh'd at I his iina).',e, w lien toriiit r

Ki'puliliraii si'iialoi .lohn lowm Iflis us

that l\ea^;aM ilnl nnl inuleislanil ihe

nature ol this optialion, what was mvtih

en anil \^ hat was happening" we ^H'^•in to

see that our presidi-nt was manipulated

and unint'ormed thrl)U^;hollt the entire

allaii

Siiu'e the .scamlal t'lr-t -lu laietl months

.i^o, KiMKiill h;e' he«n (au(;ht in a slitk\

hiiiil If he ailnutlfd know Ifd^te nt llu'

arms sales to It, in In- inihlnlil \ ami

siiu'ere tatlu'i linage would he shatttieil

It hi' ilaimeil to liivi- no know led^e w hat

MH'ver alHiiil the vieahngs*. the strategs he

ihose, hisonlv sm would U- inrompetena

Whalexer the i .iso, howosi-r, a [irisnUnt

.slumld have tull and total knowled^^e ot

hinh le\i-l lit-alinMs svith other o>untries,

as well as the ludgement and meinorv to

make iiitelligent, lesponsiMe dov isioiis

The h\poiiisv ot Kepuhluan iUhIiiiu'

has hef;un lo make ilselt tU'ar tluout;h

this imulenl Supposfdh , issue^ ot na

tional imporlaiuf are dcculed in a

deinoiralu manner It we want t(> stiid

luoiK'N tv> .1 t;roup siK-h as the contras,

riMi^ress voles to make sure that we all

till' viev"^^. ot till' Colle«jiaii i>\ the iJinversiiy unlt.»>s otherwise noted

Requirement
needs change
One (it the main objects of education is

to prepare students for work out in the

"real world" - rij^ht? That means being

( apahle to work at a job in your chosen

field, interacting in the work place and, in

most cases, communicating with other pen

pie. Its the job of the university to give its

students a well rounded, as well as a pro-

ductive education - right? Well, then it

lust doesn't seem to make sense to exempt

some majors from the foreign language re-

quirement. The mere mention of foreign

languages arouses panic, fear and often

hatred in many students. Why is speaking

Beth Azar

svant to support .i ^roup with siuh ex

ireine political views However, despite an

obvious ii.it ion. il t'eelint; lh.it ihecontras

shouldn't h.i\f In-eii supported, the

Heaf^jan commi'-sion pl.iveti \ uiilanle hi-io,

•..•Mmj.' arms to Iran anil 1 1 .lustcrnin; the

numc\ to llu- lonti .is 111 Nii-.ii ai;u.i The

.ut!on ss.is utitlunkuii; .md undemocratic

in ihe eMieine

The npple I'fteci^ ol the whole t'oolish,

irri'siuiusil.le .itt.iii ui' tremendous The

.uins sdUl will iiiihil.uue a bloody war

Ixiween Iran md Ir.iq which we hav«

\owett to not inxolve ourselves with THie

mouev sent to the contras m Nicaiauua

w ill hmdei the develo()ment of .1 countrv

stiuggli'i^ to I'le.ile .1 decent economv and

st.mdard of In 11^; lor it- citi.-eiis .r.ter .1

%ioU'iU. oppi<'->-i\t let^iiue inst.illod and

supported l'\ till I nited St.iles fhe scars

on our iKition s cifdilulitN !>\ piacmi; our

trust m dishonest m.idmen siu h .is (.tliver

North w ill cripple our intern.ition.il rela

tiuns with other countries

The lefHUt made several things clear It

told us that Itoagan took little initiative

to lamiliarize hinvself with the mechanics

and possible elTects of the dealings It

madi' it clear that Oliver .North, the man
who was temporarily sharmu the eimr

moils lesponsiltilu^ and power lh.it .itUtt

so m.my people misre|)reseiUed and iiu--

quoted the l»resident throughout the scan

dal. then lied aiul Ined to hide evidence

from tlu- i'ommission. It ni.ide it clcir

that Heag.m's advisiirs didn't do their job,

making bad ilecisious on their own
without inlbrnnng the President

Our president has shown his true col

(.is ol' incompetence and we.ikness

Keagan may be old. and he may have .1

lot on his mind, hut first and foremost Ins

duties, responsibilities .md decisions at

feet the lives of billion- <it' people "I don't

remember' just i-n t t;ood enough

\.' •" /-i.T."N' (.s- i! Collegian staff

Letters
Dumping on administrators

It sou were on the t'.im

pus t'eiUer t'oncourse on

Ktidav .iround I _ !0. s ou

saw .1 :;u>up tif -tuileiils e\

pressing their dismav at the

administration s decision to

OS ei turn the Ho.ird i»f

iloseriu'is and the

I udei|;iadu.ite Student

Senate s deci-ioiis to stop

mdilars recruitment m the

ft." Sr complex due li> then

discrimination .i^.uiist ^.i\

men lesbians and bi

scxuaU a kind o\

discnmuuition w hich is not

allowed by the adimiuslra

t.on Itself

But I'm not writing lo tell

you about tlie actions ot

others who paiticipaied in

the demonstration, I'm

wrUiiig ti' tell vouofnw ^vr

sonal .utions. specifically.

m> dumping o\ a box con

taming recruitment .md m
t'lrmatuMKil items on the

concourse I was the oiu-

who dumptxl the box. no one

else was mvi'lvcd

Some, on both sides, nuiy

perceivt- this dumping .is

ui\necessar\ .
violent, or

counter productive I \ tew it

.Is svmbohc
The idmmistration, in

disregarding the BtHi's and

the I'SS's decision,

dumped ' student em
powerment I'hcv dumped it

right out the window

rius dumping ot .1

s t u d e n t m a d c ,

democralicaUs decided deci

sion is just the ;atest m a

long chain oi dutnps, they

dumped l,S(.>, tney dumped
the right of legal aged

stuilents lo drink \n iheir

dorms. the> are trying to

dump the nght of students

to control their own SATF
monies, dini bv pulling the

Mvirnu" I'orps on the con

oouise, the dinnped ll\e

BOCi and the Sli.X

1 dumped a box of patn

phlets, the admmistratum
dumped \ears o( struggle

and commitment bv

students to control then

ow n Jest'-ve- Nh dumping
ot' paiuph.et- wa- a dump
mg oi' admtiuslranon
control.

Itrfgory iJuhn Fink
Amherst

Police only enforce laws

I am writing U» res^K^nd to

t'oninc lei'lercs Feb JO

I '
' .olutnn on .MPS

- daring pro

posa' to quarantmc AlPS
victims IS luv' - .ind

demoiwtrates h. .. : ance

aKuit thedis*>ase From the

time someone is exposed to

the virus until the time first

sympton\s appeal" may be as

long as seven years. During

thM tune, the person that

has been expc>s*'d may be

spreading the

unknowingh to their part

nei The onl> etTectivc

method o( decreasing one s

risk o( getting .\IDS is by

modifying behavior The^
,UV - "-.:V ,.•«.'•'• -S

• 4 >M a'^iuc

fiir tu

fou..-

: t" ft'*"'

dtlton ?
'

M .,.itnts w he vv : 1

bai this desastativ -e

should put theu t:u:gy
toward educating their

peer*. Organizalio - - h

as the iVWe^'Kiri ct.iuiu '

m the etTort by prov

tree sp>»ce for education

about sexuallv tran-mmted
diseases

Dorothy B. Merrtam
Iniversity Health
Services

Stopping AIDS
The example of ,1 Boston prostitute who

continued to sell her bod\ alter she was

diagnosed as c.irrv mg the .MHS virus, cited

m ronnie l.cc'lerc - FebV 20 column is

nothing short o! terrifying It amounts to

murder, premeditated or lU't. plain and

simple

In LeT'er.-'- column, however, she sug

^ested qu.u .inluuni: AIDS victims The

.in.iliicv nuide ot -iiineone unwittingly con

tr.icniii: the v niis I'rom a person vvho know

inulv nansmitted it, what wasdescrdx'd as

••^letting Slabbed m the back and left

[helpless on the ground u- slowly bleed to

death. IS quite appropriate, but raises at

least a tew disturbmg questions Imagine

vouise'a' to be the victim of the stabbing.

W • vou vvish to be left alone to die an

;nt: death'' Would you tee! any dif

terentlv i! Uu cause o( your death was

AIDS rather than stab wounds' If you

would not wish this torturous death tor

N ourself. how can you impi^se it on anyone

•. .-c

The crux of the matter is that the stii;nui

AIDS has caused ;
- -> on the

tree and lose sight of tne une-t \ ictimsot

AIDS need as much if not more human con-

tact, communication. co:np.ission and care

as .my other person, ill or healthy

Fo make the alarmist generalization that

all people with AIDS are as wanton and

homicidal as the woman in Boston is

wrong Most pei>ple with AIDS art. <-

>

tremely iinxious and take great care so th.

no one around them contracts the dtseas.

In addition rHrou^'h the dissemination

nformat! \ IDS virus, along

with anonynu>us. cost free AIDS testir.*

sites, and increased use of safe sex. toda> -

population, especially the high-risk groups.

are becoming more aware, hygenic, and

careful than ever before.

.1 languagt- other than Knglish such a pro-

blem for so many American students'.' In

a country made up of many dilTerent

cultures and engaged m so many foreign

transactions, knowing at least one other

language shouldn't even be up for debate.

Only one of the seven schools at the

rniversity, the Colli'ge "f .\rt^ and

.Seieiices, h.is ,1 foreign l.mgu.ige require-

ment for the majoritv oi' its majors. No
other school or college reciuirrs then-

si udents to learn a foreign language In

.\rts and Sc-iences. the Bachelor's Degree

with Individual Concentration, Bachelor of

Music, and Bachelor of Fine Arts prognams

also do not require language study.

In laei, <MigiiU'er- .ire seriously discourag-

ed from taking a language even the student

w.mts to. The rationale is that low level

lanmuige- don't fultlU any graduation re-

quirements and in a four ye. u- engini'oring

program there's just no room for such

frivolou- Use of schedule time. Recently

though, the .-Xccreditation Board ot

Engineering and Technology i.\BET».

which sets the guidelines fi>r all accredited

engineering programs, luis changed its

view of languages away from the view of

them .IS only "skill cour-es ' and now

allows a foreign language other than a

student s native language" to be taken as

a humanities or social science. Whether

.\BKT's V lew of languages will he retlected

.It the uni versa V is yet to be seen. This

changing view of language-- is long-needed.

Instead of being thought of as useless, non-

enriching curriculum, languages should be

recomvu'cd as prixiuctive re-.ources. connec-

ting countries and cultures,

I also think it would be very beneficial

tor people in the School of Management to

know some other language. Almost every

torm oi' business involves dealing with

either a foreigners or I'S citizens who do

not speak English. Being able to com-

municate m a person's own language

enriches the business relationship and

helps to better understand the culture 'oe-

\nc de.llt vvith.

As fi>r education ni.ijiu> and public health

majors not having a foreign language re-

quirement til o"s just absurd These are

some of ih> ke'y people to find use

tor another language Educators often deal

with fo>''_'" students and or parents and

can a'. re their students to learn

another language and culture themselves.

Public health peciple ma\ be tbrced to treat

patients who don't speak English.

I don't think anyone should be exempt

fnmi the fore'/" ' '"cuage requirement.

Learning the .. ,e of another country

enriches a person and increases their value

to- •• Languages open up lines of com-

riv.; n and bridge gaps between peo-

ple of different cultures. The> are useful

tcx'is and wr.v

rounded educ .

Bt'h A: -

: Darts of anv well-

\.'

We can stop this disetise To do » we ne«<i

fne cool. calm, and collected mindset ofibm
- The hysterical approach : 9

anvtr ' '.

.^i

-s, quest:- ..^ .-I.- :;.-..• .. - -_ . .•.•_ ;yr

• rber shop medicine in the Uth and I5th

centuries We don't have to -. 1 that.

though Let's make a little u^*. < v»-drs

Tth of evolution, both <c .«•_ --^ ,,tj

humaniianan

Timothy Ramacetotti
.Amherst
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UMASS SKI CLUB GOES
SOUTH SOUTH

t^i\
PMCSCHTID

UMASS SKI CLUB

Five College

Sun Break

3/22 - 3/29

BARBADOS FEATURES.

Err»raia Ca'ibb«on waf«ri, mow whif*

Oeocf>»», ^>0» tunny doyi COO» pOftylng nighfj.

worm fn«naiv CMOO** wO'CKXXti (Qlora or^ii

nonsfop aicfarnwof Qom» g«» rf>« ><i^rm«jf

**COrn# .n tri« ConDD^Qn

PRICfc

$475
JFK AlR^OKT
BOSTON * (to

S75 iMpotit raguir*d to mok* a rvMrvotlon.

FROM SUNSET CREST YOU CAN
WALK TO.

Th* t)«och. the Cofiboooo S«a 6 pool*. 2 iiquof

storat. joOwnxjAaf 5 poo<t«3« Dorj with t^ocxJV

r>our» tennii coof t». many (•jtauronti. ana Du«

itop« to toi* you onyw^iwe m Bait)odo«

yOUR TRIP INCLUDES:

Roundtrtp Airto/*

7 Nightj Accommodottons at S«jnt#t Cr»»t

Aooftmanti ond Villoi

A)fD0«t Tpon«'«»»

B«ocn CIijO M«mO«fship
(•OtWtnfl t-K3PPy MOUfI
12 noon • 1 pm
6 00pm - 7 00 pm
2 00 om - 3 00 om

MoQut* VIP Discount Cord

fr9« 8SQ ona B«oct> PortiM

On location Tour Escort

AM ToKM and GrotuittM Mcapt $8 BoftJOda*
Oapartvi(«T(si

FOR INFO CONTACT.

The 0-MASS SKI CLOB

Studeot Union
Ooiversity of
Aaherat, Hasa

(413) 545-3437

Buildln< Box 106
Maasactiuaetta

01003

LIMITED

SPACE

AVAILABLE

SIGN UP

NOW!

YOUR TRIP FEATURES:

Nassau Bahamas has long

te«n a playground for tfic rich

and famous. Now you can

9)(Den«nc» th« never ending

sunsnme. exnileraung water sports

and cnann tf^at ttie Baramas offir.

PRICES:

Ryfrom^FK — $4 49

Fly from Boston — S 4 5 9

S75 deposit 'eauirad to maka a resarvafion.

Act T\oM, tfMs trp will soli out

NASSAU HARBOR CLUB
01 r»e wtTCR

COLONY CLUB RESORT
WITH KiTCMENETTt, POOL

YOUR TRIP INCLUDES:

ftAHAMAS PAHrV WEEK INCLUDES:
lloun^rtp jct fltjM froni m^or citi*«

Rotindlnp •rport tr«nif«n le Hot«l
'7 n^fhu hot«l •ccommodAt'on*
'4^fC0mc rum iiwtlile

On« hour ruf*i swtijlc p«rtv
' THrfc hour c^UiM With unlimited 'um puncn
(NaiMu/ Mr»Oi»« it>«nd)

^oo) p«rrv with frtt 'unch •nd mg«ic (fr««poi)
Three t>«ach penict (one w^th free 'unch) muttc
Uciufttve free •dm.tnon to ihe ^atAce. Waterloo
AM hotel t4i>r% «-'«rfy twrcf^ar^c, ar^d matd jratutttea

CoMcje -eett programs ^ the lahamaa Tountt Offfc«

On location Profctnonai Tour Itcorti

3/20 - 3/27

FOR INFO CONTACT:

The U-NASS SKI CLUB

Student Union Building Box 106
University of Massachusetts
Aaherat. Mass 01003

AN
(413) 545-3437 . p

Its Better In The Bahamas U '^ ^

NORTH WEST

liXiliington^^VERMONT

FIVE COLLEGE SKI &PARTY BREAK

CONDO LODGING & LIFTS
TAX

INCLUDED

MARCH 22-27

$209 PER PERSON

PROGRAM INCLUDES
• 5 NITES CONDO LODGING
AT EDGEMONT OR WHIFFLE TREE
Pinnacle Complex $229

• 5 DAYS LIFTS TO SIX MOUNTAINS
• VALUABLE MILLER COUPON BOOK
• SPECIAL MILLER LITE COLLEGE PARTIES

NON-MEMBERS WELCOME

^ PFtESENTEO

LAGN/ir

UMASS SKI CLUD
student Union Building Box 106
Unl varsity o« Haaaachusctts
•»•' •* • Waaa oioos

<4I3» S4S-3437

Steamooat
FIVE COLLEGE SKI BREAK

ir'**'^*^^'^"^ nC^><V MARCH 22-27
UMASS SKI CLUB

TRIP INCLUDES-

5 D»T LIFT TICKET

ROUND TRIP FLISHT

raOH NCWARK NJ

• IHt 4 CHCtSC P»l»Tltl

LAMP TKANsrcua

SLOPESIDE CaNDOMINIUMS
WALK TO LIFTS
AND NIGHTLIFE

SKI COLORADO

$579

The U-MASS SKI CLUB

Student Union Building Box lor;

Onivercity of Massachusetts
Aaherat. Mass OIOO.I

(4131 545-3437

NON-MEMBERS WELCOME

WE OFFER THE MOST TRIP FOR YOUR
DOLLAR BECAUSE WE ARE A

NON- PROFIT STUDENT ORGANIZATION
Call S45-3437 for more information

ARTS

Williams and Walker a pleasure
By FRANK FLANAGAN
Collegian Correspondent

The New WORLD Theatre came through

with another first rate production. This

time they hosted the National Black Tour-

ing Circuit's production of Williams and

Walker which swept into Bowker
Auditorium Saturday night at 8 p.m.

This play was a celebration of Black

History Month, yet it was also an educa-

tion. Written by Vincent D. Smith, the play

is a musical comedy dramatizing the lives

of two famous black vaudevillians: Bert

Williams, played by Carle Atwater. and
George Walker, played by Kim Sullivan.

These gifted actors, with the aid of backup
drumming and ragtime piano, dance and

joke their way from Kansas City in the

1890's to Broadway at the turn of the cen-

tury. We follow the dashing duo from the

black minstrel shows to their appearance

in the Ziegfeld Follies the breaking of the

"color line" in the theatre.

Yet there is a price to be paid for the work

of these two performers. Williams is forc-

ed to blacken his face (because he is "too

white") and use a groveling, rural black

dialect, even though he's from the West In

dies and speaks several languages. Mean
while he's straight man to George, the

rural realistic. George knows, that to be

black in America in the 1890's, it is more

important to "eat or not to eat" than to be

or not to be. Whites wouldn't pay to see

blacks play anything but the stock,

stereotypical black.

The stage set was stark, with the fur-

niture and instruments contrasted in black

and white. The top hats, bowlers and

AEROBICS
WHAT A DIFFERENCE?

Nationally Certified Instructor

•Area's Largest Exercise Floor

•Safe "Low Impact" Routines

•Special Padded Surface

•Super Sound System

•Wall to Wall Mirrors

Clean Shower & Locker Facilities

* Pay By The Class
*

256-0080 KARATE 256-0080

Health Fitness Ctr.

460 West St, Amherst |

penguin-tailed coats all added tn the miine

like magic of the dancing and slapstick.

The two shufHe and shuck their way to the

top for the white audiences, making a

name for themselves.

After Walker collapses on stage and dies.

Williams tries to carry on. Yet one feels

that not all was in vain; the two had open-

ed doors by playing the buffoon, paving the

way for less-racist roles for blacks. As revi-

sionist history, this play leaves us with a

deep respect for all black performers who
were forced to ape racist stereotypes in

order to survive.

It was a memorable show. The songs

were short and catchy. One really did feel

transported back to the old vaudeville. The

best that can be said for the night was that

there were rows of unforced laughter. I left

the theater in high spirits, mouthing

ragtime ditties, mindful of Walker and

Williams' sacrificial dance toward the

dream.

Charles Atwater of Wdlum* and Walker,

presented by New World theater last Friday

IMPORTANT*
AMHERST

CENSUS FORMS
were mailed
Feb 17th

RETURN CENSUS
FORMS

BY MARCH 20
To:

TOWN CLERK
TOWN HALL

AMHERST, MA 01002
FAILURE TO RESPOND MAY REMOVE
YOUR NAME FROM THE VOTING LIST.

For Additional Information or Questions

Call 253-9382

This Notice sponsored by the Dean of Students Office -

in cooperation with the Town of Amherst g

y*^ Round I np
r i.MK KiPMf YORK

CLEAN. SAFE. PRIVATE TUBS
17$ Unlv«r»tY Or.

NaMi ta Slatfulm Liquor* in Prtca Choopar MaN

Opan Monday « till l. Tua* Sat tiwn lam

Raaarvatlon* auggaatad Gilt cartmealaa avaUaMa

Call 253- 5".*

rr#' STUDENT SPECIAL
Every Mon, Tues, and Wed

^ UR HOT TUB
or Va Hour Price

Irom NEW YORK
starling al

LUXEMBURG $298
LONDON 361

238
583
293
493
413
764

ST.THOMAS
TEL AVIV
CARACAS
ATHENS
STOCKHOLM
HONGKONG
Also EURAIL PASSES INT L

STUDENT » WORK/STUDY
ABROAD. AYHOARDS. LOW
DOMESTIC FARES and
mo»e»CALL«of
FREE Student Travel Catalog!

[4131256-1261

COUNCIL TRAVEL
AMHERST

LARGEST COLLEGE PAPER IN NEW ENGLAND

The Massachusetts Daily-

IAN
RSaUNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS^MHERST 113 CAMPUS CENTER S45-3500 VOLUME CXVII ISSUE 1

YOU
COULD BE THE ONE
WE'RE LOOKING FOR
A MARKETING REPRESENTATIVE

AT THE COLLEGIAN

You've read the books

and gone to class

NOW is the time to prove what

you con do and gain valuable

experience for your future

If you're a Freshman or Sophnnore

come and fill out an application

at the Collegian

113 Campus Center

Business and Communications Majors Welcome
Deadline March 20
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Revue looks at AIDS issues
Ten Percent Revue
Feb. 27
Campus Center Auditorium

Bv DAVID R. MARK
Collegian Staff

And CAROL NAIMAN
Collegian Correspondent

Watching Ten Percent Revue, a five member gay and

lesbian performance troupe, our eyes were opened to how

it must feel to be stereotyped, set aside, and discriminated.

Using a combination of short skits and songs, the Ten

Percent Revue was able to bring out, in a number of dif

ferent ways, the feelings shared by the gay community.

This was evidenced by enormous audience reaction to all

of the songs, culminating in a standing ovation, and two

curtain calls.

The opening number, 'The Best Years of Our Lives...'",

was about growing up in a world where all boys play

baseball, and all girls play with dolls. Throughout this

song, which had lyrics that at times were stinging and

very true to life, audience reaction differed, although with

the same concluding response.

The overwhelming percentage of the over 300 audience

Classical Tokyo
Bv YU-JEN D. CHEN
and ADAM LAVINE
Collegian Staff

The Tokyo String Quartet, one of the greatest quartets

in the world, gave a flawless performance last Thursday
night at the Bowker auditorium.

Performing over one hundred concerts a year, the Tokyo
String Quartet is composed of violinist Oundjian and

Ikeda, violist Isomura, and cellist Harada.

Schubert's string quartet No.9 was the first of the three

quartets played this evening. Schubert, one of the most

astonishing composer, wTote this brilliant quartet in just

a week. Although this quartet was not among the best

of the composer's works, parts of the music seemed a lit-

tle impatient, it was performed vei y well by the Tokyo
String Quartet.

The famous quartet by Mozart, "The Hunt", was also

played by the extraordinary musicians. This quartet,

along with five others dedicated to Haydn, showed Mozart

at the peak of his creative power.

The music for the second half of the concert was a

quartet by Brahms. Being a perfectionist, Brahms had
thrown almost two dozen quartets into the fire before he

finally presented two quartets to the public, This delicate

and lyrical quartet is rhjthmically complex, yet beautiful-

ly transparent in instrumental writing. This piece was
played by the Tokyo String Quartet with great spirit and
energ>'.

The quartet were using 300 year old Amati instruments,

on loan from the American University. Amati was an
Italian violin maker, and. like Stradivarius, his in-

struments hold an unusual musical quality that still

eludes modern violin makers. The violins were amazing
works of art, with delicate engravings on the back with

small emeralds and rubies inlaid around the top of the

finger board.

"The sound quality is very bright and outgoing," said

Kikuei Ikeda, first violin player. "The Amati violin has

a mellower sound than a Stradivarius or Guarneri, so it

is good for chamber music."

The second movement of Ravel quartet was played as

the encore. The musicians chose this light piece full of piz-

zicati to contrast with the Brahm's triumphant Quartet.

members were members of the gay community, and their

collective reaction to the song was one of strength and

pride. Yet the feeling of the few in the audience who were

not members of the gay community was one of guilt and

awkwardness in how to deal with the facts, as presented.

In "A Cure for Two Diseases," the issues of homophobia

and AIDS were dealt with poignantly. Quotes from ma-

jor newspapers were used, such as: "All cops should wear

gloves when dealing with possible AIDS victims, as this

allows them not to get contaminated, while still being able

to use a gun, if necessary; People with AIDS should have

be tattooed, one on the arm to protect against intravenous

drug users, one one the buttocks to protect other members
of the gay community." Biting quotes like those struck

home to all parts of the audience.

Tom Wilson Weinberg wrote all the songs, accompanied

on the piano, and was the founder of the troupe. The two

male singer-dancers were Paul Hardt and James Hum-
phrey, who, although with the revue for only two weeks,

are very talented singers and seemed comfortable on

stage. The two women, Jenifer Firestone and Helena

Snow, have been with the show since last May. All five

are from Boston, and their show is now touring the east

coast, and is a must-see for all, not just members of the

gay community.

Bands battle
By JENNIFER DEMPSEY
Collegian Staff

Feigned English accents, choreographed dance moves
or even strewn newspapers couldn't beat out the mod-
infiuenced Stops Saturday night at the Battle of the

Bands.

Held in the Bluewall Cafe, five local bands competed
for the position of opening act at the East Side concert

this April. The winner was chosen via ballot box by the

audience using their ticket stubs as counters.

Opening the show was Graphic Romance. Playing
cover tunes ranging from Aerosmith to the Beastie Boys
to the Georgia Satellites, this four man ensemble began
the evening off with a bang, and had the crowd up and
dancing.

They didn't have the "Tofu Blues," but Free Pre.ss still

thinks the world is sick. Playing all-original songs by

lead singer/guitarist/David Byrne protege Rob Skelton,

Free Press was in rare form and proved that they remain
a band to be reckoned with.

Somewhere between The Smiths and The Jam can the
winning band. Stops, be found. They played mostly
original tunes, ending with decent covers of The Who's
' The Kids Are Alright' and the classic 'Long Tall Sally,'

XPlain is from Falmouth, not London, but if these boys
keep consistent with their performance Saturday night,

they may very well end up there. Looking and sounding
something like Glass Tiger, the band played original

music with catchy, if somewhat predictable lyrics.

It may have been just another shitty day. but The Dog
Act finished the competition on a high note with Bob-
noxious at the lead. Absurd monologues with reverence
to nothing, the Dog Act has the sounds and style similar
to Stan Ridgeway.

Sponsored by Residential Education East, the Battle

of the Bands is held annually and open to any interested

band.

For those who weren't at the Battle of the Bands, a

good show was seen at The Hatch by newcomers Ground

Zero.
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ON-CAMPUS
INTERVIEWS

APRIL 2
INTERVIEWS BY APPOINTMENT
ONLY. Stop in at your Placement
Oflice to arrange for an Interview

or to make plans to attend our on-

campus information session.

^

Your Business Or Computer Science Degree,/^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^3
Is The Key To Success At IVIass Mutual

//^^^-^^^-^^^^^^

If you have an interest in computers and you are

a good problem solver, this is your opportunity to

enter a truly exceptional training program. During

our 15-week, fully-paid program, selected can-

didates will be corwpletely trained to be COBOL
programmers on an Amdahl (IBM Compatible)
mainframe or Hewlett Packard 3000 or DEC
minicomputer. After you have completed the for-

mal training program, you'll be assigned to an ap-

plications programming department where we

maintain a 1:1 programmer/terminal ratio

Mass Mutual, a Fortune 100 Company with over
$16 billion dollars in assets, provides financial

security and protection for nearly 2.6 million

Americans. Salaries are competitive Hours are
flexible. We offer an exceptionally fine benefits
program and a long list of on-site amenities that

can improve the quality of your life: fitness

center, cafeteria, store, credit union, free parking
and more.

MassMutual^
Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Company

1295 Stale Street, Springfield. MA 01111
An tqu^*! OppOMuHily tmpiov«*r M/f /M

Bookmarks
Bv KATHRYN POHNER
Collegian Staff

The yjhole Art Thing
By Justin Spring

St. Martin's Press, New York

13.95

Everyone knows that people like to read about

themselves, and to see familiar names and places in print.

Whether the motive is vanity or pride, it is still fun to

open a book and see places or people near to the heart.

For this reason. The Whole Art Thing, written by

Amherst College graduate Justin Spring, is immediate-

ly appealing. The base of his story is Amherst, where he

describes places dear to the Amherst population— such

as C&C Liquors, Matthews Shoes and Smith College.

The novel has an autobiographical tone as Spring in-

troduces us to the world ofJames Sloan, an Amherst Col-

lege art student and his diverse group of friends.

We meet Sloan trying to recover from a tragedy that

is both academic and personal. He then receives an art

fellowship from the college; a $1,000 grant which he uses

to escape from Amherst to summer in New York.

Once in New York, we meet Sloans mother, a New
Jersey lawyer who enjoys a quiet, routine life. The ap-

pearance of her son upsets her daily life, a fact that she

resents. We see their relationship through a series of

rather impersonal exchanges that leave a lot unsaid.

Spring instead chooses to show us Mrs. Sloans true feel-

ings through her conversations with Bean, the cat, rather

than in the exchanges with her s(m. Thin very realistic

device makes the reader wonder if that, too, could be

autobiographical.

Spring lets us see New York "art life" in a variety of

ways— gallery openings, figure drawing classes and most
interestingly, street art. The shopping bag ladieb and
street artists portrayed are so real and complex they could

only be the product of personal experience. For exam-
ple,Sloan meets up with a man painting portraits of

passerby for three dollars apiece and spends the day talk-

ing, painting, and drinking with him. Later, describing

him, Sloan says,"BummyfeM;?mjy, You know—like a bum.
Not everyone can be like a bum. Gill."

The Whtih- Art Thing tells a very interesting story, with
rich and easily identifiable characters. A quick glance
around downtown Amherst will produce people who could
easily have stepped out of the novel-Gill, the well-dressed
intellectual; Joan, pretty and loafered ; or James him.self—
the hand.some artist. You can almost see them walking
through Amherst Common , or drinking coffee in town.
Although the novel is short enough to read in an after-

noon (IRG pages), it is very well written tale, sprinkled
with humor and local flavor. Check it out.

Arc you
denying yourself

a better shot
at grad schcx)I?

Okay it may be too late to get a 4.0. But

it's not too late to try to do better on your
LSAT, GMAT. GRE, or MCAT. For that,

there's Stanley H. Kaplan.

No one has prepped more students

than Stanley H. KapIan.Our test-taking

techniques and educational programs
have prepared over 1 million students.

So whatever grad school exam you're

taking, call us. Remember, the p>erson

next to you during your exam might

have taken a Kaplan course.

MCAT
BEGINS
NOW
549-5780

KAPLAN
SrANlfYH KAWANEDUCATlONAiaNrMlIO

The worid's leading
test prep organization.

Guitarist Pat Metheny and band playUMass

I

By CORINNA J. MOEBIUS
Collegian Correspondent

Speaking on the competition among musicians for suc-

cess, Pat Metheny stressed that the odds increase "if a

musician's got that inevitable quality to their sound."

Pat Metheny has that inevitable quality, that authen-

tic and innately musical style which he says will make
a musician stand out. He does not struggle with the guitar,

or use it to show off a new technique. It is his voice.

Everyone in the Fine Arts Center last thursday night was
impressed by his dexterous hands, but that voice was wh^U
earned every standing ovation.

Pat Metheny Group has also earned themselves three

Grammy awards for their albums Fir.st Circle, Offramp,

and Travels. Appealing to a diverse audience, their music

combines elements ofjazz, rock, countr>' and folk, to create

a thoroughly original sound. Each album explores new
territory, and the booming gi'owth of music technology has

widened the possible frontier, as evidenced by Metheny's

use of the synclavier, a highly advanced digital syn-

thesizer which he uses for both composing and performing.

"When Lyle first started playing there weren't even

electric pianos. It just seemed natural to try what was
available; we don't want to be limited." Metheny's recent

collaboration with Ornette Coleman has also helped him
realize his potential. The legendary jazz saxaphonist has

had a major influence on Pat.

"He's not my mentor. That makes it seem like I want

to sound just like him. To play with that kind of melody,

with that resonance, is more than notes and style, it's

spontaneous, a category of one. I gained personal insight

through that experience."

The UPC sponsored concert on February 26 had all of

that spontaneous, fresh energy. "We were really tired,

everything seemed to be going wrong, it took us much
longer to get here than anyone expected, and we've played

1.5 concerts in the last 14 days. But the audience has a

big effect on us, and soon it's the audience that's playing:

they take over."

Pat Metheny was impressed by the audiences in Poland,

where he toured with the Group for 8 days. "An amazing

group of people.

There was an intensity to the audience, and they were

defmitely the most intelligent audience w^e've ever played

for. We could tell they were really listening. They'd give

us standing ovations when we got soft, at places we'd real-

Review

Pat Metheny

ly worked on, and we'd smile because they caught on to

those subtle parts. An American audience has never done

that."

This summer Pat Metheny Group may return to Europe,

for a 20 day tour of Russia. Pat says they are the second

jazz group in about 30 years to have been invited there

by the Russians, The popularity of the Group in the U.S.

will probably prevent them from playing in clubs

anymore. The Group itself is larger, with new members
Armand Marcal, Mark Ledford and David Blamiers. Pat

says he enjoys the atmosphere of a club, and will try and

continue playing there, perhaps in a trio. "There's less

separating you and the audience, because you can see

them and there's less of a need for amplifiers: it's more

direct."

Pat Metheny Group's next album is expected in June,

and like many of their new songs, it has no name.

Whatever the name, expect a certain inevitable quality

to be present in that ever changing, ever growing voice.

^

f CHINESE KITCHEN bi
FAST SERVICE — GREAT PRICES

Try our

Moo Shu Pork

$3.95

#23 Szechuan Gai Oing,

Swee & Sour Pork, Fried Rice

$4.95

#22 Chicken Wings,

Sweet & Sour Pork,

Fried Rice

$3.90

#24 Yoke Kew (Beef)

Onion and Green Pepper
Chicken Wing, White Rice

$3.90

TRY OUR LUNCHEON — DINNER SPECIALS
Only $1.49 before 3 pm, $1.90 after 3 pm

Eat In or Take Out
HOURS: Sunday Noon - 10 pm, Mon - Sat 11;30 • 10pm

2 LOCATIONS

430 Russel St (Rt 9)

HADLEY — 253-2571
150 King St

NORTHAMPTON — 586-8220

Interview: quality music
By GRANT MACKAY
Collegian Correspondent

The Pat Metheny Group played to a capacity audience

at the Fine Arts Center last Thursday. When it was all

over, the group had performed an album's worth of brand

new tunes, almost all still untitled and soon to be record-

ed, and had received no fewer than seven standing ova-

tions for their effort. Donning characteristic polo shirt,

blue jeans, and white Keds, the perennially playful

Metheny impressed the audience for nearly two and a half

hours with his unique brand of music and dazzled them
with his ever expanding repertory of guitar virtuosity.

Metheny and his co composer and keyboard artist Lyle

Mays have historically crafted an original brand of com-

plexly composed, poly melodic, poly-rhythmic, synthetic

music that does not seem to wear out with time. E^-en

though the music is considered "serious" by musicians,

it generates a fun, organic feeling that appeals to a very

broad cross section of people.

The group's new stuff continues in this same tradition,

,

yet it seems to be just a little more formal in concept.

Metheny/Mays have added two "vocalist-musician types,"

David Blaimiers and Mark Ledford, who used their voices

to augment the instrumentation in a way that is reminis-

cent of classical avant-garde composer Philip Glass.

Percussionist Armando Marcal added an exotic dimen-
sion to the music, blending in perfectly with the synthetic

sounds of the band. Steve Rudby performed both stand

up and electric bass, and Paul Wertico completed the

rythym section with some tasty and provocative drum
tracks.

The only complaint about the show was that although
this new music is outstanding, the Metheny fan only got
to hear one old favorite. Phase Dance, and a couple of

familiar songs from the album "Falcon and the Snowman"
including This is not America, originally recorded with
David Bowie.

There were shining moments: Mays played a solo in

which he played all six keyboards like one instrument.

Metheny played a progi'ammable synthetic guitar that he

could change on command to complement the sounds of

Mays. Marcal and Wertico played a .syncopated percus-

sion duet that had them screaming for more. This con-

cert promises to be the musical event of the semester.

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm^

CONNECTICUT VALLEY
ORAL SURGERY ASSOCIATES

Samuel A. Calagione, D.D.S.

Roy A. Schonbrua D.D.S.

Vincent P. Capasso, D.D.S.

TAKE PLEASURE IN ANNOUNCING THE

OPENING OF AN ADDITIONAL OFFICE

IN AMHERST FOR THE PRACTICE OF

ORAL AND MAXILLOFACIAL SURGERY

6 University Drive • New IVIarket Center

Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
Telephone (413) 549-5100

I
mmmmmmmm

Sttmmer EmploYment

TUESDAY, MARCH 3
9 AM - 4 PM

Campus Center Auditorittm

FEATURING:

50 CAMPS
FROM THE NORTHEAST
Massachusetts • New York • Maine

Cape Cod • New Hampshire

New Jersey • Vermont • Pennsylvania

WILL BE INTERVIEWING FOR
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

Information and Sign-ups Are Available

At The Student Employment Office

239-A Whitmore - Walk-ins Welcome
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Senior co-captain Carl Smith saw his collegiate career end last night, as the Minutemen

were eliminated from the Atlantic 10 tournament by URI, 86-76.

• men's hoop
continued from page 16

Off the opening tip, Rhode Island dictated

the tempo. Aftei- a Ram miss and a pair of

UMass turnovers, Garrick got URI rolling

with an eight-foot pullup jumper. Sutton,

who scored UMass' first six points, respond-

ed with an identical shot on the other end.

A Green jam and eight-foot jumpers by

both Garrick and Colson gave the Rams an
8-2 margin with 16:02 left.

Sutton then scored inside before Evans
hit a pair of free throws and a layup sand-

wiched around an eight-foot runner by

Owens. Garrick then hit a three-pointer

and got free off a screen by Colson to give

the Rams their fifteen-point, 19-4 margin.

Sutton double-pumped on an eight footer

to break the 17-2 run.

A pair of twelve footers by Hicks

countered a Garrick layup and a 14-foot

jumper by Owens to keep UMass within

thirteen at 23-10 with 10:04 to play in the

half

After the teams traded buckets, Sutton

drilled a pair of tnree-pointers which were

sandwiched by two jumpers by Green to

keep the Minutemen within striking

distance at 30-18 with 7:10 left.

But the first half was all Rams as their

inside and transition games were in full

swing with a rabid pom-pom waving crowd

behind them.

A three-pointer by Smith closed the Ram
gap to nine at 34-25 with 5:25 left, but that

wasn't enough as Rams hit on four straight

hoops and moved out to their biggest lead,

18 with 3:15 left in the half.

Three-pointers by Fitzhugh Tarry and
Smith pulled UMass to within twelve

before baskets by Sutton and Hicks along

with a Tarry free throw brought UMass
back within nine, 45-36 with :33 left in the

half.

Massachusetts (76): David Brown .'MO 2 2 8, Wilbt-rt Hk k>

7 l.'iO 1 14; Uuane Chaw 8 15 S 16; Carl Smith 4 8 :! 4 l.t,

Lorerwu Sulinn »• Ifi O O U». Kit/.liuKh Tarry 2-4 1 2 H; Chns
Bailey n ii (i 0. (ars Hfrei n n o o 0: Totals :12 6H H 14 76
Rhode Island {86);.John Kv.in-. 1 7 4 i >2;K.nn\ i .r-'i-n tS i;.'

6 6 IS: Boniie Colsun 4 K 2 I In, CuUon (I'.m.t,,- ti 14 J I 14

Tom Garrick 12 22 5 6 30: Dennis Fahisz 1 . 00 2, Ric Bhiini.-

(I 1 '10 0; Jim Christian 1 0; Totals ;l;i ,=>;! 19 25 M6
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track finishes eighth

aintumcd from page 16 when
their first runner dropped the baton. The
team composed of freshman Herb Heffner,

Larry Cuddy, Paul Stanislawseyk, and

Wayne Levy finished in sixth place despite

their mishap at the beginning of the race.

"In a meet of this magnitude with com
petition being so close, you can't afford to

make any mistakes* said O'Brien. "Losing

two scoring chances is very difficult."

The day was not a total failure, though,

as the Minutemen did get some great in-

dividual performances. Bill Stewart took

• Smith's career ends

home first place in the 1000 meter race

with a time of 2:27.4 while teammate Steve

Tolley finished third in the 1500 with a

3:51.4. The team of Stewart, Tolley, Jon

Novak, Reinardo Flores finished fourth in

the 2-mile relay with a time of 7:36.4.

The Eagles of Boston College came out

of the pack to take first place overall in the

team standings. The University of Connec-

ticut finished second with Northeastern

University. Boston University, and the

University of Rhode Island following.

cofitinufd from page 16

"I might decide to pursue my basketball

career a little more," Smith said, 'because

1 love the game so much. But if that doesn't

work out I will always have my degree.

"I hope my business career can go just

like my basketball career. After the game
my teammate.^ told me what a pleasure it

\\ as to play with me. It was heartwarming
tn sav the least," Smith said.

•

It i> sad to lose Carl Smith." Gerlufsen

said "He is a great player and a fine man.

We will s(ii-fly miss him. Ht- hclpi'ci turn

I'M;- > intii a !fspcitaliU' basketball pro

gram But in Chris Bailey. I think sve will

havi' a capable replacement."
Note: .\s of last night. Clint Holtz, a

LMas> ifcruit. had iiot decided whether to

attend UMa.ss.

The 6-11 center from Broadneck High
School in Anapolis, Maryland is also being
heavily ifciuiti'd by several Atlantic Coact
Conleie'ice shcoois as well as Ohio State
Universit> , Richmond l'ni\ersity. Towson
.'^late I'lliv i.'ISll\-, iliui l:i!i;t - M.llllMiii

rnuersity, amung others.

AP photo

NEW ORIOLE - Ray Knight chases down Orioles pitcher Jeff

Ballard during spring training camp in Miami yesterday during
Knight's first day as an Oriole.

IWORKSHOP FOR COMMUTING STUDENTS I

''RAPE:

MYTHS AND REALITIES
ff

WANT HELP ON A PAPER?

VISIT THE
WRITING CENTER

Pierpont (SW) - Mon & Wed

0-4D Cashin (Sylvan) • Tues & Thurs

B-24 Baker (Central) • Mon, Tues, & Thurs

7-9:30 PM
DROP-IN

kMco'S

220 N. Pleasant St

Amherst, MA

253-2543

Tuesday, March 3rd, 1987
7:30 pm - Campus Center Room 805

''^^ponsored by: Health Education,

Educator/Advocate Program of the Even/ivoman's Center •:•

'I'

and the Commuter An.'a Coveniment •:•

>«•*••««•

<fif^»'M
for a

Quality

Laundry

let us do your
II PRAY ST. wash-dry-fold

AMHERST. MA. and

SELF SERVICE ^^""^ pressing

7 DAYS -TAJy/l-IO PM. 3^9-1665
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Smithereens
By Sarah Smith

" 'You hove a small capacity for reason, some
basic toul-making skills, and the use of a few

simple words; ... Yep. That's you."

/f/XS /Iner.c-^

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau

Our apologies again for no DooneslnirY today The Collcgiaii is not boycotting the strip;

the syndicate hasn't yet sent it. We will bring DoonesbarY back in its regular time and

place as soon as possible.

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

liVe CALL HeK 'fflMsrv

we euzfipem' N(M

.

mRRiep COME ... Fouxjvu me:

utile INTO WK FUTVKe

nmUZARP" WOKLP, y^^
pcAcmftP? ymrnf ^

HLf.

WI5 (MY Lime pweujNo
isouRHOUde. m cm.rT
"mKLBY mNORr w^m<nep
HeRE(Nm3. jmrscm.

ITWR
'urru

Lf^mOKbHlHI':

ifS Ail A mf OF Sa^HOW
PCAUNO wrm the MepfocRin
OF OUR WULT ^^'<
UFe...mpM: ,f

OF OUR YOUTH. \#. ,f
/

,

yo(/R youn. T -f

,rY\^ v/y

Hey...

neRe's
A&OPheR
wewNO
ON MY FOOT..

MP POO,
fm/mo...
BAQ PO(r/

I

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

Gordy By Gorde

^^^i^ UH you
IM^kJTBo To

COAfE /A/,

Hgy, THrr. tmr's MBf^ah&-

SOK),

I Bi(PeCT-
eoyou
TOBB. .

you IAj£K£. AO/^JffS OAJe ~7b

72p S££ /K3V ^/^ YOu'C^

WAKJTEO ThfS TTAfS 7Z> 5AY
...iA^au. I'M {/e/^ PROUD
OF YOO. ^MAI^OOf"

quote of the day;

"He amid fiddle all the hugs offa sweet'-potatoe vine.

'

—Stephen Vincent Benet.

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trude Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Fral«fnity lattar

5 Tail Comb
tcxm

9 Slmg
13 Sna*>esp8are s

nver

14 A wotfe — (to

your heaiifit

15 Si'i^ar

Fiizge'ald

16 Afeas AbtK

17 Ofdinary

18 PorKers

19 Dress«r leatutB

?i Lanky
?3 King C •(

?A Charles Lamb
26 AriM
28 Red
31 Vast amount
32 Income -

33 Jagged
36 Small amount
40 A Pans aifpol

42 Mauna -
43 Glance
44 B«g
46 GruescMne
49 Single

50 Oriental, e g
52 Instructor

54 Messenger
57 Retain

58 Guy on tiie beat

59 Baseball s

Slaughter

61 Tease
65 Increase

67 Ham It up
69 Seed covenr>g

70 Malt beverages
71 Bravery

72 Hosiery shades

73 Computer unit

74 Belore long

75 Ken ol the

comics

DOWN
1 Tribal

poet singer

2 Always

3 Roman robe

4 Reply

5 Presidential

nickname

6 Collections o)

anecdotes
7 Practical

8 Duds lor doers

9 Oivida Abbr
1 Adhere
1

1

Pond plants

12 Manna Sight

14 Brisker

20 She. in Pans

22 Encounter

25 Coral island c

a son
27 Bannister

26 Street sign

29 Track star

Lewis
30 Part ol a

wheel

34 Small amoun
35 Our planet

37 High time of

day

38 Departed

39 Moonlighter

perhaps
41 Story
4S Oeach (ealun

47 Mangle
48 Valley

51 Swiss city oo
the Rhone

53 Conceplualiie

54 Turbulent

55 Turn over

56 Type o<

numeral

58 Crustacean

60 Chorister's goal

62 Doggone it!

63 Serge-wearers

bane
64 Actreas

Lanchesier

66 Comp direction

68 Heavy weiqht

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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1
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D
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Lunch
Menu

Basics Lunch

Grilled Turkey. Bacon,

Swiss Sandwich
Tuna Oriental/Chow Mcin

Dinner

Quarter Pound Burger

w /cheese

Pineapple Ham Steak

Swiss Turkey
Sprout Sandwich

Tuna Oriental/Chow Mein

Basics Dinner

Egg and Cheddar Florentine

Baked Cod

r Weather
Today, rain and maybe a little snow, high around 40.

Tomorrow mostly cloudy with the high in mid 30s and

a chance of flurries

Today's Staff

Night Editor Hana Lcvenson

Copy Editor .Jennifer Dcmpscy

Photo Technician Rob Skelton

Uyont Technician Matkins

Production Supervisor Marc Infield

Production Jane Lapato, Sandra Barker,

Isabel Perkins, Julie Rae, Laura Bell, Kathy Wheeler

Executive Board — Spring of 1987

KELLY SIEGEK
Editor in Chief

NANCY KLINGENER
Haaagiag Editor

STEVE RUBIN
BaslBCSs Miugcr

PHIL SERAFINO
Editorial Editor

ANSEL ZINTER
Production Ifanagcr

Business Board — Spring of 1987

STEVE RUBIN
Bu«iatM Manager

PAUL H. LESSER
AdvtrtUiag SaJc* Manager

VANESSA ROTH
piMaca Maaagcr

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marketing Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Ctrcalaiion Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
S«bacHptl«n Haaager
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Men, women gymnasts
have a winning weekend
Men win twice; women beat UVM, Brown
Bv STEVE RICHARDS
Collegian Staff

This weekend was very

productive one for the
University of

Massachusetts gymnastics

teams as both the men's and
women's teams posted im-

pressive and important
victories.

The men hammered Array
267.0-254.8 at the Boyden
Gymnastics Center Satur-

day and rode the momen-
tum of that big win to a first

place finish of a field of five

in the New England Cham-
pionships Sunday at

Springfield College.

Senior Phil Gorgone pac-

ed the Minutemen in the

New England's by winning
the floor exercise (9.0) and
vault (9.1). Other UMass
winners at SC were Rober-

to Weil, with a 9.1 in the

still rings and Tim Myers,
whose 9.4 earned him the

horizontal bar title.

Further details of the

men's action were not

available at press time.

The UMass women's gym-
nastics team took a giant

step in its trek toward
achieving the elusive .500

mark by posting victories

over the University of Ver-

mont and Brown Universi-

ty Saturday in Burlington,

VT, raising their season

record to 5-6.

The results of the tri-meet

placed UMass first with

169.95, UVM second, at

167.95, and Brown third

with 165.80.

The two wins for the
Minutewomen were their

fourth in their last five deci-

sions, dating back to their

victory over Springfield Col-

lege Feb. 11 and leave the

team one win shy of .500, a

mark it has not been at

since the first meet of the

year.

Massachusetts was paced
by habitual standout
freshman Kristin Turmail.
who took the all-around

EUROPE ''CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
One Rockefeller Plaza
New York. NV 10020
Phone (212) 581 -3040

Mail Htii ad lor Special
Student/ Teacher TariM.

D NENTAU a LEASE Q PURCHASE

with a score of 35.15.

Sophomore Lou Kaufman
chipped in with a third place

finish in the all-around,

posting a 34.35, her career

personal best. Brooke Taft

of Brown snuck in with a

34.40 to take second place.

Coach Chuck Shiebler

said he was most impressed

with his team's performance

in the uneven parallel bars,

an event that has given

UMass a bit of trouble

throughout the year.

The bars were the first

event of the afternoon and
the excellent UMa.ss show-

ing put the team in a good

frame of mind for the rest of

the meet, Shiebler said.

"We were very strong on

bars." Shiebler said. "This

was the first time this

sea.'^nn we really got our bar

routines together."

The Mmutwonien won the

bars for the first time this

year, and were led by
sophomore Sue Carney, who
tied for first with Brown's
Taft, scoring an 8.65 and
sophomore Anne Marie
Ditunno, who close behind,

taking second at 8.6.

For Ditunno, a regular in

the bars, it was her top

showing of the year, accor-

ding to Shiebler.

"Anne was particularly

good on bars. It was by far

her best performance of the

year," he said.

Shiebler also noted the

team's success in the floor

exercise. Turmail topped

the solid UMass perfor-

mance by winning the event
with a 9.4, which was the
best score of the afternoon
overall.

Turmail also had the

meet's second best score, a

9.3 in the balance beam to

help boost her mark in the

all-around..

Turmail 's advantage in

the all-around may have

been more desicive, but she

was experimenting with a

new vault, which Shiebler

said may not have been

quite ready for a big score.

"Kristin's score in the

vault (8.65 and still good

enough for second in the

event) was not that great,

but I am glad we took the

chance," Shiebler said. "We
wanted to see how it work
out in actual competition."

The Massachusetts cause

was bolstered by the addi-

tion of freshman Enya
Hlozik to the all-around.

Hlozik competed in the

event for the fiivst time, join-

ing Turmail and Kaufman
for UMass. Saturday mark
ed the first time this year

the Minutewomen used
three gymnasts in the all

around, giving their lineup

more depth and versatility.

"I felt pretty good about

using three in the all-

around," Shiebler said. "It

takes some of the pressure

of our other gymnasts in the

all-around.

Shiebler said he was sur-

prised by the good showing
by host UVM, as Vermont
kept the meet close and the
Minutewomen honest.

"They were better than
we had anticipated. UVM
made it very competitive
and really made us do our
job," he said.

• hoop
tdittinued f'ritni page 16

The game, which closed

out both teams' AlO
regular-season schedules,

was also the final regular-

season home game for the

Minutewomen and marked
the end of three UMass
regular season careers.

Saying goodbye to honu-

careers were seniors Karen
Fitzgerald, the starting

center, starting guard Maiv
Marquedant, and reserve

guard JoAnn Dupuis. The
three were honored in a
brief ceremony prior to the

game.
"I jupt wish everybody

was staying on," Dupuis
said. "We're going to have
a great team next year.

UMass is getting there."

"The whole team wanted
to win the game for the

seniors. We lost against

Penn State so we were
definitely determined to win
for them. We were psych-

ed," said Micijealsen.

And yes, there was a

game. But it was no contest.

Using 10-0 and 14-2 runs
during the game's first 10

minutes, the Minutewomen
erased any doubt as to the

outcome. Scoring at will

from both the inside and the

perimeter, UMass took ad-

vantage of Bonnie defensive

mistakes and dictated the

flow.

"What happened was they

used a press against us ear-

ly, but then they got out of

it and that was an advan-

tage for us," Leaman said.

UMass hit the boards ear-

ly, with both Micheahcn
and Lewis following up of-

fensive rebounds for easy

scores. Following a 16-foot

jumper by the Bonnies'

Mary Biasotti for a 2-0 lead,

the forwards took over, as

Collegian Phot') By Hyrnr Guamotta

Helen Freeman goes up for a shot
in Saturday's win.

Michealsen hit UMass' first

two hoops and Lewis hit for

a pair and free throw to give

UMass a 13-5 lead.

Michealsen and Lewis
each tossed in a pair of

hoops before Michealsen
added a free throw off a

technical foul. Fitzgerald

then hit her second basket
of the game, a five-footer, to

give UMass its biggest lead

of the half at 17 points, 24-7,

with 10:38 to go. The Bon-
nies closed the gap to seven,
at 29-22 with 3:57 left, but
an inside hoop by Lewis
sparked the Minutewomen
to a 10-3 run to end the half
and the game, 39-25.

Next stop for the
Minutewomen will be the

tournament, and the team
couldn't be more ready than
it is now.
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Auto
Glass
Centeif

SAME DAY SERVICE

BILLED DIRECTLY
TO INSURANCE CO.

WINDSHIELDS
REPLACED

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 6i No. Amherit • $49 2asc

On PVIA Bus L.nei
Most Maio* C'edil Cards Accetit^d

1

Frozen yogurt provides all the health benefits

of plain yogurt plus flavors that appeal to both

yogurt lovers and those who tNnk they aren't.

Stop in for a free sample

and discover

the taste you've been missing

56 Main St., Northampton

next door to Sze's

downstairs

OPEN 7

DAY A WEEK
586-9659

I

WmmPLB rmey
"^ SKI AREA

ftThe Best Kept Secret In Vermont"
Seven Miles North of Brattleboro, Rte. 30

• 1 000 Vertical feel • 1 1 Trails
•2 Double chairs "New Lodge

Weekend Adult $19.00 — Jr. $16.00
Night Skiing Thursday, Friday & Saturday

$10 from 5-10 p.m.

Exit 2 Off 1-91
. 7 Miles N of Brattleboro, Route 30
PHONE: 802-254-6083

2.00 -.pp Any Lift Ticket
|wi" r" with this coupon

I
MUST PRESENT STUDENT ID

'

Writing a Paper? Need Help?

the Writing Center

Pierpont (SW) Mon. & Wed.

Cashin (Sylvan) Tues. & Thurs.

Baker (Central) Men., Tues. & Thurs.

7 • 9:30 PM

NOW
IN OUR
13th

YEAR

"^'<d=^^^w=^

AMHERST CREAMERY OFFICE BUILDING

150 Fearing St, Amherst, MA
Telephone: (413) 549-2686

MANUSCRIPTS - A SPECIALTY
RESUME PLANNING & TYPING
THESES AND DISSERTATIONS
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* men swimmers win New England's
a^ntinued f'rntn pnpic 16

only sL'cond place in this nu'ft. Still,

UMa.ss wa.s building the lead that it

would nt'vei l(iM-

The «ucce.s>. coiitmued in the 50-yard

freestyle, as Mclver and G.T. Ladd took

second and fourth, respectively. The con-

stant placing of at least one person, and
more often two, in the top six was just too

much for the other teams to top.

Freshman diver Dan Chesnicka kept

the ball rolling with a third-place finish

in the one-meter. This performance was
even more critical when considering

Williams had no divers entered.

Chesnicka's placing was crucial in widen-

ing the margin to even greater
proportions.

The final event on Friday was the

400-yard medley relay, in which the

Minutemen took a tie for second.

The shape began to change on Saturday,

but not before Kennedy took second in the

400-yard I.M. It was now Williams that

was consistently placing, and closing the

gap as it did.

Mclver and Scott Milbert each placed in

the top six in the 200-yard freestyle,

Mclver in second and Milbert sixth. Mike
Hoover followed that with a fifth in the

100-yard breaststroke

Dave Ehle and co-captain John Turner

took second and third in the 100-yard

backstroke, and then the team closed the

day with a third in the 800-yard freestyle

relay.

Yesterday, the Minutemen went at it

with all they had, and came away smell-

ing like ro.ses.

Bishop and Will Riddell started it off

with a fifth and sixtli in I hi' 1650-yard

fn-fsiyli', and Mclvt-r Ibllowt-d that up

with his gold medal ptMf'urmaiuc

Ehle and Turner again did it in Ihf

200-backstroke. placing second and
fourth, and Kennedy followed that with

a third in the 200-yard butterfly.

Hoover took second place in the

200-yard breaststroke, and Chesnicka

finished eighth in the three-meter diving.

By now. it was an obvious win for the

maroon and white. Joy was evident from

the large gathering of UMass faithful,

many ofwhom had painted their faces and

bodies red and white, and had hung a

"The time has come" banner on the back

wall. Need not worry, folks, the time had

come.
After a few boring speeches and presen-

tations, the Minutemen capped off the

magical moment by taking second in the

400-yard free relay, Mclver falling just .04

short in the end.

Once the results were absolutely of-

ficial, all the traditional celebration

rituals broke out. Yarworth, Bishop and

Turner went to accept the award (which

also included Division I champions).

When they had returned, coaches and

team members all gathered in the pool.

Champagne was popped and poured over

heads, victory cigars, a la Red Auerbach,

were lit in the locker rooms, It was truly

a magical moment, indeed.

"This is a great thing for these guys,"

Yarworth .said. "It teaches them thai if

they work hard and sets goals, they can

achieve them, not only in athletics, but

in life as well.

(ollitjiiin |»hotii by MuhiU'l ('iiii|jit

Will Riddell took sixth place in the 1650-yard freestyle yesterday at the New England Swim

Championships.
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A CO-iO FRATERNITY?

THE FRATERNITY OF a new generation'

Check us out' Alpha Phi Omega a co-ea

National Service Fraternity Open rush

March 2.3. and 10 at 7 00PM SUB toom
41 5A.

CHALLENGE VOURSELF

BE AN RA! Wednesday March 4 is F)A day
lor inlormation come to our desl< on The
Concourse level ol the Campus Cenler

Irom 9-5PM

CLOSET SALE
AenVITIES

"SGA CANOiOATES MEET
THE PRESS NIGHT •

•SPONSORED BY MORTAR BOARD'
8PM THURSDAY. MARCH 5TH
STUDENT UNION BALLROOM

ASIAN AMERICAN STUDENTS Associa-

tion IS havii.g their lirst general meeting

tonight at Campus Center rm 904 at

7 00PM All welcomel

FUU. LENGTH RACOON skin coar in

good condition. $200 00 NCR cash
register, needs only minor repair lor lull

operation or just a conversation piece

$50 00 Resignol skis, marker bindings and

caber boots Great package lor someone
who wants to learn without major invest-

ment $80 00 Call Ansel 256-6182

SOLOFLEXEXCELLENT CONDITION
almost new $500 413-323-6594 alter

5 30PM

FREE CASH

NEED MONEY FOR spring break? I need
you' baseball cards' Please help Call Mike
549-0333

HELP WANTED

AIRLINES CRUISELINES HIRING! Sum
mer Career' Good pay Travel Call lor

guide, cassette, newsservice' (916)
944-4444 ext 161

No questions asked ;v»y-ObOB r.-warrt is i)P

ing ollered

WOMAN'S EYEGLASSES (ORANGE
iramel on Sunday 2/22 Tower Library or

vicinity please call 584 2700 x4663 ask tor

Gma

OPEN RUSH

ALPHA PHI OMEGA- a co-ed national ser-

vice (ralernity We are the largest Iraterni-

ty in the world with over 630 chapters world

wide We sponsor Campus Blood drives.

Vegas Night, Scouting Projects, Book Ex-

change Karate Marathon and more' Check
us out Open rush March 2, 3, and 10 at

7 00PM SUB room 415A.

LESBIAN BISEXUAL & GAY Men s

counceling collective oilers peer councel-

mg Mon Wed 3-7PM Tues 2-4 Thurs 3-9 rm

433SU rap group Thues 8PM rm 413SU
Leave message atler hours 545-2645

LECTURE: SALLY GREENBERG ol Anti-

Delamation League Leading fie Fight lor

Jewish Rights' Bartlelt 35 330PM Hillel

sponsored

INTERESTED IN SAFE recreational sword-

play? Pioneer Valley Combat Club invites

you to )0in them Mondays. Wednesdays,
and Fridays. Tolman 22

ELECTIONSI ELECTIONS!

R^N^OR THE board ol go.^ernors

Nomination papers available m 81 7 Camps
Center 25 signatures due March 4 Elec-

tions March 9-10 Gel involved'

INTERTAINMINT

RACK-A-DISC entertainment needs 15

OJs, lighting operators, and roadies No
experience required 549-7144

SECRETARY- FRIDAY SATURDAY Satur

day 730-11 30 $4 50 hour Rack-A-Disc
Entertainment 549-7144

- MOONLIGHTING -

New England's Premiere DJ Service

Top DJ's-LowesI Prices

Give Us A Call 253-3133

FOR A OOOD TIME CALL

PROF AARON KIRSCHENBAUM will

speak on Religion and state in Israel Pro-

blems ol Judaism in a Secuair Society "-

Monday, March 2, 7:30 PM in Herter 231.

AN INEXPENSIVE SPRING tREAK

DO YOU WANT to go to the Bahamas,

Jamaica, or Ft Lauderdale"? We have com-

plete trips to the Bahamas starling from

349, complete Jamaica trip lor 389, and

complete Ft Lauderdale tnp 129 bus or 319

air fare These prices all include transpor-

taion and hotel You will not find a cheaper

deal with anyone else For inlormation call

Mike or Rick at 549-5401 Space is limited

APom

COLLEGE IS A world of opportunity So
why limit yoursell'' Experience the frater-

nity ol a new generation Alpha Phi Omega
co-ed national service fraternity. Open rush

March 2, 3, and 10 at 7 00PM SUB room

415A

RACK-A-DISC Entertainment Agency Disc

lockies. lights, rentals, and mobile video

dancesi 549-7144

POIMNT

NORTHWOOD APARTMENTiS IN

Sunderland-under new management and
ownership' A well run complex 2 bed apart-

ments only 10 minutes Irom UMass by car

or free bus !el 6663856 9AM to 5PM 1 0AM
to 2PM Sal

CAPE COD SUMMER ROOM RENTALS
Hyannis $90 weekly per person, double oc

cupancy Includes all utilities Cooking &
cable TV No parking lor motor vehicles 12

week minimum stay, which must be paid

m advance Reply Box 55 Barnstable, Ma
02630 or cail 1-617-778-5942

FURNISHED ROOM IN new house m
Amherst call Dale al 253-9949 between

5 30-6 30

THERE'S A JOB lor you in a summer
camp The American Camping Association

(NY) will make your application available to

over 3Cio camps in the northeast Exciting

opportunities lor college students and pro-

lessionals Positions available all land and
water sports, arts and crafts, drama, music,

dance, tripping, nature, RNs, MDs aids,

kitchen, maintenance College credit avaial-

ble Call or write lor application American
Camping Association, 43W 23rd SI Dept
lUMA) New York. N Y 10010,
212-645-66i0

PERSONALS

RESUME TYPESETTING SERVICE'
Have your resume prolessionally typeset

The best quality type, not a word processor

Sixteen diflerent type styles to choose Irom

Takes only 3 days costs $25 and any
changes I'll do for FREE Come down to the

Collegian Graphics Ollice (113 Campus
Cenler) and speak to Peter Soderberg

MEET NEW PEW»LE! Gel great ^«
perience' Come write lor New England's

largest college daily The Collegian is in 1 1

3

Campus Center, right behind the T V
Come down and check us out'

aay you 11 never lorgef" Be
serious but vire II tell you all about il tomor

row' • "You re the best and we love ya'

BDK & KMD

YEAH! YEAH! YEAH! Yeah' Peggy O
basically we don I clutter but we swear to

God you'll have the best birthday D&C

FERRIS BUELLER S DAY off Thurdsay
March 5 Campus Centei Auditorium, 5,7

$1 SO 9, 11. $2 sponsored by OHAG

GOOGIRL. DON^'Tvou know'' It's Ihe bir-

thday of Peggy-O' You're 21 and you re the

best Love, Betsy, Debby. and (ieleste

THANK YOU ST. Jude lor your prayer

ATTENTION MIKE B. It s been a long time

since summer camp, but I've been longing

lor you ever since I saw you sleeping on Ihe

bus- you were so cute I say I love you

Mike B " every night belore I go to sleep,

you are the boy ol my dreams -Love, Edie

O'Neil

HAPPY 26th KEVIN, I guarantee you a

spectacular day! I love you, Cheryl

WANTED

LOCAL BANDS WANTED Easlside con-

certs Battle ol Ihe Bands on Feb 28 Con-
tact Bruce or Davir) 549-4160

1980 TOYOTA CELICA or Supra wheels

call Janine 549-4915

AUSTRALIAN STUDENT WANTS to buy
downhill ski boots Stfe 10 ph 546-9166

UMASS CREW CLUB needs a team
manager Anyone interested please come
to room 9 m Nope or contact Dave Trond
at 665 3768

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT. TOUR~bus
drivers needed Exceptional pay Class 2

and DPU helpful but will tram Apply early

Martha's Vineyard Sightseeing. Box 1086.

Oak Blulfs, Ma 02557 617-693-4681

AUDIO

RECEIVER'nEW $130 lor $60 turntable

new $150 lor $70 Michael 549-1268

AUTO FOR SALE

1965 FORD FALCON a cream pull

256-6920

IS IT TRUE you can buy Jeeps lor $44

through the US government'' Gel the facts

today! Call 1-312-742-1 142 ext 5931-A

81 PONTIaC flOOO low milage excellent

condition needs work best oiler 542-3017

alter 7PM

78 DATSUN B210. Good rondition runs

well $850 or BO 533-2583

1978 PLYMOUTH HORIZON 72000 miles

new clutch exhaust and computer no rusi

standard runs great price negotiable call

6 1073 leave message

1965 FORD FALCON a cream pull

256-6920

YOU CAN GET there from here with a ''8

Blazer needs maior body work but nil!.

unbelievably. AC, PB, $800 or B O call

Dave at 253-7962

78 BUICK SKYHAWk new brakes, just lun-

eo up S400 or BO Jill 256-0957

FREE MARCH RENT take over lease

Spacious 1 bedroom apartment in

Creslview Apts Laundry S storage room

Bus route 7 minutes walk to campus 420

plus utilities Call R'cardo 545-0280

549-5483

CRESTVIEW ONE BEDROOM 10 minute

walk 10 campus 200/person -utilities includ-

ed Juix^ 1st Beth cr Jackie 549-0813

EARN S342 DURING spnng break Easy
work, must oe dependable and available

March 19-29 call Paul 665-3901 or

665-3479

WAITPEOPilE MUST BE able to work
Tues and Thurs days also some nights

apply at Delano's 57 N Pleasant St

PART-TIME TO put up fiveis weekly Car
needed 586-9336

MAINE BOYS SUMMER camp near

Sebago Lake seeking councelors unit

leaders and walerlront director 9 weeks
employment, including training

6/12-8/16/87 contact director 30 Fieldslone

Lane, Hanover Ma 02339 617-826-2833 or

be interviewed al camp day 3/3/87

IN A RUT? No money' Challenging sum-
mer work for those students planning lor

their future earn 3500 call 256-8066

SKI. SKI . SKI
5 College trips' Dcy trips,

night trips, to Berkshire East

Rales start at $9 lor litis

and transportation lor night ski

Rentals and lessions also avail

Bus leaves UMass & colleges
Registration deadline Mon Feb 2

For more inio call

549-4600 x328

SPRING SORORITY RUSH orientation to

be held on Wed Feb 1 8 at 6 30 in the Cam
pus Center rm 162 All University women
invited

SUMMER IN EUROPE $239 Lowest
scheduled lares to all ol Europe Irom

Boston Call 1-800-325-2222

TO THE DAZZLING woman who received

a rose Irom a dazzled admirer like to talk''

6-7070 Soon

GLUM IS COMING and he rules'

CAMP YAVNEH. N.H. (overnight) needs
lirsl cook and kitchen workers See Direc

tor at Camp Day March 4

LAURA DAVIS: YOU have mono? Well

FSU FYD, BKO' Get well soon' Love
Lollipop and Mixed Drinks

PROFESSIONAL TYPING

SPEEDY KEYS '-DISSERTATIONS.
resumes, papers. 256-1002

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

CASES. PAPERS. DISSERTATIONS,
theses fast, accurate, dependable on

campus, reasonable 584-7924, Nancy

RIDE WANTED

NEED RIDE ANN Arbor/Detroit leave 3/30

return 3/28 586 9818

RIDE NEEDED TO Daytona for spring

break will shake expenses call Lisa 6 5040
or Michelle 6-5101

ROOM AVAILABLE

ONE QUARTER OF a mile Irom campus,

on bus route, male or female Apartment

equipped with sauna, wood burning stove,

skylight in bedroom Call Brian or Chris

after 5 256-1041 $270 a month, plus

utilit es (Minor)

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 ROOM IN Hadley, 213000 per month
busline, wood lloors. lots ol space,

washer/dryer, no lease. 586-0768 -jvps

ST. JUDE

THAN YOU AGAIN! Seldom do your

prayers go unanswered I am very gratelul

STUDENT ADMISSIONS
REPRESENTATIVE

JUNIORS a SENIORS- share your en-

thusiasm lor the University while develop-

ing public relations, marketing, interper-

sonal and counseling skills The Admis-

sions Otfice IS looking tor dynamic and ar-

ticulate interns and volunteers to promote

Ihe University to prospective students

Academic credit available Applications m
Admissions Office. 255 Whitmore, until

March 4

TRAVEL

MAKE THE RIGHT move for spring break"

Fort Lauderdale $129 Nassau, Bahamas
$349 lor more into call Dave 546-6709

MAKE THE RIGHT move for spring break'i

Fort Lauderdale $129 Nassau, Bahamas
$349 for more into Call Dave 546-6709 still

have openings'"

FOR SALE

COMIC BOOKS GREAT new & back issue

selection al low prices Minimum 25 percent

discount with this ad We buy & trade

J R s Comics Etc Mountain Farms Mall,

Hadley 586-2441

VITUS 979 ALUMINUM racing frame black

and silver 52cm used halt a season $300

w/o headset $326 with headset ca'l Dennis

256-1725

1979 SCIRROCCO 4SPD great shape A/C

Pioneer stereo $1750 546-6^46

ELECTRIC GUITAR WITH qonlla amp
$150 00 586-0449

ELECTRIC GUITAR WITH amp $100 call

evenings 586-7738

GUCCI WATCHES FOR ladies only S30

many styles call Brian 6-7425

LARGE DORM FRIDGE $125 526 0058

Shawn 549 3813 ext 260 Steve

POLYTONE GEORGE BENSON Amp
many features beautilul sound $276 alter

7 253-5831

DO YOU LIKE lobster, shrimp, prime rib,

Chinese lood? Will Trade these meals lor

light kitchen work call stunt 549-0984 or

6-2150 PIKE

PERFORMS/ENTERTAINTERS, WANTED
lor Riverside Park's Season ol new shows
Singers, Dancers Actors Puppeteers.
Magicians. M'mes. and Stage Hands Audi

lions and interviews will be held at River

side Park, Saturday March 7 from 10AM
until 5PM

HEY ZUCKER!

HEY DUDE! YOU'RE awesome, what yoi'

want you get Scary isn't it' So how does
It feel to be on top of the world? How many
angels can stand on top of a pin? I think

you might have lo push over just a little

by Ihe way, thanks for the mocha cup
puchmo I think I'll let you be cocky lor lusl

a day Love and you re awesome and
secretly cynical roommate

LOST

HELP! I LOST my leather jacket at Delanos

on Wednesday Feb 4lh Senttrnenlal value

KELLY, TRISH, BRANDY, Tina, Jennifer

Jufie, Wendy. Susen, Kim Liza. Missy.

Jeana, and Risa- Congratulations' You've
made it' I love you guys Allyson

bLaTn. happy 21ST birthday Keep away
Irom those wild turkies " And by the way.
np the bagels did t have a bite out of them

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE new siSle'S

ol Delta Zeta Missy. Liza, Lisa, Risa, Wen-
dy, Brandy Tnsh Jenn Tina Jeana, Kim,

Kelly, and Julie

CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR new
pleadges Kim, Tama Elissa, Sherii Amy
Diana, Patty, Cindy Hillary, and Tracy' The
Sisters ol Delta Zeta

CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR new
pledges Mana Diana. Enn. Tanya Cathv
Karen Chris Kim Christine, and Patty Gel
psyched lor your pledge period Love the

sisters of Sigma Kappa

FOUND LEATHER MITTS N Amh bus 10

Claim 549 0929 Dan

YO SHANA YOU look pretty

spandex Edurardo

MARA EVEN THOUGH I am a Iti,.; lump
my bones anytime DAM

MARIA MARTIN * ' * Happy 22'" A mnh

WRVICES

TUTORING. SUBSTITUTE TEACHING in

business management, marketing.

tinance. investment & microcompulais $7

per hour Neg 536-5006 leave message

SPRING FLING/DAYTONA UMass party

bus heart of the slrip/Ocean Iront $99 group

we drive $199/ we will beat any price group

rates call now 256-6227

SPRING BREAK TO Florida starting at $99

call Luv Tours 549-6782 549-0547

TWISTER

WHAT'S A TWISTER lournamenl' Find

out Wed March 4 at 7PM in CC163C and
help UMass beat the Guiness record lor the

world's largest twister game

$IOO REWARD

STUDENTS LOOKING FOR a house
somewhere near campus lor tail semester

call Mike 546 5360 or Pal 546 5356

WANTED TO SEHt

GRADUATING?
THREE WOMEN WANT

YOUR LEASE.
STARTING JUNE 1ST
STACY 546-6916
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Men swimmers take New England's
By JIM CLARK
Culk'gian Staff

SPRINGFIELD- The chain of progres-

sion is now complete.

The University of Massachusetts men's
swimming team ended its sojourn to the

top of the ranks by capturing the 68th
New England Intercollegiate Swimming
and Diving Championships this weekend.

The Minutemen had finished second

and third in the last two seasons, losing

both times to Williams College, which had
won seven of the last eight. However, this

time it was Williams looking up the totem

pole at UMass. which conquered the

mountain at last.

The key to the entire meet, according

to UMass coach Ru.ss Yarworth, was to

Total team effort; Mclver takes 100-free
get a good lead on Friday that they could

hold throughout the meet. They did just

that, jumping on top by more than 70
points.

However, the game Williams squad cut

the margin to just eighteen, 610-592, with

a tremendous showing on Saturday.

But, the Minult'iiicn turned in a fine

team effort all around, and made itsi'lf a

comfortable margin which Williams just

could not overcome.

The Minutemen finished with 1023
points, more than 100 ahead of second-

place Williams, which had 914.5.

Southern Connecticut State University

finished third with 630.5 points, while the

University of Rhode Island (486) and
Boston College 1 4 1 .'3.5

1 rounded out the top

five.

"W^e really sucked it up today." a dren-

ched (more on that later) but very elated

Yarworth said. "We put pressure on them
the fir.st day, going ahead by a lot. But

they made a strong run Saturday and clos-

ed the gap.

"We got together [Saturday] night and
decided to put it to them today. We were
out of our minds (yesterday). We were
totally awesome, unbelieveable."

Yarworth had plenty of reason to be

happy about what happened. He was even

more happy about the manner in which

his team piled up this win.

It was a total team efl'ort on the part of

UMass, with only one person winning an

individual event (Brian Mclver, who won
the 100-yard freestyle), The great team
showing had every team member scoring,

and many finishing in the top six in their

respective events.

UMass got off to a good start right away,

as co-captain Rick Bishop and senior

Mark (Muddy i Waters took fifth and
sixth, respectively, in the 500-yard

freestyle.

Roger Kennedy continued the fireworks

by breaking Yarworth's nine-year old

record in the 200-yard individual medley.

The 1:56.51 time eclipsed Yarworth's by

more than two .seconds, hut was good for

iitittuiuid tin piif^i' /,5

SPORTS

Minutemen fall to URI,86-76
UMass dropped from A-IO Tourney; Sutton leads with 19

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

KINGSTON, RI-The
hole was just a little too

deep and the game was just

a little too short.

Falling behind by eigh-

teen points, battling a hell-

bent crowd and trying to

contain a potent University

of Rhode Island fast break

proved too much tn nvci

come as the Univti'ii> ni

Massachusetts men s

basketball team fell 86-76 in

the quarterfinal found of

the Atlantic 10 Con
toui'nainenl lasl m^ht at

Keaney Gym.
"They came out with a lot

afemolion and desire. In the

first half, the crowd was
really cheering them, " said

senior co-captain Carl
Smith, whose career ended
with the !n.>- ..-,<•( rcLitril

starv' "I'm not siire if crowd
IS the right word but I am
proud n! the way we went
out We were down by

twelve and didn't die. We
didn't lose the game, we ran

out of time."

The loss finished the

team s season at 11-16

overall and 7 12 in the A- 10.

Rhode Island meanwhile
improved to 20-8 overall and
13-6 in the conference and
moves on to the A-10
semifinals to be played
tomorrow night at Morgan-
town, West Virgina. In the

process, the Rams increased

their chances for an NCAA
tournament bid.

"I don't see how they can
keep URI out of the
NCAA's. I think they've got

a really good shot to win
this tournament," UMass
head coach Ron Gerlufsen

said "The NCAA would do

an injustice by keeping

Rhode Island out."

In other conference tour

nament action la.-t night.

West Virginia University

joined the Rams in the

semifinals with 74-60 win
over Duquesne University.

Temple University, with a

Penn State LTniversity.

Pl,i\mg withnut a single

first-half turnover and get-

ting a game-high 30 points

fi<im junior guard Tom G.u

lick, the Rams jumped all

over UMass early and did

not relent despite a furious

Smith's career
ends on a low

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Stafl"

KINGSTON. R.I.~The career ot one big University of

Massachusetts basketball name may have ended with

last night's 86-76 Atlantic 10 loss to the University of

Rhode Island in Kingston, RI, but another is guaranteed
to last at least one more year.

As expected. UMass coach Ron Gerlufsen had his con-

tract extended Friday by one year.

"There is never security in coaching," Gerlufsen said,

'because things change drastically each yeaj", so you try

not to think about it. But the contract is great, Im very^

happy with it and I'm pleased because I love the school

and the area."

But la.st night's game also mai'ked the end of an era

in UMass basketball—the Carl Smith era.

The senior guard had a quiet end last night to his il-

lustrious career, finishing with thirteen points.

"It has been a perfect four years for me," Smith said.

"I came in as a pentrator and a passer and have improved

my jumper to a >espectable level. My game has improv-

ed and that's what all college athletes should look for."

Smith finishes his excellent four-year career as a

Minuteman with 938 points, 633 assists and a .462 three-

point field goal percentage.

Smith's career assist total earns him a spot in the

UMass record book and the 5-11 co-captain also holds

the record for most assists in a season with 212 (his

freshman year in 1983-84) and is tied for the record for

most assists in a game with 15 (against Duquesne
University last year). Smith finished his career in fourth

place in UMass history in most career minutes played
with 3060.

He is expected to graduate in May with a degree in

sports management. continued on page 12

77-69 win over George
Washington LIniversity,

clinched the other semifinal

home game to be played

against St. Joseph's Univer-

sitv, 81 78 winners over

Minuteman rally.

Down by eight teen at

43 25 late "in the first half

and twelve at 48 36 at the

half, UMass came back
after intermission with an

18-8 run to pull within four

at 58-54 with 12:53
remaining.

Sparked by fourteen
second half points by
sophomeie ctnter Duane
Chase, the Minutemen
brought a blowout within
their grasp.

"We were ready to play."

URI first-year coach Tom
Pender? said. "But s.i was
UMass: it was a great
playoff game."
But not the outcome for

M . husetls. The
N :.ien held their
grouufl .i.nd v. tic dow :) tu

^l\ tor mn^i i)i" the te

niaiiicler. until a >hiin b\

Chase pulled UMass to

uithm three. 75 72 with
1:29 to play. Chase had a

chance to bring his team
within two. as he was foul-

ed on the play, hut missed
the ensuing tree thr«i\v.

i thought we were in

great shape and were pla,\

ing well, It was a close game
;mil I was hoping we could

take the crovd out of it. hut
after Chase missed the foul

shot, a long pass and an
easy hoop swung the
momentum," Gerlufsen
said.

And that layup. by senior

center Bonzi Colson, helped
the Rams hold off the
Minutemen. URI hit five of
six free throws down the
stretch to hold of UMass.
For the game, junior

guard Lorenzo Sutton led

the Minutemen with 19
points and Chase added 16
to go with 13 rebounds and
2 blocks. Junior forward
Wilbert Hicks added 14
points and Smith had 13.

In the first half, it was all

Garrick and Kenny Green
(who finished with 18
points). Using a variety of

Colleipan photo by Niki Sokolnff

Duane Chase had 16 points in last night's
Atlantic 10 playoff game.
jumpers and layups. Gar- "We were a little tight

early offensively and Rhode
Island played a picture-

perfect game on offense.

They had no turnovers in

the first half." Gelufsen
said,

con tinned on page 12

Men's track finishes

8th in NE's at Bates
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men'?^ track team
went to the New England Championships at Bates Col-

lege in Lewiston, ME this weekend with hopes of

finishing among the top five But a few bad breaks would
allow them only an eighth place finish in a field of over

thirty teams.

"We were relying on five or six scorers that could not

afford to make any mistakes," said coach Ken O Brien.

"But we had a few bad breaks."

The two bad breaks that held back UMa.ss occurred in

the 500 meter race and the distance medley. In the 500,

Andy Mooburg, who entered the race as one of the top

three in New England, pulled a ham.string. In the

distance medley, the Minutemen made a critical error

lontinucd on page 12

rick rolled up 15 points

while Green knocked in 11

from the inside.

Keaney Gym was rocking

as the Rams exploded out of

the gate for a 19-4 lead with

1 1:58 remaining in the half.

Minutewomen finish with win
Topple St. Bonaventure, 67-49.
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's basketball

team finished its home .season the way it started, with
a comfortable win, dominating from start to finish enroute
to a 67 49 victory over Atlantic 10 Conference rival St

Bnnaventure. Saturday night at the Curry Hicks Cage.
Getting a monster, 23 point, 17 rebound performance

from freshman forward Jeanine Michealsen to go with
junior foi-ward Tara Lewis' 15 points and 10 rebounds, the
Minutewomen were m \ir threatened in a game which
they had in the bag almost from the very start.

"I thought we played real well. We executed well and
we shot well. We had a couple of stretches where we fell

asleep, hut you have that in every game," UMa.ss head
coach Jack Leaman said VVe weiejust sh<K)ting good and

executing well. When this team shoots well, it's a very

good team."
With the win, UMass improved its record to 14-11

overall, but more importantly, to 9-9 in the conference,

good enough for a lock of fifth place and a first-round tour

nainent bye. And for Leaman, the Minutewomen couldn't

be in much better shape prior lo the A 10 tournament
which begins tonight.

"I think we've played very well in four of the last five

games. I'm happy with the way we've been playing," said

Leaman, whose Minutewomen now must prepare to play

foiu'th -.seeded Temple University at Temple in the second

round of the A-lO's. "We've played Temple twice and both

games were nip and tuck. For us, it was the best draw
becau.se certainly Rutgers, Penn State and St. Joes are

a cut above the rest." mnlinucd on page 14
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Senators seek to condemn table incident

Radicals justify actions:
4 were enforcing decisions

By PKDRO M PERFIRA
Collegian Stat!

In resp<ii!- u. sorm radical students

removing h i.il'ic iliai Iwn I'S Marine

Cnrps recruiters weie using m I lie < ampus

((iitiM ('(incdurse Fnda\ . two senators

|.>i.iii ID propose ihat the I'ndergradu.ite

.suident Senate condemn the incident at

Wednesday's meeting

The Radical Student Union members
who ser/.ed pamphlets, decals and flyers

tVoiTi til. i I 1 niters justified their action h\

saying ines were enlorcing Student

Governnicnt Association and Board ol

t j(n-,..-i>,-i ifi'isions.

I'he isM bodies have banned the armed

forces troni -ectuiling in the concourse

iu cause I heir recr-uiting policies

,1 -criiinnate against gays, lesbians and
' ,(\!ia!s The administration, however

lUien The bar. hv allowing th'

,, ,
.uirv m I hi ' '

• '•

l'hi)U. by Michael ttra>

CUBISM — Sophomore art major Tim Conley scales the walls of

the Campus Center Parking Garage.

V hailhi.i i n

>inacU I til ^

-ut)!nh i"(! '
•'

senate tin i

Sniaik sail

.i. ouikI dt^

'lM)k LTOOri :

'

: 'rrl I he

I he' I our. 11 a

MMiatuf

or W.'U

.1:

au.r M
;Mi>j)o- I

ai^enfla

; (ion I think that going

lilies IS going l<» make us

willing to take risks necessary to protect

student rights on this campus
•Student empowerment ixists ,,n this

campus oiilv as nnub as

studi'nt-'? are v\i1i'iik mi taki' .iiluui \s iicn

our rights are iH'ing trampled on hs the

University udministratHin

RSU Member (ireg Fink. v\ ho alter put

tmgthe Marines a(l\ erl ising matenals in

a cardboard box. threw it on ihe floor and

saul "i think Uie senate will find it \ erv

hard to !(\t : -I .1 itecision it already made
"

As r<ir uhether the RSl^ \m1I cease

ri^iiiiiii; I he presence of mi. itaM i-cciuiters

on r,ii!i|>.is 1 1' I tie proposal pas^f^ \ i.k - n.d.

"Thai s a (le( ision tor hi .uhm ni -.1 rat ion

to make
Chancellor Joseph 1). Dulti

Sunday about whether he p o

tion against the RSU nieini.i

although he criticized t hi' 111 Un

, \ f III I hrir ai'tions

I'lmimiii'i .'Xrea Smator Miii'.if

s;iiil he lia- provided the rhance'i

idiotogriphs that lie took dur

:i- 'A ,i-na'

1 lake ac

involved.

h Hoss

<V V 1th,

thelit;

I ~ of the admini.'^tratioii

idiials took the lass into

s Smack .said.

The ,\rnied forces should make a strong

effort to change their policy regarding the

admittance of homosexuals into the arm
ed services," he said, adding that, never

theless f he mUitarv should not be banned
from she concourse.

N ou have to drasv a line somewhere and

sometimes it is difTicuit to draw " he added.

RSU Member Marc Kenen said that if

Ihe senate approves the proposal it will in-

dicate that "the student government is not

1 ri person, Ills commilted ,'. |iio\ siluig

tlie IS Marine t'orps with all 'lie inlorina-

Moii It needs to prosecute lln-.-i members
of ilu RSI Immature adolescent Iwhasiors

will no! hi tolerated," Ross -.lul

S(!,\ (o Attorney General .Matthew

Maclieri has already taken action against

the RSU by asking SGA Treasurer

Katheiine Strickland to freeze the

organization s account. If Strickland

freezes tin an ounl. the organization will

not be able to use any fund.s that the SGA
has allocated it

'The RSU has U> learn that they can't

just take the law into their own hands,"

Machera said.

Strickland s\as unavailable foi tomment.

Manager proposal stirs controversy Conservatives rally

Control of funds at stake "^"-^ ^if
^^^^^^':*;-

^>t.j];^,^_^^^^ against table upset
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

Professionals from the Student Activities Office think

appointing the SAO business manager to the Student

Government Association's Budgets Committee W'ould be

advantageous to students, while SGA officials see \\ as

an infringement on student rights.

SAO Director Randy Donant suggested appointing SAO
Business Manager Judith Lovitz to the committee as an

ex officio, non-voting member, raising opposition from stu

dent government officials who said the appointment would

infringe on studpnt rights to control their own money. The

Budgets Committee controls the allocation of the $3.5

million Student Activities Trust Fund.

Donant and Lovitz met with Budgets Committee Chair-

man Nate Moore. Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Den-

nis L. Madson. Carol Wallace, an a.ssistant to Madson. and

student Bob Gnffin last Wednesday to discuss the pro-

posal, but no final decisions were made.

Donant said the meeting "came to closure with no sense

of resolution." and that another meeting would be schedul-

ed. "We basically presented our perspectives on this

issue." he said.

The controversy is "a real issue image of empowerment

verses education and development," Donant said. "I really

believe that as it relates to my duties as the chief ad

ministrator of the trust fund, it is a role that can't be ig

nored."

The business manager is ".someone who is involved with

finances and has expertise, ' he said. "I'm really trying

to create a much more collaborative and participatory

process, ((intinucd III) page 4

Telephones not so complicated, after all
By GARY dONES
Collegian Correspondent

The telephone From Mickey Mou.se to Budweiser cans,

from leather-bound black boxes to elaborate pink ex

travaganzas. although the packaging may be different,

the inner workings are basically the same.

"Its too complicated to talk about," said an American

Telephone and Telegiaph Co. serviceman when asked

about the simple workings of a telephone. "And besides,

1 don't have to worry about the sets any more. I just in-

stall wires and secure a dial tone."

"I really couldn't tell you how they work, "
said Priscilla

Gaignard, communications consultant for AT&T. "And

I've only been working for the phone company for seven-

teen years."

But telephones aren't as complicated or as hard to

understand as those closest to them seem to make them

sound. A recent estimate placed the current number of

patented in 1876, at 490 million worldwide. And they all

operate basically the same way.

The basic telephone set consists o I four parts: transmit

ter. receiver, dial mechanisin and a switch hook. When
the transmitter-receiver piece is lifted off its cradle, the

switch hook establishes a connection and an electric cur

rent flows through the set.

This current signals a central relay station that a call

is coming through and a signaling circuit sends back a

dial-tone indicating to the caller that a call may be plac-

ed. Signaling circuits also relay ringing, busy tones and

dialing sounds back to the caller.

Once a dial-tone is established a call may be made. On
a rotary phone the dial mechanism interrupts the elec-

tric current passing through the phone. If a four is dial-

ed, the mechanism operates a switch which interrupts the

electric current four times. A collection of these pulses are

counted by a circuit at a central relay station and the

number established and a connection made.
continued un page 12

By ELLEN M. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Conservative students rallied yesterday at noontime

on the steps of the Student Union Building against Fri-

day's protest of military recruitment on the Campus
Center concourse.

Saying most students did not support the action, a

variety of conservative speakers, some carrying signs

reading. "American security means an educated military

for UMass, " condemned a Board of Governors vote last

semester that banned the recruiters from the concourse

and student attempts to enforce the ban.

A crowd of onlookers peaked at about 50 during the

noontime rally.

Members of the Radical Student Union on Friday

removed a table set up by US Marine Corps recruiters.

The "radicals" said the BOG and a vote by the

Undergraduate Student Senate supporting the ban was
justification for the action.

In a series of brief speeches yesterday, conservative

speakers took issue with that contention.

Matthew Whiting of the Republican Club called the

action of the "radical left" a 'blatant act of intolerance

and censorship."

Tony Rudy expressed his view that "ifyou support the

military then fine join up, if you don't then just walk

on by," but that some of his friends expressed concern

that the University had been embarrassed.

Michael D. Ross, another speaker, said that ' The
disturbances caused by this group (RSU] of students

discourages possible employers from visiting the Univer-

sity."

Andrew Chu of the Republican Club said "the issue

goes be*'ond military recruitment, or the childish antics

of a fev pathetic malcontents." but rather it is
** an issue

continutd on pag« S
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Mass. political leaders
discuss domestic issues
BOSTON (AP) - Sen. Edward M. Ken

nedy, Gov. Michael S. Dukakis, Mayor
Raymond L. Flynn and Cardinal Bernard
Law headed a group of 250 Massachusetts

leaders who discussed housing, health care,

and education issues yesterday at what
they noted was the first sucli meeting not

prompted by a crisis.

"Never before has a senator, a mayor, a

cardinal and a governor come together like

this. It's a first. We see this as a national

model," said Stuart Langton, who organiz-

ed the Challenge to Leadership Conference.

Eight college presidents also participated

in the half-day meeting at a downtown
meeting and held to form task forces on

various issues

The last time so many leaders concern-

ed with Massachusetts and Boston pro

blems convened was in 1974 in the midst

of the .school busing crisis, Flynn said.

But the mayor said he did think Boston

now was having a less severe problem that

the task forces should address.

"Boston's number one legislative agen-

da at the state house is that the state

should assume administrative costs of the

House of Corrections," Flynn said at a

press briefing at the end of the leadership

conference.

"That's what I hope can come out of this

agenda. To the city of Boston, it is the most

important issue, rather than health care

and education," he said.

Kennedy, D-Mass., said holding a leader-

ship conference in times of no crisis puts

Massachusetts in a different light.

"Today, Boston is saying, 'Look to us for

a sense of compassion and decency.'"

He and Dukakis said including housing

leaders and community college presidents

at the conference gave it a democratic at-

mosphere. Dukakis rejected a reporter's

theory that the meeting's participants were

elitist.

"Elitist group? No. One of the people in

my group was a tenant leader," the gover-

nor said. "We can't come up with institu-

tionalized, bureaucratic solutions here."

Brunetta Wolfman, president of Roxbury
Community college in the Roxbury section

of Boston, said she also wanted people out-

side government to know they could help

with the city's and state's problems.

"I represent a lot of small people who are

poor and somewhat disinherited," Ms.

Wolfman said. "If these task forces come
out with programs, this conference will not

do its full job because there are things all

of us as individuals can do. too."

Flynn, along with Kennedy, Dukakis and
Law. the Archbishop of Boston, all signed

.\P phtrto

Governor Michael Dukakis, left, and Sen. Edward Kennedy, D-Mass.,

share a moment of laughter during a press conference after their

Challenge to Leadership conference.

up to work on task forces over the next six

months. The panels will release their

reports at another meeting in the fall, said

Langton, who is also the executive direc-

tor of the Lincoln Filene Center for Citizen-

ship and Public Affairs at Tufts Universi-

ty in Medford.

"This was half a day of exploration on

how we might better work together to serve

Greater Boston and Massachusetts,"
Langton said. "We have a good economy,
but there are other issues, housing, racial.

We're looking at the whole question of

quality of life in our community."

Springfield: more kids than it can take
SPRINGFIELD (AP) -

After 1 1 years of decline,

the number of children

entering elementary school

is rising at a rate faster

than some communities can
handle, state Education
Department officials said.

But the student boom is

coming at a shaky time for

the future of a program that

provides state funds for

school construction.

The state Executive Office

of Administration and
Finance is expected to

release a report this week
on the School Building
Assistance Act, which since

1948 has provided money to

renovate old school

buildings and build new
ones.

The act expires June 30,

and educators worry that

the funding, which was cut

from $10 million in fiscal

1986 to $7.5 million in fiscal

1987, will drop even more
on the recommendation of

the report.

Meanwhile, plans for

building elementary schools

have begun in 35 towns and
cities across the com-
monwealth, said Robert
Freyermuth, assistant ad-

ministrator of the School

Building Assistance Pro-

gram. Another 39 com-
munities are planning ma-
jor additions to elementary

schools.

"That's probably more
than the last four or five

years put together." he said.

He attributed the boom in

elementary pupils to the

rise in the number of

women at childbearing age

and the exodus of young
couples to affordable
communities.
In January 1976 there

were 607,441 children in

kindergarten through 6th

grade throughout the state,

according to state statistics.

Five years later the number
dropped by more than
125,000 students. By 1986
there were only 417,944.

But at the start of this

year the number was up to

421,105 and is expected to

increase by 7,000 to 9,000
each year through 1991.

The places hardest hit are

communities 40 to 50 miles
from Boston, Worcester and
Springfield; specifically

those along the center of the
state near the New Hamp-
shire line and in

southeastern
Massachusetts.
They include such towns

as Tyngsboro, Dalton,
Belchertown, Harwich and
Brewster. "Some of these
towns take only a modest in-

crease to overwhelm them,"
said Freyermuth.
School superintendents

told the state in a survey

last fall that they will need

$1.68 billion over the next

five years for new
classrooms. They cited the

need for 68 new schools, 1 19

enlargements and 458
renovations, said

Freyermuth.
Many towns, previously

untouched by commuters,
were unprepared for the in-

flux of young professionals

and their children. Others
closed their schools in

response to the 10-year

decline in the number of

students and sold them to

developers, only to find they

need more classrooms.

Correction
A stor>- in yesterday's

edition described Student
Government Association

presidential candidate Joe

Demeo as a "moderat.e con-

sen'ativc." He should have
been described as a

moderate.
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Kassebaum:
prepare through
getting involved
By SIOBHAN MASTERSON
Collegian Staff

NORlllAMPTON - The best way to prepare for a

political caiiMM' is to become involved in the legal .system

any way you can. Senator Nancy Ka.ssebaum said Sun
day night.

"The .same things to prepare you for city council or the

school board are the same qualifications you take to the

.senate," said Kassebaum, R Kansas, one of two females

in the US senate.

Kassebaum, who said the joy and appreciation were the

only things that prepared her for politics, cited a .sense

of history, a a "keen" interest in issues, a caring about

people, and having ideas about what works in government
as essential qualifications of a senator.

"I get a lot of questions, mostly from high school

students, on how to be a senator. I tell them you've got

to know your community, your state, and how to attain

results if you don't like something," she said.

"Ifyou don't like something, don't complain, learn how
to make a difference," she advised the crowd of more than
100 in the Nielson Reading Room at Smith College.

Women, she said, "have not been in the political arena
because we've been timid, including me at times."

"What held us back is for a long time we had to make
money. Money is the mother's milk of politics," she said.

'But now we are doing just that."

Kassebaum, a senator since 1978, serves on the Budget,

Commerce and Foreign Relations Committees. She
discussed briefly her experiences with these issues.

Defense, she said, takes up 47 percent of the feHp

('ollcKian phnlu by Niki Snkiiloff

BACK-STROKING — Two students jam during the basketball game in Curry Hicks Cage.

budget, along with entitlements such as .social security,

and the interest on the deficit.

"Many people say we should take more money out of

defense spending. " she said. "I've never believed it was
the money we put into defense but the quality of what
we were irettinK for the niont'\ -pi-m

Kassebaum went on to discu.-,s L'S aid to the contra

rebels, although, she joked with the crowd, "I'd like to

avoid it, but I might a^ well take it on as well."

"I don't think the contras are freedom fighters, nor are

they bank robbers," she said.

A senator who has voted both for and agauisl contra aid

nast, Kassebaum said she was troubled by the issue.

"We created the contras. There is genuine opposition,

both internally and externally, but the contras have to

win the Nicaraguan people," she said.

Responding to a question from the audience about the

discrepancies between her vote for the contras and her

hopes of establishing a regional peace process between

Central American countries .such as Custa Rua. Kl

Salvador and Guatemala, Ka.ssebaum .said, "Our leverage

is military at this junction and we need to cieati' more

diplomatic leverage in the future."

"It's a troubling is^uc Wiiat we need in this country

is leadership, honesty about situations." she said, evok

ing laughter from the audience lin reference to tlu' t ecent

IranContra scandal).

Student opinions vary

on military recruitment
By JENNIFER DEMPSEY
Collegian Staff

Even with the recent

Campus Center Board of

Governors proposal passed

in the Undergraduate Stu-
dent Senate forbidding the

military access on the

Campus Center Con-
course, the Marine Corps
was allowed recruiting

tables last Friday.

A random survey was
taken yesterday after a

brief celebratory
demonstration by
members of the
Republican Club in the

Student Union, to ask
students if they thought
the military should be
allowed access to the
concourse.

Senior Andy Regan said,

"Yes, definitely. Say if

Barnum and Bailey were
to come and recruit clowns.

demonstrating."

"I support the Board of

Governors position .hat

those groups which
discriminate on any basis

should not be allowed to

recruit on the Campus

Republican
President

Club Vice
Matthew

Student, 20, dies Sunday
Death assumed from natural causes

system that

Andy Regan

they would discriminate

against people who aren't

funny. I just don't agree

with the way the pro-

testers trashed the Marine

Corps recruiting table —
there are different ways of

Cnllpgian photos by Niki Sokoloff

Eric Nakajima

Center Concourse. The
military being one of those

gi-oups, obviously should
not be allowed," said
Freshman Eric Nakajima,
Junior Andrew Parks

was less committal.

"Yes [they should be

allowed to access]. People

have the rights to gain in-

formation from the

military — just as they

have the rights to gain in-

formation from the RSU.
Any group should have the

right to give out informa-

tion."

"I think they ought to

get out of here!" said

Sophomore Christie

Sokoloff. "Until the

military starts to clean up

its act and act in the in-

terest of the people of this

nation, they should stay

out."

Whiting said. "Students of

this university pay for the

concourse with the
students fees and the\-

have every right to havt'

access In any orgam/ation

using the concourse. The
politics of a small, violent

minority shouldn't dictate

the rights of the many."

Senior Cornelius Andres
focust'd on a different

point.

"The military is one of

the biggest discriminators

on age. Can you imagine
not being able to do
something because of your
age? Being in the 40s is too

old for them. This is an
issue they don't address."

Christy Sokoloff

Dot Mederios said,"Just
because they represent a
trashy government doesn't

mean they have the right

to practice discriminatory

acts as if they are above
the law."

By ELLEN M NOLAN
Collegian StalT

Bonnie L. Kettler. a 20 year old student

ul the LTiiiversity of Massachusetts, died at

.'):24 a m. .Sunda\ .ittiT respiratory and

lu-ait Cailnii-. according to the I'liiversitN

of Massachusetts' Office of Public
Infbrrnatioii.

Ki'ttlcr was taken to Cnoley Dickin.son

Hospital after her roomatc and a resident

assistant of Field House called the TMass
police to report her difficulty m breathing,

police said.

Kettler was dead on airival at the

hospital due to a failure of her respiratory

could have been caused by

pneumonia, according to the Office of

Public Information.

An exact cause of death has not been

released liy the Hampshire County Medical

examiners office after an autopsy was per-

tornied on .Sunda\ in Springfield,

.Massachusetts, lull it is a.ssumed that the
tivnth WHS ('n<n\ natural causes, according

to the Office of F'ublic Infionnation.

The medical examiner who pronounced
Kettler dead and the doctor who perform-

ed the autop.sy were not available for

comment.
Kettler was a junior from Concoid. and

would have graduated in June of 1988.

Man gets unwanted attention

while trying to attract friend

SGA candidates to debate for top positions

By ELLEN M. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

An 18-year-old male student injured

himself at 1:25 a.m. Saturday after he tried

to get the attention of a friend from his

third floor room in Washington Tower by

knocking on his window causing it to

break. University of Massachu-setts police

said.

In other police reports:

• A resident assistant from Coolidge

Tower called for help at 2:35 a.m. Satur-

day after an intoxicated male student had

a "domestic dispute" with a female student

causing police to interrupt and resolve the

quarrel, police said.

• Police placed a 21 year-old and a

19-year-old non-student in custody at 12

a.m. Sunday after a resident director in

Kennedy Tower reported the two to be in-

toxicated in the stairwell, police said.

• An 18-year-old male student was plac-

ed into custody at 1:05 a.m. Saturday after

he was reportedly exposing himself and

was found to be intoxicated outside of Ken-

nedy Tower, police said.

• Police confiscated a false

Massachusetts license, beer and whiskey

from a 20-year old woman and a 18-year-

old man at 6:50 p.m. Saturday from lot 49.

The Massachusetts Register will bring

charges, police said.

• Police arrested a 21 year-old Brookline

man at 6:15 p.m. Sunday after policed stop

ped him on East Pleasant street and found

a Hostiiii warrant for "malicious damage
and a motor vehicle violation," police said.

• Police arrested a 22year-old Boston

man at 6:30 p.m. Monday after he was stop-

ped on Massachusetts Avenue and police

found a Framingham court warrant for

speeding, police said.

• Police arrested a 19-year-old New York
man at 8:10 p.m. Friday for being underage

and carrying alcohol at the we.st side of Pat-

terson House, police said.

• Police arrested a 26-year-old Amherst
man at 1 1:35 a.m. Friday after he failed to

appear in court for a sticker violation

issued by the Peabody Police department,

police said.

• A student security telephone was
reportedly taken at 1:05 a.m. Sunday from

McKimmie House while the student seciuri-

ty officer was attending to a trash fire in

the basement, police said.

• An accident occurred at 3 p.m. Sunday
after an unknown car hit a fire hydrant,

rupturing the water main and causing the

road to be closed, police said.

• The owner of a 1976 Dodge reported

two people trying to break into his car at

2:45 a.m. Sunday after they broke the

driver's window. He scared them offby yell-

ing at them, police said.

• A 1976 Buick received $200 worth of

damages after it took a corner on Gover-

nors Drive Island and Commonwealth
Avenue too fast, causing two flat tires. The
male driver was cited for speeding, police

said.

Candidates for top positions in the Stu

dent Government Association will square

off tonight in a debate. Details tomorrow

in the Collegian.

The candidates and their areas are:

SGA President: Dwayne Warren and

Mark Friedman as co-presidents. Joe

Demeo.

For Speaker of the Undergaduate
Student Senate: Bob Griffm, Greeks. Bob

Simons, Commuter Area. Aram Ham-
parian. Sylvan.

Student Trustee: Rebecca Mendelson,

Greeks. Paul Wingle, Commuter Area.

The debate will take place at 7 p.m

room 101 of the Campus Center.

in

The Minority Graduate Student Association, the only minority

graduate-represented student organization on campus, will meet at

3 p. m. today in the conference room of the lower level Graduate

Research Center. The association invites all foreign students to the

meeting.
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* Lovitz

I'hoUi by l>Hlri('k Ehl«'r»

THE VIEW FROM DOWN UNDER - Many students probably saw campus this way, from

under an umbrella, as bad weather invaded the valley this week.

4v V

iniiiinui-d from page 1

•

I see this person as a support person adding expertise"

to the Budget Committee, he said. "I'm not suggesting

that this person have a vote."

"I'm not out for control, I want to work with students,"

he said. "It's too bad the SGA and my office over the years

have not been more harmonic."

i feel very strongly about this [the proposed appoint

ment,) he said. "I do believe it is in the best interest of

the trust fund."

Lovitz said she sees the appointment as "working mure

closely with the committee."

The appointment would be "an educational tool for peo-

ple who are on the committee," she said. 'I think it would

help the trust fund. It would help solve some problems

if we solved them together.

•'The SGA believes I would be usurping their power."

she said. "That is not my intent, nor should it ever be any

business manager's intent.

"I think it's viewed as being very threatening," Lovitz

said. "My efforts are sincere.

i .see some resources that aren't being tapped," .she .said.

"Hopefully it would be to their benefit and not to their

detriment."

Moore said, "decreasing student empowerment is not

for the good of the trust fund.

"The reason that we have such a diverse spectrum of

programs on this campus is because students are in con

trol of the allocation process," Moore said. "Information

I from sources outside the committee, be it the SGA
' treasurer, the SAO business manager, the Budgets Office

or other professionals is available when needed.

"The business manager's presence, a non student

presence on the Budgets Committee, would cross the

bounds of providing information and would, in fact, in-

fluence the decisions of the committee as to the setting

of trust fund priorities," he said. "This would be a great

dissi'iviff to students on this campus for which the trust

fund was (.slablished.
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Collogian photo by Niki Soknloff

Mat Whiting, right, and Michael Ross rally in support of military recruitment on campus,
yesterday.

* rally

continued from page 1

the students' fundamental right of access to information."

After the rally a small number of protesters attempted

a march to the otllce ot the KSU where they draped a ban-

ner that read 'RSU get a clue" over the second floor rail

ing and stood there for about twenty minutes.

The only concern to one RSU member was whether or

not the banner was fire safe in accordance to University

regulations.

Ls^i Sya^

Compiled by CAROL TANNENBAUM

Fifty years ago in the Ma*»achuseHa Collegian...

The bill that would make military training at all public

schools voluntary was defeated following a public hear-

ing last week.

Twenty five years ago.

The Public Health Service of the United States Depart-

ment of Health, Education, and Welfare has announced
' renewal of support in the amount of $22,044 for research

in the Department of Zoology at UMass.

Ten years ago. . .

, , .. r c*..

The first public clash between the candidates for btu-

dent Government Association president will take place

tonight when Southwest sponsors a presidential debate.

Credit Union's
new system
more efficient
By BETSY FORHAN
Collegian Correspondent

The Student Federal Credit Union ha.s initiated a new

system of banking this semester which requires that

passbooks he used in all transactions involving share Isav-

ings) accounts.

The credit union has also switched its processing com

pany - the organization that provides basic data process

\n^ siTvicts to the union — from Citicorp to Western

Massachusetts Computers.

The old system required students themselves to keep

track of each deposit and withdrawal, which often led to

si'^cral ptobU-ins.

"Students frequently lost receipts," .said Karaz Zaki,

Credit Union Union Board of Directors member, "or they •

simply neglected to keep track of their balances."

"Now," Zaki said, "each transaction is printed into then-

passbooks by the computer. And, since the student must

have his passbook in his possession in order to make any

transaction, there's no way that transaction can be forgot

ten."

Students seem to favor the new system as well. "It's

much easier," junior Cheryl Baldwin said. "Now I don't

have to worry about losing receipts."

Increased cost efficiency and a greater degree of per

sonalized service were cited by credit union personnel as

reasons for changing processing companies. "Our new

system definitely works better," Co manager Bert Cleary

said. "We've cut costs and our computers don't 'go down'

as much anymore."

Switching processors also created some difficulties. This

semester, everyone, including the most experienced

workers had to be retrained on the new computers.

"Everyone was strange to the new methods." Cleary said.

"We spent wintersession learning the system and then

teaching it to everyone else. It was a headache. But it was

worth it." By now all personnel have grasped the new

system and operations are running smoothly.

Located on the first floor of the Student Union, the

Credit Union, which currently serves approximately 3000

UMass students, is a non-profit organization run by an

all-volunteer staff of students. It provides banking services

that students most commonly need at the lowest possible

service charges.
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Morality always involved in legislation
One of the little zingers which is frequently shouted

at people such a« myself is, "you can't legislate morali

t> !
" Anyone saying this has obviously perceived my true

intentions, so I'm glad we're communicating. What
puzzles me, though, is how anyone could believe that

legislation is anything hut an imposition of morality. I

am amazed at how many local activists don't think

tlun If trying to imbue the law with their own morals.

Rusty Denton

Morality is legislated any time you add to or subtract

from the list of things which are civilly wrong. If you

create a new law making it wrong for a corporation to

dump metal tailings and noxious chemicals into lakes

and streams, you are moralizing. One could argue that

pollution laws protect the common good, and I'd agree,

but pi'otecting the common gtxxl is a moral value. Prcj

tecting natural resources is a moral priority Placing

more value on profit than on the environment is a moral

judgment, too. The real issue is not whether morality

is being legislated; it's whether a certain morality is be-

ing forced on people with different values. In the case

of corporate polluters, forcing them to adopt different

standards is arguably a good thing

But suppose the government doesn't prohibit anything.

Suppose instead that it condones what was once a crime,

such as abortion — is that imposing anyone's morality

on the public? Of course it is! Detractors like to argue

that permitting abortion didn't impose a morality: they

say it merely allowed a more liberal morality to coexist

with traditional moral codes. However, this really isn't

the case.

Federal and .state tax moneys subsidize abortions, so

even the opposition - pro-life taxpayers - do economic ser-

vitude to abortion. Parents of pregnant teenage girls are

not allowed to prevent their abortions; abortion values

are imposed on parents when their parental authority

is undermined. There are lawsuits against hospitals try

ing to force them to perform abortions. And of course,

abortion does a job on the baby, too. Proponents argue

that all of these things only guarantee pro-choice rights,

but the fact is, they are an imposition, forcing the rest

of the country to go along with their nasty schemes. Now
someone could argue that the legalization of abhortion

could not be called legislated morality because it was not

legislation; it was a Supreme Court decision. That's true,

but the decision essentiallv created a law which didn't

(..\i.st l.cfore.

Man\ people are still going t(» disagree with me
because they think of legislating morality as adding to

a list ofdon'ts"; what they say they're trying to do is

eliminate "don'ts". However, every "don't" they

eliminate generates a new one: don't discriminate

again.st gays and lesbians, don't discriminate against

women in the clergy, dim 't interfere with abortion rights,

don't share your religious views in school, don't spank
your kids, and above all, don't question anyone else's

lifestyle. I'd like to counter these with one of my own:

don 't expect people like me to sit quietly by while others

are trying to bring on some half baked, over rated, un

proven. God less and immoral New Age movement by

legislation.

I am not trying to coerce anyone to have a nlatKni

ship with my God, although it's their loss if they don't

What I am doing is saying that if I am to be consistent

with my view of God. I have to declare one form of morali

ty as superior to all others, and work to see that .society

reflects t hat. Call it arrogance or oppression or religious

zealotry if you will; I call it respecting God's law more
than human opinion.

Rusty Denton is n Collegian columnist

Rudy defends self; will continue to fight
A few y.Mi>- ago, the self-righteous Stu-

dent Government Association condemned
the United Technologies Corporation and

attempted to ban them from recruiting on

campus. The United Technologies Corpora-

tion, hearing of the condemnation, packed

their bags and left the University, never

to recruit here again. They took with them
an $80,000 grant that had been promised

to the University. Today, students still

have to travel to Hartford. Connecticut to

have an interview with that company.

Tony Rudy
That was the state ot student government

at the time. They spent most of their time

dealing with the pressing student matters

of changing the Minutemen as the school

.symbol because it was "raci-st and sexist";

endorsing the 'US out of El Salvador" cam-

paign; attempting to establish a movie

review board that would screen all movies

before a student organization could show

them, attempting to condemn the US
liberation of Grenada: and

attempting to ban the sale of Playboy and
Playgirl from the University Store. At that

time. Undergraduate Student Senate was
run, controlled and dominated by radicals.

Conservative senators, began to

challange this "progressive" domination of

the senate. They helped establish the Con-
cert Fund that helps bring Spring Concerts

to the campus, established a responsible

budget process in which allocations could

be checked up on, and recently re-

established the Senate Academic Affairs

Committee and made them look into the

problem of over-subscribed classes. These
Senators have been vocal in their opposi-

tion to the banning of the ROTC, the CIA
and Coors beer.

For the.se reasons, on Wednesday night

the Undergraduate Student Senate will

debate a motion to expel Senator Greg
Rothman and myself. The motion was
made by a Student Trustee Dani Burgess.

Among Burgess" "accomplishments" is the

motion he placed on the agenda to require

the Senate to buy a UN flag. The flag

would be placed in the Senate chamber

Sttmmer Employment
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because as he put it. "The US flag doesn't

represent all of us here." He was also in

strong opposition to the building of a real

sports arena and has been a proponent of

banning the ROTC and the CIA. Despite
the fact the 70 percent of the UMass
population supports the CIA's right to

recruit on campus (according to a Collegian

poll), he intends to place a motion on the
agenda at the next Trustees meeting to

have the agency banned. Now don't you
feel repi'esented?

Many students have approached me
recently and have expressed the opinion
that they are embarrassed with our
University. They see the members of the

Radical Student Union (whose membership
approaches 20 people) overturn a military

recruiting table in the Campus Center Con-
course. They ^ee the same organization
shout down the Board of Trustees in

Boston. They see some of the same activists

attempt to ban the CIA. They see the same
individuals "giving the finger" to the flag

of the United States of America. They feel'

that their views are not being represented.

I have attempted to do something about

this preception. I want and have fought for

more money going to sports teams and less

going to the Student Government Associa-

tion. I have fought for better concerts at the

University. I have fought against the cam-

pus "thought police" who want to tell you
what you can and cannot do. I hope after

Wednesday night I will be able to continue

my fight.

Tony Rudx is a member of the

UmiiT^rdduuti' Student Senole

L

The Collegian accepts letters and col-

umns from members of the University of

Massachusetts community for publication

on the editorial page. Letters should not

exceed 30 lines; columns should not ex-

ceed 60 lines. All submissions must be

double-spaced, and must include author's

name, address and phone number for

verification. Handwritten material will

not be accepted. All submissions are sub-

ject to editing for clarity and length.
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Conservatism not the issue
Political ideology is not grounds for expulsion from anything.

That simple fact should be remembered by students and the

Undergraduate Student Senate when they consider a motion

Wednesday to expel senators Tony Rudy and Greg Rothman.

Rudy and Rothman ai'e conservatives. So are many members
of the senate, and of the student body.

Most conservatives in the senate are productive, intelligent

and caring people. Seniors can thank one moderate-to-

conservative, L3mne M. Murphy, for fighting to get their Senior

Day back when the administration was going to trash it. No
one will ever accuse most members of the Greek Area of be-

ing too left-wing, but they are continually running programs

that improve the campus and the community. Katherine

Strickland, SGA treasurer, is a conservative, and is also a

tireless and innovative student leader.

This discussion could go on and on. There are hundreds of

conservatives on this campus who are busy getting good grades

and contributing to the quality of campus life. None of them
should be kicked out of anything.

Rudy and Rothman are different.

Another example of why they should be expelled from the

senate came at its last meeting, when Rudy audibly called so-

meone — perhaps the person who was addressing the senate,

though exactly who was unclear — a "ferret stuffer."

The term was a clear slur against homosexuals. It was a

reference to an article published last semester in the conser-

vative magazine Rudy edited. The article said some homosex-

uals enjoyed having sex with small animals.

The remark caused at least two people to leave the room in

tears. Rudy could just as well have called the person a "nig-

ger" or a "kike."

These slurs, like Rudy's, stem from the combination of

mindlessness, childish cruelty, unconscious fear and conscious

hate that is commonly called "bigotry."

This slur, though a private comment originally intended for

the ear of the person sitting next to Rudy, came on the senate

floor. It came in violation of University policies that prohibit

intimidation and harassment.

A member of the Faculty Senate or the Chancellor's staff

who was publicly heard to call another person a "ferret stuf-

fer" probably would not last long. If the senate allows Rudy

to continue as a member, it is telling the campus loud and clear

— "our standards are lower than the rest of the University;

we are not interested in upholding basic principles of decency."

As former speaker John Ruddock told the senate that a

member had fled in tears, Greg Rothman was laughing.

Conservatism is fine. Bigotry is not. Students — and especial-

ly senators — should be careful to recognize the distinction.

And the point about Rudy and Rothman remains the same
— they are undermining the senate's efforts to keep control

of student funds, to prove to administrators that they are

capable of running a competent and dignified governing body.

When Rothman and Rudy attack the SGA, the Third World

community and the rights of gays to live in peace, they are

attacking student rights and abdicating their prerogatives to

serve as senators. For those reasons, they should go.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the Col-

legian hoard of editors

Letters

Labels, stereotypes are dangerous
Liberal, conservative, feminist,

chauvinist; we've all heard these terms

before. They're labels used to describe cer-

tain types of political or social beliefs. And
they are all dangerous. The danger

becomes visible when the definitions are

stretched to include people with certain

lifestyles or sexual preferences. At this

point they ar no longer just labels, they are

stereotypes. Because of this we get

generalizations like "all liberals are long-

haired druggies," or "all conservatives are

money-conscious assholes," or "all

feminists are men-haters or dykes."

So what's the point? This is nothing new.

right? The point is this: The danger is far

greater when, because of lifestyles or

preferences, people are grouped into

political categories. I recognized this

danger when I read Rusty Denton's

February 17 article containing the state-

ment "There's nothing evil about a male-

dominated society led by real men. " In

other words, the ones with the belief, and

preferences similar to or in accordance with

Denton's, are fit to rule our society. Sound

familiar? Does the name Hitler ring a bell?

You know he was the guy who believed

that tho Aryan race was going to make
Germany a great nation. As a result of his

putting this particular race in a position

of political power, anyone who didn't look,

act or live like an Aryan was automatical-

ly put in the category politically opposing

the Nazis. Now you don't just have a

feminist being called a dyke. Now you have

a five-year-old Jewish boy being gassed to

death because he is a "threat to the na-

Reagan the great 'hypocrite'
Let s admit it: no matter how virtuous we

think we aii', every one ol us is hypiientical

at one time or another,. For example, we
condemn lyin^? and deceitfulness, but if we

can cheat a little on our taxes withnut ^'et

tint; cauKht. we'll do it If we drink, we

mitjht complain about the increa.sing in-

cidence of alcoholism on one hand while

nursing a beer in the other. We say one

thing but do another; we don't practice

what we preach

Stephen Bayer

But this is okay. We are not infallible be-

ing.s. We are, after all, only human. No one

can lead a completely virtuous life or be ex-

pected to adhere strictly to the highest

moral principles. It's part of our erratic

human nature to occasionally contradict

ourselves.

However, as forgivable as these incon-

sistencies sometimes are, we should expect

a little more out of some people, particular-

ly our elected public officials. When a politi-

cian is elected to public office, we expect

that they have a defined set of goals and

policies which they shall maintain and at-

tempt to get passed into law. When a politi-

cian contradicts himself on a public policy

issue, the people have the right to feel

outraged and suspect the veracity of the of-

ficial. A politician who claims to believe in

one set of ideas and then attempts to for-

mulate public policy which contradicts

them is dangerous and not to be trusted.

This is especially true of President

Ronald Reagan. Over the six years that he

has been in office, Reagan has contradicted

himself on so many issues and in so many
actions that it's amazing that he hasn't

confused himself yet. (iiven Reagan's ex

traordinary acting and elocution skills, it's

fairly easy for him to proclaim his stance

f)n one issue and then perform just the op-

posite, without his audiences noticing a

thing.

But some of Reagan's veneer has worn

off lately, exposing his contradictions for

all to see. Here are just a few examples of

why hypocrisy, thy name is Reagan:
— Iri his State of the Union message,

Reagan stressed that education of our na

Every new adjustment is a crisis in

self-esteem.

— Eric Hoffer

tion."

So the next time you see a guy with long

hair and call him a liberal, or find out a

guy's a femminist and call him a wimp,

think about it. You are contributing to a

process that can be devastating. It's a

dangerous, manipulative process that's

easy to get caught up in. And those who use

it to justify extreme political reasoning are

even more dangerous.

Laura Fay
Webster

tion s young should lu- ime (ilDur mam toni

niitments towards the future. But in his

proposed 1988 budget, Reagan wants to cut

federal financial aid to students by 4r>

percent
— Reagan claims to uphold the priiuiples

of the Constitution, which includes the idea

of separation of church and state. Yet he

is determined to institute prayer in public

schools.
— Reagan says he wants to make the

world a peaceful place to live. However, he

plans to scrap major portions of the Anti

Ballistic Missile Treaty, which will in-

crease the chances of war. When the Soviet

Union asked the US to comply with a year-

long nuclear testing moratorium, Reagan

chose to ignore it.

— The President agrees with the conser-

vative credo of taking big government out

of peoples lives. Yet, Reagan wants to

enact a law that would outlaw abortion,

thus intruding on people's private

decisions.
— Reagan claims to be a "good Chris-

tian" and supports the morals of the Chris

tian religion. One of the basic tenets of

Christianity is to support the helpless, poor

and weak. But Reagan continues to deny

much-needed aid to the thousands of

homeless people across the country.

— Reagan claims to be "pro-life " Mean

while, he cuts aid to pre natal health pro

giams. school lunch programs and educa

tion and job training budgets. He also sup

ports the draft, the continued building of

nuclear arms and the authorization of arms

to the Nicaraguan contras. These all help

cau.se the destruction of life.

— When he was elected. Reagan insisted

that the United States would never deal

with terrorist kidnappers. Now the public

has learned that Reagan approved

shipments of arms to Iran in order to

bargain for the release of US hostages.

These contradictions, once laid bare,

make one wonder how they could have

escaped our attention before. But now it

seems that the "Great Communicator " will

be remembered not only as the most

popular Republican president of our cen-

tury but also the most hypocritical.

Stephen Bayer is a UMass student

Support protestors
I applaud the work of UMass students

and their supporters to end CIA recruit-

ment on the UMass campus. The CIA trial

comes at a crucial time; we are deeply in-

volved with the terrorist contra forces in

Nicaragua, and faced with the possibility

of our own troops being sent. We are also

in a time of discovering corruption at the

highest levels of our government. The CIA
has been doing for years what the Reagan
Administration has been caught doing on-

ly recently: directing foreign policy on their

own, running wars and terrorist activities

with our money but without our consent.

Deirdre Tenney
Smith College
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Library exhibit to show
Quabbin-covered towns
By ROBERT MENZEL
Collegian Staff

Beneath the placid waters of the Quab

bin Reservoir lie the remains of four

western Massachusetts towns sacrificed to

the construction of the reservoir.

"Enfield: A Town that Came to Pass," an

exhibit on display in the special collections

reading room on "the 25th floor of the Tower

Library, offers a glimpse of a town that no

longer exists outside of the minds and

hearts of its former inhabitants.

Enfield was one of several prosperous

towns in the Swift River Valley until its

demise in 1938. Along with the townships

of Dana, Prescott and Greenwich, Enfield

was "killed" by the state in order to create

the reservoir.

Formerly a successful industrial town,

Enfield was the quintessential mill town.

There were several textile mills, a sawmill,

gristmill, oil mill, fulling mill and a cider

brandy distillery. On April 28, 1938 the

town was officially decreed dead, and all

the buildings were razed, as the locale was

flooded to create the reservoir.

The display includes the records of the

Enfield Con^egational Church, the Bethel

Lodge of Masons, and the Howe Family

Store. In addition, there are photos and

diaries of the town residents.

University Archivist Ken Fones-Wolf

said most of the information was acquired

25 years ago. The exhibit coincides with the

republication of an 1893 history of the

town, and interest has generated more in

formation. Many of the people who come

in to see the exhibit have some connection

with the area, Fones-Wolf said, whether it

be childhood memories or curiosity about

a favorite fishing spot.

"A lot of people who grew up in the area

come in and tell their stories," Linda Seid-

man, an archivist who did a lot of the

preparatory work for the exhibit said. A lot

of the information came from the pro-

prietors of the Howe Family Store, she said.

The exhibit will be in the library until

March 16.
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SPREADING THE WORD - Johnny Cissero of the American

Muslim Mission from Springfield raises money for books in

downtown Amherst last weekend. ^

WHAT A DIFFERENCE?
•Nationally Certified Instructor

•Area's Largest Exercise Floor

•Safe "Low Impact" Routines

•Special Padded Surface

•Super Sound System

•Wall to Wall Mirrors

Clean Shower & Locker Facilities

* Pay By The Class
*

v

256-0080 KARATE 256-0080

Health Fitness Ctr.

460 West St, Amherst
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BOSTON
BOUVE
O Northeastern Lnlwrsity

For people who care about people-
teachers, counselors, health and human
services professionals— Northeastern Uni-

versity has a special place where you can

obtain the knowledge and skills needed

to help others. Boston-Bouve College of

Human Development Professions.

You can reach out and further your

career with Master Degree programs

that include:

Master of Education
• Counseling
• Consulting Teacher of Reading
• Curriculum and Instruction

• Educational Research
• Human Development
• Rehabilitation
• Special Education

Master of Science
• Counseling Psychology
• Physical EcTucation
• Recreation Management
• Speech-Language Pathology &
Audiology

Doctoral and non-degree certification

programs are also available.

For more information and a free catalog,

call (61 7) 43^-2708 or write to Boston-

Bouv^ College at the address below.

Graduate School, Boston Bouve College of Human Development Professions

107 Dockser Hall, Northeastern University, 360 Huntington Ave ,
Boston, MA 021 15
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Ethiopia - A Communist Nation

On February 23, 1987. Ethiopia became
a communist nation.

Acccording to The New York Times.

Ethiopia may now be referred to as "the

People's Democratic Republic of Ethiopia,

with Marxist party as the guiding force of the

state." In simpler terms. Ethiopia now has

a civilian ruled government.

A.Branch
This histoncal event occured as a result

of a national referendum that was passed

around on February 23.1987 Of the entire

voting population, 96 percent participated in

the referendum question. 81 percent of the

voters elected a Communist nation. 18 per-

cent voted against the idea of a constitution

allowing a government ruled by the people

of Ehiopia. and only one percent of the votes

were discarded.

Becoming a Communist country was not

an idea that was thought of overnight. There

were many obstacles that helped prolong

the process

Back in 1974. Ethiopia's monarchy ruled

by the emperor Haile Selassie was over-

thrown resulting in factional fighting for two

years. Ethiopia was later consumed by

drought and famine which led to the death

of approximately one million people. This un-

timely event occured between the years of

1984 and 1985.

Fortunately, famine in btniopia was oeym-

ning to cease in the last year because of

helpful organizations like Band-Aid and USA
for Africa.

It was after this time that the Constitution

for a new government was copied and

distributed to 25,000 different areas of the

countrv to be analyzed.

The only major change that came trom

the nationwide debate was a decision to

drop a clause outlawing polygamy" said The

New York Times The Times also said that

"the new Constitution states that religious

freedom may not be exercised in a manner
contrary to the interest of the state and the

revolution"

The present leader of Ethiopia, Lieut Col.

Mengistu Haile Mariam, is anticipated to be

elected president of the republic for five

years. Mengistu's present occupation is

general secretary of the central commitee

of the Workers Party of Ethiopia.

The Workers Party of Ethiopia is the only

party in this one-party state. For those can-

didates who expect to run for office in the

Shengo. approval from the party must first

oe recieved.

Hopefully one major accomplishment that

will result from a civilian ruled government
IS a better life for the poverty stricken peo-

ple. Those people should now have more of

a say in what may happen to them
Still the entire idea of a Communist nation

remains theoretical. Will changing Ethiopia

from a military government to a communist
one make any differences at all for the

peop/e?

Nummo
News

lota Phi Theta: In a Class By Itself

This is a very special semester for the

Brotherhood of lota Phi Thela Fratermiy Inc.

At the end of this semester lota Phi Theta

will become official members of the Inter-

Fraternity Council (IrC) at the University of

Massachusetts.

by B.A
In order to be considered for membership

into the IFC a fraternity must show their

worth to the university and the surrounding

area throufh community service projects.

After two years of dedication to the com-

munity lota Phi Theta applied for member-

ship into the IFC and wa^ accepted.

Once accepted, lota Phi Theta was
granted colony status in the IFC. Colony

status is when a fraternity is given member-

ship into the IFC on a year-long trial basis.

After being accepted into the IFC. lota Phi

Theta has not taken their success for

granted

Last semester lota Phi Theta walked in

and sponsored the A Better Chance Pro-

gram Annual Foliage Waikathon. As a result

of this participation the ABC program
received $300.00 Since 1984. lota Phi

Theta has contributed over $2000.00 to the

ABC Program.

During this semester lota Phi Theia will

continue to work for the community by spon-

soring two annual events.

On March 6. 1987, lota Phi Theta will host

the Second Annual Lip Sync Contest and

Party. Also, in mid-April they will be spon-

soring the Fourth Annual UMOJA Greek

Step Show.

As one can see, ihe Brotherhood of lota

Phi Theta Fraternity Inc. will definetely be

a positive influence in the IFC.

Congratulations and keep up the good work.

If your organization would like to

be In Nummo's Spotlight, drop us

a line, or give us a call, we'll be glad

to hear from you.
Brothers of lota Phi Theta

Beta-Beta Chapter

missing from picture John Johnson III,

Richard Steward, beiwin Eccles.

Picture courtesy of Quentin Steward.
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by Joe Stansil

Third World organizations were developed in response

to the lack of Third World students representation in the

campus community The array of organzations represent

areas such as culture, academics and mass media.

Here are some of the organizations and some general

information about them

OFFICE OF THIRD WORLD AFFAIRS (OTWA)

Provides students ot color an organizational body that

assists organizes, advocates, and provides resources o

enhance and protect their interest OTWA 'srespons.be

for ensuring the viability and efficiency of Third World

students OTWA is located in 308 Student Union Building.

AFRICAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION (A.S.A.)

ASA. devises and cultivates closer relationships among

African students in the Five College area enabling them to

study fundamental problems facing African countries and

find solutions. A.S.A.is located in New Afnca House.

AFRIK-AM :

AFRIK-Aiyi offers students of color a support network which

strives to meet their needs so that their experiences at the

university may be well-rounded. AFRIK-AM is located in

N.A.H
AHORA

AHORA seeks to unite and voice the opinions of different

cultures tied together bv a common language: Spanish. It

provides educational and political information about the

Latin community to both the Spanish and general communi-

ty. Ahora is located in 308 SUB
ASIAN AMERICAN STUDENT ASSOCIATION (A.A.S.A.)

A A S A provides rhe UMass camous with educational,

social and ;)oliticai activities from the Asian perspective.

A ASA IS located in the S U.B.

BLACK MASS COMMUNICATIONS PROJECT
(BMC P.)

BMC. P. provides the Five College area radio audience with

variety of musical programming geared towards students
of color BMC P also provides training for its members
in radio broadcasting B.M C P is located in the Student
Union

CAPE VERDEAN STUDENTS ALLIANCE (CV S.A )

C V S A. IS committed to promoting cultural, political and

histo.'ical programs in order to maintain a sense of cultural

Identity at the university. C.V.SA. is located in New Africa

House.

CONCERTO LATINO ;

CONCERTO LATINO provides the Five College radio au-

dience with a wide spectrum of music, both traditional and

contem^ra^l^rom Latin America. CONCERTO LATINO .s

located in the Student Union.

NATIONAL SOCIETY OF BLACK ENGINEERS

(N.S.B.E.)

N S B E was formed to advance, stimulate, and develop

black and ethnic minority interest in engineering and to

assist with all levels of responsibility in the advancement

within the engineering disciplines.

NUMMO NEWS

Nummo News is a progressive news paper which ex-

presses the voice of the Third World community. Nummo

News IS located at 103 NAH.

THIRD WORLD SCIENTISTS SOCIETY

This organization unites undergraduate black students who

have a common goal m working m science.

VIETNAMESE STUDENT ASSOCIATION (VS. A)

V S.A serves to strengthen discussion for the challenges

of Vietnamese students.

UHURU :

This Performing Arts Ensemble offers an opportunity for

Third World community members at the university to ac-

quire a broad-based knowledge of procedures necessary

to execute a full scale stage production

MARTIN LUTHER KING. JR CENTER (M L.K)

This center is located in Dickinson dormitory in Orchard Hill

It offers a library and a series of films. The center also of-

fers a number of social and cultural events for Third World
students.

MALCOLM X CENTER (THE 'X')

The 'X" is located under Berkshire Dining Commons in

Southwest residential area It provides a relaxing environ-

ment for Third World students. The center is also the loca-

tion where many Third World social and cultural activities

take place.

ANACOANA CENTER :

The ANACOANA CENTER is the Third World cultural center

that serves the Northeast residential area. It is located in

Dwight House

NEW WORLD THEATRE ;

NEW WORLD THEATRE highlights the theatrical works of

Third World people, providing a forum for ihe expression

of their struggle, aspirations and dreams The goal or ihe

ensemble is to broaden the experience of the Five College

continued on page 3

HELP! NUMMO NEEDS YOU

CCEBMS advisor hears students cry for help.

Dons Clemmons, an academic advisor for the Collegiate

Committee for the Education of Black and Minority

Students,fCCEBMS) is conducting extensive research on

the etention of students at the University of Massachusetts.

by Zouera

Youssoufou
While working toward her Ed D m Instructional leader-

ship and administration, Clemmons is researching ways to

increase the retention rate of students. Clemmons feels that

by interviewing students on campus, a conclusion can be

reached on whether or not their high school prepared them

to graduate from college.

The areas that uiemmo-..^ is concentrating her question-

ning around.are reading, writing, and math 20'v ot the

students already interviewed, claim iheir high school did

not prepare them to graduate from college This is only »he

inception of the research, so findings may change The

report will not |ust include minority students but non-

minorities as well.

After concluding this research. Clemmons would like to

initiate a program that would 'enhance students ability

to graduate."

Clemmons co-teaches a course with another CCEBMS
advisor, Cheryl Stanley. The course. Digging and Data

Gathering:a research approach to issues and answers,

deals with research techniques on past and current issues.

•'The numbers of students who signed up for the course

illustrates the students" need for skill building.

The class has a 30 student maximum, but between the

add/drop period, dniihle 'he number had enrolled in the

class.

Seeing that this ciass had generated so much student in-

terest Clemmons and Stanley decided to divide the course

into two sections. Clemmons will seek to find out m her

research if students feel that their high school provided them

with the skills needed to survive and graouate from a

university.

One of the reasons Clemmons is doing the research is

to find out whether or not students are equiped with the

necessary skills to graduate and to hear the students point

of view on how the university can help them graduate, bome

students are not used to the professors" terminology and

therefore a lot of what goes on in class eluues them, i his

leads to disinterest and discouragement.

"Students that have entered .he univni.sity have trie

potential to graduate. They just need the oncessary skills

that will enable them to graduate," Clenrn.-n^ said.

If there are any students that ^vili .ike i • ..Hi'inipate in

Clemmons" research, they can o-nmc ?-, .u i^^ New

Africa House or at 545-0031.

Masterpiece: A Call to Fame

by Joanne Bohland

The record label reads "MASTERPIECE", a 12 inch disc

mixed and engineered by Masterpiece & Fantim Bros Pro-

ducers of Masterpiece, Mikel Oglesby and Ronnie Furr,

known to the U-Mass students as Mix Master Mike and Ron-

nie Ruff on WMUA FM 91.1. have two fresh new singles

"The Draws" and "Thats What I Hate".

Out of eight other recordings in the process of being com-
pleted "The Draws" and "Thats What I Hate" have flurish-

ed out of the pack. "You've heard of Country. Jazz. Rock,

R-n-B and Soul, but were in the category of Rap-n-Roll",

said the quick tongue of Ronnie Ruff.

"Thats What I Hate" has become a top seller in pioneer

valley but the question is, will "Thats What I Hate" or "The

Draws" that's pulling mass crowds in the record stores..

These two artists, Mikel of Newton Mass a finance ma-

jor, graduating this spring and Ronnie Furr of Brocton Mass,

a sophmore communications major here at the Universtiy

of Massachusetts are well known Disc Jockeys on WMUA
91. .1 FM. in Amherst.

When asking Mikel too briefly describe how they broke

out into the Rap World? He replied, "We use Casio and

a Roland 909, put it all together with our musical minds,

put it on plastic and to the record store, having fans in line

anticapating much more". While both Ron and Mike

modestly grinned ear to ear.

General Manager of BMCP Lester High, has contributed

to Masterpieces success in the Rap World by granting them

the opportunity to be released on an independent label

known as High Records, soon to be picked up by a major

label.

The records are presently being distributed in the Bay

State area and selling like hot cakes as major labels watch.

The New York area has been introduced to the storm

Masterpiece has created, "It's Mikel and Ronnie Ruff, their

setting the Pace."

Success awaits.

Sib's Ice Box
Welcome to my ice box. Ihis section is going to be

somewhat ot an opinion/editorial type section of the paper.

If you have any questions, comments, topics, or opinions

please feel free to contact me via Nummo News 103 New

Africa House, University of MA. .<\mherst.MA. 01003

The first topic I would like lo ti'iu-h upon is the upcoming

elections. I would like 'o endorse iDwayne Warren and Mark

Friedman for the office of S G A (Student Senate Govern-

ment Association) co-President I would also like to endorse

Paul Wingle tor the office of Trustee. Being an active

member of the university community, I feel that these men

are more than qualified to take on the responsibilities before

them.

Warren and Friedman are respectible dedicated young

men
Both with backgrounds in the Student Senate.

I must mention that Mr. Dwayne Warren (a member of

Kappa Alpha Psi) Has appeared on numerous talk shows

(Donahue local news.etc.)discussing lasst semesters

Southwest incideni i Nummo News Nov 20,86.)

I must also mention that Mr. Paul Wingle has done an

outstanding lob as Soeaker of the S.G.A. this past year (

If you have experienced a Senate meeting, you know how

outragious n can become at times. )Paul seems to rule the

congregation with a oowerful hand

It s UD to vou ihough the avid readers of Nummo, to get

out and vote. Youi vote makes a difference Since your vote

DOES make a difference vote for the men who WILL make

a difference!

Vote DWAYNE WARREN/MARK FREIDMAN — CO-

PRESIDENT AND PAUL WINGLE - TRUSTEE

If you have any questions, comments or

editorials to submit, please teei tree to do

so. Thank You.

Nummo News
103 New Africa House

Amherst, MA 01003

tel no 545-006

1

ARTS AND FILMS

Best Selling Author Speaks at Umass

June Jordan, author of two best-sellers and the first black

woman to oublish a oook of political essays in the United

Stales 'ead two ot "er poems (last thursday Feb 19) in

Bowker Auditorium

About .60 studfi'its listened to an inspiring reading o<

The Mountain and "te Man who was not a god This poem
exposed ine :ife and ideas of Dr Martin Luther King J- Jof-

dan said Dr King was nniv human but stretched himself

Art in the
African IVIode.

On February 21 and 22, the 12 floor of Kennedy held an

art exhibit in celebration of Black History Month. Featured

were the works of faculty and students, two of whom were

responsible for organizing the exhibit. These students were

Elana Emerson and Ifeoma Obianwu; and their objectives

were to visually establish a relationship between Black

by Sophie Russell

.ut a bit more to tight agains .he mountain created from

acism -te '"/as 'm a gori she said' he did like a little

sugai in ms ,3owL D- King was well awaie ot -he magnitude

.if 'hip rnountam as we should all be to wo-k together past

each obstacle that comprises this moumam. We are not

gods butweaie-nan, s'lesaid .Jordan emohasized that

Dr.King was a normal human being with qualities and faults:

Dr King was not a saint, .'e\ he lives on miraculously .He

provides us with the visior- ai where we could go if we stret-

ched ourselves.'

Arlene Avakian, a University of Massachusets Women s

Studies Professor introduced June Jordan as a poet.

t'-^acher. ac^iviRt =>^•>'^ ^'icmnarv ' Jordan's oresentation could

not be more timeiy. Avakian says referring lo the events

exposing racial and political tension nsmg from last

semester's Southwest ncideni and anti-CiA demonstration

Jordan exoressed her suonort tof the students in triai

She also said that the two events cannoi ne sepaiated -is

the CIA institution is racist at its core sanctionning he

brutality of CIA invest iqation.s

Jordan is an English prnresso' ^ ^e Untversitv of New
"^ork at Stoneybrook. She "lafi wrMier hirieen oooks wo
of which are bestsellers Civii Wars and '^assion Hei latest

book ot essays is On Call

The musicality Jordan expressed herself with was cap-

tivating She received a standing ovation

After returning on stage she laughed and concluded he

evening with: Let's just go ahead and make this Third

revolution ours, and soon

by Thomas Mambande
American history and the African continent, specifically

South Africa Also intended was a increment m awareness

of Black issues for the residence area of Southwest. Third-

ly, exposure for the artists who participated was of concern

for the student organizors of this fine exhibit. As witnessed

by all who attended the function, the program was a great

success.

Among the faculty who participated were professors

Nelson Stevens. Dorrance Hill and Michael Coblyn. Includ-

ed among the fine repertoire of the faculty was "The First

Breeze Knowing." a colored pencil piece by Stevens, as

well as "U R My Nation, " a sensational multicolor piece

by Nelson depicting the distinctive facial features of the late

Malcolm X, It was truly a powerful piece, and a significant

one in light of his great contributions to the ever continu-

ing struggle of the man of color.

Highlighted among the student artists was a piece by

Ifeoma Obianwu entitled "Marley". In this spectacular por-

trait, the vibrance of the famed reggae performer came alive

before the viewers of the exhibit

Without question, this function put on by those talented

students. Elana and Ifeoma. along with the support of facul-

ty and other students, was a grand success.

^sma^

continued from page 2

community by presenting a season of plays which reflects

both the beauty and diversity of people of color.

These organizations offer valuable experience to

students. They give students a chance to developt their

communicational and analytical skills They provide a

good way to find out where their S.A.T.F. monf y ^'oes

while giving them a voice in this proce.ss. These organiza-

tions provide an excellent way of getting to know other

students, facultv and administrators. With some organiza-

tions it is possible to get this valuable experience while

making money through work-study or, in some ca.ses. non

work-study.

So it doesn't matter ifyou're a first-semester freshman

or a second-semester senior, if you have time you should

get involved!

wM SUsM (aoa©aftfl®ais g)®@o^ fey afii©

[EIMOD0 Collegian
The Campus Chronicle

The Minuteman [y^(S
NEWSLETTER j^^^^^q NeWS

connurm
/men
eournftnefir

critical times SOUTHWEST AREA NEWS
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What's Happening?!

JOIN THE SOLUTION
• Social Responsibility

• Fiscal Priorities

• Academic Excellence

V MARCH 9 & 10

^"T At your DC, the HATCH
E orthe NEW AFRICA HOUSE

D^wayne
WARREN

Mark
FRIEDMAN

1?^^ cn 5

k.
The Men of

Iota Phi Theta Fraternity Inc.

Proudly Presents The

2nd Annual
Putting On The Hits Lip Sine Contest

And Party

OOPS... The Roving Reporter Section
will not be in existence until next week
(Because the photograph NOID got to
them!)

When:

Where:

Time:

Friday. March 6. 1987

Campus Center Auditorium
University of Massactiusetts

Amherst, MA

Lipsinc 7-10pm
Party lOpm-until?

Party will be announced

I.PHhT will mnkR vnn POCyf

PATRICIA ODUOR Editor-in-Chief
ZOUERA YOUSSOUFOU Business Manager
KEVIN SIBLEY Layout Editor
THOMAS MAMBANDE News Editor
JAMES ODUOR Systems Manager
JAMES CRICHLOW Production Manager
Nummo Staff Ralph Richard Destin, Brett Andrews,
Gabrielle Branch, Joanne Bohland, Joseph Stansil, Sophie
Russell, Rudy Krigger, Daryl Snowden. Yasmin D'Mello

UMASS SKI CLUB GOES
SOUTH ^^H SOUTH

MESCNTEO

lll>««l

/^^''V^^x
UMASS SKI CLUB

Five College

Sun Break

3/22 - 3/29

BARBADOS FEATURES:

Erraraid Co'ibDvan walvri, snow whit*
t5«ach«». hot Sunny doys, cod Dortytng nlghti,

warm fnaodiy peooi* wotersoorts (oica and
non-stop •KCitemen) Come g«f tn« warmost
w«(com« in fh« Caribbean

PRICfc .

$475
JFK AIRPORT
BOSTON * tZO

S75 deposit reauired to moke a reservation.

YOUR TRIP INCLUDES:

Boundtrtp Airfare

7 Nights Accommodatio'^t at Sunset Crest
Apor\rT\9r\i\ and Villas

Airport Transfers

Baoch CluO Membership
featuring Happy Hoofi
12 r^oon - 1 pm
6OTpm- 700 pm
2 00 am • 3 00 am

Moguls VIP Discount Cord

Free 88Q and Beach Porties

On Locatkxi Tour Escort

Alt Taxes and Gratuities except S8 Bartxsdo*

Departure TcB

^S
FROM SUNSET CREST YOU CAN
WALK TO:

The beach, ftie Caribbean Sea. 6 pools. 2 liquor

stores, supermarltet. 5 poolside ban with happy
hourj. tennis courts, many restaurants, and bus
stops to take you anywhere in BortMdot

FOR INFO CONTACT.

The 0-MASS SKI CLOB

Student Union Building Box 106
Ooiversity of Massecbusette
Aaherst. Mass 01003

(413) 545-3437

YOUR TRIP FEATURES:

Nassau Bahamas has long

bean a playground for tfi* rich

and famous. Now you can

excenenc* tr« navsr ending

sunshins, «xnilarating watar sports

and cfiami that tfi« Bahamas offar.

nytrom JW — $449

"""^"^^1 Fly from Boston -S4 59

S75 deposit 'equi'ed to moke a reservotlon

Act now. this triD will sell out

NASSAU HARBOR CLU8
ON THE W»I£R

COLONY CLUB RESORT
MTM KlTCMENETTE. POOL

YOUR TRIP INCLUDES

BAHAMAS PARTY WEEK tNCLUDCS
'ftowndtnp )«t flight from maior citm
Roundtrip «'rpon tr«ntf«ri to MottI
'7 ntftfti hotel ftccommod«fioni
'*clcom« rum iwtiilt

On« Hour rum iwtiilc p«rtv
'Thrvg hour cruiM wilh uhtimflfd rum punch
(NatMu- P<rtd>%t tiiand)

^oot p«rTv o'^ih fret lunch «nd muttc (frcepon)
'Three bcAch pertitft (on« with free lunch) mu»tc
|ictuii¥« free Admttnon to the Mtecc. Wticrioo
AM hotel \Mit\ cnerfV turch*f^, tnd mjtd ^retuine*

Coiief* weeti pro^ramt bv tne lehem** touftt 0(t1c«

On location ^rofesttonel Tour Ctcortt

3/20 - 3/27

FOR INFO CONTACT:

The U-HASS SKI CLUB

Student Union Building Box 106
University of Massachusetts
Aaherst, Mass 01003

(413) 545-3437 . p

Ifs Better In The Bahamas U ^ ^

NOR WEST
«(»»arii&;-^ ^-

Q^illinaton
^^VERMONT

FIVE COLLEGE SKI &PARTY BREAK

CONDO LODGING & LIFTS
TAX

INCLUDED

MARCH 22-27

«209 PER PERSON

PROGRAM INCLUDES
• 5 NITES CONDO LODGING
AT EDGEMONT OR WHIFFLE TREE
Pinnacle Complex $229

• 5 DAYS LIFTS TO SIX MOUNTAINS
• VALUABLE MILLER COUPON BOOK
• SPECIAL MILLER LITE COLLEGE PARTIES

NON-MEMBERS WELCOME

^ PRESENTED

BY

LAGN/IF

UMASS SKI CLUB
student Union Building Box I06
L>>iveratty o* naasachusrttm
A«*»erBt, Has* 010O3

•413) S4S-3437

Steamooat
FIVE COLLEGE SKI BREAK

raCSCNTCO

UMASS SKI CLUB
MARCH 22-27

TRIP INCLUDES-

S 0»T Lift TICKET

ROUND TRIP FliOHT

FROM NEWARK NJ

WINE 4 CmECSC P«RTIC!

LAND TR*NSrCRS

SLOPESIDE CONDOMINIUMS
WALK TO LIFTS
AND NIGHTLIFE

SKI COLORADO

MORE POWDER!
MO^ESUN!

$579

The U-MASS SKI CLUB

Student Union Building Bon inr,

University of Massachusetts
Aaherst, Mass OIOOH

(413) 545-3437

NON-MEMBERS WELCOME

WE OFFER THE MOST TRIP FOR YOUR
DOLLAR BECAUSE WE ARE A

NON- PROFIT STUDENT ORGANIZATION
Call 545-3437 for more information

^ A
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Soundtrack a success
Various Artists

Color Of Money (Soundtrack)

MCA
By JAMIE PILCHER
Collegian correspondent

What do you do when you throw together

a movie soundtrack album as an after-

thought to a successful movie? Well, the

answer usually sounds like this; two top 40

playlist songs, a couple of filler guest ap-

pearances, and the standard instrumental.

But in the case of The Color of Money

soundtrack for the movie which Paul

Newman was nommated for the Best Ac-

tor Oscar this year, the mishmash of after-

thoughts actually seems to work.

1 actually did not know what to expect

when I found that the order of songs on the

record did not correspond with the order

given on the record sleeve. However, when

one includes Eric Clapton (before his Phil

Collin ization), B.B. King, Warren Zevon,

and Gil Evans, a pioneer jazz producer form

the I950's and 60's, all on one album, one

does not have to worry about such things

as packaging.

This record is full of constant surprises

like the roadhouse blues "Don't Tell Me

Nuthin' " by legendary blues harmonica

player Willie Dixon. Especially surprising

and pleasing were the two Robert Palmer

(of "Addicted to Love" fame) cuts that

shone through. The slow blues "Let

Yourself in for It" stands out, and can evon

hold its own against the likes of B.B. King's

"Standing on the Edge of Love", and Mark

Knopfler's instrumental "Two Brothers

and a Stranger."

The cla.ssic new wave song "Werewolves

of London" by Warren Zevon is also thrown

into the soup, along with Don Henley's

"Who Owns This Place", which is basical-

ly a rewrite of his earlier "Building the

Perfect Bea.st." The obligatory instrumen

tals are far superior to usual soundtrack

fare, probably because of the man produc-

ing them, Gil Evans, who has been respon-

sible for some of the best jazz-blues albums

ever (Ex: Miles Davis' Kind of Blue). His

experience shows here.

Contrary to the chances of it happening,

this potpourri of new stars and old masters

actually works. The pop songs enhance, in-

stead of ruin, this album's definite blues

taste. And it proves, to me at least, that

Robert Palmer has not sold out entirely.

Shaw's comedy delightful
- ... ^i ^ ,.» iM. A^nno «aTf^»*A /«l£ko»* can/i rWDTl'

Sibley (Sasha) Barnes (AC) as Louka and Timothy Bohn (AC) as Sergius

in Arms and the Man by G.B, Shaw.

Arms And The Man
At the Kirby Theater, Amherst College

March 5, 6, 7

By JEFFERSON W. WOOD
Collegian Correspondent

It's a comedy set in the backgiound of the

Balkan War. Its a story of soldiers without

battles. It's a tale of romance without any

lasting kisses. It's "Arms And The Man,"

the delightful play of George Bernard

Shaw's being presented at the Kirby

Theater by the Amherst College Depart

ment of Theater and Dance.

The play begins simply. Young Raina

(Suzanne Langridge) is going to bed.

However, her bedchamber is invaded by an

enemy soldier (Ron Bashford) seeking

refuge. He is yet unaware that she is the

daughter of Major Petkoff (Joseph

Holmgren), and the fiancee of Sergius

(Timothy Bohn), who are both officers of the

opposing army.

After the first scene the play continues

into peacetime, when all the characters are

brought together and an entangled mess of

intrigue, ulterior motives, and misplaced

devotion begins to unwind. Most of these

developments need to be seen to be ap-

preciated, and I strongly recommend that

you do, on one of the remaining perfor-

mances March 5, 6, or 7.

Technical problems were minimal, off-

stage noises were clear, and props were

well managed. The lighting was smooth

and particularly impressive in the first

scene, where it mixed with candlelight.

Both of the sets and all of the costumes

were beautiful and enjoyable to look at, but

neither took anything away from the

performance.

All of the performances were satisfactory,

though there were a few problems with

voice projection (particularly with Joseph

Holmgren who was speaking through a

bush of a beard), and an occasional line was

tripped. Any mistakes I noted, including

one or two missteps or beginning a line

while the audience was still laughing,

might be ascribed to opening night jitters.

On the whole the show was rather polish-

ed, every character believable, and all

likeable.

Besides Ron Bashford playing the prac-

tical Swiss professional .soldier who prefers

carrying chocolates with him on the bat-

tlefield instead of ammunition, and

Timothy Bohn playing Sergius, a pompous

hero who stands in poses and comes to at-

tention whenever he's upset, the cast is

small. Schelly Trego plays Raina's mother

who easily carries more authority than any

of the soldiers. Sasha Barnes is Louka the

rebellious servant, and Todd Hochman is

Nicola the other servant who, even on crut-

ches, is consistently smooth and careful in

his dealings with the others.

Whenyourethe
best inLSATprep
yougeta lotof
freea(^ertising.

Why do many LSAT prep 'experts' keep comparing

themselves to Kaplan in their ads? Because they dorit

want you to start comparing with real facts and figures.

Ifyou did, you'd discover that more Ivy League law

students prepared at Kaplan than anywhere else. Youd

discover the worids largest test prep research staff, the

most up-to-date nnaterials. the most comprehensive

computerized diagnostic program.

\bu'd discover that you never have to miss a class-

either review le.ssons with an instructor or with our

LSAT prep tapes. And that we'll never close you out ofa

course because we can add classes to fill students' needs.

Vbu d discover that our LSAT prep is, and always

has been, guaranteed. And lastly that Kaplan students

are well-represented among those who score the nrKSSt.

So call Enroll You'll discoverjust wfiy Kaplan is stu-

dents first choice for LSAT pnep-and other companies

&st choice for imitation. SI#JtDI HAI
iMin N. uriMMuiMMMam* oil

MIAMI MEANS BUSINESS!
4 ACADEMIC TRACKS TO GRADUATE BUSINESS DEGREES

STARTING MARCH
2, 3 • 9, 10

16. 17 • 30, 31

T7MASS JUNIORS
LSAT CLASSES
FORMING NOW

TRACK I - 10 month MBA program for

business undergraduates (39 credits)

TRACK 11-14 month MBA program for non-

business and foreign students graduating from

a foreign institution (60 credits) ^
TRACK 111-17 month MBA program

providing a PAID internship and concentration

(48 credits)

TRACK IV - 22-»- month program providing

a PAID internship, concentration and second

degree in addition to the MBA

• Concentration in General Business,

Accounting, Marketing, Finance, Public

Administration, Economics, Management
Science, Computer Information Systems,

International Studies, and Health

Administration

• Only private business school in South

Florida fully accredited by AACSB with

superb faculty of national reputation in a

dynamic international business

environment

• Assistantships and financial aid available

to qualified students

• Graduate Business Career Resource

Center for job placement

INIMR.sirV Ol Please send me your graduate brochure

Name
Address

Zip

School of Business Administration

P.O. Box 248702

Coral Gables, FL 33124

Phone

Undergraduate School

Quilumbo: earnest but inept filmmaking
y-»..'l !.„ ,1 ,,,!., ... J, ,4'.,.,,J .•...>ir ...»..;«^.| U..>'l ii.rii...^,, .!« 1 .i.ib L..Quilombo
Pleasant St. Theatre

By THOMAS GAGNON
Collegian Correspondent

The only good thinj,' that can be said about Qinlomho

is that it is earnest Otherwise, it is inept in every ()n>-,i

ble way that a movie can be inept.

The st-'ry. in a broad sense similar to the story of the

Mission, has interest. Some black slaves in ITlh (.tiuuiy

Brazil, having killed their Portuguese masters, escape

from the plantation to a mountainous jungle area, where

tiiev found communities or <iiiil(i")h<>s. The movie deals

with one of these quiltmihos, called Palmares, and its

Well written pop album
The Parachute Club
Small Victories

RCA Records
*•; 2

By JONATHAN M. C ASSIE
Collegian Staff

"Small Victories," the first album by the Canadian band
The Parachute Club is a well written and played pop

album that combines non-traditional pop sounds with

mainstream rh>lhms. This mixtuie creates an album with

a distinctive sound often unheaj'd in pop.

The album has a South African flair in much the same
way that Paul Simon's "Graceiand" does, but "Small Vic-

tories" was not written with any South African collabora-

tion, and because of this, it loses some of the uniqueness

of "Graceiand". but remains worthwhile.

"Small Victories," was produced and co-written by

former Hall and Gates member John Gates, and Gales'

exp»erience is certainly showing in the lyric and music

quality of this album.
Unlike many {x»p albums with throwaway lyrics. The
Parachute Club have a good sense of what sounds poetic.

However, in a pop album, it is also important that the

melody and rhythm are good and catchy sounding. They
deliver most strongly on two songs. "Walk to the Rhythm
of Your Heartbeat," and "Tearing the V^eil."

"Veil "
is by fai' the best song on the album. It has one

of the catchie.st beats I have heard this year, and should

do very well on the Top 40 charts.

The rest of the album is good but not earth shattering.

The other album songs are patterned pop music witnout

much originality. If you are a fan of pop music. The
Parachute Club's "Small Victories" is a satisfying album
with a great beat but not much originality. It should be

on vour list of albums to buy.

struggle to defend itself against Portuguese attacks

Qdiloniho tries to impress and educate its audience

about a cruel epi-sode in history. The problem is that it

tries too hard. The .story is overly dramatized until it loses

all credibility. When the blacks escape from the planta

tion, a black woman, who has lieen pregnant, has iier

baby. .Another of the runaway slaves lifts the baby up
towards the sky. which suddcni\ shmrs with sunlight

This kind of heavy-handed symbolism is typical of the

mo\ ie Often, when one of the characters makes a speech

or gi\es an order, he speaks not directly to another per

son, but to the camera. The .speaker is generally magnified

in the center ol the screen while the person being spoken

to IS on the side of. or off, the screen. Pi'obably the intended

eftect of these close ups is to iieighten the importance of

the speakers Tht- actual effect is to make them ridiculous

<iiid to maki- the inovie unrealistic and tedious. All of he

actur- {i\'eiaitf(i. whole showing a limited range of ex-

pressiveness The result — they were i-ither too angry, too

insistent, or too solemn.

One aspect of the movie was not dramat u ennugh. The

...usic tended to be rousing when it sliouid have Ih-.mi dark

,.iui suspenseful As a result, the music made serious

:-,ceues frivolous.

m

In general, Quilomho suiters from an e.vce.ss of theatrics.

Con.sequently. while Quilomho and the Mission deal with
similar themes of injustice, (^mlmiiho provokes little .sym

pathy and even less interest

San Fransisco-based The Bohs will be appearing at the Iron Horse for two shows tonight at 7 and
10 p.m. This innovative acapella quartet uses voices to mime instruments and in doing so puts on
exciting, quirky performances.

The Distinguished Visitors Program

is proud to present

Ex-President of CBS News & Sports

ORDON

SAUTER

.99

^^he Shared Television Experience'
(widi fUn clip8 of the last 20 ytun of CBS» News 4 SporU.)

Writing a Paper? Need Help?

Visit the Writing Center

Pierpont (SW) Mon. & Wed.

Cashin (Sylvan) Tues. & Thurs.

Baker (Central) Mon., Tues. & Thurs

7 9:30 PM

w ! fund this building...

shouldn't your voice be heari9;>

A-

run' for the Board Qf
information ard (Zl-ry^/fZ^rf^r^ro
nomination papers V-/v^ vv^i i i^^\ o

?^tcentec8i7 elections nroroh9-10

»^
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Yearbook wins awards lf^?£
Efforts successful despite loss of funding

Photo by Clayton Jones

index editors Kim Black, left, and John Mac-
Millan, are proud of the yearbook's awards.

By ROBERT MENZEL
Collegian Staff

The 1986 University of

Massachusetts yearbook,

the Index, won two awards
recently for outstanding
scholastic publications.

The Index won first place

in a competition sponsored

by the American Scholastic

Press Association, and se-

cond place in a competition

held by the Columbia
Scholastic Press
Association.

The awards are based on

various aspects of the

pub'ication, including con-

cept, design, writing,

coverage and photography.

Judy Fiola, photography

editor in 1986 and editor-in-

chief of the 1987 edition,

was very happy with the ac-

complishment of the Index.

"It was the first time
we've entered ourselves in-

to an award contest," Fiola

.said. "This will enhance our

reputation, and hopefully

attract a larger staff for the

1987 publication."

"We're looking forward to

more awards next year,"

she said.

Kim Black, editor-in-chief

of the 1986 publication, was
also proud of the awards,

especially considering the

difficulty the Index has had
receiving funding.

"It was quite an ac-

complishment to create a

quality book while we were
coping with the loss of Stu-

dent Activity Trust Fund
funding," she said. "We had
to tighten our budget,
decrease publication from
3000 copies to 2000 copies,

and we founded a

marketing staff."

Black said funding con-

tinued to be a problem
following the administra-

tion's decision to disallow

the inclusion of a promo-
tional letter in the registra-

tion packets distributed to

students at the beginning of

the semester.

Although they attempted
to raise funds this year with
postcards mailed to

students, Fiola said that

this method had been much
less effective resulting in

another publication
decrease.

"We have no funding for

the 1988 Index," she said.

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANOWtCHES

TREAT YOUR
ROOMATE TO A

I GREAT LUNCH AT
J.B/s TODAY!

IF YOU ARE IN THIS PICTURE,

THEN STOP BY J.B.s FOR A FREE •^

LARGE COKE AND FRENCH FRIES

11 am - 2 am 7 days
50 Main St. Amherst, MA

584-9982

HAIR&
TANNING SALON

Twenty-Four Main St

Northampton, MA

iiintmued from pufit- 1

The dial mechanism on a push button

phone works by sending out a different pair

of tones for each digit pushed. The tones are

made by a transistor tone oscillator which
is energized when a button is pushed. A
receiver at a relay station recognizes each

pair of tones and establishes the digit be-

ing sent, and the intended call connection

can then be made.
Once a call is established, sound is sent

from the transmitter of one telephone to

the receiver of the other and visa versa.

The tran.smitter works with electricity

flowing through small carbon gi-anules ly-

ing under a diaphragm. The diaphragm.

picking up sound waves from the speaker,

exerts pressure on the granules changing

the intensity of the current passing

through them. This varying cuirent is then

sent to the receiving phone.

The receiver is a diaphragm which is

acted upon by an electromagnet. The elec-

tromagnet is affected by the varying elec-

tric current being sent from the transmit-

ter of the other phone. The varying current

alters the strength of the electromagnet,

changing the position of the diaphragm.
This varying change in the position of the

diaphragm produces sound.

COLLEGfAN

CHALLENGE YOURSELF . .

.

BE AN R.A.

Wednesday March 4, 1987 is

j^:x.

RA DASr
y

I

FOR INFORMATION STOP BY
OUR TABLE ON THE
CONCOURSE OF THE

CAMPUS CENTER FROM
9 AM to 5 PM

Free Balloons and More!!!

sponsored by ttie University of Massachusetts

Housing Services

f

I

The Far Side

By Gary Larson
Smithereens
By Sarah Smith

"Mom said no sitting on the edge, Wayne."

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeaa

OKAY. Vie
meRftUBs
AlfB COMING
\0N5mMyi

aAr9R£ALUf
SniLWORK-

RRSTMIUJONr

mAT?...i
KNOUin^LOiU.
BdTieOJTA
TA/^fWFIT!
I TURNBOAT
4:30! \

HOW
tJDH&S

meeeN
UR? (

ABOUT
10

fiOURS.

5IR.\

TT^ COMING
Dom!G£Toar.
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mmzweARB'
OOOO.ThMfS.
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MARRJBP,
CLA'i?

I

TAKS
AMI 10UP-
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...UH... SON.
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SAINT.

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

W/5I5WH0S

MiAT 15

\

imFexRAL

pum.
\

piptve

If

NO. we JUST
Sii^PUP.

\
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LY C£AP AN U-EOflL

OH UNION 5mKe AMiNSr

THE bmeRNMeNT
»IP 0056P THC

ftANTPCWN IN

-mema OF zoo?...

FEfiLLYP
.Bt/TTHeN
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SFRINbSrUN
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Bat Brain By Bill Bearing

Gordy By Gorde

Librarian ncedtd: $20/wc«k — come
clown to the Collegian and talk to Nan or

call 545-3500

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trude Uichel Jaffc

ACROSS
1 Port of western

India

7 Soviet coiiaclive

12 Vague sense o*

ill'leeling

13 Port on the

Avon
15 Envelope

inlo'mation

16 RecKless
benavior

17 BilKo eg
16 Auctioneer s |Ob

20 Dll > II

21 Si« in Spam
23 — evil

24 Nursery rhyme
trio

25 Columnist
BomPecK el al

27 Spill the beans
28 Ship tracker

29 Lener strokes

31 Crystalline

mineral

33 — Alte

34 Biblical lion

35 Subarctic

conilerous

forests

38 Mendelssohn s

— Symphony
41 French novelist

Jules

42 School assoc
44 Studied

studiously, with

over

46 Facility

47 Pitcher s need
49 Ah
50 Dessert treat

51 Writer director

George and
family

53 How — you''

54 Noontime
get-togethers

56 Revolved
56 Certain onion

59 Small Kites

60 Cant
61 Breakfast treat

DOWN
1 Annoys

2 Long standing

3 Spoil

4 Brauhaus dunk

5 Jennies

6 The days past

in the past

7 Tilled land m
the Southwest

8 Frost

9 Chef s abbr

10 Light ctmon
fabric

1

1

Sensible

12 Billiard snot

13 Certain geese
14 Ply

19 American
caricaturist

22 Swimmer m a tin

24 Checking
device

26 Blockade

28 Pancake
topper Var

30 — Filippc Lippi

32 Lumberman s

boot

35 Oolong servers

36 Weapon
repository

37 Spatter

38 Tasted

39 Ori9inates

40 Speak. Lord,

lor thy servant

41 Conceals

43 Child

45 Scott •! Bl

47 Honkers
48 — Gay. WWII

plane

51 Ark or Argosy

52 Laurel

55 Naval title

Abbr
57 Blackbird

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

f JAMic>;u^oBslc;*iii
'*'V N«S A N t,EME.Lt£T
H eXsMP1.A. 1

4NMP iXsJ
ORA W E RpIS l

;

l,MW W A T

lE^ L ^ I jTMnTE H.

S:q!A :H%JjMlU^E^AJ
ijNiG E;

CIVS'? Vas k«t!t\t\ riawi Svn4ic«lr 3/3/ir

Lunch
Menu

Roast Beef Sandwich
Quiche Lorraine

Dinner

Honey Pecan Fried Chicken

Cajun Peppered Pork Chops

Basics Lunch

The Salad Sandwich
Quiche Lorraine

Basics Dinner

Vegetable Gumbo Casserole

Honey Pecan Fried Chicken

Weather
^

Today: Mostly cloudy with a 30 percent chance ofsnow

showers, high around 30, Wind northwest 10 to 15 mph
Totttght: Decreasing cloudiness, lows in the teens.

Tomorrow; Becoming mostly sunny, high 30 to 35

Today's Staff
Night Editor Nancy Klingener

Copy Editor Pam Bracken

Layoat Technician Michael Soiaroii

Photo Technician Niki SokolofF

Production Supervisor Debbie Pikul

Production:..Karlin Isele, Laura Bell, Lisa Huiet,

Meredith Caplan and Joe the driver
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* women's basketball
continued from page 16

* r u . ithe season with her current field fjoal

percentage of 57 percent, she will top tho UMass record

set by Karen Damminger in the 1985 86 season (53

percent),

Fitzgerald has been the offensive workhorse for the ma
jority of this season. Out of 25 games, Fitzgerald has led

or tied the Minutewomen in scoring on 20 occasions, with

a career-high 30 points coming against Central Connec
ticut State University. She is the team leader in scor-

ing, averaging 18.3 points per game, and is third in re-

bounding, grabbing 7.6 rebounds per game.
Freshman forward Jeanine Michealsen has played a

big part in the resurgance of the Minutewomen and is

enjoying an outstanding rookie season. After assuming
a starting position at mid-season. MicheaKsen has made
her presence known, especially on the glass. The Nor
thport, NY, native leads the Minutewomen in reboun-

ding, snatching 7.9 caroms per game. Of her 197 total

rebounds, 62 have come off the offensive boards.

The winner of tomorrow's game could face one of three

opponents. The victor of yesterday's St. Bonaventure —
Duquesne game will have to face the top seeded team,

fourth ranked Rutgers University. Temple or UMass will

face the winner of that second round game, and you can

bet the wife, the car, and the mortgage it will probably

be Rutgers.

Saturday's 6749 win over St. Bonaventure marked the

first 14-win season for the Minutewomen since the

1980-81 season when UMass finished 14-14. The win also

guaranteed UMass its first winning season since a 14-9

record in the 1979-80 season.

* swimming
i-itntiiiiii il /rnni ixi^^c IH

members, as Will Kle.shin

sk> and Scott Milbert.

among others, did

themselves up. Milbert

made a red and v^hite tour

square checkerboard on his

face, and Kleschinsky

striped his shaved head and

spelled out WILL K. . .

Plaudits go out to the six

seniors who finally tasted

the sweetness of champion-

ship success in their final

collegiate meet.

Co-captains Rick Bishop

and John Turner, along

with Mike Hoover, Fred

Mariu.s. Tim Ramacciotti

and Mark Waters, all per

toinied well in their swan
sung, and each one picked

up key points in the UMass
victory.

Also give credit to the

class (it freshmen who made
up the rest of the roster and

could be threatening to

make New England Cham-
pionship wins a habit before

they leave in 1990.

Congratulations, team.

* women's track
ctintinued from pu^i IC>

On Friday and Saturday, a trio of seniors sparked the

Minutewomen. and provided enough points for UMass to

tie Boston University. 56.56 Boston College claimed first-

place with 93 points, followed by the University of Ver-

mont (82 points), and UMass-Boston (63 points).

Barbara Cullinan set a New England and school record

in the 600-yard run. The senior was clocked at 1:22.1

enroute to her first-place show ing. Susan Goldstein plac-

ed fifth in the event with a personal-best time of 1:26.43.

So the Minutewomen will turn their attention to their

biggest meet of the season at New Haven. Connecticut.

Men's gymnastics
takes N.E. crown
Weil grabs second overall
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts gymnastics team got

last weekend off to a good start, by beating Army.

And the Minutemen closed the weekend on a more im-

pressive note, taking 13 of 21 pcssible places on the way

to capturing the New England championship.

UMass .scored a 262.70, beating second-place

Springfield College by over 17 points. The Chiefs finished

with 245.20. while Lowell was third with 197 0. The

Massachusetts Institue of Technology finished in fourth

place and Dartmouth College was fifth.

Roberto Weil scored a 52.60 in the All Around to lead

UMass and grab second place in New England. Mike

Keidan finished third overall with a 52.45.

continucii on pngv l-'i

Baten, a freshman. This foursome placed second with a

time of 1:43.03.

The Minutewomen also captured second in the 4 X 400

relay. The quartet of Sonja Vaughn, (ioldstein. Cullinan,

and Morrison, were timed in 3:50.77, two-tenths of second

off the school record of 3:50.522.

Freshman sensation Shana Smith qualified for the

ECAC's with her fourth-place showing in the 1000-yard

run. Smith legged out a personal-best time of 2:39.17.

iWORKSHOP FOR COMMUTING STUDENTS

''RAPE:

IMYTHS AND REALITIES
n

Tuesday, March 3rd, 1987

7:30 pm - Campus Center Room 805

t^yonsored by: Health Education,

Educator/Advocate Program of the Everywoman's Center '^

and the Commuter Area Government :<

mtm m m Ml

1 Pray St Amherst

549-5403

Open 1 lam 7 days a week
Call for take out

GOOD FOOD & DRINK

TIRED OF THE LINES?
TRY CHARLIES
MARCH SPECIALS

Killians Irish Red Jamaican Coladas

$1 .50 $2.25

other weel<ly drink specials

Christian education is a
renewing husiness.

Gofdon-Conwell Seminary is leading the

way in inrKjvalive rneihods ar^ applications ol

Christian education Study with professors

who helped instigate Ihe lo»malion ot the New
England Christian Education Association

Build up your church with tools such as

leadership training, lamily lile education,

equipping ol the laity Sunday school programs

tor all ages, inductive group Bible study and

n«ightK>rtKXK] evangelism

GofdonConweli puts Ihe Bible al Ihe

center ol all its programs We hold a firm

slarKe on the inerrancy ol Scnplure Vou 11 Imd

this strength in what we oNer lour degree

programs Master o' Divmily Master ol

Religious Education Master ol Arts in

Ttieological Studies and Doctor ol Ministry —
each with its own rartge ol options

Learn how to implement a creative

Christian education program in your church

Write today lor more mlormation about our

Christian education curriculum at Gordon
Conweli Theological Seminary South Hamilton

MassachuseMs0t98? Or call us nalionwtd*
•I 1-«00-GCTS-FAX: locally al 1 617 468
7111
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A<Wte5s
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Undergraduate School .
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]l. Gordon CONWELL i

IHt.OlOOICAL StMlNAHV |
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POOL TABLE, VIDEO GAMES, JUKE BOX. 2 COLOR TV's

A FAVORITE LOCAL TAVERN SINCE 1976
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High Tech Careers for the=

Liberal Arts Major

Robert Spieltnm,

Amherst 70

March 3, 198/
F| . T You don't have to

rorter LouMe, beacompu,e,
^ .-tvy»^»'f tr^w^ genius to have a

/^ r • I dynannic career

tonverse Librarv " "^ '^^t^^^> WW '^1 «^ %• M^v%^ I wf J growing computer

^ Or\ n \ M software industry. Mr
/''jlj I lYi Robert Spielman, Director,
' *^^ X«lrx« Customer Services tor Pansophic

Systems, Incorporated, an international

leader in the software industry and one if its best

known and fastest growing companies, will speak
on the career opportunities that most Liberal Arts

students are not aware of.

Find out why an established leader in the interna-

tional software industry has made a major commit-
ment to the recruitment and training of Liberal Arts

Graduates. Find out how an Amherst alum with an
M.A, in Japanese studies is not an exception to the

fast track in this industry. You can't plan on being
at the right place at the right time, or can you?

(

V
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• men's gymnastics^
continued from page 14

Tim Meyers, coming off a wnst injury,

copped the high score of thr din with n 9*4

on the high bar. Weil posted a y.l5 on the
rings.

The 267-255 win over Army left the
Minutemen with a 6-2 dual-meet record on
the season.

Against the Cadets, Keidan had himself
quite a day, setting the all-time UMass
record. Hr- averaged a 9.0 in all .six events
to finish with 54 points.

What made the wins even more en-

couraging ir tlie minds of the of the
Minutemen was that they both came
without the services ofjunior Jay Ronayne,
who was sidelined for the weekend with an
injury.

COLLEGIAN 15

"We scored 267 pointB against Army
without Jay and that's encouraging,"

UMass coach Roy Johnson said,

UMass will play host to Syracuse l^niver-

sity Saturday at 1 p.m. ia Uu- Boyderi (iyni-

nastics Center.

"Syracuse has been showing they're com-
parable to Army, who we beat by 12

points," Johnson said.

After that, the Minutemen will entetain

Springfield and travel to East Strouasburg
before being the host team of the Eastern
Intercollegiate Gymnastics League cham-
pionship meet in April.

"I'm pleased with the way things are go-

ing. We have two losses but they've been
by slim margins," Johnson said. "The
season's going real well."

Also contributing was correspondent Jim
Hickey

The Place In Town For

Your Beauty Treatments:
• Facials • Brow Shaping •

• Eye Lash Tinting • Hair Removal •

• Body Massage •

20% OFF LASH TINTING
WITH THIS AD

lUROPlAN I f^jjAiJS^ '>'^' V CARf

57 Gothic St • Nham • 586-6383

("••lleuJHn photM by na\<- .Shimkus

The University of Massachusetts men's gymnastics team is coming off
a banner weekend in which the Minutemen defeated both Army, on Satur-
day at Boyden, and the rest of New England on Sunday at Springfield
College.
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POP SALE • FOUND
HELP WANrED»:osr

CLASSIFIED ROOMATE WANTED • IRA v

:

WANTED •SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3.30 (FRI • 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION* CASH IN ADVANCE. 15*/W0RD/0AY FOR STUDENTS

A CO-ID FtATERNITV?

THEFRATERNITY OF a new generalton!
Check us out' Alpha Phi Omega - a co-ed
National Service Fraternity Open rush
March 2,3. and 10 at 7 00PM SUB room
41SA

CALCULATOVt

HEY YOUl DO have a Macintosh computer
and want to share software? It so. call me
6-7921

CHAUiNOi VOURtfir
Acnvmti

"SOA CANDIOATa MRT
THE PRESS NIGHT"

"SPONSORED BY MORTAR BOARD"

'

8PM THURSDAY. MARCH 6TH
STUDENT UNION BALLROOM

WOMEN'S LEADERSHIP PROJECT
meeting tonight lollowed by speaker Bon.
me Mann al 7 00PM CC 904 all women
welcome

UPC GENERAL MEETING Tuesday. 3/3. al

6 30PM n Earthloodsi" New memtiers are
always welcome"!

BIBLE STUDY- WEOMSOAV, 6 30 PM
CC 801 Rev Esther Hargjs lacilitates this

discussion series focusing on liberation

theology Atl welconwl

AN INIXKNSIVi SPRINO tMAK

DO VbU WANT to go to Ihe BaTiamas.
Jamaica, or Ft Lauderdale' We have com
plete trips to the Bahamas starting Irom
349. complete Jamaica trip (or 389. and
complete Ft, Lauderdale trip 129 bus or 319
air lare These prices all include transpor-

taion and hotel You will not (ind a cheaper
deal with anyone else Fo.' information call

Mike or Rick at 549 5401 Space is limited

COLLEGE IS A world of opportunity So
>.vhy limit yourself? Enperience Ihe frater-

nity of a new generation- Alpha Phi Omega
co-ed national service fraternity. Open rush

March 2, 3, and 10 a! 7.00PM SUB room
41SA

BE AN RAI Wednesday March 4 is RA day
tor information come to our desk on The
Concourse level o) th« Campus Center
from 9-5PM

CLOtIT SAUE

FULL LENGTH RACOON s^irTcoatTin
good condition S200 00 NCR cash
register, needs only minor repair for full

0(>eralion or |ust a conversation piece
$50 00 Resignol skis marker bindings arxl

caljer [joots Great package for someone
who wants to learn wthoul major invest-

mem $80 00 Call Ansel 256-6182

ILtCTtONSI ILiCTIONS)

RUN FOR THE Doa'd of governors
Nomination papers available m 81 7 Camps
Center 25 signatures due March 4 Elec-
tions March 9-10 Get involved'

ENTfRTAINMENT

DO YOU LIKE lobster shrimp, prime rib.

Chinese food'' Will Trade tf>ese meals for

light kitchen work call stunt 549-0984 or
6-2150 PIKE

PERFORMS/ENTERTAINTERS. WANTED
for Riverside Park s Season ol new shows
Singers. Dancers. Actors, Puppeteers,
Magiciar^, Mimes, ar>d Stage Harxls Audi-
lions and interviews will be held at Rivar-
side Park Saturday, March 7, from 10AM
until 5PM

ROOM AND BOARD in exchange for 15
hrs childcare and housework must have car
call 548-9067

many teatures beautiful sound $275 after

7 253 5831

SbLOFLEX-EXCELLEN'T CONDITION
almost new $500 413-323-6594 after

530PM

MUST SELL 100 watts OMHlpeakers &
portable brother typewriter Call 6-7921

APPLE lie COMPUTER, ootor monitor ex
lemal lisk drive Imagewnlerll printer

manuals, software, etc $2,500 or BO call

253-1324

DORM STUDENTS: EXCITING young
company looking fo' energetic dorm
students to earn extra cash Job pays im
mediately upon complelion Fringe benefits

and perks very common Call now
617 938-8839, 61793S-1414

SPANISH TUTOttINO * TBANSlATtON

GRAMMAR. CONVERSATION. PRONUN-
aATION. Stiott stories 256-1002

THERE'S A JOB for you in a summer camp
The American Campng Association (NY)
will make youi application available lo over
300 camps in Ihe northeast exciting oppor-
tunities tor college students and proles-

sionals Positions available all land and
water sports, arts and crafts, drama, music.
dance, tripping, nature. RN's MD's. aids,

kitchen maintenance college credit
available Call or write for application
American Camping Association <13W 23rd
Street Depi ,UMA; New Vori* N Y , 10010
212-645 6620

TOUR DRIVERS LEADERS needed for

camping adventures tfiroughou! the U S A
Will tram, but must have good knowledge
ot US A 22 or older only Accepting ap-
plications and interviewing Wed March 4.

Campus Center 804-808, 12-5 PM

BUMPER STICKER: VOTE Amerikan' Vole
Demokrat' 1/S3 50, 1V$6. 3/$8 The Sketch
Pad, Box 24. >40 Mam St , Worchester Ma
01608

MItCAM
NEED MONEY FOR spring br!>aR^ I need
your baseball cards! Please help Call Mike
5490333

- MOONLIGHTING -

New England's Premiere DJ Service
Top DJ's-Lowest Prices
GiVb Us A Call 253-3133

INSTRUCTION

FOB A OOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-DfSC Entertainment Agt^ncy Disc

(Ockies. lights, rentals, and mobile video

dances! 549-7144

DANCE CAN'T MAKE a prime time class?
Try Night Owl Dance exercise' Music stret

ching modeiate aerobics Alicia 253-2783

HELP WANTID

ATTENTION SOT

YOU RE AWESOME, OUODETTES. What
an amating group' II has nothing to do with
being conceited, I'm convinced' Here's
looking at an awesome semester together
and strong Congratulations Joelle, Don-
na. Diane, Linda, Amy. MJ, Stacy, Hillary,

Gail, ano Dam You're tfie cream of the
crop with an eye lor talent Gel psyched the
best IS yet to come Love, the SOT sisters

andOude

AUDIO

AIRLINES CRUISELINES HIRING! Sum-
mer Career' Good pay Travel Call for

guide, cassette newsservice! 1916)
944-444.1 exi 161

RACK-A-OISC enlertainmeni needs 15
DJ's, lighting operates, and roadies No
experience required 549-7144

RECEIVER NEW $130 for $60 turrtlaMe

new S150 tor $70 Michael 549-1268

THERE'S A JOB lor you in a summer
camp The Amencan Camping Association
iNV) will make your application available to

over 300 camps m the northeast Exciting

opportunities for college students and pro-

fessionals Positions available all land and
watei sports, arts and crafts, drama music.
dance, tripping, nature. RN's. MD's aids
kitchen, maintenance College credit avaial-

ble Call or write for application American
Camping Association. 43 W 23rd St Dept
(UMA). New York. N Y 10010.
212-645-6620

POP RENT

NORTHWOOO APARTMENTS TN
Sunderland-under new management and
ownership! A well run complex 2 tjed span
ments only 10 minutes from UMass by car
or free bus tel 665-3856 9AM to 5PM 10AM
to 2PM Sat

CAPE cob SUMMER ROOM RENTALS
Hyannis $90 weekly per person, double oc
cupancy Includes all utilities Cooking &
cable TV No parking lor motor vehicles 12
week minimum slay, which must be paid
in advance Reply Box 55 Barnstable. Ma
02630 or call 1-617-778-5942

FURNISHED ROOM IN new house in

Amherst call Dale al 253-9949 between
5 30-6 30

LOST

HELP! I LOST my leather jacket at Delanos
on Wednesday Fob 4th Sentimental value
No questions asked 549-0608 reward is be-
ing offered

WOMAN'S EYEGLASSES (ORANGE
frame) on Sunday 2/22 Tower Library or

vicinity please call 584-2700 x4663 ask lor

Gina

I LOST JMY red leathbr Ray Ban glasses
around campus c|r on Thursday 2/26/87 il

found please call Lydie ai 549 6243

MAROON WALLET IN SBA last week
PIpasp be Rind enough lo return it if found
No question!- asked Call Lynne 546-6515

LOST SHARP CALCULATOR m reading
room 2/26 please call Kevn 253-9857

O^EN RUSH

ALPHA PHI OMEGA- a co-ed national ser

vice fraternity We are the largest fraterni-

ty in Ihe world with over 630 chapters world

wide We sponsor Campus Blood drives.

Vegas Night. Scouting Pro)ects. Book Ex-

change. Karate Marattion and more' Cfieck

us out Open rush March 2. 3 and 10 at

7 00PM. SUB room 415A

PiRSONAU

AUTO FOR SALE

1965 FORD FALCON a creanT I uff

256-6920

81 PONTIAC T1000 low milage excellent

condition needs work best offer 542-3017
after 7PM

78 DATSUN B210. Good condition runs,

well $650 or BO 533-2583

1 978 PLYMOUTH HORIZON 72000 miles

new cluich exhaust and computer no rust

standard runs great price negotiable call

6-1073 leave message

1965 FORD FALCON a cream puff

256-6920

YOU CAN GET there from here^wim~a 78
Blazer needs major body work, but runs

unbelievably, AC, PB $800 or B O call

Dave al 253-7962

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT. TOUR bus
drivers needed Exceptional pay Class 2
and DPU helpful but will irain Apply early

Martha's Vineyard Sightseeing, Box 1086
Oak Bluffs. Ma 02557 617-693-4681

EARfrS342 DURING spring break Easy
work must be dependable and available
March 19-29 call Paul 665-3901 oi

665-3479

WAITPEOPLE MUST BE 'able lo work
Tues and Thurs days also some mgnis
apply at Delano's 57 N Pleasant SI

PART-TIME TO put up flyers weekly Car
needed 586-9336

FREE MARCH RENT lake Over lease
Spacious 1 bedroom apartment in

Crestview Apts Laundry & storage room
Bus route 7 minutes walk lo campus 420
plus utilities Call Ricardo 545-0280
549 5483

CRESTVIEW ONEBedroom id mmute
walk to campus 250/person -utilities includ-

ed June IS! Beth or Jackie 549 0813

FOR SALI

COMIC BOOKS GREAT new & back issue
selection al low prices Minimum 25 percent
discount with this ad We buy 4 trade
J R s Comics Etc Mountain Farms Mall.

Hadley 586-2441

78 BUICK SKYHAWK new brakes just tun

ed up $400 or BO Jill 256-0957

MAINE BOYS SUMMER camp near
Sebago Lake seeking councelors. unit

leaders and waterfront director 9 weeks
employment. including training
6/12-8'i6/87 contact director 30 Fieldslone

Lane. Hanover Ma 02339 61 7-826-2833 Or

be interviewed at camp day 3/3/87

IN A RUT? No money? Challenging sum
mer work for those students planning lor

their future earn 3500 call 256-0866

VITUS 979 ALUMINUM racing Irame black
and silver 52cm used half a season $300
w/o heaasel $325 with headset call Dennis
256-1725

1979 SCIRROCCO 4SPO great shape A/C
Pioneer sloreo $1750 546-6446

ELECTRIC GUITAR WITH gorilla amp
$150 00 586-0449

RESUME TYPESETTING SERVICE
Have vour resume professionally typeset
The bust quality type not a word processor
Sixteen diifefent type styles to choose from
Takes only 3 days - costs $25 and any
changes I'll tk) lor FREE Come down to the

Collegian Graphics Office (113 Campus
Center) and speak to Peter Soderberg

MEET NEW PEOPLE! Get great ex
perience' Come write lor New England's
largest college daily The Collegian is in 1 13
Campus Center, right behind the T V
Come down and check us out'

SKI. SKI . SKI
5 College trips' Day Irips

night trips, 'o Berkshiie East
Rates slaM at $9 for lifts

and transportation lor night ski

Rentals and lessions also avail

Bus leaves UMass A colleges
Registration deadline Mon Feb S

For more into call

549-4600 k328

SPRING SORORITY RUSH orientation to

be heia on Wed Feb 18 at 6 30 in the Cam-
pus Center rm 162 All University women
invited

SOFT CONTACT LENSES-mosi daily wear
lenses $18 00 or $25 00 ea Extended wear
S30 00 lo $48 00 Lowest prices on contact
lens solullons Heal units S 1 2 95 Amherst
Optical Shoppe 413 253-54 12.
413-256-6403

...THEY SURF AND~they're^commg

HEY HARVARD: MUNCHIES is alright but

the fifth floor library is much t>etter tor sluy-

ing. don't you think?'' I do S 2-26

JEANNE CARROLL WHO loves you bud
dy'' Hope you are feeling belter soon Love
va Mel

TO THE TWO pepperonis we are
jwesoTie' Who will be the locus next Love
from the 3rd peppeioni

9S0S436, KEEP SMILING! It '. qood for

you 1223955

RUSS HAPPY 20TH luv Tern

I
JOE DEMEO

^ FOR SGA PRESIDENT

•HE FIGHTS FOR YOU'

AMY NYMAN; Y'KNOW

HEY CHI OMEGA and Delta Upsilon
awesome exchange! Love. Ihe sisters and
pledges ol Phi Mu

OARRIAN ANTHONY CHAPMAN- I love

you like no other has love another
tjelore ever' it's been four months and it

seems like lour years Thanks for being so
special" I love you- Me

KAPPA, CHEERS TO toga maddness Too
bad you're boat sank IGU

PROFESSIONAL TYPINO SERVICE

CASES. PAPERS. DISSERTATIONS.
theses last, accurate, dependable, on-

campus. reasonable 584-7924, Nancy

PROFESSIONAL TYMNO AND EDITING

SPEEDY KEYS-DISSERTATIONS.
resumes, papers .256-1002

ST. JUDE

THAN VOU AGAJNI Seldom do youf
prayers go unanswered I am vary grawul

STUDENT ADMISSIONS
RERRESENTATIVi

JUNIORS « SENIORS- share your en-

thusiasm lor the University while develop-
\ng public relations, marketing, interper-

sonal, and counseling skills The Admis-
sions Office IS looking lor dynamic and ar-

ticulate interns and volunteers lo promote
the University lo prospective students
Academic credit available Applications in

Admissions Office 255 Whitmore until

March 4

TRAVEL

MAKE THE RIGHT move lor spring break"
Fort Lauderdale $129 Nassau Bahamas
$349 tor more info call Dave 546-6709

MAKE THE RIGHT move for spnng break"
Fort Lauderdale $129 Nassau, Bahamas
$349 for more info Call Dave 546-6709 still

have openings'"

SPRING FLING/DAYTONA UMass party
bus heart ot Ihe strip/Ocean front $99 group
we drive $199/ we will beat any price group
rales call now 256-6227

SPRING BREAK TO Horida slaflmg at $99
call Luv Tours 549-6782 549-0547

TYPING SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING PAPERS. lelteTs,

resumes, etc Meticulous proofreading
Editing available. New IBM typewriter call

549-0367

TWISTfR

WHAT'S A TWISTER tournamenr? F7nd
out Wed March 4 at 7PM in CC163C and
help UMass beal the Guiness record for the
world s largest twister game.

RWE WANTtO

NEED RIDE ANN Arbor/Oelroll leave 3/20
return 3/28 586-9818

RIDE NEEDED tO Oaytona for spring

break will shake expenses call Lisa 6-5040
or Michelle 6 5101

ROCK-N-ROIL

ROCK-N-ROLL:Cosmos Factory classic
rock, Diues. and heavy metal Tuesdays
9 12PMon105FM WSYL don't miss it

ever'

GUCCI WATCHES FOR ladies only $30
many styles call Bnan 6 7425

LARGE DORM FRIDGE $125 526 0058
Shawn 549 381 't pxI 260 Steve

POLYTONE GEORGE BENSON Amp

GLUM IS COMING and he rules'

FOUND LEAtHER Mitts N Amh bus^to
claim 549-0929 Dan

FERRIS BUELLER'S OAY^ff thurdsay
March 5 Campus Center Auditorium, 5,7
$1 50 9 1 1 $2 sponsored by OHAG

ROOM AVAIUiU

ONE QUARTER OF a mile from campus,
on bus route male or female Apartment
equipped with sauna wood burning stove
skylight in bedroom Call Brian or Chris
after 5 256-1041 $270 a month plus
utilities (Minor)

SIRVICIS

TUTORING. SUBSTITUTE TEACHING m
business managemenl. maiKeimg.
finance, investment & microcomputers $7
per hour Neg 536-6006 leave message

WANTED

LOCAL BANDS WANTED Eastside con
certs Battle ol the Bands on Feb 28 Con-
tact Bruce or David 549-4160

1960 + TOYOTA CELICA or Sijpra wheels
call Janme 549-4915

AUSTRALIAN STUDENT WANTS toltuy
downhill ski boots Size 10 ph 546-9166

WANHD TO RENT

GRADUATING?
THREE WOMEN WANT

YOUR LEASE.
STARTING JUNE 1ST
STACY 546*916

$100 REWARD FOR linding Brandywine
lease Donna/Tma 546 9027

(too tlWARO

STUDENTS LOOKING FOR a house
somewhere near campus for fall sernesier
call Mike 546-5360 or Pal S46-53.Sti
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Hoop season not quite over yet for UMass
Men's season may
have ended, but . •

C'olit-gian Slaft

The Tjniversitv of Massachusetts nun's

ha>Miiiai' .lani wading til I'u^ii suspfii

sKjns. ail acauentic ciearanct toi junior lor

ward Fttzhugh larr^. iniurie? to Ixtth

sophomoro iorwarti Davici Browr. (broken

jawi aiKi junior forward Will)ert Hickstleg'

got to put its troublec stasoii on the line

in Monday night's Atlantic 10 quarternnal

gamt ai Rhode Isiand

The Minuiemen, I'Mass first of two hoop

teams to engage in A 10 tournament piay

this week <the Minutewomen play at Tern

pie on Wednesday night », grabbed a first

round bye in the final week of the season

but lelllO points short at 86-76 at URI's

Keaney Gym.
Senior co-captain Carl Smith's carter

came to an end. and the season ended for

the Minutemen as well.

For now. anyways, just a few thoughts on

the game.
After getting blown out at Kingston,

87-71. last month, the Minutemen.
finishing at 11-16 overall and 7-12 in the

A-10. started the game where the last one

left off. Down 19-4 at the- outset, the

Minutemen could have packed it up — but

the\ didn't.

Playing with the heart and desire Smith

saio was missing when the two teams last

met. UMass .stormed back and closed the

lead to 48 36 ai. the half, not bad consider

ing I RI hac o, rir.st-half turn(i\er-; Alter

the initin

outscort I

garbage
was wit It

it Ola

'The> ' ame to play." Rams head

coacti Tom Fenders said. "They seemed to

have cleaned nr their ac»
'~

fnst.'"i«rnei'. ,t r i .'h- ( Mass ali^ u as

sophomore center Ouaiie ( "ha.se « *n> uw nu

14 ol his 16 pctv' I he ^etiiai halt

Chase, considered a piayei wix\ nued

but unreaiizeu p<»teniiai was. lu . - cond

hall as doniiuan. an inside foire a> the

Minutemen have had in some mie. He
really took it to the hoop

"He was i-eaily getting up there for the

big rebounds tit was constantlv doing it."

Fenders saia

For Chase, who also had a season high

13 rebounds tnine tn the second half) and

two blocks, the game turned out to be a

showcase for what he may display next

season.

K uutbur-t. the Minutemen
Kanis. 72-67, but 6h -^6 before

> 1, ihe t'lnai minute. I'Mass

iC'et at 75-72. but oouidn I pull

t'olletouii photi Niki SokiilotT

Although the University of Massachusetts men's basketball team's
season ended with its 86-76 Atlantic 10 quarterfinal loss at Rhode Island,

junior forward Lorenzo Sutton moved up on the all-time UMass scoring
time leading scorer, John Murphy, with

1.194 points L(K)k for the shooter to make
a tbai>;e or Donald Russells mark of 1.558

points set in 1985. Sutton .scored 474 points

I Ins vear. . . The athletic department

a\'> arded head coach Ron Gerlufsen with a

one year contract and a vote of confidence

prior 10 the weekend game.

list.

Minuiemen Mutterings: The Learns 11

wins were two more than last season and

the seven conference wins were one more
than last year's total. . . With his team-high

19 points, junior guard Lorenzo Sutton con-

tinued to climb the career scoring ladder.

Sutton moved past the school's I'ith-all

Kennedy's record highlights N.E. meet
Minutemen's swimming season closes
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

As a team, the University of

Massachusetts men's swimming team ac-

complished something never done before

when they captured the New England In

tercollegiate Swimming and Diving
Association championships this past

weekend at Springfield College.

But, there was one recognizable perfor-

mance which changed the look of the

Collrgian photo by Michael Cooper

The University of Massachusetts men's swim team grabbed only one

first-place finish at last weekend's New England's at Springfield College,

but took 31 medals overall.

LMass record books.

pteshman Roger Kennedy shattered

coach Huss Yarworth's nine-year old record

m the 200-yard individual medley by more
than two seconds, posting a time of 1:56.51.

Yarworth had held the record since 1978
with a time of 1:58.60.

Yarwfulh was impressed with Kennedy's
performance, despite the fact that the new-

record was good for only second place in the

meet. MIT's Marco Fernandes bested Ken-
nedys time by nearly two seconds himself,

finishing in 1:54.78.

"I thought he swam a good race," Yar-
vnith ,aid. "He got beaten by a gieat

su inimer."

Yarworth also thought that Kennedy
could have swam better in the 400-yard
I.M.— good enough to win, in fact— but
Kennedy finished second with a time of

4:09.95, nearly a full second behind vic-

torious R()h(>rt Benson of Williams.
H.11- oil to all the Minute-fans who made

the trip to Springfield on the final day.

Equipped with air horns and cowbells,

the fans were constantly making noise and
exchanging shouts with the team members
directly across the pool. They were by far

the most spirited group present, and had
to have been some kind of factor in the
UMa.ss dominance.
Several non-participating members of the

team sitting among the fans were decked
in red and white facial and body paint, with
six of them spelling out "UMASSl" on
their chests. Channel 40 News even caught
the sextet on camera as they cheered the
winners on.

The fever eventually spread to the team
viiiitinitPtl nn pafle 14

the women are
still alive in A-10

Bv KtX.KH CHAPMAN
( iillegian Staff

With I til uvular sea-^oii -^afelv tucked

under its belt the L 'iiversity of

Massachu.setts women s basketball team

now has a larger beanpot m hx us on the

Atlantic lU Tournament
The Minutewomen. 14- 11 overall and 9-9

in the conference, will go into this year's

tourney as the filth seed, the highest a

UMass team has enjoyed since the con

ference was created in 1982.

The Minutewomen will square off

against Temple Univers ty in the .second

round of the A- 10 tourney, Wednesday
night, at Temple .'Mass finished as one

of the top six teams m the ecjuference and

received a firsi round bye, which, if you

trace the hisLofv ,,t .'irst round games for

I'Mass, is a gootJ thing.

In four previous A-10 tourneys, the

Minutewomen have ne%'er survived tht

first round. In 1983, UMass lost to Penn
State in the first round. The last three

seasons. West Virginia University hai

been the recurring culprit, as the Moun-
taineers have had great success in ending

UMass seasons.

Rut with the bye. this season may be dif-

ferent. A big reason for the UMass im

provement i.- senior center Karen Fit-

.'.^'ii aid who. in presumably her la.st season

.:; a Minutewoniaii. has compiled .some

^,'1 1 1 ; inipiessiM- iiuniliers.

The t'helsea. VT, native currently oc

cupies the fourth spot on the all-time scor

ing list with 964 pmiit^ and needs only 36

points to eclipse the 1,000 point plateau.

That in itself is a remarkable achievement,

but it is magnified drastically when you
consider that she could accomplish this in

iust three seasons.

Fitzgerald has also scored 458 points on

.(I \. ',(11 places her as the third

liif,iiec.l .->c(ji er in a season. In addition, she

has netted 416 career field goals, good

enough for second on the all-time career

field goal list. And. if Fitzgerald finishes
continued on page 14

Minutewomen
shine at BU
ECAC's up next
By LINDA DELIVORIAS
Collegian Slaft'

University of Massachusetts women's
indoor track coach Kalekeni Banda's

team didn't capture a first place finish at

the New England's, held last Friday and

Saturday at Boston University in Boston,

Mass., but the coach was pleased that his

squad outraced 35 area schools and grabb-

ed its fourth-place showing.

"I'm ecstatic. It was a brilliant perfor-

mance by all eleven girls," Banda .said.

"I expected us to finish ninth. Our seniors

were just super, but everybody clicked

when it came down to the competition."

For the second consecutive year, UMass
placed fourth at the New England's. But

this time around, the team exceeded Ban-

da's expectations instead of meeting

them.
"Last year we were supposed to finish

in the top four spots. But nobody expected

us to challenge this year. I'm very happy
with our performance." the coach said. "I

was surprised that Bn-ton College finish-

ed first. 1 thought Boston University

would win, but they messed up."

The Minutewomen are preparing for

their final meet of the regular season, the

ECAC's at Yale University, which will be

held this weekend in New Haven, Ct, This

forty-team affair attracts the top Division

I schools from Virginia to Maine, so Ban-

da isn't expecting the team to notch one

of the top-ten .spots.

"We finished twelfth last year, but I'll

be happy if we finish in the top fifteen,"

Banda said. "We're going to go with six

or seven girls We should score some

points, and I'm expecting good perfor-

mances." nintinued on page 14
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Housing judicial policies anger students
By MELISSA ASHAPA
Collegian Correspondent

Housing Services judicial procedures are unfair and

should be changed, student leaders told a committee of

faculty, students and staff that oversees housing policies.

The students said they were concerned about a change

in the Code of Student Conduct that eliminates the right

of students charged with residence hall infractions to have

an "advocate" at judicial hearings. Advocates are lawyers,

or other students, who help the accused prepare a defense.

Their comments came at a Monday meeting of the

Residential Committee.
Bob McDevitt, co-president of Moore House, and Aram

Hamparian, president of the Sylvan Area Government,

said the advocate system ensured that student's rights

were fully protected and guaranteed a fair trial.

'A student going in (to the hearing] is intimidated and

not familiar with how the procedure should go, whereas

the Residential Directors are skilled on them," McDevitt

said. "By having an educated advocate present, the ad-

vocate can then interpret rules and proceedings that are

confusing to the student."

When the new Code of Student Conduct was prepared

last summer, the Office of Student Aff"airs, headed by Den-

nis L. Madson, eliminated the system. Student Aff'airs

People are 'literally a bit of Stardust'

Laureate given degree

oversees Housing Services.

Housing Services Executive Director Joseph A. Zannini

said at the meeting that because of the advocates, "the

hearings became mini-legal proceedings and what hap-

pened was that they went on for extraordinarily long

periods of time and [were] bogging up the process. It's im-

portant to be timely in these matters."

In place of the advocates, Zannini made the board of

judges an all student one. Formerly, it had been made up

of both students and staff (such as Residential Assistants

and Directors). He also permitted the accused to bring in

an "advisor" to the hearings who could advise him/her

what to say and what not to say, but could not speak on

the their behalf.

An angry McDevitt cited numerous cases of suppjosed

unfairness. In one, McDevitt was advising a student and

asked the RD if he could tape record the hearing for his

own purposes. The RD told him she'd have to ask, and

she came back and told him that he couldn't. Only after-

wards did McDevitt find that recording the hearing was
permissible under the judicial rules.

Joe Demeo, deputy chairman of the Residential Com-
mittee, said at the meeting that the board needed more
training, and "the judges didn't even know the pro-

cedures." He also stated the need for "a policy that has

an equal balance, since obviously no system is perfect and

fits every situation."

McDevitt claimed another injustice of having advisors

instead of advocates is that the advisors are not allowed

to directly address the board, unlike the RAs and RDs.

In response, Zannini said the hearing boards had been in-

timidated by attorneys and that "both the victims and the

defendants were complaining about the long process."

The Undergraduate Student Senate voted unanimous-

ly Feb. 26 that students had a right to have advocates pre-

sent at judicial hearings.

The debate continued, with Zannini finally saying that

he was willing to look at a new proposal to be outlined

by McDevitt and Demeo before tomorrow.

Zannini said that he would need some time to look the

proposal over, amd he suggested that the deadline for his

judgement be sometime after Spring Break. McDevitt and

Demeo pushed for an answer by next Monday.

McDevitt told Zannini "that they were willing to com-
promise, and if he wasn't willing to work something out

[quickly], they'd take it all the way to the top."

The meeting ended abruptly and without an agreement
when Zannini said he had to go, leaving the issue up in

the air until the next meeting on Monday.

By GARY JONES
Collegian Correspondent

Amid jazz, lasers and computer
generated music, Nobel Laureate William
A. Fowler was honored yesterday with the
presentation of an honorary doctor of

science degree from the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst.
UMass President David Knapp presented

the degree before a capacity crowd in

Bowker Auditorium, citing Fowler as a
"scientist, educator, and effective

translator ofthe mysteries of the universe

into universal language."
Before receiving the degree. Fowler

entertained the audience with humorous
anecdotes while lecturing on "The Quest
For The Origin Of The Elements," an up-

dated version of his 1983 Nobel prize-

winning lecture.

Fowler, an Institute Professor of Physics

Emeritus at the California Institute of

Technology, has been involved in ex-

perimental and theoretical work at

continued on page 7

William A. Fowler
Collegian photo by Byrne Guarnutta

SGA attorneys general
investigate RSU action

By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

The Student Government Association

attorneys general are planning a hearing

with members of the Radical Student

Union, during which three student judges

could decide to freeze the organization's

account.

Co-Attorney General Matthew Machera
said he is investigating the organization's

involvement with Friday's seizure of a

table on the Campus Center Concourse

that the U.S. Marine Corps was using for

recruitment.

The seizure is a violation of the SGA
Code of Student Conduct and, as such, im-

pels Machera to ask that SGA Treasurer

Katherine Strickland freeze the RSU's ac-

count, he said. The code prohibits preven-

ting a person from "conducting his or her

customary afTairs."

The RSU members involved claim they

were not acting on the behalf of the

organization so the SGA should not freeze

its account.

"Ti'ying to understand the bureaucratic

maze of the SGA is beyond my com-

prehension, therefore, I have no idea if

they're going to freeze the account. If they

do so without a hearing, they're violating

due process," said Marc Kenen, who is not

an official RSU member, but has ties to

the organization.

Strickland said she will not freeze the

account until the hearing, which should

take place within a week. "I don't think

that you can decide whether or not in-

dividuals acted on behalf of the group ar-

bitrarily and [the account] shouldn't be £u--

bitrarily frozen before the hearing," she

said.

If the judges request that Strickland

freezes the account, she will do so, she

added.

The SGA Budgets Committee allocated

the organization $220 for Fiscal Year
1987 and $982 for 1988. RSU member
Greg Fink, who organized Friday's action,

said the organization has already spent

the money allocated by the SGA for 1987.

The RSU also receives funds from the

Graduate Student Senate but only the

SGA can freeze their account because the

RSU is considered an undergraduate

organization.

Graduate Treasurer Gary Jakacky said,

"I would lean towards freezing it. I think

that it IS not the best approach to take but

I am not opposed to it."

Freezing the RSU's account might stop

the organization from taking similar ac-

tions in the future, he said.

Kenen said the RSU will continue its

business as usual even if the account is

frozen. In addition, the organization

would "surely respond in an appropriate

fashion," he said.

Student candidates square off at heated debate
By JENNIFER DEMPSEY
Collegian Staff

All the big names were at last night's

Student Government Association-
sponsored debate in which candidates for

SGA president and student trustee sparred

in preparation for the upcoming electoral

races of March 9th and 10th.

Presidential candidate Joe Demeo took

on opponents Dwayne Warren and Mark
Friedman [who are running on a dual

ticket! and Trustee candidates Rebecca
Mendelson and Paul Wingle squared off at

this final forum.

The panel of media representatives ask-

ed the candidates questions and the only

rule was "no rhetoric".

Demeo started it all off, demanding that

the SGA must "get the administration on

their toes." He said that the SGA is "not
a political football" and promised to be the

"next link" to Randy Donant.
Warren, a one-time Donahue guest, and

cohort Friedman, promised "unity,
cooperation and intelligence" would be the

key to putting "teeth into the
administration ".

Asked about the problem of class over-

subscription, Friedman recommended
there be "lights in Orchard Hill so that

women" can take classes.

The outcome of the Trustee candidate

banter proved somewhat more decisive.

Wingle summed up the strategy for deal-

ing with the adminstration: "You get more
with honey than vinegar, but when vinegar

w'ill do, why not employ it?"

Mendelson recommended, "CJet their ap-

petites wet and continued on page 4

CnllfKian photo by David Shimkun
SGA presidential candidate Joe Demeo, standing, makes a point

whilst the opposition looks on.
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Holocaust survivor weeps at trial
Dog would 'snap offgenitals

'

JERUSALEM (AP) - A Holocaust survivor testifying

yesterday at the trial of retired U.S. autoworker John
Demjanjuk wept uncontrollably as he described how a dog
at the Treblinka death camp in Poland would tear off parts

of human bodies on command.
Warsaw-born Josef Czarny, 60, broke down repeatedly

during testimony, sobbing and wiping his eyes while a
capacity audience of more than 500 watched in silence.

Czarny, who spent 10 months at Treblinka at age 16,

told of a "large vicious dog with brown spots." named Bari.

"This dog had been trained to snap off genitals," Czarny
said in a frail voice.

A German guard "would call to this dog and point at

someone and the dog would tear off the sexual organ, and
the blood would flow all over the place. Can anyone
understand this?" Czarny said, pulling out a
handkerchief
He halted his testimony for five minutes, weeping con-

stantly. Presiding Judge Dov Levine repeatedly asked the

witness: "Please try and control yourself. We understand
what you're going through, but please try."

"I'm sorry your honor, but you must understand, I'm

reliving Troblinka right now," said Czarny. whose three

sisters died in Treblinka's gas chambers m NazuKCupied
Poland, His parents died in the Warsaw ghetto

Czarny was the third prosecution witness at the trial

of the Ukrainian-born Demjanjuk, 66. accused of opera-

tion the engines of Treblinka's gas chambers where more
than 850,000 Jews perished during World War 11.

Demjanjuk. a retired autoworker who moved to

Cleveland after the war and was extradited to Israel last

year, says he is a vieiini of mistaken identity. He sat ex-

pressionless, guarded by police, throughout Czarny's
testimony

.

Czarny began by describing starvation m the walled
Warsaw Ghetto and how thousands of Jews were stuffed

into a freight train the day he and his sisters were
transported to Treblinka in October 1942.

"When the Ukrainians came to lock the door they used
a board to push in the mass of flesh. ...We were crushed,

crammed together, absolutely stuck together as one flesh,"

he said.

"1 remember some people going stark raving mad. They
were drinking urine, they actually did that." Czarny add-
ed, and broke down crying. "I remember Hannah and Gita
(two of his sisters) crying out Daddy, Daddy,' but I

couldn't find them."

AP phot..

Josef Czarny weeps as he testifies at the trial

of alleged Nazi John Demjanjuk.

CHINESE KITCHEN E
FAST SERVICE - GREAT PRICED"

TRY OUR LUNCHEON-DINNER SPECIALS

Only $1.49 before 3 pm. $1.90 after 3 pm
A. Chicken Fingers, Fried Rice or Chow Mein

B. Chicken Wings, Fried Rice or Chow Mein

C. Lobster Sauce, Fried Rice or White Rice

D. Chicken with Green Peas and Fried Rice

E. Yoke Kew (Beef) with Gravy and Fried Rice

Eat In or Take Out
HOURS; Sunday Noon 10 pm. Mon • Sat 11:30 • lOpm

2 LOCATIONS

430 Russel St (Rt 9)
HADLEY - 253-2571

150 King St

NORTHAMPTON — 586«8220

i Alpha Epsilon Pi Fraternity Presents: ^O^^J
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DANCE PARTY
Tuesday, March 1 7 • St Patrick's Day

8:00 PM • Student Union Ballroom
$7 In Advance - $8 At The Door

Tickets Available At The TIX Office in the Student Union
A Portion of the Proceeds Go To The American Cancer Society
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For iniormation
About

1 paal Services

r H^TIPS' (545-1540)
Ca«

J*: f-o^es by number:
and request tapes oy

International Women's Week and the Jewish Arts Festival present

HilNNilH
SENESH
A PORTRAIT OF COURAGE

2480

2492

2486

2484

2493

2488

2483

2485

2482

2481

Disorderly
Conduct

Eviction
Process

^^ pee

Operating Under the

search and Seizure

security ^eP^sf
Signing and Breawng

small Claims Court

Warranties

A one woman play on the true-

[^ story ofHannah Senesh, poet,

paratrooper, hew, woman, Jew.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 4

8:00 PM.
BCWKER AUDITORIUM
*5 0en. aiknission, *3 &<x)ledB studot

•2** HU fee payer

Tickets avaUabk FA. 18 from

the Fine Arts Center box offkx.

Open HF 10 a.m.-4 pun.

545-2511
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m
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.!*« nata Bank (»D»)
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C-3«K^'

SpoiMored by

BlSai B'rith Hiliel and

Distinguished Visitors

Program at UMass
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FLAGGING ENTHUSIASM — The winter color guard, nicknamed "Spitfire," practice their

routine in the shelter of the Campus Center loading dock (ie. the Batcnve).

TV journalist tells of discrimination
Claims unfair dismissal
By LUCINDA COUTO
Collegian Staff

Christine Craft recalled that when she first began her

career at the age of 29, she was asked how she could

possibly compete with younger women. Six years later,

she was fired from her position at KMBCTV, Metromedia,

Inc., in Kansas City and was asked if she had any idea

how expensive it would be to sue them. To both questions

she replied, "I have nothing to lose by trying."

Craft, speaking at Westfield State College Monday

night, said she began her career as a weatherwoman for

a small television station in Salinas, California, where

she gained enough television news experience to allow her

to move on.

She was then hired by CBS to do a five minute segment

called "Women in Sports," Although the job involved

travel throughout the United States, she decided she

didn't want to be "made over" anymore — to have her ap-

pearance altered by "globs of make up, ' Craft said.

She received a phone call from KMBC while working

for a small station in Santa Barbara. They wanted to hire

her ana the pay was better. She decided to take the job

under certain conditions — that she not be "mad^ over"

and would be able to go out in the field as a reporter.

When the station manager called in a talent consultant

to make her over she tolerated it. After her first night

on the air, the general manager and news director both

told her one of her eyes was smaller than the other and

her jaw was square. "I should have known then," Craft,

told the audience of about 125 people. In 1981, after nine

< olltiiion phntu h> Lucind^i • ,iut<i

Christine Craft

months at thfi- station, the general manager. Ridge Shan-

non told her she was 'too old, too unattractive, ano no-,

deferential enough to men." She was subsequently

demoted and filed a lawsuit against tht- s.atinn

"The reason I sued had nothinii to d(. w, t m. ni looks.

it was because they told me 1 coaldn r know he difference

between the American and National Lt.ague - I ni an

eighth generation American, and [ absodiiely refused to

accept second class citizenship because of inv gender, ' she

said.
,

• ..', 'uiUt'd oil p(if.'i '.'

William A. Fowler renowned

Former CBS
president urges
media variety
Bv PHIL SERAFINO
Collegian StafT

The former president of CBS News said last night that

American society relies loo heavily on uievi-iion as its

coie source' of news and sliould get its int'ormatiun from

a variety of media.

Van Gordon Sautei-, speakmu In toif 12ii people in the

Student Union Ballroom. >ai(l cm • v American should use

radio, television, daily newspapeis. weekly and monthls

magazines and books to stay informed.

"In many aspects of life, form is frequently im ri' mh

porfant than content. I would tell you that this does not

apply to television," Sauter said.

"We as a society place far t(Mi much imp^irtance on lelevi

>iun." he said, citing the "inherent inability" of the

medium to cover important events adequately due to time

restraints.

"The way TV news is structured in the broadcast system

doesn't give it enough lime to cover the stories that need

to be covered," said Sauter. who was "asked to resign'

by CBS last year as the company underwent restructur-

ing due to financial difficulties.

Sauter said television news forms a common agenda tor

the American public, and news announcers are responsi-

ble for forming a national consensus. He said broadcasters'

credibility is "truly enormous," but is only "on loan " from

the public and can be revoked if the public discovers

abuses.

He said, however, that the credibility of journalism as

well as most other major institutions is lower now than

in the past because society is better-informed and thus

more cynical.

Criticism ofjournalism is nothing new, Sauter said, but

in recent years "the veils have been lifted" from the in-

ner workings of companies like CBS. He said he was

somewhat disconcerted when his daughter, after watching

Entertainment Tonight, told him he was about to lose his

job.

"We should be pleased that [the media) are finally get

ting a dose of their own medicine," Sauter said.

Sauter told the audience not to expect any major

technological changes in television until the turn of the

century

At this stage, I don't see anything before us that's go-

ing lO change the relationships you and I have with televi

sion I'or the next io years," he said. By 2000. though, he

said TVs will receive both text and video, so "we can be

our own editors.
'

"The impact of this on our journalism, on our society,

^nd on ourselves, will be dramatic, hut the journalists will

aiwavs do what they have done," Sauter .saici.

When asked i»'the media should have taker, a stronger

stance against the Vietnam. War, Sauter said no and then

discounted the uoiion that the US needs strong advocacy

journalism. 'We don'i have in this society an aavocacy

media and I don t think we want it " he said, because

magazmerj such as The V.-«' Repuhlic and The Nationdl

Review serve that purpose.

Before assuming the presidency of CBS News. Sauter

neaded the compan: s sport.s division. He is nov, writing

t\ "smarmv novel and a book for business managers

for his scientific research
By PETER O'NEIL ""'""" ^ *"'

Special to the Collegian

Services of the Dean of Students Office - 227 Whitmore

For over 50 yeai's, William A. Fowler has

probed the far reaches of the universe in

search of answers to the origins of

elements. His journey has produced some

wondrous discoveries and, in 1983, earned

him the Nobel Prize for physics in recogni-

tion of his work in deciphering the riddles

presented by the origins of the universe.

This epic journey began rather in-

auspiciously with a step in cement —
specifically Portland cement — while

Fowler was a high school student in Lima,

Ohio.

At Lima Central High School, young

William Fowler's teachers encouraged his

interest in science and engineering. He

won a prize for an essay on the production

of Portland cement and went to Ohio State

University to major in ceramic

engineering.

As a ceramic engineering major, Fowler

was required to take courses in physics and

mathematics. He became so fascinated

with physics that he decided to change his

major to engineering physics and any

thoughts of a future in cement soon

vanished.

After graduation from Ohio State in

1933, Fowler moved on to graduate work

at the California In.stitute of Technology.

At Caltech, he studied at the W.K. Kellogg

Radiation Laboratory under Charles

Lauiisten, whom Fowler calls "the greatest

influence in mv life." His doctoral work

was completed "in 1936 and his thesis was

titled, "Radioactive Elements of Low

Atonut iViuuDei

During World War II, Fowler spent three

months in the South Pacific doing defense

research. After the war, he returned to

Caltech where he joined his mentor. Prof

Lauritsen, and others in studying the

nuclear reactions which take place in stars.

Fowler and colleagues called their field

of study "nuclear astrophysics" and it was
in this field that Fowler was to earn his

fame. In 1954-55, Fowler spent a sabbatical

year in Cambridge, England as a Fulbright

Scholar working with eminent British

physicist Fred Hoyle. In 1956, Hoyle and

other British scientists visited the United

States to work with Fowler.

This partnership produced the 1957

publication of "Synthesis of the Elements

in Stars," in which the authors showed that

all of the elements, from carbon to

iu*anium, could be produced by nuclear pro-

cesses in stars starting with the hydrogen

and helium produced in the "big bang."

When he was awarded the Nobel Prize

in 1983, Fowler stressed that the award
was in recognition of team work. He said

at the time that it would be impossible to

credit all his colleagues for their contribu-

tions to his scholarship.

In his Nobel Lecture, Fowler discussed 50

years of experimental and theoretical work

on the nuclear processes which generate

energy in the sun and other stars and those

which have synthesized the chemical

elements in the universe.

When he is not pondering weighty ques

tions of the cosmos, Fowler pursues more

earthbound interests such as model trains,

hiking and the Pittsburgh Steelers and the

Pittsburgh Pirates.

Students should 'make an appointment'

Grad senate bans CIA
By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

After long and heated flebate, the

University of Massachusetts Graduate

Student Senate barely passed a motion

last night to ban the CIA from recruiting

on campus.
"There is a difference between free

speech and recruitment," said Marc

Kenen at the opening of the debate.

Kenen, who is a doctoral student in the

School of Education involved in the anti-

CIA movement, added "I've invited the

CIA to speak and explain themselves and

they never replied."

"I do treasure the freedom of access a

university like this provides," Treasurer

Gary Jacacky said. 'Those who wish to

tell the CIA how they feel can make an

appointment for recruitment. You can

talk one-on-one and waste the recruiter's

time. 1 would recommend voting against

it."

'it is very cleai- that when they did

come here they weren't open to access,"

Vice-President Jonathan Frank said.

'Students were not allowed to have access

to open sessions."

"I wouldn t think the CIA is the only

organization to restrict information.

Where do we draw the line?" Senator Phil

Graham asked.

"The best way to change how an

organization works is to get in it." Ex

ecutive Officer Ralph Sbragia said.

'People who recruit are not going to be

agents of change," Senator Reese

Williams said. "A public statement is

much more effective than individuals,"

Philosophy gi*aduate student (ieorge

Leaman saio "The CIA onh liegan

recruiting on campus in 1980. They

managed to recruit alright before -^hen.

You have tc be invited to interview. In-

formation is available before hand only

for select students. The notion that one

can change within is likening it to the

post office. The CIA is not parallel to the

post office."

Recruiters are "the nerve endings trf" the

CIA," Jacacky said in response to Rising's

comment that remarks made do not get

past recruiters.

With the addition of two amendments,

one that would send the motion to the

Board ofTrustees and the other that bans

recruitment until the CIA is in com-

pliance with US and international law,

the motion passed 19 to 11 with one

abstention.

In other business, the finance commit-

tee asked for $500 for Students Ad-

vocating Financial Aid. They are "the on-

ly group the Senate finance committw in-

creas ed" the amount of money asked for.

Tlie .notioT* passed unanimously.

Sena ji*r Charti s Carroll made a motion
a.sking Vice Chancellor DeNyse to uphold

the C^anpus Center/Student Union Board

of Governors decision to ban the military

from recruiting on the Campus Onter
concourse The motion is being held un-

til the next meeting.

l
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Hearing is rescheduled
A Student Govt>rnment Association tribunal last night

rescheduled to Thursday, March 12 a hearing for Central

Area President W. Greg Rothman's alleged violation of

the time-stamping regulation because Rothman did not

have enough time to prepare.

The SGA office manager claims she saw Rothman time-

stamping blank pieces of paper, which he used td typf a

proposal for a senate meeting last .semester

Rothman's defense asked the judges to reschedule the

hearing because the subpoena issued by the attorney

general office did not specify the charges against hini.

- PEDRO M PERKIHA

* debate
i-nnlir I- f1 Irnni naac '

then g(j alter them
"

Wingle went for First in Dedication honors:

Referring to his role a> pkniitiff in me Legal Services

controversy, he said if he went to ( aliiornia, 'rd have

to fly back at my own expense to te.stif\ . That s dedica

tion.'"

Broadca'^t over WMUA, the debate was moderated by

('(ilh'f^tcin News Editoi Craig Sandler, with media

repre.sentalion from The Collegian. Southu t'st An^a W-u s

and Niintmo News.

While Sandler had a little trouble with the pronoun-
ciation nf nanus, he dared to answer the most puzzling
question.

Halfway through the debate, Sandler did .say that its
probably a good idea to mention that the reason we re

doing this is that there are going to be elections." — Stu
dent Government Association elections. March 9 and 10.

AP Phiilo

MARDI GRAS! - Rex. the King of Mardi
Gras, presides ovei "Fat Tuesday" celebra-

tions in New Orleans to mark the end of a

week-long drunken binge. There's nothing left

but the hangovers, folks.

J>/r/A/^ 3^£^An

TONIGHT

MILLER LITE SKI NIGHT
GIVEAWAY ^ ^

PASSES VfcH ilOAO CMAAuuoHi. MA&MCHusemtuai

• CAPS • TURTLENECKS

SKI SWEATER^

SKI BAGS

10 til 1

L

^ \/ IS Emi PImuhi Si. X^I St.

AAAMfeRSlC
v\

No
Cover

EUROPE '» CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
On« Rocketeller Plaza

N9W York NY 10020
Phone (212) 581-3040

Mail this ad for Special
Student/Teacher Tarid.

a RENTAL D LEASE D PURCHASE

W^' Round trip
' IromNEWYOR*^

tiarting al

LUXEMBURG $298
LONDON

'°"'"-°"
361

238ST.THOMAS
TEL AVIV
CARACAS
ATHENS
STOCKHOLM
HONGKONG

583
293
493
413
764

Also. EURAIL PASSES . INT L

STUDENT K) WORK/STUDY
ABROAD AYH CARDS. LOW
DOMESTIC FARES and
moWCALL lor

FREE SI udenlTrawel Catalog!

[41 3 J
256-1261

COUNCIL TRAVIl

AMHERST

Celebrate With Us And Your Kids:

Bob McCIung's Newest book, Whitetail

Robert McClung, wln' liws m
AniluTvt, h,!'- ^iftiionsU.HcJ iii'-

lomtrn lor ;initn;il^ ;ind the lu-fJ if

proti-it cndaiiccTfJ wilJIilc m niurc

tluHi tiltv n.itiiri- !->(». >k^. i li liii- filK-il

ddZfii'- o) skfti hhcHiK'- wir'h drnK'i iiiu-

;inJ nntr^ va the licld. Ai rnnii-iiHi

l'ni\i.T^it\ lu' inaHTfLl iti hiiiii it;\

,IIk! Ill- L'l.Kiu.lll -nij\ U,l- il;

/iHi|(>i:\ her >t,'\i'Ii S'c.U-, 111- \i,.i- .111

the t.ifl li tlic I^ronx / h ^

He will be here on Saturday, March 7 from 1 1A.M. - 12:30P.M. to autograph
copies of his new book as well as many of his older favorites. He will have his

sketch pad handy.

IJ^HHr^^ tB^t ^^^
^m

!' **% riulnu i^ J| VKintiMv-...! t. 1 La.st g!k «
'?J^«iRI//l> MisMs raa fTTTrrammmimJ ,i,'m

1 BYHDBFRTMMcOJUNG
iltirrnndliirirentllndy

Jeffery

Amnerst

Bookshop

!j% Hiilji'rl M Ml t luiit

AMERICAS
ENDANGERED

BIRDS

;.-.J.. ri M M( < liiity,

To celebrate the day, all children's

books will be 20 % off. One day
only-Saturday, March 7.

Refreshments will be served.

55 So. Pleasant St. Amherst, MA (413)253-3381

NatioiaaC HorvoVSociety

SALUTES
SCHOLASTIC
ACHIEVEMENT

OPEN TO ALL JUNIORS AND SENIORS
WITH A 3.50 GPA OR HIGHER
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL
ADAM OR CHET 549-0341

MEMBERSHIP DEADLINE MARCH 20. 1987

Writing a Paper? Need Help?

Visit the Writing Center

Pierpont (SW) Mon. & Wed.

Cashin (Sylvan) Tues. & Thurs.

Baker (Central) Mon., Tues. & Thurs.

7 9:30 PM

SOMETHING YOU
WANT TO SAY BEFORE

YOU LEAVE?

Submit Your Proposals For

Senior

Commencement Speaker

To Carol Wallace

545-2334

Student Affairs

319 Whitmore

(5 Minutes: 3 Pages, Typed,

Double-Spaced)

DEADLINE: MARCH 6, 1987

at 4:00 PM

TODAY
IS THE DEADLINE TO
SUBMIT NOMINATION

PAPERS FOR THE
BOARD OF GOVERNORS

ELECTIONS
MARCH 9 - 10
VOTE!

ARE SNACKS BAD FOR YOU?
not nacossarily.

As long as snacks don't replace nutritious foods or add unneeded

calories they aren't bad for anyone. The TROUBLE WITH MOST
SNACK FOODS is they aren't nutrient dense, that is THEY DON'T

PROVIDE MANY NUTRIENTS FOR THE NUMBER OF CALORIES

THEY CONTAIN.

FOR THE SAME AMOUNT OF CALORIES, skim milk gives you

23% of the protein, 39% of the calcium and 36% of the vitamin A

and B12 that you need for an entire day, while a cola gives you only

carbohydrate.

Sensible snacks are carbohydrates PLUS NUTRIENTS, like fresh

fruits and vegetables, whole grain breads, crackers and cereals.

University Vending Sen/ices and the Division of Health Education

DELTA
ZETA

ALL UNIVERSITY WOMEN
ARE INVITED TO RUSH ON

Wednesday, March 4th 7 - 7:30 PM

Thursday, March 5th Happy Hour 5:30 PM

Friday. March 6th Round Robin

DELTA ZETA SORORITY
11 Phillips St., Amherst

For more information call Anne at 253-9916

GOOD FOOD! • GOOD FRIENDS! • GOOD FUN!

iffcinoi
Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-5141

BEER OF THE MONTH: Hopfenperle "Perle" - $1 .25

DRINK OF THE WEEK: Springfever - $1 .75

WEDNESDAY IS

MYSTERY RAFFEL NIGHT???
(a little bit of everything)
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Strange messages
found on terminal
"Degrading messages" were reportedly left on a com-

puter screen in Marcus Hall at 10:20 a.m. Monday,

University of Massachusetts police said.

No other information as to who the messages were left

for or who they were left by has been released because

they are still investigating the situation, police said

In other police reports:

• A portable stereo worth $500 was reported stolen at

3:30 p.m. Monday while the owners were sleeping in their

unlocked room in Grayson House.

• A University of Massachusetts band uniform was

reportedly taken by a male suspect at 3:05 p.m. Monday

from the Old Chapel.

• A 1986 Buick suffered dents and scratches on its left

rear fender at 12:50 p.m. Monday after it was hit in lot

40 near Boyden Gym by an unknown car.

• A luggage rack on top of a 1984 Buick wa.s reported

taken at 3:30 p.m. Monday from lot 32.

• The front grill and wind.shield wipers from a 1975

\ olvo were reported stolen at 1 1:50 a.m. Monday from lot

lot 71.

• A wallet that was reported stolen in February was

reportedly found at 1 1:45 a.m. with only the cash missing.

ELLEN M. NOLAN

First year students and snphomvren can call a toll-free

number to help them find financial aid. The number,
1-SOO-AID-FIND, belongs to Student Aid Finders, a

nation-wide scholarship matching service.

Simmons College Program in Cairo, Egypt will be held

from May 29 to June 28. The deadline for registration

and deposit of the approximately $2,700 course is March
31. For more information call Jean Chaput Welch at Sim-

mons College.

The Pacific Asian Management Institute of the Univer-

sity of Hawaii at Manoa will offer several certificate pro-

grams in international business with an Asia-Pacific

focus from May 25 to Aug. 14. Deadline for applications

is April 1. For more information contact Coordinator,

Student Programs. PAML University of Hawaii.

The Amherst Child Cere Resource and Referral office

is looking for people to sign up to be substitute child care

workers or babysitters. Call the Jones library for addi-

tional information.

'^ SKI AREA
"The Best Kept Secret in Vermont"
Seven Miles North of Brattleboro, Rte. 30

•1000 Vertical feet

•2 Double chairs

• 11 Trails

• New Lodge

Weekend AduH $19.00 — Jr. $16.00
Night Skiing Thursday, Friday & Saturday

$10 from 5-10 p.m.

Exit 2 Off 1-91. 7 Miles N of Brattleboro, Route 30
PHONE: 802-254-6083

2.00 OFF
I
MUST PRESENT STUDENT ID

Any Lift Ticket
with this coupon

Ji UMass Arts Council

CALL FOR
BLOCK GRANT PROPOSALS

I!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Submissions by:

Fri.March 27
FINAL DEADLINE: MON , 3/30, 9 a.m. !

(.rant miulelines .n.iil.ibl"' .it llu- Arl5> C oufK

\J\ \k'rU'i Hall .4 .Ojnj

Collegian photo by David Shimku<<

DOWN IN THE HOLE - Kevin Chamberlain and Jim Jensen lay telephone cables near

the Northeast Residential Area.

Howtobuyaj

The American Express* Card can ^l vou virtuallv

everMhing from a leather lackel to a leather-bound classic

Whether \ou are bound for a bookstore or a beach

in Bermuda. So during college and after its the perfect

wav to pas for |ust afwut an\thing vou li want

How to get the Card before graduation.

College 1.N the hrst sign of success And kcaase

we believe m vour [mtential, we ve made it easier

to get the American Express Card right now You can

tjualib. even bt'tore vou graduate with our <iiecii.

student otlir^ HordeUiils, I(m)(< tor ripplicaliuib

on campus Or uW call l-HOtl THF,-( AKD and ask

for a student application

Tlie American Express Card

Don ( Leave School Without It

TRAVEL
RELATED
SERVOS

- .,»•,*»•».> • * « • 4 « • • * • «
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Two treated for injuries;

damage to car reported
A Northainptun man was ircattti at Conloy Dickinson

Hospital after a4]-yt'ari)i{t Suiulcrlanti man punclu'ii him
ill the t'ace tullou m^' an aruunum at 2 p tn. Monday in

uovvnlovvn Amherst, Amhensi police said

In other police action:

• A 21 vtariild Amherst woman was brought to the
Univei-.iiv ol Ma.s.sachiLsett> intirmaiv with "head in

luries alter colliding with a vehicle drnen bv another
Amherst woman at 1:56 p.m. Monday, at the intersection

oi Meadow Street and Route 116.

• An attempt to steal a stereo fnmi a Datsun Z 28
resulted in $500 damage l< the cai- -oiiuunie it'ter 4 p.m.

Monday in a Brittanv Manor Apartments parking lot.

EDWARD SYRON

• fowler
Liintiniii'ii frniii pa.;. / Caltech s W.K.
Kellogg Radiation Laboratory lor more than 50 years. His
work has centered on the nuclear processes which
generate energy in the stars and synthesize chemical
clt .'nents in the univer.se

He has received honorary degrees I'rom lour American
and two European universities as well as Medals of Merit

from Presidents Harry Truman and Gerald Ford.

In his lecture, the first of two to be presented during
his two-day stay at the University, Fowler discussed how
hydrogen and helium combine in the "nuclear cookery,"

as he calls stars, to create all the other behavior elements
in the universe.

"By measuring the intensity of x-rays from supernovas,"

Fowler said, "calculations of the amounts of different

elements in that star can be measured."
Fowler ended his lecture with the assertion that since

all the elements of the universe are created in stars, "each

and every one of us are truly and literally a little bit of

star dust."

Collcinan phutu by David .Shimkus

HE SHOOTS! HE SCOOOOORES! - UMass intramural hockey player Frank Lapsley scores
winning goal for "The Inmates" in a game against ATG fraternity.

Fowler's presentations inaugurated the Commonwealth
Lecture Series, sponsored by the Chancellor's ofTice. The

series is designed to bring outstanding scientists to cam-

pus to deliver two lectures: one in a specific area of science

and the other for a general audience.

The public is invited to attend the second of Fowler's

presentations, "How Old Is The Observable Universe? A
Biaseo Answer, ' discussing the age of the universe in the

framework of modern cosmology. It will be held today

Room 20, Hasbrouck.

CoueGiAN

> -gg'-
'•.»«!' nip- JS> i

'^v I

^J

:

An Amherst College

Depiuiiuent t)t Theater and Dance Production

ANDTHi^

A Pleasant Play by George Bernard Shaw

Dii\;cted by Walter Boughtt)n

Kirby Theater

8 PM.
February 27 & 28 Maix:h 5.6,7

Box office opens February 16

For reservations call 542-2277 fn)m 1-5 p.m. weekdays

^ .^-,..^.—

id^iuui respect*
ml

^rtoneot thef&«thingsjouTlBO^ •,

'

sasaNavyOfficcr.The recognition"'-- «•

'

"ihat you 've got what it ukjca loU^ ''-'

'^ the Adventure.
"'

--^ if
'i- ' That adventurecan lead you ^'

-^.

'' around thcworldandbackagain. , ,

Andaiongihewayyou'rcpicking ' f"

m

College graduaiciiStan with

managenventandleadership

training at OfficerCandidate

SchcKil. Oncecomnus&ioned,

you'll have even moreeducauonal

oppominiiics that can further

professional growth

.

makingautbonty&ibt^ necds,ThC;,
challenge, saiisfact}«iandi5ewards

'

'

add up to personal aod profess^igai ^^j.

growth nooiher jobcan match. M >^
When you Lead the Adventure

you 5»tart out with pndeand respect. U
puisyou a Step ahead . Contact youf

Special Student and Youth Fares to

EUROPE
from New York on Scheduled AirlinesI

' DESTINATIONS OW RT
LONDON $189 $375

PARIS 198 376
FRANKFURT 210 400
ROME 223 426
MILAN 210 400
ZURICH GENEVA 210 400
VIENNA BUDAPEST 210 400

Fares to Athens, Tel Aviv. Prague, Warsaw also available Add
on fares from Boston. Washington. DC. Chicago. Florida.

mm

-A ' 'iiNift^K*OFFKSeKI
ratsaattUMi

»
""""' .' ' »»—wry""

iJUm.

^.gV.ajif^'rj^.lvvirSvii'-.'^'^:^^
mi II ! M l I I

,
I

LEADTHEADVENTURE.

Special Student and Youth Fares to

SCANDINAVIA
On Scheduled Airlines!

Winter Rates OW RT

From
New York

Copenhagen
Oslo
Stockholm
Helsinki

$230
230
230
270

$395
395
395
475

From
Chicago

Copenhagen
Oslo
Stockholm

$235
275
275

$400
485
485

Fares also available for Los Angeles & Seattle.

Some fare restrictions may apply-

Reservations and Information Call:ho,

WHOLr: WORLD TRAVEL
^ ,• tr;q the Sia(it^<:/yv<ilii Market for more than 16 Clears!

17 E. 45th St.. New York, NY 10017
(212) 986-9470
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Letters

Group feels betrayed
When the University moved to add "sexual orientation"

to the protections guaranteed in the anti-discrimination

clause of university policy, as gay men, lesbians, bisex-

uals we felt more assured of our right to equality. When
the Board of Governors responded by adding this clause

also, our mood was even better. We felt as if there was

a growing commitment to the freedoms that should be for

everyone. It was exciting, to say the least.

When it was discovered this fall that the armed forces

were recruiting in violation of BOG vending policy, the

ride seemed even better. We never imagined that the

debate that followed might get distorted to an issue of free

speech, because we know that it is not. As gay men, les-

oians, and bisexuals, it was clear to us that we were be

ing denied employment by an agency that offers it to other

students.

With a sigh of relief, we watched as the BOG decided

in favor of equal protection. In December, their contract

with military recruiters was discontinued. No .statement

the board made ever denied the military from being in

the complex altogether. To the contrary, it was only decid-

ed that no business, organization or agency could offer

employment or services to students without offering them

to all students.

Until now. we felt assured that progiess was being

made. We know now that we have been betrayed by

Chancellor Joseph D. Dufley, and are disgusted with what

he has done. He gave Bill Harris the order to override the

BOG decision (against discrimination) in violation oftheir

vending policy.

We want to make clear that we support the anti-

discrimination statements in both the University and

BOG policies and procedures. As elected officers of the Les-

bian Bisexual Gay Alliance, we also support the action

of students last Friday who peacefully removed the tabel

of the Marine Corps recruiters from the concourse. We con-

demn the action.s of Chancellor Duffey and Bill Harris

because we recu^n;/*' ihcx have im i''|J,hi to oi'der

di.'?c'»-<m!ri,U(jry actions against u.s.

DaHhti Baker
Co-President, LBGA

David Todd Warren
Co-President, LBGA

Alec McCIure Treasurer

Marc Silvestri

Office Manager

Thomas Concannon
Office Manager

RSU act 'traitorous'

In Monday's Collef^ian, 1 read the article on the Marine

recruiting "protest". Both parties say that they were in

the right and the Radical Student Union has the right

to protest. Because in America you can protest. But, to

confiscate someone else's property and "symbolically"

dump it is crap.

What gives you the right to confiscate other people's pro-

perty? Why protest the armed .services? They are the

backbone of this country. If you at the RSU don't want

to join the service, don't! But let the ones who want to

serve their country do so.

As a marine, I served in Lebanon for four months and

two of my friends were killed in action. Not to mention,

sons, husbands and fathers.

To me and countless others, your "symbolism" is like

spitting on their graves and in this country's face.

I am proud to have served this country and I am even

prouder to be an American. You "radicals" live in a fan-

tasy world. So, how about growing up? As far as I'm con-

cerned, your "symbolic" act was a traitorous one.

Steven F. Pitingolo
Southwest

Be more than average
The simple truth about campus lacisni and tlie

S<iultiwi-~t uicidenl is this: thei'e are loo many people who
1 eally don't care, People just don't want to be bothered

with having to make a critical examination of then' per-

K)nal values and attitudes; they might discover that their

beliefs are irrational, biased, unfair, and even wrong. This

is what they have always believed, so why should they

change now?

I live in the Southwest Residential Area, and I find it

highly unfortunate that so many people don't care. The

post-World Series incident was. to many, the hot gossip

item for a while after it happened. Scarcely a few months

later, even in the light of the Hurst Report, the topic

doesn't exactly receive priority in the conversations of

many students, Flipping through the Collegian, at lunch,

someone may say, "Oh. I can't believe they're blaming

it all on the football team." There will be general agree-

ment, and the topic will quickly switch to how drunk so-

and-so was last night — which leads to another point —
alcohol abuse, which played an important part in the

Southwest racial brawl.

Drinking is a popular pastime in college life; everyone

wants to "get trashed." WTiy is this so? Drinking can be

fun, but it can also be a shallow, empty form of entertain-

ment. It is a way to run away from problems. You get

drunk, maybe you even get lucky; I'm .sorry, but if you

can't get attention from a member of the opposite sex

without the aid of beer, then I pity you. Don't hand me
a line about alcohol being accepted because of the high

level of frustration and stress in the. life of a college

students. If you drink for this reason, you are only fool

ing yourself It's life — so deal with it. If you can drink

to have a good time an you can handle yourself fine. If

your can't control your actions when you drink, for god's

sake, don't do it. You don't have the right.

Stefanie Miller

Southwest

MIAMI
Dares You To Beat Our Rates

March Ist-April 5, 1987

$iaoo
PER NIGHT
PER STUDENT
QUAD OCCUPANCY

Just One Basy Phone Call Away!!

Hotels in all categories from budget to superior, with rates

starting at only $10.00 per student; quad occupancy can make

your SPRING BREAK experience fit your budget.

GUARANTEED ACCOMMODATIONS AVAILABLE
Doiibfo

$17.50
$22.50
$27.50
$32.50

Rotes Quoted Per Person; Per Doy

Quad Triple

Budget $10.00 $12.50

O. ft. Moderate $ 1 3.00 $ 1 6.00

O. ft. Luxury $1 6.50 $20.00

Superior $20.00 $24.00

LOWEST AIRFARES AVAILABLE!
Bonus/ One Day Sea Escape

Cruise To The Bahamas!
$59.00 Surcharge: Includes Port Taxes, 3 Buffet Meols,

Entertainment

For Hotel Accommodations Call:

The Miami Beach Hotel/Motel Association

FOR RESERVATIONS
& INFORMATION

1-800-531-3553
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Big issues to be decided
Tonight is a challenging night for your

student government. A motion to expel two

senators from the Undergraduate Student

Senate will be debated and voted upon.

Dani Burgess

Expulsion is, without a doubt, very

serious. Automatically it accentuates divi

sions and disunity. The power to expel, or

the threat to expel, should never be abus

ed. As the initiator and one of the original

co-sponsors of the motion to expel Senators

Greg Rothman and Tony Rudy, I bear my
responsibility in this matter with

seriousness and integrity.

During my term in oifice. I have worked

hard to promote a cooperative process in

the Student Senate and have consistently

criticized senators who both ignore the

Senate committees and who perpetually

create divisiveness in the SGA. Therefore,

it was a difi'icult process which led me to

support a motion to expel two senators. It

is a challenge not to feel as if I am stoop-

ing to their level of hateful and immature

behavior. But. as I have repeatedly ques-

tioned and examined this choice, and con-

tinue to arrive at the same answer. I am
assured ofthe validity of this stratcK^v and

decision.

Of course, it doesnl hurt to have a

groundswell of support both from within

and outside the Senate as w ell as from Iwth

the political left and right. Senators

Rothman and Rudy have pushed too many

people too many times, and to their lack of

common courte.sy. their lack of common
sense, and their lack of respect for both the

letter and the spirit of the political process,

we are firally just saying NO!
Something slightly more optimistic is on

the horizon which has not received much

notice lately. There is a document called

the SGA Constitution, and there has been

such a document for 25 years, but it has

never been approved by the University

Board of Trustees. About five years a^'o. it

was decided that the SGA Constitution

should receive official Trustee sanction It

seemed like a good idea which would em
power our Constitution, and thus our rights

and rtsponsibilities Unfortunately, no one

foresaw the monumental hurdles this pro-

cedure would have to overcome. It seemed

as though the entire campus was at odds

with the University's general counsel,

William Sear.son. who had many problems

with the Constitution. Many of these pro-

blems were legitimate, but many were not.

Back and forth the Constitution went;

committees were formed,

disbanded, and reformed again, but final

ly, we hope, the cycle is over. There are still

significant disagreeinents between the

Amherst campus and Searson. such as the

existence of the SGA Judiciary and the

Third World Caucus, but the committees

and review^ by the Amherst campus are of

ficially complete and the Constitution is

written — with the Judiciary and Third

W'orld Caucus intact.

I hope that the Trustees will approve it

as written. It is a very strong document

which, with Tru.stee passage, will clarify

and I'liipowtr the role of students m
L'niversity governance for years to conu'.

At the next Board of Tru.stees meeting.

I plan to introduce a motion which will pro

hibit the CIA from recruiting on campus
until "such time as the CIA demon.strates

its compliance with International and

Federal La%v." I have studied this issue,

and I firmly hehevo that the Cl.A i- acting

in violation nl the US Const it ution uhich

binds us to the decisions of the World

Court

And last, but certainly not least, are the

upcoming SGA elections. I. like man>
others, urge you to inform yourself about

the positions sought anH thi- [niiplt' -tck

ing them. They are strong and powerful

positions that do siiiously make difTerence.

The students at UMass de.serve experience,

diveisit\ and demonstrated leadership

That IS why I will be voting for Dwayne
W arren and Mark Friedman for SGA Cam
pus Co-Presidents and Paul Wingle for

SGA Trustee. But please, don't take my
word for it, question, challenge, probe, and

demand. It will he worth your time But

most important, take the time to vote

Dani Btir^css is a student nHvnbvr ofthv

L'nnfrsily of Massachusetts Board of

Trustees
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Evildoers cause misconceptions
ed a bit misplaced to nie. .Any trur t hns-

I am writing in response to Rob

Skel'ton - mlumn in last Friday's paper

about Christians seeking to take over the

world The fact that Rol) calls Christians

comiminists uir rathei, tlu'ii- "brethren"!

doesn't hot In r me - in tact. 1 find it

.somewhat amusing What does bother mo,

however, is that people havi- such strong

misconceptions about the Chrl.'^t lan faith.

which are most commonly based upon tin'

number of peoph who df) evi! in the namt

of Chris*, as v\as the ca.-e with the Holy

Crusades or even the tragedy in

Jonestown, Guyana. Christians certainly

do not seek to "take over the world" or

"engulf all.
" but rather seek to carry out

the commands of Christ by giving every

human being the opportunity to at least

hear Christ's good news. Every person is

given the choice of believing or disbeliev

ing — obviously.

Callinu Christians "moral bullies" seem

tian will admit that ('hristians are just like

everyone else, in that they are still quite

familiar with the probleiti of doing wrong.

The difference, however, is that Christians

have confessed this beioii' God. and have

given Christ control <il llu-ir imperfect

lives Christ promised cti'inal life to

ainono \vh(> takes this step.

U y(»u happen to be approached bv .m "in-

truding Christian proselytizer" interested

in sharing the Gospel with you, vou are tree

to walk away Uhis is America) or disbelieve

if you choose. However, there are some

statements in the Bible about making such

a decision that .no certainly worth a second

glance, so it ni.i.\ i'( somewhat enlighten-

ing to listen fo the person for a couple of

minutes.

David Woodbury
Butterfield

Homophobia strikes at freedom, opportunity for gays
Homophobia — the fear of homosex-

uality, also the fear that others believe

one is homosexual.
We go to a diverse University, but I

have had few opportunities to know the

feeling of being the lone member of a par-

ticular minority within a larger group.

David R. Mark
The tables were turned on me, though,

last Friday night when I reviewed Ten

Percent Revue for the Collegian. About

400 people attended the performance, and

I would say 90 percent of them were gay.

Suddenly, instead of being safe within a

majoritv of straight students, I was part

of a handful of straight students.

Although I didn't feel pressured, I did feel

awkward and out of place. I feared say-

ing something wTong, or acting in a wrong

way. I knew I was being the homophobe

I always feared I was, but I didn't know

how to correct it.

Since then, I've been thinking about

some of the cruel stereotypes that

Americans have of the gay community

For example, I saw the movie Manne-

quin, and in that movie an actor played

a gay man in the swishy. lispy.

stereotypical way. The first thought that

came to me was that he was playing a

homosexual humomuslv Yet 1 nou think

that everv time a hoinos.'xual i- p<iitrayed

m the movies or on T\' t h.ii a iv it must

he like a slap in the luce to thi- ua.N

.. -,Iers (hat were put up !ni-

.I'Uf were torn riown. nr

,. .; .;:. i.i.mophobic >lurs 1 wonder

hat IS just a minor part of a general

mood on campus. Had I not been covering

it for the Collegian, I would not have seen

Ten Percent Revue. I more likely would

have done what many others had done:

dismissed it as a "gay event." The majori

ty of straight students on camifus would

never go to the Lesbian Bi.sexual and Gay
Alliance spring dance, fearing they would

be labeled "gay." I had reservations about

covering Ten Percent Revue for the same

reason.

Looking back, I really wish someone

had awaken me to my homophobia. If I

had gone to a black seminar, would I fear

people would think I was black? It's that

rationale that allows for homophobia in

a world where 10 percent of all people are

gay.

My whole thought pattern on homosex-

uality was wrong. I had for some time

thought that it was alright for others to

be homosexual, as long as they didn't

come on to me. That is like saying I don't

mind a person being Australian, as long

as they didn't try to make me an Aussie

too.

During Ten Percent Revue, the actors

named some very well-known people who

were gay. The list seemed endless, and

touched upon all facets of our society.

From actors to authors, singers to political

figures, the list was impressive. The fact

is, the gay community is as important to

our society as the black. Jewish. Puerto

Rican. or an\ olhef (mnmunity. Yet the

ivAf. the linm()jihi)bia, pre\ents mcnibei's

nt the g »v (-oinnuinitN iV<ini eijual ascen-

lancv (ic (ippmi imii \- in ciir -'"lefv

Doe> .myh. " • '•' i' ^
''^

meant happv'

David R. Murk is a Collegian Cnluninist

At the last Undergiaduate Student

Senate meeting, derogatory comments

were made concerning the lesbian, gay

and bisexual community on this campus.

Clearly, here at the University of

Massachusetts, hatred is rearing its head.

Meg Kroeplin

At the last meeting, Senator Tony Rudy

called someone, though it is not clear who,

a "ferret-stuffer," referring to an article

published last semester in a conservative

newspaper in which it said some homosex

uals enjoy having sex with small animals.

The phrase was a clear slur against

homosexuals.
Not only was the statement evil, but it

was laughed at by people who never could

have experienced such hate. I say this

because anyone who has dealt with this

hate would not find it amusing.

I have been told not to take these com-

ments personally. I do not know how else

to take them. This is a personal assault

on me as a member of the gay community.

The racial incident in Southwest

Residential Area made .students aware of

the hate and oppression existing on this

campus. I hope it won't take a similar

event to make us notice the oppre.ssion

le.sbians, gays and bisexuals experience.

I do not know the fiien(l> ot Yanees Roliin-

s(in. thi' man sennusK injured in the

Smitlnvesi meiilent, .iml I hope I will

. , . h,e.e lij dr.ii v\ 1' I. ' tie hui! . Ie;pr iUk!

anger they must haM/ (eit

Do you know n I.', ^..i|t -indent senator

is repre.senlini; pn>

ed hv senators \^ no are hate-tilled and

homophobic. I urge you to becutne aware.

Come to the senate meeting this Wednes-

day and see how you are being

represented.

On this campus there are many people

from the lesbian, gay and bisexual com-

munity. Recently, it seems like every time

I turn around another gay person is com
ing out. FiVen in the 1980s, coming out,

or admitting to yourself and those around

you that you are gay. is a painful and

frightening experience. There are people

who are hurt by these remarks, who may
begin to hate themselves because of

remarks made by certain senators. I

wonder if these people who make the

hateful, ignorant remarks will ever care

about who they are hurting.

Coming out is a painful and
frightening experience. I wonder

if these people who make the

hateful remarks will ever care

about who they are hurting.

"I feel I deserve the same freedom from

oppression and harassment as any other

per.son. I have been directly harassed, op-

pressed, and discriminated against

because my views ,ire in the minority."

This is a quote fit i in a letter written by
a student senator I ask the same. I will

not be afraid any longer Any one else out

there who find them.selves intimidated by
homophoV>ia on our campus, remember,
we flo not ha\e hang ui)s. tl-.> homophobo.s

do

Meg Knieplin

member
is a Collegian staff

MEETING; Friday. Match (i. 1:30 p.m.

tributors to the editorial page who are i

[r^this s{>ring._ ^ .. ., ....

for all Collegian columnists and other con-

nterested in being a candidate for editorial

• 4^»«««

The Collegian accept.'! letters and columns from the UMass community for possible

publication on the editorial page. All submissions must be typed. dnuhh\»pac:'d.
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African dinner celebrated

S**-^;

By JENNIFER DEMPSEY
Collegian staff

Jazz music, soul food and an African

fashion show were the ingi'edients for the

African Culture Night last Friday night.

Held in Hampden Southside Room in

Southwest Residential Area, the gala

marked the end of the celebration of Black

History Month.
Director of the event Edith Gonsal, said

the main objective of the night was to get

people of dinerenl racen tofiethti in :i scM-ial

atmosphere and to "just sit ddun ,iiu! talk

This IS where it all starl.s-

communicating."

Over twenty tables were set for a bufTet-

style dinner which included black-eyed

peas, fried chicken, macaroni, homemade
potato salad and sweet potato pie among

(ither traditional soul fr«d. Fashions from

Nigeria, Kenya and ..iher African coun-

tries were worn by niodt'ls who displayed

them in a runway fashion show.

Sophomore Leon Gibbs said.'This event

brings together very different cultures in

a relaxed environment. I think it was a

great way to end Black History Month."

CoM«gian r«port«r

Collegian EcHtortol Editor

B.A. in liistory from ttie

University of Mi^Miomfsette.

Columbia School of Joumalftnn.

State L^g^tM^^ tor 3 terms.

Tta«e term Lt. Qov<Mr»»r of Vt

Presentiy Gk>vetifK>r of VMiiKmt.

QHtmcoai&mH Mm*

LOWENBRAU
75«
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GIANTS OF JAZZ - The provocative Art

Ensemble of Chicago, now in its 20th year, will

perform at 7 and 10 p.m., Monday, March 9 at

the Iron Horse Cafe in Northampton. For in-

formation, call 584-0160.

UMA55 SKI CLUD !

GOES TO }

Mad River Glen
\

Sat March 7th
\

$22 for members
|

sign-up outside of Hatch
Wed & Thurs !

pDo qoui5incjor^ance4
Th6 uT|aiS TtusiC4.L imkrt Swid fHesents:

The Collegian added a whole

other set of experience you

can't get in a classroom.

It puts skills to good use.

It's a way to test out if you
want that for a career.

I Learned the pleasures of writing.

The Collegian. We Build Careers.

BECOME INVOLVED IN:

Registering Students • Publicity / Fundraising

Setting Up On Game Day • Referes / Officials

GENERAL MEETING TONITE
March 4 at 7 PM in CC 163C

REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED

Don't Miss Out, Become Involved In The

Ultimate "Spring Fling"

For more Information call 545-0848

Wednesdau tAorck'V
7PIVX

4-

4-

^t^.^^.^^i^]^.t^^^^^*^*i»»*******»****»##¥¥*##****-¥-¥***
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Hoosiers is a satisfying flick
Hkp Cletus and Strapper, and basketbtU ra

Hoosiers

Directed by David Anspaugh
Starring Gene Hackman, Dennis Hopper

Mountain Farms

By GLENN RIPPS
Collegian Correspondent

HOOSIERS is a very enjoyable movie. Written by

Angelo Pizzo and directed by David Anspaugh, .t is bas-

ed on the true David and Goliath episode in Indiana

basketball history .the story of the 1954 Milan High School

^This film has some funny and touching moments that

help It with the audience's favor. It is set in the small town

of Hickory, Indiana, where the inhabitants have names

like Cletus and Strapper, and basketbi.ll ranks second on-

ly to religion. The high school hires a new coach to lake

over the reins of their basketball program, which has

always been competitive.
ta i u

Gene Hackman is well cast as Coach Norman Dale. He

Kives just the right amount of shrewdness and varied

temperament to his character to make him interesting.

Dale has enough confidence in his own knowledge, abili-

ty and track record to ride out any skepticism. Another

bright spot in HOOSIERS is Shooter, the town drunk and

ex-basketball star, played superbly by Dennis Hopper

(nominated for best supporting actor). Hopper really gets

into his role, using his lips, cheeks, eyes, forehead, and

fingers to exhibit Shooter's suffering, frustration, embar-

rassment, and joy.

Barbara Hershey also gives a fine performance as Myra

Fleener, the high school vice-principal and one ot Coach

Dale's most ardent nemeses. One really does not like this

woman as she confronts the mysterious Coach.

So ye« I did like this movie. Unfortunately though, the

team's season is viewed mostly through unconvincing and

cliched slow motion run-throughs of the games. I wanted

to watch them sweat and almost drop with exhaustion

from the drills, and then see the fruits of their labor in

a few choice games.

HOOSIERS leaves a few questions either not answered

or not asked. One of the more intriguing is - why do

civilized humans follow sports teams with such fervor

Having found myselfjumping out of my seat at the local

pub. yelling at a large screen. TV I have my own suspi-

cions (I'm crazy). I would have liked to have seen some

of Mr. Pizzo's.

If you choose to see this film you might not be surpris-

ed, but you will be entertained. It will touch the same vein

in you that Rocky did. Rocky 1 that is.

HOOSIERS is good, but it could have been great.

We'd rather tie you up for a couple of hours than see you

tie yourself down to a bad career decision.

That's why we're holding our Jordan Marsh Presentation—

and why you owe it to yourself to stop by and find out more

about New England's dominant department store. Come get

the inside story on our Executive Training Program, con-

sidered one of the finest in the country, and on how to become

a successful executive in today's fast-paced, competitive retail

industry.

So whether you're a senior looking to start your career on

the right track, or an underclassman tracking down a full-time,

paid internship, do yourself a favor and check out theJordan

Marsh presentation.

It's one evening you're bound

to remember.

'^¥m%

THE JORDAN MARSH '^.o';^ fe^rg^

PRESENTATIOii
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Show not up to par

Picture yourself and a fnend strolling a stretch of white ^i

sandy beach as far as the eye can see. while a pastel ^ ^
sunset paints the evening sky Mexico's stunning Caribbean "^li

Cold Coast IS where dreams of a perfect

beach life become reality, and University

Auxiliary Services and Campus Travel now offer you a

dream come true Announcing

Destination:

CANCUN
GRAND PRIZE:

Free Ttip for Two
to Cancun, Mexico

1ST RUNNER-UP Sun-Fun Travel Kit from the

University Store

f'".!**^

B^ B.-^RBAR-A Hi LOLLl.-.
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Chameleons U.K.
Sunday, March 1

Bluewall

It was not an unforgettable experience.

At best, it was suspenseful. I anticipated

every song from the Chameleons, but most

did not quite meet my expectations.

They opened with "Swamp Thing," from

their third and latest album. Strange

Times. It was the first implication of like-

ly disappointment. They just didn't sound

like their album.

But what does that mean? Is that

necessarily bad? If a band sounds too much
like their recorded music, someone will in-

evitably complain that the performance

was "too polished." Well, that certainly

was not the case Sunday night.

Perhaps in this instance, "too dramatic"

would better describe the Chameleons' per-

formance. Mark Burgess (lead singer, elec

trie bass, and strings) overdid the theatrics.

Every song was accompanied by either

bulging eyes, trembling hands, or absurd

looks. I wish I knew what it all signified,

if anything. His attempt to be intense was

tiring and. well, annoying.

I :^ loo oad. He rii.str:ic!.'i! 'he an

d,, mi ii-^tening to the Ivncs. whicl'

,, iHM-u'.-tint;. Many ot then .-^ongs deai

wih illusions, confu.->i<»n. and frustration.

Pleasure and Pain." off their first album

Script ofthe Brulge, takes you through so

meone's messed up mind; "This madness,

this laughter Outward feelings I can't con

trol Those coloured lights are leading me/

Is it you? Is it me?" And some of the songs

actually .say something about life, as in

"Singing Rule Britannia." a smgle off their

second album, What Does Anything Mean^

Basically, where Burgess declares em
phatically: "I'm a working class zero."

The Chameleons' performance w as miss-

ing that something that makes you turn up

the volume when listening to their albums.

There is an all -together different mood bet

ween their recorded and live music. I felt

there was a tendency to drift and glide

through the concert, in harmony with the

synthesized wind — yes, .synthesized winri.

Their recorded music grabs you. and you

can't help but enter the spirit of it.

The Nova Mob. from Boston, opened for

the Chameleons. They ended their set with

a Beatles cover. "Tomorrow Never

Knows," which the Chameleons released

on Strange Times. With the recent replace

ment of the drum machine with the former

drummer from The Flies, the Nova Mob

will be releasing their debut album on

Pulse Records this week.

»*.

2ND RUNNER-UP: A $20.00 Gift Certificate

to the T.O.C. Restaurant

Entry blanks are available at: Campus

Center Coffee Shop. Bluewall Cafeteria

& Coffee House. Hatch Cafeteria Worcester

Snack Bar Campus Travel Center (across

from the Coffee Shop)

No
Purchase
Necessary

CollcKian ph<>(<i b\ Koh Skellon

The Chameleons U.K. played to a packed Blue Wall Sunday in a show
produced by UPC and opened by Boston's Nova Mob.

New Clear Vision at Hatch
By SAQIB ALLADIN
Collegian Correspondent

It's a pun on "Nuclear Fis-

sion" mu.sed Rick Gordon,

drummer and ffjunder-

member of this exciting

•'•and which kept many a

.^eat warm and many a feet

tapping,' in the Hatch on the

evening of March 2. Rick is

a good drummer and his

cymbal work is excellent.

With a crisp voice —
sharp, clear and sometimes

distortingly loud, lead

vocalist Nic Tyler takes

most of the credit for the

band's public appeal. He
does songs from The Beatles

and U2 with remarkable

ease thoui^h I .strongly KUg-

p^esi that he give up all in-

tentions of i-inging any

Poliee i; imbefr. in the

future.

A third impressive figoire

from the band is backing-

vocalist and keyboaro

player, Joe Llamas. Saxvr'

good effects and several

funky tunes produced by luh

set of dual synthesizers (a

Casio CC5000 and a

Yamaha DX7) combined

with correctly timed vocals

to assist Nic easily make
him a musician the group is

probably proud to have.

Although a variety of ef-

fects accompany their

music, the "reverb" seems

to be their favorite gadget

.

The well mixed echo effects

did seem effective as far as

projecting their \ocals .hm

creating a stufl''<i-liLe efit.-

was concerned. Ln generni

New Clear Vision is a wrl

orchestrated group with .

strong potential for im-

provement and progress.

^pDlEi^
for a

Quality

Laundry

11 PRAY ST.
AMHERST, MA.

SELF SERVICE

7 DAYS- 7AM-10PM

let us do yOur
wash-dry- fold

and
hand pressing

-. .. * M
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By MARTHA CONNORS
Collegian Correspondent

I would like to officially, and publicly,

congratulate the UMass .Jazz Ensemble,

under the direction of JefT Holmes, tor be-

ing invited to not one, but two Jazz

Festival Comf>et It ions this Spring You can

too by going to see them this Friday in the

Sixth Annual Jazz Showcase But serious

' and nil kidding aside, it is an honor to

he going to the First Annual Downbeat

Festival in Chicago and the Notre Dame
Festival at Notre Dame College mot

France'.

The Jazz Ensemble won for "outstanding

performance" in 1985. and was awfullv

close in 1986 at Notre Dame, but this year,

1987, could truly be the lucky year. They

could win two National Festivals, and

become a real Who's Who in American jazz.

UMass profes.sor of music Jeff Holmes
has directed the ensemble since 1979. He
is a widely published compo,ser and ar-

ranger, and has recently been awarded a

grant from the National Endowment of

Arts Composers. Go see them Friday,

STUDENT AND
PERFORMANCES

FACULTY

Sixth Annua] Jazz Showcase

Friday. March 6, at 8 p.m. in the Fine

Arts Center Concert Hall, UMass. Free of

charge.

If jazz 1^ .'>'.' thing, tn's -ihtiw is tor vuu

Pcifnrining >.^ il! ht> a tiiixf u<<- 'il'm'nup>. the

M / Kn-i' ' ' 'i'O'Ctfd h\ -jcif Hninu'-.

i,M i;,. .
; .nst'tn'^u.-, diit-cti'il \

ii .. "-p'li tiui [ 'U- V'orai Jazz Knsfin

i)if , iiniiiR '.(! in SfL'prsen N'fwbv There

Hui also m IP .ippearanct' oy the bass duo

ui Atro Mikkoia and John .\uhn, and the

Graduate Jazz Quartet.

From Big Band arrangements to recent

idiiiposition- .ind arrangements, .selections

will included ( ompuler and One Man Band
t)y Bob Mintzer and Rob McConnell's ar-

rangement 1)1 Ttikc the A Train. Vocal Jazz

numl>ers will include Dancm ' m the Streets

and an arrangement by Roger Treece of

Duke Ellingtons I're Got it Bad.

Flutist Joanne Tanner in Concert

I'ue.sday, March 1«» it ^ p.m in Bezan-

^on Recital Hall, UMass. Free of charge.

Music faculty member since 1971, Tan
ner will be giving her faculty recital w ith

the help of faculty colleagues Charles-

David Lehrer, oboe; Dorothy Ornest, piano;

Paulina Stark, soprano; and Peter Tanner,

percu.ssion.

An unusual program, performed will be

a concerto for flute and oboe by Mozart's

rival, Antonio Salieri, a group of French

songs by Roussel and Ravel, and the use

of a vibraphone will accompany Kent Ken-

nan's Night Soliloquy. Cantahile et Presto

by George Enesco and Sonata by Willem
Pijper will complete the program. Good
stuff.

OTHER AREA PERFORMANCES

Common School Coffehouse Concert

Saturday, March 7 from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m..

.i.-,intit the Cniiirnon Sch(M>i. .">21 '^mitii I

St .\nihersl. Tickets are >,)

I fl!l(ill-!i

/()Ik-"i4"> - I 'i!Kt\ KallfH . KllfU Kpsii lii

i^nd .Micnat-i i icone will perform tugelher

a program that includes a variety of songs

drawn from contemporary and traditional

music ul the British Is1m>- nnd America,

They sing in close harmony, both a capella

and accompanied by guitar and hammered
dulcimar.

For a relaxing evening, of family-time

fun. The Common School will be the place

to be. Home baked de.-serts wiU be on sale

iit-ioit he I'oiicert. at . p.m. and ai.-i'

in{ nttM'inission

dui

9^o<^

students use

UCC computers

According to Charles Lyman, associate director of UCC,
students in COINS, engineering, and those enrolled in

computer courses often come in to use the terminals.

Faculty members doing research who are in need of out

:v als() u.se the mainframe computer at the UCC, Lymai

said.

By THUY LE
Collegian Correspondent

The University Computing Center, located in the

Lederle Graduate Research Center, provides academic

computer resources, computer facilities and instructional

programs for students and faculty.

The cyber computer is the mainframe system used at

UMass. The system is set up to correlate with many of

the courses ofTered at UMass and at the 5-colleges. The
cyber unit has been expanded to UMass-Boston. "Even-

tually at some time, most students will have to u.se the

cyber system at the UCC," Lyman said. A general con

suiting office is available to anyone needing information

or assistance with computers. Vipul Bhushan, a consul-

3iunan garden

MANDARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

"The BEST Chinese Food"

WE DELIVER?
We'll deliver an order of '15"" or more to your

house in Amherst for only ^2"".

Luncheon
Special

$025
from mbt
served 11 a.m.-3 p.m.

10 Belchertown Rd. at Rt. 9
Amherst 256-0252

New Buffet &
Sunday Brunch

All you can eat

SC75

after

• craft

5
Buffet served 5-8 Mon.-Thurs

Brunch Served Sundays
11:30-3 p.m.

ear ^
year, semester
. after semester,

the oJlejiv plan fnim Fidelity Tniun Ijfe

h^s been Ihe mo.Nt i»ii«rpltd. most popular life insurantr

proKrtim un rumpuses all u«er America. Find oui »\hy.

Fidel

Uniontjfei^^fe

Call the Kideliit I'nion Life

Field Assoiiale in >our area

Ronald J. Nathan Agency

20 Gatehouse Rd.,

Amherst, MA
Tel; 256-8351

(raft's suit went to trial in Au^just ol

lH.s:S Shi' won the fraud and sex

liiscrinuualiDii issues, but imt the equal

pa\ issue During the trial she learned her

CO anchor made $80,000 per year while she

made $35,000.

.Judge Joseph E. Steven.s ruled that the

jurors had been swayed by publicity and

threw out all the evidence. He ordered a se-

cond tiiul and appointed himself judge for

It. Craft won the second trial, but again the

judge threw everything out saving the

jurors had been unreasonable In reference

to this, Craft said 'I was raised to believe

the right te trial by jury was sort of one of

those inherent rights of my citizenship."

The voice of the people for justice,

seventh amendment, is in sad shape, the

corporate powers in this country have a

loud voice. Money, power, and influence do

tant, said "we can answer questions to programming dif-

ficulties and refer people where to go for specific help."

Computer manuals and handouts are also available to

those who need them. Another service offered is the

1 estoration of lo.st computer files. "The office is basically

an information resource center," Bhushan said. Present

ly. the UCC is offering various computer mini-courses

which "have been running for 10 years," Lyman said.

The courses range from an introduction to the cyber and

microcomputer to introductory cour.ses in graphics and

.statistical analysis. Courses in basic usage of software on

the personal computer are also taught, according to an

informational pamphlet.

buy a special hearing behind closed doors."

Craft said

The US Supreme Court refused to hear

her case and thai was that. Craft is still

paying for her le^al debt by lecturing

across the country, "l was lucky 1 was one

of those who was able to go out with a verv

visible case am! lai.st- ni()iie\ <»n the cuiU ge

tour.

But what about the averagi' pi-rson who
has a similar case and ju.st as much right

to be outraged and to .seek full equality in

this society'.' They don't stand a prayer of

.1 chance, "Craft said.

Craft is currently news directoi- ,ii

KRBK-TV in Sacramento. California .She

is preparing to take her LSAT test in June

and plans to go to law school. Of the case.

Craft said, "it was worth it, I feel enriched

from the proce.ss."

Craft has recently written her

autobiogiaphy, Chnstnie Craft: An Anchor-

U'onian'.'< Stnrv.

Jeff Holmes, Jazz Ensemble Director, will be
coordinating the Sixth Annual Jazz Showcase
this Friday at 8 p.m. in the Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall.

AP phoio

DANNY KAYE DIES - Popular enter-

tainer Danny Kaye, shown here with mup-
pt;t Miss Piggy during a 1978 Muppet Show,
died early yesterday.

Brittany
HSJMHT

Brittany Manor Drive

Amherst Massachusetts 01002

.4131256-8534

COL LEG IAN

DEAR U-MASS STUDENTS:

WE INVITE YOU TO JOIN OUR WAITING LIST FOR APARTMENTS WHICH

WILL BE AVAILABLE FOR LEASE FOR THE 19b7-1988 SCHOOL YEAR. WE EXPECT

TO HAVE SEVERAL TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS AVAILABLE. YOU MAY LEASE FOR

TEN MONTHS OR LONGER AT $525.00 PER MONTH. HEAT AND HOT WATER INCLULED.

IF INTERESTED, PLEASE COMPLETE THE ATTACHED FORM AND RETURN IT

TO THE BRITTANY MANOR RENTAL OFFICE, AT THE ABOVE ADDRESS. FORWARDING

THE COMPLETED FORM INCURS NO OBLIGATION. WE WILL CONTACT YOU IN MID-

MARCH TO DETERMINE YOUR INTEREST AND TO FINALIZE LEASE ARRANGEMENTS

SHOULD YOU DESIRE.

SINCERELY,

LEO LENTNER
JIM DAVERSA

PROPERTY MANAGERS

^JAITING LIST REGISTRATION

BRITTANY MANOR APARTMENTS
156-A2 BRITTANY MANOR DRIVE
AMHERST, MASSACHUSETTS 01002

PLEASE PRINT:

NAME:

MAILING ADDRESS:

PHONE

OFF
SALE!

5 DAYS ONLY
WED. MARCH 4 - SUN. MARCH 8

HAU= PRICE ON ALL 1 986-87

SKIS. BOOTS, POLES & CLOTHING ONLYM

SKIS-ROSSIGNOU DYNASTAR & OLIN
BOOTS-SALOMON, NORDICA, & CABER

SKI WEAR-HEAD, CB & BOGNER

kinko's

220 N. Pleasant St

Amherst, MA

253-2543

Now's
the time
tocaL-

NorthAmherst
Motors I

Rt.^ No. Amherst I

'S49-2880
I

Expert Repairs & i

Reconcidorwig J
itltitititiUfkifkifif^itlr
I

16 Shaker Road
East Longmeadow

525-6633

Route 9, Hadley

(in front of Hampshire Mai

584-7880

55 Franklin Street

JWP
^^PORTHAUS

BUY S1««TT0N
LIFT TICKf TS

HERE AND ^4^f

Smatan

Westfield

562-5004
ALL STQRtS MON. fHlJ(^S 1 1'?! lu V ,' H II % v^ . . vM ii' '>

SPECIAL SALC HOURS jMAffCH 4- 7!

Al L STORFS Wf D. THURS, FRI, & SAT I 9 / PI 1 IS HA! )1
1
Y SI INDM !

.'

* • < f
, t • t . » » • • • ..%'«*•* « • • t # ' • *

rLAT

} 17 Flat street /^\*
K. Brattieboro, Vt -s^^

J
* Open 8PM -2 AM 4>

: WEDNESDAY *

I MIDWEEK :

: GETAWAY :

[^ I

: NO COVER I
: 75« DRAFTS:
5 RFTY CENT DRAFTS
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Horrified students react to peer's death
DeKALB. Mo. (APi — Counselors were called in to help

students cope yesterday with the memories of a 12-year-

old boy, often taunted as "Chubby," pulling a gun from

a bag, fatally wounding a classmate and killing himself.

"It's totally devastating, totally shocking," said DeKalb

High School Principal Mark Harpst.

Classes had just begun Monday at the rural school when
Nathan D. Paris pulled a pistol from a dulTel bag and shot

Timothy Perrin, 13, of Rushville, in the head. As students

ran from the social studies classroom, Nathan shot himself

once in the head, Highway Patrol Trooper Bob Anderson

said.

Seventh-graders described Nathan, who lived in

Rushville. as the object of relentless teasing. Some
classmates called him fat and a "walking dictionary." He
earned four A's, two B's and a C on his report card, Harpst

said.

"Nobody really had anything against him. He was just

someone to pick on," .said Jessica Lux, 12. who sat one

desk away from where the shooting occured.

Benji Chapman, 12, said: "It's been happening ever

.since the third or fourth grade. People teased him because

he wore sunglasses — they called him Sunny — and

becau.se he's fat."

"Everybody always teased him. He was overweight and

they called him 'Chubby,'" said Billy Couch, a seventh

grader in a nearby classroom.

Nathan warned students Friday that he would be car-

rying a gun Monday to put an end to the ridicule, Jessica

and Benji said.

"He said they wouldn't be picking on him any more,"

Jessica said. "He said he was going to bring a gun to

school, and no one believed him."

When Nathan pulled the gun, students began to taunt

him, doubting that it was real, she said. He pointed the

gun in the face of one .student who on Friday took

Nathan's seat, leading to a scuffle between the boys, she

said.

Jessica said the boy still didn't believe the gun was real

and tried to take it out of Nathan's hand but failed.

Then, Jessica said, "Tim immediately jumped up and

he gi-abbed Nathan's wrists and he was trying to get

Nathan to let go. Apparently Tim thought it was a fake

gun because when he let go, he went back to his seat sort

of laughing."

Nathan then fired a shot at Tim but missed.

Students gasped as the gunshot echoed in the classroom,

and some immediately ran from the room as Nathan fired

more shots. Tim was hit by one of the shots and staggered

out of the room and into a classroom next door.

Benji was sitting in the next room when he saw Tin-i

stumble to the back of the room.

Tim fell on a desk and then he moved back to the front

of the class, where he said. "I got shot," Benji said. Crun-

ched over, holding his chest, Tim fell against a wall, leav-

ing' a streak of blood, Benji said.

.V^«^73< JSJ^^J^t _c^^.n».« > Cf<:^^<iP^^3^ erfc^^ ^.^7» ^?C^.^..^7» C9C^i.e^^ .% «.%

.

AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS t

6

««»^cy '«""
• cc^^w^a*** 'w^ai* ^cr-car" 'ea'^MPtc^w^a

diSilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllMllllllllllllllllllillilllllllllllHmilllilillllllllllllllllllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII^

AFRICAN. GUATAMALAN & OTHER THIRD WORLD ARTIFACTS^ |

JEWELRY • POSTERS • AND MORE^ . I

CRESWELl GALLERY

ITS ONLY FIVE MINUTES FROM CAMPUS ...

AMHERST DELI

(JUITS & CRAFTS OF COLOR

CARRIAGE SHOPS — AMHERST
TU - FRI: 1 l-5:30i SATt 1 1-5:00; 549-6600

aiiiiiiiimiiiinmiiiniiiiiHiiiiimHiuniiiwHmmiiuiiniiiHiimiiiiuiniiiimiiuiiinimuuiiniiuiiiiiinmiHii^^

4-8 SUNDAY - WEDNESDAY

I S 4-10 THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY

549-6314

TO

THE

CARRIAGE

SHOPS

fNw»tiinSnorts
HOURS: Mon - Wed 10-6; Thurs 10-8, Open Sat 10-5; Sun 12-5

AMHERST — 1 EAST PLEASANT STREET • 549-6904

Ever wanted to Flyi

We have immediate openings for new mem-
bers! Our aircraft are available for economi-

cal primary and advanced instruction, as well

pleasure flying. Give '^^ a call and one of our

members will take yo. up!

Tke Collegiate Flying Club

538-5821

9 am - 2 pm p A pi v

BIRD
SPECIAL
$2 OFF
Shampoo,
Cut & Dry

STYLES

BY
DEBORAH

549-5610 • 65 University Dr
with this coupon • oxpfros 3/2S/07

Coors Week At

THE TIME OUT
Bottles of Coors

1.25 -^

Coors Drafts

yO"? -<

Pitchers of Coors

$4.20 ^

COME AND MEET
THE FABULOUS &

THIRSTY
COORS WOLF

WEDNESDAY NIGHT
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson
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Where "minute" steaks come trom

Doonesbury

*tA/<£ THAT 600.000 $HAft€^
UNO BOAac&JMe. WITHH'-

eoy-amno"^^

QOT THAT, BRAD? l/UB'Ra INm ON . HOLPIJ... WHAT, £P?
ITS (^FT meN. SUL! 5eu,

Fm OOP's

Bloom County

dO mS Id IT
'

Nmw weeN
aiZABCTH
MPM my pob

vm ^FF^IP

^\%-'^

N

^
"'^1

Nf£PeP TO &(CeL IN UFB
mp N&/J Live fi comf^PiY
FflCFiPe T0Mft5K0Ufi
pmRPOINTtP HOPe^

.

com... met
y(m Fi/wfie

Pfii/bHTtfl.

Bat Brain

WWE; V6UPONt \,^ -

V4ATE- Be>Mfe AgS I PO/N
w^l*^RT^^M»y^c^ftRLlEx ^

^ Want oot.

TH\4 ART CRAP

0H/^EH.R1«<T,ANP
rn &UIK€- VOU'P PO Vt'Cl^

IN fm OF TWe OTMeR
Fine pc-p'ART«e>ii«>. n^L

^ou'o iv^vr TO TO IV iWKt
^ NOTES ^NP SfIT

Gordy

,' SEE YOUVe 03A/IE TO
HAND IhJ roUR TERM

SOD OF U.MASS
"

I DO HopfE rr fsM'r
FIVE IMAGES OP FICTIotO-

AL RueeiSH, SBLF
-F^OClAIMIhJG yoUR^EU^
AS A SEXUAL L£&BfJDf

Smithereens
By Sarah Smith

sTAf

1%

gac/. &nr^

By Garry Trtideau

OUCH. LOOtC^ UKB VOU
JUST Pf^)Pf^PA FAST
44 MILLION.

9TIU. (yOr

TWOHOUfiS..

5TBAQY. KlU.

THAT'^TNETEA^-

By Berke Breathed

OH POLLY r
.POLLY

pftVOHTBR r-' ^ PmiON
<!'' \mKL^!

^ ,..'

V.-VI^..
'

,Vs.f ' \ ^ . xl
' V j '

1

By Bill Bearing

Out OFTHik*'***
, ftcu -me -nnry

K^ niNP»VpoiMriN«Triw&

By Gorde

NO, "i/e i/^RrrrBN
MJ ItJSTRLkrriONAC PA-
PBR, G64f^0 ToyOARD
AlOlM(5 MAhiKJhJO '^f^£

TITLE AUiNE '"S AK)
''AVJB-INSPIRER.'"
SO o/u, REtMO fTf

^
y,"HO\K) TO i^ MA^ . %

P'CK UP / GOTTA /
tVOVl£W^"L> "SET A ^

<•
., { pijBLtSHBR*

All Board of Editor members:

4pm photo today m the hotel lobby Be there

and look sharp!

Also, the board meeting Sunday will be at

12 noon. Come with questions for SGA
candidates.

Daily Crossword Puzzle

ACROSS
1 RoDDers Km
5 Certain coitlure

9 Cut

13 Emuiai* Ciceru

15 Ajrtf

1 6 Topnotr"''

Mouseriin'

OSf.«r W'lniilQ

III'

witr T^»

lb Star

2C Cor^ipasb r:

?1 OodS »r

us'>ei s loi

?? Quvslioninp

*»oro

23 Try ane»
?5 Doesn • owr-

26 ALisier. "ovei

28 Mo'e cor<cis.e

31 Beeper!

34 Actress Mo'eni

3b Classical prehx

3a Obeyee the

WALK Sigr

40 .'luipabc in i>

way
4i Layer

43 Commone'
45 DisptavP'^

46 Aajust is •'

oven
48 emolO»»
49 Boredom
52 Line o* clitis

55 Ascenc
56 Mepraw HaOBs
5' Artrest

iaraner

60 Uomeaiar San
bl Govetrimei'

pubiicaiiof

62 7(. be .' '^ - •

64 HeDr.-/-

•S <jiOSi.

Hie jdn e

h -v . .V

Ob . .

DOWN
1 Conteni?

? Algpna" ti.'>'

3 Istur^' ^SiJ .

'. isca' WiniMriu

Edited by T
6 btiow ott

becomingly
7 Diana or Betsy

6 Pen o» (OU
i« My Anioni*

auttior

10 Two Women
acirest

• t Ressiing
itiot.o'i

1? V#ry sr^>a '

dogs lor sno^
1* Once once
ie Bee loMOMe'

?? i-ioi.oav

ileCoratlOf

<>4 oonsumes
i?6 Emulate Dure
?" A Mar lor Ai

Seasons
;>« Vie* irom

Sugar (.oai

3ri Aciof Etwin et a

rude Michel
32 — ae cor;

33 Prootreaof

MO'Q
35 Co'^r"ijiei a

laffe

Role ' Rompr-

4 ' *V-.!' ^ «
.rn»»r».

oral'-

44 B JS^

46 .

.

PREVIOUS PUZZLE
yBHa R T E'lF
EMBR*^! S

s|r a'm P

T R AD'eJ
E E HOY
.HA tKs
SJBS P.I.

IBIa n$5 Co

Menu
Lunch Basics Lunch

Scdt^-oo Ncwburg
,fuff Pai,tr\'

Gniien Cheese Sandwich

Griiifcc: CnecsL
Wheafoern'

Seatood Newbuig
P'jfT Pastn-

Dinner
Royal Zucchini Beef

Parmesan

Breaded Scaliops/Tartar

Sau:-. Cocktail Sauce

Basics Dinner
Cheese Nu! Loaf

Mushroom Saucp

Breaded Scallops-'Tarta-

Sauc.^ > ..icktai! bau. ^

-r

Weather
Today: Mostly sunny, highs in the low

30s
Tonight: Clear, low 15-20

Tomorrow: Sunny, 35-40
1

Today's Staff
Night Editor William Spain

Copy Editor Ann Britton

Uyoat Technician •
.-Matkins

Photo Technician Dave Shimkus

Production Supervisor Rob Catalano

Production:Connie, Kelly. Lars. Keith. Mike, Judy,

Donna and Joe

Executive Board —- Spring of 1987

KELLY StEGER
BdHor la Chief

NANCY KLINGENER
MaaagiBg Editor

PHIL SERAFINO
Editorial Editor

STEVE RUBIN
Bvalaets Maaagcr

ANSEL 2INTER
Producttoa Maaager

Business^ Board — Spring of 1987

STEVE RUBIN
BaalecM Maaagcr

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marfcetlag Maaager

PAUL H. LESSER
Advertising Sales Maaager

CRAIG NAUGLE
OrcMlalloa Maaager

VANESSA ROTH
Fiaaace Maaager

KAREN HOLLAND
Sflbscriptloa Maaager
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WHERE HILLS
TURN TO
MOUNTAINS
SKhy conquer hills when you < an

challenge a M.liOO Un)i nutunUiin'.'

MriAf •CAKINTHIA SLOPES

NtW •!« TKAILS. NOW 75

•:\ LIFTS, NOW l()»SNOWMAKLN(i

ON 54 OF 75 TRAILS.

1
• Minuteuomen at Atlantic 10 tournament

r Record base depths as of March 1.

1 57 inches of snow this season in more than
20 miles of skiing stock piled with up to

nine feet of machine made base. All seventy-
five trail are open. 10 lifts daily this week.
3 day - 2 night Mid Week Package for only

S119 per person. We ve got the snow, let

yourself go!
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the tlist round. To earn the

right to tace either Du-

quesne or Rutgers, the

Minutewomen will have to

stop what has been an er-

ratic Temple offense.

In both meeting-s. Tern

pie's field goal percentage

was atrocious, with the

Lady Owls connecting on a

frigid 24 percent and 46

points at the Cage and 32

percent at Philadelphia. In

contrast. UMass shot 39

percent at home (they worn

and burned the nets to the

tune ol 51 percent on the

road (they lost. Figure that

out). Tt seem? evident thai

you never know what which

team will show up.

What i.s clear, crystal

clear, is guard Addie

Jackson will show up, no

matter what team i.-* nn tl.i

Hoor. The slick junior wan

held to 10 points at the

Cage, but lit up the board

for 26 points in Temple's se-

cond meeting with UMass.

•lackson. and junior center

Merida Grant, are the Tem-

ple ofTense.

"Stopprng Jackson is the

key for us, as well as stopp

ing Grant. Jackson is a

great athlete. She'll be very

tough for us to handle."

Leaman said "Usually

when you try to stop two

people, somebody else ends

up burning you."

For UMass, senior center

Karen Fitzgerald, who has

been a hot performer all

seubun, and freshman for-

ward Jeanine Micheahen,
who ha.s just recently turn

ed up the heat, will have to

turn in big perir)rniances for

the Minutewomen.

Sports Notice

There will be a man-
datory meeting Friday at

2:30 p.m. at the sports desk

for all members of the Cnl-

legion sports staff, in

eluding correspondents.

Matt, John, Roger, Jim
C, Jim H . Linda, Steve,

George. Gene, and anyone

else who has written any

stories or expects to this

semester should plan to be

there. Everyone must
attend.
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3/5 THURSDAY
Cruza with John Cruz

3/6 FRIDAY

Liquid Lesson

3/7 SATURDAY
Whirling Dervishes

3/9 MONDAY
Ken Johnson and Co.

24 Pleasant St Northampton • 586-4258

GOURfMET FRIED CHICKEN
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DAILY
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FREE DELIVERY

253;J494

31 Boltwood
Walk

throigh

the Alley

STUDENT EXCHANGE
PROGRAM WILL STILL

ACCEPT APPLICATIONS
UNTIL FRIDAY
MARCH 6, 1987

FOR NON-RESTRICTED
SCHOOLS FOR BOTH
PLAN A AND PLAN B
SCHOOLS. FOR THE LIST

OF NON-RESTRICTED
SCHOOLS OR FURTHER
INFORMATION, DROP
BY THE NSE OFFICE

E-26 MACHMER HALL.
OFFICE HOURS ARE

POSTED ON THE DOOR
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• women s swimming
fiinttnued from pu^e 20

"Beating UNH was our biggest win. It

gave us a psychological edge at the New
Englands," Newcomb said. "BC was our

toughest opponent <a 141 125 loss). They

have talent and great athletes.
"

Against the Eagles, sophomore Kris Hen

son registered personal bests in both the

1000 (1053.81) and 500-yard (5:21,34)

freestyle.

"The 1000 and 500 freestyle were our

strongest events. Henson, McCarthy, and

Allison Uzzo gave us flexibility." Newcomb

said. "Henson was our most consistent

swimmer. She was up against some good

competition in the BC meet."

Newcomb also noted the pleasant addi

tions of first-year swimmers Mullen and

Lisa Bemier.
"Mullen added depth to our program.

Bernier had a phenomenal .season,"

Newcomb said. "Jean Cowen had a strong

year, and Noelle Southwick has scored a

lot of points for us the past two years."

For the past three seasons Allison Uzzo

has liein the backbone of the UMass squad.

Her dedication, unselfishness, and leader-

ship has meant us much to the team as her

numerous first-place finishes in the

freestyle. Not surprisingly, the graduation

of Uzzo was the Minutewomen's most emo-

tional loss of the season.

"It's a big loss. Allison was the mainstay

of this program for three years. To lose an

athlete of her ability and maturity is

tough." Newcomb said.

Newcomb must also contend with the

void left by eight other graduating

Minutewomen, most notably co-captain

Kelly Henson.

"I feel optimistic about next season.

Maine (New England champions) is

graduating a lot of good swimmers, so we

should be the team on the rise."

With Newcomb's solid coaching, the

maturity of a talented corps of freshman,

and the experience of a quintet of seniors,

the Minutewomen are destined to continue

their ascent into the upper echelons of the

New England Conference.

• senior swimmers
iniititiui'tl fritm piii'i 2(1

Mike Hoover, a breaststroker for four

years, and also the top goal-.scorer on the

UMass water polo team, has been one of

the mo.st talented athletes that Yarworth

has had.

Mark Waters was almost cut as a

freshman, because he was untrained and

had no real talent. But, showing to true grit

of this group. Waters was always working

to improve himself. He put on about 40

pounds and turned into a fine swimmer.

Fred Marius is the hardest worker, accor-

ding to Yarworth Although he doesn't

swim anything but the breaststroke, he

was also always sacrificing for the team,

and showed great leadership.

Owen McGonagle did not participate in

the New England's, but showed his impor

tance with a lively sense of humor.

"Everyone made fun of him. He always got

the team going, kept them loose in practice.

He was always doing .something funny,"

Yarworth said.

They will be missed, but they'll be the

first to say that u>t better t<» m' now, enjoy-

in^j the New England win in their swan
sdim

I want all the freshmen to remember
how good this feels," Bishop said, "When
sou nhe freshmen) hit \hv ponl next year,

put your minds to winning this thing

again, and go for it."

It's been that kind of attitude, inspiration

and leadership which has been a reflection

of this bunch, and is an intangible quality

that any successful team needs. And while

this senior class may not be the most

talented crop, the things they've done out

of the pool just may be more important

than anything they ever did in the water.

"I'm glad to have had them here. They've

done a lot for our program, and they're a

great bunch of guys," Yarworth said, "but,

I'm really going to miss them."
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A COfD FRATfRNITVT

THE FRATERNJTV OF a new generalioni

ChecK us out' Alpha Phi Omega a co-ed

National Service Fralernity Open rush

March 2 3 and 10 jt 7:00PM SUB room

415A

ACTIVITIES

^GA CANDIDATES MEET
THE PRESS NIGHT

• -SPONSOFIED BY MORTAR BOARD'
'

8PM THURSDAY MARCH 5TH
STUDENT UNION BALLROOM

YAHMON-LIVE and^irect irom Jamaica

The Gladiators and Elhiopean Thursday

March 5th Kaunas

AN INfXPENSIVE SMtlNG IREAK

DO^OU WANT to go to the Bahamas
Jamaica, or Ft Lauderdale? We have com
plete trips to the Bahamas starling from

349 complete Jamaica trip fo' 389, and

complete Ft. Lauderdale trip 129 bus or 319

air tare These prices all include 'ranspor-

taion and hotel You will not Ind s cheaper

deal with anyone else For information call

Mike or RicK at 549-5401 Space s limited

APOin

COLLEGE IS A world of opportunity So
why limil yourself Expenence the frater-

nity of a new generation- Alpha Phi Omega
co-ed national service fraternity. Open rush

March 2. 3, and 10 at 7;C0PM SUB room
415A

ATTN RVtS MMIZER

HEV 0U8! HAPPY (late) birthday Bronson

RulCBl Osatony

AHENTIONS WANOYWINE SENIORS

WEWANT YOlSp'apt for tail, reward ot-

tered call 549-4073

CALCULATORS

fffY VOU! DO have a Macintosh computer
and want to share software? II so call me
6-7921

CNALLWOE YOURSELF

BE AN RA! Today's RA day for mo7e info

come to our desk on the Concourse level

of the Campus Center from 9-5PM

CLOSET SALE

FULL LENGTH RACOON sKin coat, in

good condition, $200 00 NCR cash
register, needs only minor repair for full

operation or just a conversation piece

$50 00 Resignot sKis, marker bindings and

caber boots Great package for someone
wfK) wants to learn without major invest-

ment $80 00 Call Ansel 2S6-«1B2

COME NOME TO YOUR FUTURE

CO-OP COMES TO youi Come to a co-op

info session m a residence Hall near you
Tonight Patterson Classroom at 7 00 Your

future starts here!

lARTNOAV

FM A OOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-OISC Entertainment Agency Disc

locKies. lights, rentals, and mobile video

dances' 549 7144

FOR RENT

NORTHWOb'O APARTMENTS IN

Sunderland under new management and

ownership! A well run complex 2 bed apart

menis only 10 minutes from UMass by car

jr liee bus lei 665-3856 9AM to 5PM 1 0AM
to 2PM Sai

CAPE COD SUMMER ROOM RENTALS
Hyannis $90 weekly per person, double oc

cupancy Includes all utilities Cooking &
cable TV No parking for motor vehicles_l2

week minimum stay, which rnusi be paid

in advance Reply Box 55 Barnstable. Ma
02630 or call 1-6 1 7-778-5942

CRESTVIEW ONE BEDROOM 10 minute

walk to campus 250/person -ulililies includ-

ed June Isl Beth or Jackie 549-0813

$200 REWARD^ Tbedroom apt $425 a

month includes all utitlilies Man, extras

pool, t courts dishwasher, and more Take
over June 1st call 665-3450

FOR SALE

COMIC BOOKS GREAT new & back issue

selection at low prices Minimum 25 percent

di.count with this ad We buy & trade

J rl s Comics Etc Mountain Farms Mall,

Hadley 586-2441

VITUS 979 ALUMINUM racing frame black

and silver 52cm used half a season $300

w/o headset $325 with headset call Dennis

256-1725

ELECTRIC GUITAR wifH gonlla amp
$ i JO 00 5860449

GUCCI WATWES FOR ladies only $30

many styles call Brian 6 7426

MAINE BOYS SUMMER camp near

Sebago Lake seeking councelors unit

leaders and waterfront director 9 weeks
employment including training

6^2-8/16/87 contact director 30 Fieldstone

Lane. Hanover Ma 02339 6 1 7 826-2833 or

be interviewed at camp day 3/3/87

IN A RUT? No money'' Challenging sum-

mer work for those students planning for

their future earn 3500 call 256-0866

DO VOU LIKE lobster shrimp, prime rib

Chinese food? Will Trade these meals tor

light kitchen work call stunt 549-0984 or

6 2150 PIKE

PERFORMS/ENTERTAINTERS. \WANTED
lor Riverside Park's Season of new shows
Singers. Dancers Actors. Puppeteers.

Magicians. Mimes and Stage Hands Audi-

tions and interviews will be held at River-

side Park, Saturday March 7 trom 10AM
until 5PM

ROOM ANDBOARD m exchange for 1^5

hrs childcare and housework must tiave car

call 548-9057

POLYTONE GEORGE BENSON Amp
many featur-JS beautiful sound $275 after

7 253-5831

SOLOFLlYlXCEij-ENT CONDITION
almost new $500 413-323-6594 after

530PM

MUST SELL 100 watts OMH speakers &
portable brother typewriter Call 6-7921

BUMPER STICKEH: VOTE Amenkan' Vote

Demokrafi 1/$3 50. 2/$6, 3/$8 The Sketch

Pad, Box 24, 340 Main St . Worchesler Ma
01608

CRATE AMP MUST sell! Call Shawn
5469030

SKIERS! DYNASTAR'STARGLASS with

260 diagonal bindings(180cm) $90 call

Shawn 546-9030

RAYBANS 32-40$ Mark 546-5384

MHCAW
NEED MONEY FOR spring break? I need
your baseball cards' Please help Call Mike

549-0333

HELP WANTED

AIROnKCRUISELINES HIRINO!"Sum-
mer Career' Good pay Travel Call lor

guide, cassette, newsservice' (916)

§44.4444 ext 161

COME HELP tWITH planning and publicity

for a day of environmental education It in-

terested contact Tom Hutcheson or Mike

April c/o UMass Outing Club 545-3131 Of-

fice hours 1230-200 on Monday and

Wednesdays

ELECTION$l ELECTIONS!

HUN FOR THE board of governors

Nomination papers available in 817 Camps
Center 25 signatures due March 4 Elec-

tions March 9-10 Gel involved'

ENTERTAINMENT

- MOONLIGHTING
New England s Premiere Dj Service

Top DJS Lowest Prices

Givb Us A Call 253-3133

JAH WILL PROVIDE, live Irom Jamaica

the Gladiators and Ethiopean only at

Katinas March 5th

PRAISE JAH FOR bringing to Katinas on

March 5, live Reggae music featuring Albert

Griffith' s & the Gladiators w/special guest

Ethiopean Be there

THERE'S A JOB lor you in a summer camp
The /American Camping Association (NY)

will make your application available to over

300 camps in the northeast exciting oppor-

tunities tor college students and profes-

sionals Positions available all land and
water sports, arts and crafts, drama, music,

dance tripping nature. RN s MD's. aids.

kitchen, maintenance college credit

available Call o write for application

Amencan Camping Association 43W 23rd

Street. Dept (UMA) New York. N Y 10010

212-645-6620

TOUR DRIVERS LEADERS needed for

camping adventures throughout the USA
Will tram, but must have good knowledge

of U S A 22 or older only Accepting ap

plications and interviewing Wed March 4,

Campus Center 804-808. 12-5 PM

OiJtSIDE. EASY WORK7wed-Sai 1-6 or

weekend nights 256-1616

TICKET AGENT, PART-TIME position

available Peter Pan bus lines, 79 South

Pleasant No phone calls please

HYPNOSIS RESEARCH

SEEKING MALE AND female students

short term therapy lor anxiety stress, and
interpersonal issues Conducted by Pro-

fessor William Matthews, PHD, and Sarah

LangdeM, (ED Cand ) school consulting,

and counceling psychology program school

of Education UMass contact Sarah at

2533007

INSTRUCTION

DANCE CANT MAKE a prime time class?

Try Night Owl Dance exercise' Music stret-

ching moderate aerobics Alicia 263-2783

LEESA A LAURfN

HAPPY bTrTHDAY. I wish you 2 all the

best on your 22nd birthday Have a great

weekend celebrating I love you guys Pau l

LEESA A LAUREN

RACK-A-DISC entertainment needs 15

DJs, lighting operators, and roadies No
experience required 549 7144

THERE S A Jbfl for you m a summer
camp The Amencan Camping Association

(NY) will make your application available to

over 300 camps m the northeast Exciting

opportunities for college students and pro-

fessionals Positions available all land and

water sports arts and cralts drama, music

dance tripping, nature. RN's, MD's aids,

kitchen maintenance College credit avaial-

ble Call or write lot application American

Camping Association, 43 W 23rd St Dept

(UMA), New York, N Y 10010,

212 645-6620

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT TOUR bus

drivers needed Exceptional pay Class 2

and OPU heip'ul tiul will train Apply early

Martha's Vineyard Sightseeing Box 1086

Oak Bluffs MaO,'557 617-693 4681

EARN $342 DURING spnng break Easy

work must be dependable and available

March 19-29 call Paul 666-3901 or

665-3<l79

WAITPEOPLE MUST BE able to work

Tues and Thurs days also some nighls

apply at Delano's 57 N Pleasant St

PART-TIME TO put up flyers weekly Car

needed 586 9336

PERSONALS

RESUME TYPESETTING SERVICE
Have your resume professionally typeset

The t«st quality type, not a word processor

Sixteen different type styles to choose from

Takes only 3 days costs $25 and any
changes HI do lor FREE Come down to the

Collegian Graphics Office (113 Campus
Cenlerl and speak 10 Peter Sodert>erg

MEET NEW PEOPLE! Gel great ex

penence' Come write for New England s

largest college daily The Collegian is m 1 1

3

Campus Center, right behind ine t v
Come down and check us out'

"SKL^SicT , SKI
5 College tnps' Day trips

night trips, to Berkshire East

Rates start at $9 for lifts

and transportation lor night ski

Rentals and lessions also avail

Bus leaves UMass & colleges

Rvgistration deadline Mon Feb 2

For more into call

649 4600 x328

SPRING SORORITY RUSH orientation to

be held on Wed Feb 1 8 at 6 30 m the Cam-

pus Center rm 162 All University women
invited

GLUM IS COMING and he rules'

FERRIS BUELLER'S DAY oft Thurdsay

March 5 Campus Center Auditorium, 5,7,

$1 50 9, 11, $2 sponsored by OHAG

DORM STUDENTS. EXCITING young

company looking lor energetic dorm
students to =)arn extra cash Job pays im-

mediately upon completion Fnnge tienefits

and perks very common Call now
6179388839. 617-935-1414

SOFT CONTACT LENSES-most daily wear

lenses St 8 00 or $25 00 ea Extended wear

$30 00 to $48 00 Lowest prices on contact

lens solutions Heal units $12 95 Amherst

Optical Shoppe 413-2535412
413 256-6403

HEY HARVARD: MUNCHIES is alright, but

the fifth floor library is much better tor sluy-

ing, don t you thmk^'' I do S 2-26

UNIVERSITY SPORT ENTERTAINMENT
and promotion- is holding a general

meeting Thursday March 5 at 6 00PM in

Campus Center 101

.THEY SUN AND they are coming

GORDE-CONGRATULATIONS ON the

book you re awesome love yOui little

sister

KRIS-YOU DIDN'T show lor breakfast

should 1 still take you to Jamaica'' MBTA

TO THE NEW members ol AIT don r lorgel

Fidays meeting- 2 30PM TOC (infoimal-

pledges are welcome) Love the acting

President-Marianne

ROGER-JUST ANOTHER simple line that

says I will love you forever" Luv Me

TO BOB, BOB AND Bob Irom AXP good
luck with initiation' Anxiously awaiting Wor-

chesler' Love a Sigma Kappa- no not

Nancy

MISH*CONGRATULATIONS ON becom
ing a pledge at Chi Omega You're a great

friend! Love, Diane, Celina and Lisa

THE LOUNGE "lizard says Vive

I'amour'' Cindy

CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL new Kap
pa officers lovin' with ya Jude' -Marybeth

THE LOUNGE UZARO'has eyes only for

you. Cindy FCP

GREG d.-WILlTsomeone please explain

the reason for this strange behavior'' I miss

the all-nighters Please call Jack

WE WANT OUR red and while umbrella

back No questions we'll pick il up
2561616

SPANKV A C.W. -congratulations' You're

the happiest couple I know I wish you all

the best Don't forget the feaiher Love. Sue

JOE DEMEO

FOR SGA PRESIDENT

HE FIGHTS FOR YOU"

HAPPY BIRTHDAY GIRLS. It's been a

great year and a half When we look back

at our years living together its a little

smokey. but its been tfie best Love always,

Chuck and Stoney

LOST

HELP! I LOST my lealSer jacket at Delanos

on Wednesday Feb 4lh Sentimental value

No questions asked 549-0608 reward is be

ing offered

I LOST MYTid leatheTRa^ Ban glasses

around campus cir on Thursday 2/26/87 it

found please call Lydie at 549-6243

MAROON WALLET IN SBA lasl week

Please be kind enough to return M it found

No questions asked Call Lynns 546-6515

LOST SHARP CALCULATOR m reading

room 2/26 please call Kevin 253-9857

ONE HELI.UVA GOOD Valewme s card' It

lou'id return to Adrienne Rosenberg '- jsh

5e'iiimen'al value with love me

BLUE. LADIES WALLET Lost between

Hatch/Southwest On Fn Feb 27 it found

please call Janme 546-8033 Reward no

questions asked

OPEN RUSH

ALPHA PHI OMEGA- a co ed national ser

vice fraternity We are the largest tiaterm-

ly in the world with over 630 chapters world

wide We sponsor Campus Blood drives.

Vegas Night. Scouting Proiects Book Ex

change Karate Marathon and more' Check

us out Open rush March ?. 3. and 10 at

7 00PM- SUB room 4 ISA
. - * . - •

ALL UNIVERSITY WOMEN invited to an

open rush at lota Gamma Upsilon Come
to our Sunday brunch March 8 at 12 30,

dinner March 9 at 5 15. dinner March 1 1 at

5 15 and oui happy hour March 1 1 at 7 00'

You're invited to IGU at 406 N Pleasant SI

to meet the giris' 256-6874

CaXlING RASTAFARI TO Katinas lor

Albert Griffiths and the Gladiators with

Ethiopean Thursday March 5 in Hadley

REGGAE^MIGHT THURSDAY T«art:h"5th

the Gladiators from Jamaica don't miss it*

DAVE, THANKS FOPFan awesome
weekend! Love ya. Honey

SHE-RA DOOR number^ PoiaTo salad

Awright!

A NICKLE TOR a piekle?

IT S MAMA bTlLY! Nice place lor a bosti

The Three Musketeers

BIBEAU, HAPPY BIRTHDAY! Get ready

tor a fun-filled sememsier' Good luck this

week' I'm sure you-know who sends his

love too! J L

SPROUT

LOOKING FOR STORIES on anything from

nutrilional findings and facts, to poems and
recipes You don't have to be a writer, or

even look like one' Help support tf>ose who
frequent Earthloods and People's Market,

and those who are concerned with

cooperative student businesses Sprout is

a new newsletter . and is open to any funky

Ideas and stories you may have Double
spaced and typed diop off in E D O office,

address to Jen K THANKS'

ST. JUDE

THANK VOU AGAIN! Seldom do your

prayers go unanswered ' am very grateful

STUDENT ADMISSIONS
REPRESENTATIVE

JUNIORS A SENIORS- share youi en-

thusiasm tor the University while develocH

ing public relalons. marketing, interper-

sonal and counseling skills The Admis-

sions Office IS looking (or dynamic and ar-

ticulate interns and volunteers to promote

itie University to prospective students

Academic credit available Applications m
Admissions Office. 255 Whitmore. until

March 4

TNArS ITAUAM

CINDY. YOU'VE TRIEDl»ie"fesf, now try

the best -Frank

PROFESSIONAL TYPING AND EDITING

SPEEDY KEYS "DISSERTATIONS,
resumes, papers 256-1002

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

CASES. PAPERS, DISSERTATIONS,
theses last, accurate, dependable, on-

campus, reasonable 584-7924, Nancy

flOORIWARD

STUDENTS LOOKING FOR a house
somewhere near campus lor fall semester
call Mike 546-5360 or Pat 546-5356

RIM WANTED

NEED RIDE ANN Arbor/Detroit leave 3/20

return 3/28 586-9818

RIDE NEEDED TO Daytona for spring

break will shake expenses call Lisa 6-5040

or Michelle 6-5101

MCK-N-ROU

ROCk^-RdlL-CosmosTaclory classic

rock blues, and heavy metal Tuesdays

9-12 PM on 1 05 F M WSYL don't miss il

ever'

TO THE GUYS of 8K we had a great time

at the party' Love the Funnel Queens

SUZANNE N. HAPPY I9th birthday' Have
a great day and party up' We love you.

Gaile Amy and Arlette

TODD, YOU BET TER be reading the per

ionals today because this one is for you

Hope you enjoyed if Sharon

CINNIAMON BUNS WE won I iump ynui

bones until you show us your sweet cheeks

in spandex POOKIE AND PUDDINTOTS

P. GLAD TO know you re not gay

WHO IS HEIDI Chase and how OKI will she

be on March lOlh?

TIM, HAPPY 21ST. Don t forget to party

your brains out Paul & Tellisa

KRIS ENOfllAPPY 20th birthday' Jame

JACK D. TMANK8 for the awesome times

that we've had the last few weeks I hope
they continue Jenniler M

TRAVEL

MAKE THE RIGHT move tor spring break"

Fort Lauderdale $129 Nassau. Bahamas
$349 lor more info call Dave 546 6709

MAKE THE RIGHT move for spring break!'

Fort Lauderdale $129 Nassau, Bahamas
$349 for more mfo Call Dave 546-6709 still

have openings'!'

SPRING FLING/DAYTONA UMass party

bus heart of the strip/Ocean front $99 group

we drive $199/ we will beat any price group

rates call now 256-6227

SPRING BREAK TO Florida starting at $99

call Luv Tours 549-6782 549-0547

TYPING $ERVICI

OUALITV TYPING PAPERS, tetters,

resumes, etc Meticulous proofreading.

Editing available. New IBM typewriter call

549-0367

WANTED

LOCAL BANDS WANTED Eastside con-

certs Battle of the Bands on Feb 28 Con-
tact Bruce or David 549-4160

AUSTRALrAN STUDENT WANTS to buy
downhill ski boots Size 10 ph 546-9166.

WANTED TO MNT

GRADUATING?
THREE WOMEN WANT

YOUR LEASE,
STARTING JUNE 1ST
STACY 546-6916

BOOM AVAILABLE

ONE QUARTER OF a mile from campus,

on bus route, male or female Apartment

equipped with sauna, wood burning stove,

skylight m bedroom Call Brian or Chris

alter 5 256-1041 $270 a month plus

utilities (Minor)

ROOMMATE WANTED

2 NONSMOKING ROOMMATES, male or

female, to share single bedrrHjm m Puffton

Village tor Fall semester Responsibility and

iense of humor a must' $140 per monlh

Call 546-7583 or 546-7568

$ERVICES

TUTORING. SUBSTITUTE TEACHING
business management, marnoting^

finance investment & microcomputers $7

per hour Neg 536-5006 leave message

SPANISH TUTORING A TRANSLATION

GRAMMAR. CONVERSATION. PRONUN
CIATION. Short stones 256 1002

SI00 REWARD FOR finding Brandywine
lease Donna/Tina 546-9027

MATURE UNDERGRADUATE SEEKING
off-campus room, for the fall Must be quiet.

Call 546-7057 after 11PM or leave

message

WANT TO TAKE over your lease of ' )drm

apt in Puffton or Presidential, June 01 '^ept.

Call 6-1073 leave message
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Minutewomen head to Temple
UMass looking to

advance in tourney
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

For the University of Massachusetts

women's basketball team, the hard part is

already over - and it didn't have to do a

thing.

After four consecutive years of first round

losses in the Atlantic 10 tournament, the

Minutewomen will finally get to play in the

second round. True, UMass did receive a

bye to that ever-so-elusive second round,

but the Minutewomen and head coach Jack

Leaman aren't complaining.

The second-round opponent will be Tem-

ple University, as the Minutewomen travel

to Philadelphia to bump heads with the

Lady Owls at 7 p.m., tonight at McGonigle

Hall.

On paper, you probably couldn't decide

a winner if you tried. The two teams are

remarkably similar in style, and, more so,

in personnel. Fittingly, UMass and Tem-

ple split their two regular season games,

with the Minutewomen taking a 6046 deci-

sion at the Cage. But, what goes around

comes around, and the Lady Owls typified

that cliche with a 66-61 victory at

McGonigle Hall.

"Both teams are pretty even. The mat-

chups will be very good. I'm looking for a

very close game, one we could win, but one

we could lose as well," Leaman said. "This

league has three teams at the top (Rutgers,

Penn St., and St. Joseph's) and everyone

else bunched together. The rest of the seven

teams on any given night can beat each

other."

Outside of the conference, the overall

records aren't even close, but get into the

A-10 standings, and you find what really

counts. Temple is only 11-16 overall, but

10 of those 11 wins came in the conference.

As a result, the Lady Owls gained the

fourth seed and the home court advantage,

something that's a luxury these days.

The Minutewomen finished their season

on a high note, notching a 14-11 record and

their first winning season since the 1980-81

season. In the process, UMass managed to

gain its highest seeding ever in the

tourney, capturing in the fifth spot. Being

the fifth seed isn't too shabby, but it's not

what the Minutewomen wanted and it's

definitely something that could have been

avoided. Just ask the University of Rhode

Island.

Three weeks ago, UMass traveled to

Kingston, Rl, in search of a fourth con-

secutive win. Instead, the previously

Cullegian phulu by Byrne Guamotta

Sophomore guard Christel Zullo and the rest of the Minutewomen will

take on Temple University tonight in the Atlantic 10 Tournament.

winless Wrams snuck up on the

Minutewomen and produced a 59-58 upset

of the Minutewomen, a loss that has come

back to haunt UMass. Take that loss away,

and the Lady Owls are making the road

trip to the Cage.

"The URI games hurts a little more now.

If we had beaten them we'd be playing

Temple at home," Leaman said. "That's

why every game is important during the

year. At the time, it didn't look like winn-

ing one and losing one against them would

be that important. As it turned out, it was

very important to us."

On the line is a semifinal berth to face.

continued on page 18

Minutewomen end a rewarding season
By LINDA DELIVORIAS
Collegian Staff

The aim of college athletic programs

should be to build a respectable team,

strive for improvement every season, and

hopefully finish the year with a flourish

The University of Massachusetts

women's swim team has met those expec-

tations. The Minutewomen, under coach

Bob Newcomb, finished their dual meet

schedule with an 8-4 record, and notched

a third-place showing at the New England

Championships.
"I was very happy with our season. We

accomplished our goals, which were to bet-

ter our dual meet record, and be one of the

top three teams in New England,"
Newcomb said.

At the New England's, UMass scored

points in every event, including diving, and
in the process claimed its second con-

secutive third-place finish at the 14-team
Division I meet.

"We had essentially the same team as

last year, but this time we had a better

overall team meet. Melissa McCarthy and
Debbie Mullen were a boost to the team,"

Newcomb said.

The 1986-87 squad of Minutewomen
swimmers combined experience, desire,

and fundamental skills enroute to their se-

cond straight winning season. UMass had
previously managed marks of 7-5 and 3-9.

"The development of the team ab a team,

not individuals, was very important in our

improvement. The maturity level, ability

level, and coaching level were also factors,"

Newcomb said.

Consistency at the latter stages of their

campaign was also a reason for the

Minutewomen's success. After nine meets,

UMass had a 5-4 record. But the team rode

the crest of a consistency wave, ending the

regular season with three convincing vic-

tories. The Minutewomen's margin of vic-

tory over its final three opponents, the

University of Rhode Island, the Universi-

ty ofNew Hampshire, and Mount Holyoke
College was an astounding 158 points.

continued on page 19

Senior swimmers finish in grand style
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The success story of the University of

Massachusetts men's swimming team,

which culminated this past weekend with

a victory in the New England Champion

ships at Springfield College, marks the end

for a special group of young men.

For six seniors, who have been the foun-

dation of the now complete surge toward

New England swimming supremacy, Sun-

day's action marked the last in their col-

legiate careers. It will be difficult depar-

ting, for them, coach Russ Yarworth, and

the team members who have gone to them

for leadership and guidance.

"They won't be tough to replace as swim-

mers, because there will always be so-

meone who can do what they did," Yar-

worth said. "But to replace them as people,

that's Koing to be tough.

"They came in when the program was

ju.st turning the corner, and they have been

the building blocks." Yarworth said. "They

have seen the growth of this team, they

were the first step. They will always have

a special place in UMiis>- swimming
history."

Collectively, the seniors have been a

strong shoulder to lean on. but as in-

dividuals, they have each had their own

qualities which have been to the team's
benefit.

Co-captain Rick Bishop has always been
a per.son that Yarworth could depend on.

"He was a typical big meet swimmer, and
I wii-; pl(;i.--((l with what he did for us." Yar
worth .><ai(i

Co-captain John Turner, who transferred

to UMass from the University of Kentucky
after his sophomore year, has been an in-

spiration, sacrificing himself for the team.
A shoulder injury hampered him all

season, but. according to Yarworth, "he
gutted it out and swam on talent alone.

He's a great guy."

continued on page 19

NCAA taking
giant strides
At the beginning of this decade,

somebody was profound enough to declare

the 80s as the "Decade of Change." I

would guess this person was referring to

technological advances and so forth, but

who would have guessed that one of the

major venues for drastic change would oc-

cur in collegiate athletics?

Roger Chapman

It seems that the National Collegiate

Athletic Association (NCAA), an entity

that was in shambles five years ago, has

finally emerged from its ostrich hole and

has taken charge of its own destiny. The
NCAA has decided to get tough about

issues that have been plaguing the gover-

ning body of college athletics for years.

And it's about time.

In the past two years alone, the NCAA
has initiated several steps in an effort to

clean up its act. By now, most ofyou have

heard of the NCAA's latest production,

stripping Southern Methodist University

ofits football program for one season and

imposing God knows how many proba-

tionary restrictions for recruiting viola-

tions dating back to 1985. The so-called

'Death Penalty' isn't the most drastic

measure the NCAA has adopted, but this

latest decision will, no doubt, affect the

way football programs and universities in

general will conduct their business.

Last year, in the wake ofreports ofwide-

spread drug abuse by athletes and the

death of former University of Maryland
basketball star Len Bias, the NCAA came
up with mandatory drug testing at na-

tional tournaments, and gave the go-

ahead to universities to conduct their own
random drug testing.

The most illustrated result ofthat deci-

sion came in late December of last year,

when University of Oklahoma linebacker

and All-Star big mouth Brian Bosworth

tested positive for steroid use and was
forced to sit out the Orange Bowl.

Bosworth wasn't the only one, as

several other players from various schools

were condemned to the same fate. Since

then, drug use has been reduced drastbal-

ly among those who care about their

athletic careers.

But, of all the judgements made by the

NCAA (Bosworth's interpretation of it is

'National Communists Against
Athletics,') Proposition 48 stands as the

most significant. Proposition 48 was in-

itiated last year in an effort to beef up the

academic requirements for incoming

freshman, as it seemed that too many
student-athletes were being termed as ex-

ceptions and were simply not graduating

(just ask Jerry Tarkanian at the Univer-

sity of Nevada-Las Vegas, currently the

No. 1 hoop team in the nation).

Basically, Proposition 48 requires that

all incoming freshman score at least 700

on the college boards and have at least a

2.0 overall grade point average in high

school. Granted, to the student who may
not have the pressures ofmaking it in the

big time of college basketball, football, or

what-have-you, those requirements don't

seem to be exceedingly strict.

What has to be understood is Proposi-

tion 48 wasn't designed to be overly

stringent, mainly because you might have

a means of discrimination toward student-

athletes as a whole. Instead, this

measure's intent was to increase a

student-athlete's responsibility in terms

of how he/she performs in the classroom.

If an athlete is unable to meet those re-

quirements, admission is denied until

that athlete is capable of satisfying the

guidelines. In a few years, those outdated

jokes about athletes megoring in basket

weaving won't be httu'd as much, and the

NCAA deserves all the credit for it.

The far reaching effects of these land-

mark rulings by the NCAA will be felt for

a long, long time. The nonsense and the

compromising the NCAA has been so

good at for so long has seemingly stopped.

And for the student-athletes, the univer-

sities, and the NCAA itself, it's a good

thing it has.
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Motion to expel rejected

Rudy, Rothman remain
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

Undergi-aduate student senators last

night voted not to expel two controversial

conservative student senators. Supporters

of a move to expel W. Greg Rothman and

Tony Rudy failed to get the two-thirds ma-

jority they needed. The vote was 51 in favor

of expulsion, 31 against.

In an impassioned speech in the Student

Union Ballroom, Rudy told a crowd of more

than 200 people that he and Rothman were

being victimized by what he earlier called

"left-wing McCai-thyism."

He and Rothman .said a motion to expel

them from the senate for six months sinul

ed them out because of their political views

and violated their constitutional rights to

free speech and due process of law

A sizeable contingent of lesbians, gay

men and bisexuals and their supporters

cheered speakers who said the pair should

be expelled because their motions oppress

lesbians and gays. Pro-expulsion speakers

also said the two had a history of making
dilatory motions and disrupting the senate.

The meeting began in Campus Center

room 101, but was moved to the Student

Union Ballroom after a University fire of-

iical ruled there were too many people in

the stuffy, cramped space.

The scene in 101 sv;is one ol i Hmd- i.m

ticularly after Speaker Paul Wingle step-

ped down from chairing the meeting

because, he said, he was biased in favor of

expulsion. Temporary speaker Rebecca

CulleKian photo by Niki Sokoinf

CAGED IN- Chuck Jackson, surrounded by chain-link fence

meditates with palms turned upward during an outing to the Maze.

Dukakis budget criticized

Proposed budget holds little educational funds

By ROBERT LEONE
Collegian Correspondent

Budget recommendations sent to the

State Legislature last month by Gov.

Michael Dukakis include little funding for

new programs at the University of

Massachusetts and provide none of the fun-

ding necessary to meet rising costs in the

coming year. University officials said.

"It's essentially a fiat budget. It doesn't

provide for growth and it doesn't provide

for inflation," said Paul Page, director of

the Budget office for UMass. "We were hop-

ing for a heck of a lot better."

The recommendation, part of the gover-

nor's overall operating state budget for

next year, is for annual operation of the

University and is separate from the special

budget he submitted to the legislature last

week recommending large increases in

capital expenditures for UMass and the

rest of the state higher education system.

Of the fifteen programs submitted to

Dukakis by UMass officials, only graduate

student stipends will be increased in the

operating budget for the fiscal year begin-

ning July 1, 1987. Fourteen other "high

priority" programs have received no fun-

ding recommendation in the governor's

budget — entitled "House One" — nor has

cfin/i'uicd on page 18

Campus Center night workers
recount many amusing tales
By JEFFRY BARTASH
Collegian Staff

During the day, the Campus Center/Stu-

dent Union complex bustles with a sustain-

ed roar of thousands of people who jaunt

through daily.

But late at night, one can only hear the

clicking heels of scattered workers, the

hum of the vending machines and the grin

ding sound of the unceasing escalators.

At 1 1 p.m. each night, a skeleton crew of

about 20 workers, mostly young men, arm
themselves with vacuums, brooms and

Lauterbach had to ask Wingle dozens of

questions on procedure during the bitter

manuvering that accompanied the expul-

sion debate.

The personal insults that have typified

many senate meetings began at about 8:55

p.m. One pro-expulsion pei-son called across

the rooom at conservatives, "idiots." and

some responded in kind. When someone

referred to the Lesbian Bisexual and Gay
Alliance. Andrew Adinolfi gestured and

said, "Aw, you fags." Tom O'Conner, a pro-

expulsion advocate, made an obscene

gesture in the general direction of conser-

vatives after he finished speaking.

The crowd and the senators both calmed

down greatly after the move to the

ballroom, where Rudy and Rothman made
their .stands.

"I am an honest person. I have done

nothing v\Tong, and 1 will continue to fight

for the rights of the people in my dorm."

Rudy said. He asked why the makers of the

expulsion motion were attacking him for

suggesting that UMass divest from com-

panies that do business with the Smiel

Union or his motion, co-sponsored by

Rothman, that student government leaders

no longer receive the $30,000 a year in

combined salarie.s they get now.

Senators against the pair argued that

they were dragging the senate down by be-

inj: tlisruptive, that some <>f their tnot mns
threatened minority groups on campus,

and that the pair's threats to sue student

leaders over the expulsion motion were fur-

ther evidence thev were not fit to serve.

Group votes to deduct
money from campaign
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

The Governmental Affairs Committee of

the Undergraduate Student Senate voted

last night to deduct $91.20 from the Fried-

manAVarren campaign fund, the approx-

imate price of a half-page advertisement in

the Collegian.

Friedman/Warren appealed the decision

to the senate floor, and at press time, the

issue had not yet been considered.

Election official Mary Rita Kropp called

the special committee meeting in response

to an endorsement that appeared in Tues-

day's edition ofNummo News that was cir-

culated inside the Collegian.

The endorsement consisted of a

photograph of Student Government
Association presidential candidates Mark
Friedman and Dwayne Warren and the

logo from their campaign poster.

Kropp said it "looked very much like an

ad. I froze $182.40 from their campaign

fund pending the decision of the commit-

tee, the senate and the judiciary."

"Chapter 10 of the SGA bylaws says any

material deemed to be campaign material

may be charged to the campaign account,"

she said. "1 didn't want to just zap their

money, I wanted to allow my committee to

decide."

Kropp told committee members she con-

sidered the endorsement to have the same

effect as a paid advertisement because it

was seen by about 30,000 people who read

the Collegian.

When the endorsement appeared there

was "no text written by the staff of Num-

mo Mews," and it was "pervasive and

meant to get votes," Kropp said.

Patricia Odour, editor-in-chief of N«7rtmo

News, told the Collegian, "It was in no way

a paid advertisement. Our layout editor

needed something to fill in the last page.

Something else didn't work out."

Friedman said, "Nummo had done an in-

terview and had made a decision to endorse

us. No one in our campaign staff approach

continued on page 14

sponges to prepare the major arteries of the

complex for the gigantic flow of people the

next day.

The complex closes at 2 a.m., at which

time everyone except Collegian workers

and members of offices in the Student

Union are kicked out.

Frank Cupka, head janitor and one of the

older members of the crew, lights a

cigarette and pauses for a moment while

overseeing the cleanup of the area near the

television in the lower level of the Campus
Center. continued on page 16

Collegian photo by Rob Skelton

Student Senator Greg Rothman fights to retain his senate position

last night.
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Ifs time to be Mad as a Hatter at Adirondack l\/lusic!

rSHARP 6846
VHS VCR

HQ • 14 day/4 event timer

wireless remote control

cable ready

similar to

illustration

$27995

rSANYO AVM258
25" Color TV

Stereo Adaptable

High Resolution

Monitor

Save $300

$499»5

TEAC COMPACT DISC PLAYER
MODEL 420

similar to illustration

Triple Beam • 16 bit microprocessor

D/A conversion • wireless remote

1/2 PRICE!
$249«»5

rEPI LSR 22

Hi power • auto reverse • AM/FM
Stereo Cassette

All the features you'd expect to find

in a $379^^ car stereo! i^Qtf^Qe
•b stock refurbished W^W
unit with ful new wanarty

rPANASONIC RXS28
WALKMAN-TYPE STEREO

AM/FM
Cassette

$999s

PANASONIC RXCW326
STEREO BOOM BOX

THORENS TD280
TURNTABLE

LAST CHANCE!!

$14995'

rPANASONIC EAB695
TOP OF THE LINE SPEAKERS

$4995 P^'^ Coaxial 6x9 • $9995 value

adirondack music
AMHERST

15 East Pleasant Street

253-3100

GREENFIELD
239 Main Street

772-6803
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Brown students
face trial for
protesting
By MARIANE MEL'SK
Collegian Staff

PROVIDENCE. R.I. - Twenty Brown
University stucUiits face possible expulsion

from the school on charges stemming from

« protest last month in which they demand-

ed the adniinistiatujn to divest from com-

panies doing business in South Africa.

The students entered a University Cor-

poration meeting on February 13 and

demanded that the issue of divestment be

placed on the agenda. They are being

charged with disiuption of the meeting and

will face a disciplinary hearing tonight.

University administrators have closed

the hearing to the public and no press will

be allowed into the hearing room.

Students involved in the divestment ac-

tion say they protested because they

wanted to bring the issue to the forefront

of University attention.

The University has $17 million worth of

stock in companies doing business in South

Africa, said activist Suzanne Mathews.

"The University says the companies

adhere to the Sullivan Principles but even

Leon Sullivan has said that they would not

soke the problem in South Africa," she

said.

The Sullivan Principles were designed to

ensure that United States companies, if

they do business in South Africa, treat

blacks in a fair and equitable manner.

"I've been concerned about apartheid for

four years now and I feel our voice needed

to be heard," said Rebecca Zeigler, one of

the students being charged. "I don't feel

comfortable about my tuition money being

used to support companies in South

Africa."

Both Zeigler and Mathews expressed con-

cern over the fact that the public is being

barred from tonight's hearing.

"A closed meeting is odd for a nonviolent

demonstration," said Mathews. "The

University is trying to make a precedent

for future demonstrations."

Zeigler said recent changes in the

disciplinary rules at Brown are stripping

students of their rights.

She said the University president now

has the power to veto any decisions made

by the internal disciplinary board.

"The changes will have an adverse effect

on student activism," she said. "The

University is clamping dowTi on activists."

The closed nature of the meeting is an at-

tempt to play down the political aspects of

the protest, Zeigler said.

"I think it's a way of reducing the

political element and making it a purely

procedural event," she said.

Attempts were made to telephone the

dean of student life, who is pressing

charges, but a spokeswoman for the office

said he would not be available until Friday

afternoon.

The students will be allowed to have

legal counsel present at the hearing, but

they're receiving counselling from the

University chaplain prior to tonight's hear-

ing, Zeigler said.

The students said they have been receiv-

ing a lot of support from the University

community. Zeigler said over 1200

signatures have been collected on support

petitions and over 60 faculty members have

signed their own petition.

('oll«>fpan pholo by Rob Skelton

COFFEE KLATCH - Heather Roberts and Nancy Karp talk in the

hallway outside of the Student Union Gallery after buying their mor-

ning cup of coffee. ^__

Book stores sell out of
Tower Commission Report
By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

The Tower Commision Report is selling

out in book stores all over the five college

area, only a few days after arriving on the

shelves.

The report, named after the commission

appointed by President Reagan after public

pressure mounted for full disclosure of

what happened in the Iran-Contra affair,

was officially released last Wednesday. The

New York Times and Bantam Books

special edition of the full text of the report

arrived in books stores on Tuesday.

"It sold very fast," said Ellen Gatchell,

book manager of the University Store at

the University of Massachusetts. "It was
available on Tuesday at 1 p.m. Twenty-four

hours later and it's gone. I guess I should

have ordered more, huh?" Gatchell assured

students that the University Store would
have 20 more copies of the report by this

morning.

Intense interest in the report has pro-

mpted book stores all over the country to

order extra copies of the report from

wholesalers. "We started getting calls

about it two days before it was available,"

Gatchell said.

At Waldenbooks in the Hampshire Mall

in Hadley "at least a dozen people came in

asking for it yesterday," one clerk said.

Waldenbooks expects the report to sell out

before the weekend.

Bantam books announced yesterday they

would quickly publish another 300,000

copies, in response to the orders for extra

reports.

The investigation, headed by Sen. John
Tower, has come out with information

previously unknown, even to some of the

key players in the arms deal.

**We started getting calls about

it two days before it was

available.
"

For example, when Robert C. McFarlane

went to Iran, Col. Oliver North told him

that he (North] had set up a deal to release

four of the American hostages that were be-

ing held by Iranian influenced groups. The

Iranians offered McFarlane two American

hostages to take with him when he left

Iran. McFarlane indignant, because he ex-

pected to get four hostages, turned down

the deal. The Tower Commission report

reveals that at that time, North had not ex-

pected any of the hostages to be released

and he appears to have lied to McFarlane.

McFarlane then turned down a better deal

than North had anticipated and as a result,

two Americans are still held captive.

The report paints a picture of secrecy and

unsound procedures in the upper levels of

government. The revelations in the report

depict President Reagan as [in the words

of R.W. Apple Jr.'s introduction to the

book] "the almost pathetic picture of a man
wholly out of touch with a central episode

in his presidency" and "a portrait of inep-

titude verging on incompetence."

F Y I
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FORTY WINKS - Nicholas Parochtezn rests on the stairs of Marshal

Annex and catches up on some sleep Wednesday afternoon.

Persecution in Guatemala: a presentation

by Joanquin, a Sanctuary Refugee, will be

held 8 p.m. today in the Commonwealth

Room, known as Earthfoods Cafe. The

event is sponsored by Central American

Solidarity Association.

"The Nature of the Psychology of

Behavior and Mind Generalized from

Vygotskian and Gihsonian Approaches,"

will be presented by Hanna Teplenky, a

Soviet psychologist. The lecture will be

held at 8 p.m. today in Burton Hall 213 at

Smith College.

The Rivals by Richard Brinsley Sheridan

will be performed at 8 p.m. today in the

Rand Theater. Tickets are $3 for students

and senior citizens. Tickets are $4 for the

general public.

Professor Nancy Condee will speak on

"Women in Recent Soviet Film" at 8 p.m.

today in the Converse Assembly Room at

Amherst College.

Groups plan
to discuss
yearbook fee
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Whether students will have to pay for

yearbooks through their semester bills

might becdiiif subject of much discussion

between the index yearbook editors and

Rents and Fees Committee members.

Index editors have proposed the addition

of an optional $18 fee to .semester bills, but

Student Government Association Rents

and Fees Committee (_'(>( hairman Mark

DeNyse oppo.^es it Since book prices in-

crease every year, the Index fee would pro-

bably have to also increase. DeNyse said.

DeNyse has suggested to Judy K. Fiola,

Index editor, to instead consider a $10 fee

and alternative funding, such as

advertising.

However, Fiola said that DeNyse has not

yet contacted her and maintains the $18

tee IS "quite necessary for the survival of

the Index"
Fiola and last year's editor have written

a proposal stating reasons the fee is

necessary, including being able to assess

"exactly how many orders are received

ahead of production."

In addition, the proposal states that the

Index does not advertise because local

businesses do not want to advertise in an-

nual publications. Also, a full page ad

would cost $65.

DeNyse said large corporations that do

business in the area, such as Stop and

Shop, would probably be willing to buy

advertising space in the publication.

"Unless the Index is willing to give in a

lot on these points, they're looking at a

very tough time. My committee will be

rabid about this," he said.

Although the struggle with the Index

editors appears inevitable, DeNyse will not

have to fight the administration on the

matter. Until a recent meeting with Vice

Chancellor Dennis Madson, it seemed that

the fee would be on semester bills without

the committee having a say.

After that meeting, Madson, who was

unavailable for comment yesterday, sent

DeNyse and Student Activities Office

Director Randy Donant a memo stating

that before the fee is approved, the Rents

and Fees Committee must first review the

proposal.

"This clearly states that anytime so-

meone wants to create a new fee or

something like that, it comes to us first,"

DeNyse said, calling Madson's memo
"precedent-setting."

After the committee reviews it, the

Undergraduate Student Senate will have

to vote on it. Then, the proposal should go

through Madson, the University of

Massachusetts president's office and the

Board of Trustees, which makes the final

decision.

DeNyse said he plans to push for the In-

dex's having its own trust fund. If he suc-

ceeds, all the money the organization

receives would go straight into its account,

instead of into the Student Activities Trust

Fund.
Donant said that creating a separate

trust fund would raise the questions of who

will manage it and what prevents it from

adding to the Index's deficit.

According to DeNyse, the deficit, which

the organization plans to pay over the next

five years, is $25,000.

Brown students

protest SATs
BY DAVID CAIN
Collegian Correspondent

An organization of students founded by

a senior at Brown University is sponsoring

a referendum to be voted on in April to

gage student opinion on discontinuing the

use of the Scholastic Aptitude Test as

criteria for admission to Brown.

Brown University senior Michael

Spalter. founder of Students Against

Testing, said, "This could become an issue

that should have been addressed in the

past. It is up to undergraduates to take up

the issue and act upon it."

As most students know, the SAT, which

is administered to approximately one

million students every year, is widely us-

ed among colleges and imivprsities as a

common. ^ntinued on page 6
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Off-campus living

offers pros and cons
By SUSAN SCHRIBMAN
Collegian Correspondent

The choice of whether to live on or off campus involves

many factors for students and it's up to each individual

to decide what is the best alternative.

Tesa Humer, of the Off-Campus Housing Office, which

is a rental listing service located on the fourth floor of the

Student Union Building said, "there are a few things to

keep ;n mind, financially, about living off-campus that

some people may not always consider."

"Most off-campus apartments have a 12-month lease,"

Humer said. She said there are no guarantees that

students will be able to get someone to sublet housing bet-

ween semesters and students may have to pay for a few

months when they are not living there.

"Another thing to consider is the possibility of not ob-

taining enough roommates to enter into the share of the

apartment or having an apartment mate opting out at

some point, and then the individual involved could end

up paying a considerable amount of money," Humer said.

Joanne Levinson, director of off-campus housing, said,

"rent averages have a tendency to fluctuate every
semester and tenants who pay for heat can have monthly
rental costs that can increase anywhere from $20 to $100,
depending on the units size, usage and time ofyear. Other
utility costs and maintenance ought to be considered."

In general, it is less expensive to live outside ofAmherst
(except in Northampton, where rents are on a similar

scale]. Students should also consider costs fof transporta-

tion if the housing unit is not on the bus route, and the

frequency of the buses if it is on a bus route, Levinson said.

Options for living off-campus include renting apart-

ments, houses, rooms in private homes or apartment
complexes.

Current monthly rents for some off-campus apartments,
are: Brandywine, which is one mile from campus, charges
a monthly rent of $630 to $660 for two bedrooms; Brit-

tany Manor for two bedrooms is $500 a month; Colonial

Village, two bedrooms is $380 to $385; Presidential apart-

ments, two bedrooms with heat is $528; Puffton Village

two bedroom $475 and Southwood for two bedrooms is

$525 to $560 a month.

Humer, also a UMass student and an off-campus resi-

dent, said she "would not even think about living on cam-

pus" due to excessive noise and limited space. She said

she benefits from being off the meal plan because "eating

good food should not be considered a luxury."

Many students still on the meal plan can have signifi-

cant food expenses, Humer said. "Students eating out one

night at Taco Villa or going to Barts might not consider

it a food expense or keep in account how much they might

spend on alcohol."

Lynn Hiynes, a sophomore business major, said she does
not have to worry about paying for her housing because
she is a resident assistant and is happy about the benefits

of getting a single room. Hiynes said she pays her way
in part by guaranteed student loans and from her own
or parents' earnings. She said not
having to pay for housing is an important factor. On cam-
pus she is "able to live a carefree, private and convenient
life," she said, adding that living off campus is "just too

much of a hassle."

Maureen Bage, a junior engineering major who lives in

Brandywine, said "by the time junior year came around
she was ready to move off-campus and was getting tired

of the dorms." She said she resented the fact that while
on the meal plan she had to eat what they served her. Now
she feels she has the freedom to decide what to eat and
when she wants to eat.

Allison Golden, a junior hotel restaurant and travel ad-

ministration major, say she lives in Brittany Manor*
because it's cheaper than the dorms.

Sue Miller, currently a Brittany Manor resident, said
her present rent averages out to be cheaper than the fix-

ed on campus rate of $634.50 a semester.
Miller said when she lived on campus and was on the

14-meal plan she spent an excess amount of her money
ordering out pizzas, saying it alone was approximately
equal to the amount of money she spends off the meal plan
buying her own food.

She said she benefits from the fact that she is allowed

more freedom and is away from fire drills, security,

residential assistants and allowed an open alcohol policy.

Even though she does not have a car she said the buses
are frequent enough to meet her needs.

Miller said that living on her own and paying for her

own expenses is "a learning experience in itself that you
don't get from classes, and is essential."

•>.

RENTA^^NRECK

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also Available

North Amherst
Rent"A-Wreck
r?t.63 No. Amherst
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SPECIAL
$2 OFF
Shampoo,
Cut & Dry

STYLES
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J549-5610
• 65 University Drj

I
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Doctor: genital warts are common
By DR. RICHARD J. RUBIN
Special to the Collegian

Genital warts, or condylomata, are one of the most com-

mon sexually transmitted diseases seen at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts.

Unfortunately, most students have not heard of this

infection. Genital warts are caused by the Papilloma
virus. To date, there are at least 45 known strains of this

virus. Several of them are associated with venereal

diseases and a few of these are suspected of being

associated with genital cancers.

Genital warts are growths which are either flat or

elevated, soft or hard, simple or multiple. Generally, they

are painless but occasionally associated with slight it-

ching. They frequently resemble small "cauUnower-like"

growths.

Genital warts can be transmitted by several types of

contact such as, vaginal or rectal intercourse and/or oral

sexual contact. In men, they usually appear on the penile

shaft or scrotum, in the urethra, anus/rectum or mouth.
In women, they may be present anywhere around the

vaginal area or on the cervix. In both sexes they can be

present in the urethra, anus, rectum, mouth, eyes or

nose.

The incubation period, which is the time from exposure

to appearance, is highly variable from one to several

months. The reason for this variation probably has to

do with the specific strain of Papilloma virus, the in-

dividuals response to the infection and the fact that

genital warts are initially very small and have to grow
to a certain size before they can be seen with the naked
eye.

The diagnosis is usually made by the appearance of

these lesions. However, when they are suspected on a

woman's cervix the use of the Pap smear or a special

microscope, called a colposcope, may be necessary for

diagnosing this problem.

The treatment of this problem is difficult and often re-

quires therapy over many weeks. Treatment may include

topical medications or electrocautery to "burn" the wart,

liquid nitrogen to freeze the area or the need to refer a

patient for laser therapy.

Once the warts are treated and have disappeared,

several months must pass before assuming that the in-

fection is cleared. This is due to the fact of recurrence

and the long incubation period of the virus. During this

waiting, period persons should not engage in oral sex-

ual contact and should use condoms. Protection can be

increased if the female partner uses a spermicide agent

in her vagina. Also, .some practitioners recommend that

women who have genital warts on the outside of the

vagina should not use tampons until their problem is

cured.

Unfortunately, genital warts may be associated with

significant complications. The most serious of these is

a strong association between certain strains of the

Papilloma virus and certain cancers of the genitals in

men and women. Though association does not prove a

causative role and cancer occurs in only a very small

percentage of patients with genital warts, this associa-

tion is of concern to many physicians who care for pa-

tients with this problem. Pregnant women who have
genital warts in the vaginal canal are at risk for

transmitting this infection to their infants and possibly

causing the child to have such warts on their vocal cords.

In men, a major complication is the occurrence of warts

inside the penis on the urethra where they are frequently

overlooked. Treatment of warts in this area generally

requires a referral to a specialist for further treatment
which may include surgery.
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Clothing for women
191 N. Pleosant St.

Amherst 253 2563

Next to the Shoe Bin

CHALLENGE YOURSELF...

DE API KiJ%ii»

R.A. INFO SESSIONS
will be held on the following dates:

NORTHEAST/SYLVAN RESIDENTIAL AREA

DATE

Siinday, Maxch 8

Monday, March 9

Tuesdeiy, March 10

Wednesday, March 11

TIME

Thursday, March 12

5:00 PM

8:00 PM

5:00 PM

7:00 PM

6:00 PM

7:00 PM

6:00 PM

7:00 PM

LOCATION

+Knovlton Lounge

McNamara Lounge

*Sylvan Cultural Center (Cashin)

Lewis Main Lounge

*New Africa House Library
(2nd Floor)

Brown Lounge

Leach Basement

Cashin Lounge

DATE

Sunday, March 8

Monday, March 9

Tuesday, March 10

Wednesday, March H
Thursday, March 12

ORCHARD HILL/CENTRAL RESIDENTIAL AREA

TIME LOCATION

i

10:00 PM

8:00 PM

8:00 PM

8:00 PM

6:00 PM

7:00 PM

Webster Main Lounge

Grayson Main Lounge

Gorman Main Loxinge

Baker Classroom

Brett Main Lounge

Butterfield Main Lounge

DATE

Sunday, March 8

Monday, March 9

Tuesday, March 10

Wednesday, March 11

Thursday, March 12

SOUTHWEST RESIDENTIAL AREA

TIME

7:30 PM

7:30 PM

7:30 PM

7:30 PM

7:30 PM

7:30 PM

7:30 PM

7:30 PM

7:30 PM

LOCATION

*MaJ.colm X Center

Washington Lounge (l2th Floor)

Sunset Cluster/MacKimmie Lounge

Project 10/Pierpont Lounge

Kennedy Lounge (5th Floor)

John Adams Lounge (l2th Floor)

Poets Corner :Thoreau Classroom

Coolidge Lounge (5th Floor)

JQA Lounge (I9th Floor)

I- Handicapped Accessible

» Students of Color are encouraged to attend these sessions.

You must attend an Information session in order to apply-
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• SAT's
continued from page 3

measurement of students' verbal and mathamatical skills.

The logic behind the use of the SATs as admissions criteria

is that high school curriculums and their ability to prepare

students for college vary.

Therefore, a standard test is deemed necessary as a basis

for comparison as shown by the continued use among
many of America's higher educational institutions.

The organization claims in a letter sent to college

newspapers across the country that minorities tend to

have less than average scores, individuals have been

known to raise their scores 150 points from SAT coaching

companies and that cheating occurs frequently enough to

alter the validity of average scores.

The University of Massachusetts admissions office uses

the SATs as one of the factors in assessing applicants for

the first year class.

Timm Rinehart, director of admissions, does not see a

time in the near future whei> UMass admissions would

not use the SATs. "There are 400 different high schools

in Massachusetts and the only comparable statistic we

have is the SAT." Rinehart said.

"The SATs are the second most important factor in ad-

missions." Rinehart said, "yet we are aware of their

limitations."

In response to claims that the SATs are biased in regard

to minorities, Assistant Director of Admissions Rudy

Jones said, "Many think the verbal aspect is (biased

toward minorities); I think that there is some credence

to this."

The SATs "measure normal middle class acculturation,"

he continued, "and the number one criteria is how you

perform in high school, not the SAT. We pay more atten-

tion to high school performance."

Women's SATs scores are an average of 59 points lower

than men's. "Women tend to get higher grades then men
and the two even out. We tend to accept more women then

men. In the fall of 1985 we accepted 69 percent of women
applicants and 64 percent of men applicants, "Kiiithait

.said.

;sasas^;

A J
Fine Paper and Stationer

COMPUTER PAPER
DISKETTES AND DISKETTE FILES

GREAT PRICES!!
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Picture yourself and a fnend strolling a stretch of white ^i

sandy beach as far as the eye can see. while a pastel "^
^

sunset paints the evening sky Mexico's stunning Caribbean "^LM ,

Gold Coast IS where dreams of a perfect -^^
beach life become reality, and University

Auxiliary Services and Campus Travel now offer you a

dream come true Announcing

Destination:

CANCUN
GRAND PRIZE:

Free Trip for TWo
to Cancun, Mexico

1ST RUNNER UP Sun-Pun TVavel Kit from the

University Store

2ND RUNNER-UP A $20.00 Gift Certificate

to the T.O.C. Restaurant

Thursday,

FERRIS
BUELLER'S ^^ ^ >
DAYOFF ^ ' ^
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Campus Center Auditorium
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Entry blanks are available at: Campus
Center Coffee Shop. Bluewall Cafeteria

& Coffee House Hatch Cafeteria. Worcester

Snack Bar Campus Travel Center (across

from the Coffee Shop)
Wl^'V
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No
Purchase
Necessary

ealiiig place
Help Us Celebrate Our New Late Night Menu And Receive

10% OFF YOUR ORDER AFTER 10:00 PM
• excluding beer & wine •

Breakfast served anytime • Beer & Wine served 'til midnite

Positive Proof of ID Required Plenty of Parking

Sunday-Thursday 6 AM - 3 AM
FRIDAY & SATURDAY OPEN 24 HOURS
Campus Pla2a-{Next to Stop & Shop) Rte. 9 Hadley, MA 256-6889
Employment Applications Being Taken Coupon Expires 4/9/87
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THURSDAY
NIGHT

Enferfainers

Suffet, Celtics & Couto & Mulligan

Entertianment of David Andrews

Celtics • Pistons 1 PM
Pool

Tourney
4 PM

i H [ ^1 n ! L*J ^'°" Tournament $100 Prizes

FEATURING
MARC BERES

LARRY HARGADON

Coutto & Mulligan

Celtics-Suns 7:30 PM GIANT
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WANG CH!IN i
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!
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ROOM PACKAGES
AVAILABLE FROM $1^9.50 p.p. qua4

FULL SiVlN NIGHTS LODGING

FRIE T-SHIRT AND MUG

FORT LAUDERDALE
JOLLY ROGER HOTEL

ON THE STRIP OWNED BY PENROD S DAILY ACTIVITIES

ROOM ONLY STARTS AT S199.50 p, p. .quad

FREE T-SHIRT & MUG LIMITED SPACE!.','

CALL NOW FOR EITHER LOCATION.'!!.'
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Minority runs as co-candidate

for SGA president in election

'A.A.C. Tee shirts on sale'

Collt-Kian photo by Palrick Ehlert.

PIECE OF A PUZZLE - Julie Zabolzo, a sophomore psychology ma-

jor, walks along the outside of Tobin Hall, surrounded by glass win-

dows on one side and beams on the other.

THE LANDING ZONE
100% COTTON

RIVER DRIVER SHIRTS

$9.99

These shirts sell nationally

for $20.00. Ours are slight

irregulars. The labels are gone

and so is half the price!

By KATHRYN KIRBY
Collegian Staff

Dwayne Warren, who is running for co-

president of the Student Government

Association, will be the only minority run-

ning in this year's presidential and student

trustees elections.

Warren and running mate Mark Fried

man believe it is time that minority

students have an opportunity to exercise

their skills and demonstrate their abilities

in leadership.

"Dwayne as a Third World student

elevated to a position of responsibility will

act as a positive role model for others in

both minority and white commuriities. I

think a lot of people many who don't think

themselves to be racist simply can't invi-

sion a person of color in a position of respon-

sibility. I think this narrowness of vision

is the residue of racism in our country and

is something that needs to be eliminated

before we can ever have truly equal oppor

tunity," Friedman said.

Warren and Friedman feel that there

hasn't been enough concern in fighting

discrimination or in supporting issues of

quality and as a result, intolerance toward

minority groups, women and people of dif-

ferent sexual orientation." has escalated.

Warren and Freidman both expressed the

fact that issues such as minority awareness

needs to be brought back into focus and be

dealt with by student leadership.

"After viewing the campus community

and especially after going door to door and

speaking with students. I found that many

felt unrepresented," Warren said. "Par-

ticularly minority groups who have

historically been eschewed by the

mainstream of not only campus govern-

ment but administration.faculty and staff

as well. This leads to erosion of student

rights, so that the only alternative would

be to have some platform and the solutions

to address the problems of the aggregate

student population and no longer have the

dominance of student government by ma-

jority factions."

Through close involvement with the

Southwest incident last semester, Warren

feels he has succeeded in expressing con-

cerns of the Third World on all levels.

"I've been successful in articulating the

concerns of the Third World community on

the administrative level, on state level and

national level," Warren said. "I attribute

much of my success to the kind of ag-

gressive diplomacy that I used to get the

administration to meet the demands of the

Third World students."

"In viewing UMass as a microcosm of our

society, you can see compared to the na-

tional level, racism is much lower on this

campus because of the student initiative.

We are trying to combat this problem of

racism by educating students culturally.

Hopefully through this process of

educating, it will be a means to understan

ding this incident and its aftermath," he

said.

Four teens beat local man
Four youths armed with pipes severely

beat an Amherst man at his home at 8:53

p.m. Tuesday at Rolling Green apartments,

Amherst police said.

The victim, who was taken by ambulance

to Cooley Dickinson Hospital with head

and body wounds, was able to identify his

attackers by name, police said.

Two Amherst youths aged 16 and 17

years old, a 17-year-old non-student Hamp-

shire College resident and a 19-year-old

Amherst man were arrested in connection

of charges of dwelling and assault and bat-

tery with a dangerous weapon on Wednes-

day afterno(^n. police said.

In other reports:

A 21-year-old Pennsylvania woman was

cited for failure to use care in stopping after

ramming a car from behind and pushing

it into another car in front as the two

waited at a red light at 6:41 p.m. Tuesday

at the North Pleasant and College Street

intersection, police said.

- EDWARD SYRON

,
^There^
^^^moiethan

oneway to get
a higher ediication.

Before you earn your degree, you could earn the money to

pay for it. Byjoining the Amriy Guard today.

Work with us two days a month and two weeks a ye:^r, and

get a handsome paycheck. A challenging future. And ll.c kind

of expenence that makes your resume great

reading material.

100%

FREE TUITION

3/5 THURSDAY

Cruza with John Cruz

3/6 FRIDAY

Liquid Lesson

3/7 SATURDAY
Whirling Dervishes

3/9 MONDAY
Ken Johnson and Co.

24 Pleasant St Northampton • 586-4258

Amherst Cbiaese Foods
Homm Stylm Cooking

H-^ MAIM ST.. AMHERST
BEER A WINE UCEN8E
Pfh Voamtabl—
from Our Own Farm

O^EN 7 DAYS
Wt DO NOT WM MM 0«
MTVICtAl COiOMNO

253-7835

MASSACHUSETTS

To any Massachusetts

Fu«i«ICoH.|r.orUniv.«ity
||35|p„3| Q„an|

FOR FUTHER INFORMATION
1.800-322-1338

CALL 58g.4i ., 4 773-9880

I^/lkNANAIQ4MA

Frozen yogurt provides al the health Ijenefits

of plain yogurt plus flavors that appeal to both

yogurt tovers and those v/ho think ttiey aren't.

Stop in tor a free sample

and discover

the taste you*ve been missing

Now's
the time
tocaL-

NcirthAmherst
Motors

*S49-2M0

Expert Repairs &
Recondmjring

56 Main St., Northampton

next door to Sze's

downstairs

OPEN 7

DAY A WEEK
586-9659

kinico?

220 N. Pleasant St

Amherst, MA

253-2543
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Dragon Lady
fires away
Ron: What you reading hon?

Nan: Alumni newsletter from Smith, my
alma mater.

Ron: They still want you for graduation

speaker?

Frank Flanagan

Nan: On no, that's the last thing on my
mind.

Ron: Well, anything interesting?

Nan: Ronald, you know it's just a select

school for young
ladies in rural Massachusetts. What do you

expect, riots?

Ron: Guess a fella from Eureka College

wouldn't fit in at a place like that, haw,

haw.

Nan: I'm not so sure about that dear, we

did have some nice young men from the

agricultural school over in Amherst at a

couple of our informals.

Ron: Want me to kill the lights?

Nan: Fine.[click] My, but your're a sleepy

boy tonight.

Ron: That speech really made my day.

Nan: Here dear, roll over on your tum-

my like a good puppy, you know what the

good doctor said about sleeping on your

colon.

Ron: I get dreams when I do that; I'm

duckin' bullets from a machine gun nest

across a wide open field in one of my
movies.

Nan: Which one?

Ron: Do you expect me to remember
every movie I acted in?

Nan: Funny, I've been having these

strange dreams lately too.

Ron: Hm, this thing seems to have put

quite a strain on you, old girl. I want to

thank you for staying the course.

Nan: Ronny, don't be silly. I'm your wife,

I love you. It's just that it took you so long

assert yourself.

You mean dump Don.

The man was a bloodsucking leech!

Has he called again?

Has he called! Twice since dinner.

Well why didn't you tell me? What'd

he want?
Nan: He says he still respjects you and

loves you as a friend.

Ron: Gosh, he is one heck of a trooper.

Nan: Some trooper. He got you to fib to

your Tower boys and almost make you

look. . . senile.

to. .

Ron:

Nan:
Ron:
Nan:
Ron:

fo way back, it's

men mavbe you
Ron: Don and me
something between
wouldn't understand.

Nan: Oh, I understand — perfectly well.

I don't want that Harvard potato head to

step foot in my house again!

Ron: If that's the way you want it, then

that's the way it's got to be.

Nan: I hate to say I told you so,^ but if

you'd listened to me way back when. . . .

Ron: I guess maybe you're right Nan.

Nan: You're rootin' tootin' shootin' I'm

right'

Ron:
Nan:
Ron:
Nan:
Ron:
Nan:
Ron:

Nan;

Time for some shut eye.

You disconnect the hot line?

Yup,
Say your prayers?

Yup.
Do your Grecian Formula routine?

For crying out loud, yes!

Good, now — does the big cowboy

feel like taking a little gallop over the

range before sunset?

Ron: I'm afraid Trigger's too tuckered out

for any hard riding tonight hon.

Nan: A lonesome cowgirl can dream,

can't she? Good night Kemosabi.

Ron: Good night Queen Nancy.

Frank Flanagan is a Collegian columnist

Ozone layer breaking down
I have to smirk (sarcastically of course)

when I notice an occasional artificially-

tanned humanoid during the cold (and

pale white if you are Caucasian) winter

months.

The Collegian accepts letters and col-

umns from the UMass community for

possible publication on the editorial page.

Letters should be 30 typed, double-spaced

lines. Columns should not exceed 60 lines

of type. All submissions must be signed.

Jeffry Bartash

These persons worship sun lamps in the

winter as much as bigots who worship

rednecks in the summer.
I often wonder if any of our tan freaks

realize they may be pioneers in the prac-

tice of the only available method of tann-

ing 50 years hence.

Huh, our tan freaks say.

Well, if you had spent a fraction of your

time reading the newspaper instead of

getting a tan, you might have known
about the problem our world is having

with the ozone layer.

About four months ago more than 50

countries sent representatives to the

United Nations to resume talks that stall-

ed in March of 1985 to negotiate an inter-

national treaty to protect the earth's

ozone layer.

The stratospheric ozone layer is a form

of oxygen that forms a screen high in the

atmosphere that blocks most of the harm-

ful ultraviolet radiation emitting from the

sun and makes life on earth possible.

Without the ozone layer, much - or all

- of the life on this planet would be

destroyed.

In the last 15 years, scientists have

begun to notice a slight thinning of the

ozone layer, and in 1985 a team of British

scientists reported a "hole" in the ozone

layer above Antarctica, which has been

appearing each spring since the

mid 1970s.

However, it is not our tan freaks

susceptibility to vanity that is causing the

depletion of the life-sustaining ozone, but

the susceptibility of us all to modern liv-

ing — specifically, our use of aerosol

sprays, refrigerators, air conditioners and

other items.

These items emit a chemical called

clorfluorocarbon or one of its cousins,

which many scientists from Canada and

the United States say destroys ozone.

Accordingly, the United States is

pushing for a freeze in the use of

clorfluorocarbons throughout the world at

present levels, and is seeking eventual

elimination of use of the chemical.

The United States has already

demonstrated its sincerity by banning the

use of clorfluorocarbons in aerosols and

curtailing the use of these chemicals in

other products.

But unlike in the United States, where

publicity about the problem of the ozone

layer is growing, and Congress is apply-

ing pressure for a solution, the ozone pro-

blem remains murky in the minds of mMt
of the European public.

That has enabled European politicians

to provide stubborn opposition, shunning

available scientific evidence, continuing

to lick the boots of their strong

clorfluorocarbon industries, and asking

for more time to conduct scientific

research.

Little has been accomplished so far, but

the countries of the world must continue

to negotiate, and push for some
agreement.

The ozone talks represent the first such

involvement of the international com-

munity to take action against an en-

vironmental issue that could turn into a

global crisis.

The results of this continuing negotia-

tion may set the tone for upcoming inter-

national issues as our world plunges into

an increasing number of global en-

vironmental problems that we have

negligently paved way for over the past

100 years, such as overpopulation, deser-

tification and the dangerously high level

of pollution caused by excessive burning

of fossil fuels.

If we don't act now, we may all become
artificial-tanners in the future. That is, if

we are still alive.

Jeffry Bartash is a Collegian columnist

Easy way to stop student senate antics
Some young women recently asked me to

sign their nomination papers for the

Undergraduate Student Senate. As I look-

ed up from my newspaper, I was struck by

a wild impulse and said no. I went even fur-

ther and said the senate should be abolish-

ed. Somewhat taken back, one of them
gamely replied that the only way to change

the senate is to put the right people in

office.

Charles R. Forsgard

This reply got me thinking. How many
times have I heard this same statement

since I first came to the University of

Massachusetts? In all this time has the

senate changed? I found myself asking, just

what do we need a student senate for

anyway?

The senate has been tying itself up in a

Gordian knot since its inception. It has

been effectively taken over by a minority

of vocal (>ersons who consistently deter the
attempts of the "right people" to get

anything done. Worse still is the fact that

this vocal minority polarizes itself to either

I for one an tired of seeing my University

represented in the press by a bunch of

headline-hunting hotheads.

The recent recruiting debacle is a perfect

example of this. If I want to interview with

the CIA, the NSA, or the PGA tour, that's

MY business. No bunch of 19-year-old

egomaniacs has the right to tell me I can't.

This is my campus too.

This boils down to the question of just

what useful purpose, if any, does the stu-

dent senate serve? After all, we're paying

for it. Every semester we pay our "tax" in

the student activities fee. I know what I get

for my state and federal taxes, but what
about my student tax? Personally, I can't

think of anything. So here's an idea:

eliminate the senate, eliminate the ac-

tivities fee and let the RSOs fend for

themselves.
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Compulsory civility class dangerous idea

The recommendation in the Hurst report

to have some sort of compulsory "Social

Awareness 101" class is potentially one of

the most dangerous precedents that this

school could set, Since classes or professors

lean a certain way in political content,

students can take that course or a different

one more to their liking and still satisfy the

regulations of their major.

By making a social awareness class com-

pulsory, the University will be imposing its

own view of what are acceptable social

values on young students, and by making
it a credit class, forcing students to agree

with It in order to get good grades and

credits. Although the Hurst recommenda-

tion was made m the light of the Southwest

incident, it is very possible that other social

"norms" will be slipped into such a class

and professed as the way students should

think and behave.

The University must remember that this

school has many students of different na-

tionalities and religions; articulating the

liberal social standards of the Pioneer

Valley might be deeply offensive to a young

student visiting this country to study.

Andrew R. Brocklehurst
Baker

Think about it. If RSOs need funding,

fine, let them solicit students directly. Give

me one good reason why I should pay for

organizations that I have no desire to par-

ticipate in and draw no benefit from. You
get what you pay for and pay for what you
get. Gosh, that's a novel idea.

In fact, we can even keep the senate —
but on the same terms. I can suffer fools

gladly as well as the next man, but not

when I have to pay for it. I'd be willing to

bet that if senators have to pay for what
they do, they'd clean up their acts quick-

ly. Just think how much better spent your

activities fee would be if you spent it.

I know it's outlandish and unlikely, but

I can dream, can't I? I have a dream. . . A
dream of UMass students joining (tee-

hee) Nancy Reagan to "Just Say NO!"
to the Undergraduate Student Senate.

Charles R. Forsgard is a UMass .student

Letters

Offensive ads
Have you noticed that every year around

this time classroom blackboards are being

crowed with political advertisements?

Some campaigners seem to think its a

great way to put across their message.

What better way to capture the attention

of students? I, for one, find it offensive.

Blackboards are present in classrooms to

aide in the instruction of academic subject

matter. Instructors use them to exemplify

the points being expressed. The way
classrooms are arranged students sit and

face these blackboards. As a student, I

don't feel I should have to spend my
classroom time staring at someone's idea

of who I should vote for.

I do realize that classsrooms are a good

area to attract attention, but isn't that why
most classrooms have bulletin boards? If a

student is interested in receiving this in-

formation they will take the effort to

review the bulletin board; that's why they

are there.

I have taken it upon myself to erase the

ads which I find in my classrooms. I en-

courage all those who find these ads equal-

ly offensive to also erase then. The place

for advertisements should be in the Col-

legian and on the numerous bulletin boards

located all over campus, not our
blackboards.

Laura Goldstrich

Sunderland

Collegian Symposium Different law rules athletes
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Sportscaster Tank McNamara and his

family gather around the Christmas tree.

The excitement builds as little Junior is

about to open his gift — one of those

Transformer action figures.

Darren Garnick
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Athletes cheated of education
College is a way to prepare for the future,

and hopefully a bright, rewarding one. Un-

fortunately, there are some people who are

cheating themselves out of theirs. I am
speaking specificly of athletes who have

their priorities mixed up and have put

sports ahead of their education. Sometimes

these are the very same people who receiv-

ed athletic scholarships to atend college.

We should ask ourselves, if colleges are in-

stitutes of higher education, why are they

giving money to people who are good at

sports when there are so many needy

students who deserve academic scholar-

ships? Could it be that these colleges have

also mixed up their prioritie.s?

John T. Shea, Jr.

It is also unfair for colleges to allow

athletes with poor grades to believe that

they have a chance at a good future. But

they do just that by handing out scholar-

ships that have nothing to do with scholar-

ship. Granted, a few make it onto profes-

sional tt-ams, but the no-academics all-

athletics student is using his life as a lot-

tery ticket. Clearly this is not in the

athlete's best interest.

I would like to have somebody show me
where it says that part of a college's job is

to provide players for professional sports

teams. I always thought that the goal of the

university was to provide an education.

The athletic-versusacademic scholarship

problem also hurts the student with good

grades who cannot afford to go to college

without a full or partial academic scholar

ship. He is denied his chance because the

money has gone to the wrong place. Hav

ing the best football team should not be

more important than rewardmg academic

merit.

Perhaps I am wrong. Maybe the times

are just changing and we soon see profes

sional sports teams drafting the students

with the best grades. Priority problems do

seem to be the trend recently.

John T. Shea. Jr.. is a UMass student

Mother: Tank! You got him one of the

Jockbot toys!

Junior: Wow! Just like on TV! It starts

out as an NCAA
football player!. ..And transforms in-

to.. .a college

student!

Mother: Thanks so much Tank. Fantasy

toys are good for kids.

Cartoonists Jeff Millar and Bill Hinds

have been sarcastically poking fun at col-

lege athletics for years in their nationally

syndicated strip. Tank McNamara.
Characters frequently featured in the

series include a football coach who illegal-

ly "pads" his players' exam scores, and

overzealous alumni who heap cars, expen-

sive gifts, and spending money on hopeful

recruits. While Millar and Hinds casually

joke about the matter, some people aren't

laughing.

University administrators are bigger

hypocrites than Ronald Reagan ever was
— saying one thing and doing another.

Clearly, most large sports schools have two

sets of standards: one for student-athletes,

and one for everyone else.

Those on athletic scholarship have little

difficulty getting into school. Admission

standards are much more lenient for them.

Staying m school isn't much of a problem

either. Specially designed gut courses,

stolen exams, term papers bought out of a

mail order catalog. Somehow they get by.

Of course, there are many scholarship

athletes who do work very hard on their

studies, but the numbers who don't are too

high to ignore.

In 1969, the University of Georgia was

desegregated. Since then about 200 blacks

have played for the Bulldogs on scholar-

ship. Fewer than 30 have graduated. Most

players were kept off academic probation

through the "developmental studies"

department, a remedial program where

atheltes would not have to face a real

college-level workload.

Fresno State's Kenneth Sieb, an English

professor upset with the situation, com-

plained about another type of favoritism in

The Sporting News:
"When a student-athlete goes wrong, his

conduct is regarded as a minor infraction,

while for the non-athlete, the same offense

would result in suspension, dismissal, or

possibly imprisonment," he said,

"Recently, one campus suspended several

football players for three games after fin

ding that they participated in the gang

rape of a student nurse. Had they

assassinated the president, they might not

have been able to play the whole

season,"he continued.

Sieb's last remark isn't that far-fetched.

Because of alumni demand, attendance

considerations, and other factors, a big

name player will seldom recieve more than

a slap on the writst for a serious rules

infraction.

The situation in college sports today is

indeed sad. Money talks and justice walks.

Yes, football and basketball do take ina lot

of revenue. Until student athletes are

treated just like everyone else, academic

farce, recruitment violations, and point-

shaving scandals will continue to thrive.

For every college athlete dropout who

makes it big in professional sports, there

are hundreds who don't — facing the job

world with few marketable skills. Univer

sities are doing their athletes no favors by

giving them the "easy way out."

Darren Garnick is a UMass student

NCAA should hold off on celebrating
The NCAA needs a pat on the back and a kick in the

butt.

Recentlv, the NCAA imposed the new "death penalty"

on the football program at Southern Methodist Universi-

ty. The ruling, announced earlier this week, terminates

all SMU football activities for a minimum ofone year with

sanctions on the program for several years following its

reinstatement.

John Nolan

During the past year, house cleaning eftorts in the

University of Maryland men's basketball and football pro-

grams, and this year's new Pi-oposition 48 which requires

a 2.0 high school minimum GPA standard and 700 SAT

scores for incoming freshman athletes were indications

that the NCAA will no longer tolerate passive academia

from the members of its association.

Many people applaud the NCAA's new show of strength.

The applause is warranted for the NCAA has needed

to take a stand for plenty of years. But until now, the

NCAA hasn't performed as advertised: a forum conducive

for both the student and athlete to excel as stu-

dent/athlete. No, the NCAA has stressed the athlete/stu-

dent for too long. And while the NCAA's new tough-guy

approach is a potential solution to what has been an

unspoken joke for years, maybe the NCAA should look

into why things have gotten so out of hand, and take a

real vested interest in seeing that substantial im-

provements are made.

The new effort is terrific, a welcome breakthrouph. But

while the NCAA is penalizing SMU, maybe someone could

penalize the NCAA for helping to create the problems it

is now trying to address.

Setting standards and laying down by-laws for schools

to abide by are fine. But the NCAA failed when it

established these things and did neither establish a harsh

enough penalty for violations nor an instructional system

aimed toward reform.

If the NCAA is really serious about cleaning up the cor-

ruption that exists in the collegiate ranks, maybe the best

thing it can do is to hand out a few more stiff penalties

and then head toward gj-eener pastures - namely, work-

ing with individual schools and determining guidelines

for that institution's improvement.

From there, the NCAA could monitor a school's ability

to work within the established framework. And possibly,

perhaps potential powder kegs could be spotted and

averted in advance.

The recent actions the NCAA has taken to clean up

what had become, and still is, a messy situation is a

refreshing and responsible change. The responsibility of

maintaining a clean operation should not rest solely on

an institution's shoulders because that's like asking a

thief to hold your watch.

No, if the NCAA is really serious about a cleanup, it

must take the initiative toward reform and not just toward

punishment. Otherwise, the great purge it has set out

upon will just be temporary until a new crisis comes along.

John Nolan is a Collegian Sports Editor
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NCAA Background I UMass doesn't treat players special

The National Collegiate Athlietic Association, the

governing body of major college athletics, has started to

enforce new drug policies, and end special privileges for

college athletes. „ , . *

The NCAA, with problems ranging from drug abuse to

recruitment violations, has faced serious problems in the

past vcar. The NCAA found it needed to restore confidence

withir. the athletic system. They did this by adopting new

guidelines and regulations.

One regulation is Proposition 48, which creates new

minimum academic standards for freshmen college

athletes; a 2.0 GPA and a 700 on the college boards upon

graduating high school.
,, *i.i ^o «f

Drug testing was made mandatory for all athletes of

every sport, and the NCAA encouraged universities to in-

itiate random drug testing toward curtailing drug use.

The death of University of Maryland basketball star Len

Bias last year, due to a cocaine overdose, sparked these

new regulations. ,, . t» ^u

University of Oklahoma football player Brian Bosworth

was also aff-ected by these new drug restrictions. In ran-

dom testing of players in post-season bowl games

Bosworth was found with traces of anabolic sterods m
his blood. Despite protest, he was not allowed to play in

the Orange Bowl, -JONATHAN M. CASSIE

and ROGER CHAPMAN

Frank Mclnerney, director ofathletics at the University

ofMassachusetts, answered some questions about student-

athletes here.

Is the UMass student-athlete treated differently

academically from the average student?

Mclnerney; Initial iv no. The application and admis-

sion process is the samt as for any other student: all ad-

missions are made by the Admissions Office. When he/she

is admitted to the University and subsequently earns

membership on an athletic team, the student-athlete is

then treated somewhat differently, just as any other stu-

dent who brings unusual talents and skills to the Univer-

sity. Examples of this are students who excel in music,

art, theater, or academic scholarship.

The student who excels in athletics is eligible for ad-

mission to a formal tutorial system. The tutorial system

is maintained in recognition of the fact that a great deal

of a student athlete's time is taken by participation in a

Division I athletic program. Without the tutorial system,

the student-athlete would find difl'iculty in meeting

graduation requirements. The student-athlete is also

treated differently from the average student in that he/she

probably receives financial aid in recognition of the ser

vice given to the University's major athletic prot,'rams.

Is this "different treatment" in the best interest of

the student-athlete?

Mclnerney: Certainly being able to gain a collegiate

experience and baccalaureate as the result of athletic pro-

wess is in the best interest of the student-athletes. Many
of the student-athletes would not have been able to

matriculate at a collegiate institution had it not been for

the scholarship system.

Please let me add parenthetically that I suspect that

many of these questions are being asked because of un-

fortunate incidents at Maryland, Southern Methodist

University, and other prominent collegiate institutions.

Be assured that New England programs in general and

UMass/Amherst's program specifically are quite different

from the institutions mentioned above. UMass/Amherst

is far more conservative in their approach toward

athletics. Our program here is very much a part of the

total program of education. It is a program that is ad-

ministered by a Department that reports to a school and

its academic dean. The Faculty Senate has an Athletic

Council that meets regularly with the athletic administra-

tion. With this rather rigorous system of governance, it

is highly unlikely that the athletic program will ever lose

sight of its educational mission. It is also highly unlikely

that UMass/Amherst s athletic program will ever commit

the unfortunate excesses that are making the headlines

in our daily press.
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The four Bobs Bop

(OlleKiiin ph»t» by Rob Skelton

The Bobs played two shows to enthusiastic crowds Tuesday

584-9982

HAIR &
TANNING SALON

Twenty-Four Main St

Northampton, MA

By ROB SK ELTON
(\>lle^Man StalT

The Bohs are an acapello

quaiun irom California and

they are ^n-eat. By that I

mean they siiii; good songs

with interesting harmonies
while thoroughly entertain-

ing; the audience with a

perverse but appropriate

fine-tuned sense of humor.

At the hon Horse Tuesday

night for two shows, the

Bobs developed a warm rap-

port with the audience from

the beginning and sustain-

ed the feeling throughout. I

saw the 10 p.m. show and
witnessed ninety minutes of

wacky wordplay in contem-

porary sonc form

Sometimes this kind of

music gets too barber-shop

quartetty, but the profes

sional irreverence shown by

the Bobs when they perform

their "Nu \Va\i' Ruck a

pella" is refreshing and
sometimes downright
hilarious.

The second show oper»ed

with "You Can't Do That"
(Beatles) followed by "Sit-

ting in Limbo" by Jimmy
Cliff. Considering that (ac-

cording to a WRSI radio in-

terview earlier in the day)

two of the four had colds, the

Bobs pulled ofTa bold show
high on polish with no

discernable foulups in tun-

ing and togetherness.

The third number was a

An Altemative Record Store

Punk »aMlul OMd *

Nook n HcM ' ExparinwnW

ALSO QUALITY T-IHMTS • POCTERS

TOP CASH PAID FOR ,

RECORDS, TAPES, CDs '

Maxell XL2
Box of 10 For

$19.99

Maxell LN-90
Box of 10 For

$12

Maxell XL11S

$2.74 Ea. OR
10 For $24.99

NEW LOCATION
Underneath Steve's, beside Ali Cat

48 N. Pleasant St - 253-9209
M - Sat n-7; Sun 12-5

funk original called "Wake-

up Now." and the Bobs

denioiL-^tiati'd their prowi-s.s

at acting as well as singing.

The Bobs are perfarnwrs:

part of their expeiienee m
eludes stints a- singing

telegram deliveiers. One
line: "I've had my share of

women' it was just a

platonic thing (audience

laughter) now what I need

is a Hing."

Other tunes included "Art

for Art's Sake," 'Little Red

Riding Hood,"and "In My
Personal Growth." From
the latter: "We tripped

together' I thought we were

in love I saw colors/ You
saw pigs."

The song "Please Let Me
Be a Third World Country"

was sickly hilarious, impor-

tuning a benefit concert for

which Jackson Browne
could write a song.I'm an

oulan^cri'd species so save

me...

The set ended with a song

about dirty houses, after

which the Bobs returned to

the stage for a well-received

rendition of the Talking

Heads' "Psycho Killer."
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i Pleasant St. Theater
A WONDERFUL CAST...

VICTOR LOVE IS POIGNANT
AND RIVETING AS BIGGER ,

I RECOMMEND IT.

- jeHiev Lvon, SNEAK PREVIEWS

'SHAnERING.A REALLY
SPLENDID PERFORMANCE
BY THE TALL INTENSE
NEWCOMEI^ VICTOR LOVE

. ONCE AGAIN OPRAH
WINFREY RADIATES.'

Kev.n Il'c.-^,^ LOS ANGELES TIMES

BASEDON THE NOVEL BY RICHARD WRIGHT

m^-

Sun.- March 6,
"?• '.q9^

w GEM ^
¥ KURZWEIL

AKAI PEAVEY

AUDIO TECHNICA ROLAND
BALDWIN SABIAN

CASIO SAMICK

CHARVEL-JACKSON SIMMONS
DOD YAMAHA
FOSTEX ZILDJIAN

Sf^LE ENDS 3/8/87

3 DAYS ONLY -
The Biggest Sale of Musical Produas EVER

In The Greater Springfield Area.

FORTY SIX YEARS AGO,
NOVELIST RICHARD WRIGHT
COMPLETED A WORK THAT
BECAME ONE OF THE MOST
HIGHLY REGARDED NOVELS
OF ALL TIME HIS POWERFUL
AND HAUNTING STORY IS

AS MEANINGFUL TODAY AS
''i^i DAY IT WAS WRITTEN

NOW NATIVE SON ISA
MOVIE FEATURING A CAST
THAT MAKES IT ONE OF THE
MOST IMPORTANT MOVIES
OF THE YEAR

Indian Orchard, 1181 Worcester St. 543-1002

Holyoke Mall at Ingleside 538-7970

Westfield. 69 Elm St. 568-8855

Springfield, Center Sq.. 1441 Main St, 739-3737

Enfield. Ct, 543 Enfield St. 203-745-3737

•ORGANS
•AMPLIFIERS

•PRO AUDIO
•DRUMS
•MUSIC

No Rain Checks

No Layaways
All Sales Final

*90-Oay*No Interest

(Over $400.00)

*Easy Bartk Financing

'Cannot be used in

conjunction with

other offers.

SAVE
30 %
Everything On Display

At Ali Stores ^ ^
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By MERIDETH (KHTE-SMAN
Collegian staff

Well, Mardi Gias began in New Orleans

this week. For those of you who are un
familiar witli this custom, it is a celebrii

tion wheii' pinplf ^Mtlu-r to purge
themselves oi all \ ice l)eiore lent. Tourists

flock to the beautiful, mystical city by the

thousands every year to experience this

truly carnivalesque event and end up par

tying in the streets toi days. Mardi Gras

is so wild that any other happening around

this time seems sort of anti-climactic in its

light, but what can you do? (Be there next

year, perhaps.)

Start your weekend tonight at Pearl

Street with the rock'reggae sounds of

Loose Caboose. Tickets are $5.00. Pop

songwriter John Hiatt, whose fan club in-

cludes such distinguished members as

Klvis Costello and Ry Coodei , will be mak
ing a rare appearance at the Iron Hor.se.

Tickets are $7.00, and the show starts at

7pm. Free Press will play at the Hatch

Cruza 'm11 be downstairs at Sheehan's.

On P^-iday night. The Stompers will bo

at Kat ilia's, San Franci.sco's do wop acap

pella band The Bobs, w ho ai>pi'arcd at the

lion Hor.se on Tuesday night, will be at the

River Vallev Playhouse in Putney. Vt Li-

quid Lesson will |)i.a> at Shcchan s.

On Saturday, the Whirling Dervishes

will be playing .it Shcehans. The Charlie

Daniels Band will Ik» at The Paramount

Theater in Springfield.

On Monday. March 9, The Art Ensem-

ble of Chicago will be performing at 7pm
and 9pm at the Iron Horse's Giants of Jazz

Series. The Art Ensemble has been lam

ed best Jazz group in Downbeat Magazine's

Critic's Poll for three consecutive years,

and employs mime, magic, dance, and

poetry in addition to their gieat jazz.

Tickets are $14.50.

On Tuesday, March 10, see The Atomic
Elevators at the Hatch at 9pm. Special

guests will include Bob Noxious and Weird

Hairy Matt of The Dog Act.

Elm St III:

Fred's back
Nightmare on Elm St.

Directed by Chuck Russell

Starring Heather Langenkamp
At Hampshire Six

By Derek Leif

Collegian Correspondent

• • •

Freddy Kruger has firmly established

himself beside Jason (Friday the 13th) and

Leatherface (The Texas Cahinsaw
Massacre) as a slasher flick legend. Unlike

the first two maniacs, however, Freddy has

landed in a damned good sequel.

Nightmare 3: The Dream Warriors is a

welcome treat for blood and guts fans.

Nightmare 3 takes place seven years

after the original, and we can tell Freddy's

been around: 'Ole Knife Fingers* midnight

prowlings have caused teen suicides to

jump 136 percent and have packed teen

therapy se.ssions to capacity. Naturally,

none of the dimwit doctors at the clinics can

figure out the cause, so their medical pro-

cedure consists of little more than

unhelpful therapy and sedatives.

Enter Nancy Thompson (Heather

Langenkamp, reprising her role as the

spunky heroine of the first film), now a

psychiatric social worker. She's been

assigned to an institution to help out some

of Freddy's victims, and she knows, of

course, that therapy and sedatives will

result in little more than — heh, heh —
pleasant dreams. With the help of Kristin

Parker (Patricia Arquette, Rosanna's

sister), a patient who can pull others into

her dreams, Nancy organizes the kids into

an etherial fighting force intent, as one pa-

tient puts it, on kicking that mother-

fucker's ass all over dreamland.

Sure, there are some disappointing

things about this film. The wonderful

premise, aided by the direction and co-

writing of Chuck Russell (Dreamscape)

could have been played with more than it

Round trip

Irom NEW YORK
starling al

LUXEMBURG $298
irfMnBodon ^^^

361

238
583
293
493
413
764

LONDON
ST.THOMAS
TEL AVIV
CARACAS
ATHENS
STOCKHOLM
HONGKONG
Also EURAIL PASSES. INT L

STUDENT ID WORK/STUDY
ABROAD. AYH CARDS. LOW
DOMESTIC FARES and
more'CALLIOf
FREE SI udent Travel Catalog!

[4131256-1261

COUNCIL TRAVEL

AMHERST

A UMass Arts Council

CALL FOR
BLOCK GRANT PROPOSALS

Submissions by:

Fri.March 27
FINAL DEADLINE: HON, 3/30. 9 a.m. !

Citant guicJt^linos availabk' at the Arts Council,

US Hortpr Hall, S^S-OJOi

Airto and Flora Purim will be appearing as part of the Giants ofJazz series

at 8 and 7 p.m., Sunday, March 8 at The Iron Horse in Northampton.

is here. To put it bluntly, we've endure wat-

ching scads of helpless teens help hacked

up by Freddy, and we deserve to see a

vengeful battle on par with Sigourney

Weaver's Aliens hunt. In the other two

films, Freddy shces kids up; here, the kids

fight back, but Freddy slices them up

anyway. It's unsatisfying and frustrating.

Vpt tbftjp wpaknesses are made up for

by decent acting (particularly Robert

Englund, playing Freddy for the third

time), snappy dialogue, and incredible

mechanical effects.

Nightmare 3 could have been fantastic,

but it settles for a worthwhile kind of good.

Good to have you back, Freddy. Knock em
dead, you cut-up.

Nm
h) RKiKJro li.SlKirirKJii

A U P C ^roduotlofi

The University of Massachusetts Department of Theater

Rand Theater, Fine Arts Center

March 5-7. 11-14, 1987 at 8:00 PM
Tickets: Fine Arts Center Box OHicc. 545-2511
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Gorde: The man behind the comic speaks his mind
The Collegian interview

By DANA M. ANAGNOSTOU
Collegian Staff

Collegian: How long have you been doing Gordy?

Gorde: I've been doing it for the Collegian for the last

three years. I started in my sophomore year, the fall of

1984.

C: Had you been drawing it before then?

G: The characters and concept of Gordy was something

I had been playing around with in my head for awhile.

C: Is it true the characters are based on people you know?

G: Everyone...except Mango.

C: So where did Mango come from?

G: I've been playing around for years in my head with

that character. I take all my fantasies out with him. fan-

tasies of being obnoxious, loose, and free at times. Mango's

everything you wish you could get away with but can't.

C: How do you deal with criticism?

G: For the most part, it's going to sound crazy for me. but

I get a lot of good feedback ...people can't rag on me for

my political views because I don't write about any. Every

now and then-actually very rarely-I get bad feedback.

Sometimes it gets too personal, but you've got to take it

with a grain of salt. I cant please everybody. Berke

Breathed himself said every comic strip isn't going to be

a gem.
C: What's in the future? What are you majoring in.'

G: I'm majoring in print making/graphic design. I'm very

heavily into commercial art.

C: Do you have hopes of being a syndicated cartoonist?

G- Oh yeah, especially now that the book is out. I doubt

it will be immediate, but I'm in the process right now of

trying to get syndicated. It's something I'm constantly

pursuing.

C: Let's talk about the book.

G- For the last two years I've been afiiliated with a com-

pany called Human Resource Development Press...They

were looking to get into a new avenue in terms of

publishing. They knew I was doing the strip (which) was

doing pretty well, so they figured let's use me as a pro^

totype, an experiment. That happened last summer, and

I finished production of the book in January. It arrived

from the press just recently.

David B. Gordon's strip Gordy has been appearing dai-

ly in the Collegian for the past six semesters. The strip,

which has become a Umass institution, has characters

dealing with the same difficulties and traumas that the

average University student experiences.

C: It's on sale at bookstores?

G- For the moment they're selling it at a table on the con-

course. They're also selling it at Jeffrey Amherst

Bookshop and it's doing well from what I hear, at Moon-

dance Comics at Hampshire Mall and some stores in Nor-

thampton, and they're definitely carrying it at

Umass-Boston.

C: Well, now that you're a senior is this it?

G: For the comic strip, yes... I decided after six semesters

the strip would end. I'm trying to show the characters

finally realizing this is it. I'm trying to keep it

realistic.some of the characters will graduate, some

won't

C: Do you plan on continuing the strip if the book does

well, if you get syndicated?

G: Oh yeah. If I have the opportunity to do something else,

I will but what I'm trying to do right now is get Gordy

syndicated. I've put a lot oftime the characters and I think

it has the potential to go somewhere.

C: How do you handle the pressure of having a daily strip?

G: I used to write the comic strip six weeks in advance.

Last semester I did something really different: I wrote the

strip during the summer except for the last month. Then

I caught mono and didn't have the strength to draw the

comic strip so it ended on a bad note, for me anyway. ..I'm

not proud of that last month of the strip.

This semester I decided to be as spare the moment as

possible so I write a little in advance and I draw the day

before it's printed. I just try to be as off the wall as

possible.

C: On a closing note?

G: The strip's done well. It's gotten increasingly better.

It's developed a lot and grown over the last three years.

I think that's because I've stuck with it. I've tried to be

funny, not to rag upon the Chancellor, or the rugby team,

or whatever. If [anything like that] was there it was done

in humor. I think that's what a comic strip's about-

making people laugh, not insulting people-and I think

the book's a direct result of that.

"The Characters and
concept ofGordy (were)

something that I had

been playing around

with my head for some

time'- Gorde
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New Clapton album is mod pop, not classic blues
By JAMIE PILCHER
Collegian Correspondent

Eric Clapton
August
Warner Brothers

When I popped a tape of Eric Clapton's new album
August into my car the other day my mother said, "Oh,

that's Phil Collins, isn't it?' Well, you were close. Mom,
because Collins produced this album, and 1 can definite-

ly see your mistake, for this record reeks of Phil. Can you

believe drum machines, horns, and an overabundance of

synthesizers and keyboards on an Eric Clapton album?

Well, I ought to give Phil Collins a break. He does try

really hard. What he's trying to do I haven't quite figured

out yet. Maybe he's trying to make money. Perhaps Eric

Clapton took him on as a producer because he felt he

wasn't making enough off of royalties of old Cream and

Slowhand albums. Actually, I am overreacting a little

THURSDAY NIGHT

IS PARTY NIGHT

AT
MIKE'S

I

WEEKLY SPECIALS
ROLLING ROCK BOTTLES 99"

BECKS LIGHT AND DARK $150
E & J BRANDY WHALER $1-50

ROOT BEER SCHNAPPS $1-25

Let's Party For A Good Cause!

SUNDAY MARCH 8th 8 PM - CLOSE
OFFICIAL JIMMY FUND NIGHT

Our Famous Smorg. At 8 - $1.00 Donation

All Money Spent At The Bar From 9 PM - Close

Will Be Donated To The Jimmy Fund

LET'S HAVE A GREAT TURNOUT!

aFjNEs
31 Main Street
Northampton

105 Elm Street
Westfield

convcRse

OVER
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/
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FUN & FLASHY COLORS!
Fines has the largest selection of hard-to-

find Converse canvas hightops. Shop

early for best selection.

We have a complete line of Athletic Footwear

to suit all your needs.

OPEN THURSDAY EVENINGS UNTIL 9 p.m.

here. In places, Clapton's newly discovered commercial

sound actually seems to work. 'Tearing Us Apart', a duet

with Tina Turner, 'Hung Up on Your Love', and 'Behind

the Mask' are such good pop songs that Clapton gets away

with it. Then again, I've never heard a duet with Tina

Turner that wasn't at least passable. 'It's in the Way That

You use It', the only song on the album not produced by

Phil also sounds good, probably because Tom Dowd and

Clapton produced this one, and they actually let the sound

of Clapton's guitar shine through the muddle of drum

machines and keyboards. 'Miss You' also shows a lot

of promise, partly because of the nasty blues riff Eric uses

throughout the song. However, this particular cut is in-

dicative of the main problem with the album in general.

Collins and engineers Magic Moreno, Peter Hefter, and

Paul Gommersall seem determined to drown out Eric's

guitar work, which, when you can hear it, is very good.

It just seems that whenever Clapton breaks into a decent

solo, the backwash of synthesizer and horns come up from

behind and overwhelm him. In making August, I feel

that Eric Clapton made a bad mistake in selecting Phil

Collins as a producer. Collins, a remarkable pop commer

cial producer artist, is much more suited for artists like

Whitney Houston or Tina Turner. In fact, 'Take a Chance

on Me', sounds remarkably like a Whitney Houston song

with male vocals. If Clapton, on the other hand, wants

to make money, he should hire a guitar minded producer

like Mark Knopfler who has also proven to be successful.

It's just that Eric Clapton records should sound like a

blues bar, not like a New York or London disco.

Northampton

Bowl

THURSDAY NIGHT
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Bowl Every Other Game
FREE
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525 Pleasant St
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Call For Reservation
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Senators respond to bias question regarding Wingle
By ROBERT MENZEL
Collegian Staff

Moderate and conservative senators recently voiced opi-

nions about Undergraduate Student Senate Speaker Paul

Wingle in response to this question: "Do you think Paul

Wingle is biased toward progressives in the senate?"

Most senators interviewed said he has done well in his

position as speaker and has kept his biases to himself.

Slither in...
to o snokeskin loafer by More Albert

in block, pink, njsset, v^hite, cream

Open Sundoys

'i think he's fair," said Lynne McCabe of Cashin House.

"He has a political bias, but he doesn't show it in his role

as speaker."
, ,.-, .

Vipul Bhushan, from Field House, said ' if he has any

personal biases, then I think he does a fairly good job of

keeping them under control while he is speaker."

Student Government Association President Bill Bennett

found the question ironic: "He's got the left side of the

senate angrier than the right with most of his decisions,

because he's been so objective."

Some senators had reservations about Wingle, admit-

ting that he was usually unbiased, but occasionally ex-

hibits bias in his decision-making.

"He's a very honest person and fair," Lynne M. Mur-

phy, senator for the Commuter Area Government, said.

"I recall one situation, though, when he called Greg

Rothiiian to order but didn i cue nui Bennett '

TVntHmnn voicod a similar opinion, classifying Wingle

«#•
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• Senate
continued from page 1

approached them with this ad and suggested they

should run the poster."

Friedman said '"Nummo News accepts no ads," which

is "putting gov. affairs into a position of having to make

editorial decisions.

During the committee meeting the amount to be charg-

ed was cut in half because committee members agreed

that without the photo, the endorsement was about one

quarter of a page in size.

as a "classic case of lost opportunity."

"Paul was someone who could have been a very good

representative ofthe senate to the outside," Rothman said.

"He let his emotions come into the job."

"He has been fair to me," he said. "If nothing else, he

has listened to me and my concerns."

Jennifer Abrams from Van Meter House disagreed with

the rest of the senators interviewed, insisting that Wingle

was indeed biased.

"Last year the senate made a rule stating that a senator

could not be punished without a fair trial and the right

to appeal," she said. 'Art Stephenson brought that up at

the last senate meeting and Paul disregarded it.

Abrams was referring to last Wednesday's senate

meeting, when Wingle automatically tabled a motion to

eject Rothman and Tony Rudy, a senator from Cashin

House.

Warren told the Collegian, "I didn't know what the ar-

ticle was going to look like," and added Nummo News had

interviewed both him and Friedman for a story that has

not yet been published.

"I want to look beyond the fact that it hinders our cam-

paign," Warren said. "Clearly this freezing may slant it

in his [opponent Joe Demeo's] direction, but since we are

running a comprehensive, issues-oriented campaign we
should fare well."

Pilecki's second trial may
he moved to Hampden County
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - A Superior Court
judge said Wednesday that he may move
the second sexual assault trial of a former
Westfield State College president back to

Hampden County.
Former college president Francis J.

Pilecki was acquitted of similar charges in-

volving another male student in a January

trial that was moved to Suffolk Superior

court in Boston because of extensive

publicity surrounding the case in western

Massachusetts.

Judge William W. Simons reserved deci-

sion on a request by Hampden County

Assistant District Attorney William L.

Teahan to hold the second trial in

Springfield, but set a trial date for April 27.

"I am inclined to have this case tried in

this county," Simons, who presided at

Pilecki's first trial, told the lawyers. "It

might be advantageous to all to make a

good faith attempt to seat a jury in Hamp-
den County. If it should become ap-

propriate it could then be sent down to

another place."

Simons said he believed the order to

move the first trial had been appropriate.

"The only thing that has changed is time,"

M/4

Teahan argued the extensive news
coverage of the first trial in B<»ton made
the publicity surrounding the case just as

great in Boston as in Springfield.

"I suspect we would not be able to find

jurors anywhere who are unfamiliar with

the case," he said.

But Pilecki's attorney, Robert Keefe, op-

posed the move, saying the case was "just

one of many stories in Boston, but in

western Ma.ssachusetts it is .still the No. I

story.

«««
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SPRING BREAK '87
ATTN: ALL TRUE PARTY ANIMALS
ROCK WITH US TO DAYTONA!

THE SPRING BREAK HOME OF M.T.V

MIAMI AND BAHAMAS AVAILABLE

TAKE THE CHOICE NOT THE CHANCE

FrOin $99-95 without Transportation«Non-Oceanfront Hotels

FrOni §119-95 without Transportatlon-Oceanfront Hotels
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DEAR U-MASS STUDENTS:

WE INVITE YOU TO JOIN OUR WAITING LIST FOR APARTMENTS WHICH

WILL BE AVAILABLE FOR LEASE FOR THE 1987-1988 SCHOOL YEAR. WE EXPECT

TO HAVE SEVERAL TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS AVAILABLE. YOU MAY LEASE FOR

TEN MONTHS OR LONGER AT $525.00 PER MONTH, HEAT AND HOT WATER INCLUDED,

IF INTERESTED. PLEASE COMPLETE THE ATTACHED FORM AND RETURN IT

TO THE BRITTANY MANOR RENTAL OFFICE, AT THE ABOVE ADDRESS. FORWARDING

THE COMPLETED FORM INCURS NO OBLIGATION. WE WILL CONTACT YOU IN MID-

MARCH TO DETERMINE YOUR INTEREST AND TO FINALIZE LEASE ARRANGEMENTS

SHOULD YOU DESIRE.

SINCERELY,

LEO LENTNER
JIM DAVERSA

PROPERTY MANAGERS

Dares You To Beat Our Rates

March Ist-April 5, 1987

PER NIGHT
PER STUDENT
QUAD OCCUPANCY

Just One Easy Phone Call Away!!

Hotels in all categories from budget to superior, with rates

starting at only $10.00 per student; quod occupancy can make

your SPRING BREAK experience fit your budget.$10.00

GUARANTEED ACCOMMODATIONS AVAILABLE

SPKS
CLEAN, SAFE, PRIVATE HOT TUBS

175 University Dr.

Next to Sladlum Liquors in Price Chopper Mall

Open Monday 4 till 1. Tuesday - Saturday 11am • 1am
Reservations suggested - Gift certificates available

Call 253- ^^^

^JAITING LIST REGISTRATION

BRITTANY MANOR APARTMENTS

156-A2 BRITTANY MANOR DRIVE

AMHERST, MASSACHUSETTS 01002

Quad Tripl* DoubU
Budget $10.00 $12.50 $17.50

O. ft. Moderate $13.00 $16.00 $22.50

O. ft. Luxury $16.50 $20.00 $27.50

Superior $20.00 $24.00 $32.50
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Bonus/ One Day Sea Escape

Cruise To The Bahamas!
$59.00 Surcharge: Includes Port Taxes, 3 Buffet Meals,

Entertainment

GET A SUNTAN
Thinking about Spring Break?

WE'LL TAN YOUR HIDE!
• Great Membership Prices

• State-of-the-art tanning facilities ^y
• New bulbs, fans, sound system —7

This Year, Skip The /^/
"Spring Break Sunburn" f

PLEASE PRINT:

NAME:

MAILING ADDRESS:.

PHONE:.

For Hotel Accommodations Call:

The Miami Beach Hotel/Motel Association

FOR RESERVATIONS
& INFORMATION

1-800-531-3553
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• night
continued from page I

"Nights are made for sleeping," Cupka said, who has

worked seven out of nine years on night crew. "I put in

for a day job, but I haven't got anything yet. My wife hates

my working at night because she is all alone."

When asked what are some of the strangest things he

has seen at night, Cupka calls over a co-worker, consults

with him, then said with an embarrassed chuckle: "Cat-

ching people making love in the meeting rooms and in-

formation booths,
'

Another janitor upstairs, who did not wish to be nam-
ed, agrees and said, "Walking into rooms with people that

don't expect it — they usually run out — and they are not

usually fully clothed, either."

Although he denies rumors that homeless people sleep

in the complex, Cupka says the night crew has had to kick

out people who were drunk and "stragglers with no place

to go."

"If they don't listen to us, we tell security," he said.

Frank LaValle, a six-year veteran of the night crew, is

one of the few workers spoken with who likes the late

shift.

Keynotes
Study Guides

4,000 students asked for them!
We asked 4, 000 students what they
wanted in literary study guides.
Keynotes is the answer!
Razor-sharp summaries of all the main
ideas—condensed and listed on one sleek,
fold-out card. Mew Keynotes. Available now
at t>etter bookstores. i^RAflDON HOUSE

"There are a lot of things you can do during the day —
I have a swimming pool to take care of," LaValle said.

"At night there is nob<idy to bother you, nobody's run-

ning around," he said, sweeping the floor near the Univer-

.sity Store. "You got something to do and you do it."

As 2 a.m. approaches, band members of "Nuclear Vi-

sion" dismantle their musical equipment after playing in

the Hatch Monday night and wheel it out on a dolly to

their cars in the Campus Center Garage. Upstairs, in the

Student Union offices, members of student government

hang around after finishing their work.

Three janitors wash the floor next to the Student Union
Ballroom, suspiciously eyeing any passersby.

Ed Decker, one of the janitors and a member of the night

crew for three years, remembers the time he and another

janitor caught a couple of students who tried to steal a

vacuum cleaner about two years ago.

"I was past the Grad Research Center before we finally

caught them," Decker said about the chase, which started

near the Blue Wall. "The police took the vacuum for

evidence, but they haven't given it back yet."

A co-worker pops his head around the corner and teases

Decker: "What, are you telling him stories?" he asks,

laughing.

"No," Decker replied. "These things are true."

Late-shift workers dismiss notions of things going bump
in the night, instead emphasizing the dullness of the eerie

silence pervading the complex at night.

"It's quiet, it gets lonely at times," Decker said. "You
gotta have music or you will go crazy."
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HADLEY TIRE
& AUTO CENTER

253-9911
Rt 9. Russell St. Hadley, MA

SUPERB PERFORMANCE
IN ALL WEATHER

Cooper's new

Trendsetter A/W Radial

gives you great mileage and traction
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seasons on all four wheels
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Harvard
this summer.

June 29 -August 21, 1987

Harvard Summer School, America's oldest academic summer
session, offers open-enrollment in nearly 250 day and evening
liberal arts courses, a diverse curriculum including courses
apfffopriate for fulfilling undergraduate and graduate degree
requirements, and programs designed for personal or
professional development.

The international student body has access to Harvard's
outstanding libraries, museums, athletic facilities, and cultural

activities, to nearby Boston and the Cambridge community,
and to Harvard's historic residences.

Featured is a college-level program for secondary school
juniors and seniors in addition to special programs in Health
Professions (for minority students), Drama, Film Studies, Dance,
Writing, Ukrainian Studies, and English as a Second Language.

To receive a catalogue or information about a specifu: program, return

the coupon below or call our 24-hour line at (61 7) 495-2494.

Please allow 3-4 weeksfor delivery.

I ] YES, please send a 1987 Harvard Summer School caulogue and/or

specific information about the following program(s)'.

I ] Secondary School Program [ , Dance Center ( ] Drama ( ) Film Studies

I 1 English as a Second Language I J Writing
[ ] Health ft-ofessions

I
I

Name

Street

City, State, Zip

Harvard University Summer School
DEFT 657. 20 GARDEN STREET, CAMBRIDGE, MA 02138 USA
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Board of BdHors mcmbors:

The board meeting on Sunday will be at noon Come
prepared with questions for SGA candidates.

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Michel Jaffc

ACROSS
1 The Gold Coast

today
6 Put aside

10 Bone up on
1

4

Added to me
MM

15 Make tun ol

16 Saarmen
17 Chufch leature

18 Alaskan seaport

20 Lamentation

22 Sawbuck
23 Sabot s cousin

24 Bread spread

25 Fad

28 Hawaii once
Abbr

30 Busnmaster
34 Wisplay

35 Gram of drome
prefix

36 Veronica ot

Hill Street

Blues

37 Menotli hefo

39 Take to court

41 Minnesota
Twins star Tony

42 Varnish

ingredient

43 Pesky bug
45 Card game
46 Inclination

47 Faia and Asia.

• g
48 Aflectionate

49 Active one
51 One ol the Near

Islands

53 Forest ot NE
France

56 Empire State

Falls

60 Torme. to

devotees
62 Chagall work

63 — tixe

64 Tangible

65 Ancient

Jordanian city

66 Roe or doe
67 Gaelic

68 Donkeys
cousins

DOWN
1 Family member,

lor short

2 Nimbus
3 Pillar

4 Shade of

difference

5 Eliol s cruelest

month
6 Reals

7 Bristle

8 F>ianist Borge

9 Singer-actress

Maters

10 Pnvata
11 Harvest

12 Theretofe

13 — laureate

19 Single

appearance
21 Memorandum
25 Answer
26 Mail

27 Scuppernong.

• g
29 Blusher

31 Friend, in

Mexico

32 Ballet dancer

McKenzie

33 Large antelce
35 Finished

38 Give up
40 Complicate

44 Piedmont
province

47 Favor

48 Bach
compositions

50 — nous

52 Buccaneer s

home
53 Enthusiastic

54 Counsel

55 Minh
57 Dance and

drama
58 Uncommon
59 Dear me'

81 New world gp
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Lunch

- >

Menu
Basics Lunch

Ham Grinder Falafal Pocl<et Sandwich

Broccoli and Cauliflower Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole Casserole

Dinner Basics Dinner

Cheese Lasagne

Beef Stew/Biscuit

Garden Chili

Cheese Lasagne

>

Weather
Today Sunny and clear, highs in the mid-40s.

Tonight: Clear and cold, highs in the teens.

Tomorrow: Sunny, high around 45.

Today's Staff
Night Editor Siobhan Masterson

CopY Editor Sheryl Jean

Layout Technician Rob Catalano

Photo Technician Rob Skelton

Production Supervisor Michelle Eichelman

Production:...Beth Drew, George Francy. Maura

McHugh, Vallerie Warren, and Joe the driver

Executive Board -- Spring of 1987

KELLY SIEGER
EdHor In Chltf

NANCY KLINGENER
Manaling Editor

PHIL SERAFINO
Editorial Editor

SIEVE RUBIN
Builactt Manager

ANSEL ZINTER
Prodnction Manager

Business Board ^ Spring of 1987

STEVE RUBIN
Ba»la<»i Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marketing Manager

PAUL H LESSER
Advertising Sales Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Clrculaiion Manager

VANESSA ROTH
Pinnace Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Snbtcripllon Manager
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* budget
continued from page 1

he recommended any added funding to

meet rising costs.

The high priority program requests are

identified as those areas where UMass is

said to be the farthest behind in its goal to

become the best public university in the

Northeast. The weak areas were detailed

in a five year plan released last fall by the

provost titled "Quality for the Com
monwealth" and are listed in order of im-

portance as. graduate stipends, facilities

maintenance, library, academic computing,

undergraduate curriculum reform, com-

prehensive quality instruction, engineer-

ing, School of Management. Access

Outreach and Retention, physical and

biological sciences, academic building

security, faculty salary improvement,

human resources .support and constitu-

tional fundraising.

UMass originally requested a total of

$8.5 million in new programs for FY88, ac-

cording to Sharon Kennaugh. director of

State Relations for UMass. That number

was later cut in half by the Board of

Regents of Higher Education, who review

the requests of all the state's higher educa-

tion facilities and submit their final recom-

mendations to the governor.

The Regents supported the University's

base budget increases over last year and

recommended that UMass receive $150.6

million in total maintenance budget, an ad-

justment for inflation and other considera-

tions over last year's base budget of $149.8

million. The total recommendation by the

Regents for UMass was $154.8 million, in-

cluding the final approval of $4.1 million

in new programs.

Dukakis rejected the Regents recom-

mended increase in the base budget and all

but one of the new funding categories, and

recommended a total opening budget of

$150.5 million, including $815,000 for

graduate student stipends.

Kennaugh said the governor's recom-

mendation is not final and that his budget

still must get through both the

Massachusetts House and Senate. Ken-

naugh, whose office is in charge of lobby-

ing state house legislators on behalf of

UMass. says that the budget battle has just

begun. "We're at stage three now, with five

more to follow." she said.

The governor is being "very conser-

vative" in his recommendation, possibly

because of low revenue projections for the

state and a reluctance by Dukakis to .>^eek

an increa.se in the state's source of income

at a time when he is increasingly in the

media as a possible presidential candidate,

she said.

"The last thing he wants to do is recom-

mend a tax increase," Kennaugh said.

Traditionally, the legislature acts to

restore funding within the budget requests

of all the states institutions. Officials con-

nected to the budget, including herself, ex-

pect this year to be no different, she said.

Provost Richard O'Brien agrees and said

that while UMass is entering the budget

battle with little in new progiam funding

and no provisions for inflation, many of

those funds will eventually be awarded.

"We're going in with practically nothing

now and hope to pick up several million

dollars in new program money in the com

ing months," O'Brien said.

O'Brien said the new funding requests

laid out in "Quality for the Com-
monwealth" were verv specific in detailing

CHINESE
'^CUISINE

Find out why "Bon Apetit" and

"Gourmet" Magazines aie

requesting our recipes ...

Discover why Sze's customers

drive from as far away as

Connecticut, Vermont, and

New Hampshire for a taste

of Sze 's award-winning gourmet

Chinese cuisine

Come sample our Sunday Brunch ...

or enjoy a quiet evening

at our new piano bar (Wed - Sat 7-11 PM)

50 Main Street, Northampton 586-5708

cordially invites

Seniors

to Career Center

on Monday, March 9th

at 7:00 P.M.

Meef our execofives and enjoy refreshmenfs.

Tell us about your coreer goals

and hear abouf the exciting

Executive Development Program at Lord & Taylor,

America's leading fashion specialty store.

Even if you have not previously

thought of retailing as a career,

you may want to know about

the many interesting opportunities

at Lord & Taylor.

If you have proven abilities and

a record of achievement

and look forward to the challenge

of managing a profitable business.

Lord & Taylor looks forward to meeting you.

the needs of UMass. He said while there

is a misconception held by some people that

UMass-Amherst is a "fat campus" and has

been overfunded in the past, a strong case

has been made for a major increase in

funding,

"People realize that we really need about

a 25 percent improvement in our ba.se in

order to become a major national univer-

sity which the state deserves to have."

O'Brien said.

The governor does not disapprove of the

new program plan, but rather argues there

is not enough in available funding to cover

new programs, O'Brien said. "The way

higher education has been treated is the

way all the other state agencies are being

treated - all the state agencies are flat."

Also included in the governor's budget is

$5.4 million in capital funds aimed at im-

proving physical conditions of the campus.

That money is in addition to the proposed

$38.5 million aimed for capital construction

on a number of projects including a propos-

ed new polymer research center.

John Denyse, associate vice chancellor

for administration and finance, said money

was specifically targeted for capital expen-

ditures and could not be diverted to any of

the new program areas requested in the

operation budget.

"Outside of graduate student stipends,

all of the new program requests we asked

for under the operating budget went com-

pletely unfunded."

Plane crashes
in Detroit

ROMULUS, Mich. (AP) - A twin-engine

commuter plane crashed and caught fire

Wednesday while landing at Detroit

Metrop<ilitan Airport, killing at least nine

people and injuring at least 14, including

fight on the ground, authorities said.

The plane was a Fischer Brothers Avia-

tion aircraft operating as Northwest

Airline Flight 2268. which left Mansfield.

Ohio, and stopped in Cleveland en route

to Michigan. Northwest Airlines said.

It crashed at 2:34 p.m., hitting a cater

ing truck.
. , ,^

The Casa 212 Turbo-Prop earned 17

people, including six who worked for

Fischer Brothers, Wayne County Director

of Airports Richard Jamison said.

Thomas Moore, 34, of Dearborn Heights

said he watched the plane land several

hundred yards from a terminal building.

"I was watching it come in for a Ian

ding." Moore said."She lowered, she rose,

it looked like something malfunctioned."

The Place In Town For

Your Beauty Treatments:

• Facials • Brow Shaping •

• Eye Lash Tinting • Hair Removal •

• Body Massage •

20% OFF LASH TINTING

WITH THIS AD

EUROPEAN(|£>
SKIN CARE

57 Gothic St • Nham • 586-6383

Save the day
widi Ameripnnt^

^^mertprint
ffKixiak V

{Coionatcb)

A system/

Trust your film developing

to Ameriprint*
Special prices on American Standard (single) pictures.

Glossy Kodak paper and Kodak Colorwalch™ standards.

Available for 1 10, 126, Disc and 35mm full frame.

$199 $^99
12 expomire ^ X 24 expo«ire •/

$799 ^ $^99
15 exposure ^ ^ 36cxposure^-/

(C-41 process only)

Ask about other Ameriprint film developing options.

offer expires 3/9/87OTier expires ^irsioi

^.UNIVERSITY op^g"

iUSTORE^ SaTlO.

5

Sat 10-3

• Chesnicka
continued from page 20

At Westfield High School,

Chesnicka was determined

to dive, and after diving on

his own freshman year, he

finished 13th at the

Western Mass. Regional

meet.

In Chesnicka's sophomore

year he really began to

shine when he finally

recieved coaching —

however, he had to travel to

Westfield State College to

get it from Dave Laing, who

coached him for his remain

ing three years.

"He's the most incredible

coach ever. He made me
from scratch and taught me
most of what I know."

Chesnicka said.

Under Laing he won the

Western Mass. meet in both

his junior and senior year,

setting overall records both

years.

That's why Newcomb isr t

surprised by his success.

"He has so much natural

ability," he said. "But the

key that makes Dan excep-

tional is that he practices

very hard. He's very self-

motivated and is always

thinking about what he has

to do to perfect his dives."

As for long-term goals,

Chesnicka said. "I want to

be New England champ for

two years and make it to the

national meet."

For now. Chesnicka needs

to use his dedication to

prepare for the qualifiers.

if lax is snowed in
vtinimin'd from page 20

and everywhere else in

Western Mass. snowed under, the team

may not get another opportunity to work

outside.

"The thing that's really killing us now

is that usually we're inside for two to three

weeks before we sneak outside in March."

Garber said. "The way it is now, we may

end up the way we did a few years ago

when we opened versus Delaware and it

was the first time we got outside."

Garber added that because the team can't

get outside, it can't work on its most

necessary skill right now - working on

strategy. It will have to wait.

Until the weather clears, no one will be

able to get much real work done and that,

in Hixon's mind, is a real disadvantage to

her team.

"Any team with a schedule from New-

Jersey on down or a team with astroturf

immediately has a four-week advantage,"

Hixon said. "That's a lot, especially when

the season is only one month long."

The Gazelles are scheduled to open their

season on Mar. 25, during spring break ver-

sus Northwestern University at Virginia.

But if there is a silver lining to that game,

it is that the team will be facing a team

that suffers a similar problem right now.

"I'm just happy we're playing Nor-

thwestern. They're from Chicago and

they're not outside a lot either." she said,

"We've just got to go out and play the best

we can. Whatever happens happens."

Hopefully warmer weather will hit the

valley and thaw out a few athletic fields.

If it den's, then lax season will truly arrive.

Until then, the two coaches have to hope

that indoor, artificial prepaiation is enough

to see the team through until the good

weather comes along.

Sports Notice

There will be a man-
datory meeting Friday at

2:30 p.m. at the sports

desk. Campus Center 1 13,

for all members of the Col-

legian sports staff, in-

cluding correspondents.

Matt, John, Roger, Lin-

da, Jim C, Steve, Jim H.,

George, Jim, and anyone
else who has written any
stories or expects to this

semester should plan to be

there. Everyone must
attend.
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ACTIVITIfS

"SGA CANDIDATES MEET
THE PRESS NIGHT

• "SPONSORED BY MORTAR BOARD"
8PM THURSDAY. MARCH 5TH
STUDENT UNION BALLROOM

YAH MON^IVE and dTrecMrom Jamaica

The Gladiators and Elhiopean Thursday

March 5th Katinas

ATTENTION! FIRST ORGANIZATIONAL
rnaeling of WSUR-Southwest Underground

Radio- Thursday March 5 SWAG oHice

Hampden 9PM all welcome"

C.U.S.P. FACILITY-STUDENT social

Thurs 3/5. 4-5PM Refreshments will be

served All psychology majors invited-

especially new students and freshman

A REFUGEE FROM Guatemala will speak

tonight about Guatemala 8 00PM in the

Commonwealth rm (Earthloods) All

welcome Sponsored by CASA

MASSACHUSETTS PRE-LAW Society

tonight' 7 30PM Campus Center rm no 917

speaker Stephen R Kaplan SD
"Developments in Constitutional Law" All

wtlcome.

ANNUAL MEETING ALL Account holders

at the UMass Student Federal Credit Unwn
are welcome to attend the 12lh annual

meeting Sat March 7 1 OOPM in room 91

7

CC

FREE MOViES AT the Newman Center:

"Beverly Hills Cop" Fridav March 6th in the

front lounge at 7 OOPM All are welcome

A CO-» FRATIKNITVT

THE FRATERNITY OF a new generation!

Check us out! Alpha Phi Omega - a co-ed

National Service Fraternity Open rush

March 2,3, and 10 at 7 OOPM SUB room

41 5A

AN INIXKNSIVf SPRING tREAK

DO YOU WANT to go to the Bahamas.
Jamaica, or Ft I auderdale? We have com-

plete trips to the Bahamas starring from

349, complete Jamaica trip for 389. and

complete Ft Lauderdale trip 129 bus or 319

air fare These prices all include ttanspor-

taion and hotel You will not Imd a cheaper

deal with anyone else For information call

Mike or Rick at 549-5401 Space is limited

APOM

COLLEGE IS A world of opportunity So
why limit yourself Experience the frater-

nity of a new generation- Alpha Phi Omega
co^Bd nalKHial service fraternity. Open rush

March 2. 3, and 10 at 7:00PM SUB room

415A

ATTINnOM MANDVWINi UNiOtS

WE WANT YOUR apt

fered call 549-4073
(or fall, reward of-

ATTINnON inA P«

BEWARE BEWARE FOR when you least

expect it, expect it' And remember, don t

trust anyone. SDT

AUTO FOR SAli

1965 FORO FALCON a cream puff

256-6920

81 PONTIAC T1000 k3w milage exceltenl

condition needs work best offer 542-301

7

after 7PM

1965 FORD FALCON a cream puff

256-6920

76 CAMARO. AM/FM cassette, recent lune

up runs great, needs muffler $500 or BO
call 549-2745

1971 CHEVY VAN w'74 Nova engine not

very pretty, but runs well and is dependable

$300 neg call Shawn 546-9030

CALCULATORS

CLOSIT SALE

FOLL LENGTH RACOON skin coat, in

good condition, $200 00 NCR cash
register, needs only minor repair tor full

operation or just a conversation piece

$50 00 Resignol skis marker bindings and

caber boots Great package for someone
who wants to learn without major invest-

ment $80 00 Call Ansel 256-6182

lAtTNDAV

COME HELP WITH planning and publicity

for a day of environmental education If ir^

terested contact Tom Hutcheson of Mike

April c/o UMass Outing Club: 545-3131 Of-

fice hours 12:30-2:00 on Monday and

Wednesdays

INTIPtAINMiNT

MOONLIQHTINO -

New England's Premiere DJ Service

Top DJ's-Lowest Prices

Give Us A Call 253-3133

JAH WILL PROVIDE: live from Jamaica

the Gladiators and Ethiopean only at

Katinas March 5th

PRAJSE JAH FOR bringing to Katinas on
March 5, live Reggae muse featunng Attiert

Griffith's & the Gladiators w/special guest

Ethiopean Be tliere

FOR A OOOO TIMi CALL

RACK-A-OiSC Entertainment Agency, Disc

lockies. lights, rentals, and mobile video

dances' 549-7144

KM RENT

NORTHWOtJD APARTMENTS TN

Sunderland-under new management and

ownershipi A w^l run complex 2 bed apart

ments only lO minutes from UMass by car

or free bus lei 666-3856 9AM lo 5PM 10AM

to 2PM Sat

CAPE COD SUMMER ROOM RENTALS
Hyannis -590 weekly per person, douole«
cupancy Includes all utilities Cooking &

cable TV No parking (or motoi vehicles 12

week minimum stay which must be paid

in advance Reply Box 55 Barnstable, Ma
02630 or call 1-617-778-5942

CRES'fVIEW ONE BEDROOM 10 minute

walk to campus 250/person -utilities includ-

ed June 1st Beth or Jackie 549-0813

$200 REWARD iTedroom apt $425 a

month includes all utillities Many extras

pool, I courts, dishwasher, and more Take

over June 1st call 665-3450

ROOM CLOSE TO UMass $210 call

549-1358

POISALf

COMiC BOOicSGREAT new & back issue

selection at low prices Minimum 25 percent

discount with this ad. We buy 8 trade

J R s Comics Etc Mountain Farms Mall,

Hadley 586-2441

VITUS 979 ALUMINUM racing frame black

and silver 52cm used half a season $M0
w/o headset $325 with headset call Dennis

256-1725

COMPLETE SKI EQUIPMENT skis poles

and boots for just $100 negotiable call Julia

584-4643

VUARNET RAYBAN SUNGLASSES great

for spring break discounted prices Bill

564 1689

FOUND

BLUE, LADIES WALLET, Lost between
Hatch/Southwest On Fn Feb 27 if tound

please call Janine 546 8033 Reward no
questions asked

BIG SILVER EARRINGIost near parking

garage and Machmei Could be in Ear

thfoods or Student Union vacinity Please

return, it's not mine' You can drop it off at

People's Market, thanks! Michelle

A PAIR OF white mittens in the basement

of Hasbrouk 3/4/87 Left them at Campus
Center Information Desk

PWnCASH

NEED MONEY FOR spring break'' I need

your baseball cards! Please help Call Mike

549-0333

HAPfV MRTHDAV SCOTT

HAVE A GREAT day Love Rose and MMR

HELP WANTED

aIrLINES CRUISELINES HIRING! Sum
mer Career' Good pay Travel Call for

guide, cassette, newsservice'

544-4444 ext 161

(916)

RACK-A-DISC entertainment needs 15

DJ's, lighting operators, and roadies No
experience required 549-7144

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT. TOUR bus

drivers needed Exceptional pay Class 2

and DPU helpful but will train ^ply early

Marthas Vineyard Sightseeing, Box 1086,

Oak Bluffs, Ma 02557 617-693-4681

WAITPEOPtE MUST BE able to work

Tues. and Thurs days also some nights

apply at Delano's 57 N Pleasant St

IN^^UT? No mo^y' Challenging sum
mer work for those students planning for

their future earn 3500 call 256-0866

DO YOU LIKE kjbster shnmp, prime rib

Chinese food? Will Trade these meals tor

light kitchen work call stunt 549-0984 or

6-? 160 PIKE

PERFORMS/ENTERTAINTERS, WANTED
lor Riverside Park's Season of new shows

Singers, Dancers. Actors, Puppeteers

Magicians, Mimes and Stage Hands Audi-

tions and interviews will tm held at River-

side Park, Saturday March 7, from 10AM
until 5PM

ROOM AND BOARD in exchange (or 15

hrs childcare and housework must have car

call 548-9057

THERE'S A JOB (or you in a summer camp
The American Camping Association (NY)

will make youf application available to over

300 camps in the northeast exciting oppor-

tunities (or college students and profes-

sionals Positions available all land and

water sports, arts and crafts, drama, musw,

dance, tnpping, nature, RNs, MD's, aids,

kitchen, maintenance college credit

available Call or write for application

American Campirig Association 43W 23rd

Street, Dept (UMA) N«m York, NY, 10010

212 645-6620

TOUR DRIVERS LEADERS needed for

camping adventures throughout the U S A
Will ,rain, but must have good knowledge

of U S A 22 or older only Accepting ap-

plications and interviewing Wed March 4,

Campus Center 804-608, 12-5 PM

GUCCI WATCHES FOR ladies only $30

many styles cal Brian 6-7425

POLVTONE GEORGE BENSON Amp
many features beautiful sound $275 after

7 253-5831

SOLOFLEX^EXCELLENT CONDITION
almost new $500 413-323-6594 after

5 30PM

MUST SELL too watts OMH speakers S

portable brother typewriter Call 6-7921

BUMPER STICKERT VOTE Amerikan' Vote

Demokral' 1/$3.50, 2/$6. 3/$8 The Sketch

Pad, Box 24. 340 Main St ,
Worchester Ma

01608

CRATE AMP MUST sell' C^M Shawn

546-9030

SKIERS! OVNASTAR STARGLASS with

260 diagonal bindings! I80cml $90 call

Shawn 546-9030

RAYBANS 32-40$ Mark 546-5384

INSTRUCTION

DANCE CAN'T MAKE a prime time class?

Try Night Owl Dance exercise' Music stret-

ching moderate aerobics Alicia 253-2783

HEY YOUt DO have a Macintosh computer

and want to share software? If so. can ma
6-7921

BLACK LEATHER JACKET new lor sale

275 or BO 546-1212

SELLING TWO BAHAMA tickets Artre

Hotel $439 cable beach hotel call 546-1212,

6-1211

LOST

HELP! I LOST my leather jacket at Delanos

on Wednesday Feb 4th Sentimental value

No questions asked 549-06O6 reward is be-

ing offered

I LOST^Y red leather Ray Ban glasses
around campus ctr on Thursday 2/26/87 if

found please call Lydie at 549-6243

,.AND IF YOU are going tropical over

Spring break, they want your pants

LEISURE RULES FERRIS Bueller's day off

tonight CC A 5,7 $1 bO 9,11, $200 spon-

sored by OHAG

NEED ROOMMATES?

TWO FEMALES LOOKING for a place to

live preferably on bus route For this

semester only Please call 256-8883

PERSONALS

RESUME TYPESETTING SERVICE^
Have your resume professionally typeset

The best quality type, not a word processor

Si'.teen different type styles lo choose Irom

Takes only 3 days costs $25 and any

changes I II do for FREE (>3me down to the

Collegian Graphics Office (113 Campus
Center) and speak to Peter Sodert>erg

MEET NEW PEOPLE! Get great ex

perience' Come write for New England's

largest college daily The Collegian is in 1 13

Campus Center, right behind the TV
Come down and check us out!

SKI, SKI , SKI
5 College trips' Day trips,

night trips, to Berkshire East

Rales start at $9 lor lifts

and transportation for night ski

Rentals and lessions also avail

Bus leaves UMass & colleges

Registration deadline Mon Feb 2
For more into call

549-4600 x328.

SPRING SORORITY RUSH orientation to

be held on Wed Feb 18 at 630 in the Cam-
pus Center rm 162 All University women

' invited

GLUM IS COMING and he rules'

DORM STUDENTS. EXCITING young
compan\ looking for energetic dorm
students to earn exira cash Job pays im

mediately upon completion Fringe benefits

and perks very common Call now
617-938-8839, 617-935-1414

SOFT CONTACT LENSES^most daily wear

lenses $18 00 or $25 00 ea. Extended wear

$30 00 to $48 00 Lowest prices on contact

lens solutions Heat units $12 95 Amherst

Optical Shoppe 413-253-5412.
413-256-6403

JOE DEMEO

FOR SGA PRESIDENT

"HE FIGHTS FOR YOU '

ALL UNIVERSITY WOMEN mvitod to an

open rush at Iota Gamma Upsikjn Come
to our Sunday brunch, March 8 at 12 30,

dinner March 9 at 5 1 6, dinner March 1 1 at

5 15 and our happy hour March 1 1 at 7 00'

You're invited to IGU at 406 N Pleasant St

to meet the girls' 256-6874

CALLING RASTAFARI TO Katinas for

Albert Griffiths and the Gladiators with

Ethiopean Thursday March 5 in Hadley

OUTSIDE. EASY WORK, Wed-Sal 1-6 or

weekend nights 256-1616

ticket" AGENT, PART-TIME position

available Peter Pan bus lines, 79 South

Pleasant No phone calls please

WORKSTUDY STUDENT NEEDED im

niedialely lor Campus business office 10-15

hrs per week 545-4867

REGGAE MIGHT THURSDAY March 5th

the Gladiators from Jamaica don't miss it'

WHO IS HEIDI Chase and how old will she

be on March 10th?

THE LOUNGE LIZARD says Vive

I'amour'" Cindy

SUE AND GOROE. get psyched tor

Canada the incredible puking woman goes
northi Luv ya guys, Nikki

ALPHA IOTA TAU- Fridays at the TOO
a meeting lor the serious—

UNIVERSITY SPORT ENTERTAINMENT
and promotion- is holding a general

meeting Thursday March 5 at 6 OOPM in

Campus Center 101 Come find out what

we have planned lor the year!!

FREE!

ROOMMATE TO SHARE an apartment in

Southwood if interested call Kim at

256-6941 _____

$ERVICE$

TUTORING. SUBSTITUTE TEACHING m
business management marKeling,

finance, investment & microcomputers $7

per hour Neq 536 5006 leave message

SPANISH TUTORINO A TRANSLATION

GRAMMAR, CONVERSATION, PRONUN-
CIATION. Short stones 256-1002

SPROUT

COME HEAR FREE!
Paul Doherty

Division Sales Manager of

Anheuser-BuschT!
Wednesday, March 11

7 OOPM Campus Center 917
Refreshments'

Sponsored by the Marketing Club

TED O.K. I'M ready Hueuette

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE new in-

itiates of Delta Zeta Love the sisters and

pledges o( Sigma Kappa

LOOKING FOR STORIES on anything from

nutntional Imdings and (acts, lo poems and

recipes You don t have to be a writer, or

even took like one' Help support those who
frequent Earthfoods and People's Market,

and those who are concerned with

cooperative student businesses Sprout is

a new newsletter, and is open to any funky

ideas and stones you may have Double

spaced and typed, drop off in E D O o(fK»,

address to Jon K THANKS!

ST. JUOI

BETH IGNORE MY infatuations You'll

always be number one Love, Baby
THANK YOU AGAIN! Seldom do your

prayers go unanswered I am very gralelul

MELISSA FORMAN, WHY cant I (ind you

on campus? Let's talk gs/B! Chris S
584-9224

TRUMBULL HAVE AN aweswne birttxJay'

Hot soup' Hot soup' P S Next time (ind a

BMC Love ya Trumbull 2

PILLOWS. PILLOWt, PH.LOWS

CORDUROY BEDRESTS AVAILABLE tor

a limited time only at a more than decent

price Five righteous colors Call Scott at

549-5772

PROFES$IONAL TYPING AND EDITINO

SPEEDY KEYS-DISSERTATIONS.
resumes papers 256 1002

PROFE$SIONAL TYPINO $ERVICE

CASES. PAPERS, DISSERTATIONS,
theses fa<5t, accurate dependable, on

campu5 asonable 584-7924, Nancy

PUNKIN*

STUMNT ADMISSIONS
RIPRESENTATIVI

JUNIORS A SENIORS- share your en-

thusiasm for the University while develop-

ing public relations, marketing, interper-

sonal, and counseling skills The Admis-

sions Office IS looking for dynamic and ar-

ticulate interns and volunteers to promote

the University lo prospective students

Academic credit available Applications in

Admissions Office, 255 Whitmore, until

March 4

THAT'S ITAUAN!

CINDY, YOU'VE TRIED the test, now try

the best -Frank

TRAVEL

MAKE THE RIGHT move for spnng break"

Fort Lauderdale $129 Nassau, Bahamas
$349 lor more info Call Dave 54&^709 still

have openings"!

YOU ARE MY lover and my very best

friend Happy nine months I love you

Scooby ^ ^
ONNRUSM

SPRING FLING/DAYTONA -UMass party

bus heart of the strip/Ocean front $99 group

we drive $199/ we will beat any prk:e group

rates call now 256-6227

ALPHA PHI OMEGA- a co-ed nattoiwl ser-

vice fraternity We are the largest fraterni-

ty in the worid with over 630 cfiapters wortd

wide We sponsor Campus Blood drives,

Vegas Night, Scouting Projects, Book Ex-

change, Karate Marathon and more' Check

us out Open rush March 2, 3, and 10 at

7 OOPM- SUB room 415A.

SPRING BI^K TO Florida startirig at t9S
call Luv Tours 549-6782 549-0547

GO DAYTONA SPRING break beach front

hotel strip/free parties, booze cruise.

Hawaiian Luau- don't miss out! S9S
Udriva/$199 we drive Call Katchy 54*4417

ROUNDTRIP AIRLINE TICKET lo Ft

Lauderdale for Spring break must sell $170
or best oHer call 546-4749

$IOO REWARD

STUDENTS LOOKING FOR a house

somewhere near campus for (all semester

call Mike 546-5360 or Pat 546-5356

MDE WANHD

TAKE A TROPICAL Trek lo Jamaica -$380.

Enjoy the crystal blue waters and the hot

sun Karin 6-1093 or Sally 6-7500

LOST SHARP CALCULATOR in reading

room 2/26 please call Kevin 253-9857

THE LOUNGE LJZARD has eyes only lor

you. Cindy FCP

GREG b.-WILL someone please explain

the reason lor this sirange behavior? I miSS

the all-nighters Please call Jack

WE WANT OUR red and white umbrella

back No questions well pick il up
256-1616

KAREN S. -TRISIG hope you had a great

Valentine's day It was so good to hear from

you Your expal Tom

JOHN L ARE you listening lo Vera

remember my fortune see you Friday Your

DC rat

CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR newest

pledge Maria Get psyched tor great times

ah«ad Love the sisters ol Sigma Kappa

TOTHEGIRil in Price Chopper Thurs 2/26

8PM You were poshing the cart You were

wearing sweats You were dnving You
beeped You waved Are you interested'' i

am! Chris 256-1597 after 10PM

NEED A RIDE to NY durir>g Spring Break

anywhere near La Guardia Airport, Ken-

nedy Airport, or N Y City Call Mane after

5 549-6173
^^^

ROCK-N-ROLL

HOCK-N-HOLL:Cosmos Factory classic

rock, blues, and heavy metal Tuesdays

9 12 PM on 1 05 F M WSYL don't miss it

ever'

ROOM AVAILASLE

ONE QUARTER OF .i mile from campus,

on bus route, male or lemale Apartment

equipped with sauna, wood burning stove

skylight m bedroom Call Brian or Chris

after 5 266-1041 $270 a month, plus

utilities (Minor)

ROOMMATE WANTED

J NONSMOKING ROOMMATES, male or

female to share single bedroom in Puftton

Village for Fall semester Respo'isibility and

sense of humor a must' $140 per month

Call 546-7583 or 546-7568

VERY LARGE ROOM m rural home near

bus slop No pets .Suitable for studio or of-

fice and bedroom 256-6677

PLEASE READ YOUR spring break fine

pnni carefully the UMass ski club doesdn't

have fine pnnt For more information about

Bahamas Barbados Killington and Steam-

boat call 546-3437 or stop by the Hatch.

TYPINO SBRVICI

QUALITY TYPING. PAPERS, letters,

resumes, etc Meticulous proolreading

Editing available, New IBM typewriter call

549-0367

WANTED

LOCAL BANDS WANTED Easlside con
certs Battle ol the Bands on Feb 28 Con-
tact Bruce or David 549-4160

AUSTRALIAN STUDENT WANTS to buy
downhill Ski boots Size 10 ph 546-9166

WANTED TO RENT

$100 REWARD FOR finding Brandywine
lease Donna/Tina 546 902'

MATURE UNDERGRADUATE SEEKING
off campus room, lor the fall Must be quiet

Call 546-7057 after llPM or leave
message

WANT TO TAKE over your lease of i Ixlrm

apt in Puftton or Presidential. June or Sepl.
Call 6 1073 Mave message
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Hoop season over
for UMass, 68-54
Lewis nets 19 points but Temple too much

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Earning itself a first-round bye in the

Atlantic 10 Coni'erence Tournament, the

University of Massachusetts women's
basketball team suddenly found

themselves in the upper echelon of possibly

the nation's toughest conference.

But just four days following their final

regular season A-10 win, the

Minutewomen were finished off, 68-54. by

fourth-seeded Temple University last night

in A-10 quarterfinal action at McGonigle

Hall in Philadelphia, Pa.

Getting a five-for-five team shooting per-

formance in three-pointers, the Lady Owls,

led by Merida Grant with 16 points and 1

1

rebounds and hot shooting Addie Jackson

with 15 points and three three-pointers,

jumped on the board early in each half and

pulled away.

"I thought as a team we played well

overall but Temple used the three-point

shot more effectively, and that's not

something that's part of our offense,"

UMass head coach Jack Leaman said.

The win improved Temple to 11-17

overall and 1-0 in conference play after a

9-9 regular season. The Lady Owls move
on to semi-final A-10 action, Friday night

at 8:30 at Rutgers to take on the winner

of the Rutgers—Duquesne game.

The loss, meanwhile, dropped the

Minutewomen out of the A-10 race and end-

ed the team's season at 14 12 overall and
0-1 in tournament play after a 9-9 regular

season.

In the first half, the Lady Owls grabbed

a quick, 8-2 lead before UMass chipped

away and regained its footing and took its

first lead at 20-19 on a 13foot jumper by

junior forward Tara Lewis with 10:34 to go

in the half A 7-0 run put Temple up by six

at 26-20 but Lewi.-^, who scored 16 of her

game high 19 points in the first half, spark-

ed the Minutewomen back into the contest

and onto a 10-4 spurt that ended with a

16-footer by Lewis (team-high 10 rebounds)

with 30 seconds remaining in the half The
score was knotted, 30-30 at intermission.

The Minutewomen took a brief 33-30 lead

early in the second half but then the bot-

tom fell out of the UMass offense as the

Lady Owls exploded on an 18-2 run which

included a string of 13 straight points.

Dominating on the inside. Pam Balogh

scored eight of her 14 points during the run

and was cited by Leaman as a major reason

for the Temple victory.

"She (Balogh) came out very strong in the

second half and got her (UMass center

Karen Fitzgerald) tired and made her alter

her shots," the coach said.

The run left UMass down, 48-35 with

about 10 minutes left, and it could never
recover. The Minutewomen cut the margin
to seven but the Temple press capitalized

on UMass miscues and still led, 58-46, with

4:45 remaining in the game.
Leaman, who had said he was very pleas-

ed with his team's season accomplishments
despite last night's season-ending loss, said

the Temple press was a key and added that

some poor judgements in substitutions may
have contributed to the team's late-game
collapse.

For UMass, Fitzgerald added 13 points

(including 11 in the second half) while

freshman forward Jeanine Michaelsen add-

ed 10 points, six rebounds, four assists and

two blocks.

On the game, Temple outrebounded the

Minutewomen, 42-31, while the Lady Owls

also also led in field goal percentage, 41.3

(26-of-63)-40.6 (24-of-59). The Lady Owls
held a slight advantage in free throws, hit-

ting ll-of-13 from the line while UMass
was just five-of-10. Temple turned the ball

over 10 times compared to nine for UMass.

Collegian correspondent Boh Donahue con-

tributed to the story.

Freshman forward Jeanine Michaelsen, shown above versus Penn State
last week, scored 10 points but the University of Massachusetts women's
hoop team fell, 68-54 in quarterHnal A-10 action last night in Philadelphia.

He's diving head first into success
Freshman diver Dan Chesnicka is a bright star on the horizon

By GENE DIAS
Collegian Correspondent

In his first year at UMass,
diver Dan Chesnicka has

been nothing short of sensa-

tional. The highly recruited

freshman has been
remarkably successful in

his first season competing

on the collegiate level. But

while his teammates'
season ended with last Sun-

day's New England Swimm-
ing and Diving Champion-

ship, his season is not over

yet.

In 11 dual meets he compil-

ed an incredible number of

16 first place and 2 third

place finishes. Without a

doubt, he is one of the main
reasons that the

Minutemen had such an

outstanding season.

lb- fufilled all of our ex-

(ii'cialions of him," diving

loach Bob New tomb said.

This IS a fairly modest ap-

praisal con.sidering what
Chesnicka accomplished
this -I'asctn.

In addition to his regular

season success, at the New
England's Chesnicka placed

third in the low board (one-

meter) event. That, by itself,

is an impressive feat, but do-

ing so in his first year of col-

Collrffian photo by Michael t ooppr

University of Massachusetts diver Dan
Chesnicka may just be a freshman, but he
didn't show any rookie jitters.

legiate comj)etition makes it

even more impressive. And,
with a total score of 475
points, his highest tot^l of

the season, Chesnicka cap-

ped off a dynamite year

which saw him become the

first-ever UMass diver to

qualify for the NCAA Divi-

sion 1 Zone Qualifying meet,

which he did in his first-ever

collegiate meet versus

Boston College in

November. The qualifier, a

stepping stone to the
NCAA's, will be held Mar.

13 and 14 at the U.S. Naval
Academy, in Annapolis, Md.

"It will be a new ex-

perience for me," Chesnicka
said. "I want to go out and
dive as well as possible."

Growing up in VVestfield,

Mass., Chesnicka si-emed

destined tn lu'tomf a diver.

His family owned a summer
c(itta|j;e located on a pond so

tile attr.action to dive was
natural He spent a lot of

time at that pond.

'Thfic \\.\,-. a 1)1^,' cliff

n^hl next to the pond," he
said. "Since I was about

eight years old, my friends

and I used to jump off the

cliff into the water. That's

when I first began diving."

continued on page 19

Lax teams bottled
up by the weather
Garber, Hixon frustrated

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

With just over three weeks left before lacrosse season

begins, both the University of Massachusetts men's and
women's lacrosse teams remain snowed in and forced to

continue practicing inside.

Until now, practice has been business as usual for the

two teams. But with opening day fast approaching for

both squads, the coaches, Dick Garber and Pam Hixon,

are concerned that their teams may not get off on the

right foot because of circumstances beyond their control.

"If we don't get outside next week, which it doesn't

look like its going to happen, we'll be pretty frustated,"

said Gorillas' head coach Dick Garber.

Gazelles' head coach Pam Hixon agrees with Garber

and isn't happy with the present dilemma recent poor

weather has put her team in.

"Absolutely, it's a killer," Hixon said. "It's all bad.

We've had a lot of snow. I'll be thankful if our home
opener is played on the 31st (March)."

Both comments came just four days after the two teams

each played pre-season scrimmages. The Gorillas travell-

ed to Brown University where they played their annual

preseason exhibition versus the Bruins in Providence,

R.I. while the Gazelles played the Hampshire Associa-

tion, a local club team, al Mount Holyoke College in

South Hadley.

"I don't think it did much for us," Garber said. "The
last three or for years we've gone down there and

generally it's the first time out for us. They iBrown) have

been outside for almost a month. They kind ofdominated

the scrimmage. But I told the guys not to worry about

the score. Our main purpose was to get outside and play

on a real field."

But for Garber's Gorillas, that opportunity came, went

and may not be back for weeks, even though the team
is scheduled to open its season against Delaware dur-

ing spring break. With both the Hill, Warren McGuirk
continued on page 19
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Campus media question officers

SGA candidates address
campus social issues
By DANA M. ANAGNOSTOU and

PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Candidates for Student Government
Association president and student trustee

addressed social awareness, student ad-

vocacy and empowerment last night dur-

ing a debate in the Student Union

Ballroom.
Representatives from the Collegian,

WMUA, Southwest Area News,
Minuteman, Commuter Area News and

Union Video Center bombarded the can-

didates with questions. Joe Demeo is run-

ning against co-candidates Dwayne War-

ren and Mark Friedman for SGA president

Rebecca Mendelson is running against'

Paul Wingle for student trustee.

The highlight of the debate was a square-

off between Warren/Friedman and Demeo

concerning the Hurst report, which details

the Southwest incident and makes recom-

mendations to the administration to pre-

vent future racial incidents. Both sides

claimed the other has not done enough to

combat racism on this campus.

Warren said Demeo, who currently is

Southwest Area Government co-president,

should have done more in the aftermath of

the incident. Both Warren and Demeo

recently travelled to Boston to meet Gov.

continued on page 9

Senate overturns fee deduction
from Warren/Friedman campaign
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate

voted late Wednesday night to overturn a

decision made earlier that night by the

Governmental Affairs committee to deduct

$91.20 from the WarrenTFriedman cam-

paign fund.

The Governmental Affairs Committee
voted to deduct the approximate price of a

half-page advertisement in the Collegian,

from the campaign funds on Dwayne War-
ren and Mark Friedman, who are co-

candidates for Student Government
Association president.

The committee decided to charge the can-

didates for an endorsement that appeared

in Tuesday's edition of Nummo News
which was circulated inside the ^Collegian,

because they decided it was a political

advertisement.

Warren and Friedman appealed the deci-

sion to the senate floor, where it was over-

turned. The senate meeting was extended

past the normal 11:15 p.m. deadline

because of extended debate of an earlier

motion.
Clerk of Cnurts Joe McDonald said Joel

Rabinowitz, campaign manager for SGA
presidential opponent Joe Demeo, appeal-

ed the decision to the student judiciary.

MacDonald said he tried to schedule a

hearing for 6 p.m. yesterday, but could not

get a sufficient number ofjudges. The hear-

ing is unofficially set for 4 p.m. today.

Friedman said the situation was
"manifestly unfair. They're tying up
money we need to get our posters out."

Warren and Friedman argued Wednes-

day night that they had no knowledge of

the endorsement that appeared in Nummo
News prior to publication, and maintain

that it was not an advertisement.

In reference to the senate overturning

Friedman said, "I'm glad we won. The
$91.20 is in our account right now."

"Ifwe spend this money and the judiciary

rules against us, she [election official Mary
Rity Kropp] threatened to invalidate our

candidacy," Friedman said, claiming there

is "no definition of campaign material,"

and "no definition ofwhat is an advertise-

ment."

CoUegiaii photo by Byrne ijuamotta

GO WEST YOUNG MAN! — A worker climbs high to replace a

20-year-old sign on a lampost in Northampton yesterday afternoon.

I

Career center creates

new staffposition
By SANDRA DIAS
Collegian Staff

University Placement Services, a program offering

students assistance in finding employment after gradua-

tion, has created a new staff position to ensure that

students from all majors have access to and benefit from

its facilities.

"Of the 4.000 students in the senior class, we have

2,900 students taking advantage ofour services," Place-

ment Services Director Arthur Hilson said.

Of the 29 corporations and organizations recruiting at

the career center throughout this month, nine are open

to liberal arts students and six are seeking students with

a distinct interest in business. The others are primarily

interviewing students from traditionally male-oriented

areas; math, computer science, the engineering majors,

natural sciences and the school of management.
"In excess of 60 percent of companies are looking for

technical mjyors. 'That happens to be the marketplace

now," Hilson said.

On a national level, "overall in the past two to three

years the greatest increase in hiring has been with

liberal arts graduates. They are probably the most adap-

table." Hilson noted that businesses need people who can

"write and think."

Of the 359 students scheduled for interviews, approx-

imately 239 are men and 120 are women, according to

an interview agenda.

Hilson said that an intensive statistical study,on the
continued on page 5 _

Professor studies Dubois^ life
Local archaeological site holds author's childhood history

By JENNIFER FINOCCHIO
Collegian Correspondent

On this lovely plain beneath the

benediction of gray-blue mountains

and the low music of rivers lived

for a hundred years the black

Burghardt clan.

The—From "The House of the Black Burghardts,*

Crisis, by W.E.B. Dubois, 1928

The "plain" which W.E.B. Dubois spoke so fondly and

so often of is western Massachusetts or, more specifical-

ly, Great Barrington. It is currently the site of a signifi-

cant archeological endeavor being conducted by Robert

Paynter, head of the department of anthropology at the

University of Massachusetts.

The fact that Dubois' roots lie literally in oiir vicinity

is only one ofmany not-so-well-known facts compiling his

life.

Besides being bom and raised in a predominately white

community, William Edward Burghardt Dubois

graduated at the top of his class. At the prompting of his

high school principal, along with an offer of a scholarship

from the church, he continued his education at Fiske Col-

lege in Tennessee. It was in the South where Dubois ex-

perienced a certain exhilaration at being among so many
of his own color — yet it was also here where he met his

first bouts with racism,

Dubois was the first black person to receive a PhD from

Harvard University. But, he returned to the South to

teach sociology at Fiske while leading the battle against

racism. In fact, Dubois' devotion to education and activism

lent to his theory that "education might actually be a solu-

tion to many differences separating white and black

populations."

Dubois was a key figure in the founding of the National

Association for the Advancement of Colored People, as

well as the Pan African Congress, an unsuccessful attempt

to allow a separate, more fair representation of black

populations on the League of Nations.

Disillusioned by America's indifference and ill-

treatment of its black citizens, Dubois moved to Africa

where he died a citizen of Ghana in 1963.

Now, more than a quarter of a century later, new
curiousity has been sparked concerning the childhood

history of Dubois. Other than the fact that he lived in

Great Barrington and had a "very happy childhood," as

he described it, little is known.

Robert Paynter has set out to answer the questions con-

cerning the issue along with his students and two teaching

assistants of the Summer Field School of Archaeology.

Paynter describee Dubois' "boyhood home site" as a "rich

archaeology site" since it is completely undisturbed. In

other words, "nobody has been poking around, digging up
bottles," Paynter said.

At this time, the team has found an abundance of

ceramic plates. "That may just be people throwing out din-

ner plates," Paynter said, but he believea the plates

conttnued on page 4
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Trial returns to local court
Judge says case circumstances changed

SPRINGFIELD (AP)- A judge yesterday

ordered the second sexual assault trial of

a former Westfield State College president

moved back to the school's home county,

saying circumstances surrounding the case

have changed.

Superior Court Judge William W. Simons

took the case out of Suffolk Superior Court

in Boston after urging both parties at a

hearing Wednesday to "make a good faith

attempt to seat a juyy in Hampden Coun-

ty"
The judge gave the order in a one

sentence decision that cited "the change in

circumstances" surrounding the case since

the first trial two months ago.

Simons did not elaborate. Superior Court

Judge Raymond R. Cross had said in his

December change of venue order that ex-

tensive publicity on the case and the large

number of Westfield State graduates in the

area would probably result in a tainted

jury,

Pilecki, 52, headed the 3,000-student col-

lege for six years until he resigned last

August. He was acquitted of sexual assault

charges in a January trial involving

another student.

Dukakis to make policy speech

AP photo

ATHENIAN SNOW — A blanket of snow covers the Parthenon and
other ancient Greek temples in Athens yesterday after a rare

snowfall. Some parts of northern Greece received up to six feet of

snow.

BOSTON (AP) - Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis is expected to make an important

national policy speech today before New
Hampshire Democrats, but his aides say

the governor will stop short of announcing

whether he is running for president.

The speech is expected to have a different

tone from those Dukakis has made so far

this year and will be geared for the na-

tional media that traditionally attend the

New Hampshire Democratic Party's an-

nual dinner.

The governor's speeches during his re-

cent out-of-state trips have focused on the

Massachusetts economy or on specific

Dukakis initiatives, such as his program

to train welfare recipients for jobs.

But the speech tonight is expected to

touch on national issues and the governor's

political philosophy.

Dukakis told The Boston Globe he will

address "what we're going to do to turn

around a two-nation economy" as well as

such issues as world peace and arms

control.

'it's a speech about values and about na-

tional challenges," said John DeVillars.

Dukakis' chief of operations.

"This is a different audience and an au-

dience of activist Democrats, and so he'll

be talking about what the Democratic Par-

ty stands for and what it means to him and

what his philosophy is and what the

challenges that face the country are,"

DeVillars told The Patriot Ledger of

Quincy.

Tufts tuition and fees will
increase 6.7 percent next fall

_ ... . . r^ ... . r,, ,.. _ _...,, _..__U .„ 4;i 1 7Kf
MEDFORD (AP) — Undergraduate tui-

tion and fees at Tufts University will in-

crease more than $1,000 for the 1987

academic year, the school announced

yesterday.

The Tufts Board of Trustees approved fee

and tuition hikes of 6.7 percent for

graduate and undergraduate schools at its

meeting on Feb. 28.

Under the new formula, undergraduates
will pay $17,028 in tuition and fees next

fall, compared to the current $15,960.

Tuition at Tults will climb to $11,750;

room and board will cost $4,940 and health

and activity fees $338.

In other tuition charges: School of

Medicine tuition will increase 5.4 percent

to $18,450; the School of Dental Medicine

tuition will increase 4 percent to $16,350;

School of Nutrition tuition will increase 5

percent to $10,743; the Fletcher School of

Law and Diplomacy tuition will increase

9.4 percent to $11,000 and the School of

Veterinary Medicine tuition will remain at

$19,910.

Broodway Musicals

On The Radio

Every Sunday, 12-1 PM
On Wm • 1430 AM

The f/e»v & Dnu^ual

The Old & Traditional

In Stage & Movie

Musicals

ST^§HBEHAl\lS

«liiS!i"W!lR.i-^

From Showboat To

Little Shop Of Horrors

Listen & Be Suprised

3/6 FRIDAY

Liquid Lesson

3/7 SATURDAY
Whirling Dervishes

3/9 MONDAY
Ken Johnson and Co.

24 Pleasant St Northampton • 586-4258

How about a quarter off? NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
SUMMER SESSION '87

2003 Sheridan Road

EvaostoQ, Illinois 60201

Please send my free copy of the

Summer Session '87 catalog with financial

aid and registration information.

(Available mid-March)

School Address

Z^

Zip

Wisk 70a wtn hart.

Send the coupon or

caU 1-800ENRLS-NU

(Inside QlinoiB call 312-491-5250)
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Farm owner
proposes to
subdivide land
By DANA ANAGNOSTOU
Collegian Staff

HADLEY — The owner of a horse farm bordering the

University of Massachusetts wants to initiate efforts to

subdivide the property and sell the plots in order to

preserve the value of the land.

The preliminary proposal, submitted by William W.

Young, owner of Young Meadow Farm, is in response to

a proposed zoning change. The Hadley Planning Board

plans to propose at a Hadley Town Meeting on May 7 that

about 400 acres in the area be declared part of an aquifer

protection area, according to Planning Board Chairman

Joseph F. Zgi-odnik.

Young Meadow Farm, town ofTicials say, is sitting on

land that should be classified aquifer recharge area,

because water in the ground under the farm drains into

the town's main water source, the Mount Warner well.

The proposed zoning change would cut the land's value

in half, increasing the size of any lot from V^ acre to one

acre, therefore, allowing only one building to be built per

acre, in.stead of two. Decreasing the number of buildings

per acre is desirable because construction poses a poten-

tial hazard to underground water.

By proposing to subdivide the land before the zoning

change is approved "Mr. Young is just looking to protect

his asset. The decision was made to subdivide as soon as

we heard the town was considering rezoning the proper-

ty," said Charles Maurer, the contractor who planned the

subdivisions.

Zgrodnik said the proposed subdivision may result in

a legal battle because the zoning change has been publish-

ed in a legal advertisement, therefore, it may carry some

weight. He also said he is not yet sure if the planning

board can delay approval of Young's proposal until after

the town meeting.

"We're trying to protect the health and safety of our

town. All he is trying to do is line his wallet," Zgrodnik

said.

The fai-m, situated near Alumni Stadium, has stables

and a racetrack on it and was designed to be the largest

horse-br^ding and training farm in Massachusetts.

Young could not be reached tor comment.

Woman to attend
national debates

By LISA CAMPION
Collegian Correspondent

Stacy Kinnamon, one of the top ranking debators in

her division, will be attending the national debates this

year with the rest of the University of Massachusetts

Debate Team.
In July, a topic is announced to all the debate teams.

From July to March, the topic is debated by every team

in the tournament, until the national tournament at the

end of March.

Women on Campus
Last weekend the UMass team emerged undefeated

from a tournament that will send Kinnamon and her

teammates into the nationals, atl^ormal, Illinois. The

top 16 teams that qualify to go to the nationals. The

UMass team placed first out of 10 in the New England

district.

"There are eight rounds per tournament, each team

argues four times for the topic and four times against

the topic. The topic for this year is the first amendment
— free speech and free press," Kinnamon said.

Kinnamon s^id the team firequently goes to out-of-state

tournaments. This winter the team traveled to southern

California, North Carolina and Georgia. "I miss a lot of

class, sometimes up to 10 days per month in the fall, but

it's just a matter of budgeting my time. I let my pro-

fessors know that I won't be in and I study ahead of

time." she said.

Kinnamon, a political science major, was recruited by

UMass from her high school in Omaha, Nebraska. She

applied to Stanford, Princeton and Cornell Universities,

but because of financial reasons decided to attend UMass.

"I like it here a lot. I hated it first semester because I

wasn't involved enough, but now I'm more active in

debate and we've traveled more this year." she said.

continued on page 9

Collegian photo by Rob Skelton

Debater Stacy Kinnamon

ColleKian photo by Byrne Guarnolta

SLOW JAUNT — A group of five students descend from the roof of the Fine Arts

Center yesterday casting shadows on the preceeding wall.

THE
TOP
>;. > THREE

By JENNIFER WAUGH
Collegian Correspondent

The following is a summary of the week's three top

stories.

Negotiators from the United States and the Soviet

Union agreed Monday to extend the Geneva Arms Talks

by three weeks to discuss the removal of medium-range

missiles in Europe.

In a statement released Saturday, Soviet leader Mikhail

S. Gorbachev proposed the elimination of 500 medium-

range missiles in Europe and the limitation of warheads

to 100 outside of Europe.

The US responded with an elaborate 40-page treaty

draft that coincides with the Soviet proposal. Both coun-

tries appear eager to reach an agreement that might in-

clude a provision on short-range missiles. The missiles in-

cluded under the medium-range category are the US
groundlaunched cruise missiles and the Pershing 2, and

the Soviet's SS-20.

US senators in Geneva viewed the recent developments

as a way to accelerate the two-year-old arms talks, while

they have failed to address "several key issues." Some

senators are wary of the Soviet proposal, calling it a ploy

to accumulate short and long-range missiles.

Reagan admits mistake

The Iran-Contra scandal was a mistake, President

Reagan said Wednesday night during his first formal ad-

dress on the affair. He maintained that his initial inten-

tions were good. "What began as a strategic opening to

Iran deteriorated in its implementation into trading arms

for hostages," Reagan said.

He praised the work of the Tower Commission, which

investigated the affair and issued a report detailing its

findings. The President accepted the criticism of the report

and said he takes full blame for the individuals involved.

As a result, the President presented the steps he is tak

ing to rectify the situation, such as the appointments of

Howard Baker as chief of staff and Frank Carlucci as na-

tional security advisor.

Reagan also plans to adopt a version of the National

Security Council in accordance with the Tower Commis-

sion's model.

Reagan said he hopes these changes will restore

credibility to his administration, which has seen the big-

gest plunge in approval pools in more than four years.

Pollard sentenced for spying
Jonathan Jay Pollard was sentenced to life in prison

Wednesday after pleadjng guilty to charges that he spied

for Israel.

Pollard, a former intelligence analyst for the US Navy,

was accused of conspiring with Israel Air Force General

Aviem Sella, along with three other Israelis to obtain top

secret American military information.

A federal grand jury indicted Sella Tuesday. The US is

trying to revoke immunity given to the other three Israelis

so they can be brought to trial on espionage charges.

The investigation has caused strained relations between

the US and Israel. Federal officials claim they were pur-

posely misled in their investigation, while Israel is com-

plaining of the United States' insistence on a trial rather

than settling the matter through diplomatic negotiations.

Demeo will support student's rightj

Candidate says he could work well with administrators

By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

Experience and a willingness to take risks for student

rights makes Joe Demeo the best candidate for campus
president, the candidate said in an interview yesterday.

The Southwest Area Government co-president said he's

been spending most of his time lately going from dorm

to dorm seeking voter support in his run for the Student

Government Association presidency. "It's been insanely

intense," Demeo said.

The election is slated for this Monday and Tuesday.

"I'm not a person who's afraid to take a stand," Demeo
said. "I'm not afraid to stand up to the administration,

as student leaders have been in the past."

Still, he said, a charge by co-opponents Mark Friedman

and Dwayne Warren that he is "too confrontational" is

untrue, Demeo said. He said he could work well with

administrators.

The candidate said his work on the University alcohol

policy, residence hall judicial policies and administration's

efforts to gain greater control over student trust fund

money prove he has the talent and dedication to do a good

job.

Demeo said he was proud of the role he played last

semester when the Student Activities Office was ready

to cancel the Southwest "Battle of the Bands." "[Assis-

tant to SAO director Randy Donant] Mike Jones was say-

ing no at the beginning of the meeting, at the end he was

saying yes," Demeo said.

Demeo said he was interested in the idea of doing an

efficiency audit of the SAO. Noting that the office takes

25 percent of the Student Activities Trust Fund each year,

Demeo said it does not make sense to have "25 percent

watching the other 75 percent," and that the office was

a "bloated bureaucracy." He said Donant's desire to hire

additional SAO workers was not in the interest of

students.

Demeo also called for the revision of the alcohol policy,

expressing dismay that students of legal drinking age are

not allowed to bring alcohol into lounges in residence

halls, and that he was working to get a compromise with

administrators that would allow more freedom.

Demeo and co-SWAG president Joel Rabinowitz can-

vassed Southwest earlier this week, distributing flyers

that explained the current alcohol policy and called for

changes. He said there had been "lots of reaction, positive

and negative."

"We've had [resident assistants] totally flip out on us

and students saying they totally agree," Demeo said.

He said he was helping to lead the fight against a change

in housing policies last summer. The change eliminated

students' rights to have the assistance of advocates when
they are being tried for residence hall infractions.

Stresses experience

Demeo rej)eatedly stressed his experience in arguing

that students should vote for him. He said he has been

in UMass student government for six semesters. He gave

a list of present and past committee memberships, in-

cluding service on the Chancellor's Council on Alcohol

Use, on the board that discusses pressing student concerns

with Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis L. Mad-

son and on the Spring Concert Planning Committee.

Demeo, a junior finance major and a native of Newton,

said his work on the latter committee saved last year's

Southwest Concert. He said administrators had said there

would probably be only one concert, but that "I feel my
strong advocacy in that committee made the administra-

tion reconsider that decision."

Noting that "Southwest is as big as some small col-

leges," Demeo said his tenure as SWAG co-president has

prepared him to lead the campus.

"I know the issues important to students," he said.

"Students don't want to be treated as children. Neither

do I."
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• DuBois

CoUegian photo by Jane Lapato

BIG WHEEL — Paul Lloyd of the farming department washes a

tractor yesterday in preparation for spring for the veterinary and

animal science department.

continued from page I

represent something more significant.

"Dubois said that his family ran a din-

ing room but what," asks Paynter, "does

that mean exactly? Running a dming rot)m

involves planning, seating, cooking, serv

ing, cleaning up, etc."

The question is what parts of the job ^''t

Dubois' family partake m. The answer

could point to the specific types ofjobs black

people held in the community, thus help

ing to define the nature of the color line in

EKibois' community, according to Paynter.

"But right now the objects are still asking

more questions than telling answers," he

said, adding that documents will help piece

together the puzzle.

Paynter's work thus far, literally, has on-

ly scratched the surface and has cost about

$2,500. However, the cost to actually ex-

cavate beneath the surface would run

closer to $100,000, he said. Paynter is con-

tinuing to search for ways to fund the

research, because he believes it holds great

value for two reasons. First, he believes

more people should be aware of Dubois'

history and contributions. "His life covers

such an important time period. When was

he born? When did he die?" he said.

Secondly, "most people don't know of the

diversity of people families in

Massachusetts in the past. There were

black families. There were important black

families. There was a definite color line but

we need to know the natui'e of that color

line," Paynter said. "If we understand the

way (black) families lived in the past and

how they integrated in .'society, maybe we

can understand how and why we all live

the way we do today. And that could teach

us how to live tomorrow."
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Fink complains of posters
By DANA M. ANAGNOSTOU
Collegian StalT

The Board of Governors considered a mo-

tion last night to take away the space

allocation of a club accused of harassing a

student and decided to ask a referendum

question during the board's elections next

week.
Greg Fink, a member of the Radical Stu-

dent Union, said the Republican Club was

responsible for posters that were displayed

in the Student Union Building Wednesday

that had his picture on them. The posters

read: "Want some candy little kiddies?

Come to Greg."

Fink filed a complaint with the BOG and

a motion was brought to revoke the club's

space allocation, with the understanding

that the club could reapply for space in

The Family Planning Council of

western Massachusetts lent a film about

AIDS to University Health Services on

Thursday, Feb.26. The film was acciden-

tally left in a UMass parking lot. When
the driver realized this and returned for

the film, it was gone.

As of yet, the film has not been return-

ed. It is in a red film container and labell-

ed as property of the Family Planning

Council. The council cannot reproduce the

film and is asking for aid in recovering it.

Anyone who may have found the film,

please call Leslie Laurie at Family Plan-

ning Council, 586-2016.

— Kathryn Pohner

1988. After much debate, the motion was
changed to state that "further acts of

harassment will not be tolerated and will

result in the revocation of their space

allocation."

John Hayes, BOG chairman, said the mo-

tion was changed because there "was
reasonable doubt as to whether the

Republican Club was responsible for the

entire thing."

Matt Whiting, Republican Club vice

president, said Fink and Greg Rothman,
who is not a club member, were "holding

up the posters and gloating." He also said

the posters were displayed in the

Republican Club window when he first saw
them. Hayes said that what was proven did

not seem "enough for a response this

harsh."

Hayes said he thought the Republican

Club members left the BOG meeting
"knowing beyond a doubt that in the future

we will kick them out of the building if they

harass people."

The Republican Club has been wsu-ned in

the past that harassment would not be

tolerated and that other clubs felt threaten-

ed by their presence.

"I'm personally hurt," Fink said. After

the BOG decided to change the motion he

said, "this is not the end of it. The people

responsible for doing it will be found out

and I will do what's available to be done."

The BOG also decided to ask voters dur-

ing next week's election if organizations

that discriminate on the basis of sex, race

or sexual orientation should be allowed to

recruit in the Campus Center.

The elections take place on March 9 and
10.

Picture yourself and a fnend strolling a stretch of white ^v

sandy beach as far as the eye can see. while a pastel ^ ^.
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Beer of the Month - Hopfenperle $1 .25

Drink of the Week - Springfever $1.75
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"THE COOL PLACE TO SHOP"

CASE SPECIALS

Coors/Coors Light $10.99

Busch $8.99
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Schmidtz 16oz Bar Bottles $8.75

Carling Black Mabels $6.99
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KEGS? Yes. The Absolute Lowest Prices around, We Deliver.

We're located on Rt 9 Hadley just past Burger King

Four Seasons "You're First Stop On The Road To Good Times
"

Coalition for Environmental Quality

vacates Student Union after 17 years
By TIMOTHY HARRIS
Collegian Correspondent

When the Coalition for Environmental Quality at the

University of Massachusetts was founded in 1970, things

were very different since there was an energy crisis, the

anti-nuclear power movement was growing, Rachel Car-

son's Sifent Spring warned of the dangers of pesticides

and recycling was a new idea.

Those days are over and, unfortunately, so is CEQ. The
organization, after a period of dormancy, vacated its Stu-

dent Union office to make way for the Animal Rights

Coalition and the Organization for Marxist Study.

According to former member Mike Pattavina, CEQ was
most active in the early 1970s, when environmental ac-

tivism reached its peak. "When nuclear power was stop-

ped," Pattavina said, "the environmental movement
began to become obsolete."

Although reusing waste was a "radical" idea when CEQ
pioneered recycling in the 70s, Pattavina said, it has

become "mainstream." UMass now has its own recycling

department.

As the movement waned, CEQ became a student con-

trolled business that recycled trash and sponsored Ear-

thday. When the organization couldn't afford new equip-

ment in 1982, they were forced to give up recycling.

At that time, CEQ became a skeleton organization, co-

sponsoring Earthday with MassPlRG. Earthday has now

been taken over by the Outing Club.

While the movement has died down, Pattavina said, the

issues remain urgent. Dioxins and hazardous wastes, acid

rain, ground water contamination and resource recovery,

the burning of trash to generate electricity, are some of

the hazards that he named.

Pattavina imagines there will be a revival of the en-

vironmental movement in the early 1990s and has saved

two file cabinets of information for when it does. "I saved

them so that people will know the battles we fought and

how we fought them," he said.

* New Union

LOOK LIKE
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THERE ...

When you come to Great Tan,

you get a tan that looks so real,

so natural, your friends will think

you just got back from Hawaii!

OurWolff tanning systems are the

best in the world, so you tan quickly

and conveniently

And our prices are among the best

in town!

... ANDWE
JUST MIGHT
SEND YOU!
when you visit Great Tan, register for

a free trip to Hawaii! It's a great place

to show off the great tan you got

right here!

WIN FREE TANNING

Each month, well give away a free

tanning package at each location. All

tanning winners qualify for the grand

prize - a free trip for two to Hawaii

!

viintinued from page I

University Placement Services is in order. Such a study

would include a breakdown of which students get jobs

through the service and where, whether they are male,

female or a minority student and what majors they have

earned their degrees.

In light of the necessity for such a study, the center's

new position has been created. It will be filled by Ruth
Weekes-Washington, a former career counselor. "She
will compile all data for us," Hilson said. "She will be

responsible for research and collection."

Hilson said the Office of Institutional Research and

Planning was supposed to have taken on such a study,

but has yet to do so.

The research office said no such study was commission-

ed. They are currently working on a study of recent

UMass alumnus in general, including information on

their current employment, of which a small segment is

directed to the Placement Service.

The Student Affairs Research and Evaluation Office

conducted a "Project Pulse" survey of 281 students and

their opinions of the Placement Service. While most
students surveyed [94.9 percent] thought the service

helped "find desirable jobs," 63 percent of the students

could not determine the career center's location and 71.1

percent felt they would like to have more adequate in-

formation about its services.

^ SKI AREA
"The Best Kept Secret In Vermont"
Seven Miles North of Brattleboro, Rte. 30

• 1 000 Vertical feet • 1 1 Trails

•2 Double chairs •New Lodge
Weekend Adult $19.00 — Jr. $16.00

Night Skiing Thursday, Friday & Saturday
$10 from 5-10 p.m.

Exit 2 Off 1-91 , 7 Miles N of Brattleboro, Route 30
PHONE: 802-254-6083

2.00 Any Lift Ticket I

OFF with this coupon
|

I MUST PRESENT STUDENT ID M |

COMING
THIS
WEEK

UVC

TURN
US
ON

TV IS A
MEDIUM
BECAUSE

IT'S NEITHER

RARE NOR
WELL DONE
•Fred Allen

FREE DELIVERY
31 Boltvvood Walk

Downtown Amherst

^.«^ mm Mfi^M I
through the Alley

25i"/4y4 I behind Time Out

Union Video Center

• MOTORHEAD IN CONCERT •
• MIDNIGHT EXPRESS •
• A DAILY NEWS SHOW •
• LAST YEAR'S VIDEO ART

PESTIVAL WINNERS •
• OTHER UVC COMING ATTRACTIONS •

Animation Festival in CCA March 12!!

Video Art Festival April 8 & 9!!

Competition Open To All MA Residents

Stop By For More Information

STAY TUNED FOR THESE GREAT FEATURES AND MORE
REMEMBER ROOM 201 ... SIT. VIEW. RELAX
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COMNECTICUT STORES OPEN 7 DAYS
MT 10-9 • SUN 10-« • MON-FRI 10-9

ROUTE 5 • EAST WINDSOR. CONN.

1131 CAMPBELL AVE., WEST HAVEN, CONN.

ROUTE 184. (OPP CROTON motor mn) GROTON, CONN

SALE
ENDS
MARCH
12TH

WEDNESDAY IS

SENIOR CITIZENS MY

INASS STORES OPEN 7 DAYS
HAMPSHIRE MALL HADLEY, MASS.

SUNDAY 12-5 • MON SAT 10 9

CANAL STREET • TURNERS FALLS, MASS.

SArUROAY 12-6 • SUNDAY 10« • MON-FRI 10-9

SATURDAY

NIGHT

SPECIAL

7 PM
TO

9 PM
YOU'LL
GET
AN

ADDITIONALwOF
OUR

PRICES
ON

YOUR
ENTIRE

PURCHASE

EVEN
SALE
ITEMS

ACTIVEWEAR BUY-OUT
MENS 'BOYS* LADIES
PONY CLOSES OUT
9 MILLION DOLLAR
HOLIDAY 1986-SPRING 1987
ATHLETIC WEAR • SPORTS APPAREL • TENNIS WEAR

RUBIE BOUGHT THE ENTIRE
INVENTORY THAT WAS LEFT

MENS JACKETS TREMENDOUS ASST OF BASEBALL STYLES

FULL ZIP, FRONT POCKETS, HOOD. GREAT ATHLETIC LOOK

VALUE

*40
MENS KNIT COLLAR SHIRTS - SHORT SLEEVE, LONG TAIL

CONTRASTING COLLAR AND CUFFS. GOOD LOOKING!

VALUE

'18
MENS SWEAT SHIRTS - SHORT AND LONG SLEEVE

ASSORTMENT OF SPORTS I PRINTS. CANVAS A FLEECE

VALUE

*18

/^'7

I > M

MENS SPORT PANTS - ELASTIC WAIST. VELCRO LEG

OPENINGS. SOLID COLOR WITH RACING STRIPL

VALUE

»28

"^MILLION

DOLLAR
SUMMER
FURNITURE
BUY-OUT
RUBIE BOUGHT

OVER 100 TRAILERS
JAM PACKED WITH

CHAIRS
GLIDERS
ROCKERS
CHAISE
LOUNGES
UMBRELLAS
TABLES

AND REPLACEMENT

CUSHIONS FOR CHAIRS

AND CHAISE LOUNGES

THIS WEEK
GENESIS STRAP
COLLECTION

GENESIS CUSHION
COLLECTION

f^"^ CHAIRS^ AND

BOYS SWEATSHIRTS AND SWEATPANTS. SWEATPANT WITH

DRAWSTRING. CREWNECK RAGLAND SLEEVL

VALUE

LADIES ZIP FRONT HOODED NYLON JACKETS

ZIP FRONT, CRINKLES, SOLID, PRINTS. MESH LINED.

VALUE

LADIES APPLIQUE COORDINATES - lOOS COHON WHITE

WITH THREE COLOR FLORAL APPLIQUL

VALUE

>30
BASEBALL COLLAR, LONG SLEEVED JACKETS VALUE

RACQUET STYLE SHORTS - TWO FRONT AND ONE REAR

POCKET EUSTICIZED WAIST.

VALUE

'16
UDIES WARM-UP SUITS - FLEECE OR NYLON PASTELS,

ZIPPER FRONT WITH POCKHS A ZIPPER ANKLL

VALUE

LADIES NYLON MESH TANKTOPS

PASTEL SHADES WITH PONY CHEST LOGO.

VALUE

*11

VINYL PETTI POINT

ABLECLOTH
52" X 72"

EH"
S4" X 54
VAL N

VALUE
$599

60" X 90" 70" ROUND

HEAVY VINYL WITH EMBROIDERED-LOOK. WHITE OR ECRU

DECORATIVE ONE ROD
BEIGE . WHITE .BLUE • ROSE • JADE

PRISCILLA CURTAIN
2 STYLES
TO CHOOSE

YOUR CNOICC
54" X 63"

-. S4"k72"
*• S4"xti"

• SOLID COLOR VOILE
WITH LACE RUFFLE

• 100% DACRON POLY-
ESTER CRISS CROSS
VALUES
TO

»13»5

VISS CROS!

J$799

CONSTRUCTION
SAFETY SBQQ
HELMETS «*"S

6 FOOT
PIPE
INSULATION

995
nON VALUE

CHAISE

LOUNGES

r-^

-^

50% OFF
LAST YEARS' PRICES

SHOWEII CURTiyNy CARPET DEPT, CLEARANCE
IN VINYL WITH VAUNCE

EMBOSSED SOLID

AND FANCY PRINTS
LACE OR BALL FRINGE ON VALANCE

VALUE TO H

*1147 »588

BECAUSE we lUV TRAILULOAOS WE CAN OTFCR MOM SIZE CARfHt
AT S0\ TO 70\ OFF NORMAL PRICES.
MOST AT lElOW WNOUSALE PRICCl
EAUTIFUL CARPaS FROM ONE Of TNI
LARGEST CARPET MAKERS.

OVER 1000 IN STOCK
'<

^^ PRICES STARTING AT
[yf 'I SMACS • PLUSH • SPLUCH • SCULPTURES • LOOPED AND MORE

VAL TO

« »
^ 7-4 COORDINATING.^,."
J I: SHOWER HOOKS ^l-'^w 78C

ELEGANCE OR SIERRA
TIER AND

VALANCE SET
SET by NATIONAL CURTAIN
SOLID WHITE lOOV WITH COLOIIEO TRIM
ON TEIR A VALANCL POLY/RAVOM. MACHINE

VALUES TOVALUES TO ^ ^^B

24" TO 30" ^^^^
WIDTHS ^i^

88

S LB BOX EG

NAILS
•O-10D-12D ' W_
VALUE *4**

$089 'p

BOX

3 PIECE I 3 PIECE

COLONIAL SET LIVINGROOM SET
SOFA-CHAIR-LOVESEAT SOFA-CHAIRLOVESEAT

4

DRAWER
CHEST

W

DRAWER METAL
''ARTS c^roQ
BOXVV/ ^ /X?
DIVIDERS * ^4^

MATTRESS
OR

fOUNPATION

CHEST TwM^^ls^* ^-r^)P^
.Of. ^-•g'sjl
FUU - ,^*'*7,i
SIZE xJ.^,|f^a

? yxi^ jj- i*69^ 12'xiy c 1*119^

kvUxVXTT. i*79»» 12'xl6'Hrii*129*«

izxirrsr- :*89«' I2'xi7'rs:ii»139*'

I2'xi2'r!:r:; :*99** I2'xi8'rs^:*144*®

iz'xU'^r;^^ :*104*» i^xiy tt. \
*149''

Rucr
-<w,.. RUBIE

^j^^VBOUCMT-W «b 1000
^^^- «^-RUCS

APPROX VALUE N

4' X 6' UOO I
S3888

APPROX VALUE N

6' X 9' 450 &$68
APPROX VALUE N

9' X 12'^200 £$9888

DOUBLE DEAD BOLT
LOCK e/%QQ
SETS FOR ^ii^^^
SECURITY

9XJKM DVLI

$g99

PINE DINETTE

TABLE AND 4 CHAIRS
OUR REG N $4 <}Q
ns9»»s*l00

TEFLON
WET
AERESOL
SPRAY

DRY OR

39»2RCC.
*4tf

WOOD-BRASS & GLASS
DINETE SET
m

TABLE AND 4 CHAIRS
VALUE
»299»$

NOW
YOU
PAY ni8

IT'S
A

ioUNGE! *""•'"mI DELUXE
WITH

EA. ARMS$38MEA.
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Death penalty unfair and amoral
On February 18. Amnesty International

USA launched a campaign for human
rights in a most unusual area, the United

States. The campaign revolves around the

abolition of the death penalty. Thirty-seven

of oui- 50 states have the death penalty, and

Veronica Hemrcich

of those, 12 states impose sentences and
carry out executions. Another 21 impose
sentences while leaving those convicted in

limbo on death row for periods from six to

10 years. The remaining four states have
the death penalty, but have not imposed
sentences since 1977.

The issues surrounding the death penal-

ty are numerous and potentially explosive.

Most Americans, if asked whether they

support the death penalty, would respond

in the affirmative; only about 20 percent

would say no. The reasons for this are com-
plicated The most obvious reasons cited by
proponents are that the execution of a

murderer is both morally just and a "sure-

fire" deterrent to future murders. The more
insidious, and, in my point of view, the real

reason many Americans support state ex-

ecutions is that most Americans just do not

know the mechanisms that go into every

sentence of death.

These mechanisms are arbitrary, racial-

ly biased, and. in the end, unfair and
amoral. The death penalty entails the

deliberate killing of prisoners by govern-

^,.,>«^

ments. It also represents the assertion of

absolute power by the state over every in-

dividual. This, then is the basis of our

democratic legal system — not the right to

life, every life, but the inane justification

for death.

When I say arbitrary I speak of the pro-

cess of conviction. States vary in the im-

position of the death sentence. Texas and
Florida, for example, have executed 34

prisoners since 1977, while New Hamp-
shire and Vermont do not impose the death

sentence. Some states may authorize trial

judges to sentence defendants to death even

though a jury has recommended that he or

Contra confusion dangerous
The Iran-contra affair has brought an
unwelcome spotlight to bear on the contras,

the US-backed forces fighting the San-

dinista government in Nicaragua. After

five years of existence, the contras have

Ben Brogan

had little success. Instead, internal divi-

sions, human rights abuses and alleged

drug dealing have ruined their credibility.

Most important, they have not succeeded

in pressuring the Sandinistas to negotiate

a settlement. Ideology aside, they have pro-

ven themselves useless as a bulwark

against Soviet adventurism, and a waste

of taxpayers' money.
Investigations into the contra connection

have shown that, in addition to diverting

funds from the arms sales to Iran, Lt. Col.

Oliver North was running an extensive

private network to illegally replace the

funds cut-off by Congress. The drawn-out

scandal has jeopardized future funding for

the contras on Capitol Hill.

The funding issue has been highlighted

by infighting among the contras' civilian

leadership. A long-standing debate bet-

ween Arturo Cruz and Alfonso Robelo on

one side, and Adolfo Calero on the other,

culminated last month when Cruz

threatened to resign, expressing frustra-

tion that Calero was receiving exclusive

support of the Reagan administration. He
argued that the CIA worked solely through

Calero. bet a use hu supports a military .solu-

tion to the conflict. As a result, most of fun-

ding for the contras went to Calero's troops.

Furthermore, Robelo and Cruz felt left out

because of their willingness to seek out a

political compromise with the Sandinistas,

Meanwhile, the administration, under

the guidance of new National Secuiity Ad-

visor Frank Carlucci, has shifted to suppor-

ting a "political approach." As a result,

they have worked to prevent Cruz from

resigning from United Nicaraguan Opposi-

tion. The main pressure comes from Con-

gress, which has made clear that Cruz's

presence is essential for continued funding

of the contras. With $40 million up for ap-

proval this month, as well as a pending re-

quest for $105 million in 1988, the ad-

ministration conceded. Calero was ousted

from UNO, although he remains in charge

of the largest contra force.

Calero, a successful businessman under
Somoza, fled the country when the San-

dinistas took power. Therefore he doesn't

qualify as a "disillusioned Sandinista,"

which the administration has been suppor-

ting. Cruz, a former Sandinista am-
bassador to Washington, and Robelo, a

former member of the Sandinista junta, do.

Their political flexibility lends credence to

their cause. They seem to understand that

the contras are no match for the Soviet-

armed and Cuban-trained Sandinistas.

A change in leadership was made more
urgent by the release a few weeks ago of

a report by the liberal organization

America's Watch. The 170-page report

documents continued human rights abuses

by the contras, including "indiscriminate"

attacks on civilians. The administration

has responded to these charges by adding

"human rights training" to the activities

of those contras flown to the US for train-

ing (a series of lectures on the meaning of

"public relations," no doubt).

Yet doubts remain about the change in

leadership. While characterized as a strug-

gle between "conservatives" and
"liberals," it is clear that the fight is bet-

ween those who were Sandinistas and

those who weren't. In addition, Cruz has

raised doubts about his intentions by rejec-

ting a proposal put forth by Sen.

Christ ophi'i- Dodd (D-Conn.i thai calls for

further aid to be conditional on a contra

guarantee of free and fair elections once

they succeed.

The contras have no military success to

their name. Instead, they have made
themselves international pariahs. Adm.
William Crowe, chairman of the Joint

Chiefs of Staff, said recently "you've got to

have some kind of success, or you're not go-

ing to get a continuing commitment." In

light of the argument offered recently by

Secretary of State George Shultz, that the

contras are there in order to prevent hav-

ing to send US troops, the incompetence of

the contras, and of the administration

which supports them, is ofconcern to us all.

Ben Brogan is a Collegian columnist

U.S.A. is the slice ofa continent. U.S.A.

is a group ofholding companies, some ag-

gregations of trade unions, a set of laws

bound in calf a radio network. . . a <x)l-

umn of stockquotations rubbed out and

written in by a Western Union boy on a

blackboard, a public-library full of old

newspapers and dogeared hiatorybooks

with protests scrawled on the margins in

pencil. . . U.S.A. is a set ofbigmouthed of-

ficials with too many bankaccounts. . .

U.S.A. is a ht of men buried in their

uniforms in Arlington Cemetery. But
mostly U.S.A. is the speech of the people.

— John Dos Passes

she be sentenced to life imprisonment.

Unreliable psychiatric predictions are too

often used to determine a defendant's

future conduct and therefore determining

the imposition of the death sentence. Men-
tally retarded persons, juveniles under the

ages of eighteen, and accomplices to

murders (not the actual murderers) have

been executed and not without some
controversy.

When I say racially biased I mean that

race — in particular the race of the victim

— plays an important part in sentencing

the murderer. The proportion of defendants

sentenced to death for killing white victims

ia often six, eight, even 10 times greater

then the proportion of defendants sentenc-

ed to death for the murders of black

victims

Finally, when I say unfair and amoral I

refer back to the cliched arguments of

many death penalty supporters: not only

does the death penalty deter murders,

avenge those murders, and rid sfK'jety of

the "inhuman", but it is also just. . . an
"eye for an eye" is somehow equal to a "life

for a life." There is absolutely no evidence

that the death penalty deters any kind of

crime, let alone murder. As for avenging
the taking of an innocent life — what kind
of retribution can make the distinction bet-

ween an innocent life and a "guilty" life?

Life is an absolute, rather than something
relative and shaded. According to this

theory, rapists should be raped and thieves

should be robbed as punishment. So why
arent they? Perhaps becau.se we see the

taking of human life as the ultimate in

humanity and abstraction, and if we do,

they why do the majority of Americans sup-

port and even encourage that inhumanity
in our own government?

I believe that people are both moral and
reasonable to the extent that knowledge,
reason and morality can never be mutual-

ly exclusive of one another. Learning and
understanding the facts underlying the

issues of the death penalty, then, .should

enable every person to make his or her own
moral and reasonable decision about the

rights and wrongs of the death penalty.

Veronica Hemreich is the coordinator for

UMass/Amnesty International's campaign
against the death penalty

Letters

Foreign language not essential
In Monday's Collegian

Beth Azar strongly urges

the mandatory require-

ment of a foreign language

for all University of

Massachusetts students.

She can't understand why

"speaking a language
other than English is such

a problem for American
students." Is she serious?

Most Americans are hard-

ly interested enough in

their own language to use

it properly (myself includ-

ed). Before we can learn,

we must be interested. I

would like to suggest that

perhaps studying a second

language is a wasteful ex-

haustion of very limited

time and energy. There is

only so much we can learn

during these four years,

and for those of us who
know what we want to

learn, memorizing hun-

dreds of another people's

words is "senseless" and
"absurd."
Azar asserts: "Almost

every forrn of business in-

volves dealing with either

foreigners or US citizens

who do not speak
English." This is a strong

statement. It is a weak one
too. Of all the "forms" of

business I am familiar

with in this country,
English is still the domi-

nant language shared.

Suppose business majors

took four semesters of a

foreign language. I think

the majority of graduates
will fail to develop the

fluency needed for the

"enriched" experiences of

communication that Azar
suggests.

Azar is not without a

good argument in her

assertion that studying a

foreign language can be a

valuable experience. All

this is obvious. It is also ob-

vious that for some majors

learning a second
language should be man-
datory. But is it

"necessary" for a music or

sports major? For everyone

it is valuable, for no one

should it be required.

Language is only that.

Will we ever be able to

educate ourselves? It

seems to me that the stu-

dent who is not capable of

deciding for himself
whether or not studying a

language would be consis-

tent with his personal

academic goals is most

likely to least appreciate,

as well as commit himself

to. the importance of the

subject in the first place.

As long as our goals are

given us, some will never

have any.

Michael Morrell
Southwest

Miller Lite wants us to have Tun'
The makers of Miller

Lite want us to have an
"awesome" spring break.

They want us to be

prepared with Miller Lite

visor, towel, shorts, t-shirt

and sandals. But that's not

all! We just wouldn't be

with it if we didn't have a

Miller Lite key-chain bot

tie opener, cooler and lots

of the beer itself.

So let's be the next

generation of students to

get wasted in Fort Lauder-

dale or Daytona, to mingle

with the masses because

"that's where the boys

are." Let's all wander the

beach with our "healthy

bronze skin," our hor-

mones pulsing, our mind
buzzing a.s w.- scan for

potential sex partners.

Let's all have brief sex-

ual encounters with dream

gods or goddesses as we
stumble around drunk,
fumbling with buttons and
straps. Of course we'll try

to ignore the smell of

Miller Lite on each other's

breath, we'll try to forget

the fact that our body feels

like a piece of rubber, or

that we just met this

stranger a few minutes ago

on the beach.

But our friends at Miller

Lite don't care about the

next day's hangover. They
don't care that the

stranger is gone, that you
feel jackhammers in your
head, that your friends are

still offering you more of

that familiar Miller Lite,

more-more-more!

You are just another col-

lege student to them.
Another addition to a

seven-figure statistic.

After all, you make them
rich. They are the gods of

that wonder-drug,

"America's Quality Beer,"

so let's worship those in-

flatable bottles, and let's

get so very, very wasted.

Corinna J. Moebius
Amherst
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Guild forms for musicians
By RICK SASSON
Collegian Correspondent

Aspiring campus musicians usually get

their start playing to an half-empty Hatch

or a fraternity party, but now there's an

alternative program which guarantees ex-

posure to its performers.

The University of Massachusetts Musi-

cians Guild is a non-profit, student-run

organization which provides performers

for residential hall coffee houses and other

concerts.

Haywood Gelman and Timothy
Boudreau, both first year students from

Sylvan residential area, started plans for

the Guild last semester when their resi-

dent director suggested they form a cof-

fee house for their residence hall.

The two informally organized three

separate coffee houses with about 15 per-

formers in each.

"We're just out to have a good time,"

Gelman said, who plays with Boudreau in

the acoustic combo "Simplicity."

To become a member of the guild, one

must pass an audition, which will be held

in Earthfoods cafe on March 9 or the Duke
room on March 10 to 12.

"The auditions will not be tough. If so-

meone plays a song well, they're in,"

Gelman said.

The guild has already attracted campus
acts such as, Free Press, BMW and Shelf

Life. There is no limit to members, which

encompasses a wide variety of artistic acts

from rock bands to poetry readings.

Membership requires $2 in dues to pay for

advertising and audio rentals.

"I expect (membership) to be large. Peo-

ple have already told me that this was just

what they were looking for." Gelman said,

adding, "it's also a great way to learn new-

styles of music."

The organization, which is also plann-

ing an outdoor concert in the spring, has

openings for roadies, security guards and
secretaries. For more information, call

Haywood Gelman at 546-4192 or stop by

the Musician Guild table in the Campus
Center concourse between 8:30 a.m. and

5 p.m.

Collegian photo by Michael Cooper

STRUNG OUT— A Musician Guild member, waiting behind an emp-

ty table on the Campus Center concourse Wednesday, faithfully

strums his guitar.

LIQUORS

61 Main St., Amherst
Next to Town Hall

FOR FREE DELIVERY OF
*20 MINIMUM ORDER.
(OFF UMASS CAMPUS)

Dial
253-3091

— All Prices In Store Cash Only —

Grand Prix
Cognac
750 ML

«9.99

Grizzly
Beer

Folonari
Soave
1.5L

$Q49 M >AV I

65

6pk
-I- dep.

katy
PREMlAl

SSL!S>

Premiat
Cabernet
Sauvignon]

Blanc
Pinot Noir

750 ML

^2.49

Ballantine
Ale

16 oz. Bottles

^m Ljf 4 pks. -I- dep.

Robert Mondavi
White Zinfandel

750 ML ^4.49

School fights to stay open
MONROE BRIDGE (AP) - Even before

the mill closed in this isolated town of 140

people, there was little to boast about, but

some folks are rallying to keep open their

nine-pupil school, the second-smallest in

Massachusetts.

•'We made an awful lot of people mad, but

we did what we thought was right," said

School Committee member Eleanor Wiley

after the three-woman board voted

unanimously this week to ignore the advice

of state and other officials and keep the

school open.

"We decided shutting down the school

would hurt the town. If I was looking to buy

a house here, I'd think twice if I knew the

town didn't even have a school," she said

yesterday.

"Most of the parents want to keep the

school and some that aren't parents do,

too," she said.

But A.O. Smith, chairman of the town

board of selectmen, argued that since the

paper mill, which had been the town's on-

ly industry for a century, closed two years

ago, the town could no longer afford the

"The people are unstinting in their

dedication and support of the school and
always have been," School Sui>erintendent

Joseph J. Joseph said. "But how can you

justify an $80,000 budget for 10 students?"

The two-teacher school, for kindergarten

thi'ough eighth grade, expects to expand its

enrollment by one kindergarten pupil next

fall, he said. Only the Massachusetts school

district on the tiny island of Cuttyhunk is

smaller.

The fate of the school has caused "a real

division" in Monroe Bridge, said Mrs.

Wiley's husband, Edward, who serves as a

selectman, and was the only member of the

board to back the School Committee.

"There are those that are dead set

against keeping it open and those that are

just as vehement about keeping it open.

The only sure thing is that the issue isn't

dead," he said.

In an advisory vote earlier this month,

residents split 23-20 in favor of closing the

50-year-old building and busing the

students to the 70-student Florida school

14 miles away.

Shattered window injures driver
An Amherst man suffered a lacerated

hand when the window on the driver's side

of the car shattered at 10:35 p.m. Wednes-
day as he drove on North Pleasant Street

in the vicinity of Fearing Street, Amherst
police said.

The man claimed the window was shot

at, but officers were unable to find proof,

police said.

In other reports:

• After getting off a PVTA bus, a

University of Massachusetts woman was
accosted by a man who grabbed her arm
and made obscene remarks at approximate-

ly 9:30 p.m. Wednesday at Townhouse
Apartments, police said.

The man was described as "white, early

thirties, sandy brown hair and about five

foot seven inches tall."

• Ninety-one dollars was stolen from a

woman living in Southwood Apartments by

a person who was apparently a guest of a

neighbor, police said.

The woman has filed charges against the

man at Northampton District Court.

• A 20-year-old Amherst resident was
charged with providing alcohol to minors
after police broke up an "alcohol party" in-

volving many minors apparently due to

Amherst High School's "skip day" at 10:30

a.m. Wednesday on Alpine Drive, police

said _ EDWARD SYRON
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The Universiti/ of Massachusetts Department of Theater

Rand Theater, Fine Arts Center
March 5-7, 1114, 1987 at 8:00 PM

Tickets: Fine Arts Center Box Office, 545-2511

Astronomy department
holds strong reputation
By KARL ROOKEY
Collegian Correspondent

The astronomy program at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts has been gaining na-

tional prestige, as well as developing a

reputation for quality within the campus
community itself.

The program is a branch of the UMass
department of physics and astronomy, but

because it is also a part of the Five Colleges

department of astronomy, most of the pro-

fessors are on the faculty listings of all five

colleges.

Professor Von Blerkom. the chairman of

the astronomy program, feels that it has

gained a good reputation nationwide,

which is steadily getting better. "We've

been able to recruit some of the very best

people in the field of astronomy...they

make a big impact on the program," Von
Blerkom said.

"One of the components that has made
the University [astronomy] department as

successful as it is, is the ability to build and

design state of the art receivers for elec-

tromagnetic radiation," he said. "The ex-

pertise is not widespread." According to

Von Berklom. Professor Goldsmith and

Research Associate Neal Erickson are

responsible for this ability.

In addition, the program has access to

quality equipment, allowing them to ac-

quire and analyze large quantities of infor-

mation. There is a 16-inch cassegrain

reflector telescope in Orchard Hill, which

is a light wave telescope, a 14-meter

radiowave telescope near Quabbin Reser-

voir that is operated by the Five College

astronomy department and an image

analysis laboratory on the sixth floor of the

Graduate Research Tower.

Von Blerkom stated that they have also

arranged to use an infrared telescope at the

University of Wyoming on an equal time-

sharing system. Additional information

that has been gathered by the Infra Red
Astronomical Satellite, which is a space

telescope, is received on computer disks.

Faculty members have done important

research on subjects such as young stars,

the birth of stars, quasars, T Tauri stars,

molecules in interstellar space and the

molecular content of galaxies. The study of

bipolar flows was initiated by Professor

Snell of UMass.
Graduates of the department have been

employed as professors at various univer-

sities nationwide and have worked as

astronomers for companies such as Bell

Laboratories and various NASA
contractors.

Additionally, the faculty has a represen-

tative. Professor Kleinman, on the team of

scientists that works on IRAS and Pro-

fessors Irvine and Schloerb were the coor-

dinators for all world-wide radiowave

observation of Halley's Comet during the

International Halley watch.

"We're a very enthusiastic group here,"

Von Blerkom said. "We think the

astronomy program is going to continue to

get better."

* panel
continued from page 1

Michael S. Dukakis and discuss the Hurst

report.

"The presidential candidates were ques-

tioned on their views concerning the im-

plementation of a Civility 101 course,

which was recommended by the Hurst

report. The course would focus on social

awareness. Both sides agreed that there

was need for such a class on campus.

In response to questions about student

politics, Demeo said he is "committed to

making sure student rights come back to

this campus," while Warren/Friedman said

they would work to "develop student in-

itiative" and get more students involved

with student government. They also said

they would make sure the Undergraduate

Senate operated more efficiently through

various means.
Student advocacy was brought up many

tinles during the meeting. Wingle was ask-

* Kinnamon

ed twice if he felt his position as plaintiff

in the suit against the administration to

regain the students' right to sue the

University would impede his ability to

work with other members of the Board of

Trustees.

Wingle replied that the administration

"respects [his] position" and that, as SGA
Speaker, he has "been able to work with

the administration on several other

issues." Wingle said he will use diplomacy

when dealing with the administration and
views "confrontationaljsm as as absolute

last resort."

Mendelson was also questioned about

how she would work for students on the

board. She said she would work to com-

municate with students through "a student

trustee newsletter, going to area govern-

ment and committee meetings and getting

the collective ideas" of the students.

The debate was sponsored by the Mortar

Board.

Poet recounts love's labors
How much do I love thee? Let me count

the change.

I love thee to the breadth and buttereth

of my existance...

Thou art the moonshine of my life.

I am plastered with your love; I slobber

in giddy desire...

I drink you in until my cup runneth

over in my lap...

I walk with fervent anticipation under

my feet,

I slip and fall for you headlong down the

stairs.

I long for your kiss. ..I long for your

feel...

I long for your clutch,...your brake,...your

steering wheel,

Hold me close, until 1 can breathe no

continued from page 3

She became interested in debating when

she was nine years old. Her babysitter,

who was a debater, brought in her

research, and would tell her about it. Kin-

namon began taking debating seriously

in high school. She said the workshops she

attended in high school were very helpful

in sharpening her debating skills. "It's

very important to be able to thoroughly

research a subject, to speak persuasively

and quickly. I like the intellectual

stimulation, and the competition."

Kinnamon said the enjoys debating, but

that it is flawed by both sexism and

racism.

"It's hard to be taken seriously as a

female debater, although a lot of debaters

are liberal and seem to be open minded,

it's a very sexist activity." According to

Kinnamon of the approximately 100 na-

tionallv ranked dehatnrs about 10 are

women.
Kinnamon said that it was rare to find

two women debaters who are partners and
that women are awarded few speaking

quality points in the tournaments.
"Debate is dominated by white, upper-

class males. The workshops are expensive;

it's hard to gain experience without

money. It's an elite intellectual activity,"

Kinnamon said. She believes that this self

perpetuating cycle extends into the law
profession, as many debaters become
lawyers or judges.

Kinnamon is planning to attend law

school and would like to become a law pro-

fessor. "I think I'll be able to do what I

want, but I know it won't be easy. I've

been pretty successful in debate this year

in spite of the fact that I am a woman,"
she said.

more...

Then let off a bit, lest I die,...

I toast thee in the fortitude and fervitude

Life of my Love,. ..Love of my Life,...

Love of my Love, ...or none of the above.

Be with me 'til the end of time

'Til the end of hope, 'til the end of my

strength,

'Til the end of my rope

Forever and a day
at least 'til something better comes

along...
— Dick Janssen

2/14/77
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Thursday March 5th

NEW MAN
$5.00

Friday March 6
[Saturday March 7|

ARTISTRY

Friday March 13

{Saturday March 14

VIDEO WEEKEND

Don't Miss Flat

Street's Great
Mid-Week
Getaway

Wednesdays
75 Cent Drafts

Open at 8:00 PM

CHINESE KITCHEN E
FAST SERVICE — GREAT PRICED

TRY OUR LUNCHEON-DINNER SPECIALS

Only $1.49 before 3 pm. $1.90 after 3 pm

A. Chicken Fingers, Fried Rice or Chow Mein

B. Chicken Wings, Fried Rice or Chow Mein

C. Lobster Sauce, Fried Rice or White Rice

D. Chicken with Green Peas and Fried Rice

E. Yoke Kew (Beef) with Gravy and Fried Rice

Eat In or Take Out
HOURS; Sunday Noon • 10 pm. Mon • Sat 11:30 • lOpm

EUROPE ^« CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
On* RocMMler Piaza

New York, NY 10020

Phone (212) 581-3040

Mail thia ad for Spacial
StiKianl/Teachar TarlH.

D MNTAL O LEASE D PURCHASE

2 LOCATIONS

430 Russel St (Rt 9)
HADLEY — 253-2571

150 King St

NORTHAMPTON — 586*8220

(9 am - 2 ^ EARLYI
BIRD

SPECIAL
$2 OFF
Shampoo,
Cut & Dry

ilYLES

BY
EBORAH

549-5610 • 65 University Dr

with thl» coupon - axpir** 3/2S/B7

J

Sunday Night Is

JIMMY FUND NIGHT

At Mike's

ALL YOU CAN EAT BUFFET ONLY $1 .00

ALL BAR PROCEEDS WILL BE DONATED
TO THE JIMMY FUND

The Collegian Hopes All Of You Will Come Down
And Support This Worthwhile Charity Event

W^^ Round trip
^ Irofit NEW YOBR '

slsrltng al

LUXEMBURG $298
LONDON'"" 361

ST.THOMAS 238
TEL AVIV 583
CARACAS 293
ATHENS 493
STOCKHOLM 413
HONGKONG 764
Also, EURAIL PASSES. INT L
STUDENT 10.WORK/STUDY
ABROAO.AVHCAROS. LOW
DOMESTIC FARES and
morvfCALL for

FREE Student Ttavet Catalog!

[413] 256-1261

COUNCIL TRAVEL
AMHEAST
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Liquid Lesson tears it up at a recent Valley gig.

Collegian photu by Rob Skelton
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h

THE AMERICAN INDIAN STUDENT ASSOCIATION OF UMASS CELEBRATES

AMERICAN INDIAN AWARENESS MONTH

Calendar Of Events - March 2 20. 1987 >
Marcli 2-20 Rhode Island Photography and Wampanoag Art Exibit will b« displayed

throughout the month in the Sunset Gallery, McKimmie dormitory-Southwest

MaKb 3.11,17 Videos depicting Native American Indian culture in the modem world will be shown in

the Campus Center Rm 165 7 30-9 CX) pm

Ufck 6 Native American Indian Music and Dance Exhibition in the Student Union, Cape Cod
Lounge. 3 00-5 00 PM

Ibfcli 7 Native American Indian Awareness Workshops ( 1 ) Economic Development Trends,

(2) Native-controlled Education and (3) Gayhead Wampanoag Tribal Issues 1 00-600
PM Campus Center Rm 163

Ifardi 13 Live Exhibit • Native American Indians of New ENgland will reenact the lifestyle of the

era around 1700s Show begins 1 00-5 00 PM in the Student Union, Commonwealth Rm
(Earthfoods)

March 14 Native American Indian Children's Storyteller - Ms. Ramona Peters, at the Jones Library-

Burnett Gallery, Amherst Center 200-4 00 PM
Spiderwoman '''heatre Play - "Sun, Moon and Feather" presented by New World Theatre

in the Bowker Auditorium at 8 00 Pm

March 19 A Panel Discussion focusing on American Indian Treaty Rights followed by a Concert

featuring contemporary music by a Native person Tentatively scheduled for Cape Cod
Lounge 7 00-10 00
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT A IS A 545-0031 or 545-0222

NOW OPEN

PANDA EAST
RIGHT IN DOWNTOWN AMHERST

Come In For Our Daily

LUNCHEON SPECIALS
Served Mon - Sat: 1 1:30 - 3:00

ALSO CHECK OUT OUR TAKE OUT SERVICE

Located at 103 N. Pleasant St (behind Bart's)

telephone: 256-8923

RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253 6441

NEW LOW PRICES CHECK THIS OUT
200 ml Reusable

"Sporting Flask"
Filled with Wild Turkey
Now only ... $2.99 each

BONUS: Present this ad
and get 2 flasks for $5

While they last

SWISS HOPPENPERLE
$3.50 6pk-i-,$1 2.99 cse +

HEINEKEN KEGS
13.2 gal dark only

S40 plus deposit

while they last

KAHLUA $11.49 750ml MANY MORE IN HOUSE SPECIALS

Local music: Liquid Lesson
By DAN GOODIN
Collegian Staff

Northampton band Liquid Lesson is

eclecticism personified. During any one

song there are likely to be several diverse

influences working. The foundation of the

quartet's sound are the moody bass lines

of George Cooke and the circular guitar

textures of John Caban. The two sound

most like Tony Levin and Robert Fripp of

the new King Crimson, but also incor-

porate jazz and blues into their playing.

Punctuating the smart sound of Cooke

and Caban are the wild, improvisational

jazz riffs of drummer Neal Backman, and

adding the mustard to the sandwich are the

funky R & B rhythms and vocal textures

of singer and chief lyricist Clinton Hull.

Together they provide an entertaining mix

of technical, intelligent, and versatile rock.

"I don't really think about who conscious-

ly influences me," says Caban while twang-

ing his unplugged Fender in a recent in-

terview. "People say 'You guys sound like

King Crimson,' and I say 'yea, I guess we
do.' We just try to do our own thing, try to

make our own sound, try to bring all these

different influences and all these different

inspirations into our own music."

Occasionally the sound can be con-

voluted, but those moments are rare.

Speaking of this phenomenon, Caban says

"Sometimes we can have our problems

with [eclecticism) because there're two in-

fluences fighting each other, but it all

comes out in the wash."
Liquid Lesson's genesis was wath Caban

and Cooke in the fall of 1985 as an im-

provisational jazz band Over the next year

the band added and dropped members un-

til they finally evolved into their present

status. At focus since their beginning has

been an intelligent and psychedelic at

tempt that, more often than not, shines

through the sound of their performances.

Lyrically, the band relies more on the

visceral than on intelligence; the lines may
be catchy, but are occasionally too silly. But

when they work, they inspire fun. Hull, a

graduate student in child studies at UMass
and a kindergarten teacher, often ties his

studies into his music. "A lot of things like

'Green Eggs and Ham' from Dr. Seuss come
from what (Hull) teaches his kids," Caban
says. "That's what gives us a playful feel-

ing."

Playing at Sheehan's, Northampton,

tonight, you can experience the appealing

combination of intelligence and jocularity

that is all Liquid Lesson's own.

Ever wanted to Fly?

We have immediate openingi for new mem-
bers! Our aircraft are available for economi-

cal primary and advanced instruction, as well

pleasure flying. Give '«• a call and one of our

members will take yo<. up!

Tke Collegiate Flying CluD

538-5821

UMass Bike Club
Get your bikes out

'Cause spring is near

Come ride with us
We're in top gear!

Come Learn About:

•Our Spring Break Tour

•Area Touring
• Biking Tip Sheets
•Racing Club
•Weekend Day Trips

Next Meeting:

Monday March 9, 7:00 pm
Suffolk Room
Student Union

»^m*MJ» « MM. ^ %i Jt.J^

IBefore Spring Break
GET RID OF THE

WINTER DOLDRUMS
Come In For A FREE Cellophane Treatment

With a Hair Cut

MAKE YOUR APPOINTMENT BEFORE YOU GO AWAY \

PntriCk & C^r\ appointivient or walk insrv^iiiwix w» ^^^ (413) 586-7477 '

onwrKtN* Hoifttyiind^ Men ft w<v^i^^ 104 Russel St • Elmwood Shops I

Hadley, Ma 01035
Offer Good Through March 30, 1987

,

i
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THE FINE ARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

THE TOKYO STRING
QUARTET

"Precision...Balancc.Clarity"

Thursday, Feb 26, 8 pm
Bowker Auditorium

Tickets $15 13

TWYLA THARP
DANCE

"Catch the Excitement"

March 1 & 11 , 8 pm
Concert Hall

Tickets $18 16 14

MEL TORME &
GEORGE SHEARING

"Giants of Entertainment"

Thursday, Mar 1 2, 8 pm
Concert Hall

Tickets S20 18. 16

it Five College Students Malf-Price! *
Tickets available at F.ne Arts Center Bo« Ot'ice Call (4 1 J)S4b 2b\ 1

ARTS
MifiiiilHih mt^mi^

Native Son burns
NATIVE SON
Directed by Jerrold Freedman
Starring Victor Love, Oprah Winfrey
At Pleasant Street

By THOMAS V. GAGNON
Collegian Correspondent

Native Son, based on Richard Wriglu's 1940 novel of the

same name, took a long time lo make it to the screen. Now
it is here, and it is well worth seeing.

Native Son is the story of Bigger Thomas (Victor Love),

a liy-year-old black man who lives in the slums of Chicago

with his mother and two younger siblings in what looks

like the late 1930's. Bigger is going nowhere with his life

and knows it as he re.si.sts his mother's suggestions that

he get a job, opting instead for petty crime.

Eventually he does get a job. as a chauffeiu- for a wealthy

white family. In this foreign environment, Bigger sees the

vast gap that exists between him and the people he works

for. He is made to feel very class and race conscious as

he accompanies the family's daughter and her boyfriend

to an all black restaurant and we feel his tension. The
young couple are oblivious to it.

This tension is the main reason behind the accidental

murder Bigger commits. The movie shows his panic before

and after the murder very well, but ultimately he has

about as much of a chance as a duck in a shooting gallery.

The best performance is given by Oprah Winfrey as Big-

ger's mother. Winfrey is totally convincing in the role,

and steals the show whenever she appears. Love is forceful

and intense but somewhat uncharismatic as Bigger. He
is very effective, though, as is the rest of the cast. Even

Matt Dillon does a good job.

The movie has a dark, shadowy look about it. The sun

never shines directly on anyone. This starkness fits the

movie well.

U Native Son has a problem, it is that the beginning is

a little slow. Also, only the Winfrey character seems to

have any real depth.

But these are just minor items in a movne that has much
to recommend it. Native Son shows the destructiveness

and futility that result from prejudice. Bigger is a victim

of his own actions, but he is also a victim of society. Native

Son is a powerful, discomforting movie that has something

to say.

Victor Love plays the role of Bigger Thomas in Jerrold Freed
man's latest flick Native Son.

Evening Pro Blusica lights up the Hatch
EVENING PRO BLUSICA
At The Hatch, Wednesday
By SAQIB ALLADIN
Collegian Correspondent

Some musicians can put you at ease with

their musical expertise. Evening F*ro

Blusica, with an informal air about their

presence and a rich blues background

qualify for this rating.

Art Steele runs the show. An excellent

command over his Fender-Stratocaster

with a good ability to switch smoothly from

the rhythm progressions to lead sections is

what I liked most this all-blues guitar man.
Single-handedly he controls the

background rhythm with an almost perfect

"Clapton-like " style. Steele's vocal

capabilities are impressive too. He
modulates well and sings in the true spirit

of a blues vocalist. In short, Art Steele is

a "blues person."

Of course, the fact remains that Bill on

the drums, Tom on the saxophone and Paul

on the trumpet do contribute to the blues

music wi^th their characteristic styles, but

one still gets the feeling that they're mere-

ly filling in for Art.

The band has been playing for almost
seven years now. All the group members
appear quite adept in the art of stage im-

provisation which seems to be part and
parcel of the fabric of their music. Proof of

their experience is also evident from their

coordination of instruments and the pro-

duction of a "whole" and "distortion-free"

sound without the use of any mixing
devices whatsoever. They deserve a good

musical rating.

HIippniHIBHHIIHnHniHHIB
! HEINEKEN $1.30 g

I
LITTLE LOWENBRAUS .75«

j

I CAPE COD WHALER S1.75 §

Women's art
inspiring

Women on Women
A group art exhibit

Wheeler Gallery

By JONATHAN M. CASSIE
('(lileuian Staff

"Woinen nn Women," a group exhibit

of five area women arti.stH is being shown
at the Wheeler Art Gallery this week in

conjunction with International Women's
Week. This is, put .simply, an incredible

exhibit.

Sharon Harper is a graduate student in

painting and an Artist-in Residence on

the Eastside at the University of

Massachusetts. Her works examine the

emotional interactions that are at work
in the family, with an emphasis in the

power structures that exist within it.

In "A Helping Hand," her powerful use

of red conveys an acute sense of anger

that seems to be directed both at the

mother and against the mother who is

portrayed in the work. In "Feeding

Time," she uses blue in the same way to

convey an opposite emotion, one of

soothing and peace within the family.

Elizabeth Canali, a professional artist

who lives in Chailemont, Mass., has a col-

lection of miniature sculptures at this ex-

hibit. These sculptures are called "Fear
of Flying,""Stretching Out, " and "Girls

at Play."

The most provocative work was ex-

hibited by Helena D. Negrette, who uses

photographs of her portrait subjects as

part of the decor in "settings" that she

assembles to enhance the photographs.

Her aim is to build a life-size and realistic

environment that gives the impression

that the subject herself was present and
has just departed.

Negi-ette's "Backward turn Backward,"

A Portrait of Sarah Dreher, is a powerful

and thought provoking setting that em-
phasizes loss in the subjects life. The set-

ting has a great deal of imagery present

in it, ranging from what seems to be blood

on one picture to the lines in the

typewriter's page that inspire the title.

Her setting entitled "I Always Dream
of Empty Rooms," A Portrait of Ann
Hastings is by far the most fascinating

work in the exhibit. It had a captivating

aura that drew me in and did not let go.

It's dream-like qualities are certainly evi-

dent in this outstanding work.

"Women on Women," a celebration of

International Women's Week is an ex-

hibit that art lovers absolutely must not

miss.

B

MARTIAL ARTS
MARATHON

SRONSt)RtD BY ALPHA PHI OMLGA
AND THE UMAS.S OKINAWA GOJU RVU KARA! E CLUB.

MANY DEMONSTRATIONS

HAVE FUN! ENJOY!

JOIN IN. SHUGO!

EVERYONE WELCOME!

COME AND LEARN KARATE. HAVE FUN!
HELP A GOOD CAUSE

MARCH 7th and 8th 3..^ - a. ...

STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
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5^ FILM
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Bv DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

Movies on the campuses:
Friday:

Badlands (1974) starring Martin Sheen

and Sissy Spacek will be shown in Gambol

Auditorium, Mount Holyoke College at 7

& 9 p.m.

Sophie's Choice is a great film starring

Meryl Streep and Kevin Kline. This movie

about a holocaust survivor trying to deal

with guilt and insanity in post-war

America is one of my all time favorites.

You really should see this if you can. It is

showing in the main lecture hall in

Franklin Patterson Hall at Hampshire Col-

lege at 7 & 9:45 p.m.

Duck Soup starring the Marx Brothers will

be shown in Merrill 1. Amherst College at

8 & 10 p.m.

Saturday:
Sleeper is the 1973 comedy classic starring

Woody Allen as a modren man defrosted

and awakened in the distant future. Diane

Keaton also stars as the future's most pro-

mising poet. It will be shown in Gambol

Auditorium. Mount Holyoke College at 7

& 9 p.m.

Duck Soup starring the Marx Brother will

be shown in Merrill 1, Amherst College at

8 & 10 p.m.

Sunday:
Caught and Reckless Moment are both

1949 films directed by Max Ophals starr-

ing James Mason. They will be shown in

Wright Hall Auditorium, Smith College at

2 & 3:30 p.m.

The Woman in the Dunes is a Japanese

film starring Kyoto Kishida about desire

and erotica as an allegory on the suppres-

sion of individualism. It will be shown in

the main lecture hall of Franklin Patter-

son Hall, Hampsire College at 8:00 p.m.

Duck Soup starring the Marx Brother will

be shown in Merrill 1, Amherst College at

8 & 10 p.m.

Mountain Farms Four
Theatres
Noosiers (*••) Gene
Hackman stars as a high

school basketball coach

who is trying to make up
for his past and the small

town team with a dream
shot at the championship.

Based on a true story, this

movie deals more with

characters triumphing
over their mistakes, rather

than dwelling on physical

competition. Exciting.

Platoon (•••*) a gripp-

ing anti-heroic depiction of

the Vietnam war. This is

one of those few movies

that's worthy of all the

praise lavished on it.

Radio Days (*•• 1/2)

Return with us now to

those thrilling (and
nostalgic) days of

yesteryear. Woody Allen

rides again.

Black Widow (••)
Winger's character is in-

teresting but the story

isn't. No suspense.

Hampshire 6 Theatres
A Nightmare on Elm
Street 3: The Dream War-
riors (NR) Look's like

Freddy is back to slice up

some more teenagers. Die-

hard Freddy fans gives

this sequel a mutilated

thumbs up or a blood and
guts rating of three chain-

saws. The question is: why
do people keep living on
this street?

Some Kind of Wonderful
(••) Another John
Hughes story about some
teen-agers who try to find

love across class lines. A
teen-movie that only teens

will enjoy because only

teens care about these

issues. Will the poor boy

get the poor girl who hangs
out with mean rich boys?

Will the poor boy notice

that his best friend is a

poor girl who is obviously

in love with him? Will

anyone in the audience

notice that this is really

the plot of John Hughes'

last film Pretty in Pink
with the genders changed?
Will Hughes keep making
movies with the same plot?

Will I stop asking these

stupid questions?

Outrageous Fortune
(••••) Best comedy yet

this year.

Mannequin (NR) Reputed-
ly the worst comedy yet

this year.

Lethal Weapon (NR) Mel
(Mad Max) Gibson stars as

an unorthadox, slightly

violent detective whose
new partner is a veteran

detective about to retire

played by Danny (T/je Col-

or Purple and Silverado)

Glover.

Angel Heart (NR) Mickey
Rourke plays a man who
must investigate the
strange world of voodoo,

Robert DeNiro and sexy

Lisa (Cosby Show) Bonet,

— Don Lipper

SPECIAL
SPRING BREAK RATE

$99. II
per room

(1 - 4 persons)

RAMADA INN
OCEANFRONT HOLLYWOOD

2711 S. Ocean Drive

Hollywood, Florida 33019

(LOCATED BETWEEN FT. LAUDERDALE & MIAMI)

Call NOW for Reservations

(305) 922-8200
Reservations & Deposits must be received

by 3/15/87 to receive special rate

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Smithereens
By Sarah Smith

Where giraffes go to comb their hair

^e ^./i -^/if Odfr\on,cs Cuikidck Fe,/te

Doonesbury By Garry Trtideau

m

50MB 9XJPP<X>B ON0UPCO.
JHBIR P/eRATIO IS 60IN6 ID

j 3BUIU>. Y0U5H0ULPM0VB.

oereo^B LevBMeepFiNANONa
BUYSHARBa, BUTH0U?AT<9%,
90 y(X)pourHAVE TO piscwse.
MEAHUHILB,ItLPQ TUB iAMB

JHBNMNOUNCB,ANP SCARS
HeU Ot/TOF/MNAGeMBm. THB

Af^S lAIIU, JACK UP THB PRJCB,

I'LL BAIL.Af^yOU TAKE 6f!£eN-

r^SSiU^ MAIL UJHAT
C^^^POWU THINKS

/ .

HMM... WHATSORT
OPTTMB-FRAMB
WBRB YOU f'^ ^^-

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

11 am • 2 am 7 days
50 Main St. Amharat. MA

Bloom County

I

After A Long Day Of Skiing,

Reward Yourself With
A Delicious Hot Meal At

J.B.s

tF TOU APPEAS n THIS AO. COMB DOWB TO JB « FOR A PUB UIXGB COKE AID LABCB BBBP SASDWICHI

By Berke Breathed

5:59 am.
OUR HeRO mKB^ TV

THe doeeRiNb KeftuzfimoN C
THAT H€ NeVBK REALLY

/

m^ A NBimANesm
cofl^-HtrmR peAuTY.

\

Bat Brain By Bill Bearing

^TWEXe'S BfeV A LOT

OF V{LK LATeui ABO\n}
•me MiumKs/^Np
ITS RetRUlTMCNT

' PRACTItCS.

Gordy By Gorde

SO WH^ IF IT'S

ABSOLUTELY NOTHiroa
To OO TOhil&HTf

C'N[OhJ,THBRE'S .

FR06ABLYSOM^Hth}&
PBSC&JTOfJ TV/ '

LBT'S Se£,HOHT

Y

' EPISOPE . THB
CORBOA^ITE /VIA*JEUVBR
-'WJ ALCOHOLIC
mCXbBT HOLDS THE
&JTEKPKISE AT BAY."

ALL BOAKD OF EDITORS IIBMBERS

The photo must be redone MOITOAY at 4 p.m.

See Kelly for details.

Board meeting Sunday is at noon Come with

questions for the SGA candidates!

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
t Enpactmoni
6 Kimono
•djuncls

10 Cwan ih« a»ck
14 Finon
15 Like some

Wievision

16 N«uticai cry

17 Join

ia WkMtlXMd
20 n*n*w«d <

p( ascription

22 Part ot a m#ru
23 Another name

lo< Hotea
24 Acto'

Ricnardaon at

ai

26 Roaa curve

27 Students at

exam time

29 5wora-at«ap«d

as a gladiolus

Wat
31 Claim or cool

ending

32 Aapen gear

34 Back comb
37 Restore tor

StlOft

40 UniMd
41 Enigma

Variations

composer
42 Crinkled m

Calais

43 Normandy town

45 — Paimas
46 Pape La

Mokos
hidaaway

4SMan
immonaliied by

Longtaliow

51 In ttie past

53 Parisian parent

54 Spanisn queen
et ai

55 Relating to the

nervous system
57 Born

Yesterday star

61 Hamei and
Lake

63 Without

purpose
64 Suburb oi Pans

65 Suntlower

Slate Abbi

66 Goat anteK>pa

67 Sate sides

66 Wagnanen
earth goddess

69 Federal dept

DOWN
1 Gaidenei at

times

2 Caen s 'iver

3 Notrung unusual

4 Imp dwetlirtg ai

ttia Piaia Hotel

5 Mantel figure

6 VMne flask o<

yore

7 Worth two m
the bush7

8 — Gota
Secret

• Las Vegas
numbers

10 Tar

11 Alistair

MacLean novel

12 Tip top ratings

13 Computer units

19 Handle-shaped

21 Time o< age
endirtg

25 Lensmen
Adams

27 Green spot in

Grenoble

26 Rarity

30 — Aviv

33 Cleveland

Browns
quarterl>ack

35 Mosei tributary

36 Irish Gaelic

36 Brazilian tree

39 Me s on an
occupational

holiday''

44 City on the Oka
47 Resemble
49 Join up
50 More conceited

51 Smith s need

52 Silly or\es

56 Rogers et ai

56 Greek peak

59 Wild o>

60 Evergreens

62 Motor vehicle

ANSWER TO PHEVIOUS PUZZLE:

3/i/t7

PI" --M

' r

- i— i—Hm- TT- n-
n-

H- rr

«IW^ l«t 4i^rtn Timn ^>«4ii 3/6/17

Lunch
Menu

Basics Lunch

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Spanish Shrimp and Rice

Dinner

Mcatloaf/Beef Gravy

Baked Cod/Mornay Sauce

Garbanzo Vegetable Stew

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Basics Dinner

Fiesta Rice and Cheese

Baked Cod/Momay Sauce

Weather
Today: Sunny, high near 50.

Tonight: Clear, becoming partly cloudy later, low 30-35.

Tomorrow: Partly sunny, high in the 30s.

Today's Staff
Night Editor Sheryl Jean

Copy Editor John Swanson

Layout Technician Rob Catalano

Photo Technician Byrne Guarnotta

Production Supervisor Marc Infield

Production: Connie, Laura, Tori,

Keith, Vallerie, and Lisa

Executive Board — Spring of 1987

KEltY SIEGER
Editor ia Chief

NAHCY KLINGENER
Managiag Bdiior

STEVE RUBIK
Basiacas Maaafcr

PHIL SERAFIHO
Editorial Editor

ANSEL ZINTER
Prodactiea Maaager

Bttsiness Board — Spring of 1987

STEVE RUBIV
Basiacs* Maaagtr

PAUL H. LESSER

Advcrtisial Sale* Maaagcr

VAMESSA ROTH
Flaaacc Maaager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Markctiai Haaager

CRAIG HAUGLE
Clrcalalloa Maaagcr

KAREH HOLLAHO
Sahacrlptioa Maaagcr
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Weinberger defends Tower Report's

criticism of him and Shultz
BOSTON (AP) - Defense Secretary Caspai- Weinberger

yesterday decried the Tower Commission's criticisms of

him and Secretary of State George Shultz, calling claims

that they failed to protect the president "naked conclu

sions" unsupported by evidence surrounding the Iran

arms sale.

"I presented many, many times to the president all of

the arguments that I could think of. as did George Shultz.

both together and separately, as to why this shouldn't be

d'^ne," Weinberger said in his first public response to the

report. "You run out of appeals after a time, and that's

what happened."

The Feb. 28 report said Weinberger and Shultz "distanc-

ed themselves from the march of events. ...They were not

energetic m attempting to protect the president from the

consequences of his personal commitment to freeing the

hostages."

Shultz also disputed the Tower Commission's findings.

"I do not agree that my actions were designed somehow

or another to make a record to protect myself," he told

reporters covering his trip to China yesterday. "1 don't

operate that way."
Previously, however, Shultz said in retrospect that he

could have been more forceful in his opposition and taken

greater steps to stop the arms sales.

Weinberger, in Boston to address the Harvard Model

Congress of high school and college students, said he did

not find it odd that he and Shultz had become allieB in

light of reports that the two Cabinet members often were

at odds.

"We've always been together on a great many more

things than people realized." Weinberger said. "We are

together I would guess on 90 to 95 percent of the issues."

He said he and Shultz were "systematically excluded"

from meetings on the Iran arms deal and in many cases

did not even know the meetings were held,

"The people.. .who wanted to pursue this policy didn't

want the president to hear advice on the contrary,"

Weinberger said.

Echoing each other from opposite sides of the globe.

Shultz and Weinberger lavished praise on President

Reagan's choice of Frank C. Carlucci as his national

security advisor and said the administration was return-

ing to a progressive path. Weinberger also said Reagan's

choice of FBI Director William H. Webster to head the

CIA was "absolutely perfect."

Both said they neither had plans to resign nor had any

indication that the president wanted to replace them.

Weinberger said Reagan's endorsement of the Tower

report during his Wednesday night speech did not mean
he accepted the criticisms of his Cabinet officers.

"The president didn't say anything at all about the part

relating to George Shultz and to me, ' Weinberger said.

"And those aren't findings, really. Those are just conclu-

sions and statements."

I
•

AP photo

In his first public appearance since the release

of the Tower Report, Secretary of Defense Caspar
Weinberger answers questions yesterday at a
press conference in Boston.

LESBIAN. BISEXUAL AND GAY

ALLIANCE

3:00-5:

Join us for
and

3:00-5:30

, Doughnuts
lity !

Euery Friday in f^ Campus Center

(Check Schedule by EJeuators)

Wickies
nnePfint

1 BOLTWOOD WALK
AMHERST
256-0148

LASER PRINTING

^ <fiiR on ^
ONE PAGE

RESUME

Please present this couponupon I

5**°^
for a

Quality

Laundry

let us do your
11 PRAY ST. wash-dry- fold

AMHERST. IS/IA. and

SELF SERVICE ^^^''^ pressing

7 DAYS •• 7AJVI-10 PM S49'W65

- ROUTE 9

253-5595 175 UNIVERSITY DRIVE

KEGS - FREE DELIVERY OFF CAMPUS

BUD OR LIGHT 12 oz cans $11.49 + 1.20

LABATT ALE OR BEER loose bottles $11.75 + 1.20

TUBOURG LIGHT OR DARK 12 oz bottles $2.70 + .30 6pk

MILLER LITE 12 pk cans $5.40 + .60 12pk

MOOSEHEAD loose bottles $13.30 + 1.20 cs

STROH 12 pk cans $5.00 + .60 12pk

• track weekend
continued from page 16

these kinds

of meets but it is a time for some rvmners that have work-

ed up to this all season to showcase their talents.

"Our number one objective will be to run fast times

to get ready for the short spring schedule," UMass coach

Kalekeni Banda said.

Barbara CuUinan, the school record holder in the 800,

and hurdler Kim Baten will have the best chances to

score, according to Banda.

The distance medley team of Sonya Vaughan, Susan

Goldstein, Shawna Smith, and Julie Ott have their sites

set on qualifying for the Penn Relays. In addition,

Vaughan and Goldstein will join forces with Wendy Mar-
shall and Cullinan in the 4x400 relay, also hoping to

qualify for the Penn Relays.

"Last weekend was one of the best performances we've
had since I've been here," Banda said. "This weekend
is a chance for the kids to prove that it was not a fluke."

• women's gymnastics
continued from page 16

the past history of meets between the two
teams, Massachusetts would be a pro-

hibitive favorite. Since Shiebler became
coach three years ago, the Minutewomen
have handled Rutgers with ease, beating

them by as many as ten points. However,
this year Rutgers has a new coach and a

crop of new freshmen, which could be a

cause of concern for UMass.
"They could be significantly stronger

than they have in the last few years,"

Shiebler said. "We will have to watch out

for them and not go in overconfident. This

will be no stroll through the park. Our kids

can't let down their guard." he said.

The Minutewomen will be led, as usual,

by freshman Kristin Turmail. whom
Shiebler expects to have a particularly

good meet in front of the home crowd.

"The advantage of being home should be

enough to put Kristin over the top and pull

everything together in the all-around,"

Shiebler said.

The rest of the lineup also looks strong.

Joining Turmail in the Ail-Around will be

sophomore Lou Kaufman, who has been a

consistent performer in the event all

season. Freshman Enya Hlozik is also pen

cilled in for the Ail-Around, giving the

lineup additional depth and strength.

Shiebler is also looking for big things

from Hadley's Erika Baxter, who he said

should have a crowd of friends and family

cheering her on, and Lisa Tokarek, who
will be putting some new twists in her floor

exercise routine.

Being the home team should aid UMass.
according to Shiebler. The team's familiari

ty with the equipment combined with the

presence of the fans could give UMass the

edge. With the stands so close to the floor,

a loud crowd can really get the g>'mnasts

pumped up, Shiebler said.

After tomorrow's meet, the

Minutewomen will play host to Temple and

Northeastern at Boyden on March 21. That

meet will be followed by the Atlantic 10

Conference Championships, which will be

held March 28 at the University of Rhode
Island, and then the NCAA Regionals on

April 11 at Ohio State.

Sports Notice

There will be a man*
datory meeting today at

2:30 p.m. at the sports

desk, Campus Center 113,

for all members ofthe Col'

legian sports staff, in-

cluding correspondents.

Matt Gerke, John Nolan,

Roger Chapman, Linda
Delivorias, Jim Clark,

Steve Richards. Jim
Hickey. George Austin,

Gene Dias, and anyone
else who has already writ-

ten any stories this

semester or plans to write

in the future should expect

to be there. Everyone
must attend.

CLASSIFIED
ACTIVITIES "AUDIO

AUTO FOR SALE •CALCULATORS
ENTFRTAINMFNT.EOP RENT

TOr^ SALt-fOUrNu
HELP WANTED "LOST

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI - 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION •CASH IN ADVANCE, 15*/W0RD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

INSTRUCTION •MOIOr^CYLCl t:

PERSONALS -RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED 'SERVICES
ROOMATE WANTED -TRAVEL

WANTED* SUBLET

ACTIVITIfS

ANNUAL MEETING ALL Accountar
Holders at the UMass Student Federal

Credit Union are welcome to attend the

12th annual meeting Sat March 7 at

1:00PM In rm 917CC

NOMINATION PAPERS FOR the Com-
muler Area Government are available now
in the commuter oHice Deadline tor retur-

ning papers is Friday March 6 at 12 noon
Come by 404 SUB lor papers and
information.

A CO-fD FRATERNITY7

THE FBATERNITV OF a new generation'

Check us out' Alpha Phi Omega - a co-ed

National Service Fraternity Open rush

March 2,3, and 10 at 7 00PM SUB room
41SA

AN INIXKNSIVi SmNO BHAK

DO YOU WANT to go to the Bahamas,
Jamaica, or Ft Lauderdale? We have com-

plete tnps to the Bahamas slarling trom

349 complete Jamaica trip tor 389. and

complete Ft, Lauderdale trip 1 29 bus or 319
air tare These prices all include transpor-

taion and hotel. You will not find a cheaper

deal with anyone else For inlormation call

Mike or Rick at 549-5401 Space is limited

AMM
COLLEGE IS A world of opporlunity So
why limit yourself? Experience the Irater-

nity of a new generation- Alpha Phi Omega
co^ nationaJ service fraternity. Open rush

March 2, 3. and 10 at 7:00PM SUB room
41SA

lATWCION CNICAn

SE HA COMPROBADO que la virglnidad

da cancer 'Vacunence! Sociedad Puertor-

rina Contra el cancer

AHiNTIOM BRANDVWINf SiNIOtS

WE WANT YOUR apt

fered call 549-4073
for fall, reward of-

AUTO FOR SALE

IMS FORO FALCON a cream puff

256-6920

81 PONTIAC T1000 low milage excellent

condition needs work best offer 542-301

7

after 7PM

196S FORD FALCON a cream puff

256-6920

76 CAMARO. AM/FM cassette, recent tune

up, runs great, needs muffler $500- or BO
call 549-2745

1971 CHEVY VAN w/74 Nova engine not

very pretty, but runs well and is dapendabte

$300 neg call Shawn 546-9030

1973 VOLVO
665-7795

EXCELLENT condition

ciusn

I'LL MISS YOU good luck in the future love

always Fred

CLOSET SALi

FULL LENGTH RACOON skin coat, in

good condition. $200 00 NCR cash
register, needs only minor repair tor full

operation or just a conversation piece

$50 00 Resignot skis, marker bindings and

caber boots Gre?t package for someone
who wants to learn without major invest-

ment $80 00 Call Ansel 256-6182

ARTMDAT

COME HELP WITH planning and publicity

for a day ol environmental education II in-

terested contact Tom Hutcheson or Mike

Apnl c/o UMass Outing Club 546-3131 Of-

fice hours 12 30-2 00 on Monday and

Wednesdays

NTIRTAINMINT

- MOONLIGHTING -

New England's Premiere DJ Service

Top DJ's-Lowest Prices

Give Us A Call 253-3133

FOR A OOOO TIME CAU

RACK-A-OISC Entertainment Agency Disc

jockies, lights, rentals, and mobile video

dances' 549-7144

FORRINT

NORTHWOOD APARTMENTS IN
Sunderland-under new management and
ownership' A well run complex 2 t>ed apart-

ments only to minutes from UMass by car

or tree bus tel 665-3856 9AM to 5PM tOAM
Ic 2PM Sat

CAPE cob SUMMER ROOM RENTALS
Hyannis -$90 weekly per person, double oc-

cupancy Includes all utilities Cooking &
cable TV No parting to- motor vehicles 12

week minimum stay, which must be paid

in advance Reply: Box 55 Barnstable, Ma
02630 or call 1-617-778-5942

ROOM CLOSE TO UMass $210 Mill

549-1358

FOR SALE

COMIC BOOKS GREAT new A back Issue

selectk>n at tow prices Minimum 25 percent

discount with this ad We buy & trade

J R 's Comics Etc Mountain Farms Mall.

Hadley 586-2441

VITUS 979ALUMINUM racing frame black

and silver 52cm used hall a season $300
w/o headset $325 with headset call Dennis
256-1725

GUCCI WATCHES FOR ladies only $30
many styles call Brian 6-7425

POLYTONE ^EORGE^ENSON Amp
many features beautiful sound $275 after

7 253-5831

SOLOFLEX-EXCELLENT CONDITION
almost new $500 413-323-6594 after

5:30PM

MUST SELLToo watts OMH speakers &
portable brother typewriter Call 6-7921

CRATE AMP MUST sell! Call Shawn
546-9030

SKIERS! DYNASTAR STARGLASS with

260 diagonal bindings(180cm) $90 call

Shawn 546-9030

BLACK LEATHER JACKET new tor sale

275 or BO 546-1212

SELLING TWO BAHAMA tickets Artre

Hotel $439 cable beach hotel call 546-1212.

6-1211

COMPLETE SKI EQUIPMENT skis poles

and boots for just $100 negotiable call Julia

584-4643

VUARNET RAYBAN SUNGLASSES great

lor spring break discounted prices Bill

584-1889

TICKET TO OREGON for spring break!

$100 or best offer Lisa 546-3247 or

546-2711

SONY TAPE DECK 3mo old have old sales

reciept for proof, manual and jacks includ-

ed bought new one, must sell $100 or t>o

call Steve 549-5770

27GAL OCTAGON FISH tank and equip-

ment oak wood stand included. Payed

$280, your for $150 call Steve 549-5770

PHASE 400 POWER amp will sac for $300

or bo call 69659

ROUND TRIP nCKET to California $160
or best offer Sara 253-9884

FOUND

A PAIR OF white mittens in the basement

of Hasbrouk 3/4/87 Left them at Campus
Center Information Desk

FRIB CASH

NEED MONEY FOR spring break? I need
your baseball cards' Please help Call Mike
549-0333

-MAFPY HAPPY IIRTHDAV"

F>AUL CARBONE HOPE you have a great

b-d«y this Sunday'" Thank you for all your

advice vou've helped me a great deal!

Don't go'tiX) craiy now that you're a legal

dnnker' Oh. what am I saying, I know you

better than that Have a wild one and thank

you for being a best tnend and putting up

with my crazy mindi Love ya, Christine

NILP WANHD

AIRLINES CRUISELINESHIHINGI~Sum-
mer Career' Good pay Travel Call lor

guide, cassette, newsservice' (916)
944-4444 ext 161

RACK-A-DtSC entertainment needs 15

DJ's, lighting operators, and roadies No
experience lequired 549-7144

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT. TOUR bus
drivers needed Exceptional pay Class 2

and DPU helpful but will train Apply early

Martha's Vineyard Sightseeing Box 1086.

Oak Bluffs. Ma 02557 617-693-4681

WAITPEOPLE MUST BE able to work

Tues and Thurs days also some nights

apply at Delano's 57 N Pleasant St

DO YOU LIKE kjbster, stirimp, prime rib.

Chinese food? Will Trade these meals tor

light kitchen work call stunt 549-0984 or

6-2150 PIKt

PERFOHMS/EMtERTAINTERS. WANTED
for Riverside Park's Season of new shows
Singers. Dancers. Actors, Puppeteers,

Magicians. Mimes, and Stage Hands Audi-

tions and interviews will be held at River-

side ParK, Saturday, March 7. from 10AM
until 5PM

ROOM AND BOARD in exchange tor 15

hrs chiklcare and housework must have car

call 548-9057

TOUR DRIVERS LEADERS needed lor

camping adventures throughout the U S A
Will tram, but must have good knowledge
Of USA 22 or older only Accepting ap-

plications and interviewing Wed March 4.

Campus Center 804-808. 12-5 PM

OUTSIDE. EASY WORK, Wed-Sat 1-6 or

weekend nights 256-1616

TICKET AGENT. PART-TIME position

available Peter Pan bus lines. 79 South

Pleasant No phone calls please

WORKSTUDY STUDENT NEEDED im-

mediately for Campus business office 10-15

hrs per week 545-4867

DO YOU LIKE beer with your pizza every

Fri ? Then call 6-2150 or 549-0984 to ex-

change these meals for light kitchen work
Pike

INSTRUCnON

DANCE CAN'T MAKE a prime time class?

Try Night Owl Dance exercise' Music stret-

ching moderate aerobics Alicia 253-2783

UtRRJAM

LASERJAM CAMPACT DISC (ockey now
available for all occations For booking in-

to contact Eric at 207-665-3266

LOST

HELP! I LOST my leaitmr jacket at Detanos

on Wednesday Feb 4th Sentimental value

No questions asked 549-0608 reward is be-

ing offered

I LOST MY red leather Ray Ban glasses

around campus ctr on Thursday 2/26/87 it

found please call Lydie at 549-6243

BLUE. LADIES WALLET. Lost between
Hatch/Southwest On Fri Feb 27 if found

please call Janine 546-8033 Reward no
questions asked.

LOST KEYS

LOST KEYS! 2 key chains and large brown

baretle holding 4 keys LcKt Monday 2 GRC
CC or Mahar rewardl 546-1149

NASSAU-PILOT HOUSE

$400 FOR BAHAMAS best $89 below
cost Two spaces open (males only) Call

Immediately offer expires 3/11 Best lime

4-5pm Other trips sold at reguair pnces
Bryan 546-9021

NIID ROOMMATES?

TWO FEMALES LOOKING for a place to

live preferably on bus route For this

semester only Please call 256-8883

|100 REWARD

OPEN RUSH

ALPHA>HI OMEGA- a ccned nationai ser

vice fraternity We are the largest fraterni-

ty in the world with over 630 chapters world

wide We sponsor Campus Blood drives.

Vegas Night. Scouting Projects Book Ex-

charvge. iCarate Marathon arKi nwre' Check
us out Open rush March 2, 3, and 10 at

7 00PM SUB room 41 5A

CONGRATUALTIONS TO OUR new Phis

Denise Port. Christine Dellavalle, Christine

Brown, Nora Gordon, Lisa Tido and Maria

Rivera We love youi Love the sisters and
Phis of Phi Mu

HR$ONAL$

RESUME TYPESETTING SERVICE
Have your resume protessionally typeset

The t)est quality type, not a word processor

Sixteen different type styles to choose trom

Takes only 3 days costs $25 and any

changes I'll do for FREE Come down to the

Collegian Graphics Office (113 Campus
Center) and speak to Peter Soderberg

METT 'NEW~PE0PLE! Get great ex

perience' Come write lor New England's

largest college daily The Collegian is in 1 13

Campus Center, right behind the T V
Come down and check us out'

SKI, SKI , SKI
5 College trips' Day trips.

nighl trips, to Berkshire East

Rates Stan at $9 lor lifts

and transportation lor night ski

Rentals and lessions also avail

Bus leaves UMass & colleges
Registration deadline Mon Feb 2

For more info call

549-4600 x328

SPRING SORORITY RUSH orientation to

be held on Wed Feb 1 8 at 6 30 in the Cam-
pus Center rm 162 All University women
invited

DORM STUDENTS: EXCITING young

company looking for energetic dorm
students to earn extra cash Job pays im-

mediately upon completion Fnnge benefits

and perks very common Call now
617 938-8839. 617-936-1414

JOE DEMEO

FOR SGA PRESIDENT

•HE FIGHTS FOR YOU"

HAPPY BIRTHDAY KATIEIII 22 and never

reac led 5 leet' We love you anyway you

FHB" XO Dianne. Monica. 4 Kim

HEY YELLOWi YES you Joey do you love

me or what-M3

HEY BETH RICHIN- happy 20th birthday'

Go wild! We luv ya. Sue and Lisa

KRJSTEN^AND DEBBIE bang' Ba g' Bang!

Love Ellen and Maggie

TO A CER'fAIN BROWN EYED^ BROWN,
CURLY HAIRED INCREDIBLY GOOO-
LCXJKING LEFT HANDED GUY- I JUSt

wanted you to know that I love you, and all

the thoughtful things you do You are a very

special person Love, Bear (and

Gingerbear'")

TO MY'bREAT friend J D^let s not allow

dzendolel have this day-we just may have

to study witfKHit ttie champagne for the next

ooe-or at least without the O J Great times

are coming, kiddo- maybe I'm tailing lor

you Love, ML.

MLLOWS, PILLOWS. PILLOWS

C0*iOUR0V BEDRESTS AVAILABLE lor

a limited time only at a mo.e than decent

price Five righteous colors. Call Scott at

549-6772

PROFESSIONAL TVPINO AND EDITINO

SPEEDY KEVS"-DISSERTATI0N8,
resumes, papers .256-1002

NOnSSIONAL TVPINO SNVICI

ALL UNIVERSITY WOMEN invited to an

open rush at lota Gamma Upsilon. Come
to our Sunday brunch March 8 at 12 30,

dinner March 9 at 5 15, dinner March 11 at

5 15 and our happy hour March 1 1 at 700'

You're invited to IGU at 406 N Pleasant St

to meet the girls! 256-6874.

CASES, PAPERS. DISSERTATIONS.
theses last, accurate, dependable, on-

campus, reasonable 584-7924. Nancy

ROOMMATE WANTED

WHO IS HEIDI Chase and how old will she

be on March 10th?

THE LOUNGE LIZARD says
Camour!" Cindy

'Vive

THE LOUNGE UZARD has eyes only lor

you. Cindy FCP

GREG O.-WILL someone please explain

the reason for this strange behavKW? I miss

the all-nighters Please call. Jack

WE WANT OUR red and white umbrella

back No questions we'll pick it up.

256-1616

FREE! COME HEAR
Paul Doherty

Division Sales Manag

FREE!

jr ofaoer
* • • " Anheuser-BuschT!

'

'

Wednesday, March 11

700PM Campus Center 917
•Refreshments'

Sponsored by the Marketing Club

THE ANIMAL WILL let out ol its cage on

Saturday -Happy 21st Tammy' We love

you, little womabat' Liz, Jenny, Stef, Karen,

Sharon, and Deanie

DORM STUDENTS: EXCITING young

company looking lor energetic dorm
students to earn extra cash Job pays im-

mediately upon oomplelion Fnnge benefits

and perks very common Call now
617-938-8839, 617-935-1414

VERY LARGE ROOM in rural home near

bus stop No pets Suitable for studk> or of-

fice and bedroom 256-6677

ROOMMA'TE TO SHARE an apartment in

Southwood if interested call Kim at

256-6941

ONE ROOM IN 2 bdrm l^t in Squire

Village Through Max or possibly thru Max
1988 $250/mo -f. 665-8859

FREE UTILITJES ONE roommaTe needed
til Jun Bus slops by front d(X)r, walk to

store and laundry Clean responsible non-

smoker $180 - includes all Belchertown

323-5120

TWO LARGE~ROOMS available now! Bus
stops in front, walk to sore and laundry

Responsible non-smoker $140. + Belcher-

town 323-5120

lOCK-N-ROU

RbCK-N-ROLL:Cosm(» Factory classic

rock, blues, and heavy metal Tuesdays
9-12 PM on 1 05 F M WSYL don't miss it

ever!

ROOM AVAILAILI

ONE QUARTER OF a mile from campus,
on bus route, male or lemale Apartment
equipped with sauna, wood burning stove,

skylight in bedroom Call Brian or Chris

alter 5 256-1041 $270 a month, plus

utilities (Minor)

NEED A CREDIT?
Like helping people?

* Went to be a student councelor? '

Take the

Casiac Internship

'Sign up'E20 Machmer Casiac 545-2191

'

" 1st mtg Mon 3/9 at 7PM m Casiac '

STUDENTS LOOKING FOR a house
somewhere near campus for fall semester
call Mike 546-5360 or Pat 546-5356

ATTENTKIN ALL UNIVERSITY women
open rush at Sigma Sigma Sorority starts

next week stay tuned lor more info or just

give us a call at 545-(X>46

dUJMBY CONGRATS ON entering the land

of the legal Put your degree in the closet

Hap(;y 21' Rambo, Slinky & Repute

SERVICES

TUTORING, SUBSTITUTE TEACHING m
business management, marketing,

finance investment & microcomputers $7

per hour Neg 536-5006 leave message

SPANISN TVTORINO » TRANSLATION

GRAMMAR, CONVERSATION, PRONUN-
CIATION. Short stories 256-1002

SPRING SREAK IN PARIS

SPRING BREAK IN Pans $500 including

airtare 6 nights accomodation w/breaklast

and subway pass for 7 days Leave March
21 return March 28 Call 253-1373

SPROUT

LOOKING FOR STORIES on anything Irom

nutritKjnal findings and tads io poems and
recipes 'You don I have to t>e a writer, or

even k)Ok like or>e' Help support those who
frequent Earthfoods and People's Market,

and those who are concerned with

cooperative student businesses Sprout is

a new newsletter, arfd is open lo any funky

ideas and stories you may have Double
spaced and typed, drop off in E O office,

address to Jen K THANKSI

STUDENT ADMISSIONS
REPRESENTATIVE

JUNIORS A SENIORS- share your en-

thusiasm lor the University while develop-

ir>g public rolatons, marketing, interper-

sonal, and counseling skills The Admis-

sions Office IS looking for dynamic and ar-

ticulate interns and volunteers to promote

the University lo prospective students

Academic credit available Applications in

Admissions Office, 255 Whitmore, until

March 4

ST. JUOt

THANK YOU AGAINI Seldom do your
prayers go unanswered I am very grateful

SURUT

2 BEDROOM APARTMENT In NoiKWMWd
pts take over lease trom Apnl 1 to August
31. reward $400 Rent: $415. hot water in-

cluded Please call 665-3078 9PM-11PM

TNArS ITAUMM

CINDY, YOU'VE TRIED the rest, now Ify

the best-Frank

TMVH,

MAKETHE RIGHT move for spring break"
Fort Lauderdale $129 Nassau. Bahamas
$349 for more info. Call Dave 54&6709 still

have openings!!*

SPRING FLING/DAYTONA UMass party

bus heart of Ihe slnp/Ocean front $99 group

we drive $ 1 99/ we will beat any price group
rates call now 2564227

GO DAYTONA SPRING break beach Iron!

hotel strip/free parties, t)ooze cruise,

Hawaiian Luau- don't miss out! $99
Udhve/$199 we drive Call Katchy b*»44M

ROUNDTRIP AIRLINE TICKET to Ft

Lauderdale tor Spnng break must sell $170
or best offer call 546-4749

TAKE A TROPrcAL Trek lo Jamaica -$389

Enjoy Ihe crystal blue waters and the hot

sun Kann 6-1093 or Sally 6-7500

LOS ANGELES ROUND trip ticket from
4/14-4/21 $198 call 256-8378 Bridgelte

TYPINO SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING, PAPERS, letters,

resumes, etc Meticulous proofreading
Editing available. New IBM typewriter call

549-0367

WANTIO

LOCAL BANDS WANTED Eastside con-

certs Battle ol the Bands on Feb. ^ Con-

tact Bruce or David 549-4160

AUSTRALIAN STUDENT WANTS to buy

downhill ski boots Size 10 ph 546-9166

WANTED TO RENT

$100 REWARD FOR finding Brandywlne
lease Donna/Tina 546-9027

MATURE UNDERGRADUATE SEEKING
off-campus room, for the tail Must be quiet

Call 546-7057 after 11PM or leave

message

WANT TO TAKE o^w your lease of 1 bdrm
apt in Putfton or Presidential, June or Sept

Call 6-1073 leave message
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SPORTS

Gymnastics teams at home this weekend
Men are preparing
to face Syracuse
By JIM HICKEY
Collegian Correspondent

After posting an impressive win over Ar-

my and capturing the New England title

this past weekend, the University of

Massachusetts men's gymnastics team
hopes to continue its winning ways as it

prepares to do battle with the Orangemen
of Syracuse University tomorrow at 1 p.m.

at the Boyden Gymnastics Center.

The Minutemen, currently 5-2 in the

Eastern standings, need to win the rest of

their remaining contests if they hope to

fare well at the Eastern Championships to

be held here at the Curry Hicks Cage in

early April, and hope they can add
Syracuse to their list of victims.

Assistant coach Ken Dougherty said he

feels the Minutemen are ready for the

Orangemen.
"Syracuse is about the same t5rpe ofteam

as Army. T^ey have had some problems
with injuries like Army, so we expect the

meet to go about the same as the Army
meet did," he said.

Massachusetts is also not without in-

juries, as junior Jay Ronayne will miss the
meet with a shoulder ii\jury sustained
while attempting a difficult strength
manuever on the high bar.

Dougherty insists that the Minutemen's
chances against the Orangemen will not be
hampered too badly without the services of

Ronayne, who last year was an Eastern
medalist on the high bar and a finalist in

the floor exercise, and says the team is

loaded with quality depth.

"Jay will be missed but this team is

strong enough and deep enough that it can
score around 270 without Jay in the lineup.

That says a lot about the depth of this

team," said Dougherty.
One addition to the line-up is Bart

Balocki, who will replace Ronayne.
Dougherty said Balocki has been perform-

ing well as of late and will be a plus for the
Minutemen.
"Bart Balocki is now in the starting line-

up. He has been doing extremely well and

Gymnast Mike Keidan, who set

competition last weekend against
mance tomorrow vs. Syracuse at

took a couple of medals at the New
England's which again showed our depth."
said Dougherty.
Dougherty also explained how the

Minutemen have been gearing their

workouts toward the Eastern Champion-
ships as of late.

"The team is more focused on the
Eastern's. We're trying to set goals like hit-

ting 270 points in the next two meets as
well as working on perfecting our
routines," he said. "No other teams in the
East have hit 270 points this year and
we're hoping that if we can do that before

the Eastern's we'll have somewhat of a
psychological edge," he said.

C'olli-fpan photo by David Shimkus

a freshman record in the Ail-Around
Army, hopes for another fine perfor-
Boyden.

The Minutemen will once again be led by
senior co-captains Joe DeMarco and Eric

Ciccone, seniors Phil Gorgone and Steve
Baia, junior Roberto Weil, sophomore John
Eggars and super frosh Mike Keidan, who
has been coming on strong for

Massachusetts, and recently shattered the
record for a freshman in the Ail-Around
competiiion last week against Army.
Dougherty said he feels the Minutemen's

chances for a successful season hang in the

balance of their remaining meets against
Syracuse tomorrow, Springfield College on
the 14th and East Stroudsburg on the 21st.

"These next few weeks will make us or

break us," Dougherty said.

Banner season for men's swim squad
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's
swim team, under coach Russ Yarworth,
compiled a near-perfect season this year,
running up an 11-0 regular season dual-
meet record and capping it with a convinc-
ing win in the New England
Championships.
"This proves that dreams can come true,"

Yarworth said after the title was won.
"They've worked hard since September,
and this just shows what hard work can
do."

The road to the championship began
when the seniors of this team first arrived
in the fall of 1983. They began the building
process, and had three successful seasons,
but they were never able to place the final

feather in their caps.

Around May of last year, things began
to take shape, as a banner recruiting year
had such standouts as Brian Mclver, Roger
Kennedy, Dan Chesnicka, Dave Ehle and
G.T. Ladd, among many others, making

firm commitments to the team.
It started to become obvious that this

might be the year.

Practice began early in the fall at Boyden
Pool. This team had only one thing on its

mind, the New England Championship.
Well, maybe not just one thing. Coming

into the year, the teams previous had run
up an 18-meet win streak, dating back to

December 1984. Upping that impressive

run to even greater heights would be a good
base for post-season hopes.

The road started for the Minutemen with
a convincing win over Boston College in the

season opener at Boyden. They followed

that with road wins at Tufts and
Springfield. A home win over Lowell sent

the Minutemen into intersession right on
track at 4-0.

After a layoff" for the holidays, the
Minutemen returned on January 10 to beat

Northeastern at Boyden, and then travel-

ed across town to beat Amherst. Next was
the one meet which would dictate the tone

of the whole year.

On January 17, UMass traveled to

Williams College to face the Ephmen, win-
ners of seven of the last eight New England
titles. UMass shrugged off the past and
Williams as well, 68-43, and the train was
still chugging at full speed.

The regular season was topped off" with
wins over Rhode Island, Connecticut, Ver-
mont, and the controversial win against
New Hampshire, when the Wildcats walk-
ed out during the meet. When the dust had
settled, the Minutemen were 11-0 and the
streak was at 29, but the job wasn't finish-

ed yet.

Yarworth made a decision to leave his

regulars at home, choosing to take his less-

experienced squad members to the Atlan-
tic 10 Championships at George
Washington University. The result was a
fifth-place finish.

Finally, after a few tune-ups, the
Minutemen headed off to Springfield last

Friday searching for glory. Jumping out to

an early lead Friday, UMass withstood a
rally from Williams on Saturday, and
gradually pulled away to a 100-plus point
victory.

Four UMass athletes receive honors
By MATT GERKE and JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

It was quite a week for University of

Massachusetts athletes, as members of

three different teams received honors.

UMass football offensive lineman Stan
Kaczorowski was recently named the win-

ner of the Gridiron Club of Greater
Boston's 1986 Swede Nelson Award, hand-
ed out each year to the Outstanding Col-

lege Football Scholar-Athlete in New
England.

Kaczorowski, a 6-2, 255-pound offensive

guard, was a co-captain for the 8-3 Yankee
Conference tri-champion Minutemen and
managed a 3.3 GPA while msgoring in

Hotel, Restaurant and Travel

Administration
The co-captain was also named first team

All-Yankee Conference, second team AU-
ECAC and first team All-Academic. All
District by the New England Sports Infor-

mation Directors.

Kaczorowski is the first UMass player to

win the award and he will be honored on
Mar. 1 1 by the Gridiron Club at Lantana's
Restaurant in Randolph, Mass.
Lorenzo Sutton, a 6-2 guard for the men's

basketball team, was named second-team
All-Conference for the second year in a row.

The Albany, Ga., native is 12th on the
all-time UMass scoring list with 1,194
points. This year, he averaged 17.8 points

per game and scored 20 points or more in

eight of his last 13 games.
Jeanine Michealsen, a member of the

women's team, was named the Atlantic 10
Conference Freshman-of-the-Year.
Michealsen, a 5-foot-10 forward from Nor-

thport, N.Y., ended the season with a 9.6

ppg average and a team-leading 7.9 re

bounds per game. She led the team in re-

bounding 10 times and in scoring four
times.

Karen Fitzgerald, a 6-2 center for the
Minutewomen, was named second team
All-Conference. The senior Chelsea, Vt.,

native led the team in scoring with 18.3

ppg. and was third in rebounding with 7.6
rebounds per game.
Also, women's head coach Jack Leaman

was the runner-up to Temple's Linda
McDonald as the A- 10 Coach-of-the-Year.
He led the 14-12 Minutewomen to their
first winning record since 1979-80.

Women ready to do
battle with Rutgers

By STEVE RICHARDS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's gymnastics team may be singing

a little John Denver as it prepares for its

meet against Rutgers University tomorrow
at 7 p.m. at the Boyden Gymnastics Center.

The tune of "Hey, It's Good to be Back
Home Again" may be filtering through the

trainer's room this weekend as the
Minutewomen return to the friendly con-

fines of Boyden Gym after an extended
road trip. The team, which was last at

home on Feb. 11 against Springfield Col-

lege, took its act on the road for the bulk

of last month, playing in a series of college

towns to rave reviews.

The women gymnasts have raised their

record from 1-5 (before the Springfield

meet) to 5-6 and are now poised to balance

their record before the home crowd, accor-

ding to coach Chuck Shiebler.

"To reach .500 would be very nice after

our rough start," Shiebler said. "Right now
we have a strong lineup, we're pretty

healthy and we have had strong workouts
this week. The team and I are looking for-

ward to evening our record."

With a win over Rutgers, UMass would
be at .500 for the first time since the

season's first meet on Jan. 16, when the

new year was still a novelty.

Looking strictly at this year's scores and

continued on page 15

Big weekend
for UM track
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Correspondent

Both the men's and women's Universi-

ty of Massachusetts track teams will end
their seasons this weekend with their big-

gest meets of the year.

The men's team will travel to Cam-
bridge to the campus of Harvard Univer-

sity to face some of the toughest competi-

tion in the country at the IC4A's.

Villanova, Penn State, Boston Univer-
sity, Georgetown, and George Mason
University are among the powers that

will be in uniform there. They rank
among the top ten track teams in the Na-
tional Collegiate Athletic Association.

"In a meet like this it is difficult to say
where you are going to finish. We don't

have the quantity of runners to finish

high in the team standings,' said coach
Ken O'Brien.

Over the past few years the meet has
been held at Princeton University but this

year it is back in New England.
"This is the first time the meet has been

held in New England for quite some time
so it should be more exciting than in the

past," O'Brien said. "The northeast has
been the indoor leader in track over the
years. "The middle distance events are

really the hotbed of the IC4A's."
And it just so happens that the top run-

ners from UMass have qualified for these
events. Bill Stewart, coming off a first

place finish in the New England's last

weekend, will go into the meet ranked
seventh, which is an indication of the

competition.

Steve Tolley, the New England cham-
pion in the 1500-meters will enter as the

lOth-fastest runner on the east coast in

his event.

Two people to watch are Wayne Levy
and Ferdie Adoboe. Levy has been
sharpening up his skills in the shorter

races over the past few weeks as prepara-

tion for a run at a high finish in the

5000-meter race, the event in which he
holds the school record. Adoboe will try

to improve upon his fourth place finish of

a year ago. The former school record

holder in the triple jump owns a very im-

pressive 48-foot-3-inch leap.

The women's team will go into this

weekend's ECAC meet at Yale Universi-

ty in basically the same situation as the

men. Not having a lot of depth hurts in

continued on page IS
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Student arrested;
assaults lone officer
Police arrest student, search for accomplice

A University of Massachusetts student

was arrested early Saturday morning in

the Southwest Residential Area on charges

of assault and battery of a police officer and

being a disorderly person, police said.

Sergeant Dave Grader said there was an

arrest and "we are looking for another in-

dividual. We know who he is."

The arrest was made at Hampden Com-
mons at approximately 2:30 a.m. on Satur

day. Grader said.

Hampden Commons was the scene of a

party held by Iota Phi Theta fraternity.

Sources said an apparently intoxicated

male student who was trying to enter the

party assaulted the ofTicer as he tried to

break up a fight.

Gr.iHer would not release the name of the

oHicer, but said he was alone at Hampden
Commons before the disturbance. Addi-

tional police were called in, he said, but

would not specify as to how many.

"When another officer is in trouble you

drop everjrthing else," Grader said.

Talbert Swan, president of Iota Phi Theta

said he was out of town for the weekend.
"\ heard there was a fight, but I didn't hear

anything about a cop getting beaten up,"

he said.

Junior Mark Hurricaine, a TIX employee

who was working at the event, said "It was

not the fraternity's fault at all. It was not

started by any of the brothers. They were

trying to break it up."

- ANN BRITTON

Candidates prepare
for coming elections

Collri^an photo by Falrirk Khlers

WILD STYLE! — Enjoying the warm weather, a boy skateboards

on the wall of the reflecting pools at the Fine Arts Center yesterday.

By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Candidates have predicted that the elec-

tion for Student Government Association

president and student trustee, to take place

today and tomorrow, will have higher tur-

nout than last year's.

The candidates, who have been visiting

students' rooms throughout campus for the

last two weeks, said they expect that bet-

ween 20 and 30 percent of the student

population will vote. They said they will

be stopping at the dining commons and

urging students to vote for them. Ballot

boxes will be located in each dining hall

and at the Hatch.

Presidential candidate Joe Demeo has

cohorts Dwayne Warren and Mark Fried-

man as his opponents, while Paul Wingle,

running on the same platform with War-

ren and Friedman, has Rebecca Mendelson

as his opponent for trustee.

The student trustee holds a seat in the

Board of Ti'ustees, which makes policy deci-

sions for the University of Massachusetts

campuses in Amherst, Boston and
Worcester.

Friedman said the campaign does not end

tomorrow, because if he and Warren wm,
they will still go around talking to

students. , „. in
continued on page lU

Advertisment upsets candidates
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

A student judiciary tribunal decided on Friday not to

deduct $91.50 from the campaign fund of Student Govern-

ment Association presidential co-candidates Dwayne War-

ren and Mark Friedman.

Last Wednesday, election official Mary Rita Kropp at-

tempted to charge Warren/Friedman the price of an adver-

tisement in the Collegian for a half page endorsement that

appeared in Tuesday's editon ofNummo News, which was

circulated inside the Collegian.

Kropp referred the matter to the Governmental Affairs

Committee, which decided to charge the candidates

$91.50. Warren/Friedman appealed the decision to the

senate floor, where it was overturned. Joel Rabinowitz.

campaign manager for presidential opponent Joe Demeo,
made the appeal to the judiciary.

The judiciary unanimously upheld the senate's decision

said Rabinowitz "did not prove beyond a reasonable

doubt" that Warren and Friedman had knowledge of the

endorsement prior to its publication in Nummo News. He
criticized the election process for having "no legal defini

tion of campaign material and said placing the power to

decide what constitutes campaign material in only the

election official's hands is "dangerous."
continued on page 10

Speaker needed for order at meetings
By DANA M. ANAGNOSTOU
Collegian Staff

The candidates for Student Government Association

speaker have stressed the need for more orderly meetings

and a common voice for student empowerment as their

reasons for running.

Bob Griffin, a Greek area senator, Bob Simons, com-

muter area senator and Aram Hamparian, co-president

of the Sylvan Residential Area plan to run for the posi-

tion. The speaker will be elected during next Wednesday

night's meeting by the Undergraduate Student Senate.

Simons said. "I want to see senators and visitors (to

senate meetings) all treating each other with respect so

that efficient and orderly meetings can take place." In

order to facilitate this he said he is investigating the

feasibility of having a seargent-at-arms present at

meetings.

"I'm interested in getting the SGA to work harmonious-

ly with other student leadership organizations, including

Stockbridge Senate, Graduate Student Senate and the

(Board of Governors)," Simons said, adding that by work-

ing together, the groups would have a stronger voice and

be able to do more for student empowerment.
Hamparian stressed his previous experience with

Sylvan Area Government as proof that he would make
a good speaker. He said he has been able to conduct Sylvan

government meetings in an orderly fashion and atten-

dance at the meetings has increased since he took office.

"I can focus people's energies and keep the focus on real

issues," he said.

Hamparian said he can "deal with the administration"

and that he would use this ability to "protect and expand

student empowerment on this campus."
Griffin said, "I have the experience; I have the

understanding; and I have an idea of where I'd like to see

the senate going." He said the senate needs to remain
diversified in terms of ideologies, but should work toward

a common goal — the good of the student body.

However, the expression of different ideas must not get

out of hand. Griffin said. "I'm going to take a harder

stance on discipline and bring in a vehicle by which the

senators can be legally disciplined." He said he would

work "to keep the meetings running smoothly."

Cyclists ride to

fight poverty
By NORIKO OTAKE
Collegian Correspondent

Ifyou are looking for a summer adventure or concern-

ed about global hunger and poverty, Bike-Aide '87 is

something you should know about.

"It's open to those who know a lot and those who know

a little about hunger and poverty," said Mary Kroetch,

national coordinator for the second annual cross-country

bike ride.

Eighty people from all over the United States, from

ages 15 to 66, pedaled together last summer from five

West-coast cities: Seattle, Portland, San Francisco, Los

Angeles and Houston to New York, Kroetch said.

On June 17, riders will again depart from the four West

coast cities. One group will depart from Austin, Texas

on July 12. All the groups will meet in Washington D.C.

on August 12 and leave for New York on August 19.

They expect to have 150 riders join Bike-Aide '87 and

collect $300,000. she said.

"It's an investment in your life. After 63 days, you'll

come home as a different person. You'll come home with

new understanding of your country," she said.

Last summer cyclists visited 238 cities in 38 states try-

ing to educate the communities about matters concern-

ing hunger and poverty by speaking with local people

over dinner,

"One of the purposes of Bike-Aide is to discuss these

issues with anybody." Kroetch said.

Another purpose of the ride is to raise money for pro-

jects and student internships operated by the Overseas

Development Network which sponsors the ride. The net-

work was founded four years ago to meet the needs of

people who are concerned about these issues.

For further information, write to Bike-Aide '87, Box

2306, Stanford, CA 94305 or call (415) 725-2689,

325 BIKE or 327-RIDE.
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CHINESE KITCHEN e
FAST SERVICE - GREAT PRICES

Try our

Moo Shu Pork

$3.9S

#23 Szechuan Gai Ding,

Swee & Sour Pork, Fried Rice

$4.95

#22 Chicken Wings,

Sweet & Sour Pork,

Fried Rice

$3.90

#24 Yoke Kew (Beef)

Onion and Green Pepper

Chicken Wing, White Rice

$i.90

<«««»»>**«»*—»******»******«>
l<i<» * « t t t t $ *

Alpha Epsilon Pi Fraternity Presents: OO^J^'^^» '

TRY OUR LUNCHEON - DINNER SPECIALS
Only $1.49 before 3 pm, $1.90 after 3 pm

Eat In or Take Out

HOURS: Sunday Noon - 10 pm, Mon - Sat 11;30 - 10pm

A1(5 WITH
THE RAIN

430 Russel St (Rt 9)

HADLEY - 253-2571

2 LOCATIONS
150 King St

NORTHAMPTON — 586-8220

DANCE PARTY
Taesday. March 17 • St Patricks Day

8:00 PM • Student Union Ballroom

S7 In Advance - $8 At The Door

Tickets Available At The TIX Office in the Student Union

'

I
i
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'
I

'
1

A Portion of the Proceeds Go To The American Cancer Society

L.jjjjJiii rnji ii ffffrn
"

Frozen yogurt provides al the health t)enefits

of plain yogurt plus flavors that appeal to both

yogurt lovers and those who think they aren't.

Stop in for a free sample

and discover

the taste you've been missing

56 Main St., Northampton

next door to Sze's

downstairs

OPEN 7

DAY A WEEK
586-9659

^ UMass Arts Council

CALL FOR
BLOCK GRANT PROPOSALS

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!H!!!l!n!l!!!!!!in!!!!'.

Submissions by:

Fri,March 27
FINAL DEADLINE: MON. 3/30. 9 a. in. !

Crant j^uidelines availdblf at the Arts Council,

12S HtTler Hall, '".4V()2()2

k^iDOVE
Vk ^ Secretarial Services

Fast Accurate Typing

of

• Resumes
• Term Papers

• Dissertations

79 South Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass 01002

256-1335

253-7480

dA W^^ FREEB^^ ^^ nvtcDCT

The Collegian Supports

the American Red Cross

BRAKE
INSPECTION

BRAKES $6900
PER AXLE MOST CARS

Our Brake Job Includes:

• New Guaranteed Brake

Pads or Shoes
(Semi-metallic pads extra.)

• Reaxidition Drums or Rotors

• Inspect Calipers

• Inspect Wheel Cylinders

• Inspect Brake Hardwaie

• Road Test

I COUPON

COMPUTERIZED ALIGNUENT
SPECIAL $19.95
Regnlariy $24.95

• Call for appointment • Most cars

• Only at participating Midas Shops

• Good with coupon only

• Offer expires 3/31/87

v.- J
143 King St, Northampton • 586-4840

Jet. Rts. 9 & 116, Hadley • 586-9991

^ FREE WRITTEN ESTIMATES
MnUkSIZE:GETR RIGHT THE murr TIME.

• I«It

Mi-l.i-i/' 1- I '" o-iix il -< "" ••""'- '•' "^'I'l
'

I"'' .mil I "11'

Blood Program!

Stop in and give bloo

TODAY AND
TOMORROW

Date: Monday, March 9

Time: 10:30 AM - 4:30 PM
Place: Campus Center

RoorTi 162-75

AND
Date: Tuesday, March lO
Time: 10:30 AM - 4:30 PM
Place: Campus Center

Room 165-69

Won't You Do Your Part and Help Support a Good Cause.

Afro-Am appeals to many

Department
provides solid
education
By ANNE N. FRANCIS
Collegian Correspondent

The aim of the department of Afro-American studies is

to educate students by providing a solid foundation, with

emphasis on developing, thinking and studying skills, ac-

cording to a department professor.

"An undergraduate degree seldom prepares a student

for a given job. Some may go into social work. Basically

it's not intended to prepare students for any particular

job," Professor Eugene Terry said.

Terry is currently teaching Afroam 157. Research and

Bibliography in Afro American Studies. Emphasis is plac-

ed on writing a documented paper and utilizing the Tower

library's resources, he said.

Chester Davis, chairman of the department, said a

number of students taking classes in Afroam come from

the five-college program. "You'll be surprised to know that

half of our students are white," said Davis, "Many classes

are predominantly white."

A great majority of graduates go on to further their

education and many go into social services and legal ser-

vices, Davis said.

Most of the students are non-majors and take the courses

for core requirements, he said. Many courses fulfill "C"

and "D" core requirements.

The department offers courses including history,

literature, art and dance from the Afro-American

perspective.

According to the Afro-American Studies department,

this major is for students who wish to gain an in depth

knowledge and understanding of the history and culture

of Black people, both in Africa and the Western

Hemisphere.

Works of women
leaders compiled
By RICK SANTOS
Collegian Correspondent

The work of two of the most important women in

American history will be published in a new form, on

microfilm, the co-editor of the Elizabeth Cady Stanton and

Susan B. Anthony editorial project said.

"Both women have worked over 50 years working to win

women's suffrage and before the Civil War they were ac-

tive in the anti-slavery movement," Dr. Ann D. Gordon

of the University of Massachusetts said.

Gordon said the goals of the project are to organize raw

materials about Stanton and Anthony in a way that no

one has ever done before and to publish the information

in two forms. It would be published in microform and a

selection would be published in five or six volumes of

books.

"We are hoping to have the full microfilm index by the

summer of 1989," Gordon said.

The editorial staff work in many locations. An associate

editor is doing research in California; a co-editor is work-

ing in the state ofNew York; another associate editor and

a part-timer work at the UMass Tower library. Gordon

works at the New Africa House at UMass.
The staff has been working on the project for the last

five years. The project takes a long time becuase the in-

formation is scattered and difficult to find. "A lot of the

stuff is in manuscript form," Gordon said.

They acquire much of the material by sending letters

to libraries asking for the information. "Over 300 different

libraries have supplied manuscript material," she said.

continued on page 10
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LIFE COULDN'T BE BETTER! - Butterfield residents Patty Klejna, Danny Boyson, Andy
Blankstein and Tom Quinn catch some rays on the still snow-covered embankment adjacent

to Butterfield House yesterday when temperatures reached the high 60s.

Film portrays woman as a man
Condee I character distorted

By CHRISTINE JOYCE
Collegian Correspondent

The leading character in a current Soviet film is

distorted because the woman fails to play the role like a

man, according to a Russian professor who spoke at

Amherst College Thursday night.

"1 don't think there is a feminist movement in the Soviet

Union," Professor Nancy Condee of Wheaton College said.

Condee. who recently returned from the Soviet Union,

focused her lecture on the film. Moscow Doesn't Believe

in Tears.

In the film, Katya, the protagonist, faces a series of pro-

blems, including pregnancy and single parenthood. Con-

dee said Katya shows the inadequacy of women trying to

play the role of men. Distortion usually takes place in

films when the woman is the center of focus, and not the

man. she said.

Condee said it is a weak film because "what is false in

the film is the artificial grafting of female as the pseudo-

center" of the film.

Condee, whose works have appeared in the Pans Review

and the Russian Review, said that Katya fails as a

character because "the female cannot succeed the male

tradition artistically," that is, "you cannot put a female

in the role of a cowboy and still create the same sense of

character."

Condee said the film is interesting not because of the

type of woman Katya plays, but rather "Katya is a type

of man in Soviet film."

The task is for Katya "to come to terms with her own

F
Y
I

Central Area Government will show the

movie "Strange Brew" at 5, 7, 9 and 11

p.m. today in the Campus Center

Auditorium. Admission is free to Central

Area residents and $2 for anyone else.

Peter M. Martin, a journalist and
novelist, will speak on "Helping and

Hating the Homeless: The Struggles on

the Margins of America," at 4:15 p.m. to-

day in Seelye Hall at Smith College.

(.ollf giaii photu by Maria Hull

SMALL WONDERS - Lauren Cerillo, 4, of Mount Hermon, Mass., looks for goldfish in the

Smith College Greenhouse yesterday during the annual bulb show this weekend.

Collegian photo by Byrne (iuarnotta

Russian Professor Nancy Condee

social status," Condee said. Katya does finally come to

terms with herself as a factory worker in the film.

According to Condee, the movie received negative

responses in Moscow and was accused of being a "typical

western film."

Women's Forum
The Women's Forum is a weekly listing of free events

relating to women's issues. Notices should be sent to the

Women's Issues editor, care of the Collegian, by the Fri-

day before the event.

In honor of International Women's Day, the

Everywoman's Center is displaying Kaymarion Ray-
mond's famous posters of Virginia Woolf. The exhibit will

run from March 6 to March 20 at the center. Copies of

the posters will be on sale for $5 a piece.

Monday—
The Graduate WAGES Program and the Working

Women's Program at the Everywoman's Center is offer-

ing a career development workshop for women. The ses-

sion will run from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. at Wilder Hall.

Facilitator Luann Schofield will focus on resume writing,

job search strategies and interview skills.

Tuesday—
Chdva Wrisslcr of Harvard Ihiinity Schoul will speak

at 4:15 p.m. in the Wright Hall Common Room at Smith

College. Weissler's topic is "Recovering Jewish Women's

Religious History." Her talk is sponsored In the Hillel

Foundation.

Thursday—
The WAGES Program at the Everywoman's Center is

sponsoring a support group for womwen who are juggl-

ing school, work and family The group will meet at 7 p.m.

every Thursday for eight weeks. For more information call

545-0883.

"Women 's Property and Family Continuity in 18th Cen-

tury New Ebgland" will be the topic of a lecture at 8 p.m.

in the White Church Community Center on Memorial

Street in Historic Deerfield. Barbara McLean Ward, assis-

tant professor at the Winterthur Museum in Delaware,

will lecture.
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1987 SGA ELECTIONS
PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES

Colleijian photo b> Byrne Guurnolla

Finance major
Class of 1»88

So you might be asking yourself "who is this Joe Demeo

character?" Well, I am Joe Demeo and I want to be your

SGA president. I understand your concerns as a UMass

student. I hate oversubscribed courses as much as you do.

We both cant stand the parking problem here. We both

Collegian photo by Byrne Guarnotta

Political science major
Class of 1988

Hi! My name is Dwayne Warren, and I am running with

Mark Friedman for SGA Co-Presidents. We bring ex-

perience, knowledge and sensitivity to the forefront of the

elections. As a student leader, I bring both the experience

of articulating student concerns and an objectivity that

Social thought and political economy major

Class of 1988
Hi! I'm Mark Friedman - I want to be your SGA Co-

President along with Dwayne Warren. My experience in

student government began before I came to UMass as a

freshman. I am the Vice-Chairperson of the Board of

Governors, representing over 25.000 students, a senator

Joe Demeo Dwayne Warren I Mark Friedman
believe that Textbook Annex profits are being diverted

to the Contras. And what's the problem with Health Ser-

vices anyway. . .can't they get their act together?

What we need is a guy like me. Joe Demeo, to provide

"the solution" (sorry, opponents). Let's face it, I have more

experience than Mark and Dwayne put together. Oh, and

by the way, why are two people teaming up against me?

Hmmmm.
Now how's this for experience. . .1 am currently the co-

President of the Southwest Area Government. I am a

member of the Spring Concerts Planning Committee, the

Chancellor's Committee on Alcohol Use, the University's

Telecommunications Committee (what?), the Residential

Committee, Students Advocating Financial Aid (SAFA),

and a founding member of the Save the Maze coalition.

I also confess to being a member of the Student Senate.

I fight for student rights, spring concerts, and changes in

the alcohol policy.

The fact of the matter is. . .1 need your vote. Please vote

for Joe Demeo, SGA President. Thanks.

is so desperately needed in our student government. I have

been actively involved in positions of responsibility and

leadership such as an SGA senator. Vice President of the

Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity, representative to the Inter-

fraternity Council and member of the Third World

Caucus. Because of these positions, I have gained

knowledge on many issues and have used this knowledge

as spokesperson for the Campus Working Group on the

Southwest racial incident and the Activities Council of

the United Christian Foundation. I have been successful

in advocating student concerns to the administration,

faculty and surrounding community, representing student

concerns to the New York Times, Los Angeles Times, Lon-

don Times, Boston Globe, Philadelphia Enquirer, NBC
Nightly News and the Phil Donahue Show. I have

demonstrated a responsibility and sensitivity to the needs

to the nc-eds and accomplishments of the entire UMass

community.
^^^^ ^^^ SOLUTION to make the SGA

work for you.

and Debate Team President. I have already had success

in countless areas — in fighting discrimination, in mak
ing the campus more handicap-accessible, in creating

more student student office and study space, and in bring-

ing alcohol back to the Blue Wall. I have already made
the BOG into a model student government body by en-

couraging discussion and cooperation without bitter in-

fighting. My experience proves the strength of my com-

mitment, and the effectiveness of my aggressive, per-

suasive diplomacy.

Dwayne, Paul and I have identified student concerns

— your concerns, and have responded with intelligent and

well-developed plans. We plan to ensure quality

undergraduate education, not oversubscribed and over-

crowded classes. We plan to make a truly pluralistic cam-

pus. We plan to make student government more accoun-

table and student-oriented, so that you have a voice.

Vote WARREN/FRIEDMAN - make a difference

- and JOIN THE SOLUTION!

TRUSTEE CANDIDATES

Collegian photo by Byrne Guamotta

Interpersonal communication major

Class of 1^8
Action, responsibility. Student Awareness of Student

Issues. I am Rebecca Mendelson and I'm running to repre-

sent the students of UMass to the Board of Trustees, the

policy makers, of our University. I am the candidate for

the students. As a past Area Government President. I

Rebecca Mendelson
know what the student concerns are . . . security on cam

pus. leaky pipes, and more lighting (to name a few); as

the past Co-Chair of the SGA Rents and Fees committee.

I help review all the funds into which OUR student fees

go each semester (a decision which is finally made in the

Board of Trustees). In a time when tuition and financial

aid are out of direct student control, the student fees are

one area we can and must help keep low while maintain

ing creative programming, for our own sake and the sake

of students to come. As your representative. I will have

an open door policy, I want and desire YOUR input for

your representation. The Collegian, a Trustee Newslet-

ter and meetings with groups or individuals on issues of

concern will be top priority in bringing the Student

Trustee and the Board of Trustees to the STUDENTS of

this campus. Vote Rebecca MENDELSON: Our Key (or

Students, Our Key for Student Trustee

CoUegian photn by Byrne Gudrnotta

Political science ms^or
Class of 1988
Hello. My name is Paul Wingle and I'm running to be

your Trustee. Over the past year, I've been representing

student concerns as speaker of the Student Senate. As a

member of both the Legal Services Offices Commission

and the Faculty Senate's ad-hoc committee on picketing

—Paul Wingle
and recruitment, I have been helping to formulate Trustee

policies I chair the SGA's coordinating committee. I have
worked in the University's Child Care system and I have
served as a member of Amherst's Town Meeting. As a

plaintiff in the case to restore the right to sue through
the Legal Services Office, I have demonstrated a further
commitment to student rights.

Dwayne Warren, Mark Friedman and myself have been
identifying the social, fiscal and academic concerns which
impact on all of us. We've been addressing the need to

get students involved in the faculty tenure process. The
University's new focus on research has caused both faculty

and cla.s.sronms to be dedicated to .specific corporate pro-

jects rather than teaching. The oversubscription problem
is tied to this mi.sdirected priority,

decide to - JOIN THE SOLUTION

Where
to vote

Sylvan and Northeast

WORCESTER D.C., 11:15 a.m. - 2 p.m.

and 4:45 - 6:45 p.m.

Central and Orchard Hill

FRANKLIN D.C., 11:30 a.m. - 2:15 p.m.

and 5 - 7 p.m.

Southwest residents

BERKSHIRE D.C., 10:30 a.m - 1:30 p.m.

and 4:15 - 7:15 p.m. and HAMPSHIRE

D.C., 10:45 a.m. - 1:45 p.m. and 4:30 - 6:30

p.m

Commuters

HATCH, 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.

VOTE TODAY OR TOMORROW
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Choose experience

This year's field of candidates for Student Government
Association president and student trustee is the best to come
out of the University ofMassachusetts in a long time. Student

government has a chance to gain some credibility with any
of those running; all are responsible, intelligent student

advocates.

But since all of them cannot be elected, the best, most ex-

perienced candidates should be chosen. As co-presidents,

Dwayne Warren and Mark Friedman are the logical choice,

although not an easy one. Paul Wingle, an experienced and
committed student leader, deserves the vote for trustee.

Warren and Friedman are not solely Undergraduate Student

Senate products, and that should not be held against them.

A broader background in student leadership is valuable and
educational; campus issues mean more than Wednesday night

senate meetings.

Both candidates are well-spoken, and would be able to com-

municate with students and administrators effectively. Stu-

dent leaders should not court administration favor, but they

should earn respect for themselves and the students they

represent.

Paul Wingle has a long history of public service for the

University, working for student interests on campus and in

town, and imposing some sort of order on the notorious senate

meetings, where he has gained the respect of liberals and con-

servatives alike.

His practical experience will stand him in good stead on the

Board of Trustees, where many faces will be new and he must
be able to gain credibility as "student trustee." Wingle's ability

to communicate and work practically, and his proven commit-

ment to representing student concerns make him a good

representative on the board, which makes important policy

decisions affecting the entire University.

Wingle, Warren and Friedman are unafraid of taking strong

stands on controversial issues, even though those stands may
be momentarily unpopular. Their political courage on this

political campus will work to student advantage.

The new year has brought an impressive group of candidates

to the ballot boxes. All students who value their educational

and fiscal commitment to the University should take the time

to think about and vote for the candidate of their choice.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion ofthe Collegian

board of editors.

Letters

Senator denies derisive comment
I am writing in response

to a quote that Craig
Sandler claims that I made
in the March 5 edition of the

Collegian. In that edition, I

am quoted as saying "Aw,
you fags," in reference to

the Lesbian Gay Bisexual

Alliance. First, let me state

to the Collegian, the LBGA,
and the campus at large

that I made no such com
ment. I remember clearly

what I said at the time

Sandler quoted me. In refer

ring to the proceedings at

the meeting that evening, I

turned to a friend and said

"This is a waste." The per-

son that I said this to will at-

test to this.

As a result of this "jour-

nalism," I have received one
threatening phone call and
much scorn from the cam-
pus community, and this

comes just hours since the

quote was printed. It can on-

ly get worse. Now, whether
Sandler heard me incorrect-

ly or he actually heard the

quote and attributed it

wrongly to me, I do not

know. What I do know is

that Sandler never bothered

to verify the quote, or ask

me to repeat what I said.

Taking into consideration

the gravity of the quote, he

was acting negligently and

Blatant bigotry condemned

Recently I witnessed an

event which clearly

represented the blatant

close-mindedness and
bigotry of some students on

the UMass campus. I saw
two people dressed in hood-

ed sweatshirts (I assume to

protect their identity), army
jackets, and combat boots

march towards the Tower-

Library chanting loudly.

"Fuck the LBGA, fuck you,

fuck." 1 am not a member of

the gay community, nor am
I a gay rights activist.

However. I certainly con-

demn such hateful, spiteful

comments. To me these com-

ments represent a

deliberate desire to

perpetuate dangerous op-

pression on this campus.

Such oppression must end!

irresponsibly by not doing

so.

I demand that the Col-

legian print a retraction of

this quote or some
acknowledgment that a

mistake was made. If this is

not done, I will seek legal

action in order to resolve

this matter, for I will not

tolerate such a sickenmg
misrepresentation of my
character.

Andrew D. Adinolfi

Central

Editor's note : The Col-

legian stands by the story as

printed.

I therefore urge my fellow

students to take personal

responsibility and, at the

very least, make a conscious

effort not to make
statements which are offen-

sive towards minority
groups on this campus.
Perhaps this small step will

help to promote a more
peaceful, harmonious cam-

pus community.

Sarah Becker
Central

Senate must share faults
The word for the day is OPPRESSION.

Unfortunately, it seems only certain

groups on campus are allowed to use this

word. Ailer witnessing the atrocities of the

1067th regular (not quite appropriate)

meeting of the Undergraduate Student

Senate, I can only hope that all senators

publicly apologize to the students of the

University of Massachusetts.

M. Dean Richard

In an action sure to be remembered, the

student senate tried to expel two senators

- Greg Rothman and Tony Rudy - for op

pre.ssing certain individuals or groups and

for using dilatory tactics in the senate. It

is hard to even describe the chaotic scene

without laughing. But I'm not going to

paint a circus or a fairy tale today.

The word oppression is very strong. It

comes right under words such as racism

and bigotry. According to the motion,

which was made by pseudo-senators Tim
Wood and Tom O'Connor, the aforemen-

tioned are a ".
. . significant drain as well

as a nuisance and give cause for good pro-

ductive people to leave the Senate in

disgust." To even address this would in ef

feet acknowledge it as plausible. So I will

go on.

Politically speaking, the left of this cam-

pus seems to have a monopoly on oppres

sion. It is oppressive to walk by the Radical

Student Union and scream "Commie" or

by the Lesbian Bisexual Gay Alliance and

yell "gerbil stufTer." but it is considered in

t,'ond taste to walk by the Republican Club

and shout "Rapi.st." "Warmonger." or turn

over a United States Marint-V recruiting

table in the Campus Center. Oppression is

wrong — simple enough. But for thoje who
are not aware, that doesn't mean it only ap-

plies on your side of the fence. Politically,

religiously, racially, and sexually, it is

wrong to oppress another individual or

group.

On the same token, it is wrong to oppress

Greg Rothman and Tony Rudy for their in

dividual beliefs and values. I am not here

to defend Rothman or Rudy; rather, I would

like to see that this campus, and the stu

dent leaders who help run it. stop the pet-

ty personal vendettas. The easie.st way to

provide an atmosphere of work and debate

is to follow the wises of the constituents.

I realize that following the needs of so

many becomes difficult, but finding out the

consensus of those you represent is not. 1

would probably win the bet if I were to

wager that most senators do not regularly

attend house council meetings, or at least

talk with the council members.
The point to be made from all of this, is

not to place the blame for the senate's

fallacies on the most flamboyant and

outspoken representatives, but share the

faults as a whole. I think Speaker Paul

Wingle realized the gravity of the problem

when an overwhelming amount of non-

senators attended the meeting. After

witnessing the ridiculous antics of the

senate for three hours, most of the students

left. Wingle. commenting on the situation,

stated, "We claim to represent these peo-

ple, and they walked out in disgust. Please

keep in mind your responsibilities to your

constituents."

With this in mind, let's start dealing with

issues that the students will actually see

a benefit. I would hope motions concerning

such issues as the alcohol policy do not get

lost in the maze of political manure that

has been spread across the senate's floor.

Hopefully, Senator Mary Rita Kropp's

scolding. "You are an embarrassment to

your constituents," will not become the

trademark of the senate.

Da.sha Baker, the Senator from Dickin-

son House, reportedly ran from the senate

room last week after hearing an offensive

(not oppressive! remark. Baker, who I am
sure has reservations, if not animosity,

towards Rothman and Rudy, impres.sed the

body and myself by asking for an apology

from everyone for exploiting the situation.

Fortunately, the plea of removing personal

biases from the decision to expel the

senators was heard. I just pray in the

future, people will recognize the problems

with everyone, and not point the finger,

thinking it will alleviate the problem.

M. Dean Richard is a UMass student

Making a stand in print
The phone jingles impatiently, almost

frantically in the quiet of the room. The
once motionless form that was occupying

the bed rises in an impressive display of

fleet footed sleepwalking and navigates the

cluttered floor to rescue the receiver from

its cradle.

"What do you want?"
"Is this Jon Bowser that writes for the

Collegian?' '

Jon Z. Bowser

"Is this a trick question? Yes this is he."

"Oh I just called to let you know that I

think you should die a horrible death."

CLICK!
So you want to write for New England's

largest college daily? You want to see your

name in print do you? You hope your name
will become a household word? You think

it would be nice to see your name in neon
lights. You want your professors to

recognize your name from attendance

sheets and bank tellers to hurry your

transcript through as quickly as possible.

You want people to introduce you to

everyone at parties as a real bigshot?

Let me tell you friend, and I babble from

experience, it's not all fame and none of its

fortune. The nameless faceless phone
assaulters bother me the most even though
I receive very few calls compared to a Rus-

ty Denton. I usually ignore the calls

because not one of the anonymous callers

has ever had the guts to leave a name or

address for further discussion. Even so, it

bugs me when I realize I've offended so-

meone by something I've written. I dwell

on the abusive phone calls for a full five

minutes and probably would dwell longer

if somebody actually left a name or said

something besides "Die and die soon!"

The phone calls are bothersome, but not

nearly as bothersome as the 15-column-a-

week ideas family and friends dump on me.

Ninety percent of everyone I know has of-

fered me a brilliant idea on what to write

about. I've never used one idea yet and pro-

bably never will. I personally can't work
that way. Even so the idea givers aren't as

bad as the "I read your article and you
know what I would have done if I had writ-

ten it. .
." people. Quite truthfully, I don't

care what you would have done with it

that's why I didn't ask in the first place.

And all you people that suppose just

because someone writes for the paper the

professor is going to automatically grade

your paper higher. Wrong! I honestly try

to keep profes.sors from realizing I write for

the Collegian because they think nothing

is more enjoyable than taking the

"bigshot" writer down a few pegs in front

of the entire class. I work extra hard on
essays because the professor that knows I

work for the school paper expects more.

It sounds like the whole deal isn't worth
it doesn't it? Don't fret, it's worth all the

irritation I've listed above and much more.

I love writing so I'll take the criticism and
maybe learn from it. I'll answer the offen-

sive phone calls because it's worth it to me.

I love opening the paper and seeing some
part ofme jumping offthe page. I enjoy sen-

ding home a copy by mail to my mother and
father (the two toughest critics I've ever en-

countered). I'll admit, I wear a smile for the

entire day when just one person comes
strolling up to me and says "Hey I read

your article today. It was good." The com-

pliment alone, whether it's sincere or

otherwise, is ample pay.

The reason I'm telling you all of this is

because I want you to have compassion for

every editorial writer on campus and
realize that he or she is human too and has
an opinion. OK, maybe not a great one, but

an opinion nevertheless, and it takes a lit-

tle bit of guts to set yourself up for all kinds

of rebuttal. I mean if you're going to stick

your head above a crowd somebody is go-

ing to throw a rock at it.

Jon Bowser is a Collegian columnist
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GROUND FLOOR/STUDENT UNION

• Great drink specials

• Free hors d*oeuvres 4-6 p.m.

HOURS Monday - Friday 1130 a.m. - 12:30 a.m.

Saturday & Sunday 5.00 p.m. - 12:30 a.m.

11th Floor • Campus Center • UMass
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*Hannah' a vibrant chronicle
Hannah Senesh: A Portrait Of Courage
Directed by David Schecter

By ELIZABETH BELTON
Collegian Correspondent

"Hannah Senesh: A Portrait ofCourage",

presented at Bowker Auditorium last

Wednesday night, was a remarkably

vibrant chronicle of the life of Hannah
Senesh, a Zionist women paratrooper who

lost her life during World War II fighting

with European partisan fighters.

Sponsored by UMass Hillel, the

Distiguished Visitors Program, and many
others, the play was a unique bicultural

event in that it not only concluded the

Jewish Arts Festival (now in its eleventh

season) but was also an event of Interna-

Therese stylish, empty
THERESE
Academy of Music
••1/2

By THOMAS GAGNON
Collegian Correspondent

Therese has a lot of style. It takes an unlikely subject

for a movie and makes it immediate and striking. After

catching our attention, however, the movie does not tell

us much about its subject. Therese casts a spell, then

leaves us empty.

Therese is a young French nun. The drama of the movie

comes from the contrast between Therese and the other

tional Women's Week, which runs through

March 12th here at UMass.

"Hannah Senesh" traces the life of this

extraordinary woman from her adolescence

in Hungary during the thirties to her first

anti-Semitic encounter which leads her to

join a local Zionist Youth Organization.

She emerges as a Zionist and emigrates to

Palestine in order to support her beliefs.

Susan Gabriel, who doubled as Senesh

and as her reminiscing mother, gave a live-

ly performance as the main character,

evoking both an enthusiastic youngster at

first, and later, a more thoughtful woman
who wonders if she will ever be able to have

a romance. Gabriel also gave a skillful in-

terpretation as Senesh's sorrowing mother,

who witnessed her young daughter's execu-

tion and bravely retells it at the play's

conclusion.

The play's format — a complete, one

woman narrative spoken in the fashion of

a diary — is an appropriate backdrop for

Senesh's expansive, poetic personality.

Some of the best and most intentionally

expressive moments of the play were en-

tirely in pantomime — Senesh attending

her first dance, her dance of joy after ar-

riving in Palestine, and her desperate at-

tempts to signal her mother after her im

prisonment by the Gestapo.

The script at times was uninspired, with

a lot of cliched dialogue, and that overly

projected, self-conscious "social

significance" overshadowed the story line.

However, the impact of the play was

enormous. Brought to life, Hannah Senesh

was a remarkable depiction of an impor

tant aspect of World War II which was

previously obscure. Susan Gabrial in 'Hannah Senesh'

Sisters (three of them her actual sisters). Therese wants

to become a nun; most of the others became nuns because

they had no husband or because they wanted to escape

from the world. They ridicule Therese for her devoutness.

Then comes a shocking scene when, in spite of the doc-

tor's orders, the Mother Superior refuses to treat Therese

for tuberculosis. A caption at the end of the movie tells

us that Therese was made a saint in 1925.

The movie has a deliberately unconventional style. The

only background for the action is a wall. The settings are

stark, and the people appear larger than life and strangely

unfixed in time and space. In these ways, the movie pulls

us into the other-worldly life of a saint.

The movie is sometimes excessively unconventional, like

when the movie shows the enlarged, disembodied head

of Therese's father on the screen for no apparent reason.

The movie can also be excessively portentous. Rather than

overdramatize her coming death, the movie might have

tolu us more about her thoughts and feelings in the face

of death.

Catherine Mouchet is excellent at portraying Therese's

innocence and generosity of heart. The movie owes most

of the power it does have to her performance. She is sup-

ported by a strong cast. Good acting and an unusual style

of presentation make Therese fascinating to watch. But

it does not have enough substance to be really memorable.

11 PRAY ST.
AMHERST.MA.

let us do yOur
wash-dry-fold

and
hand pressing

SELF SERVICE

7 DAYS -7AM-10 PM. S49'WG5

« LOW COST CONTACTS -

EXTENDED WEAR

PROMPT EFFICIENT SERVICE

* ALL BRANDS - FACTORY SEALED

VIALS

WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE:
CONTACT CARE INC.

PO BOX 4 MONSEY, N.Y. 10952

aooooaoooooaooeoooeooeo*

GMAC & SAVARESE CHEVROLET WOULD LIKE

TO HELP YOU PURCHASE YOUR FIRST NEW CAR

DETAILS:
You must be 6 months away from graduation or have graduated 1 year prior from an

accredited 4 Year Degree Program

• You must be employed or have a verifiable committment for employment

• Good credit or no credit are OK

OLET

WHAT YOU GET!
CHOOSE FROM ONE OF THE FOLLOWING

A. A $400 non-transferable discount coupon to apply towards down payment

B. 90 day deferment of 1st payment

OVER 300 CARS & TRUCKS AVAILABLE SOME WITH ADDITIONAL CASH BACK FROM CHEVROLET

SavanesG
^Chevnolot

* SALES • SERVICE • LEASING

145 KING ST., NORTHAMPTON
586-7250

Minimal Down Payment Requirements

CLEAN. SAFE. PRIVATE TUBS
175 Unlventy Or.

Naxt to Stsdulm Liquor* In Pdc* Choop«f MM
Op«n MorKlay 4 till 1. Tu«* - Sat t1am - lam

Raaarvatlona auaaaatad • Gift cartlflcataa avallaW*

Call 253- f?*.®

STt"^*^^

Every

1 HOUR HOT TUB
For y2 Hour Price

Ever wanted to Fly? 1

We have immediate openings for new meni-

bers! Our aircraft arc available for economi-

cal primary and advanced instruction, as well

pleasure flying. Give us a call and one of our

members will take you up!

Tke Collegiate Flying Club

538-5821
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Bookmarks
By KATHRYN POHNER
Collegian Staff

Good Girls Gone Bad
By Susan Nadler
Freundlich Books, New York

There is an old saying that truth is stranger than fic-

tion, and 1 finally have proof that the cliche is true. In

Susan Nadler's book Good Girls Gone Bad, she explores

the worlds and minds of today's newest, fastest rising

criminals — white, middle-class women who steal not out

of financial necessity but out of boredom.

Nadler's book reads like a fascinating crime novel, but

even the best detective story writer could not construct

a plot with all the twists, turns and tricks that these

women used, some on a daily basis. The cleverness of the

scams presented could never be duplicated in fiction.

The biggest twist to the book is that Nadler spent time

in jail for drug smuggling. Nadler came from a wealthy,

secure Jewish background that afforded her every choice

in life, including college and travel. Yet at the age of six-

teen she got turned on to pot and after that, harder drugs.

To read of her transformation into a drug smuggler serv-

ing time in a Mexican jail is incredible as well as horrific.

Although the women come from different areas and dif-

ferent life-styles, they all seem to share common aspira-

tions. "To have it all" is the way the beautiful Amber put

it.

Amber could have been a fashion model. Tall, black and

very attractive, success was waiting for her. "The most

Ijeautiful face I've ever seen without makeup," the model-

ing agency on Fifth Avenue had told her. But Amber

couldn't wait for success. She wanted clothes, fur and

jewelry now. And then there was cocaine.

Freebasing was an everyday pastime for Amber. The

scams she pulled every day gave her enough money to live

any way she wanted. Until she got caught.

While reading the book, I noticed that all the women
stole for material reasons, for clothes and jewelry and

vacations. It seems as if they were sucked into our "con

sumer" society, where a person's worth is measured by

their cr.'-, clothes and other posst>ssion.s. Willing victims

of an mUerial life-style, what they had could never be

enough. After they committed their crimes, the same

society spat them out.

Nadler never asks the reader to feel sorry for these

women. Some of them used rotten schemes, stealing

thousands of dollars from old women, sometimes even

Social Security checks. She shows us their personalities,

motivations and reflections on their pasts. The color of

the women comes through easily, as Nadler records their

language and individual style from the mterviews she has

with them, visiting each in prison.

Nadler's insights are fascinating as she recounts each

woman's tale.

kkiko'sMl M«li *nM PMaM

220 N. Pleasant St

Amherst, MA

253-2543

Escape To
The ape

Auto
Glass

SAME DAY SERVICE
•

BILLED DIRECTLY
TO INSURANCE CO.

WINDSHIELDS
REPLACED

NorthAmherst
Motors

I Rt. 63 No. Amheril • S49 2880

THE MEXICAN RESTAURANT

*'The best food I've had

since I left Las Cruces!"

On PVTA Bus Lines
Mosi Maio< Cfedil Cards Accepted

"7 OLD SOUTH STREET
NORTHAMPTON • 5B6 - O^OO

NOT GOING TO FLORIDA?

DON'T BE LEFT OUT
Spring Break Pay Average

$10-$15/hr.

Students like yourself are earning high in-

comes (Average $300-$400/wk,) plus

excellent Resume experience. Many
students are using vector marketing's na-

tionally acclaimed training program to ob-

tain positions and internships, while others

stay and advance to management. No
matter what your major, positions are

available in all Eastern Mass. towns. A cor

is required; expenses are covered. Ap-

plicants must enjoy working with people by

appointment only. No experience

necessary.

Students from the Spring Break training pro-

gram will have reserved positbns for sum-

mer or full time career Interviews will be in

Needham, MA from March 9th-llth and

March 16th-18th.

For appointment call (617) 449-4362.

Training will start March 19th at 6;00 PM.

Don't miss this opportunity to get the ex-

perience you need!

(If only interested in summer work please

call in April). For further information contact

Student Employment at 239A Whitmore.

Fort Lauderdale

Sale $259
Price includes:

Round Trip Jet • 7 Nights Hotel

1 Mile from the Beach

Brian or Doug: 549-1594
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Smithereens
By Sarah Smith

Due to syndication error,

The Far Side will not appear
in today's Collegian.

For -Me ^ood oP tf(ynsr):iy

Doonesbury By Garry Tnideau
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All board of editors members: the photo will be

shot at 4p.m. today in the hotel lobby. Be there or

be faceless.

Daily Crossword Puzzle

ACROSS
1 Nagy ol

Hungary
5 Cotton unit

9 Do a seam-
stress s |O0

U Seasonal song

IS Fo<esnacto<M

t6 Agta exchange
17 Hunter s

hideaway
19 Bikini, eg
20 Eskimo knite

21 Tittle

22 Atlantic islands

23 Fibrous

25 Live

26 Lao s lair

27 Joy

2B Bad Ems. a g
31 Asian desert

34 Airfields, Bril

style

37 Tampico tt-ta

39 Talk, inod style

40 Hammerhead
41 Camera

equipment
44 Formicary

. dwellers

45 Work unrt

46 Runs up a lab

47 Attention

49 Peregrinates

51 Braking sound

55 Bird on the

wing

57 Mention

58 in the manner ol

59 Two-pointer, for

B«rd

60 Founder ol a

Persian religion

62 A Barrymore

63 Bakery worker

64 Jalopy

65 With reserve

66 Poker ploy

67 Bohemian

DOWN
1 Chief river of

Pakistan

2 Drop leatttefs

Var

Edited by Trade Uichel Jsffc

3 Happen anew 35 Shore birds

4 Wapiti

5 Sausage from

Italy

6 Friendship

7 Entertainer

Horne
8 Wrap up
9 Hol-coal

hoklers

10 Plyrtwuth and
Pontiac

11 Athlete

12 Distant Prefix

13 Lampreys
18 Flexible shoot

22 Felled a lir

24 Slanguage''

25 Run oH to wed
27 — rools

29 Sassy

30 Inquires

31 Stare

32 Bouquet
33 Nonliction work

36 Chicago

52 Gourmand
53 Ground grippet

touch-down site 54 Shrewish one

38 Untidy

42 Jug

55 Fr holy women
SePlwlge

43 Distinctive parts S7 Caesar s

48 Region

50 Bay window
51 Foretathers

partner

60 Nstiooal coda

61 — Na Na

ANSWER TO PWEVIOUSPUaiE:
iTnTpIs •('rnlllllSHSIMflAll

p
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U

IF

"
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Lunch
Menu

Basics Lunch

Turkey Divan

Deli Ham on Water Roll

Dinner

Roast Pork/Gravy
Spiced Apples

Braised Beef and Onions

Silver Palate Salad Plate

Swiss and Sprout Sandwich

Turkey Divan

Basics Dinner

Tofu Nut loaf

Mtishroom Sauce

Baked Cod w/Lemon wedge

Weather

Today: Considerably cloudy and breezy, turning colder.

high in the 40s
Tomorrow: Mostly sunny, high 30-35.

TodaY's Staff

Klfht Editor Shcryl Jean

CopY Editor Jennifer Dempsey

Uyout Ttchniciaa Matt Atkins

Photo Tcciutlcisa Rob Skelton

Productiofl Supervisor Robert Levine

Frodnction....Jane Lapato, Sandra Barker and Kathleen

Wheeler

Executive Board — Spring of 1987

KELLY SIEGER
Editor la Chief

NANCY KLINGENER
Manaflag Editor

STEVE RUBIN
BaalacM Maaagcr

PHIL SERAFINO
Editorial EdHor

ANSEL ZINTER
Prodactioa Maaagtr

Business Board — Spring of 1987

STEVE RUBIN
Batlacia Maaagtr

PAUL H. LESSER
AdvtrtUlag Sale* Maaagcr

VANESSA ROTH
Flaaacc Maaagcr

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marfcatiag Maaagcr

CRAIG NAUGLE
CIrcalaUoa Maaagcr

KAREN HOLLAND
Sabacrtptioa Maaagcr
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* Stanton
iciiltniied from page 3

"The information we receive is from a varied lot. Smith

College has a lot of information on women's issues. In

some cases, they [Stanton and Anthony] wrote papers that

have never been microfilmed and we have to travel to get

them. We have to get someone to read them and then we

have to negotiate how to copy the material," Gordon said.

Funding for the project has been provided by public and

private agencies, as well as private donations. "We now

get a small annual sum from the University from reserv-

ed trust funds. We're not part of the state budget - the

4.5 positions on our staff are supported by the money we

raise," Gordon said

The largest source of money is from the National En-

dowment for the Humanities. The project also receives

funding from the Ford and Rockefeller Foundations. She

said getting funding is sort of a catch 22 situation, "part

of the problem is that you do a project to educate people

about women, but raising money would be easier if peo-

ple already knew.

* campaign funds
continued from page I

Rabinowitz said "this was an advertisement, they did

have prior knowledge " and there was "some connection

between their campaign and Nummo News."

Each campaign receives an equal amount of money from

the SGA. Rabinowitz said, and candidates "try to make

it as much like the real world as possible."

"What appeared in the March 3 edition of Nummu News

was an exact copy of the (Warren/Friedman campaign]

poster, " he said. "No where does it say that this is an

editorial."

Rabinowitz said the money should be "deducted from

their funds so we can have a fair campaign.
"

Friedman argued that "the definition of campaign

material does not exist."

It is "not a decision that governmental affairs can make.

We have a free and independent media," Friedman said.

"The form of the message is also their decision."

The endorsement was not an exact reproduction of the

campaign poster because the bottom was cut off and lines

were drawn from the lettering to a photo, he said.

"An advertisement also by definition talks about

something that is paid for," he said. "Nummo News ac-

cepts no funds for advertising, therefore, there is no adver-

tising rate that can be charged."

Rabinowitz called Kropp, who is also chariwoman of the

Governmental Affairs committee, as a witness.

"Any material deemed by the elections oflicial to be cam-

paign material must be charged to the campaign account,"

Kropp said. "I am concerned with the effect," she said

referring to the readership of the Collegian on the day that

Nummo News was circulated.

Other witnesses included former elections official Karen

Morvay and Russell Kirshey, assistant to current SGA
president Bill Bennett. Both were questioned about last

years presidential election and a controversy involving

some Bennett's posters.

After hearing the tribunal's decision, Friedman said,

"Justice has most certainly been served. I think the court's

decision was an intelligent one.

"I'm still upset our funding has been held up for two

days," he said.

Rabinowitz said "I don't feel the justices clearly

understood the intention of the (SGA) bylaws. In order to

follow the rules of public access, any and all ads that are

placed in the media must be deducted from the campaign

fund in order to make it fair."

"Ifyou believe that that was not an advertisement, then

I've got a bridge in Brooklyn to sell you," he said.

"I certainly don't think this will have a negative effect

on Demeo's campaign," he said.

Are yo^ ,r
denying Yourself
a better shot

at grad school?
Okay, it may be tcx> late to get a 40. But

it's not too late to try to do better on your

LSAT. GMAT. GRE. or MCAT. For that,

there's Stanley H. Kaplan.

No one has prepped more students

than Stanley H. Kaplan.Our test-taking

techniques and educational programs

have prepared over 1 million students.

So whatever grad school exam you're

taking, call us. Remember the person

next to you during your exam might

have taken a Kaplan course.

MCAT
BEGINS
NOW
549-5780

KAPLAN
STANIEYH KAPlANfCXXATlONAlCtNIHLlD

The worid's leading

test piep organization.

* vote
continued from page 1

Many students will vote because they wish to correct

the Undergraduate Student Senate's problems, he add-

ed. Warren and Friedman have criticized the senate for

its antics and promised that, if elected, they will avoid

getting involved in senate floor disputes.

Warren too expressed optimism about voter turnout, at

tributing it to responses he said he has gotten from

students who are impressed with his and Friedman's

platform.

"I think we'll win tomorrow because we have solutions,"

said Warren, whose campaign slogan is "join the solu-

tion."

Demeo's slogan, on the other hand, is "he fights for you."

His platform emphasizes fighting the administration for

student rights.

"I think it's fairly evident that I have more experience

than my opponents put together. I think students ap-

preciate that I'm in there fighting for them," Demeo said.

Southwest Area Government Co-President Joel

Rabinowitz, Demeo's campaign manager, said, "It's quite

obvious, at least to me, that there's only one choice. Demeo
stands far above his competition."

Both candidates for trustee have expressed strong com-

mitment to the students.

Mendelson has said she will maintain communication

with the students if she wins. She plans to write a week

ly column in the Collegian to inform the students of which

issues the Board of Trustees is dealing, she said.

Wingle. who said he would stay up all night yesterday

to put up posters, plans to hand out flyers throughout cam-

pus today and tomorrow.

In addition to electing a student trustee and SGA presi-

dent, students will be asked to vote for undergraduate

senators.

No Public Smoking
in Cambridge
CAMBRIDGE (AP) - Many smokers in this city are

having to pursue their habit in private now that smok-

ing in virtually all public places became an outlawed ac-

tivity this weekend.

Its timing also gives this city of academic pursuits an

unlikely kinship with Beverly Hills, Calif, which passed

a similar smoking ban on March 3.

Mayor Walter J. Sullivan, a cigar-lover who lights up

about two per day, was the only opponent when Cam-

bridge City Council passed the ordinance three months

ago on an 8-1 vote.

But he was philosophical yesterday about the public will

in this city of 88,000, and his own proclivity for a puff.

"I don't get upset about it. It'll work out, it'll take a

while. Maybe it's good, maybe it's bad - I don't like to

take anyone's options away," Sullivan .said.

Late last week. City Hall was plastered with "No Smok-

ing" signs, as well as police and fire stations and the lob-

bies of banks and hotels.

The Cambridge ordinance, effective yesterday, broadens

previous restrictions on smoking in certain public venues

and parts of restaurants. The only exceptions left are

businesses whose office is smaller than 1,500 square feet

and whose employees agree that a no smoking policy is

needed; veteran and fraternal organizations; beano games;

and restaurants with fewer than 25 seats.

The new ordinance embraces private state, county and

municipal buildings. An official has estimated that 96,000

workers will be affected.

Under the smoking ban, each institution must set its

own smoking policy with non-smokers in mind.

Designated smoking areas can be established only if smok-

ing can't infringe on non-smokers.

Those non-smokers who feel a firm or institution hasn't

complied with the ordinance can appeal to the city health

commissioner. Non-compliant establishments face finei

of $25 to $100.

Yesterday, police said they had no problems deterring

civilian smokers who dropped by the station houses, usual-

ly in search of directions.

Infractions of the three-page ordinance could result in

a charge of disorderly conduct, said Cambridge Police Of-

ficer Jay Lyons, who said he quit smoking 13 years ago.

! 9 am - 2j>m EARLY"]
BIRD I

SPECIAL I

$2 OFF
Shampoo, !

Cut & Dry

3TYLES I

BY
I

EBORAH

,

1549-5610 • 65 University Dr|

I
with this coupon • expires 3/28/87

•^ ^-

RENT/\NNRKK

N«w A \Hmd Can
Tnidis ft V«w Alto AvalaM*

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wrcck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880

NOW
IN OUR

13th

YEAR

PROFESSIONAL SECRETARIAL SERVICE

AMHERST CREAMERY OFFICE BUILDING

150 Fearing St, Amherst, MA
Telephone: (413) 549-2686

MANUSCRIPTS - A SPECIALTY
RESUME PLANNING & TYPING

THESES AND DISSERTATIONS

Today's travelers are going to say:

DON'T GO WITHOUT
"LET'S GO"-

NcMr (vailabi*

•EUROPE. •FRANCE.
•USA. •\TKX
•BarCMN4lBQ>NQ •GREECE.

•ISaAB.iB3YPT
•MEXJCQ
•SPi»JN.POfrn>QAL4 •CALIFORNIAAND
MOROTTQ ROnCNORniWESI

Now bigger

and better

than ever

LET'S GO
TRAVEL GUIDES

Open M-F 9S
•at 10-3

Located In the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE-^

it track
continued from page 12

Final team results were

not available at press time,

but coarh Kalekeni Banda
said his Minutewomen pro-

bably finished outside of the

top 20 behind powers
Villanova, Penn State, and
several Ivy League schools

as only one UMass perfor-

mance enrned any points.

"It was a tough meet.

There were plenty of na-

tional qualifiers there,"

Banda said. "We wanted to

run some good times and do

some damage but we just

weren't strong enough."

But that performance, a

fifth place finish in the

distance medley, was good

enough to shatter the old

school record and qualify for

the Penn Relays. Finishing

in 11:56.64 was the team of

Shana Smith, Susan Golds-

tein, Barbara Cullinan and

Julie Ott.

A second effort, Kim
Baten's 8.24 55-meter

hurdles, was a second

UMass record-setter as the

freshman notched her per-

sonal best despite her

seventh-place finish. The

top six finishers in each race

qualified for the finals.

The meet, run without top

performer Kayla Morrison,

ended the team's indoor

season as did the men's

meet at Harvard.

Intramural office announces deadlines
Softball, co-rec soccer, and volleyball special rosters due

The University of Massachusetts Intramural Office has

released its schedule for spring intramurals and along

with it, the deadlines for intramural rosters.

According to the office, the first notable deadline for

any spring intramurals is a week away. On March 16,

entries for four sports are due.

Team entries scheduled for that day are: Softball and

co-rec soccer; field hockey and doubles tennis. Also, there

will be a players' meeting for tennis doubles at 6 p.m.

and an officials meeting for softball and co-rec soccer at

7 p.m. The meetings will be held at Boyden Gym.

Following spring break, on Monday. March 30. team

entries are due for badminton doubles, and the spring

volleyball special. There will also be a managei s meeting

for Softball and co-rec soccer at 6 p.m. in Boyden, and

an officials meeting for softball and co-rec soccer at 7 p m.

Other entry deadlines released by the office include:

Co-rec swimming, on April 8. weekend softball and

World Cup soccer on April 13, and track and field on

April 15.

Scheduled starting dates for the events are as follows:

Softball and co-rec soccer on April 1; tennis and badmin-

ton doubles on April 6; field hockey on April 7; co-rec

swimming (entries are due the same day) and the

volleyball special on April 8; track and field on April 15;

and weekend softball and World Cup soccer on April 25.

Spring schedules are subject to change.

Also, intramural basketball playoffs are set to begin

on Wednesday.

CLASSIFIED
ACllVmt'o- AUDIO

AllIO FOR SALE •CALCULATORS
ENIERTAINMENT • FOP RENT

FOR SALE •FOUND

"c^e"tO ™eX'eGIAN office - CC .U MON.THURS .:30-3:30 JFRi 2:301»OEAOI^eVo*VS PRIOR TO PUBLigTION.CASH IN ADVANCE. .S./WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

INSIRUCIlON • MOTORCVLCLFS
PERSONALS 'RlUb WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED •SERVICES
ROOMATE WANTED- TRAVEL

WANTED* SUBLET

NOMINATION PAPERS FOR the Com
muter Area Government are available now
in the commuter office Deadline tor retur-

ning papers is Friday Marcti 6 at 1 2 noon
Come by 404 SUB for papers and
information

OUTING CtUB MEETING tonight Campus
Center rm 1 74 slidestiow on travelling to In-

dia. Tibet, & Nepal witfi Jerry Reyl<ammen.
upcoming trip announcements

PROFESSOR'wiU.IAM H. Beezley of

North Carolina State University of Raleigh

will give a lecture on Popular Culture and

Political Humor in Mexico' on Wednesday
Inarch 1 1 at 8 00 in the WieseMernwether
room at the WilMls-Hallo well center in Mt
HolyoHa College.

Aumo

AUTO rO* tALI

1»6S FORD
256-6920

FALCON a cream puff

IMS FORO
256-6920

FALCON a cream puff

76 CAMARO. AM/FM cassette, recent lur»e

up, runs great, needs muffler $500- or BO
call 549-2745

1S73 VOLVO EXCELLENT condllion
665-7796

CHEVROLET CAVALIER TVPE-10 1985
front wfwel drive, fuel iniected. 4 speed,

stereo, 43000 miles, $5200, evenings

323-7623

75 PLYMOUTH DUSTER no rust rrew paint

runt great $350 or best offers 549-4770

IS IT TRUE you can buy jeeps for $44
through the U 8 government' Get the facts

today^ Call 1-312-742-1142 ext 5931-A

76 BUICK CENTURY runs great, reaTfast,

$450 or BO 546-5419

82 SUBARU BRAT, Excelleni shape 2,«)0

549-7529

1975 CHEVY MALTbU wag runs well new
ball good tires AC or BO Cindy 665-8952

KM A OOOO TIMf CALL

RAOK-A^ISC Entertainment Agency Disc

(ockies, lights, rentals, and. mobile video

dances! 549-7144

CALCULATOM

iNltirrMNMNT

- MOONLIGHTING -

Neiw England's Premiere DJ Service

Top DJ's-LowesI Prices

Give Us A Call 253-3133

BANDS WANTED-FOR Central Area
Spring Fiir^. All types of bands welcome
Call 545-2060 or 546-9311 tor detaHs

MMMNT
CAPE COD SUMMER ROOM RENTALS
Hyannis $90 weeldy per person, double oc-

cupancy Includes all utilities Cooking &
cable TV No parking for motor vehicles 12

week minimum stay, which must be paid

in advance Reply Box 55 Barnstable, Ma
02630 or call 1-617-776-5942

ROOM CLOSE TO UMass $210 call

549-1358

ROOM FOR RirlT

WANTID TO RiNT

tlOO REWARD FOR finding Brandywme
lease Donna/Tina 546-9027

MATURE UNDERGRADUATE SEEKING
off-campus room, for the fall Must be quiet

Call 546-7057 alter 11PM or leave

message

WANT TO TAKE over your lease of 1 bdrm
apt in Pufflon or Presidential, June or Sept

Call 6-1073 leave message

UMASS^STUDENT LOOKING for room to

rent near campus during spring break 9-21

to 9-29 Call Mary at 546-1 151 Keep trying

WANT TO TAKE over lease for apt or

house June isl close to campus Call

6-5114 or 5110 Amy Kara or Sue

rOR $ALf

VITUS 979 ALUMINUM racing frame black

and silver 52cm used half a season $300
w/o headset $325 with headset call Dennis

256-1725

GUCCI WAfCHES FOR ladies only $30

many styles call Brian 6-7425

SOLOFLEX-EXCETlENT CONDITION
almost new $500 413 323-6594 after

5 30PM

CRATE AMP MUST sell^^all Shawn
546-9030

BLACK LEATHER JACKETnevif tor sale

275 or BO 546-1212

TICKET TO OREGON for spring break!

$100 or bbsl offer Lisa 546 3247 or

545-2711

SCWY TAPE DECK 3mo old have old sates

reciept for proof, manual and jacks includ-

ed bought new one, must sell $100 or bo
call Steve 549-5770

27QAL^CTAGON FISH Tank and equip-

ment oak wood stand included Payed

$280, your lor $150 call Steve 549-5770

SKI, SKI . SKI
5 College trips' Day trips,

night trips, to Berkshire East

Rates start at $9 lor lifts

and transportation tor night ski

Rentals and lessions also avail

Bus leaves UMass & colleges

Registration deadline Mon Feb 2
For more info call

649-4600 k328

SPRING SORORITY RUSH orientation to

be held on Wed Feb 18 at 6 30 in the Cam-
pus Center rm 162 All University women
invited

DORM STUDENYS: EXCITING young

company looking for energetic dorm

students to earn extra cash Job pays im-

mediately upon completion Fringe benefits

and perks very common '^'"

617-938-8839. 617936 1414

PHASE 400 POWER amp wiil sac for $300

or bo call 6 9659

ROUND TRIP TICKET to California $160

or best offer Sara 253-9884

AM/FM TWIN CASSETTE radio good con-

dition $25 or BO call at 546-9690'

VIDEOWRITER WORD PROCESSOR buiH

in printer 2 months old 600 or BO call Jelf

6Wild

BUY AN APPLE IIC w/modem and soft-

ware for $500 call ScotI 253-3993

fOVNO

LOST

HELP! I LOST my leather jacket at Delanos

on Wednesday Feb 4lh Sentimental value

No questions asked 549O608 reward is be-

ing offered

I LOST MY red leather Ray Ban glasses

around campus ctr on Thursday 2/26/87 if

found please call Lydie at 549-6243

A GOLD BRACELET approximately 1/4

inch wide Extreme sentimental value

Please call 6-7945. No questions asked

MELPWANIfO

AIRLINES CRUISELINES HIRING! Sum-
mer Career' Good pay Travel Call lor

guide, cassette, newsservice! (916)

944-4444 exi 161

RACK^-DISC entertainment needs 15

DJ's. lighting operators, and roadies No
experience lequired 549-7144

StJMMER EMPLOYMENT,^OUR bus
drivers needed Exceptional pay Class 2

and DPU helpful but will train Apply early

Martha's Vineyard Sightseeing, Box 1086,

Oak Bluffs, Ma 02557 617-693-4681

WAITPEOPLE MUST BE able to work
Tues and Thurs days also some nights

apply at Delano's 57 N Pleasant St

TOUR DRIVERS LEAOERS^eeded for

camping adventures throughout the U S A
Will train, but must have good knowledge
of U S A 2i or older only Accepting ap-

plications and interviewing Wed March 4,

Campus Center 804-808, 12-5 PM

TICKET AGENT, PART-TIME position

available Peter Pan bus lines, 79 South
Pleasant No phone calls please

WORKSTUDY STUDENT NEEDED im-

mediately for Campus business office 10-15

hrs per week 545-4867

NOW SEEKING BUSPEOPLE.
dishwashers, hostess and linecooks Inter-

views Thursday March 12 11-4 Please

bring reference sheet 12 Crafts Ave
Northampton

EAHN $40iM200/morith part-time

,

$2000-6000/month full-time Call Mark
546-5938 Dan 546-4151

msTRucnoN

MmrORCYCLH

AMY AND ALISON Happy 22nd birthday'

We have a whole paper bag of tun to help

you forget you're getting old Amy it's your

turn to buy the milk

TO FRIEDA AND the Halpeople Shee
man. you taetter keep in check or I'll be tell-

ing y'all to )ust step off" Now, ami that

speciaf A slug for all seasons

SHERI ROSENBERG? YOU wear a long

black leather coat I have noticed you and
I want to meet you Please come to the

Hatch on 3/10 at noon I will be waiting i

am obsessed!
I

RIDi WANTED

Call now

RIOiRS WANTED

JOE DEMEO

FOR SGA PRESIDENT

HE FIGHTS FOR YOU"

FREE! COME HEAR
Paul Doherty

Division Sales Manager of

Anfieuser-Busch''

Wednesday, March 1

1

7 00PM Campus Center 917
•Refreshments"

Sponsored by the Marketing Club

FREE!

NEED A CREDIT?
Like helping people?

Want to be a student councelor''

Take the
[

* Casiac Internship

•Sign up E20 Machmer Casiac 545-2191

'

•
1 st mtg Mon 3/9 at 7PM m Casjac

_

"

CffF CAMPUS STUDENTS rememtjer to

vote Lynne Murphy Commuter Area

Spokesperson today!'

LJViNG OFF CAMPUS'? Vote Charlotte

Wesley Commuter Area Government
Spokesperson'

ROOMMATE WANTED

VERY LARGE ROOM m rural home near

bus stop No pets Suitable for studio or of-

fice and bedroom 256-6677

ROOMMA'fETO SHARE an apartment in

Southwood if interested call Kim at

256-6941

ONE ROOM iTTi bdrm apt in Squire

Village Through Max or possibly thru Max
1988 $250/mo *- 665-8859

FREE UTILITIES ONE roommate needed
til Jun Bus slops by front door, walk to

store and laundry Clean responsible non

smoker $180 - includes all Belcherlown

323 5120

TWO LARGE ROOMS available now' Bus
stops in front, walk to sore and laundry

Responsible non-smoker $140 * Belcher-

town 323-5120

ONE OR TWO non-smoking female room-
mates wanted to share large bdrm in 3

txlrm apt in Pufflon starting June 1st Preler

senior undergraduate or graduate student

Call Laurie after 6PM 549 7773

VOTE REBECCA MENDELSON our key

student strustee

GOOD LUCK VAI Smith, Russell Wallach

and Beth Vendee on your election'

SERVICES

TUTORING, SUBStltU'fE TEACHING in

business management, marketing,
finance, investment & microcomputers $7
per hour Neg 536-5006 leave message

COME JOIN US at Sigma Sigma Sigma

Sorority for open rush all University women
invited Wed March 11 pi27aparty6 15-6 45

Thurs March 12 Cosby w/Sigmas 8-8 30

Fri March 13 Sigma Theater 4-4:30

Call 545-0046 for info

JEFF AND LUTsTthanks lor a great time

let's go do it again— are we Jam Sisters
"

now???

HEY BOB, DID you know that Bob speHed

backwards is Bob" By tfie way, congratula-

tions on your new office

TYPING, TAPE TRANSCRIPTION. Fast

accurate 665-7652.

TRAVIl

SPRING FLING/DAYTONA -UMass party

bus heart of the strip/Ocean front $99 group

we drive $199/ v*e will beat any price group

rates call now 256-6227

GO DAYTONA SPRING break beach front

hotel strip/tree parties, booze cruise,

Hawaiian Luau- don't miss out' $99
Udnve/$1 99 we drive Call Katchy 549-44 1

7

BETSY, DEBBY AND Celeste, God girls,

don't you know I'm going to miss you so

much when you go! Thanks so much lor

"taking my birthday so memorable Ann 1

missbiJ vou' Basically, you guys are

awesome, i sv.;2' to God and that is not

clutter Yeah, yeah, yeoir : ic.j >2u

Peggy-0

NEED 100 OVERWEIGHT people to try

new Herbal Weight Control Call Dan
546-4151, Mark 546-5938

TAKE A TROPICAL Trek to Jamak» $389
Enjoy the crystal blue waters and the hot

sun Karin 6-1093 or Sally 6-7500

LOS ANGELES ROUND trip ticket from

4/14-4/21 $198 call 256-8378 Bridgelte

SPRING BREAK TO Florida starting at $99
call Luv Tours 549-6782 or 4549-0547

BETH MELLO-SMILEt
You're special!

Smile* Smile!

LAST CALL OAYTONA $199 U-drive $99
on the sIrip/ocMnffont call now 256-1227

WANTED
WANTEO-ONE PERSON to share luxury

ski Chalet overlooking San Francisco Bay
Comicstrip Characters preferred

SOFT CONTACT LENSES -most daily

wear lenses $1 8 00 to $48 00 lowest pnces

on Contact lens solutions heat units $1 2 95
Amherst Optical Shoppe 413 253-5412,

413-256-6403

DREWBUTT. .LET'S GET wicked honking

lugly on this day now you're legal I'm sorry

but we'll do Cheyoming in the Boulder style

Your Partner in Crime- Amrod

KlMH/kPPY 19blrtlidaV' Love Deila^Zeta

BETH-HAPPY 20th birthday' Love Delta

Zeta

LOCAL BANDS WANTED Eastside con-

certs Battle of the Bands on Feb 28 Con-

tact Bruce or David 549-4160

AUSTRAUAN STUDENT WANTS to buy
downhill ski boots Size 10 ph 546-9166

DESPERATE FOR DEAD tickets Wor
Chester April 3,4 Call 586 9645

DEAD TICKETS TO all Worchesler Shows'
Please call if you have extras at 538-3455

(Suzanne)

SUSLET

PERSONAL$

RESUME TYPESETTING SERVICE
Have your resume professionally typeset

The best quality type, not a word processor

Sixteen different type styles to choose from

Takes only 3 days costs $25 and any

changes I'll do for FREE Come down to the

Collegian Graphics Office (113 Campus
Center) and speak to Peter Soderberg

MEET NEW PEOPLE! Get great ex

perience' Come wnte for New England s

largest college daily The Collegian is in 1 1

3

Campus Center, right behind the T V

Come down and check us out!

OH KIMBERLY YOU RE so fine Hey
Tostito Baby' But seriously Happy 20th Bir-

thday Love Dan

YO ADRIANNE! FLORIDA bound m two

weeks Love ya Paul

HEY DOLL! (YES^you. Allan'i Meres your

personal I think you're awesome We make
a good pair What do you think? Respond
Rose Thorn

FACE CONORATULATWNS ON "surviving

your first week at 21' No scars no vivtims

Lovo ya, Molly

DEAR CHUNKY FWM DX) you^willMt

yours in the summer- the girl from SOT

CLOSET SALE

FULL LENGTH RACOON skin coat m
good condition, $200 00 NCR cash
register needs only minor repair lor lull

operation or just a conversation piece

$50 00 Hesignol skis, marker bindings and

caber tjoots Great package for someone
who wants to learn without major invest-

ment $80 00 Call Ansel 256-6182

PROFESSIONAL TYPING $ERVICE

CASES. PAPERS, DISSERTATIONS.
theses fast, accurate dependable on-

campus, reasonable 584 7924, Nancy

AN INEXPENSIVE SPRING SREAK

00 YOU WANT to go to the Bahamas,
Jamaica, or Ft Lauderdale'' We have com-

plete trips to the Bahamas starting from

349. complete Jamaica trip tor 389, and

complete Ft. Lauderdate trip 129 bus or 319

air tare These prices all include Iransfior-

taion and hotel You will not find a cheaper

deal With anyone else For information call

Mike or Rick at 549-5401 Space is limited

$TUDENT ADMISSIONS
REPRESENTATIVE

JUNIORS & SENIORS- share your en
thusiasm tor the University while develop-

ing public relations, marketing, interper

sonal, and counseling skills The Admis-

sions Office IS looking for dynamic and ar-

ticulate interns and volunteers to promote

the University to prospective students

Academic credit available Applications m
Admissions Office, 255 Whitmore, until

March 4

PILLOWS, PILLOWS. PILLOWS

CORDUROY BEDRESTS AVAILABLE for

a limited time only at a more than decent

price Five righteous colors Call Scott at

5495772

SPRING SREAK IN PARIS

SPRING BREAK IN Pans $500 including

airfare 6 nights accomodation w/breaktast

and subway pass lor 7 days Leave March
21 return March 28 Call 253 1373

NASSAU-PILOT HOUSE

$400 FOR BAHAMAS best $89 below

cost Two spaces open (males only) Call

immediately offer expires 3/11 Best time

4 5pm Other tnps sold at regualr prices

Bryan 546 9021

RLOOOORIVI

AMERICAN RED CROSS Bloodmobile

Monday, March 9 and Tuesday March 10

Campus Center- room 162-75

COME MOMS TO YOUR FUTURE

ROOM AVAILABLE

ONE QUARTER OF a mile from campus,
on bus route, male or female Apartment

equipped with sauna wood burning stove,

skylight in bedroom Call Brian or Chris

after 5 256-1041 $270 a month, plus

utilities (Minor)

A CO-ED FRATERNITY?

THE FRATERNITY OF a new generation'

Check us out' Alpha Phi Omega a co-ed

National Service Fraternity Open rush

March 2,3, and 10 at 7 00PM SUB room
415A.

OPEN RUSH

AiIpHA PhTOJMEGA- a co^ national ser

vice fraternity We are the largest fraterni-

ty in the world with over 630 chapters world

Wide We sponsor Campus Blood drives,

Vegas Night, Scouting Projects, Book Ex

change. Karate Marathon and more' Check

us out Open rush March 2, 3, and 10 at

7 00PM- SUB room 415A

PROFESSIONAL TYPING AND EDITING

• •SPEE07 KEYS^DiSSERfATIONS.
resumes, papers 2S6-1002

SPANISH TUTOMNO A TRANSLATION

GRAMMAR. CONVERSATION. PRONUN-
CIATION. Short stories 256-1002

TYMNa SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING, PAPERS, letters,

resumes, etc Meticulous proofreading

Editing available. New IBM typewriter call

549-03B7

ROCK-N-ROU

R6CK-N-ROLL:Cosmos Factory classic

rock blues, and heavy metal Tuesdays

9-12 PM on 1 05 F M WSYL don't miss it

ever'

ATTENTION iRANDVWINE SENIOR$

WE WANT YOUR apt for fall reward of

tered call 549-4073

FREE CASH

NEED MONEY FOR spring break'' I need
your baseball cards' Please help Call Mike

5490333

ST. JUDB

THANK YCU AGAIN! Seldom do your

prayers go unanswered I am very grateful

SPROUT

LOOKING FOR STORIES on anything from

nutritional findings and lads, to poems and

recipes You don't have to be a writer, or

even look like one' Help support those who
frequent Earthtoods and People's Market,

and those who are concerned with

cooperative student businesses Sprout is

a new newsletter, and is open to any funky

Ideas and stones you may have Double

spaced and typed, drop off in E D O office

address to Jen K THANKS'

EARTH DAY

COME HELP WITH planning and publicity

lor a day of environmental education If in

terested contact Tom Hutcheson or Mike

April c/o UMass Outing Club 545-3131 Of-

lice hours 12 30 2 00 on Monday and

Wednesday*

CO-OP COMES TO you! Come to a co-op

info session in a Residential Hall near you
Tonight Sylvan Cultural Society in Cashin
Basement at 7 00 Your Future Starts Here'

LINDA OORMAN

HAPPY BIRTHDAY G-OOG. Linda Lynn,

Connie Francis Hope you all have a good
b-day Love Pecci, Mr (jrant, Auow you're

special, we tiiink you're great' We love you!

Isn't that precious' Love for real, Amy-Aim,
Mary-Mare, Weazel, Little Chris. Spike,

Whip, Michelle and Christine!

SPRING FLINO

HELP WJTH SPWNG Fling! Come to Cen
tral Area Government meetings at BOO on
Tuesdays

STRANGE MOVIE-FREE BREW

STRANGE BREW. .FREE MOVIE Central

Residents free 5.7,9,4 11 m Campus
Center Auditorium All other students 2

bucks sponsored by the Central Area Govl

tOSTKIVS

LTCTKEYS! 2 key ctrains and large brown

barette holding 4 keys Lost Monday 2 GRC
CC or Mahar rewardi 546-1 149

LASCRJAM

LASERJAM CAMPACT DISC jockey now
available for all occations For booking in-

fo contact Eric at 207-665-3266

UVINO OFF CAMPUS?

LIVING OFF CAMPUS
Vote Eileen Farrey

Commuter Area Government
Treasurer!

TOUR UADiR DRIVERS

AMERICAN ADVENTURES NEEDS tour

leader drivers for cross-country camps trips

Must be 22 or older with excellent

knowledge of U S A Accepting applications

Wed March 1 1, 1-5 PM CC 163 or call Stu-

dent Employment at 545-1951 before 3PM
Tuesday March 10 to schedule interviews

^^

"^^i^
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SPORTS

Minutemen rout Syracuse, 267>05-250.65
Baia and Weil net personal
bests; Ronayne still out
By JIM HICKEY
Collegian Correspondent

Getting strong performances from several key com-
petitors, the University of Massachusetts men's gym-
nastics team easily handled a visiting Syracuse Univer-

sity squad Saturday afternoon, disposing the Orangemen
267.05-250.65, Saturday at the Boyden Gymnastics

Center.

The Minutemen rode the performances of seniors Steve

Baia and co-captain Joe DeMarco and junior Roberto Weil

enroute to the victory, with Baia and Weil netting per-

sonal bests in the pommel horse and parallel bars,

respectively.

Coach Roy Johnson said he felt the meet went well for

the Minutemen, who scored 267 points for the third con-

secutive meet and moved one step closer to the Eastern's,

which will be held here at the Curry Hicks Cage in early

April.

"The guys did a great job considering it wasn't easy to

get up emotionally for the meet," he said. "We figured

that we would come away with a win so it shows that these

guys will really be ready for the big meet (EIGL's)."

Individually, the Minutemen received some stellar per-

formances from the likes of Baia and Weil, who continue

to peak as the season progresses.

Assistant coach Ken Dougherty also said the meet went
well, despite the fact the Minutemen didn't hit their

established goal of 270 points.

"We didn't hit 270 and even though it's only three

points. It's going to take a serious and dedicated effort

and a higher intensity level on the part of the guys," said

Dougherty. "But the meet went well and the attitude of

the guys is great."

UMass again had to go without the services of 1986
Eastern finalist Jay Ronayne, who was sidelined with a

shoulder injury. Ronayne is expected back for the

Minutemen's next meet this Saturday against Eastern
rival Springfield College at the Boyden Gymnastics
Center, and Dougherty was quick to cite that Ronayne's
return will be a much added boost to the Minutemen's
chances at cracking 270 points as well as placing high at

the Eastern's.

"We're looking forward to having Jay back in the line-

up. If we can hit 270 points without him, then we ought
to be able to come that much (.loser to hitting 270 with
him," said Dougherty.

CoUegian photo by David Shimkus

The University of Massachusetts men's gymnastics team continued their march toward the ECAC
Championship with a 267.05-250.65 victory over Syracuse University Saturday.

Minutewomen top Rutgers
173.4-164.3 victory improves team to 6-6

Collrihan photo by David ShimkuR

Kristin Turmail and the University of Massachusetts women's gym-
nastics team evened their season record at 6-6 with a 173.4-164.3 win over

Rutgers University, Saturday night at the Boyden Gymnastics Center.

By STEVE RICHARDS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's gymnastics team kept the good
things rolling as it handily defeated

Rutgers University Saturday 173.4-164.3

at a jam-packed Boyden Gymnastics
Center in what coach Chuck Shiebler said

was the team's best performance of the

year.

"I feel very good about this meet. The
team hit the best of the season and the

scores show it," Shiebler said. "This is

definitely our best meet to date."

The victory was the fourth straight for

the Minutewomen and evened their record

for the season at 6-6. The team's point total

of 173.4 was their highest this year and the

best since Shiebler became coach three

years ago.

The big UMass win was a total team ef-

fort as just about everyone hit their

routines and hit them well. Three
Minutewomen, Kristin Turmail, Erika
Baxter and Enya Hlozik, all freshmen,
scored over 9.0 in the floor exercise and the

team averaged an 8.9 in the vault.

Turmail continued to rewrite the UMass
record book, bringing down the the house
and putting an emphatic exclamation point

on the victory by hitting her floor-ex for a
9.5 in the meet's last routine. The score tied

a 10-year-old UMass record and is the se-

cond time the freshman has tied or broken
a school mark, the last coming in the
balance beam against Springfield College
Feb. 11. The performance drew a standing
"O" from the large and animated crowd.

For Baxter, her 9.15 in the event was a
personal best for her collegiate career. She
was competing in three events (floor, vault

and balance beam) for the first time and
finished in flying colors.

"Erika came through very well. She real-

ly had an outstanding meet," Shiebler said.

The Minutewomen got things off to good
start and never looked back. The team ap-

peared very confident and in control of

things from the outset and kept that

positive feeling flowing.

Junior Lori Kelly got the meet rolling in

the vault, scoring a 8.75. Shiebler cited

Kelly as a key person to the team, as she

starts the meet for UMass, putting her in

a position to set a good tone for her team.
And that is just what she did against

Rutgers.

"Lori set a very positive energy and
psyche for the meet," Shiebler said.

Also shining in the vault was freshman
Lynne Morris who, in her first collegiate

meet, scored a 8.95. Massachusetts won the

event 44.75-43.7.

UMass was able to widen its overall lead

in the uneven parallel bars, outscoring the

Scarlet Knights 41.3-37.1. Sophomore
Anne Ditunno tied for first in the event

with a 8.6 and "brought the team's energy
in a good direction," according to Shiebler.

Co-captain Rosanne Cleary then led off

the balance beam with a strong 8.55 and
freshman Marie Antonelli matched her,

and set up the spectacular showing in the

floor.

Turmail was able to overcome an un-

characteristically poor routine in the bars

to take second in the all-around with a

35.15. Rutgers' Mercy Staudt edged out

Turmail by one-tenth of a point to win all-

around honors.

Track season ends
Editor's note: Both the men's and

women's indoor track teams were in action

over the weekend, but due to deadline

demands, only results ofthe women's meet

were available. The men's team was at the

IC4A's at Harvard Saturday and
yesterday.

The University of Massachusetts
women's indoor track team finished its

season without much success ye.sterday,

finishing way back of the pack at the

ECAC's, at Yale University in New
Haven, Ct. continued on page 11
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Hiyh voter turnout reported campus-wide

Student leaders predict
outcome of election

By PEDRO M.PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Student politicians spent most of yester-

day campaigning for candidates for Stu-

dent Government Association president

and student trustee, predicting the out-

come of the election and staffing ballot

boxes in the dining commons.
Supporters of trustee candidate Paul

Wingle and presidential co-candidates

Dwayne Warren and Mark Friedman

predicted they would win, while sup-

porters of presidential candidate Joe

Demeo predicted he would.

Rebecca Mendelson, Wingle's opponent,

expressed reluctance about making a

prediction, but said she spent some time

in the Southwest Residential Area talk-

ing to voters. "They were glad they were

getting out and doing something for

themselves," she said.

Ballot box .staffers in Southwest's

Hampshire dining commons reported a

high voter turnout there. Staffers in the

other three dining commons had similar

reports.

Commuter Area Senator Denise Forbes

called the turnout at the Hatch "pretty

heavy. I think we may approach 30 per-

cent." Other staffers agreed with her

predicted estimate.

In the past, SGA election turnouts have

averaged about 15 percent.

While Demeo seemed to be getting the

majority of votes in Southwest, Warren
and Friedman appeared to lead the race

at the Hatch, where the commuters voted.

Southwest resident Deb Picardi said she

voted for Demeo because "he was really

Basketball players
charged in assault

Students vote Monday outside the Hatch.
Collegian Photo By Rob Skrllon

personal. He came around to our room.

He's got the same concerns that we do."

However, Sylvan resident Deborah Bur-

nham said, "I feel that his campaign pro-

mises are unrealistic and I don't see how
he can fulfill them." Burnham and other

students derided Demeo for his statement

in yesterday's Collegian, which they con-

sidered arrogant.

In the statement, Demeo said he

understands students concerns about

oversubscribed courses and parking pro-

blems. "Why are two people teaming up
against me?" it read.

Nevertheless, many students said they

support Demeo because they feel he has

more experience and he has not tried to

ban any organizations from campus.
Warren and Friedman have expressed

support for the SGA's banning the

militeuy, which discriminates against gay

people when recruiting, from the Campus
Center Concourse. They have said that

they will work toward pluralism and

against discrimination.

Sylvan resident Mark Perry said, "I

figure if there's racism, they'll be able to

do something about it."

While students were voting, many stu

dent leaders, including the candidates,

stood outside the dining halls and in the

Student Union holding signs and urging

passers-by to vote. Not only did they urge

students to vote for the trustee and
presidential candidates, but also for

senators and Board of Governors
representatives.

Students who have not yet voted may
do so today in all the dining commons and

in the Hatch.

By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

One University of Massachusetts student

was arrested and a court order has been

issued for the arrest of a second student in-

volved in the assault of a police officer over

the weekend, according to University

police.

Joseph P. Fennell, a 21-year-old

sophomore sports management major from

Brooklyn, N.Y., was arrested Saturday

morning at the Southside room in Hamp-
den Commons and charged with assault

and battery of a police officer and bein^j a

disorderly person, police .said.

A court order has been issued for the ar-

rest of Duane Chase, a sophomore pre-

education major from Baltimore. Md.,

University Spokesman James Langley

said.

"The police report says Duane Chase at-

tempted to enter a dance without paying

and was stopped by Officer (Vincent)

Boyle," Langley said. "A scuffle ensued. Of-

ficer Boyle was assisted by a fellow officer,

and Chase was assisted by Fennell.

"Fennell, a former UMass basketball

player, was arrested and charged, and was
released on bail," he said. Chase is a

member of the basketball team.

Fennell and Chase could not be reached

for comment.
Head basketball Coach Ronald Gerlufsen

was out of town yesterday, but Assistant

Coach Bart Bellairs said he did not know
of any action being taken against the

players.

In light of the Oct. 27 brawl in the

Southwest Residential Area, University of-

ficials are concerned that the assault may
have racial overtones, Langley said.

"The fact that black students were

fighting with white police officers is a con-

cern to us," he said. "It was two black

basketball players fighting with two white

officers.

"It was racial to the extent that blacks

and whites were involved," he said.

"In light of the Hurst report we don't

want to deny it has the potential of being

a racial incident," Langley .said. "Is there

more than meets the eye?"

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey called in

Judge Frederick A. Hurst of the

Massachusetts Commission Against
Discrimination to investigate the post

World Series brawl in Southwest after

which 10 students were treated for injuries

at University Health Services. In his report

issued Feb. 5, Hurst said the incident was
predictable, pieventable, and primarily

racially motivated." Hurst also offered sug-

gestions for improving the racial climate

on campus.
The dance, sponsored by Iota Phi Theta

fraternity, was a party for contestants and

observers of a lip-sync contest that was held

earlier on Friday in the Campus Center,

said senior Richard Harrigan, a fraternity

brother. Fennell and Chase are not

members of the fraternity, he said.

Langley would not specify about any ad-

ministrative action that would be taken

"until we hear all sides of the story."

"This has the potential of further arous-

ing the concerns of the black community,"
he said. It is "a sensitive issue."

The Department of Public Safety will

conduct an investigation that will be over-

seen by Student Affairs, Langley said.

Director of Public Safety Gerald T, O'Neil

said Boyle suffered injuries to one of his

hands and "damage to his personal proper-

ty.

"His shirt was ripped and the badge was
ripped from his shirt," O'Neil said. "He
sought attention from Health Services."

Boyle "was there to prevent people from

not paying admission," O'Neil said, and

'walked in to separate a problem."

The charges against Chase will be

'disorderly conduct and assault and bat-

tery on a police officer," he said.

When asked about a second officer being

nvolved in the fight, O'Neil said Boyle

'put in a call for assistance."

Military recruitment to continue

until committees reach decision
By JENNIFER DEMPSEY
Collegian Staff

Until a decision comes from the meeting
between the Campus Center Board of

Governors and the Faculty Senate/AdHoc
Committee on Picketing and Recruiting,

it's "business as usual" said the Director

of Auxiliary Services.

Ashoke Ganguli said the committee will

decide the future of military recruitments

and until then, the militai'y will be allow-

ed access to the concourse.

Board Chairman John Hayes said that

the administration is making "a mockery

out of the campus building policy."

Hayes said any potential vendor has to

go through the BOG office and certain

space allocation measures.

"The Vendor Coordinator is the only per-

son who is in power to let (vendors) onto the

concourse," Hayes said. The administra-

tion "just ignored the written, stated and

accepted policy of the vending program."

Ganguli said that it was explained to the
continued iin page 4

UMass senior urges Black Student Union
as method for increasing community ties
By MARION TINSLEY
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts student said that he

would like to initiate a Black Student Union so that black

students can meet in a relaxed atmosphere and share their

resources.

David Moore, a senior fashion marketing major, said

that his primary concern is not to construct a building

exclusively for blacks, but to bring students together.

"The only times that the black students get together

is when they bump into eacfi other while walking around

campus or at a party," said Moore. "I want students to

be able to meet in a relaxed atmosphere any place on cam-

pus; the dorms, the Malcolm X Center or at one of the

rooms at the Campus Center. I want the black students

to meet so that they can share their resources."

Moore said that it was during his sophomore year when

he became involved in several organizations that he realiz-

ed what was and what was not "out there" for black

students.

"What I found was that there was not a BSU. Sometimes

you have to travel around before you can realize what you

are missing," said Moore. "There's the Octogan at

Amherst, and Smith has a strong BSU and when I saw

that I said hey, UMass doesn't have that and we're about

four or five times larger than they are."

Moore said he would like students to learn about their

continued on page 5

CIA On Trial project

will hold education drive
Members of the CIA On Trial project, along with facul

ty members, are conducting a residence hall education

drive this week. Details tomorrow in the Collegian.

Seventy-one people were arrested last semester dur-

ing sit-ins to protest the spy agency's recruitment efforts

at the University. The trial of more than a dozen of them,

including activists Abbie Hoffman and Amy Carter, is

scheduled to start in Northampton on April 6.

Members of the Radical Student Union have said that

polls and interviews that indicate most students support

the CIA's right to recruit point to a need for education.

The nine informational sessions, to be held in residence

halls across campus, are an effort to educate students

about the agency and its supposed evils. ,
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Russian peace activist
urges more participation
By STEVE SHEA
Collegian Correspondent

An internationally-known urban
geographer originally from the Soviet

Union called for improved relations bet-

ween the United States and the Soviet

Union Friday night at Amherst College.

Dr. Yuri Medvedkov spoke to an au-

dience of 60 in Converse Hall's Red Room.
His speech, "Peace and Human Rights:

Making the Connection," focused on peace

activism, appraising oppression in the

Soviet Union, and oppression worldwide.

Medvedkov said he will use his ex-

periences in peace activism to activate

thinking, not just set up certain methods
of thinking.

There are three ways to show perspec-

tives on human rights. "They are pure

logic, practical results, and moral values,"

Medvedkov said.

Logically, peace activists need supporters

and like to see other people active, he said.

The activist tries to develop independence

of thought in other people; if people do not

have independence of thought, they will

feel unimportant and will not address the

big issues because they feel intimidated by

their government, Medvedkov said.

The citizens of the United States take

freedom for granted because of democracy

and generally, they do not consider sup-

pression in foreign countries, he told the

audience.

People tend to leave diplomacy in the

hands of diplomats, he said. Thinking that

politicians as professionals will do things

right, or do the right thing quickly enough,

is dangerous, Medvedkov said. That is why
we need activists to call for the right move
at the moment, and not wait, he said.

Practically speaking, if decisions in

politics are made only at the top, there is

no guarantee that those decisions will be

the correct ones. Only peace activism will

assure that the superpowers won't return

to the cold war, he said.

Soviet people, unlike their politicians,

would like to extend the hand of peace to

our American counterparts, he said.

The Five Colleges Program in Peace and
World Security Studies sponsored the con-

vention at which Medvedkov spnke.

AIDS marital testing debated
BOSTON (AP) - Legislation requiring

couples to take a test for AIDS before get-

ting a marriage license probably would do
little to halt the spread of the deadly
disease, state officials say.

Department of Public Health officials

said yesterday mandatory pre-marriage
testing would not screen the population

groups that face the greatest risk of con-

tracting AIDS — homosexuals and in-

travenous drug users "who cohabit in alter-

native lifestyles."

AIDS Action Committee Director Larry
Kessler said the measure by Sen. Edward
Kirby, R-Whitman, relies on the "faulty"

notion that one partner will tell another
that he or she has tested positive for the

AIDS virus.

"To test someone two or three weeks

before the wedding is not going to give us
the information we need," Kessler told the
Legislature's Health Care Committee.
Meanwhile, an insurance industry

representative opposed a bill sponsored by
Sen. Edward Burke, D-Framingham,
designed to ban the use ofAIDS blood tests

for insurance.

William Carroll, executive director of the
Life Insurance Association of
Massachusetts, said the bill would be "un-
fair to the vast majority of people who buy
insurance and a radical departure from
normal insurance practices."

"Tests are used in establishing rates for

people suffering from all other diseases.

AIDS should not be given special status,"

he said.
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I WANT TO BE YOUR SLEDGEHAMMER - Pittsburgh baseball

player Barry Bonds warms up to bat during spring training game.

Contra leader resigns from post
WASHINGTON (AP) - Nicaraguan rebel

leader Arturo Cruz has resigned his post

as a director of the United Nicaraguan Op-

position, his son said yesterday.

The son, Arturo Jr., said the reasons for

Cruz's resignation will be spelled out in a

letter scheduled to appear in Tuesday's edi-

tions of the Miami Herald.

Cruz, a former Sandinista ambassador to

Washington, has been feuding with his

rebel colleague, Adolfo Calero. He was at

the point of resigning last month but decid-

ed to remain on as a UNO director after

receiving assurances that the rebel move-
ment would undergo democratic reform.

"I was shocked," the son said after lear-

ning of his father's decision.

Cruz was reported to be in Costa Rica

yesterday and was not immediately
available for comment.
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The Collegian Supports

the American Red Cross

• !•!•

Blood Program!

Stop in and give bloo

TODAY AND
TOMORROW

Date: Monday, March 9
Time: 10:30 AM - 4:30 PM
Place: Campus Center

Room 162-75

AND
Date: Tuesday, March lO
Time: 10:30 AM - 4:30 PM
Place: Campus Center

Room 165-69

Won't You Do Your Part and Help Support a Good Cause.

Police to destroy
kegs detected
at illegal party
By ELLEN M. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Two quarter kegs were confiscated from the basement
of Moore House Saturday after resident stssistants

reported an illegal party, University of Massachusetts
police said.

Police confiscated one keg at 10 p.m. and returned a half

hour later to find "a large number of people" and another

keg, police said.

Police said the kegs will be destroyed because nobody
at the party had claimed ownership.

In other police reports:

• A 1980 Chevrolet was reported turned over on its left

side and leaking gas in lot 22 at 3:20 a.m. Saturday, police

said

Sand was used by Environmental Health and Safety to

cover the gas after the car had been turned right-side up
and towed away, police said.

Police are trying to get hold of the owner, police said.

• A candle on top of a milk carton fell on top of some
books causing a fire at 3 p.m. Friday on the 1 1th floor of

Coolidge Tower, police said.

A woman in the room received a second-degree burn on

her right wrist and a man was treated for smoke inhala-

tion, police said.

• A "disturbance" turned into a fight ailer four students

tried to forcibly enter a room in Van Meter House at 12:50

a.m. Saturday, police said.

The four students involved said they will seek private

complaints, police said.

• A 20-year-old male student was put into protective

custody at 3:25 a.m. Saturday after police reportedly found

him to be intoxicated and "unable to take c£U"e of himself
at Clark Hill road, police said.

• A 19-year-old Bolton woman was arrested for driv-

ing while intoxicated at 1:10 p.m. Friday after she was
stopped on Infirmary Way for speeding and making an

Cnllefpan Pholn Bv Mirharl Cooper
I CAN SEE THE LIGHT - UMass student Barry Donovan replaces bulbs Wednesday above

the mural on the flrst floor of the Campus Center.

improper turn, police said.

• Four cases of beer were confiscated from a 19-year-

old student at 7:40 p.m. Saturday in lot 50 near

Washington Tower after the student was charged with be-

ing a minor in possession of alcohol, police said.

• Two and a half cases of beer were confiscated from

a 19-year-old UMass student and a 20-year-old Bently Col-

lege student at 10:30 p.m. Friday on Sunset Avenue near

Crampton House, police said.

• 14 bottles of beer were confiscated from an 18-year-

old Northeastern University student at 10:40 p.m. Friday

outside of Moore House, police said.

• A state truck parked on the east-side of Washington

Tower reportedly had its "grill smashed, antennae broken,

and hood dented" at 7:45 a.m. Saturday, police said.

• A 1978 Datsun was reported stolen at 3:40 p.m. Sun-

day from lot 34 where it had been parked since Friday,

police said.

Co-op rolls into action
Bicycle club offers advice, supplies
By GEORGE FRANCY
Collegian Correspondent

As warmth slowly returns to New
England and the snow melts away, the

University of Massachusetts Bicycle Co-op

gets ready to peddle its services to droves

of cyclists who want to tune up their

bicycles.

The co-op, located in the Student Union
Building across from the post office, offers

tools, parts, supplies and personal attention

to the experienced and novice cyclist. For

$1.50 an hour, users can benefit from hun-

dreds of tools and expert advice from ex-

perienced bikers.

Student Senate to consider
increasing child care funding

Collegian Photo By Niki SokolofT

KEEP ON BIKIN'- Bicycle co-op
member peddles group's benefits.

In March and April, business picks up at

the co-op and that is when the co-op seeks

to expand its membership. To become a

member, a person must attend four

meetings, held at 7 p.m. on Thursdays at

the co-op, and work four shifts, member
Brad Powell said. Shifts vary in hours and
are meant to explain the co-op system. Per-

sons who become members get free use of

the tool room and a discount on parts and
supplies.

Safety is one of the main concerns of the

co-op. Powell said he sees many "misin-

formed" cyclists, who have had little safe-

ty education. He said he would like to see

some of the money spent on special bike

lanes, new trails and educational bike ads.

The co-op offers advice on safety, and stocks

many safety helmets and florescent

stickers

Powell said he would like to establish a

library ofcycling books, but most of all, he

said, "outreach is a primary goal." He also

said he would like to attract more members
who will come back each semester. "I'd like

to establish some continuity," Powell said,

"but we lack the capital for advertising."

Powel', a graduate student in human ser-

vices and behavioral sciences, has been

with the co-op since 1979, about one year

after it split from the Bicycle Club to

become a Registered Student Organization

and Student Controlled Business.

"They started off with a loan," Powell

said, "paid that off and have been self-

sufficient ever since." He said the co-op is

not here to make money. Parts and sup-

plies are sold just above cost.

First-year student Robin Sears, who
handles the bookkeeping and often the

register in the parts room, said funds from

sales and the non-member user fee are us-

ed to re-order inventory, replace broken

tools and keep current with new tools. She

cited the price of a Bell camouflage helmet

at $25, which costs $35 elsewhere.

In the spring of 1985, the space that is

now the Union Video Center became
available and the co-op requested it from

the Campus Center Board of Governors.

"We were an established organization

and felt we deserved the space. We sent out

fliers, got a petition and set up a table on
the Campus Center concourse, but were
denied in favor of an ice cream shop. The
ice cream shop went bankrupt before it

ever opened," Powell said. "It's interesting

that one of the guys involved with the shop

was also on the Board of Governors."

John Hayes, chairman of the BOG, said

it was an ice cream co-op that was trying

to get the space and at the time "it seem-

ed like a better idea, but people lost interest

in it and it fell apart."

"It was real underhanded thing to do,"
said Alex De Pillis, referring to the BOG's
decision. De Pillis, a junior mechanical
engineering major and three-year member
of the co-op, said that things really did
work out for the better because their space
was recently expanded.

By MEG KROEPLIN
Collegian Staff

A new child care funding proposal

designed to give more monetary aid is

slated for discussion at the next

Undergraduate Student Senate meeting

Wednesday.
At present, University Child Care only

gives some form of aid to about 20

undergraduate students, whereas there

are "about 296 undergrads with

children," said M. Lynne Murphy, a

member of the child care committee.

Last semester a majority of the voting

student body approved the addition of a

dollar fee for child care to the semester

bill.

The child care proposal can give up to

$750 in tuition assistance to each student,

and would help at least 13 additional

students. Most students would not need

the total aid, therefore even more
students could be helped, said Murphy.
"Students will do as much for students

as the University does," Murphy said.

This propo^l will double the number of

students aided.

Last Wfcv k the proposal came out of the

Rents and Fees committee with a

favorable recommendation.
The proposal recommends forming a

committee made up of three to five

undergraduates and one member of the

University Child Care committee.

"Child care is an absolute necessity,"

said Paul Wingle,

the senate speaker.

Karate Club members
kick up support for charity
24'hour marathon benefits children

By LISA CAMPION
Collegian Correspondent

Shades of Bruce Lee and Chuck Norris

fell upon the University of Massachusetts

Saturday as members of the campus

Okinawa Goju Ryu Karate Club kicked

and jabbed during its third annual 24-hour

karate marathon in the Student Union

Ballroom, in an effort to raise funds for the

charity 'Save the Children*.

The club, lead by Kimo Wall, consists of

about 60 members, most of whom attend-

ed the marathon. Wall said that he sug-

gested the idea of the marathon three years

ago to the fraternity, at which he is a facul-

ty advisor. "We've been doing it ever

since," he said.

"Each club member gets people to spon-

sor them for a certain amount ofmoney per

hour and the money they collect goes to the

charity." he said.

The marathon, sponsored by the National

Service Fraternity, Alpha Phi Omega,

began at 8 a.m. Saturday.

Kathy Turner, a member of Alpha Phi

Omega as well as the karate club, helped

to organize the event.

"There's a lot of red tape that you have

to go through to put on something like this.

You nave to get a ibou waiver to bring in

food that's not from food services; you have

to get a time waiver otherwise they kick

you out of the Student Union at 1 o'clock,

although most people are pretty

cooperative."

The fraternity supplied a steady stream

of water and light snacks to the club

members. "The food was donated by Stop

and Shop and Louis Foods," she said.

The marathon started with several hours

of basic training that consists ofbasic pun-

ching and blocking, and the first three

training forms known as kata. Club
members estimate that during the course

of the 24 hours they completed between
three and four thousand "basics."

The training was punctuated by several

water breaks and demonstrations by other

martial artists, the UMass Fencing Club
and a slimnastics workout, in which all the

club members participated enthusiastical-

ly, although they had been training for 15

hours. Channel 22 in Springfield appeared
with a camera and the event was featured

on both the 6 p.m. and 10 p.m. news.

Wall, who also teaches eight karate
classes through the physical education

department, has been training karate since

1949 and has recently earned a seventh

degree black belt.

I
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Collegian Photo By Rob Skelton

FLASHDANCE — Kappa Kappa Gamma sisters pose for another

camera Friday enroute to happy hour via Orchard Hill bus.

• militarij
continued from page I

BOG that "we would work
together with them on

many issues. This is not a

BOG issue, it's a campus
issue, a global issue. We told

them, let ADHoc decide."

Hayes said the BOG will

be meeting with Chancellor

Joseph Duffey next week to

discuss the issue.

"We were elected to do a

job here. We would like to

represent the students. We
more or less demand to do

that job," Hayes said.

Said Ganguli: "I think the

Board is overreacting to the

whole issue. They (military)

should be allowed to present

their marketing brochures

out there. It's a matter of

different view points. Why
should one group be
prevented from expressing a

viewpoint? They forget they

are part of the SGA. Seven
dollars from the SGA
budget goes to them."

AflflM ILsiiHig S^ms
Compiled by CAROL TANNENBAUM

Sylvan Area Government proposes
better, safer outdoor lighting system

Fifty years ago this week in the Massachusetts Col-

legian. . .

A recent correlation between pre-med examinations and

freshman mental tests show that the mental aptitude

of incoming freshmen runs on parallel lines during their

fi)ur years at college.

Twenty-five years ago. . .

A special legislative committee, set up to investigate

the need for a state medical school, has recently reported

its recommendation of a four-year state medical school

as part of UMass. Included in the findings was the fact

not enough young men are being trained to meet the

state's medical needs.

Ten years ago. . .

The SGA presidential campaign of Foley-Tyson was
cleared Saturday of plagiarism charges brought against

it by tlie Batiste-Hite campaign.

By KARL ROOKEY
Collegian Correspondent

The Sylvan Area Government is working on a lighting

proposal that will correct the flaws in the present set up.

The proposal is being reviewed by Lawrence Holmes,

assistant director of the Department of Public Safety and

will be submitted to Housing Services by early next week.

Aram Hamparian, co-president of SAG., said that two

volunteer representatives, Kristen Keough and Gerry

Beltran, have been working with Public Safety on the for-

mulation of the proposal. "They hope to, in conjunction

with the Department of Public Safety, formulate a com-

prehensive plan to make both lot 44 and the entire Sylvan

area safer," Hamparian said.

SAG's specific goals include lighting the perimeter of

lot 44. getting paved lighted pathways from Sylvan to lot

44, getting additional callboxes installed in the parking

lot, and getting the "ineffectual, ornamental" lighting in

the Sylvan area replaced with functional lighting, said

Hamparian. "We also hope to get the tennis and basket-

ball courts lit as a result of this project," he said.

Kristen Keough, one of the SAG representatives, said

that they hope to receive the Department of Public Safe-

ty's recommendations by Wednesday or Thursday. "We
came up here with Lawrence Holmes to look at the pro-

blems with him. He was very receptive," Keough said.

Holmes said he was glad to have the situation brought

to him by students. "Public safety is the responsibility

of everyone on campus: officers, faculty, and students,"

Holmes said. He admitted to being unaware that crude

paths existed between Sylvan and lot 44. "The situation

is definitely unsafe, and something should be done about

it," he said.

Gerry Bletran, the other SAG representative, said that

Housing Services should be receptive to the proposal

because it deals with student safety.

The SAG members said they hope that Housing Services

will take this proposal seriously.

"It's an issue that many Sylvan residents feel strongly

about," Hamparian said. "It needs to be acted on quickly."
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NAIL & SKIN CARE SALON

Th« ultimate in nail fashion

and skin beauty

SPRING BREAK IS COMING
SOON AND WE'RE HERE
FOR YOUR HAIR REMOVAL.
NAIL CARE AND OTHER

BEAUTY NEEDS
228 Triangle St • 549-4979

yt^ Round trip
r ...»« MPM VORK

Round trip

from NEW YORK
starting at

LUXEMBURG $298
LONDON"^'""' 361

238
583
293
493
413
764

ST.THOMAS
TEL AVIV
CARACAS
ATHENS
STOCKHOLM
HONGKONG

IaIso EURAIL passes. INT L

STUDENT ID.WJRK/STUOV
ABROAD. AYH CARDS. LOW
DOMESTIC FARES and
mora?CALLIor
FREE StudenlTrawelCatatog!

[4131256-1261
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An Alternative Record Store
j

SiMOialittnA in' riwfiwMii '
I

Punk ' OraMM OMd '

,

Rook n nol ' Exponmontal I

I

MSO QUAUrr TIHWTt A POSTCRS
j

TOP CASH PAID FOR .
j

RECORDS, TAPES, CDs ' i.

Maxell XL2
Box of 10 For

$19.99

Maxell LN-90
Box of 10 For

$12

Maxell XLI1S

$2.74 Eo. OR
10 For $24.99

NEW LOCATION
Underneath Steve's, beside Ali Cat

48 N. Pleasant St - 263-9209
M - Sat n-7; Sun 12-5

584-9982

HAIR &
TANNING SALON

Twenty-Four Main St

Northampton, MA

Cullcirian Photo By Rob Skelton

WALKING IN THE RAIN - Kristen Peter-

son, a freshman conununications mtyor, snug-

gles under a umbrella during Monday's
drizzle.

• BSU
continued from page 1

heritage and increase their racial pride, both of which

Moore feels are not taught in high school or in college.

"I want people to learn everything from slavery to

reconstruction," said Moore. "I want students to be able

to tap into each other's resources, to increase their self-

worth and let them see how much of an impact they can

have on someone other than themselves. At a university

of this size it is very easy for you to feel worthless."

"I am not doing this just to start another organization,

there is already an oversaturation. I see the BSU as a

totally separate institution." said Moore. "The BSU will

exist so that the black students on this campus can help

each other out and increase community ties.

"I have spoken to over 30 students and everyone that

I have spoken to said that they would like to help," Moore

said, i think that after the first meeting, everyone will

feel free to express their idea.s,donate time and things will

only get better."

The initial meeting for the BSU will take place tomor-

row night at 7p.m., Campus Center, room 904.

Writing a Paper? Need Help'

Visit the Writing Center

Pierpont (SW) Mon. & Wed.

Cashin (Sylvan) Tues. & Thurs.

Baker (Central) Mon., Tues. & Thurs.

7 - 9:30 PM

Professor opens feminist forum
Calls for equality between black and white women
By JOE LIEBESCHUETZ
Collegian Correspondent

An author and professor at Smith College said Friday

that a state of equality must exist between black and

white women if aspirations of the feminist movement are

to be achieved, beginning a week-long Seven Sisters con-

ference on feminist issues.

Johnella Butler, associate professor of Afro American

Studies at Smith College and author of the book "Black

Studies: Pedagog>' and Revolution" gave the opening, key-

note address titled "Exploring Contemporary Feminism;

Perspectives on Race. Gender and Class," before about 120

people,

Butler began by dividing contemporary society into a

hierarchy of privilege, headed by white men and follow-

ed successively by white women, black men and black

women. She said that as a result of this hierarchy, white

women tend to associate predominantly with white men,
and black women with black men, a situation that

prevents unity from developing between women of dif-

ferent races.

"The minority know more about the majority than vice

Sylvan and Northeast
residents:
WORCESTER D.C., 11:15 a.m. - 2 p.m. and
4:45 - 6:45 p.m.

Southwest Residents
BERKSHIRE D.C., 10:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.

and 4:15 - 7:15 p.m. and HAMPSHIRE D.C.,

10:45 a.m. - 1:45 p.m. and 4:30 - 6:30 p.m.

versa," said Ov.'.'....'. It is white women who need to change
their attitudes more than black women. It is not .sufficient

for white women to accord black women honorary white
status; a state of equality entails a mutual appreciation

and respect for the genuine diversity that exists between
different races.

Butler said our present and future destiny can best be

changed if past histor>' is first understood. Raci.st attitudes

directed at blacks, such as the myth that blacks have
lower IQs, are in part a result of white artwork through
the ages that consistently portray blacks as primitives.

In reality, she «aid, the first human civilizations were in

Black Africa, and ii was these societies that were subse-

quently pillaged and oppres.sed by whites.

She said that historically, blacks, Indian-s, Hispanics and
whites all had equal claims to the American heritage, and
that present relations between races could be harmoniz
ed by an appreciation of this original equality.

Much of the audience greeted the conclusion of the talk

with almost rapturous applause.

A woman in the audience, during the discussion that

followed, said that in order to treat different races the

same, they must be treated diiTerently.

Central and Orchard
Hill residents:

FRANKLIN D.C., 11:30 a.m. - 2:15 p.m.

and 5 - 7 p.m.

Commuters:
HATCH, 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.

VOTE TODAY

Editor's note: On yesterday's SGA candidates' page,

presidential candidates Dwayne Warren and Mark Fried-

man were given 40 lines total for their statements, while

Joe Demeo received 20. In the inlen'sts of equal space.

Demeo received 20 more lines for today's edition.

The SGA needs a president who will fight for you.

.a president who will bring direction and unity to the

student senate. . .a president who understands and

reflects your opinion. I'm Joe Demeo and I can be that

president.

I will bring three years of experience, accomplishment,

knowledge and commitment to the office of SGA Presi-

dent. I am currently the co-president of the Southwest

Area Government (SWAG), a member of the Student

Senate, the Spring Concerts Planning Committee, the

Chancellor's Committee on Alcohol Use, the Vice

Chancellor's Council, the University's Telecommunica-

tions Committee, the Residential Committee, Students

Advocating Financial Aid (SAFA) and a founding

member of the Save the Maze coalition and Students Ad-

vocating Rights Together (START).

I have led the fight against the unfair alcohol policy

I fought to retain student control over the Student Ac

tivities Trust Fund and the Legal Services OfTice. I hav..

negotiated the Residential Contract, as well as dthtr

agreements, with Housing Services. I've organized

Southwest Week, the Southwest Conceit, SWAG's Bat-

tle of the Bands, and a weekly movie series, all free to

UMass students. I helped establish the $50,000 Spring

Concert Fund and fought to maintain the UMass Spring

Concert tradition.

YOU'LL LOVE
OUR SUNRISE

SERVICE.

Kinko'» Is op«n extra earh just

for you. Copying, collating,

binding and more.

kinko's
open carlvi Open late.
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Motors
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" UMASS SKI CLUD
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B^illington
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j4 UMass Arts Council

CALL FOR
BLOCK GRANT PROPOSALS

Submissions by:
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Letters

Reconsidering the death penalty
I have a few problems

with Veronica Hemreich's

March 6 article on the death

penalty While ! agree with

her totally on her opinion of

the judicial system and its

prejudices, there are still a

few loose ends lying around

Make no mistake ab'jut it,

a life js a life But there are

those who have no regard

for this fact and prove it by

taking life again and again

At the risk of sounding

: judgmental, these people

have, m my eyes, more than

exhausted their own right U)

livL- Hemreich is arguing

for the rights of people who
have shown absolutely no

concern for others in this

area.

In a recent Collegian arti

cle, another Amnesty
member explained how he

tries to humanize the death

penalty by asking: "What if

It was your brother sitting

in the chair? Could you pull

the switch?" To this person

I pose my own question

What if the person in the

chair had muniered your

brother'' And your father,

and your mother and sister'*

This question sheds some
light on a different point of

viev^ — that of the victim's

family Hemreich seems to

pass over thi5 viewpoint I

can't help but wonder how

a victim's family feels know-

ing that an international

group like Amnesty is work-

ing towards using their tax

dollars to feed, clothe and

keep alive the person who
thoughtlessly murdered

LARGEST COLLEGE PAPER IN NEW ENGLAND

The Massachusetts Daily-

IAN
RSO-UNiVERSITY Of MtASSACMUSTTTSAMMERST 113 CAMPUS C€NTE« Vi&-MOO VOLUME C3CVI1 ISSUE 1

YOU
COULD BE THE ONE
WE'RE LOOKING FOR:

A MARKETING REPRESENTATIVE

AT THE COLLEGIAN

You've read the books
and gone to class

NOW is the time to prove what
you can do and gain valuable

experience tor your future

If you're a Freshman or Sophmore
come and fill out on application

at the Collegian

113 Campus Center

Business and Communications Majors Welcome
Deadline March 20

th#ir »on or dau^ter.

In support of Hemreich's

article I agree that there are

senou* flaws m our mdicial

s%sten-. However,

abolishing the death penal-

ty will not remedy this any

more than cutting off the

arm of a cancer patient

cures the disease It doesn't

strike at the root of the pro-

blem, which 15 racial bias

The death penalty itself

isn t unfair and amoral —
the people who enforce it

are. Therefore Amnesty
should work towards chang-

ing the system since the

biases they speak of exist in

givmg out sentences and

paroles as well. It's not the

punishment but the pro-

cedure and people involved

with It that should go.

Laura Fay
Orchard Hill

Du Bois article faulty

The article "Professor

studies Dubois' (sic) life," in

the Collegian on March H

contains an assertion and

an implication about Dr,

W E,B DuBois which,

although widely believed,

are erroneous. The writer

states: "Disillusioned by

America's indifference and
ill-treatment of its black

citizens, Dubois moved to

Africa where he died a

citizen of Ghana in 1963."

Dr. Dubois moved to Ac-

cra, Ghana, in response to a

personal and insistent re-

quest from the then-

president of Ghana, Dr.

Kwame Nkrumah, to head

a secretariate for the

preparation and publication

of an Encyclopedia
Africana.

In July, 1960, Dr. Dubois
and mv mother were guests

Are you
denying yourself

a better shot
at grad school?
Okay it may be t(X> late to get a 40. But

its not too late to try to do better on your

LSAT. GMAX GRE. or MCAT. For that,

there's Stanley H. Kaplan.

No one has prepped more students

than Stanley H. Kaplan.Our test-taking

techniques and educational progranns

have prepared over I nnillion students.

So whatever grad school exam you're

taking, call us. Remember, the person

next to you during your exam might

have taken a Kaplan course.

MCAT
BEGINS
NOW
549-5780

KAPLAN
StANlEVH KAPlANE{XjCAriONAlCENT«lJO

The worid's leading

test prep organization.

of the government of (jhana

on the occasion of the in-

auguration of Dr. Nkrumah
a.s President of the new
Republic in Accra, Ghana.

President Nkrumah at that

time invited him to mov«i to

Ghana to undertake, under

the sponsorship of the

Organization of African

Unity, the creation of an

Encyclopedia Africana

My father knew that if he

accepted at his age, 92, he

would end his days on the

African continent, although

he always assumed he

would be buried in the fami

ly plot in the shadows of the

beloved Berkshire hills at

Great Barrington. But, in

May, 1961, he and my
mother made the move. He
directed the Secretariate of

the Encyclopedia Africana

in Accra, until his death.

Dr. Du Bois did not, as is

commonly believed, re-

nounce his US citizenship

when Ghanaian citizenship

was conferred on him (and

my mother and myself) by

Presidential Council Order

in 1962. Thus, he died an

Afro-American citizen of

both the USA and Ghana.

And, nowhere in his work is

there a suggestion that he

had any illusions about the

identity and nature of the

forces responsible for the op-

pression of peoples of

African descent in the USA
and the exploitation and

suppression of the peoples of

Africa under colonialism

and neo-colonialism; nor of

the inevitability of the

ultimate defeat of those

forces. Nothing illustrates

this better than the follow-

ing excerpt from his Last

Message to the World,

which he wrote just before

his death:

"...One thing alone I

charge you. As you live,

believe in life. Always
human beings will live and
progress to greater, broader

and fuller life. The only

possible death is to lose

belief in this truth, simply

because the great end comes

slowly; because time is

long."

David G. Du Bois
Visiting Lecturer, Jour-
nalism and Afro-Am

iMi«>MM«lN4»i^<iM m0^0mmm
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Group Fights for Change in Central America

Sophie Russell

In response to the growing concern

over the political and social situation in

Central America, a group of University

of Massachusetts students formed the

Central American Solidarity Association

nine years ago.

The group, known as CASA, focuses

on raising the community's con-

ciousness on issues concerning Central

America and takes on as active a role

as possible in changing the situation.

"We support the movement for social

and political change in Latin American

countries," said Nick Komar, a member

of CASA. Another member,

Laura Beretski, said: "We want to

educate the community about the

issues going on in Central America, to

build solidarity around their struggle."

CASA's programs include informational

meetings, fund-raising, and correspon-

dance, keeping regular contact with

students and officials in Central

American Countries.

The group is now focusing on two im-

portant projects. One is a student ex-

change program with the University of

San Salvador, the capital ot bi Salvador.

"We hope to have this program open to

students in a year or a year and a half,"

said Komar. "We are very excited about

it," he said; "Who knows, it could be an

irriportsnt factor in changing our couri-

try's relations with El Salvador."

The second project is a dorm educa-

tion program. "We try at least once a

week to have a presentation in a dorm

on campus," said Beretski. CASA has

already had 5 presentations, showing

movies such as "El Salvador. Another

Vietnam" or "Americas in Transition",

followed by a discussion.

The association also has informa-

tional meetings twice a month, featur-

ing guests, refugees or students, to give

a first-hand account of their experience

in a Central American country. Last

Thursday a refugee from Guatemala

spoke of the political and social situa-

tion in that country. "Next month Ester

Orellana will come speak of her ex-

perience in Chili," said Komar.

The meetings are announced through

the classified ads in the Collegian.

However, if you have any questions or

are interested in joining CASA, their of-

fices are located in room 404 in the Stu-

dent Union.

Avenues of Higher Education

Ralph Richard Destin

After the riots of the sixties and

seventies, we, as a people, can only

wonder if the doors of higher education

are still open.

After the post-World Series brawl in the

Southwest Residential Area, are we

able to convey an optimistic message

to the countless number of black high-

school students, who are still wander-

ing aimlessly through college catalogs

and brochures? After such an open

display of frustration and the need to

unify under an umbrella of pride and

rebellion, can we as the present

Students of Color at this University of

l\/lassachusetts open our arms to those

of innocent status, and proclaim "...a

justifiable welcome to the pearly halls

of higher learning." It is the opinion of

many that rather than an ignorant

welcome we must whole-heartedly

adhere to their need to know some

truths of the powers that be. Although

it was brought to my attention that the

bureaucracy has leaned a bit and pro-

posed a less stringent plan for the ad-

mission of minorities, it is still left to be

known as to whether or not potential ap-

plicants will think twice before serious-

ly considering UMass. as a possible

avenue of higher education.

Nummo
News

Join the Solution
Political issues on campus have been steadily rising and

the upcoming elections will be the proving grounds for many

candidates. Two such people are Dwayne Warren and Mark

Friedman who are running as co's for the campus presi-

dent seat. They are two positive candidates with progressive

id63S

Warren and Friedman feel that Affirmative Action is a

dfinite way of dealing with the lack of minorities women

and homosexuals in positions at the University. The

University has a diverse campus as far as cultures are con-

cerned. You would think there would be more people m the

administration to represent these students, however that s

not the case...There's no voice in the admin^trat.on that

a°e sensitive to Third World needs. One of the things we

want to do is implement the Hurst Report s recommenda-

?ons, by following up on some of hiring practices, recruiting

practices, and retention processes of minorities and

women" said Warren. . . .

Warren and Friedman feel that the violence which oc-

cured in Southwest wasn't an isolated incident but rather

a nationwide trend. They feel that the Un.vers.ty should ead

in steps of reform and social awareness especially since

it's an institution of higher education.

Some other changes they would like to see enacted deal

with the Student Senate's inability to reach its constituents.

They feel that their reforms will make the senate more ac-

cessible to the student body. "One such reform would be

getting information passed out explaining the pros and cons

of the issues before voting. Another change would be the

elimination of loaded questions whicfi often steer the voter

away from the subject to be voted on" said Friedman. War-

ren and Friedman feel that in order to combat apathy

towards the Senate, it needs to open itself up to the students

In a public forum.

The Solution: D. Warren/M. Friedman

These candidates believe their platform represents a

large portion of the student body that until now has not been

represented. This was one of the main factors compelling

Dwayne Warren to run. "It's time to end representation of

a few and to bring the ideas of the large student body lo

the presidential agenda." Their candidacy deals with Third

World issues as well as others and the need for the com-

munities support goes without question.
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Feature Stories

Black Men and Women at UMass: How We Feel

Zouera Youssoufou

Recently, I've been hearing a lot ofcomplaints from both

black men and women about each other. There seems to

be a general dissatisfaction going around. The women

don't seem to like the men's attitudes and vice versa. To

find out exactly how people felt, I talked to black men and

women on campus about their views of the opposite sex.

"I feel that some women on this campus only want men
for what they can do for them in terms of social status,"

said the first man I spoke to, who wished to remain
anonymous. Thomas Mambande said: "It appears as

though the vast majority of women on this campus judge

men on superficial qualities: their social status, the frater-

nity they're in, the sports they play, etc., as opposed to

the man in his true qualities." Scott Shepherd felt women
had a bad conception of black men in general. "They think

that black men are no good, that they mistreat women."
Gai-field Vaughn feels most black women on this campus
are too "clicky" and into their own groups. "They're very

boisterous and rough; they're not feminine enough," he

said. Another man who didn't wish to be identified told

me the attitude of black women here is poor: "They lack

motivation, determination, goals, awareness of self and
of their community. They give out a general feeling of

apathy."
The only man who had something positive to say was

Stanley McClain, "From what I've seen, they've been
positive They seem to be trying to set their goals in life

and achieve them."
Another complaint that came up quite frequently was

that women don't want serious relationships or commit-
ment. However, the women I spoke to also felt that the

men didn't want any type of commitment. "They "cir-

culate" and don't stick with one woman," said Leslie Tan-

ner. "They want women to stay faithful but they're not

ready for commitment" added another woman.
"They don't want commitment as most women do," she

said.

About the attitude of the black men on this campus,

Patricia Oduor said, "The attitude of black men towards

black women on this campus is less than positive. I don't

think the majority of the black men respect black women
at all. They're out for just one thing. Basically their at

titude stinks and I just don't like it." Gina Tinney said

the black men are "very sexist" towards the women.
"They feel that we women have an attitude that we're

better than they are. For instance if you pass them and

don't say hello, they feel as though you're being a snob."

She also felt that they have no respect for women.
Another source told me black men on this campus "have

a very negative attitude. They expect someone to treat

them like the center oftheir lives. Guys here seem to have

a problem with women who are more successful

(academically) than they are. They are also very unfriend-

ly."

"I'm sick of them. They don't show us respect or ap-

preciate us. They're just trying to get over," added Leslie.

Patricia also said that from what she has seen and ex-

perienced from the black men on this campus and from

observing other people's experience, she's found that,

"they lie, they cheat, they have "harems"- there are a lot

of men who give the impression of being serious about a

relationship when in actuality this is merely a farce." A
woman also complained that the men here are very im-

mature. The most common dissatisfaction that I found

from both sides were that people are fake and always try-

ing to be someone they're not. "People just aren't

themselves," said Garfield.

Scott agreed, "People should stop pretending to be what
they're not." Another common complaint was people play

to many games without any reason.

The problem that men and women have with their rela-

tionships "has a lot to do with the black man and the

stereotyping of the black male in society," said Anthony
Gee. "Men have a role to play, they have to be strong and
unfeeling and that doesn't let them get very close to

women. If a man starts showing emotions towards women,
he's thought of as having no backbone. Thus stereotyp-

ing makes men feel as though they have to get as many
women as they can. The women can't affect them V,ui they

have to affect women." Garfield on the other hand feels

"the reasons why relationships are breaking up so much

is that people jump into them with just physical attrac-

tion as opposed to emotional attraction as their founda

tion."

Gabrielle Branch feels the reason why black relation-

ships are falling apart is because women nowadays are

more career-orientated and that a lot of men still have

old-fashioned ideas of a woman staying home and being

a good housewife. "That attitude is found right here, on

campus," she said.

I asked people what are the qualities they are looking

for in a mate. To my surprise, only one person mentioned

physical attractiveness. The one common thing men and

women are looking for is intelligence. The qualities the

women were looking for are honesty, humbleness, depen-

dability, understanding, trustworthiness, friendship,

positive self-image, sophistication , sensitivity, health,

good humor, and fun. When asked if physical attraction

counted, the women said it did matter but isn't a priori-

ty. One woman said she liked men to be "physically fit".

Another woman said she wanted someone to fulfill her

sexual needs: "I feel that's a very important part of the

man. I like a man with a nice body. "I don't want a slob

or a pencil."

"That's extremely important for me right now because

I figure that I'm still young and not looking for a husband;

so why not be choosy?" said another woman.
The qualities men look for range from, "I want a girl

with very strong religious beliefs", to, "I want a woman
who satisfies me."
Men want women who are kind, loving, soft-spoken,

feminine, mature, responsible, independent, with high

self-esteem, pride and dignity, proud of their culture,

desirous to achieve and help other black people and final-

ly, attractive. Scott stressed physical attractiveness isn't

the most important thing, "Inside beauty is more impor-

tant than outside beauty."

Tony is disillusioned with the women on this campus,

but still has hope, "Positive women must exist somewhere

out there. I don't dislike the women here, but dislike some

of their characteristics." Patricia feels she doesn't want

to have anything to do with the men here, "I've been

disillusioned and disappointed."

The bottom line is that black men and women on this

campus don't really like each other and it's about time

we realize it and try to do something about it.

Be on the Lookout
Kevin Sibley

B.M.C.P.(Black Mass Communica-
tions Project), Nummo News, and the
Black Affairs portion of the Collegian
were conceived at the same time here
at the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst.
The idea was to have a strong chain

in Third World communications. This
would provide a medium of current

news issues on both the radio and in the

newspaper.
Since the birth of these mediums,

each one has seemed to take its own
direction, breaking the unity of which
they were born. By doing this, each
communication project grows weaker
without the strength of the others to sup-

port it. A perfect example would be the

most recent budget cuts of B.M.C.P.
and Nummo News.
The goal is to bring back the unity that

once governed these necessary news

mediums. This writer's instincts tell him
that over the course of the next two
years, there will be a definite, positive

change.
This cannot be done without the help

of the Third World Community at large.

We must recognize each of our impor-

tant roles here at UMass. We are here
to get an education, the best way we
know how. In addition to that, we must
also leave the communication forms
strong and intact, as our brothers and
sisters before us did for us.

In conclusion, I would like to state that

with unity comes a force, a force that

demands to be respected, not ignored.

Don't you think that it is time for us
(the Third World Community) to receive

respect as a force equal here on
campus?
Think about it.

Spring Break Tips: Alternative Spots
Gabrielle A.Branch

SPRINGBREAK!! From March 20-29,

UMass students will be able to enjoy a

must needed vacation. Just the idea of

toeing on any beach and swimming in

fresh water excites many people. But

besides common places like Florida and
the Bahamas, there are other places to

go where they have the same beautiful

warm weather. Two similar places are

Barbados and Puerto Rico.

Barbados is a beautiful, quaint island.

This paradise has a flair for Caribbean

food and music. A definite gourmet

speciality that shouldn't be overlooked

is Flying Fish because it is not offered

on any other island.

Barbados closely resembles
England. It has many customs that im-

itate the English including the popular

English "Bobbies"(police officers) and

a beautiful replica of Trafalgar Square,

a famous monument in England.

The exotic clear water beaches ap-

pear to be heaven to the individuals who
are fortunate enough to experience their

beauty.

The islanders are very friendly and love

visitors who come and enjoy the attrac-

tions of the island.

Now, with all of those fascinating

features, why would anyone even think

about vacationing elsewhere?

Another island that is outstanding in

its beauty is Puerto Rico.One of the bet-

ter known cities in Puerto Rico is San

Juan.

It has two contrasting parts, the old

San Juan and a more modern ban
Juan. The modern San Juan resembles

the typical city, with its extremely tall

buildings, industries, and the common
everyday hustle and bustle.

In contrast, the old San Juan is flood-

ed with history. Just by walking through

the town, one can absorb the overall

history by noticing the unique Spanish

houses and all of the old forts that sur-

round them. The mannerisms that some
of the people on this island possess are

the old Spanish customs directly from

Spain.

For recreation, Puerto Rico is very

popular for its water sports. Deep sea
diving, waterskiing, sailing and of

course, swimming are just a few of the

more well-known sports.

Barbados and Puerto Rico have more

to offer than just fun in the sun. The

history of both islands is fascinating. By

visiting these islands. Third World and

non-Third World individuals can learn

about different cultures while still hav-

ing fun.

There is basically no specific time of

year that I would recommend to visit

these places. Both Barbados and Puer-

to Rico remain beautiful during most of

the year. So any time is definitely the

right time.

Instead of going to a place where the

only activity options a vacationer would

have is either roasting on a beach, or

going to an amusement park day after

day, go to places where the theme of

the trip is education. In Barbados and

Puerto Rico, no one can say that learn-

ing isn't fun.

Editorial/Opinions

Sib's Ice Box

Welcome back to the 'Ice Box'
First. I would like to apologize to the S.G.A. presidential

candidates, Mark Friedman and Dwayne Warren, for the

hassle they received because of Nummos' last edition (Tue.

Mar 3).

It seems as if the public service announcement placed

in our "What Happening'page. was interpreted as an ad.

Thus being an illegal campaign procedure.

But guess what? Nummo doesn't accept money, nor print

advertisements. So what's the big deal, right? That's what

I said. Then I was told since Nummo appeared in the Col-

legian, the "What's happening" page is "viewed" as part

of being the Collegian. Therefore charging the candidates

$91.20, the rate the Collegian charges for aVa page ad.

Does this make any sense to you?

IT is clearly stated on the front page of Nummo
that:"Nummo News is affiliated with the Collegian For

Distribution Purposes Only!" (Don't believe me look for

yourself!!!)

I hope all of our so-called student representatives aren't

too blind to see that.

When Nummo published The Ten Black Commandments
was it viewed as being a part of the Collegian then? I believe

not! And that took up a whole page. So then why is that

particular announcement viewed as part of the Collegian?

By the way, to me what's happening is interpreted as

what's going on or what's new. Public Service an-

nouncements inform the public of "What Happening".

That's not french is it? Maybe it would help if it was...Qu'est-

ce qui se passe!

There you have it! both in French and in English What's

Happening!
Oh yea, to those of you who tried to tell me how to pro-

duce the paper, you don't try to help us when it's budget

hearing time , so mind your business!

"What's Happening is to inform you, the reader, of cur-

rent events and issues. If you aren't informed, it shows a

lack of knowledge Nummo is trying to keep up with the

times, so that we can contribute to your knowledge. Many
things can be taken away, but the knowledge one obtains

is yours forever.

Black Affairs

Four hundred years ot violent European-American
racial genocide, oppression and subjugation and there was
this silly, lilly white boy on TV22 telling the camera,
'there's no racism on this campus...'. A sixty four page
report, the result of a University sponsored independent
investigation by a certified, and recognized judge, and
there was this bigot O'Neal, Director of Public Safety, with

barely a measurable I.Q., who should be the focus of an
investigation himself for the demise of Ms. Yvette Henry,
who spoke of 'inaccuracies' in the Hui'st report. Come forth

liar, bigot and ignoramous, highlight these sundry inac-

curacies that you speak of. Is any one qualified to report

more thoroughly and difinitively on the events of, and cir-

cumstances surrounding the Southwest Racial Attack?

Step forward fool if ye' nodd aye!! Why the very racially

inspired agitators can not tell the tale in full!

So quick to claim it's racial insignificance were you,

young and blind, old and crooked. 'It had nothing to do

with racism'. How would you know? You, the man hiding

behind the white sheets that Halloween night, do tell.

You, the Professor with that 'special' subjective scrutiny

when you mark my work, what do you make of it? The
bearers of the Confederate flag at BKO, Phi Kappa Sigma,

and Johnson, should issue some analysis amidst a sym-

bol as aggressive and racially intolerant as that held by

the 3rd Reich. Or perhaps you the woman who feels tense

and cringes as I walk by, tell us what has transpired.

Maybe the person who believes it's allright to be friendly

with some of the more assimilated ones, but has been ad-

vised by their parents never to bring one of 'them' to the

house, can lend her expertise. The insensitivity runs so

deep in the lot of you Europeans.

The good Chancellor Duffey was commended. Well, he

might be better than most but I'm still skeptical. After

he brought up that grinnin', ignorant, uncle tom Mookie
Wilson, I can't rightly respect the man. The things that

took place when the baseball players came up were
grounds for a revolt. Uncle Mook wasn't even here and

he told us that 'we shouldn't turn it into a racial thing

between the two groups because it wasn't'. Why that

washed out know-nothing kept talking about us (blacks

& whites) being on a team and all. How many ofyou Euro-

peans want to be on my team? No. all my life I've been

on a different team all by myself; especially in my school.

In fact some of these students run these homework study

gi'oups like our own racist football team, complete with

pads, plays and coaches. I've never been drafted.

And I nearly threw my buttered roll in the face of that

old, powderface Father Quigly who should be defrocked.

The backwards clown made the forum into a vaudeville

show, it was a shame. He said that the University was

so grand and that they had 'recruited so many African

student.« that there aren't any lef\ over there.' Africa isn't

any pea size island like the Ireland he's from! No, Africa

is the '2nd largest continent in the world, far larger than

the Soviet Union. Evidently he has been looking at the

16th century Mercator projection map that many of you
more ignorant people continue to get some of the ethnocen-

trism from. I .should have spat in his grinnin' face when
he joked about the 'minorities' at UMASS. White people

are the smallest race on earth and proportionately

decreasing. Don't call me a minority, you minority! I am
not a minor subject and I am not the less or the small.

The nerve!!

For that matter don't speak to me about this"terrorism",

when you
have enslaved my grandparents,beatenjailed, and put

dogs upon my parents, bombed my churches, and raped

my women. Don't talk to me about non-violence when
you've murdered more than 20 million ofmy countrymen,

wiped out the Indians, dropped an atomic bomb on a

hospital island of women and children, then did it again

at another civilian post, invaded the puny island of

Grenada, and stand ready with billions of stock-piled

nuclear missiles to engage the the worlds end. How dare

you even speak on the subject of the superiority of your

governmental system or your bogus religious piety? How
good America is indeed. How good is it without sweatshops

, African slave trade, Asian railroad workers, massacred

Indians, stolen Mexican land, Panama Canal subjagation

and robbery of the wealth of nations all around the world.

You have no minerals of your own, no gold that you can

rightfully claim, no rubber, no gas or oil. You speak of

"free" market but what have you ever exchanged for the

wealth you now possess MURDER. MISSIONARIES
AND MEASLES, America, ha. Don't even call me an

American you jelly head father, and your illiterate

baseball stooge! Love it or leave it? Gladly, send me away

with my justice if that's your attitude towards the crimes

that have
transpired. I'll take it in the form of a check , thank you.

Self-sufficent black men like myself don't feel any need

to request your friendship, favor or approval. Would you

expect some one like myself with tremendous self-love,

a great feeling of accomplishment, racial pride and multi-

cultural awareness to waste my time trying to sit next

to you on a toilet seat, a lunch counter or water fountain.

The time for passive hand-me-downs is long gone brother.

I don't want to "get you back" but I want to get mine.

And you have a bad attitude. One that wants to deny

circumstances that have defined our reality, and cut the

Black man off.

Father Clown you must have been talking to your more
unexposed and closedup white counter-parts, for not even

the most complacent black man is going for all that na-

tionalism bullshit, toda>.

I do believe that Africans, Asians, Christians, Euro-

peans, Hispanics, Indians, Jews and Moslems right here

at the University,have the potential to become more sen-

sitive to differences. I wish we could work together in a

commonality of respect. We live in separate societies and
only barely or tokenly break the barriers this society pro-

motes. Dance Against Racism was one step toward the

elimination of the social walls that many of us have been

raised behind or simply to hide behind. There are many
difTerent types of people and a variety of music. Too bad
you missed it!! You really shouldn't let religious, racial,

or political diversity get in the way of such a rewarding

and enlightning experience. I applaud everyone who par-

ticipated. It was certainly a bold and sincere attempt.

Lastly I admonish all those University students, facul-

ty and andministrators who haven't completed a certified

investigation and written a bonafide report to shut up or

"luote directy from "Hurst-Text".

Who Knows the Answer?

Patricia A. Odour

This week I was going to write an ar-

ticle on the of black student enrollment

to higher educational instituions and

how the 'decline' affected black

students at UMass. Locating informa-

tion on "the decline" was easy enough,

but when I tried to relate it to black

students at UMass I ran into a few

obstacles.

According to Newsweek On Campus
,"the decline" can be attributed to af-

firmative action laws which are often ig-

nored; the individual university's unwill-

ingness to "gamble on (blacks) with

potential ", the pressure of racial

Issues; and budget cuts, are all factors

that contribute to "the decline".

The aspect which has the greatest ef-

fect on "The decline" is the slashing of

student aid by the Reagan administra-

tion. These cuts hurt blacks and
minorities the most, said Newsweek On
Campus because. " College-age blacks

are more likely to need the most money,
since census data indicate they're more
than twice as likely as whites to live

below the poverty line"

Realising that financial aid cuts

tremendously affect "the decline", I at-

tempted to find out how many black

students at UMass receive financial aid.

I called the Financial Aid Office and was
told that they had no way of determin-

ing a student's ethnicity by FAF forms,

so they didn't have the figures I was
looking for.

At this point, I decided to change my
primary objective. I chose to try another

approach and find out how many black

students are enrolled here at the univer-

sity. Upon determining this figure for

1987 and maybe ten years earlier, I

could possibly write about " the

decline" at UMass. Unfortunately, this

also proved to be a battle. I called the

CCEBM"s Office, who reffered me to

the Admissions office; who referred me
to the Registrar's Office of Institutional

Research and Planning. Here I began
to get some answers.

I asked them for the number of black

undergraduate students enrolled at

UMass in 1986, the figure given to me
is 520 which includes 46 Cape Verdian

Students. This figure, as compared to

the total number (19.754) of UMass
undergraduate students, represents

less than 1/ But, the women I spoke to

pointed out that 21/ of students don't

report their ethnicity which would ac-

count for approximately 4,148 students

are blacks? No one knows. And as I

found out the hard way. there are no ac-

curate numbers available of black

students enrolUnent at the University of

Massachusetti

)lfaii(
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HELP! NUMMO NEEDS YOU
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What's Happening?!

the

March 5. 1987

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey

Whitinore Administration Building

University of Massachusetts

Aaherst, Massachusetts 01003

Dear Chancellor Duffey:

It has been nearly thirty seven years since the famous Supreaie Court decision

of Brown vs. Topeita Board of Education in 1954. This case reversed the Plessy

decision of 1896, and for many, this decision was the turning point of segre-

gated schooling in America. What we experienced was a bitter fight to desegre-

gate public schools and provide for the educational needs of Blacks and minori-

ties. What we didn't experience then and what we are not experiencing now, was

elimination of racial prejudice on the school grounds, in the classrocrs, and

in the corridors of higher learning. Instead, we experienced racial violence,

tokenism, economic retrenchment , and federal cut backs in student financial aid.

When we review the historical record of the Brown case, we are reminded that even

that legendary court decision moved along at a slow turtle pace. Many school

administrators were slow to act and thus it was many years later that school

desegregation accelerated in America. Here, at the University of Massachusetts

we see a similar pace developing with respect to implementation of the Hurst

recommendations and the Black student demands. For instance, it has been ever

four months since the Black students presented their list of well thcught-out

and practical concerns to you. March 5. is the first month anniversary of the

Hurst Report. To this date, after several conferences with vou and members of

your staff, we have not received your response to our demands. We think we are

correct In expecting you, the Chief Executive Officer of the University, to respond

to our concerns-to take aggressive affirmative action to arrest the many in-

equalities that exist here. Equallv. we believe that we have a right to be

assured that the University administration will work to make our educational

life on campus an experience that is pleasant and rewarding. Unquestionably,

it's imperative that we too feel the assurance that, as students, we should not

have to fear for our lives while living and learning on canpus; nor should we

continue to suffer pervasive, systematic and obstinate discrimination.

Immediate guarantees of safety, reaffirmation of equality, and the elimination

of racism is an obligation we hope you will embrace. Blacks. Hispanics, Asians

and other minority students want an assurance that illegal, improper, or un-

ethical behavior by university officials ( especially the Office of Public Affairs,

Campus Police, Office of Student Affairs, Student Activities Office, and the

Dean of Student's Office) will not be tolerated, nor explicitly or implicitly

promoted.

We think that it would be a verv positive move and a signal of good faith, if

you send a clear and resounding message to Black and minority students, supporting,

not eliminating our constitutional rights. This can be simply done by tirst,

addressing our demands and preparing a point-by-point response bv March 10, 1987.

Secondly, we think you should give us the respect that we deserve as voung men

and women; thirdlv, demonstrate your seriousness to the principles of equalitv

and excellence by producing tangible and constructive ch.in.;es on carpus.
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the Gentelmen of

P/// BETA SIGMA
and the

NATIONAL SOCIETyOf BLACK ENGIHBBRS

present the
The First Annual

STUDY- O-THON

WIN A S75 OR $25 TEXTBOOK WAVIER

Time ' 12pm to 12am daily

Dates: Friday to Sunday, March 13th-15th
Place: Campus Center 9th floor

No entry fee or sponsorship forms needed *

ALL ARE WELCniVlE!!!

BUCK SlVJDEm' UNION

AttentJ.on studeits! Are you Icxaking for something rtew? You are not alone in

believing that Uhiass is long cjverdue in forming a Black Stud«it Union. '*

ara looking for your irput in maXing this organization a success. If

this announconent interest you, the Black Student Union needs you.

Ocme to CTJT initial meeting fterch llth, 7pin Wednesday in the Car^jus

Center roon 902. If you have any questions contact David .Moore, 546-9470.

Chancellor Duffey
Page Two
March 3. 1987

Discrimination, on February 5, 1987. recommended that "the Chancellor review

student demands and prepare a polnt-bv-point response that reflects a genuine

desire on the part of UMASS to redress legitiirate student grievances." He

continued by saying, "I do not find the student demands to be iinreasoiiabie.

In fact, they include many demands that are siwilar to many of my recommendations

and those proposed in the attached .\I)L report."

We want to see this "Flag Ship" University guided by a helmsman of integrity and

candor. We want the University to go beyond the Hurst Report, by rebuilding

and rejuvenating the educational agenda here at UMASS. These are the virtues we

seek in our quest for learning and we expect the University of Massachusetts to

provide these assurances.

A quantum leap into the twentv-first century, modernizing, sustaining and improving

Black and Third World programs on campus is the pace that we expect you to maintain.

We call upon you as Chancellor to exhaust every possible resource, within your

power, in bringing about the recommendations of the Hurst Report.

Sincerely,

Alice Sims
Tabatha Goffigen
Hector >..abrera

Joseph Alfonso
Pedro Acre •

Babara Northern
Felipe Berreda
Charles Wilson
Kevin Mitchell
Anthony Walker
Zouera Youssoufou
John Ruddock
Stephanie Woodley
Jewell Norvell
Lisa Porrell

Patsy White
Charles Perry
Steven Alfred
Dwayne Warren
Uavld Moore
Bill Wong
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ABILITIES UNLIMITED PRESENTS^

IM8l(i;TBi\l.l> WHIIIil-S
m

^
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THE WESTERN MASS
MEAN MACHINE MEETS
THE UMASS COACHES

•ALL ON WHEELS"

MARCH 12, 1987
8:00rm

CURRY HICKS CAGE
UMASS

ADVANCED TICKETS 1-2.00 AT-*

TICKCTS UNLIMITCD-SrUDIMI UNION IIUILOINC
IJANGS COMMUNITY CLN I Lll - AAAIimSI
pon THE HEcono - AMiinr.f % 2.50 AT THE

SPONSOMED IN COOPEnATlON WITH: nAAD
AOiufic$unUMitcoS(»cCiAi ACimiits surronr ruMO- iftAVinoi L^UUn
contimuimo CAnc ASSOCiAics* rm nciA siCMA-siuorHr covtitMiMt iksioc.

e\/erywonnan's center
wMdw ho*, univv'tity of mouochu»««i> cvnherjt. MA OKX>3 ••< (4)3)M5-OM3

The Resource »n<) Referral Program «t t^erywoman's Center

offers a «ide range of information and referral services for

Uni»ers1ty and communiiy women. If you want information about

women's services in the arta, need a medical, legal, or support

group referral, or are loolnnq for housing or a job, the Resource

«nd Referral Program can help. The program also has self-help

resource files and books on many topics of concern to women,

and a large lending library. University and cormunity women trt

welcome to call 545-0883, or drop by Wilder Mall on the U.Mass

campus, tverywomen's Center is open Monday through Friday from

9 to 4, and Wednesdays from noon to 7.
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Women and equality

Betty Friedan, author of The Feminine Mystique, writing in

the New York Times Magazine last year, spoke of "the failure

to mobilize the young generation who take for granted the

rights we won and who do not defend those rights as they are

being taken away in front of our eyes.

"I sense an unwillingness to deal with the complex realities

of female survival in male-modeled careers. . . over the past

few years, I've noticed how the machinery for enforcing the

laws against sex discrimination in employment and education

has been gradually dismantled by the Reagan administration,

and how the laws' scope has been narrowed by the courts with

little outcry," Friedan wrote.

The week of March 8 to 14 is Universal Women's Week
(March 8 was International Women's Day), but unlike Mother's

Day, or Valentine's Day there is no need to spend money on

flowers, candy, or even a card for women because that is not

the purpose of this week. We at the Collegian believe the pur-

pose is to be conscious of women's struggles, accomplishments,

and goals.

The suffrage movement won women the vote, and the

feminist movement won support of the Equal Rights Amend-

ment from 35 states out ofthe required 38. The fight for equali-

ty continues, and we must support women because of many
reasons, such as the issue of equal pay, to name just one. For

every dollar a man earns, a woman earns 64 cents; the number

of single mothers is growing. We must think of these women,

as well as their children (the future); women are still being

sexually harrassed, on the job and elsewhere; and although

women make up 51 percent of the United States' population,

few women come to mind who are part of the Reagan

administration.

Supporting women means not ever treating them as second-

class citizens under any circumstance, by being conscious to

not stereotype, discriminate against because of gender (or any

other reason), or treat as a sex object. It also means being aware

of women's history, and feminism. Certainly feminism has

many levels, but the goal of all feminists is equality.

The next time you think ofyour grandmother, mother, aunt,

sister, girlfriend, wife, female friends, and other women
remember that this society hasn't treated them with fairness

— resulting in the women's movement.

It is our obligation, both women and men, to make sure that

women aren't treated differently simply because of gender. We
must also remember that the "modern" woman is not just the

"working" woman, but also the mother and the housewife —
they have given up the prospect of having a career for work

they feel is more important. Happy Universal Women's Week!

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the Col-

legian Board of Editors

Letters

Look there in the stacks!

In a world foU of tvclear

vjeapons, everiK>ne had feared

a biiarre series of misokulations.

But nc)tquitft like this.

OKAV.

OKAV

VULVtCAHT

^

Duffey is hypocritical
High level duplicity seems to be the order

these days, from the White House to. . . the

Chancellor's Office. Who, exactly, is

responsible for overriding the decisions of

the Board of Governors and the

Undergraduate Student Senate and for

overriding University policy as well? It is

shocking. Was it Joseph Duffey? William

Harris?

Bob Brigham

Two years ago on February 26, 1985, the

Collegian printed a column authored by oiu-

very own chancellor. It was written in

response to a series of threats made against

persons and groups in the gay, lesbian, and

bisexual community; and the editorial so

heartened and inspired me that I squirrel-

ed it away into a file. Let me share with

you paragraph five:

// is incumbent on me as chancellor to re-

mind the members of this community that

campus policy prohibits discrimination on

the basis of sexual orientation. Gay

students, staff, and faculty have the same

rights as everyone else to be full and active

members of this community — that is, to

pursue their lives free from intimidation

and harassment; to enjoy all of the pro-

grams, services and facilities which are

open to members ofthe community without

prejudice; to petition the appropriate univer-

sity agencies for the redress of grievances

and for programs and services as the need

arises.

If the man who signed his name to these

words is sincere, then the recent decision

to allow armed services recruitment on the

concourse is a serious error. I just can't find

room in the above quote for letting a

discriminatory organization use public

space on campus. Consider this, then, my
"petition for redi-ess." There are several op-

tions for correcting the situation before the

campus community.
1. Strike "sexual preference" from the

non-discrimination policy of the

University.

2. Make an exception in the case of the

military and add this exception in writing

to the non-discrimination policy.

3. Continue to allow recruiting; take no

action against RSU members for their civil

obedience in order to avoid attention; and

see if the whole matter blows over.

I won't continue to bore you with other

unacceptable sarcastic variations of the

above. Let me end this column, then, with

a challenge and a proposal.

I would like this administration to take

a progressive stance. Rather than waiting

for protest to force the administration's

hand, whether the issue is securing civil

rights for blacks, getting out of Vietnam,

divesting from countries that do business

in South Africa or securing civil rights for

gays, lesbians, and bisexuals; the ad-

ministration should step out and show

some leadership.

The folks in charge at Whitmore should

ban armed services recruitment on the

common spaces of the University. The

chancellor or other appropriate staff should

apologize to the Board of Governors and

Student Government Association for what

is. in my mind, their gross abuse of power

in nullifying those groups' decisions. An
apology is also due to the campus communi-

ty in general and the gay, lesbian and

bisexual community in particular for the

ignoring of the non-discrimination clause

of this University. Finally, the chancellor

should write a letter to concerned military

personnel to inform them of recent events

on this campus, and to explain that they

will not be welcome until the armed ser-

vices' discriminatory policies are changed.

Bob Brigham is a UMa.Hs employee

Scuttling bMtween the stacks of the Physical Sciences

Library, a bespectacled denizen cackles idiotically to

himself as he makes another "hot" find in the periodicals

section. Gawking, peering, hunching his way through the

stacks, he resembles nothing so much as an ostrich on the

prowl. Left to his own devices he would be there all night,

if they'd let him, subsisting on candy bars and library

paste. Who is that facts man? It is Libraryman.

Rusty Denton

Libraryman - faster than a speed reader, more power-

ful than a bus schedule, able to jump to outrageous con-

clusions in a single bound! Look - there in the stacks!

• He's a nerd! He's inane! No, he's Libraryman!

Libraryman, strange visitor from another planet, with

powers far beyond professional help. Libraryman, who can

change the course of mighty participles, and split in-

finitives with his bare hands - who. disguised as Clark

Denton, irascible investigator in organic chemistry, fights

a never-ending battle for facts, data, and available Xerox

machines.
. * j

Whenever trouble arises, Clark slips into a nearby study

carrel and emerges as. . . Lioraryman. He knows his beat,

cruising a well-worn path between catalogues and shelves,

armed with his notebook and pen and a pound of change

for photocopying. L-man is. as usual, running on

adrenaline this dav, as the thrill of the cha.se lends wings

to his manic-obsessive personality. Someone once asked

him in an unguarded moment what he did all day. "Xerox-

ing is my life," he replied, and he meant it.

He is known at the circulation desk mostly for his abi.ity

to check out 20 or 30 volumes at a time, generally about

15 minutes before closing. Even today, an ofT-day for

Librarvman, he has 12 at home, two in the lab, and one

in his backpack. Don't ask if he reads them all; they are

there solely for his emotional support. You'd be insecure,

too, if you were tracking the elusive phenyl carbene rear-

rangement or the private life of a sulfur ylide.

Mere mortals don't understand the solemn joys of

solitude, so don't be surprised ifyou find Libraryman talk-

ing to his calculator (after all, it takes one to know one).

For one hour, for one day, for one glorious all nighter, L-

man can get alone with his sweet obsession — just him

and his topic - and worry at it until it grudgingly yields

beneath his dogged determination, and a chemical theme

emerges to brighten his world with new insights. Ah,

glorious insight, bought with a heap of squinting.

Discovery makes the world go round for a man like L man.

We will never know what fate Libraryman will save the

world from - he himself doesn't know. But he has his vi-

sions and dreams. There beneath the bright lights of cur-

rent periodicals, he is the next Nobel laureate in reactive

intermediates. He sees a Pulitzer in technical writing in

the cards. He sees that a childhood of being pounded by

his peers will be balanced by one awesome discovery.

In the reference section, Libraryman is the bully of the

block, forcing citations and syntheses out of 5.000 two-

pound tomes. He gives himself a workout every day, two

pounds at a time. Whether anything significant actually

results from his labors is a question that occasionally

bothers him, but he's tough. He can accept a fate of

obscurity and esoteric interests. He hopes it results in a

career that pays more than minimum wage, but as he

often says, "Ya gotta do whatcha gotta do." L-man is deep.

Now that you know him, don't be alarmed if someone

comes scuttling past you in Physical Sciences Library,

gawking, peering, and hunching. No need to squirm. Don't

squawk. It's probably just Libraryman on his appointed

rounds.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist
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Ring Around the Moon a funny satire
By JOHN T. SHEA. JR.

Collegian Correspondent

Ring Around the Moon
Rooke Theatre
Mount Holyoke College

On Friday night, March 6th, I was

treated to a very funny production o( Ring

Around The Moon at Mount Holyoke"s

Rooke Theater. This play by Jean Anouilh

is a social satire about the twin brothers

of the Desmortes family: Frederick, polite,

innocent and too honest for his own good,

and Hugo, a scheming troublemaker bent

on stopping Frederick's upcoming mar-

riage. To reach his goal, Hugo hires a poor

ballerina, Isabelle, to pose as a beautiful,

sophisticated lady and lure his brother

away from his fiancee. However, as the

play progresses, many other factors enter

into this seemingly simple plan, and the

complexity of the situation increases

geometrically along with the laughs.

The main action takes place in the

wealthy family's indoor garden, during a

party at which Hugo tries to put his plan

into effect. The set designer. Rick A.

Rasmussen, created scenery that was
visually pleasing and not too distracting,

complementing the actors with strong ver-

tical lines,. All of the performers were
dressed in delightful costumes, designed by

Julie Engelbrecht. which contributed

greatly to the atmosphere of fun and frivoli-

ty that was characteristic of this

production.

Todd D. Clark, who portrayed both

Frederick and Hugo, did a remarkable job

of switching back and forth between two

characters which were opposites of each

other, although he seemed much more com-

fortable in the role of Frederick. Showing

off his talents as a character actor, Vincent

N. DeFelice played the role of Joshua the

aged, amiably irreverent butler. Further

adding to a cast of wonderful characters

was Tanya Belenki as Isabelle. She carried

herself with an elegant flair, having a

relaxed stage presence and an innocent yet

alluring demeanor. Ann Kathryn Siblev as

the flashy Lady India and Andrew B.

Searle as the prim, tight collared Patrice

Bombelles were quite a comic pair, play-

ing off of each other well and supplying a

fair share of the laughs in the show. I

regret that the size of this review does not

allow me to touch upon all of the actors in

this large cast, but they each gave a polish-

ed performance.

Jennifer Wirth, the director, did a very

good job, especially in creating an environ-

ment within which comedy could bloom.

The fully developed characters that many
of the actors displayed, showed the time

and energy that she must have put into

this production.

Rivals has no competition
r»_. irtxt urvOlV^AM . i i i i 1.By KIM HOSMAN
Collegian Correspondent

The Rivals
Rand Theatre
March 11-14

The Rivals is an entertaining farce in which an unlike-

ly group of characters becomes entangled in a web of pur-

poseful deceptions and unintentional misunderstandmgs.

In this adaptation of Richard B. Sheridan's play, the ac-

tion appears to take place in the American south m the

mid to late nineteenth century. "The rivals" are three men

who hope to win the affections of young Lydia Langush,

played by Heather Rubin. Rubin's skillful use of exag-

gerated body language makes her character come alive

as the comically unselfconscious and petulant Malaprop

(Dee Waterman). Mrs. Malaprop's disruptive misuse of the

English language is the source of the play's best humor.

There is a second romantic conflict in the play which

takes place between Lydia's friend Julia (Mari Hart) and

her neurotic boyfriend Faulkland, played by David

Mendes. Mendes creates a character who is quirky and

obnoxiously funny. His is one of several outstanding per-

formances in this production. Rick O'Neil, as the bumbl-

ing country bumpkin, Bob Acres, was particularly popular

with the audience.

Ed Golden's adaptation of The Rivals has its ups and

downs. The humor in Sheridan's script relies heavily on

a particular social context. Golden seems to have taken

the characters out of the context Sheridan intended for

them, and put them into another environment, and the

edge is taken off of some of the humor. Still, the

characters' basic relationships to each other are very clear

and well rendered under Golden's direction.

The best thing about this production is the acting, and

I recommend seeing The Rivals largely for this reason.

There were times during Friday night's performance when
the pace of the action might have been faster, but the ac-

tors were always able to evoke much laughter and spon-

taneous applause from the audience.

This coming weekend is your last chance to see The

Rivals. There will be three more performances. Mar.

11-14, at the Rand Theatre.

••***••

William Stewart, Heather Rubin and Paul DiDomenico in the UMass Department of Theatre's

THE RIVALS.

/>^^^V>^j
UMASS SKI CLUD

INVITES
ALL THOSE WHO WORKED
AND HELPED MAKE THE
16th ANNUAL SKI SNATCH

A SUCCESS TO A
THANK YOU PARTY

MARCH 15
Come to the Ski Club Table
To Pick Up An Invitation

*
*
*

NOT GOING TO FLORIDA?

DON'T BE LEFT OUT
Spring Break Pay Average

$10-$15/hr.

students like yourself are earning high in-

comes (Average $300-$400/wl<.) plus

excellent Resume experience. Many
students are using vector marketing's na-

tionally acclaimed trainir>g program to ob-
tain positions and internships, while others

stay and advance to management. No
matter what your major, positions ore
available in all Eastern Mass. towns. A car

is required; expenses are covered. Ap-
plicants must enjoy working with people by
appointment only. No experience
necessary.

Students from the Spring Break training pro-

gram will have reserved positions for sum-

mer or full time career. Interviews will be in

Needham. MA from March 9th-nth and
March 16th-18th,

For appointment coil (617) 449-4362.
Training will start March 19th at 6:00 PM.

Don't miss this opportunity to get the ex-

perience you need!

(If only interested in summer work please

call in April). For further information contact

Student Employment at 239A Whitmore.

VOTE ON MARCH 10

OUR

KEY
TO ACTION

l\/IENDELSON
STUDENT

Os^^ VOTE
REBECCA MENDELSON

I
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson

COLLEGIAN 9

Smithereens
By Sarah Smith

^^

Animal scratch 'n' sniffs

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau

«
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Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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Bat Brain By Bill Bearing

Gordy By Gorde

"Those who are bold enough to advance before

the age they live in, and to throw off, by the force

of their own minds, the prejudices which the

maturing reason ofthe world will in time disavow,

must learn to brave censure. We ought not to be

too anxious respecting the opinion of others.

"

— Mary Wollstonecraft, A Vindication of the

Rights of Women, 1792 ^___

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Michel Jaffc

ACNOSS
1 Young ho'se

SKMn
10 GooH o" with

rouna
14 Samot" pon
15 Ervolisfi 'oy»i

houta
16 MM tcnool

tubtect

17 Rott fof

Rotaii'^d

RutMli
19 LOCh in NE

Scotland

20 Sourvo sytlam

21 Sr>ali'snapad

ooiaci

23 Prima' s p»ool.

lo» »hon

25 Srioppe' s

daiigf<!

26 Coiossaum
tpactators

29 Spark or lira

(oiio*e'

31 RaBuhe sharply

34 Soap piant

35 Gerrr cell

36 Upon Prahn

3/ Diamond
char^ps

aa — war* «ha

days

39 — old

Cownand
40 ticiamation ol

disgust

41 Woke up
42 Crept turlivaly

43 So in Scotland

44 Tardy

45 Actor Raymond
46 Weather word
48 Brir" or Drown

(oliower

SO Me gnt added
tor staOility

53 Loair

56 College sub|

57 New Year s

ligu'e

60 Flood or abb
61 Blunder

62 LarnD

63 Yeinen % capital

64 Comedienne
Minna and
family

65 Fumbler

DOWN
1 Flier s

regulatory gp
2 Muiica:

composition

3 It -
n«cas»anly

»o
4 Passes Irom

Montana
5 Saturates

6 Comedy
7 Ohio college

town
e Eternal City

9 Group or

cooker

10 Fundar^^enlal

11 Bre' RaDOit

ttoryleiiei

12 Bread spread
tor Short

13 Haei-and toe

•9
IB A Forsyte

22 Modern
composer Jonn

24 Otte'S

resistance

26 Branch
27 From alpha to

28 Rich »ain ol ore

30 Go down to

defeat

32 Swiftly

33 Lea ol TV

35 Cannonoaii

38 Decai

39 Put in

4t inter —

42 Mce practic.

45 Tiansponars
47 Woody or Steve

49 Call! -Nev

bc'dei lane

50 Greek letter

51 Pan ol DNA
52 Scarlett s noma
54 Rjrai structure

55 Acto' Jennings

58 Attempt

59 Consume
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Lunch
Menu

Basics Lunch

French Dip Sandwich
Eggs Foo Yung/Due Sauce

Dinner

Chicken Parmesan

Meatballs/Onion Gravy

HAND-DIPPED ICE CREAM

Humus Vegetable Pocket

Sandwich

Eggs Foo Yung/Due Sauce

Basics Dinner

Chicken Parmesan
Chili Cheese Puff

HAND-DIPPED ICE CREAM

Weather
Today: Sunny and cold, high in the 20s, with brisk winds

Tonight: Clear and cold, low about 15 degrees.

Wednesday: Sunny, high in the mid-30s.

V.

Today's Staff
mjht Editor JefTry Bartash

c4y E«««o' ^r.^c?'t^^
Photo Technician ^oh Skelton

Uyont Technician ^'uI-^LT !

Pradnctlon Supervisor Ctebbie P.kul

Production Scott Snnith, Uura Bell. Kelly Sieger,

Usa Huiet, Meridith Caplan, Karlin Isele and Joe the driver

Executive Board —- Spring of 1987

KELLY SIEGER
Editor la Chief

NANCY KUNGENER
Haaagtag EdHor

PHIL SERAFINO
EdHorlal Editor

STEVE RDBIN
Baelaes* iluu|cr

ANSEL ZINTER
ProdacUoa Maaager

Business Board •— SpHng of 1987

STEVE RUBIN
Bmia«H Maaager

PATRICE LAWSKY
MarfwHag Maaager

PAUL H. LESSER
JMvertlslBg $aie* Maaager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Cirealadaa Maaager

VANESSA ROTH
naaace Maaager

XARBN HOLLAND
SalMcr^rtlen Maaager
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Holly Near gifted
By JIM COLE
Collegian Correspondent

Folksinger Holly Near performed at

Amherst College March 2 to an en
thusiastic crowd. She was sponsored by
Women's Speak, a three month celebration

ofwomen and their achievements organiz-

ed by Amherst College students. Near is

an influential progressive artist whose
musical style is difficult to describe, but she
has had a very successful career even
though she is not a mainstream artist.

Near's music covers many issues, from
world peace and disarmament, to equality

nnd individual freedom. She has perform-

ed in many countries besides the U.S., has
toured with other performers like Pete

Seeger and Arlo Guthrie, and has record-

ed twelve albums on the Redwood Records

label that she started in 1973. In 1985 she

was named a Ms. magazine "Woman of the

Year" for her talents as a composer and
performer. Indeed, Holly has a special gift

for combining her strong beliefs with her

musical ability.

This was strongly apparent at her con-

cert. From the moment she stepped on
stage, I knew I was in for quite an even-

ing. Accompanied by pianist and fellow

musician John Bucchino, she started ofT

By NAOMI DAVIS
Collegian Staff

To help you break the vicious academic
cycle, I've selected a sampling of gallery

shows on display this week on the UMass
campus. But remember, no one can help

you unless your willing to help yourself.

From now until March 20, the Univer-
sity Gallery will be converted by the ar-

chitecture of Jeffrey Brosk. His work, en-

titled "Prairie Dance", is constructed with
lean-tos and post and lintel arches made
of cobblestone, glass and lumber. Brosk
approached this environmental piece with
a concern for the openness rather than the
enclosure of space.

After your trip across the prairie check
out a collection of drawings and
photographs of recent New England
museum architecture on display concur-

rently. The University Gallery is located

in the Fine Arts Center and is open Thurs-

day through Friday, 11-4:30, and Satur-

day and Sunday, 2-5.

This week Hampden Art Gallery is

featuring the sculpture and paintings of

ten five-college undergraduates, two from

each school. The show is designed to bring

recognition to local emerging talent.

Gallery hours are 3-7, Monday through
Friday and Sunday, 2-5.

An exhibit of the work of the late John
A. Kendrick will commemorate his life in

honor of Black History Month. The pain-

tings, hanging at the Herter Art Gallery
until March 17, add "another dimension
of vision to the eye of humanity," Ken-
drick said. Drop in at the Herter Gallery

anytime between 11 and 4, Monday 'til

Friday, or 2-5 on Sunday.

Ifyou must stay holed up in the library,

consider the distraction available in the
entrance lobby of the Tower. Throughout
the semester there will be an exhibit of
early campus and UMass postcards, calen-

dars, and visitor's guides.

The Special Collection Reading Room on
the 25th floor of the University library

will feature an exploration into life in the

town of Enfield before it was submerged
by the Quabbin Reservoir in 1939 to

create a source of water for the eastern
part of the state of Massachusetts.

LARGEST COLLEGE PAPER IN NEW ENGLAND

The Massachusetts Daily-

IAN
RSO-UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS-AMHERST 113 CAMPUS CENTER S4S^3500 VOLUME CXVII ISSUE 1

WRITERS FOR
BLACK AFFAIRS AND
WOMEN'S ISSUES

Attend A Workshop
Monday, March 16 at 7 PM

Room 905
Campus Center

If You Complete The
Workshop Successfully
You Will Be Given An

Assignment The Same Night

The Collegian is an Equal Opportunity Employer
Minorities are encouraged to apply.

with a few quiet songs about her small

town memories, spending a weekend of

"traditional" music in the Appalachian

mountains, and her strong love for people,

no matter what race, color, or political,

spiritual, or sexual beliefs they may have.

The tempo picked up as she moved on to

songs about more "blatant" subjects, as she

put it. Her feelings came through as she

sang about Reagan's invasions of Grenada,

friends walking across the U.S. on "The
Great Peace March," Harriet Tubman and
the Underground Railroad, even a surpris-

ingly moving rendition of "Over the Rain-

bow," dedicated to all those whose lives

have been affected by AIDS.
Credit should also go to John Bucchino,

who kept the audience going with his in-

credible versatility as a pianist. Both were
at their best when they improvised, often

inviting the audience to participate in sing-

ing, clapping to the beat, or even snapping
fingers to some of Near's jazzy tunes. But
I guess the best way to show how truly fan-

tastic the concert was is by describing the

applause at the end. It was so enthusiastic

that both Holly and John came back out for

two encores! One of the last songs she sang
was, "I don't want to say goodbye to you."
I didn't want to say goodbye to her, either.

Holly Near's concert at Amherst College
featured music almost impossible to

categorize, but one phrase seems to sum it

up — a joyous celebration of laughter, love,

and life.

The Twyla Tharp dance com-
pany will perform at the F.A.C.
Concert Hall tonight and tomorrow

i Let the Sun Shine In

! At A Reduced Price

AT
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AND MORE!
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$1 @ 5:00
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CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM

Men's track season comes to close
Stewart's 6th leads UMass
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Correspondent
The men's track team

closed out their indoor
season last weekend with
the IC4A's at Harvard
University in Cambridge,
Mass. Not looking to finish

high in the team standings

the team got an outstanding

performance from Bill

Stewart
Stewart was the only

UMass runner able to place

in this two-day affair which

was won by Penn State for

the second time in three

years. Clocking a 2:24.3 was
good enough for a sixth

place finish and established

a new school record in the

1000-meter race.

"Bill had a strong qualify-

ing race on Saturday and
then came back with a

strong race in the finals,"

said coach Ken O'Brien.

With some of the best

athletes from around the

country competing in the

ARE YOU

PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF MEL P?
Birthright C«n Help
• FREE PfCGNAIOr TESTING

- S«n>« Day Result*
~$«rvk:«* th»t «ft

Frf, Contid^ntM, Cmring

S549-19G6Amhvrst
Carriage Sho?s

an allef^iHe lo abonmn

,^>4-ir-^.

RENT/^RECK

N«w & lM«d Cars
Trucks A V«tt Atoo Avallab4«

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880 .

event it was a tough task to

make it past the qualifying

races on Saturday, Wayne
Levy was the only other

Minuteman to break this

barrier. Levy, who owns the

school record in the

5000-meters, was able to

finish ninth with a time of

14:37.4.

The IC4A's being such a

talent filled meet, simply

qualifying for the meet is an
accomplishment. Steve
Tolley. in the 1500-meters,

and Jon Novak, in the

800-meters, both qualified

for the Minuiemen but were

unable to advance to their

final races on Sunday.

"This was the second big

gest meet in the country

next to the NCAA's in

± HoIt2 to announce intent
cittitiuufd Irani /uifH' 12

commit. The decision was to be put olT until after the state

championship tournament.

"This time it's definite," Bellairs said.

Both UMass and Richmond have made arrangements

to send stafT to Annapolis for one final push.

terms of competition. These

kids were our must outstan

ding over the course of the

year and they found out

that they were capable of

competing with these peo-

ple. Many of the runners

from this meet qualified f'oi-

the NCAA's," O'Brien said.

Triple jumper Ferdie

Adol»oe also qualified for

this meet but was unable to

make the trip because of an

ankle injury he sustained at

the New England's last

weekend. O'Brien said that

they were icing down
Adoboe s ankie all week
hoping he could compete but

the coach said the risk of re-

injury was just too gi'eat to

take.

Men's volleyball
team now at 11-2

By JKFFRY BARTASH
Collegian Staff

It was quite an active weekend for the University of

Massachusetts men's volleyball team.

The Minutemen. ranked second in New England,

giabbed three victories against one loss over the weekend

to improve their season record to 11-2 overall and 4-0

in the NECVL's Western Division. UMass defeated Mid

dlebury College and Amherst College in a tri match on

Friday and dropped Brown University on Saturday.

The lone UMass setback came at the hands of the

University of New Hampshire, as the Minutemen were

upset by the Wildcats in a controversial match, 12-15,

l.-S 13, its, 15 11, 14-16 at Durham. NH.
The controversy happened at match point for UMass

in the fifth and decisive set. With UMass serving for the

match. 14-13, a UNH freeball appeared to sail wide of

the left sideline. But the linesman, who, ironically was

a player for UNH last season, ruled that the ball did land

inside the court. The second referee, who was standing

about five feet from where the ball went out of bounds,

coached UNH last season.

"They give new meaning to the term home court ad-

vantage'," senior hitter Roger Chapman said. "I was on

the line covering the ball and the thing landed a good

two inches out of bounds. They (UNH) were walking

around knowing the match was over, but then they saw

the linesman's call. It was a horrible call and it cost us

the match."
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ACTIVITICS

NOMINATION PAPERS FOR the Com-
muter Area Government are available now
in the commuter otdce Deadline tor retur-

ning papers IS Friday March 6 at 12 noon
Come by 404 SUB lor papers and
information

WANT TO TAKE over lease for apt or

house June 1st close to campus Call

6-5114 or 5110 Amy, Kara or Sue

FOR BAU

PERSONALS

BIBLE STUDY-WEDNESDAY, 6 30 PM
CC 801 Rev Esther Hargis facilitates this

discussion series focusing on liberation

theology All welcome!

ATTENTION THE STUDENT Health Ad-

visory Board meets tonight m room 302 at

the University Health Cenleri! New
members always welcome"

IMPORTANTARMENIAN CLUB meetrng
Wednesday March 1 1 6 00 PM 802 CC All

members must show up' Now members
also welcomed'

VITUS 979 ALUMINUM racing frame black

and Silver 5<;cm used half a season $300
w/o headset S325 with headset call Oennis
256-1725

CRATE AMP MUST sell! Call Shawn
546-9030

RESUME TYPESETTING SERVICE
Have your resume professionally lypesel

The best quality type not a word processor

Sixteen different type styles 10 choose from

Takes only 3 days - costs S25 and any
changes I'll do lor FREE Come down to the

Collegian Graphics Office (113 Campus
Center) and speak lo Peter Soderberg

BLACK LEATHER JACKET new for sale

275 or 80 546-1212

MEET NEW PEOPLEI Get great ex-

perience' Come write for New England's

largest college daily The Collegian is in 1 13

Campus Center, right behind the T V
Come down and check us out!

SASHA ESPENOZA'HAPPY birthday"'"
To the best little sisler in the world better

late than never!' I'm sorry' Love always,
your big sister. Lisa

MISSY KEEP ON studying but call me lor

your study breaks P S you still owe me a
dance Tmy Dancer

GINA, ONLY TWO more days until we are

together I love you! Dave

RIDE WANTED

TO LONG ISLAND leaving the eve 3/12 or

Fn morn 3/13 Pam 546-5532

CLOSET SALE

FULL LENGTH RACOON skin coairin
good condition $200 00 NCR cash
register, needs only minor repair for lull

operation or just a conversation piece

$50 00 Hesignol skis, marker bindings and
cat>er boots Great package (or someone
who wants lo learn without ma|or invest-

ment $80 00 Call Ansel 256-6182

PILLOWS, PILLOWS, PILLOWS

CORDUROY BEDRESTS AVAILABLE lor

a limited time only at a more than decent

price Five nghleous colofs Call Scott at

549-5772,

UPC GENERAL MEETING Tuesday. 3/10.

at 6 30 PM in 1 74 CC Nominations for stall

positions tonight' See ya there'

TICKET TO OREGON lor spring break!

$100 or best otter Lisa 546-3247 or

545-2711

SONY TAPE DECK 3mo old have old sales

reciepi lor proof, manual and jacks includ-

ed bought new one, must sell $100 or t>o

call Steve 549-5770

LESBIAN BISEXUAL ft Gay men s

counceling collective offers peer councel-

ing Mon Wed 3-7PM Tues 2-4PM Thurs

3-9PM room 433SU Rap group Tues 7PM
rm 413SU phone 545-2645 All welcome!

27GAL OCTAGON FISH tank and equip
menl oak wood stand included Payed
$280, your for $150 call Steve 549-5770

ROUND TRIP TICKET to California $160
or best otter Sara 253-9884

AUDIO

SKI. SKI , SKI
5 College trips' Day trips,

night trips, to Berkshire East
Rales Stan at $9 tor lifts

and transportation for night ski

Rentals and lessions also avail

Bus leaves UMass S colleges.
Registration deadline Mon Feb 2

For more info call

549-4600 k328

DORM STUDEKiTS: EXCITING young
company looking for energetic do'm
students to earn extra cash Job pays im-

mediately upon completion Fringe benefits

and perks very common Call now
617-938-8839, 617-935-1414

RIDERS WANTED

PROFESSIONAL TYPINO tfRV^I

CASES. PAPERS, DISSERTATIONS,
theses, last, accurate, dependable, on-

campus, reasonable 584-7924, Nancy

AN INEXPENSIVE SPRING RREAK

NASSAU-PILOT HOUSE

S400 FOR BAHAMAS best $89 below
cost Two spaces open (males only) Call

immediately offer expires 3/1 1 Best lime

4 5pm Other trips sold al reguair prices

Bryan 546-9021

AUTO FOR SALl

1965 FORD FALCON a cream puff

256-6920

1965 FORD FALCON a cream puff

256-6920

1973 VOLVO EXCELLENT condition

665-7795

CHEVROLET CAVALIER tYPE-Tol985
front wheel dnve, fuel injected. 4 speed
stereo, 43000 miles, $5200, evenings

323-7623

75 PLYM0UTH1)USTER no rusi new painl

runs great $350 or best offers 549-4770

76 BUICK CENTURY7uns great, real last

$450 or BO 546-5419

AM/FM TWIN CASSETTE radio good con-

dition $25 or BO call at 546-9690'

VIDEOWRITER WORD PROCESSOR built

in printer 2 months old 600 or BO call Jeff

BWild

BUY AN APPLE IIC w/modem and soft-

ware lor $500 call Scott 253-3993

JOE DEMEO

FOR SGA PRESIDENT

HE FIGHTS FOR YOU "

ROOMMATE WANTED

VERY LARGE ROOM in rural home near
bus stop No pels Suitable lor studio or of

fice and bedroom 256-6677

ROOMMATE TO SHARE an apartitient in

Southwood it interested call Kim a,

256-6941

FREE UTILITIES ONE roommate needed
111 Jun Bus slops by front door, walk to

store and laundry Clean responsibin non-

smoker $180 - includes all Belcherlown
323-5120

TWO LARGE ROOMS available now' Bus
stops m Iront, walk to sore and laundry

Responsible non-smoker $140 -f Belcher
town 323-5120

DO YOU WANT to go to the Bahamas.
Jamaica, or Ft Lauderdale'' We have com-
plete trips to the Bahamas starling from

349. complete Jamaica trip for 389, and
complete Ft, Lauderdale tnp 1 29 bus or 319
air fare These prices all include transpor
taion and hotel You will not lind a cheaper
deal with anyone else For information call

Mike or Rick at 549-5401 Space is limited

STUDENT ADMISSIONS
REPRESENTATIVE

FOUND

LOST

HELP! I LOST my leather jacket at Detanos
on Wednesday Feb 4th Sentimental value

No questions asked 549-0608 reward is t)e-

ing offered

FREi! COME HEAR
Paul Doherty

Division Sales Manager ol

Anheuser-Busch"
Wednesday, March 1

1

7 00PM Campus Center 917
Refreshments'

Sponsored by the Marketing Club

FREE!

I LOST MY red leather Ray Ban glasses
around campus ctr on Thursday 2/26/87 it

found please call Lydie al 549-6243

OFF CAMPUS STUDENTS remember to

vote Lynnfc Murphy Commuter Area
Spokesperson today"

SERVICES

TUTORING, SUBSTITUTE TEACHING in

business management, marketing,
finance, investment S microcomputers $7
per hour Neg 536-5006 leave message

TYPING. TAPE TRANSCRIPTION, Fast

accurate 6t>5-7652

82 SUBARU BRAT. Excellent shape 2.600

549-7529

1975 CHEVY MALIBU wag runs well new
ball good tires AC or BO Cindy 665-8952

FOR A GOOD viME CALL

RACK-A-OiSC Entf^nsiTT^nni .a.tienc" O.-so

iOCKieslig.il?' •HOl.il';. duci -nfioii'! video

dances' 5'<9-7 4j

CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT

MOONLIGHTING •

New England's Premiere DJ Service

Top DJ's-Lowest Prices

Give Us A Call 253-3133

BANDS WANTED-FOR Central Area

Spring Fling All types ol bands welcome

Call 545-2080 0' 546-9311 lor details

FOR RENT

TWO ROOMS. JUNE first husroute

215 00 inclusive Kns/Sara 256 0048

A GOLD BRACELET approximately 1/4

inch wide Extreme sentimental value

Please call 6-7945 No questions asked

REWARD SSO FOR ID lost at PUB Susan
Mazzarrella call 546-5050

HELP! LOST MY tape recorder al Bartlett

Auditorium on 3/4/87 Class Bio 100B
reward no questions asked 549-7740

HELP WANTED

VOTE REBECCA MENDELSON
OUR KEY - STUDENT TRUSTEE

GOOD LUCK VAI SmtthTRussell WaHach,
and Beth Vendice on your election'

COME JOIN US al Sigma Sigma Sigma
Sorority lor open rush all University women
invited Wed March 1 1 pizza parly 6 15-6 45
Thurs March 12 Cosby w/Sigmas 8-8 30

Fr; March 'I'J Sinmu TI'<ial°.- ' 't 30

TRAVEL

SPRING FLING 'OAYTONA UMass party

bus heart of t^< Jtnp/Ocean front $99 group
we drive $199/ we will beat any price group
rates call now 256-6227

GO DAYTONA SPRING breakbeach front

hotel strip/free parlies, booze cruise,

Hawaiian Luau- dont miss out' $99
Udrive/$199 we drive Call Katchv 549-''<: 1

7

.=»' ^/t^ ii.im, .1 LOS ANGgf.ES ROUNi •i' *rom

lIHr' i\M> ''
''S lo- a grt.-- 1' ii.-

'.' we Jdm Siisie,

:

"lOW'"'''-
SPRING BREAK TO -1 19

RACK-A-DISC anie.tainmenl useus 16

DJ's, lighting oneralors and roadies No
experience required 549-7144

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT, TOUR Tus
drivers needed Exceptional pay Class 2

and DPU helpful but will train Apply early

Martha's Vineyard Sightseeing, Box 1086.

Oak Bluffs, Ma 02557 617-693-4681

TICKET AGENT, PART-TIME position

available Peter Pan bus lines 79 South

Pleasant No phone calls please

WORKStUDY STUDENT NEEDED im

mediately lor Campus business office 10-1

5

hrs per weeK 545-4867

'SOFT rOK'T'VC'^ .-IJR'^S, -i-^OJ, J... y

.^ear lenses t\6 30 ;c C40 X lowasi prijtis

on Contact lens solutions heat units SI 2 95
Amherst Optical Shoppe 413-253-5412.
413-256-6403

YO ADRIANNE! FLORIDA^bound^in two
weeks Love ya Paul

H^v DOLL! (YES you Allan') Here s your

personal I think you re aviresome We make
a good pair What do you think? Respond
Rose Thorn

TO ONE OF the bitch'n dudes- here is your

personal' II must be something in your

eyes Let s |ust forget about what happen-
ed in the past and have a great weekend'
Love, one of the bitch'n dudetles

ROOM FOR RENT

WANTED TO RENT

$100 REWARD FOR lindmg Brandywine

! lease Donna/Tina 546 9027

' MATURE UNDERGRADUATE SEEKING
off-campus room, lor the fall Must be quiet

Call 546 7057 alter 11PM or leave

message

UMASS STUDENT LOOKING lor room to

rent neat campus during spring break 9-21

lo > 29 Call Marv al ^46 1151 Keep trying

NOW SEEKING BUSPEOPLE.
dishwashers hostess and Imecooks Inter-

views Thursday March 12 11-4 Please

Bring reference sheet 12 Crafts Ave
Northampton

INSTRUCTION

MOTORCYCLES

THANK YOU ST, Jude

KIMBERLY. HAPPY, HAPPY two zero'

Love and Mylanta, Pam

ARNY'S AS'fRO IM To the girl I met after

our 6 30 exam Sorry I look oft give me a

call at 6-6045 From the bearded guy wi;^

the Redskins Jersey Steve

CHARLENE AND LAURA Be <> nerd wear
a bow' DC and S D

TO THE BEST AXO Devils- Suzanne ana
Michelle gel psyched lo' pledging L .ve

you' Angels Nina and Cheryl

TO CINDERELLA WITH love your Pnnce

LAJi «;a,.'- DAYTONA Ilir J r-.; i9S
on the strip/oceanlront call now 255-1227

WANTED

LOC^L BANDS iWANTED Easfside con
certs Battle ol the Bands on Feb 28 Con-
tact Bruce or David 549-4160

AUSTRALIAN STUDENT WANTS lo buy
downhill ski boots Size 10 ph 546-9166

DESPERATE FOR DEAD tickets Wor-
Chester April 3 4 Call 586-9645

DEAD TICKETS TO all Worchesler Shows'
Please call il you have extras at 538 3455
(Suzanne)

NEED A BUREAU. Pleaae call 549-6343
pleasel

SUILH

FREE CASH

NEED MONEY FOR SDf»ig Break •> i need
your baseball i aids' Please help Call Mike
549-0333

ST. JUDE

THANK YOU AGAIN! Seldom ,]o your
prayers go unanswered I am very grateful

JUNIORS A SENIORS- share your en-

thusiasm for the University while develop-

ing public relations marketing, interper-

sonal, and LOunseling skills 'The Admis
sions Office is looking for dynamic and ar

ticulate interns and volunteers to promote
the University to prospective students

Academic credit available Applications m
Admissions Office. 255 Whilmore, until

March 4

ROOM AVAILABLE

ONE QUARTER OF a mile Irom campus
on bus route, male or lemale Apartment
equipped with sauna, wood burning stove,

skylight in L>edroom Call Brian or Chris

alter 5 256-1041 $270 a month, plus

utilities (Minor)

A CO-ED FRATERNITY?

THE FRATERNITY OF a new generation'

Check us out' Alpha Phi Omega a co-ed
National Service Ffalernity Open rush

March 2.3, and 10 al 7 00PM SUB room
415A

PROFESSIONAL TYPING AND EDITING

SPEEDY KEYS 'DISSERTATIONS.
reSiiMi.-: orin-"- ?'Sf=; 100?

SPANI!(H '-UTORIN6 ! TRANSLATION

GRAMMAR :ONVERSATION. PRONUN-
ClAflO^. i,!iuii j,!G-ies 25C-;CC2

TYPING SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING PAPERS, letters,

resumes, etc Meticulous proofreading

Editing available. New IBM typewriter call

549-0367

SPROUT

LOOKING FOR STORIES on anything Irom

nutritional findings and facts, to poems and
recipes You don't have to be a writer, or

even look like one' Help support those who
frequent Earthloods and People s Market
and those who are concerned with

cooperative student businesses Sprout is

a new newsletter and is open lo any funky

ideas and stones you may have Double
spaced and typed dropoff in E O office

address lo Jen K THANKS'

EARTH DAY

COME HELP WITH planning and publicity

lor a day of environmental education If in

terested contact Tom Hutcheson or Mike
April c/o UMass Outing Club 545-3131 Of
tice hours 12 30-2 00 on Monday and
Wednesday;

SPRING FLING

HELP WITH SPRING Fling' Come to Cen
tral Area Government meetings al 8 00 on
Tuesdays

JAMAIC*

TRIP 4 SALE 2 pers $573 each spring

break Nigril' 7 days-7 nights call 546-4393

SPEAKERS MUREAU

ORIENTATION MEETING FOR Lesbian,

Bisexual, and Gay men interested in Com-
munity Outreach Wednesday March 1

1

7PM L8GA office 4 1 3SUB call 545-4824 lof

more into

SISTERS OF SIGMA DELTA TAU

CONGRATS TO ALL ol you lor making
Dean s list' Heidi, Suem . Stef 2 Steph C .

Kim, Brenda, Slacey. Melissa D , and Lon

S Get psyched lor Ihe scholarship ban-

quet, good luck on midterms'"

JOWAMBAim

HAPPY BIRTHDAY HONEY Chil" Here s

lo an amazing year lor someone who real-

ly deserves it Sorry this is a day late- oh,

and you don't have procrastinating room-

males'' We love you Joanne, but you be il-

lin' What do you think you're doing, turn-

ing 22 before us '''''

TOUR LEADER DRIVERS

AMERICAN ADVENTURES NEEDS tour

leader drivers tor cross-country camps tnps

Must be 22 or older with excellent

knowledge of U S A Accepting applications

Wed March 1 1 i 5 PM CC 163 or call Stu-

dent Employment at 545 1951 before 3PM
Tuesday March 10 lo schedule interviews

Shades of the
Collegian
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NCAA hoop contest: Top the sports staff
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Now that the 1987 NCAA
men's basketball tourna-
ment pairings have been
released, it's a sure bet that*

college hoop fanatics
everywhere are looking
around for a betting pool to

jump in.

Oh my.
Look no further because

the Official Collegian Sports

Staff NCAA Tournament
Basketball Pool is here for

your convenience.

There's no cost, no risk, no
loss, and free prizes.

That's right. FREE prizes.

Check it out.

The contest: Using to-

day's NCAA tournament
board (at right, provided by
the AP) as an entry form, all

tournament games must be
predicted, through the final

game, and submitted to the
Collegian.

The deadline: All en-

tries, complete with name,
address and phone number,
must be received by Thurs-
day at noon. To be eligible

for the contest. Entries can
be delivered by hand or

through Campus Mail (but

don't expect them to arrive

before the deadline).

The restrictions: The
contest is open to absolute-

ly everyone but can be
entered only once. Other
than that, there are none.

The prizes: Persons with
the five highest point totals

will each win a pair of free

passes to the hot tubs at

Utopia Spas provided by the

Collegian. In case of a tie, a
coin-flip will be held to

determine the winnerts).

The point system: Single

points will be awarded for

each winner correctly

predicted in the first round,

two pomts for second-round

winners, three for regional

st'nii-final winners, four for

regional final winners, five

for Final Four winners and
seven points awarded for

the correct national cham-
pion. No points will be
awarded in the case of a
loss.

In all, a total of 203 points

is possible with 32 points

..oming in the first round, 64

in the second, 48 in the

regional semifinals, 32 in

the regional finals, 20 for

The NCAA Tournament pairings for men's basketball were announced on Sunday. The Collegian
sports staff challenges anyone to beat its picks. Ail entries must be received by Thursday at 6
p.m. to be eligible for the contest.

the Final Four, and seven

for the national champion.

The judging: Any and all

judging and tabulating will

be done by members of the
sports staff with all rights

and final decision-making to

be held by the co-sports

editors.

The incentive: Aside
from winning a pair of

passes to Utopia, winners
will assuredly win the
respect and admiration of

not only the sports staff but

also of friends and relatives.

Incentive number two:
The sports staff will be

publishing its tournament
picks for the contest in

Thursday's Collegian and it

challenges anyone to top the

staffs point total. The sports

staff will also be eligible for

the contest.

Is that fair? Sure.

Where possible, in-

dividual tournament game
results will be published
daily in the Collegian
through the conclusion of

the tournament and the con-

test. In addition, a daily up-

date of contest leaders will

also be published.

Final results and the an-

nouncement of the overall

winners will be published,

at the latest, in the Thurs-
day, April 2 edition of the
Collegian, three days follow-

ing the championship game.
Should tabulations be com-
pleted early, however, the
winners may be announced
in earlier publications.

Final note: Tournament
predictions may, if

necessary, be turned in on
something other than the
NCAA tournament board
provided at left, but one
point will be deducted from
the total.

DeMarco, Ciccone part of a connection
UMasS'Revere network a bigpart ofmen's gymnastics success

By COLLEEN REILLY
Collegian Correspondent

What do Dave Montani. the city of
Revere, and the University of
Massachusetts in Amherst have in com-
mon? If you said four gymnasts competing
for the best team in UMass' history and one
of the top teams in New England, you were
right.

Leading the way to the Eastern Inter-

collegiate Gymnastics League Champion-
ships for the Minutemen are senior co-

captains Eric Ciccone and Joe DeMarco
and up and coming sophomores Rich
Healey and Joe Berk. All are graduates of

Revere High School.

Dave Montani, being the source of in-

spiration to put the four where they are to-

day, is the head coach at Revere High
School and, "...deserves a lot of credit for

developing these four gymnasts", UMass
coach Roy Johnson said.

spot Ik Infurniatiuii ptioto

Seniors Eric Ciccone (above), and
Joe DeMarco (shown at right) are
part of a connection . . .

Coincidentally, DeMarco and Ciccone
were co-captains in high school and are the
first gymnasts out of Revere to compete on
the collegiate level.

"Being there last year, they're really

pushing for the team to do well — the team
being probably the best it's ever been,
which helps a great deal," UMass assistant

coach Ken Dougherty said.

Both Ciccone and DeMarco have produc-
ed outstanding performances this year,
averaging 52's and 53's in the all-around.
DeMarco, an exercise science major and

heading to chiropractic school after gradua-
tion, is a proven and persistent leader com-
ing off an injured knee last year that kept
him out of competiton. His strong events
in the all-around are the pommel horse,
still rings and parallel bars. Recently,
when UMass took 13 of 21 possible places
on the way to capturing the New England
championship, DeMarco scored an im-
pressive 9.05 in rings (third place). 8.55 on
parallel bars, and 8.75 on high bar.

Both Ciccone and DeMarco say they have
been fortunate to have had coaches of Mon-
tani's and Johnson's caliber.

"We're lucky to have had two gi-eat

coaches in Mr. Montani and Roy." the gym-
nasts agreed. "They both have two dif-

ferent styles of coaching and the discipline

from one carries into the other."

Ciccone is a consistent performer in the
all-around with his strongest events being
the still rings and floor. He placed third in

the vault (8.85) and third in the floor exer-

cise (8.80) helping him place fourth in the

all-around with a score of 50.70 in the New
England meet in Springfield.

An accounting major, Ciccone, when
returning to Revere for alumni meets,

stresses the importance to attend college

to the younger athletes.

Seeing how well DeMarco and Ciccone

were doing at UMass was an indirect in-

fluence to Berk and Healey attending UM
and following in the seniors' footsteps. Both
Ciccone and DeMarco feel that the two
sophomores are performing well and have
continued to improve.

Having such a strong team makes it

more difficult for young gymnasts to crack
the lineup. Both Healey and Berk are

especially strong on the rings and high bar.

Coach Roy Johnson "hopes to develop
Healey and Berk for competition next
year" and with added strength in other
events it's safe to say that though they may
not match the all-around scores of the
seniors, the sophomores could easily match
some individual scores.

Rich's first competition for the Univer-
sity was at the New England's where he
recorded an 8.0 on vault.

Ciccone and DeMarco along with UMass'
other top all-arounders will be concluding
the league season with expected strong per-

formances when the University hosts the
Eastern Championships, April 4 and 5.

Sp«irt» Information photo

. . . between the University of
Massachusetts men's gymnastics
team and Revere, Mass.

6-11 big man
set to decide
Gerlufsen confident
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Following three months of intense
recruiting in search of a big man, Univer-
sity of Massachusetts men's basketball
head coach Ron (ierlufsen and his staff

will learn tomorrow night whether or not
their efforts were worth the energy.
After chasing down 6-11 big man Clint

Holtz (Broadneck High School, Annapolis,
Md.) for several months, CJerlufsen, who
was unavailable for comment, is expected
to get a decision from Holtz on
Wednesday.
"He's pretty confident about it," said

assistant coach Bart Bellairs yesterday.
The recruit, along with his coach. Ken

Kazmerac, has called a press conference
to be held sometime Wednesday afternoon
in Annapolis during which he is to an-
nounce which school he plans to attend
next year.

Holtz has narrowed his choice to either
UMass or Richmond.
"We think we're in good shape,"

Bellairs said. "He (Holtz) asked me
specifically to come down so I can't im-
agine him not deciding to attend UMass."
The 6-11 center averaged 21 points-per-

game and 16 rebounds-per-game for his

team, which was bounced from the state

championship quarterfinals. 53-33, by
Calvert High School nearly two weeks
ago. Holtz, however, carried his team,
scoring 19 points with 19 rebounds and
swatting 10 shots. The senior was
recruited by several ACC schools along
with Ohio State, Towson State, James
Madison and Richmond among others.

Two weeks ago, Holtz was also schedul-

ed to come to a decision, but CJerlufsen

was informed that Holtz was not ready to

continued on page 11
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President, trustee results not tabulated, Murphy wins
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Some Student Government Association members spent
the evening yesterday counting ballots and, although the
SGA did not yet have a new president and student trustee
at press time, the Commuter Area Government had a new
spokesperson.

The only presidential and trustee results available at
press time came from the Hatch, the voting site for com-
nuters and Greek Area students. Presidential candidates
Dwayne Warren and Mark Friedman beat Joe Demeo
there, and student trustee candidate Paul Wingle beat
Rebecca Mendelson.
Meanwhile, the ballots from Berkshire Dinning Com-

mons were being counted and Demeo was winning by a
landslide, although it was still unclear as to who was
leading the trustee race.

The victorious trustee candidate will hold a seat on the
Board of Trustees, which makes policy decisions for the
University of Massachusetts campuses. The trustee term
will begin July 1.

SGA members present at the ballot counting refused to

predict which presidential candidate would win.
None of the candidates were available for comment last

night.

Earlier in the day voters, however, had been more will-

ing to make predictions as to who would win.

Students,
faculty
discuss CIA
By NAOMI DAVIS
Collegian Staff

A group of University of Massachusetts
students and professors joined forces to

discuss CIA recruitment on campus and
protestors reactions last night at Brown
House as part of a forum series.

"We're presenting a forum, an opportuni-

ty for people who have questions about the

protest and about the CIA to respond to us

and to give us a chance to respond to

them," said Mark Hubbard, a member of

the Stop CIA Recruitment Organizing
Committee, which is sponsoring the discus-

sion series.

Students and professors are meeting in

residence hall lounges across campus this

week to discuss events surrounding the

Central Intelligence Agency's recruiting

here.

"It's unfortunate that not many people

with opposing view points came," Hubbard
said about the discussion which was attend-

ed by 16 people.

There was some debate about the rights

of all parties involved in the conflict to

speak and act freely: the CIA, students in-

terested in interviewing with the agency
and student protestors.

"I think the CIA should be allowed to

speak on campus. I think the KGB should

be allowed to speak on campus — just not

recruit," said Jeff Campbell, a sophomore
business and psychology major.

Campbell said he went to the discussion

"to get more information. I don't necessari-

ly oppose the CIA, but oppose organizations

that are in violation of international law."

"I found out that it's against University

policy to allow people breaking laws to

recruit on campus," he said.

Campbell said he also wished that there

had been more of the opposing viewpoint

represented at the discussion. "You get less

rhetoric from both sides, If you go to either

of the groups you get an extremely cen-

sored side," he said.

Discussion members made frequent in-

quiries into the quality of democracy in the

United States. One student said that if a

majority of the people were against the CIA

John Curley, a Greek Area student, said he thought
Mendelson and Demeo, for whom he voted, would come
out victorious. "I liked Joe's party platform particularly,

lit was] a little more complete than FriedmanAVarren's."
Demeo was the "more personable" candidate, he said.

Southwest resident Chip Mitchell said he voted for War
ren and Friedman because it would be easier to distribute

the president's workload with two persons, adding that

the SGA needs black representation.

Southwest Area Government member Susan
Bushmiller, who staffed the Hampshire ballot box, said,

"Joe Demeo is the favorite in Southwest, but I don't know
what's going on in Orchard Hill and Central."

The number of votes the candidates were getting in the
other residential areas appeared close, although ballot box
staffers' opinions differed.

The race for Commuter Area spokesperson, the highest
position in that governmental body, was also close. Lynne
M. Murphy beat Charlotte Wesley, who was running for

re-election. 360-357. Because the results were so close,

rumors about the defeated candidate possibly requesting
the invalidation of the election were soon spread.

Murphy said there were no gi-ounds to invalidate the
election because the ballots were counted four times. "It

was close but the majority of people voted for me. I want
to start working for them right away," she said.

"I want to give the students the accountability and pro-

ductivity they deserve," she said.

Vote results

These are only partial results and are subject to change.

Murphy - 360
Wesley - 357
Wingle - 480

Berkshire

MendeLson — 474
Warren^'Friedman

Hampshire

Wmgle - 287
Mendelson — 296

The Hatch ,

Mendelson - 320
Warren/Friedman —446
Demeo - 320

Dining Commons:

Demeo - 796 -^

183 Wingle - 368

Dining Commons:

W ^rren/Friedntan

Demeo — 425
231

ColIeK'"'' photo by Onvid Shimkus

JUST WATER UNDER THE BRIDGE - A woman walks safely over

the cascading falls in South Hadley Saturday afternoon.

it would be abolished through our elected

representation.

Another student challenged this com-

ment by comparing it to the German
parliamentary system where, he said, even

the extremes of the political spectrum are

represented, unlike in the US.

"I'm working toward a more just, more
democratic society in this country," said

John Brentlinger. a University philosophy

professor and member of the Faculty and
Staff for Peace in Central America. "The
CIA blocks democracy becau.se it's unwill-

ing to put it's programs out for discussion."

"When people realize the reality of the

situation, they'll put a stop to the immoral,

illegal activity of the CIA," Brentlinger

said.

Turnout for the SGA and the Commuter Area elections

was record breaking, according to .some SGA members,
who made estimates as high as 40 percent. In the past,

SGA elections turnouts have averaged about 15 percent.
Elections Co-Coordinator Mary Rita Kropp attributed

the high turnout to intense campaigning and extensive
Collegian coverage.

Co-Coordinator Bob Simons said. "These were all real-

ly viable candidates. All candidaten were very strong,"

Student
turns self

into police
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts .student

turned himself in at 6:11 p.m. yesterday in

connection with the assault of a Universi-

ty police officer over the weekend, police

said.

Duane Chase, a sophomore pre-education

major from Baltimore, Md., and a member
of the UMass basketball team turned
himself in to University police. Sergeant
Paul Ominsky said. Police obtained a court

order for Cha.se's arre.st on Monday for

assault and battery of a police officer and
disorderly conduct.

Former basketball player Joseph P. Fen-
nell, a sophomore sports management ma-
jor from Brooklyn, N.Y., was arrested ear-

ly Saturday morning at the Southside room
in Hampden Commons in the Southwest
Residential Area, the scene of an Iota Phi
Theta fraternity dance.

Fennell was arraigned yesterday on
charges of assault and battery of a police

officer and being a disorderly person, Nor-
thampton District Court records revealed.

Judge Irving Goldblatt scheduled a pre-

trial conference for March 25.

According to the police report, Chase at-

tempted to enter the dance without paying
admission and a scuffle ensued. Officer

Vincent Boyle was injured when he in-

tervened in the fight.

On Monday, University spokesman
James Langley said in light of the post-

World Series brawl in Southwest, officials

were concerned that Saturday's incident

may have had racial overtones. Judge
F'rederick A. Hurst of the Massachusetts
Commission Against Discrimination was
called in by Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey
to investigate the Oct. 27 melee. In his

report, Hurst said the incident was
"primarily racially motivated."

Langley said, "the fact that black

students were fighting with white police of-

ficers is a concern to us. It was racial to the
extent that blacks and whites were involv-

ed."

Talbert Swan, president of Iota Phi Theta
fraternity, said,"I don't think there was

continued on page 4
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suit thrown out of court
BOSTON (AP) - The Massachusetts

Supreme Court upheld The Boston Globe

yesterday and rejected a libel appeal

brought by John R. Lakian, a wealthy in-

vestor who claimed that the newspaper

derailed his 1982 Republican campaign for

governor.

Lakian filed suit against the Globe eight

days after the newspaper ran a frontpage

story on Aug. 18. 1982, in which reporter

Walter V. Robinson cited "a pattern of

discrepancies" between Lakian's campaign

claims and the facts.

After a lengthy trial in the summer of

1985. a Superior Court jury found that

three of the story's 55 paragraphs were

false, defamatory and published with "ac-

tual malice" - that is, the paper knew they

were false or had serious doubts about their

truth.

However, the jury found that the "gist"

of the article was true. On a special verdict

slip, they awarded "zero" damages as com-

pensation for Lakian-s injuries flowing

from the three offending paragraphs, which

concerned Lakian's earnings as an

investor.

Judge George Jacobs entered judgment

for the Globe, and Lakian immediately ap

pealed, claiming that he was entitled, as

a matter of law, to some damages, even as

little as a peppercorn.

The high court disagreed, saying that

Lakian had agreed to the judge's instruc-

tions defining libel and that he was bound

by the result.

John S. DriscoU, executive editor of the

Globe, hailed the decision.

"The ruling ensures uninhibited

coverage of the performance of those seek-

ing elected office," Driscoll said. "We
believe the court has upheld everyone's

right to robust political reporting in an

open marketplace of ideas."

Lakian's attorney, Norman Roy Grut-

man of New York City, said he was disap-

pointed and said Lakian may seek further

redress.

"I guess this translates to mean that if

you are a public figure., you have to have

been so damaged that people on the jury

feel so sorry for you that they want to

award you money before your reputation

can be repaired," Grutman said. "It means

people who choose to offer themselves as

public servants are virtually bereft from

any protection against media butchery."

In its unanimous opinion, written by

Justice Herbert Wilkins, the state Supreme

Court rejected Lakian's arguments on

grounds of state law.

"He accepted submission of the case to

the jury on the basis that he would obtain

an award of nominal damages only if the

jury found that he sustained actual injury,"

Wilkins wrote.

Since the jury awarded "zero" actual

damages, Lakian was not entitled to a judg-

ment on any portion of the article, the

Supreme Court concluded.

Clarification

A story in yesterday's Collegian said

Student Government Association's Rents

and Fees Committee had "recommended

favorably" a proposal on a UMass child

care fund.

Mark DeNyse, the panel's chairman, said

yesterday the committee had voted to

recommend establishment of the fund, but

the word "favorable" had been specifical-

ly stricken from the language of the

recommendation.

Picture yourself arid a friend strolling a stretch of white ^j^

sandy beach as far as the eye can see, while a pastel ^ y,

sunset paints the evening sky Mexico's stunning Caribbean '^Vl

Cold Coast IS where dreams of a perfect -^
beach life become reality, and University

^^"^^^^^^^KtH^^
Auxiliary Services and Campus Travel now offer you a j}f^

*> *^X.

3iuna^ garden

MANDARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

"The BEST Chinese Food"

WE DELIVER!
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house in Amherst for only *2°°.

Luncheon
Special

from mH#
served 11 a.in.-3 p.m.
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Amherst 256-0252

New Buffet &
Sunday Brunch

All you can eat

$C755
Buffet served 5-8 Mon.-Thurs.

Brunch Served Sundays
11:30-3 p.m.

dream come true Announcing:

Destination:

CANCUN
GRAND PRIZE:

Free Trip for TWo
to Cancun, Mexico

1ST RUNNER UP: Sun-Pun Itavel Kit from the

University Store

2ND RUNNER-UP: A $20.00 Gift Certificate
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UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SPRING RECRUITING SCHEDULE
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Project needs volunteers

FAC repairs
progressing
on schedule

By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

The scene was chaotic in the depths of the Fine Arts

Center yesterday afternoon as administrators toured the

already-started renovation of practice rooms.

"Mass Transformation — Play It Again" is the title of

a project to revamp practice and teaching rooms in the

basement of the ten-year-old building. Like last year's

library renovation project, the project incorporates

students efforts with University of Massachusetts
resources.

Students practicing in the tiny rooms with work in pro-

gress looked on as Whitmore administrators, including

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey, Provost Richard O'Brien and
Vice Chancellor for University Relations and Develop-

ment Deidre Ling.

Physical Plant workers had already plastered the walls

and removed sound board materials, causing the different

instruments' sounds to echo around the hall walls.

"The sound isolation is not what it should be, but it's

going to be a lot better than this," said Emanual Rubin,

head of the music department.

He described a practice room as *'a telephone booth with

a person and a piano in it." Thirty of the rooms are slated

to be redone, along with five teaching rooms.

According to Stacy Roth, a staff assistant in Ling's of-

fice, the renovation is a $70,000 project, with about

$10,000 coming from volunteer student labor.

The volunteer effort, to be preceded and followed by

Physical Plant work, starts next Wednesday and runs

through the Saturday of spring break.

"We've gotten a pretty good response," Roth said. "A
lot of students seem like they're going to be around and
that they're willing to stick around for an extra couple

of days."

"If necessary, we've arranged for them to have hous-

ing at the University," Friday and Saturday, she said.

According to Martha von Mering, an undergraduate
music mgyor who is coordinating the project, there are still

volunteers needed for the Friday shift. One hundred
thirty-five students, mainly from the music depsu'tment,

have signed up and 225 more are needed.

Von Mering is also working on getting a grant for art

students to paint murals and graphic designs on hallway
walls, which are now covered with yellow, orange and
olive drab stripes over dingy white paint.

The "Mass Transformation" theme may be used again

in the near future for the facelift of the Maze, according

to Joan Ashwell of the Office of Public Information.

Collegian photo by Paul Franz

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey looks on as

Physical Plant painter Chester Msgerowski pat-

ches up a wall in one of the practicing rooms
in the basement of the Fine Arts Center.

Compiled by CAROL TANNENBAUM

Twenty-five years ago in the Massachusetts

Collegian...

The Faculty Senate met yesterday to discuss the per-

sistant problem of voluntary ROTC. Representatives of

the Student Senate and the "Committee to Abolish Com-

pulsory ROTC" will be asked to the next Faculty Senate

meeting to answer questions.

Collegian photo by Al Zadig

REACH OUT AND TOUCH SOMEONE! - SGA Speaker Paul Wingle, who is running for
student trustee, hands out a flier to a passing voter on the Student Union building steps
yesterday.

Lack offunds and available talent remains a problem

UPC prepares for spring concerts
By CHRISTINE RELIHAN
Collegian Correspondent

The Union Program Council is gearing up once more

for spring concerts despite budget and talent availabili-

ty problems.

The campus pond .shows will be hosted by UPC on May
3. The Southwest concerts will be on May 10 and the

Eastside of campus will stage their show on April 26.

Catherine Turner, UPC business manager, said that

every year the council has problems finding bands that

fit the budget "This year we haven't gotten an increase

yet from the SGA, while production costs have risen and

police and staging cut into talent funds." she said.

According to Turner, the pond series will cost between

.$40,000 and $45,000 this year. The costs include talent,

staging, sound, security and lighting (in case of rain the

shows move into the Fine Arts Center].

The funds for the pond production come from the Stu-

dent Government Association and UPC. The SGA and

the Southwest Area Government finance the Southwest

shows and the SGA funds most of the Eastside show. This

year the Greek Area is uniting with the Eastside for one

show to generate more funds, Turner said.

The decision of which bands play depends on funds and

the number of bands available. 'We try to choose a

diverse group of bands." Turner aid.

After narrowing down the prospective groups, the staff

of 12 members makes the final choice of who will play

on May 3. "The details become more firm around spring

break, but we cannot announce who will play until two

weeks before the shows," Turner said.

"Right now it is feeling like there is not as much of

a variety of talent available, but that changes all the

time. People are always announcing tours," she said.

The UPC staff attends spring concert planning sessions

from September until one week after the concerts in

order to insure there will be no problems. "We do it every

year on the same sites with the same policies." Turner

said.

Security cost for the pond shows is around $2,000. The
event requires 12 University police ofTxcers, a few

Amherst policemen and between 70 to 90 student securi-

ty ofticers.

Co-Security Coordinator Eric Nakajima said, "this year

UPC, the Environmental Safety Board and the Student

Activities Office are all working together to keep up

security and have the concerts safe and organized."

"UPC is still in negotiations with thr vice chancellor

about the alcohol policy. At this point the policy is the

same as last year. We will check IDs for age and check

the amount of beer per person. The limit is two six

packs." Nakajima said.

Students wait for repair of CC television
By RICK SANTOS
Collegian Staff

The television is gone, but soap opera fanatics seem to

be taking it in stride.

The television set, which is usually positioned on the

lower level of the Campus Center by the stairs, was remov-

ed at the end of last week for repairs.

As to why the set was not replaced with another,

Richard Strycharz, technical specialist of Building Opera-

tions, said, "there are no spares."

However, there was a different set in its place yester-

day. Strycharz said that this set happened to be available

yesterday, and "if there's one available tomorrow, then

maybe we'll have one tomorrow. We have to improvise."

Strycharz said that it is a typical repair and is hoping

that the set will be back in place by the end of the week.

He said "people will have to hold tight for a few days."

The problem is that the vertical size of the picture is

reduced, so viewers can see only a thin line going across

the screen. Strycharz said that he has already ordered the

parts, but it will be a few days before they arrive.

The set, an RCA XL- 100 video monitor, was bought in

1978. It was originally used as a monitor, but has been

running as a television since 1981. Strycharz said.

Strycharz said that there have been problems over the

years, but until now the set had been in service for IMj

years without breaking. "A remarkable track record for

a TV," Strycharz said, adding that the original set ran

for 12 years.

Even though the television was gone Monday, people

were still sitting on the couches in front ofthe set's usual

spot. Student Sharon Weiss said she often watches the

soaps between classes and that she was"upset "over the

set's absence. Student Helen Coen, who lives off campus,

said that it was nice because it was so quiet, but she does

want the set back.

Democrats rally against disruption
By ROBERT MENZEL
Collegian Staff

The University Democrats are holding a rally today in

response to the recent actions concerning military recruit-

ment on the Campus Center concourse.

Robert Wild, organizer of the rally, said the rally is in

response to the actions of the Radical Student Union and

conservatives, following the University of Massachusetts

administration's decision to allow military recruitment

on the concourse.

The decision resulted in an action on Friday, February

27. in which military recruitment tables and information

were disrupted by members of the RSU. This was follow-

ed by an action on Monday. March 2. when conservatives

attempted to occupy the RSU office.

"The administration began the problem by violating the

Board of Governor's policy," Wild said. The administra

tion was the provocateur of the incident, he said, because

they violated the affirmative action policy, as well as that

of the BOG.
"If the RSU is going to act on the behalfof the students,

Wild said, "they shouldn't employ tactics that raise cori-

troversy without detailing why those tactics were used."

Wild said the conservatives' reaction of attempting to

occupy the RSU was unjustified.

"Instead of taking over the RSU," he said, "they should

have demanded a justification (from the RSU] and then

countered it."

Wild said the rally would entourage a greater commit-

ment to reactions in words, as opposed to actions. He said

the arguments should take place within the framework

of reasoned debate, along with a justification.

RSU member Monika Giacoppe described the rally as

a "misguided response" and said the RSU was not involv-

ed in the original incident. She said that it was the ac-

tions of individuals and was not officially endorsed by the

RSU.
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* Arrests
continued from page 1 .,..„..

anything racial about it.

"Officer Boyle was really the only one there," Swan said.

"Myself and another fraternity brother were at the table

when Duane and Joe tried to walk in
"

"Duane and the brother got into a heated argument and

were ready to fight," he said. "We were trying to hold

Kareem [fraternity brother Abdul Kareem Sharif) and

Duane."
, , . „

"Joe came in and that's when OiTicer Boyle stepped in.

he said. "There were six of us in a big pile of people

pushing and shoving."

Boyle was pushed up against a closed door where he

radioed for help, Swan said. "Five or six cruisers respond

ed. Duane left and that's when they arrested Joe."

"Any injuries happened more or less in the scuffle," he

said. "I don't think it was really assault and battery on

a police officer, nor do I think it was a racial incident."

Athletic Director Frank Mclnerney said Fennell was

dismissed from the basketball team Feb. 12. but would

not disclose the reason. "He will lose his scholarship, but

that is a legal matter at this time," he said.

When asked if action would be taken against Chase,

Mclnerney said "the answer is - not a thing - until we

get the information about what is going to happen to him."

Langley said. "We are initiating the discussion process

in the residence halls. There is a rule whereby the

residence hall judiciary body in the residential area where

the incident occurs the one that hears the case."

Special Student and Youth Fares to

EUROPE
from New York on Scheduled Airlines!

DESTINATIONS OW RT
LONDON $189 $375

PARIS 198 376
FRANKFURT 210 400
ROME 223 426
MILAN 210 400
ZURICH/GENEVA 210 400
VIENNA/BUDAPEST 210 400

Fares to Athens. Tel Aviv. Prague, Warsaw also available. Add
on fares from Boslon. Washington. DC. Chicago. Florida.

Special Student and Youth Fares to

SCANDINAVIA
On Scheduled Airlines!

Winter Rates OW RT

From
New York

Copenhagen
Oslo
Stockholm
Helsinki

$230
230
230
270

$395
395
395
475

From
Chicago

Copenhagen
Oslo
Stockholm

$235
275
275

$400
485
485

Fares also available for Los Angeles & Seattle.

Some fare restrictions may apply.

For Reservations and Information Call:

WHOLE WORLD TRAVEL
Serving the Student/Youth Market for more than lb i^arsl

17 E. 45th St., New York. NY 10017
(212) 986-9470

BACK
SCHOOL 101

Prerequisite:

Back pain ic a referral

from your UHS provider

This 5 session program

I classes one week apart )

includes information on exercise,

some anatomy, massage,

treatment options, posture tips,

pain relief methods
and relaxation

VI

DATES: Tuesdays

April 14, 21, 2a, &
May 5, 12. -t

TIME: 6:00 - 6:00 pm

PLACE:
University Health Center

• Pl«ase advise your

Oafl UHS Hean^ Educcffion for

UHS provider tor the proper referral J'

/n/onnotion and Pegisfiation 54V 26 7 J o«T IH

r^
OLLEGE
D^UG

Wishes You A Happy & Healthy

SPRING BREAK

TODAY SPONGES
pkg. of 3 reg. »4.80

$2.99

GYNOLII-
CONTRACEPTIVE JELLY

.««•"•••*

•Unscented
• Colorless
• Non-staining $7.99

feg $9 88

BAIN DE SOLEIL

Sun Tan Lotion

ANY SIZE

25%
OFF

4 OZ
Reg $4.69

SEA & SKI

Sun Tan Lotion ^^

$2.59

TROJANENZ-
LUBRICATED

Pkg of 12

Reg $4.77

$1.99

Nuns play role in history
Sisters experience stereotypes and prejudices

Chairman Richard Yoke (far left) of the Massachusetts House \yays

and Means Committee poses with other members of the committee

and Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey (4th from right) Friday m the Cam-

pus Center. The committee oversees state appropriations, including

the budget for higher education. "We get to fully appreciate what an

outstanding institution this is" when the committee visits UMass,

Yoke said. "And we want to develop it even more."

dentagard
l> TOU tlMOVI rUkOUt MTTIK.— TOtru raoTia voua
mI OUMtMTTMl

TRIAL SIZE
REG 39<'

25<'

BREATH
BRUSH

Disposable
Complete with Gel
Avg 4-6 Brushings

Reg 49*

FRESH START
LAUNDRY DETERGENT
Trial Size #%#\#fc
Reg 59« 39^

with this coupon

$2.00 OFF
price of any

TIMEX WATCH
coupon expires March 31, 1987

with this coupon

$2.00 OFF
price of any

SUNGLASSES
coupon expires March 31, 1987

«^

with this copupon

10% OFF OF ANY

COLOGNE or PERFUME
coupon •xptres March 31. 1987

with this coupon, buy any

ClirlstianJDior Lipstick

Get the 2nd Christian Dior

Lipstick or nail polish for

(higher price prevails)

coupon expires March 31, 1987
$1.00

with this coupon

JOLEN
CREME
BLEACH

$2.50

reg $4.00
coupon exp March 31.

Kd

%&

with this coupon

KERI LOTION
6.5 OZ bottle

only one per 9«f

CUStOiner coupon expire* March 31, 1M7

MINTY-FRESH

Mouthwash
Trail Size

Reg 490

39<'

ZORRIES
Sandals for Beach or

Shower - Mens or Womens

99*

TAKE

BREAK!

Bv KATHRYN POHNER
Collegian Staff

The popular mass media images of nuns

are stereotypical, uninteresting and usual-

ly inaccuiate. a history professor from

Syracuse University said Monday night at

Smith College.

There was a trend in the Catholic Church

of nuns searching out the roots of their com-

munities, Thompson told an audience of

about 40.

•'Th's was done in the hope that Sisters

uiiuUl become more like the plastic .statues

lof nuns] after rediscovering their roots.

But this wasn't what they discovered." she

said.

Margaret Thompson's speech, titled

Discovering Foremothers: Sisters, Socie-

ty and the American Catholic Ex-

perience. "is the result of extensive

research on the history of the first religious

communities in America founded by nuns.

The lecture was in celebration of National

Women's Week.
After visiting more than 50 religious ar-

chives and speaking with nuns all over the

country to gather material for her for-

thcoming book on the subject, Thompson

discovered that most myths about nuns

were quickly dispelled.

From the lieginning of the 20th century

to 1917, Sisters were collectively the most

educated, professional women m America,

Thompson said.

i found countless women who were

pioneers in a number of professional areas

- education, health care and social work

in almost all the large cities,"'she said. 'Did

you know that the first women to suc-

cessfully cross the Rocky Mountains from

West to East were nuns?"

Thompson said there are many reasons

why stereotypes of nuns such as. "Maria

Monk" and "The Flying Nun," exist. The

main reason being that people outside the

religious community often do not hear

alMiut the history of these communities and

the role nuns played in them.

"There are many different types of pre

judices; the first being the gender prejudice

of many Catholic historians, " she said.

Thompson explained that the history of

many communities was told in terms of

Bishops. Dioceses and buildings, leaving

out the women who were so vital to the

(tintinni'd on po^f 14

J'RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

22 Masonic St

Northampton • 586-6336

Open: Mon - Sat 10-6,

Thurs til 9, Sun 12-5

THE AMERICAN INDIAN STUDENT ASSOCIATION OF UMASS CELEBRATES

If}. AMERICAN INDIAN AWARENESS MONTH

Calendar Of Events - March 2 - 20. 1987
Muck 2-20 Rhode Island Photography and Wampanoag Art Exibil will be displayed

throughout the month m the Sunset Gallery, McKimmie dormitory-Southwest

Mmrch 3.11.17 Videos depicting Native American Indian culture in the modem world will be shown in

the Campus Center Rm 165 7 30-9 00 pm

Marck 6 Native American Indian Music and Dance Exhibition in the Student Union. Cape Cod

Lounge, 3 00-5 00 PM

lUrck 7 Native American Indian Awareness Workshops (1) Economic Development Trends.

(2) Native<ontrolled Education and (3) Gayhead Wampanoag Tribal Issues I 00-6 00

PM Campus Center Rm 163

Marcli 13 Live Exhibit - Native American Indians of New ENgland will reenaci the lifestyle of the

era around 1 700s Show begins 1 00-5 00 PM in the Student Union, Commonwealth Rm
(Earthfoods)

Hank »« Native American Indian Children s Storyteltet Ms Ramona Pe<en. a» lh« Jones Librar^-

Bumett Gallery. Amheist Center 2 00-4 00 PM ^ ., ,., ^^ -v
Spiderwoman -^heatre Play - Sun, Moon and Feather presented by New World Theatre

in the Bowker Auditorium at fl 00 Pm

Marck 19 A Panel Discussion focusing on Amencan Indian Treaty Rights followed by a Concert

featunng contemporary music by a Native person T«'nlatively scheduled for Cape Cod

Lounge 7 00-10 00
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT A IS A 54S5)03[ or_545-0222_

DURACELU
AA Size
Alkaline Batteries

reg $3.39 for

4-pack

Sale

Rebate

2.99

$1.50

Price $1.40

with this coupon

$1.00 OFF
35 mm Color Film

8th Annual mxtimmmmmf

OLLEGE
D=tUG

4 Main St, Amherst

253-2523
Mon-Fri 9-9; Sat. 9-6, Sun. 9-5

©"" w M^'"'^ i

STARTS WEDNESDAY MARCH II

TANK TOPS...
100% cotton SWISS rib tank

in a dozen colors ...

reg. 8.95

NOW 5.95

SUN-
GLASSES^

ESPPxIT SH ES

latest styles

& colors

reg. 5.95

BAGS

NOW 2.95

Casual footwear for

Spring/Summer '87

LOGO
SWEATSHIRT
FROM ESPRIT^
reg. 39,95

Ciao^

totes, briefs,
'

daypacks. duffles ...

20%O OFF

EUROPE'* CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
On* RocK««»ll«f Piaza

^4ew VorV. NY 10020

Phone (212) 581 3040

Mail ttii* ad tor Special

SbJdant/TaaclMr Tarilf.

D RENTAL D LEASE D PUWCMAM

HATS.
VISORS,

CAPS,

STRAW HATS...

20%O OFF

AND
MUCH,
MUCH. MORE! ...

O OFF ALL STYLES NOW 28.95
'omhrrst / northompton

daily and Sunday

*fLAT*
SFKEO
17RotStr««t
Brattleboro, Vt

Op«n 8PM -2 AM

WEDNESDAY
MIDWEEK
GETAWAY

NO COVER
75« DRAFTS
RFTV CEMT DHAFTt
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Letters

Book for children
Alter reading Tim Har

ris's piece of graffiti in the

Feb. 26 Collegian about the

book I coauthored. I have a

few comments to make. Im-

ages of Africa Abroad is a

children's book, and it has

been selling quite well -
both here and in Africa — as

-V ^

a children's book. Also, the

fact that it is the first book

of fiction ever, in the history-

of publishing, to be co-

authored by an African and

an American has drawn at

tention from older age

groups.

It was never intended to

be a political novel. Stanley

and I are not "politically

confused ' at all. I'm sorry

you find the book "obnox-

ious " The President of

Amnesty International

Group -76 Northampton ^ /}.

not find the book obnoxious

when he nominated us for

Time magazine's "Man of

the Year" last fall.

I think vour article/review

is a piece of shit. I would go

further to say that you have

unsuccessfully tried to

destroy a beautiful and

historic collaboration, one

which even gained the at-

tention of Time magazine.

Charles Villee

Amherst

The final frontier?
The next symposium will focus on space and the grow-

ing controversy ofhow much we can achieve there. Have

we gone too far too fast with NASA? Are US dollars us-

ed with the wrong goals in mind for space technology?

Do we need the Strategic Defense Initiative, and ifwe do.

will it work? ,
r^ t

Columns should be sent to David R. Mark, at the Col

legian, 113 Campus Center. Submissions are due Tues-

day, March 17, and will be run Thursday, March 19. Col-

umns should be no more than three typed, double-spaced

pages, with margins set at 10 and 77.

COLLEGIAN

^ar alter ^
year, semester
after semester,

Ihf nJltv plan Inim KkVlily I 'nion Life

htf» br»n lh« mwt 4tirplrd. m..sl popular life m-ur^nt*

precram wn rampusr> all uter ^cnrriia.Kind out «th)r.

Untoiiufe

Ronald J. Nathan Agency

Call Itif ('idvlilt I «it»ii l.irr 20 GaUhouse Rd..

f'%t\4 A<>MHialr in ><>ur ttrt^: Amhcnt, MA
Tel: 2S6-8351

TONIGHT

MILLER LITE SKI NIGHT
GIVEAWAY ^ ^

for a

Quality

Laundry

11 PRAY ST.
AMHERST, MA.

SELF SERVICE

7DAyS-7M^.-10PJsA

let US do your
wash-dry- fold

and
hand pressing

SKI PASSES SOtflMMViillWAO CMAMXiMNT.M*&MCMOSEm»«a»

U«
t I

lilf

CAPS • TURTLENECKS

SKI SWEATERS

• SKI BAGS

lite

fli

10 til 1
No
Cover

R^cuurr
LECTURE SERIES

Yi)U are cordially invited to attend

a special lecture by

Gareth B. Matthews

Department of Philosophy

Philosophy as a Rational Reconstruction ofChildhood

What do philosophers and children have in common?

A great deal, and much more than we usually

appear to believe.

Philosophy as an adult discipline can be viewed

as a mature response to children's questions.

Children's problems remain our problems,

to which we have managed to add

a coating of complexity and adult presumption.

A dialogue with children can provide a refreshing

window on reality for us all.

Thursday, March 12, 1987 • 8 PM
Bowker Auditorium

lTniversit\ of Massachusetts at Amherst

/'Vr'c lOut open In all

KnrMion hmmuiuUfh fnllfrji^tng ifi Room 1001, Campus Coitfr

s :.;,.,,;/ h ,n„r,,/>n(,o„< hon, Mu»nu nf Tlw V»nr, uh </ Shi^uiJiirurt. at \whnsr

'*^a

IkCKKIMt-omli

^ft^y
SMKl.TOS.Stlrov

Certain things are always in style.

Like Tradition . . . Pride . . . Success . . . and

Jostens College Rings. Set yourself apart from die crowd

with a Jostens College Ring , . . your symbol of Success.

JOSTENS
*MER(C* S COIIEOE niNG-

MARCH 9, 10, 11 • 10 Am - 4 PM
CAMPUS CENTER

$25 DEPOSIT REQUIRED

^.UNIVERSITY
ikdSTORE^
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Contras need
time, money
The Iran-contra scandal may have im-

plications for more than just the Reagan

presidency. Indeed, it is a tragedy that the

blundering of the administration should

hurt the contras, who now may suffer a cut-

off of US military assistance in the face of

massive Sandinista military and propagan-

da machines. Even prior to the scandal,

there has existed widespread

misunderstanding of the Nicaraguan

Democratic Resistance which has lead to

misgivings over both the justice of their

cause and their ability to effectively fight

the Sandinistas.

Stephen Erickson

Human rights abuses of the contras pale

in comparison to those of the Sandinistas

themselves. Alvaro Baldizon, a former

assistant to Sandinista Minister of the In

terior Tomas Borge, has testified that it is

common practice of the regime, and often

times was his job specifically, to blame San-

dinista atrocities on the contras, and to

show the gory "evidence" to the Western

media. Atrocities are but a single aspect of

an increasingly totalitarian state, in-

cluding committees and economic policies

which have severely lowered the standard

of living for all but the ruling Sandinista

elite.

Yet the Sandinistas manage to preoccupy

us with contra abuses supposedly commit-

ted by the remnants of the Somoza regime.

However, a look at the biographical

backgrounds of the various players in the

struggle show that the Sandinista regime

is full of former Somocistas while the ranks

and leaders of the contras are primarily

comprised of peasants and disillusioned

Sandinistas.

Today, even by Sandinista estimates, the

contras vastly outnumber the Sandinista

revolutionaries who toppled Somoza. Yet

the contras are not given the legitimacy

abroad that the Sandinistas received. One

reason for this, as already mentioned, are

the propaganda efforts of the Sandinistas

and their allies in this country who have

effectively represented the contras as

morally depraved.

A second reason often cited to

delegitimize the Democratic Resistance

centers around the fact that contra military

achievements appear to be few and far bet-

ween. However, unlike Somoza, to whom
the United States had cut off military

assistance, the Sandinistas have received

hundreds of thousands of dollars in Soviet

military aid including the devastating

Hind 24 heliocopter. 5,000 Cubans advise

and command units in the Sandinista ar-

my of 65,000, Central America's most

powerful military force. If the United

States had given Somoza a fraction of what

the Communist bloc has given the San-

dinistas, the dictator probably never would

have fallen.

To give the contras the relatively meager

amounts that the United States has and

then demand immediate major military

successes is reprehensible and fails to

understand the nature of insurgent war-

fare. Under conditions that the contras now

face, mere survival is in itself a military

victory. It is not surprising, given tradi-

tional American impatience with anything

that requires long term effort, that US
legislators are demanding large military

accomplishments. Communist revolu-

tionaries in Vietnam, who struggled there

for twenty years, proved that time is on the

side of the insurgency. To pressure the con-

tras into taking unnecessary risks is foolish

and immoral.
Disgust with Sandinista inefficiency and

anger over Sandinista oppression is ram-

pant throughout Nicaragua. With the con-

tinued support of the Nicaraguan popula-

tion in conjunction with modest military

assistance from the United States, the

Democratic Resistance can, in the long run,

fulfill the betrayed promises of the revolu-

tion in Nicaragua. In the meantime we

should put alleged contra atrocities in their

proper context and not demand major

military victories before their time is due.
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Don't dismiss
feminism

Feminists. Who needs them? They all

dress funny, they hate men, and, for some

obscure reason, never shave their legs. And

they call that social awareness? Lots of peo-

ple just call it poor personal hygiene. If only

they weren't always angry and complain-

ing, they'd be much more pleasant to spend

time with (of course, a little makeup

wouldn't hurt, either).

ft»uafON IN AUBWAA-. FLiNtAfAEWAtlSW 101.

SGA working for students
The Student Government Association

presidential and student trustee elections

are now in the history books. University

of Massachusetts students have decided to

follow a path, which I hope will be driven

with enthusiasm and effectiveness. For

these officers, the year in politics has just

begun.

William S. Bennett
This year's student government has had

its problems. The recruitment policies of

the CIA and the military have divided

many senators within the SGA. The recent

election, with its numerous irregularities,

will certainly cause sparks to fly tonight

and in future senate meetings. However,

take a step back and one may be able to

see that the SGA led this year's student

body toward progress.

As a body, the SGA revised and adopted

a new personnel policy. This is known as

Chapter Twenty in SGA bylaws or the Af-

firmative Action and Equal Opportunity

policy. This policy will help open the doors

to persons discriminated against in the

work force. The SGA stood up and pro-

claimed that discrimination was an

outright evil, and then did something about

it. We may not be able to end all

discrimination, but we can take positive

steps toward that goal.

Because of the SGA Budget Committee

and the adoption of S-1, the Budget Act, by

the student senate, the SGA was able to

eliminate the deficit and pass a balanced

budget, the first since 1979. Now we no

longer have to use the Student Activities

Fee to pay for SGA debts. This allows us

to plan additional activities and events in

the future. With a balanced budget, stu-

dent involvement and RSOs can once again

flourish. This year and in the future many

Third World groups and others will have

the opportunity to prosper, not fragment

and die

Once again, the SGA has been the big

gest supporter of spring concerts and spring

activities. By allocating more than $50,000

to spring concerts, this year's activities are

bound to be a success.

This year's SGA has also taken one of the

most important stances in SGA history con-

cerning student empowerment and student

rights. Ever since the administration and

Board of Trustees violated our rights by

quickly demolishing Legal Services Office

effectiveness and by eliminating their right

to sue the administration, the SGA has

risen and stood firm for all our rights. We
are taking the administration to a court of

law for their blatant disregard of student's

well-being. As a year in review, the pro-

blems always seem to become the most visi-

ble. But as you look over this past year,

keep in mind that the SGA has accomplish-

ed a great deal. In addition, examples

above, the SGA also funds WMUA. the

PVTA, Union Video Center, Off-Campus

Housing, the Office of Third World Affairs,

the. Distinguished Visitors Program and

many student organizations. No matter

what you read in the media or on the

bulletin boards, this SGA has consisted of

students working with students. And work-

ing toward positive accomplishments has

been the motto for the SGA thus far. After

all, we in the SGA know that the SGA is

here for you, you are not here for the SGA.

William S. Bennett is President of the

SGA

Testimony irrelevant, unfair
I, along with many others, have been

following the Baby M trial with ambivalent

feelings. I sympathize with couples like the

Sterns who are not able to have children

of their own, yet the idea of buying a child

custom-made appalls me. It makes children

such as Baby M "hand-crafted" com-

modities. I feel sorry for women like Mary

Beth Whitehead who are in such dire

straits that they will accept a large sum of

money in return for providing this com-

modity. At the same time, I am deeply

angered at this commercialization of

reproduction. For me, this woman is

nothing more than a "hahy machine."

Andrea Werblin

Stephen
columnist

Erickson is a Collegian

Of course, my deepest sympathies iit

with the unknowing Baby M, whose cir-

cumstances of birth are most demeaning.

After reading an article in the New York

Times on Feb. 23, 1 felt even sorrier for poor

Baby M and Mary Beth Whitehead.

Two mental health experts were brought

into the case to observe Mrs. Whitehead

with the child. Both denied her ability to

provide a stable home environment for

Baby M. The first expert, Dr. David Brod-

zinsky. described Mary Beth Whitehead as

"not sensitive or supportive enough (at pre-

sent) to provide for Baby M's special

needs."

The second expert, brought in by the

Sterns at great expense, was Dr. Marshall

D. Schechter, professor emeritus of child

pyschiatry at the University of Penn-

sylvania School of Medicine. He gave quite

a disturbing testimony. He "faulted Mrs.

Whitehead for saying 'hooray' when the

baby played patty-cake by clapping her

hands together. A more appropriate

response was to imitate the child by clapp-

ing her hands together and saying 'patty-

cake' to reinforce the child's behavior."

I was not aware that the game of patty-

cake had acquired a specific set of rules.

Apparently I was mistaken. Dr.

Schechter also criticized Mrs. Whitehead

for "having four panda bears of various size

available for Baby M to play with . Pots,

pans, and spoons would have been more

suitable."

This is ridiculous. It is possible that Mary

Beth Whitehead may not be a fit mother,

but this is hardly proven by the way she

plays patty-cake or by her choice of stuff-

ed animals. There is other more tangible

evidence that points to her unsuitability as

a mother for this particular baby. Such

criteria of fitness as those produced by Dr.

Schechter make the Sterns look fatuous.

This trial is no doubt mentally taxing on

everyone involved, but it is irrelevant and

unfair to both Mary Beth Whitehead and

Baby M to give undue preference to such

testimony. "Unfit" mother or not, Mrs.

Witehead does not deserve to be judged on

the grounds of patty-cakes and panda

bears.

Monika Giacoppe

I'm sure that nearly everyone at UMass
— no matter where they stand politically,

and even if they stand politically at all -

has heard something along these lines at

one point of another. You may even have

said it yourself

If it's ever crossed your mind to make
such a statement, I'd like to respectfully re-

quest that you consider a few things.

I must admit that I'm addressing myself

largely to women here, but that's simply

because it's women who stand to gain the

most from feminist activism, or to lose the

most if it dies out. Let's face it: where

would we be now if there hadn't been

feminists for the last few centuries? It's not

a pretty thought.

First of all, you wouldn't be here. No, I

don't mean to say that no women would

have been born if it weren't for feminists.

That's a little extreme, even for me. I'm

simply saying that they wouldn't be here

at UMass. To put it mildly, education for

girls and women wasn't exactly a high

social priority until women made it that

way. For an awfully long time, the prevail-

ing belief was that, as long as a girl could

cook, sew, and cope with children, she was
ready for marriage. And that was all that

counted.

Now. when it came to be married, you

certainly wouldn't be going out and pick-

ing a husband on your own. A decision like

that was far too important to be left to a

woman. Instead, your father would decide

for you, and let you in on the choice later.

After all, the best marriages are based

solidly in reason, and not made by

hysterical emotion.

Voting would be a lot like that, too. After

all, everyone knows that women aren't in-

terested, informed, intelligent, or rational

enough to make such decisions. They real-

ly should just stick to childbearing.

1 also hope you like that dress you're

wearing. Real women never wore pants; it

just wasn't ladylike, not to mention the fact

that, in a lot of places, it simply wasn't

allowed.

A career would be entirely out of the

question, for several reasons. First of all.

you wouldn't have the education. Second-

ly, you'd probably have too many children

to ever spend the day away from hoxne —
everyone knows that birth control just isn't

proper, whether you're married or not.

Having lots of babies would be all the rage.

If all of this appeals to you, I suggest you

celebrate International Women's Month

(and this is it, so you'd better start quick!)

by giving up all the rights that feminists

have won for you. If you don't find that

thought all too attractive, then I'd like to

make another suggestion. Give feminism

another thought. It really isn't as bad as

you may think. As women, we've gained

much, but there are still a lot of goals to

work toward. A world without rape, sexual

harrassment or abuse would be nice, for

starters. It would also be nice if the use of

women to sell everything from cars to

Sports Illustrated came to an end. It would

be terrific if men stopped beating their

wives, girlfriends, and daughters. But all

of these things aren't going to just happen

on their own. Someone has to make them
happen. Ifyou don't want to be the one who
does, please, at least don't ridicule those

who do. After all, if you're a woman you

can vote, wear pants, and go to school,

thank a feminist.

Andrea Werblin is a Collegian staffmember Munika .Giacoppe is a UMass student
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experience for your future
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Major Italian opera upcoming:
Mascagni's Cavalleria Rusticana
By JAMIE PILCHER
Collegian Correspondent

The Pioneer Valley is in for a treat this weekend, as the

first performance of a major Italian opera will be presented

at the Concert Hall of the University of Massachusetts'

Fine Arts Center and at Amherst College's Buckley

Recital Hall On Saturday, March 15 at 8:00 p.m. at the

Fine Arts Center and Sunday, March 16 at 3:00 p.m., the

combination of the Five College Orchestra, directed by

Dennis Burkh, and the Amherst College choral groups,

under the direction of Mallorie Chernin, will present

Pietro Mascagni's Cavalleria Rusticana in a full length,

Italian language version of the well known opera.

The professional solo corps consists of Elizabeth Man-

nion, mezzo-soprano: Gregory Hopkins, tenor; Antigone

Argeros, mezzo-soprano; Donald Barnum, baritone; and

Paulina Stark, soprano. The rigorous audition process us-

ed to select these quality performers from both New York

City and Chicago was necessary because of the great

demands the form that will be used puts on the per-

formers. According to director Dennis Burkh, the concert

form requires even greater musical and dramatic skills

than normal, for "vocal and musical delivery must be

strong enough to create the totality of the dream without

benefit of lush scenery and special light effects." Burkh

adds that "such an opera as Cavalleria Rusticana which

is known to be extremely difficult to cast" also added to

the rigorousness of the audition process.

This particular opera by Mascagni is known throughout

the world. Set in the stark reality of Sicilian village life,

which entails both love and bitter anguish, it is a tale of

youthful inspiration along with the telling of the results

of unfaithfulness where honor and desire are the primary

forces in everyday life.

The most experienced performer among the soloists,

Elizabeth Mannion, will appear for the first time as San

tuzza. the betrayed lover of Turiddu. Gregory Hopkins,

only twenty-nine years old yet still quite experienced, will

portray Turridu, the young village boy who can not con-

trol his desires. The husband of Lola, Alfio, will be played

by Donald Barnum, a member of the New York City

Opera Company. Antigone Argeros is also a member of

the New York Company. Paulina Stark, who has also had

much experience all around the world along with being

a distinguished University of Massachusetts faculty

member, will play Lola, wife of Alfio and former lover of

Turridu. Director Dennis Burkh has operatic experience

both before and during his stay as Five College Orchestra

director.

This exciting undertaking should prove satisfying to

both opera fans and novices alike. If you have never seen

an opera before, this particular opera, the form it will be

in, and these performers should make it a fun and enter-

taining evening or afternoon. Tickets are $5.00 (for adults)

and $2.50 (for students). To order reserved seats only, call

the FAC at 545-2511, or Buckley Recital Hall at 542-2484.

When you leave school,
HEAD UPSTREAM - TO STATE STREET.
If you'd like to get your feet wet with a position that offers solid advancement potential, start

your career off right at State Street. We have immediate, full time opportunities that will get

you into the swim of things right from the start.

Account Controllers
Our rapid and continuing growth creates exciting career opportunities within our Mutual

Funds, Master Trust and Global Custody Divisions. As an Account Controller, you'll join the

team of the largest Mutual Fund Custodian in the nation, with more than a quarter trillion

dollars under custody; you'll work directly with Money Managers and be responsible for

controlling and administering the portfolio's assets, liabilities and income. As a Portfolio

Accourvtant. you'll work with Investment Advisors to control pension, profit sharing and

endowment fund portfolios for the nation's largest Master Trustee, with assets of over 100

billion dollars. Within our Global Custody Division, Portfolio Accountants work with domestic

and international clients investing in global securities, communicating with worldwide sub-

custodian banks and clients on a daily basis.

Join a leader in the financial services industry and look forward to a formal training program,

an excellent career track and a professional work environment.

Invest in your future.
Successful candidates will be detail oriented with good communication and organizational

skills, a solid understanding of Accounting principles and preferably a Bachelor's degree in a

business discipline, including at least one year of Accounting coursework.

Dive right in.

Check with your Placement Office to find out when State Street will be on campus, or ifyou

prefer, mail your resume to Employment Department, State Street Bank and Trust Company,

1776 Heritage Drive, North Quincy, MA 02171.

An equal opportunity employer.

Director Dennis Burkh
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3/12 THURSDAY
Five Dumb Broads

3/13 FRIDAY
Chili Brothers

3/14 SATURDAY
DeepWOOdS Drive (formerly circle)

3/16 MONDA'
Ken Johnson & Co.

3/17 TUESDAY
St Patrick's Day Ken Johnson and Co.

24 Pleasant St, Northampton • 586-4258
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Canvases, ceramics at SUG
By ELIZABETH BELTON
Collegian Correspondent

Currently being exhibited at the Student

Union Art Gallery from March 1st to

March 20th are the canvas and ceramic

creations of Boston area artists Daniel

Wiener and Jeff Melzack. Both artists por-

tray many talents in their respective

mediums; Melzack, in his work, incor-

porates both watercolor and oils to the

same avant-garde effect, and Wiener incor-

porates different blowing and drying

techniques into his pottery with eclectic

results.

Melzack's paintings are small, surreal

and shimmering representations of the

universe; his work resembles the feeling of

Saul Steinberg, with hanging geometic

forms. Astronomy and archeology are pre-

sent, especially in the "Document" series,

which feature hieroglyphics. A very strik-

ing painting is "Pueblo" which features a

sparse, linear design of the skeleton of an

adobe village set against a red-brown can-

vas, representing the desert and at-

mosphere around it and contributing to it.

M> favorite ones were the Cubist-like

studies of violins in which the different

parts of the instrument — the body, strings,

neck, etc., were merged on canvas
multidimensionally in pastel colors.

Wiener's work is based mostly in tex-

tured ceramics which are described in his

own words as "showing the process used to

make them in the finished product." A
series of brown vases, resembling sea

anemones, have wavy edges that seem to

be suspended in a rippling underwater mo-

tion; other pieces with designations of

"platter" or "dish" have remarkable pat-

terns stamped onto their jutting edges.

Various vases at the exhibit were inspired

by Tiffany glass; these are different from

the others with graceful swells and bright

highlights. A .striking wall piece is "Still

Life With Toolbox" in which wrench parts

and the impressions of other tools are im-

printed onto a wavy surface.

Besides their artistic accomplishments,

both creators are art instructors. Wiener
is a program coordinator for the Mass.

Paintings and ceramics of two Boston artists are in the Student Union
Gallery through March 20.

Department of Education Division of

Special Education, in which he does work

with disabled persons. He is also a member
of the Mudflat Pottery Cooperative.

Melzack is a visiting lecturer at Lesley Col-

lege and has also done work teaching art

to the disabled. Both have exhibited exten-

sively around the country.

CHINESE KITCHEN e
FAST SERVICE - GREAT PRICES

Try our

Moo Shu Pork

$3.95

#23 Szechuan Gai Ding,

Swee & Sour Pork, Fried Rice

$4.95

#22 Chicken Wings,

Sweet & Sour Pork,

Fried Rice

$3.90

#24 Yoke Kew (Beef)

Onion and Green Pepper
Chicken Wing, White Rice

$3.90

TRY OUR LUNCHEON — DINNER SPECIALS
Only $1.49 before 3 pm, $1.90 after 3 pm

Eat In or Take Out
. HOURS: Sunday Noon - 10 pm, Mon - Sat 11;30 - 10pm

2 LOCATIONS

430 Russel St (Rt 9)
HADLEV — 253-2571

150 King St
NORTHAMPTON ~ 586-8220
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Rebel Without A Cause
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403 STUDENT UNION
l\/ION - THURS 9-4:30

FRIDAY 9-4:00

545-2271

WE OFFER LECTURE NOTES FOR THE FOLLOWING COURSES:

I

I

I

ANTHRO 100
ASTRON 100
BIO 100B
BOT 100
COINS 121

COINS 123
COINS 287
COINS 320
COINS 591
COINS 5/61

1

COMM 121
COMM 150
ECE 358
ECE 661
ECON 103B

ECON 104B
ECON 104C
ECON 303
FSN 130
G-BFIN 301

GEOL 103
HRTA 100
MGT 301
MATH 121

MATH 127

HIL 110
PHYSICS 162
PSYCH 100A
PSYCH 100B
SOC 105
SOC 211
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By MARTHA CONNORS
Collegian Correspondent

STUDENT AND FACULTY PERFORMANCES
Five College Ensembles Make Opera Debut

Saturday. March 14, 8 p.m. at the Fine Arts Concert

Hall, and Sunday, March 15, 3 p.m. in the Buckley Recital

Hall at Amherst College. Tickets available at the Fine

Arts Center Box Office, $5. students $2.50.

The Five College Orchestra, directed by Dennis Burkh.

and the choral forces of Amherst College, under the direc-

tion of Mallone Chernin, will team up this weekend f'.ii

the first time to present in full-length, and in its original

language, Pietro Mascagni's Cavalleria Rusticuiiu

Burkh says, "The vocal and mu.>^ic delivery must be

strong. ..e.specially lor such an opera as CoiaHi-na

Rusticana which is Know to be extremely difficult to ca.=!t."

Mascagni's opera is a work of youthful inspiration and

is filled with the stark drama of Sicilian village life, love,

bitter argui.sh, and the results of unfaithfulness in a socie-

ty where passions and honor are overwhelming forces in

everyday life.

OTHER AREA PERFORMANCES
Jazz Musicians Andy Jaffe and Tom McClung

Thursday, March 12 at 8 p.m. at the Center for the Arts,

Northampton. Admission $6, students $4.

McClung and Jaffe, high school graduates of Amherst,

are two of the most sought after accompanists in the

valley. Their concert, "Look Ma. Four Hands" will feature

an expanded repertoire including the addition of a syn-

thesizer to the act. They will perform works including

those of Bartok and Milhaud.

Mel Torme and George Shearing

Thursday, March 12 at 8 p.m. at the Fine Arts Center

Concert Hall. Tickets $20, $18 and $16 available at the

Fine Arts Center Box Office.

13 Grammy nominated Mel Torme will mix it up with

internationally renowned George Shearing on Thursday,

for what should be quite a show. Torme, called the "con

summate jazz/pop vocal master of our time" and "Lullaby

of Birdland" compo.ser Shearing will be joined by Don

Thompson on bass and piano and drummer Don Osborne.

Alexander Baillie, Cellist

Saturday. March 14. 3 p.m. at the Smith College

Museum of Art. Northampton. Free of charge.

One of Europe's foremost young cellists, Alexander

Baillie. will play a progiam of twentieth century music,

including the works of Hans Werner Henze, Krzysztof

Penderecki and Alfred Schnittke. Baillie will be assisted

by Smith faculty pianist Monica Jakuc.

Wind Ensemble/Symphony Band to play at Fine Arts

Center Concert Hall

Tuesday, March 17 at 8 pm in the Fine Arts Center

Concert Hall. UMass Free of charge.

Lewis J. Buckley and George N Parks will take over

the podium for regular conductor Malcolm W Rowell, Jr.

this Tuesday as the Wind Ensemble and the Symphony

Band join fur an evening of student cooked music.

They will conduct the works of Walter Hartley. Roger

Nixon and Fisher Rull, to mention a few.

Pianist Estela Olevsky to preview European Tour

Sunday March 15, 8 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium at

UMass. Free of charge.

UMass Faculty Pianist will perform as a kick-off to her

three week tour of major concert halls in Europe. Her first

solo European tour, Olevsky has performed world wide

with her husband Julian prior to his death in 1985, and

with the University Trio, and the Olevsky Trio.

Her send-off concert will include Mozart's Nine Varia-

tions ofa Minuet by Duport, Valses nobles et sentimentales

by Ravel, Sonata para Piano by Ginastera, and the Sonata

in B minor by Chopin.

Smith College Choir and UPenn Men's Glee Club

Sunday, March 15 at 4 p.m. at Helen Hills Chapel on

Elm Street, Northampton. Free of charge.

"A Spring Sing" will be presented by the Smith Col-

lege Choir, conducted by Tamara Harsh, and the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania Men's Glee Club, conducted by Bruce

Montgomery, featuring the world premiere of a work by

Amherst resident Rot)ert Stern. The jierformance will also

include men s, women ;; and mixed choral music in various

periods, ranging from the Renaissance to the present.

Mel Torme will be at the FAC March 12

7:30 p.m.: Hillel presents /n

Her Own Time, directed by

Lyntie Littman, Merril II,

Amherst.
8rf)0 p.m.: There will be a

panel discussion on "The
Philippines: Will Aquino

Make a difTerence? One
Year after the Peoples

Power Rebellion."Main lec-

ture hall, Patterson Hall,

Hampshire College.

8i00 p.m: "Tongues. Foot-

fall. And Rough For

Theater," one act plays by

Samual Beckett,
Fayerweather Black Box
Theater, Amherst. Free.

u s
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The pregnancy test foryour
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Private, portable, and easy to read, e.p.t Plus"

can tell you If you're pregnant In as fiast as

10 minutes. And In 30 minutes if you're not.

You can use it as soon as one day after a

missed period, e.p.t. Plus, a fast and easy

way to know for sure.
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Brazilian jazz enchants
By CATHERINE C. SHETTERLY
Collegian Correspondent

Aficionados of the samba were in high

spirits at the Iron Horse on Sunday when

Airto Moreira and Flora Purim played for

a packed audience. Although not quite as

warm as a carnival in Rio. the scene was

certainly set for the Brazilian jazz artists.

Although much of their music is accessi

hie to English speakers, all of the pieces

pi.r ed had Portuguese lyrics. Much of the

sound was influenced not by the lyrics but

mt)re by the harmonious scat of Flora and

Airto. Voices and even simply clapping (in

which the audience participated ) were us-

The rhythmic sounds of the group are

attributed to the back-up musicians as

well as to Airto and Flora. Jose Neto, from

Sao Paulo, writes much of the music and

plays guitar with intensity. Tom McMor-

ran on keyboard and Mike Shapiro, drum-

mer and percussionist, helped to reinforce

Airto's own percussion and vocals.

Similarly, Randy Tico. a seemingly in-

fallible bass player also helped to create

an exceptional enmeshment of sounds.

.

ed like instruments - it was a ni'-*-

auditory effect. This was exemplified by

a tambourine solo in which Airto created

a drumming sonance of thunder and an

almost ethereal lightness simultaneously.

The newer music of the group is a bit

less delicate than, for example. Flora's

album - Open Your Eyes You Can Fly

which came out in the 70's. Yet. these

mu.sicians have been together since 1984

and have played with many jazz counter

parts such as Al DiMeola and David San-

born. Flora Purim described their contem-

porary style, "New Brazilian music that

Brazilians don't even know about.. .we

play it,"

A song played from a recent release was

"Bad Jive," a quick tempoed and uplifting

tune. Another. "San Fellipe," a favorite

of Airto's "at this time" was an incredi

ble jam mixture which all enjoyed.

This group is in the same context of

rhythmic sounds as Santana and

therefore would have been appreciated

even greater at an outdoor festival. As one

listener described - "We should all be

dancing in the nice weather of Rio."

Mango Tree a fruitless effort
By KRISTEN ZAGARELLA
Collegian Correspondent

THE MANGO TREE
Hampshire College

Emily Dickinson Hall

March 5. 6 & 7 8:00 p.m.

After attending last weekend's perfor-

mance of "The Mango Tree " at Hampshire

College. I was completely disappointed.

The story unfolds in a small village in

Punjab, India. The tale was extremely

drawn out. with some Indian folk dancing

thrown in between vignettes. There was no

set tthe audience was asked to use their im-

aginations), so one gi-oup of characters

would freeze while another began talking.

Unfortunately, the bangleman had difficul-

ty holding his position at times, and it was

very distracting.

The characters were lifeless and boring

except for Taban. Erica Seidman's perfor-

mance as this matchmaking old hag held

the play together. Scheming and "connec-

ting the high and the low" members of

society in marriage, Seidman effectively

used her voice and gestures to create a

believable character.

1 was confused though, as to whether 1

was supposed to believe everyone was In

dian. One of the men was light .skinned and

as white haired as possible. Also, if he wa^^

supposed to be a .soldier why was he wear-

ing cowboy boots'.^

At the end of the two hour production, I

was relieved, though I had a least manag-
ed to stay awake, which was a feat many
people in the rest of the audience weren't

able to accomplish. Hopefully Hampshire
College's future plays will he a bit more
professional. Unfortunately . "The Mango
Tree " was fruitless.

('ollpgian photo by Niki Sokoloff

Ras Jahn of Loose Caboose
chanted down at Pearl Street last

Friday ^__

ieitiniOi
Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-5141

BEER OF THE MONTH: Hopfenperle "Perle" $1 .25

DRINK OF THE WEEK: Ward 8 $1 .75

WEDNESDAY IS

SUPRISE NIGHT???

* A Nutrition Information Project to Encourage and

Support Conscious Choice of Nutritious Snacks

MARCH IS NUTRITION MONTH!

TEST YOUR NUTRITION KNOWLEDGE AND

WIN A $20 GIFT CERTIFICATE

FOR A LOCAL RESTAURANT
Visit the Snacksense Table At The Campus Center Concourse

On Wednesday From 11-4 For Details

University Vending Services and the Division of Helath Education
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AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS
\

^iiniiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHHiH"i"iiiiii>>i""i<^^^

I AFRICAN, GUATAMALAN & OTHER THIRD WORLD ARTIFACTS^
j

JEWELRY • POSTERS • AND MORE^

ac^«>'"^:»ap ftc^<w"^a4* «tf:^«r"^aaip «£^c?)'"'Qi9 <£:^<Rr^^

CRESWEIL
RB^BHri CitftFTS

4 - 8 Sun. - Wed.

|4-10Thurs, Fri&Sat

THE CARRIAGE SHOPS
Only 5 Minutes From Campus

And Lots Of Great Shops

I CARRIAGE SHOPS - AMHERST |

I TU - FRI: 1 1-5:30; SAT: 1 1-5:00; 549-6600
I

liiiiiiiii niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiijiiuiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiim

549reS^

Cotton &
Cotton
Blend40

YARN
Select one vou love &.

I<nit viHirself

Mimething specia

Tha Corrioga Shops. 233 N. Plaasont St.

AmharM • 549-6106
Opan Mon Sot 9 30 5 30 Sun 15
—Pergonal Attention from fxperts—

f*<g|»t<MiSnorts
HOURS: Mon - Wed 10-6; Thurs 10-8, Open Sat 10-5; Sun 12-5

AMHERST — 1 EAST PLEASANT STREET • 549-6904
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Smithereens

By Sarah Smith

\

m

The fake McCo^

Doonesbury By Garry Tradeau

PR WM0Pf£9 mN^JW
THB NAM^. (2Wf IN.

9AFerrm 1 poctoh'

^ 6AMe' ! /

Jh cr '^

3A6eONMy
SBRVIC£.l/UHm

CANI DO WU

ARN'

poyou

CDUNTE>

ONOUAfJ-

Tm.poc

lAlHfil KINP OF
QUAtfrrr/ARBm TALKjNe
HBFB.CMIBF^

THR&B

\

\

QUi^AftB

CAUmUS!
AliNlB'SA
SAFBSeX
MACHINB

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

F£ap(n:

ANiNPexro

ffbUKE, IfNcmm
a^e, I CAN

mmr.
\

HOM/wm

ANPeXBKCl^.
I

Heme's

"THB 0ROCCOLh

BCAH-BATh
Pier-/

imi.
wo weii^p

I ^leep

$omwm
gfiSC.

I
-^ .-^\

I

moo LeM.
Fios mp
FLAlVL0^Ce
p/err^
ymppyA

THINK T^

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

Gordy
By Gorde

HE(?E ( AM IM AFRICA
LEAfiNlUCh F^/LOSOPHYFiKOM
-rue. uso's. Ho\u i^/oMD&ir
FVL ins TO BXCHA^Ms^e
cocnx^L uALves Mm
TUBAI....'*

«V..AS YOU A^O I HA^e
D/SCCSSeO LAT£ AT
NIGmo\JE.R B4iC£D ToFO
Ahio ciNi^iMoM toooies.
IT'S AS&f^EATAS WU
TbLO MB IT WOULD BE.

THAfJKS. /)

You too must not count overmuch on

your reality as you feel it today, since, like

that of yesterday, it may prove an illusion

for you tomorrow.
— Luigi Pirandello

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Michel JafTt

Acnoss
1 Bisl'os

6 Popular name
in Oslo

10 A low tKia

14 Whara Qfsalt

mal Greek
1

5

Mar^age

16 Soprano MtHs

1

7

House organ ol

a sort

19 Used
20 — Aviv

21 Canlicles

22 Kind ol hound
Of horn

24 Toronto s prov

25 Sererw

26 Waltz oly

30 Waqicai quaMs

33 Simon ol the

opera

34 — Marlene

35 Vincent Lopez
Ifieme song

3' Side dish

38 Jeans tahnc

39 Metric weight

40 Pou' bones
4' Actor Richard
''' Beau —
4J Madrid money
45 Soup disn

46 BiiiP riue

47 Seagull

48 i/efGi Jfius

51 Jnlidv "lie

t.2 H> C jub«a\
linf

^S ",ijt 1.11 ;r"

j9 Tell me whe'f-

s lancy -

•A'S

i.d Nooeisi VSftesei

61 Noted fabulist

bi' IS under tr»e

weather

63 Wei'

s

64 Taunt

DOWN
1 Jargon

2 Author -dim

critic James —
3 Water or wild

lollower

4 Vocalized

pause*

5 Taprooms
6 Mendelssohn or

SchutMrl work

7 Land units

6 Mimic

9 Word lor word

10 Gossip
11 Cupid
12 Yorkshire nvei

13 Kind ol house
18 F^Jrvlance of

the siients

23 Actress

MacGraw
25 Cor>ductoi

Davis

26 Suit part

27 Village in

Onlofdshire

28 Storehouse

29 Kiosks

30 Pineapples, in

Madrid
31 Scandinavian

32 Rooting
malarial

34 Licrt

36 Prayer endtftg

38 HaU
42 Armed vessel

44 Dusk, to Oonne
45 Believe. o4d

style

47 It couktn t ba
anytxxJy —

48 AM 'va* I *>•

I saw —
49 Soprarw Qrttt

50 Coward
51 Sink Of

—

"

52 - girl'

53 Pi loHowert

54Sof1
57 Guidonian note

58 Sandptpar

ANSWER TO raEVlOUSPUZZlE:

«>I«II7 Im Ai«rln TiiM< SynJksU 3/11/t7

Lunch

Hamburg on Rol!

Bacon-Onion Quiche

Dinner

Roast Top Round of Beef

Fried Shrimp Dinner

Menu
Basics Lunch

Golden Burgers

Tomato Torte

Basics Dinner

Barley-Soybean Casserole

Fried Shrimp Dinner

^

Weather
Today: Sunny, high near 35.

Tonight: Cooler. low 10-15.

Tomorrow: Sunny, cloudy with a chance of flur-

ries later, high 35-40.

Today's Staff
Night Editor Sheryljean

Copy Editor Jonathan M. Cassie

Lavout Technician Marc Infield

Photo Technician Dave Shimkus

Production Supervisor Marc Infield

Production:..Connie, Kelly. Lars. Michael. Judy,

Donna, and Joe.

Execative Board — Spring of 1987

KELLY SIEGER
Editor In Chtaf

,

NANCY KLINGENER
Mtnaglaf Editor

STEVE RUBIN
Baslnu* MaaAgcr

PHIL SERAFINO
EdttorUl Editor

ANSEL ZINTER
Producllon MiuMgcr

Business Board — Spring of 1987

STEVE RUBIN
BsoiMM Maoagcr

PATRICE LAWSKY
Markctlag Maaagar

PAUL H. LESSER
AdvortUtog SalM MaMigor

CRAIG NAUGLE
CI xaUtioa Haaagtr

VANESSA ROTH
Fteaaco Maoagcr

KAREN HOLLAND
S«tecrlptloB lluuigar
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• Thompson
continued from page 5

communities. She also said that American
history, traditionally written by Pro-

testants, presented an anti-Catholic bias.

"I've become an archaeologist on top of

everythmg else," she said, referring to her

research. "I'm often dealing with stories

that are not as thpv seem to be."

Nuns in this decade were told to find

their founders and become like them, and

they did, she said. But the result was a sur-

prise for many; seeing nuns "changing."

"What you see as revolutionary is often

traditional in the real sense of the

word,"she said.

GOURMET FRIED CHICKEN

mS^imm.
g)iiA*n£4j

KMv (^-^^'^'

"iHd p^^'\
III

W^Ai
FREE DELIVERY

253;7494

1\MS
bg RichamUShenOan

The Universiry of Maa»achumettM Deparlmeni of Theater

Rand Theater, Fine Arts Center
March 5-7, 11-14. 1987 at 8:00 PM

Tickets: Fine Arts Center Box Office. 545-2511

Writing a Paper? Need Help'

Visit the Writing Center

Pierpont (SW) Mon. & Wed.

Cashin (Sylvan) Tues. & Thurs.

Baker (Central) Mon., Tues. & Thurs.

7 - 9:30 PM

BUD LIGHT WEEK AT

THE TIME OUT I

UMASS SKI CLUD
GOES TO

IjM^illington
t|^ VERMONT

SATURDAY, MARCH 14
$27 for members

Sign-up Wed., Thurs. Outside Hatch
Come & Watch the Mogul Challenge!

FREE T-SHIRTS, HATS
OH YEAH, FREE GOODIES

BUD LIGHT $1.25

You Gotta Start Drinking Lights,

Brealc Is Coming Soon!

ir Hoop
continued from page 16

All of you who think you know vour suorts will get a
chance to prove that this week by entering the OfTicial

Collegian Sports Staff NCAA Tournament Basketball
Pool. There is nothing to risk but your pride.

The five people with the highest point totals will win
not only the respect and admiration of sports fans in the

UMass community, but a pair of free passes to the hot tubs

at Utopia Spas.

Realizing that with your sports knowledge, picking will

be easy, your biggest problem is the deadline. It is tomor-

row, as originally reported, but it is not 6 p.m. Since the

first tournament game is scheduled to begin at 12:07 p.m.,

deadline is noon. Any entries received after tomorrow at

noon will be promptly dumped in the wastebasket.

So, with that in mind, the first thing you want to do is

find a copy of Tuesday's Collegian, clip the NCAA Tour-

nament board on the back page and fill it in. No scores

please, just the winners.

The best way to make the deadline is to deliver it in

person to the Collegian, 113 Campus Center. You can
either leave it in the box in the window of the business

office or leave it in the mailbox of the co-sports editors.

Please do not leave them at the sports desk.

Now that you know all that, here's how to win: Single

points will be awarded for each w inner correctly predicted

in the first round, two points for second-round winners,

three for third-round winners, four for regional final win-

ners, five for Final Four winners and .seven for naming
the correct national champion, for a possible 203 point.s.

Tabulation will be done by the sports staff, and final

decisions will be made by the co-sports editors. In case of

a tie, a coin flip will determine the winner.

Everyone is eligible to enter. Members of the Collegia.

sports staff are eligible to enter, but not to win the prize.s.

We will go through a brainstorming session and our

predictions will be published in tomorrow's papei

THE MEXICAN RESTAURANT

'Terrific ... you can enjoy a great
meal in a nice place and not have
to write home for more money."

i UMASS SKI CLUD
\

2 INVITES t

ALL THOSE WHO WORKED J

« AND HELPED MAKE THE *

* 16th ANNUAL SKI SNATCH %

y OLD SOUTH STREET
NORTHAMPTON • SBB-O^aOO

YOU'LL LOVE
OUR SUNRISE

SERVICE.

Kinko'b is uptn extra earh just

for >ou rnp>ing. rollaiinK.

binding and murt.

kinlco's
Open early. Open late.

Open weekends.

220 N. Pleasant St

253-2543

ACTIVITIES* AUDIO
AUTO FOR SALE •CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT • FOR RENT

FOR SALE 'FOUND
HELP WANTED 'LOST

CLASSIFIED
INSTRUCTION • MOTORCYLCLES
PERSONALS 'RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED -SERVICES

ROOMATE WANTED -TRAVEL
WANTED -SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI • 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION* CASH IN ADVANCE, 15«/W0RD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACriVITlIt POR A OOOO TIMC CAU
ISREALI FOLK DANCING Wednesday
March 1 1 7-9PM come learn Com-
monwealth room S U Building Sponsored
by Hillel /All welcome/Free

OVP MEETING TONIGHT room 1 78 CC
6 30 Janet & Leah want candy- so please
bring an adequate supply'

ACTIVITY OF THE yean If you know any
men who would look great in a calendar for

Ult^ass or are one yourself call 546- 11 71 for

information!

RACK-A-OISC Entenainment Agency Disc

tockies, lights, rentals, and mobile video

dances! 549-7144

PORMNT

TWO ROOMS, JUNE first, busivule.
215 00 inclusive. Kns/Sara 256-0048

POR SALf

WOUUm'T YOU RATHER spend spring

break relaxing than looking for a summer
job' Gel a summer job now' Thgse who
qualify earn $3,000-$4,000, travel, get

hands on experience, have fun, and work
with 3,000 college students across ttie

country Limited positions Call now
256-0866

ALPHA CHI RHO congratulations to my
favorite new initiates- you know who you
are' Worchester was great- can't wait for

our exchange love. Oawn

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO the future
Elizabeth Oumn Love Tim!

COOKS/PREPCOOKS POSITIONS
available PT&FT breakfast and lunch great

pay great working conditions Apply
6 30AM-4 OOPf^ ai Sylvesters Restaurant
111 Pleasant St Northampton

ALPHA CHI RHO- Congratulations on your
charter and initiationi" Love, ttie sisters and
Ph.s of Phi f^u

PHI-SIGNEWhead table congrats* And
good luck Love Elizabeth

AN INiXPINSIVI SPMNO HIAK

DO YOU WANT to go to the Batiamas.
Jamaica, or Ft Lauderdale' We have com-
plete trips Uj the Bahamas starling from

349, complete Jamaica trip for 389, and
complete Ft, Lauderdale trip 129 bus or 319
air fare These prices all include trar\spor-

taion and hotel You will not find a cheaper
deal with anyone else For information call

Mike or Rick at 549-5401 Space is limited.

AniNTION MANDYWINi SiNIOtS

WE^WANT^OUR^aprfoTfairreward of-

tered call 5*19-4073

AT LAST

HAPPY 21ST BIRTHDAY Jillian' Now that

you finally made it you can have some fun

Have an awesome day Tom

AUTO FOR SALE

196S FORD FALCON a cream puff

256-6920

1973 VOLVO EXCELLENT condition

665-7795

CllEVROLET CAVALIER TYPE-10 1985
front wheel drive, fuel injected, 4 speed,

stereo, 43000 miles, $5200, evenings

323-7623.

7S PLYMOUTH OUSTER no rust new paint

runs great $350 or best offers 549-4770

7t 8UICK CENTURY runs great, real fast,

$450 or BO 546-5419

82 SUBARU BRAT. ExceNenI shape 2,600
549-7529

VITUS 979 ALUMINUM ractng frame black

and silver 52cm used half a season $300
w/o headset $325 with headset call Dennis
256-1725

CRATE AMP MUST sell! CaTrshawn
546-9030

BLACK LEATHER JACKET new for sale

275 or 80 546-1212

EARN S400-$1200/MONTH
$2000-S6000/month full-time

546-4151; Mark 546-5938

part-time,

Call Dan
PLEASE HELP ME find the roommate of

the girl with tfie green coat "
I think I'm

in love -CAC

TRIP 4 SALE 2 pers SS73 each spring
break NigriM 7 days-7 nights call 546-4393

MEGGERS! THIS IS for you! Thanks tor the
great times I hope tt>ere will be many more
Redeem tins personal tor unlimited
messages, at any time -SMA-

RIDf WANTED

TO LONGISLAND leaving the eve 3/12 or

Fri morn 3/13 Pam 548-5532

ONE WAV RIDE needed to Binghampton
NY or nearby areas lor spring break call

Linda 256-6334

ROOM AVAILABLE

ONE QUARTER OF a mile from campus,
on bus route, male or female Apartment
equipped with sauna, wood burning stove,

skylighl in bedroom Call Brian or Chns
after 5 256-1041 $270 a month, plus

utilities (Minor)

ROOMMATf WANTfO

ST. JUDf

THANK YOU AGAIN! Seldom do your
prayers go unanswered I am very grateful

TOUR LiAOER DRIVERS

AMERICAN ADVENTURES NEEDS tou-

leader drivers lor ciosscountry camps lllp^.

Must be 22 or older wilh excellent

knowledge ol U S A Accepting applications

Wed March 1 1 , 1-5 PM CC 163 or call Stu

dent Employment at 545-1951 before 3PM
Tuesday Maich 10 to schedule interviews

TRAVIl
GEOFF-
have dinner'" What happened? -Elaine

THOUGHT WE were going to

-Eir

TICKET TO OREGON for spring break!

$100 or best offer Lisa 546-3247 or

545-2711

LOST

VIDEOWRITER WORD PROCESSOR built

in printer 2 months old 600 or BO call Jeff

6Wild

BUY AN APPLE IIC w/modem and soft-

ware for $500 call Scott 253-3993

FULL SIZE BOX spring Best offer Call

Scott at 549-5772

USED TIRES. GOOD PRICES
GUARANTEE Call Marc about sizes
665-4914

RAYBAN VUARNET SUNGLASSES great
lor spring break discounted prices Bill

584-1889

rauND

HELPI I LOST my leather jacket at Delanos

on Wednesday Feb 4th Sentinoental value

No questions asked 549-0608 reward is be-

ing offered

I LOST MY red leather Ray Ban glasses

around campus ctr on Thursday 2/26/87 if

found please call Lydie at 549-6243

REWARD $50 FOR ID lost at PUB Susan
Mazzarrella call 546-5050

GORGEOUS PHOTOGRAPHER WEAR-
ING red Massachusetts sweatshirt at Satur-

days showing of The Mango Tree do you
believe m love at firsi sighf Let's meet
Please respond here

WANTEO-ONE INDOOR paimtree to go
with orange shag rug

VERY LARGE ROOM in rural home near

bus stop No pets Suitable for sludto or ol-

fice and bedroom 256-6677

ROOMMATE TO SHARE an apanment in

Southwood if interested call Kim at

256-6941

SPRING FLING/DAYTONA -UMass party

bus heart of the strip/Ocean front $99 group
we drive $ 1 99/ we will beat any price group
rates call now 256-6227

HELP! LOST MY tape recorder at Bartletl

Auditonum on 3/4/87 Class Bio 100B
reward no questions asked 549-7740

PfRSONALS

RED RIMMED GLASSES outside Bartlett

Hall 3/9 AM

1975 CHEVY MALIBU wag runs well new
ban good tires AC or BO Cindy 665-8952

VAN 7t FORD great condition, customiz-

ed for travel $2,800. BO 253-21 19 &;10PM

3 FUN LOVINQ gorillas, we sing, dance,

and play musical instrumants. For Bir-

thdays or anything else, call 546-9152,

8561, 7654

CLOSiT SALI

FULL LENGTH RACOON skin coat, in

good condition, $200 00 NCR cash
register, needs only minor repair for full

operation or )ust a conversation piece

$50 00 Resignol skis, marker bindings and
caber tioots Great package lor someone
who wants to learn without major invest-

ment $80 00 Call Ansel 256-6182

lARTNDAV

GOLD GOLD HERRINGBONE bracelet

vary sentimental! If found please call 6-9752
large reward

FRil CASH

NEED MONEY FOR spring break? I need
your baseball cards! Please help. Call Mike
549-0333

MAP^ B-OAV DAVi V.

THIS PERSONAL MAY b« one day laie,

but don't you think it beats a Haltmark?i

Let's "do lunch" again soon (My treat')

Love, Me

NfLP WANTfO

RACK-A-OISC entertainment needs 15
DJ's. lighting operators, and roadies No
experience required 549-7144

SUMMER EMPLOYMENTTToUR bus
drivers needed Exceptional pay Class 2
and DPU helpful but will tram Apply early

Martha's Vineyard Sightseeing. Box 1086,

Oak Bluffs. Ma 02557 617-693-4681

RESUME TYPESETTING SERVICE
Have your resume professionally typeset

The tjest quality type, not a word processor

Sixteen different type styles to ctxxjse from

Takes only 3 days - costs $25 and any
changes I'll Oo for FREE Come down to ttie

Collegian Graphics Office (113 Campus
Center) and speak to Peter Soderberg

MEET NEW PEOPLE! Gel great ex-

penence' Come write lor New England's
largest college daily The (>>llegian is in 1 1

3

Campus Center, nght behind the T V
Corrie down and check us out'

SKI, SKI , SKI
5 College trips' Day trips.

n,ght trips, to Berkshire East

Rates Stan at $9 lor lifts

and iransportalion for night ski

Rentals and lessions also avail

Bus leaves UMass & colleges
Registration deadline Mon Feb 2

For more into call

549^600 x328

JAMES AND JOHN- Happy birthday to the

cutest guys on campus- of course I would
never go out with you- 1 know you too well'

But don't worry- no one t)elieves me'
Welcome to your second decade Hope we
all survive it! Love. Jennifa

BEACH BLANKET BINGO: la~di da di it

was your party & yes we inviled everybody
Listen now girl- don't mean to bust your

bubble you might like snakes but you know
they are trouble to this experience- the girls

who please Gemini, Scorpio, and yeas
Pisces so the next time that hiss comes
your way take hoed to our ryhme & get

away You wanted to go but here you stay

and we are happy you will come our way
Happy birthday we love you!! Mental
Caisse, Rif Raf, Beawtney, D2

FREE UTILITIES ONE roommate needed
III Jun Bus stops by front door, walk to

store and laundry Clean responsible non-

smoker $180 - includes all Bek;t>er1own

323-5120

GO DAYTONA SPRING break beach froni

hotel strip/fref' parties, tiooze cruise.

Hawaiian Luau don't miss out' $99
Udnve/$ 199 we drive Call Kalchy 549-441

7

LOS ANGELES ROUND trip ticfcet from
4/14-4/21 $198 call 256-8378 Brklgelte

TWO LARGE ROOMS available now! Bus
stops in front, walk to sore and laundry

Responsible non-smoker $140^ Beteher-

town 323-5120

NEED 100 OVERWEIGHT people to try

new Herbal Weight Control Call Marl

546-5938; Dan 546-4151

ATTENTION ALL UNIVERSITY women
Open rush at Sigma Sigma Sigma Sorori-

ty this week Stay tuned for more into or

)usl give us a call at 545-0046.

JOHN-THIS IS our most special anniver-

sary yet' Happy anniversary cutie! I love

you-C-Sue

JOE D. WE k>ve yout You're a winner. Your
campaine staff and various campers

ONE OR TWO non-smoking female room-
mates wanted to share large bdrm in 3

bdrm apt in Puffton Starling June 1st

Prefer senior undergraduate or graduate

student Call Laurie after 6PM 549-7773

SIRVICfS

TUTORING, SUBSTITUTE TEACHING in

business management, marketing,
finance, investment & microcomputers $7
per hour Neg 536-5006 leave message

TYPING, TAPE TRANSCRIPTION. Fast
accurate 665-7652

SPRING BREAK TO Florkta starting at $99
call Luv Tours 549-6782 or 45494547

LAST CALL DAYTONA $199 U-drive $99
on tfie sirip/oceanfront call now 256-1227

LAST CHANCE TO make7h¥righrmo\«yTii
Lauderdale $129 special flight rate of $189
Nassau, Bahamas $349 still have most
openings!" Make reservations by Friday
3/13 Dave 546-6709

TvrarasiRvici

QUALITY TYPING. PAPERS, letter^,

resumes, etc. Metwulous proofreading.
Editing available. New IBM typewriter call

549-0367

WANTID
SPANISH rUTOMNO k TRANSLATION

DORM STUDENTS: EXCITING young
company looking lor energetic dorm
students to earn extra cash Job pays im-

mediatety upon completkjn Fringe benefits

and perks very common Call now
6l7-938-«39, 617-935-1414

Paul Doherty
Division Sales Manager of

hT

1

GINA, TOMORROW WE will be together

again I love you! Dave

GINA, YOU'RE THE most special person
in the world' Don't ever think any different-

ly, I love you, Dave

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE new Delta
Zeta pledges Erin. Naomi, Lisa, Laurie,

Ellen, Tia, Joanne, Lauren, and Amy

GRAMMAR, CONVBISATION, PRONUN-
CIATION. Short stories 256-1002

SMAKIR^ BUMAU

TONKIHTI ORIENTATION MEETING for

Lebian. bisexual, and gay men interested

in community Outreach Wed March 1

1

LBGA office 413SU8 at 7PM Call 545-4824
for information

SPRINO PLINO

LOCAL BANDS WANTED Eastside con-
certs Battle of the Bands on Feb 28 Con-
tact Bruce or David 549-4160

AUSTRALIAN STUDENT WANTS to buy
dowmhill ski boots Size 10 ph 546-9166

DESPERATE FOR DEAD tk:kets. Wor-
Chester April 3,4 Call 586-9645

•Anheuser-Busch!'
Wednesday. March 11

7 00PM Campus Center 917
•Refreshments'

Sponsored by the Marketing Club

HAPPY BIRTHDAY GINAIH 20 years old!!

Call her & wish her a happy birthday 6-4371

Love Hi-C

COME HELP WITH planning and publicity

lor a day of environmental education II in-

terested contact Tom Hutcheson or Mike

April c/o UMass Outing Club 545-3131 Of-

fice hours 12 30-2 00 on Monday and

Wednesdays

INTIRTAINMtNT

WORKSTUOY STUDENT NEEDED im-

mediately for Campus business office 10-15

hrs per week 545-4867

NOW SEEKING BUSPEOPLE.
dishwashers, hostess and linecooks Inter-

views Thursday March 12 11-4 Please
bring reference sheet 12 Crafts Ave
Northampton

- MOONLIGHTING -

New England's Premiere DJ Service

Top DJ's-Lowest Prices

Give Us A Call 253-3133

BANDS' WANTEO-FOR Central Area
Spring Fling All types of bands welcome
Call 545-2080 or 546-931 1 for details

COPY CAT PRINT shop is now hiring

counter help You will be trained on copy-
ing and binding equipment Apply in per-

son 228 Triangle Street Amherst 549-3840

MAY TO OCTOBER work in Rockpon,
Mass Country Inn scheduling Interviews for

waitstaff and groundstaff Must be available

until mid-October Seaward Inn (617)

546-3471

JEFF AND LUIS: thanks for a great time

let's go do it again— are we ' Jam Sisters"

now?'?

SOFT CONTACT LENSES -most dally

wear lenses $18 00 to $48 00 lowest prices

on Contact lens solutions heal units $12 95
Amherst Optical Shoppe 413-253-5412,
413-256-6403

THANK YOU ST. Jude

G. DAVID HAPPY birthday true blue baby
I love you MK

KRIS YOU IIAVE sexy eyes.

PILLOWS, PILLOWS, PIUOWS

CORDUROY BEDRESTS AVAILABLE for

a limited time only at a more than decent

price Five righteous colors Call Scott at

549-5772

NATIONAL COLLEGE MARKETING com
pany seeks individual or campus group to

work part-time for ma/or companies on
campus make up to $600 (X) a week call

Cindy at 1-800-592-2121

ARNY'S ASTRO 100 to the girl I met after

our 6 30 exam Sorry I took off. give me a
call at 6-6045 From (he bearded guy with

the Redskins Jersey Steve.

GINA.^NLY 'TWO more days until we are
together I love you' Dave

REWARD S2S OP Dough sign no quMtions
2561616

PROnSSIONAL TVPINO AND IDITINO

HELP WITH SPRING Fling! Come to Cen-
tral Area Government meetings at 800 on
Tuesdays

WROUT

LOOKING FOR STORIES on anything from

nulrilional findings and tacts, lo poems and
recipes You don't have lo be a writer, or

even look like one' Help support those wtw
frequent Earthfoods and People's Market,

and those who are concerned with

cooperative student businesses Sprout is

a new newsletter, and is open to any funky

Ideas and stories you may have Double
spaced and typed, drop oft in EDO office,

address to Jan K THANKS!

STUDINT ADMISSIONS
REPRESEHTATIVi

DEAD TKXETS TO all Worchester Shows!
Please call if you have extras al 538-3455
(Suzanne)

NEED A BUREAU. Plaase call 5494343
pleasel

HELP! DESPERATELY NEED Huey Lewis
ticket lor April 25 in Worchester can Anne
586-2632

WANTED TO RtNf

$100 REWARD FOR lindIrM Brandywine
lease DonnaH'ina 546-9027

MATURE UNDERGRADUATE SEEKING
off-campus room, for the faH Must be quiet

Call 546-7057 alter 11PM or leave
message

UMASS STUOEN : LOOKING for room lo

rent r>ear campus during spring break 9-21

to 9-29 Call Mary at 546-1 151 Keep trying.

MARCIA MAKOWIECKI * Roger Sands
congratulations on your engagement on
March 6, 1987' I wish you a lifetime of hs

piness together! Love. Pam
I hap-

-SPEEDY KEYS"-OISSERTATIONS,
resumes, papers 256-1002

PROnSSIONAL TTPINO sitviei

cases; papers, DISSERTATIONS,
theses, fast, accurate, dependable, on-

campus, reasonable 584-7924, Nancy

JUNIORS A SENIORS- share your en
thusiasm for the University while develop-
ing public relations, marketing, interper

sonal, and counseling skills The Admis
sions Office is looking for dynamic and ar-

ticulate interns and volunteers to promote
Ifie University to prospective students
Academic credit available Applications in

Admissions Office, 255 Whitmore. unltl

March 4

WANT TO TAKE over lease for apt or

house June 1st close to campus. Call
6-5114 or 5110 Amy, Kara or Sue

THE COLLEGIAN APOLOGIZES FOR
THE PRINTING OF A CLASSIFIED AS
THAT READ ATTENTION CHICAS",
ADVERTISEMENTS LIKE THIS DO NOT
REFLECT THE OPINION OF THE COL-
LEGIAN AND WE APOLOGIZE FOR
THE MISTAKE.
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Season of uncertainty pays for UMass
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

The> say that hindsight is 20-20. Just ask

the University of Massachusetts women's

basketball team.

Way back in early November, nobody

could have predicted a season that would

produce 14 wins, the highest seeding ever

in the Atlantic 10 tournament, a second

team All-conference pick and a player who

would be named A- 10 Freshman-of-the-

Year. As a matter of fact, such an op-

timistic outlook would have probably been

met with confused smiles and scattered

blank stares.

My, how times change.

"If you came up to me and told me that

we would win 14 games, finish fourth in

the league and play as well as we did, I

would have taken it," head coach Jack

Leaman said. "There were so many in-

tangibles, with Fitzy (senior center Karen

Fitzgerald) not playing last year and Tara

(junior forward Tara Lewis) sitting out the

second half of last season with an injury."

"Actually, the pieces fell into place very

well, ' Leaman said. "Everybody did what

they were supposed to do."

That would include Leaman, who, in his

first year as women's head coach, guided

the Minutewomen to their best season

since the 1979-80 season with a 14-12

record. The conference obviously recogniz-

ed that accomplishment for what it was

worth, as Leaman was runner-up for A-10

Coach-of-the-Year behind Temple's Linda

McDonald.
The season itself was a story of peaks and

valleys. One of those peaks was beating

Temple for the first time in the school's

history, a 6046 win at the Cage. Looking

for a valley? Try February 2, when the

Minutewomen went to Kingston, RL and

gift wrapped the University of Rhode

Island's only win of the season.

But despite the ups and downs, and the

Minutewomen w\\\ teU you there were
more ups than there were downs, the

season turned out to be a productive one.

What started as a disaster ended as season

with good tidings for the future.

"I thought the season ended well for us.

We improved a lot from game one to game
26," Lewis said. "Everybody played well

together in the big games. We surprised a

Colle^an photo by David Shimkus

Beth Wilbor and the UMass women's basketball team finished the

regular season at 14-11 before bowing to Temple in the second round of

the Atlantic 10 playoffs.

lot of teams in the conference We showed

that we weren't fooling around. We were

serious about doing well."

"I'm pretty satisfied with the season.

Overall, I think it went well for us,"

sophomore forward Beth Wilbor said. "We
shocked them all (the A-10), and we won
some respect from teams like Penn State

Don't blame
the officials
Professional athletes and their head

coaches are not at a loss for words when

making excuses for dismal performances.

But when a sports team loses a nailbiter,

one can expect the players and their men-

tor to find fault with the officials over an

alleged controversial play.

A missed call, errant flag, or late foul,

however, is seldom a contributing factor

in the outcome of a game. Unless a squad

has demonstrated near-perfection in its

level of play, which seldom occurs; then

members of the sports media, partisan

fans, and especially the participants, have

no basis for imbridled criticism of the

mediators of the contest. If protests and

accusations arise concerning highly

debaUble calls, it usually indicates sour

grapes, or a copout.

Linda Delivorias

and Rutgers."

The Minutewomen also fared well in-

dividually. Fitzgerald, who led the team in

scoring throughout the entire season, earn-

ed a spot on the All-conference second

team, and Freshman forward Jeanine

Michealsen became a terror in the second

half of the season to capture A-10

Freshman-of-the-Year honors, the first

time that has been accomplished in the

history of the UMass basketball program.

"I can't begin to tell you what Fitzy

meant to us this season. She was our heart

and soul." Leaman said. "Jeanine's im-

provement from start to finish was sensa-

tional. Getting the Freshman-of-the-Year

award is a feather in the hat for her
"

Fitzgerald finished her senior year in fine

fashion. In addition to her second team All

conference selection, Fitzgerald just miss-

ed the 1,000 point plateau, scoring 977

points in her three-year career as a

Minutewoman. She was the only UMass
player to start all 26 games and led the

Minutewomen in scoring on 21 occasions.

Michealsen, after coming off the bench in

the beginning of the season, earned a star-

ting spot and quickly asserted herself as

one of the better rebounders in the con-

ference. On two occasions this season, the

Northport, NY, native collected team and

career highs of 17 rebounds in games
against Temple and St. Bonaventure. In

the St. Bonaventure game, Michealsen also

scored a career-high 23 points.

For the seniors on this years squad (Fit-

zgerald, Mary Marquedant and JoAnn
Dupuis) the 1986-87 season is over. But for

the rest of the team, next year is just

around the corner and already holds a few

questions for the Minutewomen. The main
question, again, is who will be the head

coach. Leaman has not made a decision yet,

although one is said to be expected soon.

"1 think our success next year will

depends on who will be our coach," Wilbor

said. "We'll do just as well, maybe even bet

ter, next year We've all learned a lot."

Hoop contest
All of you who think you know your

.sports will get a chance to prove that this

week by entering the Official Collegion

Sport* infnrm.ntion phou> Sports Staff NCAA Toumament Basket-

Jack Leaman had a successful return to varsity coaching, leading the ball Pool. There is nothing to risk but your

14-12 Minutewomen to their best finish since the 1979-80 season. Pnde ..nt.nue,i .. ;.,, /.

As a basis for the realization that

players, rather than officals, determine

the final score, one should recall the

following incident that occured in Super

Bowl xni.
On January 28, 1979, the Dallas

Cowboys and the Pittsburgh Steelers

were vying for the bragging rights of the

decade; whichever team wins will become

the first N.F.L. franchise to capture three

Super Bowls.

With nine minutes left in the game, the

Steel Curtain is clinging to a 21-17 edge

over America's Team. Terry Bradshaw

takes the third-dovm snap at midfield,

backpedals into the pocket, and spots

Lynn Swann gliding towards the 20-yard

line. The quarterback lofts the ball

towards his acrobatic wide receiver, who
is in a footrace with comerback Benny
Barnes.
Amidst the silence of the Orange Bowl

crowd. Barnes loses his footing, stumbl-

ing to the grass. Swann trips over the

downed defender. Incidental contact or

pass interference?

Field judge Fred Swearingen cites

Barnes for defensive interference. Four

plays later Franco Harris bursts through

the Doomsday defense for a touchdown

that gives the Steelers a comfortable

11-point cushion.

To this day, a posse of Cowboy fans in-

sist that Swearingen's error cost Dallas

its second consecutive Super Bowl title.

What the Texans neglect to mention is

that Tony Dorsett fumbled on the game's

opening drive, and that tight end Jackie

Smith dropped a touchdown toss that

would have knotted the score at 21-21.

The list of controversial calls that ap-

parently cost one team a victory is longer

than Billy Martin's managerial resume.

The next time a team loses at the wire,

don't be quick to point the finger at the

offical. Check the statistics for turnovers,

errors, and interceptions; there's a good

chance that mental mistakes, not miscues

by the ofTicials, are the reasons for defeat.

Speaking of defeat, the Red Sox should

experience an additional 20 losses if they

cannot come to terms with the greedy

demands of Roger Clemens. Granted, the

American League's Most Valuable Player

and Cy Young Award winner is not wor-

thy of a fat contract after just two years

of exceptional consistency on the mound,
but Boston management needs the ex-

Longhorn hurler if it hopes to have even

a slight chance at contending for the A.L.

East title. Considering the Bosox' poor

track record in contract negotiations (Fred

Lynn, Rick Burleson, Carlton Fisk), it is

possible that the Red Sox will opt to play

the waiting game.
The Boston Celtics are playing the

waiting game with Bill Walton and Scott

Wedman. Even if the pair don't return in

time for the playoffs, Boston fans should

not despair. The Celtics, despite streaks

of lackadaisical play, will capture the

NBA championship at the expen.se of the

Los Angeles Lakers. LA. fans will soon

realize that their one-dimensional center

is the most selfish, overrated, and lazy

player in the NBA. Jabbar's sky hook will

return to earth in the finals, and he will

become a liability, instead of an asset, to

his cocky, streelhall teammates.
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Demeo,Wingle triumph inSGA elections
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Joe Demeo and Paul Wingle, who won the Student

Government Association election for president and stu-

dent trustee by narrow margins, said they are eager to

work for students.

Demeo, getting 53.4 percent of the votes, beat his op-

ponents Mark Friedman and Dwayne Warren, 2184 to

2056 and Wingle beat Rebecca Mendelson, 2153 to 1879,

carrying 51.5 percent of the votes. Although Wingle's and

Demeo's political views differ, they both said they expect

to have a good working relationship.

"Paul and I will work well together to provide strong

representation to the student body and the Board of

Trustees," Demeo said.

"I want the students to know that we're working for

them. I'm going to prove to students that student govern-

ment is an important asset to them," said the new presi-

dent, who will take office April 1.

Committee
reviews new
conduct code
By MELISSA ASHAPA
Collegian Correspondent

The Residential Committee of the Vice Chancellor for

Student Affairs met again on Monday to try to form a com-

promise to change the new Code of Student Conduct.

Last summer, the revision of the Code of Student Con-

duct eliminated the right of students charged with

residence hall infractions to have an "advocate" present

at judicial hearings. An advocate is a lawyer or another

student who helps the accused prepare a defense.

This right was eliminated by faculty members on the

committee and by Dennis L. Madson, vice chancellor for

student affairs. The faculty members told student

representatives that because of the advocates, there were

many legal technicalities and time problems at the

hearings.

At the meeting. Housing Services Executive Director

Joseph Zannini looked at a new proposal that was drawn
up over the weekend by student representatives Bob
McDevitt, chairman of the issues committee of Southwest

Area Government, and Aram Hamparian, president of

Sylvan Area Government.
The new proposal stated the right of students to be

represented by a member of the University community
at all judicial proceedings. The Student Government
Association attorney general and the area governments
would be responsible for providing trained advocates for

students who wish to use them.
To make sure the hearings do not become long and over-

ly legalistic, Hamparian said that "the advocate can ad-

dress the board and they can say anything they want to

the board. There is a rule that already says that irrele-

vant and repetitious evidence will not be accepted and if

someone is jabbering on, you can shut them up and they

can be removed."
After looking at the proposal, Zannini replied, "I can

Demeo, who plans to pressure housing to respond to stu-

dent concerns, is determined to decrease the bureaucracy

in the Student Activities Office and ensure that the of-

fice does not waste student money, he said.

Current SGA President Bill Bennett said, "I wish him
the best of luck, but I don't think he'll accomplish

anything." Bennett's successor will encounter difficulties

with other SGA officers and the senate as a whole because

of his arrogance, Bennett said.

Wingle, whose trustee term begins July 1, said, "being

elected is kind of a humbling experience. We outlined a

pretty large program and since Mark and Dwayne didn't

come through, I guess that platform falls on me."

"I'd say the possibility of any of us not winning was
always entered in our minds," said Wingle, who ran on

the same platform with Warren and Friedman. Their plat-

form included making the entire campus accessible to the

physically disabled and fighting oversubscription of

classes.

The student trustee has a vote on the Board of Trustees,

which makes policy decisions for the University of

Massachusetts campuses in Amherst, Boston and
Worcester.

As for whether he thinks he will work well with Demeo,
Wingle said, "if everyone maintains a level of profes-

sionalism, then things will work out."

Dani Burgess, the current student trustee, said, "I have

faith that they will work in a cooperative, productive man-
ner."

"I have complete confidence in [Wingle's] future as

member of the Board of Trustees."

Mendelson said that, regardless of her defeat, she is very

happy with the voter turnout, which exceeded 23 percent.

Turnouts for SGA elections usually average about 15

percent.

Friedman said, although the defeat disappointed him,

he is happy with the voter turnout. "I thought (the elec-

tion] was going to be this close, but I thought we'd be on

the other side of it.
"

Collegian Photo by Paul Franz

^ FAST FOOD - Mark Hubbard eats his lunch from Earthfoods while riding his

skateboard in the Student Union Ballroom.

parian. The prehearing comes before the hearing and the

possible appeal.

McDevitt angrily told Zannini, "if you won't budge,

forget it. Prehearings are 90 percent of the cases. Why
don't you want the advocates at the prehearings? What
are you afraid of ?"

"The pre-hearings were ideally supposed to be give and
takes between the student and the resident director but

they're not, very often they're intimidations to get the stu-

dent to sign an administrative agreement," Hamparin
said.

McDevitt called for a vote on the student represen-

tatives' proposal, which resulted in 4-3 against [the

proposal].

and will endorse a recommendation for advocates to repre-

sent students, however, we need to see if a process can

be established that would satisfy both students and ad-

ministrators."

Zannini said he wants the advocate plan to provide non-

adversarial advocates, decide which levels the advocates

would be present at, have advocates for the plaintiffs, have

the defendant be required to answer questions from the

board that are specific to the defendant, have Housing Ser-

vices be involved in the training of the advocates and have

staff officers on the hearing board replace the present one.

Zannini also said that he did not want the advocates

to be present at the prehearings and that he wouldn't

budge on the issue, which enraged McDevitt and Ham-

Coaches, disabled will play basketball

Game will raise money
By KIM ROBINSON and

DANIELLE MARTULA
Collegian Cdrre.spondenls
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Hicks Cage.

It is a "learn by osmosis kind of thing.
"

Woodbury said. "It's unlike something

that vou're telling people. They'll say

"Oh. look this is a wheelchair basketball

t^aini' and they're having lots of fun."

Tht purpiise of the game is to raise

mniitv lor Abilities Unlimited to buy a

i.i.iille computii III a teletype machine

iiMt would enable the deal to make phone

. .liK. >aid Lisa Riskin, a member of the

^rroup.

it's lieen a lot ot hard work. People aii-

'h looking for\Kard to it Everyone m
Unlimited, an on campus organization for

peopU' with di-abilities The gam.' will

take place at H p. in today in the Curry
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Senate to consider new
academic programs, courses
By Michael Alter

Collegian Correspondent

The Faculty Senate will listen to oral

reports today from committee and council

chairs on the llur-t Report, and liear ,i pro

posal Tor an F^ineigemy Advi-^ory
( "ommittee
The Sinatc will listen to mot ion- on iif\v

.icadeniii- in ",
i .nri- ,

iiuiuding I lie

establishniriit .i! ;i |(iui-n;ili:-ni i|i-p,iitm<'Oi

and will consider six new iimii r-r.in'-, >

and four new t^iadoati' > nursr:-

"All courses here are taught un an e\

perimental basis to see hou they u ill work,

and get evaluated by the .stutlents Its

basically a procedure which most unit-^

use." School of Health Dean Willi.mi l»ari

tv said.

Darity said no money is necessary to fund

the new clas.ses. explaining, "you don't

need new faculty to teach what has already

been taught experimentally."

In ca.ses where a change m by-laws is

in in the ca.He of the establish-

nient ()1 il.i id\i-.iii', cointnittee, three

reiuhnt'^ .I'l ii(|uiie(l In'tbre a \()te is

i;ih.' ! !. 'fnniittei' iimiImu, will be

t lie seci I nd. sv il h tile third re ad ins.'. <chedul

eij tin April 1-

I'l nle.-.-.oi' l)<'<ui AKaiige, (i Killman n!' the

Rules ('iiiumittt*' .said, "the emergency ad
visory committee will meet at the request

fjfthe chance II ni ^ and k'^'' ,\d vice

tn the administration on how to deal with
emergency situations.

'

.XH'ange said the committee will not meet
regularly and (•onfiinn-d nn /x/^v g

\\
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RENT/^RECK

N«w A iM«d Cart
Tniekt A Vaw AIM Avi

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt.6J No. Amherst

S49-2880

JUnherstCliiieseFM^
Homm Btylm Cooking

^9^ MAIM rr.. AMHERST
BEER A WINE UCENtE

ftrvsD Vma0tablo9
from Our Own farm

orcN 1 0AVt
•KM MOT mtMM g«
JUrtVIOUU. COiOMM*

253«7e3S

MARCH 17TH

ST. PATRICK'S DAY
CARDSAND GIFTS

Set Irish fcct-a-dancins and

Leprechauns-a- laushing

with a card or sift from

American Greetings.

m

c MCMI WW II \m( fH.in Grr.iins'v C

AMERICAN GREETINGS

ocated In The Campus Center

^UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^
M-F 9-5

584-9982

HAIR&
TANNING SALON

Twenty-Four Main St

Northampton, MA

You Haven't Celebrated

PURIM
until youVe celebrated at

CHABAD HOUSE

Saturday, March 14 8:00 PM till...

Megillah Reading • Singing • Dancing • Free, Free,

Sunday. March 15 9:00 AM
CHABAD HOUSE

30 N. Hadley Rd.. 549-4094, Opposite: Lot 32 near Southwest

Thursday, March 12, 1987

HOUSING
EXEMPTION

APPLICATIONS
Frosh, Sophmores and Stockbridge students who wish

to live off-campus for the Fall 1987 Semester should

apply for an exemption from the on-campus hous-

ing regulation. Housing Exemption Applications are

now available in the Housing Assignment Office,

Room 235 Whitmore. Applications are due no later

than Friday, April 3, 1987. Please submit all applications

to the Housing Assignment Office, 235 Whitmore.

IMPORTANT NOTES:
PLEASE READ CAREFULLY
"Signing a lease is not valid grounds for receiving an

exemption from the on-campus housing requirement.

DO NOT SIGN A LEASE UNLESS YOU HAVE
RECEIVED AN EXEMPTION. Any student who signs

a lease without prior approval from the Housing

Assignment Office is responsible for all on-campus

fees and will be required to reside on-campus.

"Students who are granted an exemption will lose

their housing assignment for the Fall 1987 Semester

on the last day of the semester, unless prior ar-

rangements are made with the Housing Assignment

Office. Thank You.

/
n

FA^CULTY
LECTURE SERIES

You are cordially invited to attend

a special lecture by

Gareth B. Matthews

Department of Philosophy

Philosophy as a Rational Reconstruction ofChildhood

What do philosophers and children have in common,'

A great deal, and much more than we usually

appear to believe.

Philosophy as an adult discipline can be viewed

as a mature response to children's questions.

Children's problems remain our problems,

to which we have managed to add

a coating ot complexity and adult presumption.

A dialugLic with children can prox kIc a rclrchhuig

wmdnw on realit) tor us all.

Thursda\, March 12, PM" • H I'M

Bow kcr Auditorium

I 'ni\ ersity ot Massachusetts at Amherst

/• >(•(• iinJ open in all

Rvn-pttun nnnu-Jhitcly fal/ozciny^ tn Rnnw 1001 , Campus C.tntir

S:",u,„),\i h\ rnntiihitnnm tmm ,i/in>ini of /'//, t 'n,vnul\ of \fas.ui,/it4.u-/ts al Am/nrs/
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Service to
community
stressed
By MARION TINSLEY
CoUlegian Staff

College students are privileged and they

need to take on the responsibility of giving

back service to their community, four

panelists said at a forum in the Malcolm

X Center last night.

John W. King, a senior economics major,

began the forum by telling the audience

that there are two categories of students;

those who care and give back to the com
munity and those who live by the rule -
"1 get mine and you get yours" people.

The non-serious student has no real com-

mitment to himself or to the community.

King said. "When these students become

doctors, lawyers or writers they have to

understand that they are black first and

lawyers, doctors and writers second," he

said.

Speaking to a crowd of 80 people, King

said they are people first and a product of

society second. He told the audience that

they cannot wait for the community to

change for them, but they have to change

for the community.
"Don't become the new educated pimps.

We have to take a step in solidifying stu-

dent commitment to the black communi-

ty," he said. "We have the burden of pro-

of. People have spared blood, sweat and

tears. We owe a debt to the leaders of

yesterday and we have the burden of lifting

up our people today. We need to be remind-

ed that we are one people," King said.

David Hooker, an administrative assis

tant for Amherst Town Hall, said that as

the racial climate is apparently worsening

people begin looking around for support,

but as the climate begins to deteriorate

those outside of the University begin to

look at the students to take on the

responsibility.

"We are the privileged, we are the

educated. We are the new guards who are

supposed to protect the suppressed. We are

the salt, we are supposed to savor the earth,

if we lose it then what value do we have,"

Hooker said.

The major concern is the level of apathy

that exists on this campus, he said, and the

attitudes of those who live outside the cam-

pus perpetuate this level of apathy.

'W^e need to recharge each other and our

reason for being here at this University

and our responsibility to the outside

world," he said.

Lucas B. Wilson, a graduate economics

major, said that going off to college is not

an escape from the real world. He added

that college is just another arena — the bat-

tle must be fought and won.

"We have to ask ourselves why are we

here. When we hear the word Black-

experience, do some of us draw a blank

because we can't relate it with some per-

sonal experience? We tend to see our pro-

blems as individual and not collectively. As

privileged blacks we need to look beyond

our own yearnings and expirations,"

Wilson said.

Dwayne Warren, a political science ma-

jor, said students need to become more

politically and socially involved so they can

perform on a competitive level.

Nutrition seen
as personal
responsibility
By CATHY BOWSER
Special to the Collegian

First of a series on nutrition.

March is National Nutrition Month. The

theme is "(jood Nutrition: A Personal

Choice.

"

Let's face it: college life is not especially

conducive to rest, relaxation or healthy

habits in general. So, when the complex-

ities of feeding yourself arise, chances are

good that you may come up short

somewhere or overdo it elsewhere. The

results may be all too apparent: uninten

tional weight gain or loss, iron deficiency

anemia, fatigue, frequent colds or

infections.

continued on page 7

Colli'inan Photo by Paul Frnm

SUNSHINE ON MY SHOULDERS — A womai\ walks through the

campus center concourse as the sun shines through the window,

casting a menacing shadow in the foreground.

Griffen elected as SGA speaker,

other results not approved
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate last

night elected a new speaker, but failed to

approve the Student Government Associa-

tion president and student trustee election

results.

Greek Area Senator Bob Griffin, a

member of the Lambda Chi Alpha frater-

nity, beat Commuter Area Senator Bob

Simons, 43-34. Previously, they had both

run against Sylvan Area Co-President

Aram Hamparian, who was eliminated in

the first round.

The speaker was elected after 11 p.m.,

hence, the senate never had a chance to ap-

prove the election of Joe Demeo for presi-

dent and Paul Wingle for trustee. The
meeting began around 7:15 p.m.

Griffin, who will assume office next week,

said, "It's time to put the senate back

together again."

Griffin's first priority is fighting the Stu-

dent Activities Office's attempt to make
that office's business manager a member
of the SGA Budgets Committee, which, as

all other SGA committees, has only student

members.

Before the election, each speaker can-

didate delivered a speech.

SGA President Bill Bennett, who sup-

ported Griffin, said, "He's a team member.

We need someone that'll work with the

senate."

Other Griffin supporters said he was the

best candidate because he is unbiased and

fair. Supporters of the other candidates at-

tributed their candidates similar qualities.

Commuter Senator Patsy White, who
supported Simons, said, "He has an amaz-

ing enthusiasm for student rights. Bob has

a real significant commitment to working

with people. I really suggest that you vote

for Bob Simons if you want to see pro-

gress."

Other Simons supporters called him a

hard worker, especially during election

time when he distributes the ballot boxes

to the voting sites.

Hamparian said he has provided much
programming and brought a lot of student

participation to the Sylvan Area Govern-

ment during his term as president. "I'd like

to bring the same energy and enthusiasm

that I brought to Sylvan to the student

senate," he said.

Democrats
hold rally,

encourage
discussion
By ROBERT MENZEL
Collegian Staff

The University Democrats rallied at

noon yesterday on the steps of the Student

Union in an attempt to promote greater

discussion between the political faction.s on

campus.

The rally, which attracted 30 to 40 peo-

ple, addressed the events following the

University administration's decision to

allow military recruitment on the Campus
Center concourse.

The administration decision violated a

policy proposed by the Board of Governors

and sparked a protest by members of the

Radical Student Union, as well as a con

.servative counterprotest.

Brian Moran, president of the Universi-

ty Democrats, asked the groups to careful-

ly consider debate before resorting to ac-

tion, and called for "the cooperation of all

organizations in the promotion of dialogue,

not rhetoric."

"(The University Democrats) call upon

all student groups to weigh their options

very carefully before deciding to embark on

reckless and counterproductive courses of

action," Moran said.

Robert Wild, organizer of the rally, em-

phasized a commitment to written justifica-

tion and rebuttal. He encouraged the stu-

dent activists on both sides to conduct their

activities through debate rather than

through actions that undermine the issues.

Wild also urged activists to refrain from

attacking each other, and instead to focus

on the administration.

Michael Greiner, treasurer of the Univer-

sity Democrats, said the groups' decisions

to act with violence and insults was not in

the best interests of the students. He said

the activists should conduct their affairs

through "civilized debate and com-

promise."

Moran agreed that there is a necessity for

a more rational forum of debate,

characterizing the conservative attempt to

occupy the RSU as a "poorly executed at-

tempt to conform to the Hollywood

stereotype of what student activism should

look like."

He blamed the present decisiveness in

campus politics on the refusal of each group

to talk to one another.

"[Their actions] are contributing to the

sense of polarity within the University,

with radicals and conservatives doing bat-

tle and leaving no room for discussion and

tolerance," Moran said.

Heated debate followed the rally as con-

servatives and radicals responded to the

Democrats' charges.

Education: tool against sexism
By MICHELE ANTOGNETTI
Collegian Correspondent

If a women's college is to have any

justification, it must provide a setting and

frame work in which women can flourish

and develop in ways they can not readily

do elsewhere in society, Bernice Sandler

said Tuesday night at Smith College.

"If the women's college is to be truly

useful to the women that attend it, it must
deliberately act as a counterbalance to

those trends and stereotypes in our socie-

ty which hinder and hurt the development

of women," Sandler, executive director of

The Project on the Status and Education

ofWomen for the Association of American

Colleges, said.

Changes must be made early on, she

said. "Too often boys are encouraged to

be active while girls are not. After all,

how do we respond to a boy who says, "I'm

stuck in a tree. I can't get down?'" Sandler

asked the crowd of more than 100. "We

say. "come on Charlie, you can do it!"'

What do we say to a girl stuck in the same

tree? "Hold on dear, I'll come and get

you.'"

According to Sandler, boys are expected

to be successful while girls learn that

their place is on the sidelines. "The

nmliiiued on page 6

CollfKian photo by Paul Pranz

Michael Ross heckles a
speaker at the rally.
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Fifty years ago in the Masitachu»ett$ Collegian

A delegation ofsix studenthWas been chosen to represent

Massachusetts State College at the annual session ofThe

New England Model League of Nations.

Twenty five years ago...

The Resignations of two student senators were read at

last Wednesday's meeting. Senator Peter Haebler resign-

ed because of dissatisfaction with many Senate activities

and with time consuming "quibbling" that goes on.

Senator Albert Ford resigned because of academic reasons.

Ten years ago..

The showing of the X-rated movie "Portraits" was

banned.

- Compiled by CAROL TANNEBAUM

Et4IH4IN/U34LHA

^te'
Frozen yogurt provides al the heatth benefits

of plain yogurt plus flavors that appeal to both

yogurt lovers and those who thirik they a'Bn't.

Stop in for a free sample

and discover

the taste you've been missing

56 Main St., Northampton

next door to Sze's

downstairs

OPEN 7

DAY A WEEK
586-9659
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31 Main Street
Northampton

105 Elm street
Westfield

OVER
4 COLORS^

:to cHOOsr
FROM

\

convcRSc

/
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FUN & FLASHY COLORS!
Fines has the largest selection of hard-to-

find Converse canvas hightops. Shop
early for best selection.

We have a complete line of Athletic Footwear

to suit all your needs.

OPEN THURSDAY EVENINGS UNTIL 9 p.m.

CD with any compact disc player!
TME BEATLES
BMtMFwSito

PLEASE PLEASE ME WITH THE BEATLES A HARD DAY'S NIGHT BEATLES FOR SALE

SONY. CPD-510 j4eM^- ^ pioixieen

• • • • •

=:^_- —r j:

TT^-h -rw
r^TH'-i^F^n

Wireless Renx)te Control

Easy-to-Read 4 Color Display

Error Prediction Circuit

Fully Programmable $329
PD-M60

6- Disc cartridge loading

Fully Programmable
Random Play

$429

MillbankPlace*351 Pleasant St., Northampton • 584-9547
Mon.Jhurs.lO- 8:00 •Tues.,Weds.,FrL,Sat.10- 5:30 -Sunl 2:30 -4:30

HEADING FOR THE BEACH
:%' "SaK^C'dSK:

Picture yourself arid a fnerKi strolling a stretch o^ white ^L
sandy beach as far as the eye can see while a pcatel '^ ^

sunset paints the evening sky Mexico's stunning Canbbean "^Ji

Cold Coast IS where dreams of a perfect

beach life become reality, and University -^^i^tHt^ff^Jp^^
ou a ^f^rffji^Auxiliary Services and Campus Travel now offer you

dream come true Announcing:

22 Masonic St • Northampton • 586
Open: Mon - Sat 10 - 6, Thurs til 9, Su

-6336

n 12-5

Destination:

CANCUN
GRAND PRIZE:

Free Itip for IWo
to Cancun, Mexico

1ST RUNNEnuP: Sun-Pun Itavel Kit from the

Uniwrsity Stora

2ND RUNNER-UP: A $20.00 Gift Certificat*

to th« T.O.C. ItesUumit

*r jji

Entry blanks are available at: Campus

Center Coffee Shop Bluewall Cafeteria

& Coffee House. Match Cafeteria Worrester

Snack Bar Campus Travel Center (across

from the Coffee Shopi

No
Purchat*
N«c«ssary

liOVAC CRANE
OieiENTAC
FOOD MAfUCEX

360 COLLEGE ST., ROUTE 9, AMHERST.MA
253-5658 SUN-FRI 10-8 SAT 9-8

OVER 2200 DIFFERENT ITEMS IN STOCK
CHINESE, JAPANESE THAI. INDIAN GOODS • SAUCES AND SPICES
FRESH NOODLES • FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES PASTRIES
FROZEN. CANNED. DRIED FOODS • FROZEN AND DRIED FISH

COOKBOOKS • WOKS. RICE COOKERS, & IMPLEMENTS • DISHES AND
GIFTWARE TEA SETS AND SAKE SETS • KOREAN MINK BLANKETS &
BEDSPREADS • TAKE OUT FOODS • WHOLE ROAST DUCK & CHICKEN

BY ORDER • DISCOUNTS FOR STUDENT GROUP FUNCTIONS
»**»»»»»»»»»»»wwt

|^HEEHA1>§[

Five Dumb Broads

3/13 FRIDAY
Chili Brothers

3/14 SATURDAY
DeepWOOdS Drive (formerly circle)

3/16 MONDAY
Ken Johnson & Co.

3/17 TUESDAY
St Patrick's Day Ken Johnson and Co.

24 Pleasant St. Northampton • 586-4258

SENIORS
YOU HAVE ONE LAST

CHANCE TO BE INCLUDED
IN THE 1987 INDEX.
MARCH 30 - APRIL 3

PORTRAITS WILL BE TAKEN IN 162 CC

_ N'T DELAY!
CALL TODAY (545-2874) TO SCHEDULE AN

APPOINTMENT FOR YOUR SENIOR PORTRAIT

N'T BE LEFT OUT !§!•

ABSOLUTELY THE LAST SITTING. $2 SITTING FEE
J

At Brockton Hospital we know the future of nursing

depends on the quality of opportunities provided

for each individual nurse as your career progresses.

Affiliated with the Boston University School of

Medicine, we combine one of the finest teaching

environments anywhere in New England with the

special caring of a community health care facility.

We are a 301-bed private, acute care facility ideally

located on Boston's South Shore.

We are now accepting applications for positions in

our 1987 nursing orientation program. We offer:

a dTnoxnic, progtesstv« n\irsing

enviioxunent:

a stnictuied 9-week orientation program,

including 7-week preceptorshlp, designed

to meet the needs of the new grod;

regularly scheduled "in-senrlce" programs,

as well as staff education instructors on all

shifts;

a highly competitiye benefit package.

Our first orientation starts June 1, 1987.

Call Brenda Brassard at (617) 586-2600, ext. 2236 for

an immediate interview. Phones are open 24

hours/day! We are an equal opportunity employer.

Brockton Hospital
680 Centre St Broclcton MA 02402
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• education * Senate
continued from page 3

results are tragic. Instead of becoming a doctor she mar-

ries one," she said.

If a woman can overcome the debihtating effect of sex-

ism during the socialization period and later on, success

will still not be as enjoyable as it is for males. "Real men
don't eat quiche and real women are not movers and

shakers. And who would want to be if they are going to

be labeled as castrating, bitchy or" one of those women's
libbers,'" Sandler said.

She called for the re-examination of women's roles in

history, science, literature, art and analysis of less obvious

examples of discrimination in the classroom and in the

outside world. She also emphasized the need for teaching

of the psychological side of passivity and aggression, and

increased visibiUty of female role models in varied life pat-

terns,

continued from page I

will have the power to make recommendations only.

"One possibility is on a question of when to call the

police for disruptive demonstrations. The committee has

existed in the past, but had been allowed to lapse in the

seventies," Alfange said. He also said the recommenda-

tion was a result of student arrests at Munson Hall.

According to the Faculty Senate constitution, its pur-

pose is to ensure representation of all faculty members

in the governance of the University of Massachusetts.

Roland Chilton, faculty secretary, said, "the primary

responsibility for academic matters lies with the senate.

The current administration has taken the position that

if the Faculty Senate approves or recommends a particular

progi-am, then they will try to pet the money to imple-

ment it."

The Distinguished Visitors Program is proud to present

HUNTER S. THOMPSON
on

April 7, 1987
Fine Arts Center • 8:00 PM

Tickets will be available on

MONDAY MARCH 16

at the Fine Arts Center Box Office.

Free with 5 college ID • $2 General Admission

Two tickets per person.

SMQMCiISi
cmmms

WT.SRIVCTDALIRP. SWWMOWLD 7J3S131 BAWOAW JMTlt M-SO

FWSTSNOWONLV COMT. SNOWS S4(T SUN »MOt-LATE SNO«VS FM t SxT

-"-y/^

"•TINMEN' EXCELS."
NEWSWEEK Oiiid Answ

•

"A REMARKABLE ACHIEVEMENT OF
'

WIT & INTELLIGENCE."
l>EOPtE RKph Nnat p

"TWO THUMBS UP."
SiSKEL t EBERT i THE MOVIES

m y HH

TIN MEN

Isnm

y

STARTSTOMORROW

When you open die door

to the unknown,

there's no telling

who will drop in...

or who will drop dead.

OPEN HOUSE
CARNEY HOSPITAL

Cordially Invites

GRADUATE NURSES AND
3RD YEAR STUDENTS

To An

OPEN HOUSE
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 1

4:30 PM - 7:00 PM
Come meet our managers and staff and

enjov tours of ftie tiospital.

Pt«os« eati us at 296-4000, vxt. 2900
for further Information. Comoy Hospital,
2100 OercffMAor Avo., loston, MA 02124.

An equal opportunity emplover

ICARNEY HOSPITAL!

WiTCHBOARD
CINEMA GROUP presents A PARAGON ARIS iNTfRNAIIONAL PROOtlCHON WIICHBOARD

Starring [ODD ALIEN lAWNY KiTAtN SItPHEN NICHOI 'i Cf ^\<>um KAIHIFEN Wll HOIIF RIIRKf BYRNfS With Speria' Appearance by RflSt MARI[

txecutive Producer WAlflR S JO.SUN Produced by GERALD GEOffRAV Supervising Produi.er RON MIICHELL As^,of lafe PrDrtiirer ROLAND CARROLL

Director of Photocraphy ROY H WAGNfR Written and Directed by KEVIN S IfNNf Y — : -
-

'986C*-.<'"ViC'riiiA'

ncsTaicTjip

Starts Friday the 13th at a specially selected theatre near you.

An Altomativ* Record Store
gpirtsMHipIn: Hftbumc

'

^rtt'OriMulOMd'
nook 'n ftol ' EiiparimtnttI

MJO ouAurr TiMnr* « PotTtns

TOP CASH PAID FOR
RECORDS, TAPES, CDs

Maxell XL2
Box of 10 For

$19.99

Maxell LN-90
Box of 10 For

$12

Maxell XL11S

$2.74 Ea. OR
10 For $24.99

I

NEW LOCATION
Underneath Steve's, beside Ali Cat

48 N, Pleasant St - 263-9209
M - Sat n-7; Sun 12-6

Why Pay Full Retail?

Everything Is Discounted!

Technology So Advanced, IVs Affordable

520ST Personal Computer - 512k Ram, 640x4oo

Resolution Paper, White Monitor, Mouse, TOS Operating System

NX-10 Printer - Near-Letter-Quamty, laoCharacters-per-

SeconO, Full Graphics

Degas Paint & 1st Word - FuH Pamt program, and

powerful word processor, (all cables included - no hidden costs!!)

ALL
FOR
ONLY
C979 TheComputer Bug

50 Main St Amherst - Rear on Boltwood Walk • Open 7 Days A Week"
Authorized Atari Sales & Service • 253-7782

•• ••••• •••••• •••#•• ••••• •••••
•!•• ••••••• •>•••• ••••• ••••••• ••••*••

••• •••••• ••••••• ••••••• ••• ••• •••••••
•• ••• ••> ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••••••

•••• ••• •«• ••••«• •••••• ••••• *****2!

fRff mk
MON-THURS 5-7

^I'lililiL'J

[MM

THURSDAY
NIGHT

FREE BUFFET 9-11 PM

Celtics - 76'ers 1 PM
Pool

Tourney
4 PM

FEATURING
Charlie Hall

Bob Batcheldor

Sam Greenfield

Coutto & Mulligan

ST PATTY'S PARTY 4 - ?

PRIZES, FOOD & FUN
'A.A.C. Tee shirts on sale"

THURSDAY
NIGHT IS

PARTY NIGHT
AT MIKE'S

THIS WEEKS DRINK SPECIALS

E & J BRANDY WHALER $1.50

LOWENBRAU BOTTLES 75«

ROLLING ROCK BOTTLES SS**

MEISTER BRAU PITCHERS $3.00

JAMESON'S IRISH WHISKEY $1.25

I SMORGASBOARD FRIDAY
ALL YOU CAN EAT - $2.00

# nutrition
continued from page 3

It even may takt a visit to the Health Center and the

pronouncement I'v vout physician that your blood

cholesterol levels are eUnated, Nutritional inadequacies
or excesses, coupled with the right genetic pool and with

other detrimental habits such as inactivity, smoking and
being overweight and you're on your way to one of the

top ten of American degenerative diseases. These include

hypertension, heart disease, non insulin dependent
diabetes and various types of cancer.

Do you find yourself snacking or "grazing" off and on

all day without really eating a formal, sit-down meal un-

til evening — if at all? This has become a mainstream pat-

tern in American life, as well as in campus life. It is im-

portant to realize that grazing can be a nutritionally sound

way to eat, as long as you attempt to follow a few nutri-

tional guidelines.

Choose foods low in fat, sodium and sugar. If weight

reduction is your aim, all the more reason to improve your

eating habits. A useful strategy is to substitute skim milk,

unsalted pretzels or trail mix, baked potatoes, bananas

or bagels for soda, chips, french fries, candy bars and

doughnuts, respectively. One sweet a day is reasonable,

but a day of "snacking" only may lead to more bovine

qualities than you may want.

Pack a couple of oranges or a banana in your backpack

in the morning. Leave your money (and bankcard] at

home. Then instead of an impulsive plunge into the world

ofjunk food, you can reach into your pack, not your wallet,

and satisfy your hunger with the sweet and refreshing

taste of a natural fruit. This is a habit that is healthier,

wealthier and most certainly wiser.

A final step in making nutrition a personal choice, is

to become a more educated consumer of foods. The
"Snacksense" program of the University Health Services

and University Auxiliary Services provides nutritional

information at a Campus Center table every Wednesday.
Information is also available at Munchies stores, and on

bookmarks on on campus vending machines and at the

textbook annex and libraries. "Snacksense" offers infor

mation on nutrition issues relevant to college students.

Now's
the time
to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

YOU'IL LOVE
OUR SUNRISE

SERVICE.

Kjnko's is open extra earh jusij

for you. Coping, collating,

binding and more.

kinko's
open earlY Openlate.

Open weelffinds.

220 N. Pleasant St

253-2543

Pelham Imported
Attto Parts

Now Open Until 5:00 On Saturday

AMHERST
CENTER

RT9

LIGHTS
CHANGES

REASONS

PELHAM
AUTO
PASTS

1315 Federal St • 256-0457

ON THE BUS ROUTE

UMASS SKI CLUB
GOES TO

Q4:ililnqton^^VERMONT

SATURDAY, MARCH 14
$27 for members

Sign-up Wed., Thurs. Outside Hatch
Come & Watch the Mogul Challenge!
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Pholo tdiior

MKINUA COUfO

Bush a dangerous presidential candidate
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Views on ethics and the Presidency
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Reject SWAG proposal
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I on IhJN polii V I hen propoiM'M

all piilics that allii\\ iiniM uiiii liiileil

drinking, i)oes this polu^ pnunote lespon

stble dnnkinj! or just drinking;? KesidinK
at the University doesn't mean underage
studenli? should be exempted from ap-

plicable stale laws regarding alcohol use.

^'.Lid.ni- need education eoncerning
r>'->p(in-i!jii. aic'ihol use before they can
make informed and responaibie drinking
decision " riential edu: " -^ -^uch
progra: ••AGdoesn*/ ^ould

|)ldvide lundiiif^ tn llou.se CuiiiciI.h (or

((hic.it loiial pro^^ranis around responsiiile

al(-ohol u.se ( 'mild it he that S\V A( i i moii-

concerned with funding' ex|H'nHiv»', one d.iy

( (imert instead ol on ^oln^, Southwest wule

ipiality educational proi^ranis'i'

()thei attacks on Ihc present policv in

elude prnniotin^ an "us versus them" M
moHphere III KA resident ridations liicct

tain sitiialiniiH this atmosphere is

nnavoidahle hecause it is our joh to entorce

polii y, hut we are trained to inininu/,e that

iiiheieiil (diillicl

A lai k ol Mtudent input in the pre.sent

poll! y I.s an additional (iituisin Student
input ifi iniportanl when tevi.iii); policy

niidei whn h we iiiiihI live, hill ;i student's
in|)iji (Ini ;. not guarantee hiH or her desired
'eiipnl ',WA'. I I III to contend that

|in/ vei s.il y .i<hnini,)l i .iloi .s iiiii.st incorporate
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.1 dhslaslelnl Iml iii,in,i);e,ihl( piohhin
inmh Worsi- \:. llmirailM Dliectoi .Joe /an
nun .said, "The ,SWA(i pro|Hisal does not ul

fer a solution to the hu^- numlier ot ir

responsible drinkers in the residence
halls"

', manaj^es

k-.u^ (th and devtdopmeiit

pr'>H' .,iferencfc between an

elepha 1 projjram manager i- tli.ii

while an t-lephant ,
•

: rememhers, a

proj^ram rnanaf^ei m ,< / looks hack lo

rephiasi- ' I>eiitnn :-: I'achydermal Princi-

ple," on«- can't change hi.story, so one may
as well learn from it and move on. That

comes to mind as I con.sidei the Iran

contra alVair, hecauw? we have a media

that diM'sn'l want to move on from history,

and .1 president who <hy some accounts)

doesn't want to learn from it. Allhouub
I've been .'isked tn discuss presidential

ethics lo<lay. 1 think it s time to move on

to what they should In in.stead of

nhasliinfi what they've h(-eii

Rusty Denton

One el III! ,-I I ipialit V I'd like to see III a

president is ,-i i .-ire one: keepiiij^ com
inilinenis I don I jiisl iin-.in caiiip.iiKii

proniises, althon^^h Ihev'ic inipoilanl; I

have in mind honoring', Ire.'ilies and
floinesi ll pi()|',i.ims esl.ihlishcd li>' a

[11 (sideiit lal predecessor Over Iiiik-,

( itizens and nations have come to depend
on and plan around I I.S prog^raniH. While
I don't particularly \vv\ that the ^;overn

ment is obliged lo .subsidi/e higher educ4l

lion or industry or the unemployed, il, is

not right lo slash funding in those

(piarleis without a few ye.irs notice That

appliev, lo legislator-., .is well

Legislator.', iiiiild ah^o stand to take

allot her (lose o| Ctliiis with the president,

which IS leiMiiing not to interfere in the

internal albiirs of other government-^ ( )ne

lea-.on lAinenca lia,-. lo.-,t icspecl all ii\ei

I he will Id I . lM-(ause we think that our
SI/1- and power make it right to

ni.'inipnkil e innlliei nilinn :. politu-s to

(iin lie t ,i(h ,ini .i|M' ll \\iiinj', lis wrong
lo keep .1111111(1111' in power abroad liy cuii

iiiiig. and ll s wrong to ori-hest i ali- a

li,id( I s downlall We have no business
I

I

viiu; to re.in ange the sovereign alf.'tirs

ot .\uai.i|4ua. Kl .Salvador, .South --Mi ica.

Iran, liai] ni any other nation, UH temp
ling .ind as ri'asonable ;is it might

somi-l will- seem America is not (iod. Who
do -vve think we .111 ilui.-iting terms of

gov«!rnmi'nt around the globe?

'I'his tendency to play .it being God has

I'eachi'd inonumenlal proportions even

domestically I recently read that .'H) per

c(?nt of the American workforce is

employed by either federal, state or hical

government Tli.it s outrageous There is

no way thai -io ni.iny public eniployeits can

avoid iM-comiiiK » huge tax burden and a

self intereste<l, meddling biireiujcracy

I'he governmeiil was intended to be liini

lional and unobtrusive, not the center

piece of national life The citizens deserve

a president whose ^.;oal is to elimiii.ite the

hug( inilioiiiil delil
,

eliliiinale lln

hiireaiK r;i(y, eliminate trying to regul.ite

th(- (-conomv (which always b.ickfii'es.
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o\ir . I period olseveial yi-ai H ihc- on

ly el liic.il Ihint; to do

,'\ . Imiiled .IS go\ci nineiit shnilld he

li(iwi-\('i, I he president should not .si-rinip

on law enloM 1 ineiil . even lor those law:^

that aren't items on his own political

agenda. If a law is outdated or no good,

then take it off the iKioks. but selectivj' en

f'orcement of the law amounts to an ilh-gal

retroact ive pocket veto of a bill. The presi

dent should also appoint judges who take

the law seriously, instead of diluting il

with we.ik .ind ineffective seiilencing.

Heally. inv points about presidenti.il

ethics aren't very coiiiplic.ited. law, inter

national forbearance, .ind respect for the

citizens' money and private lives C^iiite

siniple, but they mean that we have lo

slop thinking that government isthesoiu

lion lo every pmblem. Historically, the in

gennily ol individuals was considered lo

be siip(-nor to government action, and 1

think I hill's si ill true. \V<' nvvi\ a picsi

dent whose ethics rellecl that.

Hiisly Ih'ntnn is n (.dllegian colitinnisf
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Meaning of freedom up to us
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Freedom is .i very strange

word in this world of ours

For some people, it means
freedom rrom anolhei per

,soirs beliets or another's

race, sex or religion;

Ireedom not to have lo

iindei ,|.ind and live in li.ii

mon\ \\\[ ll others dllferelll

ll oiii I hem I I \ I III I his
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Africa is country rife with
hatred, racial separation
and inequality With the re

ce- ip of the pre.s.s

in <"{! its crisi.*

and the cries for freedom
from its ptHiple are no longer

front page news. These
developments, however,
have not stopped human
rights organizations from
getting information on

pi isoiuMs of conscience ipeo

pie impri.soiuHl for I heir

political belu'ls, race sex.

leliemn or nationality^ in

ih.ii nation Recently,
\mnesty International sent

mil H (- I hat a prisoner ol con

.1 n-iice has been released
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» liiiM ll in .South ,-\ti ic.i '.

\ elid,i liomelaml,' u i > n

reslfd dur lo his politital

mil spoke nne.ss against .ip.ii

theid. He was relea.sed ilue

lo pressure brought upon
the government by .\mnes

ty International and its

members. This is very con

Crete evidence that when
pressure is levied upon a
government, it will act!

ll is our choice as humans
to di'cide which definition of

freeilom we choose. It is up

lo each o\ ut^ as individuals,

if we want to bring about

change in South Africa and

the world at large, to speak

out ag.unst oppression, ig

norance and hatred, In turn

we nuii't, as brothers and
sisters, foster undi'istan

dmg, education and love

This tollowing quotatuui
imm 1 iiiU' Steven gives us

.ill Mimethmg to think
ilinni I -..ly what 1 lu'lieve

in in\ ml and what I see

v\illi im eyes and we can't

lain mil heads Ihis lime"

rimoths .1 t'arrier

.Southwest
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For the first time, the public is tjuestion

ing (Jeorge Hush's credibility, as a can

didatt!, and as a i iii' fjii-sidrnl It's about

t inie

David R. Mark

"You look at sonu'lhing alter it's happen

ed, it's all vi-ry clear what you should have

done," FJush said. "Fiut I didn't see it (|uile

so clearly before. If I could look over my
shoulder in my infinite wisdom and con

siderable exij^-rience. I wish I'd seen signals

and done .something diCfen-ntly "

When I think of (leorge Bush, the first

winds that come to mind are evasive,

political, and hypocritical. Turn back the

clock on (icorge Bush, and his p.ast will

iiiaki- you agree.

Kvawive: Bush was the center of con

lidversy in 1971), when he ran for .senator

III Texas. lA race he eventually lost | ll wa-

here thai Bush touched the edge of Nixon s

Watergate. Bush .idmiltcdly was the reci

pient of $l<Hi,l)IH) tioni a secret Nixon

slush fund - for his campaign A Inrmer

Nixon w<irk«'r claimed he pei-sonall\ jsive

Bush $(iilOO in cash in 15)70.

.Skip ahead to i;)74 As he. id ol the

Kepuiilican Nation.il Committee, Hush was

the man caught in the middle ol

Watergale The ipiestion Im Hush was
wlu'ther to stay behind .Nixon to the end,

thus being irresponsible to the nation, or

ask for Ni.\on's resignation, which would

in turn damage his own political career.

Bush, claiming that he was ill informed on

Watergate, .it no time publicly criticized

\'i\on Ol c.dli-d lor his resign.it ion. Only
altt-r ll w.i:^ evident ihal Nixmi wa-. going

to resign did Bush write a belated letter

calling for a ivsignalion

.After the resignation. Hush was quoted
as saying that he w ished he had been
"more help" and had • "seen signals"

throughout the entire Watergate affair.

HiiwcMi, it was Bush's support of the

president, and his unwillingness to disclose

valuable information, that was partially

responsible for allowing Watergate to go on

for so long, Why would Bush hold back on

telling the truth'.'

Political: Bush was interested in fiulher-

ing his own career, and knew he would sink

with the Nixon ship if he opened his moulh

and liilil all It was ea.sier to stay out of a

problem and hnik in, rather than be at the

center of thi- problem. Irving to get out

Thai ide.i wa-. iintlnng new In Busli Wlii-n

he w,-i> l\e.)d n| the CIA in 197,'J. he did the

same thing.

When the CL-\ vva^ criticized lor not he

ing tough enough in analyzing Soviet in-

tentions. Bush simply appointed an outside

team to deliver a hawkish second report,

leaving it to Pi'esident Nixon to choose

which was correct

During his lynu run for the president,

Bush was asked by a wheelchair bound,

cerebral palsy vitiim about aid to the han-

dicapped. Bush gave a .standard Republican

critique of programs to help the handicap

ped, emphasizing, with political correctness

and emotional insensitivity, the cost of

modifying public transit tocan-y handicap-

ped persons. However, doesn't that go

against other statements Bush made since

becoming the vice president'.-'

Hypocritical: Bush's hypocrisy is evi

dent in many cases.

A few examples: In 1972. Bush, then am
bassador to the United Nations, lobbied

against allowing the People's Republic of

China to join the UN. He then turned

arfiund and took the job as first US envoy

to mainland China. Al.so in 1980. he

claimed Reaganoini- was "voodoo
economics." When hv was named vice

president, Bush reversed his position .uid

sided with the president.

(leorge Bush is a dangerous presidential

candidate, and he has shown that he has

little moral backbone. As one magazine put

it, "He ran the GOP for Nixon. He ran the

CIA for Ford. Who would he run the coun-

try for?"

David R. Mark is a Collegian inliinuiist

Field for 1988 election muddled
Just when you thought it was safe to make a.ssump-

tions about lh^ 19HH presidential race, several key

players dropped out, leaving confusion and uncertainty

in their wake. In particular, the race for the Democratic

presidential nomination has been complicated by New
York Gov, Mario Cuomo's announcement that he will

not be a candidate. Student activists now face the dif

flcult choice of picking an interesting candidate, let alone

a possibk' \s inner, in tune In deternmu- who to devote

Ihemselve to over summer vacation and in the upcom-

ing election year.

Ben Brogan

Howard Baker, former Republican senator from Ten-

hesee, swallowed a dose of political realism and bowed
out of the race, in order In take the post of White House
(^hief of StafT. This brave (some would say suicidal)

gesture has liberated tho.se Republicans .seeking an ex-

( use not to \dte for George Bush, and will no doubt push
them into the camp of rising-star Bob Dole, the

Hepulilican senator from Kansas.

Sen. Sam Nunn (D-GA) has announced that he is not

running So what, you .say'.' Well, the darling of the arms-

control .set had other potential democratic candidates ter-

rified that he would walk away with the majority of

southern delegates on Super Tuesday. March 8, 1988.

On that day. all southern states vote in their primaries

in what is considered a campaigner's nightmare. With
Nunn out. remaining candidates can concentrate on .sell-

ing themselves to the South, while courting Nunn as a

pnt(-nlial \ ice pi I'suU-nt ial running mate.

Cuomo's announcement was a surprise. Since his im

pa.ssicr"d appeal to the 1984 Democratic National con-

vention, Cuomo has been touted as the candidate to

regenerate a Democratic Party still nursing its wounds
from the candidacy of Walter Mondale in 1984.

Now, Democrats face the harsh reality of making do

with Gary Hart. The former senator from Colorado of-

fers intelligence and good intentions, but is a disaster

when it comes to his ability to persuade the American

people that he can lead the country. To make matters

worse, he is still trying to erase his 1984 campaign debt

incurred while losing to Walter Mondale. Complemen-
ting Hart's effort are the candidacies of Bruce Babbitt,

former governor of Arizona, and Richard Gephardt, Con

gressman from Missouri. They have apparently declared

this early in order to get a head start in the battle for

national recognition. Meanwhile Sen. Joe Biden (DDE)
and Gov. Michael Dukakis of Massachusetts are position-

ing themselves for a run at the "Eastern establishment

liberal" position vacated by Cuomo.

The Republicans are in bad shape. If the IranAmuck
affair continues exposing rampant illegalities and inep-

titude into the election year, it will be difficult to per-

suade the American people to vote Republican in 1988
(no matter how short the collective political memory).
For the moment. Republicans are waiting to see how bad-

ly Vice-President Bush will be implicated, waiting to do

their rat imitations when the Bush campaign becomes

a sinking ship.

Amid all this confusion and general blah-ness, the

American public may be so ambivalent about the choice

of candidates that come the Democratic Convention.

Mario Cuomo will emerge as the only candidate accep-

table to a majority, the only one capable of livening up

the electoral prixess. Until then, we'll have to settle for

an unexciting and confusing campaign.

Ben Brogan is a Collegian columnist

We are all players in games of life
pie disappear rapidly into posterity or"Gimme the ball! Gimrne the ball!"

The guard slides me a pass from the top

of the key. I fake right, spin left and bank
a shot off the backboard. Two points.

Jeffry Bartash
While running down the court. I think to

myself — life is a game. Life is a million

games; there is no limit. Some serious, like

war, and some not, like trying to eat

around an apple's core.

Disneyland is kid's stuff. Las Vegas is

small fry. Nothing can match the dazzling

enormousness and complexity of the games

of life (brought to you by your ofTical spon-

sor. . .).

Back to the game. The other team passes

the ball around. They are my opponents.

The player I am guarding — and we are all

players — receives a pass at the free-throw

line, turns and shoots. The referee blows

his whistle.

"Foul - number 1." he yells, calling my
number.

Just like in basketball, rules accompany

the games of life. The rules vary from coun-

try to country, and they ai'e set down on

paper (stone?) by a select group of social,

jwlitical. economic and religious leaders as

well as other misfits and morons

Stime players however, try to circumvent

rules, especially those who truly desire to

rise to ihe top of this heap of Irasli called

humanity. Seldom do any succeed.

The player fouled hits one of two free

throws (1 gue.ss he dcvsn't care for welfare),

another member of my team grabs the re-

bound and we start to fast break.

Some ptH>pU« live their life like a fast

break. See Dick run, st>e Jane run; see peo

anonymity. The United States is the land

of fastfood, fast cars and fast living. James
Dean — we hardly knew ya, Jim Morrison
— where are you? John Doe — here's your

nameless grave.

Other people like the half-court offense.

Set oneself up for life. Plan everything out.

Here's a job, here's a spouse, here's a few

childi'en, here's some friends. Everything

is peachy keen.

I receive a pass at the top of the key, drive

between two defenders and. in a moment
of Charles Bai-kleyesque fury, ram the ball

home. I'm coming at ya. Get outa my way.

Live fast and die young. Live slow and

grow old. Or hang to the middle of the floor.

Our team calls a timeout with eight

seconds left in the game. We are trailing

by one. Our coach pulls out a sketch board

and gives us direction and instruction on

the finer points of life. We are taught rules

from the day we are born; we are pro-

grammed to believe success means fame

and fortune: we are guided by the belief

that it isn't how we play the game, but

whether we win or lose

The ref blows ihe whistle and the players

get back on the court. The other team in-

bounds the ball and cuitimisly moves up

the court

Spectacular players make spectacular

pl.i\ -. I think to myself as I lunge toward

a pass. 1 steal the ball and cruise toward

the hoop for an uncontested layup. Visions

of glory block me delecting the closing

presence of an opponent who can never be

defeated

I go up the hall leaves my hand . .

but out ol nowhere comes Or Death and

he swats it away.

Legislators: Help DA in probe
W'e join Northwest

District Attorney W.
Michael Ryan in his appeal

to any student with infor-

mation regarding the inci-

dent on October 27, 1986 at

the University of

Massachusetts. Students

who were involved in or

with information regarding

the incident after the final

game of the World Series

have a moral obligation to

come forward. Several

students recently approach-

ed the district attorney's of-

fice. While we recognize this

may be extremely difficult

and will require a great deal

of courage, we urge others to

follow suit.

This presents a true test of

conscience. Failing to come
forward with information

regarding the incident on

October 27 is as irresponsi-

ble as withholding the

license number of a

drunken driver who hits a

pedestrian.

We live in an era in which

Americans, and especially

students and qjher young
people, are often accused of

being selfish and uncaring.

We believe this is a clear op-

portunity to prove these

charges are wrong. Civil

rights and civil law may
well have been violated dur-

ing the incident of October

27. We strongly urge
students with any informa-

tion regarding the incident

to come forward.

As legislators, we too have

a responsibility to the com-

munity and want to discuss

efforts to live up to that

responsibility. We offer two
proposals to address the

critical issue of attracting

minority students and facul-

ty : ll) that the University

of Massachusetts establish a

faculty exchange program
with one or more first-rate

colleges and universities

through which minority

faculty from other campuses

and faculty from
Massachusetts can spend a

semester or a year teaching

at each other's campuses. (2)

that we embrace the concept

of establishing a program
through which outstanding

minority students will be

recruited into the public

higher education system,

where they will be trained

and subsequently remain as

faculty members at one of

the public institutions. We
would propose naming this

program, designed to attract

the best students in the

country, after W. E. B. Du
Bois.

We are committed to

fighting for the resources

necessary to fund these

recommendations as well as

others in the Hurst report.

All of us should work to

make this quality public in-

stitution even better.

State Senator John
Giver, Franklin-

Hampshire District

State Rep. Stan
Rosenberg, Third Hamp-

shire District

2. WHEN THE CHEERING STOPPED
Iranamok. Despite its discreet "management style" language, the Tower Com-

mission report has altered public comment about Reagan. The "medical question"

(senility, weariness) is openly discussed, and references to Wilson's tragic second

term are common. A broad -based desire to see Reagan recoup is apparent but post-

Tower Beltway gossip has him out. for health reasons, by summer
-The New Republic, March 23
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Angei Heart
Starring Mickey Rourke, Lisa Bonet

Directed by Alan Parker
Hampshire Six Theaters
it It * hi

By DEREK LEIF
Collegian Correspondent

Angel Heart tries to be many things at once: part detec

tive story, part voodoo story, part murder mystery. While

it doesn't always succeed at each of these things, director

Alan Parker manages to fasion a work that is less a story

and more a series of moods juxtaposed in a two hour mov-

ing collage: nostalgia, gloom, grittiness, mystery, horror.

Mickey Rourke plays Harry Angel, a 1955 New York

private investigator. A creepy businessman named Louis

Cypher (well played by Robert De Niro) hires Angel to

track down Johnny Favorite, a crooner who disappeared

after hitting it big in the 1940*8.

Just why Cypher wants to find Favorite begins to fall

into place as Angel's investigations lead him to the seedy

side of New Orleans. As he does, though, Angel slowly

gets pulled into the puzzle, and toward its supernatural

answers.

The plot, unfortunately, is the film's makjor weakness.

Based on the novel Fallen Angel by William Hjortsberg

and scripted by Parker, the thread of the film drags, frays,

and even unravels at times. The whole plot, in fact, turns

out to be a kind of shaggy dog story, the kind of subject

that would work better as a 10 minute short subject.

Yet the film is still incredible. With a jeweler's preci-

sion, Parker establishes a hardboiled detective at-

mosphere and forces it to coexist with horror. It's amaz-

ing to watch.

Then there's Mickey Roxu-ke, the closest thing the 1980's

will ever come to Bogart. Saddled with the difficult job

of being the fulcrum in the shift from gritty to horrific

, he turns in a performance of wit, range and power. This

is the best thing he's ever done.

The plot of Angel Heart has already begun to evaporate

in my mind. It's form, dialogue, and style, however, will

stay with me for a while. I admit it, I'm a sucker for films

of this type, where the main character has lines like "You

watch the Mickey Mouse Club? Well, Today's Wednesday.

You know what that means —it's anything can happen

day."

Magical flutist

Mickey Rourke in Angel Hearts

ir * ¥t

By JIM COLE
Collegian Staff

"There's enough religion in the world to make men hate

each other, but not enough to make them love each other."

So says Cypher to Harry Angel. That line perfectly reflects

the mood created in Angel Heart.

The movie is an interesting blend of mystery, drama,

religion, voodoo, and horror. One of its' strongest points

is the photography. The 50's setting is incredibly convin-

cing, right down to the vintage cigarette pack that Angel

carries. The key element is visual, and as a result, the

plot takes a back seat.

But there's such a thing as overkill. I sometimes

wondered if the film was about window fans, chickens,

and blood, (lots of blood), instead of Angel's search for

Johnny Favorite. Occasionally the movie does give a few

good scares, mostly through Angel's heartbeat and Trevor

Jones' powerful, creepy score.

What also helps Angel Heart is the actors. Rourke con-

veys confidence, unease, even despair without effort.

DeNiro is cool and disquieting, but Lisa Bonet is too busy

showing off her body to be noted for her acting

As a whole, the film's not worth all the hoopla caused

by its brief X rating. Despite great acting and often strik-

ing images. Angel Heart is too slow and muddled for its

own good.

By LYNNE J. DEWHURST
Collegian Staff

Joanne Tanner, a professor of music at the University

of Massachusetts, was the featured performer in a facul-

ty recital Tuesday night in the Bezanson Recital Hall at

the Fine Arts Center.About 100 people were at Tuesday

night's performance, a rather low turnout considering the

program.

Accompanying Mrs. Tanner were Dorothy Ornest and

Peter Tanner at the pianos, Charles-David Lehrer on the

oboe, and soprano Paulina Stark. All are faculty members

of the music department at the University.

The recital opened with a sonata for flute and piano by

Dutch composer Willem Pijper, in which Mrs. Tanner's

great strength as a flautist was clear. The piece was an

interesting intermingling of the two instruments, with

incredibly prolonged notes on the flute supporting Mrs.

Tanner's assessment of the sonata as "rather difficult."

Next on the program was a three-piece grouping of

Roussel's "Deux Poemes de Ronsard, Op. 26," two Old

French poems set to music, and Ravel's "La Flute en-

chantee." Soprano Paulina Stark was emotional without

being maudlin, especially in the Ravel duet. Flute and

voice complemented each other evocatively.

Georges Enesco's "Cantabile et Presto" provided a live-

ly "lead me, follow me" duet for flute and piano, with

Peter Tanner's striking piano playing to enhance Mrs.

Tanner's interpretation of the music.

"Night Soliloquy" by American composer Kent Kennan
followed a brief intermission. What Mrs. Tanner aptly

described as "very ethereal" was a soothing, gentle piece

with particularly spooky piano and difficult flute.

The program closed with Antonio Salieri's "Concerto
in C for Flute and Oboe," adapted to accomodate the musi-

cians playing. The oboe played by Charles-David Lehrer
was striking in its versatility of sound, while Dorothy
Ornest and Mr. Tanner on piano lent an orchestral quality

to the quartet. Mrs. Tanner's performance was expert and
flawless, and entirely pleasurable, as it was throughout.

Mrs. Tanner is a native of New Hampshire and receiv-

ed a Bachelor of Music in Performance degree with distinc-

tion from the Eastman School of Music in Rochester, N.Y.,

and a Master of Music degree from Catholic University

in Washington, D.C.. She has been a UMass faculty

member for fourteen years.

ealiiig place
Help Us Celebrate Gar New Late Night Menu And Receive

10% OFF YOUR ORDER AFTER 10:00 PM
• excluding beer & wine •

Breakfast served anytime • Beer & Wine served 'til midnite

Positive Proof of ID Required Plenty of Parking

Sunday-Thursday 6 AM - 3 AM
FRIDAY & SATURDAY OPEN 24 HOURS
Campus Plaza-(Next to Stop & Shop) Rte. 9 Hadley, MA 256-6889

Employment Applications Being Taken Coupon Expires 4/9/87

Find out why "Bon Apetit" and

"Gourmet" Mogazines are

requesting our recipes ...

Discover why Sze's customers

drive from as far away as

Connecticut, Vermont, and

New Hampshire for a taste

of Sze 's award-winning gourmet

Chinese cuisine

Come Sample Our Sunday Brunch

$6.95 + tax. All You Can Eat!

or enjoy a quiet evening
at our new Piano Bar (Wed - Sat 7-11 PM)
50 Main Street, Northampton 586-5708

CHINESE
^CUISINE

I

Alpha Epsilon Pi Fraternity Presents: OOAJ :

f ^

Stn^
lit WITH

THE RAIN

DANCE PARTY
TuesdaY. March 1 7 • St Patrick's Day
8:00 PM • Student Union Ballroom

$7 In Advance - $8 At The Door
Tickets Available At The TIX Office in the Student Union

A Portion of tbc Proceeds Go To The American Cancer Society

Northampton

Bowl

/'\v

THURSDAY NIGHT

8:45 to Close

Bowl Every Other Game
FREE

WITH A COLLEGE I.D.

525 Pleasant St

Northampton 584-4830

Call For Reservation

y^r^ Round trip

Irom NEW YORK
starting at

LUXEIMBURG $358

LONDON 361

STTHOMAS 238

TEL AVIV
CARACAS
ATHENS
STOCKHOLM
HONGKONG
Also EURAIL PASSES INT L

STUDENT lO WORK/STUDY
ABROAD AYHCAROS. LOW
DOMESTIC FARES and
mwe'CALL lor

FREE Sludcnl Travel Catalog'

(4U1 256 1261

COUNCIL TRAVIL

AMHtRST

S83
293
493
413
764
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THE ADIRONDACK MUSIC ST. PATRICKS DAY EXTRAVAGANZA

STARTS TUESDAY MARCH 17 AND RUNS THROUGH
TUESDAY MARCH 31 FOR REAL SAVINGS OF THE GREEN!

CAR STEREO SPECTACULARS
SUPER SPECTACULAR LAST CHANCE

r^

L5R32 o
iaOf'-*i«ct

I
???^ -^

iBQQBBG D

10
ID
lao

AM/FM STEREO CASSETTE, HIGH POWER,
AUTO REVERSE, DOLBY, FADER AND BASS
AND TREBLE CONTROLS AN ORIGINAL
$379.95 VALUE WE BOUGHT ALL THE FAC-
TORY RECONDITIONED UNITS LEFT WITH
FULL NEW WARRANTY TO SELL FOR

JUST $99.95 SAVE ALMOST $300!!!!!

PANASONIC PERSONAL
PORTABLE SPECTACULAR

RF-H3 FM STEREO SOUNDBAND ...

JUST $39.95

RX1936 ... JUST $69.95

RXS28 ... JUST $99.95

RXC38 ... JUST $139.95

RXCW26 ... JUST $119.95

PANASONIC
PV1365
HQ, 28 Function wireless remote, cable ready,

2-week/4program digital clock timer, Forward Reverse
Omnisearch and Double Speed playback in SP, SLP
Modes, Stand by One Touch Recording,

PANASONIC SLNP 10 PORTABLE
COMPACT DISC PLAYER

COMPLETE WITH ALL ACCESSORIES
SUPER SAVINGS OF THE GREEN

PRICED AT $249.95

PANASONIC CQE280, HYPERTUNER AM/FM STEREO
CASSETTE WITH AUTO REPLAY AND FADER WITH COUSTIC
7992 6X9 COAXIALS INSTALLED IN MOST CARS FOR JUST
$199.95 (PLUS ANY EXTRA PARTS.NORMAL INSTALLATIONS
ONLY) SAVE NEARLY $150

SUPER SURROUND SOUND SPECTACULAR THE PANASONIC
CQE330 AM/FM STEREO CASSETTE WITH AUTO REVERSE,
SEPARATE BASS AND TREBLE CONTROLS, AND FADER WITH
COUSTIC 7992 AND EPI LS45 INSTALLED FOR JUST $299.95
(PLUS ANY EXTRA PARTS, NORMAL INSTALLATIONS ONLY)
SAVE NEARLY $200

SANYO 2250 VCR SUPER SPECIAL AT $289.95

SANYO VHR 1350 VCR SUPER PRICE BREAKTHROUGH
SPECIAL AT $329.95

SHARP VC6846 VCR HQ, WIRELESS REMOTE. SUPER
SPECIAL AT $269.95

PANASONIC 2670 R 26" COLOR MONITOR WITH REMOTE
ETC. SAVE OVER $300!!!!!!! JUST $599.95 WOW

SANYO 12C700 HIGH RESOLUTION COLOR MONITOR
WITH 500 LINES OF RESOLUTION, SAVE OVER $300
JUST $499.95

SHARP 195 LP ELECTRONICALLY TUNED 19" COLOR T.V.
WITH SAP PRICE BREAKTHROUGH OF A LIFETIME
$479.95 VALUE JUST $229.95

PANASONIC 1359R 13" COLOR REMOTE TV JUST $299.95

ONE OF A KIND SPECIALS DEMOS AND ETC

SHARP QC54 COLOR VIDEO CAMERA $600 ORIGINAL
VALUE $99.95

SHARP QC78 COLOR VIDEO CAMERA $1300 ORIGINAL
VALUE JUST $499.95

SHARP 5F5U VHS HIFI STEREO VCR $899.95 VALUE
JUST $399.95

SHARP 20" STEREO TV $799.95 VALUE JUST $399.95

TEAC D 525 C $AVE $349.95 VALUE JUST $179.95

NIKKO NR 750 TOP VALUE RECEIVER 50 W/CHANNEL 3
YEAR WARRANTY $379.95 VALUE JUST $249.95

EPI T/E70 TOP RATED TWO WAY SMALL BOOKSHELF
SPEAKERS BLEMISHED UNITS WITH FULL NEW WARRAN-
TY 1/2 PRICE JUST $99.95/PR

ADVENT SPEAKERS ALL ON SALE
THE ADVENT BABY JUST $89 each
THE ADVENT PRODIGY JUST $139.95 each
THE TOP RATED ADVENT LEGACY JUST $199.95 EACH

adirondack music
AMHERST

15 East Pleasant Street

253-3100

GREENFIELD
239 Main Street

772-6803
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$1.00 OFF ii $1.00 OFF ;
ANY LARGE PIZZA ! ! ANY LARGE PIZZA |

offer expires March 20. 1987
^f^^^ expires March 20, 1987

ANY LARGE PIZZA
one coupon per purchase

I

I

Collegian photo by Paul Fran/

PRAIRIE WALK-Becky Zumbreski, a freshman psychology major,

strolls through the 'Prairie Dance' exhibit in the University Gallery.

HflB
By MEREDITH GOTTESMAN
Collegian Staff

Tonight, the Iron Horse continues its Nu Wave Cafe

series (which started last night with rock and roll primal

screamer Barrence Whitfield and the Savages) with foun-

ding Velvet Underground member John Gale. The

Velvets have had a seminal influence on just about every

band in the new music vein, whether they know it or not.

After the departure of Cale, the band's driving force of

weirdness, they were never quite the same, and broke up

soon after. Cale hasn't played in this area in over two

years, so this rare appearance comes highly recommend-

ed. See him — he's very interesting, and he hasn't taken

off his sunglasses since 1969. Tickets are $8.00 and there

will be two shows, at 7 and 9pm.

Max Creek will be at Pearl Street tonight, and

rock/new wave band the Mortal Men will be at L'Oasis.

And should none of this appeal to you, Mel Torme will

be performing with George Shearing at the Fine Arts

Center Concert Hall. If a tuxedo could sing, they say, it

would sound like Mel Torme. (He also bears the distinc-

tion of being the performing artist who Judge Harry of

Night Court followed across America in pursuit of his

Kerouac-ian dream...whoopie).

On Friday, the Iron Horse will be putting on yet another

killer show, Jonathan Richman and the Modern
Lovers. Hopefully Jojo will be at his silly best. The show's

been moved to Pearl Street to accomodate a larger crowd,

and will start at 7pm sharp. Regular Friday night disco

will resume at 9:30. Steel drum band Steel Wave will be

at L'Oasis, and In the Flesh will play at Katina's both

Friday and Saturday night. And don't forget to celebrate

Friday the 13th properly at the Anti-Christ Rally. It will

start at noon on the steps of the Student Union and will

feature Free Press.

On Sunday, should you be smitten with a sudden urge

to drive to Worcester (Paris of the '80s, didn't you know?),

check out the Pretenders at the Centrum. They'll be

playing with one of my heroes of rock and roll — the bad

boy himself, Iggy Pop.

Bill Monroe and the Bluegrass Boys will be playing

at Pearl Street; doors open at 6pm and the show starts at 7.

Looking ahead at next week. Trial by Fire will be play-

ing at the Hatch on Tuesday, March 17, at 9pm. This post-

punk, surfabilly band appeared at the notorious Pat-Cave

on Saturday last; film at eleven.

Here's the scoop of the week: the Dead Milkmen are

coming to the area in April. Keep an eye on Livewire

every week for details.

CASH BAR
with ID in

Commonweath
Lounge
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson
Smithereens
By Sarah Smith

•She's lookin' good. Vern!"

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau
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Bat Brain By Bill Bearing
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A writing workshop for Black Affairs and Women's
Issues will be held at 7 p.m. Monday in the Campus
Center room 905-909 This counts toward staff status

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trudc Michel Jaffc

1 Coat with gotd

5 Robust
9 To — (wiltK>ut

•xcaption)

13 Gulf ot

Cambay's
locale

14 City in ftoutt>«m

Spam
15 House, in 14

Across
16 Double-talk

18 PU connectioo

19 In an impudent
mannef

20 Philippines

ptesideni

22 Open weave
fabric

23 Boston player

24 Word in a

photographer s

request

27 Restrained

30 Actoi Harrison

31 Blunder

33 Attack

34 Too bad*

36 Namesakes ol

a Roosevelt

38 Pari ot D C
39 Distant view

41 Printed works
43 Formerly called

44 Open areas

46 New York

player

48 Came to a halt

49 Rio|a

50 Mideast country

52 Citrus truit

56 Arabs outer

garments
57 Magnify

59 — the ani.

thou sluggard

Prov

60 Quotes
61 steep as tea

62 Noticed

63 Forest tools

64 Edible tubers

DOWN
1 Attire

2 Danube
tributary

3 Entertainer

Minnelli

4 Overpower witti

brilliance

5 Linie Iodine'

cartoonist

6 Forever and —
7 Nickname of a

superstar

8 Heavyweight
champ Chartes

9 Obtained
10 Steeping in a

savory sauce
11 Soc
12 Treaty org

14 Preservers

17 The attorney

general

21 Inq into

23 Cleansing agent

24 Long lor

25 Spiral

26 Annoy
extremely

27 Behavioral

customs

28 We re off —
the wizard

29 Join

32 Classified

35 Continues on
the same tack

37 Orchestral

section

40 TirT>e — nan

42 Ean. the lockey

45 New York

rir>ger lake

47 In close
proximity

49 Salaries

50 Sprees
51 Woodwind
52 Deck officer

53 — avis

54 Particular

55 Television

feature

S> First cen year

Rom

i
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

TTp

ML

' PL > VMWE AP
AMC P EMTR I E

nnililMwO R M
ODE sHb A S SET
unaa aaaa

oficHi ana

Lunch

Cavatelli Supreme
Hot Corned Beef on Rye

Dinner

Roast Turkey/
Bread Dressing

Ham and Cheese

Flourentine

Menu
Basics Lunch

Seafood Crabrheaf Roll

Hungarian Noodle Bake

Basics Dinner

Roast Turkey/
Bread Dressing

Cheese Spinach Strudel

Weather
Today variable cloudiness, high near 40, chance of

flurries.

Tonight more flurries, 25-30

T'omorrow sunny, high in low 40s

Today's Staff
Night Editor Siobhan Mastcrson

Copy Editor Sheryl Jean

Layout Technician Tori Arpad

Photo Technician Paul Franz

Production Supervisor Michelle Eichelman

Production:...Beth Drew. George Francy. Maura

McHugh. and Joe the driver

Executive Board -- Spring of 1987

KEUY SIEGER
Miter In Cblcf

HAVCY KLINGESEl
HaiMflBg Editor

PHIL SERAFINO
BdlterUI Editor

STEVE RUBIH
BaslMst Maaagtr

ANSEL ZIHTER
ProdBCtloa Maaafcr

Basiness Board — Spring of 1987

STEVE KUBtN
BaslacM ll«a«gcr

PATRICE LAWSKY
Markatlag Uaaagcr

PAUL H. LESSER
AdvtrtUlag S«I«t IUiMg«r

CRAIG HAUCLE
CIrcalatiea Maaagtr

VANESSA ROTH
Flaaoct Manager

KAREN HOLLAHD
Sobacrlptloo Maaagar
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Improvised jazz

very inspired
Art Ensemble of Chicago at the Iron Horse Cafe

Monday March 9

By TIM KEEFE
Collegian Correspondent

"Music of the future' was what one of the bandmembers

called his music at the closing of the evening. This refer-

ral was not a bit of showmanship but it was the truth.

The Art Ensemble of Chicago had indeed captivated its

audience with its strikingly original and diversified music

of the future. This coupled with the intimacy of the Iron

Horse Cafe produced for the audience an evening of jazz

not to be soon forgotten.

I sat at a distance of about five feet from the bass

percussion player and from this vantage point I was suck-

ed into the realm of the music. From the start when the

five musicians walked out to the stage (three in face pamt

and African dress, one in a doctors white coat), the au-

dience was held by the power of the music for the entire-

ty of the show.

They opened with a hypnotic, rythmic percussion piece

that at times made me think of Brian Eno. This transform-

ed into a more traditional jazz piece (when I say traditional

here I mean they used traditional instruments). All the

members of the band during this piece followed what

seemed like like a loose format while also exploring dif-

ferent pathways within the format. Sort of a musical con-

nect the dots. ^

This went on for about forty minutes with the crescen-

do being a stretch of over five minutes of pure,

unadulterated instrumental "noise", which fit the piece

like a glove. At the end of this the ensemble broke out

into a few other pieces all of which left their audience twit

ching in ecstasy from the music.

What really impressed me above all else was the diver-

sity and ingenuity of the music. Playing a unbeleivably

wide variety of instruments ranging from the traditional

clarinet and alto sax, to untraditional magaphone and

miniature gong, these five skilled musicians were able to

weave a tapestry of sound that gave true meaning to the

slogan on the wall of the Iron Horse, "Music alone shall

Live".

TRICO
99i^Sni

VENDORS

BREAK INTO . . .

100 % Cotton
Tank Dress By Bowman

Black or Creme

$26.00

MODRIAN
THE CARRIAGE SHOPS - AMHERST

WIN A
$5000

SCHOLARSHIP

LAST WEEKS TO REGISTER!

LISTEN TO 99.3 FOR DETAILS 4
•1

ABILITIES UNLIMITED PRESENTS

IJASia:TIJAI.I.° wHi:m.«s

Ir

THE WESTERN MASS
MEAN MACHINE MEETS
THE UMASS COACHES

"ALL ON WHEELS "

MARCH 12, 1987
8:00rm.

CURRY HICKS CAGE
UMASS

ADVANCED TICKETS $ 2.00 AT

:

TICKETS UNLIMITED - STUDENT UNION BUILDING
BANGS COMMUNITY CENTER - AMHERST ^ -^ -__,,_
FOR THE RECORD - AMHERST $ 2.50 AT THE
MAIN MUSIC - SPRINGFIELD T\r\r\D
MAINSTREET RECORDS- NORTHAMPTON UUUK
^a2uTIES UNlImiT^2°SP^ECIaI'aCTIv1ti^^ fund - TRAVENOL - continuing care associates- phi beta SIGMA -STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOC.
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ir basketball
continued fron, paffc 1

. . a conscious raising event to take away some of the

stereotypes that society has placed on people with

disabilities."

The team is a collection of people from around Western
Massachusetts with disabilities. Two members of the

Mean Machine are students from the University. Team
members donate their services to Abilities Unlimited,

Woodbury said.

"The team is really looking forward to it," Paul Win-

ske, a member of the team, said. "We're registered with

the National Wheelchair Basketball Association, We re-

ly on private funding."

The team's season just ended, and now they play exhibi-

tion games like the one tonight for promotion, Winske

said.

Mark Henderson, a UMass member of the team, has

been playing wheelchair basketball for two years. He said

he felt it would be a good opportunity for other people with

disabilities to get involved with wheelchair sports, such

as track, football, soccer, tennis and even scuba diving.

Winske said it was his first year on the team. He said

he felt they would beat the coaches because they don't

have the experience of handling a wheelchair.

• Tar Heels
continued from page 16

UNLV had 94 and 70,

respectively.

An example of the pari-

ty in this year's tourna-

ment is that 36 of the 64

teams were mentioned to

make at least the Final

Four.

The contest remains

open until noon today, as

the opening taps of the

first games are at 12:07,

and we don't want anyone
trying to cheat. So, keep

those votes rolling in. Drop
them off at either the box

in the window of the Col-

legian business office, or in

the mailbox of the co-sports

editors, located in the

newsroom.

Summer at

Brandeis University
Session I—June 8 to July 10

Session II—July 13 to August 14

l.ihcral .\rls

Prcmcdical Scicncet

C^ompuier Science

Theatre Arts

Near Katlcm and

Judaic Studies

l-orcign Languages

(^otlufnc Kield Research

in England
Archaeological Field

Research in Israel

Victorian Literary Tour

of England

Small Classes taught by Brandeis Faculty

Inrormaiion, catalog and application

Brandeis University Summer School

Waltham, MA 02254

617-736-3424

Fine Paper and Stationer

COMPUTER PAPER
DISKETTES AND DISKETTE FILES

GREAT PRICES!!

253-2840 45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst, MA

ACTIVITIES 'AUDIO
AUTO FOR SALE •CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT • FOR RENT

FOR SALE • FOUND
HELP WANTED 'LOST

CLASSIFIED
INSTRUCTION • MOTORCYLCLES
PERSONALS 'RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED 'SERVICES
ROOMATE WANTED 'TRAVEL

WANTED 'SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI - 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION

ACTIVITIU (MAD TICKirt

RACK-A-OISC enlerlamment needs 15

DJ's lighting operators and roadies No
experience required 549-7144

piness together* Love. Pam

ACTIVITY OF THE year! If you know any
men who wouk) kx)k great in a calendar (or

UMass or are one yoorseM call 546- 1 1 71 for

information!

THE LESBIAN UNION is sponsoring a
womyn's dance al 616 in South HadTey!
8PM March 15th Tickets available at door!

WORCHESTER APRIL 2-3^. Must trade

my Thursday tickets for Friday and/or

Saturday Dan 549-5316

INTIITAINMiNT

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT. TOUR bus
drivers needed Exceptional pay Class 2

and DPU helpful but will train Apply early

Martha's Vineyard Sightseeing. Box 1086.

Oak Bluffs, Ma 02557 617-693-4681

KEN, YOU DON'T know me but I hope we
can talk at the next Zeta Psi party.-K

• CASH IN ADVANCE. 15«/W0RD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

human human' You better not torgel your call Luv Tours 549-6782 or 4549-0547

friends next year' Thank you for everything'

Love, Lex LAST CALL DAYTONA $199 U-drive S99
on the sirip/oceanfroni call now 256- 1 227

THE UNIVERSITY OF Massachusetts In-

temalion Devekjpment Associatk>n will not

meet this week because of lacd of room
Next week Thurs 19 interested individuals

should consult Collegian FYI for lime and
place.

LESBIAN BISEXUAL GAY Alliance col-

tee/social hou' every Friday 3 00-5 30 in

Campus Center check schedule by
elevators for room no Everybody welcomel

WSYL STAFF MEETING tonight, 7PM.
Campus Center 165 Tune us in at 105 1

FM'

FREE MOVIE AT the Newman Center:

Jagged Edge" Friday March I3th in the
front lounge at 7:00PM All are welcome!

- MOONLIGHTING •

New England's Premiere DJ Service

Top DJ's-Lowest Prices

Give Us A Call 253-3133

BANDS WANTEO^FOR Central Area
Spring Fling. All types of bands welcome.
Call 545-2060 or 546-9311 for details

FOI A 900D TIMI CALL

RACK-A-OISC Entertainment Agency Disc

jockies. lights, rentals, and mobile video

dances! 549-7144

KM BINT

TWO ROOMS, JUNE first, busroute.

215 00 inclusive. Kris/Sara 256-0048

ATTENTION! ANYONE INTERESTED in

WSUR Southwest Underground Radio be
al meeting in the SWAG office in Hampden
on Thurs. March 12 at 9PM

FOR SALf

COPY CAT PRINT shop is now hiring

counter help You will t>e trained on copy-

ing and binding equipment Apply in per-

son 228 Triangle Street Amherst 549-3840

MAY TO OCTOBER work in Rockport.

Mass Country Inn scheduling interviews lor

waitstaff and groundstaff Must be available

until mid-October Seaward inn (617)

546-3471

WOULDN'T YOU RATHER spend spring

break relaxing than looking for a summer
|0b? Get a summer )ob now' Those who
qualify earn $3.00O-$4.0OO. travel, get

hands on expenence. have fun. and work

with 3.000 college students across the

country Limited positions. Call now
2560866

COOKS7PREPCOOKS POSTffONS
available PT&FT breakfast and lunch great

pay great working conditions Apply

6 30AM-4 00PM at Sylvesters Restaurant

111 Pleasant St Northampton

A.I.T. "Where the fat. drunk, and stupid are

lat. drunk, and stupid'" The token
cartoonist

GERRY, THANK-YOU darling lor a
wonderlul weekend, your company is

always enjoyed! Love, your favorite

sister-in-law

SIOMA tlOMA IIOMA

ATTENTION ALL UNIVERSITY women
Open rush at Sigma Sigma Sorority this

week Just give us a call at 545-0046

TO ALL UMASS women, this is to an-

nounce the demise of Guides "Hay" days,

he is now busy cuddling with his new lour>d

love, Guido IS gone, he is whipped-Oh no!

What a ' !' Hypocntt

SPANISH TUTOniM * TBANtlATKMI

GRAMMAR, CONVERSATlbN, PRONUN-
CIATION. Short stories. 256-1002

SPRINO FLIN«

LAST CHANCE TO make the right move'!!'

Lauderdale $129 special flight rate of $184
Nassau. Bahamas $349 still have most
openings'" Make reservations by Friday

3/13 Dave 546-6709

LASTCALL DAYTONA $199~U-drive $99
on the sirip/oceanfront call now 256-6227

TYPINO SIRVICI

BETH IN SIGMA Kappa we talked and
danced Sal nite at WPI if interested call me
please! Ken

TO S.L. my big brother- you're the brother

I've always wanted your I'll sis (GrrrI)

HELP WITH SPRING Fling' Come to Cen-
tral Area Government meetings at 8:00 on
Tuesdays.

SPROUT

QUAUTV TYPING. PAPERS, letters,

resumes, etc Meticulous proofreading

Editing available. New IBM typewriter call

549-0367

vity

M.B. GERDING: have a nice day!

THE UMASS BYCYCLE RACING Club is

actively seeking new members, anyone in-

terested call 546-6075, or 546-6306
Everyone is welcome.

EVENING OF PEACE and song m the

Bluewall featuring "Collective Vision" and
thirty activities from Denmark April 4. Call

545-2661

AN INIXPINSIVf SPRINO BREAK

DO YOU WANT to go to the Bahamas.
Jamaica, or Ft Lauderdale? We have com-

plete trips to the Bahamas starting from

349, complete Jamaica trip for 389. and
complete Ft. Lauderdale thp 129 bus or 319

air fare These prices all include transpor-

laion and hotel. You will not find a cheaper

deal with anyone else For information call

Mike or Rick at 549-5401 Space is limited

AUTO FOR SALE

1965 FORD FALCON a cream puff

256-6920

CRATE AMP MUST sell! Call Shawn
546-9030

BLACK LEATHER JACKET new for sale

275 or BO 546-1212

1973 VOLVO EXCELLENT condition

665-7795

75 PLYMOUTH DUSTER no rust new paint

runs great $350 or best offers 549-4770

BUY AN APPLE IIC w/modem and soft-

ware for $500 call Scott 253-3993

FULL SIZE BOX spring Best offer Call

Scott at 549-5772

RAYBAN VUARNET SUNGLASSES great

for spring break discounted prices Bill

584-1889

TV FOR SALE 13" diag color TV Phiico

$50 or BO 546-6371 David

WINDSURFER CLASSIC. S color sail 2

Clagg«rt>oards Excellent conditkjn. Forget

Florida $425 Great conversation piece

RAYBAN, HEAD SUNGLASSES $32-40

Marc 546-5384

APPLE IIC COLOR monitor, imagewriter II

Pnnter, 2nd disk drive, soBware, etc. $1500
can 253-1324

MEN'S LARGE PARWAY wetsuit. Farmer-

John and vest Eric at 549-6066

PART-TIME POLITICS. Clean water Action

is paying $5/hr lor environmental activists

Gain PR. communication and campaign
management skills. Work evenings 5-10

Great location in Amfierst call between 10-5

al 549-7450

HCYYOUI

THORN OF ROSES, treacherous twauty
wich pierces ifie flesh' Yes, we make a

good pair Want a list of ten ways in which
you're awesome? Ask a doll

HEY PEAPOD IN public? No way! Thanks
for last weekend What happens on the

beach? By the Dam? Love the little turd

SEE MONTY PYTHONS ^The Meaning of

Life" Tuesday March 1 7 in SBA 120 sfiows

at 5.7,9,& 1 1 . $1 50 for the first show and
$2 00 thereafter

LOOKING FOR STORIES on anything from

nutritional findings and facts, to poems and
recipes "Vou don't have to be a writer, or

even look like one! Help support those who
frequent Earlhtoods and People's Market,

and those who are concerned with

cooperative student businesses Sprout is

a new newsletter, and is open to any funky

Ideas and slories you may have. Double
spaced and typed, drop off in EDO office,

address to Jen K. THANKS!

$T. JUDI

TO MY VERY, very lover you know how
much you mean to me I love you. Ravioli

WANTID

LOCAL BANDS WANTED Eastside con-

certs Battle of the Bands on Feb 28 Con-
tact Bruce or David 549-4160

AUSTRALIAN STUDENT WANTS to buy
downhill ski boots Size 10 ph 546-9166

DESPERATE FOR DEAD tickets, Wor-
chester April 3,4 Call 586-9645

OUR BAND NEEDS a bass player and/or

vocalist Must have good altitude If in-

terested call Bruce at 6-9610 or Rich or

Gene at 6-6408

JAMAICA

TRIP 4 SALE 2 pers $573 each spring

break Nigrill 7 days-7 nights call 546-4393

MOTORCYCLES

SHELZY-HAPPY 22NO you've come a

long way' 33 days since OS (R.M.!) Love
ya! Jerm, Ween & Riz

PROFE$SIONAL TYPINO SERVICE

THANK YOU AGAINI Seldom do your

prayers go unanswered I am very grateful

STUDENT ADMISSIONS
REPRESENTATIVE

CASES, PAPERS, DISSERTATIONS,
theses; fast, accurate, dependable, on-

campus, reasonable 584-7924, Nancy

1980 HONDA C8750 black, fast, depen-

dable, call Tony 256-1419 $650

PERSONALS

PROHSSIONAL TYPINO AND EDITINO

• speedy" keys' -DISSEHTATiONS.
resumes, papers 256-1002

RIDE WANTED

JUNIORS S SENIORS- share your en-

thusiasm for the University while develop-

ing public relations, marketing, interper-

sonal, and counseling skills "The Admis-

sions Office IS looking lor dynamic and ar

ticulate interns and volunteers to promote
the University to prospective students

Academic credit available Applications in

Admissions Office, 255 Whitmore, until

March 4

SUBLET

HELPI DESPERATELY NEED Huey Lewis

ticket for April 25 in Worchester call Anne
586-2632

WANTED FEMALE DRUMMER, bass
player, lead guitarist and keyboard player

please call 549-4448 or 253-1430 for

audition

WANTED TO RENT

SIM REWARD FOR finding Brandywine
lease Donna/Tina 546-9027

BOSTON-HOUSTON TICKETS 1 70 round

trip Mario 6-5441 Nick 6-5437

76 BUICK CENTURY runs great, real fast,

$450 or BO 546-5419

82 SUBARU BRAT. Excellent shape 2.600

549-7529

LADIES SKI BOOTS size SV: like new
Kestinger K-D $75 or best offer call Amy
days 8 30-3 30 545-1376. eves 4 30-8 30
1-283-3050

RESUME TYPESETTING SERVICE
Have your resume professionally typeset.

The best quality type, not a word processor.

Sixteen different type styles to choose from

Takes only 3 days costs $25 and any

changes I'll do lor FREE Come down to the

Collegian Graphics Office (113 Campus
Center) and speak to Peter Soderberg

ONE WAY RIDE needed to Binghamplon

NY or nearby areas for spring break call

Unda 256-6334

ROOM AVAILABLE

1975 CHEVY MALIBU wag runs well new
ban good tires AC or BO Cindy 665-8952

VAN 78 FORD great condition, customi.^-

ed for travel $2,800 BO 253-21 19 6-10PM

3 FUN LOVING gonllas. we sing, dance
and play musical instruments For Bir

thdays or anything else, call 546-9152

8561 7654

ONE SILVER REED tyrewriter very basic,

electric nothing fancy in good condition call

Melanie 256-0388 after 10PM

FOUND

MEET NEW PEOPLEI Get great ex

perience' Come write for New England's

largest college daily The Collegian is m 1 13

Campus Center, right behind the T V
Come down and check us out!

ONE QUARTER OF a mile from campus,
on bus route, male or female Apartment
equipped with sauna, wood burning stove,

skylight in bedroom Call Brian or Chris
after 5 256-1041. $270 a month, plus
utilities (Minor)

REWARD S400. 2 bedroom apartment in

Nonhwood apts lake over lease now
through August 31 Rent $415 00. hot water

included Please call 665-3078 9PM- 1 1PM

TRAVEL

MATURE UNDERGRADUATE SEEKING
off<ampus room, for tfie fail Must tie quiet

Call 546-7057 alter 11PM or leave
message.

UMASS STUDENT LOOKING for room to

rent near campus during spring break 9-21

to 9-29 Call Mary at 546-1 151 Keep trying

WANT TO TAKE over lease for apt or

house June 1st close to campus Call

6-5114 or 5110 Amy. Kara or Sue

SPRING FLING/DAYTONA UMass parly

bus fiean ol the stnp/Ocean front $99 group
we drive $199/ we will beat any price group
rates call now 256-6227

ROOM IN NEW house Call Dale 253-9949
between 5 30-6 30

$325 REWARD - to lake over lease in one
bedroom apartment at Cliffside. Call
665-8893

ROOMMATE WANTID

1976 VWRABBIT NEEDS bodywork S300
Heidi 253-7418

ATTINTION BRANDYWINE $ENIOR$

WE WANT YOUR apt for la" reward ol-

lered call 549-4073

CLOSET SALE

FULL LENGTH RACOON skin coal m
good condition $200 00 NCR cash

register, needs only minor repair lor lull

operation or |usl a conversation piece

$50 00 Resignol skis, marker bindings and

caber boots Great package lor someone
who wants to learn without major invest-

me 11 $80.00 Call Ansa) 256-«182

COME HOME TO YOUR FUTURE

CO-OP COMES TO you' Come to a co-op

into ession m a residential hall near you

Tonight Kennedy 5th floor al 6 30 Your

future starts here*

RED RIMMED GLASSES outside Bartlelt

Had 3/9 AM

LOST

LOST GOLD HERRINGBONE braclet very

sentimental' H lound please call 6-9752

large reward

LOST; SILVER BRACELET Sunday March

8 between Southwest and Bluewaii ol you

found It please call me' 546-9206 or

5450844 and leave message lor Rose

REWARD $50 FOR ID lost ai PUB Susan

Mazzarrella call 546-5050

HELPI LOST MV tape recorder at Banlelt

Auditorium on 3/4/87 Class Bio lOOB

reward no questions asked 549-7740

FREE CASH

NEED MONEY FOR spring break? I need

your baseball cards' Please help Call Mike

549-0333

HELP WANTED

SKI, SKI . SKI
5 College trips' Day trips

night trips, to Berkshire East

Rates start at $9 for lifts

and Iransporlalion for night ski

Rentals and lessions also avail

Bus leaves UMass & colleges
Registration deadline Mon Feb 2

For more mlo call

549-4600 x328

DORM STUDENTS: EXCITING young
company looking lor energetic dorm
students to earn extra cash Job pays im

mediately upon completion Fringe tjeneiits

and perlfs very common Call now
617 938-8839 617 935 1414

JEFF AND LUIS: thanks lot a great time

lei s go do II again— are we Jam Sisters

now''''''

SOFT CONTACT LENSES most daily

wear lenses $18 00 to $48 00 lowest prices

on Contact lens solutions heat units $12 95
Amherst Optical Shoppe 413-253-5412

413256-6403

GINA. ONLY two more daysuntlTieiwi
together I love you! Dave

VERY LARGE ROOM in rural home near
bus stop No pets Suitable for studio or of-

fice and bedroom 256-6677

LOS ANGELES ROUND trip llckel from
4/14-4/21 $198 call 256-8378 Bndgette

SPRING BREAK TO Florida slartinq al $99

PUFFTON VILLAGE: NO nerds' Add your

name to lease and move m or sublet lor just

summerlsub $100 mo per ) One or two
people- Mike 549-4883

ROOMMATE TO SHARE an apartment in

Soulhwood il interested call Kim at

256-6941

TWO LARGE ROOMS available now' Bus
stops m Iron!, walk lo sore and laundry
Responsible non-smoker $140 + Belcher
town 323-5120

ONE OR TWO non smoking iemale room
mates wanted lo share large bdrm in 3
bdrm apt in Puffton Starting June Isl

Prefer senior undergraduate or graduate
student Call Laune alter BPM 549-7773

NEW 2BR APARTMENT Belchertown.
share with female grad 240plus 265 1410.

Janet, evenings

SERVICES

TUTORING, SUBSTITUTE TEACHING m
business management, marketing,
finance, investment & microcomputers $7
per hour Neg 536-5006 leave message

REWARD S25 DP Dough sign no questions

256 1616

MARCIA MAKOWIECKi S^oger SaiS:
congratulations on your engagement oh
March 6, 1967' I wish you a lifetime of hao-

TYPINQ. TAPE TRANSCRIPTION. Fast

accurate 665-7652

SMELLY ARE YOU 2St

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO the sfrangMt
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SPORTS

NCAA's a risky venture: staff says its UNC
•^

. 11 . *,. 1;„ TU^ fine tViintr in ht^fn in r'an hpHt them t uice. anvoiiL'

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian StatT

Editor's ni>tf: Proving once

again fhiit jnurnnlists arc

lousy matfwniaticians, it

u'ci.^ pointed out to the sfHjrfs

staffthat the punt system ex-

prrssi'd in Tuesday s Col-

legian wan incorrect. Instead

of 201 total points possible.

the number is actnallx 121.

No points (ire (III (irdctt fur

nuiking the tournonu-nt us

the iingnuil tutnl dlloieed

for. Despite the niinihers tun-

fiisii'ii. scoring ivtil not be a

concern. If ictll be accurate

and exact.

The NCAA National
Basketball Tournament is

upon us and. as sponsors of

tht' tournament, members

of the Ciilhguin sports staff

put their heads together and

have endorsed the North

Carolina Tar Heels to win

the national crown.

Unfortunately, that's

about all the staff could

really agi'ee upon because

one thing it did discover is

that no amount of strategy

will steer anyone to predic

ting a correct tournament.

With absurd upsets an an-

nual happening in the tour-

nament, it's pointless for

anyone to expect to hit

anything on the nose. A se-

cond thing the stalT realized

is that trying to predict

upsets is even more foolish.

But who the hell knows.
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After a heated, two-hour meeting in the Hatch on Tuesday night, the sports staff came to a con-

sensus and endorsed North Carolina for the NCAA National Championship. But that's about all

the staff could agree upon.

Minutewomen are
starting to produce
By STEVE RICHARDS
Collegian Staff

In terms of won-lost record, the University of

Massachusetts women's gymnastics team appears to be

having a Dr. Jeckyl and Ms. Hyde type of season. But the

nicer side of the beast is coming out at the right time.

The Minutewomen got off to a ghoulish 1-5 start and

although the team was making improvements according

to coach Chuck Shiebler, its record did not show it.

But then the ugly scoreboard monster transformed in-

to a beauty.

UMass put itself on the road toward respectability with

a solid victory over Springfield College at home Feb. 11

and has stayed on the path ever since.

In its next meet, the team dropped a narrow decision

on the road against the University of New Hampshire.

But UNH has a tradition of beating anyone who gets in

its way and is one of the top teams in the region. To

Shiebler and the team, staying close was a moral victory.

Since the loss Xo the Wildcats, the women gymnasts have

looked like Miss Americas They have won four in a row,

including their latest, a 173 40184,30 trouncing of

Rutgers University at Boyden Satuidav Thi' hig point

total was the highest in Shiebler's three vtM

and e^e^ed the team's record at 6-6.

The one thing to keep in

mind is that anyone can win

the tournament and the con-

test. The odds, aside from

picking the eventual winner

which is hard enough, are

probably similar to the

Megabucks odds.

Still, the staff came up

with game-by-game picks.

Don't be too shocked by

some of the picks, though,

because staffer Roger Chap-

man had a lot to do with

them — and keep Linda

Delivorias and co-editor

Matt Gerke out of ridicule

because the two did not

vote. Each had prior

engagements when voting

was held.

National Champion:
North Carolina with talent

to spare.

Final Four: Iowa, Illinois,

Temple (seriously? Team
chemistry and discipline is

crucial during the tourna-

ment) and the Tar Heels.

Regional finalists: Along

with the Final Four will be

Kansas (on the road?
Hmmmm), Virginia, In-

diana (popular with Steve

Richards), and Purdue.

Regional semi-finalists:

Along with the regional

champs will be Kansas St..

Oklahoma, Ohio St. (that's

right, NOT Georgetown in a

MAJOR upset), Alabama
(which may even go farther),

Missouri (Chapman's
darkhorse), DePaul, Notre
Dame and Syracuse (who ac-

tually let up in front of the

Carrier Dome crowd).

Second-rounders:
Managing one victory in the

tournament will be UNLV
(lots of talent, but a

remarkably easy regular

season schedule), Central

Michigan (over UCLA), Pitt

(my team), Arizona.
Georgetown (if Seton Hall

can beat them tu ice, anyone

can knock them out of the

tournament), Clemson, New
Orleans, San Diego (who

over Auburn?), Duke.
Wichita St., LSU. Michigan
(over Navy). TCU, NC St..

and Western Kentucky
(over West Virginia).

Students also

give UNC nod
Through yesterday after-

noon, the consensus of en-

tries received in the Of-

ficial Collegian Sports
Staff NCAA Tournament
Basketball Pool had the

North Carolina Tar Heels

holding a comfortable edge

over all other entries for

the national
championship.
The Tar Heels were nam-

ed on 47 of the 160 ballots

received thus far, followed

by the University of

Nevada-Las Vegas, with

35, and Georgetown, with

32.

Also receiving champion-

ship mention were Indiana

(seven), Syracuse and
DePaul (four each),

Alabama (three), Temple,
North Carolina State, Pur-

due and Illinois (two), and
Kansas, Pittsburgh, Ohio
State, Clemson, Virginia

and Notre Dame (one

apiece).

North Carolina,
Georgetown and UNLV
were clearly the dominant
teams in the derby, ill

named Georgetown to

make at least the Final

Four, with 56 picking

them to reach the cham-
pionship game. 101 had
No. Carolina in the Final

Four, with 66 in the cham-
pionship game, while

continued an page 15
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Students stage walkout
at faculty, staff meeting

Collrinan pholo by Bvrne CuarnoHa

Chancellor of the Board of Regents of Higher Education Franklyn G.

Jenifer praises Gov. Dukakis' new capital outlay plan yesterday in

Memorial Hall.

Body of missing student found
near Orchard Hill observatory

Bv MARION TINSLEY
Collegian Staff

About 50 members of the Third World

Caucus and the Radical Student Union

staged a walkout at a faculty and staff

meeting yesterday in protest of what they

believe to be a slow response to a list of

their demands.
Alyce Sims, a member ofthe Caucus, said

"We want to let [Chancellor Joseph D] Duf-

fey know that we intend to make him res-

pond to the original plans of the Hurst

report. We were not invited to the

meeting...we are here as a silent protest so

that DufTey will speed up the process."

At an informal meeting with the Caucus

and the RSU. Chancellor of the Board of

Regents of Higher Education Franklyn G.

Jenifer said that he was saddened by the

racial incident of Oct. 27, 1986 in the

Southwest Residential Area.

"I plan to have a son come here and I

By ELLEN M. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts student
missing since December 13. 1986 was
found dead at 4:17 p.m. Wednesday,
University of Massachusetts police said.

Marshall A. Blake, a 22-year-old com-
munications major due to graduate last

fall, was found by an Amherst woman
walking her dog near the observatory on
Orchard Hill, police said.

An autopsy done by Dr. Thomas D.

Smith, an associate medical examiner at

Springfield Municipal Hospital, showed
that Blake's death was "self inflicted." The
report did not specify how.
Sources said Blake tried to kill himself

by slitting his WTists first, and then he slit

his throat.

Blake had to be identified by his dental

records because his body was badly
decomposed.
Evidence found in December by Amherst

police brought about an unsuccessful four-

day search by state and local authorities

in the wooded area behind Blake's Swiss

Village apartment.
Police searched an area of approximate-

ly one .square mile but found no trace of

Blake on the paths or in a small pond in

the center of the wooded eirea.

Blake was last seen on Dec. 8 and his

family believed that he just went away to

collect himself because of the pressure of

his impending graduation.

Blake's sister Natalie did not rule out the

possibility of suicide during the December
investigation . She said her brother was
having a "rough time" in school.

Blake was described by roommates as a

student who had little trouble with his

classes, and police said he was "very

religious" and belonged a faith that does

not condone suicide.

Blake is survived by his parents, who are

high school teachers on St. Vincent island

in the West Indies, his si.ster Natalie Blake

of Northfield, and his brother Alexander

Blake of Brattleboro. Vt.

By PHIL SERAFINO
Collegian Staff

In an effort to implement recommenda-

tions by Judge Frederick Hurst following

a racial incident last semester, the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts yesterday retained

an outside consultant to review the depart-

ment of Public Safety's policies and
procedures.

Saul L. Chafin, director of Police and
Security at Vanderbilt University, and

former director of Public Safety at the

University of Massachusetts, will probably

begin his review Tuesday or Wednesday,

said university spokesperson Jeanne

Hopkins Stover.

Chafin will study the department's

organizational structures, staffing, person-

nel, operating policies and training pro-

grams, and report directly to Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis

Madson.
"Saul Chafin is highly regarded as a

public safety administrator and his

familiarity with our campus will make him

especially effective in reviewing current

operations," said Madson in a press release.

"I'm not sure that there are any specific

guidelines .set up about what he [Chafinl

can and cant do (in his studyl," Hopkins

Stover said.

She said Chafin will be talking with peo-

ple at Public Safety, be will be working out

of the office of the Vice Chancellor for Stu-

dent Affairs.

"He has a sense of the operation [at

Public Safety]; there are still people there

who know him," she said. Hopkins Stover

said no definite time length has been

established for the study, but she said he

would report to Madson after a few days.

"We'll probably have to wait until he gets

started to see how it works out," she said.

The report by Judge Frederick Hurst,

released Feb. 5, studied a brawl on Oct. 27

in the Southwest Residential Area. Hurst

called the incident, in which a black stu-

dent was beaten unconscious, "predictable,

preventable, and primarily racially

motivated."

"The missed opportunities for security

police to prevent and/or control the events

of that evening were many," Hurst wrote.

He recommended a revision of security pro-

cedures, which he said should be ".
. .plac-

ed in the hands of someone who
understands the magnitude and gravity of

the problems addressed in this report."

Hopkins Stover said Chafin's appoint

ment was in the general spirit of these

recommendations.
Chafin served as associate director of

Public Safety, and later director, at the

University from 1972 through 1978.

don't want the same thing to happen to

him," he said. "I am just as concerned as

you are about this incident, and I want

something done about it."

Jenifer said that he was impressed with

the amount of work that has already been

accomplished.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey called in

Frederick A. Hurst of the Massachusetts

Commission Against Discrimination to in-

vestigate the post-World Series brawl, after

which 10 students were treated for injuries

at University Health Services. In his report

Hurst called the incident "predictable,

preventable and primarily racially

motivated.
"

Jenifer said that UMass i^^ ,i i.ros- -section

of our society and that we should not ex-

pect the campus to be any less racist than

the outside world.

"We need to rid ourself of those type of

people who paticipated in that incident.

Ciintinunl on pagv •''

Public Safety review set
Former director to look over department

< ollrgian pholo by Hyrnr l.uamotin

RATS! - Animal Science major Stacey Barlow takes her pet rats

for a walk outside yesterday.
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Federal iudge dismisses North's suit over prosecutor
JL \-/Vl.V/A CAA J'*^-*0^-' 'i^*k-F*»-.-.^-F.^

he was appointed by a three-judge U'dtral

«« • • 99 of bv the president or other executi'. Ilia

"The plaintiff has not suffered an injury...
la:-.

WASHINGTON (AP) - A federal judge yesterday

dismissed a suit by Lt. Col. Oliver North that sought to

stop an independent counsel's investigation of his central

role in the Iran-Contra afTair.

U.S. District Judge Harrington D. Parker said North's

contention that the office of independent counsel is un-

constitutional was premature.

"The plaintiff has not suffered an injury of sufficient

keenness to warrant the court's inti rcos.sion." Parker said.

"For that reason, the court finds that plaintiffs

challenge to the constitutionality of the independent

counsel machinery is not ripe for adjudication and that

his complaints should be dismissed."

Parker said the nation needs "an expeditious and com-

plete disclosure of our government's involvement in the

Iran Contra affair" and said that independent counsel

Lawrence E. Walsh "is pursuing the investigation

energetically and responsibly."

The presidentially appointed Tower commission said in

its recent report that North was heavily involved in both

the secret arms sales to Iran and in supplies for the

Nicaraguan rebels, who are known as Contras. Attorney

General Edwin Meese III said last November that some

of the profits from the arms sales had been diverted to

the Contras.
. , „, , ,

Parker noted yesterday that Meese has appointed Walsh

as a special Justice Department prosecutor "to ensure that

the investigation continues unimpeded" should Walsh's

separate court-appointed position eventually be found

unconstitutional.

North, who was fired last November from his post as

a National Security Council aide, has actually filed two

lawsuits. Parker ruled in the first, which contends the in-

dependent counsel is operating uncon.stitutionally because

he was appointed by a three-judge fedt ral court ms

of by the president or other executi-. liiancli utfu

The second suit argues that Walsh .^ position is still un

constitutional even with the Justice Department

appaintment.

Parker said the overall case "presents issues uf par

ticularly grave constitutional importance" because

North's challenge calls into question the con.stitutionali

ty of vesting prosecutorial power in independent agencies

and non-executive branch institutions.

But the judge said, "The strong policy against interven

ing in ongoing criminal investigations also persuades the

court to refrain from reviewing plaintiffs substantive

claim."

"Courts have almost never found that an ongoing

criminal investigation imposes a sufficient hardship to the

person investigated to warrant judicial review prior to his

or her indictment."

Dukakis, in Louisiana, touts

Massachusetts' "success story"
BATON ROUGE. La. (AP) -

Massachusetts Gov. Michael S. Dukakis

entered the Deep South yesterday, trying

to make friends with generally more con

servative Louisiana Democrats with his

stale's 'economic success story" a.s he con-

.-.-iders a run for the presidency.

But the three-term governor i- likely to

upset .some local politician.-^ and business

leadei's with his oppoMtion to oil import

1,1'-

Dukakis plans to talk about both issues

during a 24-hour swing through Baton

Rouge yesterday and today, meeting with

business, academic and political leaders.

In a keynote address Wednesday night at

the Children's Defense Fund annual ban-

quet in Washington, Dukakis said Loui-

siana and Massachusetts illustrate what he

calls "a two economy nation."

Massachusetts has the lowest unemploy-

ment rate of the top 11 industrial states at

3.5 percent while Louisiana's jobless rate

is hovering around 14 percent.

Many of Louisiana's economic problems

are linked to the crippled oil industry.

Many local political and business leaders

advocate placing fees on imported oil to

help domestic producers, but Dukakis op-

poses it.

In a major policy speech in New Hamp
shire last Friday, Dukakis wained the na

tion not to retreat into "Fortress America

by throwing up protective walls to keep the

re-t of the world at bay."

The ^^overnor was scheduled to give the

keynolt addrts.s to a gi-oup of Baton Rouge

business leaders last night alter toui iiijf

Southern University and Louisiana State

Univer.<ity.

Before returning home today, state

Democrats will hold a breakfast for

Dukakis, giving the governor a chance to

win over key political leaders and con-

tributors in this important primary state.

Dukakis indicated Wednesday during a

trip to Washington that he remains

undecided about seeking the Democratic

nomination.
"I've got to go to Maine on Sunday. ..then

we make some decisions," he said.

The governor is scheduled to attend a

fund-raiser in Maine for Joseph Brennan,

a congressman and former governor.

Judge orders rapist out
You must never enter Braintree"66

DEDHAM, Mass. ( AP) - A 56-year old

man accused of luring four young girls in-

to his apartment and raping them has

been banished from the town where he

lives and where the alleged attacks took

phice.

You must never enter Braintree."

Superior Couil Judge Andrew (Jill .Meyer

told Paul R. Wilson on Wednesday. "If

you do. you will be arrested on sight."

The judge also ordered Wilson to stay

away from the alleged victims and then-

families. Wilson has pleaded innocent in

the case.

Meyer banished Wilson at the same

time he reduced his bail from $1 million

to $100,000. Quincy District Judge Dar-

rell Outlaw had set the higher bail

Tuesday.
At the hearing to reduce bail, Wilson's

lawyer. Jack Atwood, argued that his

client had only one criminal conviction -

for non-support — that he had a steady job

driving a route for a uniform company,

and he has lived in the same Braintree

apartment for more than eight years.

In a period of six months to a year.

Wilson allegedly enticed • i- ^nls. ages 6

til s to lus apartment to .see a large

dollhouse, .said Assistant District At-

torney Judith A. Cowin.

Once they were inside his home, Wil-^on

allegedly showed the girls pornographic

magazines, films and photogi-aphs, Ms,

Cowin said.

Wilson eventually showed the girls sex

toys, exposed himself and raped them, ac-

cording to Ms. Cowin. All four girls told

investigators similar stories, she said.

Braintree police arrested Wilson Mon-

day night on charges of four counts of

child rape, indecent assault and battery

on a child, and open and gi-oss lewdness.

A Washington Post-ABC News poll

published Wednesday showed Dukakis

slightly ahead of a field of other "second-

tier" candidates with 4 percent, but badly

trailing former Sen. Gary Hart of Colorado

and Jesse Jackson.
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KEGS - FREE DELIVERY OFF CAMPUS

MILLER LITE 12 pk cans $5.40 + .60 12pk
LABATT Ale or Beer loose bottles $1 1 .75 +1 .20 cs
TUBORG Light/Dark bottles $2.70 +.30 6pk
LOWENBRAU 7oz bottles 8pk $2.59 + .40 8pk
GUINESS 6pk bottles $4.70 + .30 6pk
HARP 6pk bottles $4.00 + .30 6pk
KILLIAN IRISH RED 6pk bottles $3.50 + .30 6pk

BAILEY'S IRISH CREME 750ml $14.99
BAILEY'S IRISH CREME 375ml $9.75

LEROUX IRISH CREME 750ml $8.99
IRISH MIST 750ml $15.99

Ollfgiuii ;>holo b\ Byrne iJuarnolta

NEIGH TT* WORRY - Erin OBryan. a senior equine studies m^ior and member of the

equestrian team, comforts her horse at Tillson Farm.

Project raises money for CIA defendants
Bv DANA M. A> .\GN0STOU
Collegian Staff

Members of ^.he CT-? On Trial Project, with assisianct

from the Radical bUident Union (RSU), are raising funds

for the upcoming t-'iai of students arrested for protesting

CIA recruitment on campus.

The group has ao tcKt: ra;setl $'";0(I0 tv !<8(t00, according

to Roger Morey, a commuter area senator and member
of ;he RST;. He said they hope to reach cheir goal of

$25,000 by Apri' r>, r;iir date when 10 CMass student^; and

activists Abbie H'>tYmqn and Am.y Carter will be tried in

Northampton District court.

The money is neened to cover operational costs and the

cosr of speaking cu wixnesses and transporting them to

tht- trial from around che country, Morey said.

The initial goal was $50,000 but they lowered it because

"we felt it war, t\ h'. ,'e more ambitious than we had the

power and time tc do," he said.

Although everyone thai wants to be involved with the

trial cannot [because chere is a limit on the number of

defendants j^llowt-o pit one time}, "it! genera! people are

still committed to the ooiui '-hat we can sf ill keep a fairly

high pr'ce tag on it,
' More> said.

He said the vulunleerf eor committed because they hope

to raise th<,' consc^ou.-'nes.". ot ^.he commuinty. "''^his is the

bigges< trial in the ClA'"^. ]\istti'"" about theiv atrocities."

The t»)yi mav ne .jo. ,.-,»» 1,. jable television h.: said.

Morey said he teit contident that they woulr' reach their

goal by April 6.

In order to reach it, tht group is selling t-shirts, bumper

stickers, and buttons. Three fundraisers are also planned.

On Thursday, March 19. 1'* k Flags Theatre wil' show

New Rise of the Mcuster Racs (c, r-aise tunds; on Friday.

March 27, The Sainc, a Nev/ York City disco wUi donate

the evening'r. door proceeds tc the 'L'lA Cm Ti.ai Projecv.

and on Monday. March 30 there wili be a band showcase

in the SUB.
Morey said the money laiseo will noi be usea for lawyets

because the group has 'good legal connectionr. Most of

-ihe lawyers are doing 't Iv/orking on the trial] because

they feel committefl to che reasoning behind it. They're

working mostly out of personal conviction."

Wheelchair hoop game raises funds

Mean Machine rolls to onepoint win over sports faculty

I

Bv DANIELLE MARTTJLA
&
KIM ROBINSON
Collegian Correspondents

In the last minute of the

wheelchair basketball game
last night at Curry Hicks

Cage, the Western Mass.

Mean Machine took a one-

point lead over the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts sports

faculty and won by a score

of 52 to 51.

\t appeared n be a slim

n'argin, but the Mean
Machine spotted the coaches

a total of 40 points. They
gave them twenty points at

the star* and twenty a* the

beginning of the second half

as the score stood at 26 to

25.

"I swear they've got

motors in those things,"

said Dennis Jackson, assis-

tant coach of the UMass

basketball team, referring

to the wheelchairs. ' It was

a lot of fun. I think we

should make it an annual

game."
Mean Machine player

Mike Caron said, "I think

the coaches did tne best of

moving the ball in (all of the

teams) exhibition games."

Three of the coaches fell out

of their chairs during the

contest.

Collercinn phoJo by PuCrick Ehlers

Curtis Bosworth Oeft) and Laura Patton move down the floor during

an exhibition basketball game to benefit Abilities Unlimited.

Paul Wmske. a IJMa.ss

student ana member of the

Mean Machine, .said thai

many of thu rules .nre ir. ac-

cordance with those of col-

lege basketball, out there

are some differences. Accor-

ding to Winske, players can-

not touch other players'

wheelchairs with their

hands. If they do, it is con-

sidered a foul because the

wheelchair is considered to

be a part of the person's

body.

Also, a player must keep

both feet on the footrest, and

for everj' two pushes of the

wheels, must bounce, pass

or shoot the ball. Winske
said.

The leading scorer of the

game with 3 7 points was
Mean Machine player Cur-

tis Boswortii. .He and team-

mate Tom Bosbury have

been playing for six yearK

and have worked their way
into the starting line-up.

The team and the coaches

were donating their playing

time to help raise money for

Abilities Unlimited, an on-

campus organization for

.students with disabilities.

"If we could do more of

this (help raise money for

Abilities Unlimited), reach

back and help the other per-

son, in terms of sharing fun

and time... it would be fan-

tastic," Jackson said.

Minority group
resigns from
Faculty Senate
By MICHAEi- ALTER
Collegian Correspondent

Vesterday, the Faculty Senate suffered a surprise

resignation by the entire Status of Minorities Commit-

"L becausi of what Professor Jesse < )ii •/.. riiinman of the

group, called an affront to faculty, staff, and -iiudents

Ortiz read a letier addressed to the Faculty .Senat'i

secreiarv. explaininn hi.- cditini.itt-t-s frustrations concer-

ning res|X)nses to the Huist report on last semester t^ racial

Incident and said the resignation whs effec'jve immediate-

ly Senators later passed a motion, with one dissenting

voice asking the committee to reconsider, but Ortiz call-

ed 'hai poss'uil'ty doubtful

"The administration has not taken the recommenda-

tions of this committee seriously There has only been

vague and evasive response, especially by Vice Chancellor

Denies Madson." Ortiz said He called the latest racist

incident at the University of Massachusetts regrettable,

prediciabie and systemic. He also noted there were no

deal I'nes of authority during the crisis.

Earlier, Chancellor jo.seph D. Duffey said. It is quite

unreal to suppose an event of this type is not going to oc-

cur again bui lo create a myth in which the demon is

black, .i'.i . :,i ( rim white, does a disservice to students

and facuf

"It aoesn't help to .seek scapegoacs I do anticipate we

will be doing business differently in some areas. That

would be the natural outcome of dynamics of the situa-

f.ion un eampus " Duffey said.

Provost Richard O'Brien saui > onectl' c action concer-

ning Ihb Rurst »'eport will coinf- m the torm of a rt'V<sed

rurnrujum, but added it musi come !rom iht- tatiuty

O B»ien also expressed concern about the decime m
tenured minority iacuiiy over me last Ten years, citing

reducKm from 42 tc 37 and asked whether the Special

Opporcunity Fund should be increasefl (e said if the

faculty "pr-esses" him ae would happy to increase the I'und

providing for the hiring oi minorities.

In other action, the senate passed two motions, called

'long overdue' for the establishment of h journalism

department and major. Therf. was some discuss'on a'ooui

v/hether the department would "oe professionally or

,;enernliy orienteu l)efore the motions passed unanimous-

ly Senators also approved ten c'ass proposals.

Phoir! by Gregory Ken«

Angela Davis

Renowned activist

to speak in SUB
By KATHRYN KIRBY
Collegian Staff

Angela Davis, the world-renowned political activist,

author, scholar and lecturer will speak at 7 p.m. tonight

m the Student Union Ballroom on 'Unity and the Fight

Against Racism.'

Since the 19608. Davis has been a leading activist in

the struggle for black liberation, women's equality and

peace. She is a founder and co chair of the National

Alliance Against Racist and Political Repression

(NAARPR), and a member of both the National Board of

Directors of the National Political Congres.s of Black

Women and the National Board of the Black Women's
Health Project.

Davis was the subject of national attention in 1970 after

being placed on the FBI's Ten Most Wanted list. She was

the subject of an intense FBI hunt that ended in one of

the most famous tola's in US history. She was eventual-

ly acquitted of al ciia>ges.

The author of numerous essays and books on black

liberation, women's equality, political prisoners and US
history, her latest book is called Women, Race and Class.

She is presently a professor at San Francisco State Univer-

sity and teaches courses in philosophy. ae.sthctics and

women's studies.

Her lecture will be followed by a reception at the New
Africa House.
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31 pcopli' ail' dead and 84 are still missin^f alffr a

British io\y\ capsi/ed atTthe coast ol Zoebruggt-. Biluium

last Friday

Investigators said the ferry capsized after ua!er rush-

ed through open bow do<3rs. The Tow nsend Thon^i n * "in

pany, owner of the ferry, said that the main bow loading

doors are often left open for ventilation dui'ing departure.

A survivor of the tragedy said crew members were hav-

ing diiFtculty closing the doors several minutes after

departure.

Officials criticized the practice of leaving bow doors open

during departure. Anthony Preston, a Maritime expert,

said "The inquiry must focus on the bow doors and the

procedures for getting those doors shut."

The British Parliament is expected to issue a statement

on Monday about the cause of the accident.

408 people managed to survive the tragedy. The 84 miss-

ing passengers are presumed dead and trapped inside the

ferry. Officials said it could be weeks before all bodies are

recovered.

Contra leader Arturo Cruz resigned Monday in an ef-

fort to force reforms in the guerilla movement.

Cruz said that he was unable to bring about the changes

THE f"*

TOP
THREE

necessary to the success of \ he coniras. The time is up.

Cruz said, "I have given all that I can give."

Cruz said he hoped his resignation would show the

public the urgency of reform in the rebel movement.

While many democratic leaders are still involved in the

movement, Cruz said he fears another dictatorship if the

Nicaraguan rebels succeed in overthrowing the govern

ment. "It is the duty of the Nicaraguan democrats to see

this does not happen," he said.

Cruz said a general reorganization of the rebel ^oup
was imperative and it should include more control of

military commanders by civilian officials and represen-

tation of all political parties in the contra group.

Cruz said American and contra officials must work

together to reform the movement, noting that they have

failed to do so in the past.

Some United States officials expressed dismay over the

resignation, which came two days before scheduled talks

between Washington officials and Cruz.

On Tuesday, the Vatican issued a statement condemn-

nu :^iirrogatc mo' bt-rhnod and fxpi'i-imcntatinn nn '

t'lnhrNn- '' allci' iir -ti-iri ..<(.••. n-,,,,,
,

.-^ .^i j i

,. ..
^

.

piar' birth techn«i"ogy aixl aN\s itiauist " n, i

inteiTerens'^' in human i)''>c>-i>at ; 11 .'xcept in lin rceoi
married "'ouples invoh.'l :i M'liiii -,e,xual act-

The statenieni claims 'i,- niiiv inor.a! hiith ofa

from a sexual act between a married coupk'. It expi .'-.-.fil

.strong oppo:. tion to using "artiricai 'iieans tit fcrt ihze a

w.>mau> "ii^ with her Uusband's sperm."

Chief Vatican spokesman Joaquin NavarroValls call

ed on government officials to "impose moral norms on ter

tain medical and scientific activities."

Supporters of the statement said it provides guidelinea

for Catholics on parenthood.

"Many infertile people think that they have a right to

a child," said Reverend William Gallagher, president of

the Pope John Center. "The document rejects that notion.

Marriage gives them a right to sexual acts but not to a

child."

Daniel C. Maguire, a professor of moral theology at Mar
quette University in Milwaukee, opposes the document.

"The Vatican is squandering its moral authority on issues

where it has no privileged knowledge or expertise," he

said.

Many church-affiliated hospitals have already im-

plemented the Vatican's teachings. Non-Catholic hospitals

say they will continue to offer fertility services, arguing

it is no more inappropriate than other medical practices.
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* walkout
contiiiut'd from page 1

You have to let people know what your
demands are, but you have to do it in a

manner that people will respect," Jenifer

said.

Dr. Randolph W. Bromery, appointed by

DufTey to investigate the incident, said

there are plans to inform students of

changes to happen on campus.

"There aie plans to reorganize personnel

and staff. There will also be a press release

stating what the administration will be do-

ing," said Bromery. "In the Campus
Chronicle and the Collegian, there will be

a page that will list the progress of the ad-

ministration. There will be a weekly up-

date. The problem is that people think that

the administration isn't doing anything. If

you have not heard anything from the ad-

ministration in two weeks, give me a call."

Bromery said that people cannot lose

sight of the real problem and there is

danger in thinking prosecution of the of-

fenders is the most important thing.

Jenifer said "If people had agreed to

testify earlier, we would have been much

further in our investigation. I would en

courage you or anyone that you know to

come forward," adding that he found

"frustrating" the failure of students to

come forward with information about the

incident.

After the meeting, the students

regrouped at the Office of Third World Af-

fairs to plan strategies for forcing ad-

ministrative action on the Hurst report.

Joe Rubin, a junior, said "we could wait

— but it has been two months. We need to

make Duffey feel our needs before the two

weeks are up."

Sims said "Duffey has not done anything

for six months, so why would he do

something now? I think that we need to

start planning what we are going to do

now. Duffey has given us the same tap and

dance, and I am tired of waiting. I am tired

of people trying to cover-up what is going

on."

Chancellor Jenifer praises
governor's new outlay plan

>lC^
f

By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

The governor's capital outlay plan will

propel the system of public higher educa-

tion in Massachusetts to one of the best in

the nation, the chancellor of the Board of

Regents of Higher Education said

yesterday.

Speaking to an audience of about 200 peo-

ple in Memorial Hall, Chancellor Franklyn

G. Jenifer drummed up support for Gov.

Michael S. Dukakis' plan to revamp the

state's higher education system.

Jenifer said he wanted to "bring more at-

tention to the almost billion dollar plan"

that was reviewed by the Regents, and is

now being considered by the State

Legislature.

"Remember this program won't happen

without your support," he said. "We need

your political support."

Two weeks ago, Dukakis submitted a

special budget to the Legislature recom-

mending large increases in capital expen-

ditures for the University of Massachusetts

and the rest of the system — including state

re

KNOCKOUT BOXERS

CLOTHING FOR MEN

22 Masonic St • Northampton • 586-6336
Open: Mon - Sat 10 - 6, Thurs til 9, Sun 12-5

MARCH 17TH

ST. PATRICK'S DAY
CARDSAND GIFTS

Set Iris'i fcct-a-dancing and

Lcprcchauns-a- laughing

with a card or gift from

American Greetings.

m
AMERICAN GREETINGS

ocated In The Campus Center

0^,UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^
M-F 9-5

CMCMl \\\MI Nmini.m (.fr.lmss (

"This is a plan that the state can afford,

a plan that it must afford." Jenifer said.

"Our best natural products are the brains

of our youngsters."

The plan combines excellence and access,

he said. "We believe many of our univer

sities are on the verge of being great, great

universities."

Focusing on creating more room for

research and creating new programs,

Jenifer pointed to a planned polymer

research center on the UMass Amherst
campus.

A slide presentation outlining the budget

and its proposed allocations was narrated

by Robert Schwartz, special assistant to the

Governor for educational affairs.

When the slide presentation began, about

50 students rose from the audience and

walked out the door together. Jenifer met

with the students, most of whom were

members of the Radical Student Union and

the Third World Caucus, earlier yesterday

[see story page 1.]

Jack Carlson, a representative of the

state Division of Capital Planning and

Operations also urged support for the plan.

THE MEXICAN RESTAURANT

**The best food I've had

since I left Las Cruces!"

"7 OLD SOUTH. STREET
NORTHAMPTON • 5B6- O^OO

the

C^e&ains

"Captivating Irish Music"

Wednesday. Mar 18, 8pm
Concert Hall

lu K. !• sir lb 1.)

CHRISTOPHER
PARKENING,

GUITAR

"A Prince Amonc Guitarists"

Thursday, Mar 19, 8pm
Bov^/ker Auditorium

111 ki Is •
! 1

Hungarian State

Folk'Ensemble

'Intoxicating Gypsy Musk & Dtncc "

Wednesday, Apr 1 , 8pm
Concert Hall

IhKi Is ii'U lb lb

• Five College Students HaK-Prioe! *

:Kets dvaiirttJle at Fi'H? Arts C>"^tP' Bi>. OH'^l• Cm-J' i i- ,•'
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Two hundred years ago, states began selecting delegates for Constitutional Convention

By NAOMI DAVIS
Collegian Staff

During the weeks following Congress' decision to hold

a convention to amend the Articles of Confederation,

preparations for the meeting continued but little was ac-

complished due to low attendance.

"I have spun out the time day to day still in expecta-

tion that every succeeding day would bring on a full house.

All in vain," commented General William Irvine, a former

Revolutionary War officer.

The States, however, were busy selecting the delegates

who would travel to Philadelphia to attend the Constitu-

tion Convention in May, 1787.

By March 7, New Hampshire and Massachusetts had
selected their representatives. The Massachusetts
Legislature officially asked Governor Hancock to appoint

the Bay State's delegation and he picked Caleb Strong,

Elbridge Gerrs', Nathaniel Gorham, Rufus King and Fran-

cis Dana.
New York, on the other hand, was hesitant to send

representatives. In a letter from Lewis Morris of New
York to his son, he wrote: "We have now before us the

I'NFOI-niNCl TIIK

CONKTITV TION

great question ot whether we *hall send delegates to meet

the convention delegate* of the other States in a conven-

tion to be held at Philadelphia in May for forming a con-

federation for the Government of the whole empire -

warm disputes are now going on..." On March 6th, the

state assembly finally appointed four men. including Alex-

ander Hamilton.

Although he had been appointed in November to head

Virginia's delegation, George Washington steadfastly

refused to make the trip to Pennsylvania.

Washington's secretary, Tobias Lear, was unsure

whether James Madison and Virginia governor Edmund
Randolph could persuade the general to attend.

Madison, Lear and Washington were among a large

group of people anxiously awaiting constitutional changes

to prevent the secession of states between the Allegheny

Mountains and the Mississippi.

The pressure for separation grew as more settlers mov-

ed across the mountain range to become isolated from the

coastal states. The only export route available to the west

was down the Mississippi River to New Orleans because

getting to the major coastal ports of New York,

Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Richmond was hampered by

the difficult crossing over the Alleghenies.

Lear, who had traveled in the western states warned

of secession, noting that "...from the appearance of the

timber and the accounts of the people, it must be extreme-

ly fertile. The extensive navigable Rivers give it a value

beyond anything which we at present have any idea of.

I should not be far from the truth if I was to say that

within 15 years they will be a separate and independent

people. Nature has formed a division line between them

and the other parts of the United States.
"

Late in February, 1787, what is now Tennessee had set

up the State of Franklin and declared itself independent

from North Carolina. Kentucky had plans to separate

from Virginia.

The federal government in New York was virtually in

capable of protecting western settlers from the people they

feared — American Indians, the British and the Spani.sh,

The Annual ( 'Ma.s B nai B nth Hillei

LATKE vs. HAMANTASCHEN
^ Debate

For the Latke:

Gcorg* Spiro.

Acting Dean . Schcxjl of Man-
agement. Professor of Law
and Management
"The Rok of the Latke in

Contcmporarv EkwincM
Law"

Father joecph Quiglcy,
Director. New/man Center
'The Bishop*' Paatorai
Letter on the Economy: A
New Look at Latke*

"

Meyer Weinberg,
Director, Bond Center, Pro-

fessor of Education

"A Marxi*t Interpreta-
tion of the Supcrioritv of

the Hamantash"

David Van BIcrkom,
Chair. Astonomy Program
Professor. Physics and
Astronomy Department

,

Teacher of honors course in

Egyptian Hieroglyphics

"Hatahepsct's
Hamantaiah: ArKnent Egyp-
tian Roots of the Hamantash

"
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CHINESE KITCHEN E
FAST SERVICE - GREAT

TRY OUR LUNCHEON-DINNER SPECIALS

Only $1.49 before 3 pm. $1.90 after 3 pm
A. Chicken Fingers, Fried Rice or Chow Mein

B. Chicken Wings, Fried Rice or Chow Mein

C. Lobster Sauce, Fried Rice or White Rice

D. Chicken with Green Peas and Fried Rice

E. Yoke Kew (Beef) with Gravy and Fried Rice

Eat in or Take 3ut
HOURS. Sunday Noon - 10 pnn, Mon - Sat 11:30 • lOpm

2 LOCATIONS

430 Russel St (Rt 9)
HADLEY - 253-2571

ISO King St

NORTHAMPTON — 586*8220

EUROPE^' CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
One Rocka4«»er Piaza

N«w York. NY 10020
Pfw>ne (212) 581-3040

Mail this ad for Special
SUid«nt/T«ach«r TarlH.
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riLAVT
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VIDEO
,
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''"
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GETAWAY

IWednesday'
FREE ADMISS

75 cent drafts

Open at 8 PM
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TANK TOPS..
100% cotton SWISS rib tank

in a dozen colors ...

reg. 8.95

NOW 5.95

ESPPvIT
Casual footwear for

Spring/Summer '87

20%O OFF ALL STYLES

SUN-
GLASSES ...

latest styles

& colors

reg. 5.95

NOW 2.95

LOGO
SWEATSHIRT
FROM ESPRIT...
reg. 39.95

Ciaoi
lESPRlT

totes, briefs,

daypacks, duffles ...

20%O OFF

HATS,

VISORS,

CAPS,

STRAW HATS...

20%O OFF

AND
MUCH.
MUCH. MORE! ...

NOW 28.95 omherst /rxxthompton

doily and Sunday
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NATIONAL POWERS OF LACROSSE
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YOU CAN'T MISS IT

THIS IS THE BEST SPORTS EXPERIENCE

UMASS HAS TO OFFER

BE PART OF THE GREAT LACROSSE
PREVIEW IN THE COLLEGIAN

APRIL 1, 1987

FEATURING A SPECIAL PULLOUT
SECTION WITH ROSTERS AND

SCHEDULES FOR THE WHOLE SEASON
THAT EVERYONE KEEPS!

Contact the Advertising Department
at the Collegian 545-3500
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Differing views on the

evolving women's movement

Just how much has it changed since the 1970s '

,|,...i-.ti .ihivc '>v Thorn Denu

FOPE ~ Junior Plant and Soil Sr.jonce u jor Uf^orye UJaz prac-

tices his Jitvokes for Spring Break behind SvHan »' 'tv

Elections, comedy and phones
top Board of Governors* agenda
By JENNIFER DEMPSEY
Collegian Staff

At the .op of the agenda at last nights

Board i>f Governors meeting was the talH -

ing of QiHction results from la^st Moiidi \

and lue^oav s tleciioiiS.

Eleo.e.i ^. -he se'-^-n :i1-large oosnionsr

were ;,icuinhrn.*' .vi-t.i^;' - .'iPn.-. 'Vl'o^.'-ar

Brad'N .'irl Xv\\ 'jur6or) ;<nd ncwcon^er-s

Kobe-' ^'xeiton. Tnnv Hr.G>' . ij ) oari-'iw

and '^-i^ik^ Laul 'rnaLii.

The hvee '"ommu'cer area represen

itivi-- are Leslie Nakajima. Mary G»&c».

FeroM. ->nd David C'aputj TheCenl-ai ai-e3

'•epreseiiialive )> Paus Coradesrn T'he

ooulhwost a.'-^a i»-presenia ;ves -;, L.

t

Crarfinkle and Bridget Quinn, The SvIvj^

area -.-epresentative is 'Scoii P. Smun. 'Cne

Nortueast area representatives Eire Erin P.

Crawley and Antonio F Perez and the

Greei: area representati%'es are John

Pankauski and David Schloss.

Governor P'-ogram Council '-Hpresen

tative Rich Pelrine said a College Comedy
CompH, Don .vUl he held in the Student

Union Buil'-oom nn Satjrday night toh' 8

p.m. to 1 a.m.

Sponsored by SticKietb Gum, the eveni •;

to find Ihf • fnnniPPt studpnt at T'M .c^' k

cording to board member Lee Garfinkle.

Treasurer Leslie Nakajima said two of

he hoards phones were stolen this week

She said the phones cost $450 each. The

BOG is concerned about the security pro-

blu.n and "it makes the board seem

vulnerable," she said.

Chairman John Hayes said he is meeting

with Chancellor OufTev lexi week to

discuss the milna ..•iPitiii IjS-uc

Hayes said Duffev s oeing orjssu'ed

from many sides- ii.d .hat Dutfey •£ yoiiig

to pay for this in a iii^ way
'

Have? said h. ;^, sending a lei. er tc

the Radical Stiidr^. -^'on -egarding uie

¥'inne Corps table iv aw! ast week m
whifh RSI) mc- '^''-^ tipped over a

rec.'utiug laoifc anu c^)nI'iscated marine

rerruitnif^'.. literature. He said he wants

it ciantieri tnat tne '>oard was in no way

involved in the incident.

>^ic9-Chainnar Mark Friedman, said

membe'-F o^ he ^ti-p'-'-'^^''' Club called the

board iOcniisisieTu" by allowing the

Palesunt .'oeiaaoi. Organ ix. v. ion access

on the Campus Center concourse.

Hayes T.^id that ii -vas .i cuucern of many
stutlenisbur !t li-^ lot been •< formal com-

ni(. -,t."

Do \ov think that the wonuti's movement

has come a long way since the sixties?

Kay Scanlon
Staff Associate

Alumnus Relations

"Mv answer i^ NO. The surface may

have changed, but we are still being ruled

bv underlying structures of a male-

dominated society. Within the university

and without, equal rights is still

an issue of the present. One doesn't have

to look far to see the areas where women

are still unrecognized. Very few women

major in math and science, or. even, teach

math and science. Or engineeiing.

Women's studies is still viewed with con

tempt by too manv in academia and out.

Women are still responsible for the

housework and baby care. Any current

study will tell ynu &o. 5 think the universi-

tv dnd society still have a long way to go

I,, .'ind ways that make ;. -.vj-sihlc for

wnrnc-r, ^:nd y.m lo share ihe r-^sponsibili-

fj Hir Doth e-.-onomic support and nurtur

iiie our dependent populations which, by

I !H way -iKjie and more are including

parents as well as children.

'in sum. T see a continuing and pressing

need for redraw ing the traditional division

of rights and responsibilities in our socie-

ty. It still comes down to: just who is going

to do the dishes? We haven't begun to come

up with any '-eal answers."

Chris Alibrandi,

SCERA
"Women have definitely made strides in

terms of gaining rights over our bodies, our

children, etc I ihink people of our age

group easily forget that those victories are

recent histoi-y. Under the Reagan ad-

mi-list laijon we're reminded that it's

somewhat ' enuous. He's managed to set us

back a lot. But that doesn't mean that

we've nut active it s just that the focus has

changed. The movement is diversified.

'T'he women's movement is not any less

strong. It may not be front page news but

•setbacks lut '

'80s lying down
ifTence. We'v-

.<-
1 .t/ht We gi

1.., ( SI jod OU:

that doesn't mean proti'-e.ss isn t being

made.
"There's a whole spectrum ol vvomci

who've benefited from .'.' movement. And
there's more sensitivity lo i.ssues other

than white, middle-class ones."

Arlene Avakian,
Lecturer
Women's Studies Program
"In the early to mid '70s everyone felt

there was one movement This has broken

down into areas of women's interests -
reproductive rights, pornography, etc.

"To look at the wonu^u .•- movement as ;.

cohesive whole is wriin^,.

"We have had sei u)!'.

don't see the women o! 1 j .<:

and saying o.k. I se** « <
•

b<;en under assault

'

caught unaware-. Ij,.

ground.

Doris Abramson
Professor
Theatre Depart meni

'i haven't 41 \' '. i:p on H yet, there's h

temptation lo do ^o - ht un older woman
perhaps I have a little more perr-iJective

than some. In the media 'litre's Jot of em
phasis on women manip.iiaiing men — i-i

everything going dowTi".' — bui when ) turn

off the t.v. and listen ro wa.nen who are pn*-

fessionals I feel better.
"

Patsy White
Third World Caucus
"My first impression is that, in general

what was once viewed as radical .' nov.-

accepted.

"What you're seeing is women standing

up for themselves. Therr ".' wide afi'eptancf

that women don't dcse . f: <he treatment

they've received over the years. Initially 1

.

was a struggle for basic i-ights. As we gain-

ed success our needs diffused. W nnien aro

trying to get a sense of what t'l "j next

There isn't as much of an organized force

of women. Each movement is expenencinfj'

bursts of success.'

One of these things is not like the others

^
'

Bead on the beach and earn credits for college.

^indsurfi^
ottiiwestern'i

^"'^s^^'::.^;^-

'^--^,^

^S lA-

(%},
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(Available mid-March)
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School Address
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Starting a new course well worth it, despite red tape

By MELISSA ASHAPA
Collegian Correspondent

It's not as easy as you might think. To start a new class

at the University of Massachusetts, a professor has to

come up with a really good idea and endure a lot of red

tape.

Norman Aitken, associate provost for undergraduate

education, said "any faculty member, at any time, can sug-

gest and form a new class." But, Aitken said, going from

the idea to the reality can take a long time.

When a faculty member has an idea for a new class, he

or she must submit a course approval form to the Facul-

ty Senate. Then, the Senate sends the form to the ap-

propriate department head, who either starts a long pro-

cess of signature gathering - or ends the process by re-

jecting the idea.

Once the signatures have been gathered, the form goes

to the curriculum committee chair of the correct depart

ment, to the dean of the college or school, back to the

Faculty Senate, over to the Academic Matters Council,

and back to the Faculty Senate again where the proposal

gets put on an official University document. Finally, the

Senate votes on the idea, but that still doesn't decide its

fate - the form still has to go lo the Provost and the

Scheduling Office to make it into next semester's schedule.

The faculty member also submits a planned curriculum

and a complete syllabus of planned study to accompany

the course approval form.

When all the paperwork is done, the class will be

scheduled for the following semester.

Professors interviewed said that although the process

was long, the results were well worth the hassle.

Professor Sarah Lawall, who teaches comparative

literature, said the intense paperwork involved helps to

ensure that courses proposed are not just a professor's

"temporary whim." She finds the process interesting

because "it holds the faculty together and it shows how

well the faculty works together."

James Walker, head of the Department of Physics and

Astronomy, said 'if people are in a hurry to gel their

classes approved, they will hand-carry the forms to the

different officials."

A student can also form a class. The student who wants

to study a subject that isn't currently offered can suggest

one lo a faculty member or a department head. One of

three things can result from a student's suggestion: a) the

idea can be rejected if the subject is not considered

valuable, b) it can be accepted after all the needed

signatures are obtained or c) an independent study pro-

gram may be worked out.

Tami Sackrey, a Faculty Senate clerk, said

"there are so many proposals that come into the office that

it would be impossible to even estimate how many classes

are proposed each year."

Liz Smith, a junior communications major, said "it's

especially important in my major to keep adding new
courses because of the continuously changing modes of

media and technology in communications. By adding new
courses, 1 can keep up with the current trends in the career

world."
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LIQUORS

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253 5441
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Letters—
Election coverage off

Military disruption upsetting

TTiis semester's Collegian

coverage of the campus elec-

tions has been abhorrent.

The articles regarding the

SGA presidency have been

particularly biased.

Although the Collegian

Board of Editors endorsed

the Warren/Fried-

manAVingle campaign, the

majority of quotations in ar-

ticles about the election

have been by Joe Demeo or

his campaign workers. An
article by a Collegian staff

person was devoted solely to

Joe Demeo, while no

equivalent article was
published on the War-
ren/Friedman ticket There

was one article on the Black

Affairs page about Dwayne
Warren, but it discussed on

ly the ramifications of being

a minority candidate.

There were absolutely no

articles on the Commutei
Area Government elections

for spokesperson and
treasurer, despite the fact

that there was some con-

troversy over these

elections.

The article on predictions

for the outcome of the SGA
elections was not only bias-

ed, but also ethically ques-

tionable, The national

media continually battles

with the question of

whether or not to publish

election forecasts. The Col-

legian apparently did not

take the time to consider

such questions of ethics, as

the article was not only

biased (naming only Demeo
supporters), but also was ac

companied with no policy

statement.

Apparently, the Collegian

wants to help produce an

educated electorate. In the

past year, I have seen the

Collegian regress — from a

group of people interested in

producing a responsible

newspaper to a bunch of

people who are hungry to

see their names in bylines.

M. Lynne Murphy
Amherst

In regard and respon-se to

the incident that took place

on Feb. 27 at the Campus

Center Concourse, I am ab

solutely disgusted. Greg

Fink showed absolutely no

class and neither did the

people who participated

with him. They showed

their ignorance toward this

fine country and the fine

people who protect it.

Maybe Fink and his buddies

take their freedom for

gi anted As a United States

Marine. 1 can assure them

freedom is not something to

be taken for granted. The

only way freedom is main

tained is by the hard work

and dedication of the men

and women who serve in the

Armed Forces. These pro

testors must also take for

granted the men and

women who serve their

country so that people like

them can have their

freedom.

Just who the hell do they

think they are? The Marine

Corps, or any other branch

of the service should have

the right to recruit at this

state university. The
recruiters are not forcing

people to join, it is strictly

volunteer. If there are peo-

ple who don't a^ee with the

way Uncle Sam runs his ser-

vices, then they don't have

to join. Plain and simple.

The Marine Corps has 212

years of dedicated service

and excellence toward
United States of America;
212 years of Mariin' uhn
have kept peace and given

theii' live.s |ni freedom.

So, to Fink and others who
participated in this

thoughtless disruption, the
next time you walk by a
recruiters table, and you get

the urge to trash it, just stop

and think. Think of why you
have the freedom you do.

Edward J. Loughran, USMC
Alpha Tau Gamma

The next Collegian symposium will focus on space, and

the growing controversy of how much we can do there.

Have we gone too far too fast with NASA? Are US dollars

used with the wnmg goals in mind for space technology?

Do we need the Strategic Defense Initiative, and ifwe do,

will it work?
Columns should be sent to David R. Mark, at the Col-

legian, 113 Campus Center. UMass students and facul-

ty are welcomed to send in their columns. Submissions

are due Tuesday, March 17, and will be run Thursday,

March 19. Columns should be no more than three typed,

double-spaced pages on a 67 space line. All columns are

subject to editing due to length.
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Native Americans are being honored

this month, which is American Indian

Awareness Month. Through some of the

programs, films, storytelling and lectures,

people may gain some new insight into

the way of life of these people. These

events cannot change the historic oppres-

sion Indians have endured, but may bring

to light an ongoing miscarriage ofjustice

courtesy of the US government and ma-

jor corporations^

Nancy Gilbert

The persecution of the American Indian

The w*ill-known documentation of abuse

upon the American Indians, at the hands

of our Anglo ancestors need not be

discussed in this article. Some history

that hits close to home, and may not be

commonly known, is the origin of the

name of the town of Amherst. Jeffery

Amherst, a British general in the French

and Indian War, was considered a hero

for, among other things, his effort to wipe

out some of the "les.s desirables" by giv-

ing Indians blankets infected with

smallpox, to which they had no immunity.

At present, most of these people are now

relegated to reservations; their struggle

is not over. Extending over a large area

of Arizona and part of Colorado, Utah and

New Mexico, are two reservations, actual-

ly a reservation within a reservation. The

outer reservation is set aside for the Nava-

jo (a Spanish name; their ancestral name
is Dineh); within that is another for the

Hopi (their name means "people of

peace"), as well as an area set aside for

joint use. Within this joint use area is Big

Mountain, beneath which lies coal and

uranium, the latter being a key material

in nuclear technology. Large multina-

tional companies such as Peabody Coal

have vested interests in extracting these

materials from the earth.

Attorney John Boyden, representing

both Peabody Coal and the Hopi Council,

has been instrumental in the relocation

of the Navajo to the surrounding cities

and towns. Congressional statute

PL93-531 called for the relocation of

10.000 Navajos by July 8, 1986. The "forc-

ed" relocation has not yet occurred. With

a political election taking place during

that time, no official was willing to take

a stand on this sensitive issue. "Volun-

tary" relocation is taking place. As strip

mining, begun in the 1950s, proceeds, the

waste from the mining is dumped near

by,

contaminating the water supply and the

earth. Not only is this sacred ground that

is being desecrated, but the people are

now living on contaminated land and

drinking water tainted with the the refuse

of nuclear waste. The result is a high rate

of respiratory illness, birth defects and

death

Both factions, the Navajo and the Hopi,

are divided on the exploitation of their

resources. Traditional people from both

tribes have unified in an attempt to bring

an end to the relocation that the govern-

ment and the corporations are trying to

bring about. The less-traditional group

from each tribe has either relocated or

plans to do so with little fight against this

radical change in their lives. Some of

these people have given up their tradi-

tional ways and have adopted white

man's values. The traditional people who

oppose relocation do so on the grounds

that this area is sacred and has been us-

ed as holy land for centuries. As such, the

land is used for burial, ceremony, and the

living of their daily lives, done in a

respectful way with the earth and all of

the elements. In the Navajo language

there is no word for relocation.

If one were to look simply at this one in-

cident in time, there might be a way to

justify relocating these people in order to

claim the minerals within the earth.

However, given the extensive history of

deceit, killing and mistreatment, how can

we possibly rationalize taking away the

land from the Indians, once again?

Let them live in peace.

Nancy Gilbert is a UMass student

In light of all the talk lately about the

Soviet Union and human rights, I thought

it might be interesting to talk about a pro

blem that we have in our own country.

Robert Menzel

The American Indian Movement has

been fighting for Native American rights

for decades, and has been encountering

obstacles from the US government. The

FBI routinely infiltrates AIM. and its

agents frequently encourage the activists

to engage in violent and controversial ac

tivities. My purpose, however, is to focus

on two individuals who have been

persecuted by our government in a style

befitting the KGB of Stalinist Russia.

Dennis Banks is a good example of the

problems confronting leaders within the

movement. He was involved in Indian pro-

tests throughout the 60s and 70s, and led

the Wounded Knee protest. Continually

harassed by local and federal ofllcials

because of his untiring devotion to his peo-

ple. Banks was finally arrested in 1973,

on charges stemming from a riot in

Custer, S.D.

The riot was precipitated by the murder

of an Indian in a bar in Custer. The killer

was charged with involuntary

manslaughter. Banks met with town of-

ficials to discuss the charge, accompanied

by 200 demonstrators, who were attack-

ed by the police. A riot ensued, and Banks

was arrested and charged several days

later.

Banks was acquitted on three of five

charges, but was convicted of rioting

while armed, and assault with a

dangerous weapon without intent to kill.

Not surprisingly, the white killer was ac-

quitted. Banks fled the state, fearing that

a prison term would mean death.

His fear was not unwarranted. South

Dakota's Gov. Janklow has been

overheard voicing the opinion that AIM
leaders should be shot. In 1974, Janklow

was accused of raping a young Indian girl,

and Banks was the prosecuting attorney

of the Rosebud Sioux tribal court. The FBI

dismissed the case as unwarranted, hut

in light of their actions against AIM there

is still substantial doubt about Janklow's

integrity. AIM leader Russell Means was

stablied in the South Dakota penitentiary,

and said "Banks' life won't be worth a

nickel if he is returned for sentencing."

Banks' attorneys attempted to work out

a sentencing agreement in absentia, but

their efforts met with little success. The

federal government has intervened by

pursuing Banks with an unlawful-fiighl

indictment. Although he was safe within

the borders of the powerful Onondaga na

tion of New York, Banks was effectively

internally exiled by the indictment. Last

year, after extensive negotiations with

tribal elders. Banks turned hinvself in and

served his sentence.

Other AIM members have been

persecuted. Leonard Peltier was convicted

of murdering two FBI agents in June

1975, after two other defendants were ac-

quitted on grounds of self-defense. He is

serving two consecutive life terms, and his

appeals have been unsuccessful. The in

itial appeal to the US Court of Appeals for

the Eighth District was denied in 1975,

and again in 1982. In 1984. the Court

ordered a judge to grant a hearing. Infor-

mation secured through the Freedom of

Information Act showed the prosecution

had withheld information from the

defense. Specifically excluded was a

ballistics report stating that the gun

alleged to be used by Peltier could not

have been the gun that killed the agents.

The testimony of the prosecution's key

witness was revised at the appeal, in an

attempt to avoid perjury charges; the

judge ignored this technicality and upheld

the ruling.

Peltier's case is an example of govern-

ment manipulation of evidence and

witnesses to convict dissidents. It is con-

sistent with the policy of persecution prac-

ticed against the AIM contingency, and

echoes the Soviet treatment of the Jews.

The question is, when will the American

Indians be treated fairly and equitably in

the land of their birth?

Robert Menzel is a Collegian columnist

RSU action simple-minded

Letters

Strong women's Voice' necessary

The Radical Student Union has got the

upperhand here. They are no more a bunch

of lawless freaks hot on the tail of the Jerry

Rubin legend. Legalness in tt)tality. The

Military has been shafting the campus con-

course and now they've been stung, final

ly. Besides, those naughty little bastards

in red white and blue have been

di.scriminating against homosexuals et al.

Facts and morals ai'e on the side of the RSU

here. No more leaping into viscous black

boiling water after slippery national in-

stitutions anymore. No, the RSU is finally

learning its political lessons: within the

system, a large one indeed, there are

enough holes to really stick your fist

through, and that once your fist is through

you can grab at whatever's in reach.

Enough cliche though, point being there's

a definite half truth here.

Jason Talerman

Three cheers for Monika

Giacoppe and her wonderful

editorial on feminism!

For those women in-

terested in feminism and

making changes for women,

we would like to extend an

invitation to come and find

out about the Women's

Leadership Project.

The primary goal of WLP
is to empower women and to

re-define how women see

themselves. The women of

WLP realize that in today's

society women are victimiz-

ed bv men's violence. While

we know that it is impor-

tant to recognize this, we

feel that because a woman
is victimized does not mean
that she must be defined as

such. WLP wants to create

a place where women can

begin to see themselves as

warriors and not victims.

WLP wants to become a

forum for all women — from

women whose politics are

middle of the road to women

who are radical feminists.

We are working to create a

loud and strong women's

voice at the University of

Massachusetts. The WLP is

open to fresh ideas and we
vv'elcome new energy.

Our meetings are held

every Tuesday at 5 p.m. in

the Campus Center (check

at the information desk for

the room number). Addi-

tionally, we are sharing of-

fice space with Valley

Women's Voice in room 321

of the Student Union
Building. Stop by and say

hello.

Laura Grohe
Women's Leadership Project

It's no secret that the RSU is anti-

military. No one is going to doubt that they

are also concerned about the plight of

homosexuals. But it seems obvious enough

to me that all other factors were merely an

excuse to really stick it to the military fac-

tions on campus. Just a guise so that they

can get some real symbolic heckling done;

so they can be considered something othtjr

than just a big bunch of waterheads. Their

methodology in this most recent inciderit

is no secret either, and it really doesn't

have to be, or shouldn't be. That's what

statements are all about, publicity is all

about, politics are all about.

Successful symbolic pnlitics are general

politics, though. Becaus.; of their sketchy,

often radical, often unconcrete nature they

have to be made up of simply understood

emotional appeals. Pros and cons, period .

Here, the RSU are the cons. In their eyes,

which might be poisoned by their method,

the military is made up of bombs, trenches

and general sadism. No deviation. I'm no

military expert, but it seems to me that the

military goes a bit deeper than that. Here

in the northeast corridor secondary educa-

tion is the mandate. The absolute necessi-

ty for college blinds us to others' needs,

means, and ways. Because the word

"military" has become virtually

synonymous with "redneckism", it is hard

to see sometimes that the armed forces are

the only or perhaps the best option for

many young men and women throughout

this country. To an Appalachian mine

worker's son who's seen three generations

of the family die before 50 with black lung,

the military is like a job as an executive

assistant at Ivan Boesky's retirement

home. Xanadu. At the risk of sounding like

a thirty-second spot on the idiot box, the ar-

my teaches skills, builds careers, etc. It also

builds bridges, manages waterways, clears

land, helps out in natural disasters and last

and unfortunately not least it defends us

in the ongoing but probably necessary bat-

tle of determent.

I'm not defending the military; they're

manipulative of those without superpower

status, which is putting it kindly. The point

here is that things must be looked at on

both sides, all sides. The RSU has failed to

do that here. They often fail to realize that

we live in three dimensions where com-

promise is most likely the main ingredient

to action. The RSU operates idealistically.

on paper, where there are only pros and

cons, liberals and conservatives. That's too

simple and things are getting way too

complex.

Jason Talerman is a UMass student

'•The mother earth is very sacred to the Navqjo. . .
we replace what we take,

we are born to the earth, and we return to rest

— Emma Yazzie, j[4av^ Elder

'Tm not afraid to die. I just don't want to be there when it haPP^a^'^
^^^^^
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Mountain Farms Four Theatres
Hoosiers (•••) Gene Hackman stars as

a high school basketball coach who is try-

ing to make up for his past and the small

town team with a dream shot at the cham-

pionship. Based on a true story, this movie

deals more with characters triumphing

over their mistakes, rather than dwelling

on physical competition. Exciting.

Platoon (••••) a gripping anti-heroic

depiction of the Vietnam war. This is one

of those few movies that's worthy of all the

praise lavished on it.

Radio Days ( • • • 1/2) Return with us now
to those thrilling (and nostalgic) days of

yesteryear. Woody Allen rides again.

Tin Men (NR) Danny DeVito and Richard

Dreyfuss star as rival aluminum siding

salesmen who want to destroy each other.

Barbara Hershey also stars.

Hampshire 6 Theatres
A Nightmare on Elm Street 3: The Dream
Warriors (NR) Look's like Freddy is back

to slice up some more teenagers. Die-hard

Freddy fans gives this sequel a mutilated

thumbs up or a blood and guts rating of

three chainsaws. The question is: why do

people keep living on this street?

Some Kind of Wonderful (••) Another
John Hughes story about some teen-agers

who try to find love across class lines. A
teen-movie that only teens will enjoy

because only teens care about these issues.

Will the poor boy get the poor girl who
hangs out with mean rich boys? Will the

j)oor boy notice that his best friend is a poor

ORIGINAL

NOW AVAILABLE
AT

Open lO - 6 Mon - Sat

197 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

YOU'LL LOVE
OUR SUNRISE

SERVICE.

kinko's IN open extra earh just

for you. Copxing. collating,

binding and more.

Open earty. Open late.

Open weekends

220 N. Pleasant St

253-2543

1\ALS
ti^ Richart)D.ShenDan

77ic Uniocrsffy of MamtachumrttM Departtnent of Theater

Rand Theater, Fine Aita Center
March 5-7. 1114. 1987 at 8:00 PM

TirkeU Fine Aita Center Bok Office. 545-2511

girl who is obviously in love with him? Will

anyone in the audience notice that this is

really the plot of John Hughes' last film

Pretty in Pink with the genders changed?

Will Hughes keep making movies with the

same plot? Will I stop asking these stupid

questions?

Outrageous Fortune (••••) Best comedy

yet this year.

Mannequin (NR) Reputedly the worst com-

edy yet this year.

Lethal Weapon (• • • ) Mel (Mad Max) Gib-

son stars as a psycho, slightly suicidal,

violent detective whose new partner is a

veteran detective who just turned 50,

played by Danny (The Color Purple and
Silverado) Glover. This Richard (Super-

man) Donner film begins much the same
way his Inside Moves did, a coked out, half-

naked 22 year old woman plunges to her

death from a tall building. This is a good

way to get sex and violence on the screen

in the first minute of the movie. Gibson and

Glover tough their way through this action

packed non-stop movie that pits the two

good guys against an army of really nasty

bad guys. This is what all good escapist

movies should be about.

Angel Heart ( • 1/2) Mickey Rourke plays

a sleezy detective in the 1950s who is sent

by strange client (Robert DeNiro) to find

a long lost crooner named Johnny Favorite.

In the course of his search Rourke soon

finds out that all of his witnesses are be-

ing murdered. This has something to do

with a voodoo cult down south. There

might be a coherent plot in this story but

I doubt it. The film is beautifully

photographed, Rourke acts fairly well in a

few scenes but this is yet another case of

great form over no content. As for Lisa

Sonet's acting ability I still have no

evidence by which to judge her. She looks

great without any clothes but that's all she

has to recommend her appearance in this

movie.

— Don Lipper

By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

This is it, my last column. I can't take it

anymore. I guess I sort of snapped after 1

saw Angel Heart. It was a poor movie with

lots of style and no substance. As I left the

theatre I saw a poster for Police Academy
4 showing the original cast in a balloon.

Under the cast list was a sign saying simp-

ly "Coming soon". That's the last thing 1

remember.
The men in the white coats are treating

me very nicely and they promised that I

wouldn't get any more electric shocks if I

stopped drooling. After 2 years of watching

2 -5 bad movies a week for this column I

have had enough. I am now going get a job

where I can use the same skills of your

average film critic. I am going to become
a stable cleaner. Bye folks, it's been fun.

NONA/ OPEN

PANDA EAST
RIGHT IN DOWNTOWN AMHERST

Come In For Our Daily

LUNCHEON SPECIALS
Served Mon - Sat: 1 1=30 - 3:00

ALSO CHECK OUT OUR TAKE OUT SERVICE

Located at 103 N. Pleasant St (behind Bart's)

telephone: 256-8923

Picture yourself arid a friend strolling a stretch of white ^i
sandy tjeach as far as the eye can see while a pastel ^. .

sunset paints the evening sky. Mexico's stunning Canbbean "^ \
Cold Coast is where dreams of a perfect ^
beach life become reality, and University '^^iMRta^^T^^
Auxiliary Services and Campus Travel now offer you a ^^^"^fi^
dream come true Announcing: dH^fm

^ <-«•.>

Destination:

CANCUN
GRAND PRIZE:

Free IVip for TWo
to Cancun, Mexico

1ST RUNNER UP: Sun-Pun Ttavel Kit from the

University Store

2ND RUNNER UP A $20.00 Gift Certificate

to the T.O.C. ResUurent
K*^^''

Entry blanks are available at: Cdmpus
Center Coffee Shop Bluewail Cafeteria

& Coffee House Hatch Cafeteria. Worrester

Snack Bar Campus Travel Center (across

from the Coffee Shop)

'^^::^r^**z.^.

No
Purchase
Necessary

Arts this weekend: Photos, Music, and Opera

'Paradise Island'Gefl) is pait of ihe •Summer Dieams' Exhibit showing at the Moments of Time

Gallery in Northampton. Baritone Donald Barnum (center) will perform in Mascagni's opi) a

'Cavelleria Rustlnicana' 8 p.m. Saturday in the Fine Arts Center and 3 p.m. Sunday in Bucklty

Recital Hall. Ambersi. DO'A World Music E)isemble will perform at 7 and 10 p.m. this Sundav in

the Iron Horse Cafe'in Northampton,

I Pleasant SL Theater^

"A WVINI CejMEDY \W TM 80s

ers HARD mt TO Hmk «m
OF FUN WATCHINa THIS

-.U.V:. .".'J.-ifW .c i'lSl

"The years mosi original mcifc

.mmirrti in wahnhr ijif:* r

It ^v. *'l v.. t'V.^ I

. In. ^lifl^K.-llrH***.-

World Theater presents '5

Feather,' a multimedia production about three

Native American sisters growing up in Brooklyn,

at 8 p.m. Saturday at Bowker Auditorium.

5:10 • 7:45 • 10 PT«

(also at 2:30 Saturday and Sunday)
2" PkasdMl St. Norlhanjplon .«»(» 0935

-Bca^

Ever wanted to Fly

:

We have immediate openings for new mem-
bers! Our aircraft are available for economi-
cal primary and advanced instruction, as well

pleasure flying. Give us a call and one of our
members will take you up!

The Collegiate Flying Club

538-5821

FT. UUDERDALE'S LARGEST
SELECTION OF MUSIC

AMfBJCA'

casette sale

3 for 999

COMPACT DISC • BLANK TAPE

• POSTERS • ACCESSORIES •

"Ft. Lattderdale Or Bust"

Spring Break 1987

For ohIy $19 p**" person per nite we

offer yoff a 1 -bedroom or 2-bedrooin

apartment, Large efficiency or Small

Studio Unit.

POOL • COOKING FACILITIES • BBQ

CALBE TV • BIKE RENTALS - 3 DAYS FREE

Want to know more? Contact Debbie and Ed Gold

Venetian Court Apartments

59-7 1 Isle of Venice

FtLauderdale.FIa. 33301

or call (305) 525-2223 (COLLECT)

Hundreds of Titles

including:

JIMI HENDRIX

3AND0FGYPSYS

DON MCLEAN

AMERICAN PIE

STEVE MILLER

ABRACADABRA

JOHN LENNON

MIND GAMES

SPRING'
IT MAKES M E

IREAK
H O TM

FT. LAUDERDALE IT MAKESMK J^OT

FEATURING: SPRING BREAK KITS

TEE SHTF-^.S

KEYCH/.' V

BUMPER STICKERS
LICENSE PLATES

Rosonne by 9West

Wf

X

whlip pi.iK.

We accept MasterCard Am Express Visaj

STORE HOURS

MON -THUR 930 am- 11pm

FRI-SAT9»am-12am
SUN 11 am- 11 pm

1500 Sunrise Blvd.

Giw.he«i(t Ft. Lauderdale. PL 33304

of music. 305-763-1845

RECORDS & TAPES
STUDENT DISCOUNT WITH I.D.
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Tharp's dance exciting, original

rwvia Tharp Dance
Wednesday, March 11

Fine Arts Center

B- < OLLEEN SHERRY
Ciillegian Correspondent

Valley audiences were provided with a

rare treat Wednesday night as the eclectic

and energetic Twyla Tharp Dance company

displayed its unique style and virtuoso

technique at the Fine Arts Center. Tharp

s considered by many to he one of the most

.'xciting forces in American choreogi-aphy

and has previously \v<irked with tht na

inr's top dance companies including i !u

VBT the Joffrey, and the New York C?

Pallet. Orit,'inally a modern dance.

harp's current style is not easily defint.'d.

..s Wednesday night's pieces emphasized

The program began willt "Ballare. a

piece which showed heavy influences of

classical ballet. Set to Mozarfs Double

Piano Sonata No. 448. the pec* i-^ danced

on full pointe with the dancers clad m flow

mg, white costumes. However, ballet for

Tharp. is not all swans, princes and silk

tulle lutus. In the tradition of Balanchine,

ballet for Tharp means speed. And speed

her dancers display in "Ballare." both in

intricate footwork and soaring jetes The

men m this piece (Richard Colton, William

Whitener. and Kevin Santee) seemed par

ticularly adept in their ballet technique,

.solidly executing multiple pirouettes.

The second work. "Fugue," made a

drastic departure from the flowing con-

tinuity of "Ballare." Choreographed with

no music and no scenery. "Fugue" is an ex-

periment shfiwinf.' fhat dance can stand on

its own. Thixf maU dancers engage in a

range of movements — from easy, limp,

swinging motions lo nervous, tidgety vvit

ches - which seem Ic be derived from such

disparate influences as Russian folk dance,

karate and stieei gangs. The dancing it

times is graceful and light but. wilhoui

warning. iH-mmes frenetic and aggressive.

producing loud stomps on the stage to

assume a new position. Unlike ttie effusive

joyfulness the dancers display in Ballare.

'

the dancers in "Fugue" aj-e disconnected

from their movement - almost as if it were

involuntary.

An entirely new mood is set once again

for the evening's final piece. "Nine Sinatra

Songs." The curtain opens on a stage

dominated by a huge ballroom glitter ball

which casts spots of light throughout the

auditorium. A rich, velvety backdrop and

the sentimental music of Frank Sinatra

1 harp's Ballare

create an ambiance of glamour. Eight

couples, dressed n tuxes and Oscai at lu

Reiita gown.-, whirl namboyanlly through

this setting a la Rogers and Astaite The

beauty and drama of ballroom dancing is

celebrated in dances such as "Strangers in

the Night,' a vampy. tango like .segment

which incorporates stunning dips and lifts.

In "All the Way" Stephanie Foster and

Kevin Santee languidly slink over each

other while demonstrating gieat extension

and executing daring dives.

"Somethin' Stupid" pokes fun at the

elaborateness ofballroom dances as the two

dancers become hopelessly tangled when

they attempt complicated steps. Specia

mention slmuld he given to .Julie

Nakagaua ^vh, lnoughl neu meaning to

the word "t. !.-t in "That s Lit-' ' P.u Mit-i

James Bislutm jerks h<M ami Iha', . in i

about, catching her a.< shf laK-s tlviii^

leaps into his arms and falls si(it'.\a>- un

til she nearly hits the floor.

• Nine Sinatra Songs' was indicauvt n

Twyla Tharp Danct i- ,. u hole - it was

visually challenging, uuty, and highl\

original.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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PIZZA ^^.^^ SUIS II PIZZA Vfc^/^ SUiS

$1.00 OFF
i;
$1.00 OFF i

ANY LARGE PIZZA
one coupon per purchase II

II

ANY LARGE PIZZA
«- • Vf u on 100-7 ont coupon per purchase |

offer expires MiUxh^iO.^yB? n
^^^^^, expires March 20, 1987^j

A SEARCH FOR GOD
A makx Audio Visual pfWMKitallon lh«( examines Ihe splrltii* roots ol cootemporaiy music. Seer Uv audieoces around \r^e

world Rock end Roll-A SeweH tor Ood focuses on some of the most signlfleant questions faced l>y manHind today.

Is theie more to inis existence than what I can percetve with my five senses? Is there a God? Can I Know tnfci Ood

inlelleclually as well as spiritually? The pre«»ntallon answers these questions while looking at the mustajhe art, and the

lives surrounding one o( the most significant pheoorTHma of the 20th Century- an exciting, inlormatlye. and often lire

changing experlencel

Ffuixy men 13Wben. £Afif05^ c^mfl 101 TiSoM.

LARGEST COLLEGE PAPER IN NEW ENGLAND

The Massachusetts Daily-

IAN
I RSOUNIVERSITY OF MASSACMUSETTSAIylHERST 113 CAMPUS CENTER 545^3500 VOLUME CXVII ISSUE 1

YOU
COULD BE THE ONE
WE'RE LOOKING FOR:

A MARKETING REPRESENTATIVE

AT THE COLLEGIAN

You've read the books

and gone to class

NOW is the time to prove what

you can do and gain valuable

experience for your future

If you're a Freshman or Sophmore
come and fill out an application

at the Collegian

113 Campus Center

Business and Communications IVIajors Welcome
Deadline March 20

""vernor'S

©logram
Dunc presents

in cooperation with

SriCKLETS
NATURAL FLAVOR GUM

FEATURING COMEDIAN
STEVE HYTNER

atrip to Daytona
Sony handycam
*t 'Shirts and more!

VIDEO
DANCE I

Sat., March 14
8:00 p.m.- 1:00

S.U.B.

I

#

#
#

#

James Baldwin's Evidence a cry of rage
The Evidence of Things Not Seen
By James Baldwin
New York: Holt and Co. 1985

125 pp. $4.95

By TIMOTHY HARRIS
Collegian StafT

James Baldwin's The Evidence of Things Not Seen is

a cry of rage, couched in the most eloquent of terms. In

this account of the Atlanta child slayings and the trial

of accused murderer Wayne Williams, Baldwin burrows
below the surface of the American Dream to the heart of

darkness beating within.

The murder of these children is as horrifying in the ex-

treme as the unforgiveable crimes of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki, the genocide of the American Indian, and the

reality of an empire built on the blood of slaves. Baldwin
creates a compelling mosiac, in which the deaths of the

26 children and the lash of the slaveholder are of a piece,

terrible in their unity and tragically real in their

consequences.

Baldwin writes of communities "between the carrot and
the stick of the American Dream," of Europeans becom-

ing white against a blackness of their own creation, of the

bankruptcy of white supremacy and the inevitable rising

of the "wTetched of the earth." His is a vision that is strik

ing in unity, poetic in expression and devastating on

impact.

Atlanta, "The City Too Busy to Hate," needed a victim,

says Baldwin, not to vindicate murders, for Black life is

cheap in the South, but simply to clean up the mess. In-

deed, slayings were more or less ignored until Ms. Camilla

Bell's Stop the Murders Mother's Committee turned the

carnage in Atlanta into a national issue.

Williams himself is described as cold and hateful, a man
incapable of love or human warmth. Williams is. as well.

probably innocent. Tried on highly technical evidence that

was largely circumstantial, and presumed guilty upon ac-

cusation, Williams is, in Baldwin's estimation, a Black
scapegoat for the crimes of a white society.

The jury that convicted Williams never explained how
fourteen murders could occur while the accused was in

jail. Nor was it explained why a man, accused only of kill

ing two drifters, was being tried for the deaths of 26

children. Actually, says Baldwin, the public relations

show that was Williams' trial had more to do with sav-

ing tourism than achieving justice. Williams became then,

in a very real sense, another Black casualty of white

America.

The Distinguished Visitors Program is proud to present

HUNTER S. THOMPSON

{§HEpfAl\l§|-

3/13 FRIDAY
Chili Brothers

lcri¥iir:Ti^

DeepWOOdS Drive (formerly circle)

3/16 MONDAY
Ken Johnson & Co.

St Patrick's Day Ken Johnson and Co.

24 Pleasant St, No^hampton • 586-4258

April 7, 1987
Fine Arts Center • 8:00 PM

Tickets will be available on

MONDAY MARCH 16

at the Fine Arts Center Box Office.

Free with 5 college ID • $2 General Admission

Two tickets per person.

mmmmmmmmmm

IT'S THAT

TIME AGAIN

TIME WHEN THE TEXTBOOK ANNEX
MUST BEGIN TO RETURN UNSOLD

SPRING COURSE BOOKS TO THE PUBLISHERS

RETURNS START
MARCH 18

DON'T WAIT TO GET A NECESSARY BOOK
YOU MAY BE DISAPPOINTED!

TEXTBOOK ANNEX HOURS: Mon - Fri 9am-4pm

THE UNIVERSITY STORE
TEXTBOOK ANNEX
@ physical plant bidg

GOURMET FRIED CHICKEN

^Jffif*wmi

^^T - ///

3pi*i-1am

DAILY

31 Boltwood
Walk

through

the Alley
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Bly^s poetry everything

Bv CHAR1.es FRANCIS CARROLL
Collegian Staff

Every once m a while, insteac ofa straight or even obli-

que musical act, the Ir«n Horse presents us with the

spoken word. Tuesday night was such a night. Robert

Bly, poet/pirate of the heart was in Northampton for two
pe'*formances of his exquisite poetry.

Bly's poetry is exquisite and his performance Tuesday
was extra-special. He recited from memory from each of

his books, offering a full repertoire of his poems. If you
are not familiar with Bly, he is a poet of the familiar,

the i>ersonal. anchoring his paternal posturing on deep

images and alchemical formulas which keep you spell-

bound. For instance the following:

// was among ferns I learned about eternity.

Below your belly there is a curly place.

Through you I learned to love the ferns on that bank
and the curve the deer's hoof leaves in the sand.

Robert Bly is not simply a love poet, although he is

a great love poet; Bly is a political poet as well. He im-

provised a number of verses to update his memorable
"Teeth Mother Naked At Last" to include the latest

fiascoes of Ronald Reagan's Iran dealings and
misdealings.

Later Bly would place this in respect to drug addiction

and the difficulties of growing up with alcoholic fathers

not able to admit their alcoholism. Bly said, "It's like

having an elephant in the house and no one
acknowledges it. Now he (Reagan) can't tell the truth

about anything. The alcoholic father lies and denies his

alcoholism and we're trying to intervene and get him
to admit it.. .ifyou can't admit your father is an alcoholic,

then you can't have a reconciliation."

Bly is also a translator of other poets and recited

translations of the Spanish |}oet Antonio Machado and
the Soviet poet Anna Achmatova. After several poems
by Achmatova, Bly said, "compared to her, most
American women poets write Halhnark card stuff and
most male poets valentines. But," he added, "com-
parisons are odious. That's something about poetry,

nobody is in competition. (Haroldi Bloom is completely

our of his skull on that."

I found myself agreeing with Bly. his poems spoke to

me as I imagine they would speak to anyone: he speaks
directly to the issues of life, particularly the relationship

between man and woman. If you like the poem above,

yo\i might want to check out his latest book Loving a

Woman in Two World.'^.

You're Too BUSY!
Don't waste time doing

your own laundry...

Take It To

^*^S
•TT, i: I.J ii,ij

11 PflAV «r, AMHEfl8t.lilW

We Offer:

• Hand Pressing

• Shirt Service

• Same Day
SenAce

HOURS: Mon 10 am - 5 pm
Tues - Sat 10 anfi - 10 pm

The boys are beasts
Fight for your right to party

THE BEASTIE BOYS
LISCENCE TO ILL

By DARREN GARNICK
Collegian Correspondent

The Beasties Boys' song. Fight for your right to party,

has been high on the Billboard charts for quite some time
now, American Top 40's Casey Kasem affectionately call-

ed them "America's rowdy rockin'rappers" and the "off-

spring of Sesame Street and the Sex Pistols."

This song promotes illiteracy, disrespect, pornography.
druj^.s, and overall stupidity. And the American public

loves it. My question is WHY?
It certainly can't be the actual music itself. You can't

sing to it, and I've never personally seen anyone tap their

feet to it. Let's face it, Billy Joel, Huey Lewis, and Madon-
na have nothing to worry about. It must be the lyrics.

Let's take a look at at them then, and ti-y to find the source

of their overall appeal. "Man, living at home is such a
dragMom threw away your best porno mag." I'll have to

admit, this kid does have it rough. Mom didn't just throw
away any porno mag, she threw away his favorite one.

Well, I don't know about you, but I'd be thinking about
running awav from home at this point.

But the most amusing message this song tries to bring

across is the entire notion of fighting for "your right to

party."

Wouldn't it be more productive as a society to fight to end
world hunger or to fight to curtail the federal deficit?

If it is indeed true that children are our graeatest

natural resource and are our nation's future leaders, then
try this on for size:

"We hold these truths to be self-evident: that all men
are created equal, that they are endowed by their creator

to the right of life, liberty and the pursuit of parties."

Pridav. March " ^^ 1987
COLLEGIAN

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Smithereens

By Sarah Smith

Jonathan Richman and the Modern Lovers
will be at Pearl Street tonite

SUDWtlSEfHH«INQOrMEIIS*>ANHEUS(RBUSCH IMC 'ST lOUIS
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"Now listen — will you please try to control

yourself «onigtit? ... don't want to see you
goading some guy into crastiing heads with you."

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau

PR U/H0OPBB'S> SAfB-

POCTOR. ^&&KlN6i

Bloom County

T}£ FIRST 5f¥-P N
cmifjeiOHT-mvcnoN

Repucvw Of^ me 5TmftCH..

ACTWilY CWilNO OfF

MJOH CFm STmftCH
Cflvirr.

yes, MA'AM, lABDUIVBF...

UH-HUH... UHHUH.. WHBM
UOUU? THAT 9a, MA'AM-^

J UH-HUH...

HOLD ON. MA'AM. LeT
Me CHeCK U/ITH

10,JlMMi!CATmNG NOT
JOB! CAN U/e HAN- UllTmF
XB H(mBa)MING^ FBDERAi

mhCF-

By Berke Breathed
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Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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REPORT •

I ID'We HO"E
OF tme: „

A workshop for people interested in writing loi

Black Affairs and Women's Issaes will be held a

7 p.m. Monday in Campus center room 905-909.

TaUc heed - this counts towards staff status

By Bill Dearing

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trude Micttcl Jafft

Var

ACNOSS
1 for a - (a

bargain)

S Hiatuses

9 HocKey s

trick

12 Ratite bird

13 French school

14 Geometric
hgure

1 5 Oater

17 Crafts partr^er

IB Perches
19 In — (en route)

21 Lacking skill

24 Canadian Indian

25 Practice

28 TV s Valerie

31 God ot love

32 Egyptian dry

measure
34 Gametes
35 Pan ol FBI

36 Outst,inding

best

38 Overcome
39 Downs partner

40 Confess
41 Apportion with

Otll

4J' BieasUtont-

44 Mosaic pieces

5 Fleece

6 King beater

7 Saucy
8 Investigatof

9 Engine rating

10 Against

11 Assay
13 Also-ran

14 Chair repairman

16 Sicihan

landmark

20 The She* ol

- Harry

Smith

song
22 Sacred song
23 Wood eater

25 Pictorial puzzle

26 Burst

27 Practical

ludgment
29 Popular musical

30 Eastern tiile

33 Oidlashionea

36 Stamp sheets

37 a corpulent

— tifly L

Hunt on

George iv

41 Old Testament

notes

43 Singer Delia

45 Gentle sounds
46 Capital ot

Mancfta

49 Touch
50 Thespian s

quest

51 MP s problem

$3 Aliican ton

54 Ourbeylieii s

daughter

55 Concordes
58 Nitrogen

Comb loim

59 Clothespin in

Liverpool

ANSWER TO PREVrOUS PUZZLE
a]m a,h]

47

48
49
52

56

57

til

32

Perceived

Hedarts
Fragrant tjloor^.

E«ullb

Time out ol

mind
Something not

to do in

miastrea"'

Jlhei

txudes
Subordinate

Abbi

Lighi Hofse
Harry

Ho PFi /"'I"

OdlllC M»i :lir

piaris!

DOWN
Very in VVien

! Novel tJv

Melv.llfr

) Detectivf ~.V(;itp

\ Primp*; wtrt

up

k

Lunch

'.i!i>_'dt' '' iider

Vti Id a .1
'•'• ig/

Savor viard.'i i-i;scuif

Dinner

s.iushury Steak/Gravy

Spaghetti/Tomato Sauce

Menu
\

Basics Lunch

Vegetable Grincic-

Tuna a la Kint)

Savory Garden Bisi ii

Basics Dinner

Potpourri

Hi Protein SpaghPlii

lorriato 3auc<

Weather
Today: Cloudy, chance of flurries, highs in the 3* s

Tonight: Clear, lows in the 20s

Tommorrow: Sunny and milder, highs in the k.^

40s. J

Todays Staff
Night Editor William bpair

Copy Editor John Swans'.

Layout Technician Rob Catalano

Photo Technician Bvtne Guan o s -

Production Supervisor Rob Cata an^

Production: Connie, Laura T >

Keith, Valerie. Lisa and joe

Executive Board — Spring of 1987

KELLY SIEGER
Editor tn Chitf

NANCY KLINCENER
Maoagiag Editor

STEVE RUBIV
Batla«M llaaag«r

PHIL SERAFINO
Editorial Edtter

ANSEL ZINTER
Production Maaagtr

Business Board — Spring of 1987

STEVE RUBm
BuslMM Maaagtr

PAUL H. LESSER
Advtrttttag Sales Maaagtr

VANESSA ROTH
Flsanca Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Harkttlttg Maoagar

CRAIG NAUGLB
Cirealailon Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Sabacriptloo Manage i
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Ailing mobster Zannino sentenced;

begs judge to give his family hope
BOSTON (AP) - Reputed mob boss Ilario M.A. Zamiino,

attended by medical t«ohnicians and breathing bottled ox-

ygen, 'vas sentenced lo 3f! vedft^ in p< ison yesterday for

loanshaiking and gaiuoliiiy after beggiaj the judge to give

hie family hope he would gei. oiit of }h'>] Ijefove he died.

"V/ith a little hope. ! might live loii'ic ,
Zannino said

in 3 rambling 15-miniue-long speech before his

sentencing.

The 66-year-old, whose heart condit cu' regularly inte-

rupted his trial and forced the case u> be severed from

similar ones involving other reputed New England mob
figures, pleaded for the judge to consider his family and

give them "a little hope that I'll come home.'

"1 know I'm going home in a box. but just give .hen<

a little hope." he said.

"I'm not lily white. I'm not an altar boy.' Zaunino jind

But he asked the U.S. District Judge David Nelson

whether a lengthy sentence was warranted '"oecause I

swore, because 1 drank because I liked to pla> cards."

A federal jurj- deliberated 5'/.! hours before convicting

him March 6 of two counts of illegal gaming and one count

of loansharking.

In his comments yesterdny Zannino apologized for say-

ing after his conviction. ". 'inne the jury rues touight."

"i had a right lo say ^mef.hing like rhaf your nonor

l»erause i m not guilty,'' 2annino said.

He also said he was angry that some jiu-ors hud giggled

when one of his daughters suffered a seizure during the

trial and asked the judt;e how he would have ieit

What dc you think they are thinking when they saw
the newsj-aper and read that quoteV Nelson responded-

The ludge said he was "disturbed' by Zannino's com-

mo'jl about the jury saying even if he did nor, intend to

hut members ol the panel, the I'linipent was still an
insult.

"Every effort was made to give you a fair trial," the

ludgo said.

Ht sentenced Zannino to five years in prison on each

of the two gambling counts and 20 yearf on the loanshark-

ing conviction He denied a governmeni. request that a

longer sentence be imposed because Zannino was &

"special dangerous offender
"

The sentence means Zannino could be eligible for parole

atter serving 10 years, said Jeremiah T. O'Sullivan. chief

of the Justice Department's New England Organized
Crime Strike Force.

"That's the system," Zannino said after the sentencing

as he embraced his wife and daughters in the courtroom.

"They should have hung him, why didn't they hang
hiin*^" hir daughter, Jane, t-eferring with tears in her eyes

to what the family considers a lethal prison sentence.

?/annino's t'amily and defense attorney J(»seph J. Balliro

im.s continually argued that putting Zannino on trial v/as

endangering his health.

Balliro, who plans to appeal the case, had asked the

judge to consider Zannino's health in sentencing him, say-

ing, "even a short term of imprisunnieiit...is tantamount
to a death sentence."

But Jane Serene, prosecutor in the case, argued that

Zannino "is most assuredly one of the most vic!ou^, and
ruthless criminals ever to be sentenced in this district."

She had asked the judge to impose a 45 year sentence, in-

cluding 15 years more than che maximum on the loan

sharking conviction.

The charges grew out of a 1983 indictment thai also

named Gennaro J. Angiulo and other all-iged members
of New England's organized crime family.

Angiulo, three of his brothers and an alleged associate

were convicted in February 1985 on various racketeering

and gambling charges. Angiulo is serving a 45-year

sentence.

Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASAN"^ ST • 253-6141

hi If

»

Join Us Friday For The

GATEWAY TO THE WEEKEND
With FREE Buffalo Wings From 4 pm till they lost

WITH MORE HOT FOOD TO FOLLOW!!

BEER OF THE MONTH: Hopfenperle "Perle" $1 .25

DRINK OF THE WEEK: Ward 8 - $1.75

Spring Break ^

n F
t 3
tV 95

I COS Cotton

DiOuses Dresses
B?g Shirts Pani:

PO to 50% off select

Blouses Skirts Dresses
Earrings Rugs Sun 12-5

ERCCNTILE
Daily 10-6

N'hamp.Niohts
Th -Fri 9 P M

Horthampton- 18 Center St

Jl^ Amherst-Carriage Shops Jj^^^K

'-40T

ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

11 am - 2 am 7 days
50 Main St. Amherst. MA

LIQUORS

61 Main St., Amherst
Next to Town Hall

FOR FREE DELIVERY OF
*20 MINIMUM ORDER,
(OFF UMASS CAMPUS)

Dial
253-3091

AU Prices In Store Cash Only —

J.B/s Sandwiches

are sooooo big

I CAN'T BELIEVE
I ATE THE WHOLE

THING! !

!

J B. s is open for late night

munchies seven days a week!

Tanqueray

Gin
1.75 liter

i99

Guiness
Stout

$A85
Ta 6 pk.
Plus Dep.

Midulla
Soavc
$199

750 ml

1982 '3.49
Periquita

Portuguese Red
"This '82 couid hold its

own against any *25.00

Red Burgundy"

...Robert Parker

Harp
Lager
$/|35
*X 6pk.
plus dep.

Bailey's
Irisn

Cream
750 ml

$1425

^.W» KS

• Legman
I iintiniif<l I'niiii fntU^' 2(1

Leanian said that svhik'

he had a fet-lin^ in Fi-lituary

that he would leave. In*

didn't finalize that decision

until recently.

•'We're very disappointed,

because the women had one

of the finest coaches

available," UMass Athletic

Director Frank Mclnerney

said.

"We didn't su.spect at all

that he would leave," he

continued. "We offered him

a contract about six or eight

weeks ago, and he asked for

three or four more weeks to

think it over. About a week

ago. he asked us to talk and

we said 'sure'. That's when

he gave us the firm answer.

"We're delighted with

what the team got from

him. Most certainly his per

formance was absolutely ex-

ceptional, not only from the

administrative standpomt,

but in the opinions of the

players a well
'

• men 's gymnastics entertains Springfield

(.'(illeKiun pholi) by Niki Sokoloff

Junior guard Lorenzo Sutton and the rest of

the Minutemen finished their season with a

record of 1 1-16, including a loss to Rhode Island

in the Atlantic 10 playoffs.

itiiilinui'ii III'"
'

'

and noiif^h"it\ a^^icr w uuld

1)1' a tough oiif to tnakt'

••-las Konayni' might -I'l-

ai'tion ami it he doosn 1 it U

bv a tough (leeision as to

who \m11 replace him,"

Johnson said.

Individually Johnson and

Dougherty said they have

been impressed with the

performance of senior Phil

Gorgone in practice and

they felt he has steadily

been improving as the

season has progressed.

"Phil Gorgone's been com-

ing on .strong in prac-

tice, "Johnson stated. "His

floor exercise, still rings,

vault and parallel bars are

real strong and he's been

hitting his routines."

Another pleasant surprise

for the Minutemen has l>een

the comeback ofjunior Tim
Myers. The Middletown, NJ
product has come through

efVectivelv in .several events

for the Minutemen after

nursing a gi>o(l deal ot tin'

sea-~on with an injury -^us

lamed to ills wrist.

Tim Myers poiunul

horse routine has impiov.-d

greatly and il-^ heen g'"'-'"

having hmi hack in action.
'

said Johnson.

Assistant coach Dougher

ty said he was also pleased

with the Minutemen's per

formance in practice in

preparation for Springfield

Cidlege.

"The teams level of

energy is moving up apd

they're up to the level we
want them to be at for the

Eastern's," said Dougherty.

"I feel confident that as long

as everybody does their job

we won't have to worry too

much about the outcome -

it'll be fun."

The meet will also mark
the last dual home meet for

several seniors, namely co

captains Eric Ciccone and

Joe DeMarco. Steve Baia.

Phil Gorgoiu- and Jitn

Fitzgerald.

"It'll he their last lionie

meet 111 I til' Bovdf't Clv?'l

iiast ics ( enter and ie\ '1

l)e up lor It as will hi' '
fst

(ilihc team, said Dougheitv

Sports Notice

There will be a man
datory meeting for

members of the dollegiun

sports staff Sunday at 1

p.m. at the sports desk.

Spring beats will be

assigned at this ttine.

Anyone not at the meeting

may have their beat given

away.

Also, next week will be

preview week and the

spring sports will be look-

ed' at in depth by the

writers assigned to them.

This is the tentative

schedule: Monday,
lacrosse; Tuesday,

baseball; Wedne.sday, soH-

ball; Thursday, women'^

lacrosse; Friday, men's and

women's tennis and mei -

and women's track.

ACIiVillt:

CLASSIFIEDAU 5O FOn- SAlE • (.
'•>

!ORS
ENTERTAiNMENI •'^^-^1' •<'fcNT

fOR SALE • FOUND
-. *^A».v*-- A^^.v..•;^x•^>U.*^^Wo4*;^^•.»*i4tf*>>»o*v;:•>^

ir, .MOIORCYLCLti
. L....w:,-..., 'RIDE WANIED
RIDERS NEEDED • SERVICES

ROOMAIT ..ANTED 'TRAVEL
WANTED •SUBLET

ACTIVITIES

ANGELA DAVIS IS speaking tonighl on
Unity in the Fight Agamst Racism "Thais

lonighl in the Sludenl Union Ballroom al

7 00 PM

JUGGLING IS CATCHING. Learn lo luggle

and become a part o( a unique, fast-

growing club CCiee. today, 3-5 30 (Help

Bruce nnd his rubber chiciien. Gertrude)

AN INIXPINMVI tPftINO IREAK

DO YOU WANT to go lo the Bahamas.
Jamaica, or Ft Lauderdale'' We have com-

plete trips 10 the Bahamas starling trom

349. complete Jamaica trip for 389. and

complete Ft. Lauderdale trip 129 bus or 319

air fare These prices all include transpor-

laion and hotel You will not find a cheaper

deal with anyone else For information call

ly,<ike or RicK al 549-5401 Space is limited.

AUTO FOR SALE

FOR RENT

TWO ROOMS. JUNE first, busroute,

215 00 inclusive Kris/Sara 256-0048

APARTMENT $390 A month all utiilties Itv

eluded call Jerry evenings 655-4286

FOR SALE

CRATE AMP MUST sell' Call Shawn
546-9030

TV FOR SALEITs' diag color TV Phiico

$50 or BO 546-6371 David

RAYBANThEAD^UNGLASSES $3^40
h^arc 546-5384

APPLE lie COLOR rnonitor imagewriler II

Printer. 2nd disk drive, software, etc $1500

call 253-1324

JAMAICA

TRIP 4 SALE 2 pers S573 eacfT spring

break Niqril' 7 days-7 nights call 546-4393

JIM, PAUL, ft RON "

HIIIII HONNEYYYVS1 THANK you ior the

yummy popcorn, neato phone and the

smelly room Paul-don I tell you know

who " about what Rob blabbed' Ron, you

kill me' Jim. how can you live with these

people" Thanks tor the tun! PS Hi

Ivlaureen'

LOUISE SMITH

DON T GO AWAY!!!

MEN'S LARGE i'AR'WAY welsuit, Fartner-

John and vest Eric al 549-6066

1965 FORD FALCON a cream puff

256-6920

BOSTON-HOUSTON TICKETS 170 round

tnp Mario 6-5441 Nick 6-5437

1973 VOLVO EXCELLENT condition

665-7795

75 PLYMOUTH OUSTER no rust new paint

runs great $350 or best offers 549-4770

76 BUICK CENTURY runs great, real fast.

$450 or BO 546-5419

82 SUBARU BRAT, Excellent shape. 2.600

549-7529

VAN 78 FORD great condition, customiz-

ed tor travel $2,800 BO 253-21 19 6-10PM

1976 VWRABBlf NEEDS bodywork $300
Heidi 253-7418

1979 RED MAZDA RX7 excellent condition

78000 miles Kenwood Stereo 3500/BO
46-7715

LADIES SKI BOOTS size 8'^ like new
Kestinger K-D $75 or best offer call Amy
days 8 30-3 30 546 1376 eves 4 30-8 30

1 -283-3050

OriE sTlVER REED tyrewnter very basic,

electric nothing fancy m good condition call

Melanie 256-0388 after 10PM

USED TIRES GOOD prices guarantee call

Mark about sizes 665-4914

FREE CASH

NEED MONEY FOR spring break? I need

your baseball cards' Please help Call Mike

5490333

LOST

LOSf^OL^D HERRINGBONE btaclet very

sentimenlal' II found please call 6-9752

large reward

REWARD $50 FOR ID lost al PUB Susan
Mazzarrella call 546-5050

HELPil-OST MY tape recorder at Bartlell

Auditorium on 3/4/87 Class Bio 1008

reward no questions asked 549-7740

LOST: I LEFT my flute m your car Hitchhik-

ing please return 549-1076

LOST 379 BETWEEN Southwest and
Thompson Hall liscence and student ID il

found please contact Barbara al 6-9055

A WALKMAN IN Bowker Aud on 3/11/87

dunng 1115 Econ class if found call 6-731

7

SUE IS IT true men s beards scratch""

KRISTIE RAYMOND-HAPPY birlhday jusl

one year until you re legal' Have a great

one- stay out ol trouble Luv Katie

HAPPY 21ST BIRTHDAY Kevin Eslrella

We ve had a lot ol fun times this past year

Hope there s many more lo come Love

always. Letter. Valerie, and Kalhy

JOSH CRANOALL HAPPY birlhday' You

were terrific at 21 and I love you even more

at 22 What will happen at 23"" Love,

Leanne

HAPPY BIRTHDAY NATURE beast love

Mounlainman

JOSH GOGGINS-HAPPY 22nd birthday"

I hope you en)oy all the presents I am go

ing to give youl -Love Carrie

NOW YOU LOOK like you |usl got back

from somewhere, somewhere yeah you

know thai il's true " Do you remember?
Husker Du

CANCUi^ KAREN-LEAVING us again lor

the sun Didn'l want youlo Ihink wed forget

your 21sl" A surprise awaits you in

Slockbridge L&L

MICHELLE. AMY. MARIA, Katie Mary

Louise Linda and Collelle, thank you fof

celebrating my success with me" II wouldn I

have meant as much if you guys weren I

there with me Thank you' Love. Christine

MOUSE. LIFE HAS been much belter since

we've been together KAT

HAPPY B-DAY ALISON Hardy' Have a

great year we love ya" Sheila Sarah

Michelle Sue Danielle Heather

DESPERATELY SEEKING THE S W meet

me 31 mv pad 'or some ad' Seymour

ERIC. THE GENTLE Woodland nymph, we
like Ihe way you prance'

KRISTIN-GREAT TIME at Sze s The

movies will be better' Can I buy you pop-

corn'? The enlightened drummer boy. Hob

PROFESSIONAL TYPINO AND EDITINO

SPEEDY KEYS -DISSERTATIONS.
resumes, papers 256-1002

ST. JUDE

THANK YOU AGAIN! SeWor-i 1,

prayers go unanswered I am •

SUtLET

REWARD $400. 2 bedroom apartment in

Norlhwood apis lake over lease riow

Ihrough August 31 Rent $415 00, hot water

included Please call 665-3078 9PM nPM

TAU IOTA TAU 3 ON 3 CHAMPS

GOOD LUCK AT Norlheastern"

KRISTIE-HAPPY
Delta Zela

20TH birthday' Love

BLACK COTTON ESPRIT coal al pub Sal

7 Sentimental value! Reward call 6-8360

HAP^ MRTHDAV MOTORCYCLES

1975 BUtCK SKYHAWK auto AC reliable

1987 sticker $700 256-8158

HEY, WANNA BUY a van? Not very pretty

bu! runs very well and is dependable 1971

Chev Van with 74 Nova engine and many
new parts Call Shawn 546-9030 $300

WELL. MEGAN HERE is the Friday the

1 3th birthday personal you have been ask-

ing for Lois of k)ve. from some of us. We
know who we are

CLOSET SALE

FUiX LENGTH RACOON skin coat, in

good condition, $200 00 NCR cash

register, needs only minor repair for full

operation or jusi a conversation piece

S50 00 Resignol skis, marker bindings and

caber boots Great package for someone

who wants to learn without major invest-

ment $80 00 Call Ansel 256-6182

DEAD TICKETS

NIYROl

BOiB RIJDINSKY I'M sure you know Ihat

Bob spelled backwards is Bob I love you!

Always. Andrea

HEY RICKI

1986 NIGHTHAWK-S $2,222 with helmets,

backrest, rack, cover, call Allen 256-1764

PERSONALS

RESUME TYPESETTING SERVICE
Have your resume professionally typeset

The best quality type, not a word processor

Sixteen different type styles lo choose from

Takes only 3 days - costs $25 and any

changes I'll do for FREE Come down to Ihe

Collegian Graphics Office (113 Campus
Center) and speak lo Peter Soderberg

SUSAN PFEFFER LOVE thai Ragg Doll I

didn'l forget Love Wendy

DALLAS, IS IT true Ihe SAO lac?'

TRISH BRANDY JULIE Erin gel psyched

lor Florida in one week we will be baking

our bodies in the sun Boca better watch out

Love, Wendy

HUGUETTE MENDIZIBAL, I'M ready il you

are jusi wake me gently Ha-Ha Love, Ted

JOYCE. TWO MORE weeks HI s break &

Ihis soup I love you. Steve

SHERI ROSENBERG STOP wearing black!

Look lor me Saturday. I'll be weanng a

green hat Love, your Gumba

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

CASES, PAPERS, DISSERTATIONS,
theses, last accurate, dependable, on

campus, reasonable 584-7924, Nancy

ROOM AVAILARLE

ONE QUARTER OF a mile from campus,

on bus route male or lemale ApanmenI

equipped with sauna, wood burning stove,

skylight in bedroom Call Brian or Chris

after 5 256-1041 $270 a month, plus

utilities (Minor)

ROOMMATE WANTED

TOO BAD YOU have to go lo N J because

I'm not driving to Kennedy! UWC is a chok-

ing team'

MEET NEW PEOPLEI Gel groal ex-

perience' Come write for New England's

largest college daily The Collegian is in 1 13

Campus Center, right behind Ihe T V
Come down and check us out'

WOnCHESTER APRIL 2-3-4. Musi trade

my Thursday tickets for Friday and/or

Saturday Dan 549-5316

ENTERTAINMENT

- MOONLIGHTING -

New England's Premiere DJ Service

Top DJs-LowesI Prices

Give Us A Call 253-3133

BANDS WANTED-FOR Central Area

Spring Fling All types oi bands welcome

Call 545-2080 Of 546-9311 for details

3 FUN LOVING gofUas we sing, dance

and play musical inslruments For Bif-

liidays or anything else call 546-91 52 B561

7654

FLORIDA TICKETS

2 ROUND TRIP tix lo Fla $300 lor both

Call Jon at 549-7432

MR A OOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-DISC Entertainmoni Agency Disc

(ockies, lights. renMIs, and mobile video

dances! 549-7144

HELP WANHD

RACK-A-DISC entertainment needs 15

DJ's lighting operators and roadies No
experience required 549 7144

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT, TOUR bus

drivers needed Exceptional pay Class 2

and DPU helpful but will tram Apply early

Manha's Vineyard Sightseeing Box 1086.

Oak Bluffs, Ma 02557 617-693-4681

MAY TO OCTOBER woik n Rockpon

Mass Country Inn scheduling interviews lor

wailslaH and groundstaH Musi be available

until mid-Oclober Seaward Inn (617)

546-3471

COOKS/PREPCOOKS POSITIONS
available PT&FT bieaklasi and lunch great

pay greal working conditions Apply

6 30AM-4 00PM al Sylvesters Reslauranl

1 1 1 Pleasant St Northampton

WOULDN'T YOU RATHER spend spring

break relaxing than looking lo' a summer
lOb'' Gel a summer )0b now' Those who
qualify earn $3000 lo $4000, travel gel

hands on experience have lun and work

with 3000 college students across the coun-

try Limited positions available call now

2560866

HEY VOUI

OUR BAND NEEDS a bass player and/or

vocalist Musi have good attitude If in

lerested call Bruce al 6-9610 or Rich or

Gene at B-6408

SKI. SKI . SKI
5 College Inps' Day trips.

night Inps. lo Berkshire East

Rales start al $9 lor lifts

and transportation for night ski.

Rentals and lessions also avail

Bus leaves UMass & colleges

Registration deadline Mon Feb 2
For more info call

549-4600 x328

DORM STUDENTS: EXCITING young

company looking for energetic dorm
students lo earn extra cash Job pays im-

mediately upon completion Fringe benefits

and perks very common Call now
617-9388839 617935-1414

JEFF AND LUIS; thanks for a greal lime

lei s go do it again - are we Jam Sisters

now''?''

GINA, ONLY TWO more days unHI we are

logelhof I love you' Dave

REWARD $25 DP Dough sign no queslions

?56 1616

MARCIA MAKOWIECKl & Roger Sands

congratulations on your engagement on

March 6, 1987' I wish you a lifetime of hap-

piness together' Love, Pam

TO S.L, my big brother- you re Ihe brother

I've always wanted your I'll sis (Grrr!)

SEE MONTY PYTHONS The Meaning of

Lite
" Tuesday March 17 In SBA 120 shows

al 5.7,9,& 1 1 $1 50 tor the first show and

$2 00 ttiereafter

HANK THIS IS only the beginning' I love

you Beth

HEY SWEETS- IT'S our lucky day' Salur

day nights theme song? Certainly not it s

loo darn hot! " How bout Boomtown's "The

Little Death "' You owe me two you know
P S April IS National Proud Boyfriend

Month Thai s mei

DREW. YOU LOST on lo Ihe next cenluryi

ATTENTION TOBI GOLDENSTEIN here s

you personal impatiently wailing for you

know what Pam

ATTENTION SENIORS! YEARBOOK por

trails has been exiended for one week on-

ly, March 30 thru April 3 This is Ihe last

week Portraits being taken in room 162CC
Call 52874 lor appt

TC HAPPY BIRTHDAY! Have a wonderful

lime in Mex Love EC

REV UP YOUR Ificycle

Francisco- here we come!
babe San

HOLA JULIA! HAPPY birlhday 10 my
lavonle patronizing niece remember your

Auni Mary loves you

TO THE GOURMET cook in Ihe swinging

single 3rd floor JA-had a good lime Sal
nighi P S do you think i could get my
lipslicK back'"'

JODIANN-HAPPY 20TH birthday (Sunday)

may all of you' wishes and dreams come
irue' Love always your new roommaie

IN MEMORIAM, CEASAR. c Julius

Soldief flnd s'alesm^n Murdered in Rome
March 15 44BC

LORI A KLEtN: hey sluh l\a»i? an awesome
birthday Gel psyched lot Cancun' Forget

DPS. but we want lo see another paper
towel outside Ihe door tonile We love you'

The sluh s Irom 3rd floor Patterson

HEY DISH!- TIME lo celebraie- lonighl' I

love you -K

VERY LARGE ROOM in rural home near

bus slop No pels Suitable lor studio or ol-

lice and bedroom 256 6677

ROOMMATE TO SHARE an apartment in

Soulhwood if interested call Kim al

256-6941

TWO LARGE ROOJ*S available nowi Bus

slops in front, walk lo sore and laundry

Responsit)le non-smoker $140 -f Belcher

town 323-5120

ONE OR two non-smoi<ing female room-

males wanted lo share large bdrm m 3

bdrm apt in Pulfton Starting June Isl

Prefer senior undergraduate or graduate

Sludenl Call Laurie after 6PM 549-7773

HRVICIS

TUTORiNCT SUBSTITUYe TEACHING in

business management, marketing.

Iinance, inveslmeni & microcomputers $7

per hour Neg 536-5006 leave message

TYPING. TAPE TRANSCRIPTION. Fast

accurate 665-7652

SIOMA SIOMA SIOMA

ATTENTION ALL UNIVERSITY women
Open rush al Sigma Sigma Sorority this

week Jusl give us a call al 545-0046

SPANISH TUTORINO A TRANSLATION

GRAMMAR, CONVERSATION. PRONUN-
CIATION. Short stones 256 1002

SPRING FLING

HELP WiTH SPRING Flmgi Come to Cen
tral Area Government meetings at 8 00 on
Tuesdays

SPROUT

LOOKING FOR STORIES on anything trom

nutritional findings and tacts. 10 poems and
recipes You don 1 have lo be a writer, or

even look like one' Help support those who
Irequent Earlhfoods and People s Market

and those who are concerned with

cooperative student businesses Sprout is

a new newsletter and is open lo any funky

ideas and stories you may have Double

spaced and typed, drop oft in E O oflic*.

address lo Jsn K THANKS'

niAViL

SPRING FLING/DAYTONA UMass party

bus hean of the sIrip/Ocean front $99 group

we drive $199/ we will beat any price group

rates call now 256-6227

LAST CALL DAYTONA $199 U drive $99

on the sirip/oceantront call now 256-1227

LAST CHANCE TO make Ihe righl move""
Lauderdale $129 special flight rale of $184

Nassau Bahamas $349 still have most

openings'" Make reservations by Friday

3/13 Dave 546 6709

NON-STOP AIRPLANE tickets to Florida

on Spring Break week $199 ea or best ol

ler ml 256-0546

MUST SELl'S days & nighls al Killinglon

in a condo for 2 lift tickets included March
24-28 incredible price of $350 (negotiable)

Call immediately Betsy 538 3108

TYPINO SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING. PAPERS, letters

resumes, etc Meticulous proofreading

Editing available. New IBM typewriter call

549-0367

WANTED

LOCAL BANDS WANTED Easlside con
cerls Battle of the Bands on Feb 28 Con-
tact Bruce or David 549-4160

AUSTRALIAN STUDENT WANTS lo buy
downhill ski boots Size 10 ph 546-9166.

DESPERATE FOR DEAD lickels, Wof-

Chester Apnl 3,4 Call 586-9645

HELPf DESPERATELY NEED Huey Lewis

ticket lor April 25 m Worchester call Anne
5862632

WANTED FEMALE DRUMMER, bass
player, lead guitarist and keyboard player

please call 549-4448 or 253-1430 lor

audition

I HAVE EXTRA Dead tickets lor Hartford

lo trade for Worchester tickets Bill

323-6205

WANTED TO RENT

$100 REWARD FOR finding Bf-nrovwuM.

lease Donna/Tina 546-9027

MATURE UNDERGRADUATE SEEKING
,is room, for Ihe lall Must be gui-^l

- 7057 after 11PM u: leavr;

UMASS STUDENT LOOKING
rent near campus during spnuQ

to9 29 CallMaival546-1i5l k.

WANT TO TAKE over lease tor apt u(

house June tsl close lo campus Call

6 51 14 ot 51 to Amy Kara or Sue

ROOM IN NEW house Call Dale 253 9949

b«ilw»en 5 30 6 30

PUFFTON VILLAGE: NO nerds' Add your

name to lease and move m or sublet lor |usl

summer(sub $100 mo per ) One Of two

people Mike 549-4883

TWO SENIORS LOOKING for one or two

bedrooms for now until end ol semester

close 10 campus Call Chris or Dave

253-7572
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Disruptive season over for UMass
But improved attitude, newcomers to boostU<»nm 1987^8

.A =«.«atkini/ this vear and It
t-o""»e

»

.,_i. ..„,,.

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

The University of

Massachusetts 1986-87

men's basketball season

may not have been the huc

cessful season that head

coach Ron Gerlufsen and his

team had hoped for, but if

anything good did result, it

was the realization that

team play isn't just a cliche.

Forced to suspend

sophomore forwards Joe

Fennell and Sean Mosby,

release a third, sophomore

guard Mike Mundy. and en-

dure a lot of disrespect from

some of his players.

Gerlufsen eliminated the

bad apples and brought the

team concept back to the

Minutemen, who finished at

11-16 (7-11 in the Atlantic

10 Conference). Subsequent-

ly the team lost a few more

games than it might have

otherwise, but if anything

else, the few losses the team

then had to endure were

worth the price. The team

realized that it had to ac-

tually be a team, not a

group of athletic one-on-one

players.

"I think he handled it

well. He put his foot down

and did what he had to do."

junior guard Lorenzo Sut-

ton, who led the team in

scoring with 17.6 pointsper

ganu', .said.

With their backs against

the wall, the Minutemen
were, in the season's latter

stages, ready to crumble.

But the real team showed

its mettle and played the

way it should have all

season — clean and within

a team framework.

"Everybody felt that once

something this year and it

will help us down the road.

It should. In winning

three of their remaining

four games, avoiding a first-

round playoff game for the

first time since Atlantic 10

Tournament play began in

1982-83 and placing sixth in

the conference, the

Minutemen proved to

Leaman resigns hoop post

University of Massachusetts women's basketball coach

Jack Leaman has officially made a decision to not return

as coach next season.
. „ftor

Leaman who took over the reins this season af^er

forme^coach Barbara Stevens left to coach at Bentley

Conlge cit^s •health purposes" as his reason for leaving^

••It wis the wear and tear of the job. the traveling, that

I couUi^t handle." Leaman said. "There was just too

much time and en;rgy involved. It got to the point where

Touldii^ sleep the ni^ht before or the night after a game.

I've enjoyed the kids, though."
^^^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^

we lost certain players that

we would not be able to com-

pete. In actuality, we
became a much stronger

basketball team," Grt?rlufsen

said. "We've got an awful

lot of good people on this

team. Unfortunately, when

you've got a problem with

certain individuals, it

reflects on them.

"I don't forsee any of the

off-court situations like this

year taking place next yeai-.

Everyone learned

themselves, anyway, that

team play is the only way to

With veterans like Sut-

ton, junior forward Wilbert

Hicks (who missed 10 games

with a stress fracture but

averaged 7.8 ppgK junior

forward Fitzhugh Tarry ('2.5

ppg.) and sophomore for-

ward David Brown (11.

6

better than

coming recruits should have

good examples to look up to

next .season,

'•I think we've got a good

group of veterans return

ing," said Gerlufsen, who

added that he expects to

sign three more recruits

before the end of the year. "I

think Beetle (Brown) and

Sutton will be two of the top

10 to 12 returning players

in the Atlantic 10 next year.

That's a great nucleus to

form around."

Those three recruits along

with the three the coach has

already signed (Ben Grod-

ski. a 6-9, 230-pounder from

Coram, N.Y., Matt Ander-

son, a 6-7 forward from

Brewster, N.Y. and John

Tate, a 6-7, 235-pounder,

should help transform the

Minutemen into a very dif-

ferent looking team next

season.

"We've been in the middle

of the Atlantic 10 in recent

years and we want to get

over that hump. There's no

secret that our lack of size

hurts us," Gerlufsen said.

"Tate's not 6-10 but he's 6-7,

235 and takes up space. It

just takes one or two of

those kind of individuals to

get us going.

"In Grodski and Tate we
PPS< 2.5 ppg. ueiici Liio" m vjruuaivi aw" *« -

last year's average) around have those kinds of players,

to give the team a solid Right now Grodski is the

nucleus to build

a

upon, in- biggest player UMass has

ever had in terms of height

and size in a long time."

"I think it's going to be an

exciting season," said senior

guard Carl Smith, who

along with guard Bill

Hampton will be the only

two players the Minutemen

will lose to graduation.

For the rest of the

Minutemen, next season is

already being focused upon.

And as far as Sutton is con-

cerned, next year is going to

be better than this one was.

"I think we're looking

good for next year. We're

not going to go down with a

bad season," Sutton said.

"Hey, we're going to go out

and win as a team, game-by-

game and have a winning

vear. I guarantee that."

Along with next year's

new freshman crop will be

6-8 redshirt Mike Byrns, a

sophomore forward transfer

from St Francis (Pa.), and

6-9 sophomore medical red-

shirt John Milum, who

started 15 games at center

for the Minutemen last

year. The transfer from lona

Men gymnasts
to host Chiefs
By JIM HICKEY
Collegian Correspondent

The 19th-ranked University of Massachusetts men's

gym^as^Jcs team hopes to end its

^^-}^l^l^Zf^,
on a positive note as it prepares to take on the Chiets

from Springfield College tomorrow at 1 p.m. at the

Xmirp^otSs^ora tough Eastern battle bet-

w2^ two long ^ding rivals, each ofwhom would like

rZ ;?L nothing more than to have bragging ngh^

ovf^r the other. The Minutemen. currently 6-2 m the

Sern atandings. are locked into third place and can

LTmove up if either Temple or Navy is upset over the

^'^^e^Minutemen are in dire need of a winJ t^iey *-P^

to have any chance ofretaining third placem the Eastern

tei^e and would also like to go into the Eastern Cham-

oinnshiDS with some real momentum.
. ^ ,

. .

*^

Coach R^y Johnson stated that the Springfield meet

could b^afimportant win for the Minutemen m terms

of the upcoming Eastern's.
^ . „ u^ in third

"We need to beat Springfield in order to be in thu-d

plare and in t^rms of momentum we can^ afford to lose

he said^The meet could be as close and exciting as the

Temple meet because of the fact that the Springfield and

UMass rivalry has a long tradition.
, * „,

MSLchusetts could have its hands full as las^ year

Snrinefield dealt the Minutemen a 252.45 250,00 deteat.

jE; said that the loss last year was attributed o

a DOor showing on the horizontal bar. an event that is

prSy one of the Minutemens strongest events

^•^e Minutemen defeated Spnngfield earlier m the

seILn at the New England Championships but Johnson

waTquick to cite that the Chiefs were without their top

^Te^'sc^ored'leragainst Temple and now they have

Spinelii back so it's definitely not going to be a cake

""Ihiison'i junior Jay Ronayne as a probable

starter and said if Ronayne is not ready to go. then he

and assistant coach Ken Dougherty will have to

deliberate as to which o^ the Minutemen's substi^^^^

would get the starting nod, a decision ha^b^h^^^^

Colleuiiin photo by Niki Sokoloff ^ — j ^ e

Freshman guard Chris BaUey will have a tough spot to fill next year.
^-^X^^^ff,„„,, ,„.

try.ng to flU the void left by senior coK^aptam Carl Smithy

NCAA contest entries pick North Carolina
i. ^ V>'"^ - ^^ DePaul (eight), Alabama (six), North Carolina State, Tem-

vide leadership and bulk to

a thin UMass inside game.

"I think he is going to be

a good asset to the team."

Smith said of Byrns. "He's

a wide-body but he has the

ability to step outside the

three-point line. That will

do nothing but help the

team next year."

Having one year to

observe the UMass hoop

program in action. Byrns

should be ready to step in.

After watching from the

bench this season, he said

he's ready to do absolutely

anything he can to put

UMass on a winning track.

"Fll do whatever the team

needs. I'm not looking to

step in right away but

wherever there's a hole I

will fill it," Byrns said. "I

think with the chemistry

the team's probably going to

have, next year is going to

better and I'll look for it (his

role) any way 1 can to fit in.

That kind of attitude is ex

actly what the team needs

10 be thinking when next

season does roll around.

Granted, the team fell shoit

of its goals this season, but

every indication points to a

much better team on and off

the court next year.

•T would like to see us

move into the top half of the

A-10, and certainly have a

winning season," Gerlufsen

said. 'It was a highlight

when I saw people pull

together at the end."

Seeing how UMass was a

combined 26-110 in the five

years prior to Gerlufsen s

arrival, the team is already

improving. But as a team,

the Minutemen know that

theirs has room to grow.

Next year Gerlufsen ap-

pears set to assemble a team

with the right kind of

chemistry - winning

chemistry.

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

All of the entries are in for the Official Collegian Sports

Sttff NcIa To^nament Basketball Pool, and as it has

been rightlrom the start, the general consensus ,stha^

the North Carolina Tar Heels will survive the 64-team

field to win the national championship

WhfnTie noon deadline had rolled -o""^ y^terda^^^

. » I f Qn7 «ntrip<? had come m, almost halt oi w men

Lmetle's^e'rd^X^^^^
number that entered, insuring that-J- ^^

bave much

time to ourselves for the
"«''V«"Pi*'"f ^"marbles on

North Carolina was named to win all the ^^'f^'es on

8.W those entries, going along with the prediction that

^Ih^Umv^^n^Nevada-Las Vegas and Georgetown

had': heXTbattle of their ownfor ^cond. Co. ...own

,u I .dged out the Runnin Rebe s. 62 61

A nurrv of the entries received yesterday had Bobby

Kniehfs Indiana Hoosiers making a good run. finishing

l^.Crth with 'Tfirst-place votes. Iowa, which also came on

strong, finished fifth with 20 votes.

Jther teams that received considerable mention for^.he

national championship include Syracuse (11 times).

DePaul (eight). Alabama (six), North Carolina State, Tem-

ple and Purdue (three each), Illinois (two), and Duke,

Virginia, Kentucky. Kansas. Michigan, Clemson. Notre

Dame, Ohio State and Pittsburgh (one apiece).

The majority also had North Carolina, Georgetown,

UNLV, Indiana and Iowa finishing in the Final Four.

However, a select few did go as far as to make outlan-

dish predictions. Our own beloved Roger Chapman in-

sisted that "the word is MIZZOU", and that Missouri

would make the final game, losing to UNC, Well. Rog.

condolences to vou. because Missouri got a swift kick in

the butt from Xavier yesterday. You were counting on a

major upset in the first round? There you go. Oh. well,

mavbe next year.

With the first round of the tournament due to be com-

pleted Saturday, we will be able to tabulate the points

for the first round and possibly have the leaders publish

ed in Monday's issue of the Collegian.

I would like to point out that my "darkhorse predic-

I ion was left out of vcstirday's article. The Kansas Stat.

Wildcats will be a team to be reckoned with, especially

after they send UNLV back to the weak-sister Pacific

Coast Athletic Association in a cloud of dust. K-State will

reach the Final Four, before falling to Temple (gotta love

the Atlantic 10).

Chasnicka, Mullen look

to qualify for nationals .

University of Massachusetts freshman divers Dan

ChesnTcka 'and Debbie Mullen are - A-apohs^

Maryland ready to compete ^.^^^^^
^"'^^^^T/'^r^t"^^^^^^^

Zone 1 qualifying meet for the NCAA National

Championships.

The two UMass divers will compete in the one-meter

event and if either can crack ^he top three of the fial

standings, they will earn a spot in the NCAA s, to ne

held in Austin. Texas.
_, ,

"Their goal is to do as well as they can, men s swim-

ming coach Russ Yarworth said. "This is a particularly

good accomplishment for both because Dan is a freshman

and Debbie is a redshirt freshman.

To qualify for today's compptition, divers had to score

at least 450 points on one of their dives this year.

Chesnicka reached the magic mark early in the year

against Tuftb Dec. 3. when he hit a 451 and topped it

again a weeK later when he scored a 473.4 against

Lowell.

Mullen helped the women's swimming team to their

third-place finish in New England.
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Banning military from recruiting

could cost University millions
BY MARIA BULL
Collegian Staff

The banning of the military from recruiting at the

University of Mas.sachusetts could wind up costing the

University of Massachusetts millions of dollars, the chair-

man of a Faculty Senate committee on recruitment said

last week.
"If we have recruiters and don't allow [the military], we

could lose funding from the Department of Defense," said

David Shimmel, the chairman of the Ad Hoc Committee

on Picketing and Recruitment.

Grants and Contracting office records show that the

Defense Department gave UMass $7.2 million in Fiscal

Year of 1985, and $6.3 million so far this year. The money

goes to engineering, polymer science, computer and other

research, said a spokesperson in the office.

In addition to losing the grant money, the military could

sue the University on the grounds of discrimination. The

Army won such a case in 1985.

The Board of Governors and Undergraduate Student

Senate have passed motions banning the armed services

from recruiting on the Campus Center Concourse because

the forces discriminate against homosexuals. Ad-

ministrators have said the ban will not be enforced

because students have the right to learn about the

military.

Student activists forced Marine recruiters to leave the

concourse two weeks ago. Supporters of the ban say the

military's policies violate University guidelines against

discrimination.

"If the military decides to take the University to court

on the basis of discrimination of sexual preference the 3rd

Circuit Court of Appeals has already spoken, and they

made the law of the land," said Dr. Arthur L. Hilson.

director of Placement Services. "Congress approved the

'Selective Service Act' authorizing the Armed Services to

discriminate on the basis of sexual preference, and the

federal government is superior to state and local govern

ment," said Hilson.

As far as University policy is concerned, Hilson refer-

red to the 1985 lawsuit between the city of Philadelphia

and Temple University Law School, and the military.

Philadelphia has an ordinance against discrimination

and Temple University has a non-discrimination policy.

Two gay students who were denied on-campus inter-

views with a branch of the Army filed a complaint with

Philadelphia's Human Relations Commission.

"The Commission found Temple to have unlawfully

discriminated against the students by permitting

representatives of the Defense Department, an employer

known to discriminate against persons based on their sex

ual preference, to use its' placement facilities," according

to Spotlight, a bi-weekly published by the College Place-

ment Council.

The Commission ordered Temple to bar the recruiters.

The University then sued the commission in both state

and federal courts, and the military countersued against

the city and the commission in federal court. All three

lawsuits contended that federal law takes precedence over

city ordinances and recruitment bans are a violation of

students' constitutional rights, as well as those of the

university.

The Third U.S. Cirtuit Court of Appeals ruled in favor

of the military.

"The bottom line is that the Federal government is

superior to state and local laws," Hilson said.

Hilson's office never overrode the Board of Governors

policy of prohibiting the military from the concourse, he

said. "We never assigned the recruiters space, we made

referrals to the Scheduling Office, but we have stopped

doing that now."

The University is waiting for the committee on recruit-

ment to draft a proposal making general campus policy

recommendations for the administration. The proposal is

due April 30.

Committee to decide CIA's fate
Burgess not optimistic

over passing of CIA motion
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Board of Trustees Ex-

ecutive Committee will meet at 2 p.m. today in Boston

to decide whether the CIA will be allowed to recruit on

campus.
The committee has allocated one hour on the agenda

for this topic. Fifteen minutes will be allowed for each side

to state it's case, and the Faculty Senate Ad Hoc Com-

mittee on Picketing and Recruitment, which has been

reviewing the University recruitment policy will have 15

minutes to present their findings.

At the trustees meeting on Feb. 4. about 50 students

traveled to Boston to demand that the board tackle the

issue. The board refused and adjourned the meeting.

Student Trustee Dani Burgess will make a motion "to

revoke the privilege of recruiting accorded the CIA until

such time as the CIA demonstrates it's compliance with

international and federal law."

After hearing the presentations, "the trustees will

debate for 15 minutes," Burgess said. "I'm not optimistic

that this motion will be passed on Monday.

"The feeling I get is that the Trustees depend on the

Chancellor for a lot of their information." he said. "I don't

foresee him changing his mind. I'm not counting on hav-

ing an easy passage of this motion at all," he said.

"There is a dilemma between free speech and moral

responsibility," he said. The Faculty Senate voted to sup-

port the motion that was drawn up by Burgess, and the

continued on page 2
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FUN RALLY - Liberals and conservatives alike took part in a "Friday the 13th Rally" on the

Student Union steps which featured live music, dancing, free-foi^all speechmaking, and sacrificial

burning of documents.

irsl^lDE
SGA election validity questioned.
Page 3.

Mark Hubbard on the CIA. Page 5.

Men*s Gymnastics beat Springfield

College. Page 12.
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Angela Davis

Davis calls for end
to racial violence
and oppression
BY KATHRYN KIRBY
Collegian Staff

Black people are still suffering and dying at the hands

of racism, and last October's racial violence at UMass

is part of the proof, civil rights leader Angela Davis told

a crowd of 500 Friday night in the Student Union

Ballroom.

The activist, author, and scholar spoke of the need for

unity in facing what she called "the challenge of racism."

Davis explained that in order to understand racism in

our society today, we must understand the historical

connection.

Davis read a description of a black man who was lynch-

ed 50 years ago in the state of Florida.

"I ask you to listen, as difficult as it may be, to a lyn-

ching which took place about 50 years ago in the state

of Florida, and to reflect upon the kinship between that

lynching a half a century ago, its kinship in particular

to the recent episodes of racist violence including the in-

cident that occurred on this campus last Fall," she said.

In response to the beatings of black students at

Southwest last October, Davis said officials at UMass

were too quick to deny the racist nature of the violence.

"If we are in the 1980's witnessing a rise in racist

violence all over the country, it is because those who have

inflicted racist violence on people of color realize that

during this period it is alright to come out into the open

and show their faces. They realize that they have friends

in very high places in the White House and unfortunate-

ly increasingly on the Supreme Court. And then we

wonder why it is in 1987 those thousands of Ku Klux

Klan people would come out and attack 75,000 people

in Forsythe County," an all-white county m Georgia, said

Davis.

Despite more occurences of violent racism, there has

been an increase in anti-racist consciousness among the

masses of people in this country. Davis said

"Anti-racist consciousness is higher today than it has

ever been in the history of this country, but at the same

time we are governed by an administration which

represents the most retrogiade economic and political

forces in our society," she said.

Davis said President Reagan is a false leader who simp-

ly reads scripts prepared by others.

"These scripts have been written. ..by the most

dangerous sectors of the monopoly capitalist system,"

said Davis. "Those who are the most racist, the most sex-

ist, the most anti youth, the most homophobic, the most

bellicose. And I'm talking continued on page 2
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Freed sovietjew to speak
tonight in Memorial Hall
Leonid Feldman traces Jewish struggle

• Davis

By KARL ROOKEY
Collegian Correspondent

At the age of 21, Leonid Feldman was
academic vice-principal and a teacher of

Scientific Atheism at a high school in the

Soviet Union. At that time he knew he was
a Jew because the government labeled him
as such, but he was unaware of what that

heritage meant until he was loaned an il-

legal copy of Leon Uris's novel Exodus.

Once he learned that the government
was deceiving him, Feldman was determin-

ed to leave the country. He applied for a

visa in 1975 and was refused permission

to leave. It took several months of im-

prisonment and other forms of oppression

before Feldman, who had resorted to a

hunger strike, was finally released.

Feldman will be on campus tonight at

7:30 in Memorial Hall to speak on his per-

sonal experiences in the Soviet Union. The

lecture is part of a tour, which has brought

him to Canada and Europe. The lecture,

titled "Glasnost Does Not Mean Open-

ness," will also deal with the Soviet's new
emigration policy and how it effects the ^ TvUSt
Refuseniks and prisoners of conscience -^ x ^ V^ot/

within the Soviet Union.

ctintinued from page I

about the military industrial complex."

"They are the ones who have written this

script which Ronald Reagan is presently

reading and as they systematically en-

courage the intensification of racism they

both stir more violent forms of sexism and

anti-working class assault in general," she

said.

Pionting out that 40 percent of prisoners

in the United States are people of color.

Davis said, "So rather than allow for the

entrance of black and racially oppressed

vonng people into institutions such as

[UMass] what opens to them are the jails

and prisions and armed forces or death."

"incarceration is swiftly becoming the

alternative for education and employment

for countless numbers of black youth,"

Davis said.

He is a physicist and in addition to be-

ing a world class chess player, and is fluent

in Russian. English, Hebrew, Yiddish, and

Romanian.

Yoav Shorr, chairman of UMass Hillel's

Students for Soviet Jewry, said he saw

Feldman speak a year ago at a Washington

lobby, and he got a standing ovation. "He's

an absolutely mesmerizing si>eaker," Shorr

said.

Feldman's appearance is sponsored by

UMass Hillel, the Jewish Faculty Senate,

and the Dean of Faculty of Social and

Behavioral Sciences.

continued from page 1

faculty member who makes the presenta-

tion will probably support the free speech

side of the argument. Burgess said.

Marc Kenen, one of the organizers of the

CIA on Trial Project and a member of the

Radical Student Union said, "A represen-

tative group of about 20 students are go-

ing out in cars. We are going to respect the

trustees process for this meeting."

Kenen said he is "very pleased with the

motion. I think Dani is showing a lot of

courage in bringing this before the board."

Chancellor Joseph D. DufFey said the mo-

tion "supports the case the group has

made," and would not say what his presen-

tation to the trustees would consist of
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Fifty years ago this week in the

Massachusetts Collegian...

The measure designed to establish four

year instruction in engineering at

Massachusetts State College has been

referred to the Ways and Means Commit-
tee. No date has been appointed for a hear-

ing on the bill yet.

New tactics
preventing
auto theft
By JEFFREY BOCK
Collegian Correspondent

The Department of Public Safety tries to

ensure that the more than 11,000 cars

parked on campus every day are free from

theft and break-in.

The department's primary goal is

"preventing the incidents from occurring,

not just allowing them and dealing with

them after," said Larry Holmes, assistant

director of public safety.

While the department does what it can

to prevent car theft and break-in, including

the installation of lights in parking lots,

heightening community awareness via the

distribution of informational brochures,

and police patrols, it is limited by the

amount of money appropriated in the an-

nual budget.

Officer Richard Besse ofthe department's

crime prevention bureau said they would

like to install closed circuit cameras and

high-power sodium lights in the parking

lots, but "money is always the biggest

drawback."
The department's statistics show that

there were 48 reported cases of auto theft

on campus in 1986, many occuring in the

remote P-Lots. The large, isolated lots are

a sore spot for the department, and Holmes
admitted, "we are having a problem."

Mary Dumas, community relations of-

ficer for the department said "comparitive-

ly speaking" UMass doesn't have a pro-

blem with car theft but "more of a problem

with theft of things from cars." There were

67 cases of theft from automobiles at

UMass in 1986.

To combat this, Besse, Dumas, and

Women's
Forum

The Women 's Forum is a weekly lisdng of

events relating to women's issues. Notices

should be sent to the Women's Issues

editor, care ofthe Collegian, by the Friday

before the event.

Monday—
A Women in the Trades Support Group

will be held from 6 to 8 p.m. at the

Everywoman's Center. The group will of-

fer general support and an opportunity for

networking.

The Project on Women and Social

Change is sponsoring a lecture by Nola

Reinhart, assistant professor of

Economics at Smith College at 4:15 p.m.

in Seelye Hall, Room 11. Her topic will be

"Economic Development and Fertility

Twenty-five years ago...

Three seniors at UMass have been award-

ed Woodrow Wilson National Fellowships.

The Fellowships cover the firs', year of

graduate study.

Ten years ago...

The Little Flags Theatre brought "Fan-

shen," an play about the constant struggle

of people everywhere, to a full audience in

the Student Union Ballroom last night.

Holmes all stressed the importance ofcom-

munity awareness and involvement.

Anyone who sees any suspicious activity

should report it to the police because this

is how most automobile theft arrests are

made. Since the police can't be everywhere,

they need the help of the community to

most effectively fight crime, they said.

In addition, there are many ways a car

owner can protect his or her car from
thieves. Some cost-free ideas include:

always locking car doors (3(yof the cars

stolen at UMass last year were unlocked);

parking in well-lit areas, if possible; unplug

the ignition lead from the distributor,

disabling the car until it is plugged in; and
don't leave packages or valuables on the

seats where thieves can see them.

The devices that are available range from

cheap and simple — installing taper door

locks so the doors can't be unlocked with

a coat hanger — to the more expensive and

elaborate alarm/disabler systems.

Besse said he feels that the disabling

devices are more effective than alarms

because alarms are of little use in an
isolated area where no one car hear them.

Disabler devices cut off the ignition or the

fuel supply after a thief has driven a block

or so.

Hood locks and ignition locks are also

recommended to keep a thief from ripping

out the ignition casing to start the car.

These systems provide protection, but can

also be quite expensive; professionally in-

stalled combination systems can cost more
than $200.

The high cost can be offset by insurance

rate discounts of five to 15 percent. In

Massachusetts all insurance companies

must allow prescribed reductions in com-

prehensive coverage premiums if the

qualifications are met. These qualifications

can be obtained throughout the Consumer
Service Section of Massachusetts Division

of Insurance in Boston.

Decisions: Putting Third World Rural

Women in the Picture".

Wednesday—
"The Politics ofEmpowerment", lecture

by Sandra Morgen, assistant professor,

Women's Studies Program at the sixth

floor of Thompson Tower from 3:30 to 5

p.m.

Diedre Ling, Vice Chancellor of the

University Relations and Development,

UMass will speak at a Graduate Forum
at 7:30 p.m. in 804 CC. Her topic will be

"Empowering Yourself: Strategies for

Managing Your Career."

Thursday—
The International Working Women's

Film Series presents What Could You
Do With A Nickel at 7 p.m. in the sixth

floor lounge of Thompson Hall. The film

is the story of 200 black and Hispanic
women in the South Bronx who formed
the first domestic workers union in U.S.

history. It is free.

Elections invalid if

senate does not approve
Possible violations by Demeo scrutinized

By PEDRO M PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Possible violations during last week's

Student Government Association election

for president and student trustee could

result in the invalidation of the election if

the Undergraduate Student Senate decides

so.

Former Elections Co-Coordinator Bob
Simons has addressed a four-page letter to

the senate that outlines what he alleges as

violations by Joe Demeo's campaign
workers. Demeo beat his opponents,

Dwayne Warren and Mark Friedman, by

about 130 votes.

"My ultimate goal is for the members of

the senate to be making an informed deci

sion before they approve the election

results," said Simons, who has accused the

Governmental Affairs Committee of bias

toward Demeo's campaign. The committee

runs SGA elections.

The senate will be asked to approve the

election at Wednesday's meeting. If not, a

new election might take place.

Committee Chairwoman Mary Rita

Kropp said, "I run the Governmental Af-

fairs Committee and I had nothing to do

with that campaign or any campaign.

"This is the election with the least

amount of violations," she said, adding the

only violations were the usual ripping

down of opponents' posters by both sides.

Demeo's Campaign Manager Joel

Rabinowitz, who sits on the committee,

said, "It's all a big sour grapes move.

ISimonsl's the only one that was ever

caught doing anything."

Rabinowitz and former Southwest Area
Government President Bill Collins said

they saw Simons last Sunday night

socializing with Warren/Friedman cam-

paign workers. Because of this they said

Simons was biased in favor of

Warren/Friedman.
Simons said he was not doing campaign

work with them; they were simply going

to a restaurant. Collins and Rabinowitz

harassed them by following them to the

restaurant while filming them with a video

camera, Simons said.

Rabinowitz said they had brought the

camera to film anyone who might rip down
campaign posters. "We had fun with the

video camera that night, ' he said.

Collins said, "What I do is independent

of Joe Demeo's campaign," and Rabinowitz

echoed that comment by saying Collins was
not one of Demeo's campaign workers.

Simons said Collins had told him that he
wrote the newest version of the SGA con-

stitution's Chapter 10, which outlines elec-

tion rules. If Collins had written that

chapter it would make it illegal because he

is no longer a UMass student.

Collins said what he meant was that,

because he has written previous versions

of that chapter, the newer version probably

contains some wordings from the previous

chapters.

Kropp said she and Karen Morvay, a

campaign worker for Demeo, wrote the

chapter

.

Jewish holiday celebrated

with farcical food debate
By DAVID R. MARK
Collegian Staff"

and CAROL NAIMAN
Collegian Correspondent

Abbie Hoffman was absent, and the

Young Republicans were nowhere to be

seen, but the fervor of Umass debates was

captured in a farcical battle over two ethnic

foods at a holiday breakfast yesterday.

The relative merits of the latke, a potato

pancake, and the hamentash, a Jewish

pastry, were weighed in the mock debate.

The "debate" was held to celebrate

Purim, a Jewish holiday that com-

memorates the foiling of a fifth-century-

B.C. plot to massacre Jews.

Speaking on behalf of the latke were

George Spiro, acting dean of the school of

management, and Father Joseph Quigley,

director of the Newman Center.

The hamentaschen were represented by

Meyer Weinberg, director of the Horace

Mann Bond Center for Equal Education,

and David Van Blerkom, professor of

astronomy and a teacher of Egyptian

hieroglyphics.

Spiro started his presentation, "The Role

of the Latke in Contemporary Business

Law," by introducing a Mr. Potatohead doll

holding a sign which read LATKES
FOREVER, to which the audience gave

strong approval. Spiro then proceeded to

tell a story of a business student who in-

vested in a hamentaschen factory, and was

subsequently hoodwinked into buying
$1000 worth of stock. The company vanish-

ed. Spiro concluded that people should be

wary of possible hamentash conspiracies,

and that many consumers have been
suckered in the past by "friendly" han\en-
tash salesmen.

Father Quigley introduced "The Bishops'

Pastoral Letter on the Economy: A New
Look at the Latke." He said the potato was
a major part of Irish history, and that, in

turn, the latke could be used to feed the

Irish poor in the future. He called for the

Irish and Jewish to together market
"Manischevitz Potato Pancake Mix", for

both peoples. Quigley said, "Economically,

the latke is better for the poor, while the

hamentash is for the rich."

David Van Blerkom's defense, "Hat-

.shepset's hamentash: Ancient Egyptian

Roots of the Hamentash" was that the

hamentash pre-dated the latke, thus serv-

ing a greater role in history. Van Blerkom
translated the Egyptian from The Joy of
Cooking, dated 2,400 B.C.E. The
hieroglyphics read "put poppy seeds, four

cups, in water boiling until cool, grind, mix
with honey, one cup." He then showed a

hieroglyphic of "the cake of offering",

which he concluded was a hamentash.
Meir Weinberg's "A Marxist Interpreta-

tion of the Superiority of the Hamentash",
said that in the Hamentaschen Manifesto,

Marx says, "A spectre is haunting Europe
— the latke. Workers of the world unite —
all you have to lose are your latkes."

colirfian photo by Rob Skelton

MENAGE A TROIS - Peggy Stosz, Jason Todd, and Beth Paulding ride

tripple around campus yesterday afternoon.
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Hurst report findings praised; should act on suggestions
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The Minority G» aduate game of the World Series.

Student Association extends We support the findings and

its sincerest appreciation to recommendations of Judge

Judge Frederick Hurst for Hurst, In addition, we insist

producing a comprehensive that report become a charge

report of the circumstances to the University communi

surrounding the racial inci ty to evaluau current pro-

dent that took place in grams and to design and im

Southwest after the final plement changes which

would bring about increas

ed bensitivity and action

around the issue of racism

on our campus.
At this time, the attention

and energy of faculty,

students, and staff are focus-

ed on the Hurst Report. By
utilizing the current level of

commitment to addressing

racism in all aspects of the

campus, University officials

can move toward timely im-

plementation of the recom-

mendations included in the

Report. Through our collec-

tive efforts, we will serve as

constant reminders to those

who hold the power to im

plement the needed changes

that the time to take action

is now. In addition, each of

us needs to be personally

committed and willing to

participate in the efforts

that will develop out of the

Hurst Report.

Donald Byrd, president

Minority Graduate Stu-

dent Association; Curtis

Pittman, advisor to

MGSA; and 18 other
members of the MGSA.
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University should ban 'ruthless, anti-democratic' CIA
Today the Executive Committee of the university's

Board of Trustees will consider a proposal by student

Trustee Dani Burgess which, if passed, will effectively res-

cind the CIA's right to recruit on this campus. The com-

mittee will hear arguments on both sides of the issue, in-

cluding a recommendation from the Faculty Senate Ad
Hoc Committee, before making a decision. As an advocate

of the Burgess proposal, I feel somewhat confident that

the board will ultimately choose to support this motion.

My only concern is that the board may have already made
up their minds. Perhaps they were convinced by

Chancellor Duffey's argument, made in a New York Times

article last semester, that in the interest of a "free, open

and pluralistic campus," the agency has the right to

recruit. Although 1 am as interested in a "free, open and

pluralistic campus" as Chancellor Duffey, I find contradic-

tions in his position that lead me to question his logic,

and his common sense.

Mark Hubbard

Considering the agency's long and documented history

of meddling in the affairs of sovereign states, one cannot

possibly use descriptions such as free or pluralistic. In

1954, the CIA planned and executed the overthrow of the

democratically -elected Arbenz government of Guatemala.

In 1961, the CIA organized and trained an army ofCuban
exiles to land on the beaches of Cuba, and overthrow the

popular Castro government. In 1973, the agency initiated

the overthrow and subsequent assassination of Salvador

Allende, the popular president of Chile. In 1984, it was

discovered that the CIA pumped $2.2 million into rigg-

ing the elections in El Salvador. Since 1980, the agency

has been directing a covert war on Niceiragua, through

the arming and training of the contras. The CIA has min-

ed Nicaraguan harbors, bombed oil installations and pro-

vided the contras with assassination handbooks. Our
government was found in violation of international law

for these actions by the World Court last June, The Iran

contra connection is the latest illumination of CIA
lawlessness around the globe.

This is just the tip of the iceberg. In 1976, the Church

Commission (a congressional committee investigating the

CIA ) found that since 1961, the agency has been involv-

ed in more than 2,000 "covert actions" similar to those

mentioned. The facts speak for themselves. The CIA is

demonstrably secretive, ruthless, and highly

undemocratic. How can an organization which promotes

anti-democratic, anti-pluralistic actions around the world

ever possibly promote a free, open and pluralistic campus?

Paradoxically, our chancellor has said publicly that he

would not support Ku Klux Klan recruitment at UMass.

So why all these high-minded attempts to protect the

CIA's recruitment rights? I submit that the differences

between the two groups are minimal.

Admittedly, the KKK openly professes white supreniacv

and Aryan world domination, whereas vague, interpretive

language such as "national security" and the "communist

threat" is used in conjunction with the CIA. But are the

two different in practice? The KKK commits racist

abominations of the highest magnitude. The CIA operates

almost exclusively in the Third World, subverting

democracy and slaughtering innocent people. Both com-

mit indefensible atrocities. Both are intrinsically anti-

democratic. The simple fact is that by providing our

University facilities for the conduction of recruitment, the

administration and the UMass community legitimizes a

group's stated or perceived ideals and goals. The ad-

ministration obviously realized this or they would never

have divested from South Africa, would not have affir-

mative action guidelines, nor would never have publicly

decried KKK recruitment.

The issue is clear. The UMass recruitment policy states

that recruitment is open to "law abiding citizens" for the

"conduct of legitimate public bu.siness." The CIA certainly

cannot be considered either morally or legally within this

policy. Further, that the CIA i.*^ an arm of the federal

government does not and can never immunize it from

public condemnation and disavowal.

Sadly, when one considers the response to this issue, the

administration can only be perceived as paying lip ser-

vice to the interests of a "free, open and pluralistic cam-

pus." The time is now for the administration to cease its

recalcitrance on this issue. Today, the Executive Commit-

tee can do this. Simply by enforcing the exLsting recruit-

ment policy, the board has the opportunity to begin to

create the atmosphere our chancellor so espouses.

Mark Hubbard is a UMaas student

Preconceptions dangerous
There is a real problem on this campus

which must be addressed now. because it

has ramifications which could prove

dangerous in the long run. People have

misinterpreted the social climate of our

University and are justifying their claims

Gfm liXJ SPEQAL DlSf^NSATlON, m> I'LL MAV£ ID 6KANr IT ToEVEI^fONE,''

Heavy burden on women
This society is obsessed with weight loss

and trying to mold all women into thin

models, and I am tired of and frustrated

with the ubiquitous posters "guarantee-

ing" fast weight loss and displaying

Erika Bach

glamorous models offering happiness at the

perfect weight. Women want to be attrac-

tive as individuals, having figures of all

shapes and sizes, as well as characters and

personalities with similar variations.

This obsession creates the rampant

epidemic of eating disorders such as

anorexia and bulimarexia. And why is so

little attention paid to these disorders? Cer-

tainly there is the occasional article, but

most men and women don't imderstand the

powerful societal pressures that create such

behavioral disorders. Most studies estimate

that about 20 percent of all college women
are bulimic (the gorge/purge syndrome, in-

cluding self-induced vomiting) or anorexic

(self-starvation to dangerously low weight,

sometimes resulting in death). I believe

this figure is higher, and even though the

majority of women do not engage in these

eating disorders, they are terribly weight-

conscious, much more so than is either

psychologically or nutritionally healthy.

What results are poor eating habits and,

more important, a constant re-evaluation

of a woman's self-worth in terms of her

weight, figure and general physical

appearance.

There have been, fortunately, many

books written recently by psychologists and

eating disorder counselors, but will they

provide sufficient solutions? I know from

personal experience that both anorexics

and bulimics are neurotically persistent m
continuing their destructive, secretive

behavior, so much so that the persons with

whom they are living do not know of the

eating disorder. For example, last semester

in Field House, an resident assistant gave

a presentation titled "Would you know if

your roommate had an eating disorder?"

The answer in most instances is "no."

Frightened of confiding her secret

because she feels she will be rejected, the

afflicted woman believes that she is the on-

ly person suffering from an eating disorder.

It is not a syndrome that can be easily, if

ever, conquered single-handedly. In talk-

ing with these women and in reading books

on the subject, I see that what they lack is

the enormous strength to reject the nar-

cissistic and shallow image of women so

blatantly and detrimentally pounded into

their psyches by mass media.

She needs the comfort of others:

counselors, family, friends, and women who

are also victims. She needs to be nurtured

and told that she is worthy as a person,

regardless of her weight or clothes size. She

must cultivate her mind and her interests,

instead of dissipating her energy into the

neuroses of the fear of being fat. The

American mass media has done a great

disservice to the young women of this socie-

ty, a crime for which they have not yet, nor

probably ever will answer, and that to

repair the damage will take many years

and much love and understanding.

For women who need help, please contact

Academic Counseling or attend an eating

disorder session at the Everywoman's

Center.

Erika Bach is a UMass student

William St. George, Jr.

by constantly referring to a report relating

to one incident. The problem involves us-

ing one man'sjudgement as the interpreta-

tion for all issues of a social nature. We
must focus our energies into creating an at-

mosphere of racial harmony. If in fact that

is what we want, we must go about it in

a different manner. Was the Southwest

incident a fight that coincidentally involv-

ed blacks and whites, or was it whites pur-

posely singling out black students and at-

tacking them? This is open to interpreta-

tion. Perhaps we'll never know the

motivating factor behind it all. It is impor-

tant to recognize that this was a totally

shameful incident which showed a lack of

responsibility bn the part of the par-

ticipants. We must also realize that each

new problem we encounter must be treated

with a fresh approach and without

preconceptions.

We face such a new challenge in the

recently reported fighting which took place

last weekend and involved two white police

officers and two black students. This inci-

dent has the potential to be exaggerated to

a serious degree and perhaps gain a label.

We must examine it for what it is and deal

with it accordingly. Nothing more should

be made out of this incident until all of the

facts are in. The most dangerous outcome

thus far is the reference by a University

spokesperson made to the Hurst Report,

and more importantly the implication that

it has the potential of being a racially-

motivated incident. This type of attitude is

counter-productive to the development of

a harmonious environment.

This is the sort of idea which is typified

in the proposal for a Black Student Union.

To want a separate organization goes

against the ever-important fact that no

matter what race one is, we are all

"students" when we are here. It is counter-

productive to break us down into more fac-

tions; this is known as segiegation and it

does not work. This is a self-centered con-

frontationalist attitude which increases

tensions and creates an "us vs. them"

scenario. In order to create harmony, work-

ing from within is the only course of action.

Harmony involves realizing just what we

are. We are all members ofthe human race.

We are fortunate here at UMass to live in

a commuruty which focuses on fairness and

equality for all. This is a tradition which

is in danger now that we have chosen to

take isolated incidents and make the whole

student body suffer and pay for them. We
have, in fact, focused all our attention on

one report done by an outsider, not so-

meone who knows just what the social

climate is here. We have used it as a tool

to increase the tension in order to raise

social awareness. As a result, our reputa

tion is badly tarnished. We must put the

whole situation in its proper perspective

and realize that this is not a school which

is plagued by race wars, harassment, and

racial oppression. We must regroup and

reverse these trends because a confronta-

tional attitude will only result in a confron-

tation and I'm sure that is not what we
want.

William M. St. George, Jr. is a UMass
student

Hispanics to address problems

The right half of the brain controls the left half of the body. This means that

only left handed people are in their right mind.
^ — Anonymous

With our daily obligations

and responsibilities, it is

often hard to take time to

reflect as a group on what is

happening on campus. As
minorities and members of

the Hispanic community, it

is important to critically

evaluate our reality. Racial

prejudice against all

minorities is commonly
manifested in institutional

and social life a UMass. We
have all confronted pre-

judice in our common life

with other students and in

our relations with insen-

sitive professors and staff

members in this university.

We know of several in-

cidents where Hispanic

students have been harrass-

ed by other students and

staff members at UMass

The report submitted by

Judge Frederick Hurst after

the racial incident at

Southwest makes several

recommendations that could

affect, among other things,

course offerings and staff

hiring and training pro-

cedures at this university.

The Hispanic community

on this campus must ex-

press full support to the fin-

dings and recommendations

in this report, and make
clear our condemnation of

racism of any kind.

We must develop a com-

mon agenda to address

these and other issues of

concern to us. To this end

we invite members of the

Hispanic community to a

meeting March 17 at 7 p.m.

in Room 163 of the Campus

Center. We are suggesting

that the following items be

included in the agenda:

The Hurst Report and its

implications for the

Hispanic community; issues

of race and language affec-

ting Hispanic students on

campus, the low level of

representation of Hispanics

in the composition of staff

and faculty at all levels, the

low level of recruitment and
retention of Hispanic
students.

We look forward to seeing

you at the meeting.

Hispanic Action Group;
Miguel A. Drouyn,
Carmen D. Rivera-
Bermudes, Dioadado
Lopez
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Albee's Zoo Story a powerful dramatic experience
THE zoo STORY; March 13,14

Southside Room, Hampden D.C.

Student Valley Productions

By JOHN T. SHEA, JR.

Collegian Correspondent

Edward Albee's two-man play The Zoo

Story starts with middle-class, middle-aged

Peter (Miyan M. Levenson) sitting on a

bench in Central Park, reading a paper-

back novel.

Suddenly Jerry, (Bill Harrington), a man
with deep set eyes, wild, unkempt hair, and

a scruffy beard, walks up to Peter and in

a forceful tone says, "I've been to the zoo."

Despite the threatening approach of this

maniacal person, Peter does not withdraw

from his bench, and they begin to talk,

eventually revealing to the audience who

they are, why they are, and, through their

actions in the climactic ending, what they

need.

Bill Harrington did an amazing job, prac-

tically putting on a one man show. Tht

director could not have chosen a better ac

tor for the part of Jerry. Through the use

of body language that delivered emotion as

sensitively as his voice did, Harrington cap-

tivated the audience with the bizarre tale

of Je??????fear of missing any of his thrill-

ing performance.

Miyan Levenson was an unfortunate

burden to The Zoo Story, making me
wonder if he was the only person who audi-

tioned for the part of Peter. Even though

both characters are on stage throughout

the play, Peter luckily doesn't speak too

often. His lines were off-pace, he jumped

punchlines and didn't usually react t-

anything Bill Harrington did, giving an

overall dull, amateur performance. To

make matters worse, the gray in his hair

looked more like spray-paint than .stage

make-up.

Scenic Designer Michael Flood and

Lighting Designer Drew Flint should both

be complimented for their utilization of the

Hampden DCs Southside Room. Both did

a great job adapting to this unconventional

performance space.

I have to blame director Deborah Block

for casting Miyan Levenson as Peter, but

I must also congratulate her for casting the

exceptional Bill Harrington as Jerry.

Despite the obvious problems with this pro-

duction. The Zoo Story was a success.

K^DOVE^ -^ Secretarial Services

FoMt, Accurate Typing

• Resumes
• Term Papers
• Dissertations

79 South Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass 01002

256-1335

253-7480

•••••••M

When tuxedos sing
Mel Torme
March 12

F.A.C.

By JAMES NEWMAN
Collegian Correspondent

Last Thursday night one man attracted

every person between the ages of 40-55 in

the Pioneer Valley That man was Mel

Torme. But as evident by all the age groups

represented, one did not need to be in this

age bracket to enjoy it.

It is said that if a tuxedo could sing it

would be Mel Torme. A tuxedo conjures up

images of being cramped, stuffy, and even

snobbery, which was quite the contrary to

Mr. Torme, who was more a smoking jacket

and slippers, making us feel relaxed and

at ease in his own home; The Fine Arts

Center.
continued on page 7

Why Pay Full

Everything is Discounted!

Technology So Advanced, IVs Affordable

520ST Personal Computer - 512K Ram, 640x400 High- Resolution-

Paper - White Monitor. Disc Drive, Mouse. TOS Operating System

NX-10 Printer - Near - Letter - Quamty, 120 Characters-per-Second,

Full Graphics. FX80 Compatible

Degas Paint & 1st Word - Best Seler Palt program with the

powerful 1st Word word processor. Prints like a beauty on the NX-10

The Computer Bu gj
50 Main St Amherst - Rear on Boltwood Walk • Open 7 Days A Week

Authorized Atari Sales & Service • 253-7782

i^&
f^0 ^•^ FREEB

BRAKES $6900
PER AXLE MOST CARS

Our Brake Job Includes:

• New Guaranteed Brake
Pads or Shoes
(Semi-metallic pads extra.)

• Recondition Drums or Rotors

• Inspect Calipers

• Inspect Wheel Cylinders

• Inspect Brake Hardware
• Road Test

COUPON

COMPUTERIZED ALIGNMENT
SPECIAL $19.95
RegtilarlY $24.95

• Call for appointment • Most cars

• Only at participating Midas Shops

• Good with coupon only

• Offer expires 3/31/87

INFORMATION DATA lANK tAFED INFORMATION PHOHl SERVICE
|

Fo, IntormaWj.
About

A «"" "Set aVomass

call 'TiffJ^^^bV >«""•»'•

and teques*
tapes m

•Torme
continued from page 6

But Torme was not the sole reason why this evening

was such a success. No, Mr. George Shearing's wonder-

ful pianu playing and clever wit along with Mr. Don
Thompson's Phenomenal bass playing (the man plays

stand-up as well as Jaco Pastorius and Stanley Clarke

play electric) gave us an hour-long opening set dabbling

in Classical, Swing, Blues, and B Bop. Sometimes com-

bining more than one. For instance, a comical version of

Ludwig Von Beethoven meets "Coal" Porter.

All this did not take away from Mel Torme's memorable

performance. From the start of the second set Torme was

"Scatting" a la Charlie Parker, and even Johann Sebas-

tian Bach during "Pick Yourself Up," and never stopped.

There was more to this show than Mr. Torme's incredi

ble voice: his anecdotes about he and George Shearing,

his wife and Harry Anderson of "Night Court" who's a

good friend of Torme's, and his constant joking with the

audience ("You can clap whenever you like, I don't want
you to feel inhibited". .."Don't worry the encores will be
riyo*" i" irnfi f^*' vol' " ' ' Hp "RnrUfnri^ Pito" '"'

\]

added pluses. Incidentally, two of the ihreo encores were

/pring Bfeok Fo/hion!

MoaThurs. Fri 10-9 • Tues.Wed. Sat 10-5 Route 9. Hodtey • In front of Hanrpshire Moll • 584-7880

, " ^\ Q D D U D 1

nDQaaDUClDDDDOUO

a Dn n o o d o o d

GOO ODD offno non cro a

Summer Conference Housmg

v.... /
143 King St, Northampton • 586-4840

Jet. Rts. 9 & 116, Hadley • 586-9991

< FREE WRITTEN ESTIMATES
MnUkSIZE;GETIT RIGHT THE mtST TIME.

TAPES

^M<. CALL 'JOB'
^545-1 555)

inform«t»on
D«U »•

Services of the Dean of Students Office - 227 Whitmore

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

With UnhrersitY Conference Services Snmmer Conference Housing

To coordinate the use of the dormitory system during the sum-

mer months, Conference Services operates a sub-division of the

department known as Summer Conference Housing (SCH). SCH is

staffed almost entirely by UMASS students, who handle every detail

involved in housing 8,000 to 10.000 summer conferees.

SCH will be hiring for the following positions: Registrar, Assis-

tant Registrar, AccommodaUons Stipervisors, Operations Super-

visor, Key Control Supervisor, Desk Clerks, and Operations Crew.

Applications and detailed job descriptions are available

outside of the Conference Office, Room 918, Campus Center,

beginning on Monday, March 16. 1987 through

Tuesday, March 31, 1987.

Full and part time openings are available and include all shifts,

weekdays, and weekends.

All students interested in the hospitality industry and work study students are encouraged to apply

The University of Massachusetts is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity employer

a tribute to the late great Duke Ellington and a request

for "Last Night When We Were Young" to which Torme
replied, "Lady if you remember this song, you're older

than you look."

All in all, the show was excellent. There was obviously

no need for a lavish set, a laser light show, or even a gong!

The show was an "Elegant Evening," for some and for

others like me, "an enjoyable evening" with their

grandfather.

You're Too BUSY!
Don't waste time doing

your own laundry...

Take It To

11 PRAY ST. AMHEnST.MA.

HOURS: Men 10 am

We GHer:
• Hand Pressing

• Shirt Service

• Same Day
Service

5 pm
Tues - Sat 10 am - 10 pm

CLEAN, SAFE, PRIVATE HOT TUBS
ITS Unlvtnty Or.

N«al le Stadulm LIquort In Mc« Oteopar MaN
Op*n Monday 4 IIH l, Tu«a - Sal llwn - iwn

ItoMrvaUana auMMtad - Oft cartlflcataa avaUatMa

Call 253- ^^^

STUDENT SPECIAL
Every Mon. Tues, and Wed

I HOUR HOT TU
For '/2 Hour Price

Whenyourethe
best inLSATprep
yougetalotof

free advertising.

Why domany LSAT prep "experts" keep comparing

themselves to Kaplan in their ads? Because they don't

want you to start comparing with real facts and figures

Ifyou did, you'd discover that more Ivy League law

students prepared at Kaplan than anywhere else. Vbu'd

discover the worids largest test prep research staff, the

most up-to-date nnaterials, the most comprehensive

computerized diagnostic program.

\bu'd discover that you never have to miss a class-

either review lessons with an instructor or with our

LSAT prep tapes. And that well never close you out ofa

course because we can add classes to fill students' needs.

Vbu d discover that our LSAT prep is, and always

has been, guaranteed. And lastly that Kaplan students

are well-represented among those who score the most.

So call Enroll Vbu'll discoverjust why Kaplan is stu-

dents' first choice for LSAT prep—and other companies

fiist choice for imitation. ^MM tlkW%M tkWjM

nMWT H. uruaMKtfMMM(MB OIL

SB ^2Q£

STARTING MARCH
16, 17 • 30, 31

UMASS JUNIORS
LSAT CLASSES
FORMING NOW
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Bookmarks

By KATHRYN POHNER
Collegian Staff

Johnson v. Johnson
By Barbara Goldsmith
Alfred A. Knopf, New York
$18.95

Wow. That was all I could say when I

finished this book. The trials ofthe rich and

famous always appeals to the public , pro-

bably because they allow us a little

vicarious glamour and excitement. A juicy

scandal doesn't hurt, either.

Well, there is plenty of both in Johnson

V. Johnson. The book tells the story of J.

Seward Johnson, heir to the Johnson phar-

maceutical fortune, and the court case

resulting from the contents of his will.

Johnson died a few years ago at the age

of 83. He left an estate worth 500 million

dollars, a wife forty two years his junior

and IX very, very angry children. Their

ange wasn't sparked by the fact that their

fatht had died, but because he left all that

won'^ rful money to his wife.

T> anger led to one of the longest and
mo <pensive court trials in U.S. history

to contest the will. The children, all

milli maires in their own right, wanted
sonv of that money. Johnson's widow
didi ' want to give them any.

For seventeen weeks, with the courts fill-

ed from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through

Friday, layer after layer of buried family

history was revealed. The fight was so in-

tense that neither side seemed to care whal

came out.

In some ways, the case read like an

episode of Dynasty. Johnson's memory was
shredded as all the family secrets came out.

There were tales of incest, neglect and

withheld love, as well as drugs and attemp-

ted suicide. And all that money. But it is

even more incredible because it is all true.

However, author Barbara Goldsmith

goes way beyond the courtroom. She uses

exceptional skill in unearthing the family

story, the truth of their family life and the

profound effect J. Seward Johnson had on

each member. A profile ofeach member of

the Johnson family comes out, including

Johnson himself.

The picture we get ofJohnson is not very

flattering. Several conflicting images are

presented, but the general impression was
that he was demanding and spoiled, and

hard on his children. He was also very

much in love with Basia, his widow. His

son in law Martin Richards described him
in this manner: "I never heard him talk

very much about anything but the sea, and

they were never very lengthy conversa-

tions. He spoke more to the dogs than he

spoke to human beings."

The storv- that develops is fascinating. We
see a family that lived with money torn

apart by it, and the ensuing three ring cir-

cus in the courtroom. The numerous
lawyers, spectatois and uncontrolled emo-
tion are all recorded for us, as well as the
pyschological journey each person takes
throughout the fight.

It is a deep, personal story. " It's a story

that never should be told' said Betty

Johnson Bushnell, widow of a relative. "It's

bad enough that it happened."

MARCH 17TH

ST. PATRICK'S DAY
CARDSAND GIFTS

Set Irish fect-a-dancins and

Lcprechauns-a- laushing

with a card or gift from

American Greetings.

^

C MCMI XWV II Am.rH,,n Grrrhnsv C

AMERICAN GREETINGS

ocated In The Campus Center

^^UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^
M-F 9-5

CHINESE KITCHEN
FAST SERVICE — GREAT PRICES

Try our

Moo Shu Pork

$3.95

#23 Szechuan Gai Ding,

Swee & Sour Pork, Fried Rice

$4.95

#22 Chicken Wings,

Sweet & Sour Pork,

Fried Rice

$3.90

#24 Yoke Kew (Beef)

Onion and Green Pepper
Chicken Wing, White Rice

$3.90

TRY OUR LUNCHEON — DINNER SPECIALS
Only $1.49 before 3 pm, $1.90 after 3 pm

Eat In or Take Out
HOURS: Sunday Noon - 10 pm, Mon • Sat 11:30 - 10pm

2 LOCATIONS

430 Russel St (Rt 9)

HADLEY - 253-2571
150 King St

NORTHAMPTON -> 586-8220
J
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SENIORS
BEFORE YOU HEAD FOR THE SUN
MAKE AN APPOINTMENT FOR YOUR

SENIOR PORTRAIT
CALL: 545-2874

TO RESERVE YOUR SPACE IN THE
1987 INDEX

PORTRAITS TAKEN:

MARCH 30-APRIL 3

THEY WILL BE TAKEN IN 162CC

DON'T BE LEFT OUT IN THE COLD
ABSOLUTELY THE LAST SITTING.

$2 SITTING FEE.

THE UMASS INDEX YEARBOOK

^ PRESENTS

i^»9

.%*

I
I

First 500 Tickets

Will be $2.00,

All others will be $4.00

Free Twister T-Shirts

For All Registered Contestants.

By The Campus Pond, May 2

Tickets Go On Sale

TOMMORROW AT 10:00 AM
atTIX

DON'T MISS OUT, BECOME INVOLVED

IN THE ULTIMATE "SPRING FLING"

For More Info Call: 545-0848
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson
Smithereens
By Sarah Smith

Nov. 12. 1957: Kevin Wakefield, during

snacktime, makes kindergarten history by
selecting the sodo cracker over the graham

Doonesbttry By Garry Tnideau

YOUKNOU/.0.P.,

J'l^BeeNTH/NK-

Mi PfiSTLives
LATBiy...

tVB BeSAJ soMANY ThlNGS-
A MlP9t£ KJNGPOM MIP-MFB,
A dABYLONlAN A^HTiONOMBf^,
AHOLinoMAM aMFRass,
A LBPeR IN HN-Pe -SieCLB

mFMKesH...

lASTNIdHT, I MAS TRWO TO

FIQURe.OUrMMJ JHBYHAPIN
COHMON, UHArrcoNneawmm
TO THePtmJB5PARK0fMYHf6H-
easaLF. suPoeNLY, ithit/m...

eAOiOFTH£M jhATSONB
ALMJAYSlRJeD RUJCKY
WIWKH£R ispsR

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

/

uecFUL wcMNme

ISTHBU^OF
^NBhfmve snimn/5

fr6mu<m
/^/CO.^^.fM oer UF, ^

ijosif^^y YOU i//seMe*

APpernt... THeRe'z

I..mU09INCf fimy^oKB
Mvpeme -mBATMBfm
fOeAT.f 10(fO^

I...I'M ^ \

uom& rn^

comoim^ KI^\
/4:,

pi^ii^-- --"V^/
m..
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Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

"^

1^ S5"AJt^T^ vow»visoo3

^
PO ^00 EJt^WN THE "HOO

™«r novTwouupCOHSiPfcR

Gordy By Gorde

A yeAiz. HAS Pt^sseo,
SfA)C£ CAST (AJe. LBf=T
fAlJ AfJO P0yi£

.

AN Ace^JM -rt) MAKe
AUP A TDUH. To PO,
OUK. PLANS AlZe. fKETTY
cptJozBTe,
so OF^P U>J£ <5",

To STAI^ 'V/£ SHOiO,

AMD A4AtCB St>M0 Sei^lCMJS

You OlOH'T RYMB
tv'TH rne rest of
THB (XMic smip/

I AHH'THe
RBALITias OF
ROCK N'^U-f

There is a writing workshop that counts toward

staff status given by the women's issues and black

affairs editors tonight at 7 in CC 905-909. Check
it out!

Daily Crossword Puzzle
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Weather

TodaY:niostlY cloudy with a chance of flurries Breezy and

cold, high of 30-35

Tomorrow:70 percent chance of oh no snow snow with

a high of 30 to 35 Bundle up.

Today's Staff

m^ht Edhor ''ana Levenson

Copy Eattof Jennifer Dempsey

UYo«t Tcchnlclnt Tori Arpad

Photo Techaidaa Rob Skelton

Fnxlactlon S«p«rvUor Robert Uvine
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Isabel Perkins, Sandra Barker

Ixectftlve Board -^ Spring of 1987

KBUT SIEGEX
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HJUfCY KUHGENER
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Ever wanted to Fly?

We have immediate openings for new mem-
bers! Our aircraft are available for economi-
cal primary and advanced instruction, as well

pleasure flying. Give us a call and one of our
members will take you up!

The Collegiate Flying Club
538-5821

•k men's lax set to begin
i,jni,nt4tiJ from fjugi' 12

tackman Tom Carmean (40 goals and 23 assists last

season! leading the way. the Grorillas could indeed be a
very exciting bunch.

Need To Finish A Paper

By Spring Break? Visit

THE WRITING CENTER

Pfcrpoiit (SW) Mon ft Wed
04-D Casliiii (Sylvan) Tats. Thurs

B-24 Baktr (Central) Mon. Tncs, Thttrs

7 - 9:30 PM

On attack, Garber has a wealth of scoring talent with

Carmean, junior Kelley Carr (22 10). senior Greg Can
nella (23. 23) and 6-2 freshman John Hiller all fighting

for the three starting spots with senior Chrib Tyler (4g).

sophomore Tim Collins (who missed all of last season with
an injury), and freshman Rob Codignotto ready tc add
punch to the offense.

In the midfield, Garber has even more depth to look to

as he has the luxury of starting four different midfield

lines — all of which he said he has confidence in.

On the all-upperclass line is senior co-captain Neal (Fuz-

zy) Cunningham (4g, 3a), senior Doug Musco (15g. 5a) and
junior Pat Cain (7g, 6a as an attackman last year). Other
lines would include freshmen Tim Soudan, Marc Feinberg,

John Gonzalez, Chris Newman, Pat Quinto, Randy Rand-
by and sophomores David Avidon, Greg Collins, Jose Col-

on, Brett Jenks, Larry Hamilton, Brian McCarthy, Tim
Stewart and Chris Zusi. Junior middie Br^adley Carr and
senior Paul Thomas will interchange as well.

Close defense should be anchored by senior John Jor-

dan, sophomore Adam Rodell, junior Scott Craig, and
sophomores Jeff Salanger and Matt Woods. All are

fighting for three spots as are junior Glen Stephens, Eric

Muench, sophomore Mike Grendi, sophomore Tom Bon-
net, sophomore Shane Kielmeyer, sophomore Eric

Meisner, and freshmen Rick Cadiz and Gavin Valle.

Netminders Paul McCarty, a junior, and freshmen
Adam Rubin and Paul Ferullo round out the squad

Clothing for wom«n
1*1 N UrnvKTM H
AmiMniMSMM
Nnt le itw S*te* »m

RAY • BAN - VUARNETS
^ LAST CHANCE

BEFORE SPRING BREAK TO GET
QUALITY SUNGLASSES AT

REDUCED PRICES

FOR THE BEACH, THE SLOPES, OR
FOR JUST LOOKING SHARP!

Call William Kingsbury 584-1889

»»»»»«>»»##»»>»—»»»»»<>—***»<#*»»»*»*<*»#»#«*»**»*»****—»*#»»>*»##*i»»»»i

Alpha Epsilon Pi Fraternity Presents:

SjS&S
m̂ WITH

THE RAIH

au

DANCE PARTY
Tuesday, March 1 7 • St Patrick's Day
8:00 PM • Student Union Ballroom

$7 In Advance - $8 At The Door
Tickets Available At The TIX GfTice in the Student Union
A Portion of the Proceeds Go To The American Cancer Society

THE FINE ARTS CENTER
lM\'HRslT^ OI- MA>^AC Ml <tTTS AT AMHERST

the

"Captivating Irish Music"

Wednesday. Mar. 1 8, 8pm
Ccxicert Hall

CHRISTOPHER
PARKENING,

GUITAR

"A Prince Anwnc Guitansts"

Thursday, Mar 1 9, 8pm
Bowker Auditorium

t« k' IS :• I 1

Hungarian State

FolhDnseinbie

^HHr^^lm
r

^j^SWH

'^itoxicating Gypsy Musk ft toncc

'

Wednesday, Apr. 1 , 8pm
CcxTcert Hall

U k. Is '?/U \h lb

* Five College Students Half-Pnce! *
Tickets available at Fine Arts Centtjr Bo» Ot»ice Cdll 4i3i545 25i '

BREAK INTO . . .

ICO % Cotton
Tank Dress By Bowman

Black or Creme

$26.00

MOORIAN
THE CARRIAGE SHOPS - AMHERST

DAY!
TICKETS FOR

HUNTER S. THOMPSON
APRIL 7, 1987

FINE ARTS CENTER BOX OFFICE
FREE WITH 5 COLLEGE I.D.

$2 GENERAL ADMISSION • LIMIT 2 PER PERSON

m
1
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Ist-round upsets color NCAA Tournament
Xavier, Austin Peau, Southwest Missouri St wins wreak havoc on tourney
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

When the buzzer had
sounded after the
Oklahomei/rulsa game at

about 1:30 Saturday morn-
ing, 32 of the original

64-team field had been sent

packing. The Official Col-

legian Sports Staff NCAA
Basketball Tournament

Pool was starting to take

shape.

Those who had the
foresight to pick Xavier,

Austin Peay or Southwest
Missouri State found
themselves near the top of

the pack . The ones who took

it all for granted and chose

Illinois, Clemson or

Missouri found themselves

• men's gymnastics wins
continued from page 12 upsetting the Minutemen
bars,(2nd) and vault (2nd)

Senior co-captain Joe

DeMarco had a nice routine

on the rings, netting a 9.3,

enroute to a first-place

showing, and sophomore

John Eggars took a second

on the horizontal bar and a

third on the vault with 9.3

and 8.85.

The Minutemen must now
gear up for a tough East

Stroudsburg squad this

Saturday in East

Stroudsburg, Pa., a team
Johnson said is capable of

"East Stroudsburg is

capable of beating any team

in the league on any given

night," he said.

With the East

Stroudsburg meet looming

as Massachusetts' final dual

meet encounter in the

Eastern League before the

championships, the

Minutemen must hope to

exit with a win if they are

to retain third place behind

league-leaders Temple and

Navy as well as fare well at

the Eastern's.

licking some serious

wounds.
The tabulations after the

first round show a distinct

"elite" group, as Joe Amore
led with 28 out of a possible

32 points. Four others
followed with 27, and 21

had 26 right.

The middle of the pack

was formed by those who
had 25 (30), 24 (60), and 23

(69). The 22's (41), 21*8(43),

and 20's (21) formed the bot

tom of the middle. Anyone
in the teens is not in good

shape and has some serious

catching-up to do. There
were nine with 19, two with

18 and 17 and one person as

low as 14 (ugh).

Here is how the first

round of the NCAA Tourna-

ment turned out:

West Regionah The
University of Nevada-Las
Vegas, the nation's number
one-ranked team entering

the tourney, lived up to its

billing with a 95-70 win
over Idaho State. Other

relatively easy wins includ-

ed UCLA. 92-73 over Cen
tral Michigan, Pitt, 93-68

over Marist, and Iowa, 99-76

over Santa Clara.

NCAA
FINAL FOUR k

Kansas State won in a

thriller, coming from behind

lo beat Georgia in overtime,

82 79. Texas-El Paso and

Arizona also went to the ex-

tra period, with UTEP win-

ning, 98-91. Wyoming
shocked a few people by

dumping Virginia, 64-60.

Midwest Regional: In

diana, the number one team

in this bracket, breezed to

an easy 92-58 win over Fair

field. Temple easily beat

Southern, 75-56. and

DePaul coasted, 76-62 over

Louisiana Tech. Closer

games included Duke,
which beat Texas A & M,
58-51, and Louisiana State,

which beat Georgia Tech,

85-79.

But, this bracket featured

a lot over nail-biting, with

three games being won in

the final seconds. Auburn
weathered a late rally to nip

San Diego, 62-61, while

Xavier was able to run out

the clock to upset Missouri,

70-69. St. John's was buoyed

by a buzzer-beating shot to

beat Wichita State. 57-55.

Southeast Regional:
This was the bracket for the

upsets. Two highly-regarded

teams each ran into a wall

in the first round, as Clem-

son was knocked off by

Southwest Missouri State,

65-60. And Austin Peay us-

ed a pair of last-second free

throws to upend Illinois.

68-67. forcing ESPN's Dick

Vitale to live up to a pro

mise and stand on hi.s head

on the desk.

Number oner inked
Georgetown easily beat

Bucknell, 75-53. Other win-

ners were Ohio State, 91-77

over Kentucky, Kansas,

66 55 over Houston, New
Orleans, 83-79 over

Brigham Young, Alabama,
88-71 over No. Carolina A &
T, and Providence, 90-68

over Alabama-Birmingham.

East Regional: Top seed

North Carolina survived a

scare from Pennsylvania,

pulling away from a two

point halftime lead for an

easy 113-82 win. Syracuse

edged Georgia Southern,

79-73, Michigan topped
Navy. 97-82. Notre Dame
pulled away from Middle

Tennessee State. 84 71.

Texas Christian beat Mar-

shall, 76-60, Florida topped

No. Carolina State. 72-60.

Purdue beat Nor' lu'astern,

104-95, and We.stern Ken-

tucky edged West Virginia,

64-62.
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ACTIVITIES
1979 RED MAZOA RX7 excellent condition

78000 miles Kenwood Stereo 3500/BO
46-7715

OUTINO CLUB MEETING (onigtil 7 00PM
Campus Center rm 168 Trip an-

nouncements and slide show on canoeing
in Ontario on the Kopka Hivor

1975 BUICK SKYHAWK auto AC reliable

1987 sticHer $700 256-8158

25 •• CLUB NEEDS you! We are rporganiz-

ing this dynamic club and we need talented

people for sucial coordination ^nd promo-
tion/advertizing Possible woffc study posi-

tion available m fall Call Rich at 253-3888
(nights) or stop by 404 SUB Monday 12 00
to 4:00

LESBIAN BiSEXUAL GAY rnen s councel-

ing collective open Mon Wed 3-7 Tubs
2-4PM Thurs 3-9 rm 433 SU Rap group
Tues 7PM 413SU

HEY. WANNA BUY a van? Not very pretty

but runs very well and is dependable 1971

Chev Van with 74 Nova engine and many
new pans Call Shawn 546-9030 $300

1983 CHEVY CAVALIER, standard, ex

celleni condition, one owner, twd. 60k, new
tires & muffler $3295 call Michelle 1st at

413-253-9687 or 256-8351, 2nd

GOING OUT WEST? Buy $1 18 plane ticket

to Wisconsin call Kelly 549-1318

POUND

PROrCSSIONAl TYMNO AND EDITINO

SPEEDY KEYS' -DISSERTATIONS,
resumes, papers 256-1002

r
NORTHERN NEW JERSEY or NYC port

aulhonty -Friday March 20 call nighls-Julie

6-4223 will share expenses

1976 PLYMOUTH VOLARE good depen
dable transportation $500 BO 256-6281

alter 6PM

IS IT TRUE yoo can buy leeps lor $44
through the U S. government? Get the tacts

today! Call 1-312-742-1142 ext 5931-A

WOMYN WHO LOVE to dance come out
t»6i&tielp lh« Lesbian Uniofi raise funds!

Door prizes' March 15. 8.00PM

82 CHEVETTE EXCELLENT condition'

Great on gas! Dependable transportation!

323-7684 days, 283-8868 evenings
$1600 00

ATTENTION RALPH J. Constantine your

wallet was found!!! Get in touch with the

Collegian

mCi CASH

NEED MONEYyOR spring breal<? I need
your baseball cards' Please help Call Mike

549-0333

MRSONALS

RESUME TYPESETTING SERVICE
Have your resume professionally typeset

The best quality type, not a word processor

Sixteen different type styles lo choose Irom

Takes only 3 days - costs $25 and any

changes III do lor FREE Come down to the

Collegian Graphics Office (113 Campus
Center) and speak to Peter Soderberg

MEET NEW PEOPLE! Get great ex-

perience! Come write for New England's
largest college daily The Collegian is in 1 1

3

Campus Center, right behind the T V
Come down and check us out'

WMUA IS HOLDING a station body
meeting tonight Very important tor

members - all are urged to attend 7PM rm
101

UMASS PEACEMAKERS MEETING Tues-

day March 17 room 903CC 7-9PM Anyone
interested in working tor,peace ^welcome!

1970 CUDA, 4 speed, excellent condition,

won't last long at this price, $3S00-BO
546-5570

HUP WANTiD

1979 SCIRROCCO RED 4sp great condi-

tion Pioneer stereo 1750 BO 546-6446

CLOSET SALE

RACK-A-DISC entertainment needs 15

DJ's. lighting operators, and roadies. No
experience required 549-7144

AN INEXKNSIVE SPRING iREAK

D<rYOU WANT to go lo the Bahamas,
Jamaica, or Ft Lauderdale'' We nave com-
plete trips to the Bahjrnas starting from

349, complete Jamaicl trip lor 389, and
compleie Ft. Lauderdale trip 129 bus or 319

air fare These prices all include Iranspor-

laion and hotel 'i^ou will not <ind a cheaper

deal with anyone else. For information call

Mike or Hick at 549-54(Jl Space is limited

FULL LENGTH RACOON skin coat, m
good condition, $200 00 NCR cash
register, needs only minor repair for full

operation or jusl a conversation piece

$50 00 Resignol skis, marker bindings and
caber boots Great package for someone
who wants to learn without ma|or invest-

ment $80 00 Call Ansel 256-6182

ENTERTAINMENT

ARE YOU lOOICINO MR
YOUR SUMMEl JOB VETT

MOONLIGHTING -

New England's Premiere DJ Service

Top OJ's-Lowesl Prices

Give Us A Call 253-3133

MAY TO OCTOBER work in Rockpon,

Mass Country Inn sctieduling interviews for

waitstaff and groundstaff Musi be available

until mid-Octot>er. Seaward Inn (617)

546-3471

ClOOKS/PREPCOOKS POSITIONS
available: PT&FT breakfast and lunch great

pay greu. working condipons Apply

6 30AM-4:00PM at Sylvesters Restaurant

1 1 1 Pleasant St Northampton

WANTED PART-TIME bus drivers for Nor

thampton lo Amherst roules $5 to start very

convenient lor f^jrhampton residents work

schedule arranged around your class

schedule

SKI, SKI . SKI
5 College trips' Day trips,

night trips, to Berkshire East

Rates Stan at $9 for lifts

and transportation tor night ski

Rentals and lessions also avail

Bus leaves UMast & colleges

Registration deadline Mon Feb 2

For more inio call

549-4600 x328

GINA, ONLY TWO more days until we are

together I love you' Dave

SEE MONTY PYTHONS The Meaning of

Life Tuesday Ivlarch 17 mSBA 120 shows

at 5,7,9,4 1 1 $1 50 fo' the first show and

$2 00 thereafter

SUE IS IT true men b tieards scratch''

JOHN GOGGINS-HAPPY 22nd birthday'!

I hope you en|oy all the presents I am go-

ing to give you' -Love Carrie

YOU SHOW.D BE!
BRADL.EES on the Cape is ready to

GUARANTEE you a position lor the SUM-
MER' f ull-time & Part-Time. Morning, After

noon, & Evening SHifts available in all

departments
»Ho experience necessary
•On the |0b training provided
•Employee discount

•Sunday "only " positions

•Excellent Benefits

•Competititve Wages
•Employee fleferal Program

ACT NOW!
Apply in person or through the mail to

BRADLEES
Falmouth MaM. Rie 28
Falmouth. MA 02536

(617) 540-7006

BRADLEES
55 Long Pond Drive

^outh Yarmouth MA 02664
(617) 394-2136

BRADLEES
Main St

Dennisport, MA 02639
(617) 398-6004

BRADLEES
Rte 6A Cranberry Cove Plaza

Orteans MA 02653
(617) 255 5301

BRADLEES
Soulhwind Plaza

65 Independence Drive

Hyannis. MA 02601
(617) 778-1981

BRADLEES
One of the Stop & Shop Co Inc

An Equal Opportunity Employpr M/F

AUTO FOR SALE

1965 FORD FALCON a cream pull

256-6920

1 973 ^OLVd EXCELLENT condition

665-7795

•2 SUBARU~BRAT. Excellent shape 2 600
549-7529

VAN 78 FORD great condition, customiz

eo for travel $2.l00 BO 253-21 19 6-10PM

3 FUN LOVING gorillas we sing, dance,

and play musical instruments For Bir-

thdays or anything else call 546-9152. 8561

.

7654

FLORIDA riocns

2 ROUND TRIP tix to Fla $300 for both

Call Jon at 549-7432

FOR A OOOD TIME CAU

RACK-A-OISC Entertainment Agency Disc

jockies, lights, rentals, and. mobile video

dances! 549-7144

FOR RENT

BUTTERFIELO KITCHEN IS accepting ap
plications for both accountant and assistant

manager positions lor 87/88 academic year

Applications available at ButlerfieW kitchen

office through April 3

EARN $400-81 200/MONTH part-time,

$2000-$6000/monlh full-time Call Mark
546-5938; Dan 546-4151

LOST

IXmM STUDENTS: EXCITING young
company looking foi energetic dorm
students lo earn extra cash Job pays im-

mediately upon complelion Fnnge benefits

and perks very common Call now
617-938-8839. 617-935-1414

ATTENTION SEMORSI YEARBOOK por-

traits has been extended for one week on-

ly March 30 thru April 3 This is the last

week Portraits being taken in room 162CC
Call 5-2874 for appt

ROOM AVAILASLi

ONE^QUARTEH OF a mile Irom campus,
on bus route, male or female Apartment

equipped with sauna, wood burning stove,

skylight in bedroom Call Brian or Chris

after 5 256-1041 $270 a month, plus

ulililies (Minor)

ROOMMATE WANTED

VERY LARGE ROOM m lutal home near

bus stop No pets Suitable lor studio or of

fice and bedroom 256-6677

ROOMMATE TO SHARE an apartmenTTn
Southwood >l interested call Kim at

256-6941

ONE OR TWO non-smoking lemale room-
mates wanted 10 share large tidrm in 3

bdrm apt in Piffton Starting June 1st

Preler senior undergraduate or graduate
student Call Laurie alter 6PM 549-7773

NEW 2BDRM APARTMENT. Belchertown,

share with female grad $240 plus

256-1410, Janet evenings

SERVICES

TUTORING. SUBSTTtlTtE TEACHiNCTn
business managemnnt, marketing
finance, investment & microcomputers $7

per hour Neg 536-5006 leave message

TYPING, TAPE TRANSCRIPTION Fast

accurate 665-7652

SPANISH TUTORING I* TRANCUTION

GRAMMAR, CONVERSATION, PRWUN-
CIATION. Short Mooes 256-1002

tnana bmak to caupornia

TRAVEL

SPRING FLING/DAYTONA UMass party

bus heart of the stnp/Ocean front $99 group

we drive $199/ we will beal any price group

rales call now 256-6227

NON-STOP AIRPLANE tle««W9 to Florida

on Spring Bieak week $199 ''a or best of-

fer inl 256-0546

TYPINO SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING. PAPERS, letters,

resumes, etc Meticulout. ioolreading

Ediling available. New IBM ypewnier call

549-0367

WANTED

LOCAL BANDS WANTED
certs Battle of the Bands ,

tact Bruce or David 549-^

AUSTRALIAN STUDEMT ".

downhill ski boots .Siz*

DESPERATE FOR DEAD
Chester Apnl 3.4 Call '-86

I HAVE EXTRA Dead ' "ket

to trade ot Worche^te
323-6205

" con
Con-

io buv
.9166

Is, Wor-

I ii Hartlord

H kets Bill

WANTEDTOl<ENl

PUFFTON VILuAGE: NO ne-fis' Add your

fiame to lease and move in oi rublel for just

summerlsub S100 mo per ()ne or two
people- Mike 549-4883.

TWO SEWoRSLOOKING or me or two
bedrooms toi now unli! one ci semester
close lo campus. Call Cf,'if- or Dave
253-7572

LOST GOLD HERRINGBONE braclel very

sentimental! If found please call 6-9752

large reward

TC HAPPY BIRTHDAY! Have a turonderful

lime in Mex Love EC
SELLING ROUND TRIP Ucket $199 call

Mano) 549-6592

TWO ROOMS, JUNE first, busroute,

215 00 inclusive Kns/Sara 256-0048

APARTMENT $390 A montti all utilities in

eluded call Jerry evenings 655-4286

ROOMTN NEW house call Dale 253-9949

between 5 30-6 30

FOR SALE

CRATE AMP MUST selM Call Shawn
546-9030

BOSTON-HOUSTON TICKETS 1 70 round

flip Mario 6-5441 Nick 6-5437

LADIES SKI BOOTS size 8' 2 like new
Kestmger K-D $75 or best olfei call Amy
days a 30-3 30 545-1376, eves 4 30-8 30

1-283 3050

ONE SILVER REED lyrewriter very basic

electric nothing fancy in good condition call

Melame 256(5388 alter 10PM

GUCCI WATCHES FOR ladies many styles

only $30 call Bnan 6-7425

ONE WAY TICKET Chicago or Oregon

March 21 Make an offer- it s yours Lisa

546-3247

HELP! LOST MY tape recorder at Bartlett

Auditorium on 3/4/87 Class Bio 100B
reward no questions asked 549-7740

LOST: I LEFT my flute in your car Hitchhik-

ing please return 549-1076

A WALKMAN IN Bowker Aud orTmTia?
during 1115 Econ class if found call 6-731

7

BLACK COTTON ESPRIT coat al^ub Sal

7 Sentimental value! Reward call 6-8360

REWARD! I LOST a rather unique gold

bracelelt somewhere on a N Pleasant St

or Townehouse or Puffton areas Sentimen
lal value please call 549-4428

LOST: JEAN JACKET at Zeta Psi Fn Mar
6 has loreign pins Sentimental value H

iQufid please call 546-6729 Reward

DORM ROOM KEY tost' Triton High School

key chain with many safety pins II found
call Er46-6394 ask lor Sue or Kristin

LOVE A LEMON!

LOOKING FOR MECHANIC who wants a

78 Chevy Monza, new tires, new brakes,

funs okay, dependable needs title, I have

papers Good for someone who wants

parts, or who needs cheap transportation

Needs muffler, loo $75 Jen 253-2807,

quick'

HEY CATCHERI WANNA play catch? I luv

you big lime. Bud

MAUBU KEN-DID you find a palm tree yet?

The orange landscape looks barren without

one Hoo-blah! Flame!

WANTED: FOR DOCUMENTARY video,

people who wish lo express then feelings

on the Southwest Mets/Red Sox incident

and/or the Hurst Report Call Diane or Scott

584-6458 584-1142 545-1336 leave name
and let no

SKI PANTS. ROLFE, new, mens, size 32,

black and red, $125, 256 1616

79lUB8iT AM/FM no rust eiic oondilion

$1100

MOTORCVCUS

1m NIGHTHA'WK-S $2,222 with helmets,

backrest, rack, cover, caH Allen 256-1764

PROFESSIONAL TYPINO SERVICE

SU-HAPPY 21 birthday love Delta Zeta

TERRI JO- HAVE .i qood spring break"

JAB

JOHN LANGAN: THE question is not

whether they all lall down when I wear it.

but rather it you will Me

JANEV YOU'RE A Kookoonulso kind o! girl

l.appy 20th nve Hen and Slate

HEY EMERSON B'S you re all skunks and
mooses' 1 love you ^il'

KEVIN BYRNE, HAPPY 20th birthday"

With love always Carta

NEED 100 OVERWEIGHT people to try

new Herbal Weight Conrtol Call Dan
546 4151 Mark 546-5938

BETH, HAPPY 19TH birthday Love. Mere

"fOOETHEflWEWENT nearly nowhere,
nowhere really worth going to " Husker Du
is coming!

1S7S VWRABBIT NEEDS bodywork S300
HMH 25>7418

USED TWES GOOD prk»s guaranlM Ca«

Mark abOMl sIzm 665-4914

CASES. PAPERS. DISSERTATIONS.
theses, fast, accurate, depertdable, on-

camput. rMaonaM*. 564-7924, Nancy

TIM M. NO matter what happens between
us I'll always love you Happy anniversary

Love, Pooltybaar

RtMWANnO

HEY NOWl HEADED lo Hampton? Ride
rteeded desperately!' Please call Chip
6-7590 kMp tryinglf

SPRINO FUNO

HELP WITH SPRING Flingi CmneTo Cen-
tral Area Government meetings at 8 00 on
Tuesdays.

SPROUT

LOOKING FOR STORIES on anything Irom

nutritional lindlngs and (acts 10 poems and
recipes You don' liavt oe a wnter. or

even look 'ike o,-ie' I felp t upport those who
frequent Earthtoods ana '^eople s Market,

and those who .ire :oncerned with

cooperative student businesses Sprout is

a new newsletter and is open to any lunky

Ideas and stones /ou nay nave Doutsle

spaced and typed ilrop o(! in E D O office,

address 10 Jen K THANKS'

ST JUDi

THANK YOU AGAIN! Seldom do your
prayers go unanswered I am very grateful

ST. PATRICK'S DAY PARTY

ALPHA EPSILON PI presentt a St

Patrick s Day party Tuesday. March 17 8 30
PM Student Unon Ballroom featuring the

Slompers with The Ram tickets $7 in ad-

vance. $8 at the dooi Available at TIX some
proceeds to tienelil the American Cancer
Society

SSO REWARD FOR "u tton lease
Desperate' Rich 546-6682

LOOKING FOR 3-BEDR0bf« in Puffton

reward offered- Lisa 6-797?

$100 REWARD FOR lindinc Orandywine
lease Donna/Tma 546-902*

MTkTliRE UNDERGRADUA -f: SEEKING
off-campus room, lor the lall 1 '.usi tie quiet

Call 546-7057 alter IIP or leave

message

UMASS STUDENT LOOKIN*.' i w room To
rent near campus during sprriy oreak 9-21

to 9-29 Call Mary at 546-1 1h ,Jeep trying

To be
OK not
to be-?

QocsHcn.

SU6UT

REWARD S400. > bedroom apartment in

Northnvood apIs take over lease ntm
through August 31 Rent $415 00, hoi iwaMr

mdudwi. m»M» can 666^78 9PM- 1 1PM
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Frustrated Gorillas are aching for opener
After two scrimmages, Garber says team improving; looks for an explosive offense

Bv JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Coming off a 10-5 season that inlcuded a six-game win
streak, a first-round NCAA playoff victory hosted at the

Hill and having two players named second team All-

Americans, it might appear that the University of

Massachusetts men's lacrosse team is going to have a very

tough act to follow.

Add to the fact that the team hasn't had any real prac

tice outside yet, nor full field experience this Spring, and

there's a good chance that the Gorillas are going to get

eaten up in the early season.

But head coach Dick Garber, whose Gorillas open their

season March 28 during Spring Break at the University

of Delaware, isn't too interested in talking about whether

or not his team can follow in the big footsteps of last year's

Gorillas. No, Garber is looking past that. He's just con-

cerned that his team just might not play for a good long

while.

"This is the worst year we've had in eight or nine years,"

Garber said yesterday. "I look ait)und and John's Hopkins

has had three games and North Carolina and Syracuse

have had two. The weather has been nice lately but there

t oll«({ian photo by Paul Dcsmnraih

Last season's UMass-Army overtime thriller may stand as the wildest and last University of
Massachusetts men's lacrosse game at the Hill until next season. The Gorillas and All-America at-
tackman Tom Carmean (shown above) will play at the Stadium when their home season begins
after Spring Break.

Men's gymnastics team
batters SC 266.30-258.90
Knee injury may end season for Ciccone

are no fields to get on.

"On Wednesday we went out on Boyden and did somt'

stickwork. The field looks okay but its wet and muddy

At this point I'm concerned that the Stadium iWan en

McGuirk Alumni, where the Gorillas will be forced to play

due to pipe repairs under the Hill this season) might not

be usable with all the snow and wetness. We're talking;

two weeks and three days before the season."

If it weren't for those concerns, Garber might be feel

ing a lot more confident about his team's chances of

repeating as New England Champions and making the

NCAA's.
Because the team hasn't had much time outside, the

coach isn't really sure how his team is going to play when
it finally does get outside. Following yesterday's 14 14

scrimmage with the Byrne Lacrosse Club in Boston and

the team's thumping at the hands of New England rival

Brown University two weeks ago in Providence, RI, he

said he doesn't really know how it stands. He said the

team did look 200 percent better yesterday than two week.s

ago, but right now, expecting so much parity this year,

Garber said he knows of only one sure thing — his team

is no rebuilding team.

"Looking off Fall practices I told the fellah's this year

the team can become better than last year's 10 5 team,"

he said. "Last year we had some tough battles like the

8-7 loss to Army. We show flashes from time to time but

we have to play 60 minutes. We can't play 10 and then

be out to lunch the next 10."

And that's the rub. With so much talent incoming (11

freshmen) and upcoming (20 sophomores) on the team,

Garber said it's

crucial that his squad get the opportunity to get outside.

"We practice half-court upstairs (in Boyden) and when
the ball is dropped we blow the whistle to avoid injuries,"

he said. "But when we've gone outside a little bit and drop-

ped the ball, then there's a lot of standing around."

In a game similar to hockey, that's just not a safe habit

to get into. Other bad habits Garber said the team has

to avoid is turnovers and penalties (the Gorillas had a total

of 15 versus Byrne) which result in power play oppor-

tunities for opponents.

But for now, no amount of talk is going to put a fair

light on the possibilities of the team's upcoming .season.

Mistakes and lack of quality playing time aside, the

Gorillas have talent. Garber knows it. Even after losing

honorable mention midfielder Greg Fisk (22 goals, 13

assists), face-off man Seamus McGovern and a half-dozen

other valueables to graduation, Garber isn't too fazed

about his team dropping off.

"That's part of coaching. Fisk was our second leading

scorer for four years. You've got to miss a guy like that,

but there always seems to be someone waiting in the

wings," the coach, a Lacrosse Hall of Fame inductee who
is entering his 33rd year of coaching here at UMass.
"That's why I say this is going to be a very exciting

gioup."

With second team All-Americans Sal LoCascio (the

sophomore netminder who registered a .681 save percen-

tage as a freshman last year) and senior co-captain at-

continued on page 10

By JIM HICKEY
Collegian Correspondent

Despite losing one of its

best competitors to a knee
injury early in the meet, the

19th-ranked University of

Massachusetts men's gym-
nastics team hung tough

and showed it had what it

takes to defeat a pesky

squad from Springfield Col-

lege, 266.30-258.90, Satur-

day afternoon at the Boyden
Gymnastics Center.

Senior co-captain Eric Cic-

cone suffered a serious knee
injury while attempting a

difficult dismount during

the floor exercise and h id to

be scratched from the inctt

as a result. From that point

on, the Minutemen had to

rely on the depth of their

squad to fill in for Ciccone

and it resonded well, help-

ing the Minutemen pull

away from what began as a

rather close meet.

Assistant coach Ken
Dougherty described the in-

jury as one of the more
shocking things he has seen.

"The crowd just fell silent

and nobody said a word. All

you could hear was Eric
screaming in pain," explain-

ed Dougherty. "It was just

incredible the effect his in-

jury had on the crowd and
our team."
Coach Roy Johnson

summed up the injury to

Ciccone *

"It's been a tough day,

real tough," said Johnson
Despite the loss of Cic-

cone, who may stand to miss
the rest of the season, the

Minutemen showed some
positive signs, the foremost
being that they could still

score in the high 260's
without Ciccone. Tho senior

had been a very valuable
((intributor for

.M;i>s.H'husftts

Dougherty said he was ex-

tremely pleased with the

team's performance.

"I think the team came
through real well for us and
it says a lot for the team to

come back after Eric went
down." he said. "It wasn't

easy to keep the level of in

tensity up after his knee
blew out so that says alot

about these guys."

While the meet meant the

loss of a key Minuteman, it

also marked the return of
another. And what a return
it was. Jay Ronayne, a
junior from Worcester,
Mass. had been out the last

couple of meets nursing a
sore shoulder and was listed

as a probable starter for the

Springfield meet. Deciding
to go with Ronayne, the
Minutemen coaching staff

unexpectedly witnessed a
tremendous comeback by
Ronayne. as he grabbed two
first places, the more
notable in the horizontal

bar where he delivered an
excelle-it routine featuring
two consecutive one-arm
giants while on his way to

a score of 9.45.

Dougherty said he was
impre.ssed with the return of

Ronasne, a 1986 Eastern
finalist and medalist.

"Jay just had a great

routine and it's nice having
him back. He did real well,"

he said.

Besides Ronayne, several

other Minutemen had
outstanding routines.

Senior Phil Grorgone con-

tinued to impress as he cap

CollrKian ph<>«.) by Daviil Shimkus
Freshman Mike Keidan and the 19th-ranked

University of Massachusetts men's gymnastics
team defeated Springfield College, 266.30-258.90,
Saturday at Boyden.
tured a first, two seconds
and a third in parallel bars
still rings, floor exercise and
vault, respectively.

Junior Roberto Weil also
had a fine afternoon as he

captured a second in the All-

Around competition with a

51.15 with notable perfor-

mances on the pommel
horse,(lst place) parallel

continued on page 1
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Amore grabs
contest lead

Joe Amore, a resident of

John Adams dormitory in

Southwest, emerged from

the weekend's hectic

NCAA Tournament action

as the sole leader of the Of-

ficial Collegian Sports

Staff NCAA Tournament
Basketball Pool.

Amore, with 28 correct

picks out of a possible 32,

holds a one-point lead over

foui" others after tabula-

tions were completed
following first round
games (see related story on

page 11).

In a second-place
deadlock were Todd
Fruhbeis, Bryan Decelles,

Ken Haynes, and Andrea
Paulding.

Holding his own for the

Collegian sports stafl" was
Steve Richards, who got 26
picks correct. Richards was
followed in the staft" race

by Roger Chapman, Matt
Gerke and Jim Clark with
24. John Nolan lagged
behind with 23 as did

George Austin.

Editor's note: All entries

received after the Thursday
noon deadline were exclud'

ed from consideration.

A different breed ofstudents taming ZooMass image
BY BETSY FORHAN
Collegian Correspondent

Remember Zoo-Mass, that crazy who-cares-about-grades,

party-till-youdrop school of the late 19708? Well, that

school and its students have changed quite a bit m the

past few years and it seems to have been a change for the

better.

It used to be that the University of Massachusetts was

considered a "back up" school by many prospective

freshmen. A large number of career conscious seniors ap-

plied to UMass ju.st as a safety .school, a place to fall back

on when rejected at the college of their choice. At that time

the school had quite a reputation for being a haven of

hedonism, not academic excellence.

"When I was in high school, I remember hearing about

free love, people jumping out of windows and dropping

acid," English major Sean Vitale said. "It sounded like

a lot of fun." But to the serious students, this sounded like

a bit too much fun for their own good.

Times have changed. Lately, more and more students

have adopted a serious and pragmatic attitude toward

their college education,

"There was a period for a while when a lot of students

were looking at life through rose-colored glasses," Dean

of Students William Field said. "They didn't want to face

the reality of what life was going to be like after college.

But now, more than ever, students seem to be facing that

reality and working toward making it the best it can be"

Arthur Hilson of the University Placement Services

agreed: "There's a certain degree of .seriousness present

today that has been growing during the past three to four

years." he said. "There seems to be a fear that there aren't

as many jobs available these days." So, Field said,

students are working harder than ever to secure a job in

the field of their choice. And this means hitting the books

a bit harder than in past years.

The Admissions office has also noticed an increased in

terest in UMass by more qualified students. The number

of freshmen applications received by the school has risen

sharply in the past few years. This year, the admissions

otTice tentatively expects to receive about 20,000 applica-

tions for only 4.000 spots

"It's getting more selective," said Timm Rinehart, direc-

tor of admissions "With so many more students apply-

ing, our minimum admission standards are rising.'

So now, for academic, financial, and social reasons, ex-

cellent students are turning down traditionally

"prestigious" schools to come to UMass.

Sophomore Spanish major Lisa Fournier picked UMass

over Boston College because "I figured that I could get

the same education for thousands of dollars less," she said.

Business major Gil Scott transferred from Villanova for

a variety of reasons: "It wasn't just the academics that

brought me here. It was the combination of low cost, in-

teresting diversity and great social life."

But even with all of the good press UMass has been

receiving lately, parties have not exactly become an en-

dangered species. After all. in a recent Playboy study

UMass ranked 35th out of the top 40 party schools in the

United States.

"Oh. we'll always be partying," junior Patti Amaral

said. "It's just that now we'll be doing our homework too."
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Committee rejects motion
to bar CIA recruitment
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - The University of

MMssachusett.'j Bonid otTru.^tees Kxecutivc

(_ <»mmittec' voted yoti'idav to ri'icct a mo-

tion to h;u tl.f CIA lioni iccruiting on

campu.s.

The meeting was not disrupted by the

protestors that dfMT)nn«trrttMd thfir .mt!

<'1A stance and demasidfd the trustfe's

deal with the isHiu- at the Feb 4 meeting.

Both sides of tfip issue were prt-si'ntfd

vvithou! ronh'ii.i.iiiiHi. and the motion was

.icfoaled by ilu- trustees without dehate.

The motion was drafted and introducrd

by Student Trustee Dam Bur^ics-^. who was

tlu' nnly trustee to vote in i'avor of it.

Binx'ess made
ill • i-ion thai
! 'mversit

iiUvlilCt 11.^

I le niol lOli

law.

refeiTT.i'' t. ,i 1971 trusttH'

' miiux'- '. it r in

1 >> iau iibldlriu fit i/;eas

.,,iimale pulibi 'hu.-me:--
"

in,iintaine<i that tiie CIA

. . .1 _,.i .ictna' 1'- I :i

,1 ion> u! inle''na'L i 'i -a'

Chancellor Joseph D DulTey slated his

position, and 15 minutes were allowed for

each side to present their arguments before

the trustees voted on the motion.

Said Duffey: ""University campuses must

remain places where the individual is free

to pursue knowledge and umUrstanding in

an atmosphere that is not marked by of

ficially sanctioned vitu.^ o! truth and

nioraiily.

•'It cannot of course be argued that

universities do not yet involved in politics,"

Duffey said. "There an- vak. - in our cur-

ricula, in policies ue use ^^ovei ninj; admis

.sions, research and publie servire that have

implicit political implicalions

"Universities are places where t h-- rtpiht

to ask (juestions and express views,

fviweve! conlrovefsiiil. i.^ prote-cti-d. >ul)ject

onl\ to ritjorous in'rlleetual (icb.atc and the

ireedoni of'.di to di^M ni." he ^aid. ' Pr"eisM-

Iv bi'i.:ui,-..' I \aUie this Creedom of i'SiMc-

smn 1 aiLjue tlial the r.nwi ii-. - ^ould

'la.iiii takiii^ institutional \> i-'lioii

(, , ,. . ., ^' a! i-..ues."

Studfiils .mil fac iilty who are upposeH le.

I IllltltlUi ,1 I'l !.,-!•: i

Special prosecutor completes
Southwest brawl investigation

CulltrKiHn photo by Niki SokoUirT

UPSTAIRS, DOWNSTAIRS - Students deal with the daily ins and

outs and ups and downs of classes. Here two unidentified students

are leaving Goessmann Laboratory.

By KARL ROOKEY
Collegian Correspondent

Assistant Attorney General William

Larkin's special investigation of the

Southwest incident, which began on

February 23, ended on schedule yesterday

despite a slow start.

Larkin, who was appointed by District

Attorney W. Michael Ryan as special pro-

secutor for the case after a request by

Chancellor Joseph DufTy, will take the

results to the DA's office for a week-long

review. They expect to release any deci-

sions on the status of the incident before

spring break.

Although there was a limited turnout of

witnesses during the first week of in-

vestigation, Larkin said that he had ex-

pected people to be a bit cautious initially,

but would come to the investigators after

the first week.
Larkin said the number of witnesses

speaking to them did increase after the

first week, but not to the extent that had

been expected, we didn't get as many

(witnesses I as we had expected, but the tur-

nout was adequate." Larkin said. He said

that they have spoken to about 100 people

since the investigation began.

Larkin had originally expressed hope

that the investigation would not drag out,

and said that he was relatively pleased

with the three week period.

"When we started the investigation we

anticipated it would last about two or three

weeks," Larkin said. "Now it's the 16th (of

March), about three weeks later, and it s

over. I think we did quite well."

"It's possible that we may have to speak

to several people again to confirm some in-

formation," Larkin said. "But for the most

part we're done."

"At the moment we are unsure ot

whether we will take anyone to court,

Larkin said. "We won't know until the ses-

sion with the DA is over."

He said one person has been brought to

court as a result of the not, but that case

was brought to court by a private in-

dividual, not the University

Dukakis to enter race for presidential nomination
,a . .,!.„, It unit !• fiu- ili i) 1-; t ho deleria i oat Ion

BOSK IN \l' - Gov. Michael S. Dukaki i

day he iiiteiid.s to enter the race for the 198^ .>rui -i
,
..uc

presidential nomination, calling him.self a lon>;shol but

declaring he has the .strength and experience to hold the

ofTice

"With vnur help and with your prayers the- son ot a

Gieek iinmiKi 'nt named Mike Dukakis can he the next

.iiesident," Dukakis said as he announced he was form

ing a campaign committee and would formallv inter the

race May 4.

The 53-year-old governor said he wanted to bring to the

nation "a message of good jobs and economic opportunity

and vibrant, sustained economic growth for every

.American in evet'. part of our country. It is a message

ot i.pooitunity for all . it is the del«rMiinat ion lo pursue

ti ol world peace, and there is no j^ieals-r task

before Uh.

Dukakis, who coasted to his third term in November but

is little known outside the Northeast, acknowledged "the

odds against winning are very very long. And as the sit

ting governor, the odds are very tcmgh."
tnntinued <>n (>am- 14
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Towboat skipper pays a cent

to turn around USS Constitution

AP photo

FINALLY - Massachusetts Gov. Michael Dukakis, with wife Kit-

ty, after announcing intention to run for president. Story page 1.

Official: Medicaid hurts elderly
BOSTON I API - Secretary of Elder Af

fairs Richard Rowland told a legislative

committee yesterday that Medicaid

discrimination in nursing homes continues

because "there are no realistic mechanisms

for elders to pursue."

Rowland testified before the joint com-

mittee on Human Services and Elderly Af-

fairs in favor of a bill that would insure the

elderly equal access to long-term facilities

participating in Medicaid.

Rowland said Medicaid elders seeking

beds in nursing homes "wait two and three

times as long as their private pay counter-

parts."

The bill, filed by his office, would require

all facilities to keep a waiting list and ad-

mit people on a first-come, first-served

basis. It does not give special consideration

to Medicaid recipients,

Rowland said a "sting operation" con-

ducted last summer by the Attorney

General's office found that Medicaid pa-

tients were refused beds in ten nursing

home facilities.

He said the problem of discrimination

has to be solved before the problem of

funding
"If we just put more money in nursing

homes without passing bills, discrimina-

BOSTON (AP) - Towboat skippers want

to perform the annual turnaround of the

Navy's oldest commissioned warships so

badlv that they'll do the expensive job of

tugging the USS Constitution around

Boston Harbor for less than a buck.

This year. Capt. Arthur J. Fournier's

Penobscot Bay Towing Co. of Belfast,

Maine, won the honor of turning around

the 189-year-old ship so it weathers even

1 y with a bid of one cent

its a patriotic privilege." Fournier said

yesterday in a telephone interview. "How

many times are you ever going to got your

photograph taken pulling around the USS

Constitution?" He estimated that it would

actual I \ cost about $2,500 to shift around

the sliip

His bid beat out one by Boston Fuel

Transportation Co.. which has tugged "Old

Ironsides" for $1 each July 4 for the past

three years.

"We always considered it a privilege to

tow Old Ironsides." said Vincent Tibbetts

Jr.. Boston Fuel Transportation vice presi-

dent, who said the company was sorry to

lose the honor.

"That's tow business," he said.

Fournier said he has wanted to two the

44-gun frigate ever since he helped to turn

it around as a deckhand for the tugboat

Sadie Ross, which used to assist Navy tugs,

in the 1950s.

"There's a lot of history to that ship," he

said.

Launched on Oct. 21, 1797, the USS Con-

stitution was intended to protect merchant

ships threatened by pirates from the Bar

bary Coast, The 20-foot-long frigate, which

carried 450 men, earned the nickname Old

Ironsides during the war of 1812. when
cannon shots were said to have bounced ofl

its wooden sides.

Today, the ship is still a commissioned

vessel and sits in the old Charlestown Navy

Yard in Boston, vhere approximately

600,000 visitors luur it each year

But the ship must he turned each yi;ii

to make sure its sidi- ! xpo.sed evenly

to the effects of the su, md wind whipp

ing off the water

The Navy began seeking private towing

companies to direct f)l(! Ironsides after

Navy tugs left the -ihiinard in the earl\

1970s.

Turning around the ship h<t.s become an

Independence Day tradition in Boston

Each year, the Constitution fires its can

non in a Fourth of Jul> -Mlute as it makes

It,- annual move.

When he turns the vessel this year. Foui-

nier said one tug will be used to pull Uie

frigate away from ihe "bumpers " thai pro-

tect its berth from other ships. A second tug

with a crew of four will use three, 7.5 inch

Dacron lines to steer the ship out and

around and place it back in its berth with

the stern pointing toward the city's

Charlestown section, he said

"The tug boat, with he* \*daer. is total-

ly controlling the Constitution W'e steer

her," Fournier said. "She's totally under

the care, custody and control of the tug."

tion will continue," he said. Rowland add-

ed that "If this bill is passed,, .then what
we'll have to deal with. . . is inadequate

financing in nursing homes." He cited in-

adequate wages and subsequently, inade-

quate care.

Rowland also testified in favor of a bill

that would regulate the sale of leases in

special senior citizen residences known as

"life care communities."

The bill would "safeguard the rights of

residents signing contracts for housing and

services," he said, and guarantee the state

overseeing leases in these facilities. "Over

the next several decades (life care facilities)

will multiply in Massachusetts," he told

the committee.
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Housing, Sylvan leader
involved in controversy
By KARL ROOKEY
Collegian Corn^spcmdent

Since early this semester when David

Pangore moved off campus, Housing Ser-

vices has refused to officially recognize him
as vice president of the Sylvan Area

Government.
"I feel that it is impossible for (Panagore)

to represent the students in the area if he

doesn't live in Sylvan," said Michelle

Cocuzzo, area coordinator for Nor-

theast/Sylvan. "If he wants to be involved

in government, I think that's laudable, but

it should be in the commuter area."

Aram Hamparian, co-president of SAG,
said there is no article in the area's con-

stitution that disallows an officer from liv-

ing off-campus, hence Panagore's position

is legal.

"As far as we're concerned (Cocuzzo) is

way out of line," Hamparian said.

Panagore was elected several months

before moving off campus, he said.

"I think that if I hadn't lived in Sylvan

for four and a half years and started all the

work I'm doing for the area, I would have

resigned," Panagore said. "I asked at an

SAG meeting if they (the present members)

wanted my resignation, but they didn't."

Hamparian said Panagore is important

in the success of SAG and its programm-

ing: "He knows his way around the ad-

ministration. No one else could do the job

as well as he does."

Eric Nakajinia, who has uorkcd with

Panagore on programming as security ccKjr-

dinator of the Union Progiam Council, .said

Panagore is responsible for much of the pro-

gi-amming that has made SAG so promi-

nent on campus. "She (Cocuzzo) is not ac

ting in the best interest of Sylvan," Naka-

jima said.

Said Panagore: "I came in this semester

with a lot of enthusiasm. When I got into

Cocuzzo's office she informed me that she

couldn't speak to me. She will talk to me
about why she doesn't want to deal with

me, but as far as Sylvan area issues are

concerned, I don't exist."

He said this has not elVected his ability

to do his job. He still holds the position of

vice president and the responsibilities that

go with it, as well as access to funds that

are necessary for programming.

"The only thing (Cwuzzo) has stopped is

the building of a good relationship between

Housing Services and Sylvan Area Govern

ment. We're not working together,"

Panagore said.

Cocuzzo said she does not feel the issue

has affected her relationship with SAG.
"What's in question here is Dave's

residency," she said.

Collegian photo by Niki Sokoloff

DOWN BY THE CORNER — Margaret Olson, a business major and

exchange student from Sweden, studies outside on a warm Sunday.

Meeting tonight for anti-racism coalition

A meeting to plan the formation of the

Coalition Against Racism will be held at

6:30 tonight in the Campus Center

Auditorium.

The organization plans to "address the

lack of point by point response to October

demands," according to a letter sent by the

Third World Caucus.

The demands were made after the release

of the Hurst report of the incident in the

Southwest Residential Area after the

World Series last October.

The Coalition will also address other

issues of racism.

Outgoing SGA leaders reflect on past year

Duffey attends ceremony
By JENNIFER DEMPSEY
Collegian Staff

Chancellor Duffey and Randy Donant were among
several speakers on hand for the first State of the Govern

ment Address and Convocation last night in the Campus
Center Auditorium.

Outgoing Student Government Association President

Bill Bennett opened the ceremony with a symbolic "han-

ding over of the glitter tie" to Nate Moore, and said, "If

you wear it, I'm sure you'll get elected."

Chancellor Duffey then spoke to the crowd of 100 about

the trials and tribulations of public life.

"Life isn't fair always. People can be sharply caricatured

and misunderstood. There are no clear lines between the

good guys and the bad guys. You cannot think of people

as enemies and survive and be effective in public life,"

he said.

He said though he is a staunch democrat, he is able to

see the contributions made by Ronald Reagan and that

history will depict him fairly.

"Time has a way of straightening things out," he said.

Several outgoing SGA members then spoke of "The Year

in Review."
Dani Burgess, Student Trustee, called the SGA "one of

the most empowering and educational bodies on campus."

SGA treasurer Katherine Strickland said: "No one can

claim that students are not fiscally responsible. I'd like

to believe that we have changed the minds of many ad-

ministrators."

Randy Donant, director of Student Activities Office,

presented Burgess. Strickland, Bennett and Paul Wingle

with certificates of achievements.

Bu* W. Greg Rothman, Central Area Government presi-

dent said, "There's something v*Tong with the administra-

tion giving student leaders awards for good work. Student

empowerment has suffered a setback."

Wingle, newly elected Student Trustee and outgoing

Senate Speaker, said: "Student Government makes peo-

ple a part of the policies that affect their life."

Bennett then awarded Bob Simons and Lisa Bernard

with the 1987 Outstanding Senator Awards.

Bennett ended the evening by saying, "It's been a rough

year" but "if I had to do it over again, I would."

Newly elected SGA president Joe Demeo attended, as

well as several student senators.

Newly-elected SGA President Joe Demeo,

left, and Student Trustee Paul Wingle

Nuns serve commmunity
in many different ways
By CONNIE LECLERC
Collegian Staff

Nuns do much more than administrative

work for the church or teach children in

parochial schools today — they serve

communities in ways they never have

before.

Since the changes brought about by

'Vatican II between 1963-1965 (which were

revolutionary alterations in the doctrine of

the Catholic Church to make ad-

vancements toward the 21st century), nuns

now work outside the church with

Catholics as well as non-Catholics.

"I'm very happy to know that I'm just

a little piece of this wonderful group of

women that so impress me. When I go to

meetings and I see and listen to some of our

sisters. I'm very happy that I'm part of

that," said Sister Julie Donavan, a member

of the Sisters of Notre Dame and a full-time

therapist for the Learning Intervention

Family Team agency, a part of the

Psychological Service Center at the

Universitv of Massachusetts.

Sister Julie became a nun while study-

ing biology at Emmanuel College in

Boston. Her main reason for entering the

religious profession as a young adult was

"to love God." She was impressed by the

religious people that she met at parochial

schooL

Women On Campus

After receiving her bachelor's in biology,

Sister Julie studied at Boston State College

(which merged with UMass-Boston), and
later at the University of Southern Connec-
ticut, obtaining ma.ster's degrees in educa-

tion and guidance, and a certificate in ad-

vanced graduate study in family therapy.

Before she studied family therapy, Sister

Julie spent many years teaching in a
number of parochial schools in inner-city,

middle-class and upper-class areas of

Boston.

"I really decided when I was a guidance
counselor that the way to help children is

through the family," she .said. "I found

working with children in an isolated situa-

continued on page 12

Former Soviet Refusenik says
mail, phone calls set him free
By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

"I am a free man today because of peo-

ple like yourself," former Soviet

Refusenik Leonid Feldman told a full

crowd of people in Memorial Hall last

night.

"I don't know why I'm free. I don't know
why they let me out. I believe it happen-

ed this way," Feldman said, crediting

postcards and phone calls for getting him
out of jail.

"I was fortunate. Eleven days later I

was walking the streets of Tel Aviv," he

said. "I want to thank you for saving my
life."

Feldman said "it is a big lie in America

that only the [Soviet! government is

disgusting. It is a big lie only a minority

are communists. At age nine you are a

member of the Young Pioneers.

"I trained for one year. On April 22,

Lenin's birthday, million of children

gather together. It is the bar mitzvah of

your life. We repeat the Young Pioneer

oath ' Part of that oath is to devote one's

life to building communism all over the

world; the children also say they want to

be like Pavlick Morozov, he said.

Feldman explained Morozov, at age 11,

turned in his father to Stalin for saving

a sack of rice from Stalin's men. Morozov's

father was publicly hanged. Morozov's

grandfather stabbed Morozov in his sleep.

"Every morning of my life my govern-

ment asked me if I was ready to turn in

my father. This is what the government

is doing to children everyday," he said.

He also told the audience about the

hardships of being Jewish. He said two
and a half million identification cards are

marked "Judaism" under nationality.

"Nationality is where you are from —
I was bom in Kishniev, but my country

didn't call me Moldavian, they called me
Jewish. That's what the Nazis did. You
know something is wrong but you don't

kr.ow v hy.

"It's vt ry painful for me to walk out of

this room and for you to say 'that's in-

teresting' — I would feel like I wasted an
evening. 1 need you to take action. You
are the most important group of people for

me."
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HIGH AS A KITE — Nathan Yee launches mission of leasure on a

beautiful Sunday afternoon in a field near Southwest.

Holiday blood drive on campus
is seeking increased donations

Theater faculty will offer

more structured program

By BARBARA SHLOSSER
Collegian Correspondent

Even on St. Patrick's Day, people are in

need of blood.

"At this time of the year there is always

a lull in the blood donations, but never a

lull in the need for blood," said Timothy C.

MacDonnell, the drive coordinator. "Dur-

ing holidays, like St. Patrick's Day, people

just don't think of giving blood. We're hop-

ing that \v\\\ change with this drive." The

blood drive today will be held from 9:30

a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Campus Center, Room
163. and is sponsored by University of

Mas.sachusetts Army ROTC.
The drive is being held on a holiday, St.

Patricks Day, to prove a point, said Mac-

Donnell. a history major.

The need for blood is great in the

Springfield-Northampton area, said Mac-

Donnell. The region surrounding

Springfield needs 1500 pints of blood a day

to maintain an adequate supply and to fill

the needs of patients, he said.

"All blood types are needed right now,"

said MacDonnell. "Now is a good time for

the college community to pull together."

You never know when you yourself will

need blood." he said. "And the blood you

may need comes from volunteers who took

the time to donate"

MacDonnell said anyone willing to

donate can go down to the Campus Center

Concourse on Tuesday to fill out the

necessary forms. Donors should set aside

about one hour for the entire process, he

sa'd. which includes 15 minutes for paper-

work and testing, 15 minutes for the actual

donation, and 30 minutes for recovery and

observation. Refreshments will be provid-

ed by the Red Cross for donors, he said.

By SUSAN SCHRIBMAN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts theater

department is revising its academic cur-

riculum, and plans to present a busy season

with three productions.

"The theater faculty hopes to develop a

more highly structured curriculum," said

Doris Abramson, advisor for department

undergraduates. "In the future, theater

undergraduates will be required to take

their specified courses in a .sequential for-

mat."
'What we want to offer our students is

a broad liberal arts education," said

Abramson.
Karen Kessler, third year graduate direc

ting student, said what she likes about the

university graduate theater program is

"the individualized one-on-one attention"

and the fact that she is allowed to develop

her own personal style as a director "in-

stead of being a carbon copy."

In the three years that Kessler has at-

tended the University, she has noticed that

the graduate theater program has grown

more solidified, focusing more on profes-

sional training rather than academic.

She said "to succeed in the theatrical

field you have to be a highly self-motivated

* trustees

person." Kessiei disagreed with the theater

arts liberal arts approach because it does

not give students much of a focus.

She said she'd like to have the cur-

riculum broadly structured for lower

classmen and then require students to

.specialize during their upperclassmen

years. She said it's been her experience as

a graduate professional working with

students that the two programs —
undergraduate and graduate — don't sup-

port each other.

Abramson is excited about the changes

in the department and enthusiastic about

Third World theatre courses that will be

offered for the first time next fall. They will

be a cross-cultural expansion in expression

apart from the traditional western culture

courses.

This semester Golden is teaching a new
required course for graduate students call-

ed Group Studio. The course is designed to

bring together the specialized theater

graduates into a collaborative gi'oup. An
essential course especially for production

work, and it also builds on the students'

ability to work as a theatrical team, he

said.

Golden said more funds have recently

been made available to the department and

interviews are going on for two new- facul

ty members, including one to replace

Abramson when she retires this May.

r*
^C2^

rnntinued from page 1

CIA recruitment on campus urged the

trustees to pass the motion, pointing to the

controversial activities of the agency.

Marc Kenen, an organizer of the "CIA On
Trial" project said the Faculty Senate Ad

Hoc Committee on Picketing and Recruit-

ment voted seven to one "in general sym-

pathy for this motion."

But Faculty Senate Secretary Roland

Chilton said, "It is inaccurate to say the

committee voted to support the student

resolution. The committee passed a motion

in general sympathy with the .student mo-

tion."

Kenen said the CIA is "denying political

expression of people around the world" and

is recruiting new people to continue policies

that are "breaking international law."

David Abram, a student who was

scheduled to attend a CIA information ses

sion at the University Career Centei nn

Nov. 19 that was prevented from taking

place by protestors, said students lost an

opportunity to get career information.

"It is not the freedom of the CIA to speak

that is at stake here. It is my freedom to

listen," he said. "I have a right to make my
own career decisions without interference

from would-be book burners."
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Ireland Comes To Amherst
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Community ignored
On behalf of many members of the lesbian, gay and

bisexual community as well as our heterosexual allies

I would like to express my dismay with the Cnllegian'i^

coverage. Dialogue between our ofTice and the Collegian

has occured over the last two years without much positive

change. For this reason as well as the most recent in-

cidents of exclusion from the pages of the Collegian I have

decided to state these concerns publicly.

We at the Program for Gay. Lesbian and Bisexual Con

cerns have been consistently stymied in the pursuit of our

goals of education and advocacy for this community, due

to the difficulty of even publicizing our events. Though

we poster events campus-wide, our posters are often rip

ped down, defaced, or deliberately postered over. Therefore

the only sure way we can even inform the campus com-

munity about the existence of these events is through the

pages of the Collegian.

About a week ago the Program for Gay, Lesbian, and

Bisexual Concerns sponsored two events, a workshop/lec-

ture with George Lakey on Coalition Building and a per-

formance of the Ten Percent Review. Although both press

releases and photos of these events were given to the Col-

legian in advance, and the Collegian staff assured us these

photos would appear, neither event was even mentioned

in the Collegian prior to the events. If these two incidents

were isolated occurences I would not even bring them to

your attention, because there are always reasons for over-

sights. However, these exclusions represent one more ex-

ample of a pattern of lack of coverage of the gay. lesbian,

and bisexual conununity. Whether this pattern of exclu-

sion is intentional or unintentional is irrelevant; the ef-

fect is the same. The Collegians lack of coverage of the

gay, lesbian, and bisexual community results in silent col

lusion with the escalating bigotry and ignorance on this

campus.
The Collegian has ignored our suggestions or attemp

ted to put the responsibility for coverage back onto the

gay. lesbian, and bisexual community; we are fed up with

such treatment. Our office received a petition signed by

58 people concerned with the Collegian's exclusion of our

events. Therefore we publicly ask you to:

1. Establish an editorship for gay, lesbian, and bisex

ual concerns. This community represents a significant

minority population, estimated at more than 2,500

students.

2. Establish a regular feature, similar to the "Women's

Issues Forum" to be run weekly that would list any gay.

lesbian, or bisexual event.

3. Insure that there are adequate beat reporters assigned

to our community before each semester begins, not half

way through the semester. This is the responsibility of

the Collegian, not of the gay. lesbian, and bisexual

community.
We urge the Collegian to act on these proposals now.

and to work with our Program to eradicate homophobia

on campus.

Felice Yeskel
Co-Director, Program for Gay, Lesbian, and Bisex-

ual Concerns

''Negative feedback''
We were reading the Collegian last week when we found

ourselves laughing uncontrollably. Was it because of "Gor-

dy?" Of course not. It was because we were reading how

Gorde had just turned his comic strip into a book. How
can he think his comic strip is so good when everyone we

know doesn't? First, he rarely has a noticeable punch line

in the comic strip and if he does it appears somewhere

in the middle when it should appear in the last frame.

Second, story lines are lame and who the hell needs to

be told that a comic strip is going to be continued?

"Doonesbury" never tells us. "Bat Brain" never tells us.

"Robotman" never tell us.

We have been reading "Gordy" (or "Gorde" as it used

to appear) all three years and neither of us has every

laughed, though we may have chuckled twice. And for

some reason we keep reading it hoping we may laugh. But

the laughs never come. In Gorde's interview for the Col-

legian he said he rarely received negative feedback. Well.

here's some. Gorde claimed his strip deals with real col-

lege life, but how many real college people produce

albums, appear on Late Night with David Letferman, get

captured by aliens, go on Spring Break with David Lee

Roth, or actually act like Foof? The artwork is good, but

if he thinks he can make it in national syndication then

he is seriously mistaken. We'd rather read "Garfield."

Chris O'Shaughnessy
Sylvan

Steve Quagliato
Northeast

CORRECTION
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All others will be $3 not $4
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Take off

Gaelic mask
I'll have my annual corned beef with

friends. It's really the only time all year 1

eat the stuff. Sometimes I'll duck out for

a six of Guinness, but I really prefer Ger

Frank Flanagan
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man beer. That's about the extent of my
ethnic celebration. It's a shame, really.

You'd think that such an "imaginative"

race would have more going on for tneir na

tional celebration.

As a person of Celtic descent. I loathe the

glad s.'uls who tape up cardboard

shamrocks, guzzle green beer and sport

brash buttons like; Kiss Me, I'm Irish. I'd

ratn?r kiss the underside of the Blarney

Stone. Let's get the facts straight. The harp

is the national symbol of Ireland, not the

shamrock. Only Americans drink emerald

beer, not the Irish. And just because you're

Irish doesn t mean some stranger is going

to want to osculate you.

In Ireland, St. Patrick's Day is a religious

holiday, spent quietly with the family. For

most Irish-Americans it's a day to don

green and watch parades. For some, it's a

lame excuse to get dead drunk. Perhaps

dead isn't the best way to describe these

pseudo-hiberians on such occasions.

Although they may appear physically

animated, culturally and spiritually

they're dormant. They, still, suffer from a

sense of cultural inferiority and a confus-

ed ethnic identity.

I'll provide a small example: a man pick-

ed me up hitching the other day; his name

was Malloy. He swore he was not Irish

American but only American, and damn-

ed proud of it. Fine. I asked him, why is it

you have such an Irish-sounding name and

what would be an example of a typical

American name? The fellow was fl.'s*; with

ire. confusion. There's a lot in a name. We
made our way to Amherst on very small

talk.

Most Irish-Americans have not come to

terms with their identity and heritage.

They're not all to blame. American schools

have done an exemplary job ignoring

anythinji Irish. Perhaps this has something

to do with the fact that many Americans

are of English descent and suffer suppress-

ed, subtle forms of race guilt. In this sense.

Irish and Afro-Americans share certain

affinities.

The Irish want to forget the past. So

much sorrow, injustice. They doggedly

disremember: that England practiced

genocide in Ireland for hundreds of years;

that America didn't exactly welcome the

"dirty" Irish with open arms (No Dogs

Need Apply); that while millions were star-

ving during the famines in the 1840s, the

English were exporting large quantities of

food out of Ireland; that L-eland had a "rele-

vant" culture before, during and after

occupation.

Yet when they forget the past, they forget

much good. They forget, when the rest of

Europe was sunk in the early Dark Ages,

Ireland was an oasis of learning and art.

They forget the racist stereotypes of the

Irish — charming buffoon, drunken

dreamer, scarlet Molly, cunning pol, brazen

brawler - are all the past projections of the

oppressor. Yet, such images still linger in

America today.

Too many Irish are quick to don the

leprechaun mask, stammer that they've

got their "Irish up," brandish about such

loaded words as paddywaggon,

shenanigans, hooliganisms. The language

is so polluted with such hateful words that

few stop to questions their implications.

Instead of aping the stock siage Irishper-

son, why not do something genuinely

Celtic; hold a cultural festival with Irish

music, poetry, debates, dancing, lectures.

athletics, crafts, cooking - the works. And

how about a course on Celtic culture,

history at UMass? I'll wager the class'd be

packed.

I know one thing; if anyone says top u

the morning to me today, I'll just reply pug

ma hone!. That means "kiss my arse, in

Gaelic.

Frank Flanagan i.s a Colh-.mnn ,nlumnist
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No party
in Ireland
Brace yourselves, folks. The annual org\'

of green beer, corned bt?ef and cabbage, and

plastic shamrocks is upon us once again.

Yup, it's St. Patrick's Day. the day when

How bad is the problem?
,..,„,«^.,«;#;qc .j11 with ^^nr.^]v a

A few weeks ago I wrote about innocent

parents who are victimized by overzealous

child abuse caseworkers. At the time, my
arguments were greeted with skepticism.

R. 4Y Denton

Some doubted that the problem was

widespread, and others thought it was

worth having a few innocent parents suf-

fer if the system worked. Since that time,

network television and National Public

Radio have each featured documentaries on

the issue, and it is indeed a big prcble.n.

How bad is the problem^ In 35 states

(Massachusetts isn't among them), social

workers can take children away from

parents without notice and without a court

order, on the basis of unverified suspicion

tVom one anonymous plaintiff thf other

15 slates, an abuse complaint i.s a prelude

to intimidation and interrogation of

parents by social workers seeking grounds

for a court order. Evan in this state, parents

are assumed guilty until proven innocent,

contrary to Amt-ncan law.

How had /.s the problem^ 1979 saw <me

million reports of child abuse, 30 percent

of them totally unsubstantiated. In 1986.

there were two million reports, and 60 per-

cent were without merit. Simple algebra in-

dicates that only 10 percent of the extra

million reports had any basis in fact. Ex

perts say this is because teachers and

physicians are encouraged to notify

authorities on trivial grounds — shyness,

extrovertedness. or even a small scratch.

A frequent source of abuse complaints is

pai-ents who are trying to wrest ct^stody of

children from estranged partners;

caseworkers fall for it hook, line, and

sinker.

How bad is the problem?ChMren in state

custody are usually placed with families

they've never met, who are hired to take

them for weeks and months, or even per-

manently. Many of these foster families

have severe problems of their own. The real

parents may be suddenly arrested, robbed

of their children and discredited in their

Letters

communities, all with hardly a shred of

evidence. If they can pay the legal fees to

get their traumatized children back, a

social worker says. "Sorry, we made a

mistake.
"

How had is the problem? The US popula-

tion is about 230 million. If we generously

estimate that 30 percent are parents or

guardians of minors and divide by two to

arrive at the number of families, that

means that for every 100 families, there

are about six reports of child abuse every

vcar, only two of which are even remotely

legitimate.

How bad IS the problem? Half the

children who died last year from child

abuse were already well-known to

authorities. Media sources say that social

workers were too bu.sy chasing phantom

leads to pay attention to the urgent cases,

as happened a couple of weeks ago when

a little girl in Easthampton died at the

hands of her parents, known offenders.

It seems a very cold, hard approach to ad

dress these i.ssues as a series of statistics,

because the individuality ot the abused

child or wronged parent is masked in the

numbers. It is not one tragedy here, it is

thousands of tragedies, one painful and

heart-rending episode after another.

Statistics can't convey that.

What the statistics do show is that the

system isn't working. '^htT<''> nmnnK
wrong with good abuse law , if they're en-

forced well. Thf problem is, the current

laws are not well-administered, and they're

not even very well-written. All 50 states

need a code which places the burden of pro

of on the state and acknowledges the legal

rights of parents; which clearly defines

reasonable criteria for suspicion of child

abuse; and which endeavors to place vic-

timized children with trusted relatives,

neighbors or friends. The states don't need

more social workers; they need more

justice. Input from parent groups familiar

with the problem would do much to ensure

equitable legislation.

How bad is the problem? Bad enough to

accuse the states of incompetence and call

for reform. Sabotaging family values is not

going to end child abuse.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist

El Salvador horrors
There are a lot of statistics on El

Salvador: 4.5 million people; the same land

area as Massachusetts; the most densely

populated country in the western

hemisphere; 60,000 civilian deaths since

1980; 50,000 government military person-

nel; 10.000 rebel combatants; a half a

billion dollars of US aid in 1986; 40 tons

of US-supplied bombs dropped a month; the

highest infant mortality rate in Latin

America; but statistics don't tell the whole

story of El Salvador.

El Salvador is a land of relentless, hard-

working, irrepressible people. If you listen,

these people will tell you their stories. On
March 17, the Committee of the Mothers

of the Assassinated and Disappeared of El

Salvador (COMADRES) will tell their story

at the University of Massachusetts. These

brave women will tell what US aid really

means to the people of El Salvador.

Thev tell about their l.u.sbands being

taken" away in the middle of the night,

never to be seen again Tl-v t<!l ah'<ut

their daughters being r..

;

soldiers. They talk about the public

demonstrations which they have been in

when the police have opened fire on them.

They recall their fight with Reagan's State

Department over visas to enter the US.

They will not be silenced.

The COMADRES say "Alive they took

them, alive we want them back," while

everv month another of their leaders is cap-

tured and tortured by Salvadoran police

who have been trained in the US. Despite

the repression, the COMADRES have will

not be stopped in their efforts to bring

justice to El Salvador. They know that the

perseverance of the COMADRES and other

Salvadorans. together with the will of the

American people, can bring peace and

justice to El Salvador.

You may know the statistics of El

Salvador, but to understand El Salvador

you must meet its people. That is why

everyone should come and hear the COM
ADRES on Maixh 17 in Campus Center

ini at 7:30 p.m. Greg Smith
Amherst

Mariane Meuse

all good Irish-Americans booze it up in

memory of the man who drove the snakes

out of Ireland. It's also the day to sit around

the local pub singing songs of rebellion and

shedding crocodile tears over the .sorrows

and troubles of Northern Ireland. And by

the time the beer goes stale and the songs

are forgotten. Americans will have con-

tributed significantly to the ignorance that

fuels the war.

I studied in Ireland last year and had the

chance to observe the troubles (that

euphemistic term for bloodshed) close up.

Since returning to the US, I haven't been

able to shake the rage I feel over the false

and simplified images Americans have of

what Ireland is all about.

Many Irish-Americans justify the Irish

Republican Army's bloody deeds by saying

"they're fighting for freedom." I agree that

800 years of Briti.sh mi.srule should ei d and

Ireland should be given back to the irish

(both Catholic and Protestant). But ao

amount of cajoling will convince me that

the path to freedom lies in bombing pubs

and cars by remote control. From the com-

fort of their middle-class suburbs 3.000

miles away, misguided Americans con-

tribute to the Irish Northern Aid Commit

tee (NORAID), which provides funds to the

IRA. A dead or maimed Irish cliild at the

receiving end of ar 'RA weapon is a mere

abstraction to these Americans. Supporters

of NORAID lie when they say their money

goes to a war of liberation. What they're

.sending to Ireland is death, and the Irish

aren't fooled by their propaganda, .\fter

more than 2,500 deaths in 18 years, the

Irish should be given the chance to live for

their country, not die for it.

The apologists for the British regime are

no better than the NORAID supporters.

Consistent news stories of IRA atrocities

have convinced some Americans that

Roman Catholic and terrorist are

synonymous. Little concern is expre.ssed

over Britain's continued use of the plastic

bullet, which has killed 16 people, many

of them children and all but one Catholic.

The weapon is banned everywhere else in

Europe and should be banned in Northern

Ireland as well. Little attention is paid to

the Catholic victims of such Protestant

paramilitary groups as the Ulster

Volunteer Force. Americans who content

themselves with railing against "those

bloody Catholic terrorists" refuse to

acknowledge blatant job discrimination

against Catholics, who have consistently

higher unemployment rates than Pro-

testants. Attempts to deal with the ter-

rorism through military power only serve

to obscure the issue of social justice. And

without justice in Northern Ireland there

can be no peace.

The conflict in Northern Ireland is much

more complex than Americans, Irish and

non-Irish, care to admit. I've learned not

to trust people who claim to know

everything about the conflict. They're

usually the ones who blindly mouth the

polemics ofone side while conveniently tur-

ning a deaf ear to the legitimate claims of

the other side. Americans should educate

themselves about the conflict and use their

knowledge to press the British government

for a just and peaceful alternative to the

status quo.

So please, as you're quaffing your green

Heineken today, ignore those who would

reduce an 800-year-old conflict to the level

of playground name-calling. What Ireland

needs is honest discussion. As it stands

now, she's choking to death on the cheap

rhetoric of bigotry.

Mariane Meuse is a Collegian staff

mem her

Diplomaey: the art ofsaying -nice doggie"

tdl \ou van find a rock.
— Wynn Catlin
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Great singing in Mascagni's Cavelleria Rustinica
^^ •^ *-^

, .„, . .1 *: w cnnMH«>H diirintr this sonc still rintr sweet-
Cavalleria Rusticana
Pietro Mascagni
Fine Arts Center

By JAMIE PILCHER
Collegian Correspondent

Saturday night's performance of Pietro

Mascagni's Cavalleria Rusticana was an
enjoyable evening of classical opera. Being
in the concert form enhanced the talents

of all involved, including the Five College

Orchestra conductor Dennis Burkh,
Mallorie Chernin, director of the Amherst
College Choral Society, the orchestra itself,

and the backing choir.

The evening belonged, however, to the in-

dividual soloists who made the perfor-

mance special. These very talented profes-

sionals included Elizabeth Mannion,

mezzo-soprano; Gregory Hopkins, tenor;

University of Massachusetts' own Paulina

Stark, soprano; Donald Barnum, baritone;

and Antigone Argeros, mezzo-soprano.

The two performers which stood out from

this already talented corps were the lead

mezzo-soprano Mannion, and the tenor

Hopkins. Mannion showed her vast

operatic and dramatic skills with her

wonderful performance as Santuzza, the

jilted lover of Turiddu. Having performed

globally, her voice was extremely strong

and clear and she also gave a convincing

dramatic performance.

Gregory Hopkins also used his beautiful

voice well in the tenor role of Turiddu, the

young lover of the Sicilian village of Place.

It was very clear why twenty-nine year old

Hopkins, a relatively young performer, is

so highly touted. He is supposed to get a

lot better, and ifhe does, the operatic com-

munity better look out. He sang with such

joy and intensity, even during his lament

"Siciliana", that the audience was waiting

on the edges of their seats to hear the next

sounds out of his mouth.

Hopkins also affected his fellow per-

formers, causing them to push their talents

to their limits. This was evident during the

duet between Turiddu and his present lover

Lola (Paulina Stark). He seemed overjoyed

to be singing with the chorus, bringing out

their best in the rousing drinking song

"Brinkisi".

The highlight of the evening was the duet

between Turiddu, (Hopkins) and Santuzza

(Mannion). This bittersweet piece between

jilted and jilter showed the old and the new

guards of the operatic community. The mo-

ment is hard to describe, but the notes

sounded during this song still ring sweet-

ly in the ear.

The job that conductor Dennis Burkh did

with the Five College Orchestra was
phenomenal, for it gave an almost flawless

performance. Burkh also did a very good

job of handling all of the different factors

in this performance; the players, the or-

chestra, and the chorus.

All in all, everyone involved with this

production, the first of its kind in the area,

deserves a lot of credit, for it was a job well

done.

^om service

Ed Wlordarczyk and Mark Howard in their

hanging beds

By MARY ELIZABETH HADAD
Collegian Correspondenl

"Aaah. could you two get up on your bed'' That would

be n good pictiu-e with your feet just hanging over the

fd^c " And then Ed & Mark each went to their side, grabb

ed a chain, and with one ai'm swung themselves up to then-

separate beds. Both of them. They both went up to their

beds. No, they didn't have bunk beds but instead had their

beds mounted on the wall banging from the ceiling.

They built a freestanding .sturdy box frame that runs

along the ceiling and down the wall on either side of the

room. From the wooden planks that span the ceiling, they

have heavy chains screwed in that connect to the corners

of thf b('d. A nice added extra was a night stand/plank

thai liangs around the head end of the bed by a few chain

links to keep alarm clocks on.

Clamped onto the end of the beds off the bed frames are

clip-on desk lights. With beds and night stands off the

floor, there's more living space for a couch and a storage

trunk that doubles as their coffee table. The shelves given

to them in their Orchard Hill double were taken off the

walls and put on the floor for book, record, and stereo

storage. More pluses were rugs and milk crates.

Now if you aren't as daring as Grayson sophomore

roomies Ed Wlodarczyk and Mark Howard, then you could

use the ceiling for other displays. There is always the ole'

standby Indian tapestry or a paper ball light you could

hang from up there, but how about.. .a set of clothes ar-

ranged as the real you up there, or defoliated branches

off of a tree from the woods spraypainted to match your

room and wrap it with those tiny white XMass lights for

a starry woods look all over the ceiling. For pizza junkies

only, just plaster wall? with pizza delivery boxes (there's

a gega lounge in Sylvan with them all over the walls).

But if you do have the knowhow, how about hammocks
off of the same type of frame?

Ed & Mark had a hubcap on their wall, but for real car

fanatics, cover walls with 'em. All that is needed is dou-

ble stick foam backed hooks. I'm looking for rooms now

in Central and Sylvan. Got a nice one? 546-4244. Thanks

and Hatif; in there Ed & MarkI

traditional Irish group. The Chieftans
will perform at 8 p.m. tomorrow at the F.A.C.

*
ST. PATRICK'S DAY
AT THE TIMEOUT
Free prizes will be given out^

IRISH EYES
ARE SMILING

because they know
they'll get lots of free
stuff they'll never use.

Art Shows
By JONATHAN M. CASSIE
Collegian Staff

Contrary to popular belief, art museums can be fun,

interesting and exciting places to visit. They are also

some of the least frequented places on all of the Five Col-

lege campuses. Last week's Art Shows column focus-

ed on art shows on the University of Massachusetts cam

pus. This week's column will focus on shows that are new

to the University or are being shown on other campuses

in the Five College area.

On the University campus there are some gi-eat new

shows out that should not be missed.

At the Wheeler Gallery in Wheeler House there is an

exhibition of the works of Mindi Sahner showcasing her

M.F.A. project in interior design. It is a terrific show that

I urge all University students to attend. This exhibit only

runs through March 19th so you should go soon. The

Wheeler Gallery is open Monday through Thursday, 4-8

pm, and Sunday, 2-5 pm.
At the Student Union Art Gallery there is an exhibit

of the works of Daniel Wiener and Jeff Melzack. This

IS al.so a great exhibit. Wiener is a ceramicist who

specializes in special art education for the handicapped,

and Melzack is a painter whose works on display at the

gallery include some wildly sui-real examples of his most

recent works. This show only runs until March 20th. so

again I urge you to stop by and see it quickly. I mean,

after all, everyone goes through the Student Union,

right? The Student Union Art Gallery is open Monday
through Friday, 11 am-4 pm

If you should be in Northampton this week and need

something fun to do, check out the Smith College

Museum of Art at Smith College. They have two great

shows on display right now that would prove interesting

for people who are interested.

Until March 29 an exhibition titled "The French Et-

ching Revival of 1862-1867: La Societe des Aquafor-

tistes." will be shown. This is a collection of rarely shown

etchings and prints that were overshadowed by the great

revolutionary events in painting in France during that

era.

Until .\pril 12 there will be an exhibition of thirty-four

Indian miniature paintings installed in the Common
Room at the Museum. This exhibit spans two centuries

and represents in some depth the many courts, regions

and schools of the continent before the British takeover.

The Smith College Museum of Art is open Tuesday

through Friday, 12-5pm, and Sunday 2-5pm.

At the Hampshire College Art Gallery until April 3

there is an exhibit of the sculpture of Anna Poor, a

definite must see for art viewers. Her sculpture explores

the social phenomena of food, chance and survival. The
Hampshire College Art Gallery is open weekdays 10:30

am-4:30 pm and Sundays 2-5 pm.

^e^^*r^1^^'i^^^^^ ^

Need To Finish A Paper

By Spring Break? Visit

THE WRITING CENTE

Pierpont (SW) Mon & Wed
04-D Cashin (Sylvan) Tucs, Thars

B-24 Baker (Central) Mon, Tues, Thars

7 • 9:30 PM
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New World Theater Welcomes
Gordon Heath
Nummo Staff

The New World Theater, Nummo News and the

5-College black community join in welcoming Mr. Gor-

don Heath, "one of the most extraordinary figures in

contemporary theater,"to this campus

The famous Shakespearean actor will be appear-

ing in the role of the Chief in the UMass production

of 'The Lion and the Jewel,"a comedy by the Nobel

prize winning African playwright Wole Soyinka.

In an acting career which spans four

decades-1947 to the present-l^r. Heath an Afro-

American, has on the stages of London. Pans and

New York performed most of the major rdes of

western theater, both classical and modern^ He has

also had a distinguished career in British and French

television and in the cinema industries of those coun-

tries as well. . _
Something of a legend in circles of European

theater, Mr. Heath is celebrated for "the controlled

virtuosity"of his classical roles and a "consumate

mastery of the actor's art,"the precise expressiveness

of voice, diction, movement and gesture.

Mr Heath is also: a stage director-off Broadway.

London and Paris; an acclaimed guiitarist-folk singer

and recording artist, and has been a member o the

faculty of the Royal Academy of Dramatic Art (Lon-

don) and drama instructor at the Paris Academy.

In Paris, Mr. Heath is also an accomplished

designer-illustrator. The most recent exhibition of his

work being in the Village Voice Gallery in Pans dur-

ing January, 1987.

This University production is a joint project of New
World Theater and the UMass Theater Department.

For "The Lion and the Jewel", the director is Prof

Richard Trousdell of the Theater Dept. and the Assi-

sant Director and Co-producer is Roberta Uno

Thelwell of the New World Theater. Pearl Primus.

Five-College professor and an authority on African

Dance is directing the choreography. The dancers

and other actors are from the New World Theater

Ensemble and UMass Theater Department. In addi-

tion the production will draw on the expertise of other

members of the community. Professor Ketu Ketrak

a Soyinka scholar from the English Department and

Professor Femi Richards an expert on Yoruba art and

culture will serve as drama turges.

Prof. Esther Terry, founder of the Black Repertory

Theater and a pioneering figure in Black theater in

the valley said: "In the words of Hamlet. o^Tis a con-

summation devoutly to be involved." What this means

is that for the first time the considerable technical

resources and professional expertise of the Theater

Department will be combined with the cultural and ar-

tistic resources and dramatic skills of the black com-

munity in a major University production. I am happy

to see it finally happen."

Nummo News understands that the decision to

mount this play is the result of a meeting last spring

between the Theater Dept. faculty and minority

' Henrt 0\H£toplifr'
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Continued on page 2

New Africa House Contaminated With Asbestos ?

By JOE STANSIL
Nummo Staff

Asbestos removal at New Africa House, schedul-

ed to begin March 23. will be the culmination of a

three-year effort to draw the attention of responsible

departments of the university to the deteriorating con-

dition of asbestos wrapped pipes in the building

The New Africa House building houses the Afro-

American studies department, the Collegiate Commit-

tee for the Education of Black and Minority Students

(CCEBMS), and the Library for the papers of Susan

B Anthony, the Drum Magazine Office, Nummo

News' Office, a sculpture studio and workshop, and

a number of classrooms.

According to personnel in the New Africa House

(NAN) he basement has been a majo- problem of

asbestos contamination. The area which was formerly

Yvonne's Restaurant had a higher than normal level

of asbestos. The Physical Plant was supposed to have

cleaned this area; however, the area is still in ques-

tionable condition.

A representative of the Environmental Health and

Safety Department said that the pipe problem was in-

vestigated and "the air samplings tested were found

to be negati. "According to the representative, the

New Africa House building would pass the En-

vironmental Protection Agency's requirements for a

clean building of asbestos. The representative also

said that the use of asbestos pipes is university wide

and the Environmental Health and Safety has been

working with the Physical Plant to repair and in some

cases replace pipes around campus with non-

asbestos pipes.

Tina Benvenuto. an academic advisor for

CCEBMS. did some investigation on the status of the

asbestos contamination and it's removal. She made

various calls to many offices on campus. After

numerous calls, Benevenuto finally was able to speak

with Susan Wilbert who coordinates the Asbestos

Removal Program for the Environmental Health and

Safety Office on campus. Benvenuto explained to Ms.

Wilbert the problems perceived by the staff.

Wilbert said that the asbestos remowal for NAH is

scheduled for March 23, 1987 and should last about

a week Benvenuto then asked about "people

removal"from NAH until the 23rd. Wilbert replied that

unless an "air sample' was taken that showed a high

level of asbestos in the air, permission to vacate the

building until the 23rd probably would not be granted.

Benvenuto asked Wilbert if the Environmental

Health and Safety Department would take an air sam-

ple and Wilbert agreed. An air sample was taken on

Monday, March 2, 1987. The results showed "less

than .01 fibers per cubic centimeter of air."The E.P.A.

requires closing off the area and the cleaning up of

the area if the air samples show .01 fibers per cubic

centimeter or more. The main area in N.A.H. affected.

the main stainwell. showed .004 fibers per cubic

centimeter.

Wilbert was asked if there is asbestos anywhere

else in the building. She explained that according to

her records, the main stairwell and the steamroom,

the location of the furnace heater, are the only areas

where asbestos is located.

Paul Barrows, Director of CCEBMS Program, ex-

Continued on page 2
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Gordan Heath
Continued from page 1

theater students rrom the New World Ensemble at

which it was proposed that the Department participate

in staging a black play.

The Chairman of the Afro-American Studies Dept..

Prof. Chester Davis professed to be delighted. "We
are very pleased. We congratulate New World and

the Theater Department. Of course we have always

admired and suppported the work of New World, this

is an historic event in black theater and it's taking

place here! An African play by a Nobel laureate, in

a production featuring one of the worlds foremost ac-

tors and choreography by the First Lady of African

Dance, Prof. Primus. It's a remarkable opportunity for

our students to be able to work with and learn from

figures of such artistic achievements, mastery and ar-

tistic integrity."

In addition to the Theater Department, New World

Theater, the production, and Mr. Heath's visit has

received financial support from a number of groups

including the 5-College Black Studies Executive Com-

mittee, the Third World fund of Hampshire College,

the Distunguished Visitors Program of the student

Senate, the University Arts Council, the Dean of

Humanities, and the Five-College Third World Theater

Committee.

Mr Heath's career firsTcame to public notice with

his appearances in leading roles in off-Broadway pro-

ductions of:

HAMLET. DEATH TAKES A HOLIDAY, PYGMALION,
THE WASHINGTON YEARS, PEER GYNT, and THE
EVE OF ST. MARKS. The young man also directed,

among others, O'Neill's MOURNING BECOMES
ELECTRA, THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING
EARNEST, and OTHELLO. Mr. Heath then moved to

Broadway in SOUTH PACIFIC, directed by Lee

Strasberg, and DEEP ARE THE ROOTS directed by

Elia Kazan. ROOTS enjoyed resounding success, and

the production moved to the London stage later that

year.

Following the production, Mr. Heath decided to make
his home in Paris.

After moving to London with the cast of the Broad-

way hit DEEP ARE THE ROOTS, Mr. Heath appeared

in the role of Brett Charles for the run of the play. He

then made his home in Paris and, until he became
fluent in French, worked in English theater. He
redirected ROOTS in 1948 in London and was an in-

Carl Smith: Basketball

Player and Scholar

Asbestos
Continued from page 1

plained that the Environmental Health and Safety

Department has only taken one reading of the

asbestos pipes. The reading was taken after

numerous calls concerning the seriousness of the pro-

blem as of late. However, the problem has been a

concern for approximately three years now. Just two

years ago UMass, in response to N.A.H and other

buildings on campus concerned with asbestos, had

established a cleaning crew to work on emergency

, crew to work on emergency asbestos removal. The

crew consists of six members who are assigned to

areas whe''» thp nporl for rpmoval is nrft^tpct

Editorial/Opinion

Driving for excellence: Carl Smith

structor in acting at the Royal Academy of Dramatic

Arts. In 1950, he made the first of many appearances

in the role which more than any other he has made

his personal signature, that of Othello. This was in

a production of the British Arts Council which toured

England, Scotland and Wales The critic of the

Sunderland PHEONIX of October 19, 1951 in a review

entitled "Mr. Gordon Heath's "Othello" noted:

Of six productions of "Othello"this of the Arts

Council is the first in which the part of lago has not

overshadowed that of the Moor...

And OTHELLO? Mr. Gordon Heath looks and is

superb. He is admirably suited to the part physically

Dignified, young, lithe, suppple, he moves with the

grace of a panther. He has the expressive hands of

an artist, and...a voice of wide range, warm in tone

and velvet in texture..

It is difficult for OTHELLO not to seem too easily

persuaded to DESDEMONA's guilt, and difficult to

build up the passionate jealousy in a convincing se-

quence, till reason itself is gone... But not so here. Gor-

don Heath has a complete understanding and con-

trol of the part. He is a great OTHELLO.
Appparently the BBC agreed, for in 1955, Mr. Heath

was called over from Paris for a major television pro-

duction of the play, an action which provoked great

patriotic indignation in Parliament.

The question was asked in the House of Commons:

"Are there no thespians left in Britain, that to play the

Moor BBC must import Mr. Heath?"Mr. Heath's per-

formance in the production silenced the critics,

however, and was generally acknowledged in the

British press as "the finest Othello of our time!'

By B.A.

Nummo Staff

As Black History Month ended so did the basket-
hfl" career of Carl Smith at the University of

Massachusetts. Reflecting on his basketball career
is something that has been done time and time again.

Most students will remember Smith for his last se-

cond shots which pulled the team from the depths of

defeat. Others might recall Smith's outstanding
freshman year when he established an Atlantic 10
record of 212 assists in one season. But, there is

another side to Smith besides his athletic abilities.

At the end of this semester Smith will be graduating
from UMass with a bachelor degree in Sportsmanage-
ment. This is a great accomplishment in itself for

Smith will be graduating at a time when many stu-

dent athletes across the nation are completing their

education late or flunking out of college.

Beating the odds is nothing new to Smith. Of
Smith's 7 brothers and sisters, he is only the second
to pursue a higher education. Smith's desire to learn
is equivalent to his desire to play basketball.

Smith grew up in a small town in North Carolina
called King Mountain. At Kings Mountain's High
School, Smith was their starting point guard for three

Presently, N.A.H. has a considerable amount of dirt

in the air because of poor building maintenance. The

janitors in the building do not clean the areas in the

building affected by the asbestos. They claim that

they will not clean the building until the asbestos is

removed. This is a legitimate complaint on the part

of the janitors according to the Environmental Health

and Safety Department. The Department seems to

believe that the janitors should be permitted to use

this excuse while the Department claims that the

building is safe

"Othello"

1950: England, Wales

Scotland, London
BBC TV: 1955 Paris

1972

years. Even though he was a mere 5'a ", Smith 's

quickness and awareness on the court enabled him

to average better than 25 points per game at Kings

Mountain High for three years.

Smith knew the only way to further his basketball

career was to go to college. He was recruited by a

few division 2 and 3 institutions, but Smith wanted to

attend a division 1 university.

The opportunity for Smith came when the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts recruited him. Before Smith

came to UMass he attended Fork Union Military Prep

School in Virginia. At Fort Union. Smith was introduc-

ed to the reality of education. He had mandatory study

hours Sunday through Thursday which totalled 15

hours. Smith was able to make a smooth transition

to UMass. As at Fork Union, Smith took advantage

of the UMass study sessions which were Sunday

through Thursday and totaled 10 hours. Smith's ability

to earn a degree proves he is much more than an

athlete.

Smith has no definite plans after graduating from

UMass. He has mentioned returning to Kings Moun-

tain, N.C. to show some knowledge he has gained

at UMass. Also, Smith is considering furthering his

education in sports business management at the

graduate level.

TheCapeVerdeanStudent Alliance

By RUDY (KWABERA) KRIGGER
Nummo Staff

Though small in number. Cape Verdean students

at UMass. led by the Cape Verde Student Alliance

(C V.C.A.), have been highly a visible and vibrant

group on campus. In an interview with C.V.S.A. presi-

dent Sidonio (Sid) Ferreira, Nummo News was able

to gain more information about the goals, aims, and
activities of this group.

The C.V S A now in its fifth year, was formed in

1982 with the primary goals of uniting Cape Verdean
students, and promoting Cape Verdean culture in an

effort to educate others about Cape Verde. Since

then, the Alliance has held several events and in-

itiated a number of projects in pursuit of their goals.

Among these projects, the Alliance was responsible

for bringing the Cape Verdean Ambassador to the

U.S. on campus in 1984, and held the 1st Annual

Cape Verde Awareness Day in Spring 086. More

recently, the Alliance was hosted a well-conceived

and well-attended Cape Verdean Nite with an even-

ing of poetry, song, food, and general Cape Verdean

hospitality. For the future, the Alliance hopes to at-

tract more Cape Verdean students to UMass. and

also envisions the creation of exchange programs bet-

ween Cape Verde and the US.
Nummo News and Ferreira also spoke about the

relationship between Cape Verdeans and Afro-

Americans, and about race relations in Cape Verde

itself, Ferreira noted that at times in the past, there

has been some distance between Afro-Americans and

Cape Verdeans largely because of negative reactions

to the Cape Verdean reluctance to be defined along

the lines of the American color caste system. In re-

cent years, relations have been greatly improved. Still,

curiosity persists as many students attempt to ascer-

Sib's Ice Box

Welcome.
As an editor, it is my journalistic duty to read com-

ments written by you, the reader. Recently, I receiv-

ed a letter that read as follows:

Dear Editor,

What is racism? Webster calls it animosity towards

people of another race (race meaning someone

whose culture is slightly different and probably hun-

dreds of other subtle differences used to help in-

secure persons feel superior). Animosity? What does

that mean. ..let's see., animosity is active enimity.

Enimity? What is that? (I hate long words, they are

always used to hide what someone really means, like

misrepresentation instead of lie.) Well enimity is the

quality of making someone an enemy. O.K. I think I've

got it now. Racism is the practice of making a person

with a different cultural background treated as though

an enemy. Well, to treat someone like an enemy is

to look an stare at them, because of their cultural

background, that they are in the wrong place.

Now. what is the goal of the University? To make

people know that they are different and there is

nothing they can do to change it, or teach students

how to reconize and to overcome the prejustices that

we all have?

On Wednesday, March 11. 1987. I looked into

becoming a R.A.and I saw that there was a campus-

wide meeting in the New Africa House. I went there

because I wasn't sure which area I wanted to be a

R.A for. When I got there, I was asked to leave

because I was nnot a" student of color." First time

I ever found that out. So what did I do? I left.

It was signed, George P.. Organization of Fools on

the Hill.

As a humanitarian, I sympathize with this young

man. No one should be turned away because of the

color of their skin. But at the same time. I think that

this experience may have been very educational for

For more than 200 years, blacks have been denied

equal rights because of the color of their skin. Blacks

on this campus experience more "institutionalized'

racism like the total elimination of important mediums

of information. Mediums such as Drum Magazine,

and soon to be Nummo News and B.M.C.P. if their

budgets are butchered like they have been. These

forms are more subtle than the blatant form of racism

displayed only a few years ago. but it is still there^

So Mr George P., now that you've experienced

something that millions of people experience every-

day, you know not to go out and make it a practice

to exclude someone because they are different. But

if you are being the victim, stand up for yourself. Tell

them that they are being prejudice and that they are

totally in the wrong. If nothing results from that, then

leave and try to improve the situation.

Once again I'm sorry that this happened to you. but

now maybe you can join the fight against racism.

Good luck with your R.A. position.

— SIB.
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Last issue an unsigned editorial column was run

in this page. That is contrary to the editorial policies

of this newspaper and we regret the oversight. A clear

statement of those policies follows:

Nummo will run editorials representing the views

of the board as it seems necessary. Only, unsigned

editorials can be understood to reflect the opinion of

our board.

All other opinion columns will be signed and the

name of the author will appear. We feel strongly that

any one caring deeply enough about an issue to write

and publish must be prepared to associate their

names publicly with their work.

If you have any questions, commerrts or

editorials to submit, jrfease feet free to do

so. Ttnank You.

Nummo News
103 New Africa House
Amherst. MA 01003

tet no. 545-0061

AuQUSta Savage Art Gallery-Educate Yourself
w ^^
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By B.A.

Nummo Staff

Are the black students at the University of

Massachusetts aware of an art gallery which

represents their cultural heritage?

If not. then black students should go tothe first floor

of the New Africa House and introduce yourselves to

the Augusta Savage Art Gallery.

The art gallery is coordinated by Mrs. Sylvia

Hudson-Hasson.
She began supervising the art gallery this past

September. Mrs. Hudson-Hasson said, "The art

gallery was established in 1971, by the auspices of

Professor Femi Richards who has been professor of

African Art and Art History at UMass.'

Just as in the past, the main function of the art

gallery today is to promote Third World Art. Mrs.

Hudson-Hasson says that all shows brought into the

art gallery are Third World. She states that the ob-

'
ject of the art gallery is to present non-European art

and therefore the college cmmunity will be educated

about non-European Art. Mrs. Hudson-Hasson gets

art work from different countries in South America,

Africa, and Asia.

The art gallery's shows are geared for the entire

student body. Mrs. Hudson-Hasson believes the en-

tire student body learns of other cultures which wou'd

gain respect amongst different cultures.

Mrs. Hudson-Hasson feels it is important that the

black student body at UMass should take advantage

of events the art

gallery is offering. She believes a black student can

learn their own and other cultures through the art

gallery. Mrs. Hudson-Hasson's participation can be

meaningful and Black students should make sugges-

tions to the art gallery and in turn the art gallery will

respond to their needs. Mrs. Hudson-Hasson feels it

is important that the black student body at UMass

should take advantage of events the art gallery is of-

fering. She believes a black student can learn their

own and other cultures through the art gallery. Mrs.

Hudson-Hasson says that participation can be mean-

ingful and black students should make suggestions

to the art gallery and in turn the art gallery will res-

pond to their needs.

Mrs. Hudson-Hasson feels that black students par-

ticipating in the art gallery can alleviate the feeling

of alienation on campus.
Currently, the art gallery is having a Bachelor of

Fine Arts Show. In mid-April the gallery will have a

Laotian New Year exhibit which presents the con-

cerns of the Laotian culture. It also distinguishes the

Laotian culture from the cultures of Cambodia, Viet-

nam, and Thai, which are neighboring countries. In

early April and midway, the art gallery is having a

Black Musician's Conference. This event is a

photography exhibit and the guest speaker is Stephen

Newby. who is a gospel singer. The theme for the ex-

hibit will be "The Vocalist. "The last event for this

semester will be the Bachelor of Fine Arts Thesis

Shew which will be held in the 3rd week of May For

more information contact Mrs. Hudson-Hasson at

545-0932 or just stop by The Augustus Savage Art

Gallery

Perspectives of Sub-Continent Students

by Gabrielle Branch

Racism is something that doesn't

only affect Black students.

Racism has a strong impact on the

sub-continent community as well.

Diverse opinions flow throughout the

entire community.

When asked about discrimination and

tite Southwesi incidesit, opiniorib by

sub-continent students varied.

President of the Indian Student

Association, Rajeev Khana, had many

thoughts about racism on the UMASS
campus. 'I basically feel at home here

at UMASS. Racism largely has to do

with one's self: how you treat others af-

fects their treatment towards you."

Concerning the Southwest incident,

Rajeev feels that it has not affected

him directly, but he feels a little uncom-

fortable being a foreigner because he

feels that what happened could have

happened to him.

"My attitude towards UMASS
students has definitely changed. When

I first came here, I didn't think racism

existed at all, "said Jayashree Darda,

a graduate student from Bombay. She

also added that she knows that racism

exists, even though she does not see

herself as being a target.

Some of the Sub-continent students

that I spoke with strongly feel that

racist attitudes and behavior result

from a lack of exposure to different

types of culture. When asked why he

thought racism existed Pratip

Dasdidai , an ir.dian graduate student,

said "I feel that many people have a

fear of people who look the slightest bit

different. This comes from lack of ex-

posure while in High School and from

the inability to travel. The Southwest

incident only confirmed beliefs of racist

attitudes on this campus."

Another UMASS student. Tahir Dur-

rani from Pakistan senses that "many

of the people in America are ignorant

about people with different

backgrounds. They tend to be close

minded which affects the way they

deal with things. A lack of information

and education usually comes from

students that live in towns or went to

High Schools where people of color

don't exist. I have never met a Jewish

person before coming to America, bijt

today I have many Jewish friends."

Even though Tahir was often told

negative things about Jewish people,

he was educated enough to overlook

ignorant statements and judge people

for what they are.

What about discrimination? Do Sub-

continent students feel that they are

discriminated against? Thomas
Abraham, an Indian student believes

that 'There is a bit of antagonism

toward different cultures, duI ! fee! that

I am treated equally to any other stu-

dent." An unidentified student felt that

life at UMASS has been good but that

being in the working world is a different

story. As a foreign student, she felt that

many companies didn't feel the need

to make a strong effort for those

foreigners who didn't have a high

GPA.
Tahir also experienced discrimina-

tion. At the motor registry in Nor-

thrmpton, my driving examiner made

me wait an hour and a half before tell-

ing me that I didn't pass my driving

test. They usually tell you tight away

but this person gave other people ex-

ams before telling me if I had passed

or failed. Besides that, when I told him

that I was originally from Pakistan, his

entire tone changed. He seemed very

uncaring."

On the other hand. Rajeev feels that

he is sometimes discriminated in favor

of. "Many people have gone out of

their way to help familiarize me with

the system."

Overall, Subcontinent students feel

that they are being treated fairly at

UMASS. "Indians have been given

many opportunities," said Pratip

Rajeev stated that "Indians have been

looked upon as being intelligent peo-

ple. The Indians who have been here

before at UMASS have left a good im-

pression." This opinion is shared by

many other students. The student that

wished to remain anonymous said that

"there's the reputation that Indian

students are very smart. Most of the

people are the cream of the crop from

Indian Universities and Colleges.
'

It IS obvious to see that Subcontinent

students have little or no problems in-

teracting socially on the UMASS cam-

pus According to Thomas, "on cam-

pus, there is a difference socially, but

it IS not very oppresive. You tend to

feel the cultural difference but overall,

we are treated quite well.



Gordan Heath

Beginning in the early 1950's, Mr. Heath played a

significant role in the post-war resurgence of French

theater. On the Paris stage, he took leading roles in:

LA DEMOISELLE DE PETITE VERTU, Sarte's LA
PUTAIN RESPECTEUSE. Gelber's THE CONNEC-
TION. Hellman's LES PETITS RENARDS(Little

Foxes). LE SIGNE DU FEU, OTHELLO, Saunders'

LES VOISINS, LE TESTAMENT DU JOUR and

Stahl's LADY DAY.
For the French cinema industry, he appeared in;

LES HEROS SONT FATIGUES, MON ONCLE DU
TEXAS. LES LACHES VIVENT D'ESPOIR. NOCES
DE PORCELAIN. LA NUIT BULGARE. MONTPAR-
NASSE 19. L'AVENTURE C'EST L'AVENTURE and

L"AFRICAIN. And for television: LE SIGNE DU FEU,

AVOCAT PRO DEO. LA CAGE VIDE and GROS
PLAN.

In 1965. he founded and was artistic director of the

Studio Theater of Paris, the influential, largely ex-

patriate company which occupied a central place in

the cultural life of that city, presenting American

theater in English. The Company directed by Mr.

Heath presented: IN WHITE AMERICA,
TELEMACHUS CLAY. AFTER THE FALL. DEAR
LIAR, ZOO STORY. THE TIGER. THE SKIN OF OUR
TEETH, FROST IN SEASON (poetry of Robert Frost),

HUGHES: SANBURG HOMAGE (poetry of Langston

Hughes and Carl Sandburg), WHO'S AFRAID OF
VIRGINIA WOOLF, DOS PASSOS STORY. THE

Heath was to appear once more in the role of Othello

in a 1972 Paris production.

During the period (1950-1960) Mr. Heath appeared

on the London stage in a number of productions in-

cluding: THE METER MAN. THE EXPATRIATE, THE
MAN ON THE STAIRS, CRANKS and IN WHITE
AMERICA.
For BBC television, he performed leading roles in:

EMPEROR JONES, FOR THE DEFENSE, THE
TROUBLED AIR. THE CONCEIT. HALCYON DAYS
and CRY, THE BELOVED COUNTRY. He is the nar-

rator of the classic film ANIMAL FARM from the novel

by George Orwell and had major roles in British films

such as: PASSIONATE SUMMER, SAPHIRE, THE
STAIRCASE, THE NUN'S STORY, THE LOST COM-
MAND and THE MADWOMAN OF CHAILLOT.
He also directed and performed BLACK AND
UNKNOWN BARDS, an anthology of Black Poetry at

the Royal Court Theater in London with Cleo Laine

and Earle Hyman.

BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE. LA FILLE DE HUE, THE SUN

KING AT VERSAILLES, THE GLASS MENAGERIE,

KENNEDY'S CHILDREN and PAUL ROBESON.

"Cassius"
Julius Caesar
Massachusetts; 1970

don Heath as Oedipus. Mr. Heath exudes rare cunn-

ing, and facility in the part, the first he has done in

the US. since he left it 22 years ago. ..The current

show marks his return to New York, and one can on-

ly hope that he chooses to remain with us. He is an

actor of rare depth, and one who can easily convey

a vast grasp of the multitude of feelings that make

up the feelings of a man.

Of his Christophe, the DENVER POST recorded

that:

New York stage actor Gordon Heath was im-

ported by Bonfils Theatre for the leading role in this

production and it was a wise choice. Heath is a com-

manding figure of a man, able to give depth and

meaning to the difficult characterization. With great

resonate voice and a sense of brooding intensity,

Heath took command of the stage from the moment

of his first appearance and injected his presence in-

to all of the scenes that followed—including those in

which he did not appear!

In many respects there was no possible way that

the rest of the cast could equal this man. In others

they rose above what seemed to be even their own

expectations.

Mr. Heath's other career is as a performer of tradi-

tional folksongs, particularly of the Caribbean and

American Black traditions. From 1948 when he found-

ed the folksong club L'ABBAYE with his partner and

fellow actor Lee Payant until 1976. L'ABBAYE was

a celebrated presence in the musical life of the city.

Mr. Heath has appeared in clubs across Europe and

has given concert tours of Europe. He has sung one

role in an opera in Marseille and has recorded seven

albums, a number of which are collector's items:

'Songs of the Abbaye' (Elektra), 'Encores from the

Abbaye' (Elektra), 'Calypso' (RCA), 'Traditional Songs

of the U.S." (Boite a Musique), 'Folksongs and Foot-

notes' (Elektra). Abbaye Anniversary Album' (Elektra).

'Gordon Heaih sings Spirituals' (Elektra).

From time to time, Mr. Meatn maae appearances

in his native New York during the 1970's and 80's to

oerform somfi of th** moir%r r^io^ of wos^ern theater.

He appeareo as Ur. Faustus in Marlowe's play (1972),

as Oedipus (1970). and as Kohlass (1980) in the

Heinrich von Kleist play of the same name. He also

created the role of Henri Christophe in Forsythe's DE-

FIANT ISLAND, as Cassius in JULIUS CAESAR
(1970), and in Samuel Beckett's ENDGAME among
others. The New York Times had this to say of

Heath's Oebipus:
While Feist's direction carries energy and unfail-

ing dramatic impetus, the Sloan play is lifted to

unusual heights by the bravura performance of Gor-

Continued from page 2

tain the racial identity of Cape Verdean Students. Fer-

reira said tha, "Many ask us if we are Black or White,

but we consider ourselves to be Cape Verdeans."He

went on to explain that in Cape Verde there are no

rigid distinctions of Black and White and that although

there is some small degree of prejudice, "Cape Ver-

deans are all one people."

What's Happening!

Harch 16, 1987

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey
Vnilteore Administration Building
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts 01003

Dear Chancjllor Duffev:

We acknowledge receiving vour letter on March 12, 1987, two days after our

suggested deadline. As we read and re-read your letter, it became clear

that most of what you comsunlcated to us was a series of separate themes,

not a point-by-point response. To date, the larger picture-pervasive man-

ifestations of racism on campus, the reassignment and dismissal of Insen-

sitive administrators, and the continuous complaints about the actions of

the campus police-remain unanswered and unsolved.

Your letter was critiqued and

scrutinv bv our entire members
encourdgm^; language In your r

that the Vice Chancellor for S

"the process of conducting an

the Department of PudIi: Safet
to provide a safer environment
an intricate part of the probl
our woeful situation. To us,

and grossly deplorable that yo

administration at the expense
expense o! Hla^k dnd minority
ji^ • sm JOT ',.&'

passed through a series jf analyses and logical

hip on tTit Jav we received it. We found some

esponse , although, we were left baffled to read

tudent Affairs is entrusted to vou to carrv .ut

in-depth review of the policies and training m
y to determine what adiustments need to be made
." We maintain that Vice Chancellor .^d^nn is

em on campus and not a part of the solut .

it IS a slap in the face, totailv unacce;

u are still protecting certain members of the

of the total L'nivjrsitv well-beiri T<i jt t iie

students safety. Is this how i;:

We are encouraged bv the apposntraent of former Chancellor "(andolph Bronerv

although vou have failed t.' detail to us what char,;t ..nc t.. wh.it exttr.t t
"

• vi 11 have th. ' •

:

' nj 1 support *

oh,i!H'e>- .
-, tall to in^

tine ':tia de ter-iin iru; wn,: w i . i ^t- ^^tiected as in c^i.kii
tL. Let us remind -ou, truit i^nv : i t^ur .niti.il itTiu:

. '
-

' '
' '

t .;ud r jn t ft-G . r 1 •

:.e puteiit

fi ? p r «" •

Equallv annoving Is that vou also fall to appoint, hire or consult Black and

nlnoritv adninistrators that we trust and work well together with. Obviously

by doing this, you liait your possibilities and neglect to utilize the collect-

ive genius of our entire campus communitv.

As you know, about 50 mcmbersof the Third World Caucus and the Coalition Aganist

Racism heard Chancellor Franiclvn G. Jenifer's presentation at Memorial Hall. We

are concernsthat the impressive "Capital Investment Program for Public Higher

Education in Massachusetts" plan does not address our multicultural needs. As

we reviewed that glossy publication, not once was it mentioned that funds would

be set aside tor the construction of a facility, established as a center oi

culture, research and a repository of Black and minoritv students culturally rich

heritage. We too, need "brick and mortar" money for the development of multi-

cultural institutions on campus that can extend into the :ist century. Now

that New Africa House is designated as an academic building, instead of the

designated cultural center that it once was, the need to construct a facility

that directly relates its programs to the experiences of Blacks and other min-

oritv students is mandatory. Thus, we insist that you modify the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst capital investment proposal to Include our request for

a multicultural center.

We suggest thp.f you rethink your comments to us. We all hasten to say that the

intlmidatln^ climate that exist on campus today is your reponsibili tv. And given this,

we assert that it's your responsibility to solve this ugly and repulsive problta.

Otherwise, we are left to bel<?"e that vou are onlv prcf«?cting aeaijeis o. ^iie

"good -Ic DCS network" that exist here. A network which must be dismantled.

As our Chancellor, you must puil the hoods off of th^5e who are not working m
our best behalf. We continue to expect that it is vour dutv to aph^.id freedom

and equalitv and to eradicate racism and discr immac ion on cattpus and to provide

expanded opportunities "ct Blacks and minorities. Intecr-.tv. courage and stead-

fastness is what it takes for such bold action to happen.

We 1 - .rd to developing respect, a working tocether relitionship and an

atmc- . : partnership puildinc with vou in the coming wetK.s. It is time

to recogniie in more than just rher^no; terms that t!ie I'mversity ought to

b* coTMsitttC to enhancing eyuulit., d'-ic arr ^ . .-.on and :he ccRiBion good

of all. We pledge our support to tnis goal.

COALITION /IGflllNST RACISM

OPEN MCCTING

Sincerelv

a: .1

1

Felipe Barreda
Char-r' W: ' "

K.e\ .

A.lt:

Zmu< ut ou

John Ruddock

Stephanie Woodlev
"ewe i . rvei;

Chat if i ur rv

Steven Altrt.i

Dawavr,, • .

David •

Bill ..: -i.
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Horror master writes a fairy tale
«••_ - wy r ji.„ w\ M.....1 ....-^ ,,4" U' .ii.r'c fail fhih will r*tjni|jnih!>r Fl.'li'!' n-- tin
The Eyes of the Dragon
by Stephen King Viking Penguin inc.

By Kelly Sieger

Collegian Staff

The master of hoiror has returned, but not from the

depths of the supernatural or even the subconscious. This

time Stephen King has simply created magic.

Instead of relying on the usual bag of tricks — vampires,

self-running killer machinery, or hidden psychological

perversions — King has written the classic fairy tale.

Written for his daughter Naomi, The Eyes of the Dragon

is the complex story of the kingdom of Delain. The story

centers on the present King's son Prince Peter and the

evil magician Flagg.

For centuries Flagg the magician has been periodical-

ly returning to Delain, to wreak havoc and chaos just for

the sake of fun. But he is more than a mere sorcerer.

Memlier.N of King's fan club will reniemher F\i\m a- ti,.

devil incarnate in perhaps King's best novel. Tin Stami

In Thf Eyes of tlw Dragon, Flagg is the same characlei-.

flung into an era in which dragons roam the land. king>

run the country and magitians become the real puwi-r

behind the throne.

As King Roland the Good's chief aid, Flagg sets into mo-

tion to destroy the kingdom of Delain. But first he must

do away with the good and much-loved Piince Peter and

then exert his evil influence on the new King, Peter's

brother Thomas.

Hi- pl.ni i^

t 'A ^to ai"! t

1 ill liiinls ti;!-

t 111' (!!<! Ml- I

Innlpritif'. hilt Kini4'Stephi'n th'\t isiprnvidei-

I
ii)\ lie riiill(i (Id 1 nc la^t qiiartel (if

,'iriJi i:-e- hill Mill will vs'int to rejul

as MUifkh a-- uilh l/n S/arut. ny Thr S.'iiN

ing Hint, i he outcume is dependent un a dollhuiise, a tew

thousand napkins, a dragon's stuffed head, and a dog nam
ed Fii.--K>

Mo.st tan.-- accustomed to Kiag s other novel.H may not

enjoy A'ws uflhe Dragon It i> more of a story to be read

to children at their bedtime than for adults to read after

the kids are asleep. But is is encouraging to see an ex

perienced author experiment and succeed, as King has.

in taking an old, worn-out genre and creating an adven

ture worthy of readers from six to sixty.
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Enjoy your St. Patrick's Day with Us -
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Cartoonist Bill Dearing-The brainbehind the bat
Bv DANA ANAGNOSTOU
Collegian Staff

If you ve ever read the cartoon Bat Brum and wondered

what sort of person created it. this article is for you. The

cartoonist behind the strip talked recently about himself,

his strip, and his future.

Bill Dearing, the creator o( Bal Brain, said he loves or

hates the strip, depending on when you ask him. "If I hap-

pen to do a single strip or series of strips I'm proud of then

I love it. On the other hand if I'm doing a series of strips

I feel are unsuccessful I can usually entertain the idea

of quitting."

Dearing said he has never gotten any criticism about

his strip, which he said is either a "fact I should be very

proud of or a "subtractive compliment, meaning I'm not

worth mentioning." He said he doesn't know what the

"campus in general thinks of the strip. I try to just write

it as best I can...! often get complimented on [strips] I think

fell flat, while the ones 1 think are good get ignored."

Ideas for the strip come from running jokes with his

friends and real incidents. He said "I would never take

an idea that someone gave me unless it was really good

or 1 was really desperate, and those occurrences do hap-

pen."
Dearing said he based a series of strips on Gordy,

another campus strip, because "I was pissed at Gorde. He

had done an eight panel strip and my strip was bounced

that particular day. ..My opinion is that you must work

within the confines of the media. This is a comic strip -

you get one .«trip. that's it. ..it was as if he was saying his

strip was so much more important than mine that he could

preempt me."
Dearing said he got no reaction from Gorde after Dear-

ing's eight panel strip ran. He said he also did a strip this

semester that "I wasn't proud of. If I could've pulled it

back I would've. The other one was justified...! felt I had

a reason for it.
'

As far as characters go. Dearing said "I'm not real good

Carlin's comedy
George Carlin

Springfield Paramount
Friday, March 13

By DARREN GARNICK
Collegian Correspondent

On his album A Place For

A/v Stuff, comedian George

Carlin describes his job as
' '.hinking up goofy .-?hit.

tjming around every now

and then letting you know
what it is. or reminding yo :

about things you already

know, but forgot to lau^h at

the first Time."

Friday night at the Para-

in'iunt Theater in

Springfield. Carlin did plen-

ty of 'ooth. captivating his

audience with two hours

worth of lOG'new material.

Pick a subject, any sub-

ject, and Carlin can find

-ome humor in it. It doesn't

matter how serious or

trivial it is either. Covering

both ends of the spectr im,

he did everything that night

from making bold political

statements ("We sure do kill

a lot of beautiful animals to

make coats for a lot of ugly

people.") to doing an imper-

sonation of a Q-tip.

A favorite topic of Carlin's

is the idiosyncrasies of the

English language and some

of the senseless names we
come up for things.

"Ever think about the

country of Turkey? They

named their nation after a

kind of lunch meat. Ifyou're

going to name your country

after food, you should at

least pick something respec-

table. How about The Peo-

ple's Republic of Roast

Beef?...Plenty of cities are

named after food: Hamburg,

Frankfurt. How about Grill-

ed Cheese? Id like to see the

sign saying. 'You are not

entering Grilled Cheese."

Another phenomenon in

the English language
f.'arlin explored ^va> ox-

vmorons An ox\ nuiicjn is a

term compo>ed of two

elements that technically

contradict each other. Like

the entry, "Jumbo-shrimp"

on a seafood menu. "Is it

small for a jumbo, or big for

a shrimp? You have no idea

until they put it on your

plate." Carlin said. Other

oxymorons he pointed out

were "military-

intelligence"', "business

ethics", "student-athlete",

"guest-host", "original-

copy", and
"authentic-replica".

Carlin went to a strict

Catholic school as a kid and

every now and then likes to

poke fun at his background.

"Don't you hate people who
mention the name of Jesus

more than 67 times in a two-

minute conversation?" he

rhetorically asked. He also

gave advice on how to get

rid of counterfeit money: put

it in the collection plate at

church.
Religion, Sex, Politics,

and Q-tips - no subject was

taboo for George Carlin.

Remarkably, he seldom of-

fended the audience — who
were too busy laughing to

notice anyway.
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at developing characters. It's a real weakness of the strip."

He said he spent last semester developing Bat Brain's

character because "I had never really thought about who

he was before. This semester I added a female character,

Sarah, and I've been developing David." He said he add-

ed Sarah because he was told a positive female character

was lacking, although he said he's not sure "who she is

yet."
.

Bat Brain, the main character in the strip, was original-

ly created when Dearing was eight years old. he said. Bat

Brain was originally named Bratman, a takeoff on Bat-

man. Dearing said he went back to the character when

he was 13, updating him to the way he was drawing and

changing his name to Bat Brain. He has redesigned Bat

Brain's face each semester and is now "very happy with

the way he is now."

"Bat Brain is a satiric look at superheros,' said Dear-

ing. "He was the world's greatest superhero, but was made

the scapegoat by the other superheros because he killed

off the last supervillian. He now has a serious problem

coping with the real world. He was an alcoholic for a cou-

ple of years and then he got his act together and came

to school." Dearing said the character is now having trou-

ble because killing supervillians is not something you can

put oft", but writing papers and studying is. In this sense,

Bat Brain is a reflection of his creator.

The character Procrastination, therefore, is a sort of

villian in Bat Brain's life now because he is "something

I fight every moment of every day. The idea was in the

strip so much I figured the next step would have to be to

make him a person."

Dearing has been drawing Bat Brain for four semesters

and plans to continue until he graduates in "at least two

more years." He said he's not sure of what he wants to

do after college. "I'd like to continue the strip but the

market for comic strips is kind of closing up so I'm look-

ing pretty seriously at graduate .schools." He is present-

ly an art major and is "looking into gi-aphic art.
"
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Clinic offers advice on weight loss
Health worker renounces diets, crash courses

By PATRICIA FAVREAU
Collegian Correspondent

The nutrition clinic works with about 90 to 100 students

per month, of which 60 percent are interested in weight

control and 80 percent are women, said a registered dieti-

tian at the University of Massachusetts Health Services.

"Diets are basically a bunch of trash; ultimately they

can actually cause the dieter to gain weight," Robin

Levine said.

Levine advises students seeking weight loss guidance

to renounce diets and said: "I also advise throwing away

fashion magazines with those instant weight reduction

promises that they cannot deliver."

Levine said diets promising instant weight loss do not

state what those pounds actually consist of.

"In the course of a 10-day crash diet you will lose weight,

but, in general, you are losing pounds in water rather than

in fat," Levine said.

In large weight losses, as with those most often

displayed by chronic dieters, some of those pounds are

composed of muscle tissue and protein loss. This is a built-

in defense mechanism of the body which is designed to

retain fat, "a once necessary bodily attribute for a

primitive man facing famine or food shortages," Levine

said.

"The dieter, meanwhile, becomes susceptible to being

locked in a vicious dieting cycle. By dieting, the individual

never really deals with his or her daily eating habits or

patterns that originally stimulated the weight gain. Ten

days after the intense bodily self-denial, they're (pounds)

still there," Levine said.

She said the up and down dieting cycle is particularly

dangerous to dieters who decrease their body's muscle

tissue. Ifthe old habits return or the diet«r goes on a binge.

the iRTC'-nlaMt' o! bod\ l;U inf\ iiabiv nu!VctS(.'s each time.

"Your body learn.s lu adapt tu an instant tood shortage,

and il ultimately gets harder and harder to lose the fat,"

Levine said.

Levine advocates a healthy lifestyle that includes

behavior management techniques and a moderate but con

sistent exercise regimen.

"By taking up such an approach you do lose weight and

it is generally a permanent loss," Levine said.

Ten percent ofthe students seeking weight loss guidance

are being treated for eating disorders, she said. In addi

tion to bulimia and anorexia nervosa, Levine said she

would like to see compulsive eating or eating with a sense

of guilt also recognized on a wide basis as eating disorders.

"I believe most women suffer from some sort of eating

disorder. Something such as eating with a sense of guilt,

however, is a more subtle, and often socially accepted

disorder," Levine said.

"If you get 10 women into a room, the conversation more

than often touches on the subject of weight. I still cringe

when I hear a woman at a party say 'Oh God, I shouldn't

eat that." The whole process turns into a game." Levine

said.

"I advise women to either be more flexible and eat

without guilt or to walk away. Otherwise, it's a pretty

terrible way to live," Levine said.

Levine said the often all-consuming social and cultural

focus on weight is the biggest contributor to college stu-

dent weight gain and disorders.

"On a college campus in particular, students are sub-

jected to an atmosphere full of peer pressure, insecurities

and competition. Weight loss becomes a focal point,

something the individual can actually control," Levine

said.
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Male student
beaten after given
ride to parking lot
Bv ELLEN M. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

A male student was reportedly assaulted at midnight

Saturday in lot 63 after he accepted a ride from three

men. University of MasHachusetts police said.

The student was walking home from a party on North

Pleasant Street when he was offered a ride. The men in

the car reportedly took him to the parking lot where they

"chided" him and then proceeded to beat him. police said.

The student was treated at University Health Services,

police said.

In other police reports:

• Police received a call that people were running over

cars on Fearing Street at 1:40 a.m. Sunday, police said.

Police found three Pittsfield students in the area who

"showed no connection" to the incident and had no ap-

parent reason for being on campus, although alcohol was

involved, police said. The students were asked to leave

campus
• Five cars parked in lot 44 were reportedly damaged

at 1:40 a.m. Sunday after an anonymous caller reported

seeing a purple and grey Dodge "inflict damages" on

them, police said.

• Police confiscated a bong and a pipe with marijuana

residue from the fourth floor of Thoredu Hou.se after a

"loud music" complaint was reported at 2:30 a.m. Satur-

day, police said.

Police entered the open room and found the illegal

substance and cautioned the occupants of the penalties

they could receive, police said.

• A resident of Pierpont House filed a complaint at

7:30 p.m. Friday against the Resident Director for a

reportedly illegal search for lounge furniture, police said.

9 am - 2 pm EARLYI
k J BIRD% m SPECIALmM $2 OFF
^V Shampoo,
^K Cut & Dry

^\^ STYLES

n Q ^^

Vy ^*^EBORAH
549-5610 • 65 University Dr

I
with this coupon • expire* 3/28/87 •

^m
RENT/\NRECK

N«w A Us«d Cars
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North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880

ARE YOU TIRED OF
BROWN BAGGING IT?

Come To J.B.'s,

It's As Good As
Homemade!

We're Open til 2:00 AM
Seven Days A Week

Campus Parking Garage will be undergoing

renovations beginning Monday March 30,

1987. Levels 2 and 3 will be closed to the

public, including stairwells and the con-

course to the Campus Center.

We regret any inconvenience caused by

the renovations, and thank the Campus com-

munity and visitors for their patience and

cooperation. Since the garage capacity will

be reduced, any questions concerning alter-

nate parking arrangements should be

directed to the Campus Parking Office at

545-0065.
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tion almost impossible, and I felt that if you can get to

the family, the change and success could happen more

realisically."

At one time, Sister Julie never knew that family therapy

existed. But now. after working for the LIFT agency for

six years, she has found her new occupation to be

"challenging, satisfying and exciting."

The LIFT agency is an outreach group in family therapy

located in the Middlesex House. Troubled children are

referred to them through the court, schools, the Depart

ment of Social Services, or the Department of Mental

Health. The therapists attempt to produce changes in

dysfunctional families by counseling members as a whole.

A small percentage of the families also go to the

Psychological Services Center clinic at X^»i» Hall to meet

with therapists.

As one of five therapists working for the agency, bister

Julie sees about two to three families each weekday,

usually in the late afternoon when the members of the

family are together at home. On the average, therapists

work with a certain family for six months,

to a year and a half. "I think people who are called to

this type of work are fine people. You don't get a great

salary, like you do in the war industry," said Sister Julie.

"You're always learning new things. Being part of the

university community, there's an intellectual atmosphere

that stimulates," she said.

"When I stopped teaching school, I missed it. I still do.

In terms of psychological stress, I think the responsibili-

ty of this (therapy) work is more difiicult," she said.

Even though her work is very demanding, Sister Julie

enjoys the hands-on experience and being "her own boss."

She manages her own appointments and likes the flex-

ibility and variety of her job.

Surprisingly, it is more difficult today to enter into this

religious profession, said Sister Julie. Years ago, women

were able to enter the convent at the age of 17; now, there

is more screening, and convents are looking for women

who have finished college and who have worked for a

period of time, she said.

"In the long run. the caliber of young women who are

interested today is very impressive," said Sister Julie.

"There are certainly fewer women entering, but I see it

as good. It is a radical lifestyle, and the numbers attracted

to religious life back in the 'SOs and '60s were a little

unreal. It was a glamorous kind of thing, and once they

got to the day-by-day reality, many of them left.

Those who enter the convent "do a little piece to make

this world a better place to live." Sister Julie said.
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best inLSATprep
yougetalotof

freeadvertising.

Why domany LSAT prep "experts" keep comparing

themselves to Kaplan in their ads? Because they don't

want you to start comparing with real facts and figures.

Ifyou did. you'd discover that more Ivy League law

students prepared at Kaplan than anywhere else. You'd

discover the worlds largest test prep research staff, the

most up-to-date materials, the most comprehensive

computerized diagnostic program.

Vbu'd discover that you never have to miss a class^

either review lessons with an instructor or with our

LSAT prep tapes. And that we'll never ctose you out ofa

course because we can add classes to fill students needs.

Vbu'd discover that our LSAT prep is. and always

has been, guaranteed. And lastly that Kaplan students

are well-represented among those who score the most.

So call Enroll Vbull discoverjust v^iy Kaplan is stu-

dents' first choice for LSAT prep-and other companies'

fiist choice for inrutation. SI#JiDI AAI
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Summer Conference Housmg

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

With University Conference Services Summer Conference Housing

To coordinate the use of the dormitory system during the sum-

mer months, Conference Services operates a sub-division of the

department known as Summer Conference Housing (SCH). SCH is

staffed almost entirely by UMASS students, who handle every detail

involved in housing 8.000 to 10,000 summer conferees.

SCH will be hiring for the following positions: Registrar, Assis-

tant Registrar, Accommodations Supervisors, Operations Super-

visor. Key Control Supervisor, Desk Clerks, and Operations Crew.

Applications and detailed job descriptions are available

outside of the Conference Office, Room 918, Campus Center.

beginning on Monday, March 16. 1987 through

Tuesday, March 31. 1987.

Full and part time openings are available and include all shifts,

weekdays, and weekends.

All students interested in the hospitality industry and work study students are encouraged to apply.

The University of Massachusetts is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity employer.
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BAYBANKS HAS A HOT
PROSPECT FOR YOU

THIS SUMMER
Make this your best summer ever, with an exciting summerjob at

BayBank Middlesex. Enjoy the challenge of working in the financial

industry in a dynamic environment Whether you re working to gam

career experience or just earning extra money, you won't find a

better place to spend the summer than BayBanks!

We have the following fixU and part time summer positions available

CUSTOMER SERVICE
REPRESENTATIVES (Tellers)

We have openings in our Burlington, Everett, North Shore. Waltham, and

Natick locations. You'll interact daily with our customers, handhng daily

cash transactions and acting as an information source for our customera

All you need are an enthusiastic professional manner, an aptitude for

numbers, a high school diploma or equivalent, and reliable transportation.

OPERATIONS CLERKS
Positions are available in our Burlington and Everett locations. To

qualify you'll need working knowledge of debits and credits, as well as

thorough familiarity with office procedurea High school diploma or

equivalent required

CLERICAL POSITIONS
We have positions available in the Trust, Commercial Loan and Money

Service Departments of our Burlington Corporate Office. To quahfy,

you'll need a knowledge of office procedures and a strong aptitude for

figures. Typing skills a plus.

You'll receive fully paid training and an excellent salary. For

further information and an interview appointment, call 387-5100,

ext 3081 (Everett); 387-5100, ext 3062 (No. Shore); 894-2175

(Waltham); 655-6312 (Natick); or22»-4533, 4749 or 4774

(Burlington). BayBank Middlesex, 7 New England Executive Park,

Burlington, MA 01803.

An Affirmative Action Employer.

BayBankMiddlesex
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Those who can win a war well

can rarely nnake a good peace

and those who could make a

good peace would never have

won the war.
— Winston S. Churchill

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trude Michel Jaffc

ACROSS
1 Det'Oii product

6 Bonanra cote

10 Viennese
actress

Mar^.? —
14 Tenas snune

15 Cunning
16 Takes to cou'i

17 FraiOy-cats

18 Inlrequeni

19 Stately fees
20 Small try s

sports group

?3 Swatter s

specialty

26 Ship s section

27 High or low

ending

28 Lemon or lime

additive

29 Cardinals or

Orioles

31 Pluto s place

33 Court calls

35 Giani Mel

36 Chaps
37 Leisure wear
41 OHice holders

42 Cup pan
43 Picnic qualt

46 In concert

49 Agra garb

50 Trendy

51 Tram
component

52 But — lor

Me Gershwin
54 Royals rooters

57 Inlielders

60 Desert growth
61 Start

62 Siai -crossed

lad

66 Topa; authoi

67 RoDen —
68 Slow talk

69 Show
exhaustion

70 Dispatch

71 Pegasus lor

one

DOWN
1 Do carpentry

work
2 Ivv leaguer

3 TVA protect

4 Sulticient

5 Private s

response

8 Hall-ofFame
catcher Gabby

7 Certain e«am
8 Very fu, ,.-•.• one

9 Trophy holder

perhaps

10 Under sail

11 Protruded

12 Cause to be
lost in thought

13 Plus factors

21 Pupils aids

22 Up[>er regions

ot space

23 Actor Linden

24 Keats creation

25 Darling and
Strawberry

30 Contused
32 Tiny tunnelers

34 Wturl

36 Hopkins or

Makeba
38 Straight up
39 Paid attention

40 Cell body
44 Pitcher

Orxsdale

us C-nmercialb,

lor Short

46 Misbehaves
47 A desen

48 Beginning

49 Kitchen

essentia'

53 Hautboys
55 Twits

56 Deriding sound
56 Musical

notation

SI Glimpsed

63 Wes!
64 Ranch animal

65 Wi/ened

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

3/17/87

Lunch
Menu

Grilled Cheese bandwich
American Chop Suey

Dinner

Barbecued Spareiibs

Simmered Corned

Beef/Horseradish

Basics Lunch

Grilled Cheese

on Wheatberry

Fettuccine with Sprouts

Basics Dinner

Tofu Nut Loaf

Greek Style Skillet

r
Weather

Today Windy and cold, high near 40

Wednesday Fair skies, high near 40.

Today's Staff
Kight Editor .JefTrv Bartash

CopY Editor Ps"^ Bracken

Layout Technician Mike Solaroli

Photo Technician Niki Sokoloff

Production Supervisor Dcbbi Pikul

Production:. ..Meredith Caplan. Lisa Huiet, Scott

Smith, Beth Drew, and Joe the driver

Executive Board — Spring of 1987

KELLY SIEGER
EdUor la Chtef

HAMCY KLINGEHER
Mucgtaf Editor

PHIL SERAFIlfO
EdilorUI Editor

STEVE RUBIM
BmIsom MMMfor

AMSEL ZINTER
Prodactloa Maaagor

Business Board -- Spring of 1987

STEVE RXJBW
EvtIaoM ll«Mf«r

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marltotlag Maaagor

PAUL H. LESSER
Advtrtltlaf SalM Maaogor

CRAIC HAUGLE
arcalattoa Maaagor

VJLVF,SSA ROTH
Flaaacc Maaafor

KARBHHOLLAHD
SabKriptlaa Maaagat
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* Dukakis

Bui. lit- -.u(i. i -.Miuliln I

Ih duHii^ !t il 1 didti t think

that the pi 1 '-.pi 'its \Kviv al

least reasonably j;ood.

assuming we can put
together a strong cam-
paign."

The formation of a

presidential campaign com-

mittee legally makes
Dukakis a candidate. Can-

didates customarily form

the committee and later

make what is considered the

official announcement to

the media that they are

runnnig.

"A^rt''-'r,g thul distinc-

tion, Dukakis told reporters

that "1 will not make my
formal declaration of can

didacy until the fourth of

May." but that "1 am an

nouncing today that I in

fend to make that formal

declaration of candidacy un-

questionablv on the fourth

of May
Sounding a theme of run

Tiing in a "marathon,
"

v.hiih he has done m
boston, Dukakis said this

time the race would be for

the White House.

"I have the energy to run

this marathon, the strength

to run this country, the ex-

perience to manage our

government and the values

to lead our people."

Two other Democrats
already in the race are also

considered longshots.

Missouri Rep. Richard
Gephardt formally joined

the race Feb. 2, and former

Arizona Gov. Bruce Babbitt

announced his bid March
10

Former Sen. Gary Hart of

Colorado, the front-runner

in national polls, is to an-

nounce his second try for the

Democratic nomination
April l.'i

Si n .ji)-.i..ph Hidiii of

Dfiauaif ha.- >et up a

presidential caiupaign com-

inittee. hut vviil not make a

formal announcement until

late Ma> or early June The

Rev. Jesse Jack.son. another

1984 hopeful, wil! announce

later in the spring. Sen.

Dale Bumpers of Arkansas

is contemplating w hether to

make the race.

On the Republican side,

the field is crowded by

politicians hoping to suc-

ceed President Reagan.

For months, ef.pecialiy

since New York Gov, Mario

Cuomo said he was not a

candidate. Dukakis has

been mulling a run. and has

been urged to do so by his

wife and son.

In anticipation of ques-

tions about how he could

.serve as governor and run

for pre-sident. he said. "I

don't want an America
where only full-time profes-

sional candidates are eligi-

ble."

Dukakis presides over one

of the healthiest state

economies in the nation,

with an unemployment rate

of 3.5 percent, and has

taken full advantage of the

economic boom to increase

government spending while

cutting taxes.

He views himself as a can-

didate who can retain his

party's traditional support

among unions, minorities

and working class voters

and also attract "new col

lar" professionals as a fresh

face with proven state pro-

grams that could work on a

national scale.

Since his re-election to a

Kosonne by 9West
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third term in Nnvemhor.
Dukakis has conducted an

elaborali' lanipai^n of

testing the presidential

waters in a series of trips to

Iiiua New H.unpshiii- and
the .South.

Dukakis enjoys a solid

reputation in the Northeast

and is considered a poten

tially strong contender in

New Hampshire, site of the

lead-off primary, because of

his opposition to the open

ing of the Seabrook nuclear

plant.

But he i« :*.nt sveii-known

in other areas of the coun-

try, and he must overcome

a lack of experience in

foreign affairs. Also, as a sit-

ting governor, he faces

duties at home that may
limit his freedom to venture

across the country seeking

support.
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FRAMEUP — Art major Heidi Saiz puts together a frame in the Art
Barn. . —

TOP CASH PAID FOR .
|

RECORDS. TAPES, CDs ' i.

NEW LOCATION
Undernecth Steve's, beside Ali Cat

48 N Pleosant St - 263-9209
M - Sat 11-7; Sun 12-5

_i

Round Inp
IfomNEWtORH
star ting al

LUXEMBURG $358

LONDON 361

238
583
293
493
413
764

ST.THOMAS
TEL AVIV
CARACAS
ATHENS
STOCKHOLM
HONGKONG
Also EURAIL PASSES INT L

STUDENT lO WORK/STUDY
ABROAD AYHCAROS. LOW
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mofe'CALL lor
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[4131256-1261

CCXiNCIl TRAVEL
AMHERST
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Before Spring Break
GET RID OF THE

WINTER DOLDRUMS
Come In For A FREE Cellophane Treatment

With a Hair Cut

MAKE YOUR APPOINTMENT BEFORE YOU GO AWAY

Patrick & Co
OlstlncMv* Molfftyllnd For Man k Won)*^

I

;

APPOINTMENT OR WALK INS

(413) 586-7477

104 Russel St • Elmwood Shops
Hadley, Ma 01035

Offer Good Through March 30. 1987
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>

/prino Breok Fo/hion!

IDTW AiTrTBB^SPORTHAUS
Mon.Thurs.Fri 10-9 Tugs.Wed. Sot 10-5- Route 9. Hadtey In front of Horrpshirg Moll 584-7880

UMass coach Dick Bergquist (left) talks with

assistant Ray Cardinale yesterday while the

Minutemen practice in Boyden Gym.

• baseball preview
continued from page 16

Allen, who led the team with seven home

runs while hitting .284. will play left field

when not pitching and further solidify the

outfield

Mike Chambers or Jack Card will be the

fourth outfielder and play as often as Allen

pitches. Chambers, a sophomore, hit .372

last year while playing in more than half

the games.

As for the infield, senior Rob Tloliday, a

sure-handed fielder who did not commit an

error throughout high school, will be the

second baseman. Holiday aUo contributed

at the plate, batting .321 and scoring 13

runs.

Gary DiSarcina will return at shortstop.

The sophomore provided .solid defen.se. com

bining with Holiday for an excellent dou

ble play combination, and batted .253.

•'Garv really came on last year." Berg-

quist said. "He could develop into an ex-

cellent shortstop."

Sophomore Steve Kern or junior Damn
O'Conner will play third base,

Kern, who was drafted by the Detroit

Tigers out of high school, showed good

power last year, with five homers and 25

RBIs, and also hit .305.

O'Conner, a versatile infielaei who can

play third, short and second, scored 29 runs

while batting .261. He also stole 12 bases

in 13 attempts.

Senior Del Mintz will be a backup

infielder.
,

"The team is ready to get outside, Herg

quist said. "'Practicing indoors really limits

us. Once we get outside, we have the sun,

wind and depth perception to contend with.

Good athletes tend to adapt quickly,

though, and we have some good athletes on

this team."

One thing the Minutemen will try to do

is get off to a better start than they did last

year. UMass lost eight of nine games on its

1986 Spring Break trip to Florida, and

dropped 13 of its first 14.

The Minutemen proceeded to win 13 of

their next 14. but a deep hole had already

been dug. UMass fini.shed the -..aMU, with

a 16-24 record.

"Our start handicapped us la.st yeai'.

Bergquist .said. 'We'll try to get off to a b.t

ter start but it will be tough because the

California teams have been playing nut

side. Ill fact, they never go inside.'

This season the Minutemen will travel

to California for eight games during Spring

Break. UMass will play tleorgetown Col-

lege of Kentucky. San Diego University,

the University of California at San Diego.

Point Loma Nazarene College (twice* and

U.S. International University (three tunes).

The home opener will be against the

University of Connecticut March 31 at 3

p.m. at Earl Lorden Field.

• NCAA's
continued from page 16

favorite to claim its second

National Championship,

roared back from a

15-point deficit late in the

.necond half to beat Gary

Williams and Ohio State,

82 79. Kansas meanwhile,

was a narrow 67-63 winner

over Southwest Missouri

State. Also, Alabama beat

New Orleans. 101 76

regional favorite Pro-

vidence rallied to down

Austin Peay. 90 87. in

overtime.

The East Regional:

North Carolina, the Col

It'gian's pick to win the

whole enchilada, destroyed

Michigar 109-97. The Tar

Heels v;!l face Notre

Dame, 5^ ->7 winners over

Texas Clirisitian. The
Florida Gators gained a

berth in the semis with an

85-66 thumping of third-

ranked Purdue. The
Gator's will face Syracuse,

who dumped Western Ken
tucky, 104-86.

ACIIVI TIES •AUDIO
AuTO FOR SALE •CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT • FOR RENT

FOR SALE • FOUND
HELP WANTED -LOST

CLASSIFIED
X'SvX'/fc 4n^-jiaJiA^->

ik^ii^tiSiMttiSuAmlX^Mk

INSIRUC TION • MOTORCYLCLES
PERSONALS 'RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED "SERVICES
ROOMATE WANTED • TRAVEL

WANTED 'SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFIC^ - CC lialJ^^THURS 8:30.3:30 (FRI • 2:30) « DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATIONS CASH IN ADVANCE. 15«/W0RD/0AY FOR STUDENTS

ACTivmis FOR A GOOD TIMi CAU
25 * CLUB NEEDS you' We are reorganiz-

ing this dynamic club and we need talented

people for social coordination and promo-
tion/advertizing. Possible worK study posi-

tion available in fall Call Rich at 253-3888
(nights) or stop by 404 SUB Monday 12:00

to 4 00

TONIGHT MONTV^PYTHONS file 'Mean-

ing of Life SBA 120 Shows 5.7.9. 4 11 1st

Show $1 50 others S2 00

TAKE The MONEY that s what Greg
Dawson ol Thatcher Dormitory said He
won the big Spring Breal< Bahamas/Bar-
bados give away He opted to lake the cash
value ol the trip His winning ticket was
drawn by Father Quickley ol the Newman
Center There's still lots more to be given
away, but remember- you cant win if you
dont play

RACK-A-OISC Enlenainment Agency Disc

lockies. lights, rentals, and mobile video

dancesi 549-7144

FORHNT

ROOM IN NEW house call Da7e'253-9949
between 5:30-6 3C

HiLP WANTED

COOkS/PREPCOOKS POSITIONS
available PI 8.FT breakfast and lunch great

pay great working conditions Apply

6 30AM-4 00PM at Sylvesters Restaurant

1 1 1 Pleasant 81 Northampton

WANTED PART-TIME bus drivers lor Nor

thamplon to Amiierst routes $5 to start very

convenient lor Ivlorhamplon residents work

schedule arranged around your class

schedule

ROOM FOR RiNT

RAP GROUPS STARTING up at the Leas-
bian Union every Tuesday at 6 00PM rm
406-G SUB come out and Rap'

WOMEN'S LEADERSHIP "PROJECT
meeting tonight we need your ideas & im-

pull 5 00PM CC175 all women welcome!

WANTED TO RENT

S100 REWARD FOR finding Brandywme
lease Donna/Tina 546 9027

MATURE UNDERGRADUATE SEEKING
off-campus room, for the lall Musi be quiet

Call 546-7057 alter 11PM or leave

message

UMASS STUDENT LOOi<INGTor room to

rent near campus during spring break 9-21

to 9-29 Call l/ary at 546-1 151 Keep Ifying,

BUTTERRELD KITCHEN IS accepting ap
plications lor both accountant and assistant

manager positions lor 87/38 academic year

Applications available at Butterfield kitchen

office through April 3

FULL AND PART lime positions available

very flexible hours and excellent working

conditions Conveniently located in the

center ol Amherst You can earn up to $20
an hour with salary and commissions con

tact Target Enterprises lor an interviewed

ask tor Keith 549 7793

COMAORES SPEAKING TONIGHT
7 30PM CC101 all welcome! Sponsored by:

CASA. AFSC. special activities. Scoca and
UMass Women's Studies

BIBLE STUDY-WEDNESDAY. 6 30PM
CC901 Rev Esther Hargis facilitates this

discussion series focusing on liberation

tfieology All welcome

FORtAU

CRATE^MP MUST selM CaF Shawn
546-9030

BOSTON-HOUSTON TICKETS 170 round

trip Mario 6-5441 Nick 6-5437

UPC GENERAL MEETING Tuesday 3/17 at

6 30PM in 174CC last night ol nominations
for talent, business, production, and
security

GUCCI WATOIES FOR ladies many slytes

only $30 call Brian 6-7425

THERE'S A JOB for you in a summer camp
the American Camping Association (NY)

will make your application available to over

300 camps in the Northeast exciting oppor-

tunities for college students and profes

sionals Positions available all land and
water sports, arts, and crafts, drama,

musi^, .iance, tripping, nature. HN s, MO s.

aides, kitchen. mainlenanc9 college credit

available call or wntefor application

American Camping Association, 43W 23rd

SI Dept (UMA) New York. NY 10O10
212-645-6620

ONE WAY TICKET to Chicago or Oregon

March 21 Make an offer- its yours. Lisa

546-3247

INSTRUCTION

CHRISTINE-MISS HAVING you around'

Things don't seem lo be the same' Thanks

lor being a great triend' -Luv Debbe

AMY-I MET you last semester one night

waiting lor the Norhamplon Bus How about

meeting together lor lunch or dinner? Res
pond via Collegian -Mike

HAPPY BIRTHDAY JOE Pearce' From
your birthday twin Carol

ATTENTION KIM HANDEL Have a happy

birthday! Welcome to your third decade
Love, Karen Michelle, Dana

MIKE KELNER-HAPPY birthday' Is it 19 or

22'' I can I keep track Have fun' Luv ya.

Colleen

MAUREEN. HAPPY B-DAY and SI Pat s

day' We should all be green after the pre-

celebration Happy 22, love your 9L

(oommaies

KARRY-HAPPY 20 birthday love Delta

HAPPY B DAY! (Belated) Sandy Beaches
ol J Q A love R751

1

"STILL NOW MY eyes are burning with the

sight of your returning " Husker Du is

coming'

HAPPY BIRTHDAY, PATTY! We love you,

Delta Zeta Sorority

KEINER DUDE! HAPPY b-day' Don't have

too much tun Flame We kjve you! Jen and

Kris

CHERYll HK:HARDS0N - HAPPY 20th bir

thday! No longer a teenager- have a good
one' BCR

ONE OR TWO nonsmoking lemale room

mates wanted to share large bdrm in 3

bdrm apt in Puffton Starting June 1st

Prefer senior undergraduate or graduate

student. Call Laurie after 6PM 549-7773

NEW 2B0RM APARTMENT, Belchertown

share wilh lemale grad $240 plus

256-1410 Janet, evenings

HOUSEMATE TO SHARE N Amherst

house 1'/? mile Irom UMass, bus Non-

smoking Laundry, dishwasher, beautiful

view 549-7225

WANTED TO RENT

PUFFTON VILLAGE: NO nerds' Add your

name to lease and move in or sublet lor |ust

summerlsub $100 mo per ) One or two

people Mike 5494883

TWO SENIORS LOOKING lof one oi two

bedrooms for now until end of semestei

close 10 campus Call Chris or Dave

253-7572

$50 REWARD FOR Puffton lease

Desperate' Rich 546-6682

LOOKING FOR 3-BEDRObM n Puffton

reward offered- Lisa 6-7979

ROOM AVAILARLE

ONE QUARTER OF a mile Irom campus,
on bus route, male or lemale Apartment

equipped with sauna, wood burning stove,

skylight in bedroom Call Brian or Chris

alter 5 256-1041 $270 a month plus

utilities (Minor)

PROFES$IONAL TYPING AND EDITING

SPEEDY KEYS -DISSERTATIONS,
resumes papers 256-1002

$PANI$H TUTORING li TRAN$LATION

GRAMMAR, CONVERSATION. PRONUN-
CIATION Shon stories 256 1002

TYPING $ERVICE

QUALITY TYPING. PAPERS, letters

resumes, etc Meticulous proofreading

Editing available New IBM typewriter Call

6490367

SPROUT

SERVICiS

TUTORING. SUBSTITUTE TEACHING in

business management, marketing,

finance, investment & microcomputers $7

per hour Neg 536-5006 leave message

MOTORCYCUS

KASUM. KASUM, KASUM. today is your

birthday don't ya know don't ya know. Hap-

py ?lst Love Paul

TYPING. TAPE TRANSCRIPTION. Fast

accurate 665-7652

AN INEXPENSIVE SPRING BREAK

DO VoulWANf tVgo to the Bahamas.
Jama.ca. or Ft Lauderdale? We have com-
plete trips to the Bahamas starling from

349. complete Jamaica trip lor 389. and
complete Ft. Lauderdale trip 129 bus or 319
air fare These prices all include transpor-

taion and hotel You will not find a cheaper
deal with anyone else For information call

Mike or Rick at 549-5401 Space is limited

AUTO FOR SALE

1965 FORD FALCON a cream puff

256-6920

MRVICSS

SKI PANTS.. ,ROLFE. new^ mens, size 32,

black and red, $125, 256-1616
1986 NK»4THAVyK-8 $2,22 with helmets

backrest, rack, cover, call Allen 256 1764

79 RABBIT AM/FM no rust exc condition

$1100

CALLING CYBER? APPLE II modem $150

used 2 semesters Panasonic printer apple

compatible $300 used 1 year, new car-

tridge Call Scott 253-3993

PSRSONAU

1973 VOLVO EXCELLENT condition

665-7795

82 SUBARU BRAT. Excellent shape 2.600

549-7529

1979 RED MAZDA Rxfexcellenl condition

78000 miles Kenwood Stereo 3500/BO
46-7715

WINDERSURFER CLASSIC. 5 color sail

2 daggerboards Excellent condition

Forget Florida $425 Great conversation

piece

ROUND'fRiP^PLANE TrCKETWisconsin
March 19 make an offer call Kelly 549-1318

YAMAHA ACOUSTIC GUITAR- new $150

w/case. Scott 253-9537. after 6PM

HEY, WANNA BUY a van? Not very pretty

but runs very well and is dependable 1971

Chev Van with 74 Nova engine and many
new parts Call Shawn 546-9030 $300

1976^PLYMOUTH VOLARE good depen

dable transportation $500 80 256-6281

Bitot SPM

DORM SIZE FRIG- $50 253-9537 Scott

after 6PM

POUND

ATTENTION RALPHJ7 Constantine your

wallet was found!!' Gel m touch with the

Collegian

82 CHEVETTE EXCELLENT condilion!

Great on gas' Dependable transportation'

323-7684 days. 283-8868 evenings
$1600 00

1970 CUDA, 4 speed, excellent condition

won't asl long at this price $3500-BO
546-5570

1979 SCIRROCCO RED 4sp great condi

tion Pioneer stereo 1 750 B O 546-6446

1985 PONTIAC FIERO 23,000 miles

remote alarm system sunroof AM/FM caSs

trunk-rack 5995 00 Dawn 549-5519

83 TOYOTA TERCEL exMllenI conditior

very well maintained $2300 Call Mikt

S49-4708 or 545-0026

ENTERTAINMENT

MOONLIGHTING •

New England's Premiere DJ Service

Top DJ'sLovwsl Prices

Give Us A Call 253-3133

3 FUN LOVING gonllas. we sing, dance,
and play musical instruments For Bir-

thdays or anything else call 546-91 52, 8561

,

7654

DOG FOUND PLEASE call 253-261

1

LOST

LOST GOLD HERRINGBONE braclel very

sentimenlal' If found please call 6-9752

large reward

HELP! LOST MY tape recorder at Barllett

Audilorium on 3/4/87 Class Bio lOOB

reward no questions asked 549-7740

A WALKMAN IN Bowker Aud on 3/11/87

dunng 1115 Econ class if found call 6-7317

BLACK COTTON ESPRIT coat at pub Sal

7 Sentimenlal value' Reward call 6-8360

REWARD! I LOST a lather unique gold

bracelell somewhere on a N Pleasant SI

or Townehouse or Puffton areas Sentimen-

tal value please call 549-4428

LOST JEAN JACKET at Zet^a PsTFrTWar

6 has loteign pins Sentimental value If

found, please call 546-6729 Reward

DORM R60M~KiY tost' Triton H^h School

key chain with many safety pins II lound

call 546-6394 ask for Sue or Kristin.

ONE BROWN ACADEMY Broadway back

pack Last seen in Mahar 108 Need it and

contents for spring break Will negotiate $

reward Call Glan between 7 and 12PM
946-4057

RESUME TYPESETTING SERVICE
Have your resume professionally typeset

The tiesi quality type, not a word processor

Sixteen different type styles lo choose from

Takes only 3 days - costs $25 and any

changes I'll do for FREE Come down to the

Collegian Graphics Office (113 Campus
Center) and speak to Peter Soderberg

MEET NEW PEO^LEF(3et greaf ex-

peiience' Come write for New England's

largest college daily The Collegian is in 1 13

Campus Center, right behind the TV
Come down «rtd check us out!

SkTsKI , SKI
5 College trips! Day trips,

night trips, lo Berkshire East

Rales start at $9 for lifts

and transportation lor night ski

Rentals and lessions also avail

Bus leaves UMass S colleges
Registration deadline Mon Feb 2

For more info call

549-4600 x328.

SEE^MONTY PYTHONS The'Meaning of

I .fe
• Tuesday March 1 7 m SBA 1 ?n shows

at S, "',';.& 11 $1 50 In the irst show and

$2 00 thereafter

SUE IS IT true mens beards scratch?

JOHN GOGGINS-HAPPY 22nd birthday"

I hope you enjoy all the presents I am go-

ing to give you' Love Carrie

DORM STUDENTS: EXCITING young
company looking lor energetic dorm
students to earn extra cash Job pays im-

mediately upon completion Fringe benefits

and perks very common Call now
617 938-8839. 617-935-1414

ATTENTION SENIORS! YEARBOOK por

traits has been extended lor one week on

ly. March 3U thru April 3 This is the last

week Portraits being taken in room 162CC
Call 5-2874 lor appt

TC HAPPY BIRTHDAY! Have a wonderful

time in Mex Love EC

MALIBU KEN-OiO you firid a palm tree yet?

The orange landscape kwks barren without

one Hoo-blah' Flame'

TERRI JO- HAVE a good spring break"

-JAB

HAVE A HAPPY Day Heath«r- you're 20f

Love Betty Boop

STINKY HAPPY B-DAY Rich

KEMAL HALLOWEEN^iPC? I was in black

watching you now so don't turn your back

If you want to know who this may be |ust

write a small ad and address il to me

HEY CHERYL RiCHARDSON! Happy 20thi

Let's have a fish fry' We'll celelbrate alter

spring break love you' The Sanders,

•nangion Residence

HAPPY-BIRTHOAY MARY M'" You re

Imally legal' I'm so jealous' I miss not hav-

ing you around lor "study breaks " We
have to get together soon- but don't wear

your white sneakers! I have to be taking off

now- like a herd of worms in heat! Happy
birthday! Love, Squid

MARY MONTAGUE HAPPY birthday rom
your old floormates Rob and Craig

LOOKING FOR PRETTY women, you were
on 7 45 Belchertown Rd bus last Thursday
night. 3/12 You have brown eyes, blonde
hair, blue CB jacket remember me? BIk

jacket and knapsack We exchanges
glances, how about phone no s? JFC
mine is 549-7691

HAPPY BIRTHDAY KERRY Kroen lo my
better hall, my partner m crime, but mostly

to my best Iriend in the whole wide world

I love yc"- Msri^nn"

ANNOUNCING THE ENGAGEMENT ol

Anya and Chevek' Thanks lo fathead and
Wobbly h>ad lor getting them together

LOVE TO DANCE? Tryouts for UMass
minutes kicklme-danceleam coming the

third week in April Lots of fun, great way
to keep in shape Meet tons of new people

Watch tor us'

RIDE WANTED

NORTHERN NEW JERSEY or NYC port

authority- Friday March 20 call nights Julie

6-4223 will share expenses

TUTORING. SUBSTITUTE TEACHING in

business management, marketing,

finance investment & microcomputers $7

per hour Neg 536-5006 leave message

LOOKING FOR STORIES on anything from

nutritional lindings and tacts, to poems and
recipes You don't have lo be a writer, or

even look like one' Help support those who
frequent Earthloods and Peoples Market.

and those who are concerned with

cooperative student businesses Sprout is

a new newsletter, and is open to any funky

ideas and stones you may have Double

spaced and typed, drop off in E D O office,

address lo Jen K THANKS'

$PRING HING

HELP WITH SPRING Ffing!"Come lo Cen
tral Area Government meetings at 8 00 on

Tuesdays

FLORIDA TICKETS

TYPING, TAPE TRANSCRIPTION. Fast

accurate 665-7652

2 HbUNO TRIP tix lo Fla

Call Jon at 549-7432
$300 lor both

TRAVEL

SPRING FLING/DAYTONA UMass party

bus heart of the strip/Ocean from $99 group

we drive $199/ we will beat any price group

rates call now 256-6227

NON-STOP AIRPLANE tickets to Florida

nn Spring Break week $199 ea or best of

fer ml 256-0546

PLANE TICKET ROUNDTRIP to Daytona

call Dan 6-9706

WANTED

LOCAL BANDS WANTED Easlside con

certs Battle ol the Bands on Feb 28 Con-

tact Bruce or David 549-4160

AUSTRALIAN STUDENT WANTS lo buy

downhill ski boots Size 10 ph 546-9166

DESPERATE FOR DEAD iickets. Wor

Chester April 3.4 Call 586-964^

ONE FEMALE TO share Btandywino Apt

call 546-9027

$PRING BREAK TO CALIFORNIA

SELLING ROUND TRIP ticket $199 call

Manoi 549-6592

$T. PATRICK'S DAY PARTY

ALPHA EPSILON PI presents a St

Patrick's Day party Tuesday. March 17 8 30

PM Student Union Ballroom featuring the

Stompers with The Ham tickets $7 in ad-

vance. $8 at the door Available at TIX some
proceeds to benefit the Ame'ican Cancer
Society

RNMMWANTie

ROOMMATE WANTED

VERY LARGE ROOM in rural home near

bus stop No pets Suitable for studio or of-

fice and bedroom 256-6677

ROOMMATE TO SHARE an apartment in

Southwood if interested call Kim al

256 6941

SUiLET

FREE CASH

NEED MONEY FOR spring break? I need

your baseball cards' Please help Call Mike

549-0333

ST. JUDE

THANK YOU AGAIN! Seldom do your

prayers go unanswered I wn very grateful

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

CASES, PAPERS. DISSERTATIONS,
theses, fast, accurate, dependable, on-

campus, reasonable 584-7924. Nancy

LOVE A LEMON!

LOOKING FOR MECHANIC who wants a

78 Chevy Monz.3 new lires. new brakes,

runs okay, aependable. needs title. I have

papers Good lor someone who wants

parts or who needs cheap transportation

Needs mulltar too $75 Jen 253-2807.

quick'

HAPPY tlRTHDAY, JAY<

FINALLY WE RE BOTH 20' (Enjoy it while

it lasts') I love vou XO Les

A STOMPER$ PARTY

TONIGHT!!!
THE STOMPERS with The Ram

Dance party'"

Tickets are $7 in advance $8 al door
Doors open at 8 00
See you there"

SUMMER JOBS

WANTED: STUDENT POWER
college pro. New England's
organized student painters

are looking lor people We
pay S 7 dollars an hour lor

hard, fun, summer work outdoos
come to our miormatlon sess-

ion on March 18. 1987 in Campus
Center room 905

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS
1-800-424 2468
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SPORTS

will
Minutemen looking for solid performances

from sophomores, good start in San Diego

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

The key to the 1987 University of

Massachusetts baseball season will pro-

bably be how a large group of sophomores,

which make up the bulk of the team,

handles the responsibility it will carry.

And coach Dick Bergquist and co-captain

Jay Zerner seem to feel the players will

handle it well. The Minutemen will need

them to, because of the group of five players

from which Bergquist will pick four star-

ting pitchers, four are sophomores.

But since the team began working out in-

doors at Boyden Gym six weeks ago, Berg-

quist has liked the maturity he has seen.

"I'm optimistic because of the talent we
have and I'm encouraged by the pitching

I've seen," Bergquist said. "We will

basically have a sophomore staff, and none

of them had great years last year. But if

they're ready, we can have a good season.

And so far, I like the attitudes and work
habits they've shown."

The group Bergquist speaks of is made
up of sophomores Kenny Greer, Dave
Telgheder and Dimitri Yavis (both

righthanders) and lefthander Mike Owens,
and junior Steve Allen.

Greer saw the most action of the bunch

last season, posting a 1-0 record and 4.95

earned run average in 14 appearances.

Allen, a hard-throwing righty, was 2-0 with

a 2 70 ERA in six outings. Owens (0-4. 9.00

ERA) and Telgheder (0-1, 12.27 ERA) also

saw lime on the mound. Yavis, an All-

Yankee Conference punter on the IJMass

football team, did not p1m> baseball ia.st

season.

UMass wilt"T>avL' to make up for the

losses of Bob Kostro and Jon Mai-tin, who
kTndiiatt'r) l.isf sp' ! he pair combined

''i_'^".' . ... ivid*'d f'ipht oi' the

U . l^:;: - ;i:..r S?.- ,• Allard

(0-3. b.75 ERA' will hnn^:, uxperieiK'e to ihf

young staff.

"Steve Allard will help the young guy.^

out," Bergquist said.

Jeff Richardson il-0, 6.00 ERA), junior

Bill Mover and freshman Don Farrell will

:ii: -< action in reiut

tii Ci 1 Um cn.-i. and 1

(Hl !^ii'?'nt ial," Zei nt'i

"ul|L;hidpr are show-

said "11 thev come
we can do well."

Divers home
from qualifier

a-.' M hustlts tit'.shincn

lid Debbie Mullendiv,.

headia tu tnc Ncj^.i Zone 1 pre-qualifier

in Annapolis, MaiylHod this weekend with

limited goals in terni.s of tangible .success

in the competition.

The meet was tn be more of a learning

experience, for both the divers and coach

Bob Newcomb. It was the first trip to a na-

tional qualifier for all three.

So the trio came back home, as expected,

without an NCAA birth, but having learn-

ed some valuable lessons, Newcomb said.

Chesnicka started the competition off in

pretty good shape, good enough to find

himself in ninth place out of 24 after five

dives. But from there. Newcomb said he

started to push too much, to try too hard,

and ended up in 21st. with a point total of

349.25.

For Mullen, the problems started well

before she hit the water. In fact, she never

did hit the water. Mullen had had an opera-

tion im her .shin two weeks ago, but had the

gn ahead tc» compete m Maryland from her

dcMti.r Howpvet the night before the

I'M,i-~ < nn'! -et to leave, one of

ll ,n- MI.' -; putting Mullen on

(i I in !
i •;, ' irfrthman went on

t! \nti:ipii,i- .iinway to pick up

plul hii;'- ftii I he coming years

went do%vn with no real e.xpecla

\\'e were looking m it as a big learn

• < in.il- ^.\^ ( i.nil) Silld "1 feel VM

t .»Mied a lot fri.m lalking to nther diver-

The trip WHS uell \M>rth it.

tien

But part of the work will be up to the of-

fense, an area where the Minutemen
should be solid. They lost Jeff Cimini, who

led the team with 32 runs batted in, to

graduation, but that is their only big offen-

sive loss.

"Jeff provided a lot of our runs," Berg-

quist said. "But I think we have a quality

hitter in Drew Comeau (also a UMass foot-

ball player), who is also an adequate

fielder, at least indoors. I haven't seen him

outside yet. It may take him a while to

mature. Owens is an excellent defensive

first baseman and Matt Sheran can play

there also."

Filling the hole at first base appears to

be the biggest problem for UMass, as last

year's top five hitters are all returning.

Zerner, who racked up impressive stats

last season, was consequently named Most

Valuable Player. He led the team in bat

ting average (389), runs (39), hits (51),

doubles (10), walks (32), on base percentage

(.506).

Zerner, who was also second in at-bats,

strikeout.*?, RBI's, stolen bases and slugg-

ing percentage, will be back in right field

and said last year that one of his goals this

season was to hit .400.

Sean Flint, who hit .311 last year, will

be a co-captain for the second consecutive

year. He will return as catcher and will be

a definite asset to the young pitching corps.

"Sean can catch with anybody, and he

and Jay are two of the top players in New
England," Bergquist said of his captains,

both

of whom were named to the All New
England team last year.

Sophomore Dean Borrelli, who appeared

in 22 games last year, and John McKeown,
an All New England linebacker for the

UMa.ss tootbal! team who batted .333 in 36

at bats last year, provide depth behind the

plate.

Sheran, a junior who carries a 28-game

hitting streak into this season, will be back

ui center field and may see some action on

the mound. The lefthander posted a 2-4

record and B 65 ERA, but did most of his

damage ai t he plate where he baited ;J3 1

,

led tlie team in at hats (148) and stolen

has 's 1*' md finished second in hits (49)

I oll^-Kiiin phot"! bv .Jfinc l.;ip;tto

ana

Sophomore Mike Owens, .shown here hitting in Boyden Gym, looks to

be one of the leaders of the Minuteman pitching staff this season.
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Decelles leads hoop picks
after strong weekend

By ROGER CHAP^UN
Collegian Staff

Just when you thought

there could be no more
upsets, no more miracle

comebacks, and no more
last-second shockers comes
the end of the second round

of the NCAA tournament
and the latest standings in

the Official Collegian
Sports StaffNCAA Bsket-

ball Pool.

At the conclusion of Sun-

day's second-round action.

Bryan Decelles, a

Washington Dorm resi-

dent, exploded from the

pack and led with 55
points going into the
regional semi-finals. Out of

sixteen second-round
games. Decelles had cor-

rectly picked 14, only miss-

ing the outcome of the

Wyoming UCLA game (he

picked Virginia to beat

Wyoming in the first

round) and the Florida-

Purdue game ! Decel les had

N.C. State beatihg Florida

in the first lound).

In secund place is Bob
(iillis with 52 points. Todd

Fruhbeis and Jay Schoen

dorf are in a tie for third

place with 51 points and

Charles Ridder and Joe

fir.st round, are tied <.vith

50 points apiece. Regional

semi-finals are scheduled

to begin on Thursday.

Among the staffers,

NCAA guru Matt Gerke

leads with 48 points. Steve

Richards and Jim Clark

NCAA
FINAL FOUR k

have 44 and 42 points,

respectively, and John
Nolan is way back with 41

points. Yours truly is

bringing up the rear with

a rather embarrasing 38

points. Please, no more
Missouri jokes, okay?
For those of you who

aren't caught up with the

latest results, here is a

brief rundown of Sunday's

second round gamc:.
The West Regional: A

lot of folks thought Kansa.'^

State would either beat

top seeded UNLV or give

the Runnin' Rebels a run

for their monev. Nope,

UNLV prevailed, 80-61.

UNLV will face surprise

regional semi-finalist

Wyoming, as the Cowboys
upset Reggie Miller and
UCLA, 78-68. Fennis Dem-
bo is a name to remembei

.

In the other West region

braket. Oklahoma had to

survive a late Pittsburgh

rally and beat the Pan-

thers, 96-93. Pitt actually

took a three point lead,

87-84, late in the game.
Oklahoma's semi-final op-

ponent will be Iowa, who
barely got past UTEP,
84-82.

The Midwest
Rejjional: Indiana, led by

Steve Ahord'a 31 points,

sent Auburn packing,
107-90. Next for the top-

seeded Hoosiers will be

Duke University, which
had to come from behind to

beat upset minded Xavier,

65-60.

DePaul advanced to the

Sweet Sixteen by dropping

St. John's, 83-75, in

overtime.

LSU took advantage of

poor Temple shooting and
earned a trip to Cincinnati,

Ohio bv upsetting the

Owls. 72-62.

The Southeast
Regional: C»eorgetown. a

cnntmurd an p»ge 75

Banda gets
2nd recruit
Becky Bonzano. a senior women's socoer

player from Robert Lee High School in

Springfield. Va.. has made a verbal cnni-

mitmeni to attend the rniv«r-u uf

Ma.ssachusetts next fall the women > -no

cer office announced yesterday.

Bonzano is the second player to make a

verbal commitment to the team. The other,

April Kater, committed last month.

Bonzano is a member of the United

States Soccer Federation (USSF) National

Soccer Camp, and the USSF's Region I

team. She also was a member of the All-

Metro and All-State team, and will attend

the Junior Olympic camp in Princeton, NJ,

in April.

Bonzano also played varsity basketball

at Robert Lee for four years, and was cap-

tain of the team and named all-conference.

Along with the announcement, the team

also announced its awards for the 1986

season, which ended with a 1-0 NCAA
semi-final loss to Colorado College.

Junior midfielder Kristen Bowsher was

named the team's most, valuable player,

and she, along with junior Debbie Belkin

and sophomores Michelle Powers and Beth

Roundtree. was named to the All-New

England Women's Intercollegiate Soccer

.\.sRociation (NEWISA) team. Thn.se four, as

well as juniors Monica Seta, Chris Schmitt

and Cathy Spence. were named ti. tht \a

I ional Soccer Coaches of Americii \-<-(h .

tion (NSCAA) ,\11 Region team
Bowsher, Bolkin and Roundti \^' ^

each named All American.

Belkin. Spence and sophomore t .itl;>

Cussady were also named to the NCAA .-Ml

luiii iianH'nt team.
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HELP! LET ME OUT! - Todd Sargent, a senior communications major, stands proudly on

the open grates of a fire escape in Northampton yesterday.

Governing hoard cites voter confusion, discrepancies

Commuter spokesperson unratified
By ROBERT MENZEL
Collegian Staff

The Commuter Area Government voted against the

ratification of their newly elected spokesperson last night,

amidst allegations of campaign violations and foul play.

The governing board of the CAG failed to ratify Lynne

M. Murphy as spokesperson and left the appointment of

a new spokesperson in limbo.

The vote took place after an hour of debate, during

which a petition protesting the validity of the election was

presented and discussed. The petition alleged that the elec-

tion was invalid because of several campaign violations

and discrepencies.

At issue was a three-vote margin of victory, the absence

of thirty ballots and alleged confusion of voters. The voters

were apparently unable to distinguish Murphy from M.

Lynne Murphy, who is also on the governing board of the

CAG.
Charlotte Wesley, who was Murphy's opponent, said the

petition was valid and that the confusion was only a

justification for the nonratification of the results.

"I don't think what is happening is discrimination

against Lynne Murphy," Wesley said. "I see the need for

an educated electorate, which is one very important point.

We tried to highlight the difference between the Mur-
phys."

Murphy disagreed, saying that the refusal to validate

the results was politically motivated.

"None of the allegations have been proven true and the

petition hasn't been properly processed." Murphy said.

"The governing board is discriminating against me for

my beliefs," she said. "It's not fair that I'm being tried

by these people, with their political bias. I'm being

discriminated against because these people don't like me."

"This is political oppression at its best," she said.

Joel Rabinowitz. a member of the Government Affairs

Committee, called the proceedings the product of a "rul-

ing junta" that would determine who would win because

it had the most votes.

"The way they treated it was elections Marcos style,"

Rabinowitz .said.

Sarah Clark, a member of the governing board who

voted against the ratification of the results justified the

board's decision.

"The petition is valid," she said. "I'd like to see a lot

more publicity concerning Lynne M. and M. Lynne Mur-

phy."
Russell Wallach, treasurer of the CAG, disagreed.

"Every single student who voted for Murphy should be

insulted that a select group of .students can make the deci-

sion to not ratify their choice," he said. "People should

win with dignity, and on the same note they should lose

with dignity."

Group discusses concerns about racism
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

About 90 people attended a meeting last night in the

Campus Center Auditorium to discuss the administra-

tion's response to students' concerns about racism and

creating an anti-racism coalition that would organize

awareness-raising events.

Undergraduate Senator Patsy White, who facilitated

the meeting, read a list of demands to the administra

tion made by black students after the Southwest brawl

Ia.st October. She derided the administration for not yet

having addressed all the demands.

The demands call for more black representation in ad-

ministrative offices, adequate crowd control by the

Department of Public Safety to prevent future racially

motivated brawls, the addition of a social awareness class

to general education requirements and "integral par

ticipation in the search, review and hiring of all posi-

tions whose functions are related to these students'

needs."

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey recently addressed a let-

ter to the black community in which he ensures the "ad-

ministration is committed to creating a more tolerant

and diverse campus community."

IISI^ICD
COMADRES member speaks about

violations in El Salvador. Page 3.

Enter the Maze Transformation
contest. Page 10.

Preview of Wrestlemania III. Page

16.
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John Ruddock discusses racism at meeting.
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Recruitment policy at risk

Military ban
to commence
By MARIA BULL
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts officials conrirmi-d \ fstt-r

day that the military will not be allowed l<. cuntinui'

recruiting on the Campus Center Concoursi'.

"Until we can clearly .set procedural matters we ;u-e ask-

ing the military to confine their recruiting to the Place

ment Office," Campus Center Director William Harri.s

said.

Harris was advised to implement this policy by Larry

Benedict, the associate vice-chancellor for Student Affairs.

"The military was due back today [Tuesday] and tonwi

Kiw (Wednesday] and 1 asked them not to come to the

Campus Center." Harris said "They probably will not be

allowed back on the contours*- this spring. It was an ad-

ministrative decision, a number of people were involved
"

Benedict said that John Hayes, chairman of the Cam
pus Center/Student Union Board of Governors. Arthur L.

Hilson, director of Placement Services and Student Affairs

staff members made the decision last week.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey .said he will be meeting

with Hayes Thursday afternoon

"The faculty committ(>e has n.>t finishtd it- report Inn

gciK-ral University policy i'or letruitnient I
imd ih»> tmt

anticipate finishing it for some tinu-." DutVey said, "but

in the meantime the military recruiters i.re meeting in

the Placement Center."

Hayes said he was meeting with Dufiey to clarity the

board's policies. "I know he's drafting a letter but I don't

know the contents." he said.

"What Bill Hai-ris has requested, and I'm assuming this

came down from the top. is for the Board of Governors not

to certify any vendors who want to do full-time career

employment recruiting until we're sure legally whether

or not the military could sue us if we allowed other full-

time employers to recruit," Hayes said.

Hilson said about Placement Services, "we have a policy

of upen recruitment here and we are not discriminating

against recruiters unless somebody does something to

change that."

Hilson clarified that there was no policy on discrimina-

tion that covered all three of the UMass campuses.

"The Civility Commission and the Faculty Senate has

no jurisdiction over the Boston or Worceste campuses.

We on this campus will not discriminate on admis,sion and

hiring, but we speak for this campus only. If an institu

tion is found to be discriminating against the military,

it can be taken to court."

Alec McLure, treasurer programmer of the Lesbian

Bisexual and Gay Alliance, said he felt very good about

the decision. "The policy was made not to discriminate

on the basis of sexual orientation. The fact that the ad-

ministration followed through is really wonderful."

"Despite the amount of mental and physical energy of

the Board it's gratifying to see that our arguement did

win out and there is enough of a commitment within the

University to take a controversial stand in favor of equal

opportunity," Hayes said. "This is a victory for the Board

of Governors, a victory for the homosexual community and

for anyone who believes sincerely in equal rights."

Senate supports
vending policy
By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

The Graduate Student Stnatc voted last night to sup-

port the right of the Campus Center/Student Union Board

of Governors to decide and enforce policy.

"It's the right of the Board of Governors to run the ven-

ding program. To me that's the most important thing. It's

not an anti military statement," Jonathan Frank, vice

president of the senate, said. "We should be supporting

the right to follow through on their policy."

"The board did not intend to be anti military," John

Hayes, chairman of the BOG said. "The reason we decid-

ed is based on the policy that prohibits any discrimina-

tion on this campus." The military discriminates against

gays and lesbians, he said.

Ktnttnued on page 5
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Janet Mehlope weeps sUently on the remains of her house which

was one of five unfinished shelters demolished yesterday by

security forces on Weiler's Farm south of Johannesburg, South

Africa. The farm houses about 5,000 squatters.

THE FINE ARTS CENTER
L'NIVERSITV OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHHRST

Former aide Deaver vulnerable
to federal grand jury indictment

WASHINGTON <AP) - A federal appeals

court yesterday dissolved an emergency

stay and left lobbyist and former White

House aide Michael K. Deaver vulnerable

to the first grand jury indictment sought

by an independent counsel.

It was not immediately clear whether

lawyers for Deaver would appeal to the

Supreme Court in an attempt to prevent

the giand jury from voting on an indict-

ment. Deaver has filed suit to have the of-

fice of independent counsel declared

unconstitutional.

Independent counsel Whitney North

Seymour Jr. has stated in open court that

he is seeking to indict Deaver on four per-

jury counts.

In eight independent counsel investiga-

tions, four of them still active, no one has

been indicted. The post-Watergate Ethics

in Government Law authorized indepen
H«in» r-nnnsel investigations to prevent ad-

ministrations from investigating their own
top officials.

Seymour was named by a three-judge

federal court to investigate Deaver's lob-

bying activities after he left the Reagan
Administration in May 1985.

Federal laws restrict, and in some cases

ban, former officials from lobbying on

behalf of clients before federal agencies on

matters they handled while in government.

Lt. Col. Oliver L. North, the central

figure in the Iran-Contra scandal, also has

challenged the constitutionality of the in-

dependent counsel law. U.S. District Judge

Harrington D. Parker dismissed North's

challenge last week, but North has

appealed.

Both suits contend the counsel's office is

unconstitutional because only someone ap-

pointed by the executive branch can con-

duct criminal prosecutions.

the
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"Captivating Irish Music"

Wednesday, Mar 1 8, 8pm
Concert Hall

Tk k.Mt^, S1^. 1H 1.-1

CHRISTOPHER
PARKENING,

GUITAR

"A Prince Among Guitarists"

Thursday, Mar 19. 8pm
Bowker Auditorium

1 u ,Ki Is '> 1 1

Hungarian State

Folh'£n86inbl6

'Intoxicating Gypsy Music & Dance"

Wednesday, Apr. 1 , 8pm
Concert Hall

Im K( lb ->.(' 1^ u.

it Rve College Students Half-Price! #
Ticktlb dvailaDIt cJl f ine Ar\b Cenlei Bo>. Ot1i<.,L- Cjlli4 1j|b4b <?h

^unaH garden

MANDARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

"Th* BEST Chinese rood"

WE DELIVER!
We'll deliver an order of 45"" or more to your
house in Amherst for only *2°".

Luncheon
Special

$025
from 4Bllif

served 11 a.m.-3 p.m.

10 Belchertown Rd. at Rt. 9
Amherst 256-0252

New Buffet &
Sunday Brunch

All you can eat

SK755
Buffet served 5-8 Mon.-Thurs.

Brunch Served Sundays
11:30-3 p.m.

3/16

through

3/18

10 AM -

CMTE TIME PLACE

SinOLE ORDER 3.25

URGE ORDER 4.95

Bleu Cheese Available

Your Choice of Sauce:

FREE DELIVERY
253-7494

)« AnCana. C«a * ".•

ORlGinAL
I

niLD
(Hotar

I
(Miiddr

Spicy) I Spicy) I

SWEET &:

SOUR
(new ar Zesty)

COLLEGE
(Tcriyaki fif

Garlic)

Salvadoran says US gov't

helps support violations
Group fights for justice, human rights

Students engage in sit-in,

call for Duffey 's resignation

By MARIANE MEUSE
Collegian Stafl'

United States military aid to the govern-

ment of El Salvador helps support human
rights violations in that country, a

Salvadoran human rights activist said last

night.

America Rosa, a member of the Commit-

tee of the Mothers of the Assasinated and

Disappeared of El Salvador spoke to about

120 people in the Campus Center.

COMADRES is an organization of

Salvadoran women who petition the

government to release political pri.soners

and end human rights violations.

Rosa said human rights abuses still oc

cur in El Salvador, despite the govern

ment's contrary claims.

"One of [President Jose Napolean]

Duarte's promises in 1984 was to protect

human rights. Since he has not kept the

promise, he has done everything to cover

up and create a positive image of his

government." she said.

The Reagan Administrations support lor

Duarte's government is prolonging the

war, Rosa siad.

"The war in El Salvador is the United

States' war. Two million dollars is being

spent every day to kill innocent and

undefended people," she said.

Rosa said her husband, who was not in-

volved in political activities, died in 1980

after being arrested and tortured by the

police.

Two of her seven children also were ar-

rested and tortured. She said one of her

sons fled the country and has not been seen

since. ^„
Rosa said the work of COMADRES con-

tinues despite persecution by the

government.
"We've been the victims of accusations

that we are guerrillas. They have no other

way of shutting up our declarations of

human rights violations. Despite all this

opposition, COMADRES continues the

struggle," she said.

The women ofCOMADRES are working

to bring justice to El Salvador, Rosa said.

"The work doesn't just include what we

initially .set out to do. It also includes our

demands that a peaceful solution be found

by means of dialogue and negotiation," she

said.

Another COMADRES represent at nr.

Maria Teresa Tula, was scheduled to speak

with Ro.sa last night but the State Depart

ment refused to grant her a visa. Rosa said

the US government claimed that Tula is

a member of a communist, anarchist

(iiganization.

"The Salvadoran people, especially we

women, urge your support in order to pre-

vent a regional conflict and ensure that

Central America does not become another

Vietnam," she said.

Cnlipgian photo by David Shimku>

COMADRES member America
Rosa

By JENNIFER DEMPSEY
Collegian Staff

Twelve to 15 .students staged a sit-in at

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey's office

yesterday in response to the University

of Massachusetts Board of Trustees' deci-

sion not to bar the CIA from recruiting on

campus.
The trustees voted 4-1 against a motion

to ban the CIA becau.se of alleged viola

tions of international law at the trustees

meeting Monday in Boston.

Members of the Stop CIA Recruitment

Organizing Committee said they wrote a

letter to the chancellor's office to "express

our outrage at the conduct of Chancellor

Duffey" at the meeting.

"Basically we're asking for the

Chancellor to resign. We are not dialogu-

ing. We're handing him this (letter)." pro-

testor Alison Post said.

At the meeting, Duffey said the Univer

sity should not make institutional .stances

on political issues. "Universities are

places where the right to ask questions

and express views, however contorversial,

is protected; subject only to rigorous in-

tellectual debate and the freedom of all

dissent, " hi' said.

According to Rudi Rudolph, a student

who attended the meeting, the trustees'

debate was one-sided.

"Basically it was stacked up against us

from the beginning. We had 15 minutes.

The opposing side had 30 minutes. I'm

here for Chancellor Duffey's resignation,"

he said.

"I'm appalled at what he did yesterday

at the meeting. I don't think it was a fair

representation of the information

presented," he said.

Rob Stone, a student activist, said, "I

would like to see Chancellor Duffey's

resignation and see him live up to his

rhetoric on occasion."

Associate to the Chancellor Jamie Cher-

Collegian photo hy .Jennifer Dempwy

Students sit-in : t the

cnancellor's office.

nofTsaid, "he [Duffey] wasn't expected to

come in the office this afternoon. It's a

holiday for the employees, but offices are

to be kept open."

The students sat in the chancellor's of-

fice and said they would remain there un

til they could speak to the chancellor.

The police were said to be on their way,

but Acting Director for Affirmative Ac

tion and Equal Opportunity Ron Sinacore

said, "it's too early to say. It just happen

ed
"

Collegian photo by Niki Sokoloff

PirxiTRE PERFECT - A few students walking through Southwest Residential Area yester-

arjaTevfewed amidst a collage of trees, giving the concrete-cty a somewhat mystical
"'^
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appearance.
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Meatout urges consideration of alternative diet p |,-

Rr, TIMOTHY HARRIS '^^i^.^f?^' .. . . , e „ "^cr^lrc alnntrside ^By TIMOTHY HARRIS
Collegian Correspondent

While the Beef Industry Council is spending $30

million to promote meat as "Real Food for Real People,

the Farm Animal Reform Movement is sponsoring The

Great American Meatout on March 20. a day when peo-

ple are urged to consider a "meatless alternative."

The group will table in the Hatch today in support of

the Meatout, said Jennifer North, a member of the

University of Massachusetts Animal Rights Coalition^

The Hatch was targeted. North said, because "a lot of

hamburgers get sold there."
o . -

i

Modeled after the American Cancer Society s annual

Smoke-out, the Meatout is designed to increase

awareness of the hazards of meat eating. The excessive

consumption of meat and animal fat has been associated

with heart failure, stroke, cancer and other chronic

diseases.
, ,

.,

FARM says the protein value of meat 'ranks alongside

that of soybeans, lentils, nuts and seeds, but comes heavi-

ly laced with saturated fat." FARM organizer Alex Her-

shaft estimated a third of the population would hear

about the Meatout, though far fewer would consider swit

ching to a vegetarian diet.
c. i, d, ,

Francis Moore Lappe. author of Diet for a Small Planet

and reknowned expert on world hunger, estimates that

eleven pounds of grain are used to produce every one

pound of meat. "While 800 million around the world face

agonizing starvation." FARM says, "we continue feeding

to animals the grains and legumes that could save these

environmentally

Senate to select

new treasurer in

contested election
By KARL ROOKEY
Collegian Correspondent

The Undergiaduate Student Senate is scheduled to elect

the Student Government Association treasurer at

tonight's meeting.

The position, in conjunction with the Budgets Commit-

tee, is responsible for managing the $3 million Student

Activities Trust Fund.
.

Katherine Strickland, who currently holds the position

and is running again, had hoped to be uncontested but

members of the right wing have nominated James Smack

as a candidate.

Strickland said that she was not surprised by the ac-

tion, although she was a little upset by it. "They don't

support me," she said. "And whether they think [Smack)

will win or not, I think he's their token against me.
'

According to Nate Moore, chairman of the Budgets Com-

mittee, Strickland's work as trea.surer has "done a credit

to the SGA."
"I'd almost question the motives of those who would try

to prevent her from being re-elected," Moore said. "I don't

believe anyone could accomplish as much as she has in

their first term."

Senator W. Greg Rothman, who nominated Smack lor

the position, said that Smack would represent the studenU

better than Strickland has.

"The office has not been accessible to students, Smack

said. He said his plan of action includes talking to students

door to door and having a column in the Collegian.

Smack has been treasurer for Central Area Government

for the last year and has worked on the Rents and Fees

Committee, which annualy reviews the fees that students

pay on their semester bills.

Strickland said she is confident about the election

results.

is
lives.

Highyield meat production

destructive, says FARM, since acres of forest land are

converted to cropland to feed and graze farm animals.
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Trainee shoots self
The state police is investigating the suicide of a Univer-

.sity of Massachusetts Department of Public Safety

female trainee whose corpse was found in a Sunderland

apartment yesterday morning.

Lynn Fuller. 21, a resident of Cliffside Apartments in

Sunderland, had been training with the UMass police

force for five weeks.

According to Jeanne Hopkins-Stover, director of the

Office of Public Information, a physician determined

yesterday afternoon that the woman died from a "self-

infiicted gun wound."

"It's a tragedy that .shocked the whole (police) depart-

ment," Hopkins-Stover said.

- PEDRO M. PEREIRA
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BEER OF THE MONTH:
Hopfenperle 'Perle" - $1.25

DRINK OF THE WEEK:
Suaza Tequilla Margaritas - $1 .75

GIVE AWAYS ALL WEEK!
COME SHOW US YOUR SHORTS ALL WEEK LONG! 233 North Pleasant St, Amherst • Carriage Shops

HOURS: MON-SAT 10:00 - 5:30 • 549-6915

• >fc CHINESE KITCHEN E
FAST SERVICE — GREAT PRICED

TRY OUR LUNCHEON-DINNER SPECIALS

Only $1.49 before 3 pm. $1.90 after 3 pm

A. Chicken Fingers, Fried Rice or Chow Mein

B. Chicken Wrngs, Fried Rice or Chow Mein

C. Lobster Sauce, Fried Rice or White Rice

D. Chicken with Green Peas and Fried Rice

E. Yoke Kew (Beef) with Gravy and Fried Rice

fat In or Take 9tit

HOURS. Sunday Noon • 10 pm, Mon • Sat 11:30 • lOpm

2 LOCATIONS

^

430 Russel St (Rt 9)

HADLEY - 253*2571
ISO King St

NORTHAMPTON — 586.8220

UROPE'vCAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
One Rock«Mi«r Pi«za

New York. NY 10020
Prvne^2^^) 581-3040

Mail thit ad tor Spacial
Student/ T*ach«r Tarttl.

RENTAL 3 LEASE C HJRCHASE

Campus Parking Garage will be undergoing

renovations beginning Monday March 30,

1987. Levels 2 and 3 will be closed to the

public, including stairwells and the con-

course to the Campus Center.

We regret any inconvenience caused by

the renovations, and thank the Campus com-

munity and visitors for their patience and

cooperation. Since the garage capacity will

be reduced, any questions concerning alter-

nate parking arrangements should be

directed to the Campus Parking Office at

545-0065.

8th Annual '^m»iimmmmim

17 Flat Street /g?

Brattleboro, Vt

Open 8PM -2 AM

WEDNESDAY
MIDWEEK
GETAWAY

TANK TOPS • • •

NO COVER
75« DRAFTS
RFTY CENT DRAFTS

100% cotton Swiss hb tank

in a dozen colors ...

reg. 8.95

NOW 5.95

ESPPvlT SHOES
Casual footwear for

Spring/Summer '87

20%O OFF ALL STYLES

SUN-
GLASSES ...

latest styles

& colors

reg. 5.95

NOW 2.95

LOGO
SWEATSHIRT
FROM ESPRIT...

BAGS

1E5PRIT

totes, briefs,

daypacks. duffles ..

20%O OFF

HATS.

VISORS,

CAPS,

STRAW HATS.

20%O OFF

AND
MUCH,
MUCH, MORE! ...

NOW 28.95
omh^rsi /ncxthompton

doily and Sunday

• Senate • Meatout
continued from /xigi' 1

The letter states that District Attorney W. Michael Ryan

has assembled an investigation team to study the

Southwest brawl, during which ten students received in-

juries. Most of these students, one ofwhom suffered severe

injuries, were black.

A couple of weeks after the incident. Duffey appointed

Judge Frederick Hurst, of the Massachusetts Commission

Against Discrimination, to conduct a private investiga-

tion. Hurst released a report in February that labeled the

incident racially motivated and disclosed that the UMass
police force lacks training in social issues.

White said some black students recently met with the

Chancellor of the Board of Regents of Higher Education

Franklyn Jenifer, who told them that if the administra-

tion continues to respond unsatisfactorily to them, they

should inform him.

"He does seem to be wholeheartedly behind what we're

seeking At least we know that we have the support of

Jenifer," White said.

Chris Alibrandi, coordinator of Student Center for

Educational Research and Advocacy, urged those present

to inform their friends that a "March Against Racism"

is scheduled for Friday, April 3.

The march will begin at the Campus Pond Lawn and

proceed to the chancellor's house, where it might stop, and

then return to the pond lawn. After the maixh, a vigilance

and a free dance in the Student Union Ballroom are

scheduled.

Alibrandi said $1,000 is needed to organize the event

and asked student organizations to make donations.

(ontinui'd from pa^e 'i

animals. "Overgrazing and

intensive cultivation even-

tually turn these lands into

a desert, posing a severe

long term threat to our sur

vival."

FARM calculates that 6

billion animals are killed

each year in the United

States alone, and that the

average American family

consumes 75 animals an-

nually. The group claims

that "crowding, deprivation,

manhandling and mutila-

tion" are the normal condi-

tions on "today's factory

farm."

"We want everyone to

know that it is Meatout

day," North said. Literature

on meat eating will be

distributed by the ARC, as

well as stickers with the

Meatout logo for those who
pledge to give up meat for

the day.

MUSIC FOR YOU
AND

ONE-STOP
i
ENTERTAINMENT CENTER

SPRING BREAK GETAWAY SALE
ALL MAGNAVOX PORTABLE STEREOS 25% OFF
PLUS SALE ON SELECTED PANASONIC & SYLVANIA VCR'S

1

Panasonic RX-1924

AM/FM/Cassette
Portable Stereo

Reo. $39.97

Sale Now $34.99 FW17Reg $79.99
SALE $59.99

Hampshire Mall; Rt. 9 Hadley, MA, 586-1013

P I u

• Racism
amtinuid /mw page 1

Hayes said "it was a victory for the

board and student rights" when
Chancellor Joseph D. DufTey overruled

Vice Chancellor John DeNyse's decision

to allow military recruitment on the

concourse.

Senator Charles Carroll proposed a new

motion to "support the board's right to

determine the vending program, as ex-

hibited in the recent prohibition of the

military on the Campus Center con-

course."

After the motion passed, the senate

brought up problems with the Arts Coun-

cil. The first problem concerned the duties

of the representatives to the council.

"The Arts Council representatives are

not senators who volunteer; they are

elected by the Graduate Student Senate,"

Executive Officer Ralph Sbragia said.

They are expected to report as any other

representative, he said.

"They are not doing their job," George

Claxton, the senate president, said. He

said that after two weeks without action,

they can be removed from their positions.

"We are putting them in default," he

said because the three representatives

never asked for advice or reported a pro-

posed $2 fee increase to the senate.

Provost Richard O'Brien suggested a $1

lee increase instead, and the budget has

been sent to the Board of Trustees for ap

proval. The senate is objecting the budget

due to lack of information. Claxton said.

The second problem is that part of the

fee goes to funding public art projects.

Students making the projects may receive

academic credit, which means the fee,

paid by all University students, only

benefits some, he said.

"Two of the three members (of the Arts

Council] are from the art department and

from the body most likely to benefit from

the increase of fees," Claxton said. "It's

a bit of conflict of interest."

A third problem with the Arts Council

is the imbalance of the representatives.

There are three graduate student

representatives and six faculty slots, with

a total of nine student and nine facul-

ty/staff positions.

"The faculty does not donate one cent

to this council, yet our vote could be out-

voted by faculty." Sbragia said

Treasurer Gary Jakacky asked for ap-

proval of five ad hoc funding requests for

the Finance Committee Report. The

senate voted to give Lesbian and Gay

awareness week $800. Holocaust

Memorial Week $500. CIA education

week $500, the New World theater $500

and the CASA diversity dance received no

money.

Round I np
Irom NEW YORK
starting at

LUXEMBURG $358

238
583
293
493
413
764

LONDON
STTHOMAS
TEL AVIV
CARACAS
ATHENS
STOCKHOLM
HONGKONG
Also fcURAIL PASSES INT L

STUDENT lO WORK/STUDY
ABROAD AYM CARDS. LOW
DOMESTIC FARES and
n^ore'CALL lor

FREE Student Travel Calaloq!

[413] 256-1261

council TRAVEL
AMHERST

3/19 THURSDAY
Psychic Plumbers w/John Cabor & Doug Plavin

3/20 FRIDAY
Jim K & Co. w/Jim Kaminsky

3/21 SATURDAY
Wailin Dave & the Blue Dogs

3/23 MONDAY
Ken Johnson & Co.

24 Pleasant St., Northampton • 586-4258

S

Ever wanted to Fly:

We have immediate openings for new mem-
bers! Our aircraft are available for economi-

cal primary and advanced instruction, as well

pleasure flying. Give us a call and one of our

members will take you up!

TLe Collegiate Flying Club

538-5821

The pregnancy test foryour
eyes only

Private, portable, and easy to read, e.p.t. Plus'"

can tell you if you're pregnant In as fast as

10 minutes. And in 30 minutes if you're not

You can use it as soon as one day after a

missed period, e.p.t. Plus, a fast and easy

way to know for sure.

a

I

^»W4^

J

for a

Quality

Laundry

let us do your*
11 PRAY ST. wash-dry- fold

AMHERST. MA. and

SELF SERVICE
hand pressing

7 DAYS 7AJVI.-10 P.M.
3^9-1665
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Letters

Irish don't want unity

Alcohol policy biased

Although Mariane Meuse
wrote in her column yester

da> that she "shakes with

rage" over the false images

that Americans have of

things Irish, she too is guil-

ty of only presenting one

view of the Irish problem,

namely the Nationalist

view.

As an Irish citizen, and a

member of the Protes-

tant/unionist tradition in

Ireland. I feel that the

legitimate aspirations of 20

percent of the Irish people

were ignored in the article.

Meuse states that "Ireland

should be given back to the

Irish." which has long been

the rallying call of the

Republicans in Ireland, but

which conveniently ignores

that the overwhelming ma-
jority of the people of Nor-

thern Ireland do not want to

have anything to do with a

united Irish state. The
reasons are many, but most-

ly pragmatic. Northern
Ireland, as part of the

United Kingdom, enjoys the

same standards of govern-

ment health care, education

at both secondary and ter-

tiary levels, and spending

on infrastructure that any
other region of the UK
receives. The Irish Republic.

by contrast, is struggling

with the third highest per

capita government debt in

the world, unemployment of

19 percent, and a capital ci-

ty that is now widely

regarded as the heroin cen-

tre of Europe.

Socially. the Irish

Republic is almost a reac-

tionary theocracy, with re-

cent constitutional changes

opposing the introduction of

abortion and divorce; only

barrier contraceptives are

legal, and then only to mar-

ried couples. Censorship of

literature is widespread,

and it is a political fact that

what priests utter from the

pulpits on Sundays is voted

for on Election Day.

The social values is

southern Ireland in 1987

are in marked contrast to

the values of individualism,

civil and religious liberty

and the work ethic that Pio-

testants hold dear in both

the North and the South.

An Ireland for the Irish,

whilst sounding a clear-cut

aspiration, is not a realistic

goal. Ireland would be a

happier place if both tradi

tions were allowed to

develop in their

separate ways.

This is in response to the

column titled "Reject

SWAG Proposal" written by

the Project 10 staff. The ar

tide was an attack to

SWAG's rejection of the cur-

rent alcohol policy. The staff

attempted unsuccessfully to

discredit the SWAG pro-

posal, which called for a

loosening of the alcohol

policy so that legal-age

residents could consume
alcohol in common areas.

The Project 10 staff

believes that since only

eight percent of the

residents in the cluster are

of legal drinking age, the

power of discretion would be

too difficult a chore for the

RAs to handle. Imagine, if

you will, the insurmoun-

table task an RA would en-

counter in asking a student

for an ID.

The Project 10 staff con-

tends that this task is forc-

ing RAs to take the place of

police officers, as if police of-

ficers are the only

employees who must ask for

an ID. Isn't it also the

responsibility of a cashier at

a liquor store and a bouncer

at a bar to ask for an ID? I

think not. They are just do-

ing their part in enforcing

"a known state regulation."

Certainly it does not take a

police officer to handle this

responsibility.

Under the current alcohol
policy, the University is. in

effect, saying that since
legal-age drinkers are only
a minority they do not
count. Well, I think we do
count. At age 21.
Massachusets allows us to

consume alcohol, The
University's Housing ser-

vices should also allow us
this right. _ ,- »„Gary M. Allyn

Southwest

own

Now's
the time
to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

SENIORS!
Are You Planning A Spring Party?

Where's Your Graduation Party Going To Be?

Think About Our Sports Bar At The

AMHERST ATHLETIC CLUB
Let tts help you with yoar party

and use our great room

FREE OF CHARGE
Call 253-9586 for details

Located at Plumbley's

^^Dsf^is^ ^^-A.r/ Uptown Amherst
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Reality of date rape must be confronted
It will happen sometime during spring break at Fort

Lauderdale. Susan, a University of Massachusetts

sophomore, will be out with a bunch of friends to have

fun, to enjoy herself; the sunny days, the parties. . . .

Nina Zimkin

Let's say the third night she ends up at the "Beach Inn"

with John, who she knows from one of her classes last

semester. She is attracted to him. It will be getting late,

friends might have gone to bed, John will offer to see her

safely home. They take their time, chat, maybe they have

another beer or go for a walk. John kisses her. Susan is

excited. But when he asks for more, she says no. He just

grows completely silent, she can't get him to talk

anymore. He pins her down, rips off her pants — you can

guess the rest.

Retrospectively, Susan might say: I couldn't believe it

was actually happening to me — if she talks about "it"

at all.

"It," is not fiction, but date rape, also called acquain-

tance rape, is defined as sexual intercourse without

consent

FBI statistics state that every three minutes a woman

is raped in the United States.

Kathleen Alexander, program coordinator of the Educa-

tional Advocate Program of the Everywoman's Center,

said, "I worry about the 'Fort Lauderdale situation." You

can be involved in a highly volatile environment if peo-

ple's main expectations are of sexual encounter."

Studies have found that in 65 percent of the assaults

the victim knows the rapist. It most often happens to

freshmen on the second or third date on the rapist's turf,

according to an information brochure published by the

Everywoman's Center.

Mary Koss, a psychology professor at Kent State Univer-

sity, asked female students if they had had sexual inter-

course through use of threat or force (the minimal legal

definition of rape); of those who said yes, only 57 percent

went on to identify their experience as rape.

Date rape not only seems to be among the least reported

of crimes, but also the least believed, the least acknowledg-

ed and the most difficult to prosecute.

Why? Our environmental structures are those of a rape

culture; the media, and socialization of feminine-passive

and masculine-aggressive roles frequently give the

message that date rape is natural, necessary and even fun.

Men are led to believe that the woman will come around

and enjoy it. Women are led to believe that it is their fault

when rape occurs.

It is no wonder that in Koss's study one of the male

respondents who answered yes to a question about obtain-

ing intercourse through physical force, wrote, "I didn't

rape the chick, she was enjoying it. . . I feel that sex is

a very pleasant way to relieve stress. Especially when

there are no strings attached."

A female student from Auburn University on a

videotaped dramatization of date rape experiences said,

"He acted like he had a right, like he didn't believe me."

A frequent attitude about the issue is: if a woman says

no she does not mean it.

"A Project on the Status and Education ofWomen" lists

a couple of other myths and their contradicting facts:

Myth: Women could prevent the rape if they really

wanted to.

Victims are asking for it one way or the other. Fact: In

87 percent of the cases, the assailant either carried a

weapon or threatened the victim with death if she resisted

him.
Myth: The primary motive for rape is sexual. Fact:

Studies show that the major motive for rape is aggression

'

and hostility, not sex.

Myth: Rape is an impulsive act. Fact: 90 percent of all

rapes are planned, although the victim is not always

known.
It is hard to deal with the fact that statistics and/or per-

sonal experience provide: men who we care about could

be potential rapists.

Men who force women against their wills are "ordinary

males operating in an ordinary social context," said Barry

^ «f i^ri- J.^.^.

Burkhart, a professor of psychology at Auburn. These

"nice guys" refuse to acknowledge that their behavior is

actually a crime.

And finally, women must be clear about what they want.

Men must be able to listen to women's voices and should

be concerned about rape.

Nina Zimkin is a Collegian vorreapondent

Goodbye, cruel society
A dog found him in the snow, just off a

little-traveled path behind the Orchard Hill

Observatory. He had been there for

months, his wrists slashed and neck slit.

Dead. The snow had covered him, and the

cold had stiffened him. He had apparently

been having a "rough time " with school

and impending gi-aduation, who knows

really. Some time last December he walk-

ed to an isolated spot and committed

suicide. Alone.

Ben Brogan

Sexist, homophobic jokes not funny
On Saturday, March 14, we stopped in

the Student Union Ballroom to check out

the Sticklets US College Comedy Competi-

tion. We expected to be entertained, but

were instead assaulted with sexist and

homophobic "jokes." The program began

when the introductory tape, starring Larry

"Bud" Melman, explained the contest and

the rules. Although ethnic slurs and pro-

fanity were grounds for immediate dis-

qualification, the tape itself made it ob-

vious that sexism and heterosexism were

not considered insulting enough to dismiss

contestants. Among the prizes offered were

not just fame and power but also "babes."

Larry "Bud" even promised that if "you

lose, you can keep the babes." Personally

we found the reduction of women to a

"prize" disgusting. We also wonder, since

there was one "girl" participating in the

contest here, what she thought about win-

ning "babes."

To add insult to injury, the "renowned-

comedian, Steve Hytner. who is touring

with the competition and who introduced

the UMass participants, relied on

homophobia instead of humor to get a rise

out of the audience. For instance, he ask-

ed if there were any couples or "lovers' in

the audience and when no one answered

Hytner responded with, "What is this, a

campus of homosexuals? Ha-ha." This

automatically assumes that homosexual

partners aren't valid "lovers" and obvious-

ly, that having lesbian or gay people on

campus is undesirable. Also, every time

this man referred to a woman, such as his

girlfriend, or a stewardess, he called her

"babe," relegating all women to a child-like

or immature status. The final straw was

his ill-conceived "joke" about Pez candy

and a new Pez container that would be a

woman's legs opening and closing to

dispense candy.

We found Hytner's material to be so

humorless and objectionable that we walk-

ed out of the show. Since this is a national

competition we have to question the pur-

pose of the spnsoring company, Warner-

Lambert, makers of Sticklets gum. If the

idea is to search out comedic talents who

can make people laugh without "profani-

ty" or "etnnic slurs," Warner-Lambert

should consider the appropriateness of

other kinds of "humorous" slurs. We were

not amused.

Becky Lockwood, Laura A. Tilsley,

Shari Brunell, Stacey Bork
Amherst

In Bergenfield, NJ, last week four

teenagers sat in their car, in a garage. The

motor was running. The only message they

left was their wish to be buried together.

They were high school drop-outs, society's

marginals in an affluent community. Just

as they were marginalized in life, so were

they ignored in death. Their parents re-

jected their wish: they were buried

separately. Alone.

In Alsip, III. the next day, two teenage

women killed themselves. They sat in a car,

the garage filling with lethal exhaust

fumes. They sat with family photos, a white

rose. They were high-school drop-outs as

well, and best friends, to the exclusion of

others. The suicide note quoted lyrics from

a rock group, something about no longer

having the will to live.

Our generation is killing itself At a 240

percent higher rate than a decade ago,

American teenagers are committing

suicide. 5,000 a year. One every ninety

minutes. And every year 400,000 more try.

The media grab these events, and dissect

them for us on the evening news. Pictures

of angry parents, anguished teenagers, a

few tearful interviews, and still the ques-

tion remains. Why? What is so wrong in

our society that young people should want

to end their lives?

Adults with fancy degrees give us a few

generalities, but nothing concrete. This is

the 80s. Materialism, pressure to succeed.

VCRs, Air Jordans and a new car are the

parameters of a society that measures suc-

cess by one's starting salary. And success

has H price. Witness the rise in two-career

families, day-care centers, latch-key

children.

We pressure teen-agers to be successful

while eliminating what was their coping

mechanism, the family. First we banished

the grand-parents to nursing homes. Now
parents, chasing their own success, are

never around. An ABC News poll of

teenagers, conducted before the Bergen-

field suicides, revealed that one of the big-

gest concerns teenagers have is that they

never see or talk to their parents. We give

them no one to talk to and then we are sur-

prised when they die.

What brings this home for me is that one

of ours, a UMass student, felt so alone in

a community of 25,000 peers that he kill-

ed himself in our midst, and no one notic-

ed he was gone. Think about it. Amid all

the parties, the nights staggering from bar

to bar, the good times, there was at least

one person among us who couldn't stand

it. Where were we? Did we as a communi-

ty fail? Did we provide him with possible

outlets, with people to turn to? Was there

anyone for him to trust, to talk to? Or were

we too caught up in ourselves to notice him

standing out on the edge?

We will never know what really pushed

Marshall Blake to take his life; all this is

speculation. We cannot, however, forget

him. Because he represents us all. He
represents the kid who always eats by

himself in the DC, or the one on your floor

who tries so hard to have a good time. Or

simply the woman who fails Chem 111 and

cries.

Remembering him can be a personal

gesture. My friend David suggested stan-

ding with a lighted candle on the spot

where he was found, one second for every

cold day his body lay out there. More im-

portant, remembering him can be as sim-

ple as putting an arm around the woman
who failed her exam, or sitting with the one

who eats alone.

Our parents have inflicted this material,

career-crazed society on us. It seems we

can't expect anything from them except

notes on the refrigerator. If we are to sur-

vive it, we must stand together, and live.

Ben Brogan is a Collegian columnist

Moral courage is a more rare commodity than bravery in battle

or great intelligence. _ ^^^^^^ Kennedy
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Be Sun-Sible This Spring

Ju^t picture . . . you've

been lying on the beach all

day, with the cool breezes

blowing, the Amherst winter

is far away and the sun is

beating down upon you.

Walt! Did you (orget to brinq that

sunscreen*

Suntanning is a natural process

by which the skin protects itself

from severe burn. The sun's rays

stinnulate an increase in melanin, a

brownish pigment in the sWm. This

increase in pigment tends to protect

the skin from burning. The tanning

process differs for each individual

depending on the amount of mela-

nin naturally in the skin. People with

dark complexions have high levels,

and so they tan quickly with little

risk of sunburn. Lighter skinned
people may not be able to produce
enough melanin for tanning, and
may only burn. Extra protection is

needed for the first few exposures
to protect outer layers while the tan-

ning process gets underway.

Long-range effects of exposure to

the sun can be detrimental. Ultravio-

let rays break down the protein in

skin and promote thickening and
wrinkling (and who wants wrinkles!).

Excess exposure to the sun's rays

can also cause skin cancer. Risk is

highest in sunny regions of the

world, among fair skinned people,

and people working outdoors. Ex-

posure to the sun can lead to prob-

lems, but there are preventive

measures which can be followed to

minimize them.

How Much is Safe?

The first few exposures to the sun
should be brief, starting with about
15 minutes and working up gradual-

ly to longer periods. Avoid exposure

in mid-day, when the rays of the sun

are most direct. Sunscreen lotions

should be used. Those containing

PABA (para-aminobenzoic acid),

allow gradual tanning while absorb-

ing some ultraviolet rays — read the

labels of suntan products carefully.

Apply sunscreens 45 minutes before

exposure and reapply after swim-

ming or perspiring. For especially

sensitive skin, sunblocks (such as

zinc oxide, an opaque white oint-

ment) deflect all ultraviolet rays.

Swimming doesn't offer much pro-

tection from the sun, because the

rays can penetrate up to 3 feet of

water.

Sunglasses are a good precaution

against harm to the eyes. Lenses
should cover the eyes completely

and optically ground and polished

lenses (like prescripu^^n glasses)

are best. Check inexpensive glasses

for bubbles and streaks.

What to do 11 Problems Occur

If you should get a sunburn, keep

the burn cool. Even before the burn

"comes out", soak in a cool or tepid

bath, or use compresses. Lotions or

creams may trap heat in the skin

and cause more damage until after

the skin has cooled. Later, if blisters

occur, try to protect them from

breaking for several days. If needed,

aspirin can be taken to relieve pain.

Another problem brought on by

sun and hot weather is heat-related

illness such as heat stroke, when
body temperature climbs 7 degrees
to 8 degrees above normal, sweat
glands stop functioning properly,

blood pressure drops, and shock
may develop. Increasing your liquid

intake will help as a preventive

measure against heat stroke. Salt is

also important to help regulate the

water balance within the body. Extra

salt taken with food is recom-
mended if you plan to be in the sun.

If heat stroke does occur, cold com-
press or immersion in tepid (not

cold) water should be used to bring

down the fever. Heat stroke is a very

dangerous condition and immediate
medical help is a necessity.

Less serious heat-related prob-

lems include heat exhaustion,
marked by profuse sweating, gid-

diness, lassitude, pallor and vom-
iting. This should be treated like

shock. The victim should lie down
and rest in a cool or air-conditioned

place.

If serious sunburn or other sum-
mer health problems develop, be
sure to seek medical consultation.

So remember .... take care of

yourself, be protected and enjoy the

sun!

Has your weight got you down?
By Rita Hirsch
Health Educator

Many young women view their

bodies in a negative light. They may
be dissatisfied with their height,

their hair, and most commonly, their

weight. As thoughts of Summer
enter their minds so do thoughts of

the seashore and bathing. For

some, the idea of shedding clothing

and exposing more of the body is a

threatening proposition.

Often, drastic and unhealthy diet-

ing techniques such as vomiting,
using laxatives or starvation are used
to achieve weight loss. While most
young women who try these techni-

ques do stop, some do not. For this

group, a pattern of behaviors sets it.

This is symptomatic of or can lead
to eating disorders.

Two types of eating disorders,
anorexia nervosa and bulimia, have
been identified.

ANORtXIA NERVOSA;
Food R©JBCt»onlBody
Image Disloflion

A person diagnosed as having

anorexia would be someone in-

tensely afraid of becoming obese.

This fear is present even if the per-

son is underweight. The person

claims to feel fat and as a result, re-

jects food. They may have a dis-

torted view of their body image and
as a result cannot see themselves
as they really are. Anorexia is more
common in adolescent women (9

out of 10 reported cases) than men.

Once diagnosed, several treat-

ments have been moderately to sig-

nificantly successful in helping with
this problem. Individual psycho-
therapy, family therapy, group
therapy, and nutritional counseling,
or a combination of interventions

works best. Hospitalization is neces-
sary only in severe cases. Although
a few young women may die from
anorexia, due to severe infections or

severe heart irregularities, most re-

cover with treatment. Unfortunately,

some women who regain their lost

weight remain overly concerned with

food and are vulnerable to recur-

rences. Menstrual irregularities due
to inadequate nutrition may persist

even when eating is resumed.

BULIMIA: Th» Blng^Purg* Cycle

A person diagnosed as having
bulimia is someone who has a pat-

tern of binge eating followed by

purging or fasting. Purging may in-

clude self-induced vomiting or

abuse of diuretics and laxatives.

This person might also attempt to

lose weight by severe restrictive

dieting. Alternating periods of

bingeing, fasting and restrictive

dieting causes weight fluctuation

often by ten or more pounds.

Women with bulimia are often

aware that their eating patterns are

dangerous, but are unable to stop.

To make matters worse, they often

feel severely depressed and lonely

after bingeing. Bulimia can result in

serious physiological problems in-

cluding chemical imbalances in the

blood, stomach ruptures, swollen
glands, and dental problems.

Like anorexia, bulimia is an ill-

ness that mostly affects women.
Also, women with bulimia may have
previously been anorexic with body
image disturbances, but this is not
always the case. Generally they are
of average weight and appear
"healthy", which makes it easier to
conceal their problem from their

closest friends. Treatment for bulimia
includes individual psychotherapy,
group psychotherapy, family therapy,
self-help groups, nutritional coun-
seling, or a combination of the above.

The increased occurrence of

eating disorders on college cam-
puses and nationally is not fully

understood at this point. Is it the in-

fluence of the media in our personal
lives and thoughts? Is it the result of

pressures and conflicts that many
women experience these days? Is it

the breakdown of family lives? Is it

our cultural attitudes towards food
or the overabundance of food in our
society that triggers the misuse of

it? The answers to these and other
questions are being sought by sci-

entists in many disciplines.

What is agreed upon is that peo-

ple with anorectic or bulimic tenden-
cies need medical help. At the Uni-

versity Health Services, there are

several supportive and understand-
ing professionals, nutritionists, health

educators, psychotherapists and
physicians who can help you with

your eating problems. Other campus
psychotherapists are also located
at Everywoman's Center, Wilder
Hall; Counseling and Academic De-

velopment, Berkshire House; and
Psychological Services, Tobin Hall.

If you have friends or family you are

concerned about, come in and talk

this over as well. The UHS can direct

you to the kind of help you seek both
on and off campus.

"Why Should I Register for

Public Health 216:

and Become a Peer Health Promoter?'

If t

1.

2.

3.

4. will represent the

It's a three credit elective course.

It can help me to meet lots of people.

It can help me to improve areas of my own health.

It can improve my chances of getting a job. because
University Health Services.

5. It will teach me skills valuable in any career like leading a workshop, giv-

ing a presentation and developing marketing strategies.

6. It can really help me be part of a team working to improve UMass.
7. It will teach me about Important public health issues like sexually

transmitted diseases and AIDS, cardiovascular illness, cancer, accident

prevention, eating disorders, stress and consumer health.

8. In short, it might be the most important course I take while I'm a student

at UMass.

Public Health 216 will meet on Tuesday afternoons in the Fall of 1987.

If you are a creative and motivated student, call the Health Education Divi-

sion to find out more before you plan your Fall schedule. Since class size is

limited, it's not too early to inquire. Call 549-2671 X181.

March is Nutrition

Month!

SNACKSENSE is a nutrition infor-

mation program encouraging and
supporting conscious choices of
nutritious snacks. Watch for SNACK-
SENSE special activities at the
Campus Center Concourse, campus
vending machines and coming soon
to Munchies.

For more info, call Health Educa-
tion 549-2671 X181.

Assess Your Own
Eating Behavior

Coming soon in the Collegian will

be a self-assessment questionnaire
which will enable you to judge
whether you are at risk for develop-

ing an eating disorder.

HEALTHPOWER is a publication of

the University Health Services. Opin-

ions expressed are those of the writ-

ers and do not necessarily reflect

UHS policy.

Executive Director:

David Kraft. M.D.
Dir. of Health Education:

Pamela Gonyer
Editor: Ron Mazur
Co-Editor: Karen Jacobus
Graphic Artist: Lynne Thompson

Spring Cleaning Your Psyche:

Self-Awareness and Self-Esteem

Want to Learn More
About Human
Sexuality?

We are currently looking for ener-

getic people who want to learn more
about human sexuality and then will

share their knowledge with others

on campus. If you are interested in

becoming a Peer Sex Educator
(PSE), contact Health Education at

549-2671 XI 81.

Diabetes Education

Individual appointments for learn-

ing about or just discussing your

diabetes self-care skills are now
available. Call University Health Ser-

vices for information about group
programs, information mailings,

peer contacts and/or an individual

appointment with a diabetes edu-

cator.

What do
. How To Be A Better Lover

. . The Public vs AIDS
. . . Options for Contraception

. . . Sexually Transmitted

Diseases (ABC's of STD s)

all have in common?
They are sexuality education

workshops conducted by UHS staff

or Peer Sex Educators (PSE).

For more information, call 549-2671

X181.

By Lynn Bechtel
Mental Health Educator

Spring is the time when many of

you will heave a huge sigh of relief

and start to make plans for summer-
time fun and frolic. You might also

find yourself thinking back over the

year and asking yourself questions

like: How did I do? Did I learn

anything? Did I continue to get

along with old friends? Did I meet
any new people? Is there anything I

want to do differently next year?

These are all good, thought-

provoking questions. Asking them
of yourself is an important part of

the ongoing process of self-

awareness.

Who Am '» How Do I See Myself?

Self-awareness is a continual ex-

ploration of who you are, how you

behave, what you value and what
you want to do with your life. And
it's a process that can begin right

now. Why not?

How would you describe your-

self? Try it. On a piece of paper, jot

down a list of words and phrases

that reflect what you already know
and feel about yourself.

Have you described yourself

in physical terms? Interests? Roles?

Emotional traits? Facts? Is there a

balance of all these traits? Don't

judge, just observe.

Awareness operates on many
levels. For example, you can look in

a mirror and try to give a fairly objec-

tive description of yourself. If you

like what you see you may even sum
it all up with a word like "attractive",

but you may also remember the self-

conscious years of adolescence
when you felt awkward and vulner-

able. As you look at yourself now in

the mirror, you become aware that

somewhere in your self-irhage an

awkward person lurks.

These areas of past or present

self-consciousness arise for all of

us: when we meet a new and very

attractive person; when we go for a

job interview; when we have to give

a presentation in front of our class.

In other words, as you grapple
with self-awareness you also begin
to grapple with self-esteem. You
start to ask: Do I like myself? Some
of you might answer that question
with a strong, unhestitating "yes".

That's terrific. But a lot of you will

probably say, "Well, I like myself
sometimes but a lot of the time I

think I'm a jerk".

Most of us have critical voices in-

side our minds. If we make a mis-

take, do something "out of charac-

ter", we might hear this inner voice

saying:

"You idiot, you always make mis-

takes."

"Can't you do anything right?"

\ These inner voices come from early

experiences with parents, teachers

and friends. These experiences

form strong images in your child-

mind and you begin to believe

these comments reflect the truth.

Some of you might also have had
the experience of feeling like you
were only good enough if you: got

good grades; had the right friends;

had the right clothes; made the

team; weighed the right amount; got

into the right crowd, etc. What
would you add to the list? It's al-

most as though you were gradually

hypnotized to believe that you
weren't ever good enough. These
childhood experiences and beliefs

can still affect you when you are an
adult, especially when you are feel-

ing under stress and vulnerable.

Feeling OK About Myself

Positive self-esteem is a result of

trusting yourself; being honest with

yourself; having a sense of consist-

ency in the way you think, act, and

feel. Some questions to ask your-

self, if you want to improve your

self-esteem, are:

I.What standards do I set for

myself? Am I a perfectionist? Do I

ever allow myself to make mis-

takes? Keep in mind that it simp-

ly isn't possible to achieve

perfection. High standards are

OK but be sure that you set goals

and standards that you can
achieve and that you constantly

re-evaluate them.

2.Am I able to assert myself? An
important part of liking yourself

is being able to stand up for your-

self — and for your beliefs. An as-

sertive person is able to ask for

what they want in a non-threaten-

ing, non-aggressive way.

3. Do I talk to myself in a compas-
sionate way? Or am I extremely

critical? We all have an inner

monologue about ourselves and
the people around us. The things

we say in this monologue fre-

quently reflect deeply held and
perhaps, idealistic beliefs about

who we should be, how we
should behave and what we ex-

pect from the world. An important

part of improving self-esteem is

challenging and changing these

beliefs that are critical and un-

realistic.

Improving self-esteem involves

getting to know yourself; assessing

your strengths and weaknesses; ac-

cepting yourself, as well as, figuring

out what you would like to change;

setting goals that you can achieve;

and being willing to take risks.

You can ask for support from

friends and family but you might

also want professional help. The

Mental Health Division of University

Health Services offers individual

consultation as well as groups.

Sexually Transmitted Disease Prevention:
Practice Prevention! Most sexually transmitted diseases can be cured, but two types cannot be cured (AIDS and herpes).

Some are more persistent and require more than one visit to a practitioner for trr n't you rather practice some
'ion to avoid getting any of the STDs that are prevalent today? The Sexually ira.ismnmu Disease risk scale wn' —--•

lo^^^inn ^hni.t ^nur odds "f npttinn an STQ and tell you how to practice prevention, By assessmg your own sex,,

'ermtnt otting any of the common STDs.

SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DISEASE RISK SCALE

ACTIVITY

Sex With
Many Partners

Your Partner

Has Sex
With Others

i

H*
t

Sex With a Few
People You
Know Well

t
**

Sex With a

Single Partner

**

R!SK

Highest Risk: It you have sex with

more than two different people per

month with whom you don't know
well, you are at the highest risk for

getting an STD.

High Risk If you have sex with only

one person but your partner has sex
with others, your risk of getting an
STD increases. That's because you
have no control over your partner's

partners therefore, you are exposing
yourself to their sexual history.

Some Rirk. If you have sex with a

few people and those people don't

have any other sexual partners you
are still at some risk for getting an
STD.

Low Risk: If you are having sex with

only one partner who also has no
other sex partners and neither of

you has an STD you are usually at

no risk of being infected.

No Sex No Risk

PRECAUTIONS

Using Condoms: Condoms offer effective protec-

tion against most STDs. Even though condoms
are not foolproof, they are the most effective

means of preventing the transmission of STDs.
They should be used even if a woman is using

birth control pills, which offer no protection from
STDs.

Using Spermicides: Spermicide foams, creams, or

jellies may reduce STD transmission especially

when used in combination with the condom.

Wash After Sex (Only somewhat effective):

Washing with soap and water after sex may get rid

of STD germs that haven't infected you yet.

Women should not douche because douching
could force germs higher up in the vagina increas-

ing the risk of infection.

Urinate After Sex: Urinating after sex may wash
away STD germs before they infect you.

Know Your Partner Get to know your potential

partner's medical and sexual history before sex-

ual contact.

Common
Sexuaily Transmitted

Diseases

- Chlamydia
- Genital Warts
- Gonorrhea
- Syphilis
- Hepatitis B*
• Genital Herpes
- Non-specific Urethritis

-AIDS*

Although no sexual precautions are necessary,
they are recommended.

No Sexual precautions are necessary.

*Can also be spread by contam-
inated IV needles.

If you have questions, problems, or

unusual symptoms, please call the

Health Services and make an ap-

pointment to see a clinician at

549-2671.
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Comedy Cabaret in Southwest
By ELIZABETH BELTON
Collegian Correspondent

Every Thursday night at 9 p.m., the

Hampden Munchies bar down in

Southwest catapults itself out of snack bar

obscurity to become the Comedy Cabaret,

a hip and very entertaining forum featur-

ing everyone from performing area

students to professional artists; these in-

clude comedians, jugglers, magic acts and
musicians.

An extremely worthwhile and always

lively event for anyone taking a study

break, just ambling through, or seriously

interested in savoring some excellent per-

formances, the cabaret in the past has

featured and plans to bring back Boston

area comedian Earl Reed, who has an up-

coming special on HBO. Also upcoming are

comedians Billy Jaye, Leo T. Goldwyn, and
performer Nancy Parker. Area performers

scheduled for the Cabaret include the

UMass Jazz Ensemble 1 and Chapel Jazz

Ensemble 2, the Pyramid Players, and
regular Tracy Feldstein, a comedienne who
also emcees.

According to program coordinator Angie
McBee, a similar Cabaret is projected to

open across campus in the Northeast Area
by sponsors SGA, the Residential Arts pro-

gram, and SWAG. If anyone is interested

in performing in either place — anyone who
has a lot of chutzpah, a lot of talent, or

avante-garde tendencies, please call

Residential Arts at 545-2416 anytime to

find out information.

Last Thursday at the Cabaret was the

performance of very eclectic rock band
BMW, featuring singer/guitarist Jason
Webster, bassist Dave Christopmlis, percus-

sionist Mike Baliliere, and Bob Mullins on

guitar and keyboard. Since a BMW is

generally seen as a symbol of solid, middle-

class affluence, I sat through several

numbers of blues-based music trying to

ascertain whether the name was simply an
obvious gaffe or a deliberately ironic joke.

However, aside from this detail, the

group, while very enthusiastic musicians,

played music that was somewhat inconsis-

tent; while playing superb cover versions

of Zepplin's "Rock and Roll" and "I Can't

Get Enough of Your Love" other songs

such as "Layla" (an ambitious undertak-

ing, anway) were clumsy, had awkward
transitions and were sloppy and unmelodic.

Very tight, excellent drumming by
Basiliere helped rock versions of Police reg-

gae numbers such as "Driven to Tears" and
"Message in a Bottle" but when BMW
played original music, they tended to slide

down into the category of sounding like an

arena-rock band such as Journey or Asia.

The band should utilize more R & B — they

are also talented at stripped-down,
straightforward rock and roll — and spend
less time on Beatles pop classics like "Get-

ting Better" which they were particularly

unskillful at.

The band's next on-campus gigs are at

the Bluewall (April 3rd) and the Hatch on
April 31st.

New Maze Contest
announced
By ROB SKELTON
Collegian Staff

First there was Mass Transformation (the library), then

Mass Transformation — the music practice rooms. Lo and

behold, the latest incarnation: Mass Transformation —
The Maze. And included in this project is the chance for

UMass students to actually do more than the labor: An-

nouncing the student competition to redesign the maze.

Sponsored by the Arts Council in conjunction with the

Save the Maze Coalition (in cooperation with the Physical

Plant), the competition's guidelines include mandatory

use of a new material, pressure-treated wood, in addition

to using the original chain link walls and metal poles.

Aspiring student designers may also take the option of

changing the overall shape of The Maze.
Designs will be judged by a jury of three faculty, three

students, and the Pi-ogram Director of the Arts Council.

after plans have been submitted to the Physical Plant to

determine technical and building feasability.

The deadline for designs is March 30. Applicants should

submit a serious drawing, description and diagram of the

proposed pathway system to the Arts Council, 125 Herter

Hall between 11 a.m. and 4 p.m. Monday through Friday

(545-0202). The winning design will be selected on April

2 and work will be done on April 11 and 12 and 17 and

18. Students, staff, faculty, and community volunteers will

be on hand to rebuild The Maze — a UMass landmark.

"Almost every student has gone through the Maze at

least one time during their four years at UMass; it has

become a tradition," said Joel Rabinowitz, President of

the Save the Maze Coalition.
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Strange True Stories

TRUE STORIES
Directed by David Byrne
Pleasant St. Theater

By THOMAS H. GAGNON
Collegian Corresfjondent

True Stories doesn't have much of a story, and it

wouldn't get a prize for realism — which is why the movie
is enjoyable. David Byrne's bizarre stories of American
life are funny and entertaining. They are also sad so that,

while Byrne mades us laugh, he also makes us wonder
about problems in modern life. He makes us wonder too

much on our own, however, and doesn't tell his stories

thoroughly enough.
The movie is set in the fictional small town of Virgil,

Texas, which is populated by very strange people. There
is a woman who lies in bed all day. There is a man who
uses the food on the dinner table to demonstrate his

theory about the computer industry. Another man, who
is the closest thing to a central character, advertises for

a wife on television.

The climax of the movie comes when this man sings

to a crowd of Virgil townspeople, "We don't want
freedom. We don't want justice. We just want someone
to love."

The people, like the woman who insists that Elvis

Presley paid her to write his songs, are funny to watch.

At the same time, it is clear that this woman is lonely

and wants attention — maybe even "someone to love."

This combination of humor and seriousness occurs

throughout the movie and makes it an entertaining

spectacle.
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By MARTHA CONNORS
Collegian Correspondent

BIORHYTHMS
(Note: Do to the scacity of upcoming events (Spring

Break, don't you know), This Home gi-own column is

presenting "Bio-rhythms," two biographies of resident

musicians in UMass)
ZORAN JAKOVCIC
Zoran Jakovcic, first violinst for the Essex String

Quartet in residence at the University of Massachusetts
at Amherst, has just returned from Zagi'eb, Yugoslavia
after winning second prize in the Yugoslav national Violin

Competition. A native of Yugoslavia, Jakovcic feels this

award has "renewed artistic ties" there, and will travel

back with the Essex Quartet in May for a series of four

performances.

Educated at the Julliard School of Music and at the Cin-

cinnati College Conservatory of Music. Jakovcic has per-

formed as soloist with the Belgiade Philharmonic and
Klagenfurt, Austria RTV Orchestra, as well as made
several appearances on Yugoslav National Radio and
Television. Coming from a strong musical background,
where both his parents are cellists in Yugoslavia, Jakov-
cic came to the United States at 17 to attend the Asjjen

School of Music. The recent contest was challenging for

Jakovcic in that to compete alone, he had to prepare in-

ten.sively. However, he feels that his work as a member
of the E.ssex Quartet is an even gi'eater challenge.

"The fact is that gi-oup sound is most important when
playing in a quartet and demands interaction at the most
intensive level between its members," explains Jakovcic.

"You must fight your ego in order to work in a group situa

tion."

The Essex String Quartet will be ending its residency

at the University this May, but they have felt that their

time at the University was exactly what they needed in

order to iron out the fine details of quartet playing. Form
ed in the fall of 1983, the Essex has spent two summers
at Yale's Norfold Chamber Music Festival, where they

worked with the Tokyo String Quartet. In 1985, they par-

ticipated in the Banff Festivall of the Arts in Alberta,

Canada, where they studied with Raphael Hillyer.

In addition to touring Yugoslavia in May, they will com-

pete in the Evian International String Quartet Competi-
tion in France this spring. This coming summer they will

teach, study and perform at the famed Meadnwmount
School in New York state.

WALTER M. CHESNUT
Walter M. Chesnut, professor oftrumpet at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts, gives the word teacher new mean-
ing. Since he first arrived here in 1959. he has been shar-

ing his knowledge of music and love of children as he takes

his conducting talents and trumpet clinic on the road.

Chesnut, along with his puppet named "George," travel

to Midwestern and eastern school districts and present

a clinic entitled "History of the Trumpet: In Sight and
Sound." The clinic is a show of antique trumpets, of which
rvioennt has quite a collection, and also the know-hows
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of trumpet playing. The clinic is meant to inspire students

to pick up an instrument and play.

The trumpet clinic for Chesnut is but one way to reach

out and give music to young artists. Since he first was
invited to conduct a conference .some twenty years ago,

Chesnut now is a gue.st conductor at an average of fifteen

All-State, High School and Regional Festivals a year.

Chesnut laughs, admitting "I work with the best

everywhere I go." He inspires students after only days

of rehearsal to pursue music. Through piles of letters

received after only a few days spent with him. students

send their sincere appreciation. "I have so much to thank
you for: the love, the commitment, the music," one fifteen

year-old writes. Further reward for his efforts come from
words like these: "you have made a difference in my life.

I have never cried before because of music."

Chesnut's commitment .shows in mo.st things he does

As a professor at the University, he carried twenty mw
trumpet majors, because, as he says, "I simply love

teaching." He began his career at the University of

Michigan where he received both his Bachelor and Master

of Music degi'ees, and continued to be a band director in

Michigan until his arrival at the University. Founder of

the University Brass Choir, he brought them to Romania
in 1976 and to a special appearance before the Ea.stern

Music Educators National Conference in 1981. He is

especially a well-known guest conductor for many con-

ferences and festivals.

Professor Chestnut and his outreach program go hand
in hand as he pursues what he considers his calling, to

teach students the love of music in hopes that someday,

they too will share his love.

• True Stories

continued from page 10

On the serious side.

Byrne's main point seems to

be that people today are

alienated, but he doesn''.

take it far enough. The
wacky plotlessness that is

amusing is also superficial.

Byrne should have made
the point about alienation

more explicit and examined
it. Instead, the serious

points ai^e too far behind the

humor for the audience to

make sense of them. The ac-

tors, though, are funny,

especially Swoosie Kurtz as

the woman who lies in bed
all day.

The music is all right, but

it isn't related enough to the

rest of the movie. Trup
Stories is neither a concert

movie nor is it a story with

music, so most of the songs

are arbitrary and forget-

table. The last song, because

it is part of a story, has the

most power.

David Byrne should have
made a movie that concen-

trated either entirely on
music or entirely on a story,

or that integrated the two.

Is it a video? Is it a story? Is

it a concert in disguise?

True Stories has funny
moments but makes an in-

dift'erent whole. It is a hun-

dred minutes long and is

playing at the Pleasant St.

theater through Thursday.

7.-,

(

7

UMASS BEACH PATROL

T-SHIRT S995

HATS ^595 /WlJNIVERSrfY
I

kHSTORE^
SPRING
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Husker Du to play postponed concert Thursday The Far Side

By Gary Larson
Smithereens
By Sarah Smith

Husker Du
S.U.B.. UMass
Thursday 3/19

By DAN GOODIN
Collegian Staff

Alternative rock's favorite sons, Husker Du, has again

delivered the kind of album that makes you want to dance,

jump, scream, and sing along. After two albums that were

tainted with ambivalence over just how to execute more

sophisticated studio effects, Husker Du's specially priced

double album, Warehouse: Songs and Stories, bridges the

gap between the band's traditional energ>- and chaos and

their recent attempts to layer their sound.

Warehouse is the third album the band has made
without producer Spot, but the first in which members

Bob Mould and Grant Hart seem comfortable behind the

mixing console. The buzzing guitars are more textured,

the vocals understandable without a lyric sheet, and the

drums clear. But still up front are the gripping, saw-

grinding minor chords and stoic energy that the band cap-

tured on albums such as Zen Arcade and New Day Rising.

"We've concentrated on improving our vocals and

maybe letting the message of the song shine through,"

drummer and vocalist Grant Hart said in a recent phone

interview from Minneapolis.

Hart agreed that the guitars' and drums' sound has been

cleaned, and that "they've taken a more conventional

place in the mix."

A brooding, often bitter tone still runs through the

album, but the songs seem a sincere attempt at catharsis

and are often uplifted with the hope of friendship. The

songs are personal and confront various topics including

religious estrangement, loneliness, failed relationships,

personal torment, and social discontent. Vocalist and

guitarist Bob Mould continues to write the most power-

ful songs, but Hart's song writing ability has developed

considerably, as "Actual Condition,"a rockabilly number,

and the psychedelic "Tell You Why Tomorrow" will at-

test. Overall, though, the Hart Compositions sound forc-

ed and are too often built around repetitious choruses.

Speaking of the songs off of Warehouse, Hart said "I

think they're more thoughtful. We have better ways of

expressing the same things" as on previous albums.

Mould's introspective lyrics are potent outflowings of

emotion, utterly devoid of pretension. The best song on

the album — and on an album of this caliber it's hard to

decide — is "No Reservations." The sweeping guitars swirl

like the brooding mind Mould sings of and make anguish

and loneliness palpable. But the song ends on a surpris-

ingly hopeful, inspirational note that makes it powerful-

ly uplifting and the kind of song that you could, well,

almost fall in love with a person while listening to.

Does the cleaner, more layered sound mean a change

in Husker Du's live performance? "Oh no," assured Hart.

"The live sound is as ... unintelligible as ever." But

perhaps chaotic or frenetic would be better words.

The suicide of their friend and manager forced Husker

Du to postpone their appearance at UMass until this

Thursday. "We're planning a pretty intense show," Hart

said before the tragic death of their friend. "No big flash

pot arrays [of lighting], just a really nice show." The ques-

tion remains how will the suicide of their friend affect this

already melancholy band? But with such a strong album

to promote, Thursday's performance promises to be one

of the biggest events of the 86/87 school year.

««*
PRE SPRING BREAK BASH «»«

m
TONIGHT - WEDNESDAY MARCH 18th 9 pm • 1 am

• ••••••••••••••• *

* *

* PITCHERS - $2.50 *

I Woo-Woos and •

* Sex On The Beach ^

I $1.75 •
* •

• ••••••••••••••• -*•

Sigma

Epsikxi
C)E

• ••••••••••••••• •

* RAFFLE DRAWINGS I

* 1st Prize - Boom Box Stereo •

it 2nd prize - Celtics Tickets •

it 3rd Prize - Plumbleys Brunch •

if 4th Prize Utopia Spas for 2 •

ir
** Free Budweiser Hats ** •

* •
• ••••••••••••••• •

Proper ID A Must
Free Soda for

Designated Drivers

Rt 9 Amherst • 256-8284

immmmmmmmtmmmmmmmmmmmimmmmmmmmmmmm

IT'S THAT

TIME AGAIN

TIME WHEN THE TEXTBOOK ANNEX
MUST BEGIN TO RETURN UNSOLD

;

SPRING COURSE BOOKS TO THE PUBLISHERS
;

RETURNS START
MARCH 18

DONT WAIT TO GET A NECESSARY BOOK
YOU MAY BE DISAPPOINTED!

TEXTBOOK ANNEX HOURS: Mon • Fri 9am-4pm

THE UNIVERSITY STORE
TEXTBOOK ANNEX
@ physical plant bidg

1
1

mmmmmmmmm mmmmm mmmmtmimmm

SI^ FDQ Sp»clal woofM promo rack aH suits

50% OFF
TInlof rugby stylo shorts.

NOW $9.95
SI \ t IX) B^ch clogs (thongsSsandal) stylos

salo pricod $9.95
ALL mons lams swim shorts Sbrlofs 20% OFF

SPTPnO BIKINIS INSTOCK \\\

Only samplos
of dozons of
SALE Itoms

SPLEDO

IV^/otofi
Sftorts

AMHERST* IE Pteasant Street/ 549-6904
NORTHAMPTON • 15 State St7584-1016
GREENFIELD • Mohawk Mall/ 773-5572

SALE ENDS SUN. Mar. 22

OSCV btCSnt i'^t^i o¥ h.S ieitlyS<Ci.l i*-^<l

The Hendersons of the Jungle

Doonesbttry By Garry Trudeau

INCARNATIONAS A HtTTITB

CONCUBINB, I BeCAMB A
FFa9CO PAIKTER IN 7M5
MINOAN PALACB AT /C

^
, ZAKFO... r^U<-

ITme MY FIRSTUf^ IN

TUB f^5TLANS. lUiASA
COURT FAWRITB, ANPMAPB
OUTUKB A BANDITUNTIL
we ALL PIBPPURJNG TN£
eauFTic^iOFTheRA. -jX,

3-lt

HOUIBVdR. IT R5ALLY UJASNT
UNVL MYINCARNATIONA5A
COURTieR TOQUEeNNBfeHJITI
TMTiaeeAN TosesTm
IMPORTANCa OFA SeNSB r
OFSeLFBSTEBM...

PULL IN THAT TUSH.
A1AJB9TYI THOT^ IT!

FBBL THB BURN!
\

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

KNOW
WHAT
IT
15^

NO,

ik#iA.-^J^

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

R
Lf^Dl^*i PiNO C,eNTUn€N,
me P£?»pty v/rus aips

IS neR^ 70 STTtVy and
ue nene at

PUCTb ONtSlOU

COUUPN'T U

K "1
HI- I't^ TV fiNt^OUflCSR

CiP bioJeRi>ft>f>n. w£ ^
£,££ Twe rt>/cw-

7r/»L exRt^osioN

THAT WE flaE,

IT Ab^lM.

V^AHlMb

¥£•6, THE A1fl(C6R OF WC"

vtJftuAT pouftHr
/THf\S poNen

INTRCPVClNb 7H£ A/riJ

'S/^T brain" ^RANO

"SAFE sax"

LOOKEP SO
GOOD."

Gordy By Gorde

¥JOI^/,
rufs
SU<KSf

If he [a teacher) is indeed wise he does not bid

YOU enter the house ofhis wisdom, but rather leads

you to the threshold ofyour own mind.

— Kahlil Gibran

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
I North Sea

(8«<le'

5 Member* oi the

Drass

10 Marquand
sleuth

14 NoCHeman
15 Tocsin

1

6

River 10 the

Caspian
17 Expeclani

18 A la -
19 Where to get a

hero

20 Author Hoth s

birthplace

22 Wallet

24 Blue Eagle

initials

25 Chaste

26 Smear
28 Started a card

game
30 — Barbara

Shaw play

34 — Got a

Secret

35 Successful

candidates

36 Certain prayer

37 Doll s British

cousin

38 Tent bed

39 Fiver

40 OSS follower

41 Starry

43 Mauna ~
44 Heyerdanls

— Tiki

45 Britain s —
Ballet

46 Current or

blessed

48 Part of Q & A
49 Held

responsible tor

51 Seagull

53 Part of an early

Sinatra tan s

attire

56 C. enharmon-
ically

59 Jai -
60 New York city

62 Australian

enport

63 Nap
64 Dancer

Jeanmaira

65 Verne captain

66 Accor«plistMS

67 Garden tool

68 Spot

DOWN
1 Dash
2 Theater bo«
3 Baked pudding

4 Part of EAP
5 Bulletin board

Item

6 Small ones
Suffix

7 Freshwater fish

8 Painter, tor or>e

9 Fuse metal

10 Tidal tract

1

1

Mountain
Comb form

12 Partner of dark

and handsome
13 Malodorous
21 In an extreme

way
23 Compresses

into a

thin plate

25 Eitensive

26 Tunisian money
27 Dispatch boat

29 Chemical
compound

31 Coxcomb
32 Shade of red

33 — Daughter

1970 film

36 Pride member
39 Took to the hills

42 Down dwellers

46 Chewed the

scenery

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

Atuli!

47 Troublesome
50 Ha s — card

Oryden
52 River to the

Mediterranean

53 Straightforward

54 Medley

55 Cu'se
56 Boxer Max
57 incline

58 Stratagem

61 Average grade

W

fia""aRnci annnn

o^'^

Lanch

Boston Burger on Roll

Chicken Stew/

PutT Pastry Triangle

Dinner

Veal Parmesan/
Tomato Sauce

Cheese Spinach Strudel

Menu
Basics Loach

Garden Sandwich
Chicken Stew/

Puff Pastry Triangle

Basics Dinner

Eggplant Parmigiana/

Tomato Sauce

Cheese Spinach Strudel

r
Weather

Today: Cloudy, sunny and breezy, temperature

in the mid 40s.

Tonight: Scattered clouds, lows 25-30.

Tomorrow: Mostly sunny, low in the 50s.

Today's Staff
Night Editor Sheryl Jean

CopY Editor Jonathan M Cassie

Layoiit Technician Marc Infield

Photo Technician Dave Shimkus

Production Supervisor Marc Infield

Production: Connie. Laura .
Lars, Michael

Donna, and Joe

Executive Board —- spring of 1987

KELLY SIEGER
Editor Is Chief

NANCY KLINGENER
llaaagiiig Editor

PHIL SERAFINO
Editorial Editor

STEVE RUBIN
Baslocss Maaagcr

ANSEL ZINTER
Production BlMSgar

Bttsiness Board — Spring of 1987

STEVE RUBIN
BastttCM Maaagm

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marfcttlflg KUnagaf

PAUL H. LESSER
AdvtrtUtaf SalM MuMfw

CRAIG NAUGLE
CtTCsUHoa Maocfti'

VANESSA ROTH KAIBN HOLLAND
SukwfiptlM M«aaf«r
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Fine Arts Center transformationproject begins today
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

Students and faculty from the music and dance depart-

ments at the University of Massachusetts will begin

"mass transformation" of the Fine Arts Center today, a

University spokeswoman said.

"Mass Transformation ~ Play It Again," organized by

the departments' Student Advisory Council, is a four-day

project to refurbish 30 music practice rooms, five

classrooms and four corridors,

"The idea came from music and dance department

students," University spokeswoman Joan Ashwell said.

"They've done the organizing."

It was estimated that about 230 students and faculty

would be needed to do the work, Ashwell said. "They got

MM

everyone they needed."

The project was sponsored by the music department, the

chancellor, the Physical Plant and Murray Schwartz, dean

of Humanities and Fine Arts, Ashwell said.

According to a press release, volunteers will contribute

about $10,000 of labor using $7,000 of materials. An ad-

ditional $50,000 in labor and materials will come from

the Physical Plant.

Work will begin at 5:45 p.m. today and will continue

from 6 to 10 p.m. on Thursday, 8 a.m. to 12 p.m. and 1

p.m. to 5 p.m. on Friday and 8 a.m. to 12 p.m. on Satur-

day, Ashwell said.

"The student work will be done on Saturday," she said,

adding that the Physical Plant "will still have to do some

work over spring break."

During the project, entertainment will be provided by

various musical groups, including members of the Univer-

sity's choir and band fraternity.

The project was modeled after last fall's Mass Transfor-

mation of the Tower Library, during which 4,000

volunteers completely renovated the building. The renova-

tion of the Fine Arts Center is the third Mass Transfor-

mation project at the University in the last year. Staff

and faculty volunteers repaired ti:e carillon in the Old

Chapel building. Students plan to rebuild the Maze, a

chain-link sculptui-e near McGuirk Alumni Stadium this

spring.

LauKig ^j^^
Compiled By Carol Tannenbaum

Fifty years ago this week in the MassachuHetts

Collegian...

The coeds are still flabbergasted by a swell performance

at caf last week when all of Thatcher arrived at dinner

in tuxes. The men's manners would have won a straight

A from Emily Post.

kinko's
Crtst coo)*t Crcat ptople

253-2543
$4 an hour

EARLYl
BIRD

SPECIAL
$2 OFF
Shampoo,
Cut & Dry

STYLES

BY
'^ ^ ^-^EBORAH
1
549-5610 • 65 University Dr
with this coupon - expires 3/28/87

L 1
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Smniner Conference Housing

VZ-^UMMER EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
With University Conference Services Summer Conference Housing

To coordinate the use of the dormitory system during the sum-
mer months, Conference Services operates a sub-division of the

department known as Summer Conference Housing (SCH). SCH is

staffed almost entirely by UMASS students, who handle every detail

involved in housing 8,000 to 10,000 summer conferees.

SCH will be hiring for the following positions: Registrar, Assis-

tant Registrar, Accommodations Supervisors, Operations Super-

visor, Key Control Supervisor, Desk Clerks, and Operations Crew.

Applications and detailed job descriptions are available

outside of the Conference Office, Room 918, Campus Center,

beginning on Monday, March 16, 1987 through

Tuesday, March 31, 1987.

Full and part time openings are available and include all shifts,

weekdays, and weekends.

All students interested in the hospitality industry and work study students are encouraged to apply.

The University of Massachusetts is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity employer.

918 Campus Center/University ofWassachusetts at Amherst/MA 01003/(413) 545-2591

Whenyourethe
best inLSATprep
yougeta lotof

free advertising.

Why do many LSAT prep "experts" keep comparing

themselves to Kaplan in their ads? Because they don't

want you to start comparing with real facts and figures.

Ifyou did. you'd discover that more Ivy League law

students prepared at Kaplan than anywhere else. You'd

discover the world's largest test prep research staff, the

most up-to-date materials, the most comprehensive

computerized diagnostic program.

Vbu'd discover that you never have to miss a class-

either review lessons with an instructor or with our

LSAT prep tapes. And that we'll never close you out ofa

course because we can add classes to fill students' needs.

Vbu'd discover that our LSAT prep is. and always

has been, guaranteed. And lastly that Kaplan students

are well-represented among those who score the most.

So call. Enroll. "Vbu'll discoverjust why Kaplan is stu-

dents' first choice for LSAT prep-and other companies

first choice for imitation. SI#HDI J^AI
sswuT N. ufuiMuiwManaA

GRE CLASSES
STARTING
MARCH 30
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• Softball preview
cunlinucd fnini piifir 16

year, Jamieson hit .235 with five RBI's.

Backing her up will be sophomore Barbara

Meehan, who Sortino has brought in from

the outfield, Meehan batted at a ..'^GS clip

in 22 games w ith 18 RBI's and two triples,

and her migi'ation to the infield, according

to Sortino, will add to the depth at thai

position. "Martha is swinging a real good

bat and has been looking real strong. She

is definitely more mature this season,"Sor-

tino said. "With Barbara at first base, the

depth there will be as good as it's ever

been."

Second base: Senior co-captain Carol

Frattaroli will anchor the UMass infield at

second base. Frattaroli finished the season

with a .336 average and led the team in

hits (49) and at-bats (146), before grabbing

the A-10 tourney Most Valuable Player

award. She was also named All -conference

and All-New England. Junior Chris

Ciepela, who roamed rightfield last season,

has also been recruited to see action in the

infield and will rotate at both second base

and shortstop. Ciepela led the team in bat-

ting with a .343 average, last season.

Shortstop: Junior Paige Kopcza. an All-

Northeast and All New England selection,

returns at shortstop to complete what may
be the best middle infield combination

around. Offensively, Kopcza batted at a

.315 pace last season, tied for the team lead

in RBI's (23) and runs scored (22), and was

second in hits (45).

Third base: Senior defensive magician

Debbie Cole will be handling the duties at

third base for Sortino. with sophomore

AUyson Forman seeing action as well. Cole

shook off an elbow injury early in the

season last year to post one of her finest

defensive seasons, sporting a .947 fielding

percentage. Cole will be looked upon to

supply a little more olTensive punch in ad-

dition to her acrobatic fielding antics.

"Debbie has been hitting the ball really

well," Sortino said. "Allyson is also hav

ing a good pre-season and has a rocket of

an arm."
Outfield: Senior co captain Emily

Bietsch, junior Leigh Petroski, and Ciepela

loom as the probable combination in the

outfield for Sortino. "They're all swinging

a good bat, they're all fast, and they're run

ning the ball down," Sortino said.

Softball '87

Coach: Elaine Sorlmo (8th year,

175-62 3)

Last Season: 36-9, 8-2 in the Atlantic

10, regular season and tournament

champions.
Captains: Seniors Carol Frattaroli and

Emily Bietsch

Top Returning Players: Frattaroli

(.336-0 home runs- 15 runs batted in. 2B),

Paige Kopcza (.315-0-23, SS). Chris

Ciepela (.343-0-6, OF), llene Freeman

(.292 0-21, C), Lisa Rever (14-6, 0.92 earn-

ed run average, eight shutouts, P)

Top Newcomers: Traci Kennedy
(freshman P), Karen Moro (freshman -

OF), and Mary DufT (freshman - OF)

Key Losses: Lynn Stockley (20-3, 0.39

ERA, 12 shutouts). Sally Maher
(.303-2-23. OF). Beth Talbott (.252-0-17,

IB)
Opening Game: Friday vs. Furman at

the Florida State Lady Seminole

Tournament.
Home Opener: March 31 against the

University of Vermont (doubleheader).

• club sports
ifi'ititiiH'il fruni pun*' 1^

Nf'u Kii^land finals and also won a few of

the individual awards. Including senior

John Amoroso's win in the epee event.

Amoroso said that the team is young and

enthusiastic and has shown promi.se for the

future.

Another team that dedicates hours to

their sport is the Zoo Disc ultimate frisbee

team. Many people view the team as just

a bunch of guys who like to play frisbee and

call it a team. Not so, says Pat Gilday, a

senior Zoo Disc player. "We're out condi-

tioning when the ice breaks and we prac-

tice everyday and play every weekend

through April. It's a big commitment, " he

said.

The commitment paid off last year when
the team defeated Stanford to take the na-

tional championship. The team will only

have one official home match, the UMass
Open on April 11 and 12, with about 50

schools participating.

A spoil that is a little more on the violent

side than any of the other club sports

already mentioned is the UMass rugby

team.

CLASSIFIED
ACTIVITIES 'AUDIO

AUTO FOR SALE •CALCULATORS
ENTERTAINMENT • FOR RENT

FOR SALE • FOUND
HELP WANTED -LOST

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CCl 1 3 yOH-THURS 6 30-3 30 (FRI • 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRtOR TO PUBLICATION* CASH IN ADVANCE. iy/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

INSTRUCTION • MOTORCYLCLES
PERSONALS -RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED -SERVICES
ROOMATE WANTED 'TRAVEL

WANTED "SUBLET

Acnvmit

25 + CLUB NEEDS you' We are reorganiz-

ing this dynamic club and we need talented

people tor social coordination and promo-
tion/advertizing Possible work study posi-

tion available in fall Call Rich at 253-3888
(nights) or stop by 404 SUB Monday 12 00
to 4 00

UPC GENERAL MEETING Tuesday 3/17 at

6 30PM m 1 74CC last night ol nominations

lor talent, business, production, and
security

ROUNOTRIP PLANE TICKET Wisconsin

March 19 make an otter call Kelly 549-1318

YAMAHA ACOUSTIC GUITAR- newvTsO
w/case Scott 253-9537. after 6PM

DORM SIZE FRIG- "$50 253-9637 Scott

after 6PM

1 iteO'SLES PAUL copy electric guitar fuu.

wah echo, tremelo. phase In/oul call

283-8664

DVP MEETING TONIGHT 6 30 CO 176

special appearance by Frank S. Yes even
he will be there wonders never cease

AN INfXPENSIVf SPRING tREAK

DO^OITwANTIo go to the Bahamas.
Jamaica, or Ft Lauderdale? We have com-
plete trips to ttie Bahamas starting from

349. complete Jamaica trip for 389. and
complete Ft, Lauderdale Inp 129 bus or 319
air fare These prices all include Iranspor-

taion and hoiel You will not find a cheaper
deal with anyone else For information call

Mike or Rick at 549-5401 Space is limited

AUTO FOR SAU

1965 FORO FALCON a cream puff
256-6920

1973 VOLVO EXCELLENT condition
665-7795

82 SUBARU BRAT. Excellent shape 2.600
549 7529

1979 RED MAZDA RX7 excellent condition

78000 mileb Kenwood Stereo 3500/BO
46-7715

82 CHEVETTE~~EXCELLENT condition"
Great on gas' Dependable transportation!

323-7684 days. 283-8868 evenings
S1«)0 00

1970 CUOA, 4 speed, excellent condition,

wont last long at this price, $3500-80
546-5570

1985 PONTIAC RERO 23,000 miles
remote alarm system sunroof AM/FM cass
trunk-rack 5995 00 Dawn 549-5519

•2 TOYOTA TERCEL excellent condition

very well maintained $2300 Call Mike
549-4708 or 545-0026

79 RABBIT AM/FM no rust exc condition
$1100

ENTiRTAINIMIIT

MOONLIGHTINO •

New England's Premiere DJ Service

Top DJ's-Lowest Prices

Give Us A Call 253-3133

FOR A OOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-OISC Entertainment Agency Disc

lockies. lights, rentals, and mobile video
dances' 549-7144

FOR RENT

ROOM IN NEW house call Dale 253-9949

between 5 30-6:30

FOR SALE

CRATE AMP MUST sell' Call Shawn
546-9030

GUCa WATCHES FOR ladies many styles

only $30 call Brian 6-7425

ONE WAY TICKET to Chicago or Oregon

March 21 Make an offer- its yours Lisa

546-3247

SKI PANTS...ROLFE, new. nwns, si» ».
black and red. $125. 256-1616

WINOERSURFER CLASSIC. S Cdor mH
2 dagqerboards Excellent condition
Forget Florida $425 Great conversation

WESTBURY ELECTRIC GUITAR. Great

cond w/Dimarzio dual coil pickups & black

double cutway body $89 00 w/hard case
665-8859

WANTED-OORM SIZE fridge in good con-

dition $50 or less call Ken 546-1067

COLOR TV 19 inch RCA solid-slale $100
549-5994

STEREO CASSETTE DKK W/Dolby $50
firm Also used CD's $10 each 546-9480

FOUND

DOG FOUND PLEASE call 253-2611

FOUND BLUE CONTACT lenses by engin

call 665-4839 evenings

FRIICASN

NEED MONEY FOR spring break? I need

your baseball cards' Please help Call Mike

549-0333

HELP WANTED

WANTED PART-TIME bus drivers for Nor
Ihampton to Amherst routes $5 to start very

convenient tor Norhamplon residents work
schedule arranged around your class

schedule

BUTfERFIELb1ci"fCHEN iS accepting ap-

plications for both accountant and assistant

manager positxxis for 87/88 academic year

Applications available at Butterlteld kitchen

office through April 3

FULL AND PART time positions available

very flexible hours and excellent working

conditions Conveniently located in the

center of Amherst You can earn up to $20
an hour with salary and commissions con-

tact Target Enterprises for an interviewed

ask for Keith 549-7793

THERE'S A JOB for you m a summer camp
the American Camping Association (NY)

will make your application available to over

300 camps in the Northeast exciting oppor-

tunities for college students and profes-

sionals Positions available all land and
water sports, arts, and crafts, drama,
music, dance. Irpping. nature. RN's. MD's.

aides, kitchen, maintenance college credit

available call or writefor application

American Camping Association. 43W 23rd

St. Dept (UMA) New York, NY 10010
212-645-6620

I'M LOOKING FOR hard working college

students for a unique summer work oppor-

tunity The students selected last summer
gained business experience, developed in-

dependence, improved communication
skills, earned $4000. traveled out west, and
are now more marketable lor fulure career

employment Only a few spots left* CaH now
256-0866

PART TIME POLITICS. Clean Water Ac-

tion is paying $5/hr tor environmental ac-

tivists Gain P R communication and cam-
paign management skills Work nights 510
Great location in Amherst Call tjetween

10-5 at 549-7450

LiOAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

FALL 1987 INTERNSHIPS with legal Ser-

vices Office get hands on experience in

legal field-work directly with attorneys and
clients Earn up to 15 undergraduate
credits No experience in legal profession

necessary-training provided Deadline lo

begin application process is April 3- con-

tact Legal Services today 545-1995. 922
Campus Center

LOOK OUT MEXICO

CALLING CYBER? APPLE II modem $150
used 2 semesters Panasonic pnnter apple
compatible $300 used i year. r>ew car
fridge Call Scott 253-3993

HERE COMES ALEXIS. Jillian. and
Tamara to party Cancun style' Fun in the

sun. dancing til dawn and foreign men are

all waiting for us' Get psyched guys! Love
ya. Kim • a free woman

LOST

HELPI LOST MY tape recorder at Barltett

Auditorium on 3/4/87 Class Bio 100B
reward no questions asked 549-7740

REWARDI I LOST a rather unique gold

bracelell somewhere on a N Pleasant SI

or Towr>efK)use or Pufftoo areas Sentimen-

tal value please call 649-4428

DORM ROOM KEY lost' Triton High School

key chain with many safety pins If found

cair546-6394 ask for Sue or Kristin

ONE BROWN ACADEMY Broadway back
pack Last seen in Mahar 108 Need it and
contents for spnng break Will negotiate $

reward Call Glan between 7 and 12PM
546-4057

LOST-BACKPACK (MAROON). You can
keep everything but the Biology notes

Please' I need them' Call 6 5777. Dana

WOMEN'S LONG BLUE Larry Levine coat

at Phi Sig Sat 14 Please return reward no
questions asked! Heather 6-6534

BLACK LEATHER JACKE'TTaken Trom
SOT Friday 13th was a gift from friend No
questions asked Reward oHered 546-7548

LOST MEN'S BLACK tweed suit jacket Fri

March 1 3 at Theta Chi no questions asked
546-9124

HELPI LOST MY Wack^nd white wool WMt
at Phi Sig 3/14 please return-no questions
asked' Moe 6-8077

RAYBAN "CATS " BROWN, blue case-

large reward' Call 545-0046 anytime

PURSE-RED MUCH sentimental value and
needed contents keep money please help

Julie B 6-6520

MOTORCYCLE$

1»M>4IGHTHAWK-S $2 222 w^th helmets,
backrest, rack, cover, call Allen 256-1764

PERSONALS

RESUME TYPESETTING SERVICE
Have your resume professionally typeset

The best quality type, not a word processor

Sixteen different type styles to choose from

Takes only 3 days - costs $25 and any
changes I'll do for FREE Come down lo the

Collegian Graphics Office (113 Campus
Center) and speak to Peter Soderberg

m¥eT NEVlT PEOPLEf^et great ex
perience' Come write for New England's
largest college daily The Collegian is in 113

Campus Center right behind the TV
Come down and check us out!

SKI, SKI . SM
5 College trips' Day trips,

night trips, to Berkshire East
Rates start at $9 tor lifts

and transportation for night ski

Rentals and lessions also avail

Bus leaves UMass & colleges
Registration deadline Mon Feb 2

For more info call

549-4600 x32e

DORM STUDENTS: EXCITING young
company looking for energetic dorm
students to earn extra cash Job pays im

mediately upon completion Fringe benefits

and perks very common Call now
617 938-8839, 617-935-1414

ATTENTION SENIORS! YEARBOOK por-

traits has been extended for one week on-

ly. March 30 thru April 3 This is the last

week Portraits being taken in room 162CC
Call 5-2874 for appt

TC HAPPY BIRTHDAY! Have a wonderful
time in Mex Love EC

HAPPY BIRTHDAY .KX. Pearce! From
your birthday twin. Carc^

LOOKING FOR PRETTY wo(n«n; you wwre
on 7 45 Belchertown Rd bus lasl Thursday
night. 3/12 You have brown eyes, blonde
hair, blue CB jacket remember me? Blk

lacket and knapsack We exchanges
glances, how about phone no s? -JFC
mine is 549-7691

LOVE TO DANCE? Tryouts for UMass
minutes kicklme-danceteam coming the

third week m April Lots of tun, great way
to keep in shape Meet tons of new people
Watch for us'

BOO-RAU-KNEE be a goc.d lil gal play

hard and rage harder Have a tun week'
PE

NIEL PETERSON- IF everT sunny day
comes along and you find that you don t

have your sunglasses, give me a call -The
girl with Laryngitis

WORCHESTER D.C, • you were wearing
a white fisherman's sweater. I was wear-
ing a paisley shirt Who are you? Please
reply soon

JOANNA BOBO COURTNALrd]r>g~dlr>g
paging Or Sutton they all want you.
especially Greg you're certainly unique,
and if I didn't know any tietter well. I love

ya anyway- Ellen Maddog (Sandslrom?)

STEVE I MISS you love your little baby girl

XOXOX

PAM- GO DOWN lo Va and Ka! 1 know you
can do ii Good luck arvd I'll miss ya llene

AMY-HAPPY jaNO birthday! Love Delta

Zeta

WHOEVER FOUND AND sent my driver's

lecense and library card back to Fitchburg

last week. THANKS

TO THAT SEXY guy Who shoots hoops in

only leather- you have my hormones in a

flurry

WELCOME ABOARD TO our new pledges

Jillian, Lauren, and Britt! WE LOVE YOU'"
Love, the islers and pledges of Sigma
Sigma Sigma

WANTED: FOR DOCUMENTARY video,

people who wish to express their leelings

on the Southwest Mets/Red Sox incident

. and/or the Hurst Report Call Diane or Scoti

584-6458 584-1 142 545-1336 Leave name
and tel no

WANTED: BIRTHDAY GIRL tall blonde

from Plymouth. Conn born on 3 22-68 last

seen stealing ashtray at Ann Fields Julie

Allen this means you Love, JAM

YOU FAILED SUEI -I had all the confidence

m you and you choked!! 1 can't believe it

Next time it's up to you'

LEON A PAUL- 4th floor Baker Happy bir

thday a little early! Save us some cake! -

Diane & Celma

OIRliSTINE MCGbVERN ARE you reading

the personals today'' Well start!

CUPID-HAVE A great break' I'll miss you!

I love ya- Molly

JOELLE: BE CAREFUL running
downstairs, you may hurt yourself Guess
who?

YO GOOF. HERE'S that classified! Caus-
ing a comotion with Gary Larson's friends

(he woni bite, but I might') and a 2AM
rendezvous (kidnap?) at Puffers Looking

forward to next year's annual, but why wait

that long''

TO A SELECT few were halt way there

(spring break') One half to survive We got

by tjefore by not sleeping, drinkingonce in

a while, and living on prayer- PS Don't let

them get to you! Give me a call John M

LORI MCNAMEE7dID 7bu fioa'' I' s 85

and sunny today m Florida' Good luck this

week! Saturday is coming up fast t)ut Thurs-

day's coming up even taster! DC

JEFF,,.JEFF WE are coming to get you ha
ha ha! Springtime is Bike weather! The
Bikes

• 'I'M BEGGING YOU now a thousand par-

dons for all the Wastelands we've been
through " Husker Du is coming'

IIJKE- MET YOU on S A bus on 3/14 -

gummy bears and plastic crazy straws 1

didn't gel a chance lo thank you but you
made my day... Erin

ST. JUDI

THANK YOU AGAIN! Seldom do your

prayers go unanswered I am very grateful

PROFESSIONAL TYPiNO AND EDITINO

•SPEEDiT KEYS -DlSSERTATJONS,
resumes, papers 256-1002

PROFESSIONAL TYPINO SERVICE

CASES. PAPERS. DISSER'TA'lTbNS.
theses; last, accurate, dependable, on-

campus, reasonable 584-7924, Nancy

RIDC WANTED

NORTHERN NEW JERSEY or NYC port

authority-Friday March 20 call nights-Julie

6-4223 will share expenses

ONE WAY RIDE needed to Binghampton
NY for spring break call Linda 256-6334

ROLLING #MWI

ROOM AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY! Roll-

ing Green apartments $219 00 a month
everything included Call 10 00 AM to 5 00
PM Mon thru Fri 800-332-8495 ask lor

Gaylind or call anytime 203-659-3405 ask

tor Mellissa

ROOM AVAIURLE

ONE QUARTER OF a mile from campus,
on bus route male or female Apartment
equipped with sauna, wood burning stove,

skylight m bedroom Call Brian or Chris

alter 5 256-1041 $270 a month, plus

utilities (Minor)

ROOMMATE WANTED

VERY LARGE ROOM in rural home near

bus stop No pets Suitable lor studio or of-

fice and liedroom 256-6677

ROOMMATE TO SHARE an apartment in

Southwood if interested call Kim at

256-6941

ONE OR TWO non-smoking female room-

males wanted to share large bdrm in 3

bdrm apt in Puffton Starting June 1st

Prefer senior undergraduate or graduate

student Call Laurie after 6PM 549-7773

HOUSEMA'Te TO^SHARE N Amherst
house 1'^> mile from UMass bus Non
smoking Laundry, dishwasher, tieautiful

view 549-7225

•UMMIR JOM

ON CAMPOS^Af JasonT of Dennisport

Floor and door personnel barbacks and
bartenders waiter and waitresses Accep-

ting applications Mon thru Sat vacatton

week trom noon to 3 Interviews at Clancys

6 Uppercounty Rd Dennisport Ma.

TIAVH

^MNG FLING/DAYTONA UMass party

bus hiiart ol the stnp/Ocean front $99 group

we drive $199/ we will beat any price group

rates call now 256-6227

2 FEMALE ROOMMATES needed to share

a Brittany Manor Apt Call 253-2284

FEMALE NON-SMOKING housemate to

share house in Amherst near buslirw 195 +

keep trying 256-0407

LARGE ROOM IN two story townehouse
Squire Village Two F>eople at 150/mo or

one person at 24e/mo plus util Through
June 1, Spt 1. or through next year

6658859

SERVICES

TUTORING. SUBSTITUTE TEACHING m
business management, marketing,
finance, investment & microcomputers $7
per hour Neg 536 5006 leave message

TYPING. TAPE TRANSCRIPTION.
accurate 665-7652

Fast

WORD PROCESSING $1,75 p/page
253-9608

SPANISH TUTORINO * TRANSLATION

GRAMMAR, CONVERSATKM, PRONIM-
CIATION. Short stories 256-1002

SPRINO MiAK TO CALIFORNIA

SELLING HOUND TRIP ticket $199 call

Manoi 549-6592

SPRINO FLINO

HELP'wifHSPRING Fling! Come to Cen

tral Area Government meetings at 8;(X) on

Tuesdays

SPROUT

LOOKING FOR STORIES on anything from

nutritional findings and facts, to poems and

recipes You don't have to be a writer, or

even look like one' Help support those who
frequent Earthloods and People's Market,

and those who are concerned with

cooperative student busir>esses Sprout is

a new newsletter, and is open to any funky

ideas and stories you may have Double

spaced and typed, drop off in E D O office.

address lo Jen K THANKS!

SUMMER OF A UFETIME

ROOMMATES WANTED FOR large house
In Hyannis Near beaches and center of

town Reasonable rent Call Lauren or

Leesa 549-72C3

SUMMER JOSS

WANTED: STUDENT POWER
College Pro. New England's
organised student painters

are looking for people We
pay 5-7 dollars an hour lor

hard, fun. summer work ouldooa
come to our information mm-

Ion on March 18. 1967 in Campua
Center room 905

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS
1-800-424-2466

PLANE TICKET ROUNDTRIP lo Daytona
call Dan 6-9706

AIRLINE TICKET. GOOD for anywhere in

US great for Spring getaway $250 Sua
545-2275 or 253-5238

SPRING BREAK- Killington Vermont! For

only $96 -call Steve at 6-6569

ROUND TRIP PLANE ticket to Boulder,

Colo leave 3/21 trom N Y return 3/30 NY
$200 or BO call Marty 549-6541

TYPINO SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING. PAPERS, letters,

resumes, etc Meticulous proolreading .

Editing available New IBM typewriter CaM
549-0367

WANTID

LOCAL BANDS WANTED Easlside con-

certs Battle ol the Bands on Feb 28 Con-

tact Bruce or David 549-4160

AUSTRALIAN STUDENT WANTS to b«y
downhill ski boots Size 10 ph 546-9166

ONE'FEMALE fr Vnare Brandywme Apl

call 546-9027

I NEED A co-rec soccet team to play for

Experienced, tun, team player Call Steva

584 9285

WANTED TO RENT

PUFFTON VILLAGE: NO nerds'Add^your
name to lease and move m or sut>let for |ust

summer(sub $100 mo per ) One or ttMO

people- Mike 549-4883

TWO SENIORS LOOKING for one or two
bedrooms for now until end of semester
close lo campus Call Chris or Dava
253-7572

SSO REWARD FOR Puffton lease
Desperate! Rich 546-6682

LOOKING FOR 3-BEDRbOM in Puffton

reward offered Lisa 6-7979

X >?. y "^' »' ^ .

' " "• * ^ < M
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Season will be different for UMass
Softball will have
a lot of new faces

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

It can be considered a traditional rite of

spring when the University of

Massachusetts softball team makes its

merry way from the frozen Northeast to the

sunny softball fields of Florida. There are

a few things that are different this year,

however.

One is that the team is leaving a little

later in the month than usual. The other

is that the Minutewomen will depart ear-

ly for alligator country with the thought

of defending their undisputed Atlantic 10

championship, something that UMass and

head coach Elaine Sortino will be doing for

the first time.

"It's like a new kind of softball season for

me," Sortino said. "By Sunday, we'll have

a better idea of how the season will shape

up for us."

Last season, the Minutewomen capped a

successful 1986 season on a down note,

dropping a best-of-three series to Nor-

thwestern University in the first round of

the NCAA tournament. UMass finished

with a 36-9 mark, by far the best season

ever for a Sort' no-coached UMass team,

and, in the process, managed to claim the

••eKular season and tournament A-10 cham-

C'ollrgian photo by David Shimku»

Junior Martha Jamieson and the rest of the 1987 UMass softball team
will attempt to defend their Atlantic 10 title this season.

significant losses to graduation, but lastpionships, a first for the Minutewomen.
The season that was will be a tough act

to follow for the Minutewomen. A big key
to last year's season was attributed to "All-

everything" pitcher Lynn Stockley, who
pretty much rewrote the UMass record

book where pitching was concerned. In ad-

dition to Stockley, Sortino lost three other

key performers to graduation, two ofwhom
were All-conference picks. "We had some

Colk-Kian photo b> David Shimkus

Junior Lisa Rever will be a key member of the UMass softball pitching

staff this season.

season we had people sitting on the bench

who could step right in and contribute,
'

Sortino said. "I'm looking forward to see

ing what this team can do. We've assembl

ed a new cast of characters that is un-

proven."

The following is look at that new cast of

characters, a young cast that has one

thought; keeping the A-10 title at UMass:
Pitching: The loss of Stockley is a signifi-

cant one. as she was responsible for 20 of

UMass' 36 wins last season. The
Minutewomen also lost Cathy Reed, who
saw limited action on the mound but was
still an imposing force when she was there.

Junior righthander Lisa Rever returns as

the Minutewomen's ace and will lead what
is otherwise a very young staff. Rever end-

ed the 1986 campaign with a 14-6 mark
and a 0.92 earned run average. She also

.struck out 94 batters while giving up only

24 walks on the season. Sophomore
righthander Christine Wanner is the other

returning staffer and, according to Sortino,

has had a very impressive preseason. Wan-
ner pitched only 12*''3 innings last year, but

in those innings gave up only 4 hits. The
pitching staff will also welcome two
freshmen to its ranks in Traci Kennedy
and Lori Salvia.

"Overall we have a very wide assortment

with different styles and strenths that I

think will compliment each other as the

season goes along," Sortino said. "Lisa will

probably anchor the whole group. She's

stronger this year and she's throwing with

more speed and more power. Chris has im-

proved a lot. She's got the makings of what
will be a very effective pitch in her curve

ball."

Catcher: Junior All-conference selection

Ilene Freeman will handle the catching

duties this year for the Minutewomen.
Freeman batted at a .292 clip last season

and drove in 21 runs. She also led the team
slugging percentage (.475), doubles (8) and
was second in triples (7). Pushing Freeman
is freshman Jennifer Krucher, who will see

limited action. Freshman Donna Crook
rounds out the catching corps. "Ilene is a

great, heads up, blue chip player," Sortino

said. "She's stepped in and taken charge."

First base: Starting at first base for the

Minutewomen will be junior Martha
Jamieson, who sat out the beginning of last

season with a knee injury. In 18 games last

continued on page 15

Club sports work hard, deserve support
By ANDY SHERMAN
Collegian Correspondent

As the spring season grows closer to open-

ing day, the anticipation of the athletes

grows, as they know that soon they will be

playing for the honor and pride of the

UniviTsity.

While the varsity athletes practice to

play in front of large crowds, there are a

few club teams that work just as hard but

participate in their sport just becau.se they

feel that sport is worth putting their effort

inlo. These men and women are the unsung
athletes of UMass and rarely get any

recognition for their efforts. According to

the Intramural Office, there are seven ex-

isting club teams that the office gives a

small amount of financial to. The rest is

raised by the athletes through fundraisers

or alumni groups who feel as dedicated to

the sport now as they did when they

played.

The UMass crew club is one of the oldest

and hardest-working teams at UMass and

began one of the most consistent winning

records in the history of the school when
the original Stockbridge School beat Har-

vard in 1871. The members of the team feel

strongly bonded to their sport because of

the sense of team unity that they all share,

which was summarized by Bob Surette, a

sophomore oarsman, when he called crew

"the ultimate team sport."

The whole team participates in fun-

draisers that help to pay for the expenses

to keep the team on the water and spon-

sored two raffles this year.

Andy Pai-ks, a three year veteran of crew,

feels that there is "a greater satisfaction

knowing that I'm working hard to support

a sport that I enjoy both at school and at

home." Last year the men's and women's
teams made it to the Dad Vail national

finals after completing successful winning
seasons.

Not quite as visible as the crew team, the

UMa.ss fencing club has been just as suc-

cessful in its competition. Recently the

team finished fourth out of 13 teams in the

mntinued on page 15

This will be
the BIG one
O.K. sports fans, I mean true sports

fans, this is the one you have been waiting

for. I know you have all been asking

yourselves how long the Collegian could

ignore what promises to be the biggest

thing in sports since beer and pretzels and

still call itself a respectable newspaper.

Well, the time has come. Here is your of-

ficial Wrestlemania III preview.

Steve Richards

On March 29. some 90,000 fans (or

humanoids, if you ask Bobby "The Brain"

Heenan) are expected to pack into

Detroit's Pontiac Silverdome for the

grandest sports extravaganza of ALL
time. In addition, innumerable
MILLIONS will watch the event at clos-

ed circuit arenas across the country or at

home via pay-per-view cable. We're talk-

ing some SERIOUS numbers here, folks.

At any rate, without further adieu, your

fearless wrasslin' forecaster puts his neck

on the line (and you'll even have time to

call your local bookie before the big

event.)

Hulk Hogan vs. Andre the Giant:

This is the HUGE one! Andre is a legen-

dai-y hero and is unbeaten in his 15-year

career. This guy is well over seven feet

tall and weighs more than 500 pounds.

He's a walking BILLBOARD and has

beaten up to four men at once. Hogan has

been untouchable since he became World

Wrestling Federation champ three years

ago and is a god in the eyes of his legions

of fans. Recently, Andre has turned into

a villain under the guidance of manager
Heenan, a truly dispicable sort, much to

the dismay of the Hulk and mat fans

everywhere. This means WAR! As this

will probably be The Giant's last match,

I can't imagine him ending his career

with a loss, much less as a heel. However,,

for Hogan to lose the title might b^
sacrilegious. I expect, after a gargantuan

struggle, a draw due to some unwritten

technicality. In the match's waning
moments, the Giant will turn on Heenan,
knock the sequins off his blazer and leave

with Hulk all buddy-buddy. While I would

like to see Andre get the duke (and if

anyone can beat Hulk, it's him), the above

scenario would leave Hogan with the belt

and Andre with his undefeated record and
dignity intact.

Randy "Macho Man" Savage vs.

Ricky 'The Dragon" Steamboat: In

this grudge match for the Intercontinen-

tal title, the ever-popular George "The
Animal" Steele, he of green tongue, will

be in the corner of Steamboat. That won't

stop MachoMadness though as Savage, a

great champion, will hold on to the belt.

BUT look for Steele to finally make off

with the lovely Elizabeth, Savage's volup-

tuous manager, after a long and tried

courtship.

Rowdy Roddy Piper vs. Adorable
Adrian Adonis: Another big grudge

match and reportedly Piper's last as the

Rowdy One will head to Hollywood to

grapple with the silver screen. Piper will

easily defeat the disgustingly bulbous and
homely Adonis to earn him the right to

shave his fallen foe's head after the

match.

The British Bulldogs & Tito Santana
vs. The Hart Foundation & Danny
Davis: The Dogs will gain revenge over

Davis, a former referee turned wrestler

who handed his new teammates the

coveted Tag Team title just weeks ago.

The Harts keep the belts though, as they

are not on the line in this six-man bout.

Jake "The Snake" Roberts vs. The
Honkytonk Man: Fans have been call-

ing for this one since Honkytonk brutal-

ly clubbed Roberts with his guitar. The
Snake, with cornerman Alice Cooper, will

handily beat the man who has made Elvis

Presley famous again.

Other bouts: "The King " Harley Race

will thrash The Junkyard Dog (its about

time a bad guy won) and my personal

favorites. The Iron Shiek and Nikolai

Volkoff will throttle the Killer Bees.

^
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Chaotic welcome for
SGA speaker, treasurer
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate last

night welcomed its new speaker and

treasurer amid chaos and shouting mat-

ches, and failed to approve the Student

Government Association election for presi-

dent and student trustee.

Although Governmental Affairs Commit-

tee Chairwoman Mary Rita Kropp attemp-

ted to rearrange the agenda so the senate

could vote on approving the election, the

motion failed.

Not approving the election means newly

elected Speaker Bob Grifiin will be acting

president starting April 1 until the senate

decides to approve it. Joe Demeo won the

election and Paul Wingle won the student

trustee election.

"These people are idiots," said Kropp,

calling the senate's action an
embarrassment.
However, the race for SGA treasurer was

the hottest topic of the night. Central Area
Treasurer James Smack ran against

Katherine Strickland, the current SGA
treasurer.

After senators spoke on behalf of both

candidates, who also spoke. Smack took the

senate floor to withdraw his candidacy. "I

respectfully and regrettably ask you not to

vote for me; vote for Strickland," he said.

The withdrawal caused dismay among
most of the senators, many of whom were

quick to accuse Smack of wasting their

time.

After Strickland had taken the floor to

urge the senate to re-elect her, she earned

a loud standing ovation from the majority

of the senators.

"Students are now fiscally responsible.

Now we're moving forward," she said,

alluding to the elimination of the deficit by

the current SGA administration.

Smack said he ran against Strickland

because he felt she has not been as accessi-

ble to the students as she could have been.

But after witnessing the senate's reaction

to her speech, he backed down, he said.

"She made a great speech. It moved me
and it moved a lot of people in the room,"

he said.

Commuter area Senator Valerie Niece

said she was certain the "radical right" had

pressured Smack into running and then

withdrawing his candidacy: "It's such a

waste of time. It pisses me off."

But Smack said no one pressured him in-

to taking any action.

John Adams Senator Arthur Stephenson,

who spoke on behalf of Smack, said: "I

think it's unfortunate that he chose to

withdraw." The time spent talking on

Smack's behalf was not wasted because im-

portant issues were raised, he said.

Speakers who urged senators to vote for

Smack said he would be more accessible to

student-s, would fight the Students Ac-

tivities Office, and would not easily

compromise.
Griffin repeatedly pounded his gavel

because of the chaos that marked most of

the debate.

ColleKian photo by Mikp Cooper

COLD AS ICE - Amstel Man stocks Packard's Bar in Northamp-
ton on the morning of St. Patrick's Day.

Officials: UMass will not suffer from military ban
By MARIA BULL
Collegian Staff

A member of the Board of Governors said yesterday that

the military could not sue the University of Massachusetts

if they were asked to leave the campus.

"There is no risk of lawsuit because Universities have

the right to set their own policies as long as they are not

illegal," said John Hayes, chairperson of the Campus
Center Board of Governors. "That includes choosing who

to allow to recruit on campus."

Hayes referred to the decision in the Temple Universi-

ty case, US vs City of Philadelphia that states under the

DDA Act of 1973 and its predecessor legislation, each col-

lege and university retained the "absolute right to deter-

mine whether it desires to have any association with the

military forces of its country, and this includes the right

to determine whether it desires to permit military

recruiters ... on its campus."

Robert J. Reinstein, one of the attorneys of Temple
University, said: "The military has written letters

threatening to withdraw funding from some law schools

that have banned the military, but as far as I know nobody

has ever Inst, funding.

"There is a statute and I'm not saying that they can or

cannot enforce it, I have never heard of the military try-

ing to involvR that statute," Reinstein said. He was
referring to Department of Defense restrictions that state

"Institutions that bar military recruiters come within the

prohibition on expenditure of funds."

Thus UMass could lose some Department of Defense fun-

ding if they completely prohibited the military recruiters

from the campus. But Hayes said funding is not at all at

risk if the military is simply confined to the University

Placement Services.

"We must look at the integrity involved in hinging a

moral issue on a financial issue," Hayes said. "Are we
going to let a company buy the campus?"

"One woman was upset because she said she thinks the
school is going to sell away the rights of the gay communi-
ty for $6 to 8 billion. But some members of the LBGA [Les-

bian, Bisexual and Gay Alliance] are willing to accept the
discriminatory offense at such a high cost."

David bthimmei, chairman of the Faculty Senate Ad Hoc
Committee on Picketing and Recruitment, said: "Our job
is to develop a general policy for recruiting, not to decide

on the specific dispute between the Board of Governors

and the administration of how space should be allocated

in the Campus Center."

continued on page 6

Lack of funding hinders dance department

LET'S DANCE - Nicole McGIynn and Ann
Ducharme in Richard Jones 'Solo Observed."

By MARIANNE VOLPE
Collegian Correspondent

Program Director Marilyn Patton of the dance depart-

ment sat in her windowless office, sandwiched between

a weightroom and a dance studio, and shook her head at

the racket.

"Just wait until the crew team starts practicing," she

said.

She leaned forward in her chair, closer to her cluttered

desk, and spoke about the department she's been a part

of for 23 years. 16 of them as dance programmer.

She spoice of the lack of ventilation in her office, the lack

of staff members, bad lighting and poor maintenance of

facilities, all a result of what she said was inadequate

funding.

"We've all learned how to type out of necessity. We are

our own secretaries," she said, adding that the fierce com-

petition for space in dance clas.ses for non-mgyors could

be eased if the department could hire more faculty.

"We often have 75 students fighting for 25 spots. A stu-

dent should be able to take a class if she wishes," Patton

said.

As "Lean on Me" sounded from a piano in the dance

studio, Patton straightened in her chair and said that

although the need for money is keen, the University is

sympathetic to her requests. She said, however, "You can't

give more to one without taking away from another."

Despite the funding pressures, the department's

graduates have managed to land roles in such Broadway
shows as "Barnum," Dancin'," and "A Chorus Line."

Others have performed with professional companies in-

cluding the Bella Lewitzky Company, Danscompany and
Les Ballets-Jazz.

This success is the result of a dedicated faculty, Patton

said.

Artistic Director Richard Jones, who works with Pat-

ton on choreogiaphy and preparation for performances,

said: "We have 30 dance majors now. The last four years

we used to have at least six male majors but now we have

one who is provisional."

Men are going into business, Jones said. "There is a

dropoff across the country. Attitudes have changed. Peo-

ple are only interested in making a million."

Besides being artistic director, Jones teaches Jazz I and

Jazz II for dance majors. Other required courses include

ballet, modern dance, anatomy, and the scientific foun-

dations of dance.

The department will hold a joint faculty and student per

formance from April 15 to 17 at Bowker Auditorium in

Stockbridge Hall.
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Girls beat boys in state test
SPRINGFIELD. Mass. (AP) - Girls

across the commonwealth outscored boys

in all subjects on the first statewide tests

of basic skills in Massachusetts history, a

state education researcher said yesterday.

How many children displayed mastery of

basic skills and how many fell short,

however, are yet to be determined because

the state hasn't set a passing score, said

Allan S. Hartman. director of the Bureau

of Research and Assessment in the state

Department of Education.

Hartman said he was at a loss to explain

why girls outscored boys and students from

families in higher income brackets

outscored their poorer counterparts.

"Girls outscoring boys is a pattern we've

been seeing across the nation in the last

five years," Hartman said from his Quin-

cy office. "But we don't know why. I'd pro-

bably be no better than anyone in the street

in giving you an explanation."

Schools received the results of the Oc-

tober tests earlier this week, but the

Department of Education will not release

the scores to the public until March 25, to

give schools time to review the tests, pre-

sent results to school boards and staff, and

report any errors.

"Otherwise, we'd be like Middle East

arms dealers: Just give ammunition to both

sides and stand back." Hartman said.

A story in Wednesday's Collegian said there would be a table in support of the

Great American Meatout yesterday at the Hatch. The table will be at the Hatch

today.

Another story identified Assistant to the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Larry

Benedict as saying John Hayes, chairman of the Campus Center/Student Union

Board of Governors, and others had reached the decision to ban the military from

the Concourse. It was Hayes who said Benedict and others had made the decision.
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SITTIN' PRETTY - Mary McLaren reads a newspaper outside Hasbrouck Laboratory.

Man arrested after

fight with police

By ELLEN M. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Police arrested a 21 year-old North Adams man at 11: 15

p.m. Tuesday after an argument with a female friend turn-

ed into a fight with two officers in the Student Union

Building, University of Massachusetts police said.

After being asked for some identification, the man

fought with one officer and then tried to run away and

fought with a second officer and was then arrested, police

said.

In other police reports:

• A 1982 Chevrolet that was backing out of its park-

ing space caused $1000 worth of damages to a 1985 Buick

at 12:20 a.m. Wednesday in lot 41, police said.

• A jacket worth $100 was reported stolen from a 1984

Volkswagon at 12:50 a.m. Wednesday while the owner

was delivering a pizza on the northside of Thoreau House,

police said.

• Police issued a citation to a male student at 1:05 a.m.

Wednesday after a counterfeit inspection sticker was

found on his car in lot 43, police said.

The sticker and his license plate were surrendered after

police discovered his car was not registered and had no

insurance, police said.

• A hit and run accident caused an unknown amount

of damage to the front and rear fenders of a 1983 Chevrolet

at 10:55 a.m. Tuesday on the Fearing Street extension,

police said.

Employment, child-care concern women
• Job opportunities

for women limited

By CAROL DRAKE
Collegian Correspondent

The United States economic system rein-

forces the mythical role of women as a

minority within the realm of employment

by concentrating women in traditional ser-

vice sector jobs, according to the coor-

dinator of the Working Women's Program

at the Everywoman's Center.

Myra Hindus said this attitude stems

from the sexism embedded in our society.

"There are few areas of employment that

are open to women in large numbers. Men
have many more privileges than women
do," she said.

According to the US Department ofLabor

statistics compiled in 1981, 15 million

women entered fields of full-time employ-

ment since 1971. At present, there are

more than 49.7 million women in the labor

force.

The 1980 census figures [compiled every

10 years] show that more than one half of

all women work outside the home, and

women comprise 80 percent of all clerical

workers; 93 percent of all nurses and dieti-

tians; 60 percent of all retail workers; 53

percent of all assembly workers; and 71

percent of all teachers.

While women comprise one half of service

job workers, they comprise only 25 percent

of all managers and administrators

throughout the US. Only 13 percent of

lawyers are women; six percent are com-

puter specialists; and three percent are

engineers.

Hindus attrihutc- these rates to a lack

of i'c-coj;uition in the changing suciftv;

•Most women ha%e tu work outside of the

home IS an economic necessity. Reality has

not caught up with this change. For t\
.
ly

dollar a man make^, a woman makes 64

cents."

Female college graduates earn the same

wages as men who have not completed high

school. A 1981 Census Bureau study shows

that over their lifetimes, men with a col-

lege education can expect to earn on the

average more than twice what college-

educated women will earn.

In 1982. census figures showed that for

full-time workers, the average annual

salary for women was $12,172; for men the

average annual salary was $20,682.

Women represented 63 percent of all per-

sons below the poverty level who were 16

years of age and over in 1981.

According to the Coalition on

Women and the Budget studies, women are

the fastest growing poverty group in the

nation.

, Student mother encounters inadequacies

in Hampshire County assistance program
By LUCINDA COUTO
Collegian Staff

To protect privacy the woman's real name

is not used in the following story.

Emily never knew what poverty was like

until about 19 months ago. As a single

woman she had always supported herself

working as a licensed practicing nurse;

what happened last year was a dramatic

change for her. She became pregnant.

She does not know where the 10-month-

old baby's father is.

In 1981, while working as an LPN, Emi-

ly went back to school on a part-time basis

to obtain an registered nurse degree. She

applied for loans, and attended the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts.

"I made the decision to have my baby. I

knew it was going to be tough, but I didn't

know people would make it tougher," Emi-

ly said.

During her pregnancy, Emily, 38,

developed preeclampsia, which is high

blood pressure, and retention of sodium —
which could cause potential damage to the

baby — as well as an pneumonia. She was

confined to her bed for three months.

"I couldn't work, I had to apply for

welfare," Emily said.

Emily had her baby in May, 1986 by a

Caesarian-section at Cooley Dickinson

Hospital in Northampton. While she was

in the hospital she filled out all the proper

forms, including getting an estimate of her

car — proving its value was not more than

$1000 - to receive Aid to Families with

Dependent Children benefits.

About thife months later Emilv receiv

ed an intorn.ational letter aliout the

Employment and Training program. She

set up an appointment to .see a counselor

She told the counselor that she was m
1. rested in finisliing college. She was then

referred to the Hampshire County Action

I ommission, for childcare assistance.

Emily searched for a childcare provider

who would be willing to receive payment

in the form of a voucher. She was allotted

$12.43 for a full day of childcare benefits.

"That equalled to about $1.50 an hour, I

had to find someone willing to accept that,"

Emily said.

Regina Curtis, coordinator for HCAC,
said the voucher form of payment for five

hours of baby care time is considered a half-

dav at the rate of $6, and six to 10 hours,

a full day, at the rate of $12 for indepen-

dent providers [not a day care program).

The HCAC provides a list of suitable pro-

viders. The office has placed 170 children

with providers and has a waiting list of

about 16, said Curtis.

"They [childcare providers) are not sup-

posed to quit unless they give a one

month's notice first, but that isn't always

the case," Emily said.

In all, Emily has had six childcare pro-

viders. She had to interview each one

beforehand: "My poor baby had to adjust

every time."

One childcare provider quit three days

before Emily was scheduled to take her

final exams last semester. "That could

have destroyed my semester," Emily said.

Emily was able to work it out with her pro-

fessors, who allowed her to take the exams

in January.
Emily receives $408 per month. In the

past some of the providers would ask for

money on the side. "I was in shock, I didn't

know that happened to people. I have

become sensitive to issues of poverty as a

single mother," she said.

Emily said the ET program falsely leads

women to believe that they can rise above

the poverty level: "it's very difficult, society

doesn't support raising children. Being a

single mother, compounded with poverty

there is little chance of going through it

successfully."

Irene Boyle, ET worker at the Northamp-

ton Welfare Department, said the progiam

was designed to get people ofT welfare, at

above poverty level. "We do not advise

anyone to accept le.ss than $5.50 per hour,

or jobs that are without benefits," Boyle

.said.

Recipients of AFDC benefits are eligible

for the KT |)rogi-ani and have the option of

going to a training skills center. r-ol!,-ge; or

if leili re;ulv th.e\ are referred tfi the I 'ei'j.u i

nient of Employnieni Secnrit\- If the |)er-

.son is undecided llu \ aie re f(r red loeaifer

counseling. Boyle .-^aid.

•'Men don't go through this struggle.

Women are the providers who receive one

dollar an hour. Women don't direct their

hostilities to the system, they direct it to

other women. It is a nice set up for oppres-

sion," Emily said.

"Women have told me to stay home with

my child; to get married; or to find the

baby's father. This isn't just personal hype.

it's reality. Single mothers are raising the

next generation, the kids are subjects of

deprevation," she said

Emily has one year remaining before she

can graduate. "My goal is to finish school

and get off welfare, and then perhaps start

a committee of poor people on welfare so

they can make their stories known," she

said.

Editor warns of treating racial incidents lightly

By NINA ZIMNIK
Collegian Correspondent

Racial incidents too often are treated

superficially, especially on college cam-

puses, an editor told an audience yesterday

in Campus Center.

William E. Cox, editor of the national

publication Black Issues in Higher Educa-

tion and administrator within the Educa-

tion Programs Division of the Air Force,

shared his sense of the national contest sur-

rounding racial incidents, reminding his

audience of the fact: "It has happened, and

it's gonna happen again."

Cox said he agrees with the conclusions

continued on page 6

Commuter area

election spurs

controversy
ROBERT MENZEL
Collegian Staff

Supporters of Lynne M. Murphy are

challenging the recent decision by the

governing board of the Commuter Area

GJovernment to not ratify elections results

that would have awarded her the position

of spokesperson.

The board voted Tuesday not to ratify

the results. The vote was based on a peti-

tion circulated by members of the gover

ning board.

The petition challenged the validity of

the election, and questioned the three vote

margin of victory. The main points of the

petition were the absence of 30 ballots,

confusion among the voters concerning

the candidates who were running for the

position and a complaint concerning

election-rule violations that was made by

a student.

Murphy supporters have contended that

the petition is erroneous, and that the

vote should not have been based on it.

"The vote of the board was based on a

petition which, in my opinion, has no

grounds," said Vallerie Smith, a member

of the governing board. "None of the

allegations have been proven, and should

be treated as such."

"It's clearly a case of political

discrimination," she said.

Joel Rabinowitz, a member of the

Government Affairs rommittee, asked

the board to consider the petition before

voting.

He said the missing ballots were n-reie

vant and not •ann.-ual 'ne<:in-i' inanv

.siudents throw then b.ili --vlnle

others only M>ie en a pon luo hI ih« baiiot.

He also said liie lontusioii over which

Lynne Murphy was running was irrele

vant. and thai seter eilucit n-n was the

responsibility of the candidates before the

election.

M. Lynne Murphy disagreed, claiming

the name issue has been a problem in the

past

.

"She's downplaying it now," she said.

"Last year she complained because I

didn't use the initial."

"I wrote a letter to the editor of the CoU

legian about the name issue." she said.

"The governing board also sent a letter,

but neither got published."

"If the vote difference had been greater,

there would be no issue." she said. "At

this point the figures seem to merit an in-

vestigation,"

Lynne M. Murphy disagreed, and said

she deliberately didn't use the initial in

order to avoid confusion.

"I think I may have lost votes because

people thought I was M. Lynne Murphy,

or Lynne McCabe," she said. "It's a

ridiculous point to belabor."

Murphy will be appealing the decision

to the SGA Judiciary.
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Ban CIA recruiting

The executive committee of the University of Massachusetts

Board of Trustees voted 4-1 Monday not to ban the Central

Intelligence Agency from recruiting on the Amherst campus.

The rhyme behind this reasoning was best stated by Chancellor

Joseph Duffey, when he said that "It is one thing to espouse

a political position as an individual or with others and quite

another thing to commit an institution to such a position. It

is, I believe, generally wrong for a university as an institu-

tion to take official political positions."

In other words, despite the CIA's obvious apathy toward in-

ternational and federal law, and despite the organization's hor-

rendous policies in Central America, most of which the

American public is unaware of, we can't formulate any opi-

nion via policy toward the CIA because then we would be too

"political." Something's just not right.

On December 28, 1971, the University of Massachusetts

Board of Trustees reaffirmed that, "within the laws . .. affec-

ting free access to public property by all law-abiding citizens.

. . the campuses of the University of Massachusetts are open

to the conduct of legitimate public business. .
." The CIA has

armed and trained guerillas, planned assassinations, and stuff-

ed ballot boxes. Anyone familiar with current politics realizes

the illegality and moral emptiness of the CIA's actions in

Nicaragua. In short, the CIA is neither law-abiding, nor does

it conduct legitimate public business.

Part of a University's responsibility is to educate, and part

of an education is the ability to distinguish between right and

wrong. The Chancellor should reconsider his belief that a

university shouldn't take official political stances. The lies and

violence that constitute the CIA are wrong. Formulating a

policy and then bending it to accommodate such an organiza-

tion is wrong. Allowing the CIA to recruit on campus gives

our tacit consent to their actions and justifies the organiza-

tion, and ultimately poses a political stance in itself.

The inherent problems in the precedent that the trustees

could have set by banning CIA recruitment are staggering.

Who decides what groups are law-abiding and conduct

legitimate public business? Who decides who decides? Pro-

posals for an open forum have been bandied about, but they

raise more,questions than they answer.

There is a distinction, however, between the CIA and a

private corporation. The CIA is a part of the US government.

Something is wrong when a group such as the CIA is allowed

to operate above and beyond the letter of the law. We must

not support this organization, nor perpetuate the system that

sustains it.

The answer is obvious. Students have actively voiced their

knowledge of CIA crimes, and made their opinions evident

through rallies and protests. They have shown their ability

to distinguish between right and wrong, and made it clear that

they feel the CIA has no place on our campus. Access to a CIA
interviewer is easily available without having representatives

on campus. To prevent the CIA from recruiting here would

be to take not only a political position, but a moral one as well.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the Col-

legian Board of Editors
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The power of our emotions
For the past 21 years I have done all I

can to stay "in control" — from excessive

drinking and screwing around to playing

the clown or chewing on my lower lip,

always shrugging away pain and shunning

commitments. "Don't cry," I'd say to

myself, "it's weak, they'll get you if you

cry. Toughen up, be strong. . .

" but boy,

was I weak. I cry when I want to now, and

I'm a lot stronger. I have more self-

confidence with a ready-to-take-on-the-

world attitude, speaking up not just "when

spoken to" but whenever the hell I want.

I sat back today and thought about why

we, in this society, downplay our emotions

to such an extent that it becomes "uncool"

to cry and "lose" our tempers. I thought

about relationships — why people do what

they do to get in them, out of them or just

stay clear of them, and I realized many peo-

ple are afraid to say goodbye and risk get-

ting hurt. It's not the fear that bothers me,

it's what people have learned to be afraid

of, (rather than of nuclear bombs and op

pressive societies).

Sara Moginot

' Remember when we were told not to cry

just because daddy was busy in the kitchen

or mommy was leaving for work and

wouldn't be back until later? We were

usually distracted with toys, "happy" ac-

tivities, or maybe we were sent to our

rooms or spanked. The psychologists call

it separation anxiety. The fact of the mat-

ter is, it was probably our first experience

of some sort of relationship ending, name-

ly that special bond young ones have with

their parents. These feelings are rarely

resolved and chances are we deal with rela-

tionships now in much the same way as we

were taught then.

We break up with lovers or quarrel with

roommates and then go out and pig out on

Bruno's pizza or get smashed at Time Out

or Sheehan's. Maybe we get laid or go to

Boyden and pump some iron, or maybe we

just keep to ourselves — anything to numb

the feelings.

So it didn't work out, or you miss your

parents, lover, sibling, your dog "Spot". .

. that's OK. That's life, so go ahead and feel

it. Cry, get angry, laugh if you must but

acknowledge your feelings (and other peo-

ple's too).

As children, we are denied the natural

reactions to life's sometimes painful situa-

tions. Girls are not allowed to get angry;

their positive aggression and self-

confidence is rarely acknowledged. Boys

are told to toughen up, be strong and act

like a man. . . "don't cry." Adults tend to

associate crying and yelling with the actual

feeling, whereas it is really a release of

these feelings. We are taught to stifle our

feelings and close ourselves off. All too

often we create inhibited relationships, not

fully open and not entirely honest.

Soon we will be parents, maybe telling

our children to "stop crying." And then our

own parents die and we find ourselves

bursting with grief, saying all the good-

bye's we weren't allowed to say or feel, for

one last time to someone who can't hug us

back.

I say let the children cry so that they may
laugh more heartily and then practice it

with ourselves. We have the unique oppor

tunity as humans to create powerful, lov-

ing relationships. Take advantage of this

right; we only live once.

Sara Moginot is a UMass student

Letters
CC garage to undergo repairs
Campus Parking Garage will be undergo-

ing renovations beginning Monday, March
30, 1987. Levels 2 and 3 will be closed to

the public, including stairwells and the

concourse to the Campus Center. We regret

any inconvenience caused by the renova-

tions, and thank the campus community
and visitors for their patience and coopera-

tion. Since the garage capacity will be

reduced, any questions concerning alter-

nate parking arrangements should be

directed to the Campus Parking Office at

545-0065.

Sally Adams
Parking coordinator

The death of the narrow perception
One can never maintain a low profile while walking

through the Campus Center. Contact with people you do

not know is inevitable, whether it is someone promising

the world to you in exchange for one small vote, or so

meone promising the world to you for one small

commitment.

Franci Richardson

Recently I went to the Campus Center because I was

sick of watching the campus from the window of the Tower

Library. I wanted to be part of the hustle and bustle. Its

hard not to feel alienated when you live off campus and

only have classes on Tuesdays and Thursdays. But I had

no idea of what was coming.

1 bought a Diet Coke and went to a couch on the c.n

course where I planned to "study" - while people^

waUhinn As I sat down, a girl on the same couch greeted

me amiably. After a very short introduction, she asked

me if I believed that I was going to heaven when I died

Jody. who I referred to as "the fanatic, " is a junior at

the University of Virginia who was on spring break here

to recruit other students to her faith group called

Maranatha Maranatha practices trust in Jesus and giv-

ing of tht'mselves totally to Him, The members of Maran-

tha beli»ive that most people in the major religions give

themselves totally to the laws and the Church instead of

directly to .Jesus, as they do.

I am an atheist and am usually ver>' happy to administer

this shock to those who have the nerve to ask such a per-

.sonal question. What made this evangelist a pleasure to

talk to was that she was just there to tell me about her

faith, not to cunQeinn me for lack of mine, ll was the center

of her life. We spoke for about two hours, and to challenge

my sociological abilities, I tried to figure out how a col-

lege student my age could totally commit herself to God

and live a life of as near perfection as possible.

What about fun? Her way meant devotion to life without

drugs or alcohol. I asked her questions about her socializa-

tion and her views on abortion and feminism; her replies

completed my picture of her as a conservative. She grew

up in a religious atmosphere, was against abortion, and

asked me what feminism was. Here sat two people from

opposite ends of the religious spectrum. It wasn't ir-

ritating, however, it was educational.

She might have hoped to convert me, but she did

something more beneficial. She opened my mind to new

ideas that 1 wasn't in favor of, but enjoyed listening to

from a sociological standpoint No longer will I dread con

frontations with "the fanatics " in the Campus Center, I

will instead seek out people from different backgrounds

and learn what they believe instead of just hearing a

unilateral philosophy from those like me. It is ignorance

thot leads us to condemn others for being different.

Franri Rirhnrdsnn is a UMass student

Collegian Symposium

Space exploration is vital to survival
Before we proceed "to boldly go where no man has gone

before" (and split a few infinitives in the process], let us

take a careful look at our space program.

Since the Challenger explosion, there has been a lot of

public discussion about what the space program's goals

should be. People have been asking whether a manned
space program is necessary, and if so, where should this

take us?

Matthew Saroff

A bit of history should help put this matter into perspec

tive. We can see where we have been, and try to learn

lessons to show where we should go.

The USSR put the first artificial satellite. Sputnik, and

the first man, Yuri Gagarin, in space.

The result in the US was a not-so-mild hysteria. Com-

mittees were created, people gave alarmist talks and the

newly created organization NASA was given a large

budget.

We can see the results of this hysteria from 1959 to 1969.

We made it to the moon, and technology took a quantum

leap forward. New computer technology, materials, and

fabrication techniques were developed.

In the post-Apollo era, NASA had its funding slashed,

resulting in the military taking a leading role in the space

program, and some corners being cut. One too many cor-

ners got cut in the shuttle program: hoom.

Cooperation in space is needed

In the aftermath of the Challenger explosion, there have

been proposals to "fix" the shuttle. These proposals run

from launching only during warm weather to redesign

ing every element of the solid rocket boosters. The real

fix is to stop running such a complex program on a shoe

string.

So how does this all effect NASA's manned space pro-

gram? The most direct result is that there have been no

shuttle flights for more than a year, and there will pro

bably not be any forthcoming. NASA is moving back to

expendable boosters, and civilian use of the shuttle is be

ing phased out. The shuttle is becoming the vehicle for

the Strategic Defense Initiative.

It is alarming that space is becoming an almost ex-

clusively military activity. This will almost certainly cur

tail basic space research. The military is not structured

in a way to support basic research, and any developments

made through the military will be classified and unusable

for some time.

This raises a question: "Where would we be if NASA
had continue to receive funding at the level of the Apollo

program?" If we had spent money on NASA at that level,

we would have a permanent space station, we would pro-

bably have put a man on Mars, and we would be seeing

the beginnings of industrialization in space. We would be

using pharmaceuticals and materials that would

significantly improve the way we work and live, orbital

power stations would almost certainly be nearing commer

cial viability, and our lives would be significantly better

than they are now.

That has not happened for a very simple reason. Our
elected officials, and the electorate as a whole, do not see

past the next six to 12 months. Because of this lack of

foresight, we are living lives that are worse than they

otherwise would be.

If not for the space race in the 1960s, we probably would

not have VCRs. CAT scans, calculators, personal com-

puters, compact discs, video games, isotopic pacemaker

batteries, laser bar-code scanners at the supermarket and

lots of neat stuffwe take for granted today as Americans.

Are we going too far too fast with the space program^

There can only be one response. No, we are not moving

fast enough, and even the most conservative estimate of

the benefits of a properly funded space program outweigh

the costs.

Money spent on space is money spent solving real pro-

blems on earth. We are rapidly approaching the limits of

our world, we are consuming the resources and destroy-

ing the environment at an alarming rate, and our only

alternative is in space.

We live in an energy and raw material intensive socie-

ty, and we are rapidly approaching the earth's limits of

both. When we strip mines, run out of oil, pollute the air

with coal, irradiate the water with wastes from nuclear

power plants, and destroy our natural spaces to try to

maintain our society, we will have no one to blame but

ourselves. Because we choose not to fund the future, nt'

niuy hari' none.

Mallhin Saroff is the presulent of I'Muss Scir/nf Fic-

tion Society

Hollywood has developed a distinct way

of envisioning the Space Age — the

militaristic world of Star Wars. Star Trek

and Batllestar Galactica, In space the func

tion is to hill.

Darren Garnik

But space doesn't have to be an extension

of our battlegrounds. It has the potential

to ease political and economic problems,

home and abroad.

In 1975. the space program led to a tem-

porary thaw in the Cold War. The US and

USSR participated in a coordinated

spaceflight. The crews of Apollo 18 and

Soyuz 19 linked in space, conducted scien-

tific experiments, and held a press con-

ference. It was proof that the two nations

could set aside their ideological differences

and work together toward a noble goal, if

only for a brief moment.
International space cooperation can pave

the way to world peace. Both international

organizations and leading US scientists

have urged that the two countries try

again. Former Air Force Secretary John L.

McLucas helped compiled a report: "The

Next Giant Leap in Space: An Agenda for

International Cooperation. ' The report

suggests that the US propose a joint US-

USSR unmanned Mars exploration at the

next summit, with the hope of landing an

international crew on the planet s surface.

Lew Allen, the director of the Jet Propul-

sion Laboratory I a key space research

center], said both nations" IVIars programs

could substantially benefit from a coor-

dinated effort. In a theor>' now studied,

crews from the US and USSR would fly in

separate crafts, meet on Mars and then

work together on a geological survey

Our allies in Western Europe have

already taken this initiative. The British

National Space Center signed an agree-

ment with the Soviets to participate in a

1988 Mars mission, with concentration on

its moon Phobos. The two nations have also

discussed the possibility of a joint x-ray

astronomy mis.sion. with studies of zero-

gravity, ultraviolet rays, and the life

sciences.

The French are one step ahead of

everyone. They have cooperative scientific

missions with the Soviets already schedul-

ed. Commencing this year with the launch

of the Gamma- 1. the Soviet-French project

hopes to gain valuable information regar-

ding the sources of gamma and x-rays.

It's not surprising that significant por-

tions of these studies are geologically

oriented. After all, what are wars fought

over?

Gold, silver, and oil. Wars are fought over

rocks, and space is full of them — enough
to make everyone happy. It is an unlimited

untapped source of resources. We just have
to be willing to look for them. What are we
waiting for?

Darren Garnik is a Collegian correspondent

SDI: an unreliable defense

High tech toys not enough; diplomacy a must

The President's Strategic Defense In-

itiative has a lot of appeal for the general

public. It's the age old maxim of he who
dies with the most toys wins.

Charles R. Forsgard

You've got to admit it. SDI is one heck

of a toy. Sophisticated surveillance

satellites, capable of detecting missile laun-

ches instantly, with computer systems

tracking and targeting them for destruc-

tion, form an impenetrable shield around

our country. We'll even have hunter-killer

satellites to disable Soviet satellites,

rendering their military blind, deaf and

dumb. Put it all together and you've got the

best damn toy on the block.

Now, I won't bore you with the

technological reasons why SDI can't work.

Technological problems can be overcome

with enough engineering talent and

monev. two items that this country has

plenty of There is a very fundamental

reason why SDI won't work, and it has

nothing to do with it's operation.

The key to nuclear warfare is delivering

warheads to their targets. Once at a target,

the bomb goes ofi" and "poof, no more

target. The bomb part isn't theory, we

know it works because we've done it a cou

pie of times and, to be perfectly honest,

we've gotten pretty good at it. If we get a

bomb to a target we can be sure of seeing

mushroom clouds. The intention of SDI is

to prevent the delivery of the bomb. From

when an ICBM leaves the USSR it takes

28 minutes to reach the US; sub-launched

missiles can be just a few minutes away.

During that transit time, SDI spots the

missile, tracks it and then renders it in-

operable. This whole system revolves

around the concept that a ballistic missile

is the only way to deliver a warhead. Yet,

there is a better way.

What if SDI is perfect and no missiles can

get through? The Soviets need to have the

threat of warheads hanging over us so they

deliver them, not by missile but by smug-

gler. The bombs are hidden at every target

and detonated by remote control. No
28-minute delay and no uncertainty in hit-

ting targets. One button and the American

culture is gone. Nice idea, isn't it? It's fast,

accurate and practically foolproof. Bombs
are small and easy to smuggle. A country

that can't .stop amateur drug runners could

never stop a few small items smuggled by

professional KGB agents.

Instantly, with almost no expense, the

Soviets vastly improve their offensive posi-

tion and sidestep SDI with one stroke. It's

a plan with so much appeal that 1 can't

help imagining if it's already been done.

1 lie- L IS one defen.se against nuclear war;

diplomacy. High-tech toys are gi'eat, but

when they can destroy a planet, they're not

toys and we're not playing a game
anymore.

We iiave a foothold in space and need

now to take advantage of all it can offer.

Our space program can't be shifted to a

military footing. NASA and a manned
space program we need. SDI we don't.

We are all aware of Ronald Reagan's vi-

sion of a Strategic Defense Initiative.

Dubbed .star wars, it would protect us from

its place in the heavens. Reagan propo.sed

the question "What if free people could live

secure in the knowledge that we could in-

tercept and destroy strategic ballistic

missies before they reached our own soil or

that of our allies?" He then asked the scien-

tific community "to begin [research] to

achieve our ultimate goal of eliminating

the threat posed by strategic nuclear

missiles." Think: with the flip of a switch,

we are assured of no harm in the event of

an all out attack; 60,000 warheads are vir-

tually impotent. SDI is the answer to the

world's nuclear worries!

Philip S. Johnson
Unfortuately it's not that simple. Conser-

vative estimates are as low as 75^success

rate, or one of four bombs getting through.

Even the most optimistic supporters

predict a 98-99^success for an operational

SDI. High percentages? Not when we con-

sider that l-2^of the missies launched will

hit their tai-gets guaranteed exploding with

a magnitude of 40x Hiroshima. Thus, we

are not "eliminating the threat' of a suc-

cessful attack, just reducing it. It's impor-

tant when realizing that a penetrating

warhead will cause the immediate death

of over one million people.

Reagan emphasized that his plan was

more than a defense against an inevitable

Soviet attack. He oft'ered to share any SDI

technology with the Soviets as a gesture of

his good intentions. He did not want an ad

vantage over the USSR, only to try and pre-

vent the use of nuclear weapons. Yet this

is a questionable offer. Remember, Reagan

used the term "free people" in proposing

SDI. Certainly he does not consider a coun-

try who he once called an "evil empire" to

be a "free people". As of now. he hasn't yet

oft'ered a shred of information to the

Soviets, even after four years and billions

in research,

A little history: This is not the first anti-

ballistic missile system to be considered.

The idea has been there since nuclear

bombs. The Soviets deployed a limited

system in the mid-60's, causing great

alarm to President Johnson, whose solution

was to build more weapons (will that be the

Soviet reaction to SDI?]. A few years later

."e had our own system, the Sentinel, later»

replaced by Nixon's Safeguard, The two

superpowers soon realized that we had an
immense arms race, and the ABM treaty

of 1972 was born. The idea was to limit

arms build up by removing these systems.

Left with only offensive missiles, the theory

of "mutually assured destruction" was in-

troduced. The deterrence suggested by this

theory is based on the idea of "if you blow

up my country. I'll blow up yours,"

This is indeed a scary if not unstable

principal in which to entrust one's ex-

istence. But the fact remains that this has

worked: it has been, and always will be, a

deterrence of nuclear war. A grim reality,

but reality nevertheless,

I am not a military strategist. My most

concrete argument is not a strategic one,

but a practical one. Simply put. SDI will

not work. We have enough technology to

think about this system, but not enough to

base the fate of the world. We need only to

remember the tragic events of the pa.st to

see technology's failures: Chernobyl.

Challenger. Bhopal — We can't think of

building a perfect defense if the chance of

error is immense. To rely on SDI is lunacy.

I hope Reagan realizes this before it's too

late.

Philip S. Johnson is a UMass student
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Doctor to speak on natural healing ofbody • military

By ANN BRITTON
Collegian StafT

Dr. James Lemkin will speak today on the topic of

Naturopathic Medicine, which recognizes the inherent

power of the human body to heal itself.

"Naturopathic medicine is a profession that has been

in existance for 100 years," Lemkin said. The profession

uses techniques that "work with the body's own self heal-

ing abilities.

"The theory is based on scientific principles," he said,

and incorporates diet, nutiition, exercise, exercise counsel

ing, physical therapy, botanical medicine and
psychological counseling.

"In contrast to conventional medicine, we work from the

inside out rather than from the outside in," he said. "We
look at all the factors that can bring on disease."

• incidents
continued from page 3

and the recommendations of the Hurst Report but asked,

"What has been done since? What actions?"

He highlighted examples of constructive responses

within higher education, saying, "The scene explodes,

then we fix it with a bandage.

"Racism is inherent in this country and major institu-

tions of higher education with excellent reputations do

have racial prdalenxs," he said, naming more than 12

schools, including Brown, Ohio State, Stanford and Yale.

Cox's statistics show that these schools are mainly

located in New England states and "are the ones with

huge campuses and with a lack of control."

This lack of control played an important role in the

racial incident in the Southwest brawl last semester, Cox

said.

While there is an increase in minority population, educa-

tion has not sufficiently focused on racism. Cox said.

According to a press release, "Naturopathic medicint

offers a comprehensive, noninvasive method of health can

that is holistically oriented and scientifically sound."

"Naturopathic physicians place a great emphasis on

educating their patients about health and healing," it

slates, "believing that understanding the nature of an il-

lness and accepting the responsibility of maintaining a

healthy body are cornerstones in the process of healing."

Lemkin said he will give an overview of the philosophy

of naturalistic health care, "with an emphasis on prac-

tical examples and educational training."

The lecture is free and open to the public, and will be

held from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. in Campus Center room 911.

Lemkin is a general practicioner with offices in Nor-

thampton and Enfield, Connecticut. He is a graduate of

the National College of Naturopathic Medicine, in

Portland, Ore.

outlining that if the goal is true integration, institutions

should be more supportive toward minority students.

He said schools should not put too much emphasis on

academic ranking systems, such as SAT scores, because

minority students are often unable to compete: "You have

to make adjustments to them."

Racial problems can only be solved cooperatively. Cox

said, giving examples:

• The University of Cincinnati established a racial

awareness program.

• Queens College in New York increased the discus-

sion between blacks and Jews as two minority groups sup-

porting each other.

• Two fraternities at Pennsylvania State University in-

itiated a week with workshops geared at social actions.

Cox suggested that efforts against racism should encom-

pass people who are influential on groups, such as outstan-

ding athletes or a football coach.

amtinuetl from page 1

The committee has a dual goal in examining recruiting

and picketing policies. Shimmel said.

In yesterday's open meeting of the Ad Hoc Committee.

Shimmel said they are considering a draft proposal that

would inform potential recruiters that the students could

request an open information session.

"The recruiters would also know that if 1000 students,

faculty and staff- the figure may change - submit a peti

tion that they (the recruiters] would have to hold the ses-

sion before being allowed to recruit on campus.

"If they failed to hold the session they would not be

allowed to recruit." Shimmel said.

"As somebody said, 'we hope we are driving recruiting

organizations out into the open rather than into the

ground," said Shimmel.'

The results of the committee will be recommended to

the Faculty Senate and then to the Administration. The

committee hopes to have a tentative proposal concerning

recruitment policy by early April.
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Book explores CIA protest trial

Por Amor AI Pueblo: Not Guilty!

The Trial of the Winooski 44 with an introduction by

David Dellinger

Front Porch Publishing, RR2, Box 281. White River

Jet., VT 05001; 176 pp. Copyright 1986.

By R. JAY ALLAIN
Collegian Correspondent

It was ironic that when sixty people occupied a building

at the University of Massachusetts in Amherst to protest

CIA recruitment there, the building held the working

space for an administrative function with the Orwellian

title of Office of Public Information. Old George would

smirk even more though if he could see the marble inscrip-

tion inside the main lobby of the CIA headquarters in

Langely, Virginia. It's from the evangelist John in the

Bible and reads, "And ye shall know the truth and the

truth shall make you free."

Por Amor Al Pueblo is the compilation of the trial

testimony of nineteen people including former CIA agent

John Stockwell and former CIA researcher, Dr. David

MacMichael. Six defendants also explain what moved

them to sit-in at Vermont Senator Stafford's office. Taken

together the accounts of life in Central America (especially

El Salvador and Nicaragua) present a markedly disturb-

ing glimpse of U.S. involvement there. If there is one chief

insight from this book it is that there is a world of suffer

ing and slaughter being perpetuated in these regions

maintained by the United States government. I felt

dismayed and startled, thinking of myself as fairly well

informed, encountering the depth of the carnage - a car-

nage that the media and the president would deny or ra-

tionalize; and that I often remained complacent in through

my accepted apathy.

Even as one tries to relate to the everyday horrors

described by two women refugees and a trapped an-

thropologist, one feels bolstered - and challenged - by

the zeal of the protestors and their witnesses. There is an

unspoken faith here in the power of truth and humanity

that forever seeks to label brutality as despicable rather

than allowing it to fester in the accepted norms of anticom-

munism and tolerance of bloodshed - as long as we in

the U.S. don't experience it.

The various legal moves from the trial are also given

in the book and are illuminating especially as one becomes

more familiar with "legalese" - the language of attorneys

and judges. The contribution of Richard Falk is brilliant

in his expert testimony regarding international law as

part of the book's conclusion. As we here in the UMass

community begin to finalize our plans to try the CIA —

and for countless others — this book is essential. As

Thoreau put i^, it can cure "brain rot." .

ROCKIN* DAVE — David Bowie announc-

ed yesterday that he will make a 30 perfor-

mance summer tour of the U.S.
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By MEREDITH G. GOTTESMAN
Collegian Staff

One more day, folks, just one more day
to plow through before you can go home,
sleep in your own bed, eat your favorite

breakfast cereal, and watch reruns of "The
Monkees" and "Kung Fu" all night long
for an entire glorious week. If you're going
where it's warm, we hate you. If you're
planning on staying here, be ready for a

very mellow week.

Tonight, however, is the big send-off.

Minneapolis band Husker Du (once and
for all, pronounced Hoosker Doo, not Huh-
sker duh or any combination there oO will

be making their long-awaited appearance
at the Student Union Ballroom. Their
original show, set for last month, was
cancelled when their tour manager died
suddenly. The Husker's new songs tend to

meander on vinyl, lacking the rough edge
that their previous recordings had, but are
perhaps a bit more a(x:essible to people who
were originally turned off by their sound.

Seeing them live is a different story.

Husker Du will most likely play with a lot

of their original driving force, minus the

polish that major labels tend to inflict upon
otherwise decent bands in the studio.

Christmas, coming out of Boston, will open
the show. Tickets are still available, and
cost $6.00 for students and $8.00 for non-

students. The show starts at 8 p.m., and
doors open at 7:30.

At Pearl Street, The Tailgators and the
Wild Seeds will be playing a hot, electric.

swamp-a-billy double bill. Both bands hail

from Austin. Texas, and their blues-based

rock and roll is firmly rooted there. The
Tailgators lineup includes former members
of the Leroi Brothers and the Fabulous
Thunderbirds, and the Wild Seeds are one
of Austin's hottest young bands.

At Sheehan's, a motley assortment of

local musicians who call themselves the

Psychic Plumbers will play, featuring

area regulars from bands such as Urban
Renewal, Liquid Lesson, the Michael
Gregory Band, F.C. Pohaku, and Deep
Woods Drive. L'Oasis will feature a night
of funk with Transmission. The Iron

Horse will be presenting Night Noise:
ethereal Celtic/new age music featuring

Windham Hill artists Michael and Triona
Ni Domnhail.

On Saturday night, NRBQ will play at

Katina's. Wailin' Dave and the Blue
Dogs will be at Sheehan's. Pearl Street

will be throwing a Mardi Gras Masquerade
Ball in the true voodoo style. Best costume
wins a trip for two to New Orleans.

This week's scoop has got to be Rock
against Reproduction, a concert that will

be put on by local bands sometime in April

to draw attention to one of today's most per-

tinent problems. The organizers of this rock

extravaganza are in the process of

soliciting funds from various condom com-
panies to help support the event, which will

include the launching of one thousand
helium-filled prophylactics. This is sure to

bring national attention to the Amherst
area. Bands slated to play thus far are

Trial by Fire and Free Press, and details

will be forthcoming (no pun intended).

Have a nice vacation.

WhaVs new in new music

By SAADYAH HOPKINS
Special to the Collegian

Before I start to hack the singles away, I would like

to take the liberty of mentioning the few shows that took

place over the weekend, Particularly focusing attention

at the Smith College gig. The Hereti.x, Missing Finger,

The Shakers, and The Gore Hounds won the suicide com-
bination of the week award. I must admit to not having
seen the show due to other concert obligations, but from
my previous knowledge of seeing other performances by
all of these groups, juxtaposed with the criticism of

reliable sources, it wasn't that bad,

It sounds as if The Shakers walked away the prize of

satisfaction. They are a fun band blending in the [of

course! Velvet Underground influences with their own
original Garage-band sound. That could have been fun.

The Gore Hounds were disappointing, but still a lot of

fun. Missing Finger were silly and fun. whereas The
Heretix were degi'adingly silly, sloppy, and simply no
fun at all. Let's here it for the Heretix!

At Marsh dorm at .Amherst College, also on Saturday
night, played Stands Fur Nothing from New York, and
the Vestrymen from our happy valley. Stands For
Nothing, I really hate to say were extremely disappoin-

ting. Even though they didn't draw a very huge (actual-

ly rather minuscule] crowd, they still came acro.ss as a

dry and completely redundant musical ensemble.

Whereas the Vestrymen introduced some rather new
sounds — that's very uncommon for a local band. It seems
that most of the local bands, no matter how hard you
try, end up sounding the same. This is particularly
frustrating because anyone with a new sound either gets
copied or misinterpreted and eventually abandoned.
More about the Vestrymen later.

SINGLE OF THE WEEK:
Pussy Galore-5000 (Buy Our Records]
These people have got to be the greatest musicians in

the world right now. Pussy Galore are controversial, sex-

ist, racist, and every other -ism that needs to be. They
really want to offend certain members of the public not
for reasons that they're actually racist of angi-y at any
particular ethnic or sexually oriented minority group.
They're just obscene in the most humorous way possible.

I know, how can one find even the slightest bit of
humor in being obscene? It's a question in distinguishing
between stag-sai'chasm, and real intentional offensive

remarks. I suppose that I would find this unspeakable
if it were produced by the members of Forsythe country
GA. inc records. But it's fun. This is the kind of offen-

'^ive record that only harsh-type feminists, and
ridiculously radical organizations would lable as -ism
propaganda. Shame on yous-guys for thinking so! This
is the true test of censorship. As Frank Zappa put it "The
niu.sic 1 write would only be acceptable in a free society,"

You've got a choice. You can either put all of your ef-

fort into hating this record, or you can just hang the sense
of it and laugh at yourselves.

New Art to be shown:
Massart II: Viewpoints
By ROB SKELTON
Collegian Staff

Performance art is the name ofthe game when a number
of installations appear at various locations in April.

"MASSART II: VIEW POINTS, "is a series of window
installations that will be at the University of
Massachusetts and Smith College April 6-18. and will

feature visual, video and sound concepts in week-long
displays.

The series is jointly sponsored by the UMass Arts Coun-
cil, the UMass Residential Arts Program, and the Fine
Arts Center (performing arts fee' in cooperation with the

Smith College Office of Student Affairs and the Smith Col-

lege Rec Council.

The featured artists will be McCrady Axon, a New York
artist whose work appears in Tokyo. NYC. and Paris:

Richard Lerman. a Boston-based sound installation artist,

videographer and filmmaker; Patricia McCabe (no rela-

tion to Lynne). a Philadelphia-based visual artist: and Pat
Oleszko. an internationally renowned performance artist.

The works will appear on walkways connecting
buildings, and at Neilson library at Smith, in dining com-
mon areas at UMass, and at museums and libraries at

both institutions.

1 I ^^—

—

MUSIC FOR YOU
AND

ONE-STOP
[ ENTERTAINMENT CENTER

SPRING BREAK
GETAWAY SALE

ALL MAGNAVOX PORTABLE STIREOS
25y OFF

PLUS SALE ON SELECTED
PANASONIC & SYLVANIA VCR'S
Panasonic RX-1924
AM/FM/Cassette
Portable Stereo
• Auto Stop
• FF and REV Controls

• FM Stereo LED Indicator

• Lightweigh Stereo Headphones
• Detachable Belt Clip

Reg. $39.97

Sale Now $34.99

FW17 Reg $79.99

SALE $59.99

Hampshire Mall

Rt. 9 Hadley, MA, 586-1013
SALE ENDS
MARCH 27
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Smithereens

By Sarah Smith
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"For heaven's sake, Roger —
stop dragging that one leg."

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeati
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By Bill Bearing
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Power is a drug on which politicians are

hooked. They buy it from the voters, us-

ing the voters' money.

— Richard J. Needhum

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Michel Jaffc

ACROSS
I Billiard sltoka

6 Rsindeet herder

10 Irfitalion

14 In solitude

15 Keystone Stale

city

16 Okinawan
capital

1

7

Celebrity binge

18 Unassailable

person

20 Say
22 1000 tons

23 Hermit

26 Backgartimon

accessory

29 — Har-

rir^gton' : G
Meredith novel

30 Lariat

35 Actress Lupine

36 Drones lor

enample
37 Confess

38 They also

40 Zodiac sign

42 The elements

43 Quibble

44 Sound trom a
cab s meter

46 Brownish gray

shade
47 Was in the

arms ol

Morpheus
48 Pac-lO member
49 — up

(enargiies)

60 OM campaigner

63 Mendicants

57 Mulroney s

capital

61 First arrival

64 Stairway pan
66 Site ol Bhutan

66 Burden
67 Inclined

68 Correct

69 Rip

70 Barrie girl

DOWN
1 Vocalist ViKKl

2 Cosmetic
ingredient

3 Wander

4 At a bargain

6 Montreal s

subway
6 Bandleadei
Brown

7 Southern
constellation

B Tease
9 Jeopardy
10 — Chinese
It Delicacy

12 Locomotive
expletive''

13Goldie the

actress

19 Tangled hair

21 Joint

24 Always

25 Vast western

mountain range

26 Records

27 Perfect

28 Sculpt

31 Gimlet

32 Derogatory

33 Boil down
34 Has a premier

performance

36 Circumferential

road

39 CEO lor

axampla
41 Venus de —
45 — Nome

Verdi ana

48 Beariike

49 Dainty

51 Pergola

52 Soda fountain

necessity

53 Smile broadly

54 Lightan

55 Toothy smite

56 Pleased

58 B - boy'

59 Unite

60 Mannered
62 Dash
63 NYC IITTW

ANSWEHJO PHEVI0US_PUZ2LE.

Lttnch

Cheeseburger

Pork Fried Rice

Menis
Basics Lunch

Oalburgers

Vegetable Fried Rice

Dinner

Roast Turkey/

Combread Stuffing, Gravy

Cape Cod Fillets

Basics Dinner

Deep Dish Vegetable Pie

Roast Turkey/

Combread Stuffing. Gravy

Weather
Today: Sunny, high in the mid 40s. with 10-15 mph

winds.

Tonight: Partly cloudy, low in the ZVs

Frtdav: Partly sunny, high in the upper 40s.

Today's Staff
Night Editor JetTrv Bartash

Copy Editor Ann Britton

Uyottt Technician Matkins

Photo Technician Paul Franz

Production Supervisor Rob Catalano

Production: Connie LeClerc. Laura Bell

George Francy, Maura McHugh. and Joe the driver

Executive Board — Spring of 1987

KEXXT SIEGER
Editor la Chief

NAHCY KLINGENER
MuMglag BdHor

STEVE RUBIN
B«ala«M Manager

PHIL SBRAPniO
EditorUl Editor

ANSEL ZIMTER
ProdscUoa Manager

Business Board — Spring of 1987

STEVE RUBIN
Batlncat Manager

PAUL H. LESSER
AdTcriUIng Salts Manager

VANESSA ROTH
Plaanc« Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marketing Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
ClfcnUUen Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Snbacfip ton Mnnagcr
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Tin Men
Starring Richard Dreyfuss and Danny Devito

Directed by Barry Levinson • * •

By JIM COLE
Collegian Staff

Tin Men is a unique little movie that takes a humorous

look at the art of getting mad, getting even, and selling

aluminum siding. Set in Baltimore in 1963, it explores

work ethics, relationships, and how destructive revenge

can be.

Richard Dreyfuss plays B.B., a sly and successful

aluminum siding salesman who crashes his brand new

Cadillac into another fancy car, owned by Danny Devito,

another "Tin Man". Instantly the two are off to a great

start, vowing to get even at any cost. Watching these two

maniacs go to ridiculous lengths to hurt each other is the

source of some of the film's funniest moments. But things

go a little too far when an infuriated B.B. performs what

he calls "the ultimate f-k you" by sleeping with Devito's

wife (Barbara Hershey). From that moment on, things

shift into a more serious, thoughtful note as both

characters struggle with job problems, and the price of

taking the art of getting even too far.

Danny (Ruthless People) Devito gives a funny yet mov-

ing performance as Tilly. His character is more complex

than in previous roles, and as a result, he really isn't the

bad guy for once. Richard Dreyfuss, on the other hand,

BACK
SCHOOL 101

Prereqiiistte:

Back pain k a referral

from your UHS provider

This 5 session program

( classes one week apart

)

includes information on exercise,

some anatomy, massage,

treatment options, posture tips,

pain relief methods

and relaxation

DATES: Tuesdays

April 14, 21, 26, &
May 5, 12.

TIME: 6:00 • 6:00 pm

PLACE:
University Health Center

• Ptease advise your UHS provider for the proper referral ^^
Cali LTHS HeaJI/i Education /Of fn/ornja(ion and fiegistratwn M9 2i571 ext 181

%

****»m**** «>«» '

OI^IENTAC
FOOD MAHk^ET

1

1

-^fiO COLLEGE ST., ROUTE 9. AMHERST.MA
^^°

253 56i8 SUN-FRI 10-8 SAT 9-8

OVER 2200 DIFFERENT ITEMS IN STOCK

\
BVO.D.R.D^SCC^N'^^^---'-

^HEEHA1\§

3/20 FRIDAY
Jim K & Co. w/JIm Kaminsky

3/21 SATURDAY
Wailin Dave & the Blue Dogs

3/23 MONDAY
Ken Johnson & Co.

24 Pleasant St., Northampton • 586-4258
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has a role different from anything he's ever done. Cool

and calculating, he has a subtle nastiness that's very ef-

fective. His acting is as good as always, and it's nice to

see his career on the comeback, Barbara Hershey

(Hoosiers), is affecting as the woman who gets caught in

the middle.

Director Barry Levinson {The Natural) has made a

follow up of sorts to his 1982 film Diner, in which we see

the same type of characters still trapped in Baltimore, but

in different situations. He's more interested in the at-

mosphere and people of 1963 than the plot, but it still

works. Even though I found it slow at times, and not as

much of a comedy as I expected, I still cared very much
for the people. Their simple conversations are the best

things in the movie.

Tin Men is a film worth seeing because the characters

are believable. Despite its faults, any movie that features

an old duffer complaining that Bonanza is phony because

none of the cowboys ever talk about getting laid — has

some merit!

By DEREK LEIF
Collegian Correspondent

Trapped in Baltimore? No way, Jim. The Baltimore in

Tinmen is far from a trap; it's Levinson's hometown, and

we can tell that he loves the working class stiffs that he

writes about.

The banter of those stiffs—the little stuff that made
Diner such a joy— is what makes Levinson's Baltimore

memories sparkle. Tinmen's fault is that it tries to balance

slice-of-life nostalgia with big, broad, boffo comedy.

The parts in Tinmen that work are the ones that show

,1 off Baltimore and its locals, not the near epic battle bet-

ween Devito and Dreyfuss. It's hard to believe that two

guys would try to destroy each other's lives over a colli-

sion that gets pushed aside in later lunchtime conversa-

tion for chatter concerning the latest Bonanza episode. It

turns the believable characters into unbelievable

caricatures.

Nonetheless, there's enough small charm make Tinmen

work, mostly provided by the secondary characters.

They're the guys who provide the charm, the ones who

try to teach everyone they know the lyrics to "La Bamba."

We may not be in agreement about Baltimore, Jim.

After all, I was born in Cleveland, a city that boasts a lake

that has caught fire from frequent toxic waste spills. Trap

or no trap, though,

we agree that Tinmen is worth a look.

Jamaican dub poet Mutabaruka will appear

at the Iron Horse in Northampton on Sunday,

March 30. call 546-061 for details.

gddcn !I<gx

NotianoCHonorSociety

SALUTES
SCHOLASTIC
ACHIEVEMENT

OPEN TO ALL JUNIORS AND SENIORS
WITH A 3.50 GPA OR HIGHER
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL
ADAM OR CHET 549-0341

MEMBERSHIP DEADLINE MARCH 20. 1987

0^
Jr*^ Ptoundlnp
' Irom NEW YORK

Starling at

LUXEMBURG $358
LONDON 361

STTHOMAS 238

TEL AVIV 583
CARACAS 293
ATHENS 493
STOCKHOLM 413

HONGKONG 764
Also EURAIL PASSES INT L

STUDENT lO^^DRK/STUOY
ABROAD AYH CARDS. LOW
DOMESTIC FARES and
more'CALL lor

FREE SI udeni Travel Catalog!

[413] 256-1261

CCXiNCllTRiyEL
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GET YOUR BODY READY I

I FOR SUMMER FUNl! :

: SPRING SHAPEUP SPECIAL A T I

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

THE BODY SHOP
Fantastic New Machines Work
Every Muscle In Your Body
(burn lO calories a minute)

• Stationary Bicycles

• Rowing Machines
• Nordic Trac Ski Machines
• Aerobic Dance Classes

REDUCED PRICE - ONLY $25
SIGN UP TODAY

Totman Gymnasium Basement
Hours: M-F 7:30-9;00 AM

11:00-1:00 PM
3:00-9:00 PM

4-

4-

4-

4

*
4
4
4
4
4
4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-
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• NCAA Tournament
continued from page 12

in good shape, with all four of his Final

Four predictions still intact.

Following Decelles in the contest are Bob Gillis. in se-

cond place with 52 points, and Todd Fruhbeis and Jay
Schoendorf, who each have 51.

Other top contenders include Joe Amore (the contest

leader after the first round), John McAlister, Bill Leonard,

Charles Ridder, Allen Lindgren, Noah Nelson, Tara

Reece. John Jacobs and Mark Westman, who each have

50. and David Colantuono, Mitch Hershkowitz. Jeff Cor-

mier Ken Haynes and Andrea Paulding, each with 49.

Here is the schedule for third roimd games, to be held

today and tomorrow:

East Regional: North Carolina will play Notre Dame,
in what could be one of the more interesting games. The
Fighting Irish handed UNO one of its three losses on the

season.

In the other game, Florida will play Syracuse. Both

games will be today.

Southeast Regional: Top-seeded Georgetown will face

Kansas and high-scoring Danny Manning, while Pro-

vidence will take on Alabama in the other contest. Both

of these games will h*» todav. af* well,

Mldw»'>t Regionai: Topserded i .diana will go up

against last year's runner up thi Duke Blue Devils. Duke
has had a lough time in both of its games thus far, though.

The other game will feature DePaul against Louisiana

State. These games will be held tomorrow.

West Regional: The nation's No. 1 team, UNLV. will

take on darkhorse Wyoming. Wyoming has eliminated a

pair of tough teams in Virginia and UCLA, and will be

looking for a third tomorrow. Also, Iowa will be take on

Oklahoma, the team that handed UNLV its only loss of

the year.

HAIR &
TANNING SALON

Twenty-Four Main St

Northampton, MA

Q U

t
You Haven't Heard "The Best" Until

You've Been To Music First

Musif First t.j)mponents otter thf world's

most jdvtinced music reprodiictitm and

unsurpassed quality in workmanship and

electronic design. Call or stop by for ti

ptrsoiiiil ilfiiionstration of the (v^l mu>k
si/s/(7);s i/ou'ir ivcr licani!

Music/irst
Unique Audio Systems
Djnco Ci'ntiT Shops Ktiv 5

HdtfiHd. MA247 =.^(i4

ACTIVITIES 'AUDIO
AUTO FOR SALE •CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT "FOR RENT

FOR SALE • FOUND
HELP WANTED -LOST

CLASSIFIED
Ha^'it^iA^'^ v!*6y<>-:i<>tfu ^VA^:*^**: .-fe* v.<Av^

<ii-<i<m>vu:mf^^'<m^-:^'m>^»^ .«!S^MRS^-«*.

INSTRUCTION • MOTORCYLCLES
PERSONALS -RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED • SERVICES
ROOMATE WANTED 'TRAVEL

WANTED -SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS iiaO-SiM (FRI • 2:30)»DEADUNE 2 DAYS PRK)R TO PUBUCATION»CASM IN ADVANCE. 15«/W0R0/0AY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITliS NAV WOOOVI

25 4-CLUB NEEDS you' We are reorganiz-

ing this dynamic club and we need talented

people tor social coordination and promo-
lion/adverlizing Possible work study posi-

tion available m fall Call Rich at 253-3888
(nights) or stop by 404 SUB IVIonday 12 00
to 4 00

FOR RINT

ROOM IN NEW house call Dale 253-9949
between 5 30-6 30

HAPPY B-DAV IN advance Jusi wait til

tomorrow (Hee, r*ee, hee)~ Rev Ralph &
Friend

"I REMEMBER ASKING whether or where
we could be together, you smiled al me and
you said soon " Husker Ou is hare!

UPC GENERAL MEETING Tuesday 3/1 7 at

6 30PM in 174CC last night of nominations
tor talent business production and
security

THE ANIMAL RIGHTS Coalition is not

mealing today Stop by our table outside
the Halch to sign the Meat-Out Pledge

FOR SALi

CRATE AMP MUST sell' Call Shawn
546-9030

CALLING CVBER? APPLE II rTKJdwn S150
used 2 semesters Panasonic printer apple
compatible S300 useo 1 year new car
tridge Call Scon 253-3993

ACTIVITY OF THE Year l( you know any
men who would look great in a UMass
Calendar or are one yourself, call 546- 1171

lor more intormalion

AN iNixnNsivi smme iriak

WINOERSURFER CLASSIC. S color sail

2 daggerbuards E«cellent condition
Forget Florida $425 Great conversation
piece

WANTED^OORM SIZE Indge in good con-
dition $50 or less call Ken 546 1067

HELP WANTED

WANTED PARf-TliiliE bus drivers lor Nor
thampton to Amherst routes $5 to start very

convenient tor Norhamplon residents work
schedule arranged around your class

schedule

BUTTERFIELD KITCHEN IS accepting ap
plications for both accountant and assistant

manager positions lor 87/88 academic year

/Vpplications available at Butterfield kitchen

office through April 3

DO VOU WANT to go to the Bahamas
Jamaica, or Ft Lauderdale? We have com-
plete trips to the Bahamas starting from

349. complete Jamaica trip (or 389. and
complete Ft , Lauderdale trip 1 29 bus or 3 1

9

air tare These prices all include transpor

laion and hotel You will not find a cheaper
deal with anyone else For information call

Mike or Rick al 549-5401 Space is limited

COLOR TV 19 inch RCA solid-stale $100
549-5994

STEREO CASSETTE DECK w/Oolby SSO
firm Also used CD's $10 each 546-9480

AUTO FOR SALE

FOUND BLUE CONTACT lenses by engin

call 665-4839 evenings

79HABBIT AM/FM.norust exc condition

$1000

1965 FORD FALCON a cream puff

256-6920

FOUND: SCARF NEAR Newman Center
call and identify Rose 6-9206

FOUND: KEYS NEAR Furcolo To daim
call 546-9206

FULL AND PART time positions available

very flexible hours and excellent working
conditions Conveniently located in the

center of Amherst You can earn up to $20
an hour with salary and commissions con-
tact Target Enterprises for an interviewed

ask for Keith 549-7793

THERE'S A JOB for you m a summer camp
the American Camping Association (NY)
will make your application available to over

300 camps in the Northeast exciting oppor-

tunities tor college students and profes-

sionals Positions available an land and
water sports, arts, and cratls. drama,
music, dance, tripping, nature, RN's, MD's.
aides, kitchen, maintenance college credit

available call or wntefor application

American Camping Association, 43W 23rd

St Dept (UMA) New York, NY 10010
212-645-6620

MOTORCYCLES

TO THE ENTIRE Greek Area have an
awesome break' Sisters and pledges of

Delta Zeta

HAL HAPPY BIRTHDAY I love you Lon

HAPPY BIRTHDAY PHILIP, my favoritist

monkey blood batt' Can I wait to celebrate'

Love you always Boo

DELT/T ZETA SORORITY- have an
awesome spring break' Get psyched

KAREN AND MIKE, remember there are no
cornfields in Puerto Rico' Have a great

break' Love. Molly

TOMORROW'S MONTH is OfSy the begin

ning" I love you Love Ed PS starting to

like your sweater'"

FREE!) COME HEAR FREEH
Polly Linson of Fnendly's

speak about Marketing Research
Wednes Marrh 31 7 00PM CC 917
Sponsored by the Marketing Club

Free Refreshments

BOB HEBEISEN: HAPPY 26lh on the 20thi

We love you' Chnssy and Sarah

X
equipped with sauna, wood burning stove,
skylight in bedroom Call Brian or Chris
after 5 256-1041 $270 a month plus
utilities (Minor)

ROOMMATE WANTED

ONE OR TWO non-smoking female room-
mates wanted to share large bdrm in 3
bdrm apt in Puftton Starting June 1st

Prefer senior undergraduate or graduate
student Call Laurie after 6PM 549 7773

HOUSEMATE TO SHARE N Amherst
house I'/j mile from UMass, bus Non-
smoking Laundry, dishwasher, beautiful
view 549 7225

2 FEMALE ROOMMATES needed to share
a Brittany Manor Apt Call 253-2284

SERVICES

TUTORING, SUBSTITUTE TEACHING in

business management, marketing,
finance, investment & microcomputers $7
per hour Neg 536-5006 leave message

TYPING. TAPE TRANSCRIPTION.
accurate 665-7652

Fast

82 SUBARU BRAT. Excellent shape 2 600
549-7529

197^REDMAZDirRX7 excellent condition

78000 miles Kenwood Stereo 3500/BO
46-7715

LOiT

82 CHEVETTE EXCELLENT condition'

Great on gas' Dependable transportation'

323-7684 days, 283-8868 evenings
$1600 00

1970 CUOA, 4 speed, excellent condition,

won't last long at this price, S3500-BO
546-5570

1985 PONflAC FIERO 23,000 miles

remote alarm system sunroof AM/FM cass
trunk-rack 5995 00 Dawn 549-5519

82 TOYOTA TERCEL excellent condition

very well maintained $2300 Call Mike
549-4708 or 5450026

1983 RENAULT FUECK) 5-speecl excelient

cond asking $2800 call 546-1485

HELP! LOS r MY tape recorder at Bartlett

Auditorium on 3/4/87 Class Bio 100B
reward no questions asked 549-7740

DORM ROOM KEY lost' Triton High School

key chain with many safety pins If found
call 546-6394 ask lor Sue or Kristin

ONE BROWN ACADEMY Broadway back
pack Last seen in Mahar 108 Need it and
contents (or spring break Will negotiate $
reward Call Glan between 7 and 12PM
546-4057

LOST-BACKPACK (MAROON). You can
keep everything but the Biology notes

Please' I need them' Call 6-5777, Dana

WOMEN'S LONG BLUE LaTryLevThe coat

al Phi Sig Sat 14 Please return reward no
questions asked< Heather 6-6534

BLACK LEA•fHER JACKET Taken Irom
SDT Friday 13lh was a gift from friend No
questions asked Reward offered 546-7548

1986 HONDA NIGHTHAWK S Exc con
dition low miles call Jim evenings 256-6068

TO ONE OF the bitchin' dudes- I had a

great time this weekend' it must be that

Special touch' Let's go lor a repeat in

Boston' (Except (or the earthquake in the

morning ) Love. Me

GAIL-GET PSYCHED! Remember if it rams
we'll hit the bars Love ya, your Bahamas
Bound Accomplice-R

JULIETA YOU'RE GOING to be 18' I m
glad we're together Luv ya your Twin Sis Z

PERSONAU

RESUME TYPESETTING SERVlCE^
Have your resume professionally typeset

The best quality type, not a word processor

Sixteen different type styles to choose from

Takes only 3 days costs $25 and any
changes I'll do for FREE Come down to the

Collegian Graphics Office (113 Campus
Center) and speak to Peter Soderberg

79 FORD FIESTA must sell runs good
cheap evenings 1-774-5923

CHRIS CHOLLMAN!!!

WHY DO YOU always have your head m
the clouds'' When you come down, how
bout a tartar yoke lunch' 6-1287

ENTERTAINMENT

LOST MEN'S BLACK tvireed suit jacket Fri

March 1 3 al Thela Chi no questions asked
546-9124

HELP! LOST MY black and white wool coal

at Phi Sig 3/14 please return-no questions

asked' Moe 6-8077

grei

perience' Come write for New England's
largest college daily The Collegian is in 1 13

Campus Center, nght tMhind the TV
Come down and check us out'

si<i, SKI , sio
5 College trips' Day trips,

night trips, to Berkshire East

Rates start at $9 lor lilts

and transportation for night ski

Rentals and lessions also avail

Bus leaves UMass A colleges
Registration deadline Mon Feb 2

For more info call

549-4500 x328

HI MIKE. Tell me why why can't we live

together think about it
' Sincerely Higher

Love

TRICIA: HAPPY BIRTHDAY! I hope your

day IS great and your break is fun too Love,

your Hilchin Friend

THUMPER: IN THIS land of peaceTiustice

and no mercy, you've given me a reason

to believe May our relationship never stop

growing Love ya, Whalebutt

LEX OF EK... heard you (inally used the

Christmas present Fn PM- Sat AM It's

great tjeing prepared, huh''

WORD PROCESSING $1.75 p/page
2539608

CLEANING GRADUATE SENIOR with ex

tensive experience available on Mondays
and/or Fridays starting 3/27 $6/hr call Paul

256-0333 kMp trying, leave messa^

SPANISH TUTORINO ft TRANSLATION

GRAMMAR. CONVERSATION. PRONUN-
CIATION. Short stories 256 1002

SPRING FLINO

HELP WITH SPRING Fling' Come to Cen
tral Area Government meetings at 8 00 on
Tuesdays

SPROUT

AIRLINE TICKET. GOOD for anywhere m
US great for Spring getaway $250 Sue
545-2275 or 253-5238

SPRING BREAK- Killington Vermont' For
only $96 call Steve at 6-6569

ROUND TRIP PLANE ticket to Boulder
Colo leave 3/21 from N Y return 3/30 NY
$200 or BO call Marty 549-6541

FT LAUDERDALE PLANE ticket round trip

Boston to Ft Lauderdale SI 50 March 21 to
28 call Sean 546 7998

TYPINO SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING. PAPERS, letters

resumes, etc Meticulous proofreading
Editing available New IBM typewriter Call
549-0367

WANTED

LOCAL BANDS WANTED Easlside con
certs Battle ot the Bands on Feb 28 Con
tact Bruce or David 549-4160

AUSTRALIAN STUDENT WANTS to buy
downhill ski boots Size 10 ph 546-9166

ONE FEMALE TO share Brandywine Apt
call 546-9027

I NEED A CO r( ; soccel team to play for

Experienced fun, team player Call Sieve
5849285

WANTED TO RENT

HAPPY 21 ST B-DAY Lisa N only 87 til

nine* Please don'l kill me!

LISA M DON'T forget to gel the Collegian

tomorrow'

LORI I THINK you re some kind of wonder
ful Call Me Man

LOOKING FOR STORIES on anything Irom

nutritional findings and facts, to poems and
ocipes Vou don't have to be a writer, or

even look like one' Help support those who
IrequenI Earthloods and People's Market,

and those who are concerned with

cooperative student businesses Sprout is

a new newsletter, and is open to any funky

Ideas and stories you may have Double
spaced and typed, drop off m E O oMice,

address to Jen K THANKS'

STEPHANIE

S100 REWARD FOR finding Brandywine
lease Donna/Tina 546-9027

MATURE UNDERGRADUATE SEEKING
off-campus room, for the fall Must be quiet

Call 546 7057 after 11PM or leave
message

UMASS STUDENT LOOKING for room to

rent near campus during spring break 9-21

to 9-29 Call Mary at 546-1 151 Keep trying.

HAPPY PRE-BIRTHDAY Have a blast in

the sun Love Boogs

WANTED TO RENT

PUFFTON VILLAGE: NO nerds' Add your
name to lease and move in or sublet for just
summerfsub $100 mo per) One or two
p>eople- Mike 549-4883

TWO SENIORS LOOKING for one^Tiwo
bedrooms for now until end o( semester
close to campus Call Chris or Dave
253-7572

- MOONLIGHTING -

New England s Premiere DJ Service
Top DJ's-Lowest Prices

Give US A Call 253-3133

RAYBAN CATS BROWN, blue case-

large reward' Call 5450046 anytime

HELP! I'M COLD! Dark blue coat lost Sat

14 at Phi Sig please return no questions

asked reward 6-6405

POR A eOOO TINW CAU

DID YOU TAKE my blue UMass knapsack
Irom the Newman Center on Mon 3-16

Please return I have tests this week Call

Steven 549-0034

SMALL GREY POCKETBOOK on 3/12 bet

ween Brooks- Thompson no money inside

but meed ID and lisence to bound call

Christina 546-6303

DORM STUDENTS: EXCITING young
company looking for energetic dorm
students to earn extra cash Job pays im-

mediately upon completion Fringe tjenefils

and perks very common Call now
617 938-8839, 61-935 1414

LOVE TO DANCE? Tryouts for UMass
minutes kickline-danceleam coming the

third week in April Lots of tun. great way
to keep in shape Meet tons of new people

Watch for us'

STEVE I MISS you- love your little baby girt

xoxox

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TIM. It S all over, you
made if The Gang

HEY JUNIOR. HOW are those scabs'
Have they healed yet? I'll try to be more
careful next time' Love ya Coach

IF YOU SEE my girlfriend, Lisa Prucnal in

Fort Lauderdale say Hi for me: her poor
boyfriend M&M

ST. JUDE

THANK VOU AGAIN! Seldom do your

pravers Qo unarswered i am very grateful

RACK-A-DISC Entertainment Agency Disc

lockies, lights, rentals, and mobile video

dances' 549-7144

ran CAM
NEED MONEY FOR spring break? I need
your baseball cards' Please help Call Mike

549-0333

WANTED: FOR DOCUMENTARY video,

people who wish to express their leelmgs

on the Southwest Mets/Red Sox incident

and/or the Hurst Report Call Diane or Scoll

584-6458 584 1 1 42 545- 1 336 Leave name
and (el no

MIKE- MEFYOUon S A bus on 3/14 -'

gummy bears and plastic crazy straws I

didn't get a chance to thank you but you
made my day Erin

ANDREA. MALIBU AND Beth- tt'S-be nice

to you week' Enjoy il' Tnsh

PROFESSIONAL fVPINO AND EDITING

SPEEDY KEYS -DISSERTATIONS,
resumes papers 256-1002

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

CASES. PAPERS. DISSERTATIONS.
theses, (ast. accurate, dependable, on-

campus, reasonable 584-7924, Nancy

tUILET

2 BEDROOM APT on bus line Sunderland
$400 per month call 665-2150

SUMMER JOIS

ON CAP COD at Jason's ot Denmsport
Floor and door personnel, barbacks and
bartenders, waiter and waitresses Accep-
ting applications Mon thru Sat vacation
week from noon to 3 Interviews at Clan
cy's. 8 Uppercounty Rd Denmsport MA

$50 REWARD FOR Puflton lease
Desperate' Rich 546-6682

LOOKING FOR 3-BEOROOM m'Pumon
reward offered Lisa 6-7979

CLOSET SALE

FULL LENGTH RACOON skmToaT, in

good condition. $200 OO NCR cash
register, needs only minor repair for lull

operation or lust a conversation piece
$50 00 Resignol skis, marker bindings and
caber boots Great package for someone
who wants to learn without major invest-
ment $80 00 Call Ansel 256-6162

TRAVEL

tOOM AVAILAUI

ONE QUARTER OF a mile from campus,
on bus routu, male or temale Apartment

SPRING FLING/DAYTONA UMas* party

bus heart of the stnjVOcean front S99 group
we drive $199/ we will beat any price group
'ales call now 256-6227

PLANE TICkEf ROUNOtRIP 10 Oaytona
call Dan 6-9706
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SPORTS

Women's lacrosse more balanced this
Gazelles head south for three games during Spring Break
By LINDA DELIVORIAS
Collejr-an Staff

The University of
Massachusetts women's
lacrosse team is heading
south for Spring Break, but
it won't be catching the rays

at Daytona Beach or Fort

Lauderdale
The Gazelles depart for

Virginia tomorrow, where
they will practice at Old
Dominion University before

facing Northwestern
University in their season

opener next Wednesday,
March 25, at Norfolk, Va.

UMass has traditionally

scrimmaged club teams
over Spring Break, but head
coach Hixon has opted for

an upgraded 12-game
schedule. In a span of five

days the Gazelles will clash

with NU, James Madison,
and the University of

Maryland, all of which are
ranked in the top ten in pre-

season polls. Still, Hixon is

relishing the opportunity to

knock sticks with a trio of

perennial lax powerhouses.
"In the past we would

start the season against

Division II and III teams,
but they usally didn't give

us the caliber of games that

we wanted," she said.

"We're going to use this trip

for practice, but it should be
a real good experience come
playoff time," she said.

Hixon said she would be
satisfied to return to

Amherst with two victories,

but the Gazelles hasre the,

work cut out for them.
UMass has been hampered
by the inclement weather.

which has forced it to prac-

tice in Totman Gym, but the

Gazelles have managed to

scrimmage two club teams,

Hampshire and Springfield,

the past few weekends.
Northwestern, mean-

while, has had the luxury of

working out on its artificial

turf field since January. The
Dukes will also have the ad-

vantage of having two
games under its belt. NU's
season opener is March 22

against Trenton State.

"I'm looking forward to

the trip. These games
should be a good indication

of how our season will be. I

wish we could play

Maryland (defending NCAA
champion) a little farther

down the road, but we're

just concentrating on Nor-

thwestern now," junior
defensman Amy Robertson
said. "I wish I could say that

practicing indoors won't

have some effect on the out-

come, but they have a

definite advantage playing

outside. Let's hope they'll be

a little tired after their

games."
Last year UMass got off to

a flying start, but finished

the season with a flurry of

losses. The Gazelles were
riding high with a six-game

winning streak, but
slumped down the
homestretch to end the

season with a 6-4 mark.
"We could have been 8-2,

but we lost two games by
«1im margins (Dartmouth

10, Rutgers 12-11). We
had a lot of young players,

and when the pressure was
on they couldn't take the

heat," Hixon said. "Wo're
more balanced this year, our
training is more intense,

and we're experienced.
We're a very good team
with a lot of decent
athletes."

Robertson insists that the

players have learned a

lesson from last year's late-

season collapse, and have
developed a new attitude in

dealing with setbacks.

"Dartmouth was the tur-

ning point. It was a heart-

breaking loss, and we just

couldn't recover and bounce
back. I've never had a more
miserable feeling after a

season. We had such a suc-

cessful beginning, and then
it all fell apart," she said.

"This year we're not going

to dwell on the losses, we're
just going to come out and
work harder the net time.

Everyone has been pushing
themselves in practice, and
we've developed a mental
toughness and confidence

that we"re going to build on
every game."
Senior co-captains Lisa

Griswold and Chris Kocot
will anchor the offense and
defense, respectively, with

leadership and production.

The All-American Griswold,

who netted a team-high 36
goals last season, is the

team's big play attackman,
while Kocot is a mainstay
on a formidable defensive

line.

Sharing the scoring load

with Griswold on the attack

will be junior Ginny Arm-
strong (30 goals, 5 assists),

sophomore Cathy Fuhrman
(7, 5), and senior Becky

Collegian photo by David Shimkua

The women's lacrosse team heads south for three games during Spring
Break. The Gazelles return home for their home opener March 31 against
Yale at Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

Bekampis (5, 1). Two pro-

mising freshmen. Sue Mur-

phy of Boyertown, PA, and

in good shape, with all four

of his Final Four predic-

tions still intact.

Following Decelles in the

contest are Bob Gillis, in

second place with 52
points, and Todd Fruhbeis

and Jay Schoendorf, who
each have 51.

Karen (Birdie) Ravn of Hun-
tington, NY, also have the

potential to shred enemy
defenses, run for daylight,

and hammer the ball home.
"Murphy is big, strong,

tough, and aggressive. She
combines well with Griz.

We're going to be fun to

watch this year. We have a

great spectator team," assis-

tant coach Patti Bossio said.

"Fuhrman is coming into

her own. I expect big things

from her at midfield and as

a goal scorer. Bekampis is

much improved. She is

stronger, and faster, and
wants to be a factor more.

That's a great attitude,"

Hixon said. "Julie Stuart

and Emily Humiston have
made the most strides in

terms of improvement, but
everyone is a year older and
a year wiser."

Defensively, UMass lays

claim to a solid corps of up-

perclassmen. In addition to

Kocot, seniors Humiston
and Posy Seifert, and
juniors Sheila Phillips and
Robertson are a tenacious
bunch that makes few men-
tal mistakes.

Sophomore Ann Scileppi

and junior Pam Stone are
candidates for the starting

goalie position. Scileppi saw
most of the action in the net

last season, posting a 9.0

goals against average in

eight games, but Hixon isn't

counting out the versatile

Stone, who saw duty on the
defensive line last year in

addition to compiling a 6.00

goals against average in

three contests.

"I haven't decided who
will start the opener. I'll

wait until we get outside

and practice. We're using a
men's stick this year, which
will result in new strategy

and positioning. Whoever
responds to the new adjust-

ment in style will be the
starter," Hixon said.

The netminder on caning
day will have her hands full

with a Northwestern team
that notched a 10-4 mark,
before being eliminated in

Collegian photo by David Shimkus

Pam Stone and the rest of the women's
lacrosse team should be more experienced and
more balanced this season, according to head
coach Pam Hixon.

the first-round of the
playoffs, 11-7, by the
Terrapins.

The Dukes return ex-

plosive attackmen in senior

Kate Oleykowski (68,16),

and sophomore Maureen
Mullen (26-16). NU is also

set in goal with Joe Kung.
The defensive line is young
and suspect, and must fill

the void left by the gradua-
tion of three-time second-

team All-American Wendy
Count.
"We respect LTMass, but

were just going to take one
game at a time. Its difficult

to evaluate the stengths of

the team at this point, so

we'll be making a lot of ad-

justments in the game," NU
head coach Cindy Timchal
said. "The team that can ex-

ecute under pressure,
eliminate turnovers, and
not commit mental
mistakes should win. The
neutral site won't give
either team an advantage."

It is apparent that the
Gazelles can field a talented

group of players, but the in-

tangible qualities such as

desire, drive, and motiva-
tion will also determine the
team's success.

'The field hockey kids

(Griswold, Kocot, Robert-
son, Stuart) bring a dif-

ferent dimension to the
team. They're used to being
in the NCAA's every year,

and they won't settle for

anything less," Bossio said.

Women's Lacrosse '87
Coach: Pam Hixon
Last season: 6-4. six-game winning streak at beginn-

ing of season snapped with 10-7 loss to New Hampshire,

lost final four games of season to UNH, Dartmouth, Tem-
ple, and Rutgers by a 14-goal margin, didn't qualify for

post-season competition, outscored opponents 119-90.

Captains: Seniors Lisa Griswold (attackman) and
Chris Kocot (defensman).

Top returning Players: Attackmen Griswold (36

goals, 13 assists), junior Ginny Armstrong (30, 5),

sophomore Cathy Fuhrman (7, 5), senior Becky Bekam-
pis (5, 1), goalies Ann Scileppi (8 games. 9.00 goals

against average, .517 save percentage), and Pam Stone
(3 games. 6.00 GAA, .470 save percentage).

Top Newcomers: Freshmen attackmen Kym Brown
(Beverly. Ma), Karen Ravn (Huntington, NY), Ann King
(Montclair, NJ). Sue Murphy (Boyertown, Pa), and

defensman Helena Doto (Suffern, NY)
Key Losses: Bunny Forbes (26, 19), and Mary Scott

(13, 6)

Opening Game: Wednesday, March 25, vs. Nor

thwestern University at Old Etominion.

Home Opener: March 31 against the Yale Universi-

ty Elis at Totman Field.

Intramural playoffs end
The University of Massachusetts winter

intramural season came to a climax Tues-
day night, with the crowning of five cham-
pionship teams.

Titles in ice hockey and the four divisions

of basketball (men's, women's, co-

recreational, and Graduate-Faculty) were
decided.

In ice hockey action, the Inmates became
champion.s as they defeated the Buzzards
3-2, in overtime to take the title. The game
was the rubber match in a three-game
season to determine the champion.

The teams split the first two games to set

up the final, with the Buzzards winning,
4-2, and the Inmates posting a 4-1 victory.

The games were played at Amherst College
and the Greenfield Ice Rink.

The men's basketball final also had to be

solved in overtime, as the Bleeding

Hemophiliacs pulled away in the extra

period to down Sigma Phi Ep 'D'. 49-37.

The Hemophiliacs went 3-1 in the regular

season, and in the process defeated Ball

State, last year's champion.

In order to qualify for the playoffs of the

league, which consisted of 81 teams, teams

had to establish a .500 record or better.

Molly's Crew gained a narrow victory

over the Shots, 39-36, for the women's
league title. The Shots came into the game
as the league's defending champions, hav-

ing won the crown last season under a dif-

ferent name. Molly's finished the regular

season with a record of 3-1, with the only

loss coming at the hand of the Weasels.

In the Graduate-Faculty final, 18
Handles beat P.V.D.E., '48-42. The
Handles, which is a Sport Management
team, emerged from a field consisting of

seven teams to grab the title win in this

division.

This year's co-rec champion is Phlegm,
which ousted Tau Iota Tau, 61-50.

NCAA
tourney
resumes
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The NCAA Basketball

Tournament, which has
been on a lay-off since Sun-

day, will resume play to-

day as the final 16 teams
begin their serious quest to

reach the Final Four, held

in New Orleans, La., next

weekend.
With that, the Official

Collegian Sports Staff

NCAA Basketball Tourna-
ment Pool will come out of

hiding, continuing to

create an air of excitement

for anyone who still has a
half a chance at winning.

The prizes, in case you
forgot, are a pair of passes

to the hot tubs at Utopia
Spas. The top five finishers

in the contest will win. A
coin toss will be held if it

is necessary to break any
ties.

The third round ofgames
will continue through
tomorrow, with the win-
ners advancing to the
fourth round (regional
finals) this weekend).
Three points will be
awarded to each correct

team predicted in the third

round, and four for each
one in the fourth.

With that in mind, those
of you scoring at home
should have a small idea

as to how you're faring.

Those ofyou who who have
teams like the University
of Nevada-Las Vegas,
North Carolina,
Georgetown, Indiana,
Syracuse, Iowa or
Alabama, should keep
checking the Cnllegian,

because you are still in the

running.

On the other hand, ifyou
were one of the many who
had a Final Four with
teams like Illinois, Clem-
.Hon, UCLA, or Temple,
start thinking about
spring training.

Bryan Decelles. a resi-

dent of Washington Tower,
leads the contest with 55
points through the second
round. Decelles is looking

continuvd on page II
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Name confusion, close margin, missing ballots at issue

Commuter area fails to ratify election
Bv JONATHAN M. CASSIE
Collegian StafT

Due to a lack of quorum, the governing board of the

Commuter Area Government failed last night to ratify

the election of Lynne M. Murphy for commuter

spokesperson.

On Tuesday, the board failed to ratify the elections, caus-

ing the current controversy. The vote opposing the ratifica

tion was based on a petition filed by members of the board

supporting Charlotte Wesley, the current spokesperson.

The petition raises the issue of a three-vote margin of

victoiy, an absence ofthirty numbered ballots, confusion

among the voters regarding Lynne M. Murphy's name
[similar to M. Lynne Murphy, a current member of the

board) and a complaint filed by a student charging elec

tion rule violations.

"There are no legal grounds at all to not ratify the elec-

tion." said Russell Wallach, treasurer of the Commuter
Area Government.
"No one can say what happened to those votes. It is an

important factor that 30 numbered ballots were missing

because the margin of victorv was so close 13 votesl. That

could easily have swayed the election,'" Wesley said.

The issue was downplayed by Murphy's camp. "It is the

most ridiculous argument I've ever hetud. People who
voted could vote for just Senate, or for just the referen-

dum question, or whatever No one was required t(t vote

for the governing board. 30 ballots missing is normal.'said

Wallach.

Lynne M. Murphy also questioned the validity of

Wesley's argument. "In our constitution, a simple plunili-

ty is all that is needed td elect a spokesperson, and hcsules,

there were four i-ecounts of the election results," she said

The name recognition/confusion problem was emphasiz-

ed by Wesley, who leveled criticism at the Collegian. "The

Collegian played a part in this is.sue. When I talked to

people, I had to make the distinction between the two

ILynne M. Murphy and M. Lynne Murphy]. That is gall-

ing to me because the Collegian did not cover the issue

at all and that people kept coming up to M. Lynne did

telling her that they voted for her," said Wesley.

"I will not even try to legitimize the argument by tnlk

ing about it" was Wal'ach's response to the name issue.

Ft. Lauderdale businesses 'panic'

as college student interest wanes

Collegian photo by Byrn<' (.iiarnott.i

DRIVIN' THAT TRAIN... - Rusty Newburg
comes down to earth m Northampton
yesterday.

By DARREN GARNICK
Collegian Correspondent

•BREAK IS DEAD. TOURISM OFFICIALS SAY -
Hotels and Other Beach Businesses Have Reasons to

Panic."

The headline of last Friday's Fort Lauderdale Sun-

Sentmel says it all. According to Ft. Lauderdale hotel

owners and employees, business is considerably slower

than past years and the city is quickly losing appeal for

many college students.

"Last year there were much more kids and a lot more

action," Christine Lora. a desk receptionist at the AlA
Regent Resort said, '

I think all the rowdy ones didn't

come this year Everything's a lot quieter." Lora feels that

cheaper airline rates are swaying students towards more

exotic places like the Bahamas. Barbados, and Mexico,

and said "a lot of reservations have been cancelled.'

Fred Taylor, owner of the Wish You Were Here Inn, con-

cedes thai while tlie overall numbers of students are lower

than anticipated, neither his business nor customer

-atisfaction is suffering.

"We're doing well because we've always catered to our

nice group of young people and we get a lot of repeat

business." he explained.

"Kids are having the same great time they've always

had. The difi'erence is that now you don't have to wait in

line for two huur- in n bar. Things u-c less fongested."

he continued.

Taylor revealed that the city was cracking down hard

to discourage college students from spending their vaca-

tions there A new convention center has been built and

city officials want to attract a more "family-oriented

crowd " Local merchants do not always agree: "We wish

you were all here, " Taylor said.

Among the strict measures the city tourism council ha.-

taken are new public drinking laws and more aggre-.iv.

law entuvremont Alrohn' is n<' Innuer pe>mitfeH m- th,

beach and is restricted to private propertv I>ast vent
.
m .'i

2000 ar'est^ were made tor dnnkioK law vioi.e ini,, lume

Frank, a desk clerk at the Five Coins Ini , teei.- th.i> ^his

13 a major reason why man> studei u- have ^^nm

elsewhere.

"Wheiher a gu\ m the .street with a car should 'm pul

in lail and God forbid, have a record, I (iont knov ' h<

said, "To be honest with you, maybe its a nuMd ^ .ss

ing. A lot of college kids rai.se hell and there m^vf heei

several deaths in the general area from talimt^' ott

balconies and jumping out of windows. Maybe it s tor rneir

own good.'

Ross poster divides BOG
'The man lied. That 's what it came down to.

'

By JENNIFER DEMPSEY
Collegian Staff

Amid infighting and heated debate, the

Campus Center/Student Union Board of

Governors last night amended a motion

dealing with candidates who "misrepre-

sent" themselves in elections.

The motion amended is as follows: Be it

enacted to invalidate the candidacy of any

person who lies or misrepresents
him^'herself in the Spring 1987 B.O.G. Elec-

tions, and to invalidate the candidacy of

Michael D. Ross.

The board discussed appropiate actions

to take against unsuccesful contender

Michael D. Ross for "misleading posters for

his candidacy for the BOG.
"

Ross's posters read "Re-elect Ross for

Commuter Area Senator and BOG." Ross

is an incumbent to the Commuter Area,

but is a first time candidate for the board.

BOG member Megan Brady said, "The
man lied. That's what it came down to. I

think it's pitiful to have to make a law

against lying."

Ross said that he was offended by

members "calling me a liar and defaming

my person in front of these people. This mo-

tion represents institutional harassment.

"I took the time to run for BOG so that

certain political positions could be

represented at the BOG. Ifyou want to call

me a liar, a cheater, go ahead. I wanted to

become a board member to work for the

students. Now this motion is adding insult

to injury as I lost my campaign bid for the

BOG, " Ross said.

Board member Frank Pomala said, "I

think it s less black and white than it ?. be-

ing painted. It seems like common sense.

I'm not convinced he lied."

The board voted to keep the amendment
with the deletion of Ross's name
Other events discussed were the 30th An-

niversary celebration to begin in April. Rob

Merlino said there will be a reception,

dances and ceremonies to commemorate
the Student Union's 30th anniversary.

There will be a meeting open to any in-

terested students tomorrow in the Student

Activities Office at 9:45.

Accidently omitted in last week's listing

of the newly elected board members was
Joe Casali. Casali is the Orchard Hill

representative to the BOG.

Panelist: treaties were used
against American Indians

By ROBERT MENZEL
Collegian Staff

Treaties and the legal system have

historically been used to disenfranchise

American Indians, a panelist speaking on

Indian treaty violations said last night.

According to Steve Emery, a member of

the American Indian Student Association

from Harvard Law School, the treaties

were signed between nations, and the

anti-Indian efforts by the US government

have been made to violate the sovereign-

ty of Indian nations.

Emery noted the Fort Laramie Treaty

of 18.58 — violated shortly after gold was
discovered in 1866 — which required the

US government to provide for the welfare

of Indians in the Black Hills of South

Dakota, The Sioux Indians were ultimate

ly deprived of their ancestral sacred lands.

The Supreme Court recently offered the

Sioux nation $117 million in a settlement,

Emery said, but money is not enough.

"Money is paper, and it burns," Emery
said. "Land is forever; the bones of our

ancestors are there in the Black Hills, and

we have no right to take money.'

Mikki Aganstata, a former University

of Massachusetts' student, said the Euro-

pean conception of land was different than

that of the Indians, and allowed the huro-

peans to use treaties to manipulate the In-

dians into giving up their land

"Treaties were reduced to programs and

services funded by state governments."

Aganstata said. "Not much was left ot the

Indian nations' .sovereignty."

Vernon Pocknett, a Mashpee Wam-
panaug. related the experiences of his

trihi I <"ederal court The Wampanaug
have neen fighting to gain recognuion as

a tribal nation from the government, to

halt the development of its land, and

restore tribal sovereignty.

\^f H'v fiKMiing for aboriginal hunting

and fi-shkng rights," he said, "but our

judicial s: stem won't help us because it

has been paid off."

The panel was sponsored by the

American Indian Student Association, as

a part of Native American Awareness

Month.
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HAZARD — An unidentified unicyclist runs an obstacle course in front of the Student Union

BuUding yesterday afternoon.

Not all RSU members are extremists
CIA opposition symbolic of contemporary discontent

By JOE LIEBESCHUETZ
Collegian Correspondent

To some, the name Radical Student Union may bring

to mind the image of a minority group of ejctremists

dedicated to bringing down the "establishment" through

the use of force. While this might accurately describe some

members of the RSU, it is not the general rule.

News Analysis

Many RSU members speak of their commitment to

traditional American values and the Constitution. They

emphasize that they are in favor of their political op-

ponents being allowed to speak on campus within the con-

text of a properly-organized debate. Such views appear

almost moderate.

The RSU is, at present, very active on the issue of alleg-

ed CIA violations of national and international law but

their vocal opposition to the CIA seems symbolic of a more

profound dissatisfaction with the perplexities of contem-

porary existence such as nuclear weapons, AIDS and acid

The anti-CIA activities of the RSU are conducted under

Vice chancellor tells

women to take risks
Bv CONNIE LECLERC
Collegian Staff

Women are a- physically and mentally competent as

men in the work force, said the vice chancellor for

University relations and development, in a lecture in

which she talked about her experiences as they related

to her career.

Deirdre Ling, the first woman vice chancellor at the

University of Massachusetts, spoke to 25 women on "Em-

powering Yourself: Strategies for Managing Your

Career" Wednesday night in the Campus Center. Talk-

ing about her work experiences. Ling said,"small risks

prepared me for much larger ones in the future."

According to Ling, in order for women to achieve their

career goals, they must look for role models or mentors.

She said that her grandmother, who raised her while her

mother worked, was a positive force in her life, "could

do anything."

She noted that role models can be found in the cor-

porate world: "As you move into positions, seek out those

colleagues

you most admire." And, as women find sponsors recep-

tive to their creative ideas, giadually their "professional

currency" will rise.

After working in a number of part-time jobs and receiv-

ing her doctorate in English from Tufts University, Ling

said she wanted to stay in an academic setting. She

became director of freshman admissions at UMass in

January ,1978. and moved on to several other positions

in the following years. She was dean of admissions from

1979 to 1981, dean of academic support from 1981 to

1982, and then served as assistant chancellor until

assuming her present position.* *^
.nntiniii'H on page 4

the auspices of the Stop CIA Recruitment Organizing

Committee and a plethora of subsidiary entities. As the

name suggests, SCROC was formed with the intention of

preventing the CIA from recruiting on campus. In this

regard, it has been unsuccessful, at least so far. However,

members say the publicity generated by its protest actions

and the sense of unity gained through the common adver-

sity of having had several of its members arrested in such

actions serve to provide continuing cohesion and sense of

purpose.

Although the question of CIA recruitment on campus

remains conspicuous, some activists now accept that, as

an issue, it is both academic and peripheral; academic,

in the sense that the CIA has no immediate plans to

return to the campus; peripheral, because banning the

CIA from campus would not prevent the recruitment of

UMass students elsewhere.

The real task that confronts SCROC is that of collec-

ting and publicizing evidence in such a manner as to con-

vince their fellow students and the outside world that their

allegations against the CIA are well-founded.

SCROC alleges that the CIA has broken both national

and international law. The first charge is made on the

grounds that, by not recruiting homosexuals, the CIA

breaches affirmative action laws. Although it is easy to

believe that the CIA does not recruit homosexuals, ir-

refutable proof of this allegation is lacking.

continued on page 4

By jennifv:r waugh
Collegian Correspondent

Experimental AIDS vaccines will be tested on

humans in the near future, medical experts said.

There are several vaccines being tested, but doctors

haven't yet found a drug to prevent the deadly virus. The

vaccine would have to stimulate certain antibodies that

can fight the virus.

Many scientists said they don't know if it is possible to

develop such a vaccine.

No one has any idea what it is going to take to make

an effective vaccine,' said Dr. Robert C. Gallo, a leading

AIDS researcher.

The testing of the vaccine will be largely trial and er-

ror, researchers said. Scientists need to determine which

antibodies are stimulated by each vaccine so they can

isolate those that are effective.

Experimentation is a major obstacle scientists face. They

are unsure of how to administer the drug without infec-

ting the subject. In Africa, a team of scientists has

already begun testing on small groups of people. The vac-

cine administered was to build up the immune system.

Results have not been reported.

However, the development of an effective vaccine pro-

bably won't occur for at least five or ten years.

Michael K. Deaver, a former presidential advisor

and close friend of the Reagans, was indicted on five

counts of perjury by a federal grand jury Wednesday.

Deaver, the former deputy chief of staff, left the White

House to form his own multi-million dollar lobbying

business.

Deaver is accused of lying to a federal grand jury and

a congressional subcommittee about his lobbying ac-

tivities after leaving public life. A 1978 ethics in govern-

ment law restricts former government officials from lob-

bying their former agencies or departments. When Deaver

was questioned about his efforts on behalf of Canada and

South Korea, he allegedly lied on five occasions.

Deaver could face 25 years in prison and a $10,000 fine

if he is found guilty on all counts. He is the first person

to be indicted under the 1978 Ethics in Government Act.

President Reagan released this brief statement about

the indictment: 'Mike Deaver has been our friend for 20

years. Nancy and I will keep him and his family in our

"thoughts during these difficult times. We wish him well.'

Eleven people were killed after fourteen churches

were burned in a wave of religious violence in Nigeria

Friday.

Moslem mobs in Nigeria attacked Christians after a

Christian preacher criticized the Moslem faith.

Northern cities suffered the most widespread violence

and destruction. In Kaduna state, schools closed and

cu»-fews were implemented. Also in Kaduna, the offices

of the Young Men's Christian Association were burned.

A church was also burned Wednesday, leaving a Sunday

school teacher dead. Students at Ahmadu Bello Univer-

sity, the largest university in Nigeria, burned a Chris-

tian chapel.

Religious leaders met with the state Governor to put

an end to the violence.

The government released a statement assuring the

public that the situation has been taken care of, and televi-

sion broadcasts said 'All is quiet and everyone is going

about their business.'

ColleRian photo by Thorn Devita

HI-HO, HI-HO — Passing students seem unconcerned that, for this Physical Plant

Spring-cleaning crew, it's "off to work we go."
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continued from page 3

Supposedly, violations of

international law relate to

CIA activites in inter alia,

Guatemala, Africa, Viet-

nam and of course,

Nicaragua. Much of the

evidence for these allega-

tions derives from books

written by disaffected ex-

CIA agents. Such sources

may be regarded as absolute

fact by SCROC, but to the

disinterested bystander,

they are only subjective

observations. Allegations

about CIA atrocities in

Nicaragua are, however,

supported by a ruling of the

International Court of

Justice on June 27, 1986.

Few people would doubt

that there have been in-

stances in which the CIA
has broken international

law. What is debatable is

whether it has been fre-

quent, flagrant and blatant-

ly contrary to the national

interest.

The question of national

interest is important.

Members of SCROC ar-

rested in connection with

the occupation of Munson
Hall on November 24, 1986,

intend to use the "necessity

defense". The principle of

this defense is that one may
break the law to prevent a

greater harm from occurr-

ing. It is the contention of

the defendants that the

trespass for which they were

arrested was justified by

their intention of preven-

ting the CIA from abusing

the civil rights of millions of

people all over the world.

In applying the necessity

defense to its own actions,

SCROC is duty-bound to

consider it in relation to

CIA activities. Some
SCROC members regard it

as self-evident that CIA
abuses of civil rights could

not be considered to be in

the national interest. They
take the view that the

leaders of the CIA have

been corrupted by power to

the extent that they have

lost all rational judgement,

and that those under them
have to do what they are

told.

• Ling
continued from page 3

Although it is very difficult for women to get hired for

such a position, Ling said she followed the rule that

"high risk" would offer "high gain." Women can achieve

self-confidence by taking risks in their careers, she said.

"Leaders in higher education know how to get power

by sharing power," understanding the people they are

involved with, and by forming coalitions within the

workplace, the creative energy that is induced builds

pride. Ling said. An example of this was MassTransfor-

mation, which was "energized by teams of people and

was a process in organizational dynamics."

"The key (to achievement) is balance," professional and

personal lines must work together to achieve this

balance. Ling said.

As a woman who has the power to make changes in

academia, it is "exhilarating to be a change agent in an

organization," she added.

* elections
continued from page 1

"I didn't use my middle initial because I didn't want

any confusion with M. Lynne. I feel that would have hurt

me at the ballot box," said Lynne M. Murphy.

"She sought to exploit the name issue. Perhaps this year

she did not want to be distingushed from M. Lynne," said

Wesley.
The Commuter Area Government's constitution is also

a major factor in the solution of this election. "The con-

stitution and the elections committee were unprepared

to deal with a competitive election," said Wesley.

"I proposed a new constitution, but the governing board

did not act. The writer of the constitution left it vague

on purpose," said Wallach.

"A new election should be called, and if she [Murphy]

wins again, I would support that," Wesley said.

i hope the governing board will come to their senses

and ratify Lynne's election. If they have problems with

it they should take it to student judiciary, it's their right.

As it stands, this is a coup against the will of the people,"

said Wallach.
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Fifty years ago this week in the Massachusetts Col'

legian ...

State and Amherst students picket Paige's garage Tues-

day for alleged unfairness to students. The police called

in Paige's wrecker to tow cars from the street. The police

were supposed to inform the owners and picketers claim-

ed they neglected to do so.

Twenty-five years ago...

Greek Week chairmen met last week to make final

preparations for Greek Week 1962.

Ten years ago...

Chairperson ofthe Campus Center Board ofGovernors

Janet A. St. Laurent yesterday urged students to con-

tact their state legislators to support legislation that

would have the state assume responsibility for the $22

million campus center debt.
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LETHAL WEAPON

You're Too BUSYl
Don't waste time doing

your own laundry...
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• Shirt Service

• Same Day
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Summer Conference Housing

HOURS: Mon 10 am - 5 pm
Tues - Sat 10 am - 10 pm

Wickles
nnePfin'

1 BOLTWOOD WALK
AMHERST
256-0148

LASER PRINTING

^ $15.00
ONE PAOE

RESUME

Please present this coupon

v!!^UMMER EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

With University Conference Services Summer Conference Housing

To coordinate the use of the dormitorY system during the sum-

mer months, Conference Services operates a sub-division of the

department known as Summer Conference Housing (SCH). SCH is

staffed almost entirely by UMASS students, who handle every detail

involved in housing 8,000 to 10,000 summer conferees.

SCH will be hiring for the following positions: Registrar, Assis-

tant Registrar, Accommodations Supervisors, Operations Super-

visor, Key Control Supervisor, Desk Clerks, and Operations Crew.

Applications and detailed job descriptions are available

outside of the Conference Office, Room 918, Campus Center,

beginning on Monday, March 16, 1987 through

Tuesday, March 31, 1987.

Full and part time openings are available and include all shifts,

weekdays, and weekends.

All students interested in the hospitality industry and work study students are encouraged to apply.

The University of Massachusetts is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity employer

BE PART OF THE GREAT LACROSSE
PREVIEW IN THE COLLEGIAN

APRIL 1, 1987

FEATURING A SPECIAL PULLOUT
SECTION WITH ROSTERS AND

SCHEDULES FOR THE WHOLE SEASON
THAT EVERYONE KEEPS!

Contact the Advertising Department
at the Collegian 545-3500
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Letters

Bigotry in Ireland
Andrew Brocklehursi

('i)IU'fitan 3/18 • did a iine

,ob representing the Protes-

tant Unionist view to

Mariane Meuse s St

Patrick's Day column "No

Party in Ireland," It's ob

viouH that Brocklenurst's

stay in the United States

has not enlightened him to

the bigotry that exists in his

own homeland
I don't blame

Brocklehurst for his at

t itades; he is another victim

oi the ignorance that exists

in Northern Ireland. His

.solution of allowing both

traditions to "develop m
their own separate ways"

has not worked well in Nor
thern Ireland. While the 5

percent minority of Pro-

test ants in the South have

enjoved immunity from

religious persecution, the 40

pi-rceni minority of

(>atholics in the- North have

not. When Ireland was par

FILaVT
[.STIPIEO
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Fri. March 20
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Sat March 28
Fear of

Swimming

Don't Miss

[Flat Sfs GreatI
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GETAWAY
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FREE ADMISSION

75 cent drafts

Open at 8 PM

litioned m 1921. the UUter
Protestant* proclaimed 'a

Protestant parliament for a

Protestant people ' The 100

year? oi hatred between

Protestants and Catholic*

were left unhealed. Rather

than trv to unify the people

of Ulster and move towards

more productive goals, the

Ulster Protestants felt the

need to secure their

supremacy over the

Catholic minority through

discrimination ofjob oppor-

tunities and housing. With

the violent suppression of

the civil rights movemtnt in

the 1960s, it was obvious

that some subjects of the

United Kingdom were more

equal than others.

Brocklehurst s solution of

letting the two traditions to

develop in their own
separate way is what got

Northern Ireland into the

position that it is now
presently m. Segregation of

communities and school

systems has only brought

hostility and ignorance to

the past two generations in

Northern Ireland. As long

as Protestants continue to

celebrate a battle that took

place nearly 300 years ago

(Battle of Boyne), every Ju

ly 12, and Catholics observe

the anniversaries of

massacres, tradition will

continue to stand in the way
of progress.

William Brady
Southwest

Text from Chancellor Duffey on CIA
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These arguments however evade and obscure the real

intent of the protestors. The real purpose of the protestors

is clear. They want the Trustees to commit the Univer

siiy as an institution to a political position. They want

an institutional condemnation of covert activities by our

government in Central American,

Let me say that, as an individual, I am opposed to the

Administration's policies in Central America. I assume

that a number of Trustees also share this position. It is

one thing however to espouse a political position as an

individual or with others and quite another thing to com-

mit an institution to such a position. And in the case of

a university it is a particularly serious action to take.

It is, I believe, generally wrong for a university as an

institution to take official political positions. From time

to time this inhibition troubles and annoys those who

feel strongly about some particular political issue. The

refusal of University authorities to take official, institu-

tional positions on political questions often provokes the

wrath of radicals of all stripes as well as of absolutists

and authoritarians. This position also disappoints those,

like the students here today, who feel a moral concern

and want the institution to "take a stand." But there

are sound reasons why we should resist demands to com-

mit the university to explicit political positions.

It cannot of course be argued that universities do not

get involved in politics. There are values in our cun-icula.

m policies governing admissions, research and public ser-

vice which have implicit political implications. These are

too often unexamined. But official political positions ex-

plicitly taken by a university are not consistent with the

special responsibilities which fall upon centers of higher

learning. I refer here to an ideal that has often been com-

promised in historical reality. That however does not

change the fact that this ideal is still an important prin-

ciple which must be taken seriously. The ideal must be

taken seriously especially when current political sym-

pathies and the "demands" of protestors tempt us to

abandon the ideal in order to avoid controversy or has-

sle. Nor should we allow cynicism about how far our ef

forts sometimes fall short of our ideals to tempt us to

betray them.
What is this " ideal" of which I speak? This: that

university campuses must remain places where in-

dividuals are free to pursue knowledge and understan-

ding in an atmosphere which is not marked by officially

sanctioned views of truth or morality. Universities are

places where, to a maximum, extent practicable, dif-

ferences of views are responded to by efforts at persua-

sion and not with coercion. Universities are places where

the right to ask questions and express views, however

controversial, is protected, subject only to rigorous in-

tellectual debate and the freedom of all to dissent.

Some of us have seen in our lifetimes periods when

there were calls upon universities to fire faculty whose

views were unpopular. Some of us have lived through

tune* when universities did to their shame, dismiss facul

E> members in response to the demands of protcsliii s,

oublic opinion or the threats of government (jfTicials

Owv defense against those who may fntm time to time

make such demands upon us lies in our will to resist at

all times those who would politicize the university, even

when the case they make has a current and popular

appeal.

I can conceive, as I suspect we all can, times when it

mav be argued that a university should take a political

stand. Certainly this should be the case when the very

integrity of the university of its educational purpose or

preservation is at stake. Even beyond those cir

cumstances there may be times when a call for an in

stitutional stand on a particular cause may be quite com

pelling. Many universities have found the current call

for divestment in South Africa to be such an issue. But

I believe such times are rare and should be approached

with caution.

I have spoken of ideals, ideals that have often been

compromised by historical reality. There have always

been those within and outside universities who regard

these ideals as a sham. They have abandoned a commit

ment to individual freedom and tolerance out of a weary

cynicism or else they claim a morally superior understan-

ding which negates such values as out of fashion. Those

who hold such views see little to protect in the idea of

an open university. I cannot share their cynicism. I

believe the ideal is worth struggling for. I believe in-

tellectual freedom and the freedom of expression are

among the highest values of an university.

I will always defend as vigorously as I am able the right

of our faculty and students to freedom of inquiry and of

expression. I will do this because I believe that univer

sities are special places in society where we nurture

freedom of inquiry and of expression in the conviction

that only under such condition can progress occur and

truth eventually prevail. I will defend the rights of our

students to express dissent within the bounds of law and

of due regard for the rights of others. Precisely because

I value this freedom of expression I argue that the univer-

sity should refrain from taking institutional position on

political issues.

Finally, I must comment upon the claim by some who

use historical analogies to argue that universities should

take institutional political stands. They cite the cases

of universities in Germany in the 1930s under the Third

Reich. They also refer to the role of universities in the

United States in the 1950s during the time of the McCar
thyism hysteria.

A careful look at the actual history of each of these

periods argues. I believe, against those who would

politicize universities rather than the other way around.

In the 1930s in Germany the error of the universities

was not that they sought to remain free from institu

tional political positions. No, to the contrary the German
universities under Hitler game themselves over to

political causes and thus had no defense, no principled

ideal by which to resist being politicized. And in like

manner, I read the history of the American universities

during the unofficial reign of Joseph McCarthy, the er-

ror was not to refrain from the taking of political posi-

tions. It was precisely the fact so many American univer-

sities gave themselves over to the political causes which

for a while were the most popular ones of the day, which

resulted in their complicity and shame during that dark

time in American history.
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Duffey
We, the members of the Stop CIA Recruitment Organiz-

ing Committee and concerned members of the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts community, wish to express our

outrage at the conduct of Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey at

Monday's UMass Board of Trustees meeting in Boston.

At the request of the Board and the University ad

ministration we went to the meeting in good faith for an

attempt to use the "process" to gain support for our posi-

tion. The University shoved the process back in our face.

At the beginning of the meeting on CIA recruitment the

chancellor read a nine page prepared statement to the

board. In this statement he compared the pressures be-

ing put on the University to ban CIA recruitment to the

pressures put on universities by the Nazis in the 1930s

and Joseph McCarthy in the 1950's. As citizens working

to end UMass complicity with an organization that prac-

tices rape, murder and torture in order to deny people

around the world their rights to political expression, we

consider these comparisons insulting, slanderous and

disrespectful of our intentions, hard work and

commitment.
The chancellor's statement [see page 2] completely ig-

nored the Hndings of the Faculty Senate Ad Hoc Commit-

tee on Recruitment and Picketing that was formed at his

request during the protests last fall. Last week the com

mittee voted 7 1 in "general sympathy" with the motion

to ban CIA recruitment. This was not even brought to the

floor at the meeting until we raised the issue. At the urg

ing of administrators and faculty members, we worked

hard with the committee. We attended ail their meetings,

conducted reseeuxh and provided, what we have been told,

was valuable input to the committee's deliberations But

the chancellor showed total disregard for this work. He

has taken his stand, based his political reputation on it,

and now considers this representative body of faculty, ad-

ministrators and students irrelevant.

We can only surmise the committee was formed to dif

fuse the energy of last fall's protests and there was never

any serious intention of considering the legitimate issues

raised by us.

To add insult to injury the chancellor personally solicited

students from the opposing viewpoint to assist him in his

slander. These students called us "would be book burners"

and twisted the events of last November 13 by stating that

the CIA recruiter was willing to meet with all concerned

students (that was our original request) and that we

physically prevented people from attending the session

(the police locked the doors and prevented people from

ti-c (OlU-quirt oi tin' University unless Otherwise noted

entering the building). We are appalled by these lies.

The Board of Trustees looks to the chancellor for

guidance in their policy decisions. By setting the tone of

the meeting as he did Monday, he encouraged the board

to defeat the motion without debate, showing the same

disrespect as the chancellor.

We have learned a hard lesson in the last six weeks.

We have learned the system is stacked against us and ex-

ists to resist changes in the status quo. It is obvious that

we will not get the board to adhere to their policy of "open

recruitment for law abiding citizens to conduct legitimate

public business" during this semester. But the

chancellor's actions have only increased our resolve to

keep the issue at the forefront of campus life.

The chancellor has, once again, demonstrated his shock-

ing lack of sensitivity to the input of the various consti-

tuencies on this campus. In light of this and in connec-

tion with his refusal to adequately and substantially ad-

dress the Hurst report, we have no choice but to call for

his resignation.

Gregory Fink. Jne Rubin, Rachel Maiore, Sarah Bush.

Rachel Kolman. Alison Post. Charles Rose. Nancy

Callahan. Richard Rudolph Jennifer Johnston. Carrie

Nobel, Andrea Kehn, David Bassi, John Peterson. Robert

Stone, Marc Kenen
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The fall of two leaders
Contrary to popular belief, the United

States is not the only nation with a leader

whose political days are numbered. One
need only look to the great white north to

find the leader of the wilting maple leaf,

Prime Minister Brian Mulroney of Canada.

Cassie/Mark
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Understanding oppression
What's my social identity? I'm just me,

a young, female college student try-

ing?with my school work and my shrink-

ing bank account. I don't have a social iden-

tity, or do I? Well, I went to the workshop

to learn more about oppression; could this

social identity stuff be where it all starts?

Beth Azar

What the workshop, which was run by

the New Students Program, was trying to

get across is that everyone has a social

identity consisting of many different facets

of social life. Gender, race, religion, age,

physical ability, sexual preference, and

class; they're all part of this social identi-

ty. Some are inconspicuous while others

are felt every day.

Each facet can be labeled "dominant" or

"subordinate" , not in a true sense but in

a stereotypical sense. My first two descrip-

tions of myself were "young" and "female"

— two subordinate traits. The stereotypical

"dominant" person would be a white,

middle-aged, upper to middle-class,

heterosexual. Christian, able-bodied man,

Most people are a mixture of subordinate

and dominant facets.

A lot of people aren't even aware of hav

ing certain aspects of their social identity,

especially if the facet is dominant and well

accepted in society Only those who are in

the minority or possess an aspect of social

identity that's considered against the

"norm" are conscious of their identities.

People of color usually identify with their

color, the disabled recognize their

disabilities and members of the gay com-

munity are aware of their sexual

preference. Some people live every day not

being Mary, Joe or Ken. but being a

"woman," a "black," or a "Jew." Being this

aware of identity is a sign of oppression.

Social identity wouldn't even exist if

society didri't treat people differently

because of physical, ideological or

monetary factors. Most people are simply

unaware of oppressive behaviors and

events confronting them every day. We
tend to forget about things when we're not

confronted with them every day.

Pi-obably the most common form of un-

conscious oppression is avoidance, which,

of course, perpetuates ignorance. You feel

uncomfoitable around homosexuals, so you

avoid them, keeping your stereotypes alive

and well. When face to face with a disabl-

ed person you freeze up and act uncomfor-

table, thus sending out negative messages

to the person and emphasizing their "social

identity." People "feel" their social iden-

tities when treated differently. They are

treated differently because of ignorance. Ig-

norance exists because of a lack of educa-

tion and a lack of exposure to certain

"social identities."

You become comfortable with people on-

ly after spending time with them. There

are so many ways to dispel ignorance and

stereotypes; to learn about different

cultures, different religions, different

lifestyles. There are books to read, concerts,

plays, dances, social events, group

meetings of organizations and workshops.

Everyone has a right to an opinion, but

too much opinion is based on falsehoods. A
lot of oppression can be dispelled with ex-

posure and education, but everyone has to

make the first step themselves. Everyone

has to care.

Beth Azar is a UMass student

Actually, the similarities between

Mulroney and our dear President Ronald

Reagan are quite evident and

disconcerting.

On Sent. 17. 1984. Brian Mulroney's Con-

servative party was swept into office with

the laigest parliamentary majority in

Canadian history (211 of 282 seats).

November of that year found Ronald

Reagan's Republican party gain among the

most overwhelming victories in US history

(525 of 538 electoral votes).

One of the issues that helped Mulroney

enter office with such a landslide was his

claim to cut the federal deficit, which had

risen significantly during Pierre Ti'udeau's

Labor government. Unfortunately,

Mulroney's finance minister, Michael

Wilson, wasn't sure what to do. In the 1984

budget, Wilson cut defense spending by

$154 million, infuriating much of Canada.

The 1985 budget angered the labor move-

ment by providing tax breaks for corpora-

tions and the well-to-do, while offering lit

tie for the poor or unemployed. Social

Security was also cut so much that many
of the 1.8 million pensioners took the

government to court, and won. Further, the

budget failed to commence a federal pro-

gram to help farmers of western Canada

avoid financial failure.

President Reagan was re-elected in 1984,

despite his inability to keep his campaign

promise of 1980 to cut the federal deficit,

which was climbing out of control. He

enraged the American people by trying to

cut social security payments, failing to cut

unnecessary defense spending, not develop-

ing an acceptable progi'am to deal with the

farming crisis and continuing to give tax

breaks for the corporate rich. Like

Mulroney. Reagan seemed out of muoh
with the needs of the American people.

Among the irritants that provoke hard

feelings between Canada and the US, tew

have been as emotionally charged in recent

years than the issue of acid rum - the

transboundary miasma that poisons lakes

and withers forests in both counirii's.

Haplessly, both Reagan and Mulroney feel

the need to claim acid rain as a top priori-

ty ," while neither seems to be able lo inove

beyond the committee and sub-commilt.»ie

stage.

On Mulroney, one province leader said,

"Our predecessors were very good at

screaming at the Americans about it," sug-

gesting that the Mulroney government was

not doing all it could for Canada. Charles

Doran, director of Canadian Studies at

Johns Hopkins University, said of

Reagan's power to affect the issue, "US
political parties are divided on this issue,

regions are divided, bureaucracies are

divided. It is a recijje for a stalemate."

Perhaps the miscalculations by the two

governments, combined with numerous

foreign policy debacles, has l-ad to steep

declines in approval ratings. For Reagan,

the 67 percent approval rating of 1984 has

dropped to just over 40 percent. Mulroney s

drop has been more staggering. In 1984, he

had 60 percent approval, in 1985 it drop-

ped to 40 percent, today it hovers at 27

percent.

Charisma may get you into office,

gentleman, but it doesn't seem to want to

keep you there.

Jonathan M. Ca.'ssii is a Collegian staff

member
David R. Mark is a Collegian columnis*

Minorities organize to show strength

Give sign back to People's Market

24 Pleasant St., Northampton • 586-4258

On Monday, March 16,

the morning crew at the

Peoples Market noticed that

an old and cherished

"friend" of the Co-op was

mi.ssing. Over the weekend,

someone took the wooden

Peoples Market sign which

hung over the front door. As

with many things in the

Market, that sign was hand

made by someone who real-

ly cared about the Co-op and

had pride in its appearance

As wiih everything else, the

Market will stick to its

honor policy. If you have the

sign, no names, no ques-

tions, no lectures, just bring

't on by.

The Members of the
Peoples Market

In William St. George

Jr.'s column in Monday's

Colkf^ian, he states that the

Hurst report is "one man's

judgemenl" and refers to

Judge Hurst as an "out

sider, Unless he has been

living under a rock for the

past several months, he

would know that the Hurst

report is based on detailed

inve.stigation and not per

sonal opinion. St. George

writes that the Southwest

incident is "open to inter-

pretation." While IS is true

that people will have many
different ways of inter-

preting one situation, there

is one thing that can't be

denied. If a white student

had passed through the

Southwest area when the

brawl was in progress, he or

she would have had a few of

choices. One choice could

have been to join in, if they

approved of what was going

on Another could have been

to try and help break it up,

if they disapproved. And
still another would have

been to just not get

involved.

But a black student unfor-

tunate enough Ln pass

through the area when the

brawl was in progress would

have had no choices. He or

she would have
automatically been a possi-

ble victim of the drunken,

cowardly racists And for

some people that night, that

is exactly what happened.

There is only one interpreta

tion for that night. The peo-

ple who performed the racist

acts of that night didn't just

come out of nowhere. They

were among us before the

incident and they still are.

You may sit besioe unt- \n a

lecture hall or even live on

the same floor with one. .\s

long as they still exist the

Hurst report cannot be

forgotten. A Black Stu-

dent Union is not counter

productive to the develop-

ment of Umass' social en-

vironment. Its main pur-

pose, like other minority

oraganizations. would be to

help unify and strengthen

people of color on thi.s ram-

pus. Through unity, wt can

demand the respect we
deserve. Those people who
consider attacking people of

color need to know that they

are not just attacking cer-

•ain individuals but also a

people who will not tolerate

such acts.

Darol A. Ware
Southwest
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Exposingporn: art as intervention
The Project on Pornography and Erotica

Fayerweather Hall Art Gallery, Amherst College

March 12 through March 20

By CHARLES FRANCIS CARROLL
Collegian staff

There has been a storm brewing at Fayerweather Hall

at Amherst College. At the center of the storm is an ex-

hibit on The Pornography Erotica Project, a yearlong

study by Bryn Maur students. But also in the midst of

the storm are statements, inadvertent or not, about art

as well as pornography.

The issue of art and pornography is defined to some ex-

tent in terms of erotica, and hence the focus of the exhibit,

pornogiaphy, is contrasted to erotica by showing selected

images of each to make the di.^tinction between them.

These images are organized in terms of certain relations—

'woman and man,' 'woman and woman.' 'woman alone'—

all in reference to an implicit male viewer. The images

range from formal nude studies to the fetishizing of

violence. Viewing is confrontational: I believe it would be

confrontational for anyone, but should add that the show

was intended for women which certainly qualifies my
response to it.

But my response is significant to the extent that I saw it.

An educational display accompanies the exhibit, which

is intended to be in itself an educational display. A sign

warns the viewer entering the exhibit, 'THIS IS NOT
ART—It is a project to represent and educate.' Which

raises another controversy: WHAT IS ART? I am not try-
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ing to avoid the content here, but to the contrary, am try-

ing to get to the root of it.

There was something in the presentation of this

material — selected images placed in different thematic

groupings in opposition to each other, with handwritten

anonymous comments by young women, providing per-

sonal insight about the subject matter and composing a

dialogue, and furthermore taped directly on the magazine

pages so that they intervened on the viewer's gaze—which

rose above the level of informative rhetoric. Not to bring

up the question of whether or not rhetoric is a true art,

but to suggest that the issue of what is acceptable as art

id related to the issue of pornography and erotica.

Suffice to say this exhibit makes a passionate appeal

which transcends the elements of its formal argument,

the whole being greater than the sum of its parts. Is this

because the presentation is merely artful or because it is

art?

This is a question which I cannot answer after a week
of trying to answer it. This is precisely why the show is

so pertinent: it not only points to the issue of pornography

but also points to the issue of what is art, and the one point

is directly related to the other. Pornography and art are

alike in that both are historically fetishized and coveted

as objects to be dominated by the viewer/buyer. So in ad-

dition to the aesthetic dimensions of form and content is

the dimension of function, i.e., how we use art, how art

is used, and how we are used by art.

The students who brought this exhibit to the Five Col-

leges should be saluted for their courage and tolerance,

and not scandalized, even though I may challenge their

edict that this was not art. To my way of thinking this

was a most provocative and challenging art exhibit

because of and in spite of itself It penetrated to the very

depths of some extremely complex and extremely

mystified issues of value underl3ang a lot of suffering and

exploitation in our society.
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By JIM COLE
Collegian Staff

The romping Stompers
By SAQIB ALLADIN
Collegian Staff

"All I want is good news!" screamed the Stompers. "All

I want is good news!' replied the happy UMass audience.

The Stompers sang at the SUB on March 17 and the

crowd had fun - they jumped, they swayed and they sang

back.

What really makes The Stompers stand out as a group

is their off-beat style and a distinctive sense of orchestra-

tion. These unique characteristics arise mainly from the

fact that they rely heavily on the strong and melodious

keys of a Yamaha electric piano to provide them with

the required backing. The piano forms a major part of

their musical backround and transports their musical

capabilities from the sidewalk to the mainstream.

Dave Freedman sings and plays the electric piano with

sufficient ease and confidence. Also within his reach are

a set of Korg and Casio synthesizers which he handles

with similar dexterity. continued on page 10

Greetings! Since poor Don Lipper signed off last week

and is currently safe and sound in a cozy, padded cell, I'll

be filling in for a while. Spring Break is upon us, and this

will hopefully be a good guide to anything filmworthy

while you're down in Florida, or still here in the valley.

Some films in current release are worth a look. Woody

Allen's Radio Days is a warm and affectionate look back

at an age when the radio, not the T.V., was the center

of attention. It's a gem. Outrageous Fortune teams up

Bette Midler and Shelley Long in a comedy about es-

pionage and plain insanity. Hysterical. Lethal Weapon
has a different team of Mel Gibson and Danny Glover as

L.A. cops trying to bust a drug ring. Great escapist enter-

tainment A Nightmare on Elm St. 3 Dream Warriors

is a worthy sequel complete with ingenious dream se-

quences arid a healthy dose of black humor. Go Freddy!

And Platoon is a realistic and devastating account of

Vietnam, not to be missed.

Mannequin is one to be missed. I've heard it's pretty

bad, so I'm avoiding it. (Mostly because they stole the ti-

tle of my next film). However, a new film opens today that

shouldn't be missed. Raising Arizona is a nutty comedy

directed by the fiendishly clever Coen brothers (Blood

Simple). It's supposed to be a riot.

The 59th annual Academy Awards show is March 30,

and I thought I'd give a run down of some nominees and

my predictions. Up for best pix are Hannah and her

Sisters, Platoon. The Mission, Children of a Lesser God
and Room with a View. I think it's a race between Han-
nah and Platoon, with Platoon the winner, simply because

Oliver Stone beat the odds and told the story we had to

hear. For best actor, Paul Newman. No question about

it, after 6 previous noms, the Academy would be nuts not

to give it to him. For best actress, Marlee Matlin for Lesser

God, a powerful, subtle performance.

I don't have any more room to mention the other

nominees, so be sure to tune in to the show, and be ready

for some surprises. The Academy is also holding its' an-

nual student film competition, so if any filmmakers in

the valley are interested, the April 1 deadline is coming
up fast. Good luck.

Finally, for all you beach bums heading to Florida. If

any are going by Disneyworld, don't miss Captain Eo.

the Michael Jackson 3-D space musical fantasy. Produc-

ed by George Lucas and Directed by Francis Ford Cop-

pola, it's unlike anything you've ever seen. Truly, it blew

me out of my seat.

Well, that about wraps up my first column on the many
worlds of film. Go crazy during Spring Break, and catch

some fiicks if you can.

kinko's
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M I S I C FOR YOU
AND

ONE-STOP
ENTERTAINMENT CENTER

SPRING BREAK GETAWAY SALE
ALL MAGNAVOX PORTABLE STEREOS 25% OFF
PLUS SALE ON SELECTED PANASONIC & SYLVANIA VCR'S

Panasonic RX-1924

AM/FM/Cas$eft«
^ortobi* Stereo
R«g. $39.97

$al« Now $34.99 FW17 Reg $79 99
SALE $59.99

Hampshire Mall; Rt. 9 Hadley, MA, 586-1013

SEE ME.

FEEL ME.

TOUCH ME

PI HEAR ME
Whrking with those who are commun'catively impaired is a

challenging yet rewarding profession Boston-Bouve College

at Northeastern University recognizes the importance of

research and further study m this field Our ASH A accredited

Master of Science program in Speech-Language Pathology and

our program m Audiology (the only one in Boston) make it pos-

sible for you to pursue an advanced degree full-time, or part-

'ime if vou are employed in the field.

For information on these programs, or a free brochure com-
plete and mail the coupon below. OTca\\_^i6\T)4T7^-2J08_

Please send me information on your Speech-Language Pathology and

.Audiology Programs

Boston-Bouve College of Human Development Professions. 106 DK.

Northeastern University 360 Huntington Ave. ,
Boston. MA 02 1 1

5

Name . __Phone

Address.

.State. -Zip.

Northeastern University
n55^^ An equal opportunitv afRrmative action university i

The Far Side

By Gary Larson All Collegian staff must enjoy Spring

Break to the fullest possible extent. Failure

to do so (or to attempt to do so) may result

in loss of staff status.

"Whoa! Smells like a French

primate house in here."

Dizzy Gillespie's seventh birthday party

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau
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Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Mkhcl Jafft

ACROSS
1 Musical name

ot tame
5 Rspasl
9 Obliterate

M She. in Rouen
15 Pan ot USA
16 Lacking

enthusiasm
17 Uptxaid

IB Arrayed

19 Chill con —
20 Motion, in

a way
23 Nuptial news

word
24 Small cavity

25 Mythical island

mentioned tjy

Plato

30 Sea eagie

31 Oto card game
32 LOOkoul

34 Columnist

Bombecti

36 Originata

40 NOW s concern
41 Put up with

42 Sign, to

Sondfieim

43 City on the

IHinois River

45 title ot respect

in Bombay
46 Be under

obligation

46 Group ot

Illustrious

persons

50 Cotlee s

accompaniment
53 Top pilctief

54 Make tracks

60 Advocate
Sutl.x

61 Gather ir

62 Crate

63 Cry ot victory

64 Mediocie

65 Composei
singei

Paul

66 Al ot indv

67 Biblical herb

68 Exes loliowers

D01WN
1 Gertrude who
played MoHy

2 Fronton word
3 LXKVII &
LXXVii

4 All s Well that

Ends Wall

heroir>e

5 Sugarcane
Culler s knile

6 Perry s creator

7 Oriental

domestic

8 Sheridan s Miss

Languish

9 Er^gravei

10 60 Minutes
man

11 — in Pans
12 Burn

(uperlicially

13 London hero

Manin
21 UrKler stress

22 Beryl Ot ballet

lame
25 Winglika

26 Raced

27 Lane ol the

Daily Planet

28 Arrow poison

29 Tonsoriai gear

33 — avis

35 Rambler eg
36 Philippine

Muslim
37 Related

39 Neolithic period

4t Baker s

quantity

43 Payment lor a

taco

44 On dangerous
ground

47 For I have
neither —
words Shak

49 Gultsw
50 Mack the

Knile singer

51 Actor Claude

52 Brother ol

Hengist

54 Prohibition

55 men gas

56 Reianation

57 Counting oul

word
56 Tahoe. eg
59 Resorts

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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Lanch

Rice Frittata

Pizza

Dinner

Mean

Roast Top Round of Beef

Jardinere Sauce

Seafood and Shell Casserole

Basics Luncli

Rice Frittata

Pizza

Basics Dinner

Colache

Seafood and Shell Casserole

V.

Weather

Today: Cloudy, chance of light snow, highs in the

40s.

Tonight: Cloudy, low 25-30.

Tomorrow: Very cloudy, highs in the 40s.

Today's Staff
Niglit Editor William Spain

Copy Editor John Swanson

Uyottt Technician Ansel Zinter

Plioto Tecfinician Byrne Guarnotta

Prodaction Snpervisor Ansel Zinter

Production: Connie, Laura, Kelly. Tori,

Keith. Judy, and Joe

Exectftive Board — Spring of 1987

KELLY SIEGER
Editor ifl Chi«r

HAMCY KLIRGENER
Muagiag EdHor

STEVE RUBIH
BvslacM llaflag«r

PHIL SERAFINO
Bdttorial Editor

ANSEL ZINTER
Prodaction Maaafcr

Business Board — Spring of 1937

STEVE RUBIN
BwtMM Maaagcr

PAUL H. LESSER
Advoftlataf SalM Matt^ttt

VANESSA ROTH
Naaau Maaatfm

PATRICE LAWSXY
llark«llttg ll*MfM

CRAIG NA1IGLB
Clrcalatloa Maaafor

KAREN HOLLAND
Sataeriptloii IUM(«r
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Games

and

Gadgets

Photo hv Vu-Jen Dennis Chen

By ADAM LAVINE
Collegian StafT

Welcome to Games and Gadgets. This is the first of

a series ofbi-monthly columns describing new, innovative

entertainment products on the market. I'll try to include

different kinds of items, so that a broad variety of games
and gadgets can be covered.

This column's item is Spacewarp, by Bandai America,

Co. Spacewarp is a miniature roller coaster, which you

can design and put together, and then send steel balls zip-

ping around the track.

Half the fun of Spacewarp is putting it together. When
we first received the game and opened it up, we discovered

yards of white plastic cord, dozens of small plastic clips1Si1
^B ^^mmns^

^^^F^
"

' iHlim
^

^H^H^^fl^^^^M^^tf

fi'^-^ ,-
, .. _ _^ ; :

and wheels, a motor, several fiat, lego-like pieces of plastic,

and a bunch of thin metal rods. The instructions su-e clear

enough, but the actual construction is another matter.

The best idea seemed to follow the gameplan given in

the instructions, so we set up the rods as shown by a

blueprint in the manual. The elevator and elevator motor
was a little bit trickier, but after about an hour we had
the framework completed. (See photo, upper left)

The best way to tackle the roller coaster was from the

top down. We measiu'ed out the cord, and looped in around

the poles. The cords are held onto the poles via small

plastic, beret-like clips which hold the tracks. These clips

also have to be put on the track every few inches so that

the balls will have enough support when they race around
the coaster.

One thing we discovered the hard way was that there

has to be more cord for the outside section of the double

track than the inside. Also, there must be a gradual slope

to the track, or the balls will slowly lose steam and not

make the loops or turns.

The top section of the coaster was actually pretty easy.

(See photo, upper right) The second section was a little

more challenging, as the track had to loop around the

whole framework twice. The best strategy is for each per-

son working on the coaster to take on side, rather than
leaning over and getting in each other's way (not to men-
tion on each other's nerves) while looping the cord.

Once the second section of the coaster was completed
(see photo, lower left), then all we had to do was to put
together the last, lower section of the track. The last sec-

t ion had two obstacles to overcome: a switcher box, so that

the balls change tracks, and a loop-the-loop. The switcher

box has to be level, or else it won't switch, and always
send the balls onto the same track. The loop the loop can't

be too steep, or the ball will not make it around, nor too

low, or the ball will fall off. Both the second and third

tracks exit on the elevator, so that the balls will re-enter

the coaster on the first track.

Finally, after many hours, the coaster was complete.

(See photo, lower right) Spacewarp is action is hypnotic;

the balls twist and speed along the track, following the

turns and corkscrews, then climb back up the elevator to

start over.

During the course of building Spacewarp, many people

came into the lounge where we were working to offer ad-

vice or hints. Spacewarp is the perfect community project,

and actually improves with the number of people who
work on it. Although it can be frustrating at times, it is

an enormous amount of fun, and highly recommended.

Spacewarp is available through Bandai America, Co.,

or at most larger toy stores.

• Stompers
^,ini!niifii from page 8

John Biafore plays

guitar and accommodates
an impressive range of

chords while newly inducted

bassist Mike Williams pro-

vides the "drum basics."

The center of attraction,

however, is founding
member, guitarist, lyricist

and lead singer Sal Baglio.

I caught Sal unawares
backstage, trying to gulp

down a whole can of Coke in

one swig. He blushed, wiped

away the Coke running
down his chin, and smiled.

"The band has come a long

way since 1978." he said,

"though I wouldn't like to

categorize our music." Ac-

cording to him. The
Stompers' music is basical-

ly "driving and heavy" but

he makes sure the band
plays an occasional

acoustically backed song to

keep the balance.

Sal is a good musician.

His vocals are strong and

his "guitar licks" conform to

professional standards. The
other members of the band
coordinate with him well

and this is evident from

their timely starts and
stops. Another impressive

Stomper is Lenny Shea.

Lenny plays a bass-drum

oriented beat and impresses

with his crisp cymbal work.

The Stompers started the

show with their all time hit

"Coast to Coast" and went

on to play a variety of songs

from their two albums. The
Stompers (1983). and One
Heart for Sale ( 1984 ), "Rock.

Jump and Holler," one of

their better numbers,
sounded very much like the

original and drew con-

siderable applause.

LARGEST COLLEGE PAPER IN NEW ENGLAND

9 am - 2 pm EARLYI
k J BIRD% m SPECIAL%# $2 OFF
VV Shampoo,K Cut & Dry
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I
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WE'RE LOOKING FOR
A MARKETING REPRESENTATIVE
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You've read the books

and gone to class

NOW is the time to prove what
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experience for your future
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UMass gymnastics teams both in action this weekend
• Men travel to East Stroudsberg • Women entertain Northeastern, Temple

By JIM HICKEY
Collegian Correspondent

The 19th-ranked University of

Massachusetts men's gymnastics team

takes its 7-2 record and third place league

standing to East Stroudsbui-g State Univer-

sity tomorrow at 1 p.m. in East

Stroudsburg. PA. hoping to come away

with a league victory and some much-

needed momentum for the upcoming

Eastern Championships.

Currently, the Minutemen are locked in-

to third place behind league-leading Tem-

ple University and second place Navy, and

need a win to ensure them of remaining

within striking distance of the two.

The Minutemen are not without their

share of nagging injuries however, as

several Minutemen are nursing various in-

juries sustained in competition or practice.

Out for the East Stroudsburg meet is co-

captain Eric Ciccone with a knee injury he

received in the Springfield meet. The good

news is that Ciccone may not be lost for the

championships as previously thought and

with rest and a couple weeks layoff, may
return to the starting line-up in time for

the Easterns. Others with injury pro-

blems include junior Jay Ronayne
(shoulder), and freshman Mike Keidan

(kneel, but both are listed as starters and
will get the nod from Johnson tomorrow.

Johnson cited Keidan as a key factor for

the Minutemen's success against East

Stroudsburg.

"A lot will have to do with how Mike

Keidan feels," said Johnson. "He's been a

solid performer and I don't want to use him

until he's rp«Hv to "ri
"'

Filling in for Ciccone will tx- other junior

Stan Gatland or sophomore Barl Baiocki.

both of whom Johnson listed as strong

substitutes and a major part of the

Minutemen's outstanding depth.

"Bart Baiocki has a gi-eat floor exercise

and highbar routine and Stan Gatland has

an excellent ring routine and a good vault

as well as a gocxl floor," said Johnson.

Johnson stated that East Stroudsburg

has been scoring in the 250 to 255 range

but are capable of upsetting any team in

the league on any given night. Two of East

Stroudsburg' s top performers are Jose

Rano and Kevin Ransom who have scored

around 52 in the AU-Around competition.

Strong performers for the Minutemen
have been Joe DeMarco, John Eggars and
Roberto Weil along with Tim Myers recent-

ly added to the Minuteman line-up after

recovering from a wrist injury.

Johnson cited the performances ot

DeMarco and Eggars as major factors to

the Minutemen s success in the last few

meets.

Joe DeMarco's been doing a great job on

pommel horse, still rings, parallel bars and

high bar and John (Eggai's) filled in real

well for Ciccone on the pommel horse last

week," said Johnson.

Next up for the Minutemen will be the

Easterns at the Curry Hicks Cage. The

meet will showcase some of the best gym
nastic talent in the East, featuring Tern

pie, Na\7. Massachusetts, Syracuse. Army,

Sringfield, Southern Connecticut, and East

Stroudsburg. Tickets can be purchased at

the Boyden Ticket Office and will be $4 for

adults and $3 for students.

By STEVE RICHARDS
Collegian Staff

The University of

Massachusetts women's
gymnastics team will face a

heavy challenge as it fin-

shes its regular season by

playing host to Temple
University and Nor-

theastern University Satur

day at 1 p.m. in a trimeet

at the Boyden Gymnastics
Center.

And the weight of the

challenge has been increas-

ed sizably now that

freshman phenom Kri.stin

Turmail will be out of action

with a turned ankle. Tur-

mail has been the team's

high scorer throughout the

season and has twice tied or

broken UMass records.

However, head coach

Chuck Shiebler said the in-

jury does not appear to be

very serious and Turmail

should be ready to compete

in the Atlantic 10 Cham
pionships next Saturday at

the University of Rhode

Island.

First things first, though.

In terms of tommorrow's

opponents, Massachusetts

will not get much of a break,

either. Temple is a very

likely candidate to grab one

of the region's seven NCAA
qualifying spots as it has

stayed around fifth all year.

Northeastern also should

provide some tough com-

petition for the

Minutewomen as their

scores have been on the

same level (or a little

higher) than UMass'. Sub-

tract Turmail and things

could definitely take an

upsetting turn for the home

team.
But Shiebler said he won't

throw in the towel.

"Based on points, Temple

would clearly be the favorite

and, if healthy. Nor-

theastern should be tough,"

Shiebler said "But we by no

means give up.

"This IS our last home

meet of the year and we ex-

pect to finish strong. Our

previous home meet (a nine-

point win over Rutgers

University on March 7) was

gieat and we hope to carry

some of it over."

Tommorrow also will be

the last home meet for the

team's lone senior, Tricia

Kanius. This has been a

tough year for Kamus as

she has been fighting an on-

and-ofl illness and a tough

crop of freshmen to gain a

spot in the lineup.

The senior'.H

perserverance has paid off,

though, as she competed in

the Rutgers meet and will

return to the Boyden floor

for the last time tomorrow

Kamus is slated to see ac-

tion in the uneven bai's after

having what Shiebler called

an excellent week of

practice.

Overall, it looks like the

makings of a close and in

teresting meet. So if you are

one of the unfortunate souls

not heading toward the sun

and the sand, you might

want to check it out.

Looking on to the Atlantic

10 meet, UMass appears to

be in a best-of-the-rest posi-

tion. The A- 10 field consists

of four probable NCAA
regional qualifiers in Tem-

ple, Penn State University,

host URi and West Virginia

Universitv

• NCAA Tournament
iontinued from pntH' l'~

The winners of those games will play in the Regional

Finals this weekend. Third round games are worth three

points in the Official Collegian Sports Staff NCAA
Basketball Tournament Pool. Fourth round games are

worth four points.

With a little luck, the tabulations through the fourth

round will be available in the Collegian after Spring

Break.

Note: One of the names listed in the rundown of con-

test leaders should have been Doug Riddle, and not

Charles Riddcr, as published in yesterday's Collegian.
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COME TO THE COLlEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MOK-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI 2:30) > DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION > CASH >N ADVANCE, 15«/W0RD/0AY FOB STUDENTS

ACnVITIIi

UPC GENERAL MEETING Tuesday 3/1 7 at

6 30PM m 174CC last night ol nominations

lor talent business, production, ana
security

AUDie

FORSALf

CRATE AMP MUST sell' Call Shawn
546-9030

WINDERSURFEfl CLASSTcT 5 color sail

2 daggerboards Excellent condition

Forget Florida $425 Great conversation

piece

FULL AND PART lime positions available

very llexibie hours and eKcelleni working

conditions Conveniently located in the

center o( Amherst You can <»arn up to $20

an hour with salary and commissions con
tact Target Enterprises (or an interviewed

ask tor Keith 549-7793

mtTtuenwi

SUSAN- HAPPY BIRTHOAVI Have a good
one the Skinner bunch

MY FAVORITE MOVIE Man We iTnally

connect and you tall asleep Vou are
haphazard, you're cute and I still love you,

but I won't be here lorever!

TRAVtL

SPRING FLING/DAVTONA UMass party
bus heart ot the strip/Ocean (ront $99 group
we drive $199/ we will beat any price group
rates call riow 256-6227

TYPINO SEDVICi

QUALITY TYPING. PAPERS, letters

resumes, etc Meticulous proolreading

Editing available New IBM typewriter Call

549-036?

MARK/STU- Happy Birthday* TC S JB

AZZAI CONGRATS ON getting into Star
Warsi Knew you'd do it' Love ya-Foodot

AUTO FOR SALi

79 RABBIT AM/FM, no rust, exc condition

$1000

196S FORD FAtCON a cream puff

256-6920

•2 SUBARU BRAT. Excellem shape 2.600

549-7529

1979 RED MAZDA RX7 exceHenTcondition

7C000 miles Kenwood Stereo 3500/BO
46-7715

COLOR TV 19 inch RCA solid-state $100
549-5994

IMO's LES PAin. copy electric guitar fuzz,

wah. tremelo, phase in/out call 283-6664

MOTORCYCLES

POUND

1986 HONDA NIQHTHAWK S Exc con
dition low miles call Jim evenings 256-6068

PERSONALS

HEY PETER I love you even if I am 100
miles away Ann

HAPPY BIRTHDAY SHERII Hope you have
a good vacation I'll miss you Love ya, Ann

WANTED

LOCAlTBANbS WANTED Eastside COn-
certs Battle of the Bands on Feb 28 Con-
tact Bruce or David 549-4160

AUSTRALIAN STUDENT WANTS 10 buy
downhill ski boots Size 10 ph 546-9166

FOUND: SCARF NEAR Newman Center

call and Identify Rose 6-9206

FOUND: KEYS NEAR Furcolo To claim

call 546-9206

82 CHEVETTE EXCELLENT condition!

Great on gas! Dependable transportation'

323-7684 days 283-8868 evenings

$1600 00

1970 CUDA, 4 speed, excellent condition,

won't last long at this price. $3500-BO
546-5570

FOUND AT PHI SIO 3/14 long black coat

Call and describe Alexa 6-481

S

LOST

RESUME TYPESETTING SERVICE
Have your resume professionally typese'

The best quality type, not a word processor

Sixteen different type styles to choose from

Takes only 3 days - costs $25 and any

changes I'll do (or FREE Come down to the

Collegian Graphics Office (113 Campus
Center) and speak to Peter Soderberg

KARL WITH A "K", Have a Happy Birth

day" Love. Karen (and, I'm not a
youngster") SURLET

sraouT

LOOKING FOR STORIES on anything (rom

nutritional findings and facts, to poems and

recipes Vou don't have to be a writer, or

even look like one' Help support those who
frequent Earthfoods and People s Market,

and those who are concerned with

cooperative student businesses Sprout is

a new newsletter, and is open to any lunky

ideas and stories you may have Double

spaced and type J. drop off m E D O office,

address to Jen K THANKS'

LYNNE, HAS IT really been six months
since we met? It only sems like half a yeart

Happy '.^ Anniversary! Love forever, Chris

HELPI LOST MY tape recorder at Bartleit

Aurtrtorium on 3/4/87 Class Bio 1008

reward no questions asked 549-7740

MEET NEW PEOPLE! Get great ex-

perience' Come wrile lor New England's

largest college daily The Collegian is in 1 13

Campus Center, right behind the T V
Come down and check us out!

TIMMV- HAVE A great 21st Birthday'

/ou ve been a super terrific (nend to us and
we love ya! We'll celebrate after break'

Love, Karen, Beth, Jodi, and Ruthie

D.U. LITTLE Sisters. Have a great spring

break, see you Tuesday

2 BEDROOM APT on bus line Sunderland
$400 per month call 665-2150

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT 390/month
everything included- dishwasher laundry
etc 300 Reward Call 565 7729 after 6pm

STRINO HINO

HELP WITH SPflING Flmg' Come to Cen-

tral Area Government meetings at 8 00 on

Tuesdays

1985 PONTIAC FIERO 23,000 miles

remote alarm system sunroof AM/FM cass

trunk-rack 5995 00 Dawn 549-5519

81 TOYOTA TERCEL excellent condition

very well maintained $2300 Call Mike

549-4708 or 545-0026

ONE BROWN ACADEMY Broadway back

pack Last seen in Mahar 108 Need it and

contents lor spnng break Will negotiate $

reward Call Glan between 7 and 12PM
546-4057

1983 RENAULT FUEGO 5-speed excellent

cond asking $2800 call 546-1485

LOST-BACKPACK (MAROON). You can

keep everything but the Biology notes

Please' I need them' Call 6-5777, Dana

79 FORD FIESTA must sell runs good

cheap evenings 1-774-5923

FOR A OOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-OISC Entertainment Agency Disc

jockies, lights, rentals, and mobile video

dances' 549-7144

CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT

- MOONLIGHTING
New England s Premiere Dj Service

Top OJs-Lowest Prices

Give Us A Call 253-3 1 33

BLACK LEATHER JACKET taken from

SDT Friday 1 3th was a gift Irom friend No
questions asked Reward offered 546-7548

LOST MEN^ BLACKlweed suit lacket Fn

March 13 at Theta Chi no questions asked

546-9124

HELP! I'M COLDI Dark blue coat lost Sat

14 at Phi Sig please return no questions

asked reward 6-6406

SMALL OREYPOCKETBOOK on 31\2 bet-

ween Brooks- Thompson no money inside

but meed I D and lisence to tKJunO call

Christina 546-6303

GENEROUS Reward bracelet;
3-8lrand Iri-color gold lost Friday the 13lh

on campus, probably in Library Great sen-

timental value Please call Jan 545-2765,

548-9055

DORM STUDENTS: EXCITING young
company looking tor energetic dorm
students to earn extra cash Job pays im-

mediately upon completion Fringe benefits

and perks very common Call now
617-938-8839, 617-935-1414

LOVE TOIdANCE? Tryouls for UMass
minutes kicklme-danceteam coming the

third week in April Lots of fun, great way
to keep in shape Meet tons ol new people

Walch lor us'

FREEH COME HEAR FREE!!
Polly Linson ol Fnendly's

speak about Marketing Research
Wednes March 31, 7 00PM CC 917
Sponsored by the Marketing Club

Free Relreshmenis

SIGMA DELTA TAU Have a good break'

Love Lori and Cindy

FREE CASH

NEED MONEY FOR spring b7eak?T need
your baseball cards' Please help Call Mike
549-0333

LORI ANN SWANSON loo bad about tfie

sun - have a good break ST. JWOi

ROOMMATE WANTED

THANK YOU AGAIN! Seldom do your
prayers go unanswered I am very grateful

IF YOU SEE my girllnend, Lisa Prucnal in

Fon Lauderdale say Hi lor me, her poor

boyfriend M&M

SHERi KAK: HAPPY Birthday tomorrow> i

hope you have a great one Live it up all

week Love, E

KEMALHAlIOWEEN UPC? I was in biack

watching you now so don't turn your back
|( you want to know wno this may be just

write a small ad and address it to me

ONE OR TWO non-smoking female room-
mates wanted to share large bdrm m 3

bdrm apt in Puffton Starting June 1st

Prefer senior underoraduale or graduate
student Call Laurie after 6PM 549-7773

HOUSEMATE TO SHARE N Amherst
house 1 ''! mile (rom UMass, bus Non-
smoking Laundry, dishwasher, beautiful

view 549-7225

2 FEMALE ROOMMATES needed foThare
a Brittany Manor Apt Call 253-2284

WANTED TO RENT

PUFFTON VILLAGE: NO nerds Addyour
name to leise and move in or sublet for just

summerlsub StOO rno per i One or two
people- Mike 549-4883

CLOSET SALE

FULL LH4GfH RACOON skirT coat Tin
good condition, $200 00 NCR cash
register, needs only minor repair for full

operation or just a conversation piece
$50 00 Resignol skis marker bindings and
caber boots Great package lor someone
who wants to learn without major invest-
ment $80 00 Call Ansel 256-6182

SUMMER JOiS

ON CAPE COlTat Jason's ol Dennisport

Floor and door personnel, barbacks and

bartenders, waiter and waitresses Accep
ting applications Mon thru Sat vacation

week (rom noon to 3 Interviews at Clan-

cy's. 8 Uppe'counly Rd Dennispofi MA

HEY VOU, PHILLIPINESI

To the airle that hang out on
PHILLIP'S STREET,
watch out, here goes your personal

Roses are red

Violets are blue

What ever happened to the prettier you?

YOU'VE HAD IT Justin- Happy Birthda)

FOR RENT

TRI-OOLD HEART bracelet Please 'eturn

if found High sentimental value Beth

546-6377

ROOM IN NEW house call Dale 253-9949

between 5 30-6 30

WANTED TO SENT

MATURE UNDERGRADUATE SEEKING
off-campus room, (or the tali Must be qutet

Call 546-7057 after UPM ot leave

message

UMASS STUDENT LOOKING tor room to

rent nea' campus during sprir,g break 9-21

to 9-29 Call Mary at 546-1 1 51 Keep trying

NELR WANTED

WANTED PART-TIME bus drivers lo- Nor

thampton to Amherst routes $6 to start very

convenient (or f*)rhampton residents work

schedule arranged around your class

schedule 586-1909

J-HAVE A GREAT break Take care ot

Cathyi I'll be missing you IRY-C

CHRlS: HAPPY 6mt h Anniversary I love

you Love Always, Lynne

CARLOS iVAN, HAVE a happy birthday

Gel psyched to relax m Florida You
deserve it AMB

CATHY CARROLL' ONLY 48 hours unlii

your birthd£.y' Get psyched and make it i(K'

best ever' We'll do something to restore

your prids later Love ft XXX't G-G Gidgel

TWO SENIORS LOOKING lor one or two
oedrooms (or now until end ol semester
close to campus Call Chris or Dave
253-7572

LOOKING FOR 3-BEOROOM m Pulfton

reward ottered- Lisa 6 7979

SERVICES

TUTORING, SUBSTITUTE TEACHING tn

business management marketing,
finance investment ft microcomputers $7
per hour Neg 536-5006 leave message

BUTTERFIELD KITCHEN IS accepting ap-

plications lor both accountant and assistant

manager positions (or 87/88 academic year

Applications available st Butterlield kitchen

office through April 3

CHRISTINE HAPPY BIRTHDAY this is

your very own personal (rom me-Amy

TYPING, TAPE TRANSCRIPTION,
accurate 665 7652

Fast

THANK YOU ST. JUDE'i Novena lor

everything

CLEANING GRADUATE SENIOR with ex
tensive experience available on Mondays
and/or Fridays starting 3/27 $6/hf call Paul
256-0333 keep trying, leave message

PROFESSIONAL TYPINO SERVICE

CASES^PAPERS. dTsSERTATIONS,
theses, last, accurate, dependable, on-
campus, reasonable 584-7924 Nancy

AN INEXPENSIVE SPRINO RREAK

DO YOU WANT to go to the^ahamas,
Jamaica, or Ft Lauderdale? We have com-
plete trips In the Bahamas starting Irom
349 complete Jamaica trip for 389 and
oomplete Ft Lauderdale trip 129 bus or 319
air tare These prices all include Iranspor-
taion and hotel You will not find a cheaper
deal with anyone else For information call
Mike or Rick at 549-5401 Space is limned

PROFESSIONAL TYPINO AND EDITINO

SPEEDY KEYS -DISSERTATIONS,
resumes, papers ,256-1002

SRANISN TUTORING li TRANSLATION

GRAMMAR, CONVERSATION, PROMiN-
CIATION. Snort stones 256-1002

LEOAl ASSISTANTS WANTED

FALL 1987 INTERNSHIPS with Legal Ser
vices Otlii.e gel hands on experience in

legal lield -work directly with attorneys and
clients Earn up to IS undergraduaie
credits No e>p«rience m legal profession
necessary training provided Deadline lo

begin application process is April 3 - con
tact Legal Services today 545 1995 922
Campus Center
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SPORTS

Tennis teams preparing for Spring season
Transfers, experience to boost Minutemen

ones we would've lost lastRv JOE LIEBESCHUETZ
and JOHN NOLAN
roLlegian Staff

It has been about four

months since the twang of

tennis balls on superlastic

firings was heard above the

.ranquility of snowbound
Massachusetts. The velocity

'vith which tennis balls

were being dispatched at a

recent practice session sug-

gested that the University

01 Massachusetts men's ten-

luh teani has experienced a

jijuch shorter lay-olT.

Both coach Manny
Konerts and senior captain

^Ucka Rodman confirmed

bat the team ha.^ been do

'ig some extra work to get

prepared tor this season and

said that the team's train

ui^ schedule has had
something to do with the

new punch.
We've had more indoor

inies and we've been work-

ng out three times a week,"

Hodman said. "Now going

outside 1 (eel taster and
lighter. A lot of tennis is be-

.iifc in shape. Someimtes
vou can go up against s>u

meone in worse shape but

lose because he can chase

down a lot of balls.
"

During the winter, the

team has been spending.; -^jx

nours a week on the inaiini'

vourts at the Amherst Rat

I net xn< '''•TiieS!- Center

"he sessions, described by

nonerts as "very produc-

tive,' together with a daih
Jiei 01 five mile runs, gym
. \ercise^ and weight tiain-

ag, account for the team's

present :,'r>od form .spirits

•tnd uutimism for the com-

ing Si.".\M)r\

'n '^ •mi'i\ npi 'mistic

\V ( ;,: 1 tjircc tifvv guys
shii sx\\\ all be in starting:

puMtidtih and tha! '.^ii

..tt'^nulheit U"- nninen><.'l\

,ti iiln . t iiui

auQdi .. ' '. '
'""

5ta»<' - \ .
A ' i;. .

' '>(

year
The team, which posted a

5-4 mark last year and 4-3

during the Fall, has been

strengthened by the addi-

tion of three transfer

students. Paul Stern from

Conneticut College, Joe

Dessormrer from Salem
State and John Marlow
from Berkshire County
Community College. Both

Stern and Marlowe,
residents of Berkshire
County, and Dessormrer
should add to the teams
depth and take some of the

pressure to win off some of

thfc i-eturners. Their ex-

pe'-ience combined with

what the team alreadv has.

is a welcome addition to be

sure.

"We could have worse pro-

blems rignt now, " Rodman
saici "We're talking a 50

percent increase in new peo-

ple all oi whom will start

and play doubles as well. 1

think we'll be better as a

team overall."

Their impact on the team
won't just be in terms of

iint-'Ui-' aujustmeiu accor

ding tc Rodman. With tht

three al.so playing doubles,

Rodman said that there

won t be as much pressure

r'oi iiim, as team captain,

and Gable, at the number
out man. to have to win
ev e* .single time out 't'Hat,

in . I, ii Rodman said,

shouiu aisc help out some of

the others

A.s fai as eturnef- t,(

Brian Gable retains his

number one spot while Rod-

mai Alii play at three.

Chris Johnson and Rich
\'. hi, 1 should contend for

I n« einaming starting

spots while veteran Gary
Goodman and .several

ottit"-;- battle for position

ner in! the -'.atiing unn
• Vliiuiieinen's .season

• I - -spill I \^ithanavvay
:-i-ii '; loams' 'h> I'mvercj

ty of Hartford which won
last year's fixture. Roberts

said he thinks this year the

Hawks will be surprised by

the quality of his team,

which he described as "the

strongest in my time at

UMass."

The season will continue

with 13 other dual meets,

each of which consists of six

singles and three doubles

events, plus the Atlantic 10

Tournament and the New
England's.

Women look to improve last year's mark
year and they're all young," "Once we get outside we'll

Steele said. be playing sets rather than

The team lost two impor- just hitting around. We've

By ANDY SHERMAN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of

Massachusetts women's
tennis team is feeling good

about this upcoming season.

Coming off a disappointing

110 season last year, the

team has been working

hard to revise that record.

Coach Deedie Steele has ex-

pressed her optimism for

this season and is looking to

have a winning season.

"There's lots of depth this

Spring Break Schedule
Half the University of Maasachui^etts varsity Spring

seasons kick in during Spring Break with four of eight

teams IV action. While none of the track or tennis teams
open until the first week in April, four others open while

two winter sports continue on schedule Here's the

rundown:

Men's Lacrosse: The Gorillas' season blasts off on
March 28 when the team travels south to take on the

University of Delaware. Head coach Dick Garber's team
(10-5 last year) opens its home season April 1 vs. Cor-

nell, already 2-0.

Women's Lacrosse: The Gazelles go to Florida during

the break before heading to Norfolk, Va. to take on Nor
thwestern University. The team then heads to James
Madison and then to the den of the Defending National

Champion University of Maryland Terrapins.

Softball: Head coach Elaine Sortino's Defending Atlan-

tic 10 Champions (36-9) opens its season with a flurry

ofgames as it battles Furman in the Florida State Lady
Seminole Classic at Tallahasse, Fla. In all. the

Minutewomen will play at least 17 games during the
break.

Baseball: Seeking to exit from collegiate baseball with
a winning season, head coach Dick Bergquist will guide
his Minutemen through their last Spring Break trip

under his reign. UMass takes on Georgetown (Ky.i to-

day at 3 p.m. at Point Loma, Ca. to usher in the new
season. The Minutemen have eight games on their road
trip.

Men's gymnastics: Aside from tommorrow's meet, the
team finishes its season with the EIGL Championships
April 3-5 at the Boyden Gymnastics Center.

Women's gymnastics: The team competes in the A-10
Champion.ship on March 28 and then on the NCAAs at

Ohio State on April 11

Men's tennis: No action until April 1.

Women's tennis: No action until April 2.

Men's track: No action until April 4.

Women's track: No action until April 4.

tant players, captain Laura

Morgan and Kim Pola, to

graduation but the team

still has six returning

players in Judy Mclnis and

Irene Lee, both juniors,

twins Ann Marie and Mary
Beth Pelosky. Sheila Hines

and Karen McShane, all of

whom are sophomores, and

many new faces. Andrea
Giodano, a newcomer and

the team's only senior,

should be a solid player.

Also new to the team is Jen

Hickey, a freshman from

Greenfield Mass., who is ex-

pected to place high In the

lineup.

The question remains that

with all the returning

players and last season's

record, what will the team
do to prevent the same
thing trnm happening again

this year? Mar\ Beth
Pelosky said its just a mat-

ter of improving with

practice.

"People have basically

come along. Irene (Lee) has

really improved and should

place high and Ann Marie
(Pelosky 's sister) has been

concentrating more on her

singles. We also need to play

more of a mental game this

year, get psyched for our

matches." Pelosky said.

"Since this season is so

short we're looking at this

season as a rebuilder
because we"'.l only be losing

Andrea Giodano • this

year."

Because of the cold

weather that has kept most

UMass teams indoors this

winter, the team has been

practicing in Totman gym,
working on its skills and do-

ing drills. Steele said that

the team will start to prac

tice outside on March 31

three days before their

opener versus ihe Universi-

ty of Connecticut on April 2,

been doing a lot of drill work
inside," said Steele.

The coach said the UConn
match will problably be the

most difficult match this

year, simply because they

won't have had a lot of court

time. That's something that

could be a problem in about

two weeks. Steele said the

Atlantic 10 tournament on

April 17-18 will be key to

the team because not only

will the tourney be early on

its Spring schedule, but it

will also be the first time

that the UMass tennis team
will go to the Atlantic 10

tournament. After having to

petition to retain its varsi-

ty status, the team appears

to be back on its feet.

The Minutewomen have
seven matches this sea.son,

three of which are at home;

UConn on April 2, Pro-

vidence on the 11th, and
Bates on the 12th

Big tourney

weekend
The NCAA Basketball

Tournament will resume
with four games tonight

and anoihei four

tomorrow.
In tonight -s games, it

will bf Nortl: Carolina

against Notre Dame and

Florida vs. Syracuse from

the East Regional, and
Georgetown against Kan-

sas and Providence vs.

Alabama in the Southeast

Regional.

Tomorrow s games will

have Indiana going up

against Duke and DePaul
taking on Louisiana State

in the Midwest Regional,

while UNLV will face

Wyoming and Iowa will

play Oklahoma in the

West Regional
liiiitinueu ijft page II

Men's track team looking to improve from last season
Younger team members will be counted on

By GLOHGE AUSTIN
Collegiai Correspondent

Editor.' Vote: Since Kalekent Bunda, the

womei s track coach, is vacationing this

>i)cek, a women's track preview for the out-

nnor season will be published after Spring

Hreak.

The University of Massachusetts men s

track team will take its act outdoors for the

Wayne Levy
iportu lirforin»ti<>n Photo

Spring of 1987 after finishing among the

top 10 teams in New England during the

indoor season.

The Minutemen, coming off a 1-2 season

last spring, will be facing New England

powers Dartmouth and Northeastern

before beginning « string ofchampionship

meets starting with the Penn Relays and

finishing -vith the IC4A's just after final

exam week.

Unable to come up with victories against

Dartmouth and Northea.stevi lasi year, tht

teaii! fini.shed with strong uieeis in the

Easterns, where it finished second behind

the UniversitN ot Southern (Connecticut

and a ninth place shosvuig at the New
Englands. Coacli Ken (J'Brien hopes his

team wil, improve Irom a year ago but it

wil, be a tough task with manv of last

>e;\r s lop point getters lost to graduation.

"The team wil! mi-s a lot ot' scorers tiuiu

1 1-1 vearhut ho[jetul!v some of tht younger

kids can take up .some of the slack' O'Brien

said

The Minutemen will be without the ser-

vices of 50(j0-meter specialist John Panac-

cione who was an NCAA qualifier twice in

his career at UMass. Mark Themea in the

800 and 1500 meters, Teddy White m ine

800, and Todd Johnson m 'he decathlon,

all of whom were among the top runners

in New England in their respective events.

Each will be sorely missed by the team.

"Outdoor track is more geared toward

the sprints and jumps whereas in indoor

track the middle distance events are a big

factor in the meet." O'Brien said.

This could present a problem to the

Minutemen, whose strength lies mostly in

the middle distance events. Steve Tolley,

the New England champion in the 1500

meters on the outdoor level, and Bill

Stewart, the New England 1000-meter

champion indoors will be returning after

strong cross country and indoor track

seasons Stewart will be competing in the

800-meter race while occasionally jumping

in the 1500-meter race v^dth Tolley.

As far as field events go, the Minutemen
are stronger in the jumps than in the

throws. Ferdie Adoboe, a triple jumper

high jumpei, and sprinter, had to carry

much of the load for the team last year at

the top point-getter. "The ' eam was star-

ting to depend on h ;!. laSL vear, (* Brien

said.

Adoboe finished fifth at the outdoor IC4A
meet i.i>r \eai .. .Tupc* 'Hon which boasts

ihe best coiiipeiiiion on the East Coast.

He lAdoboel can score at any level of

cotnpeiion from dual meets up to con-

feieiKt meets," O'Brien said.

I 'p and coming high jumpers JertClark,

Matt Manlove, and Billy Vierra will take

some pre.s.sure off Adoboe in the high jump
if they can score. Othei ''reshmen to watch
are Dave Lapointe and Bob Gillis in the

hurdles

Veterans Larry Cuddy and Joe Hagan
will be the main source ot points for the

hurdlers in the 400 meter hurdles. Cuddy
is among the top three 400-meter hurdlers

in New England
There is one big advantage that the

Minutemen will have over many ol their

opponents. The team has four or five

distance runners that can run m the
.steeplechase and could score in the New
Englands Most teams in New England do

not possess this luxury.

The team is al.so very strong in the

10,000-meter race. Wayne Levy. John

Lorenzini, and conference champion Den-

nis Monroe will pace the Minutemen in

that event.

O'Brien is concerned with the depth of

his team but if some of his new recruits can

contribute right away, the team should be

m good shape as the season progresses.

Bill Stewart
Sporu Information Photo
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Participants
in race riot

face charges
Hearing to be scheduled

By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

The Hampshire County District Attorney's office an-

nounced last week that they will bring charges against

six University of Massachusetts students for their involve-

ment in October's Southwest racial brawl.

The charges will be assault and battery and a CDniniun

law charge of riot, according to Jeanne Hopkins Stover,

a University spokeswoman.
Two of those to be charged are members oi' the foot hall

team and all are while males, she said. No names were
released and no date was set for the charges to be brought.

Hopkins Stover said the next step in the proceedings

will be to take the investigation's results to a judge in the

equivalent of a show-cau.se hearing.

"A lot of people have been encouraged since the Hurst

report to come forward and testify. " she said.

Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination

Judge Frederick A. Hurst was a.sked by Chancellor Joseph

D. Duffey to investigate the incident last fall. His report

criticized the Department of Public Safety and the office

of Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis L. Madson.
Hopkins Stover said the investigation, headed by Assis-

tant District Attorney William Larkin, basically agreed
with the Hurst report, although some people were
misidentified to Hurst as football players, when in fact

they were not members of the team.

Larkin thanked Public Safety for its cooperation, she

said, and cited alcohol as an important factor in causing

the violence.

The University's own investigation came up with only

one name because "we undertook it at the beginning and
people were reluctant to come forward," she said. "Basical-

ly, we're pleased that there's a fruitful outcome to this

investigation."

University disciplinary action will come after court

charges are brought, Hopkins Stover said.

"Once it goes through the court process, then we'll begin

our process," she said.

"It's hard to say" whether there will be further in-

vestigation in the matter by the University, she said. "It

appears that they [the district attorney's office] are con-

sidering this concluded."

Gorillas win opener

IliUBtration by Conor Plunk«tt

The men's
lacrosse team won
their first game,
13-9, against
Delaware. Story,
page 8. Their first

home game is

Wednesday,
against league
power Cornell.

Collegian photo by Byrne Guamotta

KNOWING THE ROPES — Tracy Ling begins a cartwheel over a jumprope at her Northamp-
ton elementary school as her sister Tara holds the jumprope for her.

UMass Safety Dept works to become
second accredited police agency
By CHRISTINE RELIHAN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts Department of Public

Safety is undergoing the process of becoming the second

accredited campus police agency in the country.

The Commission on Accreditation for Law Enforcement
Agencies in Fairfax, Virginia, has certified 43 agencies

across the United States. The only accredited campus
police department is at the University of Massachusetts

at Boston, according to Phillip J. Cavanaugh, associate

director of public safety and accreditation manager for the

campus police.

The commission is composed of 11 law enforcement pro-

fessionals and 10 representatives from other areas of the

public and private sectors including a state supreme court

justice, state senator, county administrator, mayor, city

council member and a professor.

To become accredited an agency must meet standards

in the areas of: role, responsibilities and relationships with

other agencies, organization, management and ad-

ministration, personnel administration, law enforcement
operations, operational support and traffic law enforce-

ment and auxiliary and technical services. Cavanaugh
said the force must comply with over 900 standards to

become certified, many of which he said the department
is already doing.

Cavanaugh said the department has been looking into

accreditation for over a year. "Realistically I had said as

a plan of action that I hope to be in compliance with all

the standards by the end of this year. The commission has

told me to consider a target date of June 1988," he said.

Cavanaugh said everyone in the department works on

the goal. "Drawing on particular expertise, each officer

revises or adds to a standard in their field, " he said. The
accreditation commission breaks the process down into

five phases and 23 steps. According to Cavanaugh the

department is presently at the tenth step-self assessment.

Beth Denniston, director of communications at the com-

mission said, "The accreditation is totally a voluntary pro-

cess and there is no time limit on achieving standards for

assessment of the possible accreditation." Denniston said

the average length of the process is between 15 and 18

months. The commission's fee is based upon the size of

the agency. According to Cavanaugh there are about 90
officers on the campus force, which puts their fee at $7,500.

"Once the commission certifies an agency, they are in

a sense saying that the agency, by reaching certain goals

and standards, is in fact a professional law enforcement

agency," Cavanaugh said.

Some areas the commission has outlined as benefits

from certification are nationwide recognition of profes-

sional excellence, community understanding and support

and access to the latest law enforcement practices.

"The accreditation will not eliminate liability but it will

reduce liability against the agency," Cavanaugh said. "In

our recruitment of potential police candidates, in recogniz-

ing us as a professional agency, the individual may want
to be part of it. But that doesn't necessarily mean we will

put more bodies on the street."

Director of Legal Services Charles Dimare said, "I am
surprised and disappointed that the department is not ac-

credited yet. I hope they will move forward to accredita-

tion swiftly and hopefully with serious consideration in

the laws of mandatory training in the areas of; use of force,

protective custody, search and seizure, arrests, civil liabili-

ty of citizens and rights of citizens. There are dramatic

changes every day in these laws and the department

should review and refresh them every year."

Cavanaugh said once the department has submitted all

the required material and has met the standards,

assessors will visit the campus and will hold a public hear-

ing where people may come forth with comments.
"They will go out into the community and stop .students

and staff and ask them about their involvement with the

department and how they were treated," he said.

Director of Public Safety Gerald T. O'Neill said, "This

is one of the most critical things the department has done.

It establishes standards from which the department will

be recruiting and taking on a number of recent issues and
concerns of the community. We hope the accreditation will

build confidence in the department from the community."
Rick Townes, assistant to the vice chancellor for student

affairs, said. "Whenever you have the weight of an out-

side crediting agency it creates a check on and makes sure

that they agency follows a bottom-line standard."
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Hahn criticized for speaking
to press about Bakker scandal
(AP) — Jim Bakker's congregation

prayed yesterday for the evangelist who

was brought down by a night of adultery,

while the woman in the affair was ad-

monished by her adviser to wear quieter

clothes and "shut up."

Paul Roper, the self-appointed

Pentecostal watchdog who negotiated a

$265,000 settlement with Bakker's PTL
ministry, criticized 27yearold Jessica

Hahn for "walking around in skin-tight

jeans in her back yard saying cute little

throw-away remarks to the press."

"I have told her in writing and on the

telephone to either shut up and say

nothing," or else tell her whole story to a

church tribunal. Roper was quoted as say-

ing in yesterday's editions of Newsday, the

Long island newspaper.

Roper said he believes the Assemblies of

God, the denomination to which he and

Bakker belong, would convene such a

hearing.

In Fort Mill. S.C, the Rev. Richard

Dortch told 2,300 people who filled Bak

ker's Heritage Village Church that "We're

on the road to victory."

"I'm staying on the boat. . .because we're

going to the other side," said Dortch, who
offered a prayer for Bakker and his wife

Tammy.
Hahn has mostly stayed inside her West

Babylon, N.Y. apartment since she was

identified as the woman whose night with

Bakker led to his resignation from the PTL
ministrj'. She has refused most requests for

interviews, but has stepped outside occas-

sional ly to be photographed.

"I believe her story. But I'm violently op-

posed to trying anybody without hearing

all the versions," said Roper, an Anaheim,

Calif, businessman who met with several

reporters last week to give Hahn's version.

Bakker and Dortch both offered their

resignations to the denomination on March

19, the day Bakker announced his resigna-

tion from PTL. Bakker asked the Rev.

Jeny Falwell, a Baptist, to step in as chair-

man of the PTL board to prevent what Bak-

ker called a hostile takeover.

Bakker's attorney later accused Loui-

siana evangelist Jimrny Swaggart of at-

tempting a takeover, a charge that Swag-

gart denied.

Dortch, who is now president of PTL, has

been asked to meet with the North

Carolina Council of the Assemblies of God

this week to discuss his resignation, which

was not immediately accepted.

Roper has said that Dortch met with him

to negotiate a $265,000 settlement for

Hahn, which included a $150,000 trust

fund. Roper has said the agreement called

for her to keep silence about her liaison

with Bakker in 1980.

Bakker has called that money
"blackmail" and Falwell has said it has the

appearance of extortion.

"If that's the case, I would predict he will

be gone in the near future," said the Rev.

Robert Dugan, president of the National

Association of Evangelicals, who appeared

yesterday on ABC's 'This Week with

David Brinkley."

Bakker was still listed as the church's

pastor on yesterday's bulletin, which

featured his picture on the cover and

another picture of him and his wife on the

back,

Dortch prayed for Bakker and his wife.

Tammy, who had left the PTL television

show on March 6 to be treated for drug

dependency

Look for the special

Lacrosse edition
Wednesday!!
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Congratulations

Dl SHLEGAL
& ROB OULETTE

on your engagement
Love 26
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RENT/\NRECK

N«w & Usttd Cart ,

,

Truck* « Vara AIm AvatoM* 1

1

NorthAmherst .,

Rent-A-Wreck I

llt.63No.Amhvst
5*9-imJl

I 9 am - 2j,m EARLYI
BIRD

SPECIAL
$2 OFF
Shampoo,
Cut & Dry

iTYLES

BY
EBORAH

549-5610 • 65 University Dr
wtth this coupon - expirt* 3/28/87

Now's
the time
to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

1

,• *>».

CHINESE KITCHEN
FAST SERVICE - GREAT PRICES

Bl

Try our

Moo Shu Pork

$3.95

#23 Szechuan Gal Ding,

Swee & Sour Pork, Fried Rice

$4.95

#22 Chicken Wings,

Sweet & Sour Pork,

Fried Rice

$3.90

#24 Yoke Kew (Beef)

Onion and Green Pepper
Chicken Wing, White Rice

$3.90

TRY OUR LUNCHEON — DINNER SPECIALS
Only $1 .49 before 3 pm, $1 .90 after 3 pm

Eat In or Take Out
HOURS: Sunday Noon - 10 pm, Mon - Sat 11;30 - 10pm

430 Russel St (Rt 9)
HADLEY — 253-2571

2 LOCATIONS

150 King St

NORTHAMPTON — 586-8220

dfll W^^^ FREEBBRAKE
INSPECTION

BRAKES $69^
PER AXLE MOST CARS

Our Brake Job Includes:

• New Cuaniiiteed Brake

Pads or Shoes

(Semi metallic pads extra.)

• Reoxidition Dmms or Rotors

• Inspect Calipe«3

• Inspect Wheel Cylinders

• Inspect Brake Hardwaie

• Road Test

COUPON

COMPUTERIZED ALIGNMENT
SPECIAL $19.95
Regtilarly $24.95

• Call for appointment • Most cars

• Only at participating Midas Shops

• Good with coupon only

• Offer expires 3/31/87

V J
143 King St, Northampton • 586-4840

Jet. Rts. 9 & 116, Hadley • 586-9991

< FREE WRITTEN ESTIIVIATES

MmASIZE.GET IT RIGHT THE FIRST TIME.
Mi'l.iM/i I-. .» ritn^iri.'il -,,n 1.1 111.11 k .il Mull- Iriliiii.iiBiii-iKorp

$5 OFF ^taS9
HIGH PfflfORMANClATHUmC fOOTWEMl

^.L^

Men's Avia "445

"

537.99
Reg. $42.99

Women's Avia "440'

36.99. Reg S4I 99

Men's Avia "485" Women's Avia "460

"

S49.99 541.99

Reg. S54.99 Reg. 546.99

Men's Avia "480 ' Women's Avia "465 "

Low Cut High Top
S42.99, Reg S47.99 S44.99. Reg. $49.99

Put them to the test.

Avia aerobic and fitness shoes work as hard as

you do. Take advantage of our $5.00 off sale

on selected Avia leather styles.

At Winner's Circle you step out ahead.

A ) "^i i.l '1
jx

WiNNcils CiRjClE
You always come out ahead

, Hampshire Mali. Itte. 9. H«dley. (^

Advice for

nutritional

eating in the
dining commons
By ANN MERRITT
Special to the Collegian

Second in a series of articles on nutrition.

Spring break'.s over. Goodbye sunny beaches. Hello lec-

ture halls. Good-bye home cooking. Hello Dining

Commons.
Another six weeks of eating in the DCs may seem like

a grim prospect, leaving you little choice about what you

can eat. Good nutrition means making appropriate food

choices and you can achieve this even in the DCs by lear

ning to make the most of the choices available to you.

To select a well balanced diet, just keep a few basic prin-

ciples jn mind. F'irst, eat lots of complex carbohydrates

such as whole grain breads, broun rice, or a piece of fruit.

Second, avoid too much fat. Fat can sneak up on you in

lots of hidden places: along with the protein in cheese,

whole milk and meat, as part of the salad dressing, potato

salad, and cottage cheese, in the sauces and gravies, and

deep in the pastry shells, stuffing and doughnuts. By all

means, take the skin off the chicken. Trim the fat off the

beef, Skip the rheese topping or scrape it off. Choose bak-

ed or mashed over fries when it comes to potatoes.

Third, bear in mind that protein comes from most food

sources. Since most traditional proteins have lots of fat.

you can cut back on these and pick up on the protein in

complex carbohydrates, legumes, and vegetables. All you

need are 2 servings of "traditional" protein (2 slices of

meat, chicken, or cheese or 2 eggs * 1 serving), plus two

servings dairy products ( 1/2 cup skim milk or yogurt/ser-

ving) or legumes (1/2 cup kidney beans or chick peas in

your salad) plus bread, rice or pasta at every meal.

So, you've heard something like this before? And you

still don't see anything but the deep fried foods and rich

desserts when you walk through the line at the DC?
Get a start on the day by picking the right foods at

breakfast. Over"^ of students at UMass skip breakfast.

Breakfast is the ideal time to find low fat food choices,

so if you stock up on nutrient and energy requirements

early in the day you can be more flexible at dinner when
you might run into foods high in fat. Pick a complex car-

bohydrate that's high in fiber like bran or whole wheat

cereals and muffins.

The soup and sandwich bar is a good bet at lunch. Slic-

ed turkey is the lowest fat sandwich filling selection. Cold

cuts like bologna, salami and pepperloaf provide more fat

and sodium than protein. No matter what you choose to

sandwich between your 2 slices of bread, keep the amount

of filling small (1 or 2 slices orV^ a scoop), then make the

sandwich thick and hearty by adding sliced raw

vegetables like cucumbers, lettuce, tomatoes, sprouts, and

raw onions. Another lowfat, healthy lunch option is the

salad bar. Remember, though, that salad bar is not

synonymous with low calorie. The cole slaw, macaroni

salad and creamy dressings can add lots of fat calories.

Add one-half cup kidney beans, cottage cheese or yogurt

as your protein source. Complete the meal with a roll or

a slice or two of whole wheat bread.

Dinner has always been the traditional meal to get your

niain protein. But if you've had pancakes or cereal and

milk for breakfast; meat, fish or chick peas for lunch, a

couple of glasses of skim milk or yogurt during the day,

NEW YORK - Carly Simon, Abbie Hoffman and Amy Carter were at the center of media

attention Friday night when they appeared at The Saint club for a "Put the CIA on Trial"

benefit. Over SO'photographers jockeyed for position to get the perfect picture while reporters

from all over the world shouted questions to the stunned trio.

Unable to get through the crowd of reporters and papparazzi, Simon, Hoffman and Carter

answered no questions and disappeared quickly after the brief photo session. Hoffman and

Carter reappeared later to make a brief statement to the press.

The money from the event will be used to pay for some of the legal expenses of the trial

which begins April 6. The defendants are charged with tresspassing in connection with

November 24 occupation of Munson Hall in a protest againsat CIA recruitment on campus.

The 24 defendants will use the trial as a forum to bring attention to the alleged "crimes" of

the CIA.
. , , J ^ . .

"We are going to expose what the CIA has been doing, not just with Irangate and Central

America, but throughout its 40 year history. If an American jury in that room says we are

innocent, it will be because they are saying that the CIA is guilty of having broken laws,

American laws, international laws and laws of the state of Massachusetts," said Hoffman.

and some bread, rolls or other grains you've girobably

fulfilled your requirement. Since some dinner selections

are apt to be high in fat, you might choose to pass up the

entree altogether and select some vegetables and starch

like mashed potatoes or rice pilaf.

The nutritional idea is to get 60 to 65 percent (at most)

ofyour calories from complex carbohydrates, 12 to 15 per-

cent (less than you think!) from protein, and 20 to20 per-

cent (a lot less than the 40 percent typically consumed)

from fat. You don't need to bring your nutrition text,

calorie counter and calculator to the DCs to do this; just

keep in mind the above suggestions.

The following choices from the DC menu will provide

you with appropriate proportions of carbohydrate, protein

and fat:

Wednesday April 1

Breakfast: Banana
Whole wheat cereal with milk

Bran muffin

Raspberry jam

Lunfh: Cream of carrot soup with saltines

Salad bar: greens, tomato wedges, carrots.

1 spoonful egg

Cnllrgian photo by Byrne GuarnntlH

THE BEST LAID PLANS - The Old Chapel and walkways surrounding it take on a new

perspective in a view from the top floor of the Tower Library.

green pepper,

oil and vinegar

2 slices whole wheat bread

8 ounce glass of milk

2 canteloupe wedges

Dinner: Roast top round of beef

Squash
Broccoli-onion-mushroom mix

Salad bar: vegetables only

Rye roll

Fruit cocktail

Sunday April 5

Brunch: Orange juice

Raisin bran with milk

Boiled eggs

2 slices bread

Pear

OR
Orange juice

Seafood crabmeat salad roll

Salad bar: greens, tomatoes, carrots, peppers

oil and vinegar

Pear

Italian Night: Minestrone soup with sesame bread sticks

Spaghetti

Meatballs with sauce
Zucchini

Italian vegetable mix
Salad bar: greens, tomatoes, carrots, peppers

oil and vinegar

Spumoni

Women's Forum

The Women' << Forum is a weekly listing ofevents relating

to women's issues. Notices should be sent to the Women:s

Issues editor, care of the Collegian, by the Friday before

the event.

The Graduate WAGES program is sponsoring a

Single Parent Support Group. The group will provide a

chance for members to share survival strategies and

create networks for the future. Openings are still

available, and the group will meet at a date and time con-

venient to members.

The Amherst Area Counseling Center is forming a

ten week support group for women who have problems

with alcohol. The group will discuss substance abuse

issues and personal concerns. The fee is $75. For further

information, please call Jan Gianino, M.Ed., at 253-2591.

Wednesday— Novelist Toni Cade Bamnara will be the

fourth speaker in the series "African American Women's

Fiction" at 7:30 p.m. Thursday at the Enfield Master's

House at Hampshire College. Bambara is the author of

The Salt Eaters, and Gorilla, My Love. For more info call

549-4600.
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Get a clue, SGA
And it just goes on and on and on with the Undergraduate

Student Senate. Now its members have proven conclusively

that they lack the honesty, the maturity, the competence, or

all three, to run a clean election and choose their own

president.

Joe Demeo was elected by the students. But he's not serv-

ing as president, because the senate can't seem to get out of

the sandbox long enough to ratify the elections. Senators who

whine on one side say the Demeo forces stole the election.

Senators who whine on the other side say, no, it was the War-

ren/Friedman forces who violated a constitution most senators

haven't read. One thing's certain: while many in the senate

are willing to babble, no one's listening — least of all the

general student body.

Why should they? Week after week, insults and profanity

ring out across the senate floor. Squabbles over personalities

or international issues drag on for hours; important appropria-

tions measures are usually passed unanimously without

debate, simply because most senators haven't a clue what

they're voting on. And the Collegian dutifully reports all the

name-calling and posturing, which is probably a mistake.

One is tempted to wonder whether students wouldn't be bet-

ter served by a smaller body of students who are loathed to

act like idiots in public. A board of 15 students would squander

less money and be less tempted to rant. Perhaps they would

even show some judgement and self-control, qualities now

mostly lacking in ''our" senate. The small board idea gains

credence when one talks to senators, who are quick to say that

the "real" work of the senate goes on in committees compos-

ed of, sure enough, 10 to 15 members. What these senators

are unconsciously acknowledging is a fact that anyone with

half a brain can already see — the main work of the senate

as a whole is grandstanding.

The issue is rapidly becoming moot, for a reason that gets

pushed aside in the weekly temper tantrums. Because the most

vocal members of the senate are more interested in their egos

than in students, the senate does not speak as a unified,

dignified body. So issues like the slowly swelling Student Ac-

tivities Office, the unconscionable Legal Services Offices deci-

sion, or innovative student service, are not given the time they

deserve. Senators are busy making the senate weaker and

weaker, and another couple of years in the present mode should

be enough to make the body as ignored by administrators as

it is by most students.

This is not an ideological issue. Mouthy progressives are as

much to blame as ego-crazed conservatives. In fact, if the pro-

gressives would calm down, quiet down, let the conservatives

have their day in the senate's mottled sun and then put the

issues to a vote, they'd find they have the votes to win on nearly

every issue. The problem is that everyone seems to want to

get their say in, and with every tirade, respect for the senate

goes down another notch.

Let senators make no mistake — their group is a running

joke from one end of this campus to the other. Let them start

a new session by first getting enough of a clue to let Demeo
be president, and second, by rethinking their priorities and

their behavior.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion ofthe Col-

legian Board of Editors
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A format for needed change
As proposed by both the Hurst Report

and the Chancellor, the Chancellor's Com-

mission on Civility in Human Relations is

serving as a "conduit" for community sug-

gestions about needed changes in the area

of racial issues. Oral and wiitten comments

offered to the Commission indicate several

broad recommendations which the Com-

mission endorses in their present form but

which clearly require more extended

discussion:

1. We need to acknowledge and eliminate

self-destructive patterns that prevent us

from addressing issues of racism honestly

and effectively. Specific examples include;

denial of racism; "killing the messengers"

of needed change and concern; lapses of in-

stitutional memory over past racial in-

cidents; avoidance of issues of accountabili-

ty and competence.

2. We need unambiguous leadership

regarding racial issues. Specific examples

include: a dramatically improved Affir-

mative Action record generally, and

especially at upper administrative levels;

clearly articulated responsibilities within

the chain of command; increased respon-

siveness and decisiveness.

.3. We need a public commitment to civili-

ty and diversity issues as an explicit part

of the culture of the Amherst Campus. Ex-

amples include: guaranteeing its inclusion

in a published mission statement and other

publications, especially those aimed at pro-

spective students; strengthening curricular

offerings and requirements.

4. We need to improve those institutional

structures and means of communication

responsible for anticipating and addressing

both persistent racism and specific in-

cidents that might be labelled racial. Ex-

amples include: establishing pre-crisis

planning and consultation as a norm; bet-

ter coordinating of critical offices and agen-

cies; clear budgetary priorities for fulfill-

ing our commitment.
5. We need to act decisively to recruit and

retain students, faculty and staff of color

and to confront and change whatever

adversely affects their "comfort level" on

the campus. Examples include: periodic

research assessing quality of life;

budgetary commitment for minority sup-

port programs and programs that challenge

majority attitudes and behavior; practical

commitment to a reinvigorated Affirmative

Finger-pointing on AIDS no solution
There's been wild speculation recently about who in the

world is generating and distributing the deadly disease

called AIDS. Medical science continues to knock

relentlessly on the door to unlocking the mystery, but so

far they have yet to come up with any real solutions. The
mo.^t disturbing aspect of this i.^ that there are no known
I ui(>. only preventive measure.*^ as prescribed by the

surgeon general.

Chuck Onu
Mi(li( ui science continues to warn that unusual sexual

orjentation.s and sexual promiscuity are established

avenues for AIDS. So far it has stirred panic in the socie-

ty. The gay community has been accused as potential car-

riers, but so have the heterosexual communities in Africa.

Sufficient evidence is lacking except that it is known, bas-

ed on statistical inference, that gays are much more

vulnerable to infection than heterosexuals. The Soviet

Union hypothesised that AIDS may be the product of

germ-warfare re.search in the West that has dangerously

goii wrong. The hypothesis has been dismissed by the

Western media as a calculated Soviet propaganda.

The most deplorable negative campaign has been to link

AIDS to black Africa, and unfortunately it seems to have

racist tones. Hard scientific evidence linking the origin

of AIDS to Africa is yet to be established. The World

Health Organization, in a recent study, revealed that

about 90 percent of cases of AIDS in the world are in the

US and Europe. Recently, the British Medical As.socia-

tion warned that there is a high risk in blood donated by

anyone who may have had sexual relationships with a

black African, Nothing seemed to be mentioned of anyone

who is gay and from San Francisco. The British media

ran television programs to insinuate that AIDS was of

African origin.

The African governments are outraged at this blatant

act of disinformation. They reason that Africa, when com-

pared with the West, suffers from poor medical facilities,

lack of education, hunger and poverty. If AIDS started

in Africa these conditions would undoubtedly have made

Africans much more vulnerable to AIDS infections and

ihuh would have wiped them out, considering the rate at

which the deadly di.sease kills. Moreover, the first inci-

dent of AIDS was reported in the gay community of San

Action Program.

6. We need to reassess and where

necessary alter the current structure and

functioning of the residential areas and

their impact on campus life. Examples in-

clude: increasing the "adult" presence in

the residential areas; increasing faculty in-

volvement and academic programming;

creating a more comprehensive approach

to activities and discipline throughout the

residential areas.

7. We need in general to acknowledge

that our campus must learn the habit of ad-

dressing issues of difference and diversity

more effectively and honestly, and that this

must be a permanent personal, organiza-

tional, and institutional process.

The Civility Commission recognizes that

these recommendations ai-e relevant not

only to the Hurst Report, but apply also to

an entire range of social issues affecting the

campus community. To facilitate the

discussion and development of these and

other recommendations, amd to keep these

issues in the forefront of campus attention,

we will, after the spring recess hold a series

of public sessions to elicit community sen-

timents and develop more fully the pro-

posals for change within each recommen-
dation. In addition, the Commission will

meet with selected groups and individuals

who can bring special information, exper-

tise, or experience to bear on this task. The
Commission will issue periodic reports to

the campus community, and in keeping

with its advisory role, will submit reports

and recommendations to the Chancellor

and Dr. Bromery.
We invite all members of the campus

community to join us in this process. Let

the Commission know what you think

should be done. We need your
collaboration.

SaUy Freeman, Michael Wolff, Co-
chairpersons; Nylda Ansari, Bill Ben-
nett, George Claxton, Gloria
deGuevara, Micheline DuFau, Jean
Elshtain, Patricia Greenfield, Haim
Gunner, Saul Perlmutter, Jay
Savereid, David Schimmel, Anna Seitz,

Kelly Sieger, Linda Slakey, Ervin
Staub, Donald St. Mary, Esther Terry,
Judy Toyama, Castellano Turner, Paul
Vasconcellos, Meyer Weinberg, Han-
nah Yaffee, Judy Davis, Grant Ingle,

Jonathan Tuttle, Vincent Dethier

Francisco, and it seems very difficult to establish a link

between AIDS in Africa and that community.

Also. Europe has, through colonization, traditionally

had more contact with Africa than America has. If the

disease came from Africa. Europe should have more AIDS

victims than America, which is not the case.

In 1982, the Center for Disease Control in Atlanta

reported that approximately 5 percent of AIDS cases in

the US were found in Haitian immigrants. Despite lack

of concrnto scientific evidence, anti-Haitian hysteria was

whipped up by the media. Many healthy Haitians were

fired from their jobs and evicted from their homes. Even

Haitian criminals were put in separate jails. Somehow to-

day that theory has been dropped.

The fact is that in Africa and in Haiti poverty reigns.

And poverty seem to inspire the high rate of prostitution

in these areas, which attract tourists from the West. It's

not unimaginable that AIDS may have been transmitted

to these areas through this process. Meanwhile, finger-

pointing at any group or community will not provide solu-

tions to the enigma behind AIDS. Solutions lie in the con-

tinued persistence of medical science, with some element

of luck. Like the great Master said. "Knock and it shall

be opened unto you."

Chuck Onu is a Collegian columnist

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Smithereens

By Sarah Smith

Chameleon faux pas: Arriving at a
party in thie same color as ttie hiost.
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By Garry Trudeau

Bat Brain By Bill Bearing

"In the US today, sport is to raw

physical power . . . what marriage is to

sex."
— Mark Kramer

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited bv Trade Michel Jaffc

ACROSS
1 Arctic sigm

5 FaDnc ol

Indonesia

10 Diplof^acy
t4 Winglike

15 Revere

16 Oil yieiOing iree

1 7 Occupation

18 Satee wearer

<9 Unoiluied

20 Work taster

22 Curiy-hairea pet

24 Containers

2b — Wars
26 Throwing m the

towel

29 Agitate

30 Guido note

33 Unaccompamea
34 Cowtxsys and

Indians

35 Tiny pit Abpr

36 Crooner Crospy
37 Dipper

38 Minute opening

39 A Gabo'
40 Tourist stop

41 Etonians
mother

42 Celtic Neptune

43 Consumer
44 Subside

45 — Barrel

Polka

46 Certain

4 7 Abhor
50 Waste moments
54 Stratford-

upon —
55 River at

Grenoble

57 Waiter 5 burden

58 James, the

agent

59 Adit user

60 Sea eagie

61 Pi of a

conference

62 Collar and

lackel

63 — souci

DOWN
1 Athletes

remedy
2 Direclor Kazan

3 File s

companion
4 Aloha, e g
5 Exposing
6 — ale iwateri

7 Inflection

8 Fury

9 fi^ova

ihythmically

10 Dommgo. e 9
1

1

Not up
12 Mine lind

1

3

Mai de —
21 Prong
23 Galley

equipment

25 Play tor time

26 Name lag

27 Pimiento holder

28 Underwater

detection

device

29 Passover least

30 Be a ham
31 Actress Soph.^

32 Wide-awaka
34 Spud
37 Be too slow

38 Artists needs
40 Tones
41 European

blackbird

44 Sultans

45 Plies 10 a

oaiienna

46 Femme laiate

47 Touches lightly

48 Bacchanals cry

49 Meity *eighls

50 Game --i

c'"ance

51 Babylonian god
of war

52 Educator

Horace
53 The - of

Te»as

56 Pose

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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Lunch
Menu

Basics Lunch

Grilled Cheese with Bacon

Chili Com Chip Bake

Dinner

Cheese Spinach Squares

Baked Cod with Lemon

on
Garden Chili

Grilled Cheese
Wheatberry

Basics Dinner

Beef Strips with Mange-Tout

Baked Cod with Lemon
Fruit Plate with Orange

Bread

Weather
Today: Cloudy, with rain in the afternoon, highs

60 to 65.

Tonight; Windy with possible thunderstorms

Tomorrow Mostly cloudy and mild

V.

Today's Staff
Might Editor Nancy Klingener

Copy Editor Jennifer Dempsey

Layoat Technician Tori Arpad

Photo Technician Byrne Guarnotta

Prodoction Supervisor Rob Levine

Prodactlon:Connie LeClerc. Kelly Sieger, Julie Rae,

Isabel Perkins and Joe the driver
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Advertising Salet Manager

VANESSA ROTH
Finance Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marketing Manager

CRAIG NAUCLE
Circalatlon Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
SnbacrlpUon Manager
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Irish music captivates audience
The Chieftains

FAC Concert Hall

March 25

By THOMAS H. GAGNON
Collegian Correspondent

The Chieftains, a traditional Irish music band, gave

an overall captivating performance on Wednesday night

at the Fine Arts Center. The music they played was alter-

nately fast and slow, rousing and plaintive. The different

pieces, most of which were instrumental, played off each

other well. They varied their instrumental pieces with

some singing and a lot of exceptional dancing.

The concert started a little uncertainly with a flute solo

by Matt Molloy. It began to pick up as the two fiddles and

a percussion instrument, a bodhran, joined in. Soon after,

non-Chieftain dancer Michael Flatley appeared for the

first time and danced with rapid steps to the increasing-

ly fast pace of the music As he jiggled his legs and tap-

ped his feet, he raised a cloud of dust from the floor. Later,

he made beautiful high kicks in the air and long glides

across the floor. His amazing agility nearly stole the show.

Bodhran player Kevin Coneff also sang. He sang in both

halves of the show without musical accompaniment. His

voice, while slightly nasal, was strong and expressive, par

ticularly in the second song about an Irishman who went

to America after being rejected by the girl he loved. It was

impressive to hear his voice alone without the mu.sic.

The fiddles and the bodhran often made fast-paced dan

cing music. There were times, especially in the first half,

when this music began to be indistinctive and
uninteresting. The liquid sounds of the harp, played solo

by Derek Bell and also with the flute, gave refreshing

variation. Then, when the fiddles reappeared, they were

all the more exciting by contra'-;! Thi- fii^t piece of the

second half worked really well, because it hud that varia-

tion within it.

The second half in general was lively and varied. They
played music from China, Brittany, and Texas, The Breton

piece was a song, which all the Chieftains sang in Breton.

They repeated the same line again and again, louder and
louder, then stopped abruptly. Flatley provided an in-

terlude with his astounding dancing with and without the

accompaniment of the fiddles, after which the slow, sad

sound of the harp took over. The concert climaxed when
Coneff sang, in his clear, powerful voice, the sweet ballad

about the Irishman rejected by the girl he loved. The last

piece (excepting an encore) was a lightheartod, folksy

dance tune, a combination of Texan and Irish sound. The
Chieftains left the stage to loud applause.

Mexican accents flavor R & B
Los Lobos with the Paladins

Pearl Street

Thursday. March 26

Bv PHIL SERAFINO
Collegian Staff

Los Lobos, a Mexican-American band from East Los

Angeles, ended their first encore with a joyous rendition

of "La Bamba," Ritchie Valens' 1958 hit song. It was

only fitting because they're one of the few Mexican-

American groups to hit it big in rock since Valens, who
died in the same plane crash that killed Buddy Holly.

Los Lobos ai-e carrying on the tradition. The group,

touring to support their new album By the Light of the

Moon, played more than two hours of hard, fast rhythm

and blues mixed in with joyous Mexican folk and a few

teary ballads. The accordion and twelve-string acoustic

guitar of the Mexican music blended with the Fender

Stratocasters of the blues in a stew that kept the capacity

crowd dancing.

The group has the best one-two punch in rock today

in guitarists/vocalists Cesar Rosas and David Hidalgo.

Their complex interplay between rhythm and lead play-

ing in "Is This All There Is?" created a sinewy base for

Steve Berlin's punchy, soulful saxophone lines. Each

took their turns soloing during the show, with Rosas

showing a funkier technique while Hidalgo had more of

a country blues feel.

The two are equally adept in front of the microphone.

Hidalgo's crisp, emotional vocals, backed by bassist Con-

rad Lozano, gave "Will the Wolf Survive?" its anthemic
feel. Rosas provided the growling, bluesy voice for the

barnburner "Shakin' Shakin' Shakes," the first single

from the new album.

Hidalgo, who along with drummer Louie Perez shares

most of the songwriting duties, shined on the accordion

and lead vocals on the Mexican tunes. Bottom line: the

band has a unique, emotional style that make 'em worth

the high ticket price.

The often-interminable wait for the headliners flew by

as the Paladins rocked the crowd with their stripped-

down rockabilly^lues. The trio (guitar, upright bass,

drums) won't win any prizes for inventive lyrics ("Come
on baby, let's go, let's keep a-hoppin' and a-boppin',"),

but that's not what rockabilly's about.

Guitarist David Gonzalez and bassist Thomas Yearsley

shared the lead vocals during their 50-minute set. "Hold

On," which starts as a stomper with standard "I love

you baby blahblahblah" lyrics, twists into a story of love

gone wrong, with dark, somber changes, before exploding

again to a thrashing, violent ending. "Lover's Rock," a

ballad with great cornball lyrics, showed Gonzalez's

mastery of the six-string as he played muted jazzy

passages. If Pearl Street brings these guys back in June
as promised, check them out.

Collegian photo by Bryne GuamoUa

Husker Du drummer rocks during the bands
March 19 performance at the S.U.B. A review
of the concert will appear this week.

ACHIEVEMENT UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
STYLES AVAILABLE

Petite Navettc H Petite Navette III Petite Ov^ I

Firelight

Petite Oval I! Petite Oval III Sorcery

Olympic #7 Heart Song Evening Star I Athena

Select vours at:

There are many ways
to acknowledge it. .

.

one lasts a lifetime.

Your College Class Ring
from Balfour!

Ward Amidon Jewlers

26 Main St

Men's Herald Women's Herald Signet - Oval

Petite Navette I

„ ,^ Amherst. MA 01002
rSdllOUr, .\'o one rrmernhers in so many ways.

Signet - Oval Signet - Antique Signet - Antique
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• women's lacrosse
continued from page 8

The Gazelles picked up their only win of the trip Satur-

day afternoon, beating James Madison 6-3 in a game they

led from the start.

Shutting down JMU for the entire second half, the

Gazelles clamped down on defense and held the opponents

to without a single shot in the second half.

"We were much stronger on defense in that game," Hix-

on said. "We controlled the tempo, and we were stronger

and more aggressive."

Yesterday, the Gazelles were back on the field to face

Maryland, the defending National Champions and the

number two team in the country this season. UMass
stayed right with the Terps into the second half, trailing

only 7-5 with 15 minutes to go. However, as they did

against Northwestern, the Gazelles ran out of gas, and

eventually lost the game by a 13-5 margin.

"We had to play back to back games (Saturday and

yesterday), and I think that eventually took its toll," Hix-

on said. "Plus, the weather was hot (about 70 degrees*."

Hixon singled out the performances of Murphy, Lisa

Griswold, who had a hat trick and an assist vs. James
Madison, Cathy Fuhrman, who played strong on the wing,

and senior Becky Bekampis, who was outstanding at

center, setting up many plays from the midfield.

Despite the 1-2 record, Hixon was encouraged by the

way the Gazelles played against such high quality teams

so early in the year. This was the first time that UMass
had played regular games during the break.

"I wanted to play some tough teams in the beginning,

just to see what kinds of strengths and weaknesses we

have, and what we can do to fix them," Hixon said.

The Gazelles return home from their southern trip to

play host to Yale University in the home opener tomor-

row. Hixon is hoping for a win against the Elis to even

the team's record.

"I want to come out of the start of the year at least 2-2,"

Hixon said. "I would have liked 3-1 or 4-0, but we can be

satisfied to be 2-2 at this point. I feel we've made good

progress so far."

• Softball deja vu

i^ men 's gymnastics
continued from page 8

"This was a meet we needed to win to ensure us of third

place in the league." Dougherty said. "We had a little

trouble on the pommel horse because it was a different

type of horse than we're used to working out on but I felt

the guys did real well and everything came out well."

Dougherty said he was also pleased with the perfor-

mance tiu-ned in by junior Stan Gatland, who was com-

peting on the varsity level for the first time in his col-

legiate career.

"Stan Gatland competed for the first time as a member

of the varsity and he did real well," said Dougherty. "He

had a real nice routine on the rings."

The Minutemen also got strong performances from

senior co-captain Joe DeMarco (9.3 on rings) and juniors

Jay Ronayne and Tim Myers (each had 9.3's on the vault).

inntinui'd from pane 8

University (5-0), and

Rider College (6-1). UM lost

the final game of the Swing
to Akron University. 3-0.

UMass was scheduled to

play three additional

games, two against the

University of Iowa and
another against Akron, but

both games were cancelled

due to inclement weather.

UMass headed down to

Florida with a lot of ques-

tions to answer, especially

where the pitching staff was
concerned. A newly install-

ed rule moved the pitching

mound from 40 feet to 43

feet, a move that was in-

tended to add a little more
offensive punch to the game.

In addition, the

Minutewomen had practic-

ed only once on a dirt sur-

face, that being the Cage at

Amherst College. As far as

outdoor practices went, the

Minutewomen didn't see

the light of day before their

departure for what, at that

time, promised to be a very

scary excursion.

"It seems like the ball is

being put into play a lot

more often with the rule

change, but it still seems

like we were getting into

the lower scoring games."

Sortino said. "Up to the firth

or sixth game, I wasn't con-

vinced that the rule was
helping."

The rule must be making
some kind of a difference, at

least where UMass is con-

cerned. On one end, the

Minutewomen have been,

uncharacteristically, put-

ting balls out of the park,

something that Sortino call-

ed "scary". On the other

end, a relatively untested

pitching staff has returned

from Florida smelling like

roses. . .or oranges.

The pleasant surprise of

the staff has been freshman

pitcher Traci Kennedy, who
really got a taste of the big

time in her first assignment

of the season. No big deal.

All Kennedy did was to

come into the Furman game
in the late innings with the

bases loaded and nobody

out. And all she did was get

out of it

.

Not a bad debut.

"That was Traci's true

baptism. She has been a svur-

prise and is doing very well,

but her pitches still aren't

where they need to be. The
pitchers have proven to be a

bonafide staff," Sortino said.

"Offensively, they are see-

ing the ball better (from the

farther distance).

Everybody has been hitting

the ball well. This team can

hit."

That's for sure. Among
the usual starters, UMass
has had several players en-

joy multiple-hit games. The
latest to join the hit parade

was senior thirdbaseman

Debbie Cole, who went
three-for-five in the loss

against Akron. Senior co-

captain Emily Beitsch,

junior catcher Ilene

Freeman, and sophomore
rightfielder Barbara
Meehan have all hit home
runs for Sortino (Freeman's

was an opposite field check-

swing homer). The three

home runs UMass has pro-

duced in its first week of

competition has already sur-

passed the team total for all

of last season. The team
managed a pair of homers

last season.

And that leads to another

surprising, but equally op-

timistic statistic. Last

season, the Minutewomen
came from behind to win in

only three games last year,

two of which came at the

Atlantic 10 tournament.

This year, UMass has

fought back to win on five

occasions and almost pulled

out the loss to Akron in the

seventh inning, something

that Sortino is admittedly

excited about.

"They just don't think

they can die. They come out

swinging all of the time,"

Sortino said. "They're
beginning to feel a lot bet-

ter about themselves."

The trip has taken its toll

on the Minutewomen,
however. UMass was hit

with a rash of nagging in-

juries during the week, but

were able to respond with

more than adequate depth.

Included on the injury list

were Freeman (knee), junior

rightfielder Chris Ciepiela

(back), junior firstbaseman

Martha Jamieson (knee),

junior shortstop Paige Kopc-

za (elbow), and junior pit-

cher Lisa Rever (shoulder).

But, with all of the good

indications that were

prevelant in Florida, Sor-

tino acknowledges that the

Minutewomen are still

showing signs of early

season rust.

"We've been looking a lit-

tle erratic and we're making
a lot of unforced errors. The
outfield still needs to com-

municate a little better,"

Sortino said. "We have to

play defense. We can't sit

back and watch the pitchers

strike out seven people a

game like we did last year.

Things are starting to iron

out."

The Minutewomen will

open the northern portion of

its schedule at home, as

UMass will host the Univer

sity of Vermont in a

doubleheader at Totman
Field, tomorrow at 2:00 p.m.

Sport.s Informutinn photo

Senior thirdbasem
Massachusetts softball

and a surprisingly hot

an Debbie Cole helped the University of

team jump out to a 10-3 mark with slick fielding

bat.
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FOR SALE • FOUND
HELP WANTED • LOST
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INSTRUCTION* MOTORCYLClES
PERSONALS -RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED • SERVICES

ROOMATE WANTED • TRAVEL

WANTED •SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEaAW OFFICg - CC 113 MOW-TMURS 1:30-3:30 (FRI • 2:30) > DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION*CASH IN ADVAHCE. iy/WORD/0AY FOR STUDENTS

AUTO FOR SALi rORSALi

79 RABBIT AM/FM, no rust, exc condition

$1000

CRATE AMP MUST sell' Call Shawm
546-9030

EXCELLENT INCOME FOR home
assembly work For mlo call 504-646- 1 700

Depi P-1307

INSTRVCnON

RIDf WANnO SUUET SraiNO HINO

1965 FORD FALCON a cream puB
256-6920

S2 SUBARU BRAT. Excellent shape 2.600

549-7529

81 TOYOTA TERCEL excellent condition

very well maintained $2300 Call Mike

549-4708 or 545-0026

79 FORO FIESTA must sell runs good

cheap evenings 1-774-5923

WINOERSURFER CLASSIC. 5 color sail

2 daggert)oards Excellent condition

Forget Florida $425 Great conversation

piece

POUND

FOUND AT PHI SIG 3/14 long black coat

Call and describe Alexa 6-4815

RIDERS WANTED
2 BEDROOM APT on bus line Sunderland
$400 per month call 665-2150

HELP WITH SPRING Fling! Come to Gen-
tral Area GovernmenI meetings at 8:00 on
Tuesdays

MOTORCYCLES

1986 HONDA NIGHTHAWK S Exc con

dition low miles call Jim evenings 256-6068
ROOMMATE WANTED

SUMMER JOIS

ST. JUDE

KRSONALS

1972 VW SQUAREBACK not drivable

many new parts selling whole $400 or BO
546-5509

IS IT TRUE you can buy jeeps (or $44

through the U.S. government? Get the tacts

today! Call 1-31 2-742-1 142 ext 5931-A

FOR A OOOO TIME CALL

RACk-A^DISCTntertairmwii Agency Disc

jocKies, lights, rentals, and mobile video

dances! 549-7144

CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT

GUCCI WATCH IN Boyden locker on
3/ 1 9/87 call Mack at 256-8088 to describe H

LOST

HELP! LOST MY tape recorder at Bartlett

Auditorium on 3/4/87 Oass Bio 100B
reward no questions asked 549-7740

GIIJEROUS REWARD - iBRACELET;
3-slrand. In-color gold lost Friday the 13th

on campus, protjably in Library Great sen-

timental value Please call Jan 545-2765.

548-9065

TRI-GOLD HEART bracelerPleaM return

if (ound High sentimental value Beth

546-8377

L0ST^bLD"SETK6 watch Curry
HIcks/Boyden area It tound please contact

Katchy at 549-0710 Reward/senlimental

value

RESUME TYPESETTING SERVICE
Have your resume professionally typeset

The best quality type, not a word processor

Sixteen different type styles to choose from

Takej only 3 days costs $25 and any
changes III do for FREE Come down to the

Collegian Graphics Office (113 Campus
Center) and speak to Peter Soderberg

MEET NEW PEOPLEt Get greaT' ex-

perience! Come write for New England's

largest college daily The Collegian is in 1 13

Campus Center, right tjehind the T V.

Come down and check us out!

ONE OR TWO non-smoking female room

mates wanted to share large bdrm in 3

bdrm apt in Puffton Starting June 1st

Prefer senior undergraduate or graduate

student Call Laurie after 6PM 549-7773

THANK YOU AGAIN! Seldom do your

prayers go unanswered I am very grateful

HOUSEMATE TO SHARE N Amherst

house tVj mile from UMass. bus Non-

smoking Laundry, dishwasher, beautiful

view 549-7225

WANTED TO RENT

CLOSET SALE

DORM STUDENTS: EXCITING young
company looking for energetic dorm
students to earn extra cash. Job pays im-

mediately upon completion Fringe benefits

and perks very common Call now
617-938-8839, 617 935-1414

PUFFTON VILLAGE: NO nerds! Add your

name to lease and move in or sublet for just

summerlsub $100 mo per ) One or two

people- Mike 549-4883

TWO SENIORS LOOKING lor one oTtwo
bedrooms for now until end of semester

close to campus Call Chris or Dave
253-7572

FULL LENGTH RACOON skin coal, in

good condition, $200 00 NCR cash
register, needs only minor repair for full

operation or just a conversation piece

$50 00. Resignol skis, marker bindings and
caber boots Great package for someone
who wants to learn without major invest-

ment $80 00 Call Ansel 256-6182

ON CAPE COD al Jason's of Dennispon
Floor and door personnel, barbacks and
bartenders, waiter and waitresses Accep-
ting applications Mon thru Sal vacation

week from noon to 3 Interviews at Clan-

cy's, 8 Uppercounty Rd. Dennisport MA.

FOR A OOOD TIME CAU

RACK-A-DISC Entertainment Agencv
Disc-Jockeys, lights, rentals, and Mobile

Video Dances! 549-7144

lANOS WANTED

FOR RENT

-WANTED TO RENT

MATURE UNDERGRADUATE SEEKING
off<ampus room, for the fall Must be quiet

Call 546-7057 a.ter 11PM or leave

message

UMIASSStUDENT LOOKING for room to

rent near campus during spring break 9-21

to 9-29 Call Mary al 546^ 1 1 5 1 Keep trying

TAKE OVER LETkSEJune 1 1 or 2 rooms

Swiss Village Bus $215/month. All in-

clusivel Call Lainie 256-1480

HELP WANTED

WANTED PART-TIME bus drivers for Nor

thampton to Amherst routes $5 to start very

convenient tor Norhamplon residents work

schedule arranged around your class

schedule 586-1909

FULL AND PART lime positions available

very flexible hours and excellent working

conditions Conveniently located in the

center of Amherst You can earn up to $20

an hour with salary and commissions con-

tact Target Enterprises for an interviewed

ask for Keith 549-7793

LOVE TO DANCE? Tryoots for UMass
minutes kickline-danceleam coming the

third week in April. Lois ol fun, great way
to keep in shape Meet tons of new people.

Watch for us!

FREEI! COME HEAR FREEH
Polly Linson ol Fnendly'S

speak about Marketing Research

Wednes March 31. 7 00PM, CC 917
Sponsored by the Marketing Club

Free Refreshments

LOOKING FOR S-BEOROOM In Puffton

reward offered- Lisa 6-7979

SERVICES

PROFESSIONAL TYPINO SERVICE

CASES, PAPEpTS. bTsSERTATlONS.
theses, fast, accurate, dependable, on-

campus, reasonable 584-7924. Nancy

AN INEXPENSIVE SPRINO SREAK

TUTORING. SUBSTITUTE TEACHING in

business: management, marketing,

finance, investment & microcomputers $7

per hour Neg 536-5006 leave message

TYPING. TAPE TRANSCRIPTION. Fast

accurate 665-7652

STUDENT ACCOUNTANT TO assist

student-run businesses in financial record-

keeping and management Ten hours

weekly for remainder of school year, and

continnuing next year No seniors please

Pick up application at EDO, 409 Student

Union Application deadline Wednesday
4/8/87

DORM STUOENTSI EXCITING young
company looking tor energetic dorm
students to earn extra cash Job pays im-

mediately upon completion Fringe benefits

and perks very common Call now
617-938-8839, 617-935 1414

LORI UMINSKI'S 21 ST birthday was
yesterday! Wish her well We love you! Your

suitemates in 204

TRAVEL

ATTENTION UMASS "GO " team
welcome back Irom break meeting Call lor

appt freshmen members must do laur>dry.

WE WILL BUY your good used clothing

|usl Mondays 549-3772

SPRING FLING/DAYTONA UMass party

bus heart of the slnp/Ocean front $99 group

we dnve $1 99/ we will beat any prk» group

rates call now 256-6227

WANTED

LOCAL BANDS WANTED Easts^e con

certs Battle ol ihe Bands on Feb 28 Con-

tact Bruce or Oavid 549-4160

DO YOU WANT to go to the Bahamas,
Jamaica, or Ft Lauderdale? We have com-
plete Irips to the Bahamas starting Irom

349, complete Jamaica trip lor 389. and
complete Ft, Lauderdale trip 129 bus or 319
air fare These prices all include Iranspor-

taion and hotel You will not find a cheaper
deal with anyone else For inlormation call

Mike or Rick at 549-5401 Space is limited

PROFESSIONAL TYPINO AND BDITINO

• 'SPEEDY KEYS"-OISSERTATIONS

.

resumes, papers.. .256-10(n

SPANISH TUTORINO « TRANSUTION

GRAMMAR. CdNVERSATKW. PRONUN-
CIATION. Short stories 256-1002

' SWAG IS LOOKING lor bands lo play

'

•The Pyramids during Southwest week,
'

' May 5-8 Applications are available
'

" Now at the SWAG office in Hampden •

•and are due by April 15, 1987 at 5PM "

Ihe list ol bands selected will be
'

' posted on April 21, 1987 Southwest "

rocks the Pyramids!!'

NDROOM FOR MNT

ONE BEDROOM AVAILABLE in A-3
bedroom apartment in Northwood apart-

ments cheap & clean Call 545-3627

daytime 665-7797 evenings

EST SOXER SNORTS PARTV

'BEST BOXER SHORTS party at Changes

• on HI 9, Amherst, Tuesday March 31.'

1987 $200 in pnzesi 9PM until $2 00*

admisswn Presented by The Commuter'
Area Government

AUSTRALIAN SfUOCNT WANTS to buy
downhill ski boots Sue 10 ph 546-9166

TYPINO SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING, PAPERS, letters.

resun<es, etc Meticulous proofreading

Editirig available New IBM typawnter Call

549-0367
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SPORTS

Gorillas down Delaware. 13-9
Freshman Scott Hiller nets

seven m season opener
drop from the United States

Intercollegiate Lacrosse

Association (USILA) rank-

Bv JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

The University of

Massachusetts men's
lacrosse team may not be

ranked, may not have
played outdoors for 90 per-

cent of the preseason, and
may not have been playing

at home, but after the

Gorillas' Spring Break trip,

they probably don't care.

Falling, just 20-17 last

Tuesday, to perennial na-

tional open lacrosse power,

the Maryland Lacrosse

Club, the Gorillas put that

exhibition, and week-long

double-sessions to good use,

outrunning ISth-ranKed
LIniversity of Delaware.
13-9, in the team's season-

opener at Newark, DE.
"We played really well.

We gave a clinic in the first

half." Gorillas hiad roach

Dick Garber said yesterday.

The win improved the

Ckirillas to 1-0 on the season

while the Fighting Blue

Hens, winners over 11th-

ranked Virginia (14- 12) and
New England power
University of New Hamp-
shire (9-5), dropped to 2-3.

Delaware is expected to

Lax Top 10
The following is the in-

itial lacrosse poll ofNCAA
Division I teams. The
weekly poll is distributed

by the United States Inter-

collegiate Lacrosse
Association. The poll in-

cludes games through
March 23 only. Note:
Because the Gorillas had
not played until Saturday,

the team was not
considered.

1. UNC 40
2 . Maryland 5-0

3 . Navy 4-0

4. JHU 3-1

5. Adelphi 2-0

6. Cornell 3-0

7 . Syracuse 2-2

8 . Brown 3-1

9 . Army 3-1

1 . Loyola 3-0

ings while UMass can ex-

pect to take their place

somewhere in the second

half of the top 15.

The Gorillas, after practic-

ing the entire preseason in-

doors and receiving news
that the team's home games
will be played at a different

site this year, didn't know
what to expect on their

Southern trip. But after

double-sessions and the ex-

hibition game, Garber said

his team was ready for

Delaware.
"We really had a good

week in Baltimore. Tuesday

night we lost 20-17 but it

was a helluva game,"
Garber said. "Certainly we
were as good as they were.

The difference was they

took advantage of their

power play opportunities.

We had 10 penaltie.*^ and

they had seven ^roals
"

But Garber said he wasn't

concerned with the srim-

mage loss because as the

score would indicate, the

Gorillas were right up there

with one of the country's

best open teams.

"They (Maryland
Lacrosse Club) said we were

one of the best teams
they've seen all year." the

coach said. "The trip was
the best we've had in many
years. The team was
cohesive on and off the field.

We did a lot of running in

double-sessions so by the

time we came out for

Delaware, we were really

smoking."
And oh did they smoke.

Jumping out to a 3-1 first

quarter lead on goals by
junior attack Kelley Carr
(22 goals and 10 assists last

season) and freshmen at-

tackmen Scott Hiller and

Tim Soudan, the Gorillas

upped their lead to a seven-

goal, 11-4 halftime margin
thanks to an eight-goal ex-

plosion in the second
quarter.

"In the first quarter we
only had three goals but we

sportH Inrormation photo

The University of Massachusetts men's lacrosse team got its first taste of success, Saturday,

as it dumped 15th-ranked University of Delaware, 15-9, at Newark, DE. The game marked the

season-opener for UMass. The team's home-opener is Wednesday versus CorneU at 3 p.m. at War-
ren McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

were assaulting their goal."

Garber said. "We were all

over, .swarming. In the se

cond, it was the same. Hiller

had five goals. We had eight

in the second period and
could've had 12."

"Their goalie kept coming'

out and double-teaming
Carmean so he was dump-
ing off. TIteir goalie also had
two penalties, so that helped

us on offense," senior

defenseman John Jordan
observed.

As Garber said, Hiller had
five of them, and the

unknown freshman had
seven in all in a dramatic

collegiate debut. He, along

with Soudan (2g) and Carr

(2g) grabbed the scoring

chores while headline acts

Tom Carmean, a second

team All-America scorer

last season (40g, 23a) and
Greg Cannella (23g, 23a)

didn't tally once. Carmean,
however, "managed" seven

assists and led the UMass

attack (iaiber isn't worried

about the seniors' lack off

scoring either. In fact, he's

not worried about much of

anything right now.

"We played hard and we
played well." he said.

"'I'hcir day will rnnie ^ni'

matchup we had against

Delaware was to stop their

two franchise players. I told

the team that if they stop-

ped them, they stopped

Delaware. If you stop Car-

mean or Cannella, we've got

five others who can score.

Yesterday it was Killer's

turn. Tomorrow it may be

Carmean's or Kelley
Carr's."

Speaking of the franchise

players, UMass did manage
to shut them down as the

middies didn't cause much
offensive damage.
"The double team on them

seemed to work. They
caught on later in the game
so then we just switched to

a straight man-to-man,"

sophomore defenseman Jeff

Salanger said.

With the 11-4 halftime

bulge, Garber expected to

substitute freely for the rest

of the game. But the
Gorillas blew that with
what the coach called

"careless mistakes" im-

mediately after the break.

Giving up a man-up goal

and another on a scramble

ofi the ensuing face-off. The
Gorillas suddenly were up
just 11-6. Moments later it

was 11-7 off a Delaware
break. From then on,

Garber's Gorillas didn't

touch the ball much and
were forced to play defense

for much of the remainder of

the contest.

"In the third quarter we
didn't have the ball at all."

Garber said.

Garber responded by leav-

ing starting defenseman
Adam Rodell, a sophomore

in for the entire 60 minutes

Gazelles fall

to Maryland
Team drops to 1-2
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's lacrosse team kicked off its 1987

campaign during Spring Break by running

up a 1-2 record, picking up a win over

James Madison University, while losing to

Northwestern and the University of

Maryland, two of the top teams in the

country.

The Gazelles were hampered by the fact

that they were playing on a full field for

the first time, and were facing two tough

teams early in the schedule.

UMass opened the 1987 schedule last

W'ednesday with a 16-8 loss to Nor-

thwestern, a team that is in the top five in

the nation. The Gazelles did a gooti job to

.stay with the Wildcats, trailing only 6-3 at

halftime, but that wasn't enough.

"We played great for half the game, but

eventually we ran out of gas." UMass head

coach Pam Hixon .said. "Northwestern got

stronger and we became confused.

"It was a good performance. We played

well on the attack, especially Sue Murphy
on line attack."

continued on pa/^i' 7

Softball slugs its way
to impressive 10-3 start
Minutewomen overcome Midwest foes
ROGER CHAPMAN Up the t.ntvranked team in the Northei

while he rotated three other

defesemen, sophomores
Tom Bonnet and Matt'
Woods and Jordan. The
coach said he wanted to

bring others, like junior

Scott Craig and sophomores

Eric Meunch and Salanger,

into the game, but said he

suddenly wasn't too sure

about the team's lead.

"Maybe I was too concern-

ed with not letting it slip

away," he said. "We have

very capable players to put

in there."

In the end, Garber didn't

need to worry as another

Hiller goal knocked the

UMass lead to 12-7 before

the two teams traded a pair

of fastbreak goals to close

out the scoring in the fourth

period.

For the game, junior Pat
Cain (7g, 6a) added a goal as

did senior midfielder Doug
Musco.

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

At this point last season, almost to the

very day, the University of Massachusetts
Softball team and head coach Elaine Sor-

tino returned from their annual Florida

swing with an 11-3 record and a Top
Twenty ranking under their belts, both of

which were unexpected.

Some things never change.
The 1987 Minutewomen had to deal

with a case of deja vu when they touched
down at Bradley International Airport,

Saturday night. UMass, with savage tans
and sand-laden hair, brought back a 10-3

record and, yes, a spot in the Top Twenty
from the Sunshine State, something that

didn't figure to happen in the eyes of Sor-

tino and the Minutewomen.
"Overall, I think we made a good, solid

start to the seas<jn, but we still have a

long way to go," Sortino said. "We had on

ly one easy game during the week against

DePaul. We definitely came out of it bet-

ter than I thought we would."

The Minutewomen, who also happen to

be the top-ranked team in the Northeast,

started the Spring Swing on a tear, ripp-

ing off five consecutive wins including

Furman University (2-1), Eastern
Michigan University (6-5), Georgia State

University (7-4), Bradley University (9-3),

and Ohio State University (1-0). UMass
did drop its first game of the year to Bowl-

ing Green University in the quarterfinlas

of the Florida State Lady Seminole

Classic, 5-2, but the Minutewomen had a

valid reason. How does playing the last

of four consecutive games in one day

sound?
"We had been on the field since 8 a.m.

We could barely stand up. never mind
play a soflball game," Sortino said. "It

was ridiculous."

The Minutewomen then traveled to

Orlando for the rest of its Florida

schedule. UMass split a doubleheader

with Michigan State University, taking

the opener 2-1, and dropping the nightcap,

6-1. UMass won four more games in a row

with wins over Eastern Illinois Universi-

ty (4-2). DePaul University (13-0), Drexel
continued on page 7

Gymnasts top
Stroudsburg
The 20th-ranked University of

Massachusetts men's gymnastics team
ended its dual meet season on a positive

note last weekend by disposing of East

Stroudsbug State University in East
Stroudsburg, Pa., 262-257.

With the win the Minutemen improved
to 8-2 on the season, good for third place

in the final Eastern standings, and put
themselves within striking distance of cap-

turing the Eastern title this weekend at the

Eastern Intercollegiate Gymnastics
League championships to be held at the

Curry Hicks Cage.

.Assistant coach Ken Dougherty said he

was happy with the meet.

atntinued un page 7

Editor's Note
Due to deadline restrictionb, neither the

results of all games for the University of

Massachusetts baseball team during
Spring Break, nor the results of the UMass
women's gymnastics team's performance at

the Atlantic 10 championship meet this

past weekend, were available.

Every effort will be made to publish the

results for these teams in tomorrow's issue

of the Collegian-,

LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY IN NEW ENGLAND

The Massachusetts Daily

IAN
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You didn't really believe this was
ApriFs Fool Day, did you?
Check out the real paper, inside

More joke coverage inside

RSO-UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS-AMHERST 113 CAMPUS CENTER 545-3500 VOLUME CXVII ISSUE 1 APRIL FOOL'S!!!

Collision photo by B.B. Iguana

WATCH THE BIRDIE - Relationship management major I. M. Ature demonstrates respect

for a Collision photographer at one a recent endless number of pointless rallies.

RSU stages protest in own office:

disgusted with themselves
By A. WRIGHT WINGER
Collegian Stiff

Members of the Radical Student Union yesterday led

a sit-out of their offices, apparently disgusted with their

own organization for co-opting with the bourgeoisie

establishment.

"Someone pointed out that our space is provided by the

Campus Center, which gets money from the state, which

in tvu*n gets a lot ofmoney from the tax-paying capitalists

and corrupt officials of this state," said Anna Chronism,

a leading rad. "Who knows, there might be some CIA
employees in this state. Which means their money is help-

ing me, and that means I. . .eaghhhhh!" Chronism then

fled to the largely uncorrupted Campus Pond area.

A second scandal that has recently broken at the RSU
caused an uproar when several members where found

eating cinnamon raisin bagels. Those raisins were once

grapes and contribute to the exploitation of farm workers,

more conservative (well, you know) members say. Others
contend that none of it really matters anyway, so who

cares.

"I drink Welch's grape juice too, I do, I do, I do," said

a freshman rad rad. "And I don't care who knows it. I eat

fruit cocktail, too."

Although no fruit cocktail has been sited at the usual-

ly correct Peoples Markup, the bagel scandal has definite-

ly left a stain on its reputation. Allegations are being lodg-

ed by all sides in a verbal war about where the profits go.

Since the operation is a so-called collective, there is no

accountability, accused former rad Mitz Illusion. A main
instigator of the sit-in, she claims that taking any sort

of profit from sales leads to inclusion in the corrupt system

of free enterprise.

Profits from sales of the raisin bagels are definitely an
issue, especially when it was discovered that Markup
members had used their wages from the store to buy ac-

tual goods on the "real" market.
"I heard one woman even bought a Benetton sweater,"

said Illusion. "That's when I really experienced a crisis

in faith."

Smurphy's thugs accidently vote her in office

By BUB MENSTRUATE and J. MARTIN CASTRATE
Kaleidoscope Stiff

The Commuter Area Presidium ratified the results of

their election for spokesperson, making Evelyn Murphy
the first non-student to be elected to the position.

According to Harlot Weasel, the current spokesperson,

the election result was caused by confusion about who the

candidates were. Lynne M. Smurphy ran against Weasel,

but M. Lynne Smurphy is a member of the ruling junta

who has alleged that some of her hired thugs may have

accidently voted for her.

"I know that I'm insulting the intelligence ofmy friends

and comrades when I suggest that they don't know

whether or not I'm running for a position,"she said, "but

I need some excuse in order to save Harlot's ass."

The CAP has traditionally been ruled by the regressive

collective, which owns the politburo, or governing bored.

Smurphy (Lynne M.) threatened their serenity with her

capitalist intentions, a respected campus political analyst

said yesterday.

"I don't understand why everyone here uses their mid

die name instead of their first name," David R. Marx said.

"W. Greed Frothman, M. Lynne Smurphy, M. Spleen

Bitcher—what's next? I never know what to call them, you

know? 'Hey, M.?' I'm so confused."

Wynne McSade came in second, which was also at-

tributed to voter stupidity. "I'm so tired of campus
politics," said Murphy (I'm not sure which one). "I think

I'm going to run for Liuetenant Governor or something."

Evelyn Murphy said she was considering accepting the

position, since she was tired of Boston. "After all, I'm the

ultimate off-campus student, right?"she jested.

The other consideration she stated was whether Gover-

nor Dick Cockless would run for the dictatorship.

"After all, if he runs, then I'll be in charge of the Peo-

ple's Republic of Mas8achusetts,"she said, snickering un-

controllably. The SGA Kangaroo Court is currently

reviewing the case, but Bob Panacea and Matthew
Machete, co-atrocity generals, were unsure what the con-

stitution said.

"We were hired to look good, not make important deci-

sions," they said. "Our idol is Thurgood Marshall: he just

sits there and breathes, like a Neosynephrine bottle."

The commuters have promised to back Smurphy,
although they have fractioned over which one to support.

Muzzle Walllick, a supporter of Lynne M., said he would

support her to the grave. Walllick, the treasurer of the

CAP, said if she wasn't elected, they would take all the

money and fiee to Chile.

Scary Sharke, a supporter of Weasel, said she acciden-

tally voted for Baby M. in the confusion.

HRTA majors
beat scholars
to gorey death
By DREGS HANDLER
Collegian Wombat

An era came to a horrifying end at the University of

Messachusetts yesterday, as the last student to attend the

school out of sheer love of learning was beaten to death

by a mob of hotel, restaurant and travel administration

majors.

The death of philosophy major Emma Twitt means that

UMess is now entirely populated by money-hungr>-. totally

self-absorbed, characterless clones who are preparing to

take their rightful place in the business world.

"It was a messy job, but somebody had to do it," said

Kenny VanPrigg. As he spoke, he twirled a bloodstained

pair of designer sunglasses, the weapon of preference for

the angry HRTA students who came across Twitt as she

was reading poetry near the Campus Pond.

"We're paying good money to come to this school, and

we expect to make good money when we leave it," Van

Prigg said. 'This bimbo just didn't realize that there's no

room here for people who aren't prepared to go along with

the crowd.
"

Twitt reportedly became the students' target at a par

ty before Spring Break. According to people standing over

the body, Twitt had been seen at the party, in a dorm room

at Southwest, having a conversation with another person,

apparently from another college, about the spread of il-

literacy in the United States.

"It was disgusting," said HRTA sophomore Suzi Lisp.

"She wasmaking sense. Everybody else was acting O.K.

They were all too drunk to talk, and here comes this jerk

who's more interested in getting to know someone than

in drinking to the point of nausea and jamming her tounge

down some stranger's throat.

"My boyfriend said it should make me really mad, so

it sure does," Lisp added.

Her boyfriend. Rich Brie, expressed his hope the

philosophy department would be shut down in the wake

of the incident.

"If you can't give someone the goods to go get that Cor-

vette, why bother teaching them anything?" said the

senior, his polo shirt collar turned up at a jaunty angle.

Several dozen of his friends, the collars of their polo

shirts turned up at a jaunty angle, nodded agreement.

Chancellor Josef Scruffey said the incident would not

be investigated and no disciplinary action would be taken

against Twitt's assailants.

Noting that the last time there was this kind of inci-

dent at UMess, the Office of Student Affairs and Depart-

ment of Public Safety actually managed to impede the ef-

forts of the investigator, Scruffey said. "Why bother? It

might make us look bad."

"We've spent an awful lot of public relations energy try-

ing to prove that nothing happened, or if it did happen

it didn't really say anything bad about our school." Scruf-

fey said. "We don't want to have go through all that again.

Let's focus on the future."

We're turning out good public relations, and public rela-

tions professionals, and people to run the companies about

which those professionals are relating to the public,

Scruffey said. "You can't have a fiagship university if peo-

ple are running around pointing to reality all the time.

Prof gets award
By GETTA CLEW
Collegian Stiff

A University of Massachusetts professor recently won
national acclaim for his outstanding ability to pin trends,

when he named the class of professors who give away

good grades for practically nothing "spew collar"

teachers.

Professor Rowlf Blackhead of the mass media program

was quoted in the Boston Globe and Time magazine, com-

menting on the new phenomenon that has taken over

schools of the 80s.

"It's not like it's bad or anything," Blackhead said.

"There's nothing wrong with rewarding students for be-

ing funny and intelligent. Who said all that academic

work was so valuable, anyway?"
Blackhead said the so called "spew-collars" spell the

end of the antiquated Protestant work ethic that has so

unfairly dominated New England for so long.

"Students will be set free," he predicted. "At last, the

really neat things you want to read about, like TV shows

and popular movies, are valid subjects for study."
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NANCY SAYS YES - The First Lady finally gives in to those long

pent-up emotions, exhausted after the long Iranscam business, and
decides to get it on with countr\- star Larr\- Gatlin.

tells Iran was no
trading with Great Satan
TEHERAN PU - In a surprise speech

to the Iranian people today, the Ayatoliah

Riiholiah Khomeini attempte^: : r : spei

r- •— z ronHM^ that ins racL; ' —c
F. . :»nary govemment hac
: - -' -r.T :i-: tew *»ear!. traoec

- ' — - -he "Grrs-

citizens of Iran

"We d.; - ". repeat, did not trade

h^«ages for weapons We were simply pur-

'M ng contacts at a lesser level of evil

• - :n the body of the Great Satan that

rr _ T>e€n helpful in getting us the
- '^ to crush the %iper [Iragi

? - : ^m' Hussein." Khomeini

Hole burns through ozone

layer; IdUs most of Florida

'Freckles will definitely be in this year.

APRIL FOOL .- ' ' The
- :n isce'.- i the

new month a bii e^ -^

we certainlv hot>e V. :

tne poir _ i ne

article; - r are

meant to be humorous and

manner
Water

lacrosse .;-.

:he special

QRS

T?^ Air Force can f^ce
y<xi on otfrocit^ o^er — out-

sfarx3ir>g comoeri^stion oius

OpDOf^r -55 'or prO^eSS'Onol

deveioorNer-,' you can nove a

cnailenging proctice orx3 time

to spend wttfi your tantiy wfiile

^xj serve your country Find out

wTKJt tr« Air Force offers Coll

SSgt Pat htook

413-785-0192 Colect

witnessed the first incidents. "I was like

doing research y'know, on my, like, senior

honors thesis, and stuff, y'know, on Tann

ing and Sleeping. A Viable Combiaation

like, my advisor gave me the topic, wicked

hard, huh?", she said. Anyway, my friend

Dippy was next to me. She had like run out

of money and was using Crisco oil as sun

Ian lotion. Suddenly she began Ui aizzle.

and then, like, whoosh', she wa,, like, a

ball of fire". Dippy Sinder. a junior HRTA
major, died instantly.

In Ft. Lauderdale, Mike Stud, from

Boston, had gone to the bathroom He
emerged to find his friend Jerk Feldman.

of Rhode Island, running down the board-

walk, on fire. "Jerk had gone to look for

Mets fans, to trade baseball cards ". said

Stud. Fire Chief Let M. Frye told reporters

that Jerk, along with many other students,

may have been drinking "Although I

hesitate to make such strong accusations

against such clean-cut American youths, he

said, alcohol was definitely involved", Frye

said that constant consumption of alcohol

prior to the incident had turned many
beachgoers into "walking Molotov

cocktails, looking for a match". According

to Frye, Feldman burned for over an hour

before firefighters could put him out. A
baseball card of Mets Mookie Wilson was

found clutched in his hand."

In hospitals along the coast, bum victims

tried to adjust to their scarred appearance.
Skin cancers had already begun to appear
last night, so heavy was the dose of radia-

tion. "Freckles will definitely be in this

year", said Fashion Marketing major Zip-

pity DooDah, from her hospital bed in

Daytona.

Scenes of anguish filled the makeshift

morgues as friends and relatives tried to

identify the charred remains of loved ones.

At the temporary morgue set up in Bob's

Pork Palace in Cocao Beach, confusion set

in. as a mother mistakenly identified the

$12.99 Bar-B-Qued Pig's Feet Special as

her son.
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By BEN DE SOLEIL
Associated Depress

At least two thousand people were burn-

ed to death, and thousands more injured,

when a hole opened in the ozone layer

above Florida yesterday.

The hole, estimated to cover an area of

several square milef,. allowed deadly ultra

violet rays from the Sun to pass through

the atmosphere

From Miami north to Daytona Beach, the

hole cut a swath along the east coa.st of

Florida, leaving a track of charred bodies

along the vacation slate's beaches.

Local authorities believe the majority of

the %nctim5 were college students, who

packed the beaches during their annual

spring break.

•It was horrible, said Ft. Lauderdale

Police Chief Bern Toste. Suddenly the

beach was covered with burning people,

filling the air with the smell of bar-b-que".

Hospitals were packed with burn victims

last night, and temporary morgues were

established m the lobbies of hotels and

restaurants along the coast.

Shortly past 1 p.m. the hole opened above

Miami, and shifted steadily north, disap-

pearing above Daylona around 3pm.

Dr Mel Geeque, of the University of

Florida Atmospheric Research and Tann-

ing Laboratories, speculated that fluorocar-

bons were to blame, "The release of these

chemicals graduaJly eats away at the ozone

layer, which protects us from the harmful

rays of the Suna he said. A sudden increase

in the amount of fluorocarbons released

may be res]X)nsible". Dr. Gique said that

the increase was probably due to a sudden

jump in the consumption of hair spray by

visiting students.

Tales of an afternoon of horror were plen-

tiful last night.

Biffy LaFlamme, a senior Leisure

Studies major from L^Mass Amherst
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Harvard
this summer.

June 29 -August 21, 1987

Harvard Summer School, America's oldest academic summer
session, offers open-enrollment in nearly 250 day and evening
liberal arts courses, a diverse curriculum including courses

appropriate for fulfilling undergraduate and graduate degree
requirements, and programs designed for personal or

professional development.

The international student body has .u cess to Harvard's

outstanding libraries, museums, atlilccic facilities, and cultixral

activities, to nearby Boston and the Cambridge community,
and to Harvard's historic residences.

Featured is a college-level program lor secondary school

juniors and .seniors in addition to sivcial programs in Health
Professions (for minority students), Drama. Film Studios, Dance.
Writing. Ukrainian Studies, and Unglish as a Second Language,

Ic re^ttve ,i cMaloiiut- or informtilu->n ab.'ut a sptcific fvogram, rttum

the coufvn hi-lcw or cM our 24 hoi.r l,nt at (61 7) 495 2494.

Please tdlow 3-4 wrek.\ for tUlivery.

I 1 Vns. please send 4 l'i87 Uarvatd SumincT School aUloguc •odor

^H-cific lOfoniMlion aboul ihc InlUiwinf; progTam(s):

t 1 Secondwy SJiool (Vogiam ( 1 Dana; Cn.ut | ) Drama I 1 Film Scudics

1 t Eagliah at a Second Lai^uage | | Wimng ( ) Hulih Frufesiiont

Ham

SireM

City, Suie, Zip

Harvard University Summer School
DErr 6S«. » GARDEN SlUCiri , CAMBRIDGE. MA 021 J8 USA

Students
Against
Spewing
By JEN ERIC
Collegian Stiff

At last night's meeting of the newly form-

ed RSO, Students Against Spew, new tac-

tics of protesting unnecessary protesters

were discussed.

SAS chairperson, Judy Do told the crowd
of 12 that, "we are literally the silent

minority."

A rally to be held on the library steps is

being planned with ear muffs, blank signs

and other 'silence prompting' parapher-

nalia to "make our statements silently,"Do
said.

"What we hope to accomplish is ridding

the campus of self-promoting attention

mongers," she explained.

The groups main targets were determin-

ed as WERT (wild-eyed-revolutionary-

types), USA (Unnecessary Speakers
Association) and SHUT (Spewsters Having
Uncontrollable Throats).

SAS members at last night's meeting in-

cluded 2 BOG'S, 2 RSU's, 4 LBG's and 6
generic students.

"Silence appreciation knows no limits,"

said Do.

The group agreed to several laws in-

cluding no association with members of

WERT, USA, SHUT and "no stating of the

obvious."

"We have no qualms with talking, just

unnecessary voicing. For instance, we
never say hello or goodbye at our meetings.

We agree to keep our sentences to minimal
amounts of words and definitely no
debate," Do explained.

Do said the group was foimded "accident-

ly." She said she was sitting quietly on the

Student Union steps one day when she was
"suddenly spewed upon."

"I went right back to my room and
started making phone calls. I knew that

something had to be done — and fast."

The 45 minute meeting ended with a

chorus of the groups motto: 'Be a quiet

doer, not an obtrusive spewer.'

Pads, condoms
rarely in Johns
By JOHN STALLE and
YURIN AITE
Collegian Staff

In a Collegian poll taken yesterday out-

side men's and women's bathrooms
students expressed satisfaction and
dissatisfaction about the availability of two
products, and maintenance of the
bathrooms.

Of the 100 women polled 92 percent said

that they have never been able to find pads

or tampons available when they needed

them. Seventy-eight percent said that they

were dissatisfied with the cleanliness ofthe

bathrooms.

"There are dispensers in the bathrooms,

you would think you could find them fill-

ed. Not once have I been able to buy pads

when I needed them most. One time I ac-

tually went searching in several different

bathrooms without any luck," sophomore

Maxxie Padde said.

One woman said that she had such trou-

ble finding tampons in the bathrooms that

she had to buy a box at the campus center

store, " I ran out and when I tried to buy

one in the bathroom, I couldn't find any so

I bought a box in the store. I ususally try

to buy them in the store in town because

the campus store overcharges," said junior

Ima Shmuck.

"I don't know if it's just me, or what, but

whenever I use the bathrooms there never

seems to be toilet paper in them, it's

disgusting, I've started to bring my own,"

freshman Janice Charmin said.

Several women complained that the

bathrooms on the second floor and up of the

Murray D. Lincoln Campus Center, and on

the third floor of Whitmore Administration

Building were much nicer than any other

on campus.

Two similar questions were asked of 100

men: whether they were satisfied with the

cleanliness of the bathrooms and the

availability of condoms. Forty percent

GERRY'S KIDS - The Department of Public Safety explains the new
alcohol policy to an uninformed student.

Southwest residents must eat
barbarian-style from now on
By ADUM LEVINSKI
Collegian Stiff

The UMass Food Services, in an effort to

save money on next year's food budget, will

eliminate the use of silverware in the

Southwest area dining commons.
Offering knives and forks to Southwest

residents is unnessecary, according to one

Food Service official. "People down here

just don't use them for eating," said U.

Luze Bigg, director of Food Services.

"Sometimes people might use a knife to

slice their food, or a fork to grab napkins

or something, but generally Southwest
folks just bolt down the food with their bare

hands."

The decision met with loud disapproval

from Southwest residents. "The ad-

ministration is just screwing us over

again," said one student who refused to be

identified. "People do use silverware all the

time down here. How do they expect us to

lob jello across the DC without those soup
spoons, anyway?"
"Uh...yeah, that's right," agreed another

Southwest resident who couldn't remember
his name. "In fact, I actually saw some guy
last week actually using his fork to eat the

baked scrod."

The small percentage of Southwest

residents who will be affected by the silver-

ware ban plan to hold a rally next week
called "Fork Us." Officials hinted that a

compromise could be possible.

"Maybe we could put spoons out for

messy meals like spaghetti or something,"

said I. Will Nott, associate assistant to the

Head Janitor's secretary. "Maybe even

forks for chicken burritos."

Dining Common officials displayed anger

at the student's complaints. "The students

just want something to bitch about," said '

Bigg. "If we hadn't said anything, they

wouldn't have even noticed."

F
U

The brothers ofSmega Pi will be throwing up in public and bar* .

rasing passing women near that weird looking building on North

Pleasant Street near Fearing. Come one, come all.

Students Really Pissed OffAbout Nearly Everything will be holding

a rally. Ifyou have to ask where and when, you're not invited. Fuck
you, anyway.

The UMass Ferret Anti-Defamation League will hold a rally at noon

tomorrow in the Campus Center basement, near the croutons. Public

is invited.

The UMass administration will hold a fonim at 7:30 p.m. toni^t
in the Student Union Ballroom. Professors and whatnot will discuss

alcohol and racism, absolutely to death. The speakers will talk and
talk and talk, then step back and hope that the problems just go

away. Perhaps then a committee will be formed. It will be lots offun.

showed dissatisfaction with the cleanliness,

"some of the guys can be slobs, and I don't

think they get cleaned often enough,"

senior Deff I. Cate said.

Twenty men said that they never notic-

ed whether the bathrooms were clean or

not clean, "I go in and come out so fast I

don't have time to notice," freshman Dirk

E. Water said.

Ninety-six men said they were satisfied

with the availability of condoms in the

bathrooms. "Whenever I need to buy one

I know where to find them, I just have to

have change available," said one man who
asked to remain unidentified.

"Are you kidding? With all the worrying
that is going on about diseases and stufi.

Sure, condoms can always be found," said

sophomore Don Trojan.

"Oh yes, they have to be available in

quantity. One can never know when there

will be an emergency, you know what I

mean?," said jimior Tony Crudy.

Both men and women expressed concern

about having the opposite sex clean the

bathrooms, "I hate when there is a guy
waiting for me to leave the bathroom so he

can clean it," said Michelle Gnash.

Concert
money
used for
vacation
By GERALDO RIVIERA
Collegian Dude

The Minutegate Scandal has taken

another path as more information linking

Student Geeks Alliance President Spill

Bendit to another diversion of funds sur-

faced yesterday.

A letter that Bendit addressed to Central

Area Government President Z. Girk Rot-

ten, acknowleged Rotten that $10,000 in-

tended for spring concerts would actually

be used for Bendit's and Rotten's Florida

vacation.

"While we're in Florida sipping

lemonade, roasting our tummies at the

beach, and checking out the skimpy
bikinis, those suckers will be stood up by

some band that was never really hired,"

the letter stated.

Bendit refused to comment, but his assis-

tant, Roscoe Hershey, said the president

does not recall writing a letter. In fact, Her-

shey said, SGA Treasurer Carolyn
Stricken, "was the prime mover of all the

diversion of funds. She did everything

without Bendit's consent. My boss just

wouldn't stain his hands with that kind of

stufi". darn it, he wouldn't even touch it

with a 10 foot pole."

Rotten said, "I have no knowledge of any

letter, whatsoever. Actually, I was in

Washington at the time the letter sup-

posedly was received. I was at a banquet

with Congressperson Jucie Holmes.

"Holmes told me that whenever those

darn commie-ass liberals start bugging me
I should call him and he'll help me get the

bastards in line," Rotten said, adding he

will contact Holmes to begin investigating

the case.

Two days ago Stricken was also accused

of having diverted SGA funds to the cam-

pus' conservative rag. The Minuteperson.

Liberal Senator Flair Booze-Ohn had said

the rag's editors used the diversion of

$45,000 for massive orgies, which featured

a stripping act by Opie Kauffman, a

member of the Olde-Fashioned Rebels na-

tional organization.

Minuteperson Editor Stoney Stewpyd,

who refused to comment on Booze-Ohn's ac-

cusation until yesterday, said, "Booze-Ohn

is full of it. I think she's been drinking too

much.
"Anyway, I'd rather see student monies

being used for activities students can par-

ticipate in and share stuff, instead of it be-

ing wasted by the Geeks Alliance," he said

, reiterating that Booze-Ohn had lied.

Malcontent Asenine Foolish Individuals

Association President N. Jocelyn Murray
said she never doubted that Bendit and

Rotten had some "sort of evil plan to pro-

stitute this campus, actually, the whole

country, the whole world, the whole..."

As she was uttering these words, two

white-uniformed men grabbed her, tied her

to a stretcher, and carried her away.

Inadequate building
plans for polymer center
By FAIRLEE ACCURATE
Collegian Sttttttutterer

University of Massachusetts ad-

ministrators, eager to protect an old UMass
tradition, yesterday unveiled ambitious

plans for graft and shoddy workmanship in

the construction of a $40 million polymer

center on campus.
"We did a great job with the Campus

Center and the garage and library," said

Director of Planning F.Y. Uncertain. "We
think we can do the same kind of work with

the polymer center."

Noting those buildings are crumbling

just a decade after completion, and that

several contractors were investigated on

charges they defrauded the state. Uncer-

tain said UMass was "Taking the bull by

the horns" and specifing who was to cheat

who and just when the new center will

begin to leak and splinter.

"Aft^r all," he said, "why not the worst?"

Under plans prepared by the same folks

who helped out Judge Frederick Hurst in

his investigation of October's Southwest

racial violence, The polymer center will get

what Uncertain called "three hours ot

grace" before cement begins to fall fi'om the

walls and large cracks appear in the

structure.

He pointed to the fact that the garage

needs major repairs less than 20 years after

construction, and that contractors ignored

the weight of the books in their plans for

the 26-story library. He said those gems
could be easily repeated.

"Hell, we managed to close a Federal

Depository library, one of the most impor-

tant research institutions in New England,

completely down for five years," Uncertain

said. "We're up to the challenge of insur-

ing massive overruns, kickbacks, and total

ineptitude when they build this new what-

chamacallit."

Sophmore business student Dwink Duf-

fle raved about the new plans, echoing the

comments of many classmates.

"I want my tuition bill to skyrocket

because of the incompetence of the '^tate in

the construction of a building I'll never

use," Duffle said. "Who cares? We're only

students."
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New and used condoms recalled by Condo company
By ULANA UNLEVENDAUGHTER
Minutewoman Staff

The Condo condom company caused great

uproar after recalling 2,000,000 new and

used condoms from the last six months due

to defects, according to Conn Dem, of the

Condo company.
"Lordy, lordy, we want you to bring those

condoms back because they just aren't safe.

We are hoping to recover as many of the

used condoms as possible so we can check

and see what the problems are," Dem, the

oral person for the company, said.

Dem said the condoms were redesigned

six months ago, after a 60-year-old little old

woman who had been in the packaging
department for 30 years was allowed to

finally get a chsmce at climbing the ladder

as the top condom designer.

"She had been here an awfully long

time," Dem said. "It was time she got a pro-

motion, and we really need women in high

places around here. So I thought, 'what the

hay' she couldn't screw it up too bad it's

just a little raincoat for your hooter, but she

$&***ed up real, real bad," Dem said.

Dem said she had the old design of the

cuiidom, and desided it was boring. So, she

designed a material that was semi-

permiable and would allow the sperm to go

through.

The woman, Lou B. Ricated. said "I know

that a lot of people are angry. But I got to

thinkin' ya know those little spermies, they

got rights to, and I'm all for them. I want

to give them a fighting chance. Most of 'em

die, but if just one of each sperm batch

could live durin' each sex session, they I

would sleep better myself," said Ricated

giggling at herself

"Lordy. I am in trouble, big trouble for

hiring a woman with no experience. A lot

of women are going to get knocked up
becausa this. Shucks I just want to

apologize to those women right here and
now whiles I has me the chance," Dem said

before crying on the shoulder of a reporter.

Ricated, said "I'm awfully sorry, really

I am, but I was just trying to leave my
mark on the company before retiring,

which will be real real soon I believe, and
I believe I did. I want to bless you all,

especially you little spermies. I did it for

you,"

she said.
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Midgets and dwarfs i

knock over tables
By GOD TOLDBERG
Collegian Stiff

An irate group of midgets and dwarfs overturned the

recruiting table ofthe University of Massachusetts basket-

ball team at the Campus Center Concourse yesterday.

The tiny students cited the basketball team's

discriminatory recruiting policies against those shorter

than four feet tall for their action.

Men's basketball coach Run M. Ragged, who was sit-

ting at the recruiting table during the attack, was injured

in the fracas.

"One of those homocidal munchkins snuck under our

table and punched me right in the dick," Ragged said in

a higherthan-usual voice.

Dwarf Joe Stubbs took credit for the assault on Ragged.

Chancellor Joe Schmoe promised that all midgets and
dwarfs who participated in the protest will be dealt with

harshly.

"Those bullies have no place in our society," he said.

"Basketball is a tall person's sport and there is nothing

they can do about it. It is not the place of the University

to make atheltic statements, anyhow. Those dwarfs aren't

good for anything."

"That's not what Schmoe's wife told me," Stubbs said.
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OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

ATTENTION STUDENTS:

"BUY ONE MONTH
GET THE SECOND
MONTH FREE

Student Price $36.00"

MBERSHIP INCLIIDE!

24 Nautilus Stations

New Lifecycles

Olympic Free Weights

Monark Exercise Bikes

;oncept II Rowing Machines

Aerobics

Available at mininal cost:
If

Massage and tanning bed
|
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I Pray St Amherst

549-5403

Open 1 1 am 7 days a week
Call for take out

GOOD FOOD & DRINK
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"GREAT BURGERS"
Try us for Lunch or Dinner.

HUNGRY? Late at night our Kitchen

Is open 'till Midnight

Pizza, islachos, Potato Skins, etc

POOL TABLE. VIDEO GAMES. JUKE BOX. 2 COLOR TVs

A FAVORITE LOCAL TAVERN SINCE 1976
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PARSONS
SCHOOL OF DESIGN

Special Summer Programs
Parsons in Paris: 6-week program June 30-August 13, 1987

Painting, drawing, art history and the liberal arts Pans and the Dordogne

countryside or Siena. Italy

Fashion !n Paris June 30-July 30. 1987

Fashion illustration, a history of European costume and contennporary trends m
French fashion. Slide presentations, museums, studio and retail outlets, guest

lectures.

Photography In Paris June 30-July 30, 1987

The aesthetics and craft of photography Lectures, gallery visits and shooting

assignments

Architecture and Design in Paris June 30-July 30, 1987

European decorative arts and the history of French architecture Parsons faculty

and staff members of the Musee des Arts Decoratifs.

Parsons in Great Britain June 30-July 30, 1987

A new program co-sponsored by the Cooper-Hewitt Museum Architecture and

decorative arts m London Four excursions to nearby country homes and towns

Parsons in Italy June 30'July 30, 1987

Contemporary Italian design and the history of Italian architecture Rome.

Florence. Venice and Milan

Parsons in Japan July 23-August 22, 1987

Fashion and textile design ind a history of Japanese crafts Workshops, visits to

studios, museums and retail outlets m Tokyo. Takayama and Kyoto. Presentations

by well-known Japanese designers

Graphic Design in Japan July 23-August 22, 1987

Survey of contemporary Japanese graphic design and traditional influences in

Tokyo and Kyoto Workshops, gallery and studio visits and presentations

Parsons in West Africa June 30-July 25, 1987

Ceramics fibers metalsmithing, photography archaeology or traditional Afncan

art and architecture The Ivory Coast and/or Mali (8/V8/22/8/)

Bank Street/Parsons June 29-July 31, 1987
A joint three-summer master's degree program with the prestigious Bank Street

College of Education The curriculum examines educational supervision and
administration with a visual arts focus

College Session in New York June 22-July 23, 1987
Full-time study in a specified art and design area Drawing, pamtmg. ceramic

and textile design communication design, photography, environmental design,

illustration, fashion illustration or fashion design

Pre-College Session in New York June 22-July 23, 1987
A full-time opportunity For high school students considering college majors
in drawing, painting, ceramic and textile design, communication design,

photography, environmental design, illustrauon. fashion dlustiation, fashion

merchandising or fashion design Introduction to art and design also available.

Pre-College in Israel June 15-August 11, 1987
A new program offered jointly with the Bezalel Academy of Arts & Design
Promising high school students visit major historical sites. Emphasis on archaeol-

ogy and drawing or photography.

Pre-College in France July 15-August 12, 1987
High school students of artistic promise visit Pans and the Dordogne region

College-level drawing and painting, with lectures in art history and prehistoric

archaeology

All foreign programs include air transportation, land transfers and accommoda-
tions Dormitory arrangements for New York programs are available Selected
programs are offered with undergraduate credit, graduate credit and no-credit

options For additional information, please return the coupon below or call

(212) 741-8975.

Parsons School of Design, Office of Special Programs
66 Fifth Avenue. New York. NY 10011

Please send me information on the following
special summer programs:

D Parsons/Pans
D rastiion/Paris

D Photography/Pans
D Architecture/Pans
D Parsons/Great Britain

D Parsons/Italy

D Parsons/Japan
D Graphic Design/Japan

D Parsons/West Africa

D Bank Street/Parsons

D College/New York

D Pre-College/New York

D Pre-College/lsraei

D Pre-College/France
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Police officers

blast superiors
in public letter
issue 'vote of no confidence'

By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

Rank and file members of the University of

Massachusetts Department of Public Safety recently voted

no confiden-e in their administration, accordmg to a let-

ter their union chapter addressed to Chancellor Joseph

D. Duffey, to be released publicly tomorrow.

"It is with deep regret that we the members of Local

432A of the International Brotherhood of Police Officers,

Department of Public Safety/Amherst, must report to you

at this time that we have taken a vote of no confidence

aimed at our current police administration (all inclusive),

the letter says.

The letter cites bad administration for making the police

into a "dying department" and causing "a deplorable state

of conditions within the hierarchy of the police depart-

ment."

"The current police administration . . . took a depart-

ment which was progressing to a plateau of true profes-

sionalism and has brought it to its knees; both from a

standpoint of self and community perception, it states.

One police officer, who did not wish to be identified, said

"the morale here is at the lowest point since many of the

officers can remember."

The force is, according to the officer, "understaffed, over-

worked, underpaid and it appears that there is no back-

ing of our administration to change any of these.

The letter calls for the formation of a committee of police

officers to meet with University officials "in an attempt

to open a dialogue about the seriousness of our concerns

for our mental and physical well-being and that of the

public we serve."

Copies of the letter are addressed to Director of Public

Safety Gerald T. O'Neil, former Chancellor Randolph

Bromery, University President David Knapp, Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis Madson, Provost

Richard O'Brien and Director ofHuman Resources Robert

A. Garstka.

CoUegian photo by Niki Sokoloff

ONF STEP AT A TIME - Eric Richman, a junior physical educaHon major, jogs down the

stairs Monday at Warren P. McQuirk Alumni Stadium.
SitUI 3 1T*VF»»V»».^ ••
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Budget procedure causes tension
Hpnied it. .... ,i-

By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

The Student Government Association Budgets Commit-

tee chairman has accused the Student Activities Office

business manager of screening information that stafl pro-

Committee Chairman Nate Moore said he sent rough

drafts of Fiscal Year 1988 budget packets to staff profes^

sLnals and asked them to individually return the packets

with input by March 17. As of yesterday, "<>

«"f, ^J^
yet

returned them, he said, attributing it to reports that SAO

continued on page 3

SCERA march against racism

to promote campus awareness
By SUSAN LATTANZI
Collegian Correspondent

The Student Center For Educational

Research And Advocacy is planning a

march against racism this Friday to pro-

mote racial awareness on campus.

SCERA member Chris Alibrandi said:

"We want people to come together to

celebrate the unity in diversity and pro-

test peacefully an unjust situation.

The march is intended to show ad-

ministrators that most students oppose

racism, she said, stressing however that

it is not supposed to be a confrontation.

Alibrandi said it is important for people

to protest publicly and that Chancellor

Joseph D. Duffey see that racism will not

go away on its own and the people want

change. .,

Undergraduate Senator Jason

Rabinowitz said, "I think it's a great idea

and it has the potential to attract

thousands of students. I believe that the

majority of all students at UMass are op-

posed to racism and racist violence.

Rabinowitz said the march is a strong

sign to the administrators that students

will not give up until the they meet the

demands of the Third World Caucus.

These demands are a result of the racial-

ly motivated Southwest brawl that took

place last October.

The demands include investigating and

persecuting the brawl assailants, and hav-

ing the Department of Public Safety in-

itiate crowd control training and foot

patrol on a regular basis.

Alibrandi estimated that 500 to 1000

people will participate in the march, to

start in the Student Union steps, pass by

the Chancellor's house and end in a vigil

by the campus pond. The route will be

wheelchair accessible and everyone is

welcome to join and protest racism on

campus, "rain or shine," Alibrandi said.

A free dance in the Student Union

Ballroom featuring "Right Time", a reg-

gae band from Boston, will follow.

SCERA needs group donations to

finance the event and there are already

many groups - Third World Affairs,

LBGA, Phi Beta Sigma, Alpha Phi Alpha,

The Young Communist League and Every

Womans Center - endorsing the march.

For further information contact Susan

Goodstein at 545-0341.

Gay, bisexual program expands services

Group expects budget raise
, 1 1. _i ^ "Wo have a Int of sum

SGA election results awaiting approval

KARL ROOKEY
Collegian Staff

The 18,000-member, Student Govern-

ment Association stands without a duly

dected president this week. Despite at-

tempts to rearrange the agenda at tne last

senate meeting, the results of the last elec-

tion are still unapproved by

Undergraduate Student Senate.

The issue is scheduled to be addressed

continued on page 3

By PAUL LOUIS
Collegian Staff

The Program for Gay, Lesbian and Bisex-

ual Concerns has asked for a budget in-

crease to continue and expand its counsel-

ing and educational duties, and will be

receiving it in next year's budget, said a

University of Massachusetts

administrator.

Larry Benedict, assistant vice chancellor

for Student Affairs, said his office is in "the

process of putting a long range plan

together" and that he expects an increase

in the budget of the program.

The program, with offices in the

Southwest Residential Area, now has an

annual budget of $30,000 and is run by two

part time graduate students. Felice Yeskel

and Reed Ide.

Ide and Yeskel said the office has two

goals: to provide an educational and

counseling service to the gay. lesbian and

bisexual community and to other agencies

that deal with the community's concerns,

and to bring about institutional change.

Last year the office handled 863 contacts

in an eight-month period, said Yeskel,

creating a situation in which the office is

not, said Ide. "able to meet the needs and

expectations that are placed on it."

Yeskel and Ide have said the minimum

budget necessary to meet these needs is

$80,000. „ ^ .

Benedict said he is "optimistic that the

proposal will be approved through its final

budget stages. "We have a lot of support,

we're excited about it," he said.

He would not say, however, how much

the expected increase would be.

Yeskel and Ide said they are "frustrated

by the current budget because they cannot

provide an adequate amount of help to the

gay community who "face the largest

amount of harassment of any group.

Paul Throne, consultant to academic sup-

port services and a UMass graduate, said

that he has seen an "immense increase

in harassment of homosexuals on campus

in the three and a half years that he has

been at the University.

He said that as homosexuals and bisex-

uals have become more visible on campus

there is a "natural reaction that attracts

a backlash" of violence and harassment.

Throne said floor harassment of gays was

"pretty common" and that he knew of a

student who had to move out because he

was being hara.ssed.

Throne said when he was an RA he was

harassed with threatening phone calls and

people banging on his door at night. He

said the experience was "nerve racking

and he had to take action against the

assailants, which resulted in one of the

students being removed from the residence

hall.

Throne said after the visit by anti gay

rights activist Paul Cameron there were a

lot of incidents of harassment of gays, in-

cluding an attack by some persons in a car

continued on page 3
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TIME FOR k
RESUME
kinko can help ynu

prepare for )out future, le

^
ha«e a vide ranKe of papers

aiui envelopes to f(lve your

rctumc the profeMioital

look it drcervcs.

kinko'S'
CTMt COPIM. CTMt people.

253-2543

ARE YOU

PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HELP?
Birthilght Can Help
• He PfCQNAIICY TESTTNG

- Sam* Day Raault*

'SWvteM than »n
H—, ConMantte/. Cling

S
549-1906

Amiwfst
Cwriag* Shop«

•n aliafiaiive to ttoorttrm

You're Too BUSY!
Don't waste time doing

your own laundry...

Take It To

11 PfUY ST. AMHKfWr.MA.

349'Uta5

We Off^r:

• Hand Pressing

• Shirt Service

« Same Day
Service

HOURS: Men 10 am - 5 pm
Tues - Sat 10 am - 10 pm

Summer at

Brandeis University

Session I -June 8 to July 10

Session II -July 13 to August 14

Liberal Arts

Prcmcdical Sciences

Computer Science

Theatre Arts

Near Kastcrn and

Judaic Studies

l-orcign languages
,

,
,.i I . I .... ii .- i ii i i.pwippiimii

Costume l-ield Research

in hngland
Archaeological Field

Research in Israel

Victorian Literary Tour

of England

Small Classes taught by Brandeis laculty

Information, catalog and application

Brandeis University Summer School

Waltham, MA 02254

617-736-3424

RENT/\WRECK

N«w k UMd Care
Tniekt * V«w AIM A«

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

S49-2880 _
iiiiiiii««unsRRnnniRiMniinniiiritt

POLICE COMMUNITY |

SERVICE OFFICER
The Town of Amherst, Mass. is establishing an

eligibility list to fill existing and future vacancies for

Community Service Officer on the Amherst Police

Department. The eligibility list will be effective for ap-

proximately two years. Candidates must be 17 years

of age on or before July 27, 1987.

Send for an approved application form and complete

announcement (including required qualifications and

selections procedure to Town Manager's Office, Town

Hall. Amherst, MA 01002-2351 . All applictions must be

received in the Amherst Town Manager's Office by 4:00

PM , April 3. 1987.

Amherst is an equal opportunity employer with an

affirmative action policy and encourages all qualified

applicants to apply regardless of age. race, creed, col-

or, sex or religion.
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TECHNOLOGY SO ADVANCED,
IT'S AFFORDABLE

::3Qa^

520ST PERSONAL COMPUTER ^^r ^CQQ QC
51 2K RAM, Hi-Resolution (640 x 400) paper-white nfionitor, disc drive On'y %Kw^W W%#
(400K), mouse. TOS operating system. ($799.95 w/Color Monitor)

1040ST PERSONAL COMPUTER For d^yQQ qc
1 .024K RAM, Hi-Resolution (640 x 400) paper-white monitor, disc drive Only ^| f 99 %/9
(BOOK), mouse, TOS operating system. ($949.95 w/Color Monitor)

The
Cmic^ tAe compuiBrifug... at

Computer Bug Ji^
f• Main St. oa Baltwood Walk. Anliartt MA (4ia) 2f3-77t2 x ;;

Syttaait-Softwara-CoataMlag Atari Saiat aad Sarvica

Join in the Excitement!

SOUNDS EASY VIDEO
Come in and find out why so many of your friends and neighbors

have already joined Sounds Easy!

\\\

WE RENT
MOVIES&

VIDEO
RECORDERS

^4o deposit required
for members

Easy hook up to any TV

Ov«r 30 VCR's availabie to rent

Uvg* Movie Satedicm

Video Recorder
Rental

Mon. - Thurs M*
Friday $3.00

Saturday $5.00

NEW ARRIVALS
Aliens

Top Gun
Ruthless People

Half Moon Street

Room With a View

Stand By Me

COMING SOON
Bhie Velvet - 4/1

Ferrt* Buetlora Day OM - 4/9

MOVIE RESERVATIONS
ACCEPTED TWO Wt'EKS IN

ADVANCE- NO CHARGE!

Family erMftainmertt and

atmosphere

Moftttity membefs only" coupon

speoals.

Over 100 Sounds Easy stores

nahonwtde «v«U honor your dub
membership

Movie Rentals*
Mon. - Sat. $2.00

Mletkiy Specials To Meabers

Save *2.00

Rent a Video
Recorder

PIM

3 Movies tM aa
For •^-

Thursday only

/^H^ Good It U0tm»nm Ontar
e UniKwtity Oi An>n«(>l

SOUNDS EASy

Newmarket Center
6 University Drive
Amherst • 549-5200
Opan 10:00 a.m. • 9:00 p.m. Monday-Saturday

THE
EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

DEPARTMENT OF ART
DATE: Wednesday, April 1, 1987

TIME: 8:00 PM
LOCATION: Campus Center 101

SPONSORED BY:

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
DEPARTMENT OF ART

This is an opportunity to meet with

alumni and discuss their experiences in the

working world. Don't miss this important

panel discussion!

ALUMNI PANELISTS:
Hawley Hussey

Teri Magner

For more information, please contact:

University Placement Service, University Career Center

545-2224

Farm barn transformed
into clubhouse, ashes

Collegian photo by Kob Skelton

LOOMING LARGER THAN LIFE - David Musark, a senior social

thought and political economy msgor, rests Monday before the im-

posing figure of the Tower Library.

The Wysocki Farm barn was reported to

be on fire at 12:10 p.m. Wednesday after

being used by "unknown peoples as a sort

of clubhouse," University of Massachusetts

police said.

The Amherst Fire Department put out

the fire, police said.

In other police reports:

• Police confiscated some marijuana

plants and a set of numchucks, an illegal

martial arts weapon that connects two

pieces of wood by chain, during a room

check Friday in the John Adams Tower,

police said.

• Two males were reported to police at

4 p.m. Saturday after they reportedly rip-

ped a telephone off a wall, attempted to

break into a soda machine,and used a fire

extinguisher during a party on the second

floor of Crampton House, police said.

* budgets committee
continued from page 1

Business Manager Judith Lovitz was

screening them.

The budget proposal, which the

Undergraduate Student Senate has ap-

proved, would eliminate a 10-year-old

deficit.

"I can't see any benefits from having the

information screened by the business

manager. I don't see any positive effects.

It eliminates the dialogue between the

budgets chair and the professional staff,"

Moore said.

This screening might set a precedent for

any information that professional members

wish to give him in the future. Moore said.

These professional staff members pro-

gram the events of some student organiza-

tions such as the Office of Third World Af-

fairs and are paid from the $3.5 million

Student Activities Trust Fund, for which

undergraduates pay a yearly $88 fee.

Lovitz said the professionals did not meet

Moore's deadline because they needed time

to review the packets. Lovitz met with

them before spring break to discuss the

packet, but she said she did not screen any

information.

The comments exchanged during the

meeting were recorded and sent to Moore

yesterday, Lovitz said.

SAO Director Randy Donant said the

meeting "opens up communication and it

• A 19 year-old Greenfield man was ar-

rested at 11:45 p.m. Saturday after being

stopped by police on Stadium Road for

numerous motor vehicle violations, police

said.

• A 26-year-old Hadley woman was ar-

rested at 2:15 a.m. Sunday after being stop-

ped on North Pleasant Street for operating

without a permit and an invalid inspection

sticker, police said.

• A 20-year-old Marshfield man was ar-

rested at 2:25 a.m. Sunday aft^r being stop-

ped on North Pleasant Street and a war-

rant for toll evasion was found, police said.

• A 24-year-old Belchertown man was

arrested at 2 a.m. Monday for driving while

intoxicated, speeding, and running a red

light on University Drive, police said.

-ELLEN M. NOLAN

validates or invalidates others' percep-

tions." StatT professionals needed to know

what their colleagues think of the budget

packet before they contact Moore, Donant

added.
"Nate could have sat in on that meeting,"

he said.

SGA Treasurer Katherine Strickland

said Moore needs to work directly with the

programmers, instead of receiving informa-

tion through Lovitz.

Moore said forWarding information

through Lovitz is a step toward Donant's

attempt to make Lovitz a non-voting

member of the Budgets Committee. Donant

made the proposal last month, saying that

Lovitz would provide advice and technical

assistance to the committee.

Moore has said this move would jeopar

dize student empowerment.
Said Donant: "Nate is playing a political

game. For me this is not an issue of con-

trol."

Donant, Lovitz and Moore have met with

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Den-

nis Madson to discuss the proposal, but

they have not yet reached a decision.

Madson said. "They have to work out

some way where the staff's responsibility

and the students' responsibility can meet."

He did not express support for Donant's

proposal, but said the professional staff

must share the responsibility of managing

the trust fund with the students because

it is a mandatory fee.

* SGA elections
continued from page 1

again at Wednesday's meeting, but due to the postpone-

ment of the approval, senate Speaker Bob Griffin will of-

ficially fill the office of the president that morning and

hold the position until the elections are accepted.

President-elect Joe Demeo has said that even if the

results are not approved Wednesday, he will be assum-

ing the duties of president that day regardless.

Griffin said he doesn't approve of the situation and it

will adversely affect his office ifthe situation isn't resolved

quickly. "I expect Demeo to work on the duties of presi-

dent as much as possible, but if it [assuming the office of

president] takes even a little bit of my time, it will hurt

the office I've been elected for."

The issue of legal campaign tactics and the possibility

ofproblems with election procedure have been the issues

that have caused the delay. Former president Bill Ben-

• LBGA funding
continued from page 1

who followed a group of students carrying balloons that

said "gay rights are human rights".

"If the program did not exist then people being harass-

ed would have nowhere to go," Throne said.

Ide and Yeskel said that the program is overburdened

with students seeking counseling and advice.

"We're the ones who answer the phones and say 'no I

can't help you,'" Ide said. Still, the program does a good

job with the resources it has, he said.

"We can only accomplish part of the whole," Yeskel said.

nett said he feels that the entire election should be redone.

"I personally have problems with all the elections, in-

cluding trustee," Bennett said.

Bennett said he felt the current results will eventually

be accepted.

Demeo, responding to the situation, said every election

has a winner and a loser.

"It was a hard race, and I feel it was run fairly," Demeo

said. "In the end I won, it could have easily been the other

way around."

He said he was confident that the results would be

approved.

"I'm looking forward to working with [Griffin], and I

have full confidence that we'll be able to handle the situa-

tion until I'm approved."

Ide and Yeskel said that since the program's conception

in the Fall of 1985, there has been an increase of harass-

ment against the gay, lesbian and bisexual community

on campus and nationally.

"Fear of AIDS is the latest excuse for homophobic

harassment. It is a convenient doorway for homphobia,"

Yeskel said.

They also attributed the increase in harassment to the

Reagan administration. "We are in desperate need of

moral leadership in high places," Yeskel said.

She said a recent Supreme Court decision that upheld

a Georgia law against homosexual activity and people like

TV evangelist Jerry Falwell and anti-gay rights activist

Paul Cameron are "kicking up hysterical homophobia."

Photo by Sara Moginoi

STAND BY ME — Youth pushes friends on
tire swing Sunday at Fortriver Park in

Amherst.
,
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The National College Internship Service is now accepting applications for Summer 1987 intern-

ships For more information and application material, write to: National (^,ollege Internship Ser-

vice- 374 New York Avenue, Huntington, New York 11743. Call (516) 67a-0440.

Amherst Child Care Resource and Referral office is looking for people to babysit and serve as

substitute child care workers. Call office at Jones Library at 253-5771.

Doe licenses are now available in the Town Clerk's ofllce. State law requires all dogs three months

or older to be tagged and licensed. Mail in service available. Send self-addressed stamped envelope

to: Town Hall; 4 Boldwood Avenue; Amherst Mass. 01002-2351.

Diabetes hotline available for free information on Diabetes. In the US, call 800-522-DCCT. In

Canada call 800-533-DCCT. The numbers allow diabetics eligibility to become a volunteer lor the

most sophisticated diabetes medical care - at no cost - for up to six years^^

^^^^ dEMPSEY

Compiled By Carol Tannenbaum

Fifty years ago this week in the Mastachuaetta Col-

legian. . .

Jimmy Walsh and his well-known orchestra will provide

the music for the inter-sorority ball on April 21.

Twenty-five years ago. . .

A new Institute of Agricultural and Industrial

Microbiology, an outgrowth ofresearch in the life processes

of microscopic organisms, has been established at UMass,

President John W. Lederle has announced.

Ten years ago. . .

In an election where the issues were often cloudy, and
in most places similar, the uniqueness ofthe SGA presiden-

tial candidates lay in their personalities as John Hite and
Pinky Batiste won in a close counting of the votes.
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• Husker Du
continued from page 6

The mood was mediocre

for opening band,
Christmas. The folk,

rockabilly and eastern
(parallel fifths) influences

were moving at points, but

were too often obscured by
a poor mix. To the band's

credit were the female
vocals and drums, both
which resembled the Throw-

ing Muses. But the guitars

and bass often competed for

the same space and made
for a largely dull and
monotonous set.

li

An AKamativ* Record Store
|

ALAOOUAUTVT-INMTtAPOSTEM
j

. TOP CASH PAID FOR .
|

* RECORDS, TAPES, CDs u

Maxell XL2
Box of 10 For 'il

$19.99

Maxell LN-90
Box of 10 For

$12

Maxell XL11S

$2.74 Ea. OR
10 For $24.99

I

NEW LOCATION
Underneath Steve's, beside Ah Cat

48 N, Pleasant St - 263-9209

M - Sat 11-7; Sun 12-5

58A.998^

HAIR &
TANNING SALON

Twenty-Four Main St

Northampton, MA

THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS PRESENTS

FOUR QUESTIONS. QUESTION NUMBER 1 IS:WHO
are the Board of Governors? We ore 32

ur»dergraduate and graduate students which make

up the principle student voice of the Campus
Center/Student Union complex. 17 of us are elected

undergraduates who represent the UMass communi-

ty at large as well as specific residental areas. 8 of

us are graduate students appointed by the

Graduate Student Senate. 7 of us represent a range

of diverse student groups such as the Stockbridge

Student Senate, the Lesbian. Bisexual and Gay
Alliance, the Third World Caucus, and Abilities

Unlimited. Now that you know who we are, stay tun-

ed for tommorow when we tell you what we are.

Tuesday, March 31, 1987

AN EVENING WITH

REVEREND JOSEPH LOWERY

PRESIDENT, SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP

CONFERENCE IN ATLANTA GEORGIA

Organizer of the Forsyth County, I

Georgia March Against Racism
|

STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
TUESDAY MARCH 31, 1987 • FREE

CHINESE
J. CUISINE

Find out why "Bon Apetit" and

"Gourmet" Magazines ate

requesting our recipes ...

Discover why Sze's customers

drive from as far away as

Connecticut, Vermont, and

New Hampshire for a taste

of Sze 's award-winning gourmet

Chinese cuisine

Come Sample Our Sunday Brunch

$6.95 + tax. All You Can Eat!

or enjoy a quiet evening

at our new Piano Bar (Wed - Sat 7-11 PM)

50 Main Street, Nonhampton
.

586-5708

«^

LOOKING FOR A
SUMMER JOB???

SUMMER COLLEGE
WORK STUDY
APPLICATIONS
AVAILABLE

You Must have a

87-88 FAF File

Deadline for SCWS
Applications: April 6

Tuesday, March 31, 1987
COLLEGIAN 5
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TOP of the
CAMPUS Restaurant

FINE DINING
FRIENDLY SERVICE
SPECTACULAR VIEW

OPEN DURING ACADEMIC YEAR
Lunch: Monday-Friday 11:30 am-2:00 pm

Dinner: Tuesday-Saturday 5:00 pm-9:30 pm

t .ill MM-WHXl oxt h^'^

tor Kivi'r\.itiiins V.ilid.iti'd l\irking

nth FLOOR CAMPUS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

AT AMHERST

-•-J<?l^l^l
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Blue Wall
Coffee House

Offering a selection of gourmet coffee, pastry

and ice cream

This m
TUESDAY- 3/31

BMW
WEDNESDAY- 4/1

D. Rhino

THURSDAY - 4/2

UMass Big Band with

Jeff Holmes conducting

Apple pie a la mode
and a cup of coffee

for only $1.60

V\/arm fresh pie and a hot cup

of coffee balanced with a

scoop of vanilla ice cream.

March 30th through

April 5th Wl

^^d

GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION

Mon-Thurs: 11.30 am-12:00 mid.

Friday 11:30 am- 6:00 pm
Saturday: Closed - but watch

for special events

Sunday: 3:00 pm-12:00 mid.

Located on the Concourse Level

of the Campus Center.
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Huskersdeliver intoxicated emotion,disappointment

Tuesday, March 31, 1987

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Editorial/Opinion
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Sports Edrtor

By DAN GOODIN
Collegian Staff

Husker Du has always been a band that exceeds the

norm, so when they perform a concert that is, well, a B*

you can't help feeling disappointed. Certainly there were

many high points to the hour-plus long set, but more than

a few long-time fans were surprised that, with one excep-

tion, the set consisted solely of compositions from their

most recent album. Warehouse: Songs and Stories. And

many of those songs lacked the dynamics and harmony

that are so appealing on the album.

Guitarist/singer/songwriter Bob Mould continues to take

center stage with his dominant, industrial strength guitar

and his confessions of bitterness. It's obvious that he

believes the impassioned words of despair he sings. Dur-

ing songs "Ice Cold Ice." "Bed of Nails," and "Visionary"

Mould was intoxicated with emotion. His guitar was mere-

ly an extension of his words.

But other songs such as "Friend You've got to Fall and

Collegian photo by Byrne Guarnotta

Bassist Greg Norton

Whenyou'rethe
best inLSATprep
yougeta lotof

free advertising.

Why domany LSAT prep "experts" keep comparing
themselves to Kaplan in their ads? Because they donit

want you to st£irt comparing with real facts and figures.

Ifyou did, you'd discover that more Ivy League law

students prepared at Kaplan than anywhere else. Youd
discover the world's largest test prep research staff, the

most up-to-date materials, the most compreherisive

computerized dieignostic program.

\bu'd discover that you never have to miss a class-

either review lessons with an instructor or with our

LSAT prep tapes. And that we'll never close you out ofa

oxiTse because we can add classes to fill students' needs.

Vbu'd discover that our LSAT prep is. and always
has been, guaranteed. And \astiy. that Kaplein students

are well-represented aunong those who score the most.

So call. Enroll. Vbu'll discoverjust why Kaplan is stu-

dents' first choice for LSAT prep—and other companies'

first choice for imitation. 9B|#JAIftl JlkAl

tWWTHUnMI lilt

GRE CLASSES
STARTING
MARCH 30

"Standing in the Rain" lacked the fizz found on the album,

and "Could You be the One" was annoying to listen to

because of harmony problems. Also disappointing was "Up

in the Air." one of Warehouse's best songs, which m con-

cert lacked the dynamics that make it exciting and fresh.

Surprisingly, drummer/singer/songwriter Grant Hart

showed more energy and chops in concert than he does

on album. Even dull songs such as "Charity Chastity

Prudence and Hope" and "Too Much Spice" were en-

joyable (in part thanks to Mould for filling in the gaps with

tasteful guitar licks), but "Actual Condition," "She

Floated Away," and "Tell You Why Tomorrow" were

stomach-walloping powerhouses.

A slow version of 'Flexible Flyer" (Flip Your Wig) was

the one deviation from the all Warehouse set. The song

was given no introduction, but because of the song's

chorus ("Times places and situations/Lead us to an early

grave"), one could assume it was an elegy to their friend

and former manager, David Savoy, who committed suicide

two months ago. It was a moving re-working of an already

moving song.

With Warehouse being the gem that it is, perhaps the

concert was upstaged by the expectations fans had form-

ed. Also, songs from Zen Arcade or New Day Rising would

have added flavor and variety. The performance wasn't

bad, and many parts were dazzling, but at last analysis

it wasn't up to par with the reputation and and affinity

Husker Du has established. continued on page 4

The opinions on tii s pay ;f thP il writei

PHIL SERAflNO

Edrton*! Editor

THOMAS HARRINGTON
AruKlitar

..'llect thf views o\ t
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News Editor

KATHRYN KIRBY

BIdcli Mimn EcUtor

BYRNE GUARNOUA
Photo Editor

LUONOA COUTO
Women's t&MCi Editor

Collegian photo by Byrne Guarnotta

Guitarist Bob Mould performing at Husker

Du's March 19 show in the S.U.B
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WEDNESDAY

m Pfifll
MON-THURS 5-7

4-7 Lacrosse Post Game
FREE BUFFET

8 • ? April Fools Party

THURSDAY
NIGHT

THURSDAY
FRIDAY

A. A. C. Comedy Ttieatre 9 PM

4-7 6-10 8 PM
Buffet Entertainment Celtics-Pistons

TICKETS
AVAILABLE

AT PLUMBLEY S

11:30 AM
253-9586

SATURDAY
SUNDAY

19-11 PM FREE BUFFET

1 PM CELTICS • 76'ers

MONDAY SOX OPENING DAY
'A.A.C. Tee shirts on sale"

80<' DRAFTS
ALL THE TIME

THEPLACE TO BE
IN THE SPRING

DO NOT READ past this headline
I was in the Student Union doing my part

to discourage cigarette smoking by putting

phony "OUT OF ORDER" signs on all of

the cigarette vending machines yesterday

when I started, for no particular reason, to

think about signs in general. Signs are

everywhere on campus. They occupy

almost every inch of free wall space and

cover every bulletin board on campus and

Jon Z. Bowser

around the United States. At the top of

almost every post there is a sign; some

signs are plastered to bumperstickers of

cars or stuck on trunks and luggage.

So what's my point, right? I object to most

signs simply because they tell me what to

do and what not to do. I have a mother who

is still plenty able and willing to order me
around. Whenever I see a "DO NOT" sign

I immediately think of my mother. I also

immediately think of doing whatever it is

the sign is asking me not to do. For exam-

ple "DO NOT ENTER" signs are begging

me to come on in. When I see a "DO NOT
ENTER" sign I can't get in fast enough to

suit myself. I know I'm not the only per-

son out there with this attitude toward

"DO NOT" signs, because over winter

break I tested my "DO NOT" Theory,

which states, "Any sign printed, hand-

painted, neon or otherwise that commences

with the two words "DO NOT" will serve

only to cause the readers) to immediately

behave in a contradictory manner."

I tested my theory by attaching a "DO

NOT LOOK IN BOX" sign to a wooden

crate in a mall in Natick three days before

Christmas. Just as I guessed, out of the

first 20 people who stopped to read the sign,

eighteen ignored the warning and lifted the

lid to look inside the box. Just for fun I put

a "Smile You're on Candid Camera" sign

inside.

Everybody knows that, if you happen to

be under the age of 57, speed limit signs

are a joke. I heard the government is think-

ing of allowing each state to raise its max-

imum speed limit to 65 miles per hour on

highways. I object to this, because

whenever I see a "SPEED LIMIT 55" sign

I quickly accelerate 10 to 15 miles per hour

faster and watch for speed traps. If they

raise the speed limit to 65, I'm going to be

traveling at about 80 miles an hour, which

means I'm going to need a faster car.

The "NO U-TURN" signs on divided

highways are more useless than "DO NOT
ENTER" and "SPEED LIMIT 55" signs

u' Lolleyum ot thf Um^t'rsity unless otherwise noted

combined. If I'm lost and realize I should

be going in the opposite direction and

there's a place for a convenient U-turn, I'm

going to look both ways for police cars and

make an illegal U-turn. You can't tell me

that you wouldn't do the same thing, can

you?
Cute signs only breed contempt from

what I've observed. Last semester there

was a cute sign outside the Tower Library

that read "KEEP OFF THE GRASS! I need

to grow, thank you. Signed, the grass." I

liked the sign myself, but I couldn't help

noticing the many heavy footprints that

were so careful as to step on every inch of

grass seed around the sign. I suspect that

signs like this are attracting attention to

themselves and bringing about their own

problems. If no sign had been put up at all.

I bet the remainder of my spring semester

meal plan that nobody would have noticed

the grass seed and the grass would be thick

and plush this spring.

Of course, some signs command a great

deal of respect very quickly and nobody

messes with them. "DANGER OF
DEATH" is one, and "DANGER HIGH
VOLTAGE" is on equal par with the

former. These signs are good because they

don't make a decision for you or give you

advice. They just tell you the facts and if

you want to "ENTER" you are free to do

it. But there aren't enough of these kinds

of signs out there to treat you as a rational

adult. Signs like "DANGER THINK ICE

KEEP OFF" just make you want to say

"Well. . . how thin?"

Jon Z. Bowser is a Collegian columnist

A malevolent machine
Recently an alarming trend has emerged in this coun-

try in which individuals are being steadily coerced into

abandoning "selfish" personal desires in favor ofjoining

"Team America." , . , . • u .

Proponents of this "Team," noted for their nice shoes,

pressed suits and short haircuts, are advocating a return

to traditional values of God, family and country, exhor-

ting the old cry of "Our countrv. right or wrong.

False profits in TV land

Jeffry Bartash
Their goal, it seems, is to integrate all citizens into a

methodical machine, militaristically unstoppable and

economically unequalled.

This machine is gearing up to replace the old one,

weakened by generosity, fairness and competition.

This machine hath no mercy.

Everyday more Americans are being swallowed by this

machine. The final product that rolls off the assembly line

being the quintessential Ronald Reagan American —
blindly patriotic, devotedly subservient and programm-

ed to recapture the past glories and lost riches of early

capitalist America.

There is nothing wrong with a strong America. There

is nothing wrong with an economically powerful America,

the economy being the impetus behind our greatness and

role as a world leader. There is, however, something wrong

with a country that tries to destroy individual or opposi-

tional thought so it can promote immoral ruthlessness,

unfettered national avarice and indecency toward our in-

ternational brethren.

The present administration sees fit to be judge, jury and

executioner of all government policies.

If our allies don't like, don't tell them. That the was case

when the administration broke a tacit agreement with

allies by selling arms to Iran and obviously siding with

that country in its war against Iraq.

IfCongress doesn't like it, don't tell them. That was the

case when Oliver North established a system to fund the

contras illegally without legislative approval.

If the public doesn't like it, don't tell them, or better

yet, lie. That was the case in the Libyan disinformation

campaign when the administration spread false rumors

of inside opposition to Moammar Khadafy in Libya after

the US bombing.

And if the press reports it, blame all the administra-

tion's problems on snoopy and unpatriotic journalists.

The present administration will not tolerate dissension.

It wants everyone to fall into line. It absolutely refuses

to acknowledge the views of others and spends a dispropor-

tionate time trying to undermine the credibility of the op-

position (a la former watchdog Pat Buchanan).

Not surprisingly, strong individuals and groups are

resisting, most notably disillusioned politicians and

leaders of the press. They are waging a war of words, il-

luminating the miserable failures of the administration,

such as the domestic plight of the homeless, the Iran-

contra fiasco and bungling of peace initiatives with the

Soviet Union.

But the machine continues, despite its flaws in the past

seven years and its malfunctioning in the past few

months. It is steadily repairing itself, swallowing more

Americans in its bottomless vault of deceit. The machine

is getting out of control.

It's time a wrench was thrown into the machine.

Today is the day that Oral Roberts comes down from

his prayer tower. The aging television faith healer told

followers some weeks ago that God was going to take

his life unless he collected a minimum of $8 million by

today to send a team of medical missionaries to Africa.

Having finally received that amount a week ago, he then

said he would finish out his time of fasting by asking

God for more money for the cause.

Rusty Denton

While this has been going on, evangelist Jim Bakker

has stepped down from a television empire after being

exposed by the press for a brief affair six years ago with

a young secretary. Bakker, who is undeniably rolling in

the dough, has confessed to paying blackmail to keep

things quiet. He has also accused (wrongly, it seems)

evangelist Jimmy Swaggart of attempting a hostile

takeover simply because Swaggart told him he should

resign. Until Bakker's denomination completes an in-

vestigation, a respected pastor from another denomina-

tion has been asked to reorganize this media empire. His

name is Jerry Falwell.

The shenanigans of people like Roberts and Bakker are

widely assumed to embarass outspoken evangelicals in

their Christian message. Quite franklv, however, the

feeling in the Christian community is that pastors who

fail to step down after falling into sin (like Jim Bakker)

or error (like Oral Roberts) deserve to be exposed.

Anybody can fall into sin or error — anybody. But

anybody who does, does not belong in a position of Chris-

tian leadership. Any ministry that overlooks this prin-

ciple does not belong in business; it needs to repent.

In part, what happened to Roberts and Bakker is the

result of running what are essentially one-man

ministries, and that is a practice that is all too typical

of American churches. Scripture demands a plurality of

leadership — two or more men who keep each other ac-

' countable. It is just too easy for one man alone to think

he has all the answers, or to think that he can get away

with what is forbidden to others.

But there is more to it than that. Well-known

ministries have a strong temptation to become perpetual

motion machines, doing whatever it takes to maintain

a following. The result is often an audience that is just

as independent and unaccountable as the radio/TV

preacher. In this context, the ministry is usurping the

biblically defined territory of the local church, as the au-

dience substitutes passive viewing or listening for the

challenge of active relationships in a close-knit church.

Unfortunately, relatively few programs encourage au-

diences to be involved in local ministries. The media pro-

duction itself may be little more than faith as entertain-

ment, generally with a Southern twang.

By the time a ministry reaches this stage, it has usual-

ly become a license to print money. There are no

restraints on media preachers - none regarding their

qualifications, none regarding what they can say. As a

result, an hour program may entail a half-hour ot

shameless self-glorification and fund-raising every time

it airs. This is such a lucrative proposition that some

years back, the Mormons bought this area's only Chris-

tian radio station, not because they agreed with the

theology (the Mormons are considered a cult), but

because the income was so good.

It doesn't have to be this way. Dr. James Dobson hosts

the second largest radio program in the country (Paul

Harvey's "The Rest of the Story" is the largest). Dob-

son's is a Christian broadcast called "Focus on the Fami-

ly," which airs on almost 1,000 stations. Since he began

his radio ministry, Dobson has only asked for contribu-

tions a couple of times. While it's true that he offers

books and tapes on the air, the prices are such that he

can't be making much money from them. Dobson's at-

titude is that if God wants a ministry to be successful,

the people involved won't need to prop it up. People like

Oral Roberts and Jim Bakker could learn a lot from peo-

ple like James Dobson.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist

Letters
Fund waste cleanup!
On Nov. 4, the voters of

Massachusetts overwhelm-

ingly passed Question 4, a

law that will help keep all

of us, and our water, safer

from being poisoned in the

future. The Hazardous
Waste Clean-up Initiative of

the Massachusetts Public

Interest Research Group

was made into law, com-

plete with a strict set of

timetables and standard^;

for the state and industry to

search for, investigate, con-

trol and permanently clean

up or toxic waste dumps.

But to get this action going,

there are other steps that

need to be made; adequate

funding of Question 4 must
be passed.

To make sure that the

funding of the law is raised

justly and fairly, there are

three things our state

Legislature should do:

— First, they should pass

the recommended funding

proposed by Gov. Dukakis

in the general budget that

would allow the Depart-

ment of Environmental
Quality Engineering to hire

120 additional staff.

— Second, they should

establish long-range fun-

ding mechanisms for raising

the estimated $30 to 50

million which the state will

need annually to pay for the

cleanup when those respon-

sible for the problem are

either bankrupt or cannot

be located.
— Third, they should pass

a bill to amend the 1983

superfund law so that inno-

cent owners of homes where

hazardous waste is

discovered would be exemot

from having to pay to clean

it up.

Together, these steps will

make Question 4 the effec-

tive law that 74 percent of

the voters in Massachusetts

wanted to clean up our

state.

All of these measures can

be accomplished by our

state legislators, (in

Amherst that's Rep. Stan

Rosenberg and Sen. John
Olver, State House, Boston,

02133). It's our responsibili-

ty to let them know we are

watching what they do with

the Hazardous Waste
Clean-up law, because it'a

our law, our water and our

health that we're watching

out for.

Valerie Voorheis
Amherst
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irS COMING!

Steve

GET READY FOR SUMMER WITH OUR
SPRING SPECIALS

Free Trial Visit

Witli Tliis Ad
10% OfiTAloae ;

20% With a Friend
expires 4/5

264 N. PleaMnt Street Amhent

253-9454

IWtngpictiiie
onsak!

Special prices on Colorwatch
quality enlaigemantsfrom

negatives.

5x7$.99 8x10 $1.99
Col Color enlargements from 1 1 0, 1 26. Disc, & 35mm negatives.

Offer expires 4/13/87.

^UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

RUN^ ^
FOR iT

RITTER ^

Newman Student Association

472 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA 01002

~
Tuesday, March 31, 1987

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Smithereens

By Sarah Smith

OR WALK!

Where:

Boyden Side of Alumni Track

When:
April 11,1987

Saturday, 10:00am

Why:
To benefit Father Ritter's Work with

Homeless and Abused Children

How:
Tables at the Campus Center Concourse,

March 16-20, March 30- April 9 and at

the Newman Center, April 5

L 1 rr^-f ye^ ^''' '•^^^ ^*

For More Information Contact:

Kim Ethier, Race Director

(c/o Newman Center)

Funded in part by the

Student Government Association

Junior^Seniors&Grads...

GlVE YOURSEIF
SOMflE CREDIT!
APPLYNOW FORYOURVERYOWN•••

• Bring a photocopy of

your School I.D.

• No cosigner required
APPLY »I0W 014 CAIVIPUS!

Dote: March 30 - April 3
Time: 9 am - 5 pm
W«c5 In the Concourse

Free Dictionary or Frisbee

• CNmp, 1
CmBAN<0

'I had them all removed last

week and boy, do I feel great."

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeaa

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

M. u/e KNOM imr
"mV UKB The MNP 70
xoNiPfcmsLy u^
OUR imJ SPONSOR'S

pmtjcr, 0(/r rrjvST

poesNT H/\^ etmGH
APnenve.

PONT WORRY
i^0oi/r rr. jvst
STICKm IN

yeRSHoes. SHoe$^
liZD
mr

^
Z3CIJ

rr,oPus/ rz

Bat Brain

Gordy
By Gorde

COLLEGIAN 9

It has been wisely said that we cannot

really love anybody at whom we never

laugh. — Agnes Repplier

By Bill Dearing

t'M AJ(ST 0£AOy /'M

/'LLGETTME
EMSALMtMG

FLUIQ

V

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Michel Jaffc

ACROSS
1 Wild cat

S Bethive State

9 ScanereO in

heraldry

13 Join

15 Epnron or Kay*
16 TerriCM one
17 Stamp

ditpanser''

19 Lotlobrigida of

dims

20 Syrup producer

21 Piumme' or

McKerrow
23 MoDiie homes
26 Small

barracudas

28 Jack Sprat

could —
29 She li never

make —
32 Storm center

33 Brougnt tortn

young

36 Fun or pun
loilower

37 Fraternilv

wners
38 Naval abbr

40 Make over

43 Meet oHerings

45 Bikini pan
48 Most irate

SO Seraglio

52 Seme crossings

53 Lover s song

SC Milton s —
Agonistes

59 Begot

60 Gam or Moreno
61 Period after the

Civil War
65 Ended
66 Kitc>>«n or

launder follower

67 Farm maclirte

man
68 Secretary

69 Miserly

70 — in ttie

woo*

DOWN
1 Kind ol tent

2 Numero —
3 Marry tfi«

wrong person

4 Reach

S Racer Al

8 Little one
7 Surface

8 Injury

9 Traveler s

advisory''

10 Oven
1

1

Sea cow
12 A former

Spanish qu««n
14 Hires

18 Onnk for a dan
game

22 Fireproof

material ADtK

23 Used by an
Ekler

24 Actor Walston

25 Scion

27 Georgia Abbr

30 Singer Home
31 June 6. 1944

34 Green land

35 Namesakes of

Peer Qynt S

mother

37 Frank

39 Worked the

aisle

40 Brit medical

org

41 Like rust

42 Gives

44 Cap! »

sulKrdinates

45 Senator Bill

from New
Jersey

46 Carmine
47 Pierre s soul

49 Call up org

51 Anoinled '"

Dygore <1*yS

54 Fragrant

compou'"3

55 Eve & Bejinmng

57 Sign on n shop

door

58 Aflat e g

60 Lavar or Sieiger

62 RR terminus

63 River in

Yorkshire

64 Teacher s deg

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
^

3,24/87

I— r- 1— r-|^^r- 1— r- r-j|r- T-
1. vr

pp"" L iLx jP

ipip!^^|EE|ppi
"~
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w zTTPr TIPP B^^" "" H ~
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Lunch
Menu

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Cheese Strata

Dinner

Rotini

Roast Pork/Gravy

BREAD/SPREAD BUFFET

Basics Lunch

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich
Cheese Strata

Basics Dinner

Garden Medley Casserole

Spaghetti/Tomato Sauce

BREAD/SPREAD BUFFET

r Weather
Today: Windy in the 50s. 80 percent chance of rain.

Wednesday; Chance ofshowers in the morning, clearing

and turning colder.

Today's Staff
Vicht Editor • •J«ff'Y Bartash

Copy Editor ^^ S-"^^^^"

Photo TechnlciM Nikt Sokoloff

UToat Technician Mike Solaroli

Production Supervisor Debbie PtktJ

ProducrionKarlin Isele, Beth Drew. Lisa Huiet, Meredith

Caplan, Scott Smith and Joe the driver

Bxectttive Board -* Spring of 1987

KELLY SIEGEK
EdH«r la Chief

HARCY KLISCEHEK
ll«Mglag BdHer

STEVE RUBIV
BuiaeM Haaafef

PHIL SEKAFIVO
Edltoftal E4H»r

AVSELZIVTEB
Prodectloe Maaaf«r

iBustneBS Board -- Spring of 1987

STEVE RUBIH
ButesM Maaagtr

PAUL H. LESSEX
Advertlileg Sale* Mawifer

VJUraSSAKOTH
PteMM Maatfr

PATBICB LAWSKY
Methettef '••'f*'

CIAIC lAUCLE
Clfceialloa Maaager

KAMEMHOLLAaD
$«kecrlptl«a Maaafer

-rs ! « L
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if women's lax
eontinued from page 12

with James Madison,
meaning today's
showdown will be the third

time out iot the Gazelles in

four days. The schedule

maker was not kind to this

team.

"The girls are pretty

tired, because we got home
late (Sunday) night,"

UMass assistant coach

Patti Bossio said. "It's go-

ing to take a good effort to

get a win."

Tlie Gazelles will have to

beware of the 'tiring" fac-

tor, something which
played a big role in both

the team's losses this

season. Against Nor-
thwestern, which was
their first outing on a full

field, the Gazelles stayed

in the game through
halftime, but ran out of gas

during the second half.

The same was true Sun-

day, when they trailed just

7-6 into the fourth quarter

before falling apart.

UMa^ will be looking to

repeat some of the fine in-

dividual performances
which stood out on the trip.

Also, the team will need a

defensive performance
close to the one put forth

Saturday against James
Madison, in which they

held the Dukes without a

shot in the second half. A
carbon copy of that stat

will no doubt be welcome
anytime.
Yale enters the contest

sporting a 2-3 record, in-

cluding 0-1 in the Ivy

League. The Elis edged

Westchester, 5-4, and beat

Colgate 12-7, while losing

to Virginia (14-6), Temple
(19-1) and Cornell (8-7).

Top scorers so far this

year for coach Francesca

ben Hartog's team are

Hannah Reeves, who has

11 goals and one assist,

and Connie Ambler, with

seven goals and five

assists.

Yale is a team which

hasn't given the Gazelles

~much trouble in the past,

and Bossio doesn't expect

anything different to hap-

pen this afternoon.

CAROL JACOBS - Professor of Comparative
Literature and English at SUNY will lecture on

THE RHETORICS OF FEMINISM:
KLEIST'S PENTHESILEA

Sponsored by the Department of Comparative Literature,

University of Massachusetts

TIME: THURSDAY APRIL 2, 1987 at 8:00 PM
PLACE: SOUTH COLLEGE BUILDING

Office of the Dean of Fine Arts & Humanities (UMASS)
There will be a RECEPTION after the lecture

Professor Jacobs is author o( 7?ie Dissimulating Harmony The Image ol Interpreta-

tion in Rilke. Nietzsche. Artuad and Ben/amin (Johns Hopkins Umversily Press) and
o( a torthcoming book entitled Ttie Dagger ol Language Essays on Lessing. Shel-
ly. Kleist, and Emily Bronte.

RESEARCH
INTERVIEWERS
Interesting, part-time telephone assignments to collect

data on a variety of health issues research topics.

Absolutely no selling involved. Hours are from 5-

10pm. Sunday through Friday and Saturday from
I0am-3pm You may choose whichever shifts you
want to work, as long as you work 4 shifts a week (20
hours) minimum Stan at $4 25 per hour with paid^

training and move up to $4 50 an hour after you h'ave

worked 100 hours We are located at fvlountain Farms
Ivlall which IS a stoo on the free bus line

Call 586-8635 or 586-8636

between 4 Pfy/1 & 1 Q Pl/I

ABT ASSOCIATES
I

TELEPHONE RESEARCH CENTER

Mountain Farms fvlall, Rt. 9, Hadley, I^A 01035
An Equal Oppoiuf tv Employer

• gifmnastics • softball faces Vermont
continued from page 12

as six falls held them
back to their fifth place

finish. Temple outscored

UMasB 170.75-167.

"We came into the Atlan-

tic 10 meet with less than
ideal situations," Shiebler

said. "The team had a lot of

aches and pains. At least

half of the team had some
kind of ache, pull or illness

to overcome."
Although the season did

not end on a very successful

note for the team as a

whole, several individual

gymnasts did have some
things to sing about.

Turmail. despite missing

the regu'ar season finale

and the A-lO's, was named
to the all-conference team in

the beam and the floor exer-

cise. The freshman, who tied

or broke the UMass record

in each of these events

earlier in the year, was the

only gymnast to make all-

conJFerence in more than one

event.

continued from page 12

control. Right now we need to get our defensive act

together," Sortino said. "Our pitching still needs to im-

prove. What I mean by that is the pitchers have to do

things like stay ahead in the count. It's just a matter of

time for those things to come around."

Extra Innings: With seven players batting around or

above .300, the Minutewomen will look to produce some

of the same offensive numbers that has produced a 10-3

mark and the top ranking in the Northeast. Junior short-

stop Paige Kopcza leads the Minutewomen in hitting with

a .421 average. She also leads the squad in hits (16), walks

(G), and is tied for the team lead in total bases with

sophomore rightfielder Barbara Meehan (19). Meehan has

provided the runs in a big way for UMass and leads the

team with 13 runs batted in (two Minutewomen behind

her have five apiece). Of her 11 hits on the season, six have

gone for extra bases (six doubles and one home run).

In the gym, the leader was
senior Tricia Camus, who
made the most of her final

collegiate meets. Against

NU and Temple, Camus
won the uneven parallel

bars with a 9.0, the team's

highest score in the bars

this year. At URI, Camus
competed in the all-around

for the first time and had a

9.0 in the beam, a personal

high.

I 9 wn . 2 PnTEARLYl

BIRD
SPECIAL
$2 OFF
Shampoo,
Cut ft Dry

dTYLSS
B7

EBORAH
JS49-5610 • 65 University Dr

I
wW« Vhtm eoupon • upirM ViMl

Now's
the time
to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

UROPE^'CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
On* RoclialMar Plua
N«w Vo^. NY 10020
Ptwna (212) U1 3040

Mali tttla ad for SpMlal
Sludwil/Taachar Tarirt.

O NfNTM. Q LIAM PURCHAM

i

"/ speakfmm experierux when I say

that my Suffolk Unii'ersity education

helfmi ojien a lot uf doors for me — in my
career, and in my mind- Suffolk's MBA
program has small classes, so you get the

personal attention you desen'e. And the

location on Beacon Hill puta yuu right in

the middle of what's hapi>ening in the

Boston business world. If yim uunt an
excellent education with a pmcticaL no-

mmsense approach, I highly reamimetui

Suffolk Uniirrsity.

"

Suffolk University's Full- and Part-

Time MBA programs are conveniently

scheduled during the day and evening.

Our Executive MBA program offers the

convenience of Saturday classes and an

accelerated program.

To open the door to a more rewarding

career, call us at (61 7)723-4700.
x.'i02, or mail in the accompanying
coupon.

ANDRE SUMMERS,
President^ CoTntronics Company
MBA, Suffolk University '82

n
Please send information on the:

D MBA Program D ExeciitKe MBA Saturday Pn)pram

D Financial Aid/(lniduate Fellowship Program

I
Name

I

Address

Suie Zip

I
^ Siifft)ikl niversity « ,^S,„"^^,

I
Doors to yourfuture.

Hwine

Place

Boston. MA 02108

Q a Q c

nooooD Doa aaoDOD
ooDoao dQo Qoa ao
a a D D nH 1 a a d a d c

JOQ DQD olniJ DOT DO D

Suininer Conference Housing
QDQQDO^

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

With Unhrersity Conference Services Summer Conference Honsing

To coordinate the use of the dormitory system during the sum-
mer months, Conference Services operates a sub-division of the

department known as Summer Conference Housing (SCH). SCH is

staffed almost entirely by UMASS students, who handle every detail

involved in housing 8,000 to 10,000 summer conferees.

SCH will be hiring for the following positions: Registrar, Assis-

tant Registrar, Accommodations Supervisors, Operations Super-

visor, Key Control Supervisor, Desk Clerks, and Operations Crew.

Applications and detailed Job descriptions are available

outside of the Conference Office, Room 918, Campus Center,

beginning on Monday, March 16, 1987 through

Tuesday, March 31, 1987.

Full and part time openings are available and include all shifts,

weekdays, and weekends.
All students Interested in the hospitality industiy and work study students arc encouraged to apply.

The University of Massachusetts is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity employer.

918 Campus Center/University ofMassachusetts at Amherst/MA 01003/(413) 545-2591

Louis, B(3St()n.

HIGH FASHION
EXPERIENCE
Retail Opportunities

Some things you will never learn m class about retail or

high fashion.

Louis of Chestnut Hill and Boston provides an elegant -

and unusual - learning experience in fashion retail

Louis presently has full-time positions available in Mens
and Womenswear sales We also have full or part-time

positions for Cashiers starting now and continuing into

the fall.

If you are interested in either of these opportunities,

please send us your resume or please call

Paula Baumoel
The Mall at

Chettnul Hill

Chestnut Hill, MA 02167
617-965-6100

An Equal Opportunity Employer

DISCOUNT

I

" Bangles

Beastie Boys

Boston

. Bruce Homsby

I & The Range

Bon Jovi

^ Genesis

Huey Lewis &

The News

CD'S II

Peter Gabriel

Biiy Joel

Georgia Satijilites

Los Lobos

Robert Cray

Many More...

Requ^ Welcome!

$1-|99

I

s«h

Whl«:

fRttPfUCCUST
J

uJ ^ HatndKi. CT OfiSW

(203)281-1^

NOW
IN OUR
13th

YEAR

PROFESSIONAL SECRETARIAL SERVICE

AMHERST CREAMERY OFFICE BUILDING

150 Fearing St, Amherst, MA
Telephone: (413) 549-2686

MANUSCRIPTS - A SPECIALTY

RESUME PLANNING & TYPING

THESES AND DISSERTATIONS

the far world comes near
A PHOTO EXHIBIT

THE KINGDOM OF LAOS AND
LOATIAN-AMERICANS IN NEW ENGLAND

OPEN
Monday - Friday

FROM
April 1 to April 10

At the Augusta Savage
Gallery, New Africa House

Sponsored by

The Vietnamese Students Assc.

Asian American Students Assc.

ACTIVITIES 'AUDIO
AUTO FOR SALE •CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT "FOR RENT

FOR SALE • FOUND
HELP WANTED -LOST

m

CLASSIFIED
INSTRUCTION • MOTORCVlCLES
PERSONALS 'RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED -SERVICES

ROOMATE WANTED -TRAVEL
WANTED -SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MOW-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI - 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION*CASH IN ADVANCE. 15«mORO/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES •IDROOM FOR MNT

UPC GENERAL MEETING Tuesday 3/17 at

6:30PM in 174CC last night o( nominations

for talent, business, production, and
security

UPC MEMBERS! VOTE for expenen^.
vote tor Dennis Kirshy and Dan temieux for

co-security coordinators

THE SOUTHWEST AREA news will fiave

a meeting March 31 in the Hampden
Southside room at 7PM all welcome

ONE BEDROOM AVAILABLE in A-3

bedroom apartment in Northwood apart-

ments cheap 8 clean Call 545-3627

daytime 665-7797 evenings

list lOXER SHORTS MRTY

'BEST BOXER SHORTS party at Changes

• on Rt 9, Amherst, WEDNESDAY, APRIL

STUDENT ACCOUNTANT TO assist

student-run businesses in financial record-

keeping and management Ten hours

weekly lor remainder ol school year, and

continnuing next year No seniors please

Pick up application at EDO. 409 Student

Union Application deadline Wednesday
4/8/87

EXCELLENT INCOME FOR home
assembly work. For info caH 504-646-1700

Dept P-1307

LOST

HELPVLOST^iiV tapeTecorder at Banletl

Auditorium on 3/4/87 Class Bio 100B

reward no questions asked 549-7740

ATTENTION SENIORSI LAST week to get

your senior portrait lor the 1987 Index

yearbook -today through Friday April 3 in

162CC call 545-2874 lor an appointment
$2 Sitting fee.

IIUPC GENERAL MEETING!! Tuesday,
3/31 at 6:30PM in the Campus Center
Auditorium. Elections tonight for security

and business!!

IMPORTANT ARMENIAN CLUB meeting
April 1st-6:00PM 903CC. All members must
attend April Activities will be discussed.

Everybody welcomed!

BIBLE STUDY- WEDNESDAY 6:30PM CC
802 Rev Esther Hargis facilitates this

discussion series focusing on liberation

theology All welcome.

1

1987 $200 in prizes! 9PM unlH. $2.00*

admission. Presented by The Commuter*
Area Government,

'

CLOStT SAU

AUTO FOR SAU

79 RABBIT AM/FM. no rust, exc condition

S1000

FULL LENGTH RACOON skin coat, in

good condition, $200,00 NCR cash
register, needs only minor repair lor full

operatwn or just a conversation piece.

^00 Hesignol skis, marker bindings and

caber boots Great package for someone
who wants to learn without major invest-

rrient $80.00 Call Ansel 256-6182

FOR A GOOD TIMI CAU

1965 FORD FALCON a cream puff

256-6920

RACK-A-OISC Entertainment Agertcy. Disc

jockies, lights, rentals, and ..mobile video

dances! 549-7144

THERE'S A JOB for you in a summer camp
The American Camping Association (NY)

will make your application available to over

300 camps in the Northeas: exciting oppor-

tunities for college students and profes-

sionals Positions available: all land and
water sports, arts and crafts, drama, music,

dance, tripping, nature. Rn's. MD's, aides,

kitchen, maintenance, college credit

available call or write for application .

American Camping Association, 43W 23fd

St Dept (UMA) New York, NY 10010,

212-645-6620.

MARKETING INTERNS NEEDED for

Hampshire Mall Management office Must

be energetic & reliable with excellent com-
munication skills 20 + hrs /week apply of-

fice ol Internships 545-0727 for summer or

fall semesters.

LANDSCAPE CREW LEADERS crew

members Motivated personnel to fill

several positions in progressive landscape

and irrigation company For vacation ap-

pointment call 6 17-485-4247 EO E Land

Tech Associates. P O. Box 18, Hudson Ma
01749

TRI-GOLO HEART bracelet Please return

if found High sentimental value Belh

546-8377

LOST GOLD SEIKO watch Curry

Hicks/Boyden area If found please contact

Katchy at 549-0710. Reward/sentimental

value

MICH!Uf WAONIR

ZERO DAYT AND still counting? You've

finally made it Now were off to the Pub!

Happy 21st birthday Love your roomies

Denise. Paula, and Robin.

TYMNO SERVICI

QUALITY TYPING. PAPERST letters

resumes, etc Meticulous proolreading

Editing available New IBM typewriter Call

649-0367

PROFESSIONAL TVPINO AND iDUINO

•SPEEDY KEYS "-DISSERTATIONS.
resumes, papers. 256-1002

PROFESSIONAL TYPINO SERVICE

WANTED

MOTORCYCLES

82 SUBARU BRAT. ExcellenI shape. 2.6O0

549-7529

81 TOYOTA TERCEL excellent condition

very well maintained $2300. Call Mike

549-4708 or 645^X)26

79 FORD FIESTA must sell runs good

cheap evenings 1-774-5923

FOR SAU

CRATE AMP MUST sell! Call Shawn
546-9030

WINDERSURFER CLASSIC. 5 color sail

2 daggerboards Excellent condition

Forget Rorida $425 Great conversation

piece.

1972 VW SQUAREBACK not drivable

many new parts selling whole $400 or BO
546-5509

IS IT TRUE you can buy jeeps for $44

through the U S government? Get the facts

today! Call 1-31 2-742- 1142 ext 5931 -A

CASEWORKER INTERSHIP/POSITION.
Availat>le Working with disturtjed adoles-

cent population in specialized foster care.

Extensive supervision and support while

working with no more than 3 clients with

possibility ol a paid position by July 1 Own
transportaion Contact ORCA Giarrusso at

967-6241

SUMMER HELP ON Cape Cod Expenence

not necessary, Ixil preffered Lowden Tree

and Landscape 428-4272

1986 HONDA NIGHTHAWK S Exc con-

dition low miles call Jim evenings 256«)68

PERSONALS

RESUKK TYPESETTINQ SERVrcE
Have your resume protessk>nally typeset.

The best quality type, not a word processor.

Sixteen different type styles to choose from.

Takes only 3 days • costs $25 and any
changes I'll do for FREE. Come down to the

Collegian Graphics Office (113 Campus
Center) and speak to Peter Soderberg

MEET NEW PEOPLE! Get great ex-

perience! Come write lor New England's

largest college daily The Collegian is in 1 1

3

Campus Center, right behind the T V
Come down and check us out!

CASES. PAPERS, DISSERTATIONS,
theses, last, accurate, dependable, on-

campus, reasonable 564-7924. Nancy

ROOMMATE WANTED

ONE OR TWO non-smoking fenMie room-

males wanted to share large bdrm in 3

bdrm apt in Pufflon Starting June let

Prefer senior undergraduate or graduate

student. Call Laurie after 6PM 549-7773

HOUSEMATE TO SHARE N Amherst
house V/7 mile from UMass, bus Non-

smoking. Laundry, dishwasher, beautiful

view 549-7225

SERVICES

TUTORING, SUBSTITUTE TEACHING in

business: management, marketing,
finance, investment & microcomputers $7
per hour Neg 536-5006 leave message

TYPING.
accurate

TAPE TRANSCRIPTION.
665 7652

Fast

FOUND

FOUND AT PHI SIQ 3/14 long black coat

Call and descnbe Alexa 6-4815

WE ARE LOOKING for someone to do chiW

care one evening a week and occasional

overnights. Must have transportatk>n Call

584-9057

LOVE TO DANCE? Tryouts lor UMass
minutes kickline-danceteam coming the

third week in /\pril Lots of fun, great way
to keep m shape Meet tons of new people

Watch for us!

SPANISH TUTORINO A TRANSLATION

79 RABBIT AM/FM, no rust, etc Condition

$1000, call 253-3568

1979 CHEVETTE, WELLmaintained Call

Eileen days 549-4930 x225

lANDS WANHD

'SWAG IS LOOKING for bands to play
|

•The Pyramids during Southwest week.
*

• May 5-8 /Vpplications are available

• Now at the SWAG office in Hampden
*

•and are due by April 15. 1987 at 5PM •

• the list ol bands selected will be
• posted on April 21 1987 Southwest
• rocks the Pyramids'!!

GUCCI WATCH IN Boyden locker on

3/1 9/87 call Mack at 266-8088 to descnbe it

NOW HIRING FOR summer employment

waitpeople. saulee cooks, preppers Very

busy summer Apply Judie's Restaurant.

HELP WANTED

WANTED PART-TIME bus drivers lor Nor-

thampton to Amherst routes $5 to start very

convenient lor f^rhampton residents work

schedule arranged around your class

schedule 586-1909

FULL AND PART time positions available

very llexible hours and excellent working

conditions Conveniently located in the

center of Amherst You can earn up to $20

n hour with salary and commissions con-

tact Target Enterprises lor an interviewed

ask lor Keith 549-7793

FALL 1987 INTERNSHIPS with the Legal

Services Office gel hands on expenr nee

in legal lield- work diteclly with attorneys

and clients Earn up to 15 undergraduate

credits No experience in legal profession

necessary-training provided Deadline to

begin application process is APRIL 3-~

contact Legal Services today. 545 1995.

922 Campus Center ^

UURA CHRISTINE « BETH

HEY LAURA", CHRISTINE. Beth and

Angus Young- zero days left' (Now I take

that sign down?) Happy birthday, have lun,

and if you want to have a party and play

Bob Dylan and James Taylor, I won I

complain Dana (But tomorrow I'm blasting

Patsy')

FHEETi come HEAR FREEH
Polly Linson of Friendly's

speak about Marketing Research
Wednes March 31, 7 00PM, CC 917
Sponsored by the Marketing Club

Free Refreshments

WE WILL BUY you good used clolhing]ust

Mondays 549-3772

GRAMMAR, CONVERSATION, PRONUN-
CIATION. Short stories 256-1002

LOCAL BANDS WANTED Eastside con-

certs Battle ol the Bands on Feb 28 Con-

tact Bruce or David 549-4160

AUSTRALIAN STUDENT WANTS to^buy

downhill ski boots Size 10 ph 546-9166

20 GALLON AQUARIUM, •quipment
wanted to buy Call 527-1752

PHYSICAL. SPIRITUAL. STUOENTIAL
health seekers: share your knowledge wHh
the readers of Sprout, the Earthfoods/Peo-

ple's Market Newsletter Typed, double

spaced, please drop material oft on the 4th

fkxjr S U in the Economic Devekjpment of-

fice Address It to Jen K Deadline: AprN IS,

1987

WANTED TO RENT

PUFFTON VILLAGE: NO nerdsl Add your

name to lease and move in or subM for just

summertsub $100 mo per ) One or two

people- Mike 549-4883

TWO SENIORS LOOKING for one or two
bedrooms lor now until end ol semester

close to campus Call Chris or Dave
253-7572.

LOOKING FOR S-BEDROOM In Puffton

reward offered- Lisa 6-7979

MATURE UNDERGRADUATE SEEKING
off-campus room, lor the tall Must be quiet

Call 546-7057 after 11PM or leave

message

UMASS STUDENT LOOKING Tor roorrTlo

rent near campus during spring break 9-21

to 9-29 Call Mary at 546-1 151 Keep trytng.

TAKE OVER LEASE June 1 1 or 2 rooms.

Swiss Village Bus $215/month. All in-

clusive! Call Lainie 256-1480

SPMNO FUNO

HELP WITH SPRING Fling' Come to Cen
tral Area Government meetings at 800 on
Tuesdays.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY JULIE. Hope your 2tst

b-day is the best because someone as

special a:, you deserves no less! Live it up!

Love Shan

VERY LARGE ROOM on busline single or

double occupancy 275plu$. rural IrierKlly

256-6677

OWN ROOM SHARED kitchen' w/grad
couple 2 miles to UMass 225/mo 549-1448

MOLLY-YOU WORE out the lounge rug.

now what? Where? Who? When?

ST. JUDE

THTkNK YOU AGAInI Seldom do your

prayers go unanswered I am very grateful.

THREE BEDROOM APARTMENT In

downtown I4orthampton available May 1

.

$800/plus Phone 584-0887

BETH: I MISS you I miss you I miss you
I miss you Still crazy tor you Steve

SUMMER JOM

FOREIGN STUDENT: GET a job before

you graduate and slay in the US under new
law Send $1995 for this step-by-step

guide Young & Co PC Box 241090.
Memphis TN 38124-1090

ON CAPE COO at Jason s ol Dennisport

Floor and door personnel, barbacks and
t>artenders, waiter and waitresses Accep-

ting applications Mon thru Sat vacation

week from noon to 3 interviews al Clan-

cy's. 8 Uppercounty Rd Dennisport MA
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SPORTS

3-5 baseball team entertainsUConn today
5 Showspitching depth, solid hitting in S.D.

By MATT GERKE
Collegian StaflF

Many University of

Massachiuetts students us-

ed Spring'R-eak to get their

tans started. Others tried to

find jobs for the summer.

The University of

Massachusetts baseball

team spent the week in San

Diego, playing its first eight

games of the season.

The Minutemen came
back with a 3-5 record, but

more importantly solidified

their pitching staff and

found a solution to their loss

of last year's first baseman,

Jeff Cimini, to graduation.

All the other starters are

back.

"Overall, I was pleased

with the trip," UMass coach

Dick Bergquist said. *i was

disappointed that we lost

the last three, but we were

playing at their place and

that happens sometimes."

After losing the first day

to Georgetown of Kentucky.

5-1, the Minutemen dropped

a 10-7 decision to San Diego

University.

But UMass proceeded to

win three games, beating

the University of California

at San Diego 10-4, and Point

Loma Nazerene College

twice, 4-2 and 15-3.

United States Interna-

tional then dropped the

Minutemen three times in

the last three games, 5-3,

12-7, and 9-4.

"We played well and we
could have easily won a cou-

ple of the games we lost,"

sophomore first baseman
Drew Comeau said.

But the losing record

should not bother the team

too much, as there were

more good signs than bad.

In addition to three non-

starters, six regulars hit

over .300 on the trip. Gary

DiSarcina led the way for

the starters with 16 hits

(four went for extra bases) in

33 trips to the plate.

Jay Zerner, whose goal is

to hit .400 this season, hit

.417. The right fielder had a

rough first few games and

ended the trip with six

strikeouts. But the senior

co-captain went on a tear,

and hit three homers in the

doubleheader against U.S.

International.

"Zerner was having trou-

ble with his timing and

rhythm at first and I bench-

ed him for a game because

he wasn't hitting," Berg-

quist said. "And he really

came back strong."

The coach also noted that

the last UMass player to

have three homers in a day

during Bergquist's tenure

was Mike Flanagan, who
did it against the Universi-

ty of Maine in 1973.

Flanagan went on to star

with the Baltimore Orioles

as a pitcher, winning the Cy

Young award in 1979.

Rob Holiday, Sean Flint,

Matt Sheran and Darrin

O'Conner were other

UMass starters over .300.

Sheran, who was the hottest

Minuteman during the se-

cond half of last season and

ended the season with a

28-game hitting streak, had

a hit in each game on the

California trip, raising the

streak to 36 consecutive

games.
Offense wasn't the only

category in which the

Minutewomen were solid.

Bergquist also liked what
he saw from the pitching

staff.

Steve Allen, Mike Owens.

Dave Telgheder, who each

had a win during Spring

Break, as well as Dimitri

Yavis, Ken Greer and
freshman Dan Farrell, have

all established themselves

as starters, according to

Bergquist.

"The pitching is encourag-

ing. We're looking for depth

and I think they'll be able to

Junior centerfielder Matt Sheran collected hits

ty of Massachusetts baseball team's eight Spring

consecutive game hitting streak to 36.

provide it," Bergquist said.

"I was kind of disappointed

with the relievers. They
didn't show a lot but they'll

be seeing a lot of action this

week. But regardless of the

statistics, the starters have

established themselves.

Farrell is a pleasant sur-

prise. He's a crafty lef-

thander."

The Minutemen also fill-

ed the void at first base with

the 6-foot-4, 220-pound Com
eau. Comeau, also a

linebacker for the UMass
football team, batted .231

for the trip but hit two
homers and drove in seven

runs — a good sign of his hit-

ting power.

Comeau and the rest of

Sports Information photo

in each of the Universi-

Break games to up his

the Minutemen will get a

few chances to show their

stuff this week. UMass will

play host to the University

of Connecticut this after-

noon at 3:30 p.m. at Lorden
Field.

Thursday, the Minutemen
will entertain Northeastern

in a doubleheader at Lorden
at 1 p.m.

Gymnasts end
year in A-lO's

Women fifth at URI
By STEVE RICHARDS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

women's gymnastics team's performance in

its season-ending Atlantic 10 Champion-

ship meet at the University of Rhode Island

Saturday went pretty much as expected,

based on the pre-meet seedings.

UMass entered the meet seeded fifth and,

lo and behold, when the final scores were

tabulated that is just where it finished.

The A-10 meet was dominated by the

teams who were favored going in — Penn

State University, West Virginia Universi-

ty and host URI. Penn State won rather

handily with a score of 182.15 with West

Virginia second at 177.25 and URI third

with 173.1.

From there, things seemed to be up for

grabs, as UMass coach Chuck Shiebler felt

his team had a chance to move up a notch

before the meet began. The
Minutewomen's competitor for the fourth

spot was Temple University, who, like

UMass, entered the A-10"s at less than full

strength.

Massachusetts had gone up against the

Owls in its last regular season meet at

home March 21 and came up just short.

Northeastern won the tri-meet at the

Boyden Gymnastics Center (171.70) with

Temple edging the hometown women for

second 170.2-168.95 The pair of losses

dropped the Minutewomen's final record to

6-8.

Shiebler said the loss to Temple was a lit-

tle frustrating because the Owls were in a

vulnerable position due to a variety of in-

juries. UMass was not at 100 percent

either, though, as season-long standout

Kristin Turmail was out with an ankle

injury.

Still, Shiebler felt the Minutewomen had

a good shot at beating favored Temple.

"We let a good opportunity slip through

our fingers," Shiebler said. "We didn't

have a particularly good meet on the

balance beam and it cost us."

With the close loss at Boyden. Temple

seemed to be within reach and UMass was

out for revenge in the A-lO's.

But the Minutewomen were foiled again

by injuries and inconsistencies on the beam

continued on page 10

Sports Information photo

Locked in a goalkeeping battle with junior Pam Stone, sophomore Ann

ScUeppi (above), and the rest of the University of Massachusetts women s

lacrosse team faces Yale this afternoon at 3:30 p.m. at Totman Field.

Women's lax attempt to

even 1-2 record vs. Yale
The Gazelles are just off of a grueling

three-game trek into warmer climates,

one which saw them post a 1-2 record with

a convincing win over James Madison

University, along with losses to national

powers Northwestern and Maryland.

The latest of that triumvirate, the 13-5

loss to Maryland, came on Sunday after

noon. That followed a Saturday matinee
continued on page 10

Elis enter at 2-3

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

women's lacrosse team will open up its

home season this afternoon at 3:30 when

it faces Yale University at Totman Field.

UM at home
vs. Vermont
Look for 11th win
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

With a little help from above, the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts softball team will

kick off the northern portion of its season

today, as the UMass hosts the University

of Vermont in a scheduled doubleheader.

Game time is slated for 2 p.m. at Totman

Field.

Whether or not the game will be played

is another matter. Weather forecasters are

predicting heavy rains for the region that

should last most of the day. If that predic-

tion holds true, UMass won't play until

Thursday at Holy Cross College.

Nobody, especially head coach Elaine

Sortino and the Minutewomen, wants to

wait that long.

"In a home opener, you feel like you're

playing for the first time all season," Sor-

tino said. "I just hope we get to play."

If all goes well and the rains hold off, the

Minutewomen will face a Catamount

squad they haven't lost to since the series

was initiated in 1977. UMass is 15-0

against UVM, with the last meeting bet-

ween the two schools taking place in 1985.

If you expect the Minutewomen to have an

overwhelming sense of confidence based on

those stats, think again.

"The program at Vermont has improv-

ed," Sortino said. "People who have

already seen them say they are a good

team."
The Catamounts are 4-6 on the season

and are coming off a pair of losses to Quin-

nipiac College on Saturday. Vermont is

paced by senior outfielder/pitcher Beth

Jones, who is hitting at a .292 clip, and

senior firstbaseman/pitcher Amy Bell. Bell

sports a .273 average with three triples, a

double and a homerun to her credit. On the

mound, UVM will probably go with Colette

Goodhue (3-2

2.5 earned run average) and Bell (1-2 0.9

ERA).
"As far as I'm concerned, we really

haven't clicked as a team yet. The losses

to Quinnipiac are something we'll have to

leave behind," UVM head coach Pam
Childs said. "We can't make mistakes,

because UMass is the type of team that will

take advantage of them."
"We will have to get out there and take

continued on page 10
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The opinions on this page are basically gratuitous spew and if you don't like them, read the comics.

Do 'em a favor, go away
Trouble, trouble, trouble. That's all this University seems

to have. If it's not enraged anachronisms stampeding around
the campus led by sexist has-beens and taking over offices, it's

football players beating up on totally innocent black people.

If it's not little tiny fascists squeaking into microphones about

how arming the entire world to the teeth is a good idea, it's

Joe Average Student and his pals getting trashed beyond belief

and laying waste to the physical plant. Trouble, trouble,

trouble.

And what's the cause of all this trouble? No, it's not racism,

it's not the evils of the CIA, it's not even the amazing high

tolerance for alcohol that seems to be an entrance requirement

at UMass.
It's students.

That's right, students. They're the ones running around con-

vincing the entire nation that it'll always be 1967 at UMass.
They're ones burbling, "If Fm old enough to wite in a foor,

I'm old enough to drink," then proving they're not old enough
to do either. They're the ones that make the job of the Office

of Public Information so difficult.

No committees, advisory boards or forums are going to solve

the problem. We have to get rid of the problem at its source.

Let's ban students.

Some will say that the administration doesn't have the

backbone to take this drastic step. Well, we would have the

naysayers remember a few things. This is the administration

that had the balls to make public relations a job for Vice-

Chancellors. This is the administration that looked students

in the eye and told them that taking away the legal services

they paid for was good for them. This is the administration

that stood up and proudly impeded Frederick Hurst. And this

is the administration that uses buildings students still pay

dorm fees for.

The record, of both students and administrators, is clear.

We're getting in their way; they have the ability to tell the

public that the university will be better off without students.

For the good of UMass' public image, the students must go.

Anonymous character assassinations in this space are always

written by someone down here, regardless ofhow much the per-

son knows about the issue discussed. Ifwe told you who wrote

them, it wouldn't be as much fun and we'd have to take respon-

sibility. So don't ask.

Letters
He's completely fucked up
Editor's note: Yes, these are

actual letters the Contusion

has received in the past year.

My roots are English and

Welsh, but I've never been

outside North America. I'm

54, Caucasian, twice divorc-

ed, and have come to the

conclusion that the Moon
would be a better place to

live than here, unless you're

female — America is upside

down and backwards.

Man's Fall here began

when the Beatles came over

with their long hair. The

girls went bananas over

them, forcing the boys to

copy their style or let the

non-whites take over, which

they later did: white girls

embraced the minorities in

order to get equal pay laws

passed.

The sense of power glean-

ed by women when the guys

subordinated themselves to

their wishes, rapidly

mushroomed into the

Women's Liberation Move-

ment. But none of it would

have happened without the

gracious support of the

media, which also competed

for their attention.

Politicians too, grabbing
the opportunity for more tax

revenue, opened the doors of

equal opportunity for them.

It even became patriotic to

hire a black woman and
date a black man; such is

the power of Woman. But
the liberation movement ac-

tually meant liberation

from God.

Ethics went out the win-

dow when President Nixon
resigned and wsis rewarded

by his cronies. Morals crash-

ed when the film "Deep
Throat" got nationwide
publicity, and Jesus split

when women started wear-

ing the pants. Now there's

nothing left to live for ex

cept filthy lucre.

That's why Reagan has to

have nuclear superiority,

because the people won't

fight for this country

anymore, except for money.

But I've got something to

live for, and that's the truth.

It'll set you free, but you

must begin at the very

beginning: John 16:11; Jude
16,11 - 1611 KJB.

Wayne Johnson
San Diego-go, Calipomia

Jer-USA-lem

Note to Editor: I want the

above epistle published in

the earliest possible issue.

without censorship and \^'ith

my complete mailing ad
dress as given. In the past

I've shot^nned thousands

of letters to ever>' stAte in

the Union, with publication

of about one tonth of one

percent of them No\\ I'm

calling in the lOVs If this

letter isn't published like 1

want, those responsible tor

its rejection will bo rejected

from the human race when
they're reincarnated, for

eternity. That means they'll

have more than two legs,

and possibly many more, ac-

cording to what they
deserve.

ADMINISTRATORS' BID ADIEU - Dandy
Gonads and other state employees would like

nothing better than to have the serenity of

spring break year round, so pack your bags
and get the hell out.

Not my fault
Editor's note: after six years ofsilence, former president

Jimmy Carter has begun publicly criticizing the Reagan
administration. It is not up to us, a humble college

newspaper, to question whether Carter, by his comments,

hopes to help the Democratic Party in 1988, or if he's Just

really ticked at Death Valley Ron and the cowboys at 1600

Pennsylvannia Ave. Regardless ofhis motives, we've decid-

ed to print this column by President Carter not because

we agree — or disagree — [Lord knows we're all a bunch

of middle-of-the-road, Who-me? spineless jellyfish] but

because it looks realy cool to have a former number-one hon-

cho corresponding with us, a humble college newspaper.

Anyway, here goes:

Jimmy Carter

In response to Lon Dipper's column, "PRESIDENT
REAGAN is Really Neat [3-24-87]." I would like to point

out a few innaccuracies, half-truths, untruths, and out-

and-out lies that were contained in the article.

As a former president of these here United States and

Mr. Reagan's predecessor. I would imagine I am in the

unique position of being able to comment that the presi-

dent and Dipper each have their heads up their asses so

far that neither can see the light of day.

Dipper goes on ad infinitum, ad nauseum about how
President Reagan has improved upon his "distinguished

reputation as an unflawed actor by becoming an unflaw-

ed leader of men." I admit not having as extensive a

background in film reviewing as Mr. Dipper has (or im-

agines he has], but let us remember that this is the same
Ronald Reagan who made Bedtime for Bonzo. Unless my
memory fails me, that film bit the peanut. When it open-

ed at the Plains Bijou, the audience was laughing

hysterically — but for reasons unanticipated by the

producers.

When Bonzo went to Washington in 1980 unanticipated

laughter again resulted. Here is a man who violated the

Constitution by declaring war on Grenada, a little one-

horse island somewhere in the Caribbean, and then suck-

ed up to the public by claiming to have slayed the devil.

Mr. Reagan is such a glor>- seeker that nowhere did he

say that the release of the 44 hostages from Iran was my
doing .\s a way of initiating him into the presidency, I

suggested we play good copAiad cop with the Ayatollah.

And it worked: on the day my term ended, they were

released. There was no transfer of weaponry, no Swiss

bank accounts, no diverting of funds to unsanctioned ar-

mies in Central America.
When I left oftice in 1980. "Star Wars" was just a silly

movie, not a silly, trillion-dollar piece of space junk. When
1 left oftice in 1980. the United States' economy was not

on the brink of collapse as the world stepped blindly

toward the brink of war. When I left office the national

debt had not tripled to an insurmountable level during

my administration.

Furthermore, when I left office in 1980, there were no

congressional hearings to determine what I knew and
when I knew it, nor were there any questions about who
was in control of the country. Also at that time, my
daughter Amy did not have a criminal record, nor was
she sleeping around with Dead Heads.

Wil the current president be able to say the same aft«r

he leaves the White House? Hardly, more than likely he'll

just ride off into the sunset, leaving the rest of us afraid

of the darkness.

Thanks for listening, y'all

Jimmy Carter is a peanut farmer from Plains, Gcl who
somehow or another became governor and then sleazed his

way into the White House while the rest ofthe country was
still hungover with the Watergate affair and the Bicenten-

nial celebration in 1976.

8 8 IGUANA
Peepifig Tom Edrtw

LUCtE CUTIE

G»Hs Stuff Editor

Eat shit

and die
To the editor (you elitist,

status-quo preserving pig):

This .semester's Collision

coverage of the recent cam-
pus elections has been
abhorrent. You claim to be
an independent, objective

newspaper, yet how do you
explain your lack of

coverage regarding the elec-

tion for the Confused Area
Government cleaning per-

son, despite the fact that

there was some controversy

over this key student
government position?

The person who won (I

won't name names, but you

know who you are) [Editor's

note:Jane Z. Frumpy] cam-

paigned using my name,

thus confusing the voters. I

am the only Z. Jane Frum-

py on this campus and dang

proud of it.

As a result of her spong-

ing off my enormous
popularity, Jane Z. Frumpy
won the election. I can't

count the number of people

who told me they thought
they voted for me when they

really voted for Jane Frum-
py. Even though I am a

member of the Lobotomized
Area Government and not

the Confused Area Govern-
ment, and was not cam-
paigning for any office this

semester, this unethical

deception by Jane Z. Frum
py allowed her to squeak
past her opponent by 300
votes — at my expense.

The same situation oc-

cured last year when Jane
Z. Frumpy objected to my
campaigning for campus
president under the name
Jane Frumpy. The Collision

wrote a story about it then

and it went on the front

page. Why was the same not

done this year?

Not one word of this con-

troversy appeared in the

Collision because the Colli-

sion is now biased. In the

past year, I have seen the

Collision regress — from a

group of people interested in

putting out a responsible

paper to a bunch of people

interested solely in seeing

their own bylines, impress-

ing their friends and enhan-

cing their resumes.

Eat shit and die

Z. Jane Frumpy
Amherst

The Conftision, thanks to

the First Amendment, ao
cepts only the half-crazed

ignorant ramblings of a
select few members of the

UMass community who
have shown themselves to

be totally clueless about the

real tvorld. Don't worry
about length; we'll edit it to

the point of incomprehen-
sibility anyway, or better

yet, just leave out the most
important part Ifwe don 't

like you personally or your
viewpoint, we'll probably
light our cigarettes with
your letter. Good luck,

loser.
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WARTS

Film Foul-ups

iiiiiwiri-T ' ttnn M^MMilitwailh

By ART MAJORS
and AL TERIGO

Collegian kritiks

Betty Blue Velvet(*^**): This new art picture is

slow, violent, confusing, and most of all depressing. But

since the 10 sex scenes have Mozart in the background,

it can be considered a work of art. A classic.

Star Trek XX(*l/2): Captain Kirk finds that Arch
Nemesis Harry Mudd has absconded with his cor-

set, his toupee, his make-up kit and his elevator

shoes, and is demanding a three picture deal vi/ith

a profit percentage. Meanwhile, Sulu and Uhura
stand around and look at the camera.
The Gods Must Be Mad Max{***l/2): In this

Austrailian/South African Co-production, Mad Max learns

that the civilization didn't destroy itself after all, and that

the rest of the world just made up a story about World

War III to keep Australian tourists away. Meanwhile,

N!xao the native bushman, runs into a couple of zany

South African Policemen who hit him with zany clubs and

some zany tear gas and send him to a zany work camp.

"Broadway" Danny Dundee(***): Woody Allen

stars as a New York Agent who becomes so famous that

a beautiful reporter (Diane Keaton) invites him to to spend

two weeks in the Australian wilderness. Most of the

laughs come from Allen's failed attempts to find a

delicatessan, or at least a Chinese retaurant.

The Mosquito(**9): Bitten by a mutated Mosquito,

Harrison Ford starts transforming, growing a long snout

and wings and turning his loyal family into severe

anemics. River Phoenix saves the day by spraying him
with Deep Woods Off. Great fun!

My Dinner with Andre the GianU* • • •): A master-

piece of table conversation, with Andre the Giant having

a formal feast with Angela Lansbury. Unforgettable

dialogue from the people who brought you Clan ofthe Cave

Bear. A must see.

Berris Fueler's Day in Courtt* •): Berris Fueler (Mat-

thew Broderick) spends the whole day before a judge ac

cused of destroying his friend's Ferrari. Could be funnier.

Dumb Kind of WonderfuK*): John Hughes' teen

romance movie about a spoiled girl (Molly Ringwald). in

love with a spoiled guy (Eric Stoltz). Together, they

discover their psychological problems aren't caused by

their parents!

The Color of Purple Ilain(^ •): Steven Spielberg and

Prince team up to make a musical version of Alice

Walker's novel. Whoopi Goldberg and Prince are a perfect

team as they sing and dance their way through the south

during the Civil War.
Peggy Sue Got Back to the Future(#): Kathleen

Turner is dull in this film which takes up after her adven-

tures in 1960 are over. Michael J. Fox gets so bored that

he takes ofi" in Christopher Lloyd's Delorian before the

film is half over

Mike Dukasis announced yeasterday that he

will be leaving politics to play the new James
Bond villain "Eyebrows" in Never say Gary Hari

again. Kitty will play "Jaws".

Dullies: Best ofthe least interesting
By IMA wnr
Collegian Crustforlent

Pandemonium ruled last

night's "Mediocre Enter-

tainer of the Year Award"
ceremony held in the Stu-

dent Union Ballroom.

Petty fights and sore

losers were ingredients for

what turned out to be

reckless contest for egos.

The winner of the award
went to Belinda Carlisle,

who graciously accepted the

prize before blurting, "I'm

mad about me! You're mad
about me, too?"

Disappointment was caus-

ed by some sibling rivalry.

Janet Jackson wanted to

know just what Carlisle had

done for her lately and was

told:.

"She's just a nasty girl."

Brother Michael replied,

"Oh hush, Janet. You're in

control and you love it."

Janet then tore the glove

off of Michael's hand and a

scuffle broke out. Michael

was quick to apologize and

said, "Look Janet, I'm a

lover, not a fighter."

The Beastie Boys, always

willing to fight for their

rights, got drunk and
vomited on the buff'et table.

Order was restored when
they produced their License

to III.

Not everyone was
distraught over the ruined

food. David Byrne said,

"I've got some groceries and

some peanut butter to last a

couple of days."

Madonna and Sean were

the ever unpredictable

twosome. Madonna said,

"I've had other guys. But
you're the one I'm dreaming

of. True blue, baby I love

you."
Obviously embarrassed by

his wife's advances, Sean
slugged her a good one.

Table-mate Jon Bon Jovi

rushed to Madonna's rescue

and told Sean, "You give

love a bad name, man."
Witnessing it all was

timid Howard Jones who
was heard whispering to

members of Chicago, "Do
you feel sceu-ed? I do. But I

won't stop and falter."

Pete Cetera gazed at

Jones and professed, "You
ARE my inspiration."

Cetera's date. Amy Grant

was miffed by his roving eye

and declared, "The next

time I fall in love, it won't

be with you, that's for sure!"

Jones, trying to rectify the

situation, told them, "Look,

you want her, she wants you
— no one is to blame."

Paul Morrissey, sitting

next to Alison Moyet, teas-

ed, "Some girls are bigger

than others."

Bruce Willis told Moyet to

ignore "the whiner and just

respect yourself."

Stand by Jason: Part VII.(* • •): Four young boys set

offon a journey of adventure and terror when they search

for a missing kid, murdered by Jason. The kids spend

three months trying to out wit the killer and survive on

a diet of tree bark. Nice nostalgia and suspense

Over The Top Gun(* • • •): Super patriotism, glorified

violence and mindless destruction. Hey, why not?

Cartoons honored
and it's about time
By WARREN PEACE
Collegian Coughupants

Tonight the Animated Motion Picture Association will

select Cartoon Academy Awards for the first time in the

industry's history. Voting for the awards are newspaper

and magazine drama critics all across the country. Here's

one critic's picks:

BEST WEEKLY SERIES:
Nominations — The Flinstones, The Bugs Bunny-Road

Runner Comedy Hour, Barbapapa.

Pick — The Bugs Bunny/Road Runner Show by a slim

margin over the Flinstones. While the Flinstones is an ex-

cellent depiction of the typical middle-class American
family, the short-sketch/variety format of the BB/RR show
has much more of a sociological impact. Recent issues ex-

continued on page 7

Do you v?ant to get free tickets to movies, concerts and
plays, meet and interview celebrities, get backstaige in

the valley arts scene, and have the desire to write for

the arts department? Well, forget it! We want all that
free stuff for ourselves. Why do you think we work down
here in the first place? Your writing probably sucks, so

we don't even care. Go away.

REAL ADS • REAL ADS • REAL ADS • REAL ADS • REAL ADS • REAL ADS • REAL ADS

Classical noises
By ADDTHEM LOVEVINES
Collegian Bath

Toan Deff and Whu Karis played to a near empty

Bowker Auditorium Tuesday night. Bowker was complete-

ly empty for the concert except for a lone Collegian

reviewer.

Nevertheless, Karis and Deffperformed their repertory

of classical works for french horn and bagpipe. The duo

started their concert with Boris

Karlomativanokastavichski's Honken Clank sonata. A
delicate piece from the author's pre-pubescent era, the

work tries to capture the atmosphere of a (Jerman beer

hall outhouse during happy hour.

After a brief pause to allow the performers to drain the

saliva out of their instruments, the concert continued with

a work by the famous east Mongolian composer Smegmis
Goldenburgkahn. The work, entitled I'm Lying, it's Not

Music was played with erotic intensity by the two

musicians.

The two then surprised the scanty audience by playing

Sinatra's classic My Way. The piece was played with

tenderness, with Deff bringing the audience to tears with

his sonorous bagpipe solos and wheezing high notes.

The talented pair then switched to harmonica and flute

works, by Italian composer Getta Fukout called Allegro

Manicotii, and. ..hey, wait a second! Is anybody readirig

this? Hello? Oh, that really pisses me offl I spend all this

time going to these boring classical music concerts and

reviewing them, and nobody even reads them. Everyone

just reads the comic page and then just throws the paper

away. I spent two hours listening to these clowns, and the

least you could do is to spend the time to

P I U s

The pregnancy test foryour
eyes only.

Private, portable, and easy to read, e.p.t. Plus'"

can tell you if you're pregnant in as fast as

10 minutes. And in 30 nninutes if you're not.

You can use it as soon as one day aftel" a

missed period. e.p.t. Plus, a fast and easy

way to know for sure.

trtfly PTt>tjrvaocvTe«t
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* cartoons
continued from page 6

plored include martial affairs (Daffy Duck), hunting ethics

(Bugs Bunny), and the plight of the handicapped (Elmer

Fudd-speech impediment).

BEST ACTOR:
Nominations - Top Cat, Top Cat; Ranger Smith. Yogi

Bear, Simon Barsinister, Underdog.

Pick - Top Cat. Forced to live on the streets since a kit-

ten, Top Cat has made the best of what he has - using

his cunning mind and knack of survival to improve the

quality of life for himself and his fellow alley cats. His

timely witticisms and brilliant persuasive techniques with

Officer Divil earn him this honor alone.

BEST ACTRESS:
Nominations — Jane Jetson, The Jetsons; Olive Oyl,

Popeye; Cyndi Bear, Yogi Bear.

Pick — Cyndi Bear. Despite hairy legs, Cyndi's charm
and overall appearance turns on male humans as well as

bears.

IRVING THALBERG AWARD (given in recognition of

contributions to humanity):

Nominations — Mighty Mouse, Mighty Mouse Show;

Aquaman, The Superfriends; Touche Turtle, The

Superfriends.

Pick — Aquaman. In sheer numbers of lives saved.

Mighty Mouse gets the nod. But Mighty Mouse always

seems to turn his head the other way when creatures other

than mice are in dire trouble, Aquaman, on the other hand

has done more to promote interspecies understanding than

any other superhero this century. His unique aquatic men-

tal telepathy has enabled us to communicate with fish —
perhaps the most misunderstood creatures on the face of

the earth.

CLASSIFIED
ACTIVITIES 'AUDIO

AUTO FOR SALE 'CALCULATORS
ENTERTAINMENT -FOR RENT

FOR SALE • FOUND
HELP WANTED 'LOST ...i.,„iaai.

COME TO THE COLLECaAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI • 2:30)»DEADUNE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION •CASH >N ADVANCE. 15«/W0RD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

INSTRUCTION • MOTORCYLCLES
PERSONALS -RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED -SERVICES
ROOMATE WANTED 'TRAVEL

WANTED •SUBLET

WANTfO

Business major n**ds people with

power and intluence to help further selfish

career interests No sacniice of pnnciples

too much. Willing to exchange sexual
favors and/or soul for position with Wall

Street firm or BO

Paying cash lor your daan urina. CM
Mikey at S5S-PISS

irS NO FAIRHI

Wc wars, Hks, the most aware people on

campus and we shouidve won I mean,

like. Dwayne was on Donahue and
everything and Mark like, kicked the

military out of the Campus Center Why
doesn t anyone tove us? Come on, it's no
tairfM We want to be presidents

Orunkan assholes to party down at the

Southwest Concert Experience in ex-

cessive ii.toxication, fighting, and lewd
manipulation of unkown women required

A good effort gets an official SWAG
"PUKE-O-RAMA" tshirt Call Joel at

545-0000

JUST WAITM

Are yoii In a bend? Does your band
charge far more to perform than it is

worth? Do you have, at most a small

following among UMass : tudents? II so.

WE WANT YOU!!! We have a year-tong

tradition of bringing terrible bands that

lose us vast sums of money CALL
Damon or Rich at UPC TODAYill No
price too high UPC is an Equal Oppor-
tunity Oecoyer

You'll see — I'm gonna control the

trustee meetings with the same strength

of character that I used on the Senate By

the lime I'm finished, they will hate me
and each other with the same fervor as

they do in Campus Canter 10 1 See ya'

Paul

WANTID:

POwPTPOWER! POWER! I II takelifl

I can get. preferably from tt>e SGA Those
little snots don t know what's good for

them anyway Support me I know I'm

Randy

Our right to sue back. Goddam chicken-

shil trustees took it away last summer
Help us out Join G U B O L Y C {Give

Us Back Our Lawyers You Cowards)
now!!' Call Chuckles at LSO (Lay Some
Onus) between 9-5 Free initial

consultation

PfRSONALS

A magic potion to fight bad press We've
tried PR tools, lying, cosmetic reform and
the Slate Police Nothing works Contact

Jean Hoppedup Onlikker if you have any

WERE DESPERATEIM

HIVB

$67,000 per annum vice-chancellor is

searching for SOMETHING to occupy the

long, tedious hours behween 9am and
5pm Call Oinga Ling at 555-2323

Veah, you. I'N bet you thought that was
tunny, huh? You sick bastard What are

you, a facisl or something? I suppose you
drink Coors, too I'm gonna write a letter

to the editor, so there! — A Radd

BROKEN GLASS CLUB — Rally today

at 12 noon m front of S U B Make your

personal statement about the Alcohol

Policy We will be taking turns throwing

up on an ettigy of Denny Madson. Get to

the packy early and BE THERE!!'

One more baby-bayonetting contra to

speak on campus We have pints of fake

t>kxxl 10 throw at him fake coffins to show
him and fake crosses to wave around

Don t let this go to waste Interested pig-

dog revisionists caM the Rowdy Student
tInitK

HA-HA-HAH

I won that election, no matter what the

progressives say I am now you SGA
president and will fight for YOLfR RIGHT
to drink yourselves into a stupor

anywhere you feel like it Love. Joe

HEY BABY — Was that a dream I saw
in Changes last week or was il real? Your

Forenza sweater went with mine wicked

well and our gold even meshed If you

want to meet and compare wardrobes,

call Nikki at 555-VAPID

SHHHHHHItl — If those rads find out

we're here, they might protest us here,

too But it you want to have a pretty good
career and maybe even a chance at kill-

ing civilians in Central America, you can

stni lind us at Placement Services,

although they're not publishing us m their

schedule anymore And, if you can find

us, ttial )ust proves you're ngm tor the job

— You know what agency

APATHETIC STUDENTS - We are the

largest student block on campus and can

control the student senate if we want We
could gel the things we really care about,

like no classes from 3 to 4 p m so we can

watch GH and oh, who gives a shit,

anyway?

FELCHERS ANONYMOUS - Meeting

tonight at 8 p m in Campus Center men's

room on first floor Refreshments, etc

Bring your own straw

JIJlIE — Why' didn't" you^Tell me.
honeypie? It's okay — I understand I

want to be a prison guard, too XOXOXO,
Buzz

HEY SCUMBAGII! - Happy 21st Bday,
maggot 111 tiet you thought we liked you,

huh? WRONG"! We |usl tolerated you

because we thought you were rich Now
that daddy has cut you off you are on

your own luckslick

AMY — I'll never forget that long

wonderful night in the lock up together

Your ebony tresses and little girl ways
have me totally captivated Oh, how I an

ticipate fondling your your slack, young
radical body, running my fat fingers

through your unshaven armpits, opening

my lurry lips to drink m your pertume-free

and overpowering essence, and playing

our own little game of "Hide the

Cucumber Picked by the United Farm
Workers " See you in court, my counter-

cultural darling — ABBIE

ABBIE — Ma aussi. dearest of dear elder

activists I await with burning desire

another chance to caress your bristly,

wealherbealen face and feel the urgen-

cy ol your long-dormant, but politically

correct, manhood tjeanng down on me
I have lust in my heart for you — so much
that I can hardly bear the delicious agony

You sweet fossil, I'll be there again, and

always — AMY

ATTiNTION

The Ray Shamie fan club meeting has
tieen cancelled Neither one ol us could

make it

FRED — l-l don't know quite how to tell

you this I have met another guy and
won't be seeing you anymore I know this

hurts you, but can't we |ust tje friends?

- MABEL

MABEL^It does hurt a lot I'lrt kind of

torn up right now and really don't know
Your friendship is very valuable to me, but

Im unsure ol everything now I need
some time to think about things — FRED

FRED —^en just get lost, creep in-

cidentally. Raoul IS a much better lay —
MABEL _

FOR SAU

Slightly baltef«<rrnonkey limbs Also:

scorched dog entrails and bloodshot rab-

bit eyes Contact Professor Sikko at the

vivisection department.

SNUFF CLUB— New RSO now forming

II you can fill a Bud can with brown spit

in less than an hour, )oin us Contact Lipp

Kancer at 555-2233 Ladies welcome

200 lbs. ol recycled pancake make-up
Ever since Jim admitted to having carnal

knowledge ol thai little slut, I've been cry-

ing even more than usual and the stuff

won't stick to my lace. Write Tammy, c/o

the Holy Church of Jesus Christ of Daily

Valium Users And Profiteering Slugs,

RSLBox. 1. Tulsa. Oklahoma

EX-EASr GERMAN SWIMIIIIER

DRINKS MILLERUn

(8 1986 Miller Brewing Co., Milwaukee, Wl

"TO KEEP
IHEGMISH
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SPORTS

UNC winsNational Title
Vital- Ried leads the Tar Heels' NCAA dominance
UNLV not good enough;

Vital blankets coverage

Editor's note: Because Vital Dick, EPSN's quotable

NBAA basketball analyst, so dominated post-game inter-

views after last night's 109-108 North Carolina win over

UNLV in the NBAA National Championship game, no
player or coach quotes were available to the press until well

after deadline. Subsequently, no stories were sent out on
the wires.

The following EPSN telecast tape was the only thing wire

services could get their hands on that had anything to do
with last night's game.
Vital: "My, oh my, if you've never heard the fans hop-

pin' and rockin' in the Dean Dome, then don't be down
there tonight, because I've got news for you folks, Carolina
is the top dog in NCAA hoopdom!
That's right! Battling a rough and tumble bunch of

srapers in that UNLV, oh I love you Shark-man, runnin'
wreckin' crew, the Heels and that big freshman tank J.R.

look out below Ried showed everybody out West and all

over this great nation that they are indeed numero uno
for 1987 and perhaps ever!

Wow. I tell ya', with their 109-108 pasting of the run
nin* rebs last night, I can't believe that there can be a
single person on this planet that doesn't firmly believe

that Smyth's crew isn't the greatest to EVER play the

game. No. actually, there were a couple of good UCLA
teams mixed in there somewhere in the 1960's and '70's,

but hey, this is the 80's and baby. North Carolina is it!

Yes, yes it is!

What's more is that the Colegian sports staff picked 'em
to win it all and they were right! Do you believe that! Ho-
ly mackeral! Hey, Johnny Nowin, it's party time! Matt
Jerky, what's new baby! I was just sayin' to those fellahs

in Hamhorst just last week that if they ever came through
on a prediction I'd stand on my pecker!

Jeeeeeeezz guys, what are you trying to do to me! Now
I'm gonna have to buff up something other than my head!

Bob Lay, hey, pass me some manicotti, so I can share it

with my two favorite friends. Rolling Massimillion and
Jimmy V^alvoline!

Hey, I love you guys! What did you think of Carolina's
incredible win?! Wasn't it terrif?"

Valvoline: "Well "

Vital: "Yeah, yeah, I know exactly what you mean, and
you know what? Me too! We're all Italian! But listen, that

J.R. is somethin' isn't he? A real slammer-bammer,
rocker-and-roller, go-getter and a really terrific kid.

Y'know he reminds me of Huey Pankstow, the kid from
Northwest Southern Central Eastern JuCo Community
College State. Y'know who I mean?"
Massimillion: "Well "

Vital: "Yeah, yeah, I'll bet you do you wild man! I've

seen YOU recruit, Massimillion! Hey, give this guy some

UM gymnastics
coach to quit?

Easterns moved, Johnston miffed

The University of Massacusetts mens' gymnastics team
suffered two major losses yesterday as what was suppos-

ed to be the highlight of the season approaches.

First, the Eastern Intercollegiate Gymnastics League
made a last-minute change in the site ofthe E.I.G.L. cham-
pionship meet, scheduled for this Saturday and Sunday.

The meet, originally plarmed to be held at the Curry Hicks

Cage at UMass, was suddenly switched to East

Stroudsburg, for what E.I.G.L. commisioner I. Will Pike

called "better facilities."

"The Curry Hicks Cage is a basketball facility, not a

gymnastics center," Pike said. "The place is still trashed

from the night the basketball team clinched a playoff spot.

People were ripping the nets down, and trying to take lit-

tle pieces from that famous floor. The physical plant

couldn't possibly repair it in time to make it worthy of

an event of this caliber."

The Minutemen suffered an even bigger loss when coach

Roy Johnston stormed from the meeting, promising never

to return as UMass coach.

"Geez, everything was perfect," Johnston said with a

frown. "I finally got (UMass Sports Information Director)

Huey Davis to put out some pamphlets and the Colegian

promised us great coverage. And then they go and pull

something like this. I'll tell you, the enthusiasm is gone."

The switch in sites was also a letdown for seniors such

as Joe ReMarkable.
"Boy, this sure is a bummer," ReMarkable said. "I don't

really mind not having this meet at the Cage, but I feel

bad for the underclassmen. I mean, where are they going

to be able to find a coach as good as Johnston? I don't think

there is one."

When told of the news, UMass Athletic Director Mac

MEATY, BEATY, BIG AND BOUNCY- Couch Deem Shit tells star guard Kenni Shit (no

relation) how to bounce his balls.

linquine! I love him!
Jimmy baby, you've been too quiet and that's not like

you what's on your mind?"
Valvoline: "Well, it's just that you asked us ..'..."

Vital: "Hey, hey I know what your stewin' about. You
are upset 'cause your big brother Mr. Dean Smyth got the

best ofyou and took the state braggin' rights away, right?

Well, that's okay baby, their's always next year and I

know that when it rolls around, you guys are going to be

as good as them if not BETTER!"

Sports editors win
NCAA hoop pool
In a remarkable turnaround in the tabulations, Col-

egian co-editors John No-win and Matt Jerky overcame

tremendous odds and overtook the pack to take the top

two places in the Official Colegian Sports Staff NCAA
Basketball Pool which ended last night after the national

championship game.
No-win, behind by as many as fifteen points midway

through the toxumament, rallied with a stunning display

of character, as he correctly picked all fifteen of his re-

maining games to finish the pool with 98 points to edge

out Jerky, a close personal friend that owes him a lot

of money.
Jerky, meanwhile, was just seven points back of mid-

way leader Bryan Deseashells before he too broke loose

with a successful Final Four. Jerky nailed all three

games and finished with 96.

The leaders, meanwhile, faltered in the late rounds as

Deseashells (90), first-round leader Joe Amorous (89), Bob

Gilligan (89), Doug Charles Ridder Ribble (88), Todd

Friehoffer (88), and Jay Schroederdorf (86) fell apart and

couldn't touch the brilliance of the two editors.

"They were like gods," said Deseashells, who failed in

his bid to win a pair of passes to Utopian Lawns, Gardens

and Hot Tubs. "They did everything. They covered the

point spread, nailed the winners, and I heard that No-

win even predicted who would hit the winning shots in

all 15 remaining games. How can anyone compete with

that? No-win puts Vital Dick to shame."

The two winners also announced that the total of possi-

ble winners had been reduced from five possible to just

two during the break.

Other staff results proved that the two got to where

they are because of their vast qualifications. In third

place on the staff was Keith Richards (62) Roy Clark (39),

Linda Deliveries (27) and Roger Chapstick (14).

Inerney responded with disgust.

"I can't believe this," Inerney said. "I already have to

find a new women's hoop coach. How much do they think

I can do in one summer?"

Valvoline: "You're missin' the boat DICK, we
. .

.
''

Vital: "Miss the boat? No way! Hey, Jimmy, I love ya'.

I wouldn't miss it for the world! Hey, when you gonna m-

vite me and Rolling to your house for that great cheese

sauce the missus cooks up so good? Huh?'

Massimillion: "Uh. we're way off the

Vital: "No, no, I „

Lay: "Dick we'd really better cut to comm ..... .
•

Vital: "You stay outta this, you're not even Italian! If

you were, then maybe one of these guys would invite you

to their homes for cheese sauce. But hey. Lay. what s it

all matter? We all love you anyway! C'mon fellahs, give

him cheese sauce . . .

St. John's rumour:
Hembel to UMass
Sees A'lO as place to be
NEW YORK - When

former University of I heard it's different now."

Massachusetts men's Hembel, who has long

basketball star John been both Carnisseca's pet

Hembel left the school to and whipping boy, w*s ex-

play for Lou Carnissecca pected to graduate in the

and Big East power St. Spring but an investigation

John's, then first-year last week by an NBAA
UMass head coach Ron CJer- eligibility committee said

fulson vowed to pay back that since Hembel never

the 6-7 big man someday. passed any classes while at-

That day may be sooner tending the University, he

than anyone expected after may still return and com-

the Redmen's sulking, petefor the struggling A- 10

shooting, senior sub said club.

yesterday from his coach's Gerfulson, vacationing in

home in Brooklyn, N.Y., Pittsburgh, Pa., was reach-

that he has been consider- cd for comment but wasn't

ing a return to the too enthused about the

Minutemen and Atlantic 10 news,

basketball for some time. "I really wouldn't know
"I really don't know what about John's plans since

I want to do with my ball I've been out of town," the

playing," said Hembel, two coach said. "But I'll tell you

weeks after his Redmen this much, with all the trou-

were bounced by DePaul in ble we had last season, if he

the NCAA Tournament, were to come back, I would

"Maybe Europe, maybe personnally beat him like a

CBA, USBA or something rented mule. If he hadn't

else. I might go back to transferred, we could have

Amherst and play for won it all."

UMass. UMass athletic advisor

"But I don't know if I Arlen Borbon said the

would be welcome there. I chancesof Hembel clearing

do know that with Temple eligibility were minimal,

on the rise, there's not much Hembel said he would

future in the Big East," he wait until after the NBAA
said. "If I could get some National Championship
strings pulled I could be game before figuring out

back to rock the Cage again, what he'll do.
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FISH STICKS FOR DINNER? - Tim Baj, John Mieczkowski and Chris Baj return from a

egian photo by David Shimkus

fishing expedition last Sunday in Hadley.

University strives for top research position

Group investigates old
UMass research policy
By GARY JONES
Collegian Correspondent

Univeristy of Massachusetts research

policies are antiquated, inadequate and in

some cases non-existent, and ad-

ministrative structures handling research

are insufficient, said the chairman of the

Faculty Research Policy Council.

Ting-wei Tang, professor of electrical and
computer engineering, led a faculty sub-

committee in an investigation of campus
research policies this past year.

The findings of the subcommittee con

tend that research policies and ad
ministrative structures presently establish

ed at the University cannot promote the ad-

ministration's plans for increases in

reasearch funding over the next five years.

External research funding at the Univer-

sity has risen steadily over the past 10

years, growing from almost $14 million in

1976 to more than $40 million in 1986, a

jump of 315 percent.

Last week Provost Richard O'Brien said

the University should double the amount
of research funds over the next five years.

"The goal of the University is to be the

number one research institution in the

Northeast corridor," Tang said. "But

development doesn't fit into existing ad-

ministrative structures."

"We're operating as a small college or in-

stitution with nothing set up accom-

modating or making us a national research

institution, Bruce McCandless of the Office

of Research Affairs said."

The University is working toward

organization, McCandless said. "The ad-

ministration has realized that the Univer-

sity has to get research organization

elevated to a position of importance and

move toward establishing an executive

voice for research."

The faculty subcommittee was formed

last year when UMass President David

Knapp, concerned about University-

industry relations, asked the Faculty

Research Policy council to investigate the

issue.

Tang said the subcommittee collected all

ivailable policy documents, which were

compared to a detailed model of research

policies and administrative structures

published by the American Council on

Education.

"We compared our existing research

policies and administrative structure with

this reference material and we found ours

very limited," Tang said.

liie subcommittee discovered the Univer

sity had no detailed mission policy regar-

ding research. Teaching and research goals

were mentioned only briefly and broadly

in a policy statement on faculty compen-

sation. Tang said.

Last week the Campus Planning Coun-

cil, made up of faculty, staff and students,

and chaired by Provost O'Brien, issued its

preliminary recommendations.

The recommendations pertaining to

research, state that "overall we plan to

become one of the top 12 public universities

in the country. . . as a first phase in this

attempt we aim to be the best public

university in the northeast within five

years."

Tang and McCandless expressed skep-

ticism whether the University could accept

another $5 million of outside funding this

year.

"Ifwe received another $5 million in fun

ding, we'd probably have to turn it down,"
McCandless said, because "with money you

need people and people need space and
there simply isn't enough administrative

structure or space to go around."

"There simply isn't enough space," said

Tang. He said the University cannot choose

research without a guiding policy, especial-

ly with a lot of outside funding competing

for limited space.

Tang said other areas lacking adequate

continued on page 5

Storm causespower outage in Amherst area
By SHERYL JEAN and
ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

Fallen trees and high winds downed power lines and
caused widespread power outages in the Amherst area in

yesterday's storm, according to an utilities company
representative.

Art Brodeur, the community outreach representative of

Northeast Utilities, said yesterday that he could not pin-

point local areas where power is out, but that four different

power circuits are out.

"The cause of the outage is from trees falling over and

tree limbs knocked over by high winds onto power lines,"

Brodeur said. The trees are falling over because the

ground is over saturated with water and is too soft to sup-

jxjrt the trees he said.

Brodeur said at the time, approximately 2.000 customers

were out of power in the Amherst area. In Hampshire

County, 5,924 customers were without power. Northeast

Utilities provides electricity to 9,500 customers in four

counties in Western Massachusetts, he said.

"We started getting reports in the latter part of the mor-

ning," Brodeur said. "It's been an ongoing thing all day."

The largest number of reports came in when people were

getting in from work, he said.

At one point, the company's customer service depart-

ment was receiving about 600 calls an hour, but since then

that number has reduced, he said.

ciiiitinued on page 2

Student fails to report for pre-trial hearing
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts student who was ar-

rested for the alleged assault of a University police officer

failed to show up for a pre-trial conference on March 25

in Northampton.
There is a warrant out for the arrest of Joseph P. Fen-

nel, a sophomore sports management major from

Brooklyn, N.Y., for failure to appear, aaccording to Nor-

thampton District Court records.

Fennell was arrested on March 9, afl«r a fight at an Iota

Phi Theta fraternity dance, on charges of assault and bat-

tery on a police officer and being a disorderly person.

Director of Public Safety Gerald T. O'Neil said he had

not seen the warrent for Fennel's arrest and that an in-

vestigation had been conducted into the alleged assault.

"A number of witnesses have come forward," he said.

The results will "probably be submitted to the court."

Officer Vincent Boyle sustained minor injuries in the

altercation, but returned to work the rest of the dance,

O'Neil said. "He is a dedicated officer," he said.

Fennell, a former member of the UMass basketball

team, could not be reached for comment. Head basketball

coach Ron Gerlufsen said Fennell was suspended from the

team on Feb. 11. prior to the incident, for "behavior

unbecoming to a UMass athlete."

"Team regulations were not adhered to on the part of

Joe Fennel." Gerlufsen said. He said the violations were

"severe enough that we had to take this action."

Duane Chase, a current member of the basketball team,

turned himself in to University Police on Tuesday. March

10, after police had obtained a court order for his arrest

in connection with the alleged assault.

Chase, a sophomore pre-education major from

Baltimore, Md. was arraigned on charges of assault and

battery of a police officer and being a disorderly person.

He is scheduled to attend a pre-trial conference in Nor-

thampton today, court records revealed.

Chase could not be reached for comment.
Gerlufsen said no action has been taken against against

Chase by the basketball team. "I've heard so many varia-

tions of the story, this is something that has to be deter-

mined in a court setting," he said.

CAG board decides

to hold new election

for spokesperson
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff"

The Commuter Area Government's Governing Board

.last night voted to hold the election for commuter

spokesperson again, but members left: the meeting unclear

on whether the vote was valid.

Apparently the terms of the board members who attend-

ed the meeting might have already expired because most

of them were not elected in the fall. The CAG constitu-

tion rules that board members who are not elected in the

fall semester, but appointed to fill vacancies must leave

their positions when the election for CAG spokesperson

takes place in the spring. Spokesperson is the highe.Ht posi-

tion in the commuter government.

The election took place last month, but the board refus-

ed to ratify it because Lynne M. Murphy, who defeated

incumbent Charllote Wesley, won with a margin of three

votes.

After much debate last night, the board voted. 6 3, to

hold a new election, but then the question of whether the

vote was valid surfaced. The board had held two meetings

before last night tadiscuss the matter, but had not reached

a decision.

Wesley said she had already discussed with other com-

muter government members the possibility of the board

members' votes being invalid. However, she said she was

under the impression the board had agreed to extend the

members' terms so they could decide whether to ratify the

election or hold a new one.

"The (commuter government] constitution is so am-

.biguous tliat it left us with a choice to make," Wesley said.

continued on pagt €
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Stern gets baby
in custody battle
HACKENSACK, N.J, (AF - Custody of Baby M was

awarded to her father yesterday and the judge ruled that

the surrogate contract under which she was born was

valid.

The judge's decision, which he spent more than 2Vi

hours reading to apacked courtroom, is the first in the

nation on the legality of a surrogate mother contract.

Superior Court Judge Harvey R. Sorkow said he upheld

the contract because just as men have the constitutional

right to sell their sperm, women can decide what to do

with their wombs.
The judge made no provision for the surrogate mother,

Mary Beth Whitehead, to see her daughter again.

Sorkow condemned the surrogate mother as impulsive

and exploitive and said she either selectively omitted in-

formation or outright lied during testimony about

aspects of her life.

The judge said the father, William Stern, and his wife,

Elizabeth, would be the most fit parents for the year old

child and would better be able to explain her unusual

beginnings in the years to come.

The Sterns held hands throughout the lengthy ruling,

clutching each other when the custody decision was

announced.
Whitehead, who has vowed to appeal, awaited the rul-

ing at her home after visiting with the baby earlier in

the day and then stopping at a church to light a devo-

tional candle.

The baby's court-appointed attorney, Lorraine A.

Abraham, had recommeded to the judge that he give

Stern custody and deny Whitehead visitation rights for

at least five years.

AP photo

William Stern wipes his eyes after being

awarded custody of Baby M yesterday at

the Bergen County Courthouse in Hacken-

sack, N.J.

Dukakis sees opportunity for arms control
NEW YORK (AP) - Gov. Michael S. Dukakis, while

campaigning for president, said Soviet leader Mikhail

Gorbachev may represent "a fundamental generational

change" that could present important new opportunities

for arms control.

Dukakis said the Soviet Union's recent readiness to

negotiate a ban on medium-range nuclear weapons in

Europe represents "just a first step in the road toward

meaningful arms control."

"My sense is that Gorbachev may — and I underline

may — represent a fundamental generational change in

Soviet leadership, and we have a responsibility and an

opportunity here to test him out and see whether or not

he is serious about what he is talking about, and we ought

to do so," Dukakis said.

Dukakis, who two weeks ago announced his candidacy

for the Democratic presidential nomination, discussed

arms control in an interview Monday with The Evening

Gazette of Worcester on board a fiight from Albany to New
York City.

The third-term governor, who has had little experience

in foreign affairs, said he was steeping himself in foreign,

arms and farm policy.

"It is not as if I start from ground zero here. In general,

I feel pretty good about what I know. On the other hand,

I know I have plenty ofwork to do and I will do it," he said.

On the plane, Dukakis called a ban on medium-range
missiles in Europe "a great opportunity."

"Verification and these kinds of issues are going to have

to be dealt with, but I hope the president would seize this

opportunity and if he does successfully, I would be the first

to applaud him," Dukakis said of President Reagan.

"If you can extend those talks to short-range missiles

and to strategic weapons as well, so much the better,"

House rejects

highway veto
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Democratic-controlled

House voted 350-73 yesterday to override President

Reagan's veto of an $88 billion highway bill, while ad-

ministration officials scrambled for support to sustain the

president in a coming Senate showdown.

The lopsided House vote was far more than the two-

thirds needed to override the veto of the popular measure,

which calls for more than 100 highway projects tailor-

made for individual members of Congress and permits

states to raise the speed limit to 65 miles per hour on most

interstate highways.

Senate Republican souixes said the president was still

shy of the votes needed to sustain the veto in the Senate,

and Democratic leader Robert C. Byrd said, "I hope

(senators] will not chicken out" by voting to uphold the

president's action.

Byrd refused to say when he would call for the vote in

the Senate in what has become a bruising political

struggle.

The legislation would permit states to raise the speed

limit from 55 miles per hour to 65 on most interstate

highways and would authorize spending of $88 billion on

highways and mass transit over the next five years.

The president favors the faster speed limit but vetoed

the measure last week as "pork barrel politics."

• Power
continued from page 1

Lt. Jeffrey Roy of the Amherst Police Department said

the department had received "a lot of phone calls from

people wondering when their power is going to be turned

back on."

Roy said the traffic lights were out in Amherst, out of-

ficers were out directing traffic. He said no accidents had

been reported due to the traffic light outage.

Repairs on the downed power lines depend on where the

problem is and the extent of the damage from yesterday's

heavy rains and winds, Brodeur said.

The physical plant reported that the University of

Massachusetts campus was not affected by the power

outage.

Dukakis said.

"I have an interest in foreign policy and arms control,

and although I obviously am getting more deeply into

it.. .these things I am pretty familiar with. There are just

really incredible resources in the Boston area and in

Washington that are more than anxious to help," he said.

University Placement Fall Recruiting Schedule
Thia list contains all interview dates for THE END OF THE SPRING SEMESTER. Sign up for all remaining interviews will be done at the University Career
Center during regular hours of operation. Interview schedules will be filled as candidates sign up, and closed when each schedule is full. However,
resuaes will continue to be accepted in the vrent that aore interview apace is aade available. REHEHBER TO SIGN UP BEGINNING ON THE DUE DATE INDICATED.

LAST HINUTE CHANGES ARE POSTED AT THE UNIVERSITY CAREER CENTER, WHITHORE SIGN UP DESK.

If you have questions about the requireaents, please call 5-2224 to be sure you
To use this schedule:

1. Select the agencies with which you will request an interview.
are eligible

2. Sign up by bringing your reauae to the University Career Center beginning on the date indicated in the DUE DATE coluan
3. If an agency has several job descriptions, you aay have to choose a preference. When there are several people waiting to sign up for interviews,

sign up will be limited to 2 agencies per person.
4. PLEASE KEEP A CAREFUL RECORD OP YOUR INTERIVEWS. IF YOU FAIL TO APPEAR FOR AN INTERVIEW WITHOUT PRIOR NOTIFICATION YOU WILL BE DENIED FUTURE

INTERVIEWING PRIVILEGES.
5. Once you have sianed up for an interview, check in room 200-202 of the Career Center for available literature. You should research each agency

with which you plan to interview. If inforaation is unavailable in rooa 200-202, the Resource Library, rooa 127, may have information.

REHEHBER It YOU MUST REGISTER WITH PLACEMENT IN ORDER TO INTERVIEW

VISA CODE; PePeraanent Resident Visa: C=U. S. Citizenship

PLEASE CHECK THE MESSAGE BOARD AND THE SCHEDULE BOARDS AT THE UNIVERSITY CAREER CENTER FOR CURRENT INTERVIEW SCHEDULES. I I IF YOU HISS AN
INTERVIEW BECAUSE YOU DID NOT CHECK THESE SCHEDULES YOU WILL LOSE FUTURE INTERVIEWING PRIVELEGES. ALSO REHEHBER TO PICK UP COMPANY LITERATURE AT
THE CAREER CENTER. ATTENTION SENIORS!! WHEN YOU HAVE ACCEPTED A FULL TIME POSTION, PLEASE LET US KNOW, . HELP US TO HELP YOU.
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DSORECS ORfiANtZATIOIIS

RISCELLANEOUS

POSITIONS VISA VISIT DATE DUE DATE

BA/B5 ANHCRST PUBLIC SCN,

A/B5 BOSTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Ba/BS BROCKTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS
BA'BS CLARERORTN.il. SCH DIST.
as FAULKNER HOSPITAL
A/BS FRANKLIN N. N. SCHOOLS

BA/SS HAHOVER tt.n. PUBLIC SCHOOLS
BA/Bb HUDSQH N, H. PUBLIC SCH.
BS/RS HEKTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS
BA/S5 NORTH KINGSTON R.I. SCH. BEPT,

•A/BS PRATT ( NHITNEY
A/BS SIRSBURY CT. SCHOOLS

BA/BS RIHCHEHDOR H.GH SCHOOL
BA/BS NIHCHEHDON RA RIDDLE SCHOOL
BS/HS HINDSOR PUBLIC SCHOOLS
•A/fiS NORCESTER RA PUBLIC SCH.

BA/BS f.KbhNWICH Cr. .SCIIOuLS

ELER., SECONDARY HATH, SOCIAL
STUDIES, SCIENCES SPEECH
ALL AREAS
K-12, SPECIAL to.
K-12 REGULAR A SPECIAL ED.

SECONDARY ENGLISH, RATH,
GUIDANCE, HOHE EC. , ELEI^. ED.

ELEHENTARY TEAfHERS
ELEN. t SECONDARY, ELEHENTARY
RESOURCE
FINANCIAL TRAINEE
ELER. SECONDARY SCIENCE,
RATH, ENGLISt), SOCIAL STUD.
HATH. PHYSICS, CHERISTRY
REAOlHt. SPECIALIST!, i.lli • ,

TEACHERS, ALL LEVEL^
FOREIGR LANG. TEACHERS RIDDLE

APRIL IS APR. 2 OPEH

f».

APRIL Ifc

APRIL 15
APRIL 13
APRIL 9
APRIL 24

APR.
APR.
APR.
APR.
APR.

APRIL 7 APR.
APRIL 21 APR.
APRIL IS APR.
APR. 23. 24 APR.

Al 1 .

proKi.Kii lor
tlJS, IMll'IM I'

N.S (, cert .

APRIL 21
APRIL 22

APRIL 21
APRIL 21
APRIL 10
APRIL I«

.\l'(ill 1 1.

APR.
APR,

APR.
APR
AFR.
APR.

Mli

2 OPEH
2 OPEH
2 OPEN
2 OPtN
2 OPEN

2 OPEN
2 OPEN
2 OPEN
6 OPEN

b OPEN
a OPEN

2 OPEN
2 OPEN
7 OPEN
2 OPEN

.' Ul'l :

tNFORIIATIOII SESSIONS

ORCANIZATIIM

ALPHA TECH
RASS MUTUAL
STATE ST BANK

DATE

APR
APRII

TtM

7iOOPH
7..OOPN
7:00rR

Town holds election forum

Candidates
present views
By RICK SANTOS
Collegian Staff

Candidates for various Amherst town offices assembi

ed last night to present their views on the pending issues

and to answer questions from citizens in the audience.

The forum was held at Amherst Regional Junior High

School before a crowd of about 100 people. It was spon-

.sored by the League of Women Voters of Amherst,

The presentation began with Elisa Campbell, Richard

Minear, Jonathan Hite and Edith Wilkinson. They are

running for the two open selectmen seats.

Campbell has been a member of the Planning Board for

eight years and its chairwoman for two of those years. She

said she is concerned with the moratorium which places

restrictions on the construction of buildings. She stress-

ed that the moratorium has helped but has not solved the

housing problem completely. "We still have a chance to

blow it," Campbell said.

Campbell supports the moratorium, even after seeing

its results. One result being an increase in the prices of

homes which is the opposite of what the moratorium was

hoped to accomplish. Another of Campbell's concerns is

the protection of the underground aquifer which supplies

much of Amherst's water.

Minear. the incumbent chairman of the Board of Select-

men, said he initially voted for a one-year moratorium,

but looking back feels that two years is necessary. He
believes the moratorium worked.

Hite has served on the Town Meeting and the Housing

Authority. Some of his concerns are the lack of interest

that citizei^ have with the Town Meeting and the reduc-

ed fire department receiving more fire calls. He said he

would like to see more tenants serving on the various

boards.

Wilkinson, who shares many of the concerns of the other

candidates, said she would have favored a one-year

moratorium, but now feels that it must be continued.

For the one open School Committee seat, H. Oldham

Brooks and Michael Chernoff are running.

Brooks, the current chairman of the Amherst Jr. High

School Parent's Council, said he feels the major issues are

increased enrollment and the importance of the special

education programs in public schools.

Chernoff said he would like to implemenf'an aggressive

affirmative action program" that would triple the number

of minority teachers in the school system.

The single seat open for the Jones Library Trustee is

being sought by John Roberts and Carole J. Norris.

Roberts is a faculty member of the biological sciences

department at the University of Massachusetts and a 34

year resident of Amherst. Norris was not in attendance

at the forum.

Four other candidates are running uncontested for the

positions. The elections will be held on Tuesday, April 7.

STATUE IN SEARCH OF LIFE - A sculpture by Rodin appears to be walking behind senior

mechanical engineer major Phil Laak as he walks through Smith College early yesterday

morning.

Plans to ratify election on Senate agenda
o.. pcnpn M PRREIRA last two meetinL's concerns condemning the actions of
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate's agenda for tonight

includes proposals to approve the recent Student Govern-^

ment Association election, condemn a recent expulsion ot

U.S. Marine Corps recruiters and consider appointing a

seargent-at-arms for senate meetings.

The senate has not yet approved the election of Joe

Demeo for SGA president and Paul Wingle for student

trustee because some members have stalled the approval

for the last two meetings. Suporters of defeated co-

presidential candidates Dwayne Warren and Mark Fried-

man have accused Demeo's campaign workers of fraud.

If members postpone the approval again, they 'will look

like fools, thanks to a core of people who cannot lose

eiacefuUy," said Elections Coordinator Mary Rita Kropp.

Newly elected Speaker Bob Griffin will assume the

president's position temporarily, should the approval be

postponed. However, Demeo has said he would take of-

fice, regardless.
, ,

The postponments do not affect the trustee since he

takes office July L
j r *u^

Another proposal that has been on the agendas for the

last two meetings concerns condemning the actions of

several radical students who seized a table at which two

U.S. Marine recruiters were working on March 3 on the

Campus Center concourse. The students justified the seiz-

ing, saying they were upholding SGA and the Board of

Governors decisions.

Both groups have banned the military from recruiting

on the concourse because of it discriminates against

homosexuals, lesbians and bisexuals.

Chadbourne Senator James Smack, who will introduce

the proposal with another senator has said he opposes the

bans, although he added, "The Armed Forces should make

a strong effort to change their policy regarding the ad-

mittance of homosexuals."

Also in tonight's agenda is a motion to consider appoin-

ting a seargent-at-arms who would be charged with keep-

ing order during senate meetings.

Commuter Area Senator Bob Simons has said he is spon-

soring the proposal because "important senate business

is continually impaired by failure to show respect for

fellow senators."

Senate meetings usually feature lenghthy debates, fiery

shouting matches and insult exchanges.

Trucks damaged at Tilson Farm
By ELLEN M. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Four trucks parked at the coal yard at

Tilson Farm were reported to be damaged

at 7:45 a.m. Monday after they had been

left there overnight. University of

Massachusetts police said,

A pelet gun was used to smash the wind-

shields and a fire extinguisher was used to

spray the letters "C.LA." on the side of one

of the trucks, police said.

In other police reports:

Compiled by CAROL TANNENBAUM

One year ago today in the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian...

Two sides ofthe Student Union Building

served as backdrops yesterday afternoon

for separate rallies addressing the issues

of a "contra" speaking on campus and the

Reagan administration's proposal to back

Ihe antiSandinista rebels in Nicaragua.

University ofMassachusetts Chancellor

Joseph D. Duffy and the presidents of six

Massachusetts community colleges

yesterday signed an agreement creating

a dual admissions program for engineer-

ing students.

•Ice bags that were thrown from a room

in Thoreau House at 5:40 p.m. Monday hit

a pizza delivery person and his parked car

in lot 50, police said.

•A woman student is seeking a court

complaint against a male friend for an

assault charge she reported at 10 p.m. Mon-

day from Coolidge Tower, police said.

•A male student reported receiving

"obscene and threatening" phone calls at

11:35 p.m. Monday from his Coolidge

Tower room, police said,

•A male staff member of New Africa

House reported scrape marks on the side

of his 1986 Hyundai at 5:40 p.m. Monday,

police said.

This was the second time in one week

that the car had been damaged in the same

way, police said.

•A complaint of indecent exposure was
reported at 3:30 p.m. Monday from lot 34,

police said.

Police said they have identified a suspect.

•Two witness's reported at 4:20 p.m.

Monday that a teen-aged male was seen

entering an open room in Crampton House

and taking $45 in cash, police said.

•A wet/dry shop vacuum worth $490

was reported taken at 9:20 a.m. Saturday

from the carpentry shop in McKimmie
House, police said.

Three stolen parking lot decals were

recovered by police at 1 p.m. Monday after

they were found on employees cars, police

said.

Department provides
various oportunities

Microbiologyprepares students for work

By ESTHER WILDER
Collegian Correspondent

Although most students may think of

the popular course "Biology of Cancer"

when they think of the microbiology

department, the department offers a

variety of courses that prepare students

for graduate school or employment.

About 30 to 40 undergraduates major in

microbiology each year at the University

of Massachusetts, said department head

Ercole Canale-Parola. These students are

required to take courses in biology,

chemistry, physics and mathematics.

Many of the courses offer opportunity for

laboratory experience.

The department, which is the only one

in Massachusetts that offers a bachelor's

degree in the field, is "very serious about

its undergraduate program." It attempts

to expose students to "state of the art

techniques in fields relating to

microbiology," Canale-Parola said.

Professor Albey Reiner, who teaches the

Biolcgy of Cancer course, said the depart-

ment is making an effort to expose

students to various aspects relating to the

microbiology field, beyond the basic

course offerings. In the future, more

students may be able to participate in in

dependent study programs, which now are

restricted because of insufficient faculty

time, he said.

The department exposes students to

many aspects of microbiology partially

because of the faculty's "varied interests,"

Canale-Parola said.

However, Susan Truchinskas, a

microbiology major, said, "You can't real-

ly get into the major until you're a

junior." Students spend their first two

years taking prerequisites in other

departments. Beginning microbiology

students do not have the opportunity to

"see what microbiology really is all

about," she said.

Reiner said, "microbiology is dependent

on certain prerequisites." Students can-

not just jump into the field but first must

develop a solid foundation in other areas

such as chemistry, he said.

Students who opt for employment after

earning their degrees, instead of going on-

to graduate studies, may find jobs as

members of research teams, serve as

research assistants in projects, hold

technical jobs in clinical laboratories, or

choose positions as sales representatives

for scientific companies.

Some faculty members are currently

researching bacteria that converts

cellulose from paper and waste materials

into ethanol, and parasites that cause

trachoma — the leading cause of

blindness.
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THE LOAFERS LOAFERS.
If It's the weekend, then it's Timberland time With leans and an old shirt for

kicking around the yard Or with slacks and a blazer for Sunday brunch.

Handsewn premium leathers. Long-lasting construction. And enough

comfort to keep you going all week long, until it's time for your

Timberlands again.

^dMsu^

39 SO PLEASANT ST
AMHERST. MA 01002

CHINESE KITCHEN E
FAST SERVICE - GREAT PRICES

TRY OUR LUNCHEON-DINNER SPECIALS

Only $1.49 before 3 pm. $1.90 after 3 pm

A. Chicken Fingers, Fried Rice or Chow Mein

B. Chicken Wfngs, Fried Rice or Chow Mein

C. Lobster Sauce, Fried Rice or White Rice

D. Chicken with Green Peas and Fried Rice

E. Yoke Kew (Beef) with Gravy and Fried Rice

Eat In or Take Out

HOURS: Sunday Noon • 10 pm, Mon • Sat 11:30 • lOpnt

SHOES
On the Village Green

TEO BANKS
(4131 266 6374

2 LOCATIONS

430 Russel St (Rt 9)
HADLEY - 253-2571

ISO King St

NORTHAMPTON - 586.8220

Collei^un photo by Paul Franz

SCRUB-A-DUB-DUB - Michelle Fenton and Julie Holben wash the

walls of a music room in the Fine Arts Center before it is painted dur-

ing restoration the weekend before Spring Break.

THE INDEX YEARBOOK INVITES

\v\ YOU TO BREAK THE GUINNESS

BOOK WORLD RECORD

®

.ON>^,^^-^.>->'"

^N^V" A^ ->^ <>^ >^ >^

0^ :^<,^.

LAST CHANCE FOR SENIORS
BEFORE GRADUATION

FINAL DAY, lO - 4, Univ Store

JsMec
SAT., MAY 2, 1987

GET READY!

Get "Twisted" At The Pub

In Two Special "Warm Up" Tournaments

Wed. April 8 • Wed. April 15

PRIZES! TWISTER TIX AVAILABLE!
FREE T-SHIRTS FOR ALL

REGISTERED CONTESTANTS

Check the Collegian for further details

or call 545-0848

(Twister tickets are avialable NOW at Tix

next to the Student Union Ballroom)

WHO WILL WIN THE WORLD'S
LARGEST TWISTER GAME?
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Special assistant to tackle racial awareness
By KATHRYN KIRBY
Collegian Staff

Manuel Townes says he can help students deal with

racism, because he's experienced it.

Townes has been appointed acting Special Assistant to

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis L. Madson.

Trey Williams, previously the liaison between Student Af-

fairs and several other ofilces, will resume the position

at the end of the semester.

"Everyday of the week I experience something of the

sort that makes it easy to identify with experiences black

people relate to me," Townes said.

Some of the influences that Townes thinks he can

demonstrate in combating racism on this campus is to in-

crease awareness of racial issues locally and regionally.

"I need to begin to build better communication between

the central administration (Whitmorej and all segments

of the black community at UMass." he said. "Also, I will

be involved with establishing a better relationship bet

ween the black community of Springfield and the Univer-

sity, because the black community of Springfield has

wanted to have a better working relationship with

UMass."
Townes said in the past, the University has sent early

childhood education interns to work at day care centers

in the black community in Springfield.

He said his main goals are ensuring that improvements

actually take place on campus with housing problems and

renovation of the Malcolm X Center as specific projects

in mind.
Townes is involved with following up the Hurst Report,

on the racial violence that took place in Southwest last

semester, after the final game of the World Series.

"I think it was done by a very professional individual

who did a very thorough and professional job," Townes

said. "Given the circumstances, I think he did a very ac-

curate job in describing the sequence of events of that

night. Also, the section of the report on the historical con-

text of the event I think very accurately describes the sen

timents of the black community at UMass."

The report said Madson's office was unhelpful during

• Research
continued from page I policies are:

patent guidelines in dealing with private industry; in

terdisciplinary policies in research overlap into different

departments; management and allocation of research

trust funds and the relationship of research with

undergraduate education.

"It's just a reality." said Tang, "that research is the

number one thing establishing a university."

early stages of the investigation.

As acting liaison between black students and their con-

cerns and the administration, Townes encourages anyone

on campus who is a victim of racial incident or harass-

ment to call Student Affairs. He said a few students have

already contacted him about incidents with racial

overtones.

PINOCCHIO'S RESTAURANT
1177 North Pleasant St

r§"i76o"oFF"l
I
ANY LARGE PIZZA I

I AT PINOCCHIO'S i
' Limit of 1 per pizza. Coupons for pick-up or |
I delivery only. Valid at Amherst location only. |

I NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. |

I Expires April 30, 1987 |

R.....————-———«

K" 5*9-3669

IBANANlAIB4bHA

DelicjLous

Fit^z^n-Ydgurt

Chocolate bipj^d Bananas

Home£Ei<|(i#Wajffle Cones
*--.-''i"".-...

''

Be^anCWfLffle $tmdaes

Yogurt Shake% Cjepes jand Sundaes

Freslvfi^MJtt sai^ £^^ an
assoitmenfOf natural dry toppings.

AaTe&nack XHedKKy Dessert
Discover the Ttiste

586-9659

56 Main street Mon.-Sat 11:00-9:00
Downtown Northampton g^^ ^ ^ :00-€:00
(next door to Sze's)

IN NEED OF AJOB?
SPRING AND SUMMER POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Market Research Company seeking people for employment

Flexible Hours - Make Your Own Schedule.

No Experience Necessary and No Selling Involved.

Paid Training and Excellent Advancement

Opportunities Availble.

Office Located Near UMass Campus
Call 549-7235 after 4:00 PM for an appointment
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Count on us
everything you need.

A'I'HastingsJnc.

rLAT
STREET
17 Hot Slte«l /^
BranlalMra, vt

—
Open «PM-2AM

WEDNESDAY
MIDWEEK
GETAWAY

i(*
"Convnl^ntly located In th» CBnter of AmhmnV

4S South Pl0M9Mnt Street

OPEN: WMkdayt Sam to 9pm, Sundays 5a.m. to 1pm
NO COVER
75« DRAFTS
RFTY CENT DRAFTS

TACO VILLA S
COMBO
DINNERS

Bring your appetite!

TACOVILLA
NOHTHAMPTON
21 ClNTEfl ST

Bring tour Own
e^rr or Wine

AMHERST
41 BCXrWOOO WALK

Bet t Wine
Servea

SPMNGFICLD
749 iUMNCR Ave
788 0919

Bring Your Ovim
Bet A Wine

I

I
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continued fmni page J

Russell Wallach, who opposes holding a new election,

said, "I'm still confused of exactly what happened."

Murphy said, "this is disgusting." The board had no

grounds to not ratify the original election and decide to

hold a new one, she said.

"I hope students will come forward to protest them try-

ing to have a new election," she said.

Another reason Wesley's supporters used to vote

against ratifying the election was that voters might have

confused Murphy for M. Lynne Murphy, another board

member. Three weeks ago M. Lynne presented a peti-

tion to the board which called for a new election.

The petition, however, did not contain signatures from

10 percent of the electorate, which the constitution

stipulates is necessary to protest an election.

Wallach called the possibility of holding a new elec-

tion a "slap in the face" to the voters. "We're ignoring

the fact that the students voted."

As for the rationale that the election is invalid because

Lynne M. won by three votes, Wallach said, "it says very

clearly in our constitution that all you need is the plurali-

ty of voters." However, he said the constitution is very

ambiguous.

M. Lynne said, "We don't have to do just what our con-

stitution says," because the document primarily focuses

on election procedures.
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The Place In Town For

Your Beauty Treatments:

• Facials • Brow Shaping •

• Eye Lash Tinting • Hair Removal •

• Body Massage •

20% OFF LASH TINTING
WITH THIS AD

EUROPEAN SKIN CARE

Mte 57 Gothic St • Nham • 586-6383

Wi0«H ^m

LOOKING FOR A It*S Hcte!
SUMMER JOB???

SUMMER COLLEGE
WORK STUDY
APPLICATIONS
AVAILABLE

,.^^M<M>:s-'-«'<W<'MV.-.V>'.»V.'.

You Must have a

87-88 FAF File

I
Deadline for SCWS

I
Applications: April 6

FOR
Monday Thursday

1:30 -TPM

Stevel
A first name in ice cream .""

expires April 23
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Praying on the gullible
Alright, who did it? Who's responsible?

We were nearly rid of one of them. But who

sent Oral Roberts the money? God! It

would have been so easy! He said if he

didn't get $8 million donated, God would

swoop him up into the big televised

ministry in the sky. But somebody fell for

his scam — as usual.

Jennifer Dempsey

For a laugh, we used to all sit ai-ound and

watch Jimmy Swaggart. Jerry Falwell.

Jim Bakker, etc. We'd tune in to find out

in what new ways we were heading to hell

in a handbag. Never really gave them

much serious thought.

But not until recently did 1 realize just

how powerful these demagogues can be.

They deal in the millions and billions of

dollars. The latest Bakker scandal has

landed Jerry Falwell a cool $129 million

empire. Not to mention the $13 million

unaccounted for that Bakker told

Newsweek disappeared when "the devil got

into the bookkeeping computer."

This just affords Falwell more influence.

Never mind that he is a close friend/advisor

to Reagan. He's been on numerous talk

shows advocating arms build ups "to fight

the Russians." How this self-proclaimed

"man of the cloth" justifies bomb-building

is beyond me. If we are to love our

neighbors as ourselves, perhaps we should

start funding a self-destruction program as

well.

1 have no qualms with people voicing

their opinions. And I never minded the

Sunday morning hours. They seemed

harmless enough. But recent occurences

have proven just how obviously

hypocritical they are. And the sad part is

that their followers can't see it still.

Jim and Tammy Bakker have received

nothing but forgiveness, prayers and dona-

tions from their supporters. Oral Roberts

actually received the $8 million dollars

from his followers. Pat Robertson is now-

running for president. I think it's sad

when these powerful figures play on the

emotions of vulnerable people. And I find

it hard to respect people who know they

wield some influence over others and use

it for self-promotion and money-making.

I would guess, or hope, that these TV
evangelists started out with their hearts in

the right places. I can see the convenience

of television for those who can't make it to

church. But I would like to assume that

T.SKNMH^,^AVI^

they consider themselves "men of God"

before "men of TV."
I'm all for religion, or whatever allows

a person to live comfortably. But this is not

the issue. This is using religion as a vehi

cle to manipulate people; profits and fame

all in the name of religion.

The worst is that the people who TV
evangelists appeal to obviously can't

distinguish between sincerity and

manipulation. And the money just keeps

rolling in

I don't know of any great solution to this

problem, except making people aware of it.

Because, as long as people allow

themselves to be manipulated, the decep-

tion from the likes of Jerry. Jim and Oral

will continue

Jennifer Dempsey /> n Collegian staff

member

These days we hear so much about Nicaragua that it

has become part of our most immediate reality. Whether

it is Daniel Ortega, Alfonso Robelo and Arturo Cruz,

Nicaraguans seem to find a way into the headlines of

the American press. However, it is a grave and

misleading error to characterize the conflict in Nicaragua

as purely a struggle between the contras and San-

dinistas. Rather, it is a war between the US and

Nicaragua. Do not expect American Marines to invade;

the number one superpower in the world has already in-

vaded Nicaragua through the contras.

Standing up to the bully up North

Ivan Rothkegel

The contras are a mere instrument ofUS foreign policy.

Unable to stand on their own two feet (as is even becom-

ing apparent, finally, to the US Congress), the contras

are entirely dependent on your tax dollars. Without such

funds, the contras would cease to exist, or their existence

would be almost insignificant. The contras themselves

admit as much.
The cost are too high politically (Vietnam) and

economically for Reagan to dump the Marines in

Nicaragua, so he lets his proxy army of contras do the

dirty work for him. Don't just take my word for it. Ask

Col. Enrique Bermudez, the military boss of the

Nicaraguan "Democratic" Resistance and a proud ex-

member of Somoza's national guard: "It would cost them

[US] $2,000 million. They gave us a $100 million, we do

the gringo's job for much less and using our own men."

(translated from the Argentine magazine Somos)

It's a Catch 22 situation. First, the US invades

Nicaragua through the contras. Then it pretends to act

outraged when the Sandinistas are forced to use 40 per-

cent of their budget to defend themselves, suppress La

Prensa and declare a state of emergency. After all, a

country with about the same population as Connecticut

has to do some extraordinary things to fend off a bully

the size of America. Reagan's propaganda machine at-

tempts to debase a popular nationalistic revolution by

labeling it simply a Marxist-Leninist dictatorship. It mat-

ters little to the Reagan administration that Nicaragua

actually has a mixed economy and the revolution is

heavily based on Christian values. We Third World

people are always reminded, usually with brutal force.

that we are "incapable" of creating our own revolutions,

or solving our own problems. If we were to become

capable, it would be dangerous for too many people in

high places. And I don't only mean the US. The Soviets

are involved in Latin America, but on a more limited

scale. They have too many problems at home, in Eastern

Europe, and Afghanistan, among other places, to be able

to concentrate on that region, the traditional US sphere

of influence. The Sandinistas, with all their obvious

shortcomings, are still the popular representatives of the

Nicaraguan peoples. They also embody the hopes of

many people from other underdeveloped nations. They

are living proof that we can search for our own solutions

to our own problems. But just the fact that we think we

can seek our own destiny is dangerous for America

because they benefit from our underdevelopment by ex-

ploiting us economically (International Monetary Fund,

multi-nationals, et*.). Nicaragua, a former US satellite,

pays dearly and daily for daring to be independent, for

the right not to say "Uncle" to the bully to the North

— Reagan. A dangerous example for the rest of the world

indeed, but a courageous and necessary one.

Ivan Rothkegel is a UMass student from Chile

'Freaked out zealots' are in power
I've always been interested in, but I've

never really liked politics. I think this is

because my father spent most of his life

dealing with politicians, spending 10 years

dragging himself to Sacramento every day

to jump into the cesspool with, among

others, Ronald Reagan and Ed Meese. My
father was a photographer for the Oakland

Tribune and Ron and Ed were Governor

and Attorney General of California.

The old man never took snapshots of the

family, never talked about his job or the

people he had to spend a lot of time with

at the capitol. He let you know his opinions

though; all somewhat right of the center,

and he always went out quietly on election

day to vote, but you could never be sure for

whom.

Frank O'Neil

The next Collegian Symposium focuses on the impact ofreligion on campus. Given

the recent disclosures surrounding the PTL ministry can we trust organized

evangelical groups who recruit on campus? How ethical are th^practices of these

TenZt'c7lZL to David R. Mark, 113 Campus Cente. Columns are dueTue.

day April 7, and will be published Thursday. April 9. Columns should be no longer

than three double spaced pages. ^

And now as I sit here trying to make

sense out of this Iran-contra/absentee

presidency/constitution-trashing circus

that is reeling its way out of Washington,

I'm getting a grip on why my father never

had much to say about politics.

When you've been spending a lot of time

in the company of arrogant, self-

aggrandizing power and control freaks, you

begin to wonder what allows these mutants

that call themselves "public servants" to

rise to such heights. What weakness oi

Haw is there in oiu" national character that

allows thugs and fixers, opportunists and

role-players who never should have made
it past the County Sheriff level to get a han-

dle on the reins of power at a national (and

de facto international) level?

Those that make use of some of the more

decent qualities that human beings po,ssess

tend to get hammered in the political arena

because they have not sharpened the

ruthless side of their nature to the point

where they can slice out an opponent's or

an ally's lungs when it means picking up

some percentage points in the polls, or

making a short climb up the ladder.

Witness George McGovern, one of the

more principled, intelligent men to seek

the presidency. McGovern was out on the

stump, trying to bring some of the finer

human qualities into the White House, and

his reward was being beaten into jelly by

the foul inhabitants of 1600 Pennsylvania

Avenue, headed by Richard Nixon.

This suggests that in the stinking realm

of politics, having certain moral strengths

can add up to a potentially crippling

weakness.
How is it that such an unending stream

of low-lifes, freaked-out zealots and half-

baked pitchmen can end up running the

country - for decades at a time? Certain-

ly their ruthless nature, unquenchable ap-

petite for power and prestige, and a

feverish need to see their world view

become fact is more than enough motiva-

tion, but how do dangerous men like Oliver

North, Ronald Reagan, Henry Kissinger,

Ed Meese, and John Mitchell ever get into

positions where they can do more than

limited, localized damage?

Maybe part of the answer is that

Americans don't have much of an interest

in engaging in any kind of analytical

thought when it comes to dealing with

public affairs. For the most part, we'd

rather just sit in front of the tube and be

told what to believe. We seem to have a

short collective memory as well. Hence all

the feverish action at the White House to

get all this Iran-contra stuff "behind us."

Frank O'Neil is an Amherst re.'^ident
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Letters

Evidence all there

In Ji)0 Liebeshuetzs March 26 news stor>- on the Radical

Student Union, he writse that Stop CIA Recruitment un

Campus bases its case that the CIA viuiaies domestic and

international law on, respectively, the ciuim that the CIA

discriminates against homosexuals and on allegations

made in books written by former CIA agents. He says that

in neither case has SCROC provided sufficient evidence

- noting, in particular, that "to the disinterested

bystander, [books by former agents provide] only su^ec-

tiVe observations"- and concludes that it "is debatable

whether Clh violations of international law "has been fre-

quent, flagrant, and blatantly contrary to the national m

I don't know how many SCROC members Liebeschuetz

spoke to, or at what length, but judging by his summary

ofSCROC's case against the CIA, it's clear he did a super-

ficial job. I certainly know members who would cite much

broader evidence than anything Liebeschuetz mentions.

Let me give a few examples of the relevant evidence

which Liebeschuetz might have discovered if he had been

a bit more conscientious. The Church Committee in 1975

discovered a number of CIA abuses of domestic law, in-

cluding the drugging of unsuspecting citizens, the open-

ing of mail, and the propagandizing of the U.S. press; the

problems certainly go beyond discriminatory hiring prac-

tices. With regard to international law, The Pentagon

Papers describes CIA-sponsored manipulation, propagan-

da and murder in Vietnam; Storm Over Chile (S. Chavkm)

describes similar activities in Chile. Countercoup (K.

Roosevelt) describes similar activities in Iran. Bitter bruit

(Kinzer and Schlesinger) describes similar activites in

Guatemala. The Washington Connection (Chomsky and

Herman) and Under Cover: 35 Years of CIA Deception

(Garwood) describe similar activities worldwide. Had

Liebeschuetz consulted this small fraction of the

literature, he would have seen that the documentation

consists of numerous newspaper reports, public and

private testimony, government documents, etc., and not

merely "subjective observations." In fact, books by former

CIA agents rely in part on the same sort of evidence.

Let Liebeschuetz and others of his ilk either go do some

research, or else admit they don't have the time or interest

and keep their worthless judgements to themselves.

Amie Chien
Northampton

Fundamental issues

Student voices stifled

We are an ad hoc committee nf nuulty and staff at the

University of Massachusetts wIk> Mipix.it and participate

in efforts to promote a clima a- .)l -.oa. lusiu, ,a niscam

pu8 and in this country We nave formed ui '' -PO"se to

[win issues tnat have emoroiled the university communit>

th s year - racism and CIA recruitment. Although these

problems are not limited to UMass this is our communi-

ly and we are responsible to make it a place that en_

courages human dignity, social justice and the spirit of

"^

olTrTng the past months we have seen demonstrations

by concerned students and supporters in response to

violence against black students and the use of campus

facilities for CU recruitment. In both cases students

demanded that the administration recognize its respon-

sibility to the cause of social justice and human rights.

We must take a stand to ensure all members of our com-

munity a safe environment for learning and a campus

committed to eradicating the racism that promotes

violence and hatred. The Hurst report has provided he

administration with a detailed plan for action. We fully

support all of its recommendations and urge the Univer-

sity to act speedily to implement immediate and long

range solutions to the problems of racial injustice on this

''^E^these issues - racism and CIA recruitment - in-

vuivf iundamenta: huiiuia . .K'H^, uuii ac sec .hen. a:,

related issued for the community The kind of racial

misunderstanding and hatred that has been exinhiurhm

Ihiscampu.s us linked with US foreigi ..m.ch-. nai -n.,;*

the Human righi.s aau needs ul peu,,.^-. aiv.'^ >
>' '

in A.sia Africa, the Pacific. Laiin and Ce.ui,. ^.uv ,

in the name of US military and poluical supei lui ii> v\ li.n

we cannot solve the world's problems ai LMass, we can

make this campus more socially responsible by acting

now We ask you to join us. We meet un .ilternating Tues

day mornings at 8 p.m. and Wednesday afternoons at 4

p.m. at the UMass Faculty Club (next to V\ Jder Hall and

Everywoman's Center).

Faculty/Staff Committee on Human Rights and a

Responsible University

Dean Albertson, Ian Angus, Arlene Avakian,

Carlin Barton, Sam Bowles, Jim Boylan. Herb Bryan,

Barton Byg. John W. Cole, Jules Chametsky, Margo

Culley, Stephen Davis, Arlyn Diamond, Peter d Er-

rico, Lee Edwards, Valerie Falk, A.m Ferguson SaUy

Freeman, Sut JhaUy, Marc Kenen, Ruth Hook, David

Kotz, Bruce Laurie, Karen Lederer, Sara Lennox,

Joanne Levinson, Nina Martin, Sandi Morgen, Bar-

bara McGlynn, Irma McLaurin-Allen. John Nelson,

Bob Paynter, Tom Roeper, Lisa Selkirk, Linda

Smith, Anna Tsing, Teresa Turner Meyer Weinberg,

Robert Paul Wolff

I was disappointed at the

way the Commuter Area

Government, during their

meeting of March 17th,

handled the motion to ap-

prove the election results for

Commuter Area spokesper-

son. At one point, fee-

paying students were asked

to refrain from engaging in

debate, despite the fact that

some were commuter
senators and therefore

directly affected by the mo-

tion, and others were there

in their capacity as

members of the SGA

Governmental Affairs Com-

mittee, the committee that

oversees all student

elections.

All students that were

there should have been

allowed to take part in the

proceedings of what was in

fact a public meeting. This

summary silencing of

students was tantamount to

censorship and as such

should be strongly

condemned.

Andrew R. Brocklehurst
Central

Special Student and YouthFares to

EUROPE
from New York on Scheduled Airlines!

iDESJJMnONS '

^^'
^

"^ '

I LONDON
PARIS
FRANKFURT
ROME
MILAN
ZURICH/GENEVA

OW
$210
226
248
273
248
260

RT
$400
432
476
526
476
500

I

Add $25 in each direction for Boston or Washington. D.C

departures. Add $50 in each direction tor Pittsburgh.

Qeveiand. or Raleigh-Durham departures. Other add-on

fares are available.

Special Student and Youth Fares to

Scandinavia
On Scheduled Airlines!

Spring Rates

From
New York

From
Chicago

Copenhagen
Oslo
Stockholm
Helsinki

Copenhagen
Oslo
Stockholm

OW
$255
255
255
295
$260
300
300

$440
440
440
520
$450
535
535

Some fare rertrictlons may apply.

Ask for our special student/youth tours to the

Soviet Union and Pbland. AppHcatlons available for

EuraU Youth Pass and International Student I.I> Card.

whoTeworldtravel
(212) 986-9470

APRIL FOOLS BOXER SHORTS PARTY
AT . i

TONIGHT WEDNESDAY APRIL 1st

MEN'S & WOMEN'S
BEST BOXER SHORTS CONTEST
ssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss

S
•** S100.00 FIRST PRIZE *** $

$ $50.00 2nd Prize • S25.00 3rd Prize $

SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS$SSSSSSSSSSSSSSS$S$S

PITCHERS
S2.50

Woo-Woo, Sex On The Beach

Cola Schnapps & Spillery Nippples

only S1.75

SPONSORED BY THE COMMUTER AREA GOVERNMENT

PROPER ID REQUIRED • RT 9 AMHERST • 256-8284

the far world comes near
A PHOTO EXHIBIT

THE KINGDOM OF LAOS AND
LOATIAN-AMERICANS IN NEW ENGLAND

OPEN
Monday - Friday

FROM
April 1 to April 10

At the Augusta Savage
Gallery, New Africa House

Sponsored by

The Vietnamese Students Assc.

A ian American Students Assc.

ARTS

Better stories, artwork create new comic book boom
Dark Knight a successBy STEPHEN BAYER

Collegian Correspondent

Batman. Superman. Wonder Woman. These are just sil-

ly comic book characters, right? Wrong! The comic book

industry is currently at its peak of popularity, with

dramatically improved artwork and stories attracting a

quickly growing adult audience. The current boom is

the biggest since the "golden age"of the late 1930's and

'40's, when the minds and imaginations of children and

adults alike were captured by the exploits of such legen-

dary characters as Superman and Batman.

One of the main reasons for the phenomenal increase

in the sales of comics is their growing acceptance among

older and younger adults. For years, comics were perceiv-

ed by older people as "kid stutT," full of nonliterate words

and pictures designed for a sub-par mentality. But in the

past few years there has been an influx of talented new

artists and writers who are adding mature themes to the

superhero story and constantly challenging the reader

visually . The result is a rediscovery of the comic book

by adults who are attracted to ^he advanced graphics and

who can relate to the adult style of storytelling.

A prime example of this is Swamp Thing, produced by

DC Comics and written by Alan Moore. Essentially the

story of a man who has been transformed into a plant-

like monster, writer Moore has delved mto previously-

taboo subjects of the human subconscious, such as sexuali-

ty and human desires. As the Swamp Thing encounters

and confronts evils in his marshy homeland, Moore in-

serts a morality play into his storyline in which the swamp

creature is seen as more human than most of his mortal

enemies. .

Perhaps not as controversial but no less entertaining

is the current revised version of Superman, also by DC

Comics. Aaer the character had stagnated for many years,

the multi-talented artist and writer John Byrne has

fashioned a new Superman for the '80's. Still the most

powerful being on Earth. Superman now has to deal with

more mundane problems: maintaining his precarious rela-

tionship with Lois Lane, making deadlines for the Daily

Planet, and dealing with the fact that, despite all his

power, he still can't solve every problem in the world.

After years of hum-drum artwork, Superman now has a

fresh, polished and excited look about it.

So ifyou still think comics are only for the mindless set,

get down off your high horse and check out a few titles.

You might soon have Batman, Superman and Wonder

Woman right next to Shakespeare on your bookshelf

copyright (c) DC Comics

A scene from The Watchmen, one of the

many new comics to use adult themes. Art

I by Dave Gibbons

By JAMIE PILCHER
Collegian Correspondent

The "New Realism" in comic books was spearheaded

by the four issue series Dark Knight released by DC Com

ics Main story writer and artist Frank Miller has almost

single-handedly brought comic books out of the Dark Ages

of flimsy paper, 98 pound weakling ads, and offers for the

best slingshot in the world. These kinds of books still ex-

ist yet their sales have waned in comparison to these new

books, of which Dark Knight is the primary example^

What Miller has done with the everyday format is to

put the story on high quality paper, put absolutely no ads

to break the story line, and to update the story to modern

times. For example. Bruce Wayne, alias the Batman, is

now 55 years old, and has been retired from crime fighting

for ten years. The Joker has an appearance on the David

Endochrine show (a close representation of the Lettenrnan

show) And Superman is now taking orders from the Presi

dent of the United States, Ronald Reagan. The series deals

with the return of the Batman, all of the internal problems

it causes Bruce Wayne, and all of the external controver-

sies it causes among the press and public.

So how has this revolutionary series changed the in-

dustry? There is another DC series out that is a good ex-

ample of the new style that Miller has made popular^ The

Watchman by Alan Moore and Dave Gibbons also deals

with the same kinds of subjects as Miller does and it also

has the kind of violence and language that Knight had.

In addition to updating the comic format, this new style

of writing has brought a new format into the forefront ot

comic art. The graphic novel, popular in Europe, has made

considerable gain in the US This is probably because the

artists and writers involved are not bound to keeping their

characters around 25 years old, or even keep them bound

to the good side of the law. Miller has also recently done

some graphic novel work, this time for Marvel Comics

about the superhero Daredevil.

So as the popularity of Dark Knight increases, and com-

ics like The Watchman are created more and more, the

effect on the industry will be seen many years down the

road In fact, the Superman story is supposed to be redone

and could you imagine, he's even supposed to kill

somebody? Keep your eye on it.

0,,,,,,,W,MJJjJj,,,,,/''''-'«'''-'~'^''-'~'^^^^^^^^ """"^'^

THE
EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY

DATE:

TIME:

LOCATION:

THURSDAY, APRIL 2, 1987

8:00 PM

COMMONWEALTH ROOM,
STUDENT UNION

SPONSORED BY:

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY

§

This is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss their
|

experiences in the working world. Don't miss this important^

I

panel discussion!

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

Margaret Anderson 76

Leslie R. Munns '81

Ron Hallock 73

Jeff Ryan '82

Senior Engineer
Digital

Teacher
North Brookfleld High School

Director, Store Operations

Walden Books

International Sales Specialist

Emory Freight

I

I

I

5

For more information, please contact:

university Placement Service University Career Center

f
^

THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS PRESENTS

FOUR QUESTIONS. QUESTION NUMBER 2 IS;WHAT
does the Board of Governors do? We establish

policies for the use of meeting rooms, administrative

offices, student space, lounges, public area, game

rooms, activity center and vending programs in the

Campus Center/Student Union complex. We also

review and approve pricing policies within the Univer-

sity store system, the Campus Center Hotel, the Road

Service areas, and all revenue and cost centers within

the complex. Now that you know what we do, stay

tuned for tommorow when we tell you a little bit of

our history. _....^_^^
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Kiss Me Kate a delightful show
Kiss Me, Kate
8 p.m. April 2, 3, 4

4 p.m. April 4

Bowker Auditorium

By MARY ANN£ SIOK
Collegian Correspondent

The UMass Music Theatre Guild's production of Cole

Porter's "Kiss Me, Kate" has the kiss of delightful enter-

tainment The cast, under the direction of Evan Shapiro,

showed magnificent composure and remarkable profes-

sionalism during a recent dress rehearsal.

The opening act began in an upnote with the vivacious

voices of the chorus led by Gina Vanaria, Kim Vallas, and

Molly McDaneld. The chorus, which consisted of many
talented people, gave the support that allowed the leading

roles to shine. A round of applause is directed towards the

chorus. This captivating group of people is the true

backbone of "Kiss Me, Kate".

Outstanding and experienced best described the perfor-

mances of the leading actors and actresses. Fred,

dynamically portrayed by Torbjorn Pedersen, is a

pampered leading man who falls for his spoiled ex-wife,

Lilly Sue Ghantous portrayed Lilly, alias the infamous

Katherine, in a memorable performance. In the other

leading roles, James Fitzpatrick portrayed Bill, the

hopeless gambler who is in love with the "easy" showgirl

Lois, Deb Shapiro. In the reviewed dress rehearsal.

Shapiro's understudy, Bonnie Borromeo, dazzmgly per-

formed the role of Lois.

The bumbling gangsters, played outstandingly by Scott

Davidson and Andy Diskes, stole the show. Their comic

antics provided a wonderful distraction to the sometimes

noisy set moving. During serious scenes, the hilarious Ab-

bott and Costello look-alikes provided the much ap-

preciated comic relief.

The timeless and classic music of Cole Porter came to

life in the UMMTG's production. The stage burned with

the sizzling rendition of "Too Darn Hot"' sung flawlessly

by Mike Kelner and the energetic chorus. The cast of

"Kiss Me, Kate" performed the musical's songs in an elec-

trifying style that would make Cole Porter smile.

Lastly, the quaint costumes provided a subtle backdrop

adding a loveable charm to the upbeat production. Evan

Shapiro and the entire cast of Kiss Me. Kate take a bow,

it was well deserved. On a scale between a Kmart and

a Bloomingdales, "Kiss Me, Kate" rates a Bloomingdales.

Tickets for "Kiss Me, Kate" are available at FAC Box

Office and at the door, and are $3 for students and $5 for

the general public

Singer-songwriter Nanci Griffith will per

form at 7 and 10 p.m. on April 13 at the Iron

Horse in Northampton. For information call

584-0610.

9 am - 2 pm EARLY"]
k J BIRD Im m special!m# $2 OFF !

du
Shampoo,
Cut & Dry

STYLES I

BY
I

EBORAHJ
549-5610 • 65 University Dr|

with this coupon esp 4/11/87 j

RESEARCH
Send %2 t()( tatrfloq

III uvrl IS.OnO topics lO

dSMst yniif fesearcn et

liifl-, For iiitc) .
call loll

It.... 1 800*21 5745 (in II

I.IW..S rail 112 922 0300)

/Vul>. •. t(i'...,li- I HiH SOO
11./ •. h, ,i|. -i. I.'.. .1.1.. 11 f>i>hi)^

Delicious

Fried Dough,

Calzone &
Baked Potatoes

Late Night

Minchies Too!

TIME FOR k
RESUME
Kinko's ran help you

prrpare for >our ifuturc. Wt

I

havr a widr ranf(e of papers

and rn«rlopeK to give your

mume Ihr pro(ej«$loiial

look it drMr«c«.

kbiko's
Great copies. Great people.

253-2543

Now's
the time
to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

CAROL JACOBS - Professor of Comparative
Literature and English at SUNY will lecture on

THE RHETORICS OF FEMINISM:
KLEISrS PENTHESILEA

Sponsored by the Department of Comparative Literature,

University of Massachusetts

TIME: THURSDAY APRIL 2, 1987 at 8:00 PM
PLACE: SOUTH COLLEGE BUILDING

Office of the Dean of Fine Arts & Humanities (UMASS)
There will be a RECEPTION after the lecture

Prolessor Jacobs is author of The Dissimulating Harmony The Image of Interpmta-
Hon in Rilke, Nietzsche. Artvad, and Ben/amin (Johns Hopkins Umversilv Press) and
ol a tonhcominq book entitled The Dagger ol Language Essays on Lessing, Shel-

ly. Kleist and Emily Bronte

Avedon's West compelling

C H O N A
N CONfLMPORARV

THORNES MARKETPLACE, NORTHAMPTON 584 7803.584-7901

:<p™^

LOCATED IN THE
BACK PARKING
LOT OF CVS

Sun -Wed: 11-7

Thurs-Sat: 11-1:30

256-1616

fSfOLLcGc
k3 D=IUG
4 Main St, Amherst

253-2523
Mon-Frl 9-9; Sat. 9-6, Sun. 9-5

LBO£ND SUPEH COUPON

Palmaliw*
Liquid
Dish
Dalarganl
)J ot AunLL

9»
.^dttoiMa

for a

Quality

Y^^^
Laundry

let US do yOui^

11 PRAY ST. wash-dry-fold
AMHERST,MA. and

hand pressing

In the American West, by Richard
Avedon
120 black and white photographic
portraits

At the Institute for Contemporary Art,

Boylston St. Boston through April 20

By ROB SKELTON
Collegian StafF

Richard Avedon is best known to many
of us for his compelling portrait of Natass-

ja Kinski dressed only in a rattlesnake. The
boldness of that particular photograph

made pictorial history, and "In the

American West", which surpasses all his

previous projects, will certainly go into the

history books as an important documenta-

tion of this American nation.

There are 120 life-size black and white

photographic portraits showing the grit

and the verve of those whose lives ex

amplify today's American west. Avedon

spent six years travelling to ranches,

rodeos, mining towns, carnivals, etc., and

with the help of three assistants

photographed the working man and

woman using a seamless white sheet of

paper as a backdrop.

These people, therefore, are not exactly

photographed in true context, but their in-

tense faces stare out at the viewer with the

detatched hostility one might get from a

criminal posing for a mug shot. Avedon us-

ed an 8x10 old-fashioned plate camera for

the job, and in fact went through three of

them in the six years it took to finish it.

There is a nakedness to this collection —
a stark and windswept aura which does

justice to the dry and empty nature of the

western United States. And there is an

ugliness to Avedon's pictures also.

When Avedon photographed Presidents,

he was criticized for getting so close that

the viewer could examine every pore on the

great man's face. With the workers of the

American west, Avedon does it again: get-

ting terrifyingly close; examining clothing

and faces; exposing the frightening

(sometimes) nature of the American
character.

The drifters, miners, convicts,

housewives, ranch hands, kids, and

cashiers of Avedon's West are a motley

crew you might sympathize with, and later

hate. They are people who by their por-

traiture may scare you, but who by their

predicament are in a scary position or are

scared in life.

There is not a lot we northeasterners can

initially say that is relevent as to the mean-

ing and/or merit ofthe.se photographs. This

collection must be absorbed, and reflected

on genuinely.

A nice touch of the display set-up is one

darkened room where about ten

photographs of miners getting out of work

are lit up individually from spotlights

mounted on the ceiling. It's an appropriate

pace changer for the exhibition as a whole.

The ICA sells Avedon paraphernalia, of

course, including a hardcover book of the

collection and a taped interview with the

artist, which I would recommend. And, for

the record, this show is commissioned by

a museum in Texas and sponsored in part

by Filenes.

SELF SERVICE

7DAYS-7AM-10PM. S49'W65

1

1

*i»«i I

GORILLA

I

FANS

CINEMA

WEDNESDAY - SUNDAY
Humphrey Bogart Double Feature

Key Largo 7:00

To Have And Have Not 9:00
DOUBLE FEATURE $3.00

DOWNTOWN AMHERST 253-5426

%DVi^

\

^

CAMPUS
CENTER
176

6:30 p.m.

THURSDAYS

IN April

foo"A*'
ilV"**

spoo'
,*o<«<*

w

Come To the Post Game Party

Free Buffet 4-7 pm
Wickles
FinePnnt

1 BOLTWOOD WALK
AMHERST
256-0148

LASER PRINTING

^ $15.00
ONE PAGE

RESUME

Please present this coupon

A distinguished faculty and impressive facilities.

Liberal arts, management, education, and science courses.

Daytime and evening classes— over 400 sections.

Sessions beginning June 1 and July 13.

Affordable tuition— $54 per credit for undergraduates.

Convenient Harbor Campus und downtown locations.

Summer <it UMass/Boston— of coursa

UMass/Boston @
libut Public University

Make you* summet a UMass.. Bos;on summer. For a free summer bull. mi,

send in the coupon or call 929 7933.

Name

Address

Return to

Division of Contiriuirig Education

UnivM*Hy of MMMichuMtU at Boston

Hfdrbor Campus
Boston, MA 021 25 3393

OC
("ily M.llr ?lf)

This advertisement spppats at no e«pense to X^e Commonwpall^^
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Right Time to play on Friday

The Jazz/Rock fusion band Right Time will perform Friday night in the

SUB, following the anti-rascism march (about 9 p.m.). The show is free,

but a $2 donation is asked at the door. Proceeds go to the Miraflor farm
cooperative in Nicaragua.

5(uH«M garden

MANDARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

"Th« BEST Chinese Food"

WE DELIVER!
We'll deliver an order of 45"" or more to your
house in Amherst for only *2"".

Luncheon
Special

$025
from iBHf
served 11 a.m.-3 p.m.

10 Bclchertown Rd. at Rt. 9
Amherst 256-0252

New Buffet &
Sunday Brunch

All you can eat

Sir755
Buffet served 5-8 Mon.-Thurs.

Brunch Served Sundays
11:30-3 p.m.

GET READY FOR SUMMER WITH OUR
SPRING SPECIALS

Free THal Visit

With Tiiis Ad
10% Off Alone ;

20% With a Friend
expires 4/5

264 N PluMot Street Amhent

253-9454

^^fm&ma^^^iuuAicm^

HAVE YOU HEARD
ABOUT OUR

NEW LOCATION?

BGWNSTAIRS

Caniage Shops, 233 N. Pleasant

Amheist 549-6915

^HEpHA^^I

4/2 THURSDAY
Watch The Teeth Kate (no cover)

4/3 FRIDAY
Incredible Casuals
4/4 SATURDAY

DeepWOOdS Drive (formerly circle)

4/6 MONDAY
Ken Johnson & Co.

4/7 TUESDAY
Ken Johnson and Co.

24 Pleasant St, Northampton • 586-4258

Smith College Rec. Council Presents:

^» With Special

Guests

IN THE

FLESH

Appearing at Smith College
Davis student Center Ballroom

April 3, 1987 9 PM- 11 PM

'"I^SJ^5'

Simmwr^87
ACCELER^E YOUR DEGREE.
STIMULATE YOUR CURIOSITY.
Move your career plans ahead by workinj^ on your dej^ree
this sunnner at IKI. Wliether you ehoose the pieturesque
beaut)' of our eanipiLs in Kinji^ston, or the eonvenienee of
our downtown location in the heart of Pro\idenee, you'll
find an extensi\ c selection ofstimulating courses, taujiht by
an exceptional faeult>'. Ileres your chance to accelerate
your decree and stinuilate your curiosity!

There are more than 300 courses bein^ ofl'ered at times
convenient t<j your schedule.

Ttnii I CUtHses banim JwteS, Cull orwritefinyimr c'<i/;v ofour
Summer Course List — J77-3S(H) or from lU toll areas eall

TOLL FREE I SOO M, 7 1 144.

Settitifi the Pace

Univcpiity of RIukIc Island

(ajIIciJc of (Continuing Education

199 Promenade St.

Providence, Rl 02908

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Smithereens

By Sarah Smith

Early pihatas ^e^^ ^ni^-t>AUf\ft^ Jryp^ t^'^ Sc/g effed-s.

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau

APRIL I- 1 PU5H0N REA-;-i

GAN^MBMOf^OFIRAN- &
I 6ffm HA^BBCOMBItfiHOLy

'

6RAIL BUTPROVISIONS SPE/^T,

1 6R0U/MINT FROM HUNQBR

.

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

usmJ UP/ Heme's Tue
iTiNem^ FOR im 1987 '»uy
AfifP im BC/NOeRS mRLP
tdur: rme Non^s

APRIL 10'^.

AL9UQ(/eRQ^

Hey,WU MAhl^
mNPieTHe

^,.^^ KfOKIN05.

TH^S HOT SHOT ?

THe^l"^ ANNUAL
mo5e Lopoe MNwer

OK/\i ^Tm'Hm/mA
OKAY,. ROOI^'fiT The

i/vHAT'5 'mm 6

WOIO^ \

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

. IT JU%T &oe«. TD
TcjHOUWHKT AN UHfAlR'

W(\IT FOR WECK^ FOR
WIS TERRIFIC. e\EVT-rT3*

I OCCUfV ANPJl^ST ft?. IT <

RPPRjOhCHESYOi; HAVE \T

VOU.,

T

{^/)<.n«

Gordy

49S^

i
By Gorde

THB f^ffJEST K300S
. TWO ^rtxxvKS lAOies...

f?AC£ yUAT'^ MOXf: /M-
POf^Af^T 7»AA/ AIB^,
FrX>0,AiJCC)HOi., -TNe

-rue c/zy op a Ajeu^sr^^i
BABY-' . fT tnMS
nne. r/vf /9|

l^ fI)

"SOB/"

What would happen ifone woman told

the truth about her life? The world would

split open.
— Muriel Rukeyscr, from "The Speed of

Darkness"

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Michel Jaffc

ACROSS
t Like some
eagias

5 Con game
9 An Aaron
13 Misfept«s«nl

U malsf

)S Biblical biothar

16 Anyhow
17 LiDrarian s |0b

IB Ca^s
!9 Pennsylvania

Avenue
residence

21 Allowance lor

watile

22 Soil shdJes

23 Does i.illita

work
24 Hdiidiud

Clumsily

27 Du lami worK

28 Ness and
I omond

J9 Pniiosoptiet

Aitred North --

36 Italian wine

<ente(

36 Cileaming

37 Spring llowar

38 The Gieat —

"

James Earl

Jones
role

40 Be
pai!>imoniou&

41 Belore, lo

Keats
42 — ol 8lrer>fllh

43 Type ot car

46 Sk«i s

stamping
ground

49 Wicked
bO Governmental

report

55 What s in a
-?

56 Yesteiday s

loast. today

57 Fighter Camera
58 Baltic teedef

59 Run in neutral

60 Foe
61 Take ten

62 Equal

63 Singer Ponselte

DOWN
I One o) trie

Match girls

2 Jai —
3 Cttaerlul tuna

4 Erases
5 Drawing room
6 Inlluance

7 Accumulate

8 Lion s pride

9 A Golden Gill

10 Replace illegally

1

1

Raiah s spouse
1

2

Deteriorates

13 Cry Irom the

nursery

20 Secreted

23 — the line

24 Hilzy

25 Diama opening

26 All clear signal

27 Farm structure

28 Companion ol

order

29 Ratx>rter s

query

30 Up to the

minute

31 Chemical sulli>

32 Goddess ol

discord

33 II

Necussdiily bo
34 Summer lime

at)bi

36 Haggard novel

39 Sea bird

40 Strutter

42 Imilala

43 Monsieur, in

Madrid

44 Oulwil

45 March ol

46 Shelter Irom the

sun
47 Type Ot thread

48 Alternate

50 Defeat

51 River at F>isa

52 Bakery
products

53 Poet Lazarut

54 British actor

Ootrica

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS_PUZZLE:

SJEiMl

GIN,
NO A,

P E;T

Lunch

Italian Hoagie

EggroU

Dinner

Roast Top Round of Beef

Tomato Torte

junior Club Sandwich

Menu
Basics Lunch

Vegetable Grinder

Efigroll

Basics Dinner

Tomato Torte

Chicken Salad Plate with

Com Chips

Weather
Today: Mostly cloudy with a 50 percent chance

of showers or flurries, temperature in the 30s.

Tonight: Colder, low in the 20s.

Tomorrow: Sunny and cool, high in the 40s.

Today's Staff

Night Editor Sheryl Jean

Copy Editor Jonathan M. Cassie

Layout Technician Marc Infield

Photo Technician Dave Shimkus

Production Supervisor Marc Infield

Production:...Connie, Kelly, Lars, Kim, and Joe.

Execotlve Board — Spring of 1987

KELLY SIEGEK
Editor In Cbt«f

HAVCY KLIHGENEK
Muaglng E4Hor

PHIL SEKAFINO
EdilorUl Editor

STEVE KUBIH
EoslMU Manager

ANSEL ZINTEK
Prodactioo Manager

Btfsiness Board — Spring of 1987

STEVE RUBIH
BaainosB Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
MarkcUng Managar

PAUL H. LESSEE
J!dv«mting Salts Maaagtr

CRAIG NAUGLE
ClrcnUllon Managtr

VANESSA ROTH
Plaaaea Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
SnbocrifMlon Managar
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Volunteers block road as salamanders cross in breeding exodus
AMHERST (AP) - About 60 spotted

salamanders submitted to strong seasonal

urges and eased across a guarded road in

their annual trek to breeding grounds, as

a handful of volunteef?l)locked traffic.

The salamanders waited for the start of

a steady Spring rain Monday night before

leaving the woods and crossing Henry
Street to the breeding ponds. The rain is

required for the trip because salamanders

breathe through their skin.

Bob Winston, who convinced town
leaders to give permission to block the

street when salamanders are using it, said

most of the salamanders crossing were

males, who will leave sperm on leaves near

the ponds before returning to the woods.

Females will follow their trail, pick up the

sperm and produce eggs within two weeks.

The eggs hatch within 60 days.

Winston, 44, is executive director of the

Tri-County Youth Programs in Northamp-
ton and and as a hobby follows the habits

of salamanders, frogs and birds. He has

witnessed the crossing for the last 12 years.

He had distributed leaflets to residents

of Henry Street during the past two weeks
to let them know the salamanders would

come out during the first rainy night after

the weather turned warmer and would

need their help in crossing the street.

At first, the volunteers flagged down ap-

proaching cars with flashlights and warn-

ed drivers to proceed slowly. After Winston

arrived, flares and portable trafllc signs

were put up at each end of the road to route

traffic away from Henry Street.

To help the salamanders get to the ponds,

some of the volunteers picked the creatures

up and carried them across the road.

Holding salamanders is not harmful to the

animals if they are not held for more than

about two minutes, Winston said. After

that, human hands can start to dry out a

salamander's skin.

BEADS
AND JEWLERY MAKING

SUPPLIES
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
send for free catalog:

Optional Extras

150 A Ctiurcti St

Burlington, VT 05401
Name _^_^
Address ^

J91 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst 253-2563

Next to the Shoe Bin

Amherst Fire Dept.

is now recruiting for

VOLUNTEER FIRE FIGHTERS

Join the student force

Engine Company 3 j^^^y

vwtf^^^ Gain Valuable Experience-

Serve your Connmunity

For information see our table in the Campus Center Concourse
April 1 - April 3 or call 253-9233

C HA N G E S
\-4 (^ WUMtN

.t it , I .nn

Thorn«i» IV»«rkt.l.. (fciO IVIrtifi ttx.., IS^ori iim-npton, r»/»A 01060

^ar after,
year, semester
, after semester,

the (iiIle),T plan I'nNn Fidelity I'niun \JUf
htfk been Ih* muNi arirplrd. most popular life insurant*

proKram wn rampusfst all utrr .^mtrrira.Ptnd out nhy.

Unoiufe

Ronald J Nathan Agency
Call lh« Kidrlil) I'ni.in i.ifr 20 GalehouM Hd.,

Field AsMM idle m y our jr»«: Amherst. MA
Tel: 2S6-835I

Rock 'til ya drop ^
at the

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiimniiiiniu

POLICE COMMUNITY I

SERVICE OFFICER |

The Town of Amherst. Mass. is establishing an s

eligibility list to fill existing and future vacancies for |
Community Service Officer on the Amherst Police |
Department. The eligibility list will be effective for ap- I

proximately two years. Candidates must be 17 years

of age on or before July 27, 1987.

Send for an approved application form and complete

announcement (including required qualifications and

selections procedure to Town Manager's Office, Town

Hall. Amherst, MA 01002-2351 , All applictions must be

received in the Amherst Town Manager's Office by 4:00

PM , April 3, 1987.

Amherst is an equal opportunity employer with an

affirmative action policy and encourages all qualified

applicants to apply regardless of age, race, creed, col-

or, sex or religion
HWIIMIIIHIIIIHIHIIimimilllllllllMMMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMmWMIWI

OLDIES DANCE CLUB
hits from the '50s and early '60s

downstairs at the

AW BAR & GRILLE

Comer of Route 9 and Universitv Drive. Amherst

Monday — Saturday 1 1 30 am— 1 am
Sunday 4 pm — I am

253-9757

8 p.m.-l a.m.
Wednesday through Sunday

i
M

I

moke
your spring

bootiful

!

Janle by 9 Wesr
in blacK

white, ood ran

* McAlister
ronfiniii'tl fnini niiiir 16

Follow tny .\ustin were oi

editor Man 'The Greek
Gerki- md Associae
Editorial Editor David R.

Mark. phcIi with 71, Assis-

tant lo I he Editors Carol

Tannenbaum wth 61 Si or

mm Steve Richards wuh
63, and JeiTt'r i.sh Bai lasii

with 62
Further bark were you»s

truly, 'the Hnwk 'ove»ver

to be haunted by loyalty to

Kansas State - with 54 co-

editor John Nolan with 50,

and in the cellar, Roger 'The

word IS Mizzou' Chapman
w'th 44 (Be sure to give Rog
some sympatliy if" yon see

mm. He's lieen laughed at

enough).

Recapping the lournev's

later rounds, the ilnal teams

m each regional were North

Carolina and Syracuse m
the East. Providence and
Georgetown in the

Southeast, Indiana and
LSL in the Midwest, and
UNLV and towa in the

West. Syracuse Indiana.

Providence and UNLV

'
'i>llr|!i;iti phntn by IliivKl StiimkUh

NCAA contest winner John McAlister

reached ihe Final Four On
Satiu'day. Syracuse topped

Cinderella Providence
7"-63, while Indiana edged

the Runnin Rebels. 97-93,

to set up Monday's final.

The sports staff would like

to thank all those who
entered and kept us busy for

the past few weeks The
'•e.sponse has been over

whelming and we like to

think that ihis whole sordid

ordeal was actually a suc-

cess, even to the poim mat
we might do it again next

year. But, don't hold vour

breath.

AC VniES* AUDIO

AU(0 FOR SALE •CALCULAIORS
ENTEf?TAiNMENI 'FOP i?[Nl

FOR SALE • FOUND
HELP WANTED •LOST

CLASSIFIED
INSTRUCTION •MOTORCYlCLl:
PERSONALS •RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED* SERVICES

ROOMAlb WANTED -TRAVEL
WANTED 'SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3.30 (FRI 2:30)*OEADLINE ? DAYS PRIOR TO "UBliCA 'UM*CASM IN ADVANCE. 15«/W0RD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES FOR A eOOD TIME CALL

UPC GENERAL MEETING Tuesday 3/17 at

6:30PM in 174CC last night of nominations

fof talent, business, production, and
security

eilBLE STUDY- WEDNESDAY e:30PM CC
802 Rev Esther Hargis facilitates this

discussion series focusing on liberation

theology All welcome

ACTIVITY OF THE year If you know any
men who would look good in a calendar or

are one yourself calf 546-1171 for more
inlormalion

ISRAEL FOLK DANCING tonight 7-9PI^

Commonwealth rm (Earlhloods) Ail

welcome sponsored by Hillel

RACK-A-OISC Entertainment Agency
Disc Jockeys lights, rentals, and Mobile

Video Dances! 549-7144

PORMNT

REWARD S400 TAKE over lease one
bedroom apartment at Cliffside til August

Phone 665-4157

SUMMER HELP ON Cape Cod Experience

rwl necessary txit preffered Lowden Tree
and Landscape 428-4272

WE ARE LOOKING for someone lo do child

care one evening a week and occasional

overnights Must have transportation Call

584-9057

NJ3W HIRING FOR summer employment
waitpeople. sautee cooks, preppers Very
busy summer Apply Judle's Restaurant

PERSONALS

RESUME TYPESETTiliiG SERVICE"
Have vour resume professionally typeset

The best quality type not a word processor

Sixteen different type styles to choose irom

Takes only 3 days costs $25 and any

changes I'll do lor FREE Come down lo the

Collegian Graphics Office (113 Camnus
Center) and speak lo Peter Soderberg

PROFESSIONAI TYPINO SERVICE

TAKE OVER OUR Southwood apt lease in

June and get August rent tree! 2-bedroom

at $525/month call 256-6334

GREENRELO RECREATION DEPT. taking

applications lor summer youth program
councelors. $4.00/hr lor 8 weeks Call Mike
Koceila at 774-7441

INTERESTED BRIDGE PLAYERS
Sharon 6-4677 of John 665-7546

call

LEARNING TO UVE religiously, Thursday
6:30PM, CC 176 Values exploration and
expression Sponsored by United Christian

Foundation, 545-2661

AUTO FOR SAU

79 RABBIT AM/FM, no rust, exc condition

$1000

1965 FORD FALCON a cream puff

256-6920

S2 SUBARU BRAT. Excellent shape 2,600

549-7529

81 TOYOTA TERCEL excellent condition

very well maintained $2300 Call Mike

549-4708 or 545-0026

79 FORD FIESTA must sell runs good

cheap evenings 1-774-5923

1972 VW SOUAREBACK not drtvable

many new parts selling whole $400 or BO
546-5509

79 RABBIT AM/FM. no rust, etc Condition

$1000. call 253-3568

1979 CHEVETTE, WELL maintaTned. Call

Eileen days 549-4930 x2%

75 CHEVY VEGA, needs new starter good

cond $4000 call bet 2-6 253-5885 ask for

Matt

73 DODGE DART good ^ape. runs well

Has had lot of work, needs a little more

$550 also Datsun 200SX 77 for parts $100
take It away 584-3640

SUMMER SUBLET WITH tall option huge
four bedroom townhouse on busline

Seven-Eleven, package store, laundry, piz-

za, all within walking distance 665-3032

anytime Keep trying

FOR SAU

AVIS RENT A Car is currently seeking
class II bus drivers lor summer employment
at Logan Airport Other postions are

available Good starting salary. Call Mary
Murphy at (617)-424-0917 for details

MEET NEW PEOPLEI Get great ex-

perience' Come write for New England's

largest college daily The Collegian is in 1 13

Campus Center, right behind the TV
Come down and check us out!

LOVE TO DANCE? fryouls lor UMass
minutes kicklme-danceleam coming the

third week in April Lots of fun, great way
to keep in shape Meet tons of new people

Watch for US'

ATTENTION STOCKBRIDGE
STUDENTS, small Slockbridge owned
landscape company in central Mass look-

ing tor full-time person for 1987 season
Please call (617)422-6073 (or 442-8004,

leave message

)

WE WILL BUY your good used clothing just

Mondays 549-3772

BETH: I MISS you I miss you I miss you

I miss you. Still crazy lor you Steve

CRATE AMP MUST selH Call Shawn
546-9030

WINDERSURFER CLASSIC. 5 color sail

2 daggerboards. Excellent condition

Forget Florida $425 Great conversation

piece

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH SPEAKERS
$25000 (worth $600) call Mike/Glen

549-1318

WANTED WEEKEND EMPLOYMENT
Riverside Food Services needs you
Transportaion and uniforms provided, lor

more info call Dave 546-9248

FOREIGN STUDENT: GET a |ob before

you graduate and slay in Ihe US under new
law Send $19 95 for this slep-by-slep

guide Young & Co P O Box 241090,

Memphis TN 38124-1090

CASES, PAPERS. DISSERTATIONS,
theses, last, accurate, dependable, on-

campus, reasonable 584-7924, Nancy

ROOMMATE WANTED

ONE OR TWO nonsmoking female room-

mates wanted lo share large bdrm in 3

tJdrm apt in Puftton Starling June 1st

Prefer senior undergraduate or graduate

student Call Laurie after 6PM 549-7773

2 NONSMOKING FEMALES wanted lo

share large room in Rolling Green starting

June 1 253-2475

2>EMALE ROOMMATES needed lo share

a Brittany Manor apt Call 253-2284

NEED MALE AND female or 2 females lo

share apartment, (for fall) " Mature/respon-

sible $125/month inclusive Call Jodi

253 7459

tCRVICiS

WANTED

LOCAL BANDS WANTED Eastside con-

certs Battle of the Bands on Feb 28 Con-
tact Bruce or David 549-4160

AUSTRALIAN STUDENT WANTS to buy
downhill ski boots Size 10 ph 546-9166

phv8k:al. spiritual, studential
health seekers share your knowledge with

the readers of Sprout, the Earthloods/Peo-

ples Market Newsletter Typed, double

spaced, please drop material off on the 4th

floor SU in ttie Economic Development of-

fice Address it lo Jen K Deadline April 15,

1987

HEY NOWl I'VE never seen a Dead show
sell me a ticket for my (irst show I'll pay
$100 a ticket!' Call Shawn 6-9030

WANTID TO RENT

PUFFTON VILLAGE: NO nerds' Add your

name lo lease and move in or sublet for just

summer(sub $100 mo per ) One or two

people- Mike 549-4883

BIKE FOB SALE 21 " good condition good

gas milage cheap 549-7587

U2 TKXETS FOR sale May 7 546-5694

HtL9 WANTED

WANTED PART-TIME bus drivers lor Nor-

thampton lo Amherst routes $5 to start very

convenient for Norhampton residents work
schedule arranged around your class

schedule 586-1909

FULL AND PART time positions available

very flexible hours and excellent working

conditions Conveniently located m Ihe

center of Amherst You can earn up to $20
an hour with salary and commissions con-

tact Target Enterprises lor an interviewed

ask for Keith 549-7793

STILL LOOKING FOR that pertect summer
job? Would you like to earn $3800. get

valuable experience, travel westward, and
work with motivated college students

across America? Call for info 256-0866

PART-TIMEPOLITICS. Clean Water Ac-

tion is paying $5/hr for environmental ac-

tivists Gam PR. CommunCalion and cam-
paign management skills Work nights 5-10

Great location in Amherst Call between
10-5 at 549-7450

LAST CHANCE liOAL ASSISTANTS
WANTED

ATTENTION SENIORS! LAST week to gel

your senior portrait for Ihe 1987 Index

yearbook-today through Friday April 3 in

162CC call 545-2874 foi an appointment

$2 sitting fee

HEY SKIDLICKERS! VIVA la mouse! PS
I had a great time! Jules

APRIL 3RD IS Ihe last day lo contact the

Legal Services Office about Fall 1987 in

lernship' Gel hands on experience in legal

field Work directly with attorneys and

clients Earn up to 15 undergraduate

credits No experience in legal profession

required-training provided Contact LSO
loday-545-1995, 922 Campus Center.

DAYTONAS HOJOS CREW, Tracy, Jill,

Pam. Jen. Billie Ray Bob and Pierre. I

couldn't have had belter roomies' Thanks
for a great week Thanks lo Phi Sig's finest,

Leo and Mike and friends for Thunder Ml

Also a special thanks to the bad dogs.

Scott, John, and Guy I love you all so keep

in touch!! Steph 283-5593 PS picture party

soon!

COOL: HAPPY 21 ST birthday- get out of

control' Love ya, Leg

•"HAPPY BIRTHDAY MICHAEL'"
what better day lo give you a personal than

on your birthday Have a happy 21 si birth-

day! Love Lorna

TUTORING, SUBSTITUTE TEACHING in

business management, marketing,

finance, investment A microcomputers $7

per hour Neg 536-5006 leave message

TYPING, TAPE "transcription. Fast

accurate 665-7652

SMHNO FLINO

HELP WITH SPRING Fling' Come to Cen-
tral Area Government meetings at 8 00 on
Tuesdays

TWO SENIORS LOOKING for one or two

bedrooms tor now until end of semester

close to campus Call Chris or Dave
253-7572

LOOKING FOR 3-BEOROOM in Puffton

reward offered- Lisa 6-7979

WE WANT YOUR three bedroom apt in

Rolling Green, Puffton, Southwood. or any

place near campus lor fall semester please

call 546-6099

MATURE UNDERGRADUATE SEEKING
off-campus room, for the fall Must be quiet

Call 546-7057 after 11PM or leave

message

UMASS STUDENT LOOKING lor room to

rent near campus during spring break 9-21

10 9-29 Call Mary at 546-1151 Keep trying

SUBLET

TAKE OVER LEASE June 1 1 or 2 rooms

Swiss Village Bus $215/monlh All in-

clusive! CallLainie 256-1480

1980 RENAULT LE Car slick sunroof $500
256-0707

76 FORD GRENDADA Many new parts

greal shape call Darrin 665-2529

NOVA MOST RELIABLE car ever made
$600 neg 253-5885 ask for Ed.

BANDS WANTED

'SWAG IS LOOKING for bands to play
'

"The Pyramids during Southwest week.
*

May 5-8 Applications are available "

• Now at the SWAG office in Hampden •

•and are due by April 15. 1987 at 5PM '

Ihe list of bands selected wll be
• posted on April 21, 1987 Southwest

'

rocks the Pyramids!!!

ilST iOXBR SHORTS PARTY

STUDENT ACCOUNTANT TO assist

student-run businesses in financial record-

keeping and management Ten hours

weekly for remainder of school year, and
continnuing next year No seniors please

Pick up application at EDO, 409 Student

Union Application deadline Wednesday
4/6/87

EXCELLENT INCOME FOR home
assembly work. For info call 504-646-1700.

Dept P-1307

LOST

BECK, A MILLION miles is an aweful long

way' What do you say we make it )ust five

miles - say South Amherst -say tonight?

You drive me wild' Love Hal

ELaABETH-(Q.) I love you Tim

HAPPY B-DAY we don't think or care if

you're a fool! Hope someone comes
through! love the long haired slim and trim

ones!

SINGLE ROOM IN 2 bedroom apt on bus

rte Available immediately Lease through

Aug Call 665-4497 leave message

VERY LARGE ROOM on busline single or

double occupancy 275plus, rural friendly

256-6677

SUMMER SUBLET FURNISHED one
bedroom in Sundertand call After lOPM
665 2984

OWN ROOM SHARED kitchen w/grad

couple 2 miles to UMass 225/mo 549-1448

COZY 2 BDRM apt between town and

campus lake over lease June tsl Call

256-1668

THREE BEDROOM APARTMENT in

downtown Northampton available May l

$600/plus Phone 584-6887

HELPI LOST MY tape recorder at Bartletl

Auditorium on 3/4/87 Class Bio 100B
reward no questions asked 549-7740

THERE'S A JOB for you in a summer camp
The American Camping Association (NY)

will make your application available to over

300 camps in Ihe Northeast exciting oppor-

tunities lor college students and profes-

sionals Positions available all land and

water sports, arts and crafts, drama, music,

dance, tripping, nature. Rn's, MD's, aides,

kitchen, maintenance, college credit

available call or write for application

American Camping Association, 43W 23rd

St. Dept (UMA) New York, NY 10010.

212-645-6620

TRI-GOLD HEART bracelet Please return

if found High sentimental value Beth
546-8377

LOST GdL^"SElk6 waicfi^ Cu7ry
Hicks/Boyden area If found please contact

Kalchy at 549-0710 Reward/sentimental
value

KAREN MCDERMOTT HAPPY belated bir

Ihday" you're 21" Yeah' Have fun! Love
Maureen

HEY MELISSAI HAPPY 19th birthday lo

the biggest goolball I know and the best

unclassified buudy ever' I love you always,

Mike

SUMMER JOBS

'BEST BOXER SHORTS party at Changes

• on Rt 9, Amherst. WEDNESDAY, APRIL

1

1987 $200 in prizes' 9PM until $2 00^

admission Presented by The Commuter'
Area Government

CLOSET SALE

FULL LENGTH RACOON skin coat, in

good condition, $200 00 NCR cash

register, needs only minor repair for full

operation or |usl a conversation piece

$60 00 Resignol skis, mart<er bindings and

cauer boots Great package lor someone

who wants to learn without ma|or invest-

ment $80 00 Call Ansel 256-6182

MARKETING INTERNS NEEDED for

Hampshiie Mall Management office Must

be energetic & reliable with excellent com-
munication skills 20 •»• hrs /week apply of-

fice of Internships 545-0727 for summer or

fall semesters

LANDSCAPE CREW LEADERS crew
members Motivated personnel lo fill

several positions m progressive landscape

and irrigation company For vacation ap-

?Dintmeni call 617 485-4247 E O E Land
Bch Associates P O Box 18. Hudson Ma

01749

CASEWORKER InTERSHIP/POSITION.
Available Working with disturbed adoles-

cent population in specialized foster care

Extensive supervision and support while

working with no more than 3 clients with

possibility of a paid position by July 1 Own
transportaion Contact OBCA Giarrusso at

967-6241

LOST READING GLASSES on 3/5 in

Herter green case, Iwown glasses If found
please leave message at 546-4694

MOTORCYCLES

WHEN I HEAR Phil Collins on the radio I

think of you and change Ihe station Hap-

py b-day Anastasia See it has fur from your

numerous friends Rob. Rob, Mike, Dave,

Holly. Linda. Mum. Jayne, Tom, Michelle.

and numerous others unmenlioned Love
Jeff

WERE YOU AT Delano's 3/29 1 might have
your Levi's jacket and you might have mir>e

Call Stephen 549- 1377.

ON CAPE COD at Jason's of Dennisport

Floor and door personnel, barbacks and
bartenders, waiter and waitresses Accep-

ting applications Mon thru Sat vacation

week from noon to 3 Interviews at Clan

cy's, 8 Uppercounly Rd Dennisport MA

ST. JUDE

THANK YOU AGAINI Seldom do your

prayers go unanswered. I am very grateful

1986 HONDA NIGHTHAWK S Exc con-

dition low miles call Jim evenings 256-6068

1982 HONDA CiiiisdE excellent condition

low mileage many extras asking $900
546-6332

HONDA HAWK 400CC 1978 great sum-

mertime commuter bike' Cheap to run,

bulletin-proof reliability $450 Eves
253^)831

YAJyJAHA^ISION SHAFT drive liQuid cool

clean $1000 665-8770

1985^KX12S MAINTAINED in excelienl

condition Call lor details $1100 549 3819

BONNY- YOU'RE THE top! Only a Reno
coukJ do what you're doing! love ya! Debbie

YOil LENT ME money afKlllington and I

couldn't iind you Please call Chris 6-8208

HAPPY BIRTHDAY MIKE Love Lyn

HAPPY BIRTHDAY ELLENI One day late

but you're an April fool anyway! Love Pen

THE CENTER FOR POPULAR
ECONOMICS

THE^ENTER FOR poiular economics tias

openings for 2 adminisliative assistants

Both lopbs would start in May A job

description is posted in Thompson 829, or

call Tasha al 545-0743 lor more informa-

tion Application deadline April 10

PAUL R I know someone who loves you

DEAR KATHY AND Christine it's nnally

here' Gel psyched for Sunday' We love

you' The sisters ol Phi Mu
TYPINO SERVICE

dUALlW TYPING. PAPERS, letters,

resumes, etc Meticulous proolreading

Editing available New IBM fypewnter CaH
549-0367

Cheeis

and

Congrats

to

Maddie
and

David!!
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Rain washes out schedule
Baseball, softball, women's
lacrosse games postponed

Sports Information photo

Carol Frattaroli and the UMass softball team, as well as

the baseball and women's lacrosse teams, will have to wait

for their home openers, which were washed out by yesterday's

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts spring sports teams

have been playing the waiting game for the past month,

having to train indoors because of the weather.

The waiting continued yesterday as the baseball, soft-

ball and women's lacrosse teams all had their home

openers postponed due to the inclement weather that

made the fields unfit for play.

The baseball team, which went 3-5 on its Spring Break

trip to California, was scheduled to entertain the Univer-

sity of Connecticut at Lorden Field. No new date had been

scheduled as of last night.

The Minutemen will get plenty of action in the near

future, though. After playing host to Northeastern for a

doubleheader on Thursday at 1 p.m., UMass will travel

to Philadelphia to open the Atlantic 10 season with a key

four-game series against St. Joseph's University. The

teams will play noon doubleheaders Satm-day and Sunday.

The Softball squad was slated to battle the University

of Vermont at Totman Field. The game is tentatively

scheduled for Friday April 24.

The Minutt'wonien posted an impressive 10-3 record on

their Florida trip. The team was also scheduled to travel

to Holy Cross Thursday for a doubleheader starting at 2

p.m., but those games have been cancelled because the

Crusaders have decided UMass is too tough a team.

The Minutewomen will participate m the Husky Invita-

tional Tournament on Friday and Saturday before retur-

ning home to take on the University of Maine Sunday in

a doubleheader at Totman at 1 p.m.

The women's lacrosse team was set to play Yale Univer-

sity at Totman Field. As of last night, no date for the

make-up game had been set.

The Gazelles, who went 1-2 in their first three games
over the break, will battle Boston College under the lights

in Boston Tuesday at 7 p.m.

rain

McAlister earns win in NCAA contest
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The tense weeks of waiting are finally

over. Those ofyou who have drank gallons

of coffee, spending sleepless nights pouring

over old newspapers and watching ESPN
are about to find out if it was all worth it.

As you all know by now, the Indiana

Hoosiers gave hot-tempered coach Bob
Knight a third national title Monday night,

as Keith Smart buried an 17-foot leaning

jumper from the left ba^line with four

seconds left, for a 74-73 dramatic win over

Syracuse in New Orleans.

After 63 games over a span of 18 days in

13 cities, the results are complete, the

tabulations have been made, and we have

our winners in the Official Collegian Sports

StaffNCAA Basketball Tournament Pool.

Drum roll, please.

John McAlister of Amherst is the overall

champion of the contest, coming from

behind in the final weekend to finish with

a total of 88 points.

Oh, my.

McAlister was able to maintain good con-

sistency throughout the contest. He was
just in the middle of the pack in the first

round, with 24 points, but started making
his move, picking up 26 more in the second

round for a total of 50.

He picked six out of eight correct third

round games for 18 more points, and then

correctly tabbed Indiana and UNLV to

make the Final Four for another eight

points.

McAlister had Indiana going all the way,

worth another 12 points, for his final total

of 88.

Bryan Decelles, a resident of Southwest,

led through the middle rounds, but fell

behind when he had only Indiana as a cor-

rect Final Four choice, finishing with 86.

Decelles did have Indiana all the way,

though, as did the rest of the top five.

Rounding out the NCAA gurus were

Buck Watters and Bill Riley of Amherst,

and Allen Lindgren of Southwest, each of

whom finished with 84 points.

The five winners are asked to come down
to the Collegian sports desk at 113 Cam-

pus Center to find out how to obtain their

reward, a pair of passes to the hot tubs at

Utopia Spas, which is a modest reward for

being such 'hoop masterminds'. Dick Vitale

would be proud of you guys.

The following people are worthy of men-

tion. They are the ones who finished with

at least 80 points and made this contest ex-

citing to the final gun.

Jim McNamara just missed the boat,

finishing with 83 points. If only you'd pick-

ed Austin Peay, Jim. Todd Fruhbeis and

Steve Lizek each had 82 points, followed

by Bob Gillis and Dexter Wong, 81 points,

and Tara Reece, Robert White, Roger Kitch

and Karen Hathaway, each with 80.

Now, for all ofyou who entered solely for

the purfKJse ofcomparing your totals to our

crack sports staff, brace yourself. . . and

don't laugh too loudly.

Picker extraordinare George Austin ac-

tually finished tied for second overall,

finishing with 86 points. However, it was
established that staffers wouldn't be allow-

ed to win the prizes, so as to avoid any

controversy. continued on page 15

Weather delays Gorillas' home opener
Stadium debut moved back
The men's lacrosse game between the University of

Massachusetts and Cornell University, originally schedul-

ed for this afternoon at Warren McGuirk Alumni

Stadium, ha.s been postponed.

A meeting was to be held this morning to determine if

and when it would be rescheduled.

"It's been cancelled. There's a chance that it could be

rescheduled, but we don't know yet. That's something that

we'll have to talk about," UMass head coach Dick Garber

said. 'We'd like to reschedule it, and they (Cornell) would

too."

The game was supposed to be the home opener for the

Gorillas.

"The field conditions right now are unplayable, and the

weather forecast doesn't look good," Garber said.

"We hope that we can reschedule it, but I don't know,"

assistant coach Guy Van Arsdale said. "It would be a

shame to not be able to play this game, because it's been

such a big rivalry."

Cornell is 4-0, coming off of an 18-5 thrashing of

Maryland-Baltimore County, and is ranked third in the

nation by the United States Intercollegiate Lacrosse

Association. UMass is 1-0 following a 13-9 win over

Delaware.

Uncle Bob's
new kids
My, my. How things change in just a

matter of about, oh, one season.

If you were one of the lucky ones to

witness Monday night's NCAA champion-

ship game between Syracuse University

and Indiana University, you saw two of

the most vivid examples of irony that pro-

bably ever existed.

On the subtle side, both Indiana and

Syracuse were first round losers in last

year's NCAA tournament. Coincidental-

ly, both teams lost on the floor of

Syracuse's home building, the Carrier

Dome (the Orangemen lost to Navy and
Indiana was upset by Cleveland State.

You remember good old Cleveland St.,

don't va?).

Sportn InfurniHlitin photo

Due to yesterday's rain, senior attackman Greg Cannella

and the Gorillas will not play their home opener today as

scheduled, but Saturday at 1 p.m. against Boston College.

Roger Chapman

The more boldface irony was the

presence of two Indiana players that,

before this season, wouldn't have had a

shot in you know where of ever playing

basketball for Indiana head coach Bobby

Knight. Those two Hoosiers are junior

center Dean Garrett and junior guard

Keith Smart. I know. You're probably sit-

ting there scratching your head saying,

"So what?"
Well, ifyou have had the chance to read

John Feinstein's book. Season on the

Brink, a chronicle of the 1985-86 season

at Indiana, you probably know what I'm

talking about. If you haven't, let me
enlighten you.

In Feinstein's book, it is revealed, or I

should say explained, that Knight had

never recruited or signed a junior college

player while he was the top dog at In-

diana. Most of Knight's recruiting was
done in high schools either in the state of

Indiana, or anywhere else east of the

Mississippi. Knight just didn't recruit JfC

players. He ignored them.

So wouldn't you think it to be sort of

funny that the player who canned the

winning shot for Knight happened to be,

perish the thought, a former JC player?

Or how about Garrett, who has brought

with him to HossierLand shot blocking

skills Indiana fans haven't seen in eons?

Not many players can say they swatted

a Rony Seikely jumper . . .twice. . .in five

minutes.

One thing is for certain. You can bet

grandma's Social Security check that

when Smart buried that 17 -foot, off-

balance, gliding, rainbow baseline jumper

with four seconds remaining in the game
to bring his coach a third National Cham-
pionship, 74-73, Knight was either a)

thanking his lucky stars for finally com-

ing around and signing a signing a cou-

ple of blue chip JC players or b) kicking

himself all the way back to Bloomington
for not draining the thickness in his head

and doing it sooner. And don't think that

all the alumni that pump hundreds of

thousands of dollars into the Indiana pro-

gram didn't notice that either. Mr. Knight

can expect an increase in his fan mail,

which I understand doesn't exactly fill the

mailbox anyway.
The fact of the matter is Smart's and

Garrett's performances in the champion-
ship game and throughout the season

typifies what is becoming a growing trend

in college basketball. Coaches are just

beginning to tap what could be a gold

mine of talent and players are starting to

realize that maybe big-time Division I

basketball isn't the way to go in their first

two years of college. Knight and a host of

other coaches around the country are still

walking around in their diapers when it

comes to taking advantage of the JC
talent pool, but other coaches (or quasi-

coaches, if you will) like Nevada-Las
Vegas' imposter Jerry Tarkanian have
been doing it for years. The Tark snagg-

ed a good one in three-point bombardier
Gerald Paddie and has a couple more of

the little buggers lined up for next season.

In the next couple of years, the junior

college connection won't be such a big

secret anymore. When you think about it.

it really isn't that much of a secret now.

It just takes some people a little longer to

wake up and smell the coffee.

Right Bobby?
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Hilson to be named head of Public Safety;

Duffey to respond to Hurst report today
By NANCY KLINGENER and
CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis L. Madson

is expected to announce today that Placement Services

Director Arthur Hilson will become director of public safe-

ty on an interim basis.

The change will end Gerald T. O'Neil's nine years as

director. He has been with Public Safety since 1958. A
search committef> is expected to select his permanent

replacement.

O'Neil said in a telephone interview that he had re-

quested a transfer. He is expected to become the director

of security planning in the Office of Space Management.

O'Neil said he was ready to step down 'healthwise, and

I've had the department long enough. It's time to let so-

meone else try their hand at running it."

Rank and file UMass police officers went public Tues-

day with a vote of no confidence in their administration.

O'Neil said that vote "had no influence at all" on his deci-

sion, and that it had been in the wings for months.

In his report on October's Southwest racial incident,

Judge Frederick Hurst sharply criticized Public Safety's

leadership for not anticipating the incident and for deny-

ing its racial element.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey is expected to meet with

students and faculty today to outline responses to the

recommendations made by Hurst. He will meet with Third

World community members at 9:30 at New Africa House

and with the Faculty Senate at 3:30 in the School of

Management auditorium.

Duffey is expected to announce that the Reverend Jesse

Jackson will speak on campus April 21, as part of a pro-

gram promoting racial awareness. Senior administrators

are scheduled to attend workshops and residence halls will

conduct sessions on the evening of the same day.

The Third World Caucus last November presented a list

of demands to Duffey, to which he is also expected to res-

pond in his statement.

Those demands include crowd control training for police

officers and renewed commitment to minority represen-

tation on the University faculty, staff and administration,

and that any assailants be prosecuted and that the in-

vestigation be made public.

Last week, the office of Hampshire County District At-

torney W. Michael Ryan announced it has completed its

investigation of the incident and plans to charge six peo-

ple with assault.

In response to Hurst's report, a new policy is likely to

be announced, under which comment on any incident with

possible racial overtones will be referred to Duffey. after

which only he, Public Information Director Jeanne

Hopkins Stover and James Langley of the University

Relations and Development Office will speak for the

University.

Some UMass officials initially said the incident was not

racial.

Hilson served as a race relations consultant for the Navy
during the Vietnam era, moving around the country to

Collegian photo by Haul t' rann

LOST AT SEA — Peter Yeskie, a University of Massachusetts employee, rows out to his

home next to the Connecticut river yesterday after the heavy rains of the past few days left

their mark.

Week-long music, lectures and workshops

will be held to celebrate gay community
The lesbian, gay and bisexual community at the Univer

sity of Massachusetts launches a week of celebration and

awareness workshops with a kick-off dance at 9 p.m.

today.

The dance will be held on the tenth floor of the Campus

Center. Organizers say they expect turnout for the week

to top last year's attendance of 2,500. This fourth annual

event is funded by the Program for Gay, Lesbian and

Bisexual Concerns.
,

Workshops will include topics such as. Let s Get

Political: Strategies for Gay and Lesbian Liberation,"

"Everything you Want to Know About Lesbians and

Gays" and "Exploring Sexual Controversies."

Three lectures are scheduled, including one by ^ta^ Rep^

Mel King Wednesday night titled 'The Future Belongs

to the Fearless: Coalition Building." The other lectures

are "Policies of Prejudice: Institutional Responsibilities,"

by Virginia Apuzzo, and "Going Out of Our Minds: The

Metaphysics of Liberation," by Sonia Johnson.

Music and dance highlights include the nationally

known singer/humorists Romonovsky and Phillips and a

coffeehouse Friday night at the Biuewall featuring a

variety of performers.

The program of events is slated to run through April 11.

- CRAIG SANDLER

help cool down relations at places where there had been

racial antagonism. He stressed that his strengths lay in

the areas of conflict resolution and human relations, and

he would be using those skills to help the department

through its current difTiculties.

"I'm not a policeman," he said. Tm hopeful we're able

to find someone competent and qualified to fill that job."

Hilson said of his new position, "I always look forward

continued on page 11

Civility course to be created

Chancellor Joseph D. Duifey is expected to announce

today plans for a mandatory first year course on cultural

diversity as part ofthe University's response to the Hurst

report.

Money for the new course would come fVom a fund of

$600,000, which the administration requested from the

legislature. The request for the money is still under

consideration.

The Hurst report, written in response to the Southwest

racial violence last fall, recommends "that UMass
develop educational programs which are designed to

maximize student awareness of racial issues in America.

Toward that end I recommend that more courses that

deal with racial issues be devel<^d land) widely adver-

tised. . . Such courses should at least satisfy basic univer-

sity requirements and all students should be required

to complete at least one of them,"
- KICK SASSON

Senate ratifies

SGA elections,

approves funds
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Stafl'

An unusually diligent Undergraduate Student Senate

approved the Student Government Association election

for president and .student trustee, endorsed the upcoming

inarch against racism, and approved funding for spring

concerts and picnics.

Former SGA President Bill Bennett swore in the new

ly elected president, Joe Demeo, after the election ap-

proval had been postponed twice.

"Right now, as we look at the state of the SGA. we're

probably at a low point in our relationship with the ad-

ministration," Demeo said. He called the SGA's actions

toward the administration in recent years reactionary.

Demeo has promised he will firmly fight the administra-

tion on issues such as the alcohol policy, which he says

is too strict and unfair to students of legal drinking age.

The policy prohibits drinking in the residence halls.

Bennett, who was one of Demeo's strongest critics dur-

ing campaign time, said, "Joe really does need everyone's

support here." He asked the senate to "stick behind"

Demeo whenever an issue emerges that needs to be dealt

with.

Mark Friedman, who ran with Dwayne Warren against

Demeo, wished the new president luck, although he said

he still has reservations about the election. Some of Fried-

manAVarren's campaign workers have accused Demeo's

campaign workers of fraud.

Nevertheless, Friedman said he will work with Demeo
whenever the circumstances permit, although Friedman's

term as senator expired yesterday.

Friedman said he will continue working on issues, such

as fighting racism, which were part of his platform.

Coolidge House Senator Michael Kaplan, one of Fried-

manAVarren's supporters, said he fears Demeo's tactics

when dealing with the administration might be an-

tagonistic, which pould impair the SGA's relationship with

the administration.

Kaplan, however, added, "I certainly hope he'll do a

quality job."

Moore House Senator Bob McDevitt, one of Demeo's sup-

porters, said, "Strong leadership is from the top down and

Joe Demeo has what it takes to get the senate in the right

direction."

The administration has in reront years slowly seized the

continued on page 3
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*** SUN & FUN * KIDS & CAMPING ***

** SWIMMING & BOATING **

* OUTDOOR LIVING *

Timber Trails, a 9 week residertt Girl Scout

Camp In the Berkshlres, is looking for staff...

UNIT LEADERS • RIDING STAFF
WATERFRONT • PHOTOGRAPHY & RADIO
INSTRUCTIONS • REGISTERED NURSES,

COOKS & KITCHEN STAFF

Call or write: Timber Trails, HC 60 Box 158,

Tolland, MA 01034 (413) 258-4592
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TheUMASS Music Theatre Guild

Presents
Cole Porter's ...

April 2. 3. & 4

at 8:00 PM

With Matinee
April 4 - 2:00 pm

Bowker
Auditorium

Thursday, April 2, 1987
COLLEGIAN 3
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THE BOAI^D OF GOVERNORS PRESENTS |

FOUR QUESTIONS. QUESTION NUMBER 3 IS; i

Vi H E
does the Board of Governors meet? We meet every

Thursday night at 6 PM in Room 808 of the Campus
Center. All of the meetings are open to the public.

If you would like to add your opinion as to how the

Campus Center/Student Union complex is run, come
to our meetings. If that is inconvienent stop by our

|

office: Room 817 of the Campus Center. If you can't

come to us in person, give us a call at 545-0198 or

545-0194. Now that you know when and where we
meet. Stay tuned for tomorrow when we will answer

the final and most important question; why is the

Board of Governors important to you.
gniniii'i'i'mTiH'"""''''^''''"'"''!'"'""':'''
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A.

•.^ ^NRECK

N«w & Usftd Cars
Trucks a V«w AIM Av

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

S49-2880

Amherst Chinese Foods
Home Style Cooking

62-64 MAIN ST.. AMHERST
BEER & WINE LICENSE

Fresh Vegetables
from Our Own Farm

OPEN 7 DAYS
WE DO NOT USE MSG OR
ARTIFICIAL COLORING

253-7835

INES

MEMO: TO UMASS PROFS.

WE ARE NOW
STARTING TO PROCESS

COURSE BOOK ORDERS

FOR SUMMER SCHOOL

Please Let Us Give Your Oar

Personalized Service.

Call 253-3381 or 256-8735

Jeffery

Amherst

Bookshop'

55 So Pleasant Si. Amherst. MA (413)255)381

'^ LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED ^

The Legal Services Office has positions

available for full-time legal assistant interns for

the Fall, 1987 sennester.

This is a challenging opportunity for students

from a variety of majors and disciplines to gain

valuable legal experience.

Responsibilities include:

• Client interviewing

• Attendance at hearings

• Preparation of court forms

• Maintenance of continuing caseload

• Investigating and research

Up to 15 credits may be earned

CONTACT THE LEGAL SERVICES OFFICE

ROOM 922 CAMPUS CENTER (545-1995) BY APRIL 3, '87

i
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31 Main Street

Northampton

105 Elm Street
Westfield

Welcome Daylight Savings Time

Now that there is more time to be

outdoors. Fines wants to get you
started with your new spring

wardrobe

%
off20

Thurs-Fri-Sat.

Shorts
Lightweight

slacks

Short Sleeve
Dress and
Sport Shirts

New Bright Colors
& Cottons!

most styles available in boys.

SHOE DEPARTMENT"
AN EXTRA PAIR OF SNEAKERS AT OUR

THURSDAYFRIDAYSATURDAY
OPEN THURSDAY
NIGHT TH. 9 PM

Wallet, balance and bicycle reported stolen

Hit and run accident
causes $1,000 in damages
By ELLEN M, NOLAN
Collegian Staff

A hit and run accident caused $1000

worth of damages to a 1981 Toyota at 6

p.m. Tuesday in lot 63, police said.

In connection with the accident a 1977

Chrysler was issued a citation for "leaving

the scene of property damage"and failing

to use care, police said.

A wallet was reported missing at 5:10

p.m. Tuesday from the room of a male resi-

dent of John Adams Tower. University of

Massachusetts police said.

The man later visited a woman friend

who had been in his room prior to the inci

dent and found his wallet, police said.

In other police reports:

• A 21 -year-old male was put into pro-

tective custody at 1 a.m. Wednesday after

he was found to be intoxicated outside of

Patterson House, police said.

Collegian photo by Paul Fraru

FINGER PICKIN' GOOD - Jorma Kaukonen, former lead guitarist

of Jefferson Airplane and Hot Tuna, plays to a sold out show Tues-

day night at the Iron Horse in Northampton.

Conservatives hold rally

criticizing Ted Kennedy
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

April Fool's Day was
celebrated by conservative

students at the University

of Massachusetts yesterday

with a rally to "draft Ted
Kennedy" on the steps of

the Student Union
Building.

"Today is April Fool's day

and Senator Kennedy is the

biggest fool," said Central

Area Government President

W. Greg Rothman, an
organizer of the event. "The
Kennedys have a black

sheep in the family and his

name is Teddy Kennedy."

Campus conservatives
carried signs and handed
out buttons reading "Ken-
nedy for Lifeguard," as

about 40 students stopped to

watch the rally.

Junior Tony Rudy, also an
organizer of the event, said,

"we should draft Ted Ken-
nedy because the Marines
need a few good men," and
urged students to examine
Kennedy's voting record

and "stop voting for him
because he is a Kennedy."

Sophomore Lynne
McCabe, editor-in-chief of

the campus conservative

publication, The
Minuteman, said, "Sen.

Kennedy does not care

about the people of this com-

monwealth. He only cares

about himself and his craz-

ed liberal philosophy."

Kennedy was criticized for

the Grove City bill, which

Rothman said would re-

quire college health clinics

to give abortions and
change hiring policies of

public daycare centers.

"Kennedy pushed for rais-

ing the minimum wage,"

Rothman said. "Statistics

show that the minimum
wage takes jobs away from

college students."

Responding to a question

from student Michael D.

Ross concerning student op-

position to CIA recruitment

on campus, Rothman said.

"I think that Ted Kennedy
would support the CIA pro-

testors."

Photo hv Michael Morriswy

Michael Ross speaks at the conservatives' ral-

ly to draft Sen. Ted Kennedy yesterday.

Do not he too moral You may cheat yourselfout of much life. So

aim above morality. Be not simply good; be good for something.

— Henry David Thoreau

• Police assisted University Health Ser-

vices in transporting an "unstable" male

to the hospital at 1:45 a.m. Wednesday,

police said.

• A lOspeed bicycle worth $100 was

reported stolen at 9:15 p.m. Tuesday after

it had been left locked in the basement of

Johnson House during spring break, police

said.

• An electronic balance worth $900 was

reported stolen at 10 a.m. Tuesday from the

saw mill at Tilson Farm, police said.

• A male student reported at 12:40 p.m.

Tuesday that his jeans, wallet and keys had

been taken from the Boyden Gymnasium,

police said.

• Fifty dollars worth of store receipts

were reported taken at 1 p.m. Tuesday

from the mini store in the Student Union

Building, police said.

Two students found guilty on
assault and battery charges

One University of Massachusetts student

was found guilty on charges of assault and

battery of a police officer and another stu-

dent allegedly involved in the incident

turned himself in to court officials

yesterday.

Duane Chase, a sophomore pre-education

major from Baltimore, Md., was fined $525

at a pre-trial conference for assault and bat-

tery of a police officer and a disorderly

charge was entered as guilty, according to

the Northampton District Court

magistrate's office.

Joseph P. Fennel, a sophomore sports

management major from Brooklyn, N.Y.,

"came in on his own volition today," after

a warrant was issued for his arrest after

he failed to attend a pre-trial conference on

March 25, a spokeswoman for the

magistrate's office said. The case has been

continued to April 8.

Fennel was arrested on March 9 at the

Southside room in Hampden Commons,

after a fight at a fraternity dance. Officer

Vincent Boyle sustained minor injuries

from the incident, which witnesses say

ervlpted aft^r Chase tried to enter the dance

without paying admission.

Chase, a member of the UMass basket-

ball team, turned himself into University

police on March 10, after police had obtain

ed a court order for his arrest.

Chase and Fenne\ could not be reached

for comment.

- ANN BRITTON

• SGA
aintinued from page 1

SGA's power, but now

Demeo will fight that, McDevitt said. "Joe

will be flexible, but Joe will always stand

up and fight for the best interest of the

students.

Before approving the election, the

senate had unanimously passed a pro-

posal to endorse the march against racism

scheduled for 6:30 p.m. tomorrow.

Commuter Area Senator Chris Alibran-

di, one of the march's organizers, in-

troduced the proposal, urging her fellow

senators to participate.

The march will begin outside the Stu-

dent Union and will proceed to Chancellor

Joseph D. Duffey's house, from where it

will return. After the march a vigil on the

Campus Pond Lawn will take place.

After approving the endorsement, the

senate made another unanimous decision

— transferring money form Student Ac-

tivities Trust Fund accounts for the East

Side Concert, Southwest Week, and the

Malcolm X picnic. These events will take

place in April and May.

Toward the end of the meeting, the

senate debated foi 45 minutes on whether

to create a yearly $10 fee that would pay

for the yearbook. Index. The Index editors

had originally requested an $18 optional

fee, but the Rents and Fees Committee op-

posed it and proposed a $10 fee instead.

Prof leads fight against

cigarette ads on busses

' * * *. * * »•- »

»

•»•»-•

By JENNIFER DEMPSEY
Collegian Staff

The Pioneer Valley Transit Authority

may soon be void of cigarette advertising

if psychology Professor Richard Gold gets

his way.

Gold is leading the campaign against

cigarette advertising on busses. He said

that billboard cigarette advertisements are

banned in Amherst and "these are just

moving billboards, right?"

Gf.ld said he filed for a bylaw requiring

no advertisements on taxis or busses and

exptcts a decision at the Town Meeting at

the end of April. He said he will also bring

it up at the Faculty Senate meeting on

Thursday night.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey is suppor-

tive of the cause. Gold said Duffey sent

"sent a letter to the PVTA for Mr. Barnett

(manager of busses)."
^^

Gold has "not spoken directly with

PVTA managers, but said he has heard the

advertising is handled through another

company. Gold said he has "tried to figure

out how much revenue is generated,"l:Qr the

advertisers.

PVTA Public Relations Director Anne

Dunphey said the company has not "been

a part of the banning anyway."

She said if this bylaw is passed, then a

policy will have to be made by the advisory

board.

"If and when it becomes an issue, it

would be the advisory board's decision and

they would deal with it," Dunphey said.

Gold said he is concerned by the numbers

of his students who smoke. "Are students

susceptible to cigarette advertising? I have

a seven-year-old son who I don't want to

start smoking. At age 18 they are too hook-

ed to stop," he said.

He called smoking the leading preven-

table cause of death and said students don't

realize the danger of it because "most col-

lege students don't die while they are do-

ing it."
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CAG against democracy

On March 31, the Commuter Area Government failed to

ratify the election of Lynne M. Murphy, the duly elected

spokesperson of the 6000-plu8-member body. As a result of

disgraceful stonewalling by a small group of progressives, a

legitimately elected officer has been stripped of her election

victory and right to serve.

Now thet those in power have decided holding new elections

is the best way to solve this dilemma. Their reasoning for this

twisting of the democratic process is preposterous.

Murphy outpoUed opponent Charlotte Wesley 360 to 357.

Supporters of Wesley charge that 30 CAG ballots received by

voters but not placed in the ballot box represent an irregularity

that should invalidate the election. What those in power fail

to realize is that an absence of ballots is standard fare for elec-

tions at the University; off-campus students voting at the

Hatch had four ballots to read, understand and vote on dur-

ing the March 9-10 elections. Many students vote only in the

elections that interest them.

No member of the Murphy campaign came near the ballot

box during or after the election, thus, no improprieties.

Furthermore, the Wesley campaign has raised the specter

of voter confusion because of name recognition. This charge

is completely without grounds, and if raised in an outside elec-

tion would be scoffed at. Voters educated enough and interested

enough to vote for a candidate in that election know there is

a difference between Lynne M. and M. Lynne Murphy,

especially after the massive controversy about their name's

last year. So what's the point? The progressives used the issue

to debase Murphy's legitimate victory.

The Commuter Area Government should call off new elec-

tions and ratify the election of Lynne M. Mui-phy for spokesper-

son without further delay.

It is a travesty for a group of people to refuse to ratify an

election because their candidate lost. That is a violation of the

will of the voters. The attempt by the progressive movement

to alter the fact that Lynne M. Murphy won by clouding the

issue with dilatoi-y motions and tactics should not be allowed

to succeed.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the Col-

legian Board of Editors

Ventilate Cape Cod lounge
The Cape Cod Lounge is quite unlike

anyplace else on campus. This popular

lounge, located in the Student Union,

serves a range of leisure functions. Where
else can you relax and chat with friends,

read the newspaper, munch on your Peo-

ple's Market bagel, or eat Mini Store pop-

corn? It is also true that some students

even attempt to study there — though,

more often than not, in vain.

hibit one of the "leisure occupations" for

which a lounge is defined. Also, restricting

smokers within sections of the lounge

would be inadequate in light of the suigeon

general's recent report. In a room the size

of the Cape Cod lounge, "environmental

smoke" would fill the room no matter

where the smoker was sitting - whether

it be in a designated smoking section or

not. Besides, dividing up the lounge into

separate sections would just hinder its

//I /.5 M^^
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Where are you ZooMass?
I'm sitting here reading this: "New breed

of students taming ZooMass image."

Disgust mingles with a giggle like milk

and champagne in my throat. What is this

ZooMass image and why are we so intent

on getting rid of it? Seems to me that we

could do with a little more. What do you

want, MIT?

James Martin

social function. As much as I detest

Michael Andre SoohinOS cigarette smoking, I do believe smokers
i\fllf^lia<.l /-LliUi<C JV^piiiliV^J

^^^^ ^^^ ^.^^^ ^^ ^ comfortable setting for

' ~ which to exercise their habit.

And I don't believe that lame statistic

about UMass being one of the top 40 party

schools in the country. Who's ahead of us,

Oral Roberts. Brigham Young University?

Sure. Where did they get that?

Imagine this. Campus bars are gone.

Nearby bars are lame. Happy hours are

banned. (Actually they still exist but usual-

ly it means some cheese and crackers with

the normally overpriced drinks.) Drinking

is basically banned from the dorms. The

authorities are always in search of new

ways to crack down on underage drinkers

OfT-campus parties are Darwinian strug-

gles for a chance at the keg.

And it goes on and on. I've been here for

six years, 1 know, and I've watched this

campus go downhill in real ability to par-

ty. The first crushing blow came when they

decided to close the Blue Wall, which is a

bigger mystery now than it was then. I

mean, they have bands and alcohol at the

Hatch and they have ice cream at the Blue

Wall. The Hatch has a problem attracting

customers. Why? Because the atmosphere

is kind of sad. The bands are good and

frankly, I like the place. But I would like

it more in the Blue Wall and it seems to

me that they could serve ice cream at the

Hatch. Why not switch? It would not only

make it more enjoyable, and allow for a lit-

tle more volume, but it would create an ac-

ceptable bar on campus. Keep the drunks

off the road. Let 'em stagger home from the

Campus Center.

Students are going to drink. That's all

there is to it. No matter how many blue

suits are scattered around campus, no mat-

ter how far the bars are. no matter how

hard it is to get booze, they are going to

drink. But they're being forced

underground, into the woods and into their

cars. Enough of the pompous prohibitionist

posturing. Drunk-driving accidents are a

tragedy. That's all. And they're avoidable,

so. . . .

And I won't ever vote for Mike Dukakis,

on general principles. The bastard took

away our Happy Hours - An American in-

stitution. Another thing that's missing,

and it hurts just to think about it, is the

Drake. If you're too young to remember it

then you've missed one of the great institu-

tions of Amherst. A place of extreme

decadence. Drunks on the floor, dirty, dark,

people punching through the jukebox, and

other things that I can't really mention.

The bottom line is that it was a supreme-

ly fun place to go. No need to dress up, im-

press the others, label clothes, heavy make-

up, and all that other superficial crap that

marks the Amherst scene now except for

Mike's, but that's a long walk. Total relax-

ation. It's hard to explain and I wish it was

still around so everyone could go once. It

hurts.

I'm still reading and this person says he

remembers hearing about free love, jump-

ing out windows and students dropping

acid. Well, some things don't change, eh?

What I'm try.ng to say is that UMass

isn't the haven it's allcracked up to be. I

went to school where the beer is $4.50 for

a gallon-and-a-half bucket and there were

10 other bars just as cheap within a five-

minute walk. And there were happy hours

and my grades were good and that was top

40 material. A little more Zoo would be

OK. No, it's necessary. Let's get to it.

James Martin is a UMass student

Letters

Unfortunately, there is one other use of

the this lounge - cigarette smoking. There

is a problem that results from this. Those

who choose to smoke in the lounge collec-

tively manage to fumigate the room with

an irritating haze that inhibits the enjoy-

ment of this area for non-smokers. As the

day wears on, the Cape Cod lounge is

transformed into the Cape Cloud lounge.

The Surgeon General's latest findings show

that "environmental smoke," or second-

hand smoke, puts the well-being of the

would-be non-smoker at considerable risk.

No one should be surprised to hear that

cigarette smoke not only does bodily harm
to the one who "lights up." but is to a large

extent toxic to the people who he or she

shares that smoke with.

The solution to the Cape Cloud lounge

phenomenon is not to ban cigarette smok-

ing in that area. To do so would unduly pro-

Therefore, I think a positive solution

would be to install an effective central air

• system that would properly ventilate the

Cape Cod lounge. Wliy not? Such an invest-

ment would not only benefit non-smokers,

but smokers too. A smoke-filled room is not

conducive to much except cancer. Is it

relatively inexpensive to have clean air

compared with the physical and social costs

of cigarette smoke-related ailments? Con-

sidering the hundreds of people that would

benefit from the ventilation system, I do

not think that it is such an extravagant or

unreasonable idea. Heck, I'd even settle for

a few good ceiling fans. Happy respiration

and good health to you all.

Michael Andre Sophinos is a UMass
student

Continued funds, support urged
Two years ago, in

response to blatant harass-

ment on this campus,
students joined in a coali-

tion to demand the

establishment of a program

for Gay, Lesbian and Bisex

ual Concerns.

The program has been in-

valuable to the Gay. Les

bian and Bisexual com-

munity in many ways,

among which are:

— advocacy for our causes

on an administrative level.

— advice and counsel,

given with the perspective

that comes from greater

experience.
— assistance in obtaining

speakers, entertainers and

other sources of information

for tho community.
— help in organizing Gay

and Lesbian Awareness
Week.
— advocacy in our strug-

gle and protection against

verbal and physical

harassment.

The original two-year fun-

ding of this program runs

out at the end of this

semester. There is a

possibility that this funding

will not he renewed. We at

the Lesbian Bisexual Gay
Alliance strongly urge that

the support for this program

by the University bo con

tinued in the following

years.

The program has been

and can be a valuable tool in

fighting homophobia and

oppression against the Gay,

Lesbian and Bisexual com-

munity. However, these pro-

blems still exist. We would

see the discontinuation of

the funding for this program

as a conscious step

backward on the part of the

administration in dealing

with homophobia.

Desha A. Baker, Todd
Warren, Alec McLure,
Marc Silvestri, Thomas
Concanon LBGA
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Of love, lust

god, money
Here's a transcript of a conversation between the

Reverend Jim Bakker and his wife, Tammy, smuggled out

of the Betty Ford Center in Palm Springs in a Gideon's

Bible:

Tarn: Oh hon, what in God's name will happen to us?

Jim: The Lord works in mysterious ways, we'll just have

to trust in Him again and see.

Tam: Do you think he'll forgive you darling?

Jim: You mean forgive us, don't you dear?

Tam: You were the one who bit into that young secretary's

apple!

Jim: Aw, come on honey, you know I've confessed my sins

to the Lord and bared my breast for our 500,000 viewers

to see.

Tam: That may be so, but I still don't know why you soil-

ed our family and good church.

Jim: It's like I told you dear — it was a diabolical plot,

a trap set by some of Satan's soldiers within the church.

Tam: You mean to tell me that they rigged that young

lady just so her legs would clamp down around poor un-

suspecting you?
Jim: I was wickedly manipulated, but I guess, . . I just

wanted to make you jealous.

Tam: Was it good?

Jim: Was it. . . Tammy honey, I was scared to death. It

all happened so fast, I can't remember a thing really.

Tam: Did you take precautions?

Jim: As a matter of fact, I did.

Tam: Then you sinned twice, you aborted a child of God.

Jim: God forgave Lot for sleeping with his daughters.

Tam: Did you even know her?

Jim: Sure I knew her. I mean, I knew of her.

Tam: Where'd you do it?

Jim: Tammy Faye! Does it really matter where one of

God's angels falls to earth?

Tam: Well, it wasn't on the roller coaster at Heritage

Park!

Jim: If you must know, it was in my office.

Tam: So you performed fornication on a 20-year-old child

in an office of God?
Jim: It was treacherous, I'll admit.

Tam: Just terrible, I'm sure. Jim: Please have mercy

honey. You and the kids. . . you're all I ever cared about

and you and the Lord are all I've got left.

Tam: You never loved me Jimmy Bakker!

Jim: No — now that's simply not so. Here, stop crying,

you're face is starting to run again. It's just that when

you started popping those pills like M&M's I got lonely.

I couldn't talk to you anymore.

Tam: You couldn't talk to me so you preached to that.

. gospel groupie. God forgive you!

Jim: God has to forgive us all Tammy, or what I've been

teaching all along means nothing.

Tam: What about that poor girl?

Jim: That 'poor' girl blackmailed me for over $200,000!

Tam: You were always a foolish Jimmy, even when you

were an altar boy for Oral Roberts. Something could have

been arranged for your. . . animal urges. Even TV
preachers can't live by bread alone.

Jim: Lord, my ears are sealed.

Tam: Oh, come down off the mountain Jim. What'U we

do now?
Jim: Pray.

Tam: I mean in the future?

Jim: First we'll have to dump the Rolls-Royces, diamonds

and the condo in Florida with the gold toilet fixtures.

Tam: If the diamonds go, I go!

Jim: Tammy! I thought you loved me?
Tam: The Lord loves those who love themselves and right

now I think I love myself a whole lot more than I like you.

Jim: But it was just a virretched moment of pure weakness,

it'll never happen again.

Tam: Promise?
Jim: Promise to God, and hope to die.

Frank Flanagan is a Collegian columnist

The focus of the next Col-

legian Symposium is the im-

pact of religion on campus.

Given the recent disclosures

surrounding the PTL
ministry, can we trust

organized evangelical

groups who recruit on cam-

pus? How ethical are the

practices ofthese evangelical

groups?
Send your columns to

David R. Mark, 113 Campus
Center. Columns are due

Tuesday, April 7, and will

he published Thursday,

April 9. Columns should be

no longer than three double

spaced pages.

The Collegian accepts let-

ters and columns from the

UMass community. Letters

to the editor should be no

more than 30 lines ofdouble-

spaced type. Column.^

should not exceed 60 linei>.

Set margins at 10 and 77

The Collegian reserves the

right to edit for length,

grammar and clarity. All

submissions become proper-

ty of the Collegian.

Why Ron, v^hy apathy?
The president's message of January 16th read:

It gives me great pleasure to send greetings to the

members ofthe Student Coalition for Soviet Jewry on the

occasion ofyour 11th Annual Washington Lobby We who

live in freedom have a very special and solemn obliga-

tion to those who are persecuted for their religious com-

mitment. Soviet Jews are denied the right to their

religious and cultural heritage because they are ruled by

a state that denied the existence of God while seeking to

usurp His place. By proclaiming loudly and insistently

that they are not forgotten, you have sent a message of

hope and comfort to all victims of persecution.

David R. Mark

While a strong letter, the president has not been a part

ner toward ending the repression of the Soviet Jew. The

president's recent public addresses have taught us this

once again. Thus, we have another year without a for

mal policy working for Soviet Jews fighting repression,

known as refuseniks. Is this the same man who, in his

November television address following Reykjavik, said

there was progress being made on behalf of the Soviet

dissidents?

It is shameful that university students do more than

the president to oppose repression of refuseniks. Sarah

Weiss is a UMass student who, on February 12, left with

her family for the Soviet Union to meet refusenik

families. Of the items she brought for them, the most

heartfelt were prayer books and other Jewish items

banned in the USSR. Religion is virtually prohibited in

the Soviet Union, and teaching the Jewish religion has,

in the past, led to severe reprisals by the Soviet

government.
To say the Weiss' action was courageous is an

understatement. Lest none forget, to visit refuseniks is

illegal in the USSR, and in doing so one must be prepared

for constant KGB harrassment, searched rooms, and

bugged phones. But this didn't deter the Weiss family.

Certainly, this trip isn't the first of its kind, nor will it

be the last. Yet this does not lessen its importance.

University students, 36 of them from UMass, helped

keep alive a tradition started eleven years ago at

Brandeis — to lobby congress on behalf of Soviet Jewry.

Only a dozen went on the initial drive to DC, compared

to nearly 800 who went February 26. Following the

theme of Amnesty International, seven of whose

members were among those leaving from Amherst, "it

is believed that if pressure is placed on a nation, action

will follow."

Gorbachev's lack of compassion is not surprising. The

refusenik wishes to live in freedom and by his religious

beliefs rather than the forred atheism and repre.ssion of

the state — the element of dissident life that is anti-

Soviet. Refuseniks wish the rights and freedoms the

Soviet constitution claims they have. Freedom of speech,

the press, assembly, and a fair trial are articles of the

Soviet constitution. However, like past Soviet leaders,

Gorbachev and the KGB don't obey their own law.

By SCSJ emigration statistics, 51.320 Soviet Jews

emigrated in 1979. In 1987, only 508 have been granted

exit visas. January 1. 1987, marked a new emigration

code, which drastically reduced the

number of people allowed to apply for an exit visa.

The recent visas granted to 330 Soviet Jews can be

misleading, given Gorbachev's implementation of

glasnost [openness or liberalization). For many Jews, the

wait for an visa can be both humiliating and agonizing.

Many dissidents who apply for exit visas immediately

lose their jobs, their children are expelled from a univer-

sity, and imprisonment is not out of the question. A
fabricated trial may occur, and the dissident will be pro-

claimed by a doctor as "schizophrenic." The dissident

would then be forced to go to a mental hospital, where

may receive hypnotics, or hallucinatory drugs — for silen-

cing the "enemy of the state."

Given the seriousness of the issue, Reagan's apathy

is saddening. Once I read President Reagan noted the

"Passover" lights of the menorah in Lafayette Park.

While it can be easy to laugh at Reagan (menorah lights

are part of the celebration of Hanukkah), I doubt the

SCSJ would rather work against the president instead

of with him when the stakes are so high.

President Reagan can easily show why refuseniks must

be given their right to leave. His artillery? Article .50

of the Soviet constitution: Citizens of the USSR are

guaranteed freedom of speech, of the press, and of

assembly. Article 49; Persecution for criticism is pro-

hibited. Also, as ratified by the Soviet Union, the UN
article 9: No one shall be subjected to arbitrary ar-

rest, detention or exile. Article 13: Everyone has the

right to leave any country, including his own.

It's time Reagan showed our muscle. He must also

listen to the American voice pleading for justice. Univer-

sity students travel to the Soviet Union, Washington,

or wherever needed to help the Soviet Jew; President

Reagan can have a formal policy. That's all that is ask-

ed. The work of students can't and shouldn't be wa.sted

by lack of presidential action. The lives in the balance

are too important.

David R. Mark is a Collegian columnist

Orwellian shadow falls on Americans
Howard Zinn, Boston University's famous professor and

expert on the history of nonviolent protest in the United

States, once remarked, "The people of the US aren't bad

- they're misinformed." While George Orwell gave us

perhaps the quintessential depiction of a totalitarian

system based on disinformation and official enemies in

his book 1984, it is clear that most citizens have failed

to grasp how eerily relevant his work is to today.

Jay Allain

While we are familiar with anti-Sovietism — as ABC
recently tried to exploit with its series "Amerika" — one

usually hears that tolerance of casual "hate sessions"

directed against the Soviets reveal one's love of country.

Many would argue the opposite; that is, unexamined

hostility blinds people from critically examining our own

country's faults while this hatred and fear response fuels

the nuclear arms race. The psychoanalyst Erich Fromm
himself commented on the "doublethink" whereby peo-

ple rationalize the arms race by convincing themselves

that it is increasing security. He says, "those who point

to the political and psychological and moral consequences

of such destruction are called 'unrealistic'
"

Yet these are auspicious times. As the criminal acts of

the Reagan administration become exposed in the Iran-

contra scandals, the citizens of this country are receptive

to more humane and trustworthy leadership. One can

hardly assume that without pressure the Democrats will

simply transform this obvious moral void. Looking at re-

cent history, the last two years of the Carter Presidency

brought in the precipitous expansion of the nuclear arms

race and one should note that with the exception of Jesse

Jackson, all Democratic presidential candidates in the

field today yield one highly predictable phrase in their

speeches: "We must be strong on defense."

As various political analysts have observed, the far right

has monopolized the political debate under Reagan and

the people's task is to reclaim this discussion especially

on subjects like morality and patriotism. We must pro-

ject a credible and inspiring vision for a new society that

rejects the dominance of militarism and covert actions in

foreign policy, that attends to the plights of workers,

farmers and the unemployed, that achieves radical reduc-

tions in conventional and nuclear arms and alleviates the

unconscionable burden of poverty on the nation's women,

children and elderly.

And so, while the harvest — being the moral high

ground — is rich, the task of reaping it will be formidable.

Do we really believe in another vision for this country and

are we willing to accept that as someone remarked, "The

peace movement is the alternate political party for 1988"?

While many have labored under the yoke of being

marginalized and deemed "unrealistic." what has Ronald

Reagan brought us? The largest peacetime arms buildup

in world history, a staggering federal deficit, nine million

additional citizens living in poverty since the beginning

of his first term and an illegal and contradictory foreign

policy as evidenced by the Iran contra fiasco.

Certainly we, the people, demand more. However to

forge a humane nation, we must act to create one. As

Henry David Thoreau observed. "All men recognize the

right of revolution; that is , the right to refuse allegiance

to and to resist the government, when its tyranny and its

inefficiency are great and unendurable." Let us begin a

revolutir^n that is caring and nonviolent and enduring.

The time is now!

Jay Allain is a UMass alumnus
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Calendar
Events for Thursday, April 2

A free gospel (»ncert honoring Dr. Mar-

tin Luther King will take place tonite at

8 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom.

The guest speaker will be Dr. J. P.

Morgan, of Holy Trinity Church of God in

Christ of Springfield. The concert will

feature soloists and various choirs.

The play "American BufTalo" will be

presented in the Curtain Theater of the

UMass Fine Art <= PAnfer April 2 through

4 and 8 through 11 at 8 p.m. Tickets are

$3 for the general public and $2 for

students and senior citizens.

Singer/guitarist Greg Brown will per-

form tonight in The Iron Horse Cafe in

Northampton. Call 584-0610.

Correction: The Matinee performance

of "Kiss Me, Kate on April 4 will be per-

formed at 2 p.m., not 4 p.m. as reported

yesterday.

Amherst Fire Dept.

IS now recruiting for

VOLUNTEER FIRE FIGHTERS

i/i^^Z%. ^^^^ ^^^ student force

^^^m Engine Company 3 ;p
^^^^^'^Gain Valuable Experience^

Serve your Community

For information see our table in the Campus Center Concourse

April 1 - April 3 or call 253-9233

By MEREDITH G. GOTTESMAN
Collegian Staff

As a member of the Pale and Pasty White

Society, I'd just like to say how nice

everyone looks with their Spring Break

tans. Death to you all (just kidding,

kiddies.)

Tonight Watch the Teeth, Kate will be

playing at Sheehan's (for free, natch!). At

Pearl Street, don't miss the return ofJack

Smith and the RockabiUy Planet, one of

the best rockabilly bands on the East coast.

These guys were great when they opened

for the Sun Rhythm Section a couple of

months ago, so ifyou like '50s rock and roll,

go! Tickets are $5.00 at the door. Local

teenybopper heartthrobs The Sighs will be

appearing at Katina's. Ray Mason will

open the show. He's a great, albeit under-

rated guitar player who currently has one

of the top selling local records (actually, it's

on cassette) in the area. And, like, the

Grateful Dead will be at the Worcester

Centrum for the next three nights...

Friday night, reggae/rock/funk/fusion

band Right Time will be playing at the

Student Union Ball Room from 9pm-lam,

following an anti-racism march. This event

is being sponsored by CASA (Central

American Solidarity Association) and is

free, but they are asking for a $2.00 dona-

tion. All proceeds go to the Miraflor Farm

Cooperative in Nicaragua for a tractor they

want to buy. Pop/country singer Nicolette

Larson will be at the Iron Horse, and The

Incredible Casuals will play at

Sheehan's.
On Saturday, The Circle Band will be

at Sheehan's; they've taken on their old

name and added a sax player.

Joan Jett and the Blackhearts will be

appearing at Katina's on Sunday night.

Jett started her career with the all-female

teen exploitation band The Runaways

(which also featured guitarist Lita Ford),

has had several hits with the Blackhearts

CI Love Rock and Roll,' Tommy James and

the Shondell's 'Crimson and Clover,' and

'Bad Reputation') and has just done a film

with Michael J. Fox. Somehow, I never

would have put those two together on the

silver screen (or anywhere else, for that

matter).

Singer Nicolette Larson will per-

form at 7 and 10 p.m., Friday in

The Iron Horse in Northampton.
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TOP CASH PAID FOR .
|

RECORDS, TAPES. CDs i.

Maxell XL2
Box of 10 For

$19.99

Maxell LN-90
Box of 10 For

$12

Maxell XL11S

$2.74 Ea. OR
10 For $24.99
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NEW LOCATION
Underneath Steve's, beside Ali Cat

48 N. Pleasant St - 253-9209
M - Sat n-7; Sun 12-5

UlklAi*

4/2 THURSDAY
Watch The Teeth Kate (no cover)

4/3 FRIDAY
Incredible Casuals
4/4 SATURDAY

DeepWOOdS Drive (formerly circle)

4/6 MONDAY
Ken Johnson & Co.

4/7 TUESDAY
Ken Johnson and Co.

24 Pleasant St, Northampton • 586-4258

I

HOVAC CIIAUE

FOOD MAmtTET
360 COLLEGE ST., ROUTE 9, AMHERST.MA

253-5658 SUN-FRI 10-8 SAT 9-8

OVER 2200 DIFFERENT ITEMS IN STOCK
CHINESE JAPANESE THAI l^4CMAN GOODS • SAUCES Ar40 SPCES
'^^HESH NOotTeS . >»«S^ FrIJIYs AND VEGETABLES PASTRIES

FHOZENCANNEO DfllEO FOODS • FROZEN AND DRIED FISH

COOKBO^ t^!oKSWCE COOKERS. » IMPLEMENTS • DISHES AND

BEDSPREADS • TAKE OUT F0O06 • WHOLE ROAST DUCK ft CMCKEN
BYOTOER . mScSuNTSFOR STUOtNT GROUP FUNCTIONS _..

f W9w9m'm9m*<mmm0m9»* i»»9W»»*9999*m

PAROL JACOBS - Professor of Comparative

LUerature and English at SUNY will lecture on

Sponsored by the Department of Comparative Literature,

University of Massachusetts

TIME: THURSDAY APRIL 2, 1987 at 8^0 PM

PLACE: SOUTH COLLEGE BUILDING

Office of the Dean of Fine Arts & Humanities (UMASS)

There will be a RECEPTION after the lecture

Professo Jacobris author of The Diss.mulBtmg Harmony: The ""a9« »' '"^jj^'*:

^^InmeN^a^he. Anuad. BndBenl^rruh (Johns HopKir« Univer^^^essmd

of a lorthcoming book eniitled The Dagger ot Language: Essays on Lesstng. bnei

(y Kleist. and imity Bronte

Tribute to

I. MOVER HUNSBERGER
Professor and Head, Chemistry Department, 1960 - 1961

Dean, College of Arts & Sciences, 1961-1969

Alttmni Memorial Hall

University of Massachusetts. Amherst

Wednesday, April 8, 1987
12 Noon

ENTER THE
MISS

M
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Smith College Rec. Council Presents:

M\ With Special

Guests

IN THE

FLESH

Appearing at Smith College

Davis Student Center Ballroom

April 3, 1987 9 PM - 11 PM

Student*

-^s^^^J!^:

* * BATHING SUIT AND TAN CONTEST *
*

FIRST PRIZE

. . -=r $200 CASH ^

FRIDAY APRIL 3rd 8 PM - 1 AM
ALL CONTESTANTS RECEIVE PRIZE PACKAGE CONSISTING OF:

Lite Beer Coolers • Lite Ski Jackets • Lite Sweatshirts

Utopia Spa Passes • Hawaiian Tropic Tan Kits • Beach Towels

ADVANCED SIGN UP REQUIRED - APPLICATIONS AT CHANGES

PITCHERS
S2.50

Woo-Woo, Sex On The Beach
Cola Schnapps & Slippery Nippples

only S1.75

SPONSORED BY

lAHittfeM^HIre

Blind Date
Directed by Blake Edwards
Starring Bruce Willis

Hampshire Six Theaters

it*

By THOMAS H. GAGNON
Collegian Correspondent

Blake Edwards has directed alot of very

funny movies, but his new movie Blind

Date isn't one of them. It is a romantic com-

edy that has funny situations and silly

slapstick. What it doesn't have is a

believable romance with believable roman-

tic characters, due to both the characteriza-

tion of the romantic roles and the actors

who play them. The movie's absurd situa-

tions provide some humor but, because the

romantic characters aren't convincing,

most of the humor in Blind Date falls flat.

Walter Davis (Bruce Willis) needs a date

for an important business dinner, so his

brother fixes him up with a beautiful

ARTS

Bruce is Bruised in Moonlighting.

woman called Nadia Gates (Kim Bass-

inger). He warns Walter not to let her

drink, however, or she'll go wild. Walter

lets her drink anyway and she goes wild.
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ealiiig place
Help Us Celebrate Our New Late Night Meau And Receive

10% OFF YOUR ORDER AFTER 10:00 PM
• excluding beer & wine •

Breakfast served anytime • Beer & Wine served 'til midnite

Positive Proof of ID Required Plenty of Parking

Sunday-Thursday 6 AM - 3 AM
FRIDAY & SATURDAY OPEN 24 HOURS
Campus P1aza-(Next to Stop & Shop) Rte. 9 Hadley. MA 256-6889

Employment Applications Being Taken Coupon Expires 4/9/87

^Them ,

^more than
oneway to get

a higher education.
Before you earn your degree, you could earn the money to

pay for il. Byjoining theArmy Guard today.

Wbrk with us two days a month and two weeks a j esr, and

get a handsome paycheck. A challenging future. And ll.c kind

of expenenf;e that makes your resume great

reading material.

100%

FREE TUITION

To any Massachusetts

F«™WCo.l.,.orUniv.r«t,
HaJj^^Q Qua^l

FOR FUTHER INFORMATION
1-800-322-1338

CALL 586-4110 & 773-9880

MASSACHUSETTS

causing Waiter to be fired by his boss, chas-

ed by her jealous lover, and arrested by the

police. They fall in love and together they

find ways of extricating themselves from

the trouble she has plunged them into.

Blind Date has its funny moments,

especially the scene in which the crazed

Naomi tries to convince a Japanese

businessman's embarrased wife that she

should be more liberated from her husband.

But a romantic comedy needs actors who

can be convincing in romantic roles and

who have a flair for comedy. Willis is too

absorbed in his own antics to pay much at-

tention to Basinger, and his comic style is

indistinguishable from his comic style in

Moonlighting. With her demure hair-style,

Kim Basinger looks remarkably like Diane

Keaton. If only she were Diane Keaton.

To be fair, the characterization of these

roles is weak. Neither Walter nor Nadia

seem to have families, personal histories,

or personalities. I was surprised when they

fell in love. They scarcely seemed to exist.

Because Blake Edwards directed it. Blind

Date is not terrible. It's just that, rather

than being hysterically funny. Blind Date

is only mildly amusing.

9 am . 2 pnTEARLY"]

k I ^BIRD i% m special!%# $2 OFF
^V Shampoo,
^V Cut & Dry

^^^ STYLES

\J Vi^EBORAH
549-5610 • 65 University Drj

with this coupon exp 4/11/87

1

FLAT
STREET
17 FIAT SI . MATTLEMMO. VT

Friday April 3

Saturday April 4

VIDEO
WEEKEND

Thursday April 10

Friday April 1

1

Saturday April 12

ARTISTRY

Don't Miss Flat

Street's Great
MId-Week
Getaway

Wednesdays
75 Cent Drafts

Open at 8:00 PM

I

DO YOV WANT
TO wcAR vcce^

I

TABLE FidCRS
AND PfT

ftOLEuro

UCTS
ALL

I
YOUR
LIFE?

fS!^^:K

By DEREK LEIF
Collegiun Correspondent

I agree with you about Blind Date fall-

ing flat, Tom, but my question to you is

this: what humor?

This is a one joke film, and it's a cruel,

woman-hating joke at that. We're suppos-

ed to be on Bruce Willis' side as he gets

Kim Bassinger tanked up in anticipation

of some easy, drunken sex. We're also sup-

posed to be in his corner — and not in Bas-

inger's — when he suffers the consequences

for his actions. If Bruce Willis' character

in Blind Date is supposed to be the "man
of the 80's", then it's easy to understand

why the news has been blotted lately with

stories of so-called "date rape". Even more

disturbing, however, was the hearty female

laughter in the movie theater, and the

following quote by a guy sitting in back of

me: "If a girl did stuff like this to me, I'd

have bashed her brains in by now."

The film tries to redeem itself for its

misogyny by throwing in a few noble lines

by Bassinger's charactec< but such dialogue

is steamroUed by Willi^' selfpitying patter.

Yet perhaps I'm missing the point.

Perhaps it's hip noW to get the bitch drunk

and blame all your troubles on her when

things don't work out. Racial tension is

making a comeback these days, so perhaps

woman-hating is in these days, too.

You have been warned.
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POLICE COMMUNITY
SERVICE OFFICER

The Town of Amherst, Mass. is establishing an

eligibility list to fill existing and future vacancies for

Community Service Office, on the Amherst Police

Department. The eligibility list will be effective for ap-

proximately two years. Candidates must be 17 years

of age on or before July 27. 1987.

Send for an approved application form and complete

announcement (including required qualifications and

selections procedure to Town Manager's Office, Town
Hall, Amherst, MA 01002-2351. Ail applictions must be

received in the Amherst Town Manager's Office by 4:00

PM , April 3. 1987.

Amherst is an equal opportunity employer with an

affirmative action policy and encourages all qualified

applicants to apply regardless of age, race, creed, col-

or, sex or religion.

II

Now's
the time
to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

TIME FOR A
RESUME
Kinkos tan help v»»

prepare for vour future We

^
have a wide ranRe of paprrs

and envelope*. lo give your

resume the professional

look il deserves

kMco's
Crtat copies. Great people.

253-2543

V -

/^OTORCYCUC JACKETS
r^w FASH ION APPARC U "Sl^

^BY ANDREV) MARC , M. JWUlAH . S IfAoNS ', M\PWAV* lAeRE

Boots ai^o moccasins
By Zoi?tAc , FRYe.'^INNEr>^c.ctt,ARRo\»J.8lC-KA»>PW6^

BELTS . WALLETS, HANO0A6S|

fusses 9i vtCTPl^tA . PtCW LCATWCRS AWP UANBAC^

AMP WITH OUR LAXAWAX
Plan , all Yov neep is a

LITTLE OISCIPLIME!

UMJwilt •rWEWtiVt CM«-*K IMC. lt.9Hadle)
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THURSDAY NITES
Professional Comedians from New York

Tickets Available from 1 1 :30 to Showtime

Lounge Opens - 8:15 • Show Starts 9:15

OPEN MIKE
SUNDAY NITES

Sign up time for musicians - 8:30

Lounge Opens - 9:00 • No Cover

LIVE ON STAGE

CARBUR'S
RESlAURAm^LOl/NCt

ul lIlP Kllliwillicl. Kl 't ll.lllli'V. MA |4i:i| 5Hti I'I7H

OPEN
HOUSE

C

Sunday
April 12, 1987

1:00 pm
to 5:00 pm

Registration at

96 Beacon Street

(corner of Beacon

and Arlington)

Financial Aid

Workshop

offered at 2:00

and 3:00 pm
at Open House

Headquarters

'^S

For more

information

call

GRADUATE
ADMISSIONS
(617) 578-8610

GRADUATE PROGRAMS
• Advertising and Public

Relations

• American Literature

• Business and

Organizational

Communication
• Communication and Media

Management
• Communication Disorders

• Communication Research

• Communication Studies

• Creative Writing and

Literature

• Mass Communication

• Professional Writing and

Publishing

• Performing Arts

EMERSON
COLLEGE
too BEACON STRfET BOSTON MA0:"i6

a
P
a

CT TENNIS
(»

The Joy Of Spring Break Lives On At

HAMPSHIRE FITNESS CLUB
Gatehouse Rd. Amherst • 256-6446

CALVlN])!^ine
presents

PsyChOtrONIc films

at midnight!
For the Month of April

Every Friday & Sotuiday Night!

April 3 & 4

April 10 6 11

April 17 6 18

RNK FLAMINGOS
Otvine o doinry 000 lb t'onsv*stire most

piove rhot he - she :s the dlthieit p#fSOn olive

A DOY HIS DOG
A lothef l^inky tolP O* '.iirvivol

NOSFERATU. THE VAMPYRE
We»ner He'zoQ 5 /omboid defnentio

'.tomnq Kious Kmiki

April 24 G 25 ITS ALIVE
About o mutoni boby w/rh^ shofpest teeth

this iide of JA^S

$4.00 Admission ' Discount Cords Available
Passes no* accepted " No alcohol or tx)ttles

CALVINji^^ Downtown Northampton 5S4-2310

Icelandair Direct to Luxembourg from Boston
is only$599 round trip!

• Free express motorcoaches to Germany, Holland and Belgium.

• Only $15 by train to Switzerland and France. Economical

Eurailpasses are available.

• Kemwel Rent-A-Cars with no mileage charge start at only $79 per

week short term and even lower for long term rentals.*

• Prepaid Hotelpak coupons, start at only $26.00 per night in 19

European Countries.**

• Our unrestricted fares are also super low priced to Paris and

Frankfurt.

• We fly from New York, Chicago, Boston, Baltimore/Washington

and Orlando.

ICELANDAIR
CALL ICE FOR THE PRICE AT 1-800-223-5500 OR YOUR TRAVEL AGENT

Fare facts Suoer Apex Fare is validfil 87lhfu9 7 87 7 day minimum 60 day maximum Payment 1U days prior to departure Fares subject to

change Penalty for cancellation. $3 departure tax and $10 US customs immigration fee. Limited availability other restrictions may apply

• Prices based on rate of exchange 2 n 87 ••Reservations sub|ect to availability Full refu ds with a 14 day prior cancellation

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Smithereens
By Sarah Smith
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"Well. Franks hoping for a mole and Id like

a little female But, reoliy. we'll both be
content if it just has six eyes and eight legs."

Doonesbury

'*This is a court oflaw, young man, not

a court ofjustice."

~ Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr.

By Garry Tmdeau
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Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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Bat Brain By Bill Dearing
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Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Michel jaffe

ACNOSS
1 Do roM wortt

S hniura

I Amoun< (pani

tor pu'cruM
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Lunch
Menu

Basics Lunch

Cheeseburger

Spinach Noodle Casserole

Dinner

Chinese Chicken

Roast Lamb/Gravy

Golden Burgers

Spinach Noodle CasseT^ole

Basics Dinner

Italian Tofu Balls/

Grinder Roll

Chinese Chicken

r
Weather

Today: Mostly cloudy, chance of showers, highs in

mid 40s
Tonight: Colder, low to mid 30s

Tomorrow: Rainy, chance of snow, highs in 40s

Today's Staff
Night Editor Siobhan Masterson

Copy Editor Sheryl Jean

Uyout Technician Matkins

Photo Technician Paul Franz

Production Supervisor Michelle Eichelman

Production:....Eileen Hanlon, Laura Bell. George

Francy. Maura McHugh. Scott Smith, Joe the driver

Extctftive Board ^ Spring of 1987
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• tennis
continued from page 12

she does hope and expect

her team to fare well, she

added that if the team does

not come away with a

season opening victory, the

season is going to be a good

one.

"I would say we've got a

good chance to win in our

toughest match of the

season." she said. "If we
beat them my outlook would

be that we'll do very well

the rest of the season. I also

think that if we don't beat

them then we'll also do very

well the rest of the season."

The lineup for the

Minutewomen will have

junior Judy McGinnis star-

ting at the number one

singles spot, junior Andrea

Giordano at the second posi-

tion with senior Irene Lee at

number three. Playing in

the number four singles slot

will be sophomore Ann

Marie Pelosky while

sophomore Sheila Kane fills

the number five spot and

Karen McShane will start

at number six.

"I think we stand a good

chance of winning when I

look at the lineup," Steele

said. "We were able to prac-

tice a lot during the winter.

I've seen a lot of improve-

ment."
At doubles, the

Minutewomen are ten

tatively scheduled to start

McGinnis and Lee at

number one with Giordano

and Diant Gatto at the

number two spot. The third

doubles team should be

Pelosky and her twin sister,

Mary Beth.

• football
vtintmued frtmi j'lge 12

"We've got a unique ap-

proach. It used to be one

physical contact after

physical contact," he said.

"This year we want to teach

Thursday, April 2, 1987

a lot and execute without

hitting. If we can attain our

goals and objectives we
won't have to go for

anything more than that. I

don't want to commit to a

Spring game. There's no

sense in needless injury."

Rock 'til ya drop \

at th«

OLDIES DANCE CLUB
hits Irom the '50s and early '60s

downstairs at the

CoinctorRouM9andUniv(nilYDTiv«, Amhcnl
llonday— Saturdav II 30am- I am

Sunday 4 pm— 1 am
253-9757

8 p«in.-l o.m.
Wednesday through Sunday

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY

SUMMER SESSIONS 1987

Progn
D

D
a
a
a
a
D
D
D
a
D
a
D
D

_ 'ams at honu
Over ^00 (raduitc and undergraduate

courKt

Approachet to Teaching \*riiing

Public AKairt Internship*

High Schor.l Programs

Inierculiural Training

Intetprcraiion and Tranilaiion Inttiiuic

Language (x>urtes

Theology Conference

Uterary Criiiciun Omfercncc

Parish Workshop

Rtr.aissanc: Insiicutc for Teachers

Sacred Scripcure Institute

Alumni College

English as a Foreign Language

Sasims
Pre-May l8-)une 12

First -June 8-July 10

8-WeeliOoss Session -June 8-Julv il

6-Weck Cross Sesiion-Junc 22-July }l

Second -July ll-.AuguM 14

Staimtn

Name

Address

Programs abnad
D Antwerp. Belgium — Int'l Trade

Q China—Chmeic language and Cukuic

O Dijon. France— French

n Fieaole.lulv — Kalian

O Florence, Italy - Renaisunce Culture

D Greece— Humtnitie*

n Israel— Theology

a Leningrad. LSSR -Ruauan

O Oiford. England— BusineM
.Administration

Q Quito. Ecuador- Spanish

D Dillingen. West Germiny- High School

Teachers Program

D Trier. We»t Germany— German

Gmntfrn iuunify a <• i^mJ tftmrntHf

tfftnmnvtmnm uuhtaum m implrrfl tad

Call (202) 625-8106 or mail to

SSCE— Georgetown L'niversity

306 Iniercultural Center

Washington. D C 200S7

Zip-

In keeping with Martin Luther King Jr, 's Vision

SCERA sponsors a

MARCHAGAINST RACISM
DATE
TIME
PLACE

Fridaq. April 3, 1987

6:30 p.m.
Student Union Steps

Sponaormd by: MCP, Phi BtUi SiffftM, BMCP, OTWA, 17m WIi««I, ll«sUI«nHal KdueaHon East, LBCA, Young Communist

Lomguo, KWC, Critical TifMs, RSV, Alphm Phi Alph«, WLP, Kappa Alpha Psi, Thirrf Worhi Couetu, Omega Psi Phi, Iota Phi

Thtfta, S6A, rUd§*s of iota Phi Thata, Millal
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continued from page 1

to a challenge." He said there was a "problem with percep-
tion" of the department, and that he honed to tret arros,«!

to students that "Public Safety, just as Health Services

or the ofllce of admissionn — we're all part of this com-
munity." He said he would be open to student input.

Police officers had not been officially informed yester-

day of the impending change in leadership, although
rumors were circulating, according to one officer.

That officer, who did not wish to be named, said lack

of communication was one of the department's biggest pro-

blems, and that the rank and file members are usually

"the last to hear."

"We learn to live with rumors around here," he said.

'We just brush them ofT."

Dt.Yocam Feci
Diftinguished political scientist acid >i)t inlujiist

Regular tontribiJlor lor Nen ) (trk Times ami

Christian Science Monitor

PhD from London School of Eionomio.
\ isiting Scholar at Har>ard I ni\cr*it\

Will Speak On

''Racism B Extcemism —
The Pcedicameiit oi Isvaeli

Democcacp''
Thursday, April 2

Campus Center 917
7:30 pns

Sponsored h\ I Mass Hillel

^ <5
1986-87 STUDENT TELEPHONE DIRECTORY

Spring Supplement

Available NOW In the second floor lobby of

Whitmore, outside the Dean of Students

Office.

First come, first served.

^^ 5,000 copies only. Please take one only. ^
K^^ Students will be given first priority, ^ffj

ACTIVITIES -AUDIO
AUTO FOR SALE •CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT 'FOR RENT

FOR SALE • FOUND
HELP WANTED 'LOST

CLASSIFIED
INSTRUCTION •MOTORCVLCltS
PERSONALS -RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED 'SERVICES

ROOMATE WANTED* TRAVEL
WANTED* SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEQAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION •CASH IN ADVAWCE, 15*/W0RD/DAY FOR STUDEWTS

ACTIVITIfl 1ST lOXIR SHORTS PARTY

UPC GENERAL MEETING Tuesday 3/1 7 at

6 30PM in 174CC last nighl of nominations
for talent, business, production, and
se..urity.

WSLY 105.1 FM -station meeting tonight,

CC 807. 7PM

BEST BOXER SHORTS party at Changes

• on Rt 9, Amherst, WEDNESDAY. APRIL
1

" 1987 $200 in prizes' 9PM until S2 00*
' admission Presented by The Commuter"

Area Government
FREE MOVIE AT the Newman Center
Gone with the Wind" Fiday April 3rd in the

front lounge at 7 00PM All are welcome'

WOMYN IDENTIFIED WOMYNT^e^Les
tiian Union needs you' Meetings, Mondays,
406G, S U B or )ust stop by' -Office hours
posted

NOT LIONS, NOT tigers. Gu! instead 3
gorillas Anything you want'" Oh
my .. Gorilla-Grams 546 9152. ?654

THE CENTER FOR POPULAR
ECONOMICS

THE CENTER FOR polular economics has
openings for 2 administrative assistants

Both lopbs would start in May A job
description is posted in Thompson 829, or

call Tasha at 545 0743 lor more inlotma-
tion Application deadline April 10

ALL YOU ASPIRING men & Aomen who
want to be cneerleaders iryouts start April

6.7,8 at 800 CurT7 Hix Cage No expenertce

neccessary come try out for one of the best

teams on this campus

TAKE A BREAK (rorr Dalnarchy see
Bom In Flames 4/2/87 CC no 903 7 and
9PM Freet! By VWV WLP LU ACWC

ANDREA OF SDT

ANDREA RABINOWITZ, WHAT does your

name spelled backwards mean''^'''' Rep-
ly to Iskar and Thor as soon as possible"

CLOSET SALE

FULL LENGTH RACOON skin coat, m
good condition, $200 00 NCR cash
register, needs only minor repair for full

operation oi iust a conversation piece

$50 00 Resignol skis, marker bindings and
caber boots Great package for someone
who wants to learn without major invest-

ment S80 00 Call Ansel 256-6182

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-OISC Enleriai;iment Agency
Disc-JocHeys, lights rentals, and Mobile

Video Dances' 549-7144

AniNTION
FOR RENT

ALL YOU ASPIRING men and women who
want to be cneerleaders tryouls stan April

6.7,8 at 8 00 in Curry Hix Cage no ex-

perience neccessary come try out for one
of the best teams on this campus

AUTO FOR SALE

TAKE OVER OUR Southwood apt lease m
June and get August rent free' 2-t>edroom
at $525/morilh call 256-6334

79 BABBIT AM/FM, no rust, exc condition

$1000

1965 FORD FALCON a cTeam puff

256-6920

82 SUBARU BRaT Excellem shape. 2.600
549-7529

SUMMER SUBLET WITH fall option huge
four bedroom townhouse on busline
Seven-Eleven package store, laundry, piz-

za, all within walking distance 665-3032
anytime Keep trying

THREE BEDROOM COtlOO pool tennis

AC wall to wall bus route ten minutes from
campus call 617-879-0719 Ron $600 00

FOR SALE

EXCELLENT INCOME FOR home
assembly work For info call 504-646-1700

Dept P 1307

THERE'S A JOB tor you in a summer camp
The American Camping Association (NY)

will make your application available to over

300 camps m the Northeast exciting oppor-

tunities for college students and profes-

sionals Positions available: all land and
water sports, arts and crafts, drama, music,

dance, tripping, nature, Rns, MD's, aides,

kitchen, maintenance, college credit

available call or write for application

American Camping Association. 43 W 23rd

St Dept (UMA) New York. NY 10010
212 645-6620

MARKETING INTERNS NEEDED for

Hampshire Mall Management office Must
tie energetic & reliable with excellent com
munication skills 20 * hrs.rweek apply ot

lice of Internships 545-0727 lor summer or

fall semesters

LANDSCAPE CREW LEADERS crew
members Motivated personnel to till

several positions in progressive landscape
and irrigation company For vacation ap-

pointmen! call 617-485-4247 E O E Land
Tech Associates P O Box '8 Hudson Ma
01749

CASEWORKER INTERSHIP/POSTflON.
Available Working with disturbed adoles-

cent population in specialized foster care

Extensive supervision and support while

working with no more than 3 clients with

possibility of a paid position by July 1 Own
Iransportaion Contact ORCA Giarrusso at

967-6241

SUMMER HELP ON Cape Cod Experience

not necessary, tHil piaftered Lowden Tree

and Landscape 428-4272

WE ARE LOOKJNGTof'someone to do chiTd

care one evening a week and occasional
overnights Must have transportation Call

584-9057

1982 HONDA CM450E excellent condition

low mileage many extras asking $900
546-6332

HONDA HAWK 400CC 1976 great sum
mertime commuter bike' Cheap to run,

bulletin-proof reliability $450 Eves
256 0831

YAM4hA VISION SHAFT drive liquid cool

clean $1000 665-8770

Editing availatjie New lUM lypewnlei Call

549-0367

NOW HIRING FOR summer employment
waitpeople. saulee cooks, preppers Very
busy summer Apply Judie's Restaurant

GREENFIELD RECREATfiON DEPT. taking

applications for summer youth program
councelors $4 00/hr tor 8 weeks Call Mike
Koceila at 774-7441

1985 KX125 MAINTAINED in excellem
condition Call Ic details SHOO 549-3819

PARTY OF THE YEAR

MISS HAWWAIAN TROPIC Tan Contest
$200 first prize, Friday April 3rd Changes
Dance Club 256-8284

PERSONALS

RESUME TYPESETTING SERVICE
Have you' resume professionally lypesel

The tsest quality type, not a word processor

Sixteen different type styles to choose 'rom

Takes only 3 days costs $25 and any
changes III do lor FREE Come down to it)e

Collegian Graphics Office (113 Campus
Center) ana speak to Peter Soderberg

MEET NEW PEOPLE! Get great ex

perience' Come write lor New England's
largest college daily The Collegian is m 1 13

Campus Center right behind the T V
Come down and check us out'

LOVE TO DANCE? fryouts tor UMass
minutes kickline-danceteam coming the

third week in April Lots of lun, great way
to keep in shape Meet tons of new people
Watch for us'

ATTENTION SENIORS! LAST week to get

your senior portrait for the 1987 Index

yearbook -today through Fnday Apnl 3 in

162CC call 545-2874 for an appointment
$2 sitting tee

HEY SKJDLICKERSIVIVAIa mouse! P S
I had a great time' Jules

BONNY- YOU'REThe top! OriiyV Reno
could do what you're doing* love ya! Debbie

RAY "THE STUD" NOREAU

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO the best looking

guy on campus! Since you came to work
with us. you have filled our days with love,

joy and happiness Thanks for everything

Forever yours, the Collegian Classified

qirls' XXOO

ROIVN RARINOVITZ

HAPPY 22ND BIRTHDAY!!! Only six more
weeks til graduation Here's to lots of more
good times love Shezi Robin, and your
roomie for four years

ROOMMATf WANTfD

ONE OR TWO non-smoking female room
males wanted to share large bdrm m 3
bdrm apt in Putfton Starting June tsi

Prefer senior undergraduate or graduate
student Call Laurie after 6PM 549 7773

2 NONSMOKING FEMALES wanted to

share large room in Rolling Green starling

June 1 253 2475

2 FEMALE ROOMMATES needed to share
a Brittany Manor apt Call 253-2284

NEED MALE AND teriiale or 2 lemaie.s to

share apartment, (for tall) 'Mature/respon
sible $125/month inclusive Call Jodi
253 7459

ling applications Mon thru bat vacation

week Irom noon to 3 Interviews at Clan-

cy's, 8 Uppercoonty Rd Dennisport MA

TRAVEL

SPRING FLING/DAYTONA UMass party

bus heart of the stnp/Ocean front $99 group
we drive $199/ we will beat any price group
rates call now 256-6227

SERVICES

TUTORING. SUBSTITUTE TEACHING m
business management, marketing,
finance, investment S microcomputers $7
per hour Neg 536 5006 leave message

TYPING, TAPE TRANSCRIPTION.
accurate 665-7652

Fast

WANTED

LOCAL BANDS WANTED Easlside cor,

certs Battle ot the Bands on Feb 28 Con
tact Bruce oi David 549-41^

AUSTRALIAN STUDEKT WANTS to bus
liownnill ski boots Si^e 10 ph 546-9161-

PHYSICAL. SPIRITUAL, STUOENTIAL
health seekeii -.haie youi knowledge wi'

the readers of Sprout, the Earthfoods/Peo
pie s Market Nowsletler Typed, doubk'
spaced please aiop material oft on the 4ti

door S U in the Economic Development i
.i

lite Address i! to Jen K Deadline April 1 -j

1987

HEY NOW! I VE never seen a Dead shov
sell me a ticket tor my first show I'll pa-
$100 a iif:kei" Call Shawn 6 9030

WANTED TO RENT

MATURE UNDERGRADUATE SEEKINO
off-campus room lor the fall Must be quit-.

Call 546 7057 after 11PM or lean
message

UMASS STUDENT LOOKING lor room to

rent near campus during spring break 9-21

10 9 29 Call Mary 31546-1151 Keep trying

VERY LARGE ROOM on busline single or

double occupancy 275plus, rural friendly

256-6677

OWN ROOM SHARED kilchwn w/grad
couple 2 miles to UMass 225/mo 549-1448

81 TOYOTA TERCEL excellent condition

very well maintained $2300 Call Mike
549-4708 or 545-0026

79 FORD FIESTA must sell runs good
cheap evenings 1-774-5923

1972 VW SQUAREBACK not drivable

many new parts selling whole $400 or BO
546-5509

79 RABBIT AM/FM, no rust, etc Condition

$1000, call 253-3568

CRATE AMP MUST sell! Call Shawn
546-9030

WINDERSURFER CLASSIC. S^olor sail

2 daggerboards Excellent condition
Forget Florida $425 Great conversation
piece

WANTED WEEKEND EMPLOYMENT
Riverside Food Services needs you.

Transportaion and uniforms provided, for

more mfo call Dave 546-9248

STILL LOOKING FOW thai perfBctTummer
job'' Would you like to earn $3800, get

valuable experience, travel westward, and
work with motivated college students

across Amenca? Call lor info 256-0866

GOOD LUCK TO the men's gym learn this

weekend at Eigl's' We hope you do great'

We'll be roolin' for ya'

SPC LEAVES CAMPUS

DETAILS AT 11...rm gonna miss you so
much Ttianks for a great semester gel

psyched to spend a wonderful summer
together! Swaahh' I love you G

WANTED TO RENT

PUFFTON VILLAGE: NO nerds' Add your
namJ to lease and move in or sublet lor just

summer(sub $1(30 mo per ) One or two
people- Mike 549-4883

MOLLY-TRY THE Campus pond dunng the

day' Or the island!

it's a great dayTRI-SIGS-GET psyched
to be a Tri-Sig!!!!

SPRING FLING

HELP WITH SPRINGFIingi Come to Cen-
tral Area Government meetings at 8 00 on
Tuesdays

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH SPEAKERS
$25000 (worth $600) call Mike/Glen
549-1318

75 CHEVY VEGA, needs new starter good
cond, $400 call bet 2-6 253-5885 ask lor

Matt

73 DOOGE DART good shape, runs well

Has had lot of work, needs a little more
$550 also Datsun 200SX 77 for parts $100
take It away 584-3640

1 980 RENAULT LE Car stick sunroof SSOO
256-0707

76 FORD GRENADA Many new parts great

shape call Damn 665-2529

N0VA1|«0ST (^LIABLE car ever made
$600 neg 253-5885 ask lor Ed

BIKE FOR SALE 21 " good condition good
gas milage cheap 549-7587

FREE

BOATING SAFETY COURSE Monday
AphI 6th at 7PM at the Bangs Community
Center, behind Plumbley Restaurant This

is a 6 week course taught by the Div of En-

vironmental Law Enforcement The classes

are held one mght per week for 6 weeks
It will cover safe boat handling, accidents

& emergencies Navigation etc For more
info call 727-8761

HELP WANTED

INSTRUCTION

SPANiSHTutOR/CONVERSA'fidN call

AM Obdulto Rodriguez at 549-7592 for

consultation.

LAST CHANCE LEGAL ASSISTANTS
WANTED

GRIPA-KEEP YOUR head up, summer is

only 6 weeks away, so you might ask me
what I'm trying to say, it's gonna t>e

awesome' I love you IPK

SISTERS AND PLEDGES of Sigma Sigma
Sigma -welcome back!! We missed you!

Have a great sister day'!
* ' "

' "Love. Exec
Board

RAYMOND-JUST WANTED to tell yoiT I

know good peoples too! Happy birthday you
late fool I love you Kristen

ST. JUDE

THANK YOU AGAINI SeTdonTdo^ your
prayers go unanswered I am very grateful.

SUILET

TWO SENIORS LOOKING for orw or hwo
bedrooms for now until end of semester
close to campus Call Chris or Dave
253-7572

LOOKING FOR d-BEDflOOM in Puffton
reward offered- Lisa 6-7979

1979 RED MAZDA RX7 excellent condition

79000 miles sunroof Kenwood stereo

3500/BO 546-7715

1979 FORD MUSTANG^ellow auto.

82 000 mis AM FM stereo $ 1 200 545-3689

after SM 584-9042

ANDS WANTED

' SWAG IS LOOKING lor bands to play
'

"The Pyramids during Southwest week,
'

May 5-8 Applications are available
' Now at the SWAG office m Hampden '

•and are due by April 15, 1987 at 5PM '

the list of bands selected will be
• posted on Apnl 21. 1987 Southwest

"

rocks the Pyramids"!

WANTED PART-TIME bus drivers for Nor-

tbampton to Amherst routes $5 to start very

convenient for Norhampton residents work
schedule arranged around your class

schedule 586-1909

FULL AND PART lime positions available

very flexible hours and excellent working
conditions Conveniently located in the

cenier of Amherst You can earn up to $20
an hour with salary and commissions con-

tact Target Enterprises lor an interviewed

ask for Keith 549-7793

STUDENT ACCOUNTANT TO assist

student-run businesses in financial record-

keeping and management Ten hours
weekly for remainder of school year and
conlinnuing next year No seniors please
Pick up application at EDO, 409 Student
Union Application deadline Wednesday
4/8/87

APRIL 3RD IS the last day to contact the

Legal Services Office about Fall 1987 in-

ternship! Get hands on experience in legal

field Work directly with attorneys and
clients Earn up to 15 undergraduate
credits No experience in legal profession

required-training provided Contact LSO
loday-545-1995, 922 Campus Center

LIGA DANCE!

THE LESBIAN, BISEXUAL & Gay
Alliance's last dance of the semester' Kick-

off for lesbian, bisexual gay awareness
week' With Rack-A-Disc and cash bar' Fri-

day. April 3rd from 9PM-1AM 10th floor

Campus Center

LOST

HELP! LOST MY tape recorder at Bartlett

Auditorium on 3/4/87 Class Bio 100B
reward no questions asked 549-7740

LOST READING GLASSES on 3/5 in

t.ener green case brown glasses II found

please leave message at 546-4694

MOTORCrCLES

1986 HONDA NIGHTHAWK S Exc con
dition low miles call Jim evenings 256-6068

AW HAPPY BIRTHDAY! I love you' DW

OPEN fb GREEK area only Monte Carlo

Night featuring Black Jack, poker, dice,

roulette, wheel of fortune, and valuable

prizes sponsored by Alpha Chi Omega
place Beta Kappa Phi time 4/3 8PM- IPM
All proceeds donated to Cystic Fibrosis

LOOKING FOR A girl named Barbara- you
were driving around Delray Beach in a

white Chevette lookiftg lor a florist I serv-

ed you a pizza without mushrooms and
onions If interested contact Delray Beach
Chamber of Commerce

CARI BRYN • Winter Spring Summer or

Fall all you have to do is call and I, II be
there Yes I will because you've got a

friend Happy Birthday. I love you babe
Joelle

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

CASES, PAPERS. DISSERTATIONS.
theses, last, accurate, dependable on
campus, reasonable 584-7924. Nancy

TYPING SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING. PAPERS, letters

resumes, etc Meticulous proofreading

SINGLE ROOM IN 2 bedroom apt on bus
ne Available immediately Lease through
Aug Call 665-4497 leave message

SUMMER SUBLET FURNISHED one
t>edroom in Sunderland call After 10PM
665-2984

COZY 2 BDRM apt between town and
campus take over lease June 1st Call
256-1668

SUMMER ON CAPE COD

ROOMMATES WANTED: 4BR house in

Hyannis Memorial Day thru labor Day
$1100 each call Chns 549-6273 or

649-6110

WE WANT YOUR three bedroom apt in

Rolling Green. Puffton. Southwood. or any
place near campus lor fall semester pteasa
call 546-8099

$100 REWARD FOR 3 bed7oom Pultton
Apartment starting summer or fall call

Re^ul 545-3179 or 665-2810

WHZIL PAUY

HAPPY 20TH BIRTHDAY- don't worry
Jass 20 isn't that old and we'll buy you so
me hair color if the grays start springing up
too prematurely But you are lucky it looks
to me as if your hair is going to turn that

lovely silvery gray color Have a great day*
Love from the Regulars

WHERE'S TNE PIRfi?

SUMMER JOIS

ON CAPE COD at Jason s of Dennisport
Floor and door personnel, barbacks and
bartenders, waiter and waitresses Accep-

YOU CAN NEVER tell where il will strike

next, but one thing's for sure Engine Com-
pany 3. the student force ol the Amherst
Fire Department will be there to fight it' Join
our ranks become a volunteer firefighter'

For information see our recruitment table
on the CC Concourse April 2 & 3 or call

253-923'J AM UMass Students are en-
couraged lu come check us out!

\^^S^
i

wn-
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Minutemen play host to Northeastern for doubleheader
Team looks for revenge whilepreparing for weekend series
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts baseball team will

get a chance today to tune up for this weekend's Atlan-
tic 10 season opener.

Barring rain, the Minutemen will play host to Nor-
theastern University for a doubleheader this afternoon
at 1 p.m.

Saturday and Sunday, the team will play noon
doubleheaders against St. Joseph's University to open
the league season.

But the Minutemen see today's games as more than
just a warmup for the weekend

"It's important because it is a tune-up," UMass coach
Dick Bergquist said. "But it's more than that. The guys
are anxious to get back on the field."

UMass has not played since Saturday, when the

Minutemen wrapped up their Spring Break trip to San
Diego in a doubleheader against United States Interna-

tional University. The team went 3-5 in California.

Bergquist has named senior lefthander Steve AUard
as the starting pitcher for today's first game. Allard pit-

ched four innings in San Diego without a decision, but

picked up the win in an exhibition game against San
Diego State.

If both games are played, righthanders Don Strange,

Bill Meyer, Jeff Richardson and Jack Card will all see

action, according to Bergquist.

There is another reason the Minutemen want to win
and that is because they were swept by Northeastern last

year. The Huskies won both games of a doubleheader,
9-3 and 3-0.

"We haven't forgotten about last year," Bergquist said.

"We'll be playing for the prestige of New England
"

Foul Tips: Sophomore shortstop Gary DiSarcina led

the UMass regulars in hitting in California with a .485

average and an eight-game hitting streak, followed by

Dean Borrelli (.455) and senior co-captain Jay Zerner

(.417). Rob Holiday, Sean Flint, Matt Sheran and Dar
rin O'Conner all hit over .300. . .Sheran, a junior, car

ries a remarkable 36-game hitting streak into the game.

. . Zerner leads the team with three home runs, all of

which came in Saturday's doubleheader vs. U.S.I. .

.Sheran and sophomore first baseman Drew Comeau are

tied with seven runs batted in. Comeau also has a pair

of homers. . . Borrelli has six RBI's in 11 at-bats. . .junior

Steve Allen saw the most work on the mound last week,

posting a 1-0 record and 4.50 earned run average in 16

innings, and will probably start one of the games against

St. Joe's.

SPORTS

Women gymnasts finish improved season
Individualperformanceshighlight campaign;
Shiebler looking forward to next year

Sports Information Photo
Sophomore Laurie Kaufman of the University of Massachusetts women's

gymnastics team was one of the bright spots of the squad's 6-8 1986-87
season.

By STEVE RICHARDS
Collegian Staff

Looking at the roster of the University

of Massachusetts women's gymnastics
team when its season began back in

January, 1987 looked like a building year,

a stepping stone on the way to bigger and
better things.

The team consisted of only three up-

perclassmen and entered the year with
nine freshmen and nine sophomores. That
meant a lot of youth, a lot of adjustments
and not much college experience.

The Minutewomen finished the season
with a 6-8 record and while the season was
not the stuff championships are made of,

it marked an improvement over the last

two sub-par years, and bodes well for the

future.

"As a whole, I feel pretty pleased with
our season," coach Chuck Shiebler said. "I

was slightly disappointed with our won-lost

record and we had a few opportunities to

hit better and make some upsets, but all

our losses were to better teams."
In terms of wins and losses, UMass had

a yo-yo-like season. After getting off to a
slow start at 1-5, the team shifted into high
gear around midseason. At one point, the

Minutewomen won five of six meets, in-

cluding four in a row, capping off their hot

streak with a nine-point trouncing of

Rutgers University at home March 7.

The convincing win allowed the team to

climb to the .500 mark at 6-6 and marked
the high point of the season. Against
Rutgers, Massachusetts had its best meet
score in the three-year Shiebler era by hit-

ting 173.40. The score also helped the team
achieve its highest average meet score
under Shiebler (171.22).

Many individuals also reached standards
they never had before as they scored per-

sonal bests over the course of the year.
Leading the way in this department was

record-setting freshman Kristin Turmail,
who set a new UMass standard with a 9.5

in the balance beam on Feb. 11 against
Springfield College and tied a school record

with a 9.5 in the floor exercise vs. Rutgers.

"We were exuberant to have Kristin on
the team," Shiebler said. "She brought
with her a whole different caliber of

achievement and experience and it rubb-

ed off on the whole team."
However, Turmail was far from the

whole story for the balanced Minutwomen.
Sophomore Lou Kaufman became a key

force on the team as Shiebler cited her
outstanding consistency and leadership.

She competed in the all-around for UMass
in every meet this year except the season-
ending Atlantic 10 meet and scored per-

sonal highs in the all-around and in-

dividual events.

Shiebler also noted the performances of
three freshman, Erika Baxter, Enya Hlozik
and Lynne Morris, all of whom started

their college careers on the right foot.

"They all did an outstanding job of ad-

justing to the college environment and my
coaching style to make significant con-

tributions," he said.

Shiebler sees the potential for another
strong recruiting year next year which
would yield another strong group of

freshman that could make a significant im-

pact. This coupled with the return of the
bulk of this year's squad leaves the coach
very optimistic for next year.

"Next year should be our best opportuni-

ty in the last three years to make a move
up the A-10 standings," he said.

Whatever the case, the team will go into

next year without the services of Lori

Koogan, the teams assistant coach for the
lEist two years. Koogan, who was a national

competitor for Ohio State University, will

be finishing up her graduate work and
won't be available for coaching duties.

"Lori brought a high level of personal

competitive experience and maturity to the
team and has been an outstanding assis-

tant coach. She will be missed very much,"
Shiebler said.

Football team begins spring practice Minutewomen tennis
Reid enthusiastic about 1987 ,:i^:-;^:^Z^^^^^^^

host season opener
UConn a tough first test
By JOHN NOLAN "UConn is probably the

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts football team opens
its Spring practice season this afternoon at Warren
McGuirk Alumni Stadium, and if you were to ask head
coach Jim Reid how he plans to improve his Tri-Yankee
Conference Champions, he'll offer a list of goals he ex-

pects his team to achieve in April.

"In attitude, we want to continue to build a good work
ethic, we want to keep practice tempo at its utmost, and
we want to learn to develop good team confidence," Reid
said.

The coach, who led the Minutemen to a school record-

tying eight wins in his first season last Fall, will run his
squad through four-a-week practices through the first

week in May.

"On the offensive scheme, we want to throw more and
take advantage of our backs," the coach said. "We want
to coordinate better pass protection and get our backs in-

to their routes quicker. We want to continue our open
style."

every area, particularly on the defensive line, a youthful
unit that helped hold opponents to just 11 first downs a
game.

"We had a lot of youth last year. We need to get a bet-
ter pass rush, more dominating versus the run and more
aggressive against the pass." Reid said.

Reid also stressed the importance of getting better pro-

duction from his kicking and special teams units.

"The kicking game has to work hard on getting kickoffs

down to the five-yard line because that puts pressure on
their defense," he said. "On punt coverage, we gave up
two touchdowns, although one was that fluke in the
UConn game."
Last Spring, Reid's first as head coach, the team was

fed a steady diet of hard-hitting drills. When the team was
hit with a rash of injuries, the annual Spring Red and
White game was cancelled. Reid said he planned no new
schemes in this Spring's routine and added that if his
veteran players improve mentally while the younger ones
work hard physically, he doesn't see any sense in bring-

ing the annual game back to life.

continued on page 10

Collegian Staff

It's generally not unusual
to see a team fill its early

season schedule with cushy
opponents to get a lot of easy

wins. But that's not the case

with the University of

Massachusetts women's
tennis team as it opens its

Spring season versus the

University of Connecticut
today at 2 p.m. at Boyden.
The Minutewomen, who,

for the first time were able

to practice indoors during
the off-season, open their

campaign against what may
be their toughest opponent
of the seeison in the Huskies,

their out-of-state rivals from
Storrs, CT.

hardest team we're going to

play all season," coach
Deedie Steele said

yesterday.

The coach said that while

continued on page 10

Sports notice
The University of

Massachusetts softball

team will not be playing
today's scheduled 2 p.m.
doubleheader versus Holy
Cross College.

The games were to be the

home openers at Totman
for the Minutewomen but
the Crusaders declined to

renew their rivalry with
coach Elaine Sortino's 10-3

squad.

assachusetts Daily Collegian
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By JOHN NOLAN

Collegian Staff

The season has barely begun and already

members of the nation's United States Inter-

collegiate Lacrosse Association (USILA) and the

14th-ranked University of Massachusetts men's

lacrosse team are shaking their heads trying to

figure out just what in the hell is going on in the

two-week old season.

Around the USILA, established monster

powers such as Syracuse, Johns Hopkins,

Virginia and Army have all suffered two defeats,

the big shocker being Syracuse' 1 9-9 lambasting

at the hands of lOth-ranked Adelphi. Other ac-

tion among Division I schools has been equally

unpredictable and parodied.

For the Gorillas, however, the path to a smooth

ride has been even less predictable.

While only one school in the top 15 (12th-

ranked Rutgers at 2-2) other than UMass has

played less than five games thus far, the Gorillas,

at 1-0, are just looking for a break, a simple op-

portunity to play their second game, their home

opener.

continued on page 16
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Duffey responds to Hurst recommendations
By MICHAEL ALTER
Collegian Staff

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey responded

to all 16 of the Hurst Commission recom-

mendations yesterday with a report that

detailed, point by point, actions taken to

improve the racial situation at the Univer

sity of Massachusetts.

Duffey met with students and faculty at

the New Africa House in the morning and

spoke to the Faculty Senate in the after-

noon, outlining actions that include the

reassignment of Director of Public Safety

Gerald T. O'Neil. At his own request.

Collegian photo hy Rob Skelton

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey, left foreground, speaks to a gathering of

students and faculty about the Hurst Commission recommendations

yesterday at the New Africa House.

O'Neil will become Director of Security

Planning. He will be temporarily replaced

by Arthur Hillson, current director of both

the University Placement Service and the

Veteran's Assistance and Counseling

Service.

As part of an education program.

Reverend Jesse Jackson will speak on cam-

pus April '2L That is "a day of special con-

cern for issues of racial awaieness and com-

munity," Duffey said.

"On the evening of the same day. student

meetings and discussions will be called on

each floor of every residence hall to discuss

tlu'.se questions. Reverend Jackson will he

the highlight of a da> devoted to the ex-

amination of our obligations as a pluralistic

community." Duffey .said.

In addition to the education in residence

halls requested by the chancellor, the

General Education Council of the F'aculty

Senate is working on a proposal for a re-

quired cour.se in cultural diversity for

freshmen.

Another action in response to the Hur.st

Commission is the criminal prosecution of

six undergraduates, who will be disciplin-

ed by the University when the evidence is

released. "At the moment we do not know
who these students are," Duffey said.

At the morning meeting. David Moore,

organizer of a new black student union,

asked how likely money specially re

quested from the legislature could be

received by UMass. The $600,000 sought

would be used to recruit minority students

and fund new courses on community and

racial issues.

John Barcey, a professor of Afro

American studies, said the legislature was

eager to grant the funding and added. It's

no problem. That's peanuts."

In response to a question from Patsy

White, a student senator and member of

the Third World Caucus, about why

"..there are no faculty of color," in .some

departments, Pi'ovost Richard O'Brien said

he plans to expand the Special Opportuni

ty Fund. The fund provides for the hiring

of minorities.

"This year we will add four new black

faculty through this program. That makes

SIX this year alone." O'Brien said. "Over

the course of five vcars I would like to be

up to four or five pcidiu.

"If we're going tn lie a model universi

ty. it .seems to me we want to go further

than that," White said.

"I don't want to be unrealistic, " O'Brien

answered, admitting that over the last Tive

vears UMass had lost more minority iacul

ty than it has gained. "We've got a lot of

uphill work to achieve the best in the Nor-

theast," O'Brien said.

According to Duffey, the summary of ac-

tions taken by the administration covers

every issue raised by concerned members

of the black and minority community.

March tonight

The march against

racism, a project ofthe Stu-

dent Center for Educa-

tional Research and Ad-

vocacy and other organiza-

tions, is scheduled to begin

outside the Student Union

at 6:30 p.m., proceed to

Chancellor Joseph D. Duf-

fey's house and return t^

the Campus Center pond

lawn.

SGA committee at odds with SAO over budget
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Animosity between the

Student Activities Office

and the Student Govern-

ment A>M»ciation Budgets

Committee is rising as a

result of the SAO office

manager drafting a new

version of the Fiscal Year

1988 budget packet.

The Budgets Committee

had already made a budget

packet and forwarded it to

staff professionals who pro-

gram events for student

organizations. The commit-

tee's packet requests detail

ed information about pro-

jected costs for each event.

SAO Business Manager

Judith Lovitz claims she

made the new packet after

receiving input from staff

professionals, but commit-

tee chairman Nate Moore

said, "She's by far overstep-

ping her job respon-

sibilities."

Moore said making the

budget packet is a respon-

sibility of the committee

and called Lovitz's version

an "incredible insult" to the

committee.

Lovitz called her packet

only a working document.

"It's up to [Moore] whether

he wants to implement it or

not," she .said. "Nate asked

for comments and we shared

with him comments. Can I

choose to give the feedback

the way I want?"
When Moore forwarded

the committees packet to

the staff professionals, he

requested input, but the

staff instead met with

Lovitz and the SAO director

to discuss it.

Lovitz's packet is a

simplified version of the

committee's. In a memo she

addi-essed to Moore, she

wrote, "The budget (packet)

is to(» long and complicated.

Program base budget
ciinluilird I'll fxtnc ^

Dedicated student firefighters always ready for battle
By CORINNA J. MOEBIUS
Collegian Correspondent

The members of Engine Company 3, in

the words of Captain Lindsay Stromgien,

"don't have to leave during an exam, but

one time mv professor grabbed my test

awav from me and pushed me out of the

room." After all, it could have been his

house that was on fire, or a student's dorm

room — your room.

When their pagers go off, these

firefighters leave their classes and get to

their station up near Orchard Hill, quick.

Thev are the Student Force of the Amherst

Fire Department, a gi-oup of dedicated

volunteers. An independent engine com-

pany, they have their own officers, vehicle

operators, and designated apparatus.

Being on call 24 hours a day can be

stressful to students who must maintain at

least a 2.5 GPA to be on the force, but they

get used to it. "I like getting up at five, then

you can have breakfast," joked Lieutenant

Chuck O'Connell.

Weekly drills also take time, but the

training is important. Members have the

option of riding with the permanent

firefighters for more experience, and many

do "You're free to learn as much as you

want to learn." said HRTA major Dan

Staub.

At the end of every summer, students

must endure "Wonder Week," which con-

sists of forty hours of sweat, training, and

camaraderie. "It unifies the old and new-

members, it's a melting pot, and there's a

feeling of accomplishment — even after five

years," said Stromgren. Highlights include

the "Smokehouse," an old building in

Belchertowm where all must crawl on their

hands and knees, encumbered by their gear

and breathing apparatus, through a maze

with numerous obstacles and dead ends —
wearing hoods that inhibit their sight.

They also face the challenge of finding a

165-pound dummy in one of several rooms_

Collegian pholo by Rob Skeiton

Deborah Block surveys a fire-engine on show to attract new recruits to

the Amherst Fire Department yesterday.

darkened by a smoke machine. "During

Wonder Week I really thought [being in the

Fire Department] was going to be a good

experience it has," said Staub.

Stromgren will be leaving the force in

May, after five years of service. He is also

an Emergency Medical Technician, and

after graduating from the University of

Massachusetts, he plans to continue work-

ing in emergency services, or perhaps

fighting fires in the forestry service. It is

not uncommon for students to continue in

firefighting: An assistant chief and several

captains in the Amherst Fire Department

were themselves once members.

"It's tough to one minute be a roommate

and the next minute be giving orders," said

Stromgren. Like seven other members he

lives at North Station, rent free. They

share a kitchen and a living room, and

have easy access to the fire engines and

ambulance. Other members commute by

car; parking stickers are provided by the

Department.
Committment to Engine Company 3

means a lot of hard work and motivation,

but being a volunteer is something to be

proud of Said Staub: "One time I was talk

ing to Laverty [another firefighter] about

our lack of experience actually fighting

fires. Minutes later we were called to a
'

house fire, and here I was making my way

through this hall filled with smoke, I

couldn't see a thing, and straight ahead of

us is the fire. I turned to Lav' and said,

'Hey, how's this for experience?'"
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Veto nixed
Senate slaps Reagan
with highway bill approval

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate overrode President

Reagan's veto of an $88 billion highway bill today. 67-33.

as rebellious Republicans rejected a last-minute presiden

tial plea for support in a high stakes showdown with con-

gressional Democrats.

The tense roll call reversed Wednesday's vote in which

the Senate initially upheld the veto. It came aRer Reagan

had spent nearlv two hours in the Capitol in private

meetings with Senate Republicans, urging them to sus-

tain both the veto and. with it, his political prestige.

But with its two-thirds majority, the Senate thus join-

ed the House in enacting the bill into law over Reagan s

objections. ji- •
The measure permits the states to raise the speed limit

to 65 mph on most stretches of interstate highways and

includes provisions for more than 100 highway

demonstration projects tailor made for individual

members of Congress. ...
White House spokesman Marlin Fitzwater denied that

the defeat would be damaging to Reagan's ability to

govern for the next 21 month.s, saying he thought the

president would benefit from having demonstrated his

willingness to fight.

Asked to respond to suggestions by some lawmakers

that a Reagan loss on so crucial a fight would reduce his

presidency to caretaker status, Fitzwater told White

House reporters. "I think the context of the president s

remarks is that he wanted to show that he's willing to

fight.. .There will be no lameduckism" through the re-

mainder of his administration

AP photo

Senator Edward Kennedy (D-Mass.) jokes

with reporters yesterday after the Senate over-

rode President Reagan's veto of an $88 bilhon

highway bill.
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BOSTON (AP) - Presi-

dent Reagan's major
defeat yesterday on an $88
billion federal highway
package means
Massachusetts will finally

get money to renovate

Boston's main highway
and build a new harbor

tunnel.

"This is one bill that

turned out to have nine

lives," Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy, D-Mass., said

shortly after the Senate

overrode the president's

veto. "The highway bill is

finally law, and
Massachusetts will be one

of the biggest and most

deserving beneficiaries."

Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis, who is running

for president based on his

state's economic health,

said Congress "helped en-

sure that the continued

economic success of this

state and this region will

not be choked off by one of

the nation's most con-

gested highways."

The $3.1 billion project

hailed as the answer to

Boston's crippling gridlock

calls for an underground

highway to replace the

traffic-choked Central

Artery and a new Boston

Harbor tunnel linking

downtown to Logan Inter-

national Airport. The
plans have been at the

center of controversy since

state officials began
pushing for the project in

1983
For several years it was

a main obstacle to a na-

tional highway funding

bill. with Senate

negotiators refusing to go

along with their House

counterparts who favored

the proposal for Boston.

Senate critirs referred

di.sparagingly to the plan

as "Tip's Tunnel" after

then-House Speaker
Thomas P. O'Neill Jr. of

Massachusetts, who push-

ed hard for funding.

Heiress wants
gifts back
WORCESTER. Mass. (AP) - Some of the $7 million

in gifts a department store heiress wants returned by

a fundamentalist church went for a polygraph machine,

fioor-to-ceiling bedroom mirrors and a vibrating bed. her

lawyer said yesterday.
r^u d . ,

Elizabeth Dovydenas of Lenox is suing Ihe Bible

Speaks for the return of $6,6 million of her donations,

saying the church tricked her into making the gifts and

then told her to lie about them.

Mrs Dovydenas, 34, said on her second day ol

testimony in the U.S. Bankruptcy Court trial she was

unaware'her donations were being used to buy bedroom

furnishings, a $16,000 anti-bugging device, a $9,000

voice stress analyzer, a bomb sniffer, a concealable

microphone, a briefcase recorder and a Florida

condominium.
She said under questioning by her lawyer. Gordon

Walker, that she also was unaware her gifts were being

used to pay three other church donors who together gave

The BibleSpeaks more than $100,000 and were asking

for the money back.

Church attorney Roy Gruttman objected to Walker's

suggestion that the gifts were used to buy bedroom niir

rors for the condominium, saying there was no evidence

to support the contention.

"I don't know what kind of mental image or fantasy

he's got," Grutman said, "but it (the condominium)

was. ..an investment property."

The case is being tried in bankruptcy court because

of the church's claim that Mrs. Dovydenas could cause

the financial ruin of The Bible Speaksa if she wins the

suit. The church has 16,000 members worldwide.

Bankruptcy Judge James F. Queenan Jr, has granted

the church temporary protection from creditors,

acknowledging the church faces insolvency if it loses the

lawsuit.

Mrs. Dovydenas was a Bible Speaks parishioner for

three years until early 1986.

She is seeking only the return of gifts of stock and cash

she gave, not money paid for bible classes, books and

other purchases, her attorney said.

The church maintains she gave the gifts because of the

spiritual help she received from The Bible Speaks and

she regretted the gift only after she was "brainwashed"

by "deprogrammers" hired by her father.

Her father, Wallace Dayton, is one of five brothers who

founded the Dayton-Hudson Corp,, the fifth largest retail

corporation in the country, valued by Wall Street at $4.4

billion.

AT&T PC 6300
SPRING SPECIAL
SAVE CVER 50%

256K Dual Floppy * Monochrome
Demonstration Now In Progress

While Supplies Last

SALE PRICE $1,195

LIST PRICE $Z830
STANDAND FEATURES INCLUDE:

• INTEL 8086 PROCESSOR - 8 MHZ
• HIGH RELSOLUTION (640 x 400) MONITOR
• BUILT IN FOUR COLOR GRAPHICS
• BUILT IN SERIAL & PARALLEL PORTS
• BUILT IN CLOCK AND CALENDAR

NOTE DISCOUNTED PRICES ADVERTISED FOR THE AT&T PC 6300

SPRING SPECIALS ARE SUBJECTED TO EQUIPMENT AVAILABILI-

TY AND A MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITY OF 25 UNITS SOLD DURING

THIS PROMOTION. THIS OFFER VALID TO STUDENT. FACULTY OF

STAFF MEMBER OF THE FIVE COLLEGE CONSOR'^IUM SCHOOLS

LOCATED IN THE CAMPUS CENTER
OPEN M-F 9-5

• LED & MOUSE ADAPTOR ON KEYBOARD
• FRONT REBOOT BUTTON
• SEVEN FULL LENGTH EXPANSION SLOTS
• UP TO 640KB RAM ON MOTHERBOARD
• MS DOSS/GW BASIC INCLUDED
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Cnlli-irian phnio by Rub Skplton

CAFFEINE HIGH — Senior journalism major Camilla Metal

sips some Java on the third floor of Herter Hall.

By JENNIFER WAUGH
Collegian Correspondent

Custody of Baby M was awarded to

Elizabeth and William Stern Tuesday
when a New Jersey Siiperini Coiut judge

ruled the surrogate mother contract they

had with Mary Belh Whitphead to be valid

Judge Marvey Sorkow expanded on hi.s

decision, stating that in the future, a sur-

rogate mother cannot decide to keep a child

after it has been born. Sorkow also said

that definitive legislation is needed regar-

ding surrogate motherhood.

Judge Siiikow said in court that aside

from the contract, he believes the Sterns

would provide a better home for the baby

than her surrogate mother Mary Beth

Whitehead.

Whitehead, 29, has two other children.

The judge was critical of her. calling her

"manipulative, impulsive, and ex

ploitive...She tends to smother this child

with her presence. She is a good mother for

and to her other children. She would not

be a good custodian for Baby M."

The judge said he felt the Sterns would

provide a stable, financially .secure home,

with emphasis on education. He said the

Sterns are "credible, sincere, and truthful

people."

In the judge's ruling, he denied all visita-

tion rights to Whitehead. Mrs. Whitehead

has filed an appeal in the case.

A U.S. military advisor and 43

soldiers were killed Tuesday in El

Salvador in an early morning raid.

Sgt. Gregory A. Fronius, 27. was killed

by mortar fire when guerrillas attacked a

m.iioi army base in El Paraiso. 35 soldiers

wen wr)unded. some severely

Fronius i.s thf t'lrsi U.S. military advisor

to die in seven years of civil war. The at-

tack was tlie largest siiki' June 1986 The
militar> repurtid .'lO soldiers killed or

wounded, while thr ulids claim 250

deaths, Fronius was iraiiung Salvadoran

troops.

Th'' attack began around 2 a in when
guerrillas fired mortars, gi-enade launchers

and cannons at the base. Most of the base

was destroyed in the attack, including the

command post, a barracks, and an officer's

mess.

Fronius' body was shipped to Panama on

Tuesday, and will be returned to the U.S.

for burial. He is survived by a wife and one

child.

There are fears that George Shultz

may not be able to hold private conver-

sations in Moscow due to possible

eavesdropping in the U.S. embassy there.

After two Marine Security Guards
allegedly allowed Soviet agents to enter the

building, security officials suspect listen-

ing devices may have been planted.

The State Department doesn't want to

delay Shultz's meetings, but feels that

security has been badly damaged. For their

part, the Soviets assure that parts of the

embassy can be made secure by the time

Shultz arrives on April 15.

The State Department has had to delay

any sensitive communications in the em-

bassy. Shultz will have to relay messages

through systems aboard his plane.

White House spokesman Marlin Fitz-

water said the st-curity leak was certain

ly a vciy -.ti lous breach."

Cryptogiaphic equipment m the embassy

is going to be inspected and transmitting

devices planted by Soviet agents expect to

turn up.

The Department may give leniency to the

two marines chai*ged with espionage in ex-

change for their cooperation in the ca.se.

Fee rejection leaves questions on funding for Index
.*...! 1.1 I : ;j ou.. ,-..:j 4.u„t tu..;.. \^...^^„iijrir, e..ia "TKt.v nt'»>ri til t;\kf Iht' time and tiftort

By KARL ROOKEY
Collegian Staff

Now that the Undergi-aduate Student Senate has

defeated its request for a $10 optional fee on semester bills,

where the Inchx is going to get its funding has become

a matter of some dispute.

The Student Government Association Rents and Fees

Committee suggested the fee be voted down al WVdnes

days senate meeting. The yearbook has operated without

any form of SGA funding since they lost it two rears ago

due to an acquired debt, which according to the Student

Activities Office staff, is about $25,000.

In addition, last year's book ran $5000 dollars in the

red, 'They have already paid back that amount and are

making the payments on their loan regularly." SAO

Business Manager Judith Lovitz said. She said that their

funding is very fluid and al any lime their finances could

take a sudden turn.

Photo Editor Clayton James said, 'What I don't think

[the Rents and Fees Committee] is looking at is that we

didn't run up the deficit, that yearbook was handled by

people who are no longer here." He and other members

of the yearbook staff said that a debt incurred by past

staffs should not be something they are responsible for.

Rebecca Mendelscm and Mai k DeNyse. the committee

co-chairpersons, said the issue l)eing addressed was fiscal

responsibility.

"If [the yearbook staff] had gotten this $10 optional fee,

they would have had. in a worst case situation, a surplus

of $9000 every year," DeNyse said. "What we're trying

to prevent is unnecessary increase of fees.'

Mendelson said. "They nt-ed In lake the time and effort

thai they have with iheir Twister tournament and put

it into action." She said the Irulcx should create a bu.siness

staff to handle finances.

"W'e feel that it's time for them to change their inner

structure, and vve'vt- offered to help them find a business

student who is willing to help them in the business aspect

as an independent study," she said.

The refusal for the optional fee was not intended to

damage the hufrx in any way.

One of the Indrx staffs main concerns according to

Judith Fiola. former editor and present staff member, is

that they don't know how much money they're working

with.

Both DeNyse and Mendelson said the staff is capable

of successfully restructuring the way the yearbook is run.

Smoking ban a possibility for SUB
Bv JENNIFER DEMPSEY
Collegian Staff

A possible ban on public smoking in the Student Union

Building and activities for its 30th anniversary celebra-

tion were among the items discussed at last night's Board

of Governors meeting.

Fred Habib said all areas to be designated non-smoking

will be presented together in a package to the administra-

tion and should include the "Cape Cod Lounge, food areas,

and the reading room."

Dave Caputo noted that "I've had about ten people come

up to me and say they can't even walk in there [the Cape

Cod Lounge]."
, j u ir

"It's probably going to take us about a week and a half

to present it to you and them," Habib explained.

Plans for next week's celebration of the 30th anniver-

sary of the Student Union were also finalized. Governors

Program Council representative Rich Pelrine said there

will be "'50s nostalgia dance on the 10th," as well as a

performance by the a capella group. Jabberwoks. This will

follow a reception in the SUB from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.

Other GPC sponsored events include a '60s day on May

1st. Pelrine said there will be movies, tie-dying shirt

booths, music, buttons and a costume contest.

Pelrine said GPC meetings are held every Tuesday in

the BOG office and are "open to everyone, even Greg

Rothman."
Bill Harris, director of the Campus Center, said Con-

ference Services is hiring 60 students for full-time sum-

mer program work. Interested students should refer to the

Summer Conference housing office on the 9th fioor of the

Campus Center. The deadline for applications is next

week.

'Vice chairman Mark Friedman said a motion for pro-

hibiting students from having voting power in both the

senate and the board was brought up at Wednesday's Stu

dent Senate meeting. This motion could possibly affect

several board members and Friedman said he is against it.

Pelrine disagreed. 'I see it as one person having too

much power," he said.

The motion will be voted on in two weeks.

The board-funded production of the The Feelies, also

sponsored by the Union Program Council, will take place

on April 11th in the Bluewall Cafe.

The board is also sponsoring a free dance tonight in the

SUB "Righttime " will be a multi-culture dance to take

place immediately following the March Against Racism.

Danishpeace activists toperform in Bluewall
On Saturday night. April 4th. students can enjoy an

evening of song and dance with "Next Stop Nevada" in

the Bluewall.

Thirty young Danish peace activists en route to Nevada

will stop by Amherst to spread their message of world

peace, unity and nuclear disarmament.

Their aim is to act in union with all the peoples of the

world in calling for a safer, more peaceful world without

nuclear weapons.

"Next Stop Nevada" will travel across the country, stop-

ping in New York, Boston, Atlanta, Nashville and San

Francisco, They will meet with politicians, hold press con-

ferences, and give lectures at schools and universities.

They will be joined by the musical band "Collective Vi-

sion", a collaboration of those individuals who walked

3200 miles across America to promote world peace. Their

songs reflect their belief in the "interrelation of all liv-

ing things."

Admission is $3 in advance, $4 at the door. Tickets are

available at UMass Peacemakers, 428 Student Union

- JENN DEMPSEY

Court rules in

Murphy's favor
By KARL ROOKEY
Collegian Staff

The Student Supreme Court last night declared that

the Commuter Area Governing Board's decision to

nullify the election of Lynne M. Murphy and reschedule

it was unconstitutional.

The decision was the result of a three point appeal from

Murphy asking for a court ruling to ratify the elections

of March 9-10, and declare the petition u.sed at the March

17 board meeting and any re-election dates set null and

void.

"According to the [Commuter Area] Constitution, the

board must approve the election by a simple majority

vote at the first board meeting following elections, after

that they can call for a recount or appeal the election,"

said Scot McCracken, Murphy's representative. "They

haven't done either of these."

He said that to allow the board to declare the elections

invalid, while ignoring their own constitution and

bypassing all the proper legal procedures, would set a

dangerous precedent

Clerk of Courts Joe McDonald said that the issue of

30 missing ballots was insignificant because voter

disregard of ballots they know nothing about or would

rather not vote on is not uncommon, and in comparison

to the over 800 ballots received the number is relative-

ly insignificant.

Since the court has declared Murphy's election

legitimate, she is now officially the Commuter Area

spokesperson. "Now that I have the position I hope that

[the board] will accept me in it," she said.

Both she and McCracken said there was a chance that

the board would appeal the decision by presenting a valid

petition and taking it to the judiciary, but now it would

have to be through the proper channels.

"That's the reason I'm involved with this case,"

McCracken said. "I hate when people don't abide by the

rules." .,
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Speaker: Amazon
made big mistake
By CHRISTINE JOYCE
Collegian Correspondent

Penthesilea, an Amazon woman who went to Greece

with her comrades to capture lovers, wanted Achilles —
a big mistake because they were supposed to take

whoever was there for "every man was a substitute for

their god of war Mars," said a lecturer last night.

According to Carol Jacobs, a professor of comparative

literature at the State University of New York in Buf

falo, Penthesilea was a feminist compared to the other

women and defied Amazonian tradition by not leaving

Greece until she found Achilles.

In the book "Penthesilea," by Bernd Heinrich Wilhelm

von Kleist, in order to win Achilles' love, Penthesilea

was supposed to battle with him but she was not aware

that Achilles planned to let her win, Jacobs said.

Jacobs, who is the author of "Dissimulating Harmony:

The Image of Interpretation in Rilke, Nietzsche, Artaud,

and Benjamin ' said "the problem in the play is that what

Penthesilea speaks as a language of metaphor, the

Greeks can only understand literally. ..Penthesilea

speaks battle when she means love.

"When Penthesilea finally does speak literally,

Achilles speaks metaphorically. This is what happens

when Achilles speaks figuratively and tells Penthesilea

that he will battle with her if that is what she wants.

She takes this literally and strikes out in true madness,

ripping Achilles apart and tearing him to pieces. When
lucidity and insanity come together, it disintegrates,"

Jacobs said.

Penthesilea can deal with the fact that she killed

Achilles, "but not with the fact that his body is

lacerated." She gives two separate excuses for this 'act

of violence. ..the first is that the words kisses and bites

rhyme, which however they do not, and the second was

that she loved him so much she could literally eat him

up," Jacobs said.

The mistake that Penthesilea made throughout the

play was that she should have been interested in Achilles

as god-like and not as human. As an Amazonian she was

supposed to battle a man in Greece in order to make him

her lover, but killing him defeated the purpose and, as

a result, all the Amazonian women lost their lovers. She

only meant to wound him, but understood his proposi-

tion too literally, Jacobs said.

At the end of the play, Penthesilea does not use her

intended dagger to kill herself but falls into an abyss

and dies. "She is now free and is a master short to a heart

of happiness," Jacobs said.

Broadcast industry needs ethnically diverse yroups

T.V. distorts picture of minorities
By MARY ANNE SIOK
Collegian Correspondent

Television gives a distorted picture of minorities but the

influx of minorities into the communications field can

bring it into focus, according to an assistant professor in

the communications department.

Dianne Lynne Cherry said in an interview that many

ethnic groups are segregated in real life and much of what

these groups learn about each other comes from televi-

sion. Therefore, if minorities get involved in communica-

tions they can open the doors to a more realistic depic-

tion of themselves.

Cherry recently attended a conference held at Howard

University School of Communications in Washington.

During this conference, Cherry co-presented a paper titled

"TV's Missing Mate: What ever happened to Billy Dee

Williams?" which critically analyzes the presentation of

sexual roles for black characters in prime time television.

Williams is a black sex symbol.

Over the past decade, minorities have risen in broad-

casting faster than in print media. Cherry said this may

be due to broadcasting's aura of glamor.

Many high caliber minorities choose lucrative jobs in

as business, medicine, and law over low paying jobs at

major newspapers. Cherry said, and the perception of

newspapers as offering little advancement may have turn

ed off many talented blacks to the field. Minority employ-

ment in broadcast journalism is increasing.

Cherry, who holds a Ph.D in Mass communication

Research, specializes in communication theory and

methodology and how this influences society's mass com

munication. Cherry said she has also a special interest

in minorities employed in communication and media.

Because most employers look for experienced help before

hiring, Cherry advised that journalism and communica-

tion students obtain hands-on experience before

graduating.
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FREE*FREE

The Film Premiere

"THE REVOLT OF MOTHER"
Starring Amy Madigan

8:00 PM
MONNDAY, APRIL 6, 1987

MAHAR AUDITORIUM

A Discussion with Producer Brian Benlifer will follow

Open to Faculty, Students, Staff & Friends

J L

$7 95

New Spring

O03 ^Shorts

lOOX Cotton

Chinese
Shoes

Blouses Dresses Skirts
Big Shirts Pants Scarves

I
Saue 20 to 50%
off selected

Blouses Skirts Dresses
Earrings

ERCRNTILE

Sun 12-5
Daily 10-6

N'hamp.Niohts
Th -Fri 9 P M

Morthampton-18 Center St
\ Amherst-Carriage Shops/j

the crunchicst,

crispiest, tastiest

fried chicken
in the valley!

\imt

m

ELIVERY
AMERIC/d
I ^87

31 Boitwood Walk

Downtown Amherst 253-7494
through the Alley

behind Time Out
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Education, entertainment on tap for

upcoming Awareness Week
The fourth annual celebration of Les

bian, Gay and Bisexual Awareness Week
kicks off tonight with a celebratory dance

in the Campus Center. The dance opens

events that will continue through Satur-

day April 11.

The program for Lesbian, Gay and
Bisexual Concerns has packed the week
with both educational opportunities and
entertainment. There will be weekend
workshops, visiting authors, humorist

performers, coffee houses and films.

Eric Hansem of the Awareness Week
Planning Committee said its members
had been working on this project all

semester and he hoped that most events

would be very appealing to all members
of the University of Massachusetts

community.
This year's program brings back the

most successful events and speakers of

last year's awareness week, with a

'heavier emphasis" on AIDS, said Dasha

Baker, co-president of the LEGA.

"AIDS is not a homosexual issue

anymore and a lot of people who are not

gay want to know about the disea8e."said

Baker. In addition to the two schedul-

ed events Baker expects a lot of discussion

of the disease. "A lot of people come out

during or because of Awareness Week and

it's especially important for those coming

out to be able to get information and

discuss it in context." said Baker.

Wednesday has been chosen as "blue

jeans day, " when supporters are suppos

ed to wear blue jeans. "You can stand

back and just watch people think." said

Todd Wmren, a co-president of the LBGA.

"You can be gay on this campus," said

Baker. "It is getting easier and safer and

there are programs to help those who are

afraid of coming out."
- MARIA BULL

Schedule for Awareness Week

* SAO
continued from page 1

specifics of date, location and atten-

dance (arel unrealistic."

Moore said the details make the student

groups accountable for the money they use

and ask for approximate dates of events to

avoid the scheduling of too many on the

same day.

The committee allocates $2 million of the

$3.5 million Student Activities Trust Fund

to various student organizations, including

the Office of Third World Affairs and the

Off Campus Housing Office. The remain-

ing $1.5 million is under SAO supervision

for salaries, and travel and office expenses.

'Each undergraduate student pays $88 each

year for the trust fund.

SAO Director Randy Donant echoed

Lovitz's notion that her packet was a col-

iaboration of staff members. This way, the

staff has more participation in the budget

process. Donant believes that "the staff are

a part of the trust fund just as the student

government is.

"I think [Moore] should be fiattered that

he got so much Teedback," Donant said.

No staff member was available for

comment.
SGA Treasurer Katherine Strickland

said making a new packet is different from

offering input.

The battle between the Budgets Commit-

tee and the SAO began last month when
Donant announced he wanted to make
Lovitz a non-voting member of the commit-

tee, an idea many student leaders strong-

ly oppose.

bARBECUE
TIME

This is the schedule for Lesbian. Gay
and Bisexual Auareness Week. All events

are open to the public, free and
wheelchair-accessible.

Today
Kick-off dance - 9 p.m. to 1 a.m., CC

tenth floor.

Tomorrow
Workshops in the Campus Center —

"Men and Intimacy," "Parents and

Friends of Lesbians and Gays" and "Les-

bians, Gays and Bisexuals of Color Net-

working" are scheduled for 12 p.m. Later

in the afternoon, "let's Get Political:

Stategies for Gay and Lesbian Libera

tion," "Exploring Sexual Identity" and

"Impact of Substance Abuse on the Les-

bian and Gay Community" are slated for

2:15 p.m.

Romonovsky and Phillips singing about

their lives as gay men, 8 p.m. in the CCA.

Sunday
Workshops in the Campus Center —

"Bisexuality: A Personal Approach,"

"Gay Parenting" and "Exploring Sexual

Controversies" are scheduled for 12 p.m.

Starting at 2:15 p.m. are "Lesbian Rela-

tionships," "Everything You Want to

Know about Lesbians and Gays," and

"Dialogue on Bisexuality for Lesbian,

Gay Men and Bisexuals."

Poems and Stories of Loving Women

with Becky Birtha at 5 p.m. in CC 163.

Track Two film, at 8 p.m. in CC 163.

Monday
Homosexuality Sgt. Maitlovich vs. the

Air Force film, at noon in CC 168.

Our Differences and Similiarities: Many
Sides of the Same Coin, panel discussion

at 4 p.m. in Memorial Hall.

Lesbian Union Coffee Social Hour, 7

p.m. in CC 803.

Keynote Speaker Sonia Johnson

discusses ''Going Out of Our Minds: the

Metaphysics of Literature.

"

Tuesday
Choosing Children. Uwender. Who Hap-

pen to Be Gay 12 p.m. CC 168

The Politics of the Body and the Body

Politic, panel discussion at 4 p.m. m
Memorial Hall.

Buddies, a film, 8 p.m. in the CCA.

Wednesday
Discrimination in the Workplace

Workshop with Myra Hindus 12 to 1:30

p.m. in the Campus Center.

Before Stonewall video, noon in the Stu-

dent Union Video lounge.

Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Concerns:

Administrative Responsibility with 4 p.m.

in Memorial Hall with reception.

»The Future Belongs to the Fearless:

Coalition Building with Mel King, at 8

p.m. in CC 174-178.

Alternatives, a game of exploring sexual

identity, 9 p.m. at Grayson Field.

Thursday
We are Family video, noon in the Stu-

dent Union video lounge.

Lesbian. Gay and Bisexual Concerns:

Academic Responsibility at 4:30 p.m. in

Memorial Hall.

Policies of Prejudice: Institutional

Responsibilities, with Virginia Apuzzo, at

8 p.m. in Memorial Hall.

Alternatives, a game of exploring sexual

identity, at 9 p.m. in John Quincy Adams.

Friday
Silent Pioneers, film, at noon in CC 168.

Coffee Social Hour at the TOC. 4 to 6

p.m.

Coffeehouse at 8 p.m. in the Bluewall.

Saturday
Workshops in the Campus Center —

"Classism in the Lesbian and Gay Com-

munity," "AFRAIDS: Or How to Enjoy

Life in Spite of It All," and "Coming Out

on Campus — the LBGA Counseling Col-

lective" are scheduled for noon. At 2:15,

there are "Speaking Up on Your Own
Behalf: A Speaker's Training for Les-

bians, Gays and Bisexuals." and "Being

Better Allies: Strategies for Heterosex-

uals on Ending Heterosexism."

Dance Concert, with Erica Thorne and

Tom Wilson Weinberge. at 8 p.m. in the

Student Union Ballroom.

For more inforniution. call 545-4824

LIQUORS

61 Main St., Amherst
Next to Town Hall

FOR FREE DELIVERY OF
»20 MINIMUM ORDER,
(OFF UMASS CAMPUS)

Dial
253-3091

— All Prices In Store Cash Only —

rTf
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Tribute to

I. MOVER HUNSBERGER
Professor and Head, Chemistry Department, 1960 - 1961

Dean, College of Arts & Sciences. 1961 - 1969

Alumni Memorial Hall

University of Massachusetts. Amherst

Wednesday. April 8, 1987
12 Noon
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STUDENTS! !
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Despite Federal cutbacks
scholarship money is available

from private sources

SCHOLARSHIP LEADS
P.O BOX 362 • GARAGE ROAD

SUNDERLAND. MA. 01375

Send a self addressed, stamped

envelope for information. We arc a

computer scholarsfiip matching

service and can help.

(413)665-3825

CALVIN
COOLERS
$3.25 4/pk

BECKS
HEINEKEN
AMSTEL SS

6/pk $4.25

-i-dep

'-^M*

Rock 'til ya drop 1

ot the

ROLLING ROCK
REFILLS

$11.75 +dep

BUD
BUD LIGHT

MILLER LIGHT
COORS

COORS LIGHT
$12.49 +dep

FOLANARI
SOAVE

$1.5 L-$4.25

WURZBURGER
6/pk $3.65 +dep

OLDIES DANCE CLUB
hits from the '50s and early '60s

downstairs at the

GRltLEI

Coni«rofRoot«9«ndUnivenMtyDrtw, AmhcrM

Mond»v-S«turd«v " 30«m->Mn
Sundav 4 pm - 1 un

253-9757

8 p.xn.-l a.in.

Wednesday through Sunday
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THE GUARD'S HERE - Members of the

Maine National Guard fight their way down
a flooded roadway to rescue residents of

Costigan, Maine yesterday.

Whitehead to appeal decision

We ''love each other..''
RED BANK, N.J. (AP) - The surrogate mother of Baby

M, stripped of the right to see her child again, said yester-

day she and the baby "love each other very much" and

will not accept the judge's decision to uphold the surrogate

childbearing contract.

'There will never be a termination of the love I have

for Sara. Nor will there ever be a termination to the need

Sara has for her real mother," Mary Beth Whitehead said

in a statement.

On Tuesday, Superior Court Judge Harvey R. Sorkow

issued the nation's first ruling on a disputed surrogate

contract. The 121 page decision upheld the contract,

awarded custody of the year-old girl to William Stern and

his wife and barred Mrs. Whitehead from seeing her child

again.

In her statement yesterday, her first since the ruling.

Mrs. Whitehead referred to the baby by the name she gave

her after refusing to turn the infant over to her biological

father. The Sterns have named the baby Melissa Stern.

"We will not accept the decision of one judge as the final

determination of a whole society that we should be per-

manently separated," said Mrs. Whitehead.

i believe that there is something so wrong and so harm-

fully unnatural about the surrogate practice that our New

Jersey appellate courts will return Sara to me," she said.

Mrs. Whitehead's attorney, Harold J. Cassidy, also

released a statement prior to his client's afternoon news

conference and said they will continue their legal battle.

Cassidy said his appeal, expected to go directly to the

New Jersey Supreme Court, will have at least 15 grounds

for reversal and he has added two law professors and

another law firm to the team fighting for Mrs. Whitehead.

Lawyers commenting on Sorkow's decision and on a con-

fiicting ruling by an Indiana judge said Wednesday the

burden now is on state legislatures to clarify the issues

surrounding surrogate parenting.

iHli^tne
presents

RESEARCH
INTERVIEWERS
Interesting, part-time telephone assignments to collect

data on a variety of health issues research topics.

Absolutely no selling involved. Hours are from 5-

lOpm. Sunday through Friday and Saturday from

10am-3pm You may cnoose whichever shifts you

want to work as long as you work 4 shifts a week (20

hours) minimum Start at $4 25 per hour with paid_

training and move up to S4 50 an hour after you have

worked 100 hours. We are located at Mountain Farms

Mall which IS a stop on the free bus line.

Call 586-8635 or 586-8636

between 4 PM & 10 PM

ABT ASSOCIATES
TELEPHONE RESEARCH CENTER

tvAoun\a\n Farms MaU, Rt 9. Had\ey. MA 01035
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I POLICE COMMUNITY I

SERVICE OFFICER
s **

I The Jo\Nn of Amherst, f\/lass. is establishing an |

i eligibility list to fill existing and future vacancies for |

s Community Service Otficei on the Amherst Police i

§ Department. The eligibility list will be effective for ap-

I proximately two years. Candidates must be 17 years

I of age on or before July 27, 1987.

I Send for an approved application form and complete

i announcement (including required qualifications and

I selections procedure to Town Manager's Office, Town

i Hall, Amherst, MA 01002-2351 . All applictions must be

i received in the Amherst Town Manager's Office by 4:00 s

I PM , April 3. 1987. |

S Amherst is an equal opportunity employer with an |

I affirmative action policy and encourages all qualified |

1 applicants to apply regardless of age, race, creed, col- |

I or, sex or religion. S
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psyChOtronic films

AT MIDNIGHTi
For the Month of April

Every Friday h Saturday Night!

April 3 6 4 PINK FLAMINGOS
Divine o dointy 300 ib t'onsvei'ite muit

yiovo rhoi he slip i^ the filtluesi oP'son oiivt-

April 10 & 11 A DOY & HIS DOG
A .•QthPT klOKy tQlP O* .U'VIVOl

April 17 6 16 NOSFERATU, THE VAMPYRE
Vpfnet He'zoq ; zo"iboid demenno
•itomnq KIOUS KirisKl

April 24 & 25 ITS ALIVE
About Q motont boby w/rhe shorpest reetb

this side of JAWS

$4.00 Admission ' Oispount Cords Available
Passes not accepted ' No alcohol or bottles

L

CALVlNlK^in£ Downtown Northampton 584*2310

{ Asian American Students Association J

of U-Mass

Proudly

Amherst

Presents

\o.^^®
.>^^ FOLLOWED BY

DANCE & PARTY until 3:00 am

DJ ; DADDY NIEL

April 3, 1987

CCA FREE REFRESHMENT

DOORS OPEN: 7:30 pm

SHOW TIME : 8:00 pm

X FASHION SHOW & ADMISSION Jf

Friday, April 3, 1987

CollrKian phoHi by Rob SkelUm

SCRAMBLED HEADS - A group of local rugby enthusiasts slam into blocking sleds yester-

day on the Southwest playing fields.

Boston lawyer new
U.S. attorney for Mass.

WASHINGTON (AV) - President Reagan has

nomuiated Frank L. McNamara Jr.. a Boston lawyer with

no experience as a prosecutor, to be U.S. attorney for

Massachusetts.

A conservative, McNamara ran unsuccessfully lor Con-

gress in 1982 against then House Speaker Thomas P.

O'Neill Jr. „„ , .

Hconrumed by the Senate, McNamara, 39, would suc-

ceed William F Weld, who became chief of the U.S. Justice

Department's criminal division last summer.

Weld also had no pro.secutorial experience before becom-

ing U S attorney for the state in 1981.

Since Weld left the post, Robert S. Mueller 3rd has been

serving as U.S. attorn.v ..n an interim basis. Mueller said

he did not know whether he would remain in the L.b. at-

torney's office or return to private practice.

Last September. Attorney General Edwin S. Meese 3rd

recommended that McNamara be appointed, selecting him

over Mueller and two others.

McNamara graduated from Harvard College and the

University of Virginia Law School. He has been a lawyer

since 1977.

THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS PRESENTS

FOUR QUESTIONS. QUESTION NUMBER 4 IS:

WW H
is the Board of Governors important ot you? The ma-

jor reasons are the money and accountability. Part

of the authority fee that you pay every semester

noes to paying the mortgage on the Campus

Center/Student Union Complex. Since we are the

main student organization that administers the

building, wouldn't you like to know how your money

is being spent? The authority fee costs you over $260

ner year, why not see where your money is going?

Next week we will be celebrating the 30th anniver-

sary of the Campus Center/Student Union .
Watch

for special events, food discounts, and entertoinment

throughout the week. See you then.

EUROPE »' CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUOEMTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR

N«i* Yorti, NY lOOaO

Phon« (212) 5ei 3040

Mall tttto ad lor SpMial
SludMit/Taaclwr TarHt.

) NCNTAL D IMAM D fUBCMAM

I 9 am - 2j)m'EARLYl

BIRD
SPECIAL
$2 OFF
Shampoo,
Cut & Dry

STYLES

BY
>£BORAH

'549-5610 • 65 University Dr

with Ihis coupon • exp An 1/87

CHINESE KITCHEN E
FAST SERVICE - GREAT PRICES

AND DEVELOPMENT ON THEIR CAREERS

" The Degree of responsibility I encountered on my co-op exceeded my

expectations. In short, the job was hard, but fun.

"

"Working for a time in a professioani environment was terrific. Now I

can interview with recruiters and feel comfortable.'

"Cooperative Education can be Invaluable. I hope to land another job

in the Spring."

Company
Arthur Anderson

Appollo Computer

Towm of Waylan

Conservation Cmsn
Pratt & Whitney

Boston Globe

Fernald State Sch.

Nestle R&D

Time
Summer
Summer/6 mos
Summer

6 mos
6 mos.

6 mos
Summer/6 mos

Majors Deadline

Accounting 4/17/87*

CSE, EE ASAP

NRS, Forestry, ASAP*

WIdlf, Env. Sc, Park Admin.

CSE, EE ASAP

Journalism, English 4/24/87

All ASAP

Biochem, Mircobio. ASAP
Chemsitry, Food Science

TRY OUR LUNCHEON-DINNER SPECIALS

Only $1.49 before 3 pm. Si .90 after 3 pm

A. Chicken Fingers, Fried Rice or Chow Mein

B. Chicken Wfngs, Fried Rice or Chow Mein

C. Lobster Sauce, Fried Rice or White Rice

D. Chicken with Green Peas and Fried Rice

E. Yoke Kew (Beef) with Gravy and Fried Rice

Eat In or Take Out

HOURS: Sunday Moon 10 pm. Mon - Sot 11:30 - lOpm

2 LOCATIONS

430 Russet St (Rt 9)

HADLEY - 253-2571

ISO King St

NORTHAMPTON - 5S6.t220

r iiS^

New England Times 6 mos

Office Specialists 6 mos

American Optical 3/6/87

Ct. Dept of Transp. 3/6 Civil Engin.

Sikorsky Aircraft 3/6

^DP 6 mos

GE Plastics 6 mos

Before N' After Summer

Chesebrough Ponds 6 mos

Art, Eng., Jrnlism

All

Marketing, SOM
ASAP
Mech Engin.

SOM
Any major with

strong computer skills

Environmental Des.

Plant & Soil Science

Chemical/Science

4/3/87

4/9/98

ASAP

ASAP
ASAP
mid-April

ASAP

ASAP

5

areness Uieek!

•INTERVIEWS WILL BE GIVEN ON CAMPUS IN THE CAREER CENTER

OR CAMPUS CENTER

OFFICE FOR

UNIVERSITY CAREER
CENTER 545-2224

igmltet?

ck-a^Disc I

•;;:3.00

Todos Bienuenidosl
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Letters

New low applauded

— Murphy duly elected I Solutions, not paranoia

Dear slimeballs:

I can honestly say after

20 some-odd years of Col-

legian April Fools Day edi-

tions that your 1987

publication sets new lows

for crude humor, personal

attacks and backhanded

social commentary. In short,

I loved every section of

every page.

Keep up the good work,

slanderous attacks and all

around pain-in-the ass-ness.

The only time you really

suck is when you all at-

tempt to take yourselves

seriously. Quite frankly, for

journalists, you sure are in-

teresting students.

Michael Brewington
UMass, '81

"I've been telling our players that there isn't a team on

our schedule that we can't beat and, likewise, there isn't

a team on our schedule that can't beat us. except BC
[Boston College]."

— UMass lacrosse coach Dick Garber

CINEMA
FRIDAY - SATURDAY

Key Largo 7:00

To Have And Have Not 9:00

SUNDAY • TUESDAY

Hannah and Her Sisters 7:00

Broadway Danny Rose 9:00
DOUBLE FEATURE $3.00

DOWNTOWN AMHERST 253-5426

You're Too BUSY!
Don't waste time doing

your own laundry..-

Take It To

11 PRAY 8T. AMHERST.MA.

B49-i663

We Off^r:

• Hand Pressing

• Shirt Service

• Same Day
Service

HOURS: Mon 10 am - 5 pm
Tues - Sat 10 am - 10 pm

We the undersigned v(Aed

for Kynne Murphy during

the SGA elections. We voted

for Lyniie Murphy because

we support her and the hard

work she has done for the

University. We are insulted

that the Commuter Area

Government has refused to

let her accept the position

that we voted her into

because they believe the

students to be uninformed

about who Lynne Murphy
is. Lynne Murphy was out

campaigning the entire

time that the elections were

being conducted. We believe

that every person who voted

for her knew who she was,

either from her previous ac-

complishments or her cam-

paigning efforts. To day that

the \oters were confusing

her with anyone else is

.showing a lack of confidence

ui the voters ability to make

an educated decision about

who our leader shall be. If

the board fails to approve

the election of Lynne Mur-

phy to the position of Com
muter Area Spokesperson

they are showing a blatant

disregard not only for the

students who took the time

to vote during the elections

but also for the entire

democratic process.

Michele Lareau, Erin
Morrissey, Julie Meers,

Phyllis Provost, Ronald
Howard. Eileen O'Con-

nell, Tony Alves, Loren
Ciccia, Suzanne Lessard,

Michael Kostas, Kathleen

Rando, Thomas
McLaughlin, James
Mulowney, John Jullian,

Kenneth Popp

Publicity is useful when it promotes awareness, and

when it educates people on issues. When abused it

creates paranoia and increases tension.

I believe the latter is the case with publicity surroun-

ding the events that took place after the World Series.

And more recently publicity regarding the arrest of two

black students following an incident involving a white

police officer.

Personally, I have no doubt that racism exists, and I

would like nothing more than to see it stamped out com

pletely. However, I don't see many people proposing any

practical solutions that we can apply to the way we live

every day.

It would seem to me that in order to get people to

change their attitude we must give them a reason. Show

them how much better it is to live in peace rather than

at war. Invite people to join us in our struggle, but don't

alienate people who are not yet ready. Let's do what we

can to take part in instances of racial harmony and

brotherhood. We should spend more time creating solu

tions and less time exploiting problems. Most of all, we

must lead by example so that people have a reason to

believe what we say. j^^y Jennings
Southwest

^v^A^/vvvwvv%niA^AA;^VJWA^^An/^AAflAnA^^^i^^A/v^

Captain Morgan

And Coke

$1.25

,vvv^ftv^AffiVvvvvv^ft/v^iVv^n^Fvv^rA^^^

Smniiier Conference Housing

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

With University Conference Services Summer Conference Housing

To coordinate the use of the dormitory system during the sum-

mer months, Conference Services operates a sub-division of the

department known as Summer Conference Housing (SCH). SCH is

staffed almost entirely by UMASS students, who handle every detail

involved in housing 8,000 to 10,000 summer conferees.

SCH will be hiring for the following positions: Registrar, Assis-

tant Registrar, Accommodations Supervisors, Operations Super-

visor, Key Control Supervisor, Desk Clerks, and Operations Crew.

Applications and detailed job descriptions are available

outside of the Conference Office, Room 918. Campus Center.

DEADLINE EXTENDED TO: APRIL 10, 1987

Full and part time openings are available and include all shifts,

weekdays, and weekends.

All students interested in the hospitalitv industry and work study students are encouraged to apply

The University of Massachusetts is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity cHnployer.

,f!ffm>BWJ,4i.'l.liAkL-l4JJJIUi.UAI fff.T.'Mli'f^

The Massachusetts Daily Collegiafi

Editorial/Opinion

KELIY -sltOtR

tditof in Chief

JOHN NOIAN
Sports Editor

NANCY KUNGENER
Managing Editor

MATT GERKE
Spofts Editor

'*ICSiai9Bli

PHIL SERAfINO
Editondl Editor

THOMAS HARRINGTON
Arts Editor

CRAIG SANDLER
Ne^«s Editor

KATHRYN KIRBY

Black Affairs Editor

BYRNE GUARNOHA
Photo Editor

LUCINDA COUTO
Women's imum Editw
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Student power in danger
Randy Donant, director of the Student Activities Office, is

abusing his power once more by attempting to place the of-

fice's business manager, Judith Lovitz, on the Student Govern-

ment Association Budgets Committee. Donant seems to want

to subvert student empowerment.
He says by making Lovitz a non-voting member of that com-

mittee he will make expertise available to its members. But

the truth is, Donant has tried to take the students' power away

before and it certainly looks as if he is doing it again. Let's

not let him get away with it.

The Budgets Committee is a student committee that allocates

student money to student organizations that program events

for the students. It has proven fiscal responsibility by

eliminating a 10-year-old, $69,000 deficit. The committee has

made a painstakingly accountable budget packet because its

members want to know exactly how much and on what the

student organizations spend their money.

Lovitz, who called the committee's packet unrealistic, has

submitted her own version, completely disregarding the hun-

dreds of hours of work the budget committee spent revising

the Fiscal Year 1988 budget proposal. Lovitz's job does not en-

tail making her own version of the packet; that is why the

Budgets Committee exists.

If she becomes a committee member, she will be able to over-

ride the student members' decisions and make her own, which

unfortunately might carry more weight with the Board of

Trustees because she is a professional.

Unfortunately, the Student Activities Office staff seems to

forget its payroll comes directly from the $3.5 million trus^

fund, for which students pay a yearly fee. The office alone

oversees $1.5 million of the fund. Now, Donant wants to get

his hands on the whole amount.

Students should put pressure on Donant to leave student

money in their own capable hands, and support those members

of the student government who are truly working for you.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the Col-

legian board of editors

Awareness for all
This weekend marks the beginning of the fourth annual

Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Awareness Week. As in the past,

the week will feature speakers, films, and workshops.

Awareness week is a chance to find out what being gay is

all about. So many people assume so much about the gay com-

munity on this campus and in general. Most of these assump-

tions stem from media stereotypes and comedians' jokes. In

reality, the gay community is as diverse as any other group.

They are performers, activists, writers, students, and parents.

Awareness week provides an open forum to view gay life.

With all the talk about heterosexism and homophobia, and

all the accusations flying, very little has been said in the way

of a solution. Until the myths about gays, lesbians, and bisex-

uals ai-e dispelled, prejudice will continue. Unless there is com-

munication between the heterosexual and gay communities

on this campus, misunderstandings such as have happened in

the past here, and in society in general, will continue. If ques-

tions can be answered, many falsehoods about gays will be

corrected.

College is a place not only for higher learning in the

classroom, but also for higher learning in society. At the

University of Massachusetts, we are given a rare chance to

see various types of groups. We have the advantage of an at-

mosphere in which people can learn of the different types of

prejudice and oppression that people no different than you or

I experience on a daily basis.

Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Awareness week is not just for

the gay community. For the most part gays, lesbians and bisex-

uals know about issues concerning them, and want to find out

more. These events are for the benefit of everyone. Everyone

out there must have at least one question about the gay com-

munity. Here is a perfect chance to have your questions

answered. Attend a workshop or speech, or just stop by the

table on the concourse and ask someone. This communication

is the key to ending homophobia and oppression.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the Col-

legian board of editors

Creationism not a science
The long-fought battle between crea-

tionism and evolution is heating up again

and this time it's being taken straight to

the top — the US Supreme Court.

Stephen Bayer

This spring the Supreme Court will hand

down its decision regarding the constitu-

tionality of a Louisiana statute known as

the "Balanced Treatment for Creation-

Science and Evolution-Science Act."

Depending on its ruling in this case, the

Supreme Court could viably change the en

tire debate on the legality of teaching crea-

tionism in secular public schools.

The Louisiana Creationism Act was

enacted in 1981, according to the statute,

"for the purposes of academic freedom."

The statute defines "creation-science" as

"the scientific evidences for creation and

inferences from those scientific evidences."

It goes on to say that Louisiana's public

schools will give the two subjects "balanc-

ed treatment" when the schools deal with

such subjects as the origins of life, the earth

or the universe.

Following a suit filed by the American

Civil Liberties Union, a judge found the

law violated the Louisiana State Board of

Education's autonomy in devising their

own curriculum. When this decision was

overturned, a federal judge, in 1985. hand-

ed down a summary judgment declaring

that "creation-science" violated the US
Constitution's separation of church and

state. Frustrated, the law's supporters took

their case to the Supreme Court and now

await a final decision.

To put it simply, the notion of a "creation-

science" is utterly absurd and the Supreme

Court should rule decisively against this

act.

Despite the clever wording of the Loui-

siana law to make it seem less obviously

religious in tone, the concept of "creation-

science" is simply the Bible disguised as

science. To teach the theory of creationism

as espoused in the Bible is to endorse a par-

ticular religious belief about the origins of

the universe. This clearly violates the First

Amendment separation of church and

state, thus making the Louisiana law

unconstitutional.

Furthermore, the entire concept of

"creation-science" stands on shaky intellec-

tual ground. If supporters ever hope to get

creationism accepted as a science, they

must drastically redefine the "scientific

evidences" of "creation-science". As it

stands, "creation-science" is a contradic-

tion in terms and creationism, by its very

nature, denies scientific validity.

As any honest scientist will attest, the

foundations of science are based on con-

tinual experimentation, observation and

accumulated empirical data. Scientists

doubt that which cannot be proven and

scientific theories are supported only when

a significant amount of observational or ex-

perimental evidence is accumulated.

Creationism, on the other hand, is based

on faith, which denies proof. The only "pro-

of a "creation-science" theory could offer

is the Bible, which can hardly be claimed

to be an objective analysis of the universe's

origins. The "creation-science" theory is

not scientific because its hypothesis, that

the universe and living things were created

from nothingness, cannot be subject to ex-

perimentation, observation or proof. Even

the theory of evolution, which is not readi-

ly subject in many cases to experimenta-

tion and observation, has some degree of

proof, as evidenced in the fossil record.

Unfortunately, this growing dispute is

forcing people to separate into two camps.

Many people are being forced to decide

whether they are creationists or evolu-

tionists, when both could easily be accom-

modated in a belief system. But, in matters

of public policy, these two areas should be

left distinct. Evolution, as a scientific

theory, should remain in public schools

while creation, as a religious belief, should

remain in the home and in the church.

Steven Bayer is a UMass student

Letters

A new low hit

My question — my
challenge — to you is: Can't

a well-rtspected, intelligent

college newspaper come up

with a humorous issue

without resorting to sex and

profanity? Why does a

newspaper like yours turn

into a high school-level

smut page on Halloween

and then, despite all the

complaints against this, do

the very same thing on

April Fool's Day?
During the rest of the

semester, the articles are

clean, interesting and en

joyable to us college

students. I recognize the

right to freedom of the

press, but I think we have to

draw the line somewhere.

And maybe we should draw

this line at the point where

college students — adults —
are insulted by the

disgusting filth that some

less mature people consider

humorous. I resent the nar-

row underestimation of

what will get our attention;

sex and profanity are not

the only ways.

Give us a little credit.

Karen Thibodeau
Amherst

The focus of the next Col-

legian Symposium is the im-

pact of religion on campus.

Given the recent disclosures

surrounding the PTL
ministry, can we trust

organized evangelical

groups who recruit on cam-

pus? How ethical are the

practices of evangelical

groups? Send your columns

to David R. Mark. 113 Cam-
pus Center by Tuesday.

The Collegian accepts let-

ters and columns from the

UMass community. Letters

to the editor should be no

more than 30 lines ofdouble-

spaced type. Columns
should not exceed 60 lines.

Set margins at 10 and 77.

The Collegian reserves the

right to edit for length,

grammar and clarity. All

submissions become proper-

ty of the Collegian.
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Book explores the history

of Soviet human rights

Soviet Dissidents

Joshua Rubenstein
Beacon Press

By DAVID R. MARK
Collegian Staff

Does a different leader

mean a different set of

beliefs? The Soviet Union of

the 1960's was led by the

staunch Leonid Brezhnev,

while today's Soviet Union

is led by the relatively

liberal Mikhail Gorbachev.

But can a communist leader

be lib*»ral?

Joshua Rubenstein

answers many of these ques-

tions in his novel, Soviet

Dissidents. Rubenstein first

explores the initial protest

movements of the early

1960's under the liberal

Nikita Krushchev. Yet, the

heart of this novel lies in

Rubenstein's ability to show

the reprisals activists

received for their actions

under Leonid Brezhnev.

Brezhnev was not one to

tolerate dissident

movements in the com
munist world of the 1960's.

An example that easily pro-

ves this is the Soviet

Unions reaction to Alex-

ander Dubcek's
Czechoslavakia, 'Socialism

with a human face,' which

proved too democratic, and

was subsequently crushed

by the Soviet forces.

In the USSR, things were

worse. No matter what
human rights issue they

stood for — freedom of

speech, freedom of religion,

freedom of assembly,

freedom of the press, the

right to a fair trial —
Rubenstein claims the

USSR did not listen. No
matter what group was
represented — Soviet Jews,

Baptists. Pentecostals,

Seventh Day Adventists, or

Crimean Tatars — Rubens-

tein illustrates how the

Soviet government turned a

deaf ear.

As Rubenstein documents

case after case, it becomes

apparent that instead of

listening to those who pro-

tested, the Soviet Union

under Brezhnev would ar-

rest and try those who pro-

tested. Many times the

charges were fabricated, or

the state would bring in doc

tors to announce a dissident

suffered from schizophrenia

or paranoia — leading to an

agonizing stay in a mental

hospital.

All attempts to com-
municate with the outside

world would be followed by

severe retribution. Whether
this meant beatings, full

body searches, or the state

stealing these books and let-

ters, the result was the

same. Dissidents lived a life

of fear.

Rubenstein then leads the

reader to the more recent

Soviet Union, eventually to

the present leadership of

Mikhail Gorbachev.
Rubenstein's conclusion is

the human rights move-

ment in the Soviet Union
has not changed in twenty

years. Dissidents still want
their rights and freedoms,

and they still face the uncar-

ing Soviet state. Both then

and now, the Soviet dissi-

dent has to live every

minute knowing a KGB of-

ficer lurks, waiting for a

mistake, waiting to remove

the dissident from public

activism.

Soviet Dissidents is an ex-

cellent, well researched

book. Unlike other efforts,

this novel lets you see a

history of the individuals

within the dissident move-

ment. It is history that

anyone with a knowledge of

human rights will

appreciate.

Jugglers to converge on Hampshire
By ADAM LAVINE
Collegian Staff

Hampshire College will be

the site of the International

Juggler's Associate annual
spring mini-convention this

weekend. The mini-
convention, which is held

every year at Hampshire,
attracts some of the finest

jugglers in the east coast as

well novices from all over

New England.

As well as being a avenue

for jugglers to meet, ex-

change tricks and ideas,

pass clubs and buy new
equipment, people with lit-

tle or no juggling experience
can come and learn more
about the art from profes-

sionals. Workshops on

many aspects of juggling,

from beginning to advanced,

will be held. Last year,

workshops were given in

subjects such as advanced
three-ball juggling, club

passing, devil stick

manipulation, diabolo spin-

ning as well as routining

and performing, for profes-

sionals who wished to

sharpen up their acts.

Saturday night, a public

show featuring the best jug-

glers at the convention will

be held in the Hampshire
gym. The public is en-

couraged to attend.

Local jugglers are keyed

up for the event. Jeremy
Brown, vice-president of the

UMass Juggling Club said

that he was "looking for-

ward to an exciting and ex-

uberating experience," and

added that the convention is

"a good opportunity for jug-

glers to get together and
practice," and "expands the

social horizon of the five-

college area."

The convention will begin

on Friday, April 3rd at 5:00

pm, and will continue until

Sunday evening. All events

will be in the Hampshire
gym.

Daniel Varrichione, Mark Bogosian and Jeffery Karl as three small-

time hoods in the UMass Department of Theater's production of

David Mamet's AMERICAN BUFFALO, April 2-4 in the Curtain

Theater.

Be one of Northwestern's vatuable summer imports.
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Don't Miss Flat

Street's Great
Mid-Week
Getaway

Wednesdays
75 Cent Drafts

Open at 8:00 PM

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY

SUMMER SESSION '87

2003 Sheridan Road

Evanston, Illinois 60201

Please send my free copy of the

Summer Session '87 catalog with financial

aid and registration information.

(Available mid-March)

Name

Sdiool Address

Cl^

State Zip

Home Address

C^

State Zip

WUk yn mre her*.

Send the coupon or

caU 1 800 ENKLS-NU
(Inside Illinois call 312 491 5280)

SS3

ARTS

Circle: Jazz with Grit
By DAN GOODIN
Collegian Staff

When they're at their best, they have the

power and energy to make even non-

dancers get up and move their bones to the

beat. The Circle Band was originally Cir-

cle, but after a change in drummers and

other personnel changes, they decided to

name their band Deepwoods Drive. Now
they've come full circle, to their present

name. The Circle Band.

The band, containing two members from

Northampton band Liquid Lesson, bassist

George Cooke and drummer Neal
Backman, carries many of the same
jazz/rock influences. But where Liquid

Lesson's leanings are in rock. The Circle

Band's lie in funk and jazz.

Guitarist Larry Berger noted the band

Rush as one of his primary influences, but

surprisingly also added jazz trumpeter

Miles Davis. Speaking of the latter, he said,

"[Davis] was really the one who started the

idea that you could take one chord and just

play that one chord, and as long as you're

just in the groove, you could play all night."

Bassist George Cooke noted among his

influences Tony Levin of King Crimson

and earlier Yes, and Marcus Miller of the

Miles Davis gi-oup.

Berger and Cooke seem to package their

diverse interests in a foundation of funk

and jaz?., especially in the rhythms and

bass lines. The funk beat is the fabric of the

music, with the guitar solos often veering

onto a path of heavy metal rock. The sound

is punctuated by the energetic, improvisa-

tinnal drumming of Backman. which leans

to the jazzier side of Bill Bruford, also of

King Crimson and early Yes,

Although Berger and Cooke have been

playing together for over three years, they

still admit to being nascent and to having

differences in approach. "I feel that I'm still

in the development stage in that I tend to

take models and I like to imitate," Cooke
said. Concerning the two's styles, Cooke
said that lately a difference in his and

Berger's improvisational approaches has

emerged, "almost to the point where
there's a block there."

And both of those qualities surface in

their music. First, the inexperience shows
itself in some of the lyrics. In "Big Game,"
for instance, it's unclear whether the .song

is satirizing fanaticism or disinterest in

sports. Others, such as "In My Way" he.it

one set of lyrics to a slow, painful death.

The difttti'iui' m irnprovi.sational styles is

probably more a boon than a bane, in that

it provides a provocative tension to the at-

mo.sphere, but there is also an incongruity

between the two voices that prevents either

fron. exploring new gi'ounds.

The band is best playing high energy

power funk, with occasional gritty guitar

or psychedelic rock textures sifling through

the mix. Songs to listen for are "High as

a Kite," "Everything," and "Not Just the

Door but the Corridor." in which tasty bass

hooks and hammers and some moving
melodies provide energetic, highly

danceable music. Also worthy is

"Monastery Living," which features swirl-

ing bur.sts of Andy Summers-ish guitar and

intere.sting lyrics.

You can decide for yourself tomorrow,

April 4, when The Circle Band will be play-

ing at Shet'hans, Northampton.

I^HEEHAiy^l
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4/2 THURSDAY

Watch The Teeth Kate (no cover)

4/3 FRIDAY
Incredible Casuals
4/4 SATURDAY

Deepwoods Drive (formerly circle)

4/6 MONDAY
Ken Johnson & Co.

4/7 TUESDAY
Ken Johnson and Co.

24 Pleasant St, Northampton • 586-4258

Round Midnight is a pleasing experience
By RUTH STEMMER
Collegian Correspondent

It n;is not just the discomfoi't of sitting lev 2'
» hours in

the worn nut, badly sprung .seats in Northampton s

Academy ol Music- that wa.s familiar tonight. There was

another, far more pleasant ind familiar sensation

available to viewers of Tavernier's Rmind Midnight. We
were treated to an atmosphere evocative of people and

places we remember — or rather wish we remember.

Set primarily in a Pai'is known only to viewers of movies

about jazz musicians. Round Midnight charts the

spiritual, psychological and physical regeneration of

alcoholic be bop saxophonist Dale Turner (beautifully

underplayed by a genuine sa.xophoni.st. Dexter Gordon).

After close scrapes with the law, the medical profe.ssion,

and his own band, the clearly incompetent aging musi-

cian becomes the second "child" ofjazz fan Francis (Fran

cois Clu.-'.ot). Along with Francis' young daughter, the men
rebuild their lives. .\11 three benefit from the .strange

alliance; Francis's work improves due to his proximity to

his "inspiration." his daughter, Berangere. gains much
needed confidence, and Dale regains his integrity, becom-

ing calm and able to compose music once again.

Yes, it's a simple, not to mention trite, plot, but what

makes Round Midniiihf one of the most significant movies

this year is the loVf .uul I dare sav it, reverence with

which it has been niadt .\iid it i.-> this love that u^ 'Ik-

almost Inii^iitten iariniiai scnsatioo v.e U-ave thf inovie

theater with. It isdednatrd to nuisinans 'Lester ^' mng.

Bud Powell, Charlie I'arker — those wlio died loo soon

by musicians (Herhie Hancock and Freddie Hubb.uU to

name but two), but it is for anyone who understands m
spiration in hope and hope in inspiration.

A mellow tllm. Round Midmt^ht does not demand that

we watch an intense, dialectic movie; rather it allows us

to care about the prolagoni.sts without raising our blcK>d

pressure. Ignorance and injustice are necessarily in

tegrated into any story that deals realistically with the

social conditions of blacks - musicians or otherwise, but

you won't feel compelled to rush immediately into the

street to correct matters. It has an inevitably sad ending,

but you won't (probably) require boxes of Kleenex. What

you will experience is a very fine movie.

Nevertheless, ifyou hate movies about Pans, jazz musi

cians, romantically smoke filled bars and heartwarming

relationships or even (Heaven forbid!) the Academv of

Music itself — no anyway. Herbie Hancock's lernlic <.)scar

winning original musical score will make it worthwhile.

I defy you not to tap your feet!

FOUR SEASONS
584-8174 • Rt 9 Hadley

THE COOL PLACE TO SHOP"

Invite ''Kenny the Keg" to your

next party. Just call mike at Four

Seasons, he'll give "Kenny" your

address.

CASE SPECIALS
Bud $11.99

Busch $9.99

Becks light or Dark $15.99

Rolling Rock Bar Bottlles $10.99

Carling Black Mabels $6.99

Utica Club jcnthecub $6.99

The UMASS Music Theatre Guild

Presents
Cole Porter's ...

April 2. 3. & 4

at 8:00 PM

With Matinee
April 4 - 2:00 pm

Bowker
Auditorium

BY THE SIX
BECKS Light or Dark womLour $3.99

ROLLING ROCK 12oz rockkroir $2.99

HOPFENPERLE do., you i« dnnK n $3.49

MICKEY'S BIG MOUTH Hyo«.r.louflh«nough $2.65

BIG BOOZE BARGAINS
VOdkS Ol»l(M«d Yesterday $8.99 1 .75L

Gin Grand Ms» own Recipe $8.99 1 .7DL

Rum The Pride o< 01 Hedley Bay •$ 1 • '99

Leroux Peach Tree Schnapps - $1 1 .99

WINE/WINE COOLERS
Calvin Cooler $3.99 4L, $3.69 2L all flavors

Lost Hills HIte Zinfandel $3.99 750ml

WE
HAVE
NEW

BACCARDI
BLACK
RUM

^ruHo:4J
363 MAIN ST, AMHERST

256-0222256-0222

FAST FREE
DELIVERY
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nZ2A Vta^^ $01$ II PIZZA Vte^ SUM

$1.00 OFF is
$1.00 OFF

ANY LARGE PIZZA
one coupon per purcnase

offer expires May 31, 1987

II
II
4U,

ANY LARGE PIZZA
one coupon per purchase
offer expires May 31, 1987
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PR.DAY

?:^FILM

By JIM COLE
Collegian Staff

What happened? I don't

understand it. Something

was missing from Monday's

Academy Awards
Ceremony. All the stars

were there, the corny open-

ing number, the usual

round of presenters — we
know them by heart. But

something was lacking:

controversy.

That's right. With some

minor exceptions (mostly in

technical foul ups and botch-

ed lines), there wasn't any

controversy! The show
started off well enough,

with Aussie Paul (Crocodile

Dundee) Hogan advising the

stars on how to act: "Be ner-

vous, you're supposed to be.

If you want to relax, watch

the show at home."

The next 3 hours were

surpisingly well paced, with

Chevy Chase amusing all

with his antics, including a

demonstration of a trap door

for long speeches. The
presenters were good, from

Lauren Bacall to Bugs Bun-

ny, though one low point

was Dustin Hoffman
presenting the Best Pix

award. He sounded so bored

that my friend suggested

that someone spiked his

punch with valium.

My only real complaint

was with the awards
themselves. They were too

fair! The winners were just

as the critics had forecast,

and the Academy's policy of

giving non-deserving

awards was strangely ab-

sent. Just \ook how even the

results are: Platoon, 4

Oscars, Hannah and her

Sisters, 3, Room with a

View, 3.

See what I mean? Com
pare that with last year's

fiasco. First, The Color Pur-

ple got 11 nominations,

while director Spielberg got

zip. Yet it won nothing —
Out of Africa took them.

The Academy loves epic or

artsy films. Gandhi took 8

Oscars (including best

costume — for a loincloth),

back in 1982, trampling

other films like E.T. and

Tootsie. Why should this

year be an exception?

Whatever the reason, it

seemed that this year was

the time to make amends.

Paul Newman finally won

best actor (though seeing

Bette Davis blow the accep-

tance speech was too sad to

watch), and Steven

Spielberg received the Irv-

ing Thalberg award, which

was well deserved. His

speech restored my faith in

him, and the standing ova

tiuii ne got was long over-

due. He'd better be up on

that stage again, soon.

Just about everything

that deserved to win did. It's

no fun. I'm so used to

grumbling after the show,

and I wasn't. Will the

Academy continue this

policy of fairness? I doubt it.

They've got to keep up their

infamous reputation. Just

wait until next year.

A film series. New
England: The Hollywood
Version, was announced by

The Center for New
England Culture of Umass,

Amherst. Presented at

Hampshire College Thurs-

day and Friday nights dur-

ing April and May, the

series will show six decades

of films that reflect New
England and it's ap-

pearance. Some films

represented include Our

Town, Peyton Place, and

The Haunting. There will be

discussions following led by

Five College staff. The films

are free and open to the

public.

"Hi" McDonnough (Nicolas Cage) is tem-

porarily tied up in his mobile home in

RASING ARIZONA.
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*** SUN & FUN * KIDS & CAMPING ***
fc

** SWIMMING & BOATING **

* OUTDOOR LIVING *

Timber Trails, a 9 week resident Girl Scout

Camp in the Berkshires, is looking for staff...

UNIT LEADERS • RIDING STAFF
WATERFRONT • PHOTOGRAPHY & RADIO
INSTRUCTIONS • REGISTERED NURSES,

COOKS & KITCHEN STAFF

Call or write: Timber Trails, HC 60 Box 158,

Tolland, MA 01034 (413) 258-4592
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Five Games For Tne Ke<

1. Blue Jays - Sunday, April 12

2. California Angels - Sunday, May 10th

3. Detroit Tigers - Sunday June 7th

4. Kansas City ROyals - Sunday, August 9th

5. Baltimore Orioles - Sunday, Sept. 13th

ALL GAMES COST $23
THIS INCLUDES A RESERVED GRAND
STAND SEAT AND BUS RIDE. BUS
LEAVES BANGS CENTER AT 10:00 am

Call Leisure Services at 253-9373 for fur-

ther info. Call now there is a limited suppl

ENTER THE

BEER

PAGEAWTJ

^

te
BEER

BATHING SUIT

AND TAN CONTEST

Sance^Hib
i
I

' Mtr "

TONIGHT - FRIDAY APRIL 3rd

8 PM - 1 AM

FIRST PRIZE $200 CASH ^

ALL CONTESTANTS RECEIVE

PRIZE PACKAGE CONSISTING OF:

Lite Beer Coolers • Lite Ski Jackets

Lite Sweatshirts Utopia Spa Passes

Hawaiian Tropic Tan Kits • Beach Towels

For More Information contact CHANGES at 256-8284

or Dave 549-1377, Craig 549-4066 or Mark 549-6782

Advanced Sign Up Required - Applications at Changes

I

i

PITCHERS - $2.50

Woo-Woos, Sex On The Beach
Cola Schnapps
Slippery Nipples

-$1.75-

YOU CAN WIN! GO FOR IT!

The Far Side

By Gary Larson
Smithereens
By Sarah Smith

The Greystokes at marriage counseling

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

AmibHT, ters

if{-rHewtHNe6fl60-m
eoTTA m<B N&N Meifjco

/

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

r WISH T HAD BEtN
BORN IN SOME POOR.

-WIRD WORUD COUN-nW
x'p have: somethimg
TO WORK FOR,ANPI_
wouudmt ae laz-Yt

d

PHO&ftBLi EVEN LOSE"

THIS EXtEbS P0UNPA6E.

'fOl/'RE ^ R1C»HT.

THOSE &T7^RVl'*C»

AFRICAW% POK-J KJWU)

HOW LUCKi TWE^ ARE/
,, ^

NEVER HAVING EyftRlEKC€P

T>fe AfaONi OFPIETlNfe^

Gordy By Gorde

THIS IS fiXDF, LO{/EGOO
OF UrVmSS, RLUK/G
IN Oiy THfS F^lhJE

THURSDKf HBRB AT

/S SLACK FLAG,
SEerhioi/EA/, B/U-Y
:soeL, THB BOfJOOS...

quote for the day

"Tut, tut. Looks like rain.'

Christopher Robin

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edlltd by Trade Michel Jaffc

ACROSS
1 Bistro

S Aids, in a way
10 Prepare tor an

exam
14 Bates, King or

Seeger

\b Cr\aracteristic

16 Arizona Indian

17 Master spy Han
18 Big band leader

20 FalstatI s

bombastic
friend

Henry V

22 Certain beetles

23 Take out

26 Newt
27 First year Latin

verb

29 Wtianon s —
Frome

31 Michael SpinHs

weapons
35 Personal

pronoun

36 Clolh lor suits

37 — nous
(conlidentiallyl

38 Arabian prince

40 Auctions ott

42 Horse s pace
43 Collieries

45 Fished lor

congers

47 Cp( , lor one

48 Ored. Robert or

Walter

49 Fertce crossing

50 Novelist Kesey
51 — longa. vita

brevis

53 Harsti

55 Lure

59 Improves

62 Big band leader

65 Catchall abbr

66 Iriilale

6' Brawl

68 Damn
Yankees bue'i

69 Wished, in

Soho
70 Animal hides

71 Tizzy

DOWN
1 Bivouac

2 Kirghiz

mountain range

3 Jazz composer
and lyricist

4 Growing
outward

5 Olympics
contestants

6 Bikini pan
7 Corn sptke

8 Retread

9 Manner
10 Shooting the

breeze

11 European
capital

12 Imitator

13 — Otis

Regrets

19 Rona. Sam or

Susan
21 Corrida cheers

24 Triads

25 Aerie dwellers

27 Attention

getters

28 See 12 Down
30 Nurse Forbush

in South
Pacitic"

32 Jazz band
leader

33 Very short time

34 Writer Ernest

Thompson
39 Delayed
41 Carp«t hems
44 Fountain treaDw

46 Consider

52 Rascal

54 Staggers

55 Hair style

56 Vacationar's

ChOKM
57 PhoTM Of vision

precAder
58Poptar

60 Spanish pamler

61 VarMtian Wind

pad
63 AMmg
64 Mak* as profit

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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Lunch
Menu

Basics Lanch

Tuna Salad on Water Roll

Turkey Divan

Dinner

Fish Fry/Tartar Sauce

Beef Bourguignon

Rice Frittata

Tuna Salad on Water Roll

Basics Dinner

Ratatouille

Fish Fry/Tartar Sauce

Weather
Today: Cloudy, chance of showers.

Toni^t: Rain, lows in the 30s

Tommorrow: Windy and cool, lots o' rain a-comin'

Today's Staff
Night Editor William Spain

Copy Editor John Swanson
Layoat Technician Rob Catalano

Photo Technician Rob Skelton

Production Supervisor Rob Catalano

Production:. ..Connie, Laura, Tori, Valerie, Keith

Judy, Lisa and Joe the driver

Exectttlve Board --Spring of 1987

KVUY SIEGEK
Bdiler fat Chief

HJUICT KLINGENER
Muwglai EdH«r

PHIL SEAAFmO
Mitoftal Bdfter

SIEVE KUBIir

B«ralM«« Muuigcr

AHSEL ZIHTEK
Pt«d«ctlott Maa*g«f

Business Board — Spring of 1987

STEVE RUBIV
•••Imwi MaaafM

PATUCB LAWsmr

fhXn. H. LBSSEl
AtfiTMttolaf Salts MuMftr

CRAIG HA0CLE
Cifcatottoa Mwjtr

VANESSA ROTH XARBMHOUAID
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• baseball vs. Northeastern
amlinufd from iHifj< I

'•

UMass within one. 4-3. Bor

relli has eight runs batted in m 14 atbats this season

•

It was a 3-and-l pitch so I set a zone and if the pitch

was there. I'd swing. He put it in the zone and I hit it

pretty good." Borrelli said. "I've been getting up with

men on base a lot lately and I've been hot. I like having

men on base because I put more pressure on myself."

But now the pressure was on Cormier. Jack Card, the

next batter was robbed of a hit on a sparkling defensive

play by Marty Fabriano. The second baseman dove to

snare what would have been a single to right, and the

play ended up saving the game.

After Holiday walked and O'Conner lined out, DiSar

cina singled to left to put runners on first and second.

But relief pitcher Rick Deraney struck out Sheran and

the Huskies improved to 3-2.

"You're always disappointed when you lose." Berg-

quist said. "But I liked what I saw."

Foul Tips: The Minutemen suffered a bitter setback

Wednesday when they lost Drew Comeau indefinitely

The hard-hitting first baseman underwent an emergen

cy apendectomy. . Tuesday's game against the Univer

sity of Connecticut, which was postponed by rain, has

been cancelled.

UMass loses to UConn
Friday, April 3, 1987

COLLEGIAN 15

BY ANDY SHKK.MAN
Collegian Cmrespondent

The University of Massachusetts
women's tennis team opened its season

yesterday with a disappointing Ins.s to the

University of Connecticut Huskies.

Because of the strong winds and cold

weather, UMass had a tough time handl

ing the Huskies, who beat all the

Minutewomen in straight sets on the way

to a 9-0 victory.

"We weren't into it today," said captain

Judy Mclnis. "UConn is a much more

together team. They didn't lose at all last

.sea.son. We've got a lot of talent, we're just

not utilizing it. The games were tight and

long, it just came down to a mental game."

The games themselves were tight and

lasted a long time but the whole team
agreed that one of the main problems came
in their mental game. "We were lacking

mentally," Mclnis said.

Even with the loss the team remains op-

timistic. "This was a good test to help us

get ready for the next match," said junior

Irene Lee. Coach Deedie Steele was also

happy with the way the team played.

"I'm pleased with the way they played

today. This is not an indication of the rest

of the season," Steele said.

The highlight of the match came from

Ann Marie Pelosky who played one of the

closest singles matches of the day, losing

6-3, 6-1. She then went on to narrowly lose

in a doubles match with her sister Mary
Beth, 6-8.

"Ann Marie has the best attitude and is

a great team player." Steele said about

Pelosky's performance on the court.

Yesterday's loss has had a small effect on

the team's attitude towards the remainder

of the season. "This is definitely the

toughest match by far. They've been prac-

ticing all year round and we've only had
two days outside so far. and the wind didn't

help at all." Giorando said.

The Minutewomen face Providence Col-

lege next on April 1 1 on the Boyden courts.

Notices

The University of

Massachusetts women's
lacrosse home opener
against Yale, rained out

Tuesday afternoon, will be

played Sunday at 1 p.m. at

Totman Field.

The UMass men's tennis

team lost its season opener

to the University of Hart

ford Wednesday. 6-3. I

Seven of the nine mat
ches went the full three

sets. The match was the

eighth of the yeai- for Hart

ford, which played seven in

Florida during Spring

Break. The Minutemen
will be in action again

tomorrow when they play

host to Boston College at

1 1 a.m. on the Boyden ten-

nis courts.

Round inp
troffi NEW tORR
starting al

LUXEMBURG $358

LONDON 361

238
583
293
493
413
764

ST.THOMAS
TEL AVIV
CARACAS
ATHENS
STOCKHOLM
HONGKONG

JAIso EURAIL PASSES. INT L

STUDENT ID WORK /STUDY
ABROAD . AYH CARDS . LOW
DOMESTIC FARES and
mocB'CALLIor
FREE Student Travel Calatog!

[4131256-1261

COUHCIl TRAVEL
A^AHERST

Smith College Rec, Council Presents:

Ml With Special

Guests

IN THE

FLESH

Appearing at Smith College

Davis Student Center Ballroom

April 3, 1987 9 PM- 11 PM

EBtM

H\G^'

'vm\
Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-5141

Join Us Friday For The

"GATEWAY TO THE WEEKEND"
With FREE Buffalo Wings From 4 pm till they lost

WITH MORE HOT FOOD TO FOLLOW!!

BEER OF THE MONTH: Sam Adams - $1.25

DRINK OF THE WEEK: Rum Breeze - $1.50

RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

iinwr»'7Ki . Downtown Amherst 263-5441

SUPER SPRING BUYS!!

IMPORTED BEER:
HOPFENPERLE (Swiss) $3.50 6pk +dep; $11.99 case +dep|

Guinness Stout $4.99 6pk + dep; $19.50 case -i-dep

Swan (Australian) $2.95 6pk +dep

Becks (light or dark) $4.25 6pk +dep

DOMESTIC: THE CHEAPIES
Red/White/Blue 12pk cans $3.50 +dep|

Utica Club 12oz long necks $7.49 case +dep

Ballantine Beer 12pk cans $4.15 +dep

COOLERS:
Orange & Citrus $1.99 4pk +dep|

Seagrams Wine Coolers ... your choice $3.49 4pk -f dep

WINES:
Sebastian ... Chablis, Rose, Burgandy $3.99 1.5L|

Champagnes: $2.99 and up to and including $79.95 750ml

MANY, MANY MORE
INHOUSE SPECIALS!!!

• Minutewomen at Husky Invitational
cotttinui'il fntm page 16

Weather permitting, UMass will be in

friendly Storrs, CT, for the University of

Connecticut Husky Invitational, starting

this afternoon and ending tomorrow. The
four-team, double-elimination tournament

-will feature the host Huskies. UMass, the

University of Maine, who the

Minutewomen will hopefully face in their

home opener on Sunday, and the Tarheels

of the University of North Carolina. UMass
will play UNC at 12 noon today, with

UConn and Maine going at each other at

1:30. The winners will meet at 3:30 to

decide who will advance to Saturday's final

at 1:30.

The Minutewomen will be going into the

tournev with semi-cold teet. having to en-

• Easterns come to Cage
continued from page 16

Junior Jay Ronayne was
a 1986 Eastern finalist and
medalist and should give

the Minutemen some
much-needed champion-
ship experience. He also

holds Eastern rankings of

third in the vault, sixth in

the horizontal bar and
ninth on the parallel bars.

Ronayne should be back to

full strength after suffer-

ing a shoulder injury

earlier in the year based

on his performances in

UMass' final regular-

season dual meets.

Other competitors for the

Minutemen include senior

co-captains Joe DeMarco
and Eric Ciccone, seniors

Steve Baia and Phil

Gorgone, juniors Tim
Myers and Stan Gatland

and sophomore John
Eggars.

DeMarco holds a rank-

ing of filth in the still rings

among Eastern com-
petitors, while Ciccone is

ranked seventh. Baia is

third on the pommel horse

for the championships and
Gorgone is in the top ten

for both vault and parallel

bars. Myers is sixth in the

horizontal bar.

Tickets are $3 for

students and $4 for adults

and can be purchased at

the Boyden ticket office.

dure an unexpected five-day layoff. UMass
had Tuesday's scheduled home opener

against Vermont washed out and were

slated to play a doubleheadei- at Holy Cross

ye.^^terday, hut the Cru.sadtT.s developed a

sudden case of invisible backbone by back

ing out with their tails between their legs.

To add insult to injury, HC's disappearance

will continue for the next couple of seasons,

or at least until the Holy Cross polymer
science department presents their athletJic

department with a formula for instant

spine.

"It's not an optimal situation for us. But
I've told the kids that through things like

this we still have control of our own situa

tions," head coach Elaine Sortino said. "We
can't control the weather, but we can con-

trol keeping a good attitude."

But, despite the obvious disappointment

of not playing, Sortino and the

Minutewomen have put the last few days

to gcxKi use, especially since UMass has had

the opportunity to practice brace yourself

outdoors.

"We still have a lot of little things to take

care of, but we've taken advantage of this

opportunity to fix some things." Sortino
said. "We're really going to have to play

this weekend, but we are looking forward

to it."

The competition, as they say. "ain't too

shabby. " North Carolina comes into the

tourney with a 19 4 I record and is led by

gi-aduate student pilclu"- Virginia Augusta

1 1 1-1.40 earned run average) on the mound

and rightfielder Tracey Narwid (.380

average. 10 runs batted in) at the plate.

UCo.in, currently involved in a six game

wir.ning streak, is 10-1 on the season and

is ranked number two in the Northeast and

New England behind UMass. The Huskies

are paced by righthander Sue Rybczyk

14 0,25 ERA) and shortstop Vicki Bartoluc-

ci t.359, nine RBI's).

Maine (18 12 on the .season and ranked

fourth in the Northeast and third in New
England) has also been on a hot streak,

winners of their last four games. Lynn Har

dy leads the pitching corps (1 1-61.68 ERA).

while Michelle DuPrey has been making

noise at the plate (359. 10 RBI's and one

home run). If the Minutewomen don't see

the Black Bears in the tournament, they

will get a shot at them on Sunday, as

UMass opens its home schedule against

Maine in a scheduled twinbill at 1 p.m.
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AUTO FOU SALE •CALCULATORS
ENTERTAINMENT • FOR RENT

FOR SALE 'FOUND
HELP WANTED 'LOST

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON-TMURS 8:30-3:30 (FBI • 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION•CASH IN ADVANCE, 15«/W0RDyPAY FOR STUDENTS

iNSIRUCTION'MOTORCYLCLEb
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RIDERS NEEDED -SERVICES
IWOMATE WANTED -TRAVEL

WANTED -SUBLET

ACTIVmiS

UPC GENERAL MEETYnG TueSlay S/ITat

6 30PM in 174CC last night ot nominations

for talent, business, production, and
security.

NOT LIONS. NOT tigers, but instead 3
gorillas Anything you want'!' Oh
my GonliaGrams 546-9152, 7654

ALLYOU ASPIRING men S women who
want to be cheerleaders tryouts start April

6.7 8 al 8 00 Curry Hix Cage No experience

neccessary come try out lor one of the best

teams on this campus

DAN DMNItWATM

THE TIME HAS come to tell everyone that

you slinky have hit the big 21 it's a day to

celebrate to parly and be merry especially

after your trip to see Jerry Happy Birthday

Love MtiAM

FOR A OOOO TIME CALL

RACK-A-OISC Entertainment Agency Disc

jockies. lights, rentals, and mobile video
dances' 549-7144

TAEKWONOO INTEREST GROUP. Begin-

ners welcome Call Jasen 6-9405 or Brian

6-9476

RIGHT TIME: THIS Jazz-Rock fusion band
is playing tonight. 9 00, SUB Come unite

against racism and m solidarity with

Nicaragua

ANDREA OF SDT

ATiORlARABINOWITZ. WHAT does your

name spelled backwards mean??''' Rep-

ly to IsKar and Thor as soon as possible"

ATTENTION

FOR RENT

TAKE OVER OUR Soulhwood aptlease in

June and get August rent free' 2-bedroom
al $525/month call 256-6334

SUMMER SUBLET WITH fall option huge
foui bedroom townhouse on busline

Seven Eleven, package store, laundry piz-

za, all within walking distance 665-3032
anytime Keep trying

BEAUTIFUL ONE BEDROOM apartment

close to campus Patio, sliding glass.doors,

skylight Perfect for two! Only
$370 + electric available June l with fall op-

tion 256-6076

THERE'S A JOB for you in a summer camp
The American Camping Association (NY)
will make your application available lo over

300 camps in the Northeast exciting oppor
tunities for college students and profes

sionals Positions available all land and
water sports arts and crafts drama, music,

dance, trioping, nature. Rn s, I^D's, aides,

kitchen, maintenance, college credit

available call or write for application

American Camping Association, 43W 23rd

St Dept (UI^A) New York, NY 10010,
212-645-6620

LANDSCAPE CREW LEADERS crew
members Motivated personnel lo fill

several positions in progressive landscape
and irrigation company For vacation ap-

pointment call 617-485-4247 EOE Land
Tech Associates P O Box 18, Hudson Ma
01749

SUMJMER HELP ON CapeCod Expenence
not necessary, but prettered Lowden Tree
and Landscape 428-4272

WE ARE LOOKING lor someone to do child

care one evening a week and occasional
overnights Must have transportation Call

584 9057

PARTY OF THE YEAR

MISS HAWAIIAN TROPIC Tan Contest
$200 first pi.ze Friday April 3rd Changr-s
Dance Club 256-8284

ROtYN RAMNOVITZ

HAPPY 22ND BIRTHDAYfl! Only six nwre
weeks til graduation Here's to lots of more
good times love Shezi, Robin, and your

roomie for four years

TVPINO SERVICE

QUAUTV TYPING. PAPERS, FeYers.

resumes, etc Meticulous proofreading

Editing available New IBM typewriter Call

549-0367

ALL YOU ASPIRING men and women who
want to be cheerleaders tryouts start April

6,7.8 al 8:00 in Curry Hix Cage no ex-

perience neccessary come try out for one
of the best teams on this campus

AUTO FOR SAU

AVAILABLE JUNE 1 , take over lease 3

bedroom apt in town Ideal tor 3 or 4 peo-

ple Call 549-6392

FOR SALE

1965 FORD FALCON a cream puM
256-6920

82 SUBARU BRAT. Excellent shape 2.600

549-7529

CRATE AMP MUST sell' Call Shawn
546-9030

wrNbERSUHFER CLASSIC 5 color sail

2 daggerboards Excellent condition

Forget Florida $425 Great conversation

piece.

81 TOYOTA TERCEL excellent condition

very well maintained $2300 Call Mike

549-4708 or 545-0026

1972 VW SQUAREBACK not drivable

many new parts selling whole $400 or BO
546-5509

79 RABBIT AM/FM, no rust. elc. Condition

$1000, call 253-3568

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH SPEAKERS
$250 00 (worth $600) call Mike/Glen
549-1318

BIKE FOHTaLE 21 " good condition good
gas milage cheap 549-7587

HUEY LEWIS AND the Newrtickets 3 floor

seats for Apr 25 show at Centrum Call Dan
al 6-7860

NOW HIRING FOR summer employment
wailpeople, sautee cooks, preppers Very
busy summer Apply Judie's Restaurant

GREENFIELD RECREATION DEPT. taking

applications lor summer youth program
councelors $4 00/hr lor 8 weeks Cal. Mike
Koceila al 774-7441

WANTED WEEKEND EMPLOYMENT
Riverside Food Services needs you
Transportaion and uniforms provided, for

more info call Dave 546-9248

AtTENtlON STOCKBRIDGE STUDENTS
small Stockbridgegrad owned landscape
company m Central Mass looking lor full-

time person for 1987 season Please call

(617)422-6073 (or 422-8004 leave
message )

INSTRUCTION

PERSONALS

RESUME TYPESETTING SERVICE
Have your resume professionally typeset

The best quality type, not a word processor

Sixteen different type styles to choose from

Takes only 3 days costs $25 and any

changes I'll do lor FREE Come down to the

Collegian Graphics Office (113 Campus
Center) and speak lo Peter Soderberg

MEET NEW PEOPLE! Get great ex

perience' Come write for New England's

largest college daily The Collegian is in 113

Campus Center, right behind the T V
Come down and check us out'

LOVE fb^ANCE? Tryouts for UMass
minutes kickline-danceteam coming the

third week in April Lots of tun. great way
lo keep in shape Meet tons of new people

Watch lot us'

SPANISH TUTOR/CONVERSATION call

A M Obdulio Rodriguez at 549-7592 lor

consultation

JUeOlINO ROYALE

ATTENTION SENIORS! LAST week lo get

your senior portrait for the 1987 Index

yearbook-today through Friday April 3 in

162CC call 545-2874 for an appointment

S2 sitling fee

GOOD LUCK TO the men's gym team this

weekend at Eigl's' We hope you do great'

We'll be roolin' for ya'

OPEN TO GREEK area only Monte Carlo

Night featuring Black Jack, poker, dice,

roulette, wheel of fortune, and valuable

prizes sponsored by Alpha Chi Omega
place Beta Kappa Phi lime 4/3 8PM- 1PM
All proceeds donated to Cystic Fibrosis

LOOKING FOR A girl named Barbara- you

were driving around Delray Beach in a

white Chevette tooking for a florist I serv

ed you a pizza without mushrooms and

onions If interested contact Delray Beach
Chamber of Commerce

SABRINA BICOCCHI HAVE an awesome
birthdy Sunday go all out Put those S ear-

rings on. but stay away from Grover We
love you L&L

ROLLING GREEN

ROOM AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY! Roll

ing Green apartments $219 00 a month
everything included Call 10 00 AM to 5 00
PM Monday thru Friday 800-332-8495 ask

lor Gaylind or call anytime 203-659 3405
ask lor Melissa

ROOMMATE WANTED

ONE OR TWO non-smoking female room-
males wanted lo share large txjrm in 3
bdrm apt in Puttton Starting June 1st

Prefer senior undergraduate or graduate
student Call Laurie atler 6PM 549-7773

2 NONSMOKING FEMALES wanted to

share large room in Rolling Green starling

June 1 253-2475

2 FEMALE ROOMMATES needed to share
a Brittany Manor apt Call 253-2284

NEED MALE AND female or 2 females to

share apartment, (for fall) 'Mature/respon-
sible $125/month inclusive Call Jodi

253-7459

WANHD

LOCAL BANDS WANTED Easlside con
certs Battle ol the Bands on Feb 28 Con
lacl Bruce or David 549 4160

AUSTRALIAN STUDENT WANTS to buy
downhill ski boots Size 10 ph 546-9166

PHYSICAL, SPIRITUAL, STUDENTIAL
health seekers share your knowledge with

the readers of Sprout the Earthfoods/Peo-

ple s Market Newsletter Typed double
spaced, please drop material off on the 4th

floor S U in the Economic Development of-

fice Address It to Jen K Deadline Apnl 15,

1987

HEY NOWl I'VE never seen a Dead show
sell me a ticket for my first show I'll pay
$100 a ticket!' Call Shawn 6-9030

2 BEDROOM APT in Puffton will pay $200
for lease call Chns at 6-7917 or 6-7972

SERVICES

TUTORING. SUBSTITUTE TEACHING in

business management marketing,
finance investment & microcomputers $7
per hour Neg 536-5006 leave message

TYPING, TAPE TRANSCRIPTION. Fast

accurate 665-7652

SPANISH TUTORING » TRANSLATION

WEEZIL PALLY

HAPP'«' 20TH BIRTHDAY- don I worry

Jess 20 isn't thai old and we'll buy you so
me hair color if the grays start springing up
too prematurely But you are lucky it looks

to me as if your hair is going to turn that

lovely silvery gray color Have a great day'

Love from the Regulars

HELP WITH GRAMMAR, stories, pronun-

ciation 256-1002

75 CHEVY VEGA, needs new starter good

cond $400 call bet 2-6 253-5885 ask for

Matt

LARGE DORM FRIDGE lor sale $7S or BO
call 253-9509

73 DODGE DART good shape, runs wall

Has had lot ol work, needs a little more

$550 also Datsun 200SX 77 for parts $100

take It away 584-3640

76 FORD GRENADA Many new parts great

shape call Darrin 665-2529

BURTON BOARD 'PERFORMER' 2 yrs oW
like new call 253-5956 ask for Paul

FOUND

IF YOU JUGGLE, or have ever wanted to

learn, then this weekend was made for you!

First, check out the UMass Juggling Club

meeting. Campus Center (check informa-

tion desk for room.) Then show up at the

Wini-convenlion. happening all weekend,

Hampshire College Some of the best New
England jugglers will be there, so try to

make it See you there!

MICH-YES. THIS is lor you!' Happy 20th

Birthday from all of us' MWA" Love, gail,

Lisa, Hilary. Jena. Heidi, Joey and Linh"

CAPE COD, WEST Yarmouth we have a

place we need 2 or 3 roommales For info

call Elizabeth 549-5532

SPC LEAVES CAMraS

DETAILS AT 11. ..I'm gonna miss you so

much Thanks for a great semester get

psyched to spend a wonderful summer
together! Swaahh! I love you G

WHERE'S THE FIRET

YOU^AN NEVER tellwhere it will strike

next, but one thing's for sure. Engine Com-
pany 3, the student force of the Amherst
Fire Department will t>e there lo fight it' Jotn

our ranks, become a volunteer firefighter!

For information see our recruitment table

on the CC Concourse April 2 & 3 or call

253-9233 All UMass students are en-

couraged to come check us out!

NOVA MOST RELIABLE car ever made
$600 neg 253-5885 ask for Ed

BECAUSE OF MISTAKE, I now have the

blue contacts lost in their case in the parx-

ing lot near the Engin BIdg before break

Call Craig at 546 6504

1979 RED MAZDA RX7 excellent condition

79000 miles sunroof Kenwood stereo

3500/BO 546 7715

1979 FORD MUSTANG yellow, auto,

82 000 mis AM FM stereo $1200 545-3689

atte: 5 30 584-9042

SANDS WANTED

SWAG IS LOOKING for bands to play

'

•The Pyramids during Southwest week,
'

May 5-8 Applications are available '

• Now al the SWAG office in Hampden "

•and are due by April 15, 1987 at 5PM '

the list of bands selected will be
• posted on Apnl 21, 1987 Southwest

"

rocks the Pyramids'"

AR8ADOS BOTTLE BASH

EVERYONE WELCOME! FRIDAY 2PVllill?

Dave » Toms lawn 977 985 North Pleasant

St Bring a bottle or mixers all opther Spring

Breakers welcome come compare tan lines'

I am hungry for your love' Jorge see you

this afternoon Dave, Tom, Bob, Autumn.

Ellen, Jodi Men, Gerg, Liz. Dave. Cynthia,

and Jim ram date will be posted when we
leel like it'

FREE

BOATING SAFETY COURSE f^flonday

April 6th at 7PM al the Baiigs Community
Center, behind Plumbley Restaurant This

IS a 6 week course taught by the Div of En-

vironmental Law Enlorcement The classes

are held one night per week tor 6 weeks
It will cover safe tjoat handling, accidents

S emergencies Navigation etc For more
info call 727-8761

LAST CHANCE LEGAL ASSISTANTS
WANTED

APRIL 3R0 IS the last day lo contact the

Legal Services Otfice about Fall 1987 in-

ternship' Get hands on experience in legal

field Work directly with attorneys and
clients Earn up lo 15 undergraduate
credits No experience in legal profession

required -training provided ConlacI LSO
today -545-1995. 922 Campus Center

LBGA DANCEI

HELP WANTED

WANTED PART-TIME bus drivers for Nor

thampton 10 Amnerst routes S5 to start very

convenient for Norhampton residents work

schedule arranged around your class

schedule 586-1909

FULL AND PART lime positions available

very llexible hours and excellent working

conditions Conveniently located in the

center of Amherst You can earn up to $20

an hour with salary and commissions con-

tact Target l=nlerprises lor an interviewed

ask for Keilh 549-7793

CLOSET SAU

FULL LENGTH RACOON skin coat, in

good condition, $200 00 NCR cash
register, needs only minor repair for full

operation or )ust a conversation piece

$60 00 Resignol skis marker bindings and
caber boots Great package tor someone
who wants to learn withou' major invest-

ment $80 00 Call Ansel 256-618?

STUDENT ACCOUNTANT TO assist

student-run businesses in financial record-

keeping and management Ten hours

weekly for remainder of school year, and

conlinnuing next year No seniors please

Pick up application al EDO, 409 Student

Union Application deadline Wednesday
4/8/87

EXCELLENT INCOME FOR home
assembly work For info call 504-646- 1 70a
Dept P 1307

THE LESBIAN. BISEXUAL & Gay
Alliance's last dance ol the semester' Kick

oM for lesbian, bisexual gay awareness

week' With RackA Disc and cash bar' Fri-

day April 3rd from 9PM-1AM lOlh floor

Campus Center

LOST

HELP' LOST MY tape recorder at Bartlett

AudilOHum on 3/4/87 Class Bio 100B

reward no questions asked 549-7740

LOST LADIES HELBROS gold walch on

3/14 in Grayson area or m Northampton

Reward Very sentimental' Nene 546-6966

MOTORCYCLES

1986 HONDA NIGHTHAWK S Exc con
dition low miles call Jim evenings 256-6068

1982 HONDA CM4SOE excellent condition

low mileage many extras asking $900
546-6332

HONDA HAWK 400CC 1978 great sum
mertime commuter bike' Cheap to run,

bullet-proof reliability $450 Eves
256-0831

YAMAHA VISION SHAFT drive liquid (»0l

clean $1000 665-8770.

MOnttlONAL TYPING

SPEEDY KEYS
reliable 256 1002

-FAST, accurate,

JOSS-HAPPY 21 ST birthday! have a great

day and year We love you! Sleph. Shan
Karen, Joe, Joel, and everyone else""

SPITFIRE COLOR GUARD- this is your

chance Show your true colors and go lor it'

JOTWHEN MOUNTAINS Crumble to the

sea there will still be you and me Thank

you for the best yar ever I love you Nancy

JEFF G. GOOD luck on your exam today

I'll be thinking of ya' Love. KAK

SHERI DARLiNQ^CAN I |ust say what a

very special Iriend you are' Thanks lor

always being there' Love Ann

DEAR KATMY AND Crislie It s finally here'

Gel psyched lor Sunday' We love you' The

sisters of Phi Mu

CINDY-GET EXCITED tor formal' Love ya

your big sis

HEY MIKE MCGAFF! This is the personal

that I wailed two years to embarrass you

with!' You've made these lasi tow years the

beginning of a special life for me happy An-

niversary' I love you- Kim

SOO!! DON'T BE ailin because you feel

like a reptile, you know it was worth it Have
an excellent day Love you Baby your

roomie

HAPPY ONE-AND-a-hall Lau" You really

didn I thi.ik I could forget, did you? I love

you J B

BOOBIE THANK YOU lor one wonderful

year Lets have a zillion more together' I

love you' Yours forever BooBoo

WENDY W: I do still need and love you

GREG M

BOB FROM TIME Out 3/2* Im still waiting

lor your call I guess you weren't as serious

as you said The offer still stands 6-7775

Ashley

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

CASES. PAPERS. DISSERTATIONS.
theses, fast, accurate, dependable, on-

campus. reasonable 584-7924, Nancy

SNING FUNG

HELP WITH SPRING Fling! Come lo Cen-

tral Area Government meetings al 8:00 on
Tuesdays

SUMMER JOBS

ON CAPE COD al Jasons of Dennisport

Floor and door personnel, barbacks and
bartenders, waiter and waitresses Accep-

ting applications Mon thru Sal vacation

week from noon lo 3 Interviews at Clan-

cy's. 8 Uppercounty Rd Dennisport MA

WANTED TO RENT

PUFFTON VILLAGE: NO nerds' Add your

name lo lease and move in or sublet lor jusi

summerlsub $1CX) mo per ) One or two
people- Mike 549-4883

TWO SENIORS LOOKING for one or Ivro

bedrooms for now until end of semester
close to campus Call Chris or Dave
253-7572

SUBLET

SINGLE ROOM IN 2 bedroom apt on bus

rte Available immediately Lease through

Aug Call 665-4497 leave message

SUMMER SUBLET FURNISHED one

bedroom in Sunderland call Atler 10PM
665-2984

COZY 2 BDRM apt behween town and

campus take over lease June 1st Call

256 1668

SUMMER ON CAPE COD

ROOMMATES WANTED: 4BR house m
Hyannis Memorial Day thru labor Day
$1100 each call Chns 549-6273 or

549-6110

ST JUDE

THANK YOU AGAIN! Seldom do your

prayers go unanswered I am very gratelul

LOOKING FOR 3-BEDROOM In PutttOO

reward offered- Lisa 6-7979

WE WANT YOUR three bedroom aplTTn

Rolling Green, Puffton, Soulhwood, or any
place near campus for fall semester please
call 546-8099

$100 REWARD FOR 3 bedroom Putfton

Apartment starting summer or fall call

Rahul 545-3179 or 665-2810

SSSBIG REWARD OFFERED lor~3
bedroom Puffton Apt Lease 253-7927

MATURE UNDERGRADUATE SEEKING
off-campus room lor the tall Must be quiet

Call 546-7057 after tIPM or leave
message

UMASS STUDENT LOOKING lor roomlo
rent near campus during spnng break 9-21

10 9-29 Call Mary al 546-1151 Keep trying

VERY LARGE ROOM on busline single or

double occupancy 275plus, rural lri«ndly

256-6677

OWN ROOM SHARED kitchen w/grad
couple 2 miles lo UMass 225/rT>o 549-1448

THI CENTER FOR POPULAR
ECONOMICS

THE CENTER FOR polular economics has

openings for 2 administrative assistants

Both lopbs would start in May A job

description is posted in Thompson 829, or

call Tasha at 545-0743 for more inlorma-

tirn Application deadline April 10
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UMass to host Eastern Gymnastics Championships
By JIM HICKEY
Collegian Correspondent

The season finale for the 1987 University of

Massachusetts men's gymnastics team will take place this

weekend as the 20th ranked Minutemen play host to the

59th annual Eastern Intercollegiate Gymnastics League

Championships to be held Saturday at 7 p.m. and Sun

day at 2 p.m. in the Curry Hicks Cage. The meet will

showcase some of the best talent in the East.

Competing for the league championship will be the

University of Massachusetts, Springfield College, East

Stroudsburg State (PA) University, Army, Navy, Southern

Connecticut State University, Temple University and

Svracuse University.

According to coach Roy Johnson, the team of chief con-

cern is the Navy squad from Annapolis, MD. Johnson said

he believes Navy will be a team the Minutemen will have

to l)iMt if'thcy are to hav.- a ^ood shot of captiumg the title.

"1 think the team were going to have to watch out for

is Navy. They've been coming on real strong at the end

of the season and they have some real quality performers

with the likes of Jerry Haran," said Johnson.

Another Eastern nemesis is Temple, which edged the

Minutemen by a slim five-hundredths of a point earlier

this year. Temple is led by Harris Schechtman and Chris

Wyatt, two Owls who caused headaches for the

Minutemen in the regular season encounter.

Also with an outside shot at the title is Southern Con-

necticut State University, which is coached by 1984 US
Olympic men's gymnastics coach Abe Grossfeld. SCSU is

led by Hector Salazar. who is ranked third in the East

in the all-around competition behind Navy's Haran and

Massachusetts' Roberto Weil.

Top performers to be showcased this weekend include

Naran and Bob Cox from Navy, Salazar and Carlton Nobel

from Southern Connecticut State. Wyatt, Schechtman,

Jeff Jones and Rob Smilow of Temple, Brian .Smith and

Chris Spmelli from Springfield College and East

Stroudsburg State's Alan Angulo

Massachusetts will be led by sivei a! key competitors,

all of whom are listed in the top bracket of the Eastern

rankings.

Leading the way for the Minutemen is Weil with his

second-place ranking in Eastern League all-around com-

petition. The junior from Wellesley is one of the top per

formers in the East and was voted ECAC Gymnast-of the

Week for his efforts earlier in the season.

Another standout for UMass has been Mike Keidan,

who ranks fifth in the all-around standings. The super-

frosh from Worcester has been a major factor to the UMass

success this season, and should figure heavily in their

plans for an Eastern title. ,,^ continued on page It)

SPORTS

Minutemen split pair^vlth^I^^
Win first game 7-6, fall short in second, 4-3

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

In the first game of yesterday's baseball

doubleheader against Northeastern

University. the University of

Massachusetts Minutemen proved that

they have enough offense to win even when

the pitching is not great.

In the second game, however, they could

not to pull it off.

After fighting back from a four-run

deficit and going on to post a 7-6 win in the

opener, UMass fell a little short in its se-

cond comeback bid of the day and lost, 4-3.

The Minutemen are now 4-6 on the season.

Streak ends
With the conclusion of the second game

of yesterday's doubleheader against Nor-

theastern University, Matt Sheran's hit-

ting streak came to an end as well.

The junior centerfielder had hit in a

remarkable 37 consecutive games for the

Miriutemen, dating back to April of 1986.

But after rapping a double off the

centerfield fence in his first at-bat of the

first game, Sheran went hitless for the

rest of the day.

In the second game, he reached on a

fielder's choice and grounded out twice in

his first three at-bats. And when Nor-

theastern lefthander Rick Deraney
caught Sheran looking at a third strike

to end the game, the streak was over.

/

- MATT GERKE

"We came back well in the first game,

but I'm pleased with the way we came back

in the second game also," UMass coach

Dick Bergquist said. "Northeastern is a

good club and we proved we can play with

anyone. We're looking forward to the

weekend."
And it will be a big weekend for the

Minutemen, who travel to Philadelphia to

take on St. Joseph's in a key Atlantic 10

series. The teams will play noon

doubleheaders Saturday and Sunday.

Yesterday's games were not conference

contests, but they were a way for the

Minutemen, who had not played in five

days, to prepare for St. Joe's.

But the Huskies showed they weren't

taking the game lightly either, jumping out

to a 4-0 lead in the first inning of the open-

ing game.
A single, double, and walk loaded the

bases with two outs for Jim Mulry, who
blasted a Steve Allard pitch over the left

field fence to make it 4-0.

But the Minutemen got three back in the

bottom of the inning when Darrin O'Con-

ner singled, Gary DiSarcina walked. Matt

Sheran doubled to keep his hitting streak

alive at 37 games (see related story), and

Jay Zerner singled.

Northeastern starter Joe Killelea struck

out the next thiee batters, however, and

got out of the inning with a one-run lead.

After UMass co-captain Sean Flint tied

the game in the fifth with a homer. Nor-

theastern gi-abbed the lead in the top of the

fourth when Jim Mulry reached on a

DiSarcina error and scored on Tonv

Carter's double to right center.

>ll<'t;1an photo by Roh Skclton

The University of Massachusetts baseball team saw its record move to

4-6 yesterday after splitting a doubleheader with Northeastern University.

ing well and now we know we can come
back. I'm looking to win three if not four

at St. Joe's."

Flint played a key role in the
Minutemen's two-run fifth inning, getting

the rally started with a walk. He later

scored on a Mike Owens sacrifice fly and
designated hitter Mike Chambers came
around on an error to give UMass a solid-

looking 6-5 lead.

But in a display of late-inning dramatics

that the Minutemen would match in the se-

cond game, Northeastern tied it when
leadoff batter Gary Nelson sent a pitch

from Jeff Richardson (1-0 with the win)

over the left field fence to tie the game at 7.

In the bottom of the inning, however.

Zerner came through with a two-out base

hit to score Rob Holiday and win the game
"We showed we can come back and that's

a positive thing, " Zerner said. "We're play

But the Minutemen were not quite able

to come back in the second game. Nor-

theastern once again established the lead,

this time with four runs in the third off

starter Ken Greer, 0-3.

Four singles and two fielder's choice

plays gave the Huskies all the runs they

would need.

Zerner, who went 4-for-8 on the day, rip-

ped a Rich Cormier delivery over the fence

in left to make it 4-1

Cormier held UMass at bay until the

seventh, when sophomore catcher Dean
Borrelli homered to left to drive in a pair

of runs and pull lantmuftl ku pain' 14

Gorillasready and waiting for home opener vs.BC
vimtuxuf.l from wrap ,-poiiv tmurh teams." said thev're troing to be going up defenseman Tom Bonnet of freshman Tim Soudan,

"If this keeps up, we won't

be able to play at home un-

til March 29th, the last

game of the season," UMass
head coach Dick Garber
lamented yesterday after

his team's would-be-home-

opener W'ednesday against

third-ranked Cornell was
postponed indefinitely.

After practicing indoors

all winter until their recent

Spring Break trip, the

Gorillas came back to

Amherst only to have their

already-later than-most
schedule delayed yet again.

Team members say the

layoff is no big deal, but

some do want to get out and
start lax mania on this cam-

pus, especially since the

monster powers are

struggling.

"I don't think the upper

teams are getting worse.

Overall the quality ofteams
is getting better," senior

midfielder and co-captain

Neal (Fuzzy) Cunningham
said. "Once I saw North
Carolina lose, which I

thought was pretty much
unbeatable, I knew
anything was possible."

Garber admitted that the

layoffs and lack of practice

time has affected him more

than his team, but if you

ask his players, they will

tell you that missing the

Cornell game was a big

blow to their early season

regimen.

"I'd say its fru.strating.

especially because we
wanted to play Cornell,"

senior attackman Greg Can-

nella said. "We're itching to

play. I think we're as good

if not better than them and

I think right now we have a

lot to prove. We didn't. Now
were ju.st waiting for our

chance."

The chance to prove

themselves probably won't

come this weekend
however, as the expected

home-opener, tomorrow at 1

p.m. at Warren McGuirk
Alumni Stadium is against

unranked and unregarded

Bo.ston College. With the

Cornell game behind them,

the Gorillas are looking

ahead. Not to tomorrow
against the 2-5 Eagles, but

to Wednesday when the

Gorillas greet fourth-ranked

Brown (BC played Yale on

Wednesday, but the school's

Sports Information Depart-

ment could not supply the

result of that contest.)

"If we had gotten to play

Cornell, it (Saturday's

game) would have been a

nice break between two

really tough teams," said

freshman attackman Scott

Hiller, who scored seven

goals in the Gorillas'

season-opening 13-9 win

over Delaware. "Now we've

had a week off to prepare for

a team we really don't want

to have to prepare that

much for.
"

Cocky? Overconfident?

Realistic? In this case,

maybe all three. But what
of it? According to Garber,

theresjust no point in pull-

ing punches.

'i've been telling my
players that there isn't a

team on our schedule that

we can't beat and. likewise,

there isn't a team on our

schedule that can't beat us,

except BC." the coach .said.

"BC is the weak sister of our

.schedule. I don't know how
to say it any other way,

honestly. That's just the

way it is. I tell them like it

is. We're basically working

through this game."

But Garber said his team

will still have to show their

stuff, despite the apparent

talent gap.

"BC does have a lot of

good individuals I just don't

think they are very team

oriented," he said. "I mean,

it's not like they can't throw

or catch. It's just that

they're going to be going up

against one of the best

teams in the country and

that's us."

And the way things are

going for BC, it's a bad

thing for them
to have to go up against the

Gorillas right now. The
Eagles have been beaten by

Duke (12-2), Division III

Guilford (12 11), Brown
(16-3). Harvard (16-3) and

Vermont (18-2). The team's

only wins have been 22-5

over the Gorillas' sister

school. UMass-Boston and a

9-6 win over Lowell.

Leading the attack for BC
will be senior attackman

Colin O'Neil with eight

goals and two assists and

junior attackman Perry

b'Grady (8 g, 1 a).

Sophomore attackman
Bryan Stemberg has six

goals and one assist. Good

individuals? BC has some.

Senior co-captain Rick

Trainor is a two-year All-

New England selection and

junior co-captain Rob
Kellan is highly regarded at

midfield.

But other than that, the

Eagles don't have much else

but heart.

"For us to lose to BC we

wouldn't be playing good

lacrosse," sophomore

defenseman Tom Bonnet

said.

For the Gorillas, Garber

expects to start his usual

corps. On attack, the coach

will rotate four players,

senior All-America Tom
Carmean, Cannella, Hiller,

and Kelley Carr. At mid-

field, Garber will start his

red line consisting of Cunn-

ingham, senior Doug Musco

and junior Pat Cain. Behind

them should be a white line

of freshman Tim Soudan,

and sophomores Greg Col-

lins and Brett Jenks.

On defense, senior John

Jordan, and sophomores

Adam Rodell and Matt

Woods should start with

sophomore All-America

goaltender Sal LoCasio min-

ding the nets.

"We hope that Sal doesn't

have to play after the first

quarter," Garber said.

Softball faces
active weekend

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

The upcoming weekend has in store a lot of "ifs " for

the University of Mas.sachusetts softball team.

The Minutewomen, 10-3 on the year and the top-

ranked team in the Northeast, can potentially play a

total of seven games between today and late Sunday

afternoon, if Mother Nature decides to be nice for a

change and holds off on previously predicted rainstorms.

Yes, that's right. As of noon yesterday, the National

Weather Service was calling for yet another untimely

temper tantrum from Mother Nature in the form of tor-

rential rain turning to, you guessed it, snow late Satur-

day night. If the forecast holds true, there will be no soft-

ball in this neck of the woods for a while.

But. if those oh so accurate weather people happen to

be wrong, the Minutewomen will have to face the longest

rash of games in the shortest amount of time since retur-

ning from their highly successful Florida excursion last

week. continued on page 15
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Stick With The Best

NORTHAMPTON NAtJTIlUS

And tJHASS LACROSSE

Buy One Month,

Get the Second One
FREE

Student Price - $36.00,.n^^ _ btuaent rrice - poo.uu ^ ^^^^^

fpiNEK 31 Main Street
Northampton

105 Elm Street
Westfield

COME TO THE NEXT
UMASS LACROSSE

HOME GAME AGAINST
BROWN UNIVERSITY

April tt at 3:00

V OVER ^
---:i 4 COLORS^
,TO CHOOSE>

WELCOME
BACK

EVEPYONEl

Come Down And Enjoy Your

Spring Days And Nights At Mikes

WEEKLY SPECIALS

ALWAYS A GOOD TIME

FUN & FLASHY COLORS!
Fines has the largest selection of hard-to-

find Converse canvas hightops. Shop
early for best selection.

We have a complete line ot Athletic Footwear

to suit all your needs.

OPEN THURSDAY EVENINGS
UNTIL 9 PM
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SPECIAL Ham, Turkey, American Cheese

SUPER Ham, Genoa, Bologna, Pepperoni. Provelone

ITALIAN Genoa Salami, Pepperoni, Provelone Cheese

COMBINATION Ham, Genoa Salami, Bologna

BOLOGNA
STEAK & CHEESE Mushrooms, Peppers Extra

GENOA SALAMI
ROAST BEEF
TURKEY
HAM
SWISS CHEESE
HAM AND GENOA SALAMI
CRAB
CHICKEN SALAD
TUNA SALAD
EGG SALAD
CLUB Roast Beef, Turkey. American Cheese

MEATBALL
VEGETARIAN
CHEESE American or Provelone

PEPPERONI
PASTRAMI

ALL SANDWICHES SERVED with your choice of Cheese. Onions, Lettuce, Tomatoes. Pickles, Green

Peppers Black Olives. Oil. Vinegar, Salt, Pepper, Garlic Powder. Oregano, Extra Cheese or Mushrooms

20 cents Extra. Soda 65 cents. Chips 40 cents. Ask us for the price of DOUBLE MEAT SUBS. All prices

subject to 5% Mass. Meals Tax.
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Police blast administrators; changes planned
•Madson, Joyce say structure must change • Officers complain oflack ofpolicy, concern

By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

Dennis L. Madson and Robert G. Joyce,
two adminstrators who have been sharply
criticized by University of Massachusetts
policemen for the running of the Depart-
ment of Public Safety, defended the depart-
ment yesterday and said changes in struc-
ture are planned.
Joyce is police chief and Madson is vice

chancellor for Student Affairs. Joyce's boss,
the director of public safety, reports to
Madson.
Recent criticism by the officers and Judge

Frederick Hurst "'shows quite clearly that
we need to think about the administrative
structure and leadership structure of the
department," Madson said.

While he would not give specific details
on the restructuring, Madson said, "there'll
be changes." Of the possibility of further
shifts in personnel, he said, "I don't predict
any, but I can't say for sure."
He said officers "have worked long and

hard, morale is not high; it's not been a
good year," He said he shared frustrations.

about the department, but it has "the basic
ingredients of a good department and we're
going to make it a good department."
"Often police aren't recognized for the job

they do," Madson said.

Joyce said he thought the complaints of
"excellent and good officers" stemmed
mainly from the fact that the police have
been working without a contract since Ju
ly, although he said "some of the concerns
they mentioned are very valid."

"But again, there are limits to what peo-
ple in administration can do with a collec-

tive bargaining agreement," Joyce said.

He said that while complaints about his
job performance are not surprising, since
there are complaints about neai'ly any boss,
if the police got a new contract, "some of
the sour grapes that I think are out there
would stop."

Madson said administrators would be be
acting on the recommendations of Saul
Chafin, a former Public Safety director who
did a study of the department. The study
was in response to Hurst's strong condem-
nation of the department's leaders' handl-
ing of the Southwest racial incident.

By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

The appointment of Arthur Hilson as in
terim director of the Department of Public
Safety won't solve serious problems there,
three University of Massachusetts
policemen said Thursday.
"There doesn't seem to be support for the

patrol force," one officer said. All of the of-

ficers said there is widespread dissatisfac-
tion in the department becau-.. ad
ministrators within and without Public
Safety don't address officers' problems and
don't provide effective, consistent
leadership.

The three UMass policemen. Chris
LaFlamme, Hank Rogala Jr. and Joe
Rebello, called for a restructuring and
simplification of the way Public Safety is

run. They said they were eager to help the
new director work on making the force bet-
ter. "If he wants to come in and he wants
to really deal with the problems, we'll help
him all we can," they said.

Former Director Gerald T. O'Neil re
quested a transfer to the Oftice of Space
Management last week in the wake of
severe criticism of the department's leader-

March Against Racism provides
UMass with unifying spirit

ship by Judge Frederick Hurst and the
police union.

"Instead of sitting down and trying to
work things out, they've just taken Gerry
out and put in someone else, and they think
that's going to solve it," LaFlamme said.
All three officers said that problems at the
department were deep-rooted, but could be
solved.

The three said confusing or nonexistent
leadership on department policies is driv-
ing talented officers away, and that some
officers had accepted cuts in pay along with
other departments, because they wanted to
get away from the UMass force.

The officers said morale was low because
they are told to do different things at dif-

ferent times by different administrators.
They also said that there are no consistent
written guidelines about job expectations,
and the department is supervised by
University administrators who don't pro-
vide support and equipment needed to run
a first-class department.
They said the force should be run by a

director from the state of Massachusetts
whose job is not dependent on University
administrators. The officers said UMass ad-
ministrators continued on page 5

By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
and SUSAN LATTANZI
Collegian Staff

An aura of harmony surrounded about
700 people who gathered in front of the
University of Massachusetts Student
Union Friday night to speak, chant and
march against racism.
Blacks and whites, young and old,

radicals and conservatives, students and
administrators put aside their differences
to join in a unified struggle.
The march, predominantly sponsored by

the Student Center for Educational
Research and Advocacy, aimed at pro-
moting awareness on campus and show-
ing administrators that most University
students oppose racism.

"It should not be necessary for me to
talk generally and abstractly about
racism... when you know very well what
the circumstances are that brought you
here tonight," Afro-American professor
Michael Thelwell told the enthusiastic
crowd before the march began.
He alluded to last October's Southwest

racial brawl that left several black
students injured. "This incident was
sobering and saddening, indeed,"
Thelwell said. "All of us thought that the
most vulgar, most primitive and most ug-

ly aspects of racism were behind us. We
discovered last fall that was not the case."
Donna Goodleaf, a Native American

graduate student, spoke about the racism
that affects her people. She derided the
UMass history department because of its

lack of courses that focus on Native
Americans. "When you talk about
American History, you have to deal with
the very first people that were in this
land," she said, earning applause from the
marchers.

"As a Native American going to school
here, I would like to see a Native
American program. I would like to see my
people coming here to teach," Goodleaf
said.

Chris Alibrandi, one of the march's
organizers, said, "white people must
change; white p>eop]e must educate each
other about how it is that racism divides
us."

As the march got underway, the crowd
sang, "Walk Him Up the Stairway," and
continued chanting and singing
throughout. As they slowly inched past
Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey's house, the
marchers changed their chant from "Hey
ho, hey ho, racism has got to go" to,"Hey
Joe, hey Joe..."

Adam English, 7, one ofseveral children
who participated, called the march a good
thing because of the racism on campus.

"There has to be something done about
it," he said.

Other children said they thought it was
fun. But they were not the only ones hav-
ing fun. This could be seen as some mar-
chers skipped along with the singing.
Some people cheered them on from in-

side Central Residence Area windows, as
marchers walked past, holding candles
and chanting, "We got the power, we got
the might, we got the streets and we are
proving it tonight." Others observed the
marchers quietly, and some joined them.

Although some of the marchers urged
the others to walk into Southwest,
Alibrandi asked them to desist because
they did not have a police permit to go in-

to Southwest.
UMass police cruisers led the proces-

sion and followed it.

Many conservative and progressive stu-
dent leaders and some administrators
such as vice chancellor for Student Affairs
Dennis Madson, participated in the
march, as well as the vigil by the Cam-
pus Pond which followed it.

(-'oKeffian photo by Byrne GuamotU
More than 500 people march from the Student Union to the

ChanceUor's house Friday night in the March Against Racism.

9r^^f^^ Hoffman and others on trial in NorthamptonBy DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - Abbie Hoffman. Amy Carter and
13 other defendants charged with trespassing as a result
of their November 24 occupation of Munson Hall at the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst will go on trial
today in Northampton District Court.
The defendants were among 59 people arrested in the

sit-in to protest against the Central Intelligence Agency's
recruiting students on the University's Amherst campus.
The defendants are hoping to use the week-long trial as
a forum against the CIA.
In order to "put the CIA on trial," the defendants will

be using a necessities defense, which would exonerate
them of breaking a lower law because they were obeying
i higher law.

"Technically, we are being put on trial. In order for our
trial to work, in order to get the verdict of not guilty; we're
going to have to prove that we had just cause to be there

doing what we were doing. The trial will be devoted to
proving that the CIA didn't have the right to be there,
because they were violating democracy," said Debi Cohen,
22, one of the defendants.
World and national press have converged on the Nor-

thampton courthouse. For the past week, prosecutor Diane
Fernald has been beseiged with phone calls from national
networks and news services. By the end ofthe week, phone
calls concerning the trial were rerouted to an official
spokesman.
The Hampshire County District Attorney's office will

not comment on how they will handle what one prosecutor
called "the Abbie and Amy show."
Both prosecutors and defendants are surprised by the

mounting media attention the celebrities have brought
to the case. Canadian defendant Bill Clay said, "I think
originally the press was very much concerned with
stargazing. But the work we've all done has put the focus

back on the CIAWe've profitted off them being here and
lending us their names and being involved in our trial.
But the issue we're all concerned with is the activity of
the CIA."
"Judging from the caliber of people testifying, there's

going to be a lot of worthwhile information coming out
of the trial," according to Leah Kunkel, media co-ordinator
of the Put the CIA on Trial Project.

The trial is expected to last approximately a week. Dur-
ing that time, many of the witnesses for the trial will
speak on campus as part of CIA Education Week.
Today's speakers: Ralph McGehee, former CIA agent

and author o( Deadly Deceits will relate his 25 years in
the CIA and the agency's recruitment practices. Daniel
Ellsberg, the former US Defense Department consultant
who was responsible for the release of the Pentagon
Papers will speak on "Rraisting Presidential Terrorism."
Both will speak in Bowker Auditorium at 7:30 tonight.
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• Women's forum

Have your coursa..

and summer too!

continued from page 3

display at the Harold F. Johnson Library

Gallery at Hampshire College April 7 and

8. The display portrays advertising and and

it's images, sounds and messages. Fashion

commandments and sounds of war will

clash together, along with videos, actresses

and mannequins. The gallery is open from

10 a.m. to 10 p.m., with live performances

from 7 to 10 p.m. both nights.

Thursday—
The FUm Series on International

Working Women continues^^th^ariar^

the story of a young clothing worker in

Canada who leads a union drive among im

migi-ant workers. The film will be shown

at 7 p.m. in 104 Thompson Hall. A discus

sion will follow, facilitated by women of the

film's area. For more information call

5450883.

Friday—
The Ad Hoc Committeee on Child

Care will sponsor a meeting at noon in

Campus Center 90408. Sen. John Oliver

and Rep. Stan Rosenberg will discuss

several pending bills about child care and

the financial burden of child care.

You've had a full

year. Do you really

want to go to

summer school?

You know you

need to. but what

you really need is

a break. You want

to be with friends,

soak up some

rays, and maybe

take in a few

sights.

Since you're going

to be in the

greater Portland

area this summer,

how about taking

a class and getting

that break you

deserve? This

summer, try the

University of

Southern Maine.

During the week,

take that course

and on the

weekends enjoy

the beautiful coast

of Maine. At USM.

you can have your

course and your

summer too!

o
University

of Southern
Maine

ABLE TO LEAP TALL
BUILDINGS ONA
SINGLE BAND!

Request your

1987 Summer Session

Catalog today

Contact the Advising and Academic

Information Office at 780-4408 for

your copy of the 1987 Summer

Session schedule. Registration

begins March 2 and continues

through the beginning of each ses-

sion. University of Southern Maine.

96 Falmouth Street. Portland.

Maine 04103.

Sale! $230Pioneer KE-51 51

• Supertuner III for State-of-the-art • Auto Reverse wilh Swivel Head

FM Band Reception • Tape Guard

• 1 1 watts per channel RMS Power • Separate Bass & Treble

• 24 Station Presets • Power Fader

• Up/Down Seek Tuning . Clock
• Large Liquid-Crystal Display

Other Pioneer cassette/receivers from $126

Complete Pioneer systems with

speakers and installation from $195

Sound&Music
Millbank Place'351 Pleasant St. .Northampton • 584-9547

Mon.Jhurs.10-8:00 Tues.,Wed.,Frl.,Sat.10-5:30 Sun.l2:30-4:30

FREE PIZZA!
Such A Deal!

Dominos Pizza

is sponsoring an
ALL Campus
Blood Drive

on IVIonday

Free pizza slices to all donors!

Students, we are counting on you to

donate 500 pints of blood within the next

three days.

Now is the time to do your part.

Bring A Friend!

Where: Student Union Ballroonfi

When: Monday, April 6

Tuesday, April 7

Wednesday, April 8

Time: 10:30-4:30 each day

k^jDOVE^ -^ Secretarial Services

Fast, Accurate Typing

of

• Resumes
• Term Papers
• Dissertations

79 South Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass 01002

256-1335

253-7480

*%*
K^

-'iK^ ;.^

RENT/^RECK

N«w ft Used Cars
Trucks A V«w Alto Avatebte

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880 .

STUDENTS! !

!

Despite Federal cutbacks
scholarship money is available

from private sources

SCHOLARSHIP LEADS
P.O. BOX 362 • GARAGE ROAD

SUNDERLAND. MA. 01375

Send a self addressed, stamped
envelope for information. We are a

computer scholarship matching
service and can help.

(413)665-3825

\

THE FINEARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

KATHRVn
SELBY
P I A M O

'A Brilliant International

Pianist"

"Solid! Torn From Raw
Vietnam Experience"

Friday, Apr. 10. 8 pm
Concert Hall

rickets $16. 14 \2

Bobby McFerrin

"A Jazz Style Unprecedented"

Tuesday. Apr 2 1 . 8 pm
Bowker Auditorium

Tickets S16. 14

Recruiters need petitions

Committee
forms policy
for recruiters
By MARIA BULL
Collegian Staff

A Faculty Senate committee formulated a proposal

Thursday, which featured "open information sessions" for

controversial recruiters wishing to use University of

Massachusetts facilities.

The Faculty Senate ad hoc Committee on Picketing and

Recruitment is asking for feedback from the community.

"We have a policy formulated, agreed on and ready. Now

we need comments and suggestions from the public before

it goes into its fmal form," said David Shimmel, chair

man of the 11 -person committee.

Because of pressure on the committee to formulate a

policy quickly, policy recommendations are needed by

Wednesday.
If approved by the Faculty Senate, the proposal would

require controversial organizations to take part in an open

exchange with the University community, if the communi-

ty petitions the group.

According to the draft proposal, an open session provides

"an opportunity for the exchange of viewpoints regarding

specific practice^ or policies of an agency or organization

that wishes to conduct recruitment on the campus."

An open session must be petitioned for by a sponsor

[either a group or an individual] from the campus com-

munity; the petition must be signed by a minimum of

1,000 members of the University community.

"We hope that 1,000 signatures is large enough to show

significant controversy," Shimmel said. "We hope that's

a reasonable number, but we're open to suggestions."

The proposal states that a public notice of a recruiting

visit by an organization must be given at least five weeks

in advance.

The proposal states that when a recruiting organization

needs to seek qualified employees with less than five

weeks notice of a visit to the campus, that organization

may receive permission to interview students with the

understanding that if an open informational session is re-

quested, the session must be held after the interviewing

period.

If the organization does not comply with these ar-

CollrKian photo by Rob Skelton

A FALLING OUT - Spectators look at the wreckage of a sports car that lost it axle

yesterday afternoon after hitting two cars and a road sign on Triangle Street in Amherst.

rangements. it will not be allowed to recruit next year,

Shimmel said.

He said that although applicable to all recruiters, this

exception would help smaller organizations and com-

panies who must recruit on short notice.

"For example, schools looking for teachers apply to

recruit on short notice. What do we say to them? You've

got to wait?" Shimmel said.

"The Chancellor will designate a moderator," he said.

"We would hope that would be someone with a special

interest in this forum."

"We can build in someone to make discretionary deci-

he said, "but who can decide who is contro\'^rsial?

Anybody who elicits 1.000 signatures is controversial."

Shimmel said.

The role of the moderator would be to receive petitions

and to ask if the recruiting organization is willing to par-

ticipate in a session. If the group does not comply, it will

not be allowed to visit the campus.

In conducting the informational session, the moderator

will ensure that both the petitioners and the recruiting

organization have equal time to present statements and

answer questions.

Comments and suggestions can be sent to the Faculty

Senate office or call 545 1529 or 545 2851.

Group offers counseling,
support for gays and family
By DARREN GARNICK
Collegian Correspondent

A panel of five parents discussed Satur-

day how they handled finding out that

their son or daughter was a homosexual.

The panelists, representatives of the

Amherst branch of Parents and Friends

of Lesbians and Gays, held the seminar

in the University of Massachusetts Cam-
pus Center. It was held in conjunction

with Gay and Lesbian Awareness Week,

which is now being celebrated on campus.

PFLAG's main objectives are to support

each other and anyone who seeks support,

educate the general public and outreach

to parents or friends who are unable to

cope with their situation and are embar-

rassed to ask for help.

"We attempt to interrupt homophobia

whenever we encounter it," emphasized

Jean, who joined the organization with

her husband Jim after their son "came

out" in 1982.

"Parents feel very isolated and find they

don't have anyone they can talk with. If

there was no group they would have no

one to turn to," she said.

A problem PFLAG frequently en-

counters is a proportionally low number

of fathers. Jack, the father of a lesbian

who attended UMass, said a strong love

for his daughter and a fear for her well-

being convinced him to join the group.

"I hope we can help the gay communi-

ty understand that even though their

parents may not understand their situa-

tion, they still love them. Even those who

don't have a speaking relationship with

their children, deep down really want to

open up. We're more concerned with how

people will treat our daughter because we
know how we felt and thought about

homosexuality before we became involv-

ed," he said.

"This whole thing has caused me to be

a nicer person all-around than I ever

would have been or ever could have been.

It breaks down the barriers in other

aspects of my life that were influenced by

stereotypes and bigotry in the surroun-

dings I grew up in," Jack said. Bigotry

and discrimination towards homosexuals

just opens the door towards the hatred of

other minority groups, the group

maintains.

Gays and lesbians whose biological

parents "disowned them" or refuse to deal

with the issue can turn to "surrogate

parents," PFLAG members who will pro-

vide counseling. Young people, especial-

ly high school students, have no one to

turn to if they have a sexual identity

crisis, the panel said.

Helene, another panel member said she

would like to see some efforts aimed at

training high school guidance counselors

to deal with these issues. Gay teenagers

who commit suicide because they fear

homophobia constitute 30 percent of all

teenage suicides, according to PFLAG.

The group has had some difficulty

reaching out towards the general com-

munity, but the lack of crowds at their

meetings does not discourage them. "We
are a small core group who find this vital

to our existence and perhaps the most
meaningful thing in our lives. We do hope

-'that more parents will begin to feel that

way," PFLAG member Daphne said.

She encouraged anyone interested in

the group's work to attend one of their

monthly meetings.

Latin Americans celebrate
Week offers music, lectures^ movies

By FRANCI RICHARDSON
Collegian Correspondent

This week the University of

Massachusetts will celebrate Latin

American Week with a series of activities.

Events are sponsored by AHORA, a 300

member organization designed to spread

the voice of Latin American students.

Alex Rodriguez, chairperson of the

Massachusetts Commission Against

Discrimination, will lead a discussion on

"Hispanic Perspective on Racism in Higher

Education" at 7 p.m. Monday in Campus

Center room 174-176. Rodriguez has

struggled as an activist for the equal status

of women and minorities for over 25 years.

AHORA picked Rodriguez to speak

because of their view of discrimination at

UMass. "We feel that we are understaff-

ed" as far as employees and professors go,

said Richard Garcia, treasurer of AHORA.
"We like to maintain our culture and

Americans may see it as a threat so they

discriminate against us."

"In the Hurst Report, we were not

represented. Recommendations were made

toward the black community, but other

recommendations should have been

directed toward the Hispanic community.

It happened to blacks, but [the reportl

should have included all the minorities as

well," Garcia said.

A panel discussion following a documen-

tary about the case of "The Arrested of the

30th of August" will be held at 6 p.m. on

Thursday in Campus Center room 174-76.

This is the date when 300 federal agents

raided, without warrants, 13 Puerto Rican

independence fighters' homes. They were

charged with robbing a Wells Fargo truck

in Hartford, Connecticut three years ago.

Several ofthe 13 arrested have been in jail

for 22 months, denied bail, and have had

their trial dates continuously postponed.

This is an example of oppression of those

who fight against the repression of the in-

dependence of Puerto Rico, said Debbie

Perez, secretary of AHORA.
Other events to be held during Latin

American Week include a film presenta-

tion of FA Salvador: The People Will Win

at 7 p.m. on Tuesday in Campus Center

room 174-76 and "Guamary" a Chilean

music duo will perform Wednesday in Cam-

pus Center room 168. The week's events

will end with "Aires Bucaneros." a Puer-

to Rican New Song group, that will perform

at 3 p.m. Friday in the Campus Center

Auditorium. Tickets will be on sale at the

door for $3.

New law aids sexually abused

Five Cullfqc Studc'ils

f irif Arts Cf'tCf Bi '«

:
f Ti( k«'ts.ivaii,ibl« .il

C.ilh4 1 m',4S ..'bl 1

The Women's Forum is a weekly listing of

events relating to women's issues. Notices

should be sent to the Women's Issues Editor,

care of the Collegian, by the Friday before

the euent.

Monday—
"Women and Alcohol: An Overview

will ^di«»5» tHe* physiological and

psychological effects of the presence of.

alcohol in women's lives at 7:30 p.m. in

room 917 of the Campus Center. The pro-

gram features speakers from University

Health Services and the Everywomans

Center, and is handicapped accessible. For

more information call 545-0883.

Tuesday—
"Women — Bargains in Love and

Money: A Multi-Media Event" will be on
intinurd on ittifiv

'/

By JENNIFER WAUGH
Collegian Correspondent

Victims of sexual abuse have difficulty

filing civil suits against their abusers

because of the statute of limitations, a

speaker said Sunday at Mount Holyoke

College.

"Sexual abuse victims need to be able to

file within three years of realizing the

damages," former attorney Maria Allisan

said. "A person who was abused as a child

may suffer later and may cause long term

effects."

Before a group of about 15 people, she

said the victim may not realize the long

term damages in time to file under the

three year statute for a personal injury

case.

She sold that victims should be allowed

to file suit whenever they are ready.

Allisan. a p?ofesspr,a| the Universit;; of

Massachusetts school of management, said

that civil suits for money damages are fil-

ed by adults who were sexually abused as

children. In this case, the victim must con-

vince the court that the abuse is the prox-

imate cause of their suffering.

A recent United States Supreme Court

decision has provided small breakthrough

in these cases. A Discovery Clause, applied

to sexual abuse, allows the victim to file a

case against the perpetrator within three

years cf discovering the damages due to

sexual abuse to seek compensation for

medical fees and related sufferings.

However, Allisan said, "the Discovery

rule has not gained universal acceptance

as applied to sexual abuse cases."

She also said that many .sexual abuse

cases within a family are never brought to

court because a parent doesn't want to

destroy or separate the family. There has

continued on page 4
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ifNeic law

.ill vmdcTsiaiuini.a m tlu- ludieial system called "InttM-

Faiiulv Torti' Ipeisonal iniui\ 1
Imnuiiuty." in which tami-

Iv monilHTs have not sued other t'anul\ members.

However, this understanding' has •essentially crumbl-

ed When a child makes a report, the police aie lium] train-

ed to believe children are telling the truth. We unders-

tand children's language now." Allisan said.

Video testimony has been used recently m place of the

child testilvmg in the presence of the abuser, in an effort

to curtail the number of victims who suffer later in lite.
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

^^^"""4eD SOX
OPENING DAY

2 PM
TAILGATE PARTY

FREE BUFFET • WIDESCREEN TV

:Wvvv^r.v.vv'%vv^i^^vv^^iVVw-vv^iV^rtrtAAAft^

With UniversitY Conference Services Sttmmer Conference Hottsing

To coordinate the use of the dormitorv system during the sum-

mer months, Conference Services operates a sub-division of the

department known as Summer Conference Housmg (SCH). SCH is

staffed almost entirely by UMASS students, who handle every detail

involved in housing 8,000 to 10,000 summer conferees.

SCH win be hiring for the following positions: Registrar. Assis-

tant Registrar. Accommodations Supervisors. Operations Super-

visor. Key Control Supervisor. Desk Clerks, and Operations Crew.

Applications and detailed job descriptions are available

outside of the Conference Office. Room 918. Campus Center.

DEADLINE EXTENDED TO: APRIL lO, 1987

Full and part time openings are available and include all shifts,

weekdays, and weekends.

ftll students interested in tlie hospitality -.ndustrv and work study students are enc^raged to apply

The University of Massachusetts is an Affirmative Aclton/Equal Opportunity employer

Campus Ccnter/Unlverslty o. jEESiESES
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Starling at

LUXEMBURG $358
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ST.THOMAS 238
TEL AVW 583
CARACAS 293
ATHENS 493
STOCKHOLM 413

HONGKONG 764
Also. EURAIL PASSES . INT L

STUDENT lO WORK /STUDY
A BROAD. AYH CARDS. LOW
DOMESTIC FARES and
more' CALL for

FREE Student Travel Catalog!

[41 3] 256-1261

COUNCIL TRAVEL
AMHERST
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DID YOU MISS SPRING
BREAK SKIING?

UMASS SKI CLUB PRESENTS

KILLINGTON
Ski & Party

Weekend
$99

tax Included per person

April 10-12

Program Includes

• 2 day lifts to ski six mountains 1 7 lifts and 100 trails.

. 2 nights condo lodging Edgemont or Whiffle Tree com-

plex (full unit occupancy)

• Free shuttle bus daily to lifts & night spots

For more information contact UMass Ski Culb 545-3437

or stop our office in 430 Student Union

^Police
continued fn>ni page 1

„ , ^

often criticize members of the force even

when they do their job well, because the administrators

are not primarily concerned with the needs of the force.

Thev said avoiding bad press sometimes comes before sup-

porting police in the decision-making o^ "'p'^'^j^
. . ,

,

"Thev would have a better department if they did bring

in someone from outside.* one of the officers said.

The three claimed that 30 percent of the officers on the

force had never seen a written statement detailing depart-

ment policies. Thev stressed the need for written policies

that are consistently applied, something they said most

other police departments have that UMass does not.

"There are no clear-cut policies and procedures, one

of the officers said. "You don't know what you're expected

^°"It's 'get over here, get out of here." one officer said.

"If we have a violent demonstration, then God help us

all
" The officers said patrol people were well trained and

competent, but their abilities are being misused by police

leaders and stress is building among thenv

Police Chief Robert G. Joyce, Associate Public Safety

director Philip J. Cavanaugh, Assistant Director

Lawrence G. Holmes, and Director of Staff Development

Mary E. Dumas all supervise various aspects o police

work and training. They all report to Public Safety s direc^

tor The director in turn reports to Vice Chancellor for

Student Affairs Dennis L. Madson. The officers said the

large number of supervisors, who often have separate and

conflicting interests, weakens the department.

A letter sent last week from UMass police to Chancel or

Joseph D. Duffey said police administrators are totally

oblivious in their approach to current day administrative

techniques" and "took a department which was progress-

ing to a plateau of true professionalism and . .
brought

it to its knees." Officers have said the better referred to

the above officials and O'Neil. but not to the Coordmator

of Building Security Services Carol A. Radzik, whom they

^Ts^an example of their concern, the patrolmen noted

WHEN IS THE RIGHT TIME 10

CALLYOUR PARENTS?

a) When you're stuck in your room because

someone "pennied" your door.

b) When you spent all your money playing

video gomes and you still have to buy books

for Developmental Psych.

c) When you just miss hearing their voices and

telling them what you've been doing.

One thing about parents: they love to hear what you've

been up to.

But vou should call them an^'^vay.
- u, .^utUarr.

And when they ask where you were last night tell them

that vou alwavs call using AT&T Long Distance Service

because of AT&T's high quality service and

exceptional value.

When they ask how your stud-

ies are going, remind them

that AT&T gives you

immediate credit if you

dial a wrong number.

And when they ask

about your plans for the

weekend, note that you

can count on AT&T for clear

long distance connections.

And when, at last,

they praise you for using

AT&T, then—and only

tfit-n—you might want to

mention those Psych lx)oks.

The right choice

that during last year's World Series, requests were made

frmoreotTicers'to patrol Southwest, -her. hundreds of

students gathered violently after games live through

Hursts report on the racial incident that occurred after

the last game criticized O'Neil for turning down the re-

quests. While O'Neil said he did keep extra officers on

the policemen said Thursday that an extra force amounted

^'^Hurst sShe situation should have been handled bet

ter by police higher-ups. But the patrolmen a^^^ally in

the rfeld during the Series did a good job, the patrolnien

pointed out. "Nobody's said, 'hey, you guys did your job,

^e of the officers said. "Madson and O'Neil were fighting

among themselves" and administrators were more con-

cerned with the public relations aspects of the incident

than the fact that it pointed up a need tor improvements

in departmental policies, he said.
,. u .„,„

Also, they said, officers who have done their job com-

petently and legally have been reprimanded by higher-

ups because of the differing agendas «< «"Pf
'•\\^«»'«-

, ^
Madson can't give the force ^""^eh attention the

policemen said, because he is responsible for the nnances

and procedures of many other campus interests. A re^

quest for stereo speakers for a lounge gets lumped ,n with

us when we're bidding for cruisers or handguns, said one

of the three. All three officers said police equipment, in-

cluding cruisers, is inadequate and outdated, but the

topheavy hierarchy was preventing better equipment from

^^"We take a great pride in the department, and when

you see this decline, it makes you sad." one ofticer said.

One of the symptoms of focusing on public relations to

the detriment of effective police work was "a gag order

in our department about everything, the officers said.

They said there was no reason for administrators not to

trust the ofllcers to talk to the press or other parts of the

UMass community, "but that's their attitude about

everything.

The Office of Public Information, which administrators

have made the source of most information about the

department, is not close to officers and their conceri^, and

sometimes gets things wrong, further frustrating officers,

the oflicers said.

Aiaa uii

PUT YOUR
COLLEGE DEGREE

10 WORK.

Air Force Otticer Training School

is an excellent start to a

challenging career as an Air

Force Officer We offer great

starting pay, medical core, 30

days of vacation with pay each

year and management
opportunities. Contact an

Air Force recruiter Find out what

Officer Training School can mean

for you. Call

TSgt Don Dawson
(413)785-0352 collect

On btts route

Qttiet, convienent to campus

Waiting List Now Open At

Rental Office

107M Soathwood Apts - 256-0166

^ CINEMA

FRIDAY - SATURDAY

Woody Allen Double Feature

Hannah & Her Sisters 7:00

Broadway Danny Rose 9:00

Double Feature • $3.00

DOWNTOWN AMHERST 253-5426
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Panelists discuss US relations
By RICK SASSON
Collegian Correspondent

The United States cannot deal effective-

ly with political revolutions because it fails

to deal with the underlying causes, a panel

of US foreign relations experts said in a

forum Thursday night.

The three-man panel spoke to about 50

people at a video-taped forum which was

sponsored in part by the Five College In-

ternational Relations program and by the

University of Massachusetts political

science department.

Former Ambassador to the United Na-

tions Mansor Farhang outlined possible

reasons for the surprise overthrow of the

Shah of Iran in 1979. He said that the US
wTongly saw the revolution as pro-Soviet,

and President Jimmy Carter's response

was chaotic and incoherent.

Ashley C. Hewitt Jr., who is the senior

advisor on Latin America at the State

Department, blamed the 1979 Nicaraguan

revolution on wide-spread corruption in the

regime of dictator Anastosio Somoza. He

said the regime was "a cleptocracy — they

stole everything that wasn't nailed down."

He said that the US was guilty of

"neglect, indifference and failure to create

a stable system."

Luis Francia, a Filippino poet-journalist,

said that the Reagan administration had

little to do with the victory of President

Corazon Aquino over former dictator Fer-

dinand Marcos in February 1986. As long

as he could, Reagan supported Marcos

because he was anti-Soviet and pro-US ar-

my bases, according to Francia.

"It was the inevitability of [Marcos' fall]

that caused US support for Aquino." he

said.

The speeches were followed by a brief

question and answer period in which

Farhang and Hewitt were asked to com-

ment on the Iran-Contra affair.

Farhang said that the initiative was

brought about by manipulation of the US
national security by Israel and Iran, which

preyed on anti-Soviet fears.

I HEAD 'RESIDENT/RESIDhNTIAL LIFE
" INTERNSHIP POSITIONS
Amherst College is seeking candidates for part time (10 month)

nTad Residenl/Residential Life Internship positions beginning

AuQust 15 1987. Responsibilities include the training and super-

vision of Resident Counselors plus a range of supervisory, ad-

vis ng and administrative functions for a cluster of residence

halls Individuals will also have a variety of professional develop-

ment opportunities plus specific program wide responsibi lUes

Sualifications include: Bachelor's degree by September, 1987,

abIN y to relate well to students; organizational and counseling

sk Is Previous experience in residential life preferred. Compen-

sa ion $3 800 stipend, plus room and board. Opportunities to

wo'k at the CampSs Center may be available for addmonal t,^e

and salary. Interested candidates
'^^'/^^f'^l\''°'^'^f^'^

resume, amd three letters of recommendation by Ap'l 13, 1987

to Rebecca Lee Assistant Dean of Students. Box 6a Amherst
to. Heoecca ^s^' '***''"^

. ^„ua\ OPDOrtunitv/AHirmative
College, Amherst, MA 01002. «" '=''"

Action Employer.

the Feelies
A UPC PRODUCTION

Soma Holiday

^T, APRIL 11

UMASS BLUEWALL

UMAiS STUDENTS 12
GEN. PUBLIC 1

3

I
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• turn ST. necoMM CASH RARWITH ID

Mortar Board
Mortar Board is a national honor society of college seniors.

The society recognizes the qualities of superior ability, outstan-

ding and continued leadership and dedicated service to the

college, university or comrriunity,

Founded by The Ohio State University, Swathmore College,

The University of Michigan, and Cornell University in 1918, the

Mortar Board now has nearly 200 active chapters across the

country.

The Isogon Chapter of the Mortar Board was installed at

the University of Massachusetts in 1955. Those students who

have shown qualities of academic excellence, leadership, and

service are honored with membership. This year the selection

committee reviewed approximately 175 information sheets

from those students who merited eligibility.

The Mortar Board is pleased to announce the newly tap-

ped members for 1986-1987

Maria Arias

Amy Joan Best

Karen Bontempi
Adrienne Burg

James Casey
Susan Crane
Sharon Dittmar

Constance Drakeley

Mark Friedman
Sander Goldstein

Rafael Guzman
Jill Heyer
Patricia Hussey
Linda Kellogg

Renee Kruger

Jody Lester

Maura Malone
Rebecca Mendelson
Susan Moniz
Saskia Costing

Catherine Patterson

Lisa Lynne Rever

Anne Colleen Savage
Victoria Scuorzo
Karen Selvitelli

Michael Tofias

Daniel Volionti

Jennifer Waddle
Brian Wilson

Jay Ziegner

We thank all who expressed interest in the Mortar Board

Honor Society, This year, a great number of qualified Juniors

made the competition most keen, and the decision quite dif-

ficult. To each applicant; you have every reason to be proud

of your accomplishments during your college career. Certainly

you are a credit to yourself and to the University. We know

you will continue to strive for excellence. The Mortar Board

extends its best wishes for a successful future,

Michael J, Toria John Crowley

Selections Chairperson President

Dana Grossbalt

Vice President

Paul Collins

Treasurer

Celeste Rice

Secretary

I'

FAST
FREE

DELIVERY

FREE
Large Soda with any salad or small pizza

OR A

FREE
Liter of Soda with any large pizza

OPEN 1 1 am -

7 days a week
by the Price Chopper
175 University Drive

Amherst

256-8147
256-8148

offer expires May 17, 1987

SPRING SPECIAL!!

Schick
DISPOSABLE
RAZOR ^^.v
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5pk 75«

reg $1.84
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^iady
speed
stick

eyedrops

AlWrgf •CoHJl

A/C V20Z

$1.99
reg $2.64

Shampoo or

Conditioner
$1.19

reg $1.74. I802

1.5 02 $1.49

reg $2.25

ALL ITEMS
AVAILABLE

AT THE

MUNCHYS
& MINI STORE 260's . 59«

#;# TOOTHPASTf
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Cutting through alcohol policy haze
^-^ ... i^i loac» tu/n Iwvfiraup ulrrihril nniirie.s in force on camous.

In past weeks there has been much discu.ssion on these

pages of the alcohol policies at the University of

Massachusetts. Unfortunately, many of these articles

have included inaccuracies or misrepresentations. As the

Graduate Senate representative to the Chancellor's Com-

mittee on Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention. I would

like to set the record straight regarding a few of these

issues. .

Ralph G. Sbragia
One of the most important topics is the growing

misconception that alcohol abuse can be "blamed" as the

cause of the Southwest incident. If one studies the Hurst

report you will see his statement that alcohol was a

"catalyst," not a cause. The cause of the incident was

racism, and the feelings of racism that led to the incident

do not need alcohol to spawn another similar riot.

A second issue is the confusion in at least one govern-

ing group on campus about alcohol policies. There are at

least two beverage alcohol policies in force on campus. The

first is the University Beverage Alcohol Policy, written

by the committee on which I sit. This policy is in its in

terim year; governing bodies are reviewing the policy with

the option of making recommendations for changes. In

June, the policy, as revised, will become this Universi-

ty's overall policy for all members of the campus.

Underneath this policy is at least one or gioup-specific

policy: The Residential Areas Alcoholic Beverage Policy,

and it is this policy that has upset some members of the

Southwest Area Government.

The proposal by SWAG for the review and change of the

present Residential area policy was publicized by a leaflet

circulated in residence halls. Unfortunately, the leaflet

carried several serious misrepresentations of the facts.

One of these statements revolve around the issue of

whether the present policy allows adults of drinking age

to drink alcoholic beverages in the residence halls. The

policy states "alcohol is permitted at a registered event

the Collegian or the Univeisity unless otherwise noted

in a designated area of a residence hall or in a residence

hall room when the student has reached legal drinking

age." If you're of legal age you may drink at a registered

event or in the privacy of your own room.

Let us not forget that for more than four in five of the

students who live in the residence halls, drinking alcoholic

beverages is illegal. Given this fact I do not find the pre-

sent policy too strict or unenforceable. In fact, it is very

similar to the policy enforced by my alma mater while

I studied there,

In closing, we should become more aware of issues on

our campus and alcohol use and its policies is just one such

issue. At the same time we must realize there are two

sides to a policy, the actual words of the policy and how

that policy is implemented. The implementation of a

policy can have a greater impact than the policy itself.

Instead of crying "the policy is all wrong." we should ex-

amine how the policy is implemented and responded to.

Ralph Sbragia is exevulive officer of the Graduate

Student Senateiiliea ai a legisi-c**^" *="-••- ^mu^/it ^t-.""

Idea of SDI not spaced out
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Since the beginning of the cold war we

have survived by our policy of Mutually

Assured Destruction. The balance of power

has been held for more than 40 years by

tottering on the edge of disaster. Perhaps

after 40 years of living under the gun we

have lost our nerve, or perhaps we have

seen madness for what it really is. Either

way, most people want to back away from

the edge.

.rCW

P
6 :^, %JU^tMMKaKl?|
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Students deserve representation
Since I started following politics on this --- ;ii —*;->-

campus, I have discovered a consistent pat-

tern of injustices against students. Most

student representatives do not know how-

to recognize, much less deal with, the un-

fair treatment of unsuspecting victims —
the students.

,
^

M. Dean Richard

The leaders of this campus, though, have

proven their persistency and proficiency in

attacking their peers and providing

creative name-calling; I think it is time

these people provide the leadership in

fighting for student rights by addressing

the issues which really affect the students.

From throwing out senators, to condemn-

ing or condoning issues according to

political ideologies, to the "sour grape"

temper tantrums performed by our

representatives. I am appalled at the lack

of responsibility of these people.

The funny thing is that when a motion

of real substance is brought up in front of

the Undergraduate Student Senate, it is

given five minutes of discussion. Such is

the case with the issue of advocates for

students brought up on charges of miscon-

duct in the residence halls. I happened to

hear of one student being charged and

decided to see what was actually going on.

Larry Nobile, a resident of Brown House,

recently went through the Housing Ser-

vices rendition of a fair hearing.

In Nobile's case, he was accused of pro-

viding alcohol to minors and throwing an

unregistered party in his suite. However,

there was no proof brought up in the

testimony by Lynne Bryan, Residence

Director of Brown; she automatically

presumed guilt in Nobile's case because of

the circumstances surrounding the inci-

dent. The evidence brought forth by Bryan

would be snickered at, if not laughed at, in

a real court. But let us not forget, we are

at UMass. deep within the confines of the

wilderness, safe from the real world. I am

not here to profess Nobile's innocence, for

that is for the "court" to decide. I am more

outraged at the thought that such blatant

injustices will continue.

The charges against Nobile should have

been dropped at the prehearing. Unfor-

tunately, Housing Services has neglected,

or rather rejected, the thought of having

a lav^o^er, or at least an informed student

advocate, to help in the confusing and oflen

nerve-wracking judicial process. They

believe that the help of an informed per-

son would hamper the process. Housing's

argument of expediency over justice is a

farce.

Back in the real world, before we had

laws preventing this problem, it is easy to

see why a democratic society would realize

that legal representation is not a luxury

but a necessity and a right, and should be

provided for the accused. In earlier times,

the average defendant was treated like a

piece of meat on its way to dressing and

processing. A person was arrested, brought

in for interrogation, threatened with many
dreadful consequences which awaited him

if he did not cooperate, and encouraged,

more so coerced, to plead guilty.

These morally-deficient standards,

although corrected elsewhere over thirty

years ago, still occur at UMass. I believe

that Housing is working to improve stu-

dent's rights just as I believe in the Tooth

Fairy and the Easter Bunny. Since I have

given up my childhood dreams, so should

Housing relinquish its power-hungry con-

trol over the lives and minds of students.

The arbitrary power which Housing holds

over the students like a noose, must be

answered. Students deserve the right to

have student advocates, placing them on

an equal footing with the residential

judicial board.

I can only hope that the student leaders

take the steps necessary to fight for the

students. I feel the residents on campus

deserve better than what they are receiv-

ing. The SGA, with the power of over 100

student representatives, has the

capabilities to do something for their con-

stituents. I hope the bitching and moaning
- over and the action will begin.

M. Dean Richard is a Collegian
correspondent

Jim Doherty

For some, backing away from the edge

means disarmament. This is the least ex-

pensive option since it costs almost nothing

to get rid of our present arsenal, but this

pleasant idea is unrealistic at best. Disar-

mament has taken on the aura of being in-

herently good; the fewer arms the better,

no matter what we bargain away. The most

glaring flaw in this euphoric view is that

it ignore why we built the arms in the first

place. The imbalance in conventional arms

between the Soviets and oursleves

necessitates our having nuclear weapons.

Nuclear arms are also a cheap alternative

to matching Soviet equipment and man-

power. Less than 20 percent of our military

budget is used for strategic forces.

The Strategic Defense Initiative is

another means of backing away from the

edge without leaving ourselves open to con-

ventional attack. In theory Star Wars

would eventually make long-range missiles

obsolete and .still leave short-range

weapons available for use against conven-

tional attack in Europe. Why is it then,

that there is so much opposition to the SDI?

Much of it stems from expecting too much

too soon. A major criticism of the system

is that it could not protect civilian targets.

Do we expect thousands of satellites in

space over night? Of course not. Deploy-

ment would have to be in stages, protecting

vital targets first and later covering cities

and populations.

Another criticism is that the computer

software for the system is not ready yet and

won't be for some time. Do we expect a com-

plete system in space over night? The hard-

ware has to go up first and then we can link

it up by computer.

A popular argument againt SDI is that

the system itself is too complex, too expen-

sive, and won't work. The Soviets sure

think it can; not only are they so afraid of

it that the last summit broke down over

SDI, but they also have invested massive

resources on their own particle beam

weapons program.

There is also the issue of the Anti-

Ballistic Missile Treaty. In order to test and

deploy the Star Wars system we would

have to have a "broad interpretation" of

the ABM treaty. I'm not sure why we

always feel obliged to keep treaties that the

Soviet Union has long violated. For some

time it has been common knowledge that

the Soviets had built a "phased array"

radar system in violation of the ABM trea-

ty. We may not want to scrap the treaty

outright for policy reasons, but we should

in no way feel bound by it.

Finally there is the issue of balance of

power. If we were to complete the Star

Wars system before the Soviets do, it would

give us an edge. Some say that the Soviets

would make a desperate last

ditch assault before SDI was complete,

while others believe that once we had an

edge we would make a first strike ourselves

and then try to absorb the Soviet's retalia-

tion with the SDI system. Both of these are

ridiculous. The Soviets wouldn't attack for

the same reason they don't attack now:

Mutually Assured Destruction. On the

other hand we wouldn't attack either. The

US had an edge over the Soviets in nuclear

capability for years and we didn't attack

then. Why would an edge now be any

different?

The price of SDI may be high, and the

technology complex, but what is the cost

of not producing SDI? We have a chance to

back away from the edge of destruction, to

make ICBMs obsolete and free ourselves

from being nuclear hostages. Let's not

waste it.

Jim Doherty is a UMass student

Letters

Break barriers, don't build guilt

Ever since the Southwest

incident, we have been in-

undated with pleas from

blacks in the community to

take a stand against racism.

They claim to be speaking

for the entire black popula-

tion, and say that we are all

living in fear as a result of

the brawl. I, personally, am
getting tired of being told

that unless I make a state-

ment, I am not fulfilling my
duty.

I don't feel that I have

ever been treated different-

ly because I am black. I

grew up in a town that was

99 percent white. This never

bothered me because it

didn't bother my friends. In

the past two years here at

UMass, I have not once felt

as though my being black

has made anyone treat me
differently. Maybe it's

because I grew up in a dif-

ferent environment than

many blacks that I don't feel

the desire to publicly take a

stand.

Don't get me wrong. I

know that racism exists

here as well as at every

other university in

America. However, I don't

think that I ought to be

made to feel guilty because

I'm not out protesting. I

hope that, by establishing

good relations with
everyone I come in contact

with, I can reduce or even

eliminate the barriers that

sometimes come between
people. In this way, I feel

that I can help reduce

racism without being bitter

or vindictive, as some others

seem to be.

Roz Roseboro
Northeast

The Collegian accepts letters and columns from the UMass community for posair

ble publication on the editorial page. All submissions must include the author's name

and telephone number and be typed, double-spaced, and with margins set at 10 and

77. Maximum length for columns is 60 lines; for letters, 30 lines. The Collegian

reserves the right to edit all submissions for length, clarity, and grammar. All sub-

missions become property of the Collegian.
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SENIORS & GRADS
GMAC & SAVARESE CHEVROLET WOULD LIKE

TO HELP YOU PURCHASE YOUR FIRST NEW CAR

DETAILS:
• You must be 6 months away from graduation or have graduated 1 year prior from an

accredited 4 Year Degree Program

• You must be employed or have a verifiable committment for employment

• Good credit or no credit are OK

CHEVROLET

WHAT YOU GET!
CHOOSE FROM ONE OF THE FOLLOWING

A. A $400 non-transferable discount coupon to apply towards down payment

B. 90 day deferment of 1st payment

OVER 300 CARS & TRUCKS AVAILABLE SOME WITH ADDITIONAL CASH BACK FROM CHEVROLET

• SALES • SERVICE • LEASING

145 KING ST., NORTHAMPTON
586-7250

Chevrolet Minimal Down Payment Requirements

RESEARCH
INTERVIEWERS
Interesting, part-time telephone assignments to collect

data on a variety of health issues research topics.

Absolutely no selling involved. Hours are from 5-

10pm. Sunday through Fnday and Saturday from

1 0am-3pm You may cnoose whichever shifts you

want to work, as long as you work 4 shifts a week (20

hours) minimum Start at $4 25 per hour with paid^

training and move up to $4 50 an hour after you have

worked 100 hours We are located at Mountain Farms

Mall which IS a stoo on the free bus line

Call 586-8635 or 586-8636

between 4 PM & IQ PM

ABT ASSOCIATES
TELEPHONE RESEARCH CENTER

Mountain Farms Mall. Rt. 9, Hadley, MA 01035

An Equa' OpDOlun.ty Employer

>^<=>I%
^/^o;^

CLEAN, SAFE, PRIVATE HOT TUBS
17S Unlvcraty Or.

N«x1 to Stadulm Liquor* In Pile* Choopcr MaM

Opon Monday 4 MM 1, Tu«« • Sal 11am - 1am

Raawvatlona augaMlad - Gift cartlflcataa ivallabM

Call 253- i:,*.^

STUDENT SPECIAL

Every Mon, Tues, and Wed

1 HOUR HOT TUB
For V2 Hour Price

AT5TPC6300
SPRING SPECIAL
SAVE OVER 50%

While Supplies Last
256K Dual Floppy - Monochrome

| ^ ^ . - pnif^c CI IQC

LIST PRICE S2.830
Demonstration Now In Progress

STANDAND FEATURES INCLUDE:

• INTEL 8086 PROCESSOR - 8 MHZ
• HIGH RELSOLUTION (640 x 400) MONITOR
• BUILT IN FOUR COLOR GRAPHICS
• BUILT IN SERIAL & PARALLEL PORTS
• BUILT IN CLOCK AND CALENDAR

NOTE DISCOUNTED PRICES ADVERTISED FOR THE AT&T PC 6300

SPRING SPECIALS ARE SUBJECTED TO EQUIPMENT AVAILABILI-

TY AND A MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITY OF 25 UNITS SOLD DURING

THIS PROMOTION THIS OFFER VALID TO STUDENT, FACULTY OF
STAFF MEMBER OF THE FIVE COLLEGE CONSORTIUM SCHOOLS.

LOCATED IN THE CAMPUS CENTER
OPEN M-F 9-5

• LED & MOUSE ADAPTOR ON KEYBOARD
• FRONT REBOOT BUTTON
• SEVEN FULL LENGTH EXPANSION SLOTS
• UP TO 640KB RAM ON MOTHERBOARD
• MS DOSS/GW BASIC INCLUDED

^.UNIVERSITY
SfMSTORE^

ARTS

Smithereens: Grotesque cartoons for a grotesque world
BY DAiNA M. ANAGNOSTOU
Collegian Staff

The Collegian recently spoke with cartoonist

Sarah Smith about her strip. Smithereens.

Collegian: When did you start drawing

cartoons?

Smith: In the middle of my senior year in

high school, but it was not the way it is

now. I had caricatures of teachers in the

high school newspaper, yearbook, stuff like

that.

C: Why did you start drawing cartoons?

S: It just sort ofcame out of me. I've always

wanted to be an artist, although there

wasn't any push to do it from anyone.

When I was three someone asked me what

I wanted to be and I said I wanted to be a

famous artist, so I guess it's something I've

always wanted. I think this kind of art

evolved from me, from the way I am.

C: What sort of message are you trying to

relay through Smithereens?

S: Basically what I'm trying to do is have

people look at themselves and what's go-

ing on around them. Not just in politics, but

also in human nature, I'm trying to get peo-

ple to think. I think a lot oftime people try

to ignore the bad things.

C: Why is it important to look at the bad

things?

S: To see if things can be changed, to know
that things aren't perfect. If you're going

to live in the world you should know what's

happening, whether it's good or bad,

C: Are you a political person?

S: No, not really. I do think I have a respon

sibility to know what's going on, but I

wouldn't say I am [political].

C: Then why are your cartoons so political?

S: I just draw whatever is in my head. If

human nature.

C: As a first year student do you see

it happens to be political then it is, but it

isn't a major focus or anything.

C: What is the major focus of Smithereens?

S: Just the absurdity in the world and in

yourself continuing Smithereens until you

9 am • 2

Announcing the quickest
college credit you'll ever get

gfraduate?

S: I don't think I can do it on a daily basis.

I've been having problems keeping up,

because it takes four hours to do one

sometimes. If possible I'd like to do it twice

a week. I'd like to keep it up, but I also

think I should keep up with the work in my
classes.

C: What sort of criticism have you gotten?

S: Some people say they don't understand

it, but I can't make it so everyone

understands it or it'll just be fluff. I do try

not to be too obscure, but I can't please

everyone.

C: What do you think when people say

they're gross?

S: It doesn't bother me. Yeah, I think

they're gross but that's part of my message.

To quote Rob Skelton [of the band Free

Press], "this world is sick."

C: What do you think of Smithereens?

S: I like to do it. Some of them are better

that others, but overall I think it's working.

C: Who have you been influenced by?

S: Cartoonists such as Ralph Steadman,

who does really powerful work about how
this world is sick, and Edward Gorey.

Writers like Lewis Carroll, Alexander

Pope, and Horace. Also, people like Woody
Allen, Monty Python, of course, and Peter

Cook. I was influenced by a teacher that

told me "to love your art more than

yourself." because it tells me that I have

to put all of myself into what I'm doing if

1 want to do it.

Calendar
Events for today 3:30

p.m.: Lecture: "Starting

From Scratch: Building Yid

di.shkeit From The Bottom

Up". Bartlett 35.

4:30 p.m.: Commonwealth
Lecture Series will present

a lecture on the topic of tur-

bulence, LederleGRC, 1634,

free.

8:00 p.m.: The Brazillian

m()\ ie How Tasty Was My
Ltttii Frenchman will be

shown in Herter 231, free.

m EARLY"!
BIRD I

SPECIAL
!

$2 OFF
Shampoo,
Cut & Dry

|

STYLES I

BY j

EBORAH

I

'549-5610 • 65 University Dr|

1 with this coupon - exp 4/11/87

G5?<4/2S7
ROBERT McCABE

$ 2,500 andOOcts
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For all the long

classes you've

sweated through,

and even the ones
you're about to, we're

offering one form of credit

that's sure to be a breeze.

The MH Student Loan.

We've made getting one quick and easy

via our state-of-the-art computerized sys-

tem. Now, not only can we process your

application in a record time of 24 hours, but

by punching a few buttons, our counselors

can tell you the status of your loan in a

matter of seconds.

What's more, after you secure a loan with

us, you can be secure it will remain with us.

Because we would never transfer your

loan to .some unknown institution like other

banks ao.

And. if by chance, you already have a

student loan with another bank, that's no

problem. We can easily consolidate it with

your MH Student Loan.

We even have a full staff of

education loan experts ready

/ to answer any questions you
might have. And some you haven't

' even thought of yet. On any type of

plan you might want.

For instance, if your folks want to help

fund your future at college, you might want
to check out our special tuition plans from

The Tuition Plan. We're the only bank in the

business to offer these tailor-made payment
plans which include a Monthly Budget Pro-

gram, a Pre-Payment Program and an Educa-

tion Loan Program.
So before you make The Big Decision on

which bank to go with, take a minute and
call us toll-free for a MH Studt-iit Loan
application. We've made it all very ea.sy

Becau.se college is hard enough.

Call I 800 MHT-GRAD
We'll help you get where you want to go.

Former CIA officer

Ralph McGehee
25 year veteran with experience

in Thailand and Vietnam

Daniel Ellsberg
Former consultant to the Defense

Department. Responsible for

release of the Pentagon Papers

Speak on

le ClAand the Effects]

of CIA Recruitment

MONDAY, APRIL 6
7:30 p.m.
iBovi/ker Auditorium

S9S Manufacturers^ HANOVER (iH VI i>l1'()KriMT> lijMltK

FREE
Sponsored bi| the Radical Student
Union, Special Activities Support
Fund, CIA on Triol Project, and the

Graduate Student Senate.

••••••••••••••••
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Theater
Bv NAOMI DAVIS
Collegian Staff

You'll be able to find an artistic flavor to satisfy almost

anyone's taste in drama on this week's theater and dance

menu. Here's a selection of some of the most promising

local events that have come to my attention.

Friday evening at eight o'clock, the Vietnam Veterans

Ensemble Theater Company presents what will be the on-

ly showing here of "Tracers". This play is the words and

actions of men who fought in Vietnam as they reflect upon

the American experience in Southeast Asia and the reper-

cussions of the conflict felt well up until the present day.

The drama, to take place in the Fine Arts Center concert

hall, is entirely written, produced and performed by

veterans who have turned to professional theater to ex-

plore and evaluate issues of war and peace.

"Three small-time crooks embark on an unusual exer

cise of free enterprise" in the UMass theater department

production of "American Buffalo". This thriller has earn-

ed the author several commendations, including an Obie

and the New York Drama Critics' Circle Award. The com-

pany wraps up its second and final week of performances

in the Curtain Theater, April 8-11 at 8 P.M..

This is the opening week of "The Suicide" at Smith Col-

lege's Theater 14. The department of theater tops ofl" its

season with the satirical story of an unemployed work-

ing class man in the Soviet Union. He is "not so disap-

pointed at not having work," according to the press

release, "but rumors of his supposed despondency start

a chain of comical events that have complete strangers

from all walks of life pleading with the man to take his

life on behalf of their cause." The play was written in the

1920's by Nikolai Erdman. It will run April 9-11 and 15-18

at 8 p.m..

Also in Northampton, the Little Flags Theater begins

its second week of "New Rise of the Master Race" at the

Northampton Center for the Arts. The company mixes

elements of satire, political commentary and musical

theater to pull off a suspenseful mockery of the state of

American politics. As the armed forces command strug-

gles to suppress an uprising in Detroit, anxiety mounts

until the leaders confront an unanticipated twist of events.

Shows run Thursday through Saturday evenings begin-

ning at 8 p.m.

If you aren't in the mood for straight theater this week,

you might sit in on the antics in Thursday night's

Cabaret/Comedy series performance. Southwest area in

collaboration with the Residential Arts Program will

feature local artist Leo T. Baldwin.

For those interested not only in watching plays but also

in acting, Student Valley Productions is holding auditions

for "This is the Captain Speaking", April 6th and 7th from

7 until 9 p.m at FAC room 201. Performance dates are

May 2nd and 3rd. Sign up in the FAC lobby for an audi-

tion slot.

Smith College will host a workshop and lecture on con-

temporary British theater with Roger Copeland Friday

afternoon, 4:15-6:00 p.m, in the Green Room.
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Bookmarks
By KATHRYN POHNER
Collegian Staff

Manhattan '45

Jan Morris
Oxford University Press, New York
$17.95

ATTENTION CPA CANDIDATES

Tear off

The city of Manhattan has always had a mystical allure

about it; the very name "Manhattan" seems to connote

excitement, glamour and success. This love of Manhat-

tan prompted Jan Morris to write a book about the city,

exploring its history, architecture, mix of people and their

attitudes. Her thorough and interesting research is a

tribute to the beloved city.

Manhattan'45 , according to Morris, "sets out to evoke

the unexampled island at that unrepeatable moment of

its history.". The book delves into the very aspects of the

city that made it seem so alive to the author, who is not

American but arrived in Manhattan in 1953, full of awe.

Morris begins her book with the historical scene of June

20. 1945, when 14.526 American servicemen arrived in

the harbor of New York City after World War II. The scene

sets an emotional tone for the book, for you can hardly

read her description of the event and not get caught up

in the happiness of these men returning to their

homeland. This was a time when love of country was at

Its peak; after the U.S. victory in Europe, Americans felt

MBA
AT
CLARK
Begin your management career

in the heart of New England

Seniors, graduation may be great but what's up

for next fall? Conne talk with a Clarlc MBA student

and admissions representative about pursuing an

MBA. Contact your career planning office for the

schedule of our campus visit.

Clark University's Graduate School of Management

is nationally accredited by the American Assembly of

Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB). Its distinctive

MBA program offers students a personalized

learning experience, consisting of small classes and

a high degree of student-faculty-community inter-

action. The MBA curriculum is broadly based, with

concentrations in human resource management,

finance, marketing, accounting, MIS, or general

management.

For more information, write:

Clark University

Graduate School of Management
950 Main Street

Worcester, MA 01610

(617) 793-7406.

MOREPOWERFUL THAN
A LOCOMOTIVE!

$362

Tuner Monitoring during

FF&REW
Tape Advance
Pulse Noise Blanking System
PLL Synthesized Tuner

Clock

Kenwood KRC-5001
• Four built-in 1 0-watt • Auto-reverse

RMS Anrtplitiers

Four-way, preamp-level

fader

• Dolby noise reduction

• Metal tape

• Pre-out and Main-in

Separate Bass/Treble

Other Kenwood cassette/receivers from $1 99

Complete Kenwood systems

with speakers and installation from $277

Sound&Music
Millbank Place-351 Pleasant St Northampton • 584-9547

Mon.Thurs 10-8:00 Tues,Wed.,Frl..Sal.10-5:30Sun.12:30-4 30

PARSONS
SCHOOL OF DESIGN

Special Summer Programs
Panons In Paris: 6-week program June 30-Augu8t 13. 1987

Painting, drawing, art history and the liberal arts Pans and the Dordogne

countryside or Siena Italy

Fashion in Paris Ju"« 30>l"'y 30. 1987

Fashion illustration, a history of European costume and contemporary trends m

French fashion Slide presentations, museums, studio and retail outlets quest

lectures

Photography In Paris Jun« SO-J^'V 30. 1987

The aesthetics and craft of photography Lectures, gallery visits and shooting

assignments

Architecture and Design in Paris June 3(KIuly 30. 1987

European decorative arts and the history of French architecture Parsons faculty

and staff members oi the Musee des Arts Decoratifs

Parsons in Great Britain June SOJuly 30. 1987

A new program co sponsored ^ . 'he Cooper-Hewilt IVIuseum Architecture and

decorative arts m London Four excursions to nearby country homes and towns

Parsons in Italy J""« 30-J"'y 30. 1987

Contemporary Italian design and the history of Italian architecture Rome.

Florence, Venice and Milan

Paisons in Japan Ju'V 23-August 22
,
1987

Fashion and textile design -ind n history of Japanese crafts Workshops, visits to

studios, museums and retail outlets m Tokyo. Takayama and Kyoto Presentations

by well-known Japanese designers

Graphic Design in Japan Ju»y 23-August 22. 1987

Survey of contemporary Japanese graphic design and traditional mlluences m

Tokyo and Kyoto Workshops, gallery and studio visits and presentations

Parsons in West Africa June 30>July 25. 1987

Ceramics, fibers metalsmithmq. photography archaeology or traditional African

art and architecture The Ivory Coast and/or Mali (8/1-8/22/8/)

Bank Street/Parsons June 29>July 31 ,
1987

A loint three summer master s degree program with the prestigious Bank Street

College ot Education The curriculum examines educational supervision and

administration with a visual arts locus

College Session in New Vbrk June 22^uly 23, 1987

Full-time study m a specified art and design area Drawing, pamtmg ceramic

and textile design, communication design photography environmental design,

illustration, fashion illustration or fashion design

Pre-College Session in New Ybrk June 22>July 23. 1987

A full-time opportunity For high school students considering college maprs

in drawing, paintmy, ceramic and textile design, communication design,

photography, environmental design, illustration, fashion illustiation, fashion

merchandising or fashion design Introduction to ait and design also available

Pre-College In Israel June 15-August 11, 1987

A new program offered jointly with the Bezalei Academy of Arts & Design.

Promising high school students visit ma)or fnstoncal saes Emphasis on archaeol-

ogy and drawing or photography

Pre-College In France July 15-August 12, 1987

High set- ool students of artistic promise visit Pans and the Dordogne region

College-level drawing and painting, with lec'ures in art history and prehistoric

archaeology

All foreign programs include air transportation, land transfers and accommoda-

tions Dormitory arrangements for New York programs are available Selected

programs are offered with undergraduate credit, graduate credit and no-credit

options For additional information, please return the coupon below or call

(212) 741-8975.

Parsons School of Design, OWce of Special Programs

66 Fifth Avenue, New York. N Y 10011

Please send me information on the following

special sunnmer programs

D Parsons/Pans

D Fashion/Pans
D Photography/Pans
D Architecture/Pans

D Parsons/Great Bntam
D Parsons/Italy

D Parsons/Japan

D Graphic Desgn/Japan

G Parsons/West Africa

U Bank Street/Parsons

G College/New York

G Pre-College/New York

G Pre-College/lsrael

D Pre College/France

Name _
Address.

City

Phone _

.State. -Zip_

17

^and mail in or cnll 1-800-345-4364

to receive \'our own copv ot the

AlCPA UniVorm

CP/ xamination

absolutely free.

We'll also send you

information about

Lambers CPA
Review. You'll have

your degree soon

— now let Lambers
help you turn

it into a career.

f»*#»»»»i»*«#*»»»»**»********»**»**»***»************i
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<
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Tribute to

I. MOVER HUNSBERGER
Professor and Head, Chemistrv Department, 1960 - 1961

Dean, College of Arts & Sciences, 1961 - 1969

Alfimni Memorial Hall

University of Massachusetts, Amherst

Wednesday. April 8, 1987
12 Noon

1

1

1

1

;:
> I

1

1

#»»»»»»»»»#»<l»»»#»*****#****»»**#*»**»»»»#»*l»»»*»l^

Name

Home Address

Citv^tate'Zip

Phone

School

Year of graduation

I
I Lvnbers

CPA REVIEW
809 Turnpike Street, North Ando\er, MA 01845

You're Too BUSY!
Don't waste time doing

your own laundry...

Take It To

that nothing could hold them back. The economy swelled

with the arrival of new. flashy cars, modern art, and the

great success of Broadway. The servicemen were back and

life was a party. Technology surged ahead.

Morris gives the reader a full and complete picture of

this city, rounding facts out with stories of the people who

were an integral part of Manhattan in the forties, begin-

ning with Fiorello La Guardia, mayor of New York. He

earned the nickname "Little Flower" because of his height

- 5"2' '- and his thin, high voice. Instead of seeing this

as a setback, La Guardia used every inch of his person

to turn City Hall on its ear each day. A cartoon depicted

City Hall as being shaken by an earthquake whenever

the Mayor entered.

Anecdotes such as this make the history of Manhattan

come alive, and Morris is a guide who is both witty and

insightful. Her chapters take us through Greenwich

Village, the Lower East Side and Harlem as well as such

legendary spots as Radio City Music Hall and Rockefeller

Center. It is a trip that is interesting, informative, funny

and just a bit biased by her great love of the majestic

island,

To B^

\S TO

CoiL^6|lAK/"

jniiiiiiNiii nminiM

s<52!!^

11 PRAY 8T. AMHEHST.MA.

Sa9'166S

We Off^r:

• Hand Pressing

• Shirt Seivice

• Same Day
Service

I

iiiiiiiiHiiHHinNimiHiHHiimnMnlnnnne

I

I
I

POLICE COMMUNITY
SERVICE OFFICER

HOURS: Mon 10 am - 5 pm
Tues - Sat 10 am - 10 pm

The Town of Amherst, Mass. is establishing an

eligibility list to fill existing and future vacancies for

Community Service Officei on the Amherst Police

Department. The eligibility list will be effective for ap-

proximately two years. Candidates must be 17 years

of age on or before July 27, 1987. «

Send for an approved application form and complete

announcement (including required qualifications and

§ selections procedure to Town Manager's Office. Town

i Hall, Amherst. MA 01002-2351 . All applictions must be

s received in the Amherst Town Manager's Office by 4:00

I PM . April 3, 1987.

s Amherst is an equal opportunity employer with an

I affirmative action policy and encourages all qualified

I
applicants to apply regardless of age. race, creed, col-

i or, sex or religion

^iiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiwniiiiHmiiiiimiimMiiiwir

PP13
yiDEO ART FESTIVAL

Md
9:30 Exhibition oi? CompptitioN

^ Tet*VlS«OI^ IN PO?l^l^<t

m-9

On CBS Records, Cassettes & Compact Discs.

Available at For The Record

in Faces

$5.99 LP/CASSETTE

3:SO VC1>£0 VI^IOKS • IS WORKS W
eoMTEFoltAltV AHeiyC4IN

TW> JBPP Hvi>soN •. HUSIC IN

SPONSORED BY: UMASS ARTS COUNCII
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Amherst Selectboard Candidates' Statements
Two of the following four candidates will be elected or reelected to the Amherst Board of Selectmen in voting

be open from 12 noun to 8 p.m. Anyone wf„> registered to vole in Amherst on or before March 18 is elegihle to vote

from the candidates: ___^_

tomorrow. Polls will

Here are statements

Elisa Campbell

Last year, facing intense development

pressure and uncertainty about our water

supplies, Amherst's Town Meeting voted

a limited building moratorium for two

years. The moratorium gives us some

time to assess our situation and resources,

and to consider options for our future open

space and housing. We are now halfway

through the moratorium. An engineering

study has shown that our aquifer has a

good supply of water, but its purity is

threatened by existing and possible future

development of the land in the aquifer

recharge zone. During the coming year we

must act decisively to protect that aquifer.

And, if we are to determine our destiny,

rather than simply let our fields and

woods be covered by expensive subdivi-

sions, we need leadership with vision and

commitment. I offer that kind of leader-

ship for Amherst.

1 believe my experience uniquely

qualifies me to offer my services at this

time. I have lived in Amherst since 1970,

first as a graduate student and now as an

employee of the University; I was a tenant

for fifteen years and consider myself lucky

to now own a condominium. I have been

a leader in the Sierra Club for fourteen

years. I was elected to Town Meeting in

1977; because of my involvement with

zoning, and my status as a long-term te-

nant, I was immediately appointed to the

planning Board, and served for eight

years, including two as Chair.

I have worked to preserve Amherst's

characteristic mixture of rural, urban and

suburban qualities: to save as much open

space and agriculture as we can, and to

provide low and moderate cost housing so

people who work here can live here.

Please join me so we can make this vi-

sion of Amherst a reality. I ask for your

vote on April 7th.

Jon Hite

Students play an important role in the

lifeblood of Amherst. They provide the

energy that makes Amherst something

more than a sleepy small town. And they

create jobs for our local economy and

bring to town a great deal of local aid

money. Most importantly, students are

the greatest ambassadors the Town has

because after graduation they go out to

the world and talk about what a wonder-

ful quality of life there is in Amherst and

in Western Massachusetts.

1 have lived in Amherst for fourteen

years. I came here as a student and

stayed. As a student I majored in political

science and served as Speaker of the Stu-

dent Senate and later as President of Stu-

dent Government. I wrote for the Col-

legian and served as a RA in Pierpont. As

a work-study student, I worked carrying

bedsprings for the Housing Office. I

played basketball in the Horseshoe in

Southwest.

It's been eight years since I graduated

from the University, but in many ways

I've never left. I work today in the Alum-

ni Office and have been actively involv-

ed in efforts to hold the line on tuition and

fight in the legislature for more money for

the UMass budget, and I have helped

SAFA battle the Reagan administration

for increased financial aid.

Of all the candidates for Selectman, I

believe that I understand best the pro-

blems faced by students in Amherst —
such as finding affordable housing. I also

understand how much more a town like

Amherst can do to make students' ex-

periences here more meaningful.

I've spent fourteen years here as a stu-

dent and as a University employee. I have

served as Town Meeting Member and as

chair of the Amherst Housing Authority.

And now I'm running for the Board of

Selectmen.

I think I can do a good job on the Board

of Selectmen.

l^fll ••^ FREEBBRAKE
INSPECTION

BRAKES $6900
PER AXLE MOST CARS

Our Brake Job Includes:

• New Guaranteed Brake

Pads or Shoes
(Semi-metallic pads extra.

)

• Reowidition Drums or Rotors

• Inspect Calipers

• Inspect Wheel Cylinders

• Inspect Brake Hardwaie

• Road Test

COUPON

I COMPUTERIZED ALIGNMENT
SPECIAL $19.95

I RegttlarlY $24.95

B • Call for appointment • Most cars

• Only at participating Midas Shops

• Good with coupon only

• Offer expires 4/31/87

V /
143 King St, Northampton • 586-4840

Jet. Rts. 9 & 116, Hadley • 586-9991

< FREE WRITTEN ESTIMATES
MIDASIZErQCT IT RIGHT THE nRSTTIME.

Richard Minear

I have taught at the University (the

history of Japan and Vietnam) since 1971.

I have been a member of the Board of

Selectmen since 1981. when I was elected

for the first time. I was re-elected in 1984

and am now Chair.

The single most important issue now

before the Town is the Moratorium. Like

virtually every community in this part of

Massachusetts, Amherst is under severe

growth pressures. Unless the Town acts

and acts wisely, these pressures will

transform Amherst in ways that none of

us will welcome.

Last year the Board of which I was

Chair called for a Moratorium; Town
Meeting passed the Moratorium by a vote

of over 2/3.

Our goals then and now are:

• To protect the Town's water supply

(quantity and quality)

• to preserve open space

• to maintain a mix of housing (in-

cluding low- and moderate-income
housing)

• to protect the Town's fiscal stability

,in the era of Proposition 2 1/2

As Chair of the Board this past year I

have taken a leading role in the planning

that is an integral part ofthe Moratorium.

My principal goal in running for re-

election is to see this planning process

through to completion, to Town Meeting

enactmenbt of suitable controls on

growth.

You have two votes on April 7. 1 ask you

to cast one of your votes for me.

Edith Wilkinson

The major industry in Amherst is

education. Most people in Amherst
recognize that any assessment of issues

must be based on an understanding of

mutual dependence between the Town
and the University and colleges.

In the years ahead, Amherst must deal

with the problems of growth while pro-

viding needed services in all areas within

increasing financial constraints. Increase

in development and rapid escalation of

land and housing costs have brought in-

to focus already growing concerns about

our water supply, loss of farmland and

open space, affordable housing and the

character of our neighborhoods. As we
grapple with the issues of growth and

land use, we must also give sufficient at-

tention to our services — including

schools, public safety, libraries, public

health and other human services.

We must work diligently with Univer-

sity and college officials and student

representatives on issues ofjoint concerns,

including housing for students, fire pro-

tection, the quality and supply of water,

solid waste disposal and recycling and
legislative support for the University and

for Town services affecting the Universi-

ty. The communication channels already

existing between the University and col-

leges and the Town should be supported

and improved by encouraging more
students and faculty to serve in Town
Meeting and on boards and committees

when possible.

All of these concerns about growth,

public services and finances can be met
effectively only through the broadest

possible participation of Amherst's

citizens, avoiding even the appearance of

exclusionary, closed-door

decision-making.

Perhaps the most important contribu-

tion of our educational institutions to the

Town of Amherst has been to teach us

respect and appreciation for diversity.

THE DISTINGUISHED

VISITORS PROGRAM

S PROUD TO PRESENT

HUNTER S. THOMPSON

ON TUESDAY, APRIL 7,1987

At THE FINE ARTS CENTER

8:00
PM

MkI.i IS a ngisififd s< tmcnuili ci( MkU»^ lriiitii.ilmv4H.inii

I FREE with 5 College ID

$2.00 general admission
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Smithereens
By Sarah Smith

^pckc rl'S ItiAcI

I

"Humour can be dissected, as a frog can. but the

thing dies in the process."

E.B. White

In the early days, living In their squalid apartment,

all three shared dreams of success. In the end,

however, Bob the Spoon and Ernie the Fork wound
up in an old silverware drawer and only Mac

went on to fame and fortune.

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau
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Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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Bat Brain By Bill Bearing
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ATTENTION ALL STAFF:

• There will be a staffmeeting Friday at

4 p.m. in the newsroom. Attendance is

vital.

• Elections are approaching-

any staff member wishing to run for the

board of editors must submit an

application to Carol by April 20.

Details at the meeting.

Lunch
Menu

Basics Lunch

Brown Derby Sandwich
Squash Bake

Dinner

Roast Turl^ey/Dressing,

Gravy, Cranberry Sauce

Fried Shrimp/Cocktail

and Tartar Sauce

Caponata with Pocket Bread

Squash Bake

Basics Dinner

Garbanzo Cheese

Loaf/Mushroom Sauce

Fried Shrimp/Cocktail and
Tartar Sauce

r Weather
Today: Occasional rain and drizzle, high 45-50

Tomorrow: Mostly cloudy with a chance of showers, high

around 50

Today's Staff
Night Editor Sheryl Jean

Copy Editor Jennifer Dempscy

Layout Technician Tori Arpad

Photo Technician Rob Skelton

Production Supervisor Robert Lcvine

Production Jane Lapato, Julie Rac Burke,

Sandra Barker, Wendy Nutter and Joe the driver

Execattve Board —- Spring of 1987

KELLY SIEGBK
fidttor l« Chief

HJUICY KLIRGENBK
MaaaflBg Editor

STBVB RUBIH
Bvsteett Maaafcr

PHIL SBKAFniO
BdHortal Bdllor

ABSEL ZIBTEK
Pf«d«cU«n MaBager

Business Board — Spring of 1987

STEVE RUBIR
BaalacM Masafer

PAUL H. LESSER
xAdveftlalag Sale*

VABESSA ROTH
Plaaac* Maaager

PATRICE LAWSKT
Marketing Maaager

CRAIG RAUGLE
Orcalailoa Maaager

KAREB HOLLAHO
SafcwertptiM Maaager
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The Film Premiere

"THE REVOLT OF MOTHER"
starring Amy Madigan'

8:00 PM
MONNDAY, APRIL 6, 1987

MAHAR AUDITORIUM

A Discussion with Producer Brian Benlifer will follow

Open to Faculty, Students, Staff 8t Friends

^^s^s^ y>^u-^Vi4ir^'i^ -%g-*r "i^ -s^ ^r %r »€. .g^

*** SUN & FUN * KIDS & CAMPING ***

** SWIMMING & BOATING **

* OUTDOOR LIVING *

Timber Trails, a 9 week resident Girl Scout

Camp in the Berkshires, is looking for staff ...

UNIT LEADERS • RIDING STAFF
WATERFRONT • PHOTOGRAPHY & RADIO

INSTRUCTIONS • REGISTERED NURSES,

COOKS & KITCHEN STAFF

Call or write: Timber Trails, HC 60 Box 158,

Tolland, MA 01034 (413) 258-4592

y^^-F^^W^Ji-L^V^ W W ^^ --. ^ M, ^ w wL j^rrswi

THE
EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
DATE: TUESDAY, APRIL 7, 1987

TIME: 8;00 PM

LOCATION: CAMPUS CENTER 163

SPONSORED BY:

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

This is on opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss their

experiences in the working world. Don't miss this important

panel discussion!

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

Kerry Campbell

Cheryl Wood Creedon

Sacheverell Whately

Monday, April 6, 1987

CHINESE KITCHEN e
" FAST SERVICE - GREAT PRICES

Try our

Moo Shu Pork

$3.95

#23 Szechuan Gai Ding,

Swee & Sour Pork, Fried Rice

$4.95

#22 Chicken Wings,

Sweet & Sour Pork.

Fried Rice

$3.90

#24 Yoke Kew (Beef)

Onion and Green Pepper

Chicken Wing, White Rice

$3.90

TRY OUR LUNCHEON — DINNER SPECIALS
Only $1.49 before 3 pm, $1.90 after 3 pm

Eat In or Take Out

HOURS: Sunday Noon - 10 pm, Mon - Sat 11;30 10pm

2 LOCATIONS

430 Russel St (Rt 9)

HADLEY — 253-2571

150 King St

NORTHAMPTON — 586-8220

\MnnnMmmtnnmimMiiiiiiiHiiiHiiiiiiiiiiUMMM~MiiiMMMiinMWiiMiiMiHiiiiiWMMiiniMiiMiiiiiMiiiiiMMMMiiiiii

Newman Student Association

472 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA 01002^ FOR ^
RITTER^

OR WALK!

Where:

Boyden Side of Alumni Track

I Why:
i To benefit Father Fitter's Work with

I Homeless and Abused Children

How:
Tables at the Campus Center Concourse,

March 16-20, March 30- April 9 and at

the Newman Center, April 5

When:
April 11, 1987

Saturday, 10:00am

S For More Information Contact:

I Kim Ethier, Race Director (c/o Newman Center)

millMMtlllllMlinillMllllllltMM"'"'"""""""'"''"""""""""'"""""'"'"""""'"*""""'"*i

Funded ifl pan br the

Siudeni Govcfiuneoc Auocwcion

iiimi

Xhebig picture
on sale!

S. Kinter MacKenzle

3rd Grade Teacher
Brookfield Elementary School

7th Grade Teacher
Quabbin Regional School

8th Grade Teacher
Pioneer Valley Regional High

School

Kindergarten Teacher

Common School

n

Special prices on Colorwatch
quality enlargementsfrom

negatives*

For more information, please contact: _

University Placement Service, University Career Center

545-2224

5x7$.99 8x10
$1.99

Col Color enlargements from 110, 126, D.;^, & 35mm negatives.

Otter expires 4/13/87

f>.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^
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Rain washes out baseball and women's lax
The 4-6 University of

Massachusetts baseball

team will have to wait a

bit longer to open its

Atlantic 10 season, as this

weekend's four-game
series against St. Joseph's

of Philadelphia was
postponed due to rain.

A decision on reschedul-

ing is expected to be made

today.

The teams were to play

noon doubleheaders on

Saturday and Sunday.
Throughout the season,

teams play this type of

weekend series against

other teams in their divi-

sion. At the end of the

season, the two teams in

each division with the best

record in

doubleheaders

A- 10 playoffs.

these
make the

ir men's lacrosse

Yesterday's rain also

washed out the home
openpr for the 1-2 UMass
women's lacrosse team.

The Gazelles were schedul-

ed to take on Yale Univer-

sity.

vDiittinu'il from page 16

The second quarter was much ofthe same

as the Gorillas scored just 14 .seconds into

the period on Hitler's second goal ot the

day. BC's Brian Stemberg got a cheapie.

his first of three goals, 52 seconds later as

he took a pass in the crease and mishandl

ed it into the net.

BC celebrated, but the party didn't last.

Eighteen seconds later, Jenks wound up

and fired from 25 yards out into an un

protected Bt" net to make it 9-2.

Goals by Carmean. Hitler, Carr and Car-

mean again closed out a vicious first half

with the Minutemen on top, 13 4.

'We could be winning by 50-1 right

now," UMass head coach Dick Garber told

the team at the half.

But Carber, who also acknowledged that

dishing out humiliations i.-.n't any fun, told

his players to keep the score from getting

out of hand. The coach spared the Eagles

any further pain by sending every player

who played in the first half to the showers

during the intermission.

Btiy One Get One
FREE^FREE

Fried Dough
or

Baked Potatoe

expires April 18, 1987

Downtown Amherst
Behind CVS

Hon - Wed 1 1 - 7 PM
Thfirs - Sat 11 - 1:30 AM

Sun 1 - 9 PM

ELISA CAMPBELL
for

AMHERST
BOARD OF SELECTMEN

14 YEARS OF COMMUNITY
LEADERSHIP FOR -

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
OPEN SPACE PRESERVATION

AFFORDABLE HOUSING
HUMAN SERVICES FUNDING

Sierra Club leader since 1973 • Town Meeting since 1977

Planning Board 1977-85 • Ul\/lass student. 1970-85

Tenant in Amherst for 15 years, now a homeowner

Currently UMass employee

VOTE ELISA CAMPBELL ON APRIL 7

Polls Open Noon - 8 pm
for by Campbell for Selectboard, Mary Murphy, Treasurer. 53 Rolling Ridge Road

ACIIVITIES* AUDIO

AUTO FOR SALE • CALCULATORS
ENTERTAINMENT • FOR RENT

FOR SALE • FOUND
HELP WANTED 'LOST

CLASSIFIED
INSTRUCTION •MOIORCYLCLES
PERSONALS 'RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED -SERVICES

ROOMATE WANTED • TRAVEL
WANTED 'SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEaAW OFFICE - CC 113 MOW-THURS 8:30-3;:iO (FRI 2:30) •DEADLINE: 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION • CASH IN ADVANCE. 15«/W0RD/0AY FOR STUDENTS

Acnvmn
ALL YOU^SPIRING^min S^omen who
want to be cheerleaders tryouts start April

6 7.8 at 8:00 Curry Hix Cage No experience

neccessary come try out tor one of the best

teams on this campus

RESTAURNANT TOUR OF ^Siwillies

tonight All interested should meet in Flint

Cate at 7 00 IRA invites all

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED lor fall

Southwood 253-3619

WANTIO TO RiNT

MATURE UNDERGRADUATE SEEKING
ott-campus 'oom. lor the fall t^ust De qu^et

Call 546-7057 alter 11PM ot leave

message

PEACEMAKERS MEETING TUES. April 7

7 00 Campus Center room 166 OonI
agonize-organize

HARVEST FOR PEACE: ain award-winning

documentary about life in l«Jicaragua at 6 30
tonight in Campus Center 101 Free

AUTO FOR SAU

UMASS STUDENT LOOKING for room to

rent near campus during spring break 9-21

to 9-29 Call Mary at 546-1 151 .
Keep trying

FOR SALE

Cl«AT^ AMP MUSTT^eilT^aTl'Shawn
546-9030

THERE'S A JOB for you in a summer camp
The American Camping Association (NY|

will maKe your application available to over

300 camps in the Northeast exciting oppor-

tunities lor college students and proles

sionals Positions available all land and

water sports, arts and crafts, drama, music,

dance tripping, nature, Rns. MD's, aides,

kitchen, maintenance college credit

available call or write for application

American Camping Association, 43 W 23rd

St Dept (UN/IA) New York. NY 10010
212-645 6620

LANDSCAPE CREW LEADERS crew
members Motivated personnel to fill

several positions in progressive landscape

and irrigation company For vacation ap
pointment call 617-485-4247 EOE Land
Tech Associates P O Box 18, Hudson Ma
01749

1965 FORD FALCON a cream puff

256-6920

82 SUBARU BRAT. ExcellenI shape 2,600

549-7529

81 TOYOTA TERCEL excellent condition

very well maintained $2300 Call Mike

649-4708 or 545-0026

75 CHEVY VEGA, needs new starter good

cond $400 call bet 2-6 253-5885 ask lof

Matt

73^6GE dart good shape, runs well

Has had lot of work, needs a little more

$550 also Datsun 200SX 77 for parts $100

take It away 584-3640

76 FORD GRENADA Many new parts great

shape call Damn 665-2529

NOVA MOST RELIABLE car ever made
$600 neg 253-5685 ask for Ed

1979 RED MAZDA RX7 excellent condition

79000 miles sunroof Kenwood stereo

3500/80 546-7715

WINDERSURFER CLASSIC. 5 color sail

2 daggerboards Excellent condition

Forget Florida $425 Great conversation

piece

ACOUSTlc' RESEARCH SPEAKERS
$250 00 (worth $600) call Mike/Glen
549-1318

HUEY LEWIS AND theNews tickets 3 floor

seats for Apr 25 show at Centrum Call Dan
at 6-7860

LARGE DORM FRIOGE lor sale $75 or BO
call 253-9509

AT&T COMPUTJER 640K disc drive word
processing program included call Bill

546-6390

U2 TICKETS FOR sale all shovirs 546-8789

APPLE COMPUTER OWNERS: buy an Ap-

ple II compatable modem for $150 or BO
Panasonic printer $400 or B O call Scott

253-3993

200CM FISCHER RACING cuts with

marker M40 Dynafit boots make offer call

Jim 256-1387

SUMMER HELP ON Cape Cod Experience

not necessary, but preffered Lowden Tree

and Landscape 428-4272

WE ARE LOOKING for someone to do child

care one evening a week and occasional

overnights Must have transportation Call

584-9057

NOW HIRING FOR summer employment
wailpeople, sautee cooks, preppers Very

busy summer Apply Judie's Restaurant

CAPE COD. WEST Yarrrrauth we have a

place we need 2 or 3 roommates For info

call Elizabeth 549-5532

HAPPY bNE-ANO-a^irLauil You really

didn't think I could forget, did you'' I love

you JB

BOB FROM TIME Out 3/2» I m still wailing

for your call I guess you weren't as serious

as you said The oner still stands 6-7776

Ashley

BARRY P. SEX God happy birthday to the

man who has pleased thousands of women
everywhere lor 22 years'

LOOKING FOR U2 fix for any Worchester
show Call Nancy 6-1157

DEB- YOU'RE RANLLY 21 1 Boring Friday

and Saturday nights are forever gone"
Happy birthday' Love Michele

JANE-SO WHElTare you going to the

packy for us""' Happy Birthday Babel'

Steph and Wendy

SUE-HAPPY 21 birthday' Hope you had an

awesome birthday" Love Delta Zeia

DEAR KATHY AND Christre^ congratula

lions on your initiation' We love you' Your
sisters in Phi Mu

SUILET

SUMMER SUBLET FURNISHED one
bedroom in Sunderland call After 10PM
665 2984

SUMMER SUBLET WITH fall option house

on Lincoln Av»- bMitUtut sunroom Jill

6496873

LARGE FULLY FURNISHED house Cable

Sbedrooms near bus slop very clean This

house is Ideal'!' Rent negotiable Call us"

2535885

SUBLET JUNE - SUMMER/lall option two

bedroom Cliffside 665-861 7

3 BEDROOM FURNISHED apt 480/month

utilities and cable included on bus route,

swimming pool, tennis ct 665-3671

TWO BR SOUTHWOKSd apT avail tor

summer call lor details 263-3619

ST. JUDE

THANK YOU AGAIN! Seldom do your

prayers go unanswered I am very grateful

FREE

BOATING SAFETY COURSE Monday
April 6th al 7PM ai the Bangs Community
Center, behind Plumble^ Restaurant This

IS a 6 week course taught by the Div of En
vironmental Law Enforcement The classes

are held one night per week for 6 weeks
It Will cover safe boat handling, accidents

& emergencies Navigation etc For more
into call 727 8761

$UMMER ON CAPE COD

ROOMMATES WANTED: 4BR house m
Hyannis Memorial Day thru labor Day
$1100 each call Chns 549-6273 or

549-6110

ROIYN RAIINOVITZ

HAPPY 22ND BIRTHDAY!!! Only six more
weeks til graduation Here's to lots of more
good times love Shezi. Robin, ano your

roomie for four years

WANTED WEEKEND EMPLOYMENT
Riverside Food Services needs you
Transportaion and uniforms provided, lor

more info call Dave 546-9248

SALLY-SHOW YOUR face!

ROOMMATE WANTED

ATTENTION STOCKBRIDGE
STUDENTS, small Stockbridge-grad own-
ed landscape company in central Mass
looking for full-time person for 1987 season
Please call (617)422-6073 (or 422-8004

leave message.)

WANTED PART tTME busdriv^rs for Nor-

thampton to Amherst routes $5 to start very

convenient lor Northampton residents

Work schedule arranged around your class

schedule 586-1909

ONE OR TWO nonsmoking female room-

males wanted to share large t>drm in 3

bdrm apt in Pufflon Starting June 1st

Prefer senior undergraduate or graduate
student Call Laurie after 6PM 549-7773

ClOtST SALE

FULL LENGTH RACOON skin coal, in

good condition, $200 00 NCR cash
register, needs only minor repair for full

operation or |ust a conversation piece

$50 00 Resignol skis, marker bindings and

caber tK)ots Great package for someone
who wants to learn without ma|or invest-

ment $80 00 Call Ansel 256-6182

PROFESSIONAL TVfWia SIRVICi

2 NONSMOKING FEMALES wanted to

share large room In Rolling Green starting

June 1 253-2475

CASES. PAPERS. DISSERTATIONS,
theses, last, accurate, dependable, on-

campus, reasonable 684-7924, Nancy

HAPPY IIRTHDAV SARRV POIEN

HAPPY BIRTHDAY BARRY P.
' Speaking for all the women '

who want you
have a great birthday"'

*

Love Kim and Julie
'

AMSER EASTMAN!

HAPPY BELATED BIRTHDAY- oops'

Hope you had a great time Thursday night'

See you in Botany?'? Love, Calh (& Sharon

too!)

SWAO NOMINATION PAKRt

1979 FORD MUSTANG yellow, auto,

82 000 mis AM FM stereo $1200 645-3689

after 530 548-9042

U2 TICKETS: HARTFORD May 7 $60 firm

Call after 630 546-9703

1978 SCIRROCO RUMS excellent needs

brake work $800 00 or BO call Jim

266-1387

MY PRIDE AND joy must sell by May 85

red toyoia pick-up 5 sp PS PB AC Kenwood
sound mint cond can always be seen at

T O ask 1800 or BO call 6-9168 Rob

WHY WALK WHEN you could ride girls 1

speed bike call 6-9181

SKI BOOTS FOR sale size 8'>^ good con-

dition call 665-7526

FOUND

SKATEBOARD HOTSHOTS NEEDED for

photo session 545-0155

FREE INTERVIEWS, CAPE Cods hottest

restaurant bar complex Interview

weekend, Saturday, April 25, 10-4. Sunday
April 26, Noon-4 Season May 21- Sept 7

and more Guido Murphy's, Corner ot West
Mam Street and Sea Street. Hyannis, Ma.
come on down'

HOUSEMATES NEEDED TO share 3
bedroom house located in quiet area

nonsmoking 21 year old student preferred

available now call 256-0186 Early am or late

pm

WANTED TO RENT

74 DODGE CHARGER, 318. PS, PB, 4

radials AM/FM cass 5 band equilizer, 4

spkrs runs great, well maintained, radar

detector free with purchase First $600

takes It. Call Steve 549-0470

FOR A OOOO TIME CAU

RACK-A-DISC Entertainment Agency Disc

jockies. lights, rentals, and mobile video

dances! 549-7144

FOR RENT

BECAUSE OF MISTAKE. I now have the

blue contacts lost in their case m the park-

ing lot near the Engin BIdg tjefore break

Call Craig at 546-6504

FOUND 1 COMPUTER disk boxlrTORC
It you can identify it. it is yours Call

549-1452 or 6-7224 Ask tor Lannae

FOUND-GUCCI »/AtCH 3/19 Boyden Gym
call Mack at 256-8088 to describe

LOST

THE CENTER FOR popular econoniics has
openings for 2 administrative assistants

Both jobs would start in May A )0b descrip-

tion IS posted in Thompson 829, or call

Tasha at 545-0743 for rrtore information

Application deadline: Aprd 10.

TWO SENIORS LOOKING for one or two

bedrooms (or now until end of semester
close to campus Call Chris or Dave
253-7572

LOOKING FOR 3-BEDROOM in Puffton

reward offered- Lisa 6-7979

$1^00 REWARb^OR 3 bedroorn Puitton

Apartment starting summer nr fall call

Rahul 545-3179 or 665-2810

AN INEXPENSIVE SPRINO RREAK

00 YblTwANt to go to the Bahamas.
Jamaica, or Ft Lauderdale' We have com-

plete trips to the Bahamas starting from

349, complete Jamaica trip (or 389, and

complete Ft, Lauderdale trip 1 29 bus or 319

air (are These prices all include transpor-

taion and hotel You will not find a cheaper

deal with anyone else For information call

Mike or Rick at 549-5401 Space is limited

••••••4«*

TYPINO SERVICE

INSTRUCTION

SSSBIQ REWARD OFFERED lor 3

bedroom Puffton Apt Lease 253-7927

QUALITY TYPING, PAPERS, letters,

resumes, etc Meticulous proofreading

Ediling available. New IBM typewriter Call

549-0367

SPRINO FUNO

NOMINATION PAPERS ARE now *

• available for Southwest Area Government
President,

vice-president and treasurer
'

in the SWAG office in Hampden '

papers are due Friday April 10
*

at 6 00 PM in the SWAG office

•EDROOM FOR RENT

ONE BEDROOM IS available in a three

bedroom apartment m Northwood apart-

ments Low rent $143 per month call

545-3627 daytime, 665-7797 evenings

Keep trying

MOTORCYCLES

1982 H6NbACM45bE excellent condition

low mileage many extras asking $900
546-6332

TAKE OVER LEASE June 1, 1 room
Lantern Ct Apt busline 150 plus call

545-3627 days 665-4997 after 7PM ask for

Ping

HELP WITH SPRING Fling! Come to Cen-

tral Area Government meetings at 8 00 on

Tuesdays

SPANISH TUTORING ft TRANSUTION

HELP WITH GRAMMAR, stories, pronun

CialiOn 256 1002

TAKE OVER OUR Southwood apt lease in

June and get August rent free' 2-bedroom

at $525/moMh call 256-6334

SUMMER SUBLET WITH fall option huge

(our bedroom townhouse on busline

Seven-Eleven, package store, laundry, piz-

za, all within walking distance 665-3032

anytime Keep trying

BEAUTIFUL ONE BEDROOM apartment

close to campus Patio sliding glass doors,

skylight Perfect (or two' Only

$370 • electric available June i with fall op-

tion 256 6076

ROOMWNEW1)0us« call D7le'25S9949
between 5 30-6 30

HYANNIS: WALKING DISTANCE to beach

and guidos Tastefully furnished 3 bedroom

caoe Hardwood floors, fireplace, washer

dryer, dishwasher, util inci need 2-3

housemates $1100 each Toby, 253-7039

Greg 256-8191

HELP! LOST MY tape recorder at Bartletl

Auditorium on 3/4/87 Class Bio 100B
reward no questions asked 549-7740

LOST LADIES HELBROS gold watch on

3/14 in Grayson area or in Northampton
Reward Very sentimental! Nene 646-6966

BLUr SU^i>SSES LOST^in student

center April 2nd if foundihey're terribly sen-

timental Call Gaea at 549-4600

HONDA HAWK 400CC 1978 great sum-
mertime commuter bike' Cheap to run,

bullet-proof reliability. $450. Eves
266-0831

1977BULTAC6 PURSANG Fox 250 needs
minor work very fast $250 IX) or B O call

Jim 256-1387

SERVICES

TUTORING. SUBSTITUTE TEACHING in

business management, marketing,
finance, investment A microcomputers $7
per hour Neg 536-5006 leave message

TYPING, TAPE TRANSCRIPTION, Fast

accurate 665-7652

SUMMER JOIS

ON CAPE COD at Jason's of Dennisport

Floor and door personnel, barbacks and

bartenders, waiter and waitresses Accep-

ting applications Mon thru Sat vacation

week from noon to 3 Interviews at Clan-

cy 5 8 Uppercounly Rd Dennisport MA

FOR A OOOO TIME OAU

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED

FULL AND PART time positions available

very (lexible hours and excellent working

conditions Conveniently located in the

center o( Amherst You can earn up to $20

an hour with salary and commissions con-

tact Target Enterprises (or an interviewed

ask lor Keith 549-779-

LOVE TO DANCr? Tryouts lor UMass
minutes kickline-danceteam coming the

'hird week in April Lots o( (un, great way
to keep in shape Meet tons of new people
Watch for us!

SABRINA BICOCCHI HAVE an awesome
birthdy Sunday go all out Put those S ear-

rings on, but stay away Irom Grover We
love you. L&L

WANTED

PHYSICAL. SPIRITUAL, SfUDENTIAL
health seekers share your knowledge with

the readers of Sprout the Earthfoods/Peo

pie's Market Newsletter Typed, double

spaced, please drop niatenal off on the 4th

floor S U in the Economic Develc.iment o(

(ice Address it to Jen K Deadline April 15.

1987

2 BEDROOM APT in Pudton will pay $200

tor lease call Chris at 6-7917 or 6-7972

RACK-A-OISC Entertainment Agency
Disc Jockeys, lights rentals, and Mobile

Video Dances! 549-7144

BANDS WANTED

SWAG IS LOOKING for bands to play
'

•The Pyramid-i during Southwest week,
• May 5-8 Applications are available
• Now at the SWAG office in Hampden '

•and are due by Apnl 15, 1987 al 6PM '

the list of bands selected will be
• posted on April 21, 1987 SouthwesI

rocks the Pyramids'"

PROFESSIONAL TYPINO

"SPEEDY KEYS " -FAST, accural*,

reliable 256 1 00?

JUOOLINO ROVALE

IF YOU JUGGLE, or have ever wanted to

learn, then this weekend was made lor you'

First, check out the UMass Juggling Club

meeting Campus Center (check inlorma

tion desk lor room ) Then show up at the

Wini convention happening all weekend.
Hampshire College Some of the best Now
England lugglers will be there, so try to

make it See you there'

ROUINO OREEN

ROOM AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY! Roh
ing Green apartments $219 00 a month
everything included Call 10 00 AM to 5 00
PM Monday thru Friday 800 332 8495 ask

for Gaylind or call anytime 203-659-3405

ask lor Melissa
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Gorillas stomp all over Boston College Eagles, 144
Carmean leads UMass with three goalsBy JOHN NOLAN

Collegian Staff

CHESNUT HILL - Prior to yesterday's

University of Massachusetts men's lacrosse

game at Boston College, Gorillas' assistant

Guy Van Arsdale was asked why the team

was going to play. His reply: "Desperate

teams do desperate things."

The coach said he was just kidding but

in all seriousness, he couldn't have been.

Sloshing through a driving rain in

40degree temperatures, the Gorillas

celebrated with a convincing 14-4 hammer-

ing of a far-inferior Boston College team.

The game was a make-up for Saturday's

postponement of the Gorilla's scheduled

home opener versus the Eagles at Warren

McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

Leading the way for the Gorillas was

senior AU-American attackman Tom Car

mean, who registered three goals.

Freshman attackmen Scott Hiller and Tim
Soudan and junior attackman Kelley Carr

each added a pair of goals in the thrashing.

Senior midfielder Neal Cunningham add-

ed a goal, as did Brett Jenks and David

Avidon.

"I think UMass is an excellent lacrosse

team. The rain obviously didn't allow

UMass to play better than it did," BC head

coach Ed Moy said after the rout. "I also

think UMass will beat Brown on Wednes-

day. Weather conditions not withstanding,

UMass is better than Brown. They just

need a chance to play. They did that to-

day."
Leave no doubt this game never should

have been played. Despite the horrid

weather conditions, the Eagles, coming off

a 21-11 loss to Yale on Thursday, never had

a chance. From the first face-off, the

Gorillas had control of the entire game and

were never, ever, threatened. The Gorillas

jumped out to a 1-0 lead just 45 seconds in-

to the game when Cunningham asserted

himself and rifled a shot past the BC goalie.

Just moments later, Carr took a feed in

front of the net and bounced it in for

another score. BC had its only bright mo-

ment of the cloudy day one minute later at

the 12:24 mark when Colin O'Neal broke

loose down the left sideline and, uncovered

broke in alone on sophomore All-American

goalie Sal LoCasio. The attackman fired

low between the legs of the netminder and

for the only time in the game, the Eagles

looked gocKi on the scoreboard.

But as far as the Gorillas were concern

ed, it was time for the fooling around to

stop. Soudan broke in from 25 yards out,

beating his man with a shoulder to make
it 3-1 and the floodgates were open.

Doing nothing on offense, the Eagles

simply watched as the Gorillas did what

they wanted and picks and double teams

were useless against UMass.

Soudan let loose a rocket from the left

side to make it 4-1 before Carmean strip-

ped the goalie and fed to Hiller in front for

an easy score to make it 5-1.

At the 3:55 mark, Soudan capped his hat

trick with an uncontested rocket from 20

yards out. A breakaway feed from Hiller

to Carmean then closed out the first-

quarter scoring at 7-1.

continued on page 15
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Minutemen gymnasts third at Easterns
Team wraps up season on successful note
By JIM HICKEY
Collegian Correspondent

The University uf Massachusetts men's

gymnastics team ended its 1987 season on

a positive note as it finished third in the

team competition and placed several gym-

nasts in the Individual Event Finals in

competition in the Eastern Collegiate Gym-
nastics Championships this weekend in the

Curry Hicks Cage.

The third place showing was the second

best for a Massachusetts team and a strong

improvement from last year's seventh-

place showing at the EIGL's.

Coach Roy Johnson said he was extreme-

ly pleased with the results of his team as

well as the individual performances of his

players.

"The guys picked the right time to peak,"

said Johnson. "It says a lot for this team
because all sea,«on long we had been get-

ting higher and higher scores and we end-

ed up at 267, so to hit that while under the

intense competition of the meet is a real

plus."

Navy captured the team crown and the

league title on Saturday night with a com-

bined score of 270.75, followed by Temple
University, which scored 268.65. Temple
had entered the meet in first place, but

with the EIGL win by Navy to go along

with
seven championship points, the Owls fell

into a first-place tie for the final league

standings. The Minutemen, with their

third-place showing at the championships

and their third-place finish during the

regular season, wound up in (surprise)

third place.

Rounding out the team results and final

league position are Springfield College {4th

in EIGL, 4th in league). Army (5th and tied

for 5th). East Stroudsburg State Universi-

ty (6th and tied for 5th), Southern Connec-

ticut State University (7th and tied for 5th)

and Syracuse University (8th and last

place).

Individually, the meet showcased some
of the finest gymnastics talent in the

Eastern League and the Minutemen
displayed the talent that led them from a

seventh-place finish in 1986 to a third-place

finish in 1987 as seven Minutemen
qualified for the Individual Competition on

Sunday.
Qualifying for the Individual Competi-

tion were seniors Steve Baia and Phil

Gorgone, juniors Roberto Weil, Jay Ro-

nayne and Tim Myers, sophomore John Eg-

gars and freshman Mike Keidan. Earning

medals for their performances were Keidan

with a second place in the parallel bars,

Phil Gorgone second on the floor exercise,

Baia third on the pommel horse, Ronayne
third in the vault, Weil third on the floor

exercise and Eggars sixth on the high bar.

Johnson said he was pleasantly surpris-

ed by the performances of a few of his

gymnasts.
"It was nice to see Phil Gorgone and

Roberto take second and third in the floor

exercise," said Johnson. "And Steve Baia

had his best ever personal performance on

the pommel horse with a 9.45 which is a

nice way to end your career."

Johnson can take his third-place showing

and know that he'll have a solid nucleus

to work with next year. Although the

Minutemen will be without the services of

Baia, Gorgone and co-captains Joe DeMar-
co and Eric Ciccone, who all performed well

during their careers, Johnson will welcome

back a number of talented performers, led

by Weil, Keidan. Ronayne and Eggars.

"We'll have a lot ofmomentum going and

Collt^gian photu by David ShimkuB

Senior Steve Baia took third on the pommel horse to help the UMass
gymnastics team to a third place finish in the Easterns this weekend.

we'll have the depth and even though we're

losing some valuable seniors, the four or

six that'll be back will fill out those slots

nicely," explained Johnson.

Overall, Johnson felt the Minutemen
achieved all the goals they set out to

achieve at the beginning of the season.

"We had set goals all year before several

meets, and expected to win several meets

and we hit them," he said. "This was just

a great season — the best in my nine years

that I've been here and a lot of it had to

do with the cooperation of the administra-

tion and the support of the guys' parents,"

UNC shuts out UMass, 2-0

Softball another victim ofinclement weather

CollrKian photo by David Shimkuii

Freshman sensation Mike Keidan finished second on the parallel bars

in the Easterns at the Curry Hicks Cage this weekend.

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

Unless somebody with

amazing intuition comes
up with a way to play soft-

ball in canoes, the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts soft-

ball team may not have to

worry about a 1987 season.

The Minutewomen, who
have practically been sit-

ting on their hands since

returning from Florida,

last week, had another
slew of games over the

weekend cancelled by bad
weather. A potential of six

games were scrapped, in-

cluding yesterday's
already postponed home
opener against the Univer-

sity of Maine.
UMass did squeeze in

one game on Friday, but

another cancellation may
have turned out to be a bet-

ter deal. The
Minutewomen were hand-

ed their second consecutive
loss by gift wrapping a 2-0

setback to the University

of North Carolina in the

first round of what was
supposed to be the Univer-

sity of Connecticut Huskie

Invitational. The loss drop-

ped the UMass season

record to 10-4. Two other

games were played on Fri-

day, but the rest of the

tourney was cancelled,

with the weather getting

real nasty on Saturday.

A decision has not yet

been made about a possible

makeup date for the Maine
doubleheader. The
Minutewomen's scheduled

home opener, a twinbill

against the University of

Vermont last Tuesday, has

been rescheduled for April

24 at Totman Field (or

reservoir if the rain keeps

up).

Out of an 11 possible

games in the span of a

week, the Minutewomen
have played only one. That
could have been a problem

for UMass in terms of

maintaining their number
one ranking in both the

Northeast region and New
England. But the

Minutewomen can rest

es«y for now, because the

other teams ranked
regionally (Adelphi

University, UConn, and
Maine) have had to put up
with the same lousy

weather and haven't

played too many games
themselves. Any more
significant amounts of

precipitation (how much
more can we get, right?)

could make things real in

teresting come postseason

time.

With a little luck, UMass
will open its home
schedule against Adelphi,

tomorrow at Totman. Keep
your fingers crossed.

Sugar Ray astounds Hagler to win crown. Photo page 14.
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Northamptonbomb scare

delays CIA jury choice

The team of defense attorneys are |ioin(:{

to use a necessities defense to "put the CIA

on trial." Leonard Weinglas. the New York

attorney who defended the Chicago 7 and

the Pentagon Papers cases, said the

necessities defense "allows someone to take

action to abate a larger crime by causing

a minor infraction."

By DON UPPER
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - A 20-minute bomb

scare briefly delayed jury selection on the

first day of the trial of Amy Carter, Abbie

Hoffman and 13 other protesters against

CIA recruitment on the University of

Massachusetts campus.

Just as potential jurors were ushered in-

to Northampton Superior Court to begin

jury selection, they were quickly ushered

back out when officials got word of the

bomb threat. After the building was

evacuated, city firefighters searched

through the building and found no evidence

of a bomb.
In the afternoon, attorneys for both the

prosecution and the defense rejected 60

potential jurors before the court was recess-

ed for the day. Hoffman said the team of

defending lawyers found three different

sets of jurors acceptable, but in each case

the prosecution rejected the prospective

jury. Assistant District Attorney Diane

Fernald would not comment on Hoffman's

charges.

The 15 defendants are charged with

trespassing and disorderly conduct as a

result of the Nov. 24 occupation of Munson
Hall in a protest against CIA recruitment

on the UMass campus. The protesters took

over the building that houses the Office of

Public Information after they were locked

out of the adjacent Whitmore Administra-

tion Building

Collegian photo by Byrne Guarnotta

Amy Carter and Abbie Hoffman prepare Monday for beginning of

CIA protest trial along with 13 others at Northampton District Court.

Lisa Sheehy. on of the defendants, said

the purpose of the trial is to show "the

crimes of the CIA to the jury and the peo-

ple of the United States of America. I know

this is an historic event. . . this trial will

have the most informed, prominent group

of witnesses ever assembled."

Some of the well-known witnesses

scheduled to appear include Ralph

McGehee, a 25-year CIA employee and

Daniel Ellsberg, the Defense Department

consultant who released the Pentagon

Papers, both ofwhom spoke on campus last

night {related story below); Ramsey Clark,

former Attorney General of the United

States under Lyndon Johnson; John

Stockwell, the highest ranking CIA officer

to turn against the agency; Edgar

Chamorro, a former contra leader; Bill

Schaap, editor of the The Covert Action In-

formation Bulletin and Francis Boyle, an

expert on international law.

Hoffman believes the parade of expert

witnesses will bring about "the most

significant expose of the CIA in 10 years."

However many members of the national

press said they probably would not have

covered the trial ifAmy Carter hadn't been

involved. Carter disagrees with allegations

that she is misusing her status as a former

president's daughter: "I really don't think

of it as using my status. It's me doing what

I should do. . . It's probably one of the most

important things I've ever done."

A group of 15 selfproclaimed conser-

vatives, lead by student senator Greg

Rothman. hung a figure of Hoffman from

a tree in front of the courthouse. A judge

ordered the figiu-e removed and the group

then hung it from a nearby sign post. The

group carried signs proclaiming "I (heart)

the CIA."
One member of the group shouted "Amy

Carter is a criminal, she has no major!"

lion Duiiuing. ^

Ex-CIA member describes agency's power misuse
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By ROBERT MENZEL
Collegian Staff

The responsibility of the CIA is the "creation and sus-

taining of an illusion that has little to do with reality,"

an ex-CIA agent told an audience last night.

Ralph McGehee, a 25-year member of the CIA. spoke

Collegian pholo by Niki SokolofT

Ralph McGehee

SAO council keeps low profile

to 200 people at Bowker Auditorium about his experiences

in the CIA, and encouraged the audience to continually

question the CIA's actions.

He described his initial training as an indoctrination,

during which he learned the various skills of paramilitary

operations [demolition, breaking and entering,

surveillance and counter-surveillance, etc] as well as be-

ing trained in anti-communist ideology.

He then spent time in Japan, the Philippines, Taiwan

and Thailand, where he gained fame for his information-

gathering strategy against the communist guerrillas in

the country. He was subsequently transferred out of

Thailand, he said, because the information he was gather-

ing impinged upon the information that had been

gathered in Vietnam. If his information were made public,

he said, the agency would have had to reevaluate the in-

formation in Vietnam, jeopardizing our involvement

there.

"We [couldn't] win this war unless we recognized the

nature of the enemy," he said, and the CIA failed to do

so in Vietnam because American involvement depended

on the false precept that the South Vietnamese were be-

ing invaded from the north.

This contradiction led to McGehee's disillusionment

with the CIA, and although he remained in the organiza

tion he began to actively dissent with the decision-making

process, he said. He retired after 25 years with several

awards, he said, and testified before House and Senate

committees on intelligence activities.

He spent three years writing a book, which he submit-

ted to the CIA. They found "400 areas of classified infor-

mation," and refused to allow the printing of the book.

McGehee then discovered all the information in sources

including The Pentagon Papers, released by Daniel

Ellsberg, Senate and House committee reports, and other

books published by former agents. McGehee returned

to the CIA with the book, but the CIA still refused to

publish the book. McGehee went to the Washington Post,

and an expose on the agency's supression of criticism forc-

ed the CIA to allow the publishing of the book. McGehee
said suppression of information is standard practice in the

CIA, and is one of many illegal tactics employed to disin-

form the public and policymakers of the country.

Daniel Ellsberg spoke after McGehee, and used his ex-

periences in Vietnam to explain why he supports civil

disobedience actions such as the ones on this campus.

Ellsberg became a national figure when he leaked the

Pentagon papers to the press.

"It is a tribute to us that [the CL\] has to lie," he said.

When the real information gets out, the people resist, he

said, and it is our duty to learn "how to disobey when the

ruling order is immoral."

By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

For the moment, members of the Student

Activities Office Council have adopted a

"no comment" policy concerning its posi-

tion on the battle between the SAO and the

Student Government Association Budgets

Committee because they say the matter

has earned far more publicity than it

deserves.

The council, which consists of five stu-

dent leaders and some SAO staff members,

met Friday to discuss the controversy sui

rounding
" SAO's attempt to place its

business manager, Judith Lovitz, on the

Budgets Committee.

Most council members have refused to

elaborate on the meeting's discussion,

which was closed to the public. They simp

ly said the council members reached no

conclusion regarding the controversy.

"The Collegian front page is the wrong

place for it at this time," said Catherine

Turner, a student member of the council.

SAO Director Randy Donant said the

council just wants to have some time before

disclosing information until it reaches a

solution.

Budgets Committee Chairman Nate

Moore, who brought the issue to the

public's eye, said, although no one has told

him to discontinue informing the public,

"some individuals have shown concern for

my releasin^^ information."

The battle began when SAO Director

Randy Donart announced he wanted to

place Lovitz on the Budgets Committee last

month, and worsened when she prepared

a different version of the Student Activities

Trust Fund packet. The committee had

already made a packet, which requests in

formation from student organizations en

continii I ,• •

Ex-president Bill Bennett

reflects on hispast and future
* RpnnPtf said the best Dart of being presi

By JENNIFER DEMPSEY
Collegian Staff

March 31. 1987: Bill Bennett becomes

just another student.

"I'm an average student and I love it,"

said the former Student Government
Association President. From April 1, 1986

until last Tuesday. Bill Bennett held the

responsibility of representing the entire

UMass student body to the

administration.

"It was difficult to be president and

know that you had to represent all the

students, and know there are people who
want to hurt others and be able to step out

and represent all people," Bennett said.

Bennett said the best part of being presi-

dent was,'*the whole thing. And I don't

mean that to be funny; to be able to deal

with students all over. It was great to be

able to get things done: being abl^ to look

back at things that are still in the student

government that you worked on."

Bennett said he most enjoyed talking

with new students. He said one favorite

activity was the orientation workshop for

incoming freshmen. He said most

students come to school not caring about

student government but, "you get talking

to them and get them to care."

Working with the other SGA officers

made the tough times of being president

worth it, Bennett said.

"Being able to work with Dani
continued "W page 4
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Heiress accuses fundamentalist of deceit

Wants money returned
WORCESTER (AP) - An heiress who claims she was

hoodwinked by a fundamentalist church into donating a

third of her fortune testified yesterday that the pastor

IM^icted God would kill her husband in an airplane crash.

The pastor. Rev. Carl H. Stevens of The Bible Speaks

church, was scheduled to respond to the charges yester-

day in the US Bankruptcy Court trial.

Elizabeth Dovydenas. 34, of Lenox has accused Stevens

of dominating her mind and will for the three years she

was a parishioner until early 1986. She is seeking the

return of the $6.6 million in gifts she made.

The church maintains she changed her mind about the

gifts under pressure from her father, Wallace Dayton, and

her husband Jonas Dovydenas. Dayton is a founder of

Dayton-Hudson Corp., a chain store empire valued by

Wall Street at $4.4 billion.

Judge James F. Queenan Jr. has granted the church

temporary protection from creditors, saying Bible Speaks

is threatened with insolvency if Dovydenas wins the suit.

Her husband, a free-lance photographer, was in

Afghanistan in late 1985 while Mrs. Dovydenas was
changing her will to leave most of her fortune to The Bi-

ble Speaks, she testified.

She said Stevens predicted her husband would die while

on assignment. "He thought that God was going to kill

Jonas soon," she testified.

She also said Stevens and other church members dic-

tated the terms of her will and a marriage agreement that

would give her husband $70,000 yearly and a lump sum
of $1.6 million in exchange for a separation.

She insisted Stevens lied when he wrote her husband
saying he never gave her financial advice and he had ad-

vised her against making any gifts without Dovydenas'

consent.

AH photo

Pope John Paul II presses his hasnds to his

face as he reacts to a visit to a Chilean jail dur-

ing his South American tour.
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Governor declares

state of emergency
oPRINGFIELD (AP) - Grov. Michael S. Dukakis

declared a state of emergency yesterday afler heavy rains

continued to flood rivers and threaten dams across the

state.

All mauor rivers in Massachusetts were at the overflow

point, at least 600 people had been evacuated, and another

150 residents of one western Massachusetts town remain-

ed stranded as of yesterday, state officials said.

One man was feared drowned in Concord and police clos-

ed seven main highways and hundreds of secondary roads

following the storm that dumped more than seven inches

of rain on some portions of Massachusetts since Friday.

A dam in Great Harrington has already given out and

others are full and spilling, with the potential of

"liberating millions of gallons of water," said Civil

Defense Director Roubert Boulet.

Public Safety Secretary Charles V. Barry said dam pro-

blems, including the possibility of overflow and breakage,

existed in Brockton, Abington, Amesbury, Methuen,

Tewksbury, Tyngsboro, Acton, Winchendon, Huntington

and Great Barrington.

Rain was expected tht-ough Tuesday.

Dukakis, speaking to reporters in Boston, said the for-

mal state of emergency declaration allows him to use all

the state's resources to battle the flooding, including the

use of additional Department of Public Works pumps and

other equipment.

The governor also said the declaration begins the pro-

cess of asking the federal government for emergency

funds. Both Dukakis and Barry said it was too early to

give a rough damage estimate.

Barry said 800 to 1,000 National Guardsmen were on

alert and could be mobilized within 15 minutes.

The game down under
FRAMINGHAM <AP) - The houses on Park Place

Boardwalk and Marvin Gardens were under nine feet of

water and players told to go directly to jail had to take

their own air.

This Monopoly game took place at the bottom ot the

Regional Family YMCA's pool, and it took the 124 players

in diving gear 33 hours to finish.

The event raised more than $15,000 toward the cost of

an elevator and ramps that will make the two-story

building better equipped for people in wheelchairs. Par-

ticipants had to be able to bring in at least $100 in

donations.

Divers in groups of four went down in one-hour relays

that started at 6 a.m. Saturday and ended at 4 p.m. Sun-

day, said Kathy Spencer, the YMCA's aquatic director.

They used a real Monopoly board game that had been

laminated to withstand submersion in water.

State constitution change urged

8:00
PM

BOSTON (AP) — Massachusetts should

set a model for the nation and amend its

state constitution to guarantee every

citizen the right to housing, advocates told

a legislative hearing on yesterday.

"It creates a milestone," Michael Stone,

a professor of community planning and

social policy at the University of

Massachusetts' Boston campus told the

Housing and Urban Development commit-

tee. "It's one very, very important step."

Stone, one of the proposed amendment
supporters wearing a green paper-shaped

house on his jacket reading "Housing is a

Right," said figures provided by the Gover-

nor's Task Force on the Homeless put the

state's homeless residents at about 10,000,

80 percent ofwhom are single women with

children.

When a person loses his home, "he loses

a piece of his identity," Stone told the

committee.

If the amendment were enacted, the state

would be required to help assure that more
housing could be built and help preserve

existing housing stock instead ot Duilding

more housing itself.

Former Celtics basketball star Dave
Cowens also testified in favor of the

proposal.

Cowens said the committee "must send

a loud message to every city in the com-

monwealth" that every elected state of-

ficial will work to ensure affirmative hous-

ing action.

David Johnson, the Episcopal bishop of

Massachusetts, said the state has achiev-

ed "new highs" in housing costs and "new
lows" in housing supply. He recalled the

shock he felt when he moved to

Massachusetts in 1984 from an affluent

Florida suburb and could not afford the

house he and his wife wanted to buy.

Rep. Marjorie Clapprood, D-Sharon, a co-

sponsor of the bill, recalled a night last

mon,h when the Statehouse doors were

opened to the homeless.

"Let's give them more than one lousy

night at the Statehouse and one lousy

doughnut," she stated.
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WHO'LL STOP THE RAIN — Student and her reflection stroll through the rain Monday

afternoon.

Student leaders: SAO wants to seize their power

SAO battle with students continues
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Recent attempts by the Student Activities Office direc-

tor and business manager to play a larger role in the stu-

dent budget process have caused friction with student

leaders, which will likely increase unless the SAO staff

desists.

Student leaders have called SAO Director Randy Do-

nant's attempt to make Business Manager Judith Lovitz

a non-voting member of the Student Government Associa-

tion Budgets Committee an intrusive move that will, if

it succeeds, bite into student empowerment. The Budgets

Committee distributes $2 million of the $3.5 million Stu-

dent Activities Trust Fund among various student

organizations for educational events and entertainment.

In addition, Lovitz has prepared a different version of

the Fiscal Year 1988 budget packet, which dismayed stu-

dent leaders.

Budgets Committee Chairman Nate Moore had sent the

committee's budget packet to staff professionals and re-

quested their advice. Instead, most staff professionals met

with Lovitz and Donant to discuss the conunittee's packet.

The professionals, who are paid with trust fund money,

work for organizations such as the Legal Services Office,

OfT-Campus Housing Office and Office of Third World

Affairs.

Moore has strongly criticized Lovitz for preparing the

new packet, because her job description does not entail

making her own version of the packet. The Budgets Com-

mittee, which has eliminated a 10-year-old. $69,000

deficit, is charged with that task,

Moore and other student leaders accuse Donant of hav-

ing instructed Lovitz to prepare the new packet and say

he wants to infiltrate the committee so he can seize the

SGA's power. Donant, they say, is overstepping his

authority.

Donant says, unlike the students, he is not playing a

political game. Placing Lovitz on the Budgets Commit

tee and having her prepare a different version of the

packet is not an issue of control, but one of providing pro-

fessional expertise to the students.

Staff professionals in the past have offered advice direct-

ly to the Budgets Committee. Students fear that by go-

ing through Lovitz instead, such input might become

distorted. However. Lovitz and Donant say the staff should

News Analysis
have a chance to discuss among themselves first.

Lovitz claims she prepared her packet with advice from

the professionals, although LSO Director Charles DiMare
said he was never consulted.

Some staff professionals have expressed reluctance to

affiliate themselves with either side, saying they fear that

siding with the students could alienate the people they

have to work with, and siding with SAO could earn them
much criticism from the students they supposedly serve.

Others, so far, have avoided speaking publicly on the

matter.

Whether students will win this battle still remains to

be seen. SGA Piesident Joe Demeo said, "Students will

win because it's not within SAO's power to appoint

somebody to the Budgets Committee."

Donant and Lovitz have tried to discredit the SGA in

recent years, he said. "That attitude will change this com-

ing year," Demeo said, who has a reputation of confron-

ting administrators and rejecting compromise.

The current battle with SAO is the latest of an ongoing

war. In November of 1985, the administration attempted

to transfer control of the trust fund to the SAO. Students

came out in force to protest and won.

More recently, reports ofmoney waste in SAO prompted

student leaders to investigate hiring a professional auditor

to review the office's books. Because the SGA cannot af-

ford hiring an auditor, SGA ^Treasurer Katherine

Strickland offered to conduct the audit, which, she said,

will soon be underway.
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Homosexual awareness workshop stresses

the beauty of individual differences
•r\ -wr-w^y^ Tr T-* i'-vr'*r-»f TXT
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By MEG KROEPLIN
Collegian Staff

Editor's note: Names have been withheld to protect the

participants.

How differences in the gay, lesbian, bisexual and

heterosexual communities divide rather than unite a

struggle against homophobia and heterosexism was the

topic yesterday at an Awareness Week workshop.

"We are often divided up by our differences instead of

allowing them to unite us," said the facilitator of the

workshop. Each of us has something to offer the world.

We are all unique, she said.

One panelist said, in answer a question about coming

out. "my best friend of 10 years will not talk to me to this

day," Another panelist said "I think I'm always coming

out."

"I get a lot of strength from being a lesbian," one woman

said. Coming out is a struggle to become comfortable

enough with yourself to allow others to criticize a vital

part of yourself, she said.

About hiding one's sexual identity, or "being in the

closet," one man said, "the door's more open on some days

than on other days." Most people are out only in some

situations, and with different degiees of openness, he said.

When the topic of labels was brought up, one man said

the need to label people according to their color or sexual

orientation "is about people not being able to deal" with

their own insecurities. It is not the labeled person's respon-

sibility to make it easy for someone who is not of the same

label as themselves to deal with that label, he said

One woman said it was necessary to "hop labels" to

define herself in all the ways she was a person. "Maybe

it shouldn't matter if I'm with a man or a woman," one

person said.

"I want to be treated like I am,' another man said. I

am a whole person, not just someone who loves men, he

said. If someone can come out to an "unsafe group", that

is a group where a person does not know how members
will react, it is a frightening and liberating experience,

one woman said, "Ifyou can do that, you can do anything,"

another woman said.

Police finish

SW footrace
with an arrest
By ELLEN M. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Police arrested an 18-yearold Walpole man at 12:20 am.
.Saturday after a foot race in the Southwist Ri"^i(irtitial

Area. Unive?"sity of Massachusetts police said.

The man was asked by security officers to identify

himself, he refu-sed and fled the urea, police said.

The man was stopped and arre.sted al^ter being chased

by several police officers for being a minor in posjes.sion

of alcohol, police said.

In other police reports:

• A man was put into protective custody at 3:25 a.m.

Saturday after he was found .staggering outside the

Graduate Research Center carrying a toaster oven, police

said.

• Two reportedly intoxicated male students were taken

to University Health Services at 2 a.m. Saturday after

fighting in John Adams Tower, police said.

• Police confiscated "illegal material" at 2:30 a.m.

Saturday after bottles were reportedly thrown from John

Adams Tower, police said.

Three non-students and one student face court and

University action from the materials confiscated by a

plain view and warranted search of the room, police said.

• Two males were arrested at 4:15 a.m. Saturday in P-

lot and later charged with breaking and entering into a

car and possession of burglar tools, police said.

• A 1978 Saab received an unknown amount ofdamage

at 4:50 p.m. Saturday afler a tree fell on it while it was

parked near McNamara House, police said.

• A microwave oven and $25 were reported stolen at

11:50 p.m. Saturday from an North Village apartment,

police said.

• A 24-year-old Amherst man was arrested at 1 a.m.

Sunday on charges of driving while intoxicated, police

said.

• A male student was arrested at 4:15 a.m. Sunday afler

being observed leaving the scene of a hit and run acci-

dent in lot 49 near Fisher Laboratory, police said.

• A 1983 Toyota recived $500 worth of damages at 3:40

p.m. Friday after it was struck by car in lot 50, police said.

• The Curry Hicks Cage will be re-keyed after a male

staff member reported his key chain, with 30 to 40 keys

on it, missing at 6:05 p.m. Friday, police said.

Professor's plan
is bags to riches
By PAUL LOUIS
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts professor thinks he has

the solution to what is fast becoming a big problem in

Massachusetts - what to do with garbage.

At a recent South Hadley Town Meeting', environmen-

tal science professor Gary MtKJie made a pitch for his plan,

after the town had listened to proposals from spokesmen

for the Holyoke and Energj- Recovery Company in-

cineiator project. Afterward "there was a unanimous feel

ing that the concept was great," said Ron Mikulski, a town

resident and member of its solid waste disposal study

committee.

Moore's plan, which he called "perfect" for small towns,

would contract solid waste haulers to bring trash from

area supermarkets, bringing large amounts of reusable

cardboard and paperboard to the town's recycling center.

The cardboard would be separated and packaged for .sale

to paper companies.

The plan also includes recycling of household waste.

Town residents would separate their waste, 35 to 40 per-

cent of which could be recycled, the professor said. Up to

80 percent of commercial waste could be recycled, he said.

Mikulski said that the plan "has too many loopholes and

unanswered questions to be that concrete."

He said that a major question of many town members
was "if this plan is so great then why aren't more com-

munities and towns doing this now?"

He also said that the financial figures that Moore quoted

were "less than half the reality" and that there were wor-

ries over filling up the town landfill with the remaining

20 percent of the commercial trash.

Moore said that the figures were outdated but could be

scaled up. He said he invited skepticism and questions

but "these committees have to pull their feet out of the

mud and do something."

South Hadley is typical of thousands ofother towns that

are facing a problem when their town landfills run out

of space. South Hadley's landfill has an estimated 13 to

15 years of li^'e.

Potentially, in three years 75 percent ofthe state's land-

fills will have run out of room.

HERCO was a large, trash-to-energy incinerator to be

built in Holyoke. The plan was killed when state officials

refused to grant permits because of health risks associated

with the incinerator. It would have burned 385 tons of

trash H day.

Incinerators have been criticized by environmental

groups becau.se they believe incinerators release

continued on page 6
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Juggling convention held
at Hampshire College
Jugglers dazzle crowd over weekend

By ADAM LAVINE
Collegian Staff

More than 250 jugglers, mimes, acrobats

and other artists converged on Hampshire
College last weekend for the International

Jugglers Association annual Amherst
mini-convention.

The convention offered several unique

workshops such as a "Workshop for the

Frustrated 5 Ball Juggler" as well as other

help sessions in baton twirling, plate spin-

ning, devil sticks, unicycling, hat

manipulation, and club swinging and

passing.

The convention boasted several interna-

tional juggling stars such as the World

Unicycling champion, as well as several

other well known performers. The profes-

sional performers who appeared at Hamp-
shire were pleased with the success of the

convention and juggling in general. "Jug-

gling is a woman who has never done me
wrong, and never will," said William Lee,

a New York based juggler.

"We've had a big turnout, a lot of new
faces," said Holly Greeley, vice-president

of the IJA. "This is the first year I've come
and not known 90 percent of the people."

One of the objectives ofjuggling conven

tions is to provide a medium through which

jugglers can share new ideas and tricks.

"It's a chance for people to meet other peo-

ple who have the same amount of en-

thusiasm, and to have people who care

about the art give you feedback on your

work," said Paul Richmond, one of the con-

vention's organizers.

One popular convention activity is a jug-

gling game called "Combat." Fifty jugglers

or so will gather in a large circle and. jug-

gling, work their way toward the center.

The object of the game is to make everyone

else drop while continuing to juggle

yourself. Eventually, the game will come
down to two or three jugglers in the center

of the circle, trying to make each other

drop, while the other jugglers sit around

the perimeter, banging their clubs on the

ground until one of the people drop and the

game is over.

The convention held a public show Satur-

day night featuring club-passing, a mime,
ring, ball and club routines as well as a per-

former who used a stringless tennis racquet

to create huge bubble sculptures, much to

the delight of the crowd who filled the

Hampshire College gymnasium to watch
the show.

The IJA will sponsor a week-long conven-

tion in Ohio this summer. Anyone in-

terested in learning more about juggling

can come to the UMass Juggling Club
meeting, every Friday afternoon by the

Campus Center pond, or in the Campus
Center during bad weather.

• Bennett
continued from page 1

[Burgess], Paul fWingle] and Katherine

(Strickland) and I'd even venture to say

some administrators, I've learned how to

handle myself.

Bennett said his future career plans will

most likely take pjace out of

Massachusetts.

"Right now I want to stay in

Massachusetts. I want to graduate in

May, get a job while she's [Katherine]

here. And then from there we want to

plan together. I just told her today

Maryland isn't too bad."

He said he plans to continue "something

in public relations . I think I have what
it takes to be a senator—except finances."

To Bill Bennett, the most missed about

UMass will be "not the presidency, but

the student government. I'm not going to

m mmm

AS PART OF CIA EDUCATION WEEK,
THE STOP CIA RECRUITMENT

ORGANIZING COMMITTEE AND
THE CIA ON TRIAL PROJECT PRESENT:

REED BR • !• Y
Former Assistant Attorney General of N.Y. State

and author of an extensive documentation of

CIA/Contra Atrocities in Nicaragua

Tuesday, April 7th

7:30 PM
Memorial Hall

Univ of Massachusetts

sponsored by

Radical Student Union, Special Activities Support Fund,

Graduate Student Senate, the Studnt Gov't Associa-

tion, the Faculty and State of Peace in Central

America, and the Faculty and Staff Committe for

Human Rights and a Responsible University,
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ROUND AND ROUND - Juggler plays lord of the rings at Hamp-
shire College festival over the weekend.

miss UMass, four years is enough. But I

would and have highly recommended it

to others. You can't get diversity better

than at UMass."

Bill, if you could, would you do it all

over again?
"F it was this time last year. I would

do it," but he said that a year of Student

Government President was enough for

one lifetime.

• SAO
continued from page 1

their expenses.

Lovitz yesterday refused to provide an
update on the matter, saying the adequate

person to contact is Speaker Bob Griffin,

who was unavailable for comment.
SAO staff assistant Mike Jones said, "It's

gotten way out of proportion."

THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS HONORS THE

30th ANNIVERSARY OF THE STUDENT UNION
1957-1987

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 8
SOMEWHERE BETWEEN
DOO-WOP AND DISCO

A musical review of the 1960's presented by

The Umass Music Theatre Guild

8pm In the Ballroom

FRIDAY, APRIL 10 OPEN HOUSE
10-4 RSO SHOWCASE in Ballroom

11-1 X-PLAIN IN HATCH (2 rock-n-roll lunch)

3-6 RECEPTION IN CAPE COD LOUNGE
with ceremonial cake cutting and refreshments

6-12:30 50's DANCE IN BALLROOM
featuring "Jabberwocks"

A 50's style a capella group

Shows at 8:00 and 10:00

with additional music provided by rack-a-disk

with cash bar

presented by the Governors Program Council
* Balloons and buttons will be given out during the day

SATURDAY, APRIL 11

A Concert with the Feelies

and special guest at 8pm
in the Bluewall presented by

the Union Program Council

Tickets $2 Umass • $3 Public

LOOK FOR SPECIAL PRICES IN THE HATCH ALL WEEK! [MON • FRI]
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UHS offers help
This is the first oftwo articles on eatiuM disorders^ It was

prepared by health educators at UnwersUy Health Services.

By ARLENE THOMPSON
Special to the Collegian

Health professionals at the University of Massachusetts

are seeking to identify and counsel individuals with eatmg

disorders such as bulimia, anorexia nervosa and com-

^
u'iJestfmated that nationwide 20 percent of college-age

people [90-95 percent women and 5-10 percent rnenl sut

fer from eating disorders. The health risks are great and

although the majority will recover, some will not. Early

detection and professional treatment significantly in-

crease one's chances of recovery.

Medical psychological and nutritional counseling at the

Universlty^Health Services is covered by the mandatory

student health fee.
• j »„ „„ nvar

Anorexia nervosa is self starvation due to an over-

whelming fear of obesity, individuals with this disoder

have a distorted body image and refuse to maintain a

Sthy body weight. Very little. >f-/
f-d;^Xalor"es

and strenuous exercise is performed to burn »» caj°"^«.

Women's menstrual periods may cease due to body and

'
Bulimtils aXorder in which self-induced vomiting,

diuretk or laxative abuse, or excessive exercise follows

eatine Secretive binges may occur. .,..,,
Compufsive eating or hinging is when individuals eat

excessive amounts of food without the experience of be-

inrhungi-v This can vary between eating shghtly more

thL yofnormally would eat to eatmg large amounts of

food then starving to compensate for the binge

a ronic dietr.g and trying quick weight ^^ P'"^^
^^^

ai-e often the fu'st introduction to eating disordei s. Dieting

rndt'easing bmging may make you heavier ui the oi^

by lowering body metabolism. Individual.-. m.i> btc.Hiu

is food weighing you down?

ASSESS YOUR OWN EATING BEHAVIOR

Circle Points

Please total the number of points for the questions

you've answered yes.

No
be

1

thin?

2

No
No

more drastic in weight loss strategies.

1 Do you feel a desire to be thin? Yes

2. Do you feel societal pressures to

Yes No 1 .„ ,, u., ,

3 Are you preoccupied with food? Yes No 1

4 Do you feel uncomfortable in an environment where

there is no food? Yes No 1

5 Do you feel uncomfortable in an environment where

there is too much food? Yes No 2

6. Do you weigh yourself daily? Yes No 2

7 Are you always trying to lose weight.' Yes INo z

8. Do you hide your food? Yes No 3

9 Do you estimate or count calories? Yes No

10 Do you take laxatives for weight loss? Yes

11 Do you take diuretics for weight loss.' Yes

12. Do you take diet pills? Yes No 3

13 Do you fast one or more days/weeks? Yes No J

14'. Do you deprive yourself of food, then eat large

amounts? Yes No 3

15. Do you try to "exercise off" all that you've eaten?

Yes No 3 • o V M '»

16 Do you induce vomiting after eating.' Yes Mo J

17. Do you feel fat despite the fact that others say you

are thin? Yes No 2 , • j

18 Do you have difficulty concentrating or working due

to your concern with food? Yes No 2

19 Do >ou eat diflerently [more or less] in public than

vou do alone? Yes No 2

>0 If female, have menstrual period^ c.;.^< d .n I'^comt

"
irregular since you ve changed your eatmg behavior.

Yes No 3

21 Do you .eel isolated because of vour eating behavior?

Yes No 2

Score 1-5- Start to become aware of many messages we

receive daily from th« media which may encourage a

socially accepted form of obsession with weight and food.

Score 6-10: Continue to read this assessment and refer to

our "Recommended Readings." Perhaps you have fallen

into a "diet mentality" which may potentially lead to a I

distorted body image and/or an eating disorder.

Score 11-20 It is recommended that you make an appoint-

ment with the following health care providers.

- A physician or nurse practitioner at University

Health Services. 549-2671
... c

- A nutritionist at University Health Services,

549-'2671
*

- A mental health therapist:

Hills North. 545-2337

Everywoman's Center, 545-0883

Psychological Services, 545-0041 ^^_„„„„
Counseling & Academic Development, 545-0333

All calls are confidential.

The results of this questionnaire may significant-

ly aid individuals with eating disorders on our cam-

pus as weU as campuses nationwide.

Please drop off completed questionnaires at the

University Stor«, or mail to Health K^ucation Eatmg

Disorder Network, University Health Services,

Amherst. MA 01003.

fiiniiitt'il "II i»'K'

QITESTION :!

WHD« SHOUU)THE COUEGESmpC
CAUFAWIYAHDFWEHDS?

AI&T's weekday out-of-state rates.

b) The minute your bank statement reveals a negative

$60 balance.

c) Betv^een 5 pm and W pm, Sunday throughFH^. to

save 38% off AT&T's weekday out-of-state rate.

d) With AT&T, any time you want a clear long distance

connection.
"*

e) When you hear they've removed the mysterious

"Venetian Blind" ritual from your fraternity initiation.

You've just aced the calculus exam

that you'd been dreading Uke the plague.

Your date last night told you she had an "out-

of-body" experience. >our roommates .luined a

new cult that worshii.s lunche(»n meats.

When vou're awa> :il ^clio..!, there are a m.lluni rea-^

son. to Slav m touch with the i>eople y..u itus^. And there .•

n .a u.r ^•a^ tod. it than withAW LonR Distance Service

R ween our <liseo,mt calling periods and our ev(Tyday high

,ual^;:;v;:e.\hehest,imet<K-allwithAl^^^^^
Service is anv tune you want to sa\ I Icllo. oi

*
iUt hs

what'"' or "You won't believe this, but . .

.

Fbr im>re information, give \^ a call at

.<
*

I
:

Tribute toTribute to

I. MOVER HUNSBERGER
Professor and Head. Chemistry Department, i960- 1961

Dean. College ol Arts & Sciences, 1961 1969

Alumni Memorial Hall

University of Massachusetts, Amherst

Wednesday, April 8, 1987

12 Noon
IJJJJIIMffi 9

*^

AKT
The right choice

) 1987 AT&T

SOUTHWOOD APT
On bas roate

Quiet, convienent to campos

Waiting List Now Open At

Rental Office

107M Soathwood Apts - 256-0166

DID YOU MISS SPRING

BREAK SKIING?

UMASS SKI CLUB PRESENTS

KILLINGTON
Ski & Party

Weekend
$99

tax Incloded per person

April 10-12

Program Incladci

. 2 day lifts to ski six mountains 17 lifts and 100 trails.

. 2 nights condc lodging Edgemont or Whiffle Tree com-

plex (full unit occupancy)

• Free shuttle bus daily to lifts & night spots
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continued from page 3

dangerous chemicals such

as dioxins and lead, and the

ash that they create may be

toxic, said Lynn Bowmaster

of Massachusetts Fair

Share, a leader in opposing

the HERCO project.

A new state law is ex-

pected to be enacted soon

that provides millions for a

statewide incinerator

system, but also gives towns

two years to come up with

alternative solutions to the

trash problem, and gives

them the opportunity to get

state money for projects,

Moore said.

Under the law, towns

would have to recycle 25

percent of the waste stream

beginning in October.

Residents who don't comply

will be faced with a $50 fine.

The program will use a $2

million dollar state funded

municipal recycling facility.

Lynn Bowmaster said peo-

ple have a hard time accep-

ting recycling as a

reasonable alternative to

landfilling and incineration

because "they think it's

some kind of hippie thing."

"The concepts that VRA
[Volume Reduction

Associates] and Dr. Moore

present are exciting."

Bowmaster said.

She said Fair Share ap-

proves of the plan because it

is safe for the environment

and allows for the town to

have control of its waste

disposal rather than outside

agencies,

"Their plan is a far better

choice than polluting with

an incinerator or con-

taminating the water supp

ly with an unmanaged land-

fill," Bowmaster said.

"It gives towns the choice

to say 'let's talk' rather

than 'here's a 20-year con-

tract.'

Moore's plan will contract

a private company. VRA, to

implement and run the pro-

ject. The town will appoint

an environmental manager

to monitor the project and to

allow the town input into

the program.

The town would make a

profit from the "tipping

fees" the trash haulers and

the recyclable material that

it would sell.

The town then "basically

gets a landfill for free" said

Moore.
Tipping fees are the

charges that a hauler must

pay to dump at a commer-

cial landfill. The current

rate to dump at the area's

onlv commercial landfill in

Granby is $60 a ton but was

only $12-15 a ton a few

years ago and three dollars

a few years before that,

Mooee said.

Tippings are expected to

go up to $120 a ton "in a

couple months," said Moore.

"They will have no choice

soon," he said.

SELF-SERVICE
COPIES

Try Kinko's. For great copies.

And great deals.

kinko'i
open eartyOpcn late.

Open weefceoot.

220 N. Pleasant St

RESEARCH
INTERVIEWERS
Interesting, part-time telephone assignments to collect

data on a variety of health issues research topics.

Absolutely no selling involved Hours are from 5-

lOpm Sunday through Friday and Saturday from

10am-3pm You may cnoose whichever shifts you

want 10 work as long as you work 4 shifts a week (20

hours) minimum Start at $4 25 per hour with paid^

training and move up to S4 50 an hour after you have

worked 100 riours We are located at Mountain Farms

f^aii which is a s»od on the free bus 'me.

Call 586-8635 or 586-8636

between 4 PM & IQ PK^

ABT ASSOCIATES
TELEPHONE RESEARCH CENTER

fyiountain Farms Mall. Rt 9, Hadley, MA 01035

t

<v

SWUS . The Office Superstore, is actively seeking outstanding

individuals who have already demonstrated significant leadership

ability, academic achievement, business management potential and

an affinity for retailing, to join us as

Management
Trainees

in order to provide the right mix of well-trained STARIS managers*

lor (»ur aggressive rolkiul, we are currentK seeking highly talented,

mobik'. professional manager candidates to work in our stores in

the Boston /Providence area (training in the Boston area) and our

soon to be opened New York and New Jersey stores (training in

Westchester County, NY).

STARIS offers vou opportunity for unlimited career growth and

advancement .At STAP.L.^ ,
promotion is based on merit: on your

perlorniaiK e. rather than seniority We offer an excellent compen-

sation and benefits package

STARIS will be conducting onompus interviews on Thursday,

Aoril 16 Sign up at your Career Planning Office. If you cannot

attend, please send your resume with cover '^";[;^«. Pfj;?«""5'

Manager. STARIS , P.O. Box 160, Newton, MA 02195. EOE

M/F.

V

Local residents oppose
campus trash plant idea
By PAUL LOUIS
Collegian Staff

Tentative plans for buildinp a trash-to-^

energy plant at the University of

Massachusetts have been opposed by a

group of Amherst town meeting members

for health reasons, however the Universi-

ty does not want to get into incineration

unless it has to, said a UMass official.

Roger Cherawatti, director of Physical

Plant, said that the University is looking

at incineration as a way to deal with a

possible garbage problem in the future.

Town meeting Member Fran Fortino op-

poses an incinerator on campus because of

the possible health risks of dioxins and

heavy metals such as lead. He also says

that recycling would be cheaper and that

there may be complications with dumping

incinerator ash on the landfill that is on top

of the town's aquifer.

The group plans to bring the petition to

the town meeting, which will ask the town

to support recycling rather than incinera-

tion. The town will be voting on a proposi-

tion to consider mandatory trash pickup

anfl rppvrling this spring.

C

Cherawatti said, "UMass does not want
to get into the incinerator business if it

doesn't have to."

The Amherst town landfill, where the

University dumps it trash, has an expected

life of 12 years, by optimistic estimates.

"We don't want to pollute the environ-

ment," Cherawatti said, "but we can't just

close our eyes and do nothing."

Cherawatti said the plant wants to build

a new heating and electric plant because

the present one is antiquated. The present

plant was built in the late '40s, he said.

The new plant is in a feasibility study

phase now. Cherawatti hopes that con-

struction would begin in three years and

the plant would go on line in seven years.

He said the plant would burn up to 100 tons

of trash a day and would reduce the

University's trash volume by 90 percent.

Fortino said that the plant is a "policy

issue. Even giving the slightest nod to go

ahead with the town's participation, even

in a study stage implies a bit of approval

of this technology."

The plant would burn neighboring towns'

trash as well as the University's.

EARN $200, $300, $400 A WEEK!

MAMA LEONE'S RESTAURANT
Hampton Beach, New Hampshire

• WAITRESS • WAITERS • BUS PEOPLE • BARTENDERS •

• KITCHEN HELP •

( Experienced and not-expenenced, Bonuses, some living quarters available)

OTHER POSITIONS AVAILABLE

APPLY SATURDAY AND SUNDAY APRIL 11 & 12, 18 & 17

Location: Hillcrest Hotel

Across from the Children's Playground

AND DEVELOPMENT ON THEIR CAREERS

' The Degree of responsibility I encountered on my co-op exceeded my

expectations. In short, the job was hard, but fun."

"Working for a time in a professional environment was terrific. Now I

can Interview with recruiters and feel comfortable."

"Cooperative Education can be Invaluable. I hope to land another job

in the Spring."

Company
Arthur Anderson

Appollo Computer

Towm of Wayland

Conservation Cmsn
Pratt & Whitney

Boston Globe

Fernald State Sch.

Nestle R&D

Time
Summer
Summer/6 mos
Summer

6 mos
6 mos.

6 mos
Summer/6 mos

Majors

Accounting

CSE. EE
NRS, Forestry.

WIdlf, Env. Sc,

CSE, EE

Deadline

4/17/87*

ASAP
ASAP*

Parl< Admin.

ASAP
Journalism, English 4/24/87

All ASAP
Biochem, Mirco Bio. ASAP
Chemistry, Food Science

New England Times 6 mos

Office Specialists

American Optical

Ct. Dept of Transp.

Sikorsky Aircraft

ADP
GE Plastics

Before N' After

6 mos
3/6/87

3/6

3/6

6 mos
6 mos

Summer

Chesebrough Ponds 6 mos

Art, Eng., Jrnlism

All

Marketing, SOM
Civil Engin.

Mech Engin.

SOM
Any major with

strong computer skills

Environmental Des.

Plant & Soil Science

Chemical/Science

4/3/87

4/9/98

ASAP
ASAP
ASAP
ASAP
mid-April

ASAP

ASAP

•INTERVIEWS WILL BE GIVEN ON CAMPUS IN THE CAREER CENTER

OR CAMPUS CENTER

OFFICE FOR

UNIVERSITY CAREER
CENTER 545-2224

Job developer encourages women to take risks
^ \xi ^„ ^a^,« tft know and accept themselves, draw friends. ,,._.•„.„.,„.« Ko h,-nlc*.n in order t
By THOMAS H. GAGNON
Collegian Correspondent

It is especially important for women, in building self-

esteem, to be assertive and to take risks because their role

has traditionally been passive, said a lecturer Saturday

at Mount Holyoke College.

Barbara Mitchell, job developer in the Cooperative

Education Program at Springfield Technical Communi-

ty College, said women should not be afraid of being asser-

tive, for fear of being called bitchy or aggressive.

By phrasing a statement in terms of what a woman

thinks or feels and by not attacking or judging the other

person, a woman is asserting her right without hurting

the other person, Mitchell said.

• food
continued from page 5

Women have to know and accept themselves, draw

limits between themselves and others, and do more every^

dav things that build self-esteem, such as getting nd ot

men who belittle them, Mitchell said.

Some of the steps a woman can take in bui ding sel -^

esteem is to get to know herself, she said, not let herself

be pushed around by other people's expectations or un

fair criticism, and to remember that self-esteem fluctuates

and that she shouldn't see a serious character flaw in

every bad mood. . ,

One audience member described a relationship m which

she felt hurt by the other person, who ignored her when

she tried to communicate her feelings. Mitchell advised

her to draw limits with that person by saying, 'until you

can change vour behavior. I don't nee that we can be

friends."
, , , j «

"Sometimes relationships have to be broken m order to

save ones self-esteem.' Mitchell said.

In order to get to know herself, a woman should iden

tify her core, and her dominant subpersonalities, which

interchange all the time. Some of the subpersonalities

were bitch, altruist, dinger and dictator. Once a woman

identifies her subpersonalities a woman may want to

change them. Mitchell said.

On the other hand, it is also important for women to

accept themselves by realizing that a subpersonality that

they are ashamed of is only one part of them, and most

important, women should find good in a subpersonality

that thev normally consider bad. A dictator may be ag

gressive but .she gets things done. Mitchell said.

Early detection and com-

petent professional treat-

ment is best for individuals

with eating disorders.

Medical, psychological and

nutritional counseling at

the University Health Ser

vices is covered by the man-

datory student health fee.

RECOMMENDED
READING

Eating is Okay: A Radical

Approach to Successful

Weight Lo.s\s, Signet.

Fat IS a Feminist Issue, I &
II. Berkley Books.

The Golden Cage. Harvard
University Press.

Breaking Free, New
American Library
Publishers.

Auto
Glass

SAME DAY SERVICE

BILLED DIRECTLY
TO INSURANCE CO.

WINDSHIELDS
REPLACED

North Amherst
Motors

m.4J No. Amherst • S49-28S0

On PVT* Bus Line*

MOBI Itoior Credit Cards Accapttd

UNDER COVER
Fine Arts Center.

ColleKian photo by Nihi Sokoloff

Extended rainstorms entices an umbrella coalition Monday near the

Attention Students!

All Campus
Blood Drive

Today & Tomorrow

We need you to help us

meet our goal of

500 pints of blood

within the next two
days. Isn't it time

you did your part?

Bring a Friend!
Where: Student Union Ballroom

When: Tuesday, April 7

Wednesday, April 8

Time: 10:30-4:30 each day

^iJKk The Five College Program in Peace

^1^ and World Security Studies Presents

ARMS AND CONFLICT IN THE
THIRD WORLD

Tuesday, April 7th at 8:00 PM
Keynote Address:

"Nuclear Proliferation and Third World Conflict"

Joseph S. Nye, Jr.

Director, Center for Science and International Affairs

Harvard University

University of Massachusetts • Campus Center Room 162-75

Wednesday, April 8th at 8:00 PM
"Conventional Arms Transfers and Third World Conflict"

Speakers:

Michael Klare

Director, Five College Program in Peace and World

Security Studies

Stephanie Neuman

Senior Research Scholar

Research Institute on International Change

Columbia University

Mount Holyoke College

The Mary Woolley Student Center

New York Room

FREE AND OPEN TO ALL

For additional Information call P.A.W.S.S. at549-4600 x519J
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CATCH THE TCP
AT THE TCP! S^Sh^p

Big Breakfast

• 7 (irci- Peru tiki's

• Choui' III Bm'iii .SiiuSiJiJt' i>' liiiH'

• ,Sili,i// ( nllt'i-

• TlHlSf

, .,% i ,t, ,< (/iri,iiq/l / ' Mia 'st

Fast Break Special ^^
• r'iree Gril/ed All Meat -Jj^s
• Frankfurters, on R0//5.

"~"

Now televising the Boston Celtics and
Hartford Whalers Away Playoff Games

TOP of the
1CAMPUS

Monday-Friday

11:30 a.m. to 12:30 a.m.

Saturday & Sunday

5:00 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.

1 1th FLOOR CAMPUS CENTER

^^^^ \^r'

.ovL?:rc»^
^

t^°'

c^TlS^^^^^

fcsll

c.tfO-

FINE PARISIAN CUISINE

MENU

Soupe a L'oignon Au Gralin $ .55

French Onion Soup vv/7/j Cheese $ .70

Quiche Lorraine

Bacon and Cheese Pie

S3. 50

s

Beouf Bourguignonne S3. 75

Braised Beef in Buriiiindy Wine

Entrees will include 2 vci^etables

Pommes Dc Tcrre Nicoisc

Potato Casserole with Olives

Choux Brooilis Polonaise

Broccoli in Lemon-Butter Saiu c

Mousse Au Choeolat S .50

Chocolate Mousse

Tartes Au\ Cense S 50

Cherrx Tarts

^.

GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION

BLUE WALL CAFETERIA
THURSDAY, APRIL 9. 1987

11:15 AM-1:30 PM

NuMMO
NUMMO NEWS • 103 NEW AFRICA HOUSE, AMHERST. MA 01003 • 545-0061 •

NUMMO*NEWS IS A REGISTERED STUDENT ORGANIZATION

NUMMO NEWS IS AFFILIATED WITH THE COLLEGIAN FOR DISTRIBUTION PURPOSES ONLY

Angela Davis Condemns Institutionalized Racism

By Thomas Mambande
Nummo Staff

On Friday, March 13, before a crowd of about 400

people, Angela Davis spoke vehemently on the evils

of institutionalized rascism in our country and on col-

lege campuses such as UMass-Amherst. She cited

President Reagan and his contemporaries in the

government as perpetrators of this racism. Ms. Davis

also spoke out against sexism in our society as well

as homophobism and other "isms". She emphasiz-

ed that it was nearly impossible to be only rascist,

or only sexist, or only homophobic; that is to say only

discriminative towards one group of people. Ms.

Davis said that oppression against one is oppression

against all.

The outspoken civil rights leader recieved a stan-

ding ovation which lasted nearly half a minute past

her introduction. She thanked her sponsors, the

many students on and off campus who provided the

incentive and means by which she came here. She

then said that she was sorry to ackowledge the

"racist extremist violence which should have

become extinct many, many years ago. "She was

referring to the occurrence of the notorious

Southwest Area Riot.

Ms. Davis recounted the lynching of Claude Neal

which happened some fifty years ago in the deep

South. The man was captured and forced to mutilate

tilmself before his death; first cutting off his own

penis, eating it and then telling his assailants how

good it tasted at their request, then removing his

testicles and consumming them. Neal then had a

rope tied to his neck, he hung for a short time and

was then taken down to resume torture. He was

dragged to a house where a woman rushed out upon

seeing his body and drove a butcher knife through

his heart.

His crime was having whistled at a white woman.

Pictures of his bloody punishment sold for five cents

a photo.

"Incumbent upon us is to understand the roots of

this violence,"said Angela Davis. Angela then refer-

red to the riot which occurred on our campus. "What

happened on this campus shows a dramatic exam-

ple of rascism in our society."'

When speaking of institutionalized rascism, Ms.

Davis delved into the nature of the evil within our pre-

sent day social order.

"As contradictory as it may appear to be, anti-rascist

feelings among the majority are the highest that they

have ever been in America. But those who are

rascist realize they have friends in very high places.

Acts of institutionalized rascism rest solely on the

Reagan Administration and what it represents."

Ms. Davis cited examples of this institutionalized

rascism in police brutality in the major cities, police

crimes such as the bombing of a black neighborhood

in Philadelphia, and statistics which show that of the

500,000 people in the jails of New York City over 4Q-

are black.

"Incarceration is quicky becoming the alternative

for education in the United States,"Ms. Davis said

of Afro-Americans.

Angela Davis cited Reaganite attacks on abortion

and abortion facilities and noted its ravishing effects

on women. Economic situations induced under the

present day administration make things extremely

difficult for single mothers. The administration is

sexist.

"Women of color bear branches heavier than their

black brothers or white sisters. "Ramifications of this

discrimination perpetuate impoverishment for the

women and their children.

Rascism encourages sexism, encourages attacks on

all people."

Angela Davis speaking at the University of
Massachusetts

Photo by Richard Ducree

At the conclusion of her speech, Ms. Davis again

received a standing ovation. Her last words were

especially well received by the audience. "I want to

encourage all of you to become activists. This is a

period in which we can no longer sit back and talk

about what opposes us."

Keep Your Eyes On The Prize

By Yasmin D'Mello

Nummo Staff

Slain Civil Rights leader Martin Luther King was

remembered, on the nineteenth anniversary of his

April 4 assassination, by the President of the

Southern Christian Leadership Conference and

Minister of the Central United Methodist Church in

Atlanta, the Reverend Dr Joseph E. Lowery at the

S.U.B. on March 31.

Rev. Lowery reflected on where we are in this

country nineteen years after Dr King and stressed

the importance of not letting America forget April 4.

1 968. He felt that the nation had to be reminded that

all the roads of violence and oppression can only

lead to destruction and that people of all races and

religions should develop, "a community of cons-

cience" and join together to fight common enemies

such as poverty and unemployment, not each other.

Rev. Lowery encouraged all Americans to carry

out Dr King's ambitions and hopes for the nation and

not to view them merely as dreams and Dr King as

a dreamer. "Have we made him a nice naive

dreamer?" he asked, encouraging us "not to let sen-

timent become an impediment to movement."

From the perspective of Dr King's hopes for the

future. Rev. Lowery felt that "everything's changed
but nothing's changed." Poverty, he said, still

characterizes the lives of the blacks, whites and
browns that live in the vicinities of the City Hall in

Birmingham, Alabama which witnessed many Civil

Rights marches in the 1960's. Also there are more
Black students in universities today and yet Black

enrollment is declining.

Rev. Lowery sharply criticized the Reagan ad-

ministration of being, "the most insensitive ad-

ministration in recent history to the oppressed" and

blamed them for the resurgence of violence and

racism in the country. He compared Kennedy's "We
shall overcome" administration to Reagan's "We
shall overturn" administration, blaming the burgeon-

ing militarism for much of the poverty problem and

also for the racism and violence. With so much
money being expended on the military, Rev. Lowery

said, the poor make convenient scapegoats for the

growing uncertainty and deficit.

Rev. Lowery also believes in "the inextricability

of foreign and domestic policy." He felt that the

United States had to recognize the changing face

of the world and the fact that most of the world, in-

cluding its leading economic competitor, Japan, is

non-white and that it can no longer ram its ideas

down foreign governments throats. Rev. Lowery con-

demned the present administration's policy of, what

he termed, "exporting war (to South Africa and the

Middle East) and importing poverty," which he sees

as being the only achievements of militarism.

Rev. Lowery ended by challenging students to

develop lifestyles that don't need false substances,

such as drugs and alcohol, to give them a "high",

rather he encouraged that they seek out the things

that are really important to life, to achieve this 'high.'

He further expressed optimism at seeing the birth

of a new enthusiasm among young people today to

combat oppression and racism and develop "the in-

ternational community of conscience" which he

believes, once organized, will mean greater world-

wide peace and cooperation
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Phi Beta Sigma Is Talcing

Care nf Business
By Zouera Youssoufou
Nummo Staff

Phi beta Sigma was founded in 1914

on the Howard University campus. The

chapter on campus, Lambda Nu, was

founded in May 1985 and is the first

chapter of Phi Beta Sigma in Western

Massachusetts. The chapter has five

members: A.Anthony Gee, Charles

Sheffield, Adalberto Valdez. Jay Dowdy,

and Roscoe Robinson.

Phi Beta Sigma is based on three

principles which are brotherhood,

scholarship and service. Brotherhood is

a bond with which they interact between

themselves and all of mankind. Phi Beta

Sigma is an inclusive and not an ex-

clusive fraternity.

Scholarship is acquirement of a keen

percept in a superior mind to enlighten

others. Service is service to the com-

munity.

Charles and Al both stressed the fact

that their fraternity is a very diversified

organization. There is no color bar. Con-

trary to popular belief. Phi Beta Sigma

is not a black fraternity. As a matter of

fact, the president of the Michigan State

University chapter is white.

The fraternity has 90,000 members

throughout the United States, Europe

(Switzerland especially), Africa

(especially in Nigeria), and the

Philippines.

Even though the fraternity stresses in-

dividuality, pursuit of excellence and

professionalism are goals all 90,000

members share.

Phi Beta SIgma's Lambda Nu Chapter pic-

tured from left to right: A. Anthony Gee,

Adalberto Valdez, Charles Sheffield, Jay

Dowdy, and Roscoe Robinson.

I asked Charles and Al to tell me
about their chapter and what they have

done for the community. Among the ac-

tivities they listed, active recruitment,

fundraisers, helping the community by

giving back what skills and knowledge

they have acquired were the principal

ones. There is also the Alain Locke

Scholarship. Alain Locke was the first

black Rhodes Scholar. They have two

scholarships. One for high school

students and another one for an

outstanding student of color here at the

university. The gentlemen of Phi Beta

Sigma also organized the Third World

Organization Night. It was successful

event, the goal of which was to serve as

a liason between students and

organizations. Last year, there was a

conference in Washington, a communi-

ty service.

Six UMass students were chosen to go

with Chancellor Duffy. Among those

students were A. Anthony Gee and

Charles Sheffield.

Members of Phi Beta Sigma are very

active in extra curricular activities.

They're very much plugged into the

university.

Roscoe Robinson is the supervisor of

the Coordinators of the Northeast

cultural centers. Adalberto Valdez is a

member of AHORA and of the Third

World Caucus and is also coordinator

of the Anacaona Center. Jay Dowdy is

on the football team and is a represen-

tative fo Phi Beta Sigma in the United

Greek Forum.

Charles is the Vice President of the Na-

tional Society of Black Engineers. A. An-

thony Gee, President of Phi Beta

Sigma, is a representative of the

organization on the Black Greek Forum

and is also a Resident Assistant. "Peo-

ple think we're snobby, but it's just that

we're so involved in other things

besides Phi Beta Sigma that we just

don't have the time, "said Al. "People

tend to perceive us as something we're

not - negatively. I mean without even

getting to know us. They think we have

attitudes,"he added.

I asked them about a display that they

had in the Campus Center last

semester. They both smiled. "We're in-

novative. We like to come up with things

no one's done before, "explained

Charles. Charles said that they were

very selective and that they were look-

ing for strong character individuals.

"We are tired of phonies and we want

superior character which manifests a

truly honest brother. Our organization

promotes the stamping out of

hypocrisy."As part of the pledging pro-

cess every chapter has to choose a

name in Swahili. The Lambda Nu
chapter chose Mkuu which means

"future leaders."AI comments. "We
found out we all had leadership qualities

but even though we're all leaders we

continued next page

An Active Member Of The Community

John Ruddock has always been

involved in campus and communi-

ty politics.

By Zouera Youssoufou
Nummo Staff

John Ruddock, better known as

'J.R," is a well known student figure on

:he UMass campus. A graduating

senior, Ruddock already has a B.A in

BDIC, a minor in Afro-American studies

and is getting another B.A in Legal

Studies this May.

Ruddock is well known for his involve-

ment in the Student Government

Association. Immediately after transfer-

ring to UMass in 1981. he joined the

SGA. He also joined five other organiza-

tions including the Third World Caucus.

WMUA, Third World Theater (today's

New World Tneater). Atrik Am, and

WZZZ then a radio station in

Southwest. Ruddock was elected presi-

dent of Afrik Am after his third meeting

and had his own show on WZZZ. "I had

the graveyard shift," he said. "I played

old Motown stuff, a lot of slow music,

essentially it was for lovers."

John has always been extremely ac-

tive in campus and community politics.

Besides being a Third World Caucus

senator. John was a page at the State

democratic issues convention and a

member of the Vice Chancellor's coun-

cil, which is a council composed of all

the department heads.

In 1 985, after being a senator for four

years, John was elected Speaker of the

Student Senate. He continued a trend

of Third World Senators; Sharon

Davies, Ed Lee, and Brian De Luma

were all Third World speakers before

Ruddock. Needless to say. he is ex-

tremely knowledgeable of the workings

of the University and of the SGA. As

Student Speaker, Ruddock had to be

well experienced in campus politics,

very knowledgeble of Parliamentary

Procedure and well-spoken. He was all

that. He represented the SGA at a Na-

tional Conference on Student Govern-

ment Associations while he was

speaker.

Ruddock didn't have an easy time as

Speaker. That year, he was arrested as

he was chairing a senate meeting and

charged with causing $250.00 worth of

damage to a car. What had happened

was that during a protest, people were

being arrested and handcuffed.

The bus that the students were being

put in was leaking gas.

People were smoking all over the place

and, "fearing for their lives and mine,

I jumped over this car to go warn the

police."

John was allegedly seen dancing on

top of the car, a charge he denies.

Presently, his case is on appeal. John

says that he was surprised at the lack

of concern on the part of Third Wortd

students over what he considers to be

another form of racism "This was a few

years after the rape and murder of a

Third World woman and the Yvette

Henry case too. I couldn't believe the

lack of support." said Ruddock.

Besides the SGA, Ruddock is very

much plugged into the other aspects of

the community. He is a certificate

member of the Collegiate Committee for

the Education of Black and Minority

Students (CCEBMS) and has been for

two years now, a member of the

CCEBMS Board of Directors.

He formed the "Students for

Jackson" group in 1983/1984, and

helped coordinate Black History Month

in 1984. He helped Jesse Jackson here

for the same occasion. Jackson gave a

speech at the Fine Arts Center.

Ruddock has. his BDIC and BA in

Theater and Dance, which are two of his

greatest interests. Last year, in col-

laboration with the New World Theatre,

John produced "To be Young, Gifted

and Black," and played the role of Iku

in "Shango de Ima." In 1983, he

created a Third Wortd Performing Arts

group called UHURU (which means
"freedom" in Swahili). UHURU per-

formed in Hampden Theatre in

Southwest. For two years now, John

has been a member of the UMass Arts

Council. He was vice chairman of the

council for a year. He was also produc-

tion manager of the Duke Ellington

Committee which used to be part of

UPC and brought Third World per-

formers like Miles Davis and Jimmy Cliff

to UMass. John was an executive com-

mittee member of UPC.
John helped coordinate student bus

tnps to Mississipi in conjunction with

James Baldwin's history of the Civil

Rights Movement class. He also per-

formed in a reading of Blues for Mr.

Charlie by James Balwin, and was
coached by Baldwin himself.

When asked how he was able to ac-

complish so much, John responded:

"I'm a very active, on-the-go person. I

don't accept ^ no" for answer. When
there's something that I want, I go for

it." He complains, however, that, "I feel

like a dinosaur now! I've been here so
long. I feel like an old foggie."

Last semester John resigned from
the Senate because he is "tired of it."

The last thing he did was to co-manage

the Dwayne Warren/Mark Friedman

and Paul Wingle campaigns. "I wanted

to feel like I gave back to the SGA what

I got from it. After the elections though,

I'm done with the SGA." Unfortunate-

ly, Warren and Friedman did not win the

presidential seat. Paul Wingle, however,

was victcrius and will become the next

student trustee.

John Ruddock is graduating this May
and plans to go to Law School in the

very near future

Latino community
discusses Hurst

report

By Daryl Snowden
Nummo Staff

The Thursday before vacation the

Latino community met in the Campus
Center to discuss the implications of the

Hurst Report and other problems facing

their community. They felt the Hurst

document was accurate in it's assess-

ment of the racial problems on campus
and that the recommendations were fair

and needed. In addition to the recom-

mondations there was concern with uni-

que problems. One such problem deals

with "language racism." The reaction

of non Third world peoples towards their

language has often been insensitive

creating an opressive atmosphere for

them.
Another problem facing the Latino

community has been the University's

failure to recruit and retain Latino

students and faculty. After targeting the

problems a commitee was set up to

write a letter of demands and
greivences of the Latino community

while supporting the actions of the

Black community. This letter was
drafted and sent to Chancellor Duffey

to acompany the others.

There was mentioning of setting up

a committe with representives of all

Third Wortd cultures working together

to deal other problems not yet mention-

ed One member at the meeting said.

Together we are strong but if we don't

unite we are virtually powertess."
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don't allow it to conflict. We can be t)oth

leaders and followers."

The fraternity has three national pro-

grams: one is to educate, another is

social activity, and the last one is big-

ger and better businesses.

The chapter's motto is, "We're about

the business of taking care of

business. '

'

Phi Beta Sigma is not a college

organization or a social organization,"

We're a civic and cultural organization"

Charles told me. "The graduate

students are the ones who get the

business taken care of. This year, more

graduate students than unaergraduate

students joined the organization.

They're setting up a network to help us

when we get out. and people think it's

a college thing. It's not." Al added, "Phi

Beta Sigma is a lifelong commitment.

Rest assured that we will be back and

that Sigma will continue to exist long

after this chapter has graduated.

I asked Charles and Al how they felt

that the Third World community was

receptive to their work. Al told me that

they didn't feel that the Third World

community here participated enough

and that it was very apathetic. "We try

our best to share what we do have, but

when you have an apathetic communi-

ty like we have here, it's very difficult."

Chartes added. "Yes. how many peo-

ple were at the Paul Robeson
workshop? How many people were at

the Third Wortd Organization Night? Yet

look at how many people were at the

Jeans and T-shirt party and at the last

step show!

And people cnticize us without even

knowing us! The apathy here is a joke

and the lack of professionalism here is

a joke."

What do the Gentlemen of Phi Beta

Sigma have planned for the future? Ac-

tiiallv tho\/ ha»»o o hi.«»»o«Hw able tentS

about highlights in black history but they

have projects of expansion.

They're trying to put up murals of the

famous black men they're presenting.

The Gentlemen of Phi Beta Sigma

are also going to have a Chartering

Ceremony, which is a ceremony given

to every line that starts their own

chapter.

They also expect to become

members of the Inter-Fraternity Coun-

cil . When asked if all that wasn't too

much to handle for only five individuals.

Al replied with a smile, "We're limited

in numbers but not in strength."

An Accomplished Writer And
Respected Professor

Prof. Michael Thelwell has

strong views when It comes to

black and Third Wortd concerns.

By Gabnelle Branch
Nummo Staff

Michael Thelwell, born in Jamaica, W.I., is known

to many as a man with powerful views. An old say-

ing that he believes people should live by is. No

permanent friends: no permanent enemies; only per-

manent interests." Educated at Jamaica College

Howard University, and the University of

Massachusettes. Thelwell is an accomplished writer

Cultural Centers
Enrich Cultural
Awareness
By Sophie Russell

Nummo Staff

The Multicultural Services Project provides Third

World students with social, cultural, and academic

programs and support services. Three cultural

centers, located in the eastside residential area, are

open to University of Massachusetts students.

These cultural centers were created to support

and enrich cultural awareness for Third World and

less supported students on campus. They provide

study space, tutorials, collogues, and cultural ac-

tivities. "The major function of the program is to

enhance cultural awareness, through cultural ac-

tivities as well as providing space for studying,

tutorials, extra-curriculum and various political and

administrative meetings," said Masila Motisya, ad-

visor for the program.

"This central nucleus serves as a place for

academic growth and personal expansion, to main-

tain and enhance our historical and cultural

backrounds, to enhance cross-cultural relationships,

and to create a supportive atmosphere for the

discussion of any issues of concern to Third World

people," said Roscoe F. Robinson Jr.,

Supervisor/Coordinator.

Robinson coordinates projects for the program.

"The coordinators bring the ideas and I structure

them," he said.

There are eight coordinators, each assigned to a par-

ticular center.

Some projects planned for the near future are:

-An essay contest (topic: "The Importance of the

Martin Luther King National Holiday"), a presenta-

tion on male/female relationships and another on

Pre-Menstrual Syndrome, planned fof tho Martin

of fiction and essays in political and literary criticism

as well as a respected Professor of Literature in Afro-

American studies. Thelwell also became the first

chairman of the W.E.B. DuBois Department of Afro-

American Studies in 1970.

These outstanding accomplishments are a result of

hard work in and out of school and primarily the abili-

ty IS quite evident to his peers and students.

Here at UMass. Michael Thelwell is recognized by

teachers and students for having strong political

views when it comes to black and Third World con-

cerns. Referring to the needs of black and Third

World students on campus, Thelwell feels that "it

is essential for the students to be political. It is their

historical responsibility to engage the system and

their environment because black and minorities still

don't have the rights and the access that is their right

in our society. Black students owe it to the people

who have struggled before them and to the genera-

tions that will come."
Thelwell also feels that individuals must use in-

telligence in their approach to political action in this

society. Without intelligence, many thoughtless ac-

tions may result. "I see that happening to a certain

extent, right now. There is no excuse for that." To

avoid such occurences, Thelwell feels that, "if one

is going to act politically, one has to do so intelligent-

ly. One ought to consult with people who have been

where those students have been; who have struggl-

ed. Then, benefit from their experience." The faculty

here at UMass is considered by Thelwell to be a

good source for the students to use. "There is a

faculty on this campus with a very long honorable

tradition of struggle.

They could give them the benefit of how to move

strategically and effectively. There are a lot of goals

that need to be reached.

There are certain things that the faculty can do that

the students can't." Bv working together, students

Luther King Center, located off the Rec room in

Dickinson.

-A workshop on "AIDS and Condoms" and a rap

session with students from local high schools in the

Sylvan Cultural Society, located in the basement of

Cashin.

-The Anacona center, in the basement of Dwight,

holds a weekly "Friday Night Film Festival," follow-

.pd by discussion and debates.

Robinson urges all students to use these centers

or at least see what they have to offer. "In order for

the centers to perform well, we need the support ol

the student body," he said.

"I encourage students to come by one of the cultural

centers or contact me at 545-1708."

Civility 100

fr
Educating students

on oppression and

different cultures^^

By Zouera Youssoufou

Nummo Staff

In light of the Southwest incident last Uctooer, uw

UMass administration has come up with the idea of

a class that would educate students on racial issues

of oppression and tolerance for different cultures.

Rick Townes, special assistant to the Vice

and faculty can help get these goals accomplished.

But besides faculty, it is important for the univer-

sity to make strong efforts to help black and Third

World students get their needs met. There are many

responsibilities that the university should live up to.

"The first is the responsibility of access" said

Thelwell. "They must reach out aggressively.

They must invest invest resources; go out into the

Third World community and make sure that Third

World students who want university education can

get it." Another responsibility is "to make sure that

once they are here, they get the best education that

IS possible. This means that the university has to

prepare programs of academic and cultural and

psychological support that make it possible for

students to operate to the limit of their abilities."

Thelwell feels that in order to help themselves,

Third Wortd students, "must be unified and speak

with one voice. They have to analyze their situation

and circumstances and develop a series of long-terrri

interests that are pursued over a period of time."

Thelwell feels that "there are some white faculty

and students who are very clear on the situation of

minorities. There are some who are very sensitive

and supportive of the struggle of minorities. But

there's a small proportion that are quite hostile. The

ones who are hostile you can't do anything about

but the ones who don't know need to be educated;

educated to the point where they begin to see that

the interests, security, well-being, and the civil rights

of all Americans affect their lives too.

This is their responsibility."

Hopefully in Michael Thelwell's career, students

and faculty will be able to take his advice and opi-

nions and use them to the best of their abilities.

Michael Thelwell is the author of The Harder They

Come and the soon to be published Pleasure. Duties

and Conflicts.

Chancellors' office of student affairs, said that "the

idea, the support, and the funding is all together. It's

something that's definitly going to happen."He add-

ed that, "Vice Chancellor Madsen deserves credit

for coming up with the idea. "Apparently, Vice

Chancellor got the idea from R.A. classes. They are

designed to train R.A.s' on issues of oppresion and

sensitivity to others and to develop appreciation of

other cultures. Madsen tigureo tnat instead ot

limiting these classes to R.A.'s, that it should be of-

fered to all freshmen. There are rumors that the

class is going to be called Civility 100 but Townes

said that a definite name hasn't been chosen for the

course.

Townes also said that the course would more than

likely be mandatory, and that it would be ready for

the fall.

The point of the class would be to help young poe-

ple from different backgrounds to interact with each

other and get along better. With more tolerance for

different cultures, the chance for incidents like the

Oct.27th one are less likely to occur.

There are certain questions that this course rais-

ed though.

For instance, who Is going to teach? Black or White

people?
. , . ^

Professors or T.A.s'? What materials are going to

be used to teach the course? All of these questions

remain unsolved for the time being.
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EDITORIALS
Good News
Is Bad News
By Patricia A. Oduor
Nummo Staff

I am a faithful reader of The Col-

legian. Usually I have little qualms with

the content of the newspaper. But I was

both shocked and dismayed at the

degree in which The Collegian covered

the story involving two UMass basket-

ball players.

I question why the story merited front

story coverage. Did it have that much

news value? The story was on the front

page and obviously intended to be the

most important story. Then, the story

itself provided the reader with an in-

depth background of the basketball

players; one which included their

names, ages, hometowns, majors, etc.

I found myself wondering why all this in-

formation was printed. Was it relevant

to the story itself?

Personally, I wonder if the story real-

ly required that degree of coverage;

front page coverage, followed by a day-

to day update of the pre-trial, the trial,

the verdict, etc. (I wouldn't have been

surprised at that point to read an outline

of what each person did hour-by-hour

each day of the week.)

Sadly as it may be, The Collegian

seems to perpetuate the trend of the

mass media; to exploit the negative

aspects of news involving the minority.

How else can we explain this exag-

gerated coverage of an otherwise less

than major incident?

Compare this coverage to that which

Kirk Friedman received.

For those who missed the miniscule

"box" which appeared in The Collegian

last semester, Kirk Friedma^n is a white

student who was involved in the

Southwest Incident. He was identified

as one who helped beat Yancey Robin-

son to unconsciousness. Yet this story,

surely one which merited major

coverage, received a few lines of print.

To me, this just magnifies the need

for a newspaper on campus, one that

will represent the views of the Third

World student.

This is why we have Nummo News.

Because The Collegian has made it

clear to us that good news about us is

not good news, but bad news.

"Third World**
Has No Meaning

Charles Anthony

The words Third World are words that are often

misused and most certainly misunderstood. Some

African-Americans in particular have voiced an aver-

sion to the identification of this term. Their fear and

distain is more than just a manifestation of their ig-

norance. It is spirited'in their need to one day be an

"American." "Third Worldliness" is. in fact, a pro-

jection of political and societal solidarity often to com-

bat aggressive and oppressive Americanism. With

the term "Third World", we cannot delude ourselves

as to who is on top. This numeric order merely

highlights European perversion. For we know whose

land and people are being raped as these multina-

tionals, imperialists and European-American spon-

sored subversives control more and more of our

homeland's material wealth, manpower, and

sovereignty. We need not fool ourselves about the

control that either Marine invasions or CIA puppet

dictators have over the socio-political and economic

situation of expoitation that our people are current-

ly under. ..... ,• ,

The first world consists of the capitalist, imperialist

nations, including the chief oppressor, the United

States as well as much weaker European nations

such as England, Germany, Belgium. Portugal, and

more recently, Israel.
.

The second world is composed of the socialist na-

tions led by the USSR, and includes

Czechoslovakia, Poland, East Germany, and other

white socialist nations of Eastern Europe. These na-

tions have thrown off the yoke of despotism and have

eradicated monopoly capitalism (which is actually

the same as replacing the one ruler with the Board

of Trustees).
, . .

The "Third World" consists of the colonized or

formerly colonized nations of the world. These in-

' elude the nations and peoples who descend from

Asia, Africa. America and Latin America.

They have the unique and dubious distinction of hav-

ing been oppressed and exploited primarily by the

First World, i.e. the colonialist, imperialist European

and American powers.

Through the process of slavery, African peoples

have found themselves scattered throughout the

world, all victims of systematic exploitation. The

Asian peoples, likewise, found their lands invaded

and pillaged, and their cultures and religions trampl-

ed upon and repressed. The original inhabitants of

Latin America had the misfortune of being

"discovered" by Europeans, and as a result, their

genocidal end was forthcoming. After throwing off

the chains of European subjucation, the Latin

American oooulation - made up of people of Spanish-

What Was
The Purpose?
Richard Ricardi

I would like to be informed as to the purpose of

the article which appeared under the "Black Affairs"

heading in the March 10 edition of Nummo News.

It is apparent that the author carries with him many
centuries and many more generations worth of in-

tense anger (i.e. hatred). Was the article a portrayal

of the constant state of rage the aware Black is sub-

ject to? (one doesn't have to be black to feel the

rage.) A crash course in the authors contemporary

historical perspective? An attempt to expose ig-

norant white folk to "the truth"? The possible senti-

ment of one black individual? or the whole black

community? (I hope not. the ideas I've been expos-

ed to; the attitude is disturbing.) Was it a creative

commentary'? or a big kiss off?

The lack of contact makes the intended meaning

of the work difficult for me to grasp. Taken one way.

I understand where it's coming from. Taken other

ways. I have a great, great deal of difficulty with it.

I can't tell if the intent of the article was anything

positive - if it was, save the second to last paragraph,

It doesn't come across at all clearly. I would like the

author's thoughts on these thoughts - specefically.

what exactly did you mean to convev?

ATTENTION ALL CCEBMS STUDENTS
PLEASE BE ADVISED THAT PRE

REGISTRATION WILL BEGIN ON TUESDAY.
APRIL 21st AND END THURSDAY, APRIL 30th.

DUE TO THE MARCH AND RALLY AGAINST

RACISM ON APRIL 21st WE WILL BE ADVISING

FROM 9am UNTIL 12 NOON.
BECAUSE OF THE DIFFERENT ACADEMIC RE-

QUIREMENTS FOR THE CLASS OF 1990 AND 91

AS OPPOSED TO ALL OTHER CLASS YEARS,
STUDENTS IN THE CLASS OF 1990-91 MUST
PRE-REGISTER IN THE NEW AFRICA HOUSE
LIBRARY APRIL 21st. 22nd. AND 23rd; STUDENTS
OF ALL OTHER CLASS YEARS MUST PRE-

REGISTER IN THE LIBRARY APRIL 24th, 27th.

28th, 29th, AND APRIL 30th.

IN ORDER TO EXPEDITE THIS PROCESS,
PLEASE TAKE TIME TO LOOK THROUGH THE
COURSE CATALOGUE AND SCHEDULE BOOKS
AND CHOOSE 5 COURSES OF INTEREST.

Indian-African ancestry - were immediately recoloniz-

ed by the United States, and the familiar process of

rape, murder, and exploitation was continued.

Americans suffer from a distinctly blinding, brain-

washing disease. They think that Columbus

discovered America; that Puritans, instead of pro-

stitutes and indentured servants (similar to the make-

up of the Australian colonists), were forced out of

England to endure a life threatening three month

journey; that Abraham Lincoln fought the Civil War

to free the slaves; that Minutemen were more than

guerilla fighters; that Amehca is rich because of hard

work instead of slavery, child labor, and stolen land;

and that freedom fighters are terrorists and terrorists

are freedom fighters, etc.

Some people say, "America! love it or leave it."

They want the trampled on to forget the fact that

Americans today enjoy this wealth because it has

been taken from the Third World. America stands

elevated only having made us the stool. The Irish,

English, German, French, Scandinavian, and

Spanish have no material wealth to offer. These are

the poor, hungry and tired masses. These were the

ignorant colonists that wouldn't have survived had

it not been for the kindhearted "Indians" who

welcomed them and taught them how to survive.

Then your cold-blooded mothers and fathers

murdered them with the missionaries, muskets, and

measles. It's like you extend your hand to help so-

meone, then they take your whole damned arm. The

glitter around these people's neck is not their own,

the gas in their cars, the raw materials, the ground

under their feet - all stolen. And some of them are

telling you to love them or leave them! What does

that mean? Think about it for a second. That per-

son is a pig, right! There needs to be some due pro-

cess before you just step off or get thrown out, right?!

The term "Third World" is indeed a method of

identifying with those who have similar experiences

with such pigs. The term " Third World" has obvious

political connotations. One using this term is, in a

sense, defining themselves in terms of the existing

and past suppressive socio-economic, socio-political

structures. In other words, the Third World person

who calls him/herself a Third World person is aware

and informed.

In order for us first world and Third World students

at this university to live together, first world students

must abandon this "love it or leave it" mentality, and

actively try to understand and appreciate the cultures

and concerns of Third World students. The first world

doesn't have a Third World problem, the first world

has a first world problem. Third World students

should not prejudge first world students. However,

all Third World students should make damn sure

they don't lose their arms.

I Did What
I Was Told
By Zouera Youssoufou

I've been getting a lot of criticism about the arti-

cle that I wrote in last Tuesday's edition of Nummo
News. The article was titled: "Black Men and

Women at UMass: How We Feel."

I've been told that my article was "very negative,"

that it was a "gross generalization" and that it made

black people look bad in the eyes of the community.

My assignment was to randomly pick a few black

men and women and find out how they feel about

the opposite sex. That's exactly what I did. I talked

to a few people and wrote down what they told me.

I agree that a lot of it was negative, but that's what

they told me. I was told that I should have tried to

find something positive in what they said. I wasn't

about to twist people's words around just so what

they said would sound good.

I was told that my closing paragraph which read

"the bottom line is that black men and women on

campus don't really like each other and it's about

time we realize it and do something about it." was

a gross and unfair generalization. Well, that's what

someone told me. I guess I should have quoted that

person, but, by mistake, I didn't.

All I can say is that I didn't add anything to what

people said. I must have missed the people that were

satisfied with the opposite sex in my inte views, but

I couldn't talk to everybody.

As I responded to everyone who complained about

my article, if anyone has anything to say about it,

write an editorial to Nummo News. 103 NAH. UMass

Amherst. I'm not saying what I wrote was entirely

representative of the black community at all. I simp-

ly wrote what a few people told me.

EDITORIALS
People of Forsythe County Can
Stay There! _—=————=
Beverly Nickolson

I aisiinciiy rememoer tne nignt i neara aoout hor-

jythe County. Ga, I remember watching the televi-

sion screen in stunned silence as residents of For-

sythe hurled bottles, mud and obscenities at a hand-

ful of black marchers protesting the racism which is

•ampant in that county. (Seems those "good ole

Doys" down there are upset about what happened

75 years ago: A black man was accused of raping

and murdering a white women. This man was pro-

mptly thrown into jail to await a "fair" trial. I figure

:hey meant it would look like a fair trial since they

A/ould probably hang him anyway, which they did).

The following week, over ten thousand marchers

gathered, including Reverend Jesse Jackson and

Coretta Scott King. More bottles, more mud and

even more obscenities.

One young couple, interviewed after the march, were

disgusted by the presence of blacks in the county.

While his wife suppressed shudders, he explained

their reasons for moving to Forsythe; they wanted

to live in peace without having to upset themselves

by seeing a black person. He thought it was just

wonderful to have found a town unspoiled by the

presence of "those people." I too think it's just

wonderful that they have found such a wonderful

place. They can live and die there without subjec-

ting the rest of us to that kind of backwards think-

ing. Each and every one of those sophomoric circle

jerks can wallow in their ignorance, mount their Con-

federate flags and whistle Dixie to their hearts' con-

lent. Their loathsome morals are contagious and I

don't want them to leave their swampland and risk

contaminating the rest of us.

To anyone who finds life with blacks truly

distasteful, I would be more than happy to sell plane

tickets to Forsythe- especially to closet racists the

intellectual cowards. They hate black people

because they hate black people, period. But they

have black friends because they don't want anyone

to suspect that their thinking just may be a little

iwisted. But when the closet racists have a few

drinks, they get a little bolder. Racist remarks are

passed off as drunken dribble but we know that

alcohol gives them an excuse to say and do things

they really want to say and do when sober. They too

can head for Forsythe. All of those sub-humans can

sit around the swamp, slugging their Coors and pick

fleas off one another or contemplate their navels, I

don't care.

Maybe on Friday night they can gather at the town

hall dressed in their ridiculous little white costumes,

wave Confederate flags and light candles around the

shrines of Bob Jones, Jerry Falwell and Jesse

Helms. But since these people are psychologically

anal, I'd like to point out a few things which are not

known to their infantile intelligences (and to the

closet racists pretending to be morally outraged by

all these racist activities): 1. You are not better

because you are white. 2. You are not better

because you as a race have never been oppress-

ed. 3. You are not better because you have never

had to think of yourself as white. 4. I do not want

/ou to hold my hand or give me special privileges

because I am black. Being black is not a burden to

me. Being black is not a handicap for me. Being

Diack is not wrong anymore than being white is right.

5. 1 do not want you to like me because I am black.

If you have to dislike me, then dislike me because

Df some glaring character flaw.

But if you base your dislike on the color of my skin

:hen you are so beneath contempt, no one (certain-

y not I) will lower themselves to elevate vou.

J. Odour

This editorial is specifically adressed to those at the

Minuteman and any other disillusioned person who
sincerty believes that "institutionalized racism"is not

the "real issue"and racism on this campus and

elsewhere is an "isolated problem".

These same people insist that the racial brawl was
perpetuated by only a few troublemakers. Since when

is a crowd, estimated between 1,200 to 3,000 peo-

ple, considered a few? Since when is a black student

who only used a club after he was jumped from

behind, knocked down, punched and kicked, con-

sidered a troublemaker? When a single black student

is beaten unconscious by a "few troublemakers"and

a few hundred or thousand students stand and watch,

why shouldn't it be considered a community problem?

After hearing numerous people say, "there was
nothing racial about it, "and, "it was just a fight over

a baseball game." I am under the impression that

these people who consistently refuse to accept the

truth are conspiring with the "troublemakers."

To these people, I would like to ask a few questions.

If "institutionalized racism"is not the "real issue"on

this campus, then why did the university claim that

there was no "foul play"involved in the rape and

murder of a black female UMass student in the 70's?

Why was a black female Resident Assistant, with a

high grade point average and a perfect conduct

record, accused of setting fires, arrested without suf-

ficient evidence and then barred from the university

before she was actually guilty?

Why weren't Yancey Robinson's parents notified of

his conrlition until a few days after the brawl? Why

are the New Africa House and the Malcolm X Center

in such saddened condition? Why is it that so many
Third World Organizations' budgets are being cut

while other organizations are receiving more money?
Why were spokemen from the University so slow to

accept the Southwest incident as being racial and so

quick to point out the possibility of two basketball

players assaulting a white police officer as being

racial? Are there any black or minority police officers

on this campus? I would be quite pleased if anyone

who still denies the existent of "institutionalised

racism"as a "real issue"on this campus, would

answer my questions.

As far as racism being an "'isolated problem"on

this campus or anywhere else, anyone who believes

that is extremely disillusioned. Does Mr. Stephenson

or anyone else at The Minuteman believe that there

is a group of racists on this campus who band

together, live in the same building and spend their

Saturday afternoons scheming on what racial acts

they will perpetrate next? I don't believe so.

Racism has never been isolated. Come forth Arthur,

and tell me one more time that racism is an "isolated

problem"when grafitti such as, "niggers, spies, and

chinks, wuit complaining and get out, "can be seen

at Smith College; when cadets dressed in Klan-like

outfits burn a cross in front of a black student at

Citadel; and when a bus driver almost runs over a

group of black students and yells racial slurs to the

blacks passengers on board, at Cornell. Do you real-

ly believe that racism is an "isolated problem"or is

it just that you have never heard of South Africa.

Members, Don't Get Weary
By Rudy Krigger

Nummo Staff

Black History Month came to a close somewhat

less than a month ago, but it is hoped that we do

not confine our reflection of our past, present, and

future to the month of February. It must be an all-

year-round activity. The issue that I would like to ad-

dress today is not a historical one but one which con-

cerns us here on this campus, and which, if not dealt

with, will haunt us tomorrow.

There can be no question as to the need for com-

petent, qualified leadership in the Black communi-

ty, and equally, no argument is necessary as to the

vital role that today's students will play in contributing

to the continuing struggle for freedom and equality.

With this in mind. I am often shocked and dismayed

by the attitudes that many of us display towards our

fellow Black students. Though not a majority, there

is a significant portion of Black students on campus

who, for a variety of reasons, seem to have divorc-

ed themselves from the Black community as a

whole. For example, there seems to be a segment

c' folks who appear to be so lacking in a sense of

identity that they no longer perceive themselves as

being part of a Black community which has a uni-

que history, culture, and set of socio-political in-

terests. I will not address that group any further than

to say, "Awake from your sleepless slumber. Return

unto your people and your culture."

The major object of my concern today are those

brothers and sisters who display some measure of

Black Consciousness and who are among our most

talented students but have, nevertheless, succumb-

ed to frustration and despair. Oftentimes I have

heard these individuals lament that, "I've tried to

deal with these [Black] people here, but their con-

sciousness is so low. and their behavior so

backward, that I want nothing more to do with them.

Now I feel like you just gotta o^Do for self." Such

statements cause me more grief than one can im-

agine. How can one exercise leadership over or con-

tribute to a people that one has divorced oneself

from? Our people are in dire need of leaders who

are not only mentally prepared, but who can

establish a rapport with the "grassroots" and who

will be perceived as articulating their interests. Our

readings of Malcolm X, Marcus Garvey. W.E.B.

DuBois, and others are rendered meaningless if we

cannot communicate what we have learned to the

people around us.

Another point that I would like to bring to the at-

tention of my disillusioned brothers and sisters is

this; by separating yourselves from your fellow black

students and by extension, from the masses of our

people, you are doing exactly what our oppressors

want us to do. A people distanced from their leaders

and potential leaders can always be easily oppress-

ed. Consider this also. If those who are potential

leaders lose faith, what can we expect of the

followers? Therefore, a major challenge to us as

Black students is that of whether we have enough

inner strength and love for our people to continue

the struggle for mental emancipation despite the in-

ternal and external obstacles we face. As our

forefathers and foremothers sang in ages before us,

"Members, don't git weary." The future of our peo-

ple depends on it.

Harassment Of Third World Organizations Must Stop
By Joe Stansil

Nummo Staff

It is a shame that Third World

organizations can come under attack at

will. It is bad enough that these

organizations are under a "watchful

eye' constantly, but to become an ob-

ject that can be harassed at will is total-

ly disrespectful and intolerable.

The recent attack on Nummo News
is a prime example. On Wednesday.
March 11. 1987 in the Student Senate

meeting a motion by Matthew Saroff

was scheduled on the agenda. The mo-

tion accused the Nummo News staff of

stealing campaign material, being in-

competent in their responsibilities, and

totally unfit to be involved in running an

RSU. I ne motion then said that Num-

mo News's accounts should be frozen

until: all the officers and editorial staff

give two weeks notice of their resigna-

tion, all officers and staff "personally"

apologize to Dwayne Warren and Mark
Friedman, all officers and staff "in-

dividually" apologize to the SG/^

Senate, and that the member of the stafi

who received the stolen campaign
material come forward and inform the

Attorney General of the Student

Judiciary completely at)Out his source

for the stolen material,

First of all. this motion was out of line

and certainly uncalled for. It was clear-

ly an attempt to discredit Nummo News,

because just last week a motion was

overturned which attempted to freeze

Nummo's accounts. So why this?

Secondly, the actions suggested tc

be taken by the staff, according to this

motion, are outiageous. Who does Mat-

thew Saroff think he is to dictate what
individuals involved with Nummo News
should be held accountable for? All his

claims are alleged and have no real

evidence to support them. For example,

he claims that someone on Nummo's
staff stole campaign material, material

that was in me lorm or a poster, a posiei

that was left in Nummo's mailbox, in

other words, given to them.

Does Saroff think that a member of

the staff staked out a particular wall and
went out one night and ripped a poster

off? I think this is an absurd idea by any
stretch of the imagination.

Finally, why should any members of

the paper be asked to resign? There is

no substantial evidence that the staff or

officers are "unfit" to run an RSO. This

is his own opinion.

Is he fully aware of what is involved in

the process of organizing and produc-

ing a paper? Is he aware of Nummo
News's by-laws and regulations? Is he

even aware of the fact that Nummo
News is affiliated with the Collegian for

distribution purposes only and nbt as a

subsidiary?

This type of harassment should not

be condoned by the SGA Senate. The

Senate is a body that is supposed to

represent "all" students fairly. It should

not be used as an instrument to harass

certain individuals or organizations.

*«,
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A Man With Many Achievements
By Daryl Snowdan
Nummo Staff

Professor Dorrance James Hill is currently in the

Afro-American art department. He teaches courses

on sculpture with clay, sheet metal and plaster. He
has recieved a Bachelors and Masters in Fine Arts

from UMass and a Docterate of Art from New York

University. His field of study has been sculpturing.

His thesis for his Masters was "The Creation- A
study in Fresco-like sculptures.". Professor Hill has

received numerous awards and honors for his work.

In 1980 he recieved the Phi Kappa Phi Society

Award and the Scholar Award to name a few. His

work has appeared here at UMass as well as in the

Boston Gallery, the Musuem of the National Center

Of Afro-American Artists.

Professor Hill's career has not been one he plann-

ed. He has achieved what he has from hard work

and encouragement, the two things he feels are vital

to be sucessful. He is originally from Ohio. He went

to school there and can remember his high school

counselors and teachers telling hinm not to go to col-

lege. They felt that he wouldn't make it in college

because he was too dumb.
There were only two Blacks that graduated and

ten in the whole school. This set up a negative at-

mosphere which made learning virtually impossible.

After high school he took up many trades from

mechanics to masonry. He moved to Massachusetts

where he continued to support himself and his fami-

ly College had never entered his mind until his

wife started taking courses. She suggested that he

take an sculpting class at Mount Holyoke College.

He decided that he would and found in this class that

he had hidden talents. Hill thanks his professor Bar-

bara Lekberg for pushing him to release his talents.

Adjusting to college was difficult for him because he

was thirty-nine when he went back. He felt the other

students were making fun of him due to his age. This

marked the begining of his education but the dec-

sion to continue was a hard one. It meant that he

would have to give up a good paying job and take

a part-time one while in school. He took twenty-eight

credits a year and recieved his B.A in four years. Pro-

fessor Hill graduated Magna Cum Laude.

Upon receiving his graduate degree he begain to

teach here at UMass in the Afro -American depart-

ment. Those who have had him know of his relaxed

teaching atmosphere. He feels that his class allows

people to reach their true potential by not being over-

ly structured. Professor Hill feels that telling so-

meone what's wrong about their art only makes them
dissatisfied with it. "When students say they can't

do it. I say it's as easy as dropping the "t".

Professor Hill feels that Afro-American courses

should be made into core/general ed. requirements.

He backs this argument by his observations of his

classes. When people first come into his class of dif-

ferent races with what ever prejudices it's obvious.

As the course progresses, however, these people

learn to work with each other and to accept the

cultural, racial, and ethnic differences. The students

become more comfortable and as a result start to

open up with each other. This, along with artistic

growth, gives him a sense of fulfillment. This he feels

should be the university's goal in dealing with the

racial problems on campus.
Professor Hill invites all to take his courses, art

majors as well as non-art majors. He feels that ever-

body has their own artistic story based on their past

environment.
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Prof. Dorrance Hill feels that hard work and

encouragement are vital to success.

No Setbacks For
Bill Hampton
By Brett Andrews
Nummo Staff

When the University df Massachusets men's
basketball team defeated Duquesne on February 21

,

1987 at the Curry Hicks Gymnasium, It was a very

important win for UMass which earned a first round

bye in the Atlantic 10 tournament. It was also a

special night for Bill Hampton. For the first time in

his three year basketball career, Bill started the

game due to the traditional "senior night." As a

senior Bill was granted the honor of starting in the

final UMass home game. Throughout most of his

basketball career. Bill did not receive much playing

time primarily l)ecause of his "walk on" status.

Even though Bill received limited playing time, he

learned to persevere. Bill said it would have been
easier for him to quit the team. "I'm not a quitter,"

he said. Bill believes being a part of the team has

taught him patience.

Bill's major at UMass is Hotel, Restaurant, and
Travel Administration (HRTA). His concentration is

in hotel management.
He said, "we had to learn patience in this major

because HRTA is a hospitality field of study, and
anyone planning to pursue a career in hotel manage-
ment must obtain the desire to satisfy the customer."

Bill also said that the course work of a HRTA ma-

jor is very rigorous, and all HRTA majors must work

800 paid hours at a restaurant or hotel in order to

graduate. Bill said he has completed his 800 hours

of paid work.

Bill plans to be a hotel manager in the future. After

graduating this spring, he is considering sales

management.
Bill has been interviewed at Interstate Property

and Wine Gardens which are franchise corporations

for major hotels. In connection with his sales

management endeavors. Bill has been interviewed

by Johnson and Johnson Pharmaceutical, Proctor

and Gamble, Pillsbury and a host of others.

Receiving limited playing time on the UMass
basketball team was not a setback for Bill Hampton.

The next time he does receive "playing time" will

be as a hotel manager at a prestigious hotel he

hopes.

I

Challenge Program: Paving The
Way For High School Students
By Brett Andrews
Nummo Staff

On April 10. the UMass Challenge Program will

be honoring its students at the Third Annual
Awardee Banquet. The banquet will take place on
the University of Massachusetts campus at the Top
of the Campus Restaurant.

The students being honored are from various high

schools in Massachusetts who have taken part in the

Challenge Program. Any student successfully com-
pleting the Challenge Program is guaranteed admis-
sion to UMass.

Since 1980, the Challenge Program has been pav-

ing the way for high school students who have the

desire of attaining a higher education. The program
began as a collaboration project linking

UMass/Amherst and high schools throughout
Massachusetts
Challenge assists most high school students who
have academic aptitude but who, for various

reasons, such as minority status and/or economic
difficulties, may not be planning to attain a higher

education.

Challenge began with 30 students from one high

school.

Currently, the program serves 300 students in seven
Massachusetts high schools. Most Challenge
students have enrolled in universities and colleges.

Last year, nearly fifty students graduated from the

Challenge Program and began college.

Students are selected into the program based on
grades, attendance record, and an interview. Can-
didates must have C* or better average, recommen-
dations of teachers and counselors, and parental

consent. Final selections are made by the Universi-

ty and the Challenge Committee.
The Challenge Committee consists of high

school's principal, guidance counselors, math,
science, and English teachers, as well as other ao-

.Students from the Challenge Program 1985-86

propriate staff. The designated Challenge Coor-

dinator serves as a liasion with the University.

Responsibilities of the committee are to identify,

recruit, and interview potential applicants. The com-

mittee also conducts information meetings for

students, parents, and faculty. Moreover, the com-

mittee provides counseling and college preparatory

courses.

Students accepted into the Challenge Program

are required to successfully complete sixteen college

preparatory courses which consist of English (4

years), mathematics (3 years, physical science (2

years), social science (2 years), foreign language (2

years), and three electives.

Challenge is also instrumental In students earn-

ing good scores on the Scholastic Aptitude Test

(SAT). Through the Massachusetts Board of

Regents, a Challenge Program course has been

designed to improve reading, analytical reasoning,

and test-taking abilities.

Challenge students spend two days at the Univer-

sity each year. The Challenge students interact with

faculty, students, and staff. The students take cam-

pus tours and participate in workshops. The awards

banquet is the highlight of the campus visit because

it recognizes and honors Challenge students who

have excelled.

For more information/contact Rudy Jones

545-0222
Program Coordinator

Would you like to gain experience with data en-

try? Do you want a chance to work with an en-

thusiastic group of people? Or would you just want

to get involved with a positive and expanding

organization?

Well, Nummo News is the place for you!

Nummo News is an organization dedicated to pro-

viding the campus community with a Third World

perspective through media.

Although Nummo is a small organization, the staff

works hard to provide a voice for the Third World

students on campus.
The staff is dedicated to serving the community.

The staff of Nummo is an enthusiasti: group of

students. Each week the staff investigates issues of

interest and tries to present them with the student

in mind. They work many long hours to bring the

campus community the best news coverage of

issues and events. However, Nummo needs help.

Currently Nummo needs typists. These do not

need to professional typists, but just be willing to

type. The typing will all be done on a Samsung per-

sonal computer. The position volunteering about

8-10 hours weekly.

ThB Crescents of Phi B«t« Sigma, Fraternity Inc.
present CRESCENT'S WEEK APRIL 12-17, 1987.

SUNDAY -

11:00AM Church service with Rev, Cleveland
Donald in COHfUSCfN^U Room /<iT

HELP! NUMMO NEEDS YOU

7(30PM Film " Black History Lost, Forgotten,
orStrayed" with Bill Cosby.
McKimmie Gallery, South West

TUESDAY
7! 30PM Workshop "Sexually Transmitted

Diseases"
New Africa House Library

WEDNESDAY
7 1 30PM Workshop "Black Men's t Women's

Relationships"
FILM - "SHE'S aOTTA HAVE IT"
DISCUSSION - Who's gotta have it?
New Africa House Library

THURSDAY
7:30PM FILM - "Master Harold & the Boys"

McKimmie Gallery, South West

FRIDAY
lO-Sam PARTY "APRIL EXTRAVAOANZA"

HAMFDE;; SOLiTHSIIiE, EOUTH WEST

If you have any questions, comments or

editorials to submit, please feel free to do

so. Thank You

Numnno New*
103 New Africa House

Amherst. MA 01003

tel no. 545-0061
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PATRICIA ODUOR Editor-in-Chief
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KEVIN SIBLEY Layout Editor

THOMAS MAMBANDE News Editor

RICHARD DUCREE Photo Editor

JAMES ODUOR Systems Manager
JAMES CRICHLOWProduction Manager
Nummo Staff Ralph Richard Destin
Brett Andrews
Gabrielle Branch
Joanne Bohiand
Joseph Stansii

Sophie Russell
Rudy Krigger
Daryi Snowden
Yasmin D'Mello

Nummo News Crew

Attention: Black Student Union meeting— Thursday April 9tn

at 3:30 N.A.H. All Welcome

I

1

I

1
1

"March Against Racism

UMass Amherst Campus
April 4, 1987

}i
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Spring Break is

just beginning
It's cloudy out, and it's cold. I am watching TV right

now, and in a little while I will probably take a shower,

and do some homework. Tomorrow I am going to sleep

late, or maybe I will take my dog for the longest walk ever

taken by puppy. Are you wondering what the heck I am
talking about? Well, I am one of the poverty-stricken un-

fortunates who didn't go away for Spring Break. My room-

mates all went away, my friends went away, even my
family went away while I stayed home and guarded the

house. I am convinced that every living, breathing human

being went away. I don't mind, really. I don't care. I

think 1 ran find more productive things to do than spend

everv dime I've saved over the year in .some deliriously

PHIL SERAflNO
Ecbtonat Editor

THOMAS HARRINGTON
Arti Editor

eVRNE GUARNOHA
PtK>to Editor

LUCINDA COUTO
Women's itMM Editor

reflect the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted

CRAIG SANDLER
News Editor

KATHRYN KIRBY

Black Affairs Editor

Secular humanism dealt with in 1961
A few weeks ago the Alabama Supreme Court censured

school textbooks that exhibited a bias toward the religion

of secular humanism. The media pundits ridiculed the

court for calling it a religion, and the cartoonists had

a field day. What the media did not tell most Americans

is that the US Supreme Court identified secular

humanism as a religion back in 1961 in Torcaso v.

Watkins, gi'anting it the same protections and imposing

the same limitations as are applicable to other religions.

The decision has not been reversed.

Rusty Denton

Julie Angelone

.sunny and glamonais vacation spot. Everybody is having

what they think is an enjoyable time while natives and

merchants rake in their hard-earned money in tourist

traps. No doubt ever>'body is leaving absolutely broke, not

to mention with the worst case of sun poisoning that doc-

tors all over the world have seen. Nobody is doing their

homework either, and upon returning will find themselves

struggling underneath an avalanche of work. My sym-

pathies to all because I know I will be seeing them in line

once again too, but this time it won't be for a bus or plane,

but to get into the Tower Library.

I, on the other hand will be basking along the glorious,

peaceful Campus Pond, receiving just enough sun to at-

tain a healthy glow. My only expenses will be maybe a

can of ice cold soda from the Student Union.

The sun just came out, and is desperately attempting

to melt away the icy glaciers surrounding my house. Since

a path has now been cleared to my house, I can go pick

up my paychecks. That's right, I will have money, a rare

thing at UMass after Spring Break. Really, I am very hap-

py that I did not go away. My heart aches for those in pain

with premature sunburns, and peeling skin. Not a great

way to start out the spring, looking like a lizard, you

know. I better not tell my friends that I worked over

Spring Break though; their being broke may drive them

to borrow money. In fact, I think I better hide it. I can

honestly say that I am looking forward to a leisurely end

to the spring semester. With the extra bucks, and the ex-

tra time on my hands, I will be able to enjoy the Amherst

vacation spots, not to mention the variety of tasty cuisine.

My poor friends and roommates won't have the money to

tour with me, nor will they probably feel up to it. The •

foreign food they all ate, not to mention the junk food, pro-

bably didn't do the their stomachs justice. The rest of the

semester is going to be tough for them with money pro-

blems, stress from work overload, and probably a variety

of minor health afflictions. I want each and every one of

them to know that they have every inch ofmy moral sup-

port behind them. You know, an exhilarating thought

just entered my mind. I am about to begin Spring Break.

Julie Angelone is a UMass student who had a great time

guarding the house during Spring Break

It is a commentary on recent American history that

twenty five years after Torcaso, a state Supreme Court

has to educate Americans about the religious campaign

of secular humanism I would wager that most Amherst

residents have hfcn so thoroughly indoctrinated by il

that they'd be surprised to hear that they hadn't come

up with the ideas themselves. How did that happen?

Through public education.

In 1933, John Dewey and a number of other luminaries

signed a document called the Humanist Manifesto. A se-

cond edition of the manifesto was issued in 1973. Dewey

was the primary author of the first effort and, inciden-

tally, also happened to re-write educational theory in

America almost single-handedly. (Perhaps we should

thank him for the steady deterioration of the national

literacy rate which resulted.) Humanists have always

approached public education as their chief hope for gain-

ing converts, so that today their ideas are almost univer-

sal in public life.

Consider some of those ideas, paraphrased here for

brevity. People are basically good The ignorance ofsocie-

ty is the source ofmost evils. Education will be the salva-

tion of the world. International socialism is the cure to

economic headaches. There is no need for God in a scien-

tific world. Human excellence is our last hope. Society

owes f/.v origins and its future to evolution. Personal

fulfillment and physical pleasure in the here and now are

the most important guiding principles for morality. Does

it sound familiar? John Dewey and those like him said

it first In their manifesto they openly proclaimed that

humanism was a militant faith, declaring that signifi

cant human experience was their religion.

The secularism has not been as well defined as tht-

huniani.sm. but the basic premise is that G<id has no plact

in public life. Although the doctrine is contrary to 200

years of presidential, congressional and judicial practice,

secularists insist that Thomas Jefferson's apocryphal

comments about "separation of church and state" require

separation of God aiui -tat. They're wrong. Even Jel

ferson would have a^i.-ed when US Supreme Ctiurt

Ju.-^tice Clark wrote m Ahington Silmol District v

Sihempp (1963) that, "the state may not eslabli.sh a

•religion of secularism' in the sense of affirmatively op-

posing or .showing hostility to religion, thus 'preferring

those who believe in no religion over those who do

believe.'" Do we have a state "religion of secularism?"

I'd say so.

Has secular humanism improved our society? Well, the

US crime rate is the highest in the western world, and

we have more prisoners per capita than anyone but the

Soviet Union and South Africa. We have drugs, teenage

pregnancy and illiteracy in the schools. And we have

AIDS. I wonder what John Dewey would say about that.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist

Military policy on homosexuals not discriminatory
Our fearless leader has done it again. After clearly

outlining the administration's policy, he has contradicted

it. After vowing to stand tall against presstire to make

him change his views, he has backed down in fear of bad

press. No, I am not talking about Ronald Reagan. Rather,

I am referring to our very own Chancellor Joseph D. Duf-

fey. The policy that I am speaking of is the right of the

military to recruit on the Campus Center concourse.

Before I directly confront Chancellor Duffey's policy I

would like to address the serious charge of discrimination

Scott A. Frank

that has been leveled at our nation's military. I do not

consider the military's policy of not admitting homosex-

uals discriminatory, but rather a matter of necessity to

the morale of the armed forces. To the men, I ask: How
would you feel if you were in a barracks with 30 other

men and one woman? You have to live, fight, and even

shower with these people. Wouldn't you feel just the least

bit uncomfortable? I ask the women the same question,

but with the numbers changed. Now what if it was 30

heterosexual men and one man who preferred sex with

men over women. Feel any less comfortable? Don't you

think the knowledge that there was a homosexual in your

platoon would hiu-t morale in just the least bit?

If you still consider this discrimination rather than the

necessary selection process that it is, allow me to give a

few other examples aroimd campus. Look at Hillel, the

Radical Student Union, the Lesbian, Bisexual and Gay

Alliance, and the Everywoman's Center. These groups,

although theoretically open to all students, derive their

usefulness from having membership based on religion,

creed, color, sex, and sexual orientation. However, these

organizations are regarded as some of the most produc-

tive on campus, and I agree, for the most part. I have never

heard of any of the aforementioned organizations being

refused a table on the concourse. If such an outrage ever

occured there would be accusations of discrimination aim-

ed at the administration that would make the current

dispute seem minor in comparison.

Now to the administration I say: Stop stepping on the

rights ofthe students who aren't as vocal as some radical

groups on campus. It is unfair to these quiet students to

deny them the right to look into any career they want,

whether it be the Marines or CIA. The moral judgment

on whether the employer actively practices in "discrimina-

tion" is for the student to make, not the administration,

and if the Chancellor is going to stick with this decision,

then I feel sorry for the next generation of UMass
students, whose futures could be affected by a decision that

the administration was forced into by a very vocal

minority.

Scott A. Frank is a UMass student

Constitution — lets restore Freedom
During this bicentennial year of the U.S.

Constitutional Convention, the time is

right to reflect on where America has been,

where it is going, and how it should deal

with some present moral issues. When
this country first began, the forefathers

were full of selfish goals. Each state pro-

tected their own interests, then each fami-

ly, and then each individual. The press

wanted, the Catholics wanted, the Ger-

mans wanted, the Quakers wanted, etc.

None of these groups could imagine

dominating another group because there

was no overwhelming majority. Besides, as

long as A didn't bother B, everything was

fine. Most of the early settlers had fled from

persecution, so they weren't smug or con-

temptuous about someone else's belief

Michael Alter

Under those conditions, the Constitu-

tion's authors produced a document which

would allow a wide range of freedoms and

satisfy the desires of everyone, in a "love

your neighbor" spirit. Above all other emo-

tions, the authors must have had self-

control, while trying to stomach ideas alien

to them and to overpower the temptation

to suppress in the name of "country." The

Constitution was designed to allow freedom

for people who were different, or even

repulsive, as well as those our forefathers

called the "good folks." That was in order

to shape a unified and strong nation.

Americans should return to the tradition

of working for a cornucopia of freedoms,

and be prepared with personal vigilance,

patience, and self control to achieve their

goals. That is the way this country should

approach present moral dilemmas, which

are often caused by majority-seeking politi-

cians, who used to write constitutions

rather than try to look good on TV.

Many changes have come, since the birth

of the "supreme law," to make the new na-

tional buzzword "Democracy" with a big

"D" instead of "Freedom" with a big "F."

Democracy was never meant to be a means

to an end, or a self-feeding structure. In-

stead, the present form of government was

a system to allow the continuation of

freedom. America has turned from that

promise. . . .

The new "Democracy" we all live in is

causing harm all over the earth. The

United States' recent past includes

withholding and withdrawing personal

liberties at home, and countless covert ac-

tions abroad. Those actions are a long way
from the "love your neighbor" attitude and

foundation of this country. Americans

should again separate from personal strug-

gles on issues of morality, and think of how

to be strong as a unified prople. All citizens

should feel free, not just the majority. Im-

agine, just as the Constitution's authors

did, a law of freedom for all citizens in one

country, extend that to all nations, and you

invent peace. Happy Birthday

Constittition!

Michael Alter is a Collegian staffmember
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American Buffalo played with class and charm
American Buffalo
Curtain Theater, Fine Arts Center
April 2-4, 6-9

By JOHN T. SHEA, JR.

Collegian Correspondent

Taking place in a junkshop that is the home base of

three low-class hoods, American Buffalo, written by David

Mamet, offers excitement and a glimpse at a way of life

that is unfamiliar to most.

The owner of this shop, Donny Dubrow, has discovered

what seems to be a great chance to make some money.

A man came into his shop and bought an old nickel that

had been there for years. Bobby, a young drug addict who
Don has taken under his wing, notices that this man lives

right around the corner and judges that the wealthy-

looking man probably has a big coin collection. Soon after-

wards, another wealthy looking man comes in, wonder-

ing if Don has got any coins to sell. Something clicks in

Don's mind and he says that he knows where he can get

some; a scheme is underway. However, things begin to

change as on one of Don's more slimy friends, Teach,

weasels his way into the deal, convincing Don to push out

Bobby. The play comes to its climax in a high-powered

ending that has the characters" as well as the audience's

nerves on edge. Daniel Varrichione excels as Donny, giv-

ing a solid, believable performance. Carrying his

character's age well, he does a lot towards creating the

atmosphere of a seedy, living one day to the next kind of

world.

Handling his role carefully, Mark Bogosian has created

a Bobby with a lot of depth and feeling. He reveals a lot

of information about his character with his body
movements that do not come out in the words of the script,

making the show lucky to have him. Jeffery Karl oozed
sludge as Teach. He was terrific and words can't explain

how much he made me hate the character, with all his

little smirks and that way of walking around, Karl shows
that he has the abilities of a great character actor.

This is such a high-grade show that I strongly recom-

mend seeing it, For the price of an inexpensive ticket vou
will see theater just as good as any professional show.

Director Rick DesRochers l^as got a winner on his hands.

He has put together a powerful, moving production with
a lot of atmosphere and three wonderful characters.

Jeffrey Karl, Daniel Varrichione, and Mark Bogosian in American Buffalo.

Art Attack
By JONATHAN M. CASSIE
Collegian Staff

There is so much going on in University art this month!
This is definitely the time to get out of the house and go

to the museums on campus, the campus is full of good art.

From April 13 to April 18, at the University the second

annual MASSART exhibition will be shown. MASSART
II: VIEWPOINTS, is a series of week long window in-

stallations featuring visual, video and sound presenta-

tions. McCrady Axon will present a commissioned work
titled "Spirit Shrines,"at the Worcester Dining Commons
. Her work is a combination of leirge-scale paintings and

barriers and borders designed to set apart the space each

painting occupies. Viewers of the exhibition can go into

the exhibition itself or see it from the outside.

Patricia McCabe will present "Nothing to Say and Still

1 Teach," at the University Library. McCabe's work ex-

plores the theme of education in narrative style. Her use

of wood, paint and insulation board is designed to portray

man as teacher, student, leader and follower.

Richard Lerman will be presenting "Metal Mesh Series

2 and 3, "' at the Berkshire Dining Conunons and the

Southwest courtyard. In this exhibit, Lerman will mount

a huge outdoor sound installation and accompanying in-

door video installation. Self-built microphones will hang
outdoors and magnify environmental sounds while video

cameras placed outside will record the image and play it

back with the magnified sound. Great stuffl

The final feature ofMASSART II will take place at both

continued on page 12

THE FINEARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF M ASS.ACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

KATHRYN
SELBY
P I A M O

"A Brilliant International

Pianist"

Tuesday. Apr 7. 8 pm
Bowker Auditorium

Tickets $13, n

^ttiV
'i.
%^

"Solid! Torn From Raw
Vietnam Experience"

Friday. Apr. 10. 8 pm
Concert Hall

Bobbv McFerrin

"A Jazz Style Unprecedented"

Tuesday , Apr 2 1 . 8 pm
Bowker Auditorium

Tickets Si 6. 14

F ive College Sludents Halt Pnce Tickets available at

Fine Arts Center Box Otlce Call(4 13)b45 251 1

the Fedies ' r.

UPC PRODUCTION

Soma Holiday

SAT, APRIL n

THE
EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

SCHOOL Of EDUCATION
DATE:

TIME:

LOCATION:

TUESDAY, APRIL 7, 1987

8:00 PM

CAMPUS CENTER 163

SPONSORED BY:

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

This is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss their
experiences in the worl<ing world. Don't miss this important
panel discussion!

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

Kerry Campbell

Cheryl Wood Creadon

Sacheverell Whately

S. Kinter MacKenzie

3rd Grade Teacher
Brookfield Elementary School

7th Grade Teacher
Quabbin Regional School

8th Grade Teacher
Pioneer Valley Regional High
School

Kindergarten Teacher
Common School
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Soma Holiday to play Bluewall

Jane Honicker of Soma Holiday.

Soma Holiday, backing up the Urc production of the

Feelies Saturday in the Blue Wall Coffeehouse at the

University of Massachusetts, are deserving of a show of

their own.
Soma Holiday takes its name from a non-addictive drug

given to workers for a euphoric high in Aldous Huxley's

novel Brave New World. The New York City band, led by

former modern student Jane Honicker, keyboardist/com

poser Jean Marc Vallod, and two other musicians, at-

tempts to uphold the tradition of their name by offering

an energetic performance.

Honicker's songs revolve around relationships and per-

sonal experiences based on her own life; her performances

make each song a uniquely styled experience. She is

known for her sensual theatrics, but she is open about this

sexuality.

"I definitely want to be sexy but not in the Madonna-

ish way with the bra and belly button showing. I wear

the tuxedo jacket with nothing on underneath and you

can't always see my breast but sometimes you can," said

Honicker in a recent interview in the Bridgeport, CT
music paper Vox Pop.

Soma Holiday's first single "Shake Your Molecules (The

Neutron Dance)" and their foUowup single "Art Dimen-

sion," both released on Cachalot Records, created a loyal

following for the band, who have been performing

throughout the Northeast.

Be sure to catch Soma Holiday this weekend. Tickets

are $2 for UMass students, $3 for the general public.

Contrabassist Salvatore Macchia will per-

form a free concert at 8 p.m. tonight in Bezan-

son Recital Hall.

For more information, please contact:

University Placement Service, University Career Center
545-2224

Student programmer; concert politics
By ROB SKELTON
Collegian Staff

Dave Panagore is a student programmer
who has been instrumental in organizing

a number of the larger concerts at UMass
in recent years, including the Eastside

shows, last spring's southwest spring con-

cert, and the southnest-sponsored SUB
Ramones show. We spctke with Dave recent-

ly about his work.

Collegian: What is vour role in the arts

on campus?
Panagore: My purpose is twofold — one:

getting students to enjoy themselves and

giving them something worthwhile to do

for the money they give us; and secondly,

getting exposure for the artist.

C: How did you get involved in

programming?
P: I got lost in the Fine Arts Center.

while I was looking for the theater depart-

ment. I found the Production Services and

saw they had work-study jobs available, so

I applied and got a job. Because of that 1

met people from Hampden Theater, and I

started working there, where we provided

technical support services for groups all

over campus.
C: Can we speak of the politics involved

in your job?

P: I'm a politician in that I like solving

problems and getting things done. . . sort

of like a city manager, which is something

I'm interested in. That's why I like politics.

C: What do you see yourself doing later?

P: I have some options: working in real

theater in New York, politics, maybe
Disney — heck, they need people to run

their operations. Skills learned here are

just skills; organizational talent learned

here can be applied to anything — promo-

THE
EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

DEPARTMENT OF NURSING
DATE:

TIME:

LOCATION:

WEDNESSDAY, APRIL 8, 1987

8:00 PM

CAMPUS CENTER 165-169

SPONSORED BY:

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

DEPARTMENT OF NURSING

This is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss their

experiences in the working world. Don't miss this important

panel discussion!

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

Nancy Teixeira Scott '81

R.N.. B.S.

Molly Gray '84

R.N.. B.S.

Mary Ellen St

R.N.. B.S.

Cyr '84

Linda O'Conno' '78

R.N., B.S., M.Ec.

Patient Advocate
Traveler's Insurance Company

Maternal-Child Community Health

Nurse and Home Health Aide
Certltication Instructor

Eosthampton V.N.A,

Research Coordinator
Department of Cardiology
St. Vincent's Hospital

Pediatric Hematology/
Oncology Nurse Clinician

Baystate Medical Cente.''

For more information, please contact.

University Placement Service, University Career Center
545-2224

tion equals marketing, etc. You learn how

to deal with shit, how to read things and

people, how to be the key person in an

organization, how to be reliable. Also, we
learn at UMass how to take it easy, to

realize perspective.

C: Who are the key players in concert

programming here?

P: There is UPC (Union Program Coun-

cil i and the area governments. Ad
ministrativeh , there is the Student Ac-

tivities Ofiice (SAO). Housing Sei-vices, and

the Department of Public Safety, and to a

different degi-ee. Physical Plant. Current

iy. Housing is Hying to gain control over

events, to try to in.still their point of view.

C: What about the police?

P: The police hold restrictive power over

events. They don't look at the bottom line

in terms of money. There has been a leader-

ship problem there, but things have been

getting better, especially since we started

dealing with Sgt. Paul Ominsky. When
Ominsky was away for a while on a course,

we had difficulty with Who is in charge?

As far a.s I'm concerned, there was nothing

in the Hurst report or in the papers which
was unfounded or unfair.

C: What is your opinion on the possible

formation of a Concert Authority on
campus?
P: We've thought about some kind of stu-

dent activities coordinating committee, but

that would add another level to the

bureaucracy. One of the joys of the system
a.s it stands is: every group has an equal

chance at programming anything they

want — a certain freedom of forn^ and
forum. C: Will you comment on UPC and
the area governments''

P: UPC and I have a good working rela-

tionship. The area governments do not

reflect sufficiently on how they spend their

money.

I

A«**ttraiiMOM«
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An AHamatJv* Record Stor« i

I

I

MjoauMnTT««iTt«Ktnm
j

, TOP CASH PAID FOR . I

RECORDS, TAPES, CDs ' i.

Maxell XL2
Box of 10 For

$19.99

Maxell LN-90
Box of 10 For

$12

Maxell XL11S

$2.74 Ea, OR
10 For $24.99

NEW LOCATION
Underneath Steve's, beside All Cat

48 N. Pleasant St - 253-9209
M - Sat 11-7; Sun 12-5

starting at

LUXEMBURG $358
LONDON '"""^"'

361

ST.THOMAS 238
TEL AVIV 583
CARACAS 293
ATHENS 493
STOCKHOLM 413
HONGKONG 764
A^%o, EURAIL PASSES. INT'L
STUDENT O.WORK/STUDV
ABROAO.AYHCAROS. LOW
DOMESTIC FARES and
mo(«! CALL for

FREE Student Travel Catalog!

(413] 256-1261

COUNCaiRiyEL
AMHERST

rA(
HOT

ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

THE J.B.'s SEIZE
It grabs yott where It

hurts the most ...

It the pit of Yotir stomach

It's time for dinner

and yott crave a

satisfying hot meal.

If dorm food Just won't

do, then J.B.'s is

the answer.

If this is you. then come
to J.B.'s for a free large

beef sandwich and large coke.
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Running book for

the experienced
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Correspondent

Are you one of the many runners out there that were
track or cross country stars in high school, but decided

not to run on the collegiate level? Do you still want to

run competitively or just stay in shape? Are you lost

without the guidance of a coach? If you answered yes to

these questions then you might consider taking a jog

down to your nearest bookstore and picking up a copy

of the latest book on this subject called The Self Coach-

ed Runner II.

Allan Lawrence and Mark Scheid, both having world

class backgrounds in this ever growing sport, take you
through some day by day workouts that comply with

youi individual ability and goals. The SelfCoached Run-
ner II deals with distances from 100 meters to 8

kilometers. Lawrence and Scheid's previous book The

SelfCoached Runner dealt with training for races from

10 kilometers to that gutwrenching marathon made so

popular by "Boston Billy" Bill Rogers.

Whether you want to run indoor track, outdoor track,

road races or just take a jog down the road, there is

something in here for you. It is important not to push
yourself too hard when you're out doing a brisk run down
some country road or sprinting around an old track, so

the authors take you through a step by step plan ofwhen
you should run long distance, when you should engage
in a grueling set of 440 or 880 sprints, or when you
should just take it easy.

Scheid and Lavvrenee also go into race strategy, run-

ner's lingo, and weight training, a topic that has bten
somewhat controversial with many distance runners.

They don't fool around with all the theories noating

around in the world of running, but get right to the point.

The only criticism.^ I have of this book is that it doe.s

nil' include a chanter on stretching or diet. Stretching

IS a very important part of running, both n'-ini i and .ifter

an easy or challenging workout. Diet is also very impor
tant to every per.-,nn who wants to live a healthy life but

for the runnel it i-> e^'^entuii that heeatstiii ri^ht t()od>

tc stay in peak condition For these reasons I would not

svggest this book to a runner just starting out. One
should get more acquainted with the sport before div-

ing into this book.

No one can become a world class runner overnight but

this book could start you on the way to becoming very

competitive. It is the next best thing to having that coach

right next to you.

* Art
cnntimwd from page JO

Smith College and at the University. Pat Oleszko, a world

renown performing artist will display a number of in-

teresting works. ' Mere Inflation," an exhibition featur-

ing HUGE cartoon like inflatable characters will be

shown at the Hampden Gallery.

ft*
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The most interesting of Oleszko's works will be "Tales

of Inflation (The Air Apparent)," a performance including

films, slides original music by "Blue" Gene Tyranny and
other huge cartoon-like inflatables. The artist will hold

an open rehersal for Five College students from 7-10 pm
on Tuesday, April 14 for the April 15 show. The rehersal

will be held at Smith College, and all interested students

should call 545-0202 for more details.

At the University Gallery there are two shows that have

recently gone up that demand serious attention.

ITALO SCANGA: RECENT SCULPTURE AND
DRAWINGS, is an exhibition focusing on the period of

Scanga's career that marks a shift in the artist's outlook

and means of sculpture. This is an emotional and pro-

vocative exhibit, and a definite must see.

Beyond Light: Infrared Photography by Six New
England Artists, is another exhibit that uses an uncom-
mon medium with startling effect. Infrared film produces

a different kind of image that alters our perception of the

familiar in a very subtle way.

I would recommend to all members of the University

community that they view MASSART II before it leaves.

The University Gallery shows are on display until June
so no one should miss them either. Let's goet out there

folks! there is some great art out there!

Italo Scanga's 'Milo of Croton.'

Art events for tonight

7:30 p.m.: The film Year of The Dragon will be shown
in Merrilll, Amherst College. Free.

8:00 p.m.: The film To Be Or Not To Bt<\M2) will be
shown in Gamble Auditorium, Mount Holyoke. Admis-
sion 1$.

8 :00 p.m.: 'Three One-Act French Play.s " plays by

Marivaux, Arrabal, and Feydeau will be shown in

Chapin Auditorium, Mary Wooley Student Center.

Mount Holyoke.

I
MAYFLOWER

I CHAINS
X^ Silver & 14K Gold

V Overlay

•j^ S.S. Silver

* Austrian Crystal

« Design Your

^ Own Earrings

On The Campus Center

Concourse
200/q Off With This Ad'/9 wn rriiri inis Ha m

ARE YOU

PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HEL P?

Birthright Can Help
• FfCE PREGNAUCy TESTNG

Sam* Day R«*ult«

ISitnHcmt th*t art

fr—, Confkfntlal, Caring
« Helpful

S549-19C6Amh*f*t
C«m«9« Shops

an alternativa lo abonmn I

'n^'EARLY'j

BIRD I

SPECIAL •

$2 OFF
Shampoo.
Cut & Dry

STYLES I

BY !

>EBORAH
I

'549-5610 • 65 University Dr|

I
wiih in>s coupon - exp 4n MB? i

RENT/^RECK

N«w & Used Cart
Trucks « Vsw AI«o AvalaMe

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

S49-2880 .

HAVE YOU EVER MET
PEOPLE LIKE . . .

Vincent Price, Berke Breathed, Dr. Ruth,

Seymour Hirsch, Betty Friedan, Rick Horrow,

Geoffrey Holder, Arthur Schlessinger,

George Gallup Jr., Edwin Newman, Helen Caldicott,

Bill Baird, Stephen King, George McGovern,
Dr. Richard Leakey, Curtis and Lisa Sliwa,

John Stockwell, Dith Pran, Bella Abzug, James Burke,

Hunter S. Thompson

MAYBE IT'S TIME.

rrvY^n
distinguished

Vbitors program

WE BRING THE WORLD
TO UMASS

New Member Recruitment Meeting
Wed. April 8

7 PM • CC 909
Freshmen and Sophmores Welcome

THE
EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

BDIC

DATE:

TIME:

LOCATION:

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 8, 1987

8:00 PM
CAMPUS CENTER 101

SPONSORED BY:

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

BACHELOR'S DEGREE WITH INDIVIDUAL CONCENTRATION

This is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss their

experiences in the working world. Don't miss this important
panel discussion!

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

Marc Cojolet '86

(ComDuler Graphics)

Rose Gershon '85

(International Business

and Interpreting)

Karen Batting Konicek '80

(Children and Mass Medio)

Gary J Morchese, Esq '78

(Human Services and the Law)

Bonnie Szynal '84

(Personnel Administration)

Sottwore Engineer
Viewlogic Systems, inc

Marlboro. MA
Associate Underwriter, Properties
CIGNA Worldwide, Inc,

New York, NY
Director of Distribution

Zipporah Films. Inc.

Combridge, MA
Associate Partner

Foster 8t Foster. Attorneys, PC.
Waltham, MA
Manager of Human Resources
J Bildner 8i Sons
Boston, MA

For ,T»ore tr formation, please contact
University Placement Service University Career Center

545-2224

The Far Side

By Gary Larson
Smithereens
By Sarah Smith

In the Old West, vegetarians were
often stiot with little provocation.

Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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Bat Brain By Bill Bearing
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ATTENTION ALL STAFF

There will be a staff meeting Friday at

4 p.m. in the newsroom. Attendance is

vital and mandatory.

Elections are approaching — any staff

member wishing to nin for a board of

editors position must submit an applica-

tion to Carol T. by April 20. Details at

meeting.

•>2u,.y

Menu
Luncli Basics Lunch

Hamburg on Roll Bean Burgers

Spinach and Mushroom Spinach and Mushroom

Quiche Quiche

Basics DinnerDinner

Bean Burgers

Spinach and Mushroom
Quiche

Tofu Shen
Baked Ziti

Weather
Today: Clotidy. with high near 50. Fifty per-

cent chance of rain.

Wednesday: Cloudy, cool in the 40s, with a

chance of showers.

Today's Staff
Night Editor Jeffry Bartash

Copy E<litor Pam Bracken

Photo Technician Nikt Sokoloff

LaYOOt Technician r...Mike Solaroli

ProdncUon Snpenrlsor Debbie Pikul

Prodactlon Karlin Isele. Scott Smith. Kelly Sieger.

Pedro Pcreira. Lisa Huiet. Meredith Caplan and Joe

Executive Board — Spring of 1987

KBLLY SIEGER
Editor Is Uicf

HAHCT KLIRGEMER
gtng Editor

STEVE RUBIH
B«sla«M lUaafar

PHIL SBRAFIHO
B4ltorUl Bdhor

JIVSEL ZIIITER

Predactlea Haaagtr

Business Board — Spring of 1987

STEVE RUBIH
B««la«M MMMgtr

PAUL H. LESSER
AdvtrlUlag Salts

VAIESSA ROTH
Ptaaac* MaMgtr

PATRICE LAWSKT
Markttlag Muuifcr

CRAIG lAUGLE
Clre«l«llM ll«M|l«r

KAREX HOLLAVD
SatocripHM Muugtr
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TAKE THAT! - Sugar Ray Leonard (left) captured the Middleweight title from Marvelous
Marvin Hagler last night in a 12th-round split decision. Leonard received scores of 18-10 and
15-13, and Hagler scored 15-13 on the other judge's card.

Red Sox lose, 5-1
MILWAUKEE (AP) - Teddy Higuera shut out Boston

Red Sox on six hits for seven innings and Robin Yount
drove in two runs yesterday as the Milwaukee Brewers

defeated last year's American League champions 5-1 in

the season opener for both teams.

The left-handed Higuera was bolstered by a 12-hit at

tack and several key defensive plays. Higuera struck out

three and walked two.

Mark Clear pitched a hitless eight and Dan Plesac work-

ed the ninth, allowing a run on a single by Don Baylor

and second baseman Juan Castillo's error.

Yount singled home a run in the first and hit an RBI
double in the fifth as the Brewers chased Red Sox starter

Bob Stanley. Jim Gantner had thi'ee hits and Paul Molitor

a triple and double for the Brewers.

Stanley, primarily a reliever in his career, started in

place of Roger Clemens, who ended a 29-day holdout dur-

ing the weekend, and Dennis Boyd and Bruce Hurst, both

nursing injuries.

Molitor led off the bottom of the first with a triple scored

on Yount's single.

Gantner started the fifth with a single and scored on
Yount's double. Glenn Braggs singled home Yount for a
3-0 lead and Greg Brock singled to chase Stanley.

Clemens to play
mock game today
MILWAUKEE (AP) Roger Clemens will pitch a

simulated game Today to determine when he will be ready

to start for the Boston Red Sox, he said yesterday.

The 1986 Cy Young Award winner and Most Valuable
Player rejoined the Red Sox last Saturday after a 29-day
walkout over a contract dispute.

He pitched six hitless innings in an exhibition game
against Harvard University on Saturday.

But Manager John McNamara said Clemen.s would not

pitch in this week's season-opening series with the

Milwaukee Brewers.

"I feel good," Clemens said yesterday before the Red Sox
opened the season with Bob Stanley facing the Brewers.

i'ni going to pitch in a simulated game tomorrow." The
Red Sox and Brewers have an off-day Tuesday.
Clemens said he was glad to be back around his team-

mates and hoped to make a contribution to the defending

American League champions as soon as possible.

"I'm going to try to do everything I've always done,"

said the 24-game winner of last season. "It might take

ma a little time to get "fine-tuned."

Clemens reiterated that his walkout was, "a matter of

pride in what I did."

"I wanted them (the Red l^xTto reccignize it. I want to

be dealt with like a human being. 1 live by my ov\ti

principles.

"They recognized what I did and now I'm looking for-

ward to winning some games," he said. Final contract

details are still being ironed out.

Clemens said he had no idea how the fans would react

to him upon his return. "They have to make their own
judgment," he said.

"Tm the same person. I'm going to give them everv'thing

I got."

Clemens said his first priority would be developing the

consistency he showed last season when he started the

season 14-0 en route to his 24-4 season that included a

2.48 ERA and 237 strikeouts.

"I ought to win when I have my good stuff," he said,

adding that he needed to be able to go "seven to eight in-

nings with mediocre stuff."

Clemens had been the projected opening-day starter

before his walkout. That assignment fell to Dennis "Oil

Can" Boyd, who was scratched because of knots in his

right neck and shoulder.

Boyd was placed on the 15-day disabled list yesterday

retroactive to March 29.

az ZJC 3Z az SE 33: az ZE
HEAD RESIDENT/RESIDENTIAL LIFE

INTERNSHIP POSITIONS
Amherst College is seeking candi(dates for part time (10 month)
Head Resident/Residential Life Internship positions beginning

August 15, 1987. Responsibilities include the training and super-

vision of Resident Counselors plus a range of supervisory, ad-

vising and administrative functions for a cluster of residence

halls. Individuals will also have a variety of professional develop-

ment opportunities plus specific program wide responsibilities.

Qualifications include: Bachelor's degree by September, 1987;

ability to relate well to students; organizational and counseling
skills. Previous experience in residential life preferred. Compen-
sation: $3,800 stipend, plus room and board. Opportunities to

work at the Campus Center may be available for additional time

and salary. Interested candidates may submit a cover letter,

resume, amd three letters of recommendation by April 13, 1987
to; Rebecca Lee, Assistant Dean of Students. Box 68, Amherst
College, Amherst, MA 01002. An Equal ODDortunitv/Affirmatlve

Action Employer.
zz ace 3Z sz 2Z zz zz zz

GREAf DAIlV 5pgClALS

TACOVILLA
NORTHAMPTON
21 CENTER iT

584-06^3

XJ) Bring Your Own
IV Beer or W)ne

AMHCRST
4> BOLTWOOD WALK
i56 82l?

Beer S Wine
Served

SPRINGFIELD
?4<) SUMNER AVE
/as 0919

Bring Your Own
Beer S Wine

ELISA CAMPBELL
for

AMHERST
BOARD OF SELECTMEN
14 YEARS OF COMMUNITY

LEADERSHIP FOR •

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
OPEN SPACE PRESERVATION

AFFORDABLE HOUSING
HUMAN SERVICES FUNDING

Sierra Club leader since 1973 • Town Meeting since 1977

Planning Board 1977-85 • UMass student, 1970-85

Tenant in Amherst for 15 years, now a homeowner
Currently UMass employee

VOTE ELISA CAMPBELL ON APRIL 7

Polls Open Noon - 8 pm
for by Campbell for Selectboard, Mary Murphy. Treasurer, 53 Rolling Ridge Road

Sfi lk.«JUlk»« lk*AIlf«Aj ll»fJ kk*<J l»»JU 1V»JU IV*<J l»^

Looking for a Seder? Join Ours!

No Jew should be without a Seder this Pesach.

If you or someone yoo know is without a place

for Seder, then come to Our House.

CHABAD HOUSE
Amherst

Monday, April 13th - 8:00 p.m.
Tuesday, April 14th - 8:30 p.m.
30 No. Hadley Rd.. Amherst

Opposite Whitmore, adjacent to Lot 32
549-4094

Call now for reservations

Students - $7.00 • Regular • $10.00
'•^•'"••''''•''>«iif»T"r»-rtrr«vinMTif«Vi /»•«''•'"»•'•
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it soaked softhall
continued from page 16

the team has beet) unable to play ariy of those games, with

the exception of Friday's 2-0 loss to North Carolina,

because rain has made field conditions unplayable.

"The big problem for us is not having an opportunity

to play any games," head coach Elaine Sortino said. "We
haven't done anything in a week and a half. It's very

frustrating."

The performance the Minutewomen turned in on Fri-

day could only add to the frustration that seems to be

building every day UMass has to wait. The team lost its

first game since returning from Florida, a first-rounder

versus UNC at the University of Connecticut Husky In-

vitational. The loss was bad enough. How the

Minutewomen went about losing the game was worse.

The Tar Heels, who managed only three hits off UM
starter Lisa Rever, got all the runs they needed in the first

inning, aided by a contagious case of the oopsies in the

UMass defensive corps. UNC put a pair runners on base

thanks to two Paige Kopcza errors. After two pop outs and

runners at first and second, UNC ran a double steal.

Junior catcher Ilene Freeman's throw to third was on the

money but the ball was dropped by senior thirdbaseman

Debbie Cole, setting up a second and third situation for

North Carolina.

The inning appeared over when the next Tar Heel bat-

ter lofted a routine fly ball to left field. The rest wasn't

so routine, as senior leftfielder Emily Bietsch dropped the

ball, alllowing two uneraned Tar Heel runs to score. That,

in addition to slumbering UMass bats, would be all UNC
would need to work with.

"We settled down and played a great game after the se-

cond inning. I refuse to make excuses for this team. We

ACTIVITIES •AUDIO
AUTO FOR SALE •CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT •FOR RENT

FOR SALE -FOUND
HELP WANTED -LOST

should have been ready," Sortino said. "The fact that we

haven't played shows. We lost that game because we
weren't sharp."

As of yesterday, no decision had been made regarding

today's Atlantic 10 conference opener with URI. Take my
word for it, Totman Field has been in better shape. For-

casters called for more precipitation last night and, if it

did indeed rain or snow, you can scrap another

doubleheader, at least for now.

"I've told them that when we get our opportunity to

play, it's on us to be ready," Sortino said. "We have to

be ready to play from start to stop."

The lack of games has also taken effect on the

Minutewomen's ranking in the Northeast. The poll's top

spot, which was released yesterday morning, was seized

by UConn, who managed to get in two games in the

tourney. Adelphi University is second and UMass, who

had maintained the number one ranking since the season

begun, is third. Princeton University and the University

of Maine round out the Top Five.

As for Rhode Island, the Wrams haven't exactly been

ripping the basepaths, but in this weather, who can? URI,

currently 3-11 on the season, is led by Kim Menkavitch

and Sue Gordee. who are batting .241 and .219, respec-

tively, On the mound, the Wrams are paced by Kathy

Tewey (1.70 ERA) and Chris Ashburn (2.84 ERA).

Stolen Bases: Freshman pitcher Traci Kennedy was

named Atlantic 10 Pitcher of-the-Week for the week en-

ding March 29. Kennedy rolled up a 4-1 record with a 0.76

earned run average on the Florida Swing. Kennedy 19

strikeouts while walking only three in 36% innings pit-

ched, and opposing batters are hitting a paltry .159

against her. the doubleheader against Maine has been

rescheduled for April 15 at Totman Field. If this keeps

up, the Minutewomen will be making games up until In-

dependence Day.

CLASSIFIED

• women 's lax preview
continued from page 16

defeat of James Madison, the team isn't about to wave
the white flag.

"We're not communicating on defense and teams have

been fast-breaking on is. We've been making the other

goalies look awesome by missing a lot of open shots,"

Robertson said. "We were a little down after break, but

we're looking at the losses as a learning expereince.

We've been working on our weak points, and the prac-

tice should pay off."

There have been a few bright spots after UMass' trio

of Spring Break contests however, most notably Sue Mur-

phy. The freshman attackman from Boyertown, Pa. leads

the team in scoring with five goals, and has taken some
pressure off senior co-captain Lisa Griswold, a perennial

offensive threat.

"Sue is doing a good job, but being a freshman show-

ed. She gives us a lot of speed, and allows us to play Griz

close to the goal in a lot of different sf>ots," Hixon said.

"At first we were alternating her with Ginny Armstrong,

but both players have the ability to contribute. We're

going to try to get them both in at the same time, because

we need some legs and speed at midfield."

* spring rain-outs
c<mtinued from page 16

with a three- game homestand.

"Just keep checking the weather forecast," Garber said.

Baseball, meanwhile, has had five of their games
cancelled while the women's lacrosse team had its game
against Yale postponed twice and is expected to be made
up. Also, last Saturday's home men's tenni.s match against

Boston College was swamped

.....^««4t)MJ«^

INSIRUCIION-MOTORCvlClES
PERSONALS • RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED •SERVICES
ROOMATE WANTED •travel

WANTED* SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEaAW OFFICE -CC 11 aVoN-THURS 8:30-3.30 (FRI • 2:30) > DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION > CASH IN ADVANCE. 15«/W0RD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVmiS UDROOM FOR RtNT

ALL YOU ASPIRING men & women who
want 10 be cheerleaders Iryouls start April

6.7.8 at 8 00 Curry Hix Cage No experience

neccessary come try out tor one of the best

teams on this campus

WHAT'S UP IN Nicaragua? Three students

who just returned from Nicaragua will be
speaking about their experiences there

Tonight at 7PM in Campus Center room
905

FREE MOVIES AT the Newman Center
"OHicer and a Gentelman" Friday May 8lh

in the front lounge at 7:00OM All are

welcome!

UPiC^QENERAL MEETINGII Tuesday. Hi
at 6 30PM in 168CC Elections for Tacent
and Production tonight'

ONE BEDROOM IS available m a three

bedroom apartment in Northwood apart-

ments. Low rent $143 per month call

545-3627 daytime. 665-7797 evenings

Keep trying

CLOSET SALE

FOR SALE 1974 SAAB GL99 front wheel
drive excellent condition good buy must

see/ tel 584-9181

BIANCHI RACE BIKE. S2cm, Columbus,
Campagnolo. $550 546-4613

SILVER ROPE CHAIN. Totman lockers no
questions Sentimental value Reward call

6-4437

BLACK LEATHER FROMWfmust have
It backi No questions' Reward 546-7548

FOUND
JEAN JACKET AT Pike on 4/2 please

return to Chris 6-8558

FULL LENGTH RACOON skin coat, in

good condition. $200 00 NCR cash
register, needs only minor repair for full

operation or )usl a conversation piece

$50 00 Resignol Skis, marker bindings and

catwr boots Great package for someone
who wants to learn without maior invest-

ment $80 00 Call Ansel 256-6182

FOR A OOOO TIMi CALL

FOUND 1 COMPUTER disk box in GRC
If you can identify it, it is yours Call

549-1452 or 6-7224 Ask lor Lannae

FOUNO-GUCCI WATCH 3/19 Boyden Gym
call Mack at 256-8088 to describe

LOST ROOMMATE'S PEARL bracelet on
4/2 Please call 549-7142

MOTORCVCLES

CALCULATOR IN TOWER library April 2

call Anne 253-7248

INTERESTED BRIDGE PLAYERS call

Sharon 6-4677 or John 665-7546

IRS REPRESENTATIVE AVAILABLE to

help in preparation of W-4 forms Person-

nel office. 324 Whitmore BuiWing. Wednes-
day. April 8. 1987. 10 00 A M -2 30 PM

IMPORTANT ARMENIAN CLUB meeting
(yes, another one) Wednesday April 8th

6:00PM 904 CC All new and old members
welcomed!

EilBLE STUDY -WEDNESDAY, 6:30PM
CC 801 Rev Esther Hargis facilitates this

discussion series focusing on liberation

theology. All welcome.

AUDIO

RACK-A-DISC Entertainment Agency
Disc-Jockeys, lights, rentals, and Mobile

Video Dances! 549-7144

FOR RENT

SUMMER SUBLET WITH tail option huge
lour bedroom townhouse on busline

Seven-Eleven, package store, laundry, piz-

za, all within walking distance 665-3032

anytime Keep trying

NILP WANTED

THERE'S A JOB for you in a summer camp
The American Camping Association (NY)

will make your application available to over

300 camps m the Northeast exciting oppor-

tunities lor college students and profes-

sionals Positions available all land and
water sports, arts and crafts, drama, music,

dance, tripping, nature. Rn's. MD'3. aides,

kitchen, maintenance, college credit

available call or write lor application

American Camping Association, 43W 23rd

St Dept (UMA) New York, NY 10010,

212-645-6620

1982 HONDA CM450E excellent condition

low mileage many extras asking $900
546-6332

HONDA HAWK 400CC 1978 great sum-
mertime commuter bike! Cheap to run,

bullet-prool reliability $450 Eves
256-0831

THE ACCOUNTING ASSOCIATION is

presenting Eileen Kapino. Director of Stu-

dent Activities for Ihe Spiinqtield Chapter
ol the National Association of Accountants,

on Apnl 8lh at 4 00PM m Ihe SOM lobby

Topics will include Student Affiliation and
Student Membership

WENDY -PUMPKINPIE "
I hada^uper

duper time at the ball thank you ' The Italian

Stallion " Tick

DEAR NANCY FOUND a great^EW
CLOTHING STORE in Amherst They carry

Canal Jean Company. Street Life and
more The prices are fantasic meet me
there Thursday at Modrian—Carriage
Shops. Amherst Love. Judy

3 BEDROOM FURNISHED apt 480/monlh

utilities and cable included on bus route.

swimming pool, lennis ct 665-3671

TWO BR SOUTHWOOD apt avail

summer call lor details 253-3619

SUMMER JOIS

loi

ON CAPE COD at Jason's of Oennisport

Floor and door personnel, barbacks and
bartenders, waiter and waitresses Accep-

ting applications Mon thru Sat vacation

week trom noon lo 3 Interviews at Clan

cys, 8 Uppercounty Ro Dennisport MA

JOE ZALESKI- TIME is slipping away Are
we? tUMMlR ON CAM COO

PROFESSIONAL TYPINO

1 977 BULTACO PURSANG Fox 250 needs
minor work very fast $250 00 or BO call

Jim 256-1387

PERSONALS

SELLING OHM SPEAKERS 100W & Bor-

ther typewriter. Cheap' Call 6-7921

.

AUTO FOR SALE

BEAUTIFUL ONE BEDROOM apartment

close to campus. Patio, sliding glass doors,

skylight Perfect for two' Only
$370 -f electrk; available June 1 with tall (v
tion 256-6076

ROOM TnInIEW house call Dale 253-9949

between 5 30-6:30

LANDSCAPE CREW LEADERS crew
members Motivated personnel to lill

several positions in progressive landscape

and irrigation company For vacation ap-

pointment call 617-485-4247 EOE Land
Tech Associates P O Box 18, Hudson Ma
01749

RESUME TYPESETTING SERVICE
Have your resume prolessionally typeset

The best quality type, not a vi«)rd processor

Sixteen different type styles lo choose trom

Takes only 3 days costs $25 and any

changes I'll do lor FREE Come down to the

Collegian Graphics Office (113 Campus
Center) and speak to Peter Soderberg

•SPEEDY KEYS" -FAST, accurate,

reliable 256-1002

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

CASES, PAPERS. DISSERTATIONS,
theses, fast, accurate, dependable, on-

campus. reasonable 584-7924. Nancy

ROOMMATES WANTED: 4BR house In

Hyannis Memorial Day thru labor Day
$1100 each call Chris 549-6273 or

549-6110

tWAO NOMINATION PAMM
NOMINATION PAPERS ARE now
avalable for $o<ithwe*t Area Oevem-
meni PreddenI, Vice-President, and
treasurer In me SWAO oMce m Hopden
Paper* are due Friday Apt* 10 at S:00
PM In ttte SWAO OfHce.

ROLLINQ OREEN

196S FORD FALCON a cream puff

266-6920

HYANNIS: WALKING DISTANCE to beach

and guidos Tastefully furnished 3 bedroom
cape Hardwood floors, fireplace, washer
dryer, dishwasher, util inci need 2-3

housemates $1100 each Toby: 253-7039

Greg 256-8191

SUMMER HELP ON Cape Cod ExpenerKe
not necessary, but pretfered Lowden Tree

and Landscape 428-4272

MEET NEW PEOPLE! Get great ex-

perience! Come write for New England's

largest college daily The Collegian is in 1 13

Campus Center, right behind the T V
Come down and check us out!

ROOM AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY! Roll-

ing Green apartments $219 00 a month
everything included Call 10 00 AM lo 5 00
PM Monday thai Friday 800-332-8495 ask
for Gaylind or call anytime 203-659-3405
ask for Melissa

TVPtNO SERVICE

WE ARE LOOKING for sorrieone to do child

care one evening a week and occasional

overnights Must have transportation Call

584-9057

82 SUBARU BRAT. Excellent shape 2,600

549-7529

81 TOYOTaTeRCEL excellent condition

very well maintained $2300 Call Mike

549-4708 or 545-0026

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED tor tall

Southwood 253-5619

75 CHEVY VEGA, needs new starter good

cond $400 call bet 2-6 253-5885 ask for

Matt

3 LARGE ROOMS in single family home for

rent from June thru August $270/month,

utilities included Living & dining, kitchen

and laundry facilities. 5 min walk to UMass
and Amherst Center Very private, quiet

and comfortable place to live Call now for

interview 549-6799

NOW HIRING FOR summer employment
waitpeople. saulee cooks, preppers Very

busy summer Apply Judie's Restaurant

WANTED WEEKEND EMPLOYMENT
Riverside Food Services needs you
Transportaion and uniforms provided, for

more info call Dave 546-9248

LOVE TO DANCE? Tryouts for UMass
minutes kickline-danceteam coming the

third week in April Lots of fun, great way
to keep in shape. Meet tons of new people

Watch lor us'

CAPE cob, WEST YartTKJuth we have a

place we need 2 or 3 roommates. For info

call Elizabeth 549-SS32

LOOKINQ FOR U2 fix for any Worchaster

show Call Nancy 6-1157

ROOMMATE WANTED

ONE OR TWO non-smoking female room-

mates wanted to share large bdrm in 3

bdrm apt in Puffton Starting June 1st

Prefer senior undergraduate or graduate

student Call Laurie after 6PM 549-7773

2 NONSMOKING FEMALES wanted to

share large room in Rolling Green starting

June 1 253-2475

73 DODGE DART good shape, runs well

Has had lot of work, needs a little more

$550 also Datsun 200SX 77 for parts $100

take It away 584-3640

TWO SINGLES AVAILABLE in Swiss

Village June 1st with lall option 253-7248

WANTED PART TIME bus drtvers for Nor-

thampton to Amherst routes $5 to start very

convenient for Northampton residents

Work schedule arranged around your class

schedule 586-1909

DEB- YOU'RE FIANLLY 21! Bonng Friday

and Saturday nights are forever gone"
Happy birthday! Love Michele

76 FORD GRENADA Many new parts great

shape call Darrin 665-2529

LOOKING FOR SOMEONE to take over our

lease on Ig inexp 2br Squire Village apt

Call 665-8596

SKATEBOARD HOTSHOTS NEEDED for

photo session 545-0155

SALLY-SHOW YOUR face!

TOM AND JIM thanks for the help with the

car We really appreciate ill-Grelchen and
Paige

HOUSEMATES NEEDED TOT share 3

bedroom house located in quiet area

nonsmoking 21 year old student preferred

available now call 256-0186 Early am or late

pm

NOVA MOST RELIABLE car ever made
$600 neg 253-5885 ask for Ed

1979 RED MAZDA RX7 excellent conditk)n

79000 miles sunroof Kenwood stereo

3500/BO 546-7715

THREE BEDROOM APARTMENT in

downtown Northampton available May 1

$600 plus Phone 584-6887

FOR SALE

FREE INTERVIEWS, CAPE Cod's hottest

restaurant-bar complex. Interview

weekend. Saturday, April 25, 10-4, Sunday
April 26, Noon-4 Season May 21 Sept 7

and more Guido Murphy's. Corner ol West
Main Street and Sea Street, Hyannis, Ma.
come on down'

HAPPY BIRTHDAY CHRIS. Don't worry,

Hanley. no one will know it's you! Love

Caryn

FOR^SALE: TW loru2 Centrum Shows
May 243 BO 549-0393

1979 FORD MUSTANG yellow, auto,

82,000 mis AM FM stereo $1 200 545-3689

after 5 30 548-9042

1978 SCIRROCO RUNS excellent needs

brake work $800.00 or BO call Jim

266-1387

M~Y PRIDE ANlTioy must sell by May 85

red toyota pick-up 5 sp PS PB AC Kenwood

sound mint cond can always be seen at

TO ask 1800 or BO call 6-9168 Rob

tTdODGE CHARGERyTlS, PS, PB, 4

radials AM/I-M cass 5 band equilizer. 4

spkrs runs great, well maintained, radar

detector free with purchase First $600

takes It Call Steve 549-0470

CRATE AMP MUST sell! Call Shawn
5469030

WINDERSURFER CLASSIC. 5 color sail

2 daggerboards Excellent condition

Forget Florida $425 Great conversation

piece

ACOUSTIC^ RESEARCH SPEAKERS
$250 00 (worth $600) call Mike/Glen

549-1318

THE CENTER FOR popular economics has

openings for 2 administrative assistants

Both |obs would start in May A |ob descrip-

tion IS posted in Thompson 829. or call

Tasha at 545-0743 for more information

Application deadline April 10

72 AMC WAGON dependable 3 speed

350BO 665-3541

79 RABBIT AM/FM, no rust, excrtlent con-

dilion, tSSO, caH 253-3568

HUEV LEWIS AND the News tickets 3 floor

seats for Apr 25 show at Centrum Call Dan

at 6-7860

ATaYCOMPUTER 640K disc drive word

processing program included call Bill

546-6390

uiTiaCETS FOR sale aH shows 546-8789

BANDS WANTED

APPLE COMPUTER OWNERS: buy an Ao

pie II compatable modem for $150 or B

Panasonic printer $400 or BO call Scott

253-3993

SUMMER JOBS-GENERAL councelors.

watertront and sailing staff and cooks for

girls overnight camps Good salary plus

room and board Contact Janet Wadden.
Outdoor Program Director, Patriots' Trail

Girl Scout Council. 6 Sl James Ave .

Boston. Ma 02116 (617)482-1078

GROUNDS WORKEfliS WANTED at Pine

Grove Golf Course Call 584-4570 for

interview

BUttERFrELD KITCHEN IS accepTing ap
plications for assistant manager and ac-

countant through April 10 Job is lor 87/88

academic year Applications available m
Buttertield Kitchen Office.

I LOST 15 LBS in 3 weeks on Herbal

Weight Control without exercizing' No
drugs' too percent guaranteed! CalTMark
546-5938 for products

TO THE GYMNAST in 807C CaShin You
do have legs Want some punch? Come
visit me in my humble abode' (You enjoyed

the last personal so I said why not ) Me

WOOLTAH -HAPPY B-OAY Havea Wast!

-The Voiceless One

SERVICES

TUTORING. SUBSTITUTE TEACHiNG in

business management, marketing,
finance, investment & microcomputers $7
per hour Neg 536-5006 leave message

SPANISH rUTORINO ft TRANSLATION

HELP WiTH GRAMMAR, stories, pronun
ciation 266-1002

QUALITY TYPING. PAPERS, letters,

resumes, etc Meticulous proofreading

Editing available New IBM typewriter Call

549-0367

WANTED

PHYSICAL.^PIRITUAL, S'TUOENTIAL
health seekers share your knowledge with

the readers ol Sprout, the Earthfoods/Peo-

ples Market Newsletter Typed double

spaced, please drop material off on the 4th

floor S U in Ihe Economic DevetopmenI of-

fice Address It to Jen K Deadline Apnl 15,

1987

WANTED TO RENT

MAfUREliNOERGRAOUATE SEEKING
off-campus room, lor the fall Must be quiol

Call 546-7057 after 11PM or leave

message

ALiSON-WE FINALLY made eye contact-

at the Hatch' Were you as impressed as I

was'' SK

SPRINO FLINO

HELPWiTH SPHiNG Fiingi Come lo Cen
tral Area Government meetings at 8:00 on
Tuesdays

ST. JUM

THANK YOU AGAJNTSeidoirrdo your

prayers go unanswered 1 am very grateful

' SWAG IS LOOKING lor bands to play

'

during Southwest week,
' May 5 8 Applications are available
• Now at the SWAG office m Hampden '

•and are due by April 15, 1987 at 5PM "

Ihe list of bands selected will be
• posted on April 21, 1987 Southwest

'

rocki the PyramidtM'

aOOCM FISCHER RACING cuts with

marker M40 Dynalil boots make oWer call

Jim 256-1387

lOST

urfFlDKETS: HARTFORO May 7 $80 firm

Call after 6 30 546-9703

HELP! LO»T IKY tape recorder at Bartlett

Auditorium on 3/4/87 Class Bio 100B
reward no questions asked 549-7740

SKI BOOTS FOR sale size SVlt good con-

ditk>n call 665-7526

LOST LADIES HELBROS gold watch on
3/14 in Grayson area or in Northampton

Reward. Very sentimental! Nene 546-6966

NEW ENGLAND BROTHER/sister camps
(UMass ) Mah Kee-Nac tor boys/Danbee lor

girls councelor position for program
specialis s all team sports, especially

baseball, basketball, soccor. plus archery,

nflery and biking 25 Tennis openongs Also

performance arts, gymnastics, rocklry.

ropes cojrse. all walerlront activities in-

cluding swimming, skimg. small craft, plus

overnighl T camping, computers, woodcraft

and more Inquire J40 Camping, 190

Linden Avenue, Glen Hidoe, N.J 07028

(201) (B) 429-8522/ (G) 328-2727

HEY CHRIS HANLEYfYes'you^appy bir

thday lo the one and only Prom Oueen' I

hope you get all the wretcfied things you
deserve! Luv, you Pal

LISA-LISA HAPPY birthday.KM live'youl

UMASS STUDENT LOOKING lor room to

rent near campus during spring break 9-21

to 9-29 Call Mary at 546- 1151 Keep trying

TWO SENIORS LOOKING lor one or two
bedrooms for now until end of semester
close lo campus Call Chris or Dave
253-7572

LOOKING FOR 3-BEOROOiM in Puffton
reward offered Lisa 6 7979

S100 REWARD FOR 3 bedroom Puffton
Apartment starting summer or lall call

Rahul 545-3179 or 665-2810

SSSBIG REWARD OFFERED^ fo7 3
t>edroom Puffton Apt Lease 263-7927

TAKE OVER LEASE Jutie^^ 1 room
Lantern Ct Apt busline 150 plus call

545 3627 days 665 4997 after 7PM ask for

Ping

2 BEDROOM APT in Puffton will pay SZioO
lor lease call Chris at 6 7971 or 6-7972

smur
SUMMER SUBlTT FURNISHED one
bedroom in Sundertand call After 10PM
6652984

SUMMER SUBLET WITH falloption house
on Lincoln Ave- beautiful sunroom Jill

5496873

LARGE FULLY FURNISHED house Cable
5bedrooms near bus stop very dean This

house IS ideal!!' Rent negotiable Call uti!

253-5865

SUBLET JUNE - SUMMER/fall optioMwo
bedroom Ciillside 665-6617
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SPORTS

Spring season's a messy washout so far
Ghormley maintains that athletic department is doing its best

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian StafT

When Spring showers
come to New England, they
can be counted on to push
back a few scattered inter-

collegiate events.

But with perpetual rain

showers pouring down onto
the varsity fields here at the
University of
Massachusetts, nearly all of

the Spring teams have had
their seasons pushed to

near-crisis conditions — and
weather forecasters aren't

predicting any relief for the
next few days.

"I've been coaching here
for 28 years and I went to

school here. My memory
doesn't seem to go back that

far, but I will say it has been

a very tough Spring. And
it's not improving." said

UMass baseball coach Dick
Bergquist yesterday before

the team's indoor practice

upstairs at Boyden. "We're
going to play on Wednesday
(a doubleheader at Holy
Cross) weather permitting.

But if this goes on another
week, we could be in real

trouble."

Bergquist, whose team
has had five games postpon-

ed since returning from
their 3-5 Spring Break trip,

and his Minutemen aren't

alone.

As of yesterday, nearly
every major UMass varsity

team had sat through at

least a pair of
postponements, with the
men's lacrosse team and the

Softball team facing possible

cancellations of scheduled

games.
The entire scene is an

athletic department's
nightmare. For Assistant

Athletic Director Dan
Ghormley, who was largely

responsible for putting

together the teams' Spring

schedules, the rain has been

difficult to deal with.

"We're just disappointed

we can't control the
weather," Ghormley
lamented. "We have to take

it day by day. We're making
phone calls every day and
we're doing everything we
can to prepare our facilities.

"It's out of our hands.

We're just at the mercy of

the weather. What can you
say? Obviously we want to

play every game we have on

our schedule b'.'.t ifyou can't

Colle((ian photu by Paul Franz

Steady and unusually heavy rains have wreaked havoc on the Spring
schedules of the University of Massachusetts varsity teams. Above,
Gorillas Tom Bonnet Geft) and Brett Jenks (right) warm up before mov-
ing inside Boyden for yesterday's practice

you can't,"

At the moment, that's the

case.

"We've had other bad

years before," men's
lacros.se coach Dick Garber

said. "But in 10 years,

anyway, this has been the

worst. But it's not just us,

that's the way it has been

all along the East Coast. I

guess there's a freak

weather condition right

now. Jeff Thompson's
(Garber's grad assistant)

father is a lacrosse coach in

Dennison, Ohio and I guess

there's been 14 inches of

snow out there."

Overall, a minimum of

thirteen scheduled events in

at least five sports have
been either postponed or

cancelled. In softball,

doubleheaders versus Ver-

mont, Holy Cross and
Maine were nixed as well as

a potential six games in the

Husky Invitational at the

University of Connecticut
last Friday. The Gorillas

have had home openers
against Cornell (postponed
indefinately) and Boston
College (played Sunday at

BC) thrown out. With
forecasts of rain continuing
through tomorrow, chances
are good that tomorrow's
long-awaited home opener
against eighth-ranked
Brown will be shot.

"I can't comment on that

right now. Who knows? It

might be 90 degrees and
sunny by then," Ghormley
said. "The forecast isn't

good and if you look at our
fields they all have standing
water.

This Brown game, what are
we going to do? We have the
same forecast as we've been
having."

Ironically, the only field

not underwater is the Hill

at Boyden. Unfortunately,
construction of water pipes
created a 12-foot ditch that
has yet to be filled in and
settle. The Hill is no option.

For Ghormley and everyone

else, there really are no op-

C'nlleKian pholu by Paul Frjii/

For Gorillas' head coach Dick Garber and the

rest of the athletic department, this season's

first quarter has been a headache.
tions, just a waiting game.
After tomorrow, UMass

lax maniacs can probably

kiss the majority of the

season goodbye. What
should have been the last of

a three-game homestand
may turn out to be the third

in a new line of home
postponements. After

tomorrow, the Gorillas hit

the road for five straight

away games before closing

out the regular season with
continued on page 15

Confident Gazelles battle Boston College
Long layoff has helped with improvement

USILA
Top 15

The third United States

Intercollegiate Lacrosse
Association men's Division

I poll was released yester-

day with the University of

Massachusetts jumping

two spots despite con-

sideration only for its lone

game through Apr. 4, a

By LINDA DELIVORIAS
Collegian Staff

While rain is forecast to

continue through tomorrow,

the University of

Massachusetts women's
lacrosse team will hopeful-

ly avoid a rainout and put

on its game face for the first

time in over a week tonight.

The Gazelles, after put-

ting their emotions on the

backburner due to the dou-

ble cancellation of their

home opener against Yale,

will clash with Boston Col-

lege at 7 p.m. at Chestnut

Hill, MA.
The team was originally

scheduled to face Yale on

March 31. but unplayable

conditions forced the game's

postponement to Sunday.
Thanks to even heavier

rains, the game was
rescheduled for April 20 on

Patriots Day.
"We have to play a good,

solid game with consistency

and intensity. We wanted
the Yale game, but BC is

just the next game on the

schedule," head coach Pam
Hixon said.

UMass, 1-2, is hoping to

climb to the .500 plateau,

but the Eagles won't be an
easy target to shoot down.

BC has posted a 2-2 record,

but was routed, 12-2, by

Brown last Thursday.
"We're not concerned

with their players' tenden-

cies. BC plays better at

home, but we're ju.^t going

Baseball postponed again
Today's University of Ma.ssachusetts baseball game

against Holy Cross has been postponed due to yesterday's

heavy rain.

The game is tentatively scheduled for tomorrow at 3

p.m. at Holy Cross.

The game is the fifth m a row that has been postpon-

ed. The Minutemen. 4-6, had their opening Atlantic 10

series against St. Joseph's of Philadelphia postponed over

the weekend.

to tbcus on what we do

best," Hixon said.

The Gazelles sufi'ered a

13-5 loss against defending

champion Maryland nine

days ago, but the team has
been making the necessary

adjustments in practice to

correct its early season

woes.

"We've been working on
some new plays on offense

and getting organized on
defense. If we do what we've

been doing in practice we
should have no problem,"
junior defensman Amy
Robertson said. "Everybody
is up for the game, and
we're going to play with a

lot of aggressiveness and
confidence.There's nobody
on the team who doubts

we'll win."
To iidtph a victurv under

the lights. UMass has to

rt'ceivf a strong pcrtnr

mance between the jjosts

Goalies Pam Stone and Ann
Scileppi have yielded 33

goals and combined for a

.388 save percentage, a

statistic that Hixon isn't

thrilled about.

"One area we have to im-

prove m IS save perecen-

tage. We have a fairly good
defense with a lot of

quickness, so we should be
making 5-6 more saves each
game," Hixon said. "Offen-

sively, we have to go hard to

the ball, get good shots, and
play smart."

Despite the Gazelle's slow

start, which also included a

16-8 opening-game loss to

Northwestern and a 6-3

continued on page 15

Softball scheduled
to open vs. URI
Another rainout is likely
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

A way, way back in the ages dark,

Old Man Noah built a .s.'o ^oin^ ark.

Old Man Noah new a tlun^ or two,

f/c ruddi' them all play ball. An Old Barbershop
Shanty

If you've wandered down by Totman Field lately, you
would understand the position of the University of
Massachusetts softball team.
While the rains held off for most of the day yesterday.

I 111" Minutcuonicns home field still looked more suitable
loi water skiing than softball. The Minutewomen are
>rh.(hil(d to open their home season (again) against the
Inixeisity of Rhode Island in a doubleheader today at

2:30, but it's going to take a grand guest appearance by
Mr. Sunshine for the game to actually happen.
UMass had been scheduled to play on three occasions

since returning from its Spring Break trip to Florida, but
continued on page 15

1.3-9 win at

days ago.

Delaware 11

The Gorillas did improve
to 2-0, whipping Boston
College 14-4, yesterday in

driving rain at Chestnut
Hill.

1, Maryland (7-0) 10 150
2. Cornell (5-0) 132
3. Syracuse (4-2) 123

4. JHU (4-2) 116
5. UNC (5-2) 113

6. Navy (6-1) 94

7. Virginia (5-3) 86

8. Brown (5-2) 84

9. Loyola (6-1) 70

10 Adelphi (3-1) 57

11 Rutgers (4-2) 49
12 UMass (1-0)* 45
13 Army (4-3) 34

14 Harvard (41) 20
15 Tufts (5-2) 20
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Selection
process
continues
108 jurors rejected

By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - Jury selection con-

tinued today in the trial of Abbie Hoffman,

Amy Carter and 13 other defendants ar-

rested for trespassing and disorderly con-

duct as part of their November occupation

of Munson Hall to protest CIA recruitment

at the University of Massachusetts.

Defendants are accusing prosecutors of

rejecting over 108 prospective jurors in an

attempt to delay the case so that many of

the defense's witnesses would unable to

testify. Rachel Kolman, one of the defen

dants and coordinator of the CIA on trial

project said "Our defense team has tried

several times to speed up jury selection. On
three occassions we were satisfied with the

jury panel. Today we agreed at the end to

enpanel who ever was left. We have agreed

to go with 6 jurors, with no alternates. In

case anybody got ill, we'd agreed to have

the case tried by 5 of the jurors. All these

efforts are met by strong objection by the

prosecution."

Neither Judge Richard Connon nor the

prosecutors have agreed to let the case go

to trial without the required 8 jurors [6

jurors and 2 alternates]. Assistant District

Attorney Diane Fernald denied repeated
"

allegations that she was trying to delay the

case. "There's no reason to drag this case

out, I have 30 cases this month. I don't like

these questions. I don't like the insinua-

tion," Fernald said.

If there are more delays injury selection,

defendants are concerned that some oftheir

well-known witnesses may have to be

rescheduled or may not appear at all.

Already former CIA agent Ralph McGehee,

who intended to testify yesterday, said he

had to leave the trial for a speaking

engagement in Chicago but would return

to testify later in the week.

The list of witnesses for the prosecution

includes Jeanne Hopkins Stover, director

of the Office of Public Information; Dennis

Madson, vice chancellor for student affairs

and Gerald T. O'Neil, the former director

of Public Safety. All these witnesses live

in the area and will still testify if the trial

is delayed.

Defendants said delays will not disrupt

their case.

"Our witnesses are as determined as we
are to testify about illegal CIA activities.

Even though they are coming from distant

places and all have very busy schedules,

they have agreed to see this matter

through and give their testimony," said

Kolman.
Leonard Weinglass, one of the defense at-

torneys, said they would do everything

possible to get a jury by mid-morning.

Defense attorneys said they hope opening

arguments will begin in the afternoon.

APRIL FLOODS - The same old rainy weather looks a little dif-

ferent through the front window of a PVTA bus. Forecasts call for

clearer weather tomorrow and sun by Friday.

Asbestos removal should take two weeks

Pool problems remain
By SUSAN LATTANZI
Collegian Staff

It may be two more weeks before asbestos

which forced the closing ofTotman pool can

be removed, according to University of

Massachusetts Physical Plant ofilcials.

The Physical Plant closed the pool March
5 after workers found traces of asbestos in

the building which could have penetrated

through to the pool area.

Peter Wozniak, the Physical Plant's

director of Operations and Utilities,

said,"We ran into asbestos that would have

been taken into the fan system."

Totman workers found the asbestos on

valves in the mechanical room of the

building, said Jim Patulak, facilities

manager for the School of Education. He
said they do not believe that there is a lot

of asbestos present, but they will not know
for sure until testing for the asbestos begins

on the valves and ducts connected with the

Ian system.

The workers will have to take air

samples, test the pool and check the fan

system before an estimate of the damage
can be tabulated. However, this action may
be delayed.

Patulak said, "The problem is that the

people who remove the asbestos are not cer-

tified." When the workers are certified

removal will take "top priority." Patulak

also said there would be problems in

removal of the asbestos if it traveled

through the fan system and into the pool

area. They would have a lot of work to do,

he said.

The pool area is now closed off and secure

until it can be proven safe.

Some students were concerned that their

swimming classes would be cancelled and

worried that they would not recieve need-

ed credits. Patulak said they will be

rescheduling the classes during free swim
time at the Boyden and Curry Hicks pools.

Program helps troubled teens
By MARK JIMERSON
Collegian Correspondent

It's a little more than summer camp —
but VisionQuest workers say it can be a

good deal more rewarding.

"It'll be the hardest thing you've ever

done in your life," said Jim Yester,

Regional Personnel Director for Vision-

Quest, but he said the hard work is worth

it.

VisionQuest is a private company that

works with teenagers who are in trouble

with the law and who have been placed

in their program by their courts. Youth

are taken on year-long outdoor adventure

programs that are designed to prepare

them for a successful return to home and

school environments.

There are now more than 700 youths,

ages 13 to 18, in VisionQuest programs

around the country. They are usually

assigned by the courts for one year to 15

months, beginning their stay in

wilderness camps in Arizona and Penn-

sylvania, and moving on to various "high

impact" programs. These include wagon

trains, cross-country bicycle trips and an

ocean-going sailing vessel.

continued on page 9

Maze transformation project rescheduled
By RICK SASSON
Collegian Correspondent

"Maze Transformation." a student project to rebuild the Maze,

has been postponed until the fall because of persi.sting rain, accor-

ding to Southwest Area Government Co-President Joel Rabinowitz.

"The area around the Maze has turned into a swamp."

Rabinowitz said. Students would not be able to work safely there,

he added.
.

The postponement was a joint decision between Rabinowitz, the

Universtity of Massachusetts Physical Plant, and Stacey Roth of

the Office of University Relations and Development. The project

would have lasted from April 11 to 16 and replaced the deteriorated

chain link maze with a student-designed maze. Rabinowitz

estimated 200 student volunteers would have rebuilt it.

Rabinowitz led a "Save the Maze Coalition" last fall that col-

lected 2,400 signatures and stalled plans to destroy it. After a

December referendum vote showed overwhelming .student support

for the structure, he met with campus officials to plan its

reconstruction.

Nine students, including Art majors and architect majui >, have
submitted proposals, which are still under consideration by a facul-

ty jury, for the new design.

"It will have interlocking circles and ramps," Rabinowitz said.

Funding for the project will come from the Chancellor's office,

the Physical Plant, and student donations, according to the Office

of Public Information.

Rabinowitz, who is graduating in May, said Student Government
Association President Joe Demeo will take over the project.

Hunter S.

hits UM
in gonzo
tradition
By ROB SKELTON
Collegian Staff

The flight was late, the show was late

starting, there was some grumbling, but

Dr. Hunter S. Thompson arrived at the

Fine Arts Center for a. . talk show?

Thompson didn't exactly have a speech

prepared; he fielded questions, espoused

opinions, dodged verbal commentary, and

bashed the Marines in a ninety minute

barrage.

Spotlights:

"Hagler got fucking trashed," Thompson
said, both on and off the stage, referring to

the money he made betting on Sugar Ray

Leonard Monday.
"Ralph Steadman was maybe the best

working artist around," he said, referring

to the illustrator of his popular book Fear

and Loathing in Las Vegas, which describ-

ed a drug-filled episode of Thompson's

trademark Gonzo journalism.

To the question "What is the most

careless and irresponsible thing?" Thomp-

son replied "Random hurting of others."

He questioned Massachusetts handgun
laws, ordered the lights down, and raised

questions about Reagan (and to a lesser ex-

tent Amy Carter, who just happened to be

there although not with Abby Hoffman).

"What a bunch of scum we have running

the country — we got guys who want to

make war on the rest of the world, who
can't even handle a print out on a com-

puter," Thompson said en route to the Fine

Arts Center, which was sold out for the

engagement sponsored by the Distinguish-

ed Visitors Program.
Responding to questions about his career,

the Aspen, Colorado based Thompson jok-

ed: "Twenty-five years without a job is not

bad. I must be a little bit smart."

The show was waylaid briefly while three

audience members, who admitted they

were 'tripping,"came on stage at the in-

vitation of Thompson. As UMass grad

Heru-y Reinhart made a query about writer

Norman Mailer, audience members
challenged the authenticity of the guests'

implied imbibed nature, scuffling ensued,

and some order was restored.

Thompson called for the abolition of the

Marines, a group he complained hadn't

been useful since 1912. When asked if he

was planning to run for President in 1988,

or if he was planning on another run for

Sheriff in Aspen, Thompson was firm:

continued on page 5
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Thompson: "Twenty-five years

without a job is not bad. I must be

a little bit smart.**
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New US embassy may
be torn down ifunsecure
WASHINGTON (AP> - President

Reagan said yesterday he might order the

new, unfinished $191 million US Embassy

in Moscow torn down if it cannot be secured

against Soviet eavesdropping, but that

Americans would not be "run out of town"

by spies.

Reagan also said that Soviet diplomats

will not be allowed into their new office

tower on a Washington hilltop until the

Americans occupy the new U.S. facility in

Moscow
Speaking to reporters in the White

House, the president said that Secretary of

State George P. Shultz would go to Moscow

for arms control talks scheduled to start

Monday, despite the belief that the Soviets

had planted listening devices in the em-

bassy — and in the replacement under con-

struction next door.

The president said he was asking in-

telligence advisory boards to "evaluate the

condition of our new building and ascertain

whether it will ever be secure or whether

it may be necessary to destroy and

rebuild."

"I've instructed the secretary of state to

make embassy security a major agenda

item during his upcoming talks in Moscow.

And I have asked former Defense Secretary

Mel Laird to chair an assessment review-

panel," he said.

The intelligence review, and one by the

Laird panel, are due in 90 days, Reagan

said.

Reagan spoke to reporters in the White

House after State Department spokesman

Charles Redman announred that the US
government had formally accused the

Soviet Union of "a breach of the norms of

diplomatic conduct" by infiltrating the em-

bassy with alleged spies and bugs.

AP Photo

President Ronald Reagan addresses reporters yesterday, announcing

that the $191 million US Embassy in Moscow could be torn down if it

cannot be secured against espionage.

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE WINNERS

OF THE AUXILIARY SERVICE

DESTINATION CANCUN GIVEAWAY
Pictured Left to Right

Mary Campbell

( 1 St Prize winner of trip

for two to Cancun, Mexico)

Cathy Mieczkowski

Manager of Campus Ct. Travel

Frank Cefalo

Winner of $20 TOC
Restaurant Gift Certificate

Not pictured: John Kennedy,

Winner of Sun Fun Pack

$ 100 value given by U. Store

imm
Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-5141

BEER OF THE MONTH: Sarm Adams $1 25

i DRINK OF THE WEEK: April Showers - $1.50

WEDNESDAY NIGHT IS GIVEAWAY NIGHT:

Ski Sweaters, a jacket, ski bags, and other ski giveaways I

,I.WXA".Lm

AT&T PC 6300
SPRING SPECIAL
SAVE GVER SO%

256K Dual Floppy - Monochrome
Demonstration Now in Progress

While Supplies Last

SALE PRICE $1,195

LIST PRICE $Z830
STANDARD FEATURES INCLUDE:

• INTEL 8086 PROCESSOR - 8 MHZ
• HIGH RELSOLUTION (640 x 400) MONITOR
• BUILT IN FOUR COLOR GRAPHICS
• BUILT IN SERIAL & PARALLEL PORTS
• BUILT IN CLOCK AND CALENDAR

NOTE: DISCOUNTED PRICES ADVERTISED FOR THE AT&T PC 6300

SPRING SPECIALS ARE SUBJECTED TO EQUIPMENT AVAILABILI-

TY AND A MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITY OF 25 UNITS SOLD DURING
THIS PROMOTION. THIS OFFER VALID TO STUDENT. FACULTY OF
STAFF MEMBER OF THE FIVE COLLEGE CONSORTIUM SCHOOLS.

LOCATED IN THE CAMPUS CENTER
OPEN M-F 9-5

• LED & MOUSE ADAPTOR ON KEYBOARD
• FRONT REBOOT BUTTON
• SEVEN FULL LENGTH EXPANSION SLOTS
• UP TO 640KB RAM ON MOTHERBOARD
• MS DOSS/GW BASIC INCLUDED

^yUNIVERSITY
MmSTORE^
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MCAD chairman urges
awareness about racism
Racism "first and foremost a mental illness

99

By FRANCI RICHARDSON
Collegian Correspondent

While emphasizing that racism was "first

and foremost a mental illness" and a

behavior learned from parents, the

Massachusetts Commission Against

Discrimination chairman urged his au

dience Monday night to concern itself more

if it was in the "effected class."

Alex Rodriguez spoke about the

"Hispanic Perspective on Racism in Higher

Education" at the University of

Massachusetts, site of the racial violence

that brought in MCAD Judge Frederick

Hurst as an investigator.

Rodriguez, who for 25 years has been ac-

tive in establishing equality for women and

minorities, acts now as the administrative

judge for the sole state Civil Rights Agen-

cy. This Commission aids an estimated

2,600 people a year against credit

discrimination, unemployment, and unfair

housing laws. Other duties of the MCAD
are to review the expenditure of tax dollars

and to educate the public about civil rights.

The civil rights activist said "the bottom

line is self interest which leads you to join

together and split the pie." Self interest

questions with whom the Latin Americans

"will cast their lot." He feels that the more

comfortable Puerto Ricans become, the

more they'll choose the whites. Others will

refuse, and a race will then be split from

their kin.

Racism has been "accepted as part of our

culture, and since we refuse to treat it, we

perpetuate it," Rodriguez said. He said that

Puerto Ricans had been kept out of the

educational system and cited an example

from the Boston schools. In order to receive

more aid, Boston schools exceed, on paper,

the number of students that really do at-

tend the institutions. Therefore when na

tional tests are taken and the average is

divided amongst the population of the

schools, the total scores are much lower

then they would ordinarily be.

Rodriguez said that since the whites have

"the advantage" they were afraid of the

minorities getting it, so if they were kept

out of school and unable to obtain degrees,

then the fear of them having "the advan-

tage" would be lessened.

"You treat the ism by demanding peo-

ple to pride themselves on free choices and

exercising them w'thout barriers — that's

what it's [Civil Rights] always been about,"

he said.

Collegian phoUi by David ShimkuN

TO GIVE IS BETTER — First year student Tamara Merel, decked

out as some precious A positive, recruits blood donors. Tomorrow
is the last day ofthe drive, in the Student Union Ballroom from 10:30

a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Director fights

social oppression
By ESTHER WILDER
Collegian Correspondent

Felice Yeskel, co-director of the Program for Gay. Les-

bian, and Bisexual Concerns, is committed to fighting

oppression for the homosexual population, as well as

other minority groups at the University of

Massachusetts.

"I've been involved in social change movements since

high school." Yeskel said. As early as the late 19608, she

was part of a student's rights organization, and has serv-

ed in anti-Vietnam and peace movements. Her present

position arose in connection with the founding of the LGB
Program two years ago, she said.

The program originated in 1985 in response to a report

Yeskel prepared which noted the inadequacy of services

at the university in accommodating the needs of the gay,

lesbian, and bisexual community, she said.

Women on Campus

Car and chair thefts and dorm fire reported

Two thefts stopped by employees

The program aims at providing services including sup-

port groups, consulting and training services, and respon-

ding to issues of discrimination. The organization spon-

sors a monthly coffee house at the Blue Wall featuring

three to five performers who are gay, lesbian, or bisex-

ual, Yeskel said.

The program is currently sponsoring the gay, lesbian,

and bisexual awareness week which began on April 3,

and will go on until April 11. Cultural events, speakers,

panels, films, and workshops are being featured - all

of which are open to the public and free.

The Week is designed to "educate the general campus

community and reduce prejudice and discrimination

against lesbians, gays, and bisexuals. And to support and

provide services to lesbian, gay, and bisexual people on

campus," Yeskel said.

Yeskel founded Awareness week, which has been

described as "one ofthe most successful events that hap-

pens on campus," because she felt gays, lesbians and

bisexuals were "invisible on campus." she said.

The LGB Program is an ongoing organization that "has

made a real difference in giving people a point of con-

tact, as it is somewhere to go for support," Yeskel said.

According to Yeskel there are "increasing statistics"

of discrimination in the world against lesbians, gays, and

bisexuals. as "our society is becoming more conser-

vative." This trend is reflected in more incidents of

harassment against homosexuals on campus in addition

to the wider community, she said.

In addition to serving as co-director of the program,

Yeskel supervises and trains for the UMass Lesbian,

Bisexual and Gav Men's Counseling Collective, in which

a group of students trained in counseling skills work,

She is also a graduate student in the school of Educa-

tion and i.^ involved in an oppression and social issues

training project in which she teaches courses which focus

on those issues.
,, , , . .u

Yeskel believes that there are parallels between the

struggles of lesbians, gays and bisexuals in their efforts

to be treated as normal and in the struggles of other

groups which have been discriminated against.

Yeskel will go to Washington; D.C. next October where

.she will join in the 2nd Annual Gay and Lesbian March,

where an anticipated one million people will express

their hopes to achieve civil rights for the lesbian and gay

community. At present, there are no federa. laws pro-

tecting the population against discrimination, she said.

By ELLEN M. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

A University Store employee stopped and reported a

man at 12:40 p.m. Monday after he had left the .store

without paying for his merchandise, University of

Massachusetts police said.

Police issued a trespassing citation and the store is seek-

ing a court complaint, police said.

In other police reports:

• A mini-store employee chased a man after he attemp-

ted to steal merchandise at 2:30 p.m. Monday in the Stu-

dent Union Building, police said.

The man dropped the merchandi.se before escaping and

was described as being in his 20s, about six feet tall

weighing 200 lbs. and wearing a camouflage jacket, police

said.

• A fire on the first floor of Butterfield House was

reported at 2:15 p.m. Monday after a hair-dryer cau.s.d

damages to the floor, niattiess. desk, and wall of the room,

police said.

• A 1976 Oldsmobile was reported .stolen at 7 p.m. Mon-

day from P lot near the stadium, police said.

• A police cruiser was hit as it was leaving lot 64 at

7:45 a.m. Monday, police said.

• Two chairs worth $150 were reported stolen at 10 a.m.

Monday from the fifth Hoor lobby in Herter Hall, police

said.

• A woman who failed to turn in her old lot 44 sticker

had it taken away at 12 p.m. Monday after she had con-

tinued to use it illegally, police said.

• Police recovered an illegal parking sticker at 9:15 a.m.

Monday after it was found on a male students car in P
lot. police said.

• Annoying telephone calls were reported from

Washington Tower at 3:45 a.m. Tuesday, police said.

FYI
The Asian Students

Association ofAmherst Col-

lege will present a film titl-

ed "Dim Sum" at 7:30 p.m.

today in Merrill I, Amherst
College, as part of Asian
Heritage Week.
Velma Garcia. 1986-87

Mendenhall Fellow is

scheduled to speak on "Pea-

sant Radicalism and the

Post-Revolutionary Mex-
ican State: The Defeat of the

League of Agrarian Com-
munities of the State of

Veracruz, Mexico, 1923-34,"

at 4:30 p.m. today in the

Neilson Library browsing

room. Smith College.

Gay and Lesbian panel

discussion Panelists will

speak on "Gay, Lesbian and

Bisexual Concerns: Ad-

ministrative Responsibili-

ty." at 4 p.m. today in

Memorial Hall.

Mel King, political activist

and state representative

from Boston, will deliver a

speech titled "The Future

Belongs to the Fearless," at

8 p.m. today in the Campus
Center Auditorium. Spon-

.sored by Lesbian and Gay
Awareness Week.

.

Musical Theater Revue

Performance, The Campus
Center Board of Governors

30th Anniversary Celebra-

tion will sponsor

"Somewhere Between Doo-

wop and Disco," at 8 p.m. to-

day in the Student Union
Ballroom. Admission is free.

For the birds

Collrgian photo by David ShimkuH

Jim Giannoni prepares apple trees yesterday for the coming grow-

ing season, on route 116 in Hadley.
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Alcoholism among females rising,

societal pressures cited as cause
By JULIE ANN AGOSTO
Collegian Correspondent

With the pressures of having many roles in society to-

day, it is no wonder many women have turned to the bot-

tle, a panel of lecturers said Monday night.

The first lecturer of "Women and Alcohol: An Over

view," Karen Jacobus, coordinator of the Alcohol and

Drug Education Program at University Health Services,

said "for ages it has always been okay for men to drink,

we hear about the Roman orgies, but the women couldn't

drink then."

In that society women caught drinking faced a death

sentence, she said.

Even though women's social status has changed in the

last 10 to 15 years it has still not become acceptable for

women to drink in public. Jacobus said.

In the last 20 years statistics have shown a considerable

increase in the consuming of alcohol by females, but are

the figures correct or "are we just more aware of the pro-

blem today?" Jacobus asked.

'In our society, the women are supposed to be

everything, the wife, mother, friend, housewife, executive,

but we don't realize that we cant be everything," she said.

Another cause that leads to alcoholism is the dependen-

cy role women have played throughout history. Women

have been dependent on their fathers, friends, and

husbands, instead of themselves. Alcohol becomes another

type of dependency, Jacobus said.

The second panelist said women are the core of the fami-

ly, as an alcoholic the rest of the family suffers. It becomes

a family struggle where all get involved in the insecurities

and uncontrolled situation.

According to Amy Leos-Urbel, graduate assistant in the

program, when members of the family take it upon

themselves to help the alcoholic, they abandon their own

lives forgetting about their responsibilities and priorities.

"Its not possible for a family member to cure the

alcoholic. This is a decision the alcoholic must make by

himself," she said.

The third panelist, Mary Aubrey, coordinator of the

Counseling Program at Everywoman's Center, said

children that come from families where the parent is an

alcoholic lives in constant fear. They suffer public humilia-

tion and feel insecure because of the instability of the

parent.

The child learns to deny this reality and lives in a fan-

tasy world, in which people perceive everything as all

right, Aubrey said.

Alcoholics Anonymous is still the center of help, and Al-

Anon is the program for relatives and friends of alcoholics,

she said.

Graduate senate
approves budget
A $150,800 budget for fiscal year 1988 was approved

at last night's meeting of the University of

Massachusetts Graduate Student Senate.

Most of the debate on the budget centered around the

lack of funding for the Central America Solidarity

Association. The group asked for $3,000, but executive

officers were concerned with last year's budget.

"Their only source of money last year was us," Vice

President Jonathan Frank said. "We gave them $500.

But their expenditures were $3,500. Where did the $3000

come from?"
Senator Meg Adamson expressed disapproval for the

lack of funding. "On this campus we're trying to

eradicate racism, which is not just against blacks."

Frank pointed out the body's past record and said

CASA could still come for ad hoc funding as needed.

The senate voted 19 1, with one abstention, in favor

of the budget.

Also approved last night was a motion proposed by the

University Health Council to distribute information

regarding safer sex practices and that condoms be made

readily available and free of cost.

After some debate as to whether the condoms should

be free, the motion passed unanimously.

- CAROL TANNENBAUM

CALCIUM
• is one of the minerals most likely to be deficient in the American

diet

• is important for bones , teeth and the proper functioning of every

cell in the body
• Adults require 3 or 4 servings of calcium rich foods every day.

If there is a LACK OF CALCIUM IN THE DIET it will be taken from

the bones for its functions in the cells. If the diet is consistently short

of calcium the bones may deteriorate causing a disease called

OSTEOPOROSIS.

SOME GOOD SOURCES OF CALCIUM are skim milk, low fat

yogurt, tofu, sardines, broccoli and kale.

University Vending Services and the Division of Health Education

^unaH garden
i^edtaurant

MANDARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

"The BEST Chinese Food"

WE DELIVER!
We'll deliver an order of "15"' or more to your

house in Amherst for only '2*'.

Luncheon
Special

$025
from mW
served 11 a.m.-3 p.m.

10 Bclchertown Rd. at Rt. 9
Amherst 256-0252

New Buffet &
Sunday Brunch

All you can eat

SC755
Buffet served 5-8 Mon.-Thurs.

Brunch Served Sundays
11:30-3 p.m.

^pDRJi^
for a

Quality
Laundry

let us do your
11 PRAY ST. wash-dry-fold
AMHERST,MA. and

SaF SERVICE
^^"^ P"^'"8

7 DAYS ~7AM.-10 PM. S49-166S

Bentley's summer courses
have a flavor all their own.

r
TONIGHT

April 8 & April 15

PRE - WARM UP
FOR THE

TWISTER GAMES
Sponsored by

1987 UMass Index

Prizes for all Twisters

Ph'iLSf si'iul iiu" infonn.ition loiKi'ininii

Bt'iitlt'N {;olU-^ir\ SuiniiuT Si'ssions 87.

\ WW
\|)I)HK.SS

cm —
SIX IK /IP

n:Li;i'i!<)NK(iMV)

Maybe you want a refresher in your

field (if business. Or you might want a

tiLste of something new- Law and

Society', Purchasing hivestnient Prop-

eity, or Personal Financial Planning.

Bentley College ser\ es up more
than 200 courses and seminars for the

summer, in any of30 different areas of

study. They can help increase your

career skills and Rirther your progress

toward any of over a dozen degrees or

certificates.

Credit or continuing education, day

or evening, Bentley courses iire the

perfect summer mix-in.

SESSION I: Mavis -July 2.

SESSION II: Julv6 - August 20.

SPECIAL MINI-SESSION:
JulvB- Julv30.

CONTINUING EDUCATION
COURSES begin Ma> 5 and are

scheduled throughout the summer.

For a catalog or infonnation, call

(617)891-2901. Register by mail or in

person.

Bentley College
School of Continuing and Professional Studies

Beaver and Forest Streets

Wlaltham, MA 02254
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I out of 2 people will be victimized

by a drunk driver.

This could happen to you!

!

Drunk Drivine: Mock IMal

¥^r^ Round I rip
r *.m^^ kJctM vnRK

:k

Come find out what happcnt in courtt

• Cemmen iagai strategics
• Current penalties
. Uabiiity & ways to protect yourself
• Emotional impact

THE JURY WILL BE SELECTED FROM
THE AUDIENCE, SO COME: YOU CAN AFFECT

THE OUTCOME OF THIS TRIAL!

V^HERE: Blue Wall
\NHEN: Thursday. April 9. 7:00 p.m.

y\/HY: For your own protection

Sponiwcd hr Health S*rvK« Pmi M<onol S Oru| Educilion

Program ind ilie Univtriiif Committc* on Akohol

and Drug Abu^e Prevention

Irom NEW YORK
starling at

LUXEMBURG $358
LONDON

"'^•^-"
361

238
583
293
493
413
764

ST.THOMAS
TEL AVIV
CARACAS
ATHENS
STOCKHOLM
HONGKONG
Al so. EURAIL PASSES. INT L

STUDENT ID WORK/STUDY
A BROAD. AYHOARDS. LOW
DOMESTIC FARES and
morefCALLfor
FREE SI udeni Travel Catalog!

[413] 256-1261

council TRAVEL
AMHERST

Today's travelers are going to say:

DONT 60 WITHOUT
"LET'S GO"-

•USA,
•SanMNftlRELANQ

•MEXCQ
• SPWNPORUIOAJ.*
MO«omQ

•FRANCE.
•riAU
•GAEECE.
•ISRAa.SEaYFX

•CAUPORNUkANO
mOnCNORTMWESX

Now bigger

and better

than ever

LET'S GO
TRAVEL GUIDES

Open M-F 9-5

sat 10-3

Located In the Campus Center

^.UmVERSITY
mSTORE^

MICHAEL J. FOX

There's no such thing as
an overnight success.

Brantley Foster took
two weeks.

THE SECRETOF MY-

RICHARD JORDAN > MARGARHWHinON •

BASTArTroduc'ti'on - A HERBERT ROSS film- "THE SECRET Of MY SUCCESS" • HELEN SLATER . WCHARD JORDAN - MW»ARf
RASTAR '^OOUCTON^^A Miw«

^ ^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ CAROTHERS • story by AJ CAROTHERS • music by DAVID FOSTER .
iSCREtNPl

pG-IBlMIIMKITItMUl WOtlOMDO EXECUTIVE PiiODuCER DAVID CHASMAN PRODUCEDAND DIRK TED BY HERBERT ROSS AUNIVEISAlPktvre

OPENS APRIL 10TH

• Hunter S. Thompson
continued from page I

"I do not choose to run,' he said, echoing the words

of former Northampton mayor and US president Calvin

Coohdge on his future in political office. Asked who

he would run out of trwn in Aspen if he was sheriff,

Thompson listed "the real estate pigs, the developers,

the people who are messing the place up."

Thompson currently drives a Wagoneer V-8; and he

still lounges around his "place way away from

anywhere" naked listening to music, according to a pre-

show interview.

After the exchanges in the Fine Arts Center. Thomp-

son was gracious enough to sign autographs and stuff.

The program was marked by a basic lack of coordina-

tion. The audience was restive, the questions for

Thompson were scrawled on scrap paper and issued

haphazardly by a guest panel, and Thompson appeared

conversational and not too concerned with the general

flow of the evening, which didn't.

Dr. Hunter S. Thompson came, saw, and will pro-

bably go back to the Denver area in the next few days.

^^
^i^f

^^^

111 h|iyn,BMil»atJM' V

LLiGIANO
Collegian

RESEARCH
',...(.1 i,' '•< Ldt.iii>q

1,1 (vVfl lSl)<Kl lopii'. In

d'.M'.l v">" 'fsearcn el

l.itl', fli( int'i call loll

:icf \ H0f)6^I 5745(1" II

hiu.r. ,^ii n2922OJ0Oi

Aii'l ' Ur ..' ,1 < Hill hOll

.,, , I '.. .1.1' II f-ilh'i^

CALVlNDiS>u^
presents

PsyChOtrONIc
FILMS

AT MIDNIGHTI

April 10 & 11

an R rated,
rather kinky tal<

of survival

"n^EARLYl

BIRD
SPECIAL
$2 OFF
Shampoo,
Cut A Dry

STYIES

BY
>EBORAH

'549-5610 • 65 University Or

with Ihis coupon - »*p 4/11/87

.1

UROPE'CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUOEMTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
On* RocMOtar Ptaza

New Vtefc. NY 10020
Ptwna (212)561 3040

Mail «ii« ad tor Special
Student/Teactwr Tariff.

a MNTM. a LiAM a niiicH*M

a boyand
hisdogs

mSKS NOT MC01BI

OaVlNlCOne 584-2310

SELF-SERVICE
COPIES

lyy KInko's. For grot copies.

And great deds.

kinkof
Op<n<artv.OpanlaWL

Open wcckcfios^

220 N. Pleasant St

IgHpHASl^
^li«i:sE:i!ti
llIrT^iWrtWMW-

4/10 THURSDAY
Curtis T & the Kicks formerly: Mannish Boys

4/10 FRIDAY
Hues w/Ken Johnson

4/11 SATURDAY
[MAS

4/12 SUNDAY
Startin

inson & uo.

24 Pleasant St., Northampton • 586-4258
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Dirty games hinder Clean Water Act
The Clean Water Act is the quiet but effective law that

has been responsible for bringing Lake Erie back from

death's door, allowing trout to return to the Millers River

around Erving and Millers Falls, and which may yet suc-

ceed in turning Boston Harbor around from its current,

disgusting state. It has achieved this by regulating in-

dustrial polluters and by encouraging - and assisting —

towns to build sewage treatment plants.

Chris Bathurst

President Reagan apparently does not believe in the

Clean Water Act. (Maybe he just doesn't believe in sewage

treatment. Or maybe he thinks that 90 percent of water

pollution comes from, . . seaweed.) Last year he vetoed

a compromise package of important Clean Water Act

amendments that had passed the House and Senate

unanimously. He waited until Congress had adjourned

last November to announce the veto, so there could be no

override. And in January, after Congress passed the bill

again, he vetoed it again. This time, Congress was in ses-

sion to override the veto, which it did by a large margin.

But the president can still scuttle the law, more subtly,

by keeping actual appropriations of money for Clean

Water Act programs so low that the Environmental Pro-

tection Agency won't have the funds to carry them out

effectively. In fact, this is already happening. Since 1980.

under the Reagan administration. Clean Water Act ap-

propriations have failed to meet authorized levels every

single year. Under Administration strictures, the EPA has

been submitting budget requests that are unrealistically

low. Congress has generally given the EPA more than it

has asked for during this period. Even so, since 1980, $21.6

billion that Congress had previously authorized for Clean

Water Act programs alone was eliminated from EPA's ac-

tual appropriations.

These cuts hit close to home. Several towns along the

Connecticut River still have old-fashioned "combined

sewer overflows" that allow raw sewage to flow into the

river when it rains, Springfield, Ludlow. Chicopee,

Agawam, and West Springfield and Holyoke have all ap-

plied for Clean Water Act grants to modify their systems

and stop these discharges. These projects will just about

complete the task of making the Connecticut "fishable and

swimmable" through its entire length in Massachusetts.

All of these towns' applications have been approved by

the Department of Environmental Quality Engineering,

which distributes Clean Water Act grants for the EPA.

But they are all in the bottom one-third of the state s

priority list, and if Clean Water Act appropriations con-

tinue to fall behind authorized levels, then they may never

get the money.
Clean Water Action Project is a citizens organization

that was founded by activists who drafted the original

Clean Water Act in 1972. They quickly realized that pass-

ing a law was not enough - that only a large and vocal

constituency would be able to stop the devastation of the

country's rivers, lakes and harbors. And now. New

England Clean Water Action is using its ability to activate

many people in the 1st and 2nd Massachusetts Congres-

sional Districts to push for adequate appropriations, since

both Ed Boland and Silvio Conte sit on the House Ap-

propriations Committee. Join in. Write to your Represen-

tative (Silvio Conte in Amherst) and ask him or her to

demand full appropriations for the Clean Water Act. And

if you want to get more involved, call Clean Water Ac-

tion Project at 549-7450.

Chris Bathurst is the staff director of the Clean Water

Project

Power is a drug on which the politicians are hooked.

They buy it from the voters, using the voters' own money.

- Richard J. Needham

Open letter to Amy
On behalf of the Conservative Alliance of UMass I

would like to send this open letter to Amy Carter.

Dpflr Artiv*

It was good to see you come to campus in November

We've heard so much about you. We remember you from

the White House days, but Amherst is a long way from

Washington. We'll never forget the treehouse or the

telephone that you had. We were so jealous.

You looked so upset in November, angry at us for pro-

tecting our freedom. We hope you're not too mad at

students at the University who want to be able to inter-

view with whomever they please.

About your parents, it's nothing personal, but we didn t

like what Jimmy did either. Your mother always seem-

ed nice; she mast be a little upset about what you've been

doing How is your Uncle Bill? He made us laugh. Is he

still as funny? About that Playboy interview that your

father had ... oh never mind.

We followed your tour of campuses with enthusiasm.

Thanks for coming to UMass. Even if you were only here

for a little while, and got into trouble with the police,

we still hope you return someday.

We saw you in Northampton the other day. You didn t

look like you did 10 years ago. Then agalin neither did

we It's been a long time since we had that common bind

of being little kids. Now we're college students, but

separated by views of the world, moral attitudes, and

ideologies. You looked so depressed. We wanted to ask

you to smile, but we didn't think it was appropriate.

There has to be something you are thankful for,

something that would make you laugh. Try to think of

something good and smile. You would be surprised at

the magic in smiles.

One more thing. If there is anything that you need dui

-

ing your stay, feel free to call on us. We don't agree with

your actions or motives, but we would like to see you

W. Greg Rothman
chairman, the Conservative Alliance

zx: sac 3Z 3K az az zs az

HEAD RESIDENT/RESIDENTIAL LIFE

INTERNSHIP POSITIONS
Amherst College is seeking candidates for part time (1 month)

Head Resident/Residential Life Internship positions beginning

August 15, 1987. Responsibilities include the training and super-

^ vision of Resident Counselors plus a range of supervisory, ad-

I
vising and administrative functions for a cluster of residence

halls. Individuals will also have a variety of professional develop-

ment opportunities plus specific program wide responsibilities.

Qualifications include: Bachelor's degree by September, 1987;

ability to relate well to students; organizational and counseling

skills. Previous experience in residential life preferred. Compen-

sation: $3,800 stipend, plus room and board. Opportunities to

work at the Campus Center may be available for additional time

and salary. Interested candidates may submit a cover letter,

resume, amd three letters of recommendation by April 13, 1987

to- Rebecca Lee, Assistant Dean of Students. Box 68, Amherst

College, Amherst, MA 01002. An
E^^^j^OfJf.^^^;;^^^^^^^^^^^

I

O^

INTERNATIONAL

Sat. ApriM 1th, 1987
1 1 am to 5 pm
Ctoffs, Gourmet Rxxds, Live

&itertainment. films.

Campus Center Auditorlunn

> DANCE
Ccyr^xsct Disc Music

9 pm - 10 pm S200
10 pm - 1 am

Sponsored tjy^^lntemationoi Students Ann.

Soorial Student and YouthFarcs to

EUROPE
from New York on Scheduled Airlines!

DESTINATIONS
LONDON
PARIS
FRANKFURT
ROME
MILAN
ZURICH/GENEVA

OVV
$210
22.6

248
273
248
260

RT
$400
432
476
526
476
500

Add $25 in each direction for Boston or Washington. D.C.

departures. Add $50 in each direction (or Pittsburgh.

Cleveland, or Raleigh-Durham departures. Other add-on

fares are available.

Special Student and Youth Fares to

Scandinavia
On Scheduled Airlines!

Little Lowenbrau

75«

Spring Rates OW

From
New York

From
Chicago

Copenhagen
Oslo
Stockholm
Helsinki

Copenhagen
Oslo
Stockholni

$255
255
255
295
$260
300
300

RT
$440
440
440
520

$450
535
535

Some fare restrictions may apply.

Ask for our special student/youth tours to the

Soviet Union and Pbland. Applications available for

Eurail Youth Pass and International Student I.D. Card.

For Reservations and Information Ca ll: _ ____

WHOLEWORLD TRAVEL
Serving the Student/Youth Market for more than 16 years?

17 E. 45th St.. New York. NY 10017

(212) 986-9470
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Feed the Hungry
Hunger hasn't been attracting the media attention it did in

the past when rock stars and celebrities took it on as their per-

sonal cause, but people are still starving both here and abroad.

The need for help continues, and a group of Five College

students and local residents are doing something about it.

Valley Hunger Cleanup, sponsored by the National Student

Campaign Against Hunger, is a group of 200 students who will

clean, paint, and do light yai'd work in the Amherst area this

Saturday. Local businesses and residents are donating money

in exchange for the services the students are offering the com-

munity The worksites are the Amherst Adolescent Center,

Amherst Survival Center, Puffer's Pond, The Little Red

Schoolhouse, the College Church, and Boltwood Walk.

The project combines two worthwhile goals: community ser-

vice and aid for those who need it most. Half of the proceeds

will go to the Amherst Survival Center, the Amherst Soup

Company, and the Western Mass. Food Bank for use of the

area, while the other half will go to USA for Africa/Hands

Across America. We urge all members of the UMass communi-

ty to support this effort in any way possible. Those interested

should contact Lori Curtis at 546-9056.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the Col-

legian board of editors

You- HOW (KTi
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FEOPIEINGUSNOSTS...

NATO bends to Iron Lady

All STDs are dangerous

Margaret Thatcher. The name inspires

many thoughts; first woman Prime

Minister of Great Britain, the 'iron Lady."

staunch ally of President Reagan. In the

wake of the Iran-contra affair and the

ballyhooed Reykjavik summit conference,

there has been a conspicuous gap in the

leadership of the West. Prime Minister

Thatcher has stepped in to replace the Gip-

per as leader and spokesperson of the West.

Jonathan M. Cassie

The other day during one of our recent

torrential rainstorms. I ducked into the

Health Services lobby under the foolish

assumption that the rain was a brief

shower that would soon pass. I was tem-

porarily amused by a huge poster that read.

•'YOU'LL NEED MORE THAN SUN TAN
LOTION TO PROTECT YOU DURING
SPRING BREAK." Underneath the

placard were details about the advantages

of using condoms to minimize the risk of

contracting sexually transmitted diseases.

At the time I thought nothing more than

that UMass Health Services had employed

an astute advertising campaign to help

combat the increasing problem of STDs.

Ruth Stemmer

A couple of days later one of the grim

ramifications of even the "milder" forms

of STDs was brought home to me. I receiv-

ed a letter from an old friend in England.

Joy wrote to tell me the result of an "in-

vestigative" operation she had recently

undergone. It seems that the procedure had

revealed she is almost certainly infertile —

an infertility that has its foundations in an

old, untreated case of one of the apparent-

ly innocuous strains of STDs, clamydia.

Joy is 30, has been monogamous for 8

years (was never promiscuous), never knew

she had the disease, and desperately wants

a baby. Her doctor assumes that her

clamydia was partially cured years ago by

her taking antibiotics for unrelated condi-

tions. But the damage was already done.

Her fallopian tubes are now so scarred and

blocked that they cannot sustain the

passage of ovum. In other words, they are

redundant.

Had Joy known she had the disease

(clamydia, like many STDs can be symp-

tomless) simple, effective treatment then

would have almost certainly enabled her

and her husband to conceive the baby they

want so much now. My friend's anguish

does not constitute an isolated case. As the

recent publicity surrounding the "Baby M"
case and the whole question of surrogacy

has shown, infertility (for many reasons

and causes) is a significant problem. Not

all cases of course, could have been so easi-

ly remedied as Joy's but there an' s.^ne.

Like Joy, most of u? will not be able to

afford, or even want, a surrogate child. So

if you think there may be the remotest

possibility that you have contracted any

kind of STD - have yourself checked out

by a doctor or nurse practitioner.

A future life may depend on it.

As the Health Services reminds us:

Clamydia is not just a flower.

Ruth Stemmer is a UMass student

The Reagan administration has been

stagnant for over four months, paralyzed

by internal chaos, congressional inquiry,

and questions of Reagan's ability to lead

NATO for the remainder of his term. Ger-

man Chancellor Helmut Kohl, while

strong, is quite colorless, and the French

government is locked in a crisis that has

divided the executive between conservative

and socialist factions.

Prime Minister Thatcher is the longest-

serving leader in the Western world, hav-

ing been elected in the spring of 1979. This

gives her much experience in foreign af-

fairs. However, it was not until the

Falkland Islands war of 1982 that she was

forced to deal with foreign concerns. Her

immediate response to the Argentine inva-

sion turned a possible disaster into a

political triumph.

Her second term was more productive in

the fnrcipi circle, She signed an agreement

with then-Irish Prime Minister GaiTett Fit-

zGerald in December of 1985 that gave

Ireland a say in the affairs of Northern

Ireland for the first time. This agreement

was a great foreign policy success.

Her visit to Moscow last week to

negotiate with Soviet leader Mikhail Gor-

bachev dominated news on both sides of the

Atlantic. Her tough stances on medium-

range nuclear missiles in Europe and her

cautious applause of glasnost clearly show-

ed the Soviet leadership that the West is

responding to Soviet activity, but in a

careful manner. The Soviets, who have

repeatedly called on thi- West to act with

restraint, have been impressed with the

forcefulness of Thatcher'.s visit. Moscow

wants desperately to impre.ss upon That

cher its desire for agreements in thi> fuld

of arms control, an impression it has been

unable to get across to our Pre.sident

It seems clear that the Prime Minister

will call a general election in Britain very

soon; some .sources say she will announce

it for May 7. It is doubtful that Thatcher

will lose if she holds the election now.

Her budget, which was presented to

Parliament by Chancellor of the Exchequei-

Nigel Lawson in March, is ono of the most

popular budgets in leccnt memory. She has

lowered income taxes and cut government

borrowing, which will stimulate the

economy. Inflation is at an all time low,

and unemployment, while still very high,

is starting to come down and the once mori-

bund manufacturing sector is experiencing

a rebirth. The national spirit in the nation

is cresting, and Thatcher should capitalize

on it because this .spirit is causing extreme

disarray in the opposition.

Labor Party chief Neil Kinnock is hav-

ing difficulty convincing NATO that his

non-nuclear defense policy will benefit the

West. His inability to control the "loony

left," a group of idealistic Laborites, has

caused much of the party's traditional sup-

port to choo.se the Social D( mocratic

Liberal AUience. Labor as only a minor op-

position party in Parliament could be an

interesting outcome to the election. Recent

polls show Thatcher's Con.servative party

with about 40 percent support, the Alliance

with about 32, and Labor hovering around

29. This bodes well for the Prime Minister,

a woman who has devoted her public ser

vice career to the national revival of Great

Britain. Onward Mrs. Thatcher'

Jonathan M. Cassie is a Collegian staff

member

Businessmen not all greedy for the green
•^

. - . . 1 Tva/^JntT lartrp hlork.S of stock

Ivan Boesky was a clever man. In fact, he displayed

such an enormous amount of financial wisdom that even

the most respected analysts on Wall Street had trouble

keeping up with him. I'm sure most people are aware

of what Boesky did, but for those who are not, it's an

interesting tale.

Boesky was one of the biggest arbitrageurs on Wall

Street. An arbitrageur is an investor who buys stock in

both a company being acquired and its proposed acquirer,

at prices that would guarantee a profit if the takeover

succeeds. For the last two years, Boesky was able to iden-

tify undervalued companies that were targets of takeover

bids before the mergers were announced. Several com-

panies Boesky bought large positions in before their

takeovers included: General Foods, Houston Natural

Gas, and Nabisco. Boesky made millions of dollars from

buying huge quantities of stock in these companies just

before the merger announcements.

In November, all this glory came to an end. Boesky

was fined $100 million by the Securities and Exchange

Commission for insider trading and barred from the

securities industry for life. Insider trading is buying or

selling stock using information to which the public does

not have access.

Boeskv made a deal with an investm'-nt banker at

Drexel Burnham Lambert named Dennis Levine, who

was supplying Boesky with non-public information con

earning future corporate takeovers.

Boesky would then buy up huge blocks of stock of the

company being acquired before the investing public

would know. After the information became public, the

stock's price would rise and Boesky would sell his shares

at an enormously large profit. Levine would then get a

small kickback of Boesky's profits for his information.

John Mirabella

After the arrest of Levine and Boesky, the question re-

mained. How big was this network of insider trading?

How many other people were involved in the scandal?

Recently, the vice presidents of Goldman Sachs and Kid-

der Peabody were arrested for insider trading. A few days

after that, the chairman of TWA, Carl Icahn, was sub-

poenaed by the SEC to determine if he played a role in

the Boesky scandal.

According to investment Prof. Ben Branch, the scan-

dal is widespread and insider trading is even more

widespread. However,
Branch said the percentage of investment bankers who
use inside information when financing corporate

takeovers is low: "The number of corporate officials who

trade stocks illegally using in.side information is pro-

bably the similar to the proportion of government of-

ficials on the take."

Trading large blocks of stock in a company just before

a takeover announcement can be detected. Branch ex-

plained, "There are techniques to identify insider trading

if done on a large scale. The nominal trader (Boesky) can

be linked to the person who is supplying the informa-

tion."

Many people probably think the only way to make

money in the stock market is by cheating. If this were

the case, the small investor wouldn't have a chance to

make any profits in the market because it would be

dominated by corporate raiders and crooked ar-

bitrageurs. Clearly, this is not the case. Men like Boesky

and Levine are the exceptions.

This scandal cannot be treated as a lack of business

ethics in the securities industry. It is a clear cut case of

a few individuals who broke the law. To say business

people have no ethics is grossly incorrect. There have

been investment scams in the past and there will be scan-

dals in the future. But this does not mean we have the

right to .say all investors are crooked insiders. Men like

Boesky and Levine are possessed by more than greed.

For them it was a matter of ego. Each was making more

money legitimately than he would ever need. Each

wanted to "play the game" better than anyone else, even

if it meant breaking the law.

John Mirabella is a UMass student
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EDWIN M. ROSSMAN
ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

1

BCP
DATE: THURSDAY, APRIL 9. 1987

TIME: 8:00 PM

LOCATION: MEMORIAL HALL

SPONSORED BY:

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
BILINGUAL COLLEGIATE PROGRAM

This is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss their

experiences in the working world. Don't miss this Important

panel discussion!

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

Xhe big picture
on sale!

Lourdes Mattel

Arturo Brlto

Vanessa Mas

Liz Romero

Thuy Mai Nguyen

Dr. Luis Fuentes

Psychologist

Gandara Mental Center

Engineer
Wyman Gordon Company

ESL Coordinator
Holyoke Community College

Computer Specialist

Wang Labs

Coordinator
Unaccompanied Minors Program, D.D.S.

GUEST SPEAKER
Bilingual Multicultural Program

For more information, please contact:

University Placement Service, University Career Center
545-2224

j»« « ! i iimimiiiiiiil'.fl

Special prices on Colorwatch
quality enlargementsfrom

negatives.

5x7$.99 8x10 $1.99
Col Color enlargements from 1 1 0. 1 26. Dibc, & 35mm negatives.

Offer expires 4/13/87.

^nmVERSITY
mSTORE^

THE
EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

BDIC

DATE:

TIME:

LOCATION:

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 8. 1987

8:00 PM

CAMPUS CENTER 101

SPONSORED BY:

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

BACHELOR'S DEGREE WITH INDIVIDUAL CONCENTRATION

This is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss their

experiences In the working world. Don't miss this important

panel discussion!

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

Marc Cajolet '86

(Computer Graphics)

Rose Gershon '85

(International Business

and Interpreting)

Karen Batting Konicek '80

(Children and Mass Media)

Gary J Marchese. Esq "78

(Human Services and the Law)

Bonnie Szynal '84

(Personnel Administration)

Software Engineer
Viewlogic Systems. Inc

Marlboro. MA
Associate Underwriter, Properties

CIGNA Worldwide, Inc.

New York N Y

Director ot Distribution

Zipporah Films, Inc

Combridge. MA
Associate Partner

Foster 8t Foster, Attorneys, PC.
Waltham. MA
Manager of Hunan Resources

J. Bildner 8i Sons
Boston, MA

For more information please contact

University Placement Service, University Career Center

5452224

Attention Students!

All Campus
Blood Drive

Today
We need you to help us

meet our goal of

500 pints of blood
within the next two
days. Isn't it time
you did your part?

Bring a Friend!
Where: Student Union Ballroom

When: Tuesday, April 7

Wednesday, April 8

Time: 10:30-4:30 each day

• teens
continued from page 1

VisionQuest is now hiring student to

work as youth counselors, nurses and

teachers.

Anne Marks, an employee at the national

recruiting center in Woodland. California,

said most majors are acceptable and it is

not absolutely necessary to have a college

degree. What is important, she said, is ge-

nuine interest in working with kids.

Jim Yester started work as a "house

parent" in 1979, working directly with the

kids. He said a counselor often has to play

the role of parent. He said the work is dif-

ficult, and new employees are often surpris-

ed at how tough it is. even though they

have been warned ahead of time.

Yester described the youth as "multiple-

Miller Lite
iller Light ill Miller Light

Bottles «^ ft^ (p0 Bottles

$1.25

jl i & $1.25

at

The Time Out
Super Giveaway
We Gots Hats • We Gots Coats • We Gots Sweaters

We Gots What You Want ... Ya That's What We Gots!

THE
EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

DEPARTMENT OF NURSING
DATE: WEDNESSDAY, APRIL 8, 1987

TIME: 8:00 PM

LOCATION: CAMPUS CENTER 165-169

SPONSORED BY:

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

DEPARTMENT OF NURSING

This is on opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss their

experiences in the working world. Don't miss this important

panel discussion!

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

Nancy Teixeira Scott '81

R.N., B.S.

Molly Gray '84

R.N.. B.S.

Mary Ellen St. Cyr '84

R.N., B.S.

Linda O'Connor '78

R.N., B.S.. M.Ed,

Patient Advocate
Traveler's Insurance Company

Maternal-Child Community Health
Nurse and Home Health Aide
Certification Instructor

Easthampton V.N.A.

Research Coordinator
Department of Cardiology
St. Vincent's Hospital

Pediatric Hemafology/
Oncology Nurse Clinician

Baystate Medical Centar

For more information, please contact;

University Placement Service, University Career Center
545-2224

offender juvenile delinquents," and said

that VisionQuest is often their "last stop."

Despite tho difficulties of the job, he said

it can be very rewarding to see the change

in kids as they develop and grow.

Yester said that follow-up studies done

by the Rand Corporation, a research group,

have shown that VisionQuest is one of the

best child-care facilities in the nation. He

said they are internationally known and

have followed by film crews from England,

Canada and Japan.

VisionQuest's national recruiting center

says it is looking for "rugged, outdoor type"

persons willing to make a one-year commit-

ment, though no contract is required.

^&ft£^X PRIC« ^fltUAL...

TACOVILLA
NOnTHAMPTON
21 ceNTEKST.
58406J3

Bring Your Own
Beer or Wine

AMHERST
41 BOLTWOOO WALK
•256-8117

Beer « Wine
Served

SPRINGFICLD
749 SUMIVeH A\/E

788 0919

Bring Your Own
Beer t Wine

I
tive <^ames For The Med iiox!

I
1. Blue Jays - Sunday, April 12

2. California Angels - Sunday, May 1 0th

3. Detroit Tigers - Sunday June 7th

4. Kansas City ROyals - Sunday, August 9th

5. Baltimore Orioles - Sunday, Sept. 13th

ALL GAMES COST $23
THIS INCLUDES A RESERVED GRAND
STAND SEAT AND BUS RIDE. BUS
LEAVES BANGS CENTER AT 10:00 am

Call Leisure Services at 253-9373 for fur-

ther info. Call now there is a limited sudpI

Fill your closet!

Spring/Summer fashion ot worT**f«/nor.homp«or™—^^--. /pvvrtwfmlnn
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ARTS

By MARTHA CONNORS
Collegian Correspondent

GET OUT OF UMASS this week by

checking into some of the other area music

offered to you. UMass certainly offers a lot

of musical choices for your listening

pleasure, but Amherst and Smith College

have a few things in store, too.

UMASS MUSIC
Jazz Ensemble Send-off

Before hitting the road this weekend, off

to compete in two national jazz

festival/competitions, the Jazz Ensemble I

will perform at the Hatch tonight, beginn-

ing at 9 p.m. Go to wish them luck. Free,

as always.

Five College Soloists

Thursday, April 9 at 8 p.m. in the Bezan-

son Recital Hall, UMass. Directed by

Ronald Steele, guest artists will be oboist

Charles-David Lehrer in his last area per-

formance as a member of the University's

music faculty, and also clarinetists Lynn
Sussman and Michael Sussman. The em-

phasis will be on Baroque music, with three

works of Telemann and a Handel piece to

complete the program. Members of the Five

College Chamber Soloists are drawn from

The Fine Arts Quartet performs on Friday and Saturday.

at large and from five-

and students. Free of

the community
college faculty

charge.

"Memorable" Fine Arts Quartet to

Perform
Saturday, April 10 at 8 p.m. in the Bezan-

son Recital Hall, UMass.
Along with an open rehearsal and discus-

sion entitled "Anatomy of a String

Quartet" on April 10, the Quartet will give

a concert as part of a two day residency at

UMass. One of the most distinguished

ensembles in chamber music today, they

will perform such works as Haydn's

Quartet, Op. 5, No. 6 (the Frog), the Quartet

in e minor. Op. 44, No. 2 of Felix

Mendelssohn, and the Quartet in F Major

by Maurice Ravel. Free of charge.

FIVE-COLLEGE MUSIC
Friday, April 10 - 8:15 p.m. in the

Buckley Recital Hall, Amherst College. Or
ford String Quartet, with Anton Kuerti,

pianist, will perform the works of Haydn,
Schubert's "'Wanderer," and Chopin.

Tickets $7 students, $9 public.

Saturday, April 11 — 8:15 p.m. in the

Buckley Recital Hall, Amherst College.

The Amherst College Women's Chorus and
the Amherst Collegium Musicum with a

program of Baroque and Early classical

music, Mallorie Chernin, David Goldman
and Lewis Spratlan conductors. Works by

Vivaldi, Torelli and Porpora. Free of

charge.

Sunday, April 12 — 3 p.m. in the

Buckley Recital Hall, Amherst College.

Easter concert of Gospel Music, with the

Amherst College Gospel Choir and guest

choirs. Tickets $3.

Sunday, April 12 — 3 p.m. in the Smith

College Museum of Art, Northampton.

Recital by Alive Robbins, viola da gamba.
and Margaret Irwin-Brandon, harpsichord.

Free of charge.

Sunday, April 12 — 8:15 p.m. at the

Buckley Recital Hall, Amherst College.

Chamber Music for Winds. Music by

Haydn, Klughardt and Mozart in C minor

for Winds, conducted by Stephen Parkany.

Performing with the Wind Octet and

Quintet from the Amherst Collegium

Musicum. Free of charge.

Monday, April 13 — 8:15 p.m. in the

Buckley Recital Hall, Amherst College.

KUUMBA. Festival of Black Culture,

sponsored by the Black Students Union.

S MAYFLOWER <^

CHAINS
Silver & 14K Gold

Overlay

S.S. Silver

Austrian Crystal

Design Your

Own Earrings

On The Campus Center

Concourse

20% Off With This Ad

Announcing the quickest

college credit you'll ever get

. 0*><r>J^\ V

Now's
the time
to call-

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

|i*mv-- ^1

ROBERT McCABe

$ 2,500 andOOcts

iC*

S5^47237

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

*rLAT*

17 Flat street
Brattleboro, Vt

Open 8PM -2 AM

WEDNESDAY
MIDWEEK
GETAWAY

M

NO COVER
75« DRAFTS

For all the long
classes you've
sweated through,

and even the ones
you're about to. we're

offering one form of credit

that's sure to be a breeze.

The MH Student Loan.

We've made getting one quick and easy

via our state-of-the-art computerized sys-

tem. Now. not only can we process your
application in a record time of 24 hours, but

by punching a few buttons, our counselors

can tell you the status of your loan in a

matter of seconds.
What's more, after you secure a loan with

us. you can be secure it will remain with us.

Because we would never transfer your
loan to some unknown institution like other

banks do.

And. if by chance, you already have a

student loan with another bank, that's no
problem. We can easily consolidate it with

.^ your MH Student Lxjan.

_„ , We even have a full staff of

^ijf education loan experts ready
y/^'^'^' to answer any questions you

^;;;</ might have. And some you haven't

,^ even thought of yet. On any type of

plan you might want.

For instance, if your folks want to help

fund your future at college, you might want
to check out our special tuition plans from

The Tuition Plan. We're the only bank in the

business to offer these tailor-made payment
plans which include a Monthly Budget Pro-

gram, a Pre-Payment Program and an Educa-

tion Loan Program.
So before you make The Big Decision on

which bank to go with, take a minute and
call us toll-free for a MH Student Loan
application. We've made it all very ea.sy

Because college is hard enough.

Call 1 800 MHT-GRAD
We'll help you get where you want to go.

SSS ManufacturersWi HANOVER Ml \m H n >K

(IK \i(il1'iiKn'Ml"i II M>I.K
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Science fiction book
has everything
Heart of the Comet

By David Brin and Gregory Benford
Random House

By JONATHAN TURNER
Special to the Collegian

What is there to say about a book written by two

multiple-award-winning science fiction writers which

begins with three pages of glowing reviews from

newspapers across the country? Quite a bit, actually.

David Brin and Gregory Benford — both professional

scientists, both several times nominated for science-

fiction's "Oscars" (the Hugo and Nebula awards) — have

written the book that has everything: space exploration,

recombinant DNA, future history, space wars, scientific

extrapolation, robots, sex, a love triangle, a mad computer,

telepathy (of a sort), aliens (of a sort) ...you get the idea.

A complete plot synopsis would be almost as long as the

book; briefly, however, the work concerns a manned ex-

pedition to Halley's Comet on its next return (2061) which

plans to ride the comet completely through its 76-year or-

bit. The characters are believable, the science accurate,

the future setting credible (and frightening), the plot

fascinating — in short, a tremendous technical

achievement.
Science fiction fans will be reminded by turns of Alien.

Heinlein's "Universe," The Andromeda Strain, and

Clarke's Rendezvous with Rama, and therein lies Heart

ofthe Comet's one major limitation. The book's diversity,

Political satire not to be missed
New Rise of the Master Race
Northampton Center for the Arts

April 9-11

By LISA PRATO
Collegian Correspondent

"New Rise of the Master Race," the latest production

of Little Flags Theater, is a theater experience not to

miss. The setting: day after tomorrow, in Washington

DC. The plot: revolution is brewing in Detroit."

"New Rise" is a play of events rather than individuals.

The storyline shias from machinations in the Pentagon

to people in the streets of D.C.. Workers in Detroit gain

control of city government and take steps to disarm

nuclear missiles located at a nearby military base. Mean-

while, military ofiicers on the Crisis Management team

in Washington discuss strategy and prepaie TV program-

ming designed to prevent other U.S. cities from follow-

ing Detroit's exampl'.'.

Although the play was written over six years ago, this

Maxine Klein/James Osterich collaboration reflects reali-

ty even more clearly today in the midst of ever-

accelerating military build-up, the throes of the Contra-

gate affair, and the increasing manipulation of power

by leaders out of the people's control.

Conceived and performed with imagination, wit. and

sharp sensitivity, "New Rise" is an excellent show. The

play runs April 9-11 at the Northampton Center for the

Arts. The performance April 9 is a benefit for the Coali-

tion Against Racism. Tickets are available from the

Organization for Marxist Studies, Student Union

Building 306.

while fascinating, makes its focus pretty diffuse: there

doesn't really seem to be any one point the authors are

trying to make, or theme that they wish to explore. It

doesn't really go anywhere in particular. Worse, the places

where it does go (space exploration, genetic alteration, etc.

— see the above list) have all been explored by science-

fiction writers before. The authors have taken no chances,

made no advances, and stayed safely awav from any

treacherous limbs. It's basically a tame book, at least for

a genre that prides itself ou literary daring.

Net that it's a bad book - quite the opposite. By all

means buy, beg, or borrow a copy; it's well worth reading.

I have, however, a strong suspicion that non-science

fiction-buffs will find it better than those of us who know

the genre intimately: it's more likely that the ideas will

be new to them. For the SF fan. Heart of the Comet will

certainly delight, just don't expect it to become a classic.

"Somewhere Between Doo-Wop and Disco," a review

of Broadway musicals from the 1960's. will be presented

tonight in the Student Union Ballroom at 8 p.m. The

show is being presented as part of the Student Union

Building's 30th anniversary celebration, and is a pro-

duction of the UMass Music Theatre Guild. There will

be no admission charge.

%D l?^

SOUTHWOOD APT
On bus rottte

Quiet, convienent to campus

Waiting List Now Open At

Rental Office

107M Sottthwood Apts - 256-0166

Come To the Post Game Party

Free Buffet 4-7 pm

April Fools

Party 8 PM
Prizes and entertainment

D Q D D yMK D DODP
lOnODDDlnOODDODDO

1
Summer Conference Housmg

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

With University Conference Services Summer Conference Housing

To coordinate the use of the dormitory systerTi during the sum-

mer months, Conference Services operates a sub-division of the

department known as Summer Conference Housing (SCH). SCH is

staffed almost entirely by UMASS students, who handle every detail

involved in housing 8,000 to 10.000 summer conferees

SCH will be hiring for the following positions: Registrar, Assis-

tant Registrar, Accommodations Supervisors, Operations Super-

visor, Key Control Supervisor. Desk Clerks, and Operations Crew.

Applications and detailed Job descriptions are available

outside of the Conference Office. Room 918, Campus Center,

DEADLINE EXTENDED TO: APRIL lO, 1987

Full and part time openings are available and include all shifts,

weekdays, and weekends.

All students interested in the hospitality industry and work study students are encouraged to apply,

The University of Massachusetts is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity employer

tg^ifWffJHIiAf^«»iUkfJtllctUk§>iH:ll
918 Campus

^ aNEMA

WEDNESDAY • SATURDAY

Night of fhe Shooting Stars7:00

Three Brothers 9:00

Double Feature • $3.00

DOWNTOWN AMHERST 253-5426

DID YOU MISS SPRING
BREAK SKIING?

UMASS SKI CLUB PRESENTS

KILLINGTON
Ski & Party

Weekend
$99

tax included per person

April 10-12

Program incladcs

• 2 day lifts to ski six mountains 1 7 lifts and 100 trails

• 2 nights condo lodging Edgemont or Whimc Tree com-

plex (full unit occupancy)

• Free shuttle bus daily to lifts & night spots

For more information contact UMass Ski Culb 545-3437

or stop our office in 430 Student Union
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Lethal Weapon has the power
Lethal Weapon
Directed by Richard Donner
Starring Mel Gibson and Danny Glover

Hampshire Six Theaters
*••

By ADAM CAMPBELL
Collegian Correspondent

Lethal Weapon is tight, terse, tense. It's an edge-ofyour.

seat, rip-off-the-armrest thriller that'll make you forget

to eat your popcorn. So, yes, it's worth the price of admis-

sion. Just don't buy popcorn.

Danny Glover and Mel Gibson are terrific together. For

those of you who don't know: Mel Gibson, "Mad Max,"

is one of the Australian Battalion of actors who have gain-

ed so much American ground in recent days (ofwhom Paul

"Crocodile" Hogan is probably the other best-known).

Danny Glover menaced Harrison Ford in Witness, and

Whoopi Goldberg in The Color Purple. Now, for once, he's

with the Good Guys. He makes a good Good Guy. His

character is sympathetic, funny, and fifty. Key scenes in

the film are punctuated by his sadly truthful lament, "I'm

getting too old for this." Add to this recipe Gibson's

maniacal, suicidal — and worst of all, young — Officer

Riggs, let simmer, and stand back.

Now the thing is, skilled and natural as the actors were,

something was lacking. Viewing this movie, it was too

easy to imagine the process that led to the product. It

seems apparent that, as originally written, Gibson's

character was flat and unsympathetic, because the few

scenes which empathize with Riggs stand apart from the

rest of the film. They seem almost token gestures in his

direction, never quite weaving into Lethal Weapon's

overall, and otherwise well-crafted, structure.

And there was one scene that really bordered on obnox-

ious. That was the one in which Gibson and Glover "in-

terrogate" a group of children who were witness to one

of this film's lesser acts of violence. The scene is so poor-

ly directed, one is inclined to think it a joke. But the pun-

chline never comes.

Most of the film is funny where it's supposed to be. Very

funny, actually. Both the script and Richard Donner's

direction sparkle with humor, mostly relying on in-jokes

to draw the viewer closer to the film's action and basical-

ly likable characters.

Despite some obvious shortcomings. Lethal Weapon
works better at its worst than most action pictures at their

best. Fun to be had by all.

SUMMER
SESSIONS

L

Biology, Chemistry,

Film Theory.
Financial Accountmg,
French, German,
Human Development,
Italian, Mathematics,
Physics, Psychology,

Russian. Shakespeare,
Statistics, Spanish.

Watercolor, Writing.

Also:

Computer
Workshops,

Dance Workshops

Classes begin
June 8, 1987

For information/
applications:

Division of

Special Studies

BRYN MAWR
COLLEGE

Bryn Mawr, PA
19010

(215)645-6198
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I EDWIN M. ROSSMAN !

{ ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS |

I PSYCHOLOGY
s DATE:

TIME:

LOCATION:

THURSDAY. APRIL 9. 1987

8:00 PM

CAMPUS CENTER 904-908

SPONSORED BY:

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY

|This is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss their

iexperiences in the working world. Don't miss this important
i panel discussion!

ALUMNI PANELISTS: i

Richard Fahey, '86

Beth Fraster. '84

Barbara Malone, '85

Marjorie Scully Fox, '83

Mental Health Counselor
Winthrop Community Hospital

MS.W. Candidate
Boston University School of
Social Work

Store Manager
The Book Corner

Shareholder Services Supervisor
The Boston Company

i

For more Information, please contact: I
University Placement Service, University Career Center i

545-2224 |
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Looking for a Seder? Join Ours!

No Jew should be without a Seder this Pesach.

If yott or someone you know is without a place

for Seder, then come to Our House.

CHABAD HOUSE
Amherst

Monday, April 13th - 8:00 p.m.

Tuesday, April 14th - 8:30 p.m.

30 No. Hadley Rd., Amherst
Opposite Whitmore, adjacent to Lot 32

549-4094

Call now for reservations

Students - $7.00 • Regular - $10.00
"^ra-i^SJJUm>tLWmiRUf^m^^

STUDENT SUMMER JOBS ON CAMPUS
POSITIONS AVAILABLE:

• OPERATIONS ASSISTANT •

• OPERATIONS SUPERVISOR •

Qualifications: Must be an active student with ex-

perience in one or more of the following areas: light

maintenance, cleaning, grounds, office work, and/or

furniture moving.

Duties: Assigned to one of four Housing Services

Maintenance and Operations residential area offices

to perform a variety of tasks in campus residence halls.

Duties may vary widely, as indicated by the above
listing. Summer work performed by students con-

tributes to Housing Services' maintenance and clean-

ing programs and to the preparation of residence halls

for conferences and Fall opening.

Hours: 7:00 - 3:00 pm weekdays,
May 18 through Sept 5, or by arrangement.

To Inquire or Apply
Please Contact One of the Four Area Offices

Steve Vinelll:

Northeast/Sylvan Area, Johnson House, 5-0403

Pat O'Connor:

Orchard Hill/Central Area, Baker House, 5-1333

Nancy Merritt:

Southwest/North Area, Kennedy Tower, 5-0392

Maude Tucker:

Southwest/South Area, Cance House, 5-0439
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson

COLLEGIAN 13

Smithereens

By Sarah Smith

"Again? You just hod a
glass of water 12 days ago."

In those days we had real political democracy

led by a hierarchy ofstatesmen and not a fluid

mass distracted by newspapers.

— Winston Churchill

fin uP'^io^^'f'^ l^nJ

ATTENTION ALL STAFF

There will be a staff meeting Friday at

4 p.m. in the newsroom. Attendance is

vital and mandatory.

Elections are approaching — any staff

member wishing to run for a board of

editors position must submit an applica-

tion to Carol T. by April 2 1 .
Details at

meeting.

Doonesbury By Garry Trtideatf
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Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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Lunch
Menu

Fried Fish Squares

Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole

Dinner

Sirloin Strip Steak

Breaded Chicken Breast

Basics Lanch

Fried Fish Squares

Broccoli and Califlower

Casserole

Basics Dinner

Mushrooms Ncwburg
Breaded Chicken Breast

By Bill Dearing

Weather
Today: Drier and cloudy, high around 50.

Tottl^t: Mild, 40 to 45.

Tomorrow: Partly sunny, high inthe mid-50s.

Today's Staff
Night Editor Nancy Klingener

CopY Editor Jonathan M. Cassie

Uyotit Technician Marc Infield

Photo Technician Dave Shimkus

Production Supervisor Rob Catalano

Production: Connie, Laura, Lars. Kim

and Joe the driver

Gordy
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Ezecttttve Board — Spring of 1987

KEUT SIBGER

MJUICT KUHGBIIBK
MMMgtag Bdltor

STBVBRUBDI
IfaMgOT

PHIL SEMPniO

AHSBLaSTEIt

Business Board -- Spring of 1987

STEVE lUBW

PAOL H. LBSSBt
MMrtMag Salt*

vjunssAtom
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if women's lacrosse
conttnuvd [rum page 16

Murphy monopolized the rest of the battle and gave

UMass some needed breathing room by notching three

consecutive goals. The attackman also added a tally in

.he first half, and now leads the team in scoring with nine

goals.

"I put Sue in at the end of the first half. She really gave

us a spark down the stretch. She turned in a great per-

formance." Hixon said. "I'm pleased with the outcome.

It was a total team effort, but BC looked very good. They

would pull their defenders into our end to try to stop our

offense from working the ball down the field."

The Eagles unwisely elected to double-team attackman

Lisa Griswold in hopes of shutting down the Gazelle's of

fensive drives. The senior co-captain was held in check,

but the strategy backfired. The Gazelles were able to find

the open man cutting to the goal, which resulted in a host

of players sharing UMass' scoring load.

In additon to Murphy's four goals, and Phillips' two

tallies, UMass received consistent showings from junior

Ginny Armstrong (1 goal, 1 assist), sophomore Cathy

Fuhrman (2. 4), freshman Karen Ravn (1 goal), and senior

Emily Humiston (2 goals).

FaceK>ff8: Sophomore Ann Scileppi started between the

posts for UMass. She had one save before giving way to

Pani Stone in the second half. Stone, a junior, allowed only

one goal and registered four saves. . . The reason for the

team's slow start this year is an upgraded schedule.

UMass has battled three of the country's top teams, Nor

thwestern, James Madison, and Maryland, in hopes of

gaining some invaluable experience come playoff time.

Despite the Gazelles' 1-2 record after its Spring Break

jaunt down south, Hixon feels the trek enabled the team

to determine its weaknesses. "We had some tough com-

petition, so I just wanted to see how well we matched up

against the top teams. Now we now what to expect when
we face a playoff-caliber team," she said. Junior

defensman Amy Robertson echoed her coach's sentiments.

"I'm glad we've played the hard teams. It will definitely

pay off in the playoffs. It was a good learning experience.

Now we know what our mistakes are, and we can make

the necessary adjustments.". . . The Gazelles will host Har

vard University on Thursday at 3 p.m. at Totman Field,

before entertaining the Temple Owls on Sunday at 1 p.m.

Baseball, softball

postponed again
For a change, the University of Massachusetts baseball

and Softball teams will have to wait for a chance to play.

If you haven't figured it out yet, yesterday's softball

doubleheader with the University of Rhode Island was

postponed because of rain. The twinbill has been

rescheduled for today at 2:30 p.m. at Totman Field, pen-

ding that, of course, rain doesn't wash it out, as it has

to seven softball games in the past week.

If the weather acts up again, the game may be cancell-

ed for good, meaning that UMass won't play until tomor-

row, a doubleheader at the University of Hartford. That

would also mean the Minutewomen wouldn't open their

home schedule until Tuesday, when Adelphi Unversity

visits Amherst for a scheduled twinbill.

The Minutemen, 4-6, saw their Tuesday game with Ho-

ly Cross switched to today but it has been postponed

again. Tentatively, UMass will battle the Crusaders Fri-

day at 3 p.m.

the Fedies
A UPC PRODUCTION

Soma Holiday

SAT^APKIi II

CHINESE KITCHEN bi

FAST SERVICE - GREAT PRICES

TRY OUR LUNCHEON-DINNER SPECIALS

Only $1.49 before 3 pm. $1.90 after 3 pm

A. Chicken Fingers, Fried Rice or Chow Mein

B. Chicken Wings, Fried Rice or Chow Mein

C. Lobster Sauce, Fried Rice or White Rice

D. Chicken with Green Peas and Fried Rice

E. Yoke Kew (Beef) with Gravy and Fried Rice

Eat In or Take Out

HOURS: Sunday Noon • 10 pm, Mon • Sat 11:30 - lOpm

2 LOCATIONS

430 Russel St (Rt 9)

HADLEY - 253-2571
150 King St

NORTHAMPTON - 586.3220

iriHIE ICCaVICID Cr <GCVIEII3NCKS iHoiNORSTHk-

!€ in SaVCT OF THE STiyDiENT ILNIICN

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 8

SOMEWHERE BETWEEN
DOO-WOP AND DISCO

A musical review of the 1960's presented by

The Umass Music Theatre Guild

8pm in the Ballroom

FRIDAY, APRIL 10 OPEN HOUSE
10-4 RSO SHOWCASE in Ballroom

11-1 X-PLAIN IN HATCH (2 rock-n-roll lunch)

3-6 RECEPTION IN CAPE COD LOUNGE
with ceremonial cake cutting and refreshments

6-12:30 50's DANCE IN BALLROOM
featuring "Jabberwocks"

A 50's style a capella group

Shows at 8.00 and 10:00

with additional music provided by rack-a-disk

with cash bar

presented by the Governors Program Council
* Balloons and buttons will be given out during the day

SATURDAY, APRIL 11

A Concert with the Feelies

and special guest at 8pm
in the Bluewall presented by

the Union Program Council

Tickets $2 Umass • $3 Public

LOOK FOR SPECIAL PRICES IN THE HATCH ALL WEEK! [MON • FRI|

• men 's lacrosse against Brown postponed
continued fnim pane 16

Today's game would have

pitted Brown, New
England's top team at 6-2,

against the Gorillas, the

region's second-ranked
squad. For 10 of the last 11

years, the winner of the

UMass-Brown game went

on to win both the New

England title and grab a

berth in the NCAA playoffs.

UMass won last year's

game at Stevenson Field in

Providence, R.I.

^ar after,
year, semester
. after semester,

the ciille}^ plan Cnim Fidelity Union Life
hi«k brtn the fno.<«l ^^'(fplrd. must popular life iii>uriint-e

proKritm un raimpusrii all uvrr .\mt>rica.Find out nhy.

Fiddity

Unk)(iLife

CmII the Kidflil.t I'nion l.irv

Kield Associalr in >our arta.

Ronald J. Nathan Agency
20 Gatehouse Rd.,

Amherst, MA
Tel: 256-8351

"It won't make us a worse

team," Garber said of the

team's third postponement.

Man-up Advantages:
For the season, all two

games of it, the Gorillas

have been led in scoring by

freshman attackman Scott

Hiller with 10 goals and two

assists and senior co-captain

and All-American at-

tackman Tom Carmean is

second with three goals and

six assists. Behind Carmean
is junior attackman Kelley

Carr at four goals and two

assists, and freshman at-

tackman Tim Soudan with

five goals. . . Senior co-

captain midfielder Neal

(Fuzzy) Cunningham has a

goal and two assists, junior

attackman Pat Cain has a

goal and an assist while

senior midfielder Doug
Musco, sophomore mid-

fielder Brett Jenks, and

sophomore midfielder David

Avidon each have a goal.

Junior midfielder Glenn
Stephens and freshman at-

tackman Robert Codignotto

have one assist each, . . .

Against BC, Hiller and
Soudan were mistakenly

credited with two goals in

Monday's Collegian. The
dynamic freshman duo each

had a hat trick

On the .season, the

Gorillas have outscored

Delaware (13-9) and BC
(14-4) by a total of 27-13 . .

scoring by quarters has

UMass up 10-3 in the first,

14-3 in .second pericxis, down
6-2 in third periods, and
deadlocked 1-1 in the fourth

. . . however. UMass used a

running clock and its third

and fourth teams to get the

BC beating over with ... In

goal, sophomore All

American Sal LoCascio has

yet to be tested, registering

a .583 save percentage

while allowing five goals a

game. Junior Paul McCarty

allowed three goals in his

only action while Paul

Ferullo has made twosaves

in his only appearance ver-

sus BC

• rain-outs
mntmued frum page 14

As of last night, tomor-

row's baseball double-

header at Hartford was
still on.

Last weekend's postpon-

ed doubleheader against

St, Jo.seph's, the first ol

five baseball games to be
rained out in the past five

days, will be made up on
March 20 and 21 in

Philadelphia.

An effort will be made to

reschedule the
Minutemen's March 20
game against the Univer-

^ sity of Vermont.

CLASSIFIED
ACTIVIIIES* AUDIO

AUTO FOR SALE • CALCULAIORS
ENTERTAINMENT • FOR RENT

FOR SALE • FOUND
HELP WANTED 'LOST

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 1 13 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI • 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION • CASH IN ADVANCE. 1S*/W0W0/DAY FOR STUDENTS

INSTRUCTION • MOTORCvlCLES
PERSONALS -Ride WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED 'SERVICES
ROOMATE WANTED* TRAVEL

WANTED -SUBLET

ACTIViTliS

ALL YOU ASPIRING men & women who
want 10 be cheerleaders tryouls start April

6.7.8 at 8 00 Curry Hix Cage No experience

neccessary come try out lor one of the best

learns on this campus

WHAT'S UP IN Nicaragua? Three students

who just returned from Nicaragua will be
speaking about their experiences there

Tonight at 7PM m Campus Center room
905

ATTENTION BROTHERS OF SigmYPhi
Epsilon! Reminder ot meeting tomorrow
April 9 in CC 10 i Manditory attendance tor

elections*

ATTENTION AU MEN interested in being

in men ol UMass calendar come to meeting

tonight at 7 00 in Campus Center check info

desk for room number

CdlMESEE -fHE Pink Panther" Thursday
April 9lh. 6.9,11 PM sponsored by AXP

LOBBY DAY: A chance to go to the Boston
Slalehouse/April 9/meel with

senators/hearings/speakers/sponsored by
MassPirg/sign up in SUB 423B

DVP RECRUITMENT MEETING tonight

7.00 room 905-9 campus center Members
will meet earlier at 6:00

WMUA STATION BODY meeting tonight

Nominations will be opened for next year's

board positions Call 5-2876 for location

LEARNING TO LIVE religiouslythursday
5 45 PM CC 801 values exploration and ex-

pression All welcome. Sponsored by UCF,
545-2661

DISfTNGUISHED VISITORS PROGRAM
recruitment meeting tonight 7PM
CCA905-9 all welcomeM

AUDIO

SELLING OHM SPEAKERS 100W S Bor-

ther typewriter Cheap! Call 6-7921

AUTO fOm SAU

196S FORD FALCON a cream puff

256-6920

82 SUBARU BRAT. Excellent shape 2,600
549-7529

81 TOYOTA TERCEL excellent condition

very well maintained $2300 Call Mike
549-4708 or 545-0026

75 CHEVY VEGA, needs new starter good
cond $400 call bet 2 6 253-5885 ask lor

Matt

1979 RED MAZDA RX7 excellent condition

79000 miles sunroof Kenwood stereo

3500/BO 546-7715

1979 FORD MUSTANG yellow, auto.

82,000 mis AM FM stereo $1200 545-3689

after 5:30 548-9042

1978 SCIRROCO RUNS excellent needs
brake work $800.00 or BO call Jim
256-1387

74 DODGE CHARGER, 318, PS, PB. 4

radials AM/FM cass 5 band equilizer, 4

spkrs. runs great, well maintained, radar

detector free with purchase First $600
takes it Call Steve 549-0470

79 RABBIT AM/FM. no rust, excellent con-

dition, $950, call 253-3568

MUST SELL 73 Ouster Slant 6 $200 00
Michael after S 00 549-5932

lANDS WANTED

'SWAG IS LOOKING for bands to play

'

during Southwest week,
' May 5-8 Applications are available '

• Now at the SWAG office in Hampden '

•and are due by April 15. 1987 al 5PM '

the list of bands selected will be
• posted on April 21, 1987 Southwest

'

rocks the F>yramlds!!!

OXIR IHORTS WINNIRS

SORRY FOLKS. WE IcKMhe prize forms

somewhere Would the best boxer shorts

contest winner come to tfie Commuter Of-

fice, 404 SUB Ask for Jose

CLOSET SALE

ENTfRTAINMtNT

BON JOVi 2 tickets for sale April 1 1 in

Springfield best offer 549-6041

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-DISC Entertainment Agency
Disc-Jockeys, lights, rentals, and Mobile

Video Dances' 549-7144

FOR RENT

SUMMER SUBLET WITH fall option huge
lour bedroom townhouse on busline

Seven-Eleven, package store, laundry, piz-

za, all within walking distance 665-3032

anytime. Keep trying

ROOM IN NEW house call Dale 253-9949

between 5:30-6:30

HYANNIS: WALKING DISTANCE to beach

and guidos Tastefully lurnlshed 3 bedroom
cape Hardwood floors, fireplace, washer
dryer, dishwasher, ulil inci need 2-3

housemates $1100 each Toby, 253-7039

Greg 256-8191

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED lor fall

Southwood 253-3619

3TARGE ROOMS :n single family home for

rent (lom June thru August $270/month.

utilities included Living & dining, kitchen

and laundry facilities 5 min walk to UMass
and Amherst Center Very private, quiet

and comfortable place to live Call now for

interview 549-6799

TWO SINGLES AVAILABLE in Swiss
Village June 1st with fall option 253-7248

LOOKING FOR SOMEONE to take over our

lease on Ig inexp 2br Squire Village apt

Call 665-8596

THREE BEDROOM APARTMENT in

downtown Northampton available May 1

$600 plus Phone 584-6887

AVAILABLE JUNE 1 , 2 bedrm Sou'.hwood

Apt call 256-8829

SUNNY 2 BEDROOM apt Mam Street take

over lease June 1-Dec 31 $480 incI

everything after 5 253-5529

TAKE OVER OUR lease starting June'l

$405 plus, 2bdrm hot water incl. on bus
route 665-3041

$2M REWARD 1BDRM apt $426 a month
includes all utilities many extras pool, ten-

nis courts, dishwasher and more take over

June 1st call 665-3450

THREE BEDROOM CONDO pool tennis

A C wall to wall bus route ten minutes from

campus call 617-879-0719 Ron $600 00

FOR SALE

CRATE AMP MUST sell* Call Shawn
546-9030

WINOERSURFER CLASSIC. 5 color sail

2 daggerboards Excellent condition

Forget Florida $425 Great conversation

piece 549-7842

H^Y UeWIS and the News tickets 3 floor

seats lor Apr 25 show at Centrum. Call Dan
at 6-7860

ATAT COMPUTER S40K disc drive word
processing program included call Bill

546-6390

U2 TICKETS FOR sale all shows 546-8789

APPLE COMPUTER OWNERS: buy an Ap-

pte II compatable modem tor $150 or BO
Panasonic pnnter $400 or BO call Scott

253-3993

200CM FISCHER RACING cuts with

marker M40 Dynafil boots make offer call

Jim 256-1387

U2 TICKETS: HARTFORD May 7 $60 rimi

Call after 6 30 546-9703

FOR SALE 1974 SAAB GL99 front wheel

drive excellent condition good buy must

see/ tel 584-9181

BIANCHI RACE BIKE. S2cm, Columbus,

Campagndo. $560 546-4613

POUND

CALCULATOR IN TOWER library Aprir2

call Anne 253-7248

FULL LENGTH RACOON skin coat, in

good condition, $200 00 NCR cash
register, needs only minor repair for full

operation or just a conversation piece

$50 00 Resignol skis, marker bindings and
caber boots Great package for someone
who wants to learn without ma|or invest-

ment $80 00 Call Ansel 256-6182

FREE CASH

NEED MONEY? SPEND all your cash on

springbreak'' I need your baseball cards

please help) Call Mike 549-0333

HELP WANTED

THERE'S A JOB lor you in a summer camp
The American Camping Association (NY)

will make your application available to over

300 camps m the Northeast exciting oppor-

tunities for college students and profes

sionals Positions available all land and
water s|X>rts. arts and crafts, drama, music

dance, tripping, nature. Rns. MD's, aides,

kitchen, maintenance, college credit

available call or write for application

American Camping Association, 43 W 23rd

St Dept (UMA) New York, NY 10010,

212-645-6620

SUMMERHEL> ON Cape Cod Experience

not necessary, but preffered Lowden Tree

and Landscape 428-4272

WE ARE LOOKING lor someone to do child

care one evening a week and occasional

overnights. Must have transportation. Call

584-9057

NOW HIRING FOR summer employment:
waitpeople. saulee cooks, preppers Very

busy summer Apply Judie's Restaurant

WANTED WEEKEND EMPlOVMENT
Riverside Food Services needs you
Transportaion and uniforms provided, for

more into call Dave 546-9248

WANTED PART TIME bus drivers for Nor
thamplon to Amherst routes $5 to start very

convenient for Northampton residents

Work schedule arranged around your class

schedule 586-1909

SKATEBOARD HOTSHOTS NEEDED for

photo session 545-0155

FREE INTERVIEWS, CAPE Cods hottest

restaurant-bar complex Interview

weekend, Saturday. April 25. 10-4, Sunday
April 26, Noon-4 Season May 21- Sept 7

and more Guido Murphy's, Corner of West
Main Street and Sea Street, Hyannis, Ma,

come on down*

THE CENTER FOR popular economics has
openings lor 2 administrative assistants

Both jobs would Stan in May A |0b descrip-

tion IS posted in Thompson 829, or call

Tasha al 545-0743 for more information

Application deadline April 10

SUMMER JOBS-GENERAL councelors,

waterfront and sailing staff and cooks lor

girls overnight camps Good salary plus

room and board Contact Janet Wadden.
Outdoor Program Director, Patriots' Trail

Girl Scout (Jouncil. 6 SI James Ave,
Boston, Ma 02116 (617)482-1078

GROUNDS WORKERS WANTED at Pine

Grove Golf Course Call 584-4570 for

interview

aUTTERFIELD KITCHEN IS accepting ap-

plications for assistant manager and ac
countant through April 10 Job is for 87/88

academic year Applications available in

Butterfield Kitchen Office.

SUMMER IS ONLY 7 weeks away* Have
you lound summer work yet? How atiout a

job that will put you ahead ol your peers

with experience, confidence, money and
business skills We're only looking for

motivated students who want to earn

$4,500 No wimps need apply Call

256-0866

AVIS RENT A Car is currently seeking

class II bus drivers for summer emptoyment
at Logan Airport Other positions are

available Good starting salary Call Mary
Murphy at (617)424-0917 for details

PART-TIME POLITICS. Clean Water Ac-

tion IS paying $5/hr for environmental ac-

tivists Gain PR, communication and catn-

paign skills Work nights 5-10 Great loca-

tion in Amherst Call between 10-5 at

549-7450.

HYANNIS

3 BEDROOM FULLY furnished house.

sundeck. 100 yards from water, right by

Oceans " COEO-$920 each util incI Mem
Day Labor Day Andy 546-470/

INTERCOLLEGIATE NORSE SHOW

COME TO THE University of

Massachusetts Intercollegiate Horse Show
and watch UMass compete against 15

teams on the flat and lumping April 11,

1987 Saturday 9-4 Refreshments available,

free admission

LOST

HELP! LOST MY tape recorder at Bartlett

Auditorium on 3/4/87 Class Bio 100B
reward no questions asked 649-7740

SILVER ROPE CHAIN, Totman lockers no

questions Sentimental value Reward call

6-4437

BLACK LEATHER FROM SDT must have

H backl No questiont! Reward 546-7548

JEAN JACKET AT Pihe on 4/2 please

return to Chns 6 8558

LOST ROOMMATE'S PEARL bracelet on
4/2 Please call 549-7142

LEVI JACKET ZETA Psi 4/4 says Joe on
Label blue sunglasses in pocket call 6-6103

LOST KEYS ON a bottle opener k>SI Thurs-

day call 546-9734

MOTORCYCLES

1977BULfAC0 PUHSANG Fox 250 needs
minor work very fast $250 00 or B O call

Jim 256-1387

PERSONALS

RESUME TYPESETTING SERVICE
Have your resume prolessionally typeset

The best quality type, not a word processor

Sixteen different type styles to choose from

Takes only 3 da^s - costs $25 and any
changes I'll do for FREE Come down to the

Collegian Graphics Office (113 Campus
Center) and speak to Peter Soderberg

KfJEET NEW PEOPLE! Get^reat ex
periencei Come write lor New England's
largest college daily The Collegian is in 1 13

Campus Center, right behind the TV
Come down and check us out!

LOVE TO DANCE? Tryouls for UMass
minutes kickline-danceteam coming the

third week in April Lots of fun. great way
to keep in shape. Meet tons of new people
Watch for us!

CAPE COD, WEST Yarmouth we have a

place we need 2 or 3 roommates For info

call Elizabeth 549-5532

LOOKING FOR U2 lix for any Worchester
show Call Nancy 6-1157

DEB- YOU'RE FIANLLY 21* Boring Friday

and Saturday nights are forever gonel'

Happy birthday* Love Michele

SALLY-SHOW YOUR faea!

TOM AND JIM thanks for the help with the

car We really appreciate itl-Grelchen and
Paige

HAPPY BIRTHDAY CHRIS. Don't worry,

Hanley, no one will know it's you* Love
Caryn

FOSr S^LE: TIX for U2 Cemrum Shows
May 2i3 -BO 549-0393

NEW ENGLAND BROTHER/sistar camps-
(UMass ) Mah-Kee-Nac for boys/Danbee for

girls councelor position for program
specialists all team sports, especially

baseball, basketball, soccor. plus archery,

riftery and biKing 25 Tennis openongs Also

performance arts, gymnastics, rocktry,

ropes course: all waterfront activities in-

cluding swimming, skiing, small craft, plus

overnight T camping, computers, woodcraft

and more Inquire J&D Camping, 190

Linden Avenue, Glen Ridge, N J 07028
(201) (B) 429-8522/ (G) 3^-2727

THE ACCOUNTING ASSOCIATION is

presenting Eileen Kapino, Director of Stu-

dent Activities for the Springfield Chapter

of the National Association ol Accountants,

on April 8th at 4:00PM in the SOM lobby

Topics will include Student Affiliation and
Student Membership

JOE ZALESKI- TIME is slipping away Are

w«?

HEY GARY BRITTANY 162H was
dream come true Please call me
waiting Love Vera 6-1069

my
I'm

HAPPY BIRTHDAY STA Love Puppy

ATTENTION HILARY GAIL Jena Lara Lisa

Lihn Heidi and Joey thank you for making
my birthday special* I love you all MWA
Mich

YEOWL THE BUCKSTER snatched
herself*

PETER, HERE'S THE birthday personal

that I never got and it's even late! Hope you

had a fun day Love, Chnstine

RUBES: (SORRY IT'S late) happy birthday

champ* Tlianks for being the greatest* I kjve

you' Linda

HEYI I MET you at the MU Sat I had Iwn,

what atwut you? Want to trade more than

insults? Jackie

FRAN FROM BRANDYWINE: had^a^reat
time at your party Don't t>e a stranger*

Janine 6-9733 P S hope you were on time

Sunday

SUZANNE ADWIN-HAPPY 20th birthday*

We wish you lots ol hogs and kisses* Love,

the gokjen girls (Lauren, Leslie, and Elissa )

HAPPY BIRTHDAY JIMBOII was going to

write something elso, but they wouldn't lei

m« Hope you are sassilted* -Chris

LORAINE-HAPPY 19 birthday* April Babes
are weird, and subiect to trances But I

couldn't live with anyone else You're a dia-

mond in the rough Love, Lea

HEY BO, WITH the kind of music we make
how come we don't have any children yet?

Maybe we should play louder, what do you
think' Nilloc

CREELMAN. BAKER 2ND NOftti- I've fallen

tor you -Smiles-please respond soon

ON THIS DAY In history Jim Uston was
born

PROFESSIONAL TYPING

"SPEEDY KEYS
reliable 256-1002

-FAST, accurate.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

CASES. PAPERS, DISSERTATIONS,
theses, last, accurate, dependable, on-

campus, reasonable 584-7924. Nancy

RIDE WANTiO

RIDE WANTED TO Ithaca, N Y (Syracuse,

Cortland, Bingham) Easter weekend
Please call Amy 6-6817 or lor 4/24 26

TO NORTHERN N.J.. Port ol Authority in

N Y , or the George Washington Bridge tor

April 13, Monday, Passover holidav* I'll split

the gelt, and even give you the ' Alicomen
"

gelt, because I find it every year Call Jen,

253-2807, late at night

ROLLING GREEN

ROOM AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY! Roll

ing Green apartments $219 00 a month
everything included Call 10 00 AM to 5 00
PM Monday thru Fnday 800 332-8495 ask

for Gaylind or call anytime 203-659-3405

ask for Melissa

ROOMMATE WANTED

ONE OR TWO non-smoking female room-

mates wanted to share large txJrm in 3

tKlrm apt in Puffton Starling June 1st

Prefer senior undergraduate or graduate

student Call Laurie after 6PM 549 7773

HOUSEMATES NEEDED TO share 3

bedroom house located in quiet area

nonsmoking 21 year old student preferred

available now call 256-01 36 Early am or late

pm

LARGE ROOM IN Squire Village available

until June 1 One or two people for

250/month Respectively Also can sublet

for summer 665-2287

2 FEMALE ROOMMATES needed to share

a Brittany Manor apt. CaR 253-2284

SERVICES

TUTORING, SUBSTITUTE TEACHING in

business management, marke'mg,

finance, investment & microcomputers $7

per hour Neg 536-5006 leave message

LASER TYPING SERVICE Have your

resume, paper or thesis professionally

typeset Best rates in town. Call Rick at

549-0173 alter 6PM.

SPANISH TUTORING Si TRANSLATION

HELP WITH GRAMMAR, stories, pronun-

ciation 256-1002

sraiNO !..«.

8PMNQ B.B.Q. COMING May 9th

VotuMaers needed to organize and work at

ev*n(. Great fun Planning meeting on
Tuaaday April 14th at 5:15 PM 404 SUB
545-2145 ^____

SUMMER ON CAPE COD

ROdJMMATES *WANTED: 4BR house in

Hyannis Memorial Day thru lat)or Day
$1100 each call Chns 549-6273 or

549-6110 ________

SPRING FLING

HELP WITH SPRING Fling* Come to Cen-
tral Area Government meetings at 8:00 on
Tuesdays

ST. JUDE

THANK YOU AGAIN! Seldom do your

prayers go unanswered I am very grateful

MWUT

SUMMER SUBLET WITlTlail option house
on Lincoln Ave- beautiful sunioom Jill

549-6873

LARGE FULLY FURNISHED house Cabte
5bedrooms near bus stop very clean This

house IS Ideal'" Rent negotiable Call us'*

253-5885

SUBLET JUNE - SUMMER/tall option two
bedroom Clilfside 665-861

7

3 BEDROOM FURNISHED apt 480/moith
utilities and catMe included on bus route,

swimming pool, tennis cl 665-3671

TWO BR SOUTHWOOD apt avail lor

summar call foi details 253-3619^

SUMMER JOIS

ON CAPE COD at Jason's of Oennisport

Floor and door personnel, barbacks and
bartenders waiter and waitresses Accep-

ting applications Mon thru Sat vacation

week from noon to 3 Interviews at Clan-

cy's. 8 Uppercounty Rd Dennisport MA

TYPING SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING. PAPERS, leTters.

resumes, etc Meticulous proofreading

Editing available New IBM :ypewriter Call

549-0367

SUMMER SUSLET

TWO BEDROOM •fOWNEHOUSE in

Squire Village Furnished party Quite, on

bus route 475/mo plus util 665-2287

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL option

spacious, clean, 4 bedroom apt on bus
route with 1'/; baths, utilities, inclusive

256-1338 eves

TWO BEDROOM 1 v> bath townhouse apt

in Southwoud available June 1 on bus
route Price negotiable Call 546-7527 or

546-7018

SWAG NOMINATION PAPEM

NOMINATION PAPERS ARE now avaiable

for Southwest Area Government President,

Vice-President, and Ireasurer in the SWAG
office in Hapden Papers are due Friday

April 10 at 5 00 PM in th* SWAG Office

WANTED

PHYSICAL, SPIRITUAL. STUDENTIAL
health seekers share your knowledge with

the readers ol Sprout, the Earthfoods/Peo-

ple's Market Newsletter Typed, double

spaced, please drop material off on the 4th

floor S U in the Economic Devekapment of-

fice /Vddress It to Jen K Deadline April 15,

1987

WANTED TO RMir

TWO SENIORS LOOKING for one or two
bedrooms lor now until end ol semester
Close to campus Call Chris or Dave
253-7572

LOOKING FOR 3-BEDROOM in PufHon
reward offered- Lisa 6-7979

SI 00 REWARD FOR 3 bedroom Puffton

Apartment starting summer or fall call

Rahul 545-3179 or 665-2810

SSSBIG REWARD OFFERED lor 3
bedroom Puffton Apt Lease 253-7927

TAKE OVER LEASE June 1 i room
Lantern Ct Apt busline 150 plus call

545 3627 days 665-4997 after 7PM ask for

Ping

2 BEDROOM APT in Puffton will pay $200
lor lease call Chris at 6-7971 or 6-7972

MATURE UNDERGRADUATE SEEKING
oft-campus room, lor the fall Must be quiet.

Call 546-7057 after 11PM or leave

message

UMASS STUDENT LOOKINGtor^otrilo
rent near campus during spring break 9-21

to 9-29 Call Mary al 546-1 151 Keep trying

SUBLETS/HOUSING NEEDED June 28

Aug 15 Call SBMC 256-8615 9AM-7PM

WANTED-S100 REWARD a 6 or 7 person

house for nexl year, near bus route Call

Dave 5490384 or Patty 549-1703 leave

name and numtier

S100 PUFFTON-FOR 2 bedrm apt Lease
in Puffton or Brandywine Please call

6-5331

LOOKING FOR VILLAGE Park, Bran-

dywine. or Presidential lease! CaH after 5 00
546-6756. 546-6752

WANTIx) TAKE over lease of off-campus
house near bus route for next fall and
spring Call 546-1090 or 253-3894

2 H\Gk\ SPIRITED WOMEN (smokers) took

ing to take over lease on apt or house, or

to share your place in the fall call Kristie

66565
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UMass edges BC, 12-9
By LINDA DELIVORIAS
Collegian Staff

A long layoff usually

hinders a team in its on-

t he-field performance. The
daily practice grind of

drills keeps the players in

top physical condition, but
it doesn't compare to game
situations.

This was not the case for

the University of

Massachusetts women's
lacrosse team. The
Gazelles, who haven't

knocked sticks with an op-

ponent since March 29, ex-

hibited their comefrom-
behind abilities as they

edged Boston College, 12-9,

last night at Chestnut Hill,

Ma.
Both teams were

deadlocked in an 8-8 tie at

halftime. but freshman
sensation Sue Murphy
hammered home three

goals in the second half to

spark the Gazelles to their

second victory in four con-

tests. The Eagles dropped

to 2-3 with the setback.

"We were a little rusty

in the first half We made
some defensive ad-

justments in the second
half and took the wind out

of BC's sails," head coach
Pam Hixon said.

Boston College netted

the intial goal of the se-

cond half to take a slim 9-8

lead, but junior Sheila

Phillips knotted the score

at 9-9 with her second tal-

ly of the game.

continued on page 14

Sports Information photo

Senior co-captain Lisa Griswold and the University of Massachusetts
women's lacrosse team edged Boston College, 12-9, last night at Chestnut
Hill, Ma.

Men's lax
postponed
Brown mourns
player's death
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

The 12th-ranked University of

Massachusetts men's lacrosse team won't

be attempting its third shot at a home
opener today after word was sent from

Brown University that one of the Bruin

team members died yesterday.

"The Brown game has been called off

because of the death of one of their players.

Obviously, the spring weather and grounds

had nothing to do with it," said Howard
Davis, director of sports information here

at UMass.
Brown University Sports Information

Director Jean Elliot said yesterday that

Vincent Marinelli, a first-year player from
Valley Stream, N.Y., died sometime
around 6 a.m. She said the cause is

unknown and there was no sign of injury.

Elliot said Marinelli had no medical

history to indicate any complications nor
any injuries suffered this season.

Bruins' head coach Dom Starsia was not

available for comment and the athletic

department did not release an official

statement.

Gorillas' head coach Dick Garber was
saddened by the news.

"I've told our kids after a loss that there
are more important things in life to be con-

cerned about," UMa.ss head coach Dick
Garber said after hearing of the tragedy.

"It's not just an inconvenience, its a very
critical matter. That's something you can't

plan for or think about.

"I think our players are very resilient.

If that's the biggest disappointment in life,

having a game called off, then we're very
fortunate."

The Gorillas were scheduled to do battle

with the eighth-ranked Bruins this after-

noon at 3 p.m. even though weather condi-

tions have been less than perfect. The game
is expected to be rescheduled although no
makeup date has been set.

According to Garber, the team had made
arrangements to play the game regardless

of the forecast. The coach said that the
team was prepared to play the game at the
lower Boyden fields or at a neutral site on
the turf of either Springfield College or at

Westfield State.

"Sure, we were psyched to play
regardless of the weather," Garber said.

"This sort of thing is disappointing, but
you've got to keep things in perspective.

We just have to swallow it and get ready
for UNH (University of New Hampshire)
on Saturday."
After having their original home opener

versus Cornell University postponed in-

definitely last Wednesday, the Gorillas had
their second of the non-existent three-game
homestand postponed on Saturday and
moved to Sunday. UMass upped its record
to 2-0 on the season with a 14-4 thrashing
ofBC in pouring rain at Chestnut Hill, Ma.

continued on page 15

Women's track team set to open season
Minutewomen have high expectations for year, meet vs. Sprinafield
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts
women's track team will begin another
track season this spring but this time there
will be even higher expectations from their
coach and the rest of New England than
there was in the indoor season. The
Minutewomen will try to duplicate or im-
prove upon last year's second place finish
to Boston University in the green moun-
tains of Vermont.
"It was the best performance I've ever

had in women's track since I've been here,"
UMass coach Kalekeni Banda said.

Barring rain, the Minutewomen will get
their first chance today to show their stuff
when they travel to Springfield College for

a 3 p.m meet.

Outdoor track differs tremendously from
indoor track An indoor track iis much
smaller. The curves are much tougher to
run. You don't have to contend with the
wind in outdoor track. There are also more
field events in outdoor track. It i.s a whole
different ballgame and the Minutewomen
have been much more succesful at it.

"We feel we can do better in the spring
than we did indoors. We will be stronger
when some of our runners come back from

iiyuries and personal reasons," Banda said.

The team will miss the services of Kayla
Morrison and Sonya Vaughn. Both are nur-
sing injuries sustained during the indoor
season. Morrison, a sprinter, might run
some distance at this weekend's big meet
at Dartmouth to get into condition but
Vaughn, an 800-meter specialist and
member of a relay team, could be lost for

an extended period of time.

"Ivy League schools have fantastic
facilities so they can get people from all

over. We are not good in dual meets, ' Ban-
da said.

Banda will depend on 12 members of his
team to do the majority of the scoring. All
of them are capable of qualifying for the big
New England meet at the end of the
season. Repeating last year's performance
will be tough but the Minutewomen did not

lose any of their top point-get ter.s to

graduation so it could be a very exciting

year.

Returning to the .scene for Minutt.uomen
this year will be Carrie Fleishman in the
100-meter race and Wendy Marshall in the
200 meter dash. They will have to take up
the slack until Morrison can come back
from her injury. Kim Baten and Pam
Hughes will pace the team in the

100-meter hurdles. Karen Holland will
take care of the mile race.
This will be the last time around for

senior Barbara Cullinan. Cullinan, one of
the top runners in New England, will be
competing in the 400- and 800-meter races
while also helping out the relay teams.
"We can score real well from the the

100-meter to 800-meter races," Banda said.
The Minutewomen are also very strong

in the field events. They have two excellent
javelin throwers in Carla DeSantis and
Tara Ricce. Freshman Melissa Golembwski
will handle the high jumping with
Fleishman, Mary Anne Mclver, Hughes,
and Baten participating in the long jump.
Helen Balaourat will throw the discus but
the team is missing a top notch .shot putter.
The Minutewomen will have some for-

midable opponents in Boston University
and UMa.ss-Boston but tli<se teams aUo
better be looking
out for the Minutewomen.
"BU is the team to beat in New England

but if we have a good day we could suprise
them. We should do well at the Smith In-
vitational, B.C. Relays and the Penn
Relay.s - where we hope to make our best
showing if we have our ityuries back," Ban-
da said.

Green fields,

not wallets
Abner Doubleday would be turning over

in his grave.

The inventor (if he is, indeed, the actual

inventor, but that's a whole different

argument in itselD of the game of

baseball, our national pastime, surely

wouldn't approve of what has happened
to his grand game.
When the idea first came to Abner'.s

head in Cooperstown, NY back in the mid
1800's, its original intent was to be a

game of recreation and leisure to be

played on the sandlots of America.

Jim Clark

Now, thanks to a couple of guys named
Andy Messersmith and Dave McNally,
the scene has shifted to air-conditioned of
fices and courtrooms. Money, agents and
arbitration have become bigger factors

than spring training and pennant races.

Messersmith and McNally were both
pitchers in the late 60's and early 70's

who. in 1976, became fed up with their

contractual situations, and decided to fiy

the coop for more money. Thus, was the

birth of free agency, something that had
turned baseball into a slave auction.

President Reagan dared us all to recall

what we were doing on August 8, 1985.

I remember quite clearly, thank you. I

was sitting in my backyard, having just

heard that baseball's latest player strike

was resolved. The players were all upset
about their free agency rights, and decid-

ed to take a couple of days off.

It has really gotten out of hand.
Newspapers are running arbitration bat-

tles ahead of box scores. Ask your local

sports buff, and soon he'll be able to tell

you how many people are making more
than a million dollars a year before he can
remember who won last year's RBI title.

Open a pack of Topps baseball cards, and
you'll see contract srt^tus and salary stan-

ding out above batting average (the gum's
getting smaller, too).

You can't blame the owners for finally

deciding to tighten their purse strings.

They were too free with their wallets in

the past, and are learning their lesson.

The free-spending era, where owners like

George Steinbrenner were dishing out

megabucks to such Hall-of-Fame hopefuls

as Steve Kemp, had to stop before the

teams got so far into the red that there

was no escaping.

I'll admit that Roger Clemens wasn't a
good person to use as an example. He's an
MVP and Cy Young Award winner, yet

the Sox were offering him only $500,000
(plus incentives). Tliey're paying Tim
Lollar more than that to walk the
unemployment lines.

But the time will come when ail teams-
will shy away from the high price tags
floating around, offering their services

(i.e. Kirk Gibson, Jack Morris, Tim Raines
. . .), and will turn to inexpensive, eager-
to-play rookies. The Texas Rangers did it

last season, stocking their roster with
players who were fresh out of college.

They went with three rookies with no ma-
jor league experience on their pitching
staff and an outfielder that had no pro ex-

perience of any kind, but could knock
down outfield fences with his line drives.

They almost won the A.L. West, and at

the same time had a payroll that was well
under control.

The rookies are definitely there. Last
year produced a bumper crop, with blue-

chippers like Jose Canseco and Wally
Joyner outclassing many veterans and
creating new excitement at the box office.

People were showing up early just to

watch Canseco launch 500-footers in bat-

ting practice. It was truly a welcome
sight.

Look for younger teams like the
Rangers. Cincinnati Reds and Cleveland
Indians to dominant the league in the
next few years. The players will be inex
pensive, and in turn, ticket prices will
begin to go down. People will be able to

afford to be able to go out to the ballpark
again.

Then again, ifyou want to see the same
old high-paid veterans, just go down to the
courthouse. It's not as hot as the ballpark.
And, you can get in there for free.
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Everyone can be 'a catalyst for change

'

King: oppression is present in all forms
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doubleheader from URI. Page 16.
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By JOE LIEBESCHUETZ
Collegian Correspondent

Everyone in society is oppressed in one

way or another and no single form of op-

pression or "ism" can be considered in

isolation, activist Mel King said last night.

"If they come for me in the morning,

they'll come for you at night," King said

to a crowd of more than 70 people in the

Campus Center as part of the Lesbian,

Bisexual and Gay Awareness Week.

King, an MIT professor and author, in-

vited the audience to join the "rainbow

coaliton." The first action they should take

should be an act of self-definition. Once

they have decided how they want to be

perceived, they will themselves act and be

treated by others in accordance with that

image, he said.

King acknowledged that the process of

self-definition was not without fear. He

cited the case of Rosa Parks, a black

woman who refused to give up her seat on

a segi'egated bus in Montgomery, Alabama

in 1955. This action risked violence, loss

of job, psychological destruction and death,

he said.

"Everyone has the potential for being a

catalyst for change," if they can overcome

their initial fears, he said.

King, an unsuccessful candidate for the

office of Mayor of Boston in 1979 and 1983

and for a seat in the House of Represen-

tatives in 1983, said that his action in run-

ning for office was part of his own process

of self-definition.

King said that many of the "isms" [sex-

ism, racism and heterosexism] in contem-

porary society have their origins in the

drafting of the Constitution 200 years ago.

an event that he called a "poorly-attended

dress rehearsal." The only actors on the

stage were white, male, heterosexual lan-

downers. King said.

Our founding fathers acted in their own
interests to the detriment of others and this

is why women, colored people and homosex-

uals are disadvantaged today. King said.

King said that the sexual preference

issue was in the minds of people who are

straight and was more a burden to them
than to gays. Commenting on a poster

associating gays with AIDS that is current

ly being distributed on campus, King said

that those responsible for the poster do not

feel good about themselves and project this

attitude on other people.

In the same vein, he said that racism was

a "white man's burden" in that white peo-

ple are locked into a racist view and have

to waste energy to maintain the lie.

He said his views have altered little

throughout his career and his ultimate goal

of a rainbow coalition has yet to be achiev-

ed. The recent improvement in conditions

Collrglan photo bv Paul Franz

King: "If they come for me in the

morning, they'll come for you at

night."

for the physically disabled as a result of

their vocal pressure offer some hope to

other disadvantaged groups, and the im-

provements often benefit society as a

whole, he said.

Campus drug dealers say trade is easy and profitable
By TODD GOLDBERG
Collegian Staff

Editor's note: the names in this story are fictitious.

It gives a new meaning to thi ohrase "easy money."

With a little cash and the right connections, you could

be reaping 100 percent in profits as a drug dealer at the

University of Massachusetts.

The only thing slimmer than the chance of being

caught is the chance of not having any customers.

"I don't feel like I'm doing something wrong. I provide

a service. Besides, marijuana is less harmful then

alcohol," Scott, a student drug dealer, said.

"I got up here this semester and people were dying for

pot," one dealer said.

Andy sold marijuana from his dorm room for the last

two months. Dui'ing that time he made a $600 profit.

He would sell the drugs in quantities ranging from one-

eighth of an ounce to one ounce. The one-eighth of an

ounce bags would cost his friends $20. To be safe he
would 3l1I only to people he knew.
Andy would purchase one-fourth of a pound of mari-

juana for $300 to $375 and would sell it for about $475.

"It would take only two and a half weeks to sell one-

fourth of a pound. It was fun and it didn't take too much
of my time," he said.

Scott used to deal drugs from his dorm room, but now
deals from his off-campus apartment.
"When I was in the dorms, in our tower alone there

were five to 10 people dealing, it was pathetically easy,"

he said.

Like Andy. Scott is the lowest link on a long chain of

dealers. He said he purchases his drugs from suppliers

who bring it in from New York.

"If I had the cash, I could easily move up. But the more

you deal with, the riskier it gets," Scott said.

His suppliers provide him with one-fourth of a pound

of marijuana. He then separates the drugs into one-

eighth of an ounce bags, which he sells for about $20 to

$30. From t^his, he makes about $100 a week in profit.

Scott has been dealing marijuana since he was a col-

lege freshman and will continue to do so as long as he

can, he said. He does it for the money and for a "chance

to smoke for free."

He said the only time he worries about getting caught

is when he "gets stoned." But this fear only lasts as long

as his high does. Then it's back to business.

Board of Trustees
approves student
fee increases
By KARL ROOKEY
Collegian Staff

BOSTON — Five new University of Massachusetts

Trustees attended their first meeting yesterday afternoon

where the Board of Trustees approved the proposed stu-

dent fee increases and went into a closed executive ses-

sion to discuss the forthcoming Legal Services Office Com-

mission report.

Among the new Trustees was a former Amherst cam-

pus professor, Richard Huguenin. who helped with the

development of the Quabbin Reservoir Radio Wave Obser-

vatory. The other new members of the board were Alice

Huang, William H. Bowman, Trustee Heoran and James

F. Carlin, who has served a previous term on the board.

The issue of fee increases occupied a large portion of the

meeting, although the Amherst campus increases were

passed without debate. Suggested fee increases of $20 in

athletic fees and $2 in Health Services fees were strong-

ly opposed by UMass Boston's student trustee, Christine

Saba.

"The concerns of the students are not addressed by the

Health Services," Saba said. She also suggested that the

athletic fee was not in the best interests of UMass Boston

students.

The results of the LSO Commission, which were schedul-

ed to be discussed as the last item on the agenda, were

discussed by the trustees in an executive session which

was closed to the general public.

Both Chairman of the Board Andrew Knowles and Stu-

dent Trustee Dani Burgess were unwilling to comment

on the contents of the session other than it addressed the

results of the commission as well as those ofan unspecified

audit.

Student Trustee elect Paul Wingle, speaking as a plain-

tiff in the LSO court case, said that the commission was

formed after the trustees had voted down the right to sue.

but suggested that the commission, which was formed to

investigate problems surrounding LSO, should have been

formed before any action was taken on the matter.

Wingle refused to comment on the content of the com-

mission report, leaving that to commission Chairperson

Janet Rifkin. .

Rifkin would not mention specifics until she spoke witn

the rest of the commission members, but did say they had

made suggestions for broad organizational changes.

"We were charged with looking at the problems surroun-

ding the LSO and to make suggestions on how best to solve

those problems," she said. "We just looked at it from a

very broad viewpoint."

She did not know when the results of the report would

be made public by the chancellor's office, but said he had

received them about three weeks ago. There was the

possibility that the suggestion.s might have implications

in the law suit, she said.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey was unavailable for

comment.

""
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BOXED IN-The brick pillars of Franklin Dining Commons form an architectural

framework as a student passes by.
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Two students scuffle
over anti-gay poster
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

There was a scuffle on the fourth floor of

the Student Union building yesterday
afternoon over an anti-gay poster that

featured two men engaging in a homosex-
ual act with the words "Stop AIDS" writ-

ten under the drawing.

Accounts vary, but eyewitnesses say that

Central Area Government President W.
Greg Rothman and junior political science

major Tommy Concannon, who is a

member of the Lesbian, Bisexual and Gay
Alliance were involved in a shouting match
and "pushing and shoving" at about 2:15

p.m. on the fourth floor, directly in front

of the Lesbian, Bisexual and Gay Alliance

office.

Concannon said two copies of the poster

were found on top of the Mini Store. LBGA

members took the matter to the Student

Activities Office and "tri€?d to get them to

make a statement."

SAO wanted to know who was responsi-

ble for the posters before they took action,

Concannon said.

"Someone saw Rothman walking by with

one of the posters," he said. "About five

people came out from the LBGA to where
Rothman and Rudy and a few others were."

After asking Rothman what he was do-

ing, Concannon said he grabbed the poster

and some other papers out of his hand. "He
backed me up against a wall and he said

I had other important papers of his."

"I held them behind my back, because he

was going to have to explain what the

poster was all about before he got his

papers back." Concannon said. "They
started telling me I was abridging their

continued on page 4

Police arrest Deerfield man
for speeding; money stolen
Police arrested a 29yearold Deerfield

man at 12:25 a.m. Wednesday after he

was stopped for speeding on University

Drive, University of Massachusetts police

said.

In other police reports:

• A 1985 Plymouth received $1000

worth ofdamages to its left side at 4 p.m.

Tuesday after hitting a 1977 Volkswagen,

causing $400 worth of damages, police

said.

• The oil line of a Kawasaki motorcy-

cle was reported cut at 5:30 p.m. Tuesday
after being parked near Grayson House,

police said.

• A guitar worth $300 was reported

stolen at 2:40 p.m. Tuesday after being

left in a locked car in lot 34, police said.

• A telephone answering machine and

a checkbook worth more than $100 were

reported stolen at 5:15 p.m. Tuesday from
a Hills South oftlce, police said.

• A female student reported $1 10 worth
ofjewelry stolen from her unlocked room
in Van Meter House at 12 p.m. Tuesday,
police said.

• A cassette player worth $115 was
reported stolen at 11:40 a.m. Tuesday
after being left on the front seat of a lock-

ed car parked in P lot, police said.

• Sixty-dollars in cash was reported

stolen at 1:15 p.m. Tuesday from a fourth

floor room in Dwight House, police said.

• Police recovered a missing lot 22

sticker at 12:25 p.m. Tuesday after being

found on a male student's car, police said.

-ELLEN M. NOLAN

Find out why "Bon Apetit" and

"Gourmet" Magazines are

requesting out recipes ...

Discover why Sze's customers

drive from as far away as

Connecticut, Vermont, and

New Hampshire for a taste

of Sze's award-winning gourmet

Chinese cuisine

rCome Sample Our Sunday Brunch
$6.95 + tax. All You Can Eat!

or enjoy a quiet evening
at our new Piano Bar (Wed - Sat 7-11 PM)
50 Main Street, NoTthampton 586-5708
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As part of CIA Education Week the Stop CIA Recruitment Organizing Committee
And the CIA on Trial Project presents:

EDGAR CHAMORRO
A Former Contra Leader

"CIA TERRORISM IN NICARAGUA"

Tonight!

Thursday, April 9 7:30 p.m.
Student Union Ballroom UMass

Sponsored by: Radical Student Union, Special Activities Support Fund Graduate
Student Senate, Faculty and Staff for Peace In Central America Faculty and Staff
Committee for Human Rights and a Responsible University

Six jurors selected for CIA trial, two more needed
Defendants question prosecution's reason for rejecting jurors

Colleipan photo h> Bvrne (•uarnolld

Defense attorney Tom Lesser: "It's surpris-

ing the Commonwealth is exercising so many
challenges in a misdemeanor case. They've ex-

ercised over 25 challenges."

Bv DON UPPER
Collegian Staff

There is still no jury in the trial of Amy Carter, Abbie

Hoffman and 13 other defendants charged with

tresspassing and disorderly conduct as a result of their

Nov. 24 occupation of Munson Hall to protest CIA
recruitment at the University of Massachusetts.

Early in the day the trial seemed imminent when
Judge Richard Connon and the defense attorneys agreed

to try the case with only six jurors. The prosecution didn't

comment, and had no power to stop the trial from begin

ning with just six jurors. "The judge had the power to

issue the ruling when he went with a jury of six. They
had no right to contend it,

" said defense attorney Tom
Lesser. Connon later rescinded that agreement.

On the third day of jury selection, only six of the 134

prospective jurors were found acceptable to both the pro-

secution and the defense. Eight jurors [six main and two

alternates] are needed for the trial to begin.

Today allegations continued that prosecutor Diane Fer-

nald was intentionally delaying the case so that

witnesses for the defense would have to leave the area.

Defense attorney Len Wt'in^'la.ss said, "I think it's pret-

ty obvious, as it has been all week, that the delay hurts

the defense. We're bringing in witiics.^i .s from all over

the country. I say that without faulting the judge. 1 don't

ihink hf ha^ bepn the problem." Many defendants

question why the prosecution is apparently rejecting so

many prospective jurors. "The prosecutor has repeated

ly said that this is just a simple trespassing case," said

defendant Abbie Hoffman. "I don't think they would

have spent all this time going over the jury with a fine

tooth comb if this were just a simple trespassing case."

Lesser said the delay in jury selection would not

damage their case. "All our witnesses are prepared to

testify. They're all coming back on different days. It's

not going to affect our case. It's going to affect the order

of our witnesses but it's certainly not going to affect our

case. Democracy takes time and eventually the truth will

come out," he said.

Defendants are exasperated with the delays. In addi-

tion to Carter and Hoffman, defendants include: Lisa

Sheehy, Jennifer Johnston, Bill Clay, Roger Morey.

Thomas Landry, Joe Rubin, Emily Katz, Mark Caldena.

Debi Cohen, Jason Pramas, Nick Komar. Jay AUain and

Rachel Kolman. If convicted, they face a maximum
sentence of six months in jail and a $500 fine.

The delays have had one impact for the defendants.

As Hoffman put it: •'DtlV-ns*- is hurtin' for money because

of the two days of delay that have gone on. . . . We need

more money because we have to bring our witnesses back

again. We have had no drop outs. We don't have the

alternative of climbing towers and saying God's going

to kill us if people don't .send the money."

Student Senate debates
grant of $1,000 to RSU
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Confusing parliamentary tactics marked

last night's Undergraduate Student Senate

meeting, during which members debated

on whether to grant $1,000 to the Radical

Student Union to help fund CIA Education

Week,
About half a dozen right-wing members

began introducing amendments as soon as

the proposal to grant the money was made,

but overwhelming opp>osition to the amend-

ments defeated them.

The Student Government Association

Legislators
approve bill

for UMass
By MARIANE MEUSE
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts House of Represen-
tatives approved a bill yesterday that will

give the University of Massachusetts per-

mission to establish 10 endowed chairs for

outstanding faculty.

The legislation allows the University to

raise $500,000 for each position, up to a

maximum of 10 seats, or $5 million, said

Rep. Stan Rosenberg, D-Amherst.

The funding would be provided in part by

private sources.

"The University would identify someone
they would like to fill the chair, and they

would negotiate with the Committee on
Education while they raise the money,"
Rosenberg said.

The University would put the money in-

to a high interest earning account, he said,

and use the money to support the research

of the individual professor.

Some of the current positions may be fill-

ed by professors already at the Universi-

ty, he said.

"This legislation will enable the Univer-

sity to both attract and retain outstanding

faculty and increase its prestige and its

research money," Rosenberg said. "It will

also help the school maintain its rank as

a first rate institution."

Sen. Richard A. Kraus, D-Arlington, a

member of the House Committee on Educa

tion, said the legislation will help the

University compete in the academic field.

He said that since the positions are

designed to attract outstanding faculty,

higher salaries will probably be provided.

"One of the msgor challenges of a public

university is to compete for the best

academic talent available," Kraus said.

"Sometimes to do that you have to offer

more money than is usual."

Finance Committee had dealt with the pro-

posal and brought it to the senate floor,

recommending that the senate pass it. The
money would help the RSU pay for travel

and hotel expenses, and meals for speakers

that the group invited to speak out against

the CIA's violations of international law.

The senate overwhelmingly approved the

proposal.

Cashin House Senator Tony Rudy, who
opposed the motion, said that granting the

$1,000 to the RSU would not be represen-

tative of the student population.

The majority of the students want the

CIA to continue recruiting at the Univer-

sity of Ma.ssachusetts. he claimed, citing

polls that the Collegian conducted last

semester revealing most students approve

of the CIA's presence on campus.

"This body should take a stance for

freedom of speech, freedom of choice and

national security," Rudy said.

Commuter Senator Greg Fink, a RSU
member, said that if the organization did

not receive that money, it would dive into

debt and one of the speakers would not be

able to come.

Dwight House Senator Jason Rabinowitz,

referring to one of the right-winger's at-

tempted amendments, said, "I think this

is ridiculous. I think it's clear to the senate

that the people who are doing this are just

using dilatory tactics."

The proposed amendment, introduced by

Coll«Kian Pholo by "Paul Frani

IT'S A JUNGLE OUT THERE - First year student Tara Murphy
views the sculptures presented in the display called "Broken Jungle"

by artist Caroline Gould.

John Adams Senator Arthur Stephenson,

would allocate half of the $1,000 to the

Silent Majority, a conservative group that

helps fund the campus conservative

newspaper, The Minuteman.
If the students are to be educated on the

CIA's actions they should also listen to pro-

CIA speakers, Stephenson said.

Rabinowitz said giving $500 of the money
that the Finance Committee had approv-

ed for the RSU to the Silent Majority would

be "a little better than theft."

Other .supporters said if the Moral Ma-

jority wants to bring pro-CIA speakers to

campus, it should get funding through the

committee also.

But, the conservatives continued in

troducing amendments, until Rudy said

they would stop, although they had plann-

ed 23 more.

Panelists
discuss
oppression
of gays
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

About 50 students, staff and faculty

members brought forward concerns of op-

pression against gays, lesbians and
homosexuals at a panel discussion

yesterday.

Panelists Jay Savereid of the Ombuds of-

fice. Deputy Provost Fern Johnson,

Associate Vice Chancellor for Student Af-

fairs Larry Benedict and Elisa Campbell,

a member of the Faculty and Staff Support
Group for Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Con-

cerns began by discussing the University

of Massachusetts non-discrimination

policy, but after an hour discussion turn-

ed to specific instances of harassment rais-

ed by members of the audience.

Students informed the panel of two par-

ticular issues, both involving conservative

student groups. Students For America
plans to bring Paul Cameron to speak on
campus on April 23. Cameron, a

psychologist who is notorious for his anti-

lesbian, gay and bisexual philosophy, spoke

on campus last April 11 and urged that

homosexuality be punished by imprison-

ment and castration.

Members of the audience voiced concern

that if Cameron is allowed to speak a riot

could result, and claimed there would be

"clear and present danger" to members of

the gay community.
Ron Sinacore. a staff assistant in the Af-

firmative Action office said, "it comes as

a complete shock to me that anybody is con-

templating bringing that idiot here," and
said he was confident that the ofllce would
recommend that Cameron not be allowed

to speak.

Benedict said the decision of whether to

continued on jHige 10
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• poster
continued from page 2 freedom of speech. Then I

said harassment is not protected by free speech."

•i was cornered up against a wall, so I pushed

Rothman," he said. "Everything I did today was in self-

defense of threats made against us."

While walking toward the SAO, Concannon said he was

stopped by a third person who said he agreed with the

poster and who said "if you want to I'll beat the fuck out

of you," ,

Rothman said he was carrying some papers and was

given a copy of the poster by Tony Rudy. "Just one copy

was given to me. The man grabbed me and I pushed him

bdCK
"We are not attacking a group, we are criticizing what

they do." Rothman said. "He grabbed me and it kind of

got blown out of proportion."

"He [Concannon) rather abruptly approached me, he

said. "He was a bit reactionary. I guess he thought I was

putting them [the posters] up. He was obviously upset

about it."

"You have to look beyond the personalities and look at

the legalities," he said.' "It was in my papers; it's not like

I was holding it up. Violence doesn't accomplish

anything."

"There are a lot of people who think this poster is fun-

ny," Rothman said. "Homosexuality is like a sacred cow

on this campus. Nobody can disapprove of it."

"I think too many people on this campus are trying to

deny the connection between AIDS and homosexuality,"

Rothman said.

Rudy said he copied the poster from a magazine. "I gave

one poster to Greg. A kid from the LBGA came out and

went through his papers. He found what he was looking

for and shredded it." ^

WJAfAWAmWJJAMM'^A^^^^^

Fine Paper and Stationer

SPRING IS HERE
WE'VE GOT YOUR WHIFFLE BALLS,

BATS AND FRISBEES!

253-2840 45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst, MA

W^'RE OVIST VoOR BASIC

"fiReATPiM^TO^^Itr/'*

TACOVILLA
NORTHAMPTON
21 CENTER iJ

SB4 0673

Bring Your Own
Beer or Wine

AMHERST
41 BOLTWOOD WALK
•256 8217

Beer i Wine
ierved

SPRINGFIELD
749 SUMNER AVE
788-0919

Bring Your Own
Beer S Wine
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Performers steal Burglar
Burglar
Starring Whoopi Goldberg
Hampshire Six Theatres

By KELLY SIEGER
Collegian Staff

With a good effort from Whoopi Goldberg and her sup-

porting cast. Burglar is a light comedy abounding with

good laughs. The main role was originally intended for

a male actor, but when Bruce Willis turned it down, the

script was rewritten to accomodate Goldberg.

Bernice Rhodenbarr is a reformed cat burgler, trying

to make good with a 9 to 5 job selling books. She is soon

forced to resume her nocturnal break-ins, as she is being

blackmailed by an evil ex-cop. On one such visit, Bernice

is trapped in dentist Cynthia Sheldrake's ex husband's

closet where she witnesses his murder and a theft. Once

the bitchy Dr. Sheldrake (Lesley Ann Warren) is accused

of murdering her ex-husband, she immediately looks for

the easy way out: framing Bernice for the crime. Now it's

up to Goldberg to avoid police capture as well as find the

real murderer.

Goldthwait, as Goldbt>rg's sidekick and loyal companion,

resumes his role made famous in the Police Academy se-

quels: that of a strange talking man who is a little short

of marbles. But unlike hi« roU in Pr^hce Academy, he por

trays a good person, and more importantly, a good friend,

prnvuig invaluable to Goldberg's .search for truth and

justice. Goldberg and Goldthwait both provide golden com-

edic moments. Whether working together nr st|)ai ately,

they have the lines and the timing to make a dentist ap-

pointment or a police interrogation seem hysterical.

Lesley Ann Warren is barely recognizable as the bit-

chy, bigoted, snobbish Dr. Sheldrake. Though not worthy

of an Oscar nomination, the cameo performance by War-

ren shows her to be a versatile artist una! i
aid nt ti ymg

new things.

Burglar, is not a deep movie but it's not meant to be;

it's light, entertaining and definitely worth a visit to the

mall on a weekend evening.

SIGN UP NOW!
FOR A CHANCE TO WIN A %mna0JomoK

No Purchase Necessary

DRAWING APRIL 23

^aft^r^^a^

DOWNTOWN AMHERST

OPEN THURS & FRI TIL 9 PM

eating place
SUNDAY-THURSDAY 6 AM -3 A.M.

FRIDAY & SATURDAY OPEN 24 HOURS

BREAKFAST SERVED ANY TIME

BEER & WINE SERVED TIL MIDNITE

PLENTY OF PARKING

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER STOP & SHOP)

Rt«. 9 • Hadley / Amherst

256-6889

EMPLOYMENT APPLICATIONS BEING TAKEN

MICHAEL J. FOX Gar

There's no such thing as
an overnight success.

Brantley Foster took
two weeks.

THE SECRETOF MY

TOYS • CHILDREN'S DOCKS ^^^^^^^•'O RECORDS
Adcuoble Viitfipd AnimQtsX,^ for Eoiter

Oeotnx tottei OooKs G Ammols

Spnng Fun—Kites Swings StJfvibox fayi

just It -a Wvvjerfui Assortment erf Morbles

40 H B^ojoni (tJowfiiioiii) »mhMi 356 1609 Mofl -Sot 9 30 i 30

"moNei occessible by etevuioi

[OLLEGE
D^UG

^B 4 Main St, Amherst
253-2523

Mon.-Fri.. 9-9

Sat. 9-6, Sun. 9-3

J

BUY ONE - GET ONE

f

Two Large Eggs, 2 Strips of Bacon,

2 Sausage Links, & 2 Pancakes

Buy A Big Breakfast and get another

one just like it Free.

Cannot be used w/frt any other offer or discount

coupon, must be presented at time of order

Valid 7 days a weel(

OFFER EXPIRES JUNE 1, 1987

Coupon good for all persons in parly

Icelandair Direct to Luxembourg from Boston
is only$599 round trip!

• Free express motorcoaches to Germany, Holland and Belgium.

• Only $15 by train to Switzerland and France. Economical

Eurailpasses are available.

• Kemwel Rent-A-Cars with no mileage charge start at only $79 per

week short term and even lower for long term rentals.*

• Prepaid Hotelpak coupons, start at only $26.00 per night in 19

European Countries.**

• Our unrestricted fares are also super low priced to Paris and
Frankfurt.

• We fly from New York, Chicago, Boston, BaltimoreA/Vashington

and Orlando.

While They Last

WATCHES
1/2 PRICE
Timex • Seiko

Lorus • M - Watch

An Ideal Gift For Easter
i. n mm" fT^»<^n • nat Il|llll

WITH THIS COUPON
BUY AT REGULAR PRICE ANY

C/liristianxJior
. A RASTARpSc ION - A HERBERT ROSS film - "THE SECRET OP MY SUCCESS" • HELEN SUTER - RICHARD JO«l>AN • WlWgARrWHIHON •

. SCRFFNPLAV BY JIM CASH 4 JACK EPPS, JR. and AJ CAROTHERS - story by AJ CAROTHERS • music BvpAVID FOSTER •

PG i3V«i.T„Ti««,c«im«««.l EXECUTIVE PRODUCER DAVID CHASMAN PRODUCED AND DIREC TED BY HERIERT ROSS A UNIVEtSM Picture

lUmt HMtnai•« t> liuw»"« !•• CW*«i ••*• 13

1

D

OPENS APRIL 10TH

PRODUCT - VALUE $15 OR MORE AND RECEIVE

DIOR EYE ,or

PENCIL °"'y $1.00
(a $12 value) GOOD THROUGH 4-19-87

ICELANDAIR
CALL ICE FOR THE PRICE AT 1-800-223-5500 OR YOUR TRAVEL AGENT

Fare facts Suppr Apex Fare is valid 6 1 87 thru 9 7 87 7 day minimum 60 day maximum "aymenl 14 days prior to departure Fares subject to

change Penalty for cancellation, $3 departure tax and $10 U S customs immigration fee Limited availability, other restrictions may apply

* Prices based on rale of exchange 21187 ••Reservations subiecl to availability Full refunds with a 14 day prior cancellation

Fill your closet!
Spring/Summer fashion at tamherst rxxthompton
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Classic symphony lacks bite
Peter and the Wolf
The Pickwick Puppet Theatre
The Amherst Ballet Theatre Company
Western Massachusetts Young Peo-

ple's Symphony
April 5

By STUART GAMBLE
Collegian Staff

Children and adults who attended Sun
day's performance of Peter and the Wolf at

the University of Massachusetts Fine Arts

Center Concert Hall lef\ disappointed. The
show featured the traditional narrated

story by the Pickwick Puppet Theatre (Ken

Moses, director) followed by an unnarrated

ballet by the Amherst Ballet Theatre Com-

pany with the Western Massachusetts

Young People's Symphony (conducted by

Raymond Harvey). Sergei Prokofev's

children's tale uses instruments to repre-

sent the chai-acters. Peter, the bird, and the

cat outfox the wolf The florescent forest

set of the puppet show glowed without be-

ing obnoxious. The soft green grass, flow-

ing blue pond, and lofty gi-een tree set a

charming mood. The puppets, however,

were boring except for the shaggy gray wolf

with sparkling red eyes. The other puppets

looked too realistic, lacking the charm sug-

gested by the music. The worst moment
was when the huntei s (played by two ac-

tors) entered in an unfunny slapstick scene

(the kids didn't even laugh). The ballet

was a welcome relief The icy snow covered

forest set sent chills down the audience's

spine. The ballet was simple but slow. The

dancers seemed stiff and walked more than

they danced. Peter (Angharad Davies)

danced the most lively moments. The wolf

(Erin Koh) was harmless instead of fierce.

The duck (Andrea Kirley) was funny and

saved the ballet at the end. Both shows

repeated themselves rather than com-

plementing each other. The puppet show

would have been more interesting without

the music. After the program the children

who arrived an hour earlier full of energy

left tired and bored.
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Aires Bucaneros, a Latin American group that plays a unique blend

of pop, rock and jazz called "Nueva Cancion", will *>e playing at 8 p.m..

Friday in the Campus Center Auditorium. Sponsored by AHORA.

KK^
By MEREDITH G. GOTTESMAN
Collegian Staff

Tonight Curtis T. and the Kick will be playing

downstairs at Sheehan's Cafe in Northampton, and

rock/reggae/fusion band Right Time will be at Pearl

Street. With all due respects to the Valley music scene,

though, I'm going to have to advise you all to make the

trip to the West Hartford Ballroom and Music Hall to see

heavy metal icons Motorhead, a seminal influence on the

metal genre which has rapidly expanded in both style and

in number of bands during the past few years. However,

if you have no money and no wheels, join others like

yourself at the Tavern at Hampshire College and see The

Lonely Moans. Motorhead's Lemmy himself was said to

be psyched about playing in Hartford on the same stage

giaced by this band only a few weeks ago. Friday night

is the Abbie Hoffman show at the Iron Horse (Hunter S.

Thompson said a few words about Abbie on Tuesday night

when he wasn't busy fielding inane questions from the

audience). Tickets are $15-50 on a sliding scale donation

basis with proceeds going to benefit the CIA on Tiial fund.

There will be two shows, at 7pm and at 10pm. Of course

if you're really politically minded, you'll want to see Bil-

ly Idol and The Cult at the New Haven Coliseum instead.

On Saturday, UPC is putting on The Feelies at the

Bluewall, Co-produced by REM guitarist Peter Buck, the

Feelies have a noticably REM-influenced sound (although

I've yet to hear about a band influenced by REM who

would admit it), featuring the jangly guitars and dron-

ing vocals that have become common to bands aimed at

the college radio market. Tickets are $2 for Umass

students and $3 for the general public. Soma Holiday

An Altematiw Record Store

Mock n Ptol ' OymmmiM

MJM QUALITY T-SHMT« « POCTERt

TOP CASH PAID FOR
RECORDS, TAPES. CDs

Maxell XL2
Box of 10 For

$19.99

Maxell LN-90
Box of 10 For

$12

Maxell XL11S

$2.74 Ea, OR
10 For $24.99

NEW LOCATION
Underneath Steve's, beside Ali Cat

48 N, Pleasant St - 263-9209
M - Sat n-7; Sun 12-5

WANTED: DEDicated & ALIVE
To the possibilities of a challenging

summer in coed residential camp
for disadvantaged, abused, or

neglected children.

NEEDED: * UNIT LDRS * CNSLRS * NURSES
*

Write: Letter & Resume to Horizons For Youth

121 Lakeview St., Sharon, MA 02067

f,> l-^^

Boston, NY, & LA's Best Comedians

THIS THURSDAY

Chris Zito • Mike IVIoto

IMike Donovan
At the

Amherst Athletic Club

y.
ITON COMIOY

eOMFANV • BOSTON'^

I
BfKIT nraUMT NICHT

I On* Fi*a Adraiiiioii

I
wilh Ihia covpoD whaa paraoa

I with fo«t pay* lull

I
r«9uUt admiMion ($4 00)

JFMfuftnp TNt BOSTON COMBOV CO.

AMMtc Cli* C—l»i TltMlr*

/^
^wtfi-

Starling at

LUXEMBURG $358

LONDON 361

ST.THOMAS 238

TEL AVIV 583

CARACAS 293

ATHENS 493

STOCKHOLM 413

HONGKONG 764
Also EURAIL PASSES. INT L

STUDENT lO WORK/STUDY
A BROAD. AYH CARDS. LOW
DOMESTIC FARES and
moie'CALLfor
FREE Sludenl Travel Catalog!

[413]256.1261

COUHCIITRAVIL
AMHERST

FLAT
STREET
l7fUTST BRATlLeSORO VT

•0? ?M 8?S7

Thursday April 9

Friday April 10

Saturday April 1

1

ARTISTRY

Friday April 17

Saturday April 18

Don't IVIiss Flat

Street's Great
Mid-Week
Getaway

Wednesdays
75 Cent Drafts

Open at 8:00 PM

CO

ZANNAand
SHOE BIN!

Selected specials
this woek at Zanna.

Come see us soon.

CLOHTHING FOR WOMENV^
IN DOWNTOWN AMHERST.

191 N. Pl«a»an1 Si., 253-2563, next fo the Shoe Bm

will open the show, Boston's The Drive is playing at

Katina's and will be giving away free copies of their single

to the first 99 people through the door. The Atomic

Elevators and Free Press will be playing on the

Amherst Common at around 3pm. This event is being

hosted by MassPirg.

Have you noticed the inordinate amount of worms on

the ground since spring showers have hit the valley?

They're all crawling across the pavement in anticipation

of the appearance of Wendy O. Williams and the

Plasmatics at Katina's on Wednesday night, April 15th.

The Plasmatics have just released Maggots: The Record,

a concept' album in which maggots take over major U.S.

cities and the brains and bodies of the inhabitants therein.

Wendy O., of course, has been deified by her fans for past

antics such as chainsawing televisions on stage and get

ting into a Tistfight with several law enforcement officers.

The real joke here is in the advertisement for the show

where it says Proper Attire Required.' True Plasmatics

fans can put the black electrical tape over their jackets

and ties, I guess. Listen to WMUA, 91.1fm. for ticket

giveaways.

M^^

^^m 31 Main Street
Northampton

105 Elm Street
Westfield

DID YOU MISS SPRING
BREAK SKIING?

UMASS SKI CLUB PRESENTS

KILLINGTON
Ski & Party

Weekend
$99

tax included per person

April 10-12

Program includes

• 2 day lifts to ski six mountains 1 7 lifts and 100 trails

• 2 nights condo lodging Edgemont or Whiffle Tree com-

plex (full unit occupancY)

• Free shuttle bus daily to lifts & night spots

For more information contact UMass Ski Culb 545-3437

or stop our office in 430 Student Union

SOUTHWOOD APT
^On bus route
^ Quiet, convienent to campus

Waiting List Now Open At

Rental Office

107M Soffthwood Apts - 256-0166

A THE FINE ARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE
FALL OF 1987

Arts Administration

Concert Management

Marketing/Promotion

Development/Fundraising

Inquire at the Office of Internships

16 Curry Hicks

^(^
^^

Now's
the time
to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

Calendar
"The Suicide." by

Nikolai Erdman, will be

presented by the Smith
College Theatre Depart-

ment at 8 p.m. April 9-11,

15-18. The play, a satirical

look at the plight of an

unemployed man of the

working class in Russia, is

directed by Deborah
Lubar. "The Suicide" will

be presented in Theatre

14. Tickets are $4 general

admission, $2 for students

and senior citizens. April 9

is Dollar Night.

GRADUATE TO
KINKO'S

m «

Go to the head of the class with

a great-looking professional

resume from Kinko's.

kinko's
Cthk

253-2543
220 N. Pleasant St

• ••••••****> ttMm^ TAnem
^

I

FUN & FLASHY COLORS!
Fines has the largest selection of hard-to-

find Converse canvas hightops. Shop
early for best selection.

We have a complete line of Athletic Footwear
to suit all your needs.

OPEN THURSDAY EVENINGS UNTIL 9 p.m.

SENIORS & GRADS
GMAC & SAVARESE CHEVROLET WOULD LIKE

TO HELP YOU PURCHASE YOUR FIRST NEW CAR

Round inp
from BOSTON
Starting m

LUXEMBURG S358
COPENHAGEN 496

OSLO *5fi

STOCKHOLM 496
SWITZERLAND 388

WITH

fCELAMOAIfl
AND

COUNCIL TRAVEL

eo6iON
16171266-1926

CAMaADCE
\W\0ilA0n

m '

DETAILS:
• You must be 6 months away from graduation or have graduated 1 year prior from an

accredited 4 Year Degree Program

• You must be employed or have a verifiable committment for employment

• Good credit or no credit are OK

CHEVROLET

WHAT YOU GET!
CHOOSE FROM ONE OF THE FOLLOWING

A. A $400 non-transferable discount coupon to apply towards down payment

B. 90 day deferment of 1st payment

OVER 300 CARS & TRUCKS AVAILABLE SOME WITH ADDITIONAL CASH BACK FROM CHEVROLET

Chevrolet

• SALES • SERVICE • LEASING

145 KING ST., NORTHAMPTON
586-7250

Minimal Down Payment Requirements

HOVAL CRAME
ORIENTAC
FOOD MAtycTET

afiOCOLLEGE ST., ROUTE 9. AMHERST.MA

OVER 2200 DIFFERENT ITEMS IN STOCK

MODRIAN
[OVERCOATS'

IJACKETS

[SHIRTS'

1 i 1

IPANTS1

IDRESSESi

[ACCESSORIES^

CANAL

-^ ît
cP-

THE CARRIAGE SHOPS
233 N Pl[ASANl

AMHERST
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Someone 'tired of having to hide love'

sariiy reflfLi thu views ol ttie Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted

my association with the gay community anymore than I

should call myself by another name to make people more
comfortable,

I attended a workshop this week that was part of Les-

bian, Gay and Bisexual Awareness Week, and it made me
realize I wasn't doing enough for the lesbian, bisexual and

gay movement.

Meg Kroeplin

Although 1 am "out" on many levels in most of the

groups I belong to, I realize I still am not doing enough.

I still go out of my way to appear straight simply so I do

not make others uncomfortable.

Heterosexuals do not go out of their way to make me
feel comfortable with their straightness. Heterosexuals

in this world are like whites and men. Because I am white,

and a member of a majority, I almost never consider

myself white. I have to remind myself that I am more
privileged than people of color just because I do not have

to think about being different than the majority.

Because I am a woman, I do realize I am not a member
of a group that is in the majority. I am reminded of my

being a woman everywhere I go. I am forced to think dif-

ferently than a man would in a similar situation, not simp-

ly because I am a woman, but also because I am not in

a position of assumed power.

Again, I am forced to think and consider things different-

ly because I am a member of the non-heterosexual com-

munity. In every situation I am forced to decide whether

to come out or not. So far I have been lucky, because I

have been able to come out in most situations I have en-

countered. Some lesbians, gay men and bisexuals cannot

come out in most of their lives. For example, because of

the armed forces stance on homosexuality, non-

heterosexuals in the military must remain closeted in

order to protect their jobs and lives.

Until now I have not been hesitant to come out in most

situations. I am out in word, but not always in practice.

1 don't always assert my point of view as a non-

heterosexual woman. Being bisexual is as much a part

of me as my having freckles, or my name being Meg. No
one is going to make me change this. I should not hide

There is a poem, which can be found on the Awareness
Week table on the Campus Center Concourse, about be-

ing able to deal with non-heterosexual people "if only they

weren't so blatant." Heterosexuals are blatant without

even thinking about it. That is freedom. If I choose to walk
down the concourse with a woman I love, holding her

liand, I must always consider the consequences. Even on

a "liberal" campus like the University of Massachusetts

I need to be aware of what "people might say" or what
they might do. In other places, I need to genuinely fear

what people may do to me.

I am tired of having to hide my love for others in order

to make heterosexual people comfortable. The straight

world does not hide it. If a man and a woman who enjoy

each other's company can hold hands and kiss in public,

than why can't a man and a man or a woman and a

woman who enjoy each other's company do the same? Love

is love. It is wonderful whenever it happens. Do not stop it.

Meg Kroeplin is a Collegian staff member

Declaring war on language
As much as war and death go hand in

hand, so do politicians and evasive

language.

Jeffry Bartash

For example, in February of 1971, South

Vietnamese troops aided by American air

support entered neighboring Laos.

The United States Government called it an
"incursion." They objected to anyone who
called it an invasion. However, a quick

check in the dictionary shows the defini-

tion of incursion as "a raid or invasion."

Obviously the government wanted to soften

the description of what was taking place

in Laos, so they chose a soft word.

Fortunately, the entire media was not

fooled, and many newspapers and broad

casters told the public what was really hap-

pening — an invasion.

The example above is just one of many
in which our leaders manipulate the

language to try to soflen the impact of war,

killing and death on the public.

Nothing is funny about war and death,

but continuous distortion of the language
by our leaders in describing these subjects

has created a tragicomic jargon.

"Good evening ladies and gentlemen and
welcome to the Vietnam War, the event

that brought you defoliation, pacification,

surgical bombing, reconnaissance in force,

and protective reaction strike. I'm your
host, Gentle WastMoron."
Let's see, now. Defoliation means

chemically destroying large areas of plants

and trees to expose enemy troops (Agent
Orange). Pacification means bringing

peace by rounding up or killing the enemy.
Surgical bombing means hitting targets

with the precision of a drunken doctor.

Reconnaissance in force means attacking

in large numbers. And protective reaction

strike means kill them before they kill us,

a grand euphemism for search and destroy.

Perhaps the best — or should I say worst
— expression to emerge from the Vietnam
War is "condolence award," which was a

of innocent Vietnamese killed by American

forces, also known as "regrettable by-

products" by top US officials. I suppose

thousands of innocent Vietnamese people

were dying to receive such an award.

The purpose, as one can easily see, is to

make war acceptable and to diminish the

value of human life. By devaluing life, it

be ies easier for humans to kill other

hi ns.

Euphemisms for murder are popular,

especially with mobsters and spies.

Jimmy HofTa wasn't murdered; he was li-

quidated in a huge cau
dron of firestone rubber.

Trotsky wasn't assassinated: he was ter-

minated because he was no longer con-

nected to the Stalinist computer.

The CIA tried to terminate Fidel Castro

with extreme prejudice, but failed. Maybe
they should have tried extreme
appreciation.

If the bo.ss says to "take care of him," he
doesn't mean you should give "him" fame
and fortune, he means you should give

"him" an early and violent death.

If the boss says to eliminate undesirable

elements, she doesn't mean the sleet, snow
and rain.

As the species becomes refined, so has
language. As the species of man becomes
civilized, so has language. Thus it is only

natural that people have tried to create

"refined and civilized" expressions to

describe war, killing and murder. But is

wrong because they are not "refined and
civilized."

However, our leaders are bent on
manipulating, dehumanizing and
euphemizing. After all, they are fai" remov-

ed from the deaths they order. Thus it is

up to us all in general, and the media in

particular, to cut through bureaucratic eva-

sions and lies.

War means death. Taking a life means
to kill,

And that's telling it like it is.

Jeffry Bartash r-s a Collegian columnist

Column promotes 'homophobia'
Scott A. Frank's April 7 column on the

military and homosexuals was just a

pseudo-intellectual facade to promote ig-

norance and blatant homophobia. Further-

more, the line asking men "How would you
feel ifyou were in a barracks with 30 other

men and one women?" was a grand insult

that did not escape the attention of this un-

feminine homosexual. It is time you and
many other individuals on campus come to

the realisation that gays occupy every seg-

ment of our society. We are doctors,

lawyers, teachers, truck drivers and
soldiers. We share the buses, libraries,

classrooms, dorms, fees, traumas and anx-

ieties and. yes. even the men's shower in

Boyden Hall! Has Frank ever felt threaten-

ed or demoralized in any of these situa-

tions? Your premise appears to be that gays

can not control their sexual desires,

especially in an army barracks. How ab-

surd. Mature, mentally healthy adults,

both gay and non-gay, have to control their

desires almost everyday. Going on your
premise, non-gay men should be carefully

watched in predominantly female
classrooms, dormitories or within the

vicinity ofany female locker room. As a gay

man I respond with my heart and soul to

the individual, not the situation around
me. Not all men are the objects of my
desire. I assume that in the non-gay world
the situation is the same.

Some gays desire to be part of the

military establishment (Julius Caesar,

Hannibal, Alexander the Great) to con-

tribute to the well-being of this nation.

My friend Wayne had this need. He felt

loneliness when he left his mom, dad, sibl-

ings, and friends. He probably ached from

training and knew real fear in the jungles

of Southeast Asia. So too, on May 7, 1970,

when he was struck by Vietnam snipers,

he bled real, life-giving, red blood, just like

Frank's. He died a valiant United States

soldier, defending his beliefs and his fellow

comrades — he was a homosexual. Frank
should concentrate his writing talents on

improving the world and making its diver-

sity a wonder to praise, not condemn — our

small world needs a great deal of assistance

from all of us.

Roger Alan Bernard
Stockbridge
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AHORA article clarified

We believe there were
several errors in Franci
Richardson's April 6 Col-

legian article on Latin
American Week.

More than 30 Puerto
Rican fighters' homes (not

13) were invaded by US
agents without warrants.

The case is known here as

"the case of the Puerto
Rican 13," but 11 were ar-

rested on Aug. 30, 1985, and
several more have been ar-

rested since then in the US
and Mexico. The US alleges

that those arrested par-

ticipated in the robbery of a

Wells Fargo truck in Hart-

ford three years ago. It is

important to the civil rights

movement in Puerto Rico

and in the US because for

the first time, the preven-

tive detention law signed by

Ronald Reagan in 1984 (The

Bail Reform Act), is being

challenged as well as the

4th Amendment to the U.S.

Constitution on 1971. Two
of the 15 arrested have been

in jail for 22 months, with

bail denied and trial dates

postponed for all 15.

Another quote mentioned
the Hurst Report. We agree

with the Hurst Report and

recognize its importance,

but we feel that it should

not have been in the article.

Our purpose for having the

interview was to announce
the Latin American week,

and having the Hurst
Report mentioned in the ar-

ticle was out of context.

Our goal is to orient and
educate the community at

the University on Latin

American issues. We extend

an open invitation to all of

the community to celebrate

with use Latin American
Week.

Richard Garcia and Deb-
bie Perez
AHORA

Hunter's audience rude
Last night we tried to

hear Hunter Thompson
speak in the Fine Arts
Center Concert Hall.
Many people were there
simply to hear the sound of

their own voices echo in a

large auditorium. Thomp-
son does not deliver a

prepared speech; he prefers

to .solicit questions from
the audience. The majori-

ty of the audience was in-

terested only in the cons-

tant reaffirmation that,

yes, this man does indeed
consume drugs, which is a
fact that has never been
kept secret. They had little

interest in the world views,

political opinions, and
humorous anecdotes that

this man was ofiering.

When Hunter was attemp-

ting to answer questions

he was repeatedly inter-

rupted with random spew
about drugs. Rude voices

were constantly yelling out

questions rarely giving

Hunter time to finish the

previous thought. We
credit Thompson with re-

maining on stage as long

as he did.

It is sad that this

St3cially-aware community
was repre.sented by those

uninterested in hearing
about anything that they
could not personally relate

to. Many stories about
Hunter's experiences as a

journalist were rudely

truncated by cacophonous

shouts. II!"en though we
had growing feelings of

despair throughout the

evening, the talk ended on

a bright note. Thompson
eloquently answered a

comment on a student's

loss of faith in human
nature. He poignantly
stated that he could not

understand that emotion;

he has never lost faith in

human nature. That single

optimistic comment was
enough reason to have
seen the unique and
stimulating Hunter S.

Thompson.

Marcia Greenblatt
Michaela Tally

Amherst

Collegian Symposium
Criticism an excuse, cop-out
Given the recent disclosures surrounding

the PTL ministry, ran we trust organized

evangelical groups who recruit on campusf
How ethical are the practices of these

evangelical groups^

Rusty Denton
There is a certain arrogance to sweeping

and insinuating questions such as these. It

is as insulting as asking whether local

Jews can be trusted in view of the

Jonathan Pollard -Israeli spy case. I would
ignore such questions had I not been
solicited for a column on "evangelical

trustworthiness".

For starters, let's be clear about who the

evangelical groups on campus are: Inter-

Varsity Christian Fellowship, Navigators,

Campus Crusade for Chri.st, New Testa-

ment Fellowship, Maranatha, Alliance

Christian Fellowship, and Chi Rho Frater-

nity. Can these penniless evangelical

groups or their self-supporting staff

workers be trusted? The biblical answer is

no. One should never put one's faith in in-

dividuals or institutions, because sooner or

later they will fail in some way. Don't trust

in friends, parents, government or self

They are all imperfect, but there is One
who is perfect, and he is Grod. Trust in him.

He revealed himself through Moses and the

prophets, and appeared in the fiesh as

Jesus Christ, allowing that mortal body to

be lacerated, punctured, and otherwise

mortally abused, so that he could be resur-

rected from the dead days later as King of

kings and Lord of lords, conquering even

death. Jesus' death is the only acceptable

atonement for sins. Only those who truly

repent of their sins and confess their belief

in Jesus enter into a relationship with

Almighty God, instead of having their im-

mortal souls cast into hell forever.

I have just demonstrated the primary

"recruiting practice" of evangelicals, wide-

ly used for 2000 years, It''^ called preaching

the gospel, and it is offensive as all get-out

to a world where people don't want to

change their sinful lifestyles.

That's hardly a recruiting tool, but then

evangelicals don't "recruit" — they

evangelize. True evangelism does not de-

pend on intimidation or seductive

psychology, and does not make anyone rich

or powerful. The true gospel says simply,

"Here's what God says in the scriptures.

You can respond however you'd like, but

as for me, it's the best thing I've ever found,

and I'm devoting my life to Jesus." In-

terested respondents are invited to take

part in Christian fellowship because that

is what Christianity is all about — relation-

ships. Christians relate to Jesus Christ,

and they relate to each other in love.

Moreover, the New Testament is very clear

that believers need each other.

Now, I know that there are those who
have horror stories about how immature or

misguided evangelical Christians [maybe

even on this campus) were jerks when they

evangelized, and I know that some of those

stories will be true. But I also know that

being born again means going through a

second process of growing up, and "baby

Christians" are bound to make mistakes.

My response is that a poor sound system

does not mean the music is bad.

Most people I've met at Umass who
criticize Christian practices are less in-

terested in having wrongs redressed than

in justifying their own immorality. That's

a cop-out. The truth for many of them —
and they have told me as much — is that

any excuse will do. and criticizing

evangelicals happens to be the most con-

venient excuse at the moment. Now the

tables are turned: can we trust people on

campus who criticize evangelicals? How in-

tellectually honest are they in other ways?

Rusty Denton is a Collegian colanntisl

Christians not manipulative
I don't live in a condo, unless you call the

cinder block dormitory rooms in the

Southwest Residential Area "luxury liv-

ing." I wear jeans, not furs, and the only

glittering baubles I possess aren't even a

good imitation of the real things. But
because I am an evangelical Christian who
belongs to a Christian group on campus. I

am suddenly metamorphosed into a Tam-
my Bakker, an Oral Roberts or any of the

other twangin' Christian TV celebritier^.

Chris Poon
Suddenly all the other evangelical Chris-

tian groups on campus become as covert

converts out to bamboozle, propagandize

and menace every "open-minded" student

on campus. The integrity of our ethics and

methodology are now being called into

question because of the admittedly decep-

tive practices of a few individuals.

To insinuate that all the evangelical

Christians on campus "recruit" in like

fashion after the "fallen demigods" is an

accusation that is totally unfounded. To my
knowledge, none of the Christian groups

solicit funds for profit. So to pose such a cor-

relation between money-making TV
evangelists and the student groups here on-

ly serves to further prejudice the universi-

ty community toward the objectives of

these groups.

Well, what are the objectives? Are they

really what people, biased against Chris-

tianity, would couch as "manipulative tac-

tics?"

The purpose of evangelism, which I

would say is the goal of many of the Chris-

tian groups, is to tell others about Christ

for the individuals' own benefit. We believe

that having a personal relationship with

Jesus Christ gives purpose and meaning to

life. That relationship is relevant to

everyone: it transcends all social, religious

and racial barriers, it can be intelligently

reasoned, and yes, it is personal.

Evangelism is not propaganda. Convin-

cing people through propagandistic
methods is an attempt to elicit their deci-

sion for the primary benefit of the pro-

pagandist. The international political

arena clearly manifests this unethical

technique. The truth of any situation or

ideologj' is distorted by propagandists who
withhold information or, over or under-

emphasize facts of information crucial to

accurate understanding.

Accurate understanding, not deception or

coercion, is secured when Christians

reason, explain and give evidence for the

truth of Christ to those who are open to con-

sidering it for themselves.

Flashy talk, threats and holy hysteria

should not be companions to evangelism.

Rather, presenting all the evidence of

Christ and His claims for individuals to

weigh out for themselves should

characterize evangelism. So if people enter

into a personal relationship with God, it is

because they have made a commitment
based on a volitional decision.

People always have the choice to say "no"

when approached by a Christian who
challenges them to consider Christ as the

solution for their lives. If, in the course of

logical discussions with Christians
disagreements arise, then the source of

those conflicts should be attributed to

everyone's personal right to disagree,

rather than to the Christian's approach.

The true test of evangelical Christians'

integrity should be based on the integrity

of Jesus Christ and not on self-

aggrandizing celebrities. So let it be if the

"holy rollers" roll into their own sogg>'

mire, but don't push the whole Christian

movement and the campus groups who em-

brace it, in with them.

Chris Poon is vice president of Campus
Crusade for Christ

Why do we scorn evangelists?
The condemnation of the

evident sins and imperfec-

tions of the Bakkers, et al,

is not bad; the Bible says

that adultery, drug abuse

and greed are all hateful to

God. But why dwell more on

the failures of others, and

neglect the fact that we

have "sinned and fallen

short of the glory of God?"

Why not such an outcry

over the daily sexual im-

morality and gieed on the

campus, or in your own

heart? Let's be consistent in

using the Law, and see that

we need the same thing the

Bakkers need — not con-

demnation, but repentance

and the cieansing of heart

that is in Jesus.

The bigger issue is

misunderstanding. The
most common reason for

scorning or fearing Chris-

tians is neglecting to
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Campus religious

condemned
Many har.sh opinions are being formed

against the entire Christian evangelical

community without just cause. The simple

revelation that a few of the many televi-

sion evangelists have made mistakes either

financially or otherwise does not justify the

pointing of fingers at the entire Christian

television population. Furthermore, the ac-

cusation that all such evangelists share a

common goal — money — is utterly absurd.

It is convenient for people to put all televi-

sion evangelists into a single category

marked "corrupt and misleading in-

dividuals," but what is the justification for

such prejudice? What many people are

missing amidst the confusion of bad

publicity is the good that many evangelical

gi'oups do. The use of a medium as power-

ful as television can only help to magnify

this goodness by reaching a greater

number of people. Of course, television can

also magnify corruption, gi-eed and the

groups not to be

like, and I in no way condone such

unethical use oi a medium. However. I feel

that as many evangelists use television in

an ethical manner to spread the word of

God that condemning them as a group is

unwarranted. If you believe in the prin-

ciples that this nation was founded upon,

then you believe that people are innocent

until proven guilty. For by condemning an

entire community of people before you are

completely sure of the facts at hand, you

are convicting innocent people without giv-

ing them justice. Nobody who believes in

justice could possibly engage in any form

of prejudicial condemnation, such as that

directed against television evangeli.sts. I

submit that before any of us act as judge

and jury we completely enlighten ourselves

of the facts. Otherwise, we may be guilty

of the conviction of innocent people.

John Salerno
Amherst

Convenient accusation
Jesus, in John 8:23 said,

"If any one ofyou is without

sin, let him be the first to

throw a stone at her." The
religious leaders of the time

believed that this particular

woman should be stoned

because she was an
adulteress. Yet, today we
are doing just that: throw-

ing stones at Jim Bakker for

a past sin for which he has

admitted guilt and sorrow.

The people trying to use

Bakker's past sins against

him are also sinners — com-

mitting the greater evil.

All people sin. Lying, ex-

tramarital sex and
homosexuality are all defin-

ed in the Bible as sins. That
includes those of us on cam-

pus who consider our.selves

followers of Christ. We are

obligated to do our best to

keep from sinning, but often

fail.

I consider evangelism to

mean sharing what I

believe with others. Cer-

tainly there are different

methods. Billy Graham fills

stadiums with people who
want to hear his message. I,

nor any other follower of

Christ on campus are like

Billy Graham. To believe a

person is destined for hell

and not tell that person

what I believe is an unkind
act. It is not what Jesus

teaches.

I am a member of Inter-

Varsity Christian
Fellowship on campus. For

us, "recruitment" consists

of posters, our book table on

the Campus Center Con-

course, and word of mouth.

We receive no SGA funding,

and unlike other RSOs I

have been a member of,

they collect no dues.

Inter-Varsity is made up

of people. All people sin.

Therefore, Inter-Varsity is

made up of sinners. You
should not expect any Chris-

tian group,on campus to be

"better" than any other

group, religious or secular.

Our members have
something we believe you
should hear, and that's

what we believe about God
and Jesus. We're not going

to force you to listen, and we
will not force you to change
your mind. We do no more
than any political group out

on campus, thus we have to

be careful not to seem to

"jam religion down your
throat." Just as the Con-
stitution guarantees the

separation of church and
state, also all people are

guaranteed the right of free

speech,

Michael J. Torla is a
UMass student

understand what drives

them — the Bible. Many at-

tacks on Christians are real-

ly attacks against God and
His Word.

It was Jesus who com-

manded us to "go into all

the world and preach the

gospel to every creature,"

including UMass students.

Recruiting on campus is

more than just recruiting;

God demands not only our

membership but our entire

life.

Claj^n Reed
Amherst
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allow Cameron to speak would probably be

made by the chancellor and maybe the

trustees. When a group holds an event

"there are a series of guidelines we expect

them to adhere to." such as security, he

said.

Also brought to the group's attention was

a scuffle that ensued at about 2:15 p.m.

yesterday in the Student Union building

concerning an anti-gay poster that

Republican Club member Tony Rudy said

he copied from a magazine, (related story,

page two.)

The discussion was part of Gay, Lesbian

and Bisexual Awareness Week, and was in-

tended to focus on administrative respon-

sibility to issues of oppression and
harassment.

Savereid said, "the administrators at the

University of Massachusetts are slowly but

steadily learning that if an accusation of

sexual harassment is brought to an ad-

ministrator, the administrator is bound to

go forward with that complaint."

Johnson praised the non-discrimination

statement as being bold and "beyond

minimalist."

"In terms of what speaks loudly for the

administration it is the anti-discrimination

policy," she said. "The challenge is to res-

pond to the statement in something more

than a reactive way. Violations of this

policy should by referred to the Affirmative

Action office."
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HAVE YOU HEARD
ABOUT OUR

NEW LOCATION

GROUND FLOOR

''Come In & See Our
Great New Things

For Spring"

Carriage Shops, 233 N. Pleasant

Amherst 549-6915

The Boston Public Schools will be at the
University of Massachusetts/Amherst on

Thursday, April 16, 1987
from 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM

We are seeking applicants for teaching positions in the following areas:

SPECIAL EDUCATION ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

BILINGUAL EDUCATION VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
MATH/SCIENCE

SECONDARY EDUCATION ART/MUSIC

For more information, contact the Placement Office at UMass/Amherst.

All positions require certification, approval or eligibility to obtain

For applicants who cannot attend this career day, they should leave

their tetter of inquiry and resume at the Placement Office, or send
resume and letter of inquiry to: The Teacher Placement Unit, Boston
Public Schools, 26 Court Street, Boston, MA 02108.

MINORITIES ARE STRONGLY URGED TO ATTEND AND APPLY.
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Northampton

Bowl

THURSDAY NIGHT 8:45 to Close

Bowl Every Other Game
FREE

WITH A COLLEGE I.D.

525 Pleasant St Northampton 584-4830

Call For Reservation

THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS HONORS THE

30th ANNIVERSARY OF THE STUDENT UNION
1957-1987

FRIDAY, APRIL 10 OPEN HOUSE

10-4 RSO SHOWCASE in Ballroom

11-1 X-PLAIN IN HATCH (2 rock-n-roll lunch)

3-6 RECEPTION IN CAPE COD LOUNGE
with ceremonial cake cutting and refreshments

6-12:30 50's DANCE IN BALLROOM
featuring "Jabberwocks"

A 50's style a capella group
Shows at 8:00 and 10:00

with additional music provided by rack-a-disk
with cash bar

presented by the Governors Program Council

* Balloons and buttons will be given out during the day

SATURDAY, APRIL 1

1

A Concert with the Feelies

and special guest at 8pm
In the Bluewall presented by
the Union Program Council

Tickets $2 Umass • $3 Public

LOOK FOR SPECIAL PRICES IN THE HATCH ALL WEEK! [MON • FRI]
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SECOND ANNUAL MATH COMPETITION
To be held In Room 1634 Lederle Graduate

Center, April 22, 1987 at 7:30 p.m.

The competition is open to all Freshmen and Sophomores

currently enrolled at UMass Amherst. Continuing Educa-

tion Students, Previous 1st place winners, and relatives of

Math/Stat faculty are not eligible.

FIRST PRIZE:

SECOND PRIZE:

THIRD PRIZE:

Zenith Model 161 Portable Computer
valued at $1400 and donated by

Zenith Data Systems

$500 donated by United

Techr>ologies

$200 donated by Aetna Life and
Casualty Insurance Company

SIGN-UP in Room 1623-D BY APRIL 20 and bring I.D. on April 22.

I out of 2 people will be victimized

by a drunk driver.

This could happen to you!!

Drunk Driving Mock Trial
Come find Qut what happens in court:

• Common legal strategies
« Current penalties
. Liability & ways to protect yourself
• Emotional impact

THE JURY WILL BE SELECTED FROM
' THE AUDIENCE. SO COME: YOU CAN AFFECT

THE OUTCOME OF THIS TRIAL!

WHERE: Blue Wall
WHEN: Thursday, April 9, 7:00 p.m.

WHY: For your own protection

SpQttuif^ by Health Servicer Peei Alcoho' & Drug Education

Program and ihe Univervuy Commmee on Alcohoi

and Drug Abu^e Prevention

INTRODUCING

GRm K

HEAVY WEIGHT
CREW
$22.95

Navy • White

Gray • Scarlet

L
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^nmVERSITY
mSTORE^

the Feelies
A UPC PRODUCTION

Soma Holiciay

^T, APRIL n

UMASS STUDENTS *

GEN. PUBLIC

UMASS BLUEWALL

•J

TICHCTSOMMLC ATTUUMUMITCO
fOR THC MCOIIO (fACC9I
t MAIN ar RfcoNoa CASH BAR WITH ID

THURSDAY NIGHT

IS PARTY NIGHT

AT
MIKE'S

THIS WEEKS DRINK SPECIALS
Brandy Alexander $1.50
Schooner Beer $1.50
Samual Adams $1.75
Lowenbrau 7oz $60"'

FRIDAY SMORG 4-8 PM - $2.00

i.m .i imi Illlllllim
THE

EDWIN M. ROSSMAN
ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

1

BCP
DATE: THURSDAY, APRIL 9, 1987

TIME: 8:00 PM

LOCATION: MEMORIAL HALL

SPONSORED BY:

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

BILINGUAL COLLEGIATE PROGRAM

This is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss their

experiences in the working world. Don't miss this important

panel discussion!

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

Lourdes Mattel

Arturo Brito

Vanessa Mas

Liz Romero

Thuy Mai Nguyen

Psychologist

Gandoro Mental Center

Engineer
Wymon Gordon Company

ESL Coordinator
Holyoke Community College

Computer Specialist

Wong Lobs

Coordinator
Unaccompanied Minors Program, D.D.S.

GUEST SPEAKER
Dr. Luis Fuentes Bilingual Multicultural Program

For more information, please contact:

University Placement Service, University Career Center
5452224

* ,,.i.i..ii«iiiiii Mill ll...l.l.....««ll »Tl« « .ll ,v,
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Presents The Greenfield First Anniversary Sale

That's right. One year ago, the Greenfield Store opened

and it's now time for a birthday sellabration . . .

SHARP 6846 UB

VHS VCR. cable ready

HQ. wireless remote,

sHm design, front load

similar to

illustration

at a rtev»r before

low price
$24995

^NIKKO/ADVENT
Super System Vafae • The Super Baby Advent

The tremendous

NIKKO NR 650
with 38 watts/channel

The NIKKO NP 500
t)€lt-drive semi-

autonriatic tumtable

with eiptical magneiK
cartridge.

A $760 system value

Anniversary Sale

priced at
$44995

TEAC AD7

CD/Cassette combo CD section; 3-beam laser

pick-up. 15 selection random memory, Index

search, auto space function, multi-repeat.

independent CD output

$74995

SONY DYNAMICRON

T-120

VHS TAPE

53^^ ea.!!!!

MISSION PCM 7000

Pulse Code Modulation is

the 21st century technology for

storage and reproduction of mustc.

$89995

I-EPI LS45 "B"

Stock car speakers

5V4" heavy duty high power

handling $69.95/pr. value

Anniversary Sale

priced at just

53995/pr.

PANASONIC

CAR STEREOS AT

SVPBR SALE . A. BRATION

Panasonic cqe28o

Car Audb ^13995

Panasonic
CQ-E280
Auto-Replay Cassette

Player with Digital Tuning S-jgogS
CtArAA QaHin

S61
6V2" Speaker

$59.95/pr. value

s2995/pr.

CQE 330

Stereo Radio

i-COUSTIC 7992 —
High Power 6x9
coaxial speakers

were $89.95

now just $4995/pr.

PANASONIC
13" COLOR TV. BLOWOUT
CTH-1300 Zampifxxus
13 Diagonal Colof PorlabI* TV

I c- 1
-"'-j^ V dec System witn SAW (ilie- and High

'j' I'ds' C'lc'u'e luDe CoiO'Piio! Paiaonip'
Shaipness conirois Detaci^abie ywf ^^o omf
antennas CATV/Masler antenna ror^^frio-

Simulated woooqiain cabinet

fW)» 15'^ iD

516985

ADIRONDACK ONE-OF-A-KIND SPECIALS BOX
Demos, samples, one-of-a-kirxls, all with full mfr. warranty A=Amherst G=Greenfield

A CANON VME1A 8 mm CAMCORDBt, zoom, auMocus, etc. $1600 value, now S999

A SHARP VCC 20A VHS Stereo CAMCORDER with HQ $1699 value, now $1099

G SHARP 5F5U VHS Htfi VCR $899.95 value, ^ $299.95

A SHARP 9KS15 acMc 9" color TV $149.96

A GENESIS 1 speakers (used) $99.9S/|ir.

G EPI 140 speakers $440 vakie (demos) $179.96^

A SHARP VC 684 (demo) VCR $219.98

A PANASONR (demo) PV6600 poitaMe VHS VCR $499.95

A SHARP VC 683 VCR $199.96

TEAC/ADVENT/THORENS
SUPER SYSTEM SALE . . .

The fantastic ADVENT Prodigy's

The tremendous TEAC A880 integrated amplifier

with five band equalzer and video inputs arxj 55 watts/channel

The super TEAC T 880 quartz digital tuner with 20 random

presets and the THORENS TO 280 turntable with Acutex M415 cartridge

and a Mytex 758GT equipment cabinet

This system has a retal value

of over $1,700 and

you can buy it at

Adirondack's AnniversarySfllB

for just

S8999S

WOWI!III!IIII<l<!l

adirondack music
AMHERST

15 East Pleasant Street

253-3100

GREENFIELD
239 Main Street

772-6803

all items limited quantity • subject to prior sale • not responsible (or typographical errors

all sales cash • checKs/MC/Visa/Oiscover add 5%
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Smithereens
By Sarah Smith

/ qo ar(M^ ib fhe back oi -the

\ harh carrfiiy ih>s shovel ^^ >»^ 's j

^t this Wild look 'r> his e/esaivJhrs^

/ike real ner\AX6 <^inj iheh J f^tice \*

he's frpnofo bur; fhH bispl<^^''< ^S
\^;ck at -first jr -Fij^Jir^ ;sjustfu/l ot"

manure intihen T start to \Aci^cler-

Congratulations

to Byrne Guamotta, Roger Chapman, Peter

Soderberg, and Ian Polumbaam —winners

of the Columbia Scholastic Press Associa-

tions Gold Circle Awards —you earned

them! !

!

ATTENTION ALL STAFF

• There will be a staff meeting tomorrow

at 4 p.m. in the newsroom. Attendence is

vital and mandatory.

• Elections are approaching —any staff

member wishing to run for a board of

editors position must submit an application

to Carol T. by April 2 1 .
Details at meeting

UiaetSk

Mr. Ed spills his guts.

Doonesbury By Garry Trtideaii

I THINK TM
60IN6TDBB
INPICTaP.

YOU PONT
HAvaw
MAKa SMALL
TALK, PUCKS.

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

AN emiRB OAOOU of
irwse LW(^ LOONS

ANP -miR Mvee oh

MOTELS
rates-

13.00

^
/^

*">,

L

Bat Brain

NOT y^R...

NO0ANQUtT9.*
NO CONVEfWONi ^f

^

NO imt" iMenvH5Si9 ^!

MOTEL 6
rates-

13.00 >«»«'

J^

mem-M
By Bill Dearing

WHAT CAN

I PO FOR

Gordy
By Gorde

WeOE AiG^fK/f ^<^^' ^~^-^

THAT -Tf/t^e Of= THe SEA-
S=>fiJ .*2>e roo' 'ISKBGK
Af^e/i" PEofi^ .

^K/MAC TfMEf ^ ^A\Je

THIS ROOATM^rrB MHO
^fBPS" A FO^^AAAl. O^TE .

HB'S A &eoc£>&rsrr,
S/r POKJ'T NOCP
TH/^T A<^AIf^^'r

HtM/ »ef?f.. Meer

pouAJ AMO t^fi^ -meM. fF

THEY CAH/rBB PouaK>. .

.

ser '{A^^TGDf"

c

lAjA^rr A OAfT£

I

I

I

I

ll

II

I'M ffJ U>uef / t^A/T TNfS

hjAim AA/o PivoA/e ATuMee^.'

D MTh "TUB FLYfAXS- A/(/Ajf "

ru. SKIP Twe oATe, svr t, ito,

r-,AMA G.e:>£j>S^sr, amo iaaoolo
LJ UtcS A Letrrc//^E /a/ RSAOAJ3

rue SBA^^ Of^ SHBEK. /^J

&err a i^jEAl UFa.'.'.r^

Mena
Lttfich

Cavatelli Supreme
Country Broil Sandwich

Basics Lunch

Dinner

Beef Strudel/Becf Gravy
N.E. Style Scrod

Basic Country Broil

Soybean. Corn. Tomato
Casserole

Basics Dinner

Carrot Bake/White Sauce

N E. Style Scrod

Weather
Today: Mostly sunny, high 55-60.

Tonight: Clear, lows in the mid-30s

Tomorrow: Sunny, highs 60-65.

Today's Staff
Night Editor Siobhan Masterson

Copy Editor Sheryl Jean

Layout Technician Matkins

Photo Technician Paul Franz

Production Supervisor Michelle Eichelman

Production:.., George, Beth, Maura, and Joe the

driver

Executive Board — Spring of 1987

KELLY SIEGER
Bdftar !• CMcT

VMICT KLINGEMES
MaMflag Editor

STEVE RUBIN
BmImm Mlaaagtr

PHIL SERAFIHO
Editorial Editor

JUrSEL aHTBR
Prodactloa Maaafor

Baslncss Board — Spring of 1987

STEVE RUBIH
BulMH Muagor

PAUL M. LESSER
Adtrarttolaf Solos Muufor

ViUIESSA ROTH
Pteaaeo llwui|or

PATRICE LAWSKT
MaHiotlaC Mawitor

CRAIG HAOGLB
CIrcolailoa Moaagoff

KARBX HOLLAVD
SabocripHoa Maaafor
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Soviet, American journalists

discuss stereotypes via satellite
By JENNIFER DEMPSEY
Collegian Staff

The United States met yesterday with the Soviet Union

in the Campus Center Auditorium via a live telecast call-

ed "Spacebridge" to find out what journalism means in

both countries.

Hosted by Peter Jennings, a panel of American jour-

nalists and authors debated, questioned and sometimes

poked fun with the panel of Soviet journalists. They com-

pared the stereotypes, styles and problems found in jour-

nalism in the US and USSR.
Soviet host Vladimir Pozner said American journalists

work for private enterprise while Soviet journalists "honor

political commitment." He said many Americans wrong-

ly assume the Soviet journalists' views are only the views

of the government.
Washington Post correspondent Elizabeth Tucker ask-

ed the Soviet panel, "How are investigations conducted?

Do you have obstacles?"

The panel responded "everywhere in the world is law,"

When posed the question of corruption in the Kremlin

and Politburo, the panel said they were not aware of any

corruption.

"There are no forbidden subjects. We're going towards

that type of investigation, but right now our leaders are

not involved in corruption," Pozner said.

He said "no one in our society is free from criticism,"

but journalists who try to "wash the dirty linen" in high

otFices will face opposition,

Pozner said the differences between American and

Soviet journalism are not "correct or incorrect. We just

have different points of views. We do have difTerent con-

cepts of [human] rights."

"The two panels compared cartoons found in their own
newspapers that stereotype the other. The American

stereotype showed a cowboy shooting a pistol into the air,

with a CIA agent, Mickey Mouse, a capitalist and drug

addict riding a horse covered in a dollar bill. Pozner said

this represented the American "search for the dollar" and

"randomly" using a weapon.

The Soviet stereotype showed cartoons of a breadline,

poor women working in the snow, military men and KGB
agents.

"Ours are more benign or diplomatic than yours, Jen-

nings told the Soviet panel.

The Soviet panel said over two million Russians were

watching the program and were more interested in lear-

ning about Soviet-American relations.

ij ,>.•».,.•< ^'aj ;i**l >.«>fg lX»AllWi ^.•<JIA»'><l>»*i»t

Looking for a Seder? Join Ours!

No Jew should be without a Seder this Pesach.

If you or someone you know is without a place

for Seder, then come to Our House.

CHABAD HOUSE
Amherst

Monday, April 13th - 8:00 p.m.

Tuesday, April 14th - 8:30 p.m.

30 No. Hadley Rd., Amherst
Opposite Whitmore, adjacent to Lot 32

549-4094

Call now for reservations

Students - $7.00 • Regular - $10.00

^wt^

SPECIAL TO 5 COLLEGE
STUDENTS, AND EMPLGYEES

OF THE 5 COLLEGES

Orig.

$399.95

SALE
$299.95

Model 6500
All the advanced features of the

Model 6400. plus slot for optional

plug in memory cartridge

Memory Cartridge:
8K memory stores several pages

of text

Stored text can be viewed,

edited and printed

Convenient text-editing features

Also Available Model 5300, orig. $219.95

SALE PRICE $179.95

AT&T PHONE CENTER
Available in Hampshire Mall Store Only

584-6666

Mon • Sat: 10 - 6 PM

I

THE
EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

PSYCHOLOGY

Jj

DATE:

TIME:

LOCATION:

THURSDAY. APRIL 9, 1987

8:00 PM

CAMPUS CENTER 904-908

SPONSORED BY:

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY

I
I

tSSD.

-l»H'

$8.95

Athletic Weight
T-Shirt

Gray • White

Navy • Red

Located In The Campus Center Mj^^^^^^tY
Open M-F 9-5 mSTORE*

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

Richard Fahey, '86

Beth Fraster, '84

Barbara Malone. '85

Marjorie Scully Fox, '83

Mental Health Counselor
Winthrop Connmunlty Hospital

M.S.W. Candidate
Boston University School of

Social Work

Store Manager
The Book Corner

Shareholder Services Supervisor
The Boston Connpany

I

For more information, please contact:

University Placement Service, University Career Center
646-2224
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it seven games in six days
cnntiniu-d from page 16 have some ex-

cellent athletes but they just haven't performed yet."

One player that has stood out for the Hawks is Jeff

Bagwell, touted as one of the best prospects in New
England, according to Bergquist. The freshman third

baseman is ranked 15th in the East Coast Athletic Con-

ference in hitting with a .473 average.

Bagwell has seven doubles, four home runs and 14 runs

batted in. He also owns an .855 slugging percentage and

a .535 on-base percentage.

Speedy sophomore Tony Gallicchio will start in center

field for the Hawks. Gallichio has a .347 batting average

and 10 stolen bases in 12 attempts.

Junior outfielder Chris Peterson is hitting .333 with six

doubles and 12 RBI's, Freshman Pat Daniels (.320) and

sophomore Chuck Terrio (.316) are other top hitters for

Hartford. Both are designated hitters and first basemen.

Hartford manager Bill Denehy said he will use a

number of pitchers in the game due to the team's recent

lack of action.

For UMass, Gary DiSarcina leads the regulars in hit

ting at .450 and is tied for the lead in extra-base hits with

five,

Senior n^ht fielder Jay Zerner is hitting .438 with five

home runs and sophomore back-up catcher Dean Borelli

is at .429. Borelli has eight RBI's in 14 at-bats.

Second baseman Rob Holiday and co captain and star

ting catcher Sean Flint are both hitting .344.

Steve Allen is the tentative starter for today's first

game. The junior righthander is 2-1 with a 4.50 earned

run average.

Sophomore righty Dave Telgheder (1-0, 0.00 ERA) will

start the second game, according to Bergquist, who also

said sophomore Ken Greer and freshman Dan Farrell will

see early relief action.

Foul Tips: Hartford's manager had a short stint in the

major leagues, going 1-7 as a pitcher for the New York
Mets in 1967. Denehy also has the distinction of being

the only player in major league history to be traded for

a manager.

* Softball
vontiniiiHl from page 16

Carver's throw glanced off the glove of URI
secondbaseman Pam Cronin and rolled into the outfiedl,

allowing Duff to scamper to third. Ciepiela stepped up and

rolled a grounder to thirdbaseman Kim Menkavitch, who
threw to first, prompting Duff to take off form third. Duff

just beat the throw to the plate, sliding under Carver's tag.

"That was the best game I've seen Ashburn pitch, but

our offense still could have been better," Sortino said. "As

the game went by we got sharper. I feel good about what

we did today. Tomorrow should be better,"

The Minutewomen hold a 2-0 series advantage over the

Lady Hawks, with the series starting last season. The
Lady Hawks will forever have the honor of setting Divi-

sion I Softball history as the team that had back-to-back

perfect games thrown against them.

Game time is slated for a 2 p.m. start.

ACllVlTltS* AUDIO
AUTO FOR SALE •CALCULAIORS

ENTERTAINMENT • FOR RENT
FOR SALE • FOUND

HELP WANTED 'LOST

CLASSIFIED
««»(«is^«<«

INSTRUCTION • MOTORCYLCLES
PERSONALS 'Ride WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED 'SERVICES
ROOMATE WANTED -TRAVEL

WANTED* SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 IION-THURS 8:30-330 (FRI • 2:30)«DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION*CASH IN ADVANCE. 15«/W0RD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

AUMO

SELLING OHM SPEAKERS KXW & Bof
Iher typewriter. Cheap! Call 6-7921

.

AUrO FOR SAU

1965 FORO FALCON a cream puff

256-69?0

82 SUBARU BRAT. Excellent shapeTSLWO
549-7529

1978 SCIRROCO RUNS excellent needs
brake work $800 00 or BO call Jim
256-1387

79 RABBIT AM/FM. no rust, excellent con-

dition. S950, call 253-3568

MUST SELL 73 Duster Slant 6 S200 00
Michael after 5 00 549-5932

3 CRAZY GORILLAS wHI take over cam-
pus Gorilla Grams Call 546-9152/7654

1984 HONDA ACCORD must sell, A/C,

AM/FM cass and more call 546-1094

MUSTANG FOR SALE 1968 caU 546-6761
for details ask for Herb

ACTIVmit

WMUA STATION BODY meeting tonight

Nominations will be opened lor next year's

board positions Call 5-2876 for location.

THREE ANIMALS DIE in U S Labs every
second Find out what you can do Come
to the Animal Rights Coalition meeting to-

day 4PM 306 SU

CAR WASHins" yourcar7[lthy?l;USP Is

sponsoring a car wash on Sat April 1 1 from
10-4PM Car wash held in lot 31 (by GRC)
only $1 50 per car

BICYCLE RACING IS coming to UMass
May 2nd during the spring festival Anyone
interested in racing or helping run the

RACE call Paul 546- 1205

FREE MOVIES AT the Newman Center
"Gone with the Wind" Friday April lOlh at

6:00PM in the front lounge. All are

welcome'

IRA PRESENTS FRANCIS Barrett ot Bar
rett's Family Restaurants will speak on
How to Start a Restaurant " tonight at 7 00

in the Flint Cafe All are welcome

RECIEVER, TURNTABLE, GOOD car
tridge, equilizer Good and cheap 6-9152
{leave message )

WHArS OSS?

IT DOESN'T STAND for great swviced and
social events, but that's what we dot Come
to our Sundae Party April 13 7PM CC 903
and find out what we're all atx>ut (Gamma
Sigma Sigma National Service Sorority

545-2068) RSVP

ANOS WANTiD

'SWAG IS LOOKING lor bands to play'
during Southwest week,

* May 5-8 Applications are available
'

Now at the SWAG office in Hampden '

•and are due by April 15, 1987 at 5PM '

the list of bands selected will be
• posted on April 21. 1987 Southwest

'

rocks the Pyramids!!!

OXIR SHORTS WINtMRt

SORRY~FOLKS. WETosI 'he prize forms

somewhere Would the t>est boxer shons
contest winner come to the Commuter Of-

fice, 404 SUB Ask for Jose

SNTIRTAINMiNT

BON JOVI 2 tickets for sale April 11 In

Springfield best oltar 549-6041

NM A OOOO TIMi CAU

RACK-A-DISC Entertainment Agency
Disc Jockeys, lights, rentals, and Mobile

>'irteo Dances! 549-7144

PORRINT

SUMMER SUBLET WITH fall option huge
four bedroom townhouse on busline

Seven-Eleven, package store. Iaur>dry, piz

za. all within walking distance 665-3032

anytime Keep trying

ROOM IN NEW house call Dale 253-9949

l)elween 5 30-6 30

HYANNIS: WALKING DISTANCE to b»K*i

and guKloe Tastefully furnished 3 bedrtxxn

cape Hardwood floors, fireplace, washer

dryer, dishwasher, util incl. need 2-3

housemates $1 100 each Toby; 253-7039

Greg 256-8191

iiimiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

S LARQC ROOMS in single family home for

rent from June thru August $270/month.

utlimM Irtduded Living & dining. MlOtan

•nd Itundfy facftties 5 min walk to UMies
•nd Amlwrsi Center Vary pfWale. QuW

and comfortable place to live Call now lor

interview 549-6799

TWO SINGLES AVAILABLE irT^tviss

Village June 1st with fall option 253-7248

AVAILABLE JUNE 1 , 2 bedrm Southwood
Apt call 256-8829

SUNNY 2 BEDROOM apt Main Street take

over lease June 1-Dec 31 S480 mcl
everything after 5 253-5529

TAKE bVER^bUR lease starting June 1

$405 plus, 2bdnn hot water mcl. on bus
route 665-3041

S200 REWARD 1B0RM apt $425 a month
includes all utilities many eKtras pool, ten-

nis courts, dishwasher and more Take over

June 1st call 665-3450

THREE BEDROOM CONDO pool tennis

A C wall 10 wall bus route len minutes Irom

campus call 617-879-0719 Ron S600 00

4 BEDROOM
256-6620

APT starting June 1

2 BEDROOM APT starting June 1

665-8105

WA^NT OUR "A>ARTMENf? fake over

lease in June lor charming 3 bedroom in

C1800 house on Mam Street in Amherst
Sleep 3 to 5 580/month Porch off one
bedroom, hardwood floors, lots ol windows
bathtub with legs' Ouiet neighborhood
Easy walking to UMass CalT 256-0575
preferably after 4PM or leave message

LOOKING FOR SOMEONE to lake over

Southwood Townehouse lease starting

June 1st Call 256-1388

FOR SAU

CRATE AMP MUST sell* Call Shawn
546-9030

WINDERSURFER CLASSIC. S color sail

2 daggerboards Excellent condition

Forget Florida $425 Great conversation
piece 549-7842

AT&T COMPUTER 640K disc drive word
processing program included call Bill

546-6390

U2 TICKETS FOR sale aN shows 546-8789

200CM FISCHER RACING cuts with

marker M40 Dynafit boots make offer call

Jim 256-1387

FOR SALE 1974 SAAB GL99 front wheel
drive, excellent condition good buy must
see/ tel 584-9181

BIANCHI RACiilBIKE. 52cm, Columbus,
Campagnolo. $550 546-4613

MARSHALL LEAD 20 amp and B C Rich
copy guitar, steal at S32S or BO Call Fred
546-6683

RAYBAN. BOLLE, VUARNET sunglasses
plus look-a-likes Jams, Catchit, Sunbrit-

ches shorts, everything discount, 0221

E

549-7575

GUCCI WATCHES FOR ladies many new
styles only $30 call Brian 6-742S

POUND

UMT

HELP! LOST MY tape recorder at Bartlen
Auditonum on 3/4/87 Class Bio 1008
reward no questions asked 549-7740

SILVER ROPE CHAIN. Totman lockers no
questions Sentimental value Reward call

6-4437

BLACK LEATHER FROM SDT must have
It back! No questions! Reward 546-7548

JEAN JACKET AT Pike on 4/2 please
return to Chris 6-8558

LOST ROOMMATE'S PEARL braoatot on
4/2 Please call 549-7142

LEVIJACKETzETA Psi 4/4 says Joe on
Lat>el t>lue sur>glasses in pocket call 6-6103

LOST KEYS ON a bollle opener lost Thurs-

day call 546-9734

LOST keys"AT Pike 4/4/87 of found'call

6-1476

BOY^WAS I wasted Tlosted^y green ski

jacket in North Amherst' Brandywine'' Pine

Street? Contact Bill 549-0210

mil CAM
NEED MONEY? SPEND all your cash on
springbreak? I need your baseball cards
please help! Call Mike 549-0333

mi» WANTID

THERE'S A JOB lor you in a summar camp
The American (imping Association (NY)
will make your application available to over

300 camps m the Northeast exciting oppor-

tunities lor college students and profes-

sionals Positions available; all land and
water sports, arts and crafts, drama, music,

dance, tripping, nature, Rn's, MO's. aides,

kitchen, maintenance, college credll

avaNabte call or write for application

Amarlcan Camping Association, 43W 23rd

St Oept (UMA) New York, NY 10010,
21244&6620

MANAGER TRAINEES NOW hiring,

Amherst. Hawaii, Boston, Long Island, or

Dallas 50 openings Excellent pay ex-

cellent woiKing conditions Full or pan-time
Call Willie at 549-7793.

SUMMER HELP ON Cape Cod Experier^
not necessary, but proffered Lowden Tree
and Landscape 428-4272

wr ARE LOOKING lor someone to do child
care one evening a week and occasional
Overnights Must have transportation Call
584-9057

WANTED PART TIME bus drivers lor Nor
thamplon lo Amherst routes $5 to Stan very
convenient tor Northampton residents
Work schedule arranged around your class
schedule 586 1909

FREE INTERVIEWS. CAPE Cods hottest
restauranlbai complex Interview
weekend. Saturday, April 25. tO-4, Sunday
April 26 Noon-4 Season May 21 Sept 7

and more Guido Murphy's. Corner of West
Mam Street and Sea Street, Hyannis, Ma,
come on down'

THE CENTER FOR popular economics has
openings lor 2 administrative assistants
Both jobs would start in May A job descrip-
tion is posted m Thompson 829, or call

Tasha at 545-0743 tor more inlormation
Application deadline Apnl 10

SUMMER JOBS-GENERAL councelors,
waterfront and sailing staff and cooks (or

girls overnight camps Good salary plus
room and t)oard Contact Janel Wadden
Outdoor Program Director, Patriots' Trail
Girl Scout Council, 6 St James Ave
Boston. Ma 02116 (617)482 1078

GROUNDS WORKERS WANTED at Pine
Grove Golf Course Call 584-4570 lor

interview

BUTTERFIELD KITCHEN IS accepting ap
plications (or assistant manager and ac
countani through April 10 Job is lor 87/88
academic year Applications available in

Butterfield Kitchen Office

SUMMER iS~ONLY 7 weeks away! Have
you lound summer work yef How atxjut a
job that will pul you ahead o( your peers
with experience, contidence. money and
business skills We're only looking (or

motivated students who want lo earn
$4,500 No wimps need apply Call
2^6-0866

FULL AND PART time positions available

very flexible hours and excellent working
conditions Conveniently located in the

center ot Amherst "/ou can earn up lo $20
an hour with salary and commissions Con
tact Target Enterprises (or an interview Ask
tor Keith 549-7793

PAINTERS WANTED: MUST be over 21

Experience preferred Fulltime summer
employment We'll sponsor good painters

to take Mass riggers exam Good work
conditions and good pay Information ses-
sions will tie held on Thursday, April 16 1 00
and 4(X) C C rm 803 College Pro Painters

800-424-2468

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS
We hire early (or good summer painters in

New England $5-7/hour Age and ex-

perience not a concern We will train you
Inlormation session will be held Thursday.
April 16. 1 00 and 4 00 CC rm 803 The
organized students. 800-424-2468

THE SGA BUDGETS committee has Mvo
paid positions open a worftstudy assistant

chair at 1 0hours /wee and a reguair hourly

auditor at 5 houiS per week Additionally at-

tending, budget committee meetings three

days a week is requested applicants should

be undergraduates and be willing to work
hard in a presonsible manner Applications

are available m 420 SUB deadline is April

15 at 4:00PM Women and people ot color
are encouraged to apply the SUA <s an
AA/tOE

THE BALSAMS GRAND Reson Hotel,

located high in the White Mountains of New
Hampshire is seeking help for our 1987
summer session (Mid May to late October)
Preference is given those that are able to

remain tor the entire season, but we will

consider those with departure dales of mid
September as well For rT>ore information

and application call or write Ed Wilson The
Balsams, Dixville Notch NH 03576
(603)255-3400 ext 2666

lTfEGUARO AND OR swimming instuc-

tor for Ashfleld Town Beach, Applicant
must be at least 18 years old and hold
current Red Cross certification. Employ-
ment offered from early June thru early
Sept. Submit resume to the Ashfleld
Park Comm., Town Hall Ashfleld Mass,
01330 before April ISth.

SUMMIR JOBS

ON CAPE COO at Jason's ol Denmsporl
Floor ar>d door personnel, barbacks and
bnrtenders, waiter and waitresses Accep-

ting applications Mon thru Sat vacation

wwk from noon to 3. Interviews at Clan-

cy'<, 8 Upperccunty fid Dennisport MA.

SUMMIR INHRN

SUMMER INTERN WANTED lor a sniall

advartising agency in Northampton. Ex-
perience aN aapects ot advertising. Non-
paying Car nweaaery 586-2135

MTHOOUMUn NOtM INOW

COME TO THE University o(
Massachusetts Intercollegiate Horse Sf)ow
..nd watch UMass compete against 15
teams on the (lat and lumping April 11.

1987 Saturday 9-4 Relreshments available,
tree admission

MOTORCVCLIS

1977 BULTACO PURSANG Fox 250 nee<te
minor work very last $250 00 or BO call

Jim 256-1387

OPIN RUSH

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA, National Service
Sorority Come be a pan Of our 24 year

UMass history Sundae party April 13, 7PM
CC 903 or stop by Student Union 4 ISA
545-2068 RSVP

PERSONALS

LOVE TO DANCE? Tiyouts lor UMass
minutes kickline-danceteam coming the

third week m April Lots of tun. great way
to keep in shape Meet tons of new people
Watch lor us'

SALLY-SHOW YOUR face!

FOR SALE: TIX (or U2 Centrum Shows
May 2&3 B O 549-0393

NEW ENGLAND BROTHER/sister camps
(UMass ) MahKee-Nac (or tx)ys/Dant)ee (or

girls councelor position lor program
specialisis all team sports, especially

baseball, basketball, soccor. plus archery,

ritlery and biking 25 Tennis openongs Also

perlormance arts, gymnastics, rocktry.

ropes course, all walerfroni activities in-

cluding swimming, skimg. small crati plus

overnight T camping, computers, woodcraft

and more Inquire J&D Camping, 190
Linden Avenue, Glen Ridge, N J 07028
(201) (B) 429-8522/ (G) 328-2727

HAPPY BIRTHDAY STA Love Puppy

ATTENTK)N HILARY GAIL Jena Lara Lisa

Lihn Heidi and Joey thank you (or making
my birthday special' I love you all MWA
Mich

FRAN FROM BRANDYWINE: had a great

time at your parly Don't tse a stranger'

Janme 6-9733 P S hope you were on time

Sunday

CREELMAN. BAKER 2N0 North- I've fallen

for you Smiles-please respond soon

TO MY FELLOW Chico Slate roomie
Sherry this year has t>een great-37 days left

11 miss ya buddie- Megen

WHAT IS 100 percent' natural? No it's not

peanut butter- without aflotoxin, ol course-

no it's not blueberry granola, it's ..Emily

Nare's Birthday and I hope it's happy! Sorry

this IS late, Em'

HAPPY 2ist JONU'^tiiTie^tolest ("w/liies

of course) at KLW! See you Friday! MF, TL,

VTi

EASTER IS COMING! Have you bought
your easier candygram yet? Buy one soon
on the concourse April B-April 15 $1 00 per
candygram!'

INTERESTED IN A career in advertising?
Come hear John Verret and John Reed
from Ingall's Ad Agency (Boston) Tues
toni 14 7:00 CC 917 sponsored by the
Marketing Club.

FRECKLE FACE STRAWBERRY- happy
late birthday'! Thanks tor the best two years
ever" Holy Macrel you're 23' I love you
googly much! P S Ivan says:
Rackrobatics? Forever, Cakes

TOM CRUISE IN Top GunThursday April

161h in the Campus Center Auditorium.
3:00 show $2 00, 5,7,9,11 shows $2.50
come early and beat the crowd!

HAPPY BIRTHDAY MKTHELLE Satin
Love, your not so secret admirer.

S^7jU8T wanted lo let you know that
I love you very much! Always- J.P.

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY MY little sex kit

len You make me DZ with excitement So
I'm coming home to park the sander. Is the
garage open?

POLUT HAPPY 20 years I love you MaTk

LAURIE ARENT; HAVE an awesome time
at home: you deserve it. The Mouth

MICHELLE SATIN HAPPY^bTrlhday lo a
lun great (riend not to be forgotten! Love
ya' t Papagino

HAPPY BIRTHDAY KATTYI Qllit ready lo
celebrate I love those luscious nails, you
must have read my book I love ya, KIZ

STINKY-vbUQ0At7 Stop cleaning and
ha-^ a great birthday! Love, Buzz Happy
Binhday Stinky! Love ya Piggy

DEAR NANCY FOUND a great
Ckithing store in Amherst- they carry Canal
Jean Company, Street Life and more The
pricea are fantastic- meet me there Thurs-
day at Modrlan- Carnage Shops, Amherst,
Love Judy

STACY STEPONATE

I'VE WAITED LONG enough^ ditch the
dude he's not worth it You krww how much
you mean to me Love you know who

rtrPINO SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING PAPERSr Infers,

resumes etc Meticulous proofreading

Editing available New IBM typewriter Call

549-0367

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

CASES, PAPERS, DISSERTATIONS,
theses, last, accurate. dependatHe, on-

campus, reasonable 584-7924. Nancv

PROFESSIONAL TYPING

SPEEDY KEYS'
reliable 256-1002^

-FAST, accurate

RIDE WANTED

RIDEWANTED TO Ithaca NY (Syracuse
Cortland. Bmgham) Easter weekerlh
Please call Amy 6-6817 or for 4/24-26

TO NORTHERN N.J., Port of Authonty in

N 'y
, or the George Washington Bridge tor

April 13. Monday, Passover holiday' I II spM
the gelt, and even give you the Aticomen

"

gelt, because I find it every year Call Jen.
253-2807 late at nighl

ROLLING GREEN

ROOM AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY! Roll

ing Green apartments $21900 a month
everything included Call 10 00 AM lo 5 00
PM Monday thru Friday 800-332-8495 ask
(or Gaylind or call anytime 203-659-3405
ask (or Melissa

ROOMMATI WANTID

ONE OR TWO non-smoking (emale room-
mates wanted lo share large bdrm in 3
bdrm apt in Puthon Starting June 1st

Prefer senior undergraduate or graduate
student Call Laurie after 6PM 549-7773

LARGE ROOM IN Squire Village available

until June 1 One or two people (or

250/month Respectively Also can sublet

lor summer 665-2287

2 FEMALE ROOMMATES needed to share

a Brittany Manor apt Call 253-2284

ROOM AVAIABLE NOW tor nonsmoking
woman in house in Amherst 256-0407 or

253-7682

TWO FEMALES WANTED to share 1

bedroom in Brandywine Apt is complete-

ly furnished Starting June 1 Call Lisa at

549-4680 Keep trying

JON L. IS 21 ! I've gcH a ho! Come fesi at

KL west! Do It right, grab a lite! See you Fri-

day! MF. TL. VT

SERVICES

TUTORING. SUBSTITUTE TEACHING in

business: management, marketing,
(inance, investment & microcomputers $7
per hour Neg 536-5006 leave message

LASER TYPING SERVICE Have your
resume, paper or thesis professionally

typeset Best rates m town Call Rick at

549-01 73 after 6PM

SPANISH TUTORHM » TRANSlAnON

HELP WITH QRAMMAR, stories, prori^-
clation, 256-1002

SPRING B.B.Q. COMING May 9th

Volunteers needed to organize and work at

event Great fun Planning meeting on
Tuesday /Vpril 14th at 5 15 PM 404 SUB
545-2145

HELP WITH 8PRN4Q Fling! Come to Cen-
tral Area Government meetings at 8 00 on
Tuesdays

ST. JUDI

THANK YOU AQAINI Seldom do your
prayers go unanswered I am very grateful

SURLET

SUMMER SUBLET WITH (aH Optton house
on Lincoln Ave- beautiful sunroom Jill

5496873

LARGE FULLY FURNISHED hoMW Cable
5bedrooms r>ear bus stop very clean This

house IS ideal'" Rent negotiabte CaN us"
253-5885

SUBLEt JIJJNE - SUMMER/taH optionTwo
bedroom Clitfside 665-8617

3 BEDROOM FURNtSHED ap< 480mwr«l
utilities and cable included on bus route,
swimming pool, tennis ct 665-3671

TWO TOWNENOUBE m
Furnished party Quite, on

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL option
spacious, clean, 4 bedroom apt on bus
route with l'-^ baths, utilities, inclusive

256-1338 eves

TWO BEDROOM 1 Vi bath townhouse apt

in Southwood available June l on bus
route Price negotiable Call 546-7527 or

5467018

CENTER OF AMHERST single room in

house with (all option $165/month call Mike
253-7216

PAY </» THE rent -sublet our three bedroom
in Puffton this summer and wj'll pay '-'i the
rent for you Missy 6- 7440

LOOKING FOR 3 bedroom Pufflon Apt
want to sublet (or summer and take over
lease call Herb 546-6761

$100 REWARD 3 bedroom apt m Amfiw^
Center call 546-5047 lor 546-5028

BEDROOM AVAIABLE IN ? bedroom
apartment Laundry, on bus route, quiet,

neat Kate 665 2288

WANTED

PHYSICAL, SPIRITUAL, STUOENTIAL
health seekers share your knowledge with

the readers ol Sprout, the Earthtoods/Peo-
ple s Market Newsletter Typed double
spaced, please drop material oil on the 4th

door S U in the Economic Oeveloprr^eni ol

lice Address II to Jen K Deadline April 15.

1987

NVANNIS

3 BEDROOM FULLY lumished house
sundeck. 100 yards Irom water, right by
'Oceans " COEO-$920 each util mcl Mem
Day Labor Day Andy 546-4757

SUMMER ON CAPI COO

ROOMMATES WANTED FOR houM in

Hyanisport! Close to beach and tonvn. Call
Mark 549-1792

SUMMER ON CAPE COD

ROOMMATES WANTED: 4BR houseTn
Hyannis Memorial Day thru labor Day
$1100 each call Chris 549-6273 or

549-61 10

WANTED TO RENT

TWO SENIORS LOOKING (or one or two

bedrooms (or now until end ol semester
close to campus Call Chris or Dave
253-7572

LOOKING FOR 3-BEDROOM in Pufflon

reward offered- Lisa 6-7979

$100 REWARD FOR 3 bedroom Pufflon

/Kpartmenl starting summer or tall call

Rahul 545 3179 or 665-2810

SSSBIG reward" OFFEWeD lor~~3

bedroom Puffton Apt Lease 253-7927

TAKE OVER LEASE June 1, 1 room
Lantern Ct Apt busline 150 plus call

545-3627 days 665-4997 after 7PM ask for

Ping

2 BEDROOM APT in Puffton will pay S200
lor lease call Chris at 6-7971 or 6-7972

MATURE UNOBtORAOUATE SEEKING
off<ampus room, lor the tail Must be quiet

Call 546-7057 after 11PM or leave
message.

UMASS STUDENT LOOKING for room to
rent near campus during spring break 9-21
to 9-29 Call Mary at 546-1 151 Keep trying.

SUBLETSmOUSMG NEEDED June 26 -

Aug 15 Call SBMC 256-8615 9AM-7PM

WANTED-S100 REWARD a 6 or 7 person
tiouse for next year, near bus route CaN
Dave 549-0384 or Patty 549-1703 leave
name and number

S100 PUFFTON-fOR- 2 bedrni. ^.
in Pufflon or Brendywlne
6-5331

LOOKING FOR VILLAGE Park
dywine, or Presidential lease! Call

548-6756, 546-6752

Braiv
5:00

WANT TO TAKE over lease of olf-campus
house near bus route for next (all and
spnng Call 546-1090 or 253-3894

2 HKiH SPIRrfroWOMENTsrnokersTuok-
ing to take over lease on apt or house, or

to share your place in the (aH call Knsiie
6-8565

Squire VHtoga
bus route 47S/mo plus util 665-2287
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Kennedy, Minutewomen wash out URI
Freshman tosses one-hitter; Hartford next

C'ollejhan photo by Paul Kranz^ ,
»"• ^-.."1" !._> I «ui r rani.

feophomore pitcher Chris Wanner lets fly during her 6-1 win over Rhode
Island, yesterday. UM swept URI and faces Hartford today.

Gazelles trying again for
home opener vs. Harvard
Game will be a battle of high-ranked teams
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The weather and the schedule-maker
have combined to play a cruel joke on the
University of Massachusetts women's
lacrosse team so far this year.
The Gazelles, pending another interrup-

tion from above, are scheduled to face
Harvard University today at 3 p.m. at
Totman Field in what is billed as "home
opener: take three."
The team had plans to kick offthe home

festivities last Tuesday against Yale, on-
ly to be forced to Sunday by rain. When
the heavens again dumped on the parade,
the Ga2elles had to cross their fingers and
try again today.

They haven't been without activity all
that time. Thanks to an Astroturf surface
(see. it does have at least one advantage),
UMass was able to travel to Chestnut Hill
Tuesday night, where it evened its record
to 2-2 with a 12-9 win over Boston College.
While the home opener should be a

welcome relief, the Gazelles will have to
face their third Top 10 opponent in five
outings. Rankings released Tuesday by
the United States Intercollegiate Lacrosse
Association (USILA) had Maryland and
Northwestern, two previous opponents.
ranked fourth and fifth, with Harvard
seventh and UMass ninth.

"Harvard is an excellent team. Thev're
strong and fast," UMass head coach Pam
Hixon said. "We'll have to play real well
to beat them.

'

Hixon will be looking for a better per
formance than the one displayed against
BC.

"We were rusty, but it's still a win. We
were off for 10 days, so that had
something to do with it," Hixon said.
In order to beat Harvard, the Gazelles

will have to buckle down on defense in
order to contain the Crimson and their
wide-open game. Harvard comes in with
three playtrs with more than 10 goals,
evidence of its fast-paced style. Kate
Felsin leads the team in scoring with 14
goals and five assists, followed by Leelee
Groome (llg,5a) and Kellv McBride
aig,4a).

But while Harvard scores a lot, it also
gives up Its share on the other end. Goalie
Kelly Dermody has made 46 saves, but
possesses an 8.37 goals against average.
Hixon will be looking for the Gazelles

to make Harvard slow its game down, and
to take the best Crimson players out of the
offense.

'They like to attack from up top, so we
want to force them to make their plays
from below the net." Hixon said.

But while Hixon is stressing defense
against the speedy Crimson, the main
priority is to get the entire team involv-
ed in the offense, something that was
beneficial against Boston College.

The Gazelles will also look to get senior
co-captain Lisa Griswold back into the of
fense. The Eagles double- and triple
teamed Griswold Tuesday and shut her
down, but also opened up the field for
other players to score. Freshman Sue
Murphy had four goals to up her team
high season total to nine.

"This is a big game for us," Hixon said,
adding "it's good to be home."

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

It took 10 days of waiting, endless indoor

practices, and a lot of patience, but the

University of Massachusetts softball team
finally got a chance to play at home.
The Minutewomen made the most of

their opportunity, as UMass swept the

University of Rhode Island in a
doubleheader, yesterday at Totman Field.

UMass ran away with the opener, 6- 1 , and
took the nightcap, 1-0.

In the process, UMass managed to snap
a mild two-game losing streak and capture
its first Atlantic 10 conference win of the
year. UMass will look to extend that
streak, as the Minutewomen to Hartford,
CT, to face the University of Hartford in
a twinbill.

"I thought we came back and hit the ball
well in the first game, but I was disap-
pointed with our hitting in the second
game. We were beating too many balls in-
to the ground." UM head coach Elaine Sor-
tino said.

The Minutewomen didn't miss a beat in
the opener, tagging losing URI pitcher
Kathy Tewey with 11 hits and six runs.
UMass scored in the first inning when
junior firstbaseman Martha Jamieson
lofted a sacrifice fly to left to score senior
secondbaseman Carol Frattaroli from
third.

UM added another run in the third, but
URI countered for a run of their own in the
fourth when the Wrams touched UM
starter Chris W^anner for four consecutive
singles. Rhode Island could have done a lot

more damage, but Wanner got some defen-
sive help to the tune of a 3-2-4 inning-
ending double play to squelch the URI
rally,

UMass then broke the game open in its

half of the fifth with three runs. Frattaroli
opened the inning with a single to center
and was followed by a walk to junior short-
stop Paige Kopcza and an infield hit by
junior catcher Ilene Freeman. Jamieson
then knocked in her second RBI of the
game with a line drive out to left field, scor-

ing Frattaroli. Junior rightfielder Chris

Ciepiela gi'ounded out to .second, with
Kopcza scoring on the play, before senior
leftfielder Emily Bietsch lined a single to

left to score Freeman.
UMass added another run in the sixth tfl

clo.se the scoring for UMass. Wanner pick-

ed up her fourth victory ofthe season, scat-

tering six hits over six innings. She also
fanned four Rhode Island batters.

"Chris pitched real well in the first

game," Sortino said.

"Her change up pitch, which isn't her best
pitch, was excellent."

The Minutewomen had to dig a little

deeper to pull out the second game, with
freshman pitcher Traci Kennedy tossing a
one-hit shutout en route to her fifth win of
the season. That one hit was a lead-off
single to URI leftfielder Sue Gordee in the
first inning. After that, the Wrams could
only produce three base runners, the result

of two walks and a hit batter.

"Traci kept them off stride. Overall her
performance was pretty solid," Sortino
said. "Defensively our game is getting bet-
ter. They came up with some nice plavs to-

day."

The Minutewomen had a pretty hard
time trying to figure out URI starter Chris
Ashburn. The junior righthaned retired the
first 1 1 Minutewomen she faced before giv-
ing up a two-out single to Kopcza in the
fourth. On the other side, Kennedy was just
as effective. After hitting Ashburn in the
first inning, Kennedy settled down and set
down the next 15 batters she faced, in-

cluding four K's. Rhode Island didn't
mount much of an offensive threat after the
first inning, as both Kennedy and the
UMass defense put the clamps on URI.
The lone UMass run came in the fifth in-

ning, and was borne of some nifty base run-
ning by freshman outfielder Mary Duff.
Jamieson led off the uming when she roped
an Ashburn change-up to left for a single.
Duff entered the game as a pinch-runner
for Jamieson and immediately made her
presence known.
Duff moved to second when an Ashburn

pitch eluded Wram catcher Rubina Carver.
In an attempt to get Duff at second,

continued on page 15

Baseball team set for seven
games in the next six days
Play Hartford this afternoon
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

The pieces are finally fall-

ing into place for a puzzle
known as the 1987 Univer-
sity of Massachusetts
ba.seball team. With the an-
nouncement yesterday of a
number of rescheduled
games, the Minutemen will

play seven games in the
next SIX days.

"The guys are really
ready to get outside, '

UMass coach Uick Berg-
quist said. "The layoff has
been tough but I think we're
on top of it. It will be nice to
get out and play some
games.
UMass is scheduled to

play the University of Hart-
ford today in a doubleheader
starting at 3 p.m. Tomor-
row, the Minutemen will
travel to Holy Cross for a 3
p.m. contest.

After a weekend off,

UMass will entertain the
University of Vermont,
Monday at 1 p.m. before
heading to the University of
New Hampshire for a twin
bill scheduled to begin at 1

p.m.

But first things first. To-
day UMass will travel to
Ray McKenna Field in
Hartford to take on the
Hawks, a team with a 3 12
record and as many rainout
problems as the

Minutemen.
"Their record suprises

me," Bergquist said. "At
the beginning of the season.

the assumption in New
England was that they
would be a good team. They

continued on page 13
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Testimony in civil disobedience trial underway
By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

The jury was finally impaneled, the pro-

secution opened and closed its case after

calling three witnesses and the defense got

underway on the fourth day of the trial of

15 defendants arrested at an anti-CIA oc-

cupation last November at the University

of Massachusetts.

In her opening statement, prosecutor

Diane Fernald told the jurors: "This case

is about whether or not the 12 people

seated before you are guilty of trespassing.

This case is also for you to decide whether

or not the three other people sitting before

you are guilty of disorderly conduct for sit-

ting in front of buses trying to leave the

campus."
In a warning to the jurors, Fernald said,

"You may hear things you do not know.
You may hear things that may be alarm-

ing to you. You will hear a lot of informa-

tion. Keep in mind the issues of the trial

and consider carefully the evidence. If you

use your common sense and life experience

For his part, defense attorney Leonard

Weinglass asked the jury to stop a "CIA out

of control...When the CIA came to campus
the only crime was silence and indifference.

Was this lawlessness on the part of the

defendants or an attempt to stop

lawlessness?"

The University, said Weinglass, was
violating its own laws "by allowing people

Colleirian pholo by Byrne Guarnotta

Amy Carter and UMass student Joseph Rubin are dogged by
reporters outside the Northampton courthouse yesterday.

who were not law abiding on campus to

recruit. Stop the contagion across our land

and other's lands. Making a statement

against the CIA is making a statement for

the values of law, the values of democracy
and the values of humanity."
The majority of the questions in the case

are focusing on the motivations for the

students' Nov. 24 occupation of Munson
Hall. "By and large the events of that day

are agreed upon," Weinglass said.

Both prosecution and defense question-

ed Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Den-

nis L. Madson about University recruit-

ment policy. Reading from the Board of

trustees 1971 guidelines Madson stated

that "any law abiding person or organiza-

tion performing legitimate public

business" can recruit at the University of

Massachusetts.
Defense attorney Weinglass asked Mad-

son about this particular clause in the

policy.

Weinglass: "What if a person came to

campus to recruit someone to do an illegal

act, would you recommend that he be bar-

red from campus?"
Madson: "That would be my recommen-

dation."

Weinglass: "I suppose you'd recommend
the same treatment for an organization

performing illegal acts?"

Madson: "That's true."

Juror Cries
During the testimony of the defense's

first witness, former CIA agent Ralph

McGehee, a juror was noted crying quiet-

ly. This occurred at the point where

McGehee was relating his experiences with

the Phoenix program in Vietnam.

McGehee: "According to former director

of the CIA William Colby 20,000 civilians

were killed in the program. The Viet-

namese say over 40,00 people were killed."

Weinglass: "Were these innocent

civilians who were kidnapped and killed?"

McGehee: "Yes."

McGehee said he became aware of the

CIA's policy of killing civilians when he

became custodian of a report which stated

that between halfa million to a million peo-

ple were killed in a CIA overthrow of the

continued on page 6

No booze in halls, stairwells, bathrooms, kitchens — Zannini

Policy divides students, Housing
By M. DEAN RICHARD
Collegian Correspondent

Residential alcohol policies treat students like children

and need to be changed, say members of the Southwest
Area Government and other student leaders, but the direc-

tor of Housing Services believes the current policy to be

a good one.

The policy, implemented in the fall of 1986, was created

by a conunittee headed by Dr. Joseph Zannini, director

of housing. SWAG's concern with the current policy

centers on where dormitory residents can and cannot

drink. The new policy states "alcohol is prohibited in all

common areas of residence halls including, but not limited

to, public corridors, stairwells, bathrooms, kitchen units

and lounges."

Bob McDevitt, chairman of the issues committee of

SWAG, said the current policy is unfair to the residents

on campus and students who choose to live on campus are

denied the right to "drink in their own homes." McDevitt

also believes it creates "closet drinking" by limiting

alcohol to student rooms rather than encouraging an en-

vironment of responsible alcohol use.

The issues committee has printed flyers with informa-

tion and objections about the policy, and distributed them

to every room in Southwest, said SWAG co-president Joel

Rabinowitz.

Zannini called the flyers misleading and said they fail

to acknowledge problems at UMass caused by alcohol use.

He said SWAG is focusing in on its concept of student

rights and using the issue for "nice political rhetoric."

Zannini said there is no easy solution in terms of alcohol

use and abuse, and Housing can work with students to

solve the problems.

McDevitt claims the administration is "giving us the

runaround" and said, "We've worked within the system,

showed good faith, written memos, sent numerous re-

quests and letters, and they [Housing] are not willing to

change."
Joe Demeo, the newly-elected president of the Student

Government Association and a former co-president of

SWAG, believes that the alcohol policy must be rejected.

Demeo said the current policy was "railroaded into effect

without student input."

Zannini dissagrees, and said there was input from both

continued on page 7

Father vs. son
in UMasS'UNH
lacrosse match

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

For both the University of Massachusetts and Univer-

sity ofNew Hampshire men's lacrosse coaches, tomorrow

afternoon's contest won't just be another game — it will

be a family affair.

You see, Dick Garber. in his 33rd year as Gorillas head

coach, will be looking for his team to manhandle the

Wildcats and hand Ted Garber, his son, his seventh loss

of the season, this one in front of the younger Garber's

wife, mother and children when the two teams, meet head-

to-head at 1 p.m. at Durham, N.H.

The game will be the home opener and the first ofa four-

game homestand for the 1-6 Wildcats.

"I think we're about the best team in the country and

it's going to take a really good team to beat us. To beat

them would be wonderful, to beat them big would be

good," the elder Garber said yesterday.

The Gorillas, at 2-0, are coming off a slow two weeks

which have seen the team manage to play two of four

continued on page 20

Chamorro speaks of CIA contra involvement

_ Sporu Information photo
Jay Zerner, hitting .438, leads the University of

Massachusetts baseball team into its
doubleheader at the University of Hartford today
at 3 p.m.

Collegian pho«o by Byrne Guarnotta

Edgar Chamorro

By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Giving an account of his life as a former

leader of the Nicaraguan Contra rebels,

Edgar Chamorro, told more than 150 peo-

ple last night in the Student Union
Ballroom that the CIA, deceiving the

public, created the Nicaraguan "contras."

"They [the CIA] are going to lie to you.

If something is true [it's] that they always

lie," Chamorro said, as the room erupted

into applause.

When Chamorro was a broker in Miami
in 1982, someone who he believed was a

CIA agent approached him and invited him
to participate in leading a movement to

overthrow the Sandinista government of

Nicaragua which took power in 1979, he

said.

Chamorro, who was born in Nicaragua
and left when the Sandinista revolution

began, said the CIA talked him into becom-

ing a contra leader because he foresaw a

betterment of his life. The CIA agent,

oressed in a fancy suit, told him the CIA
wanted to bring democracy back to

Nicaragua, Chamorro said.

"Over wine, cheese and grapes we
discussed the future of my life, which af-

fected me a lot, and the future of

Nicaragua."
The CIA told Chamorro the contras

would quickly overthrow the Sandinistas

and no blood would be spilled, he said.

But, as he learned one year later in a

Honduran camp, blood would be spilled. In

addition, another CIA agent told him that

the war would not end quickly as initially

planned.

While in Honduras, the CIA called on

Argentine army experts to train the con-

tras because, he said, "The United States

didn't want to do the dirty work."

Chamorro met an Argentine expert, who,

he said, "liked to solve all problems by say-

ing, 'get rid of it,' you know: eliminate,

kill."

The contras had a disinformation depart-

ment that bribed the American press, he

,

said. This way, the press would support

them by playing up stories to make them
look good and playing down any negative

reports.

"We called it promotional money,"
Chamorro, who was a spokesperson for the

contras, said.

After observing this system and then

meeting people who supported the San-

dinistas, Chamorro left the contras. He
found that the Nicaraguan people did not

want democracy because capitalistic

democracy would allow only a few people

to have everything, while the rest would

have nothing, he said.

Chamorro said he respects the San-

dinistas because they fought with vigor

during the revolution.

Unlike most contras, who have American
credentials, the Sandinistas have Cuban
and Leninist credentials, he said. They
come from two main groups: radical in-

tellectuals and Christians.

"All of them are [Fidel] Castro admirers,"

he said.
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Outlaws' hit concourse
By KARL ROOKEY
Collegian Staff

An outlaw Uble was set up on the Cam-

pus Center Concourse yesterday by a

group ofthree men who claimed they were

recruiting for the Mafia while handing

out fliers that compare the CIA to organiz-

ed crime.

In addition to the "Mafia" fliers, they

were distributing handouts advertising a

civil disobedience rally taking place in

Washington DC later this month saying

"If you don't want a job, here's an adven-

ture."

The three would make no comment on

their affiliation, if any, with a registered

student organization on campus and when

asked said that the civil disobedience

fliers were just material they happened

to have.

After the matter was brought to the at-

tention ofthe information desk and it was

disclosed that they had no permit to be on

the concourse, they packed their

materials and left before security arrived.

One of the "mob" members, Brad Com-

pton, made a statement later, saying that

it was strictly an anti-CIA protest.

"If the CIA is allowed to recruit on cam-

pus," Compton said, "why not the Mafia?"

Prosecutors drop rape charge,

find missing Springfield victim
•^*-'** .>' « * ;^« ki«, ti/itV. rune and larcenv. He claim
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Shannon 'delighted' by ruling

SPRINGFIELD, Mass. (AP) - Pro-

secutors who dropped a rape charge against

a would-be law student because they lost

track of the alleged victim said they found

her yesterday, less than a day after the

charge was dropped.

Assistant District Attorney William W.

Teahan said he reached the woman

through a radio station she had called after

hearing a news account of the Hampden

Superior Court action.

The woman had moved after making the

charge and had failed to tell the district at-

torney's office, he said.

Teahan said he plans a meeting to deter-

mine whether the woman is willing to help

the district attorney's oftlce try to reindict

the defendant and proceed with the case.

Michael R. Hofl"man, 25, of Springfield

has pleaded innocent to indictments charg

ing him with rape and larceny. He claim

ed in documents filed with the court that

he had alibi witnesses to prove his

innocence. ., „ . ,

HofTman had sued Western New England

College last fall when the school refused to

allow him to begin classes because of the

rape charge. He failed to obtain a court

order allowing him to begin classes, but his

suit against the college is .still pending.

He said in affidavits filed with the court

that he feels he can't act on applications

to other law schools until the case is

resolved.

"I stand to lose a second year ofmy future

legal career. I feel as though I have been

greatly prejudiced against, and this

awareness fills me with a despair which

has lately manifested itself in such a man-

ner as to cause me to be physically ill," the

affidavit said.

BOSTON (APi — Massachusetts At-

torney General James Shannon, who has

been fighting attempts to fire up the

Seabrook nuclear reactor, said yesterday

he was delighted by a Nuclear Regulatory

Commission ruling that postpones any low-

power testing at the facility.

Shannon spoke shortly after the NRC
voted to require the filing of evacuation

plans by state officials or utilities before

granting any operating licenses, including

licenses to test at low power or even to load

fuel. /«, I u
•We think that the so-called plan filed by

the utility is really garbage," Shannon said

in an interview.

"The utility purported to attempt to have

a plan filed in time by submitting an old,

rejected Massachusetts plan," Shannon

said.

He said Massachusetts would next file

briefs by then end of the month attacking

the adequacy of the evacuation plan sub-

mitted by New Hampshire Yankee, the

utility that is attempting to operate the

completed but unopened power plant.

Shannon said the utility did not prepare

its own emergency planning report but

simply submitted to the NRC a draft plan

drawn up by Massachusetts public safety

oflicials in 1985 and rejected by Gov.

Michael S. Dukakis as inadequate. Shan-

non said those plans were "a hoax" and

"bogus."

Dukakis, who has also fought the open-

ing of Seabrook on the gro-nds that the

Massachusetts towns near the plant can-

not be protected in a nuclear emergency,

was in Washington yesterday campaigning

for president. Shannon said he had discuss-

ed the issues with Dukakis and that he was

acting and speaking in concert with the

governor.

"I am delighted. It is certainly a victory

on this round," Shannon said. "We have

done everything according to the rules.

He said he was confident that the state

would ultimately prevail and prevent the

power plant from ever opening.

Massachusetts officials want to block the

start-up of any nuclear reaction at

Seabrook so that the facility can be con-

verted to some other fuel source.

"I think that what the utility has found

and what the NRC has found is that the

commonwealth of Massachusetts takes this

process very seriously, and we intend to

make everybody play by the rules. We're

not going to roll over and play dead," Shan-

non said.

MUM'S THFWOR^^^nildb^xasperated President Keagan

decHnes to answer shouted questions about the KGB P^AmiTn Wes't
U S Embassy in Moscow during a tour of a polymer facihty in West
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10-4 RSO SHOWCASE in Ballroom

11-1 X-PLAIN IN HATCH (2 rock-n-roll lunch)

3-6 RECEPTION IN CAPE COD LOUNGE
with ceremonial cake cutting and refreshments

6-12:30 50's DANCE IN BALLROOM
featuring "Jabberwocks"

A 50's style a capella group

Shows at 8:00 and 10:00

with additional music provided by rack-a-disk

with cash bar

presented by the Governors Program Council

* Balloons and buttons will be given out during the day

SATURDAY, APRIL 11

A Concert with the Feelies

and special guest at 8pm
in the Bluewall presented by

the Union Program Council

Tickets $2 Umass • $3 Public

LOOK FOR SPECIAL PRICES IN THE HATCH ALL WEEK! [MON - FRI]
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Conservatives 'cater' to

a progressive campus
By JENNIFER DEMPSEY
Collegian Staff

Despite the reputation the University of

Massachusetts has for progressive politics,

conservative activists say they serve a

valid purpose on campus.

According to Scott Smith of the UMass
Republican Club,

conservatives represent all the students at

UMass that special interest groups do not.

"I look at the Republican Club to cater

to the average student. I joined right after

the day of the takeover of Munson Hall.

They were the only people I saw who were

representing my rights as a student," he

said.

When a group of more than 100 anti-CIA

protesters occupied Munson Hall in

November, many conservatives stood out-

side the building counter-protesting and

waving an American flag.

Michael D. Ross said, "I joined the

Republican Club because it was the only

organization on campus that represented

conservative ideology: freedom of choice,

constitutionalism, the role ofdemocracy in

the world. Conservatives promote tradi-

tional values: nuclear family, in-

dividualism, hard work and dedication to

prosperity."

Vice president Matthew Whiting said.

"Conservatism to me is obtaining the max-

imum amount of freedom while maintain

ing order. Anarchy is not order. I'd always

been a Republican and wanted some

organization to learn from my peers and

foster my ideas. I was very much disen-

chanted with the liberal groups."

Smith, Ross and Whiting claim conser-

vatives have been falsely stereotyped.

Smith said much of the screaming at

Undergraduate Student Senate meetings

takes place because progressives out-

number the conservative senator^.

Said Ross: "The conservative movement

is constantly oppressed. A lot of rhetoric

flies on this campus. The UMass campus

has been politically polarized: left versus

right, liberals versus conservatives, which

is ridiculous because nine out often issues

are resolved in the gray area [withl

moderate rational debate."

As for recent events, they said conser-

vatives have been either misunderstood or

purposely omitted from participation.

Smith said, "Almost every other

organization was asked to support the

March Against Racism. To me that is a

direct insult to myself and members of the

club. I feel the organizers are directly call-

ing us racists by not asking us. We were

in full support ofthe march, but no one ask-

ed us."

The organizers missed a chance for uni-

fying the campus. Smith added.

Whiting agreed. "I believe if you ask the

average student, he will hold the same

values the Republican Club stands and

fights for."

Ross said conservatives believe that the

government's purpose is to protect political

and economic freedoms through preserving

internal order, national defense and justice.

"The bottom line is, America without the

'K'."

Louis' Foods subject ofhearing
By PAUL LOUIS
Collegian Staff

The National Labor Relations Board will

conduct a hearing next month to determine

whether Louis' Foods violated federal labor

laws by polling employees on unionization

and the presence of union picketers in front

of the store, said board official Irwin

Weiner.

Weiner said board investigator Marvin

Bernstein found merit to a complaint, fil-

ed by the United Food and Commercial

Workers Union, that Louis' "is interfering

with, restraining, and coercing employees

in the exercise of rights guaranteed in sec-

tion 7 of the (National Labor Relations)

Act."

Before receiving their paychecks on or

about November 13, workers were asked

to fill out a survey asking if they wanted

a union in the store and if they wanted the

pickets removed. Former employee Cecilia

Mikalunas said store manager Scott Forbes

looked over the ballots before the

employees received their paychecks.

Section 7 of the act says employees have

the right to "self-organization, to form, join,

or assist labor organizations . . and to

engage in other concerted activities. . .

."

The complaint also said that the store

had been "engaging in unfair labor prac-

tices within the meaning of section 8(aKl)

of the act." The section says employers may

not restrict the rights in section 7.

Photo by Chuck Abel

AIR NEWLIN - Newlin Brown leaves the rest of us on earth as

friends Joe Paige and Owen Corbin stand clear.
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The NLRB, a federal agency that

oversees labor-business relations, has set

a hearing for May 12 in Boston before an

administrative law judge, said union

spokesman Tom Clarke of the UFCW in

Springfield.

The UFCW has conducted "informa-

tional" picketing in front of the store since

last March.
"I believe they will be found guilty."

Clarke said.

Weiner said that ifthe store is found guil-

ty, the judge could order the store to post

a notice saying it would not engage in

similiar activity again.

"Every case is a serious case," Weiner

said.
,

Richard Vincent, owner of Louis Foods,

was not available for comment. Robert

Dambrov. the store's lawyer, and store

manager Scott Forbes would not comment

on the charge

Internationally known activist

will be Five College Coordinator
By DARREN GARNICK
Collegian Correspondent

In 1985 Conn Nugent, the Executive Director of Inter-

national Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear War.

gained worldwide recognition as his organization was

awarded the Nobel Peace prize. As of July 1, Nugent's

abilities will be focused on the small communities of

Amherst, Hadley, and Northampton.

After a year-long search, the directors of Five Colleges,

Inc chose Nugent to replace E. Jefferson "Pat" Murphy

as their chief administrator. As Five College Coor-

dinator, he will plan activities with the presidents of the

University of Massachusetts, Amherst College, Hamp-

shire College, Mt. Holyoke College and Smith College.

Despite going from the international to the local media

spotlight, Nugent does not consider the career move a

step down. Nugent labeled his new job "less stressful"

and "less exhilarating" in comparison, but called it "in

many ways a step up."
, , , , . i,

"The Five College Area shouldn t undersell

themselves," Nugent said. "There's no reason why the

Pioneer Valley can't be an international center of lear-

The first thing Nugent plans to do after taking office

is to "keep quiet awhile and learn a lot from Pat Mur-

phy, the deans and the professors."

"Ultimately, my long term goals strive towards ex-

cellence in a number of areas." Nugent said. "In Area

studies I'd like to see the region become the cosmopolitan

center of culture and language studies of the world.

Nugent said there is also a big role for expansion m
international relations and in the area of science, "col-

laooration is called for in sharing research and teaching

^*NlI«nt will continue his work for the IPPNW until

July which he marks as the date he will "become an or-

dinary citizen again" and "begin to be an active player

in the Amherst area."
i j „*

The IPPNW produces educational material aimed at

the media, the public, and leaders of government,

describing the medical consequences of a nuclear explo-

sion. The group, which consists of 150,000 physicians in

60 nations, urges a comprehensive test ban and aims to

persuade the world that a nuclear war is unsurvivable^

"We don't believe there is any such thing as a good

nuclear war. We believe what humans create, humans

can control," Nugent said.
^T^nxTwr r

While the Nobel Committee praised the IPPNW for

performing "a considerable service to mankind by

spreading authoritative information and by creating an

awareness of the catastrophic consequences of atomic

warfare," the organization is not without criticism. An

article in the Wall Street Journal charged that one of

the high-ranking Soviet physicians in this group fervent_

ly supports the practice of psychiatric torture of

dissidents. Malcolm Foirbes, Deputy Editor in Chief ot

Forbes magazine, selected the Norwegian Nobel Com-

mittee as the winner of his 1985 Booby Prize, printing

an editorial chastising their decision to award the peace

prize to the IPPNW. ,^ . .

Forbes charged that "no Soviet doctor could join an

organization like this unless he and it were vetted by

the Communist Party. Genuine activists languish in

Russian jails," and "while the group's anti-nuclear

literature is available in the West, it is proscribed in

Russia." ... ,,

Nugent refuted the charges, dismissing them as

"McCarthyite nonsense. In any measure, our message

has been more widely spread in the USSR than in the

US On national Soviet TV. American doctors have ad-

dressed their concerns to over 100 million Soviet citizens.

Soviet citizens believe that a nuclear war is unsurvivable

at least, if not more than their American counterparts.

According to Nugent, no high ranking official within

the Soviet branch openly supports the incarceration of

dissidents. He called the allegation "absolutely false

and "slanderous." and said the charge has never been

documented.

Hurst: denial of

racism dangerous
By JENNIFER DEMSPEY and

MEG KROEPLIN
Collegian Staff

Fredrick Hurst told an audience of 50 in the Campus

Center yesterday that the people who most need to hear

the message of his report probably won't.

The only people who contend the racism problem at the

Universitv of Massachusetts is exaggerated are tho^ who

are not directly affected by racist attacks, he said.

Hurst said UMass administrators have opened their

minds and taken concrete action. He said he has seen both

"admission and action" to the racial element of the

incident.
. , - e t*

"Denial is a very dangerous, subtle form of racism. It

was a racial incident," he said.

Hurst was surprised that, when he sat down to write

the report, he could say so much about the incident and

racism at UMass, and that there were charges in the

report's wake that racism at UMass was exaggerated.

"The worst is yet to come," Hurst said. He predicted

more and more violent attacks in the future, possibly at

LJM,3SS.

He said racism is society's problem and it is "the pro-

blem of everybody in this room."

Hurst said making changes is "as simple as sending a

message out to the world. If you don't want change, then

don't send out messages. It's as fundamentally simple as

He refuted the notion that "any gain for a black person

is a loss for the majority." He said there is nothing wrong

with minority groups and the idea that special interest

groups are given advantages is a "misnotion."

When posed the question of whether racist speakers

should be allowed on campus. Hurst said. "I would

welcome their opinions and outspokenness. I would love

to stand next to him [Klu Klux Klan spokesperson) and

debate. I dare him to come here."

"My worry about a Strom Thurmond on campus is not

letting a Jesse Jackson on campu8,"Hurst said.

Hurst's report on the brawl that sent more than a dozen

students to the hospital gained national attention ajid has

led administrators to plan awareness days and make per-

_J sonnel changes.
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Stolen VCR, too tall truck occupy police

A 19-inch color TV and a

video-cassette recorder with

a combined value of $700

were stolen from a Bran-

dywine apartment
sometime between 6:45 and

11:00 p.m. Wednesday,

Amherst police said.

In other reports:

• A 37-year-old Whately

man was arrested for a war-

rent of larceny after officers

stopped him for a motor

vehicle violation at 5:37

p.m. Wednesday on East

Pleasant Street, police said.

• Two 21-yearold

Amherst men were taken to

Cooley Dickinson Hospital

after their car struck a guar-

drail and three trees before

attempted to drive beneath

a 9-foot-6-inch underpass. A
citation was issued to Bolpe

Vacuum Company, the

owners of the truck, for im-

proper marking of the vehi-

cle, police said.

_ EDWARD SYRON

By JENNIFER WAUGH
Collegian Correspondent

The United States and six top in-

dustrial countries released a statement

Wednesday detailing plans for stabilizing

the falling dollar.

Officials from the countries, called the

"Group of Seven," reaffirmed an agree-

ment made in February to keep the dollar

"around current levels." The group also

expressed concern over a possible trade

war.

The group agreed to "oppose protec-

tionist laws against imports, maintain

world growth, and reduce the trade

deficits of some countries."

The group, which consists of finance of-

ficials from the United States, Japan,

West Germany, Britain, France, Italy and

Canada, praised Japan for recent efforts

to slow the dollar's decline.

Trade relations have been extremely

tense between the United States and

Japan over currency levels.

The program, announced Tuesday by

the Liberal Democratic Party in Japan,

is aimed at speeding-up their economy

and reducing their trade surplus with

other countries — major causes of the

dollar's decline.

The group decided to reconvene after

the February 22 meeting in Paris, due to

unstable markets and clashes over the

dollar.

Six of the countries agreed the dollar is

at a good level. Italy boycotted the talks,

claiming they had been excluded from
negotiations.

• • •

The Senate overrode President

Reagan's veto of the highway bill, ignor-

ing Reagan's pleas to reconsider, one

week ago.

The override passed 67-33, the exact

two-thirds majority needed. The new law

provides $87.9 billion for federal

highways and mass transit programs. In-

itially it appeared Reagan would emerge

victorious in the Senate, but 13 senators

switched their votes and the veto was

overridden.

The President, who had vetoed the bill

against recommendations of top advisors,

made a personal appeal to Republican

senators in an extraordinarily bold effort

to win back the 13 votes.

"I am deeply disappointed in today's

vote," Reagan said. "I knew in advance

that the battle would be tough and the

odds were long. But we cannot retreat

from our commitment to a responsible

budget."

Many White House officials called

Reagan's efforts a step to restore credibili

ty to his leadership.

"He knew the risk and took it, " a White

House official said, "because he thought

he would be seen as a lame duck if he

didn't try,"

"He's willing to go all the way and

there's no holding back," said Marlin Fitz-

water, a White House spokesman, "and

I think there is plenty of glory in the fight

we made on this one."

• • •

Outbreaks of violence marred Pope
John Paul II's six-day visit to Chile last

week.

A small group of protestors involved in

the Chilean opposition stoned police dur-

ing a papal mass attended by 500,000 peo-

ple in Santiago, Thursday and Friday.

The police responded with tear gas and

birdshot.

109 police officers and over 300 civilians

were reported injured dui'ing other out-

breaks. Political officials blamed the

disturbances on communist and radical

socialist parties, who have denied any

involvement.

The Pope met with President Augusto

Pinochet Wednesday, and called for a

movement toward democracy.

They met again Sunday and the Pope

held a private prayer service for Pinochet

and his wife.

As the Pope emerged from the presiden-

tial palace on Sunday, a crowd of workers

and poor people chanted, "The Pope, our

brother, take the tyrant [Pinochet] away."

A woman addressing the crowd complain-

ed of low salaries, unemployment, lack of

medical attention, and poor education

under Pinochet's rule.

The Pope left Chile on Tuesday, head-

ed for Argentina.

flipping over while travel-

ing east on State Street at

2:25 a.m. Thursday, police

said.

• Traffic was shut down

for an hour on Snell Street

after an 11-foot high truck

Commuter Area
election results

still not ratified
By ROBERT MENZEL
Collegian Staff , .- ,

The Commuter Area Government still hasn t ratified

the results of the recent governing board elections and

the annual Mayfest may be in jeopardy, according to the

new spokesperson.

"Some of the present governing board members are pro-

testing the meetings, to prevent a quorum, Lynne M.

Murphy said at last night's meeting. "This prevents us

from ratifying the treasurer and the new governing board

results." . .

Murphy said the boycott was in response to an injunc-

tion issued by the SGA Judiciary, making her the

spokesperson. The governing board initially refused to

ratify the results of the election due to a close margin ot

victory, but the injunction ordered the ratification of the

results.

According to the CAG constitution, the terms ot any ap-

pointed members of the governing board expire with the

new elections. Nine of the members were appointed, leav-

ing six members on the fifteen-member board.

"By boycotting the meetings, they're not ratifying the

governing board that was voted in by the students, " said

Murphy. "Once again, they're ignoring the students'

wishes for their own personal benefit."

Eileen Farrey, treasurer-elect, voiced frustration with

the governing board's actions.

"I feel that by not coming to the meetings and not rati-

fying the results, they're not serving the interests of their

constituents," Farrey said. "I was elected by the students,

and I want to be able to start performing my duties as

treasurer."

Karen Flanagan, a governing board member-elect.

agreed.
,

"This is just hurting the students, because we re not able

to get anything done," Flanagan said. "I think the actions

are a personal vendetta because of the spokesperson elec-

tion."

The Mayfest is in danger because, without the govern-

ing board, funding can not be approved. Murphy said.

"This action may inhibit our annual Mayfest on May
9," she said. "We've already planned for a barbeque, bands

and a sports tournament, and if we don't hold a meeting

we won't be able to get the funding for the events."

"It's clear they're not acting in the best interests of the

students," she said.

Bill Wong, a member of the governing board, defended

the missing board members.

"I think the members want to be at the emergency

meetings, but they're not being contacted about the

times," Wong said. "They're acting in good faith; if they

knew an emergency meeting was called, they'd make it

or contact the spokesperson."
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Eating disorders a result of anxiety,low self-esteem

By ARLENE THOMPSON
Special to the Collegian

Why can't someone with an eating disorder "just

stop?"

Often people with eating disorders feel an overwhelm-

ing sense of shame and inadequacy. They may feel per-

sonally at fault for not being able to measure up to the

standards of the "ideal" woman or man. When these

frustrations, disappointments, anxieties, and angry feel-

ings build up, the person may turn to food for comfort and

solace.

Food may initially be used to ease the pain of loneliness

or failure. The cycle can then become habitual and

obsessive with the person turning more often to food to

satisfy, and eventually numb, negative feelings. Purging,

as an attempt to regain control following a binge, only

heightens the sense of shame. The secrecy of the behavior

makes one feel even more alone - even more unable to

please others or one's self. At this point, the cycle of binge-

purge behavior has become obsessive and addictive. Yet,

sufferers often consider their behavior so "disgusting"

that they cannot talk about it to anyone. An anorexic may

be spotted by hisAier roommates or teammates; a bulimic

is harder to detect.

Both anorexia and bulimia can be cured. Sufferers, with

support from friends and professional help, can learn to

understand and change their behavior.

What coidd happen to your state of mind?

While anorexia and bulimia may stem from similar per-

sonality characteristics, the psychological consequences

are quite different.

Anorexics may feel:

• elated and initially in control

• admired and envied by their friends

• emotionally and physically drained

• very fearful of gaining weight

• afraid of closeness and intimacy

• "if thin is good, thinner is better"

Bulimics may feel:

• in possession of the perfect weight control formula

• significant guilt

• fear of being discovered and blamed

• lonely and isolated

• self-deprecating

• depressed

• anxious, moody, helpless

To help a friend:

• listen with understanding

• apprec-ate openness and trust in sharing distress

• share your own struggles

• learn more about eating disorders

• give hope that with help, he or she can be free

• tell him or her about professional services on campus

Do not:

• level blame

• gossip

• ignore the problem

• reject them

• check on eating or purging behavior

• tell them just to quit "this ridiculous behavior"

• feel guilty

To help yourself:

Admit to yourself that you have an eating disorder and

that you need help.

Tell someone — a friend, a family member, your RA.

a professional counselor.

Learn that asking for help is often a sign of strength

rather than weakness; about the causes and effects of

eating disorders through available literature; to recognize

your needs and be open about them to yourself and others;

the importance of good nutrition, well-balanced diet, and

moderate exercise; to quiet your mind through relaxation

or meditation.

To change, consider seeking professional help at Univer-

sity Health Services; he patient and stick with it
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government of Indonesia,

Judge Connon stopped McGehee from

reading a manual from the Nicaraguan

"contra" rebels that instructed rebels to

kill public ofTicials such as judges. "It

wouldn't shock the jury. I think it shocked

him. It's not overly dramatic. We didn't

write it, the CIA did," said Weinglass.

McGehee spent 25 years m the CIA. ser-

ving in Thailand. Taiwan, Japan and Viet

nam. "I was in the department of opera-

tions . more colloquially known as the dir-

ty tricks department."

Students. McGehee said, "are recruited

into all departments but mostly into the

department of operations. It takes up two

thirds of the CIA's budget. More of the

CIA's manpower is in opperations " The

covert operations of the agency can be

divided into four categories: economic war-

fare, political warfare, psychological war-

fare and military warfare, he said.

Prof. Francis Boyle of the University of

Illinois, an expert in international law said

the students "do indeed have an obligation

under Massachusetts law. Constitutional

law and international law to stop the con

tras from committing crimes against

humanity...The CIA is fully responsible tor

the crimes of the contras."

Prosecutor Femald: 'Does that mean that

anyone can break laws to stop what they

say is a violation of international law?

Boyle: "Under international law. an in

dividual has the right to take steps to pre

vent international crimes."

Fernald: "Can they come into this court

room to protest international violations?

Boyle: "That's an extremely hypothetical

question but reasonable steps to stop illegal

acts is not a crime."

Other witnesses heard today included

defendant Lisa Sheehy, Sgt. Paul Ominsky

of the UMass police, Jeanne Hopkins

Stover from the Office of Public Informa

tion and a former member of the National

Security Council, Morton Halperin.
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Demeo and former SWAG
president Bill Collins. He added that

there was no progress by the end of the

spring, and in the fall the new policy was

implemented with the approval of former

SGA President Bill Bennett.

With Bennett leaving office, the SWAG
proposal is receiving support. At a Sylvan

Area Government meeting last week,

there was a unanimous vote in support of

the proposal.

SAG President Aram Hamparian said,

"We have 40 students at these meetings.

These are the students who Housing

should be listening to."

Central Area Government President

Greg Rothman said they also passed a

similar motion recommending changes in

the policy.

Hamparian stressed the importance ot

dealing with the individual people who

cause trouble, regardless of alcohol, and

letting the responsible drinker have

freedom. He said that "We must address

behavior, because this is the key, not Pro-

hibition."

Rothman said Residential Education is

a "farce" and Housing too often plays the

role of "thought police" on this campus.

"The house councils, and especially area

governments, know the situations better

than Housing Services," he added.

Zannini said the proposal will put more

of a burden on the student residential

assistants, but McDevitt said the current

policy places the RAs in an adversarial

role. He said SWAG's proposal would

alleviate the tension between students

and RAs, thus developing a better rela-

tionship between Housing ai.d the

students.

Although Zannini is against SWAG s

suggested policy, he said there are some

alternatives. Zannini said he told Bennett

that "drinking lounges" can be created,

or if the need arises, halls of older

students, where drinking would be

permitted.

Hamparian, a former RA, rejects this

idea and said "A hall of this nature, or a

private lounge, would only segregate the

student body, detracting from the diver-

sity and communication which Housing

is trying to provide."

According to Zannini, Housing tries to

provide a responsible environment, yet

one that is not repressive: "Yes, we want

students to have a good time, but we don't

want to create an environment where

students can't study in rooms." He add-

ed that the report issued by Frederick

Hurst of the Massachusetts Commission

Against Discrimination after the post

World Series melee in Southwest will play

a role in the future of the alcohol policy.

Zannini believes the report is telling this

community of a problem with the misuse

of alcohol.

Demeo claims the alcohol abuse rate has

increased by 55 percent since the in-

auguration of the policy in 1985. McDevitt

added that the current policy is flawed

because of its collective punishment: "If

there is a student abusing alcohol, then

punish the individual, not the student

body as a whole."

Jewish liberation celebrated

as Hillely Chabad plan seders
. . »,^« D»km Tarflpl Deren. director of Cha

With some jobs you never get tired of the same four walls

ENVIRONMENTAL OPTIONS:

A CAREER CONFERENCE

By MICHAEL ALTER
Collegian Staff

Passover, or Pesach, a holiday

celebrating the liberation of Jews from

Egypt 3299 years ago. will be observed by

two organizations on campus with two sym-

bolic meals called seders.

Hillel's seders will be held in the Kosher

Dining Commons and prior sign-up is re-

quired. Throughout the holiday, K.U.C.

will also offer extra meals besides their

usual dinners. All people interested in the

special meals must sign-up by today at

Franklin DC.
Chabad House and Hillel are making ex-

tensive preparations for the eight-day holi-

day, which starts Monday night, and are

finding modern meanings to the theme of

liberation.

Chabad House...

Kashrut, or Koshering at Chabad is a ma-

jor chore each year because of the strict

traditions the Lubavitchers, a group of or-

thodox Jews running the house, follow dur-

ing Passover.

All utensils to be used during the celebra-

tion were set aside for Passover exclusive-

ly and all surfaces that food may come in

contact with were cleaned and covered by

volunteers. Chabad goes as far as using a

special oven, a metal kitchen sink insert

and covering the faucet with tin foil to

avoid chomotz, any leavened gram product.

Pinchas Edelson, who was a Hampshire

College student until a year and a half ago

when he left for rabbinical college or

yeshiva, said he is here for the holiday to

share what I got with other people^ He

came with three other yeshiva students,

who are helping prepare both Chabad and

the K.D.C. kitchen.

"People can be trapped in intellectual

boundaries," Edelson said, referring to his

feeling that something was missing when

he attended Hampshire. "Everyone has

their own personal going out of Egypt, he

said, adding that being able to learn Torah

(part of the Old Testament) and Chasidus,

or traditions, was his liberation.

Rabbi Israel Deren, director of Chabad,

said, "Coming to Chabad House on Pesach,

one is immersed in a holiday atmosphere

that is a.i envelope. Plenty of wine and a

superb amount of joy goes with it.

Hillel... .

In addition to organizing seders, Hillel is

using the time of Passover to symbolize and

remind students of the plight of Jews in the

Soviet Union.

Rabbi Saul Perlmutter of Hillel said,

"Clearly one modern parallel to the

Passover story is the struggle of Soviet

Jews to be free of their oppression."

Yoav Shorr, director of the Student Coali-

tion for Soviet Jewry said his group, which

is connected to Hillel, is directing three pro-

tests at the Soviet Union.

"Jews in the Soviet Union should be

allowed to celebrate Passover," Shorr said.

The first action is a postcard with images

of matza, a thin dry wafer that replaces

bread on Passover. Each is addressed to

General Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev at

the Kremlin. There are three slogans writ-

ten on the card. The first says "Let My peo-

ple go - to serve me", the second, "matzo

- bread of affliction," and the third, "mitz-

vah • breath of hope and life." Mitzvah

means a good deed.

Shorr said students put the name of a

refusemk, or Jewish resister, on the cards.

"We sent out about 200 of them," Shorr

said.

The second action taken by the group was

the sending of empty matzo boxes to the

Soviet Embassy in Washington, DC, and

the third was a large petition also address-

ed to Gorbachev, asking for the release of

Jews in the Soviet Union.

According to Perlmutter, besides the two

seders on Monday and Tuesday nights, the

Hillel Jewish Graduates. Old

Undergraduates and Working Folk Group

will hold them in people's homes.

"We also serve as a resource for other

people who want to do their own seders,"

Perlmutter said, adding that supplies of

Hagadahs, the meal's prayerbook. are in

limited supply.

SalurdaY April 25, 1987

Hosted bv UnhrersltY of Massachtisctts. Amherst

For „or. infon-tioJcIl or writ.: C.r..r Conference, St«d-t <:o-rv..io« A..OC.

Bo« 550. Charlestown. NH 03603 (603) 826-5741

PRAYER TO ST. JUDE
Most holy apostle, St Jude (aithlul

servant and Iriend of Jesus, the

Church honors and invokes you univer

sally, as the patron ot hopeless cases,

ol things almost despaired ol Pray tor

me I am so helpless and alone Make
use I implore you, ol that particular

priviledge given to you, to bnng visible

and speedy help where help is almost

despaired ot Come to my assistance

in this great need that I may receive the

consolation and help ol heaven m all

my necessities, tribulations and sul-

lerings. and that I may praise God with

you and all the elect forever I promise

O blessed St Jude. to be ever mind-

ful of this great favor, to always honor

you as my special and powerlul patron,

and to gratefully encourage devotion

to you Amen
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Issues of heterosexism subject of lecture

Speaker: we will be free
By MEG KROEPLIN
Collegian Staff

The struggle against heterosexism and
other forms of oppression must never end,

said the former Director of the National

Lesbian and Gay Task Force, in a speech

to about 50 people last night in the Cam-
pus Center.

Speaking on a number of issues concern-

ing bisexuals, lesbians, and gays today Gin-

ny Apuzzo said, "we will be free, and they

must hear that from us again, again and

again."

"We must make witness to the courage

it takes to be an oppressed person,"she

said, "this is the battle of your life.

"This is war you are fighting in for the

right to love. What the hell else makes you

a human being?" No one has the right to

dictate who another can love.

"We have the potential to change socie-

ty if we believe we can," she said, "your

hope must exceed your grief."

The situation of non-heterosexuals :s

"more of a deep freeze" on campuses today.

Because of this, "you must remember that

you are brave Americans who are overcom-

ing it."

"We have a very long way to go before

universities are a safe and supportive place

for lesbians, gays, and bisexuals." In some
places "you have no right to privacy," said

Apuzzo.

Apuzzo denounced the "radical right,"

claiming their attitude is one of "you

should not exist" and "we didn't mean
you" when the Declaration of In-

dependence, the Constitution and the Bill

of Rights were written.

Apuzzo said the heterosexists of the world

isolate us into numbness. "They may allow

you to survive, but not allow you to live,"

she said.

"Education and politics go hand and
hand," she said. The only way to end our

oppression is to teach people what being

gay, lesbian, and bisexual, is about.

"When we deny racism, anti-Semitism,

heterosexism, sexism, a;^eism and ableism

we put on blindfolds that say we can live

with this behavior."

"I would ask you to think of a marathon,
not a sprint." It is our responsiblity to fight

homophobia and all forms of oppression for

our sisters, our brothers, and our children,

Apuzzo said.

"At the root of homophobia is sexism, I

think women are hated and that hate has
been institutionalized." The only answer
is powerful politics and education, she said.

"To taste freedom is to become addicted

to the passion of it. It is this passion, the

passion for possibility, which you share."

This is the passion and the drive which will

keep the freedom movement going, she

said.

Fraternity 'sweethearts

'

seek to serve community
By KARL ROOKEY
Collegian StafT

Active involvement in community ser-

vice is an important priority for the Cres-

cent Court, a women's group that helps

would-be members of Phi Beta Sigma
fraternity.

Members are called "sweethearts," and

are doing their best to uphold the stan-

dards of the fraternity, which has been on

campus since May 1985, said one.

"The Court sees the need to reach out,"

said Donna Henry, the events coordinator

of the Court. She said the group aims at

serving the community as a whole rather

than .singling out just one group of people.

The group assisted the Office of

Undergraduate Admissions this year with

"College Awareness Day," and is hoping

to become involved in the Challenge Pro-

gram, which tries to recruit gifted minori-

ty students, she said.

According to assistant director Rudy

Jones, the gi-oup's help with "College

Awareness Day" entailed taking high

school students to their classes, giving

them a tour of campus, and making them

feel welcome.

The Crescent Court is also involved

with the Amherst Nursing Home, visiting

the patients and conducting activities for

the residents. According to Henry, the

Court, which began this service last Sun

day by showing the classic film "Singing

in the Rain," will be visiting the nursing

home on a bi-weekly basis.

Roger Oakes, director of activities for

the nursing home, said that they try to

bring in people from outside as much as

possible. "[Henry] contacted me on the

possibility of the Crescent Court coming

in, I was really impressed with the en-

thusiasm," Oakes said. Although he was

not present on Sunday, Oakes said that

the residents he has spoken to since then

have told him they enjoyed it.

The Crescent Court's sei*\'ice to the com-

munity will not be limited, according to

Henry, and they plan to begin working

with other groups in tho Amherst Area.

"We're in contact with organizations

like Planned Parenthood and hope to

work as counselors." Henry said. "We
believe in what we're doing for the com-

munity and we're goin^ In make a dif-

ference."
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Looting, shooting reported in

flood-damaged Lawrence,
LAWRENCE, Mass. (AP) - National

guardsmen helped patrol flooded residen-

tial streets here yesterday after three peo-

ple were arrested for looting and a

homeowner fired on two men he found in

his water-soaked home.

Hundreds of people across

Massachusetts have been forced to flee

their homes since torrential rains hit

earlier in the week, causing tens of

millions of dollars in damage and costing

possibly two lives.

But the reports of looting in Lawrence

were the first in the state since the

flooding crisis began, said Jerry Meister,

operations officer at Massachusetts Civil

Defense headquarters in Framingham.

About 11:15 p.m. Wednesday, a resident

living on the second floor of a home in the

flooded northwest section of the city heard

noises on the floor below, police Sgt. Leo

Ouellette said.

The homeowner came downstairs and

found two men allegedly looting the

house. As the suspects fled, the

homeowner fired at them with a handgun.

Some 45 minutes later, a man with a

bullet wound in the back was dropped off

at Lawrence General Hospital by friends.

Police were awaiting a ballistics test

before deciding whether to bring charges

against the wounded man, Capt. Samuel

Aliano said.

The National Guard sent 30 military

police to Lawrence Wednesday night to

back up local officers, Meister said.

Another 25 guardsmen were sent to near

by Methuen and four others to Andover •

for more routine duty directing traffic.

Four Guard vehicles outfitted with

emergency lights arrived in Lawrence

yesterday to help illuminate the blacked

out residential area where the shooting

occurred. As many as 1,000 people had

evacuated homes in the area, which stret-

ched a quarter-mile in diameter.

STUDENT SUMMER JOBS ON CAMPUS
POSITIONS AVAILABLE:

OPERATIONS ASSISTANT •

OPERATIONS SUPERVISOR •

Qualifications: Must be an active student with ex-

perience in one or nnore of the following areas: light

maintenance, cleaning, grounds, office work, and/or

furniture moving.

Duties: Assigned to one of four Housing Services

Maintenance and Operations residential area offices

to perform a variety of tasks in campus residence halls.

Duties may vary widely, as indicated by the above

listing. Summer work performed by students con-

tributes to Housing Services' maintenance and clean-

ing programs and to the preparation of residence halls

for conferences and Fall opening.

Hours: 7:00 - 3:00 pm weekdays,

May 18 through Sept 5, or by arrangement.

To Inquire or Apply

Please Contact One of the Four Area Offices

Steve Vinelll:

Northeast/Sylvan Area, Johnson House, 5-0403

Pat O'Connor:

Orchard Hili/Central Area, Baker House. 5-1333

Nancy Merritt:

Southwest/North Area, Kennedy Tower, 5-0392

Maude Tucker:

Southwest/South Area, Canoe House, 5-0439

Students fight hunger
More than 100 students from the Five-

College Area have volunteered to clean,

paint and do lanscaping in the Amherst

area tomorrow to raise funds for combating

hunger, according to a Mass Public Interest

Reasearch Group member.

Lori Curtis, the project's coordinator, said

the project. Valley Hunger Cleanup, is part

of a nationwide program by the National

Student Against Hunger Campaign and

other PIRG groups around the country,

The project's main emphasis is

alleviating hunger, she said. "The cleanup

is more of a symbolic thing."

Assistant Town Manager Michael Let-

cher said, "This effort is helping (us) con

siderably by improving the images of our

public areas."

The cleanup sites include the Amherst

Adolescent Shelter, Amherst Survival

Center, Survival Center and Boltwood

Walk.
Edith Esbenson, coordinator of the Sur-

vival Center, said, "We couldn't be able to

pay for all the work that is being done. I

feel there is a resurgence in the spirit of

volunteerism."

Curtis urged everyone to "come join

because, by spending four hours on a Satur-

day afternoon, you'll be benefiting your

community by raising awareness about

those who need food."

Local businesses, as well as individuals,

are sponsoring the volunteers, she said.

- PEDRO M. PEREIRA

Heiress ' husband testifies in

Bible Speaks fraud trial

J

WORCESTER, Mass. (AP) - The hus-

band of an heiress who is suing a fun-

damentalist sect for the return of $6.6

million in donations testified yesterday

that he considered kidnapping,' his wife m
late 1986 to force her into depro|,Tanimin{,'

But Jonas Dovydenas said he quickly re-

jected the idea in favor of less forceful

means of breaking his wife's bonds with

The Bible Speaks Church.

"It crossed my mind . . . but only im

mediately to reject it," Dovydenas, 47.

testified in the second week of the U.S.

Bankruptcy Court trial.

The heiress, Elizabeth Dovydenas. has

accused Bible Speaks pastors and other

elite members of virtually brainwashinj,'

her and coercing a third of her fortune from

her during her three years with the Lenox

church, ending with her deprogi-amming in

early 1987.

Bible Speaks members contend the

34-year-old parishioner ^'uve the money

willingly and that she could cause the

church's financial ruin if she wins the

claim.

Church attorney Roy Grutman has accus

ed Mrs. Dovydenas' husband and father of

forcing her to renounce the church with

threats to take her children away. Her

father is a founder of the Dayton Hudson

Corp , the fifth largest retail store chain in

the country.

Jonas Dovydenas. a freelance

photographer, said he and his wife agreed

soon after their marriage to share her

money, but he testified that she began

shutting him otf financially as -hv became

more involved with the church

"I wanted things to go back tn the way

they were," he said.

Church member Kathy Hill took the

stand later in the day to testify about her

close relationship with Mrs. Dovydenas

while the department store heiress was a

parishioner. "She loved me. We were

friends," Mrs. Hill said, crying.

She denied that she accompanied Mrs.

Dovydenas at all meetings with lawyers,

brokers and accountants to keep an eye on

the heiress. "Betsy wanted me to be there,"

Mrs. Hill said. "She always valued my
wisdom and my discernment."

Mrs. Dovydenas has accused Mrs. Hill of

dictating, at the command of Bible Speaks

founder Rev. Carl H. Stevens, changes in

her will leaving nearly all her wealth to the

church. Stevens also denied the accusation.

GOURMET FRIED CHICKEN

THE HONE or

3pn-lAFl

SiriGLE ORDER . .3.25

LARGE ORDER 4.95

Bleu Cheese Available

^aI

Your Choice of Sauce:

FREE DELIVERY
253-7494

ORlGinAL
I

liILD

(Hotdr
I

(Milddr

Spicy) I Spicy) I

SWEET fir
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(New df Zcsty) I

COLLEGE
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Letters

Humanism not a religion

I am writing in response to Rusty Denton's article on

secular humanism (April 7). Humanism is not a religion,

secular or otherwise.

There are many distinct kinds of humanists: scientific,

relgious, atheistic, ethical and others. About the only

thing they agree upon is their deep love, respect and con-

cern for the human race. Humanism is deeply concerned

with establishing understanding and tolerance between

all people of the earth. Many humanists have strong

religious beliefs, since there is nothing about a concern

for humankind that need be disruptive to religious faith.

Humanism is best characterized as a philosophy. It has

none of those characteristics that are usually recognized

as fundamental to a religion. It does not involve, unto

itself, supernatural belief (that is an individual decision),

ritualistic behavior or an equivalent to a relgious leader.

Emile Durkheim sees the distinction between a sacred

realm and a profane realm as fundamental to a religion.

Humanism does not consider such questions. Fundamen-

tal to humanist ideas is that each human being must be

allowed the freedom of religious choice. A humanist can

be part of any religion of choice — or none at all.. This

is not a characteristic of religion.

Education is indeed of vital importance to humanists.

Today's children are humankind's future, and it is our

responsibility to offer them the best we can offer: the most

accurate and high quality teaching in science, literature,

social science, art and any other field. Religion in America

is the responsibility of parents and churches, not of the

schools. The study of science has no necessary import upon

religion; dissemination of the best scientific thought is the

duty of the teacher. And finally, the primary duty of both

parents and teachers is to teach our children how to think

and decide for themselves. This last is the true goal, the

"Manifesto" of any real, modem humanist.

Open letters to W. Greg Rothman

Greg Rothman's "Letter to Amy" that appeared in the

April 8 issue of the Collegian was a waste of the time

and space it took to print it. I read it hoping to find

possibly a fair attack on Carter's views and actions or

at the very least a legitimate reason for it's appearance

in a college newspaper. I found neither. What I did find

was a unseless personal assault on Carter's family and

it's past, comparable to the work of a five-year-old. (In-

cidentally, doesn't Rothman represent the same group

of people who just a few weeks ago sported buttons

reading "Kennedy for Lifeguard?') If Rothman's letter

had any purpose other than to expose his preschool level

method of argumentation, it was well hidden in his snide,

ridiculous references to everything but the point at hand.

He claims it's been a long time since he and Amy were

kids. Surely Carter is a young adult, but I'm afraid her

opponent here has yet to reach that level.

He hopes Amy isn't too mad at the conservatives for

protecting their freedom to interview with whomever

they please (his only reference to an actual issue). Well,

Greg, you seem more that a little upset at us for pro-

testing the CLA's use of our tax dollars to commit paurder.

Ironically, Rothman's letter will probably get him what

he asked for. Upon reading his letter. Carter will. I'd say,

most definitely smile. She may even laugh at the childish

piece of literature put forth by those who call themselves

the Conservative Alliance. If only all those who oppose

Carter and Hoffman possessed the type of logic and in-

tellect expressed in the "Letter to Amy," because then,

surely we would have nothing to worry about.

Laura Fay
Webster

On behalf of serious political activists, I extend this

open letter to W. Greg Rothman.

Dear W.,

It was good to see you make an appearance in the Col-

legian yesterday. How did you ever manage to swallow

so much pride? Perhaps you made room for it by letting

out so much hot air. It is apparent to truly conscientious

activists that serious political actions are not forums for

magazine cover smiles, as you would have Amy Carter

exhibit. The work that she has done and continues to

do to expose the unethical.international crimes of the

CIA is literally, grave business. She has had her share

of the limelight, and unlike the Conservative Alliance,

has no need or desire for movie star exhibitioning.

Amy Carter and her collegues do. however, have good

reason to smile. They have succeeded in refocusing na-

tional attention on the crimes of the CIA and have

brought numerous authorities, celebrities, and ex-ClA

officials to our area to lecture, witness, and testify

against this dangerous agency. It is too bad that your

childhood memories and your exhibitionist expectations

and projections make you blind to the fact that Amy

Carter and the like are making huge personal sacrifices

and taking big risks for the sake of human rights and

justice all over the world.

Jane Kreisman

Director, Student Union Art Gallery

Correction: Due to a computer error, a sentence was omitted from a col-

umn by Jeffry BarUsh in yesterday's Collegian titled: Declaring war on

language. The sentence should read: . . "condolence award," which was

a small sum of money given to families of innocent Vietnamese acciden

tally killed by American forces. ^^^

Jennifer Lyon
Amherst

Ignorant UMass audience

Tuesday evening we could have had the pleasure

of listening to a potentially excellent lecture by a

scintillating writer. Instead we were subjected to

the appalling behavior of an unruly crowd interested

mainly in hearing about Hunter Thompson's drug

use. This prevented the discussion of more relevant

and important issues.

Equally appalling was the lack of effort to control

the audience. As moderator, Rob Skelton should

have attempted to quiet the crowd and direct the

lecture by using que3tions previously compiled by

the audience.

Listening to the crowd shout lewd questions such

as "which direction do you wipe your ass?" is not

only repulsive but entirely unjustified. Seeing the

audience behaving in such a manner made us em-

barrassed for the audience and for the University

itself.

Circe Bunnell
Diane McKenna

Amherst
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Freedom of speech for all

Lately it seems that many members of

the University community have either

forgotten or ignored the First Amendment

of the Constitution. On Nov. 14, 1986, a sad

chapter opened in the history of this cam-

pus. CIA protests began. Amid chants of

"hey, hey, CIA, how many kids did you kill

today," protester Barry Lefsky said, "we're

out here because we don't think brutal

murderers should be on campus
recruiting."

More recently, Greg Fink and company

David R. Mark

Letters—
Greg's forte is ignorance

I have a few things to say

to W. Greg Rothman about

his open letter to Amy
Carter on April 8. Once

again you've done a great

job of sticking to the issue.

Yes. a Playboy interview

with Jimmy Carter does

have everything to do with

whether the CIA should be

banned from recruiting on

campus. Maybe in the

future I'll try your strategy

for a change. Whenever we
disagree on an issue, I'll just

start blabbering about your

parents instead of making

any real points. Just as you

took care of the problems in

Nicaragua with a few words

("nuke it"), you've now bas-

ed the entire CIA issue on

whether Amy Carter smiled

at you outside the

courtroom.

The only other conclusion

I can draw is that you real-

ly don't have anything im-

portant to say. In that case,

Greg, maybe it's time to

shut up until you can think

of some real arguments.

Rachel Maiore
McNamara

took it upon themselves to strip the

military of their right to recruit on the

Campus Center Concourse, the most wide-

ly traversed area of the campus, by flipp-

ing over their recruiting table on the con-

course. Board of Governors Chairperson

John Hayes said, "the board asked military

recruiters to no longer station a table in the

Campus Center, due to their

discriminating policies."

Both organizations, by the guidelines of

the First Amendment, should have the

right to recruit on campus.

However, both groups of protesters also

have the same right.

Protesters claimed the administration

does not care about the CIA's role in help-

ing terrorists in Nicaragua, which is a

legitimate complaint. In fact, the CIA has

done many things over the past few years

that could easily be called violations of in

ternational law. especially the mining of

Nicaraguan harbors and their involvement

in the Iran-contra affair.

Yet, does this mean they shouldn't have

the right to recruit on campus? While I

agree with the protesters complaints, it

soon becomes evident that if you prevent

one organization from recruiting on cam-

pus, you can start preventing other groups

from recruiting — or even being — on cam-

pus. The floodgates would open for every

other group who has a honest-to-goodness

reason to protest the presence of other

organizations on campus.

The same theory can be applied to the

military, which should also have the right

to recruit on campus. Field House Senator

Nate Moore said the Undergraduate Stu-

dent Senate should have condemned the

military's recruiting policy instead of ban-

ning it altogether. I agree. The military is

completely wrong to not allow members of

the gay community to enlist. But those in-

terested in joining the military should have

the right to be recruited on the concourse.

This does not mean that those who want

to protest these groups should not. I

wholeheartedly support the rights of those

who disagree with groups on campus, but

not to the point where they infringe upon

the rights of the organizations they protest.

This leads to more recent events. The

trial of the CIA protesters will violate the

basic tenets of freedom of speech if it leads

to their academic probation. If the CIA pro-

testers are given anything stronger than

a slap on the wrist, something is very

wrong with our system of rights and

freedoms.

Even anti-gay posters circulated recent-

ly are protected forms of expression. As

despicable as the posters are, they too are

protected, but can also be protested.

All groups, both the protesters of an

organization and the organization itself,

have to be allowed freedom of speech. It is

duplicitous if we can protest, but not hear,

an organization.

David R. Mark is a Collegian Columnist

Glasnost beginning positive steps...

Mikhail Gorbachev's policy of glasnost in the Soviet

Union is welcome news, particularly at a time when

global peace is threatened more than ever. Gorbachev's

deviation from the traditionally Marxist-styled leader-

ship has raised some serious questions about the

credibility of Marxism or even the Soviet revolution of

1917. A significant inference of this new development

is that the process of gradual democratization in the

Chuck Onu

USSR could mark the beginning of a narrowing of dif-

ferences between the US and the USSR and thus reduce

the danger of nuclear war. The difference m the styles

of government, and the resulting lack of trust between

the two superpowers has been fundamental in the arms

escalations that threaten world peace.

This narrowing of differences can only come about it

the Soviet policy of glasnot transcends a hog-wash policy

of public relations.
, u i e

As long as America remains proud of the legacy ot

democracy, it's unimaginable that the country will shift

its position of participatory democracy. And so. as

America holds strongly to its political values, the boviet

Union seems to be moving closer toward them. This will

remain so, as long as the possible backlash to reform re-

mains benign. So far Gorbachev's political reforms are

moving with relative ease and with dynamism. His

western-style leadership is viewed in the west with in-

terest and admiration.

Glasnost seems to be more than a political tool to ex-

pose the bad eggs and clean up Sovet society. It affects

Soviet foreign relations and domestic economic reforms.

For the first time in the history of the Soviet Union, the

miltary and civilian population can openly and jointly

voice their belief that nuclear war is unwinnable. And

for the first time since Khrushchev, the Soviet media

have openly criticized the KGB. That glasnost would

even extend to the KGB is surprising, interesting and

encouraging. Western officials, scholars and journalists

can now appear on Soviet television and openly talk

about the Kremlin's arms control initiatives. The Soviet

Union, after all these years, is beginning to hum quiet-

ly e first bars of the US tune of popular democracy.

However, one has to watch glasnost with caution,

because it's difficult to say for certain if it will stand the

test of time. One can only safely say that Gorbachev is

a new Soviet leader with a different approach to the pur-

suit of traditional Soviet objectives. His reforms could,

however, ultimately lead to Soviet selfish interest.

Gorbachev's enthusiasm to discuss arms control is an

extension of glasnost in the Soviet foreign policy. At the

summit, he emphasized the elimination of strategic

ballistic missiles, and the elimination of all intermediate-

range missiles from Europe. He also proposed the com-

plete elimination of nuclear weapons by the year 2000,

an extension of a unilateral nuclear test ban moratorium,

a willingness to allow on-site inspections, and acceptance

of the US zero-option for intermediate missiles in Europe.

He also accepted an agreement decoupling British and

French nuclear forces, and relented in his demands for

US abandonment of SDI as a precondition for progress

in arms control. For a Soviet leader this is a significant

deviation from the foreign policies of his predecessors.

These proposals are so staggering that they are seen

as too good to be true. Washington is forced to review

them with caution in an attempt to screen for any poten-

tial gimmicks.

Whatever the result of glasnost, Gorbachev s move is

certainly of a historic proportion not only in the Soviet

Union, but in the history of the East-West relations. The

true litmus test for glasnost lies in its ability to scale

down Soviet global ambitions This scaling-down. and a

continued, constructive East-West dialogue, are essen-

tial for world peace. If this is Gorbachev's sincere dream,

then glasnost is a step in the right direction.

Chuck Onu is a Collegian columnist

Compared to the Nazi Gestapo or SS, today's KGB are

nice guys. So far, they haven't rounded up hordes of Jews

and murdered them in concentration camps. That, I m
afraid, is one of the most positive things that can be said

about the Jews trapped behind the iron curtain. For

them, living conditions are frighteningly similar to those

living under Hitler before his "Final Solution.

Severe quotas are placed on Jewish students seeking

admission to universities. Between 1979 and 1983. the

Moscow State University's Department of Mathematics

and Mechanics accepted only IS'Jf of qualified Jewish ap-

plicants, as opposed to 80% of eligible non-Jewish ap-

plicants. Consequently, finding employment without a

Darren Garnick

.. but what about 380,000 refuseniks

high-level education is a tough task for many Jews.

This type of blatant discrimination exists at ever>' level

of Soviet society. The public, fed anti-semitic government

propaganda since birth, seldom questions the morality

of such policies (doing so wins you a free Siberian vaca-

tion). Distorting history, newspapers trivialize the

Holocaust and ironically compare Zionism to Nazism -

claiming that the Zionists helped send Jews to the gas

chambers.
Political cartoons in the media portray Judaism as

"poison" and Jews as "parasites," If alive, Hitler would

be pleased.

Jewish emigration statistics have dropped 99 percent

in the past eight years - from a high of 51.000 in 1979,

to last year's total of 914. Soviet officials maintain there

is no Soviet Jewry problem, claiming that all the Jews

who wanted to leave have lefl already. The government s

estimate of zero Jews left in the Soviet Union who want

to leave is slightly off. Since 1971, approximately 380,000

who applied for exit visas have been rejected.

If the Soviet government hates Jews, why don't they

just let them go? You would think they would be happy

to get rid ofthem. The unfortunate answer is that hating

them is simply not enough. They want to kill them.

Whether it be mentally, physically, or spiritually, they

want the Jewish people dead.

Those who apply to leave the Soviet Union and are

refused are given the name "refuseniks," Being labeled

a refusenik is a one-way ticket to a living hell, a fact that

intimidates many from applying for a visa altogether

Refuseniks automatically lose their jobs. and. with

unemployment against the law are thrown in mental

hospitals for "parasitism," The rationale: if people arent

crazy when they enter the ho.spital. they certainly will

be when they leave.

Should the mental hospitals be full, refuseniks can

always be sent to the "labor camps." or prisons. Here,

starvation, physical tortuie, and organized beatings by

the other prisoners are the norm. Yosef Berensht«in was

beaten and blinded by his fellow inmates in prison. Who

is Yosef Berenshtein? A mass murderer? A child

molester? No, Yosef Berenshtein was a Hebrew school

The Soviets need not worry. He won't read Hebrew

again. ,

Hebrew teachers. Jewish educators, and those who

secretly practice Judaism with others are systematical-

ly harassed and arrested by the KGB, Prayer books and

other religious objects are confiscated and destroyed.

The 60 or so synagogues in the entire nation seem to

be little more than tokens - something to show the out-

side world as proof of Soviet religious tolerance. Sixty

synagogues may not sound so bad at first. But consider-

ing the Jewish population of the Soviet Union is

2,500,000, that leaves one synagogue for every 42.000

people. Synagogues are not the size of football stadiums

It is the goal of the USSR to eventually eliminate all

forms of religious and ethnic diversity from their culture.

They don't want a country of Lithuanians. Ukranians,

Catholics, and Jews, They prefer Soviets, Soviets,

Soviets, and Soviets, The government is using the

refuseniks as a political weapon - an example of what

will happen to other nationalities if they too refuse to

become 100 percent Soviet.

Darren Garnick is a Collegian con espondent
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Miles Davis shows his class in new album
By JAMIE PILCHER
Collegian Correspondent

Miles Davis' most recent album. Grammy-winning
Tutu, shows two things. One, that Miles at 61 is still the

king ofjazz-fusion, and two, that he is still the best at fin-

ding the most outstanding young jazz talent around.

Miles' fusion here is not the fusion that was served up

in his other jazz albums Bitches' Brew or In a Silent Way.

Here Davis is definitely tapping into R & B influences,

and the result is pure Miles for it is different and good.

This album was put out to get people out on the dance

floor.

Yeah, that's right, DANCE FLOOR! Miles Davis and

dance floor don't really go hand in hand, but Tutu shoots

straight out of the water. Tunes like "Splatch," on which

Miles' trumpet is as ferocious as I have heard it in a long

time, and "Full Nelson," a tribute to Prince Rogers Nelson

which is pure Prince, show what Miles was trying to do

with this LP. "Perfect Way" cuts right to the dance-funk

rhythm that Davis was after. (A cover of the top-40 single

by Scritti Politti, "Way" definitely shows Miles' most re-

cent influences.)

The title cut is also very good. Miles plays his trumpet

and gets the tone that he is always in search of. This tone

creates a blues ambiance around the slow synth groove

that is laid down on this cut. Probably this song, "Perfect

Way," and "Full Nelson" are the best on the album. The

reggae "Don't Lose Your Mind," featuring a hot electric

violin solo by Michael Urbaniak, and the two experimen-

tal slow grooves "Portia" and "Backyard Ritual" fill out

the album.

Miles also deserves a pat on the back for his choice of

Marcus Miller as his producer. Miller not only produced

the album, but he also wrote the entire thing, and played

all the instruments behind Miles' trumpet. Marcus also

shortened the length of the tunes, causing each to be more
intense and focused, and this succeeds in bringing out

some brilliant trumpet playing by Miles.

With Miles branching out once again, this time into

more traditional pop forms, one may feel that Miles Davis

is selling out. However, the fact that Tutu won the Gram-
my for the best jazz-instrumental LP, and the fact that

even on the most commercial tracks, everything is

somehow turned upside down, and done so in a delightful

way, proves that Miles Davis has done far from sell out.

Multi-talented JOHN HARTFORD will sing,

tell jokes and play his banjo on Tuesday, April

14 at the Iron Horse.

Hisa Takakuwa and Lee Ann Hutchinson toast Semyon Semyonovich
(Joshua Perlstein) in Erdman's comical play The Suicide. The Smith Col-

lege Theatre Production will appear April 9-11 and 15-18 at 8pm in

Theatre 14, Northampton

RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

H«»V/i:"''«1 . Downtown Amherst 253 5441

SUPER SPRING BUYS!!

IMPORTED BEER:
HOPFENPERLE (Swiss) $3.50 6pk +dep; $11.99 case +dep

Guinness Stout $4.99 6pk-i-dep; $19.50 case +dep

Swan (Australian) $2.95 6pk +dep

Becks (light or dark) $4.25 6pk -i-dep

DOMESTIC: THE CHEAPIES
BUSH 12 oz CANS , $9.95 case +dep|

Red/White/Blue 12pk cans $3.50 +dep

Utica Club 12oz long necks $7.49 case -t-dep

Ballantine Beer 12pk cans $4.15 -i-dep

COOLERS:
Orange & Citrus $1.99 4pk +dep|

Seagrams Wine Coolers ... your choice $3.49 4pk +depj

IWINES:
Charles Le Franz Sparkling White Zinfandel $3.99 750ml

Sebastian ... Chablis, Rose, Burgandy $3.99 1.5L|

Champagnes: $2.99 and up to and including $79.95 750ml

MANY, MANY MORE
INHOUSE SPECIALS!!!

MiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiniiiiNiiiiiiHiMHiiiiHinHHiiiniiniiniinMinniiniiimnniniiiiminnnniHiiNNMnitiiiiifminHNif^

I
$100 REWARD

I
For The Safe Return

of our

I GREAT DANE "NIKKI"
I Spayed Gray Spotted Female

I RETURN TO KEYES ROSE CO.

(across form Hampshire Mall)
1
i

J

I

OR CALL 584-2110 or 586-1706
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiniiiiiiiinimiimiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinmiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiii tH

£3iiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiHiiiiuiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiDiiiiiiiiiiiiatts

I THE LEGITIMACY
|

I OF I
i POLITICAL VIOLENCE?

A Symposium Sponsored by

Area Studies Programs

in conjunction with

The Massachusetts Foundation for

Humanities and Public Policy

and
The Five College Program in Peace and

World Security Studies

i
a

i

i

g

I
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Friday, April 10

University Campus Center, Room 101

8:00 - 10:30 p.m. Film, Manaime und juliane (1981).

Directed by Margarethe von Trotta. Manannc und
juhaite IS based on the lives of former Baader-

Meinhof terrorist Gudrun Enselin (Marianne) and
her sister, Chnstiane (Juliane)

Introduced by: Professor Barton Byg, Department
of Germanic Languages and Literatures, Univer-
sity of Massachusetts at Amherst

Saturday, April 11

Memorial Hall
8:30-9:00 Symposium Registration

9:00-10:30 WESTERN EUROPE
Chair; Professor Gerard Braunthal, Department
of Political Science, University of Massachusetts
at Amherst
"T'lf IRA. and Ihe Reconsiructwn of a Constilu-

tional CommunUxt in Northern Ireland"

Professor John Finn, Department of Government,
VVesleyan University

"The Legitimacy of Ethnonotionalisl Insurgency:

Evidence of Popular Support for the Basijue Scfiaratist

Organization, Eiizkadi to Askalasuna (ETA)"
Professor Robert P. Clark, Department of Public
Affairs, George Mason University
Discussant Professor Carlin Barton. Department
ot History, University ot Ma$s.K-husetts at Amherst

FRIE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

Saturday, April 11

Memorial Hall S
10:45-12:15 LATIN AMERICA g
Chair: Professor Nina Scott, Department of s
Spanish and Portuguese, University of S
Massachusetts S
"Explaining Sendero Luminoso" 2
Dr. Ronald Berg, Latin American ScholarshipQ
Program £
' 'Officially Sanctiorud Violaux: The Argentine Casf "S
Prof. Paul Goodwin, Department of History, 5
University of Connecticut S
Discussant: Professor Charles Gillespie, Depart-

5

ment of Political Science, An\herst College S

2:00-3:30 THE MIDDLE EAST g
Chair: Professor Andrew Hess, Fletcher Schools
of Law and Diplomacy a
"TTif Rise of Ihe Radical Right in Israel" s
Robert I. Friedman, journalist and frequent con-S
tributor to the New York Times, the Los Angeles^
Times, and The Nation q
"U.S. Foreign Policy and Terrorism" s
Prof. Naseer Aruri, Department of Political

S

Science, Southeastern Massachusetts UniversityZ
"Bases for Political Violence in the Arab East" 3
Discussant: Professor Andrew Hess Q

3:45-5:15 The Legitimacy of Political Violence s
Chair: Prof. Thomas Dumm, Department ofS
Political Science, Amherst College s
' Tfrronsm. and the New International Disorder" —
Professor James Der Derian, Department of

Political Science. University of Massachusetts at

Amherst
"Terrorism: Language as Propaganda"

Christopher Hitchens, Washington, DC. colum-

nist for The Nation

Discussant: Prof. Michael Shapiro. Department

of Political Science, University of Hawaii

iiiiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiitiniiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaI
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1 YEAR
ROYAL
WARRANTY
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A COMPLETE BUSINESS SYSTEM PRICED SO RIGHT

ITS PERFECT FOR HOME OR SCHOOL
SYSTEM INCLUDES:
• COMPUTER
• 12" AMBER MONITOR
• 320K DISK DRIVE
. WORD PROCESSING cnPTIA/ARF• ELECTRONIC SPREADSHEET aUr I WMUt

444Js$299w mM %r ^r

tALVAGI

IZE
^^^ y ti

"^

CONNECTICUT STORES OPEN 7 DAYS
SAT 10-9 • SUN 10-6 • MON-FRI 10-9

ROUTE 5 - EAST WINDSOR. CONN.

1131 CAMPBELL AVE.. WEST HAVEN. CONN.

ROUTE 184. (OPP. CROTON MOTOR INN) GROTON, CONN.

MASS STORES OPEN 7 DAYS
HAMPSHIRE MALL - HADLEY. MASS.

SUNDAY 12-S • MON-SAT 10-9

CANAL STREET - TURNERS FALLS, MASS.
SATURIMY 12-6 • SUNDAY 10-6 • MON-FRI 10 9

OUR
SHOP

latlS

('
^OUR CHOICE

JUST IN TIME FOR THE HOLIDAYS

r J^^^^ • FABRIC •

\^^i TABLECLOTHS
nS5-^ / 1. DIANAS SOLID COLOR

^^hkJ- VERA DESIGNER PRINTS

50% OFF OUR PRICES

SIZES AVAILABLE 54x54, 52x70, 54x90, 70 R

MINIATURE
DWARF

I

SEMI DWARF
STANDARD <

POLY

BAG

SPORT JACKETS
SILK AND LINEN BLEND
CAREFULLY TAILORED
SIZES 38 TO 46 ^
REG •SHORT •LONG
LIGHTWEIGHT

SPRING

n20
N 9
w

EIGHT FOR ^ r^^
RING ^m 1^^^

LADIES Young Vision.

.toe»'
utW

i*or
trr»e

nt

\>o^ vet)

9tV%etV

BLAZER JACKETS
RASPBERRY & NATURAL
NOTCHED COLLAR

3 POCKETS
29" LENGTH

^ JROMORE
i;ii*iuu^tui

WASH
CLOTHS

I l"x 11" FIRST QUALITY
IN SOLID COLORS ARE
GREAT FOR KITCHEN OR
BATH IfJ/^A
VALUE "^-'
TO
$2^9

R KITCHEN OR

$168 '\

IF

PERFECT
VALUES TO I

CRAFTED
WITH PRIDE

IN U.S.A.

LADIES MORNINGSIDE

SILK DRESSES
SHIRTWAIST & .: ^

CHEMISE STYLE ^V
MANY FASHION 'f\P
COLORS. SZ 8-16; Mil

©SPECIAL CLOSEOUT
STOCKBRIDGE
COLORED ROOM DARKENING

WINDOW SHADES
HEAVY TEXTURED VINYL
TOAST-ROSE-BLUE-GREY
CUT TO YOUR SIZE FREE

37'/4"ji6'
I

46%"x6'

$^88
VALUES
TO

$99S
$-188 To""

î

SUMMED FURNITUREBUYW, .,„,„
FIRST QUALin OMNI, OURAUTE AND GENESIS LAWN FURNITURE. ITS THE
" «MF liiyRCHANDISE YOU SEE ADVERTISED AT 30% TO 50% MORE . ^,

ARTIFICIAL GRASS CARPET / nsfscuss nm?
RUBIE BOUGHT 20,000 YARDS ' •

—'* '™'-^VINYL SELF STICK

FLOOR TILE
yALUETO N$4 088

CHEST BUY-OUT
.5 4 DRAWER

*69S 00
5 DRAWER

^&H8

TAN CAR CARPET
MADE TO SELL
FOR OVER

[00
N
o 2 SQ.

YD.

^^CUSHIolff

PINE DINETTE SETS
TABLE AND^- 4 CHAIRS^.^

~'T\ft'h. • REG Hm499 S
TABLE AND
6 CHAIRS

'299^190

regour

GREEN & TWEEDS j^^
compare atH?,VOO

SOLID OAK /
'400**®

MICROWAVE CART/ N
^

50% OFF ISf

:•?'

<:

OUR
REG
$4999 I25i loo
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Police Academy IV childish, insulting...

Police Academy Four:

Citizens on Patrol

Starring Steve
Guttenberg
Directed by Jim Drake
Hampshire Six Theaters

By JOHN T. SHEA. JR.

Collegian Correspondent

If you loved the other

Police Academy movies you

are going to be in ecstasy

over number four. But if

you, like me, found the

others to be childish and in-

sulting to your intelligence,

then this one is ten times

worse.

Again, it has all of its

regulars running around

from one sight-gag to the

next, including characters

picked up from the other se-

quels and a few new ones.

This time the police force in-

troduces a new Citizens on

Patrol program (check out

the acronym) that allows

the common folk to par-

ticipate in the protection of

their city. The problem is,

this is the only thing about

the film that comes close to

being a plot; the rest of it is

just a string of unrelated,

over-used gags. All the

writers could come up with

were more jokes about
minorities, a ton of

bathroom humor and in-

sults that I haven't heard

since I was in fifth grade.

That's not to mention the

fact that they use each joke

more than once; for exam-
ple, I counted five "getting

hit in the nuts" gags.

Tim Kazurinsky, who us-

ed to be very funny on

Saturday Night Live, had

and The Good Father fails to please.
The Good Father
Pleasant St. Theater

By THOMAS H. GAGNON
Collegian Correspondent

The Good Father intends to be impressive

and moving. Because ofweak characteriza-

tion, the film is diminished to a point where

excellent performances can't quite save it.

Bill (Anthony Hopkins) is raging because

his ex-wife (Harriet Walter) has got custody

of their son. At a party, he meets Roger

(Jim Broadbent) whose wife has also got

custody oftheir son. Bill urges Roger to get

a lawyer and get his son back. The rest of

the film describes the fathers' struggles to

get their sons.

A significant part of the plot involves the

relationships between the men and their

ex-wives. The film tries to show the com-

plex nature of these relationships while

keeping the wives two-dimensional. It

doesn't work. Likewise, Bill's relationship

with his son is central to the film, but it

is even less interesting than the husband-

wife relationships.

As the central character in a movie on an

emotional, controversial subject. Bill ought

to be fascinating, but he's rarely more than

tiresome. He's angry and determined, but

he never explains why very clearly. Near-

ly all he says about his wife is that she's

a "bloody bitch." This inability to ar-

ticulate may be realistic, but it makes
tedious watching.

Roger, on the other hand, is intelligent

and thoughtftil and he comes to an arrange-

ment with his wife, in a move that Bill

can't seem to make. Roger's part of the

story is compelling.

Both Anthony Hopkins and Jim Broad-

bent give strong performances. Hopkins

makes us feel Bill's frustration, while

Broadbent convincingly show us the

several changes in Roger's character dur-

ing the movie. Harriet Walter and Joanne

Whalley do the best they can with their

limited roles as Bill's wife and girlfriend.

Simon Callow is terrifically slimy as

Roger's lawyer.

In the end, however, strong performances

can't make up for weak characterization.

The Good Father is a disappointment.

• •

OOR COMBO PL/irrBRS

ijM€ you sroffBt>'

t| IS - H ss

TACOVILLA
NOttTHAMPTON
21 CENTER ST

5840673

Bring Your Own
Berr or Wine

AMHBttST
41 BOLTWOOD WALK
'2568217

Beer » Wine
Servta

SPRINCFIBLD
749 SUMNER AVE
7S8 09I9

Bring Your Own
Beer t Wine

Bunnies, baskets

& other goodies

for Easter Giving!

almost no lines in the entire

movie. This happened to a

lot of the characters; they

are seen in the background

but have nothing to do.

What does Steve Gut-

tenberg think he is doing?

He has been in a few

reputable movies and had

seemed to be moving up, but

Police Academy Four is a

big step back down.
However, something must

be said for Bobcat
Goldthwait, his bits in the

movie are funny just

because of his mentally

disturbed style, but his

scenes are too sparse to do

anything to help the rest of

the show.

Treat this motion picture

the same way you should

treat cliches: avoid it like

the plague.

^amherst/nofthompton I I

daily and sundoy I I

^*nS^r^.

'—-TK \ \'\- i\ ( .^1 .V^'V-. l.X

"^-^
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^. »./ tv .
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By JIM COLE
Collegian Staff

This certainly has not

been a good week for

movies. Last Friday, two
sure fire winners opened
across the country, Burglar
and Police Academy 4:

Citizens on Patrol.
Thankfully, I haven't seen

Burglar, Whoopi Goldberg's

new movie, but I heaj* it's no

masterpiece. However. I

was graced with Police

Academy 4 while I was in

New York last weekend,

and my friends wanted to

see it. I protested, but peer

FRIDAY

^ FILM
••

pressure (and the desire to

stick together), won out.

Please, I beg you! Don't see

this movie' There are

maybe two funny jokes, and

no plot whatsoever. Spare

yourself the agony, and save

your money. Wait until a

decent film comes along.

Thankfully, there are

some good films and events

in the smaller theaters in

the area. The Calvin
Theater in Northampton is

trying something new:

Psychotronic Films at Mid-

night, jwit like the Midnight

movie madness at the malls.

One film will be shown Fri-

day and Saturday nights

this month. This weekend,

the "rather kinky tale of

survival" in the post atomic

world, A Boy and his Dog,

will be shown. Nosferatu,

The Vampire, and It's Alive,

that classic tale of a mutant

baby with a fondness for

milkmen, follow in the next

two weeks. Admission is

$4.00. so give it a try.

The Amherst Cinema is

also making life very dif-

ficult. This entire month,

such varied films like The

Grapes of Wrath. Harold

and Maude. Out nf Africa.

15 point rosette, from a Pascal program written using Smith College's

DI-3000 graphics package. Graphics by Adam Lavine.
NO MASTERPIECE - Whoopi Goldberg and Bob Goldthwait wander

through the streets of San Francisco as they plot mischief in the new film

Burglar.

The Mission, even Morons

from Outer Space, are

featured. With pre-

registration time coming up

and finals lurking behind,

it's a case of perfect timing.

Even recent films like

Aliens and The Fly are com

ing up in late May. though

the wonderful thing is that

we're all out of here by that

time. If only these great

films, along with too many
more to mention here, could

have been shown during the

miserable months of

February and March
instead.

The International
Working Women's Film
Series is still running on

campus. Small Happiness;

Women ufa Chine.<ie Village.

features women speaking

out about customs in rural

China like footbinding. the

new birth control policy,

etc.. and will be shown on

April 16th You Hair
Struck a Rock! details the

history of black African

women's fight against op-

pression, and will be shown
on April 23. The movies will

be presented on consecutive

Thursdays in 104 Thompson
Hall at 7 p.m.. and discus-

sions by women from the

regions detailed in each film

will follow.

On a final note. The
Academy Awards are over

for another year, but ap
plications for the Nieholl
Screen writing
Fellowships are being ac

cepted until June 1. The
fellowships will provide
$20,000 to as many as seven

recipients, and the winners
will be announced on
September L For any script-

writers out there, that
money and exposure could

be a real career boost. Keep
writing.

FOUR SEASONS
584-8174 • Rt 9 Hadley

"THE BEST STUFF CHEAP"

THIS WEEKS SUPER SPECIAL
MOLSON GOLDEN BOTTLES

$13.49 a case!

CASE SPECIALS

Bud $11.99

Busch $9.99

Molson Golden bottles $13.49

Becks light or Dark $17.99

Schmidtz 16oz bar bottles $8.75

Carling Black Mabels $6.99

SIX PACK SPECTACULARS
ROLLING ROCK 12oz ro«k»roflv. $3.25

LABATTS BEER/ALE »Fromconodawm,i«y"$3.69

HOPFENPERLE run bo<M«<i. n** mo* wmi of bMrt$3.49

DAB Orab a Dab, A lltN* Dob win do ya ~ 94.49

SAM ADAMS Den1i«epWyeu*MttMwhHMO«vouityM-94.9T

12 PACK SUPER BARGAIN

SCHEAFER 12pk (Dad's Old Favorite)

$3.99 12-pk ^\

The One To Have When You're having More Than Fun

BIG BOOZE BARGAINS
Cheap Vodka H^icy . own $8.99 1 .75L

Gin Swill B..h,ubfr..h $8.99 1.75L

Road House Ruin WhtnO«llvcryCounU..$11.99 Another Happy
Four Seasons
Customer

Seagrams Peach Wine Cooler - $3.49 4-pk

KEGS? WE'VE GOT EM CHEAP. WE DELIVER.

THE LOWEST PRICES ON THE BEST STUFF.

WERE ON RT 9 HADLEY PAST BURGER KING, COME SEE US!

6th Annual Season Opening

SAVE UP TO 80%
during this fantastic

Season-Starter" sale

se\e

Sports

*•%!*>» I
AMHERST • 1 E Pleasant Street / 549- 6904
NORTHAMPTON • 15 State St. / 584- 1016

GREENFIELD • Mohawk Mall 7 773-5572

Kathryn Selby
shines on piano
By YU JEN DENNiS CHEN
Collegian Staff

Australian pianist Kathryn Selby gave an outstanding

concert consisted of works by romantic and impressionistic

composers Tuesday evening at Bowker auditorium.

Selby chose the second set of impromptus by Schubert

as her opening piece. Light and spontaneous in character,

these four impromptus were among the most well known

works of Schubert. Selby's playing made these long and

difficult pieces seem effortless. Her elegant and graceful

style laid a strong impression on the audience.

Selby went on to show that she is able to play with

tremendous power and brilliance with the third sonata

of Chopin. Created at the time when Chopin was at the

peak of his creative power, this was a sonata with melodic

lines of great beauty. Selby brought the first half of the

concert to a magnificent close with the forceful last move

ment of this sonata.

The second half of the program was filled with more

rarely played and more adventurous pieces. Fantasia on

an Ostinato by modern composer Corigliano was very

refreshing for its exotic melodies. Impressionistic works.

Debus.sy's L'Isle joyeuse and Ravel's Alhorada del

gracioso. were very much fantasy-like pieces. Liszt's Rhap

sodie Espagnole was selected as the concluding piece of

the concert for its triumphant characteristic. Kathryn

Selby displayed her ability as a piano virtuoso with (hi-

powerful and technically demanding piece.

The program was chosen and arranged very well Most

of the classical music lovers were able to enjoy the first

part of the program because of the popularity of the pico-

After the intermission, Selby brought the audience int«,

a fantasy land. The music were chosen with great diver

sity. With the great playing of Selby, the audience were

moved regardless of the fact that these works required

them to stress their comprehension of music. Tender and

slow moving works were selected as the opening pieces

while sparkling and forceful piece were chosen for the

endings.

After seeing this remarkable concert, there was ab

solutely no doubt in my mind that Kathryn Selby would

continue to impress all people world wide. It was quite

a pity that not many people had the chance to appreciate

this prime performance.

The cast of Tracers, a play about the Viet-

nam war, appearing tonight at the FAC.

gHEEHAl\f|n

m|ipi:iii:KltJ

Curtis T & the Kicks formerly: Mannish Boys

47T0FRIDAY
alley Blues w/Ken Johnson

4712$UNDAY
Startin

inson

24 Pleasant St., Northampton • 586-4258
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The Feelies to play Bluewall
By JOHN SWANSON
Collegian Staff

In the final weeks of REM's "Pageantry

Tour USA,'* the infamous Athenians

traversed the northeast states with a New
Jersey quintet for their opening act.

Although The F€'>lie8 managed to im-

press the droves of REM fans in those

multi-thousand seat venues, they appeared

much more at home on the 5* x 8' Iron

Horse stage a few weeks earlier. When per-

forming, these soft-spoken musicians from

Haledon, New Jersey tend to overlook

stage presence and concentrate their

notable talents on music.

Fortunately The Feelies will be taking to

the stage of the not-so-ominous Bluewall

Cafeteria (capacity: 750) tomorrow evening.

The UPC production will be opened by

Soma Holiday, a New York foursome

ed from a bizarre entertainment medium
in Aldous Huxley's book Brave New World

(Soma Holiday took their name from the

novel as well).

For Crcuy Rhythms, their first LP, The

Feelies consisted of Million, Mercer, bassist

Keith DeNunzio and drummer Anton Fier

(DeNunzio and Fier took aliases for the

album). The debut LP was acknowledged

by the few who bought it as a fine job.

After Crazy Rhythms, The Feelies

separated to pursue other projects. Fier

went on to play for The Golden Palominoes,

The Lounge Lizards and Laurie Anderson.

Mercer and Million recorded the sound-

track for the film Smithereens in 1982. The

two guitarists also began playing with

Yung Wu, The Willies, Dr. Robert and The

Eno-esque Trypes. In 1984, The Trypes —
Mercer, Million, bassist Brenda Sauter and

rhe Feelies" latest LP, The Good Earth,

has received healthy airplay on college

radio: "The High Road" is the most fre-

quently spun tune on the album, with its

joyful guitars and murky vocals.

Listeners who are unfamiliar with The
Feelies' sound, often equate their style to

other American groups, dubbing them
"another REM band." Despite the fact that

Peter Buck's production of The Good Earth

may have affected their sound, The Feelies

actually have a few years on the Georgia

band.

The Feelies began back in 1976, the

brainchild of guitarists Glenn Mercer and
Bill Million. The band's name was deriv-

drummer Stan Demeski — released the EP
The Explorer's Hold.

Meanwhile The Feelies were slowly,

sporadically being resurrected as The
Trypes lineup, along with percussionist

Dave Weckerman. began performing now
and then. In 1985. The Feelies embarked
on an alarmingly successful US tour.

Early last year, they recorded The Good
Earth and performed in Jonathan Demme's
film Something Wild. In November, they

released a four song EP No One Knows.
The Feelies' current tour brings them to

UMass. Tickets are $3 for general public,

$2 for students. The show is sf>onsored in

part by the Board of Governors.

CHINESE KITCHEN bi
FAST SERVICE - GREAT PRICES

Try our

Moo Shu Pork

$3.95

#23 Szechuan Gai Ding,

Swee & Sour Pork, Fried Rice

$4.95

#22 Chicken Wings,

Sweet & Sour Pork,

Fried Rice

$3.90

#24 Volte Kew (Beef)

Onion and Green Pepper
Chicken Wing, White Rice

$3.90

TRY OUR LUNCHEON — DINNER SPECIALS
Only $1.49 before 3 pm, $1.90 after 3 pm

Eat in or Take Out
HOURS: Sunday Noon - 10 pm, Mon - Sat 11;30 - 10pm

2 LOCATIONS

430 Russel St (Rt 9)

HADLEY - 253-2571
150 King St

NORTHAMPTON — 586-8220

the Feelies
A UPC PRODUCTION

Soma Holiday

^T, APRIL U

UMASS STUDENTS %2
GEN. PUBLIC %i

ricKrrtOMMUl at tu umumtio

• MAMBT NKOnOt CASH BAR WIJH ID

Batman lives!
By STEPHEN BAYER
Collegian Correspondent

The character of Bat-

man, createcl by Bob Kane
in 1939, was truly a

frightening figure. Based

on other mysterious pulp

fiction characters of the

time, such as the Shadow,

Batman was unique

among the superhero set.

Relying only on cunning,

terror and superb athletic

skills, the Batman was a

grim avenger of the night

who meted out his own
brand of justice.

Then in the 60's, Bat-

man received his own
television show. The
prime-time version of Bat-

man was both a blessing

and a curse. While expos-

ing Batman to the masses

and infusing him into pop

culture, the TV series was
deliberately campy and its

absurdity replaced the

original image of the

Caped Crusader as a dark

and somber figure.

Now, a few artists and

writers have succeeded in

recreating the grim,

firightening Batman of

years past. Chief among
these is Frank Miller who
crafted the book most
responsible for Batman's
comeback. The Dark
Knight. This was, un-

doubtedly, the best comic

book series of 1986. Miller

must be congratulated not

only for his excellent story

and artwork in Dark
Knight, but for presenting

it in such a way as to at-

tract considerable atten-

tion outside the comics

world.

The Dark Knight is a

powerful saga about
disillusionment and the

necessity of survival. An
aged Batman once again

dons his costume after

years of retirement to con-

quer new and more
dangerous criminals which

threaten to destroy the ci-

ty he has sworn to protect.

It is as much a battle with

himself, as the Batman
questions his very own
motives and all-consuming

obsession with justice. For

its impact both within and
outside the comic book in-

dustry. The Dark Knight is

assuredly one of the best

comic book series ever

published.

Less than overwhelming
have been some of the re-

cent attempts to capitalize

on the success erf The Dark
Knight. Most notable
among these is the Batman
:Year One a series in the

regular Batman comic
book. The storyline dealing

with corruption is ex-

cellent, but author Prank
Miller should be reminded
that the title of the book is

Batman. Nevertheless, the

story is above-par even for

today's high comic book
standards and the art, by

David Mazzuchelli, is

deceptively cartoonish
while displaying gritty

realism.

Still a cult figure in the

'SO's, Batman is regaining

his mystique and sense of

purpose. If he were still

alive, creator Bob Kane
would be smiling.

iio'i^
Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-5141

Join Us Friday For The

"GATEWAY TO THE WEEKEND"
With FREE Buffalo Wings From 4 pm till they last

WITH MORE HOT FOOD TO FOLLOW!!

BEER OF THE MONTH: Sam Adams - $1 25

DRINK OF THE WEEK: April Showers - $1.50

APRIL 14TH-APRIL 2 1ST

PASSOVER CARDS

nOD

mM
QraUeofft

A wide range of designs,

embellished by Michel

Schwartz,

renowned Judaic

artist, to answer a

special sending

situation.

AT

PASSOVEH
m
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson
Smithereens

By Sarah Smith

Well, ttils is getting nowtiere fast."

"WcuH this lawlessness on the part ofthe defen-

dants or an attempt to stop lawlessness?"

— Defense attorney Leonard Weinglass

A/o ^se Too Tr:^:^\

Doonesbury By Garry Tmdeau
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Tonight's Crew By Xerox
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Gordy By Gorde
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ATTENnON AU STAFF

• There will be a staff nneeting tomorrow

at 4 p.m. in the newsroom. Attendence is

vital and mandatory.
• Elections are approaching —any staff

member wishing to run for a board of

editors position must submit an application

to Carol T. by April 2 1 . Details at meeting

CROSS-

WORD

PUZZLE

Diagonal:

1. Largest College Daily in

New England; Sounds
like Norwegian; The
Massachusetts Daily...

Menu
Lvnch Basics Lunch

Pizza

Tuna Oriental

Pizza

Tuna Oriental

Dinner Basics Dinner

Chopped Beefsteak Special

Seafood Crabmeat Ncwburg
Sweet and Sour Tofu

Seafood Crabmeat Ncwburg

Weather

Today: Sunny, highs in the low 60s

Tonight: Colder, lows in the 30s

Tommorrow: Sunny, looking to a nice weekend

Today's Staff
Night Editor William Spain

Copy Editor John Swanson

Layout Technician Rob Catalano

Photo Technician Byrne Guarnotta

Production Supervisor Mark Infield

Production: Connie, Laura, Keith, Judy, Lisa

and Joe the driver

Execative Board --Spring of 1987

KELLY SIEGER
Editor la Clil«r

WAffCY KLIHCENEK PHIL SERAFIHO
MHorial Editor

STEVE RUBIH
B«slMM MuMg«r

AVSEL ZIVTER
Prodoctloa MaMgtr

Business Board — Spring of 1987

STEVE KUBn
KaiMM Maaagtr

PATRICE LAWSKY

PAUL H. LBSSBB
JMviftUlaf SalM lUMftr

ClAIC lAQGLB
Clfcalalloa MsMfOff

VASBSSA ROTH
Haaac* Maufcr

RARBS HOLLAHD
trtocHpHoa Mtrnfr
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if women's lacrosse vs. Harvard
continued from page 20

scoring Kate Felsen drove
straight in from a free posi-

tion and beat UMass goalie

Pam Stone (four saves),

making it 4-3 The half end
ed at score, but the Gazelles

could have had two more,

only to have them nullified

by illegal entry to the

crease.

Harvard tied the game at

23:34 of the second half as

Kelly McBride broke in

from the deep left corner

and entered the goalmouth
unmolested, where she easi-

ly beat Stone to make it 4-4.

That deadlock was short-

lived, though, when Gazelle

attacker Cathy Fuhrman
broke straight downfield.

deked a defender about 10

feet out, and beat Dermody
to give UMass the lead for

good at 20:57.

UMass was beginning to

look like the wide-open

team, especially when
Gnswold and Armstrong

broke on a two-on-one
break, Armstrong finishing

it off after taking a pass

from Griswold all alone and
scoring froin five feet out at

18:00.

At 15:05, Griswold scored

off a free position to make it

7-4, but Harvard came stor-

ming back on goals by
Joslin and Everling to make
it 7-6 with 7:46 left.

Murphy's second goal off

a free position made it 8-6

with 6:02 to go, and
Griswold finished off her

afternoon with two more
goals. The first came on a

pass from Murphy out front,

and then Griswold created

the prettiest goal of the day
but cutting out front from
below, crossing to the right,

and then, with her back to

the goal, throwing the ball

over her shoulder past a

stunned Dermody. That
made it 10-6 with 1:34 to go.

Harvard added a pair of

late goals, but it was all

academic.

Heavy weekend for
UMass track teams

1

By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Correspondent

Both the men's and women's track team
will be in action over the weekend as long

as the weatherman cooperates with New
England.
The women will be competing at the

Smith Invitational, running into such op-

ponents as the University ofVermont and
the University of New Hampshire.
The men will be facing a tough Univer-

sity of Maine team with the University
of Rhode Island and New Hampshire also

competing.

Because rfthe renovation being done on
the University of Massachusetts track,

both meets are taking the place of the

UMass Relays, one of the few home meets
that was scheduled for the season.

For the women's team this will be a
more crucial weekend. It will be the last

chance to qualify for the New England
meet. The Minutewomen, plagued by in-

juries, are onning offa heartbreaking loss

to Springfield College.

"With tough teams such as Vermont

and New Hampshire it should be ex-

citing," UMass coach Kalekeni Banda
said.

Barbara Cullinan. who was recently

voted by her teammates as Most Valuable
Player, will lead the team into the meet.
The team will be taking it easy over the
next few days to rest up.

The men's team will be in a free-for-all

meet. All four teams have a chance of

coming home with a first-place showing.
The Minutemen have had the same pro-

blem as the other spring teams. They
have not been able to do important
workouts because of the cold, rainy

weather. Luckily for UMass, many run-

ners have already qualified for the New
Englands through the indoor season.

"We did very well against Dartmouth
and New Hampshire last weekend. I am
anxious to see how we follow up across the

board in all events. We have decent depth
in each event, especially the jumps. Our
sprint and hurdle crew can score well in

dual meets," UMass coach Ken O'Brien
said.

Collegian photo by Paul Franz

High-scoring freshman Scott Hiller,

foreground, and the rest of the Gorillas will bat-

tle the University ofNew Hampshire tomorrow
at 1 p.m. in Durham.

Looking For A Seder? Join Ours!

CHABAD HOUSE
30 No. Hadley Rd, Amherst

549-4094

Call Now For Reservations

Students - $7.00 ^

:
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Women's tennis to entertain Providence College
If the weather holds out for the rest of the week, the

University of Massachusetts women's tennis team will try

to recapture some of its lost face against Providence Col-

lege tomorrow at 11 a.m. at the Boyden Courts.

With the lifting of the rain, the Minutewomen were able

to squeeze in a couple of days of practice at the end of the

Last week the Minutewomen were shut out by the

University of Connecticut and have been hindered by the

rains of the past few days.

ACTIVITIES •AUDIO
AUTO FOR SALE 'CALCULATORS

ENTERTAINMENT • FOR RENT

FOR SALE • FOUND
HELP WANTED 'LOST

week and are concerned with their performances.

"We were just getting our act together and the rains

threw us off. You can't lay off for four days straight and

expect to play the same," captain Judy Mclnis said.

Mclnis said that Wednesday the whole team looked tired

and played badly. "The rain really affected us," she said.

She also felt Providence may have an edge over the

Minutewomen because they have indoor courts and have

been playing through the downpours while the

CLASSIFIED

Minutewomen have boen waiting it out.

"Hopefully the weather will lift our spirits," Mclnis said,

anticipating a positive weather forecast for the weekend.

Coach Deedie Steele was unavailable for comment, but

was optimistic after the last meet.

The match will be the second of the season for UMass.

Following the Friars, the Minutewomen will play Bates

College and Smith College before the Atlantic 10 cham-

pionship, scheduled for next Friday and Saturday.

-:>{!» ...o^Us^.^^^afcOft. iltfitil> jjttttiiV niWtv><<*X

INSIRUCTI0N«M0T0RCYLCLES
PERSONALS 'RIDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED 'SERVICES
ROOMATE WANTED* TRAVEL

WANTED* SUBLET

COME TO THE COLlEGiAN OFFICE - CC 113 MON^HURS e:30.3;30 (FRI • 2:30) > DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION CASH IN ADVANCE. 15*/W0RD/0AY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

WMUA WOULD LIKE FRIENDS OF
THE LATE THEILE VALDINA TO CALL
JAMES DUNBROOK AT (518) 392-4275

Vary Important. Thanks

WMUA STATION BODY meeting lonighl

rtominations wdl be opened lor next years

board positions Call 5-2876 lor location

THREE ANIMALS DIE in U S Labs every

second Find out what you can do Come
to the Animal RiaMs Coalition meeting to

day. 4PM 306 Sll

CAR WASH!! IS your car filthy' CUSP is

sponsofing a car wash on Sat April 1 1 from

lOAPM Car wash held in lot 31 (by GRC)
only $1 50 per car

AUDIO

SELLING OHM SPEAKERS 100W &
Brother typewriter Cheap' Call 6-7921

BECifvER.n'UflNTABLE. GOOD car

Iridge, equilizer Good and cheap 6-9152

(leave message

)

AUTO rOR SALE

1965 ford" FALCON a^ cream put!

256-6920

82 SUBARU BRAT. ExreTlent shape 2.6O0

549-7529

1978 SCIRHOCO RUNS excelleni needs

brake worK $800 00 or BO call Jim

256-1387

79 RABBIT AM/FM. no rusl. excellent con-

dition. $950, call 253-3568

MUST^SELir73^i7ste7^Slant 6 $200 00

Michael after 5 00 549-5932

3 CRAZY GORILLAS will take over cam-

pus Gorilla Grams Call 546-9152/7654

1984^HbNDA ACCORD must sell, A/C

AM/FM cass and more call 546-1094

MUSTANG FOR SALE-1968 call 546-6761

tor details ask lor Herb

1 977 CHEVY MALIBU good transportation

$500 or BO 256-8673 Barry

1983 RENAULT^ FUEGO sports coupe

5-speed excellent condition asking $2800

1978 Toyota Cofola 2-door 5-&peed no rusl

good condition low milage $800 Call

546-1485 ask for Donna

75 TOYOTA COROLLA runs extremely

well. Rebuilt engine, new alternator $500

546-3204 or leave message at 546-5768

AMDS WANTED

'SWAQ IS LOOKING for bands to play

'

during Southwest week.
• May 5-8 Applications are available
• Now at the SWAG office in Hampden "

•and are due by April 15, 1987 at 5PM '

the list of bands selected will be
• posted on April 21, 1987 Southwest

•

rocks the Pyramids!"

OXER SHORTS WINNERS

SORRY FOLKS. WE lost the prize forms

somewhere Would the best boxer shorts

contest winner come to the Commuter Of-

fice, 404 SUB Ask lor Jose

CUFF MEYERS

AT KATINAS. CHECK out Cliff today at

Kaunas at 3PM. rt 9 Hadley Free season

passes to Pufferbellies to the 1 si 100 peo-

ple thru door

CNTIRTAINMENT

S260 REWARD 1B0RM apt $425 a month

includes all utilities many extras pool, ten-

nis courts, dishwasher and more Take over

June 1st call 665-3450

4 BEDROOM
256-6620

BON JOVI 2 tickets for sale April 11 m
Springfield best offer 549-6041

FOR A OOOO TIME CALL

RACK-A-DISC Entertainment Agency Disc

(ockies, lights, rentals, and mobile video

dances' 549-7144

FOR RENT

SUMMER SUBLET WITH tall option huge
tour isedroom townhouse on busline

Seven-Eleven, package store, laundry, piz-

za, all within walking distance 665-3032

anytime Keep trying

APT starting June 1

2 BEDROOM APT starting June 1

665-8105

PERFECT FOR ONE or two people one

bedroom apartment at Clitfside 400/mo,

utilities included Across from 7/11 bank,

bus stop Sublet in June w/fall option Call

Liz or John, 665-7143

ROOM IN NEW house call Dale 253-9949

between 5 30-6:30

H'YANNIS WALKING DISTANCE to beach

and guides Tastefully furnished 3 bedroom
cape Hardwood floors fireplace, washer

dryer, dishwasher, util inci need 2-3

houcemales $1100 each Toby, 253-7039

Greg 256-8191

TWO SINGLES AVAILABLE m Swiss

Village June 1st with fall option 253-7248

AVAILABLE JUNE 1, 2 badftn Soultiwood

Apt call 256-8829

FOR SALE

CRATE AMP MUST sell' Call Shawn
546-9030

wiUDERSURFER' CLASSIC. 5^or sail

2 daggerboards Excellent condition

Forget Florida $425 Great conversation

piece 549-7842

ATAT COMPUTER 640K disc drive word
processing program included call Bill

546-6390

U2 TICKETS FOR sale all shows 546-8789

200CM FISCHER RACING cuts with

marker M40 Dynafii boots make offer call

Jim 256-1387

FOR SALE 1974 SAAB GL99 front wheel

drive, excellent condition good buy must

see/ tel 584-9181

BIANCHI RACE BIKE. 52cm, Columbus,
Campagnolo. $550 546-4613

MARSHALL LEAD 20 arnp and B C Rich

copy guitar, steal al $325 or BO Call Fred
546-6683

RAYBAN. BOLLE. VUARNET surwiasses

plus look-a-likes Jams, Catchit, ^imhr.i^.

ches shorts, everything discount J- -":

549-7575

GUCCI WATCHES FOR ladies many new
styles only $30 call Brian 6-7425

BRAND NEW WOMEN'S black leather

dress lackel size 8, best offer Call Donna
549-4149

U2 TICKETS GOOD seats Worchester
Call Mike 549-4141

FOUND

BLACK CAT FOUND at Brittany Monday
Nt Long hair with collar please call

256-66 4 if he's yours.

FOUND KEYS IN plot at fraternity sorority

Park ID to claim 6-4368

FREE CASH

NEED MONEY? SPEND all your cash on
springbreak' I need your baseball cards

please help' Call Mike 549-0333

HELP WANTED

SUMMER HELp on Cape Cod Experience

not necessary, but preftered Lowden Tree

and Landscape 428-4272

WE ARE looking for someone to do child

care one evening a week and occasional

overnights Must have transportation Call

584-9057

WANTED PART TIME bus drivers for Nor-

thampton to Amherst routes $5 to start very

convenient lor Northampton residents

Work schedule arranged around your class

schedule 586-1909

FREE INTERVIEWS. CAPE Cod s hottest

restaurant-bar complex Interview

weekend, Saturday, Apnl 26, 10-4. Sunday
April 26. Noon-4 Season May 21- Sept 7

and more Guide Murphy's, Corner of West
Mam Street and Sea Street. Hyannis, Ma,

come on down'

THE CENTER FOR popular economics has

openings for 2 administrative assistants

Both |0bs would start in May A |0b descrip-

tion IS posted in Thompson 829, or call

Tasha at 545-0743 for more information

Application deadline; April 10

GROUNDS WORKERS WANTED at Pine

Grove Golf Course Call 584-4570 lor

interview

SUNNY 2 BEDROOM apt Mam Street take

over lease June 1-Dec 31 $480 incI

everything after 5 253-5529

TAKE OVER OUR lefse starting June 1

$405 plus, 2t>drm hoi water incI on bus

route 665-3041

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS
We hire early lor good summer painters m
New England $5-7/hour Age and ex-

perience not a concern We will tram you

Inlormation session will be held Thursday.

April 16, 1 00 and 4 00 C C rm 803 The

organized students 800-4242468

THE SGA BUDGETS committee has two

paid positions open a work-study assistant

chair at lOhours /wee and a regcalr hourly

auditor at 5 hours per week Additionally at

tending, budget committee meetings three

days a week » requested applicants should

be undergraduates and be willing to work

hard in a presonsible manner Applications

are available in 420 SUB deadline is April

15 at 4 00PM Women and people of coloi

are encouraged to apply the SGA is an

AA/EOE

THE B/«LSAMS GRAND Resort Hotel,

located high m tl ,e White Mountains ol New
Hampshire is seeking help lor our 1987

summer session (Mid May to late October)

Preference is given those that are able to

remain lor the entire season, but we will

consider those with departure dates of mid

September as well For more information

and application call or write Ed Wilson The

Balsams, Dixville Notch NH 03576
(603)255-3400 ext 2666

LIFEGUARD AND OR siwiimnlns Inatuc-

tor for Ashlield Town Beach Applicant

must be at least 18 years old and hold

current Red Cross certilication. Employ-

ment offered Irom early June thru early

Sept Submit resume to the Ashfield

Parti Comm.. Town Hall Ashfield Mass.

01330 before April ISth.

STUDENT NOTES AND printing service

accepting applications 4/10-4/17 lor pro-

duction manager bookkeeper, and offset

printer Experience preferred Apply 401

SU

INTERCOLLEOIATE HORSE SHOW

COME TO " THE UnTversily ol

Massachusetts Intercollegiate Horse Show
and watch UMass compete against 15

teams on the flat and jumping April 11,

1987 Saturday 9-4 Refreshments available,

free admission.

JUOOLE TILL YOU DROR

WHAT? YOU MISSED the Hampshire con

vention? Well, you can still learn how to jiig-

gle tree today al the UMass Juggling Club

meeting, today. 3-5 30 Good weather,

campus pond, bad weather, check informa-

tion desk.

KATINA'S

CLIFF MEYER'S LIVE at Kalinas Friday

April 10 3-7PM first 100 people receive

season pass, to Pufferbellies on the cape
be there"

LOST

HiLPt LOST MY tape recorder at Bartlett

Auditorium on 3/4/87 Class Bio 100B
reward no questions asked 549-7740

SILVER ROPE CHAIN. Totman lockers no

questions Sentimental value Reward call

6-4437

BUTTERFIELD KITCHEN IS accepting ap
plications lor assistant manager and ac-

countant through April 10 Job is lor 87/88

academic year Applications available in

ButtertielO Kitchen Office

MANAGER TRAINEES NOW hiring

Amherst Hawaii Boston Long island, or

Dallas 50 openings Excelleni pay ex-

cellent working conditions Full or part-time

Call Willie at 549-7793

FULL AND PART lime positions available

very flexible hours and excellent working

conditions Conveniently located in the

center ol Amherst You can earn up to $20

an hour with salary and commissions Con-

tact Target Enterprises lor an interview Ask

fO' Keith 549-7793

PAINTERS WANTED: MUST be over 21

Experience prelerred Full-time summer
employment We II soonsor good painters

to take Mass nggeis e«am Good work

conditions and good pay Information ses-

sions will be held on Tnursday, April 16 1 OC

and 4 00 C C rm 803 Colloge Pro Painters

800-424-2468
HAPPY EMRTHDAY 8TA Lova Puppy

INTERESTED IN A career in advertising'

Come hear John Verret and John Reed
from Ingalls Ad Agency (Boston) Tues

April 14 7 00 CC 917 sponsored by the

Marketing Club

TOM CRUISE IN Top Gun Thursday April

16lh in the Campus Center Auditorium

3 00 show $2 00, 5.7,9,11 shows $2 50

come early and beat the crowd'

AffENTION MAUREEN PELLEGRI hey

old lady' 'Vou are turning 22 on Sunday-

does that mean you are ready lor Geritol''

Anyhow have the best lime ever and in-

clude a toast 10 your rich and famous fulurel

I love you. Sheila

AMY K. HAPPY 22! Sorry I won t be here

to celebrate with you Have a great day'

Love Kathleen

SCOTT LITTLE- YOU sexy and wonderful

trumpet player happy 19th birthday Love

Beverly

TOM LYNCH • HAPPY birthday' We ve en-

loyed your late night calls, but we think we
owe you one' Your friends in 702
Washington

HONG- HOPE YOU have a great birthday'

From Beverly and Alyson

NEW YORK CI'TY daytrip April 18, $25
roundtrip Act 546-4723

BLACK LEATHER FROM SDT must have

il backi No questions' Reward 546-7548

JEAN JACKET AT Pike on 4/2 please

return to Chris 6-8558

LOST KEYS (W a bottle opener k)st Thurs-

day call 546-9734

LOST KEYS AT Pike 4/4/87 ol found call

6-1476

I NEED A lOom mate to share my palatial

Pultlon Village Apt This summer Musi

cians especially welcome Dave 549 1616

IF YOU ARE a lemale and looking lor an

apt lor tall semester only contact Jennifer

at 6 9704

1 ROOMMATE WANTED~lo^ Share 1

bedroom apt Brandywine w/2 females call

546 8208 or 546-8643 evenings

SERVICES

TUTORING. SUBSTITUTE TEACHING n

business management marketing,

finance, investment & microcomputers $7

per hour Neg 536-5006 leave message

LASER TYPING SERVICE Have your

resume, paper or thesis professionally

typeset Best rates m town Call Rick at

549-0173 after 6PM

SANDY; MY FAVORITE crew member
good luck Saturday' Mike

••"HAPPY 19TH BIRTHDAY Krisline"

'

Have an awesome day tomorrow' Live it

up" Love ya, Carolyn, Lisa. Cheryl, and

Japes

HEAT mISER^GOT any virgin chips leff

Still lovin' that story after 365 Here s to

Maui and Mailbu I love you The Hedge

MELISSA BABY-YOU sexy goddess like

beautiful woman Wishing you the best tor

the big 19" think Mexico Happy birthday

Irom the 4th and your two wonderful room-

mies love you!

SUE BRADY-LOTS a luck tonight' We
know you'll be great') Love. Sisters of TBS

CHRISTINE G. I love you Thanks for a

great year and many more to come Love

your L K -Eric

HAPPY BIRTHDAY HECKETYoure the

t>est! It's your weekend kkl. go wild More
great times to cornel Love, Julie

IF YOU SEE Leslie Smith today give her a

happy birthday kiss' You know Leslie she's

at every party you've ever been to Happy
birthday, we love you! The Roommies

JENNIFER SUE HOLTZ happy 20lh bnlay

I love you anonymous

HAPPY BIRTHDAY STACIA let's make it

a good one Puppy

SMILES GO TO Pike on Saturday let me
respond Steve

KIM THESE PAST tow years have been
better than I thought possible You are the

best thing that has ever happended to me
Happy anniversary lover -Collin

HEIDI HAPPY 21 ST birthday! I wonder it

you're al that age'> Get your list ready, tha

party starts soon Alex's Love, Audry AKA
Terry

BOY WAS I wasted I losted my green ski

lacket in North Amherst' Brandywine? Pine

Street' Contact Bill 549-0210

LOST WHrre JEAN lackeTat Pike, 4/2 with

2 keys on gold claridge Hotel Key chain

please return, it is my only jacket call

6-9254

LOS'T BLUE RING bound notebook if found

please call 546 9724

'MARJIi KAUFMAN'

HAPPY 20TH BIRTHDAY Marjie- to a g7eal

sister, who is always there when I need her'

Love Joe

HEY JERKFACE! SORRY I m not there,

but you know I'll be there at dawn -I always

am' Happy 20lh Christopher I promise we
will celebrate in style! I'll be singing |ust lor

you I love you, Kathleen

JEANA^HAPPY 20 birthday' Love the

sisters and pledges of Delta Zeta

CbOLIDGE FEMALE, WESTPalm Springs

break (almost missed plane) short, tan,

brunette, 1 25 Badmitton -What's up'

PROFESSIONAL TYPINO SERVICE

CASES. P/iPERS7 DISSERTATIONS.
theses, fast, accurate, dependable, on-

campus, reasonable 584-7924, Nancy

MOTORCYCLE$

1977BULTACO PURSANG Fox 250 needs

minor work very last $250 00 or B O call

Jim 256-1387

PERSONALS

RESUME TYPESETTING SERVICE
Have your resume professionally typeset

The best quality type, not a word processor

Sixteen different type styles to choose Irom

Takes only 3 days costs $25 and any

changes I'll do lor FREE Come down to the

Collegian Graphics Office (113 Campus
Center) and speak to Peter Soderberg

MEET NEW PEOPLE! Get great ex

penence' Come write lor New England s

largest college daily The Collegian is in 1 1

3

Campus Center, right behind the T V

Come down and check us out'

LOVE TO DANCE? Tryouts lor UMass
minutes kicklinfr-danceleam coming the

third week m April Lots ol fun, great way

to keep m shape. Meet tons of new people

Watch lor us'

RIDE WANTED

TO NORfHERN"N7j„ Port ol Aulhonly in

N Y , or the George Washington Bridge for

Apnl 13, Monday. Passover holiday' III split

ttie gelt, and even give you the Alicomen
"

gelt, because I find il every year Call Jen,

253-2807, late at night

ROOMMATE WANTED

LARGE ROOM IN Squire Village available

until June 1 One or two people lor

250/nonth Respectively Also can sublet

tor summer 665-2287

SPARKY

I AM THE red. you are the blue, let s make
some purple, and I love you Happy one

month anniversary Yours, Kitty

SPRING B.i.a.

SQUIRE VILLAGE-TWO b»droom/two
bathroom townehouse Take over lease

w/fall option or sublet Call Jane al

6652203

SPACIOUS TWO-BEDROOM apartment m
Sunderland ntteds summer occupants with

tall option A tnwnehouse with new
Oishwashei 1 . bath and wall to wall

carpeting me apartment is within seconds

ol 7 11. laundromat video store, pizza

place, pool hall package store, swimming

pool and bus route Low rent Call anytime

665-8405

TAKE OVER OUR lease, 1 large bedroom
apartment $3l6/month, Colonial Village

Available lor the summer with fall option

You pay only halt ol June's rent Call Ed
die at 253-2084

SWAS NOMINATION PAPERS

NOMINATION PAPERS ARE now avaiable

lor Southwest Ate.i Government President,

Vice-President and treasurer in the SWAG
office in Hapdtm Papers are due Friday

April 10 al 5 00 PM in the SWAG Office

TYPING SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING, PAPERS, letters

resumes etc Meticulous proofreading

Editing available New IBM lypewnier Call

549-0367

SPRING B B.Q. COMING May 9th

Volunteers needed lo organize and work at y2 FANS
event Great tun Planning meeting on

Tuesday April 14th at 6 15 PM 404 SUB •

545 2145 • TICKETS FOR SALE Good seals

Worcester
• call Mike 549-4141

SPRING FLINO

HELPWITH SPRING Fling' Come to Cen
tral Area Government meetings at 8 00 on

Tuesdays

ST. JUDE

THANK YOU AGAIN! Seldom do your
prayers go unanswered I am very grateful

SUBLET

SUMMER SUBl£T WITH fall option house

on Lincoln Ave- beautiful sunroom Jill

549-6873

LARGE FULLY FURNISHED house Cable

Sbedrooms near bus stop very clean This

house IS Ideal!!' Rent negotiable Call us"

253-5885

UMASS VOLLYBALL

UMASS VOLLYBALL GOOD luck this

weekend This is our day ol glory' Kick mils

bull we will be NE champs this year good
shower tunes are a must let's do it we're

Iresh"

WANTED

PHYSICAL. SPIRITUAL. INTELLECTUAL
health seekers share your knowledge with

the readers ol Sprout, the Earthloods/Peo-

ple's Market Newsletter Typed, double

spaced please drop malenal oH on the 4th

floor S U m the Economic Development of-

fice Address it 10 Jen K, Oaadltne: AprU 15,

f987

SUMMER INHRN

SUMMER INTERN WANTED lor a small

advertising agency m Northampton Ex-

perience all aspects ol advertising Non-

paying Car nacossary. 586-2135

SUMMER JOM

ON CAPE COD at Jason's ol Denmsport

Floor and door personnel, barbacks and

bartenders, waiter and waitresses Accep-

ting applications Mon thru Sat vacation

week from noon to 3 interviews at Clan-

cys 8 Uppercounty Rd Denmsport MA

SUMMER ON CAPE COD

ROOMMATES WANTED: 4BR house in

Hyannis Memorial Day thru labor Day
$1100 each call Chris 549-6273 or

549-6110

SUMMER SUKIT

FOR FALL- YOUR 1 bdrm apl or room in

lemale apt call 546-7026

RESPONSIBLE FULL PROFESSOR and
family seek summer sublet, midJune
through July 3912 W, Oregon St

Evansville Indiana 47712 (812)426-2989

WHArtMSf

IT OOeSNT StWO lorgreat sen/ioed and
social events but that's what we do' Come
to our Sundae Party April 13 7PM CC 903
and find out what were all about (Gamma
Sigma Sigma National Service Sorority

545-2068) RSVP

WANTED TO RENT

MATURE UNDERGRADUATE SEEKING
off-campus room, tor the fall Must be quiet

Call 546-7057 after 11PM or leave

message

UMASS STUDENT LOOKING lor room to

rent near campus during spring break 9-21

10 9-29. Call Mary at 546-1151 Keep trying

SUBLETS/HOUSING NEEDED June 28

Aug 15 Call SBMC 256-8615 9AM-7PM

TWO^BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE in

Squire Village Furnished party Quite, on

bus route 475/mo plus util 665-2287

SUmiMER^SUBLET wTFALL 'option

spacious, clean, 4 bedroom apl on bus

route with 1'/^ baths, utilities, inclusive

256-1338 eves

TWO BEDROOM 1 Vt bath townhouse apt

in Soulhwood available June 1 on bus

route Price negotiable Call 546-7527 or

546-7018

CENTER OF AMHERST single room in

house with fall option $165/month call Mike

2537216

PAY V4 THE rent -sublet our three bedroom

in Puffton this summer and we'll pay '/j the

rent lor you Missy 6 7440

LOOKING FOR 3 bedroom Pulfton Apl

want to sublet lor summer and take over

lease call Herb 546-6761

WANTED-SIOO REWARD a 6 or 7 person

house for next year, near bus route Call

Dave 549-0384 or Patty 549-1733 leave

name and number

SIOOPUFFTON-FOR 2 bedrm apt Lease

in Puffton or Brandywine Please call

6-5331

LOOKING FOR VILLAGE Park, Bran

dywine, or Presidential lease! Call after 5 00
546-6756. 546-6752

ROOM AVAIABLE NOW for nonsmoking
woman in house in Amherst 256-0407 or

263-7682

TWO FEMALES WANTED to share 1

bedroom in Brandywine Apt is complete-

ly lurnished Starting June 1 Call Lisa al

549-4680 Keep trying

FEMALE NONSMOKING ROOMMATE
needed to share room m three bedroom
townehouse apl Call Beth or Chnsty
549-3761

1 MALE NEEDED to share Brandywine Apt

starting June 1 1 mi Irom campus Good
atmosphere Si 70 month plus utilities

549-1384 Slave

$100 REWARD 3 bedroom apt m Amherst

Center call 546-5047 for 546 5028

BEDROOM AVAIABLE IN 2 bedrooir,

apartment Laundry, on bus route, quiet

neat Kate 665-2288

2 BEDROOM APT, available June-Aug

$400/mo or 8 O call 546-8485 or 8487

alter 10PM

SUMMER SUBLET IN lurnished Putflon

apl starting June 1 to Spet 1 Call alter 11

PM or belore 10 AM 549-0106

TWO ROOMS AVAILABLE m brand new

fully lurnished Amherst house Summer
w/fall option Call Laurel or Linda ai

253-9949

3 BEDROOM FURNISHED apl 4a0/month

utilities and cable included on bus route,

swimming pool, tennis ct 665-3671

WANT TO TAKE over lease of off-campus

house near bus route tor next fall and
spnng Call 546-1090 or 253-3894

2 HIGH SPIRITED WOMEN (smokers) look

ing to take over lease on apt or house, or

to share youi place in the fall call Kristie

6-8565

TWO SENIORS LOOKING lor one or two

bedrooms for now until end ol semester

close 10 campus Call Chris or Dave
253-7572

LOOKING FOR 3-BEDROOM in Puffton

reward ottered Lisa 6-7979

$100 REWARD FOR 3 bedroom Puffton

Apartment starting summer or tall call

Rahul 545 3179 or 665-2810

SSSBIG REWARD OFFERED tot 3
bedroom Puffton Apt Lease 253-7927

TAKE OVER LEASE Juna 1, 1 room
Lantern Ci Apt busline 150 plus call

545-3627 days 665-4997 after 7PM ask lor

Ping

LOOKING FOR SINGLE room for the fall

willing 10 pay summer rent call Linda

256-6334

$100 OR OUR Puffton lease for your I

ol house in Amherst area Call Margaral

549-7195.
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SPORTS

Women's lax tops No. 7 Harvard, 10-8
Griswold's four goals key Gazelle victory
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The wait was worth it.

The University of

Massachusetts women's
lacrosse team sat through

two rainouts, desperately

waiting to play its first

home game of the 1987

season. Yesterday at Tot-

man Field, the Gazelles put

an end to the long vigil in

convincing style, beating

7th-ranked Harvard, 10-8.

The win was the second

straight for UMass, now 3-2.

Harvard dropped to 4-3-1.

Senior co-captain Lisa

Griswold, an AU-American,

displayed how she got those

credentials, posting four

goals and an assist, while

freshman sensation Sue
Murphy added a oair of

goals and set up three

others with a great game
below the net.

"Murphy did an excellent

job feeding from behind the

goal, and we were able to

get (Griswold) back into our

offense," UMass coach Pam
Hixon said.

Harvard coach Carole

Kleinfelder had been look-

ing to play a wide-open

game, while Hixon wanted

to counter with tight

defense. It would be Hixon

and her Gazelles who would

win out in this battle of

strategies.

"We were able to control

the tempo, which was im-

portant at the beginning of

the game," Hixon said. "We
played with patience, poise

and a lot of confidence. Har-

vard gave us time to work

our plays and get into a

good rhythm."
The Crimson appeared to

be the ones with the good

rhythm at the start, jump-

ing out to a 2-0 lead on goals

by Charlotte Joslin and

Karen Everling. However,

the Gazelles followed with a

flurry of goals that turned

the pace of the game into

the home favor.

Murphy found Karen
Ravn cutting across the

front. Ravn took the pass

from below and put it into

the top right corner, putting

the Gazelles on the board at

14:05. Less than a minute
later, it was tied when
Becky Bekampis picked up

a loose ball, drove in from

the right side, and rifled it

by Crimson goalie Kelly

Dermody (nine saves).

At 12:13, UMass took the

lead when Murphy curled

out front from her deep posi-

tion, beating the defender

behind the net and putting

the ball in from the left side.

The Gazelles struck again

shortly, when Murphy hit

Griswold with a high pass

from be.hind the net.

Griswold jumped, caught

the ball and threw it into

the net in one motion. That

goal came at 11:45, giving

UMass four goals in 2:30.

Harvard drew within a

goal at 9:59 when high-

continued on page 18

ColleRian photo by Byrnp Guarnulta

Senior Becky Bekampis scored a goal yesterday to help the Gazelles
defeat Harvard, 10-8, and improve to 3-2.

Baseball, softball teams split in Hartford
• Flint's two home runs lead Minutemen m Minutewomen stumble; four games next
By JOE ROBERTS
Collegian Correspondent

HARTFORD-After a week's layoff, the

University of Massachusetts baseball team
yesterday split a doubleheader against the

University of Hartford, losing the first

game, 5-1 and winning the second, 9-2 at

Ray McKenna Field in Hartford.

"I'm not pleased," said UMass head
coach Dick Bergquist.

"We shouldn't have lost to them, it was like

we were in a deep freeze. I did like the way
we came back in the second game. It show-

ed the ability this team has."

The Minutemenjumped out to a 1-0 lead

in the fourth inning gf the first game when
Gary DiSarcina had an infield single and
moved to third on a two-base overthrow.

Sean Flint then singled him in for his first

of four runs batted in on the day.

Hartford came back with four nins in the

bottom of the inning on three hits, three

walks and an error. Starter Steve Allen

lowered his record to 1-1. Kenny Greer
came on in the fifth and pitched scoreless

relief, aided by Matt Sheran's throw to the

plate in the fifth that cut off a run.

In the second game, Mike Chambers lead

off the first with a single. DiSeu-cina and
Sheran followed with singles, Sheran's

plating the first run. Jay Zerner then

doubled home two runs with a shot over the

right fielder's head. Flint then hit his first

home run of the game with no one out to

clean the bases, and it was 5-0 UMass.
Flint also homered in the sixth inning.

Both hits were over the left field fence good

for about 345 feet.

"It's great to get two home runs," said

the co-captain. "Neither ofthem were real-

ly good swings. I didn't hit them the way
I can hit a ball. I had my head down sprin-

ting to first base in case they didn't get

out," said Flint. Steve Kern also homered
in the third inning.

Starter and winner Dave Telgheder us-

ed that lead to pitch six strong innings,

striking out two, walking one and giving

up two runs.

Foul Tips: In the lead ofyesterday's story,

the baseball team was referred to as a "puz-

zle." The word was incorrect. The puzzle

is not the team itself but the season, which
has seen six games postponed due to rain

and numerous reschedulings. . .Bergquist

has named Dmitri Yavis the starter today

against Holy Cross. The sophomore
righthander has worked 9-1/3 innings with

one loss, to San Diego University on the

California trip.

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

HARTFORD, CT - The University of

Massachusetts softball team had its drive

for another Northeast region crown
sidetracked, yesterday, as the

Minutewomen split a doubleheader with

the University of Hartford. UMass dropped

the opener, 3-1, but rebounded to take the

nightcap, 6-1.

The Minutewomen, 13-5 overall, will now
focus their sights on a series of crucial

Atlantic 10 games this weekend. UMass
travels to Philadelphia to face St. Joseph's

University on Saturday, and Temple
University on Sunday.
"We have to put the region aside and con-

centrate on winning the conference cham-
pionship," head coach Elaine Sortino said.

"The loss was very frustrating, because
they (Hartford) dinked us to death with

their hits."

Junior righthander Lisa Rever took the

loss in the first game, falling to 2-3 on the

year, and was the victim of Texas League
hitting by the Hawks. Hartford failed to hit

the ball with any force, but were able to

find the gaps in the UMass defense. Hart-

ford scored single runs in the first, third,

and fourth innings, while UMass could on-

ly generate one run when senior second-

baseman carol Frattaroli scored on a Hart-

ford error with two out in the third.

Even though UMass captured the second

game behind the two-hit pitching of

sophomore righthander Chris Wanner, the

Minutewomen didn't look sharp, with three

of their runs coming from Hawk miscues.

In gaining her sixth win of the season.

Wanner turned in her second impressive

performance in as many days, fanning six

batters and allowing only one run.

The Minutewomen scored three times in

the third, highlighted by a Barbara

Meehan RBI single to left and two Hart-

ford errors. UMass added single runs in the

fourth, fifth and sixth innings to close out

the scoring.

"We were way ahead of ourselves at the

plate. We got anxious in the late innings

and weren't swinging real well," Sortino

said of the first game. "The pitching staff

has been doing a good job, but the one area

where we have to improve is walks. We
gave up two walks in the first game and
they came back to haunt us."

The Minutewomen have a busy week
ahead of them. After returning from Phil

ly, UMass will play doubleheaders against

Adelphi (Tuesday), Maine (Wednesday),

UConn (Thursday), and Penn State (next

Saturday),

Gorillas take on New Hampshire Wildcats tomorrow
J., Tr»«M Mm AM *By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

continued from page 1

scheduled games (13-9 over Delaware and 14-4 over
Boston College). UMass, without a home game so far,

had scheduled games against second-ranked Cornell and
eighth-ranked Brown postponed indefinitely.

UNH, meanwhile, has suffered a similar fate as its Ho-
ly Cross game was postponed this week. The Wildcats
have played just three games since a tough, 04 Spring
Break trip.

But make no mistake, the Gorilla coach's heart doesn't

bleed for his son because if it did. he would have bled

to death last year when his team whomped the Wildcats

twice, 15-7, in the regular season and 16-6 in the first

round of the NCAA playoffs last May on the Hill at

Boyden.
"I know he likes to beat him (Ted). He likes to beat

everyone," said senior co-captain and midfielder Neal

Cunningham.
The more experienced coach does admit to that, but

shrugs off wins and losses when his son is involved.

"We don't sit around and suck lemons and pout," said

Garber, who added that the rivalry isn't too big of a deal.

"It really isn't. It's just something you have to go out

and do. I don't even relish playing against him (Ted) and
I think he feels the same way too.

"When we play, someone has to win or lose. Last year

in the NCAA's I wish we could have played any other

team. But when the whistle blows, we're out to beat each
other."

That does not sit well with his wife, Mary Jane,
however, who in the past, has said publicly that she pulls

for her son.

"It's toughest on my wife. What she tells me every
year, especially this one, is that next year is Teddy's turn.

I say, "Oh no it's not," said the Lacrosse Hall of Fame
inductee. "Her famous line she was quoted as once say-

ing was "I'm rooting for my son because he's my flesh

and blood. My husband is just a very good friend of

mine."
During the nine years the two coaches have gone head

to head, the series has been relatively even, UNH tak-

ing three of four games prior to last season's Gorilla blitz.

While the Wildcats appear out of contention for the
NCAA's, both coaches agree that the team's record is

deceiving. Travelling South in April without any full

field practice, the Wildcats were beaten by Delaware
(9-5), top-ranked Maryland (14-5). North Carolina (13-6)

and Penn State (17-10).

"We took chances. No one else wanted to play North
Carolina in the Loyola Tournament," said Ted Garber,
in his eighth year at UNH. "I'm not the type of coarh
to protect a schedule for the playoffs. Carolina said we
were one of the best teams it has faced. We feel good
about our record. People look at it and say, "Geez, these
guys are really patsies," that's not the way it is."

The Wildcats may be better than their record indicates,

but with the additional losses to Towson State (18-10)

and C.W. Post (16-4), the team obviously has holes. The
<mly UNH win was 9-2 over Stonybrook.

Coming off the NCAA-tournament season, the

Wildcats have had to deal with the departure of six

starters including the starting goalie and an AU-
American middie. Gone are Andy Soma, the highly

regarded netminder that only UMass was able to

frustrate, twice. Also gone is Tom Arrix, who tallied

twice against the Gorillas in the team's tournament loss,

as is defenseman John Silverio, middie Stevie Fay, and
attackman Tommy Snow.
"Experience. That's what we missed early in our

schedule," the UNH coach said. "Besides, it's been rain-

ing a lot."

It has rained a lot in Amherst, too, but his father, and
the Gorillas don't think that lack of playing time will

hurt their performance,
"It's not going to hurt us," sophomore middie Chris

Zusi said.

If the Gorillas do leave Durham with a win, Dick

Garber said that the team will do it with an up-tempo,

run-and-gun style. The coach added that if that happen-

ed, then there was no way UNH could keep up with the

Gorillas for 60 minutes.
His son knows it, and is hoping his team can somehow

stick with the Gorillas.

"I hope UMass has a shot at the National Champion-
ship, but I hope it won't be at our expense," he said.

"UMass has built the best program in the country, not

just in talent but in the overall direction of the program."
If that's the case, then when Ted Garber buys Dick

Garbe: lunch tomorrow, he might not have much to talk

about except the sunny weather that has just appeared
in New England.
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Six charged
in Southwest

racial brawl
Assault and battery charges were sign-

ed Thursday in Hampshire District Court

against five University of Massachusetts

students and one former student, stemm-

ing from last October's post-World Series

racial violence in the Southwest Residen-

tial Area.

The six men, two of whom are members
of the football team, will be arraigned in

Hampshire District Court May 11. The
charges result from the investigation of

State Police Detectives Timothy Sicard and

Wes McCravey.
First year students Joseph Nelson,

Chesley Haymon, sophomores Timothy
Nye and Christopher Johnson, senior

Michael Kowalski and former student Kirk

Friedman are all scheduled to be charged

with assault and battery. A riot charge was

also signed against Nye.

After the Red So.x lost to the New York
Mets Oct. 27, some students in Southwest

initiated fights, which became a racial

brawl. Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey asked

Massachusetts Commission Against
Discrimination Judge Frederick Hurst to

investigate the incident.

-NANCY KLINGENER

Collegian photo by Michael Cooper

FATHER-SON SUPREMACY - University of Massachusetts men's
lacrosse coach Dick Garber (left) chats with his son, Ted (right), New Hamp-
shire's head coach, after Saturday's 17-8 Gorilla victory at Durham, N.H.

UMass assistant coach Tom Cafaro (center) looks on. Story page 12.

Conservatives rally in support ofCIA recruitment
By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - Fifteen members of

the ConserN'ative Alliance reportedly chas-

ed Amy Carter down a Northampton
street, yelling "little bitch" on Friday.

Reporters and photographers formed a

buffer between Carter and the group of

University of Massachusetts conservatives

lead by W. Greg Rothman.
The conservatives were at the Northamp-

ton courthouse to protest the trial of Carter

and 14 others, £irrested for trespassing and
disorderly conduct in the anti-CIA occupa-

tion of Munson Hall on Nov. 24.

Michael Ross of the Conservative

Alliance was shouting at defendants and
holding a sign stating: "Stockwell Lies.

He's a Traitor." Ross identified himself to

reporters as "Frank Johnson."

"They are in violation of the first amend-

ment. They are abridging our freedom of

speech, freedom of association to interview

with the CIA," Ross said.

"They have violated the rights of every

student of the University of

Massachusetts." said one conservative.

Former Umass Republican Club presi-

dent Stephen Erickson was holding a sign

saying "Wanted: Abbie and Amy for

undemocratic actions."

The group arrived at 9 a.m. Many of the

pro-CIA protesters wore suits and ties

although other members opted for more

causal wear such as a leather World Wai"

I aviator's helmet.

The demonstrators used a megaphone to

shout slogans such as: "Hey, hey, ho, ho

Abbie and Amy have got to go! Put em
away! Let the CIA stay!" Their shouts

could be heard in the court room during the

morning session of the trial.

Photographers and TV minicams zoom-

ed in on their numerous signs that pro-

claimed: "Wake up it's the 80's. UMass
students support America."
Friday's demonstration marked the se-

cond time the group has come to Northamp-

ton to protest the trial. Last Monday the

group had a similar demonstration during

which they hung a figure of Abbie Hoffman
wearing a Moscow Univeristy sweat shirt

from a tree in front of the courthouse.

(olleKian phuto by Roh Skelton

PROTESTORS PROTEST PROTESTORS - Members of the Conservative

Alliance chant at a pro-CIA rally outside the Northampton District Court

Friday morning.

Newpolicy changes lot designations, fees

Parking sticker policies to be reformed
ELLEN M. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Parking lot stickers are hot items on the University of

Massachusetts campus considering the number reported missing

or stolen each semester.

An estimated 200 stickers aie reported missing, stolen or

destroyed each semester, according to Sally Adams, the parking

coordinator at the University.

The portable hanger type decals are the ones that have a higher

probability of being taken, according to Adams, because people

forget to lock their cars or they fall out unnoticed by the owner.

Faculty and staff members can expect a two to three year

waiting list for available spots in a "core or edge" parking lot,

according to an Administative Services report on Proposed Revi-

sion to Parking Assignment Policy.

It is these waiting lists that cause staff and students to "resort

to other means ' to gain access to their preferred lot, Adams said.

Any person that buys a sticker from a friend or any one out

side the parking offices risks being towed and having their park-

ing privileges removed, said Adams.
Parking lot stickers are only transferable with the authoriza-

tion of the Parking office, Adams said.

A parking system "as overloaded as this one" needs the pro-

posed improvements, which are based on "hierarchical status,"

in order to limit the number of policy breakers, Adams said.

The new policy proposes to assign parking areas according to

status thus making the core and edge lots (or A Lots) only open

to staff and faculty. The other lots (B, C, D, E,) would be available,

according to status within the University, giving graduate

.students preference over Undergraduates.

These particular proposals are aimed at providing immediate

and convenient parking for faculty and staff and reducing the

waiting time for their first choice lot.

Other parts of the proposal include increasing parking fees from

40 cents to 50 cents, and metered parking from 25 cents to 50

cents, and the student parking fee from $6 to $13.

CIA trial

opens
final day
testimony
By DON LIPPER
Collegian StafT

NORTHAMPTON - Today, on the final

day of defense testimony in the trial of 15

anti-CIA protestors, defendant Amy Carter

is expected to take the stand.

Also expected to testify for the defense

are John Stockwell, former CIA agent and

station chief; Ramsey Clark, former U.S.

Attorney General under Lyndon Johnson;

Reed Brody. former Assitant Attorney

General of New York, an expert on contra

atrocities; and Canadian defendant Bill

Clay who faces deportation charges.

Friday morning there was a line of peo-

ple outside the courthouse an hour before

the trial was scheduled to begin. Many pro-

spective spectators couldn't get into the

courtroom during either the morning or

afternoon se.ssion. The courtroom was so

packed that several members of the press

were forced to sit on the floor to cover the

trial.

Former contra leader Edgar Chamorro
testified that the CIA created, financed and
instructed the Nicaraguan Democratic

Force, the main part of the contra forces.

"[The CIA] approached me to be part of the

new government, to speak for the CIA.
They wanted me to be one of the leaders,"

Chamorro said.

Chamorro told the court that it was the

contra's standard practice to kill all

prisoners, doctors, teachers, and construc-

tion workers in an attempt to immobilize

health care, schools and building efforts.

The former contra leader said he was ask-

ed by the CIA to distribute the agency's

well publicized Psychological Operations in

Guerrilla Warfare or Nicaraguan Freedom
Fighters Manual "I was shocked when I

finished reading it. There were so many
horrible passages," Chamorro said of the

document which called for the assassina-

tion of government officials.

The manual told the contras to

"neutralize" people. "That meant
assassination of judges and civil servants

selectively chosen," Chamorro said. The
manual also instructed the contras to look

for people who were well liked in the com-

munity and kill them in a such a way as

to make them martyrs to the contra cause.

Chamorro detailed his efforts as a "pro-

pagandist" for the CIA, He explained how
he was instructed to lie to congress and the

media about contra victories that were
completely fabricated by the CIA.

Professor Howard Zinn, an expert on
American social movements from Boston
University, testified that "this protest is

bound to have .^ome impact on foreign

policy."

Prosecutor Diane Fernald asked Zinn if

"the only way to have an impact on foreign

policy is for a bunch of students to take over

a small administrative building?"

Zinn: "No way is the only way."

Daniel EUsberg told the court "a number
of former and current CIA agents were

hired to neutralize me. That means to

discredit me. to blackmail me and on one

occasion in 1972 to try and kill me."

Others who testified on Friday were Paul

Epstein and Kristy Clark who told of con-

tra attacks on doctors and civilans. Defen-

dant Nick Komar detailed students at-

tempts to stop the CIA from recruiting on

campus and the motivations for the protest.

i
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Controversy persists over Hampshire CoUege videotapes
.„ .^_ *

.w.,na« the Closed-Circuit hve broadcast thai went to dorm.tm.es '-'';»^ ^
^

'^f;
^

^^^

AMHERST lAPi - A fight over videotapes showing a

tc'-vHijer dving <.t cvanide poisoning has engaged the

boy's mother, the tapes' producer and the college where

the suicide was filmed in the year since the death.

The three parties are said to be close to settling the ques

linn of who owns the tapes that recorded the death of An-

drew L Hermann, filmed last April 16 by Hampshire Col-

lege students who thought the teen-ager was kidding

when he collapsed,
.. » - .„;^ r^^r.

"I had nightmares for a long time after that, said pro-

ducer Philip Jackson. 24, now a senior at the progressive

cqWgsg
Wearing a T-shirt and purple arm band, the 17-year-

old from nearby Belchertown gave a speech about the in-

creasing conservatism of the college before drinking

cvanide-laced Kool Aid from a mug, according to Jackson

and court documents. Hermann's brother. Stephen, a co^

host of the show, watched the performance along with

°
The filmmakers busied themselves with credits as the

youth lay dying, unknown to them, Jackson said.

'

The suicide troubled the school for weeks, but students

have since moved on to other preoccupations, said

sophomore Tim Halle, 24, who said he saw the death on

tne closed-circuit live broadcast that went to donmtoneH

at the 1,200-student college,

"It's gone the way of all Hampshire legends, l.k.. the

kid who graduated with a degree m Fri.sbee, Halle said.

The suicide, however, continues to trouble Jackson. He

said guards woke him at 4:30 in the morning following

the death and demanded the tapes, which he handed over

in his sleepy state.

In November, he wrote the court asking for the return

of the tapes, now in the possession of the Hampshire Coun-

ty district attorney. The college and Hermann s mother

also claimed ownership. The district attorney has asked

the Superior Court to determine the tapes' rightful owner.

The case is pending while the parties work out an agree-

ment, said First District Attorney Edward Etheredge. He

and attorneys for the parties declined to discuss the

negotiations. ... ^e
Jackson maintains the tapes belong to him because of

a college policy granting ownership of academic work to

students. He said he has no intention of distributing the

tapes, but he wants them because he believes they were

wrongfully seized.
. , j • u

"They're not very graphic." he said. "Somebody drink

ing a cup of fluid, walking offstage and lying down is not

exactly what people are worried about."

College attorney David Kaplan said the work was ex

iracurncular rather than academic and the college intends

to destroy the tapes.

"The college is particularly concerned that the sensitive

and libelous material not be placed in the hands of in

dividual(s) who intend to disseminate the contents of the

aforesaid tapes to wider audiences." the school said in a

court document. ^ , ^, •

An attorney for Hermann's mother. Carolyn Clark,

declined to comment.

Hermann was a familiar sight at the college his brother

attended and the teen-ager was scheduled to enter in the

fall. Teachers at his high school had described him as ex-

ceptional in math and science.

Jackson said Hermann was a "hacker" who once

brought the University of Massachusetts computer system

to a halt But the youth dropped out in the middle of his

senior year in high school, giving no reason.

For months before his suicide Hermann had joked about

death. Jackson said. He said no orie took the teen-ager

seriously, even when he announced on the show that he

was about to drink cyanide.
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International fair offers

cultural food and crafts

<i^

*.^<
-' **mfh

By MARLINE MEUSE
Collegian Stafl'

Colorful costumes, lively dances, and a

wide array of tempting ethnic foods

abounded the Campus Center Saturday as

the United Nations descended on the

University of Massachusetts in the form of

the International Fair.

Visitors wandered among tables laden

with arts and crafts from nearly 40 coun-

tries as they were treated to a pleasant

mingling of various foreign languages.

The fair was something of a gourmet's

delight and a dieter's nightmare as par-

ticipants prepared dishes form their native

cultures. Visitors could sample everything

from Norwegian raw salmon on crackers

to moyin moyin, a dish of steamed peas

from Nigeria.

In addition, the fair is an opportunity for

university students from around the world

to display their cultural wealth and

heritage.

"This is a program where all parts of the

globe come together. Everyone views one

another as the same and equal," said

Chinyere Pat Ononibaku, a graduate stu-

dent from Nigeria.

"It's important that it brings people in

the University together to get a better

understanding of diverse cultures. It con-

tributes to people's education," said Luis

Perera, a student from Costa Rica.

Jackie Calle, also from Costa Rica, said

the fair gave people a better balanced view

of Central America.

It's good to draw attention to the nice side

of Central America, the peaceful side." she

said.

The fair also drew attention to the

cultures which usually receive little .iit. n

tion from Americans. Ibrahim al-Halluj, u

Palestinian American student, said he wa.^

glad for the opportunity to show visitors

the beauty of Palestinian culture.

"There's no awareness of our cultuie an I

hi.story. People never see a country called

Palestine or a people called Palestinians,"

he said. "It's important to show people that

we have these good things
"

Awareness was the key word Saturday

as foreign students made an effort to

counter the often negative coverage some

of their countries receive in the press.

One such area is South America, sai<l

Eugenion Giraldo, a student from Colonr-

bia. "It's important to let pcH)ple know that

Latin America is not just the bad informa-

tion people get, like the violence, the drug

smuggling, and the economic problems.

Our countries have much more to show

than those things, " he said.

Some of the participants said the fair

showed people more similarities than dif-

ferences among the cultures represented.

Linda Velazquez from Puerto Rico, sug-

gested that the fair should be held more

than once a year. "They should do more

because we usually don't have the oppor-

tunity to associate with people from other

countries," she said. "Also, they should

have it at the beginning of the year for the

incoming students so they can know the

campus has all this diversity."

Collegian photo by Patrick Ehiera

ON THE EDGE - Adam Schlosser, John Masuck, Sandy

Bresnahan, Dan Horowitz, and Katey McGuire traverse the falls

Saturday at Puffer's Pond.

F
Y
I

The Fall 1987 Official Schedule ofCourses will be distributed from 10 a.m.

to 4 p.m. on Thursday, April 16, on the Campus Center concourse. Only one

copy will be distributed per person. Beginning on Friday, April IJ- the

Schedule of Courses pamphlet will be available in the first floor lobby of Whit-

more Administration building.

WMUA would like friends of the late Thiele Valdina to call James Dun-

brook at (518)392 4275.

An adult reading workshop will be offered at the People's Institute begin-

nine today The course will focus on reading the newspaper and understan-

ding different applications and forms. For more information and to register

call the People's Institute at 584-8313.

Program provides
challenge, reward
By FRANCI RICHARDSON
Collegian Correspondent

The University ofMassachusetts hosted a group of high

school students enrolled in the Challenge Program from

seven urban cities around the state for four days last week.

"The Challenge Program seeks to facilitate the prepara-

tion of students, primarily those in urban schools, to take

the challenge for post-secondary education," said Rudolph

Jones, assistant director of the Office of Admissions.

During the students' three day visit to UMass, they were

exposed to "a series of experiences that are keyed into the

higher education milieu," said Jones.

They attended workshops about self-achievement, over-

coming math phobia, and the transition from high school

to college. Highlighting the visit was the Challenge

Awards Banquet Friday night at the Top of the Campus

Restaurant. The best seven seniors received scholarships.

Other awards were directed toward the top junior m the

class, and the student who improved the most.

The program, founded in 1980, is funded by the Board

of Regents of Higher Education and the University. It is

geared toward the high school student who is not highly

motivated, but displays academic potential.
, . , „

Students are eligible if they have at least a high C

average, recommendations from guidance counselors,

teachers, and written consent of parents. Final approval

is given through the collaborations reached by the Univer-

sity and the Challenge Committee, which consists of a

high school principal, guidance counselors, and math,

science, and English teachers.

The School of Education, the Office of Undergraduate

Admissions, and several urban Massachusetts high

schools, founded the program, which is a restructured ver-

sion of the Boston English Project. Since the program

began it has enrolled 300 members in Massachusetts high

school's, and in the last year nearly 50 students graduated

from the program and began college careers^

Jones said the Project is very successful in facilitating

collaboration with high schools and universities by tear_

ing down the barriers that govern misunderstandings of

expectations and communications between high schools

and universities.
"

ti u j ••;*

Kellie Cowdrev. a sophomore at Holyoke High said it

(the Challenge Program) prepares us for college and helps

us in our courses at high school too.

photo by Sara Moginot

Tennyson Luidi finishes second in the eighth

annual Run For Ritter last Saturday. 360 par-

ticipated to raise money for homeless

adolescents in New York City.

Test ban bill

to state senate
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

Legislation calling for an end to nuclear weapons testing

received a favorable report from a senate committee and

is on it's way to the Massachusetts Senate, according to

state Representative Stanley Rosenberg, D-Amherst.

The legislation calls for an "immediate halt in testing

of nuclear weapons and that the United States begin, with

the Soviet Union, an immediate one percent reduction in

these weapons followed by mutual verification withm one

vpsr

The bill, if passed, would make Massachusetts "the first

state legislature in the country to approve this legisla-

tion," Rosenberg said.

The bill is identical to a referendum that passed by a

three-to-one margin when it appeared on the ballot iii

Hampshire and Franklin counties in November 1986. "It

was approved in all five legislative districts where it ap-

peared on the ballot," Rosenberg said.

"We're hoping to send a signal to Washington and to

encourage other states to pass similar legislation," he said.

"We want to send a continuing and strong message that

the people want an end to the nuclear arms race."

The people want the money used for defense shifted

toward programs "that really make a difference in peo-

ple's lives," such as education, housing, child-care and

transportation, he said.

The committee on Federal Financial Assistance approv-

ed the bill by a 9 to 7 margin, and is now in the Senate

Committee on Steering and Policy. Next it will go before

the full Senate for consideration, Rosenberg said.

I

adolescents in New York City.
|
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Collegian receives Columbia Press awards

^^
. _ . . .. j^j *i o -t^ „*««• ,»,o»«Kor Rntror rhanman was honored foi

The Columbia Scholastic Press Association awarded the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian six Gold Circle Awards last

week, for the 1986 year.

According to the association, over 14.000 entries were

received, with only 945 winners overall.

Former Managing Editor Ian Polumbaum won the on-

Iv first place award for his News Page design, as well as

a certificate of merit for Page One design in the tabloid

format.

Sports staff member Roger Chapman was honored for

his sports column about the women's volleyball team, and

Day Grrphics Technician Peter Soderberg won an award

for advertising design for a "Professionally Speaking

advertisement featuring journalism Professor Frank

Faulkner.

Two photographers won awarris I- ! ' t Hvrne d jarnot

la in the category of spot news photc .mi * urn. r Editor

Paul Desm uais for sports photq

1
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SUMMER PROGRAM COORDINATOR
The Business Affairs Office at Amherst College seeks a Summer Program

Coordinator to support the organization and operation of the summer con-

ferences held on campus during the summer months. Major responsibilities

will include; preparation of all communications including informational

booklets and general College information sheets; showing of campus to client

groups; assist in developing extracurricular activities; ordering of cleaning

and food services; overseeing of student workers; and general clerical duties

to ensure the smooth operation of the program. Qualifications include: typ-

ing and bookkeeping experience; and the ability to deal effectively with in-

dividuals both inside and outside the College. This is a full time temporary

position beginning immediately and terminating on August 28, 1987, work-

ing 35-40 hours per week with some weekend work. Competitive salary and

no benefits. Interested candidates may apply no later than April 20, 1987 to:

Personnel Office, Converse Hall, Room 202,

Amherst College, Amherst, MA 01002.
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Connecticut Valley Oral

Suigery Associates

Samuel A. Calagione, Jr. D.D.S.

Roy A. Schonbiun, D.D.S.

Vincent P. Capasso, D.D.S.

Take pleasure in announcing that

Laurence J.
Rogel, D.D.S.

will be associated with them

in the practice of

Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery

6 University Drive, Amherst, MA 01002
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JOB HUNTING?
FOCUSEARCH

The Women's Forum is a weekly listing

ofevents relating to women's issues. Notices

should be sent td the Women's Issues Editor,

care of the Collegian, by the Friday before

the event.

Monday — The Women's Leadership

Project is sponsoring a reception for new

members from 5 8 p.m. in Campus Center

Room 902-4. Refreshments will be served.

Wednesday — Women's Studies Field

Work Gathering in feminist newspai>ers.

prison projects, and etc., — information will

be presented from 4 to 5 p.m. at the Cam-
pus Center 805-809.

A "Who cares if it's a dictatorship," talk

will be presented by Patricia Derian,

former assistant secretary of state for

Human Rights and Humanitarian Affairs,

at 8 p.m., Wright Hall. Smith College.

Thursday — Small Happiness: Women

ofa Chinese Village, the fifth film of six be-

ing presented for the International Work-

ing Women's Film Series will be shown

at 7 p.m. at 104 Thompson Hall.

1

APRIL 14TH-APRIL 2 1ST

PASSOVER CARDS
^miiir^

roD

GREEIING

«r

PASSOVEH.

A wide range of designs,

embellished by Michel

Schwartz,

renowned |udaic

artist, to answer a

special sending

situat.

.

AMERIGKN GREETINGS

OPEN M-F 9-5

c Mt Ml XXXVII Amcrii an Grfclms's C.irp.

^XjmVERSlTY
IMSTORE^

Located in the Campus Center

1

CAN HELP!
We specialize in helping new graduates

find entry level employnnent opportunities

in various fields. For more information,

send to:

FOCUSEARCH ' ^^^ A//en street Suite 1 26

Springfield. MAOl l 18

Name

Address

City State Zip

Phone ( )

College Degree

STUDENT SUMMER JOBS ON CAMPUS
POSITIONS AVAILABLE:

• OPERATIONS ASSISTANT •

• OPERATIONS SUPERVISOR •

Qualifications: Must be an active student with ex-

perience in one or more of the following areas: light

maintenance, cleaning, grounds, office work, and/or

furniture moving.

Duties: Assigned to one of four Housing Services

Maintenance and Operations residential area offices

to perform a variety of tasks in campus residence halls.

Duties may vary widely, as indicated by the above

listing. Summer work performed by students con-

tributes to Housing Services' maintenance and clean-

ing programs and to the preparation of residence halls

for conferences and Fall opening.

Hours: 7:00 - 3:00 pm weekdays,

May 18 through Sept 5, or by arrangement.

To Inquire or Apply

Please Contact One of the Four Area Offices

Steve Vinelli:

Northeast/Sylvan Area, Johnson House, 5-0403

Pat O'Connor:

Orchard Hill/Central Area. Baker House, 5-1333

Nancy Merritt:

Southwest/North Area, Kennedy Tower, 5-0392

Maude Tucker:

Southwest/South Area, Cance House, 5-0439
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Not a team player
I guess I've always hated organized

religion. It reminded me too much of pee-

wee foothall; if you weren't a team player

and willing to play a role, you were ben-

ched or booted off the team. I wasn't ben-

ched, I just didn't show up for practice one

day. I guess I was a bit of an individualist,

maverick — a radical.

Frank Flanagan

I never really felt at home in the house

of God either.' My first memories might

sound familiar- butt-busting pews, emp

ty stomach, t he priest's droning sermon,

kneeling, rising, dull light groaning

through leaded glass. Yet. there were

things I did like, like the trinkets and

goodies yt tht church bazaar and tip

toeing into the massive stone structure

when the place was empty for the hollow,

silent thrill.

I signed up for catechism classes,

mouthed the required doctrine when U

was time for my first communion ritual

I even did a stint as an altar boy. I had

to ring a little bell before (or was it after)

the head priest finished drinking from a

holy golden goblet. I had wanted commu-

nion clearance bad; I was tired of being

condemned to the back pews while the

chosen ones got to glide up to receive the

sacred wafer. When the priest planted the

bread wafer on my tongue, he repeated

"body of Christ".' I was ecstatic, but con-

fused; how could that skinny, hanging

man with the sad-sad eyes be part of the

papery disk that clung hopelessly to the

roof of my mouth? It was a sin to peel it

off with your Tmgers! It had to dissolve

slowlv, immaculately.

By the time I was 13. 1 was jaded - a

fhuVrh rat. 1 had an unholy alliance with

Phil Petronelli. We'd meet every Sunday

in the balcony. Phil knew most of the girls

in the choir, and some in a biblical way

he bragged. There was a bald gentleman

who'd sit in the same damned spot every

week. Everv week we'd peer over the rail

ing and parachute down torn-up scraps of

hymnbooks unto his beaming, beckoning

pkte. The poor man'd whip his head

around and glower, but we were too fast

for him. One day aRer mass, we were am

bushed bv a young soldier of Christ - one

of the CYO regulars - whose fist was

clenched with our droppings. He forced us

to swallow the whole lot before he let us

1 was bad, but I was no Judas. I was still

scared of confession. A fiiend told me that

the kev over the confessional booth was

a kev to heaven and that, in effect. I would

actually be talking directly with Him^

\fter a couple clammy passes. I ducki'c

into the booth. tui4.U''d thr curt,.in clo.sed

behind me Darknes.s. I lixused and l)egan

to step up onto the ^ide bench to gel closer

t(> iW littU' windn%v when a ghastly mouth

appeared. Yes, what is it child? The

human head turned and a fascinated ear

appeared. I've been having these dreams

naked dreams. Fourteen hefty years

of sin and slothfulness gushed into the

shrunken ear. Yet his voice sounded im-

patient, even bored! Pray to the Virgin

Mary and stop tormenting your sister,

felt better aRerward. yet I felt He was still

there, following me, watching me.

If I did something out of the ordinary.

I felt god's eves on me. After all. he did

see "evervthing." didn't he? And since he

was a man - not like the forgiving,

soothing Virgin Mother - I pictured a

rather ^i.nn fellow with bushy brows over

accusing eyes. Could he actually read my

thoughts'' I suffered excruciatingly.

especially after one of my infamous ex-

tended siestas in the shower.

I played hoop in the CYO league for a

year and had a wicked crush on a one of

the organizers. She always had a distant,

glazed look in her eyes that fascinated me.

Her family seemed to support her deep

commitment to the church. Years later I

learned that she had been sexually abus-

ed hv her stepfather. I guess the church

must have been a refuge, of sorts, for her.

After the basketbal' league. I went all

to hell I bought a muscle car. drank beer

and started reading Emerson. Marx and

Whitman. Only recently I've started

reading the Bible. Jesus was a 'cool

character. A bit self deluded an<'

egotistical, but committed. He is also a

much maligned character. I wonder: if he

were to come back (just for a visit), what

would he think of all the affiuent

hypocrites and sanctimonious spewers

who use his name in vain? I think if the-e

was one person on the UMass campus he

did like, it would be the guy who hauls

that huge wooden cross across campus

every spring howling for converts. That

man takes his covenant with Christ

serious, personal! I wish there were more

like him.

Frank Flanagan is a Collegian

coluninnit

church rat. i nan an uunuij, ""^^ -^ . .

Real leaders show restraint, concern
I _._ It ;„ i,r«i,fTh tViis abilitv that v

Sometimes when I sit back to rest for a minute in the

hustroSege life, I think about what we are here to

Srai^^ how student leaders fit in. As we move from argu-

ment to argument, and debate to ^ebat- ^ 'o^e U^ack

nf ourselves We get so into our arguments that we lorgei

S the oth^- person is human too. I know .t^sounds

mmolistic but we divide the campus into us and

•them ''We are aware of the truth of this; our papers and

c n^Trsatlons have put all ^on^s of bigotry m high pro-

file on this campus. Student leaders are the represen

tatives from and to the student body. One should expect

Letter thaTaterage behavior from these select few^ They

=^nnld renresent our better qualities, our high points On-

V whenthey poLess our be^ qualities can they effectively

hen to improve our community m any manner^ The

re^onsi "ness and quality of government is refiected m

the qualities and care of the individuals elected.

David Panagore

~Our nresenT^oup of student leaders is no different than

anyThaTseen in?he last five years. They are constant^

?v engaged in one battle or another. This shows their

dedicftion, which is one of their best qualities but how

thev go about it shows off one of our worst qualities: our

abilitv to hate. It is through this ability that we

dehumanize our enemies as the human race Has always

done, whether in the genocide of the Jews, or efforts to

disrupt the Lesbian, Bisexual and Gay Awarenrsr week^

from the biggest horror to the most present locnl work in

he name of hatred. Student leaders on all sides have acted

at one time or another to dehumanize and work up a good

hatred for their political opponents. Resolution of pro-

blems is t.ever the goal. The goal is always how to beat

'
7n mTfive vears in student government. I have seen this

happen repeatedly. I see this same fiaw in our new stu_

deni president. He has a good character but has learned

onlv confrontational politics, This is the art of learnmg

how to get in big fights and leave disgusted, or v^ictorious^

It has nothing to do with politics as practiced in good

government. In any good government people are working

together from many different viewpoints to solve pro-

blems They know that getting as good a solution as possi-

ble, as soon as possible, is of primary importance. In our

worst cases here at UMass, the solution and events of the

problem become buried in our private wars. I^ «^^^r«
°^

the left and on the right, from the BOG to SWAG. We

students are not just euphemistically the future of

America, we are the future. Whatever we practice here

will be the way we do it out there. Student leaders must

beg n to be just that: leaders of and models for students

We fight so'hard. we forget how to have fun and loosen

up how to like somebody for who they are and not who

thev know and what think about so-and-so.

People laugh at the old English style of politics. That

excessive politeness and friendliness with one's opponents

was not a front, it was a realization that hatred and

na" iness wL not the rules for behavior, they were the

exception. What I am asking for here ,s something tha

somebody else said last fall in the Collegian. In. of all

places, a Rusty Denton column. I read, "Actually, there

doesn- seem to be much difference between liberals and

conservative, on campus when it comes to name calling

nd other signs of immaturity. What ^-^fj^f^^^^,
,s that UMass is just an apprenticeship for a politua.

areer in the real world ... Real leaders show restrain

thev have self-respect, and integrity and concein This

amp- trains politicians, not leaders. You'll have^t.ook

elsewhere if you re searching for
^^^^^^'nid for rfa

of our present concerns on campus the need for real

kaders is even more pressing. None of us is innocent. We

must always attempt to do better; if we want improve-

ment we must all work together, not against

David Panagore is a UMass student

Letters

Iron Lady shows rust
I'd iust like to sav to reader:, of "NATO Bends to Iron

bldv' on Wednesday "don't be .nfiuenced by everything

'Tm^clmetrng on the part that said that the Anglo^

Ir sh Agreement of December 1985 was a "great foreign

polkv success." It has been everything but a success. Mag^

^"e Thatch, , failed to consult the "natives of the North

h ior^ ^.Lming the agreement, which has since resulted

nf moi-^' rouble thal^ there has been for a long time^

Because of this agreement she has managed to create

havoc among the loyalists who have subsequently turn-

Pd against the police force who are just trying to fulfill

tWdutVes by preventing protestors from breakmg the

^Jyourself, "How the hell does she know so much? -

Well. I live there, I see it every day, I can't comment on

the rest of the article because I don't know enough about

the issues mentioned, but believe^me.
'^^'^'^^^^f

.
.''^^^

can do more damage than you'd think. I suggest it s about

time that a lot of people in the US and everywhere else,

should stop to see what's really happening '"
"^yjf"""

trv OK, so there may be "a cause to support, that s a

personal opinion that everyone is entitled to, but violence

i. not the answer. If you triuly support this cause, then

vou won't donate money for murder, right.

Hilary Pinion
Southwest

l^se who 'were guilty or innocent in the fireplace. A good

perron like^rr^O'Neil, public safety director at UMass

Lkes the fall, even though he denies same in relatu^n to

his resignation. It's a common occurrence at UMass

sacrifice anything, anybody, but leave the credibility of

htehe officials at sancrosanct Whitemore unscathed. Too

bid! Actually, the original culprits of this whole unfor^

timate incident don't even work at UMass. To wit. The

nept John McNamara, Manager, Boston Red So>. and an

equal yuntalented first baseman. Bill Buckner. These at^

S culprits will not face a judge for their part in the

or einal fracas Thev will go on unscathed toward another

vain-gloriour year- as accomplices to frustration and

vforence in Red Sox fans. Gerry O'Neil - >^

--from
At least yuu re entitled to a season ticket U. the Sox trom

Florence

Guillotine manuevers
It IS unfortunate a post World Series brawl broke out

at the University of Massachusetts last fall. It certainly

does not say much for the mentality of the Provokers, nor

the sensibility of those who might call themselves, fans.

Resultant action it seems will be court appearances for

those mentioned. A good move to be sure. However the

long-range implications of head lopping was not solely

directed toward the alleged guilty^ Yet. someone in charge

of his department must be marked to show that the UMass

administration "means business." In this case it^ems

that the. UMass police were blamed in order to satisfy

The next Collegian SymposiJtim asks these questwns:

Given the anti-gay posters circulating on campus, and the

prospect of anti-gay lecturer Paul Cameron speaking on

campus, is it dangerous to be gay at UnwcrsUy of

Mafsachusetts? Is there a vocal
^'««"J> '"^;"^'"f

''^"

the rights of 11 percent ofour campus? Can the Lesbian

Bisexual and Gay Alliance run events without

recriminations?
, „ w i. .for'„«„„»

Send your columns to David R Mark. 113 Campus

Cekter. Columns should be no more than three double

spaced pages. All columns are subject to eddinS.and art

due Tuesday. April 21. ArticUs will be published Thurs-

day, April 23. '"-
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if Temple drops Gazelles
continued from page 12 with a

beautiful pass, and Fuhrman deposited the

offering, giving UMass a shortlived 2-1

margin.

But the GazelUes were unable to pad

their lead.

Temple scored four times in a span of 16

minutes. Cummings notched three of the

tallies, two of them off free positions, while

Kim Lambdin accounted for the Owls'

other score.

However. Temple's three-goal advantage

at halftime hadn't put it in the driver's

seat. Stone was having a great game bet

ween the posts with nine saves, and the of-

fense was patient and wise in its shot

selection.

But the Owls opened the flood gates in

the second half.

Temple upped its lead to 6-2 on Lamb-

din's second tally, but Griswold responded

with her ninth goal of the season, a one-

on-one fast break tally in the lower right-

hand corner of the net.

if baseball donnyhrook
cnntimied from page 12

and escaped with a win in his first decision

of the year.

i was looking for something to hit hard,

I got it and it went through," Holiday said.

"You couldn't ask for a better team effort

in the last two innings," he added.

UMass scored thrice in the eighth on con-

secutive singles by Gary DiSarcina, Matt

Sheran and Jay Zerner to even the score.

The Minutemen found themselves in a

hole after Holy Cross exploded for six runs

the bottom of the sixth to take a 10-7 lead.

Massachusetts was able to build a 7 4

lead with single runs in the first four inn-

ings, a two run Sean Flint homer (his third

in two days), and another run in the sixth.

Holy Cross countered with two in the first

on a home run by Foley and two more in

the fourth, chasing starter Dimitri Yavis

in the process.

Zerner and DiSarcina each had three hits

on the game to raise t'neir respective

averages to .452 and .438, while Sheran,

Flint, Owens and Holiday each had two.

Tracers a moving war document
TVocers
Fine Arts Center
April 10

By KELLY SIEGER
Collegian Staff

"Tracers" - written, directed, and acted entirely by

Vietnam veterans — comes through as a poignant look

into the minds of this wars' forgotten heroes.

With the interest generated by Platoon, it was surpris-

ing that the Fine Arts Center was half empty Friday

night, and also a sore loss for those who missed this im-

portant performance.

"Tracers" was conceived by John DiFusco and a group

of six actors after they organized therapeutic workshops

for veterans. The different techniques of the workshops
— improvisation, talk sessions, psychodrama, and ensem-

ble work — brought out the material on which "Tracers"

is based.

CINEMA

MONDAY - TUESDAY

The Grapes Of Wrath

Twelve Angry Men

Double Feature - $3.00

DOWNTOWN AMHERST 253-5426

v^m.
let us do your

11 PRAY ST. wash-dry- fold
AMHERST, MA. and

hand pressing
SELF SERVICE

7DAYS 7AJVI.-10PM 549-1665

LABOR BOARD TAKES

LOUIS' FOODS
TO COURT!

THE OWNERS AND MANAGEMENT OF LOUIS' FOODS IN AMHERST WILL'

BE IN FEDERAL COURT ON TUESDAY, MAY 12th AT 10:00 A.M.

IN BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS.

AT THAT TIME, THEY WILL APPEAR BEFORE AN ADMINISTRATIVE LAW
JUDGE FROM THE NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD (NLRB) TO RES-

POND TO A FORMAL COMPLAINT ISSUED AGAINST THEM.

THE FORMAL COMPLAINT WAS ISSUED BY THE NLRB, WHICH PROTECTS
WORKERS RIGHTS, AFTER AN INVESTIGATION BY A GOVERNMENT AGENT
PRODUCED AFFIDAVITS OF LOUIS' EMPLOYEES.

THE COMPLAINT IN PART READS THE EMPLOYER "IS INTERFERING WITH
RESTRAINING AND COERCING EMPLOYEES AND THEREBY HAS BEEN
ENGAGING IN UNFAIR LABOR PRACTICES "

THE PUBLIC IS INVITED

THE UNITED FOOD AND COMMERCIAL WORKERS UNION, LOCAL 1459 COR-

DIALLY EXTENDS AN INVITATION TO THE PUBLIC TO THIS OPEN HEAR-
ING. LOCAL 1459, HAS BEEN TELLING THE PUBLIC FOR THE PAST YEAR
ABOUT LOUIS' SUBSTANDARD WAGES AND BENEFITS. ONLY TIME WILL

TELL IF LOUIS' FOODS HAS NOW BROKEN THE LAW!!
Paid for by United Food & Commercial Workers, Local 1459, AFL-CIO.

SUNDAY, APRIL 19th

HAPPY EASTER

Share the joy of Easter with

family or friends, far or

Hi! X near with a card from
W<ipf>y Easter! \ American Greetings.

C MCMI.XXXVIl American Grcctin<5i Corp.

AMERICAN GREETINGS

Located in the Campus Center

^nmVERSITY
mSTORE^

M-F 9-5

,^&\T^ .-.*'. -^

RENT/^NRECK

N«w A UMd Care
Trucks ft Van* AIm AvalabI*

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880 ^

The story of seven men is set in three diflFerent time

periods — during the war (including their basic training),

immediately after the war, and the present ~ and is told

through monologues, character interaction and music.

We follow these men, watch them grapple with drugs,

with the stigma of killing and the death of friends, and

their anguish of being away from home. We see them

return, and we see how they are dealing now with a war

that ended over a decade ago.

Despite the fact that these actors are speaking their

lines every night of a performance, they are reliving harsh

memories, and the true emotions of the time are express-

ed with conviction.

The seven characters represent men from different races

and backgrounds, the black and the white, the hippy and

the impatient career army man. No one performance stood

out, and all of the characters were strong and believable.

Music from Bruce Springsteen, the Rolling Stones, the

Doors, and Laurie Anderson reflected the moods of both

the sixties and the eighties and was skillfully integrated

into the plot.

"Tracers" has been touring since 1980 and has perform

ed before welcome crowds as far away as Australia and

England The play has won many awards, including the

Los Angeles Drama Critic's Award for Ensemble

Performance.
Wherever "Tracers" plays, it will hopefully get the at-

tention it deserves, the kind of which was lacking Friday

night. ^

>" ^
CHINESE KITCHEN
FAST SERVICE — GREAT PRICES

Bl

Try our

Moo Shu Pork

$3.95

#23 Szechuan Gai Ding,

Swee & Sour Pork, Fried Rice

$4.95

#22 Chicken Wings,

Sweet & Sour Pork,

Fried Rice

$3.90

#24 Yoke Kew (Beef)

Onion and Green Pepper
Chicken Wing, White Rice

$3.90

TRY OUR LUNCHEON — DINNER SPECIALS
Only $1.49 before 3 pm, $1.90 after 3 pm

Eat In or Take Out

HOURS: Sunday Noon - 10 pm, Mon - Sal 11;30 - 10pm

430 Russel St (Rt 9)

HADLEY — 253-2571

2 LOCATIONS

150 King St
NORTHAMPTON — 586-8220

Work This Summer in

HAWAII
DALLAS, LONG ISLAND, BOSTON

or remain in Amherst

START EARNING
- :

IMMEDIATELY!

Start now in Amherst • Guaranteed Salary

Over 50 Positions Still Available

For An Interview Call Willie at 549-7793

6th Annual Season Opening

SAVE UP TO 80%
during this fantastic

"Season-Starter" sale

^^rrieest

I

Sftorts
AMHERST • IE. Pleasant Street/ 549-6904

NORTHAMPTON • 15 State St. / 584- 1016

GREENRELD • Mohawk Mall 7 773-5572

SOUTHWOOD APT
On biis route

Quiet, convienent to camptis

Waiting List Now Open At

Rental Office

107M Southwood Apts - 256-0166

t> '^'

CLEAN, SAFE. PRIVATE HOT TUBS
17S Unrvtraty Or.

N«xt lo Stadulm Liquors In Pile* Cttoepcr IMI
Opan Monday 4 Hil 1, Tu«a - Sat llwn - i«n

HooofvMlofM MiflfloMad - om cartlflctfM avaMaMo

Call 253- ??*/

STUDENT SPECIAL
Every Mon, Tuei^d Wed

1 HOUR HOT TUB
For V2 Hour Price
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ARTS
The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Smithereens
By Sarah Smith

Suicide a worthwhile farce
The Suicide
8 p.m. April 9-1 1 and 15-18

Theater 14, Smith College

By MARY ANNE SIOK
Collegian Correspondent

The tickets were com-

plementary; the theater was

comfortable; the lighting

and set design were incredi-

ble; the play? Let's just say

it was The Suicide.

Nikolai Erdman's The

Suicide, a Soviet Farce,

directed by Deborah Lubar,

centered around an
unemployed Soviet worker.

Semyon Semyonovich
Podsekalnikov. The main
plot revolved around Se

myon's attempt to commil
suicide. The conHict m this

play was the individual ver-

sus society Humor was
tried and hung. The play

might have been very fun

ny. but the audience will

never know. The original

black humor of the play was
almost so subtle that it was
missed. Contemporary
humor, which was obvious-

ly added, tried to make the

audience laugh. These add-

ed pieces were humorous
but did not conform with the

rest of the play.

Semyon was portrayed

brilliantly by Joshua Perls-

tein. Perlstein deserved a

round of applause. He prov-

ed to be a diverse and

talented actor. Fiona
Simone Cooke, who por-

trayed Maria, Semyon's
wife, tried too hard to be a

neurotic and fretting wife

and ended up being annoy

ing. The third family

member, Serafima II

inichna, Semyon's mother-

in-law, stole the show. Jen-

nifer Lee Levitz, who played

Serafima. gave an
hvsterical account of the

stereotypical mother in-law.

The rest of the cast

members added a bizarre,

serious, and chaotic at-

mosphere to The Suicide.

The play costs $2 for

students and $4 for the

general public. Go see it. On
a scale between a K-Mart
and a Bloomingdales, The
Suicide rates a JC Penny.

Calendar
7KK) p.m.: Movie: Le Retour De Martin Guerre, (in French

with English subtitles, followed by conversation in

French and refreshments.) Room B-5, Harold F. Johnson

Library Center, Hampshire College, admission free.

8KH) p.m.: Lecture: Professor Marc Raeff, Bakhmeteff

Professor of Russian Studies. Columbia University, will

speak on "The Cultural Institutions of a Society in Ex-

ile: The First Russian Emigration 1919-1939". Herter

Hail Room 601, admission free.

OPEN TIL
MIDNIGHT
APRIL 15

Kinko's wants to take some of

the bite out ot'ta.x iime by giving

you one free set (8' J x 11 20 lb

bond) of copies of your tax

return.

kinko's
crHt eoplM. crtat pcopi*.

220 N. Pleasant St

253-2543

Whenyourethe
best inLSATprep
yougetalotof

free advertising.

Why cfc) many LSAT prep "experts'" keep comparing

thennsch/es to Kaplan in their ads? Because they dorit

wEint you to start comparing with real facts and figures.

Ifyou did, you'd discover that more hn/ League law

students prepared at Kaplan than anywhere else. You'd

discover the worlds largest test prep research staff, the

nx)st up-to-date materials, the most comprehensive
computerized diagnostic program.

\bu'd discover that you never have to miss a class-

either review lessons with an instructor or with our

LSAT prep tapes. And that we'll never close you out ofa

course because \Ai^ can add classes to fill students' ne«ls.

Vbu'd discover that our LSAT prep is, and always
has been, guaranteed And lastly that Kaplan students

are well-reprcsentcd among those who score the most.

So call Enroll. You'll discover just why Kaplan is stu-

dents' first choice for LSAT prep—and other companies
first choice for imitation .

mnmm > b^h ma

fttNin N. uruianumutamiini

LSAT CLASSES
BEGIN MAY 7

GMAT CLASSES
BEGIN APRIL 30

Exams are coining, inquire about

our speed reading programs

groap dlscoants available

WANTED: DEDicated & ALIVE
To the possibilities of a challenging

summer in coed residential camp
for disadvantaged, abused, or

neglected children.

NEEDED: * UNIT LDRS * CNSLRS * NURSES •

Write: Letter & Resume to Horizons For Youth

121 Lakevlew St., Sharon, MA 02067

How COW documentaries ore mode

^^^u^^lt^g^"^^-

oP'°

\o<
p^®"^ ^

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

4/13-4/15 •10-4

DATE TIME

Deposit Required

im emRB MOOse m^es
AUXILIARY HAVe fiSKBP

IF wu ftu^ muLP fcfiy A

I s

LmMe CMCK OUR
FLAYUST... mM..

HMfA... HOU? IT. Hm'6
ONe:

'WRI-MRI OH. 15 THAT
FOR ONBOFHIS^

mRRy

"

I

\ \ \ .-^JiT.

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

TIME
COLLEGE

AWARDS
19 8 7

BAT BRAIN

UMass-Amhcrst

"\ was never a super-hero because

it helped people. I did it because it

made me feel good about myself. If

I had done it for the good of

mankind I wouldn't have to spend

eight months in a detox center and

four years withAA when it ended
.

"

So says the once world famous

superhero "I'm in school more or

less because I can afford it. I don't

study or go to classes very often My
cumulative average reflects this.

Right now I have a -2.0, but I'm hop-

ing to bargain it down a bit in the

fall"

Of the schools most famous

undergrad, one faculty member

stated, "Having Bat Brain in your

class is like an open spot. If enroll-

TbtfMi,

ment is tight, and a professor sees

Bat Brain s name, they know they

can add one more student
"

Of his future. Brain stated that he

is looking at graduate schools. "Col-

lege has been good to me, but I

know that eight or nine years down
the road it's going to end I've got to

be prepared for that I've already

started looking for that one,

desperate school that's more in-

terested in what in my wallet than

what's on my record When I've

found that, 1 know my future is

secure
"

Gordy By Gorde

CLASS RINGS

ftyUNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

PLACE

©IMS AfiC ar>cdl lasi Ring*

YOU

\ If 6A\^JSCH00C,

**/ \ 1

—"~

^W>^^̂

MX/Q5 A Mtmjeo CAR.-
ItiOJrsrf lOHY THe MBU.
DID tbU PO THAT, CyO^Df
ytHi-A lAlAiYERf AfO

WAff

I'M AJor

I 14MK)T

AMYMO^a,

IT'S So. . Ca^^tJP'Tfff
THE 6Al^ Ooe^AJTAMTTteC!
MOlOey MATTElZSf 7%
PcEASUfHB OF^^AUIU&A
/'(Sesow'S PATe /aJ Xx4?
HfiNO'S -THAT'S AU. A
IAI/JY5R CAI^ec A&Dl/rf

I^OOKX> Ff9:iOUCr/oM,

'No matter where you go, there you are.

"

—Buckaroo Bomai

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited bY Trade Michel Jaff*

ACROSS
1 Tense

S Protozoan

10 Senior event

14 Literary

tionest

15 Oieni oieoresin

16 City on the

Tevete

17 Teen follower

18 Person in a

race lor space''

20 Weasel s

relative

22 Vamps
23 Tree ol Jtie

txrch lamily

25 Anger

26 Large basket

29 Sailor s

direction

33 Pub servir>g

34 Btoodnound.

• g
36 Manchunan

river

37 Dove s goal

39 Family member
40 Face tne day
41 One ol the

Gutttrws

42 Payoll

44 Curved letter

45 Loud-voiced

one
47 Scans
49 Weeper s sound
50 '— against

Thebes
Aeschylus

51 Most Ixave

55 Breakfast order

59 Part of a

network sttow

61 Fi&h dish

62 Crooked
63 Apartment

house sign

64 Soft drink

65 Heavy weights

66 Copycats
67 October stone

DOWN
1 Five or nine, at

times

2 Pond stuff

3 Consumer
4 Clan clotn

5 Roam
6 Methuselan
7 No way'

a Church closing

9 More gtut)Oy

10 Sellers conllici

1

1

Tudor symtx>l

12 Hebrew
measure

13 Hawkish deity

t9 Flag
''1 Cream ol the

crop

24 Editor s tool

26 Actress Irene

27 Ready
28 Frasei of tenms

29 Lenni

—

(Delaware
Indian)

30 French Inends

31 Baliel or

charkitte

follower

32 Attire

35 Intimidate

38 Buys the

tponsof *

waies
40 To the point

Lai

42 Kern musical

43 Fights back
46 Lug
48 International

org

50 Fence passage

51 Go away*
52 Benin s

neightxx

53 iTKlicaior

54 Old English

bard

56 Flyir^g

maneuver
57 Miss Cinders

58 River duck

60 Gas Prefii

Lanch
Menu

Hot Pastrami on Water Roll

Italian Shell Casserole

Dinner

Chicken Cutlet/Supreme

Sauce, Cranberry Sauce

Barbecued Spareribs

Tuna Salad Plate with Chips

Basics Lunch

Humus Vegetable Pocket

Vegetable Hot Sandwich

Basics Dinner

Cheese Nut Loaf/Mushroom

Sauce Chicken Cutlet/

Supreme Sauce,

Cranberry Sauce

Weather
Todaf: There is a 60 percent chance of rain, and

temperatures should range from 45-50 degrees

Tomorrow: It is goir^ to get warmer and sunny with

temperatures between 50 and 60 degrees.

Today's Staff
Night Editor * Hana Levenson

UYoat Technician Tori Arpad

Copy Editor .Jonathan Cassie

Copy Editor Robert Menzel

Photo Technician Rob Skelton

Prodaction Sapenrisor Robert Levine

Prodnction....Jane Lapato, Connie LeClerc, David Cain.

Julie Rae, Wendy Rae Nutter, Sandra Barker

Extctithre Board -. Sfifla|{ori987

fCBUT SBGBIl
Editor iaChter

MMMCf XUXGeifSK
MeMftef Editor

PRIL SERAPIVO
Editorial BdHMT

STBVERVBIH
BtMlMU Heaegtr

ANSEL ZmTER
Prodadloa Meaager

Bffsincss Board -~ Spring of 1987

STEVE KUBIH
E««lMM Manager

PATRICE LAWSKT
lUrltctlag MuMger

PAUl H. LESSER
Advtftlalag Sales MUaafer

CRAIC NAUCLS ^

Clrcatatloa ltaai««r

VANESSA ROTH
Plaaac* Meaafer

KAREN HOLLAND
SabKrtptiea Maaager
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ARTS
The Far Side

By Gary Larson
Smithereens
By Sarah Smith

Suicide a worthwhile farce
The Suicide
8 p.m. April 9-1 1 and 15-18

Theater 14, Smith CoUege

By MARY ANNE SIOK
Collegian Correspondent

The tickets were com-

plementai-y; the theater was

comfortable; the lighting

and set design were incredi-

ble; the play? Let's just say

it was Thf Suicide.

Nikolai Erdman's The
Suicide, a Soviet Farce,

directed by Deborah Lubar,

centered around an
unemployed Soviet worker,

Semyon Semyonovich
Pod.sekalnikov. The main
plot revolved around Se-

myon's attempt to commii.

.suicide. The conflict in this

play was the individual ver-

sus society Humor was
tried and hung. Tho play

might have been very fun

ny. but the audience will

never know. The original

black humor of the play was
almost so subtle that it was
missed. Contemporary
humor, which was obvious-

ly added, tried to make the

audience laugh. These add-

ed pieces were humorous
hut did not conform with the

rest of the play.

Semyon was portrayed

brilliantly by Joshua Perls-

tein. Perlstein deserved a

round of applause. He prov-

ed to be a diverse and

talented actor. Fiona
Simone Cooke, who por-

trayed Maria, Semyon's
wife, tried too hard to be a

neurotic and fretting wife

and ended up being annoy

ing. The third family

member, Serafima II

inichna, Semyon's mother-

in-law, stole the show. Jen-

nifer Lee Levitz, who played

Serafima, gave an
hvsterical account of the

OPEN TIL
MIDNIGHT
APRIL 15

Kinko'ft wants (o take some of

the bite out ot tax sime by giving

>ouoBe free set (8' " x l! 20 lb

bond) of copies of your tax

return.

kinko's
Crtat copies. Great people.

220 N. Pleasant St

253-2543

Whenyourethe
best inLSATprep
yougetalotof

free advertising.

Why do many LSAT prep "experts" keep comparing

themseh^s to Kaplan in their ads? Because they don't

want you to start compeiring with real facts and figures.

Ifyou did, you'd discover that more Ivy League law

students prepared at Kaplan than anywhere else. You'd

discover the world's largest test prep research staff, the

most up-to-date materials, the most comprehensive
computerized diagnostic program.

\bu'd discover that you never have to miss a class-

cither review lessons with an instructor or with our

LSAT prep tapes. And that well never close you out ofa

course because we can add classes to fill students' needs.

YDu'd discover that our LSAT prep is, and always

has been, guaranteed And lastly that Kaplan audents

are well-represented among those who score the most.

So call Enroll You 11 discoverjust why Kaplan is stu-

dents' first choice for LSAT prep—and other companies'

first choice for imitation .
mgmm B^B B ^1

fUMn M. uruaaeunoMiami OIL

LSAT CLASSES
BEGIN MAY 7

GMAT CLASSES
BEGIN APRIL 30

Exams are comitig, inquire about

our speed reading programs

group discounts available

WANTED: DEDicated & ALIVE
To the possibilities of a challenging

summer in coed residential camp
for disadvantaged, abused, or

neglected children.

NEEDED: * UNIT LDRS * CNSLRS * NURSES
*

Write: Letter & Resume to Horizons For Youth

121 Lal(eview St., Sharon, MA 02067

stereotypical mother in-law.

The rest of the cast

members added a bizarre,

serious, and chaotic at-

mosphere to The Suicide.

The play costs $2 for

students and $4 for the

general public. Go see it. On
a scale between a K-Mart
and a Bloomingdales, The

Suicide rates a JC Penny.

Calendar
7K)0 p.in.: Movie: Le Retour De Martin Guerre, (in French

with English subtitles, followed by conversation in

French and refreshments.) Room B-5, Harold F. Johnson

Library Center, Hampshire College, admission free.

8HK> p.m.: Lecture: Professor Marc Raefif, Bakhmeteff

Professor of Russian Studies, Columbia University, will

speak on "The Cultural Institutions of a Society in Ex-

ile: The First Russian Emigration 1919-1939". Herter

Hall Room 601, admission free.

'm-

FINE CMOCOLATES AND CONFECTIONS

SWISS CHOCOLATE BUNNIES
"tons" of Easter candy / Hop on down

63 North Pleasant St

Amherst (413) 253-5589

68 Main St

Northampton (413) 586-4180

Auto
Glass
Center

SAME DAY SERVICE

BILLED DIRECTLY
TO INSURANCE CO

•

WINDSHIELDS
REPLACED

North Amherst
Motors

r?t. 6J No. Amherit • 549 2380

On PVTA Bus lines
Most Major Cfodit Cards Accepted

How cow documentaries ore made
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% Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

CLASS RINGS

4/13-4/15 •10-4

DATE TIME

^XJNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

PLACE
Daposit Required

TIME
COLLEGE

AWARDS
19 8 7

BAT BRAIN

UMMS-Amhcrst

"I was never a super-hero because

it helped people. I did it because it

made me feel good about myself. If

I had done it for the good of

mankind I wouldn't have to spend

eight months in a detox center and

four years with AA when it ended
"

So says the once world famous

superhero. "I'm in school more or

less because I can afford it. I don't

study or go to classes very often My
cumulative average reflects this.

Right now 1 have a -2.0. but I'm hop-

ing to bargain it down a bit in the

fall."

Of the schools most famous

undergrad, one faculty member
stated. "Having Bat Brain in your

class is like an open spot. If enroll-

IkMOMIr

ment is tight, and a professor sees

Bat Brain's name, they know they

can add one more student."

Of his future, Brain stated that he

is looking at graduate schools. "Col-

lege has been good to me. but I

know that eight or nine years down
the road it's goir^g to end I've got to

be prepared for that I've already

started looking for that one,

desperate school that's more in-

terested in what in my wallet than

what's on my record When I've

found that, I know my future is

secure."

Gordy By Gorde
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HANDS -THAT'S ALL A
LAUJYER. CARES Asour/'

KIUDA Ut!£
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'No matter where you go, there you are."

—Buckaroo Bomai

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Tnidt Michel JafT*

ACROSS
1 Tense

i Protozoan

10 Sentor even)

14 Lileiary

honest

15 Oteni oteoresin

16 Ciiy on the

Tevere

17 Teen lollower

18 Person in a

race lor space''

20 VVea!>ei s

relative

22 Vamps
23 Tree ot Jtie

birch lamity

2& Anger

26 Large Dasket

29 Sailor s

direction

33 Put) serving

34 Bloodhouna.

• a
36 Mancnuiian

river

37 Dove s goal

39 Family memt)«i

40 Face the day

41 One ol tne

Guttiries

42 Payoll

44 Curved letter

45 Loud-voiced

one
47 Scans
49 Weeper s sound
50 "— against

TneDes
Aeschylus

51 Most Drave

55 Breaklasi order

59 Part of a

networli show
61 Fish dish

62 Crooked
63 Aparln>ent

iKHJse sign

64 Soft drink

65 Heavy weightb

66 Copycats
67 October stone

DOWN
1 Five or nine, at

limes

2 Pond stull

3 Consumer
4 Clan cloth

5 Roam
6 Methuseian
7 No way'

8 Chuich closing

9 More grubby
10 Sellers conllict

1

1

Tudor Symbol
12 Hebrew

measure
13 Hawkish oeity

19 Flag
'^1 Cream oi the

crop
24 Editor s tool

26 Actress Irene

27 Ready
28 Frasei ol lenms

29 Lenm

—

(Delaware
Indian)

30 French Inends

31 Ballet or

charlotte

lollower

32 Attire

35 Intimidate

36 Buys the

sponsor s

wares
40 To the point

Lat

42 Kern musical

43 Fights back
46 Lug
48 International

org

50 Fence passage

51 Go away'

52 Benm s

netghbor

53 Indtcaiof

54 Old English

bard
56 Flying

mar>euver

57 Miss Cuvlers

58 River duck

60 Gat Prelix

Lunch
Menu

Hot Pastrami on Water Roll

Italian Shell Casserole

Dinner

Chicken Cutlet/Supreme

Sauce, Cranberry Sauce

Barbecued Spareribs

Tuna Salad Plate with Chips

Basics Lunch

Humus Vegetable Pocket

Vegetable Hot Sandwich

Basics Dinner

Cheese Nut Loaf/Mushroom

Sauce Chicken Cutlet/

Supreme Sauce.

Cranberry Sauce

Weather
Todaf: There is a 60 percent chance of rain, and

temperatures should range from 45*50 degrees

Tomorrow: It is going to get warmer and sunny with

temperatures between 50 and 60 degrees.

Today's Staff
Night Editor * Hana Levenson

Uyout Technician Tori Arpad

Copy Editor Jonathan Cassie

Copy Editor Robert Menzel

Photo Technician Rob Skelton

Prodaction Sopenrisor Robert Levine

Prod«ctlon....Jane Lapato. Connie LeClerc. David Cain.

Juiie Rae, Wendy Rae Nutter, Sandra Barker

Executive Board -" Spring of 1987
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With some jobs you never get tired of the same four walls

ENVIRONMENTAL OPTIONS:

A CAREER CONFERENCE

Satarday April 25. 1987

Hosted by University of Massachusetts, Amherst

For more Information call or write: Career Conference, Stadent Conservation Assoc.

Bos 550, Charlestown. NH 03603 (603) 826-5741

if Gorillas stomp UNH
con fin tied from page 12

but Carmean passed off to Musco and Carr

before Cannella and Hiller pushed the lead

to 13-6. UNH scored again, but Carmean

found Soudan and then Hiller, 44 seconds

later, to push the game out of reach after

three quarters. Hiller added a goal to open

the final frame before Tyler teamed up

with Bergan with 2:02 remaining.

Correction: Dick Garber was misquoted

in Friday's Collegian. The coach said his

team is "one of the best in the country,"

and not "about the best," as was reported.

-Hone Of TH^'

TACOVILLA
NOItTHAMFTON
}l CCNTER ST

58*0673

Bring Tout Own
Beer or Wine

AMHBRSr
41 BOLTVfOOD WALK
2S6^?I?

BeerS Wine
Served

SPniNGFIELD
749 SUMNER AVE
7880919

Brirtg Your Own
Beer t Wine

NOW
IN OUR
13th

YEAR

PROFESSIONAL SECRETARIAL SERVICE

AMHERST CREAMERY OFFICE BUILDING

150 Fearing St, Amherst, MA
Telephone: (413) 549-2686

MANUSCRIPTS - A SPECIALTY

RESUME PLANNING & TYPING

THESES AND DISSERTATIONS

9 am - 2 pm-EARLYl
k J BIRDm M SPECIALm# $2 OFF
^V Shampoo,
W^ Cut A Dry

^V-^ STYLES

Vy V4)EB0RAH
,549-5610 • 65 Univefsitv Dr

. wtth m*8 coupon j:,p„es 4/30*7

CXrCRtKNCITin EXCnXMKNT
OrOWNING YOUR OWN

tASnALLTEAM

Thinking Man's Buebtll, the

semuiotul iVUety bMetMll game, Icli

you and yow mead* draft leamt of
major league playen. Your leam't

resulu are baaed on the actual

performaitoea of the playen during the

baseball ieaM». Have tun competing
with your Mcadt in Graternitie*, clubt,

or other tchool activities. During the

season, you will receive the weekly
standings of all teams in your league.

You will also receive smistiw and oiher

Informatioa needed to make strategic

decisions, such as when to acquire hot

rookie protpectt.

Write now for our brochurem (hat yoo
can soon be managing yow draHn leani:

The Thinking Man's Baseball Company
P.O Box M7 CMU-38
Piosburgh.PA 1S2I3

EARN $200, $300, $400 A WEEK!

MAMA LEONE'S RESTAURANT
Hampton Beach, New Hampshire

• WAITRESS • WAITERS • BUS PEOPLE • BARTENDERS •

• KITCHEN HELP •

( Experienced and not-experienced, Bonuses, some living quarters available)

OTHER POSITIONS AVAILABLE
APPLY SATURDAY AND SUNDAY APRIL 11 & 12, 18 & 17

Location: Hillcrest Hotel

Across from the Children's Playground

I

HourM trip

from BOSTON
• t«rtir)9 m

LUXEMBURG $358
COPENHAGEN 496
OSLO 496
STOCKHOLM 496
SWITZERLAND 388

WITH

KELANDAIR
AND

COUHCil TRAVEL

BOSTON CAMOf^DCE
[6171266-1936 (617|«}7-MV7

your EASTER will be

PRETTY, DEUCIOUS & NUTRITIOUS
when you shop at Atkins

- FLOWERS •

Fresh cut spring flowers & arrangements

• FLOWERING PLANTS -

Easter LIUES VIOLETS REIGER BEGONIAS

AZALEAS ROSEBUSHES HYACINTHS

TUUPS CALCEOLARIAS DAFFODILS

GARDENIAS CINERARIAS PRIMROSES

• FRIHT BASKETS -

Perfect Hostess Gift

Place your order now - we can fill it with

fruits, nuts, cheeses, meats, jellies, syrup

and top it off with Atkins own fudge or

Easter Candy to sweeten.

• EASTER CANDY -

Atkins Own FUDGE - can be personalized

- decorated for Easter. Also Easter bunnies,

eggs, etc. nicely boxed for giving. Our own
arranged Easter Baskets.

• PASSOVER CANDY •

Mints, Choc covered Orange Peel & Mat-

zah Ball Assortment

- EASTER KIELBASA -

- BAKERY BREADS & CAKES -

HOT CROSS BUNS (all from scratch)

BABKA BREAD • WHOLE GRAIN BREADS
CHALLAH BREAD • EASTER CAKES & CUPCAKES

ATKINS
FARMS
*FIUJIT

COnCtOFRTLlK
&BAYRD.

lAWfRST.MA.
2S39S28

ASPARAGUS
89' lb.!

Long, tender

and tasty

From Calif.

- Cheese

BABY SWISS
$4.99 lb.

-Dell

Kohler Sliced.

BOILED HAM
$2.95 lb.

(low in salt)

• Bakery -

Snacking Delicious,
fresh each day

DONUT HOLES
70 cents doz.

r«'«.ervc the right to limit quantities

NAVEL
ORANGES
10f„79«

Cabot

SHARP
CHEDDAR
$3.79 lb.

White & Milk

Chocolate

"MINI BINK"
Easter Candies

$1.95 8 oz
Perfectly formed

PIE SQUARES
50 cents ea.

6/$2.70
Apple. Raspberry. Fig.

Blue & Cherry

\
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IOTA GAMMA UPSILON
INVITES ALL UNIVERSITY WOMEN

|T0 RUSH THE SORORITY THAT HAS:
* High academic standards
" An outstanding social life

* A self-government

Come to our rush parties, hang out, and see what IGU is

all about! Call 256-6874 for Info.

ALL PARTIES START AT 5:15

Men, April 13 - Mexican night

Wed, April 15 - Italian Night

Thurs. April 16 - Lobster!
iWWWWW8W i^^l^^lj^^^S

JOIN THE MOVEMENT
ANGELA DAVIS JOINED

FIGHT FOR PEACE, EQUALITY

AND STUDENT RIGHTS.

COME TO THE NEXT
YOUNG COMMUNIST LEAGUE

MEETING:
TUESDAY, APRIL 14 - 6PM

CC. RM 904-08

CLASSIFIEDACTIVITIES -AUDIO
AUTO FOR SALE • CALCULATORS

ENTfn-'AlNMENT "FOR RENT

FOR SALE • FOUND

^r^m^AN O^ncHnx^^^H^RS . ao.3;;:.;,«:.3...0EAOL^E^^ TO PUBUCATION.CASH IN OVANC., .S./WORD,OAy FOR STUOeNT,

INSTRUCTION • MOTORCYLCLES
PERSONALS -RfDE WANTED
RIDERS NEEDED 'SERVICES
ROOMATE WANTED -TRAVEL

WANTED 'SUBLET

AcnviTin

WMUA STATION BODY meeting lomghl

Nominations will be opened lor next years

board positions Call 5-2876 tor location

FORRCNT

AVAILABLE JUNEI , 2 bedrm Soulhwood
Apt call 256-8829

WMUA NOW ACCEPTING nominations for

positions of chairman, manager, and pro-

grammer Elections are April 20tr\ 7Pt^

room TBA All interested persons conlad

the station

WOMENS RECEPTION TONIGHT 5-7PM

CC 902-4 networking good company
Refreshments served All women welcome

OUTING CLUB MEETING tonight 7 00PM
Campus Center rm 165 Office elections

trips announcements, live performance by

Leverett House Players All welcome

WANTED BANDS TO play at the first

'

• annual oft campus l^aytesl Picr. up
• applications at 404 S U B Tapes and

'

application due Friday 4/20'

AUDIO

SELLING OHM SPEAKERS 100W &
Brother typewriter Cheap! Call 6-7921

RECIEVER, TURNTABLE.HGOOO'car
fridge, equillzer Good and cheap 6-9152

(leave message.)

AUTO FO* SALi

1965 FORD FALCON a cream puff

256-6920

82 SUBARU BRAT. Excetient shape 2.600

549-7529

MUSTANG FOR SALE-1968 eaM 546-6761

tor details ask for Herb.

1977 CHEW MALIBU good transportation

$500 or BO 256-8673 Barry

1983 RENAULT FUEOO sports coupe

S-speed excellent condition asking S2800
1978 Toyota Corofa 2-door 5-speed no rust

good condition low milage $800 Call

546-1485 ask tor Donna

75 TOYOTA COROLLA runs extremely

well Rebuilt engine, new alternator $500

546-3204 or leave message at 546-5768.

1979 PINTO «7K asking $600 549-1 138

75 MONZA RUNS well, little rust. 72,000

mi $600 Fred 6-6368

80 CHEVETTE 4SPD 2dr very good cond

$1200 eves 256-8065

EMBARASS THE — out of someone .

anywhere, anytime B-days, tuck-ins

Gorilla-Grams 6-9152/7654

77 TOYOTACOROLLA: white, 4dr, stan-

dard AM/FM, AC. reliable and lovable-

$1000 538-3670

1979 FORD MUSTANG yellow, auto.

82 000 mis AM/FfVl stereo $1200 545-3689

after 5;30 584-9042

ANDS WANTID

' SWAG IS LOOKING for bands to play
'

during Southwest week,
• May 5-8 Applications are available

• Now at the SWAG office in Hampden '

•and are due by April 15, 1987 at 5PI^
'

the list of bands selected will be
• posted on April 21, 1987 Southwest

'

rocks 'he Pyramids'!!

OMDT FRAZZLED?

COLLEGE GOT YOU dovn' Has it been

l^onday all week' Make a change lor the

better Gamma Sigma Sigma Natkxial Ser-

vice Sorority Open Rush tonight 7 PM CC
903

rot A OOOD TIIM CAU

SUNNY 2 BEDROOM apt Main Street take

over lease June 1-Dec 31 $480 inci

everything after 5 253-5529

$200 REWARD 1 BDRM apt $425 a month
includes all utilities many exiras pool, ten-

nis courts, dishwasher and more Take over

June 1st call 666-3450

4 BEDROOM APT 'starling June '

256-6620

HUP WANTED

SUMMER HELP ON CapeCodExperience
not necessary, but preftered Lowden Tree

and Landscape 428-4272

WE ARE LOOKINGlor someone to do child

care one evening a week and occasional

overnights Must have transportation Call

584-9057

2 BEDROOM APT starting June 1

665-8106

PERFECT FOR ONE or twc people one

bedroom apartment al Clitfside 400/mo,

utilities included Across from 7/11. bank,

bus stop Sublet in June w/lall option Call

Liz or John, 665-7143

TOWNEHOUSE APARTMENT IN

Southwood Tired of dorms' Two bedroom
lownehouse comfortably fits four Take over

our lease in June and it's yours next year

No waiting lists Call 256-0626

LARGE TWO-BEDROOM Colonial Village

Apt available June 1. Call 253-2416

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT in

Southwood take over lease in June with fall

option Call 256-8609 after 5

2 BDRM; JUNE-Aug: partly furnished clean

and comfortable, colonial Village Leave
message 256-6782

TAKE OVER LEASE June 1st

bedroom Clitfside 665-861

7

Two

AVAILABLE JUNE 1,1-3 bedrooms in a

Swiss Village Apt 215mionth inclusive On
busline Call Rob 256-1480

SOUTHWOOD: TAKE OVER our lease

June 1 Sunny 2 br apt on bus line Only

$148/month, heat free Call 253-5784

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL option 2 bdrm
apt on bus route 256-1737

SINGLE BEDROOM APARTMENT
available Colonial Village $315/month call

ASAP 253-3681

FOR SALE

C^IATE^ AMP MUST self Call Shawn
546-9030

WINDERSURFER CLASSIC. 5 color sail

2 daggerboards Excellent condition

Forget Florida $425 Great conversation

piece 549-7842

U2 TICKETS FOR sale all shows 546^89

BIANCHI RACTBiKE.li2cm, Columbos,
Campagnolo, $550 546-4613

MARSHALL LEAD 20'ampTnd B C Rich

copy guitar, steal al $325 or BO Call Fred

546-6683

RAYBAN. BOLLE, VUARNET sunglasses

plus look-a-likes. Jams, Catchit, Sunbril-

ches shorts, everything discount. Ozzie

549-7575

GUCCI WATCHES FOR ladies many new
styles only $30 call Brian 6-7425

BR'AND^iEW~w6MErf¥~brack leather
dress jacket size 8, best otter Call Donna
549-4149

YAMAHA ACOUSTIC GUITAR w/case

$150 almost new; 253-9537 ask lor Scoti

alter 6PM

DEADLINE EXTENOEDLEOAL
ASSISTANTS WANTED

DEADLINE EXTENDED TO April 17 lor tall

1987 internships with the Legal Services

Office, get hands on experience in legal

field-work directly with attorneys and

clients Earn up to 15 undergraduate

credits No experience needed •training

provided To begin application process con

tact Legal Services today, 545-1995 922

Campus Center

WOMEN'S AVIA RUNNING shoes size

8'^. brand new A $55 value for $29 99

Call Beth at 546-5649

rouND

BLACK CAT FOUND at Brittany Monday
Nt Long hair with collar please call

256-6614 it he's yours

FREE CASN

RACK-A-DISC Entertainment Agency Disc

lockies. lights, rentals, and mobile video

dances! 549-7144

WANTED PART TIME bus drivers for Nor

thampton lo Amherst routes $5 to start very

convenient for Northampton residents

Work schedule arranged around your class

schedule 586-1909

THE CENTER FOR popular economics has

openings for 2 administrative assistants

Both jobs would start in May A job descrip-

tion IS posted in Thompson 829, or call

Tasha at 545-0743 lor more information

Application deadline Apnl 10

GROUNDS WORKERS WANTED at Pine

Grove Golf Course Call 584-4570 for

interview

MANAGER tHArNEES~N6w hiring.

Amherst, Hawaii. Boston, Long Island, or

Dallas 50 openings Excellent pay ex-

cellent worklrjg conditions Full or part-lime

Call Willie at 549-7793

FULL AND PART time positions available

very flexible hours and excellent working

conditions Conveniently located m the

center of Amherst You can earn up to $20

an hour with salary and commissions Con-

tact Target Enterprises for an interview Ask

tor Keith 549-7793

PERSONALS

RESUME TYPESETTING SERVICE
Have your resume professionally typeset

The best quality type, not a word processor

Sixteen different type styles lo ihoose from

Takes only 3 days costs $25 and any

changes llldo foe FREE Come down lo the

Collegian Graphics Office (t13 Campus
Center) and speak to Peter Soderberg

MEET NEW PEOPLE! Gel great ex

perience' Come write for New England's

largest college daily The Collegian is in 1 13

Campus Center, nght behind the TV
Come down and check us out'

LOVE TO DANCE? Tryouls for UMass
minutes kickline-danceleam coming the

third week in /Vpnl Lois of tun, great way

to keep in shape Meet tons of new people

Watch lor us'

INTERESTED IN A career in

advertising?

Come hear

John Verret and Jolin Reed
from Ingall's Ad Agency (Boston)

lues April 14 7 00 CC 917
sponsored by the Marketing Club

TOM CRUISE IN Top Gun Thursday Apnl

I6lh in the Campus Center Auditorium

3:00 show $2 00, 5.7.9,11 shows $2 50

come early and beat the crowd'

I NEED A room mate to share my palatial

Puffton Village Apt This summer Musi

cians especially wetaome Dave 549 1616

IF YOU ARE a female and looking lor an

apt lor fall semester only contact Jennifer

at 6 9704

1 ROOMMATE WANTED lo share 1

liedroom apt Brandywine w/2 lemales call

546-8208 or 546-8643 evenings

NON-SMOKING FEMALE to share room in

Puttton June 1 546-4451 Ellen after 5

LOOKING FOR TWO non-smoking male
roommates lo share Brittany Manor apart-

meni Starting Aug Isl or earlier it

necessary Call Kyle 256 1388

FEMALE^ NON-SMOKER wanted lor own
room in quiet, clean Riverglade Apt Star

ling June 253-3130

SERVICES

TUTORING, SUBSTITUTE TEACHING m
business management, marketing,

finance, investment & microcomputers $7

per hour Neg 536-5006 leave message

LASER TYPING SERVICE Have youi

resume, paper or thesis professionally

typeset Best rates m town Call Rick at

549-0173 after 6PM

AMY K. HAPPY 221 Sorry I won't be here

lo celebrate with you Have a great day'

Love Kathleen

PAINTERS WANTED: MUST be over 21

Experience preferred Full-time summer
employment We II sponsor good painters

to take Mass riggers exam Good work

conditions and good pay information ses-

sions will be held on Thursday, April 16 1 :00

and 4:00 CC rm 803 College Pro Painters

800-424-2468

NEW YORK CITY daytrip April 18, $25

roundtrip Act 546-4723

CHRISTINE G. I love you Thanks lor a

gieat year and many more lo come Love

your L K -Eric

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS
We hire earty tor good summer painters in

New England $5-7/hour Age and ex

perience not a concern We will train you

Information session will be held Thursday,

April 16. 1 00 and 4:00 C C rm 803 The

organized students 800-424-2468

THE SGA BUDGETS committee has two

paid posilions open a work study assistant

chair al lOhours /wee and a reguair hourty

auditor at 5 hours per week Additionally at-

tending, budget committee meetings ttiree

days a weel; is requested applicants should

be undergraduates and be willing lo work

hard in a presonsible manner Applications

are available in 420 SUB deadline is April

15 at 4:00PM Women and people of color

are encouraged lo apply the SGA is an

AA/EOE

SMILES GO TO Pike on Saturday let me
respond Steve

IF^YOU'RE INTERESTED in High

academics, and outstanding social lite,

great home cooking, and a convenient loca-

tion, you're invited to IOTA Gamma Up-

silon's open rush Our parties are April 13,

15. 16 at 5 15 Come to 406 N Pleasant St

for Mexican nite, Italian nile. and k)bster!

Call 256-6874 for into.

JELLO HOPE VOU have an awresome Wr-

thday I love you Flake

LIFEGUARD AND OR swimming Instuc-

lor for Ashfleld Town Beach. Applicant

must be at least 1 8 years old and hold

current Red Cross certification. Employ-

ment offered from early June thru early

Sept. Submit resume to the Ashtield

Park Comm., Town Hall Ashfleld Mass.

01330 before April 15th.

LAURIE HAPPY 19 birthday we hope you

enjoyed your day Love Delta Zeta

ERKT"...anywhere" we are, you and I

were meant to be." The first of many!

Love, Chris

HEY CURRY GANG members In Prince

keep cooking curry, and watching T V all

day Your secret admirer

CdNGRAfULAfiONS SUZT, WELCOME
to the TV corp And remember you have a

conference to attend in Marthas Vineyard

Sincerely Pres. & Vice Pres of TV Corp

STUDENT NOTES AND printing service

accepting applications 4/10-4/17 for pro-

duction manager, bookkeeper, and offset

printer Experience preferred Apply 401

SU

NICK, SORRY WE can't be there with you.

but v»e know you'll do great. Sigue Adelante

y lucha por tus ideales' Love Edna Gloria

Y Jackie

MARY ITS BEEN many many days since

I have to see you been

LIFEGUARDS AND SWIM instructors'

Greenfield recreation dept full/part time

positions MuslbelSyrs Red cross certif

required Applications avail at student

employ office. 239A Whitrrwre and Green-

field town hall Appication deadline April

24th.

LOST

UPC MEMBERS THANKS for electing us

looking lonward to next year! ARI and Jefl

TO BUD, JACK, and Barbie- you wild, beer

drinking liends When is the next sex craz-

ed, drug filled, alcoholic bash you brain

fried borieheads? Your buddy- Trucker Joe

PROFESSIONAL TVMNO

HELP! LOST MY tape recorder at Bartlett

Auditorium on 3/4/87 Class Bio 100B
reward no questions asked 549-7740

SPEEDY KEYS'
reliable 256-1002

-FAST, accurate.

LOST KEYS ON a boWe opener lost Thurs-

day call 546-9734

NEED MONEY? SPEND all your cash on

springbreak'' I need your baseball cards

please help' Call Mike 549-0333

BOY WAS I wasted I losted my green ski

jacket in North Amherst' Brandywine'' Pine

Street? Contact Bill 549-0210

LOST WHITE JEAN lacket al Pike. 4/2 with

2 :-;eys on gold clarldge Hotel Key chain

please return, it is my only jackel call

6-9254

ROOMMATE WANTED

LOST BLUE RING bound notebook if lound

please call 546-9724

•AMMA tlOMA SIOMA

GiviNQ, SHARINQ. SERVINQ.^Be^a part

of our history and our strength Develop

leadership skills Have fun while helping

others Find out what we're all about' Sun-

dae party , 4/ 1 3 CC 903 RSVP 546-2068 or

415A Student Union

LOST MY SEIKO watch with gray leather

band in Southwood area Reward given

Please call 256-1749

MtSt NATHALIE

MISS NATHALIE HOPE you remember me
yoo know it Uh Huh Love Andy & Mame
Happy B day

CENTER OF AMHERST siMQlt- room in

house with tall option Si 65/monlh call Mifce

25^7216
SUMMER SUBLET IN furnished Putfton

apt starting June 1 to Spet 1 Call after 1

1

PM or before 10 AM 549-0106

SQUIRE VILLAGE-TWO bedroom/two

bathroom lownehouse Take over lease

w/lall option or sublet Call Jane al

6652203

TAKE OVER OUR lease l large bedroom

apartment $315/monlh. Colonial Village

Available lor the summer with fall option

You pay only hall of June's rent Call Ed-

die al 253-2084

TWO ROOMS AVAILABLE m brand new.

lully furnished Amherst house Summer
w/lall option Call Laurel or linda ai

263-9949

3 BEDROOM FURNISHED apt 480/monlti

utilities and cable included on bus route,

swimming pool, lennis ct 665-3671

ULTIMATE SUMMER APARTMENT? TV
pool double beds, etc Must see '/i mi 10

UMass 256 6332

IN SUNDERLAND 400$ for the summer
collect 50$ security in August Swimming
poet included 665-8892 (evenings)

SOUTHWEST

BE PROUD OF Southwest! Make this

year's concert the best' Join security! Get

involved! Sign up at the SWAG office in

Hampden

•SPANISH TUTORINO ft TRANSLATION

HELP WITH GRAMMAR, stones, pronun-

ciation 256-1002

SPRING FLINO

HELP WITH SPRING Fling! Come to Cen
tral Area Government meetings al 8:00 on
Tuesdays

ST. JUDi

PROFESSIONAL TYPINO SERVICE

CASES. PAPERS. DISSERTATIONS.
theses: fast, accuiate, dependable, on-

campus, reasonable 584-7924, Nancy SUMMER SUSIET

TWO FEMALES WANTED lo share 1

Ijedroom in Brandywine Apt is complete

ly furnished Starting June 1 Call Lisa al

549-4680 Keep trying

FEMALE NONSMOKING ROOMMATE
needed to share room in three t)edroom

lownehouse apt Call Beth or Chnsty
54^3761

1 MALE NEEDED lo share Brandywine Apt

starting June 1 1 mi from campus Good
atmosphere $170 month plus utilities

549^1384 Steve

TIAVH

SUMMER VACATION: 3 week lour of

Greal Britain $899 Fun. Iriends. scenery,

history Call Mary lor into 253-7368

TYPINO SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING. PAPERS, letters,

resumes, etc Meticulous proofreading

Editing available New IBM typewriter CaM
549-0367

thank' YOU AGAINI Seldom do youi

prayers go unanswered. I am very grateful

SUBLET

LARGE FULLY FURNISHED house Cable

Sbedrooms near bus stop very clean This

house IS ideal'!! Rent negotiable Call us"

253-5885

SUMMER SUBLET AVAILABLE 3

bedroom Puffton call Paula 549-2832 or

Cheryl 546-9684

EVERYTHING YOU EVER wanted m an

apartment, 2bdrms. kitch. bath. 2

watertieds. lully lurnished Right in the

center of Amherst 600plus utilities

Negotiable 253-7954

SUMMER INreRN

SUMMER Intern wanted lor a srnall

advertising agency in Northampton Ex-

perience all aspects ol advertising Non-

paymg Car necessary 586-2135

SUMMER JOSS

ON CAPE COD at Jason's ol Dennisport

Floor and door personnel, barbacks and

bartenders, waiter and waitresses Accep-

ting applications Mon thru Sal vacation

week Irom noon lo 3 Interviews at Clan-

cy's, 8 Uppercounty Rd Dennisport MA

SUMMER ON CAPE COD

ROOMMATES WANTED; 4BR house in

Hyannis Memorial Day thru labor Day

$1100 each call Chris 549-6273 or

549-6110

WANTED

PHYSICAL, SPrRI-fUAL, INTELLECTUAL
health seekers share your knowledge with

the readers of Sprout, the Earthfoods/Peo-

pie's Market Newsletter Typed, double

spaced, please drop malenal off on the 4lh

floor S U in the Economic Development of-

fice Address it to Jen K Deadline April 15.

1987

FOR FALL- YOUR 1 bdrm apt or room in

female apt call 546-7026

WANTED TO RENT

TWO SENIORS LOOKING for one or two

bedrooms for now until end ol semester

close to campus Call Chris or Dave

253-7572

LOOKING FOR 3-BEDROOM in Puffton

reward offered- Lisa 6-7979

OFFERED tor

Lease 253-7927
$SSBrG REWARD
bedroom Puffton Apl

LOOKING FOR SINGLE room lor the fall

willing lo pay summer rent call Linda

256-6334

SI 00 OR OUR Putfton lease lor your lease

ol house in Amherst area Call Margaret

5497195

LOOklNG^TOR^ Sbedroom Puffton Apt

Wani lo sublet for summer and take over

lease Call Herb 546-6761

MATURE UND'eWgRAOUATE SEEKING
off-campus room, lor the tall Must be quiet

Call 546-7057 after 11PM or leave

message

TWO BEDROOM IVi bath townhouse apt

in Southwood available June 1 on bus

route Price negotiable Call 546-7527 or

546 7018

LOOKING FOR 3 bedroom Puffton Apl

want to sublet for summer and take over

lease call Herb 546-6761

S100REWARO 3 bedroom apt in Amhc^l
Center call 546-5047 lor 546-5028

BEDROOM AVAIABLE IN 2 bedroom
apartment Laundry, on bus route, quiel.

neai Kale 665 2288

2 BEDROOM APT. available June-Aug
$400/mo or 8 O call 546-8485 Of 8487

alter 10PM

UMASS STUDENT LOOKING for room lo

rent near campus during spring break 9-21

to 9-29 Call Mary 81546-1151 Keep trying.

SUBLETS/HOUSING NEEDED June 28 -

Aug 15 Call SBMC 256-8615 9AM-7PM.

WANTED-$100 REWARD a 6 or 7 person

house (or next year, near bus route Call

Dave 549-0384 or Patty 549-1703 leave

name and number

$100 REWARD PUFFTON-FOR- 2 bed"™

apl Lease in Putfton or Brandywine Please

call 6-5331

LOOKING FOR'VILLAdE Park, Bran-

dywine or Presidential lease! Call afler 5 00

5466756, 546-6752

WANT TO TAKE over lease of ofl<ampus

house near bus route tor next tall and

spring Call 546-1090 or 253^3894

2 HIGH SPIWTEb WOMEN (smokers) kx*-

inq lo take over lease on apt or house, or

to share your place in the fall call Kristie

68565

LOOKING FOR 3 bedroom Puffton apt

want to sublet (or summer and take over

lease call Herb 546-6761
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Carmean, Gorillas pound the Wildcats, 17-8
Senior All-American racks up nine assists

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Durham. N.H. — Tom Carmean just

gives and gives and gives.

The senior co-captain and All-American
attackman made a mockery of Saturday's

University ofNew Hampshire home opener

dishing out a career-high nine assists to

lead his 12th-ranked University of

Massachusetts lacrosse team to an open
and shut, 17-8 win over the Wildcats at

Cowell Stadium.
"He reminds me ofWayne Gretzky," said

Gorillas' head coach Dick Garber. who saw
his series rivalry with his son Ted, the

UNH head coach, improve to 9-4. "Those
kinds of assists are as good as goals. He's

piling up points at a pretty good clip."

With the win, the Gorillas improved to

3-0 while the Wildcats dropped to 17.

UMass travels to St. John's on Wednesday
"He's one of the better attackmen in the

country. We saw all the good ones when we
went down South and he's as good as any
of them." Ted Garber said of the Ithaca,

N.Y. native, who took over the team scor-

ing lead with the explosion.

Carmean. just one of many cogs to pro-

pel the Gorilla machine, never found the

net. but was instumental in the win, at one

point finding the open man on five straight

ocassions.

"We have a lot of good sticks and two
freshman that can score a lot. The assists

are easy, the hard part is scoring," he said.

On the sunny, cloudless day, the list of

Grorilla scorers grew with every moment
and threatened to trash what should have
been a quiet afternoon for the UNH official

scorer.

After Carmean, the list just rolls off the

tongue; senior attackman Doug Musco had
four goals; the freshman dynamic duo of

Scott Hiller and Tim Soudan continued to

flourish with three each; senior attackman
Greg Cannella, without a point through

two games, had a pair and an assist;

sophomore midfielder Greg Collins had
two; junior middle Glenn Stephens had a

goal and an assist as did junior attackman
Keiley Carr; sophomore middle Chris Tyier

added a goal; and Jamie Bergan, a

freshman attackman, added an assist.

It started innocently for the Wildcats.

The game, scheduled for 1 p.m.. was con-

tracted for 2 p.m., so starting time was ad-

justed to 1:45 to make everyone happy. It

just postponed the inevitable whipping
because the Gorillas came only to win big.

"Now our season starts. No more inside

Boyden practices," said senior defenseman
John Jordan, who, along with sophomore
AU-American goalie Sal LoCascio, held

UNH's All-American attackman Barry
Fraser to two meaningless assists.

The Gorillas jumped out to a 2-0 lead just

90 seconds into the game as Musco struck

for a pair before UNH's Jack Sebastian

caught the UMass defense sleeping and
cruised in alone on LoCascio. Cannella
wrapped around from UNH starting goalie

Dave Applefeld's left side to make it 3-1

after one quarter.

The Gorillas extended their lead to 9-4

at the halfon a 6-3 second quarter that saw
Carmean, after a UNH goal, pass for five

Gorilla tallies ftwo each to Soudan and Col-

lins along with Musco's third). The Car-

mean Donation Center had heads shaking
and drew "oh my's" from 700 bewildered

fans. The lead forged to 8-2 before Fraser,

who registered a fat O-for-25 shooting per-

formance, passed off to Kevin Growney (3

goals). Another UNH goal cut the lead to

8-4 before Stephens' unassisted score cap-

ped the half.

Another 6-3 quarter put the Gorillas up,

15-7, and slammed the door on a team
primed for a killing. Growney made it 9-5,

vonttniii-il (in pa^e 10

Owls rip Gazelles, 12-4
By LINDA DELIVORIAS
Collegian Staff

Every game has its tur-

ning point, the time when
momentum shifts, and one
team dictates the flow and
tempo of the contest.

The ninth-ranked
University of

Massachusetts women's
lacrosse team can attest to

the theory, as Temple
University, the number
one team in the country,

dealt the Gazelles a 12-4

defeat yesterday afternoon

at Totman Field.

The Owls held a slight

5-2 lead at halftime, but
the ejection of senior
defensman Emily
Humiston (slashing) early

in the second half had a

definite impact on the

team's play at midfield.

The Gazelles, 3-3, had
trouble getting its transi-

tion game in gear, and
Temple, 11-0, capitalized

on UMass mental
mistakes.

"I was very pleased with

our play in the first half.

We played a possesion-tjT)e

game, and our defense was
sound," UMass head coach

Pam Hixon said. "The se-

cond half we just lost our
poise. Losing Emily
(Humiston) put a lot of

pressure on the team, and
we just made too many tur-

novers and committed too

many fouls."

Temple scored the
game's opening goal at the

23:06 mark. Junior at-

tackman Gail Cummings
rotated in from behind the

net, gunning the ball past

junior goalie Pam Stone in-

to the upper right hand
corner to give the Owls a

10 edge.

Sophomore attackman
Cathy Fuhrman knotted
the score at 1-1, at 20:28,

on a tally that was nothing

but net. Fuhrman took a
pass from freshman at-

tackman Sue Murphy, who
directed UMass' motion of-

fense from behind the net,

and fired the ball past Owl
netminder Chrissy Muller.

Three minutes later,

Fuhrman gave the
Gazelles its only lead as

Lisa Griswold circled
behind Muller, and spotted

Fuhrman cutting towards
the crease. The senior co-

captain fed her teammate
ronliiiiuul tin page 6

UMass nips Holy Cross, 12-11
By STEVE RICHARDS
Collegian Staff

WORCESTER-The University of

Massachusetts and Holy Cross hooked up
in a good old-fashioned donnybrook Friday

at Fitton Field and when the dust .settled

the Minutomen emerged a.-^ 12 11 victors

by winning ugly.

The game had more bizarre twists than
an Agatha Christie mystery and was decid-

ed on the game's last play, when the poten-

tial tying run, in the person of Crusader
Brian Foley, was gunned down at the plate

;ifi< i- :i perfect four-man UMass relay team
leUii ved the senior leftfielders 415-foot-

plus moonshot that hit halfway up the
right rifld ffiirc If Foley had made it home
safely, iht- teams might still hv playing
now.

The win raises Massachusetts' record to

6 7 while Holy Cross dropped to 3 .'i UMass
returns to action today with a

dnubleheader scheduled against the

University of Vermont at home at 1 p.m.

"I was disappointed with our pitching

ched the last two innings for Massachusetts
and I thought we would beat them easily,

but after a battle like that it's nice to win,"
coach Dick Bergquist said, after catching
his breath.

"It was an injustice to baseball that he
i Foley I didn't get a home run on that last

hit," Bergquist said. "It was a great relay

and there was a lot of pre.ssure. Our guys
had to play catch and that's what they did"

The bottom-of-the-ninlh madness was .>et

up by a UMass comeback that saw the

Minutemen score three runs in the eighth

and two more in the ninth. The big hit in

the ninth came off the bat of second
baseman Rob Holiday, whose one-out

single with two men on scored pinchrun-
ner Drew Saccrafico from second. First

baseman Mike Owens also came home on
the play, with Holiday taking second when
the ball got by Holy Cross rightfielder Paul

Pearl

Holiday's hit broke a 10-10 tie and made
a winner out of senior Bill Meyer, the last

of six (yes, six) UMass pitchers. Meyer pit-

contmued on page 6

Collegian photo by .Michael ( ooptr

Senior attackman Greg Cannella and the University of Massachusetts*
12th-ranked men's lacrosse team enjoyed a scoring festival, whipping New
Hampshire, 17-8, Saturday at Cowell Stadium in Durham, N.H.

Softball takes 3 of 4 games
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

Some would say that a change of scenery

does some good for certain people. The
University of Massachusetts softball team
wouldn't necessarily agree.

After diving headlong into its Atlantic 10

schedule over the weekend, UMass will

switch gears and focus on three crucial

regional matchups this week. The
Minutewomen kicked off their conference

slate on a good note, capturing three of four

games in Philadelphia this weekend.
The Minutewomen swept St. Joseph's

University on Saturday, taking the opener
4-2, and drubbing the Hawks in the

nightcap, 11-1. Freshman righthander
Tiaci Kennedy notched her sixth win of the

season in relief of starter Chris Wanner.
In the second game, the Minutewomen
played a little long ball, connecting on a
pair of home runs, including a pinch-hit

three-run shot by freshman catcher Don-
na Crook. Junior righthander Lisa Rever
evened her season record to 3-3, throwing
six innings.

On Sunday, the Minutewomen ran into

more of a struggle. Kennedy went the route

in gaining her seventh win of the season,

as UMass held on for a 2-1 win over the

Lady Owls. The score was identical in

game two, but the Minutewomen were on
the receiving end of this one, as Temple
scored a run in their half of the seventh in-

ning to nip UMass, 2-1.

Rever took the loss, but "pitched a
brilliant ^'ame" in dropping her fourth set-

back of the year. UMass di'ew first blood,

scoring a run in the fifth, but Temple came
back with a run of their own in the sixth

inning before driving in the game winner.

With the loss to Temple, the
Minutewomen probably put themselves in

at least a tie for first place in the A- 10. But
the Minutewomen will have to put the con-

ference on the back burner, at least for the
next five days. UMa.ss is currently ranked
third in the Northeast behind top-ranked
University of Connecticut and Adelphi
University.

The Minutewomen will get their shot it

Adelphi tomorrow, UMass will host the

Long Island school in a big twinbill. On
Wednesday, UM will face the University
of Maine in a makeup doubleheader. The
two schools were scheduled to meet on
April 5, but were rained out. That is also

a crucial doubleheader for the
Minutewomen, as Maine is ranked fourth
in the region.

The fun doesn't stop just yet. UMass will

face UConn on Thursday to complete the
regional cycle. By the end of this week, the
Minutewomen will definitely know where
they stand in the region. To top things off,

UMass will bump heads with A- 10 nemesis
Penn State University on Saturday. One
of the bright spots about playing so many
games in such a constricted time span is

that UMass won't have to do any travel-

ing. All four doubleheaders this week will

be play on the friendly soil ofTotman Field.

Stolen Bases:The doubleheader with St.

Joe's officially served as the conference
opener for the Minutewomen. It was believ-

ed that one of the games from last week's
doubleheader with Rhode Island would
count toward the conference standings, but
a decision to scrap that idea was agreed
upon last season. The conference games
that will count will be plaved on April 28
at URI.

UMass splits

over weekend
The University of Massachusetts

women's tennis team had a busy
%veekend. playing two matches the first

against Providence College on Saturday
and the second against Bates College on
Sunday. Providence whipped the
Minutewomen, 9-0, in straight sets but

the Minutewomen showed that they had
a win in them as they beat Bates. 7-2. The
only problem was that five of the matches
were won by default when half the Bates
team didn't show.

"The wins gave us the confidence with

the talent that we have." Ann Marie
Pelosky said. Of the four matches played

the Minutewomen were 2-2.
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Carter testifies at trial:

Madson admits omission
By DON LIPPEK
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - On the final day of

testimony in the trial of 15 antiCIA pro-

testors, defendant Amy Carter took the

stand and said "The CIA is involved in

misinformmg the American public. They
shouldn't be allowed to recruit like any

other business.

Carter sa -i the she decided to join the

other students in the N' "! »iiinntinn

of Munson Hall to proti -i t
1 \ i.crujtnient

at the University of Massachii'^rrts because

'as a 19year-old. I havebeeTi fullnwini; the

situation in Nicaragua. and see the

similarities between that and what hap-

pened in X'ietnam. I felt I had to do

something to try and stop it."

When Carter first came to tin rmver-i-

ty, she said .she didn't intend to get ar-

ic-ii'd ("arter said she came only to tell

I .Ma.^.- .students that the students of Brown
I niversity supported them. Carter said she

changed her mind about getting arrested

when she <aw the state police in riot war-

"I decided it was better tn Ljet aiTest'-d i i'.

then and there to lui people know I tett

about the CIA an.' liieir involvement in

Central America I vould have done the

same thing even il
' .; nei a! public would

not find out about a. I think when a per-

son sacrifices himsel' .n stop a greater evil

it adds to the cycles ')f change"
Former President Jimmy Carter called

his daughter to ofTer his support for her ef-

forts. "My parents told me they were real-

ly proud of that we accomplished so much.

They had no idea it would turn out so well,"

Carter said.

Carter said she is pleased with the way
the trial has progressed. She believes that

no matter what verdict is rendered, the

trial is a success. "I think we've ac-

complished our goals. I'm happy I got to say

what I wanted to say. It would be nice to

see the necessity defense work in this case,

but in any event, the jury heard all that

we had to say about thr CIA and Central

America Fither way. we wm." Carter said.

Madson Admits Omitting Passage
Dennis Madson, vice chancellor for Stu-

dent Affairs admitted on the stand today

that he omitted a passage of the Universi-

ty recruitment policy, in a letter to students

opposing CIA recruitment on campus.
Madson said he was the "primary

author" of a letter to students explaining

why the CIA was allowed to recruit on cam-

pus In the letter, he misquoted the Univer-

sity recruitment policy by leaving out the

phrase "any law abiding citizens" from the

pas,'^aRe that reads: "The University shall

be open to all law abiding citizens for the

conduct of legitimate public business."

Defense Attoney Len Weinglass
repeatedly questioned Madson on this

point' "Dr. Madron, isn't it a fact that you
purposefully omitted the words 'Law
abiding citizens' from that letter?"

Madson: "No, I did not."

Weingla.ss; ".Are the words there < an vou

read them to the court
"'"

Madson. "N'u. .f ciiurse not."

Woinglass: S<> you omitted those words

from the letter .

.'"

Madson: "This a just a quote from the

total policy."

Madson also sp-.d he never told the

stud»'nts that the CIA would not be com
ing again to campus for two another years

"I thought they knew that was the pat

tern," Madson said

Weinglass: "They were supposed to know
that? How? Did you tell them?"
Madson: "No."
The Court will not be in session on Tues-

day because one of the lawyers has to ap-

pear in another case. Final arguments are

expected on Wednesday. Defendants say

they hope to organize a crowd of several

hundred to wait outside the courthouse on

Wednesday.
Tomorrow the Collegian will profile the

other defendants in the case.

Photo by Byrne Guarnotta

RIDERS OF THE STORM — Graduate student Gerry Spraianus bat-

tles howling winds and rain Monday outside the Graduate Research

Center.

I

Breast cancer will

strike one in ten
By WENDY LEE
Collegian Correspondent

Breast cancer will strike one out of every 10 women.
Following lung cancer, it is the second greatest killer of

women in the nation, according to the American Cancer

Society.

The risk of breast cancer increases with age and family

history. In the last five years there have been three cases

:xt the University of Massachusetts all striking women
over 30 years old, said Dr. Daniel Clapp, coordinator of

women's health care at the UMass Health Services.

Although breast cancer rarely strikes women under 25

it is important for all women to become familiar with self-

examination of the breasts, Clapp said. To establish the

habit and skill the self-examination should be done every

month, seven to 10 days after menstruation. "Then the

breast is less sensitive, less swollen and it's less deceiv-

ing. " he said.

While doing the examination, women should look out

for any changes in their breasts. If anything suspicious

is found, such as lumps, asymmetry (when one breast size

is different from the other), dimpling skin, swelling, or

a change in nipple direction,

women should see a doctor as soon as possible, Clapp said.

Another method of examining the breasts is done at a

health clinic: mammography, and a follow-up with ultra-

sound. During a mammography the breast is compressed

by a machine emitting a low-dose X-ray. "Some patients

may find this painful, but most don't," he said.

This year the Massachusetts chapter of the American

Cancer Society is providing a mammography screening

for eligible women as part of their annual spring crusade.

The $50 screening will take place at participating clinics

from May 11 to 22 for women 35 or older who have never

had a mammogram, and are not pregnant or nursing, said

Catherine Miller of the American Cancer Society at

continued on page >7

One person faints; treated at University Health Services

30 people caught in elevator

By ELLEN M. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

About 30 people were caught in an elevator in Brown
House from 1:40 a.m. to 2:10 a.m. Friday after it had been

overloaded. University of Massachusetts police said.

One person fainted and was taken to University Health

Services, police said.

In other police reports:

• Father Joseph Quigley of the Newman Center

reported an anonymous phone call at 4 a.m. Monday that

resulted in the recovery of items stolen from Goe.ssmann

Laboratory, police said.

The stolen items were found under an "over hanging"

on the west side of a Baptist church, police said.

• A 20-year-old Springfield man was arrested at 12:40

p.m. Saturday after asking for help in locating friends that

had left him at the University, police said.

The man was arrested on larceny charges issued by the

Springfield Poilice Department, police said.

• A female student reported a "suspicious male" at 3:20

p.m. Saturday after he opened the shower curtain in the

women's bathroom in Mary Lyons House, police said.

Police have a description.

• An 18-year-old Medway man was arrested at 10:30

p.m. Saturday after police received complaints offireworks

being .set off at Moore House, police said.

The man was arrested on charges of po.ssession of mari

juana with intent to distribute, and possession of stolen

property, after being observed drinking a beer, and hav

ing "class D"substances in plain view, police .said.

• A keg of beer and its tap were confisca <h! Hi 12;

.

am Saturday after a party that extended froip the fourth

Hoor to the roof of MacNamara House was stopped by

police, police said.

• A 18-year-old Granby man was arrested at 4:45 a.m.

Sunday after police saw him hit a car while driving ir

lot 22, police said.

The man was charged with driving while intoxicatetl

and malacious damage to property. ;iolice .said.

• A marijuana plant that was sunning in a window in

Kennedy Tower was confiscated by police at :}.'!() pin Sun

day. police said.

• A marijuana plant that was taking in the sun in a

window in Cance House was confiscated at 4 p.m. Sun

day, police said.

• A woman complained to police that a male friend was

following her at 11:40 p.m. Friday from the Campus
Center Coffee Shop, police said.

The man was advised that his behavior could result ir

a court appearance and the female was encouraged to ust

the escort service, police said.

• A man that was unable to find his friends and had

fought with another man was put into protective custody

at 10:30 p.m. Saturday after he was found intoxicated and

unable to stand without help near Baker House, police

said.

• A fire alar m was amdentally set off by a staff member

in the Collegia office at 9:55 a.m. Sunday, police said.
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SHEEPISH GRIN — Freshman Anthony Wild, an animal science major, clips sheep's

hooves Sunday at a farm across from Boyden Gym in preparation for a competition on
April 24-25. '

More to fraternities than parties
• Step show this weekend
By BRETT ANDREWS
Collegian Correspondent

Members of University of Massachusetts Greek

organizations plan to "step it out" for the sake of unity

this weekend at the fouith annual Umpja Greek Step

Show and Party.

A step show is a contest in which fraternity or sorority

members perform coordinated routines to promote pride

in their groups. There are hand clapping sequences, foot

stomping steps, cane twirling, body ripples and acrobatics

as well as dancing. While groups step they chant lyrics

created for particular steps. Each organization is given

15 minutes to perform its routine.

"Umoja" means unity in Swahili. and the goal of this

year's event is to promote togethernessR, said James

Lewis, the founder of Woo Bear Productions, a Springfield

company that puts together events throughout the Pioneer

Valley.

Lewis said he got the idea for a step show to promote

togetherness at San Diego a few years ago. He came to

t 'e brothers Iota Phi Theta with the idea, and they liked

it. he said.

At San Diego State, "Once every year the Greek

organizations would put aside all animosities and work

together through a step show," said Lewis.

This could be the largest step show ever at UMass. On-

ly Iota Phi Theta participated in the first show. The 1985

show had the highest turnout, with people being turned

away from the Campus Center Auditorium because it was

full. There were seven organizations participating. Last

year only four gi-oups were involved. This year, a record

eight Greek orgahizations have indicated they want to

participate

• Greeks attend convention
By BECKY GITTINS
Collegian Correspondent

When the words "Greek Area" are spoken, the word
"party" come to the mind of most students, but there

is much more to the University of Massachusetts Greek
life, as was shown recently at the Panhellenic-

Interfraternity Convention in Philadelthia.

The Panhellenic and Interfraternity councils on cam-
pus consist of representatives from each of the Greek
houses. An executive board member is elected by the

representatives. The council serves to unite the area and
act as a liason to the University.
Ten members of the UMass councils attended the con-

vention titled "We the People." Participants met
students from 70 colleges and universities to exchange
"ideas and. . . bring the Greek area and university

together so as to benefit us as a whole," said Greg
Buchanan, a member of Lambda Chi Alpha and Inter-

fraternity president.

A variety of informational sessions wen' held

throughout the weekend. Such topics as cultural

awareness, Greek judicial .sy.st»ins, public relations and
promotion of scholarships were addressed. Many par-

ticipants mentioned an addi-ess given titled "Motivatiun"

by T.J. Schmitz, executive vice president of Tau Kappa
Epsilon Fraternity.

"I feel his energy," said Noelle Byrnes, a member of

Tri-Sigma Sorority and president of the Panhellenic

Council. "He made me feel that I can make a change —
I can bring this energy back home."

Admission is $4 for each event. The cost of both events

is $7, $6 for Greeks.

Jewish organization preserves roots
By RICK SASSON
Collegian Staff

Note: Lansmanshaftn without an n is the singular, while

with an n — the plural.

Lansmanshaftn, or organizations of Eastern European

Jewish people in America, as well as in Israel, have been

around for 110 years because they promote unity, and

adapt to change, a lecturer said Saturday.

Hanna Kliger, who teaches Judaic and Near Eastern

studies at the University of Massachusetts, spoke at Smith

College about "A Home Away From Home: Associations

of Jewish Immigrants in America
"

"Lansmanshaftn are grass roots organizations, people

newly arrived, and banned together." Kliger said.

Lansmanshaftn in the United States began in 1868 to

ease the process of adapting to American life. The

fraternal-type organizations, often thought of as

"societies," provide their members with health benefits,

social activities, a common tongue [Yiddish] and Temple

membership.
Today there are still about 1200 active Lansmanshaftn

in New York City. That's a slight drop from 1938 when

a study documented about 2,500 organizations, she said.

Kliger said the membership before World War Two con-

sisted primarily of laborers, and the majority of groups

were based in the lower East side of New York City. To-

day, Lansmanshaftn meet mostly in hotels, and member-

ship includes lawyers, businessmen and stock brokers.

Kliger interviewed 70 Lansmanshaft members between

1983 and 1985 in search of the meaning behind the

organizations. She found that the strength of the

Lansmanshaftn lay in the immigrant's need to be

together,

"It encompasses a bond that continues to be com

municated today," she said

The audience exchanged stories about their Eastern

European heritage, after a question-answer period.

• cancer
rnntiriued from page 1

Holyoke. Interested women should call a toll free number,

1-800-752-8999, between April 29 and May 3.

Examinations can only deteci the presence of cancer,

not prevent it. Smoking is known to increase the risk of

different types of cancers, so not smoking may decrease

the risk, including breast cancer, said Clapp. "Some have

suggested that less caffeine decreases non-cancerous

lumps," he said.

The American Cancer Society suggests a low fat diet.

Miller said.

If a woman has breast cancer, there are a variety of

treatments depending on its .stage. The most severe treat-

ment is mastectomy, the surgical removal of the breast.

After surgery, the patient may opt to have silicone im-

plants. There are support groups available to help through
the entire process.

While breast cancer is thought to occur only in women,
0,3 percent of the cases actually occur in men. In the

United States, an e.stiniated 300 men will die of breast

cancer in 1987.

Candidates: we
will fulfill

our promises
By PEDKO M PEREIRA
Collfgian .Staff

Now that the new Student Govemmt-nt A.s.sociation

president hius settled in and the new student trustee is

preparing to take office in the summer, what has happen
fd to the candidates they defeated?

Although Dwayne Warren and Mark Friedman, who
ran as co-presidents, and Rebecca Mendelson, lost the elec-

tion by narrow margins, they say they will continue to

work on the issues they brought up during their

campaigns.

"You go along the whole time feeling you're going to

win. If you fall off the horse, you get right back on." said

Mendelson, who recently became co-chairwoman of the

SGA Rents and Fees Committee.
The committee has undertaken the task of improving

communication with the Board of Trustees, which makes
the final decision on the committee's undergraduate fee

reviews, she said. The board makes policy decisions for

the University of Ma.ssachusetts campuses,

"That will entail working more clo.sely with the student

trustee," said Mendelson, who ran against Paul Wingle
Cor the tru.stee position.

In addition, Mendelson said she phuis in partu ipate in

the Greek Area's current strivf to Ixc (inn- rnon- involved

in campus activities and social awareness.

Mendelson, as well as Warren and Friedman, are now
focusing more attention to academics than they could dur

ing the campaign.
Warren, who is completing a leadership internship

through the Office of Third World Affairs, said he has ap-

plied for a summer internship with the New Jersey

Legislature.

He plans to join some University-wide committees with

Friedman to work on issues such as better campus
lighting, he said. "We can work with Joe (Demeo, SGA
president) with his lobbying efforts to the chancellor."

In addition. Warren said he plans to work with
Chancellor Jo.seph D. Duffey on creating a civility course.

The course, a suggestion of Judge Frederick Hurst after

conducting an investigation of last October's racial brawl

in the Southwest Residential Area, might be offered next

semester, Warren said.

Social awareness, which the course would focus on, wat
one of Warren/Friedman's main platform issues.

Friedman said he is working with members of the SGA
Academic Affairs Committee on the prfxpec tive civility

course. But, because he is no \onger arv Vlndergraduate

Student Senate member, the task has become more dif-

ficult. "My role is significantly limited right now.

"I don't think I want to be a .senator l>ecause 1 don't like

what goes on in the senate," Friedman said. While cam
paigning, he and Warren vowed that they would not par-

ticipate in the senate's antics.

Regardless, Friedman said he wants the senate and the

Board of Governors to maintain a good relationship. He
was elected last week as the chairman of the board, which

allocates .space and funds to student organizations in the

Campus Center and the Student Union.

All former candidates said losing the election was disap-

pointing. Friedman said trying to keep his campaign

workers cheerful was a mistake, "You have to keep things

in perspective, really," he said.

Said Warren: "The question still remains. Did the best

candidate win?" Warren still believes Demeo's campaign

workers committed fraud, although "there was no clear,

tangible evidence of it," he said.

Mendelson said realizing she was still capable of work-

ing for students helped her get over the hurt of defeat.

Childcare reform urged
By KARL ROOKEY
Collegian Staff

State Sen. John Olver D-Amherst, and state Rep. Stan

Rosenberg D-Amherst cited the need for improvements

in child care policies -on campus and statewide at a

meeting last Friday.

The issue has become a topic of concern on campus

since North Village Children's Center was closed down

for renovations early last July. Because of projected

renovation costs, the administration has decided to build

a new facility. Until the new center is opened there will

only be 85 positions for children in on-campus child care,

as compared to 122 before closure.

Olver and Rosenberg are both trying to get bills pass-

ed in the state Legislature that will improve the situa-

tion for households that need child care services.

"Over 70 percent of the childbearing women in this

country are members of the work force. There is a ques-

tion of what services will be available for these women,"

Olver said.

He said that the existing parenting leave policies are

inadequate or non-existent. One of his current proposals

involves the provision of eight weeks of paid leave, and

an option for 10 weeks of unpaid leave or three months

work on a flexible schedule,

Olver and Rosenburg have suggested that a child care

center be provided in every building of more than 50.000

square feet, and mandatory day care at any public in-

stitution with seven or more children in need, us well

as providing grants and interest-free loans to existing

child care institutions.
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Style Council picks up soul
The Co^t Of Loving

The Style Council

Bv JENNIFER DEMPSF.Y

CoUecian St.ilT

Wnh'jOHN LEONARD
CoUiCian Cone^pondent

Paul Weller ha* finally

nvAcie the breakthrough!

W-: /. :.- '..iU-t release. The

C .-' •' LiH I'if:. Woller ad-

niitp man cannot live by

political statement alone.

The honorar\ niod-^od lias

luially come to terms with

love Not only has he spurn

ed the mod outlook of "no

need tor love or friends", but

he encourages every stoic

mod to do the same.

The most utterly startling

thing about this album is

not necessai-ily the music, or

the political statements or

even his new haircolor. It is

the deeply revealing self-

analysis by Weller. not on-

Iv in his songs, but in the

essay written on the inside

of his cassette holder.

Weller sings^nd writes of

his davs of extreme self-

TACOVILLA
NORTHAMPTON AMHERST

OUtring Quality

Moiran Foodi
584-06 n
Bring rour Own
Beer or It'/ne

4! BOLTWOOO WALK
2S6B!lf

Beer t Wine

Served

SPRINGFieLD
74<) iUMNER Ave
?aeo9i9

Bring Your Own
Beer S Wine

reliance and narcissism not

so much with .shame or

regret, but as days gone by.

And admits that his fame

and reputation can mean

nothing without "what I see

now as the only thing worth

having'
MutfWlly, the album

holdsiTs own on every

count. Mick Talbot, "Cap-

tain of Ihe Understate-

ment", fingers out beautiful

melodies on various key in-

struments. Dee C. Lee

sounds almost like Aretha

Franklin on the ballad,

"Angel". The rock-solid

rhythm section of Camille

Hinds [bass] and Steve

White (drums) provide a

dance soul beat.

All the basic, vital

elements for a Style Coun

cil album are evident in The

Cost of LAiving. There are

still political statements

and goofy rap songs. But it's

more soulful, in every sense

of the word, than past

albums.
1 admit this album may

take a little while to grow

on you. While the album

itself may not be as im-

mediately catchy as Interna-

tionalists or My Everchang-

ing Moods, the messages

sent are far more valuable.

The Cappucino Kid has

come a long way.
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New York dancers in Hadley
By COLLEEN SHERRY
Collegian Correspondent

East Street Theater in Hadley hosted a

unique program Saturday night featuring

seven New York City artists. The show was

billed as a "field trip" from Performance

Space 122, a former New York public

school which is now a facility for local ar-

tists. Brought to Hadley by the New
England Foundation for the Arts, "P.S. 122

Field Trip" is an experiment in providing

regional audiences with exposure to new

works by city artists.

Among highlights of the program was

Ann Carlson's dance solo. Ms. Carlson

makes a very convincing monkey, incor-

porating into her portrayal a wonderful

combination of innocence and playfulness

as she swings on bars and scampers across

the stage. The rhythm of her dance was im

peccably in synch with the music,

Beethoven's Quartet 015, showing great

control of movement.

Saxaphone player Bill Obrecht, a com-

poser who usually works with ensembles,

played a solo backed by recording he had

done on sax, synthesizer, bass, and vocals.

At times short and breathy, at times

dramatic and angry, his music was effec-

tively woven into the changing textures of

the background recording.

Ending the program was a hilarious per-

formance solp by Mimi Goese. Ms. Goese

has previously performed at such NYC
locales as the Pyramid Club and Franklin

Furnace and her piece was sheer

outrageousness. She entered the stage as

"The Fat Man," then proceeded to embark

on a junk food strip tease. A pizza, a bottle

of coke, a box of butter were all pulled from

beneath her clothing until she emerged in-

to her second persona - a slinky black-clad

vamp -vith a melted record hat and mat-

ching shoes. This persona was stripped as

well until Ms. Goese became a pale figure

in the spot light attempting to cut off her

own face with a knife.

Other works presented Saturday evening

included slides by Robert Flynt, a dance

solo by Susan Rethorst, and a film by John

Jesurun

APRIL 14TH -APRIL 2 1ST

PASSOVER CARDS
BfflTffll

A wide ransc of designs,

embGllishcd by Michel

Schwartz,

renowned judaic

artist, to answer a

special sending

situation.

SUMMER PROGRAM COORDINATOR
The Business Affairs Office at Amherst College seeks a Sumnfier Program

Coordinator to support the organization and operation of the summer con-

ferences held on campus during the summer months. Major responsibilities

will include: preparation of all communications including informational

booklets and general College information sheets; showing of campus to client

groups; assist in developing extracurricular activities; ordering of cleaning

and food services; overseeing of student workers; and general clerical duties

to ensure the smooth operation of the program. Qualifications include: typ-

ing and bookkeeping experience; and the ability to deal effectively with in-

dividuals both inside and outside the College. This is a full time temporary

position beginning immediately and terminating on August 28, 1987, work-

ing 35-40 hours per week with some weekend work. Competitive salary and

no benefits. Interested candidates may apply no later than April 20, 1987 to:

Personnel Office, Converse Hall, Room 202,

Amherst College, Amherst, MA 01002.
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P165/80R13 $21.95
P175/80R-M $21.95

P185/80R-13 $21.95
185/75R-14... $24.95
195/75R-14 $24.95
215/75R-14 $25.95

215/75R-15 $29.95
225/75R-15 $29.95
235/75R15 $29.95

• MLL SEMSOM TREMD

• LIFETIME WMRRAKH
• COST EFFICIEHT • SMFE

SERVICE DEPl SPECIALS

¥MONROfc^ Cas-matic Struts 49

MP Lifetime Exiiaust System

Computerized iWheel, 2-Wlieel Mignments

Lifetime Brake Service - Disc, Drum

Tune-Ups ' Oil Lube Filter

We Service Both Foreign 3
Domestic Cars and Trucics

m SERVICE FULLYGUmNTEEO

HADLEY TIRE

AUTO CENTER

253-9911

»S;W*-
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OPEN TIL
MIDNIGHT
APRIL 15

KinKoS warns to uke some of

the bite out of tax time by pving

>ouo«efre«se»(8»» xll 201k

bond) ofcopies of your tax

return.

kinko's ^
crtat coplM. crtat p«opit.

220 N. Pleasant St

253-2543

Auto
Glass

SAME DAY SERVICE
•

BILLED DIRECTLY
TO INSURANCE CO.

•

WINDSHIELDS
REPLACED

North Amherst
Motors

Rt.6J NO. Amherst • S49 2880

On PVTA Bus Lines

Most Maiw C-e*l Cards Accepted

Dance department concert
'

The UMass Department of Dance will be Pr^jnting the

B.rl Dance CoLert m Bowker Aud.to.mnj m^ne.day.

Aonl 15 through Friday, April 1 <th at ouu Pm.

Thee works of local choreogiapher R.chard Jones mil

be shown. One. entitled Duex Anns, w.ll be j'^t to the

^n«ir nf contemporary composer Aaron Copeland. Iwo

X' Piece "w.Tbe presented to the music of jazz musi-

c an Dave Brubeck and Ravel's classical work Bo/em

Also to be shown are works by choreographers Andrea

wt Kt^s and Marylin Patton. Watkin's dances will be set

^Beethoven-sFi^st Piano Concerto and Patton s to mu^c

rom a local composer. Also to be ^^o^-^'et.o^a^^%

compositions by Shirly Scheer. - ADAM LAVINE

The pregnancy test foryour

eyes only.

—.^•t^gsSSf'

Private, portable, and easy to read. e.p.C Plus :

can tell you if you're pregnant in as fast as

10 minutes. And in 30 minutes if you re noL

You can use It as soon as one day after a

missed period, e.p.t. Plus, a fast and easy

way CO know for sure.

Whenyourethe
bestinLSATprep
yougetalotof
freeadvertisir^.

WhYdomanvLSAT prep "experts kecpcompanng

themscK^es to Kaplan in their ads? Because they dont

S7ou to start Comparing with real facts and figures.

IfYOU did. Youd discover thai . nore hn/ League law

students prepared at Kaplan than anywhere else. Youd

discover the worids largest test prep research staff, the

most up to-date tnaterials. the most comprehensive

oornputerized diagnosUc program^

\bud discover that you never have to nuss a class

cither review lessons with an instructor or with our

Sat prep tapes. And that well never close you out ofa

^rUSauS we can add classes to fill students needs,

^u^discover that our LSAT prep is. and ah^^V^

has b«en guaranteed. And lastly that Kaplan ^uden^

2t w^ll riresented among those who score the most.

wTS^ull diSover just why Kaplan is stu-

dent^first choice for LSAT prep-and other companies

gist choice for tmitaUon «mmAQl AM
snmn N.unMwKiiMMami ire.

LSAT CLASSES

BEGIN MAY 7

GMAT CLASSES

BEGIN APRIL 30

Exams «« coming. Inquire »bo«l

»nr spttd reading programs

ffrooo discounts available

An AK»m«tiv« Record Store
|

rw* • ar«t«M Omi
•

nook n Mt ' bvminmM I

Aijo"ewAUTTT-ii«iiT»*PoeTeM i

TOP CASH PAID FOR .J

RFCQRDS, TAPES. CDs u

Maxell XL2
Box of 10 For

$19.99

Maxell LN-90

Box of 10 For

$12

Maxell XL11S

$2.74 Eg. or
10 For $24.99

NEW LOCATION
underneath Steve's Reside All Cat

48 N Pleasant St - 253-9209

M - Sat 11-7; Sun 12-5

FOOTLOOSE - Student dancers Amy Cox

and Gary Lussier will perform Therese Freed-

man's Stravinsky Sweets.

Announcing the quietest

college credtt you'll everget

Si*>>V:fmf^>
.M> * S5H472S?

ROBERT MCCABE _

$ 2,500 ANoOOcTs

I

^ ^^

i

f^c'^'lt
For all the long

classes you've

sweated through,

and even the ones

you're about to, we're

offering one form of credit

that's sure to be a breeze.

The MH Student Loan.

We've made getting one quick and easy

via our state-of-the-art computerized sys-

tem. Now, not only can we process your

application in a record time of 24 hours, but

by punching a few buttons, our counselors

can tell you the status of your loan m a

matter (if sec onds.

What s more, after you secure a loan with

us you :an be secure it will -emam with us

Because we would never transfer your

loai^ t ) somr -iPkrvnvM ins' ti.tion like nther

banks do.
. u ,,^

\nd if bv hance vou already have a

student loan with another b.ink. thats no

problem. We can easily consolidate it with

^Vt^

^ your MH Student Loan.

X^i ^ even have a full staff of

^^ education loan experts ready

y A
'

to answer any questions you

i>*^> might have. And some you haven t

F'' even thought of yet. On any type of

plan you might want.

For instance, if your folks want to help

fund your future at college, you might want

to check out our special tuition plans from

The Tuition Plan. We're the only bank m the

business to offer these tailor-made payment

plans which include a Monthly Budget Pro-

gram, a Pre-Payment Program and an bduca-

tion Loan Program.
.

So before you make The Big Det ision on

which bank to go with, take a minute and

call us toll-free for a MH Student Loan

application. We've made it al! ver> ea.sy

Because college is hard »^nough.

Call 1 800 MHT-GRAD
WW help you get wbei'^ you want to go.

.im> •••tiiiiiiiiiiaiMintiiiinnt*!

MANUFACTURERS I

HAN^'VER
I

•MH.H.I.«««.»MlU.l.in«.....»...«»«»»"»""H"»"«»
'"•"'•"•»"•""""»•"
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Editorial/Opinion

KHtlY SIEGER

tdilcK m Chttt

JOHN NOLAN
Sports Editof

NANCY KUNGENER
Managing Editor tdttocal Editor

MAH GERKE THOMAS HARRINGTON

Sporti Editor Arts Editor

CRAIG SANDLER
Nevw Editor

KATHRVN MRBY
BlAck Affairs Editor

Utiiwersily ui'lt

BYRNE GUARNOHA
Photo Editor

LUCINOA COUTO
Women'* U>j«i Editor

litderwise noted

TT^llphiiah' Sin money and salvation in the US of A
Hallelujah! Like the apostles of old I went out into the

wildernei. I left God's country, the US of A. and travel-

ed around the world. My fellow Americans, it was an ar_

duois journey. Satan has many allies out there beyond

our gilded shores. But as I write this, wihrny free hand

resting on the good book. I swear to you I didn t fal prey

o any tmnsgi-'ssions of divine law. I waited patiently un-

tilTreturned tu the promised land (America), where it s

OK to backslide into sin

Jim Donovan

Don't be shocked at the idea of iniquity i" America

because sinning here ain't bad like it is elsewhere. L^
at the Reagan team. (All Men Are Created Equal), yep,

a 1 of them liars, thieves and dirty dealers. Our over-

abundantTociety was built by hard workmg sinners. The

IP Morgans, the Gen. Custers, the Boss Tweeds, and that

heritage has^n maintained by the Gen. Westmorelands,

theSat^r McCarthys and Ivan Boeskys. Our niterwo^'en

fabric of generals, politicos and financiers has a blessing

from above which is interpreted by the Lord's chosen

'routhptres among us. Those PundHs of prayer h-
state of the art sinners - American TV Evangelists.

'^Bear wi h me brothers and sisters, '-use I m gomg^o

tell you why it's fine to be a sinner m the USA and

"TalUomel down to history and that misunderstood coiv-

cept of evolution. God. in his/her infinite wisdom, saw

what the rest of the world was coming to, and came up

with an idea to control humanity and harness their sin.

""^^tJS^^e t::^dtin poor shape cause they refuse

to droo the^ old values on sm, and accept our new world
to di op their o Q a

.

controlled by an elite

?ew!^L' dtuut^lfgh^riestsandth^^^

th^ir reign ride the four horsemen, and I m not talking

guilt. A'^er ail, v^
,, ^^^ .^ domestically

our money In God we irubv. o
Trust"

we soend billions of our hard-earned In God we i ruhi

Tn heautv a ds pet food, diet fads, yuppie gourmet, and

^^larts for our sports heroes that surpass some countries

"k makes me livid to think of the ingratitude foreigners

sh w^our^FTtherland. To think that weVe spent baiions

c "T„ n^A Wp Trust on them so that they can pro

InheLdves from hemselves. And do we get any
tect J^nemseives II „ ,j , j^ ^g tried tp

'iS'"^'
°' t'SUzastrShah or Aran's kids and other

all the goodies for themselves, their kinfold. and othor .p-

'^:^K?'h:'^Hss of materialism, apathy, and .eir

indutence that we enjoy here in the US. other coun nes

are doomed to famine, plague, and civil war until they

acceptTur way of salvation. There will never be a

Kingdom of heaven on earth till all nations adopt our

scriptures of a democratically sinful society.

We shall have peace on earth the day the sun never sets

on the &>lden Arches of the American empire! Hallelujah!

'^Uke^ise other prophets of American th-lo^ before

me P T Barnum. Oral Roberts and Rev. Jim Bakker

Thave a scheme! I can fill the world's bellies and souls

ind make a tidy profit. Pretend the -"^^^^at follows s

sung by a repentant cowboy accompanied by the twang

of country western music:

-Oh Sweet Javsus hamburger.s are good for you.

No messen, no fessen, every bites a blessen.

We use only pure white Christian beet

Annointed with the tears of Jaysus griet

L^an mean, one hundred percent fat-free Holy cuis.ne

Oh Sweet Jaysus hamburgers are good for you! Hey

Hoi damn! With this as our theme song, we can outsell

Burger King and MacDonald's put together, and save the

So fd as we'll! If you want to join my Pi'ayers for Prot,

denomination, send your ample donations care of Brother

Jim, (no refunds). Hallelujah!

Jim Donovan s a UMass student

ir old way oi sin. nugBi.ig
• 1 • i

Passover shows need for humility
. „ , ,. o ,, ..!.« nth.>r leaven in the bread. acknowU-fl^;

Today is the first day oi' Pi'surh. i.lso

known as Passover, a feast of lenieinbraMce

and rich svmbolism among Jews and an

event of prophetic significance (or C hris-

X ians. It commemorates the night that tho

an^'.'l of death "passed over thf -Icv,-

wh"en killing all tlu fust iH.in -on> m iheir

Eixvptian captors.

other leaven in the bread. acknowlofl^;mg

that when God moved on their behalf, i !i. v

were to follow quickly, not dallying at ail

with unnecessary things There are bitter

herbs, a reminder of the suffering Uiat

rausr.i the Jews In cry out to Ck.d The

main dish is a lamb, recallui

r,ci;il blond God required ...

iH

sacinicKi

Rusty Denton

Letters
Recruiting a privilege, not a right
^*'^ *-*

, ._ „...j„„f nipnre in the interest

In response lo David R.

Mark's column of April 10,

I respect and support his

defense of freedom of speech

on this campus. However,

he is contusing two quite

distinct things: the right to

freedom of speech, and the

ability to recruit on this

campus.
Recruitment is a business

practice. An organization

wishing to recruit niust

abide by all policies which

a.-e and consistently applied

to all recruiters. Some cam-

puses do not even allow

recruitment at all. There is

no right to recruit; it is a

service provided by the

university to those com-

panies and to the students.

The onlv right the

military or the CIA has m
terms of recruitment is that

they are treated consistent-

Iv withm set policies. The

University requires that all

recruiters be law-abiding:

the anti-CIA protesters are

aliemptmg to show that the

CIA IS not. Recruiters on the

Campus Center Concourse

are required to n. t

diso-iminatfc on the bhsis ot

sex, race and sexual oner

tation. a policy «Hc«i ^.

percent of

undergraduate student

population upheld in the re-

cent SGA/BOG elections.

The military discriminates

against homosexuals,

violates the nondiscrimina-

tion policy, and so cannot be

let on the Concourse.

If representatives of the

military or CIA wish to

speak here on issues of

relevance to their organiza-

tions, including a defense of

the policies which have

come under fire, they will be

allowed. But recruitment is

nience in the interest of

equality and nondiscrimina-

tion, which 1 find

heartening.

Finally, it is important to

remember that there are

restrictions on freedom of

speech as well. When speech

becomes assault — as in

posters or statements that

promote or directly lead to

physical or verbal abuse -

that speech is actionable

and even criminal. The

statements made by Paul

Cameron last year, and the

Those deaths caused the Egyptians to

finally recognize the Jews as the people ol

a superior God, and so the Hebrevv slaves

were released with generous gilts, the

former slaves were led by God that night

via a fiery cloud to the edge of the Red bea.

The embittered Egyptian ruler hoped to

trap them there, but as the armies were ap-

proaching, the sea miraculously parted and

God's people crossed to the other side.

When the troops attempted to follow, the

waters closed in and the entire Egyptian

army drowned. The Jews, however, con-

tinued to be led by the pillar of fiery cloud

across the wilderness to the land that God

had promised for them over 400 years

pflrliGr.

There are those who scoff at the biblical

narrative as mere fable. There is no place

in their history or science or psychology tor

divine judgments, angels, demons or

miracles. I am not among such scoflers

because I have personally seen all of those^

If this society understood the enormity and

absoluteness of God's kingdom, the nation

would stop asking why the scriptures dun t

conform to their expectations and begin to

ask why their expectations fall short o

scripture. It is an awesome and feartul

thing to stand before the holy God. The on-

lv appropriate respon.se is deep humility.

'That is what Passover is all about:

humility in ceremonial recognition of how

God leads his people. There is no yeast or

,,,M„vw famines would iml h,- puiv..!ied

aln.ifi with the Egyptians. The te.i.^t is

replete with such symbols.

To the Christian there is additional -vm

holism, becau.se the passage from slavery

in EgN'pt is an allegory tor bein^ rescued

iruio hopeless addiction to sin. There is no

veast at Passover because it is a symbol for

sin, multiplying easily. The bitter herbs

represent the bitter consequences ol sin.

The sacrificial lamb and the blood on the

door refer to the crucifixion (and subse-

quent resurrection) of Jesus Christ; only his

death protects believers ft-om the "second

death" - which is hell - as punishment

for their sins. In fact, the New Testament

refers to Jesus several times as the Lamb

of God. Again, there is great humility, m
this case because it acknowledges that ex

cept for God's provision of a scapegoat

(Jesus), we would all certainly go to hell.

That's a lesson America needs to learn.

Most Americans have become rather pro-

ud, touting the notion that somehow we re

good enough to justify ourselves to God.

Passover says just the opposite. The only

guarantee against devastating Judgment

was to kill the Passover lamb of God and

mark their homes with its blood. If God

allowed his own people, the Jews, to be

enslaved until that time, and i he

decimated and impoverished the pvof tnd

powerful Egyptians at Passover, then he

should be expected to show no merrv ,o

America apart from the Lamb ot (- -^

Rusty Denton is a Collegian cnLiwntst

SS;=st-isrr:s

God leads his people. There IS no yeast or
^. „i.^:V^

SDI prepares US forJirst ^strike
' - ^-^ " .i«fpn«f. of Star wars

^.^j^j^ goQ feet of the Soviet missile silo if

that silo is empty. If the Soviets strike first

our exceedingly accurate missiles will

destroy empty holes. If. on the other hand.

can and should be regulated

to insure that other rights

which students hold are not

violated.

Votes against these two

organizations by the Board

of Governors, the SGA and

the Graduate Senate show-

that the UMass are not as

selfish as many claim; when

the choice is between the

convenience of on-campus

recruitment and the rights

„f leliow students, the

^UidMUs have shown that

xh'-y would rather defend

ri„.se lu^hts and lose that

. ,
)!' .onveiiience. Most

'

' ., .. 1 eve sm.oly dr lo*

,
1". mdering conve

viciously attack the

homosexual population,

cross that line into assault.

We should have the courage

to stand against them,

because we all have other

rights, such at n. personal

liberty, privacy, and the

ability to 'ive without being

harassed or assaulted. In

defending fretdom 'f

speech, we shouldn't ror:.:et

ihose ither '-'Hhts.

John Hayes
Ch^irpe'son. Board of

Governors

Jim Doherty's defense of Star Wars

(April 6) is riddled with underlying

assumptions that are highly questionable.

The most blatant is that SDI is purely for

defense. No. SDI is not purely for defense.

It is to be deployed in conjunction with the

first strike weapons currently being built:

the MX missile. Trident II, and the cru.se

missiles. Doherty lets slip, and the Peiv

tagon admits, that it will be deployed in

•'protecting vital targets first and later

rovering .;ities
' Such vital targets are all

militaiT. They include US nuclear weapons

^tes and command and control centers to

direct their use

( unent military doctrine has moved

uvn fr .m .he Mutual Assured Destruc

iion" to that of Counterforce Targeting.

Tender ( (.unierforce. US nuclear weapons

are targeted to strike So^'iet nuclear

weapons. To do this, the new US missiles

must be DOth extremely accurate and pine

.o make slight adjustments to '.he r fiigbt.

'''he MX the Trident II and the cause

m.ssiles are so Designed Mo.n. ci acially. it

makes no sense to design a v.-.i^nile ?o .v

the US intends to strike first, or even to

threaten a first strike, our new missiies

make sense. ,,,./-. of
This is where the SDI "shield fits n Of

course it would not be water tight to a I all

Soviet strike. But a first strike by the US

would leave only a small number of Soviet

missiles intact. If the Soviets -etaliate. a

full scale SDI would be able to .ake care of

nearly all of them. Even if the US doesn t

launch a nuclear first strike, .he .iiere ex-

istence of first-strike weapons, pluf a defen-

sive shield (SDI) would be an intcle.;>ble

menace to the Soviets.

Deployment of Star Wars woiuc' not

make the world safer, because it vs -ot

defensive. It is offensive, in both mean'ngs

of the word, and shoe Id not be deveiov-ad

n cen reseai'hed
r» i jPaul ij<.c fiard

Monu true
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CATCH THE TOP
AT THE TOP! i6eSh(pp

Big Breakfast

.S;i<'( !ii' e

Fast Break Special
• Three Grilled All Meat ^-^O^ /
• Frankfurters on Rolls

.1.1 SUirrh 30th

:i.l: -l.-tl,

Inn f .J.-..-

( /uii.t ../ IIh-ii- .Siiij.s.UM .-)( f/cm

,Sni,i,'/ ( 'iilfee

lend,' J I».r. Mi,,i>i I f Mai. ist

Now televising the Boston Celtics and
Hartford Whalers Away Playoff Games

TOP of the
1CAMPUS
JLOUI^GE

Monday-Friday

11:30 a.m. to 12;30 a.m.

Saturday & Sunday
5:00 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.

1 1th FLOOR CAMPUS CENTER

Kjr-

^:;wt^^-'''
^^p°^

..^ff^:
,..«^^v?^^-

c(*

£%1!

.^^N^I,^<^>'^
,,,.s.t^^5^'c>^^

Show your appreciation this week
April 21-24, 1987

NATIONAL
SECRETARIES' DAY

GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION

TOP of the CAMPUS
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
11th Floor, Campus Center
University of Massachusetts

Reservations
549-6000

ext. 639

LUNCH: Mon.-Fri. n:30a.m.-2:00p.m. OvCU
DINNER: Tues.-Sat. 3:00-4:30 p.m.

f^j ffj^

Cloi^cd Holuiai/> (Apnl 2()tli) PllbUc

^ 3^

^
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Smithereens

By Sarah Smith

Thor's hammer, screwdriver and crescent wrench

Face Dances

"If we were all given by magic the power to

read each other's thoughts. I suppose the first

effect would be to dissolve all friendships."

— Bertrand Russell

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Tnidt Michel Jaffc

ACROSS

The Crew

iO'

P i 5 ts' 10

i§ Sci-se «c c

26 f uiu'e c.M»" t

29 5«'' siiie''
3," Ta„t

3J - jf jpol

3; r ass'eo ixf^t

3S 00. O^iiy

40 I'.ea**'''

41 Ge! ;•!' i'ac«

43 P,a»I1.ng

4j •.e'-f^atfl!.

46 Ericoumeiefl
47 LDo»«a o»e'

as a yegg
48 T'oc me Doa'rts

SO Damage
5t siatea ,r

54 Vatcf
58 P.,; " Ba» s

ia>.«

59 Mach.'ie Dan
61 A-ea 0' a

ca!*ie3'3i

6? Costume to'

Ccppeua
63 DeiuS'On 5

ccmpamo"
64 O' a va'

65 Seasonal iree

lopDe'

C"»'ac!e'S

67 £«i'act t'o"'

DOWN
1 I c.' ' .i've'

6 vV'e^ s'"3"
' XXVi « I.

6 Cie< aAat
9 Measu'es
'D f^e'i-ge

.f.: >. r' -.

v.e!'>a""

P'ese'.e

33.1 i.m

54 Cenie-

65 n.:o< cai
- ame

:e%i

J ...age

1 3 Go a^ea-
2" C'^a'gea

paiice
23 Meai-

26 Sm' ><-ng'>

26 Home
2'' k..»e a ie.-^::e'

26 P'e' . A
-'

".••i -< 5'a'e

29 uo'ae^
Treasj'. e^V\

31 Sci'^e a-e

ii SideA.-ce

33 Rpoieo 0'

J" E_* C

STEN

S T U

C _0_M M £ R C

«.c,t tBiro

ANSWtH TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
T A y TJ|m N a oMp ROM
I^LsIaBej. I M I Br m a

A C e.WpA D V I R T I S E R

MART jjtjl' " ^ ' c Irs
WtM I

ii I jji II I'—
p . A W,N I E RMl E J_W A.R^D~"

Tt race rJIa m uj.
[S nM* B I .SJL

[R E W A R oMe SJ
T ojiMp e r u ses
OJMS E V E nBH
T E S tJ|0 M E I

" 'ij» iBsl)'
't-E tMC

T-OJ.SM*-P.E-''-S

E T

l'e

I A

O.P.A.l.

4 14.|7

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

MR. mLLAt I HeAR

dimne mfiiPS Off

mT5 .^ PC you GUYd

\n mw po

^ mrscRf y\
OF wm ^ i^

\

i\

yomsum. If y(Pt/fwr

swr^'oom /^e. ill
HAVEm tefip iVNboe-

FcmR ^JE -me heap
Off YOUR WIFt

1\
^^

,j/'.

OPUd. TRY YOOf^

m-m f^Pf\L

NOW mrmm ^

Lunch

Hamburg on Roi!

Ham Vegetable Frittala

Dinner

Turkey Divan
Fisherman s Plate

Mentf
Bamlcs Lunch

Golden Burgers

Rice and Cheese Stuffed

Cabbage

Basics Dinner

Caponata Spaghetti

Fisherman s Plate

Bat Brain By Bill Bearing

Weather

TaesdaY:SunnY. mild, high in the mid 60s
Wedaesday: Chance of showers, high in the 60s

Wil OUlCfc?

piD THEN EVPS

NO, IW

ptpN'r EVCM
St a. \T

LBOKATHAT
WAV.

Today's Staff

Night Editor

Copy Editor

Photo Technician

Layout Technician

Production Supervisor

JefTry Bartash

Jennifer Dempsey
Niki SoMoff
Mike Solaroli

Debbie Pikul

Production: . Karlin iselc, Laura Bell, Scott Smith

Lisa Huiet, Meredith Kaplan and Joe the driver

Gordy By Gorde

H£KF£UA$//

ME?

VJOUU) EITHER OF
YOU <5f irS HAVE
CHAN&E FOl^A
DIME? r '

Y f>OAH] [soR<^y)

Executive Board — Spring of 1987

KELLY SIEGEK
Editor ts Chief

NAMCY KLINGENE8
Maaailag Editor

STEVE RUBIN
BuelMSt MiMegtr

PHIL SEKAFINO
E4ltoHal Editor

ANSEL ZINTER
Prodactioa Masagcr

Business Board - Spring of 1987

STEVE RUBIN
BaalMM Maaagcr

PAUL H. LESSER
AdvertUlaf Sate* Maaager

VANESSA ROTH
Plaaace Haaager

PATRICE lAWSKY
Marketlag Maaager

CRAIG NAUGLE
CinalaHaa Muager

KAREN HOLLAND
S«becrtirtlm llaM^er
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FULL TIME & PART TIME

SUMMER POSITIONS

AVAILABLE

Residential Support Services

Position Titles:

Floorplan Coordinators

Special Projects Coordinators

The Housing Assignment Office is looking to hire

1 2-1 5 full time summer employees. A written ap-

plication and interview is required. Applicants

must have excellent communication skills, be in-

terested in and committed to working in a ser-

vice oriented office, have the ability to work in-

dependently and in a team setting, attend to

detail and to follow through on assignments. Ap-

plicants must also be highly motivated and able

to work well with the public.

These are FULL TIME positions only.

Applications: Available in the

Housing Assignment Office, 235 Whitmore
Pay: $4.20/hour

hours: Monday - Friday 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Term of Appointment: June 1 , 1987 through September

7, 1987.

Ti ^ssmk
Position Title:

Special Assistant to the Coordinator

The Family Housing Coordinator is looking to

hire an energetic person to assist on projects in-

volving Lincoln, North Village and University

Apartments which are apartment complexes
owned by the University and managed by Family

Housing. The position is full-time during the sum-
mer and Intersession and half-time during the

academic year. A written application and inter-

view are required. Applicants should be self-

motivated, able to work independently and follow

through on assignments. The ability and desire

to work with people of different cultural and
ethnic backgrounds is essential. Applicants must
have at least two semesters until degree
completion.

This is a FULL TIME summer position

Applications: Available in the

Housing Assignment Office, 235 Whitmore
Pay: $4.65/hour

Hours: Monday - Friday 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Starting Date: June 1, 1937

Position Title:

Clerical Assistant

Family Housing is looking for folks to staff the

office full-time or part-time during the summer.

The possibility for continued semester employ-

ment does exist. The position will require the

ability and desire to work well with people of dif-

ferent cultural and ethnic backgrounds and

knowledge of general office practices. A written

application and Interview are required.

These positions are FULL TIME or PART TIME
Applications: Available in the

Housing Assignment Office, 235 Whitmore
Pay: $3.65/hour

Hours: Flexible within Mon. - FrI. 8:30 a.m. -5:00 p.m.

Term of Appointment: June 1, to September 4, 1987

HOUSING SERVICES
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Position Title:

Telephone Inventory Personnel

Housing Services Telecommunications main-

tains all the telephone equipment in the

residence halls. We are looking to hire 12 to 16

people for full-time or part-time summer employ-

ment. A written application and interview are re-

quired. Those interested in these positions must

be energetic, motivated, able to work in-

dependently as well as in a team setting.

These positions are FULL TIME or PART TIME
Applications: Available in the

Housing Assignment Office, 235 Whitmore
Pay: $3.65/hour

Hours: Mornings 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. and after-

noons 1:00 to 4:00 p.m.

Starting Date: June 1, 1987

Position Title:

Telephone Repair Technician

Housing Services Telecommunications is also

seeking qualified people to work full-time or part-

time as telephone repair technicians. Applicants

must be technically oriented and have a strong

desire to learn. Applicants must be responsible,

motivated and have the ability to work in-

dependently. A written application and interview

are required. Training for this position is

mandatory.

These positions are FULL TIME or PART TIME
Applications: Available in the

Housing Assignment Office, 235 Whitmore
Pay: $4.20/hour

Hours: Flexible.

Starting Date: June 1, 1987

Tuesday, April 14. 1987
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• Softball
continued from page 12

of the best softball

you'll see arywhere.
Motivational problems?
Forget it.

"We try to treat every

game as a regular game. We
really don't need any extra

motivation," Adelphi head
coach Janet Ficke said. "All

the doubleheaders between

teams like UMass, UConn,
and Rutgers are impor-

tant."

Just a glance at the career

series gives you an idea of

how important these games
are. Adelphi holds an 8-7 ad-

vantage over the

Minutewomen, but UMass
has closed the gap in a big

way recently, capturing

four-of-six meetings over the

last two years and three-of-

four last season. Of those

three UM wins, two came in

Garden City, NJ. as UMass
swept Adelphi 1-0 and 3-0.

In the second meeting at

Totman Field, Adelphi
prevailed in the first game,
2-1, before junior

righthander Lisa Rever
baffled the Panthers with a

two hit, 3-0 win to decide

who would sit atop the

Northeast.

Adelphi has been on a roll

since returning from the

Bud Light Invitational in

California, where they rack-

ed up wins over the likes of

Utah, Oregon State, and

Arizona State, all of whom
were ranked in the Top
Twenty. The trip must have

done some good, as the Pan-

thers are undefeated
against regional foes.

Adelphi is 13-6-1 on the

year, and are coming olT a

championship performance

at the Penn State Invita-

tional tournament last

weekend.

Nevertheless, the

Minutewomen are waiting,

and waiting with the idea

that the breaks that haven't

graced them so far this

season, might start to

materialize with a touch of

good timing.

"We've been hitting the

ball hard, but we've been

hitting balls right at people.

We're just getting any
breaks," Sortino said. "This

team just comes out of the

barroom swinging. They've

been creating their own
breaks, and as long as we
keep doing that, things will

begin to fall our way."

SOUTHWOOD APT
^On btts rottte

^Qttiet, convienent to campas

Waiting List Now Open At

Rental Office

107M Soiithwood Apts • 256-0166

WANTED: DEDicated & ALIVE

To the possibilities of a challenging

summer in coed residential camp

for disadvantaged, abused, or

neglected children.

NEEDED: • UNIT LDRS * CNSLRS * NURSES
*

Write: Letter & Resume to Horizons For Youth

121 Lal(eview St., Sharon. MA 02067

K^^^̂̂
RENT/\NRECK
VI
N«w A U««d Cart

Truck* « V«w Atoo Av<

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Re. 63 No. Amherst

S49-2880

9 am - 2 PoTEARLY]
BIRD I

SPECIAL
!

$2 OFF
Shampoo, !

Cut & Dry

STYLES I

BY !

EBORAH
549-5610 • 65 Universitv Or]

with Ihis coupon Expires 4/3W67 i

ACllVIIIEli* AUDIO
AuIO ^Oi^ '^AU •CAlCUlAIORS

ENIERIAlNMENI •fOU UIM
For sale • FOUND

HELP WANTED 'LOST

CLASSIFIED
W ''/.-»-<^ -, -s.. f. IteuMvV. «NMHM4fr>^ -. V «». 4(')»"4A-.'«l«'I£dl'j>.-.

ihSiRucriON«Moro(/cyLCLES
Pt RSONAl S • mot WAMtD
RIDERS NEEDED • bfcRVlCES
ROOMAIE WANTED* TRAVEL

WANTED 'SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEQAN OFFICE - CC 1 13 MON-THURS 8.30.3,30 ;FRI • 2:i0)« DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION • CASH IN ADVAHCE. 1S*/W0H0/DAY FOR STUDEWTS

ACTIVITIIS 4 BEDROOM APT starting June 1

256-6620

UPC GENERAL MEETINGItl Tuesday
April 14. at 6 30PM m 101CC. Spring Con
cerl IS right sround the corner'' Ne«v

members welcome'

2 BEDROOM APT stanmg June 1

665-8105

ATTENTIONl TUESDAY, 7PM Southside

room Hampden WSUR Southwest radio

meeting be iherei

• WANTED VOU.VBALL TEAMS (or oH-

campus
• Mayfest 87' Prizes tor sinning team

'

•submit names to 404 S U B by Friday"

4/20' Coed teams welcome!

AUDIO

SELLING OHM SPEAKERS 100W &
Brother typewriter Cheap' Call 6-7921

PERFECT FOR ONE or two people one
bedroom apartment at CliHside 400/mo.

utilities included Across trom 7/11, bank,

bus stop Sublet in June w/fall option Call

Liz or John 665-7143

TOWNEHOUSE APARTMENT IN

Southwood Tired ot dorms' Two bedroom
townehouse comfortably fits tour Take over

our lease m June and its yours next year

No waiting lists Call 266-0626

LARGE TWO-BEOROOM Colonial Village

Apt available June 1 Call 253-2416

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT in

Southwood lake over lease in June with (all

option Call 256-8609 after 5

RECIEVER. TURNTABLE, GOOD car-

tridge, equilizer Good and cheap 6-9152

(leave message.)

2 BDRM; JUNE-Aug: partly furnished clean

and comfortable: colonial Village Leave
message 256-6782

AUTOrOBIAU TAKE OVER LEASE June Isl Two^^
bedroom CliMside 665-8617

21119^°"° ''*'-^°'' " """' """ AVAILABLE JUNE r. 1-3 bedro^msirTa
«o-D3<:u

Swiss Village /\pt 21 5/month inclusive On

82 SUBARU BRAT. Eiccellent shape 2,600 busline Call Rob 256-1480

^^"^^^ SOUTHWOOD: TAKE OVER our lease

1977CHEVY'MALIBU oood transportation J""S,1 ^unny 2 br apt on bus line Only

$500 or BO 256-8673 Barry $148/month, heat free Call 253-5784

igsTRENAULT FUEQO sports coupe SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL option 2 bdrm

5-speed excellent condition askina $2800 aP' o" "us route 256-1737

1 978 Toyota Corola 2-door 5-speed no rust „^r;7r.-s

—

»g^B/>«%M
—»b.iitmemt

good condition low milage $800 Call SINGLE BEDROOM *f*«TMENT
546-1485 ask tor Donna available Colonial Village $315/month call

ASAP 253-3681

7S TOYOTA COROLLA runs extremely --„- AT7;;s^«.T.rT i
^—

.

well. Rebuilt engine, new alternator $500 TAKE OVER OUR lease 'n June and get

546-3204 or leave message at 546-5768 August rem free' Or just sublet for the sum-
mer/2bed'oom m Southwood apts call

1979 PINTO 67k"asking $600^49^1 138 256-6334

75 MONZA RUNS~v7eJr little rust. 72.000 ROOM IN HOUSE 1 mile 'f camPus

ml. $600 Fred 6-6368 $l8S/mo lake over lene call Natalie

l?^Sni^°^"*'*^'°"' ROOM AVAILABLE IN Beaut condo cose
S

1

2W eves ^3o-ow3
^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^ Kitchen/laundry facil

EMBARASS THE — out of someone "^cl female non-smokers no pets 256-1547

anywhere, anytime B-days, tuck-ins San

Oonlla-Grams 6-9152/7654
BEDROOM AVAIL. END^Miy ^«}^7^oul

77 TOYOTA COROLLA: white. 4dr. stan »all option on 2br busroute Heidi 256-0051

dard, AM/FK«, AC. reliable and lovable _.„^ -,.-- 1 _r ^c . ...

S1000 538 3670 ^^ BACK STAGE guitar amp. 35 watts
uuw ojo

hardly used (year old) excellent condition

1979 FORD MUSTANG yellow, auto. Comes with 2 tree PV machine heads $100

82.000 mis AM/FM stereo $1200 545-3689 <" B O call anytime 546-4161

aHer 5 .30 584-9042 ROOMS FROM JUNE 1st Tall opiton $235
per month exclusive close to campus

AND$WANTiO 649 13^6

• WANTED BANDS TO play at the first ' fOB $AII
• annual off-campus MayfesI Pick up '

• applications at 404 SUB tapes and CRATE AMP MUST spM i. .»i t--.i-<

applicalkjn due Friday 4/20' ' 546-9030

WINDERSURFER CLASSIC S

2 daggerboaids Excelleni ,

"SWAG IS LOOKING lor bands to play " Forget Florida $425 GrMi con>-eis..<: ,

during Southwest week. ' piece 649-7842

Ivlay 5-8 Applications are available "

• Now at the SWAG office in Hampden • g2 TICKETS FOR sale all shows ^»e S 'HJ

'and are due by April 15. 1987 at 5Pf^
'

" the list of bands selected will be ' MARSHALL LEAD 20 amp and B t

• posted nn April 21. 1987 Southwest ' copy guiu< steal at S3?b oi BO Crm '

rocks the Pyramids'" ' 546-6683

RAYBAN, BOLLE. VUARNET Su i^wss^s

plus look alikes Jams Calchil bontvi

chps shorts, everything discount 0:.'ie

,49 7'! 75

DEADLINf EXTENDEO-LEOAL
AS$I$TANT$ WANTED

OEADLINEYxTENDED TO April 17 (o' tall

1987 internships wit'i !he Legal Services

Office, get hands on ^-Kpenenco i.i legal

field-work directly wit,- attorneys and
clients Earn jp :c

*

' undergraduate

credits No experience needed -training

provided To l)egin application process con-

tact Legal Servicer today 545 .J95 ?2"

Campus Ct^iitor

ENTHTAINMENT

JAM TOONZ-GREAT party soi it s at

reasonable rates Call Kevin at 646-4111

GUCCI WATCHES FOR MUms t
'

styles only 530 call Bnan P 74.'

BRAND NEW WOMEN'S b!.ick lealtiei

dress jacket si/e 9 best otter Call Donna
649-41 ,19

•'AMAHA ACOUSTIC GUITAR w case

1 I .,)bi I ... '63 9537 fsk tor Scott

WOMEN'S AVIA RUNNING shoes ize

6'-! brand new A $56 value for $29 99

Call Beth at 546 6649

POR A OOOO TIMi CALL

RACK-A-OISC Entertainment Agency Disc

(ockies. lights, rentals, and mobile video

dances! 649-7144

FOUND

MARYANNE MAGUIRE I have your Monec

card 549-0114

PORMNT

AVAILABLE JUNE 1 , 2 bedrm Southwood

Apt call 256 8829

SUNNY 2~BEDROOM apt l^am Street take

over lease June l-Dec 31 $480 incl

everything after 5 253 6529

8200 REWARD lBbH¥ apt $425 a month

includes all utilities many extras pool, ten-

nis courts, dishwasher and more Take over

June 1st call 665-3450

rmeAM
NFED MONEY? SPEND all your cash on

springbreak' I need your baseball cards

please help' Call Mike 549-0333

HlllORNOir

HEY YOU SEXY, sultry nymph of the night-

it ami yo birthday yet. so this should be a

suprise Just wait till tomorrow sweets and
ru be yours In romantically carnal antK:ipa-

tion. Me

HtlP WANTED

WE ARE LOOKING for someone to do Chik3

care one evening a week and occasional

overnights Must have transportation Call

584-9057

WANTED PART TIME bus drivers lor Nor-

thampton to Amherst routes $5 to start very

convenient for Northampton residents

Work schedule arranged around your class

schedule 586-1909

THE CENTER FOR popular economics has
openings lor 2 administrative assistants

Both jobs would start in May A job descrip-

tion IS posted in Thompson 829, or call

Tasha at 545-0743 for more information

/Application deadline April 10

GROUNDS WORKERS WANTED at Pine

Grove Golf Course Call 584-4570 for

interview

MANAGER~fRAINEES NOW hiring

.

Amherst. Hawaii. Boston, Long Island, or

Dallas 50 openings Excellent pay ex-

cellent working conditions Full or part-time

Call Willie at 549-7793

PAINTERS WANTED: MUST be over 21

Experience preferred Full-time summer
employment We 11 sponsor good painters

to take Mass nggers exam Good work
conditions and good pay Information ses-

SKjns will be held on Thursday, April 16 1 00
and 4 00 C C rm 803 College Pro Painters

800-424-2468

FULL AND^ART time positions available

very flexible hours and excellent working

conditions Conveniently located in the

center of Amherst You can earn up to $20

an hour with salary and commissions Con-

tact Target Enterprises lor an interview Ask

for Keith 549-7793

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS
We hire early lor good summer painters m
New England $6-7/hour Age and ex-

perience not a concern We will tram yOu
Information session will be KielO Thursdav
April 16 1 OO and 4 00 C C rm S03 The

organized stuOeits SOC-434 3466

THE SGA BUDGETS .

paid positions oc>e^ a «
chair at lOhOurs we* ac ,i r

auditor at 5 hours pef *•*». Ao
tending budge; ^-o^'^fl^^ '^e-

days i wee* « -Mi.**wo ;.

be und<»rqr(iOuji^* a->.! ;>

h.i

STUDENT NOTES AND .' ^t-^ ser>*«
.-.= :v •! 1-/, -s' •* i I,' 4 '7 li.v pfO-

tV-e' anj 3fts*!

<> tv Aep*v «0i

U'^EOHARDS AND SWIM mslfuctocs'

r>'o «v'<>si;,o' ciepi 'uiipart time

s S'.ist :>' '?vs Red cross certil

.-.1 AiVi cjl'ons av>iii at student
. ,^ ,^nc^ .'39* Whitmore and Green

• . :.'.\ > -.(' Ai'c-.-.von deadline Apni

SUMMER JOB - WATERFRONT Director

',- .M> cdiio If the Boston Area, June
>i August 14 S.llary 1 80O2.0O0 depen-

>g on experience Contact Janet Wad-
,i("i outdoo' program director. Patriots'

Tiaii GiM Scout Council 6 St . James Ave
Boston Ma 02116 i61 7)482-1078

LOOKINO POI A ROOM?

MASTER BEDROOM FOR rent n j

bedroom apt in 'Jorthwood apis Available

now April free 143/mo Front of the bus slop

Call 665-3686 or 649-2835

LO$T

HELP! I OSf MY 'ape rero de-
•

' iJartlet!

Auditor' in on 3/4/87 "I iss Bio 1008

reward no questions asKed 549 ~74r

LOST KEYS ON a bottle opener lost Tiiu'b

day call 546-9734

LOST WHITE JEAN jacket at Pike, 6/2 with

2 keys on gold claridge Hotel Key chain

please return, it is my only jacket call

6-9254

RED POLO SPRING jacket in campus
center- Friday please call Julie 9571

GREY JEAN JACKET from Mike^W view

Thurs 4/9 be cool return keys from pocket

Ciff Brandywine 549-0667

MIUS$A IMITN

MELISSA- REMEMBER HASTA la vista

baby breaking hearts is my claim to fame

MOTORCYCLES

HONDA CB3S0 RECENTLY rebuilt emgine
call 256-8643 ask for JR $450 or BO

PERSONALS

LOVE TO^ANCE? fryouls for UMass
minutes kicklme-danceteam coming the

third week in April Lots of fun. great way
to xeep in snape Meet tons of new people

Watch lor us'

INTERESTEOltTA carMf in

advertising'

Come hear

John Verrel and John Reed
from Ingall's Ad Agency (Boston)

Tues April 14 7 00 CC 917
sponsored by the Marketing Club

TOM CRUISE IN Top Gun Thursday April

16th in the Campus Center Audilonum
3 00 show $2 00. 5.7.9.11 shows $2 50
come early and beat the crowd!

NEW YORK CITY daytrip. April 18, $25
roundtrip Act 546-4723

IF YOU'RE INTERESTED in High
academics, and outstanding social life.

great home cooking, and a convenient kx;a-

lion. you're invited to IOTA Gamma Up-

silon s open rush Our parties ate /Vpnl 1 3,

16, 16 at 5 15 Come to 406 N Pleasant St

'

lor Mexican nite, Italian nite and lobster'

Call 256-6874 lor into

TERRI JO CHURCH Happy birthday!'!

Love the Oenim Women.

HEY ELLEN OAKES- what does red,

broadway baby. Garfield & birthday have

in commom? I bet Cliff knows the suit! Hap-

py birthday love 209 Brown

DESPERATELY SEEKING BRENNA
Mayer but then again who isn't and why
aren't you? if you find her give her a big

hug for her birthday Love 209 Bonurn

ROBYN SHAMAH-HAPPY birthday' The
big 21' Looks liiie life has finally t)egun'

Have a great time tonight clubbing' Yru
deserve it< Love Tony

ITS COMING FOR the first time m K^ay'

KERRI. WE COULDN'T forget you. could

rte ' Hope you have a great birthday' Love

va Beverly and Alyson

TO JENNYPOO. LORIANNE. Sleffy. Suze.
"

^^J, Roooseli and L' - (t was a perfect

, Ana the academy award winner

j^»s are the best friends and l love

DONNA. ILL MISS you bunches I love you
iea'i> Shi head

M, LETS HOPE there will be two reasons

10 ceiebrate today' Have a great 20fh I love

yOu' Happy birthday' Me

AMY KUNDEL. "THEY say its your birth

day Happy 22nd Always remember
watneys. kosher kraziness. host. Ryan Rd ,

16 candles, automobile" Love ya. Di

MIKE L. YOU'RE real special And that s

not way the — off! Love the Little One

2N FIELD -TO y'all who were in the hallway

Weds at 2AM thanks lor the support' You're

great' Luv Lis

BILL, HAPPY^aoTH birthday' Only one

more year to go Have a good one I will

always remember and I hope you never

'orget There will always be a special place

lor you in my heart Love you forever, Eric

HEY -MARCIELLA WEIBEL- you're gret

you re awesome you're wonderful -happy

no 19 Love your roomie'!

HAZELBONER HAPPY 20TH birthday'

Drink your lace of ! ove ya. hands, scoop
•", (he Russian

»ROFE$$IONAL TYPING

FAST, accurate.SPEEDY KEYS"
reliable 256-1002

PROFES$IONAL TYPING $ERVICE

CASES, PAPFRS OlSSEBrATIONS.
Iheses. fast, acru-ate. dependable, on

crrnojs reasonable 584-7924, Nancy

ROOMMA1E WANTED

TWO FEMALES WANTED to share 1

bedroom m Brandywine Apt is complete-

ly furnished Starting June 1 Call Lisa at

649-4680 Keep trying

1 MALE NEEDED to share Brandywine Apt

starting Jurte 1 I mi from campus Good
atmosphere $170 month plus utilities

549- ••W4 Steve

i NEED A room mate to share my palatial

Puftton Village Apt This summer Musi-

cians especially welcome Dave 549- 1616

IF YOU ARE a female and looking for an

apt for tall semester only contact Jenniter

at 6-9704

1 ROOMMATE WANTED to share 1

bedroom apl Brandywine w/2 females call

646-8208 or 546-8643 evenings

NON-SMOKING FEMALE to share room in

Puftton June 1 546 4451 Ellen after 5

LOOKING FOR TWO non-smoking male
roommates to share Brittany Manor apart-

ment Starting Aug Isl or earlier if

necessary Call Kyle 256-1388

FEMALE, NON-SMOKERwantadTor own
room in qutet, clean Riverglade Apt Star

tina June 253-3130

SERVICES

TUTORINaS^UBSTITUTE TEACHING in

business management, marketing,
finance, investment & microcomputers $7
per hour Neg 636-6006 leave message

LASER TYPING SERVICE Have your

resume, paper or thesis professionally

typeset Best rales in town Call Rick at

549-01 73 after 6PM

SPANISH TUTORINO A TRANSLATION

HELPWiTH grammar, stones pronun
ciation 256 1002

SPRING FlINO

HELP WITH SPRING Fling! Come to Cen-
tral Area Government meetings at 8:00 on
Tuesdays

SOUTHWiSr

BE PROUD OF Souttiwest* Make this

year's concert the besi' Join security' Get

involved' Sign up at the SWAG office in

Hampden

SUKIT

SUMMER SUBLET AVAILABLE^ 3

bedroom Pulfton call Paula 549-2832 or

Cheryl 546-9684

EVERYTHING YOU EVER"wanted m an

apartment; 2bdrms. kitch, bath, 2

waterbeds, fully furnished Right in the

center of Amherst 600plus utilities.

Negotiable 253-7954

SUMMER INHRN

S4MIMER INTERN WANTED lor a small

advertising agency in Northampton Ex

pehence all aspects of advertising Non-
payinq Car necessary 586-2135

SUMMER JOBS

ON CAP'E COD at Jason's of Denmsport
Floor and door personnel, barbacks and
bartenders, waiter and waitresses Accep-
ting applications Mon thru Sat vacation

week from noon to 3 Interviews at Clan

CVS. 8 Uppercounty Rd Denmsport MA

SUMMER ON CAPE COD

ROOMMATES WANTED: 4BR house in

Hyannis Memorial Day thru labor Day
$1100 each call Chris 549-6273 or

549-6110

SUMMER SUBLET

TWO BEDROOM 1 '/i bath townhouse apl

m Southwood available June 1 on bus
route Price negotiable Call 546-7527 or

546-7018

CENTER OF AMHERST sm#« foom in

house with fall option $l65/monIh call Mike

263 7216

LOOKING rOR 3 bedroom Puftton Apl

want to sublet loi iummf nr\n fkn over

I3ase call Heib 546-67fi i

T-OROUP KATJA . CHARMAINE

I LOVE '- OU all. It's easy and true lor me
to say Vh ink you Tim Cue Lisa, Heather.

Eileen Carl, Mike. Lauren. Joan. Chris, and

last but not least. Mary' I've been thinking

about the weekend rjn stop' I'm liigh is

a oile' See vou in ttia clouds- Jen

TRAVEL

SUMMER VACATION: 3 week tour of

Great Britain $899 Fun. friends, scenery,

history Call Mary for info 253-7368^

TYPING SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING. PAPERS, letters,

resumes, etc Meticulous proofreading

Editing avaiiat>le New IBM typewriter Call

5490367

WANTED

PHYSICAL. SPIRITUAL, INTELLECTUAL
health seekers share your knowledge with

the readers of Sprout, the Earthfoods/Peo

pie s Market Newsletter Typed, double

spaced, please drop matenal oft on the 4th

floor S U to the Economic Developmeni ot-

Do* AddfM* II 10 Jen K DMdhne: April IS,

1M7

S100 REWARD 3 bedroom apt in Amherst
Center call 546-5047 for S46-5028

BEDROOM AVAIABLEIN y bedroom
apartment Laundry, on bus route, quiet,

neat Kate 666-2286

2 BEDROOM APT. available June-Aug
$400/mo or B O call 546-B485 or 8487
after 10PM

SUMMER SUBLET IN furnished Puftton

apt starting June 1 to Spet 1 Call after 1

1

PM or before 10 AM 649^106

SQUIRE VILLAGE-TWO bedrootn/t^wo

bathroom townehouse Take over lease

w/fall option or sublet Call Jane at

665-2203

TAKEOVER bUR lease. 1 large bedroom
apartment $3l5/month. Colonial Village

Available lor the summer with fall option.

You pay only half of June's rent Call Ed-
die at 253 2084

TWO ROOMS AVAILABLE in bTand new,
fully lurnished Amherst house Summer
w/fall option Call Laurel or Linda at

253-9949

3 BEDROOM FURNISHED apt 480/month
utilities and cable included on bus route,

swimmiiyg pool, tennis c1 665-3671

ULTIMATE SUMMER APARTMENT. TV
pool double beds etc Must see "j mi to

UMass 266-6332

IN SUNDERLAND 400S lor the summer
collect 50$ security in August Swimming
pool included 665-8892 (evenings)

LARGE DOUBLE ROOM in fully furnished

house Two minute walk from campus
$130 each Call Holly or Judy 549-7477

AMHERST CENTER, DOUBLE room in

house with fall option, rent reasonable, call

Claire or Lisa for details at 253-7216

THREE BEDROOM PUFFTON apt

available for summer 87 3 or 4 people call

lor details 549-6327

•T. JUM

THANK YOU AGAIN* Seldom do your

prayers go unanswered I am very grateful

WANTED TO RfNT

MATURE UNDERGRADUATE SEEKING
oft-campus room, for the fall Must be quiet

Call 546-7057 alter 11PM or leave

message

UMASS STUDENT LOOKING for room to

rent near campus during spring break 9-21

to 9-29 Call Mary at 546-1 151 Keep trying

SUBLETS/HOUSING NEEDE^ June 28 •

Aug 15 Call SBMC 266-8615 9AM-7PM

WANTED-$1 00 REWARD a 6 or 7 person

house for next year, near bus route. Call

Dave 549-0384 or Patty 549-1703 leave

name and number

$100 REWARD PUFFTON-FOR ^ bedrm

apl Lease in Puftton or Brandywine Please

call 6-5331

LOOKrNG FOR VILLACiE Park Bran

dywine. or Presidential lease' Call after 5 00

646-6756 646-6752

WANT TO TAKE over lease ol off-campus

house near bus route for next fall and

spring Call 546-1090 or 253-3894

2 HIGH SPIRITED WOMEN (smokers) Icxx

ing to lake ove' I ase on apt or house. -

to share your place m the fall raU .t.s'i

6-8565

LOOKING FOR 3 bedroom Puffton a,-;

want to sublet lor summer and take cwf
leas« :all Herb 546-6761

$100 REWARD FOR 3 bedroom Putfton

apartment starting summer fall cH ' lahul

645 ^l79 01 66&2810

TWO SENIORS LOOKING lor . or i
,

bedrooms tor now until una • . m s'

close to campus Call Chn:; r Da
2537572

LOOKING FOR 3-BEDROOM m Pultm
reward offered Lisa 6-7979

SSSBIG REWARD OFFERED lor 3
bedroom Pultton Apt Lease 253-7927

LOOKING f6r1«N0LE room for the Vl
willing to pay summer rent call Linda

256-6334

$100 OR OUR Pultton lease for your lease

of house In Amherst area Call Margaret

549-7195

LOOKING FOR Sbedroom Pultton Apt

Want to sublet lor summer -nd tike over

lease Call Herb 546-6761

TAKE-OVER LEASE June Ht 2 bedroom

tfH in Colonial Village across from Change*
380/mo phis utilities on bus route 29frOM4
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Gorillas (3-0) rise to 9th in new poll
Garber happy, doesn 't think team has earned high ranking yet

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Two days following the

University of

Massachusetts men's
lacrosse team's convincing,

17 8 victory over New
England rival University of

Nf»w Hampshire at

Diirham, N.H.. the Gorillas

found themselves three

spots higher in the weekly

United States Inter-

collegiate Lacrosse Associa-

tion (USILA) poll.

Sitting in ninth placf-

after holding down the

number 12 ranking last

week, the 3-0 Gorillas have

steadily risen in the polls

since the team entered the

rankings two weeks ago.

While ranking members

of the USILA may wonder

why the poll has lent so

much respect to the other-

wise untested Gorillas,

UMass head coach Dick

Garber, who has seen poor

weather disrupt the team's

home schedule, said he's

happy with the ranking but

he's not sure his team
should be as high.

"The consensus is that

we're a good team. I think

we are but it's difficult to

vote on what a team hasn't

done while others have done

it," said Garber. who cited

Rutgers, at 6-2, as one team

with better claim t(j a top

ranking. "We did play very

well against UNH Now we

have to earn ouf ranking'

and higher."

For Garber, it's both a

Collfgjan photo by Mirhael Cooper

University of Massachusetts men's lacrosse junior attackman Kelley Carr and his teammates
look to improve their record and add credibility to their No. 9 USILA ranking. UMass travels
to St. John's tomorrow.

good and a bad position to

be in.

"Teams like Rutgers,

Loyola and Towson State

deserve to be up there. I'm

sure other teams get upset

to see us up there," the

coach said. "Maybe if we

win a few games then we'll

be up there. But we're hap-

py we're moving up. The

one I'm looking forward to

is May 10th. All our iron is

ahead of us."

As far as the poll is con

corned, a lot changed from

last week. North Carolina

hopped from fifth to third

with Johns Hopkins dropp-

ing one spot to fourth.

Syracuse, meanwhile fell

four rungs to seventh with

a loss. The Gorillas' New
England rival, Brown, mov-

ed up to the fifth spot while

Navy remained at sixth.

Adelphi jumped from 10th

to eighth and UMass was at

its new position. In 10th i.^

Rutgers, moving up one

rung following two wins.

Rounding out thi- poll is

Towson St., Har\ard,
Virginia. Loyola and Duke,

a newconuT to the poll. A •

my was tl^.e only team to iall

Irom thf Top L'j

Man-up Advantages:
Sophomore defensman Kn.'^

(' n oi'./o freshm a n J n m i <

Bergan, an alt k '
:• •'

freshman defensinari ii: :<

Valle -^o impressed darlnM

in the pre- and early-season

that the three have earned

spots on the Gorillas' varsi

ly Leani. Bergan, in fart

;issisted on sophomore at-

tackman Chris Tyler's goal

against UNH on Saturday,

The Gorilla scoring race is

as follows: Tom Carmean,
three goals and 15 assists

for 18 points; Scott Hiller,

13 and two for 15; Kelley

Carr, five and three for

eight; Tim Soudan, eight

goals for eight; Doug Musco,

five goals for five; Glenn
Stephens, one and three for

four; Neal Cunningham,
one and two for three; Greg
rf»nnella. two and one for

three; Pat Cain, one and one

for two; Greg Collins, two

goals for two; Brett Jenks

one goal for one; David

Avidon, one goal for one;

and Jamie Bergan. one

assist for one.

USILA
Top 15
The L'nivtMsity oi

Massachusetts mr-n'sl

lacrosse team moved upl

three rung.9 to ninth place!

in this week's United
States Intercollegiate
Lai I

(»-..-( Association!
il'SILA' poll The Gonlias
ju.st :Mi .(iiiiini; off a 17-8!

romp ovii New Hamp-
shir- arc slill iu.•^t cin ti

thivo unbeaten team.- it'ttl

m the nation. UMass joins-

top-ranked Maryland '8 0)1

and .-^econd-ranked Cornell f

(7 Oi,

1 Mary lard ^ ') !.")(

•.; Cornih .7 M(J|

. L'NC 12 127

4. JHl -<2 1231

.5. Brown 6-2 91

H Nav> .

" '? 901

7 Svracu^i i . sfil

y Adelpl-

9. UMASS 3-0 681

10. Rutger.s 6-2 62
11. Towson St 7-2 54

1

12. Harvard 6-1 37

13. Virginia 6-4 .35

1

14. Loyola 6-2 21

15. Duke 9-3 19|

Big N.E. week
ahead for UM
Adelphi first of three tests

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

On paper, it looks to be an impossible challenge for tne

University of Massachusetts softball team hosting the

numfaa. tw , . number four, and number one ranked teams

in the Northeast on three consecutive days. Six games
in 72 hours.

On paper, it seems like a little too much to ask. In reali-

ty, nothing could be farther from the truth.

The truth is the Minutewomen, who took three-offour

Atlantic 10 games over the weekend in Philadelphia,

must now answer a door where the Northeast region

brass v.U be impatiently knocking for the next week.

In terms of regional ^mpact. today's doubleheader with

Adelphi University vmII mark the first of three stern tests

for the Minutewonui.. tests that head coach Elaine Sor-

ti- ^ays her troops are prepared for.

,'- thought since the Fall that the two teams tl;a'

wil be on the field today are, on paper, the twfi .'^tronge-.t

ttams in the region," Sortino said. "This team is star

ting to build on playing good, intense softball for the rest

of the season.
'

The implications are many, whether the Minutewomen
come out on top or not. A UMass sweep could potential-

ly flip-flop the two teams in the regional standings, as

UMass is ranked third behind top-ranked University of

Connecticut and Adelphi. A pair of losses could be poten-

tially damaging to UM postseason chances, pending the

outcome of UM's Atlantic 10 schedule.

In addition to the obvious significance of the

doubleheader is the fact that the two schools, for the last

three years, have annually battled it out for who
represents the Northeast come NCAA tournament time

Until last season, Adelphi had a stranglehold on that

privilege as a result of their sucress in the region and

out. But with the appearance of parity among regional

teams, those times have changed, at least somewhat.

As a result, a healthy rivalry has emerged between

UMass and Adelphi • a rivalry that often produces some
tmnliriiji'd nn page 11

UMass baseball washed out at home
Minutemen faee UNH today
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff'

Just when the University of Massachusetts baseball
team thought it was going to get into the swing of the
seasor the weather proved otherwise. The Minutemen
had yesterday's doubleheader against the University of
Vermont postponed — the sixth and seventh game^ that
h;!'-^ hner -ailed off" in the past two weeks.
Weathe: permitting, UMass will travel to the I niver-

sity ofNew Hampshire today for a doubleheader scheduled
to begin at 1 p.m.

"It's frustrating because we had such nice weather this
Aoekend." UMass coach Dick Bergquist said. "We wanted
to use these games to tune up for the week and also to
get some order into the pitching staff"
As a result of the three-day layoff, Bergquist plans to

use six pitchers during tomorrow's twinbill. .Steve Allen
and Dave Telgheder will split the first game and Ken
Greer, Mike Owens and Dan Farrell should all see action
in the .second conte.st.

Telgheder currently leads the staff with a 2-0 record and
1.59 earned run average in 11 andMj innings. The
sophomore righthander also averages over a strikeout an
inning.

Offensively, Jay Zerner has been the man for UMass.
The senior co-captain leads the club in stolen bases (six-

for-six), slugging percentage (.814) and game-winning hits

(two) and has is one less run batted in than team leader

Matt Sheran, who has 13.

Zerner, who currently ha- i -.e\ en-game hitting streak,

is also tied for the lead in batting average (with Gary
DiSarcina at .442) and home runs (with Sean Flint at foui").

He was listed first in Sunday's Boston Globe among
players to watch in New England.
The individual leaders for New Hampshire are

sophomore first baseman Greg Zegres (.444), junior out-

fielder Mike Lassonde (.417 with 17 RBIs), Mike Lavin
(.393) and Benjie Johns, and outfielder-designated hitter

with a .356 average and 13 RBIs.
The leading pitcher for the Wildcats is sophomore Rick

Staba, 3-2. New Hampshire's team earned run average
is 5.53.

Women's tennis splits weekend matches
Travels to Smith today
By ANDY SHERMAN
Collegian Correspondent

It was a hectic weekend for the University of

Massachusetts women's tennis team. After being battered
by Providence College in straight matches on Saturday
It found its fighting spirit on Sunday and defeated Bate^
College thanks to a .series of defaults.

Weather permitting, the Minutewomen will open their

road schedule this week, first travelling to Smith College

tomorrow at 3 p.m. and then to the Atlantic Ten tourna-
ment this weekend.
The men, meanwhile, had vet unnt her "i 'trh rained out

yesterday afteriT" i .-i the '
i .i^ i nf K'nocli

Island at Boyden.
In Saturday's match, thf Miniitf-wnmen all started off

slowly in their fu-^t sets but inip'oMil ,i> i ich match wore
on

'The,\ iiyik like a much older team," coach Deedie Steelt-

said despite the PC sweep.

Still, the Minutewomen still lacked the mental edge it

needed to win. In many singles matches. UMas;' played
women of similar talent but still came up short as it had
in its loss to UConn.

"I played real tentative, my strokes were stremger but
I still had the mental problems." team captain Judy
Mclnis said.

"It hurts coming from a losing season because it puts

too much pressure on the players to win. " Steele said after

Saturday's match.
On Sunday, the pressure was off, but while tht-

Minutewomen were ready to play. Bates showed up two

hours late and with half the team missing. The Bates

mistake translated to an instant, 5-0. UMass lead.

Of the four matches that were played, the Minutewomen
weje 2-2 with .'^nn Marie Pelosky and Kim Brater wmu
mg their first matches of the year, 6-3, 6-2 and 6-4, 6-0

respectively.

"This is definitely a win Part of a team is being at the

matches on time. All of us were here and ready to play.

They (Bates) came wandering in from different places and

different times," Steele said.
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Collegian photo by Byrne nuarnotta
Veteran activist Abbie Hoffman urges a crowd of about 300 peo-

ple at Hampshire College yesterday to fight against the CIA.

Hoffman, activists urge group
to join march against CIA
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff"

Abbie Hoffman and other anti-CIA ac-

tivists urged about 300 people yesterday

at Hampshire College to join them in

fighting against the CIA's covert actions

and participate in a march to take place

in Northampton tomorrow.

"Talking about free speech in the same
breath with the CIA is like talking about

Affirmative Action in the same breath

with the Mafia," Hoff"man said.

Despite what CIA supporters say, ban-

ning the organization from recruiting at

the University of Massachusetts is not a

matter of free speech, he said.

Hoffman said he has off'ered to debate

with CIA supporters "any time, any place.

Open, free debate: that's what free speech
is about," he added.
Hoffman, who participated in the Mun-

son Hall takeover last November to pro-

test CIA recruitment at UMass, is one of
15 defendants charged with trespassing

in a trial at Northampton Distric Court.

The defense and the prosecution are
scheduled to present their final

arguments today.

As for whether he thinks the protesters

will win the court case, Hoffman express-

ed uncertainty. However, he echoed other

protesters, saying they have already won
by acknowledging people of the issue

around the country.
innliriiicd on page 12

Board of Trustees review
LSO Commission Report
Rifkin says report isn Y available to public
By KARL ROOKEY
Collegian Staff

After reviewing the Legal Services Office

Commission Report last Wednesday the
University of Massachusetts Board of

Trustees voted to receive it and decided it

had no efTect on the trial, which is schedul-

ed for September 9.

The trial is a result of the boards decision

in August to revoke LSO's right to sue the
University on behalf of students. A class

action suit was brought against the Univer
sity last fall by three students, one of which
was denied representation by LSO. The
other two students were on the LSO Gover-
ning Board.

At present there is no word of an out of

court settlement. Prosecuting attorney
Richard Cole may request the trial date be
moved to May or June if a settlement is not

reached.

According to LSO Commission Chair
Janet Rifkin, the Commission Report was
given to Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey ap-

proximately three and a half weeks ago.

She said most likely Duffey held the report

for the Board of Trustees to review before

it's public release.

Although the report has been reviewed
by the board and has been made available

to the Collegian, Sylvan Area Co-President
Aram Hamparian said he was not able to

get a copy of the report from the vice

chancellor's office this week.
"I feel the report should be distributed

to those who request it," Rifkin said. "I'm

glad that the Collegian has received a copy,

but I don't feel good about it not being

available to the public."

The LSO Commission was established in

August of last year by the Board of

Trustees to review LSO's "role and mis-

sion". According to the commission report,

the commission consisted of two students.

two faculty members, two administrators

and a representative of LSO.
The report itself is the response to a

charge made by Duffy in an October letter

to the commission requesting "a written

mission statement, as well as guidelines

under which the [LSO] will provide ad
vice."

The report gave two opposing views on
the issue: "The first view is students should

and must have the power to have their at-

torneys both advise and represent them
when dealing with the administration. The
second is that students have created an at-

mosphere of antagonism by commonly us-

ing their attorneys to resolve problems in

an oppositional manner."
The report recognized problems in the ex-

isting system. Problems included disputes

between LSO and the Department of Public

Safety, the withholding of funds for LSO's
fourth attorney by the director of the Stu-

dent Activities Office and disputes between
the directing attorney and the director of

SAO over job evaluations of the directing

attorney.

In response to these problems and others,

the commission suggested the formation of

a new office, which would be designated as

the Office of Problem Solving. The office

would house LSO, Student Mediation Ser-

vices and a new Civil Rights Grievance
Program. The office would be under the

supervision of an executive director who
would be advised by a Policy Board.

"Although I can't say I endorse all of the

commission's suggestions," Duffley said. "I

think the report is a good faith attempt to

deal with some tensions that have arisen."

He also said that the court proceedings will

hold up any changes in the present system.

Rifkin said, "it's really unfortunate but

it's going to take longer than it should to

fix the structure [of LSOl."

CIA recruiting
on the rise

due to protests
By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

Protests against CIA recruitment on campus have ac-

tually increased student interest in working for the agen-

cy, according to officials on campus and at agency

headquarters.

Arthur Hilson, former director of Placement Services

and now director of Public Safety at the University of

Massachusetts, said last week that between eight and 10

students a year signed up to interview with CIA recruiters

until protests began in 1984.

"What that did was increase the yield for the CIA," he

said. Now, approximately 25 students sign up for the agen-

cy's yearly visit. Resumes also are sent through Placement

Services to the agency.

The CIA thea directly contacts the students it wants to

interview, Hilson said.

Sharon Foster, a spokeswoman from CIA headquarters

in Langley, Va.. said "the protesters have not hurt our

college recruiting."

Foster would not give numbers or percentages of

students recruited from college campuses, but said the

CIA recruits at 200 campuses a year.

"People try to think we are different, but we're not, ex-

cept for the fact that we are looking for the best and

brightest." she said.

Foster said she was sure the agency would return to the

University of Massachusetts, where recent a'-rests stem-

ming from protests have brought national attention to the

agency and the protesters.
•' ^ r nintinurtl on page 8
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SPRING SHOWERS - William, the three-legged dog, showers Nick Vogt with a spray of

water Saturday at the Campus Pond.
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1,000 evacuated Sting operation nets illegal liquor

after chemical spill sales at 13 Middleboro restaurants
. . 11 iir i; i;__ u..^- nnotnnnoH Hincussion becauj

NORTH SALT LAKE. Utah (AP) - Authorities

evacuated 1,000 people yesterday within a two and a half

mile radius of an industrial park where a chemical spill

killed one person and injured six others.

Later, the six, including two paramedics, were releas-

ed after treatment for nausea and respiratory complaints,

said John T. Nielsen, state commissioner of public safety.

The area sewer system was not contaminated, he said,

but authorities were concerned about the possibility of

fumes polluting the atmosphere.

Emergency workers checked sewers and set up wind

monitors.

South Davis County Fire Chief Brent Argyle said a man

died at the scene of the spill, which occurred shortly after

7 a.m. at Hodson Laboratories, Inc. The injured included

a passerby, a policeman and two paramedics, he said.

North Salt Lake Police Chief Val Wilson estimated the

number of evacuees at 1,000, most of them employees of

businesses at the park. Earlier, Bountiful Police Capt.

01ay Kone estimated the number of evacuees at about

3,000.

MIDDLEBORO (AP) - A 20-year-old auxiliary police

officer purchased beer and wine at 13 of 22 restaurants

and liquor stores during a weekend sting operation though

he is one year under the legal age to buy alcohol.

Robert B. Rullo Jr. carried no identification but had no

trouble buying alcohol at nine bars or restaurants and four

stores in Middleboro in the Saturday undercover sting.

Police Chief William E. Warner said Monday.

"In most of the establishments, he wasn't even asked

for identification," Warner said.

Police did not notify the stores or restaurants of the

violations at the time, fearing that could tip-off other

establishments, he said.

Warner said the establishments would be notified once

selectmen act on the liquor law violations. Selectmen

learned of the violations five minutes before Monday's

meeting, but postponed discussion because they lacked

time to review the facts.

The sting was prompted by persistent reports that one

of the restaurants was selling liquor to minors.

"We got some complaints relative to minors being served

and we figured if we were going to check one, we might

as well check all of them," Warner said.

The Middleboro sting follows similar operations recently

in New Bedford.

A 20-year-old New Bedford police cadet bought beer at

24 of 28 bars and restaurants last month. Just two months

earlier, the cadet bought beer at 11 liquor stores.

Wareham also has used similar methods to crack down

on liquor sales to minors.

"We might do it again next week, Warner said. We

might do it in six months. What they don't know keeps

them on their toes."

Not everyone wants a job on Wall St. . . .

ENVIRONMENTAL OPTIONS
A CAREER CONFERENCE

Saturday, April 25, 1987
Hosted by University c* Massachusetts-Amherst

For more information call or writo V"*^

Career Conleienee -^-^^

Student Conservation Association
^

Box 550, ( harlstown, NH 03603

(603)826-5741 ^^

CHINESE KITCHEN bi
FAST SERVICE - GREAT PRICES

vB *^l4 c»»»»lxI<r»»>

OPEN
M-F
9-5

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Try our

Moo Shu Pork

$3.95

#23 Szechuan Gai Ding,

Swee & Sour Pork, Fried Rice

$4.95

#22 Chicken Wings,

Sweet & Sour Pork,

Fried Rice

$3.90

#24 Yoke Kew (Beef)

Onion and Green Pepper

Chicken Wing, White Rice

$3.90

TRY OUR LUNCHEON — DINNER SPECIALS
Only $1.49 before 3 pm, $1.90 after 3 pm

Eat In Of Take Out

HOURS: Sunday Noon - 10 pm, Mon - Sat 11;30 - 10pm

2 LOCATIONS

430 Russel St (Rt 9)

HADLEY — 253-2571

150 King St

NORTHAMPTON — 586-8220

STUDENT SUMMER JOBS ON CAMPUS
POSITIONS AVAILABLE:

• OPERATIONS ASSISTANT •

• OPERATIONS SUPERVISOR •

Qualifications: Must be an active student with ex-

perience in one or more of the following areas: light

maintenance, cleaning, grounds, office work, and/or

furniture moving.

Duties: Assigned to one of four Housing Services

Maintenance and Operations residential area offices

to perform a variety of tasks in campus residence halls.

Duties may vary widely, as indicated by the above

listing. Summer work performed by students con-

tributes to Housing Services' maintenance and clean-

ing programs and to the preparation of residence halls

for conferences and Fall opening.

Hours: 7:00 - 3:00 pm weekdays,

May 18 through Sept 5, or by arrangement.

To Inquire or Apply

Please Contact One of the Four Area Offices

Steve Vinelli:

Northeast/Sylvan Area, Johnson House, 5-0403

Pat O'Connor:

Orchard HIH/Central Area, Baker House, 5-1333

Nancy Merritt:

Southwest/North Area, Kennedy Tower, 5-0392

Maude Tucker:

Southwest/South Area, Cance House, 5-0439
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Civility commission
begins hearings

The Chancellor's Commission on Civility is conducting

the first in a m in of hearings at 6;30 p.m. today in the

Campus Cenlei , mnm 174-176 to solicit specific communi

ty proposals for chan^^e in racial issues.

The commission is asking for written and verbal com-

ments today on Public Commitment to Civility and Diver-

sity Issues.

Tomorrow the commission will address Reassessing

Functioning of Residential Areas in room 904-908.

Other hearings to be conducted: April 23 - Improve In

stitutional Structures and and Communications; April 30

- Unambiguous Leadership and Recruit and Retaining

Minorities; May 7 - End Self-Destructive Patterns and

Acknowledge Permanence.

Tho.se who wish to speak at the hearings can call the

Office of Human Relations at 545-0851, or register at the

hearing. Written comments may be submitted at the )t

fice at 206 Middlesex Hall.

Ph<>t<> l>\ rhuck Al»-I

SCENE OF SUMMER — A crowd gathers outside yesterday on the side of the Student Union

taking advantgae of the warm weather.

Final arguments begin at trial, verdict may be reached
. . . .„. . . ^ • n . TK,, r4..f..iiHon»« ^aiH f hnt it was ni

By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - Final arguments

begin today in the trial of 15 anti-CIA pro-

testors charged with trespassing and

disorderly conduct as part of the Nov, 24

occupation of Munson Hall to protest CIA

recruitment at the University of

Massachusetts.

A large crowd of several hundred i-s ex-

pected to demonstrate outside the cour-

thouse in a display of solidarity with the

15 defendants who face a maximum penal-

ty of six months in jail and a $500 fine.

The jury could reach a verdict as early

as this afternoon. Both defense and pro-

secution attorneys agree that the verdict

will depend on how Judge Richard Connon

chooses to instruct the jury.

If Connon decides to allow the jury to con-

sider the evidence of what the defense calls

"the crimes of the CIA," then the defen

dants are certain they will get an aquittal.

If Connon decides that evidence is not rele-

vant to the charges and instructs the jury

to disregard the testimony on the CIA's ac-

tivities, defendants are unsure what the

jury's verdict will be.

Throughout the trial, the 13 local defen

dants have been slightly exasperated that

most of the trial coverage by the media has

focused on 19-year-old Amy Carter, a

sophomore from Brown University. 'It's a

little disheartening to open a copy of USA
Today and see a page one story on what

kind of toothpaste Amy uses," said defen-

dant R()t,'er Morey. junior microbiology' ma

jor at Umas.-

"i think the trial is an educational ex

perience for the community - the national

community and the international com
munity. " Morey said. "The press that

comes out gets people to look into the CIA
and ask "what's wrong here?" That'.s why
I'm here. That's why I'm risking going tu

jail."

Defendents feel strain of trial with classes

The six University of Massachusetts

students standing trial this week in Nor-

thampton are coping as best they can with

the demands of taking classes and a moral

stand at the same time.

"I really thought about this before the

semester started, " said sophomore Joe

Rubin. He is taking two independent

studies in the social thought and political

economy department on CIA activities.

Debi Cohen, a women's studies major,

said her mother has been shuttling back

and forth to campus, delivering papers.

"It's hard," she said. "I hope my pro-

fessors are sympathetic. At the beginning

of the semester they expressed that they

were; I hope I haven't pushed that."

Cohen said it was "hard trying to incoi

porate my political work with my school

work." but she is also undertaking a six

credit independent study in political

organizing.

Fellow defendant Nick Komar, an

honors biochemistry and chemistry dou-

ble major, can't suit his requirements to

his political activities quite so easily.

"I'm not paying any attention to my
course work this week," Komar said. He
took advantage of yesterday's day off from

the trial to get to a lab.

"I'm scraping by by the skin of my
teeth," he said. "I figure since it's only lec-

tures I'm missing, I'll get away with it
"

NANCY KLINGENER

The defendants said that it was more im

portant to use a trial as a forum "to put the

CIA on trial
'

In order to present their

evidence, the defendants agreed to be tried

all at the same time.

The r)ther UMass students who are deten-

dants me Jennifer Johnstim. Joe Rubin.

Mark Caldeira. Debi Cohen. Jason Pramas

and Nick Komar. Defendant- fV.Mii other

colleges include: Amy Carter from Brown

University, Thomas Landry and Emily

Katz from Hampshire College and Rachel

Kolman from Brandeis University. The re

maining defendants are Lisa Sheehy of

Amherst, Jay Allain of Northampton,

Bill Clay of Canada and 1960s activist Ab

hie Hoffman.
Depending on the outcome of the trial,

defendant Clay may face deportation if he

is found guilty. Clay said he decided to run

those risks because "my last three

semesters at UMass, I was a resident a.ssi

tant. Part of my job description as a resi-

dent assitant was to combat oppression on

campus. And if the CIA isn't an example

of an organization that represses people,

within the United States .1 can't think

of another organization."

Seabrook construction finished,

evacuation plans hinder opening
By FRANCI RICHARDSON
Collegian Correspondent

Even though construction of the

Seabrook nuclear power plant in New-

Hampshire is complete and filled with fuel,

many people still wonder if and when it

will begin operating.

Before a plant is granted a full powered

to one mile. The NRC is now in the process

of considering a rule change in the event

where a state's government refuses to sub-

mit evacuation plans for the state, the utili-

ty's owners could write their own plans.

"It's gone from the unthinkable to the ab-

surd," said Rachel Shimshak, energy ad-

vocate for MassPIRG in Boston.

To ratify a rule change, the rule must be
tJeiore a piaiu IS Kiontcu " •"*• 1'""^ -^ j ^ „r> j

license, the governors of states that lie published and there must be a 60 day com

within a 10 mile Emergency Planning Zone

must submit plans for evacuation in the

event of an accident. New Hampshire's

Gov. Sununu has already submitted

evacuation plans for his state while Gov.

Dukakis has refused.

Seabrook owners proposed a waiver to

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to

ment period when the public is expected to

write to the NRC to voice their opinions.

The comment period for the Seabrook rule

change ends May 5, 1987.

In 1979, the Massachusetts attorney

general urged the NRC to first evacuate

the area and then to build a power plant.

This was refused by the NRC because it

shrinkThe EPZ from the required 10 miles was the reverse order of their procedures^
siuiiiK wilt *-. -J

continued on page 12

Group walks 140 miles forpeace

FREEZE FRAME - A student

yesterday behind the Graduate

CollFKian photo by PMlrick Khlt-i-i

walks by an interesting framework
Research Tower.

By EDWARD SYRON
Collegian Correspondent

Twenty-five people, including five

students from the Amherst area, are par-

ticipating in a "Peace in Central America

walk modeled after a similar event that

took place in Nicaragua one year ago.

The walk, which started on April 5 in

Pittsfield. will cover 140 miles and end on

Good Friday April 17 on Boston Common,

according to organizers.

Michael de Sherbinin, day coordinator of

this Lenten event, said the purpose is "to

remember the courage and suffering of the

people in Central America, to call public

attention to the immoral and illegal nature

of United States policies in that region and

pray for national repentance."

The pilgrimage is called ""Via Crucis

[way of the cross) and resembles the

Catholic tradition of the stations of the

cross, de Sherbinin said. The 14 stations

describe the suffering of Jesus Christ as he

carried the cross up the hill to where he

was crucified.

He said walkers are carrying crosses

bearing the names of some of the victims

of the Central American conflict.

The original walk in Nicaragua last year

covered 200 miles and was meant to

strengthen the faith of the Catholic people

in Nicaragua in the hope of peace, de Sher-

binin said. "There will be another walk in

Nicaragua this year," he added.

"Those participating in this walk up here

are making a sympathetic move of the

United States people on behalf of

Nicaragua," Sherbinin said.

Each day of the journey begins at 8:30

a.m. and the evening ends with a religious

service involving the local community that

they stop in for the night, de Sherbinin

jaid.

The group began walking on Rte. 9 to

Worcester then switched to Rte. 30, which

they will follow to the end, de Sherbinin

said. When they reached Amherst, 100 peo-

ple welcomed them with food, sleeping bags

and other supplies, de Sherbinin said.

Among those endorsing the event is the

UMass Amherst Faculty and StafT for

Peace in Central America.

Those who wish to participate can join

the walk at 8:30 a.m. on Friday at the First

Baptist Church in Newton.

I'
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Events to raise money and awareness
• Dance will benefit church • Rock Against Racism

Test your dancing endurance to benefit the communi-

ty of St. Andrew's parish in Duiban, South Africa.
'

Stop by the Student Union Ballroom at 7 p.m. Wednes-

day April 15 to listen to the sounds of the Spaeeheaters,

One Seed and Fenibo and World Beat.

Sponsored by the United Christian Foundation, the

dance-a-thon will raise funds for St, Andrews, "the

medium-sized parish in the black township of Clermont

near Durban. As the spiritual haven of their community,

the church is totally inadequate at present to meet the

needs of the people and the self-help skill training that

it provides. An appeal has been sent to this overseas com-

munity for help.

Admission is $3. Refreshments will be available.

- By JENNIFER DEMPSEY

Celebrate the University of Massachusetts commitment

to extinguishing racism at the musical extravaganza One

and All Thursday night in the Student Union Ballroom.

Producer Larry Berger said the objective of the event

is "to bring black and white audiences together under the

same roof; to see that they can overcome the racism

epidemic and get past it."

Bands Deepwoods Drive and Loose Caboose, as well as

disc jockeys from the Black Mass Communication Project

All Stars, will provide music. Sponsoring groups include

the Student Government Association, Governor's Program

Council and the Fine Arts Center.

Berger said "People have been very supportive of it. I

said 1 wanted to produce another program and 1 came up

with this Rock Against Racism concept. I decided to do

my part and to make a difference."^^
-By JENNIFER DEMPSEY

F Y I
The Nigeria Associdtioii of Amherst holds its Cult ural

Day from noon to 4 p.m. on Satui-ady May 2 at the Bluu

Wall. Admission is free. Events will include films, a

fashion show, music of Nigeria and an exhibition of

Nigerian arts and crafts. A banquet at Smith College's

Alumni Hall will follow at 6 p.m. The Nigerian am

bassador to the United States will speak at the banquet.

The School ofManagment's GRAD/FAC Forum tomor-

row will be called "Industrial Operations in India." All

are invited to attend the talk by Professor Robert Hopley

and MBA candidate Jyoti Narula at 4 p.m. tomorrow in

the SOM faculty lounge, room 312.

Jesus is risen i

Easter Sunrise Service - 6:30 a.m.

Sunday, April 19

At the Campus Pond - UMass

All are invited to the service and a brunch immediately

following the service at 175 Chestnut St., Amherst

Worship Service - 11:00 a.m,

Campus Center, Room #174

Sponsored by:

Amherst Area New Testament Church

THE
EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

JOURNALISTIC STUDIES

DATE:

TIME:

LOCATION:

THURSDAY, APRIL 16, 1987

8:00 PM

CAMPUS CENTER 163

SPONSORED BY:

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
JOURNALISTIC STUDIES

This is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss their

experiences in the working world. Don't miss this important

panel discussion!
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Berry says apathy threatens equal opportunity
from the Lvdon B. Johnson era ofBy ELLEN M. NOLAN

Collegian Staff

"Anything anyone can do they should"

were the words echoed by Dr. Mary Berry
as she spoke on equal opportunity in the

modern world last night at Amherst
College.

Speaking to about 50 people in Johnson
Chapel, Berry, a professor at Howard
University in Washington D.C. and former

member of the U.S. Commission on Civil

Rights, stressed the apathy of today's

public in comparison with yesterday's civil

right leaders.

Berry discussed the problems today's

generations will face in the struggle for

equal opportunity and civil rights. She said

that the Reagan administration theory of

"self help" is the answer [to equal oppor-

tunity] and not government help.

Berry said that while minorities have
gained some opportunity in areas previous-

ly clos€'d to them, the great majority of

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

Robert Stein, '81

Andrea Conley, '83

Fran Basche, '81

Eric Janszen, '81

David Gram, '80

Science Writer

United Press International

Public Relations

Boston Aquarium

Associate Account Executive
Miller Associates

Product Manager
Stratus Computer Company

News Reporter
Associated Press

For more information, please contact:
University Placement Service, Liniversity Career Center

545-2224

SUNDAY, APRIL 19th

HAPPY EASTER

Share the joy of Easter with

family or friends, far or

near with a card from

American Greetings.

m

C MCMLX.KXVII Amencjn Greetings Corp.

AMERIOVN GREETINGS

Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

M-F 9-5

J

Writing A Paper? Need Help?

COME TO THE WRITING CENTER
Pierpont (SW) Mon & Wed

Baker (Central) Mon, Tues, Thurs

Cashin (Sylvan) Tues & Thurs

DROP IN • CONFIDENTIAL • FREE

^^-x for a

•U"Ai[JlSiitL,-i|.1Jjll

11 PRAY ST.
AMHERST. MA.

uality

Laundry

• New target Machines

• Clean and Efficient

• Friendly Attendants

• Gas Dryers

• Convenient Location

SELF SERVICE 7 DAYS...? AM-10 PM

Today's travelers are going to say:

DONT GO WITHOUT
"LET'S GO"-

Now* availabtv.

• EUROPE.
•USA,
•BAmjN& IRELAND

•MEXXXl
• SRiUK PORTUQAL »
MOROrVXl

•FRANCE.
•rom
•GREECE,
•(SAAB.AEOYPX

•CALFORNUAND
FWaFCNCWmWESX

Now bigger

and better

than ever

LET'S GO
TRAVEL GUIDES

Open MF 9-5

•at 10-3

Located in tha Campus Cantar

&jUNIVERSITY
MSTORB^

WINNING PERFORMERS
AT $5 OFF

SaucomO Reebok

»

Auuuqr Shoes

Saucony Freedom GT ^'^

Men's & Women's sizes

Reg S49.99

$4499

Reebok CL 1400 ^'^

Men's & Women's sizes

Reg S37.99

$

Avia 905 '"^

Men's & Women's sizes

Reg. S39 99

S3499

From start to finish, serious runners and vA/eekend joggers will agree

that our colleaion of Reetx)k®, Avia® and Saucony® running shoes is a sure

winner. Add control and stability to your every stride with njnning shoes

designed with your high performance in mind

Winners OhjcIe
You always come out ahead

r—^^A ^Hampshire Mall, Rte. 9, Hadley.

1/ xj:^^

<^:

them,
"war on poverty" and "a great society,"

received exactly what they heard; "gi-eat

rhetoric."

Berry stressed her own acceptance and
eventual rejection of today's theories,

which she said ai'e circulating now because

of the "reaction" of people since the end of

the 1970s.

Berry showed this by taking a theory of

today against affirmative action that says:

why don't we just pretend nothing happen-

ed and start over, beginning now we are on

equal footing.

"Well," Berry said, "if someone was
ahead of you in a race, and said let's start

now, you know you'll never win without

shooting him."

How did the American public become so

apathetic, was it because the promises of

the 1960s went unfulfilled, or was it that

the oil shortage made people cranky, or is

it because their attention .span is so limited.

Berry asked.

To Berry it is as easy as the law of physics

that says "to every action there is a reac-

tion." It is the reaction theories that are

guiding our polices today, she said.

In reference to what she calls "the 22
years of real freedom for blacks," Berry

ended her talk by saying that "the people

who stand up and struggle know that it

takes time to perpetuate a movement" and
that if future generations "want to further

change" then they need to struggle for

equal opportunity.

Man injured while replacing bench
A workman injured his

foot at 11:20 a.m. Monday
after trying to replace a

granite bench that had
fallen off its base near

Memorial Hall, University

of Massachusetts police

said.

In other police reports:

• A Volkswagon received

$1,000 worth of damages at

10:40 a.m. Monday after a
Ford van hit it as they both
were backing out of parking
spaces in lot 49, police said.

• Loose change and a

12-pack of beer were
reported stolen at 2 p.m.

Monday after someone for-

cibly entered a room in

^^Mi
i^s^^^SS^B^^I

I^^^^^H^^H

starling at

LUXEMBURG $358
LONDON '""""•"'

401

ST. THOMAS 277
TEL AVIV 681
CARACAS 293
ATHENS 571
STOCKHOLM 441
HONG KONG 777

Also. EURAIL PASSES . INT L
STUDENT 10 WORK/STUDY
ABROAD. AYH CARDS. LOW
DOMESTIC FARES and
more! CALL (or

FREE Student Travel Catalog!

[413] 256-126)

COUNCIl TRAVEL
AMHERST

RESEARCH
'iriui %j till caidioq
lit iivi'f iS.OfXJ topics 10

assist your fesearcM e(

Inrf. Fof into
. call toll

ircc 1 HOO-621 5746 (in 11

Imois c^ll ,112 922 0300)

Aiiii">>'. Mi>M>,ti. ii Htii fton

.1(1/ :. It. ,ii '.'"• .ii|M II finho^

9 am EARLY1

Moore House, police said.

• A female resident of

Moore House reported her

lisence missing at 3:10 p.m.

Monday after leaving it on
the desk in her open room,

police said.

• A typewriter worth
$280 was reported stolen at

5:05 p.m. Monday after be-

ing left in the woman's
unlocked room in Cance
House, police said.

• A male staff member
reported at 5:15 p.m. Mon-
day that the hood of his

Volkswagon was scratched

while parked in lot 50,

police said.

• A duffle bag containing

$90 worth of sporting equip-

ment was reported stolen at

10:50 p.m. Monday from
Boyden Gymnasium, police

said.

- ELLEN M. NOLAN

BIRD I

SPECIAL
!

$2 OFF •

Shampoo,
Cut & Dry

STYLES
BY

EBORAH

UROPE^'CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE I

L

549-5610 • 65 University Dr|

with this coupon Expires 4/30/87
J

Slu«Mil/TMcfMr
IniNCNAM
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TAs should all

be qualified
Teaching assistants are a part of the college student's

career. They're used primarily for large lecture classes

to correct exams and homework, to run labs, and to teach

discussion sections. They serve a very necessary purpose

for professors,

themselves and sometimes for the students, but not

always.

Problems arise when students have trouble understan-

ding the TA. Not the subject matter, but the manner in

which the subject is presented or the ability of the TA
to speak English clearly and coherently. Most teaching

assistants have very little teacher training and many
speak English as a second language, which can cause

problems in the classroom. I had one discussion class

where the TA's English could not be deciphered nor could

he understand students' questions. Another TA spoke

English perfectly but had little insight on how to run

a class; she copied definitions from the book onto a

blackboard and talked in circles when asked a question.

Granted, these are two extreme cases and I've never

blamed the TA's themselves. However, many students

get little out of classes run by teachers they cannot

understand.

With lecture sections of 100 students and more, discus-

sions are a much needed supplement to many courses

at UMass. They're supposed to give the students a chance

to ask questions on confusing material and have it ex-

plained clearly, on a more personal level. The key to lear-

ning is this communication between teacher and student.

When the teacher can't be understood, the student

becomes frustrated, confused and nothing is learned.

Many students stop going to discussion. "It just confuses

me more." said one student of his Engineering 103

discussion. "I can't understand a word the guy says."

It's not a lack of knowledge that's the problem, it's the

lack of training. Most TA's are graduate students, pay-

ing for school by teaching. Psycholog>' graduate students

are automatically designated TA's, others are reward-

ed for good grades with TA positions and still others app-

ly for the jobs. I'm not trying to put down teaching

assistants, they're much needed, and there are many ex-

cellent people teaching.

However, teaching assistants should be screened for

coherence and clarity in the classroom. Some questions

should be asked: Can the TA's English be understood?

Is he or she capable of presenting material clearly? Does

the TA help students to better understand the subject

matter? All in all. are the students helped by him or her

or would they be just as well or better off with no one

at all? Students should be considered before anything

else.

Every student deserves an equal shot at understanding

the material and doing well in a class. As many times

this depends on the discussion part of class, it shouldn't

depend on which TA you happen to get.

Beth Azar is a UMass student

w

Boston, NY, & LA's Best Comedians

THIS THURSDAY

Dan Margarita • Randi Levin

Billy Martin

At the

Amherst Athletic Club
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MUG PARTY TONIGHT
HUGE BUFFET

8 - 11 PM

Campus pathways terrible

With the coming of spring'

and the frequent rain

storms characteristic of this

season, the pathways
leading across campus have

become almost entirely un-

manageable. The Northeast

Residential Area suffers

more than any other in this

respect. The paths criss-

crossing the quad have been

relegated to rock-bound

riverbeds causing un-

necessary discomfort as we
delicately step or simply

sludge on our way.

In some places, the situa-

tion is precarious to the

point of causing the unwai-y

bypasser to trip or stumble

with serious consequences.

A case in point is the ap-

proach to Worcester Dining

Commons's northeastern

entrance. The way is steep,

rock-strewn and dotted with

outcrops of iron; a scenario

which can faze even the

most iron-willed. The area.

moreover, is poorly lit,

which only adds to the dif-

ficulty and danger involved

in crossing it. One finds that

the approaches to several of

the Northeast dormitories

(Crabtree, Johnson and

Lewis* are not much
dirt'erenl.

With the coming of the

rainstorms an already sorry

situation becomes even sor-

rier. The steeper routes

become veritable mudslides

and the more level ones

murky lakes. The rainwater

converges into lit I If -.treain.s

which carve their way along

the pathways. The current

tows dirt and stones, once

the foundation of these

paths, and strews them

aimlessly across the quad.

As this cycle repeats itself

the situation gradually

worsens; ruts are deepened

and the pinund becomes
even more rocky. There i.s

little doubt that tho.-e

responsible should cume up
with some effective solu

tions rather soon. With time

their task becomes only

more difficult and more
costly.

Chris Whaling
Northeast

BRETT HOUSE STUDENT ^

DIVERSITY PROGRAMMING
CORRIDOR

Brett House invites you to attend an information

session to hear about our new

RESIDENTIAL EDUCATION ACADEMIC PROGRAM.

The pilot program will provide a live and learn

academic exprience in our cultural diversity.

WHERE:
WHEN:

Brett House Main Lounge

Wednesday, April 15, 1987

TIME- 7:00 PM

MakeMoney
Hand Over Fist

If you know your way around a keyboard-typewriter, word processor or computer-

we know a way to make your knowledge pay off this summer.

lust register with us at Kelly Services'

Ws've got the kind of summer jobs you'll love to get your hands on.

Choose your own assignments. Work as much as you want. Or as little as

you need.

And if you're not a keyboard wizard, there's still plenty of work to go around.

Receptionist. File Clerk. Accounting Clerk. Product Demonstrator Stock Handler.

Check the white pages for your nearest Kelly office. It doesn't cost you a

thing to register And chances are we can help you make the coming summer
months everything you want them to be. I^ I% I The

Richly te^^a^ding. IxLLM P^J^Ie"'

S ER VICES
U S t*. Rquim all applicants lu iNw praof <i idmury and n(M to ««i inliw U S
K» CMfnpIr a dnvrA kccme md tocial mudty canl ur acccptablr
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US role in El Salvador at critical point
More blood is being spilled in El Salvador, and it no

longer belongs to the peasants in the villages or in the

army. The latest "quiet (or ugly) American" has joined

his colleagues in the embassy in the sky. His name was

Gregory A. Fronius, and he was the first US "military

adviser" killed in combat in El Salvador.

Robert Menzel

Fronius was stationed at the 4th Infantry Brigade gar-

rison at El Paraiso, considered by US and Salvadoran of

ficials to be the most secure base in the country. In spite

of this assessment. Salvadoran rebels were able to kill 64

soldiers, and wound 60. The attack was part of a program

affecting government positions throughout the country —
six other outposts were attacked.

The attacks come at a time when officials have declared

that the rebels have been neutralized. El Salvador has

been noticeably absent from the American media, so this

attack raises some very important questions about our in-

volvement in El Salvador. The situation is dangerously

similar to Vietnam, and merits an investigation of a con-

tinued US military presence in El Salvador.

The first question concerns the "security" of military

bases like El Paraiso. If it was the most secure in El

Salvador, why were the rebels so successful in their at-

tack? A secure base should not suffer 120 casualties, in

fiicted by an organization (the FMLN) described as being

on the defensive by US and Salvadoran officials. Imagine

what will happen if the rebels regain their initial

numerical strength — a likelihood following such a spec-

tacular military victory.

Was this attack a fluke, or was it another example of

the lack of intelligence in El Salvador? The Reagan ad-

ministration spent six years justifying intervention in El

Salvador, and the CIA has played a major role in the

fabrication of information used to manipulate public and

legislative opinion. In 1982, a fact sheet released by the

White House allegedly proved a weapons connection bet

ween Salvadoran rebels and the Sandinista government.

Shortly after its release, the fact sheet was proven to

be inaccurate (read: false), but it served its purpose. Like

the Tonkin Gulf incident, the "White Paper" convinced

legislators that intervention was necessary to preserve

"national security." Massive amounts of military aid was

sent, and the technology of counter-insurgency training

was bestowed upon El Salvador.

In light of this endowment, why, after $1.5 billion and

more than 50.000 dead Salvadorans, haven't the rebels

been neutralized? The Salvadoran government has con-

ducted extensive guerrilla hunts, but has been unable to

eliminate the threat. The rebels have been successful in

organizing transportation strikes, and have infiltrated

major cities. Ambushes are common, although rarely

reported, and Radio Venceremos, the voice of the FMLN,
reports that a new offensive is under way.

US policy-makers were faced with a similar situation

24 years ago. "Advisers" in Vietnam, faced escalating

violence from the local Viet Cong rebels. The US commit-

ted troops to protect an airstrip at the base. The rebels

destroyed the base, and the US responded with an escala-

tion that resulted in more than 100.000 US and millions

of Vietnamese casualties.

The US is standing at the same juncture now, but the

precedent has been set. Continued intervention in El

Salvador will lead to escalation in order to guarantee a

favorable return on a considerable investment. By cur

rent US law, there are supposed to be 55 advisers in El

Salvador. According to Ralph McGehee, a former CIA
agent familiar with the tactics of the agency, there are

probably 10 times that figure, stationed in Panama or

Honduras and rotated in to avoid detection.

The American people have repeatedly voiced opposition

to intervention in El Salvador. The government of El

Salvador has been pampered and prepared; if it is a truly

legitimate government it should be able to withstand an

"unpopular" insurgency. We must look back before we
continue the slow crawl forward, and avoid the un-

necessary loss of life that will inevitably ensue.

Robert Menzel is a Collegian columnist

Education for the future
One of the bigjokes about our president's

foreign policy says that the only way
Ronald Reagan will make the history books

is by starting World War III and killing us

all. Forget the future generations and end
this awful communist-dominated world

todav.

David R. Mark

Fact is, however, that Reagan hardly has

to start WWIII to "kill" the future genera-

tions. Give him some more budget cuts in

education — that's where the real killing

has taken place.

Once, when I was riding the bus to Nor-

thampton, I met a young man from Hamp-
shire College. The catch was that he was

from, and his family lives in, Tanzania.

Upon hearing that Tanzania was his

homeland, I sat upright, somewhat startl-

ed that someone would come so far to go

to college. It seems that Tanzania, which

is on the eastern coast of Africa and borders

Kenya, is a poor, agricultural nation which

has throughout its history battled with

malaria and other diseases for which

Americans are frequently innoculated. The

nation was colonized by the British during

the height of their empire. Many of the

sports, such as soccer and cricket, and the

trade, both business and agriculture, stem

from Tanzania being originally a British

colony.

"Why," I asked him, "are you in the

United States?" It turns out that he came

to the US on a scholarship. He is studying

to be a doctor, and his efforts, he told me,

will hopefully be used in Tanzania aft^r he

graduates from medical school. He told me
that he had to go to Kenya for his school-

ing because Kenya had the only higher

educational opportunities in the area. I

can't imagine what it would be like if I had

to go to Wyoming because it was the only

college in the US.
Perhaps he is just one of many such in-

dividuals: Young students globetrotting to

better themselves, their communities, and

their countries, through education in the

United States, the Soviet Union, and

Western European nations such as France.

England and West Germany.

Beyond that, many American .students

have been put between a rock and a hard

place. What solutions are there for them?
One governmental solution is for those who
fail to get a proper higher education

because they can't get financial aid: they

don't go to college and start working. Or,

solution two: they get into college and hold

a part time job during school that affects

their studies. Then a full time job during

the summer to pay for their next semester.

The thought that these students pride

themselves on something too often taken

for granted by our government and

students gives me two impressions.

First, the US needs to do more for it's

educational system. Unlike the budget of

William Bennett, the Secretary of Educa-

tion, and President Reagan, more money
needs to be put into financial aid programs

and better schooling in urban and other

areas where present schools are less than

satisfactory.

Second, that Americans have to realize

that our educational system can not be

taken for granted. Unless students have

pride in their education, no one else will

give two hoots either. The work of groups

like Students Advocating Financial Aid

shows that some take their education

seriously. However, until President

Reagan realizes that our country, and other

countries benefiting from our schools,

hangs in the balance, the future will be

very bleak.

David R. Mark is a Collegian columnist

'An awful lot of ugliness'
Well, there's an awful lot of ugliness go-

ing down and I don't know if anyone can

stop it or if anyone really cares anymore.

Which sounds a little dramatic, but. . .

Frankly I'm a little worried. Religion has

gone completely strange with ministers

pimping, pumping, popping, extorting, and

accusing. Reagan has totally lost his brain,

we walk to class knowing that a "crisis"

could end the world as we know it, people

insist (over cocktails) that drugs are ruin-

ing our youth, children are starving in

Houston, Hagler got flogged, cats are liv-

ing with dogs, the Celtics can't win on the

road, Jesus, where will it all end?

James Martin

Letters—
Against racial harassment
Three years ago, in

response to episodes of

racial intolerance on our

campus, a pamphlet titled

"Against Racial Harass-

ment" was prepared and

circulated. Sadly, I believe

it is appropriate to

distribute this document

again. Copies of the

brochure are being sent to

all members of the campus

this week. I hope you will

join with me in urging our

students and colleagues to

read this statement with

care.

Recent racial episodes on

this campus clearly in-

dicate the need to respond

quickly and firmly to racist

conduct by any member of

the campus community.

I am urging faculty

members to call attention

to this pamphlet and brief-

ly discuss its contents with

students during one ses-

sion of each of their classes

during the week of April

'^0-27.

I am also requesting that

all supervisory staff per-

sons discuss the brochure

with members of their staff

during this same week.

Each of us must reaffirm

our commitment to build a

University community
that supports and respects

cultural, ethnic, racial and

religious differences. We
have an opportunity and a

responsibility to make this

university a model for our

society. I hope you will join

me in this effort.

Thank you for your at-

tention, your concern, and

your assistance.

Joseph Duffey
Chancellor

The truth is I just don't understand peo-

ple anymore. I mean, this thing with the

CIA. Here we have one of the filthiest

bunch of assassins, terrorists, thieves, liars,

freaks, and generally dangerous people

who, through college recruitment, are

becoming a little too intelligent for their

own good (or our good or whoever?) And
over there we have a strangely misguided

group of CIA "lovers" led by that little

thug, Rothman, who makes Goober look

like Einstein and Jim Bakker look like

Moses.
The deal is this: The CIA has committed

international crimes, has been caught in

numerous unscrupulous plots, and has

managed to embarrass itself just often

enough to come off looking like the peculiar

brand of loonies they are. The latest

episode stars that Station Wagon hero, Col.

North. Their history sucks and God only

knows what else they've been doing, have

done and are planning to do.

The US has no more right to violate in-

ternational laws than Cuba or Monaco.

And I don't think that Rothman would be

thrilled if the KGB was allowed to recruit

here in the name of free speech. So . . .

Go get 'em Amy, because a college cam-

pus is no place to recruit killers.

And let's go a little farther. I don't want

any CIA and their perverted hush-hush

plotting. Let's take the whole agency and

ship them off' to a deserted tropical island

to play volleyball, naked, on the beaches

all day. Hell, that might make it

worthwhile.

And I agree with Dr. Thompson's state-

ment that the Marine Corps should be

abolished. If the crowd last Tuesday night

had shut their god-damned-mouths we
might have heard more about it but his

argument was that it would save the tax-

payers billions of dollars and the last time

the Marines were of any use was in Korea
when they landed at Inchon.

Now all they do is make decorations in

front of embassies and either get

themselves blown to smithereens by a

radical in a Volkswagen bus carrying ex-

plosives acquired from an aging and
demented president or they sell out their

fellow Americans, who are involved in

some pretty heavy spy stuff, for a pretty

Russian. And it's going to be a tougher

argument for the Service to keep out

homosexuals after this little bit of libido

overload. But that's a different argument.

Besides, if they're so damned tough how
can the "Radicals" make them look so wim-

py on the concourse? Why not shoot a cou-

ple of rounds over their heads? What's hap-

pened to Semper Fi?

What I'm trying to say is this: Tolerance

is a beautiful and peaceful thing but

sometimes it gets in the way of rational

emotions. Freedom of Speech is not an ab-

solute right and I don't think the Military

has earned the right to set one shiny boot

on this campus.
They've certainly taken a long and brutal

brutal fall from the White Knight/John

Wayne days when they were simply runn-

ing to save the damsel in distress. Too
many sadistic escapades have napalmed
the shiny armor. Now they've squeezed out

of their battle dress and are slinking

through the back streets of foreign coun-

tries trying to "save democracy." But hell,

if it's such a good concept people will chtxwe

for themselves. But that's govt rnment run

by people and I don't know jdiout people

anymore. . . .

James M< '•'/ 's ''Muss student
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"The agfiuy has mme to the University i would think hy now that it lia^ boen >.>tiiaa\

ing to have to mine Nicaraguan harbors or

bumpotVan AtVican nationalist," Hoffman

mul at a rally at Hampshire College
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Hilson said about the protesters, "i think 1984 when the demonstration s% as well

its important for students to be able to organized." lu> said

voice their opinions." and that he had en Veteran activtst .\biMe Wo^^^-a- ^^ h.*;k>

Foster said alxuit the trial. '"They have

I v'^'hi 10 sav what they're saying, just like

"the^itHMUN has a right i*. hue and find the

li^t jHH>ple rhere are two sides to the stor>'

and N^e see both o\ them."

couraged protesters to provide Placement trial tor tn -:

Services with information." isbnnj;mt:

He said that, after the 1984 protests, anti saui the ;

('l.\ literature was included in the po.s -s v.

Resource Room, along with literature pro A . . .

vided by the agency. ;.
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TACO VILLA
Ofitrint Quality i^

NORTHAMPTON AMHSRST

» ~. Bring ^Otjr DVV" Be*- t ti -<r

iPRtNcneuj

3(uH«M garden

MANDARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

"The BEST Chinese Food"

WE DELIVER?
We'll deliver an order of "15"" or more to your

house in Amherst for only *2°".

Luncheon
Special

$025
from mKl^
served 11 a.m.-3 p.m.

10 Belchertown Rd. at Rt. 9

Amherst 256-0252

New Buffet &
Sunday Brunch

All you can cat

5
Buffet served 5-8 Mon.-Thurs.

Brunch Served Sundays
11:30-3 p.m.

I^HEEHAiy'^g^

Qafe /
4/16 THURSDAY

Watch The Teeth Kate (no cover)

4/17 FRIDAY
CrUZa with John Cruze

4/18 SATURDAY

QUESTION »2.

Telepath
4/20 MONDAY

Ken Johnson & Co.

4/21 TUESDAY
Ken Johnson and Co.

24 Pleasant St, NoHhampton * 586-4258

50*^ OFF
OUR NEW
PEPPERONI
CALZONE

with this coupon

Fried Dough
Baked Potatoe

Too!

D.P.
€t4f//fW

Downtown Amherst

Behind CVS
Mon-Wed 11-730

Thurs-Sat 11-1 :30am

Sunday 12-900

HOWCAN THE BUDGH-CDNSCIGUS
COLLEGE STUDENT SAVE MONEY?

a) Save over 50% off AT&T's weekday rates on

out-of-state colls during nights and weekends.

b) Don't buy textbooks when "Monarch Notes" will do

just fine.

c) Save 38% off ATSJ's weekday rate on out-of-state

calls during evenings.

d) Count on AT8J for exceptional value and high quality

service.

e) Hong around with the richest kids in school; letthem

pick up the tab whenever possible.

If you're like most college students in the western hemisphere,

you try to make your mone\' go a long way. That's why you should

know that AT&T Long Distance Service is the right choice for you.

^AT&T offers so many terrific values. For example, you

can save over^% off AT&T's daj,- rate on calls during

weekends ^ until 5 pm Sunday, and from 11pm
Sundaj' through Friday'.

Call between 5 pm and 11 pm,

Sunday- through Fridaj-, and you'll save 387c

off our day rate.

Ever dial a N^Tong number? AT&T gives you

immediate crediL if you do. And of course, you can count on

AT&T for clear long distance connections any place you call.

To findptrt^more about how AT&T can helpjave you money,

give us a call With a little luck, you won't have to hang around with

the rich kids. Call toll-free toda,v. atX^ 222-03Q& ^^ ^

ATbT
The right choice.

« 1986 AT&T

ARTS

By MARTHA CONNORS
Collegian Correspondent

Despite the long weekend, the wonderful weather, and
the holidays, if you find yourself up here at Amherst this

weekend, writing a paper or with a broken car, treat

yourself to an Easter Sunday Concert.

The Smith College Museum of Art will boost your holi-

day spirits on Sunday, April 19 at 3 p.m. as they present

the annual "Music for an Easter Sunday Afternoon."

Guitarist Robert Phelps, violinist Philipp Naegele and

pianist John Van Buskirk will perform the works of

Mozart, Beethoven, Giuliani, Paganini and Diabelli. Free

of charge.

STUDENT AND FACULTY PERFORMANCES
Viola and Piano Recital

UMass faculty Maureen Gallagher, violin, and Nadine

Shank, piano, performing in Bezanson Recital Hall.

UMass, Thursday, April 16 at 8 p.m. Free of charge.

Written on his death bed, Dmitri Shostakovich's Si)nafa

fur Viola and Piano, Op. 147 will be performed as well

a.s the melodic Sonata in E-fhit Major, Op. 120. No. 2 ^
Brahms, and other works.

This week at Amherst College...

Thursday, April 16, 8:15 p.m. at the Buckley Recital

Hall. Chinese Music, sponsored by the Asian Students

Association. Free.

Saturday, April 18, 8:15 p.m. in Buckley Hall, rm. 7.

Jane Spenser, soprano, will give her Senior Voice Recital.

Free.

Tue.sday, April 21 at 5 p.m., Buckley Hall, rm. 7. Con-

cert of the Five College Early Music Program ensembles,

featuring lute songs, shawms and sackbuts, and viola

recorder consorts. Free.

OTHER AREA PERFORMANCES
Dressed in 18th century costumes, the Cornel Music

'^'••MiiD from Dorset, England will perform the works of

Mozart, Handel, Haydn and Pleyel as tiny rt'capture in

words and music the wit and elegance nf \hv past in an

unu.sual program called "The Pleasure (Jardens of

England." Wednesday, April 15 at 8 p.m. in the Bezan-

son Recital Hall, UMass. Free of charge.

Jazz Vocalist Bobby McFerrin
Tuesday, April 21 at 8 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium,

UMass. tickets are $16 and $14.

Winner of the 1987 Grammy Awards for "Top Male Jazz

Vocalist," McFerrin will perform without back-up musi-

cians a mixed style from rap to Bach. Since his 1982 debut,

he has set trends through his innovative style of the jazz

voice.

Ricci-Rodriguez-Rosen Trio
A violin, a cello, and a piano will perform Schubert's

Trio m E-flat major. Op. 100 and the Dvorak Trio in E
minor. Op. 90 ("Dumky"). Wednesday, April 15 at 8:15

p.m. in the Buckley Recital Hall, Amherst College. Tickets

$9 public, $7 students.

TONIGHT
April 15

PRE - WARM UP
FOR THE

TWISTER GAMES
sponsored by

1987 UMass Index

Prizes for all Twisters

\

Zenith Z-159 Bundled PC.

It beats all-nighters.

Don1 lose sleep over your classwork. Get this fully-

loaded Zenith PC Bundle, featuring:

• A Zenith ZVM-1240 Monochrome Monitor*

• A Hercules-compatible video card for high resolution

text and graphics capabilities

• MS-DOS 3.2-takes you from college to career

• Compatibility with virtually all IBM PC software

• 512K of RAM-expandable to 1.2MB on memory board
• Dual speed "zero wait-state" technology for increased

speed and performance
• And the 20MB Hard Disk version comes complete with

Microsoft Windows".

Ask about the Special Student Pricing on our other exciting Zenith Personal

Computers and Monitors!

DualDnve
Soecial Sludenl Price

$1,099.00

20MB Hard Dt»k

Special Student Price

$1,499.00

Special Student Prices on the Zenith Z-159 Bundled PC now available at:

Zenith Data Systems
6 Courthouse Lane
Building B
Chelmsford, MA 01824
617-454-8070

Ask about our Zenith Data Systems Credit Card.

"Ask about our

color ttionilof option

Seifal O'ti'Jj 111*' *w > .
'

purrtissps trwguQr? ienifi ,im. '

iiWfd atww D* slydwiv istgnv ins

Bjll In n»« .wm us» l«i sifw

*scoyn" m>i i '"I' »» "««»«

data
systems

^ftfor i»t ^^i'Oi.t

m 7 immi Ofta Systems

Is your academic major

uzzle? Can we help you put
. m • m 1 I O
the pieces together?

Bachelor's Degree with Individual Concentration

(BDIC)

... a program for self-designed majors

Interested students are cordially invited

to an information meeting tomorrow,

Thursday, April 16, 1987

from 4:00 to 5:00 pm in 65 Bartlett Hall.

For further information please contact:

BDIC Program

15 Bartlett Hall

545-2504 or 545-0736

"Easier S^^^^y "Bujjet

i2ia "you Can %at

S^^cxai ScSad "Bar

"Bread "Basket

Seafood CN(m^^ur0

"Broccoii S'pears

Siandinq Steamship '^und

"Baked Oiam

Jruit "Basket

Jeiio 'Moids

1^/Tatty Sheiis

Sweet Potatoes

'Desserts

Strawberry Shortcake, iAssorud l^ies

Layer Cake, Jedy 'Beans

11:30 am to 5.-00 pm
19.95 Midts $5.50 Chddren {lo ami luukr)

TOP of the CAMPUS
IU^;j»TMT*\\T

ll*" FIXMHt tA>IPl S CK^TER I HISS

Caff today to rtsen'c

a iab(e for your

entire family -

549-6000

e.\t. b39

I alidatfd parkiiu]
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Art Attack
By JONATHAN M. CASSIE
Collegian Staff

Have any of you ever gone to the Student Union Art

Gallery? If not, maybe you shoulcL

From now until April 24 an MAT Thesis show will be

running there. This exhibition will feature works by can

didates for Masters of Arts in Teaching degrees.

Laurie Lundgren's photography exhibit is creative and

inventive. Barbara Nagel, who works m both painting and

sculpture, has a very bold and individual style.

Wendy Jackson, who also works in painting and

sculpture, has created works with breathtaking color and

vibrant style. Gert Joffe creates relief prints which are

both dramatic and strong. ,.^,T ,\a

I would urge all students to attend this exhibit. I would

especially urge prospective and present art majors to check

out this show, because it may give some insight into what

work is required for the MAT degree.

The Smith College Museum of Art got some good news

recentlv when they received a $10,000 grant from the Na-

tional Endowment for the Arts. This grant, which helps

support one or two interns per year, has been received an-

nually by the museum since 1972.

In other art news, Hampshire College has been award

ed $175,000 by the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation to

develop a new interdisciplinary program in art, culture

and criticism. This program should provide the College

with new ways to strengthen its educational mission.

At Amherst College until April 26, an exhibition of

works on paper by Anton Christian, an artist living and

working in Innsbruck, Austria, will be on view at the

Mead Art Museum. Christian's work shows a renewed

fascination with figurative romanticism. His in-

dividualistic symbolism hints to a more modern

psychoanalytic process continued in dreamlike illusion.

In other words. Good stuff!

At Mount Holyoke College Art Museum, an exhibit of

the prints and drawings of Andre Masson will be ex-

hibited. This exhibit is of special significance because

Masson is the last living member of the Surrealist move-

ment. His works will be on display in the print room from

now until May 31.
• r

The time to check out some of the more interesting of-

ferings in the Five College area is now. There is sur-

realism at Mount Holyoke College and symbolism at

Amherst. Enjoy!

SOUTHWOOD APT
On bus route

Qttiet, convicnent to campus

Waiting List Now Open At

Rental Office

107M Sottthwood Apts - 256-0166

^arafter^
year, semester
after semester,

Ihetiilfcv plan Inim Fkklity I'niun Life*

h»» brtn lh» mo»« <• irplrd. mosl popular life iii»Mr4Hc»

pr*Kr»iiiwn rampuNr« all u\tr ^fnrrtta Find out hH).

Ron«ld J Nathan Agency

tail Ih* Fidrlili I'niitn Life 20 GaUhouac Kd.,

Field A!«!>(K'ialt in tour area: Amherst, MA
Tel: 2S6-83SI

CLASS RINGS

4/13-4/15 •10-4

DATE TIME

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

PLACE

D«posi( Required

Violinist Maureen Gallagher and pianist

Nadine Shank will perform Thursday in

Bezanson Recital Hall.

#####^

The Feelies rock to sell out crowd

(.'uut-Kiaii pholo by Michael Cooper

FEELING THE RHYTHM - Glen Mercer's

murky vocals and gritty guitar dazzle Satur-

day's sold out audience at the Blue Wall.

By DAN GOODIN
Collegian Staff

Say the Feelies' folk rock p.sychedelic inspiration

resembles that of R.E.M. and the New Jersey quintet is

likely to disagree.

"I would think that it would be the other way around,

because (the Feelies) was around a long time before

R.E.M," said Feelies drummer Stan Uemeski, m an in

terview Saturday night.

Regardless, similarities between the two abound, but

so do similarities between the Feelies and Velvet

Underground, the Byrds, and the Dream Syndnicate. the

last group also evolving after the Feelies formed in 1977.

On Saturday night The Blue Wall rocked with the in-

tensity, emotion, and energy of this roots rock band At

center of the Feelies' sound is the Iblk (often I'i-string)

guitar textures of Bill Million, but while folky they're fasi

and driven. Just slightly off-center but still up front are

the gritty, feedback-clouded rhythms and leads of Glen

Mercer. Mercer also sings lead vocals that resemble those

of Lou Reed and buries them into the mix, making them

murky, spooky and mysterious. Finishing touches are

made by percussionist Dave Weckerman, whose poly-

rhythms add an eastern ambiance to the sound.

Cover songs seem to be a Feelies specialty. The Beatles'

"She Said, She Said" and Neil Young's 'Sedan Delivery"

contained the original energy, but with a punk inspira

tion and a garage band approach. And the Monkeys' more

boppy "I'm a Believer" was wild, loud, and raunchy.

'^hf show's high point came with "Slipping (into

SonnthinKi," which developed a gentle, rural guitar line

mid a hi'ctic and desperate duel between the guitars of

Miicci and Million. The song pointed up the band's .sear-

ing ability to juxtapose folk with rock.

The Fi'elies, who now record on the Coyote label, were

oiuf siimething of an enigma because of their rare,

holiday only performances, but last summer each member

quit hi.s Tier job to concentrate on the band. Speaking of

the new lineup, Demeski said, i think the band's .t lot

more functional now. It's a lot easier to do things
"

"The band gets along better on a personal level," Meicer

included. "It used to be we'd play our st)ngs super fast and

there'd be no way to fit cover songs m." Since late sum

mer the band has played between 80 and 100 concerts.

Some of those appearances were openings for REM.,
in which the Feelies were well receivt'd "One good thing

about the R.E.M. tour was that whenever possible we let

the audience come right up to the edge of the stage
'

Mercer said. So what's ditferent about playing the Blue

Wall? Tonight, " Mercer said, "it was real distracting to

play to the back of security bouncers."

Weckerman put it another way. "An audience is an Au-

dience. It doesn't matter if there are 12 people there —
sometimes there have been 12 people there."

Avid Feelies fans might be interested in the new Yung
Wu album, which is in final mixing stages. Yung Wu con-

sists of Merer, Million, and Weckerman, among others.

The 75 minute set was well received by the sold out UPC
event, and an indication that perhaps the best from the

F'eelies is yet to come.

The Department of Music and Dance
at

The University of Massachusetts/Amherst

presents

THE B.F.A. DANCE CONCERT
April 15-17, 1987 at 8:00 p.m
Bowker Auditorium

UMass Campus

Tickets: Fine Arts Center Box OHice, Mon.-Fri., 10:00«.in.-*:00 p.m

545-2511

Now's
the time
to call...

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

SENIORS & ORADS
GMAC & SAVARESE CHEVROLET WOULD LIKE

TO HELP YOU PURCHASE YOUR FIRST NEW CAR

DETAILS:
You must be 6 months away from graduation or have graduated 1 year prior from an

accredited 4 Year Degree Program

• You must be employed or have a verifiable committment for employment

• Good credit or no credit are OK

CHEVROLET

WHAT YOU GET!
CHOOSE FROM ONE OF THE FOLLOWING

A. A $400 non-transferable discount coupon to apply towards down payment

B. 90 day deferment of 1st payment

OVER 300 CARS & TRUCKS AVAILABLE SOME WITH ADDITIONAL CASH BACK FROM CHEVROLET

• SALES • SERVICE • LEASING

145 KING ST., NORTHAMPTON
586-7250

Minimal Down Payment RequirementsChevrolet

^ aniEMA

WEDNESDAY - SATURDAY

MORONS FORM OUTER SPACE 7:00

EUPHORIA 8:45

Double Feature - $3.00

DOWNTOWN AMHERST 253-6426

^ THE FINE ARTS CENTER^M UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE

Evening security workers/ushers wanted for

BRIGHT MOMENTS FESTIVAL.

Concerts on July 9, 16, 23, 30, 1987.

Approximately 5-6 hours/shift.

UMass students returning in Fall only.

Work study preferred but not required.

Fine Arts Center is an AA/EO employer.

Description and applications available at

207 Hasbrook Hall through Friday, May 15
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* Hoffman
continued from pafie 1

Former president Jimmy Carter's

daughter Amy, another defendant, did not

attend yesterday's rally.

The protesters who spoke during the ral-

ly included some Hampshire College

students who were arrested at the Mun-
son Hall takeover, but have not been

brought to court.

Hampshire student Celia Cuddy said.

"our voices can be heard, and this is the

way."
Greg Silbert, another Hampshire stu-

dent, urged those present to help shed

light on the CIA's atrocities. "Ifyou don't,

who will? Ifyou're not part of the solution,

you're part of the problem," he said.

Silbert and other speakers accused the

CIA of murdering and raping people, and

instigating wars in Central America. Last

• Seabrook
continued from page 3

The Shoreham plant in Long Island, N.Y.

has a similar status as that of the Seabrook

plan. Gov. Cuomo of New York has said he

is refusing to submit evacuation plans

because he feels that evacuation is

impossible.

"Nuclear powe|- is dangerous and people

say that Chernobyl won't happen again,

but there is a possibility . . . people are

human and they are going to make
mistakes," said Janina Braun, a Univer-

sity of Massachusetts co-coordinator of the

Seabrook project.

Due to an increase in population over the

summer, the Seabrook EPZ is the most

densely populated in the nation, and

evacuation is thought to take at least six

hours. The NRC estimates that the range

between the time of the accident to the

release of radiation is between one half

hour to several hours.

At an estimated cost of $5 billion, 10

times that of its planned budget, the

Seabrook nuclear plant will cost about four

times more than other widely used energy

sources, such as oil, natural gas or

electricity.

DON'T STOP
THE DANCE!

BENEFIT FOR THE
BLACK COMMUNITY AT
ST. ANDREWS CHURCH,
DURBAN, SOUTH AFRICA

IN THE
STUDENT UNION BALLROOM

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 15
7PM - 1 AM
• LIVE MUSIC •

Fenibo & The World Beat
The Space Heaters

One Seed

• ART • FOOD • DRINK •

PICK UP A DANCE - A - THON
SPONSOR SHEET

ON THE CONCOURSE
AND SEE SUN CITY

Sponsored By the Ark Episcopal Chaplaincy at UMass

RSO; United Christian Foundation

week, Egar Chamorro. a former leader of

the Nicaraguan contra rebels, said the

CIA recruited and helped train the
contras.

The protesters announced that a march
to support the defendants will begin to-

day at Smith College in Northampton and
make its way down to the courthouse.

Protester Jennifer Johnston said, "this

is not UMass saying no; this is the

students saying no all across the coun-

try."

Johnston said if the protesters lose the
court case, they will be attending Board
of Trustees meetings until the board
decides to ban the CIA from campus. The
board makes policy decisions for the Un-
viversity of Massachusetts campuses.

THE

EDWIN M. ROSSMAN
ALUMNI FORUMS

DEPARTMENT OF DANCE

DATE:

TIME:

LOCATION:

THURSDAY. APRIL 16 1987

2:30 PM
CAMPUS CENTER 162-75

SPONSORED BY:

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
DEPARTMENT OF DANCE

This is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss

their experiences in the working world. Don't miss this

important panel discussion!

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

Diane Laurenson-Paulin 79 Entertainer Currently in "Sweet Charity"

David Smith 74 Choreographer for opera

Joyce McGowan-Colhann 78 Dancer & choreographer

currently owns her own studio

Richard Guimond 75 Dancer and choreographer

For more information please contact:

University Placement Service, University Career Center

545-2224

Running Into Town

Trying to loosen way down

1 got 7 places on my mind

4 that have a crowd

2 that are too loud

1 that has both but

I like it anyway!

TIME OUT

The Far Side

By Gary Larson
Smithereens
By Sarah Smith

"Won't talk. hiiM ... Frankiei Hand me that scaler."

How small is the life of the person who
places his hands between his face and the

world, seeing naught but the narrow lines of
his hands! ,

— Kahlil Gibran

fic Scc^^c So Screed

Dinglebttry

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

Me PSM mPC£^-^
OH FOR

I'fA OOPS
-li.-

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

M«tAutncR
/ iinttcft

/ \ ^

QUICIC FOOP
BeCMJK YOU

Gordy By Gorde

C30RCV IhliS

Ah}D L/\uJ

C>f?IVIf^JG, MB

YOU cAWy Oo ir.'

you CAM'T OO /Tf
you CAN'T OO /r/
you CAN'T DO iTf
yoo cAfJT oo rrf

7?/eV DON'T CAKB
ABOUT JusricS* /T's

Thie "Buck" thatMAUBi^f
if^e's^se^ sTvFP/"

OoeSW'T sToP

otje. Does fTf

Daily Ciossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Michel JafTe

ACROSS
1 Daddy
S Take * cab
9 Slofe promodon

1 3 Unaccompanied
1 5 MsDfew month
t6 Waapon
17 Yes. —

humorous song
20 Mannerly

21 GoodnigM girl

ot song
22 Fur wrap
24 Retained

26 Grassy area

27 Ancient stringed

instrument

30 Rowan tree

34 Ammonia
compound

36 Wary
3B Meadow
39 Certain small

countries

42 Copenhagen
com

43 Painter Max
44 University in

Quet)ec City

45 Scrape
47 Mexican money
49 Floor covering

50 Conduct
52 Final sum
54 Willow

57 Violin maker
59 Dessert treat

65 Angers

66 Ogle

67 Dark olive

Drown
68 Dimension

69 Gold cloth

70 Fender tauit

DOWN
1 Rove' s oKering

2 Fub drink

3 Eiciamdiion of

conlempi
4 Boa
constrictor s

cousin

5 Raiah s spouse
6 Matnee —
7 Touch lightly

8 Period

9 Onsets
10 Top notch

11 Bank business
12 Otherwise
14 Sin

IB Eternally

19 Tuck s pal

22 Elm Iruit

23 Ties

24 Confine

25 Light tan

26 Toil

28 Merited

29 Hallow
31 Singer

Newton John
32 Bring to mind

33 Swiss city on
the Rhine

35 Wind direction

37 Shipping abbr
40 Marp, in Roma
41 Like some

rustic cottages

46 Satisfy

48 Dog for one
51 Sea bird

53 Mel of baseball 57 Attention getter

et ai

54 Japanese
sashes

55 Hindu garmeni

56 Don Juan s

mother in

Byron s

poem

58 Word from
Oliver Twist

60 Everybody
61 The Sargasso

tor one
62 Mimic

63 The family

64 Dine

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

p A R T

f R 1 I

T U T U

LLiJ AR
4/15/87

1 f— J— >~^H|' 'r 1 ^Hi T 11 <>

i? ?n

' P(x!
H- W "

_^ t4} ^1"

55- !P^
is- mgvr-

T^ (7 11 H

Lunch

Tuna Melts

Chicken a la King

Savory Garden Biscuit

Dinner

Stir Fry Beef and Vegetables

Macaroni and Cheese

Antipasto Cold Plate

Menu
Bastes Lunch

Swiss and Sprout Sandwich
Chicken a la King

Savory Garden Biscuit

Basics Dinner

Polynesian Vegetables

Italian Tofu Balls/

Sauce and Grinder Roll

Vegetarian Antipasto

r
Weather

Today: Sunny, temperature near the 70s.

Tomorrow. Mostly cloudy, showers in the after-

noon, temperature near the 60s.

Today's Staff
Night Editor V Sheryl Jean

Copy Editor Jonathan M. Cassie

Layoat Technician Marc Infield

Photo Technician David Shimkus
Production Supervisor Marc Infield

Production:, Connie. Kelly, Kim, Lars. Jeremiah,

and Joe.

Executive Board -- Spring of 1987

KELLY SIEGEK
Editor In Chief

NANCY KUNGENER
Managtag Editor

PHIL SERAFIMO
Editorial Editof

STEVE RUBIli

Easiness Manager

ANSEL ZINTER
Prodoctlott Managtr

Business Board — Spring of 1987

STEVE RUBIH
Bnstasss Uanagar

PATRICE LAWSKY
. Marketing Manager

PAUL H. LESSER CRAIG HAUGLB
ClKfiialioa Manager

VAVESSA ROTH
PtaMM Maaaicr

KAREN HOLLAND
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it Softball vs. Adelphi
vimlinued from fia^t- 16

season. Sopiiomort' iighthander Chris

Wanner relievi-d Kemicdv in the fifth and

turned in a strong,' thitr iiuun^ siint, ^n

mg up only a walk.

In the nightcap, the Minutewomen had

their share of opportunities to put the game

away early, but could not make the most

of their chances. UM had a chance to score

in the first when Freeman, who had reach-

ed on a fielder's choice, was left stranded

at third when Kopcza was caught looking

at a called third strike to end the inning.

Another golden opportunity went by the

boards in the third. Sophomore center

fielder Barbara Meehan opened the inning

by driving a high fly ball to left that caught

a breeze and fell for a double, and went to

third when Adelphi shortstop Bella Totino

mishandled the cutotT throw. But the run

died at the plate, as Meehan was thrown

out at the plate on attempted squeeze play.

Adelphi began to make some noise in its

half of the fifth when the Panthers put run

ners at second and third with nobody out.

After a popout. Panther secondbaseman

Doreen Lumbra ripped a Rever pitch back

to the mound. Rever was there, but the ball

popped out of her glove and began to roll

toward home plate. Meanwhile. Totino.

who opened with an infield hit, made her

move to score.

Rever. who had been knocked down by

thf ball, then did her be.st impression of a

'

,',.s going aftt-r that elusive cookie jar by

crawling on all lours. ^;vtlmi; to the bail

ind tossing it to Freeman, u ho put the tag

nil an iiulecisivi' Totino at thf plate to kill

wh.it could lia\<' been a very damaging

run
OpjMHtunity knocked again in the UMass

sixth when senior leftfielder Emily Bietsch

drilled a one out double down the left field

line. Ciepiela then put down a nice bunt

and. according to everyone else's good

eyesight, beat the throw at first. But.

Ciepiela was called out by an umpire with

notso-good eyesight to dampen the

Minutewoman rally.

'We had the opportunities to .score in the

game, but we didn't take advantage of

them.' Sortino said. ""Lisa threw an ex

cellent game and I'm glad she got a chance

to help herself. I knew if she got the chance

she'd come through."

And come through she did. After

Freeman bounced to the pitcher, Kopcza

.started the inning with a walk, and was

replaced on the basepaths by speedy

freshman outfielder Karen Moro. Moro

moved to sectmd on a passed ball by Pan

ther catcher Robin Bartholomew to move

into scoring position Junior firstbaseman

Martha Jamieson then grounded to third,

with Moro going to third on the throw.

'The defense came through on some real

ly tough situations in the game. Sortino

said . "This is a big, big win for us."

* track notebook
( 'ntiniied from pafie 16

sprinters

through the 800. We hope to

capitalize on the distance

events," O'Brien said.

That, and the emergence

of the team's younger

members should be a key for

UMass.
As of late, the younger

members have been con-

tributing crucial points and

adding to team depth.

Sophomores Reinardo

Flores and Keith Williams

give the Minutemen punch

in the mile to complement

defending New England

1500-meter champion Steve

Tolley. Freshman Rick La

pointe has also been strong

in the 110-meter high

hurdles.

Ferdie Adoboe has added

yet another event to his

repertoire. Adoboe who has

been the leading point

getter for the team over the

'past year has been very sue

cessful in the long jump as

of late. Last weekend, in a

reunion of UMass, UNH,
Rhode Island, and Maine,

four Yankee Conference

teams, Adoboe recorded a

personal best in the long

jump. Adolxie was actually

leading the event until the

last jumper from Maine

stepped up to edge him by

two inches.

All season long, O'Brien

has .said that the team's real

strength is in the middle

distance events. So far, his

words ring true, as UMass
has already demonstrated

its superiority over much of

New England. Last

weekend, the Minutemen
swept all the points in the

mile and the 5000-meters

while taking second place in

the 800-melii^ Senior

Wayne Levy has led the

way in the 5000-meter.'>

with Kerry Boyle, Joe

Millette, and John Loren-

zini pounding out .some good

times to keep a strong hold

on that event. Bill Stewart,

the defending indoor cham-

pion in the 800-meters, took

a second place finish in that

event this pa.st weekend.

"I am really satisfied with

the way the kids responded

to the competition. We real-

ly responded to challenges.

One ofthe highlights of the

meet was every event we

had a competitor in, we

scored in. It would take that

kind of effort to win,"

O'Brien said.

OPEN TIL
MIDNIGHT
APRIL 15

kinkos nants to take some of

the bile oui of tax time by giving

>ou oHe free set (8^ i' x U " 20 lb.

bond) of copies of your tax

return.

kinko's
Great copies. Great people.

220 N. Pleasant St

253-2543

SUMMER PROGRAM COORDINATOR
The Business Affairs Office at Amherst College seeks a Summer Program

Coordinator to support the organization and operation of the summer con-

ferences held on campus during the summer months. Major responsibilities

will include: preparation of all communications including informational

booklets and general College information sheets; showing of campus to client

groups; assist in developing extracurricular activities; ordering of cleaning

and food services; overseeing of student workers; and general clerical duties

to ensure the smooth operation of the program. Qualifications include: typ-

ing and bookkeeping experience; and the ability to deal effectively with in-

dividuals both inside and outside the College. This is a full time temporary

position beginning immediately and terminating on August 28, 1987, work-

ing 35-40 hours per week with some weekend work. Competitive salary and

no benefits. Interested candidates may apply no later than April 20, 1987 to:

Personnel Office. Converse Hall, Room 202,

Amherst College, Amherst, MA 01002.

Be Someone Special
Be A Teacher

Administrators and Teachers
Seeking Educational Positions.

K Through 12, Colleges, Universities

and Vocational Schools.

Aid In Resume Preparation

Serving New England and New York

Professional

Educational
Placement INC

Telephone: (617) 544-2695 • Room One • Court Building

34 N Main St • Orange, MA 01364
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Let Music be Uie Catalyst to Overcome the Racism Epidenric

Create a United Society

Come Dance Togetlier

One and All

Thursday, April 16, 1987 8:00pm
Student Union Ballroom, UMass

MuMic provided by;

CMCP.4ii-$l«ir«

ALL AGES/r FREE FREE FREE ALL AGES

ore 90K, CSS, sAsr, rAC rr^a I S«l ifa—, BMC*. RSU, TlUr* WorW Altaln, iMa PM T*«t»,UVC, UPC

i

1
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• men's lax preview
continued from page 16

The Redmen have registered losses to

15thranked Duke (9-6), Hth-ranked
Loyola (12-7), previously-ranked Army

(8-4), previously-ranked C.W. Post (11-10),

12th-ranked Harvard (5-4), and 10th-

ranked Rutgers (12-4). The team has wins
over Holy Cross (12-3), Providence (18-4)

and Villanova (13-12).

Carrying the scoring duties for the team

will be senior captain and midfielder Mike
Bolger who has tallied 17 goals and 22

assists in the nine games. Another gun is

junior midfielder Glen Falcone who has 13

goals and two assists.

Man-up Advantages: The previously

scheduled UMass-Brown game, postponed

last V.'"Hn<.sday at Brown's request due to

the unexpected death of a Bruin player, has

been rescheduled for Tuesday, April 28th

at Wa"i'en McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

Game time is scheduled for 3 p.m.

AC llVlllf,* AUDIO
AUlO FUlV SAU •CAlCULAIOI^S
ENURIAiNMENF«fOR(^ENr

FOR SALE 'FOUND
HELP WANIED'LOSI

CLASSIFIED
.-Mk- ..w:-. ii ..ia<lmMMliMbMMi^ ^M.4b^f«*.- 4M, .«^4».>/ . '^ /^ .

^..•imti. <ivmPMt*i^'M''^'^^'^t.^'*^ikt'j»'.i»i .mMmH «»ll<(li

lNSIRuCTlON«MOIOr?CVLClfS
\'t U'AJNM •:. • RiDt WAN I f D
Usl,iU% NEEDED* SERVICES
ROOMAIE WANTED 'TRAVEL

WANTED* SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEGIA^ OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS S:30-3:30 (FRI • 230) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION •CASH IN ADVANCE. 1S«/WOR0/0AY FOR STUOEMTS

ACTIVITIES

UPC GENERAL MEETINOtll Tuesday.
April 14, at 6 30PM in lOlCC Spring Con
cen IS righl sround the corner" New
members welcome'

ATTENTION! TUESDAY, 7PM Soulhside
room Hampden WSUR Southwest radio

meeting be there!

AlTmEN INTERESTED IN BEING IN A
Men ol Umass calendar come to a meeting
at 7 00 tonight m Campus Center, check in-

formation desk tor room number

EASTSiDE'~EASTSrDE EASTSIDE.
General security inlormation meeting All in

terested should attend Thursday 4/16 5:30
-6 30 CO 1630

ISRAELI FOLK DANCING Come learn

how' Commonwealth noom,(Earth(oods)
Student Union. 7-9 pm Tonighl free, spon-
sored by Hillel

LEARNING TO LIVE religiously Thursday,
6 30 pm . CC 801 Values exploration and
expression All welcome, sposored by
United Christian Fou.dation, 545-2661

WMU>r NEWSMEETiNG 8 00 piri'^in

r>ewsroom Mandatory April 15 Wednesday

AUDIO

SELLING OHM SPEAKERS 100W &
Brother typewriter Cheap* Call 6-7921

RECIEVER. TURNTABLE. GOOD car

tndge. equilizer Good and cheap 6-9152
(leave message.)

AUTO FOR lAU

1965 FORD FALCON a cream puff

256-6920

82 SUBARU BRAT. Excellent shape 2.600
549-7529

1977 CHEVY MALIBU good transportation

$500 or BO 256-8673 Barry

1983 RENAULT FUEGO sports coupe
5-speed excellent condition asking $2800
1978 Toyota Corola 2-door 5-speed no rust

good condition low milage $800 Call

546-1485 ask for Donna

75 TOYOTA COROLLA runs extremely

well Rebuilt engine, new alternator S500
546-3204 or leave message at 546-5768.

1979 PINTO 67K asking $600 549-1138

75 MONZA RUNS well, little rust. 72,000
ml $600 Fred 6-6368

80 (CHEVETTE 4SPD 2dr very good cond
$1200 eves 256-8065

77 TOYOTA COROLLA: while, 4dr, stan-

dard. AM/FM. AC. reliable and lovable-

$1000 538-3670

1979 FORD MUSTANG yellow, auto,

82,000 mis AKA/FM stereo $1 200 545-3689
after 5:30 584-9042

76 PLYMOUTH VOLARE black 6 cylinder

PS & PB. am/fm runs great $500 256-6281

lANDS WANTfD

' SWAG IS LOOKING tor bands to play

'

during Southwest week, '

• May 5-8 Applications are available
'

' Now at the SWAG office in Hampden •

•and are due by April 15, 1987 at 5PM '

trie list of bands selected will be
* posted on April 21, 1987 Southwest

'

rocks the Pyramidsi"

WANTED BANDS TO play at the first

'

annual off-campus Maylest Pick up '

' applications at 404 SUB tapes and
'

application due Friday 4/20!
'

COME NOME TO YOUR FUTURE

C^—OP^OME¥fb YOU! Come to a co

op info session in a residence hall near you

Tonight Knowlloo mam lounge at 7 00 You

future starts here'

CUTIE PIE

STEVEN COHEN ol T C supnsed? Happy

20lh Have a great birthday' Suzanne

DEADLINE EXTENDED-IEOAL
ASSISTANTS WANTED

DEADLINE EXTENDED TO Apr'l 1 7 lor fall

1987 internships with the Legal Services

Office, get hands on experience in legal

field-work oirectly with attorneys and
clients Earn up 10 15 undergraduate

credits No experience needed-training

provided To t»egin application process con-

tact Legal Services today, 545-1995 922

Campus Center

FOR A OOOD TIIM CALL

RACK-A-DISC Entertainment Agency Disc

jockies lights, rentals, and mobile video

dances! 549-7144

FORRINT

4 BEDROOM APT starling JuneTl
256-6620

2 BEDROOM APT starting June 1

665-8105

PERFECT FOR ONE or two people- one
twdroom apartment at CliHside 400/mo,

utilities included Across from 7/11, bank,

bus stop Sublet m June w/fall option Call

L\l or John, 665-7143

T0WNEH0U8E APARTMENT \H

Southwood Tired ol dorms' Two bedroom
lownehouse comfortably fits tour Take over

our lease in June and it's yours next year

No waiting lists Call 256-0626

LARGE TWO-BEDROOM Colonial Village

Apl availabia June 1 Call 253-2416

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT in

Southwood lake over lease in June with lall

option Call 256-8609 after 5.

TAKE OVER LEASE Juna lai. Two
bedroom Cliffside 665-8617

AVAILABLE JUNE 1,1-3 bedrooms m a
Swiss Village Apl 2 15/month inclusive On
busline Call Rob 256-1480

SOUTHWOOD: TAKE OVER our lease

June 1 Sunny 2 br apt on bus line Only
$148/month, heat free Call 253-5784

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL option 2 bdrm
apt on bus route 256-1737

SINGLE BEDROOM APARTMENT
available Colonial Village $3i5/month call

ASAP 253-3681

TAKE OVER OUR lease in June and get

August rent free' Or |ust sublet for the sum-
mer/2-bedroom in Southwood apts call

256-6334

ROOM IN HOUSE 1 mile fr campus
$i85/mo take over lease call Natalie

549-6792

ROOM AVAILABLE IN Beaut condo close

to UMass on bus line Kitchen/laundry lacil

inci female non-smokers no pets 256- 1547
San

BEDROOM AVAIL. END May w/or w/out
fall option on 2bf busroute Heidi 256-0051

ROOMS FROM JUNE 1st fall option $235
per month exclusive close to campus
549-1358

SUMMERSUBLET W/FALL option, one
bedroom apt in the center ol Amherst $
4S0/month includes heat, hot water, 2 car

parking Call 256-0391, keep trying

SOUTHWOOD 2 BEDROOM, quiet &
clean, nght on bus loute, heat incI

Available June 1 Call 253-9612

TAKE OUR LEASE, avoid the waitingTist

Southwood Townhouse 253-7967

ROOM IN NEW house, call Date at

253-9949 between 5 30 6 30

FOR SALE

PV BACK STAGE guitar amp, 35 watts
hardly used (year old) excellent condition.

Comes With free PV machine heads $100
or BO call anytime 546-4161

CRATE AMP MUST sell! Call Shawn
546-9030

WINDERSURFER CLASSIC. S color sail

2 daggerboards Excellent condition.

Forget Florida $425. Great conversation
piece 549-7842

U2 TICKETS FOR sale all shows 546-8789

RAYBAN, BOLLE. VUARNET sunglasses
plus look-a-likes. Jams. Catchil, Sunbrit-

ches shorts, everything discount, Ozzie
549-7575

GUCCI WATCHES FOR ladies many new
styles only $30 call Brian 6-7425

KRAMER FOCUS 2000 with Floyd Rose
and Hardshell case $300. Peavy Back
Stage Amp $100, call Dan 549-6211

FOUND

MARYANNE MAGUIRE I have your Monec
card 549-0114

KEYS FOUND, ABOUT six keys (1 Umass)
on a Student Union Anniversary ring Call

6-9013 to claim

FREE CASH

NEED MONEY? SPEND^II your cash on
springbreaK? I need your baseball cards

please help' Call Mike 549-0333

HELP WANTID

WE ARE LOOKING lor sonieone to do child

care one evening a week and occasional
overnights Musi have transportalion Call

584-9057

WANTED PART TIME bus drivers lor Nor
thamplon !o Amherst routes S5 to star! very

convenieni lor Northampton residents

Work schedule arranged around your class

schedule 586 1909

THE CENTER FOR popular economics has
openings (or 2 administrative assistants

Both |Obs would start in May A )ob descrip-

tion IS posted in Thompson 829, or call

Tasha at 545-0743 lor more information

Application deadline April 10.

GROUNDS WORKERS WANTED at Pine

Grove Goll Course Call 584-4570 lor

interview

MANAGER TRAINEES NOW hiring,

Amherst Hawaii Boston. Long island, or

Dallas 50 openings Excellent pay ex

cellent working conditions Full or part-time

Call Willie al 549-7793.

FULL AND PART time positions available

very flexible hours and excellent working

conditions Conveniently located in the

center of Amherst You can earn up to $20
an hour with salary and commissions Con-

tact Target Enterprises for an interview Ask
lor Keith 549-7793

PAINTERS WANTED: MUST be over 21

Experience preferred Fulltime summer
employment We'll sponsor good painters

to take Mass nggers exam Good work

conditions and good pay information ses

sions will tje netd on Thursday, April 16 1 00
and 4 00 CC rm 803 College Pro Painters

600-424-2468

•"••••COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS
We hire early tor go^d summer painters in

New England $5 7/hour Age and ex-

perience not a concern We will train you
Inlormation session will be held Thursday,

April 16, 1 00 and 4:00 C C. rm 803 Tha
organized ttudant* 800-424-2468

THE SGA BUDGETS committee has two
paid positions open a work-study assistant

chair at lOhours /wee and a reguali hourty

auditor at 5 hours per week Additionally at-

tending, budget committee meetings three

days a week is requested applicants shouM
be undergraduates and be willing to work
hard in a presonsible manner Applications

ate available in 420 SUB deadline is April

15 at 4 00PM Women and people of color

are encouraged to apply the SGA is an
AA/EOE

STUDENT NOTES AND printing service

accepting applications 4/10-4/17 lor pro-

duction manager bookkeeper, and offset

printer Experience preferred Apply 401

S.U.

LIFEGUARDS AND SWIM Instructors'

Greenfield recrealion depi lull/part time

positions Must t>e 18 yrs Red cross certif

required ApplicatK}ns avail at student

employ office 239A Whitmore and Green-
field town hall Applcation deadline April

24th

SUMMER JOB - WATERFRONT Director

for day camp in the Boston Area June
29-August 14 Salary 1,800-2.000 depen
ding on experience Contact Janet Wad-
den, outdoor program director. Patriots'

Trail Girt Scout Council, 6 Si . James Ave .

Boston, Ma 02116 (617)482-1078

AMC HAMPSHIRE 6 theatres is looking for

responsible individuals to work in an en-

joyable environment as ushers & conces
sionists Must be available lor summer
employment Apply in person at the

Theaters, Hampshire Mall after 4 pm

NOW HIRING ASSiSTANTTolhe Su7dent

Body President Positions open immediate-
ly to work through summer and lall 10

hrs./week at minimum wage applications

available at 406E Student Union BIdg Ap-
plications due April 24 AA/EOE

DAY CAMP COUNSELORS, healthliuper

visor, waterfront aides needed for Girt

Scouts camp in S Hadley July 9-Aug 7.

9 30 am- 4pm. Call Carol evenings
586-6113, Ass , to Ditec also needed

AVIS-RENT A CAR is currently seeking
Class II bus drivers for summer employ-
ment at Logan Airport Other positions

available Good starting salary. Call Mur-

phy at (617) 424-0917 for details

• WE ARE NOW HIRING STUDENTS *

' For summer work now who wan! to "

earn S1608/monlh. Iravel westward,
'

' Improve resume, gain independence '

and experience for future careers '

We offer excellent training, and a '

chance to work with 4.500 motivated
*

college students across America
• Information meetings held today *

• /Vpril 15 • Campus Center 502 at

3:00, 5 00 and 7 00 PM
Don't Miss out!

LOOKING FOR A ROOM?

MASTER BEDROOM FOR rent in a 3
bedroom apt in Northwood apts. Available

now April free l43/mo Front of the bus stop

Call 665-3586 or 549-2835

LOOKING FOR $INOLE

INHOUSE OR APATTrMENT (or next year

Summer included Call Giselle at 549-1634

leave message (non-srtwking)

LOST

HELP! LOST MYtape recorder at Bartlett

Auditorium on 3/4/87 Class Bio 100B
reward no questions asked 549-7740

RED POLO SPRING jacket in campus
center- Friday please call Julie 9571

GREY JEAN JACKET from Mike^W View

Thurs 4/9 be cool return keys from pocket

Ciff Brandywine 549-0667

HELP! LEVI DENIM jacket mix up at 142
BRT Manor on 4/11 Sal I have yours, I

want mine back' I can't sleep nights Call

665-8435

REWARD FOR HP-41CX calc lost 4/9 jusl

before 5:00 in Newman, Please call

253-7206

MOTORCYCLES

HONDA CB350 RECENTLY rebuilt emgine
call 256-8643 ask lor JR $450 or BO

MEUSSA SMITH

MELISSA- REMEMBER HASTA la vista

baby breaking hearts is my claim to fame

NEED 3 ROOMATES

TO SHARE BRANDYWINE 2 beKjroom apt

Lease starts on June Non-smokers,
females, no pets Call 549-1634 leave

message

POORFROO

LOST ONE BLACK make-up case (and

make-up) and a pink vinyl address book II

anyone can help FROG please call 6-8770

and ask (or Lisa or FROG herself

PROFES$IONAL TYPING SERVICE

CASES. PAPERS. DISSERTATIONS.
theses: fast, accurate, dependable, on-

campus, reasonable 584-7924, Nancy

PERSONALS

LOVE TO 0ANCE7 Tryouts for UMass
minutes kickline-danceteam coming the
third week in April Lots of fun, great way
to keep m shape Meet tons of new people.

Watch lor us!

INTERESTED IN A cara«r m
advertisir>g7

Come hear
John Verret and John Reed

from Ingall's Ad Agency (Boston)

Tues April 14 7 00CC 917
sponsored by tha Markaling Club.

TOM CRUISE IN Top Gun Thursday Apnl

16th in the Campus Center Auditorium

3:00 show $2 00. 5.7,9,11 shows $2 50
come early and beat the crowd'

in High
lie.

IF YOU'RE INTERESTED
academics, and outstanding social life

greal home cooking, and a convenient loca

tion, you're invited to IOTA Gamma Up
silon's open rush Our parties are April 13.

15. 16 at 5 15 Come to 406 N Pleasant Si

for Mexican nite. Italian nite, and lobster'

Call 256-6874 lor inio

ITS COMING FOR the first time In May!

KERRI, WE COULDN'T forget you, could

we'' Hope you have a great birthday! Love
ya, Beverly and Alyson

TO JENNYPOO, LORIANNE, Steffy. Suze,

Greggy, Rooosell, and L"- it was a perfect

gotcha' And the academy award winner

IS you guys are trte best friends and I love

you! Jodi

DONNA. I'LL man ^>u bunctiM. Ilaw*^
dearty Shi-head

M. LETS HOPE there will be two reasons

to celebrate today' Have a great 20th I love

you' Happy birthday! Me

AMY KUNDEL. "THEY say it's your birth-

day " Happy 22nd Always remember
watneys, kosher kraziness. host. Ryan Rd

,

16 candles, automobile!! Love ya, Oi

MIKE L YOU'RE real special And that's

not way the — oH! Love the Little One

2N FIELD -TO y'all who were in the hallway

Weds at 2AM thanks for the support! You're

great' Luv, Lis

BILL, HAPPY 20TH birthday' Only one
more year to go Have a good one I will

always rememljer and I hope you never
forget There will always be a special place
for you in my heart Love you forever. Eric

HEY -MARCIELLA WEIBEL- you re gret

you're awesome you're wonderful happy
no 19 Love your roomie'!

HAZELBONER HAPPY 20TH birthday'

Drink your face off! Love ya, hands, scoop
& the Russian

MARY YATESllHappy 22^d¥irthday you
better be psyched to party!! Mandy

SHE HAS BLOND HAIR, blue eyes, and
can be found at CASIAC and her birthday

is coming in 3 days

RIDE OFFERED TO BOSTON/SOUTH
shore on Thursday 4/16 after 7 PM Call Jen
549-4417 between 9 and midnight

CEUNA - HAPPYlaiRTHOAYrLive It up!

Love. Diane. Lisa. & Michelle

DAWN PAULDING — Where's the third

member of the blue sequined dress trio''

The weather vain girls

HAPPY BIRTHDAY RICH, I Love you! Ann

CONGRATULAfTONSn'O THE Umasa
Equestrian team for their first place victory

on Saturday' Special Congrats to Blue Rit>

bon winners Alexa Cooke, Jen Sheparo.

Lisa Dionne, and Luis Retegulz.

AIUTO PERSO MIA Mezza Mela VIsIa

ultima volta quando andata compare pane
(vecchia storia) vorresti essere mia nuova
massa melva? Telefonare 6-8570 chiedere

dl apollo

TO MAUREEN ONEILL Happy 19th Birth

day Luv Russell PS told you I wouldn't duff

you

WAY TO GO RUSSMANt! Love the Slats

DANIEL HERE'S THE personal I promis

ed. Happy 21 Birthday' Sorry its late Love
Mel

DELTA CHI BROTHERS Initiation is only

two weeks away

KERRY • NOW THAT you've recovered

from your trip lets do something interesting

like study? Chris

HAPPY BIRTHDAY MATT Z. Don I be
bummed about Passover cake have a

good day anyway' Stelanie

STEVE - WASN'T AT PIKE. Gel my letter';'

Easter Bunny's comin Smiles

IGU PLEDGES! Stick lo each other and
make il through to the end I love you guys
so don't give up'

TONIGHT FREE MOVIE MLK: Mongomery
to Memphis 7PM Baker lobby

JAMIE HAPPY ANNIVERSARY
I Love you Tracey

Dear Nancy found a great NEW
CLOTHING store m Amherst They carry

Canal Jean Company, Street Lite and
more The prices are laniaslic Meet me
there Thursday al MODRAIN Carriange

shops, Amherst Love, Judy

DIANE, its BEEN A GREAT six monTbs
I wouldn't have wanted lo spend my time

with any one else 'r'ou always know how
to make me smile I love you Happy six

month aniversary Love Michael

PROFESSIONAL TYMNO

SPEEDY KEYS" -FAST, accurate,
reliable 256-1002

ROOMMATE WANTED

2 ROOMATES WANTED: Brandywine
lease beginning June Interested nonsmok-
ing females please call Marilyn 549-6157

2 FEMALE ROOMATES needed to share
a Brittany Manor Apt Call 253-2284.

t NEED TWO ROOMATES Sapiemberlst
665-7526

1 MALE NEEDED TO share 1 badToom
Puffton Village apt starting Sept or eartier

Musi t)e nonsmoker $192 month plus
utilities. 549-1476 anytime, 6am-9am,
evanings.

TWO FEMALES WANTED to share 1

bedroom in Brandywine Apt is complete-
ly lurnishad Starting June 1 Call Liaa at

549-4680 Kaep trying

1 MALE NEEDED to share Brandywine Apt

starting June l l mi from campus Good
atmosphere $170 month plus utilities

549-1384 Steve

I NEED A room mate lo share my palatial

Pufflon Village Apt This summer Musi-

cians especially welcome Dave 549-1616

1 ROOMMATE WANTED lo share 1

bedroom apl Biandywino w/2 females call

546-8208 or 546-6643 evenings.

LOOKING FOR TWO nonsmoking male
roommates to share Brittany Manor apart-

ment Starting Aug 1st or earlier if

necessary Call Kyle 256 1 386

FEMALE. NON-SMOKER wanted for own
room in quiet, clean Riverglade Apt Star

ting June 253-3130

ROOM IN NONO NOUSI

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL option starting

June 15 Great bedroom in f^lorthampton

house Spacious! 10 minute walk to lown.

right by Smith college, partly furnished
Rent negotiable Gel June 15 till end of

June free Call 564-0054 ASAP

•IRVICIS

LARGE DOUBLE ROOM in fully furnished
house Two minute walk from campus
$130 each Call Holly or Judy 549-7477

AMHERST CENTER, DOUBLE room m
house with lall option, rent reasonable, call

Claire or Lisa for detatls at 253-7216

THREE BEDROOM ^UFFTON apt
availatile lor summer 87 3 or 4 people call

lor details 549 6327

SUMMER SUBLET — Brandywine
Are you interested please call

Andrea or Sue at 546-8584

TOROUP KATJA » CHARMAINE

TUT««NG, SUBSTITUTE TEACHING in

business' management, marketing,
finance, investment & microcomputers $7
per hour Nag 536-5006 leave massage

LASER TYPING SERVICE Have your
resume, paper or thesis professionally

typeset Best rates in town Call Rick at

549-0173 alter 6PM

SPANISN TUTORING A TRANSLATION

HELP WITH GRAMMAR, stories, pronun-
ciation 256-1002_

SPRING FUNG

HELP WITH SPRING Fling! Come to Cen-

tral Area Government meetings at 8:00 on

Tuesdays

SOUTHWEST

BE PROUD OF Southwest' Make this

year's concert the best' Join security! Get
involved' Sign up at the SWAG office in

Hampden

ST. JUDi

THANK YOU AGAIN! Seldom do your

prayers go unanswered I am very grateful

SUtLET

TAKE OVER LEASE in large cheap 2br
apt Squire Village Call 665-6596.

LARGE^FULLY "FURNTshED^OUSE.
Cable. 5 bedrooms, near bus stop, very

clean This house is ideal" Rent negotiable.

Call us!! 253-5885

SUMMER SUBLET AVAILABLE 3
bedroom Puffton call Paula 549-2832 or

Cheryl 546-9684

EVERYTHING YOU EVER wanted inlin
apartment, 2bdrms, kilch, bath, 2
watertjeds. fully furnished Right in \Vm

center of Amherst 600plus utilities

Negotiable 253-7954.

tUMMMR INTIRN

SUMMER"lNTERfirWANTED for a small

advertising agency in Northampton Ex-

perience all aspects of advertising Non-
paying Car necessary 586-2135

SUMMER JOiS

ON CAPE COD at Jason's of Oennisport
Floor and door personnel, barbacks and
bartenders, waiter and waitresses Accep-
ting applications Mon thru Sat vacation

week from noon to 3 Interviews al Clan
cy s. 8 Uppercounty Rd Dennisport MA

SUMMER SUM.ET

NORTHAMPTON - W/FALL OPTION -

Newly renovated and clean Spacious

Browstone (Townhouse). 4 BDRM 1'/i

baths on bus route and 1 block to center

ol town. Call 586-5353

SUBLET FOR SUMliiER^- 5/24-9/1 Bran-

dywine Apts 2nd fl. balcony lace pool one

bdrm, completely furnished 19 " color TV,

cable, laundry rm underneath, seeking

responsible people Last week May free

rent very negotiable Please call Deb and
Kalh 549 0023

TWO BEDROOM 1 Vi bath townhouse apt

in Suuthwood available June i on bus

route Price negotiable Call 546-7527 or

546 7018

CENTER OF AMHERST single room in

house With lall option $165/month call Mike

253-7216

$100 REWARD 3 bedroom apt in Amherst
Center call 546 5047 for 546-5028

BEDROOM AVAIABLE JN 2 bedroom
apartment Laundry, on bus route, quiet,

neat Kate 665 2288

2 BEDROOM APT, available June-Aug
$400/mo or BO call 546-8485 or 8487
after 10PM

SUMMER SUBLET Tn furnished~Pumon
apt starting June l to Spet 1 Call after 1

1

PM or before 10 AM 549-0106

TAKE OVER OUR loaseTl Targe bedroom
apartment $315/month. Colonial Village

Available for the summer with fall option

You pay only half of June's rent Call Ed-

die at 253-2084

TWO ROOMS AVAILABLE in brand naw,
fully furnished Amherst house Summer
w/tall opt.on Call Laurel or Linda at

253-9949

3 BEDROOM FURNISHED apt 480/month
utilities and cable included on bus route,

swimming pool, tennis ct 665-3671

I LOVE YOU all, it's easy and true lor me
to say Thank you Tim, Sue. Lisa, Heather.

Eileen. Cart, Mike, Lauren. Joan. Chris, and
last but not least. Mary' I've tieen thinking

about the weekend non-stop' I'm high as

a kite' See you in the clouds- Jen

ULTIMATE SUMMER APARTMENT. TV
pool, doubia bads, ate Must aaa ^fi mi to

UMass 2S64332

TWItnR AT TNf put

GET READY FOR the wortd's largest

Twister game - Warm up you Twistin body
at the Pub tonite The games will begin at

10 PM Prizes wHI t>e available to those who
twist the best So come on baby Twist

and shout tonight at the Pub'"

TWISTER TOURNAMENT UPDATE

INTERESTED IN BEING a referee for tha
world's largest Twister game on Sat

May27 Come to 162 CC tonighl at 7 pm
to sign up and learn tha Twiater gante
rules. For more Information call

S45-0S48.

TRAVK

LOOKING FOR A MALE traveler to
backpack Europe with 2F and 1M Sept-OcI
Call Jill 549-3631

SUMMER VACATION: 3 week tour of

Great Britain $699 Fun, friends, scenery,
history Call Mary for into 253-7368

TYPING SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING. PAPERS, letters,

resumes, elc Meticulous proofreading
Editing available New IBM typewnter Call

5490367

wAime

NEXUS BAND Contact David at 549-4160
Are you still together''

PHYSICAL. SPIRITUAL, INTELLECTUAL
health seekers share your knowledge with

the readers of Sprout, the Earthtoods/Peo-
ple's Market Newsletter Typed, double
spaced, please drop matenal off on the 4th
fkwr S U in the Economic Devokjpment of-

fKe Address it to Jen K. Deadline: April 15,

1987

• WANTED VOUYBALL TEAMS for off-

campus
• Mayfest 87' Prizes for sinning team •

•submit names to 404 S U B by Friday'

4/20! Coed teams welcome' '

WANTCO TO RiNT

APARTMENT OR HOUSE for 3. 4. or 5
people reasonably ck>se to campus Call

anytime 546-6602. 546-5774 or 546-5772
Please keep trying

SINGLE ROOM IN PUFFTON or North
Amherst lor fall or eartier Easy going
nonsmoking make 549-1476

TWO SENIORS LOOKlNG^or one or two
bedrooms lor now until end ol semester
close lo campus Call Chris or Dave
253-7572

LOOKING FOR 3-BEDRbOM m Pufflon

reward offered- Lisa 6-7979

SSSBIG REWARD OFFERED for 3
bedroom Puffton Apt Lease 253-7927

LOOKING FOR 3bedroom Puffton Apt
Want to sublet for summer and take over
lease Call Herb 546-6761

TAKE OVER LEASE June 1st 2 bedroom
apt in Colonial Village across from Changes
380/mo plus utilities on bus route 256-0984

MATURE UNDERGRADUATE SEEKING
off campus room, for the fall Musi be quiet.

Call 546-7057 alter 11PM or leave

message

UMASS STUDENT LOOKING for room to

rent near campus during spring break 9-21

lo9-29 Call Mary al 546 1 151 Keep trying

SUBLETS/HOUSING NEEDED June 28 -

Aug 15 Call SBMC 256-8615 9AM 7PM

WANTED-SIOO REWARD a 6 or 7 person
house (or next year, near bus route Call

Dave 549 0384 or Pally 549-1703 leave

name and numbei

$100 REWARD PUFFTON-FOR^Fbedmi
apt Lease in Puffton or Brandywine Please
call 6-5331

WAI4T TO TAKE over lease of oft-campus
house near bus route for next fall and
spnng Call 546-1090 or 253-3894

2 HIGH SPIRITED WOMEN (smokers) look-

ing lo lake over lease on apt or house, or

to share your place in the fall call Kristia

6-8565

LOOKING FOR 3 bedroom Puffton apl.

want to sublet for summer and lake ovar

lease call Hart> 546-6761

$100 REWARD FOR 3-bedroom Pufflon

apartment starting summer lall call Rahul
545 3179 or 665-2810
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SPORTS

Softball splits with Adelphi
Rever wins in 7th;

UM hosts Maine
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

R-'member those breaks that never seem-

ed to go in favor of the University of

Massachusetts softball team? Well, it looks

like they're finally starting to come UM's

way.
After dropping the first game of yester

day's doubleheader 4-0, the Minutewomen

bounced back to capture a 1-0 win over

Adelphi University in the second game,

thanks to a two-out RBI single in the bot-

tom of the seventh by junior pitcher Lisa

Rever. The twinbill split now leaves UMass

with a 17-7 overall record, 3-1 in the Atlan-

tic 10.

UMass will entertain the University of

Maine in another doubleheader, today at

Totman Field, game time is 2 p.m.

"I told them after the game that we turn-

ed a major corner today. They (Adelphi)

were the best team we've played all season.

It was a good win over a good pitcher."

head coach Elaine Sortino said. "It's the

biggest win of the season for us, and it's

even bigger because we were down after

the first game and fought back."

The Minutewomen had good reason to be

down after the opener. Adelphi, who fell to

14-7-1 on the season, got a brilliant pit-

ching performance from Kristen Petereson,

who tossed a two-hitter at the

Minutewomen. UMass didn't even see first

base until a Paige Kopcza single to center

broke up Petersen's no-hit bid in the fourth.

That hit was short-lived, however, as Kopc-

za was erased from the books by being

thrown out on a steal attempt. Junior

rightfielder Chris Ciepiela had the other

UMass hit, an infield single in the seventh

inning.

On the other side of the diamond, Adelphi

finally got to UMass starter Traci Kennedy

in the fourth, touching the freshman

Collegian photo by David Shiml^us

Freshman pitcher Traci Kennedy delivers against Adelphi University

yesterday. UM split a doubleheader with the Panthers

righthander with three runs, all of the

earned, on two hits. The back breaker was

a two-run triple to right center by

rightfielder Gina Schraeder, who later

scored on a Dee Dee Coyne single.

Adelphi did get a run in the third, but the

damage could have been much worse if

weren't for the arm ofjunior catcher Ilene

Freeman, as she rudely erased three

Adelphi baserunners trying to steal bases.

Kennedy took the loss, her second of the

continued on pa^e 14

Gonllas head south to St. John's today
Suffolk County Sals look to keep game in check; UMass ready
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

When the ninth-ranked University of

Massachusetts men's lacrosse team takes

the low road to battle St. John's Universi-

ty, tomorrow at 3:30 p.m. in Jamaica, N.Y..

a spectacle the likes which has only been
seen once befoif is expected to happen
again.

After falling to the Gorillas, 9-6. last year

in a defensive struggle between goalies, the

Redmen were so impressed with Gorilla

goalie Sal LoCascio that they sought out

a Suffolk ('(uinty Sal to put in their nets.

Track notebook

Men's track
coining off
solid victory

By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's
track team has been on a roll as of late.

Taking first in a four-team meet hosted

by the University ofNew Hampshire last

weekend at Hampton, N.H.^ the
Minutemen are looking to continue their

dominance in the middle distance events

and grab another victory this weekend at

Northeastern University.

Going up against the number one out-

door track team in New England, the

Minutemen will have to carry all the

momentum they can into the encounter
with defending champion Northeastern
University. Besides contending with the

track power, the team will also have to

concentrate their efforts on both Brown
University and Southern Connecticut
University. The two are among the top six

teams in New England.

"Northeastern has the best depth and
balance of any team in New England.

Southern Connecticut features real good

continued on page 14

"Sal LoBasco, he's another great Italian

goalie from Suffolk County," St. John's

head coach William Miltenberg said of his

freshman netminder. "Like your Sal, he's

all over the place. We'll have to keep him
chained to keep him in the cage."

LoBasco, out of West Islip High School

in New York, is the Redmen's new sensa-

tion threatening to bump the CJorillas' Sal

into the Sal Basement as he's racked up a

.724 save percentage in nine games.

"He's good, really good. I played against

him in high school and they beat us in over-

time because of him," LoCascio, a

sophomore from Lindenhurst. N.Y., said of

LoBasco.
So it has happened before. The two have

dueled. But now, the stakes are different.

Now LoCascio, an All-American a.^^ a

freshman last year, is the top dog.

Through three games, LoCascio has an
unblemished record at 3-0, with 37 saves

and an average of just 6.0 goals per game
behind a defense that Gorilla head coach

Dick Garber said needs to tighten up.

However, don't blow things out of proper

tion. If the UMass attack fires away the

way it has been firing, LoBasco woh't have
a chance. UMass assistant coach Guy Van
Arsdale, a three-time Division III Goalie-

ofthe-Year for Hobart between 1981-83,

doesn't think so anvwav.

"Save percentage can be a deceptive

thing. They play a lot of zone defense so

they can give him a fighting chance," he

said.

Following the Gorillas' 17-8 demolition

of the University of New Hampshire on

Saturday, the team is looking sharp.

"We've evolved at this stage to where we

think we're pretty well prepared to adjust

to anything a team can do," Garber said.

"Two weeks ago we weren't, but 1 think we
are now.
"Against St. John's I suspect we'll see a

lot of slow down against us. Over the years

u e'\ e been recognized as a fastbreak, run-

andgun team."

But being restrained by Garber to a tune

of 14.6 goals-per-game, the Gorillas look to

jump out early and expose any weaknesses

the competing Sal might have.

"I think we have better talent so it will

be up to them to play our game,"
sophomore midfielder David Avidon said.

"We'll try to get on the board early then

put it to them."
St. John's comes into the game with a

doormat-like 3-6 record but Garber doesn't

think the team is a living win.

"No, no, they are better than that. They
are a legitimate contending Division I

team," he said. "They're not getting kill-

ed by anyone." continued on page 16

Baseball postponed to today;
Rugby ready for home opener

Another day, another University of

Massachusetts baseball doubleheader
postponed.

In what has become the trend for this

season, yestei day's UMass doubleheader

against the University ofNew Hampshire
was postponed due to the heavy rains and
even snow New Hampshire got Monday.

The teams will try to play the twinbill to-

day in Durham, beginning at 1 p.m.

After today, UMass will play eight Atlan-

tic 10 games in the next six days. The

Minutemen. 6-7, are scheduled to play the

One man's
16 favorites
Last Fall, when my four favorite

baseball teams won their division cham-

pionships, I was in heaven.

During the NFL season, I was happy for

the Giants and Broncos.

Guess what? Now I'm going to tell you

why all 16 of my favorite NBA playoff-

qualifying teams will keep me in euphoria

through June.

You don't believe me do you? Hell, no

one can like that many teams and get

away with it right? Wrong. If everyone

can suddenly be a Mets, Hawks, Giants

or UNLV fan when no one gave a damn
about those teams a year ago, then I can

be any kind of fan I want

University of Rhode Island in jiuon

doubleheaders on Friday and Saturday and
St. Joseph's of Philadelphia in noon twin-

bills on Monday and Tuesday.

In other action this afternoon, the UMass
rugby club will play its home opener. The
team will play Amherst College at 3 p.m.

on the lower Boyden Field.

The rugby team recently participated in

the New England College Rugby Tourna-

ment, where it beat the University of Con-
necticut and lost to Boston College. Four
UMass players were named to the All-

tournament team.

I mean, if everyone is going tojump on

the winning team's bandwagon just as the

team gets hot, then why fool around? I

like everybody. Let's cover the bases. All

16, any 16. Let's eliminate any possibil-

ty of not being invited to a victory party.

Go Hawks, Mavericks, Celtics, Lakers

and other potential champions. I love you

Bill — until the smoke clears.

I hate trendy people. Let's take a stand.

It's time to set the trend. I'm not going

tojump on a bandwagon, I'm going to own

it.

While trendy Pub/Changes-potato types

switch sides as teams get eliminated, I'll

sit back and enjoy as my less-favorite

teams drop from sight until my all-time

favorites emerge as the true champions

I've come to expect.

Let's talk NBA. Who's going to win it

all? I am because no matter who wins it,

I'll be slapping five with some other

pseudo-fan who suddenly remembered his

distant cousin had a tryout with the

winning team maaaaaany years ago.

Why do I care about the 16 teams? The

expert analysis follows:

1. L.A. Lakers — girlfriend from L.A.,

best record, and a wonderful fastbreak

against lame defenses that excites me.

2. Atlanta Hawks — I'm for any team

with a head coach and point-guard shorter

than I am.
3. Boston Celtics — Except for the

Yankees, you've got to go with tradition.

4. Philadelphia 76ers - Naturally,

allegiance goes to my home state. Plus,

Dr. J is from UMass and is a class act.

5. Detroit Pistons — The Silverdome

hosted Wrestlemania III for garsh sakes.

That's a feather in their caps. I'll bet Isiah

Thomas goofed around with Jake the

Snake.
6. Milwaukee Bucks — I've always felt

a second home in the city that inspired

Happy Days.

7. Chicago Bulls — Jordan's too good to

root against.

8. Washington Bullets — The Redskins

are from D.C. so there must be

consistency.

10. Indiana Pacers — I like Chuck
Person.

11. Dallas Mavericks — A closet favorite

since expansion.

12. Utah Jazz — I like Dr. Dunkenstein.

13. Houston Rockets — I rooted for them
over the Lakers last year. I can't change
now.

14. Portland Trailblazers — Anyone but

the Lakers.

15. Golden State Warriors - Ditto.

16. Seattle Supersonics — I hope these

guys make the playoff's because of the X-

Man. He's too cool.

Yeah, right. Come playoff time, too

many people are suddenly going to be

lifelong fans of the winning teams. Rare-

ly do I ever hear anyone pipe up about a

team until they're about to win it all.

Then, suddenly, some mystical tie to the

team develops.

Please, if you're one pfthose fans, don't

bug me during the NBA playoff

marathon. I'll admit it, last Fall's baseball

s^ff was unprecedented. But I took a lot

of crap for it.

If you're one of those people who wake
up in mid-June with a heaving feeling in

your gut, knowing that you copped out on

your favorite, or just joined the band-

wagon with your boyfriend, then I hope

you have to get a pinworm operation.

Munson 15 trial verdict:
not guilty on all charges

NORTHAMPTON - A crowd of 500 people cheered and chanted "CIA guilty as
charged" when 15 anti-CIA protestors emerged victoriously from the courthouse after
a verdict of not guilty was found on charges of trespassing and disorderly conduct.
The 15 were found innocent of charges stemming from their Nov. 24 occupation

of Munson Hall to protest CIA recruitment at the University of Massachusetts. Us-
ing a necessities defense, the defendants said that their misdemeanor crimes were
necessary to prevent "the greater evils of the CIA."
The verdict is seen as an affirmation of that defense. The jury, composed of four

continued on page 9
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GREAT BALLS O' FIRE —UMass students strut their stuff during a basketball game in

Southwest Residential Area late yesterday afternoon.

UMass Jazz Ensemble wins gold medal
By CORINNA J. MOEBIUS
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts Jazz Ensemble I won
the gold medal last weekend in the first annual Musicfest

U.S.A. held in Chicago.
The festival competition, hosted by Downbeat magazine,

involved 73 b.^nds categorized as big band, electric or jazz

combo, or vocal jazz ensemble. Under the collegiate-level

classification, the UMass Jazz Ensemble was chosen from

12 finalists, including Ohio State University, for its na-

tionally recognized jazz program
Director Jeff Holmes cited several reasons for the band's

success at the Musicfest. "This group goes in there feel-

ing as though they're privileged to participate and they

present themselves that way," Holmes said.

"We approached it as a normal performance, a relaxed

performance," .said drummer John Nathan.
Nathan said that their lack of awards at the Notre Dame

jazz festival, in which they also participated during their

four-day tour, was on account of not being relaxed. "There

was more pressure to win, to prove something. . . looking

back on it now, that wasn't the right attitude," he said.

At Musicfest 1987, jazz ensemble members heeded

Holmes' advice to not worry about winning, but to play

to the best of their abilities. continued on page 1€

SAO business
manager dispute
continues
By KARL ROOKEY
Collegian Staff

Negotiations continue on whether the business manager
of the Student Activities Office should be on the Student

Government Association Budgets Committee and what
her role should be in providing them with information,

ofTicials said yesterday.

The Student Activites Office Council, which is compos-

ed of student leaders and SAO staffmembers, is mediating

the talks concerning the role of the business manager,

Judith Lovitz, said Bob Griffin, speaker of the Student

Senate and chairman of the council.

Those involved in the issue are expected to remain

silent. Griffin said. This policy, while it withholds infor-

mation from the public, preserves the delicate relations

between the parties involved, he said.

SAO Director Randi Donant would not comment on the

issue.

Nate Moore, chairman of the Budgets Committee, said

that Lovitz' prospective position on the committee was not

the only problem. Moore said that the staff professionals,

who have been providing the committee with information

on the Registered Student Organizations they advise, said

Lovitz should screen the information.

"Last .summer, recognizing that the programmers had

valuable information, I requested that they prepare

reports on the groups they work with." Moore said. The
programmers gave the reports to Michael Jones, the pro-

gram manager, from whom Moore said he received the

information for presentation to the committee. He said

the system worked well.

Jones agreed that it was a success.

"It was a risk I took as committee chairman." Moore
said. "This (direct administration input] is something the

committee has never done."

Jones said that the consultation of the program stafl'was

a new policy and said that he was pleased with it.

"(Moore) made a good faith effort to get our input last

fall on the evaluation of these organizations," Jones said.

Moore said that if Lovitz assumes the responsibility of

presenting the information, "the information we get will

not be raw direct data. She will be between (Jones) and

the Budgets Committee," Moore said. He said he cannot

understand . . „„„ 7continued on page 7
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Hospital studies
Hinckley papers,
retracts request
WASHINGTON (AP) - Officials of a mental hospital to-

day withdrew their request that presidential assailant

John W. Hinckley Jr. he given a 12-hour pass to visit his

family over the Easter weekend.

The hospital said it needed time to study "writings and

other materials" discovered in a court ordered sear'rh of

Hinckley's room Tuesday night. U.S. District Judge Bar-

rmgton D. Parker accepted the hospital's decision and said

he would rule later on a request by the U.S. attorney's

ofTice to seal documents and writings taken from Hinckley

Monday.
Parker had been reviewing Hinckley's letters and

papers to determine his mental condition in the wake of

revelations he had corresponded with Florida serial killer

Theodore Bundy.
The hospital, in a letter to the court earlier today, said

it needed to examine Hinckley's writings "which were

here-to-fore unexamined by the hospital staff." Officials

gave no further indication of what the writings were.

Officials of St. Elizabeth's where Hinckley was sent in

1982 after shooting President Reagan, made their request

as Parker was preparing to continue a hearing Thursday

on the application for the pass.

The application was withth-awn after prosecutors reveal-

ed that Hinckley corresponded last year with Bundy. Two
of Bundy 's letters to Hinckley were found in Hinckley's

room at St. Elizabeths, Bundy, who is appealing his death

sentence for three 1978 murders, told authorities that he

received three or four letters from Hinckley and had writ-

ten him back two or three times.

In a letter to Parker, St. Elizabeths said it was

withdrawing the visit request "in order to further assess

the clinical significance of writings and other materials

belonging to Mr. Hinckley" that were found in his room.

Dr. Harold Thomas, a hospital spokesman, said the ad

ditional writings, were found last night when Secret Ser-

vice agents searched Hinckley's room as directed by the

judge.

Prosecutors said in court papers filed Tuesday that Hin-

ckley did not tell his psychiatrist about his correspondence

with Bundy until April 7, two weeks after the hospital

had requested the Easter visit.

In a March 23 letter to the judge, hospital officials had

recommended that Hinckley be allowed to make an

unescorted visit to his family over the Easter weekend,

saying such a privilege would be "therapeutic and
beneficial" to his treatment.

AP photo

Police move in to make arrests Tuesday as student demonstrators staged a sit-down at Istan-

bul University. At least 95 students were arrested in demonstrations across Turkey protesting

proposed legislation that would abolish existing student unions and make membership in

a new union compulsory.

Accused war criminal deported to Panama
WASHINGTON (AP) — Accused Nazi war criminal Karl

Linnas is to be deported to Panama, the World Jewish

Congress said Wednesday.
Attorney General Edwin Meese made the decision to

deport Linnas to Panama instead of to the Soviet Union,

said Eli M. Rosenbaum, the general counsel for the Jewish

group and a former war crimes prosecutor for the Justice

Department.
Department spokesman Patrick Korten refused to com-

ment on Rosenbaum's assertion. Linnas and his attorneys

have been waging a court campaign to delay his deporta-

tion to the Soviet Union while they and the Justice

Department searched for another country that will accept

him.
Linnas. a Long Island resident, has been condemned to

death in abstentia in the Soviet Union for his reported

role in Nazi executions and abuse of Jews and other

prisoners in the Tartu concentration camp he is said to

have run in Estonia during World War II.

The Jewish group had wanted Linnas deported to the

Soviet Union.
In a telephone interview from New York, Rosenbaum

called Meese's reported decision "a subversion of justice

in monumental proportions."

Linnas, a native of Estonia, was stripped of his U.S.

citizenship in 1981 after the U.S. District Court in

Westbury, N.Y., found that he had hidden his wartime

role in Estonia when he entered the United States in 1951

and when he became a naturalized citizen in 1980, he has

been jailed in New York since last April.

CORRECTION—In yesterday's story about Dr. Mary Berry, who spoke Tuesday night on achieving equal oppor-

tunity in American society at Amherst College, a portion of her speech was misinterpreted. The paragraph should

have read, "The Reagan administration's theory of self-help as the answer to equal opportunity is no help to our side."

APPLY TO LIVE IN THE

GERMAN OR JAPANESE LANGUAGE SUITES

IN BROWN HOUSE FOR FALL 1987
Language Suites provide the unique opportunity to:

• Share a close living environment with students in

learning and practicing the language;

• Live with native speakers of the language;

• Enroll in a one-credit conversation course each
semester taught by a qualified instructor.

THIS IS A UNIQUE & ENRICHING EXPERIENCE!

APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE AT THE RESIDENTIAL

I
ACADEMIC PROGRAMS OFFICE B-35 BRETT HOUSE .

1

I
i

'
1

'
I

'
1

BRETT HOUSE STUDENT
DIVERSITY PROGRAMMING

CORRIDOR
Brett House invites you to attend an information

session to hear about our new
RESIDENTIAL EDUCATION ACADEMIC PROGRAM.
The pilot program will provide a live and learn

academic exprience in our cultural diversity.

WHERE:
WHEN:
TIlViE:

Brett House Main Lounge

Wednesday, April 15, 1987

7:00 PM
eeaoooooooeo

THURSDAY
APRIL 16TH
3:00 SHOW

$2.00

BE THERE
SJ.SJKOO
SHOWS $2,S0

CAMPUS CENTER

AUDITORIUM

M
Northampton

Bowl

THURSDAY NIGHT 8:45 to Close

Bowl Every Other Game
FREE

WITH A COLLEGE I.D.

ooooooooooooooooooooeeooeooi

525 Pleasant St Northampton 584-4830

Call For Reservation
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WET ALL OVER -Kevin O'Neil, left, trudges out of the campus pond, while students, right, splash it up in a battle of the sexes.

Students paddle on pond in Outing Club canoes
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

Spring has sprung. Yesterday afternoon the sun was
shining, the birds were singing, the frisbees were flying

and students were canoeing in the Campus Center pond.

Outing Club members brought canoes to the pond at

about 10 a.m. yesterday. Students explored the murky

waters and dodged the ducks free of charge until about

3:30 p.m.

"The boats are actually owned by the students." said

Outing Club member Lesley Quinn. "We've been doing

this for a number of years on bright, sunny days."

The boats were purchased with money from the Stu-

dent Activities Trust Fund that undergraduates pay on

their semester bills.

About 60 students took advantage of the opportunity

to use the epuipment. Many who returned to shore were

somewhat less than dry.

Bob "Boris" Berger and Kevin O'Neill overturned their

canoe in the middle of the pond. As he stood in the waist-

deep wate»\ Berger said, "there's a living creature in

there and it tips over canoes!"

First year students Dave Lipton and Jannik Jelmberg

agreed that canoeing was "better than classes." While

paddling along, Lipton and Jelmberg said they spotted

"big goldfish."

"We were looking at them when we got bombarded
with water," Lipton said.

Senior Marv Toran said, "we had a ball." Toran and

senior Paula Smith were dripping wet when they step-

ped out of their canoe. "We planned this all along,"

Toran said.

Christopher Husgen, who went out on the pond twice,

said, "you could see the whole campus from a duck's

point of view."

The Outing Club offers canoeing trips to students at

a minimal cost, said club Treasurer Mike April. "We of-

fer beginner white-water paddling trips every weekend.

Trips are posted on the bulletin board next to the Stu-

dent Union Ballroom," he said.

"Since they own the boats, students only pay for gas

and a minimal white-water fee we charge for wear and

tear on the boats," April said. "I went on a beginner trip

and it cost me $5 for about four hours of entertainment."

Senate grants $1,500
loan for Washington trip
By KARL ROOKEY
Collegian Staff

After lengthy debate, the Undergraduate

Student Senate decided last night to loan

$1,500 to the Organization for Marxist

Studies.

The motion to receive funds was propos-

ed by a senator who is a member of the

organization. It was designed to provide a

cut of $10 in the cost ofbus tickets for those

University of Massachusetts students

wishing to travel to Washington, D.C. to

participate in civil disobedience on April

25.

The conservative faction said that pro-

viding the funds to the group would set the

dangerous precedent of providing funding

for anyone who had a cause they wished to

protest.

"I don't think student funds should be us-

ed to support a specific ideology," said

Cashin House Senator Tony Rudy. He ask-

ed senators to look past whether they sup-

ported the issue to the possibility that they

might "take the Student Activities Trust

Fund and change the name to the Student

Activities Lobbying Fund."

During debate. Senator Arthur Stevens

of John Adams Tower amended the motion

by substituting the word 'loan" for "give."

That way, he said, the gi'oup would be able

to pay for the busses but the loan would not

take away from funds available for other

activities.

While trying to respond to Stevens'

amendment. Senator Nick Komar of Louis

House noted a flaw in the method in which

the funds would be used.

"The money would be used to give

students a discount on their tickets," he

said. "Those people who have already paid

would get back $10."

According to SGA Treasurer Katherine

Strickland, the use of SATF funds as

refunds is illegal. As she questioned

representatives of the group in order to

clear up the technicalities she found that

the tickets were not being sold thi-ough Tix

Unlimited, the campus ticket vending

agency.

Due to the confusion Strickland asked

that the motion be tabled for 10 minutes,

allowing the senate to finish an-

nouncements and pass the proposed $1 op-

tional child care fee that will appear on the

next semester bill.

The fee would be placed in the Universi-

ty Child Care account where it would be

exempt from any deductions. The money

within the account would form a separate

fund to be managed by a committee of five

undergraduate students, two of whom
would be appointed by the SGA president.

The other three would be appointed by the

Commuter Area Government.

When the previous motion returned to

the floor, the original version was defeated

by a voice vote. The final approval of a loan

for $1,500 to the group was passed 29 votes

to 27.

I ollfgian photo by P-wl Franz

BLAZE OF LIGHT -A PVTA bus riding through the center of Amherst becomes strings

of light in this five second time exposure shot.

Car ignitions reported ripped out of cars
ll _ . i_:l_ .^.n-t-^r.^ cinlon -it U-l."^ n m

A duffel bag containing $90 worth of sports equipment

was found at 3:15 p.m. Tuesday in a stairwell in Boyden

Gymnasium after it was robbed of its contents, Universi-

ty of Massachusetts police said.

In other police reports:

• An attempted theft of a 1967 Ford Mustang was

reported at 4 p.m. Tuesday from lot 44 after the owner

noticed the ignition had been pulled out, police said.

• An attempted theft of a 197^ Chevrolet was reported

at 9:15 p.m. Tuesday from lot 44 after the owner noticed

the ignition had been pulled out, police said.

• A ia<o vjiusinobile was reported stolen at 9:15 p.m.

Tuesday from P lot near the stadium, police said.

• Police recovered a 1972 Chevrolet that was reported

stolen from Springfield at 1:40 a.m. Wednesday after it

was found in the School of Education parking lot, police

said.

• Police were informed by a male student at 8.40 p.m.

near Franklin Dining Commons that property he lent a

friend had not been returned, police said.

The man was asking about his options, police said.

-ELLEN M. NOLAN said.

Union critizes

legislators for

delayed raises
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

Members of the faculty-librarian union at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts are still waiting for pay raises they

were promised last October, and in an open letter to the

UMass faculty, the union president criticized the Dukakis

administration for "sitting on" the legislation.

Massachusetts Society of Professors President John R.

Nelson said he has received "a lot of reaction from the

faculty," regarding the letter he drafted on April 6.

Faculty members are "very supportive of the letter and

generally very critical of state policy," he said.

The society and its counterpart on the University's

Boston campus reached agreement on Oct. 30 on a new

contract calling for across-the board and merit increases

totalling about 25 percent over the next three years. The

legislation was submitted to the governor by the Board

of Regents of Higher Education on February 5.

The letter criticized the legislative process and Gov.

Michael S. Dukakis, and urged union members to voice

their frustrations,

"As of today, the bill has not moved from his [Dukakis]

jurisdiction, and it is obvious that he is keeping it for the

maximum time allowed by Massachusetts statute to

"study" the bill," the letter states.

"No amount of telephoning or questioning has made a

bit of difference. Why? Because significant interest ac-

crues from our money, interest we will never receive." the

letter states. "The process so outrages every notion of

decency or equity that it cries out for reform."

Since the letter was drafted, the legislation has moved,

Nelson said. "The legislation moved on April 7, which was

beyond his [Dukakis) deadline by '',l;,7;;;,/"»r days," he
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ADIRONDACK MUSIC'S
SPRING STEREO SALE

EVERYTHING THAT CAN BE SOLD WILL BE SOLD
AND THESE AREN'T PRICES THAT WILL DRIVE

YOU CRAZY, JUST MAKE YOU REAL HAPPY WITH
YOURSELF AND ADIRONDACK MUSIC,

THE STEREO PROFESSIONALS.

SHARP RGB304 HIGH POWER AUTO
REVERSE CASSETTE AM/FM STEREO
20 Watts per channel

includes normal installation

Save over $100 !!

(does not include installation

kits, parts or speakers)

$99 .95

Eld
& Q 5 n
B' B' n a

3

Repeat of a sellout EPI LSR 22

Digital indash AM/FM stereo cassette

with auto reverse, high power, DNR,

bass and treble controls (refurbished

units) and a pair of Panasonic 361 6"

full range speakers. A $350 value just ...

$149 .95

PANASONIC SLPN10
PORTABLE
COMPACT DISC
PLAYER
Carrying case, battery pack,

charger and stereo

connecting cable ...just ...

EPI T/E120 II 10" 2WAY
BOOKSHELF SPEAKERS

15-100 WATTS
blemished cabinets

$320/pr value

full new five year

EPI warranty

$199 .95

$249 .95

PANASONIC HF3
HEADPHONES
AM/FM STEREO
PORTABLE

ON SALE
JUST ...

Stereo Headphone Radio

SUPER BLASTER PRICE REDUCTIONS
YOUR CHOICE M

THE SANYO MW730 high speed dubbing AM/FM
stereo cassette portable. A $179.95 value or ...

THE PANASONIC RXCW26 Dubbing portable with

detachable speakers. A $149.95 value

$39.95 YOUR
CHOICE $119.95

adirondack music
AMHERST

15 East Pleasant Street

253-3100

GREENFIELD
239 Main Street

772-6803
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Twister game
challenges
world record
1,000 people pre-registered

By ADAM LAVINE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts yearbook The Index,

along with WHMP-FM and Coca-Cola of Northampton are

sponsoring an attempt next month to break the world

record for the amount of people involved in a Twister

game.

The event. "TWISTER CHALLENGE," will begin at

noon May 2 at the campus pond. A deejay from WHMP
will be calling the colors from a massive spinner lent by

the Milton Bradley Company.

In the game of Twister, the aim is to test the agility of

a large group. An unlimited amount of players contort

themselves, trying to place hands and feet on multi-colored

dots on large vinyl sheets. The winners are the last peo-

ple left standing.

For example, one move would be "Right foot yellow, left

hand green," which would be called out to participants

by the deejay.

According to Heidi Lieblein, an organizer of the event,

pre-registration has been highly successful. "So far we

have about 1,000 people registered. Two thousand more

T-shirts are exnected Friday,' she said.

The event is an attempt to break the current Guinness

World Record of the Twister game made last May by 4,034

students at SUNY at Albany. Lieblein is confident that

Umass will be able to break Albany's record, she said.

"By being a large school, we're able to get people united

in a large force to do something as large as a world record-

breaking Twister game," Lieblein said.

Students interested in registering for the event should

purchase tickets at TIX Unlimited in the Student Union

or at the Index office in 103 Campus Center.

Photo by Chuck AkrI

LET THE SUN SHINE IN - Students enjoy the first rays of spring by basking in the sun

in Southwest Residential Area yesterday afternoon.
^

Demeo aims for student empowerment
Bv JENNIFER DEMPSEY
Collegian Staff

On April 1st, Joe Demeo accepted the responsibility of

representing 19,400 lives on this campus.

When asked what would make a person want to assume

the role of Student Government Association president

Demeo said, "I felt I had a lot of experience and was the

best person out there for the job. This office can do an in-

credible amount; it just depends on how well the person

will apply that."

He is looking forward to the upcoming year with "great

student government officers as well as committee chairs."

he said.

Demeo called his platform "Student Empowerment." He
said he wants equal representation from "special interest

groups"and average students.

He said his main focal point for the upcoming year is

"issues affecting the average student: oversubscription of

classes, overstepping policies, etc."

His plans are to concentrate on protecting the rights of

average students because "the extremes, the Radical Stu-

dent Union and the Conservative Alliance, are extreme-

ly active. They have their leadership. What I don't think

A UMass/Boston Summer

of course.

A distinguished faculty and impressive facilities.

Liberal arts, management, education, and science courses.

Daytime and evening classes-over 400 sections.

Sessions beginning June 1 and July 13.

Affordable tuition- $54 per credit for undergraduates.

Convenient Harbor Campus und downtown locations.

Summet at UMass/Boston— of course.

UMass/Boston
Vbuf Public Umwersilv

Make yOu» summer a UMass/Boscn summer For a tree summer bull.

send in the coupon or call 929 7933

Addres^a

Ciiy St.iiH Zip

Thu iKt««tti»emenl appe

Reii»n lo

Division ol Conlinuiria Education

Univ*r«ity ol rHm»»mdhu»mnt m Boston

HdfUoi Carripus

Boston, MA 021 26 3393

DC

, « no WPWt*" to 'f* Commoo««»ltb

has the representation is the average student. That's what

I'm here to protect."

Since he has attended the University of Massachusetts,

he has seen the administration overstep its boundaries,

he said.

"What I have seen since I was a freshman was the

bureaucracy taking an increasingly larger role. I want to

see more community on this campus. In the residence

halls, the administration breaks up the community, stifles

any freedom students have there. I think a lot of what
goes on in the bureaucracy breaks up community," he

said.

He said the Alcohol Policy reflects his attitude.

"My stance on the Alcohol Policy is not because I want
to see crazy parties in the residence halls. It's basic stu-

dent rights. The Alcohol Policy treat students like

children. All I'm advocating for is there to be representa-
tion, not prohibition."

Concerned about "militant RD's," he wants "the
message out to freshmen next year: housing is here to
facilitate academic and personal goals. Housing Services
often oversteps bounds and assumes more authority than
it truly has. Question authority there."

TAoXiTTrElrlcrfoRs""'

§99 & UP

K40 •UNIDEN

WHISTLER • GIL

LOWEST PRICES • LARGE SELECTION
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RECORDS, TAPES, CDs

Maxell XL2
! Box of 10 For
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Maxell XL11S
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10 For $24.99
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48 N. Pleasant St - 253-9209
M - Sat 11-7; Sun 12-6
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Police arrest Amherst man
for assaulting officer

Photo l\\ C'hui-k Akfl

SOAKING UP KNOWLEDGE -Graduate history student Klaus

Mayr takes advantage of pood weather to readmUside^

By EDWARD SYRON
Collegian Correspondent

A 32year-old Amherst man was arrested

and later charged with disorderly conduct

ami assault and battery of a police officer

after he allegedly interfered with the tow-

ing of an illegally parked car belonging to

another person at 10:03 a.m. Tuesday on

Allen Street, Amherst police said.

The man argued with and jumped the of-

ticer. who injured his left hand in the strug-

i\v hofore making the arrest.

In other reports:

• More than $500 total damage occurred

after an 18-year-old man lost control of his

car while traveling south on North East

Street and skidded across the road, destroy

ing a mailbox and smashing into another

vehicle driven by a 48-year-old Pelham

woman, at 6:25 p.m. Tuesday, police said.

The man was cited with speeding and

failure to stay within marked lanes.

• A red ten-speed bicycle was reported

stolen at 9:09 a.m. Tuesday from a North

East Street residence, police said

• A 26-year-old Northampton man was

arrested at 2:16 p.m. Tuesday in Amherst

center and was turned over to state police

after Amherst officers, "checking him for

suspicious activity," found warrants in his

name for motor vehicle violations issued by

the state police, police said.
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Commission on Civility hears suggestions to fight racism

Commission holds first hearing
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

The Chancellor's Commission on Civility held the first

of seven planned public sessions last night and heard 15

people's suggestions for improving the racial climate on

campus.
These suggestions included civility education, increas-

ed funding to minority programs, more faculty-student in-

teraction, reducing the number of first year students who

live in the Southwest Residential Area and increasing the

number of minority staff and faculty members.

Commission member Jay Savereid explained the pur-

pose of the commission and the public sessions to about

50 people, who were mainly faculty members.

•'We are a conduit." he said. The hearings are being held

"to bring a wide range of constructive ideas to the cam-

pus on issues of racism and issues of oppression." The

topics to be adressed at each session came out of a human

relations forum and Civility Commission discussion, he

.said.

Savereid read from a commission statement outlining

the issues of the evening. "We need a public commitment

to civility and diversity issues as an explicit part of the

culture of the Amherst Campus. Previous ideas brought

to campus include: guaranteeing its inclusion in a publish-

ed mission statement and other publications, especially

those aimed at prospective students; strengthening cur-

ricular offerings and requirements." it states.

"The emphasis is on what we ought to do rather than

what ha? ironc on " SavoroiH '^>'"^

• business manager

Jeff Hirsch of the mental health department called for

"clear straightforward messages" to be sent. "Everyone,

not just students needs to be held accountable for actions.

Hirsch also suggested that University police shou d be

"disarmed as a statement for everyone, but particularly

to opressed groups that this is a campus for everyone.'

Barbara McGlynn of the University Staff Association

said "Racism becomes a scapegoat for sexism and

classism," and called for more diversity among the staff.

Jesse Ortiz of the department of public health said there

is a problem with "lack of clarification," and said issues

have "to be spelled out so the community knows where

we stand." . „

Paul Barrows, director of the Collegiate Committee tor

the Education of Black and Minority Students, said

UMass needs "strong leadership."

"I would give the chancellor some credit for moving m
that direction," he said. Barrows said CCEBMS advisors

are overextended, and pointed to a need for more funding

for the program.

The issues to be discussed at the sessions were propos-

ed bv both the Hurst Report and Chancellor Joseph D.

Duffey. Frederick A. Hurst, a member of the

Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination, was

called in bv Duffey to investigate the Oct. 27 brawl in

Southwest." Ten students were treated for injuries follow

ing the fight, which Hurst found to be racially motivated.

There will be another public .session to discuss changes

in the residential system at 7 p.m. today in Campus

Center 904-908.

continued from paae 1

why Jones would want to

add an extra level of

bureaucracy.

Jones would not comment

on the reasons for the

change.

The entire situation has

• union pay raises
continued from page 3

"The reason he could not

sign it on April 3 was that

he was campaigning,"
Nel.son said. The legislation

must go through 13 more

steps before the money is

distributed.

"It will probably take five

to six weeks for across-the-

board raises," Nelson said.

"We probably won't see the

merit money until July or

August."

The letter praised the ef-

forts of Rep. Stan Rosenberg

and Sen. John Olver for

their efforts on getting "the

pay package off Gov.

Dukakis's desk and to the

Legislature."

been difficult, Moore said,

due to the position he has

chosen to take, but he will

continue to work for the

resolution of the problem.

"Throughout the last year

as Budgets chair, I've tried

to be open and strengthen

the trust element between

the administration and

students," he said. The add-

ed level of bureaucracy will

hinder the realization of

that goal, he said.

Test evaluates
white sensitivity

By MARION TINSLEY
Collegian Staff

The Black Intelligence Test of Cultural Homogenei-

ty, a vocabulary test of Afro-American expressions that

is administered to whites, measures sensitivity and

responsiveness to the black experience, a University of

Massachusetts professor said yesterday.

The test, created by Robert L. Williams in 1972, con-

sists of 100 multiple choice items in which slang terms

are matched to a translation that may also be slang. Mat

ching one urban slang term with another makes the test

difficult for the person who picks up their slang from

middle-cla.ss America, said Dr. Ron Hamilton, professor

of psychology and education.

'The development of the test was during a time of con

troversy over the role that culture plays in tests, such

as the IQ and the SAT test." he said. "The criticism was

that the questions on these important tests were culture

loaded."

The major purpose of the test is to prove that it is

harder for people who aren't familiar with the black

culture. By taking street slang seriously, BITCH

dramatizes the concept of cultural pluralism. By turn-

ing the table, it shows educated whites that it is possi

hie to build a te.st from a black perspective and have those

from a white-middle class society perform poorly.

By not taking the word "intelligent" seriously, BITCH

attempts to discredit the worth of the IQ test which is

the accepted medium of measuring intelligence,

Hamilton said.

"BITCH is not an IQ test and it should not be labeled

as such. The point of the test is to mea.sure the level of

sensitivity of whites about black culture," Hamilton said.

"I always felt that people were getting hung up by label

ing the test as an IQ test and by doing that they dismiss

ed the author's point."

BITCH does not measure what people already know

— it measures the capacity to learn, he said.

Hamilton said that the bias that appears in the test

is not only cultural, but regional and sexual as well. "If

there are questions that ask about a sport that is

dominated by males it is obviously bias toward women.

Bias seemed to have crept into the testing system, ifs

just that race and sex have generated the most interest."

he said.

Educators have said that one shortcoming of the test

is that it is predominantly composed of verbal com-

prehension la strong component of most inteWmince
tnixtiiiucd <in [Hi^- "

THE
EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

JOURNALISTIC STUDIES

DATE: THURSDAY, APRIL 16, 1987

TIME: 8:00 PM

LOCATION: CAMPUS CENTER 163

SPONSORED BY:

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
JOURNALISTIC STUDIES

This is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss their

experiences in the working world. Don't miss this important

panel discussion!

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

Robert Stein. '81

Andrea Conley, '83

Fran Basche, '81

Eric Janszen, '81

David Gram, '80

Science Writer

United Press International

Public Relations

Boston Aquarium

Associate Account Executive

Miller Associates

Product Manager
Stratus Computer Company

News Reporter

Associated Press

For more information, please contoct;

University Placement Service. University Career Center
" ^ 545-2224

Don't Be A Number.
Be Number 1

The University of Massachusetts

MInuteman Marching Band, known as one

of the best bands on the East Coast, is a

mix of fun, hard work, and lasting friend-

ships. We perform at home and away foot-

ball games as well as special shows at the

Big E and New England Patriots games. If

you play an instrument or want to do

colorguard, come check us out.

The Power And Class of

New England Wants You!
^
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PROFS, GIVE YOUR STUDENTS A BREAK

JEFFERY AMHERST BOOKSHOP •

THE TEXTBOOK ALTERNATIVE

•Longer more convenient hours

•A real bookstore, not a warehouse

• 10% discount on books (non-course)

and school supplies

•Visa, Master Card accepted

•Friendly, pleasant shopping environment

TEXTBOOK ORDERS ACCEPTED ANYTIME

Jeffery Amherst

Bookshop

55 S. Pleasant St Amherst

253-3381 256-8735
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Crowd supports defendants in CIA trial
^^"^^^^ "^^^Mrlr __ ^ .._...„„ ,w..r«11vtnokDlace Vietnam War veteran Brian Jensen said -in vv^r we

By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON ~ As the anti-CIA protesters emerg-

ed victorious from Hampshire County District Court at

4:30 p.m. yesterday, a crowd of about 400 greeted them

with applause that resounded through the downtown area.

"You're just as much a part of this as we are," Joseph

Rubin, one of the defendants, yelled to the crowd from

behind a mass of reporters and cameramen.

The crowd, which had begun gathering in front of the

courthouse since about 9 a.m., was comprised of students

from the five colleges and area residents. Most of them

had come to show their support for the 15 defendants, in-

cluding activists Abbie Hoffman and Amy Carter, who

were acquitted of charges of trespassing and disorderly

conduct for occupying Munson Hall at the University of

Massachusetts last November.

Many of the defendants' supporters had marched down

Main Street from Smith College where a rally took place

in the early afternoon to show support for the defendants^

About 200 students attended the rally, which was aimed

at raising awareness about the CIA's violations The ral^

ly drew a parallel between the Nicaraguan civil war and

the Vietnam War, according to organizers.

John Schursharch, a member of the Veteran s Peace Ac-

tion Group, had urged the crowd to participate in the

march and called the trial a historical event.

"I've been on trial again and again when the key word

was "irrelevant,"' he said, and added that the prosecu-

tion of the protesters' trial would probably also call their

arguments irrelevant. u u^^
As a member of the action group, Schursharch has

visited Central America in peace-keeping missions, tor

which he was imprisoned for two years, he said^

He showed the audience pieces of wood and metal that

had ripped off Nicaraguan people's legs as they were

under attack hv the contra rebels, he said.

Vietnam War veteran Brian Jensen said, "in war we

kill each other; in [the Vietnam] war Americans were kill-

ing one another."

"We are living in insanity and unfortunately that war

was closer to sanitv than those people who are running

the wars," said Jensen, who joined the crowd to march

toward the courthouse.
^

Laurie Bouck. one of the organizers, called the rally an

extension" of the gathering of people outside the

courthouse. . ^. ^u j <•

They both expressed optimism as to whether the defen-

dants would be acquitted.
.,u n^^ a

"I think it would be a major blow against the CIA and

the Reagan administration," Peltier said.

However, as some protesters say. yesterday s victory

might have just been the beginning of the "major blow.

They announced an anti-CIA demonstration to take place

in Washington D.C. April 25 and urged everyone stan-

ding outside the courthouse to join.

* test

mm

continued from page 7

tests], so it lacks other means of testing intelligence.

Another shortcoming with the test is the ever-changing

meaning of slang words.

Hamilton said that in the past 10 years there's been

an effort within the educational testing system to rec-

tify and research the meaning of bias, how il h.is gotten

into the testing system, and how to detect it.

CollFgian photo by Byrne Guarnotia

Hundreds of supporters of the defendants in the Munson 15 trial gather outside Northamp-

ton courthouse late yesterday morning to await the verdict
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women and two men rangmg

in age from 30 to 77 years old, seemed to agree with the

defense's assertion that the defendants had a legitimate

purpose for opposing the activities of the CIA. Under the

dcctnne of necessity that would mean that the activities

of the CIA are considered worse than a misdemeanor

°
D^ftmse attorney Leonard Weinglass said, "With such

a mainstream jury, that they delivered this verdict is a

VI TV powerful statement."

The jubilant defendants said that they were successful

in "putting the CIA on trial." Weinglass told the crowd

"this case wasn't defended, it was prosecuted.

Prosecutor Dinane Fernald disagreed. "The CIA was not

on trial here. We tried the case based on the simple tacts

we had for trespassing and disorderly conduct. Asked

al.out her personal beliefs about the case and the CIA.

Kernald replied: "Ask me tomorrow."

"I was a bit disappointed but I wasn't surprised.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey said. "I'm disappointed ha

the iurv didn't give some thought to other questions that

have been raised. Such as what this verdict implies to the

question of relation between means and ends, and what

are the limits to what one can do based on their sense of

moral outrage. Tho.se are serious questions in a free socie-

ty The jurors haven't seemed to address those questions.

"As sympathetic as many of us are - and I m sym-

pathetic with some of the perspectives of the

demonstrators - what occurred, if you re talking about

some kind of civic dialogue, wasn t the full story. Du t-

fev said "In other words, there was little recognition that

Uu. dfCSKHis being protested regarding the activities ot

our government m Central America can t be laid simply

at the door of the CIA. That's too easy.

Many of the defendants believe this trial marks the

beginning of a national student movement protesting the

actions of the CIA in Central America. "This isn t the end,

it's just the beginning," said veteran activist and deten-

dant Abbie Hoffman.

Defendant and UMass student Jason Pramas said the

action of the defendants "destroys the myth of the dooms-

day generation. We are no longer silent. We are politiciz-

ed and we're going to go down to Washington to show

them just how politicized we are.
. f *u«

Amy Carter, the defendant who brought much of the

national attention to this trial, said the trial ^^ows that

the people can make decisions on their own. That we

aren't necessarily taking in all the stuff that we're force

?ed over the news every night by President Rea^a- ^f
that students around the country and around the world

will have a victory to look up to.

''u„W^er"ty"'omc,als are reluctant to say if the verdict

will have an impact on recruitment fj. icy^

Many of the defendants are "relieved that the trial .s

„vBr The trial has taken its toll on the grades and nerves

is^'r and all these people are going away so quickly.

COME TO THE WRITING CENTER
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Rabbit test reasoning cosmetic
"Left over from the '408, the Draize test

is used to measure the irritancy of pro-

ducts that may get into a person's eyes.

The gentle rabbit is used because his eyes

do not produce tears as human eyes do .

. . . (into the eye) the technician drops

some milligrams of a substance to be

tested .... The rabbits' eyes are then

observed at specific intervals to see how
severe the irritation is. Is the lid swollen?

The iris inflamed? The cornea ulcerated?

Are the rabbits blinded in that eye? The
results are noted on charts in case so-

meone files a lawsuit against the

manufacturer. The rabbits are then

destroyed."

Darren Garnick

The above excei-pt was taken from a

newsletter put out by the People for the

Ethical Treatment of Animals, a citizens'

group hoping to put an end to the millions

of senseless murders that take place each

year. Why are these animals being blind

ed'' Perhaps to find a cure for glaucoma.

No, we already found a cure for that. Well

then, perhaps a cure for some other life-

threatening disease is being sought. No,

unfortunately, these rabbits are hardly

martyrs for any noble cause. The reason

they lost first their sight and then their

lives is so a company can put a new brand

of nail polish remover, mascara, hairspray

vbfiAFiv

or f)ther cosmetic on the market.

Adding another shade of lipstick to the

already dozens available to the general

public is hardly a life-or-death issue. But
for the rabbits it is life or death, and more
often than not, they get death rather than
life. Buddy, a rabbit rescued by the PETA
after eight months in a testing laboratory.

is now paying the price for inhaling severe

concentrations of a new hairspray — brain

damage.
Many of the women who look at a bun-

o

ny rabbit and say. "'Oh, isn't he cute? " are

in effect unknowingly contributing to the

deaths of the rabbits' close friends and
relatives. The key phrase here is "new
and improved product on the market."

Plenty of items are already available.

Must more lives be lost so Susie can have

30 percent more bounce in her hair or

remove her nail polish 17 percent more
efficiently?

Cosmetics are hardly a rabbit's best

friend, but other products are senseless-

ly tested on them as well. Ever drink a

gallon of liquid bleach? Ever "wonder"
what would happen if you did? Chemical
compounds such as liquid bleach are force-

fed by tubes into the animals' systems to

see "just how long they can live." Sounds
like those scientists are learning a lot.

It's formally known as the Lethal Dose

50 Test. Large doses of floor wax and
detergents are irejected into the stomachs,

or under the skins of helpless beagles, rab-

bits and cats to determine the poison level

of the substance. Keep in mind that these

tests do not find out whether a substance

is poisonous. Common sense tells you

that. They just find out how poisonous it

is, so they can use the term "very

poisonous" on the warning label. Drink-

ing fioor wax is hazardous to your health,

regardless of whether it was tested on

animals.

The media, which needs the advertisers

for these products to survive, seldom ex-

poses the well-documented wa.ste of lives

in the animal research industry. Saving

human lives is one thing, but killing for

profit is quite another. If the results of

animal testing ai'e used toward finding a

cure for cancer, AIDS or muscular
dystrophy, fine. But slaughtering them in

the name of dishwashing liquid is ir-

responsible, unethical and downright
disgusting.

Darren Garnick is a Collegian

correspondent

'Education Police' inside of my head
Visions of Cheap Trick and the "Education Police" ping

like pinballs off the inner cranium walls; and pompous,
know-it-all, condescending idiots are the cause.

Jeffry Bartash

The University of Massachusetts — and the whole damn
country — is turning into an education camp resembling

a Soviet indoctrination session.

College students have no idea what they are doing (ex-

cept for the select-elite, self-righteous). Do this, do that.

That's it. The CIA is bad; drugs are bad; racism is bad.

The "Education Police" are out in full force — alarm-
ing, alienating and arresting. Instead of being protectors,

they have become assailants. If we don't believe what they
believe, they try to confine us within their moral jails.

Breakout is inevitable.

The CIA. What a fine soap opera taking place in Nor-
thampton the peist week. Students protest CIA recruiting

presence on campus. Amy and Abbie add A-bomb power.
They promise to enlighten an ignorant student body about
the illegal and immoral mega-terrible activities of the

CIA. They call forth witnesses to attest to raping and kill-

ing prowess of every single man and woman who works
for the CIA. including Aunty Marmalade, the sweet-

Letters
A whole lot of danger

talking old lady who handles the information booth.

Reporters come from all over to see the ex-president's

daughter.

On both sides are fanatics: on one are demonstrators
who seek peace at any cost; on the other are intensely-

devoted government employees who seek US supremacy
at any cost. There must be a middle ground, but the much
more powerful CIA is indisposed to an agreement. After

all, if they can withstand the Viet Cong, 1954 Guatemalan
government and Salvador Allende, they can surely withs-

tand 15 anarchistic protesters.

Drugs: Whether Ronald Reagan is marked by history
as an ingenious or inept president is immaterial; however,
he shall forever be known as the first executive to put
much of his weight behind his "war against drugs."

Ron says drugs are evil. Marijuana is the devil's vice

and cocaine is Satan's sign (heroin is OK, Ron says, only
poor blacks in the ghetto do that stufl).

But Ron, what about the cup of coffee you drink in the
morning and the nightcap you drink before you go to bed?
Have you ever heard of csifeine and alcohol? They are both
drugs. They are both legal and socially acceptable. And
that's about the only thing that distinguishes them bet-

ween other drugs.

So don't deliver any ludicrous remarks about "illegal"

drugs unless you confront the reality — and danger — oi

"legal" drugs. All drugs are dangerous when taken in ex-

cess, including "legal" ones, and there are a whole lot of

alcoholics and over-the-counter druggies out there to prove

this point.

Racism: What a mess the "Southwest brawl" has
created. Among others, AP, UPI, the Boston Globe,

Philadelphia Inquirier, and New York Times have all sent

or acquired representatives to recount the tale of hideous

racism on the campus of UMass.

In response, the Whitmore administration has moved
in amazing, panic-stricken fashion. Civility 101. That's

the answer. Let's test students on racism. If they fail, kick

them out of school. Do not pass go, do not collect a diploma.

Although the underlying forces behind the creation of

Civility 101 are noble, the finished product is not. Racism
is not going to end in a superficial, three-credit course.

In addition to logistical difficulties of balancing each class

racially and deciding what professors are qualified to

teach such a class, students are likely to be antagonized
by what they may perceive to be a condescending course.

Students may vent anger against an establishment that

is riddled with racism but refuses to accept collective fault.

Racism can only be defeated up close, through interac-

tion. If education on civility is deemed a necessity, it

should start early in grade school for all, not in college

for some.

Jeffry Bartash is a Collegian columnist

As I turned into P-lot ther

entire front end of my car

crashed into a deep hole.

The car shook and rattled

fiercely. I did not believe I

was going to make it to a

parking spot. The driveway
was for tanks not cars. The
sign should say "Danger
Zone" not Plot, becau.se you
are putting your car into

jeopardy driving there. So I

continued onward looking
for a parking space fairly
'-<>•- t. J light post, for

-t( liiily itasons, Grxxl luck.

1 thduglil t<j myself as the
car literally dropped off the

side of a mountain like

bump. Finding a lightpost

in P lot IS like finding water
in a desert. You need super-

bright halogen lights to see

any form of a marked or un-

marked parking spot

throught the lot.

The Plots are so horren-

dous people are fearful park-

ing there. First, they are not

paved; potholes and bumps
seriously damage cars, and
the school should be held

liable.

Second, the pcKir lighting

and unmarked spots make
it hazardous to walk, let

alone drive in the lot. You
cannot see cars, spaces or

pede.strians at night and
this poses prnhlfni-. IT you
hit a car it will tc».st you and
someone else money, but if

you hit a person more than
monev is at stake.

Third, I find the
lackadaisical security of P-

lot an outrage. Radios are

stolen, cars are scratched

and dented and windows are

smashed. Vandals know
there is little to no security
in the lots so they believe
they can terrorize vehicles
without punishment.

Each of the three specifics

I spoke of have simple but
fairly expensive solutions.

The University has an
abundance of money which
could be allocated to the
parking dilemma. The

University should tar the P-

lots, hire more security, and
improve the lighting
system. I know that I would
enjoy driving into a smooth,
well-lit parking lot with a
confident feeling.

Stuart Leinson
Southwest

Scheduling lunacy
There have been .several

problems this year with the

academic calendar, with
most of the press going to

the rescheduling of Com-
mencement one week
earlier. This has resulted in

parents scrambling for new
reservations and seniors
moaning about having no
"relaxation time," but the

of the
shows

11 ,it ion

newest blunder
Scheduling Officr

outright inconsu
and bias.

What I'm referring to is

the Fridayis-a-Monday
switch being pulled this

week. Obviously the ad-

ministration didn't notice

that this weekend is a three
day weekend, and that

many students' travel plans
will be hampered by the
traditionally heavy Monday
schedule. Imagine the pro-

blems of those who have
night classes!

Now add another variable
to this already messy equa-
tion: this weekend isn't just
any weekend; it'.s Easter,
which means many more
students than usual will be
going home, and therefore
will be affected by this
idiotic switch. Keep in mind
that roughly 50 percent of
the University is Catholic,
and that the rest, minus the
15 percent that's Jewish, is

mostly Christian.

Right here. This Friday is

Good Friday, one of the

Okay. So the administra-
tion has been careless and
inconsiderate, Where's the
bias?

most solemn days on the

Christian calendar. For a

University which asks pro-

fessors not to schedule ex-

ams on Jewish holidays,

this imposition of Monday
on Good Friday is inex-

cusable, an act of reverse

discrimination. The same
courtesy which is extended

to a minority should be ex-

tended to the majority,

especially in religious

matters.

I'm not saying we should

have Good Friday off. This

is a secular institution In

the future, however. I sug-

gest that the Friday follow-

ing a Monday holiday be us-

ed instead for this kind of

switch; it makes more sense

on a practical level, and in

this case would make it

easier for Christian
students to observe this

most holy day.

Bob Amyot
Amherst

Media ignores
El Salvador
The brutal war in El Salvador continues,

thanks to massive amounts of US aid, but
media coverage of the conflict has been
weak at best, due largely to the Duarte
government's manipulation of the media
and the US press's lackadaisacal coverage.

Andrew Diener

The United States this year will spend
over half a billion dollars in its war on the

Salvadoran people. So far, around 60,000

Salvadorans have been killed, 600,000
"displaced," and 500,000 are refugees.

That's 20 percent of the population.

Salvadorans also suffer 50 to 60 percent

unemployment. Aft«r a visit to that coun-

try. Rev. John Quinn, archbishop of San
Francisco, said in America, a Jesuit week-

ly, in May 1986: "I am sorry to report that,

in my view, very little has changed in any
substantial way in El Salvador. There may
be cosmetic changes in the way people's

rights are systematically repressed but the

bombing of the civilian population con-

tinues and in fact has recently been step-

ped up."

The Archdiocese of San Salvador said

that 3,036 people were reported killed in

political violence in 1985, and that 1986
looked worse. Also, the Archdiocese said

that between '983 and 1985 the air force

carried out 716 aerial bombings on civilian

population centers.

Archbishop Quinn noted that while eight

right-wing death .squads existed when
Duarte came to power there are now 11.

Although death squad members are

known, not one has been indicted. Death
squads are also known to be assisted by the

army.
Why have we heard little or nothing? In

Index on Censorship, Catherine Matheson
wrote "Duarte created what many people

here are now calling the 'Ministry of Pro-

paganda'" in the summer of 1985. Its

minister, she said, spoke to national and
foreign journalists: "We are simply mak-
ing a call so that the press understands
that we have a state of siege. . . and that

in this war they have to cooperate. Other-

wise they will oblige the government to

take measures we don't want to take. . .

."

The press is harassed.

Marc Cooper, a free-lance journalist and
winner of seven awards for his reporting

on El Salvador, noted in the same issue of

(Sept. '86), an analysis of more that 800 ar-

ticles taken from the New York Times, Los

Angeles Times, the Washington Post from

March 1984 through October 1985 which

"reveals that the Salvador story was no

longer being reported as one of repression,

escalating war and massive human rights

violations; but rather as one of hope for

peace and democratic renaissance . . . Nor
was there a single article to be found

analyzing the nature of Duarte's alliance

with the military establishment."

Cooper also noted the press' bias. The
FMLN-FDR rebel coalition had proposed

an unconditional dialogue, yet three years

later, in 1984, President Duarte announc-

ed he would meet the insurgent leaders and
was credited with launching a 'bold peace

initiative," Cooper said.

Duarte's proposal demanded the rebel ar-

my disarm; recognize the legitimacy of his

government; and participate peacefully in

the already-established political order. In

the post-mortem coverage of the talks,

however the rebel's position was labelled

only as 'hardline," and "uncompromising."

Duarte was said to have forwarded a

"peace plan," not a rebel surrender.

Alexander Cockburn dedicated his Feb.

21 column in the Nation to the ignorance

of the American press concerning a report,

smuggled out of Mariona prison, of inter-

views with enemies of the state of El

Salvador, such as human rights workers.

"The report made three points: first, tor-

ture is .systematic, not random; second the

methods of torture are becoming more

clever, particularly with techniques such

as sleep deprivation, and finally, US ser-

vicemen often act as supervisors. . .

Repeated telephone calls and letters to the

(nation's major newspapers) produced

nothing." This after several copies and a

chopped-down version were sent.

To get a true picture of a country torn by

a US-supported regime and the US aid it

abuses, the American public needs repor-

ting that goes beyond embassy briefings

and government spokespersons. The press

must report the hard facts in El Salvador.

Andrew Diener is a UMass student
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A frightful awakening
Last week, the Today show featured a

series of interviews and reports on contem-

porary trends of racism in the US. I wat-

ched the shows over my cereal bowl, as I

always do, and had an interested but com-

placent attitude as I watched. Until one

day last week, the broadcasts seemed to be

about distant places, people and attitudes;

far enough from my reality to allow me to

feel comfortable about not being deeply

aware of this issue. What Bryant Gumble
focused on in the show, however, was the

current trends of racist organizations and
movements.

Doris Campos-Infantino

I was dumbfounded when they began
showing recent racist conflicts that occur-

red in California, with the Ku Klux Klan
beating up a non-white man with a

baseball bat and yelling "Damned Mex-
icans!" I was struck because that film clip

was of a place very near my home town!

That bleeding man could have been one of

my brothers!

The Today show also interviewed a group

of young men belonging to a group called

Skinheads, which is a self-proclaimed raci.st

group. The young men, seemingly of work-

ing/middle class social status, were being

led by Tom Metzger, previously a grand
dragon in the Klan. I learned that he's from

my home town, San Diego, California, and
that his tactics have changed since his

association with the Klan. He is now en-

couraging an unconcealed form of racism,

meant to infiltrate our basic social struc-

tures. He is working on making racism a

more marketable, acceptable attitude

through institutional racism, while at the

same time espousing the KKK ideology. He
encourages his followers not to wear
uniforms, or call attention to themselves

in appearance, but to dress like normal
working class people, in order to appeal to

working-class American white people. The
young men interviewed were angry and
full of hate. Metzger is helping them focus

that hate and apparent discontentedness

on nonwhite people

.Apparently, our society is turning out
young people who are angry at society, and
organizations like Metzger's provide them
with something to believe in that gives

them a much wanted feeling of superiority.

Metzger was interviewed on the show,
along with someone else with an opposing
viewpoint. As I heard him speak, I felt a
sen.se of stark awakening. He was openly
stating the argument that white people are

losing a lot in America, and provided the

example that legislators never speak of do-

ing something for white people. He refus-

ed to acknowledge the fact that white
Americans are generally better off than
non-whites in our political, economic and
social systems. He called himself a racist,

and stressed that his organization believes

in segregation and division between whites
and non-whites. He claims they do not

believe in violence, but that if that was the

only way they could accomplish their goal,

it might be the only solution. He also said

that white people were getting angrier and
angrier, and that one day that anger would
be manifested by violent acts.

One of the reasons I was so taken aback

by this interview was that I had finally

begun to notice that there is a strong cur-

rent of racism surfacing in our society. One
can't completely avoid noticing recent

violent, racist attacks, or hearing racist

statements such as the one Al Campanis,
vice-president of the Los Angeles Dodgers,

made on Nightline alleging the inferiority

of black people. This issue is at the

forefront of our daily lives. Racism is

alive and getting stronger in our home
towns. I had not taken a special interest in

this issue, even with the recent campus
awareness about racism. I have vowed to

become more aware of the subject, to

educate myself, and more important, to

become actively involved against racism.

We must all become aware of the issue that

affects all people, and that is closer to each

of our lives than we think.

Doris Campos-Infantino is a UMass
student

Put a leash
on pit bulls

The pit bull terrier is anything but a

"man's best friend." This ferocious breed

is resporsible for killing at least 13 people

in the US since 1982, and has injured

several of others. The breed is growing —
five years ago, Philadelphia estimated hav-

ing between 25 and 50 of the dogs. Now it

may have as many as 2,300. There is also

increasing opposition to the pit bull. At
least 30 US communities have placed bans
on them. Owners have protested, claiming

that bans violate their constitutional

rights. The question is, who is going to bear

the responsibility when someone is

needlessly killed?

Rick Sasson

Last week. Dr. William Eckman, a

67-year-old retired surgeon, was leaving his

house in suburban Ohio when two pit bulls

lunged at him. As the wire story goes, nine

people, using pipes, poles, and brooms,
couldn't remove the two dogs from the doc-

tor. I later discovered that once the pit bulls

get a hold of .something, they don't let go.

They grab it with then unusually strong

jaws, and shake it. 1 letneinbered a dog I

used to have — a West Highland White
Terrier. It was impossible to heat
McFeeters in a game of tug. (1 also

remember the fun ending abruptly when
he snapped at my face). The pit bulls even-

tually released the doctor from their hold,

but he was dead. As for the dogs' loyalty

— one of the owners, who tried to subdue
the dogs, is listed in fair condition.

Strafforshire Terriers, as they were for-

mally called, were imported to the United
States in the 1870s from England, where
they were bred as fighting dogs. Dog
fighting was a popular spectator sport of

the day in which the animals would fight

to the death. Juveniles in Philadelphia
recently sought to uphold the tradition.

Upon investigation of allegations that

some youths were "mistreating" pit bulls

by holding such fights, officials discovered

in the backyai'd of an abandoned house the
remains of 10 pit bulls.

Angie Hands, a seven-year-old from
Albuquerque, New Mexico, had her leg

torn to the bone by a pit bull. Donna
Hands, the victim's mother, is still fighting

for a ban. The New York Times quoted her:

"Have we sunk so low that the dogs' rights

are more important than a child's right to

go play in their yard?"
Lynn, Massachusetts adopted one of the

early bans on the pit bull. The ordinance

prohibited the walking of the pit bulls even
with a leash. The violators could have been
fined $500. 1 considered this to be stringent

enough — it would have probably kept the

dogs locked up. The fine was reduced to

$50, though. Broward County, Florida re-

quired for a short time (following the kill-

ing of a child) that owmers buy a mandatory
$100,000 liability insurance policy. That
was the best solution yet. Sadly, owners
had this reversed with a court injunction.

Certainly not all pit bulls are vicious. I

read of one case where police were making
a drug bust — and the criminal ordered his

pit bull to jump the officer. The dog
reportedly lay down (where's viciousness

when you need it, right?). The owners pose

the question: Why should the whole breed

suffer for the acts of individual dogs? Un-
fortunately, this trend is becoming clearer

— and even some owners are realizing it.

The pit bulls as a whole must bear the

responsibility — who else can?
If the owners accept responsibility for the

acts of their dogs, should the state of Ohio
try Wilbur Rutledge (owner of the pit bull)

in the murder of Eckman? It's an issue of

negligence that could be easily avoided if

the dogs were simply banned. Charges
against Rutledge have been filed, and it

will be interesting to see what happens.

Some experts don't blame the dogs.

Rather, they attribute the attacks to ag-

gressive training by some owners.
Whatever the reason is, it seems such a

waste that a man lives 67 years only to be
ripped apart by "domesticated" dogs.

Rick Sasson is a Collegian staff member
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ROOM CHOOSING
PROCESS - FALL 1987

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY:

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

RESERVING YOUR CURRENT
ROOM ASSIGNMENT

If you intend to keep your present residence hall assign-

ment, personally sign up with your Residence Direc-

tor/Residence Hall Manager on Tuesday, April 21
.
THE

ONLY DAY TO RESERVE YOUR CURRENT ROOM
IS TUESDAY, APRIL 21.

CHANGING YOUR ROOM
OR HALL

If you wish to move to another room in the same

residence hall, you must sign up with your Residence

Director/Residence Hall Manager on Wednesday, April

22. All room changes will be determined by your seniori-

ty THE ONLY DAY TO SIGN UP FOR A NEW ROOM
IN YOUR CURRENT HALL IS WEDNESDAY.
APRIL 22.

If you wish to move to another residence hall, you must

complete a Housing Preference Form. DEADLINE FOR
RETURNING HOUSING PREFERENCE FORMS TO
THE HOUSING ASSIGNMENT OFFICE IS

FRIDAY, MAY 1

.

IF YOU WANT TO KEEP YOUR
CURRENT RESIDENCE HALL
ASSIGNMENT WHILE ALSO
SUBMITTING A PREFERENCE
FORM YOU MUST DO THE

FOLLOWING:
1

.

Sign up for the same room on Tuesday, April 21 or

a new room on Wednesday, April 22.

2. Fill out a Preference Form. On the Preference Form

In the lower right hand corner is a box you must

"check" if you wish to be returned to your current

residence hall if your requested residence hall or area

choices cannot be met.

YOUR OLD RESIDENCE HALL ASSIGNMENT IS

GUARANTEED ONLY IF YOU DO BOTH STEPS.

ROOMMATE REQUESTS
If you wish to move to another residence hall to room

with a student already assigned to that residence hall,

you must together complete a ROOMMATE REQUEST
FORM. DEADLINE FOR RETURNING ROOMMATE
REQUEST FORMS TO THE HOUSING ASSIGNMENT
OFFICE IS FRIDAY,

APRIL 24.

If you wish to become roommates with a student in a

residence hall to which neither of you Is currently

assigned, you must each complete a Housing

Preference Form. These forms should be identical,

(with the exception of the "check" box) and stapled

together. DEADLINE FOR RETIURNING HOUSING
PREFERENCE FORMS IS FRIDAY, MAY 1.

IN-HOUSE ROOM
REQUEST FORMS

If, during the regular Room Choosing period, you were

unable to secure a particular type of accomodation (

a particular single or double room), please contact the

Housing Assignment Office to fill out a blue In-House

Room Request Form. Rooms that become available

during the Summer will be assigned, according to

seniority, to those residents who filled out this form and

returned it to the Housing Assignment Office.

RESIDENCE HALL CONTRACT
The 1987-1988 Residence Hall Contract Card will be

mailed to you in your current Residence Hall on April

21 as part of the Room Choosing process. These cards

must be returned to the Housing Assignment Office by

Friday, May 22, 1987. FAILURE TO RETURN YOUR
RESIDENCE HALL CONTRACT CARD BY THIS

DEADLINE WILL AUTOMATICALLY CANCEL YOUR
ASSIGNMENT FOR THE FALL 1987.

PAY FEE BILL BY DUE DATE
Your Fall 1987 fee bill will be mailed to you at home

In early July. If complete payment of your semester fee

bill is not received by the Bursar's Initial Due Date

(usually in early August), your assignment for the Fall

semester will be cancelled. Be aware of this important

obligation.

OTHER OBLIGATIONS
Juniors and Seniors will be required to confirm their

Room Choosing arrangements by completing the

Junior /Senior Room Confirmation Card which will be

mailed to their home in early June. This card will be

due June 26, 1987. FAILURE TO RETURN THIS CARD
BY THE DEADLINE WILL CANCEL YOUR
ASSIGNMENT.

In addition to properly completing room choosing all

students are required to remain in good standing with

the University at all times. Being withdrawn for any

reason after the end of the semester automatically

cancels your assignment. Check to make sure you do

not owe any fees to the Bursar BEFORE you leave for

the summer.

QUESTIONS?

If you still have questions

About the Room Choosing process,

please contact the

Housing Assignment Office

(545-2100)

235 Whitmore.

Thank you.

I

Raising Arizona
Directed by Joel Coen
Starring Nicholas Cage and Holly Hunter
Mountain Farms 4 Theaters
k-k

By Thomas Harrington

Collegian Staff

I dragged my brother and his young family to Raising

Arizona, thinking that I would expose them to a wonder

ful family comedy by two young independent filmmakers.

Instead, 1 shrunk back in my seat with embarrassment

as we realized what a lame effort we were watching.

I suppose all the critics feel obligated to look at the work

of independent filmmakers Joel and Ethan Coen, and in-

deed, their first picture. Blood Simple, is reputed to be

a pretty good horror flick. But Raising Arizona is nothing

more than a convoluted comedy by people who don't know
how to make comedy.

The premise is pure gold. A former hold up
man(Nicholas Cagei and his wife and former police book-

ing ofTiceiiHoUie Hunter) are unable to have a child Then,

when they found that a local millionaire has been bless

ed with quintuplets, they decide that the rich man should

easily be able to spare one of his tykes.

Too bad that the Cuensare so obsessed with tlnMi ^;! eat

comedy idea that thov give away half the plot before the

opening credits even roll. After that, the film is left with

so little to do that it throws in about a zillion car cha-c-

and fight scenes to waste time while the characters plod

towards the a climax that tries to include both mayhem
and cloying sentiment.

You might enjoy Rai>itng Arizona for the same reason

that you enjoy watching your uncle Harry put on a lamp

shade while he's drunk: It may not be funny, but you know

he means well. Still, good intentions do not a good film

make. Arizona is a disappointment, and to Arizona it can

go.

By THOMAS H. GAGNON
Collegian Correspondent

The comic characters and the comic actors in Raising

Arizona are as insubstantial as those in Blind Date — on-

ly they're worse. These faults and unhumorous violent

scenes, which Blind Date doesn't have, add up to a

ARTS

Nicholas Cage in Raising Arizona

1 rie-Miiui' initN le

Raising A'7_-,",.; tries to ue» l,uit,'hs purely out of the

characteis nutt\ antics and (iiK-sii i even try to make the

characters funny in themselves Ilie husband and wife,

played by Nicolas Cage and Holly Hunter, are simply

pathetic. So are Cage's ex-convict friends, who try to steal

the baby Arizona. When they realize they've left the baby

behind, they stop and yell at each other three or four

times. What fun. The problem is that none of them are

real characteis; they're comic wind-up toys.

Besides mumbling his narration at the beginning of the

movie. Nicolas Cage is too bland to be funny. Holly Hunter

isn't funny either, but at least she is believable as the bar-

ren wife.

A very violent scene occurs right near the end of the

No schedules yet
for spring concerts
By RICK SASSON
Collegian Staff

Mum's still the word on the spring concerts, and pro-

duction managers explained why on Tuesday.

"We want to cut down on arrests this year," Southwest

Production Manager Dave Panagore said. By holding the

announcements, he added, they hope to reduce the

number of non-student concert-goers.

"Last year. 18 of the 21 (Southwest) arrests involved

non-UMass students," Panagore said.

At least the East side concert line up will appear in

Tuesday's Collegian. Bruce Press, East side Production

Manager, said that his show is the only of the three

(UPC. Southwest, and East Side) to experience budget

gi'owth.

"Last year things went as smoothly as they could have

- that helped," Press said.

He also attributed giowth in the budget to the Greek

area, which will not have their own show this year.

Rather, they combined their budget with the Ea.st Side's

The budget foj- the Southwest production remains

about the same, while police costs have increased, ac-

cording to Panatrnre.

Contiaci^ are still being signed for the sh«iw hut he ex

pects to announce the acts sometime nest week
The alcohol policy for all three --hows will he the same

as last year Consumption is limited to individuals of

legal drinking age. and positive photo identification is

required.

In light of the Hurst Report, ami concern from the Vice

Chancellor's office. Press saul, the administration will

be looking eln-,! !

Here aic th

beside the Worchesler Dining Commons. UPC by the

campus pond is on May 3. The Southwest production on

the Southwe.st playing fields is on May 10. All shows run

from noon to six.

V at the ()\erall production."

dates; The P^ast side show is April 26

movie. A big. tough man, while trying to steal the baby,

beats up Cage until Cage blows him up with the man's

own hand grenade. The scene is disgusting and out of

place.

The movie ends with Cage dreaming of a happy family

life in the future. It is a lame ending for a lame movie.

THE

EDWIN M. ROSSMAN
ALUMNI FORUMS

DEPARTMENT OF DANCE

DATE:

TIME:

LOCATION:

THURSDAY, APRIL 16 1987

2;30 PM
CAMPUS CENTER 162-75

SPONSORED BY:

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
DEPARTMENT OF DANCE

This is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss

their experiences in the working world. Don't miss this

important panel discussion!

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

Diane Laurenson-Paulin 79 Entertainer Currently in "Sweet Charity"

Ctioreographer tor opera

» -

» » * »

* ^ •

Let Music be the ^italjrst to Overcome the Raeism Epidemic

r%v/

David Smith 74

Joyce McGowan-Colhann 78

Richard Guimond 75

Dancer & choreographer

currently owns her own studio

Dancer and choreographer

For more information please contact:

University Placement Service, University Career Center

545-2224

Create a United Society

Come Dance Together

One and All

jt j^
Thursday, April 16, 1987 8:00pm
Student Union Ballroom, UMass

MvMie provided by:

[^MCP All-Stars

The

ftK5
Band

ALL ACES 7_r FREE FREE 7 TALLAGES

GPC lOA, OSS, SASF, rAC >i»<—d— Sot^tIcm, BMCF, RSU, TUr* W»rU Aftain, tutrn PU T1mm,UVC, V9C
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By MEREDITH G. GOTTESMAN
Collegian Staff

Come see Loose Caboose, Deepwoods Drive, and the

BMCP All-Stars of WMUA at a free dance tonight in

the Student Union Ballroom at 8 p.m.. This event is be-

ing sponsored by several Registered Student Organiza-

tions to promote the end of racism on campus, which has

drawn much attention from the national media to UMass

this year. .,, . ,

At the Iron Horse, The Smithereens will be doing two

shows, at 7 p.m. and at 10 p.m. Tickets are $12.50, a hef-

ty price, but probably worth it, since the Smithereens may

go on to bigger and better venues now that they've had

Grammy award winning Bobby McFerrin

will sing at 8 p.m. Tuesday, April 21 in Bowker
Auditorium as part of the 16th Annual Black

Musicians Conference. _^_

^ THE FINE ARTS CENTER
^iH UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE
Evening security workers/ushers wanted for

BRIGHT MOMENTS FESTIVAL CONCERTS

July 9, 16, 23, 30 1987. Approx 5-6 hour/shifts

UMass students returning in Fall only. Work Study

preferred but not required. Fine Arts Center is an

AA/EO employer. Description and applications at

207 Hasbrook Hall through Friday, May 15.

v>-^

A h
^^^^«*'0 RECORDSTOYS • CHILDREN'S DOOKS

AdoiQble Sniffed AntmohV^ for Eostef

Oeotnx Ranet Books Aimnals

Spring Fun—Kites Swings 5« " ^Hxw fo/s

jy^( ir -A "^^yTde^jl Assorrme' » of Morbles

48 N Pieosoni downiiQirv, »mhpni 256-1 bO*? Mon Sot <J 30S 30

'M'oiie' om 'c b> e'e*

eating place
SUNDAY-THURSDAY 6 AM -3 AM
FRIDAY & SATURDAY OPEN 24 HOURS

BREAKFAST SERVED ANY TIME

BEER & WINE SERVED 'TIL MIDNITE

PLENTY OF PARKING

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER STOP & SHOP)

Rte. 9 • Hadley / Amherst

256-6889

EMPLOYMENT APPLICATIONS BEING TAKEN

BUY ONE - GET ONE

w

Two Large Eggs, 2 Strips of Bacon,

2 Sausage Links, & 2 Pancakes

Buy A Big Breakfast and get another

one just like it Free.

Cannot be used v¥ith any other offer or discount

coupon, must be presented at time of order

Valid 7 days a we«k

OFFER EXPIRES JUNE 1, 1987

Coupon good tor all persons in parly

hits with "Blood and Roses" and "Behind the Wall of

Sleep " Their album Especially For You was produced by

Don Dixon, who has worked with REM and Let's Active,

(and is now gaining some commercial recognition of his

own songs), and features guest appearances by Dixon and

Suzanne Vega. Their tight, Rickenbacher-dominated pop

sound has been getting airplay on FM stations; this, along

with two videos in light rotation on MTV, seem to indicate

that imminent success may be right around the corner.

Thursday and Friday night. In The Flesh will be at

Katina's (hopefully they will have cleaned out all the mag-

gots from the Plasmatics show), and Liquid Lesson will

play at Sheehan's. On Saturday Katina's will feature

a blues spectacular with James Montgomery. Alex Taylor

(James Taylor's brother, for real), Matt 'Guitar' Murphy,

formerly of the Blues Brothers, and The Funkbusters.

Telepath will appear at Sheehan's. The Blue Light Cof-

fee House will be presenting its Second Anniversary Spec-

tacular at 7pm at the All Souls Untarian Church in Green-

field (corner of Hope and Main Streets). This event will

feature folk artists James Durst and Feme Bork. who

have played with such prestigious acts as Pete Seeger.

Odetta, and Tom Paxton. The program will also include

New England storyteller Davis Bates and trio Johnny B.

and the Hornets. Tickets are $4 for adults, and $2 for teens

and seniors, and free for children under 12. At the Zone

in Springfield, the Art Kritics, What Now, Thanks to

Robert Brown, and The Death Rhino will be doing an

all-ages show. Tickets are $5. Along with the bands, an

art performance by Slash/Bondage will be featured and

a film by Mike Dorsett will be shown.

On Sunday, check out Albert King, King of the Blues,

at the Iron Horse. He'll be doing two shows, at 7 p.m. and

at 10 p.m.. and tickets are $14.

Outstanding evening with Griffith
Nanci Griffith

Iron Horse Cafe'

April 15.1987

By BOB MILLER and DEREK LEIF
Collegian Correspondents

Nanci Griffith is a performer from Austin, Texas who
first caught public attention with her 1984 album Once

in a Very Blue Moon. Promoting the release of her fifth

and latest album Lune Star Slate ofMind, Griffith treated

the sellout crowd at the Iron Horse Cafe last Monday to

two show.s of outstanding "folkabilly" (Griffith's own
description of her music, which means "folk with a beat")

GrifTith and her four piece band performed close to 20

songs, many of which deal with places and ideas that

transcend the traditional and regional concepts of coun

try music. Childhood memories provided a universal

theme of friendship, love, and feelings of being caught up

in a fate much bigger than yourself in the song "There's

a light beyond these Woods(Mary Margaret)." The song

best illustrated Griffith's major appeal; you don't have to

come from Texas to appreciate song about a friendship's

growth through the years — all you have to be is human.

What most charmed the crowd, however, was Griffith's

ability to show feeling with the songs she sung. "From

a distance," the highlight of the show, was a triumph of

emotion and protest. If there was anything negative

about Griffith's performance, it was the feeling of impen-

ding popularity and the realization that such small club

performances as last Monday's may be a thing of the past.

The title cut of Lone Star State of Mind had the flavor

of trying to become a Texas anthem while still appealing

to the universal sentiment that there's no place like home.

It was songs like this that explained Griffith's recent and

rapid rise on the country charts. Nanci Griffith stands

at the brink of stardom, having sold out the 2.000 seat

arena in Somerville last Sunday. She came to the Iron

Horse —.seating 85— largely as a courtesy to fans who saw

an influenza ridden performence last February ("that's

when AI did my Tom Waits impersonation," GrifTith said

cheerfully). Though Monday's performance may have been

a death knell for the small "honky tonk" performances

of which Griffith is so fond, she and the Blue Moon Or

chestra left us with the feeling that larger stadiums simp-

ly mean more happy people.

Blues king Albert King will perform at the

Iron Horse Cafe.

vmovm;!^

mmnemnBiMH
A UMass Arts Council

i

V

CALL FOR GRANT PROPOSALS
!!!!!!!!!11!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!'.!!!!'.'.'.!H!!!!

Deadline for submission of grant proposals for

single pro|ecls or events

Friday. April 24

Grant guidelines and appliealions available at

Arts Council, the Student Activities office, or

the Arts txtension Serviie

Arts Council 125 Herter Hall 54S-0202

^ THE FINE ARTSCENTER^N UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE

Evening security workers/ushers wanted for

BRIGHT MOMENTS FESTIVAL.

Concerts on July 9, 16, 23, 30, 1987.

Approximately 5-6 hours/shift.

UMass students returning in Fall only.

Work study preferred but not required.

Fine Arts Center is an AA/EO employer.

Description and applications available at

207 Hasbrook Hall through Friday, May 15

L^E 31 Main Street

Northampton

105 Elm Street
Westfield

Icelandair Direct to Luxembourg from Boston
is only $599 round trip!

• Free express motorcoaches to Germany, Holland and Belgium.

• Only $15 by train to Switzerland and France. Economical

Eurailpasses are available.

• Kemwel Rent-A-Cars with no mileage charge start at only $79 per

week short term and even lower for long term rentals.*

• Prepaid Hotelpak coupons, start at only $26.00 per night in 19

European Countries.**

• Our unrestricted fares are also super low priced to Paris and

Frankfurt.

• We fly from New York, Chicago, Boston, BaltimoreAA/ashington

and Orlando.

ICELANDAIR
CALL ICE FOR THE PRICE AT 1-800-223-5500 OR YOUR TRAVEL AGENT.

Far. (acts Suoer Aoex Fare is val.d 6 1 87 thru 9 7 87 7 day minimum 60 day maximum Payment 14 days prior to fl«Pf
^'"'Ic^r^^w^'l!',!?.'

'°

c';;Le Penal.%r cancenlt.^^^ departure .ax and $10 US cus.omsimm.gration fee. Limited fva.lab.My other resu.c.ions may apply

. Prices based on rate of exchange 2 11 87 "Reservations sub|ect to availability Full refunds with a 14 day prior cancellation

(DlleinHn photo by Boh Millt'r

Nanci Griffith performing last Monday night.

r" ^
Have you licard aboul

PUBLIC HEALTH 216?

(Peer Health promotion program

It's a course')

offered

Tues. afternoons. Fall 1987
pre-register now.

. why?

. It will look good on

your resume

. you'll be doing inatead

of iust lining In cla«»

. you'll learn about

Important health

issuea like

AIDS
Cardlovaacular Health

Cancer
Stresa

Public Health 216 • as r«i,i"j.,-» s(». .«»iibvi«<«U''*>«r«vH»«iih

c«rt<jgu«l For mot. ^!. ,11 "49 2671 .«l 181
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UMJazz Ensemble I brings home gold from Chicago
* Jazz
continued from page 1

The talent of the ensemble's rhythm section was another

factor which probably earned the gold medal, Holmes said.

The cohesiveness and support of the rhythm section was

often noted on the judges' comment sheets, he said.

Nathan, who won an All-Star Performance Award, said,

"a lot of bands had weak rhythm sections. . . you could

hear that it made a big difference in how good the soloists

sounded."
Excellent solos from saxophonists Geoff Mattoon and

John Balut, as well as trombone player Steve Chaplain

and guitarist Steve Blair also contributed to the winning

performance.

The judges considering the soloists all outstanding musi-

cians. Holmes said, but he stressed that the band's ex-

cellence as a whole was what made the difference.

"Most of the bands have some exceptional soloists, but

it's really nice to win the award that you showcase, and

we were there to showcase the ensemble," he said.

The festival was well-organized, and Holmes was pleas-

ed by the quick feedback from the judges. Musicians also

participated in clinics, not often offered at similar

festivals. Holmes noted that the ability of the clinic

leaders to educate was as valuable as their already

outstanding musicianship.

Perhaps the most important reward gained from the

Jazz Ensemble I's participation in Musicfest was that "it

pulled us together, made us tighter as a group," Nathan

said.

Tonight they will perform in the Hatch. On May 5, they

will perform exclusively the charts of the talented

students and faculty of the UMass Music Department.

The Department of Music and Dance

at

The University of Massachusetts'Amherst

presents

THE B.F.A. DANCE CONCERT
April 15-17, 1987 at 8:00 p.m

Bowker Auditorium

UM**s Campus

T.ckfts Fine Arts Center Box Office, Mon.-Fri ,
lOOOa.m -*:00p m.

S400 general admission

$5 oof students

SOUTHWOOD APT
^On bus rottte

> Qttiet, convienent to camptis

Waiting List Now Open At

Rental Office

107M Soiithwood Apts • 256-0166

di THE FINE ARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF .MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE
FALL OF 1987

Arts Administration

Concert Management

Marketing/Promotion

Development/Fundraising

Inquire at the Office of Internships

16 Curry Hicks

University Jazz Ensemble I with director Jeff Holmes (front row, center)

M

NAME THE

Clue Set #1

LEGENDS OF
ROCK &. ROLL
AND WIN!

Here is the first set of clues to match with The

Hot Shot Legends of Rock & Roll Poster inserted

into this newspaper last week. (If you missed the

poster, a limited supply is available at the news-

paper office.)

Here's What You Should Do:

This sketch represents the left half of the poster

with outlines of the faces. Each face outline is

numbered. Match each outline to the poster, using

the clues listed below to determine the names of

the first 21 Rock Artists featured.

In next week s newspaper, you will be given the

remaining 17_face outlines numbered, as well as

the second set of clues to complete the puzzle.

S^
(Set #1)
1. HIS PARENTS WERE OZZIE
AND HARRIET
HIS BAND GAVE OFF
GOOD VIBRATIONS

3. 1 4 OF A GROUP. 16 OF A TON
4. MICK AND KEITH WERE HIS MATES

5. BERRY GORDY WROTE "LONELY
TEARDROPS' FOR HIM

6. HIS PAL WAS JOHNNY ROTTEN
7. HIS BIGGEST HIT WAS "BE-BOP-A-LULA'

8. HE RECORDED 'HERE, MY DEAR" TO
MEET ALIMONY PAYMENTS.

9. FIRST LEAD SINGER OF THE DRIFTERS

10. HE WROTE "I SHOT THE SHERIFF
"

1 1

.

FORMER DJ WHO MADE IT BIG

12. HE SANG SWEET HOME ALABAMA"
BUT WAS BORN IN FLORIDA

13. NO RELATION TO WILLIAM F.

14 YOU SEND ME " WAS THE FIRST
OF HIS MANY HITS

15. HE WENT FROM THE BYRDS TO
THE FLYING BURRITO BROTHERS

16. SHE PLAYED SECOND
FIDDLE TO DIANA ROSS
1 7 HE OFFERED NO CURE FOR
THE SUMMERTIME BLUES'

18. HE WROTE HIS HIT "SPLISH
SPLASH " IN 12 MINUTES
19 DJ WHO CLAIMED TO HAVE
CO'NED THE PHRASE

• ROCK & ROLL
20 HE MADE HIS MARK SITTING ON

THE DOCK OF THE BAY

21 HIS BAND WAS THE CRICKETS

'

Hoi Shot" Schnapps 42 Pioo' P'oduced by
The Hot Shot D.SWlery OwensOOro KY £ 1987

I

IMP

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Smithereens

By Sarah Smith

CllM' Uni<i«rM' P>Ma &vntf»c«t« l-lb c^&*»*»y

"Well, m% isn't very promising."
//;s /%(/M /7(f^ //?^ ^'Vs

Dinglebury

Attention Collegian Staff

Applications for elections are due by April 21. Candidates' night will be at 7 p.m. April 27

in the Commonwealth Room. Elections are April 30.

Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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^ Bat Brain By Bill Dearing
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Gordy By Gorde
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Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Michel Jaffe

ACNOM
\ Metiic weight

5 Umpire s call

9 CoHage
degrees AMk

13 Dfome
beginning

14 Ham »

equipment

15 King ot the

Huns
16 ProW
1

7

Mum o) love

poetry

18 Minced oath

19 Items in trunks

21 Coins, in Como
22 Boatman
23 Constructs

again

25 Memorable
pianist

30 Jutlander

31 Commotion
32 Opera singer

turned director

34 A Ford

^7 Places lor

parishioners

39 Oesen
wanderer

4

1

One and only

tish'

42 Caesar tor one

44 Hard worker

46 Where I at

47 Valies

49 Henley-on

Thames events

51 Undergoes

54 Round Table

trtia

55 Cheer

56 House divided'

62 Part of TAE

63 Port city ol N
Chile

64 Pirates or

Padres count

65 Young or old

ending

66 Marceau lor

one
67 June honorees

68 Unearthly

69 Psyches

70 Wild plum

OWN
1 Com« »

stock -in tratta

2 Gattier m
3 Lincoln Center

number
4 Norma Jean
Baker

5 Port on the

Adriatic

6 Jewish rnonth

7 Metric unit

• Free

9 Area ot Soutti

Dakota
10 Goes down

swinging

1

1

- Boothe Luce

12 Locales
1 4 Teach riew

skills

20 Co«n tiekJ items

24 Daisy -
25 Heat units

26 Suggestion

27 Knocked o»f

one s pins

28 Bumpkin
29 Playwright Rice

33 Nor>e other

35 Island m a

palindronw

36 Maui garlands

38 Healtti

enharH^ng

40 Strius in Cams
Maior

43 Broadway VIP

45 Nab
48 TVs -

Street

50 Genera)
directions

51 OtiMerata

52 He was Down
and Out m
Beverly

Hills

53 Small branch

57 Wheels lor

big wt>eel

58 Cools m a way
59 Small container

60 WWitn Prefix

CI — maieste

ANSWER TO PREVIOUSPUOLE

r-r-f-r-^mm i f-!—— IT n- TT-

1"
w- W 1

wMm^
Lanch

Fish in Batter

Diplomat Sandwich

Dinner

Chicken Wings
Vegetable Chow Mein

Meatball Ginder

Menu
Basics Lunch

Grilled Turkey Swiss

Sandwich
Fish in Batter

Basics Dinner

Chicken Wings
Vegetable Chow Mein

Potato Mushroom Delight

r" Weather
Today: Cloudy, highs in the 60s

Tonight: Chance of rain, highs in 40s

Tommorrow: Sunny, high 50-55

Today's Staff

Night Editor Siobhan Masterson

Copy Editor Sheryl Jean

Layout Technician Matkins

Photo Technician Paul Franz

Production Supervisor Michelle Eichelman

Production: Beth, George, Maura, and Joe the driver I

Executive Board — Spring of 1987

KELLY SIEGER
Editor in Chief

NANCY KLINGENEK
Managtag Editor

STEVE RUBIN
Batlnct* Manager

PHIL SERAFINO
Editorial Editor

ANSEL ZINTER
Production Manager

Business Board — Spring of 1987

STEVE RUBIN
Batlacsa Manager

PAUL H. LESSER
Advertising Sales Manager

VANESSA ROTH
Finance Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marketing Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Clfcalallen Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
SabacripUoa Manager
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* Softball sweeps Maine
iiiiitsnu'-il ii-oiti iui^>- '20

Nfvi'if hrli-ss, L'Mass tound themHelve^ in a big hole,

But thf Minuti-women returned the favor in their hall

of the fourth. Senior centerfielder Carol Fniti arnli led

ofTvvith a dnuble to left and moved li. third on a one-out

.> .igle by junior fustbaseman Martha Jamieson. After

Jamieson advanced on the throw, junior shortstop Paige

Kopcza stroked a single to center to score Frattaroli.

Enter Barbara Meehan. The sophomore centerfielder,

who up to this point led the team in runs batted in with

18 (her nearest competition is Jamieson and junior

rightfielder Chris Ciepiela with eight each), stepped up

and launched a three-run bomb to the cheap seats in left

(they're cheap because nobody sits out there) to cut the

Maine lead to 5-4.

"You could see it in their eyes that one hit would lead

to another," Sortino said. "They just had that look in

their eye. Once they got two hits, everything got started."

UMass got the equalizer in the sixth when Kopcza

started things with a leadoft single to left. Freshman

speedster Mary Duff pinch-ran for Kopcza and immedite

ly produced a stolen base. Duff scored when senior left-

fielder Emily Bietsch lined a two-out double to right,

knotting the score at 5-5.

The game winner came in the ninth. With two outs

in the inning, Ciepiela doubled to right, before Frattaroli

took Maine starter Lynn Hearty's 12 offering and drove

It to left for a single, scoring Ciepiela from -.econd to win

the game.
Wanner t,'ainefi her sixth win in the one of the weirdest

ways |j<is.Ml)l.A ^^alking three and fanning four airing thi'

wav.
For all the suspense the first game produced, the

nightcap provided some cuinic releil at the expi-nse of

the Black Bears. Maine committed eight errors in the

game, as UMass pounded the Black Bears, 9-2. The

Minutewomen blew the game open early, scoring four

times in the first inning on five hits, two stolen bases,

and a Maine error. Jamieson and Kopcza picked up the

RBI's. which were the only ones in the entire game.

UMass also got a pair of runs in the third and three

in the fourth to end the scoring. Junior righthander Lisa

Rever got her sixth win of the year, yeilding only two

hits and striking out two. Freshman righthander Lori

Salvia tossed two innings of scoreless relief, giving up

a hit and a walk while fanning one.

Thus, the stage is set for one of the most colorful and

intense school rivalries in the nation. Incentive and

motivation goes right down the toilet when UMass and

UConn get together. They just plain don't like each

other, and with the top spot in the region and a possible

Top Twenty ranking on the line, well, you get the picture.

'It's a big rivalry, there's no doubt " UConn head coach

Karen Mullins said.

Men^s tennis team
takes out SC, 7-2

UMass hosts MIT today

By JOE LIEBESCHUETZ
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts mens' tennis team

traveled to Springfield yesterday and improved their

record to 2 2 with a 7-2 victory over Springfield College.

Though the Minuetmen had lost their last match, 6-3

to St. Johns, and have had trouble from Springfield in

the past, the win is an encouraging sign that bodes well

for today's home fixture against MIT.

"The guys played really well and didn't make too many

mistakes," UMass head coach Manny Roberts said.

The coach said he was particularly enthusiastic over

the singles performances of Brian Gable (6-4, 6-2) and

John Marlowe (6-1, 6-2). He also praised Joe Etesormiers'

sustained determination in winning a two-hour

marathon 7-6 in the third set.

Marlowe later teamed up with captain Flicka Rodman
continued on page Jif

Find out why "Bon Apetit" and

"Gourmet" Magazines ate

requesting our recipes ...

Discover why Sze's customers

drive from as far away as

Connecticut, Vermont, and

New Hampshire for a taste

CHINESE of Sze 's award-winning gounnet

/2e^'S^ CUISINE Chinese cuisine

Come Sample Our Sunday Brunch

$6.95 + tax, All You Can Eat!

or enjoy a quiet evening

at our new Piano Bar (Wed - Sat 7-11 PM)

50 Main Stieet, Noithampton 586-5708

fi »

:lii.

Not everyone wants a job on Wall St. . . ,

ENVIRONMENTAL OPTIONS
A CAREER CONFERENCE

Saturday, April 25, 1987
Hosted by University c* Massachusetts-Amherst

For more information call or write t,*

Career Conference T.

Student Conservation Association

Box 550, Charistown, NH ():}603

(60:5) 826-5741 ^

i"<SMMXMDArjnil^Z^^l&TDl^

^ Wde R»"9° °,. & services

2502 veterans
ftssi*

services ^^ ^ . 9,00 pm

»''"'!rArJSo..,
10:00.- 3.00 P"<

SATURDAVANU
,, .,oB'

(545-1555)

Services of the Dean of Students Office - 227 Whitmore

1

I

VISION OF
O N T I N U I N G
D U C A T I O N

9 8 7

M H

Registration starts April 21.

Over 200 courses

in 50 departments.

Two sessions: June 2-July 10

and July 14-August 20.

For more information or a free catalog,

call the Division of Continuing Education at

545-2414.
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it tennis
cimtmued from paf>f 18

to record an emphatic
doubles win.

"It was a good trip, and at

least it didn't rain," said

Roberts, referring to the

four rain-cancelled contests

the Minuetmen have
already suffered this season.

On Tuesday, the road was
bumpy for the University of

Massachusetts vvomens'

tennis team as it was swept,

9-0, in straight sets by
Smith College in

Northampton,
"The scores on paper are

not indicitave of the way
we've played our past couple
of matches. All the games
have been tight and we've
been playing well. But we
still have a long way to go,"

said team captain Judy
Mclnis.

The team, which is

preparing for the Atlantic

10 tournament in Virginia

this weekend, is still op-

timistic despite its record.

Coach Deedie Steele said

earlier that the women have

placed pressure on
themselves in response to

last season's losing record.

Steele maintained that

talent is there, but the team
needs time.

After the A-10 tourney,

the Minutewomen will have

a two-week break before go

ing back on the road for

their final two matches.

In other news, the

equestrian team is coming
ofT a four-point win in a

tuneup for this weekend's
Eastern Regionals at Storrs,

("T Tryouts for next year's

team will be held early next

semester

CoUegiiiii ( 'orri'spinitlcnt

Andy Shernutn also

contributed

• Gorillas win big again
continued from page 20
the rock like LoCascio during that same time.
"We fell into a rut as we do every once in a while and

started to get some chiiitsy turnovers. Wt- cleared the
ball out of our end five stiaight times hut lost it right
back," Garber said.

The (jt)rillas finished oH'the Redinen with tnur straight

goals, one each by Codignotto and Stewart while Tyler
got his pair.

Man-up Advantages: On the junior cmuit, the 11
JV squad has been gearing up for its thud miting tomor-
row afternoon vs. Yale at New Haven.

Au!.,. Kjl,' SAii • ( .ALi'UlAIORS

ttiUr^tAiNMtNl '^'M UtNI

FOR bALt 'fuUND
HfLP WANIED'LOSI

CLASSIFIED
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PfcRSONAiS.iViDt AAMtiJ
RIDERS NftDfcD* AUyiCiS

f^OOMAFfc WANIfD'tRAVtL
WANitD* Sublet

COME TO THE COUEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MOW-THURS 1:30-3:30 (FRI • 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLtCATION • CASH IW ADVAWCE, 15*/W0RD/DAY FOR STUOCMTS

ACTIVITIIS

NOTICE OF ANNUAL MEETING Top Ol
the Campus. Inc Will hold its annual
meeting Mau 7. 1987 in Campus Center
Room 903 at 3 00 PM

SOO MILLION WARM blooded animals are
killed each day tor us to eat Animal Rights
Coalition SU 306 today at 4:00

BICYCLE CO—OP across Post Office m
SUB Non-prolil. welcomes old and new
members Meets every Thursday at 7 PM
Check coop door

DISGUSTED BY ANIMAL ABUSE IN

YOUR LAB CLASS& The Animal Rights
Coalition meets every Thurs 4 00 PM SU
306

BICYCLE TACING CLUB is looking for

members particularly women We need
women riders to compete/train for a squad
May 2 UMass Race ca. 546-1205

WSVll STAFF MKTiN^G tonight. CC rm
101 7 pm very important

EASTSIOE EASTSIDE EASfSIDE,
General security information meeting AH in-

terested should attend Thursday 4/16 S 30
-6 30CC 163C

AUDIO

SELLING OHM SPEAKERS^IOOvOi
Brother typewriter Cheap! Call 6-7921

RECiEVER, TURNTABLE. GOOD car-

tridge, equilizer Good and cheap 6-9152
(leave message

)

AUTO FOR SALE

HONDA civic 76l^iew^tlcker runs great

$400/bO 584-6718

IStTYPINTCTeTK asking $600 549-1138

196S FORD FALCON a cream puff

256-6920

82 SUBARU WMT. ExceNent shape 2.600

549-7529

1977 CHEVY MALIBU good transportation

$500 or BO 256-8673 Barry

1983 RENAULT FUEGO sports coupe
5-speed excellent condition asking $2800
1978 Toyota Corola 2-door 5-speed no rust

good condition tow milage $800 Call

546-1486 ask lor Donna

75 TOYOTA COROLLA runs extremely

well Rebuilt engine new alternator $500
546-3204 or leave message at 546-5768

75 MONZA RUNS well lutle rust. 72.000
mi $600 Fred 6-6368

80 CHEVETTE 4SP0 2dr very good cond

$1200 eves 256-8065

77 TOYOTA COROLLA: white. 4dr, stan-

dard, AM/FM, AC. reliable and lovable-

$1000 538-3670

1979 FORD MUSTANG yellow, auto.

82,000 mis AM/FM stereo $1200 545-3689

after 530 584-9042

76 PLYMOUTH VOLARE Wack 6 cylinder,

PS & PB, am/tm runs great $500 256-6281

FOR A OOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-DISC Enlenainment Agency Disc

(ockies, lights, rentals, and mobile video

dances! 549-7144

INTERTAINMENT

JAM TOONZ - Great party sounds at

reasonable rates Call Kevin at 546-41 1

1

FOR RENT

BEDROOM AVAILABLE, End of May w/or

w/oul tall option on 2 br apartment, bus

route. Heidi 256-1547

SQUIRE VILLAGE 4 bedroom apt. Take
over lease w/fall option or sublet call

256-1318

SSO^EWARD foTAkE over lease, Ibr

southwood apt, call 967-3963,
617-752-7033

GRADUATING SENIORS, take over our

apartment. Townhouse style • furnished,

free cable call now 665-3513

ONE BEDROOM PUFFTON apt for rent

near bus slop partially furnished call late

549-7540

TAKE OVER LEASE Pulfton Village, one
bedroom $350/mo starling June 1 call Don
or Dan 549 5978

FOUR BEDROOM APARTMENT great

location' $840 plus/month summer with (all

option 549-7510

3 BEDROOM APT in Southwood 1'i

bathrooms Take over lease JUne l si Soft

from busstop Avoid a waiting list act now.

call 256-1085 anytime

ONE BEDROOM COLONIAL village apart

mem lake over our lease 6/1/87 Call after-

noon or evening 253-3702

TAKE OVER LEASE June Isl 2bdr on bus

route, inexpensive 549-1439

HOUSE 4 BEDROOMS, garage
woodslove, spacious backyard take over

lease June 1 call after 6 pm 256-1734

*-i BEDROOM houses Amherst Hadley,

Northampton Some June others Sept

$625 plus utilities and up Call now Skibiski

Realtors 584 3428

PERFECT FOR ONE or two people one
bedroom apartment at Cliffside 400/mo
utilities included Across (rom 7/1 1. bank,
bus stop Sublet in June w/fall option Call
Liz or John. 665-7143

LARGE TWO-BEDROOM Colonial Village
Apt available June 1 Call 253-2416

ONE BEDROOM" APARTMENT In
Southwood take over lease m June with fall

option Call 256-8609 after 5

TAKE OVER LEASE June 1st Two
bedroom Cliffside 665-8617

AVAILABLE JUNE 1.1-3 bedrooms in a
Swiss Village Apt 215/fnonthinclu«ive. On
busline Call Rob 256-1480

SUMMER SUBLET W/FAU option 2 bdrm
apt on bus route 256-1737

TAKE OVER OUR lease in June and get
August rent tree' Or )ust sublet for the sum-
mer/2-bedroom in Southwood apts call

256-6334

ROOM IN HOUSE 1 mile fr campus
$l85/mo take over lease call Natalie
549-6792

ROOM AVAILABLE IN Beaut condo close
to UMass on bus line Kitchen/laundry lacil

inci female non-smokers no pels 256-1547
San

BEDROOM AVAIL, END May w/or w/out
tall option on 2b, busroute Heidi 256-0051

ROOMS FROM JUNE 1st fall option $235
per month exclusive close to campus
549-1358

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL option, one
bedroom apt in the center of Amherst $
450/month includes heat, hot water, 2 car
parking Call 256-0391. keep trying

SOUTHWOOD 2 BEDROOM, quiet S
clean, right on bus route, heat mcl
Available June 1 Call 253-9612

TAKE OUR LEASE, avoid the waiting list

Southwood Townhouse. 253-7987

ROOM IN NEW house, call Dale at

253-9949 beNveen 5 3& 6:30

WANTED TO RENT

UMASS STUDENT LOOKING for room to

rent near campus during spring break 9-21
to 9-29 Call Mary at 546-1 151 Keep trymg

SUBLETS/HOUSING NEEDED June 28
Aug 15 Call SBMC 256-8615 9AM-7PM

WANTED-S100 REWARD a 6 or 7 person
house for next year, near bus route Call

Dave 549-0384 or Patty 549-1703 leave
name and number

S100 REWARD PUFFTON-FOR- 2 bedrm
apt. Lease in Puffton or Brandywine Please
call 6-5331.

WANT TO TAKE over lease of off-campus
house near bus route for next fall and
spring Call 546-1090 or 253-3894

2 HIGH SPIRITED WOMEN (smokers) look-

ing to take over lease on apt or house: or

lo share your place in the fall call Kristie

6-8565

LOOKING FOR 3 bedroom Puffton apt
want to sublet for summer and take over
lease call Herb 546-6761

$100 REWARD~FOR 3-bedroom Puffton
apartment starting summer tall call Rahul
5453179 or 665-2810

FORSAU

PV BACK STAGE guitar amp, 35 watts
hardly used (year old) excellent condition
Comes with free PV machine heads $100
or BO. call anytime 546-4161

CRATE AMP MUST sell! Call Shawn
546-9030

WiNDERSURFER CLASSIC. S color sail

2 dagoerboards Excellent condition
Forget Florida $425 Great conversation
piece 549-7842

U2 TICKEfS FOR sale all shows 546-8789

RAYBAN. BOLLE, VUARNET sunglasses
plus look-a-likes Jams. Calchit, Sunbnt-
ches shorts, everything discount, Ozzie
549-7575

GUCCI WATCHES FOR ladies many new
styles only $30 call Brian 6-7425

KRAMER FOCUS 2000 with Floyd Rose
and Hardshell case S300 Peavy Back
Stage Amp $100 call Dan 549-6211

FOyND

MARYANNE MAGUIRE I have your Monec
card 549-0114

KEYS FOUND, ABOUT Si» Keys (1 Umass)
on a Student Umon Anniversary ring Call
6-9013 10 -claim

LOtT

LOST TENNIS RACKET Pro Kenner at

Haigis Mall returning from Spring BReak
If found please relur,i Great sentimental
value Tom 253-7438

HELP! i'M COOKED ilTdont find my Flus-

sian notebook It is a l/lue spiral bound with

Russian' written on the cover (m Rus
sian) Please call 546-9296

LOST ORANQE CAT in Amity St area on
Saturday Apnl 1 1 call 549-6392

LOST LADIES GOLD Seiko watch 4/4
somewhere from Zeta Psi to Nortfieast Kris

5465576

RED POLO SPRING jacket in campus
center- Friday please call Julie 9571

GREY JEAN JACKET from Mike's W View
Thurs 4/9 be cool return keys Irom pocket
Cift Brandywine 549-0667

Hit* WANTfO

WE ARE LOOKING for someone to do child

care one evening a week and occasional
overnights Must have transportation Call

584-9057

WANTED PART TIME bus drivers tor Nor
thamplon to Amherst routes $5 to start very
convenient for Northampton residents

Work schedule arranged around your class

schedule 586-1909

THE CENTER FOR popular economics has
openings lor 2 administrative assistants

Both jobs would start in May Aiob descrip-

tion is posted in Thompson 829, or call

Tasha at 545-0743 tor more information

Application deadline: AprtI 10

GROUNDS WORKERS WANTEOTat^ine
Grove Golf Course Call 584-4570 lor

interview

MANAGER TRAINEES NOW hiring,

Amherst, Hawaii. Boston. Long Island, or

Dallas 50 openings Excellent pay ex-

cellent working conditions Full or part-time

Call Willie at 549-7793

FULL AND PART time positions available

very flexible hours and excellent working
conditions Conveniently located in the

center of Amherst You can earn up to $20
an hour with salary and commissions Con-
tact Target Enterprises for an interview Ask
for Keith 549-7793

STUDENT NOTES AND pnnting service

accepting applications 4/10-4/17 for pro-

duction manager, bookkeeper, and offset

printer Experience preferred Apply 401
SU

SUMMER JOB - WATERFRONT Director
for day camp in the Boston Area June
29-August 14 Salary 1,800-2,000 depen-
ding on expenence Contact: Janet Wad-
den. outdoor program director Patriots'

Trail Girl Scout Council. 6 St . James Ave
,

Boston. Ma 02116 (617)482-1078

AMC HAMPSHIRE 6 theatres is looking for

responsible individuals to work in an en-

joyable environment as ushers & conces-
sionists Must be available lor summer
employment Apply in person at the

Theaters, Hampshire Mall after 4 pm

NOW HIRINCTASSistANt to the Student
Body President Positions open immediate-
ly to work through summer and fall 10
hrs /week at minimum wage applications

available at 40eE Student Union BIdg Ap-
plications due April 24 AA/EOE

DAY CAMP COUNSELORS, health super
visor, waterfront aides needed tor Girl

Scouts camp in S Hadley July 9-Aug 7,

9:30 am- 4pm, Call Carol evenings
586-6113, Ass , to Direc. also needed

MOTORCYCLES

HONDA CB350 RECENTLY rebuilt emgine
call 256-8643 ask for JR $450 or BO

PERSONALS

NOREEN, HAPPY BIRTHDAY good lort<in'

Enjoy your day. Love ya, Craig

U8 TK^ETS HARTFORD May 9^683

HAPPY BIRTHDAY JO! Have «un, your still

a lightweight! Love Slu.

brcKINSON CHAMPS, you mad lo^e
crankin babes! Good job 6-East, lets lake
the tournament' Love ya. Skip ft Col

MEGGERSThAPPY BIRtHDAY! I just
thought that I'd say hi on this x-Ira special
day - everyday is special when I'm with you'
I'm really gonna mis you - Let's make the
best of these last few weeks! - 1 Love You
• Scott

TO THE CIRCUS AT AXO I know I gel
cranky when I don't get my sleep, but
remember guys - you're awesome
roomated' Have a great Easter/Passover'
love, Sharky

TO SUZANNE KAMPNER. my favorite
devil OK. ok, you're my only devil Happy
Easter/Passover! Love, Nina

NOREEN. (NONIE) Happylsth Birhlday"
You're a great roomate. even i( you do
snore' Love Eileen. (Ei. Leak)

TO SARAH W. Have a great 2 1st birthday
and a good Easter' Pete W
NIFERMOd - more day. the counidown
continues Get psyched lor a colee (rappe
Love Judy and Pebbles

MAX PARKER Happy early B-day you mad
man Good luck m the maratfion Im
rooting lor you Always Love Randy

ONLY 2 DAYS until AmTty's birthday

LISA T. HERES the personal you were
looking (or I hope you have a great day'
luv Maria

COPENHAGEN MAN thanks lor Ihe .ce
cream it made our mght" All I need now is

48 hours in one day Love. Lax of time

SCOTT - SAW YOU Saturday w/Kyle (rom
6-Grayson Balcony Interested" I am'
6-7007 Maggie

TOM CRUISE IN Top Gun Thursday Apnl
16th in Ihe Campus Center Auditorium
300 show $2 00. 5,7.9,11 shows $2 50
come early and beat the crowd!

IF YOU RE INTERESTED m Hiyt
academics and outstanding social li(e

great home cooking, and a convenient loca
tion you're invited to IOTA Gamma Up
silon's open rush Our parties are April 13
15 16 at 5 15 Come to 406 N Pleasant S
(or Mexican niie. Italian nile. and lobster
Call 256 6874 (or inio

ITS COMING FOR the firsriime in May'

KERRI, WE COULDlilT lorgel you. coulc
we'' Hope you have a great birthday' Love
ya, Beverly and Alyson

TO JENNYPOO. LORUNNE. Steffy. S'uze
Greggy. Rooosell. and "L "-

it was a perfect
gotcha' And the academy award winner
IS vou guys are the best friends and I love
you' JodI

2 HOOMATES WANTED: Brandywine
lease beginning June Interested nonsmok
ing females please call Marilyn 549-6157

2 FEMALE ROOMATES needed to share
a Brittany Manoi Apt Call 253-2284

1 MALE NEEDED TO share 1 bedroom
Puffton Village apt starting Sept or earlier

Must be nonsmoker $192 month plus
utilities 549-1476 anytime. 6am-9am,
evenings

I NEED A room mate to share my palatial

Puffton Village Apt This summer Musi-
cians especially welcome Dave 549-1616

DONNA. I'LL MISS you bunches I love you
dearly Shi-head

M, LETS HOPE there wili be two reasons
to celebrate today! Have a great 20th I love
you' Happy birthdayi Me

AMY KUNDEL. 'THEY say it's your birth

day " Happy 22nd Always remember
watneys. kosher kraziness, host. Ryan Rd

,

16 candles, automobile!' Love ya, Oi

1 ROOMMATE WANTED to share 1

bedroom apt Brandywine w/2 females call

546-8208 or 546-8643 evenings

LOOKING FOR TWO non-smoking male
roommates to share Brittany Manor apart-

ment Startinq Aug 1st or earlier if

necessary Call Kyle 256-1388

FEMALE. NON-SMOKER wangled for own
room in quiet, clean Riverglade Apt Star-

ling June 253-3130

WANnO TO RENT

MIKE L. YOU'I^ real special And that's
not way the — off Love the Little One

2N FIELD -TO y'ail who were m the hallway
Weds at 2AM thanks lor the support' You're
great' Luv, Lis

APARTMENT OR HOUSE for 3. 4, or 5
people reasonably close to campus Call

anytime 546-6602, 546-5774 or 546-5772
Please keep trying.

BILL. HAPPY 20TH birthday! Only one
more year to go Have a good one I will

always rememlwr and I hope you never
forget There will always be a special place
for you in my heart Love you forever. Eric

HEY -MARCIELLA WEIBEL- you re gret
you're awesome you're wonderful -happy
no 19 Love your roomie"

HAZELBONER HAPPY 20TH "birthday'
Drink your lace off Love ya. hands, scoop
& the Russian

SINGLE ROOM IN PUFFTON or North
Amherst lor lall or earlier Easy going
nonsmoking make 549-1476

TWO SENIORS LOOKING lor one or two
bedrooms for now until end of semester
close lo campus Call Chris or Dave
253 7572

LOOKING FOR 3-BEDROOM in Pulfton
reward offered- Lisa 6-7979

CELiNA - HAPPY BIRTJHIDAY! Live it up'
Love. Diane. Lisa. & Michelle

DTaNE. ITS BEEN A GREAT six months
I wouldn't have wanted to spend my lime
with any one else You always know how
to make me smile. I love you Happy six

month aniversary Love Michael

$$$BIG REWARD OFFERED for 3
bedroom Puffton Apt Lease 253-7927

LOOKING FOR Sbedroom Puffton Apt
Want to sublet lor summer and take over
lease Call Herb 546-6761

THE BOSTON GLOBE. IBM. General
Foods and Kenner Parker Toys are just a
few of the many opportunities available
through the Co-op Office Come in or call

today 545-2224 your future starts here'

TAKE OVER LEASE June 1st 2 bedroom
apt in Colonial Village across from Changes
380/mo plus utilities on bus route 256-0984

SERVICES

TUTORING. SUBSTITUTE TEACHING in

business management marketing,
finance, investment & microcomputers $7
per hour Neg 536-5006 leave message

WANTED

NEXUS BAND -Contact David at 54941^
Are you still together?

• WANTED VOLLYBALL TEAMS for oH
campus

MayfesI 87' Prizes for sinning team "

•submit names to 404 8 U B by Friday"

LASER TYPING SERVK;E Have your
resume, paper or thesis professionally

typeset Best rales in town Call Rick at

549-0173 after 6PM

TRAVIl

LOOKING FOR A MALE traveler to
4/20' Coed teams vi^toome! * backpack Europe with 2F and IM Sept-Oct

Call Jill 549-3631

SUU.ET

SUBLET FOR TWO June 1 665-7526

SUMMER VACATION: 3 week lour of

Great Britain $899 Fun. friends, scenery,
history Call Mary for info 253-7368

TAKE OVER LEASE in large cheap 2br
apt Squire Village Call 665-8596

LARGE FULLY FURNYsHED HOUSE.
Cable, 5 bedrooms, near bus stop, very

clean This house is ideal" Rent negotiable.

Call us!! 253-5885

CAPE COD RENTAL

SUMMER SUBLET AVAILABLE 3
tjedroom Puffton call Paula 549-2832 or

Cheryl 546-9684

EVERYTHING YOU EVER wanted in an
apartment. 2bdrms. kitch, bath, 2
waterbeds, fully (urnished Right in the
center of Amherst 600plus utilities

Negotiable 253-7954

SUMMER SUtLBT

NOFlfHAMPTON - W/FALL^PTION -

Newly renovated and clean Spacious
Browslone (Townhouse), 4 BDRM, IVj

baths on bus route and 1 block to center
of town, Call 586-5353,

WEST YARMOUTH SUMMER rental,
Segull Beach 253-7436 sleeps three

SUMMER JOSS

UNDERGRADUATE ADMISSIONS
OFFICE seeks enthusiastic UMass May
1987 graduate or senior (or summer /Admis-
sions Assistant position trom May 26 -

August 29 Responsibilities include inter

viewing prospective students and conduc-
ting campus tours Excellent communica-
tion skills, leadership experience, and
knowledge o( University required Submit
resume to: Karen Copetas, Undergraduate
Admissions Office, 225 Whitmore, by May
4, 1987

SUMMER JOBS

$ 1 00 REWARD 3 bedroom apt In Amhef«
Center call 546-5047 for 546-5028

BEDROOM AVAIABLE IN 2 bedroom
apartment Laundry, on bus route, quiet

neat Kate 665-2288

2 BEORdOM APT. available June-Aug
$400/mo or BO call 546-8485 or 8487
after 10PM

SUMMER SUBLET IN (urnished PuKlon
apt starting June 1 to Spet 1 Call after 1

1

PM or belore 10 AM 649-0106

TWO ROOMS AVAILABLE in brand new
fully (urnished An.hersl house Summer
w/fall option Call Laurel or Linda a!

2539949

3 BEDROOM FURNISHED apt 4eO/month
ulililies and cable included on bus route

swimming pool tennis cl 665-:3671

ULTIMATE SUMMER APARTMENT. TV
pool double beds, etc Must see '^i mi to

UMass 256-6332

AMHERST CENTER. DOUBLE room in

tiouse with fall option, rent reasonable, call

Claire or Lisa for details at 253 7216

THREE BEDROOM PUFFTON apt
availab e for summer 87 3 or 4 people call

for details 549-6327

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS
The origanized students We tram
you No*i hiring painters Good
conditions and good pay $5-$7

per hour throughout N E Age and
experience not a concern
Positions filling quickly

Call today 1-800-424-2468

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS
Summer Employment
Information Sessions

Today
Campus Center rm 803 t 00 & 4 00
Good summer jobs throughout N E

$5-$7 an hour
1-800-424 2468

3CERA THE STUDENT CENTER (or

rducationai Research and Advocacy is hir

nci lor the Fall'" Come work (or an
organii'adon that educates and advocates
on issues of racism, sexism, homophobia,
^nti semitism, etc

, as well as other studeni
issues like financial aid, child care, and
organizing Work study and non-work study
available at lOhrs/wk " $3 65/hr All

students, especially ol color and women,
encouraged lo apply Graduate position
available on oppression work Applications
avialable at SCERA, 426 Student Union
545-0341 Due 4/22 4 00 PM AA/EEO

tOOIMIAn WANTiO
LOOKINO FOR SINOLE

IN HOUSE OR APARTMENT lor next yMT
2 NONSMOKING QUIET females needed Summer included Call Giselle at 549-1634
10 share Brandywine Apt lor Fall 549-4598 leave message (non-smoking)

NEED 3 ROOMATES

TO SHARE BRANDYWINE 2 bedroom apt

Lease starts on June Non-smokers,
females, no pets Call 549-1634 leave

message

ROOM IN NOHO HOUSE

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL optkyi starting

June 15 Great bedroom in fvlorthampton

house Spacious' 10 minute walk to town,
right by Smith college, partly lumished
Rent negotiable Gel June 15 till end ol

June Iree Call 584 0054 ASAP

POORFROO

LOST ONE BLACK make-up case (and
make-up) and a pink vinyl address book II

anyone can help FROG please call 64770
and ask lor Lisa or FROG hersell

SUMMER SUiLET

SUMMER SUBLET — Brandywine
Are you interested please call

Andrea or Sue at 546-8584

PROFESSIONAL TYPINO SERVICE

CASES. PAPERS. DISSERTATIONS.
theses, fast, accurate, dependable, on-

campus, reasonable 584 7924. Nancy

TYPINO SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING. PAPERS, letters,

resumes, etc Meticulous proofreading
Editing available New IBM typewriter Call

549-0367

SPRING FUNO

HELP WITH SPRING Fling' Come to Cen-
tral Area Government meetings at 8:00 on
Tuesdays.

SUMMER JOaS

ON CAPE COD at Jason's of OenniBporl
Floor and door personnel, barbacks and
bartenders, waiter and waitresses Accep-
ting applications Mon thru Sal vacation

week from noon to 3 Interviews at Clan-

cy's. 8 Uppercounty Rd Dennisport MA

SANDS WANTED

' SWAG IS LOOKING (or bands to play
'

during Southwest week,
' May 5-8 Applications are available '

• Now at the SWAG office in Hampden '

'and are due by April 15. 1987 at 5PM '

the list of bands selected will be
• posted on April 21. 1987 Southwest

'

• rocks Ihe Pyramids'!!
'

FREE CASH

NEED MONEY? SPEND all your cash on
springbreak? I need your baseball cards
please help' Call Mike 549-0333

SOUTHWIST

BE PROUD "of Soulhvirest' Make This

year's concert the best' Join security! Get
involved! Sign up at the SWAG office in

Hampden

DEADLINE EXTENDED
LEOAL AS$I$TANTS WANTED

DEADLINE EXTENDED TO April 1 7 for fall

1987 internships with Ihe Legal Services
Office: gel hands on experience in legal

field-work directly with attorneys and
clients Earn up to 15 undergraduate
credits No experience needed -training

provided To begin application process con-

tact Legal Services today. 545-1995 922
Campus Center

T*OROUP KATJA ft CHARMAINE

I LOVE YOU all. it's easy and true for me
to say. Thank you Tim Sue. Lisa, Heather,
Eileen, Carl, Mike. Lauren. Joan, Chris, and
last but not least Mary' Ive been thinking

about the weekend non-stop! I'm high as
a kite' See you in the clouds- Jen

MEU$$A $MITH

MELISSA- REMEMBER HASTA la vista

baby breaking hearts is my claim to fame

LOOKINO FOR A ROOM7

MASTER BEDROOM FOR rent in a 3
bedroom apt m Norlhwood apts Available

rKiw/Vpril (ree 143rrTin ( roni o( (he bus slop
Call 665-3586 oi 5.49 ^835

•ANDS WANTED

' WANTED BANDS TO play at the first

'

' annual off campus Maytesi Pick up '

' applications at 404 SUB tapes and '

application due Friday 4/20!

SPANISH TUTORING ft TRANSLATION

HELP WITH GRAMMAR, stones, pronun-
ciation 256-1002

PROFESSIONAL TVPtNO

SPEEDY KEYS ' FAST, aoourala,
reliable 2S»-t002
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Gorillas take charge, stick it to LoBasco, Redmen
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

JAMAICA. N.Y. - The ninth-ranked
University of Massachusetts men's
lacrosse team used a strong offensive first

half and key performances from senior at-

tackman Tom Carmean and sophomore
goaltender Sal LoCascio to defeat St.

John's University, 17-8, here yesterday.
Carmean had three goals and six assists

while LoCascio made 19 saves to help up
the Gorillas' record to 4-0 on the season.

Also leading the way were freshman at-

tackman Scott Hiller with one goal and
four assists and senior attackman Greg
Cannella, Tim Stewart, and Chris Tyler
added two goals each. Kelley Carr and
Robert Codignotto each had a goal and an
assist while Neal Cunningham, Chris
Zusi, Pat Cain, Doug Musco. and Greg
Collins each had a single tally.

"Every time we set up and ran our cut-

Carmean 's goals, assists leads the team

ter plays, we either got a goal or a good
shot. We handled our plays well and shot

well against their goalie," Gorilla head
coach Dick Garber said. "We played as

well here as we did against UNH."
The Redmen, who fell to 3-7, got four

goals from senior attackman Jeff

Steigman and a goal and an assist from
senior midfielder and the team's leading
scorer, Mike Bolger.

St. John's was expected to come out and
slow the game down with ball control and
keep it a low scoring affair, but they were
unable to do so as the Gorillas stole the

tempo from the outset and dominated
play.

"UMass is a strong, fast team. They
grabbed the lead early and forced us to

change our game," St. John's head coach
William Miltenberg said.

UMass found it difficult playing on the

artificial surface of the Redmen's field

which, according to Garber, was different

from any other the team had played on.

"This is a beautiful field. It's nice to

play on and run on but it has no bounce

at all. I told the shooters to not take any
bounce shots because the ball .vouldn't go

anywhere," Garber said.

Nevertheless, the field didn't keep the

team from putting the ball into the net

past the other Sal, freshman Sal LoBasco.

The Gorillas made no bones about game
tempo, jumping out to a quick, 5-3 first-

quailer lead. Just 97 seconds into the con-

test, Carr picked up a loose ball and cruis-

ed in from 30 yards out. Cunningham
made it 2-0 a whole 25 seconds later as

he took a Carmean pass in front and dealt

it past LoBasco.

The Redmen struck back, however, on
goals by Steigman and Bolger with 8:14

to go in the quarter. The tie only lasted

a 1:39 though as Hiller, Zusi and Car
mean tallied in succession to put LTMass
up for good at 5-2, Steigman countered to

end the quarter.

Steigman's third goal, just a minute in-

to the second quarter made it 5-4 but
UMass ran off Hie next five goals. Cain,

Musco, Carmean, Stewart and Carmean
again poured it on to push the lead to 10-4

with 1:11 to go in the half. Steigman got

his fourth, scoring what could have been
a momentum-swinging goal with :03 left

in the half to make it 10-5, but the

Gorillas came out in the second half with
three quick goals to put the game out of

reach.

Astonishingly, the Gorillas didn't score

for the next 19:56, but fortunately, St.

John's could get only two goals against

continued on pa^e 19

Monday schedule today

SPORTS

Softball sweeps two from Maine
Minutemen
sweep UNH
Surpass . 500 mark

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
baseball team has finally reached that
record that has been eluding it all season
— the .500 mark.
The Minutemen not only reached it

yesterday but surpassed it with an im
pressive showing, sweeping the Univer-
sity of New Hampshire, 8-3 and 6-5, in
Durham N.H., to improve to 8-7.

"The sweep is very important," UMass
coach Dick Bergquist said. "It helps us
salvage some recognition in New England
but more importantly, it helps set up
momentum for the A- 10 season."
The Minutemen will have today off

before travelling to Kingston, R.I., to open
the Atlantic 10 season. Weather permit-
ting, UMass will battle the University of
Rhode Island in doubleheaders Friday
and Saturday at noon.
The team will return to Amherst brief-

ly before departing Sunday for
Philadelphia, where barring rain, it will
play St. Joseph's in A- 10 doubleheaders
Monday and Tuesday, completing a string
of eight conference games in five days.
But although yesterday's games were

not A- 10 contests, that did not mean
UMass took them lightly.

The Minutemen got probably their best
overall contribution of the season, and the
number of players that had a key part in
the victories is a long one.
You could name Jeff Richardson, who

picked up his first save in the first game
and a win in the second to improve to 2-0.

"We got some really decent pitching to-

day," Bergquist said.

And then theVe was Gary DiSarcina,
who banged a pair of doubles and drove
in three runs in the second game.
You can't leave out Sean Flint, who

went four-for-eight with three RBIs on the
afternoon. Or Steve Kern with three hits
and two RBIs. Or Mike Owens, who pit-

ched three innings of no-hit, shutout relief
in the second game. After not playing in
a week, it seemed like everyone wanted
a part in yesterday's victories.

In the fifth inning ofthe first game, Dar-
rin O'Conner gave UMass a 3-1 lead with
an RBI single.

The Minutemen put the game out of
reach with three runs in the seventh.
Matt Sheran led off with a single and stole
second. Jay Zerner knocked him in with
a single and went to second on the throw
home. Flint singled in Zerner and, aft«r
Dean BorrelH walked, Kern scored Flint
with a single.

Jeff Meyer came in to relieve in the
seventh for UMass and allowed the
Wildcats to load the bases with one out,
but Richardson got UNH to ground into
a double play to end the game.
Correspondent Joe Roberts contributed

to thia story.

Barbara Meehan strokes a three-run
come-from-behind win over Maine,
fourth inning UM outburst. UM won

UMass travels
Now ranked seventh
By LINDA DELIVORIAS
Collegian Staff

Its season is only at the halfway mark,
but the seventh-ranked University of

Massachusetts women's lacrosse team has
already found itself in a must-win
situation.

The Gazelles, 3-3, will travel to Boston
University this afternoon to clash with the
Terriers, at 3:30 p.m. UMass is in pursuit
of an elusive playoff berth, so the team
can't afford to allow its record to dip below
the .500 plateau.

"This game is very important. We can't

lose another one to a regional team. Its a
big game, a must-win, and we should win,"

sophomore defenseman Julie Stuart said."

BU enters the contest with a modest 2-4

record. The team's last victory was a 5-2

squeaker over cross-town rival Nor-

theastern. The Terriers are led on offense

Collegian photo by Paul Franz

homer in yesterday's 6-5, first game
Meehan's blast keyed a four-run,
the second game, 9-2.

Minuteivomen 19-7
with 6-5, 9-2 wins
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

Those previously invisible breaks are
beginning to appear in throngs for the
University of Massachusetts Softball team.
After beating Adelphi in the bottom of

the seventh inning on Tue.sday. the
Minutewomen decided to add a little more
excitement to this important week of
regional games by spotting the Universi-
ty of Maine five runs before storming back
to claim an extra-inning, 6-5 win over the
Black Bear.s in the first game ofyesterday's
doubleheader. The nightcap wasn't as
suspenseful, as UMass wasted Maine, 9-2.

The wins improve UMass record to 19-7

overall. More importantly, the sweep over
the fourth-ranked team in the Northeast
gives the Minutewomen some added
momentum going into today's 2:30 twinbill

with 20th-ranked University of
Connecticut.

"The win over Adelphi on Tuesday was
real key in coming back in that first game
today. This team knows that they are a
good team," head coach Elaine Sortino
said. "They did what they had to do to come
back."

The Black Bears, who fell to 18-15 on the
season, came into the doubleheader with
a reputation for producing a lot of hits, smd
lost of runs to go with them. That was
clearly evident in the fourth inning of the
opener, as Maine exploded for five runs, all

of them earned. The Black Bears chased
UM starter Chris Wanner, tagging the
sophomore righthander *br two hits before
freshman righthander Traci Kennedy was
called in to put out the fire.

But Kennedy could do no better, giving
up five runs (two were Wanner's respon-
sibility) on two hits in aMi inning stint.
Wanner then returned to the mound (soft-
ball utilizes a re-entry rule) and got out of
the inning without further damage.

continued on page 18

to BU in must-win situation
by junior co-captains Kim Pond (10 goals.

4 assists), and Jennifer Taylor (4,3). Senior
Pam Mudway. a netminder on the field

hockey team, is a tentative watchdog in

goal, with a .565 save-percentage.
"BU is a relatively weak team, but I'm

not taking anything for granted." UMass
head coach Pam Hixon said. "We have to
play solid defense, control the free balls,

and spread out our scoring."

UMass has practiced diligently the last
two days in hopes of regaining its effective
transition game, which went astray in the
latter stages of the team's 12-4 loss on Sun-
day at the hands of top-ranked Temple
University. The Owls exhibited a swarm-
ing defense, but it also didn't help matters
when senior defenseman Emily Humiston
was ejected for slashing.

"We just lost our midfield connection
when Emily got the red card. It offset our
tempo," junior defensman Amy Robertson
said. In the Temple setback, the Gazelles

were tentative on offense and weren't able
to find the open man cutting through the
crease. Defensively, the team was plagued
by a plethora of fouls, which resulted in the
Owls netting a handful of free position
tallies.

"We weren't connecting on offense. The
defense looked good in the first half. We
were dropping in on the attack and pick-
ing up the cutters. We just lost our poise
in the second half," Stuart said. "Against
BU we have to concentrate on a posession-
type game, get the ground balls, and com-
mit no turnovers. We have to play smart,
and do the simple things to win."
Face-offs: The Gazelles pounded the Ter-

riers in la.st year's season opener at
Amherst, 11-5. Senior co-captain Lisa
Griswold registered four goals in the rout.

. Freshman attackman Sue Murphy heads
UMass' balanced scoring attack. "Murph"
has netted 11 tallies and chalked up 6
assists.
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Bennett jeered at Smith speech
3v MARIA RTTTT „ XT -WA*
By MARIA BULL
Collegian Staff
Secretary of Education William J. Bennett last night

addressed an overfiow crowd at Smith College on the im-
portance of studying Western civilization, in a speech
punctuated by hisses, jeers and laughter.
Approximately one thousand students showed up to hear

Bennett, about fifty of whom chanted slogans like "Educa-
tion for the people, not just the rich." in greeting the
Secretary outside Wright Hall.
Bennett, lecturing on "Why Western Civilization"?" ex-

toUed 'our own Western tradition of learning," and saidWe must study, nurture, and defend Western civiliza-
tion because it is good."
"Bennett said we must first study the West because "it

is ours^ It IS the culture in which we live and in whichmost of us will continue to live: it is the water and weare the fish."

He said that most of the world looks for "guidance, hopeand inspiration" from the United States especially
... the West is good," said Bennett. "It offers an un-

surpassed record of the serious discussion by serious menand serious women of questions like 'What can I know"?What should I do? What should I hope for? What is man?What IS good?
Some in the crowd found this passage particularly

amusing. -^

Bennett reiterated the inherent quality of the United

I

States:

"So again, the second reason that we should study nur-
ture and defend the West is because it is good. It has not
always been good; it is not now all good.
"The West is under attack. This attack comes from

without, of course, but it also comes from within. It comes
from those so riven with relativism that they doubt the
preferabihty of civilization to savagery, [much laughter]
ot democracy to totalitarianism. "[hisses]
"The Western tradition remains an unparalleled

resource from which all can learn and profit in the way
we lead our lives."

On the minds of many of the protestors were worries
about plummeting federal funding for higher education
and the future of assistance like Pell Grants and
Guaranteed Student Loans.
Although Bennett did not directly refer to cuts in these

programs proposed by the Reagan administration in his
address, nearly all of the student's questions following the
lecture alluded to financial aid issues.
Bennett said "it looks like Congress isn't going to take

our [budget] recommendations, anyway..." At this point
he was cut off by cheering.
Smith College President Mary Dunn said she was pleas-

ed with the lecture and that she thought the students
allowed him to "express himself. He was not obstructed
and I thought the students asked good questions. He told
me that he thought they did too," she added.

Don Y forget the books, only four weeks to qo I

By RICK SANTOS
Collegian Staff

Students of the University of Massachusetts: Lose the
frisbees suntan oil, and softball gloves. Locate the syllabi
and tackle the unfinished work.

If you are reading this at 11 a.m., there are 4 weeks,
^S days, 677% hours, 40,660 minutes, or 2,439 600
seconds until the end of the semester. Take your pick
But, as Dean of Stucents William Field commented.
I he good things that are going to happen are going to

outweigh the bad. The sun will come out, the rain will

®'°P,'/r'"^
*^°"^®''^^ ^^^' ^°'"®' *"^ ^^"«'8 will come.

We have just come through the dark.. I expect no pro-

blems. Field is looking forward to the remainder of
the semester. "People feel better when they can be out-
doors and wear light clothing," he said, calling February
and March "the dead period." with finals and Com-
mencement "the peak."
Janet Bell, a registrar in the scheduling office

estimated that the last cla.ss this semester is a political
science discussion - Political Science 121. Section 14A- on Friday, May 15 at 4:40 p.m.
Bell said that there is no easy method of finding out

what the last class is. The only way is to go through the
entire schedule and check the meeting times of each
c ass, one-by-one. She now knows that there are no
classes on Friday nights, she added

JJSISJO
Civil engineers and their concrete
creation. Page 4.

|The Board of Editors on a recent
verdict. Page 7.

Gorillas want to keep the streak
alive. Page 16.
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900 students
may be AIDS
carriers
By JOHN FERRO
Collegian Correspondent

As many as 900 University of Massachusetts students

^v^n'wmrrld'f .t'^f
^''^^' --ding fo ^otst

On April 10. the Campus Chronicle reported that theask force estimated 3,000 people on campus might ^ carry.ng the AIDS virus, but Winder said Thursday thc^statistics should be lower. "The committee met Wedm^day and agreed the estimates were too high." he sa dThe figures were based on extrapolations fmm the "B ue

Sv^r f^hf r'"'"'.^'"*'
'' ^y ^he State SenTtJ^s Audi

STidI
^°"""'*^^^^ "" »he prevention and treatment

arfidr'nThe MdT"' ^^ri^"^'^"''
''"'"""' ofMedu.neamc e on the AIDS incubation period stage theory half

has hrSb^dr" --P-'^'-' --ning their'blood

u A
^"t'^"*^'^S' now contract the disease

afia^T'/^ T'''"^?
estimate, as many as 450 of the26.422 student population at UMass could contract AIDS

tTacu;;ifDi\^ -rr;;! *'f
^^^ ^^^-^^^ «^"^Lt1°':

uaciing AlUb i.s probably closer to 30 percent "

J^J A iT^ en^Phasizes that AIDS is a threat to all

m tt number oT'""?'' T' '"^"•^'^ ^'^^th ,n the nation
'• A TT^o u

^^"^ °^ P'^^Pl^ afi-ected statewide

ly •^sa^SMar^rj.i,'*^"
.^^^^^^^^ community entire-ly, says Mary Ann Stanitis. an assistant professor of nursing and member of the task force. "Its not j^t'omo^i:uals and intravenous drug users who get it

"
'''•'"*'^''

b an.tis suggests avoiding AIDS by practicingabstinence, monogamy, or "safe sex" by using condomsduring sexual encounters.
conaoms

The task force has initiated a campus-wide camoaicT,to br,ng AIDS issues to the attention of the comTuniT
t?stin'nnd'met1^L^%'°

^"'"^^ ^^'^ ^"^^^ '^^^^^^^testing and methods for prevention
Last mght, the Faculty Senate was scheduled to discuss

sStoT;^r.r '"°' ^'"'""'"--^^ f- '"»

$15,000 missing
with alleged dealer
By ANN BRITTON
and KELLY SIEGER
Collegian Staff

A Plymouth State College
student allegedly involved
in a drug deal was carrying
$15,000 that belonged to
University of
Massachusetts students
when he disappeared April
6 and a $5000 reward has
been offered for information
about his whereabouts.

Patrick Merrill was last
seen in Plymouth, N.H.,
riding in a green car with a
man named George
Pregent, who was arrested
with David Langlois on
April 13, Laurie Merrill,
Patrick's sister said.

Pregent and Langlois

Patrick Merrill

were arraigned April 14 in
Plymouth District Court on
charges of possesion of a
controlled drug with intent
to sell and transportation of
a controlled substance.
There is a probable cause
hearing scheduled May 5,
according to court records.
UMass students raised

the money and brought it to
Merrill, who allegedly acted
as a middleman for the deal.
$2000 was found in a comic
book in Merrill's room,
which is supposed to be his
profit, according to his
friend Cristian Ossa, a
UMass student and resident
assistant in Washington
Tower.

"A car full of guys from
UMass gave him the money,
he went to make the deal
and was last seen in a green
car," Ossa said. "Police are
sure that something is
wrong."

About the $2,000 found in
Merrill's room, Ossa said.
"He wouldn't leave town
without taking his money.
We just want to get Patrick
back."

Trooper Gearty of the
Plymouth police said the
drug deal 'Isn't our biggest
concern."

"Our biggest concern is

locating Patrick Merrill,"

continued on page 12
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Judge bars Secord records release

AP photo

THE STALKER - A government

soldier moves through brush in Morazan

province, El Salvador, a traditional

stronghold of leftist guerrillas fighting

the current regime.

Potential self-incrimination

WASHINGTON (AP) - A federal judge Thursday refus-

ed to order retired Air Force Gen. Richard V. Secord to

release records of foreign bank accounts Senate in-

vestigators believe are tied to the Iran-Contra arms deals.

U.S. District Judge Aubrey E. Robinson Jr. denied a re-

quest by the Senate panel investigating the Iran-Contra

affair that he order Secord to sign a directive releasing

records of foreign bank accounts in Switzerland. Panama,

and the Cayman Islands.

Lawyers for the Senate committee told Robinson on

Monday that investigators believe the accounts were us^

ed in the sale of U.S. arms to Iran and diversion of profits

to the Nicaraguan rebels known as Contras. Tracing the

money - how much went to whom and for what - has

become a major objective of congressional investigators.

Secord and Albert Hakim, an Iranian American

businessman who was his partner, have been Imked by

the presidentially-appointed Tower commission to foreign

bank accounts that were used to facilitate the arms sales.

Robinson ruled that forcing Secord to sign the document

would violate his constitutional protection against self-

incrimination. Under the Fifth Amendment of the U.b.

Constitution, defendants, or potential defendants, cannot

be compelled to offer any evidence that might be used

against them in court.

"The court need not resort to conjecture to determine

how the communication sought from Secord could poten-

tially incriminate him," Robinson said in the brief opi-

nion that he filed.

'The committee has candidly stated that it seeks to use

the consent directive to obtain Secord's foreign bank

records for use in its investigation into his allegedly

criminal activities." the opinion said.

Robinson said. "The links in the chain leading to poten

tially incriminating bank records are clear, the first link

being the compelled signature of the directive.

Robinson said the second link would be use of the direc-

tive to authenticate the records. "The court would be com

pletely ignoring reality if it were to say that Secord s

signature on the consent directive were not potentially

incriminating," Robinson said in the opinion.

"By signing the directive, Secord would be testifying just

as clearly as if he were forced to verbally assert" its con

tent, the opinion said.

The Senate had sought an order threatening Secord with

imprisonment for contempt of court if he refused to sign

the directive releasing the records.

During the hearing Monday, Robinson indicated he was

troubled by language in the directive stating that Secord

was consenting tx) the release of the bank records In fact,

he was being compelled to sign the document, the judge

suggested.

Senate lawyers argued that the word "consent" in that

context was merely a legal term to satisfy the re

quirements of foreign bank laws.

Robinson said, "I just have a problem playing charades.

I have a problem writing an order I know is a charade."

Committee sources, speaking on condition of anonymi

ty after learning how Robinson was likely to rule, said

the Senate was inclined to appeal.

Suspect denies attacks
Tales "just not true

"

BOSTON (AP)-A Cuban refugee charg-

ed in one killing and suspected of commit-

ting three others and four South Shore

stabbings says he cannot remember the

slaying he confessed to and has denied any

role in the other attacks.

"These things they say I did — well,

they're just not true." William Marquetty

told the Boston Globe in an interview

published yesterday. "I can't believe they

think I did those things. It's crazy."

Police have linked one of two blood-

stained knives found in Marquetty's car to

the March 20 fatal stabbing of a Boston

woman and are analyzing the other knife

to determine if it was used in four other

non-fatal winter stabbings of women in

Milton and Quincy, and a New Bedford

girl, the newspaper said. Marquetty, 26,

reportedly is the target of a Norfolk Coun-

ty grand jury probe into those attacks.

Bristol County District Attorney Ronald

Pina said Marquetty. who came into the

United States from Cuba in 1980 and has

been living in New Bedford, is also a

suspect in three New Bedford slayings.

Marquetty has been charged with

murder in the March death of 29-year-old

Ann M. Gillietti of Boston, who police said

was stabbed 53 times and sexually

mutilated. He has confessed to the killing.

his lawyer says, but says he cannot

remember it.

The Globe quoted unnamed sources as

saying an 8-inch hunting knife found in

Marquetty's car has been identified as the

weapon used to kill Ms. Gillietti.

Marquetty's lawyer, Frank Kelleher.

said Marquetty has psychological problems

and was "conned" into confessing.

Documents filed in West Roxbury

District Court show Marquetty was ar-

rested four days after the slaying when

police matched his sneaker with a bloody

footprint found in Ms. Gillietti's Roslindale

apartment.

The hunting knife was found under Mar

quetty's car seat and the other knife fell

from the roof liner, which was also stain-

ed with blood, according to the documents.

That knife and blood, hairs, and fibers

from the car are being analyzed at the

State Police laboratory in Boston and by

the FBI in Washington.

Authorities said when Marquetty was ar-

rested, he gave four paperback crime

novels, written in Spanish, to investigators.

"He said, 'I want you to read them and

learn about me.'" Boston Police Detective

Kenneth Acerra told the Boston Herald.

But Marquetty told the Globe, "I read

books about a lot of different things -
romance, life. Those things don't mean

anything."

AP photo

CROSSED LEGION - Soldiers of the Spanish Foreign Legion hold

high a giant statue of the crucified Christ on its arrival in Malaga

for Easter Sunday festivities.
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McNamara squeamish about
making AL pitching choice

"Every manager in the league should

Correction

A story on page three of yesterday's Collegian mistakenly said the

Undergraduate Student Senate had approved a $1,500 loan to the Organization

for Marxist Studies.
, ,. , » » j

The loan was not approved. An amendment to make the funds a loan instead

of a grant was approved, but the amended motion was subsequently voted down.

Not everyone wants a job on Wall St. . . .

ENVIRONMENTAL OPTIONS
A CAREER CONFERENCE

Saturday, April 25, 1987
Hosted by University c' Massachusetts-Amherst

TORONTO (AP) - Boston Manager John

McNamara, worried about a potential con-

flict with Red Sox ace righthander Roger

Clemens, says he wants someone else to

pick the pitching staff for the American

League team at the July 14 All-Star game

in Oakland, California.

The Boston manager says he plans to

discuss other ways of picking the pitching

staff with league president Bobby Brown.

recommend pitchers for the all-star team,

and then let the president decide,"

McNamara told the Toronto Globe and

Mail.

McNamara earned the right to pilot the

American League All-Star squad by

guiding the Red Sox to the AL pennant last

year. Davey Johnson of the New York Mets

will be his opponent once again in the Na

tional League dugout.

SECOND ANNUAL MATH COMPETITION
To be held in Room 1634 Lederle Graduate

Center, April 22, 1987 at 7:30 p.m.

The ccxnpetition is open to all Freshmen and Sophomores

currently enrolled at UMass Amherst, Continuing Educa-

tion Students, Previous 1st place winners, and relatives of

Math /Stat faculty are not eligible.

i'^.v

For more information call or write ^
Career Conference

*

Student Conservation Association ^
Box 550, Charlstown, NH 03603

,

((JO.n «2(v57 41
^

FIBST PRIZE:

SECOND PKIZi:

Zenith Model 161 Portable Computer
valued at $1400 and donated by

Zenith Data Systems

$500 donated by United

Technologies

THIRD PRIZE: $200 donated by Aetna Life and
Casualty Insurance Company

SIGN-UP In RoorT> 1623-D BY APRIL 20 and brlr»g ID. on April 22.
^,

Civility commission hears
racial climate concerns
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

The Chancellor's Commission on Civili

ty in Human Relations last night heard

suggestions on improving the racial

climate on campus through changes in the

residential system.

Staff members, resident directors,

residential assistants and students voiced

concerns and made recommendations in-

cluding increased support for RAs and RDs,

civility education for student leaders, facul-

ty members and new students and changes

in the summer orientation program.

Commission member Gloria Guevara

chaired the open meeting and read the

recommendations that had been made

prior to the session to about 35 people.

These included "increasing the 'adult'

presence in the residential areas, increas-

ing faculty involvement and academic pro-

gramming and creating a more comprehen-

sive approach to activities and discipline

throughout the residential areas."

"We are seeking constructive ideas and

constructive suggestions," Guevara said.

"There are no such things as non-

important items."

Larry Moneta, assistant director of

Residential Education East, pointed to the

many educational programs that already

exist in the residence halls, such as courses,

thematic programs and arts programs.

Moneta said the administration is consider-

ing changes in the literature that is sent

to prospective students.

Cindy Wilson, Northeast Area Govern-

ment president and an RA said the ad-

ministration "seems to be putting the

blame on RA's and RD's. If the blame is to

be placed at UMass it should be placed on

the administration for institutionalized

racism."

Wilson voiced concern about Racial

Awareness Day, which is scheduled for

April 24. and pointed to a petition being cir

culated among RA's (story below).

Joseph Zannini, director of Housing Ser-

vices, said people who work in housing feel

"overworked and overburdened." and said

there is a "rift between housing and stu-

dent government leaders."

Student Government Association Presi-

dent Joe Demeo said the University should

"encourage personal responsibility. By do-

ing that we could encourage greater social

responsibility."

RA's should be counsellors "rather than

police or foot soldiers, " Demeo said.

The next open meeting of the commission

IS scheduled for Thursday, April 23. Discus-

sion will focus on anticipating and address-

ing persistent racism and specific racial

incidents.

RAs protest poor timing
of Racial Awareness Day
By RICK SASSON
Collegian Staff

At least 160 resident assistants have

signed a petition in protest of poor timing

and lack of communication from the ad-

ministration regarding the evening pro-

cedures of Racial Awareness Day, accor-

ding to organizers.

As part of the day's activities, RAs have

been asked to distribute pamphlets on

racism and discuss them at floor meetings

on Tuesday night, which coincides with

room-choosing.

Five RAs from the Van Meter-Butterfield

cluster, who drafted the three-point

grievance, stressed that they were not op-

posed to Racial Awareness Day, but were

disturbed by the administration's attitude

regarding the floor meetings.

Organizers said they were not informed

of the administration's request until yester-

day when they received a 'thank you' let-

ter from Chancellor Joseph D. DufTey.

Other RAs said they learned of the plans

through posters distributed yesterday.

The petition states, "Mr. Duffey's choice

of April 21st belies his lack of awareness

about the responsibilities of RAs across

campus."
"We [the undersigned] feel that Mr. Duf-

fey's decision to have residential staff

responsible for the program's execution

seems to blame the RDs [resident directors]

and RAs for the racial problems at U.

Mass."
DufTey apologized for "any sense of in-

convenience" he may have caused the RAs.

"It's not inconceivable to change the

plans if there is that much concern," Duf-

fey said.

Raymond Authier, one of the RA
organizers, said that over 92 percent ofRAs
asked to sign have done so.

"The problem is that we haven't gotten

to everybody, not that people aren't sign-

ing," he said.

Linda Schnall, an RA who signed the

petition, said 'I'm very much in favor of

Racial Awareness Day — I just wish we
were informed of these floor meetings

earlier."

Number of women in academia
increasing — sociology professor
By CONNIE LECLERC
Collegian Staff

Although women in academia face many

disparities with men, their numbers are in-

creasing and they are laying new ground

for a changing and better future, said a lec-

turer Wednesday night.

Obtaining a doctoral degree is a "rock-

bottom credential necessity" for women

said Alice Rossi, professor of sociology at

the University of Massachusetts.

The number of women seeking advanc-

ed degrees is increasing, while the number

of men now entering graduate school is

declining, she told an audience of about 20.

In 1963, Rossi wrote the classic feminist

essay, "Equality Between the Sexes: An
Immodest Proposal," because of a "very

traumatic, personal experience of struc-

tural sex discrimination" while employed

as a research associate in Chicago for an

English-American comparative study on

kinship.

This essay motivated Rossi into commit-

ting herself to issues of gender. She has

published numerous works on the subject.

More women are obtaining degrees in

math, physics and engineering than years

before and fewer in the humanities and

Collpgian photo by Byrne Guarnotta

A TIME TO sow — Paul Mahoney covers onion bulbs in prepara-

tion for a new growing season.

education, she said.

"As men leave, women move in," Rossi

said. Since men are shifting to more

lucrative fields, women are entering into

positions once dominated by them. Today,

women have "continuous expectations in

the labor market," she said.

As for women faculty, Rossi said "receiv-

ing the degree is one thing, being hired and

promoted (in a faculty position) is another

matter."

As women are hired for faculty positions,

they "are caught in the revolving door pat-

tern." Fewer women receive tenure than

men, and it may take as long as five years

to see a dramatic development in the

number of women acquiring promotions,

she said.

There is a brighter outlook in respect to

salary differences between men and women
in academia. Women are now earning 77

percent of what men receive and this

disparity lessens as they move up in the

hierarchy.

However, the salary gap is widening in

college administration even though women
are making "greater proportional gains

than in the faculty ranks," she said.

Rossi has found changes in women's

presence in higher education since she

published the book Academic Women on

the Move in 1973. A sequel to this book is

expected by March 1988.

The lecture, "Academic Women on the

Move: Two Decades of Change," was part

of the Graduate Women's Forum sponsored

by the Graduate WAGES Program of the

Everywoman's Center.

By JENNIFER WAUGH
Collegian Correspondent

Church leaders in South Africa said this week

they would defy an official decree outlawing pro-

tests against political detention,

The decree, released Friday by Commissioner of Police

General Johan Coetzee, banned all forms of "subversive

statements," including T-shirts or bumper stickers pro-

testing detention and the signing of petitions calling for

the release of detainees.

Legal pxperts said the decree could also prohibit church

or prayer meetings for the release of detainees, lawyers

filing applications for the release of detainees, and

parents asking for release of their children.

Following a cabinet meeting Monday, Coetzee said the

restrictions were not intended to "prohibit prayers for

the release of a detainee during a bona fide religious

gathering."

A massive prayer meeting was held Monday in Cape

Town in protest of the new decree. Archbishop Desmond

M. Tutu said the meeting would test the new restrictions,

which prohibit the encouragement of others "to perform

a symbolic act of solidarity with the thousands of de-

tainees being held under the emergency regulations and

the country's security laws."
r. j v

"I warn the government again. ..you are not God. You

are mere mortals." Tutu said. "Beware when you take

on the church of God. Others have tried and come a crop-

^
Tutu said he would continue to call for the release of

30.000 detainees, 10.000 of whom are children.

Panama withdrew its offer to accept a Nazi war

criminal from the United States Wednesday.

Attorney General Edwin Meese has been trying to find

a country that would grant Karl Linnas political asylum.

Linnas was found guilty of collaborating with the Nazis

in executions at a camp in Tartu, Estonia by a Russian

tribunal which reached the verdict with Linnas in

absentia.

Panama initially agreed to accept Linnas on

"humanitarian grounds," but later decided to reassess

their decision. The Panamanian government said they

"reject and condemn the crimes committed by the

fsscisin.

The Justice Department declined to say if Linnas will

be sent to another country.

Secretary of State George Shultz and Soviet

Foreign Minister Eduard A. Shevardnadze held

negotiations Monday on a treaty reducing medium-

range missies.

Shultz and his counterpart covered an agenda that in-

cluded many arms control issues. They also discussed the

bugging of the American Embassy in Moscow and

human rights.

Shultz said the Soviet Union is prepared to remove

shorter range missies from Czechoslovakia if a medium-

range treaty is signed.

Following the talks. United Stales officials said that

some serious obstacles still remain.
I I
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9fBOG "officially

mum on Cameron
Hv IFXNIKFH DKMrSHV

Tho Board of Cnn ornor^ last ni^'ht decided to hold back

on anv otTicial statemont oppo^m^' a pos.-iblo speech by

anti f;av actnl^t Paul Cameron at the I nnersity ot

^la^^"achu^ett^. though many members left no doubt as

ti> their distaste for such an idea.

A speech by Cameron U\st sprint; resulted m an upsurge

oi harassment ol homosexuals at UMass.

"The Board o\ Governors has condemned Cameron in

the past." said newly elected Chairperson Mark Fried-

man He recommended the board wait until next week

to make a '•stront: and etTective statement" to influence

the decision of allowing Cameron access to the campus

The adminstration unotVicially doesn't want them here.

He came, he spoke and people got beat up." LBGA
member Dasha Baker said.

John Haves, the outgoing chairperson. said."Like it or

not. he has a legal right to be here. You have to prove

that he caused the violence against the gay population.

The rules we have must be applied to everyone It cannot

be based on context."

H.r. t-s explained. The contempt I feel for these people

, -

'

. nse and I think >ou should shai-e it. I certainly

;. .

.

me out very strongly. This guy doesn't belong

here F.r once. I'm on Randy's [Donant! side."

F: :cdr:-.an believes the issue could be taken to court:

Tr.-- Sv.;df nt AtTairs Otfice does have a reasonable case.

I
-

: : ".:nk :t s :air to say we'd lose in court. It's definite-

.-.-•. to be contested."

Engineers send
concrete canoe

on maiden voyage
By ROBKHT LKONE
Collegian Conespondent

\ group of civil engineering majors proved once again

that concrete can float when they launched this year s

edition of their concrete canoe into the Campu.'^ Pond for

its maiden vovage yesterday.

The group, members of the University o

Massachusetts chapter of the American Society of Civil

Engineers, launched the 227-pt)und, 11 -foot-long boat in-

to the pond after a short ceremony during which a bot-

tle of champagne was smashed on the bow of the canoe

to christen the vessel, named "Rapid Fracture."

A gi-oup of about 35 spectators gathered to w^'-h the

annual event designed to exhibit and test the bouyancy

of the boat before the 1987 ASCE Concrete Canoe Com-^

petition to take place this weekend at the University of

Maine at Orono.
, o u a

Senior civil engineering major Patrick Smith and

William Paille. president of the UMass chapter of the

ASCE. will paddle the canoe at the race. Paille said the

eight-mile white water course down the Penobscot River

at Orono is "a pretty wild river." but, "it's a lot of fun.

Paille said this vear's canoe is 173 pounds lighter than

last ye.ii s model, which cracked after ramming into

boulders on the river. Besides trying to win the race, the

engineers will trv to win ia the categories of best design,

construction, and appearance. Last year, the UMass en-

trants took second place for best construction and third

place for best design, Paille said, but because of the

mishap, the canoe didn't survive the race intact. "Since

it's a white water race, most canoes only go through it

once." he said.

This year. Smith and Paille hope to win the race

CollfiCian photo by Byrrir Guarnutta

Civil engineering majors display their

buoyant concrete craft.

because of their canoe's improved design and a better

knowledge of the river.

"We decided to go back this year because we're begin-

ning to know the river," said Smith. "We know about

where it [the canoe] broke up last yeai% and we know

what to avoid."

Yesterday's launch was held in honor of Professor

Charles Carver, who is retiring from the civil engineer-

ing department this year. Carver had the privilege of

taking the first ride in the canoe along with Paille. Later,

Carver warned of the possibility that the "Orono boys

went out and moved all the boulders in the river."

Drunk man
threatens
officer

A community service officer had to call

for back-up when an intoxicated 31 -year-

old male later arrested for disorderly con-

duct threatened him with violence at 8:52

p m Wednesday on North Pleasant

Street. Amherst police said.

In other reports:

• A .Sony D-7 portable compact disc

player valued at $250 was stolen between

5:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m. as the victim, a

resident of Market Hill Road slept with

hi:^ front door open Wednesday, police

.^aid.

• After recie%nng a report of a prowler

at the North Whalen building on Kellogg

Avenue officers arrested a 37-year-old

Springfield man at 8:22 p.m. Wednesday

on a '.'.arrant is:-5ued by South Hadley

police- for trespassing, police said.

• Five iiems, total value S24.75, were

rir-coviirfcd m a 20yf?ar old Mount
Ho'.'. ' k'- ("f>]\(:i>f: -tudenl':-! purse who was

yrr'. .1 -hoplifting al 4:14 p.m

at C\'b on Univt-r-ity Drive,

Faculty Senate approves
AIDS education proposal
By MICHAEL ALTER
Collegian Staff

The Faculty Senate yesterday approved

recommendations, contained in a special

report by the University Health Council,

on AIDS prevention at the University of

Massachusetts .

"Over one-half of the students (surveyed)

indicate that they have not changed their

sexual practices as a result of the AIDS
threat," said Professor Alviij E. Winder of

the Division of Public Health, speaking on

behalf of the chairman of the Council.

The report recommends a long term

education plan, distribution of information

on "safe-sex" practices and more availabili-

ty of condoms on campus.

Winder said the director of health educa-

tion prepared a long list of "educational ac-

tivities" for University Health Services

that are aimed at reaching all students,

faculty, and staff.

"We're asking you, because of our deep

concern, to support this motion," he said.

According to the motion, Massachusetts

has one of the 10 highest levels of infection

in the 50 states and 1.5 million people in

this country are now infected with the

AIDS virus.

Speaking briefly about Wednesday s not

guilty verdict given to 15 UMass students

charged with trespassing, Chancellor

Joseph D. Duffey echoed his earlier

remarks to the Collegian. "It's not so clear

what the jury verdict reflects on the nature

of a university and protests," he said.

Provost Richard O'Brien said plans to

establish a Depaitment of Journalism, as

recommended by the senate at the last

meeting, will continue, but will not include

accreditation. According to O'Brien, ac-

creditation would cost UMas-s $250,000.

money which the University does not have.

Also at yesterday's meeting, "Vice

Chancellor for Administration and Finance

John L. Denyse announced that smoking

materials will not be sold on campus begin-

ning in July. He also will consider a recom-

mendation to eliminate snuff.

Assaults, theft prompt PVTA police escort

'Jri

(

• \ /^ ;.»-aroid .Amhf.-rsl College man
... ^ - ,,i ! " -r<-d for b*;ing a person under 21

If. po-f:i^ion of alcohol aftf-r ofncffr:-^

ob-*r-.fid him carrying a botlU- of vodka
'':*

<j m Tl-iur-fiav on North road.

jr., • -aid

- ?:iJWAHli .SYKON

By HILARY L. TRACY
Collegian Correspondent

Assaults on Pioneer Valley Transit

Authority bus drivers have been increas-

ing steadily since September and a recent

rash of attacks has even prompted olTicials

lo station police on late night buses.

According to Christie Catalano, assistant

f>p(rat ions manager of UMass Transit Ser-

vi( OS. in late February a bus driver's radio

wa- stiiion after th*; driver went to the back

of the bus to ask a pas.senger to extinguish

a cigarette.

Later the same night, Catalano said, a

driver coming off the South Amherst route

was grabbed around the throat by a college

age man who attempted to board the bus.

The driver screamed and the man ran off.

On the Mount Holyoke bus route last

week, a driver was slapped in the face by

a woman who wanted the bus to stop at an

unofflcial stop, Catalano .said. When the

driver, also a woman, told the pas.senger

that she could not stop the bus. the

passenger threatened to break down the

doors Before getting ofT at the next stop,

the woman slapped the driver.

According to Catalano, the police protcc

tion has been in use for the past four weeks

and is "very effective."

Late night bus service is the result of an

agreement between the PV TA and the Stu

dent Government Association to keep in-

toxicated students off the roads. Allan

Byam, Director of University Transit

Operations, said the incidents were "all

alcohol-related."

Police are stationed on the South

Amherst bus on weekends. According to

Byam, Brittany Manor has become "quite

the party area."

Byam said that the PVTA is trying "to

keep things peaceful. " but that stopping

late night .service is a possibility.

lmU'O"
Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-5141

Join Us Friday For The

"GATEWAY TO THE WEEKEND"
With FREE Buffalo Wings From 4 pm till they last

WIIH f^OPt HOT f-OOD \0 lOLLOW!!

BEER OF THE MONTH: Sam Adams - $125

DRINK OF THE WEEK: Mellon Balls - $1.50

Be Someone Special
Be A Teacher

Administrators and Teachers
Seeking Educational Positions.

K Through 12, Colleges, Universities

and Vocational Schools.

Aid In Resume Preparation

Serving New England and New York

Professional

Educational
Placement INC

telephone (617) 544 2695 • Room One • Court Building

34 N Mam St • Oranqe, MA 01364
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PERSONALCOMPUTERS
1 YEAR ROYAL WARRANTEE

COMPUTE SYSTEM
mnniFTfipe'V". ) PROFESSIONALLY DCSIGNEO COMPUTER WITM

BUILT IN RS232C • CENTRONICS • RGB COLOR
MONITOR & CASSETTE RECORDER INTERFACES

' PROFESSIONAL CAPACITY 320K DISK DRIVE

EXPANDABLE TO 640K WITH A SECOND DISK DRIVE
• AMBER MONITOR WITN 2 DISPLAY FORMATS 80x24

& 40x24 • 8x10 MATRIC FOR HIGH RESOLUTION.

BONUS $400 PEACmntEE SOFTWARE PACKAGE
INCLUDING WORDPROCCESSING & aECTRONIC
SPREADSHECT SOFTWIARL

,A NOT A TOY
^^ ' A COMPLETE

BUSINESS SYSTEM
PRICED SO RIGHT,

, ,^ ITS PERFECT FOR
^ ^ HOMEOROFFICL

WHILE
200
LAST

WITH AMBER
MONITOR
VALUE

144}
f2M
STORtSOPtH

7 0K<S

«t>?«u\'{'^5s:rcoH«

''^'•:sr5»^roH».

16 Piece SOLID PINE
FAMILY ROOM

•SPcUVINGROOM
* 3 Pc BAR SET
• 5 Pc DINETTE

YOU GET IT ALL
SOFA • CHAIR • ROCKER

• 2 BAR STOOLS • 2 LAMPS
• COFFEE TABLE & 2 END
TABLES • 5 PC DINETTE
WHILE 50 SETS LAST
CASH & CARRY ONLY

N
o
w

ALL
16 PIECES

5699

FRUIT TREE
PEARS
PLUMS
APPLES
PEACHES
CHERRIES
NECTURINES
CATALOG
VALUE

n2«Ji5«

MINIATURE
DWARF

SEMI DWARF
ITANDARD

POLY

BAG

WOOD -BRASS -GLASS

300 SETS

COMPARE
AT

»300****

N

w

RECTANGULAR

11/ TABLE^ AND

4 PADDED

BRUER CHAIRS

—4r^

^^ ^^ ^^ km TO *V w^^^^*^

» SUMMER FURNITURE BUY-OUT
RUBIE BOUGHT OUT 2 FACTORIES AND WAREHOUSES FULL OF BRAND NEW

FIRST QUALITY OMNI, DURALITE AND GENESIS LAWN FURNITURL ITS THE

SAME MERCHANDISE YOU SEE ADVERTISED AT 30% TO 50% MORL

RIIRIF ROUCHT OVER 40.000 PCS. OF FURNITURE
^ >> CHAIRS • GLIDERS • ROCKERS f^^ .^

^

^CHAISE LOUNGES* UMBRELLAS

EACH
A beautiful assortment
but not every variety

in every size.

20,000 YARD CARPET BUYOUT %
ARTIFICIAL GRASS CARPET

GREENTWEEDS « OO <

VINYL SELF STICK ^*o^*35

FLOOR TILEci AQQ
BEAUTIFUL SELECTION* I Jl*'*'

45 SQ.FT. PER CASE AVCS

Young
Vision

COMPARE AT *4',5.-w

ANTIQUE SATIN & TEXTURED

DRAPERIES
READY
TO

HANG
CUSTOM TAILORING WITH 4"

PINCH PLEATS IN DECORATOR
SOLID COLORS

IF

PERFECT
VALUES TO

$2995

YOUR
CHOICE

48x63
48x72
48x84 !7

FOR BEACH. BACKYARD AND PATIO

GENESIS CUSHION GROUP
TABLE VALK4AQ

4 CHAIRS
^^^^ Ji%r%#(^

GENESIS STRAP GROUP
TABLE [VAL

»300

BLAZER JACKETS

V
\

AND
4 CHAIRS

CRVTED
W'TH PRIDE

IN US. A.

0^ SPECIAL CLOSEOUT

20" LENGTH, NOTCHED COLLAR
3 POCKETS. RASPBERRY & NATURAL

; SILK CAMP SHIRTS
I 1 CHEST POCKET, SHOULDER PADS
I MANY FASHION COLORS. SZ 6-16

TUNIC SHIRTS
SILK CREPE DECHINE, SHOULDER PADS
CUFFED LONG SLEEVE. SZ S-M-L

__ STOCKBRIDGE^^^ COLORED ROOM DARKENING

WINDOW SHADES
HEAVY TEXTURED VINYL
TOASTROSE-BLUE-
CUT TO YOUR SIZE FREE

VAL $095 p ^ "^^
TO

RUFFLED TIER
& SWAG SET

RUFFLED SWAG WITH
30" or 36" TIER
SOLID COLORS IN

WHITE, BLUE, WHEAT
AND BUTTERCUP
OUR REG CBfno$Q99 o ^£^^^O W m SET

r^

UP TO

3500
YOUR
CHOICEn2

KITCHEN POTPOURRI
SPECIAL j^^,YOUR jjPs^'-:: •

CHOICE H--'TX- :f.\
TERRY OR *f '

*

COTTON DISH ,.

TOWEL, WAFFLE '

WEAVE DISN „., ur TO
CLOTH. POT- VALUE TO
HOLDERS OR %<fl 29

EA.
OVENMITTS
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Freedom worth
fighting for

Hello, boys and girls of the Happy Valley, and welcome

to Fairy Tale Theatre. Today's story is a familiar one

to all of us, although the moral may be surprising to

some. It is a parable that deals with foreign policy and

interventionist vs. non-interventionist theories.

Once upon a time, there was a young, unstable coun-

try that wanted freedom from an oppressive government

that was run from overseas. The only problem was.

although the Rebels started the war and had the deter-

mination, they were short on cash and arms. So they ap-

pealed to one of the world's major powers for aid. Now

since this power was at odds with the nation that ruled

the little country, they were more than happy to help.

They sent not only money and arms, but also many

troops to help the Revolutionaries gain their freedom

from the "evil empire." As it would turn out, the Rebels

did eventually overthrow the unfair government and in-

stall a much more efficient form of government, a

republic.

Scott A. Frank

Brett switch should be rethought
During this period of time when the University is fac-

ed with discrimination betweeu races, there seems to be

yet another kind of discrimination on campus, that bet-

ween heterosexuals and homosexuals.

Fran Calicndo

Before one goes pointing fingers, I am not discussing

Nicaragua, the United States, and the Soviet Union,

although with help that situation could end as happily

as the one in the story. No, I am talking about the fledgl-

ing democracy known as the United States, and the two

supei-powers of the time: France and Great Britain. Were

it not for France's aid during the American Revolution,

there might not be an America today.

Now. there were opponents to France in this move.

However, the French government saw the advantages

in gaining a friendship with the fledgling United States

and the economic benefits it would bring. And if they

should lose, theii' relations with Great Britain were pret-

ty much in the dumps anyway. Aren't you glad that the

voices of reason were heard above those of dissent?

The United States now faces a similar decision with

regard to Nicaragua and its freedom fighters, the con-

tras. Again the voices of dissent are being heard,

spouting non-interventionist claptrap. Again the voices

of reason are trying vainly to be heard. These voices are

asking the question: What would have become of us had

the French decided to stick with a non-interventionist

policy? Is it fair to allow freedom fighters who are striv-

ing for the very same free government we won over 200

years ago to lose sight of their dream because we "don't

want to get involved?"

Well, I hate to break the news to you, but it is our du-

ty to get involved. It is the obligation of the strong to

stand up for the weak and protect them. We have to do

what we see to be right. One of the worst sins we can

commit against our fellow man is not to get involved.

Although no one can truly determine what is "right" and

"wrong," for that judgment is left only to God, we are

put on this earth to decide as best we can. and I think

that to deny a country a free government is definitely

in the "wrong" category for most people.

Scott A. Frank is a UMass student

It has come to my attention that in Brett House in the

Central Residential Area there is a Social Awareness Cor-

ridor (SAC ). The SAC is on the third floor of Brett House.

It is at least one-half homosexual, and there are many

minority and exchange students living there. There are

also students who were placed there due to lack of ade-

quate housing. Some of the latter are having problems:

they walk into a room at the wrong moment, interrup-

ting sexual relations. This has led to prejudicial attitudes

against homosexuals, thus creating an uneasy atmosphere

between the residents. Housing Services and the RD of

Brett decided that the solution would be to move the SAC

to the fourth floor, which is smaller than third, and to

change the SAC to a "Student Diversity Programming

Corridor" (SDPC). This corridor w ill require the students

to take a mandatory colloquia course about people and

diversity. Housing rnust feel if the SAC was on the fourth

floor, only those residents would go up there and they

wouldn't be disturbed.

However, the students presently living on the fourth

floor believe they are being discriminated against. They

have been informed indirectly of the change, and that if

the SAC changes to the fourth, they will have the choice

of any open rooms in Brett. If the present residents decide

to stay, they will have to take the mandatory course.

No one on the fourth floor of Brett wants to move out.

They don't want to have to take a course due to the SAC.

Some of the residents have been living there for up to six

semesters and they've lived there by choice. It's their

home. That floor is like a family. They take care of each

other, study together, and when they do something,

everyone participates. They don't want to be separated

and spread through Brett because an RD happened to

think that it was a good idea to move the SAC.

I talked with one of the residents of the third floor who

is involved with the SAC. He told me third floor residents

don't want to move either. The problems they were hav-

ing were not due to the SAC itself, but to the fact that

students were placed there when there were no other

places available to them. The SAC provides protection for

homosexuals and minorities, and the only way for these

people to continue to receive this protection is for them

to move with the SAC to the fourth floor.

In the Residence Hall Manual 1986-1987, there is a

statement on .sexual orientation. It states that "lesbian

and homosexual students. . are entitled to an environ

ment which is non-oppressive. Harrassment. . is not ac

ceptable and will be addressed through appropriate ad

ministrative action. ..." I think it is oppression if the

University is forcing students to move from their homes

to another floor which is conveniently out of the way if

they want continued protection, while at the same time

forcing other students out of their rooms in order to make

room for this new corridor. What kind of administrative

action will be provided for the minority and homosexual

students who wish to ren^ain on the third floor of Brett?

The residents of fourth floor Brett think the change is

unfair. Third floor Brett also thinks it is unfair for the

SAC to have been moved without any communication bet-

ween student and staff, considering the fact that they are

the ones who live on the Social Awareness Corridor.

Housing should reconsider this issue and not change the

SAC from third floor to fourth floor Brett.

Fran Caliendo is a UMass student

INTERVIEWERS
Interesting, part-time telephone assignments to collect

data on a variety of health issues research topics.

Absolutely no selling involved. Hours are from 5-

10pm, Sunday through Friday and Saturday from

I0am-3pm You may choose whichever shifts you

want to work as long as you work 4 shifts a week (20

hours) minimum Start at $4 25 per hour with paid,

training and move up to S4 50 an hour after you have

worked 100 hours We are located at Mountain Farms

Mall which is a stop on the free bus Ime.

Call 586-8635 or 586-8636

between 4 PM & 10 PM

ABT ASSOCIATES
TELEPHONE RESEARCH CENTER

dkTHE FINE ARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHtRbl

Mountain Farms Mall. Rt 9, Hadley, MA 01035

An EQija^ ODPC^ur ty Employer

INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE
FALL OF 1987

Arts Administration

Concert Management

Marketing/Promotion

Development/Fundraising

Inquire at the Office of Internships

16 Curry Hicks
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CIA guilty as charged
The Silent Majority has spoken. The CIA has been found

guilty.

A jury of middle Americans, none under the age of thirty,

has studied the facts and decided that the students who took

over Munson Hall to protest CIA recruitment committed no

crime. After a week of testimony and deliberation, this impar-

tial panel ruled that occupying the building and blocking the

buses carrying those arrested paled in comparison with the

greater crimes of the CIA. A stronger indictment of the spy

agency would be hard to imagine.

Think of it — these were men and women who came to the

case with no acknowledged preconceptions, who were approv-

ed by the prosecution, and who had a unique opportunity to

decide if the charges of CIA murder, rape and torture were

exaggerated rhetoric by left-wingers or an indication that

something is seriously wrong with US intelligence policy.

They listened to the experts, weighed what they had heard,

and issued the firm statement that the CIA's activities are im-

moral to the point that breaking the law is justified to stop

them.
The defendants — especially the UMass students — deserve

the gratitude of the campus community. They put their necks

on the line to stop what they saw as a wrong practiced by the

administration: allowing the CIA to recruit in violation of a

policy that states only law-abiding organizations can recruit

here. Like other patriots, they took a big risk in the fight for

what they saw as right. They have now been completely

vindicated.

It is now for administrators to acknowledge the impartial

fact-finding of the jury and ban the CIA from recruiting here

until such time as the agency does abide by the Constitution

and the law of the land.

By acting decisively to bar the agency, administrators can

ensure the courageous civil disobedience of the Munson pro-

testors bears fruit. The administrators can atone for the fact

that they were on the wrong side of a good cause.

The jurors during the trial came to know more about CIA

crimes than administrators, and were in a better position than

the administration to judge whether it was wrong to stop the

CIA from coming here. They convincingly affirmed that pre-

sent UMass policy on CIA recruitment is wrong, and that

resisting it is acceptable.

Again, to the defendants: congratulations and thank you.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the Col-

legian hoard of editors

More than one side to story
In the April 15 edition of the Collegian

I read an editorial by Beth Azar that

reminded me of an article that I had seen

some time before. A year or two ago

Newsweek: On Campus contained the story

of a teaching assistant of obviously Asian

ancestry who was described by one of his

students as having a "foreign accent" so

thick as to be incomprehensible. It turned

out the TA had lived in the United States

all his life and the incomprehensible accent

the student was having trouble with was

that ot the Bronx.

This is not to say that there are no

language barriers between foreign TA's

and their students, just that there may be

more to a situation than one's own biases

would allow one to see. More than once I

have heard TA's complaining about

students who come to class unprepared or

under-prepared, and who speak in a dialect

which contains the words wicked, totally,

or serious, generally misu.sed, in every

other sentence. Such bizarre locution could

constitute a pj'oblem for snnitH)nf who

comes from California or lowu and h;.- i

common lan^uagp with the penplr nf

Massachu.setts- H(>\s imuh nior.- of ,i pro

I, It likel\ 1" pr. ciit (-i -on,, nm-

Immii -j.ipan oi '^al^^.il^.'

To help reln'\( ihr problem of mutual in-

< oniprehensihiliis m university classes, the

graduate school is now developing a pro-

gram to prepare foreign TA's teaching for

the first time to handle the rigors of

classroom interactions. This far-sighted

proposal will hopefully be in place this

summer.
Unfortunately for everyone concerned,

TA's in the past have not generally receiv-

ed any training before being thrust into the

classroom. Some do not even receive prior

notice of which course they will be teaching

before the semester begins, and therefore

have little or no time to prepare lectures

and assignments. Add to this the general

impatience of American youth and it can

make for the very unpleasant beginning of

a teaching career.

Too many undergraduates at UMass see

education as something that they passive-

ly receive rather than something that they

actively take part in. For this reason they

sit back in their classes and expect their

professors and instructors to feed them in-

formation in the most painless and least

complex fashion. Some of these prople are

unwilling to take the extra effort and be

patient and try to understand what a

foreigner is saying, and so miss the oppor-

tunity to learn from someone who may
have a perception of the world that is dif-

ifitnt from their own.

It 1- true that there are sume po<irly train

(d teaching :i-si-t;mts at '.he university,

)ust as there ui poorly prepared students

in the classes that ihey leach. We may find

as time ;;oes on that a little more tolerancM

and effort on both sides will alleviate mo^i

of the problems we see,

George W. Claxton II

President, Graduate Student Senate

^^^^
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A dangerously 'wrong Right
It was a hot, glorious spring day — a Fri

day. I decided to walk into downtown Nor-

thampton, around noon. Commotion in

front of the Court House. Oh yeah, I

thought. The Trial. A crowd milled about

out front, on the lawn, sidewalk. Some had

signs, cameras. National news coverage. A
real happening. I asked a tall cop what was

going on. Cross-armed, with mirror glasses,

he feigned disdain at my query it's the

trial, it's broke for lunch." The whole town,

campus had been jawing about it. Christ,

I mumbled aloud — It's a gorgeous spring

day, I'm not going to hang out with these

jokers, Im going to Bart's for my coffee.

Frank Flanagan

I thanked the cop and shouldered my way
through the throng. Some puffy, pasty-

faced kid was bellowing insipid saws about

•'real Americans" through a sleek white

bullhorn. I'd seen him before at the Col-

legian, always threatening something or

other. He seemed to stick out wherever I

saw him on campus with his three-piece

polyester suit — always the same one. I

seriously began to wonder whether he us-

ed a clip-on tie. He looked like he'd grow

up to be somebody important some day,

like a board member on some small-town

commission or an appliance salesperson at

Sears. But only if he could control his

temper.

Mildly disgusted, I staked a window table

out at Bart's. Small coffee only! Had to jog

later. Nothing new in the N. Y. Times. I

gazed out the window at another group of

protesters in Polaski Park — the Florence

Heights Housing Project people. They

somehow reminded me of the Argentine

Mothers of the Disappeared; ignored, but

determined. Protesting for basic writes,

needs, survival. The folks down the road

were protesting political, moral ideals. Yet,

the two protests seemed intimately, if

nebulously, connected.

How could I just sit there and read about

what was going on in the world when what

was going on was right outside my win-

dow? I headed back down to the courthouse.

Two ideological camps had entrenched

themselves on either side of Gothic Street.

One camp: mostly UMass Republican Club

members, all white, mostly male, sneering,

smug, boisterous, suited (even at 70

degrees). The other camp: Noho regulars,

mostly women, trilling to guitar, PC
(politically correct), Mom-send-me-money-

nnu , second-hand clothes, $80 sandals. A
real motaj tug of war.

The Right bawled out to the Lift: Hi-y

wake up and smell the coffee, its the

1980s!' Looking at the Valleyites, I could

see their point. Yet, looking at Ronnie's

Kids, they looked frozen in the 19.50s. Any
one of them could have walked unnoticed

onto the set of Ozzy and Harriet and guzzl-

ed a glass of milk.

Watching all this was a third group,

older, made up of mostly the "old" locals

and some yuppies. The yuppies were

cynical, frightened, uncommitted. The
locals loudly wished both factions could be

vaporized. Too much negative excitement.

It wasn't like the old days when the big-

gest happening in the valley was the an-

nual tractor pull at the fair grounds.

I stuck with the voyeurs, though I sym-

pathized with the stir-fry set. They seem-

ed sincere, ideali.stic and unorganized. The
Reagan Youth Group were well-disciplined,

aggressive. Like an Ivy League crew

chorus, they drowned out the Woodstock

castaways. And these were not starry-eyed

/ Like Ike dorks of the past. These new kids

seemed venomous, ruthless.

Their coxswain was none other than W.
Greg Rothman. No surprise there.

Rothman pranced back and forth, hurling

insults, taunting the wimpy Rads. The

Rads wanted to debate the issues, talk.

Bullhorn in hand, Rothman would have

nothing of that. Instead: sappy jokes, ques-

tions of patriotism, faces — the usual. He
seemed to lack conviction and acted like

one possessed with hate, fear — another

Paisley, McCarthy, Farrakhan.

How did he ever become a "respected"

leader of a major UMass organization?

How could such a caustic, undignified per-

son become a student representative? Judg-

ing by his (and his cohort's) actions Friday,

it must have been through bullying and

cunning. He shouted "little bitch" at Amy
Carter and his band of boobs shoved her

from behind on national TV (another un-

fortunate image of UMass); he got caught

hanging gay-hate posters; he has a

miserable history of stalling the student

senate and being totally insensitive to

anyone who does not share his sterile view

of America. Is he merely a dangerous and

ignorant aberration of dangerous and ig-

norant times? I hope so. Perhapshis time

has come. To me, his violent, desperate

behavior is another sign that the Reagan

Deevolution is sucking for its last gasps.

It is time for Rothman, and his ilk, to slink

back into the far crevices of the

authoritarian right.

Frank Flanagan is a Collegian <nlt/ninist

mild hurt snnifbndv >-/sr III th. .-shntild do
!f' somebody's got a sicknc'--'^ thiv

s'uni'thing about it.

- Ronald Reagan on AIDS (New Republic, April 27. 1987)

The Collegian accepts letters and columns from the Uma.'is community /"or ;>o».«i-

ble publication ihi the editorial page. All submissions must be typed and double-

spaced, with margins set at 10 and 77. Letters should be no longer than 30 lines
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All submu^sions must include the author's name, phone nunij>erand address for

purposes of verification. All copy becomes property of the Collegian.
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By JIM COLE
Collegian Staff

Last week I was complaining that there was nothing

but dismal films dominating the theaters. This week

there's been a slight improvement. The two films that

opened last week are good examples of popcorn entertain-

ment, and not much more. Raising Arizona has been

slow in coming to the area, and now that it's here I can't

say it's the masterpiece that the critics seem to think it

is. Don't get me wrong, it's funny in places, and it was

worth the price of admission, but not much more. The

story of ex-convict "Hi" McDonough, his police officer wife,

and their innocent enough attempt to get a baby by steal-

ing one of Nathan Arizona's quintuplets sounds like the

stuff of classic comedies, but the energy runs out pretty

quick. There are some very well orchestrated chase scenes,

nutty characters like the motorcyclist "warthog from

Hell," and clever camera work (sometimes from the baby's

point of view), but the plot has no basis in reality what-

soever. Nicholas Cage and Holly Hunter try to give some

depth to their stereotyped midwestern characters, and

Hunter is the better of the two. The best acting award goes

to little T.J. Kuhn, as the baby. His comic looks are classic.

By the time the film wraps up, it's gone over the line

of ridiculous. Brothers Joel and Ethan Coen had better

concentrate on more mtelligent scripts that go beyond sim-

ple slapstick comedy, or their success will be short lived.

Yes, I did laugh a lot, but the material is so stupid that

I felt guilty for it.

The Secret of My Success, Michael J. Fox's new film,

isn't much better. I laughed even more, but most of the

laughs are from tasteless and cliched situations. In the

film Fox plays midwesterner Brantley Foster, who arrives

in New York to find his job dissolved. He lands a job as

a mailboy in his obnoxious uncle's company, and takes

on an alter ego, Carlton Whitfield. Along the way, he's

seduced by his aunt, romances the only woman in the com-

pany (Helen Slater), and still manages to come up with

ways to save the company as businessman Whitfield.

The biggest problem with this film is believability. Even

though Fox is as funny and natural as usual, he looks

younger in this movie than any so far. That's the death

ILLUSIONS OF GRANDEUR - Michael J. Fox
is a blue-collar worker who dreams of becoming
a musician in Light of Day.

blow, because not for one minute did I believe that a kid

that looks 13 years old would be such a turn on for these

gorgeous women. Helen {Supergirl) Slater is incredibly

boring, too. In summary, the film has a lot of laughs, but

you won't remember it afterwards.

The only film opening today that I know anything about
is Project X, starring Matthew Broderick and several

chimpanzees. From the little information I could get, it

has something to do with a secret project that Broderick
is assigned to concerning intelligence in monkeys, and
how he goes against it. Sounds like a classic, doesn't it?

It's your money.

Behind the scenes look

at Saturday Night Live

Saturday Night
510 pages
Vintage Books
$8.95

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

Ever since 1975, millions of Americans have been los-

ing sleep on Saturday nights, staying up to watch a

teenage cult show called Saturday Night Live.

People have accepted it as a part of life, mimicking the

characters presented, be it Gilda Radner's Emily Littella,

with her "never mind," Billy Crystal and Fernando, with

"you look mahvelous," or, more recently, Dana Ceirvey's

church lady uttering "well, isn't that special."

What the people see is all of the performances on

camera, the actual product served to the country for a

hour and a half each week. However, authors Doug Hill

and Jeff" Weingrad have graphically captured all of the

hustle and bustle that goes on behind the scenes, which
are directly related to the show's outcome.

This book successfully depicts the history of the show's

first 10 years on the airwaves, right from the initial bat-

tles with NBC brass to accept the idea of a live televi-

sion program geared toward a teenage audience.

It then continues through the long hiring of the various

writers and cast members, and the struggles that they

face working with one another. It also exposes a little-

known fact about the atmosphere on NBC's 17th floor,

where the show was based: drug use was quite free

among both the writers and the performers.

Management battles, cast battles, writers fighting to

get offensive material on the air, pushy hosts trying to

get things run as they want, endless battles with the

NBC censor, and countless other problems all clouded

the show's future and are brought out in good detail by
the authors.

For anyone who has followed this show religiously

since its inception, but would like to get a closer look

at its history and what is behind the scenes, this book
is highly recommended.
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Student dancers
perform with style
By COLLEEN SHERRY
Collegian Correspondent

The B.F.A. Dance Concert, which 0|}en-

ed Thursday night at Bowker Auditorium,

is a showcase for the diverse and plentiful

talent in the UMass dance department.

The concert presents seven works
choreographed by UMass dance faculty,

with all but one performed by University

dance majors. The dancers demonstrated
an highly impressively caliber of skill in

different types of dance — ballet, jazz, and
modern.

A ballet piece opened the show. Waltz

Dreams by Shirley Scheer was pure

classicism with dancers in long tutus ex-

ecuting chaine turns across the stage and

performing pique arabesques in unison.

The rosy lighting and romantic music of

Aleksander Glazunov created an ethereal

ambiance reminiscent of Les Sylphides.

The next piece, Brubeck, was a jazz

dance. Black-clad dancers cut sharply

across a bright red background, continually

moving yet suddenly striking quick poses.

These breaks in the rhythm are part of

what makes Brubeck an exciting piece and
dancers Andrea Donabed, Jerry Lavine,

Ann Ducharme, and Nicole McGlynn per-

formed with great spirit.

Open Windhlow is a hilarious piece by

Andrea Watkins which parodies

everything from dilletante dancers to

aerobicizers. Dancers appear on a stage in

a nervous flutter dressed in sneakers and
brightly colored leotards. They move
through a series of wooden ballet poses

stopping throughout to daintily fan

themselves and fix their hair. Special men-

tion should be given to Maria Simpson

whose strength and power was evident

throughout the piece, most particularly in

her leaps.

Amaranth was gentle and lyrical,

highlighting the beautiful ballet technique

of Kati Hanlon as she performed solo to the

music of Debussy. Ms. Hanlon was accom-

panied by pianist Karey Fowler who played

from a grand piano on the stage.

Curving Lines ofSuspended Grace Move
Slowly Swiftly Through Space is accurate

ly descriptive title of Marilyn Patton's

modern dance piece. The dance is slow and

mystical, the fluid dancers evoking an air

of reverence.

The final dance. Bolero, by Richard

Jones, was a gorgeous piece set to Ravel's

famous music. Ann Marie Partenheimer

was simply stunning as she leads a harem
of dancers through sensual and dramatic

movements beginning slowly on the floor

and progressing with the music to include

leaps and difficult lifts.

The B.F.A. concert closes tonight so

there's still a chance to see this impressive

performance. Considering the talent,

energy, and diversity involved, it could well

be the best $3 you'll spend all semester.

Public Relations • Mvertising • Writing

Autlio l/lsua/ Production • Granhic Design

Coworate Communication • Publishing

If you're considering a career in communication,
consider the Public Communication Institute first.

Learn the basics of writing, design, and produc-

tion this summer at PCI.

For more information, contact:

Public Communication Institute

Boston University

College of Communication
640 Commonwealth Ave.

Dept. CO
Boston, IVIA 02215
617/353-5015

Boston University's

Public
Communication
Institute '07
July 6 -July 31
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New album challengespublic

Prince image; is successful
Sign o ' the Times
Prince

By JAMIE PILCHER
Collegian Correspondent

Prince really suffers from a credibility

problem. Generally when people think of

him, they automatically think of his enor-

mously successful Purple Rain. On his

latest album Sign o' the Times, Prince

picks up this public perception of him and

his music, runs away, and plays with it.

Instead of releasing "conventional"

Prince music, a la Purple Rain, Prince

turns Times into his personal playground.

Dropping his backup band, the Revolu-

tion. Prince once again plays one-man

band, a throwback to his Dirty Mind, Con-

troversy, and 1999 albums. Songs like "I

Could Never Take the Place of Your Man"
and "Adore" have definite Dirty Mind
feel.

"Your Man" even uses a synth riff from

"Uptown," the first cut on Dirty Mind.

However, when Prince starts to fool

around he gets good. I mean really good.

I mean damned good. For example, "The
Ballad of Dorothy Parker" is a relatively

simple song at first listen. Second time

though — is that a Joni Mitchell song he

refers to? A Joni Mitchell reference on a

Prince album? With a 60's psychedelic

keyboard effect? Goes to show you that

Prince's influences extend far beyond
James Brown and Little Richard.

Two more songs that show his playful

mood are "Strange Relationship" and "If

I was Your Girlfriend." In the first case.

Prince delivers an excellent rock-pop song

(still danceable of course) yet with dis-

quieting lyrics. An upbeat rhythm make.s

one think, hey a happy song! But when
Prince tosses off lines like "Can't stand

to see you happy/More than that I hate to

see you sad...," you know this is no or-

dinary pop song.

"If I was Your Girlfriend" is probably

the best song on the whole album, again

because Prince takes your expectations

and turns them inside out. It's a brilliant

concept: "If I was your girlfriend/'Would

you tell me all the things you forgotAVhen

I was your man..." Prince even alters his

voice to a high whine for an even more in

tense effect. He pulls out all the emotional

stops, both in his writing and in his vocal

delivery. The wedding march at the begin-

ning adds to the quirky classiness of this

cut.

The title cut and "The Cross" also show

his rediscovered intensity and use of non

R & B influences. "Sign o' the Times"
uses a blues guitar riff, yet it has almost

a folk-protest feel to it. "The Cross" is so

complex, it is almost confusing. A
straightforwardly religious song, it starts

with folk guitar, builds into a heavy cur-

tain of electric chords and finishes up with

a chorus that reminds me of the Four
Tops.

So, what is the general public going to

think now? Well, Purple Rain will not be

the first thing to pop into mind. Sign o'

the Times shows Prince is still the best

around at fooling people and playing with

their expectations of him, and that he's

at his best when he does this. Play with

our minds some more, please Mr. Nelson.

di UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE
Evening security workers/ushers wanted for

BRIGHT MOMENTS FESTIVAL CONCERTS

July 9, 16, 23, 30 1987. Approx 5-6 hour/shifts

UMass students returning in Fall only. Work Study

preferred but not required. Fine Arts Center is an

AA/EO employer. Description and applications at

207 Hasbrook Hall through Friday, May 15.
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THE FINE ARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE

Evening security workers/ushers wanted for

BRIGHT MOMENTS FESTIVAL.

Concerts on July 9, 16, 23, 30, 1987.

Approximately 5-6 hours/shift.

UMass Students returning in Fall only.

Work study preferred but not required.

Fine Arts Center is an AA/EO employer.

Description and applications available at

207 Hasbrook Hall through Friday, May 15
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New comic series depicts Vietnam War
^^—^^-^ nr^rr^ir e.-w that thev oDerate under the code

By JONATHAN M. CASSIE
Collegian Staff

"The 'Nam" is a new series ofcomics that

has been released by the Marvel comics

group. Along with movies like Platoon,

"The 'Nam" is helping to educate younger

Americans about the trauma of the Viet

nam War, as well as help Vietnam

veterans deal with many of the issues sur

rounding the war.

One of the most interesting aspects of

"The 'Nam" is that it is written in real

time. In other words, every month the com-

ic is issued covers about one month of the

war. This helps add realism to the comic

and give it a sense of flow that is very im-

portant for a comic dealing with true

events. The comic covers events from 1966

to 1973 and will be in print for another 7

years, until 1993.

Considering the amount of raw violence

that is present in most movies and books

about Vietnam, one would expect "The

'Nam"to be full of graphic depictions of

violence. This is not true. "Nam" operates

under the comics code authority, which sets

rules regarding use of violence and harsh

language in comics. The authors of the

WAR IS HELL - Marvel comic

book depict the soldier's life in the

Vietnam war.

comic say that they operate under the code

because it opens a wider audience to the

lessons of the war. Most of the letters

received at Marvel about "'Nam" are

generally not critical about the use of the

comics code..

The issues that have come out have dealt

with many different aspects of the war. The

first issue covered what it is like to be a

new arrival in Vietnam. Other issues have

talked about the corruption in the military

brass, and the effects it had on the platoon.

A recent issue gave the entire story of a

Vietnamese man who fought against the

French in the VietCong, and then fought

the Americans. This man then joined the

South Vietnamese forces because he felt

that the Cong was just as vicious as the

French colonial forces.

The last issue dealt with the soldiers who

worked in clearing out the tunnels made

by VietCong forces to get around the coun-

try easier. The issue was quite powerful

and thought provoking.

To all you comics readers out there who

have yet to discover "The 'Nam" because

you thought that it was either GI Joe or

Rambo. reading "The 'Nam" will give you

a sense of satisfaction and enjoyment rare

in the world of modern comics.

Unique infrared exhibit

University Gallery

Beyond Light: Infrared Photography by

Six New England Artists

April 5-June7

By JOHN T. SHEA, JR.

Collegian Correspondent

The University Gallery in the Fine Arts

Center is presenting an exhibit of black

and whit« infrared photographs by six

New England artists called Beyond Light.

The infrared spectrum, being beyond the

range of visible light, gives these photos

unique qualities that make this a presen

tation worth seeing.

The Beyond Light photographs are like

normal black and white pictures, but with

a delicately mysterious enhancement,

creating a feeling of heightened percep-

tion. One of the most notable effects is a

grainy, finely peppered texture, causing

the prints to look like carefully drawn

pencil sketches. Another, more obvious

characteristic, is that vegetation becomes

bright and glowing, showing a usually un-

noticed energy of life. On infrared film,

human bodies are made to look pale white

and polished, almost like ivory statues.

Don't miss this unusual presentation. It

will allow you to look at the world in a

way you have never seen it before.

SOUTHWOOD APT
On bus rottte

Qtiict, convienent to campus

Waiting List Now Open At

Rental Office

107M Sottthwood Apts - 256-0166

^IiadXr dYt1ct"ors"^

§99 & UP

K40 •UNIDEN

WHISTLER • GIL

LOWEST PRICES • LARGE SELECTION
WE CUSTOM INSTALL REMOTE HIDDEN UNITS!

CUSTOM,
car/o

SOUND

t41A DAMON ROAD
NORTHAMPTON. MA 01 060

68eb268

573 RIV€ROALE STREET
WEST SPWINGFIELO, MA 01069

COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE SOUND SYSTEMS 734-49»b

Minor collisions, plate theft reported
A 1980 Jeep and a 1980 Pontiac collided with each other

at 8:10 p.m. Wednesday on Fearing Street. The vehicles

sustained minor scratches and cracks, University of

Massachusetts police said.

In other police reports:

• A license plate was reported stolen from a car park

ed in P lot at 8 a.m. Wednesday, police said.

• A female student reported that her 1986 Subaru had

been hit at 12:05 p.m. Wednesday in the parking lot at

University Health Services, police said. The vehicle suf-

fered a broken tail light.

• A 1985 Chevrolet received "minor damages" at 4:10

p.m. Wednesday aRer being hit by a 1972 Plymouth, police

said.

- ELLEN M. NOLAN

A DRINKERY, TO MEET, RELAX & ENJOY

35 EAST PLEASANT ST., AMHERST

JIM BEAM & COKE

$1.30

OUTSIDE PROPOSAL FORMS WILL

BE AVAILABLE IN THE

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS

PROGRAM OFFICE
Rm 415 Student Union Building

Tuesday April 21, 1987

Proposals must be submitted by 12:00 Noon Friday May I

and must be presented at the outside proposal meeting

on Monday May 4 at 7 PM

IF THERE ARE ANY QUESTIONS

Call the DVP Office at 545-0920

9 am - 2 pm"EARLYl
k J BIRD% m SPECIALmM $2 OFF
^V Shampoo,
W^ Cut & Dry

^\^ STYLES

n O '^W ^^EBORAH
549-5610 • 65 University Dr

wilh this coupon Expires 4/30/87

dbdn^uisHed
Visitofs ptoyam

CHINESE KITCHEN E
FAST SERVICE - GREAT PRICES

TRY OUR LUNCHEON-DINNER SPECIALS

Only $1.49 before 3 pm. $1.90 after 3 pm

A. Chicken Fingers, Fried Rice or Chow Mein

B. Chicken Wrngs, Fried Rice or Chow Mein

C. Lobster Sauce, Fried Rice or White Rice

D. Chicken with Green Peas and Fried Rice

E. Yoke Kew (Beef) with Gravy and Fried Rice

Eaf In or Take Out

HOURS: Sunday Noon • 10 pm. Mon • Sat 11:30 • lOpm

2 LOCATIONS

FLAT
STREET
UFIAT ST BRATtLtBOW. VI

BO? ?b4 8?b7

Friday April 17

Saturday April 18

CATCH-22

Sunday April 19

Alcohol-Free

Sunday 6-10 PM

Friday April 24

Saturday April 25

THE WORKS

Don't M«ss Flat

Street's Great
Mid-Week
Getaway

Wednesdays
75 Cent Drafts

Open at 8:00 PM

430 Rusiel St (Rt 9)

HADLEY - 253-2571

ISO King St

NORTHAMPTON - 586.0220

Asian languages
offer job prospects
By KATHRYN KIRBY
Collegian Staff

Foreign languages have always come easy to Charles

Mack in, a black student majoring in Chinese and Rus-

sian at the University of Massachusetts.

Mack was recently accepted to a University-sponsored

Asian program at Tunjhai University in Taichung,

Taiwan. Each year, the University sponsors an exchange

program between Umasa and Tunjhai University.

In the past, very few blacks have been accepted. "It s

not because their keeping blacks out. Rather there simp-

ly just aren't many blacks in the United SUtes major-

ing in Chine8e,"said Mack.

Mack said that a recent survey of the White House by

the New York Times concluded that Universities do not

produce enough Chinese and Russian majors to fill the

demand. Either they drop out of the program because

of its intensity, or they cannot use the language effec-

tively after four years of study, he said.

Mack encourages minorities to learn demandmg

lan^'uages such as Chinese and Russian, because of the

vast opportunities they offer the student.

•'There are so many opportunities for minorities in the

White House, editing of foreign languages, and interna-

tional business," said Mack. "I know this because I was

offered all sorts ofjobs, such as editing at one of the m<^
prestigious foreign language companies in the United

States, and working for the White House, and I'm still

an undergraduate with many years to go."

Thinking realistically. Mack realizes that many peo-

ple are afraid of th*. challenge that comes with learning

certain languages. "For instance, you mention Chinese,

Russian or Arabic and everyone freaks out. But then you

mention the word Spanish or French everyone yells

'Como esta usted' or 'Parlez-vous Francais?"' said Mack.

Mack became interested in Chinese and Russian

because of his knowledge of world politics and interna-

tional law. Mack said that much of what we read and

hear today deals with the Soviet Union and Southeast

Asia In order to best be effective in my line of work m
the future, it helps to be able to speak the language of

our superpowers today, he said. ^

"I've always been interested in Asia and Europe,' said

Mack. "Although I may speak and read Chinese and Rus-

sian, I have a very large understanding of Korean, Viet-

namese, Filipino, Ukrainian. Polish and RomaniMi."

Mack speaks fluent Chinese, Russian, Assyrian, Ban-

tu, and English.

1

The Department of Music and Dance

at

The University of Massachusetts Amherst

presents

THE B.F.A. DANCE CONCERT
April 15-17, 1987 at 8:00 pm
Bowker Audilorium

UMass Campus

Tickets Fine Arts Center Box Office, Mon.-Fri., 10:00 a.m.^00 pm
54S-2S11

S4 00 general admission
$< 00 students

It *H1iVBaW*<

A '7
UMass Arts Council

CALL FOR GRANT PROPOSALS

Deadline for subniisbion of grant proposals for

single projects or events:

Rldoy. April 24

Grant guidelines and applications available at

Arts Council, the Student Activities office, or

the Arts Extension Service.

Arts Council 125 Herter Hall 54S-0202

» » « 4 - • I <
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Scalpersprofitpushingprom tickets • missing

The Far Side

By Gary Larson
Smithereens
By Sarah Smith

NATICK (AP) - Natick High School

students say scalpers are asking $100 for

soldout tickets to the junior-senior prom,

prompting some seniors to argue they

should get preference over juniors and
outrage from the head of a parents' group.

The 650 tickets disappeared quickly

when they went on sale for $60 two weeks

ago, and several students said classmates

wlio have decided to skip the prom for pro-

fit or hadn't planned to go anyway are

cashing in on the shortage.

"Theru's not much we can do without
names." he said.

"I was appalled when I found out," said

John White, chairman of the parents'

gi-oup. "I think that's deplorable — you

can't get tickets for your senior prom?"

White said he planned to complain to

school administrators.

Principal Francis Collins said Thursday

that school officials had no evidence of

scalping.

"But we'll be keeping our ears open," he

said. Collins said he first heard rumors

about scalping Wednesday from a woman
who called his office but refused to identify

herself

Wickles
FinePfint

1 BOLTWOOD WALK
AMHERST
256-0146

LASER PRINTING

^$15.00 ^
Please present this coupon

RESUMi

continued from page 1

Gearty said. If anyone has infor-

mation they should "come up here and talk

to us."

Gearty said he could not guarantee im-

munity to people who come forward, but

added "no one up here has been charged

with anything [except Pregent and
Langlois]."

"If Merrill shows up on our doorstep,

there will be a full investigation into what

he was involved in," he said. "If worst

comes to worst we could be looking at a

homicide investigation."

The reward is being offered for anyone

supplying information leading to a convic-

tion, Gearty said.

Merrill lived in Amherst one year ago,

and plans to transfer to UMass in the fall,

Ossa said.

Merrill is 5' 7", and has brown hair, blue

eyes and a beard. One of his front teeth is

false and he has a nick on his nose.

A hotline has been set up for anyone who
has information. The number is (603)

536-5000 ext. 5229.

CALVlNli^nc^
pfeseots

PsyChOtrONIc
FILMS

AT MIDNIGHT1

^ OHim
FRIDAY - SATURDAY

Morons From OUter Space
Euphoria

SUNDAY - TUESDAY
Clockwise 7:00

Monty Python's The Meaning of Life 9:00

DOUBLE FEATURE $3.00

CX>WNTOWN AMHERST 253-5426

Apnl 17 k 16

KLAl'SKrNS

flosfemtu
VAMPYRE

^ni'li^i' Su"nih^l

PG
M.00 Miteioii ' DiKairtCank Mi.

PASStS NOT •CCU'IU)

CALVllfllSbieSM^

C
E

I

VISION OF
O N T I N U I N G
D U C A T I O N

9 8 7

M H

Registration starts April 21.

Over 200 courses

in 50 departments.

Two sessions: June 2-Jul/ 10

and July 14-August 20.

For more information or a free catalog,

call the Division of Continuing Education at

545-2414.

I

FOUR SEASONS
584-8174 • Rt 9 Hadley

—BE-A'PART'OFITr-
CASE SPECIALS

Bud $11.99

Busch $9.99

Becks Dark $17.99

Rolling Rock bar bottles $10.99 y^^~

Schmidtz 16oz bar bottles $8.75 ^" '

Carling Black Labels $6.99 ^^
UtlCa V/IUD no membership required «pOi«7»7

SIXS AND TWELVES
LABATTS BEER/ALE $3.69 V12CAN?aS
HOPFENPERLE The Pr^ce IS R.gh, $3.49

SAM ADAMS $4.99

BECKS DARK $4.49

OLD MILWAUKEE .h.umma.ei2pk$4.49

SPECIAL SPECIALS
Purple Passion Easter Egg Coloring $4.99

Pride of Hadley Vodka $8.99 1.75L

Our Own Gin $9.49 1.75L g^^f
Our Own Rum $11.99 1.75L JL^^W^^

EASTER SPECIALS K^^^T^
Martini & Rossi AstI Spumante - $9.99 M jAYfyt:^
Sutter Home White Zinfandel - $3.99 ML^^^
California Cellars table wine 1 .5L $3.99 iw\^^*»

FRIDAY NIGHT STARTING LINE UP
Jim, Nick, Theresa, Peter, Eric, Brad, Burt

FOUR SEASONS — WE'RE ON RT 9 HADLEY
PAST BURGER KING, COME SEE US!

CALL US FOR ANY EVENT - WE DELIVER
584-8174

ma0mm0tm0mmmmt0mmmtmt0mm0mt0m

"Yes! YesI Thofs it! ... Just a litne higrter.

What's My Line?

"The Western tradition remains an unparalled

resource from which all can learn and profit in the way

are lead our liviS."

— Secretary uf Education William J. Bennett

-B»i»C&«(^

Bureauc racy

by Keith Coopet

it «

o,h'l^

«-/**>*-.

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

Bat Brain By Bill Bearing

I

New Spring

Shorts

lOOX Cotton

Blouses Dresses Skirts
Big Shirts Pants Scarves

Saue 20 to 50%
off seleotecj
Dresses

Sun 12-5
Earrings p^ily 10 6

Skirts

ERCRNTILE N'ltamp Niahts
Th Fri 9 P M

Horthampion-IB Center St

^ Amherst-Carrtage Shops
£\

we'u 6"mRT Youtk^^

FIRST P« wi-m
A TOUR OF OOH
rtAtAURrHER BW*£K

FAClun.

—'^ "^
/RIGHT HERE 1^ OUR>

KITCHEN.'THI&I^

\ WHere AM, OUR
VfOOPIS PREPflREP

^X'M QUITE HWUP
OF TWe: PESlfc^i

, OF TWI&AREfl X
Vthou&wt of it

P v̂es. HOW
ftPPRO^R* ATE . .

-we PtACe UJHTRE

you COOK UX)KSJ

Gordy By Gorde

r
DtAL Of= ThOCKSHr

^. A LAuJfBR IP

M/AJD fO^ IT*
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Daily Crossword Ptizzle
Edited by Trade Michtl Jaffc

ACROSS
1 Tine tor Mtrgol

Footeyn

5 GoM on |h«

Aagasn
10 Tickei

U Crookad
15 — Gay hislofic

pt«n«

16 Son »h»«r

17 BttiiKai

opponents
20 Mto<d wWi snoi

at sl*p

21 Anciani city m
\W SyfH

22 Bean
23 Grask n«(o ol

m« Troian Mar
24 uns naro

2& Ps'uvian

pernaps

2B F'amework
umO by

sculptors

23 Lika Frankkn s

RicharO

34 Mavar —

'

35 Namo s racord

36 BitXicai lovars

40 Daugniar ol

Cadmus
41 Common

conlraclion

42 — itia mood
tor KDva

43 1 Sin can

sacular cantata

45 Vacuums
47 Do «rong
48 ParKXls ol tuna

49 Spamsn
poai-ptaywngnt

Fadanco Gaioa

52 Wnay
54 Nativa

Amartcan

57 BiOiicai paranis

60 Tioussaau <tam

61 City ol N can

Nonti OaKoia

62 Estimabon

53 Jonn Paul, lor

ona
64 Casior and

PoMun

65 Enprassion ol

ptaasura

DOWN
1 Pan ol a
pedastal

2 King or Milna

3 Maneuvar
4 Fmat ol a

waaittarvana

5 Tar

6 JO<n loQathar

7 Raats pannar

8 San Juan ol

mus«al*
9 Migual or

Manual
to var»a
1

1

Aunts m
Andalusia

12 Oo -
others

13 Eiprassway m
Garmany

IS — vu

19 Sysiams ol

navigation

23SST ag
24 Ai iha caniar ol

25 Point m an ortMt

26 Nary a SOU*

27 Sadnass
28 Capital ol

Guam

29 Carry on

30 Group ol

MuSkm
scMttrs

31 Sign ol spring

32 Actor Ricnard

and lamiiy

34 Dill ol yore

37 Overly

eninusiastic

one
30 Seaport m

Algeria

39 Hurries

44 Gel away
45 Taoieware

46 A Moiner

Goose p«t

48 Balk >n

DasePail

49 Spaacn delect

50 Cnristiania

loday

51 Scold

52 fit ol temper

53 Best

54 Telltale mark
55 Pan ol a play

56 City 1"

Normandy
SS Mornings AbPr

59 Work unit

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE.

Lunch

Torpedo Grinder

Seafood Quiche

Dinner

Roast Top Round of Beef

Spaghetti/ Red Clam Sauce

Menu
Bastes Lunch

Summer Salad. Syrian Bread

Seafood Quiche

Basics Dinner

Potpourri

Hi-Protein Spaghetti

Tomato Sauce

Weather
Today: 80 percent chance of rain, highs in the

mid 40s.

Tonight: Chance of rain decreasing, colder.

Tomorrow: Scattered showers, highs in the 40s.

Today's Staff
Night Editor William Spain

Copy Editor John Swanson

Layout Technician Rob Catalano

Photo Technician Byrne Guarnotta

Production Supervisor Rob Catalano

Production: Connie. Laura. Tori, Keith, Judy.

and Joe the driver

Executive Board —- Spring of 1987

KELLY SIEGER
Editor la Chief

NANCY KLINGENER
Usasglng Editor

PHIL SERAFINO
Editorial Editor

STEVE RUBIN
Baalacst Manager

ANSEL ZINTER
Production Manager

Btfsiness Board ~ Spring of 1987

STEVE RUBIN
BaalMH Manager

PATUCE LAWSKY
Marhatk^ Manager

PAUL H. LESSER
Advarttolog Salta Maaagar

CRAIG NAUGLE
Circalatioa Manager

VANESSA ROTH
Plaaaca MaAagcr

KAREN HOLLAND
SsbscHpUoa Manager

• • •
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UMass track
teams in action
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Correspondent

Both the University of Massachusetts

men's and women's track teams will be

in action this weekend facing their

toughest opponents thus far.

The women were expected to head to

Chestnut Hill yesterday to compete in the

Boston College Relays which run through

tomorrow. The men will be facing

Southern Connecticut, Brown, and host

Northeastern University in Dedham at

noon on Saturday.

The BC Relays are a huge event,

hosting 75-80 teams from around New
England and the New York area. Schedul-

ed to appear will be such track powers as

Dartmouth, Boston University, and of

course Boston College. It should be in-

teresting to see how 400- and SOOmeter
specialist Barbara Cullinan and hurdler

Kim Baten do after their high indoor

finishes at the New Englands.' •

According to coach Ken O'Brien, Nor-

theastern and Brown have very similar

depth all around. O'Brien thinks his team

has a shot of finishing third in the meet.

Northeastern is the defending champion

in outdoor track in New England. The
Minutemen will be led by jumper Ferdie

Adoboe, middle distance ruhners Wayne
Levy in the 6000-meters, and Bill Stewart

in the 800-meters.

* unbeaten Gorillas
continued from page 16 ^jj|^ qu^ toughest game yet,"

Garber said. "I saw them play Delaware which they easily

beat. They have a pretty solid team."

But the Gorillas are rolling. Though he still thinks the

defense could shore up to help sophomore AU-American

Collegiun photo by Byrne Guarnotta

Junior rightfielder Leigh Petroski gets a rip during yester-

day's first game loss to UConn. Petroski and the rest of the

Minutewomen came back to win the nightcap.

goaltender Sal LoCascio, Garber said yesterday that he's

happy with the team's play.

"We've been playing real well," he said.

Waldvogel agrees with Garber.

"I don't see them having any weaknesses. I've voted all

year long for them to be number one in New England,"

he said. "I think UMass is the king of New England and

deserves the top ranking."

With a 60 minute first team effort, the game might be

a sick blowout. Then again maybe it might not because

Garber probably isn't one to put much stock in anything

an opposing coach says just a few days before a game.

Man-up Advantages: In the UMass scoring race. Car-

mean is starting to run away with the honors thanks to

his penchant for dishing to open men. Carmean leads

Hiller by eight points, 27-19. Following Hiller is Carr at

nine (six goals, three assists), Soudan (with his eight goals)

and Cannella (four goals and four assists) at eight points.

Musco at six, Glenn Stephens and Neal Cunningham at

fou>-, with Pat Cain, Greg Collins, Robert Codignotto and

Chris Tyler with three points each. The list continues.

James Bergan and Tim Stewart have two each, while

Brett Jenks. David Avidon, Jeff Salanger and Chris Zusi

have a point apiece.

* Gazelles win

Collegian photo by Michael Cooper

Co-captain Tom Carmean has been rolling up
points in four games this season. He'll look to

continue to do so tomorrow vs. Yale in New
Haven, CT.

continued from page 16

UMass had been looking to play a possession game, con-

trolling the flow and getting the ground balls while restric-

ting the turnovers. If the Gazelles had controlled things

any better, the Terriers may as well have just up and left.

The Gazelles, now 4-3, jumped out to a 5-0 lead in the

first half, and then coasted home on the defense's

shoulders. Senior attacker Becky Bekampis gave the

Gazelles all they would need for a "W" 9:35 into the first

half, her first of two goals on the afternoon.

Senior co-captain Lisa Griswold continued the attack,

tallying at 11:52 and 16:40 what would the first two of

another hat trick for the talented Ail-American, just

another chapter in her endless saga of "Ball Meets Net".

Sophomore attacker Cathy Fuhrman drained any hope
remaining in the punchless Terriers, tallying twice in the

last 1:05 of the half to make it 5-0.

Griswold completed her troika at 14:45 of the second

• Softball splits
continued from page /fi' The Minutewomen struck

early, getting two runs in the first inning. Ciepiela led

off with an infield single and was advanced to second on

senior secondbaseman Carol Frattaroli's sacrifice bunt.

Junior catcher Ilene Freeman then reached on an error

by UConn shortstop Vicki Bartolucci.

The inning looked to be dead when freshman outfielder

Karen Moro, who came in to pinch run for Ciepiela, was

forced at third on a Rever grounder to the mound. But

junior firstbaseman Martha jamieson's hard grounder to

third found its way through the legs of Huskie third-

baseman Kris Westra, scoring Freeman from second and

moving Rever to third. Rever then scored on a Sharon Ar-

nold wild pitch for the Minutewomen's second run.

UMass scored again in the fifth, the result of three hits

in the inning. Junior rightfielder Leigh Petroski opened

the inning with a single to center and was sacrificed to

second. Petroskie moved to third on another Arnold wild

pitch before scoring on Frattaroli's RBI single to right.

Meanwhile, Rever maintained her control of the

Huskies. Rever, who tossed her third straight strong

outing, was only two batters away from tossing a perfect

game. Senior thirdbaseman Debbie Cole committed an er-

ror in the fifth and Rever gave up a walk in the sixth.

For her career, Rever has thrown three no-hitters.

Rever's win boosted her record to 7-4. She walked only

one and fanned five in seven innings pitched.

Stolen Bases: Ciepiela's single in the first inning of the

second game extended her on-base streak to 11 games

(thanks, Gai^. Don't know what I*d do without ya). Earlier

in the year, Ciepiela had a six-game hitting streak snap-

ped against Adelphi. . .the longest hitting streak of the

season belongs to junior shortstop Paige Kopcza, who sat

out yesterday's second game because of tendonitis in her

right shoulder. Kopcza had a nine-game hitting streak

erased against Hartford. Her playing status is being

reviewed on a day to day basis. . .the other hitting streak

belongs to Bietsch, who sported a five-game hitting streak

before Hartford ended hers as well.

* ^Wht in five

continued from page 16

Bergquist has tentatively named Dave Telgheder,

Steve Allen, Ken Greer and Mike Owens as today's

starters.

Telgheder, a sophomore righthander, leads the staff

with a 2-0 record, a 1.59 earned run average and,

averages over a strikeout an inning.

Allen, a junior righty. has a 5.23 ERA and a 1-1 record.

Greer, a sophomore righty, has a 7.07 ERA in 17 inn-

ings and Owens, a sophomore lefty, brought his ERA
down to a very respectable 2.89 with three innings of

no-hit, shutout relief against New Hampshire.

"The attitude has been real good, especially when you

consider we had a week off [due to rainouts]," Bergquist

said. "We're trying to prove that we're as good as the

rest of the teams in New England but we've only had

two home games and now we face nine straight on the

road. But that's what we have to contend with."

half, while Bekampis rounded out the UMass scoring with

the latter of her pair with just 40 seconds to go.

Bossio praised the efforts of the entire team, putting

forth by far the best game of this season. She did, however,

single out Fuhrman, calling it her best game of the year,

and Bekampis for displaying good hustle and pouncing

on every loose ball to hit the ground.

Random Ramblings: The Gazelles will be in action

twice over the weekend, as they travel to Durham, NH
tomorrow to face the University of New Hampshire

Wildcats, before returning to Totman Field Monday after-

noon to make up the twice-rained out game against Yale

University.

Game time for tomorrow is 1 p.m., but Monday's start

won't be until 3 p.m. . . The Gazelles will continue their

mini-homestand Tuesday afternoon when the Big Green

of Dartmouth College come to Totman Field for a 3 p.m.

game. . . Junior attacker Ginny Armstrong had a pair of

assists in yesterday's game, while freshman Sue Murphy,

one with a sixth sense for creating plays from below the

net, added a single assist.
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ACtlVITIIS

NOTICE OF ANNUAL MEETING Top 01

the Campus, Inc Will hold its annual

me«ling Mau 7, 1987 in Campus Center

Room 903 al 3 00 PM

EASTER SUNRISE SERVICE next to cam-

pus pond -Sunday April 19 6 30AM spon-

sored by New Testament Fellowship

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL option, one

bedroom apt m the center ol Amherst $

450/month includes heat, hot water, 2 car

parking Call 2560391, keep trying

SOUTHWOOO 2 BEbRdOM. quiet &
clean, right on bus route, heal inci

Available June 1 Call 253-9612

AMITY

GET ONE LAST look at Amity today before

she's over (he hill!

ATTiNTION

EVERYONE WISH KEN Flynn a happy 21 st

birthday'

AUMO

SELLING^OHM SPEAKERS^ lOOW &
Brother typewriter Cheap! Call 6-7921

TAKE OUR LEASE, avoid the waiting list

Southwood Townhouse 253-7987

ROOM IN NEW house, cai^l Oaie at

253-9949 between 5 30- 6 30.

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL optiorTsingle

room in 2 bedroom apt quiet, near Putter's

Pond available June 1st call John 549 5851

TAKE OVER LEASE. Two bedroom
Southwood Townehouse available June 1

Call 253-3571 nights

TAKE OVER LEASE June 1st Begin to pay
in August 1 bedroom at Cliltside $390/mo
utilities included Call 665-8664

LOST LADIES GOLD Seiko watch 4/4

somewhere from ZMs Psi to Northeast Kris

546-5576

RED POLO SPRING jacket in campus
center Friday please call Julie 9571

GREY JEAN JACKET Irom Mike's W View

Thurs 4/9 be cool return keys from pocket

Cilt Brandywine 549-0667

LISA THE GURNSPLOT you make me
laugh like Ed McMahon i love you Please

wear my boots

MAKE UP LITTLE rosebud or you'll sleep

through your birthday' There's a package
Irom Maine m the mail An engagement
ring, perhaps' Little Cornflower

BKO 4/9 ARE you the girl who accidental

ly took my jacket? Thank you so much (or

calling, but when can I pick it up'' Suzanne

BLACK KlfTENWITH white markings in

Towneliouse area 4/10 II found please call

549-1552

LADV^ GOLD QUARTZ, pulsar watch

Lost on 4/12 between campus center and

Tower Library Extreme sentimental value

please call 665-7705- reward will be given

MELISSA SMITH

RECIEVER, TURNTABLE, GOOD car

Iridge equillzer Good and cheap 6-9152

(leave message

)

2 BEDROOM APARTMENT, tall, starting

June 1 $410 00, laundry, 665-2288 bus

route

FOR SALi

MELISSA- REMEMBER HASTA la vista

baby breaking hearts is my claim to lame

JOHN AMOROSO: YOU got a phone call

last week i torgol to tell you Your computer

IS being repossessed Happy birthday

anyway' Kim

MELLONHEAD (MADDOG) O Canada'

(Vancouver'') Watch out lor that thirtysix

seven m reach I want to be a den-

tist wellahh you be careful now' Luv

Bobo (GeoH halp too)

TO THE INDIAN curry gang members in

Prince still cooking curry! Meet the head
From the pig m Prince's basement

HI DAHLIA: HOW'S Passover being? Hope
you're having a good tirriei From Raiesh

SUDHIR, YOU'RE THE best brother on
campus From your broth

JOBS FOR FALL

SCERA THE STUDENT CENTER lor

Educational Research and Advocacy is hir

ing (or the Fall'" Come work (or an

organization that educates and advocates

on isues ot racism, sexism, homophobia,

antisemitism, etc . as well as other student

issues like linancial aid child care, and

organizing Work study and nonworti study

available al lOhrs/wk at $3 65/hr All

students, specially people ol color and

women, encouraged to apply Graduate

position available on oppression work Ap

plications available at SCERA. 429 Student

Union 545-0341 Due 4/27 at 3 30 pm
AA/EEO

SUPRISE SUNSHINE I lovs you 11'* me
Pooks

AUTO KM SALi

HONDA CIVIC 76 New sticker runs great

$400/bo 584-6718

1979 PINTO 67K as- fig $600 549-1138

l»es FORD FALCON a cream puff

256-6920

PV BACK STAGE guitar amp. 35 watts

hardly used (year old) excellent condition

Comes with free PV machine heads $100

or BO call anytime 546-4161

CRATE AMP MUST sell' Call Shawn
546-9030

82 SUBARU BRAT. Excellent shape 2,600

549-7529

1983 RENAULT FUEGO sports coupe

Sspeed excelleni condition asking $2800

1 978 Toyota Corola 2-door 5speed no rust

good condition low milage $800 Call

546-1485 ask (or Donna

80 CHEVETTE 4SPd^2dr very good cond

$1200 eves 256-8065

77 TOYOTA COROLLA: while, 4dr, stan-

dard. AM/FM. AC. reliable and lovable-

$1000 538-3670

1979' FORD imUSTANG yellow, auto,

82,000 mis AM/FM stereo $1200 545-3689

after 5 30 S84-9042

WINDERSURFER CLASSIC. S color sail

2 daggerboards. Excellent condition. $300

Great conversation piece 549-7842,

253-9032

U2 TICKETS FOR sale all shows 546-8789

RAYBAN, BOLLE, VUARNET sunglasses

plus look-a-likes. Jams. Catchit. Sunbrit-

ches shorts, everylhing discount. Ozzie

549-7575

GUCCI WATCHES FOT ladies many new
styles only $30 call Brian 6-7425

KRAMER FOCUS 2000 with Floyd Rose

and Hardshell case $300. Peavy Back

Stage Amp $100. call Dan 549-6211

NIKON^5MM/2T8 MACRO lens, brand

new, complete w/carrying case Price

negotiable Call John, 6-7070, after lOP M

1972 VOLVO 164 4-speed with overdrive

new brakes, clutch, recent transmission,

tires, hitch runs very good $1300 549-0614
FOUND

81 TOYOTA COROLA 5spd 4dr AM/FM
casset exc cond $2400 253-3568

MARYANNE MAGUIRE I have your Monec
card 5490114

1973 DODGE DART good running cond

rust BO 253-7497 even

DID YOU LOSE your coal at Zeta Psi? I

may have it Call 6-7009

MOTORCVCIES

HONDA CB350 RECENTLY rebuilt emgine

call 266-8643 ask (or JR $450 or BO

1 980 SUZUKI PE175 endufo street-legal

Mikuni, Boyesoo, CanAm $650 or BO
549-0614

NIID 3 ROOMATffS

TOSHARE BRANDYWINE 2 bedroom apt

Lease starts on June Non-smokers,

females, no pets Call 549-1634 leave

message

KRSONALS

^RESUME TYPESETTING SERVICE
Have your resume prolessionally typeset

The best quality type, not a word processor

Sixteen diHerent type styles to choose (rom

Takes only 3 days costs $25 and any

changes I'll do (or FREE Come down to the

Collegian Graphics OHice (113 Campus
Center) and speak to Peter Soderberg

MEET NEW PEOPLE! Get great ex

perience! Come write (or New England's

largest college daily The Collegian is in 1 13

Campus Center right behind the TV
Come down and check us out'

U2 TICKETS HARTFORD May 9 65683

HAPPY BIRTHDAY JO! Have tun, your still

a lightweight' Love Stu

raOFESSIONAL TYPINO

ON CAPE COO at Jason's of Oennisport

Floor and door personnel, barbacks and

bartenders, waiter and waitresses Accep-

ting applications Mon thru Sal vacation

week Irom noon to 3 Interviews at Clan-

cy's. 8 Uppercoonty Rd Oennisport MA

SUMMIR SUILIT

NORTHAMPtdN - W/FALL OPTION •

Newly renovated and clean Spacious

Browslone (Townhouse). 4 BDRM. Vh
baths on bus route and 1 block to center

ot town. Call 586-5353

PHYSICAL. SPIRITUAL. INTELLECTUAL
health seekers share your knowledge with

the readers ot Sprout the Earthfoods/Poo^

pies Market Newsletter Typed, double

spaced, please drop matenal off on the 4lh

floor S U in the Economic Development Ol-

fK;e /Address it to Jen K Deadline has been

extended Due tiefore April 30th

• WANTED VOLLYBALL TEAMS for oft

campus
• Maytesi 871 Prizes (or sinning team
"submit names to 404 S U B by Friday"

4/20! Coed teami wefcome' ^^^^^

RESPONSIBlFfULL PROFESSOR~and
(amily seek summer sublet mid June

through July 3912 W Oregon S^..

Evansville Indiana 47712 (812)426-2989

WANTED PHOTOS AND recordings ol

Hunter S Thompson s speech WilT pay

cash for quality call Mark 323-6044 keep

trying

WANTfO TO MNT

•SPEEDY KEYS'-
reliable 256-1002

-FAST, accurate. 2 BEDROOM APT. available June-Aug
$400/mo or B O call 546-8485 or 8487

atler tOPM

UMASS STUDENT LOOKING (or room to

rent near campus during spring break 9-21

to 9-29 Call K/fary at 546-1 151 Keep trying

SUBLETS/HOUSING NEEDED June 28

Aug 15 Call SBMC 256-8615 9AM-7PM

PROFfSSIONAL TYPINO SERVICE

CASES, PAPERS. DISSERTATIONS.
theses, (asl. accurate, dependable, on

campus, reasonable 584-7924, Nancy

3 BEDROOM FURNISHED apt 480/month

utilities and cable included on bus route,

swimming pool, tennis ct 665-3671

CAPE COD RENTAL

WEST^^Y/VRMOUTH SUMMER rental

Segull Beach 253-7436 sleeps three

FREE CASH
TO SARAH V/. Have a great 21st birthday

and a good Easteri Pete W

FLYHBO!

NEED MONEY? SPEND all your cash on

spnngbreak' I need your baseball cards

please help' Call Mike 5490333

HEATHER FERN

MAX PARKER Happy early B-day you mad
man Good luck in the marathon. I m
rooting lor you Always Love, Randy

ITS COMING FOR the first time in May'

WELL NOW BOYS-Ken Flynn is 21 beers

old Oh by the way. what is it with that chick'

Many kegs to be run Ken Your elf assis-

tant. Botx)

HAPPY HAPPY 19th!!! Thanx for being a

fantastic (nend and an even better room-

mate" Here's to another tun-Iilled year'

KERRI. WE COULDN'T forget you. could

we? Hope you have a great birthday! Love

ya. Beverly and Alyson

HELP WANTfD

FOR A OOOO TIME CALL

r7mCK-A-DISC Entertainment Agency

Disc-Jockeys, lights, rentals, and Mobile

Video Dances' 549-7144

FOR RENT

SQUIRE VILLAGE 4 bedroom apt Take

over lease w/fall option or sublet call

256-1316

GRADUATING SENIORS, take over our

apartmenl. Townhouse style - furnished,

free cable call now 665-3513

WE ARE LOOKING lor sonneone to do child

care one evening a week and occasiona

overnights Must have transportation Call

564-9057

WANTED PART TIME busdrivers for tior

ihamplon to Amherst routes $5 to start very

convenient lor Northampton residents

Work schedule arranged around your class

schedule 586-1909

GROUNDSWORKERS WANTED af Pine

Grove Golf Course Call 584-4570 for

interview

TO JENNYPOO, LORIANNE, Stetfy Suze,

Greggy. Rooosell. and L"- it was a perfect

gotcha' And the academy award winner

is you guys are the best friends and I love

you' Jodi

ROOM IN NOHO HOUSE

SUMMER SUBLET W/FAU option starting

June 15 Great bedroom in Northampton

house Spacious' 10 minute walk to town,

right by Smith college, partly furnished

Rent negotiable Get June 15 till end of

June tree Call 584-0054 ASAP

ROOMMATE WANTED

2 NONSMOKING QUIET females needed

to share Brandywine Apt (or Fait 549-4598

2 ROOMATES WANTED: Brandywine

lease beginning June Interested nonsmok-

ing females please call Marilyn 549-6157

2TEMALE ROOMATES needed to share

a Brittany Manor Apt Call 253-2284

1 MALE NEEDED fo share 1 bedroom
Putflon Village apt starting Sept or earlier

Must be nonsmoker $192 month plus

utilities 549-1476 anytime. 6am-9am,
evenings

LOOKING FOR TWO non-smoking male

roommates to share Brittany Manor apart-

ment Starting Aug 1st or eartier if

necessary CaTi Kyle 256 1388

LOOKING FOR*! female to share bedrm
in 2 bedrm Thouse Starts June call

549-2646 or 549-2614

ULTIMATE SUMMER APARTMENT, TV
pool double beds, etc Must see '/; mi to

UMass 256-6332

AMHERST CENTER, DOUBLE room in

house with fall option, rent reasonable, call

Claire or Lisa for details at 253-7216

THREE BEDROOM PUFFTON apt

available (or summer 87 3 or 4 people call

(or details 549-6327

WANTEO-SIOO REWARD a 6 or 7 person

house lor next year near bus route Call

Dave 549 0384 or Patty 549-1703 leave

name and number

$100 REWARD PUFFTON-FOB- 2 bedrm
apt Lease in Putflon or Brandywine Please

call 6-5331

LOOKING FOR 1 or 2 people to sublet 1

bedroom in furnished Putflon apartment

Available Junew 1 to Septi call Tammy
549-6739

GET IT IN Sunderland'! Summer sublet

w/lall option 2 bedrooms 2 bathrooms on

bus route Squire Village 666-3504

SUMMER SUBLET - Brandywine
Are you interested please call

Andrea or Sue at 546-8584

TRAVEL

LOOKING FOR A MALE traveler to

backpack Europe with 2F and 1M Sept Oct

Call Jill 549-3631

SUMMER VACATION: 3 week tout ol

Great Britain $899 Fun, friends scenery,

history Call Mary for info 253-7368

TYPINO SERVICE

WANT TO TAKE over lease of o«-campus
house near bus route tor next faff and
spring Call 546-1090 or 253-3894

2 HIGH SPIRITED WOMEN (smokers) look-

ing to lake over lease on apt or house; or

to share your place m the fall call Kristie

6-8565

LOOKING FOR 3 bedroom Pufflon apt

want to sublet for summer and lake over

lease call Herb 546-6761

$100 REWARD FOR 3 bedroom Pufflon

apartment starting summer fall call Rahui
545-3179 or 665-2810

FEMALES NEED THREE bedrooms ir

house or whole house Sept 646-6921

SINGLE ROOM IN PUFFTON or North

Amherst (or (all or earlier Easy going

nonsmoking make 549 1476

TV»0 SENIORS LOOKING lor one or two

bedrooms lor now until end of semester

close to campus Call Chns or Dave

253^7572

LOOKING FOR 3-BEDROOM in Pultlon

reward offered- Lisa 6-7979

$$$BIG REWARD OFFERED tor 3

bedroom Puttlon Apt Lease 253-7927

PUFTON 3 BEDROOM one roommate
needed' Beautiful apt for summer and/or

fall call Larry lor info 549-6616

DONNA, ILL MISS you bunches I love you

dearly Shi-head

QUALITY TYPING. PAPERS, letters

resumes, etc Meticulous proofreading

Editing available New IBM typewriter Call

649-0367

WANHD

M, LETS HOPE there will be two reasons

to celebrate today! Have a great 20th I love

you' Happy birthday' Me

AMY KUNDEL. "THEY say it's your birth-

day Happy 22nd Always rememtjer

walneys, kosher kraziness. host. Ryan Rd .

16 candles, automobile'! Love ya, Di

ONE BEDROOM PUFFTON apt lor rent

near bus slop, partially furnished call late

549-7540.

TAKE OVER LEASE Puttlon Village, one

bedroom. $350/mo starting June 1 call Don

or Dan 549-5978

3 BEDROOM APT in Southwood 1%
bathrooms. Take over lease JUne 1st 5o ft

from busstop Avoid a waiting list, act now.

call 256-1085. anytime

ONE BEDROOM COLONIAL village apart-

ment take over our lease 6/1/87 Call after-

noon or evening 253-3702

TAKE OVE^ LEASE^June Is! 2bdf on bus

route, inexpensive 549-1439

HOUSE 4 BEDROOMS, garage.

wiX)dstove, spacious backyard lake over

lease June 1 call atler 6 pm 256-1734

4-5 BEDROOM houses - Amherst. Hadley,

Northampion Some June others Sept

$625 plus utilities and up. Call now Sfcibtski

Realtors 584-3428.

PERFECT FOR ONE or two people- one

bedroom apartment at CHttside 400/mo

utilities included Across Irom 7/11, bank,

bus slop Sublet in June w/fall option Call

Liz or John. 666-7143

LARGE TWO-BEDROOM Colonial Village

Apt available June i Call 253 24i6

0N¥ BEDROOM APARTMENT n

Southwood lake over lease m June wilh (all

option Call 256-8609 after 6

TAKE OVER LEASE .Jun

L^edfaom Clitfside fiftd-Sf 17

SUMMER SUBLET W'F ALL
ap! -f- Oil? route ?^'fi

'

-r »,/C .-,,,.pp /-IMP .-

ROOf« IN HOUSE
S185/mo lake

649-6792

Is! Twu

ROOM AVAILABLE IN Beaut cohdo close

lr> UMass on bus line Kitchen/lauhdry (aal^

incI female non-smokers no pels 256- 1 54

,

San

BEDROOM AVAIL. END May w/or w/oul

fall option on 2br busroute Heidi 256-0051

RCXJMS FROM JUNE 1st fall option $235

per month exclusive close to campus

549-1358

MANAGER TRAINEES NOW hiring.

Amherst, Hawaii, Boston. Long Island, or

Dallas 50 openings Excellent pay ex-

cellent wort<ing conditions Full or part-time

Call Willie at 549-7793

FULL AND PART time positions available

very flexible hours and excellent working

conditions Conveniently located m the

center of Amherst You can earn up to $20

an hour with salary and commissions Con-

tact Target Enterprises for an interview Ask

for Keith. 549-7793

STUDENT NOTES AND printing service

accepting applications 4/10-4/17 for pro-

duction manager, bookkeeper, and offset

printer Experience preferred. Apply 401

SU

SUMMER JOB - WATERFRONT Director

for day camp in the Boston Area June

29-August 14 Salary 1,800-2.000 depen-

ding on experience. Contact Janet Wad;

den outdoor program director. Patriots

Trail Girl Scout Council. 6 St ,
James Ave ,

Boston. Ma 02116 (617)482-1078

NOW HIRING AssistANT to the Student

Body President Positions open immediate-

ly to work through summer and fall 10

hrs /week at minimum wage applications

available at 406E Student Union BIdg Ap-

plications due April 24 AA/EOE

DECKHANDS. CATERING ANDottice help

needed lor Boston excursion boat com
pany Call 617j-426-8419

KENNY

HAPPY 21ST BIRTHDAY- .3 East

LOOKING FOR A ROOM?

MASTER BEDROOM FOR tfeni m a 3

Ded'oom apt in No.'tnwood apis Available

now April free 14 3/mo Fronj n' "' ^•- ''"'

Call 666-3S86 or 5492836

LOOKING FOR SINGLE

N -'.'iJSF OR APARTMENT' =.. .• ...
•< Caiiuiseii. -, ;-

LOST

LOST TENNIS RACKET P'o K,;.nnpi al

Hjigis Mall leturning (rorn Spmig BReak

II lound please return Great sentimental

value Tom 253-7438

HELP! I'M COOKED it I don I Imd my Rus

sian notebook It is a blue spiral bound with

Russian written on the cover (in Rus

sian) Please call 546-9296

MIKE L. YOU'RE real special And that's

not way the —- otf! Love the Little One

2NFiEL0 -TO y'all who were in the hallway

Weds al 2AM thanks tor the support' You're

great' Luv, Lis

BILL, HAPPY 26th birthday' Only one

more year to go Have a good one I will

always remember and I hope you never

forget There will always be a special place

(cr you in my heart Love you lorever, Eric

HRVICE$

TUTORING. SUBSTITUTE TEACHING in

business management, marketing,

finance, investment & microcomputers $7

per hour Neg 536-5006 leave message

LASER TYPING SERVICE Have your

resume, paper or thesis professionally

typeset Best rales in town Call Rick al

549-01 73 after 6PM

SPANISH TUTORINO ft TRANSLATION

HELP WitH GRAMMARVst^irwss, pronun-

ciation 256 1002

NEXUS BAND - ConlacI David at 549-4160

Are you still together''

LOOKING FOR 3bedroom Putflon Apt

Want to sublet for summer and take over

lease Call Herb 546-6761

TAKE OVER LEASE Jung I si 2 bedroom

apt in Colonial Village across from Changes

380/mo plus utilities on bus route 256-0984

APARTMENT OR HOUSE lor 3, 4, or f.

people reasonably close to campus^ Call

Snylime 546-6602. 546-5774 or 546-5772

Please keep trying

HEY 4«ARCIELLA WEIBEL- you're grel

you're awesome you're wonderful -happy

no 19 Love your roomielt SPRINO FLmO

HAZELBONER HAPPY 20TH birthday!

Drink your (ace oft! Love ya, hands, scoop

& the Russian

CELINA - HAPPY BIRTHDAY! Live il upl

Love. Diane, Lisa, & Michelle

DIANE. ITS BEEN A GREAT six months

I wouldn't have wanted to spend my time

with any one else 'r'ou always know how
to make me smile I love you Happy six

month aniversary Love Michael

BROOKA-CHEER UP! '<ou're the best!

Love ya. your other roomie

HELP WITH SPRING Fling' Come to Cen-

tral Area Government meetings al 800 on

Tuesdays

ST. JUDE

THANK YOU AGAIN! Seldom do your

orayers go unanswered I am very grateful.

LOST ORANGE CAT m Amity St area on

Saturday April 11. call 549«392_ , ^ .

HAPPY BIRTHDAY NANCY Sciarafia!'

Hope It's awesome -sorry no party this yeari

I love ya- get psyched lor 221
' Hugs and

kisses, Kim

AMITY. HAVE A happy birthday tomorrow

I love you Scolt

MY LITTLE VIXEN: Baby you mean so

much 10 me and bring a sm. j to my lace

The reason l m going to be away (or Easter

IS ihal I'm really the Easter bunny Sorry

you had to (ind oul like this. Try to unders

taiiti ,ind be happy Love, Chris

OHHH! BAMBINO' BARRY a-o' G f

HEV 01 SA-

vaars t'r

j-m Suzy ail

HEY SAILOR!! BUY vou a dnrni'

LU CONGRATULATIONS ON becoming

the new recO'd inider I iincerely hope your

record will never be challenged Love

always Andrew

FLYBO HAPPY 21ST birthday you evil

Irishman' Things are )ust beginning to go

great (knock on woodi) The legend loves

on as the keg master "
expands into the

bars Davie P

SUILET

SUBLET FOR TWO June 1 665-7526

THE BOSTON OLOBE, IBM General

Foods and Kenner Parker Toys are just a

(ew o( the many opportunities available

through the Co-op Qldce Come in or call

indav 546 2224 your (uture starts here'

LARGE FULLY FURNISHED HOUSE.
Cable 5 bedrooms near bus stop, very
i.,.„ Ti, < t-.,-„,tn i^ u-iBal" Rent negotiable

AVAILABLE J

i • 2832 0'

SUMMFS JOiS

UNDERGRADUATE ADMISSIONS
OFFICE seeks enihusiastic UMass Msy
ii(87 giarto-ite or senior tor summer Admis

sions Assistant position from May 26

August 29 Responsibilities include inter

viewing prospectivi.' students and conduc

ting campus tours Excellent communica
tion skills, leadership experience, and

knowledge ol University required Submit

resume to Karen Copetas, Undergraduate

Admissions Office. 225 Whitmore. by May
4. 1987

IAN
WEGET YOU
MOVING.

Moving in or moving out of town

. . . the Classified section is the

place to start!
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Minutewomen gain split against UConn
Rever'8 no-hitter keys 3-0 nightcap victory

Culleipan photo by Paul Franz

Junior shortstop Paige Kopcza takes off in earlier action this season.

UMass hosts Penn State tomorrow, and will take on Rutgers on Monday
in New Brunswick, NJ.

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

As far as rivalries go, a split of a

doubleheader is probably the last thing

you'd want to finish with. But when your

arch enemy is the top-ranked team in the

Northeast and ranked 20th in the the na-

tion, a split is nothing to complain about.

Such was the case yesterday at dreary

Totman Field, where the University of

Massachusetts softball team earned a split

with the University of Connecticut Moose

Lodge. The Minutewomen were thumped

in the opener, taking a 7-0 beating, but

bounced back to grab a 3-0 win in the

nightcap behind the no-hit pitching of

junior righthander Lisa Rever. With the

split, the UMass record now stands at 20-10

and 3-1 in the Atlantic 10.

Tomorrow afternoon, the Minutewomen
will get a taste of regional and conference

action, as UMass hosts the fiflh-ranked

team in the region and A- 10 foe, Penn State

University. Game time is slated or 1 p.m.

Tomorrows game will mark the fourth

straight home doubleheader for the

Minutewomen, all of them against the

other four teams ranked in the Northeast

region's Top Five.

The first game was nothing short of a

nightmare for the Minutewomen and star-

ting pitcher Traci Kennedy. The freshman

righthander, who has tailed off some since

the teams retui'n from Florida, suj-vived 5Mt

innings before being chased in a big way.

UConn got a little luck and struck for their

first run in the third inning. After Huskie

rightfielder Bonnie Black singled to center,

firstbaseman Dawn Muzoleski lined a hard

single to center.

Sophomore centerfielder Barbara
Meehan then had the ball scoot under her

glove and roll to fence for a two-base error

that scored Black from first for a 1-0 UConn
lead. That one-run lead would have been

enough for the visitors, as UConn starter

Dee Hannon kept UMass batters at bay for

three innings. Junior rightfielder Chris

Ciepiela broke up the no-hit bid with a

leadoff single to left in the fourth. That

would be all the Minutewomen could pro-

duce however, as Hannon got out of the

inning.

UMass gave it another go in its half of

the fifth. With two out, Meehan lofted a

Hannon pitch deep to the corner in left.

Huskie leftfielder Lynn Wisniewski had a

bead on the ball, but Meehan's drive fell

about three feet from the fence for triple.

Meehan was left stranded, however, as

senior leftfielder Emile Bietsch flied to left

to end the inning

That's when the flood gates opened for

UConn. The Huskies scored six times in

the sixth inning on four hits, two of them

solid doubles. WTien the dust had cleared,

UConn had chased bounced Kennedy from

the mound to the tune of four runs, all of

them earned. Sophomore righthander

Chris Wanner relieved Kennedy, but was

bounced around just as much in the inning,

yeilding three hits and two runs, both of

them earned.

The nightcap was a testimony to what
solid pitching and a couple of breaks can

produce. continued on page 14

Gorillas out to extend unbeaten streak at Yale
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Yale University men's lacrosse coach

Mike Waldvogel doesn't see how his team
can compete with the ninth-ranked Univer-

sity of Massachusetts Gorillas when his Ivy

League squad plays host to UMass, tomor-

row at 1 p.m. in New Haven, CT.

The coach, whose 4-6 team is coming off

of a tight, 11-10 loss at Army on Wednes-

day, indicated that because of the similari-

ty of the two teams' style of play, he faces

a Catch-22.

"They're going to score goals, " said

WaldvogeL whose team, like the 4-0

Gorillas, prefers the transition game. "We
want to keep them under 10 to be in the

game. If they start exploding like they've

done so far, it could be a long game."
"They have probably more firepower

than ever before. (Scott) Hiller adds a new
dimension for them."
The coach should have reason for concern

since the Gorillas have been rolling up
serious numbers despite playing the star-

ting team for a little over two quarters per

game. Coming off of a pair of it-S victories

(over St. John's Weidnesday and New
Hampshire last Saturday), Garber's
unbeaten men have been terrorizing oppos-

ing goalies to the tune of 15.25 goals a

game and a collective 0-4 mark.
Ripping opposing nets have been Hiller,

a freshman attackman with 14 goals and
five assists through four games, Tim
Soudan, another frosh attacker checking in

with eight goals, seniors Tom Carmean and

Doug Musco and junior attackman Kelley

Carr at six each. 10 other players have

scored to contribute to Gorilla Warfare.

None have caused the commotion of Car-

mean, however. Along with his six goals

is a staggering 21 assists in four games, an

average of over five assists each time out.

"His point production is amazing because

he's a marked man by every team we
play," said Gorilla head coach Dick Garber,

whose pupil notched 40 goals and 23 assists

last year. "People who read statistics think

he must not be doing as good as last year,

and that's ridiculous. He's doing even bet-

ter."

The Elis, however, haven't been as po-

tent, scoring at 11.5 per game. While Yale

has scored over 15 goals in a game on three

ocassions this season (16-6 over Delaware,

21-11 over Boston College, and 18-6 over

Princeton), the team has been held to under

10 goals four times (losses to Penn, 15-5,

fifth-ranked Brown, 14-9, second-ranked

Cornell, 16-6, and 12th-ranked Harvard,
9-8). Yale has also scored 10 goals twice,

both losses to the military (Army, and
15-10 to Navy).

Leading the way should be sophomore
midfielder Mike Babcock (12 goals, 17

assists), junior attackman Craig Lunde (1

1

goals, n assists) and freshman midfielder

Jon Reese (19 goals, five assists).

Still, the Elis have been playing good
lacrosse with slight losses coming at the

hands of nationally-ranked teams.

"They played Army yesterday (Wednes-
day), and 11-10 is not getting buried. This

continued on page 14

Gazelles glide
by Terriers, 7-0
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

, The University of

Massachusetts women's
lacrosse team got an in-

spiring performance from
its defensive line and
goaltenders Pam Stone
and Anne Scileppi as it

topped Boston University.

7-0, yesterday afternoon in

Boston.

Stone and Scileppi had to

make only one save each,

as the UMass version of

the Steel Curtain, led by
senior co-captain Chris
Kocot, along with juniors

Amy Robert.son and Sheila

Phillips and sophomore
Julie Stuart, allowed the

Terriers only four shots.

You can look those
numbers up in the Yellow
Pages under BALLGAME.
"We controlled the en-

tire game, playing our

man-to-man defense, and
we had great denial. We
weren't letting them (B.U.)

make any catches at all,"

Gazelle assistant coach

Patti Bossio, said. "The

whole defensive line

played well. We didn't let

them get over midfield

very often."

It was the kind of awe-

inspiring game that

UMass coach Pam Hixon
had been looking for from

her defense since the
season's inception. No
doubt, it will be a good
emotional booster for the

rest of the schedule, as the

Gazelles fight for a possi-

ble playoff berth.

But, while the backliners

were stealing the stage

with stinginess of "gee-

whiz" proportions, the of-

fense was busy peppering

Pam Mudway, the Terrier

netminder, with 28 shots.

Only a superb 12-8ave

showing on Mudway's part

prevented this one from
become a blowout score

that even a football team
could be satisfied with. The
setback dropped the team
from the Hub to 2-5 on the

year.

"We definitely could

have scored more, but

Mudway was outstanding

for them," Boseio said.

continued on page 14

Key weekend for UMass baseball
Minutemen have eight games in five days vs. A-IO foes

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

Many times, a baseball team's fate will come down to

one weekend. Usually, it is later in the season, though.

But for the University of Massachusetts Minutemen,

this weekend is the one that could make or break them.

Due to the rainout of the St. Joseph's series two weeks

ago, UMass finds itself facing a formidable task — eight

Atlantic 10 conference games in the next five days.

Unless, of course, rain doesn't spoil things again.

"This represents half of our conference schedule,"

UMass coach Dick Bergquist said. "It is a very big

weekend."
Teams in the A-10 conference play two doubleheaders

against each of the other teams in their division. At the

end of the year, the two teams in each division with the

best record in these doubleheaders make the playoffs,

"I'd say we need to take five or six of these games to

be in contention," Bergquist said.

The Minutemen come in with an 8-7 record after

Wednesday's road sweep of the University of New Hamp-
shire. They will take on the Rams today (at noon) and

tomorrow (at 1 p.m.) in doubleheaders.

Sophomore Gary DiSarcina leads UMass in hitting with

a .424 average and also has three triples. Jay Zerner, who
went two-for-seven in Wednesday's doubleheader, saw his

average drop to .420. But the senior co-captain also has

four doubles, four home runs, 13 runs batted in, and is

a perfect seven-for-seven in stolen base attempts.

Co captain Sean Flint had a great day against UNH,
going four-for-eight at the plate to pull his average to .400.

In addition, Flint has four homers and 13 RBIs.

Rob Holiday, Dean Borrelli and Mike Chambers are all

above .300 for the Minutemen and sophomore center

fielder Matt Sheran has contributed 13 RBIs.
continued on page 14
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Senior co-captain Sean Flint has rai.sed has
average on the year to .400, and is tied for the
team lead in home runs with four.
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Education dean resigns;
recuperates after surgery
By JOE LIEBESCHUETZ
Collegian Staff

Mai'io Fantini has resigned from his posi-

tion as Dean of the School of Education at

the University of Massachusetts after hav-

ing held the office for 10 years.

The announcement came last Thursday
from the provoet's office. Piovost Richard
O'Brien said yesterday that Fantini is

recuperating from major surgery.

Fantini, who will remain a professor at

UMass, is expected to issue a statement
today.

George Urch, associate dean and pro-

fessor in the School of Education, will take

over as dean while the school seeks a per-

manent replacement. Urch would not com-

ment on the situation in advance of Fan-

tini's anticipated press release.

Having taken up his office at a time when
the school was undergoing a federal audit

that revealed misuse of funds, Fantini

"made a major contribution in bringing a

sense of order and productivity to the

School." O'Brien said in his official ly," O'Brien said.

Rev. Jesse Jackson to speak

statement.

"In addition he has made major contribu-

tions to the reform of education in the state

and developing relations between the

University and public schools," O'Brien's

statement read.

Fantini also wTote the book "Regaining

Excellence in Higher Education," which

has been well-received by critics.

Originally from Philadelphia. Fantini

received bachelor's and master's degrees

from Temple University and a doctorate

from Harvard. Fantini was once a dean at

State University of New 'Y'ork, a staff

member of the Ford Foundation and a

member of the National Educational Ad-

visory Committee.
O'Brien said a committee was being

formed to select a replacement for Fantini.

He said the successor would be chosen from

within the School of Education, which he

described as containing a "good deal of

talent."

The successful candidate faces "major

decisions, which need to be resolved urgent-

Civil rights leader and presidential can-

didate Rev. Jesse Jackson is scheduled to

speak at noon today at the Fine Arts

Center Auditorium on "Bringing America
Together." Details tomorrow in the
Collegian.

A top aide to the Rev. Martin Luther
King during the civil rights struggles of the

1960s, Jackson has become the most wide-

ly known advocate of black rights in the

United States.

Jackson became the first black to be con-

sidered a serious candidate for president

when he ran for the Democratic nomina-
tion in 1984. His "rainbow coalition" is an
attempt, organizers say, to make the im-

pact of the poor and minority groups more
fully felt in the American political process.

Jackson was invited to campus as part of

a "Racism Awareness Day" in response to

racial beatings at UMass after last Oc-

tober's World Series. Workshops and other

lectures are also planned.
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Susan Baer weeds out the garden at Mt.

Council: Enlist more grad students
Report generates concern
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

A report issued last month by the Campus Planning

Council that recommends increasing the enrollment of

graduate students by more than 1000 has generated a con-

cerned response from the Student Government Associa-

tion Academic Affairs Committee.

The council, composed of faculty, staff and students,

stated in the report, "The need for graduate trained

employees to fuel the Commonwealth's industry is serv-

ed directly by increasing graduate enrollment at UMass."
In addition, the increase would also help meet the de-

mand for elementary and secondary teachers in the Com-
monwealth, as well as provide undergraduates at the

University of Massachusetts with more teaching

assistants, according to the report, which also calls for an
increase in research facilities.

It reads: "Proposed increases in graduate .students in

areas of engineering, computer information systems,

hotel, restaurant and travel administration, management
and nursing would provide valuable flexibility in teaching

undergraduates."

Student government members have expres.sed concern

that the report apparently ignores the liberal arts pro-

grams. Academic Affairs Committee member Dasha

Baker said although more emphasis is put on the sciences,

increasing the graduate cap could benefit the liberal arts

students eventually.

Larry Benedict, a member of the council, said plans to

increase graduate student enrollment in liberal arts also

exist. The expansion will be implemented wherever need

ed, he said.

According to the report, "We not only need more
engineers, polymer scientists, and neuroscientists; we also

carry a responsibility as a University to assure that we
train new generations of social scientists and humanists.

. . charged to make sure the scientists know something
of the social constraints likely to affect adaptation ofnew
products."

Academic Affairs Committee Co-Chairman Mark
Wilkinson said the focus on graduate re{5earch does not

necessarily mean the liberal arts students are being ig-

nored. "We can get a lot of funding because of the

research." he said.

On the other hand, the committee wants "to make sure

that no particular department gets left behind," he said.

Wilkinson also expressed concern over whether the em-

phasis on graduate studies and research would detract

from undergraduate studies and expanding facilities for

undergraduates.

The report .says augmenting the graduate population

would not mean shrinking the undergraduate population,

which Benedict confirmed.

The committee is prepaiing a formal response to express

its concern about the gi-aduate expansion to the council.

The response also deals with another council report issued

last spring that calls for hiring post-doctoral fellows to

meet demands for more faculty.

Post-doctoral fellows would have to equally divide their

time between teaching and conducting research, the

report states.

"This was thought of as a way to attract new young peo-

ple," said council member Stephen Coelen, associate pro-

fessor in the School of Management.
The committee members have welcomed the suggestion.

Help is available
for questions about
paying back loans
By BETSY FORHAN
Collegian Correspondent

Students are borrowing more money each year to pay

for college, but many don't realize the great responsibili-

ty entailed in owning a loan.

So today through Friday, the Financial Aid office is

sponsoring a Loan Awareness Week in the Campus Center

Concourse to promote student awareness concerning their

various loans and to answer any questions about future

payback problems that they may have.

"With education costs so high these days, loans are

becoming a necessity for more students than ever, and
many are experiencing difficulties keeping up with their

payments after they graduate," said Michael Cuff, asst.

director of financial aid.

About 38 percent of all undergi'aduate students today

expect to owe more than $10,000 for four years of school

at the University of Ma.ssachusetts.. That means their

monthly payment on a $10,000 loan at eight percent in-

terest will be $121.33. So at a time of their lives when
they may not have a very high paying job, they will have

to watch expenses and budget their money in a conscien-

tious way.

For some students however, a loan may not be

necessary. For example, some students take out loans in

order to pay for a car despite there being an excellent bus

system in the area. And for those students who need

money to pay for legitimate school expenses, there may
continued on page 4

Self-defense class for homosexuals begins with breaking boards
BY MARIA BULL
Collegian Staff

Tonight marks the second start of the

first self-defense class to teach lesbians and

gay men how to handle physical and ver-

bal assault effectively.

Participants also learn to split wood with

their hands.

"In the first class the last thing the

students (fid was break boards, to show peo-

with a $10 refund for the first five women
and the first five men to register.

The class is evenly divided between deal-

ing with verbal harassment and physical

attack situations.

Williams teaches her students how to

stay out of dangerous situations and

teaches "confrontation tactics," in response

to anti-gay attacks.

"We. work at reading situations as they

develop. Sometimes just turning to face a

person and acknowledge the assault

works," Williams said.

" Words don't have any power over us

unless we let them," said Williams.

"For example, a woman and her friend

were yelled at by a couple of high-school

students: 'Look, they're lezzies!' and the

women turned around and said 'How
perceptive you are,' which totally breaks

the script of most verbal harassers," said

Williams.

Williams asked the LBGA to sponsor this

workshop in the aftermath of the attempt

to bring anti-gay speaker Paul Cameron to

campus. One man was beaten up coming
out of a Northampton nightclub and two
others were attacked on campus. These ac-

quaintances told Williams they wished
that they had had training to deal with the

attacks.

continued on page 5
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CAMPUS
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University of Massachusetts
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549-6000
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Mon-Thurs: 11:30 am-12:00 mid

Friday 11:30am- 6:00 pm
Saturday: Closed but watch

for special events

Sunday: 3:00 pm-12:00 mid.

Located on the Concourse Level

of the Campus Center

LUNCH: Mon.-Fri. 11:30 a.m.-2:00 p.m.

DINNER: Tues.-Sat. 5:00-9:30 p.m.
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GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION

Professor to examine
gender in working class

Cnllegian photo by Roh Skelton

BUBBLICIOUS - Jennifer Collignon chases an amorphous bub-

ble Saturday on the Amherst Common.

By KARL HOOKEY
Collegian Staff

Woiiicii'^ hi<toi-.v Pi-offssor Kathy Peiss

will be lecturing tomorrow about "Mean
jng in Trivia: Dance Halls, Sexuality, and

( Miul.M ," for those who have a general in-

terest m working women's culture, she

.said.

Author of Cheap Amusements: Working

Women and Leisure in Turn-of-the-Centiiry

Neic York. Peiss said, "'it's a study primari-

ly for sch(jlars about working women in the

late 19th and early 20th century. It ex

amines the way gender is constructed in

the working class."

Peiss completed her undergraduate

studies at Carleton University, and earn

ed her master's and doctorate at Brown
University. A professor of the Women's
Studies Program, she said, "it developed as

an effort to redress the imbalance in the

jeducational] system."

"Any good university should play a role

in helping student.s to redefine their opi-

nions, to question their assumptions, jind

their idea about men and woni. us

capalulities - to think ninre deepl\ iIm ut

society," she said.

"Maybe they'll wind up with the same

ones they alread.v had. l)ut at least they'U

be asked to think that thnmgh If people

feel upset, challenged, and confused. 1

think we [professors) are doing our job," she

said.

Peiss said she hopes her wntk can provide

a "cultural map" by which society can see

their past actions and use that information

rather than just accepting their destiny.

"It's my intention as a teacher to make my
students always consider the issue of

gender in anything they look at, " she said.

"I think it's very easy for a feminist to

get labeled as a man-hater from the outside

as a way for people to handle a challenge,"

she said.

The lecture will take place from 3:30 to

5 p.m. on the 6th floor lounge of the Thomp-

son Tower, it is free and anyone can attend.

Women's Forum
The Women's Forum is a weekly listnif^ of

erenls nUitirii: to iconh'n's issiws. .\olices

should he si'ut to the Womeri 's Issut's editor,

core of the Collegian, hy the Friday before

the ei ent.

Wednesday—
The Women's Sfudu's Fvent Series con-

tinues with a lecture hy Kathy Pios. assis

tant professor of women's studies and

history, from 3:30- 5 p.m. on the 6th floor

lounge of Thompson Tower.

The lecture, titled: "Meaning in Trivia:

Dance Halls, Sexuality and Gender" is bas-

pH «n the extensive writings Piess has done

on working class women s i-vilture. She is

al.so the author of Cheap Amust rneiits:

Worhin^ Woinen oiul Li'isure in Turn-of

the-Centurx .Wit York. Refreshments will

be served.

Thursday—
The Internatuinal Workinf^ \\'<ni,'n's Film

Series presents "You Have Struck A Rock!
"

at 7 p.m. in Thompson 104. The film details

the history of the struggle of black South

African women fighting opression of race,

class and sex. A discussion will follow the

film.pn '"-i ine exieiisivc wi iiiii^s i icri^r^ na^ viunt .......

Food bank salvages surplus, distributes to needy
By LISA GOODNEY
Collegian Correspondent

Until 10 years ago, about one-fifth of all the food pro-

duced in the United States was being thrown away

because of imperfect packaging, not enough coloring or

just because it was excess.

But now, because of organizations like the Western

Massachusetts Food Bank, millions of pounds of food that

would have been previously discarded are now being saved

and distributed to the needy.

James Buell, a spokesman for the food bank, said the

private organization had a record year in 1986 by

distributing more than two million pounds of food to the

needy in four counties of western Massachusetts and

southern Vermont.
, ^ j

The food bank acts as a warehouse for surplus tood

donated bv supermarkets and such companies as Friend-

ly and Hood. The bank then distributes the food to 245

soup kitchens and local food distribution centers, in-

cluding the Amherst Sur^•ival Center. The food bank also

distributes government surplus in the area.

Organizations that serve the needy must do so at no

charge in order to receive the food, and once they are

members of the food bank they are monitored to make sure

none of the food gets back to the market, Buell said.

At the food bank, volunteer workers sort and inspect

the food before it is made available to organizations, who

must then pay a membership fee and pay a small amount

for the food in order to cover costs.

Alan Lans, Buell's assistant, said the food bank recent-

ly moved from its old warehouse in Hadley to a new, larger

facility in Hatfield. "The old warehouse was very small

and woefully inefficient for our needs. As the number of

agencies who feed the needy increases so does the amount

of food requested. It has been increasing at about 25 to

30 percent for the past couple of years," Lans said. The.

Western Massachusetts Food Bank was recently award-

ed a challenge gi'ant from the Kresge Foundation, which

awards the gi-ants toward projects involving constructiori

or renovation of facilities and the purchase of major capital

equipment or real estate.

The challenge grant means that if the food bank raises

$850,000, the Kresge Foundation will award them the last

$50,000 that will be necessary to complete the new

warehouse and office facility.

Lans said the money must be raised by Dec. 1 in order

to qualify for the grant. "It will be very challenging," said

Lans. "We have about $78,000 more to raise by

December."
Most of the contributions have come from foundations,

corporations, and businesses in the greater Springfield

area, Lans said.

"We've gotten as much as we're going to get from them.

Were now depending on contributions from geographical-

ly local areas like Hampshire County, area churches and

businesses and UMass," Lans said. "Summer is a very

hard time to raise money, so it's going to be a race to the

finish. We started out as a grass roots organization, and

now we're looking to those same grass roots to help us

pay for the warehouse."

The food bank can be contacted at 97 North Hatfield

Road, Hatfield, P.O. Box 160, 01038.

eluding the Amnersi ourvivai v. c...,.^» .
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UMass philosopher presses for reforms
By JOE LIEBESCHUETZ
Collegian Staff and

REBECCA HULSTROM
Collegian Correspondent

The question of gender is

one nt the deepest in

lu 1|^^^^^^H

Ix-
1"J
Ann Ferguson

Western philosophy and

forces people to examine

their views on other issues,

said Ann Ferguson, a

feminist, iclivist and pro

fessor of philosophy at the

University "^

Massachusett-.

All classical philosophers

up to John Stuait Mill were

extremely patronizing

toward women, and the im-

provement in Mill was pro-

bably due to a substantial

but unacknowledged con-

tribution from Mill's wife,

Ferguson said in an inter-

view Thursday.
Ferguson said that she

believes that classes on anti

sexism and the related sub-

ject of anti-racism should be

a core requirement for all

students at UMass. She

described the Department of

Education's policy of cutting

funding to the University's

Horace Mann Bond Center

of Equal Education as

"outrageous."

The ratio of women to

men faculty members [20

percent] at UMass should be

increased by positive

discrimination. The absence

of sufficient female role

models "perpetuates the

idea that women do not

have as much intellectual

authority as men." Once

there are enough female

role models in education,

the situation will right itself

ard it will no longer be

nece.ssary to think in terms

of positive discrimination,

she said.

Ferguson attended Swar

thmore. a private liberal

arts college in Swarthmore,

Pennsylvania. She said that

while the curriculum at

such colleges stimulate

critical thinking more than

lower level courses at

UMass, the advanced pro-

grams at UMass are better.

Ferguson then attended

Brown University where

she received a master's

degree for work on Kant,

and a doctorate, in which

she examined the relation-

ship between humans,
animals and machines.

Her shift from orthodox

philosophy to feminism was

accelerated by a dispute

over tenure at UMass in

1971. She was denied

tenure not because of the

quality of her work but

because of a nepotism rule

that prevented women from

receiving tenure if they

were married to male facul

ty who already had tenure,

Ferguson said.

As Ferguson's continued

presence at UMass sug-

gests, the initial refusal of

tenure wgis subsequently

repealed by the dean, and

her crusade against sexism,

racism and other forms of

discrimination began.

Most of the Philosophy

Department faculty present

at the time of the tenure

dispute remain at UMass
and some of the divisions

created by the incident still

exist, she said. These are

manifested by the existence

of a so-called "alternative

track," a graduate program

taught by Ferguson and

four other professors that at-

tracts as many students as

the more conventional

courses offered by the other

12 faculty.

Ferguson also teaches

undergraduate courses on

Feminist Theory and In-

troduction to Women and

Philosophy, which contrasts

the attitudes of philosophers

throughout the ages toward

women with those of con

temporary feminist

thinkers.

Ferguson's office is

decorated with the

paraphernalia of protest ac-

cumulated over more than a

decade of radical activities

on issues that range from

Central American politics to

nuclear power. She is now
playing a prominent role in

continued on page 4

DANCE, DANCE, DANCE - Kati Hanlon per-

forms in "Amaranth" Friday at a B.F.A. concert.
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SUMMER INTERNSHIPS
Are You Looking For A Great Summer Job?

We are looking for enthusiastic college

students to work in a summer
internship for communications, sales,

marketing, and management skills.

Our program is reccomended by
IBM, Zerox, E.F. Hutton, Wang, TRW,

and 500 other companys.
Earn $370 a week

If you consider your skills in the top

10% in school, sports, or activities

then act now! Interviews TODAY
Tuesday, April 21 a 1, 3, 5, 7,

Campus Center Room 81 1

.

ic loans

Tuesday, April 21, 1987 COLLEGIAN 5

continued from page I
u -f

be alternative to borrowing money available to them if

they know . h' i*' to look

"We at Financial Aid offer a variety of aid packages,

which include federal grants and work study monies, to

those who demonstrate the greatest need," Asst. Direc-

tor Donna Woodlozier said. "And those don't need to be

paid back."

Many scholarships are also offered each year that go un-

noticed because students have to dig for them. There is

a bibliography in the library that lists current scholar

ships that are available to eligible students. "It's well

worth the time to check it out." Cuff said.

But for those who are forced to borrow money.

Woodlozier and Cuff want them to be aware of the conse-

quences of defaulting on a student loan. "It's a loan just

like any other, and if you don't pay it, your credit rating

will be nil." Cuff said.

if activist _^
continued from page 3

recently-formed faculty and staff group. Human Rights

and University Responsibility.

One intention of this group is to support the Radical Slu

dent Union with its campaign to prevent the CIA from

recruiting on campus. Ferguson said.

She described the verdict in the recently-concluded Mun-

son 15 trial as a "really important precedent." and said

that she was "pleased and proud" of the students involved.

ARE YOU

PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HELP?
BirthrHlht Can Help
• RCE mEGNAUCY TESTMG

- Sa«n* Day R*«ult«

ftw, ConHd^tM, Cving
t H»lplul

8549*1906
Amhwst

Carriag* Shor«
•n aittriaiiv* to abortmr

Round iriD

from BOSTON
tiariii

LUXEMBURG $358
COPENHAGEN 496

OSLO <S6
STOCKHOLM 496
SWITZERLAND 388

WITH

KELANDAIR
AND

CCXJHCIL TRAVEL

AMHERST

[413] 256-1261

LET'S TALK

^W^
SATURDAy. MAy 2

Win A
Trip

^^ PICK ONE EUENT...

A
• 30 Km Bike Rally C^^

• 10 Km Road Race >^
• 5 Km Fun Run y^^

^

PI Kappa Alpha ^VV^
Presents -^^

The First . ^ ...And Race

Annual -V/ Against ms

.^iv^ (NFORft^ATION:

^ 545-2150 and

M—F: 9-5

SAT: 10-3

^UNIVERSITY
imSTORE*

<^
,s^^

Campus Center From
April 20-24

REGISTER NOW.

*rt1ULT(PLE SCLEROSIS

Complete Hairstyliiig for Men & Women
I

Haircut - $9.00

Perms - $40 with

tBASTIAN

GREAT
MEXICAN
FOOD!

in downtown Amherst
beer & wine served

TACOVILLA
Z/ ...0|f»riBB Quality

M««icaii Foodt

y

NORTHAMPTON AMHCnST
:i ccNTCR sr *l BOirWOOD WALK
5S« 06') mai"
Bring Your Own Beer t Wine
Brer or Wirv Served

iPltlNCFIELD

'«» iUMNCHAVt
JrtB 0919

Bring Your Own
Beer S Wine

All Past, Present, and Future

National Student Exchange Participants

^

Are cordially invited to a reception

Where: Memorial Hall

Date: Wednesday, April 22, 1987

Time: 6-8 PM

Come and share youi experiences and talk

about your school with other students par-

ticipating in the program. It is encouraging

to learn from first hand knowledge.

Refreshments will be served

* self defense
continued from pagf 1'

Fees (or Five College
students are $15 $20 and

comnuinity ineniln is $,'J0.

EnruUmenl is unlimited

and open t«j lesbians and

tiay men of any age.

You're Too BUSY!
Don't waste time doing

your own laundry...

Take It To

<m'M

11 PRAY ST. AMHER8T.MA.

B49't66B

We Off^r:

• Hand Pressing

• Shirt Service

• Same Day
Service

$

HOURS: Men 10 am - 5 pm
Tues - Sat 10 am - 10 pm

$8.95

Athletic Weight
T-Shirt

Gray • White

Navy • Red

Located In The Campus Center Syf^^'V]^§/Ti^
Open M-F 9-5 ^iSTORE*
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Whenyou'rethe
best inLSATprep
yougeta lotof

free advertising.

NAmv do many LSAT prep "experts" keep comparing

themselves to Kaplan in their ads? Because they dont

want you to start comparing with real facts and figures.

Ifyou did. youd discover that more Ivy League law

students prepared at Kaplan than anywhere else Youd

discover the worids largest test prep research staff, the

most up-to-date materials, the most comprehensive

computerized diagnostic program.

Vbu d discover that you never have to miss a class-

either review lessons with an instructor or with our

LSAT prep tapes And that we'll never close you out of a

course because we can add classes to fill students needs.

You d discover that our LSAT prep is. and always

has been guaranteed And lastly that Kaplan students

are well-represented among those who score the most.

So call Enroll. Youll discoverjust wliy Kaplan is stu-

dents first choice for LSAT prep-and other companies

first choice for imitation. SI#|iDI HM
sumn M. urui iMuiHMiOMniin.

Acquittal sets dangerous precedent
. ..*u„ necessary to take si

Abbie Hoffman. Amy
Carter, and the other thir

teen co-defendants in the so-

called "Munson Trial" are

not guilty on all charges?

They were charged with

trespassing and disorderly

conduct. They occupied

Munson Hall and disrupted

university business by forc-

ing the closing of the Whit

more Administration

Building on the day pre-

registration forms were due.

That sounds like disorderly

conduct to me!

The fact that they commit

ted these "minor crimes'" in

order to prevent "the

greater evils of the CIA"

should not an acquittal

make. The CIA was not the

defendant in this trial. The

case involved the illegal

behavior of 15 individuals

while they protested the

CIA, I am not saying that I

am against what they are

protesting. I am saying that

their behavior was what

should have been considered

in court, not the reasons for

it. The "necessity defense"

used by the protesters

should have been a weak

defense; it was not

necessary to take such

drastic measures to prove a

point.

I feel that the courts are

setting a dangerous prece-

dent in this case. The ac-

quittal of these protesters

insinuates that it is okay to

take over buildings and
force closings of others it it's

in the name of protest. In

the university's case, it is

not fair to abridge the rights

of students to allow pro-

testers to have their way.

Laryssa Rod
Sylvan

jj^

LSAT CLASSES
BEGIN MAY 7

GMAT CLASSES

BEGIN APRIL 30

Exams ar« coming, Inqair* about

ottr speed reading programs

group discotmts available

RESEARCH
INTERVIEWERS
Interesting part-time telephone assignments to collect

data on a variety of health issues research topics.

Absolutely no selling involved. Hours are from 5-

10pm Sunday through Friday and Saturday from

10am-3pn- You may cnoose whichever shifts you

want to worn as long as you work 4 shifts a week (20

hours) min.mum Start at S4 25 per hour with paid^

training and move up to 54 50 an hour after you have

worked 100 hours We are located at Mountain Farms

Mall which ^s a sfOD on the free bus ime

Call 586-8635 or 586-8636

between 4 PM & 1Q PM

ABT ASSOCIATES
TELEPHONE RESEARCH CENTER

Mountain Farms Mall Rt 9, Hadley. MA 01035

An EQjai Opooiur Ty ETipio^er

spaS
CLEAN, SAFE, PRIVATE HOT TUBS

17S Unlv»r«ty Of.

N«xt 10 St»«lulm Liquor* In Prtc« Choopof MoW

Opan Mon<l«v tlH 1. Tuoo • S«l t1«m • 1«m

RoMrvillont Wigfle«t«d - Gin cortlflcotoo vallaM*

Call 253- fj'j'f

STUDENT SPECIAL

Every Mon, Tues, and Wed

1 HOUR HOT TUB
For V2 Hour Price

STRESS and Diabetes

yyH/\J: A Workshop and Discussion. Working Twice

as Hard. Managing Stress and Your Diabetes

WHEN: May 6. 1987 7-9 p.m.

WHERE: Campus Center. Room 9I7

WHO: Persons with diabetes, their

guests, concerned friends, and

a few health professionals

WHY: Learn techniques, share

information, experiences, and

concerns

HOPE TO SEE YOU THERE.

tfaiiixriiifi) HiaWi Mm'twniifn o| rWpf""*'"***** at ^mliMSt

Please help us welcome
Richard B.Sewallto Amherst.

He will be at our store on Saturday, April 25 from

11a.m. ' 12 noon to autograph his famous book

"Bv far the hesi and the most uim-

plete study of the poet's life vet to he

written, the result of nearly twenty

years of work."

-Richard Todd, The Atlantic

"Brilliant, massively detailed

biography..."

-Richard Kirsch, L>^ Aiii^vlo Times

"Although Professor x-watt produci-^

new material cvcrvwhcrc, it l^ m the

account of the >candals that he has

the most startling abundance."

-Irvin Ehrenpreis Svw Ynrk Review

1 )/ Lkh >ks

"Reading these two volumes, one ha<

the feeling that everv known detail

about Emilv Dickinson is kxated

somewhere therein; many of them are

simplv fascinating."

-Louise Blecher Rose, .WusJ.ii

"Richard Sewall's biographnal vision

of Emily Dickinson is a~ vomplete as

human scholarship, insjenuitv, stylis-

tic punt;c!iiv, and common n-nsc ^an

arrive it

"

-R.W B^ Lewis, The \cw RepuNk

riu i.f((<»i

Ijinh Dickinson

To celebrate the day,

all of our Emily Dickinson Books & notions will

be on sale the entire day at 20 % off the regularpnce.

V?i

Jeffery

Amnerst

BooksKop

7

-y^sT

5 5 So. Pleasant St. Amherst. MA (413)253>3381
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On Seabrook, nuclear power

The Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group is now

conducting Nuclear Education Week in the Five College Area,

and the timing couldn't be better. The battle over the Seabrook

nuclear power plant enters a critical stage in coming weeks,

as the Nuclear Regulatory Commission is expected to approve

the plant's low-level testing license.

The commission has been immune to the public outcry

against the plant and its lack of an effective evacuation plan,

but MassPIRG's campaign hopefully will let the commission

know: public safety cannot be guaranteed if the reactor goes

on line. „ -, , .4.

F Massachusetts Gov. Michael Dukakis refused to submit an

evacuation plan for the six Massachusetts towns that fall in

the 10-mile evacuation zone required by the NRC; his refusal

came after citizens in all six towns voted not to participate m
evacuation plans. They obviously feel their safety cannot be

guaranteed. Since commission rules allow utilities to submit

emergency plans if states or localities do not, Seabrook did just

that. Their plan, however, calls for utility employees to coor-

dinate an evacuation, even though the towns have said they

won't cooperate. The prospect of a utility doing the job of state

and local civil defense officials is a lesson in absurdity.

Serious concerns exist about the propriety of a nuclear plant

in such a heavily-populated area with only a haphazard scheme

to deal with an accident. Go to MassPIRG's educational rally

at noon Wednesday on the steps of the Student Union Building,

and learn more about Seabrook. Also, write to your legislators

and express youi* displeasure with Seabrook's total disregard

for the safety of the citizens of Massachusetts.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the Col-

legian board of editors

A man with a moral vision
Today's the day! A contender for the 1988

Democratic nomination for president will

be speaking at high noon in the Fine Arts

Center on racism. His speech is entitled

"Bringing America Together" and pro-

mises to be sold out. The Reverend Jesse

Jackson has a way of creating attention,

expending and expanding energy. I've on-

ly seen him on TV but I admire him great-

ly — his moral vision. It's usually that way

with Jackson; either you really like him or

vou really don't like him.

Frank Flanagan

Many people don't like Jesse Jackson

because he's black, articulate, charismatic

and highly intelligent. He's the Jackie

Robinson of presidential politics. Whites

swore that Robinson couldn't compete in

the major leagues because blacks lacked

the natural skills of white players. Hateful

myth. Many still try to delude themselves

about Jackson, saying he's all jive, has no

content. But how long can they hide in the

bleachers, ignore the scoreboard, while

Jackson keeps hammering homers?

Whatever's said about Jackson, he's

always in the limelight with a tasty quote,

a moral challenge. During the 1984

presidential campaign, his entourage apt-

ly dubbed him "Thunder." He bolted ahead

of the field and never let up. All he asked

for was a chance to compete. Jackson quick-

ly dominated the stage, the six o'clock

news: hugging Arafat, chastising Reagan;

convincing Assad to free the captured US

airman; handing Gorbachev a million

American signatures calling for a ban on

nuclear testing; meeting with Panama's

president to discuss the Contadora Peace

Proposal.

Jackson the enigma. A preacher who

never held elected oflke, yet who locks

horns with world leaders. A dapper dresser

who dons $700 suits, yet sleeps m the

homes of the poor to publicize their plight.

A prophet who founded the Rainbow Coali

tion, yet in an offhand slur who refers to

Jews as "Hymies." How did such a

longshot make the rest of the field looW'K)

stilted, unremarkable?

Chancellor should ban CIA
An open letter to Chancellor Joseph

Dufley:

Last week in Northampton six ordinary

United States citizens made a monumen-
tal and historic decision. The six conser

vative jurors, whose average \\\i.v vv.is

around fifty, made a decision that is part

of a growing consensus: the CIA is acting

as an anti-democratic, immoral and illegal

organ ization.

Joseph Rubin

The answer lies with Jackson himself.

He's been running a race his whole life.

Born into poverty 46 years ago in Green

ville, NC, Jackson excelled in school and

landed a scholarship to North Carolina

A&T. In college he was a star athlete and

class president. As a wily, courageous stu-

dent activist he quickly caught the eye of

Martin Luther King.

Jackson always seemed to catch the eye,

demand an audience. He began Operation

PUSH in Chicago in 197 i . Against all odds,

Jackson ran for the presidency in 1984.

Underestimated by the press and most

Americans, he won 3.5 million votes and

.seven major cities with an inexperienced

staff and a shoe.string budget. To some, he

was a messenger of moral redemption, to

others just a big mouth. Yet 33 million

Americans watched him give the speech of

the Demociatic convention, perhaps the

gi^eatest speech of the decade.

Successful pols have a gift for showing up

in hot spots at the right time. UMass is still

smoldering. It made the front page, once

again, of this Sunday's New York Times for

being a racist campus. As Jackson points

out in the article, the ultimate responsibili-

ty for the racial atmosphere of this nation

rests with Reagan and his boys. He also

realizes that equality does not just mean
civil rights, but must also include economic

rights; the best education, humane hous-

ing, steady and fulfilling work.

Some of my friends said that Jackson's

visit won't mean much — that the sour

souls who need to hear him most are the

very ones who'll be hiding out in the

towers, Student Union and Boyden. That's

probably true, Yet Jackson's truth will

reach them anyway. As the lies of Reagan's

reign become more glaring, Jackson's vi-

sion will be vindicated. It will be seen that,

not only did he capture the imagination of

a nation in 1984. he rightfully should have

captured the presidency also.

Jesse Jackson has many friends here at

UMass. He's a man with a vision which can

heal a campus and a nation sick to its soul.

Let's open our hou.se, our hearts and minds

to him. After all. he may be the next presi-

dent of the United States.

Frank Flanagan in a Collegian columnist

As District Attorney Michael Ryan said,

"middle America doesn't want the CIA do-

ing what they are doing." 77-year-old juror

Walter LaFrenieru put it best when he

said, "it's not up to the CIA to start wars

and murder."
Evidence is irrefutable that the CIA is ac-

ting illegally and is out of control.

Everyone from former CIA high officials

John Stockwell, former attorney general

Ramsey Clark and former President Jim-

my Carter agree.

This past summer the CIA was found in

violation of international law by the World

Court. A partial list of the national and

congressional laws the CIA is breaking in-

cludes the Boland Amendment, perjury in

testimony to Congress, the Intelligence

Oversight Act, the War Powers Act and the

United States Constitution, just to name
a few.

The Tower Commission report documents

CIA provision of planes, funds and human
resources in the Iran-Contra affair.

The greatest barometer of the despera

tion we face in stopping the CIA is the

estimated one to three million people who
have died in CIA-sponsored covert opera-

tions. Most recently more than 1< ),()()() have

died in the contra war in Nicaragua.

Former contra leader Edgar Chomorro said

the war is completely directed by the CIA.

All of the witnesses who testified in the

trial echoed ihe same sentiment; in

telligence gathering may be important to

national security, but the CIA is not an in-

telligence agency. It is a destabilizing agen-

cy whose actions are illegal and detrimen-

tal to national security.

The recruiting policy for UMas.s is sim

pie. It affirms an open campus policy for

"law abiding citizens." The policy is .so sim-

ple, and so obviously excludes the CIA, that

you (the administration) have tried to pre-

tend the words 'law abiding citizens'" don't

exist. In a iettti to tlio university communi-

ty on November 21, you misquoted the

recruiting policy by excluding the "law

abiding" clause. The same "mistake " was
repeated at the Board of Trustees meeting

on March 16.

Tomorrow at noon there will be a protest

by students, faculty and community
members outraged by the administration's

support of CIA recruitment. We are not

asking that you change the current

recruiting policy. We are demanding that,

as chancellor, you enforce the policy as it

stands. The Faculty Senate ad hoc commit
tee you appointed has already voted 6-1 in

sympathy with the protesters and for a mo-

tion to ban the ClA.
Your recalcitrant personal stance in

defending the privilege of the CIA to

recruit is wearing thin. We are part of an
institution that is supposedly dedicated to

higher learning and the quest for truth. If

an institution which aspires to these ideals

allows the CIA to recruit in violation of its

own recruiting policy and moral integrity,

then what kind of statement are we mak-

ing for the prospect of change?

We invite you to join the university com-

munity, the people of Hampshire County,

the citizens of the United States and the

rest of the world in recognizing that the

CIA's actions have nothing to do with

democracy The ("lA should be banned un-

til they can prove themselves law-abiding

citizens.

Lastly, Chancellor Duffey, I'd like to

quote Ramsey Clark on the stand last week

by saying, "a university has to stand for

something." The rest is up to you.

Joseph Rubin is a UMass student. This

letter was written on behalfofthe Stop CIA

Recruitment on Campus Committee

Protesters applauded
Congratulations to the

supporters of the CIA on

Trial Project, to the

members of the Radical Stu-

dent Union, and especially

to Amy Carter and the other

defendants, who put

themselves on the line in

their fight to expose CIA
abu.-^es. I know from ex-

perience how rough going to

jail for your beliefs can be.

Think of it! Here in this

tiny New England valley,

nestled up against the

scenic Berkshires, the

covert intelligence agency of

the most powerful nation on

earth was, for all intents

and purposes, tried and con-

victed by an American

court! For nine weeks the

entire nation has watched

as a determined handful of

students took the CIA to

court for its involvement in

Central America.

In the past I've had my
differences with the RSU,

from counter protesting to

writing letters against some

of their positions. Most

recently I even spoke

against a ban on CIA
recruitment at the Board of

Trustees. I have not chang-

ed my views, but the

significance of this victory

calls for a word of thanks.

This action will go along

way toward forcing the

American people to serious-

ly reconsider the role their

government plays in the

world. More importantly it

should force people to

reassess the "facts " as they

are often presented by the

current administration.

Politically- motivated
misuses of our intelligence

agencies as a tool of foreign

domination has to stop once

and for all. The defendants

should feel proud of their ac-

complishment, and we
should be proud of them.

David Abram
Sunderland

Editor's note: Rusty Denton's regular Tuesday column will be published tomorrow.

The Collegian accepts letters and columns from the UMass community.- All sub-

missions should he typed, double-spaced and include the author's name and phorie

number for verification. Letters should not exceed 30 lines of type; columns should

not exceed 60.
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•SuperguardGS"
Gas Shocks

• Lifeguard ' Shocks

• Spriiiguard " Shocks

• Strutguard ' Cartridges

• Mac f*hers<)n Struts

See warranty terms
at your local Midas dealer.

PER AXLE MOST CARS

Our Brake Job Includes:

• New Guaranteed Brake
Pads or Shoes
(Semi-metallic pads extra.)

• Recondition Drums or Rotors

• Inspect Calipers

• Inspect Wheel Cylinders

• Inspect Brake Hardware

Road Test
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Register NOW!
Over 200 courses in 50 departments.

Two sessions: June 2-July 10

and July 14-August 20.

Register through May 28 for first session,

Registration Office, Division of Continuing

Education, 615 Goodell Building.

For more information or a free catalog, call the

Division of Continuing Education at 545-2414.

DO YOU WANT POWER?
DO YOU WANT MONEY?

If you're interested In a little bit of power,

A small amount of money, but a lot of fun.

Why not become a coordinator for

The Board of Governors next year?

Experience helpful but not necessary

Positions Open Include:

Finance Food Service

Building Operations Display

Key Function Assistant Office

Space/Economic Development Public Relations

Governors Program Council Vending

Applications available all this week at our table outside the
mini-store and in the Board office.

Some summer positions open. Deadline is April 30.

Minorities and women encouraged to apply. An EO/AA employer.
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A SPECIAL LOOK AT:

Sexually Transmitted

STD

WHAT'S ALL THE FUSS ABOUT STD'S?
Why all this concern about "sexually transmitted diseases?"

Why are we being inundated with information? We all are aware,

or should be, that AIDS (Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome)

is a devastating disease, caused by a virus, and transmitted

through intimate sexual contact In both the heterosexual and

homosexual population.

But what about the common STDs like genital warts, herpes,

chlamydia, syphilis and gonorrhea? We are aware of the initial

problems but what of the future — the longer term complica-

tions? What about problems that may arise when you are the

author's age (somewhere over thirty — it will happen to all of

you, I hope)? The sad truth is that many of these STDs are

treatable in their early stages but late complications may not be

so easy to answer. These later complications are increased in

incidence by repeated STDs.

Genital warts are a common disorder that are highly infec-

tious and can be prevented in most cases by simply wearing

a condom. They are, for the most part, treatable, although in-

accessible lesions may require more intensive often uncomfor-

table procedures for cure. The big concern is the relationship

between the papilloma virus (that causes genital warts) and the

incidence of male and female genital cancers. The papilloma

virus is found in up to 80 percent of people with cancers of the

cervix, vulva and penis. As yet a causitive relationship between

the papilloma virus and cancer has not yet been established,

however, it is still of grave concern and researchers are active-

ly pursuing this problem.

Chlamydia is a cause of pelvic inflammatory disease (RID) and

nonspecific urethritis (NSU). If left untreated, chlamydia can

cause sterility in both men and women. These are probably the

most common STDs, secc nd only to warts, seen at the UMass

Health Center. Gonorrhea can have the same symptoms and

complications as chlamydia but with a higher frequency. Gonor-

rhea may also cause arthritis and may invade other organ

systems as well.

NSU is easily treatable but repe.ated episodes can lead to a

narrowing of the urethra (the tube between the bladder and the

'

outside world that runs through the middle of the penis) which

in later life may cause difficulty with urinating but can be reliev-

ed by certain surgical procedures. About one percent of the NSU
continued on page 4
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Safer Sex
in the 80's

By JAMES R. ABEL, M.D.

Those of us who grew up in the 70's and

80's taking casual sex for granted now face

a new sexual revolution brought on by the

very reai and increasing problems
associated with an epidemic of sexually

transmitted diseases (STDs). Today,

deciding to be sexually active with others

becomes an issue that can involve serious.

or even fatal, risks to health. Most STDs
have the potential to cause serious com-

plications, and several (including AIDS) can

produce incurable disorders One aspect

becomes certain, it is no longer possible or

acceptable for anyone, gay or straight or

bisexual, to ignore AIDS and other STDs.

"Safer sex" is the buzz work for

guidelines recommended to prevent the

transmission of STDs In essence, it means
that lovers should not exchange germs that

might be present in the bodily fluids of

semen, vaginal secretions and blood

Researchers at the University of California

(San Francisco) have proved that condoms
can stop the passage of the AIDS virus,

herpes virus, gonorrhea, chlamydia and

other STDs. These tests were commission-

ed by the San Francisco AIDS Foundation,

and they included latex, lamb skin and syn-

thetic fiber condoms Practicing 'safer sex"

is a concept relatively well accepted by gays

but still resisted, rejected or ignored by many
heterosexuals who fail to see a need Con-

dom use, as a barrier to disease transmis-

sion, is a fact of modern sexuality.

It is "safer sex" to use condoms and com-

bine them with a spermicide (nonoxynol-9)

as an additional protective element. Sper-

micidal agents have the ability to kill viruses

and bacteria that cause STDs When used

as a p'ODhylactic to mhibit the transmission

of venereal diseases the combination of con-

dom plus spermicide is the very best protec-

tion to use for oral, anal and/or vaginal sex

As a contraceptive, condoms combined with

a spermicide are extremely effective in

preventing pregnancy

"Safer sex" is the buzz word for

guidelines recommended to

prevent the transmission of STDs.

There are at least 100 different types of

condoms that combine various features

They are made from latex, animal tissues or

synthetic fibers They can be plain end,

reservoir tipped, lubricated with powders or

jellies, non-lubricated, rippled, ribbed, tex-

tured with nubs, colored, scented, con-

toured, thin, thick, or made with a medical
adhesive on the inside to insure a watertight

fit that won't slip off. Spermicides are

available as suppositories, foams,
disposable vaginal sponges, water-based
lubricants, and creams or jellies for use with

a diaphragm. Men and women should han-

dle and play with condoms and spermicides
until they no longer seem awkward. By ex-

perimenting alone with them and then prac-

ticing with each other we find the ones that

are most pleasing to us. Also, by practicing

we learn that putting on a condom and us-

ing a spermicide are as natural, routine and
exciting as changing sex positions, We can
become comfortable with these agents the

same way we learn to accept most personal

things — through familiarity

Claims that condoms cause a reduction

of sexual pleasure are misleading. Such
assertions are hollow exaggerations that ac-

count for negative attitudes women or men
have about condoms. Through personal

education, training and experience people

must work such biases out of their systems

and accomodate the problems created by

the current epidemic of STDs We must ac-

cept the fact that condoms with spermicides

are the contraceptive/prophylactic of choice

for most of today's couples

People are realizing that condom and
spermicide use can reduce sexual health

worries The increased security, decreased
anxiety and positive sense of responsibility

they bring can make sexual expression more
enjoyable. Once new experience with con-

doms and spermicides are explored they

become a source of erotic delights and
heightened sexual intimacy. The excitement

ana fun of sex are limited only by imagina-

tion and creativity Millions of thoughtful,

mature, sensual people enjoy "safer sex"
through the correct, consistent use of con-

doms and spermicides. Today's epidemic of

AIDS and other STDs compels all who
choose to be sexually active with others to

do so conscientiously.

SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DISEASE

AWARENESS DAYS SCHEDULE

WEDNESDAY APRIL 22

10 AM 3 PM: Table on the Campus Center Concourse on

Sexually Transmitted Diseases; providing

printed and audiovisual information. Visit our

table and get your questions answered.

7 PM - 9 PM

10 AM - 3 PM

4 PM - 6 PM

"ABC'S OF STD'S" James Abel, MD Universi-

ty Health Services and Peer Sexuality

Educators. Campus Center Room 176.

THURSDAY APRIL 23

Table on the Campus Center Concourse on

Sexually Transmitted Diseases.

"AIDS: GETTING BEYOND THE FEAR" Robert

Abel, RN, CNA. Film and discussion. Campus
Center Room 101.

549-2671

General Information about University

Health Services and to contact

most staff members and offices

Can I ever have sex again?
By LYNN BETCHEL. MEd.

I've noticed an interesting shift m conversations people are having on campus
When they talk about potential lovers the concern is not only about the risk of rejec-

tion or disappointment but also about the risk of catching something We ask How
many lovers has this person had? Do they practice safe sex'' How do I find these

things ouf
Sexually transmitted diseases (STDs) are big news. There are increasing amounts

of information available about statistics, methods of transmission, who is at risk,

prevention tactics, and the impact of STDs on sexual practices. Increased awareness

is essential, the more we know, the better we can protect ourselves and others. But

as we become better educated about STUs it's important also to pay attention to

the emotional impact of what we learn.

I asked a variety of people on campus what questions and concerns they, and the

people they talked to, have about STDs. Everyone talked about fear Estelle Maariman-

Moe. Director of Nursing at UHS said that there has been a significant increase in

the number of people coming to Health Services with concerns about STDs, par-

ticularly Chlamydia and AIDS. Residence hall staff say that they talk to lots of students

who are worried and who want more information.

People deal with their fear about STDs m several ways. Some folks deny it. "Who
me? " they ask. "I don't have anything to worry about. It's no big deal." Other folks

get overwhelmed by fear They're the ones who might say, "I'll never have sex again.

That's the only solution" There are problems with both these coping methods: the

person who denies anxiety might also fail to take necessary precautions; the person

who becomes overwhelmed by anxiety might avoid important information and educa-

tion and might also make promises about abstinence that they can't keep.

The most effective coping strategy is to accept the fear as a natural response and
to use It as a guide. This is difficult to di but it's important so that we can move on
to the next step which is education and communication. There are four basic

considerations.

Learn as much as you can about STDs and how to prevent them.

Talk with your friends, not just about your fear but also about what you've learned

and about strategies for building relationships. If you think a relationship might become
sexual, think about ways to incorporate safe sexual practicies.

Think about what you need to talk about with a potential sexual partner. If you're

not accustomed to talking about sex you might feel awkward — most people do until

they've had some practice. Think about the timing of your conversations. Get to know
each of your converations. Get to know each other and develop some trust before
you start talking about sexual histories and STD concerns.

Plan in advance the actual words you'll use, for example. "I've been reading a
lot about STDs and ways to prevent them. I like you. I'd like us to be lovers but I've

got some concerns and we've got to talk first."

When you start to think and talk more about STDs you might become aware of

other feelings, such as anger and powerlessness. Some people say, "I'm angry
because I feel my choices are limited I can't be as free about who I have sex with
or about what we do together" Other people say, "I feel so powerless because no
matter what I do, there's some risk, And so what if I'm careful now. Two years ago,
I took a lot of risk, maybe I'm already sick" Again, the keys are education and com-
munication Check out any concerns about your own health with a medical practioner.

Talk with potential partners about past sexual practices. The more information you
have, the more you can make realistic decisions and minimize risk. Good communica-
tion with your partner will also help you see your own choices of sexual behavious
as changed rather than limitied

What happens if you actually get an STD? What emotions are you likely to feeP
f\/ledical care is the first step. Knowing what you've got, how you got it. how to treat

(t, and what to epect in the future is an essential part of coping with an STD. But
many of us have complicated feelings about sex and sexuality. When we get an STD
we might feel ashamed, depressed, hopeless about the possibility of further sex, angry
that it happened to us, or guilty These are all normal reactions. Don't deny them
or try to run away from them Instead, find people to tslk with — friends, family health
provider, a professional counselor Talking will help you get through these feelings

and reach a stage of acceptance.

There's a lot of research being done about the prevention, treatment, and cure
of various STDs, The situation is not hopeless. We can continue to enjoy the sexual
part of an intimate relationship, but we also need to continue to learn, to talk, and
to change some of our assumptions about relationships and about sex,

The Price We
Pay for STD's

By RICHARD RUBIN, M.D.

In spite of the fact that sexually transmit-

ted diseases (STDs) are preventable, they

have become a major health problem at the

University of Massachusetts and other cam-

puses throughout the USA. This current

epidemic of STD's has resulted in a large

number of patient visits to our University

Health Services with some of the clinicians

there now spending more than 50 percent

of their time treating patients with these

diseases. In the second 6 months of 1986

there were approximately 5000 visits (1 1 4

percent of total visits) by patients concern-

ed about STDs,
For most people, learning that they have

a sexually transmitted disease can be an

emotionally distressing situation At times

these illnesses also result m significant com-

plications such as pelvic infections (PID),

tubal pregnancy, infections of the testicles

or infertility

Currently there is no cure for herpes or in-

fection with HIV (the virus that causes AIDS).

Also, venereal warts may be difficult to treat,

and even some treatable infections such as

gonorrhea and chlamydia are showing

trends toward developing resistance to cer-

tain antibiotics. Due to these trends, primary

prevention of these diseases is extremely

important.

STD's are infections which result from

close physical and sexual contact

Therefore, simple logic tells us that preven-

tion must focus on making such encounters

a safe, but still desirable, experience.

No sex, (abstinence) is one foolproof

measure, and it is an alternative that many
students have chosen at this time in their

lives. For others this is not an acceptable op-

tion. So for these sexually active persons.

having one sexual partner carries the least

risk of sharing an STD: provided neither per-

son was infected before the relationship

began One must realize that STD's can

have no symptoms, and this absence of

symptoms does not guarantee being infec-

tion free. Therefore, some people elect to

have themselves examined for the presence

of an STD before sharing a sexual relation-

shiD, Other modifications of sexual practices

can reduce the risk of acquiring an STD
One method includes the correct and con-

sistent use of barriers, such as condoms,
spermicides ana spermicidal lubricants of all

sexual encounters. (Spermicidal agents

have some killing actions against the viruses

and bacteria that cause STD's), Barrier

methods are rapidly gaining increased

popularity amongst UMass students. They
reduce the risks of infection for gay sexual

relations and they provide protection against

most STD's for heterosexual partners. Con-

doms should also be used by those who
make the birth control pill their contracep-

tive choice, because "the pill " offers no pro-

tection against STD's,

Chlamydia is

painful and common
By DORRIE MERRIAM, N.P.

Chlamydia Trachomatis is one of the most
common STDs on the UMass campus and
nationally. It is estimated that 3 to 4 million

people are affected each year. Up to 80%
of women and more than 50% of men with

chlamydia infection may have no symptoms.
This makes recognition of the disease dif-

ficult. If symptoms are present they may be
mild. Women may have (1) vaginal itching

or discharge; (2) symptoms of a bladder in-

fection such as frequency or burning on

urination; (3) lower abdominal pain; (4) ab-

normal or midcycle vaginal bleeding. Men
may have pus or drainage from the penis,

burning, tingling or itching inside of the penis

or pain in the testicles People with

Chlamydia are treated with antibiotics and
need follow-up visits with their clinicians to

be sure infection is cleared

Chlamydia infections may result in com-
plications such as Pelvic Inflammatory

Disease (PID), prostatitis, epididymitis and
infertility It may also be associated with

tubal pregnancy, spontaneous miscarriage

with prematurity, still birth and newborn in-

fections. There is undisputable evidence that

women who use barrier methods of con-

traception, such as condoms with sper-

micides, have a much lower rate of

chlamydia infection than women who use an

oral contraceptive without protective bar-

riers. Clearly, the best ways to prevent in-

fection is by using condoms and
spermicides.

By JOYCE f^EZZANO, N.P.

Tracking a Syphilis outbreal<

An essential element in preventing Sex-
ually Transmitted Diseases is to identify and
treat all contacts of a person diagnosed with

one or more STDs, Most people would prefer

to be advised of any contact with a con-

tagious disease in order to avoid complica-

tions or quickly seek medical advice tor any
potential illnesses that might follow. When
the infectious disease is sexually transmit-

ted, the individual being advised of the con-

tact and the person explaining that contact

occurred are both under stress. No one real-

ly wants to have a sexually transmitted

disease or to spread it to another person If

contacts are left "untreated" the 'index

case" (the first person diagnosed with the

disease) may be re-infected and the "un-

treated" person may suffer iife-long disabili-

ty Often STDs have no symptoms or the

symptoms have gone unnoticed. Public

Health tracking of sexual partners is an im-

portant part of the treatment and prevention

of sexually transmitted disease.

At the University Health Services the time

consuming responsibility of tracking STD
contacts is managed by the Public Health

nurse. Letter, phone calls, and notification

through an international chain of other

- Treated for crabs (Pediculosis)

p - Positive for Syphilis and Chlamydia

All examined and tested for all STD s and treated for Syphilis

Public Health nurses has resulted in better

efforts to contain the spread of STDs on this

campus and outside the University setting.

In our cases, reports have been forwarded

as far as Australia and Africa The Public

Health information alerts the Public Health

nurse when a particular STD is being

reported at a higher rate or is demonstrating

resistance to a particular antibiotic This in-

formation IS then shared with all the nurse

practitioners and physicians at the Health

Services To show how quickly an STD can

spread and how important the Public Health

search and reporting is, the following exam-

ple is given.

During the Fal! of 1986, three outbreaks

ot Syphilis occurred on the UMass campus.

The three index cases led the Public Health

nurse to 37 contacts. The largest cluster

(names have been changed to protect those

involved) was organized into the following

diagram with Harry being one of the three

index cases

AH the contacts were seen and treated within

a two week period A total of eight positive

cases (those contacts who had a positive

blood test for Syphilis) were identified. One
index case was re-mfected when one part-

ner remained unidentified and untreated,

resulting in a second treatment for the in-

dex case

Under Massachusetts Public Health law,

certain sexually transmitted diseases are

reportable to the State Board Of Health All

the individual state reports are compiled by

the Center for Disease Control in Atlanta,

Georgia These reports assist in planning for

future education and funding, for identifying

problem diseases or areas, and for recom-
mending treatment for each disease.

AIDS testing is

simple but not

for everyone
By ALAN CALHOUN. MD

Six years ago AIDS was a "New " very rare disease.

There have now been more than 31 ,000 cases reported in

the US and estimates are that 270.000 cases will be

reported by 1 991 , five times the number of combat deaths

in the Vietnam War The number of asymptomatic people

infected with the virus is far greater: present estimates are

well over one and a half million people. Many of these will

not develop the disease AIDS, but serve as a reservoir

silently spreading it to others. How do you find out if you

have been exposed'' What is the test all abouf Who needs

to have it?

Screening for the AIDS virus is done on a blood sample

that measures the presence of antibodies against the AIDs

virus. Antibodies are special proteins made by the body to

fight infections, A positive test does not mean you have AIDS

disease or that you will develop it. It does mean that you

have been exposed to the AIDS virus (with the exception

of a few people with "false positive" tests). AIDS disease

will probably occur in some of those people infected with

the virus Why some do or do not go on to develop the full

disease is not completely understood However, most peo-

ple who test positive are considered at risk for spreading

the disease

People at risk, or their sexual partner, may want to know

if they test positive However, if that information became

known, it might have adverse consequences on an in-

dividual's future. Unfortunately, there have been well

publicized cases of individuals excluded from schools, jobs

and insurance because of positive AIDS tests, UMass has

a policy not to exclude such individuals. To address this

concern, the Massachusetts Department of Public Health

offers "Alternative Test Sites" (617-522-4090) where com-

pletely anonymous tests are performed. Information is also

available at 1-800-235-2331. Individuals are identified by

code numbers rather than names. The University Health

Center is one of the test sites. A demand for appointment

slots has produced a delay of several weeks. The other

choice for testing is to have a test ordered by your physi-

cian (or a physician at UHS). There is a risk that the infor-

mation which would be placed in your medical record could

be reviewed by others in the future, (theoretically only with

your written permission). Our general recommendation

would be if you are a member of the following high risk

groups you might want to discuss the AIDS test and safer

sexual practices with knowledgable staff at one of the Alter-

native Test Sites Please do not donate blood as a way to

be tested for AIDS
• sexually active homosexual and bisexual men
• persons who received blood transfusions prior to 1985

• intravenous drug users

• sexual partners of people with AIDS or at high risk for

AIDS (anyone

with multiple sexual partners)

• hemophiliacs — people with bleeding disorders

• recent immigrants from countries where the AIDS virus

is endemic.

If your contact was very recent, the test might be initially

negative only to turn positive, do not assume the worst, but

do follow up closely with your physician or other health care

provider.

In any case, if you have sexual relationships practice safer

sex techniques; either abstaining from sex or using con-

doms with spermicides.

AIDS: Heterosexuals at risk too
By OEBRA EOELMAN

As updated research and information continues to be

published by the medical community about AIDS and

heterosexuals the majority of heterosexual students at

UMass and other campuses still associate the AIDS
epidemic with the high risk groups — gay men, in-

travenous drug users, and hemophiliacs. This is unfor-

tunate because heterosexuals who choose to remain in

the dark regarding AIDS are not taking the necessary

precautions to prevent the spread of the HIV virus (the

virus responsible for AIDS) with their partners.

Heterosexuals are not immune to AIDS In Central Africa

AIDS is predominantly a heterosexual disease. The risk

of transmission among heterosexuals of the AIDS virus

in this country is much more of a risk than was once

thought. They gay male population, for unknown reasons,

has had the unfortunate experience of being the popula-

tion most afflicted in this country, but it could easily have

been the heterosexual population as is the case in Africa.

Gay men are not responsible for AIDS. Targeting and

blaming gay people, which is occurring locally and na-

tionally, for the AIDS epidemic is not productive, not ac-

curate and surely not helpful in preventing the transmis-

sion of AIDS. In order to prevent the transmission of this

disease, all people need to be educated about the risks

involved in not following safer sex guidelines, sharing

needles during Intravenous drug use. and in donating

blood {if in a high risk category).

The definition of high risk sex includes fellatio (oral con-

tact with a penis) without a condom, vaginal and anal in-

tercourse without a condom, and oral contact with a vagina

or rectum without the use of a latex shield. Because the

I-. V virus can be transmitted through blood, semen,

vaginal secretions and urine, people should prevent these

bodily fluids from coming into direct contact with the

mouth, rectum and vagina. The risk In fellatio is the

greatest for the person who is performing it if their part-

ner ha$ the HIV virus. It is very common for the mouth

to have tittle abraskjns that can go unnoticed because they

are so small. Vigorous toothbrushing can cause small

abrasMDns of the gums A mouth with abrasions is tike an

open door of the virus found in vaginal secretions and

semen to enter the blood stream. The risk in anal and

vaginal intercourse is similar in theory to fellatio mention-

ed above During unprotected (without the use of a con-

dom) anal sex, small tears in the tissue can occur during

intercourse creating a route of entry for the virus into the

body. One single unprotected encounter where high risk

sex takes place in sufficient for transmission to occur.

An important tip in preventing the transmission of, the

AIDs virus is limiting your number of sexual partners and

getting to know your sexual partners prior to a sexual en-

counter. Anyone engaging in sex with a new partner whose
sexual history or intravenous drug use history is unknown
is at risk. If a person is sexually active and the partner has

had other partners, each person is going to inherit the sex-

ual history of all their partner's partners.

'At this point, you are probably asking yourself,— What

can I do? As grim as this disease sounds, we do have

strong evidence indicating that AIDS transmission can be

prevented. The best means of prevention is education So

don't stay in the dark — get the facts — learr< how you

can protect yourself, your lovers, and your friends.

Remember and follow these guidelines:

1

.

Know your partner

2. Use condoms and spermicide

3. Use safer sex practices

4. Do not share injection needles

5. Do not donate blood if you think you are at risk.

Finally. Avoid the AFRAIDS: AFRAIDS stands for Acute

Fear Regarding AIDS. When people become overwhelm-

ed with fear it prevents them from responding to a situa-

tion in an appropriate, sensitive manner. We know how
to prevent the transmission of the AIDS virus and we know
that you can't get AIDS through casual contact.

All we are waiting for now is a cure. In the meantime,

practice prevention, and avoid blaming high risk groups

for causing AIDS. We are all in this together.

NDOM COUNT
CONTEST

Make your entry at the STD Awareness Days

table on the Campus Center Concourse

WIN A

$25

GIFT

CiRTIFICATh

DONATED BY

FACES

OF EARTH

In Amherst

CONDOM
CouNt

PEER SEXUALITY
EDUCATORS (PSE)

RECRUITMENT
University Health Services

offers a 3-credit course

through the school of

Public Health (PH 213, 214)

• Earn 3-6 credits • Develop speaking skills

• Learn about Human Sexuality • Develop group skills

• Provide workshops for your peers

• Organize community projects

TRAIN AND WORK WITH OTHERS TO

ROUND OUT YOUR UNIVERSITY EXPERIENCE

INQUIRE OR APPLY AT THE

HEALTH EDUCATION DIVISION, 549-2671 ext 181
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BY JIM LEWIS - PEER SEXUALITY EDUCATOR
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I AIDS: Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome

2. Asymptomatic: not showing symptoms

3 Bacterial Vaginitis: vaginal infection characterized by a fishy odor and caused

by Gardinerella May be sexually transmitted: male partners usually asymptomatic

4. Candidiasis: vaginal yeast infection characterized by a thick, cheesy discharge:

intense itching and skin irritation. May be sexually transmitted; male partners usual-

ly asymptomatic.

5. Chlamydia: a sexually transmitted organism causing urethritis; women and men

are usually asymptomatic

6. Condom: a sheath, usually made from latex or animal intestine, that fits over the

penis. Used as a contraceptive device but also very effective as protection against

some venereal diseases

7 Contraception: devices, techniques or drugs used to prevent pregnancy

8 Diaphragm: a small flexible rubber cup placed inside a female's vagina to block

passage of sperm to the cervix, preventing conception. Effective only when used with

spermicide

9. Dyspareunia: painful sexual intercourse

10. Genital herpes: a sexually transmitted disease caused buy the herpes simple

virus, similar to cold sores or fever blisters but appearing on the genitals

II Gonads: internal reproductive organs, the ovaries or testicles, which produce

most of our sex hormones

12. Gonorrhea: a sexually transmitted bacterial disease that initally infects the urethra

in males, and the cervix in females, or the throat or anus in either sex

13. Hepatitis: a liver disease causing blood pigments to accumulate. Type B (serum)

hepatitis can be sexually transmitted

14. Molloscum Contagiosum: virus produced skin lesions that resemble large

pimples, but contain no pus. May be sexually transmitted

15. NGU (Nongonoccal urethritis): a sexually transmitted urethral infection caused

by organism other than gonococci. Much NGU is believed to be caused by chlamydia

16. PID (Pelvic Inflammatory Disease): a dangerous infection of the uterus that may

spread to the Fallopian Tubes and ovaries. Severe cases may cause sterility.

17. Scabies: skin irritation caused by mites May be sexually transmitted

18 Spermicide; a contraceptive jelly, cream or foam inserted into vagina to kill sperm

19, Syphilis: a sexually transmitted disease whose first symptom is a painless chan-

cre on the genitals, anus or mouth

20 Trich (Trichomonas vaginalis): vaginal infection characterized by itching, a frothy

white or yellowish discharge, painful intercourse and inflammation of the genitals

and thighs. May be sexually transmitted; men usually asymptomatic

21 Venereal Disease a sexually transmitted disease, e.g. gonorrhea, NGU, Syphilis,

etc.

22 Venereal Warts: warts appearing in the genital or anal area which may be sex-

ually transmitted

AIDS

HERPES
SYPHILIS

CHLAMYDIA
dONORKHEA
TRICHOMONAS
VENEREAL WARTS

Nobody needs these surprises!

Soine STDs* ore difficult to treot

and con be transmitted when there

ore no obvious symptoms!

For Information about Sexually

Transmitted Diseases contact the

University Health Services at

549-2671

Letter:

A young woman's concern about AIDS

It was sometime during the mid-evening

and I was down the hall socializing with my

fr'ends One of my floormates told me that

the police were on the phone with an

emergency call from my father. I ran to the

phone in a panic. The next thing I heard was

my father very calmly saying my name, as

if to make sure it was me. He explained that

he called through the police because my

phone was not working, he said he couldn't

get through any other way. I couldn't help

myself, as I was still panicked and blurted

out "What's wrong, tell me!" My father ex-

plained that a letter had come to me froryi

the American Red Cross marked "urgent"

When he opened it, he found out that the

blood I had recently donated was tested, as

is custom with the Red Cross, for several

diseases, including VD and AIDS. It said that

some of the test results were questionable,

they needed more testing, and to please

make an appointment

On the way to my appointment, my mother

and I had a very open discussion about sex

and my past relationships with men. This

was a first ever for us. and it happened

because I was so afraid that I had some sex-

ually transmitted disease. When I arrived. I

was in a state of shock. To my surprise. I

found out that I had antibodies to AIDS

When I discussed this with the counselor,

we went over my past sexual relationships,

questioning whether or not I came m con-

tact with the disease from any of these peo-

ple. I could not believe that any of the men
I had ever been with could have had AIDS

or been bisexual. The counselor also told me
about the precautions I should take to pre-

vent spreading anything to others. I listen-

CONFIDENTIAyTY <DS

ALL UNIVIERSITY RECORDS ARE CONFIDENTIAL. NO INFORMATION WILL

BE RELEASED. EITHER VERBALLY OR IN WRITING. WITHOUT YOUR
WRITTEN PERMISSION. THE RESTRICTION ON INFORMATION RELEASE
APPLIES TO PARENTS. FACULTY. FRIENDS, AND UNIVERSITY STAFF,

MENTAL HEALTH RECORDS ARE KEPT SEPARATE FROM GENERAL
MEDICAL RECORDS AND ARE ALSO GOVERNED BY THIS STRICT POLICY.

ed carefully, but still could not keep my mind

off who or what was responsible for my
problem.

Ever since then I have been thinking

about who was responsible and about how

difficult it would be to have to talk about this

to other men I may want to be with. How to

explain to them to take the precaution of us-

ing a condom. But before these difficult talks

would happen, I had a more immediate pro-

blem; telling the man I was currently seeing.

He did not respond very seriously, though

since then (a year ago) he has had nimself

tested. He came to realize the seriousness

of the situation and gladly told me that he

had tested negatively.

Of the few other men I have been with

since then, only one had a problem dealing

with the situation. I think he decided to ig-

nore the whole thing, but it worked okay

because we did not have sex after all. The

others I have told have dealt with it in stride

and agreed to use a condom.

At the present. I don't worry about my

situation most of the time. But. I do practice

sexual habits which will prevent the spread

of disease to others and wait for a cure. My

biggest concern is dealing with having to tell

the next man who comes along What I want

IS to have a good enough relationship with

him to be able to talk comfortably and

honestly about sex before we step into an

intimate relationship. In other words, this

situation has taught me to be more respon-

sible and concerned about my sexual rela-

tionships than I ever thought was necessary.

What's all the fuss ... ?

Signed.

Anonymous UMass Student

continued from page 1

population may develop a chronic

debilitating disorder characterized by ar-

thritis, eye and skin diseases.

PID, (Pelvic Inflammatory Disease), ex-

acts a great cost with the potential for caus-

ing sterility. This may not be discovered un-

til women wish to have children, possibly 5

or 10 years after the disease has struck in

its acute form. Repeated infections obvious-

ly increase this risk. An examination reveals

the tubes and ovaries to be scarred and

pregnancy impossible. It is estimated that

there are 400,000 cases of PID in this coun-

try each year.

Herpes reoccurs usually with less severi-

ty than the initial attack, however the difficul-

ty is adjusting to this disorder emotionally.

It seems to return at times of stress and il-

lness. There are no cures on the horizon, on-

ly moderate controls. Unfortunately there is

a negative stigma associated with herpes

causing problems when developing new
relationships. These problems can often be

overcome with honest, sensitive com-

munication between partners. Sexual rela-

tions should be avoided when active symp-

toms of herpes infection are present. Using

a condom and spermicide is recommended
during periods when the person with herpes

has no symptoms

Last, but far from least, is the disorder

Syphilis, for years on the wane but recently

taking an upswing. It is the crown prince of

imitators. Classically, it presents with a

mean looking ulcer that is PAINLESS. The

reason for the capitols is that the ulcer looks

like it should be quite painful. These ulcers

may appear on the male or female genitalia,

or on the lips, tongue ad tonsils. They clear

spontaneously which is misleading because

the disease has simply gone on to a second

stage characterized by a diffuse rash which

is highly infectious and can be transmitted

non-sexually from contact alone, Both the

first and second stages of this disease are

easily cured with penicillin. The first stage

is easily prevented with the use of the con-

dom. The sad part of the disease is the third

stage which arises if the first two steps are

not treated. This third stage may show later

in life (age 50 plus) with senility and/or blood

vessel diseases which can cause sudden
death.

So what's all the fuss? Why all the bother

with the inconvenience of condoms and
other protective devices? Because although

we can care for you now, we are also con-

cerned about your future and the future of

your partners.

Condom Coupons

LIMITED OFFER - DISCOUNT ON CONDOMS
When You Present A Condom Coupon at the

University Health Services Pharmacy
COUPONS WILL BE AVAILABLE AT THE STD AWARENESS DAYS

TABLE ON THE CAMPUS CENTER CONCOURSE APRIL 22 & 23 ONLY
This is not a coupon

David Kraft MD., Executive Director, UHS
Pamela Gonyer, MAT Health Education Director, UHS Editor

Craig Sandler, Collegian News Editor

Nancy Klingener. Collegian Managing Editor

UHS EDITORIAL BOARD
James Abel, MD • Debra Edelman • Richard Rubin. MD
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Peter Soderberg, Collegian; Lynne Thompson, UHS Design
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Eastside Concert lineup announced
By RICK SASSON
Collegian Staff

Patty Smyth will headline this Sunday's East Side con-

cert, which will also include The Meditations. Special

EFX, and The Stops.

Smyth, the former lead singer of Scandal, is supporting

her new album Never Enough on Columbia records. Scan

dal was an immediate MTV smash with Goodbye to you

and Love's got a line on you in 1983. Smyth and lead

guitarist Zack Smith began to move in different directions

by the release of their next hit, The Wurnor. Her new solo

effort moves towards a progressive sound.

The Meditations, a seven member reggae band, have

been around for 12 years and have recorded with Bob

Marley and the Wallers. Following the success of their

first two releases. Message from the Meditations in 1976.

and Wake up m 1977, the group toured the Northeast.

They provided backing harmonies on Marley's Rastaman

Live It Up and Blackman Redemption. Steve Morse of the

Boston Globe said the Meditations have forged and

underground reputation for an exciting live show."

Special EFX. a new age Jazz band, will also appear, sup-

porting their latest release Mystique on GRP records. The

group fea lures fusion guitarist Chieli Minucci and

Hungarian percussionist George Jinda. Mystique is a

break from their early fusion works, creating what the

band calls "a relaxing atmosphere."

The Stops, victors of the East Side battle of the bands

held last month a the Blue Wall, will be the opening band.

The guitar-bass-drum trio plays sixties-mod style music.

The show runs from noon to six on Sunday, April 26,

beside the Worchester Dining Common. If you want to

fcring alcohol, you must produce positive photo

identification.

Centerstage

Patty Smyth

Provocative opening
Perhaps one of the more

interesting art shows to be

displayed this semester

opens today (5 p.m.) at the

Union Video Viewing Room
(near the Hatch). "BITCH
MONUMENTUM" is the ti-

tle chosen by UMass art

students Sarah Rodgers and

Steve Mathewson for their

multimedia Bachelor of

Fine Arts showing, today

and tomorrow, 11 a.m. to 4

p.m.

Rodgers and Mathewson,
both quietly controversial,

are hard to aptly describe.

The former is the creator of

those ubiquitous, nebulous

works of xerox art which go

up every time the bulletin

boards get cleared; the lat-

ter is the enigmatic
singer/sax player for the

band Watch the Teeth,

Kate. Rodgers paints,

sculpts, and works with

slides and video;

Mathewson is an ac

complished printmaker.

"BITCH MONUMEN-
TUM" means a lot and
nothing: the former word

was chosen for its reaction

appeal; the latter was made
up just for this show. It

should be a good one —

puzzling, provocative, perti-

nent. The handbills for the

opening list cheese,

crackers, and vegetables.

Don't expect to eat any.

- ROB SKELTON

Bv NAOMI DAVIS
Collegian Statf

This week's lineup of theatrical performances begins

Wednesday night in a one-man "comedy" of paranoia".

The Amherst College department of theater presents "The

Burrow," the account of a man who so thoroughly isolates

himself that ultimately, he's destroyed by his own fear.

The theme smacks of Kaflta and, as it turns out. straight

out of one of his short sotries. The show is scheduled for

the Red Room in Converse Hall on Wednesday and for

the Babbott Room in the Octagon Friday night. Both

events are free and will begin at 8 p.m.

On Thursday the Student Valley Productions opens

"Poe". the enactment of the life of another prominent

writer. Edgar Allen Poe. A single actor brings the author's

thoughts and experiences to the stage in a play which was

produced and written entirely by students.

The show plays again the following evening. Both shows

are free and start at 8 p.m. in Bartlett Auditorium 65.

Call the Fine Arts Center box oflice at 545-2511 for ticket

information and reservations.

If you decide to check out Firday night's production of

Poe" you'll have Thursday free to take in the

Cabaret' Comedy show from 9-11 p.m. in the Hampden

Snack Bar. The Residential Arts Program sponsors this

spring with shows every Thursday. This particular Thurs-

day the Progi-am will feature an open microphone, work

by the Jewish Music Ensemble and comedy by Earl Raid

of the Boston Comedy^ Company.
Saturday night at S'p.m. Bowker Auditorium may be

the site for a production of the National Black Touring

Circuit. "Stories About the Old Days" is presented by the

New World Theater in cooperation with the Annual Black

Musicians Conference. Admission is $5 for the general

public and $3 for students.

"Yours, Annie," a musical adaptation of Anne Frank's

diary, is also scheduled in Bowker at the same time. It's

your guess as to which play will open. The Student Center

for Research and Advocacy lists "Yours. Anne" among

the Holocaust Memorial Week events. For more informa-

tion call them at 545-0341.

The Theater department at Mount Holyoke incorporates

original music and dance in a modern interpretation of

Shakespeare's romantic comedy, "As You Like It." The

production runs every evening at 8 p.m. in the Alice

Withington Rooke Laboratory Theater from April 24th

through the 2nd of May. There will also be a matinee on

Sunday, May 3rd at 2:00 p.m.

INTRODUCING
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CONTACT
OFFICE OF THIRD WORLD AFFAIRS

308 STUDENT UNION BLDG
UMASS AMHFRST MA 01003
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SHOm VOUR PRIDE IN S.lil

moRK THE f^nilTHLUEST CONCERT

Ihe Southuiesl Curicer t

IS a UMass tradition,

held each year on the

SouthuiBst fields. The

euenl is free, the bands

mill be incredible. Join

in -uiork the shouiM
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By KATHRYN POHNKR
Collegian Staff

Temporary Shelter

By Mary Gordon
Random House, New York
$16.95

Mary Gordon has done it again. After the success of

novels such as Final Payments and Men and Angels, it

is hard to imagine an author showing yet another aspect

of literary talent, (after all, aren't all Harold Robbins

novels basically the same?) but here we have Temporary

Shelter.

This , Gordon's first collection of short stories, is the ex-

hibit of an artist whose tools are pen and paper. In each

of the twenty stories presented, Gordon paints her readers

a picture so brilliant and vivid, it comes to life. Using

description and a few telling phrases, Gordon lets us see

the spirit inside the characters populating her stories.

Each seems to have life outside the few pages allotted

them in the book.

Her first story, Temporary Shelter, details_thej-elatioiv

ship of a younsJ lK»y and his lultcr iiiutli.-i n.n'icm'd by

her Idss ami poverty^ CJordun ciealfs the world of the boy

- hiH mother and her .niployer, Dr. Meyer, whose

daughter is the boy's only fiieiui. His world is one ot con-

tinual disappointment — and the future for all concerned

can only contain more of that disappointment. The story

touches on the life of those who come from a world without

hope, struggling only to leave it.

Gordon's stories travel through a variety of worlds, from

the young boy to women contemplating divorce. In each,

however, there is a note of sadness, of life closing in on

happiness. In The Thorn, a very young girl, Lucy, tries

to grasp the idea that her father is gone, dead, and she

cannot go with him. She lives in a dream, waiting for him

to come for her. trying to hold on to the memory of the

sound of her father's beating heart. It is all Lucy has left.

But he never comes.

In this collection, Gordon has proven herself to be as

good a storyteller as novelist. Although the stories are

short, the development of each situation is complete, a

finished whole. What Gordon tells us in ten or so pages

is enough to for us to know each character as well as if

the tale stretched for 200 pages. Her talent is apparent

in this work, with it's realistic settings sharp descriptions

and expressive dialogue. Temporary Shelter has earned

Gordon a place with the contemporary writers of today.

SOUTHWOOD APT
On btts route

Qttiet, convienent to campus

Waiting List Now Open At

Rental Office

i07M Sottthwood Apts • 256-0166

tiU

COME TO THE WRITING CENTER
Pierpont (SW) Mon & Wed

Baker (Central) Mon, Tues, Thurs

Cashin (Sylvan) Tues & Thurs

DROP IN • CONFIDENTIAL • FREE

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

11 am • 2 am 7 days
50 Main St. Amharat. MA

HEY GUYS!
>:•

:<

$ Are you sick of "holiday ham"
;:• and vegatables Mom says arc

^ "good for you"??

:•: We've got the delicious alternative

% It's something you want.

$:
>:•

;|:j If this is you, come to J B. s for a large

S roast beef, mozzeraller sticks & large coke

Public Relations • Mvertising • Writing

Auflio Visual Production • Graphic Design

Corporate Communication • Publishmg

If you're considering a career in communication,
consider the Public Communication institute first.

Learn the basics of writing, design, and produc-

tion this summer at PCI.

For more information, contact:

Public Communication institute

Boston University

College of Communication
640 Commonwealth Ave.

Dept. CO
Boston, MA 02215
617/353-5015

Boston University's

Public
Communication
Institute '07
July 6 -July 31

^'

Fill your closet!
Spring/Summer fashion at nmhpr <>t ' not f hampt < in

yill|lll|i|l|lll|l|ltl|lllllll|llllllllillll|i|l|lll|lllllllllllllHlllillllllllllinillllllll|i|il'lllllllilll^^

OUTSIDE PROPOSAL
FORMS WILL BE

AVAILABLE TODAY
APRIL 2

1

Art Calendar
Events for tonight, April 21.

5:00 p.m.: "Five College Early Music Pro-

gram," an informal concert, will feature

Lute songs, viol and recorder consorts,

shawms and sackbuts. Room 7, Music

Center, Amherst College.

7:30 p.m.: The Film El Norte will be in the

Main Lecture Hall. Patterson Hall, Hamp
shire College.

The Chinese Documentary Lecture And
Film Series presents To Taste A Hundred

Herbs: Gods. Ancestors And Medicine In A
Chnese Vilhnn>', followed by a lecture by

filmmaker Carma Hinton. Merril 1.

Amherst College.

8:00 p. m.: John Guare's one act comedy "A
Day For Suprizes," directed by Flora

Stamatiades, will be shown in the Babbott

Room, Octagon, Amherst.

IN THE
DISTINGUISHED VISITORS

PROGRAM OFFICE

Rm 415 Student Union Building

Proposals must be submitted

by 12:00 Noon Friday May 1

and must be presented at the

outside proposal meeting

I on Monday May 4 at 7 PM
i

I IF THERE ARE
j ANY QUESTIONS pfWY^
i Call the DVP Office vSl?p«Mm I

I at 545-0920 !
ftili|i|ililllilililili|i|ili|ilillliililililililililill>l>ll)|ii>lil>lil>)>l'lH>il'l'l>lilil'll>lil'l'^

V ^U <» ^»% Ix t. <r»»<

Don't Be A Number.
Be Number 1

The University of Massachusetts

MInuteman Marching Band, known as one

of the best bands on the East Coast, is a

mix of fun, hard work, and lasting friend-

ships. We perform at home and away foot-

ball games as well as special shows at the

Big E and New England Patriots games. If

you play an instrument or want to do

colorguard, come check us out.

The Power And Class of

New England Wants Youi

Information Session

Wednesday, April 22

4:40 - 6:00 PM
Alumni Hall

or call for info

545-2227

^nmVERSITY
mSTORE^

ATTENTION SENIORS - ANY MAJOR
The University Placement Service still has job interviews

available with companies, schools, agencies. Contact the Career

Center at 545-2224 to sign-up.

ORGANIZATION
Babson Info. Session

U.S. Foreign Service Info.

Robert Kennedy Action Corp.

North Kingston, Rl Schools

Combustion Engine

Franklin NH Schools

Bolton CT Schools

Commerce Insurance Co.

Combined Insurance Co/America

General Electric-Ordinance Div.

Limited Express

^ aNEMA

VISIT DATE
22

MAJORS
Any

Any

Any

Education

ME, ChE

Education

Education

Any

Any

3.0+ EE. ME

Fash Mktg

TUESDAY

CLOCKWISE

THE MEANING OF LIFE

DOUBLE FEATURE $3.00

GRADUATE TO
KINKO'S

7:00

9:00

DOWNTOWN AMHERST 253-5426

Co lo ihc head of the cla.s*i with

a grcal-looktng profr»Monal

resume Irom Kinko's.

kinkcs

253-2543
220 N. Pleasant St

PHYSICAL THERAPISTS

CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGISTS
PHARMACISTS
OPTOMETRISTS

The Air Force can make
you an attractive otter— out-

standing compensation plus

opportunities tor protessional

development You can have a

challenging practice and time

to spend with your tamily while

you serve your country Rnd out

what the Air Force otters Call

SSgt Pat Hook
413-785-0192 Collect

ftound trip

from NEtW YORK
starting at

LUXEMBURG$358
LONDON'""^ 401

ST. THOMAS 277
TEL AVIV 681
CARACAS 293
ATHENS 571
STOCKHOLM 441
HONG KONG 777

Alto, EURAIL PASSES . INT L

STUDENT lO.WORK/STUOY
ABROAO.AVHCAROS. LOW
DOMESTIC FARES and
mora! CALL lor

FREE SlodenI Travel Catalog!

[413] 256.1261

COUNCilTRiyiL
AMHUST
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IMADE $18,000
COLLEGE
WORKING WEEKENDS

When my friends and I graduated

from high school, we all took part-time

jobs to pay for college.

They ended up in car washes and

hamburger joints, putting in long hours

for little pay.

Not me. My job takes just one
weekend a month and two weeks a year.

Yet, Fm earning $18,000 for college.

Because I joined my local Army
National Guard.

They're the people who help our

state during emergencies like hurri-

canes and floods. They're also an

important part of our country's military

defense.

So, since Fm helping them do such

an important job, they're helping me
make it through school.

As soon as I finished Advanced

Training, the Guard gave me a cash

bonus of $2,000. Then, under the New
GI Bill, Fm getting another $5,000 for

tuition and books.

Not to mention my monthly Army
Guard paychecks. They'll add up to

more than $11,000 over the six years

Fm in the Guard.
And if I take out a college loan, the

Guard will help me pay it back—up to

$1,500 a year, plus interest.

It all adds up to $18,000-or more
—for college for just a little of my time.

And that's a heck of a better deal than

any car wash will give you.

THE GUARD CAN HELP PUT
YOU THROUGH COLLEGE, TOO.
SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER
FOR DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE
800-638-7600 * OR MAIL THIS
COUPON.
In Hawaii: 7:^7 fiLT.'.; Puerto Run; 721 4550; Guam; 477-9957; Virgin Islands

(St CniiNi; 77:V64;iS; New Jt-rst-y 8(K)-452-5794. In Alaska, crmsult your local

phone directorv.

c 1985 United States Government as represented by the Secretary of Defense.

All rights reserved.

MAIL TO: Amiy National Guard, P.O. Box 6000. Clifton. NJ 07015

__^_ DM DF
NAME

ADDRESS

CITY/STATE/ZIP

AREA CODE PHONE

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

US CITIZEN n YES D NO

BIRTH DATE

OCCUPATION

STUDKNT LJ H if, H SCHOOL DCOLLEGE
PRIOR MILITARY SERVICE DYES D NO

BKANTH RANK AFM/MOS

*>lt Bt U5CD»e4»i»f.'t Mf'.»»iNSI

UHFA

Natioiial Quard

AlCLja3047NP

Army National Guard
A mcricans A t Their Best,

I

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Smithereens
By Sarah Smith

^'"^
f/

foR^**!
"** -^•"'

'

i

Early departmen stores

.Mey for^^-f*^ -^ cancel '

Doonesbtiry By Garry Trtideau

H/, iOU'RB umCMING
CABLB Z-TV, ANP THI^ IS

"ASK PR.mwopea." TONienfs
TOPIC- ''WENS S

IN nis A6eoFpROMiscuny,uMT
DOKmKIQS HBAWIKNOUABOUT
7H5I^J9l<S*tiieRe6BTVN6AN5WeHS

mOM 90Ma ACTUAL TBtHi UKB AH-
DfieAl&t!AHPfttAU'T^'"

mu, UKB, I KNOk/AlPS 15

A TUTALVfBAP THIN6 TDOeJ,

Bl/TMYPARBMTS ARE LIKE 50
PARANOIP. ANP IVS UKB- MY
UFt, YOUKNOU^f ^i/r^f:^

ALSO. UKB. I
POffTKSOtU.BUT

TVEHtARP'^X
IS TUTAUYEXCU-
LEm.mFfneNP
JSNNIF&l... '

f^MEMBBR.
TUESEARB
ACTUAL7EEN
A6ERS!

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

Bat Brain By Bill Bearing

YE// AtOAl , TWIT'S
I KtJOOJ. f KAJOUU.'

To cAiR:jQoMih}&*.'r •'

rue. eE£Aj HSAi^f^

CIM....AlOAf' / POAJ'T
RBALDr t<fJoiAj l^iKr I'M
ZXilKy^ /T (TrNBtZ TTlAtJ

RI<Stfr MXO. / KAJOUJ /r's

ASaiOG ALOT. . . BUT I

^•^.^^ODOl-D K£AUr USE

SURE. MO/<l. IP I

PA^S 'The BAK."
ILL. HANDLB yooR.

TRAFPl*^ VIOt-ATlo^rSf

Gordy By Gorde

'now "WAT yoiNt

BEEN GROUND
THE PLNX IT ^

nut TDL£»RH
HOUTO MAI^e

BmIc «mmvritifl< HTorksfcop TIkVffiPT 7 iM>-

—

All staff and correspondents encoun||K^ to attend.

Last chance to make staff this sen^f»ter.

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited bv Trade Michel Taffc

ACNOU
1 Certain

•maMurs
5 Shak«ap«ar« or

Bums
9 Henlay
compatilor

t4 fucavatoi s

eg'sss

ts Eared vessel

16 Id walk —
1

7

Kmd ol tligw

18 Gully in a
desert

19 Metrical leet

20 Spring sporting

event lor 5t>Oft

?3 Cricket nepil

?4 SlrHlf.hing

muscle
25 UHtjerl S

Sullivan s

by

JU'V

21 Gymnast s prop

30 Design

33 Tweed lor onp

37 KkJ

39 Repute
40 Touch
41 Cotilests

42 Ctwss
maneuver

43 Halyard

44 Sartre s No

45 Weather word
46 ttarrnomzes

48 Robin Cook
thriller

51 Resting place

ol a type

S3 Andean animal

58 Certain porket

60 Fall sporting

event

63 In excess ol

65 Lazy assent

66 Author Dine-ien

6 7 Spur

68 Belore classir

or cticle

69 Otherwise

70 Excites pity

7

1

Kumqi lal . e g
?2 Enploit

DOWN
1 Verbal

contraction

2 Buikling

material

3 Lombardy
capital

4 Stands still

5 Take care

6 At a distance

7 Styte again

8 Take it easy
9 A — in the

Sun
Hansberry

play

to Cape on
Honshu

1 1 Summer
sporting event

12 Tyirhenian spa

island

13 Caesura
21 Tennis shot

22 Popular

potatoes

26 Molecule parts

28 Homeric wai"or

29 Little, lor

e«ample
31 De — (anew)

32 Bent, as a Ijow

33 Slingir<g remark

34 Coin of arKi«nt

Graeoe
35 Mnler sporting

•vant

36 StKVltiand

enpert

38 Presidential

power
41 Painter s paata

47 rurniture

fasteners

49 Iron lot Watson
50 Maugham s

Cakes anr" ~

52 Dim
54 Levered

55 Way to the altar

56 Tarmmale
57 Invited

58 Rural kxation

59 Bassoon t

cousin

61 Unwelcoma
took

82 Margot
Fontayn s title

64 James Herrtol.

tor Short

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

ICiOiLIa
.ololM

Mis

4/18/17

Lunch

Shrimp Cantonese

Tacos

Dinner

Barbecued Chicken

Chopped Beefsteak Special

Menu
Basics Lunch

Vegetable Taco
Shrimp Cantonese

Basics Dinner

Mixed Bean Casserole

Barbecued Chicken

r
Weather

Today: Partly sunny, high in the 70s.

Wednesday: Chance of showers, highs in the 60s and

low 70s.

Today's Staff

Sight Editor JeffrY Bartash

Copy Editor Pa"i Bracken

Photo Techntdui Rob Skelton

Uyovt Technlcfaa Mike Solaroli

ProdacUott SvpervtMr Debbie PIkul

Prodttction.. Laura Bell. Lisa Huiet. Meredith Kaplan

Dave Cain and Joe the driver

Executive Board — Spring of 1987

KELLY SIEGER
Edttor la Chief

HAHCY KLIMGENES
Maaaglag Editor

STEVE RUBIM
Baaiacu Maaager

PHIL SEKAPIVO
EdIlQrIal Editor

ANSEL ZIHTES
Prodactloa Maaafer

Btisiness Board — Spring of 1987

STEVE RUBIH
^lacM Maaa|«r

PAUL H. LESSER
Adtrcrttalag Sales Maaager

VAHESSAROTH
Flaaace Haaagcr

PATRICE LAWSKY
Merketlag Maaafer

CRAIG VAUGLE
Clrcalatloa Maaager

KAREV HOLLABD
Sskacrtpttoa Maaager
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• Gazelles split
ionltntieH from page 18

inco the half to tie it, and then she shook

a cit IVndi'i iV<»m behind the cage and beat

Uit Vale goalie to give UMass the lead for

good with 22:26 to play.

The Gazelles closed it out vvith

Fuhrman's final goal, followed by single

tallies from Ginny Armstrong, Karen Ravn

and a salt-inthe-wound goal by Robertson

with :02 to play.

On Satuiday, UMass' weekend started

otT on a dismal note, as lOth-ranked

University of New Hampshire topped the

Gazelles, 5-4, in a steady rain at Memorial

Field in Durham, NH.
UMass suffered its fourth setback of the

season due in part to the sparkling play of

UNH goalie Cathy NarsifT. who registered

seven second-half saves, and some ques-

tionable calls by the officials.

"The officials were inconsistent and

outrageous, but they didn't decide the

game. Their goalie played well She made

the difference." Hixon told the Collegian

after Saturday's loss.

The Wildcats scored the game's first

three tallies. Lynn Abbott netted what

would prove to be the game-winning goal

at the 13.18 mark, and UNH padded its

lead to 3-0 on tallies by Kathy Stone and

Pauline Collins.

Griswold ended the Gazelles' drought by

gunning one past Narsifl'off a free-posit nm.

Twentv-three seconds late. , '^uhrman .spot

ted a "hole in the Wildcat's domain and.

after taking the feed off the transition fast

break, drilled the ball home.

"Fuhrman got us going, but wi- threw it

away in the second half We didn't get the

grounders, and got a lot of bad calls by the

refs that had an efl'ect on some of the

players. We got down, and they just took

it awav from us." Stone said.

Abbott collected her second free-position

goal at 20:24. but UMass retaliated three

minutes later. Armstrong, who was direc

ting traffic below the net, made a strong

cut towards the goal and drew a pack of

Huskies. The junior attackman shuttled a

pass to Emily Humiston. who blasted home

her third goal of the season that cut UNH's

lead to 4-3.

Karen Geromini gave the Wildcats some

breathing room with her free-position tal-

ly to make it 5-3.

1^ Softball
ciintinucd from page 16

It was simple, UMass failed to get the bat

^,'oing in clutch situations. The team left

eiulit runners st landed in game one. in-

cluding a two-out bases-loaded rally in the

third inning.

"Overall, our consistoncN and our run

production has to improve. We lost two

backtoback. one-run games against not

very strong pitching," Sortino said.

Rutgers scored that game's only run in

its half of the sixth when pinch-hitter

Jeanine D'Armieneo lined a run-scoring

single to left to score centerfielder Karen

Finnegan.
The Rutgers inning was aided by a two-

base error by sophomore centerfielder Bar-

bara Meehan.
Freshman righthander Traci Kennedy

took the loss, her fourth of the year against

seven wins. Kennedy gave up only two hits

but failed to gain any support from the

UMass offense. UMass provided sophomore

righthander Chris Wanner with enough

support in the second game, but the

sophomore said that she can't but feel

frustrated with the team's sudden lack of

punch.
"Yes, it gets frustrating but that's just

the way it goes," said Wanner, who went

the distance in the second game and fired

a tvvo-hitter "It's hard because you can't

win if you don't .sc(trH
"

In the nightcap, tin- .Mmutewomen came
through with eight hits ;ind scored one run

in the fourth and three in the fifth inning

to pave the way for Wanner.
Leading 1-0 after a fourth inning Rutgers

miscue. senior leftfielder Emily Biet.sch led

off the fifth with a single to left. Junior

rightfielder Chris Ciepiela followed with a

giounder to third, but Rutgers third

baseman Jackie Grippo's throw to first

pulled the first baseman, Lynn Kozachenko

off the bag.

Senior secondbaseman Carol Frattaroli

advanced the runners w ith a sacrifice bunt

before junior catcher Ilene Freeman singl-

ed to score Bietsch from third. Ciepiela

then scored when Rutgers catcher Tracey

Buono overthrew third base on a pickoff at-

tempt with Freeman taking third. Junior

firstbaseman Martha Jamieson roped a

single to left to score Freeman to end the

scoring.

Can We Build One For You?

-LOX

^ta. '.•'.w\ /.'^*i. ^..V t-*.!. -' '

0N\O\

DESIGN YOUR FAVORITE BAGEL SANDWICH AND BRING

US THE BLUE PRINT. WELL BUILD IT TO EXACT SPECS

WE'RE THE BAGEL ENGINEERS AT

THE AMHERST DELICATESSEN
• Delivers - 549-63 14*

Deliverv Hours, 4-8 Sun - Wednesday; 4-10 Thurs. Fri & Sat

FALL 1987 COURSE
DESCRIPTION GUIDES
For use during preregistration

are available in the

first floor lobby of Whitmore

from 10 am to 4 pm

1987-88 UNDERGRADUATE CATALOGS
are available in the University Store

for $2.00 per copy

References copies of Both publications are

located at all libraries

and the Course Description Guide

may be copied at SNPS

X

\

X

i\*lv''"''

3ppi-1aw
DAILY

1 FREE LITER OF SODA WITH

ANY 2 LARGE ORDERS OF

BUFFALO WINGS THIS WEEK

SINGLE ORDER ... 3.25

UVRGE ORDER 4.95

Bleu Cheese Available

BUrrALO WIPIGS

Your Choice of Sauce:

FREE DELIVERY
253-7494

ORIGINAL
I

liILD

(Hotar
I

(Milddf

Spicy) I Spicy)

SWEET fiir

SOUR
(newdfZesty) I

COLLEGE
(TcriyaKi fif

Garlic)

p
H
O
T
O

B
Y

A
U
T
R
E
Y

A LARGE ASSORTMENT
OF DIFFERENT STYLES
TO CHOOSE FROM

MASS
HATS
7.95

<^ IJNIVERSITY open

-3

Located in the Campus Center

* baseball
vontiniu'il fr,i»i /iufii' IH

broke open for lour more in

the tounh, three of which
came on Flint's .second

homer.

But the sixth inning wa.s

when UMass did the most

damage, crossing the plate

eight times. A Kern home
run to left-center and a Gary
DiSarcina double were the

big hits in the inning as the

Minutemen battered three

different Hawk huilers.

Kern got things si. n ted

with his second homer oi the

year, and Darrin O'Connor

and Zerner followed with

singles. DiSarcina then

nailed a double down the

left field line to make it HO.

before Flint dehveit-d

Zerner with a sacrifice fly to

right.

Sophomore first baseman
Drew Comeau, m his second

game back after an
emergeius appendectomy,
scored DiSiiicma with a

single to left and later came
around on a Dean Borrelli

base hit.

The Hawk pitclers then

got a little generous, pro-

ceeding to walk in the final

three runs of the inning.

ACIlVlIlt'.'AuDiO

AoIO F01< jAit •CAiCulAIORS
kNItf<'[AiNMtNI *VUU UiU\

FOR SALE •fOUNO
HfLP WANTED 'LOSI

CLASSIFIED
>.a*» j**-».*-»- . c^4>.i^ -^ *^ . Hi ill ir II n iw*i' i i

" ' >i i i niWn i* i rtiiMiJiia j

If. liVuCIiON'MOICi.
HI I^jONAL J • f?iDt WMN i t u
WiDfcRS NEEDED 'SERVICES

IrtjOMAfE WANIED" TRAVEL
WANTED* SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MOW-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI • 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION • CASH IN ADVANCE. 15«/WOR0^0AY FPU STUOEHTS

ACTIVmfS

BIBLE STUDY -WEDNESOAV 6 30 PM CC
801 Rev Esihe' Hargis lacililitales this

discussion series focusing on liberation

theology All welcome

ARMMENIAN ^ENOCIDE COM-
MEMORATIVE series Tuesday. April 2\

video The Forgotten Genocide" and
speaker Rev VananManuman. asurviver

6:30 PM 165-169 CC

LETS RAP AT the Lesbian Union Thurs-

day nights 7 00PM room 406G Student

Union UMass its happening- don't miss

out!

UPC GENERAL MEETINGt! Tuesday 4/2

1

at 6 30PM m Earthloods Spring Concert in

to!' See you all there'

AUDIO

SELLING OHM SPEAKERS 100W &

Brother typewriter Cheap! Call 6-7921

RECIEVER. TURNTABLE, GOOD car

tridge equilizer Good arx) cheap 6-9152

(leave message

)

AUTO FOB SAU

HONDA CIVIC 76 New sticker runs great

$400/bo 584-6718

1979 PINTO 67K asking S600 549-1138

196S FORD FALCON a cream puff

256-6920

82 SUBARU BRAT. Excellent sh««)e. 2,600

549-7529

1983 RENAULT FUEQO sports coupe
5-speed excellent condition asking $2800
1978 Toyota Corola 2-door 5-speed no rust

good condition low milage $800 Call

546-1485 ask for Donna

1979 FORD MUSTANG yellow, auto,

82 000 mis AM/FM stereo $1200 545-3689

after 5 30 584-9042

1 972 VOLVO 164 4-speed with overdrive

new brakes, clutch, recent transmission,

tires hitch runs very good $1300 549-0614

81 TOYOTA COROLA 5spd 4dr AM/FM
casset exc cond $2400 253-3568

1973 DODGE DART good running cond
rust BO 253-7497 even

1 976 VW RABJBJff needs¥6dy wo7l<; $300
or BO call Heidi 253-7418

ROSESARE RED Violets are blue, send a

gorillagram and scare someone
546-9152/7654

rait A OOOO TIMI CALL

RACK-A-OISC Entertainment Agency. Disc

(ockies. lights, rentals and mobile video

dances' 549-7144

CALCULATORS

tNTfRTAINIMNT

JAM TOONZ-GREAT party sounds at

reasonable rates Call Kevm ai 546-4111

raRMNT

SWISS VILLAGE 4 bedroom apt Take
over lease w/lall option or sublet call

256-1318

GRADUATING SENIORS, take over our
apartment. Townhouse style - furnished,

tree cable call now 665-3513

ONE BEDROOM PUFFTON apt tor rem
near bus stop, partially furnished call late

549-7540

TAKE OVER LEASE Puffton Village one
bedroom, $350/mo starting June 1 call Don
or Dan 549-S97B

ONE BEDROOM COLONIAL village apart

mem iai<e over our lease 6/1/87 Call after

noori or evening 253-3702

TAKE OVER LEASE June Ist 2bdr on bus
route, inexpensive 549-1439

HOUSE 4 ¥eDR06mS ,
garage

,

woodstove. spacious backyard lake over

lease June 1 call after 6 pm 256-1734

4-S BEDROOM houses • Amherst, Hadley,

Northampton Some June others Sept

$625 plus utilities and up Call now Skibiski

Reiltors 584-3428

TAKE OVER OUR lease in June and gel

August rent tree! Or )ust sublet for tfie sum-
mer/2-bedroom in Southwood apts call

256-6334

ROOM IN HOUSE 1 mile fr campus
$185/mo take over lease call Natalie

549-6792

ROOM AVAILABLE IN Beaut^ondo close

to UMass on bus line Kitchen/laundry lacil

incl. female non-smokers no pels 256-1547

San

BEDROOM AVAIL. END May w/or w/out

fall option on 2br busroute Heidi 256-0051

ROOMS FROM JUNE 1st fall option $235
per month exclusive close lo campus
549-1358

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL option one

bedroom apt in the center of Amherst $

450/month includes heat, hot water. 2 car

parking Can 256-0391, keep trying

TAKE OUR LEASE, avoid the waiting list

Southwood Townhouse 253-7987

ROOM IN NEW house call Dale at

253-9949 between 5 30- 6 30

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL option single

room in 2 bedroom apt quiet, near Pufler s

Pond available June 1st call John 549-5851

TAKE OVER LEASE. Two bedroom
Southwood Townehouse available June 1

Call 253-3571 nights

TAKE OVER LEASE June 1st Begin to pay
m August 1 bedroom at Cliffside $390/mo
utilities included Call 665-8664

2 BEDROOM APARTMENT, tail,' starlir>g

June 1 $410 00. laundry, 665-2288 bus
route

SSO REWARD-TO take over lease, 1 bdrm
Southwood apt call 967-3963.
617-752 7033

FOUR BEDROOM APARTMENT ($215 00
each room, inclusive) June first, tall option

On bus route Evenings 256-0048

2 BEDROOM CRESTVIEW apt available

June 1 with tall option hall mile from cam-
pus 549-0756

SOUTHWOOD TOWNEHOUSE - TAKE
over our lease starting June 1 call 256-1388

FREE $S7S (ONE month rent plus deposit)

2 bedroom Cliltside $475 month inci Take
over lease Call 665-8315 after 6:00PM

ROLLING GREEN 4 BDRM apt take over

lease ir, June call Rob alter 5PM 590Mo
256-0348

2BORM APARTMENT FALL Starting June
1 $410 00 laundry, 665-2288 bus route

WANTID TO RINT

UMASS STUDENT LOOKING for room to

rent near campus during spring break 9-21

109-29 CallMaryat 546 1151 Keep trying

SUBLETS/HOUSING NEEDED June 28
Aug 15 Call SBMC 256-8615 9AM 7PM

WANTED-SlbOREWARD a 6 or 7 person
house lor next year, near bus route Call

Oave 549-0384 or Patty 549-1703 leave

name and number

WANT TO TAKE over lease of off-campus

house near bus route for next fall and
spring Call 546-1090 or 253-3894

2 HIGH SPIRITED WOMEN (smokers) k>ok-

ing to take over lease on apt or house: or

to share your place in the fall call Knslie

6-8565

LOOKiNG FOR 3 bedroom Puffton apt

want to sublet for summer and take over
lease call Herb 546-6761

$100 REWARD FOR 3-bedroom Puffton

apartment starting summer fall call Rahul
545-3179 or 665-2810

FEMALES NEED THREE bedrooms in

house or whole house Sept 546-6921

HEYI I'M LOOKING lor a room lor fall in

a house or apartment in Amherst Must t>e

quiet non-smokers call evenings Elaine

546-6330

FEMALE LOOKING FOR a quiet single in

a house tor lall semester call Lisa at

549-6065

WANTED~1BR APT m Amherst area Call

Rob 256-0348

APARTMENT OR HOUSE for 3, 4. or 5
people reasonable close to campus call

anytime-546-6602 546-5774 or 546-5772
Please l(eep trying'

MR SALE

PV BACK STAGE guitar amp, 35 watts

hardly used (year old) excellent condition

Comes with tree PV machine heads $100
or BO call anytime 546-4161

CRATE AMP MUST sell' Call Shawn
546-9030

WINDERSURFER CLASSIC. 5 color sail

2 daggerboards Excellent condition $300
Great conversation piece 549-7642,
253-9032

U2 TiCi<E~TS FOnlale aiTshows 546-8789

RAYBAN, BOLLE, VUARNET sunglasses

plus looka-likes Jams, Catchit Sunbnl-

ches shorts, everything discount. Ozzie

549-7575

NIKON 3SMM/2.B MACRO lens, brand
new. complete w/carrying case Price

negotiable Call John, 6-7070, alter 10P M

MOTOBECANE GRAND TOURING 25
bicycle, Vitus 888 frame, good components,

15 speeds, rarely used. $360, 253-3241

rauND

MARYANNE MAGUIRE I have your Monec
card 549-0114

LOST

LOST TENNIS RACKET Pro Kenner at

Haigis Mall returning from Spring BReak
II found please return Great sentimental

value Tom 253-7438

LOST LA0IES"00lS Seiko watch 4/4

somewhere Irom Zeta Psi to Northeast Kns
546-5576

RED POLO SPRING jackot in campus
center- Friday please call Julie 9571

GREY JEAN JACKET Irom Mii<e^s W^iew
Thurs 4/9 be cool return keys Irom pocket
cm Brandywine 549-0667

BLACK KITTEN WITH white markings in

Townehouse area. 4/10 if found please call

549-1552

LADY 'S GOLD bUARTZ, pulsar "watch

Lost on 4/12 between campus center and
Tower Library Extreme sentimental value

please call 665-7705- reward will be given

C/aCIJLATOR LARGE REWARDlTi
Lett in Campus Center Ladies room
Irreplaceable information stored in

My Hewleit Packard
Call 3236564

GOLD BRAID BRACELET 4^9 bet Puffton

PVTA. 4 town Please' It means so much
to me' Reward" Call Sandy 549 5529

HfLP WANTED

WE ARE LOOKING lor someorielo do cNd
care one evening a week and occasional
overnights Must have transportation Call

548-9057

WANTED PART TIME bus drivers for Nor
thampton to Amherst routes $5 to start very

convenient lor Northampton residents

Work schedule arranged around your class

schedule 586 1909

GROUNDS WORKERSlWANTEDaTP^ne
Grove Golf Course Call 584-4570 lor

interview

MANAGER TRAINEES NOW hiring

Amherst, Hawaii Boston, Long Island, or

Dallas 50 openings Excellent pay ex-

cellent working conditions Full or part-time

Call Willie at 549-7793.

FULL AND PART time positions available

very flexible hours and excellent working
conditions Conveniently located m the

center ot Amherst You can earn up to $20
an hour with salary and commissions Con-
tact Target Enterprises lor an interview Ask
lor Keith 549-7793

SUMMER JOB rWAtERFRONfbirectof
lor day camp in the Boston Area June
29-Augusl 14 Salary 1 .800-2 000 depen
ding on experience Contact Janet Wad-
den, outdoor program director. Patriots'

Trail Gir' Scout Council, 6 St ,
James Ave

,

Boston, Ma 02116 (617)482-1078

NOW HIRING ASSISTANT to the Student

Body President Positions open immediate-

ly to work through summer and lall 10

hrs /week at minimum wage applications

available at 406E Student Union BIdg Ap-
plications due April 24 AA/EOE

DECKHANDS, CATERING AND olficelv^p

needed lor Boston excursion boat com-
pany Call 617-426-8419

AMC HAMPSHIRE 6 theaters is looking lor

responsible individuals lo work in an en-

joyable environment as ushers & conces-
sionists Must be available lor summer
employment Apply in person at the

theaters, Hampshire Mall alter 4PM

SUMMER JOBS FOR student activists

Earn Irom $2,000-$3,000 plus this summer
enlorcing our environmental laws Clean
Water Action is hiring organizers. Lobbyists

lor summer campaigns II you are looking

lor a summer job with training in com-
munications, lobbying, and management
call us 87 Grads are encouraged to apply

lor leadership programs Amherst 549-7450

PAINTERS NEEDED EASTERN New
England area interior and exterior starting

pay 6 50 and up depending on experience
Equal Opprtunity Employer (61 7)933-4370

MONEY AND POWER

THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS is looking

tor coordinators lor the 87/88 year Posi-

tions available m PR, Imance. Food
Management, Programming, and many
others For into and applications come to

CC 817 Women and Minorities encourag
edio apply An AA/EO Employer Due April

30

MOTORCYCLES

HONDA CB350 RECENTLY rebuiH emgine
call 256-8643 asK lor JR $450 or BO

1980 SUZUKI PE175 enduro street legal

Mikuni. Boyeson, CanAm $650 or B O
549-0614

1981 HONDA CB6S0. good condition

$1200 00 or B O Call Jon 549-5912

HONDA CB900F SS very faslTs'harp look

ing, black with red supertrapp, meUellers,
6000k two show helmets included 1900 BO
546-9794 Jorge

PERSONALS

RESUME TYPESETTING SERVICE
Have your resume professionally typeset
The best quality type, not a word processor
Sixteen dmereni type st>'les to choose Irom
Takes only 3 days - costs $25 and any
chances I'll do lor FREE Come down to the

Collegian Graphics Office (113 Campus
Center) and speak lo Peter Soderberg

MEET NEW PEOPLE! Get great ex
perience! Come write lor New England's
largest college daily The Collegian is in 1 1

3

Campus Center, right behind the TV
Come down and check us out'

ITS COMING FOR the first time In May*

KERRI, WE COULDN'T forget you, could
we'> Hope you have a great birthday! Love
ya. Beverly and Alyson

TO JENNYPOO, LORIANNE, Stelly, Suze,
Greggy, Rooosell, and "L"- it was a perfect

gotcha' And the academy award winner
IS you guys are the best friends and I love

you' Jodi

DONNA, I'LL MISS you bunOws I love you
dearly Shi-head

M, LETS HOPE there will be two reasons
to celebrate today' Have a great 20th I love

you' Happy birthday' Me

AMY KUNDEL. "THEY say its your birth-

day " Happy 23nd Always rememljet:
walneys. kosher krazmess, host. Ryan Rd ,

16 candles, automobile!' Love ya. Di

««ii<6 lT YOU^RE real special And that s

not way the - olf Love the Little One

2N FIELD -TO y'all who were m the hallway

Weds at 2AM thanks for the support' You're
great' Luv, Lis

BILL, HAPPY 20TH birthday" Only one
more year to go Have a good one I will

always remember and I hope you never
forget There will always t>e a special place
for you in my heart Love you forever, Eric

HEY -MARCIELLA WEIBEL- you re gret

you're awesome you're wonderful -happy
no 19 Love your roomie"

HAZELBONER HAPPY 20TH birthday'

Drink your lace off Love ya. hands, scoop
& the Russian

DIANE, ITS BEEN A GREAT six months
I wouldn't have wanted to spend my time

with any one else You always Know how
to make me smile I love you Happy six

month aniversary Love Michael

OHHH! BAMBINOI BARRY Prior, God
knows I love you!' Happy 1 year bat>e

You've been the tjest" So so, ther' I'm

forever yours Faithfully " Ti Uoglio Andria

SURPRISE SUNSHINE I love^OU it's me
Pooks

HAPPY 21 ST PAMMYI We miss you like

cra^y Love, Elaine and Natana

ORCllARb HILL RESIDENTS!! Come to

our secor>d cofleehouse Wednesday, April

22, Field Lounge 7-10 Iree relroshments'

Sponsored by OHAG

WMUA COOMEDY NIGHT iri the BlueWall,

Friday, 9PM, leaturing Kevin Knox, Tom
Clark, and Billy Martin Cash Bar

TOMMYTillfHUNdRYTi'm here when you

need me and I'm here when you don t I

love you-yours. mine and ours

I HAVE TWO U2 WoTchesler tickets but

need two Hartlord tickets Want to trade''

Call 584-6092

ROX-WELCOME BACK to the world ot

alcohol' Watch out Barsie's and the men
ol UMass-the woowoo sisters are back'

JENNIFER MET YOU in Barselottis Sat

4-11 impressed You were getting a pitcher

ol whatever was easiest Would like to see
you again Please respond Doug 665-3419

HAPPY 19TH BIRTHDAY Amy B^ You are

a great friend and a cool chic too! "Aabpa
Aabpa" Love Juls and Goo

HAPPY BELATED BIRTHDAY Shan
Silkoll we love you Joss. Karen, Steph,

Holly

MAQQIESCOTT-S MINE! Kyle

CAGED BEAST: YOU thought I was kid-

ding, didn't you? Never underestimate a

welTs woman! So listen wh^t I'm trying to

say her is "not to worry. He ley, things can
only get better' " Really! n i can get got,

you'll soon be overwhelmed-just think,

you'll soon tie overwhelmed-even in Pro-

vidence and mayt)e you won't even have
to pay lor it' Take care-Love you

HILARY I LOVE you R(^

ROOMMATE WANTED

2 NONSMOKING QUIET females needed
lo share Brandywine Apt lor Fall 549-4598

LOOKING FOR 1 lemale to share bedrm
in 2 tsedrm Thouse Starts June call

549-2646 or 549-2614

1 ROOMMATE NEEDED 270/monlh Crown
PI n 9 right across Irom Stop 8 Shop Sam
256-4293 Quiet non-smoker

WANTED TO RENT

APARTMENT OR HOUSE tor 3 4 or 5

people reasonably close to campus Call

anytime 546-6602. 546-5774 or 546 5772
Please keep trying

SINGLE ROOM IN PUFFTON or North

Amherst lor lall or earlier Easy going

nonsmoking make 549-1476

TWO SENIORS LOOKING lor one or Iwo

bedrooms lor now until end ol semester

close to campus Call Chris or Dave
253-7572

LOOKING FOB 3-BEDROOM m PulHon

reward ottered Lisa 6 7979

S$$BIG REWARD OFFERED lor 3

bedroom Pullton Api Lease 253-7927

LOOKING FOR Sbedroom PuHton Apt

Want to sublet lor summer and take over

lease Call Herb 546-6761

TAKE OVER LEASE June 1st 2 bedroom
apt in Colonial Village across Irom Changes
380/mo plus utilities on bus route 256-0984

SERVICE$

TUTORING, SUBSTITUTE TEACHING in

business management marketing,

linance, investment & microcomputers $7

per hour Neg 536-5006 leave message

PAPERS TYPED Ol^E day service $1 per

page 467-7648 evenings

TRAVH

WANTfO

PHYSICAL, SPIRITUAL. INTELLECTUAL
health seekers share your Knowledge with

the readers of Sprout, the Earlhloods/Peo-

ple's Market Newsletter Typed, double

spaced, please drop material oft on the 4th

floor sum the Economic Development ol-

lice Address it to Jen K Deadline has teen
extendeO Due l)elore April 30th

3 BEDROOM FURNISHED apt 480/month

utilities and cable included on bus route

swimming pool tennis cl 665-3671

ULTIMATE SUMMER APARTMENT. TV
pool, double t>eds, etc Must see '': mi to

UMass 256-6332

AMHERST CENTER. DOUBLE room m
house with lall option rent reasonable, call

Claire or Lisa lor details at 253-7216

THREE BEDROOM PUFFTON apt

available lor summer 87 3 or 4 people call

tor details 549-6327

LOOKING FOR 1 or 2 people to sublet 1

bedroom in furnished Puffton apartment

Available Junew 1 to Sepll call Tammy
649-6739

GET iFlN Sunderland" Summer sublet

w/tall option 2 bedrooms 2 bathrooms on
bus route Squire Village 665-3504

2 ROOMS FOR summer sublet lall option

lor 4 Swiss Village call 253^7248

GREAT HOUSE 3 bedrooms 1 1 lall option)

nice furnished house On bus route (near

Brittany) 2 lull baths, kitchen, $230 per per-

son (negotiable) call Ellen or Laura

256 8864

WANTED: FEliJJALE TO share Southwood
townehouse for summer Own bedroom-
furnished 253-3002 eves

AMHERST CENTER SUBLET, summer
with lall lease option, real cheap utilities'

256-1052

WANTED PHOTOS AND recordings of

Hunter S Thompson's speech Will pay
cash lor quality call Mark 323-6044 keep
trying

SUtLfT

SUBLET FOR TWO June 1 665-7526

THE BOSTON GLOBE. IBM. General
Foods and Kenner Parker Toys are just a

tew ol the maiiy opportunities available

through the Co-op Ollice Come in or call

loday 545-2224 your luiure starts here!

LARGE FULLY FURNISHED HOUSE.
Cable 5 bodrooms near bus slop very

clean This house is ideal" Rent negotiable.

Call us" 253-5885

SUMMER SURUT

sLiMMER SUBLET - Brandytwin*
Are you interested please call

Andrea or Sue at 546 8584

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

CASES, PAPERS, DISSERTATIONS.
theses last, accurate, dependable on-

campus. reasorMble 584-7924. Nancy

TYPINa SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING PAPERS, letters

resumes, etc Meticulous proofreading

Editing availabte New IBM typewriter Call

549-0367

SUMMER SUUfT

NORTHAMPTON - W/FALL OPTION •

Newly renovated and clean Spacious
Browstone (Townhouse), 4 BDRM, 1"'?

baths on bus route and 1 block to center

ol town. Call 586 5353

3 BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE apartment

looking lor female subletters lor June

August 400 per month call 549-1449

ONE BEDROOM IN BRITTANY manor
apartment Available June 1 st with fall op-

tion 253-2236

SUMMER SUBLET 3 bedroom apartment

lurnished Ideal location' N Pleasant St

Call lor more info 253-3956

COLONIAL VILLAGE TWO bedroom fur

nished $380 or best offer 256-6250 after six

2 BEDROOM SUBLET in Crestview apts on

bus route Available June-Aug. Call Joan
549-0921

3 BORMS 2 BATHS partially furnished on

bus route ngtble all inclsv 256-1841 Swiss
VIge Fall optn

SPACIOUS 5 BEDROOM townehouse apt.

Squire Village, on bus line, 2 showers, pool,

$166 each, summer sublet w/lall option

6658952

2 BEDROOM S330 with Crown Pt apts

Amherst St right across from Stop S Shop
Sam 256-4293 very spacious lurnished lall

opt

SUMMER SUBLET WITH August rent tree'

2-bedroom 525/month Southwood apts ell

256-6334

CAPE COD RENTAL

WEST YARMOUTH SUMMEfPrenlai.
Segull Beach 253-7436 sleeps three

SUMMER JOBS

UNDERGRADUATE ADMISSIONS
OFFICE seeks enthusiastic UMass May
1 987 graduate or senior lor summer Admis-

sions Assistant position Irom May 26
August 29 Responsibilities include inter

viewing prospective students and conduc
ting campus tours Excellent communica
tion skills leadership experience, and
knowledge ol University required Submit
resume to Karen Copelas, tjndergraduate

Admissions Office 225 Whitmore, by May
4, 1987

SCERA THE STUDENT CENTER lur

Educational Research and Advocacy is hir

ing lor the Fall'" Come work lor an
organization that educates and advocates

on issues ol racism, sexism, homophobia,
anti-semitism. etc . as well as other student

issues like financial aid, child care, and
organizing Work study and non-worK study

available at lOhrs/wk « $3 65/hr All

students, especially ol color and women,
encouraged to apply Graduate position

available on oppression work Applications

avialable at SCERA, 426 Student Union
545-0341 Due 4/22 4 00 PM AA/EEO

ST. JUDE

THANiTyOU AGAIN! Seldom do your

prayers go unanswered. I am very grateful

LOOKING FOR SINGLE

INHOUSE OR APARTMENT lor next year

Summer included Call Giselle at 549-1634
leave message (non-smoking)

NEED 1 ROOMATiS

SPRING FLING

HELP WITH SPRING Fling' Come to Cen-
tral Area Government meetings at 8 (X) on
Tuesdays

SUMMER JOSS

W CAPE COD at Jason s ol Dennisport

Floor and door personnel, barbacks and
waitresses Accepting applications on the

lollowing Saturdays April 18.25 as well as
May 2,9 Interviews will take place from

noon to 3 on those Saturdays at Jasons on
lower county Rd in Dennisport Ma

raR A GOOD TIME CAU

RACK-A-DISC Entertainment Agency
Disc-Jockeys, lights, rentals, and .Mobile
Video Dances! 549-7144

FREE CASH

nYeD money? SPEND all your cas~h on
springbreak? I need your baseball cards

piease help! Call Mike 549-0333

MELISSA SMITN

MELISSAT^EMEMBER HASTA la vista

baby breaking hearts is my claim to tame

LOOKING raR A ROOM?

MASTER BEDROOM FOR rem >n a 3

tjedroom apt n Northwood apts Available

now April Iree 1 43/mo Front ol the bus stop

Call 665-3586 Of 549-2835

GINDV ALERT

SHAMIE: YOU LEFT your Gindy in my
vodka tonic at Barsies on Friday night My
roommate borrowed it, but it you call I can
get It back to you C.H.

AHENTION: NORTHEAST ELECTIONS

NOMINATION PAPERS WILL be available

lor house council & NEAG ollicers Irom

April 20th-25th Nomination papers are

available outside the NEAG office which is

Lewis Basement All papers must t)e return

ed by April 25th by 3 00 in the NEAG office

SUMMER WORK STUDY JOiS

$6.40 AN HOUR start June 1st for 13

weeks n'tion dept ol Public Works Grounds
Maintenance work in Public Works and
recreation as well as one job with engineer-

ing survey team apply at the student

employment olfce 239 A Whitmore Inquire

lor oil campus summer work study
positions

UNIVERSITY WIDE COMMITTEES

POSITIONS ARE AVAILABLE on
Universily-wide committees A great way lo

influence university policies and devetop in

terpersonal communication skills Applica

lions available at 420 or 406E Student

Union Buildmg

CUTIE PIE

STEVBI CmiEN OF T C Surprised? Hap^

py 20th have a great birtfiday! Suzanne

•OOGER

TO BOOGER THE shl-giver at T O we will

get you back Beware

WATERIED raR SALE

QUEEN-SIZE WITH oaK booKcase head-

board only set-up once Includes pedestal,

heater, pad, two sets ol sheets You just

don't know how great it is until you try it'

$150 00 or best offer Call Bill at 584-6619

TO SHARE BRANDYWINE 2 bedroom apt

Lease starts on June Non-smokers,
lemales, no pets Call 549-1634 leave

message.

ROOM IN NOHO NOUtI

SUMMER SUBLET W/FAlL optfonTtanmg
June 15 Great t)edroom in Northampton
house Spacious' 10 minute walk lo town,

right by Smith college, partly lurnished

Rent negotiable Get June 15 till end of

June tree Call 584-0054 ASAP

SPANISH TUTORING A TRANSLATION

HELP WITH GRAMMAR, stones, pronun

cialion 256-1002

PROnSSIONAL TYPING

SPEEDY KEYS'
reliable 256-1002

-FAST, accurate.
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SPORTS

Gorillas plow into fifth in USILA poll
Shake off Yale, 16-8 to remain unbeaten at 5-0; attackmen Carmean and Hiller lead UMass

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

NEW HAVEN, CT - It has been a dif

ficult Spring for the University of

Massachusetts men's lacrosse team, but as

each victim falls at their hands, the

Gorillas' reputation grows.

Wasting Ivy League stalwart Yale, 16-8.

in an ugly display of superiority on Satur

day. the Gorillas forged themselves a fifth-

place seat on the United States Inter

collegiate Lacrosse Association (USILA)

weekly Top 15 poll.

In dropping the Elis, UMass got two goals

and five assists from senior co-captain and

All-America attackman Tom Carmean.

five goals from freshman attack Scott

Hiller and two each from Greg Cannella.

Kellev Carr and Doug Musco.

The win pushed the Gorillas to 5-0 on the

season and left them as one of only three

unbeaten Division I schools along with top-

ranked Maryland. 9-0, and second-ranked

Cornell, 8-0.

"I'm amazed by that because we've only

played five games while others have played

eight, nine or maybe 10 games," UMass

Head Coach Dick Garber said yesterday.

"This is something that has followed us

since December when I went to the na

tjonal meeting and people were coming up

to me and saying, hey I hear you've got a

strong team. That kind of a reputation still

follows us."

But UMass' ranking isn't unexpected.

"That doesn't surprise us. We thought

they would be really good this year," said

former All-World attackman Tim Nelson,

now an assistant at Syracuse. "1 think

number five is realistic for UMass. I think

the only thing that keeps them back is

their schedule. But they're unbeaten, they

deserve that much respect."

But so far. Garber admits that UMass is

still only a reputation while other teams,

like Cornell, Maryland and Navy, have got-

ten to the top with a furious schedule,

something that still lies ahead for the

Gorillas.

"You guys have been sitting on the

sidelines for much of the year. You haven't

gotten into the fray," Yale assistant coach

Jeff Hacker said about the Gorillas yester-

day. "Now you've got to go up against the

big boys."

The Gorillas begin their big-boy schedule

tomorrow at 13th-ranked Harvard (7-2) at

3 p.m. in Cambridge. UMass then travels

to ISth-rankcd Army on Saturday before

USILA
Top 15

Thanks to their 16-8 win

over Yale on Saturday, the

Gorillas improved to 5-0

and jumped from ninth to

fifth in the USILA weekly

poll which includes games
through Saturday. Apr. 16.

Photu by Paul Desmarais

The Gorilla offense found itself bogged down in the first half before exploding for
12 second-half goals to beat Yale, 16-8, in New Haven on Saturday. Above, Robert
Codignotto, a freshman attackman, looks for an opening.

1. Maryland 9-0 150

2. Cornell 8-0 140

3. Navy 8-2 124

4. Syracuse 5-3 111

5. UMass 5-0 108

6. JHU 5-3 105

7. UNC 7-3 85

8. TowsonSt 8-2 65

9. Loyola 7-2 56

10. Duke 10-3 55

11. Brown 8-3 50

12. Penn 7-3 31

13. Harvard 7-2 30

14. Adelphi 4-2 29

15. Armv 6-4 28

returning for its long-awaited home opener
vs. llth-ranked Brown on Tuesday, Apr.

28. UMass then welcomes Dartmouth,
Rutgers and then fourth-ranked Syracuse
on May 8. The postponed game vs. Cornell

has not been rescheduled at this moment.
On Saturday, the Gorillas found out just

how far away from the action the sidelines

really are when they found themselves
down at the half, 5-4. Yale, a team that has
played or scrimmaged nine of this week's

Top 15 teams, hung tough and provided

UMass with a bird's-eye view of the fray.

The Gorillas started slowly, shooting

poorly and committing turnovers on the

soggy field. Cannella passed to Carr to open

the scoring before Yale's Mike Babcock

scored over a fallen Jeff Salanger to make
it 1-1. The Gorillas then moved to 3-1 on

goals by Carr and a no-look rocket by

freshman Scott Hiller with :14 left in the

quarter.

Yale rallied and roared past UMass with

a 4-1 second quarter on goals by Adam
Puritz (five goals on the day), Peter Pace,

Jon Reese and Babcock. Cannella tallied

for UMass.
The third quarter was equally difficult,

but the Gorillas managed to get some

breathing room, outscoring the Elis, 5-1.

UMass got goals by Hiller (2), senior mid-

fielder Neal Cunningham, Musco. and Can-

nella. Puritz scored for Yale.

The Gorillas finally blew it open in the

fourth quarter. After Puritz struck again

to make it 9-7. Musco and then Carmean
responded before Puritz' fifth and Yale's

last closed to 11-8.

Minutemen gain sweep
from rival St. Joseph's
Co-captain Flint shines in 5-2, 14-0 wins

Gazelles split over long weekend;
UMass pounds Yale, loses to UNH

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

PHILADELPHIA, PA - The University

of Massachusetts baseball team is tired of

being rained out. and it showed that

yesterday.

When they were given a chance to play,

the Minutemen used solid pitching and an

explosive offense to sweep a doubleheader

from Atlantic 10 Conference rival St.

Joseph's University, 5-2 and 14 0.

"They were good victories. We had a

tough ride (Sunday), but the team played

well. They were a couple of big wins,"

UMass head coach Dick Bergquist said.

"We're in good shape in the (A 10) con-

ference now."
The two wins boosts the UMass record to

10-7 overall, and a perfect 2-0 in the Atlan-

tic 10. St. Joseph's falls to 8-20 overall.

"Today was a big lift for the team. We
were up for the Rhode Island series (which

w£is rained out this past weekend) and then

those got cancelled. We had to have the.se

two," senior co-captain Sean Flint said.

The Minutemen will get another chance

to beat St. Joseph's today when the teams

play another A-10 doubleheader. schedul-

ed to begin at noon. Ken Greer, Dimitri

Yavis, Jeff Richardson and Mike Owens
should all see action on the mound
The starters in yesterday's games, Dave

Telgheder and Steve Allen, each went six

innings to get the victories. Telgheder re-

mains unbeaten at 3-0 while Allen improv-

ed to 2-1 on the year.

"We hit the ball well, and Allen hung in

there. Telgheder lost some stuff early, but

did what he had to do, " Bergquist said.

But the pair also got a little help from

Flint, who was 5for-7 with seven RBI's on

the day. Hint also got his fifth and sixth

home runs of the year.

"Ever since we played Hartford (April 9),

I've had a quick bat and I've been seeing

the ball well. I've also been swinging at

good pitches. At the beginning of the

season, I went after the first pitch too many
times," Flint said.

In yesterday's opener, Flint gave UMass
the lead for good with a two-run homer in

the fourth inning to put the Minutemen up

3-2. Steve Kern drove in a run with a

sacrifice fly and Mike Owens added a solo

homer in the sixth for the last two runs.

Telgheder struck out seven and walked

four before Don Strange came on in relief

and pitched a perfect final inning for the

save.

In the second game, Flint got a lot of help

from his teammates on offense. Senior co-

captain Jay Zerner, who went 4-for-7 on the

day, bunted his way on in the first inning

and eventually scored the first run. After

a lone run in the second, the Minutemen
continutd on page 15

By JIM CLARK and

LINDA DELIVOKIAS
Collegian Staff

The seventh-ranked
University of

Massachusetts women's
lacrosse team, coming off a

tough 5-4 loss to the

University of New Hamp-
shire on Saturday, surviv-

ed a lackadaisical first half

performance to beat Yale

University, 11-6, yesterday

at Totman Field.

The Gazelles found

themselves down 5-2 early

in the first half, as the Elis

controlled the game in the

UMass end. However, a

change of goaltenders.

defensive assignments,
and a little shot of

adrenaline provided the

surge for a stronger second

half.

With UMass down 5-2

with 10:09 to play in the

first half. Coach Pam Hix-

on sent in Lynn Carlson to

replace starting goalie

Pam Stone, and switched

junior defender Amy
Robertson to shadow high-

.scoring Hannah Reeves,

who had already scored

three goals.

As a result, the Gazelles,

5-4 with the weekend split,

stone-walled the Yale at-

tack, and turned up the

gears on their offensive

end. Three straight goals,

one by Becky Bekampis
and two by Cathy
Fuh.-man (four on the day)

drew UMass to a 5-5

deadlock, before a Yale
goal made it 6-5 at the

half.

Hixon said she was look-

ing for a quick start in the

second half, hoping to get

at least the first three

goals. She got more. Six, in

fact, as Yale never
threatened again.

Senior Lisa Griswold,

who had been absent in the

first half attack, found a

streaking Fuhrman for an
easy goal just 11 seconds

continued on f^Htgp 14

Softball goes 1-3 over weekend
Falls to 3-3 in A-10
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

NEW BRUNSWICK, N.J - After drop-

ping the first game 1-0, the University of

Massachusetts .softball team kept their

Atlantic 10 title hopes alive by capturing

the second game of its doubleheader with
Rutgers University, 4-1 here yesterday.

The split gives the Minutcwomen a 21-1

1

overall mark, and more importantly, a 4-4

conference record.

On Sattu-day, the Minutewomen dropped

a doubleheader to A-10 rival Penn State.

UMass fell, 4-2 and 1-0 at Totman Field.

"I haven't thought about winning the

regular season title. But we have to take

two games from URI if we expect to be in

the A-10 tournament," UMass head coach

Elaine Sortino said.

Yesterday. UMass continued to fail to

take advantage of scoring opportunities.

Rutgers committed four enors in the first

game but the hybernating Minutewoman
offense proved the errors meaningless

continued on page 14
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Protesters upset by chancellor's decision

Administration: recruiting

policy will not change
By KARL ROOKEY
Collegian Staff

Students who participated in anti-CIA
ptiitt'^ts at the University of Massachusetts
at Amherst said they were disappointed

with the r-'sults- of an unscheduled meeting
yesterday with the chancellor of the

University.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey said the

policy concerning CIA recruiting on cam-
pus would not change, despite a six-person

jury having acquited 15 CIA protesters who
were arrested on campus.
"The [Northampton] trial results may in-

fluence the Faculty Senate and Board of

Trustees in deciding on a policy concern-

ing the CIA," he said. "As it stands, I don't

think the trial has any implications on the

way the University handles business."

Jeanne Hopkins Stover, Director of the

Office of Public Information, said, "an ad
hoc Faculty Senate Committee is review-

ing the policy and the final recommenda-
tions of the group are expected before the

end of the semester." The recommendation,
will be forwarded to the Board of Trustees

for their possible consideration, she said.

Members of the Radical Student Union
and the CIA On Trial Project have plar.n

ed M rally and protest march to be held to

(la> at noon in front of the Student Union.

Debi Cohen, one of the protestor- ar

rested last November and an organ izi-r ot

the rally, said the rally would have several

speakers, including students involved in

the Northampton trial, faculty members
and Steve O'Hallarin, who worked on the

trial.

Duffey said that the CIA would not

return to campus for two years if the cur-

rent schedule is followed, leaving plenty of

time to consider other possibilities.

Rachel Kotman, the coordinator of the

CIA On Trial Project, said, "we will con-

tinue to [protest] until the CIA is banned
from campus, or until they act in accor-

dance with national and international

law."

Cohen said, "there is a possibility that

there will be arrests tommorrow. The ral-

ly itself will be really short, about half an
hour, and then we will march to Whit-

niore. amtinned un page 4

Gay youth week to he held
By MEG KROEPLIN
Collegian Staff

The first National Gay Youth Awareness
Week will be observed across the country

this week in an effort to alleviate some of

the suffering of one of the most oppressed

gi'oups in the United States.

It is estimated that 10 to 20 percent of

the general population is gay or lesbian. An
even larger number is estimated as bisex-

ual. Groups working with sexual

minorities have documented that gay, les-

bian and bisexual youths face isolation

from peers, parents and significant others.

The annual National Gay Youth
Awareness week was introduced by the Na-

tional Gay Alliance for Young Adults, Inc.

in Dallas, Texas.

Some of these teens suffer ridicule,

harassment and physical harm. When
parents find out about their son or

daughter's sexual orientation, the child

may be kicked out of their homes, forced

to undergo psychiatric treatment, or

treated as a maladapted member of the

family. At school, the child is sometimes

threatened with everyone finding out.

The rate of suicide among this group is

about three times higher than in the

general population.

Across the country, agencies, groups and

individuals are implementing services and

support to alleviate much of the suffering

this population faces and to help these

youths gain a more positive image of

themselves.

CollrK<»n photo by David Shimkua

Rev. Jesse Jackson speaks at the Fine Arts Center yesterday.

Jackson enters
presidential race

By KATHRYN KIRBY
Collegian Staff

The Rev. Jesse Jackson announced his

candidacy for the democratic nomination

in the 1988 presidential race during a

.speech at the University of Massachusetts

yesterday.

He said this generation must not go

backwards. "We must not let the dream-

busters set the agenda for our day. It is

not enough to be strong; America has

enough .strong people. We must get good

people." Jackson told about 2,000 people

in the Fine Arts Center.

"Even at the hour of our challenge, it's

not enough to look good and feel good; we
must do good. To do good is to act and not

faint in the day of adversity," he said.

"Doing good is our hope and somehow
good cannot be buried. In our efforts to do

right, those who have a quest for thirst

and healing, no jail cell can contain them,

no brave god can hold them for long. !f we
do good, in the end we will prevail," he

said.

Jackson said that over the last seven

years under the Reagan Administration

we have lost 10.3 million jobs. Jackson

said we did not lose our standard of liv-

ing not because of each other, but because

of militant many acts.

According to Jackson, our money m the

government is going to big corporations

and to defense. As a result people are

continui-d on page 3
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HIGH LIVING — Mt. Holyoke College senior Megan Van Frank sits outside on the upper
deck of the college's amphitheatre.

Survey claims that

students need more
AIDS information
By JOHN FERRO
Collegian Correspondent

A random poll taken Friday in the Campus Center

surveyed student responses to a Collegian article that said

as many as 900 University of Massachusetts students may
be AIDS carriers.

Sixteen students, nine women and seven men, were ask-

ed to respond to the article and if the statistics would

change their sexual habits. They were also asked if more

AIDS information i> needed on campus.

"It is a very sciiuus problem. I wasn't sure just how
serious it was," sani .senior political science major Therese

O'Brian.

Most students .said AIDS wa.s .i .mrious prnhlem and
some wei-e shocked by the statistics, "^'ou inst ran t know
who h;i.s it and who doesn't," said graduate <iuder»t Ed
Sunshine
UMass graduate and re.search lah technician Anne

Mayi t -,iid, "it is a si^mi of tin- limes that the virus is

spreading."

Senior political science major Randy Nevi-loff questioned

the validity of the statistics. "These figures are exag-

gerated. It goes the same lines as the article that came
out a year ago saying one third of the student body was
carrying syphilis."

When asked if the statistics would change their sexual

habits three said no, five said yes, two said that the

statistics would make them think and six said that they

viindnucd tin page 4
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Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-5141

HIMLRWWWm

"Spring In" to Delano's

DRINK OF THE WEEK: Vikin Fjord Tonic - $1.75

BEER OF THE MONTH - Som Adorns - $1.25 I

y.i.^R-.i.R.i.R.L.'^JJi'.l.'m.f^^

NOW
IN OUR
13th

YEAR

PROFESSIONAL SECRETARIAL SERVICE

AMHERST CREAMERY OFFICE BUILDING

150 Fearing St, Amherst, MA
Telephone: (413) 549-2686

MANUSCRIPTS - A SPECIALTY
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Five College Students Hall Puce Tickets available at

Fine Arts Center Box Ottice Call(4 1 J)b45 251 1

I

RESUME PLANNING & TYPING

THESES AND DISSERTATIONS
i

^unan garden

MANOARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

"The BEST Chinese Food"

WE DELIVER!
We'll deliver an order of 45°" or more to your

house in Amherst for only '2°°.

Luncheon
Special

$025
from iH^
served 11 a.ni.-3 p.m.

10 Belchertown Rd. at Rt. 9
Amherst 2560252

New Buffet &
Sunday Brunch

All you can eat

SC755
Buffet served 5-8 Mon.-Thurs.

Brunch Served Sundays
11:30-3 p.m.

RESIDENCE HALL CONTRACT
SIGNING INFORMATION

Important, Please Read Carefully

The University requires all students living

in the residence halls for the Fall 1987

semester to sign a 1987-88 Residence Hall

Contract Card. Any student wishing to live

in the residence halls again for next fall

should be aware of the following:

* *

• •
Contracts and Contract Cards will be

mailed to you in your residence hall on or

about April 21.

* *
Contract Cards must be completed,

signed and returned to the Housing Assign-

ment Office, 235 Whitmore, no later than

Friday, May 22, 1987.

Assignments will be cancelled for any

student failing to return a signed Contract

by May 22, 1987.

** Students returning Contract Cards will

receive a "Contract Receipt". Keep this

receipt for your records. It is strongly

recommended that students NOT return

Contract Cards by Mail.

If you still have questions about Contract

Signing procedures, call or stop by the

Housing Assignment Office, 235 Whitmore

(545-2100). Thank you.

Police find
knife used
on car tires
By ELLEN M. NOLAN
Collegian StafT

Police recovered a knife at 2 p.m. Fi'iday

that they believe was used to slash the tires

of three cars that were parked in P lot.

University of Massachusetts police said.

The same damage was reported on all the

cars, a 1980 Chevrolet, a 1977 Chevrolet
and a 1977 Honda, at 4:30 a.m. Friday,

police said.

In other police reports;

• A "suspicious" fire was reported at

3:15 a.m. Friday from Marston Hall after

a male staff member noticed smoke com-

ing our of an office and put out the fire,

police said.

A billboard and some files were

destroyed, police said.

• Washington Tower residential staff re-

quested police assistance to stop a party at

9:10 p.m. Thursday, police said.

A half keg of beer was confiscated

because all members were underaged and

no one claimed ownership, police said.

Several hours before, police had con-

fiscated marijuana paraphernalia and beer

JUST HANGIN' OUT — Enjoying the warm weather, a Northampton
on his second floor window sill overlooking Main Street.

ColivKiRn photo by David ShimkuM

resident reads a newspaper sitting

from a party that took place in his Brown
House room, police said.

• A male student was placed in protec-

tive custody at 4:05 a.m. Friday after com-

ing to the UMass police station intoxicated,

police said.

• A 25-year-old Wobum man was ar-

rested at 6:15 p.m.

Friday by Lexington police on a motor vehi-

cle violations warrant issued by UMass
police, police said.

• Police recovered a stolen car and the

property within it at 2:10 a.m. Sunday after

patrolling the parking lot on Stadium

Road, police said.

• A 15-year-old Hadley boy reported his

10 speed bicycle stolen at 6:45 p.m. Mon-

day after he came to the UMass campus to

fish, police said.

• A 20-year-old Boston man was arrested

at 2:50 a.m. Sunday on a UMass warrant

for being underaged in possession of

alcohol, police said.

• Collegian staff members reported an-

noying telephone calls that were tying up
all the lines at 10 p.m. Monday, police said.

The Collegian believes it was computer

.sabotage, the use of computers to repeated-

ly dial all lines.

Graduate senate proposes
by-law amendment for elections

By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

As a result of problems with elections

for officers and Arts Council represen-

tatives in the past, an amendment to the

by-laws of the University of

Massachusetts Graduate Student Senate

was introduced at last night's meeting.

The proposed amendment requires a

run-off election in "the case of a tie. The
election will be held at the next schedul-

ed senate meeting where only senators

may vote.

Tonight marked the opening of nomina-

tions for the executive officers and Arts

Council representatives. Nominations

will be open for two weeks.

During last year's election, there was a

tie for an office, Dave Gobran, chairman

of the Legal Services Office Commission,

said. The position was voted on three

times because of the present by-law that

calls for another general election after

each tie.

A second proposed amendment to the

by-laws requires the vice president to

assume the presidency in case of extend-

ed absence or disability of the president.

The current by-law reads that the vice

president will "act in behalfof but not suc-

ceed" the president.

According to the GSS Constitution,

voting on the amendments is automatical-

ly held until the next meeting.

Graduate Senate President George
Claxton reported on meeting with state

Rep. Stan Rosenberg to discuss getting a

graduate student representative on the

Board ofTrustees. Both student represen-

tatives are undergraduates; one is from

the Amherst campus and the other is from

the Boston campus
Gobran then gave a report on the LSO

Commission report, which the commis-

sion spent six months writing. The report

recommended that the LSO be removed

from under the supervision of the Student

Activity Office. Copies of that report are

available in the LSO and graduate senate

office.

Area refugees celebrate
Cambodian New Year
By LEAH MELNICK
Special to the Collegian

As part of the Cambodian New Year,

Cambodian refugees from the Amherst,
Northampton, Holyoke and Greenfield

areas gathered at the University of

Massachusetts this past weekend to

celebrate their holiday.

Approximately 200 people went to the

Campus Center to give offerings, receive

blessings from three monks, eat Cambo-
dian food and dance to traditional and

modern music from a Cambodian rock

group. The Orphans. Thirteen of the

refugees were UMass students.

"The importance of the New Year to

Cambodian people is to thank Buddha for

the good things that happened over the

past year and to wish for good luck in the

coming year. Traditionally it is a time for

people to come together, meet new people,

play traditional games, eat special foods

and to party," said UMass sophomore

Boreth Sun.

In Cambodia, he said, the New Year is

when parents give their children gifts and

young men and women often meet their

future spouses, making it a favorite holi-

day for everyone. Preparation and celebra-

tions usually last throughtout April; the 13

to 15 being the most important days.

Cambodian refugees living in the United

States have had to make some changes in

the traditional New Year's celebration.

The ceremony in the United States usual-

ly lasts one full day and includes fewer

traditional games and festivities.

Despite the changes, the significance of

the refugees' ability to celebrate their

traditional holiday is even more pronounc-

ed in this country. Many of the members

of the Cambodian community express mix-

ed feelings of happiness and sadness dur-

ing this time, since the New Year often

evokes memorie.s of their homeland.

"The celebration at UMass gives us a

chance to come together as a community.

It is an important part of keeping our Cam-

bodian culture and identity alive in the

United States," Sun said.

Pop music endangers society • Jackson

By JULIE ANN AGOSTO
Collegian Correspondent

Pop music portrays women as weak, en-

courages teenage sex and is a rip-off of

black culture, said a performing artist in

a lecture Monday night at Amherst

College.

Speaking to a crowd of about 25 people,

writer, producer and performer Alix

Dobkin said that pop music pressures

young adults into sex and violence.

Dobkin, who has been in the music

business for more than 20 years, said that

she is disturbed by the sexism and violent

messages of rock-and-roll music, and how

so many people miss or ignore them.

"Today's popular music is so persuasive

that it is impossible to avoid exposure to

it. Through the music and lyrics, much of

the top 40 graphically alienates reality,"

Dobkin said.

Songs create a climate where there are

"tremendous pressure for women to deliver

sex and for men to expect that,"she said.

Dobkin said that teenage pregnancy

doubled between 1971 and 1979. "Rock and

roll tells of sex but not about the risks of

it," she said. Pop music is for young peo-

ple who sometimes don't understand reali-

ty, she said.

Dobkin said it is easy to make connec-

tions between lyrics and facts. As an exam-

ple she cited women who are attacked by

husbands and live-in lovers accounting for

iryuries requiring medical assistance more

than any other kind of accident. According

to Boston Hospital, 30 percent of women
are battered. 28 million women each year

are beaten by their husbands or boyfriends,

one in three women in this country is raped

once in her lifetime and one in four is sex-

ually abu.sed [88 percent by a male

relative].

"This music encourages men to dominate

and beat up women. People are taught that

dominance is a man's right," she said.

Dobkin said rock and roll is a rip-off of

black culture, and black performers are

portrayed as more violent, uncivilized and

more sexual than white people.

Dobkin played excerpts from about 50

pop music songs with explicitly or implicit-

ly sexist themes. She called the Police's

"Every Breath You Take" a scary song,

prompting harassment, and "Don't Stop

Me Now" by the Doobie Brothers, a rape

song. She said the Pointer Sisters' "Fire,"

is a song about how woman shouldn't be

trusted.

She said most songs protray women as

being weak or passive, and as sex objects.

She showed slides of album covers that

featured women in demeaning and

vulnerable positions that are highly offen-

sive. "Women are presented as a super-

ficial part of body," she said.

"I'm not advocating censorship. It's a

question of education. I'm just asking you

to think about what you're listening to and

then think whatever you want," she said.

continued from page I

replaced with computer chips, he said.

"Our generation must set the agenda,"

Jackson said. "We must choose our

priorities for our day."

In an attempt to bring America together,

we are going to have to make a fundamen-

tal shift from racial battleground to

economic common ground, Jackson said.

said.

America is a great nation and a strong

nation, Jackson said. America is like a

quilt with many patches, many pieces,

many colors, many sizes and different tex-

tures bound by a common thread, he said.

Jackson said that Americans have focus-

ed on the wrong agenda. "The reason why

"Doing good is our hope and somehow good cannot be buried. In

our efforts to do right, those who have a quest for thirst and healing,

no jail cell can contain them, no brave god can hold them for long.

If we do good, in the end we will prevail.
"

_ Rev. Jesse Jackson

Jackson gave a chronological view of civil

rights history, starting with Rosa Parks,

a black women who refused to give her seat

on a bus to a white person. Her action

sparked a freedom movement that has

lasted until a recent anti-racism march

took place in Forsyth County, Ga.

Jackson said that "Parks made a judge-

ment to walk in dignity rather than ride

in shame."

"Most people in the world are yellow,

brown and black, non-Christian, young,

female and poor, and don't speak English,"

Jackson said. That is the real world, he

we should not over-focus on the Howard

Beach incident, or Forsyth County, Ga., or

some mean act on this campus is because

that's not the site of this year's fight,"

Jackson said.

"If we must fight let us march 10,000

strong at some shipyard where goods made

with slave labor undercut organizations in

this country. If we must fight, let us fight

the site of some drug exchange . If we must

fight let us fight at the site of some farms*

foreclosures and save their farm and save

their ranch and give them a chance to

rebuild their lives," he said.
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• recruiting

vontiniu'd from page 1

"We're protesting because

the CIA is in violation of na-

tional and international

law," she said. "It's sad that

a supposedly progressive

school would continue

(allowing CIA recruitment!

after they were found

morally guilty."

Duffey said, "the problem

of the CIA is a part of a

larger problem in the White

House and the National

Security Council. They
should not be protesting the

actions of the CLA, it ought

to be the actions of the US
government." He said that

the banning of the CIA was

not a decision that he had

the power to make on his

own.

Larceny warrant sought
Man cashed stolen checks in four states

By EDWARD SYRON
Collegian Staff

Amherst police are seeking a warrant

for larceny in a building for a 43-year-old

male who has cashed more than $2,000

worth of checks stolen from an Amherst

College student's room earlier this

semester. Amherst police said.

The checks were cashed in the state of

New York by a man, formerly from the

Athol area, who is known by police for

similar crimes in other college com-

munities around Massachusetts, Con-

neticut, New Hampshire and Vermont,

police said.

In other reports:

• A Brittany Manor Apartment was

robbed of $1,050 worth of merchandise in-

cluding a video cassette recorder, a tape

deck, an equalizer and tennis racket

sometime between the evening of Satur-

day and Monday while the residents were

home for Easter, police said.

• A three-speed Univega bicycle was

reported stolen from a Rolling Green

Apartment at 8:33 a.m. Monday, police

said.

• Two intoxicated 16-year-old Amherst

girls were taken to Cooley Dickinson

Hospital after riding double and crashing

on a 10 speed bicycle and suffering lacera-

tions at 10:53 p.m. Monday on Montague

road, police said.

• A Ford Torino stolen form Springfield

this past January was recovored in a

parking lot at Southwood Apartments at

8:38 a.m. Monday, police said.

• A Leverett woman was cited for leav-

ing the scene of a property damage acci-

dent which occured at 11:42 a.m. Satur-

day in the Hampshire National Bank

parking lot on Triangle Street, police said.

• AIDS
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were monogamous or married and that AIDS didn't af-

fect them.

One married student said that if she were single again

she wouldn't act the way she did before. A sophomore, who

asked not to be named, said his sexual habits wouldn't

change because he has always used condoms.

For some, however, habits have changed. "I am much

more cautious about my partner and protection," said one

student.

Fifteen of the 16 students said more AIDS information

is needed on campus. Freshman Stuart Darrer said no

"because people know about AIDS. They know that AIDS

kills."

Junior Jim Hoye said that more information would be

more effective. "However, I doubt that will change the

amount of people having intercourse on this campus.

When you are 18, you are invincible," he said.

Most responded, as did junior communications major

Amy Burrel, that there needs to be continuous research

and more visible forms of information available.

Writing A Paper? Need Help?

COME TO THE WRITING CENTER
Pierpont (SW) Mon & Wed

Baker (Central) Mon, Tues, Thurs

Cashin (Sylvan) Tues & Thurs

DROP IN • CONFIDENTIAL • FREE

WANTED: DEDicated & ALIVE
To the possibilities of a challenging

summer in coed residential camp
for disadvantaged, abused, or

neglected children.

NEEDED: * UNIT LDRS * CNSLRS * NURSES *

Write: Letter & Resume to Horizons For Youth

121 Lakeview St., Sharon, MA 02067

SMITH COLLEGE REC. COUNCIL
PRESENTS:

REDEMPTION POSSE
A Jamaican Reggae Band

with special guests

BIM SKALA BIM

Smith College

Davis Lawn
Satttrday. April 25, 1987^

2 PM
FREE • FREE • FREE • FREE • FREE

TOP of the
CAMPUS Restaurant

FINE DINING
FRIENDLY SERVICE
SPECTACULAR VIFVV

OPEN DURING ACADEMIC YEAR
Lunch: Monday-Friday 11:30 am-2:00 pm

Dinner: Tuesday-Saturday 5:00 pm-9:30 pm

tor RrsiTsatmns ValidtJtod I'lirking

llth FLOOR CAMPUS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

AT AMHERST

IF YOU WANT TO PUSH
PEOPLE AROUND AND

BECOME UNPOPULAR DON'T
APPLY FOR THESE JOBS

However if you wont to gain experience, moke a

little money, and have some fua why not become
a coordinator for the Board of Governor's next year?

Applications available all this week at our table out-

side the mini-store and in the Board office.

Some summer positions open.

Deadline is April 30.

Minorities and women encouraged to apply.

An EO/AA employer.

Free

LIFETIME

MEMBERSHIP

When you rent 2 movies
at regular price. $2.00

Limit, one coupon per visif

or
Use one coupon for

$1.00 off regular

movie rental price.

Expires April 30

Sounds Easy VIDEO
Family entertalnnr^ent and atmosphere

SOUNDS EASY,

^^
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6 University Drive
Newmarket Center
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(Next to Louis' Fine Foods)
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ncies

2654 Venereal
\A/arts

0«ECT0BVFOB.CO«PU

ServlceTof the Dean of Students Office^- 227 Whltmore

IN CELEBRATION Of OUR

GRAND OPENING
WE INVITE YOU TO DEDUCT

20% GEE OUR ENTIRE SELECTION

OE HOT SUMMER FASHIONS.

GUESS BONGO
OCEAN PACIFIC

SURF FETISH

CATALINA

20% OFF ENTIRE PURCHASE
with this coupon

effective Thurs 4/23 - Sun 4/27

Hampshire Mall Only

Saturday 10:00 - 9:30 • Sunday 12-5
Phone: 586-3608
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Letters

Stand firm on agency
The Radical Student Union's attempt to ban the CIA

from recruiting on campus is an attempted coup. It is an

attempt by a few to establish power for themselves and

have their views forced down the throat of the Universi-

ty community. The administration's stand against the

radical community and for freedom of choice is commen-

dable. They should not give in now.

Unlike some would like to believe, the CIA was not "put

on trial." They were found guilty of nothing. However,

the CIA does go on trial every day, by United States

Senators and congressmen in secret intelligence commit-

tees. If the CIA is "out of control" Senator David Boren,

D-Okla., and the rest of the intelligence committee would

move to control them. If anyone is out of control it is the

Radical Student Union and their attempt to run Amencan

foreign policy from the fourth floor of the Student Union

Building.

Yesterday, Joe Rubin, who is getting University credit

for his protesting, wrote, "We are part of an institution

that is supposedly dedicated to higher learning and the

quest for truth." I agree, but who is going to define the

truth? Would-be book-burners who believe that students

are too stupid decide for themselves where they want to

work?
/. u

I must ask. what would your reaction be if a nght-wmg

student group sat in University Health Services and

disrupted business for the day because they felt that abor

tion is murder and babies were being killed on campus"?

I'm sure you would stand up for "freedom of choice."

Working and interviewing for the CIA is no different; you

must be "pro-choice."

Students are tired of seeing the government of the

United States compared to the Mafia, the Ku Klux Klan

and the KGB. We want justice, we want freedom of choice,

we want the CLA on campus.

The University has to "stand for something." It has to

stand for opportunity, freedom, national security, and it

must respect students as mature individuals who are

capable of making up their own minds. The RSU must

not be allowed to dictate University policy. Students come

to school to learn to make their own decisions, not to be

forced to live by the decisions of others. For members ot

the RSU to "know the truth" is presumptuous and wrong

If the University gives in and bans the CIA. who wUl

suffer? It will be the students who attend UMass. The ad-

ministration must not allow this University to becoma

paternalistic by spoon-feeding ideology and expecting that

all students will complacently assent. They should respect

the students and allow them to grow as responsible

citizens by leaving the decision to support the CIA to each

one of them. ... j ,.

The administration must stand tall; the students are

behind them on this one. Keep the CIA.

Tony Rudy is a UMass student

Protesters supported
We the undersigned of the Faculty/Staff Committee for

Human Rights and a Responsible University agree with

Chancellor Duffey's statement in the Campus Chronic e

of April 3 that there are times when the university should

take a political stand, particularly when, as he says, the

very integiity of the university, of its educational purpose

or its preservation, is at stake." We strongly believe that

the illegal and immoral actions of the CIA continue to

violate both the educational purposes and the preserva-

tion of the university as an autonomous institution

dedicated to the free pursuit of knowledge.

The illegalities of the CIA, particularly its massive viola-

tions of human rights, are reasons against allowing them

recruiting facilities on campus that are on a par with the

moral arguments for divestiture of university investments

in South Africa (the chancellor's own example of a case

where universities have felt compelled to take a political

stand).
, , ^. . .

We therefore support continued demonstrations against

the CIA on campus, including the demonstration plann-

ed for tomorrow by members of the university communi-

MakeMoney
Hand Over Fist

If you know your way around a keyboard-typewriter, word processor or computer-

we know a way to make your knowledge pay off this summer.

)ust register with us at Kelly Services."

V\/e\e got the kind of summer jobs you'll love to get your hands on.

Choose your own assignments. Work as much as you want. Or as little as

you need.

And if you're not a keyboard wizard, there's still plenty of work to go around.

Receptionist. RIe Clerk. Accounting Clerk. Product Demonstrator Stock Handler

Check tiie white pages for your nearest Kelly office. It doesn't cost you a

thing to register And chances are we can help you make the coming summer

months everything you want them to t>e. X'l IXI 1??^ ^i...

Richly rewarding. KLLJ ^^
S ER VICE S

us to»»qu<i«»ll»()pl«.»ntMDi»w» prod drienotyindiuhl »>««»* IB Ihe OS
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tv We urge Chancellor DufTey to reconsider his position

in light of the recent trial and "not guilty" verdict of the

CIA protesters on a necessity defense.

Ann Ferguson. Robert Paul Wolff, John BrentUnger,

Philosophy; Sandi Morgan, Karen Lederer, Arlene

Avakian, Women's Studies; Samuel Bowles, Richard

Edwards. Economics; Tom Roeper, Unguistics;

Robert Friderich, Education; Kathy Peiss, Joyce A.

Berkman, Carlin Barton, History; Robert Paynter,

John W. Cole, Anthropology; W.R. Thompson,

University Library; Sara Lennox, German/STPEC;

Helen Johnson, STPEC; Ketu Katrak, English;

Death not for his sins
"Jesus died for somebody's sins but not mine!" is a Pat-

tie Smith lyric, and my response to Rusty Denton's April

4 "Passover shows need for humility" column. Those m-

dividuals who actually killed Jesus and those who through

inaction allowed his murder to take place are the real

sinners. .... r

Denton exclaims that the Bible teaches that except for

God's provision of a scapegoat (Jesus), we would all cer-

tainly go to hell." and "that's a lesson America needs to

learn." Poppycock. No matter how beautUul and valuable

I find the words of Jesus. I i='-'e no correlation between his

murder 1,954 years ago an any sins I may be guilty of

today. How can one man's (or God's ) death nullify

humanity's sins or exenipt us from retribution?

Actually, I am worried that in spite of Jesus' terrible

death, I may end up in hell for not doing more as an

American citizen to prevent the terrorism of the CIA. our

well-paid creator of hell on earth.

James Karis
Amherst

The Collegian accepts letters and columns from the

UMass community for possible publication All submissions

must be typed, double-spaced and include the author'n

name, address and phone number for verification. Set

margins at 10 and 77.^

9 AM • 2 PM

EARLY BIRD
SPECIAL
$2 OFF

Shampoo, Cut & Dry

Styles By Deborah
65 University Drive • 549-5610

with this coupon , expires 4/30/87

RESEARCH
INTERVIEWERS
Interesting, part-time telephone assignments to collect

data on a variety of health issues research topics.

Absolutely no selling involved. Hours are from 5-

10pm, Sunday through Friday and Saturday from

I0am-3pm You may cnoose whichever shifts you

want to work, as long as you work 4 shifts a week (20

hours) minimum Start at $4 25 per hour with paid^

training and move up to $4 50 an hour after you have

worked 1 00 hours We are located at fvlountam Farms
fvlall which IS a stOD on the free bus line.

Call 586-8635 or 586-8636

between 4 PM & 10 PM

ABT ASSOCIATES
TELEPHONE RESEARCH CENTER

Mountain Farms Mall, Rt. 9. Hadley, MA 01035

An Egoai OpporJuf.ty Employer

|§liEpHSI\i'%

rJAFEJ i
4/23 THURSDAY
The Paraihs

4/24 FRIDAY
Liquid Lesson

4/25 SATURDAY
The Malarlans

4/27 MONDAY
Ken Johnson & Co.

4/28 TUESDAY
Ken Johnson and Co.

24 Pleasant St. Northampton • 586-4258_
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A few simple requests of life

Before I graduate from this fine learning

institution there are a few things I'd like

to do that I just haven't gotten around to

quite yet. Not exactly culturally enriching

activities like joining the Peace Corps or

seeing the Grateful Dead, but just little

ing forward and watching with pretended

interest as those inane numbers light up.

I want to attend a wild party in Sylvan

residential area (OK, that's not realistic,

but I can dream).

I want to open a letter from the phone

things that would be personally satisfying company that reads "Dear Resident, ap

to me. I guess I'd just like to see the little

guy (that's me) come out on top once in a

while, and maybe see a few norms around

here get turned upside down. Call me a

dreamer if you please, but I'll just turn up

my Sony Walkman and keep on dreaming.

I've always found it helps to get down all

your dreams and wishes and goals on paper

so you can remember them after they have

become reality, and I'm conceited enough

to think you'll enjoy reading about my own

parently we overcharged you in last

month's bill. Enclosed is a check for $25.79.

We apologize for any inconvenience this er-

ror may have caused."

Someday I'd like to follow my an-

thropology professor home and peek

through his dining room window to see if

his wife falls asleep while he speaks dur-

ing dinner.

I would love to go to a fraternity party

and be allowed to go in for a dollar without

particular fantasies. So here's what I'd like waiting in line and watch the girls wait toi

lo do, see and hear before I graduate. ^ - - *^" -'- -'
^
'^''^ "«^ «^^« ^ilh

Jon Z. Bowser
First and foremost, for personal reasons,

I'd like to rent a big tow truck and tow a

North Amherst Towing Inc. tow truck to

my house and charge the company $40 in

cash to get it back.

I'd like to buy a raffle ticket from any

sports team or special interest group and

actually win something. I'm not particular

— a pack of sugarless gum will suffice.

I want to get on a crowded elevator and

stand facing the back wall instead of fac-

an hour in the raiii and then pay five bills

to get in.

I want to meet, in person, anyone who

really won the Publisher's Clearing House

grand prize. Those people on TV that say

"I didn't think I could win but I did" are

really actors and actresses, ugly actors and

actresses so we think the whole deal is

legit.

I want to walk into a crowded lecture hall

late to find, to my delight, that everyone

sat in the middle seats first, leaving plen-

ty of end seats for us late arrivals.

I want to make it through a complete

semester without sleeping through an 8

a.m. class.
,r r?

I would be very pleased with myself if 1

could spend four hours in the library

without dozing off for 30 percent of the

time.
,

.

I'd like to blow off all my classes for a

sunshiny and balmy week and lie by the

campus pond communing with nature and

finding my true self. On the other hand. I'd

like to spend Friday afternoon doing all my

homework instead of postponing it all un-

til 10 p.m. Sunday night

I'd love to wear a pair of white pants to

a party and last the entire evening without

some drunken or excited fool spilling beer

or pizza on them.

I'd like to find a $5 bill on my way to the

Student Credit Union to withdraw my last

five dollars.

Lastly. I want to come home from a hard

day of classes to find my roommate has

made my bed and cleaned the room (hint

hint).

Jon Z. Bowser is a Collegian columnist

siana lacin^ me uav-n. *vaii 11,^,^,--^^ ". •"-

Valley market vulnerable
One of the real aggravations of rent

(aside from the fact that it goes up every

year) is that it's like pouring money down

the drain: there's nothing to show for it

when the lease is up. For that reason I've

been watching the local housing market for

quite some time. I'm not any closer to buy-

ing a house, but it's been a home-grown

lesson in economics.

Rusty Denton

Until five or six years ago, the Pioneer

Valley was deadlocked in a recession. None

of the locals were especially wealthy to

begin with, and the high interest rates (20

percent annually) further discouraged

potential buyers from taking on a mor-

tgage. Had they only known, that was the

perfect time to buy a house. Because there

were so few buyers, homeowners who

wanted to sell were willing to accept low

offers, and buyers could have refinanced

their homes at lower interest rates later.

Since that time, real estate prices have

at least doubled, and anything with a roof

and a commode is being peddled as prime

real estate. What happened was that in-

terest rates for mortgages fell dramatical-

ly All the potential buyers who had been

put off by high interest flooded the market,

and since those buyers were competing

with each other, sellers could demand a

high price and get it.

This was compounded by a growing

population of professional workers, who

have more money to spend, and by towns

like Amherst which imposed moratoriums

on building new homes to prevent ur-

banization. A number of speculators

jumped in to buy up available real estate,

knowing that they'd get a premium price

for it with or without a moratorium. That^s

where the situation is today. It has reach^

ed the point where buyers who can t aflord

the prices in Amherst have gone as far as

Greenfield to look for housing, causing

housing prices and rents there to esc^ ^^^^

The local folks there complain that they

can no longer afford to set up hou^^^l^.^P"

ing in a town where their families have liv-

ed for several generations.

On the surface of it, these price increases

may sound like pure capitalistic supply-

and-demand transactions. However

escalating prices have as much to do with

interventionist inflation as anything else.

Inflation is the result of increasing the

money supply while the supply of available

commodities remains constant. In this case

the extra money comes from loans to

buyers who are borrowing against their

future income. These loans don't come from

local money so much as from federal loan

programs with nicknames such as Freddie

Mac and Ginnie Mae, which buy home mor-

tgages from local banks. The banks get

their piece of the action in the initial

months of the mortgage, when house

payments mostly cover interest, and

through "points," which are percents of the

sale price of a house paid up front as a ser-

vice charge to the bank.

This is actually more inflationary than

one might think, at least at the local level

because not only is money being Pumped

into the area by the government through

loans (driving up prices), but also because

the real cost of each home is two to five

times the sale price, depending on the in-

terest rate and the lifetime of the mor-

tgage That seems like a discouraging

situation, but many buyers actually hope

that inflation will continue. That way, they

can make a bundle if they sell, and if they

keep the house, inflation will have given

them a fat increase in wages while the cost

of house payments remains the same.

That's a long-term proposition, and it on-

ly works for those who have something

more stable in value than the dollar - such

as a house. For those who only rent, infla-

tion in the real estate market is disastrous,

because their rent will go up to reflect the

price a landlord could get by selling the

rental property. In the local situation, in-

flation could prove disastrous for recent

home buyers as well. If interest rates go up

for any length of time, those who bought

at the peak of the market are going to be

left holding the bag. remorseful owners o

overpriced property from which they nught

never recover their investments. That

would be sad, but for us renters watchmg

rents go up every year with nothing to

show for it. it might seem like poetic

A v^ay of surviving

justice. , .

,

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist

%TT^^^n.^^^t^^^^ only recently started deleting casual sex fro.

it. Sfote Now1?s iZnizing to address AIDS specifically in its stjry lines and

son^ T^e ^int is to/aise AIDS consciousness, which seems pretty h^h anyway.

AIDS is about to become inescapable^

Zeitgeist Checklist, The New Republic. May 4, 1987

the bottom of your abdomen, crawling up

through your chest, closing your throat.

sucking the moisture from your mouth.

thrusting upward, draining all energy
,

from your mind and pounding in a final

force at the top of your head: out, out, out!

There's this struggle internal struggle

between your self and this other power.

;

You try to push this unwelcome company J

and all the emotions that come with it

downwards to the bottom ofyour stomach

with the consoling words, "It's OK. if it

doesn't work out I can always kill

myself."

And this keeps you going, knowing that

you can kill yourself. It is an escape, not

so much from society, but from this other

feeling within you created by the

demands and oppressions of society. You

find yourself face to face with a dilemma:

"Either I go or it goes. I can't share my

self anymore."
Sometimes people overcome this and

reclaim their right to live. Others waver

in between, caught in the vicious cycle of

contemplating suicide until death.

Suicide is the pits. People, on the whole,

prefer to live, but to some the reality is

that the struggle to live has gone on too

long. It's like you're in this deep dark hole

and the light on top gets dimmer and dim^

mer. You lose all sense of time, caring and

any hope for survival. Depression. That's

what the doctors call it.

Just how medical is it? Suicide is a

disease, not unlike alcoholism,

overeating, anorexia or chain smoking, all

chronic patterns that are registered in

your thoughts to bury the yucky feelings

such as worthlessness and despair. It is

a social "disease," not curable with elec

trical shock, hormonal drugs, am-

phetamines, lobotomies or lithium.

The only cure for this will depend on

changing our way of thinking: wanting to

live because life is here, not just living

because death can wait another day. This

takes time and understanding but, more

importantly, love, appreciation and hones-

ty from society as a whole, as well as from

individuals.
.

The next time you hear of a suicide, try

to refrain from calling the victim's actions

a cop-out. She was doing what she con-

sidered was in her best interest at that

time. She was merely trying to survive,

to "outlive," which is what society wants.

And the next time your friend is blue

tell him he's OK and that it's fine to spend

time being sad or taking a rest. We all

deserve a break.

Sara Mocinot is a UMass student—

—

—
'

'

k

I understand by "freedom ofspirits'' something quite definite - the unconditional

will to say No. where it is dangerous to say No.
_ fr^edrlch Nietzsche

We all get the blues once in a while.

Some of us climb right out on our own but

for others it's a difficult struggle.

We live in an oppressive and demanding

society where "perfection" is the answer

for us, a generation of over achievers:

Women working two jobs, office and

mother; young people going to school and

working to pay the bills, not to mention

maintaining relationships and a 3.0 cum.

Men, children and our elders are far from

exempt from these societal and economic

pressures. We, the oppressed and op-

pressors, are all hard hit.

Sara Moginot

Sometimes life gets too tough and we

escape: to the bottom of a bottle or the tip

of a needle or into a gallon of chocolate

ice cream. We force our feelings up with

one hand while we clutch the toilet bowl

with the other, or we drift, into a world of

fantasy that is all too real - the con-

templation of suicide. "Just end it all

now," we say to ourselves, "enough of

this. I quit."

We weigh the possibilities and outcomes

while gazing into murky waters or sitting

perilously close to a rocky shore when the

surf is up. Or we walk between the

sidewalk and auto lane as we count the

cars, the next one. . . the next one, con-

stantly teasing and tempting life with

death.

For some, though, this is a daily ritual

necessary for survival. The irony of the

whole thing is that what keeps us, people

who consider suicide constantly, alive, is

knowing that we don't have to kill

ourselves today. We can always do it

tomorrow.
We are the ultimate procrastinators.

putting it all off until a later day, the next

wave, the next car, waiting for that

"perfect" moment. This whole way of

thinking takes over and becomes a way

of living, of surviving.

Some people find it difficult to imagine

wanting to kill themselves. I think about

suicide so often that, personally, I can't

imagine life without it.

The feelings are intense. You on an un-

predictable pendulum to irrational highs

and lows, and then space out. blocking out

all the feelings that have gotten stirred

up. Then, something interrupts your

thoughts. It presses a button, distorting

messages coming in from the outside.

Pretty soon you begin to feel worthless,

helpless, totally unloved and desperate.

You feel the pressures rising, way from

/
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Art Attack

By JONATHAN M. CASSIE
Collegian Staff

Welcome back to Art Attack folks, we've got a hot week

ahead of us in ait all over the campus and Five College

Area, and like I do every week, I urge you to check out

all of the exhibits you can, they are all worthwhile.

At the Herter Art Gallery from April 26 to May 1 there

will be an unusual combination of Master of Fine Arts

thesis exhibitions. In the East Gallery there will be a

very interesting exhibition of the video works of Justin

l^^S^ for a

EmE
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11 PRAY ST.
AMHERST,MA.
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• Convenient Location
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West. The Island is a video trilogy focusing on the ar-

tist's feelings about a small, wilderness island in Georgia

called Ossabaw where the artist spent a great part of his

childhood. Each part deals with a different aspect of the

island and its effect on the artist. The first, "Remem-

brance", is a visual account of what it was like to

daydream about the island while away in school. The se-

cond, "The People", is a series of portraits depicting three

people on the island. The third, 'The Creek", is a dialogue

between artist and island.

In the West Gallery there will be a selection of work

by painter Sharon Harper titled Power Play, which in-

cludes paintings, drawings and clay environments.

Harper's work deals with the psychological and physical

manifestations of the imbalance of power in emotional

relationships. Harper's use of a complex variety of

materials reflects the great complexity of her subject.

The Herter Art Gallery is open Monday through Fri-

day 11-4. and Sunday 2-5.

At Wheeler Gallery from April 23 to May 3 there will

be an exhibit of ceramics works by nine students at the

University. Titled Underwraps, the show focuses on the

works that these students have done in the advanced

ceramics class at the University. The Wheeler Art Gallery

is open Monday through Thursday 4-8 and Sunday 2-5.

At the Student Union Art Gallery from April 26 to May

1 there will be an MFA thesis exhibition by David Palmer.

Palmer will show a host of paintings ranging in size from

several inches to several feet in length. He considers his

work to be "autobiographical fiction." The Gallery is open

Monday through Friday 11-4. I would like to offer my
apology to the Student Union Gallery and to my readers

for the faulty information presented in last weeks Art At-

tack about the SUG. Because of an inaccurate press

release, I presented faulty info. SORRY!!!

Enjoy the art out there readers, there are great shows

coming! ^^

Robert Shaw wUl conduct the Atlanta Sym-

phony Orchestra at 8 p.m., tomorrow in the

Fine Arts Center. Call the FAC Box Office for

tickets.

$ SUMMER JOBS $
• OUTDOORS • $5 - $8

•BONUSES! • INCENTIVES!
Painters/Foremen

(We'll Train)

_, 549-6237

COME TO THE WRITING CENTER

Pierpont (SW) Mon & Wed

Baker (Central) Mon, Tues, Thurs

Cashin (Sylvan) Tues & Thurs

DROP IN • CONFIDENTIAL • FREE

AN IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT:
MONDAY MAY 4th, AT 7 PM IN THE NEW AFRICA HOUSE, THE MINORITY
GRADUATE STUDENT ASSOCIATION WILL HOLD A HIGH PRIORITY
MEETING TO DISCUSS THE FOLLOWING ISSUES:

1. FUTURE OF I^GSA; ELECTIONS OR DISBANDMENT

2. $5,500 ALLOCATIONS FROM GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE DO WE SPEND IT AS A GROUP OR GIVE IT

BACK

3. MGSA INVOLVEMENT IN THE NEW MINORITY SCHOLAR FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM. ARE THERE ANY SET

ASIDES FOR BLACKS. NATIVE AMERICANS OR LATINO'S. THE MOST UNDERREPRESENTED GROUPS IN

GRADUATE SCHOOL

4. MENTORSHIP PROGRAM. RESOURCE GUIDE AND DIRECTORY

5. A NEW LOCATION FOR MGSA & A NEWLY APPOINTED ADVISOR TO MGSA

ANY QUESTIONS CONCERNING THIS ANNOUNCEMENT SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO THE PRESIDENT
OF THE MINORITY GRADUATE STUDENT ASSOCIATION,

MR. DONALD BYRD AT 546-4552 OR 545-0031 .

THE MINORITY GRADUATE STUDENT ASSOCIATION (MGSA)
Cordially invites you to

The MGSA's 3rd Annual Spring Reception

Sunday, May 10, 1987, 5:00-8:00 PM
The Faculty Club, the University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Buffet Dinner • Live Music

MOTHER'S DAY SPECIAL: MOTHER'S FREE

Graduate Stude^^^

R.S.V.P. to Curtis Pittman

by May 4, 5-3434

Donald Byrd, 6-4552

FOR MINORITY GRADUATES ONLY

Return to OMGSR,
GRC Building Rm A-233

j
DYES

j
I will attend the MGSA Reception

I

•Name

I

I

I

I

Number of Guests
{$7.50/ea. if more than one guest)

Uncle Bansai to perform in Northampton
By LYNNE DEWHURST
Collegian Staff

Boys want sex in the morning, according to rock band

Uncle Bansai, which is appearing tonight in concert at

the Iron Horse in Northampton. The Seattle-based "in-

tellepop" rock band's most recently released album was,

in fact, titled Boys Want Sex in the Morning. The band's

first album, released in 1984, was A Lonely Grain of

Corn.
What?? You've never heard of Uncle Bansai?? The five

year old group whose appeal grows with each album they

release and each tour they go on is unknown to you?? You
haven't had the pleasure of hearing "Cheerleaders on

Drugs" or "Don't Put it in Your Mouth?" And you've miss-

ed their comic do-wop rendition of the "Stai-Spangled Ban-

ner?" Well, don't fret. We'll see ifwe can't work something

out.

Uncle Bansai is a talented small band whose work has

been compared to the a capella Roches, but whose material

is a lot difTerent. consisting of guitar music and often

biting lyrics adding up to a satire of modern American

society. Guitarist Andrew Ratshin is complemented by

vocalists Arni Adler and Ashley Kirsten to create a uni

quely harmonious and distinctive sound which is ap-

preciated by a growing audience.

Stephen Holden's New York Times review of the band

had only complimentary things to say: "(Uncle Bansai]

performs original, funny songs whose exquisite musical

detail and subtle needling wit attain a level of craft not

often seen in pop. The group's odd vocal chemistry is such

that its close harmonies and twisting melodic lines often

soar into a realm normally reserved for electronic cartoon

voices. A typical number will include jazz, classical, and

vintage pop allusions."

Uncle Bansai's two albums have been released by Seat-

tle's Freckle Records and are available locally from time

to time. Record stores in Amherst and Northampton seem

to carry limited supplies which sell quickly. Local radio

stations with request lines are only too happy to spin some

tunes with such enticing and provoking titles as "Penis

Envy" and "Day-old Whale."

If you're interested in first ear experience, you're in

luck.

Tickets are still available for the ten o'clock show if you

get there early. It's worth the trip.

Top Jazz trumpeteer Wynton Marsalis will

perform tomorrow night at The Iron Horse
Cafe' in Northampton. Call 584 - 0610 for

information.

CHINESE KITCHEN bi
FAST SERVICE — GREAT PRICES

Try our

Moo Shu Pork

$3.95

#23 Szechuan Gai Ding,

Swee & Sour Pork, Fried Rice

$4.95

#22 Chicken Wings,

Sweet & Sour Pork,

Fried Rice

$3.90

#24 Yoke Kew (Beef)

Onion and Green Pepper
Chicken Wing, White Rice

$3.90

TRY OUR LUNCHEON — DINNER SPECIALS
Only $1 .49 before 3 pm, $1 .90 after 3 pm

Eat In or Take Out

HOURS: Sunday Noon - 10 pm, Mon - Sat 11:30 - 10pm

2 LOCATIONS

430 Russel St (Rt 9)

HADLEY — 253-2571
150 King St

NORTHAMPTON — 586-8220

OUTSIDE PROPOSAL FORMS
ARE AVAILABLE IN THE
DISTINGUISHED VISITORS

PROGRAM OFFICE
RM 415 Stttdetit Union Bttilding

Proposals must be submitted by 12:00 Noon

Friday May 1 and must be presented at the

outside proposal meeting on Monday May 4 at 7 PM

IF THERE ARE
ANY QUESTIONS
CALL THE DVP
OFFICE AT
545-0920 Vsitofs'pio^am

nnnm

GOLD SALE
I ottaai4kGokl

MOTHER'S DAY ^ GRADUATION

60%
Sl4kGold Herringbone Bracelet
Rpou/ar 50^ WCW $r9j00

|14kGold Earrings...oA/Ly ^^^^ .

^qX
0«^®

Vje
eV^

00^^

Slri Silver Bracelet ^ concourseSaie

Regular 4OJ0O NCM$1200

MANY OTHER FABULOUS SAVINGS
TUESDAYAPRIL 21 thru FRIDAYAPRIL 24

Located In The Campus Center

M-F 9-5

I
&UNIVERSITY

IB
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Gaudi a great album
Gaudi
Alan Parsons Project

Arista

• **•

Bv DAVID R. MARK
Collegian Staff

Gaudi, the latest by the

Alan Parsons Project, is

perhaps the first concept

album in quite some time

that sticks to the subject.

Thankfully, that fact adds

to the well-crafted sound the

Project has developed over

the past ten years.

"This album was inspired

by the life and works of An-

tonio Gaudi (1852-1926). a

Catalan architect whose

grand conception, the

Sagrada Familia Cathedral

in Barcelona, involves a con-

struction timetable which

will run for hundreds of

years. He is buried in the

crypt of the unfinished

masterpiece," described the

liner notes.

The opening track, "La

Sagrada Familia." weaves

the tale of war and peace

surrounding the Barcelona

Cathedral. John Miles'

tenor towers above the or

chestral composition. La

Sagrada Familia we thank

the Lord the danger's

over/La Sagrada Familia

there's peace throughout the

land.

Unlike the last Alan Par-

son's Project album,

Stereotomy, Erik Woolfson,

one of the original members,

uses his mellifluous voice on

two tracks, both of which

reminded me of previous

hits, "Time," and "Eye in

the Sky."

His two tracks on Gaudi,

"Closer to Heaven," and

"Inside Looking Out," are

again reminders of the com-

mon theme of the album.

"Closer to Heaven," allows

one to picture a man, Gaudi,

questioning himself and his

life, while "Inside Looking

Out," is perhaps a tale of

the generations after Gaudi

looking at his unfinished

cathedral.

Gaudi contains a well-

developed, well-crafted mix

of songs that both impress

and excite the listener. The

Alan Parson's Project's

work continues to ascend to

greater heights with each

succeeding album. Gaudiis

their finest work to date.

UPC concert bands annouiiced

The S.O.S Band and Jon Butcher will co-

headline Union Program Council's May 3

concert by the campus pond, which will also

include shows by Lonnie Mack and Cabo

Frio. ^ _^.

Butcher, of Boston-rock fame, is sporting

a number eight song,Coodbye Saving

Grace, on the Billboard chart. He will be

performing last.

The S O.S Band, a six-piece R&B group,

are known for their hits, Take your time (do

it right) and High hopes on T^bu/CBb

records.

Cabo Frio, a pop-jazz band, has been com-

pared with Spyro Gyra. Lonnie Mack, who

will play second, is a bluesman and is

scheduled to open up for Huey Lewis' next

world tour.

The show, which runs from noon to six,

is limited to University of Massachusetts

students. If it rains, it

will be held in the Fine Arts Center con-

cert hall. Here's the alcohol policy: there

are no large volume containers allowed, no

glass, maximum of two six packs per per-

son or a cooler, and a valid picture iden-

tification will be checked at the entrance.

RESEARCH
'',i-iu\ i^'

'" caijioq

,,l .<vri fifXX) ItjpiCb lO

••sist yf'ui fesearcfi e»

lofis F(jf into
.
call loll

,irv IH00«21 5745 (in II

iMKMSi:^!! .112 922 0300)

GRADUATE TO
KINKO'S

Go to the head of Ihc class with

a Rrrai-looking professional

resume Irom Kinko's.

kinko's

253-2543.
220 N. Pleasant St

W^'RE J^St VoOR BASIC

"6«AT PtM^ To ^AT /
"

TACOVILLA
NORTHAMPTON
il CCNTCItST

Bring Your 0¥¥n
Berror WInt

AMHCRST
41 BCurVOOO WALK
•IS*-Bllf

BerrB Wine
Sened

SPniNGFIELD
74f SUMNER AVC
788 091*

Bring Your Own
BterB Wine

GET YOUR HANDS
ON SOME GOOD WORK

THIS SUMMER
Looking for a summer job? We have openings for about

MO coU^egtage people in a variety of production jobs!

Start anywhere from May 26 to June 29 and work to the end

of August.

There are two shifts avialable. You get $4.00 an hour plus

merit increases.

Specialized jobs pay up to $10.00!

We'll be recruiting on campus

at the foUowing times and places:

Wednesday April 29: 12:00 - 5:00 PM Campus Center Rm 168

Monday May 4 10:00 - 2:00 PM Campus Center Rm 904-908

Wednesday May 3 12:00 - 5:00 PM Campus Center Rm 904-908

xford

Or contact the Plant Manager

OXFORD PICKLE CO., INC.

South Deerfield, Massachusetts 01373 / (413) 665-701

1

Whenyourethe
best inLSATprep
yougetalotof

freeadvertising.

Why domany LSAT prep "experts" keep comparing

themselves to Kaplan in their ads? Because they don't

want you to start companng with real facts and figures.

Ifyou did, you'd discover that more Ivy League law

^udents prepared at Kaplan than anywhere else. You d

discover the world's largest test prep research staff, the

mo^ up-to-date materials, the most comprehensh«

computerized diagnostic program.

\bud discover that you never have to miss a class-

either review lessons with an instructor or with our

LSAT prep tapes. And that wc 11 never close you out ofa

course because wc can add classes to fill students" needs.

Vbu'd discover that our LSAT prep is, and always

has been, guaranteed And lastly that Kaplan students

are well-represented among those who score the most.

So call. Enroll. Voull discoverjust why Kaplan is stu-

dents first choice for LSAT prep-and other companies

first choice for imitation. S|#iiBI i|M^

nMUTILUnMI lA

LSAT CLASSES
BEGIN MAY 7

GMAT CLASSES

BEGIN APRIL 30

fjwf ar« coming, Inquire aboat

oar spctd reading programs

groap dUco«nU available

NOT FOR SENIORS
It's too late for you, anyway. As graduating seniors

we want to let our underclassmates in on a great
oPPifJ^^^i^JiY:

THE AGRICULTURAL AND RESOURSE ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT

We barely discovered this major in time ourselves and are we ever glad

we did Joining this department removed many of our frustrations. We

had great teachers, faculty advisors who cared, real world applicabili-

ty career preparation, and all in a fun, friendly environment. The depart-

ment appeals to many students interested in managerial economics,

marketing, or public policy. Their approach combines economic theory

and quantitative decision making for practical problem solving. They

are equipping their own microcomputer lab to eliminate the hassle of

finding an available terminal. If you have had courses in business,

economics, or math, then you already have a good start in the program.

For more information, call Joe Presti (549-2812). president of the

undergraduate club, or stop by and see Dr. Dave Storey in 22 1
Draper

Hall. They've got what you've been looking for-.

scholarships • real world applications • internships

industry case studies • career opportunities • decision making

small classes • direct access to faculty • no long lines • great teachers

Study topics soch as:

decision making, forecasting, consumer demand, acid rain, water quality,

recreational lands, business strategies, food marketing

Prepare for careers such as:

financial analyst, energy demand forecaster, food industry manager,

market researcher, food sales, broker, environmental economist, strategic

planner.
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Holocaust week to begin

Holocaust Memorial Week will be observed at the

University with a series of events throughout the week

geared toward education about the Holocaust. The week

begins on Saturday, April 25. „ .

Saturday, April 25. 8 a.m. 9 p.m. Bus trip to Boston to

visit the Anne Frank Exhibit at the Boston Public

Library. ^ ^ p l

8 p.m. "Yours, Anne" a musical adaptation ofAnne Prank

The Diary of a Young Girl, Bowker Auditorium $4, $2

students. ... u i

Sunday, April 26: 12 noon, brunch and talk with Helen

Epstein, author of Children of the Holocaust, Memorial

Hall, FREE, donations for food accepted.

7 p.m. A presentation about gays and lesbians in the

Holocaust, Moore House, FREE
Monday. April 27; 7:30 9:15 p.m. Jennifer Justice,

storyteller, "Who Shall Be Exalted.'-inspirational stories

of unsung heroines of the Holocaust, and Rosalie Gerut

singer, "Songs of the Holocaust" in Yiddish. Hebrew, and

English. Memorial Hall, FREE
Tuesday, April 28: 4 p.m. "The Holocaust: Personal

Reflections," Hedy Rose and Yochanan Wijnhoven, 163L

Campus Center, FREE
7pm Film- The Partisans nfVilna, with discussion and

questions with the director. Josh Waletzky. 163C Cam

pus Center, FREE
Wednesday. April 29: 12 noon. Holocaust Commemora-

tion Serx'ice Ceremony. Cape Cod Lounge, Campus

Center
7:30 p.m. Film: Kaddish, McKimmie Gallery, Southwest,

FREE. - Dana M. Anagnostou

Activist actor Court Dorsey Brings his one

man show of"The Burrow" to Amherst college

for 8 p.m. performances tonight in the red

room of converse hall, and on Friday in the

Babbit room in the Octagon. Both perfor-

mances are free.

Don't Be A Number.
Be Number 1

The University of Massachusetts

Minuteman Marching Band, known as one

of the best bands on the East Coast, is a

mix of fun, hard work, and lasting friend-

ships. We perform at home and away foot-

ball games as well as special shows at the

Big E and New England Patriots games. If

you play an instrument or want to do

colorguard, come check us out.

The Power And Class of

New England Wants You!

Collrgian photo by Dave- ShimkUN

These two bizarre figures were part of a

balloon art show in Southwest last weekend.

Information Session

Wednesday, April 22

4:40 - 6:00 PM
Alumni Hall

or call for info

545-2227

SPRING SYMPOSIUM
The Psychological and Biological Factor

in Physical Illness. Cancer.

FEATURING:

Dr. Seymour Epstein • Dr. Albey Reiner • Dr. Bonnie Strickland

DATE: Wednesday, April 22, 1987 TIME: 7:00 pm

LOCATION 101 CAMPUS CENTER UNIV. of MASSACHUSETTS
SPONSORED BY: PSI CHI

Zenith Z-159 BundledPC
It beats all-nighters.

c
E

I

VISION
O N T I N U I

D U C A T I

9 8

O F

N G
O N

7

M H

Register NOW!
Over 200 courses in 50 departments.

Two sessions: June 2-July 10

and July 14-August 20.

Register through May 28 for first session,

Registration Office, Division of Continuing

Education, 615 Goodell Building.

For more information or a free catalog, call the

Division of Continuing Education at 545-2414.

Don't lose sleep over your classwork. Get this fully-

loaded Zenith PC Bundle, featuring:

• A Zenith ZVM-1240 Monochrome Monitor'

• A Hercules -mpatible video card for high resolution

text and gr lics capabilities

• MS-DOS 3 «- -takes you from college to career

• Compatibility with virtually all IBM PC software

• 51 2K of RAM -expandable to 1 2MB on memory board

• Dual speed zero wait-state" technology for increased

speed and performance
• And the 20MB Hard Disk version comes complete with

Microsoft Windows'

Ask about the Special Student Pricing on our other exciting Zenith Personal

Computers and Monitors! ___^_ ——

OualDnvc
Special Slmiflni Price

$1,099.00

20MB Hard Disk

So«!i lal Sludenl Price

$1,499.00

Special Student Prices on the Zenith Z-159 Bundled PC now available at:

Zenith Data Systems
6 Courthouse Lane
Building B
Chelmsford, MA 01824
617-454-8070

Ask about our Zenith Data Systems Credit Card.

'Ask aboulour
color monilof option

Sgicai nong oNo good irty IT

pvtlwm ninigii Itmn Cmacusi

nmtntntft ttudiMv iKukv im
mo In Ikai mm UK No on*

'Mini data
systems
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Court overturns ruling on fallout-induced sickness
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) - An appeals

court yesterday overturned a federal

judge's ruling that government negligence

in above-ground nuclear weapons tests

from 1951 to 1962 caused cancer in some
residents downwind from the Nevada test

sites.

After reviewing the case for more than

15 months, the three judges of the 10th

U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals ruled

unanimously yesterday that the govern-

ment could not be held liable because of the

discretionary nature of the actions it was
sued for.

The 25-page opinion filed in Denver
reversed the May 10, 1984, ruling by U.S.

District Judge Bruce Jenkins in Salt Lake
that found the government negligently fail-

ed to warn or educate downwind residents

of radiation hazards from the above-ground

tests.

Jenkins presided over a 13-week 1982

trial of the suit in which 1,192 plaintiffs

contended that fallout caused people in

Nevada, southern Utah and northern

Arizona to sicken or die from cancer.

After hearing testimony of 98 witnesses

and considering 1,692 exhibits, the judge

ruled after 17 months of deliberation if

favor of the government on 14 of the claims

and postponed a decision in one case.

In nine cases, however, Jenkins found the

government failed to warn of educate

downwind residents of radiation hazards

created by the tests, and cases in amounts
ranging from $100,000 to $625,000.

The 24 "bellwether" claims were selected

by the district court from nearly 1,200 nam-
ed plaintiffs who sued the government con-

tending about 500 deaths and injuries

resulted from radiocative fallout from the

atomic bomb.

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Smithereens

By Sarah Smith

aNEMA

WEDNESDAY • SATURDAY

KING OF HEARTS

HAROLD AND MAUDE

DOUBLE FEATURE $3.00

7:00

9:00

DOWNTOWN AMHERST 253-5426

dk THE FINE ARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE
Evening security worl(ers/ushers wanted for

BRIGHT MOMENTS FESTIVAL CONCERTS

July 9, 16, 23, 30 1987. Approx 5-6 hour/shifts

UMass students returning in Fall only. Work Study

preferred but not required. Fine Arts Center is an

AA/EO employer. Description and applications at

207 Hasbrook Hall through Friday, May 15.

mmmmmmmmmmmmfmmmfmmmmmmmmmmmfmmm^^

18th Annual Black Musicians Conference
Union Video Canter Campus Cable System

Presents

Black Vocal Music: From Gospel to Scat

Tuesday, April 21

Legends of Black Vocal Music

10 a.m. Sarah Vaughn in Concert (1978)

11 a.m. Joe Williams in Concert (1982)

12;30 An Evening with Ray Charles (1981)

1:30 James Brown in Concert (1979)

2:30 Aretha Franklin Special (1986)

Wednesday, April 22
Gospel Poets

10 a.m. "Praisin' His Name"—The Gospel Soul

Children of New Orleans (1 982)
(Commentary on Gospel and Relation to Blues)

11 a.m. '"Gospel" (1982) with The Mighty Clouds

of Joy. The Walter Hawkins Singers,

Shirley Caesar Singers, Clark Sisters,

Rev. James Cleveland

: 1 :30 "Got To Tell It";

A Tnbute to Mahalia Jackson

2:00 "The Gospel at Colonus"—A Gospel

Telling of the Story of Oedipus

Thursday, April 23
Popular Music Solo Performers

10 a.m. Dionne Warwick in Concert (1979)

11:15 Johnny fvlathis in Concert (1983)

12:45 Tina Turner at the Apollo (1982)

2:00 Teddy Pendergrass;

Live in London (1982)

Friday. April 24

Popular Music (Sroups

10 a.m. The Temptations (1979)

11:00 Girl Groups of the 60s

1 2:1 5 Earth, Wind. And Fire in Concert ( 1 982)

1 30 The Pointer Sisters in Pans (1985)

/Vow /'i^ i^p' Werf>
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6^s <r^l \
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Doonesbury By Garry Tmdeaii

I
Video PTogrammang Compiled by Chester Davis More to come next week.
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Bloom County By Berke Breathed

THE
EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATIOr^

DATE:

TIME:

LOCATION:

WEDNESDAY APRIL 22, 1987

8:00 PM

CAMPUS CENTER 168

SPONSORED BY:

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATION

frhis is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss their

experiences in the working world. Don't miss this important pane
discussion!

Amy LIprnan '85

Lisa Maleckas '84

Gr«oo Sanders '83

Sara Weintraub '73

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

Engineering recruiter

CONTACT Professional Recruiters, Inc

Woburn. Massachusetts

Advertising Manager
Department ot the Navy
Boston, Massachusetts

Account Manager. New Engiana area
ShowtimeH'he Movie Channel

Doctoral Candidate, Boston College
Former Teacher, East Bridgewater High School

For more information, please contact
University Placement Service, University Career Center

545-2224

Make money, make friends,

make a difference!
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Bat Brain By Bill Bearing

SummerJobs
*'*''the Environment

Interviews on-campus
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY

at 2 PM, 4 PM, and 7 PM

177 Campus Center

No sign-up necessary

/miS-ton."c'^/ebrduc.mt

YOU A NEW tApET. Hl6

IS/AME IS) BAT BRAlH.
\i«

lOUVe l£ARNEP ABOUT OW
C0t1PAN>l ANP tjOPEFUUS
HE-UTURNOUTjg^BET^AS

'Wl^/O^I&
/

Gordy By Gorde

MASSPIRG 256-6434

Amherst, Boston, Cape Cod, and Worcester.

Other officfs in Br<)<il<liru
, C ambndpc. Ninton, Norihampton. Norih Shore, arid Springfield.

&:3Ro*t''*^ REALLY HAFTY
pof^ you, F>ALr t HoF-e.

rtfo Ff/oo tAJHAT^ue^ rr

t'UB BBEK) -TKf^)a^JG>
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THAT-rfTrr

0«JE ^AIPC£. F*f^^t^^
SAYS IT AU.,

''TAX lYURtTE-QFFf*

Basic newtwrittng workshop ThursdaY 7

p.m. — All staft and correspndents encouraged

to attend. Last 'chance to make staff this

semester.

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Salad v«gie

& Barges
)0 Church recess

14 Cily on the Oka
15 Less coHxtuI

16 Pinniped

1 7 Channel
between Cuba
and
Hispaniola

20 0<ny

21 Thai IS Lai

22 Manmique
volcano

23 Tecumseh s

Inbe

25 — relief

26 Certain

hormone
29 Gallery oMeiiny

32 Muse ol poetry

35 Calico creature

36 Swing about

37 Margaret

MilcheH opus
41 Ancient

instrument

42 Member ol the

crew
43 Irish poel

44 Cub group

45 Inspired

alleciion

48 Collection

49 Court figure

53 Type ol acid

56 Concealed

58 Stevedore s gp
59 Martinique

Grenada el at

62 Sea eagle

63 Bailitt

64 Words ol

understandirig

65 BacktalK

66 In a quandary

67 Geog area

DOWN
1 Hooded
garments

2 Mr Heep
3 E African

republic

4 Old times, ok)

style

5 Old a gardening

|0b

6 Lile s work

7 Auto industry

pioneer

8 Emulated Niobe

9 Mrs in Madrid

10 Jennies

11 Bell sound

12 Philosopher,

usually

13 Robert -

18 Separate the

wheat from the

chaff

19 Bridge

24 Adam s ale

25 Alcotl heroine

27 Yellowish

pigment

28 Channel

29 Inter

30 liltei s hllttisl

31 Spreads hay

32 Mild oath

33 Kennedy
matiiarch

34 Shortly

36 Man Irom
Stockholm

38 Island in the

Inner Hebrides

39 Little one

40 A good look

45 Ample,
poetically

46 Make good
47 Israelites

escape route

48 Backbone ol

South Arneiica

50 Lightly wash
51 Church official

52 Bar on a loom

53 Inspires

reverence

54 Variable star

55 Tourist stops

56 — a porter

(ready to wear)

57 Dutch
commune and
Nigerian city

60 Constellation

61 River island

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZ2LE:

Lunch

Monte Cristo Sandwich
EggroII

Dinner

Menu
Basics Lunch

Boursin and Sprout
Sandwich
EggroII

Basics Dinner

Beef Stew/Biscuit Sauteed Tofu and Snow
Peas

Mushroom Pizza
Mushroom-Pepperoni Pizza

r Weather
Today. Showers, partial clearing, high in the

mid 60s.

Tonight: Cloudy. low in the 40s,

Tomorrow: Cloudy, temperature 55 to 60.

Today's Staff

Night Editor Shcryl Jean

Copy Editor Jonathan M. Cassie

Layoat Technician Marc Infield

Photo Technician Dave Shimkus

Production Supervisor Marc Infield

Production:...Connie. Kelly. Lars, Kim, and Joe.

Execttthre Board — Spring of 1987

KELLY SIBGEK
BdMor Itt Clitef

NAHCY KLINCEHER
Maoaglnl Edhor

STEVE RUBIN
Bvelaess Manager

PHIL SERAFlNO
EdHorUI Editor

JUfSBL ZIBTER
PredaeUoa Managar

Baslness Board — Spring of 1987

STEVE RUBIN
B«sIb«m Managar

PAUL H. LESSER
A4vcrtUiiig Sa>««

VANESSA ROTH
Flaanca Maoagar

tar

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marfcatiag Maaagar

CRAIG NAUCLE
Clrcalatloo Maaagar

KAREN HOLLAND
Sabacriptloa Maaagar
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• Softball
citntmued from page 16

though they may not scare a lot of people,

is a formidable contestant for UMass —
especially when you consider what UMass
has done over the last week.

Last week, the Minutewomen split with

the top-ranked (UConn) and second ranked

(Adelphil teams in the region. Sandwich-

ed around those splits was a sweep of

fourth-ranked Maine. Then UMass turned

Sports Notice
The Collegian sports department, in an

effort to accomodate the many clubs and

low-budget varsity sports on this campus,

will now be accepting weekly team up-

dates to be submitted care of correspon-

dent Ronn Garry. Details, not stories

should be delivered to Garry immediate-

ly following weekend activii

around and got swept at home by the fifth-

ranked team in the Northeast, Penn State.

Not only did the Penn St. loss do damage

in the region, but it also dropped the

Minutewomen back into the A 10 pack.

With a 4 4 record in the conference and

a pair of A- 10 games left against Rhode

Island, UMass is going to need all the

momentum it can gather going into what

has suddenly become a crucial twinbill

against the Wrams next Tuesday.

As for Piovidence, the Minutewomen

hold a perfect 10-0 record against the

Friars, including last season's 16-0 and

12 pastmgs at Totman Field. On paper,

this looks to be a laugher for UMass. But

anyone who has witnessed the sudden

lashes of inconsistency that have plagued

UM as of late will tell you different.

UMass will host Boston College, tomor-

row before entertaining Vermont in a

makeup of a rained out doubleheader on

Friday.

Men's volleyball team at Club Nationals

Campus Roundup
The University of

Massachusetts men's
volleyball team will enjoy

hot and humid weather

this weekend when it

travels to the campus of

the University of Texas at

Austin. UMass is one of on-

ly 25 invited teams to com-

pete in the Men's Col-

legiate Club Volleyball

National Championships.

The Minutemen, coming

off a disappointing third-

place showing in the New
England Collegiate

Volleyball League Cham-

pionships 11 days ago,

finished their regular

season at 17-3 before en-

ding with a 19-5 mark.

The tournament will in-

clude heavily favored

UCal Davis. Fresno State

and Brigham Young
University among others.

CATCH THE TOP
AT THE TOP!

^ar after ^
year, sonester
. after semester,

the ciiille)(V plan Inim Fidelity l^nion Life
has been ihe mu.'ol iit'ivplrd. m<i>i popular life iii!«ur<ini-«

proirraimvn mmpu'tr'i nil *t\tr America. Find out nhy.

Fiddrty
UniaiLife

Call the Fidelity Cnion Life

Field Aiisoiiate in >our ureM

Ronald J. Nathan Agency
20 Gatehouse Rd.,

Amherst, MA
Tel: 256-8351

Special Student and Youth Fares to

EUROPE
from New York on Scheduled Airlines!

DESTINATIONS
LONDON
PARIS
FRANKFURT
ROME
MILAN
ZURICH^ENEVA

OW
$210
226
248
273
248
260

RT
$400
432
476
526
476
500

Add $25 in each direction for Boston or Washington. D.C.

departures. Add $50 in each direction for Pittsburgh,

Cleveland, or Raleigh-Durham departures. Other add-on
fares are available.

Special Student and Youth Fares to

Scandinavia
On Scheduled Airlines!

Spring Rates

From
New York

From
Chicago

Copenhagen
Oslo
Stockholm
Helsinki

Copenhagen
Oslo
Stockholm

OW
$275
275
275
315

RT

$300
325
325

$525
525
525
605
$565
650
650

Rouf^d ifip

tiailing al

LUXEMBURG $358
LONDON •°"'°"-'

401

ST. THOMAS 277
TEL AVIV 681
CARACAS 293
ATHENS 571
STOCKHOLM 441
HONG KONG 777

AIM). EURAIl PASSES INT L

STUDENT lOWOAK/STUOY
ABROAD AYHOARDS. LOW
DOMESTIC FARES and
mo**' CALL lor

FREE Sludenl Travel Cal^og!

(413)256-1261

COUNCIL TRAVfL
AMHERST

Now televising the Boston Celtics and
Hartford Whalers Away Playoff Games

TDP<rfthe
ICAMPUS

Monday-Friday

11:30 a.m. to 12:30 a.m.

Saturday & Sunday
5:00 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.

1 1th FLOOR CAMPUS CENTER

Some fare restrictions may apply.

Ask for our special student/youth tours to the

Soviet Union and Poland. Applications available for

Eurail Youth Pass and International Student I.D. Card.
For Reservations and Information Call:

WHOLEWORLD TRAVEL
Serving the Student/Youth Market fur more than 16 years/

17 E. 45th St.. New York. NY 10017
(212) 986-9470

Ji UMass Arts Council

CALL FOR GRANT PROPOSALS
ninininmiiinminiinmimnmiimiiiimnnmimimmmii!

Deadline for submiSMon of gtjnt prupubdls for

single projecls or events

Friday, April 24

Grant guidelines and applications available at

Arts Council, the Student Activities office, or

the Arts Extension Service.

Arts Council 125 Herter Hall S4S-0202

BEAM AND COKE

KEEFE CANADIAN
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Htl<'bONAL'j»l.'lL.f AAMtD
iViDEr<'S NEtDED* .tRViCES

ROOMAfE WANTED* TRAVEL
WANTED* SUBLET

COME TO THE COLLEQAW OFFICE - CC 113 MOM-THURS l:30-3:M (FBI • 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION tCASH IN ADVANCE. 15*/W080/DAY fOW STUD£WT8

ACTIVITIIt

LEARNING TO LIVE religiously- Thursday.
6:30 PM. CC 178

ALL GOOD LOOKING mer> interested in

Ijeing in a men of UMass calendar come
to meeting tonight 4-22 at 7 00 in campus
center check information desk lor room
number

ALL PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS welcome'
Please attend the last C U S P (psychology
club) faculty-student social Thursday April

23 from 4-5PM 423 Tobin Refreshments
served

ARMY/NAVY SAll

BIGGEST AND BEST army/navy clothing

sale, going on now Como desert tiger

pants. $20-27. French six pocket field

pants. S7-1S. sleeping bags $25-30 and
much more Student Union ballroom
9-SPM. to Friday This is Ihe one!

ATTENTION. NOBTHEAST ELECTIONS

NOMINATION PAPERS WILL be available

lor house council & NEAG officers from

April 20th-25lh Nomination papers are

available outside the NEAG office which is

Lewis Basement All papers must be return-

ed by April 25th by 3 00 in the NEAG offKe

AUDIO

RECIEVER, TURNTABLE, GOOD car

tridge. equilizer Good and cheap 6-9152

(leave message.)

AUTO FOR SAU

HONDA CIVIC 76 New sticker runs great

$400/bo 584-6718

1979 PINTO 67K asking $600 549-1138

1965 FORD FALCON a cream puti

256-6920

82 SUBARU BRAT. Excellent shape 2.600

549-7529

1983 RENAULT FUEGO sports coupe
5-speed excellent condition asking $2800
1978 Toyota Corola 2-door 5-speeo no rust

good condition low milage $800 Call

546-1485 ask lor Donna

1979 FORD MUSTANG yellow, auto.

82 000 mis Afi^/FM stereo $1200 545-3689

after 5 30 584-9042

1972 VOLVO 164 4-speed with overdrive

new brakes, clutch, recent transmission,

tires, hitch runs very good $1300 549-0614

ei'TbYOTA^COROLirSspd 4dr AM/FM
casset exc cond $2400 253-3568

1973 DODGE DART good running cond
rust B 253-7497 even

1976 VW RABBIT needs body work- $3(X}

or BO call Heidi 253-7418

ROSES ARE RED Violets are blue, send a

gorilla-gram and scare someone
546-9152/7654

1975^ DASHER RUNS well needs brakes

80 leave message 256-1417

•75 CHEVY MONZA. good cond 72.000 mi

must sell $600. Fred 6-6368

1980 TOYOTA TERCEL standard radio no
rust $1800 call 586-8540

THE IRiAKFAST CLUB

BOO BOO - THIS is It man. Years of toil-

ing in Vollyball III and tons of pre-

tournament pasia has come down to this

Let's turn the Lone Star State on its ear.

and if we cant do that, well /ust blow the

hairlsalls up This is the last hurrahl Let's

go out in style I love you, Man -Yogi

•OOOIR

TO KJOGER THE'sh-t-giver at TO we will

get you back. Beware.

CALCULATORS

HP-1 1C $35.00 or BO call Jetf 253-7948

after 6 PM

CAPE COD RENTAL

WEST YARMOUTH SUMMER rental,

Segull Beach 253-7436 sleeps three.

FOR A OOOD TIME CALI,

RACK-A-OISC Entertainment Agency
Disc-Jockeys, lights, rentals, and Mobile

Video Dances! 549-7144

FOR RENT

SWISS VILLAGE 4 bedroom apt Take

over lease w/fall option or sublet call

256-1318

GRADUATING SENIORS, take over our

apartment. Townhouse style • furnished,

free cable call now 665-3513

ONE BEDROOM PUFFTON apt for rent

near bus stop, partially furnished call lale

549-7540

C)NE BEDROOM COLONIAL village apart

ment lake over our lease 6/1/87 Call after-

noon or evening 253-3702

TAKE OVER LEASE June 1st 2bdr on bus

route, inexpensive 549-1439

HOUSE 4 BEDROOMS, garage,

woodslove, spacious backyard take over

lease June 1 call after 6 pm 256-1734

4-S BEDROOM houses - Amherst, Hadley.

Northampton Some June others Sept

$625 plus utilities and up Call now Skibiski

Realtors 584-3428

TAkiliVEH OUR lease in June and gel

August rent free' Or |usl sublet for the sum
mer/2-bedroom m Southwood apts call

2566334

ROOM IN HOUSi 1 mile fr campus
$i85/mo lake over lease call Natalie

5496792

ROOM AVAILABLE IN Beaut condodose
to UMass on bus line Kitchen/laundry facM

tnci female non-«mokers no pets 256- 1 547

San

BEDROOM AVAIL. END May w/or w/out

tall option on 2tx busroule Heidi 256-0051

ROOMS FROM JUNE 1st fall option $235
per month exclusive close to campus
549-1358

TAKE OUR LEASE, avoid the waning list

Southwood Townhouse 253-7987

ROOM IN NEW house, call Dale at

253-9949 between 5 30- 6:30

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL option single

room in 2 bedroom apt quiet, near Putter's

Pond available June 1st call John 549-5851

TAKE OVER LEASE. Two bedroom
Southwood Townehouse available June 1

Call 253-3571 nights

TAKE OVER LEASE June 1st Begin to pay
in August 1 bedroom at Cliffside $390/mo
utilities included Call 665-8664

2 BEDROOM APARTMENT, fall, starling

June 1 $410 00 laundry. 665-2288 bus
route

FOUR BEDROOM APARTMENT ($215 00
each room, inclusive) June first, fall option

On bus route Evenings 256-0048

2 BEDROOM CRESTVIEW apt available

June 1 with tall option hall mile from cam-
pus 549-0758

SOUTHWOOD TOWNEHOUSE • TAKE
over our lease starling June 1 call 256-1388

FREE $575 (ONE month rent plus deposit)

2 bedroom Clittside $475 month inci Take
over lease Call 665-8315 after 6 00PM

2B0RM APARTMENT FALL starting June
1 $410 00 laundry, 6652288 bus route

AVAILABLE FALL 2BR Southwood One
month rent holds all summer Heidi

2560051

HOUSE IN AMHERST, 3 bedrooms,
route, available 4/25 256-8679

bus

ROOM IN NEWLY built home use of

washer dryer dining room living room family

room kitchen on bus line no smoking no
parties no pets quiet atmoshphere with 3

other congenial students 253-7948 if no
answer please leave message on machine

AVAILABLE JUNE 1 2 bedrooms in 3

bedroom apt in Pufflon Ideal for 2 or 3 peo-

ple Call Chns 549-0604

4 BEDROOM APT available June 1 Take
any or all rooms On busline Call Rob
256-1460

SQUIRE VILLAGE: SUNOERLANO on bus
line 1 bed room $195 ask for Lou 665-8268
or leave message

ROOM IN NOHO apartment on busline

June 1 with fall option 686-4028

FOR $ALE

pV^ACK STAGE guitar amp. 35 watts

hardly used (year old) excellent condition

Comes with free PV machine heads $100
Of B O. call anytime 546-4161

CRATE AMP MLIST sell! CaiT Shawn
546-9030

WINDERSURFER CLASSICTS color sail

2 daggerboards Excellent condition $300
Great conversation piece 549-7842.

253-9032

U2 TICKETS FOR sale all shows 546-8789

RAYBAN, BOLLE, VUARNET sunglasses

plus look-a-likes Jams. Catchit. Sunbrit

ches shorts, everything discount. Ozzie

549-7575

NIKON 135MM/2.8 MACRO lens, brand

new. complete w/carrying case Price

negotiable. Call John, 6-7070, after 10PM.

MOTOBECANE GRAND TOURING 25"

bicycle Vitus 888 frame, good components,

15 speeds, rarely used. $350. 253-3241

FOUND

MARYANNE MAGUIRE I have your Monec
card 549-0114

FREE CAM
NEED MONEY? SPENOall your cash on
springbreak'? l need your baseball cards

please help! Call Mike 549-0333

OINDY ALERT

SHAMIE: YOU LEFT your Gindy in my
vodka tonic at Barsies on Friday night M"
roommate borrowed it, but if you call I can
get It back to you C H

HtlP WANTED

WE ARE LOOKING for someone to do child

care one evening a week and occasional

overnights, ftlust have transportation Call

548-90S7

WANTED PART TIME bus drivers for Nof-

thamplon lo Amherst routes $5 to start very

convenient for Northampton residents

Work schedule arranged around your class

schedule 586-1909

MANAGER TRAINEES NOW hiring.

Amherst. Hawaii. Boston. Long Island, or

Dallas 50 openings Excellent pay ex

cellent working conditions Full O' part-time

Call Willie at 549-7793

FULL AND PART time positions available

very flexible hours and excellent working
conditions Conveniently located in the

center of Amherst You can earn up 10 $20
an hour with salary and commissions Con-
tact Target Enterprises for an interview Ask
for Keith 549-7793

SUMMER JOB WATERFRONT Director

for day camp in the Boston Area June
29-August 14 Salary 1.800-2,000 depen
ding on experience Contact Janet Wad-
d' n. outdoor program director. Patriots

Trail Girl Scout Council, 6 St , James Ave
Boston Ma 02116 (617)482-1078

NOW HIRING ASSrSTANT to the Student

Body President Positions open immediate-

ly to work through summer and fall 10

hrs /week at minimum wage applications

available at 406E Student Union Bidg Ap
plications due April 24 AA/EOE

DECKHANDS, CATERING AND office Iwlp

needed lor Boston excursion boat com-
pany Call 617426-8419

AMC HAMPSHIRE 6 theaters is looking lor

responsible individuals lo work m an en
joyable environment as ushers & conces
sionists Must be available lor summer
employment Apply in person at the

theaters. Hampshire Mall after 4P M

SUMMER JOBS FOR student activists

Earn from $2.000-$3.000 plus this summer
enforcing our environmental laws Clean
Watei Action is hiring organizers. Lobbyists

lor summer campaigns If you are looking

tor a summer job with training in com
munications. lobbying, and management
call us 87 Grads are encouraged to apply

for leadership programs Amherst 549-7450

PAINTERS NEEDED EASTERN New
England area interior and exterior starting

pay 6 50 and up depending on experience

Equal Oppnunity Employer (617)933-4370

THE FUTURE'S SO bnght, you gotta weai

shades Help pass the toxics lit)eration act,

stop nuclear madness, and fight for con-

sumer justice Masspirg seeks bright,

energetic students lor summer campaign
positions Earn $175-300 per week Train

ing travel advancement and a chance to

meet hundreds of other fun people Offices

in Amherst. Boston. Cape Cod. Worchester
and six other locations Call Sandy ai

256-6434 todayi

HONEY

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! LOVE. Me XXX

LOOKING FOR A ROOMf

MASTER BEDROOM FOR reni in~a 3

tjedroom apt in Norlhwood apts Available

now April free 143/mo Front of the bus stop

Call 665-3586 or 549-2835

LOOKING FOR SINGLE

IN HOUSE OR APARTMENT lor next year

Summer included Call Giselle at 549-1634

leave message (non-smoking)

LOST

RED POLO SPRING lacket in campus
center- Friday please call Julie 9571

GREY JEAnTa^ET from Mike'sW View
Thurs 4/9 be cool return keys from pocket

Cift Brandywine 549-0667

BLACK KITTEN WITH white markings in

Townehoust area 4/10 If found please call

549 1552

LADY'S GOLD QUARTZ, pulsar watch
Lost on 4/12 between campus center and
Tower Library Extreme sentimental value

please call 665 7705- reward will be given

CALCULATOR LARGE REWAROI!!
Left in Campus Center Ladies room
Irreplaceable information stored in

My Hewlett Packard
Call 323-6564

GOLD BRAID BRACELET 4-9 bet Puffton,

PVTA, & town P1ease< II means so much
to mei Reward" Call Sandy 549-5529

MONEY AND POWER

THE BOARD OFGovernors is looking lor

coordinators for 87/88 year Positions

avaiable in PR. Finance, Food Manage-
ment. Programming, and many others For

info and Applications, come to CC 817
Women and minorities encouraged lo appy-

an AA/EO Employer Due April 30

MOTORCYCLES

HONDA CB350 RECENTLY rebuilt emgine
call 256-8643 ask for JR $450 or BO

1980 SUZUKI PE175 enduro street-legal

Mikuni, Boyeson. CanAm $650 or BO,
C49-0614

1981 HONDA CB650. good condition

$1200 00 or BO Call Jon 549-5912

HONDA CB900F SS very fast, sharp look-

ing, black with red. supertrapp. metzellers.

6000k two show, helmets included 1900 BO
546-9794 Jorge

NEED 3 ROOMATES

TO SHARE BRANDYWINE 2 bedroom apt

Lease starts on June Non-smokers,
females, no pels Call 549-1634 leave

message

personals

Resume typesetting sehvFce
Have your resume professionally typeset

The best quality type, not a word processor

Sixteen different type styles to choose from

Takes only 3 days cost-^ $25 and any

changes III do tor FREE Come down to the

Collegian Graphics Office (113 Campus
Center) and speak to Peter Soderberg

MEET NEW PEOPLE! Gel great ex

penence' Come write lor New England's

largest college daily The Collegian is in 1 13

Campus Center, right behind the T V
Come down and check us out'

ITS COMING FOR Ihe first lime in May'

KERRI. WE COULDN'T forget you, could

we7 Hope you has e a great birthday' Love
ya. Beverly and Alyson

TO JENNYPOO, LORIANNE, Slefty Suze
Greggy. Rooosell, and L"- it was a perfect

gotcha' And the academy award winner

IS you guys are the best friends and I love

you' Jodi

OONNA. I'LL MISS you bunches I love you

dearly Shi-hear)

M. LETS HOPE there will be two reasons

to celebrate today' Have a great 20th I love

you' Happy birthday' Me

AMY KUNDEL. THEY say it s your birth

day Happy 22nd Always remember
watneys, kosher kraziness. tiost, Ryan Rd .

16 candles, automobile!! Love ya. Oi

MIKE L. YOU'RE real special And that's

not way the - off' Love the Little One

2N FIELD -TO y'all who were in the hallway

Weds at 2AM thanks lor the support! You're

great' Luv. Lis

BILL, HAPPY 20TH birthday' Only one
more year to go Have a good one I will

always remember and I hope you never

forget There will always be a special place

for you in my heart Love you forever. Eric

HEY -MARCIELLA WEIBEL- you re gret

you're awesome you re wonderful -happy
no 19 Love your roomiell

HAZELBONER HAPPY 20TH birthday'

Drink youf lace off Love ya. hands, scoop
& the Russian

DIANE, ITS BEEN A GREAT slx^moliths

I wouldn't have wanted lo spend my time

with any one else l/ou always know how
to make me smile I love you Happy six

month aniversary Love Michael

OHHH! BAMBINO! BARRY Prior. God
knows I love you" Happy 1 year babe
You've been the best" So, so. iher! I'm

forever yours Faithfully" Ti Uoglio Andna

HAPPY 21ST PAMMYI We miss you like

crazy Love Elaine and Natana

ORCHARD HILL RESIDENTSI! Come to

our second coffeehouse Wednesday, April

22; Field Lounge 7-10 free refreshments'

Sponsored by OHAG

WMUA CODMEDY NIGHTTn the BlueWall

Friday, 9PM, featuring Kevin Knox, Tom
Clark, and Billy Marlin Cash Bar

I HAVE TWO U2 Worchester tickets but

need two Hartford tickets Want lo trade''

Call 584-6092

VOTETO RE-ELECT Michael Milbier lor

Northeast Area Government president on
April 27th

TO THOSE TWO gorgeous girls that usual-

ly eat dinner around 4 00 at Franklin DC
don't be shy- we won't be Jim and Jeff

BOB JOSEPH-WW are you honey'' Love
Bud

ORCHARD HILL RESIDENTSI! Tonight

take-a-break from all the studying and |oin

us at the Coffeehouse Free refreshments

and entertainment in Field dorm 7- 10PM
sponsored by OHAG

DIANA-HAPP'T ii^irthday enjoy' Love ya
sisters and pledges of Delta Zeta

HEY SQUID! YOU better watch out ot in

bruak youi tentacles! Love Squidelie

NANCY STOLFAS BIRTHDAY is today' It

you see her wish her a happy birthday

Sorry il I embarrassed you nance I couldn t

resist You're the t>est Good luck in Japan,

III miss you' Love M

SALLY HAVE A great birthday' One more
year and you're legal I love you Tom

JEFF-HAPPY 21ST^binhday' Have a very

special day-you deserve it You're the best'

Love always. Jodi

PETE QUIGLEY, DON'T worry you re not

a dirty old man " quite yet! Happy 25th with

lots of love from your not so-secret admirer

ELLErTtHE SOCIAL worker from Quincy
sorry but Timeout's line was too long! See
you at Ihe Pub 4/23

KEVNWORD! HAVE a great birthday D-

man' We love ya' Kath and Patty

JENNII^ FOUND YOUR Canal'Poloshlrl

under my bed Meet me at Modrian-

Carriage shops for shopping and lunch

tomorrow PS I may even give it back Jeff

DIANA DESANTIS TONraHT is your night

A surprise awaits you tie ready for 8 30

happy birthday! Your friends mental caisse

and 3rd lloor Baker

PROFESSIONAL TYPING

SPEEDY KEYS

"

reliable 256-1002
-FAST, accurate

PROHSSIONAL rYMNO SffRViei

CASES. PAPERS, DISSERTATIONS,
theses: fast, accurate, dependable, on-

campus. reasonable 584-7924. Nancy

ROOM IN NOHO HOUSE

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL option starting

June 15 Great bedroom in Northampton

house Spacious' 10 minute walk to town,

right by Smith college, partly furnished

Rent negotiable Get June 15 till end of

June free Call 584-0054 ASAP

ROOMMATE WANTED

SPANISH TUTORING » TRANSLATION

HELP WITH GRAMMAR, stones pronun

ciation 256-1002

2 NONSMOKING QUIET females needed
to share Brandywine Apt lor Fall 549-4598

1 ROOMMATE NEEDED 270/month Crown
Pt rt 9 right across from Stop & Shop Sam
256-4293 Quiet non-smoker

FEMALE WANTED TO share room in 2br

presidential apt '/2 mile from campus apt

yours in spring also need sublette."S

549-6638

3 ROOMATES NEEDED to share~Bran.
dywine apt starting June 1 $170 a month
plus utilities 549-1384 Steve

LOOKING FOR FEMALE to share bedroom
in house apt 150/mo-f Close to Cam-
pus/town On bus route Call 253-9817

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS
' The origanized students We tram

^u Now hiring painters Good
conditions and good pay $S-$7

per hour throughout ^' E Age and '

experience not a concern
' Positions filling quickly

Call today 1-800-424-2468

SERVICES

TUTORING, SUBSTITUTE TEACHING in

business management, marketing,
finance, investment & microcomputers $7
per hour Neg 536 6006 leave message

PAPERS TYPED ONE day service St per

page 467-7648 evenings

SPRINO FlINO

HELP WITH SPRING Fling' Come lo Cen-
tral Area Government meetings at 8 00 on
Tuesdays

ST. JUDE

THANK YOU AGAIN! Seldom do youi

prayers go unarwwered I am very grateful

SURLET

SUBLET FOR TWO June 1 665 7526

THE BOSTON GLOBE, IBM General

Foods and Kenner Parker Toys are |usl a

lew of the many opportunities available

through the Co-op Office Come in or call

today - 545-2224 your future starts here'

SUMMER SUBLET AMHERST duplex 2

bedrooms available rent negotiable
256-8679

1 OR 2 people in Puffton apt lor summer
549-7408 betw 4-7PM

SUMMER JORS

"UNDERGRADUATE ADMISSIONS
OFFICE seeks enthusiastic UMass May
1987 graduate or senioi loi summei Admis-
sions Assistant position from May 26
August 29 Responsibilities include mter

viewing prospective students and conduc
ling campus tours Excellent communica-
tion skills, leadership experience, and
knowledge of University required Submit
resume lo Karen Copetas, Undergraduate
Admissions Oftce, 225 Whitrnore. by May
4 1987

SCERA THE STUDENT CENTER for

Educational Research and Advocacy, is hir-

ing for the Fall!'! Come work lor an
organization that educates and advocates
on issues of racism, sexism, homophobia,
anil Semitism etc , as well as other student

issues like financial aid. child care, and
organizing Work study and non-work study

available at lOhrs/wk > $3 65/hr All

students, especially of color and women,
encouraged to apply Graduate position

available on oppression work Applications

avialable at SCERA. 426 Student Union
545-0341 Due 4/22 4 00 PM AA/EEO

ON CAPE COD at Jason's of Dennisport

Floor and door personnel, barbacks and
waitresses Accepting applications on the

following Saturdays April 18.25 as well as

May 2.9 Interviews will take place Irom

noon 10 3 on those Saturdays at Jasons on
lower county Rd in Dennispon Ma

THE FUTURE IS so brighl, you gotta wear
shades Help pass the Toxics Liberation

Act stop nuclear madness, and liqht for

consumer justice Masspirg seeks brighl.

energetic students tor summer campaign
positions Earn $150 300 per week Train-

ing travel, advancement, and a chance to

meet hundreds ot other fun people Offices

in Amherst, Boston. Cape Cod. Wor-
chester, and SIX other locations Call San
dy at 256-6434 today!

SUMMER SUHLET

2 AOJ BDRMS lor summer 1 other large

room for fall Noho cheap rent' Call

586-9545

2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE apts avialable

June 1 549-7512

SUMMER SUBLET A furnished two
bedroom apt in colonial village On bus
route. No fall option Two people preferred

Call David 253-2965

NORTHAMPTON - W/FALL OPTION -

Newly renovated and clean Spacious
Browstone (Townhouse), 4 BDRM, t'/j

baths on bus route and 1 block to center

of town. Call 586-5353

3 BEDROOM FURNISHED apt 480/month
utilities and cable included on bus route,

swimming pool, tennis ct, 665-3671

ULTIMATE SUMMER APARTMENT. TV
pool, double tieds, etc Must see '/? mi to

UMass 256-6332

AMHERST CENTER, DOUBLE room in

house with fall option, rent reasonable, call

Claire or Lisa for details at 253-7216

tITree BEDROOMPuffton apt

available for summer 87 3 or 4 people call

for details 549-6327

LOOKING FOR 1 or 2 people to sublet l

tjedroom in furnished Puffton apartment

Available Junew l to Septi call Tammy
549-6739

GET IT IN Sunderland" Summer sublet

w/lall option 2 bedrooms 2 bathrooms on

bus route Squire Village 665-3504

2 ROOMS FOR summer sublet tall option

lor 4 Swiss Village call 253-7248

GREAT HOUSES bedrooms (1 tall option)

nice lurnished house On bus route (near

Brittany) 2 lull baths, kitchen. $230 per per-

son (negotiable) call Ellen or Laura
256-8864

WANTED: FEMALE TO share Southwood
townehouse for summer Own bedroom-
lurnished 253-3002 eves.

SPACIOUS 5 BEDROOM townehouse apt.

Squire Village on bus line. 2 showers, pool.

$166 each, summer sublet w/fall option

665-8952

2 BEDROOM $330 with Crown Pt apts

Amherst St right across Irom Stop & Shop
Sam 256-4293 very spacious lurnished fall

opt

SUMMER SUBLET WITH August rent free'

2-bedroom 525/n»onih Southwood apts ell

256-6334

AMHERST CENTER SUBLET, summer
with fall lease option, real cheap utilitlesi

256-1052

3 BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE apartment

looking for female subletters for June
August 400 per month call 549 1449

ONE BEDROOM IN BRITTANY manor
apartment Available June 1st with fall op-

tion 253 2236

SUMMER SUBLET 3 bedroom apartment

furnished Ideal location' N Pleasant St

Call for more info 253-3956

COLONIAL VILLAGE TWO bedroom fur

nished $380 or best offer 256-6250 after six

2 BEDROOM SUBLET in Crestvlew apts on
bus route Available June-Aug. Call Joan
549-0921

3 BDRMS 2 BATHS partially furnisfied on
bus route ngtble all inclsv 256 1841 Swiss
VIge Fall opin

TYPINO SERVICE

QUALITY TYPINO. PAPERS, letters,

resumes, etc Meticulous proofreading

Editing available New IBM typewriter Call

549-0367

LARGE FULLY FURNISHED house Cable.

5 bedrooms near bus stop very clean This

house IS ideal'" Rent negotiable, call us'

253^5885

SUMMER SUBLET - Brandywine
Are you interested please call

Andrea or Sue at 646 8584

SUMMER WORK STUDY JOiS

$6.40 AN HOUR start June 1st for 13

weeks n tion dept of Public Works Grounds
Maintenance work in Public Works and
recreation as well as one |ob with engineer

ing survey team apply at the student

employment olfce 239 A Whitmore Inquire

for off campus summer work study
positions

TRAVEL

ALASKA: ROUNTRIP AIR tare $550 leave

Mav 8 return May 30 call Donna 586 406fi

THE JAMMER

JIM-WE CAN T settle lor a lousy lail

sentence II we re going to do it. let's do it

so they'll need a calculator lo figure out
what our ball will t)e Austin. Texas here
we come gel an attitude, eat a pigeon
Many 6-packs to be tallied -ROG

THE FUTURTS SO RRMNT.^

YOU GOTTA WEAR shades Help pass the

toxics libliation act, slop nuclear madness,
and fight for consumer justice Masspirg
seeks bright, energetic students lor sum-
mer campaign positions Earn $176^300 per

week Training, travel, advancement, and
a chance lo meet hundreds ol other lun

people Offices in Amherst. Boston Cape
Cod. Worchester. and six other locations

Call Sandy at 256-6434 today

UMASS MEN-$ VOLLYiALL

HEY SKIPPY. SAC. Nippy Man. Leadfoot.

Jammer, Spud, the Blur, the Toothless

Wonder and the Geriatric Kid Texas will

never be the same after we're done I love

you guys like brothers, but we can't share

each other's underwear get the shower
toonz ready Were bringing home a Na
tional Chamionship MIT suck:; Token

UNIVERSITY WIDE COMMITTEES

POSITIONS ARE AVAILABLE on
University-wide committees A great way lo

influence university policies and develop in

terpersonal communication skills Applica-

tions available at 420 or 406E Student
Union Building

WATERRED FOR SALE

QUEEN-SIZE WITH oak bookcase head
board only set-up once Includes pedestal,

heater, pad. hwo sets of sheets You /ust

don t know how great il is until you try it'

$150 00 or best offer Call Bill at 584-6619

WANTED

PHYSICAL. SPIRITUAL. INTELLECTUAL
health seekers share your knowledge with

the readers ol Sprout, the Earthfoods/Peo-

pie's Market Nowsletter Typed, double

spaced, please drop matenal off on the 4th

floor S U m Ihe Economic Development ol

lice Address it to Jen K Deadline has been
extended Due before April 30th

WAN'fED PHOTOS AND recordings of

Hunter S Thonipson's speech Will pay
cash lor quality call Mark 323-6044 keep
trying

WANfn TO RENT

APARTMENT OR HOUSE for 3, 4. or 5

people reasonably close lo campus Call

anytime 546-6602, 546-5774 or 546-5772
Please keep trying

TWO SENIORS LOOKING lor one of two
bedrooms lor now until end of semester
close to campus Call Chris or Dave
253-7572

LOOKING FOR 3-BEDROOM In Puffton

reward offered- Lisa 6-7979

SSSBIG REWARD OFFERED lor 3
bedroom Puffton Apt Lease 253-7927

LOOKING FOR 3bedroom Puffton Apt
Want to sublet lor summer and lake over
lease Call Herb 546-6761

TAKE OVER LEASE June 1st 2 bedroom
apt in Colonial Village across from Char»ges
380/mo plus utilities on bus route 256-0964

UMASS STUDENT LOOKING IW room lo

rent near campus during spring break 9-21

to 9-29 Call Mary at 546- 1151 Keep trying

SUBLETS/HdUSING NEEDED June 28
Aug 15 Call SBMC 256-8615 9AM-7PM

WANTED-S100 REWARD a 6 or 7 person
house lor next year, near bus route Call

Dave 549-0384 or Patty 549-1703 leave
name and number

WANT to TAKE Over lease of off-campus
house near bus route for next tall and
spring Call 546 1090 or 253-3894

2 HIGH SPIRITED WOMEN (smokefS) look-

ing to take over lease on apt or house, or

to share your place in the fall call Kristie

6-8565

LOOKING FOR 3 bedroom Puffton apt
want to sublet for summer and take over

lease call Herb 546 6761

$100 REWARD FOR 3 bedroonTPuftlon
apartment starting summer fall call Rahul
545 3179 or 665-2810

HEY! I'M LOOKING for ? room for fall in

a house or apartment m Amherst Must be
quiet non-smokers call evenings Elaine
546-6330

FEMALE LOOKING FOR a quiet single in

a house for fall semester call Lisa at
549-6065

APARTMENT OA HOtHNt tor s!^, or S
people reasonable close lo campus call

anytime-546-6602 546-5774 or 546-5772
Please keep trying!
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SPORTS

Unbeaten Gorillas to march on Harvard
Team looks to go 6-0 in

clash with Top 15 squad
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

The road show called the University of Massachusetts

men's lacrosse team packs up its equipment again today

and heads to Cambridge, Mass., where it battles 13th-

ranked Harvard at 3 p.m.

The Crimson will be the team's second Ivy League op-

ponent in live days as the 5-0 Gorillas look to extend their

season-long winning streak and make a push to the top

of the United States Intercollegiate Lacrosse Association

(USILA) poll.

The Gorillas, after beating Ivy League opponent Yale,

16-8. at New Haven on Saturday, have moved into the

fifth spot, three points ahead ofJohns Hopkins and three

behind Syracuse.

"The next two weeks will tell the .story. This is a ven
big week with Harvard and Army," UMass Head Coach

Dick Garber said. "Then later we've got Brown (before

playing Dartmouth), Cornell, Rutgers and Syracuse

Those five games will put us one way or the other. The
final versus Syracuse will be great matchup."

In tackling Harvard, the Gforillas will enter into the beef

of their schedule after running roughshod over five de-

cent, but not great teams. With the early-season

postponements of games with Brown and Cornell, the

team is now looking at a heavier schedule than it expected

at the outset. With the team's first seven games being on
the road, the Grorillas are at a crossroads that may make
or break the season.

"The first five were against good teams. The next five

will be real testers," Garber said. "It has been a good
season. We're looking to make it great."

Like Yale (which Harvard beat, 5-4), Harvard has

Collegian photo by Michael Cooper

Gorillas' senior defenseman John Jordan (left) and sophomore All-American goalie Sal LoCascio

(right) will anchor the 5-0 team when it faces Harvard, this afternoon at 3 p.m. in Cambridge, Mass.

Softball faces PC
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

For the next few days, the University of Massachusetts

will get a welcomed break from its Atlantic 10 conference

schedule, as the Minutewomen prepare for yet another

grueling week of doubleheaders.

The Minutewomen will be on the road in Providence.

RI, today to face the Friars of Providence College. Game
time is slated for a 2:30 start against a team that, even

continued on page 14

already had its share of tests. At 7-2, the Crimson have
already dealt with a pair of Top 15 teams. Harvard fell.

8-7 to llthranked Brown, a yo-yo of a team bouncing all

over the rankings and got whacked. 12-5 to second-ranked
Cornell. Along with those two, Harvard has endured a
tough schedule which includes Yale and 12th-ranked
Penn.
The Crimson comes off a 10-7 win over Princeton on

Saturday and has won six of its last seven games.
Unlike Yale, Garber said he thinks the team has a bet-

ter goalie in Mike Bergmann (52 goals allowed, 118 saves,

.694 save percentage, and 6.78 goals-against average) and
one of the better overall defenses in New England. He add-

ed that the defense can be expected to slow it down against

the Gorillas and try for a low-scoring game.
"They're winning the close games. That'g a sign of a

good team," he said.

"It's going to be tough, harder than Yale," sophomore
attack Greg Collins said. "They are good. They are big

physically. I have a buddy that plays for them. He's a

defensive man and he's the smallest on the team. But he's

huge. But that's okay, they're slow."

It will be up to the (jorillas to capitalize on the speed

differential and make their offensive flurries count.

Against Sal Locascio, Harvard isn't expected to do much
scoring, with or without the slowdown.
Man-up Advantages: According to weekly stats releas-

ed by the USILA last week, several Gorillas look to be

around the top when the next batch is sent out, . . With
34 points, senior attackman Tom Ca'-mean's five-game

total would have him leading the nation in points-per-

game through five games as long as things remain the

same. The Gorillas hadn't played the required five games
for last weeks stats, but with nearly seven ppg, Carmean
is ahead of the 6.6 pace. His five-plus assists per game
puts him ahead of the 4,33 pace. Scott Hiller's 3.8 goals-

per-game would put him in second place nationally.

UMass rallies to top Dartmouth, 14-10
Murphy 's 5 goals key win
By LINDA DELIVORLAS
Collegian Staff

The seventh-ranked
University of

Massachusetss women's
lacrosse team couldn't have

picked a better time to start

a mini-win streak.

The Gazelles, 6-4, have
two regular season games
remaining and extended
their streak to two, taking

• iilli'foioi pholu ti\ ()iiM() Shimku»

Freshman Karen Ravn had two goals, in-
cluding the game-winner, as the University of
Massachusetts women's lacrosse team upset
New England rival Dartmouth, 14-10, yesterday
at Totman Field.

a big step towards a possible

playoff berth by knocking
off Dartmouth University,

14-10, Yesterday at Totman
Field.

'

"Our fast break was the

difference, and once we got

the saves from Pam Stone in

the second halfwe were able

to make our midfield con-

nections," UMass Coach
Pam Hixon said.

The Big Green, 8-3 and
also seeking a regional

playoff bid, had a 5-4 lead

with 9:01 left in the first

half before the UMass tran-

sition game got itself in

gear.

"We didn't let up when we
were down. The offense

clicked and played strong.

Its a convincing win, and it

feels so good to beat them,"
said Stone, who registered

14 saves and diffused
numerous second-half free-

position attempts.

The Gazelles dominated
the last nine minutes of the

half, turning up a high
powered offense to the tune
of five goals — fViui of ! hem
in a span of four and ,i h;ill

minutes, while Stoni- .md
her fellow backliners, most
notably Amy Robertson and
Chris Kocot. played a sting>'

denial defense and stifled

the Big Green's drives

The fun began \\ Inn
Robertson picked tht- pni kit

of a Dartmouth player and
sprinted downfield. The
junior defensman picked up
a foul in the circle, and con

verted the free-position for

her second goal of the

.'Season.

Twentv-five seconds later.

freshman attackman Karen
Ravn gave UMass a lead it

would never relinquish on a

one-on-one fast break blast.

She continued her offensive

prowess by cradling in a
beautiful lead pass from Sue
Murphy and gunning it

home.
At the 3:07 mark, the

Gazelles converted their

prettiest transition tally of

the day. Senior co-captain

and AU-Amercian at-

tackman Lisa Griswold
made a Michael Jordan-like

leap in front of the UMass
bench to snare an errant
outlet pass and, in one fluid

motion, delivered a strike to

a streaking Cathy Fuhrman
in front of the Dartmouth
cage. Furhman capitalized

on her scoring opportunity,

collecting her 17th goal of

the year.

The Big Green netted a
free-position goal to close

the gap to 8-6. but Murphy
gave the Gazelles a three
goal cushion at halftime
with lier own freepositon
tally.

"Evt'i ybody went to goal
strong" w lii'n<'v<>r they drew
two or three plavers. We
worked our gwme plan, ^ot

the crnundeis ,iiiil didn't

thrf.sv the hail .i\<. .i\ The
defense really picked u up
in the <^ecnnd half. We had
to win. ( inswold said.

Murphy completed her
hat trick in the second half
by chalking up four goals,

and senior attackman
Becky Bekampis notclied

her .second goal of the game
to complete the UMass
scoring

Minutemen make a
sweep of St. Joe's
Team is 4-0 in Atlantic 10
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

PHILADELPHIA, PA - The University of

Massachusetts baseball team waited over two weeks to

begin its Atlantic 10 season because of rain. But in just

two days, the Minutemen have jumped out to a 4-0 record

in the league.

Sophomores Dimitri Yavis and Ken Greer turned in

solid pitching performances and UMass made its few hits

count as the Minutemen, 12-7 overall, took a 5-2, 4-1

sweep of A- 10 rival St. Joseph's here yesterday.

"Thank goodness we got all four games in," UMass
Head Coach Dick Bergquist said. "We got some real good
pitching in this series. And it's important to start with
^a sweep because hopefully this will tune us up for

Rutgers (another four-game A-10 series this weekend)."
In the second game, UMass jumped out to a 2-0 lead

in the top of the first on a two-run single by senior co-

captain Sean Flint, who drove in the winning run for

the fourth time in the series,

St. Joseph's got its only run in the second when Scott

Gilbert tripled and scored on Joe Capriotti's sacrifice fly.

The Minutemen added a run in the third on Darrin
O'Connor's RBI double to left, and another in the fourth

when O'Connor delivered Rob Holiday with a single to

left,

Greer went the distance to improve to 2-3, giving up
just three hits with three strikeouts.

In the opening game, Yavis. in lelicf of starter Mike
Owens, pitched until the final out of the game, allowing
eight hits and one run, while striking out six to even his

record at 1-1. Jeff Richardson pitched the final out of the
game and earned the save.

After the Hawks took a TO lead early, the Minutemen
look the lead for good in the third. Steve Kern walked
and Dean Borelli, Holiday and O'Connor singled to tie

the game. A pair of wild pitches by St. Joe's starter Keith
Davis allowed Holiday and O'Connor to score and give

UMass a 3-1 advantage.
Matt Sheran made it 4-1 in the fourth with a blast over

the right field fence before the Hawks made it 4-2 in the

home half.

But in the sixth, Flint gave Yavis more insurance than
he would need by hitting his seventh home run of the

year and third in as many games to finish the scoring.
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Anti-CIA
protests
continue
By JENNIFER DEMPSEY
Collegian Staff

As a prelude to the anti-CIA rally to take

place in Washington. D.C. this weekend,

more than 250 students and administrators

protested yesterday the actions of the CIA
and the administration's decision to allow

CIA recruitment on campus.

Held on the side entrance of the Student

Union Building, the rally was organized by

members of the Radical Student Union and

the Central American Solidarity

Association.

Sarah Bush, an organizer and member of

the RSU. welcomed the crowd and said,

"We're still here. We will not be satisfied

until the CIA cannot recruit on this cam
pus anymore. We're still here because we
feel a responsibility to stop our government

from running rampant all over the world."

CASA representative Greg Smith spoke

of the recent death squad murder of El

Salvadorean student leader Rafael Eduar-

do Garcia. Smith said Garcia "worked for

a solution to end the civil war. He was

murdered to intimidate social changes. We
must work to protest on behalf of students

in El Salvador."

Activist Steve O'Halloran said. "The CIA

is responsible for torture and death as a

way of silencing. We will continue to pro-

test until the university stops overt and

covert recruitment on campus. Join us in

Washington this weekend and protest the

god damn CIA!"
During the speeches approximately 20

conservatives held pro-CIA posters and led

chants ranging from "All the way, CIA"

and "Where's your Abbie now?" to

"Freedom of choice and self-

determination!'"

Answering to the heckles, Professor San-

dra Morgen of the women studies depart-

ment said the reason for protesting the CIA

was to preserve the "freedom of choice and

self-determination."of the countries "whose

attempts to live in freedom are stopped by

the underminings of the CIA. It was one

vear ago when we went in and bombed

Libya and the same people talked about the

same issues."

Morgen said "it is racism that has been

.TUDENt

Collegian photo by Paul Franz •

Protesters march toward the Whitmore Administration Building

following a rally yesterday demanding the banning of CIA recruit-

ment on the UMass campus.

behind the expansion" of the US and the

belief that "certain people have rights

because they are white."

To chants of "No way CIA", former defen-

dant Joe Rubin said, "It's not up to the CIA

to start wars and murders. We take some

stock in the morals that our country is sup-

posed to stand up for. Last week's trial

found UMass guilty for allowing criminals

to recruit. The CIA is breaking the law
""

Former defendant Debbie Cohen said,

"Today should not be a day of mourning.

It must be a day to celebrate our victory

last week in the courtroom I invite

everyone to go to Whitmore and tell that

man [Chancellor Joseph D. Duffeyj that we

take the verdict seriously!"

Rubin and Cohen were among the 15

defendants acquitted in the trial .stemming

from charges of trespassing in last

November's protest against CIA recruit-

ment on campus.

The crowd walked to Whitmore chanting,

"Hey Joe, Hey Joe, the CIA has got to go
" and "CIA, guilty as charged."

Arriving at WTiitmore, the prote.sters

found the Republican Club blocking the en

trance to the building, chanting "RSU get

a clue." The protesters pushed their way

up to the doorway where more /conser-

vatives were holding flags and posters.

Republican Club Vice President Matthew

Whiting answered to protesters'/ charges

that the conservatives were violating

rights by blocking the doorway. "We're

afraid of people like you taking away the

rights from people like us
'

continued on page 8

Protesters,
officials:

trial sets

precedent
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian StafT

The acquittal of 15 defendants last week
proved they were justified in nccupying

Munson Hall while protesting' the CIA. and

.set a precedent for students in nther schdols

around the country to engage m similar

acts, according to some prominent figures

on campus.
"I don't think anyone saw the verdict as

a permit for irresponsible acts. It just said

that we were justified and we continue to

be justified to protest the CIA." said Joe

Rubin, one of the former defendants. He ad-

di'essed the concern of whether more
.students will take over buildings, then he

acquitted on trial by using the necessitits

defen.se.

A.ssistant District Attorney Diane Fer

r.ald, who was the prosecutor in the case,

said there is some concern over the

possibility that students might begin cjccu-

pying buildings because they feel they will

be found innocent.

Fernald said it is hard to predict whether

the outcome of the trial si^fies tlw begin-

ning of a national movement. She said the

jury might not have intended to set a prece-

dent but just wanted to rule on one par-

ticular case.

"You have to consider that this group of

people [the protesters] might be represen-

tative of people in general," she said.

Student Government Association Presi-

dent Joe Demeo, as well as many of the pro-

testers, said he hopes there will be a na-

tional movement.
Demeo, expressing satisfaction with the

verdict, said it proved the average citizen

can take action when the government is

unjust.

Cashin House Senator Lynne McCabe
called the possibility of a national move-

ment dangerous.

CIA on Trial Project member Sarah

Becker called student movements very ef

fective. She cited the anti-Vietnam War
movement of the early 1970s, which also

originated on college campuses.

continued on page 9

New course guide
available for fee
By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

Spring semester course description guides are taking

on a new look as a result of complaints about inaccuiacies,

according to the University of Massachusetts associate

provdst for undergraduates.

The book is being combined with the majors book and

will include requirements for majors and an overview of

classes. The cost of the book is $2. It is now available at

the University Stwre

"The catalog goes to press in January. It comes in April

and is pretty good for the fall, but it is also used for the

spring," said Norman Aitken, associate provost for

undergraduates. "At that point the information is out of

date. The information i> just bad.""

The Provost's office is printing a more timely course

description, he said. It will be issued every advising period.

Another one will be printed in November for next spring,

he said. The undergraduate catalog is also sent to high

schools and community colleges.

"It gets a little hectic between copy cards and catalogs

and everyday stuff that has to get done," said University

Store manager Winthrop Cummings. "I think students

are beginning to accept it. In two more years everyone

will assume that is the way it is."

But students presently enrolled do not yet accept the

continued on page o

University plans ban on tobacco sales

By RICK SASSON
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts plans to ban the sale

of all tobacco products on campus effective July 1, 1987,

said Vice Chancellor John L. Denyse yesterday.

The faculty senate overwhelmingly supported a recom-

mendation made last Thursday by the UMa.ss Health

Council, a division of the senate to prohibit the sale of

cigarettes, snuff, chewing tobacco, cigars, and pipe tobac-

co from any campus store or vending machine.

Melvin Carlson, assistant cataloguer at the Universi-

ty libraiy and a member of the Health Council, said the

ban vvillhelp create a smoke free atmosphere "in light

of the Surgeon General's report on the dangers of tobac-

co smoke." He said a possible ban had been discussed

for some time.

Board of Governors Chairman John Hayes expects a

motion to be passed at tonight's meeting condemning the

administration for adopting the policy without proper

student representation.

"It will call on the administration to consider the views

of the Board of Governors, the Student Government

A.ssociation, and the Graduate Student Senate. ' Hayes

said. He added. "There was an active effort by the Health

Council not to tell the students [about the ban]."

Hayes said that only one graduate student was involv-

ed in the Health Council Sub-committee, which helped

draft the policy. However, Carlson said that students

float in and out of the committee with regularity.

"We're not necessarily against the idea," Hayes said,

"but we're very angry, given the impact this will have

on the students, that they had little input themselves.

It's offensive not to have gone to the SGA with it."

BOG Finance Coordinator Lauren Toolin said that

revenues lost from the ban will be in the range of

$102,000.

"These products are low cost-high profit - they requu-e

no maintenance." TooHn said.

Profits from tobacco product sales on campus go to Aux

iliary Services, which is in charge of all the university

stores, food services, and building operatioti--

Director of Auxiliary Services A.shoke Ganguli is not

yet deeply concerned with the revenue lo.ss.

'
The ban is in the interest of the students' health and

that precludes any financial loss that might occur, he

said.

Hayes said tonight's motion will question how Aux-

iliary Services will make up for lost profit. He said that

general prices might rise at University stores.

"We have not been shown that not selling [cigarettes]

will be a deterrent to smokers," Hayes said, adding that

it will probably drive most customers to Amherst area

.stores to buy tobacco products.
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ADIRONDACK MUSIC'S SPRING STEREO SALE!!!
SANYO VHP 2250

SUPEH VIDEO RECORDER
PRICE REDUCTION

betow original dealer costs

$249^5

SHARP RG-B304
STEREO CAR CASSETTE PLAYER

high power, auto reverse

cassette AM/FM stereo

with 20 watts per channel includes

rKxmal instalation

atXIST $9995

SAVE Ovw $100!IIIIIII

(does not irKlude instailalion kits, parts or speakers)

TEAC V-200 DOLBY CASSETTE DECK
Direct Function Mechanism • Super Metal Sound

$179.00 value

Our lowest price ever for a brand new model Teac cassette deck

now

just

$79.95

TEAC W310C

HIGH SPEED DUBBING CASSEHE DECK

Dolby B & C
Our lowest price for a high quality Teac dubbing cassette deck

Super Low

Value Just

$149.95

B
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PANASONIC SLPN10

PORTABLE COMPACT DISC PLAYER
with carrying case, batter pack,

charger and stereo connecting

cable . . .

JUST $249^5

PANASONIC HF3
HEADPHONE AM/FM STEREO

PORTABLE

ON SALE

at JUST $3995 similar to illustration

EPI T/E120 II

10-ttCH TWO-WAY
BOOKSHELF SPEAKER
handles 15-100 watts

(blemished cabinets)

$320/pr. value

JUST $19995 par

lull new five-year EPI warranty

Freq Response 3a Hi ?o wu
Sugg Power Range 15-100 Watts

Speaker Element 1 1 TreWe

1 10 Bass

Crossover Freq 1800 Hi

Avg Impedence 8 Ofims

SensiOvity 88 OB/W/M
Dimensions

(H»WxD) 25'^ «15Vi «8V

EPI LSR22
In/Dash Cassette b stock

o
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O
ta^WoMn.
firQutncv ft#t0o^v 40 HI liRHi tioO
Chonrwi WpooKKi MeitimnJOaa
CAonwi OoKW* <W4twi JdO
UfKH 10 No.>» RtHiO Moi* Dion )0 dO
Vow ono (lunn 3%r«AMii
lop«lp»»a U^tfuh/t^i * 4%
timvnfn* i«»invi 3 J'^^t\ ^C 90J

AudtaWioen.
»Ow»lO«pU< 1 i WaiivChonn*) « t WU

no«onm» moi(*Tium

7 5 vonwCnoncru i KHi
KKo 4 oMra t*» ihoo »* IHO
• 13 i«aaa too HI

«t i«aea lOKMi
UwOwpul too mv High tn^rO^rm IIM

C 30% modutotion w lop*

CKOI0M9 lOMWvM

t iOdSVN)

Wpa>at«n

Cop4u»e ftcMio

Wnnnvny
long* RvltcNOo

3J«V
,«OuV
.30H( iSRNt
.Ma>*ihan3O0S
, Moi* l^an $0 dO
MoiviNtnSOoD
3tf0

30 uV
Moi* ihon 40 dO

Originally 5329««

^SfSI with ful

new factory warranty

one year parts and labor

Everything that can be sold will be sold and these aren't prices that will drive you crazy, just make you real happy
with yourself and Adirondack Musk:, the stereo professk>nals.

adirondack music
AMHERST

15 East Pleasant Street

253-3100

GREENFIELD
239 Main Street

772-6803
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Senate debates
divestment
from USSR
By KARL ROOKEY
Collegian Staff

During what one student senator called "the best

meeting this semester," last night's Undergraduate Stu-

dent Senate meeting successfully completed most of the

business listed in their two and a half page agenda.

Cashin House Senator Tony Rudy, whose proposal for

divestment from the Soviet Union caused the greatest

commotion of the meeting, tabled his proposal until 9:30

p.m., allowing time for other business.

After completing all non-controversial business by 9:00

p.m., including officer and committee reports, which have

not been given during most of this semester's meetings,

the tabled motion was brought to the floor half an hour

early.

The motion by Rudy, asking for the University of

Massachusetts to divest from those companies who deal

with the Soviet Union met with the opposition of many

of the members present, and was the subject of a debate

by former senator and campus presidential candidate

Mark Friedman.
"What we're discussing here is the foreign policy of the

Student Government Association," he said. What we have

to consider while voting on this motion are two questions:

first, what do we want to convey to the Soviet Union, and

second, how are they going to interpret this, Friedman

said.

Some conservatives interrupted him repeatedly, which

he said upset him and prevented him from presenting his

side of the issue.

Quorum was called at about 10:40 p.m. and the meeting

was dismissed because some senators had left. The issue

of a UMass divestment from the USSR will be subject to

debate again at next week's meeting.

Earlier, a proposal to declare May 10. 1987

Massachusetts Soviet Jewry Day by Commuter Area

Senator Denise Forbes and John Adams Senator Holly

Brod passed with only two dissenting votes.

Leach House Senator Brian Trembley said he did not

support the motion because "it's red-bashing" and he did

not think it proper for the Senate to defame the Soviets.

Brod responded that the Student Coalition for Soviet

Jewry, a branch organization of this campus' Hillel Foun-

dation, of which she is a member, has done extensive

research on the issue and it was not "red-bashing."

Labeling something is a way of avoiding the issue, she

said. The fact that only two people voted against the mo-

tion showed that even some supporters of socialism agreed

with the proposal, she said.

Observatories used
for gazing at space
By FRANCI RICHARDSON
Collegian Correspondent

The Orchard Hill Observatory, constructed in the spring

of 1984, has been used mainly for classroom viewings of

stars, rings of Saturn, moons of Jupiter, and craters of the

moon, said Tom Amy, associate professor of physics and

astronomy at the University of Massachusetts.

However, these viewings are hindered because the

observatory is exposed to glow from the Sylvan residen-

tial area, the power station at Tillson Farm, and the fire

station on the north side of Amherst. The view of the area

to the west is obstructed by many trees that have grown

there, Arny said.
, ..u *. * •

"It would be nice if it were darker, he said, but it is

close to campus so people can walk to it."

The University prohibits individuals from using the

$30,000 telescope randomly, but it does schedule open

houses from time to time, he said.

Another telescope, located near the Quabbm Reservoir,

is the Five-College Radio Astronomy Observatory, built

in 1964 It was built at a cost of $1.25 million to the

University. Smith, Amherst, Hampshire and Mt. Holyoke

Colleges. It is is the largest millimeter wavelength radio

telescope in the United States.

The radio telescope is used for "observing interstellar

molecules, and for looking at short radio wavelength

molecules from comets and planetary atmospheres, said

Arnv
The radio telescope, unlike optical telescopes, has a

45-foot diameter bowl, which was used to detect the

amount of heat, density, speed, and composition of Haley s

^°The Five-College Radio Astronomy Observatory is also

equipped with small bedrooms, a lunchroom and a small

television that monitors radio frequencies being picked

up by the telescope. .u xt „„i
Supported primarily through a grant from the National

Science Foundation, the Five-College Radio Astronomy

Observatory is now being used for studying the motion

of eases near young stars in the hope of finding pre-

Inetarv exL'ence'Arny said. They ar. also studying

fhe distance and composition of gas in other galaxies to

understand how stars form.
.u n.,oK

To .onduct research at the observatory near the Quab-

bin, a proposal of study mu.st be submitted to a commit-

tee which then decides if the idea is valid. If approved,

a limited time is granted to the researchers.

Collegian photo by Paul Fran/.

GOING ROUND IN CIRCLES — Sally Marchmont, a senior Animal Science major, lunges

her horse Jeremiah at Tillson farms yesterday before an afternoon of riding.

Study focuses on turn-of-the-century dance hall behavior

Trivia used to understand history
.1 T-» Viallc Poicc aairi liannora snin in .«!mall circleS. Othj

By KATHRYN POHNER
Collegian Staff

Trivia, socially defined as

unimportant information, is

actually a tool in understan-

ding history. ? lecturer said

yesterday.

"Trivia is a window into a

number of issues that were

obscured pertaining to sex-

uality and gender," said

Kathy Peiss. assistant pro-

fessor in the women's
studies and history

departments.

Speaking in Thompson

Hall to an audience of 20,

Peiss, author of Cheap
Amusements: Working

Women and Leisure in

Turn-of-the-Century New
York, said her work centers

on the working class dance

halls of the late 19th and

early 20th century America.

"At this time, people were

celebrating a change in

manners and morals," she

said.

these changes still

reflected a heterosexual

point of view, which brings

about limitations, she said.

"There was a rise of a

cultural ethos that en-

couraged the relationship of

the male and female as a

romantic and private one,

and the arena of sexuality

was still the bedroom," she

said.

This privacy left Peiss

unclear as to what working

class men and women were

doing on a daily basis con-

cei niiig tiieii iiei.fi uocActuii

ty. This led her to the dance

hall as a window into the

problem, she said.

"Dance halls were an

arena in which sexuality

and gender were shaped,"

she said. Dance was
documented as the most

popular form of leisure

entertainment for white

working class women, swept

halls, Peiss said dancers
were accused of "pro-
miscuous intermingling,"

defined as drinking and
switching tables. "To the in-

Collegian photo by Chuck Abel

Assistant Professor Kathy Peiss: "Dance halls

were an arena where sexuality and gender were

shaped.
"

up ill t.nc uaiice

madness"of the period, she

said.

According to Peiss.

thousands ofwomen went at

least once a week to the

dance halls, beginning at

the ages of 12 and 13. "It

was essentially a mixed sex

social space for youth," she

said.

Citing vice investigation

reports on behavior in dance

vestigators. switching
tables connoted soliciting or

being solicited."

The most popular dances

of the time were parodies of

middle class dances and

mores, she said, using a

form of dance called "speel

ing" as an example. The
dance was a takeoff on the

waltz, and dancers would

hold each other tightly and

spin in small circles. Other
dances, such as the "Charlie

Chaplin Wiggle" were said

to have originated in houses

of prostitution, and involv-

ed moving the body in pelvic

wiggles, or used imitations

of animals such as turkeys

or roosters. "The dances

played with sexual im-

agery," she said.

"A glamourized version of

the old sexual exchange

evolved in the dance halls,"

Peiss said. Women would

come to the halls in groups,

only to pair off with men as

the night went on. She said

there was a strong emphasis

on dress, with women wear-

ing flamboyant clothing

drinking and smoking.

"Women were using their

expressiveness, but in a

very heterosexual way.

They were decorating

themselves for the male

gaze," she said.

Memoirs of women of the

time speak of the physical

pleasure of movement that

the dance allowed them. "It

was a way for them to ex-

periment with different

social roles and express sex-

uality," she said.

"The small sector of

women who were in the

dance halls —
single, young, white,

heterosexual and working

class — allows us to think

about ways in which

heterosexuality was
presented."Peiss said.

Dance halls of the early

20th century were a con-

struction of heterosexuality

in that period, according to

Peiss. "They let us see a

way in which sexuality was

constituted in daily life."
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Fill your closet!
Spring/Summer fashion at6^omhpfst /northampt'jf

AT COLLEGE DRUG
TROJANENZ'

LUBRICATED

Pkg. of 12

Reg. $4,77

$2.99

9 AM - 2 PM

EARLY BIRD
SPECIAL
$2 OFF

Shampoo, Cut & Dry

Styles By Deborah
65 University Drive • 549-5610

with this coupon , expires 4/30/87

"li

Amherst Chinese Foods
Horn* Stylm Cooking

62-64 MAIN ST.. AMHERST
BEER « WINE UCENSE

Fr9»h Vaqetablms
from Our own Farm

OPEN 7 DAYS
Wt DO NOT use MSC 0«
ARTiriCIAL COtOmNO

253-7835
i«

10% OFF ANY
NEUTROGENA PRODUCT

IN STOCK

LENS PLUS
Sterile Saline Solution

12 fl. oz. aerosol

Reg. $6.75

$3.89

Nothings Richer, Nothing's Smoother.

PLASTIC TUBULAR
COAT HANGERS

8 for $1.00
Open Weekdays 9 am to 9 pm - Sat. 9 am to 6 pm

Sundays 9 am to 5 pm

OLLEGE
D^UG

4 Main St., Amherst 253-2523

Buy 5 Kegs
...» ^5fS

SEE DETAILS AT YOUR
LOCAL PACKAGE STORE

mm
Nothing's Richer,

Nothing's Smoc^^r.

• course books
continued from page 1

fee on the course book, which used to be free of charge.

"I see no need for students of this University to be fur-

ther charged for receiving information that should be pro-

vided by the University," said Nate Moore, chairman of

the student government Budgets Committee.

The new book will be distributed to new students who
will be asked "to please hold onto it for four years," Aitken

said.

"I think it's unrealistic to think someone will hold on-

to a book for four years. After two years it will be out-

dated," said Mark Friedman, chairman elect of the Cam
pus Center/Student Union Board of Governors.

"It sounds like a good idea," said Tim Wood, co-

chairman of the Academics Affairs Committee. "But

somewhere students are getting ripped off because they're

having to pay extra money."

Aitken said, "If it is no longer a course description book

students don't need it to register for classes. We don't plan

to distribute it for free. Two dollars covers the cost of prm

ting," Aitken said.

"I see a lot of waste of the course catalogs. Students will

look at a few courses and throw it out. At $2 a catalog

for 15,000 students that's $30,000 for students to learn

about a course," he said.

The guide is made with newsprint, which is cheaper,

and because it is not an external document there is no

need for it to be glossy with pictures, Aitken said.

"Next time around it will be more descriptive. We're

assuming you can't put every course," he said. General

education and larger classes are being listed in this book

while smaller classes are in the course descriptions

distributed by major departments.

"This is the most effective way to distribute informa-

tion," Aitken said.

Pie-registration began Tuesday, April 21 and will con-

tinue through Monday April 27. The course descriptions

will be available until the end of counseling period.

Correction

Due to an editing error, a story in yesterday's paper

read that the Rev. Jesse Jackson announced his presiden-

tial candidacy for 1988 at a lecture in the Fine Arts

Center Tuesday. The story should have read that

Jackson said he is considering running.

Correction
MassPIRG's nuclear

education rally will take

place today at noon on the

south steps of the Student

Union. The Collegian incor-

rectly reported that the ral-

ly would take place

yesterday.

FLAT
STREET
17fLATS1 . BAATTLCeOKO VT

neund irt»

from SOSTON
• lariwifai

LUXEMBURG $358
COPENHAGEN 496

OSLO *^®

STOCKHOLM 496
SWITZERLAND 388

WITH

Friday April 24

Saturday Aprii 25

THE WORKS

THE WORKS

THE WORKS

THE WORKS

THE WORKS

THE WORKS

fCELAMOAM
AND

council TRAVIl

AMHERST

[413] 256-1261

Don't Miss Flat

Street's Great

MId-Week
Getaway

Wednesdays
75 Cent Drafts

Open at 8:00 PM

Woman weightlifter maintains
health through strict regimen

By TODD GOLDBERG
Collegian Correspondent

Amid the smell of sweat and the screams of people

pushing themselves to their physical limits, there is a

group of women weightlifters trying to carve a niche for

themselves in a place where they are very much a

minority.

If you decide to venture into the room of barbells and

muscles in Boyden Gymnasium on any weekday but

Wednesday, you may see sophomore Danielle Pelletier.

On these days her five feet, 100-pound frame is subjected

to the rigorous workout she has created for herself.

There are, on average, only five women out of about

100 weightlifters in the gym. Pelletier usually begins

her workout by stretching, then proceeds to exercise dif

ferent body parts, depending on the day.

On Mondays, Pelletier does leg extensions. She sets the

machine to 90 pounds. Her face turns bright red and

beads of sweat form on her forehead. She struggles to

complete her sets and then steps down from the machine.

"Your legs feel like jelly after those," she says.

The 20-year-old then goes over to the huge mirror

which runs the length of the gym and picks up a small

dumbbell in each hand.

With each lift, her face shows her pain. Her eyes never

leave the mirror as she pushes herself to do each lift.

Pelletier exercises her back and chest on Tuesdays. She

ex«>'-ci.sea her legs, chest and shoulders on Thursdays and

Fridays, She sometimes changes her routine, she says.

Pelletier began weightlifting because she has "always

been fascinated with weights. I needed some hobby and

this was perfect. I went on a program and felt awesome

about myself. I saw results very quickly."

Pelletier, a communications major, began working out

two years ago in her hometown of Waltham,

Massachusetts. There she perfected the strict program

that she now follows.

"I used to have scrawny arms and I would always wear

long sleeves. There are curves and lines from pumping

iron, now I have a shape." she says.

"It's body sculpting, like molding clay." she says.

Pelletier also notices more than just physical benefits

from her workout.

"It's for mental sanity. It's a good way to escape from

the pressures of school and work," she says.

Pelletier has never felt intimidated; her frame of mind

does not allow her to see a gym full of men, she says.

Pelletier's weightlifting has increased her strength, but

she did not begin working out because she feared being

assaulted.

"I feel safer with myself, and a little more confident,

but I never thought of it as a way to protect myself." she

says.

"With weightlifting I feel like I've accomplished

something," she says. "I love the results. I will continue

to do this forever."

VMOVMJ^

immvamro
moH

Icelandair Direct to Luxembourg from Boston

is only$599 round trip!

• Free express motorcoaches to Germany, Holland and Belgium.

• Only $15 by train to Switzerland and France. Economical

Eurailpasses are available.

. Kemwel Rent-A-Cars with no mileage charge start at only $79 per

weekshort term and even lower for long term rentals*

. Prepaid Hotelpak coupons, start at only $26.00 per night in 19

European Countries.**

• Our unrestricted fares are also super low priced to Paris and

Frankfurt.

• We fly from New York, Chicago, Boston, Baltimore/Washington

and Orlando. ^

ICELANDAIR
««Ai I irF FfiR THE PRICE AT 1-800-223-5500 OR YOUR TRAVEL AGENT
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Collegian Photo by Rob Skelton

EASE ON DOWN - "Joe Cool" does a handstand on his skateboard yesterday outside

the Student Union BuUding as the crowds cleared away from the CIA rally.

^t^^.

NAME THE

Clue Set #2
Here is the second set of clues to match with The Hot

Shot Legends of Rock & Roll Poster inserted into this

newspaper two weeks ago. (If you missed the poster,

a limited supply is available at the newspaper office.)

The first set of clues ran last week.

Here s What To Do
This sketch represents the nghf t\a\^ of the poster with

outlines of the faces. Each face outline is numbered 22

through 38. Match each outline to the poster, using the

clues listed below to determine the names of the final 17

Rock Artists featured and rememtjer to answer the 39th

question "What is the drink name on the back of the

HOT SHOT Schnapps bottle';'

Write legibly on Official Entry Fomi or on an 8V2" x 11"

piece of lined paper your name, school, school address,

home address, age, phone number, jacket size (S, M, L,

X-L), jacket color (black or white), and your 39 answers,

numt>ered in correct order, and mail to:

Hot Shot Rock Legends Sweepstakes
P.O. Box 876
Church Hill, MD 21690

Only one entry per envelope, fslo mechanically repro-

duced entries will tse accepted. Please abide by all rules

and regulations listed on frie backside of the poster.

And rememt)er. you must t>e of legal drinking age m
your state of residence and state where you attend

school at time of entry.

LEGENDS OF
ROCK 8. ROLL
AND WIN!

(Set #2)
22.

23

24

25

26
27

28
29
30

31

32

33

34

35
36

37

38

HIS FIRST BAND WAS
THE ALLMAN JOYS
HIS ACT WAS A REAL
EXPERIENCE

HE HAD A FOUR-LETTER HIT CALLED
WOLD
HE WAS THE HIGH CARD ABOUT WHOM
PAUL SIMON SANG ABOUT
HER BROTHER IS A CARPENTER
HIS BAND WAS KNOWN FOR SMASHING
THEIR INSTRUMENTS
HER FREQUENT PARTNER WAS »8

BETTE MIDLER SHE AINT
LATIN ROCKER WHO HIT BIG WITH
LA BAMBA
HE TRIED TO PUT TIME IN A BOTTLE
LOVIN you WAS HER BIGGEST HIT

HE AND HIS COMETS ARE DUE FOR A
COMEBACK IN 75 YEARS
IF YOU CAN T GUESS HIM, YOU RE NOT
CUT OUT FOR THIS KIND OF WORK
HIS BROTHER WAS DAN
HE ASKED WHY DO
FOOLS FALL IN LOVE
HE LIKED LIZARDS
AND SNAKES AND
WILLIAM BLAKE
HIS SON JULIAN
FOLLOWS IN HIS
FOOTSTEPS

>'« f^SI y»3< w. %'• M't j**r»Oi.'

Army-Navy sale

offers surplus
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

Surplus clothing, sun glasses and flags are among the

items on sale this week in the Student Union Ballroom.

The Army—Navy sale, sponsored by the Commuter Area

Government, will be held in the Ballroom through Fri

day. Students can purchase a variety of items at

reasonable prices.

"Shorts are popular this week," Slc\f LoPilato. pre-!

dent of Army Barracks, said. The shorts are priced from

two dollars to $14, he .said.

LoPilato runs Army Barracks with his brother. Tl^
have a store at Martha's Vineyard that is open in the sum-

mer, but the company does business on the road during

the colder months, he said.

Prices are "generally lower than most places," LoPilato

said. "Because you're dealing with used clothing we sell

everything based on the condition." Generally 88 percent

of the merchandise is surplus, he said.

'Flags have been real popular," he said. "Everyone likes

to identify with what their ethnic background is."

Turnout has been "very good," LoPilato said, adding

that he was worried because "it is the end of the year and

students are running out of funds."

The Commuter Area Government will receive a flat rate

from the sale, some money will go toward renting the

ballroom and the remainder of the money will be the com-

pany's profit, LoPilato said. "The money doesn't go to the

government."
Army Barracks employs student workers while they are

on campus. They pay five dollars per hour, and yester-

day afternoon had four students working, LoPilato said.

The CAG expects to get about $300 from the sale. Bill

Wong, a member of the CAG Governing Board, said.

Wong said the Army—Navy sale has been "really good.

We haven't had any problems,"

"Last year we got a percentage. This year we're just go-

ing for a flat fee. " Wong said. "They were doing pretty

good. Maybe we should have gone for a percentage."

The money the government gets from the Army—Navy
sale will go toward the CAG's first annual Mayfest this

spring, he said.
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4/23 THURSDAY
The Paraihs
4/24 FRIDAY
Liquid Lesson

4/25 SATURDAY
The l\/lalarians

4/27 MONDAY
Ken Johnson & Co.

4/28 TUESDAY
Ken Johnson and Co.

24 Pleasant St. Northampton • 586-4258

GRADUATES!
hERRn ABOUT

CAREERS IN TRAVEL!
The World Is Your Fringe Benefit!

CALL

TRAVEL
EDUCATION
CENTER

AFFILIATED WITH CRIMSON TRAVEL SERVICE

CAMBRIDGE, NA 617.S47.77S0

NASHUA, KB 603-880.7200
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ARMY/NAVY SALE
April 21-24, 1987

Student Union Ballroom
9-6 p.m.

Genuine U.S. and European surplus

U.S. and Canadian Cotton Khaki Shirts, Shorts and Pants $5-10

Genuine Issue Como Desert Tiger & Black SIx-Pocke! Pants • $20-27

Full-length Raincoats and Trenchcoats • $6-15

U.S. British, French and Italian Cotton Shorts • $4-8

Heavy Cotton West Gennan and Dutch Six-Pocket Field Pants - $7-15

Downfeather Mummy Sleeping Bags • $25-30

World Flags, Bandannas, Hats, Cotton Tank Tops, Bags, ft lots morel!!

Sponsored by the Commuter Area Government

M H

Register NOW!
Over 200 courses in 50 departments.

Two sessions: June 2-July 10

and July 14-August 20.

Register through f^ay 28 for first session.

Registration Office, Division of Continuing

Education, 615 Goodell Building.

For more information or a free catalog, call the

Division of Continuing Education at 545-2414. AMERICA
I ^87 Five College Students Halt Price Tickets available at

Fine Arts'Center Box OHice Call |4 1 J)'j45 ^b\ i

LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY IN NEW ENGLAND

-The Massachusetts Daily-

IAN
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REMEMBER
WE BUILD
CAREERS

BASIC NEWSRITING WORKSHOP
TONIGHT - 7:15 PM
IN THE NEWSROOM

Anyone interested in writing for

the Collegian is invited to attend.

All Staff and Correspondents are

encouraged to come!

You're never too good to learn.

IF YOU'RE ONLY HUNGRY

YOU CAN EAT ANYPLACE . . .

. . .IF YOU LOVE TO EAT &) ENJOY

GOOD DINING YOU MUST GO TO SZE'S

CHINESE
'i. CUISINE

50 Main St

Northampton

586-5708

Full Liquor Service

Reservations accepted

Visa, Master Card, AM/EX &.UNIVERSITY <Mm> c~"'

mSTORE^ M-F 9-5 SAT 10-3
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• rally
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Several protestors burned a copy of the

trespassing warning applying to non-

UMass students who were arrested at Mun-

son Hall November 24th. According to pro-

tester Jon Peterson, the warning ba"s "all

those arrested who are not UMass

students. It even goes for the five-college

area. So if a student from Hampshire takes

a class here, they can't come on campus.

After a half-hour wait outside the

building, the 250 protesters made their

way up to Chancellor Duffey s office.

Students pounded on Duffey's door, which

was closed and locked. With shaving

cream, protestors drew an anarchy sign

and wrote *'No way CIA" on the door.

Manager of the Office of Public Informa

tion Jeanne Hopkins Stover said

Chancellor Duffey had a scheduled meeting

in Boston and "he's not here."

Stover said there was no problem with

the demonstrations "as long as they follow

the guidelines of demonstrating, they are

encouraged. As long as the rules are follow-

ed."

The protesters left Whitmore after about

20 minutes of waiting with no response

from the administration. No arrests were

made.

CoUecian photo by Paul Franz

Dina Goodwill chants "No Way, CIA" along with 250 other pro-

testers outside the Whitmore Administration Building yesterday.

di THE FINE ARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE
Evening security workers/ushers wanted for

BRIGHT MOMENTS FESTIVAL CONCERTS

July 9, 16, 23, 30 1987. Approx 5-6 hour/shifts

UMass students returning in Fall only. Work Study

preferred but not required. Fine Arts Center is an

AA/EO employer. Description and applications at

207 Hasbrook Hall through Friday, May 15.

VETERANS ASSISTANCE AND
COUNSELING SERVICES (VACS)

presents

Ist Annual Award Of
Dr. Tony Melchionda Scholarship

Keynote Speaker: ED WRIGHT
Author of Thoughts About the Vietnam War

UMASS CAMPUS CENTER, ROOM 174-76

THURSDAY APRIL 23, 1987 • 8:00 PM

Public Invited

fA THE FINE ARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE

Evening security workers/ushers wanted for

BRIGHT MOMENTS FESTIVAL.

Concerts on July 9, 16, 23, 30, 1987.

Approximately 5-6 hours/shift.

UMass students returning In Fall only.

Work study preferred but not required.

Fine Arts Center is an AA/EO employer.

Description and applications available at

207 Hasbrook Hall through Friday, May 15

y*^ Round I rip

' liomNEW YOH»^
ttaclino «l

LUXEMBURG $358
LONDON 401

ST. THOMAS 277
TEL AVIV 681
CARACAS 293
ATHENS 571
STOCKHOLM 441
HONG KONG 777
Also EURAIL PASSES INT L

STUDENT » WORK STUDY
ABROAD AVHCAROS.LCm
DOMESTIC FARES and
mwv'CALL lor

FREE Slodeni Travel Catalog'

[413] 256-1261

COUNaiTRAVIl
AMHERST

Summer Job

INTERVIEWS
Now being set up

. . . for 300 production line summer jobs.

Starting from May 26 to June 29.

Start at $4.00 an hour with merit increases.

Specialized jobs pay up to $10.00 an hour!

INTERVIEWING NOW AT:

Wednesday April 29: 12:00 - 5:00 PM Campus Center Rm 168

Monday May 4 10:00 - 2:00 PM Campus Center Rm 904-908

Wednesday May 13 12K)0-5K)0 PM Campus Center Rm 904-908

OXFORD PICKLE CO., INC.

South Deerfield, Massachusetts 01 373 / (413) 665-701

1

Downtown Amherst
Behind CVS

Mon-Wed 1 1 -8:00

Thurs-Sat 11-1 :30am

Sunday 12-9:00

AN IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT:
MONDAY MAY 4th, AT 7 PM IN THE NEW AFRICA HOUSE, THE MINORITY

GRADUATE STUDENT ASSOCIATION WILL HOLD A HIGH PRIORITY

MEETING TO DISCUSS THE FOLLOWING ISSUES:

1. FUTURE OF MGSA: ELECTIONS OR DISBANDMENT

2. $5,500 ALLOCATIONS FROM GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE DO WE SPEND IT AS A GROUP OR GIVE IT

BACK

3 MGSA INVOLVEMENT IN THE NEW MINORITY SCHOLAR FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM. ARE THERE ANY SET
'

ASIDES FOR BLACKS. NATIVE AMERICANS OR LATINOS, THE MOST UNDERREPRESENTED GROUPS IN

GRADUATE SCHOOL

4, MENTORSHIP PROGRAM, RESOURCE GUIDE AND DIRECTORY

5. A NEW LOCATION FOR MGSA & A NEWLY APPOINTED ADVISOR TO MGSA

ANY QUESTIONS CONCERNING THIS ANNOUNCEMENT SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO THE PRESIDENT

OF THE MINORITY GRADUATE STUDENT ASSOCIATION,

MR. DONALD BYRD AT 546-4552 OR 545-0031
.

THE MINORITY GRADUATE STUDENT ASSOCIATION (MGSA)

Cordially invites you to

The MGSA's 3rd Annual Spring Reception

Sunday, May 10, 1987, 5:00-8:00 PiW

The Faculty Club, the University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Buffet Dinner • Live Music

MOTHER'S DAY SPECIAL: MOTHER'S FREE

Graduate Students Free Faculty & Staff $7.50/CqUPLE

DYES
I will attend the MGSA Reception

R.S.V.P. to Curtis PIttman

by May 4, 5-3434

Donald Byrd, 6-4552

FOR MINORITY GRADUATES ONLY

Return to OMGSR,

GRC Building Rm A-233

• precedent
cnntintti'd from pafic I

The defendants used the necessities defense during the

week long trial at Hampshiii- County District Court.

Defendants said their six-hour takeover of Munson Hall,

which houses the Office of Public Information, was

necessary to prevent more serious en inc '-^ !>> t he CIA. The

organization, charged with violating international law by

the World Court last June, has faced accusations of rap

ing and murdering people, overthrowing governments ;ui(l

uistigating wars in Central America and other countries.

The acquittal by a Hampshire District Court six

member jury means iht- CIA has been found guilty, the

prottsters claim.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey said the defendants manag
ed to put the CIA on trial, but a lot of questions were not

addressed. Only one perspective was presented at the trial,

which led the jury to acquit the defendants, he said, ad

ding that not all the actions taken by the CIA break the

law.

"The CIA has been used for essentially political ends,"

Duffey said.

Duffey has so far remained firm on his stance against

banning the CIA from recruiting on campus. Some pro

testers predict that Duffey will budge eventually because

he is under pressure.

Legal Services Office Director Charles DiMare said he

is pleased with the verdict. "I think the jury was shocked

about what they heard on the CIA. I'm just surprised the

administration would not change the policy.
"

eating place
SUNDAY THURSDAY 6 AM 3 AM
FRIDAY & SATURDAY OPEN 24 HOURS

BREAKFAST SERVED ANY TIME

BEER & WINE SERVED TIL MIDNITE

PLENTY OF PARKING

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER STOP & SHOP)

Rt«. 9 • Hadlcy / Amh«rst

256-6889

EMPLOYMENT APPLICATIONS BEING TAKEN

BUY ONE - GET ONE

f
I

I

I

I

I

Two Large Eggs, 2 Strips of Bacon, |

2 Sausage Links, & 2 Pancakes I

Buy A. Big Breakfast and get another

one just like it Free.

Cannot be used with any other otter or discount

coupon, must be presented at time of order

Valid 7 days a week

OFFER EXPIRES JUNE 1, 1987

Coupon good for all persons in party

SHOUJ VOUR PRIDE IN S.lll

uioRK THE SOUTHUJEST CONCERT

i

The Soulhmesl Concerl

is a UMass Iradilion,

held each year on the

Southuiesl fields. The

eiienl is free, the bands

mill be incredible. Join

tn-wofk the shoiull

UIED. APRIL 22 THURS. RPRIL 23

FRI. APRIL 24 MON. RPRIL 27

TUES. APRIL 28 j HAMPDEN COMMONSj

UIED. APRIL 29 MON. MAV 4

r«(r rono. nrririw rcNCtRT vhjbt. (ino prbtv flnrmunBosiMiimni!!

BHiNU n inilND VOU IHN lUOHK IN UHMSI

STOP BV sumr, to sign up for secur ity

STHr.F rREm nRrflU GREft AT 586-8917
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them more efficient.

"We need a big, centrally coordinated effort to develop

software," Bell was quoted as saying in a recent Boston

Globe article. "Each state and msyor school district is spen-

ding a great deal of money. Their efforts are splintered.

It makes much more sense to do it through a central agen-

Producing inadequacy, not prosperity
Last summer I worked with a construction company on

Cape Cod. Besides doing all the dirty work, I soon began

doing the payroll. The reason; my boss, a fairly successful,

enterprising 23-year-old, could not read or write.

When I asked him how he managed to get a high school

diploma, he smiled and replied: "The school wanted me
outa there."

Jcffry Bartash

Indeed, the country's public schools are turning out more

people like my boss all the time (most who do not fare as

well), an indication of the steady deterioration of our

education system.

In April of 1983 President Reagan stood in the White

House Rose Garden, ostensibly waving "A Nation at

Risk," a document written by former US Secretary of

Education T.H. Bell, which stated American schools were

awash in a "rising tide of mediocrity."

And earlier this month, Bell decried attempts by US
educators to improve the education system, citing a high

school dropout rate at an astounding 30 percent, and a

lack of aggressive recruiting by colleges to entice the

brightest students to enter teaching.

Bell's ravings have been increasingly buttressed by re-

cent independent studies, including one commissioned by

GTE Laboratories in Waltham, which claimed the coun-

try's competitive edge has fallen behind that ofJapan and

West Germany because of insufficient public education,

especially in science and mathematics.

[According to a nationwide survey conducted by Nor-

thern Illinois University in 1985, about 50 percent of high

school seniors passed an algebra course; about 33 percent

took chemistry; and only 15 percent took a physics course.]

So far, the Reagan administration has moved at a snail's

pace while other countries jackrabbit past.

Although many education experts warn against

carelessly throwing money at the problem, they do believe

that more money judiciously distributed — particularly

in increased salaries to attract and retain better teachers

— is requisite in improving education.

In addition, many experts advocate requiring students

to take more math, science and language skills courses,

establishing state and national commissions to upgrade

the quality and diversity of textbooks, changing teacher

certification to allow retired scientists and engineers to

teach and creating a national agency to coordinate the

use of computers and other technology in schools to make

cy.

To accommodate these ideas, more money must be fun-

nelled into education. However, schizo William Bennett,

the current secretary of education (who was hissed and

booed at a lecture at Smith College last week), has staun-

chly backed Reagan's desire to spend more money on

defense and less on education, lashing out at those he calls

"hijackers of education," and dubiously insisting schools

can be improved without more money.

Amid student protests over financial aid cuts, Congress

has raised its eyebrows to the plight of education in

America and has been battling the president for more

money and education reforms.

Results had soon better be forthcoming. The US is

sliding in prestige and power and our education system

is largely at fault, particularly in light of the rapid

technological advances of the post-World War II era.

If not, the US may eventually follow the route of the

once-formidable Great Britain, producing generations of

inadequacy instead of prosperity, and receding from its

status of world leader.

Jeffry Bartash is a Collegian columnist
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An oft-forgotten genocide
April 24, 1987 commemorates the 72nd

anniversary of the Armenian Genocide of

World War I. Beginning in 1915, the Ot-

toman Turkish government systematical-

ly massacred an estimated 1.5 million

Turkish Armenians. Despite being the first

genocide of the 20th century, the Armenian

Genocide receives little attention compared

to, for instance, the Jewish Holocaust of

World War II. Though both the Armenians

of the early 20th centur>' and the European

Jews of the 1930s were peoples without na-

tions, both reacted differently to persecu-

tion because of their different environmen-

tal, social, and political predicaments at the

time.

c»t^.
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Baseball to make new pitch?
Major League Baseball is in trouble.

In the year that marks the 40th anniver-

sary of an end to all-white baseball, Al

Campanis, a Los Angeles Dodger executive

said the reason there weren't black

baseball executives was because blacks

weren't as qualified as their white counter-

parts. Immediately, Campanis was out of

a job.

David R. Mark

This disclosure sparked Chicago Cub
General Manager Dallas Green to meet
with local black leaders to discuss the lack
of black executives in the Cub organiza-
tion. Once again, the reaction was one of

surprise — as if racism never existed in

baseball. Now, throughout major league
baseball, questions are being asked. These
are some conclusions the people surroun-

ding the American pasttime has drawn:

yihy aren't there more black executives?

Baseball announcer Bob Costas suggested:

"Look at today's top managers — John
McNamara, Jimy Williams, Sparky Ander-

son, Tom Lasorda — none of them had il-

lustrious playing careers. Yet they made
their way into lower managerial positions

and climbed the ladder through the system.

I think people look to black superstars —
Hank Aaron, Reggie Jackson, Joe Morgan
— and expect them to be the next black

baseball executives and managers. I think,

however, that baseball will have to look

equally into the business world for possi-

ble black executives."

Perhaps that is one fault of major league

baseball. The New Republic suggested

black players couldn't say much against

organizations because their job with the

team could be endangered. After the player

retire, the magazine concluded, no one

cared what the player had to say.

Is this representative of American socie-

ty? It is easy to compare events in baseball

history with events in American history.

When the last Major League baseball team,

the Boston Red Sox, fielded a black

ballplayer in 1959, the Civil Rights move-

ment was progressing rapidly. In recent

years, Major League baseball players have

gone on strike, proving themselves as much
a labor union as the Teamsters or the

United Farm Workers.

More recently, Dwight Gooden, Eddie
Milner, LaMarr Hoyt, Steve Howe, Willie

Wilson, Willie Mays Aikens, Jerry Martin
and Rod Scurry have been suspended from
baseball for using drugs. If there ever was
an element of American society seen in the
world of Major League baseball, this is it.

However, racism is as evident and
dangerous in baseball as drugs.

Certainly there is' no lack of talented

black major and minor league baseball

players. Yet the fact remains that there

have only been three black managers, and
few black general managers and ex-

ecutives. Equally, there are a lack of black

executives in the business world; there is

a lack of blacks in the higher levels of

government; and there are a lack of black

editors in the newspaper business. Perhaps
the only place where blacks dominate is

sports.

The only other question is: What can be

done? The only answer is: Where do we
begin?

David R. Mark is a Collegian columnist

Christopher DeMilo

Unlike the survivors of the Jewish

Holocaust who publicized their experiences

in books and documentaries, the survivors

of the Armenian Genocide tried to put their

past behind them. Settling in new lands,

outside of their native villages for the first

time, the Armenians tried to blend into

their new surroundings. Armenian im-

migrants also experiences the shock of

moving from rural villages in Turkey to ur-

ban cities in Europe and America.

While some European Jews lived in

European cities with exposure to presses,

political groups, media, and education, the

Armenians had little access to even basic

education in their rural villages. Such ur-

ban opportunities could be exploited by

educated and determined Jews to combat
anti-Semitism. Some Jews eventually join-

ed partisan groups to fight the Nazis. No
such resources existed for the Armenians.
While Russia remained in World War I,

some Armenians joined Russian forces to

fight the Ottoman Turks. After the Trea-

ty of Brest-Litovsk with Germany on

March 3, 1918. Lenin pulled Russia out of

the war; the Armenians had no where to

turn.

Politically, the post-Nazi governments of

East and West Germany recognized the

Jewish Holocaust while the Turkish

Republic still refuses to acknowledge the

Armenian Genocide. Unlike the Jewish

Holocaust, which occurred in the Jewish

diaspora, the Armenian Genocide occurred

in the historical Armenian homeland in

eastern Turkey. The establishment of

Israel in 1948 brought Jewish concerns into

world view. An autonomous Armenian

state does not exist.

At the conclusion of the war in 1918, the

Ottoman government agreed to deliver

those responsible for the killings to the

allies. However, the empire collapsed in

1924 and the new Turkish Republic refus-

ed to comply with allied demands. Because

of the important strategic and economic

location of Turkey, the allies humored

Turkey and the Armenian case was

dismissed.

The Armenian Genocide is still a little

known and acknowledged event. Today, a

new generation of Armenians are trying to

gain recognition of an event more than 70

years old. The witnesses of the genocide,

both persecutors and persecuted, are dead.

Without documented testimony of the

event, the Armenian Genocide will remain

a little-known historical footnote. Maybe
Adolf Hitler was correct when he said, on

the eve of his planned extermination of the

Jews, "After all, who today remembers the

Armenians?"

Christopher DeMilo is a UMass student

Letters

Racing to the End

'*He is one ofthose orators ofwhom it was well said, 'Before

they get up they do not know what they are going to say; whew
they are speaking, they do not know what they are saying; and

when they sit down they do not know what they have said.'"

— Winston Churchill

The race is on and things
really seem to be heating
up. In lane one, with an in-

side track to the wire, we
have Nuclear Holocaust. In
lane two. spoiling less speed
but greater stamina, it's En-
vironmental Catastrophe.
Obviously, it's winner take
all.

As spectators of the final

lap we may want to rethink

this contest, and quite
possibly do a little thinking
about ourselves. The facts

are plain enough. These
days even the government
warns that the fini.sh line

approaches.

During his appearance at

Amherst College last

month, former Secretary of

Defense Robert S.

McNamara, advised that
unless drastic changes are
made in the world's nuclear
policies, humankind is

bound for nuclear destruc-
tion. While certainly not the
first person to make such a
claim, he is one of the most
credible.

Then there is the report
from the Worldwatch In-

stitute, a Washington based
research group. Titled
"State of the World 1987,"
it informs us that we are
now faced "with decisions
that will determine whether
the earth our children in-

herit will be habitable.
"

Overpopulation and pollu-
tion are the chief motivators
of concern.

It is irresponsible,
although not surprising,

that these problems are not

the "top story" of every

newspaper and broadcast on

earth. Solutions demand
trust and sacrifice from all

the world's peoples,

especially the United
States. This of course, is not

what people want to hear. It

is much more entertaining

to ponder the senility of our

president or the character of

those on Wall Street.

Thus the race goes on. As
spectators, no matter how-

detached, we are all guilty

of complicity. We are

witnessing a murder and by

remaining passive, condon-

ing the crime. Not to worry

though. It won't go on

forever.

Michael Greenfeig
Amherst
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Chancellor Duffey responds to Hurst Report

Thomas Mambande

it has been five months since the advent of the

'Southwest Incident' which shook the UMass cam-
pus and added now fuel to the racial furor in the U.S.

Much publicity has been give i to the events and the

implications of the brawl, however little has been said

of the actual resolutions to the problems which face

our campus. Chancellor Duffy, earlier this month, put

an end to all speculation as to what would be done
on campus to improve relations and promote har-

mony between the races. Here are his responses to

the issues raised in the Hurst Report,

To: Members of the Faculty Senate
Dear Colleagues:

In the weeks since the Hurst Report was releas-

ed, I have received numerous responses and recom-

mendations from concerned groups and individuals,

I am encouraged by the thought that these groups
and individuals have given to improving the c'imate

of our campus community and by the many offers

of assistance. Given the number and volume of

these responses, however, I cannot reply to each
and every one without being drawn away from ad-

dressing the issues themselves.

In an effort to balance accountability with efficien-

cy, I will summarize some of the actions that the Ad-

ministration has taken since the issuance of the

Hurst Report as a reply to all concerned parties and

individuals. This letter is being shared with other

members of the campus community.

This document, will make clear the considerable

efforts that have been made and serve as a

framework for future discussions.

Critical and comprehensive reviews of key programs,

policies and personnel have been undertaken. Bas-

ed on these reviews, a number of substantive

changes have been made and others are being

planned. These efforts include the followina direct

responses to the issues raised by the Hurst Report.

1

.

Criminal Prosecution: Immediately after receipt

of the Hurst Report, I asked the District Attorney

Ryan to conduct a criminal investigation of the Oc-

tober 27 incident in the hope that those responsible

for the violation of others' rights could be brought

to justice. Through the intensive efforts of the DA's

investigators and our repeated urging of witnesses

to come forward, enough evidence was gathered to

allow the District Attorney to seek criminal com-

plaints against six individuals.

When the District Attorney's office makes that

evidence available to us, those individuals will be

subject to the University's disciplinart process.

2. Security: In keeping with my commitment to

take a hare and objective look at our possible short-

comings and flaws, we retained the services of Saul

Chafin, former director of our Public Safety division,

to conduct a detailed review of our Public Safety of-

fice. Consistent with that review, significant changes

are being made. The current director has requested

and been granted an administrative reassignment

to serve as Director of Security Planning in the Of-

fice of Space Management. Candidates for the va-

cant Director of Public Safety position have been

identified and a search committee will be formed as

soon as possible. A new reporting and communica-

tion plan that encompasses all relevant areas on

campus including Public Safety, Health Services and

Housing Services, has been developed and is now

being implemented.

3. Public Relations: The Office of Public Informa-

tion has developed and implemented a policy for

communicating racial incidents which is consistent

with the recommendations made by Commissioner

Hurst. The policy specifies who should speak for the

press and how racial incidents should be

communicated.
Education Programs: Many of our efforts to date

have focused on the design and development of pro-

grams that will heighten the campus community's

awareness of racial issues and concerns.

Within the Student Affairs division, the Vice

Chancellor and the Executive Director of Housing

are working to expand the already extensive pro-

gramming in the Residence Halls. In Academic Af-

fairs, the Executive Vice Chancellor and the

Associate Provost have been working closely with

the General Education Council to find ways of

heightening awareness through curricular change.

Proposals will be forthcoming for consideration by

the Faculty Senate The General Education Coun-

cil of the Faculty Senate is developing a proposal

to require every freshman to take a course on

cultural diversity, and to create new courses that are

directly relevant to racism in this country.

On Tuesday. April 21, we will observe a day of

special concern for the issues of racial awareness

and community. On the afternoon of that day. we are

planning a workshop for senior administrators which

will address the question of institutional respon-

sibilities for racial and cultural sensitivity. On the

evening of that same day (April 21) student meetings

and discussions will be called on each floor of every

residence hall to discuss these questions. I am
pleased to announce, as we/I, that the Reverend

Jesse Jackson has accepted my invitation to speak

on campus at noon on that day (April 21). Reverend

Jackson *
I have expressed on numerous occa-

sions my commitment to racial concerns and my
determination to bring about positive change. I will

continue to do so at every opportunity. In addition,

I plei."«qe the administration to not just one campus-

wide forum, such as the one planned for April 21,

but to several forums in the year ahead so that

critical issues before us can receive the attention

they deserve.

7. Alcohol Policy: A new alcohol policy which

continued on page 4

Jess Jackson (story In next issue . . .)
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ABC Program Benefits The Community
Brett Andrews

1987 marks the 19th year of success and achieve-

ment that A Better Chance (ABC) House has given

to the Amherst community. ABC is a program

designed to offer educational opportunities to

talented minority youngsters of high school age from

deprived urban areas who may otherwise not have

received a quality education.

The Amherst chapter is one of one hundred sixty-

five ABC programs nationwide. The nationwide pro-

gram began in 1 963 with the Amherst chapter, now

located at 74 No. Prospect St., beginning its opera-

tion in 1968.

The oroaram works hv a network of teachpr*; nrin-

LGB Awareness
Week Comes To
A Close
Sophie Russell

An evening of dance and music brought the Gay,

Lesbian and Bisexual Awareness Week to an end

Saturday night. The purpose of the week was to

educate the heterosexual community of the issues

surrounding the gay, lesbian and bisexual communi-

ty which in turn could affirm itself and strengthen it's

sense of pride and identity.

The week was filled with a variety of cultural

events. Panels covered issues ranging from ad-

ministrative and academic responsibility towards the

Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual community to an over-

view of differences and similarities within this com-

munity. f\^ovies presented covered a historical

background (Before Stonewall, Track Two) and

covered issues the LGB community face today

(Choosing Children, We Are Family). The three main

guest speakers for the week were Sonia Johnson,

a nationally known activist speaker and writer, Mel

King, a coalition - building political activist and state

Representative from Boston, and Ginny Apuzzo,

cipals, guidance counselors, and other area

educators recommending students who show

outstanding promise for going to college. But who

would not have sufficient educational opportunities

to adequately prepare for college, but for the ABC

House. Students selected come to Amherst, live in

the ABC House and attend Amherst Regional High

School. Mitchell Smith said that the program has

been very successful in sending students to college.

Smith also pointed out that ABC, "Benefits the

predominantly white community due to the cultural

diversity that we bring to the community."

The program's budget is all raised locally by gifts

from local churches, the Hampshire Community

who was formely the Director of the National Les-

bian and Gay Task Force. Throughout seven

workshops were discussed hetereosexism, political

strategies for liberation, discrimination, gay paren-

ting relationships, and coming out on campus.

Most students from the Lesbian. Gay, Bisexual

Community on campus were satisfied with the diver-

sity of the programs offered.

*'l think a lot of gay people don't participate in other

activities throughout the year. This wide variety of

events appealed to a larger population so that we

all got to know each other better," said Reginald

Shepherd, a member of the Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay

Alliance on campus.

There was some disappointment however of the

turnout of people at events. A workshop on AIDS

(AFRAIDS: or How to Enjoy Life in Spite of It All) was

cancelled Saturday afternoon as nobody showed up.

But Dasha Baker, co - president of the LBGA, was

not discouraged: "I think even if people are not go-

ing to the workshops, it's getting people to think,"

Larry Regan, a member of the LBGA, said "I am

disappointed over some events which didn't get the

turnout that was expected, but those who did attend

got a lot out of them. I have really enjoyed it." Regan

was particularly enthusiastic over Ginny Apuzzo's

speech: "She succeeded in conveying a lot of her

convictions to other people." he said, "A lot of peo-

ple who walked out of there felt very good. She was

very candid about the reality that people have to live

United Way, college functions, and individuals. In ad-

dition, there are special fund-raising events,

The program's success and benefit to the Amherst

community has been proven by its years of existence

and by the over two hundred Amherst residents who

have volunteered their services to the program over

the years as Board of Directors members, and host

families.

As ABC enters its 20th year of success, Mr. Smith

stressed that along with the strong academic com-

mitment, the program thrives to make sure that the

students in the predominantly white area "maintain

strong sense of cultural identity and community

sponsiblility."

with and left me feeling that I can be important and

I can do something about the situation." Most

students did not feel a significant increase in

homophobia throughout the week as could have

been expected. Regan did mention however that

"Homophobic incidents and harassment do tend to

rise during Awareness Week, and stay that way for

some time afterwards."

"Some homophobic people will react negatively

to Awareness Week but the general effect is

positive," said Marc Silvestn, Office Manager of the

LBGA. Students generally feel that compared to

other campuses, the University of Massachusetts of-

fers a more comfortable and positive environment

for lesbians, gays, and bisexuals. "I've heard of so

much misunderstanding and oppression on cam-

puses in New York, for instance, " said Baker, "As

this week shows, being at UMass gives us more sup-

port and you can be more supportive and not get

backlashed with that. This is good campus. I think

people are already more aware here than on other

campuses."
"I am really impressed by the number of

hetereosexuals who expressed support." said

Shepherd. The LBGA held a table in the Campus
Center throughout the week handing out information

and buttons with the words "In Memory of Those

Who Died/ In Support of Those Who Struggle" sur-

continued on page 4

New residential program starts Fall '87

Sophie Russell

As room choosing is now in progress, you might

want to consider joining one of the special housing

programs offered to University of Massachusetts

campus residents.

One of these programs, the Student Diversity

Education Corridor, will be starting next fall in Brett,

in lower Central Residential Area. In signing up for

the floor, students will be requested to sign a con-

tract. This contract states you must live on the floor

for a year, participate in a a two semester academic
course, and 'show respect for the rights of others.'

The course will be taught by a graduate student

with training skills in social issues and will meet once

a week. First semester residents will take an in-

troductory course on social issues. The second
semester will be devoted to strategies of implemen-

ting the first semester's learning. The corridor would

be responsible for doing some programming to the

general population or to work on a variety of projects.

Each resident will receive three credits per semester.

'The course is basically going to be around diversi-

ty, not just the '-isms'.' said Gay Douglas, Residen-

tial Director of the Brett/Brooks Cluster.

'Ultimately, we would like to see the program turn

into something like the Peer Education Program, so

that students can facilitate presentations, show
movies,' said Douglas. 'It is an academic program,'

she said , centered around the course' The concept

of creating a diverse social living environment had

been the objective of other residential programs.

One OT these was the Social Awareness r-ioor,

started in 1978. The floor ran into a number of dif-

ficulties, however, as flaws in the structure of the pro-

gram had negative consequences on it's residents.

The floor (third floor of Brett) was too large; there

were no trained facilitators to lead the program and

no incentives to encourage participation. Also, as

residents did not self select to the floor, the student

body grew increasingly conservative and less

tolerant of those invested in or exploring social

changes. As a result, there have been a number of

aggressive acts directed toward those trying to keep

the theme alive, particularly the Gay/Lesbian

students on the floor. The floor eventually gained the

reputation of 'the Gay Floor,' even though homosex-
uals were a minority on the floor.

'Basically, the Diversity Corridor will have a lot

more structure to it.' said Douglas; 'there will be
much more focus on living and building a communi-
ty, growing together, and practicing what you are

learning.' Unfortunately, the project has been met
with anger from fourth floor residents, where the cor-

ridor will be located as of next semester. They will

have to be relocated if they don't wish to participate

in the program.
'I don't think it's very fair,' said fourth floor resi-

dent John O'Connor; 'In a way it's discrimination.'

Residents of the floor describe their floor as having

a strong, nice community and feel it unfair to have
that taken away from them. Jeff Wheeler, who has
been living there for six semesters and now has a
single, said : 'Our floor has a really nice communi-
ty. We often ao in qroups to movies or frats and thev

want to break us all up.' Liz Hettinger, another resi-

dent, said: 'It's too bad they're splitting us up

because we do have a good community. I think the

[Corridor] is a good idea but don't see why they could

not put it somewhere else.'

The fourth floor Brett was chosen because instead

of housing 60 students as the third floor does, it on-

ly has room for 42 residents. 'Sixty people would

make the program mind-bogling,' said Douglas;

'There is no way you can do anything constructive

and positive with so many people. I think building

a community of 42 students with these goals is a lot

more realistic' In response to the complaints of

the fourth floor residents, Douglas said: 'I'm really

concerned that they get treated equally and don't

come out feeling like they just got kicked out.

Everyone will bend over backwards to make sure

they get the preferential treatment.' She did add

however, that normally students 'are not guaranteed

anything other than housing,' particularly on that

floor where many rooms are made to accomodate
physically impaired students who have priority over

those rooms.
This is not the first time students have had to be

relocated.

Students were asked to move out for programs such

as the German Corridor, the Butterfield Kitchen and

Arts Program
, the Japanese Corridor, the Arts

Course in NorthEast, the Honors Floor in Orchard

Hill. 'There are always people who will cut down new
programs such as this one,' said Douglas; 'but this

is all a part of learning.'

Other students are very excited about the pro-

continued on page 4

Who said the paper wouldn't come out?!

Editorial/Opinion

AIDS: More than just numbers
Sophie Russell

'Two thirds of you will

die from AIDS.' 'If the [AIDS] virus

keeps spreading at the present rate, it

will have had time to kill twice the

population of the United States by the

year 2000.' 'By the year 1990, more

people will have died of AIDS than in the

Vietnam war.'

We are constantly being bombarded
by the media with AIDS facts and

figures." Where can you turn to? How
do you deal with the fear pilling up as

the numbers roll by magazine covers

and headlines? You might try to con-

vince yourself that AIDS is a 'gay

disease,' but that scapegoat is quickly

disintegrating as we read that 'AIDS is

the number one killer for women in New
York between the ages of 23 and
28. 'and 'Heterosexuals with no known

risk factors are proportionately the

fastest growing category of people with

AIDS. In 1986, while cases of AIDS in-

creased overall by 52 percent, the in-

crease in heterosexual transmitted

diseases was 73 percent' (Ms,

magazine, April). And being Black cer-

tainly doesn't make you less vulnerable:

'41 percent of the people with AIDS in

the United States are colored' (reported

at the International Conference on AIDS

last summer). And I challenge you to

find a country where there are no cases:

102 countries have reported cases of

AIDS to the World Health Organization

(Summer 1986, same conference). Is

there any hope at all?

Don't stop reading now. You would

be limiting yourself to the twisted

generalizations and often conflicting

numbers which create confusion, fear,

and the frustrating helplessness which

is so hard to deal with.

The fact of the matter is, you cannot

permit yourself to be pulled by all sides

by these numbers and statistics. They
create a wall around the reality of AIDS.

Unfortunately, it can take having a close

friend dying of AIDS to break down that

wall: how can you possibly think in

terms of statistics when Mary, your high

school friend, is lying in front of you,

gripping for air. listening to you recount

those 'crazy things ' you did together as

you try to swallow in your anxst and
keep a cheerful smile? What are

numbers when Steve, who used to daz-

zle you with his energy and smile, now
holds an expressionless, drained look

on his face as he tries to build up
enough energy to hold a glass of water

in his hands?
Statistics are particularly unreliable in

the case of AIDS. A person could be the

carrier of the virus without it ever actual-

ly activating itself, thereby transmitting

it to other people while leading as

healthy a life as a non-carrier. Sorry, did

I get that wrong? Well, I've read the

virus could take anywhere from one to

eight years to activate itself, but also

anywhere from two months to a whole

lifetime. OK, so let's forget the

numbers... In any case, the people now
dying with AIDS have contracted the

virus anywhere from a year to eight

years ago. Therefore what we are see-

ing through the figures is the course the

virus was taking years ago. The
numbers do not represent the actual

course of the virus. So when you see:

'Heterosexuals with no known risk fac-

tors are proportionately the fastest

growing category of people with AIDS,'

you should actually be reading that the

AIDS virus was already spreading at a
higher rate in the heterosexual com-
munity than in any other category of

people years ago. With a virus as sur-

reptitious and dangerous as AIDS,

that's history. Now the virus is

everywhere. It is no longer a selective

virus. Today, you probably have as

much chance of being exposed to the

virus by practicing unprotected sex as

a gay-Haitian-drug-user.

As hard as that is to come to terms

with, you can protect yourself. An impor-

tant message all too stifled by the media

is that you do have your life in your own
hands. That's what Safe Sex is all

about. Safe sex with many different peo-

ple is less risky than unprotected sex

with one person. Learn to feel confor-

table with condoms. Yes, I know: 'I feel

like I'm taking a shower with a raincoat

on.' he sais. It's been proven that a con-

dom, if properly used, does not cut off

sensation. Incidentally, did you know
that a diaphragm, I.U.D. or sponge cuts

off more sensation for the woman than

the condom could for a man?
Hmmm, I wonder why that's never been

an issue...

Now we have our very own Universi-

ty of Massachusetts numbers.

Alvin Winder, head of the University

Health Council Task Force on AIDS
Education, reported there are 3000 car-

riers of the virus on campus to the Cam-
pus Chronicle. However the Committee
decided last Wednesday the figure 900

was more appropriate. The New
England Journal predicts 5C|/ of these

carriers will get AIDS.

Winder believes the percentage is

closer to 3(y. And again, the numbers
vary on the time elapsed before symp-

toms appear and when you will die from

it.

Having worked closely with people

with AIDS, I feel I've run mostly into ex-

ceptions. Brian, 22 years old. con-

tracted the virus on a one night stand
he had at the age of 13. He was
diagnosed as having AIDS three years

ago. But as doctors could not label his

disease (he contracted because of his

lack of Immune system) , his folder now
reads AIDS-Related-Complex (ARC:
shows the symptoms of AIDS without

actually dying from a fatal 'opportunistic

disease'). Basically, he doesn't know
what he has. Brian has stopped taking

all medication and meditates his pain

away every day and plans to do so until

a cure is found. 'I can wait,' he tells me.
And I know he can. Brian just moved to

Baltimore, Maryland, to open a clothes

store. 'I keep away from the media,' he
said. 'As soon as I see the word AIDS
on the TV screen, I switch it off. It's just

too destructive and I won't let myself
ride that rollercoaster [good news...bad
news...]. It's too exhausting.' Ann's
case wasn't as positive. She died of

PCP (Pneumocystis Carinii Pneumonia,
a fatal form of pneumonia quite com-
mon in people with AIDS) about five

months ago. leaving four children

behind. Ann was a black woman, mar-
ried, did not use drugs, and led a
monogamous sex life. I could go on and
on citing examples which go against the

figures.

The point is you cannot rely on
figures. They have created an
unhealthy, destructive, distortion of

reality. Numbers have been the source
of homophobia, racism, escapism,
obsessive, quasi-psychotic attitudes

towards AIDS.
AIDS is everyone's disease. That

means it's your disease too. But you do
have control. You can protect yourself.

And you can pursue a healthy sex life.

Just look at Mary, look at Steve...

What's the big deal about wearing a
condom?

A Dream's Value
Nummo Staff

Martin Luther King was a noble, righteous man.
very sensitive to the rights of his fellow person. Dr.

King preached and practiced peaceful demonstra-

tion, not violence, to change the system. We strongly

believe if any one American has done anything for

this country. Dr. King has.

Born on January 15, 1920, he struggled

throughout his life to free people from the bondage
of discrimination. He fought against the Ku Klux

Klan, but his fight was not just ofr his own race.

Dr. King fought to uplift oppression as it existed

worldwide.

Dr. King was not just a Black man per-se, he was
a man who wanted to de service for all humanity.

When Jim Crow laws did not permit Black people

to sit in the front of buses, Dr. King established a

boycott until the rules were amended. When Black

people were not allowed to eat or drink in dining

establishments. Dr. King staged rallies in which

Black people peacefully disobeyed these laws.

When Black people were not allowed to attend

universities, Dr. King helped to change the situation.

Martin Luther King, and followers staged sit-ins,

walk-ins, boycotts, demonstrations, and walked

miles for the cause of freedom. He showed the world

that a n-iinority weell organized could peaceably

make changes and be recognized.

While Dr. King lived, he attacked Congress' lack

of dealing with the issues of poverty and unemploy-

ment, while they spent money for a war in Vietnam.

Dr. King was outraged at this countrys' sense of

priorities.

Martin Luther King was a man passionately com-

mitted to non-violent social action. Through the

rallies, boycotts, sit-ins, walk-ins, and his philosophy

of change he will always be remembered. Though

few of his goals were met in his lifetime, we can see

many of the end results today.

True, we still have racial discrimination, and un-

fair treatment of the poor, and an established racist

organization:

the K.K.K.. but we as a nation have come a long way

in efforts to stamp out racism. We owe part of this

achievement to Martin Luther King, for his early

efforts.

Martin Luther King should be remembered for all

of his efforts- a remembrance for peace. Dr. King did

not live long enough to see dream of equality come

true, for on April 4. 1968 came the end of a great

man - he was assasinated.

Dr. King lost his life, not only for the cause of bet-

tering humankind, but to better this country. We on-

ly hope that his dream can be a reality in our lifetime.

Martin Luther King tried to change this country for

the better, and lost his life for trying. Martin Luther

King's achievements should be known to all. His ef-

forts should be used as an example of a human be-

ing with a vision for a better humanity: a

humanitarian.

Why Nummo Needs You

Joseph Stansil

When you read Nummo News and see "Nummo

Needs You," do you ever wonder why we put that

'H"a:r7ou^?e''a1[yrhrgrai'a:ru, this paper and

''^"utro-Nrc^rsrJnceaweeKonTues.

teel" however it doesn't seem to. Nummo News as

any othe"organization primarily geared '""^'^ *«

Third World?ommunity. needs vou.^ll'^^ "^^
-nrea^st::^'paWcaureTeJ^^^

and are asking you for your help.

We need concerned and dedicated people to help

us put out the paper. We need people who will voice

their concerns about what goes on on campus and

in the community.
Why does Nummo News only come out once a

week? Well, Nummo's budget has experienced

drastic budget cuts within the last four years. For the

last four years, our budget has been on a landslide.

Within these four years, Nummo's budget has gone

from $22,000 to $9,000 this fiscal year. For fiscal

year 1988, which takes effect next semester, we only

have $4,000, which is more than a 5Qr cut from the

previous year.

In the past, Nummo came out bi-weekly and was

always 8 to 12 pages. Stories were brought in from

different sources in the community and all over the

country. This is not true of the present paper

because we simply do not have the ressources. We
don't have the money and we don't have the peo-

ple. Involvement with the paper is at an all time low.

Where the previous staffs of Nummo were about 30

to 40 individuals, we have a staff of 17.

Why does the paper come out at all? Well, when

it was established in the seventies, it was an absolute

necessity. It still is. The Third World community

needs a voice and Nummo is it. This why we work

hard to bring you as much information and Third

World issues and concerns as possible. The paper

provides the community with a different perspective,

a Third World perspective, which should be heard.

So write us a letter, an editorial, or anything you feel

might be of interest. If you're hesitant about your

writing abilities, send something in anyway.

We can always edit it and make it clearer.
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continued from page 2

rounding a pink triangle emblem tagged onto

homosexuals in Germany as they were among the

first to be deported to concentration camps by Hitler.

Baker was surprised by the number of people car-

rying buttons: "I've seen a lot of buttons on people,

straight as well as gay." "There are many heterosex-

ual people who are not afraid of showing their sup-

port," she said. This helps perputuate the positive

atmosphere in which students can feel comfortable

enough to come out. Baker, Shepherd and Regan
feel the week is a good setting for students to come
out in and have each noticed students coming out

this week. "Last year a lot of people came out dur-

ing Awareness Week," said Baker; 'I came out as

a matter of fact."

Other students felt the week was not publicized

enough and did not get the attention it deserved. Jay

Festa, a member of the LBGA said 'It's not been
loud enough. This week has been too low-keyed to

be causing awareness. I wonder how many people

know it's Awareness Week as opposed to CIA or any

other awareness week."
For the most part, however, the feedback was

positive. As Regan said, "This is one week where

the administration provides something for me and
I found I gained a lot by attending the cultural events.

They gave me more of an idea of where I fit in so

that in strength I can affirm myself more."

continued from page 1

places further restrictions on those who serve and

dispense alcohol, was implemented this year. In ad-

dition, the Residence Halls have made educational

programs mandatory for all students who have been

found to have misused or abused alcohol. Repeat

offenders will be expelled from the Residence Halls.

The University's Health Center has developed some
creative approaches to the problem, including train-

ing for local bartenders and programs for package

stores.

Much more, however, must be done. To the fullest

possible and practical extent, this campus will en-

force state laws regarding the legal drinking age,

making greater use of University discipline as well

as the legal system. Students seeking campus hous-

ing next year and their parents will be advised of

campus regulations concerning the use of a\coho\

and of our plans to enforce these refulafions. We
need the active support of the student body,

especially Student Government, the assistance of

package stores and other vendors of alcohol; and

the cooperation of the courts if we hope to make real

progress in this area.

8. Disciplinary Procedures: Last fall, a code of con-

duct which defines harassment and states clearly the

punishments for that behavior was incorporated in-

to the policies that comprise Undergraduate Rights

and Responsibilities. Along with these changes, the

first major revisions in more that 20 years, we have

reaffirmed a vigorous enforcement policy. In addi-

tion, all cases of discrimination will continue to be
reported to the affirmative action office for further ac-

tion when necessary. We will reprint the brochure

'Against Racial Harassment," which defines racial

harassment and the attendant penalties, and
redistribute it throughout the campus within the next

month.

9. Residence Directors; Twenty percent of our

Residence Directors, 10 percent of our Residence
Assistants staff and 28 percent of our Assistant

Residence Directors are black. We are committed
to increasing those numbers and making sure that

minorities staff members are present throughout the

residence halls.

10. Freshmen: At the beginning of this academic
year, 49 percent of our freshmen were living on the

east side of campus while 51 percent were living in

Southwest. Obviously, no redistribution is necessary

but we will continue to explore the dynamics of life

continued from page 2

gram. 'I think it's one of the best ways to eaucate

students on social diversity because your kind of liv-

ing It,' said Marc Silvestri, who has signed up for the

floor I'm very, very, excited,' he said. Jay Festa,

another resident-to-be, said: I'm looking forward to

meeting new. interesting people and living in an

enriching atmosphere. The kind of people drawn to

this floor will be open-minded and into it and
therefore create a positive atmosphere.'

If you need any more information or would like to

sign up for the floor, visit the Brett/Brooks cluster in

Brett, in front of Health Services and Franklin DC.
in lower conifi" area, between 7-11 pm or call

545-4218 for moie information.

Become a resident of the new STUDENT
DIVERSITY PROGRAMMrNG CORRtOOR
this fair. ^£A/fAf UP TO 6 CREDiTSFOP

/Mi^ Off campus,
* nkepart/n s course dus^nedto

focus on srUDEAfTD/^ERS/rr,
* l/re smongrpoers who mre concofnetf

slfout SOCML sod CUl TUflAl issues,

Cs// or ¥fsU /As B/f£7T/Bf900/CS c/usisr /o

tfps/owsr csofrs/srmsPstwosn Z- ffpm
or cs//545- 42fS for mors /nformsi/im.

within the Residence Halls in the hope of improving

the quality of life. Included in our plans are greater

emphasis on faculty involvement in residential life

through residential college courses, symposia,

seminars, and workshops.
1 1

.

Football Players: District Attorney Ryan has

made it clear that those football players who were

present at the brawl were acting as individuals, not

as cohorts or members of the team. Complaints are

being sought against only two. If the court or our

disciplinary procedures finds an individual guilty of

criminal behavior, that individual should be held

responsible not the football team. If we assume in-

sensitivity resides only within certain organizations

or aspects of the campus, our solutions will prove

to be short-lived and ineffective. Our athletic depart-

ment should continue to make sure every student

athlete understands the special responsibilities of

being a role model and, therefore, why they should

aspire to the highest ethical conduct. Neither I nor

the commission favor the funding of the Civility Com-
mission with the proceeds from athletic events

because we feel such a system implies that athletics

should bear a disproportionate burden for the

maintenance of civility on campus.
12. Civility Commission: I agree with Commis-

sioner Hurst's assessment that the suggestions of

the Civility Commission should receive a thorough
and timely response from the appropriate ad-

minstrative units. Within the month, the Commission
will begin holding weekly public meetings to solicit

specific proposals for putting the university's ideals

into practice. I urge all interested persons or groups

to develop proposals for these meetings.

13. Minority Issues: I have received a letter from

concerned representatives of the Hispanic communi-
ty expressing support for the Hurst Report and ask-

ing for an equal commitment to all aspects of

the minority population. Wherever and whenever
possible and appropriate, the aforementioned ac-

tions will be extended to encompass and accom-
modate the entire minority population. Our special

request for $600,000, for instance, includes pro-

posals to improve the quality of life for all minorities

on campus.
14. Authority: Former Chancellor Bromery has

been appointed as a special counsel to assist me.
Executive Vice Chancellor O'Brien and Vice

Chancellor Madson. His appointment has had an im-

mediate and beneficial effect as witnessed by the

significant progress that has been made in the last

few months. He has offered to continue in his cur-

rent capacity to make recommendations to ensure

the permanence of the actions that we have taken.

The Vice Chancellor for Students Affairs is in the pro-

cess of restructuring the office of the Dean of

Students to improve communication and clarify lines

of responsibility.

15. Other Recommendations: Our response over

the last several months shows that meritorious ideas

and plans have been and will continue to be

translated into action.

16. Periodic Review: In addition to the reviews

conducted at the departmental level, I recommend
that we establish October 27 as the date for an an-

nual, university-wide review. A specific proposal for

how that review should be conducted is being

developed.
This summary enumerates our response to every

recommendation made by Commisssioner Hurst and

every issue raised by Concerned Members of the

Black/Minority Community. Our intention, however,

is to exceed the expectations of the Hurst report not

merely to respond to its recommendations.

Throughout the course of this year, many
members of the campus community have devoted

considerable time to these issues. Many meetings

have been held and a great deal of discussion and
debate has occurred. Many frustrations have been
expressed. At times, our fatigue and frazzled nerves

have become apparent. Some unfounded accusa-

tions and indictments have iDeen made. Yet, we have

taken a hard look at ourselves and built a sound and
sensible foundation from which real progress can be
made.

Now we must move to the next phase. We must
move past defining the problems and debating about
who might have been responsible. In many ways,
we are all responsible. All of us could have done
more. We have all fallen short of our ideals.
Now we must devote our energy to the pursuit of
those ideals, not to the prosecution of the past. We
can begin by committing ourselves to a greater level
of involvement in the campus community. The task
before us demands the attention of us all.
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Cameron, other oppressors sick
About two weeks ago Felice Yeskel, co-director of the

program for Gay. Lesbian, and Bisexual Concerns was
featured in a Vfomen on Campus article which usually ac-

companies a photo. But she did not want her photo to ap-

pear in the Collegian because she said it would be safer

not to. given the atmosphere on campus. Why should

Yeskel have to feel that way? Because a minority on cam-

pus, to quote Mel King (whose comment was about those

responsible for distributing or possessing anti-gay posters

on campus), "(they] do not feel good about themselves and

project this attitude on other people." You would think

they had better things to do with their time.

For those of you who have not seen the poster, ij. looks

like a no-smoking sign (only a cigarette isn't what is be-

ing featured) — with a circle, in the center of which two

men are engaged in sexual activity with a diagonal line

going through it. Underneath the circle it says, "stop

AIDS." It is a simple black and white depiction with a

dangerous message. The message is clear, gays are caus-

ing AIDS and like a no-smoking sign — no gays. Am I go-

ing too far by interpreting the message as gays aren't

allowed. . . could they mean no sex between men? Perhaps,

but whose business is it what two adults, no matter what

sex, do in the privacy of their own bedroom? There are

those who have taken it upon themselves to show their

discontent. According to a Collegian article (4/9, page 2)

Undergraduate Student Senator Tony Rudy said he copied

the poster from a magazine and gave a copy to Central

Area Government President W. Greg Rothman. Rothman
said, "there are a lot of people who think this poster is

funny." And Rudy said, "we are not attacking a group,

we are criticizing what they do." These two people are

supposed to be student leaders, it sounds like they are op-

pressors. Could they be so ignorant about AIDS? No, that

is letting them off too easily. I will take it for granted that

as college students they are educated enough to know that

the gay community is not the only group affected by AIDS,

and that there are precautions that can be taken to pre-

vent it from spreading at all.

Now for a word about psychologist and lecturer Paul

Cameron. I can find no better description than that he

is a sick man. He too is trying to enter the bedroom of

gays. And if Cameron i m'i a sick man then he must be

getting paid a hefty sum to mouth such hateful words.

And guess who was responsible for his coming here last

year? Right. A conservative named Dan Perrm. If he is

allowed to come agam this year I am certain his audience

members will fit into the same category as he. In fact they

can save time or money by simply looking in the mirror

and reciting their own speeches. When Cameron was here

last year the Collegian quoted him as saying,"rm

philosophically opposed to the death penalty, that's why

I am suggesting this (those who test positive for AIDS
should be quarantined to prevent the spreading of the

disease) so this horrible solution (the death penalty ) does

not present itself as a solution." He is a scary character.

Yes, it should be evident by now that I think that gays

are oppressed on campus and elsewhere, but so are

women, blacks, Jews, and the list goes on. Mel King, in

his talk about oppression, said, "if they come for me in

the morning, they'll come for you

at night." Next they'll come for the rod headed, the eye-

glass wearers, the freckle-faced, and. . perhaps someone

will come for the oppressors.

Lucinda Couto is a Collegian staff member

Background of
campus homophobia

Homophobia is the fear of homosexuals

or of being mistaken as a homosexual.

The crusade to end homophobia at UMass
has progressed while experiencing

setbacks.

Dec 7, 1984 — Gay and Lesbian Day ac-

tivities included "Blue Jeans Day" (wear

blue jeans if you favored gay and lesbian

rights), "Hug a Homosexual" booth (same

sex-hugging only) and a gay and lesbian

dance that night. Bob Brighara, then vice

president of the Peoples' Gay Alliance,

said Collegian the purpose of the day was

to stress the lighter side of homosexuali-

ty. He also said the two big issues facing

the gay community were harassment and

the need for a campus dfice ofgay and les-

bian affairs.

Student Richard Gatnik claimed to have

organized a protest, including a march,

and flyers saying "Heterosexuals Fight

Back." An effigy representing a homosex-

ual was hung. A countermarch was im-

mediately organized by the gay and les-

bian community. They presented

demands to the administration: An office

of gay and lesbian affairs; an awareness

trainer for Southwest; expansion of

library resources pertaining to gay and

lesbian concerns.

Feb. 13. 1985 — Felice Yeskel became

Human Relations planner and advocate

to provide help for homosexual, lesbian

and bisexual slAidents. In October the Pro-

gram for Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Con-

cerns was established.

April 10, 1986 — Students for America

sponsored anti-gay psychologist Paul

Cameron during Gay and Lesbian

Awareness Week. It was reported that

after his speech students carrying

balloons, distributed by the LBGA, were

chased. Threatening phone calls were

placed, anti-gay flyers were distributed.

Yeskel said the adminLstration, student

government, and the

Collegian "Have taken

active steps toward dealing with the (gay

community's) problems, but more is

needed.

"The establishment of the PGLBC," she

said, "sent out a message to the communi-

ty that lesbians, gays and bisexuals are

valued members of the community —
discrimination and harassment of them

won't be tolerated."

Yeskel said the conservative element

has become more militant. An LBGA
member said AIDS has "given the

homophobes more ammunition — but it

has also created a bonded (gay) communi-

tv."

The student from the LBGA also said

that last week's Gay and Lesbian

Awareness Week did not have the turnout

of past years, but that there were no ma-

jor incidents as in previous years.

Now. students are again trying to bring

Cameron to campus. Pushing matches

have resulted as a result of a "Stop AIDS"

poster distributed by conservative

students. Yeskel concluded that if

Cameron spoke again it would be like

"throwing a lit match into a box of

dynamite."
— Sylvia Gaudette

Cameron and supporters misguided and pathetic
Freedom of speech protects many

statements — unpopular political views,

criticism of government and so forth. It also

protects bullying, calls for discrimination,

and the spreading of lies and distortions

meant to incite hatred. Greg Rothman, Gib

Stair and Students for America, who are

attempting to bring Paul Cameron here

again, and those responsible for the anti-

gay posters and shirts now being

distributed, are exercising that rieht.

John Hayes

But does exercising that right make
Students for America correct? Does exer-

cising their rights release SFA from

responsibility for their acts, and the con-

sequences of those acts?

The cuirent wave of attacks against the

gay community are the expressions of a

hate that continues unabated, a hate that

especially manifested itself after

Cameron's last apf>earance. The people at-

tempting to bring Cameron are aware of

the violence that regularly occuis against

the homosexual community and that

Cameron directly caused an increase in

that violence, yet they continue. Given that

fact, and given that members of SFA are

responsible for dozens of attacks against

the homosexual community, it is

disgustinglv obvious that Cameron's

presence here is meant to serve only one

purpose — to ignite the homophobic feel-

ings of too many on this campus, to in-

crease the attacks on homosexuals, to make
this campus even more dangerous for

homo.sexuals, and to justify the deranged

hatred of a pathetic pseudo-intellectual.

Rothman, Stair and the SFA are respon-

sible for their actions, responsible for their

flagrant attempts to intimidate and maim
the homosexual community on this cam-

pus. No matter how much of a right they

have to do this, it is wrong. They are ex-

pressing nothing more than stupid, blind,

destructive hatred, a hatred that only mat-

ters because of the violence and devasta-

tion it causes, and worst of all, because of

its continued acceptance in our society.

What has the homosexual community

done to deserve this persecution and

brutality? What justifies the pain that the

SFA is attempting to inflict? What gives

the SF the right to bully group of people

just because of their choice of who they sex-

ually love? Ultimately, why does the SFA
feel the great need to harm others who
have done nothing to them? These are

questions that the SFA must be forced to

answer, for there is no justification for

thuggery, even when masquerading as

morality and intellectualism.

Assuming there is no answer to these

questions (beyond bigotry), let me attempt

one. Racism, sexism, homophobia and other

Awareness Week helps, but...

L

The climate on this campus for gays, les-

bians, and bisexuals is safer than in most

places. This does not mean that this cam-

pus is generally tolerant of diversity. Too

often, diverse lifestyles on this campus are

met with oppression and harassment. For

this reason, Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual

Awareness Week was truly a meaningful

experience.

Marc Silvestri

The singing duo Romanovsky & Phillips

played and sang their hearts out to us the

first weekend. From songs about the pain

of homophobia and AIDS to the joys of com-

ing out, being oneself in the world, and be-

ing free, they made all of us in the audience

literally laugh and cry. Mostly, they made
us again feel proud to be who we are — peo-

ple who are free and able to love as we
want.

For the first time in my life, I was able

to hear the well-known radical feminist les-

bian activist-author, Sonia Johnson. She

spoke to us of the history of oppression of

women in our world — iryustices both ob-

vious and insidiously ingrown, societally

taught and accepted. She shared her ex-

periences, from life as a Mormon who had

been expelled from the church for suppor-

ting the ERA, to her realizations of herself

as an enlightened and strong woman of the

world. But most of all, she drove home to

me a painful truth of all oppressions: sex-

ism, the oppression of women, is the root

of all oppressions past and present. By sex

ism being the oldest and most accepted op-

pression, it has become the license and

blueprint for all others. She made me think

and understand.

Another speaker was Ginny Apuzzo.

Apuzzo formerly headed the National Gay
and Lesbian Task Force and now is liaison

to Governor Mario Cuomo for the Gay, Les-

bian, and Bisexual community of New
York. She was a dream come true. She, too,

enlightened me on other aspects of hatred

in our world, some of them almost too scary

to hear: "This world spends 1.7 million

dollars on weapons and military uniforms

per minute." At the same time there are

already thousands of people dying of star

vation, poverty, AIDS, and countless other

forms of neglect per minute! She shared

with us not only her frightful statistics, but

also her experiences as a politician and her

hope for a united future. She instilled in

myself and others the urge to carry on in

our struggle and not to give up no matter

how unending the effects of homophobia

may seem. Ginny made me feel strong and

determined.

With the recent incident involving the
anti-gay posters and the constant threat of

a visit by professional homophobic op-

pressor Paul Cameron during Awareness
Week, I've come to the realization that
every time we're hit, we get .stronger. My
experiences and those of others during the
Week have made me more determined
than ever to oppose homophobia. We are
proud to be part of the enormous and vast-

ly glowing group of free and loving gays,
lesbians, and bisexuals, and we're proud to

be unified with all oppressed groups for our
common goal of the abolition of hatred —
an institution so insidiously interwoven in
our world, and unfortunately, our campus.
There is no stopping us.

Marc Silvestri is office manager ofthe Les-
bian, Bisexual and Gay Alliance

forms of oppression all arise out of the need

of some to feel they are above others. The
oppression of others validates a person, at

least in his/her own mind. Today, racists

and sexists can be shamed, though these

forms of oppression still all too frequently

manage to violently erupt, especially when
the racists or sexists feel they can avoid

recognition. Homophobia is the last great

oppression, the one a person can use open-

ly and violently. What homophobia, like

the other oppressions, exposes is that the

persons infected have intuitively deduced

a basic fact about themselves — their own
moral and intellectual bankruptcy, their

own worthlessness and invalidity. To feel

important, someone has to be below them,

someone has to be afraid of them, and in-

creasingly the only group left to put down,

the only group left to put the fear of thug-

gery into, is the homosexual community.
No matter how much of a right Cameron

has to speak, he will serve no constructive

purpose by coming here and instigating

another harvest of fear and hate. Cameron
and Students for America only wish to

destroy, only wish to torment a segment of

our community in the name of bigotry, and
in my book that makes them nothing more
than terrorists. This community —
students, staff, faculty and administrators

— should respond accordingly.

John Hayes is chairperson of the Board

of Governors

Does opinion

equal oppression?

I'm scared to write this. I'm scared that

my friends will now shun me because I'm

coming out of the closet and admitting

that I'm personally opposed to

homosexuality.

If you look at me you'd never guess it.

I do not tell jokes putting down homosex-

uals, and I do not discriminate against

them. How can this be? At UMass, anyone

who does not believe homosexuality is

okay is akin to Hitler. I'm not, I just don't

think it's right, but I also don't think my
view on your sexual preference matters.

If I don't think smoking is right do I op-

press all smokers? Does it make a dif-

ference in how I'll treat you? To me, and
I think to the meyority of students, it just

doesn't matter. I don't want to argue

about it, I just think it's wrong.

Does speaking your mind instead of

quietly agreeing with those who believe

homosexuality is right constitute an in-

fringement of someone's rights? I think

not. I don't think being against homosex-

uality endangers others, and I do think

denying someone the right to state their

opinion is dangerous. Yes, this means I

think Cameron should be allowed to come.

By stifling him we are being moral wat

chdogs. What's right often depends on

which side you're on. and who's to decide

which side can be heard? In this country,

on this campus, nobody can decide

because every side, regardless of their

view, is allowed free speech. That's that.

Dana Anagnostou is a Collegian -ttaff

member
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By MEREDITH G. GOTTESMAN
Collegian Staff

The Lyres: the name conjures images of

a Danelectro in flames, ripping distortion

bouncing off the walls of a dark and tiny

club, and the inevitable cheesy organ

which completes that psychedelic sound.

Jeff Connoly. better known as Monoman

for his collection of 45s (recorded in mono,

dig?), created the Lyres out of the ruins of

DMZ. a band known by few, but extreme

ly influential to many bands on the Boston

scene. Tonight they'll be playing at Hamp-

shire College, along with local faves The

Malarians and the Lonely Moans,

Although the Lyres' live performances

tend to be very unpredictable (the dozen or

so times Tve seen them range from mind-

blowmg to perfectly horrible), this show is

highly recommended. Both opening bands

are a lot of fun to see. enough so to make

the price of admission ($4) worthwhile even

if the Lyres end up sucking.

Fridav night is sure to be a great laugh

if you follow the happy trail down Route

116 from WMUA Comedy Night to The

Dead Milkmen at Hampshire College.

WMUA is .spon.soring three comedians

from Boston at the Blue Wall. The line-up

will include Kevin Knox, Tom Clark, and

Billy Martin. Don't miss this show! Go

because you love comedy and rarely get the

opportunity to see live acts so close to

home, go to show your support for college

radio, go to suck up drinks at the cash bar,

but GO! The show will get underway at 9

p.m. and admission is a mere $2.50.

When you emerge from the Blue Wall,

the night will still be young, so head over

to Camp Hamp to see The Dead Milkmen

I know you all like them, even if the name

doesn't seem familiar to you at first glance.

This is the band who did "Bitchin'

Camaro." which I dare say was one of the

most popular songs on campus last year.

The Dead Milkmen are hilarious at worst

and outrageous at best (and they may make

a special guest appearance at Comedy

Night). The show starts at 9 p.m. with

Hampshire's own Beatrice and two sur-

prise acts, and tickets are a paltry $4.

See this show because you'll have a blast,

but also because you'll be supporting a good

cause. The Alternative Music Collective,

which is sponsoring the show, has worked

extremely hard all year to bring great

bands to the Valley who are less popular

but much cooler than what generally comes

around. The Collective is composed of

Sylvan festivities upcoming
By DANA M. ANAGNOSTOU
Collegian Staff

A weekend of music, dance, and just

plain fun is planned in celebration of

Sylvan Area's 15th anniversary.

The weekend will kick-off on Friday>at

3 p.m., with a cake-cutting ceremony and

speeches by various area leaders. At the

same time, the University Chamber Choir

and the Chapel Jazz Group will entertain

guests. That evening the area's RAs will

be sponsoring an international dinner and

dance on the tennis courts for Sylvan

residents and their guests.

The excitement continues on Saturday

with a barbecue during the afternoon

featuring live music by The Dog Act arid

Picture This, two local bands with big

followings. Guests can also participate in

various games and sports events (frisbee

and Softball), and there will be a dunking

tank with Greg Rothman and Tony Rudy

inside (so warm up your pitching arm!).

That evening the area houses will throw

an all-night movie marathon.

The weekend is sponsored by Sylvao

Area Government.

EUNICE R. KONIECZNY
SCHOLARSHIP

Applications are now being taken for the

Eunice R. Konieczny Scholarship.

This scholarship recognizes undergraduate

students who epitomize the highest

leadership and public service ideals

to the entire University community.

QUALIFICATIONS
1

.

Any student with at least one year remaining toward the

attainment of a Bachelor's Degree may apply.

2. A student who is awarded an annual scholarship will be a

current office holder in a Registered Student Organization

(RSO) at the University of Massachusetts/Amherst.

3. A recipient must have at leasst one (1) academic year of

experience as an office-holder.

4. A recipient must have a cumulative G.P.A. of at least 3.0.

5. A recipient must have demonstrated leadership and public

service accomplishments achieved while at the University.

A committee of faculty and staff will be appointed by the

Director of Student Activities to screen applications and make

the award. A scholarship of up to $600 is available.

Application must be made to the Director of Student Ac-

tivities (SU 416). Applications can be picked up in the Stu-

dent Activities Office Room 416 Student Union.

ALL APPLICATIONS MUST BE RECEIVED BY MAY 29, 1987.

student Valley Productions present Poe, an original play about

the life of Edgar Allen Poe, at 8 p.m. this Friday and Saturday in

Bartlett Hall.

students who put their own time and

money into booking these shows because

they care about keeping the music scene

in the area diverse by providing an alter-

native. This is their last show of the year,

and if they do well enough they'll be back

next year with even more shows. So go, lest

you be at the mercy of the totally lame pop-

record industry for providing your nightly

entertainment when next semester rolls

aiound. They're the ones who decide which

bands they'll finance to go on tour, and it's

usually more of what they want to sell and

less of what you want to see.

Saturday night. The Malarians are

playing at Sheehan's. Folk singer Tom
Paxton will be appearing at The Stained

Glass Coffehouse in Chicopee. Mitch

Chakor, a local and a former member of

Joe Cocker's band, will be at Katina's.

Looking ahead at next week, the Iron

Horse is presenting an evening with

Timothy Leary on Monday, April 27 (two

shows at 7 and 10pm; tickets are $8). The

former Harvard professor turned guru of

the Acid Generation will be speaking on a

topic no less inconsequential than the

universe as seen through his psychedelic

vision. This month there seems to have

been a small resurgence of acid casualties

making appearances in the area. Could this

be a trend developing in our techno-yuppie

world? What could possibly be next?

Love-ins?

On Tuesday night the zaniness continues

at the h-on Horse with ex-Shockabilly

member Eugene Chadbourne. What is

he like? Imagine Hank Williams on acid.

This is a man who wears a birdcage on his

head and plays an electric rake. He puts

people who call themselves weirdos to

shame. Don't miss it! Eugene starts croon-

ing at 8:30pm, and tickets are $5 in ad-

vance f$6 at the door).

Back to the concrete reality ofVCRs and

compact disc players: Suzanne Vega will

be at Smith College's John M. Greene Hall

in Northampton on Wednesday, April 29.

Opening the show is 10,000 Maniacs,

whose pretty melodies are somewhat

tangential to music scene which made

Vega so popular, and are a bit more in-

teresting as well. Tickets are $11 and the

show starts at 8pm.
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Harold and Maude
Directed by Hal Ashby
Starring Ruth Gordon and Bud Cort
Amherst Cinema
**• 1/2

By AMY NORDAHL
CoU^ian Correspondent

Harold and Maude is a dark comedy about a troubled

young man who flirts with death, and a spirited, eccen-

tric septuagenarian who teaches him to love life. Though

he comes from a wealthy family, Harold Chasen (Bud

Cort)'s only pastimes are staging mock suicides in an at-

tempt to communicate with his indifferent mother (Vivian

Pickles), and attending the funerals of strangers. It is at

one of these funerals that he meets Maude (Ruth.Gordon),

who is like a hippie grandmother. During their adventures

together, she helps him break out of his shell and im-

presses upon him her energetic approach to life.

There are some very funny scenes in this movie that

poke fun at the military, psychiatrists, the clergy, com-

puter dating, and other institutions which claim to have

the answers to Harold's problems. Maude helps Harold

find the answers within himself, and her "do your own

thing" philosophy is echoed in Cat Stevens' soundtrack

lyrics.

As Harold, Bud Cort acts so much like living death that

it's heartening to see him become more animated and op-

timistic. Ruth Gordon is the driving force of the movie

as Maude. She is spontaneous and joyful, the personifica-

tion of a laugh, a cheerleader for life: "L-I-V-E — LIVE!

Otherwise, you've got nothing to talk about in the locker

room." It's easy to forget the fact that Maude is nearly

eighty, for she projects the youthful energy that Harold

does not.

In the end, this film is an affirmation of life, and will

leave you with a smile on your face and a bounce in your

step.

Harold and Maude
• •1/2

By JOHN T. SHEA, JR.

Collegian Correspondent

Harold and Maude was certainly an enjoyable movie;

it's hard not to laugh, watching Harold pretend to torch

himself in the backyard while his mother is having tea

in the parlor. However, Amy describes it as being a lot

deeper than it really is.

Yours. Anne, a musical adaptation of the life

of Anne Frank, will be shown at 8 p.m. this

Saturday in The Student Union Ballroom, not

in Bowker Auditorium as previously reported.

If Harcld finds an answer in himself, I would like to

know what il was. He simply finds a good friend in Maude

and eventually becomes emfatuated with her, over-

reacting because his life was previously full of people who

didn't honestly care about him.

I won't mince words. Maude is a drug-using, pro-

miscuous old lady who, if Harold had been a little younger,

would have been contributing to the deliquency of a minor.

She is not a person to admire, except for the fact the she

shows Harold how to stop being a wet noodle. Also, it's

not Ruth Gordon who carries the film, but the talented

Bud Cort with his subtle facial expressions and unique

style.

Don't take this the wrong way; Harold and Maude is

an enjoyable movie with a lot of laughs. I just think that

it is a surface-value film with a simple message, showing

people who have wrong ideas about life contrasted against

people who are honest with themselves.

Hoodoos tops
Hoodoo Guru
Bloic Your Coot

By ERIC BOEHLERT
Collegian Correspondent

Prior to their third album. Blow Your Coo/.' ( Elektra),

the Australian band Hoodoo Gurus were simply one of

the best new bands going. Blow Your Cool! proves why.

When lead singer Dave Faulkner declares, "Make
something happen/If you don't I will," on "Hell For

Leather," he means it. The Hoodoo Gurus have never

been a passive band. With Brad Shepard's bristling

guitar work, the churning rhythm section of Mark
Kingsmill and Clyde Bramley and the band's constant

use of rhythmic, shouting choruses, they have always

demanded the listener's attention, usually coaxing them

to their feet.

The album's first single, "Good Times," fortunately is

not representative o( Blow Your Cool. This lighthearted

diddy could only have been inspired by the Monkees, and

with the Bangles singing backup vocals, the sugar

coating is just too thick. Thanks only to the work of

Shepard does it fall short of sliding onto the Hot Spot's

playlist. Sure the tune is contrived, and the lyrics border

on insipid ("But you came back to me/Now everything

is like it used to be."), but you'll be humming it all sum
mer long.

The Hoodoo Gurus' true colors soon resurfaced on the

blistering "Where Nowhere Is." In it, Faulkner blasts

an ex-lover, "Do you know where nowhere is?/lt's where

you are./Do you know what nothing is?/Y-0-U! ' This

wonderfully chaotic song romps on and on refusing to

extinguish itself. It's as if the band is making up for the

lack of raucous energy on "Good Times" by packing all

they could muster into this cut. Apology accepted.

Side two doesn't quite match the excitement of the first.

The addictive hooks that worked so well on "Out The

Door," "What's My Scene" and "I Was The One" grow

thinner and thinner. One notable exception is the

soothingly lyrical "Come On." In a welcomed change of

pace, Faulkner, along with an acoustic guitar, tries to

nudge a lover into action with the pleading chorus, "Aw.

come on."

Blow Your CooU solidifies the Hoodoo Gurus as no

longer a band of the future, but the band of today and,

as long as they continue their rowdy, guitar inspired

romps, a band to have fun with.

GREAT DAILY
SPECIALS!
ALL DAYI

EVERY DAYI

INORTHAMPTON BOWL
Thur. Night Fun Begins

at 8:45 pm to Close

TACOVILLA
NOnTHAMPTON AMHERST
II CENTCR ST

s»4-otrj

^Ing Your Own
terror WInr

41 aOlJWOOO WALK
tSUJIf
BeerM lOnr
Servrd

SPttlNGFieLD

r^t iUHHNCK AVt.
/aa-mi*

Brlrtg Your Own
tttr* \Vlne

BXKftUBImMm

FRB!
WITH COLLEGE LD.

525 PLEASANT ST
584-4830

KXn IS IM ill

S»H»0*W*C*A»S»E

THURSDAY NITES
Professional Comedians from New Yorl<

Tickets Available from 11:30 to Showtime

Lounge Opens - 8:15 • Show Starts 9:15

OPEN MIKE
SUNDAY NITES

Sign up time for musicians - 8:30

Lounge Opens - 9:00 • No Cover

ILIVEONSTAGE

CARBUR'S
KrSlAURAIvrr&lODNC.E

.,1 II.. I lM.w.H.11. Rl ! Il...lli-V, MA HI 1) r.H« 1!I7H

Pub/f'c Mdtms • Mvenising • \l\lntm

Autlio Visual Production • Graptiic Design

Cormate Communication • Publishing

If you're considering a career In communication,

consider the Public Communication Institute first.

Learn the basics of writing, design, and produc-

tion this summer at PCI.

For more Information, contact:

Public Communication Institute

Boston University

College of Communication
640 Commonwealth Ave.

Dept. CO
Boston, MA 02215
617/353-5015

Boston University's

Public
Communication
Institute ^07
July 6 -July 31

^'
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Singer McFerrin wows audience
Bobby McFerrin
Tuesday, April 21

Bowker Auditorium

By ADAM LAVINE
Collegian Staff

It is diflicult to describe a perfomer as versatile and uni-

que as Bobby McFerrin. Performing completely without

any sort of instrumental backup, the jazz vocalist appeared

at Umass Tuesday as a part of the Sixteenth Annual Black

Musicians Conference. McFerrin's style is offbeat and

relaxed, and the musician strived to have the audience

be an active part of his show rather than just passively

enjoying his work.

McFerrin has outstanding improvisational skills. For

his second number, the performer wandered through the

audience, singing to himself 'I'm gonna take my seat,'

and placing himself in one of the few empty seats in the

auditorium. Without missing a beat, McFerrin would

question the audience member sitting next to him by sing-

ing "Do you sing? No?" then break back into "I'm gonna

take my seat," until he found a audience member who

was willing to sing into the cordless microphone.

Perhaps McFerrin's strongest skill is his control over

his vocal articulation. McFerrin would hum, pressing the

microphone against his vibrating throat resulting in a

rasping harmonic undertone, then alternate this effect

with his high-pitched singing. McFerrin would accent his

singing by thumping on his chest, adding to it an extra

rhythmic quality, or improvise a "duet" between two of

his high and low voices.

McFerrin showed great facility in organizing his au-

dience to musically interact with him. McFerrin began

one number in a call and response form, where he would

sing a phrase, then motion for the audience to echo it.

Then, splitting the audience down the middle into two

parts, McFerrin gave each section a melodic line to mimic,

and improvised a song with the audience functioning as

backup.

At another point in the concert, McFerrin invited

several audience members to come up on stage, and plac-

ed them in a chorus, arranged from bass to sopranos.

McFerrin improvised a musical phrase for each section

of his chorus, then sang along with them, creating an ex-

traordinary vocal experience. After his impromptu chorus

had left the stage, McFerrin invited a dancer to come up

and perform while he sang "Thinking about your body."

Bobby McFerrin seems to still be in the experimental

stage of his performing. Tuesday night in Bowker, many
new ideas and musical concepts were toyed with; some

worked, and some didn't. McFerrin is putting out stylistic

feelers, trying to find what works the best for himself and

his audience. But all and all. the vocalist's strong talent

and charisma were evident in his varied, enjoyable

performance.

SMITH COLLEGE REC. COUNCIL
PRESENTS:

REDEMPTION POSSE
A Jamaican Reggae Band

with special guests

BIM SKALA BIM

Smith College

Davis Lawn
Saturday, April 25, 1987;

2 PM
FREE • FREE • FREE • FREE • FREE

RESEARCH
INTERVIEWERS
Interesting, part-time telephone assignments to collect

data on a variety of health issues research topics.

Absolutely no selling involved. Hours are from 5-

10pm, Sunday through Fnday and Saturday from

I0am-3pm You may cnoose whichever shifts you

want to work as long as you work 4 shifts a week (20

hours) minimum Start at $4.25 per hour with paid^

training and move up to S4 50 an hour after you have

worked 100 hours We are located at fvlountain Farms

Mall which IS a stoD on the free bus line.

Call 586-8635 or 586-8636

between 4 PM & 10 PM

ABT ASSOCIATES
TELEPHONE RESEARCH CENTER

Mountain Farms Mali. Rt. 9. Hadley, MA 01035

An EQuS' OpDO'lur'.lv Employer

Jp*=*^'SENIORS & ORADS
GMAC & SAVARESE CHEVROLET WOULD LIKE

TO HELP YOU PURCHASE YOUR FIRST NEW CAR

DETAILS:
• You must be 6 months away from graduation or have graduated 1 year prior from an

accredited 4 Year Degree Program

• You must be employed or have a verifiable committment for employment

• Good credit or no credit are OK

CHEVROLET

WHAT YOU GET!
CHOOSE FROM ONE OF THE FOLLOWING

A. A $400 non-transferable discount coupon to apply towards down payment

B. 90 day deferment of 1st payment

OVER 300 CARS & TRUCKS AVAILABLE SOME WITH ADDITIONAL CASH BACK FROM CHEVROLET

• SALES • SERVICE • LEASING

145 KING ST., NORTHAMPTON
586-7250

Minimal Down Payment RequirementsChevrolet

Acclaimed singer/songwriter Suzanne Vega
will appear in concert at 7 p.m. Wednesday 29

at the John M. Greene Hall, Northampton. Call

584-0610 for information.
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& TODAY MUS/IC
48 N. PLEASANT ST
AMHERST 253-9209
LOCATED UNDER STEVES ^:»0j.
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FEATURING NEW YORK'S

FINEST COMICS

THIS THURSDAY
COME LAUGH WITH
DENNIS LEARY

AND
FRAN SOLOMITA

At the

Amherst Athletic Club
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Book for serious bodybuilders
ROCK HARD
By Robert Kennedy

By JOHN M. MCGUINESS
Collegian Correspondent

It is hard work to acquire a muscular, fat-free physique.

It takes years of hard and dedicated training, not to men-
tion a strict diet. And a strict diet is not always easy to

come by when you are a college student eating D.C. food.

In any event, even ifwe had the resources to adopt a strict,

muscle-building diet, how man men (or women* age 18-22

are dedicated enough to follow it to obtain a super-

structure of muscle? Not many. And I am willing to bet

my last protein shake on that one! But, for those futile

few trying to reach a Qflwdyfat level, thank goodness for

Robert Kennedy's book Rock Hard.
Robert Kennedy, that muscle guru who has given the

body conscience persons of the world bibles such as High-

Intensity Bodybuilding, Super High-Intensity

Bodybuilding, Mass, and others, emphasizes nutrition in

this one. The sub-title states "super nutrition for

bodybuilders." If you're looking for training advice,

however, Rock Hard has plenty of that, also. If you did

not know the title, you may feel as if you're reading just

another book on what exercises to do for youi' specific body

type. But Kennedy saves himself by tying in all of this

training advice with good, solid nutrition. Ooops! Sorry!

I meant super nutrition.

At first glance, it looked as though Rock Hard was go-

ing to hit rock bottom as far as relevant information went.

It appeared to be just like his other books in that Rock
Hard was just another excuse to boost the egos of the pros

by posing for a huge i.'^.^ue of Muscle and Fitness in cognito.

I am not saying that there is anything wTong with that.

In fact. I am one of those who di.shed out twelve dollars

to look at black and white photos instead of color. But I

also bought it for some interesting and relevant nutri

tional information. For instance, there are over '20 dif

ferent recipes for protein shakes made a lot cheaper than

those of the infamous Joe Weider.

Rock Hard is not for the casual lifter. They would be

bored with all the nutritional information needed to allow

someone to live through a workout that would build a

physique, not just add an inch here and there, and the

dreamers would get lost in all the pictures. Instead, it is

for the person who has accepted bodybuilding as a way
of life.

Comedian Billy Jaye will be the featured per-

former of thursday's Comedy Caberet in Hamp-
den snack bar in Southwest. Show starts at 9.

IT:
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16th Annual Black Musicians Conference
|

Union Video Canter Campus Cable System r i
Presents I

Black Vocal Music: From Gospel to Scat I

m»0m»i »»000»0m*»»0»00»»0m*****»»»»»»»*

HOVAC CHAUE
oieiENTAi: f

FOOD MAUKTET

#•1

360 COLLEGE ST., ROUTE 9, AMHERST.MA
253-5658 SUN-FRI 10-8 SAT »-8

OVER 2200 DIFFERENT ITEMS IN STOCK
CHINESE JA>>ANES£ THAI. tNOlAN GOODS • SAUCES AMD SPCES
FRESH NOOOLES • FRESH FRUITS AMD VECETA«L£« PASTNKS
FROZEN. CANNED. DRiEO FOODS • FROSN AMD ORIEO FISH

OOOKaOONS • MOKS. RICE COOKERS. • IMPtEMENTS • OtSHCS AND
OlFTWARE TEA SETS AND SMUE SETS • KOREAN MINK BLANKETS •
MOSPREAOS • TAKE OUT FOODS • MHOIE ROAST OUCK t CHCMCN

•V ORDER • DISCOUNTS FOR STUDENT GROUP FUNCTIONS
l««V»««W>««V«WWW«>»M

Tuesday, April 21

Legeiuis of Black Vocal Music

10 a.m. Sarah Vaughn in Concert (1973)

11 a.m. Joe Williams in Concert (1982)

12:30 An Evening with Ray Charles (1981)

1:30 James Brown in Concert (1979)

2:30 Aretha Franklin Special (1986)

Wednesday, April 22
Gospel Poets

10 a.m. "Praisin' His Name"—The Gospel Soul

Children of New Orleans (1982)

(Commentary on Gospe' and Relation to Blues)

11 a.m. "Gospel" (1982) with The Mighty Clouds

of Joy, The Walter Hawkins Singers,

Shirley Caesar Singers, Clark Sisters.

Rev, James Cleveland

1:30 "Got To Telllt":

A Tribute to Mahalia Jackson

2:00 "The Gospel at Colonus"—A Gospel

Telling of the Story of Oedipus

Thursday, April 23
Popular Music Solo Performers

10 a.m. Dionne Warwick in Concert (1979)

11:15 Johnny Mathis in Concert (1983)

12:45 Tina Turner at the Apollo (1982)

2:00 Teddy Pendergrass:

Live in London (1982)

Friday. April 24
Popular Music Groups

10 a.m. The Temptations (1979)

11:00 Girl Groups of the 60s

12:15 Earth, Wind, And Fire m Concert ( 1 982)

1:30 The Pointer Sisters in Paris (1985)

Video PTogramming Compiled by Chester Davis More to come next week.

MIMMMMIMIMMMIINMMMMMMIM

H/aiEABEACH
OFATIIHLGETA
SUMMERJOB
ONTHEGAPL

Enthusiastic individuals wanted
for a new, high-energy casual restaurant

in Hyannis. All positions available.

Apply in person, Monday through Saturday,

9:00 a.m. -5: 00 p.m. Excellent Benefits.

chilli,
(GRILL%ir& BAR)

Airport Rotary, Rts. 132 & 28, Hyamiis, MA
Equal ()pf)ortunity Employer

ELIMINATE
BORE

Become a coordinator for the

Board of Governors next year.

Applications available all this week at our table

outside the mini-store and the Board Office.

817 Campus Center

Some summer positions open. Deadline is April 30.

Minorities and women encouraged to apply.

'"^ An EO/AA employer. ^'

Come • Browse • Enjoy

Anhcrst Rotary Club's

Antique Show
& Flea Market

Sunday, April 26
9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Indoors, 3 County Fair Grounds
Northampton, Mass., off 1-91 on Rt. 9

Adm $2 (16 and under free)

150 D«al«f«; 2 Snack Bars; Fra« Parttlng

Mr* Malcolm W Turrwr, Show Mana||*r. 413 323-4684

STRESS and Diabetes

WHAT: A Workshop and Discussion: Workinf Twice
as Hard: Managing Stress and Your Diabetes

WHEN: May 6. 1987 7-9 p.m.

WHERE: Campus Center. Room 917

WHO: Persons with diabetes, their

guests, concerned friends, and
a few health professionals

WHY: Learn techniques, share
information, experiences, and
concerns

HOPE TO SEE YOU THERE.

»t rnannrliii—«te t Amhmt/^
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Minutewomen fourth in A-10 tourney
By ANDY SHERMAN
Collegian Correspondent

Last weekend the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts
women's tennis team flew

down to West Virginia to

play in the Atlantic 10 tour-

nament and added two more

losses to their 1-3 record,

finishing fourth out of five

schools at the tournament.

Despite the poor showing,

coach Deedie Steele felt the

team has shown improve-

ment since the beginning of

the season.

"They played really well,

it was an uplifting ex-

perience for all of us," Steele

said. She went on to say

that she was very impress-

ed with the performances of

the No. 5 and 6 players,

Karen McShane and Sheila

Kane.
The Minutewomen fell to

CREATION VS. EVOLUTION
Why the controversy? Is one theory foot and

the other myth? Hove we been told the whole

story? This hour-long seminar will look at the

hard science behind both Evolution and Crea-

tion, and is guaranteed to be an eye-opener!

THURSDAY APRIL 23 7:30 PM
U.MASS CAMPUS CENTER RM. 162

Sponsored by Minutemon Christian Fellowship

H

Temple University in

straight sets in the first

round and then lost to

George Washington Univer-

sity 8-1 in the consolation

round. The Pelosky twins,

Anne Marie and Mary Beth,

won 7-6, 6-3, and many of

the matches went into third

sets.

"We were playing on a

more competitive level.

Most of the other schools

had their top three players

on scholarship so we had to

compete. But we held our

own in competition," Steele

said.

"We reached quite a level

of playing this weekend. We
knew we were playing good

collegiate teams, so we had

to play our hardest against

them. We had fun and made
UMass proud," Anne Marie

Pelosky said about the

weekend.
The Minutewomen have a

week off before they travel

to Wellesley College on May
2

• men's tennis loses
continued from page 20

Marlowe and Rodman always looked as if they were

going to win, which they did. The top pairing of Gable

and Desmormiers made their opponents look disorganiz-

ed, capturing the first set 6-1. But the pair could not sus

tain this level of performance and lost in three sets.

Johnson and John DeKlerk befell a similar fate. The

Minutemen's overall record now stands at 2-3 this season

with six fixtures having been lost to the weather. The

blue skies under which yesterday's match was played

provided a welcome change for the players and also at-

tracted a few spectators.

Saturday, the team goes into the Atlantic 10 tourna-

ment at Rutgers, NJ, hoping to improve on last year's

sixth place finish.

• women 's lax at Brown
continued from page 20

Brown, 4-4, should pose a limited challenge to UMass.

The Bruins were pounded by the University of New
Hampshire, 18-8, on Tuesday. The team's leading scorer

is senior captain Lauren Becker with 11 goals and 25

assists, while Whitney Robbins has compiled a .619 save

percentage and 8.00 goals-against-average.

Face-offs: The Collegian incorrectly reported that Sue

Murphy scored four goals in the second half of UMass'

win over Dartmouth. Murphy had two tallies in the first

half, and three inrthe second. Junior attackman Ginny

Armstrong should have been credited with Murphy's

goal in the second half. . . Top Gun Department: "Murph"

heads the scoring list with 18 goals and 11 assists.

The Far Side

By Gary Larson
Smithereens
By Sarah Smith
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'You eat v^ot's there. Mitcr>eil. ... I know
you're just spreading it around."

WHERE INDIAN FOOD
IS NOT JUST CURRY
• TRADITIONAL TANDORI INDIAN
COOKING SEALS IN FRESH
FOODS NATURAL FLAVORS

• COMPLETE VEGETARIAN MENU
• EXTENSIVE WINE UST
• BEWITCHING BIRYANIS

ENTICING CURRIES

•INDIAN RESTAURANT WITH
EXCELLENT FOOD & SERVICE."

NElV ENGLAND MONTHL Y

! THE INDIA HOUSE Restaurant

^
45 State St.. Norlhaiui't'm 586-6344

% 207 Ct)lchester Ave.. Burlington. VT.

S 802-862-7800
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Fine Paper and Stationer

We Have Acid Free Thesis Paper

Thesis Binders and

Typing Material Now In Stock!

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau

253-2840 45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst, MA
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Bloom County By Berke Breathed

WHEN IT COMES TO EYES,

VISION ISN'T THE ONLY
THING YOU CAN CORRECT
Now, you con correct the effects of

stress, fatigue and dryness that

age the vulnerable skin around your

eyes with two new eyecare treatments

from Erno Laszio, the world's

most respected skincare institute.

pHelitone Firming Eye Gel confronts

the problem of puffy, tired eyes.

Its soothing, lightweight formula

quickly acts to reduce morning

puffiness while it tones and
tightens skin.

pHelitone Replenishing Eye Cream
smooths and softens dry lines. It

treats and protects the eye area
with a complex of penetrating

humectants and moisturizers.

And its non-oily formula

can be worn under makeup.

Steiger's Hampshire Mall and Holyoke Mall
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Bat Brain By Bill Dearing
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Attention Collegian Staff/Correspondents: There

will be a newswriting workshop at 7,15 p m. to-

day in the business ofitce This counts toward staff

status

Attention graphics: Workers needed for Wednes*

day night Please contact Ansel at 545-3500.

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Michel Jaffc

ACROSS
1 Rivar 10 the

Danube
5 — I say not

9 Army rank

AObr
12 Sign of trw

tim«s

13 Rimt
15 Specialty

16 Aqualc bird

17 AOvica to

insomniacs
19 Ancisnt

20 Gumbo
21 Perches

22 Responsible
24 Milquetoasts

25 Central New
York body ot

water

28 LI doubled
31 Straight Pratm

32 Occupation
33 Oitty

34 Family member
35 Conducted
36 Involved with

37 — early date

(soon)

38 Scale rtem

39 Put oil

40 -
Miserables

41 Tiittely

ultimatum

43 Swarms
45 Makes ready
47 Galapagos

denizen

49 Give a boost to

51 One in Berlin

52 Like a

downpour
54 Time — hall

55 Digits

56 1 7th cen
explorer La —

57 Cicatrix

58 Wile ol Saturn

59 Louis and
Fiaiier

60 Soccer name 01

tame

DOWN
1 Plant ol the lily

lamily

2 Make mora
toterabM

3 Green grazing

spots
4 Sheridan or

Harding

5 Delivered a
knock-out
punch

6 Aroma
7 Water , to Juan
8 Bradley Irom

NJ
9 Media meeting

10 Length units

11 Headwear
14 Ball park item

1

5

— skip and a

lump
18 Indetinite

amount
20 Hodgepodge
23 Irish dramatist

1923-64

24 Meander
26 Lets

27 Ride at anchor

29 Between the

low and high

mark
at ttie shore

30 Stravinsky

31 October
birthstone

33 Sitter

38 — Land
39 Ren>ove. to an

editor

41 Hawaiian bird

42 S Italian port

44 Pitcher pans
46 Trap
47 Tell — ttte

ludge
48 G Burgess

creature

49 Hawaiian pon
50 Ivy League

member
53 — Mahal
54 Viper

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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Lunch
Hamburg on Roll

Fried Clam Strips

Menu
Basics Lttnch

Oatburgers

Fried Clam Strips

Dinner
Roast Turkey/Dressing

Quiche Lorraine

Basics Dinner
Roast Turkey/Dressing

Quiche Lorraine

r
Weather

Today: Cloudy, temperature 60-65

Tonl^t: Showers, high in the 50s

Tomorrow: Rainy, high near 60

^

Today's Staff
Night Editor Siobhan Masterson

Copy Editor Shcryl Jean

and Bob Menzel

Layout Technician Phil Serafino

Photo Technician Paul Franz

Production Supervisor Michelle Eichelman

Production: Laura. Kelly, Ansel, George and Joe

Executive Board --Spring of 1987

KELLY SIEGER
Editor ia Chief

NANCY KLINGENER
Haaaglng Editor

P^IL SERAFINO
Editorial Editor

STEVE RUBIN
Batiatss Hanagtr

ANSEL ZINTER
Production Manager

Business Board — Spring of 1987

STEVE RUBIN
B«alB«M Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marketing Manager

PAUL H. LESSER
Advartlalag Salts Uaaagcr

CRAIG NAUGLE
Clrcalatlon Manager

VANESSA ROTH
FhuAcc Maaagar

KAREN HOLLAND
Sabscrtplion Manager
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• Softball
I

• Rob Holiday
i^ntinued from page 20

inning to put the

game away. The
Minutewomen got both of

their runs in the inning,

taking advantage of a

bases-loaded situation.

Bietsch opened the inning

with a hit and was follow-

ed by sophomore center-

fielder Barbara Meehan,

who reached on a slap-bunt

single. Senior third-

baseman Debbie Cole then

reached on a bunt single

before junior catcher Ilene

Freeman drove in Bietsch

with a sacrifice fly. UMass
scored the second run

when Frattaroli laid down

a squeeze bunt to -score

Meehan.

Kennedy also went the

route, improving her

record to 8-5 on the season.

She also fanned seven

Friars along the way.

Game time for the BC
doubleheader is 2:30 at

Totman Field.

continued from page 20

ed up some pretty impressive

statistics. The most impressive one being

that he had gone through high school

without making a single error, which is one

record that he can be assured will never be

broken.

With his amazing skills with his glove.

Holiday has become a bit of a small legend,

here as well as back home in Maplewood.

His roommate and good friend Dave

Peniston, who has knowTi Holiday his

whole life said, "I must have seen him play

in over a hundred games, and I've never

seen him make an error. He's amazing."

UMass coach Dick Bergquist said, "The

key that makes Rob an excellent fielder is

he has soft hands and good coordination."

Holiday also gives credit to Bergquist.

"He knows an incredible amount about the

sport of baseball," Holiday said. "He's

helped me with my positioning in the field

as well as things like knowing when to go

for a pick-ofT, when to hit-and run, and

when to bunt. I have a lot of respect for

him."
Holiday's .325 career batting average has

been overshadowed a bit by his fielding.

He's a contact hitter who hits the ball to

all fields and rarely strikes out.

Last season as a junior. Holiday was hit-

ting over .360 midway through the season

before cooling down to finish at ,321. This

came edler a slow start which saw him miss

nine games after he pulled a hamstring in

the season opener.

Despite this. Holiday had a remarkable

streak of reaching base 13 straight at-bats,

which narrowly missed a collegiate record.

To cap off his season. Holiday was award-

ed the Dennis DellaPiana award for

courage, determination, and sportsman-

ship. "Rob has a great attitude," Berg

quist said. 'He's a soft-spoken, gentleman

atnlete who leads by example."

This season. Holiday, (a Hotel.

Restaurant and Travel Administration ma-

jor with a 3.04 cum last semester) has en-

joyed continued success at the plate as well

as in the field. He is currently batting .357

and has been flawless at second base. He

has shown this kind of consistency

throughout his career and has been an in-

tegral part of the team's current successful

season.

"We have high hopes," Holiday said. "I

think we have a very good chance of winn-

ing the Atlantic 10. We're playing with a

lot of confidence. We're winning games and

it's a lot of fun. The guys on the team have

the desire to win and that's important."

Aside from making an impression on his

teammates. Holiday has impressed Berg-

quist as well.

Sport.s Information photo

Senior second baseman Rob Holiday.

GRADUATE TO
KINKO'S

AM/FM I I
FOR TRAVEL BETWEEN MAY 1 - AUG 31, 1987

i i
SUMMER SALE VOUCHER

I I[This coupon is worth $25.00

j
WITH 4", 5" or 6" x 9" SPEAKERS

\ l^hen you purchase your summer

*
!

Go 10 the head of the class with

a {(real-looking professional

resume trom Kinko's.

j
j
vacation from Debra and Carl at

I IYOUR PARTNERS IN TRAVEL.
I I

253-2543
220 N. Pleasant St

installed

CARto' d^

COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE SOUND SYSTEMS

j
Travel to Europe. USA or anywhere in the world and we will deduct $25.00

I
from your final payment. Offer is valid on tours, charters, cruises and rail with

I
a value of $500.00 or more.

j
(Some reslnctions apply-fiood on new bookings only-one certificate per booking) STOP BY FOR A FREE GIFT-WHILE 5UPPUES LAST^

UIAOAMONROAD
NORTHAMPTON MA 01060

686b2b8

573 HIVERDALE STREET
WEST SPRINGFIELD, MA 01089

734-4996

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

YOUR PARTNERS IN TRAVEL
Mon-Fri 8:30-5:00 • Thtirs til 7:00 • Sat 9:00-Noon

Maplewood Shops, Old South St. Northampton 586-8953

Northampton's Only Certified Travel Counselors

r A

RENT FROM HERTZ PENSKE

AND BE A ROAD SCHOLAR.
Neighborhood Agent: Mark's Motor's

222 King St & Rt 5

Northampton 01060 • 586-8391
Hertz

PRESENT THIS AD FOR A 10% DISCOUNT

30 Fuller Road, Chicopee, MA 01020 • 549-5186

V.
Mot o« fruek» oveiiabli ot oil locoiioM. AM loeol and one-woy r«mol» »«biKt to HmU Ptn»ke stondord rwtrt

quatifiMtiem. £) Htrti NralM Truck iMMng, Inc. 19flS.

Business & Society

IN SPAIN
at the University of Seville

With 2Vi years of Spanish and a

background in business/economics, you can:

Study Spain's economy and business and

Spanish for business and commerce.

Learn about Spanish business practices first hand

through company visits.

Live in a Spanish home or student "residencia".

Participate in a two-day orientation in Madrid.

Explore the scenic and historic treasures

of Andaiucia.

R)r information and an application, contact the Office of

Intrrnational Programs on campus, or the Academic Programs

Department, Council on International Educational Exchange,

205 East 42nd St., New York, N.V. 10017, (212) 661-1414.

The Coojxrative Business & Society Program at the University of

Seville is administered by the Council on International Educational

Exchange and sponsored by the Cooperative Study Centers con-

sortium of which the University of Massachusetts is a memt)er

Win A .^O
Trip r^^
To aVA SATURDAY. MAV 2

^^ PICK ONE EUENT...

A
° 30 Km Bike Rally ^^

10 Km Road Race ^^

Presents -'^^

^^•^

5 Km Fun Run

^^
... And Race^

Against ^S
The First ^ V'
Annual -iX/

^SF^ INFORflftATlON:

545-2150 and
Campus Center From

^^' April 20-24

REGISTER NOW.

,s^
<<^

'MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS
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ACIlVillEC* AUDIO
AUIO fOU tiAit •CAlCUlAIORS

tNIif-'IAiNMtNl -HjU UtNl

^ORSALfc• FOUND
hElP wanted 'lOSI

CLASSIFIED
^....^ .* i^«« Ww.#>^a^ *^*^*' '

>-<«.»»Aliii»*n MUM 1^ 1*11 I HI.-...

iN'.ii.'u*; fhjn • Mi/>ii;:ii^(:yi ClES
HUbONALi«f;iDt vVANttD
i^'ifjff^S NEEDED* .tr^ViCES

UOOMAIt /;Ar,UL. • iuavEl
WANItD'SuBlET

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - CC 113 MOH-THURS B:30-3:M (FWI • 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION*CASH IN ADVANCE. 15«/W0HD/0AY FOR STUDEMTt

ACTivirm

ALL PSVCHOLOGV MAJORS welcome'
Please attend ifie last C U S P (psychology

club) lacuitysiudent social Thursday April

23 from 4-5PM 423 Tobin Relreshmenls
served

EASTSIDE SECURITY MEETING- liainTng

lor show on Thurs 4/?J in 101CC 7PM All

security must attend il you have not attend

ed an earlier meeting!"

UP TO S <iist pri7e leading edge PCsM P\ck

up rattle ticKets in Uarslon 229 Spor\sored

Dy Vahdata & TBPI

BYCYCLE CO-OP ACROSS Posi OHice in

SUB Non-proiil welcomes old and new
members Meets every Thursday at 7 00PM
Check Co-Op door

FREE MOVIE AT the Newman Center

Gandhi' Friday April 24 7 00PM in the

front lounge. AH are welcome

AUDIO

RECIEVER. TURNTABLE, GOOD car

Iridge equilizer Good and cheap 69152
(leave message )

AUTO rOR SAli

HONDA CIVIC 76 New sticKer runs great

S400/b0 584-671

P

1979 PINTO 67K asking S600 549-n38

FALCON a cream pull1965 FORD
256-6920

B2 SUBARU BRAT
549. 7529

Excellent shape 2,600

1983 RENAULT FUEGO sports coupe
5-speed excellent condition asking $2800
1978 Toyota Corola 2-door 5-speed no rust

good condition low milage $800 Call

546-1485 ask tor Donna

1979 FORD MUSTANG^ yellow aufo,

82,000 mis AM/FM stereo $1200 545-3689

after 5 30 584-9042

1972 VOLVO 164 4-speed with overdrive

new brakes, clutch, recent transmission,

tires, hitch runs very good $1300 549-0614

1973 DODGE DART good running cond
rust 8.0 253-7497 even

1976 VW RABBIT needs body work- (300
or 80 call Heidi 253-741

B

1975 DASHER RUNS well r>«eds brakes

BO leave message 256-1417

•75 CHEVY MONZA. good cond 72,000 mi

must sell $600 Fred 6-6368

1980 TOYOTA TERCEL standard radio no
rust $1800 call 586-8540

19M FIAT BRAVO low milage, good
engine, $700 253-9624 or 773-7333

1981 ESCORT WAOON silver 4SP ex-

cellent condition $1600 BO 253-2459

1979~DATSUN 310 Super dependable
rebuilt engine new tires and battery 40 MPG
$900 firm Chns 548-9554

FOR A OOOD niM CAU

RACK-A-DISC Entertainnnent Agency Disc

lockies. lights, rentals, and mobile video

dances! 549-7144

CAiCUUTOtt

HP-1 1C S35.00 or 8 call Jeff 253-7948
after 6 PM

CAM COO RINTAL

WEST YARMOUTH SUMMER rental,

Segull Beach 253-7436 sleeps three

SUHNMR JOR«

^UNOERGRAOUATElkDMiSSIONS
OFFICE seeks enthusiastic '.'Mass May
1987 graduate or senior tor summer Admis-

sions Assistant position from May 26

August 29 Responsibilities include inter

viewing prospective students and conduc-

ting campus lours Excellent communica-

tion skills, leadership experience, and
knowledge of University required Submit

resume to Karen Copetas. Undergraduate

Admissions Office. 225 Whilmore, by May
4, 1987

JOIS FOR FAU

SCERA THE STUDENT CENTER for

Educational Research and Advocacy, is hir-

ing for the Fall'" Come work lor an

organization that educates and advocates

on issues of racism, sexism, homophobia,

anti-Semitism, etc , as well as other student

issues like financial aid, child care, and

organising Work study and non-work study

available at lOhrs/wk » $3 65/hr All

students, especially of color and women,
encouiaged to apply Graduate position

available on oppression work Appllcatbns

avialabie al SCERA. 426 Student Union

545-0341 Due 4/22 4 00 PM. AA/EEO-

tt. JUDf

THANK YOU AGAINI Seldom do your

prayers go unanswered I am ver^ grateful

RROFESSIONAL TYPINO SIRVICE

CASEST PAPERS, DISSERTATIONS,
theses; fast, accurate, dependable, on

campus, reasonable 584.7924. Nancy

TYPINO SERVICI

QUALITY "TYPING. PAPERS, letters,

resumes, etc Meticulous proofreading

Editing available New IBM typewriter Call

549-0367

t^RINO FLINO

HELP WITH SPRING Fling' Come to Cen
tral Area Government meetings at 8:00 on

Tuesdays

PROFESSIONAl TYPINO

"SPEEDY KEYS
reliable 256 1002

-FAST, accurate.

THE FUTURE'S SO IRIOHT...

YOU GOTTA WEAR shadesHelp pass the

toxics liberation act, stop nuclear madness,
and light lor consumer justice Masspi'g
seeks bright, energetic students lor sum
mer campaign positions Earn $1 76-300 per

week Tiaining travel, advancement and
a chance lo meet hundreds ol other tun

people Offices in Amherst, Boston Cape
Cod. Worchester and six other locations

Call Sandy al 256-6434 today

SUMMER JORS

THE FUTURE IS SO bright, you gotta wear
shades Help pass the Toxics Lit>eration

Act slop nuclear madness, and fight for

consumer justice Masspirg seeks bnght

energetic students loi summoi campaign
positions Earn $150-300 per week Train

ing. travel, advancement and a chance to

meet hundreds of other lun people Offices

in Amherst. Boston. Cape Cod, Wor-
cheste'. and six other locations Call San-

dy al 256-6434 today'

SUMMER JORS

ON CAPE COD at Jason s of Dennisport

Floor and door personnel, barbacks and

waitresses Accepting applications on the

following Saturdays April 18.25 as well as

May 2.9 Interviews will lake place from

noon to 3 on those Saturdays at Jasons on

lower county Hd m Dennisport Ma.

MONEY AND POWER

THE BOARD OFGovernors Is looking for

coordinators tor 87/88 year Positions

avaiable m PR, Finance, Food Manage
ment Programming, and many others For

into and Applications come to CC 817
Women and minorities encijuraged to appy
an AA/EO Employer Due April 30

THE BOSTON GLOBE. IBM General

Foods and Kenner Parker Toys are just b

lew of the many opportunities available

through the Co-op Office Come m or call

today 545-2224 your future starts here'

NILP WANTED

WE ARE LOOKING toi someone to do child

care one evening a week and occasional

overnights Must have transportation Call

548-9057

WANTED PART TIME bus drivers^forNor

thampton to Amherst routes $5 lo start very

convenient lor Northampton residents

Work schedule arranged around your class

schedule 586-1909

MANAGER TRAINEES NOW hiring.

Amherst, Hawaii, Boston. Long Island, or

Dallas 50 openings Excellent pay ex-

cellenl working conditions Full or part-time

Call Willie at 549-7793

FULL AND PART time positions available

very flexible hours and excellent working
conditions. Conveniently located in the

center of Amherst '/ou can earn up to $20
an hour with salary and commissions Cor»-

tact Target Enterpnses for an interview Ask
for Keith 549-7793

SUMMER JOB - WATERFRONT Director

lor day camp in the Boston Area June
29-August 14 Salary 1.800-2,000 depen-
ding on experience Contact Janet Wad-
den, outdoor program director. Patriots'

Trail Gin Scout Council, 6 St , James Ave .

Boston, Ma 02116 (617)482-1078

NOW HIRING ASSISTANT to the Student

Body President Positions open immediate-

ly to work through summer and fall 10

hrs /week at minimum wage applications

available at 406E Student Union Bidg Ap-

plications due April 24 AA/EOE

DECKHANDS. CATERING AND office help

r>eeded lor Boston excursion boat com-
pany Call 617-426-8419.

AMC HAMPSHIRE 6 theaters is looking for

responsible individuals to work in an en-

joyable environment as ushers & conces-

sionists Must be available tor summer
employment Apply in person at the

theaters, Hampshire Mall after 4P.M

SUMMER JOBS FOR student activists

Earn from $2,(X»-$3.000 plus this summer
enforcing our environmental laws Clean

Water Action is hiring organizers. Lobbyists

for summer campaigns II you are looking

lor a summer job with training in com-
munications, lobbying, and management
call us. 87 Crads are encouraged to apply

for leadership programs. Amherst 549-7450

PAINTERS^ needed" EAStERN~'f^w
England area interior and exterior starting

pay 6 50 and up depending on experience

Equal Opprtunity Employer (61 7)933-4370

THE FUTURE'S SO bright, you goHa wear
shades Help pass the toxics liberation act,

slop nuclear madness, and fight for corv

sumer justice Masspirg seeks bright,

energetic students for summer campaign
positions Earn $175-300 per week Train-

ing travel, advancement and a chance to

meet hundreds of other lun people Offices

in Amherst. Boston. Cape Cod. Worchester

and six other locations. Call Sandy at

256-6434 today)

WANTED PART-TIME P C A physically

disabled Amherst man Mornings, evenings

$610 hour call Rick 549-6016.

MOTORCVCUS

HONDA CB3S0 RECENTLY rebuilt emglrte

call 256-8643 ask for JR $450 or BO

1980 SUZUKI PE175 enduro street-legal

Mikuni, Boyeson, CanAm $650 or BO
5490614

1901 HONDA CBeSO. good condition

$1200 00 or 6 O Call Jon 549-5912

HONDA CB900F SS very fast, sharp look

ing. black with red, supertrapp, melzellers,

6000k two show, helmets included 1900 BO
546-9794 Jorge

YAMAHA 200CC ROAD molocycle brand

new condition $495 253-2459

1976 H^NDA CB70()SC NightHawk " exc

condition, 3100 miles factory warranty un-

til July 2995 Jim evenings 256-6068

SUZUKI 1982 QS6S0 shaft, 15K miles,

mostly from louring, exctlleni condition,

always garaged Plexiglass fairing,

backrest and rack, case guards, paid

$2700. asking $975 Call Rich at 545-2494

or 665-7735

SIRVICIS

TUTORiNG, SUBSTITUTE TEACHING in

business management, marketing,

finance, investment & microcomputers $7

per hour Neg 536-5006 leave mesMge

PAPERS TYPED ONE day service $1 per

page 467-7648 evenings

TRAVEL

ALASKA. ROUNTRIP AIR fare $550 leave

May 8 return May 30 call Donna 588-4066

IMANTn

PHYSICAL, SPIRITUAL. INTELLECTUAL
health seekers share your knowledge with

the readers of Sprout, the Earthloods/Peo

pie s Market Newsletter Typed double
spaced please drop malenal off on the 4ih

fkxjr S U in the Economic Development ol

tice Aodress it to Jen K Deadline has been
extended Due t)efore April 30th

WANTED PHOTOS AND recordings ol

Hunter S Thompson's speech Will pay
cash for quality call Mark 323-6044 keep
trying

CRATE AMP
546-9030

FOR SALE

MUST setVl Call Shawn

WINDERSURFER CLASSIC. S color sail

2 daggerboards Excellent condition $3(X)

Great conversation piece 549-7842.
253-9032

U2 TICKETS FOR sale alfshows 546 8789

RAYBAN, BOLLE, VUARNET sunglasses

plus look-a-likes Jams, Catchit. Sunbrit-

ches shorts everything discount. Ozzie
549-7575

NIKON 13SMM/2.8 MACRO lens brand
new complete w/carrying case Price

negotiable Call Jolin, 6-7070, after 10P M

MOTOBECANE GRAND TOURING 25
bicycle Vitus 888 Iramc good components,
15 speeds, larely used. $360. 253-3241

GUCCI WATCHES FOR ladies many styles

only $iri call Brian 6-7426

rauND

MARYANNE MAGUIRE t have your Monec
caid 549-0114

CLASS RING OF F RossabellHiah
Class ol 84, initials inside R A 8 lound in

Washington dorm Call 546-9152

LOST

RED POLO SPRING lackel in campus
center- Fnday please call Julie 9571

GREY JEAN JACKET from Mike's W View
Thurs 4/9 be cool return keys from pocket
Ciff Brandywine 549-0667

LADY'S GOLD QUARTZ, pulsar watch
Lost on 4/12 between campus center and
Tower Library Extreme sentimental value

please call 665 7705- reward will be given

CALCULATOR LARGE REWARDlTT
Left in Campus Center Ladies room
Irreplaceable information stored in

My Hewlett Packard
Call 323-6564

AnENTION: NORTHEAST ELECTIONS

NOMINATION PAPERS WILL be available

for house council & NEAG officers from

April 20th25th Nomination papers are

available outside the NEAG odice which is

Lewis Basement All papers must be return-

ed by April 25th by 3;00 in the NEAG office

UNIVERSITY WIDE COMMIHEES

POSITIONS ARE AVAILABLE on
University-wkle committees A great way to

influence university policies ar)d devetop in-

terpersonal communication skills Applica-

tions available at 420 or 406E Student

Union Building

WATERRED FOR SALE

QUEEN-SIZE WITH oak bookcase head-

txjard only set-up once Includes pedestal,

heater, pad, two sets of sheets You just

don't know how great it is until you try it'

$150.00 or best offer Call Bill at 584-6619

ARMY/NAW SAU

BIGGESYanO BEST army/navy clothing

sale, going on now Como desert tiger

pants, $20-27, French six pocket field

pants. $7-15; sleeping bags $25-30 and
much more Student Urion tiallroom

9-5PM. to Friday This is the one!

SPANISH TUTORINO h TRANSLATKMH

HELP WITH GRAMMAR, stories, pronun-

ciation 256-1002

INTCRTAINMINT

aTiENS the movie wTth^&gourney
Weaver the most action packed two hour
and fifleeii minutes you'll ever experience
tonight in the CCA al 500, 7:30, and 10 30
This lime it's war

JAM TOONZ-GREAT party sounds at

reasonable rates Call Kevin at 546-4111

FOR A OOOD TIMS CAU

RACK-A-DISC Entertainment Agency
Disc-Jockeys, lights, rentals, and Mobile
Video Dances! 549-7144

FMECASN

need money? SPEND all your cash on
springbreak? I need your baseball cards

pleasa halpl CaH Mike 549-0333

JUOOU Til VOU DROP

EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS wanted to

know about lugglmg but were afraid lo ask

Learn how lo juggle, today. FREE' 3-5 30

Good weather. Campus Pond. Bad
weather CC room 904 See you there'

NAOBS HADES HADES

WATCH THESE ADS for a mMsage from

the undanworidll

MICNEUI FOtni

PERSONALS

RESUME TYPESETTING SERVICE
Have your tesume pioiess"onally typeset

The tJest quality type, not a word processor

Sixteen different type styles lo choose Irom

Takes only 3 days costs $25 and an\

changes III do for FREE Come down to tht

Collegian Graphics Office (113 Campus
Center) and speak to Peter Soderberg

MEET NEW PEOPLEI Get^ great ex

perience' Come write loi New England's

largest college daily The Collegian is in 1 1;

Campus Center, right behind the TV
Come down and check us out'

ITS COMING FOR the first time in May'

KERRI, WE COULDN'T forget^ you. could

we'' Hope you have a great biithday' Love

ya Bevpily and Alyson

TO JENNYPOO, LORIANNE, Steffy. Suze,

Greggy Rooosell. and L' it was a pertect

golcna' And the academy award winner

IS you guys are the best friends and I kjve

you' -

I KNOW IT'S a day late but it wouldn't have

been a surprise otherwise' That's okay

because we re going to celebrate your bir-

thday for the whole week"' : can't believe

you're twenty years old' Last I remember

we were 16 and partying at the tracks' Hap-

py birthday Fozzie. thanks lor being the

friand you are Love, Christina

' Jodi

DONNA, I'LL MISS you bunches I love you

dearly Shi head

M, LETS HOPE there will be two reasons

lo celebrate today' Have a great 20th I love

you' Happy birthday' Me

AMY KUNDEL. "THEY say it's your birth-

day " Happy 22nd Always remember
walneys, kosher kraziness. host Ryan Rd
16 candles, automobile" Love ya. Di

MIKE L, YOU'RE real special And that s

not way the •• off Love the Little One

2N FIELD -TO yall who were in the hallway

Weds al 2AM thanks for the support' You re

great' Luv. Lis

BILL, HAPPY 20TH Dinhday' Only one
more year to go Have a good one I will'

always rememtjer and I hope you never

lorget There WIN always be a special place

for you in my heart Love you forever. Eric

HEY -MARCIELLA WEJBEL- you re gret

you're awesome you're wonderful -happy

no 19 Love your roomie"

HAZELBONER HAPPY 20TH birthday'

Drink your face off' Love ya. hands, scoop
& the Russian

DIANE, ITS BEEN A GREAT six months
I wouldn't have wanted to spenj my lime

with any one else 'Vou always know how
to make me smile I love you Happy six

month aniversary Love Michael

OHHHI BAMBINOt BARRY Prior, God
knows I love you" Happy 1 year babe
you've been the best" So, so, ther' I'm

forever yours Faithlully" Ti Uoglk) Andria

WMUA CODMEOY NIGHT in Ihe BlueWall,

Friday, 9PM, featuring Kevin Knox, Tom
Clark, and Billy Martin Cash Bar

VOTE TO RE-ELECT Michael Milbier lor

Northeast /^rea Government president on
April 27th

TO THOSE TWO^gorgeous girls that usual

ly eat dinner around 4 OO al Franklin D C
don't tje shy- we won't be Jim and Jeff

DIANA-HAPPY 19 birthday enioy! Love ya

sisters and pledges of Delta zeta

HEY SQUID! YOU better watch out or I'll

break your tentacles' Love Squidette

JEFF-HAPPY 21St birthday' Have a very

special day-you deserve it You're Ihe t)esl'

Love always, Jodi

ELLEN THE SOCIAL worker from Quincy

sorry but Timeout's line was loo long' See
you at the Pub 4/23

JENNIFER FOUND YOUR Canal Polo shirt

under my l>ed Meet me at ModrJan-

Carriage shops lor shopping and lunch

tomorrow PS 1 may even give it back Jeff

PUS MCKENNA HAPPY 21 si do some
knockin the Dominator

DENNISE T: TO a beautMul girl who cau^t
my eye. How about dinner? GBfeG
5467740

KRISTEN, HAVE AN awesome birthday

Now that you're legal I'll have to keep a bel-

ter eye on you. Lot's enjoy ourselves

tonight Vou're a great friend! I love ya!

Love Snuff's Mommy

V2J\X FOR sale call John 549-7595

MALE CONTESTANTS AND female
judges wanted for the MALE HOT BOD
swimwear contest at Changes on Friday

April 24lh Advance sign-up required at

Changes on Thursday or Friday night

8PM- 10PM

THERE ARE SOME places in the universe

you don't go alone Aliens the new movie
with Sigourney Weaver tonight in Ihe CCA
al 5 00, 7 30 and 10 30 don't go alonel

ANN MARIE HAPPY 19th Have an
awesome b-day Have one on us-or two or

three You're the best Love, your roomie

and Terri

HADES7.HADES.. .HADES. HADES jo^n

us lor a classic event

STAMINA, SOME PEOPLE have it some
don't Together our friendship has it lo last

forever Alone you have it to make it

through anything Keep up the grades for

lour weeks Then, Spontaneity,

KRISTEN iARRV

KRISTEN-I WOULD never lorget such a

special person s birthday You are one of

Ihe best people I've met during my UMass
experience I hope your birthday >s

everything you expect it lo be, you only

deserve Ihe best What else can I say'' Hap^

py,,Birthday love always Raymor»d

SUMMER SURLET

2 ADJ BDRMS lor summer 1 other large

room lor tall Noho cheap roni' Call

586-9545

2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE aplb Mia\,^>ie

June 1 549-7512

SUMMER SUBLET A luWshed two
bedroom apt m colonial village On bus
route No (all option Two people prelerred

Call David 263-2965

3 BEDROOM FURNISHED apt 480/month
utilities and cable included on bus route,

swimming pool tennis cl 665-3671

AMHERST CENTER, DOUBLE room in

house with tall option, rent reasonable, call

Claire or Lisa for details at 253-7216

THREE BEDROOM PUFFTON apt

available tor summer 87 3 or 4 people call

lor details 549-6327

LOOKING FOR 1 or ? people lo sublet i

bedioom in lurnished Putflon apartment
Available Junew i to Sepll rail Tammy
5496739

GET IT IN Sunderland" Summer sublet

w/tall option 2 bedrooms 2 bathrooms on
bus route Squire Village 665-3504

2 ROOMS FOR summer sublet fall option

lor 4 Swiss Village call 253-7248

GREAT HOUSE 3 bedrooms (1 tall option)

nice lurnished house On bus route (near

Brittany) 2 full baths kitchen, $230 per per-

son (negotiable) call Ellen or Laura
256 8864

AMHERST CENTER SUW.ET. summer
with fall lease option, real cheap utilities!

256-1052

DOJO BASH 87: it's coming Better yet a

back-up liver

HAPPY BIRTHDAY DENISE Forbes Legal

at last-well it's about time I'll miss you tons

maybe well meet in CA 1988'' Love ya
always Dana

DAVE SORRY ABOUT the hassle at

Packard's hope to see you al>out town
Jessica 546-7019

20 YEAR OLD male student needs 19 lo

21 year old lemale who can sew Serious-

ly Call Dan at 549-5419

WOO TED WOLFE cor)gratulations on
fin shing the Boston Marathon the Smokers
Club LK

PATRICE-HAVE A Craaaaaiy 21 si birth-

day tiaby' I love you' Kathleen

LUN TAMSTtV

HOW ABOUT THAT Irish coffee? CaH ma
(703)979-2619 Osoo from Baxter's of LA

KRISTIN

KRISTEN HAPPY BIRTHDAY trom aH ttM

pigs at Ed's farm

3 BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE apartment
looking (oi lemale subletters for June-

August 400 per month call 549 1 449

ONE BEDROOM IN BRITTANY manor
apartment Available June 1 st with lall op-

tion 253-2236

COLONIAL VILLAGE TWO bedroom lur

nishod $380 or best offer 256-6250 after six

2 BEDROOM SUBLET in Crestview apts on
bus route Available Jun«-Aug. Call Joan
549-0921

SPACIOUS 5 BEDROOM townehouse apt.

Squire Village, on bus line 2 showers, pool

$166 each, summer sublet w/lall option

665-8952

2 BEDROOM $330With Crown Pt apis

Amherst St right across from Stop & Shop
Sam 256-4293 very spacious furnished tall

opt

LARGE FULLY FURNISHED house Cable,

5 bedrooms, near bus stop, very clean This

house IS ideal"! Rent negotiable, call us!

253-5885

SUMMER SUBLET WITH August rent free'

2 bedroom $525/monlh Southwood apts

Call 256-6334

COUNTRY LOCATION FALL option house
IS located on 13 wooded acres near UMass
call Carly AM or late PM 25601 86

ONE MONTHFREE renT summer sublel ol

4 tiedroom house in convenient N Amherst
location Porch, yard, garage, newly
renovated call 549-6835 Don't settle lor

Puffton'

COZYilEDROOMarrt between town and
campus Take-over lease June Isl Call

256-1668

LARGE DOUBLE ROOM: ckMe lo campus,
manmy conveniences, $1 30 each call Hol-

ly or Judy 549-7477

ONE BEDROOM IN two bedroom
Crestview 7 mm walk to campus availat>le

June-Aug call 549-2638

SQUIRE VILLAGE 2-bedroom townehouse
may through August $350 00 if rented by
May 1 tall option available 1-413-665-7669

AMHERST CENTER-ONE bdrm apt w/fall

option $400/mo includes heat, hot water,

and parking. CM 253-9946 before 11PM

RIVERQLAOE APTS 1 bdrm $137 on bus
rte, pool 6/1-8/30 call 256-0857

SUMMEJ^ "SUBLET PUFFT6NM9^T868
lor 2 people

PUFTON APARTMENT 3 bedroom furnish

ed June-August best offer call Stave
549-3665

JUNE THRU AUGUST presidential apts 2
bedroom a/c. closest apartments to cam-
pus $400plus utililies a month Call Rob
546-6698

SUMMER~SUBLET AMHERST dupieir2
bedrooms available rent negotiable
256-8679

1 OR 2 pe<^e in Puffton a(M for summer
549-7408 betw 4-7PM

APARfMENTAVAILABLE FOR summer
oublet 549-1290

LOOKINO FOR A ROOMT

MASfER BEDROOM FOR rent m a 3
bedroom apt in Northwood apts Available

now April free 1 43/mo Front of Ifie bus stop
Call 665 3586 or 549 2835

•RADUATINOr

I NEED A roommate lo share a two-

bedroom lownhoose in Waltham 128 area
549-6678

ROOMMATE WANTIO

2 NONSMOKING OiuiET females needed
to share Brandywine Apl for Fall 549-4598

1 ROOMMATE NEEDED 270/month Croum
Pt n 9 right across from Stop S Shop Sam
256-4293 Quiet non-smoker

FEMALE WANTEb tO share room in 2br

presidential apt '<> mile from campus apl

yours in spring also need subletters

549-6638

FOR RENT

SWISS VILLAGE
over lease w/fall

256-1318

4 bedroom apt Take
option or sublet call

GRADUATING SENIORS, take over our

apartment, Townhouse style - furnished,

free cable call now 665-3513

ONE BEDROOM PUFFTON apt lor rent

near bus stop partially lurnished call lale

549 7540

TAKE OVER LEASE Jun« 1st 2t>dr on bus
route, inexpensive 549 1439

TAKE OVER OUR lease in June and get

August rent freei Or |ust sublet tor the sum-
mei/2-bedroom in Southwood apts call

2566334

ROOM IN HOUSE
$l85/mo lake over
549-6792

1 mile fr campus
lease call Natalie

ROOM AVAILABLE IN Beaut condo close

10 UMass on bus line Kitchen/laundry tacil

inci female non-smokers no pets 256- 1 54 7

San

BEDROOM AVAIL END May w/or w/out

fall option on 2br busroute Heidi 256-0051

ROOMS FROM JUNE 1st tall option $235
per month HKCiusive ckise to campus
549 1358

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL option single

room in 2 bedroom apt quiet, near Putter s

Pond available June 1st call John 549-5851

TAKE OVER LEASE. Two bedroom
Southwood Townehouse available June 1

Call 253-3571 nights

TAKE OVER LEASE June 1st Begin lo pay
in August 1 bedroom al Cliftside $390/mo
utilities included Call 665-8664

2 BEDROOM APARTMENT, fail, starting

June 1 $41000, laundry, 665-2288 bus
route

FOSjR^bROOSTAPAHTMENT ($215 00
each room, inclusive) June first, lall option

On bus route Evenings 256 (X)48

2 BEDROOM CRESTVIEW apt available

June 1 with lall option half mile from cam-
pus 549-0758

SOUTHWOOD TOWNEHOUSE - TAKE
over our lease starting June 1 call 256-1388

FREE S57S (ONE month rent plus deposit)

2 bedroom Cliffside $475 month incI Take
over lease Call 665-8315 alter 6 00PM

2aDRM APARTMEnTfalL startmg June
1 $410 00 laundry, 665-2288 bus route

AVAILABLE FALL 2BR Southwood one
month rent holds all summer Heidi
256-0051

HOUSE IN AMHERST. 3 bedrooms, isus

route, available 4/25 256-8679

ROOM IN NEWLY built home use ol

wastier dryer dining room living room family

room kitchen on bus line no smoking no
parties no pets quiet atmoshphere with 3
other congenial students 253-7946 if no
answer please leave message on machine

AVAILABLE JUNE 1 2 bedrooms in 3
bedroom apt in Puffton Ideal for 2 or 3 peo-

ple Call Chris 549-0604

4 BEDROOM APT available June 1 Take
any or all rooms On busline Call Rob
256-1480

SQUIRE VILLAGE: SUNDERLAND on bus
line 1 bed room $195 ask lor Lou 665-8268
or leave message

ROOM IN NOHO apartment on busima
June 1 with fat optk}n 586-4028

2BDRM APT FOR June 1 on bus route

close to campus $500/mo 256-6359

TAKE OVER OUR lease, twu bedroom
Southwood available June 1 256-1040

4 BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSl '\n

Sunderland Squire Village Call 665-4543

SPACIOUS ROOM AVAILABLE in quiet

condo lor 200plus a month. Large kitchen,

laundry and trash facilities On bus route

non-smoker located lust over
Amhersl/B'Town line Ideal lor grad or

serious students Available immediately caM

Em or Michelle 256-6380

WE'RE LEAVING! TAKE over our 2br

Southwood apt and the lurmlure's yours-

Ireel Heat/water included 253-9089

TAKE OVER LEASE-June 1st two beOmam
Cliffside 665-8617

WANTED TO R««T

UMASS STUDENT LOOKING for room lo

rent near campus during spring break 9-21

to 9-29 Call Mary al 546-1 151 Keep trying

SUBLETS/HOUSING NEEDED June 28 -

Aug 15. Call SBMC 256-8615 9AM-7PM

WANTED-S1 00 REWARD a 6 or 7 person
house lor next year, near bus route Call

Dave 549-0384 or Patty 549-1703 leave

name and number.

WANT TO TAKE over lease of off-campus
house near bus route for next tall and
spring Call 546 1090 or 253-3894

2 HK3H SPIRITED WOMEN (smokers) look-

ing lo lake over lease on apt or tKH/se, or

to share your place in the fall call Krislie

6-8565

LOOKING FOR 3 bedroom Puffton apt

want to sublet for summer and take over

lease call Herb 546-6761

$100 REWARD FOR 3-t)edroom Puffton

apartment starting summ'fer fall call Rahul
545 3179 or 665-2810

HEYt I'M LOOKING lor a room for fall in

a house or apartment in Amherst Must be
quiet non-smokers call evenings Elaine

546-6330

FEMALE LOOKING FOR a quM singto in

a house lor fall semester call Lisa at

549-6065

APARTMENT OR HOUSE lor 3, 4 oTs
people reasonable ck>se to campus call

anytime-546-6602 548-5774 or 546-5772
Please keep trying'

1 MALE LOOKINO lor room in Pufllon apl

for fall call Dan 549-0929

FEMALE NON8MOKER LOOKINO tor

single room in house or apt For naxt year

Can Karen 253-3667
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SPORTS

Gorillas beat Harvard 9-3; remain unbeaten
LoCascio shuts the door; team now 6-0

By STEVE RICHARDS
Collegian Staff

CAMBRIDGE - As Harvard University

prepared yesterday for an appearance by

Dr. Ruth Westheimer, teacher of good sex.

the Crimson lacrosse team got a lesson

from some other distinguished visitors in

good lax.

Behind the one-two scoring punch ofTom
Carmean and Scott Hiller and the fine

goaltending of Sal LoCascio, the fifth

-

ranked University of Massachusetts

lacrosse team ran its perfect record to 6-0

by beating No. 12 Harvard 9-3. at O'Heary

Field.

The win marked the beginning of a tough

stretch of opponents for UMass after a

relatively easy early schedule.

"We played a really good game today,"

UMass coach Dick Garber said. "This was

our toughest game to date against our best

opponent and they're only going to get

tougher."

"But if we play like this, we'll give

anyone a run for their money."

Carmean. a senior All-American, scored

three goals and two assists, bringing his

season totals to 1 1 and 28 and Hiller had

four goals to give him 23 for the year.

LoCascio made the saves when he had to,

15 all together, especially in the first

quarter when Harvard controlled most of

the play.

"I keep telling the defense we can't rely

on Sal all the time but maybe we can,"

Garber said. "He really shut the door on

him."
With the score 11 after one period,

UMass erupted for three goals in 2:17 at

the start of the second quai'ter to take a 4-1

lead, and coasted from there.

At 1:35. Carmean scored his first on an

assist from senior Greg Cannella. Then the

CarmeanHiller combo hooked up for two

in a row. the first coming on a rifie shot by

Hiller off a Caimean feed with UMass

holding a man-up advantage. The second

was Carmean form Hiller this time, as

Hiller knocked the ball away from a Har-

vard defender and passed to Carmean, who

circled behind the net for the score.

"Our run and gun style can break it

loose, Garber said in regard to the second

quarter outburst. "That's t ar game. Our

passing and execution was not as good as

it has been. The slippery field was disrup-

tive to oui- offense. But we did generate

some good offense."

The Gorillas continued to control the flow

of the game for the rest of the quarter and

took their three goal lead to the half

Both teams appeared to be in cruise con-

trol in the third period. Carmean scored

again, this time una-ssLsted, with a shot in-

to the upper right corner of the net at 2:21

to make it 5-1 and passed to junior Kelley

Carr six minutes later to net the Gorllas'

sixth goal.

Harvard threatened to make it closer

with a man-up advantage midway through

the quarter but LoCascio made a series of

nice saves to keep the UMass lead intact.

The Crimson did score with :28 left in the

third on a scramble in front, making it 6-2.

Hiller then singlehandedly iced the win

in the fourth, as he weaved, turned and fak-

ed his way for UMass" last three goals. The

(.'oUegian phtflo by Mirhai'l Couper

Sophomore midfielder Greg Collins and the rest of the UMass men's

lacrosse team are 64) after yesterday's 9-3 win over Harvard University

in Cambridge.

first two goals were unassisted as Hiller

put a series of moves on Harvard goalie

Mike Bergman. The last came on a bounce

shot past Bergman after an assist from

freshman Bob Condignotto.

Harvard's Steve Lux , who had two goals

and one assist, wrapped up Harvard's scor-

ing with an unassisted score in the fourth.

Quick Sticks: Hiller and Carmean

dominated the UMass offense as seen by

the final shot statistics. The twosome com-

bined for 23 of the Gorillas' 31 shots.

.Massachusetts held Harvard scoreless on

seven man-up advantages, thanks in large

part to LoCascio's play and some excellent

defense be sophomore Matt Woods. UMass
converted on one of six man-up
opportunities.

With the score 11 alter one perioa, ea nis way lui «jmas» icai winrt f,^^..^. *..-

Minutewomen sweep Providence
Wanner and Kennedy stifle Friars; entertain B. C. today
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

After having to endure a frustrating Atlantic 10

weekend, the University of Massachusetts softball team

finally found somebody that was willing not to give them

a hard time, sort of.

The Minutewomen, behind the pitching of sophomore

righthander Chris Wanner and freshman righthander

Traci Kennedy, improved their record to 23-11 with a

doubleheader sweep of Providence College, yesterday in

Providence. UMass took the opener, 3-0, and claimed the

nightcap. 2-0.

"They have a much, much better team than last sea.son.

They've been tough every year except for last year (when

UMass humiliated PC by the counts of 16-0 and 12-0)"

head coach Elaine Sortino said. "We ran a lot on them

and executed our short game a lot better."

Wanner gained the win. her eighth of the season against

one setback, in the opener, striking out two and walking

one. Wanner aided her own cause when drove in UM's

first run with an RBI double down the line, scoring junior

firstbaseman Martha Jamieson.

UMass struck again in the sixth when junior

righthander Lisa Rever, who has been seeing added time

at the plate, singled home freshman outfielder Mary Duff,

who had entered the game as a pinch runner. A pair of

walks set the table for Rever's single. The Minutewomen

added an insurance run in the seventh, when senior left-

fielder Emily Bietsch led off with a walk and stole second.

Senior secondbaseman Carol Frattaroli then rapped an

RBI double to score Bietsch and end the scoring for UMass.

In the nightcap, UMass had to wait until the seventh
continued on page 18

Rob Holiday's a sure bet

at second for Minutemen
Senior has madejust one error in career
By GENE DIAS
Collegian Correspondent

Senior second baseman
Rob Holiday's performance

on the baseball diamond at

the University of

Massachusetts has been
nothing short of sensa-

tional. As a hitter and,

most notably as a fielder,

Holiday has compiled some
very impressive statistics

during his tenure here at

UMass. Since being called

up to the varsity during
his sophomore year, Holi-

day's play at second base

has been amazing. In 160
chances, he has made just

one error. His career
fielding percentage of .995

is cnnsideifd great for an
outfieider. Init tor a second

baseman, it is exceptional.

Holiday and the rest of

the 12-7 Minutemen will

travel to Springfield Col-

lege today for a 3 p.m.

game.
Succes.H in baseball for

Holiday, who.'^i- been
described as having a "ma
jor league glove" by a

Cleveland Indians scout.

began with his days play-

ing Little League in

Maplewood. N.J.

"Oddly enough, it was
my mother who encourag-

ed me to get involved with
baseball," Holiday recall-

ed. "She played softball in

college and still coaches it

today." It was Holiday's

mother, whom he describes

as an "avid Mets fan", who
taught him the basic
fielding skills that he still

Rob Holiday
uses today.

She taught him well

enough so that he was
moved up a league with
boys older than him, even
though he wa.^ small for

his age.

He said. "Since I was
.smaller, I always had to

work extra hard to prove

myself" It was when
Holiday entered Columbia
High School that his small

stature presented him
with the problems of a big-

ger field.

To help the adjustment,

the former shortstop was
switched to second base.

"Playing second base
made things a little easier

for me when I first got to

high school because the

throw is shorter. Holiday

was elected captain of his

freshman team and had a

decent season as a

sophomore with the junior

\ .11 sity.

As he got older, he im-

proved, getting bigger and
stronger and, in his junior

year, he made the varsity.

That year. Holiday had an

outstanding season, hit

ting .435 and as always,

performing solidly in the

field. He made first team,

all-area at second base.

In his senior year, he was
elected captain, hit .321.

and once again was chosen

first team, all-area at se-

cond base. By the time he

had finished his high

school career, he had rack-

ronliniied on pafie 18

Men's tennis loses, 6-3
By JOE LIEBESCHUETZ
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's

tennis team finally went down 6-3 at home
to Tufts University yesterday, having at

one point looked as if they were going to

stage a dramatic comeback.

"We always have close matches against

Tufts (who are now 7-2 this season), and we
could have got this one if we'd had the

breaks," said UMass coach Manny Roberts.

John Marlowe, newly-promoted to No, 3,

gave what Roberts described as a "life-

saving performance", in winning a singles

rubber over three sets. Despite being tested

to the limit, Marlowe was sufficiently

relaxed to congratulate his opponent's good

shots and those of Joe Desormiers on the

next court.

Desormiers cleverly kept the ball off his

opponent s renown backhand to record a

comfortable 6-3, 6-0 singles victory.

The other UMass players all lost their

singles matches. Brian Gable, at No. 1,

looked to be in with a chance but finally

got frustrated with his opponent's frequent

lobs.

Captain Flicka Rodman was kind enough

to oblige a 0-8 opponent with his first win

of the season. Chris Johnson, whose grunts

did not always coincide with the impact of

the ball on his racket, had difficulty

deciding whether to volley or stay back, fac-

ing a very steady performance from James

Goldman, the Tufts' No. 6,

With the score 2-4 after the singles, the

Minutemen needed to take all three

doubles matches, a task that Roberts con-

sidered was feasible if somewhat against

the odds. At first, it looked as if the unlike-

ly was about to happen, as UMass
established a lead on all three courts.

continued on page 1.6

Gazelles clash with Bruins
By LINDA DELIVORIAS
Collegian Staff

The seventh-ranked University of

Massachusetts women's lacrosse team
looks to extend its win streak to three

^'ames, as the Gazelles travel to Pro-

vidence. RI, to face Brown University at 3

p.m.

The Gazelles, 6-4, have hovered near the

.500 plateau for most of the season, but the

resurgence of UMass' vaunted transition

game has enabled the team to notch come-
frombehind victories the past two games.
On Tuesday the Gazelles were trailing

Dartmouth, 5-4, before UMa.ss exploded for

four goals in a span of five minutes to over-

take the Big Green, 14-10. The offensive

outburst was ignited by junior defenseman

Amy Robertson's free-position tally, and

highlighted by freshman attackman's

Karen Ravn's two goals, including the

eventual game-winner with 7:22 remain-

ing in the first half.

UMa.ss provided the home-town fans with

a fanta.stic finish on Patriot's day^ The

Gazelles were trailing Yak', 6-5, at

halftime, before they rallied to bury the

Elis, 11-6, Netminder Lynn Carlson replac-

ed Pam Stone between the posts, and the

change of goalies gave the defen.se a need-

ed shot in the arm. The backliners shut

down the Yale attack, and Carlson, seeing

action in only her second game, responded

to the challenge by registering two saves.

continued on page 16
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Cameron
speech
debated
by BOG
By JENNIFER DEMPSEY
Collegian Staff

The Student Union/Campus Center

Board of Governors last night passed a mo-

tion declaring their "abhorrence of the

message and methods of Paul Cameron,"

after nearly three hours of debate.

Cameron, an anti-gay activist who was

expelled from the American Psychological

Association due to alleged misrepresenta-

tion of its members' research, spoke last

spring at UMass. Following his speech, the

gay community reported increased

harassment.

The motion, presented by incoming Chair

Mark Friedman, also "condemns Students

For America, W. Greg Rothman and

Gilbert Stair for attempting to bring

Cameron to this campus." It was passed

17-2, with two abstentions.

Friedman said "I don't see why anyone

would vote against this motion. A vote for

this motion says we oppose his presence,"

not to ban him from the campus.

Mike Jones, Program Director of Student

Affairs said the Students For America ask-

ed that Cameron be allowed to speak this

spring.

"The gi'oup has requested Cameron come

sometime this semester. This is not the

time for him to come to campus. [Should he

not be admitted], he is not being barred, it

is simply not time for him to be here."

Jones said speakers are decided on their

"general educational value to the Univer-

sity community," and "safety, security and

publicity" aspects are always considered.

"We don't feel this is a progi-am which

is manageable as far as security and com-
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Collegian phuto by Rynie (iuurnoHa

IT'S FIVE TO MIDNIGHT. DO YOU KNOW WHERE YOUR HOUSE IS? - John Trudeau of the

Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group points to a black dot marking the location of the Seabrook
nuclear power plant while staffing an information booth as part of Nuclear Awareness Week.

plete insurance that there won't be

violence afterwards," Jones said.

He said SFA has contacted the American

Civil Liberties Union to represent them

should they bring suit against the Univer-

sity for prohibiting Cameron from speak-

ing this semester.

Gilbert Stair, executive director of SFA,

said, "He will be here. I've been told by him

personally today (that he would agree) to

a debate when he arrives here May 6. The

rea.son the BOG does not want him here is

because he's effective. The bottom line is

the gay community is scared of Paul

Cameron. The best way [to fight fear] is to

not let the situation occur."

Dave Caputo asked Stair, "Do you

understand speech that presents clear and

present danger can be regulated?"

"If I thought Paul Cameron's speech was

outriding constitutional protection, I

wouldn't be bringing him here. I believe he

should be critiqued, if he is so violent and

abhorrent,"Stair replied.

The Board watched a 40-minute video of

Cameron's speech last spring, which show-

ed yelling and egg-throwing during and
after his speech. Several members of the

Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Alliance said

the reports of harassment were not

accurate.

LBGA member Dasha Baker said,

'Those statistics are underreported. The
statistics are frightening." She said an
unofTicial estimate would place about half

of the harassment cases reported.

Public Safety consults Madson, OPIon racial questions

Police 'structurally misplaced'
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

Removing the University of Massachusetts Depart-

ment of Public Safety from the division of student affairs

was among the suggestions heard by the Chancellor s

Commission on Civility last night.

"We believe we are structurally misplaced in the

University," said Mary Dumas, public information of-

ficer for the police department.

The meeting was the third of six public hearings

scheduled to solicit suggestions for institutional change

regarding issues of racism on campus. Last night s

discussion focused on improving institutional structures

and means of communication responsible for anticipating

and addressing both persistent racism and specific in-

cidents that might be labeled racial.

Jay Savereid, a member of the Commission, told the

nine people in attendance, "What we want to be is an

effective conduit for ideas that are alive and well on the

campus." Suggestions made to the commission will be

brought to "people in empowered positions to make

changes," he said.

Dumas said members of the police department drew

up suggestions for improving communication and

response to crisis before the former Director of Public

Safety Gerald T. O'Neil was replaced by Arthur Hillson

°"
I am' not at all sure what happened to those/' Dumas

said. "O'Neil gave a draft copy to the Vice Chancellor

[Dennis L. Mad-son.]" ^u^
The police department should be closer to the

Chancellor, Dumas said, adding that autonomy would

avoid conflict. . ,, ,

"A whole lot more needs to be done especially around

the networking of the response." she said. Dumas

described the system currently in use for handling racial

incidents, which involved communication with Student

Affairs and the Office of Public Information.

When the Commission asked for a copy of the response

system, Dumas said there is a statement at the top of

the document that it is to be kept confidential and declin-

ed to release a copy.

Hillson cited problems with the way students perceive

police officers, and said they are the targets of verbal

abuse and graffiti.

"There needs to be an addressing of students in terms

of how they address the police forces," Hillson said. "We

need to turn around the image of public safety. We are

part of this community. We need to diffuse that negative

image that has been perpetuated for I don't know how

"We are here to protect and to ensure that the climate

is safe and secure," he said, referring to the department

as "among the most professional in the Commonwealth.

"I would like to see the day when we could perhaps

move away from firearms," he said, but added that they

are necessary in certain situations where people are in

danger.

Jarice Hanson of the Communication Department urg-

ed the administration to develop a philosophy for

members of the University community to "measure our

values by," and stressed a need for open communication.

UMass "seems impersonal" because of its size, she said.

It is like a "machine that chews up freshmen and spits

out seniors," Hanson said.

"We need to continue communication to ourselves and

to the outside public," she said. The next open meeting

is scheduled for Wednesday, April 29, at 7 p.m. in Cam-

pus Center room 905. The topics for discussion are leader-

ship on racial issues and recruitment of minorities.

Organizers expect
tens of thousands
at weekend rally
By LORI CURTIS
Collegian Correspondent

Tens of thousands of religious leaders, trade unionists,

and peace activists are expected to attend a rally m
Washington, D.C. this weekend that will protest United

States foreign policy toward Central America and South

Organizers say they hope it will be one of the largest

antiwar demonstrations since Vietnam.

In an effort to support "peace and freedom in Central

America and South Africa, " 79 religious and trade union

leaders have called for, among other things, a demonstra-

tion at the headquarters of the Central Intelligence Agen-

cy in Langley, Virginia.
, ^u

"U S foreign policy doesn't live up to the ideals that

we preach at home," said David Bassi, a coordinator for

the Western Mass. April 25th Coalition.

"The aims of the mobilization for justice and peace are

to stop war in Central America and stop U.S. government

and corporate support for apartheid," said Sister Claire

Carter of the Nipponzan Myohoju Peace Pagoda.

Coalitions made up of religious, labor, peace and justice

student, and community groups have formed in over 112

cities to participate. Said Todd Little, of New England

Central America Network, "750 to 800 from Western

Mass. will be going to, by far, the largest contingent of

anti-war protestors since Vietnam."

The three days of events will include a march and rally

on Saturday, an interfaith worship service on Sunday, and

non-violent civil disobedience at CIA headquarters on

Monday, said Lynn Benander, an organizer from the

Franklin County Pledge of Resistance.

Among the approximately 30 groups participating from

Western Mass. are UMass Peacemakers, UMass CASA,
continued on page 5
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Chappaquiddickjudge dies at 81
Ruled Kennedy negligent
FALMOUTH (AP) - James A. Boyle, the judge

who handled the inquest into the death of a campaign
worker who was in a car with Sen. Edward M. Kennedy
on Chappaquiddick Island, died Tuesday at his home after

a long illness, his wife said yesterday. He was 81.

With Boyle's report on the death of Mary Jo Kopechne
issued on April 29, 1970, the case was formally closed,

but questions about the car accident in 1969 and Ken-
nedy's involvement have continued to plague the

Massachusetts Democrat.
Miss Kopechne, who had worked for Robert F. Kennedy

during his 1968 presidential effort, drowned after a car

Kennedy was driving went off a narrow bridge and plung-

ed into a pond on July 18, 1969.

Kennedy, who managed to get out of the car after the

accident, pleaded guilty to a charge of leaving the scene

of an accident. Boyle gave him a suspended sentence of

two months in jail.

In his final report, Boyle found "probable cause to

believe that Edward M. Kennedy operated his motor vehi-

cle negligently on a way, roadway or in a place and

that such operation appears to have contributed to the

death ofMary Jo Kopechne," but no further charges were

filed against the senator.

The judge, who retired from the bench of the Dukes

County District Court shortly after issuing the report, was

quiet about his involvement in the celebrated case in later

years.

"He didn't say a word to us about it," said his son, James

A. Boyle Jr. of Whitman.
Born in Fall River on Sept. 15, 1906, Boyle grew up in

New Bedford and received his law degree from the old

Southeastern Law School at the age of 21.

In 1930, he moved from Cape Cod to Martha's Vineyard,

where he served as a Superior Court clerk and special

justice to the District Court until he was appointed

presiding judge of the District Court in 1961.

Two years after his retirement from the bench, Boyle

moved back to Cape Cod. living in the New Seabury sec-

tion of Falmouth.

He is sui-vived by his wife, Esther Sylvia Boyle; two sons,

James A. Jr. and Derek M., and five grandchildren.

Services will be private.
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READY FOR TROUBLE - A heavily-armed
soldier Lebanese soldier stands guard outside
the parliament building in Beirut yesterday,
where his nation's splintered government met
for the first time in seven months.

Pilecki case nearly settled
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - A lawyer

for a student who filed a civil .suit against

the former president of Westfield State

College asking for $2.25 million in

damages for alleged sexual assault said

yesterday a settlement was near.

Attorney George A. Fairbanks III said

lawyers for former college president Fran-

cis J. Pilecki were driving a proposed set-

tlement from Boston to his Taunton office

yesterday afternoon.

Pilecki's attorney Robert Keefe did not

return two phone calls to his office.

Fairbanks declined to give details of the

proposed settlement of the suit filed in

Barnstable Superior Court last October.

In a Suffolk Superior Court trial earlier

this year, Pilecki was cleared of criminal

charges of sexual assault brought by
another student.

He faces trial in Hampden Superior

Court starting Monday on criminal

charges in connection with an alleged

assault against the plaintiffwho filed the

civil suit. That student was paid $10,000
by college trustees after complaining

about the alleged assault.

Fairbanks said Pilecki's attorneys "ob-

viously want to get this ihing done before

the criminal case begins" and he
speculated that a settlement could cause
the state to drop the criminal case.

Hampden County Assistant District At-

torney William Teahan said he was
unaware of any imminent settlement of

i

the civil suit and he declined to .say

whether a settlement would end the

criminal suit.

"We are ready to go," he said. "We've
subpoenaed everybody.

'

The plaintiffs mother said yesterday
that she had heard nothing about the pro-

posed settlement and was skeptical about
the civil case being resolved before the

criminal case began.

"Pilecki's lawyers like to play a cat-and-

mouse game." she said. "They did the

same thing just before the last trial, then
at the last minute changed their minds.
I'm kind of reluctant to believe anything
at this point."

Broken radio hampers rescue
in highway assault on trooper
BOSTON x.AP; — A state trooper alleged-

ly being attacked on the Massachusetts

Turnpike was unable to summon help

because of chronic radio problems along the

highway, according to police reports.

Trooper Stephen McDonald b main two-

way radio and portable radio, which are

tied to the turnpike system's frequency,

could not reach a barracks on the turnpike

less than 10 miles away from the scene of

the struggle Monday.
Instead, after wrestling with the knife-

wielding suspect, McDonald was forced to

return to his cruiser and use an emergen-

cy system to call for help from the state

police barracks in Holden, 12 miles away,

the police reports said.

The struggle in Auburn took place within

view of a toll booth collector, but the radio

inside the booth also was connected to the

inoperative radio system, officials said.

Help arrived from the Auburn town
police and the Holden barracks after

McDonald had disarmed and subdued the

suspect.

Fifteen minutes after the help arrived, a

cruiser from the closer Charlton barracks

pulled up, but only after getting a

telephone call from the Holden barracks.

State officials say they are addressing the

turnpike police radio system's ongoing pro

blems. Public Safety Commissioner
Charles Barry said in January that a tern

porary radio system had been set up and

that a new system eventually would be

installed.

Turnpike Authority spokesman Edward
King said he was unaware of the incident

and that he believed the radio system had

been operating properly recently. He said

installation of a new, $10 million radio

system is at least a year away.

Francis Riley, president of the State

Police Association of Massachusetts, the

troopers' union, told The Boston Globe the

Turnpike Authority has "given up on the

radio system out there."
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Other universities consider
the smoke-free option
By JENNIFER DEMPSEY
Collegian Staff

The recent decision to ban the sale of all

tobacco products at the University of

Massachusetts beginning July l.st has pro-

mpted a number of different opinions from
universities around the country.

A spokesperson for the Dean of Students
at Harvard University in Cambridge said,

"The city of Cambridge passed an or-

dinance several months ago that banned
public smoking and the University goes

along with that. We set aside smoking
buildings. The undergraduate houses are

the only places to smoke. As far as buying
them, the students always had to go out

side to buy them. The Icampus store] does

not carry them."
Peter Stoudt, assistant dean of students

at the University of Virginia in Charlot-

tesville, said he has never heard of the

possibility of a ban on tobacco products on

the campus.
"You have to remember that Virginia is

the big tobacco state. Philip Mon-is in Rich-

mond is one of the biggest tobacco com-

panies in the U.S. We always have anti-

smoking campaigns, but as far as a ban on

tobacco products, gee, I don't know. There's

a certain right of self-determination. I don't

think there's one student starting a similar

campaign."
Tony Ross, dean of students at Northern

Arizona University in Flagstaff, said a ban
on the sale of cigarettes "is beginning to

be an issue. We still have the separation

of smoking in quartered off sections.

Various health councils are asking why we
still allow the sale. I wouldn't disagree with

a ban. Hopefully, it would decrease the

number of smokers. I think it would be ap-

propriate."

A spokesperson for the division of student

affairs at the University of Vermont in

Burlington said, "I know we have a no-

smoking policy in certain buildings, but it

doesn't have anything to do with the sale."

Terry Allen, news editor for the Amherst
Student, said "I don't and the administra-

tion doesn't have any knowledge of bann-

ing the sale of cigarettes. We only have
vending machines in the dining commons."

Campus tobacco sales will end July 1

Students reactincf to ban

Collegian photo by Byrne Guarnotta

AT LEAST WINNEE MADE IT OVER THE WALL - A possible

relative of the missing swine on show at the Stockbridge Fair.

By PHIL SERAFINO
Collegian Staff

Winnee the pig is missing, and the big

show is only a day away.

Winnee, a Sinclair miniature pig, was

last seen at 6 p.m. Wednesday in the barn

next to the Boyden playing fields. When
Kristen Whittle, manager of the sheep,

goat and swine herds at the barn, went

to work yesterday, Winnee was gone.

"She was definitely there until about six

at night. She was in [her pen] with a male

boar. We're not saying somebody stole

her." Whittle said. "The pen door was

open when I came in this morning."

If the pen door had been closed im-

properly Wednesday night, Whittle said,

Winnee may have been able to escape.

Whittle is anxious to get Winnee back,

especially because she's supposed to com-

pete Saturday in the Baystate Livestock

Show.

"She's a very friendly pig," Whittle

said. Winnee is black, weighs between 50

and 70 pounds, stands about two feet tall,

and has small ears with notches in them.

Whittle said.

Anyone with information about Win-

nee's whereabouts can call Whittle at

545-4813. She is willing to come pick Win-

nee up, she said, because pigs can

sometimes be difficult to transport.

By RICK SASSON
Collegian Staff

The announcement that

those who want to "light

up ' next semester will have

to leave campus to buy their

tobacco has been gieeted

with mixed reviews from

some University of

Massachusetts students.

Last week, the University

of Massachusetts Health

Council, a division of the

Faculty Senate, urged Vice

Chancellor of Administra-

tion and Finance John L.

Denyse to ratify a ban on

the sale of tobacco products

to take effect July 1, 1987.

"I don't think they have a

right to ban the sales," said

junior math major Laurie

Hill, a nonsmoker.

New vice chancellor strives for

fairness to women, minorities
By FRANCI RICHARDSON
Collegian Correspondent

As an individual. Vice Chancellor of Af-

firmative Action and Equal Opportunity

Zaida 1. Giraldo describes herself as deter-

mined, hardworking, and committed.

The newly-appointed Giraldo said that

she tends to be much too focused on issues

of "fair play." attributable mainly to her

father — a revolutionary who continuous-

ly looked for fairness, or lack thereof

"By fairness. I mean what it would take

to make (a] situation fair to all parties in-

volved." she said.

Sometimes Giraldo thinks she is

misunderstood, as others think of her as

defending women and minorities, but she

looks toward reaching a compromise in any

situation: "It's not fair to put more pressure

on one group just to alleviate the burden

of another group."

Her goal at the University of

Massachusetts is to "train minorities so

that they can be the educators and leaders

of tomorrow."

Her office is mostly geared toward help

ing people who feel they have been

discriminated against and seek protection,

but Giraldo is very concerned with the low

education and high unemployment rates of

minorities, who she believes must be made

aware of "sensitive issues," Also a

feminist, she wants "to see women treated

as individuals, not as mothers and sisters

and daughters."

Giraldo's involvement with aflirmative

action and equal opportunity issues began

at Montana State University in Bozeman

in 1981. Moving on to the University of

Wisconsin-Milwaukee in 1986, she became

that school's assistant chancellor for equal

opportunity.

Earlier this year, Giraldo brought her ex-

perience to UMass to try to recruit and

educate people here, and across the nation.

Born and raised in New York City,

Giraldo received a doctorate in history from

City College in 1973. in what she describ-

ed as a "small program exclusively for doc-

torate students to take advantage of emi-

nent faculty. The quality of the individuals

is outstanding and it is a lovely way to get

a doctorate."

She recalled that, after her graduation,

"there was no room for medievalists and

I had a nine yeai--old daughter to support."

So, she went to work for Monsanto Textiles

Company in New York as a market

researcher.

In 1975, she helped found the Institute

for Research in History, a refuge for

historians unable to find a place in

academia. "They still needed the environ-

ment to feel like scholars," she said.

She said the Institute "gets you scholars,

and supports your need for research."

Among other projects, Giraldo is plann-

ing to help develop a workshop on sexual

harassment, to focus on what exactly con-

stitutes sexual harassment and how a vic-

tim can deal with it, for next fall.

David Remillard
"If they're not illegal,

students should be able to

buy them here," she said.

Erika Rogoff, a junior and

an occasional smoker, said

the ban might help her per-

sonally — but believes that

it will not deter the average

smoker.

"The diehard smokers
will go to town and buy
them. If they wanted to be

really effective, they would
enforce designated smoking
areas," Rogoff said.

Board of Governors Chair

man John Hayes claimed

Wednesday that .students

were not properly
represented on the council

and were denied the chance

to have any substantial in-

put into the decision.

Senior Library Assistant

Thomas C. Hancock, head of

the public health subcom-
mittee, said there were at

least three or four students

involved in the decision

making process but Hayes
believes the Council should

have gone directly to the

BOG and the Student
Government Association

with the proposal.

David Remillard, a

sophomore Communica-
tions major, disagrees with

the ban but favors adding

more non-smoking areas.

"I don't like smoke blown

in my face, but I still think

people should be given a

choice." he said.

Laura Doyle, a freshman

journalism major said, "I'm

offended when people smoke
around me. It's a violation

of my rights because it en-

dangers my health."

"I support the ban," she

added, "I don't know if it

Laurie Hill

will work though — it's

more of a stance."

Erica Cushna, a

sophomore who also sup-

ports the ban, said it might

be effective.

"If you have five minutes
between classes, you're less

likely able to go to town to

buy cigarettes," she said.

Josh Kelly, a sophomore
communications major, said

"I don't go near the Cape

Cod lounge because it

smells so bad. I don't think

smoking should be allowed

on campus, let alone bann-

ing the sales."

Continuing education stu-

dent John Morin said he

"will be legitimately pissed

off' if he has to go to town

to buy cigarettes.

Hancock, who said the

plan was in the works since

1985. said. "Judging from

what happened at the

Worcester campus, I think

the ban will work."
UMassAVorcester recently

nixed the sale of tobacco pro-

ducts, and a ban is said like-

ly at UMass/Boston.
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Holocaust Memorial Week begins tomorrow. "Yours, Anne," a musical

dramatization based on The Diary ofAnne Frank will be presented at 8

p.m. Saturday in the Student Union Ballroom. Admission is $4 for the

general public, and $2 for students.

There will be a brunch and talk by Helen Ei^tein, author of Children

of the Holocaust, who will speak on "Growing Up with the Legacy of the

Holocaust: a Personal Search for Meaning," at 12 p.m. Sunday in Memorial

Hall. Admission is free.

Dr. Ronald Davis ofthe University ofMaine will speak on "Lake Acidif-

cation Since the Industrial Revolution" today at 2:30 p.m. in the Morrill

Science Center. The lecture is sponsored by the University of

Massachusetts Water Resources Research Center. Admission is free.

The Amherst College English Department and the Department of Theater

and Dance will co-sponsor two appearances of Court Dorsey, activist ac-

tor, in his own adaptation of a short story by Franz Kafka, "The Burrow,"

at 8 p.m. today in the Babbott Room of the Octagon, Amherst College.

Admission is free.

Careers m the environmental and resource management fields will be

the subject of a one-day conference from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on the first Hoor

of the Campus Center. The conference which will feature over 50 speakers,

including Will and Jane Curtis of the nationally syndicated radio program

"The Nature ofThings," is sponsored by the Student Conservation Associa-

tion of Charlestown, N.H. Registration forms are available in 109 Hills

North. Admission is $45 for those who pre-register and $55 for those who

register at the door.

Judith Stein, ayfounder ofBoston Area Fat Liberation will facilitate fcx-

posing The Myth: A Workshop On Fat. Food And Health For Women(on-

ly)", Sunday at 2 p.m. in the Franklin Patterson Hall lounge at ^amp-

shire College.
Mill
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OFF-KEY FLAUTIST — Chris DeSalvo, a (what else?) music major, pipes away outside the

Student Union.

Cape Verde festival in Blue Wall tomorrow
By KARL ROOKEY
Collegian Staff

The culture ofCape Verde, a group of islands off the west

coast of Africa, will be the central theme of the second

annual Cape Verdean Awareness Day, set for tomorrow

in the Blue Wall.

The event, sponsored by the Cape Verdean Student

Alliance, will include a display of art works from the

island, photographs of the group's past activities, a dinner-

dance featuring Cape Verdean cuisine and music, and

several guest speakers.

The purpose of the event is to increase campus

knowledge of the island and its culture, said Loduvina

Barron, a member of the alliance. Few Americans know

much about Cape Verde, she said.

Vice-President Olivia Pereira said the dinner-dance will

feature two guest speakers. Donald Lopes, a Rhode Island

businessman who owns a radio station in Providence and

a chain of Kentucky Fried Chicken stores, will speak on

the success ofCape Verdeans in America. John Lopes, the

founder of CVSA, will be explaining the need for the

alliance and the history behind it, she said.

"We will be doing all the cooking," Pereira said. "The
meal will include traditional dishes from Cape Verde."

The group held the event last year on Easter Sunday
and drew about 250 people, she said.

"Last year was a lot of fun." Pereira said. "[The event)

lasted until 1 a.m. and people were complaining because

they had to go home." This year should be even more suc-

cessful since it is not on a holiday, she said.

Past activities of CVSA include a presentation at a

Brown University Cape Verdean Conference, and the

bringing of Cape Verdean Ambassadors to speak on
campus.

Mailbox confiscated
in ^chaos/ student
hit by water-balloon
By ELLEN M. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Police confiscated a mailbox at 2;15 a.m. Wednesday on

Presidential Drive, after observing several males playing

a game called "chaos," that involves tying-up one player.

University of Massachusetts police said.

In other police reports:

• A female student was hit by a water balloon at 9 p.m.

Wednesday after it was dropped from the third floor

balcony of Cance House, police said.

Residents of Cance House who witnessed the act refus-

ed to identify anyone, police said.

The woman was taken to University Health Services,

police said.

• $800 worth of property was reportedly stolen at 4: 10

p.m. Wednesday from a locker, police said.

A watch, a calculator, and a wallet containing credit

card were among the things taken, police said.

The credit cards were reportedly used before the owner

was able to cancel them, police said.

• Tires worth $1,800 were reportedly stolen at 5:45 p.m.

Wednesday from a Chevrolet parked at Lincoln Apart-

ments, police said.

The car also received damages to the roof and to doors

after an attempt was made to break into the car, police

said.

• A male employee reported the theft of money from

washing machines in John Adams Tower at 1:50 p.m.

Wednesday after attempts were made on six other

machines, police said.

The damaged machines will need approximately $325

worth of repairs, police said.

• A female resident of Wheeler House reported receiv-

ing annoying phone calls at 3:15 p.m. Wednesday, police

said.

Renting, subletting or leasing...

Advertise in the

Collegian classifieds!

"OUR PEOPLE MAKE THE DIFFERENCE"
See for yourself, come visit us at the Campus Center

REGISTER FOR SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

DATE: Monday April, 27, 1987

TIME: 9:00 AM - 5.00 P.M.

PLACE: CAMPUS CENTER, ROOM 903

&

r\
DATE: Tuesday April 28, 1987

TIME: 9:00 A.M. • 5:00 P.M.

PLACE: CAMPUS CENTER CONCOURSE

THE SULLIVAN AND COGLIANO
COMPANIES TEMPORARIES, INC.

OFFICE SUPPORT
(Permanent Placement)

TECHNICAL TEMPORARIES, INC.

TECHNICAL PERMANENT PLACEMENT, INC.

FINANCIAL PLACEMENT
(Temporary and Permanent)

With over 20 years of comprehensive personnel placement experience you'll
find SULLIVAN AND COGLIANO reliable and responsive.

971 Concord Street

(Old Path Village)

Framingham, MA
(617) 872-1237

26 Fox Road
Waltham, MA
(617) 890-7890

196 Bear Hill Road
Waltham. MA
(617) 890-7890

2 Oliver Street

Boston, MA
(617)423-0442

223 Middlesex Turnpike
Burlington, MA
(617) 273-2144

420 Washington St, Suite 204
Braintree, MA
(617), 849-2000
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The Top
Three

By JENNIFER WAUGH
Collegian Staff

A secret U.S. Army unit may have us-

ed a Swiss bank account illegally to
fund Nicaraguan rebels, the Pentagon
said Tuesday.
A Pentagon official said that Lieut. Col.

Oliver North and retired Gen. Richard V.

Secord may have persuaded the unit to use

the account to provide military aid to the

rebels, known as "contras."

CBS News reported Monday that in 1985,

$2.5 million was withdrawn from the ac-

count in one day — $75,000 of which was
used to charter a freighter carrying arms
to the contras. This supposedly occurred at

a time when American officials were for-

bidden to provide assistance to the contras.

The Pentagon official also said that the

top brass had no knowledge or records of

the account.

The Army unit, called "Yellow Fruit,"

was headed by Lieut. Col. Dale E. Duncan.
The group disbanded in 1983, but the Swiss

bank account still existed, and members of

the group were involved in its alleged use

for the contras.

The Pentagon said that warrant Officer

William T. Golden, who was linked to

Yellow Fruit, recently admitted that he
had access to the account. Golden also said

that North and Secord also had access to

the account.

Colonel Duncan, whose expense activities

had come into question, is serving a 10-year

sentence after being convicted of "submit-

ting fraudulent expense claims in connec-

r

RENT FROM HERTZ PENSKE.

AND BE A ROAD SCHOLAR.

Hertz
Neighborhood Agent: Mark's Motor's

222 King St & Rt 5

Northampton 01060 • 586-8391

PRESENT THIS AD FOR A 10% DISCOUNT

30 Fuller Road, Chlcopee, MA 01020 • 549-5186

Not oil trucks ovoiloMc at oil locotiom All locol and one-woy rentals sub|cct to Herti Penske stondard rcntol

qgolifkotions. ^ Hertz Ponskc Truck iMting, Inc 198S.

,
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THE DISTINGUISHED VISITORS

PROGRAM
S PROUD TO PRESENT

BEN
ELLIOT
Former Speechwriter for

President Reagan
And present speechwriter for

Jack Kemp

SPEAKING ON

"The Power
of Communication"

TUESDAY, APRIL 28
7:30 PM

STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
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tion with activities apparently unrelated

to aid the contras."

The U.S. Supreme Court ruled 5^
Wednesday that the death penalty is

constitutional, despite racial
disparities in sentencing.
Georgia's capital punishment system was

challenged when a black man, Warren
McCleskey, was convicted of killing a white

policeman in 1978. A study performed by

Professor David C. Baldus of the Univer-

sity of Iowa showed that killers of white

people are much more frequently sentenc-

ed than killers of black people, and that

capital punishment is most frequent in

cases of black killers of white victims. The
Court upheld Georgia's capital punishment
system despite these statistics.

Justices William J. Brennan Jr.

dissented from the majority vote, as did

Justices Thurgood Marshall, Harry A.

Blackmun and John Paul Stevens.

Justice Brennan said "the risk that race

influenced McCleskey's sentence is in-

tolerable by any imaginable standards."

He said the statistics show "a majority of

defendants in white-victim crimes would
not have been sentenced to die if their vic-

tims had been black."

Justice Lewis F. Powell Jr. who wrote the

majority opinion, was joined by Chief
Justice William H. Rehnquist and Justices

Byron R. White, Sandra Day O'Connor and
Antonin Scalia. Justice Powell said the

statistical disparity "does not demonstrate

a constitutionally significant risk of racial

prejudice affecting the Georgia capital-

sentencing process."

The Baldus study statistics showed that

11 p>ercent of those accused of killing whit«

people in Georgia were sentenced to death,

and 22 percent of blacks accused of killing

whites were sentenced to death. Of those

charged with killing blacks, 1 percent were
sentenced to death.

A black police trainee was killed and
64 trainees injured when a hand
grenade was thrown into a police
parade ground in Soweto, South
Africa, on Tuesday.
Six hours after the attack, a car bomb ex-

ploded in a white suburb of Johannesburg,
but there were no casualties, officials said.

The attacks occurred in the midst of an
outbreak of violence and civil unrest two
weeks before general elections will be held.

Only white citizens will vote in the
elections.

The Pan Africanist Congress and the

African National Congress are waging a

guerilla war to achieve majority rule. Both
groups have been outlawed and operate

from exile. The A.N.C. has taken respon-

sibility for the majority of attacks in the

last two years.

Foreign Minister Roelof F. Botha claim-

ed the A.N.C. has planned "a major cam-
paign of sabotage. ..to disrupt the May 6
elections."

The A.N.C. has denied any such cam-
paign and called Botha's claim an "election

gimmick."

* rally
continued from page 1

Hampshire College CASA, Western Mass.
Labor Committee on Central America,
the CIA on trial project. New England
Central America Network, Five College
Coalition Committee on Central America,
Western Mass. Committee Against Apar-
theid, and the American Friends Service
Committee, said Kathy Swayze of the

C>ONT e€ rt tSsoRlENTED 'JOUTH

READ Hit ARTS Pft(rE

Northampton Progressive Group.
U.S. policies in Central America and

South Africa "are the two worst things in
the Administration's policies. They are
very connected and we need to show that
and need the power of us all to make
massive policy changes," said Swayze.
"The CIA is completely out of control

and immoral," said Joseph Rubin, a
former defendant in the Northampton
CIA trial. Added Bassi, "People need to
make their voices heard."

EUNICE R. KONIECZNY
|

SCHOLARSHIP
Applications are now being taken for the

Eunice R. Konieczny Scholarship.

This scholarship recognizes undergraduate

students who epitomize the highest

leadership and public service ideals

to the entire University community.

QUAUFICATIONS
1 . Any student with at least one year remaining toward the

attainment of a Bachelor's Degree may apply.

2. A student who is awarded an annual scholarship will be a

current office holder in a Registered Student Organization

(RSO) at the University of Massachusetts/Amherst.

3. A recipient must have at leasst one (1) academic year of

experience as an office-holder.

4. A recipient must have a cumulative G.P.A. of at least 3.0.

5. A recipient must have demonstrated leadership and public

service accomplishments achieved while at the University.

A committee of faculty and staff will be appointed by the

Director of Student Activities to screen applications and make

the award. A scholarship of up to $600 is available.

Application must be made to the Director of Student Ac-

tivities (SU 416). Applications can be picked up in the Stu-

dent Activities Office Room 416 Student Union.

ALL APPLICATIONS MUST BE RECEIVED BY MAY 29, 1987.
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Collegian photo by Chuck Abel

CAUTIOUS THESPIAN - Rich McKey, a theater major, dons
protective gear while painting braids for "Loin and the Jewell"

Movement has increased
number of female rabbis
By WENDY BARTO
Collegian Correspondent

The Jewish Reform Movement is very

supportive of Jewish women today, said a

Rabbi last night at Smith College while lec-

turing on the equality of Jewish women.
The Reform Movement, which began in

the 1830's in Germany during the

Enlightenment, moved to the United

States in the late 1800s. There are current-

ly 101 ordained women in the Movement.
Ellen Greenspan, a 1980 graduate of

Smith College, was ordained a rabbi in

1986 along with about 30 other women.
The first woman was not ordained until

1972, although the Central Conference of

American Rabbis stated that women
should be allowed to be ordained in 1922,

said Greenspan.
"The Reform Movement is very suppor-

tive of women. They're pretty good about

making sure there is equality in a con-

gi'egation's approach to interviews (to

become a rabbi)," Greenspan said.

According to Greenspan other
movements in Judaism, such as the Or-

thodox and Conservative movements, are

not as supportive of women's equality. The
Orthodox Movement believes that Jewish
law does not allow for much change. Or-

thodox women see themselves as honored

to be kept in traditional women's roles,

Greenspan said.

The Conservative Movement shows a

dual commitment to tradition, according to

Jewish law, and to the changing times.

There are only two women who have been

ordained as rabbis in the Conservative

movement, Greenspan said.

'It will be along time before we see if the

Conservative Movement is going to back

women like the Reform Movement,'
Greenspan said.

The Reform Movement was started by

liberal Jews who believed Jewish Law
should change with society. Also, there was

a need for Jews to blend into the secular

society and "look like everyone else,"

Greenspan said.

Women who are being ordained as rab-

bis are getting about the same job oppor-

tunities as their male counterparts.

Greenspan said that she does not think of

herself as unique, even though some peo-

ple are still shocked that she is a rabbi

Though theie are still few women rabbij?

in the United States, many now have a bet

ter opportunity to achieve leadership posi

tions in the Jewish religion, Greenspan

said.

Greenspan is a rabbi at Congregation

Rodeph Shalom in Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania.

Student veterans receive awards

Looking for something or someone?
Find what you want in the

Collegian classifieds

The Veterans Assistance and Counseling
Services presented the first annual Dr.

Tony Melchionda scholarship last night to

two UMass student veterans for

demonstrating leadership and community
or public service.

Margaret Perri and Steven Piscitelli each
received $700
scholarships that were funded by donations

from individual community members and
businesses.

"This is the first time I've been recogniz-

ed for helping veterans. It's a far cry from
when my ambulance in 1970 was stoned

and people threw garbage at it," Piscitelli

said.

Arthur Hilson, director of VACS, in-

troduced speaker Ed Wright, author of

Thoughts About the Vietnam War, which
relates black veterans' first hand ex-

periences of the war through his conversa-
tions with them.

Wright said head games were played

with black soldiers. Pictures of the terri

ble things happening to blacks at home
were posted visibly and some white soldier.';

flew confederate flags, especially when
Martin Luther King Jr. was killed, he said.

However, Wright cited an instance where
the color barrier was broken. One white
soldier who had been raised in a racist

family finally realized that "when you're

asleep, your life is in my hands and when
I'm asleep my life is in your hands. I'm

sorry that I learned that way," Wright
said.

"Many people look at [the Vietnam War]
as some thing to fight ... or be angry about.

Everyone realizes it's a mistake. Let's

learn and go on," he said, addressing how
our generation should deal with it.

- SYLVIA GAUDETTE

FRIDAY - SATURDAY
King of Hearts

Harold and Maude

SUNDAY - TUESDAY
Out of Africa

The Mission

DOUBLE FEATURE $3.00

DOWNTOWN AMHERST 253-5426

SMITH COLLEGE REC. COUNCIL
PRESENTS:

REDEMPTION POSSE
A Jamaican Reggae Band

with special guests

BIM SKALA BIM

Smith College

Davis Lawn
Saturday, April 25, 1987

2 PM
FREE • FREE • FREE • FREE • FREE

.V*fi^'

SENIORS & GRADS
GMAC & SAVARESE CHEVROLET WOULD LIKE
TO HELP YOU PURCHASE YOUR FIRST NEW CAR

DETAILS:
• You must be 6 months away from graduation or have graduated 1 year prior from an

accredited 4 Year Degree Program
• You must be employed or have a verifiable committment for employment

• Good credit or no credit are OK

CHEVROLET

WHAT YOU GET!
CHOOSE FROM ONE OF THE FOLLOWING

A. A $400 non-transferable discount coupon to apply towards down payment

B. 90 day deferment of 1st payment

OVER 300 CARS & TRUCKS AVAILABLE SOME WITH ADDITIONAL CASH BACK FROM CHEVROLET

• SALES • SERVICE • LEASING
145 KING ST., NORTHAMPTON

586-7250

Chevrolet Minimal Down Payment Requirements

CONNECTICUT STORES OPEN 7 DAYS
SAT 10-9 • SUN 10 6 • MON FRI 10 9

ROUTE S - EAST WINDSOR CONN.

1131 CAMPBELL AVE., WEST HAVEN, CONN.

ROUTE 1S4, (OPP cRoroN motor inn) CROTON, CONN.

MASS STORES OPEN 7 DAYS
HAMPSHIRE MALL HAOLEY. MASS.

SUNDAV 12 5 • MON SAT 10 9

CANAL STREET TURNERS FALLS. MASS.
SATURDAY 12 6 • SUNDAY 10 6 • MON FRI 10 9

IF WE DON'T
HAVE IT

MENS SPORTSHIRTS
BY KENNINGTON

SHORT SLEEVE POLY COTTON
PLAIDS'2 FRONT FLAP
POCKETS IN S-M-L-XL

BOYS
WINDBREAKERS
ZIP FRONT
RED/BLUE
100% NYLON
KNIT COLLAR
SIZES 4-7

VALUE ne

MENS KNIT

SPORTSHIRTS
ROLY COnOR • 3 •UTTON
PUCKET • HUCH ASSORTMCNT

OF COLOR: SmiXL

LADIES BLOUSON

KNIT

DRESSES
" POLY/COTTON
SHOULDER PADS
RIBBED COTTON NIP SAND

WHITE IN SIZES 6-14

VALUE

$42

N
O
w$6

$14
^*^^rt^

' iWa/.,

JINFANTS
( 4t4W|i4^,•a?.,4;;•

2PCDlAPERSETS -^' i;-';* .;

FRUIT TREE
PEARS
PLUMS
APPLES
PEACHES
CHERRIES

NECTURINES
CATALOG
VALUE

n2«Jis«

a^sA

*^u our

«E88
N
O
W

POLY
BAG

beautiful assortment
but not every variety

in every size.

ADORABLE GIRLS & BOYS
2 PC OUTFITS IN SIZES
NEWBORN TO 18 MOS.

'J0^-

VAL
2 $7
FOR §

% •• • '
*

\. \

CROSS STITCH SAMPLERS

ROLL UP BLINDS
HALF INCH VINYL

REINFORCED SLATS

KIT CONTAINS
STAMPED DESIGN ON
POLY/COTTON FABRIC
EMBROIDERY THREAD

NEEDLE & INSTRUCTIONS

JSSrcElOx8.nxl4il2x6
VALUES
TO N

»6»'S*2
CANNONtieTOWELS

13''xl6''
100%

COTTON
WITH

CONTRASTING

TRIM & TIE

HOLLAND BULBSl P'NE"RKmCH SPHAGNUM
BEAUTIFUL ^^ I YOUR CHOICE ff#%OCl|rbAI ff^QQ
ST' 7 fC' -."""'yi^^ IMOSSJUiJ^

YOUR CHOICE
3 CU. FT BALES

MINI NUGGETS

LARGE NUGGHSfsV BALE
4 CU. FT. BALE

BALEI

SUMMER FURNITURE BUr-OUTj
RUBIE BOUGHT OUT 2 FACTORIES AND WAREHOUSES FULL OF BRAND NEW

FIRST QUALITY OMNI, DURALITE AND GENESIS LAWN FURNITURL IT'S THE

SAME MERCHANDISE YOU SEE ADVERTISED AT 30% TO 50% MORL

RUBIE BOUGHT OVER 40,000 PCS, OF FURNITURE

2^''^^ CHAIRS • GLIDERS • ROCKERS
,^^<^ '< CHAISE LOUNGES • UMBRELLAS

,. -^^ FOR BEACH. BACKYARD AND PATIO

'

tii I r^ GENESIS CUSHION GROUP|
TABLE

AND
4 CHAIRS

i

w

IMA lit

99^
KITCHEN TOWELS
100% COTTON
WOVEN CHECK
VALUES
T0«-49
$1^ 88

TIMMABLE
WOODTONE • NATURAL • WHITE
PRESSURE TYPE CORDLOCK - INSIDE OR OUTSIDE USE

VALUE NCilQO
1

LAZY SUSANS
99VALUE N

95.^5

2y2''x6
TO
»55»

BAR CARTS
^38'

J4r

Tx&ini
8WEn4

MATCHING CUSHIONED VALUE n

CHAISE LOUNGE 459:

"srcjysEiwr
GENESIS STRAP GROUP Q

$i4g
CHILDRENS
CHAISE
LOUNGES vv

VALUE »13"

99$6'

TABLE VAL
AND J300

4 CHAIRS

7V2FOOT8RIB VALUE1A/m 7V2 FOUI » KID

000 UMBRELLAS

IT DOESN'T
EXIST!
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Water flouridation

savings predicted
By LYNNE DEWHURST
Collegian Staff

As part of an effort to better local teeth, flouridation of

Amherst's water supply began Tuesday and the Health

Department says that for every dollar spent will save $50

on future dental bills.

A federal grant from the Center for Disease Control m
Atlanta, Georgia, will cover the cost of flouridation equip-

ment installed over the last several months and a two-

vear supplv of flouride compound.

After the initial flouridation, if the federal government

stops giving Amherst money for the procedure, the town

will have to underwrite the further cost, said Bettye

Anderson Frederic, director of the Amherst Health

Department. She said, judging by similar programs

around the country, she does not think that will happen.

Amhert's newly" flouridated water will continue to be

tested twice a month for coliform bacteria, according to

Stan Ziomek, superintendent of public works.

Theoretically, the presence of bacteria in the water supp-

ly "is more of a concern as the heat goes up," he said.

'

In August of 1986, bacteria levels at the University of

Massachusetts water supply were found to be too high,

Ziomek said. Cholorine, used in Massachusetts as a

disinfectant, was injected in surface water supplies in

Pelham and Shutesbury to make the water safe. If there

had been a serious problem, a "boil order" would have

been issued, with warnings on television, radio, and in

newspapers. The Massachusetts Department of En-

vironmental Quality Engineering determines what the

Amherst Department of Public Works can and cannot do

with the water, be it "clean" or "dirty."

The natural flouride content of water is raised to one

part per million in flouridation, the ratio most effective

for improving dental health. In addition, coliform bacteria

is "zero, at our sampling point," Ziomek said.

4 THE FINE ARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE

Evening security workers/ushers wanted for

BRIGHT MOMENTS FESTIVAL.

Concerts on July 9, 16, 23, 30, 1987.

Approximately 5-6 hours/shift.

UMass students returning in Fall only.

Work study preferred but not required.

Fine Arts Center is an AA/EO employer.

Description and applications available at

207 Hasbrook Hall through Friday, May 15

Ever wanted to Hyi

We have immediate openings for new mem-
bers! Our aircraft are available for economi-
cal primary and advanced instruction, as well

pleasure flying. Give us a call and one of our
members will take you up!

Tne Collegiate r lying Club

538-5821

r^ij^

for a

Quality

Laundry

11 PRAY ST.
AMHERST. MA.

let us do yOur
wash-dry- fold

and

SELF SERVICE
hand pressing

7 DAYS ~7AM-10 P.M.
549-t66S

Colloijian pholo by Michael Cooper -.»t t»i . p

IT AIN'T JUST THE BOYS OF SUMMER ANYMORE - Members of the Navy-Blue team of

the Hadley "Lassie" Softball League take batting practice last Monday.

W€'RE JOSr VoOR BASIC

TACOVILLA
NORTHAM/n-ON
i\ CENTBR if

i»40tTi

Bring tour Own
Betr Of WInt

AMHERST
41 BOLTWOOO WALK

Beer < Wine
Served

SFRINGFICUf
749 iUMNCflAVE
?Ba 0919

Bring tour Own
Beer * Wine

SELF-SERVICE
COPIES

Try Kinko's. For ^eat copies.

And great deals.

kinko's
Open early. Open iatt.

Open weekends.

220 N. Pleasant Sf
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FRIDAY
SATURDAY
UNDAY
MONDAY

imfm
i MON.THURS5-7

BUFFET 4-7 PM • Red Sox 8 PM
Patio Bar Opens Today

Red Sox 8 pm • Free Buffet 9-1 1 pm

CELTICS vs. BULLS PLAYOFFS
Come Wotcti at ttie Patio Bar

RED SOX vs. As

PATIO
BAR

OPENS
THIS
WEEK

COME RELAX &
WATCH THE
CELTICS
PLAY

TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY

CELTICS vs. BULLS

Lacrosse Party

Free Buffet 4-7PM
"A.A.C. Tee shirts on sale'

10-year fugitive pleads guilty

AP photo

The wreckage of an apartment building that collapsed yesterday in

Bridgeport, Conn.

Collapsing building kills 5;

40 more trapped by concrete

BOSTON ( AP) - An armed bank robber

who spent 10 years as a fugitive from

justice pleased guilty in federal court

yesterday to failing to appear to begin ser

ving time.

Spird Laberis. 65, was arrested on St.

Patrick's Day at his home in Billerica. ac-

cording u, court documents.

He had been convicted in 1976 of steal-

ing $67,000 from the Merchants-Warren

National Bank of Salem in Peabody in

1969.

On July 17, 1977. Laberis failed to ap-

pear to begin serving a IS-year sentence

after an unsuccessful attempt to appeal the

conviction. A warrant was issued for his

arrest.

U.S District Judge Andrew A, Caffrey

said he will sentence Laberis on June 8.

Assistant US Attorney Victor Wild said

Laberis laces up to five years and a $5,000

fine for the failure to appear charge. He

was being detained by the US Marshal's

oflice.

Laberis is also charged m Massachusetts

Superior Court was an armed robbery in

Pittsfield on June 27, 1979.

Police said they located Laberis in

Billerica after he was stopped for a traffic

citation by a state trooper in February

1980. Laberis allegedly fled the scene while

the citation was being written up and left

the trooper with a Massachusetts driver's

license in the name ofJames P. Georgoulos.

The photograph on the license was iden

tified by an investigating state trooper as

being Laberis.

A rental collection agent for the proper-

ty positively identified a photo of Laberis

as the James P Georgoulos residing at the

address on the driver's license.

Police seized an automatic pistol, wigs,

masks and other items from Laberis' apart-

ment when he was arrested last month.

Zaccaro appeal nixed

BRIDGEPORT, Conn. (AP) - A
downtown apartment building under con-

struction collapsed yesterday, trapping up

to 40 workers under tons of concrete, kill-

ing at least five f>eople and injuring 12

others, authorities said.

Police Superintendent Joseph Walsh
estimated it could take a week or more to

clear the rubble and find all the victims.

He said about 40 workers were believ-

ed trapped when stacks of concrete floor-

ing and steel beams collapsed at the

L'Ambiance Plaza project at about 1:30

p.m.

Rescue workers "have lo lift the rubble

before they can actually work. " Walsh
said. "The state police have their dogs

here. We have sounding devices. We have

everything. But it's a question of taking

time."

Families of the workers gathered at a

high school to await news.

Joe Grabarz, an aide to Mayor Thomas
Bucci. said four bodies were pulled from

the rubble and placed in a refrigerated

truck at the site. A tilth person was

declared dead at Bridgeport Hospital, a

spokeswoman there said.

"I can see blue jeans sticking through

the collapsed concrete from where I'm

standing," said WICC radio reporter Tom
McCormack, who was across the street

from the accident scene.

About 50 construction workers were m
and around the building at the time,

Grabarz said

Builders were using a technique known
as "lift-slab" in which workers pour all

the concrete floors for a building on the

giound, according to George Wallace, a

civil engineering instructor at the Univer-

sity of Hartford.

After the floors dry, they are stacked

and the stack is lifted hydraulicaU> to the

level of the second floor, and columns are

fitted beneath the pile, he said. The pro

cess continues until the building is com-

pleted, Wallace said.

DA: Let's go to trial

MONTPELIER, Vl. ( AP) - The Vermont

Supreme Court has declined to hear John

Zaccaro Jr.'s appeal to suppress key

evidence in his drug case.

The one line decision handed down

Wedne.sday means the case should be

returned to Vermont District t'ourt.

"Let .< go to trial," said John Quinn. Ad-

dison County .states attorney.

But attorneys for the son of former

Democratic vice presidential candidate

Geraldine Ferraro will ask the Supreme

Court to reconsider its decision.

"That's what we're exploring..." said

Thomas Sherrer, a member of Zaccaro's

defense team. 'It (a motion for reargument

)

is just a procedure to ask them to take

anothev look
"

Zaccaro, a former Middlebury College

student, has pleaded innocent to one charge

of possession of cocaine with intent to sell

and one charge of sale of a regulated drug.

He was arrested last year, after an under

cover state trooper allegedly purchased a

quarter gram of cocaine in Zaccaro's living

room.

Late last year, in another one-line deci-

sion, the high court had granted Zaccaro's

request for an interlocutory appeal. Dur-

ing a hearing before the Supreme Court

earlier this month, however, pro.secutors

urged the justices to overturn the decision,

saying only the state should be allowed to

file interlocutory appeals before the court

when suppression issues are involved.

"1 think the principle is important,"

Quinn said. "Supprf'ssinn issues are

preliminary matters The defense always

has the right to re argue the issue at trial."

The Supreme Court never considered the

substance of the appeal and only heard

arguments on whether the appeal should

be heard.

Zaccaro's lawyers have argued that the

state trooper entered his home illegally and

bought $25 worth of cocaine without first

obtaining a search warrant.

In August, District Judge Francis McCaf-

frey refused to dismiss the charge, saying

that Zaccaro's rights were not violated

under the Vermont Constitution.

EMEMBERi
ws,

'Atme
fK musical dramatization based on

Anne Frank: The Diary of a Young Girl

Anne Frank's diary remains one ot the most remarkable documents to

emerge from the ashes of the Holocaust" -Frank Rich, New York Times

"Yours, Anne" is a moving, poignant, and in every sense

tasteful piece of music theatre." --Olive Barnes. New York Post

SATURDAY, APRIL 25
8PM S.U. BALLROOM

General Admission: $4

5-Gollege Students: $2

OTHER HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL
WEEK EVENTS

SUNDAY, APRIL 26

12 noon Brunch and Talk with Helen Epstein.

author of Children of the Holocaust "Growing Up

With the Legacy ot the Holocaust A Personal

Search for ivteaning

'

MEMORIAL HALL FREE

MONDAY, APRIL 27

7:30pm Stories ft Songs of Holocautt

Jennifer Justice, storyteller Who Shall Be Exalted-

inspirational true stories ot unsung heroines of the

Holocaust

Rosalie Gerut, singer 'Songs of the Holocaust
"
m

Yiddish, Hebrew and English

MEMORIAL HALL FREE

TUESDAY. APRIL 28
4pfn "The Holocaust Personal Reflections" with

Holocaust survivor Hedy Rose and Holocaust wit-

ness Yochanan Wiinhoven.

163 CAMPUS CENTER FREE

7pm Film "Partisans of Vilna' with mtoduction

given by director Josh Waletiky

WBMBOAY. APRIL 29

12 noon Holocoint CommwnwoNon
CAPE COD LOUNGE/STUDENT UNION

The chapel bell wilt be rung between classes on

Wednesday to call us all to remember the Holocaust

victims

FOR MORE INFO CALL 545-2526

UMass Holocaust Memorial Week is being

supported and /or coordinated by the following

UMass Hillel, United Christian Foundation, The Ark,

Newman Center, Student Activities Support Fund.

Student Government Association, Graduate Student

Senate, Residential Education East/West, SCERA,

South West Area Govt , Orchard Hill Area Govt

HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL WEEK
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS • APRIL 25-29 • 1987
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Letters

Issue clouded
The flyer at the busstop reads "The CIA on Trial." The

Ed/Op page of the Collegian states.'CIA guilty as charg

ed." In an article in the Boston Globe on April 21, it is

"Carter, the daughter of the former president, Hoffman,

a 1960"s antiwar activist, and 13 others" that were ac-

quitted in court. Who are the UMass students involved?

This casual reference of names and events is typical

of UMass Amherst. As a student of this University. I at-

tempt to read through an issue , get the facts, and then

make a decision as to my personal conviction. But this

is difficult when campus events are exploited by student

politicians and activists for the sake of hearing

themselves talk. I want to know what happened to our

students.

The initial event was the occupation on Munson Hall

by a group of individuals, predominantly UMass

students. But in bold print we see the names Amy Carter

and Abbie Hoffman. What about Jonathan Rising, a

UMass student pictured on the front page of the Col-

legtan being arrested, subsequently charged with assault

on a police officer? Is he in jail?

The issue has been diffused by political activists who

convey their extreme standpoints via television and

newspaper. Leading Carter's and Hoffman's names in-

to the spotlight turned the whole scenario into a celebrity

hype one might read in People magazine.

It is obvious that the protesters succeeded in exposing

the CIA but when all is said and done, it is Carter and

Hoffman that will be remembered and not the CIA.

Julie A. Power
Amherst

Concert safety
An open letter to the University community:

We want to promote safety and enjoyment for all peo-

ple attending the three major outdoor concerts to be held

this spring.

With this in mind, the consumption of alcoholic

beverages at the concerts will be limited to individuals

who are of legal drinking age. Concert protocol will be

observed: beer balls, kegs, large-volume containers and

glass will be prohibited.

It is unlawful for persons who are under legal drink-

ing age to transport or carry alcohol. Positive photo iden-

Itification will be required.

We hope that you enjoy the shows!

East Side Concert — Sunday. April 26; Worcester Din-

ing Commons Lawn.
Union Program Council Spring Concert — Sunday May

3; Campus Pond Lawn.
Southwest Concert — Sunday, May 10; Southwest Play-

ing Fields.

The Student-Staff Planning Committee for 1987

Spring Events/Area Shows

Praise, don't condemn
There is a disturbing anti-gay poster circulating the

Univ.Msity of Massachusetts campus. Greg Rothman is

quoted a.s' saying in the April 9th Collegian, "There are

a lot of people who think the poster is funny. Homosex-

uality is like a sacred cow on this campus. Nobody can

disapprove of it."

There is a very fine line between disapproving and

displaying profound, insensitive, harmful contempt.

Homosexuality is not a sacred cow and anyone is at liberty

to express their views; however, tunnel vision for an AIDS

cure has many other implications. For the sake of analogy,

allow me to design several of my own posters.

How about an old oak tree with an empty noose hang-

ing from a limb? Well, so much for blacks! A gas chamber

with a control switch outside the door stating, "please pull

when full" might amuse the Jewish sector on campus. Or

how about a man and women tenderly and physically lov-

ing each other. May the caption read: AIDS — a gi-eat way

to control heterosexual ity.

.\IDS is not a gay disease, it is a virus that cannot

distinguish the difference between social status, color or

means of transmission. Many heterosexuals who died

mysteriously during the 1980-1984 period are having their

miedical records re-evaluated and re-examined by several

medical boards - the findings are most disturbing.

AIDS is an insidious disease, much like the poster cir-

culating this campus; it shows contempt and profound lack

of compassion. Let us all concentrate our talents towards

improving the world and making its diversity a wonder

to praise, not condemn — our small world needs a great

deal of assistance from all of us. I submit this letter with

the hopes that one day Rothman and I can agree on this

very serious issue and share a hearty laugh about some

thing worthy of humor.

Roger Alan Bernard
Amherst

A DRINKERY, TO MEET, RELAX & ENJOY

35 EAST PLEASANT ST., AMHERST

THE DRINK OF THE WEEK
THE HOLLYWOOD - $1.25
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Student rights

under attack
The administration's crusade against

students' rights continues, unabated by
student protest, and seemingly without
much student concern.

Jonathan M. Cassie

Last summer, if anyone recalls, the

Board of Trustees took away the right of

the Legal Services Office, an office we pay

to maintain, to represent students in cases

brought against the university. Although

the administration is being sued to restore

these rights, the case has yet to come to

court.

For more than three months the ad-

ministration has been trying to subvert the

legitimate powers of the SGA Budgets
Committee by placing Judith Lovitz,

business manager of the Student Activities

Office, on the board as a non-voting

member. The Budgets Committee controls

the allocation of the Student Activities

Trust Fund, something all students pay in-

to in their semester bills. Randy Donant,

director of the SAO, Michael Jones, pro-

gram director of the SAO, and Judy are the

three cronies directly involved in this wick-

ed war against students. Nate Moore,

chairperson of the Budgets Committee, has

thus far been fighting alone to save

students' rights where they count most, in

the wallet.

All you administration lovers out there

may be asking, why is it so important to

have control of the Budget Committee com-

pletely in students' hands? After all, all the

administration wants to do is put a non-

voting business person on the committee.

What could be so bad about that?

How does this sound?
Randy Donant manages to get Judith

Lovitz placed on the Budgets Committee as

a non-voting member. No problem there,

right? What happens five years down the

road when there is nobody from "before

Judy" on the committee, no one who has

experienced the freedom to control their

own destiny? She will be able to unduly in-

fluence the committee because program

reports will be filtered through her and

there will be nobody on the committee who
has not worked with Judy. Therefore, what

she says vnll, for the most part, go.

That's bad news for us, kids. Let's say

five years from now the Radical Student

Union needs to have $3,000 for yearly pro-

gramming. Randy and the gang aren't too

fond of the RSU, and you know what that

will mean: no money. The Republican

Club, always much too reactionary for their

own good, finally annoys the administra-

tion too much. No funding for them, this

year or ever.

The legitimate rights of students to form

and participate in political organizations

will have been taken away. This, of course,

would not bode well for the Student

Government Association and its affiliated

bodies.

What does this scenario mean to us? It

seems clear to me. The age of student em-

powerment will have come to a close, to be

replaced by the "benevolent" dictatorship

of the administration, which always seeks

to serve us. Sound scary to you? Well, ifwe
don't do anything about it, it will arrive.

The beautiful thing about this issue is

that it concerns all students alike; radical,

reactionary and moderate. If the ad-

ministration gets hold of the Budgets Com-

mittee we can soon kiss our legitimate

rights to speak freely, form political stu-

dent organizations and protest goodbye.

I urge all students to band together in a

united front against the administration. If

we remain divided, we will surely be

defeated. The end of student empowerment

is at the horizon. We must mobilize if we

are to defeat the administration and roll

back their tyranny.

Jonathan M. Cassie is a Collegian staff

member

Every revolution evaporates, leaving

behind only the slime ofa new bureaucracy.

— Franz Kaflca
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CIA stance dangerous
It is understandable that the Collegian's

editors, who have opposed CIA recruit-

ment on campus, should be elated at the

outcome of the Northampton trial. But in

their editorial of April 17th, entitled "CIA
guilty as charged," they draw dangerous

conclusions from the trial — dangerous to

the rights of students, faculty, and ad-

ministrators. It is because of this danger

that I herewith invoke the neces.sity

defense for writing in a publication pro-

perly reserved for students.

Arnold Silver

The headline itself is doubly inaccurate.

The CIA was not under any legal charge

in Northampton, and jury did not find it

guilty. Had the CIA been on trial scores

of eminent witnesses would have testified

on its behalf, and a sharp cross-

examination of Ellsberg and company
would probably have demolished most of

their allegations.

What would our editors have said if a

contrary courtroom scene prevailed, one

in which only pro-CIA witnesses testified?

They would have denounced the one-

sidedness of the proceedings, mocked any

jury desicion based on it, and termed in-

competent the judge who permitted it.

Some may say that the CIA side was not

represented because there simply is no

pro-CIA case. Well, as a liberal Democrat,

I have criticized the way Mr. Reagan
sometimes uses the CIA, and Congress'

failure at times to correct its excesses, but

I also realize that the CIA performs in-

valuable services for our country. One
could, for instance, easily document the

extensive CIA battle against drug dealers

in Turkey, the Far East, and South

America; banish the CIA and the amount
of cocaine available to destroy lives would

skyrocket. One could also document the

CIA's covert battle against international

terrorism, its foiling of hundreds of ter-

rorist attacks against innocent civilians.

One could document the CIA's covert aid

to the heroic Afghans who are resisting

the Soviet rape of their country. One could

document the crucial contribution the

CIA makes to preventing nuclear war, for

CIA agents in the Soviet Union take great

risks to keep track of the movements of

the five million-man Soviet standing ar-

my, of nuclear bomb and missile produc-

tion, of compliance with the ABM and

SALT agreements. The Kremlin's
knowledge that we know all this deters

them from breaking agreements and from

planning a surprise attack of the sort the

Japanese launched on Pearl Harbor

before we had the CIA. The recent death

by slow torture of CIA agent Buckley in

Beirut may not have received the publici-

ty of Abbie Hoffman's actions, but who
would not agree that the CIA man has

sacrificed more for his country?

The World Court's decision of May 10,

1984, was not against the CIA but against

the government of the US. The CIA ac-

tions in Nicaragua were ordered by an

elected President; the CIA is funded by an

elected Congress. It makes as much sense

to blame the CIA for its actions as it

would be to blame the IRS for inequitable

tax policies.

The editors are also inaccurate to state

that the Northampton jury "convincing-

ly affirmed that present UMass policy on

CIA recruitment is wrong." The jury said

nothing whatsoever about our recruit-

ment policy, which remains exactly the

same as before the trial. The only change

is in the now-heightened intolerance that

opponents of open recruitment will direct

towards the rest of us. This intolerance

the editors themselves display when they

call upon our administrators to "atone for

the fact that they were on the wrong side

of a good cause." Atone!

The editors choose to forget that the ma-

jority of students supported the ad-

ministration's defense of open recruit-

ment. These students, too, will

presumably have to atone for their sins.

It is precisely this vigilante zeal of our

editors, and of those who would bar from

campus any group or speaker they deem
undesirable, that threatens democracy

and the spirit of inquiry at our universi-

ty. Why won't our vigilantes next go after

the dozens of companies and agencies that

in our opinion arc part of the supposedly

diabolical military-industrial complex?

It is unfair to the thousands of hard-

working students, faculty, and ad-

ministrators to have the university's

reputation damaged by our local

vigilantes, including even some in

terlopers from other schools. We are

already cited in publications like Policy

Review as among the most intolerant of

major universities, a place where certain

invited speakers have risked bodily injury

in addressing meetings and where other

speakers are not invited for fear of mob
hysteria.

The Northampton trial inaugurates a

new period of trial for our campus. The
conflict is not at all between defenders

and opponents of Reagan's Central

American policies although that is the

issue on which the vigilantes want to

focus. Nor is the conflict really between

leftists and rightists. It is simply between

responsible and irresponsible people, bet-

ween the majority who want responsible

political protest on an open campus, with

civility towards others and respect for

public and private property, and the

minority who want to banish and shout

down and force atonement on all who do

not share their ideological convictions.

Perhaps it is now time for those students

and faculty members who care for the

repute of this institution to make sure

that the noisy minority does not prevail.

Arnold Silver is a professor in the

English department

Lutlcgian !)i tlu' University unless otherwise noted

Funds to help
fix problems
The room is dark and dim. Those who

venture into it often confront the moat
which develops after periods of rain. The
water contributes to the stale and musty
odor which oervades the space.

Paul D. Wingle

This room is not located in Bela Lugosi's

basement. It is Mahar Auditorium and it

is located right here on our campus. But to

those who are forced to take an exam in

this room or any one of a number of lecture

halls, the experience of working in accom-

modations like it can lead one to believe

that they are sitting in a torture chamber.

A lecture hall in Bartlett is illuminated (?)

by lights that won't power a solar

calculator. In a number of lecture halls,

many seats have no working desks.

A great number of facilities have been

overlooked and neglected. The years which

followed the University's days of extensive

construction and growth were marked by

stagnation. Worse, inattention and disdain

have cheu-acterized the public higher educa-

tion perspectives of the King and Dukakis
administrations. Now, as he tours the coun-

try touting the "Massachusetts success

story," it seems that Mike Dukakis is anx-

ious to head off his critics by addressing

their most appropriate criticism. The
Grovernor who once asserted that a high-

quality public university isn't needed in

the land of MIT (milk) and Harvard
(honey), is now promoting a rather large

capital outlay program for UMass. Resor-

ting to cliches, some might warn us to

"beware of Greeks bearing gifts." I prefer

another adage:"don't look a gift horse in

the mouth."
A total of$954 million is called for to im-

prove and expand facilities at the state's

community colleges, state colleges, and
public universities. Of that amount $236
million is earmarked for the three cam-

puses of the University of Massachusetts.

My greatest criticism of the program is that

this type of funding is late in coming. But,

I am sure that anyone who lives in a leaky

room in Northeast wouldn't want to see the

money turned away on that basis. Repairs

to aging buildings, emergency
maintenance, and new facilities are

priorities which have gone unfulfilled for

too long.

During my campaign for a position on the

Board of Trustees, I often discussed how
university priorities make it difficult for

undergraduates to gain access to the

resources which are needed in successful-

ly navigating a course to graduation. As
faculty and facilities are being dedicated

to private-interest research projects, a

vacuum is being created in thf area of in-

struction. The lack of balance between the

Amherst campus' teaching and research

missions has, in the eyes of many, com-

pounded the oversubscription problem

many students face. If approved by the

General Court, the capital outlay plan will

result in an upgrading of existing facilities.

Funds in the program have been
designated for the construction of a new
classroom building. Furthermore, ap-

propriations for new research facilities will

alleviate the strain caused by the competi-

tion between research and teaching in-

terests for existing space.

This aid program isn't in the bag. First

it has to travel through the parliamentary

maze which is known as the state

legislature. As students, we all should

recognize the importance of the capital

outlay. I encourage everyone to contact

their legislators. Even graduating seniors

should realize the value of this program.

The upgrading which this program
represents will certainly engender a

greater sense of pride and prestige when
it comes to valuing a UMass degree. In the

meantime, bring rubber boots with you

when you go to Mahar.
Paul n. Wingle is the student member of

the UMass Board of Trustees

Evil is the product ofthe ability ufhumans

to make abstract that which is concrete

— Jean Paul Sartre
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A week for remembering Holocaust
1, 2. 3. 4. 5, 6. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12. 13, 14. 15, 16, 17, 18,

19, 20. 21, 22, 23, 24, 25 . . . Keep counting. Try to count

the number of victims murdered in the Holocaust. If

reciting each number takes about a second, counting the

six million Jewish corpses alone would keep you awake

through about early July. Adding the murdered gypsies,

Slavs, and "untermenshen" or "subhumans" would con-

tinue the count well into November.

Darren Garnick

These numbers are hard to visualize, but even harder

to visualize is how even one person, never mind millions,

could be put death in such an inhumane manner. Her-

man Graebe. a German engineer, worked near Nazi fir-

mg squads in Poland. Here is an excerpt from his

testimony at the Nuremberg trials:

"I . . . found myself confronted by a tremendous grave.

People were closely wedged together and lying on top of

each other so that only their heads were visible. Nearly

all had blood running over their shoulders from their

heads. Some of the people shot were still moving. Some

lifted their arms and turned their heads to show that they

were still alive. The pit was already two-thirds full. I

estimated that it held a thousand people. I looked for the

man who did the shooting. He was an SS man who sat

at the edge of the narrow end of the pit. his feet dangling

into it. He had a tommy gun on his knees and was smok-

ing a cigarette."

The horrifying details of the Holocaust go on and on and

on. Thousands of volumes containing photographs, per

sonal diaries, eyewitness accounts and government

documents exist, with each new fact as difficult to swallow

and accept as the previous one.

Crematorium is a padded word. People were put into

ovens. Their skin made into lampshades. Their hairs in-

to pillows. Chelmno. Treblinka. Sobibor, Belsec,

Auschwitz-Birkenau, Dachau, Bergen-Belsen - reading

the names of the camps is haunting.

April 25-29 is officially Holocaust Memorial Week at the

University of Massachusetts. When I think of the

Holocaust, of course I have feelings of sadness and despair.

But above all, as a Jewish-American I have feelings of

anger. The USA was no different than any other country

when it came to accepting Jewish immigrants. In 1939,

the St. Louis sailed from Hamburg, Germany carrying 930

Jewish refugees. After being turned away in Havana, the

ship desperately headed towards the United States. The

Coast Guard intercepted the boat off Miami and forced

it to return to Europe, making America's message clear:

we don't want you either.

The US Army had its share of opportunities to toss a

wrench in the Nazi killing machine, but consciously decid-

ed not to. Using aerial photographs of the Auschwitz death

camp, our planes bombed the synthetic rubber and oil

plants there, but left the camp, only five miles away.

intact.

The White House, too, turned its back. In 1943,

Secretary of State Cordell Hull, aware of Hitler's plans,

discouraged any action in a report to President Roosevelt,

stressing "the unknown cost of moving an undetermined

number of persons from an undisclosed place to an

unknown destination."

Holocaust Memorial Week has one central purpose -

to remember. To quote survivor and 1986 Peace Prize reci

pient Elie Wiesel, "It is because the genocide has taken

place that it will never happen again. Provided of course,

that we remember it. The memory of suffering becomes

a safeguard against suffering . . . The Holocaust is the

ultimate reference — everything is judged in relation to

it. In other words, the massacre of the Cambodians is not

Sobibor, but it is because of Sobibor that we must do

everything possible to assist the victims of Cambodia."

To assume genocide couldn't happen again or in this

country is dangerously naive. It was during the Holocaust

that FDR signed Executive Order 9066 which authoriz

ed the complete "relocation" and "internment" of 1 10,000

American citizens of Japanese ancestry. They weren't

murdered, but as the Nazis taught us, relocation and in-

ternment were certainly steps in that direction.

Darren Garnick is a Collegian correspondent
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V.ARMY/NAVY SALE
April 21-24, 1987

Student Union Ballroom
9-6 p.m.

Genuine U.S. and European surplus

U.S. and Canadian Cotton Khaki Shirts, Shorts and Pants • $5-10

Genuine Issue Como Desert Tiger & Black Six-Pocket Pants • $20-27

Full-length Raincoats and Trenchcoats • $6-15

U.S. British, French and Italian Cotton Shorts • $4-8

Heavy Cotton West German and Dutch Six-Pocket Field Pants • $7-15

Downfeather Mummy Sleeping Bags - $25-30

World Flags, Bandannas, Hats, Cotton Tank Tops, Bags, 8i lots morel!!

Sponsored by the Commuter Area Govemment ^
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Register NOW!
Over 200 courses in 50 departments.

Two sessions: June 2-jul/ 10

and July 14-August 20.

Register through May 28 for first session,

Registration Office, Division of Continuing

Education, 615 Goodell Building.

For more information or a free catalog, call the

Division of Continuing Education at 54S-24I4.

UNIVERSITY campus center

MSTORE^ M-F 9-5 SAT 10-3
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Last week I was unduly critical of a new
film that I had not yet seen but sounded

pretty bad. Project X, a film starring

Matthew Broderick and several chim-

panzees, is a lot better than I expected.

There is absolutely no room for

memorable acting, and the plot is in-

credibly simple, but somehow it still

leaves an impression.

Jimmy Garrett (Broderick), is a cocky

military pilot that is demoted to a pilot

training program. But he's surprised to

find that the trainees are chimps. His lack

of enthusiasm grows to fascination when
he discovers his star chimp Virgil is fluent

in sign language, and becomes an expert

pilot. But when Virgil has mastered Hy-

ing skills another test awaits, the details

of which I won't give away. The film

follows GaiTett's crusade to protect Virgil

and stop the unethical testing.

Matthew Broderick is fine as Garrett,

and shows genuine anguish when Virgil

"graduates" from basic flight training,

and Helen Hunt has some good scenes as

Virgil's original trainer, but the real star

in this film are the chimpe. I never believ-

ed they could be so incredibly intelligent.

Virgil tugs your heart strings the moment
we meet him, and the main emotional in-

volvement comes from our concern about

what really does happen when the pilots

graduate. The chimps, along with some

incredible computer animated flight

sinuilation and subtle dangen
/.( / .V worth your money.
Tonight and Saturday, there are a lot

of films being shown in places besides the

big theaters at the mall. The Road War-

rior is being shown at 7 and 9 p.m. at

Franklin Patterson Hall at Hampshire
College, (admission $1). Take the Money
and Run can be seen at the Gamble
Auditorium, Mount Holyoke, at 7 and 9

as well. Christmas in Connecticut, a part

of the continuing New England: The
Hollywood Version series of films,

starts at 7:30 p.m. in the West Lecture

Hall of Franklin Patterson at Hampshire,

and The Great Gatsby plays tonight at the

Wright Hall Auditorium at Smith Col-

lege. On this last film, I recommend that

you avoid it.

The Amherst Cinema is still showing

King ofHearts and Harold and Maude, a

delightful comedy about a teenage kid in-

to staging suicides and a spunky old lady,

and how they fall in love. The Calvin

Theater has Woody Allen's Radio Days,

his affectionate look at growing up in the

late '30's and early '40's. It's one of his

best.

Opening at the Hampshire 6 theaters

today are two winners. My Demon Lover,

starring Scott Valentine, the "Yo" guy of

Family Ties, and Walk Like a Man, starr-

ing Howie Mandel as a man raised by

dogs, and Chi-istopher Lloyd as his greedy

brother. The title was changed from the

original Boho the Dog Boy. It really

sounds gi-eat, doesn't it? Sigh.

istino
Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-5141
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Join Us Friday For The

"GATEWAY TO THE WEEKEND
With FREE Buffalo Wings From 4 pm till they last

WITH MORE HOT FOOD TO FOLLOW!!

BEER OF THE MONTH: Sam Adams - $1.25

DRINK OF THE WEEK: Vil<in Fjord Tonic - $175

EFX, a new-fusion style band, will be appearing at the Eastside Con-

cert beside Worcester Dining Commons, Sunday at noon.

GRACEFUL DOES IT - The Alvin Ailey Dance Company perform

Reielations. The Company will be performing two different shows on

Monday, April 27, and Wednesday, April 29 at the Fine Arts Center.

AM/FM STEREO CASSETTE
WITH 4", 5" or 6" x 9" SPEAKERS

$99
installed

CUSTOM,
car(o

SOUND
COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE SOUND SYSTEMS

141A DAMON ROAD
NORTHAMPTON. MA 01060

673 RIVERDALE STREET
WEST SfRiNGFIELD. MA 01089

734-4S9&

The Shoes...Shoe Bin

The Clothes...Zanna

See us and look wonderful
this Spring!

Shoes and clothing for women
in downtown Amiierst

— OPEN SUNDAYS — 191 N. Pleasant St. 253-2563

:
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Spitfires to compete tomorrow
By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

Colors is the word for this Saturday

night, as the University (if Massachusetts

Spitfire Color Guard hosts the second an-

nual National Judge's Association Winter

Color Guard Competition titled "Colors in

the Cage".
Eleven color guards will display their

talents and abilities at 6 p.m., Saturday in

the Curry Hicks Cage, The groups are

divided into three classes. The highest class

is open and is for highly skilled and often

experimental groups. AA. the next class,

is the level that most colorguards are at.

and is highly competitive. Finally, A is for

beginning and smaller groups. The Umass
group. Spitfire, is a member of AA.
"They practice about six to 12 hours a

week," said Lee Ann Riley, one of Spitfire's

instructors, "They compete on weekends,

usually once or twice a weekend. We travel

quite a bit."

The squad consists of four rifles, seven

fiags and two administrators. In competi

tion they dress m black and white and dif-

ferent accent colors. The guard changes the

color of the flags many times throughout

the show. They perform mainly to classical

music.

"They do some pretty interesting

things," Riley said. "Lots of dancing, too."

Spitfire began practicing mid-February

and has improved very much during the

course of the semester, she said.

"This has been the hardest year for Spit-

fire," Riley said. There has been a lot of ad-

ministrative, bureaucratic obstacles. It's

amazing they're here and performing."

SENIORS
If you are interested in seeking a highly rewarding

and challenging career in the AMHERST AREA the

following information will of utmost interest to you:

We have two entry level positions available for a
highly motivated career minded man or woman in

the exploding Financial Planning Field. You would be
initially working with you peer group while learning

the Insurance 8c Investement fields. Our firm has been
established in Amherst for almost 20 years and is af-

filiated with many outstanding national insurance 8c

investement firms. Complete benefit package plus

two year training plan ... Base salary plus training

allowance plus commissions.

If you would like more Information reply now to:

"Career", P.O. Box 854, Amherst, MA 01004.

LIQUORS
monM*3^ Downtown Amherst 263 6441

SUPER SPRING BUYS!!

IMPORTED BEER:
HOPFENPERLE (Swiss) $3.50 6pk +dep; $11.99 case +dep
Moosehead $3.99 6pk + dep; $14.95 case +dep

Swan (Australian) $3.50 6pk +dep, $11.99 case +dep

Becks (light or dark) $4.25 6pk +dep

DOMESTIC: THE CHEAPIES
BUSH 12 02 CANS $9.95 case +dep|

Red/White/Blue 12pk cans $3.50 +dep

Utica Club 12oz long necks $7.49 case +dep

Ballantlne Beer 12pk cans $4.15 +dep

Strohs 12 02 cans $9.95 case +dep|

ICOOLERS:
Orange & Citrus $1.99 4pk +dep

Seagrams Wine Coolers ... your choice $3.49 4pk +dep

IWINES:
Charles Le Franc Sparkling and still White Zinfandet.$3.99 750ml

Sebastian ... Chablis, Rose, Burgandy $3.99 1.5L

Champagnes: $2.99 and up to and including $79.95 750ml

MANY, MANY MORE
INHOUSE SPECIALS!!!

Where have all those good concerts gone?
By PETE SUTTON
Collegian Correspondent

Years ago, there used to be great con-

certs. Not ten or twenty years ago. but

merely five. Back when I was 15 and in my
prime, I remember a whole string of

memorable shows and tours. Genesis,

Police, Bowie, and U2 all come to mind as

some of the best shows I'd ever seen. Fun-

ny enough, most of those bands were in

their prime five years ago as well.

But times have changed for concertgoers,

taking a turn for the worse. This was

cemented in one show I took in recently.

Recently, I saw the alleged "hottest act in

rock" — Bon Jovi. The show had been sold

out for months and excitement was at an

all-time high for the tiny Springfield Civic

Center. The band, riding the crest of their

latest album. Slippery When Wet — which

has sold over five million copies to date —
typifies the premise that MTV can make
a star out of anyone.

I also deduced from this same age bracket

(roughly 9-19) the fact that this particular

clientele simultaneously determined the

stability and well-being for three of the

country's biggest industries: the record in-

dustry as well as the fashion and cigarette

businesses.

And now the show itself. As the lights

dimmed, the opening to the show could

have easily fitted into the realm of Spinal

Tap: the lights throbbed, the smoke belch-

ed. The keyboardist, high on his perch,

poised like Apollo to the sun, descended

slowly onto the stage as he lashed out what

sounded like one of Bach's worst moments.

I laughed through the whole thing. All of

a sudden the stage ignited into a fury of

fireworks and cannon shots. As my mind
raced for a thought, all I could think of was

when the show was actually going to start.

Seconds later, from out of nowhere leapt

Johnny Bon Jovi — the star of the show —
thrashing about to and fro as the band

grinded away at opening number. The
crowd went wild.

When it was over, the crowd of ten

thousand-plus lumbered out the hall, firm-

ly clutching their "Bon Jovi Kicks Ass!"

souvenir t-shirts and Jon Bon Jovi life-size

door posters. I left with the thought that

I had seen the same show done before by

bands a lot better than Bon Jovi. Bands
like Blue Oyster Cult, Kiss, and Judas

Priest. But then I thought to myself, "Hey,

those guys are ugly." If this was deemed
the hottest show on the rock 'n roll arena

circuit today, I'll take the Ramones at

Katina's anytime.
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Student Recital

EHzabth Bulkly will be performing worka of Handel,

Albinoni, Bau-ber and other composers this Saturday,

April 25, at 3:00 pm. Ms. Bulkly, a talented student

vocalist, will be performing in Bezanson Recital Hall in

the Fine Arts Center. Admission is free, and all are en-

couraged to attend.

Uncle Bonsai: A unique band worth a listen
mid-show sound check, elicitmg a laugh and
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By LYNNE DEWHURST
Collegian StafT

Uncle Bonsai played a two-hour set at the Iron Horse

in Northampton on Wednesday night and if you missed

it. kick yourself. The Seattle-based, widely-traveled "in-

tellepop" band is fun, funny, smart, and tremendously

talented.

Vocalists Arny Adler, Ashley Kristen, and
vocalist/guitarist Andrew Ratshin delighted the audience

of students and other fans with fourteen songs interspers-

ed with jokes and friendly banter.

The three Bennington College graduates have been

together as Uncle Bonsai for six years and are "more like

siblings than friends," says Adler. They are close, since,

as Kristen pointed out. "it's hard to travel with enemies!"

The band has been touring for the past several weeks,

entertaining club audiences and selling their two records

after the shows. Shows are a mixture of musical enter

tainment and comedy, a combination of both the songs'

lyrics and the chatter onstage. Ratshin announced the Un
cle Bonsai tour motto: "Uncle Bonsai—no refunds," dur

Calendar
Friday, April 24

8 p.m.: "Poe." a play by

Richard Sullivan. at

Bartletl Auditorium.
UMass. FREE.
8 p.m.: The University

Wind Ensemble and Sym
phony will perform at the

Fine Arts Center. FREE.
8 p.m.: "As You Like It,"

a play by William
Shakespeare at Alice

Withington Rooke
Laboratory Theatre, Mount
Holyoke. $4 general admis-

sion. $2 student.

8 p.m.; "The Burrow,"
Babbott Room, Octagon,

Amherst College, FREE.
8 & 10 p.m.: Creature

From The Black Lagoon, (in

3-D), Merrill I, Amherst Col-

lege, admission.

Saturday, April 25
II a.m.: Rjchard B.

Sewall, author of The Life of
Emily Dickinson, will be

honored at the Jeffery

Amherst Bookshop with an
author signing party.

8 p.m.: "Yours, Anne," a

play based on the life of

Anne Frank, Bowker
Auditorium, UMass,
admission.

8 p.m.: Film "Spell-

bound," directed by Alfred

Hitchcock, Main Lecture

Hall, Franklin Patterson

Hall, Hampshire College,

$1.

9 p.m.: "One Fascist

Leader Can Ruin Your

ink' a

assurances of "don't worry" from the crowd.

Ratshin's tenor combined with the sweet and beautiful

soprano voices of Adler and Kristen serve to make Uncle

Bonsai's sound distinctive and unparalleled. The women
are not "a bevy of backup beauties, " make no mistake;

their voices, singing bitingly satirical lyrics, are the

group's greatest strength and trademark.

It's hard to say which of the group's songs are the most

amusing or best performed. They're all good, either for

such lyrics as "If I had a penis, I'd still be a girl/but I'd

make much more money and conquer the world," from

the hysterical "Penis Envy," or the more serious, beautiful

duet by Ratshin and Kristen, "Power of Money."
A lot of the satire, written largely by Ratshin with co-

wTitmg of lyrics by Adler, is of romance and love; "Isaac's

Lament" and "Olivia Newton-John" poke witty fun at

figures and trends in the entertainment industry, while

"Cheerleaders on Drugs" and "Suzy" examine societal

stereotypical images.

Uncle Bonsai is a radically funny and bright band whose

star is rising. Their albums, A Lonely Grain of Corn and
Boys Want Sex in the Morning, are great. Check 'em out!

Billy Bragg, scheduled to appear Saturday at Smith College, has cancel-

ed the performance due to upcoming elections in England, where he is

active in the Labour party.

Whole Day " and "Rap
Against Crack," Campus
Center Auditorium, UMass,
FREE.
Sunday, April 26
Noon: The Eastside con-

cert beside the Worcester

Dinning Commons. The
Stops, winners of the
Eastside battle ofthe bands

will go on first. Scheduled to

appear after them are

Special EFX— a new-iusion

style band. The
Meditations— a reggae act

who have worked with Bob
Marley, and the headliner.

Patty Smyth.
3 p.m.: University Concert

Band will perform. Fine

Arts Center Concert Hall,

FREE.
4:30 & 5:30 p.m.: "Island

Trilogy," video by Justin P.

West, Herter 231, UMass,
FREE
7 p.m.: Performing Arts

Division Honors Recital,

Bezanson Hall, UMass,
FREE.
7:30 p.m.: Brunch and

talk by Helen Epstein,

author of Children of the

Holocaust, on "Growing Up
With the Legacy of the

Holocaust; A Personal
Search for Meaning,"
Memorial Hall, UMass,
FREE.

THE FINE ARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF .MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE
Evening security workers/ushers wanted for

BRIGHT MOMENTS FESTIVAL CONCERTS

July 9, 16, 23, 30 1987. Approx 5-6 hour/shifts

UMass students returning in Fall only. Work Study

preferred but not required. Fine Arts Center is an

AA/EO employer. Description and applications at

207 Hasbrook Hall through Friday, May 15.
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4/23 THURSDAY
The Paraihs

4/24 FRIDAY
Liquid Lesson

4/25 SATURDAY
The Malarians

4/27 MONDAY
Ken Johnson & Co.

4/28 TUESDAY
Ken Johnson and Co.

24 Pleasant St. Northampton • 586-4258
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Duke cracks down harder
Toughest DWIprogram in nation

BOSTON (AP) - Massachusetts will

have the toughest program for first-offense

drunken drivers in the country, Gov.

Michael Dukakis announced yesterday.

Starting July 1, the state will expand its

program for first-time offenders to 40 hours

of intensive educational sessions aimed at

modifying their drinking problem.

That more than doubles Massachusetts'

previous minimum requirement of 19

hours of such sessions and is nearly twice

as much as mandated by any other state,

according to the governor's office.

"The people we are trying to help and

deter through the proposal . . . are people

for the most part who have a serious and
probably chronic problem," Dukakis said.

In the case of many, many recovering

alcoholics ... it was some kind of event at

some point of their lives . . . which shock-

ed them into a realization as to what they

were doing to themselves and others that

made the difference," the governor said.

"That's essentially what we are talking

about here."

First-time offenders who choose to par-

ticipate in the program would be required

to undergo the following:

—Two hours of assessment to evaluate

their drinking problem.

—Thirty-two hours of group sessions to

help them recognize their problem and

modify their habits.

—Six hours of forums, consisting of three

survivor-victim family presentations and
two Alcoholics Anonymous meetings.

"The treatment of people who drink and

drive must begin with their first convic-

tion," said Kay Dudley of Mothers Against

Drunk Drivers. "We believe implementa-
tion of this program can't begin soon

enough."

Dukakis said the program "is not volun-

tary . . . and the failure to complete it will

mean additional penalties and sanctions."

However, District Court Chief Justice

Samuel Zoll described the program as "sort

of coercive in the sense of its therapeutic

value, (but) from a straight legal point of

view, it's consensual on the part of the

defendant."

"He can take his chances with the jury

if he wants and that due process element
is still built in," Zoll said.

David Mulligan, director of the state

substance abuse program, said that few
people fail to participate in the present pro-

gram, which is getting participation from
about 20,000 first offenders a year.

"I would say 98 percent of the people

have opted and will opt for the program,"

he said. "There is a mandatory one year

loss of license if you don't accept the option.

I think that has to be kept in mind."
Under recent changes in the drunken

driving law, first offenders not only lose

their license for a year but can be sentenc-

ed up to two years in jail and fined up to

$1,000.

By contrast, those taking the education

option are placed on probation pending
completion of the program, and their

license is suspended up to 90 days.

The administration's program will be

financed by fees paid by the first offenders,

which would be raised from $280 to $435.

The state would pay for the small percen-

tage of indigent.

Mulligan said the typical first-time of-

fender is a 31-year-old unmarried male who
is white and employed. Roughly half of the

40,000 drunken driving arrests in the state

last year were first-time offenders.
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Students lose bathroom privileges
WRENTHAM, (AP) - For 25 students

at the King Philip Regional High School,

the bathroom will be off limits except in

case of emergency.

While most students have cooperated

with a new ban on smoking on school

grounds this year, the 25 are the school's

"chronic smokers" who always seem to be

caught in the bathroom — with or without

lit cigarettes — when teachers have
checks, Principal Winston Fairfield said

yesterday.

The list of students will be given to

teachers along with orders not to issue

corridor passes to the students except "in

case of emergency," Fairfield said. "The
teachers have to use their judgment on
these certain kids."

Some students have chosen not to use

school bathrooms because they are filled

with cigarette smoke, John Barrett, a

school committee member, said at a com-

mittee meeting this week.

The 1,100 students at the school return

from a spring vacation next week and the

new restrictions on the 25 students begins

when they return to classes.

"I'm not going to walk them from class

to class, but I plan to meet with them and

tell them I don't want them in there (the

bathroom)," Fairfield said.

In the past, students were permitted to

puff in a courty£u-d, but Fairfield said he

banned smoking this year in hope of help-

ing students who were "on the fence"

about cigarettes to decide not to start.

The principal said he believes the new
policy is working. No student has been

disciplined more than twice for smoking,

he added.

The Far Side

By Gary Larson
Smithereens
By Sarah Smith

CHINESE KITCHEN bi
FAST SERVICE — GREAT PRICES

Try our

Moo Shu Pork

$3.95

#23 Szechuan Gai Ding,

Swee & Sour Pork, Fried Rice

$4.95

#22 Chicken Wings,

Sweet & Sour Pork,

Fried Rice

$3.90

#24 Yoke Kew (Beef)

Onion and Green Pepper
Chicken Wing, White Rice

$3.90

TRY OUR LUNCHEON — DINNER SPECIALS
Only $1.49 before 3 pm, $1.90 after 3 pm

Eat In or Take Out
HOURS: Sunday Noon - 10 pm, Mon - Sat 11:30 - lOpm

Final page of the Medical Boards
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Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau
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Bloom County By Berke Breathed

Therels onlyone

CASE SPECIALS
Bud $1 1 .99

Busch $9.99

Rolling Rock bar bottles $10.99

Schmidtz 16oz bar bottles $8.75

Carling Black Labels $6.99

Utica Club $6.99

HEINEKEN SUITCASE - $14.99

Tor Your Trip Abroor'"

FOURS - SIXS - TV -^ES
PURPLE PASSION ^.o^jujo^ ..^. 4pk $4.99

FORT SCHUYLER •hrfer^;;;;::>^r 6pk $1.99

LABATTS BEER/ALE c.n.d..own 6pk $3.69

SCHOONER •• LUSTY .. th« TRADE WINDS 6pk $4.49

OLD MILWAUKEE ,h, umm-. i2p* $4.49

FALLSTAFF ««• b^ inc. i«76 6pk $2.39

FLORIDA COOLERS 2Lt - $2.99

LEROUX PEACH BASKET
SCHNAPPS 750 ml - $5.99

TROPICAL FREEZERS
COMING MAY 1

PLACE YOUR GRADUATION
CHAMPAGNE ORDERS NOW!
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Bat Brain By Bill Bearing
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ATTENTION ALL STAFF!

Elections are upon us Come hear the candidates

meet you (and t^e pulilu ton) on Monday at 7 p.m.

in the Commonwealth Room. Voting will take

place Thursday in the newsroom.

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Michel Jaffc

ACROSS
1 Rugoad lock

S Mannaquin
)0 Pan ol a auM

14 English Of

French lotlower

15 SI T»f»»« ol —
16 Chew manibat

1

7

OoyM opus ol

1887

20 Ctaranca 0(

Doris

21 Topoolch

22 Grassy plain ol

Lalin America

23 Uno plus due
24 Conon unil

26 Leis up
30 HorKMed
33 Armbone
34 Propelled a

puni

35 Meadow
37 MIson iMvel ol

19tS
41 "— was

Mying
42 Put on cloud

rune

43Ceruin
pamlings

44 Besi way to b*
endowed

46 Andertan's

Mlhptaca
48 Author

O Flaherty

49 Cambodian s

netghbor

50 BiooWyn % —
Inslitule

53 Oireclor Gene
54 Frequently to

poets
57 Doyle opus ol

1691, with

The
61 Seep
62 A Slair

63 Soprano F^lina

64 On the briny

65 Tin Pan or

bowling

66 Atrican rulers

DOWN
1 Sudan s

neight»r

2 Ponselle

3 Bohemian

4 Anieiope ol

pulitedom
5 Koch and

eShMpWie
1 Eat m style

6 They loop the

Loop
9 — Vwu« Desert

10 Knave
1

1

Logan or

Rairtas

12 Arma who
played Nana

13 Ol dog
IS Appoinlment

19 Relei to

24 The Bohemian
Girl composBi

25 Tenor John ol

llw opera

26 Atmosphere
27 Redden
26 Dickinson ol

Hollywood

29 ChUdran's game
30 Like a chimney

sweep s ck>ihes

31 The - Marbles

32 Transactions

34 Sacred sor>g

36 Church recess

36 Member ot a

priestly Jewish

tribe

39 Lamb
40 Forest creature

45 Gibson ol

tennis lame

46 Anme ol the

West
47 Measured

quantity

49 Serve the soup

50 Malay outnggei

51 Vintage cars

52 Culling tool

53 Order to a

broker

54 Fairy tale heavy

55 Anger

56 Alternoon and
higti

58 Arab cloak

59 Dolores — Rio

60 Partner ol abet
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Lunch

Seafood Crabmea! Roll

Shells in Cheese Sauce

Dinner

Spanish Rice with Beef

Breaded Scallops

Menu
Basics Lunch

Bulgar and Bean Salad

Shells in Cheese Sauce

Basics Dinner

Creamed Vegetable

Croquettes/Sauce

Breaded Scallops

1

r
Weather

Today: Cloudy, showers likely.

Tonight: Clearing, low 35-40.

Tomorrow: Sunny, highs near

Inshallah!

65 —
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Night Editor William Spain

Copy Editor .John Swanson
Layout Technician Rob Catalano

Photo Technician Byrne Guarnotta

Production Supervisor Rob Catalano

Production: Connie, Laura, Keith, Judy, Julie,
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STEVE RUBIN
Baslncss Manager
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Marketing Manager
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CRAIG NAUGLE
Circniatloa Manager

VANESSA ROTH
Finance Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
$«bKrip«lMi Manager
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• track action
continued from page 20
Golembwski will be joining high jumper
Eileen Muccini to try and qualify for the

New Englands in that event.

One of the bright spots for the

Minutewomen this season has been
freshman Shawna Smith. The Acton-

Boxboro native has been improving every

time out. She will be trying to qualify for

the Easterns this weekend in the 800-meter

race. Senior Barbara Cullinan will also be

trying to qualify for the Easterns in the

400-meters.

Three members of the men's track team
will be competing in the prestigious Penn
Relays this weekend. Wayne Levy and

Kerry Boyle will be competing in the

5000-meters while Ferdie Adoboe will be

trying his luck in the triple jump.
"Over the last couple of years we have

had distance runner John Panaccione

qualify. We are hoping Wayne and Kerry

can do the same thing and compare
themselves to this great competition. This

is the top track meet in the country. Every

major school in the country will be there."

coach Ken O'Brien said.

Minutewomen give Sorting 200th victoru
cont.nued from page 20

UMass had eight hits in the first game,

with Jamieson and Meehan colecting two

each. Meehan also had a pair of RBls.

Stephanie Nardone had three hits and an

RBI for the Eagles.

In the second game, Kennedy danced out

of trouble on a couple of occasions on the

way to combining with Salvia for a four-

hit shutout. Kennedy had a pair of

strikeouts, while Salvia added two of her

own in mopping up the final inning.

UMass again jumped up with a pair in

the second. Bietsch led off with a single and

was bunted to second by Meehan. She then

stole third, and after Debbie Cole walked,

the two turned another double steal for the

first run. Cole moved over on a fly to center,

and scored on a single to center by Carol

Frattaroli.

The Minutewomen made it 3-0 in the

third as Rever walked, advanced to third

on singles by Jamieson smd Bietsch. and

eventually scored on a popout by Meehan,

• busebaUteam downs Springfield College

continued from page 20

The Minutemen tied the game at 4-4 in

the sixth inning when Flint blooped a

single to left and scored on Comeau's dou-

ble to the right-center field gap. Steve

Kern then blooped a single of his own to

shallow right field, plating Comeau from

second.

Both teams then went scoreless for the

next two innings, thanks largely to

O'Connor's game-saving throw that nail-

ed SC's Nassau at the plate in the eighth,

ultimately leading to Zerner's game win-

ning RBI in the top of the ninth.

Bergquist used a total of five pitchero

in the game, with Don Strange picking up
the win and Jeff Richardson getting th«

save in ninth-innning relief work.

"I was real pleased with our pitching,"

said Bergquist. "It was tough for the guys
to come in cold and pitch but they did a

real good job."

if Gazelles extend winning streak to three

ColleKian photu by Byrar Guariiotla

Third baseman Debbie Cole prepares to catch a pop-up in yesterday's

UMass doubleheader sweep of Boston College at Totman Field.

continued from pageM

At halftime, UMass held
a slim 4-2 lead. Griswold

gunnned home her 17th

goal to break the ice, and
teammates Karen Ravn,
Becky Bekampis, and Gin-

ny Armstrong followed

suit.

The Gazelles pulled
away in the second halfon
consecutive tallies by Ravn
and Griswold. Ravn's 12th
goal, and freshman Sue
Murphy's solo shot gave
UMass a comfortable
cushion, while Stone and

Seifert were successfully

shutting down Brown's at-

tack at the other end of the

field.

"Stone never let up, and
Posy got to the ground
balls. Brown is a decent

team that set up its offense

with a lot of picks. I'm hap-

py with the win, but we
really didn't play well,"

Hixon said.

Face-offs: Hixon is giv-

ing the Gazelles a day off,

but the team will be back
on Totman Field tomorrow
preparing for Rutgers
University. The' Lady

Knights come to town Sun-

day at 1 p.m. for UMass'
final regular season con-

test. "We have to pay th«tn

back for last year," Hixon
said. Rutgers dealt the

Gazelles a bitter 12-11

defeat at New Brunswick,

NJ last season, but the

Lady Knights have lost

some firepower on offense,

and their starting goalie

due to graduation. Rutgers

was trounced by UNH,
13-1. "Rutgers is still go-

ing to be tough, though.

We can't take anything for

gianted," Griswold said.

• Gorillas take on Army at West Point
continued from page 20

can get the ball upfield quickly then we
should be able to do it."

That's the way Emmer sees it. In a

goaltending battle between the Gorillas'

sophomore Ail-American, Sal LoCascio.

and the Cadets' Joel Portuese, a junior Ail-

American hopeful, the outcome could be a

one-goal game again this year.

But Garber thinks that if the CJorillas

flurry early and get a lead, the slow-down

game the Gorillas expect to see will pro-

bably be dumped, resulting in a UMass
fiesta.

Man-up Advantages: Admission for the

game is $4 . . . Tailgating is allowed . . .

Real lax fans should go see the game . . .

Praise goes out to the diehards who have
tailgated at the Yale and St. John's games
. . . On the junior circuit, the JV's improv-

ed their record to 2-3 with a 13-4 pummel-
ing of Harvard on Wednesday. Coming off

a 13-10 loss to Yale last Saturday in New
Haven, Conn., the Gorillas scored four

times on their man-up advantages en route

to the easy win ... On offense, Alan
Rotatori, Larry Hamilton, Brad Carr, and
David Rambi led the way. . . Rob Perella

helped anchor the defense. The JV's will

play host to Middlebury College, Saturday
at 1 p.m. at the Boyden fields.

$ SUMMER JOBS $
• OUTDOORS • $5 - $8

'BONUSES! • INCENTIVES!
Painters/Foremen

(We'll Train)

549-6237

TONIGHT - DON'T MISS THE
MALE HOT BOD
SWIMWEAR CONTEST

RESEARCH
OPPORTUNITIES

If you plan to start a research career upon gradua
tion. start your job search at Tufts University,

Boston Campus.

Tufts' Boston Campus is comprised of the Medical
School. Dental and Veterinary Schools, the Sackler

School of Biomedical Sciences, and the U.S.D.A.
Human Nutrition Research Center.

We have an ongoing need for science graduates in a

vanety of exciting medical science research areas.

Tufts offers an excellent salary and benefits package
including tuition assistance. ^-

---

All interested candidates should | I TTh '^
send a resume lo lufts Univer- 1 V-J 1 1 l^
sil> Personnel, 200 Harrison UNIVERS 1 Y
Ave., Boston, MA 02111, or
call (617) 956-6600. BOSTON

HANG
^^t)ance/Club

FRIDAY, APRIL 24th 8 PM -1 AM

First Prize $100 Cash
J All Contestants receive Prize Packages consisting of:

Lite Beer Coolers — Lite Beach Towels — Lite Sweatshirts*

For more Information contact CHANGES at 256-8284

Advance SignUp Required — Applications at Changes ^

BEER

iTCHEBS

$2.50

c ^-Woo'!!''^^'FECIALS

BEER

only '^""^'"•'PPl..

$1.75

CLASSIFIED
Ma

COMt TO I(tf COtUaAH OffICt - CC niMOW-TMUHSIJO-iM (fW 2 M| • 0£AOUNfJ DAYS PHKW TO PUBllCAllONtCAtW W AOVtWCt. H'<W(WO'0*» K» iTuOt«Tt

ACTIVITIIS

EASTSTbESECURITY MEETING- training

for show on Thurs 4/23 m lOiCC 7PM All

security must attend it you have not attend-

ed an earlier metttingM!

ASIAN AMERICAN STUDENTS Associa
tion IS having their spring picnic on 26 Sun-
day 13 00 at Amherst College playing field

If you need more information please con-
tact Felix 546-9427

THE UMASS PORTUGUESE Club will

sponsor Brazilian Night tonight at 7PM.
room 300 Herter Hall Guest speaker.
Brazilian Poetry Recital. Native food and
music Brazilian night an Academic,
cultural and social event All are welcome

MMY/NAVY SAU

BIGGEST AND BEST army/navy clothing

sale going on now Como desert tiger

pantb. $20-27 French six (xjcket field

pants. $7 15. sleeping bags $25-30 and
much more Student Union ballroom
9-SPM, to Fridav This is the onal

ATTfNTION: NORTHIAST ELECTIONS

NOMINATrON PAPERS WILL oe available

lor housp council 4 NEAG officers from
April 20th-25in Nomination papers are

available outside ine NEAG office which is

Lewis Basement All papers must be return-

ed by April 25th by 3 00 m the NEAG office

AUDIO

RECIEVER, TURNTABLE7 GOOTTcar-
fridge equilizer Good and cheap 6-9152
(leave message )

AUTO fOR SAU

HONDA CIVIC 76 New slicker runs great

S400/t»o 584-6718

1979 PINTO 67K asking $600 549-1138

196S FORD FALCON a cream putt

256-6920

82 SUBARU BRAT Excellent shape 2,800
549/529

1983 HENAULT FUEGO sports coupe
5-speed excellent condition asking $2800
1978 Toyota Coiola 2-door S-$p««d no rust

good condition low milage $800 Call

546-1485 ask lor Oonna

1979 ^ORO MUSTANG yellow, auto.

82.000 mis AM/FM stereo $1200 S45-3689
after 5 30 584-9042

1972 VOLVO 184 4-gpMd with overdrive

new brakes, clutch, recant tranamlMk>n,

tires, hitch runs very good $1300 549-0614

1973 DODGE DART good running cond
rust B O. 253-7497 even.

1 976 VW RABBIT needs body virork- $300
or BO call Heidi 253-7418

1975 DASHER RUNS wall newls brakes

BO leave mestaga 258-1417

7S CHEVY MONZA, good oond. 72.000 mi

must sell $600. Fred 6-6368

19M TOYOTA TERCEL standard radio no
rust SI800 call S86-8S40

1980 FIAT BRAVO low milage, good
engine. $700 253-9624 or 773-7333

1981 ESCORT WAGON silver 4SP ex

cellenl condition $1600 80 253-2459

1979 DATSUN 310 Super dependable
rebuilt engine new tires and battery 40 MPG
$900 tirm Chris 548-9554

SUPER EQUIPPED 1976 Buick Regal
82,000 miles Booy not great August in-

spection S200 sacrifice Call Sat-Sun only

549^441

1980 RABBIT ENGINE 30K $1400 negot

4 door std Ron 549-4825

1981 MAZDA GLC (great Tittle car) wagon.
Must sell, $1200 or best offer 256-6078

1986 TOYOTA 4X2 pickup excellent con-

dition Under 10,000 mi Must sell soon
253-5731 evenings

1978 CHEVY MALIBU classic V8 very

reliable good cond St.000 or BO only

77,000 mi. 54fr6772

CAlCUlAtOBt

HP-1 1C S35.00 or BO. call Jeff 253-7948
after 6 PM

CAPS COO RENTAL

WESf YARMOUTH SUMMER rental.

Segull Beach 253-7436 sleeps three

UEN TAPItnV

HOW ABOUT THAT Irish coffee' Call me
<703)979-2819 Osco from Baxters of L A

FOR A OOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-DISC Entertainment Agency Disc

lockies. lights, rentals, and mobile video

dances! 549-7144

PORRINT

SWISS VTrLAGE '4 bedroom apt Take
over lease w/tall option or sublet call

256-1318.

GRADUATING SENIORS, take over our

apartment Townhouse style - furnished,

free cable call rxjw 665 3513

ONE BEDROOM PUFFTON apt for rent

near bus stop, partially furnished call late

549-7540

TAKE OVER LEASlTune 1st 2bdr on bus

route, inexpensive 549-1439

TAKE OVER DOR lease In June and get

August rent free! Or |ust sutMet lor the sum-

mer/2-bedroom in Southwood apts "•"

256-6334

call

ROOM IN HOUSE 1 mile fr campus
$l85/mo lake over lease call Natalie

549-6792

ROOM AVA[lABLE IN Beaurcondo clwie

to UMass on bus line Kitchen/laundry laeil

inci female non-snriokers no pets 256- 1 547

San

BEDROOM AVAlT END May wWr w/out

fall option on 2br busroute Heidi 256-0051

ROOMS FROM JUNE Isl fall option $235

per month exclusive cloae lo campus

549-1358

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL option single

room in 2 bedroom apt quiet near Puffer's

Pond available June 1 st call John 549-585

1

TAKE-OVER LEASE.n-wo bedroom
Southwood Townehouse available June 1

Call 253-3571 nights

2 BEDROOM APARTMENT. faM starting

June 1 $410 00. laundry. 665-2288 bus
route

2 BEDROOM CRESTVIEW apt available

June 1 with fall option half mile from cam-
pus 549-0758

2BDRM APARTMENT FALL starting June
1 $410 00 laundry. 665-2288 bus route

ROOM IN NEWLY built home use of

washer dryer dining room living room family

room kitchen on bus Ime no smoking no
parlies no pets quiet atmoshphere with 3
other congenial students 253-7948 it no
answer please leave message on machine

AVAILABLE JUNE 1 2 bedrooms in 3
bedroom apt in Puffton Ideal lor 2 or 3 peo-

ple Call Chris 549-0604

SQUIRE VILLAGE: SUNDERLAND on bus
line 1 bed room $195 ask for Lou 665-6268
or leave message

ROOM IN NOHO apartment on busline

June 1 with fall option 586-4028

2BDRM APT FOR June 1 on bus route

close 10 campus $500/mo 256-6359

TAKE over' our leased two bedroom
Southwood available June 1 256-1040

4 BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE in

Sunderland Squire Village Call 665-4543

SPACIOUS ROOM AVAILABLE in quiet

condo for 200plus a month Large kitchen

laundry and trash facilities On bus route

non-smoker located just over
Amherst/B'Town line Ideal for grad or

serious students Available imn>edlately call

Em or MicheMe 256-6380

WERE LEAVING! TAKE over our 2br

Southwood apt and the furniture's yours-

free! Heat/water included 253-9089

TAKE OVER LEASE-June 1 st two bedroom
Cliffside 665-861

7

SOUTHWOOD 2 BEDROOM apartment
available end of May Airconditioning.

dishwasher, pool, tennis courts, on bus
route Call 256-8662

SUMMER SUBLET WITH/FALL option

Spacious 2 bedroom Squire Village

Townehouse on bus route starting June l

Call 665-8410

TAKE OVER LEASE of 2bdrm Southwood
Apt quiet, clean on bus route, call 253-9612

TAKE OVER LEASE Crestvlew single bdrm
keep calling 549-0491

2 BEDROOM MAIN St. 480 includes

everything. Take over lease on June
253-5529

rOR SALE

CRATE AMP MUST sell! Call Shawn
546-9030

WINDERSURFER CLASSIC. 5 color sail

2 daggertx>ards Excellent condition. $300
Great conversation piece. 549-7842.
253-9032

U2 TICKETS FOR sale alt shows 548-8789

R^VBAN, BOLLE, VUARNET sunglasses

plus look-a-likes Jams, Catchit, Sunbrit-

ches shorts, everything discount, Ozzie

549-7575

NIKON 13SMM/2.B MACRO lens, brand

new, complete w/carrying case. Price

negotiable. Call John. 6-7070, after lOPM

GUCCI WATCHES FOR ladies many styles

only $30 call Brian 6-742S

FENDER JAZZ BASS ans sunn amp
cheap! 549-1315 leave message

1979 LEBARON STATION wagon good
condition runs well $1200 or BO call

6^-7702

POUHO

MARYANNE MAGUIRE I have your Monec
card 549-0114

CLASS RING OF F D RossabellHigh

Class ol 84. initials inside R A B found in

Washington dorm Call 546-9152

PRIi CAM*

NEED MONeYTsPENO all your cash on
springbreak' I need your baseball cards

please help' Call Mike 549-0333

ORADUATINO?

I NEED A roommate to share a two-

bedroom townhouse in W/altham-128 area

549-6678

NELP WANTED

WE ARE LOOKING for someone to do chiW

care one evening a week and occasional

overnights Must have transportation Call

548-9057

WANTED PART TIME bus driv vs for Nor

thampton lo Amtierst routes $5 to start very

convenient for Northampton residents

Work schedule arranged around your class

schedule 586-1909

MANAGER TRAINEES NOW hiring,

Amherst. Hawaii Boston, Long Island, or

Dallas SO openings Excellent pay ex-

cellent vrorking conditions Full or part-time

Call Willie al 549-7793

FULL AND PART wne positions available

very flexible hours and excellent working

conditions Conveniently located m the

center of Amherst You can 3arn up to $20
an hour with salary and commissions Con-

tact Target Enterprises for an interview Ask

for Keith 549-7793

SUMMER JOB • WATERFRONT Director

tor day camp in the Boston Area June
2<»-August 14 Salary 1,800-2,000 depen-

ding on expeiience Contact Janet wad-
den, outdoor program director. Patriots'

Trail Girl Scout Council, 6 St .
James Ave .

Boston. Ma 02116 (617)482-1078

NOW HIRING ASSISTANT to the Student

Body President Positions open immediale-

ly to work through summer and fall 10

hrs /week at minimum wage applications

available at 406E Student Union BIdg Ap-

plications due April 24 AA/EOE

PAINTERS NEEDED EASTERN New
England area interior and exterior starting

pay 6 50 and up depending on experience

Equal OpprtunMy Employer (61 7)933-4370

DECKHANDS. CATERING AND office help

neederl Im Boston excursion boat com
pany Call fit 7 426-8419

WANTED PART-TIME PGA physically

disabled Amherst man Mornings, evenings
$610 houi call Rick 549-6016

NORTHAMPTON MOTHER SEEKS
responsible babysitter for 20 month old

daughter 3 mornings or afternoons a week
beginning May 1st 586-3311

IMMEDIATELY HIRINGIII ASSISTANT to

the SGA treasureri Assist the SGA
Treasurer audit accounts and record
senate financial transactions Must be able

to work with students take direction, have
knowledge of t>ookkeeping, and be able to

analyze and apply financial information

8hr/wk during semesters and I5hr/wk dur
ing summer and intersession Applications

are available in 420 student union For

more info call Bill at 6-59371 Women and
minorities are erK:ouraged lo apply the SGA
IS an AA/EO employer' Deadline for

applications-May 1. 1987 at 4 00PM

PAINTERS/FOREMEN NEEDED for sum
mer in Northboro Weslboro Shrewsbury
$5-8hr Experience pret but not necessary
call now 1 -800-922-5579

UPC OFFICE MANAGER position available

starting fall 87 Clerical, organizational. 8
personable skills required 15 hrs/week
minimum wage Pick up applications at

4060 student union building Deadline is

May isl AA/EOE

EXCELLENT INCOME FOR pan ,ime

home assembly work For info call

3 12 741-8400 ext 598

JOM FOR FAU

SCERA THE STUDENT CENTER lor

Educational Research and Advocacy is hir-

ing for the Fall"' Come work lor an
organization that educates and advocates
on issues of racism, sexism, homophobia.
anti-Semitism. etc . as well as other student

issues iiku financial aid. child care, and
organizing Work study and non-work study

available al 10hrs/wk at $3 65/hr All

students, especially people of color and
women, encouraged to apply Graduate
oosition available on oppression work Ap-

plications avialable at SCERA. 426 Student

Union 545-0341 Due 4/29 at 330 PM
AA/EEO

KRISTEN RARRV

KRIS'TEN^I^WOULD never forget such a
special person's birthday You are one ol

the best people I've met dunng my UMass
experience I hope your birthday is

everything you expect it to be. you only

deserve the best What else can 1 say? Hap-

py Birthday, love always, Raymond

LOOKINO KM A ROOMT

MASTER BEDROOM FOR rent In a 3
tiedroom apt in Northwood apis Available

now April free 143/mo Front of the bus stop

Call 665-3686 or 549-2835

LOST

RED POLO SPRING jacket in campus
center- Friday please call Julie 9571

GREY JEAN JACKET from Mike's W View
Thurs 4/9 be cool return keys from pocket
Ciff Brandywine 549-0667

DARK LEATHER WALLET lost in Main
Street -Amherst 4/21 at night please return

ID'S -don't care about the money Call

256-8995

ADVERTISEMENT CARD FOR sweep
ergometer If still available please call

549-5044

LOST: SET OF keys One dorm key and
three sets of car keys One is red. Reward!
Call 6-7196 lo£'. around Bowker

AT BARSIES 4/21 a gold watch very sen-

timental reward offered call Lynne 549-5172

MONEY AND POWtR

THE BOARD OFGovernors is looking for

coordinators for 87/88 year Positions

avaiable m PR, Finance, Food Manage-
ment, Programming, and many others For

into and Applications, come to CC 817
Wonwn and minorities encouraged to appy-

an AA/EO Employer Due April 30

MOTORCYCLIt

HONDA CB350 RECENTLY rebuilt amgine
call 256-8643 ask for JR $450 or BO

1980 SUZUKI PE175 enduro street-legal

Mikuni, Boyeson, CanAm $650 or BO
549-0614

1981 HONDA CB8S0. good condition

$1200 00 or BO Call Jon 549-5912

HONDA CB900F SSvery fas7, sharp look

ing. black with red. supertrapp. metzellers.

6000k two show helmets inducted 1900 BO
546-9794 Jorge

Y^AHHV 200CC ROAD motocycle brand

new condition $495 253-2459

1976 HONDA CB700SC NightHawk exc

condition, 3100 miles factory warranty un-

III July 2995 Jim evenings 256-6068

SUZUKI 1982 GS650 shall 15K miles,

mostly from touring, excellent condition,

always garaged Plexiglass lairing,

backrest and rack, case guards, paid

$2/00, asking $975 Call Rich at 545-2494

or 665-7735

VESPA P2i50E SCOOTER: backrest, lug-

gage rack 600 or best offer 238-5874

PAINTER$ NEEDED

ON CAPE COD for summer earn
$6 50-10 00 per/hi call now lor info

1-800 922-5579

MRSONALS

RESUME TYPESETTING SERVICE
Have your resume professionally typeset

The best quality typ6, not a word processor

Sixteen different type styles lo choose fron

Takes only 3 days costs $25 and any
changes I'll do .'or FREE Come down to the

Collegian Graphics Office (113 Campus
Center) and speak to Peter Soderberg.

MEET NEW PEOPLEI GeT'greaTTx
perience' Come write for New England's
largest college daily The Collegian is in 1 13
Campus Center, right tjehind tf>e T V
Come down and check us out!

ITS COMING FOR the first time in May!

KERRI, WE COULDN'T forget you, could
we? Hope you have a great birthday! Love
yn, Beverly and Alyaon

TO JENNYPOO, LORIANNE, Steffy Suze
Greygy Hooosell and L il was a perfect

gotcha' And the academy award winner

IS you guys are the Ijesi friends and I love

you' Jodi

DONNA, I'U MISS you bunches I love you
dearly Shi head

M. LETS HOPE there will be two reasons
to celebrate today' Have a great 20th I love

you' Happy birthday' Me

AMY KUNDEL. "THEVlay its your birth-

day " Happv 22nd Always rememt>er
walneys. kosher kraziness. host. Ryan Rd .

16 candles, automobile" Love ya. Oi

MIKE L~ YOU'RE real special And that s

not way the - • off' Love the Little One

2N FIELD -TO y'aU who were in the hallway

Weds at 2AM thanks for the support' You're

great' Luv. Lis

BILL, HAPPY 20TH birthday' Only one
more year lo go Have a good one i will

always remember and I hope you never
forget There will always be a special place

tor ,ou in my heart Love you forever. Eric

HAZELBONER HAPPY 20TH birthday!

Drink your face oft' Love ya hands, scoop
& the Russian

DIANE, ITS BEEN A GREAT six months
I wouldn't have wanted lo spend my time

with any one else You always know how
to make me smile i love you Happy six

month aniversary Love Michael

<3HHHI BAMBINO! BARRY PnorT God
knows 1 love you'' Happy t year bat>e

You've been the besV So. so iher' I'm

forever yours Faithtully ' Ti Uoglio Andria

VOTE to REJECT Michael Milbier^or

Northeast Area Government president on
April 27th

TO THOSE TWO gorgeous girls that usual-

ly eat dinner around 4 00 at Fianklin D C
don't be shy- we won t be Jim and Jeff

DIANA-HAPPY 19 birthday enpy' Love ya

sisters and pledges of Delta Zeta

HEY SQUTD! YOU better watch out or III

break your tentacles' Love Squidette

U2 TIX FOR sale call John 549-7595

MALE CONTESTANTS AND female
judges wanted for the MALE HOT BOD
swimwear contest at Changes on Friday

/\pril 24th Advance sign-up required at

Changes on Thursday or Friday night

8PM- 10PM

DAVE SORRY ABOUT th«« hassle at

Packard's hope lo see you about town
Jessica 546-7019

20 YEAR OLD male student needs 19 lo

21 year old temate who can sew Senous-
ly Call Dan at 549-5419

HOMESLICE:TMbRE month tMI we're on
the road heading west I can't wait to be ly-

ing on the t>each with you watching the

sunset or sleeping in the desen watching

the stars The last 2 months have been the

t>est and it can only get belter I love you

more than you'll ever kr>ow It was worth the

wait All my love forever, your bonita

girlfriend

LORI S 00 you remember what you did a

year ago tonight for the first time? I can re-

mind you! Congrats love Hal

KEVIN AND CHERYL
Wake up' Before it s loo late' Don't lose the

tiest thing you'll ever have The Chemistry's

still there you both know it Takes work'

Rememt)er- the observer

KATJ¥-OAKFL2-SMi'fH^ rniss seeing
scarf, giving fk^wers, sharing bagels if

same is true RSVP here-Nllm-DuR2-Umass

ST JUDE-THANK you for prayer answered
-ER

KYMBO! HAPPY BIRTHDAY! Ya big 20
year old Hope you have a good day tomor-

row gel ready to rage! Love ya Ann

SCOTT2A, HAPPY BIRTHDAY Shemp'
May a bloated yak warm your jacuzzi and

here's to California, Mary

61 TOWNEHOUSE RETURTTrny shoe lo

Ball Lane retaliation will be enjoyable

MEUSSA SMlfHTwlTnot tolerate what i

read in this paper at>oul you You are the

kindest, cutest, and most loving person

around! Write back if you need lo know who
I am

CUDDLE BEAR-HAPPY birthday, kid, let's

make summer '87 the best I'm so in love

with you. -Horny Little Beast.

DOJO~BASH ST: it you're goiijg

somewhere, you'll be there Tonighl, 6:00

WMUA COMEDY NIGHT in the Bluewall

tonight. 9PM, leaturing Kevin Knox, torn

Claris, and Billy Martin Cash Bar

GERMANOFF-CORRECTION: YOUR
girlfriend doesn't feed rats, she feeds birds

but they're dead

PROFE$SIONAL TYPING

"SPEEDY KEYS -FAST, accurate,

reliable 256-1002

PROFE$$IONAL TYFINa SERVICE

CASES. PAPERS. DISSERTATIONS,
theses, fast, accurate, dependable, on-

campus, reasonable 584-7924. Nancy

ROOMMATE WANTED

274bNSMOKING QUIET females needed
lo share Brandywine Apt for Fall 549-4598

1 RObSniAtE NEEDED 276/rnonth Crown
P' rt 9 right across from Stop 4 Shop Sam
256-4293 Ouiet non-smoker

FEMALE WANTED TO share room In 2br

presidential apt '/; n.ile from campus apt

yours in spring also need subletters

549-6638

3 ROOMATES NEEDED lo share Bran
dywine apt staring June 1 $170 a month
plus utilities 549-1384 Steve

LOOKING FOR FEMALE lo share bedroom
in house apt 150/mo* Close to Cam-
pus/town On bus route Call 253-9817

3 NONSMOKlNO'HObMMATES 7o sliare

Brandywine apt will be abl« to lake over

lease in January 88 call Lisa 549-4415

1 FEMALE NEGDED to share room in 3

bedroom Puffton for faH S135 call 549-101

1

2 NONSMOKING RESPONSIBLE
male/female needed to share ,' bedroom
Brandywine Apt starting June call Mark o<

Steve 549 6541

FALL NEED 2 mature female;, oi

male/female couple to sha k apartment
125/mo Jodi 253-7459 or L message

ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE needed lo

share spacious bedroom in Puffton Village

Call 546-7087 evenings

2 MALES OR ? females lo share a room
in condo at Amity Place Next to Southwest,

across from Stadium Call 549-6824

SUMMER SUBLET WITH fall option

responsible non-smoker (male) wanted lo

share large double room in a house next

to mall Also a single room with summer
sublet Call 586-5425 after 5

LOOKING FOR ONE very quiet nonsinoker

lor lall thru nxl year 388C Crown Pt apts

furnistied spacious heat included 285/mth
call Sam 256-4293

WTWANT YOUT OneTbedroom available

(2 people) in a 2 bedroom apartment star-

ting June 1, 1967 Call 549-0616 anytime

KRVICES

TUTORING. SUBSTITUTE TEACHING in

business management, marketing,
finance, investment S microcomputers $7
per hour Neg 536-5006 teave message

PAPERS TYPED ONE day service $1 per

page 467-7646 evenings

$PANI$H TUTORING A TRAN$LATION

HELP WITH GRAMMAR. Stones, pronun
ciation 256-1002

SPRING FLINO

HELP WITH SPRING Fling' Come to Cen
tral Area Government meetings at 8 00 on
Tuesdays

SUSLET

THE BOSTON GLOBE, IBM, General

Foods and Kenner Parker Toys are juSt a

tew ol the many opportunities available

through the Co-op Office Come m or call

loday 545-2224 your future starts here'

I OR 2 people in Puffton apt lor "iummer

U49-740B belw 1 'PM

APARTMENT AVAILABLE FOR summer
sublet 549-1290

ONE BE1)H00M APARTMENT, Includes

utilities dishwashei A/C, pool, tennis. On
bus route Reward 665-8891

TAKE OVER LEASE on large 2 bedroom
cheap apt Squire Village call 665-8596

2nBEDROOM APT Brandywine Jun-Aug
$300/mo or BO 549-5616

SUE RARSTOW

SUE-MY "BUNNY rabbit" 1 just wanted lo

let you know that I'm always thinking at>out

you, especially today on your birthday i

sure hope these next 436 days go by quck-
ly' Remember that I love you Happy birth-

day with all my love, Joe

SUMMER JOBS

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS
•The organized students We tram you

*

Now hiring painters good conditions
• and good pay $5-$7 per hour, throughout

"New England Age and experience nof
* a concern Positions filling quickly '

call today 1 -800-424-2468
*

ON CAPE COD at Jason's of Oennispon
Floor and door personnel, barbacks and
waitresses Accepting applications on the

following Saturdays April 18.25 as well as
f^ay 2,9 Interviews will take place from
noon to 3 on those Saturdays at Jasons on
lower county Rd in Dennisport Ma

THE FUTURE IS so bright, you gotta wear
shades Help pass the Toxics Liberation

Act. stop nuclear madness, and fight for

consumer justice Masspirg seeks bright,

energetic students for summer campaign
positions Earn $150-300 per week Train-

ing, travel, advancement, and a chance to

meet hundreds of other fun people Offices

in Amherst. Boston Cape Cod, Wor-
chester, and six other locations Call San-

dy al 256-6434 loday!

UNDERGRADUATE ADMISSIONS
OFFICE seeks enthusiastic UMass May
1987 graduate or senior for summer Admis-
sions /Vssistant position from May 26 -

August 29 Responsibifities include inter-

viewing prospective students and conduc-
ting campus tours Excellent communica-
tion skills, leadership experience, and
knowledge of University required Submit
resume to: Karen Copetas, Undergraduate
Admissions Offk^, 225 Whitmore, by May
4. 1987

ST. JUDE

THANK YOU AGAIN! Seldom' do your

prayers go unanswered I an, very grateful

SUMMER SUiLET

2 ADJ BDRMS for summer l other targe

room for tall Noho cheap reri' Call

586-9545

SUMMER SUBLET A furnished two
bedroom apt in colonial village On bus
route No fall option Two people preferred

Call David 253-2965

3 BEDROOM FURNISHED apt 480/month
utilities and cable included on bus route,

swimming pool, tennis cl. 665-3671.

SUMMER SUBLET WITH August '«nt ree'

2 bedroom $625/month Southwood 4pls

Call 2566334

COUNTRY LOCATION FALL option house
K, io< jted on 1 i wooded acres near U Mms
call Carly AM or late PM 256-0186

ONE MONTH FREE rent summer sublet of

4 bedroom house in convenient N Amfierst

location Porch, yard, garage, newly
renovated call 549-6835 Don't settle lor

Puffton'

COZY 2 BEDROOM apt between town and
campus Take-over lease June isl Call

256-1668

LARGE DOUBLE ROOM: close to campus.
manmy conveniences. $ 1 30 each call Hol-

ly or Judy 549 7477

ONE BEDROOM IN two bedroom
Crestview 7 mm walk to campus available

June-Aug call 549-2638

SQUIRE VILLAGE 2 bedroom townehouse
may through August $350 00 if rented by
May 1 fall option available 1 413^65-7669

AMHEFISTCENfER-ONE bdrm apt w/fall

option $400/mo includes heat, hot water,

and parking Call 253-9946 before 11PM

RIVERGLAOE AP'fs'l bdrm $137 on bus
rte pool 6/1-8/30 call 256-0857

PUFTON APARTMENT 3 bedroom furnish-

ed June-Augusi best offer call Steve

549-3665

JUNE THRU AUGUST presidential apts 2

bedroom a/c. closest apartments to cam-

pus $400pius utilities a month Call Rob
5466698

SUMMER SUBLET S/24-9/1 Brandywine
apts 2nd ft. balcony, face pool. 1 t)edroom

completely furnished, 19' color TV. cable,

laundry rm t>elow. last week May !ree

Please call Deb and Kath 549-0023

2 BEDROOM APT Brandywine summer
iublet cheap 546-4784 546 5484

ONE BEDROOM IN Southwood apt for

summer with fall option Rent nego! call

Sue or Mike 253-9955

SUMMER SUBLET IN furnished Puffton

Apt Cheap call 5-7PM. nPM-l 549-1678

TYPINO SERVICE

WORD WIZARD WORD orocessmq Stu

dent rates 549-6484

QUALITY TYPING. PAPERS, letters,

resumes etc Meticulous proofreading

Editing available New IBM typewriter Call

549-0367

TRAVEL

ALASKA: ROUNTRIP AIR fare $550 leave

May 8 return May 30 call Donna 586 4066

U2 TICKETS FOR SALE

AMHERST CENTER, DOUBLE room in

house with fall option, rent reasonable, call

Claire or Lisa for details at 253-7216

THREE BEDROOM PUFFTON apt
available for summer 87 3 or 4 people call

for details 549-6327

LOOKING FOR 1 or 2 people to sublet 1

bedroom in furnished Puffton apartment
Available Junew 1 to Septi call Tammy
549-6739

GET IT IN Sunderland!' Summer sublet

w/fall option 2 t)edrooms 2 bathrooms on

bus route Squire Village 665-3504

GREAT HOUSE 3 bedrooms (1 lall option)

nice furnished house On bus route (near

Bnnany) 2 full baths, kitchen, $230 per per-

son (negotiable) call Ellen or Laura
256-8864

3 BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE apartment

looking for female subletters for June-

AugusT 400 per month call 549-1449

SPAaOUS S BEDROOM townehouse apt.

Squire Village, on bus line, 2 showers, pool.

$166 each, summer sublet w/fall optKtn.

665 8952

LARGE FULLY fORNM»«0 houae Cable,

5 bedrooms, near bus stop, very dean This

house is Ideal!!! Rent negonable, caU usi

2SMM6

MAY 3 AND 4 at Worchester call

Saturday the 25 and Sunday the

26 549-4141

UNIVERSITY WIDE COMMITTm

POSITIONS ARE AVAILABLE on
Universily-wide committees A great way to

influence university policies and develop in-

terpersonal communication skills Applica-

tions available at 420 or 406E Student
Union Building

WANTED

PHYSICAL, SPIRITUAL, INTELLECfUAL
health seekers share your knowledge with

the readers of Sprout, the Earthfoods/Peo-

ple s Market Newsletter Typed, double
spaced, please drop material off on the 4th

ffoor S U in the Economic Developmeni of-

fice Address it to Jen K Deadline has tieen

extended Due before April 30th

15 PAGE PAPER on history or style of ur-

ban culture, needs bib
,
pay $. call Scott

253-9015

WANTED TO RENT

UMASS STUDBMT LOOKING lor room W
rent near campus during spring break 9-21

to 9-29 Call Mary at 546- 1151 Keep trying

STjBLETS/HOUSING needed June 28 -

Aug 15 Call SBMC 256-8615 9AM-7PM

WANTED-S100 REWARD a 6 or 7 person
house lor next year, near bus route Call

Dave 549-0384 or Patty 549-1703 leave

name and number

WANT TO TAKE over lease of off-campus
house near bus route for next fall artd

spring Call 546-1090 or 253-3894

2 HIGH SPIRITED WOMEN (smokers) look-

ing to take over lease on apt or house, or

to share your place ir: itie fall call Kristie

6-8565

LOOKING FOR 3 bedroom PufftorTapt
want to sublet lor summer and take over
lease call Herb 546-6761

HEYt I'M LOOKING for a room lor fall in

a house or apartment m Amherst Must be
quiet non-smokers call evenings Elaine
546-6330

FEMALE LOOKING FOm a quiet single In

a house for lall semester call Lisa at

549-6065

APARTMENT OR HOUSE for 3. 4, or 5
people reasonable close to campus call

anytime-546-6602 546-5774 or 546-5772
Please keep tryingi

rMTLE LOOKING lor room in Puffton apt

lor fall call Dan 549 0929

FEMALE NONSMOKER LOOKING^r
single room in house or apt For next year

Call Karen 253-3657

LdOKING-2 BEDROOM apt m house lor

Aug 1. Fall. Spnng Call Albert 546-1029

$150 REWARD FOR Puffton lease Eva
548-53%

APARTMENT OR HOUSE lor 3 4. or 5

people reasonably close to campus Call

anytime 546-6602, 546-5774 or 546-5772

Please keep trying.

TWO SENIORS LOOKING lor one or two
bedrooms lor now until end ol semester
close lo campus. Call Chris or Dave
253-7572

LOOKING Won 3-8E0ROOM in Pufflon

reward offered- Lisa 6-7979

SttBIG REWARD OFFERED lor 3
bedroom Puffton /kpl Lease 253-7927

LOOKING FOR Sbedroom Pufflon Apt.

Want lo sublet kx summer and take o^tm
Call Herb 548-8761

TAKE OVER LEASE June 1st 2 bedroom
apt in Cokyiial Vllage across from CfiWIQM
aeo^mo plus utiMiea on bus route 2500884.

!„
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Sortino wins 200th
Softball sweeps
Eagles, 5-1, 5-0
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Softball team, in

disposing of Boston College in both halves of a

doubleheader. 5-1 and 5-0, presented coach Elaine Sortino

with the 200th win of her seven-year career yesterday at

a chilly Totman Field.

And while it is a nice milestone to achieve, Sortino and

her team won't have much time to savor it, having to get

back to work immediately with four more games in the

next three days, including a doubleheader this afternoon

against Vermont at Totman. Game time today has been

changed to 1 p.m.

With a mix of good execution and fine pitching perfor-

mances from starters Lisa Rever and Traci Kennedy, and

reliever Lori Salvia, the Minutewomen had B.C.'s number

all afternoon.

"We did a couple of nice things. We stole and executed

the hit and run well, and made a couple of good place hits

past the defense," Sortino said. "We've been looking for

better execution, and we got it today."

Rever started the first game and held the Eagles

scoreless on four hits, before being relieved by Salvia to

start the sixth. The Eagles managed just an unearned run

off Salvia in the sixth for their day's supply of offense.

UMass got a pair of runs in the second. With one out,

Martha Jamieson and Chris Ciepela singled. Emily

Bietsch bunted both runners over, and Barbara Meehan
singled past third, scoring Jamieson. Ciepela scored on

the back end of a double steal.

The Minutewomen got their remaining three runs in

the fourth off of Eagle starter Kelly Davenport. With

Jamieson on second and one out, Ciepela hit a grounder

to second baseman Agnes Veloria, who tried to nail

Jamieson headed for third. The throw got away, and

Jamieson scored to make it 3-0, with Ciepela going to

second.

After a fielder's choice, Bietsch scored on a drive to the

left field fence by Meehan. Meehan also scored when the

return throw went out of play, making it 5-0.

continued on page 18

Collegian photo by Byrne Ouarnotta

UMass Softball coach Elaine Sortino guided her

team to victory for the 200th time yesterday as the

Minutewomen swept Boston College, 5-1, 5-0 at

Totman Field.

Gazelles extend streak to

three; defeat Brown, 10-6

Minutemen nip
Springfield, 5-4

Team looks ahead to this

weekend's Rutgers series

By JIM HICKEY
Collegian Correspondent

SPRINGFIELD - Utilizing a game-saving throw from

lea fielder Darrin O'Connor in the bottom of the eighth

inning and a timely RBI single from Jay Zerner in the

top of ninth, the University of Massachusetts baseball

team erased a 4-4 deadlock and went on to defeat the

Chiefs of Springfield College 54 yesterday at Berry-Allen

With the win the Minutemen improved to 13-7 on the

year while remaining unbeaten in Atlantic 10 play at

4-0. Springfield fell to 10-8 with the loss.

Coach Dick Bergquist said he felt the win was an im-

portant one to get since the Minutemen will be facing

Atlantic 10 foe Rutgers University this weekend in a

twinbill series at Earl Lordan Field.

"I thought the game was extremely close although not

extremely well-played," said Bergquist. 'But I was glad

to get the win with the Rutgers series coming up."

The game started out with a quick 2-0 lead for the

Chiefs, with catcher David Nassau clouting a two-run

shot well over the 365-foot mark after centerfielder Rob

Macaluso reached on an error in the bottom of the first.

Springfield added to its lead when designated hitter

Mike Conroy scored on Kevin Ericson's RBI double to

right-center field, extending the lead to 3-0.

Massachusetts finally got on the board in the top of

the third inning when Zerner reached on an infield

single, stole second and came across the plate on Gary

DiSarcina's three-base error.

In the fourth inning, the Minutemen countered with

their own version of the long ball as Drew Comeau took

loser Paul Ciaglo deep to lefl-center field with a solo shot

that cut the Springfield lead 3-2.

But the pesky Chiefs added another run in the bottom

of the fourth when Kevin Ericson singled, stole second

and scored on Dennis Hajjar's RBI double to left field.

continued on page 18

By LINDA DELIVORIAS
Collegian Staff

The seventh-ranked University of

Massachusetts women's lacrosse team

should be eligible for an honorary doctorate

from the Ivy League institution of its

choice.

The Gazelles disposed of Brown Univer

sity, 10-6, yesterday at Providence. RI, com-

pleting their three-games-in-four-days

sweep of a trio of formidable lax opponents.

UMass knocked off Yale, 11-6, on Patriots

Day, and upset Dartmouth, 14-10, Tuesday.

"It wasn't pretty. We took Brown for

granted and didn't play with a lot of inten

sity," UMass coach Pam Hixon said. "The
defense played well, especially Pam Stone

and Posy Seifert. We got them to make a

lot of turnovers."

UMass, 7-4, was in the driver's seat the

entire game. Karen Ravn (four goals) and

Lisa Griswold (three) co-piloted the offense

with hat tricks, while Stone registered nine

saves in the cage.

The Bruins, 4-5. were unable to utilize

the scoring skills of Lauren Becker, as the

Gazelles' tight zone defense held the senior

co-captain, who had been averaging close

to five points per game, to a paltry two

tallies. ,. , „ ,econtinued on page 18

Track teams head
to Fitchburg, Penn
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts women's track team

has some improvements to make before it can seriously

think about running around the track competitively with

the likes of Boston University and UMass-Boston, but

this could be the weekend to do it. The men sent three

of their top athletes to the Penn Relays yesterday

morning.
According to coach Kalekeni Banda the Minutewomen

have not been running well lately. That and the fact that

Kayla Morrison, who is a vital part of the relay teams,

has been nursing an injury, has not lead to the success

that coach Banda was hoping for before the season

started.

"Right now we are lucky if we finish in the top ten

teams in New England. It will be tough to duplicate our

indoor performance. I was hoping to do as well outdoors

but things are not falling into place," Banda said.

The Minutewomen will be at the Fitchburg Invita-

tional at 11 a.m. Sunday. This meet will feature teams

from all over New England. Banda thinks it will give

a good indication of where the team stands.

The Minutewomen will be looking to qualify as many

athletes for the New England meet as they can. In the

long jump Melissa Golembwski and Mary Ann Mclver

will be setting their sights on a qualifying leap into the

New Englands. continued on page 18

CoUfKiun photo by Byrne Guarnotta

Sue Murphy, the leading scorer for the UMass women's lacrosse team,

scored one goal and dished out one assist, as the Gazelles topped Brown,

10-6, yesterday at Providence, RI.

Men's lacrosse to battle with Army
Gorillas try for 7th straight
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's lacrosse team

has been putting the pieces of their disassembled

schedule together one victory at a time.

After having games against ranked opponents Cornell

and Brown postponed (Brown has since been reschedul-

ed for Apr. 28), the unbeaten, fifth-ranked Gorillas have

reeled off their first six games, all on the road, in cavalier

fashion, disposing each opponent by turning up the level

of play one notch at a time.

After knocking off Yale, 16-8, last Saturday in New
Haven, Conn., head coach Dick Garber said the next two

weeks would be the key to the Gorillas' season. The team

got off to a good start, knocking off 12th-ranKed Harvard,

9-3, on Wednesday, and now it eagerly awaits tomorrow's

7 p.m. road clash at 15th-ranked Army at West Point.

N.Y.
"We came through the first tough one in good shape,"

Garber said. "Army will be another good tough test."

No doubt, the game will be a test for the 6-0 Gorillas.

The 6-4 Cadets are a big time team with a big time

schedule and reputation to match. Playing a schedule

that reads like a masochist's fantasy, the Cadets have

beaten St. John's (8-4), Cortland St. (15-3), San Diego St.

(13-5), Yale (11-10). Rutgers (11 8) and Uth-ranked

Brown (10-9 in four overtimes).

Sandwiched in between the wins have been losses to

a few satisfactory teams in second-ranked Cornell (13-11),

third-ranked Navy (10-9 in OT), fourth-ranked Syracuse

(12-4), and sixth-ranked Johns Hopkins (11-9).

"We're kind of a blue collar team," Army head coach

Jack Emmer said. "The fact that we've played good peo-

ple helps us for this game. We've played close to the best,

damn close. We can compete with anybody."

Last year, the Cadets rolled into Amherst and emerg-

ed from the Hill with a dramatic, 8-7 OT win over the

Gorillas, handing UMass its second loss of the season.

UMass managed to fall to Army the year before that.

The series is definitely on a tilt, and some of the Gorillas

said yesterday that it's about time it balances out.

"It's payback. We haven't beaten these guys in a

while," junior defenseman Glenn Stephens said.

"It's the biggest game up to this point," senior mid-

fielder Doug Musco said. "If you can't get up for this

game then you can't get up for anything."

Army has always proven to be a thorn in the Gorillas'

side. Last year. All-American defensemen Dan Williams,

listed at 6-3. and Tom Hickman slowed the game down
and kept the UMass offense off stride. This year should

be much of the same, but senior midfielder Neal Cunn-
ingham, a Gorilla co-captain, doesn't see the same result

as last year. The Gorillas have too much firepower.

"I think it's definitely that we've got more people this

year who can do it (score goals). Scotty (freshman Scott

Hiller) and some others can score," he said. "If midfield
continued on page 18
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NO STOPPING THEM - 150.000 protesters rally in Washington Saturday against the CIA.

More rally photos on page 12.

CIA protesters plan arrest
By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

WASHINGTON— About 60 students and community

activists from Western Massachusetts are planning to

get arrested this morning when they join 600 other pro-

testors who will block the entrance to the CIA head-

quarters in Langley, Va.

The Western Mass. contingent of the demonstration

will contain some of the same people involved with the

"Put the CIA on trial" project including Amy Carter,

Abby Hoffman, and former defense department con-

sulant Daniel Ellsberg.

Organizers say the CIA had learned about the

demonstration and ordered its employees to come to work

at 7 a.m. two hours earlier than normal. The

demonstrators say that will not stop them because they

plan to be waiting for the employees at the building's

two entrances by 6 a.m.

"We want to close down the CIA. at least for a while,"

said organizer Brian Adams. 'We want to show them

that we don't approve of what they're doing."

A CIA spokesman declined to comment on the possi-

ble effects of ihe demonstration and would not answer

questions about whether the agency had ordered its

employees to arrive for work any earlier than usual.

The blockade of the CIA headquarters ends a weekend

of demonstrations against U.S. government policies in

Central America and South Africa.

150,000 attend demonstration.

Constant drizzle and bone chilling temperatures did

not stop more than 150,000 people who marched from

the White House to the Capital Building.

Groups from all over the world took part in the march

including more than 1,000 people from the Western

Massachusetts area. Each of the five colleges was
continued <>n pafif ^
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Cameron speaks nonsense. By
Jennifer Dempsey. Page 6.

Gorillas fall IMO in double
overtime. Page 16.
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Gay community
apprehensive
over likely

Cameron visit
B> PEDRO M. PEREIRA
('dllegian Staff

Ant i gay activist Paul Cameron's possible visit to cam-

pus next month ha.s caused fear among the gay, lesbian

and bisexual cnnimunily at the Universitv fif

M,is>,icIuiS(_'tt>.

Cuntinn, wild was expclli-d tVom the American

Psychological .Assih iation in 1984 and censured bv the

.\e!)raska J^^x (holdKical Association for alleuedly

violating ethic,.! ' ndes. said that "hnmn.'.iexuality is umse
than murder" u iien he visited the rniveisit\ one vear

Members of th«' gay comiii!iiut\ -ay hi- i el urn on May
«S will intensi(> hoinuphdhir tee|int,'> that will leail in

haras>ment ami a-saults on L:a\' iiei-.m- .\\\vv his > i-it

la<t sprinj.;, L;a\- ci>nimunit\ ni, nilicr- -av they \«.r. L <\-

I as.^ed more nt'len

"He'> cau-m^ iidt only nh iM>v- '' --•'- •' i

jor pam, ' said .Alec McLi;.

Bisexual and Ciay Alli. in. ( ,i..,>Mi,ni!

coming.

"

L.tst week, ihi^ ii'ai- propij'i' .i . iie ( e;,; i
,

•;. i. i.i

oi ( iovernoi'-. to ()a-'S a le^dut mmi condemtung t/aiminn --

\ i-.it- The hccu'd allocates -jiac .uul fund- to s(i|(i. iii

groups I, the Campus ('eiit( r and llu- Student I'nion

Cillien .Stair, executive direitoi ot the ^;roup that tuts

in\ ited Cameron to campu.s. Students For America, told

the board, "Dr. Cameron's speech is considered so bad and

so without value and so maligning that members of the

gay community can't tolerate it." But, because Cameron

has the constitutional right to express his viewpoints, he

should be alldw<'d to speak here, he .said.

Stan- said he has challenged the gay comunity to find

someone who will debate with him. "Whenever you have

a clash of two opposing ideas, it's the best way that those

ideas become highlighted," he said.

LBGA Co-President Dasha Baker said the gay communi-

ty has not decided on whether to find someone to debate

with Cameron. Baker added that the community is still

unsure of whether to protest his visit or just ignore it.

If the SFA wants to present an opposing viewpoint to

homosexuality, it can do so in more reasonable ways,

rather than inviting Cameron, Baker said.

Cameron, a psychologist and chairman of the Institute

for the Scientific Investigation of Sexuality, called for the

castration of homosexuals when he spoke here last spring.

He was greeted by about 300 people, many of whom pro-

tested him loudly and some even threw eggs at him.

Student Activities Office refuses to collaborate

with SFA
LBGA Co-President Todd Warren said, "I feel very

iDiiliiuit'd on pa^e 9

Smyth headlines concert: officials said one of best
By RICK SANTOS
Collegian Staff

About 5.000 people gathered under the intense sun to

dance, drink, and sing-along with four bands yesterday

at the first of the Spring concerts, outside Worcester Din-

ning Commons.
Patty Smyth, the headline act, said between songs,

"I'm sorry the sun is in your eyes. I'd rather be in your

eyes than the sun, you know what I mean."

When she asked if anyone in the crowd was from New

York, boos were mostly heard. But when she asked if

anyone was from Massachusetts, the crowd cheered.

Two interruptions during the concert did not seem to

inhibit Smyth or the band from performing well.

The first problem was that band member Bob Pelander

was beaned by a plastic disc which first careened off the

stage lights before hitting his chest.

The second mishap was when a woman got on the stage

between songs. Smvth said the woman wanted to sing

with her and promised to bring the woman back on stage

later. This promise was not kept.

The first incident was part of the larger problem ol

reckless disc launching throughout the concert. For-

tunatelv, the Emergency Medical Technicians had to

handle 'onlv two miuries and neither were caused by

discs, according to Bruce Press, the concert coordinator.

pholo by Mih* M<Mri«in-y

IRE^EEEEE - The Meditations swept all of the reggae lovers off their feet at the East Side

Concert yesterday.
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Presidential candidate Gephardt warily takes stand
X ^^•^^^^**'**** ^*^

u ,^ • ^^, I -w.. knew tn.miy7»>andfn.ml9H.} that unkmnMM an

DESMoIM:^. l-NSi Al' I), iiM. i.itu- |iri'-iil'-!itial

candidate HKh.ud tnphardt iia.- jmned Muscat iiu.^ett-

Gox . Micha.-l Dukaki> m callmt,' fnr tougher efToi-ts tucm

l.a! thi- d.adly dist-asu AIDS
Gephurdl. the Missouri congiessnian who was the IiiJ^t

candidate to nfnciallv join the Democratic presidential

field, and Dukakis, who !> expected m join thi> svcek.

stumped m ccnfral Iowa Saturday and cro^-fd patli- at

a Democratic health forum.

Gephardt, who aUo i- working to deflect criticism that

h,-- too doselv allied with lahor intere>t>. >aid m an in-

Itfi-view that it> unlikely labor will pick among the

Democrat K field.

•I don't think lhere< going to he an endorsement, say.

of organized labor, to lake one gioup. in 1988,"' Gephardt

>aid. i don't think any of us are going to get the two-

thirds vote of that group to be president."

At the health forum, Dukakis said American schools

must begin earlier teaching about health risks like AIDS,

or acquired immune deficiency syndrome, along with drug

and alcohol abuse. „

"It has to begin in the early elementary gi-ades.

Dukakis said. "Ifs too late when you get to high school.

We've got to bring that message to our kids very, very

earFv."

There is an i-pidemic coming al the United States, ami

it V called AIDS." Gephaidt .said. "It is an epidemic. let's

make no mistakes

••Million> ol Amencaii.- will die if wo don't find an

answer," tiephardt -aid

Earlier. Gephardt woi kod to avoid a --pocial mt.ie-t

charge that plagued VSM nomiiur \V..tt.r .Mondal.-

"1 say the .same thing in Iowa that I say everyw hen- m
the country." Gephardt said. "I talk about the goals that

I think this country needs to achieve in the next 10 and

20 years.

"There are individuals and groups who like those goals,

whobeliev, that i> what ue need to dn '

( ..-phardtsaid.

"But I don t >av anything tn an> group that I don t say

to every othei' group."

Gephardt made his comments during a taping of Iowa

Public Television's "Iowa Press" program, which aired

yesterday.

Gephardt is seeking legislation to be debated in Con-

gress next week that would provide for sanctions again.st

countries that invoke unfair trading practices against the

United States, and critics have labeled that protectionist.

"I am a candidate who is running to try to be president

of all the people of this country." Gephardt said.

Wi' know from lyTU and from I9H} that unknown ran

,li<l;,l,- !iko .linuny Cartoi and ( iarv Hart g<>t into ihr i ,„ ,•

in loua ,uhI hecame inai-M- lartors in the race." GephaKit

\mongtlie Deniociatic ti.-ld (iephardt .and Hart have

luid sonreof thr .sharpest exchanges, hut (.ephardt s.iid

tiie battle 1-^ unlikelv to become rancorous.

"We're going to have good debate^ on tlie i-^sues."

(i.phatdt suid i plan to come to as many debates as are

held. W.-re going to talk about our views and our visions.

"We're going to talk about our differences," Gephardt

said 1 have diHei eiico. with G;u-y Hart on trade. I think

his views are much more like the Reagan administration.

I have a very tough view of what we need to do on trade.

"That's a legitimate difference between us." Gephardt

said. "I think we're going to have good issue debates, we're

not going to be attacking one another personally."

Throughout his earlv presidential soundings. Dukakis

has .stressed his record as governor of Mas.sachusetts. and

said that during that tenure "health cai-e has been one

of my abiding interests."

He called for "comprehensive health education" aimed

at teaching youngsters about a wide variety of health

topics, including substance abuse and AIDS.

TOP of the
CAMPUS Restaurant

FINE DINING
FRIENDLY SERVICE
SPECTACULAR VIEW

OPEN DURING ACADEMIC YEAR

Lunch: Monday-Friday 11:30 am-2:00 pm

Dinner: Tuesday-Saturday 5:00 pm-9:30 pm

Call 549-6000 ext 639

tor Reservations Validated Parking

nth FLOOR CAMPUS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

AT AMHERST 1:

1DOVE
-^ Secretarial Services

Fast, Accurate Typing

of

• Resumes
• Term Papers
• Dissertations

79 South Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass 01002

256-1335

253-7480

STRESS and Diabetes

WHAT: A Workshop and Discussion: Working Twice

as Hard: Managing Stress and Your Diabetes

WHEN: May 6. 1987 7-9 p.m.

WHERE: Campus Center, Room 917

] WHO: Persons with diabetes, their

guests, concerned friends, and

a few health professionals

WHY: Learn techniques, share

information, experiences, and
concerns

HOPE TO SEE YOU THERE.

Haahh SmiMcsA. Unumi^ o| trUmaehuathi at 4mh«ut

ccOUR PEOPLE MAKE THE DIFFERENCE"
See for yourself, come visit us at the Campus Center

REGISTER FOR SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

DATE: Monday April, 27, 1987

TIME: 9:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.

PLACE: CAMPUS CENTER, ROOM 903

f%

&

I

DATE: Tuesday April 28, 1987

TIME: 9:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.

PLACE: CAMPUS CENTER CONCOURSE

THE SULLIVAN AND COGLIANO
COMPANIES TEMPORARIES, INC.

OFFICE SUPPORT
(Permanent Placement)

TECHNICAL TEMPORARIES, INC.

TECHNICAL PERMANENT PLACEMENT, INC.

FINANCIAL PLACEMENT
(Temporary and Permanent)

With over 20 years of comprehensive personnel placement experience, you'll

find SULLIVAN AND COGLIANO reliable and responsive.

971 Concord Street

(Old Path Village)

Framingham, MA
(617) 872-1237

26 Fox Road
Waltham, MA
(617) 890-7890

196 Bear Hill Road
Waltham, MA
(617) 890-7890

2 Oliver Street

Boston, MA
(617) 423-0442

223 Middlesex Turnpike

Burlington, MA
(617) 273-2144

420 Washington St, Suite 204

Braintree, MA
(617), 849-2000
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phnlo by Mike Morrtsnev

IS SHE A SMYTHIE?- Patty Smyth gives an energetic performance

to 5,000 at the kick-off performance of the spring concert series

yesterday outside Worcester Dining Commons.

Stops start spring series;

Smyth ends six-hour concert
Bv THOMAS H. GAGNON
Collegian Staff

About 5000 people danced, clapped, and

enjoyed the sun, in the first of the Spring

concert series yesterday outside

Worcester Dining Commons where there

was enough musical variety to please

almost everyone.

The Stops opened the concert after win-

ning the Battle of the Bands earlier in the

semester. There were not many people

there for the opening band.

The reaction of the few who were, was

positive.

"For a school band, they're really good,"

said Ben Cheatham, a student working

for the concert security. He described

their music as "sort of dancing-type

music." Others echoed Cheatman's opi-

nion that as a local band, they were quite

good.

The Meditations, Special EFX, were

next warming the stage for headline act

Patty Smyth, who wrapped up the final

hour of the six-hour concert.

The Meditations, a reggae band, follow-

ed. One student from the Car ibean said

he like the Meditations because the reg-

gae music made him feel at home.

Robert O'Leary said he usually prefers

pop music but."! really enjoyed the reg-

gae performed by the Meditations."

Reactions to Special EFX were mixed,

Mike Acker said he thought that Special

EFX was a good lead to Patty Smyth.

"Sounds professional." he said. "Everyone

else likes Patty Smyth but I like this a

lot."

Cathy Caldwell said she did not like

Special EFX as much as the reggae. "The

reggae was good, but after that we heard

the same tunes for the last two hours,"

she said.

Most people weren't paying too much at-

tention to the bands, but preferred drink

ing, suntanning, or playing hackeysack.

But when Patty Smyth appeared, this

laid-back mood changed to one of excite-

ment. People who had been lying down
stood up to watch, dance, clap, and shout.

Some people got up on other people's

shoulders in order to see. People raised

their arms in the air in imitation of

Smyth, who was very energetic.

Backed up by drums and two Kramer
guitars,Smyth sang, among others, Beat

of the Heart. The Warriors, Goodbye to

You, and Some Kind of Hero. For an en-

core, Smyth sang the Led Zeppelin song

A Lotta Love.

Although the grass was covered with

beer cans after the concert, the crowd, ac-

cording to security, behaved with modera-

tion and there were no problems.

Decrease in professional field marked

Rise in liberal arts
By BOB KIEVRA
Special to the Collegian

Despite statistics that show no marked

increase in the field's enrollment, faculty,

administrators, and staff at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts agree that student in-

terest for liberal arts courses is steadily

increasing.

Timm Rinehart, director of

undorgi'aduate admissions, said he hasn't

noticed any marked increase in liberal arts

enrollment, but that he does believe there

has been an enrollment slowdown in the

pre-professional fields.

"Our engineering program has started to

"Liberal arts enables us to educate

ourselves — to be learners, seekers of the

truth. It gives us a sense of history,

heritage, and perspective. Furnishing the

mind and equipping it for a lifetime of

change is the most important aspect of a

college education." he said.

Professor George W. Spiro, Acting Dean

of the School of Management, said that

business programs have started to realize

the importance of liberal arts.

"We've begun to liberalize technical ma-

F
Y
I

Bentles Thomas Elliot, speechwriter for Jack Kemp, will speak at 8

p m tomorrow in the Student Union Ballroom. Elliot was the former

chief speechwriter for President Reagan and director of the White House

Speechwriting Office. He has written over 600 speeches for the presi-

dent. The lecture is free and open to the public.

The Hampshire Mall and Cooley Dickenson Hospital is forming a Mall

Walkers Club to promote mall walking as a form of physical fitness.

In addition to regular mall hours, the mall will be open for walkers

between the hours of 8 a.m. and 10 a.m.. Mondays through Saturdays

and 10 a.m. to 12 p.m. on Sundays. A kickoff meeting will be held at

9 a.m. Wednesday, April 29 at Cafe Square.
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College of Arts and Sciences Applications

College of Arts and Sciences Enrollment

Enrollment is kept to 4,000 freshmen a year.

level off, with about 2,000 applications

every year for our 500 openings," he said.

"It's not possible, from my point of view,

either statistically or anecdotally, to say for

certain, whether liberal arts is back." But

Rinehart did say that certain courses

within liberal arts are doing quite well.

"Communications, economics,

psychology, and history courses are in

great demand," he said. But the lack of a

pronounced increase in enrollment for

liberal arts courses at UMass may be due

to the particular nature of the

undergraduate population, Rinehart said.

"We aren't the Ivy League." he said.

"More than 40 percent of our

undergi-aduates are first-generation college

students, meaning they're the first ones

within their families to go on to higher

education."

In general, Rinehart believes that these

students tend to choose careers in the pro-

fessional fields more so than students who

come from families with college

backgrounds. "They're here as the first

family representative launching a career,"

he said.

A slowdown in growth within the profes-

sional majors is beginning, he said "but I'm

not yet convinced that these students are

shifting into the liberal arts, or are just tak-

ing some courses outside of their normal

routine."

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey said the in-

crease for liberal arts may stem from a new

message that universities are sending to

their undergraduates.

"Nationwide, colleges are telling

students that education, not training, is the

most important element of a college

degree." Duffey said.

"Students should realize that in life,

you're not penalized if you know how to

read and write." he said.

The business world is beginning to

understand the value of an undergraduate

education, he said.

The chancellor described the trend as a

reaction to economic conditions.

"In the late seventies and early eighties,

when the economy tightened up, people

looked for jobs that would earn a lot of

money. Now because the economy has

loosened up and everyone's a little more

relaxed, the pendulum is swinging back,
"'

Duffey said.

With a liberal arts background, you open

a variety of doors for yoiu-self," he said.

"You get an education for life and learn-

ing, not just for getting a job
"

The ability to make decisions is a skill

that can't be overemphasized, the

chancellor said.

jors such as accounting." he said. "In my
opinion, critical thinking and reasoning

skills are just as important to our majors

as knowing double-entry accounting

techniques."

Spiro said universities have a respon-

sibility to prepare people for the world they

face, not just for their first job, but for life-

long learning.

"We have our business majors spend

their first two years taking mostly courses

in arts and sciences." he said. "We think

it's important that they learn these critical

thinking and reasoning skills, as they will

need them for the rest of their lives."

Joan Stoia is director of the University's

Office for Cooperative Education, a pro-

gram offering students the chance to work

in jobs relating to their majors for periods

ranging between three to six months. She

believes the greater interest in liberal arts

is a result of two separate trends.

"The first is that companies are looking

for students with problem-solving,

analytical, and reasoning skills, people who
have been missing from the job market for

several years," she said.

The other theory, she said, is that the de-

mand for technically trained students has

exceeded the supply, causing companies to

seek out liberal arts students to make up

the difference.

"This may mean that as soon as the de-

mand goes down, so might the interest in

the liberal arts," Stoia said.

In some instances, Stoia said, companies

are discovering that they don't need as

many technically trained majors as they

thought.

"Companies are discovering that they

may not need a computer scientist to pro-

gram software. Sometimes an English ma-

jor, with a little training, can do the work

just as well, " she said.

Liberal arts majors possess the ability to

write, communicate, study large groups of

people, and analyze how organizations

function, she said.

"I personally recommend that liberal arts

majors look for employment with non-profit

organizations and small, startup com-

panies when seeking a first job," Stoia said.

"In either of these two areas, you'll be

forced to solve a plethora of problems dai-

ly. With these jobs, you'll learn how to do

personnel, marketing, purchasing, and

other aspects of a business. You just won't

be some small niche in a corporate hierar-

chy, but you'll be learning skills that will

put you ahead of others when conducting

your next job search," she said.
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Blue Wall
CoSSee ifouse

Offering a selection of gourmet coffee, pastry

and ice cream

(^ool ofF at the
COFFEE HOU6E

Iced Tea Ice Cream

Iced Coffee

i:^;#*

Mon-Thurs: 11 30 am-12:00 mid

Friday: 11:30 am- 6 00 pm
Saturday: Closed - but watch

for special events

Sunday: 3:00 pm-12:00 mid

Located on the Concourse Level

of tfie Campus Center.

MONDAY- 4/27

TUESDAY -4/28

DOG ACT
WEDNESDA Y - 4/29

EDGEMERE

GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION

»^

N«t.rc^-'
«^9 0f

it concert
continued from pugt 1

After the incidents, Smyth commented
on the tight security inquiring, "Don't

you feel secure?"

After the concert. Smyth told Press she

felt this was the best show of the last five

the band has done, and also this show had

best crowd.

Officials were in aggreement with

Smyth about the concert. Press said that

Randy Donant, director of student ac

tivities, and L in y Benedict, an assistant

vice chancellor, attended. Benedict told

Press it was one of the best shows he has

seen at the University.

Sgt. Ominsky of the University Police

Department said he had only good things

to say about the concert, but there was

one arrest made before the show and had
nothing to do with the show.

Press said. "I couldn't have done it

without all the help I've gotten." He said

he wanted to thank the Northeast. Or
chard Hill, Central, Sylvan, and Greek

area governments and the Student

Government .Association.

L
k.

UMass celebrates Earthdav
By ANN BRHTON
Collegian Staff

If you find yowself in the vicinity of the

Student Union Building on Wednt-sdav.

ynu may want to check nut Karthday "87

Friini 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.. people will

^'ather to celebrate "a day nt cccilogical

and environmental awart'iu's>. said An
dy Oxman, a .senior HHTA major and an

organizer of the event.

Events planned include speeches,

shows, canoeing, kite flying, juggling and

live music.

"There will be tables set up along the

path on either side," Oxman said.

"Beyond that will bf the art show that

will covL-r a lot of the lawn ht'tueen the

tables and the F'lne Arts ('enter"

Entertainment will include live acou.stic

acts throughout the day and a full scale

puppet show at noon. The Outing Club

will have canoes on the Campus Pond,

and metiibers of the Parachute Club may
drop in for a while.

This IS the first year the Outing Club
IS sponsoring the event, and students will

be able to take the canoes Ibr a spin free

of charge.

Karthday "used to he a big, big event

hfio." Oxman said. "In the last couple of

yi.ii-- It hasn't Ixtii thai ^;i'cat,"

Tom Hutcheson, coordinatcr of Earth

day '87, said he wants the evr-nt to he a

celebration rather than educational, and
hopes students and local community
members participate.

Groups that havt- signed up to par

ticipate include UMa,ss Recycling, the Hit

chcock Center, the Center for Popular

Economics, Leisure Studies, the

Peacemakers. MassPIRG, Clean Water
Action, Green Party, Bahai, the We.stern

Massachu.setts Food Bank, P'ood for

Thought, (jreenpeace and Organic
.\guiculture.

Semester Study

IN SPAIN
at the University of Alicante

With only one semester in Spanish, you can:

Study Spanish language, history and culture

at one of Spain's newest universities.

Learn about Spanish society firsthand.

Live in a Spanish home.

Participate In a two-day orientation in Madrid

and excursion? to Granada and Seville.

Explore the scenic and historic treasures

of the Costa Blanca.

For information and an application, contact the Office of

International Programs on campus, or the Academic Programs

Department, Council on International Educational Exchange,

205 East 42nd St., New York, N.Y. 10017, (212) 661-1414.

The Language & Area Studies Program at the University of

Alicante is administered by the Council on International

Educational Exchange and sponsored by the Cooperative Study

Centers consortium of which the University of Massachusetts

IS a member

RENT FROM HERTZ PENSKE.

AND BE A ROAD SCHOLAR.

HertzNeighborhood Agent: Mark's Motor's
222 King St & Rt 5

Northampton 01060 • 586-8391

PRESENT THIS AD FOR A 10% DISCOUNT

30 Fuller Road, Chlcopee, MA 01020 • 549-5186

Not oil trucks ovoiloblc ot all locotioos All locol ond onewoy rentali subiect to H»fti Penske jtondord rental

quolificotiont (£' Herti Penske Truck leasing, Inc 1985

'
IH I I I II'IHITOIili l llTI riTMTt

'

'

'

'
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THE DISTINGUISHED VISITORS

PROGRAM
IS PROUD TO PRESENT

BEN
LLIOT

Former Speechwriter for

President Reagan
And present speechwriter for

Jack Kemp

SPEAKING ON

"The Power
of Communication

ft

TUESDAY, APRIL 28
7:30 PM

STUDENT UNION BALLROOM J

LOOKING TO EARN SOME MONEY?

LOOKING FOR RESUME EXPERIENCE?

WANT TO WORK WITH A DEDICATED,

FUN GROUP OF PEOPLE?
YES!

Then You Want To Become A

BUS DRIVER
With The

UMASS TRANSIT SERVICE
Being a driver for UMTS is both a fun, part-time job, while also

being a professional, responsible one.

Our Drivers:

• Are all UMass students just like you.

• Enjoy the job they are doing and the people they work with.

• Carry over 24,000 passengers and cover over 4,400 miles daily.

• Starting pay $4.60 an hour - Flexible hours.

We are now accepting applications for our summer training program

• You only need to be around for a few weeks this summer to complete the training,

• Training can be scheduled around classes.

• This is a paid training program.

COME TO AN
INFORMATION/APPLICATIONS MEETING

Tuesday 4/28, 7 p.m. • Rm. 917 Campus Center

For more info, call 545-0056. An AA/EO employer
You Must:

• Have at least 2 semesters left at UMass. • Have a good driving record.

• Be at least 18 yrs. old.
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Why ban
without input?

Yet another cause for activists on campus to fight for

- the sale of tobacco products in University stores. li

the students of UMass get one more thing to pt'otest

about it may be the straw that broke the Camel s back

Karl Rookey

"I Cameron, O Cameron, where art thou logic?

Tn the present atmosphere of student tension, which

has arisen as a response to the CIA being allowed to

recruit on campus, the Student Activities Ofllce lookmg

to place their business manager on the Budgets Com-

mittee, and the Board of Trustees taking the right of the

Legal Services Office to sue the University of

Massachusetts on behalf of the students, what could have

possessed the Faculty Senate to ban the sale of cigaret

tes without approaching the students for input?

Members who knew themselves too old to quit might

have felt they were offering the younger generation the

chance to get rid of an unwanted habit while their young,

wholesome bodies could still be saved from a slow death

bv cancer.

Or perhaps they feared the use ofcommon sense (such

as consulting students i might produce large amounts of

smoke, as seldom-used gears (in Whitmorei began to

grind, proving to be a giealer pollutant than all the

cigarettes that would not be smoked in the first year of

the ban.

It's hard to say what thoughts might have gindfd them

to act as they did. but the last is mo.^t likely the case

Thev probably thought the students would not consider

theproposalof removing tobacco products trom the

shelves seriously, but in by-passing all student input they

made a verv unfortunate mistake.

They should have knovm from past experience that try-

ing to pass unnoticed is one of the best ways to arouse

the student body's fear of losing empowerment.

This was another "slip it under the door, behind their

back" policy, and although the proposal itself may not

prove damaging to anything other than a cigarette's self-

image, It's hard to think many students on campus would

agree with it.

The principle behind the action is a noble one: they

feel guilty about promoting cancer and making money

at the same time, but even the noblest efforts can be ruin-

ed by lack of foresight.

Not consulting the students was a bad move, and

removing tobacco products from campus may be as well,

but students owe it to themselves to look at the issue

from both sides and deal with it in a rational way. This

IS our chance to show that we can be dealt with, without

being reactionary.

Karl Rookey is a Collegian staff member

The University of Massachusetts should not be bothered

bv Paul Cameron. . ,

I just finished watching a video tape of last spring s

speech bv the anti-gay psychologist, I heard all the

ridiculous sophistry from this guy. I saw the bantering

and egg-throwing. I too hated what he was saying. Not

only because it strictly expounds hatred, but because of

the complete illegitimacy of his arguments.

Jennifer Dempsey
Nothing new was said. Cameron did not present any

legitimate arguments or shed any new light on homosex-

uality. He should not be considered the frightening, power-

ful man people make him out to be.

The man is harmless, unless we allow him otherwise.

Haul Cameron is laughable //we choose to see him that

way. And if we .scrutinize his history and actions, we can.

Cameron has been disclaimed by various psychology

associations for misrepresentation of their theories. He

rarelv answers a question. He speaks with no valid

statistics or facts. He talks in circles with pure rhetoric.

He is a tvpical demagogue, who has a dynamic presence,

who easily attracts people who ai-en't quite sure what he

.stands for.

And that is the frustrating part. Last spring this cam^

pus was actually taken by this nut. People allowed

themselves to be lowered by the enticements of his irate

statements. Students actually got caught up in his petty

prnpv in.i 1 and the result was harassment and violence.

That ~ • ..:'.ir.i— mu'. because that is excatly what he

wants The man is nnlv V>pv.. »,, ..maunnize.

People like him exist. Propaganda rhetoric-wielding

maniacs are present in all societies. Forbidding them from

speaking is not the solution. Banning potential di.sturb

ing factors from this campus is the easy way (»ut

By denying Cameron access to our campus, we are ad-

mitting to being intimidated by him. We are saying he

is a threat. Is he?

The only threatening element to Cameron are those who

are gullible enough to be swayed by his meaningless

rhetoric.
, . d .

It's a shame that we even have to deal with hini. But

if some students want to have him speak, then let's not

renege on the basic fundamental rights this country

stands for. Whv should we have to go to the hassle of rear-

ranging our civil rights legal system ior this idiot? Why

go to the trouble of taking the Students For America to

court to legalize a ban?

If we must, whv not let hiin speak but face him with

indiffeience? It appears that legally he has a right to be

here. But no one has a right to incite fear and haired at

this campus, or anywhere else. Why not let him have his

say to prove that he doesn't fcize us?

Besides, Cameron would thrive off and relish a ban by

a university with the prestige of UMass. He would be en-

couraged by our "surrender" to his assumed intimidating

power. We would he making more of a statement by not

permitting him to speak: A .statement saying that we can

not handle a Paul Cameron type at this university.

Paul Cameron should come to this campus: to prove he

means nothing.

Jennifer Dempsey is a Collegian staff member

T 0'f"t"P'l*Q
— ——

Over-anxious journalism misinforms
Nobody is perfect, and one

of the reasons we make
mistakes is to learn from

them. This past week the

Collegian fell into the old

trap of media sensa-

tionalism, and then did lit-

tle to correct itself. The faux

pas concerns a recent cam-

pus visitor.

On Wednesday. April 22

the Collegian ran a front

page article about the visit

of the Rev. Jesse Jackson to

the UMass campus for

Racial Awareness Day. The

headline read "Jackson

enters presidential race."

The article started off by

saying that the Jackson had

"announced his candidacy

for the Democratic nomina-

tion in the 1988 race." In no

way, shape, or form did

Jackson officially announce

his candidacy. In fact he

discussed at some length

about his recently-formed

explanatory committee and

that a decision whether or

nor to run was in the near

future. What is even more

baffiing is that the editorial

staff did not catch the error

until it was too late. In an

attempt to rectify the situa-

tion, a correction was
printed the next day. The

one problem is that the ad-

mission of fault was put in

a small box buried on page

3. Most likely, Jesse

Jackson will run for presi-

dent. It is unlikely that in-

direct endorsements such as

the one given by the Col-

legian will persuade him to.

Most people who know what

happened will just have to

write it off as poor jour-

nalism. Those who didn't

see the correction will re-

main misinformed.

Todd C. Lever
Sylvan

Editor's note: Reporter

Kathryn Kirby did not write

the headline or first

paragraph of the story. The

mistakes were made by a

night editor.
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EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

GEOGRAPHY
DATE: TUESDAY, APRIL 28, 1987

TIME: 8;00 PM

LOCATION: CAMPUS CENTER 174-76

SPONSORED BY:

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY
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Don't help Cameron's career

Conservative students with nothing constructive to add to

campus life are once again planning a negative, reactionary

event — the return of Paul Cameron to campus.

Cameron is the discredited and de-licensed pyschologist who

goes around the country encouraging people to hate homosex-

uals. He appeared at UMass last semester. A rash of assaults

against gay people was reported in his wake, and the student

who invited him to campus said he was disappointed because

Cameron didn't really address the issue he was invited to

discuss — a possible quarantine of AIDS victims.

Instead, Cameron, a smile on his face, suggested that les-

bians have holes drilled through the cartilage in their noses.

He suggested that gay men who are sure they're gay be

castrated. Then he left, leaving a lot of work for counselors

who had to help the people Cameron injured.

Now, a former president of the Republican Club, Gilbert

Stair, is pushing to bring Cameron back to campus. The ad-

ministration at first refused, but the threat of a lawsuit by

Stair, with the help of free counsel from the American Civil

Liberties Union, made them back down. So Cameron will be

here, it appears, May 6.

Stair's efforts to bring Cameron back are a model of nastiness

to which a member of the Klu Klux Klan could aspire. If Stair

and those who support him really wanted to make a statement

against homosexuality, they could simply do what conser-

vatives who are against so many other causes do — hold a ral-

ly or invite a sane speaker who doesn't enourage harrassment

and threats. They could even try to do the same kind of educa-

tion drive the anti-CIA people just conducted.

Those who saw Cameron's last speech know that Cameron

has nothing valuable to say. He is a crackpot who simply plays

on people's fear and ignorance, encouraging them to take out

their frustrations on an undeserving scapegoat. All Cameron s

appearance can do is spread misinformation, anger people and

cause emotional pain. Stair and his cohorts know that; they

don't care. Their bringing Cameron back is a continuation of

the politics of negativism and name-calling that Students for

America and the Conservative Alliance specialize in.

However, crackpots are not excluded from the protection of

the First Amendment. Cameron is a borderline case of who

should and should not be allowed to speak here; the same ad-

ministration that doesn't want to deal with even more bad

press in the form of a civil rights lawsuit on Cameron's behalf

is going to be awfully sorry if someone gets attacked as a result

of Cameron's virulent babbling. But allowing him to appear

is the right decision.

Let the ghouls go to the hate show. Decent members of the

University communitv who support the right of everyone to

live with dignity can attend an alternate event being plann-

ed by the gay community. It is a good idea which will minimize

the damage done by the hatemonger Cameron and the students

who help keep him in business.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the Col-

legian board of editors _^_
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Songs bring back memories
Thiit ,111' .i hit m( poople, mostly US

stiiatnis vMVL-s, vvlui ii'fl that a lot oltho

muMt we listen to is bad for us. Not ju.st

songs that contain sexual innuendo and

foul langua^,'e, but songs that might make
us think the wrong way, or lead us astray

from mainstream USA.

David R. Mark

Strange thing to try to set standards for.

Music is a part of our daily lives.

Whether one listens to Vivaldi or Van
Halen, certain sounds cause us to react.

Songs bring back memories of peace, or

love, or at other times hate or frustration.

Regardless, there are pieces of music, or

lyrics, which remain a part of our lives

forever.

There are three distinct periods in my life

that revolve around music. They are my
childhood, the first time I fell in love, and

my first days in college. For each, a song

brings back an image, a thought or a

memory.

When I was still in nursery school and

kindergarten, there were two thoughts —

two .song.'^. that will always be a part of me.

One was a cute little song called Little

Ducky Diiddlv. "Little Ducky Duddle. went

wading in a puddle. jHej went wading m
a puddle quite small. Said. 'Gee. it doesn't

matter, hnw nuR-h I splash and .splatter.

I m only a ducky alter all Quack, quack.'"

Then I would go "quack, quack." with my
nioiii, kiss her, and go to sleep, all the time

giggling.

Sometimes, when I'd have trouble going

t<i sleep, my mi.ni would sing me. Close to

Yuit. V.v the Canx-nters. "Why do stars fall

down tVom the sky. everytime you walk by

Just like me. thev long to he, close li> you
'

To this day. whenever 1 licar T/ox. /<. Ynu

on the radio, I U-t\ loucheil T'htic- alwavs

a part of me that wants to be that young

again, without responsibilities or troubles.

These .songs allow me to, for just a few

minutes, remember ho\^ ,->ecure I felt, and

how comfortable and loved I was

The next .set of thoughts revolve around

a completely opposite point of my life. In-

security was what my life was at fifteen.

I still lived in Illinois, but I knew that soon

1 would be moving to New Jersey.

A month before 1 moved, I fell in love

with a young woman in my biology class.

The song that I will always associate with

those last days in Illinois is Billy Joel's

She's Got A Way. It was the song in the

background on our only afternoon out.

"She's got a way about her. 1 don't know

what it is. But I know that I cant live

without her." It's still my favorite love

ballad, and whenever I think of love, or get

sentimental, I listen to this song.

(Sometimes it works the other way around.)

When I arrived at UMass, the first tape

I put on was the Eagles' Hotel California.

I was soon drawn away, though, by a

neighbor playing Pachebel's Canon in D.

I will always remember my first days in

college ciciily when I hear that piece of

nuisic Ihroughout my life, -ongs and

memories go together

Sonii't lines 1 hear lodaN s iiuimi .uhI ieel

nothing N<i part of nie is touched, and I

seldom recall those songs after tlicv ve left

the charts. Yet these songs I've merit inn

ed abovt' 1 can always sit down and listen

to. and remembi-r. I will always cativ thi-

music with me. and the memories lhe\

bring will ahv.ivs \-iv a part of my life

Dor 1(1 A' Murk is n Collegian lol urn nisi

Lawyers. 1; Doctors, 0: .\ ledeial court

has upiield a Mas.-achusetts law re(|uiring

doctors who trcit Mrduare patients to ac-

cept Medicare latus as their tota", fee (of

which the governmnet pays 80 percentl.

Many doctors now charge considerably

more, with the patient picking up the ex-

cess. The medical establishment complains

that the Massachusetts rule is an un-

justified government interference in the

private relationship between doctor and pa

tient. and the supposedly cost con.scious

Reagan administration agiees. This is the

essential Medicare reform, which should be

made national. . . . that Medicare is pick

ing up mo.st of the tab clearly enables doc

tors to charge more than they otherwise

would. But Medicare is supposed to benefit

patients, not doctors. . . .

-The New Republic, May 4, 1987

Jackson comment questioned; Duffey offers his view
Last Tuesday Jesse Jackson spoke on racism and other

related issues to a throng of students in the Fine Arts

Center. At the end of Jackson's address, Chancellor Duf-

fey informed the audience that Rev. Jackson would answer

four questions. Duffey moved nervously towards the

podium when I began to ask the fifth question.

I asked what sort of statement this campus should make

about the illegal activities of the CIA. After he had ex-

plained the necessity for college campuses to maintain

their intellectual and academic integrity. Rev. Jackson

declared " two places the CIA should not be are in Cen-

tral America and on this campus." The crowd applauded

while Chancellor Duffy covered his eyes, slouched in his

chair, and broke into a nervous laughter.

Upon returning to the Student Union. I met a Boston

Globe reporter who was doing a story on Jackson s talk.

He told me that immediately following the lecture,

Chancellor Duffev pulled him aside and told him that

Jackson's statements were not made in the context of

recruitment. If Jackson's statements were not made in the

context of recruitment, was thei-e a CIA presence on cam-

pus in some other capacity being referred to? Does

Chancellor Duffey know of some other CIA activity on this

campus? Was Duffey trying to divert attention to some

covert CIA presence, or was he claiming that Jackson

referred to a situation that does not now exist?

As Rev. Jackson is sensitive to national media events,

he must have known about recent student efforts to ban

the CLA from UMass. We must logically assume then that

he was referring to a present situation. If this is the case,

then Chancellor Duffey should hope that this comment

was made in the context of recruitment.

Chancellor Duffey was visibly shaken by Rev. Jackson's

comments. These comments were made by a United States

presidential candidate which significantly added to the

pressure already being applied on Duffey by gi-oups which

he has worked so ardently to deny. Our chancellor is urg

ing the dissemination of his view of reality. It seems that

in the students' effort to make their chancellor accoun

table, this campus has reduced him to the game of redefin

ing event.s to salvage his political image.

Neither Thr Rcstnn Clohr nor the Citllegian decided to

mention Jackson's statement, though it was an important

statement that should have at least appeared in the Col-

legian. The entire community could then have decided for

themselves in what context the statement was made.

Steven Oriola

Amherst ,../-, n
Editor's note: Chancellor Joseph Duffey told the Collegian

that he felt Jackson was referring to CIA practices ended

by President Jimmy Carter. Duffey said the agency

formerly asked certain professors to spot and recruit poten

tial employees without community knowledge, and also

funded research without publicly acknowledging it. The

agency no longer does this, Duffey said, so he told the

Boston Globe reporter that "The problem Jackson talked

about was a problem in the past.

The Collegian accepts letters and columns from the

UMass rnmniunity for possible publication on the

editorial ]Kigc All submissions must be typed, double-

spaced, and include the author's name, address and

phone number for verification.
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Letters —
Truth is inevitable

Thank God that someone in the ColU-^iun has tlie guts

to stand up and express the view of what I believe is the

majority of this campus, and that is that advocating a par

ticular point of view no matter how vocally is not to be

equated with oppression. For the lesbian and gay com

munity to "cry wolf evei-y time a puerile prank is played

with stupid posters lowers their credibility when that com

munity is really under attack.

If the lesbian, bisexual and gay community is prepared

to stand up for what it believes in, and I understand that

they are. judging by their high profile during the recent

Awareness week, then they should be able to stand up

to the criticism of those who do not shai-e their beliefs.

Truth inevitablv comes out of debate, but never out of

views that are left unchallenged. Let Paul Cameron come,

and let the students make up their own minds.

Andrew R. Brocklehurst

Central

Issues, not petty images

It's 12:52 a.m., Friday. April 24. 1 did a strange thing

tonight, I spent the evening at a UMass Republican Club

meeting. Considering myself a feminist and liberal

Democrat, this is quite out of the ordinary The fact is

that I walked into 163 Campus Center curious as to see

what makes Republicans tick. What better place to see

what thev reallv think than on their turf. Now this is

no extremist attack on the campus conservatives, but

•rhat I saw there made me realize the condition of cam-

pus politics.

At this particular meeting, the club was holding elec-

tions. One candidate for chairman (as opposed to

chairperson), .stood and said a few words about his plans

for the club. One of his strongest suggestions concerned

the club's campaign to collect donations for Afghan

hospitals. The repulsive thing about this is that he refer-

red the campaign as a way to "improve their image on

campus," and alluded to the Afghan children as "the kids

who get their heads blown off." Then another member

got up and started talking about the recent successes of

the club. The thing that seemed to make him happiest

was the Republican's ability, as of late, to "steal the

headlines" and media coverage away from campus

Radicals around the CIA recruitment on campus issue.

Is this what the demonstrations on campus have been

reduced to, a petty battle between conservatives and

radicals to see who can gain more TV time?

The most disappointing aspect of all of this, is that 1

am sure these kinds of comments are not typical ex

clusively of the Republican Club. They are echoed in

every political organization on campus Tell me, where

do we hope that mutual hostility will get us
'
(TA opera

lions are most definitely our concern, but will trading

insults bring any progress on the issue? I think not. It

appears that our convictions pale to our tendency to ac

cuse. judge, and condemn people to stereotypes.

Ultimately, out of mutual contempt the issues we

thought we fought so hard for, will be lost in a stream

on labels and misconceptions. Surely this is not fate wor

thy of our convictions.

Kimberly J. Belts

Southwest

SENIORS
If you are interested in seeking a highly rewarding

and challenging career in the AMHERST AREA the

following information will of utmost interest to you:

We hove two entry level positions available for a

highly motivated career minded man or woman in

the exploding Financial Planning Field. You would be

initially working with you peer group while learning

the Ir^surance 8c Investment fields, Our firm has been

established in Amherst for almost 20 years and is af-

filiated with many outstanding national insurance 8c

investment firms. Complete benefit package plus two

year training plan ... Base salary plus training

allowance plus commissions.

If you would like more information reply now to:

"Career", P.O. Box 854, Amherst, MA 01004.
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Register NOW!
Over 200 courses in 50 departments.

Two sessions: June 2-July 10

and July 14-August 20.

Register through May 28 for first session,

Registration Office, Division of Continuing

Education, 615 Goodell Building.

For more information or a free catalog, call the

Division of Continuing Education at S4S-24I4.

NOW
IN OUR
13th

YEAR
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AMHERST CREAMERY OFFICE BUILDING

150 Fearing St, Amherst, MA

Telephone: (413) 549-2686

MANUSCRIPTS - A SPECIALTY

RESUME PLANNING & TYPING

THESES AND DISSERTATIONS

ENJOY THE SPECTACULAR
VIEW

FINE DINING
AND

FRIENDLY SERVICE

OPEN DURING ACADEMIC YEAR
Lunch: Monday-Friday 11:30 am-2:00 pm

Dinner: Tuesday-Saturday 5:00 pm-9:30 pm

Call 549-6000 cxt. 639

for reservations

Validated Parking
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VAW'l* U^ RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

ll"» FLOOR/CAMPUS CEl^TER/UMASS

-kCIA
c, intinued frum pa^c t

represented with the lar^'est group coming from the

University of Massachusetts.

Students from as far a\\ay as Kicd College m Oregon

participated in the Washington march even though there

was a closer march m San Francisco which drew a crowd

of 30,000.

However, students were not the main hody of the

march Participants ranged from N'eti-rns for Peace,

whose members wt-ri' mostly middk- aged and elderly,

to young children handing out pamphlets for \\\v Christie

Institute Although the march was foi- the most part

peaceful, the uUensity of the marchers" anger could be

heard when they pa.ssed the White House chanting,

"Hey, hey, ho. ho Ronald Reagan's got to go. Hey. hey,

high, high, Ronald F{ea^an's got to die,"

The march began at nocjn with a large labor contingent

leading the way. Hundreds of unions joined in the march

from diverse gj-oups as the Communications Workers of

America, hotel workers, textile workers. United Elec-

tricans Union and many others.

Though five out of the country's six largest labor

unions endorsed the march, AFL/CIO president Lane

Kirkland had urged workers to avoid the protest.

Yet Henrv Nicholas, the president-elect of the

AFL/CIO who was a participant of the march, said,

"When I look around me, I see we are here today, and

here is where we belong."

Many organizers and union members said labor's large

showing marked the welcome return of the labor move-

ment to the American political scene, after it had been

for the most part silent during the anti-war movement

of the sixties and seventies.

Pointing to the scaflblding on the Capital Building,

labor leader Kenneth Blaylock told the crowd "You .see

that scaflblding there? Tliat's not for regular npairs, you

see, a couple of years ago this building took a huge lurch

to the right and now we need you all to put it h;ick in

tile right place.
"

Jackson speaks
The crowd was welcomed by former presidental can-

didate Ki'\ dt'ssc .Jackson He told the crowd "This is

a critical time (or our nation and for the world. We hav(>

guided missies and misguided leadership. Thi'ie is a

moiiil vartLimn in the white house."

"When we fi^ht to get .America and the CIA out otCen
tral Amenta, wf arc right When wu fight to fiei- South

Africa, vsf are right. W«- must fight for i)eace and not

be atraid and not be ashamed. ..My rriciids, we can have

peace m Central America wo simply must have leader-

ship that's intelligent, alert, aggre.ssivi. and awake. Thi.-

administration wants Managua (or its trophy case, that's

not right. Secondly, we can end apartheid in South .Africa

we must not simply be against apartheid. \\v must end

apartheid. ..Every moral and ethical imperil ive that

made us say no to Hitler and the Third Reich mu.st make

us say no to Botha and the Fourth Reich. We must .stand

tall against apartheid."

The crowd was roused to chant "Run, Jesse, run."

Singers Jackson Browne; Holly Near; Peter, Paul and

Mary; the Rev. Wentley Phipps; Peter Brogts and the

Front Yard, a reggae band, and Stetsasonic; a Brooklyn

based rap group entertained the crowd. Browne

presented a check for $25,000 from the United Musicans

Union to Pallo Jordan of the African National Congre.ss.

The rally, which stalled at 1 p.m. and lasted all after

noon. wa.s" hosted by poet June Jordan, and actors Ed

Asner and Rubv Dee. The crowd also hetud from Eleanor

Smeal, president from the National Organization Cor

Women, who said. "The women's movement has always

been a peace movement."

Rev. Patricia McClurgof the National Council of Chur

ches told reporters "We must begin again to live as if

liberty and justice were precious to us, not only in our

own land but across this planet earth "

• Cameron
, . iiliniirii from paUf I

betrayed by the administration and very thankful to SAO
for the support they have given us."

\'ire ( liancellor (or Student AlTairs Dennis L. Madson

has taken on the responsibility of programming the visit

because the SAO staff has refu.sed to work with the

students that invited Cameron The group wants to put

on an uneducational, irresponsible event, according to

some staff members.
"We could see poleiiti.il vmlenct' We couldn't support

that," said Randy Donant, SAO director. 'Just hecau.se

ICameron'sl right is guaranteed by freedftm o( expression

does not make everything right."

Madson was unavailable for comment, but Larry

Benedict, one of his assi.stants, invoking freedom ol speech,

said the administration is allowing CannMnn to ;.|)eak

because this is an open university

Benedict said the gay community's (ears ol violence car

ried a lot of weight with the vice-chancellors decision and

the

administration will try to provide safety lor the

community.
Stair has threatened that he and the American Civil

Liberties Union will take the University to court if

Cameron is barred.

Benedict said, however, that the threat did not influence

the vice chancellor's decision.

In the altermath of last October's racially motivated in-

cident and of ici eiit aiiti CIA protests, the rniversity is

in a healing process now. Benedict said. "1 think the last

thing we need now is another disruption in our communi-

ty"
Judy Gagnon, an S.\0 staff member, said refusing to

allow an event is standard procedure. Consideration.-, such

as safety and educational value must Ix' taken into ac

count, she said

The staff usually takes a group's proposal tor an event,

reviews it. and make- recommendations, (iagnon said.

"There's not even willingness jby SFAI lo talk about it."

she added. n,nt,nur<l .n ,><,^,- 12
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N«w & lM«d Cars

Trucka « Vm Atoo AvalabI*

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

S49-2880

9 AM - 2 PM

EARLY BIRD
SPECIAL
$2 OFF

Shampoo, Cut & Dry

Styles By Deborah
65 University Drive • 549-5610

with this coupon , expires 4/30/87
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from BOSTON
• lartin^ m.

LUXEMBURG S358
COPENHAGEN 496

OSLO *56
STOCKHOLM 496
SWITZERLAND 388 I
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"

CLEAN. SAFE, PRIVATE TUBS
17S Unlvaraty Or.

N«x1 lo SlBdulm Liquor* \n 9Acm Choopof MM
Offn Mortday « till 1, Tu«« Sal t1»m • 1«m

RaMTvatlon* tuggvstad - Gift c*rtme«lM available

Call 253- ^^*7^

STUDENT SPECIAL
Every Men, Tues, and Wed

1 HOUR HOT TUB
For V2 Hour Price

143 King St., Northampton • 586-4840

Jet. Rts. 9 & 116, Hadley • 586-9991

M FREE WRITTEN ESTIMATES

Check your local NYNEX yellow pages for other Midas locations near yoa

MnUUnZE:on IT RIGHT THE ilRST TIME.
MhI.isi/c isa ri-|OM<ri-(i -^< tiK.nwili .i( MmI.is (nil fii.ilt.«i.iH..ii|,

Summer Job

INTERVIEWS
Now being set up

... for 300 production line summer jobs.

Starting from May 26 to June 29.

Start at $4.00 an hour with merit increases.

Specialized jobs pay up to $10.00 an hour!

INTERVIEWING NOW AT:

Wednesday April 29: 12:00 5:00 PM Campus Center Rm 168

Monday May 4 10:00- 2:00 PM Campus Center Rm 904-908

Wednesday May 13 12:00^:00 PM Campus Center Rm 904-908

OXFORD PICKLE CO., INC.

South DeerTield, Massachusetts 01373 / (413) 665-701

1
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ARTS

Atlanta sends its classical best
Bv YU-JEN DENNIS CHEN
Collegian Staff

Under the direction of conductor Robert Shaw, the

Atlanta Symphony Orchestra played a remarkable con-

cert consisting of works by romantic and modern com-

posers last Thursday evening at Bowker Auditorium.

Famous for his choral music directing, Shaw became the

conductor for Atlanta Symphony Orchestra in 1967.

Shaw's touring performances with the Atlanta Symphony

have consistently received high praise.

The fir.st half of the program consisted of pieces that are

modern and rarely played. "Remembering Gatsby" by

modern composer John Harbison was selected as the open

ing piece. Commissioned by the Atlanta symphony, Har-

bison wrote this orchestral dance using sketches for an

opera based on the novel, The Great Gatsby. Percussive

instruments were used to a great extent in this exotic yet

exciting piece.

Opening with drum beats from the backgi'ound while

the strings carried the stormy melody, the Concerto for

Orchestra by Polish composer Lutoslawski was the second

piece in the modern era portion of the program.

Lutoslawski. considered by many to be Poland's most im-

portant living composer, wrote this concerto using Polish

folksong for its thi^mes and motives. The musical content

was treated m tucntieth-century fashion,

The second half of the show was made up of the highlight

of the evening, Brahms's monumental second piano con-

certo in which American pianist Peter Serkin was

featured as the soloist. Marked by its mellow serenity and

the heartfelt passion of its romantic language this is one

of the most frequently played piano concerto. The piano

was constrained to dignified and equal converse with the

orchestra.

Although the piano part was not showingl> brilliant,

it was very demanding technically. Serkin played this

massive concerto with great energy while the orchestra's

playing was held tightly with Shaw's conducting. The

magnificent concert was brought to an end with the joyous

finale of the piano concerto.

centerstage
By NAOMI DAVIS
Collegian Staff

It seems like a zillion key events are hap

pening on campus tonight, all during my
only night class. Course if I skipped the

class and opted out of the ColU'iiian Can
didate's Night (something I wouldn't

dream of doing'. I'd make my way over to

the Fine Arts Center to watch the Alvin

Alley American Dance Theater.

The company's performance at UMass is

one of the best opportunities we'll get to see

a premier force in the world of modern
dance. They'll dance both Monday and

Wednesday at 8 p.m. with a different show

each night. Tickets are available at half

price for Five College students at the FAC
Box Office. 545-2511.

This week and next, the UMass Depart-

H'ent of Theater and the UMass New
World Theater present internationally-

celebrated actor Gordon Heath in "The
Lion and the Jewel." This "playful,

penetrating comedy" was written by Nobel

Laureate Wole Soyinka. a Nigerian. With
music, dance and poetry, the play portrays

a haunting image of identity and change
in modern Africa. Performance dates are

April 3-May 2 and May 6-9. For ticket in-

formation, call the FAC Box Office at

545-2511.

Frank O'Donnell's Mass Hysteria perfor

mance is the finale in this semester's Com-
edyCabaret series at the Hampden Snack

Bar in Southwest. Check him out on Thurs-

day from 9-11 p.m. Admittance is free of

charge.

Thursday,' is also opening night for

"Family Album,'" a collection of movement
and theater works centering on family

themes. The author, Katherine Sanderson,

draws on her own childhood memories, on

the photogiaphs of the American Depres

sion and on the writings of James Agee in

creating these family histories. You'll be

able III see this show three nights this

week: April 30, May 1 and 2 at Thornes

Dance Gallery. Showtime is at 8 p.m. Call

586-5553 for more details.

Also, over in Northampton uu May 1 and

2 at 8 p.m. is "Alumnae News; The Doris

Day Years," a production of Theater, Too.

The play tells the story of two women who
meet in 1966, ten years after their gradua-

tion from Wellesley College. Their

memories of '56 attest to the destructive

force of conservatism and homophobia that

characterized their college years. They are

moving into the second week of perfor-

mances at the Northampton Center for the

Arts. Tickets are available at between $5

and $8. The number to call is 584-7327.

On the occasion of the retirement of Pro-

fessor Doris Abramson, and in conjunction

with "The Lion and the Jewel," the

Theater Department presents a Black

Theater Conference. The convention is split

up into two sessions: from 9-12:30 p.m. Er-

rol Hill of Dartmouth moderates a sym-

posium called "The Black Theater
Scholar,"and then, after a lunch break, the

conference reconvenes at 2:30 for a collo-

quium entitled "The Voice of the Black

Playwright" with Esther Terry as

moderator. The event is free to the public,

but requires you to pick up two tickets, one

for each session, at the FAC Box Oftlce,

545-2511

BOSTON
BOUVE

d VirtlKastem LuiwrsHy

Graduate School, Boston Bouve College of Human Development Professions

107 Dockser Hall, Northeastern University, 360 Huntington Ave ,
Boston, MA 021 15

As you like it unlikeable

Adegree
' caring.

For people who care about people-
teachers, counselors, health and hunnan
services professionals—Northeastern Uni

versity has a special place where you can
obtain the knowledge and skills needed
to help others. Boston-Bouve College of

Human Development Professions.

You can reach out and further your
career with Master Degree programs
that include:

Master of Education
• Counseling "iH
• Consulting Teacher of Reading
• Curriculum and Instruction
• Educational Research
• Human Development
• Rehabilitation
• Special Education

Master of Science
• Counseling Psychology
• Physical EcTucation
• Recreation Management
• Speech-Language Pathology &
Audiology

Doctoral and non-degree certification

programs are also available.

For more information and a free catalog,

call (617) 437-2708 or write to Boston-

Bouv^ College at the address below.

As You Like It

Alice Withington Rooke Laboratory

Theatre, Mt. Holyoke
8 p.m. April 30-May 3

By THOMAS H GAGNON
Collegian Staff

and AMY NORDAHL
Collegian Correspondent

As You Like It is one of Shakespeare's

comedies about the power love has over

people. Most of the play takes place in the

Forest of Arden, where funny and roman-

tic things happen, but Mount Holyoke's

production of the play, despite some ex-

cellent performances and creative sets and

costumes, was ultimately unsatisfying.

Duke Frederick has banished his older

brother, Duke Senior, from the court, but

has retained his niece Rosalind as a com-

panion to his daughter Celia. He later

decides to banish her, but she has fallen in

love with Orlando, whose older brother

wants him dead. Separately they flee into

the forest. Celia and the court fool

Touchstone accompany Rosalind, who
dresses as a man for protection. Her

disguise has unexpected consequences.

The set for the Forest of Arden, design-

ed by Douglas D. Molash and Eileen M.

Smith, gave an ethereal quality to the

romantic action. Julie Engelbrecht's

costumes were colorful, especially

Touchstone's, which added to his lively

personality.

Diana Sheehan was playful as Rosalind,

but, disappointingly did not seem enough

in love with Orlando. In contrast. Jim

Degnim as Orlando seemed genuinely in

love with Rosalind. Laurti Phillips was

spunky as Celia. As Touch.stone Alan Ball

had dynamic energy' and a good sense of

comic timing, while Joshua Leavitt con-

veyed well the bitterness of Touchstone's

opposite, Jaques.

Director Joyce Devlin made some
changes in the substance of the play that,

for the most part, detracted from the fun

of it. At the point when the characters flee

into the forest, Devlin added a new
character who is a silent counterpart to

Rosalind. Though Katrina van Zee danc-

ed well, complementing the mood, her

character created a confusing complication

near the end of the play. On top of that,

Devlin introduced a new twist at the play's

end which drastically changed its meaning.

Though the production was visually

pleasing, and some of the actors were very

good, the changes made in the play bring

to mind this question: if people feel that

Shakespeare is such a gi-eat dramatist, why
do thty feel obliged to spice up his plots?

THE
EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

SOCIOLOGY
DATE: MONDAY, APRIL 27, 1987

TIME: 8:00 PM

LOCATION: CAMPUS CENTER 168

SPONSORED BY:

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY

This is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss

their experiences in the working world. Don't miss this

important panel discussion!

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

Laurel Adams

Richard Guilmette

Kenneth Machado

Mary Jane Martis

Pillsbury

Director of Security

Prime Computer

Clinician

Osborne Clinic

Interface Group

For more information, please contact;

University Placement Service, University Career Center

545-2224

)
ii

Dr. Timothy Leary, well-known as

the Father of the so-called "Acid
Revolution," will speak at the Iron

Horse on Monday, April 27 at 7

and 10 p.m.
Leary was a psychology pro-

fessor at Harvard until he in-

gested psilocybin mushrooms and
started using himself and
graduate students as guinea pigs

in a Psychedelic Research Pro-

ject. After being "released" from
the university he made a bid for

the Governor's seat of California,

running against Ronald W.
Reagan (John Lennon wrote
"Come Together" as Leary's cam-
paign song).

Ticket info is available by call-

ing the Iron Horse (584-0610).

MERRY MAY MONDAY MUSIC will feature percussionist William

Hanely on Monday, May 4 at 8:00 pm in Bezanson Recital Hall.

Dog Act obnoxious fun
By DANA M. ANAGNOSTOU
Collegian StafT

Sylvan's 15th Anniversary celebration,

complete with free food and great weather,

was highlighted by The Dog Act, a local

band with a unique, entertaining style.

The Dog Act, lead by singer Bob
Menhken, presented raucous, crude lyrics

in such a way that the whole audience was

laughing and enjoying the music. Songs

like '"Monkeys Have Thumbs,'" "Jerry

Falwell," and "I'm In Love With Nancy

Reagan," (dedicated to the staff of the

Minuteman) were outrageous, ridiculous,

and, coupled with Bob's comments under

his breath, the best I've heard in a long

time.

The band had a rapport with each other

that was sincere, uncalculated, and fresh

(no matter how obnoxious they got). Their

conversations on stage, and comments in-

to the crowd, helped endeai- them to the au-

dience, and I think almost everyone left

with plans to catch them when they play

this week at the Hatch.

The band played on Saturday afternoon

as part of the Sylvan celebration, which,

according to area co-president Aram Ham-

parian, was a great success.

1 6th Annual Black Musicians Conference
Union Video Center Campus Cable System

Presents

Week 2 Video Schedule

Monday. April 27

The Blues
10 am. The Sun's Gonna Shine (1984)

10;45 Three Generations of the Blues (1982)

(Sippie Wallace/Big Mama " Thornton, & Jeannic Cheatham)

12:00 BE King: Let The Good Times Roll" (1984)

115 Alberta Hunter At The Smithsonian (1982)

2 15 "I am The Blues' (1984)

(Willie Dixon and Baby Doo' Caston)

Tuesday, April 28

More Legendary Artists

10 a m Stevie Wonder Comes Home (1984)

1

1

iO Ella Fitzgerald performances with Duke

Ellington, Benny Goodman, and others -

1940s and 1950s

1215 Nat King' Cole performances with his trio,

1940 J. and 1950s

1 00 Fats Dommo Live At Universal Amphitheater

1 30 Lena Home The Lady and Her Music'

Wednesday, April 29

Troubled Times and Social Consciousness

10 am. Sweet Honey in The Rock: "Gotta Make This

Journey" (1983)

1 I 00 The Frankie Lymon Story (Rise and Fall of

"The Teenagers " vocal group)

1

1

30 The Long Night of Lady Day
" (1984) •

(DocuBiography of Billie Holiday)

115 Gil Scott Heron - Black Wax '

( 1 982)

Thursday, April 30
Motown and Others

10 am Tribute to Motown' - performances from

1960 to 1983 with Smokey Robiiison, Marvin

Gaye. Supremes. Lionel Richie, Stevie Wonder,

The Jackson 5 and others

Ashford and Simpson in London (1982')

Sisters m The Name ot !- -'^' momKi .,;,,dv'.

Knight, Patti LaBellc anc

1 ;L Diana Ross ir Concert ( i979)

11

12

Singer Pearl Bailey will perform at the University of

Massachusetts Fine Arts Center Concert Hall on Satur-

day, May 2. at 8 p.m., marking the final event in the

Center's 1986-87 Season. Ms. Bailey will be accompanied

by her husband and music director, drummer Louie

Bellson and his trio.

Pearl Bailey has sung to countless audiences over the

past forty years, and is acclaimed for her performance in

"Hello Dolly" on Broadway in the late sixties. Her career

as a prominent stage performer began in 1946 when she

appeared in "St. Louis Woman."
An American phenomenon himself. Louie Bellson was

a drummer in many of the big bands of the forties in-

cluding the bands of Benny Goodman, Tommy Dorsey, and

Harry James. He also toured with Duke Ellington who

described him as "the world's greatest drummer."

The performance closes the University's 16th Annual

Black Musicians Conference and is also part of the Fine

Arts Center's Arts America '87, a festival of American

music, dance and theater.

Tickets are available for $20 and $18 at the Fine Arts

Center Box Office. —

VHDEO PROGRAMMING COMPILED BY

CHESTER DAVIS

Friday, May 1

Africa and the Caribbean

10 am Heartland Reggae - Bob Marley.

Peter Tosh and others

1 1 30 Music Videos From Afri :a ,1986)

1145 Jo.TP Armatrading - Track Record (1986)

MS L'.u.sic Videos From Africa (1986)

1:30 Legend Bob Marley and the Wailers (1984)

Ever wanted to Fly?

We have immediate openings for new mem
bers! Our aircraft are available for econoi

cal primary and advanced instruction, as weii

pleasure flying. Give us a call and one of our

members will take you up!

Tke Collegiate ^^"ing Glut

538-0
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YOUNG OR OLD, BLACK OR WHITE, MALE OR FEMALE - There was no discrimination Saturday as

people from Western Massachusetts marched peacefully among more than 150,000 people from around the

country to protest the CIA, apartheid, the Reagan Administration, and oppression among all people. Ld Asner

gave a powerful speech emphasizing that the United States belongs to everyone, and singer Jackson Brown

sang to voice his protest.

aWEMA
MONDAY - TUESDAY

OUT OF AFRICA 7:00

Directed by Sydney Pollack

Starring Meryl Streep and
Robert Redford

THE MISSION 10:00

DOUBLE FEATURE $3.00

DOWNTOWN AMHERST 253-6426

11

I BUY 1

Fried Dough
GET 1 FREE!

Every Men & Tues

2 - 4 PM

=?=

You're Too BUSY!
Don't waste time doing

your own laundry...

Take It To

It PflAY fT. AMHcnerr.MA.

B49'teGB

We Off^r:

• Hand Pressing

• Shirt Service

• Same Day
Service

HOURS: Mon 10 am - 5 pm
Tues - Sat 10 am - 10 pm

D.P
CMf

.

Try our Cheese,

Vegie, PepperonI

or Sausage Calzone

Downtown Amherst

Behind CVS
Mon-Wed 11-8:00

Thurs-Sat 11-1 :30am

Sunday 12-9:00

jK Cameron
vnntunifd from page 9

Said Donant: "They [SFA] don't care about how people

are going to be affected. There is no sensitivity."

The SAO staff members said they still hope the SFA

students will change their minds.

Gay community members say SFA is using the free

speech rationale, but its members, who oppose homosex-

uality, just want to spread hatred toward the community.

"If these are students for America, I really don't know

what sort of an America they're trying to build," said

McLure.

Stair said, although he does not agree with everything

Cameron says, he feels society should not condone

homosexuality. "I don't hate homosexuals. I don't think

Paul Cameron hates homosexuals ... but I consider their

condition a tragedy."

"Many of these people at a young age., were encourag-

ed to adopt this life style and, as a result, they have pushed

away and rejected all the beauty and nobility that a

natural relationship between a man and a woman gives

to life."

COME TO THE WRITING CENTER

Pierpont (SW) Mon & Wed

Baker (Central) Mon, Tues, Thurs

Cashin (Sylvan) Tues & Thurs

DROP IN • CONFIDENTIAL • FREE
J

I
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson

4-27
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"Hey! Ho\N her wtiole head is out!

is getting better every minute!'
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Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau
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Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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Bat Brain By Bill Bearing
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"I don't hate homosexuals I don't think Paul

Cameron hates homost'xuaL«- . bin I consider

their condition a tragedy."

—(Jilbert Stair, executive dirt-ctor of Students For
America

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 i",nj' -, ,1 t.-. r.,
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10 Story

M jai -
15 American

inventor Howe
16 Shades
1

7

A james Bono
19 Snoshoneans
20 Brown ol

renown
21 Eternity

22 Win Dy —
23 Rational

24 To nave ana to

26 Winter

transpons
28 Lurenea

32 Name on a

Blotter perhaps

33 Seldom seen

34 Sound trom

ine crowd
35 Educator

Horace

36 Sprints

37 Nip

38 With in

Limoges

39 Wallet contents

40 Staple

dwellers

41 Jane Eyre and

Emma
43 Certain runners

44 Musical unit

45 Window part

46 Inclines

49 Sicilian sight

50 Bard s Delore

53 Concerning
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54 — Oie, film
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59 Landed
60 Snoopy
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62 Victor Borge.
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5 Evil spirits

6 Without escnr'

7 Uncles, m
Madrid

8 Corn serving

9 Wind directior

1 Film with 23
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1

1
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Deginner

12 Marvin and
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13 Being Lat

16 Understands

22 PuD potion

23 Another JanT^^

Bond
24 Gary Jofin

and Moss
25 Mine finds

26 Work hard

27 Floating hole.

28 Troubles

29 Bete —

40 C'.

i3 Towers
4^ "i^drTe'

V aS Cin.JB'S

^low a nce-i

K'AfOt ending

BiiiiOe' S unit

' }'44i ComD

- VIP

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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IW7 Lot Ail|«l<» limn S>ntficalr 4/27/87

Lunch
Menu

Chih Lorn Chip Bake

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Dinner

Beef Strips w/Mange-Toui

Baked Cod w/Lemon Fruit

Plate w/ Orange Bread

Basics Lunch

Gnlled Cheese on
Whcatberry

Garden Chili

Basics Dinner

Cheese Spinach Squares

Baked Cod w/lennon wedge

Weather
Today: It is going to be getting cloudy with a high

temperature of 60 degrees, and late tonight there is a 50

percent chance of rain

Tomorrow: It is going to be even colder, with a high of

45-50 degrees, and an 80 percent chance of rain.

Today's Staff
Might Editor "ana Lcvenson

Copy Editor Jennifer Dempsey

Uyout Tcchttlctatt Marc Infield

Photo Tcchnlclaa Ro'^ Skclton

Production Supervisor Robert Levine

Production Jane Lapato, Connie LeClerc, Julie Rae

Dave Cain. Sandra Barker. Marc Infield. Wendy Rae

Nutter, and of course, Joe the drtver

Bxecative Board -- SpHng of 1987

KELLY SIEGER
EdUor to Chief

HAHCY KUNGENER
Maaagtag Editor

STEVE RUBIN
B«utneu Meaagcr

PHIL SERAFIVO
BdUorial EdHor

MSEL ZIHTER
ProdacHoa Maaager

Business Board — Spring of 1987

STEVE RUBIH
Bvelacu Maaagcr

PAUL H LESSER
Advertising Sale* Maaager

VAVESSA ROTH
Haaoce Maaager

PATRICE LAWSKY
MarkeHag Manager

CRAIG HAUGLE
arcalalloa Manager

KAREII HOLLAHO
tatocrtptioa Maaager
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irllMass pounds RU
tnnhnui'il from page 16 /-./•

i

first of SIX goals

off a free position before the Gazelles click

ed on all cylinders.

Posy Seifert intercepted an RU pass

behind the cage, and dished off to Arm-
strong on the right sideline. The junior at-

tackman raced upfield before being forced

out of bounds. After inbounds, she cut to

midfield, danced past a Lady Knight

defender, and hit Murphy with a fast-break

pass the freshman pounded home.
Griswold and Armstrong scored off free-

positions, before Armstrong completed

UMass' six-tally-run by taking a feed from

Cathy Fuhrman and gunning one past

goalie Michele Pagnotto.

•20r loss
continued from page 16

for the deadlock.

During the first overtime, four minutes

of sudden death, both teams had their

chances with the Gorillas holding a 5-2

edge in shots.

In the second overtime, the Gorillas,

getting the ball in the hands of Carmean,
covered by Williams, held posession for

the first 2:57, and nearly won the contest

and nail-biting misses by Carmean and
Hiller.

But Army regained possession, and.

after Shane Kielmeyer overthrew Jordan

on a clear-attempt, the Cadets ended the

drama.
Taking the ball from behind the net.

Hoynes fed to Betchley who was cutting

from left to right through the crease. The
attacker grabbed the pass and slipped it

past a .sprawled LoCascio for the .stunn-

ing upset.

"Just missed a couple of passes on the

clear. That's the whole story," senior at-

tack Greg Cannelia said.

ir UMass outshone
con 1 1 nurd from page 16

in the 5000-meter race.

They were long-shots, and
not expected to place in the

events, so it was a good
time to try for personal

bests. Levy clocked a

14:25.6. a time not fast

enough to place, but good
enough for his second best

time in his UMass career.

Boyle crossed the finish

line in a time of 14:30.7, a

personal best for the
sophomore.
Adoboe registered an

eigth-place showing in the
triple jump with a leap of

48 feet. "All three came
close to a career best. They

really responded well to

the competition,"O'Brien
said.

The Minutemen will be
competing as a team for

the next few weeks, begin-

ning with the Eastern In-

vitational next weekend at

VVestfield State College.

From there they will move
on to the Boston College

Invitational on May 8th.

Rutgers momentarily halted the scoring

spree when Barbara Coates deposited a free

position by netminder Pam Stone (two

saves).

"We had it won before the game began.

We were pumped and they knew they were

going to lose," Stone said. "We have to go

to the ECAC's. No one is expecting this to

be our last day."

After solo shots by Armstrong and Mur-

phy, the Lady Knights found a ray of

daylight on MaryBeth Dwyer's tally, cut-

ting the Gazelles' lead to 8-2.

Humiston quickly retaliated off the draw,

flying downfield and gunning home her

fourth goal of the year.

A Griswold goal gave UMass a 10-2

halftime bulge.

"We had a laid-back attitude. They're not

a very good team,

but we played well," sophomore defensman

Julie Stuart said. "I'm hoping (for a playoff

bid). I'm confident we'll get in."

UMass continued the offensive attack in

the second half as senior Becky Bekampis
(three goals) joined the scoring brigade. But

it was the opportunistic defense, particular-

ly Bekampis at midfield and Chris Kocot

on the back line, that scooped up the loose

balls, intercepted the passes and generated

the drives.

"It was teamwork. Everybody hustled,

helped each other out, and gave encourage-

ment," Bekampis said.

Rutgers' All-American Rita Sweeney's
goal closed the scoring for the Lady
Knights. The final 23 minutes were
showtime.
Bekampis drove home two consecutive

blasts, before Griswold took center stage

with three straight tallies. Armstrong
chalked up her 13th goal of the seas<m with

5:57 remaining, before Bekampis put the

nail in the coffm off a free-position with for-

ty seconds left in this one-sided affair.

"They came in expecting to lose big. and
we didn't let em' down," junior defensman
Amv Robertson said.

The most important meet

of the year, the New-

England's, is slated for

May 15-16 at Northeastern

University, and for those

who qualify, the IC4A
meet will take place at

Villanova May 23-24.

The next month should

be a telling time for the

Minutemen. Barring any
injuries to their top point

scorers, they should be

ready for a good showing
at the New England meet.

itfirst place
continued from page 16

The run turned out to be a big one as

Scott Trochim homered over the 370-foot

mark in left to pull Rutgers within 4-2.

"Coach has seen everything and you
can't argue the rules with him because he
knows what he's doing,"

The Minutemen knew what they were
doing in the second game when they

jumped out to a 30 lead in the first inn-

ing a two-run single by Zerner and an RBI
single by sophomore shortstop Gary
DiSarcina, who went three-for-three with

three runs batted in for the game.
After Rutgers knocked starter UMass

Mike Owens from the game with two runs

in the top of the third, the Minutemen ex-

ploded for four runs in the the bottom of

the inning as Sheran, Flint, DiSarcina

and Borrclli all had hits.

Sophomore Dimitri Yavis threw 1-1/3

innings of middle relief and got the wm
to improve to 2-1.

The Scarlet Knights made it 7-4 in the

fourth on a two-run double by Bob
Osborne.
Comeau, DiSarcina and Borelli all had

RBIs in UMass' three run fifth and the

Minutemen added a pair in the sixth on
a two-run homer by Zerner.

"We didn't get many hits in the first

game but the bats were really alive in the

second game," Bergquist said.

UMass will have today off before going

on a mini road trip tomorrow and Wednes-

day to face the University of Connecticut

and the University of Rhode Island.

"Our pitching and defense has been

gieat and we're putting it all together,"

Zerner said, 'i hope we can keep it up. i

think we can."

itMinutewomen
conltntied from page 16

With the bases loaded and two out in the

third inning, Panther Ellen Spruce lined

a shot destined for right-center field and a

sure two runs. However, second baseman
Carol Frattaroli did her best anti-gravity

display, leaping into the stratosphere and
somehow coming down with the ball to end
the threat.

"It was the biggest defensive play of the

day, just an outstanding play. It saved us

in that first game, " Sortino said.

After Wanner yielded five hits in the first

three innings, Kennedy took over, giving

up just a walk while striking out two.

But while game one was shades of

"That's Incredible." game two was more
like "The Twilight Zone ".

Adelphi picked up a pair of runs off pit-

cher Lisa Rever in the first inning. With
two strikes, an .\delphi batter squared to

bunt. The ball glanced off the end of the

bat, but the umpire ruled that the batter

was hit by the pitch, and awarded her first.

"It was a teiTible call. Lisa threw a
change-up. and even if it did hit her. ifyou
can't get out of the way of a change-up, you
shouldn't he playing," Sortino said.

Following a pair of hits, Bella Totino

stepped up and hit an apparent "can o'

corn" fiy ball to right fielder Chris Ciepela.

However, the ball had other ideas, first

spinning out of Ciepela's glove, then boun-

cing off her knee and into center field,

where it got past center fielder Meehan.
allowing both runs to score.

UMass cut it to 2-1 in the third. Leigh

Petroski singled, was bunted to second, and
scored when Emily Bietsch attempted to

bunt her to third, and the ball was over-

thrown. The Minutewomen tied it in the

fifth on a home run by Meehan.
The Panthers scratched out single runs

in the fifth and sixth to go up 4-2. and then
survived a furious UMass rally in the

seventh inning to gain a split.

"We came down here thinking sweep, but

we got a split. Still, we played some great

Softball against one of the best teams in the

(Northeast) Region. We made the defensive

plays," Sortino said.

Friday, the Minutewomen were only bat-

tling the raindrops, as the hot pitching of

Wanner. Rever and Lori Salvia had the

Catamounts drawing blanks all afternoon.

Game one featured a three-run third in-

ning. With UMass up. 1-0. Frattaroli singl-

ed and advanced to third as Paige Kopcza
reached on an error. After Rever walked,
Frattaroli scored on a wild pitch and the

runners moved up. Kopcza scored on a

sacrifice fly, and Rever scored when the

throw in went out of play.

In game two. Rever had dazed the Green
Mountain folks with perfect pitching
through six innins, before Gretchen White
led off the seventh with a flair over second
base to end it. Rever ended with the one
hitter, striking out eight.

After gaining a 1-0 lead in the third,

UMass exploded for four in the fourth. A
sacrifice fly by Meehan, a throwing error,

and singles by Debbie Cole and Ilene

Freeman drove in the runs.

Auto
Glass
Cctrtet

SAME DAY SERVICE
•

BILLED DIRECTLY
TO INSURANCE CO.

WINDSHIELDS
REPLACED

NorthAmherst
Motors

III.6J No. Amherst • S49 2880

On PVTA Bus Lines
Most Manx Credit Cards Accepted

W ^ Round I tip

IromNElW VORH
tiacling al

LUXEMBURG $358
LONDON "^"^

STUDENT SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
• Campus Center Hotel •

Desk Clerks / Night Auditors

(H.R.T.A. majors prefered)

Chambermaids / Housemen
Laundry Room Attendants

STARTING DATE: MAY 15, 1987

MUST BE AVAILABLE TO WORK GRADUATION

WEEKEND. HOLIDAYS AND WEEKENDS

Fill out application, 8th floor

Personnel Office - Campus Center

SELF-SERVICE
COPIES

1^ Kinko's. For grtat copies.

And great deals.

kinko's
Opcnearty. Openlatc

OpMi wc9kcnfi&.

220 N. Pleasant St

401

277
681
293
571
441
777

ST. THOMAS
TEL AVIV
CARACAS
ATHENS
STOCKHOLM
HONG KONG

Alto. EURAIL PASSE S INT I

STUDENT lO WORH/STUDY
ABHOAO ArHCAROS.LOW
DOMESTIC FARES and
mcva'CALl lor

^REE SludeniTrave«Ca*aiog'

(4I3)2S6126)

CCXiNCIl TRAViL
AMMtJ?ST

• N.
CHINESE KITCHEN
FAST SERVICE — GREAT PRICES

Bl

Try our

Moo Shu Pork

$3.95

#23 Szechuan Gai Ding,

Swee & Sour Pork, Fried Rice

$4.9S

#22 Chicken Wings.

Sweet & Sour Pork,

Fried Rice

$3.90

#24 Yoke Kew (BeeO
Onion and Green Pepper
Chicken Wing, White Rice

$3.90

TRY OUR LUNCHEON — DINNER SPECIALS
Only $1.49 before 3 pm, $1.90 after 3 pm

Eat in or Take Out
HOURS: Sunday Noon - 10 pm, Mon - Sat 11:30 - 10pm

2 LOCATIONS
430 Russel St (Rt 9)
HADLEY — 253-2571

150 King St
NORTMAMPTON ~ 586-8220

Whenyourethe
best inLSATprep
yougeta lotof
freeadvertising.

Whydomany LSAT prep "experts" Iteep comparing
themseh/cs to Kaplan tn their ads? Because they dont
want you to start comparing with real facts and figures.

Ifyou did. you'd discover that more Ivy League law
^udents prepared at Kaplan than anywhere else. \bud
discover the worlds largest test prep research staff, the

most up-to-date materials, the most comprehensive
computerized diagnostic program.

Vbu'd discover that you never have to miss a class-
either review lessons with an instructor or with our
LSAT prep tapes. And that we'll never close you out ofa
course bc^cause we can add classes to fill students' r)eeds.

Vbu'd discover that our LSAT prep is. and always
has been, guaranteed And lastly that Kaplan students

are well-represented among those wIk) score the most
So call Eruoll Vau 11 discover just why Kaplan is stu-

dents' first choice for LSAT prep—and other comparues
first choice for imitation. ^mm % ja ma

tMUTILUrUMI 1 tana nil

LSAT CLASSES
BEGIN MAY 7

GMAT CLASSES
BEGIN APRIL 30

Ijifff arc coming, Inqalrt aboat

o«r tp««d reading programs

gronp dlscotoits ••Habit

t

CLASSIFIED
COME 10 iH£ coiLfQAK wfci - cci 11 nw^iHURi I i«-i ta (FRi ? 3oi«Dt*o-iNt ;o«Yb »-HioH TO PuauCAtiON.CASh III *o>m«ct. i>'m>OH0/D*T K» stuomft

A aiG HAPpy 2isr marv anne siok

LOOK OUT Uwr -. P.T
Street welcome to the : rgn
Keep out ol the nails witi . ' tian«

you lor yoiii suppon Bartlcis & Jamvs Glv«
tier a call 546 4369

ACTIVITIES

LIFEGUARD JOBS FOR UMass pools

tesling 4/?9 6 7 30PM ana 5/2 9 11AM
Boyden pool Call 545 0093

OUTING CLUB MEETING tonight 7 00PM
Campus Center rm 165 trip an
nouncements and slide show on the West
Verginia trip All velcome

UP TO 5 lirsi pn/e leading edge PCS" Pirk

up rallle ticKets m Marston 229 Sponsored
by Validaia & TBPI

ATTENTION: NORTHEAST ELECTIONS

NOMINATION PAPERS WILL De available

tui house council 8 NEAG olticers from

April 20th?5lh Nomination papers are

available outside the NEAG ollice which is

Lewis Basement All papers must be return-

ad by April 25lh by 3 00 in the NEAG oHice

AUDIO

RECIEVER. TURNTABLE. GOOD car

iridge ..-quili/er Good and cheap 6-9152

(leave message

)

AUTO FOR SALE

1979 PINTO 67K .jsking S600 5491 138

196S FORD FALCON i cream pull

256-6920

1983 RENAULT FUEGO sports coupe
5 speed eKcelleni condition asking $2800
1978 Toyota Corola 2-door 5 speed no rust

good condition low milage $800 Call

546 1485 ask tor Donna

1979 FORD MUSTANG yellow auto

82 000 mis AM/FM stereo $1 200 545 3689
after 5 30 584 904?

197S DASHER RUNS well needs brakes

BO leave message 256-1417

75 CHEW MONZA. good cond 72.000 mi

must sell '-600 "red 6-6368

1 980 TOYOTA TERCEL standard radio no
rust St 800 call 586 8540

1980 FIAT BRAVO low milage, good
engine $700 253-9624 or 773-7333

1979 DATSUN 310 Super dependable
rebuilt engine new tires and battery 40 MPG
S900 lirm Chns 548-9554

1980 RABBIT. CAR has new engine. 30K
$1400 negot Ron 549-4825

1 981 MAZDA GLC (great little car) wagon
Must sell. $1200 or best offer 256-6078

BEDROOM AVAIL. END May a ot wuut
•alt option on 2br ijusroule rieidi 256 0051

ROOMS FROM JUNE 1st tall opion $Z35
fie' mtmin ©jclusive close to campus
349 1 358

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL option smgl*-

room in 2 bedroom apt quiel. near Putter s

Pond available June 1st call John 549-5851

2 BEDROOM APARTMENT, tall, starling

June 1 $410 00 lauPdrv 665-2288 bus

route

2BDRM APARTMENT FALL starting June

1 $410 00 laundry 665 2288 bus route

AVAILABLE JUNE 1 2 bedrooms m 3

bedroom apt m Puttlon Ideal lor 2 or 3 peo
pie Call Chns 549 0604

2B0RM APT FOR June t un bus route

close to campus $500/mu 256 6359

TAKE OVER OUR lease two bedroom
Soulhwood available June 1 256-1040

4 BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE m
Sunderland Squire Village Call 665-4543

SPACIOUS ROOM AVAILABLE m quiet

condo lor 200plus a month Large kitchen

laundry and trash facilities On bus route

non-smoker located just over

Amherst/B'Town line Ideal tor grad or

serious students Available immediately call

Em 01 Michelle 256-6380

WE RE LEAVING! TAKE over oui 2br

Soulhwood apt and the lurmtures yours-

tree' Heat/water included 253-9089

SUMMER SUBLET WITH/FALL option

Spacious 7 bedroom Squire Village

Townehouse on bus route starting June 1

Call 665-6410

TAKE OVER LEASE ol 2bdrm Soulhwood
Apt quiel clean on ous route call 253-9612

TAKE OVER LEASE Crestview single bdrm

keep calling 549-0491

2 BEDROOM MAIN 51^480 includes

everything Take over lease on June

253-5529

MOTHFR SEEKS M LETS MOPE

1986 TOYOTA 4X2 pickup excellent con-

dition Under 10,000 mi Must sell soon
253-5731 evenings

THREE SUPER BEETLES -1972-1974

$450-$800 for into (413)566-5081

74 DODGE CHARGER AC PB, PS. runs

great some rust $400 253-9568

1975 CHRYSLER CORDOBA runs and
looks fine New starter battery Serious

springtime sunroof $950 call Steve

549-4462

1973 OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS Supreme
good condition with AM/FM stereo cassette

runs great almost no rust $650 or BO call

253-1373

82 VWRA8BIT 47,000 mis $3200 00 well

maintained lew battery, alternator, tires

549-5185

1978 FORD FAIRMONT
Devra 549-0541

63 000 mi $500

CAPE COD RENTAL

WEST YARMOUTH SUMMER rental

Segull Beach 253-7436 sleeps three

CENTRAL AREA ELECTIONS

NOMINATION PAPERS FOR central area

government elections are available at the

GAG oHice Baker B 22 either at the

meeting Tuesday al BPM or later in the

week Positions include president, vice-

president and treasurer Deadline to file

papers = May 1 51

DOIT

FOR THE MONEY, do .1 for the work e»

penence, tiut mostlu do it tor the lun ol it'

Become a bus driver tor PVTA wuh the

UMass Transit Servici the student )0b to

have at UMass' For info see our ad this

issue or stop by Our table on the CC Con

course today or call 545-0056

DOUBLE BED WANTED

NEED SOME CASH? Do you have a dou-
ble bed in good condition'' How about sell-

ing It' I II buy it now or at the end ol the

semester Please call today 549-1634
Leave message

ELLEN TAPISTRY

HOW ABOUT THAT insh coHee" Call me
(703)979-2619 Osco Irom Baxter s ol L A

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-OISC Enleriainment Agency Disc

lockies lights, rentals, and mobile video

dances' 5-19 7144

FOR RENT

4 bedroom ,jpt Take

option or sublet call

ROOM IN NEW house summer or tall call

Dale .?53 9949 between 5 30-6 30

TOWNHOUSE APT IN Southwood take

over our tease in June it s yours forever 2

bedroom 256-0626

WANT GREAt APT. in Soulhwood
Townhouse-take over lease June 1st and

have apt m tall Call 256-1388

TAKE OVER TeXsE T bedroom
Soulhwood Townhouse Furnished

Available June 1 Call 256-0014 nights

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL option 2

bedroom Squire Village Furniture 665-4634

PRESIDENTIAL APTS fAK^over lease

June 1 Lg bdrm, room for 2 Very close

to campus 385plus/mth call 10-6 549-6089

NORTHAMPTON
responsible bat',

daughter 3 mon ,

beginning May i,
'

' *

'

IMMEDIATELY HIRING!!' ASSISTANT to

the SGA treasurer' A*sist the SGA
Tieasurer. audit accounts, and record

senate financial transactions Must be able

to work with students lake direction have
knowledge ol bookkeeping, and be able to

analyse and apply financial inlormalion

BhKwk during semesters and 15hr/wk dur

ing »ummer and mtersession Applications

are available in 420 student union For

more into call Bill at 6-59371 yvomen and
minorities are encouraged to apply the SGA
IS an AA/EO employer' Deadline loi

applications May 1 1987 at 4 00PM

PAINTERS/FOREMEN NEEDED tor sum
mer m Northboro Westbrjro Shrewsbury

$5-8hr £«peri6ntiJ pret but not n(-te',sa'y

call now 1-800 922 5579

UPC OFFICE MANAGER position avdHabie

starling tall 87 Clenra' o'gani^alniiidl &
personable skills required 15 hrs/week

minimum wage Pick up applications at

4060 student union building Deadline is

May tsl AA/EOE

GREENHOUSE HELP WANTED apply m
person Keyes Rose Co 374 Russell St

Hadley

THE UMASS OUTING Club seeks a sum
mer Locker Manager to handle the rental

ol outdoor equipment Pay is $3 85/hr loi

5 hours/week Applications available m
UMOC office (428B Student Union) and are

due by 5PM on May 1 UMOC is an

AA/EOE

DRIVER WANTED 4 30PM to 9 30OM
Must be reliable and have a good dnvmg
record Apply m person Keyes Rose Co
374 Russell St HsOle^

ROSE SORTERS WANTED: apply m per

son Keyes Rose Co 374 Russell St

Hadley

EXCELLENT WAGES FOR spare lime

assembly work eieclonics, crafts Others

Into (504)641 0091 e.i 2068 7 days Call

now'

DAY CAMP COUNCELORS. assistant

director, health s,upe'visor ri«eded July 9
Aug 7 lor girl scout camp in South Hadley

call Carol 586 6113 evenings

EXCELLENT INCOME FOR home
assembly work For mtu call 504-646 1 700

Dept p-1307

• wo reasons
<«l Wm I love

AMYKUNDEI THEV
,JyS

S your birth

remember

FOR SALE

MUST sell' Call ShawnCRATE AMP
546 9030

WINOERSURFER CLASSIC. 5 color sail

2 daggerboards Excellent condition $300
Great conversation piece 549-7842.

253-9032

U2 TICKETS FOR sale all shows 546-8789

Nikorri35iKIM/2.8 MACRO lens, brand

new complete w/carrying case Price

negotiable Call John, 6-7070. after 10P M

GUCCI WATCHES FOR ladies many styles

only $30 call Brian 6-7425

FENDER JAZZ BASS ans sunn amp
cheap' 549-1315 leave message

1979 LEBARON STATION wagon good
condition runs well $1200 or BO call

665-7702

POUND

MARYANNE MAGUIRE I have youTWonec
card 549-0114

day Hjppji t.;,J ,

watneys kostmi kra/iness host Ryan Rd

16 candles automobile" Love ya Di

MIKE L YOU RE leal special And that s

001 way the off Love the Little One

2N FIELD TO y all who were m the hallway

Weds at 2AM thanks for the support' Voure
great' Luv Lis

BILL. HAPPY 20TH birthday' Only one

more /ear to go Have a good one I will

,ilway5 iemf«mbei inrt I hope you never

torget There .viH always be a special place

tor you in rnv heart Love you toievp' Erir

SWISS VILLAGE
over lease w/lall

2M-1318

GRADUATING SENIORS, take over our

apartment. Townhouse style furnished,

tree cable call now 665-3513

TAKE OVER LEASE June 1st 2bdr on bus

roule inexpensive 549-1439

TAKE OVER OUR lease in June and get

August rent tree' Or just sublet lor the sum

me>/2.t>edroom m Southwood apts call

256-6334

ROOM IN HOUSE
$l85/mo take over

5496792

1 mile Ir campus
lease call Natalie

ROOM AVAILABLE IN Beaut condo close

lo UMass on bus line Kitchen/laundry lacil

mcl female non smokers no pets 256 1547

San

LOOKING FOR A ROOM?

MASTER BEDROOM FOR rent m a 3

bedroom apt in Northwood apts Available

now April tree l43/mo Front ol the bus stop

Call 665-3586 or 549 2835

LOST

RED POLO SPRING lackel m campus
center- Friday please call Julie 9571

GREY JEAN JACKET from Mike s W View

Thurs 4/9 tie cool return keys Irom pocket

Cilf Brandywine 549-0667

DARK LEATHER WALLET lost m Main

Street -Amherst 4/21 al night please return

ID s don t care about the money Call

256-8995

ADVERTISEMENT CARD FOR sweep
ergometer, II still available please call

549-5044.

LOST: SET OF keys One dorm key and

three sets ol car keys One is red Reward'

Call 6-7196 lost around Bowker

AT BARSIES 4/21 a gold waieh very sen-

timental reward offered call Lynne 549-51 72

LOST KITTEN -BLACK hair calico cat, halt

a gold face white paws gold and white

lummy Answers to Boe Boe, lost in Puff-

Ion Village if you've seen her please call

549-1011 or 549-0929

SMALL GOLD CROSS pendant lost 4/22

please call Paul 649-6514

FREE CASH

NEED MONEY? SPEND all your cash on

springbreak'' 1 need your baseball cards

please help' Call Mike 549-0333

FURNISH YOUR APARTMENT

COMPLETEFUHNITURE FOR your apart

ment wall units, sofas, drapes kitchen table

and chairs Great condition Call 549-6489

GRADUATING?

I NEED A roommate 'o share a two-

bedroom lownhouse m Wailham 128 area

5496678

HELP WANTED

Wt ARE LOOKING lor someone to do child

care one evening a week and occasions'

overnights Must have transportation Call

548-9057

WANTED PART TIME bus drivers tor Nor

thampton to Amherst routes $5 to start very

convenient tor Northampton residents

Work schedule arranged around your class

schedule 586-1909

MANAGER TRAINEES NOW hiring

Amherst. Hawaii, Boston. Long Island, or

Dallas 60 openings Excellent pay ex-

cellent working conditions Full or part-time

Call Willie at 549-7793

FULL AND PART lime positions available

very flexible hours and excellent working

conditions Conveniently located in the

center of Amherst 'Vou can earn up to $20

sr\ hour with salary and commissions Con
tact Target Enterprises for an interview Ask

lor Keith 549-7793

SUMMER JOB - WATERFRONT Director

lor day camp in the Boston Area June

29-August 14 Salary 1 800.2.000 depen-

ding on experience Contact Janet Wad
den, outdoor program director Patriots

Trail Girl Scout Council 6 St James Ave

Boston Ma 02116 (617)482-1078

DECKHANDS. CATERING AND office help

needed lor Boston oxcursion boat com-

pany Call 617-4268419

PAINTERS NEEDED EASTERN New
England area interior and exterior starting

pay 6 50 and up depending on experience

Equal Opprtunity Employer (61 7)933-4370

WANTED PART-TIME P C A physically

disabled Amherst man Mornings, evenings

$610 hour call Hick 549-6016

hties 549-1384 Steve

MONEY AND POWER

THE BOARD OFGovemors is looking tor

roordmaiors tor 87/88 year Positions

avaiabie in PB, Finance, Food Manage

ment. Programming, and many others For

into and Applications, come to CC 817

Women and minorities encouraged to appy

an AA/EO Employer Due April 30

MOTORCYCLES

HONDA CB350 RECENTLY rebuilt emgine

call 256-8643 ask lor JB S450 or BO

HONDA CB900F SS very tasi sharp look

ing. black with red, supertrapp metzellers^

6000k two show helmets included 1900 BO
546 9794 Jorge

1976 HONDA CB700SC NighlHawk exc

condition 31 00 miles factory warranty un

111 July 2995 Jm evenings 256-6068

VESPA P200E SCOOTER; backrest, lug

gage rack bOO or best offer 238-5874

80 SUZUKI GS-750L 9000 miles always

garaged $2000 253 9568

PAINTERS NEEDED

ON CAPE COD tor summer earn

$6 50-10 00 per/hr call now lor into

1 800-922 5579

PERSONALS

RESUME TYPESETTING SERVICE
Have your resume professionally typeset

Tfie best quality type, not a word processor

Sixteen different type styles to choose from

Takes only 3 days costs $25 and any

changes III 00 lor FREE Come down to the

Collegian Graphics Office (113 Campus
Center) and speak to Peter Soderberg

MEET NEW PEOPLE! Get great ex

penence' Come write for New England's

largest college daily The Collegian is in 1 1

3

Campus Center, nghl behind the T v
Come down and check us out'

ITS COMING FOR the lirst time m May'

KERRI. WE COULDN'T torget you, could

we^ Hope you have a great birthday' Love

ya. Beverly and Alyson

TO JENNYPOO. LORIANNE. Steffy Su/e
Greggy Roooseli and L it was a perfect

gotcha' And the academy award winner

IS you guys are the best Inends and I love

you* Jodi

Oi^NA, I'LL MISS you bunches I love you

dearly .Shi head

SIGMA DELTA TAU

HAZELBONER HAPPY 20TH birthday'

.)iin« your lai e off Love ya hands SCOOp

4 tliH FtuSbian

OIANE, ITS BEEN A GREAT six months
I wouldn t have wanted to spend my time

with any one else ti'ou always know how
to make me smile I love you Happy si«

month .iniversary Love Michael

OHHHI BAMBINO* BARRY Prior God
knows I love you" Happy 1 year babe
t^ouve been 'he best" So so ther' I m
lorever yours Faithlully Ti Uoglio Anrina

DIANA-HAPPY 19 birthday enjoy' Love ya

sibters and pledges ot Delta Zela

HEY SOUIDI YOU better watch out or III

break /ou' tentacles' Love Squidette

U2 TIX FOR sale call John 549-7595

20 YEAR OLD male student needs 19 to

21 /ear old temale who can sew Senous
Iv Call Dan at 549-54 1

r*

ROB THIS ONES for you I 'ove you Di

TYRANT!

HILARY-HAPPY 19 birthday we hope you

had an awesome dy love Delta Zeta

CASS-JUST A reminder I love you Pete

AS FORMER CAMPUS president I Bill

Bennett ask Nonneabt Residents to

choose expenentr ind dedication' Re
elect Mike Milbiei .is 4EAG president Vote

today"!

HAPPY 20 BIRTHDAY Kathy Gooba
Oooley we love ya Jen Ann Linda, Can
rlice. Randy

DEAR TOURGUIDES-IT'S almost lime to

say goodbye For those who will carry on

our tradition Gracie Dick Bet/, I leave you

days ot sunshine no stray dogs or muddy
people and extra hours at the desk Bob
take your time finding a |0b Todd I promise

Candy kisses m my letters to Mali-not too

much promiscuity please' Take care Jan

Elaine and Sarah And to Jean thanks lor

everything especially tor t>eing you Wish

me luck in the world ot Pinstripe' Happiness

always, Dana

PROFESSIONAL TYPING

SPEEDY KEYS -FAST, accuraie,

reliable 256-1002

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

CASES. PAPERS. DISSERTATIONS,
theses, fast, accurate, dependable, on-

campus, reasonable 584 7924 Nancy

ROOMMATE WANTED

FEMALE WANTED TO ihaie room m 2br

Presidential apt ' ^ mile from Campus Apt

yours in spring also need suWetters

5496638

3 ROOMATES NEEDED lo share Bran

dywine ap' tarting June i $170 a month

plus util

•OPEN RUSH
bitiSjwquf 'i'l '

tani St :,

:

inyited'

ST JUDE

THANK YOU AGAIN! Snldom do yOui

prayers go unanswered I am very gratelul

SUilET

THE BOSTON GLOBE, IBM General

Foods and Kenner Parker Toys are just a

lew ol the many opportunities available

through the Co-op Olfice Come in or call

today 545-2224 your future Starts here'

APARTMENT AVAILABLE FOR summer
sublet 549 1290

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT Includes

utilities dishwasher A/C pool tennis On
bus roule Reward 665-8891

TAKE OVER LEASE on large 2 bedroom

cheap apt Squire Village call 665-8596

2 BEDROOM APT Brandywine Jun Aug
$,:iOO/mo or 80 549 5616

ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED Puftlon

apartment available June 1 Sept t Rent

negotiable Call Ken 549-4824 or Glenn

5496078

NORTHAMPTON 2BEDROOM 500/month

new utilities 1 mm to dwntown call 586 9? 1

1

alter 4PM

SUMMER JOBS

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS
•The oiganued students We tram you

*

Now hiring painters good conditions

^nd good pay $5 $7 per hour throughout

•New England Age and experience not'
• a concern Positions filling quickly

I all today 1 800 424-2468
•

THE FUTURE IS so bright you gotta wear

sliad«s Help pass the Toxics Liberation

Act stop nuclear madness and light lor

consumer |ustice Masspirg seeks bright,

energetic students lor summer campaign

positions Earn $150 300 per week Tram

mg tiavel advancement and a chance to

meet hundreds of other tun people OHices

m Amherst Boston Cape Cod Wor
Chester ano six other locations Call San

dy at 256-6434 today'

UNDERGRADUATE ADMISSIONS
OFFICE seeks enthusiastic UM,iss May
1987 graduate or senior tor surnmer Admis

sioiis Assistant position Irom May 26

August 29 Responsibilities include inter

viewing prospeclive students and conduc

tmg campus tours Excellent communica
tion skills, leadership experience and

knowledge ot University required Submit

resume to Karen Copetas Undergraduate

Admissions Office 225 Whitmore. by May
4, 1987

ON CAPE COD at Jason's ol Dennisport

Flooi and door personnel, barbacks and
waitresses Accepting applications on the

lollowmg Saturdays April 18.25 as well as

May 2,9 Interviews will take place Irom

noon to 3 on those Saturdays at Jasons on

lower county Rd in Dennisport Ma

ONE BEDROOM IN

Jijui? Aug .

<:ihn ,iii

'

SUMMER SUBLET FOR '

SPACIOUS 3 OFDROOM
Modern lully lu'

available June
2M-0973

FEMALE TO SHAHF .

Squire Village '

route pool Bi'ii

TYPING SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING PAPERS, letters.

resumes etc Meticulous prootreadmg
Editing available New IBM typewriter Call

549 0-167

TYPING SERVICE

WORD WIZARD WORD ;

dent rates 5496484

TRAVEL

ALASKA ROUNTRIP AIR tare $550 leave

May 8 return May 30 call Donna 586-4066

VOTE MIIBIER TODAY

VOTE TODAY IN the Worchester Berricks

to re-elect Michael Milbier lor NEAG
President

SUMMER JOBS FOR WORK STUDY
ELIGIBLE ONLY

LOOKING FOR FEMALE to share bedroom

m house apt 150/mo-t- Close to Cam-
pus/town On bus route Call 253 9817

3 NONSMOKING ROOMMATES to share

Brandywine apt will be able to take over

lease in January 88 call Lisa 549 4416

1 FEMALE NEEDED to share room m 3

bedroom Puftton for tall $135 call 549- 101

1

2 NONSMOKING RESPONSIBLE
male/temaie needed to share 2 bedroom

Brandywine Apt starting June call Mark or

Steve 549-6541

ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to

share spacious bedroom m Puffton Village

Call 546 7087 pvenmgs

2 MALES OR 2 lema'es lo share a room

in condo at Amity Place Next to Southwest,

across Irom Stadium Call 549-6824

SUMMER SUBLET WITH lall option

responsible non smoker (male) wanted to

share large double room in a house next

lo mall Also a single room with summer
sublet Call 5865425 alter 5

LOOKING FOR ONE very quiet nonsmoker

lor tall thru n»t year 388C Crown Pt apts

furnished spacious heat included 285/mth

call Sam 256 4293

WE WANT YOU! One bedroom available

(2 people) in a 2 bedroom apartment star

ting June 1 1987 Call 549-0516 anytime

2 SINGLES AVAILABLE starting June 1

Main SI Amherst busslop m front ot

$210/mo call 253 7152

1 OR 2 lemales wanted to share a two stury

Squire Village Apartment 2 large

bedrooms 1 "i baths, inexpensive Definile-

ly worth looking at Call anytime 665-3448

SERVICES

TUTORING. SUBSTITUTE TEACHING in

business management marketing,

finance, investment & microcomputers $7
per hour Neg 536-5006 leave message

SELF-STORAGE FROM $20 monthly
Transportation possible, Aaron Inc

665-8281 1 800-342 3492

SPANISH TUTORING !• TRANSLATION

HELP WITH GRAMMAR, stones pronun

ciatiOn 256-1002

SPRING FLING

HELP WITH SPRING Fhng' Come to Cen-

tral Area Government meetings at 8 00 on

Tuesdays

S6.40 PER HOUR Start June 1st lor 13

weeks, N'ton Dept of Public Works
Grounds Maintainance work m public works

and recreation areas as well as one /ob

with engineering survey team Inquire at the

Student Employment Office 239A Whitmore

tor olf campus summer work study

positions

SUMMER SUBLET

2 ADJ BDRMS lor summer 1 other large

room tor fall Noho cheap rent' Call

586-9545

SUMMER SUBLET A furnished two

bedroom apt m colonial village On bus

roule No fall option Two people preferred

Call David 253-2965

3 BEDROOM FURNISHED apt 4a0/month

utilities and cable included on bus route,

swimming pool tennis ct 665-3671

AMHERST CENTER, DOUBLE room m
house with lall option, rent reasonable, call

Claire or Lisa tor details at 253-7216

THREE BEDROOM PUFFTON apt

available lO' summer 87 3 or 4 people call

for details 549-6327

GREAT lini

nice lu'

Brittan,

son n
256-881

'Se 3 bedrooms (1 t.itl option)

.)se On bus *oule (near
- , V ', .-.,T. -tv-in -.1." lif-r

LARGE f^ULLY FURNISHED abio

5 bedroorns i-ear Iju-j 5ii
:

•! This

house IS ideai"' ("ipn. ill us'

253 5885

COUNTRY LOCATION FALL oution house

is located on 1 3 wooded acres near U Mass

call Carly AM or late PM 2560186

ONE MONTH FREE
4 bedroom house •

location Porch , r'.:

renovated call 549 683 .

Puftton'

-ler sublet ot

.1 \A Amherst
I'aqe. newly
01 I settle lor

WANTED

PHYSICAL, SPIRITUAL. INTELLECTUAL
health seekers share your knowledge with

the readers of Sprout the Earthfoods/Peo-

ple s Market Newsletter Typed double

spaced, please drop material olf on the 4tn

floor S U m the Economic Development of

lice Address it to Jen K Deadline has C*en
extended Due before April 30th

15 PAGE PAPER on history or style o' ur

ban culture needb bib (ny '5
r <" '=.''^•1

2539015

WANTED' TWO FEMALES to sublet two
'oonis in house Cable washer dryer,

dishwasher. Iurnish«>d lor only 156 00' Call

Donna 253 3625

WANTED TO RENT

UMASS STUDENT LOOKING lor room to

rent near campus during spring break 9 21

10 9 29 Call Manual 546 1151 Keep trying

SUBLETS/HOUSING NEEDED June 28
Aug 15 Call SBMC 256-8615 9AM-7PM

WANTED-SIOO REWARD a 6 or 7 person

house lor next year neat bus route Call

Dave 549-0384 or Patty 549 1703 leave

name and number

WANT TO TAKE over lease ot off-campus

house near bus route loi next tall and
spring Call 546 1090 or 253 3894

2 HIGH SPIRITED WOMEN (smokers) look

ing lo take over lease on apt or house, or

lo share your place in the lall call Knslie

6-8565

LOOKING FOR 3 bedroom Pulffon apt

want to sublet lor summer and take over

lease call Herb 546 6761

HEY* I'M LOOKING tor a room tor lall in

a house or apartment in Amherst Must be
quiet non-smokers call evenings Elaine

546-6330

FEMALE LOOKING FOR a quiet single in

a house lor lall semester call Lisa al

549-6065

APARTMENT OR HOUSE lor 3. 4 or 5
people reasonahle close to campus call

anytime 546 660? 546 5774 or 546-5772

Please keep trying'

1 MALE LOOKING lor room m Puffton apt

tor fall call Dan 549-0929

FEMALE NONSMOKER LOOKING lor

single room m house or apt For next year

Call Karen 253 3657

LOOKING-2 BEDROOM apt in house for

Aug 1 Fall. Spnng Call Albert 546-1029

$150 REWARD FOR Puftton lease

54fi-5339

Eva

APARTMENT OR HOUSE for 3 4 or 5

oeople reasonably close to campus Call

anytime 546 6602 546-5774 or 546 5772
Please keep trying

TWO SENIORS LOOKING tor one or two

bedrooms tor now until end ol semester
close to campus Call Chns or Dave
2537572

LOOKING FOR 3-BEDHOOM in Puffton

reward oflered Lisa 6-7979

SSSBIG REWARD
bedroom PuHton Apt

OFFERED lor

Lease ?53 7927

ONE BEDROOM IN two bedroom
Crestview 7 min walk to campus available

June-Aug call 5492638

RIVERGLADE APTS 1 bdrm $137 on bus

rte pool 6/1 8/30 call 256-0857

PUFTON APARTMENT 3 bedroom turnish

ed June-August best otter call Steve

549-3665

JUNE THRU AUGUST presidential apts 2

bedroom a/c ckDsesi apartments to cam-

pus $400plus utilities a nwnth Call Rob
546 6698

2 BEDROOM APT Brandywine summer
sublet Cheap 546 4784 546-5484

ONE BEDROOM IN Southwood apt for

summer with fall option Rent negot call

Sue or Mike 253-9955

SUMMER SUBLET IN furnished Puffton

Apt Cheap call 5-7PM 11PM l 549-1678

2 BEDROOM BRANDYWINE apt available

June 1 thru August 31st Nicely furnished

rent negotiable Call 549-4121

BEACHHOUSE STYLE APT High slanted

ceilings, skylights pool tennis, basketball'

Walk lo campus 2br,"'"'^2bath call 546 9574

NORTHWOOD APTS IN Sunderland 2

bedroom/$4l5 Mon swimming pool and

large grassy areas lo play on -on PVTA bus

route option to renew m tall call 665 8849

PRESIDENTIAL APARTMENT
AVAILABLE for sublet Five mm walk from

Gradtwr 549-0129

LOOKING FOR 3bedroom Pulfton Apt

Want 10 sublet tor summer and take over

lease Call Herb 546 6761

TAKE OVER LEASE June tsl 2 bedroom
apt in Colonial Village across Irom Changes
3«)/mo plus utilities on tjus route 256 0984

Take a

break

with

the

Collegian
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Gorillas fail to lock up Cadets,
Team blows 10-7 fourth-quarter lead; hosts Brown tomorrow

fall 11-10 in 20T

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian StafT

WEST POINT, NY. - The fifth ranked University of

Massachusetts men's lacrosse team walked ofT under the

lights of Army's Michie Field with the standard "what

can you say?" expression Saturday night after the 15th-

ranked Cadets overcame a late, three-goal deficit to stun

the previously unbeaten Gorillas. 11-10 in double

overtime.

The expression, a blank look of disappointment, told the

story after the Gorillas failed to finish off an opponent that

appeared to have been outplayed and beaten.

•T wouldn't say the game was in the bag. but we were

certainly looking good in the fourth quarter," UMass head

coach Dick Garber said. "It was a helluva game. They got

three cheap goals but I thought we could still beat them

in double overtime. It was a classic confrontation.

"They were lucky to be in the game in the fourth

quarter. We missed two goals by inches. If we had gotten

a fouj-goal lead, then there's no way they would've been

in the game. I told our kids we deserved to win."

.S.MiK.r AUAmerican attackman Tom Carmean led tho

Gorillas with two i^'oals and six assists while senior mid-

fielder Doug Musco had a hai tt k k -Junior attackman Bob

Betchley. w'ho .scored the game-winner, had four goals and

two assists

The los^ u a- ihe first of the season for the Gorillas and

it dropped them to 6-1 overall and farther down in the

rankings. The game marked the conclusion of an endless,

seven-game road string to start the season. The Gorillas

open their home season versus llth-ranked Brown tomor-

row afternoon at 3 p.m. at Warren McGuirk Alumni

Stadium. All of the team's reamining games will be at

home. Army, a 9-2 team with a 7 4 record, returned to

the playofT hunt with the win.

Backed by a ridiculously large contingent of UMass fans

(10 to one. and an estimated total of 1000) the Gorillas

took It to the Cadets for 54 minutes, building what should

have been an insurmountable, 10-7, lead with 6:37 left.

But then the Gorillas hit a brick wall as the Cadets pull-

ed three goals out of nowhere.

'At 6:30, I thought we needed to get some of the per-

sonnel on the field that I thought would create a

mismatch " Army head coach Jack Emmer said. "I went

with fivi' attackirs and only one midfielder. We had to

give up .some defense and go for it on offense
"

Ihe strategy paid off as the Cadets, whooutshot UMass,

45 31 , unloaded on the Gorilla defense and sophomore Ail-

American netminder Sal LoCascio ( 16 saves according to

Army stats). Army's Joe Gillis went one-on-one with junior

defender Glenn Stephens and beat him to make it 10-8

with 4:42 left.

The two teams exchanged possessions for the next three

minutes before Army's Mike Hoynes hit Betchley with

a cross-field pass alone on LaCascio's right. Betchley faked

and beat the unprotected goalie with 1:53 left in

regulation.

Army then won the faceoff before Stephens stripped All-

America defenseman Dan Williams, a holy terror in last

sea.son's 8-7 OT deja vu loss at the Hill. Trying to run out

the clock, sophomore defender Adam Rodell inadvertant

ly overthrew senior John Jordan, giving the Cadets posse.s-

sion in the UMass end with 1:05 left.

"He made a bad pass. It was probably his only bad pass

all night," Garber said.

Army then positioned for the tie. Tom Desperito shook

ofT Chris Zusi for a rocket that missed before taking a pass

from the top of the key and blowing a shot past LoCascio

(onti'iiietl on pdgi' 'I

SPORTS

Minutemen take
three of four
Finish weekend first in Atlantic 10 East

•v.- .

%»•

'

C ollegian ph<ilo by Hob Skelton

UMass sophomore Gary DiSarcina delivers one of his three hits during
yesterday's doubleheader swet-p of Rutgers University.

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

The RutgtMs University ba.^ebali team
came into town with quiu a reputation

in the Atlantif ID coriferciKt.'. But it was
a reputation the Scarlet Knights did not

Viw up lo-

Ihc rmvt'tsity of Massachusetts had
steady pitching and a hot-and-cold otTense

that was good enough to take three of four

games from Rutgers over the weekend to

take over first place in the A-10 East.

After splitting a doubleheader Satur-

day, the Minutemen yesterday swept the

Scarlet Knights, 4-2 and 12-4, at Lorden
Field to improve to 7-1 in the conference

and 16-8 overall.

"We have a ways to go, but we're in

good shape and I liked what I saw,"

UMass coach Dick Bergquist said. "We
hit the ball hard and I think we showed
deeper pitching than they did."

Indeed, the Minutemen went through
nine pitchers in four games, getting com-

plete games from sophomores Dave
Telgheder and Ken Greer, Junior
righthander Steve Allen lost a 2-0 heart-

breaker in extra innings after allowing
just four hits in 8-2/3 innings.

In that game, UMass had several

chances to win the game in seven innings,

but a few crucial baserunning errors eras-

ed the potential winning runs. Allen
walked in the winning run with the bases

loaded and Mark Ozeroski added an RBI
single. Rutgers pitcher Darrin Winston
tossed a one-hitter in that game, striking

out eight and allowing only Rob Holiday's

single to right in the ninth.

"I heard he [Winston] had been A-10 pit-

cher of the week and I was really looking

forward to facing him." Zerner said. "But
he used me. He's the best pitcher we've
faced this year"

Gazelles blow out Knights^ 17-3
Regular season ends at 8-4
By LINDA DELIVORIAS
Collegian Stall

This game epitomized how
revenge can motivate a
team to unprecedented
heights.

The sevint h rruiked

University of

Massachusetts women's
lacrosse team, which was
embarrased by Rutgers
University 12-11 last

season, returned the favor

Men track
outdone at PA
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Correspondent

Three menilnr.v of the

University of

Massacli n-et t 's nn-n's

track te:in, iciDipeted in

the {*enn Relays tlii.s pa.^t

weekend. Senior Wayne
Levy, Kerry Boyle, and
Ferdie Adohoe made the

trek to Penn Stale L'niver

sity and faced the toughest

collegiate competition in

the nation.

The Penn Relays is the

biggest and most
prestigious track meet in

the country, Ev"i\ niajnr

schcKi] in the United States

sent it,'^ top runners to com
pet« .it the meet

,
(lex'Clhed

!i> !
' Ma-^- ciiach Ken

< )'l'i leii as a lour day
' .1! li '\ ,ai

,'

l.i\ \ nui Rii'.le hot h ran

I "llll hiK'J nil /lllf^f 14

ye.sterdav, routing the Lady
Knights. 17-.3. in front of a

boisterous crowd at Totman
Field.

"Everyone was out for a

killing. The older people

realized that they didn't

want the same thing to hap-

pen this year." senior

defensman Emily Humiston
.-aid. 'We had team unity.

No one was a hotshot out

there."

The Gazelles, 8-4 and win-

ner.s of four .straight, are

anxiously awaiting ECAC
playoff bids scheduled to be

released toda\

1 wool kiiou anything

until toiMDfidu Our
KUiiirial win- nvei 1 )art-

moutli and Haiyanl could

give us an edge, but you

never k imw ( )in <\\.\\

j i)leinisli IS thi' I'NH l(i:'S

(5-4) up there," UMass
coach Pam Hixon said
yesterday. "1 was ashamed
at the way we played
against them (Rutgers) last

year. I just told the team we
had to play the best game
we possibly could, and to

finish the season strong."

The first-half should have
been billed the Sue Murphy-
Lisa Griswold-Ginny Arm-
strong hat trick clinic, as all

three players netted a trio of

tallies.

The ensuing romp com-
ninred at 2.'i:.'v4 <if the first

halt. ,iv Murph>- dreu- a foul

in t he 1 I i-,i-e .Hid c(in\ cried

the I I <e |)ii-!llon. J^lNlll^'

UM.isv a |,..,ii that It would
neyer relinquish,

(inswold c(dlerted her

. nlllinuftl nil jHl^f II

But in the opening game, L'Mass got

;i tine showing j'rnin Telgheder. now 4-0.

who allowed five hits while striking out

eight batters. Sophomore first baseman
Drew Conieau got things started for

UMass with a two-run double in the

fourth inning. A double by Matt Sheran

scored Comeau and Dean Borrelli

delivered Sli' r.in vvith i -iimN- to make
it 5-1. Senior <- • • un ."-M-an l-lint add-

ed an RBI -m. ' ne iiith inning.

"Attheves\ k.t>! .'.e w lilted to .split the

series," Hint .-.iid. Hut we i-eally wanted

three. We knew we could beat them and
if we got by [Saturday], we'd be fine."

UMass had no problems sweeping the

Scarlet Knights yesterday. In the opener,

Gi'eer gave the team a lift by going the

distance for the second time in a row. "I

was glad to see Greer throw the whole

game," Bergquist said.

After two perfect innings, Greer fell

behind 1-0 when Paul Johnson was hit by

a pitch and eventually scored on a Glen
Gardner single. But the Minutemen
answered with three runs in the fourth.

Sheran drove a one-out double to left

before Zerner walked. Flint scored Sheran
with a single to right and went to second

on an error. Comeau singled to score

Zerner before Flint scored on a groundout

to make it 3-1.

"I feel good at the plate again," said

Flint, who leads the team in hitting. I had
a tough day Saturday but I got a couple

of big hits today and that's what we need-

ed to break out."

The Minutemen added to their lead in

the sixth when Flint doubled and went to

third on a wild pitch Bergquist pointed
out that Rutgers reliever Mike Grecco
was using an illegal motion. On the next
pitch, the field umpire called a balk and
Flint scored to make it 4-1.

vnntinued on page 14

UMass splits two;
wins 1-0, loses 4-3

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

Don't believe the score. The University of

Massachusetts softball team is on a roll.

Technically, yesterday's loss to Adelphi University, 4-3,

in the second game of a doubleheader. was the end of

an eight-game winning streak. But it took a controver-

sial call and an unexplainable freak play to stop the

Minutewomen from winning, derailing a streak that was
pushed to eight after a 1-0 win in the opening game.
The Minutewomen, 28-12, also picked up a pair of wins

Friday at drizzly Totman Field, as some great pitching

performances baffled the Vermont Catamounts. 5 and
70.

In game one ye.sterday, the Minutewomen got the on-

ly offense from a Barbara Meehan RBI single in the fifth

inning, and utilized .some great defense to preserve a

shutout for starting pitcher Chris Wanner and relieve!

Traci Kennedy, who got the win.

Adelphi stranded eight runners, including seven in the

first three innings, aided by a great defensive play on
the UMass side. i,,tiiinu,ul mi pa^c II

UMass students among 500 arrested at CIA protests
By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

LANGLEY. VA - At least 10 ITniversity of

Massachusetts students and area act i\ ists uei e ai lesied

yesterday morning when they blocked the entrance.s to

the CIA headquarters.

According to Fairfax County Police in Virginia, close

to 500 protesters were arrested.

Some of the University students and community ac

tivists who were arrested yesterday include Chris Alibran
di. Caria Graham, Carrie Noble, David Bassi, Marc
Caldeira, John Templeton and Jay Allain.

The protest marks the end of a weekend of demonstra-
tions during which 150,000 marchers voiced their oppos-

tion to US government policies in Central America and
South Africa.

Early Monday morning the demonstration began when
protestors lined up in front of the entrances to prevent

CIA etnplo\ees fioin enteimg the building.

The arrests began at 6:45 a.m. when peace activist Rev.

Philip Berrigan and a dozen others were dragged and led

away to waiting police vans Thi' arrests continued until

1 1 a.m.

Also among those arrested was Daniel Ellsberg, the

defense department consultant who released the Pentagon

Papers,

Ellsberg, who gave the peace sign when arrested for

obstructing free passage, told reporters "Theie are i lot

of people in that building who know what they are doing

is wrong and that they should stop. But they haven't

thought of a better v\ay to he patriotic Americans than

to obey their bo.ss, than to obey the president, even when

he is breaking the law . . . 1 don't know if we changed any

minds in that building, but I think we changed some

minds in Congress. We made them realize that they will

lose their jobs ifthey don't start enforcing their own laws."

Ellsberg >aid he thought the most important audience

was the American public: We want to put the mes.sage

to the American people. If a few .\mei icans can stop

what s t4<iiiig on m that building for an hour or tor a dav,

as we ve just done, the American people can slop it tor

good, and that's what they mu.st do."

Lisa Sheehy, a recent UMass giaduate and former defen-

dant in the recent trial of 15 students who occupied Mun-
son Hall to protest CIA recruitment on campus, said: "The

reason I am here today is the same reason 1 was in Mun-
.son, the same rea.son a lot of us have been doing this for

a long time now. It's liecause the CIA is doing things that

are immoral, violent. attrtK-ious and illegal. The only way

they will be stopped is by actions like this."

Rachel Kolman. another of the defendants m the wide

ly publicized trial, told the crowd of 2,000 supptirters '( )ui

action was only one action, this action is only one action

fnnliniiril iiri piif:r i
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Fences are being put up to seal off the south side of the Campus Center deck and Metawampe
lawn while repairs are conducted the next 11 months.

Public Safety director: Allegations result ofpast administration

Department placement a*moot issue'

Campus lawn
fenced off

for repair job
By JOHN FERRO
Collegian Correspondent

The south side of the Campus Center deck and

Metawampe lawn will be fenced off and unavailable to

students for the next 11 months to repair leaks, said the

director of the Campus Center.

"There are water leaks in the air floor system mem-
brane between the blue stones [surface] and the cement

roof," Bill Harris said. "The stones will be removed to

repair the leaks."

He said the repairs to the 75,000 square foot deck are

part of a $5,000,000 repair project that includes the

garage. Metawampe lawn will be fenced off for the storage

of construction materials.

"These are serious repairs that are long overdue. The

students need to know why it is being done. On behalf

of the people who run the Campus Center we owe the

students an apology," Harris said.

When asked about the timing of the construction. Har-

ris said: "There is no convenient time to begin. Most con-

tractors begin in the spring or when the weather is good."

Ten students enjoying the afternoon sun on the deck

were asked about the repair plans. Eight of the 10

students said it would affect their leisure space on campus.

"I often hang out here. It will bother me because it is

a nice place to enjoy the sun. There are not many places

like this on campus," said sophomore English major Mike

Watts.

"Yes, the repairs will affect me," said first year student

Uan Silverman. '1 like to .study up here
"

Some students like junior history major Scott Lupia

were concerned with the appearance of the Metawampe
lawn

ciintinuctl on page 2

By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

Allegations that the University of

Massachusetts Department of Public Safe-

ty is "structurally misplaced" are a product

of recommendations made by the former

administration, said Arthur Hilson, the

newly appointed department director.

At last Thursday's meeting of the

Chancellor's Commission on Civility in

Human Relations, Mary Dumas, public in

formation officer for the police department,

infortned the commi.s.sion of a list of rcconi

mendations that were drawn up by Public

Safety administrators under fornicr Direc

tr.r (it-raid T. O'Neil.

Removing the department from the divi

sion of Student Affairs and placing it

directly under the chancellor was onf ol t ht

suggestions included in a list that has l>een

lost in the bureaucratic shuffle.

•'The structurally misplaced i.ssue is not

really an i.ssue after all." Hilson said.

"There were some suggestions that were

never submitted (to Student Affairs] and

never acted upon that today are moot

issues."

Dumas told the commission Thursday

that O'Neil submitted the recommenda-

tions to Student Affairs, and no one was
sure what happened to the document.

Hilson said Vice Chancellor for Student

Affairs Dennis L. Mad.son never received

the suggestions: "Mary was simply speak

ini^ a.s a staff member sharing her opinions,

which are not to be construed as depart

nient i.ssues or official opinions."

Hilson said he does not agree that the

i»oiice department should be removed from

.Student Affairs,

'.Some people thought if Public Safety

reported directly to the chancellor it would

save time. he said. "The chancellor works

with a vice chancellory that overset

-

\;n urns components of campus. The ques

lion IS which vice chancellor is most ap

propriate [for the police to report to.]"

"The main goal of Public Safety is to pro-

vide a safe environment so that you can feel

free to walk through this campus without

fearing .-ittacks," Hilson said. "We are pro-

viding a service to the community. I would

say put it under services, which are handl-

ed in Student Affairs."

Hilson, who replaced O'Neil on April 2,

said the department is reviewing their

policies, and will be making recommenda-

tions shortly. A new department policy

handbook is expected to be distributed to

all staff members prior to the end of May,
he <aid.

Bcfoic Hil.-r,n look o\<'i- ;m department

director, UniveiMlv |)nliit voted no con

fidence in the adnunu-tration and morale

wa.s said to be at an all-time low.

"Yes, there was a morale problem in the

(ii'partment three weeks ago." he said

Now people are more optimi.stic, which in

dicates that morale is on the upswing.

"What I can see is a change in attitudes,

a sense of people beginning to pull together

as a team," he .said. "But one has to go back

to the people who articulated their con

cerns and see if there is a difference."

Holocaust Memorial
events continue
Holocau.st Memorial Week, a com

memoration of the six million people, in-

cluding two million children, who died in

Nazi concentration camps during World

War Two, continues today with a talk titl-

ed "The Holocaust; Personal Reflections,"

at 4: p.m. in Campus Center Room 163C.

Hedy Rose, a refugee in Amsterdam
during the Holocau.st, and Yochanan Wi-

jnhoven, profo-.-^oi of leli^non and biblical

at Smith College, will be sharing their

thoughts and experiences.

The director of a film about the

underground resistance in the Polish

ghett(» of \'ilna will intnxluce and di.stu.s.-,

his film tonight. .Josh Waletzky will pre-

sent "The Partisans of Vilna " at 7 p.m.

also in Campus Center Room 163C.

rill' wi'vk is l>eing sjxmsored by by B'nai

Brilh Hillel, the .student .senates and as

variety of other campus groups.

A Holocaust commemoration service

ceremony is planned for tomorrow at noon

in the Cape Cod Lounge. There will be a

film showing and discussion tomorrow

night.
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it IS j^omt; to look piet

ty ugly rtiouncl hero," he

said.

Most students said the

repairs are needed but

were unhappy with the

uniing
Can't they do it some

other time? Why don't

they wait until after

giaduation or be^;in in the

summer," said first year

student Katanna
Forsberg

Others felt difterenlly

First year student Ant,vla

Chumley said, "If it needs

work they should do it. It

is as good a time as any."

Said Perry Welch, a con

tinuing education student:

"At some pt)int it is impor

tant to get done the things

that need to get done. A
leaky roof is top priority."

Repairs on the iioi-th side

of the deck will heuui m
ihr -pruii: of Ui^^ .\(\>-v .1

Tlu' iepair> arc hcii\t: diuu-

by Aquadro and e'erruli

Itu !>; N'Mihaniptnn

Pilecki settles out of court
SPRINC.FIKI.D >AP^ -

Se.vual assault chargi's that

probably cost FraiKi.> J

Pilecki his presidency at

Westfield State College

were dropped yesterday

after a civil settlement was

reached between Pilecki

and the male student he

allegedly attacked.

The decision closed out

pending legal proceedings

against Pilecki stemming

from his alleged sexual

abuse (if twn male students,

allegations that led to his

resignation. Pilecki was

found innocent ol the first

set (it aiiuse related charges

at trial in January.

And yesterday. Judge

William W. Simons reduced

the two remaining criminal

counts of indecent assault

against Pilecki to simple

assault and battery and

then dismissed them at the

request of the alleged vic-

tim, saying it appeared "the

ends of justice are served."

Pilecki said he settled the

suit because, 'i think most

people can understand the

severe physical, emotional

and financial stress to

which I and my family have

been subjected. I will not

subject my family and

myself to anymore."

The move came in a

Hampden Superior Court

hearing as jury selection

was about to begin in

Pilecki's trial. He had faced

a maximum five years in

prison on each count.

Terms of the civil settle-

ment of a $2.25 million

damage suit filed by the stu-

dent in October in Barn-

stable Superior Court were

not disclosed.

"The Commonwealth is

prepared to go forward."

District Attorney Matthew

J, Ryan told the judge, "but

we must take into con-

sideration the feelings of the

victim. He says he is

satisfied and wants to get on

with his life."

The charge of simple

assault and battery is one of

the few criminal charges in

Massachusetts that can be

diopped at the request of the

victim, said William A.

Teahan, assistant district

attorney.

The .student, who was 20

years old at the time, had
maintained that Pilecki.

then president of the col

lege, sexually accosted him
after inviting him home for

dinner and drinks.

Pilecki was acquitted of

similar charges involving

the young man's roommate

The 52-year-old educator's

resignation from the
3,000student college he had
headed for six years was ef

fective in August. He sought

a sabbatical and left the

campus in January 1986
shortly after the allegations

became public and college

trustees paid $10,000 to the

alleged victim in the case

dismissed vesterdav.
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Graphics Specialist

IDB/TIPS
Information Data Bank

Taped Information Phone Service

Qualifications:
Graphic arts, design, layout experience; creativity; initiative.

Eligibility:

Undergraduate or graduate student, preferably Work-Study eligible with a minimum

of two semesters remaining at the beginning of the Fall Semester 1987.

Pay Scale:
Hourly rate, minimum of $4.50 per hour, 10 hours per week maximum.

Starting Date:
August 30, 1987

s Soecialist will be responsible for implementing the promotion and marketing of IDBrriPS

design, layout, and placement of at least two ads ;

v=: pubhcations. posters, and k

IDB IS a telephone and walk-tn information service. TIPS is a pt n iihuty of 300 pre-recorded

cassettes with information about the University and its progiirn , poia m , .h Both are services

of the Dean of Students Office.

For additional information contact Kristin Robison or nolxMl Brooks. 227 Whitmore. 545-2684.

Experts discuss parks
Analyze Reagan 's role, recent trends

I'ollejfian photo bv Niki Sokoloff

MISS PIGGIE SHE'S NOT - Winnee the pig poses for a picture Satur-

day at the Bay State Livestosck Show. She belongs to the Stockbridge
School of Agriculture.

Runaway swine back in time
for Saturday 's livestock show

By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

There is no need to look for Winnee the

pig's picture on the back of a milk carton

because Winnee did indeed return and in

time for her big event, too.

"She was definitely a main attraction,"

said Kristen Whittle, manager of the

sheep, goat and swine herds at the barn

at the University of Massachusetts. Win-

nee was on display at the Baystate

Livestock show on Saturday: "Everyone

had heard about her."

Last Wednesday Winnee ran away from

barn next to the Boyden playing fields.

Winnee's plan of escape is unknown to

Whittle. She does know that Winnee was

returned Friday night, just in the nick of

time for Saturday's show.

"We were very happy to see her," Whit

tie said. "She didn't seem any worse for

the wear. She's fine."

Someone called the University police

who, in turn, called Whittle. Winnee was
discovered on Belchertown Road.

"She's a wordly pig." Whittle said.

Winnee's fame reaches beyond the fact

that she ran away from home. "She's uni

que as a miniature pig," Whittle said.

Winnee stands two feet high, weighs bet-

ween 60 and 65 pounds and is all black.

She eats the prescribed feed for pigs, just

little bit less, according to Leon, a work
study student at the barn.

Winnee was donated to the barn about

a month ago.

"She had been a house pet, but she got

too rambunctious," Whittle said. "So she

was donated to us. We're hopping to get

her bred."

By KARL ROOKEY
Collegian Staff

Two experts on the National Park Ser-

vice yesterday said the Reagan admini.stra-

tion has not adversely affected operation

of national parks, as part of a guest lecturer

series.

Karl Munson, former program leader of

the United States Department of

Agriculture's cooperative i-xtension .ser

vice, said the present budgit allows parks

to operate comfortably

Dennis Galvin. deputy director ot the Na
tional Park Service, said: "The Reagan ad

ministration has not hurt the National

Park .system a lot, but the budgets for land

acquisition have dwindled to almost

nothing.
"'

He also adressed the late.st trends in

recreational services, specifically the

growth and change potential.

"Right now there are many places in the

west that are hard up and unemployment
rates are high," he said. "Many of those

people are turning to tourism and parks |as

an alternative]."

Galvin said other forces that have been

preserve historic si^^hts and the influence

of industry uutsidc the park boundrii-s.

'The park idea is a little bit anti

American: it's anti-development," he said

He stressed that development tiutsidi'

wildlifV- preserves can affect the animals.

because parks often aren't big enough to

support themselves The building of houses

on the perimeter of a park can hurt the

capacity of thi- refuge, he said

He said that .tit hough day to iia\ opera

tion of paik- IS running sinoothly, the

budget for capital iniprovenieiit and land

aquisition is minimal
Munson, who spoke before Gahm, said

that gi-owth would be necessary in the

future

"[The National Parks] are going to be go-

ing through a trauma period in the next

few years," he said. Lack of funds has led

parks to try new methods of upkeep, such

as using contractors for jobs like mowing
lawns, rather than hiring full time

maintenance people, he said.

"The park system now is better than it

was under other administrations," Munson

said, indirectly referring to President

Carter "If we don't move forward we can

onlv move hack-changing the park system are the de.sire to

Forum to confront teaching future
cern from giaduate students in the School

of Management over the possible threat to

teaching at UMass. The Carnegie report

focuses on the difficulties faced by junior

faculty, who are under pressure by colleges

who base tenure decisions not on the quali-

ty of their teaching, but rather on the

amount of research they publish.

The intent of the forum is to promote a

discussion on the issue of teaching versus

research. The presenters will review the

contents of the report, and share personal

experiences relating to the topics covered

The future of undergraduate education,

particularly teaching, will be the focus of

a presentation by graduate and

undergraduate students in the School of

Management this afternoon.

The recently relea.sed report from the

Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement

of Teaching, titled "College: The

Undergraduate Experience in America,"

will be the basis for the presentation at 4

p.m. in room 312 of the School of Manage-

ment. The report criticizes undergraduate

education in America, and cites

"emergent" universities such as UMass by the report.

tKat are seeking to "upgi-ade" their reputa-

tion, as being particularly endangered.

The presentation is m response to con
BEN BROGAN
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Bomb threat leaves Washington Tower empty
^ A .^n ..„»,> ^1^4 Mi!.«iT Vnfh man «,»ns arrfKtpA

By ELLEN M.NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Washington Tower received a bomb threat at 12:30 a.m.

Sunday that caused the Amherst Fire Department, En-

vironmental Health and Safety and the University of

Massachusetts Police Department to evacuate and search

the building, University of Massachusetts police said.

In other police reports:

• A fire was reported at 3:20 a.m. Sunday from Pier-

pont House after newspaper in a trash can caught fire,

police said.

• A Plymouth received an estimated .$2000 damage
after the engine caught fire at 12:.30 a.m. Monday in p-

lot. police said.

• A guest of a resident who locked himself out of the

room damaged the door in an attempt to reenter at 1:30

a.m. Friday on the 15th fioor of Kennedy Tower, police

said.

The guest had gone to take a shower and locked himself

out of the room. Staff were unable to let him back in

because he was not a resident. They gave him some clothes

to wear in the meantime, police said.

It was not until later did they find the door to be damag-

ed, police said.

• A car reportedlv left the Campus Center garage

without paving at 9:10 p.m. Friday, police said.

Police have a description and license plate number ol

the car, police said.

• A chair and a clothes rack were thrown from a win-

dow on the .south end of Brett House at 1:4.^^ am. Sun-

day, police said.
, o ic

• A 25-year-old Northampton man was arrested at ...i^

p m. Friday after he came into the police station to get

his fingerprints and his record and police lound an

•outstanding" warrant, police said.

_ A 29 year-old New York man was arrested at 3:45

p.m. Thursday after he was found to be trespassed near

Bovden Gym, police said.

• A 19year-old New York man and a 18-year-old

Shrewsbury man were arrested at 9:15 p.m. Thursday on

charges of being minors in possession of alcohol in lot 44,

police said.

• A 26 year-old Fairhaven Connecticut man was ar-

rested at 1:40 a.m. for failure to pay speeding fine, police

said.

• A male student reported an as.sault at 10:55 a.m. Sun

cla> after another male visiting (irayson Hou.se struck

him. polite said.

• A 2(1 vear-old Walpole man was arrested at 5:05 a.m.

Sun(ia\ at Cance House on charges of being a minor in

po.^sc-^sion of alcohol. po>.<essioTi of altered Massachusetts

license and a warrant issued by the South Yarmouth

police, police said.

Speaker faces Vietnam issues
MT vvhn livfi in MaR.sachusetts.

'There is a conspiracy of silence that has

not brought them home yet," Dr. Stuart

Forman told an audience Friday in a

workshop for Vietnam Era Veterans in the

Campus Center.

Forman. a psychologist and project direc-

tor for the Post Tramatic Stress Disorder

clinic at the Public Health Hospital in

Rutland, Massachusetts, has worked with

vets for more than a decade.

The one-and-a-half hour workshop was

conducted around issues affecting Vietnam

veterans in the home and workplace. For-

man said there are 175,000 to 200,000 vets

who live in Massachusetts.

"The combat theatre was different in

Vietnam," he said. "It was unique com-

pared to World War II. The average age of

the WWII soldier was 26; the Vietnam

soldier was 19. In WWII they knew who the

enemy was; in Vietnam the enemy was

never clearly defined."

"The results of war do not stop when the

shooting stops," he said, "they continue

forever."

"Let's bring the vets home. ' he said,

"though it is 20 years later, it is still not

too late to bring them home.^^^
^^^^^
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Speakers, dinner and dancing
promote Cape Verdean pride
Bv KARL ROOKEY
Collegian Staff

The night began with two guest speakers,

and a delightful meal unlike anything ever

served in dining commons, after which

students danced most of the night until

.security asked them to leave the Campus

Center.

This semi-formal dinner dance featuring

dishes unique to Cape Verde, a group of

islands off the western coast of Africa, was

all part of the second annual Cape Verdean

Awareness day, put on by the Cape Ver

dean Student,Alliance.

One of the speakers, Donald Lopes, a

Cape Verdean businessman who owns a

chain of Kentucky Fried Chicken stores in

Providence, Rhode Island, told of the traits

that were necessary for Cape Verdeans to

succeed in America.

"When you fail, you learn something.

Lopes said, stressing that failure should be

used to bring the individual closer to then-

goals.

Lojies who ran his first Boston Marathon

after his 40th birthday, said persistence

allows people to achieve their potential.

"Cape Verdeans must deal with tradi-

tional economic structures by establishing

themselves," he said. "You must be inside

the boardrooms of big companies such as

Decision to ban tobacco sales

preceded Health Council input
By RICK SASSON
Collegian Staff

The administrative decision to ban the

sale of tobacco products from campus next

semester preceded any recommendations

made by the Health Council, a graduate

student representative to Health Council

sub-committee said yesterday.

Marguerite L.* Adams, who worked on

committee since September, said the

council was rtill gathering student sup-

port and conducting research for a possi-

ble ban when the administration made

the ruling.

"We planned to introduce referendums

to the Student Government Association

and the Graduate Student Senate. If it

succeeded, we would have gone to the

faculty senate with it," Adams said.

Vice Chancellor John L. DeNyse attend-

ed a Health Council meeting on April 8,

she -said, where he announced ad-

ministrative plans for the ban. The ban

was later announced at a Faculty Senatv

meeting on April 16, where it was met
with a round of applause, DeNyse said.

[The Collegian erroneously reported Fri-

day that the Faculty Senate ratified the

proposal — it was an administrative

decision].

Adams refuted allegations made by the

Board of Governors last week that

students weren't properly represented

and that BOG members were misinform-

ed in the planning of the ban. She said the

council reported their research to the

Graduate Student Senate on Febuary 17,

and repeated it on March 3. "The

Health council set about to gather suffi-

cient support from the students," Adams
said. The council's research was not con-

ducted in secrecy.

Before the ban's passage, the Health

Council and the Student Center for

Educational Research and Advocacy

surveyed 364 students about a possible

tobacco ban. Of the .364, only 17 percent

smoked, and less than half the smokers

were- s. rongly opposed to the ban.

IBM, and build busine.s.ses through acquisi-

tions and leveraged buy-outs."

The second speaker and founder of the

CVSA, John Lopes, emphasized the need

for Cape Verdeans to dream, and persist in

tho^e dreams.

had begun as one of his dreams, and

through persistence and years of effort, it

had come into being.

The meal, which separated the tw5
speeches, consisted of several traditional

Cape Verdean main course dish«s and

'^he doo^u. always open to progress and deserts. It was prepared by members of the

change." he said, stressing that the CVSA t-VSA, and was praised by the speakers.
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Reading NOW VOyAGER

Time: Friday. May 1. 1987. at 430 PM.
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HOT PAUL: Hey Ken. wasn t |

roast beef
san[>/^»ches

h s

the concert this

weekend fun? |

KEN: I had a great
|

time. Paul. There |

was plenty to l

drink, women »n e

summer ge^' r' : \

I think I even ::; I

a tan. Only one
|

thing was missing,
|

Good Food.
I

^AUL: You're absolutely
|

right. Let's drive i

down to our j

favorite place for
|

great food -J. B.'s j
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ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

ECONOMICS
DATE: TUESDAY, APRIL 28, 1987

TIME: 8:00 PM

LOCATION: CAMPUS CENTER 162-175

SPONSORED BY:

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS

This is an opportunity to nneet with alumni and discuss their

experiences in the working world. Don't miss this innportant

panel discussion!

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

Walter P Green '66

Deborah Deskavich 79

Joshua C Chernin '81

Jor," . Peterson '83

Vice President

Massachusetts Mutual Life

Insurance Co,

International Finance Manager
Data General Corp.

Vice President

Avery Co

Financial Consultant

Shearson Lehman American

Express

For more information, please contact:

University Placement Senyice. University Career Center

545-2224

$8.95

Athletic Weight
T-Shirt

Gray • White

Navy • Red

Located In The Campus Center ^h^JX^^^V[
Open M-F 9-5 ^STORE^
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Late, great procrastinator
,. - »« U..'., ;*'u lO'in an/I

The following is a sample of an authen-

tic diary kept by a professional student pro-

castinator It was found among his personal

belongings left in a dormitory at UMass

after the 1986 spring semester. The stu-

dent, who no longer attends this institu

tion, was afflicted with spring fever^

Jon Z. Bowser

Monday May 2: Sunny out, no chance

of rain. Can't decide whether to blow off

classes or work ... I hate indecision so I

blew them both off after a little thought.

Will get the notes from a classmate on

Wednesday. Remembered while playing

Hacky Sac that I have a Spanish quiz

tomorrow. Will definitely study after din-

ner . . . Dinner was gross so I had to get

some fresh air aftf r eating. 1 k-Miiu'd ;i w\k

wav to kick the Hacky Sac

Tuesday May 3: RoukH da> Kxi.iy 1

wish school wasalriady oul ("nuldn i iind

my Spanish book last m^ht su 1 went

upstairs to study with \^t' watclv

ed Li'ttLTiiian and prayed the quiz would

be true or false because - "s book is

holding up his roommate's stereo. The quiz

was oral. Professor told me if my major is

Spanish I should switch. I felt so bad I

couldn't make it to my stats lecture.

Wednesday May 4: Just found out I

have an anthropology exam on Thursday

and a ten-page paper due for English on

Friday. I never get a break. After class I

started studying for anthropology but the

sun was in my eyes. Had to move out on

to the Pyramids to study with my back to

the sun. Finished half a chapter but then

got dragged into a frisbee game. Finally

caught the frisbee between my legs, must

write home! Started to studv .it 7 p.m At

7:151 realize I have to do m\ w a^h liut un

fortunately I don't have any quaileis

Nobody on my flooi lia.^ quaruir- Nnbody

for ten floors above me has chanKc I must

go to Munchv .-. 1 .)u^t returned with

change from Munchy's, it's 12:30 and Let

terman is starting; I can't miss stupid pet

tricks can I? No. Maybe the exam will be

easv. PS, dinner was worse.

Thursday May 5: 1 don't think I belong

in school. The exam wasn't fair. He'll have

to scale that baby. I'll write my paper after

the Cosbv Show. Maybe if I go to dinner

right after Quincy I'll get an outline done

before the Newlywed Game. . Couldn't eat

dinner so I hitchhiked to McDonald's. The

cashier had the worst case of acne I've ever

seen. After Family Ties came into

my room with some wine coolers. Boy was

I thirsty! Everyone on the floor is going to

a party. I can't go. My mind is made up.

Friday May 6: I guess I'll have to turn

my paper in late If I can get it done this

weekend I'll only lose one full gi-ade. That's

a solid B no problem. Woke up with a killer

handover but it was a ^'ood partv Had to

hlo\s off clas.ses a^'ain tn sleep il nfl m the

sun- My tan i> th. Ix-t (.iie un ihv Ho't;

can't wait to hit the beach. Dad called and

asked nie why 1 wasn'! m class 1 told him

I wa- on my \\a> t" the lihi ar\ He believ-

ed it' I guess if 1 stay in tonight i can iiave

niv papei' done and typed by Saturday

aiternonn .still I wonder if anyone on the

floor had the same assignment last

semster? No one does. I think I can buy a

paper if I keep on looking, though. I'll go

out to a party tonight and ask everyone. I

won't even drink tonight. School is first.

Saturday May 7:

Sunday May 8: I slept through Satur-

day and still haven't started my paper. I

fonnd out that my professor changes paper

topics every semester. I can't believe I have

to waste such a beautiful day to write a

stupid paper. It feels like it's 80 degrees

outside, and everyone is blasting Van

Halen on their stereos. I can't possibly

write a paper with all this noise. 1 might

as well do it after dinner tniimht. Besides

1 never ^ot anv fresh air yesterday. Dinner

was hori'ici.

./„/( Z Br.uscr IS n Cliegian colunnus/

Disobedience: civil or evil?
In American democracy there are so

many legitimate li%fal avenues tor protest

that it is always a strong temptation to ask

hard questions of those who insist on civil

disobedience. I have quite a few tor the par

ticipants in the anti-CIA charade

Rusty Denton

That's the acid test of convict ions, and per

.sonallv I doubt that local protesters ui.uld

have passed it in the Munson Hall case,

Tlie\ may sa> they would, but words and

actions are two ditlerent things.

Let's ask some other que.stions. Can a

- stale court pass ludgmenl on a federal

agencv.' Was the CIA really on trial, or

were the anti-establishment sympathies ot

Letters

Tobacco ban decision clarified
This letter i.~ in respon.se

to the April 24th article on

student reaction to the

discontinuance of sales <if

tobacco products on the

UMas.s Amherst campus.

First there are some er-

roneous statements. The

Health Council did not urge

Vice Chancellor DeNyse "to

ratify a ban on the sale of

tobacco products to take ef-

fect July 1, 1987." Minutes

of the Health Council show

Vice Chancellor DeNyse

had asked to attend the

meeting and announce the

administration's decision to

discontinue the sales at that

time. The Health Council

had been working on such a

recommendation, but was in

the process of gathering in-

formation and support

which was to include mo-

tions from both the

Undergraduate and

Graduate Senates. The ad-

ministration, not the Health

Council, decided not to wait

for further information and

support.

As to the claim by BOG

Chairperson John Hayes,

'that students were not pro-

perly represented on the

Council and \vere denied the

chance to ha\e any .-.uhsian

tial input in the decision."

that too IS erroneous. The

Health Council, as all facul-

ty committees, encourages

.student representation.

Minutes of the Health

Council show representa-

tion from the graduate and

undergiaduate senates, and

several representatives

from the Student Health

Advisory Board were pre-

sent at meetings where the

discontinuance was discuss-

ed. As is the duty of the

Health Council's graduate

senate representative,

reports of the council's ac-

tivities were made to the

Graduate Senate at two

meetings (Feb. 17 and

March 3). The reports in-

cluded information on the

activities regarding the

discontinuance of tobacco

.sales. Minutes of the March

3 Graduate Senate meeting

show Hayes was present

when the report was made.

Furthermore on Feb, 17

Student Activuies Research

and Evaluation Ol'iice con

ducted a random sample

sur\t\ ot undergraduate

.students, developed by the

public health subcommittee,

concerning the smoking

policy and their behaviors

and attitudes. Of the 17 per-

cent of the sample who were

smokers only 43.5 percent

were strongly opposed to the

discontinuance. In light of

this erroneous reporting. I

suggest the Collc^icin staff

check their facts before they

report on decisions affecting

students, and I suggest that

John Hayes pay closer at-

tention at Graduate Senate

meetings and check his facts

before making any allega-

tions.

Meg Adams
Graduate Senate/

University Health Council

How iiianv of those who protested mside

and outside nt Munson Hall liad actually

first written to senateis, cnn<;re>sinen er

the president conceriune ( l.\ activilie-'

How manv iiad called or vsnlten the UMass

admini.«tration or regents concerning

recruiting practice.s,' Did anyone bother to

look up the legal issues offederal recriiitin;:

brforc they were hauled awav.' Soiia .\b

hie and .Amy don't count

Please excu.se those of us u bo consider

the protesters to be conceited and sell

riuhteous, luit sonu- of us also want to know

how HKinv of those who tried to put illegal

(LA practices on trial had never willfully

broken the lau liefore themselves. Oh. 1

.,.,. Its okav to break the taw if nobody

...t- killed' What about dning drugs

Tdealers ^el kiliefl every d.iv in the.'oinpeti

tion to provide illicit substancesi.' What

about ignoring sodomy and ^^'>l"tory rape

laws and thereby spreading AIDS.' What

about Ignoring speed limits designed to

save lives'.' Faulting the CIA for criminal

practices is an understandable sentiment,

but the obnoxious lack of humility among

the protesters makes them an easy target.

Some of them, too, have endangered the

lives of others.

How manv protesters had actually spent

time researching CIA activities themselves

instead of relying on hearsay? How many

th.' lurv on trial"? Does this case have any

la-lmg im'anmg in light ot the tact that a

man with a record ..t integrity (William

W. b-teri IS assuming the directorship of

iho CIA' Whai are the implicut ions tor t)ro-

tests on stale [iropeii\ ,'

Now there's a question with .some meat

on it. It is illegal for .someone like me to

come thunderini: into a lecture uninvited.

tlu.mpinK my Bu.le and denouncing

Universitv Health .'Services as b.iln killers

becau.se tiiev refer a..men tor abortions.

Yet what sigiiificaiu ditlerenre is there bet

ween that kind of 'Uioii .ind one that

w.iylays University bus; lie-,- 1.-1 .. political

c.iuse'.' 1 can't think of ;inx > 1
start

liargmg into packed audil husy

ofTices prophesying at^ainst ah-Miion,

I'Mass agitators should coii;-ul< »
ih;it,

sinuiltantMiusly with winning a pl-.c tor

aggressive civil disobedience on then ii.u t.

they will purchase for people like me the

right to also be heard in such a way Who

knows - I might just take advantage of it.

The long and the short ofwhat successful,

aggressive civil disobedience achieves is

the right to initiate anarchy whenever and

wherever someone feels like it. Since local

protesters seem so intent on undermining

the law at their own discretion, they

deserve to be questioned at least as

thoroughly as the CIA. I know / have more

™t iced totally without peer support? Rusty D,ntnn ,s a Collepan columnist

Partaking in Asian languages urged
- students we send to China

and Japan would also be a

wholessome influence in

Ban on agency ethical and legal

Well, better late than

never. Six months after "the

racial incident" here at

UMass, it seems that the

Duffev administration is

final fv moving in a

somewhat positive direc-

tion. Hopefully the oiTorts

on the part of the ad-

ministration are not simply

a svav t., avoid further bad

publicitvThis opinion may

seem <.verlv critical to sonu-.

but the contradictions

within Chancellor Duffey's

administration must lead

me to the most cautious of

of conclusions. Take the

issue of CIA recruitment for

example Aside from all of

the moral considerations

(Which, themselves, should

well sufTicei, the ethical and

legal grounds tor a ban on

{'LA recruitment are ir-

lofutable. I qii'de the

trustees: "...any law-abiding

group or organization can

recruit on this campus..."

The CIA breaks the law.

They have been convicted

by the World Court, in the

veryt near future by Con-

gress, and now by a jury of

6 in Northampton. C'mon

Joe! This one is cry.stal

clear, by yeur own rules.

Ban the CIA now',!!

Dan Wemtrauh
Wellesley, MA

I was pleased to read

Kathryn Kirby's article on

Asian Languages at the

University in the April 17

Collegian. There are.

however, two points that

need further clarification.

First, the Department of

Asian Languages and

Literatures, like most

departments in the Faculty

of Humanities and Fine

Arts, is not in the business

of "accepting" majors. The

major is chosen by the stu-

dent and. at least in our

case, the Departmental ac-

ceptance signature is

recorded solely because it is

required by CASIAC. Se-

cond, our department sees

the training of minority

students as an important

part of its mission. We have

always had some minority

students, but never as many

as we would like. There

should be far more minori

ty people trained to occupy

the positions that require

knowledge of an Asian

language than there are

now. A greater minority

presence among the

those countries. We urge

everyone who has been

thinking about the possibili-

ty of learning one of these

languages to come and talk

with us. Now during
preregi.stration would be a

particularly opportune time

but you are always very

welcome.

William E. Naff

Department of Asian
Languages and

Literatures

The Collegian awepl^ h'tters and vol-

umns from the UMass community for

p(issihle publicutwn on th*- icittonal pcij^e.

All submissionH must he typed, double-

spaced, and include th<- author's name, ad-

dress and phone number for venrieatUm.

Margins should he set at 10 and 77. Let-

ler.H should not exceed 30 lines: columns

should not exceed 60 lines.

i
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Maus a moving document
Mo UK

B\ Art Spiegelman
Panthfon
$8.95

By THOMAS HARRINiJTON
Collegian Staff

Thf blurb on tlu- L

Art Spiegelman ^ .>•>

Auto
Glass

SAME DAY SERVICE

BILLED DIRECTLY
TO INSURANCE CO.

WINDSHIELDS
REPLACED

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rl 63 No. Amherst • $49 2880

On PvTA Bus Lines

Mosi Maiw C'edit Cards *cc80te;

all \i>ll! pri.'Cl)Ill.'<'|)t HHi:^

lUi'iaturf "

Holocaust nu-muH Miiu.-
Act!.;ill\. Mnus u-e> tmv

founds more like a caution ,-,^'
l\^^, oldest and w><\.

than a description'-The p,,puiar mean. n\ .xpr.--

its: ! hf ( (iniK ' I-: H.nc.Jesvs are portra\ed a> niict

the Nazi> a> (.at- ..put asuK //'( l/l li tril /Xliii S

Round I op
lro»nNE<« tOHR
tiarting »l

LUXEMBURG $358

LONDON 401

ST. THOMAS 277
TEL AVIV 681
CARACAS 293
ATHENS 571
STOCKHOLM 441

HONG KONG 777
Also EURAIL PASSES INT L

STUDENT lO WO«R'STUOr
ABROAD AtMCARDS.LO**
DOMESTIC FAftES «nd
mwe'CALL for

FREE SludenlTravelCaialoq'

14131256-1261

COUNCIL TRaVIL
AMMtRST

Whenyourethe
best inLSATprep
yougeta lotof

free advertising.

Why do many LSAT prep experts" keep comparing

themsctves to Kaplan m their ads'' Because they dont

want you to start comparing with real facts and figures

Ifyou did, you d discover that more Ivy League law

students prepared at Kaplan than anywhere else V>u'd

discover the world s largest test prep research staff, the

most up-to-date matenals. the most comprehensive

computerized diagnosuc program.

Vbu d discover that you never have to miss a class-

either review lessons with an instructor or with our

LSAT prep tapes And that we'll never close you out of a

course because wwe can add elates to fill students' n«ds

^ibu d discover that our LSAT prep is. and always

has been, guaranteed And lastly that Kaplan students

are well-represented among those who score the mos."

Socall Enroll 'Vbu'ildiscoverjust why Kaplan is stu-

dents' first choice for LSAT prep-and other companies'

first choice for imitation d#Jin| ii|kl

nuiin N. uAM wtuiMMM arniin.

LSAT CLASSES
BEGIN MAY 7

GMAT CLASSES
BEGIN APRIL 30

Exams arc cominf, inquire aboot

our speed reading programs

grovp discounts available

\AMWi wRoHO.l THf^ ^^^"^ ^^^y^x:^ MY

I
^ -^ >/ II ! I I ! I II

COMN HM> K OW &0OP5 JTOK^ • >^i- W^^
KNOWN OVER Ml 5«>^N0WlEC. OFTeW .

HE. OhVE ME. CU)TH VMHH HO COV/P0t^>

.
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A scene from Maus, cartoonist Art Spiegelman's depiction of his father's

war experiences. A sequel to the book is planned.

lOO^mG TO EARN SOME MONEY?

look.ng for resume experience?

hNt to work with a dedicated,

fun group of people?
YES!

Then You Want To Become A
BUS DRIVER

With The

UMASS TRANSIT SERVICE
Being a driver for UMTS is both a fun, part-time job, while also

being a professional, responsible one.

Our Drivers:

• Are all UMass students just like you.

• Enjoy the job they are doing and the people they work with.

• Carry over 24,000 passengers and cover over 4.400 miles daily

• Starting pay S4,50 an hour - Flexible hours.

We are now accepting applications for our summer training program

• You only need to be around for a few weeks this summer to complete the training.

• Training can be scheduled around classes.

• This IS a paid training program

COME TO AN
INFORMATION/APPLICATIONS MEETING

Tuesday 4/28, 7 p.m. • Rm. 917 Campus Center

For more info, call 545-0056. An AA/EO employer
You Must:

• Have at least 2 semesters left at UMass. • Have a good driving record.

• Be at least 18 yrs. old.
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ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

DEPARTMENT OF CLASSICS

DATE:

TIME:

LOCATION:

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 29, 1987

8:00 PM

CAMPUS CENT R 101

SPONSORED BY:

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE
ALUMNI ASSOCIAllON

DEPARTMENT OF CL^SSICS

This is an opportunity to meet with (jlu:nni and discuss their

experiences in the working world. L'or.'t miss this important

panel discussion!

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

Eric Berkowitz BA '71 • MBA 73

Robin Boots BA'81

John McVey BA '83 • MAT '86

Douglas Ryan BA 72 • MAT 74

Christopher Yonge BA '77

Head or Marketing Department
School of Management, UMass

Tear ht of Spanish
Chapei Hill • Chauncy Hall

Teac ho of Latin

Rivers L.;hool

Teof-ht of Latin

HinghQ n High School

Tecf nic .i\ Writer

Cotiax Corporation

For more information, plea • ontaci
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Jesse Jackson: Bringing America Together
By Zouera Youssoufou
Nunnmo Staff

Reverend Jesse Jackson's visit to our campus last Tues-

day made a lasting impression on the UMass community.

Reverend Jackson was invited to the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst campus by Chancellor Joseph

Duffy in an effort to promote racial awareness and diversi-

ty. Rev. Jackson's visit was part of a special day at UMass,

a day dedicated to promoting diversity.

Rev. Jackson is the founder of operation P.U.S.H (Peo-

ple United to Serve Humanity), chairman of the national

Rainbow Coalition and is a Democratic party candidate for

president.

The theme of Rev. Jackson's speech was "Bnnging

America Together ". He spoke to a crowd of about 2000 peo-

ple in a packed Fine Arts Center concert hall.

The Reverend started by talking about how the "good

cannot be buried" and how "if we do good in the end we

will prevail".

He spoke about Rosa Parks, a black woman who wouldn t

give up her seat in the bus to a white person. He cited a

few other examples of racism in this country and said that

these people suffered and died "so that we might live". He

talked about Martin Luther King and his dream and about

how "we must not let the dream busters set our agenda

of the day." He said that we had to be a good people and

therefore a strong people, since the good are always strong.

He went on to say that America represented only Q/of the

world population and that therefore we had to respect other

people. He stressed that in the real world, which is the other

94/ of the world population, "most people are yellow, are

brown, are black, non christian, poor, female, and don't

speak english."

"We must fight for a multicultural society. America is like

a quilt, many patches, many pieces, many cuts and sizes,

different textures, bound by a common thread. That's the

strength of our nation, " he added. He compared America's

diversity to the different vegetables in vegetable soup.

"When the heat is turned up, some flavor from each of us

is part of the soup, each maintains an identity at the same

time and when it's all together, it tastes good, it smells good,

it is good." Rev. Jackson said that our generation had to

stop racial violence. Instead of fighting over trivial things

like the Superbowl which tnggered the Southwest incident,

he suggested we fought for the farmers In the midwest, for

the opressed people in South Africa and to stop the arms

race.

Rev. Jackson spoke about poverty in America. He said

that millions of jobs have been closed and that even though

the Reagan Administration had created jobs, they are low

paying jobs, $7,000 a year jobs. He attributes the decrease

of the standard of living in America not to racism or anything

like that but to the "merger maniacs" who take away our

jobs to help out their economy and their democracy. Big

corporations in America are a problem in our country Rev.

Jackson affirmed. He explained that the current administra-

tion is giving tax breaks to the big corporations so that they

will invest the money they save back into the economy.

Only it doesn't work that way. Instead of reinvesting the

money they saved into the American economy, the big cor-

porations take their money and invest it in other countries

where labor and other costs are cheaper. They exploit the

people in the other countries, ususally third world countries,

and close down factories and jobs over here. They replace

continued page 2
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Gordon Heatii To Perform In UMass Production
AMHERST, MA. - It's impossible not to speak of tiis

presence - off stage as well as on

Gordon Heath, the distinguished black actor now rehear-

sing for the role of Chief Baroka in a University of

Massachusetts production of Wole Soyinka's "The Lion and

the Jewel" is almost as majestic in hij street clothes as he

is in the voluminous robes and lion-maned headgear of the

Nigerian chief. Or in the period atlne of King Oedipus.

Prince Hamlet, or any of the other classical roles that have

brought the New York-born, Paris-based actor to the peak

of his profession.

"In fact, the roles are not that far apart," remarks the

tall elegant, white-haired Mr. Heath in his elegant, British-

West-lndies-accented English.

"Baroka is a king in his own country; he's as royal as

MacBeth in Scotland."

Heath's career as an actor and director spans four

decades. A resident of Paris since 1947, he has perform-

ed most of the major roles of the western theater in Lon-

don, Paris, and New York. His role in "The Lion and the

Jewel" - a 1966 comedy by the winner of the 1986 Nobel

prize for literature - is his first in a play by a black African

playwright.

"1 did do 'Cry the Beloved Country,' a play from the novel

Financial Aids

For Third World
Students
By Zouera Youssoufou

Nummo Staff

Sources tor financial aid are a scarcity for Third World

students in general. An addition to the probleni is the fact

that the few extra sources are not made available to the

students , , ,., j
Here are a few that haven't been widely publicized.

CORPORATE SPONSORED SCHOLARSHIPS FOR

MINOR^Y UfiDERGRADUATE STUDENTS IN PHYSICS

American Physical Society

335 East 45th Street

New York, NY 10017

by Alan ratun. uut nu, ' nad not done a piay uy a oiack

African.

In fact, like many people 1 suspeci, I aidn't know about Wole

Soyinka until he won the Nobel prize. He seems to have

been rather under wraps I don't know why. because he

seems to be a fairly militant person.

'The Lion and the Jewel" has, to begin with, enormous

charm. And it is perhaps a just reflection of Soyinka's regret

that tradition in Africa is being overlaid with a reaching out

for the 20th century; of his feeling that progressives should

not behave as if their past did not exist.

"That's a very powerful statement, but it is wrapped in

charmingly comic terms."

A comedy of "progress' in which the conservative chief

and the liberal schoolmaster compete for the same young

woman, "The Lion and the Jewel" incorporates the music

and dance of the Yoruba people 'Everybody sings but

me!" laughs Heath, who, in addition to his careers as an

actor and director, is an accomplished recording artist.

The choreography is directed by Five-College Professor

Pearl Primus, a renowned performer and interpreter of

African dance.

The production represents a reunion for Primus and

Heath, whose careers first intersected some 40 years ago

(212) 682-7341 ,

Purpose To provide financial assistance to minonty group

students interested in studying physics on the

undergraduate level.

Eligibility Any Black American. Hispanic Amencan, or

Native American U.S. citizen who plans to major in physics

and who is a high school senior or college freshman or

sophomore may apply. A selection committee recommend-

ed by the Association's Committee on Minorities in Physics

and apppointed by the Associations president selects the

scholarship recipients and the host institutions. The selec-

tion committee also arranges for a physicist to provide ap-

propriate mentor guidance for each scholarship recipient.

The scholarships are awarded in 2 modes: institutionally

attached scholarships and portable scholarships.

The institutionally attached scholarships are assigned to

institutions with predominantly Black. Hispanic, or Native

American enrollment. The portable scholarships allow reci-

pients to enroll in programs of their choice. It is anticipated

that in any aware year, half of the scholarships will be in-

stitutionally attached and half will be portable.

Financial data Each scholarship consists of $2.C00

m a New York production ot "Hoxy.

"Pearl is standing right behind me in this production."

says Heath. 'If anything happens to catch her eye, she

will say:

The chief would never do that!' She behaves as if she car-

ries the entire culture of Africa on her back!"

Heath also has high praise for director Richard Trousdell,

whom he calls one of the most acute psychologists I've

known," and a "monster of tact!" He praises, too, the young

actors ot the University Theater Department and the New
World Theater Ensemble, who have 'placed themselves

in sympathy with people who have an entirely different

cultural base."

"It has been a very emotional involvement for me. "says

Heath. "When I first arrived, and was brought to the theater

to meet the cast, they did something that was - that really

made me cry. Pearl has coached the actors for two days,

at least, to do a welcoming dance to me. She wouldn't let

us in the theater for half an hour, because she was putting

the finishing touches on this dance."

"She made me stand on one side of the stage, and they

on the other, and they danced to me. Each came down and

made this wonderful bow, and then backed away, dancing."

"It was — celestial, really. It was truly celestial."

awarded to the student for tuition, room, and board, and

$500 awarded to the host department. The scholarships

may be supplemented in some cases by a work-study pro-

gram arranged by the corporate sponsor with the scholar-

ship recipient and with the concurrence of the Association's

selection committee.

Duration 1 year: renewable with the approval of the APS
selection committee, the host college, and the corporate

sponsor
Special features APS conducts the scholarship program

in conjunction with the Corporate Associates of the

American Institute of Physics. Each scholarship is spon-

sored by a corporation, which is normally designated as the

sponsor A corporation generally sponsors from 1 to 10

scholarships, depending upon its size and the utilization

of physics in its business.

Number awarded Varies; generally 6 new and 12 renew-

ed scholarships each year

Deadline March of each year.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BLACK JOURNALISTS
SCHOLARSHIP

National Association of Black Journalists

c/o Mervin Aubesoin continuea pay** d
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Jesse Jackson
continued from page 1

Financial Aids
continued from page 1

workers by robots and machines and take the jobs away.

Rev Jackson refers to that type of action as "economic

violence" and said that we must end it.

To explain that, he used the honeybee as an example:

"The noneybee gets nectar from a flower that's how it gets

Its joy and fulfillment and profit. But the honeybee doesn t

just fly away saying I got my profit and I'm gone. It drops

pollen where it picks up nectar then it flies away. When it

gets back, the flower's alive. The honeybee gets some more

nectar drops some more pollen, flies away agam. If the

honeybee had not dropped pollen where it had picked up

the nectar, and flew away, when it got back, the flower

would be dead. And then guess what? The honey bee would

die. So the honeybee keeps on making other honeybees

because they respect the law of regeneration, and do not

close hives on other bees without notice. Corporations get

their nectar from l^assachusetts. get their nectar from New

York and then sell their pollen in South Africa, Taiwan.

Argentina, South Korea."explained the Reverend. ' We

must change corporate behavior inAmerica."he emphasiz-

ed. He went on to say that "the world market of exploita-

tion is closing in on us.
^ . .u

Reverend Jackson ended his speech by saying that this

generation is in the dark but that "the morning comes"

When asked when he thought we would see a black man

or woman in the White House. Rev. Jesse Jackson

answered "with your support, in January 1989"

Courier-Journal

525 West Broadway
Louisville, KY 40202

(502) 582-4990

Purpose To provide financial assistance for the

undergraduate education of black college students in-

terested in careers in journalism.

Eligibility Black college students who are currently ma-

joring in journalism are eligible to apply.

Financial data The stipend is $1 ,000.

Duration 1 year.

Special features Recipients may attend any college in the

United States,

Number awarded l each year.

Deadline Deadline dates varies, but applications are

usually due in the late spring.

OMEGA PSI PHI FOUNDERS MEMORIAL
SCHOLARSHPS
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity

2714 Georgia Avenue, N.W.

Washington, DC 20001

(202) 667-7158

Purpose To provide outstanding sophomore and junior

members of the fraternity with financial assistance for

postsecondary education.

Eligibility Members of Omega Psi Phi with sophomore or

junior standing are eligible to be nominated by their chapter.

The distnci scholarship committee selects recipients on the

basis of high scholarship and extracurricular activities.

Financial data The stipends are $500.

Duration The scholarships are offered annually.

Number awarded 1 in each of the fraternity's 1 1 districts,

Deadline The nominating period ends 30 days after the

district meeting.

Women-Hating, Racism, Violence In The Top 40

Douglas M. Grant

Nummo Staff

I m not nere to condemn popular music, but to en-

courage you to listen more carefully to the messages in the

music you like." said Alix Dobkin to a group of about 50

people at the Babbot Room at Amherst College on Friday

evening, April 17.

Dobkin, 46. a feminist singer, songwriter and producer,

in her two hour lecture appropriately entitled. "Women-

Hating. Racism, and Violence in the Top 40." gave her au-

dience an intriguing and unique perspective on how the

multi-million dollar pop music industry promotes racist, sex-

ist and violent images and messages.

Combining a creative, insightful and well-organized

discussion with taped music and slides of specific lyrics and

album covers, Dobkin effectively addressed an issue rele-

vant to today's youth.

According the Dobkin. one of the principal reasons why

pop music (including such areas as rock and roll, rhythm

and blues and soul), expresses sexist images and

messages is because most of the music is written, arrang-

ed, engineered, produced and promoted by men. As a

result, a great percentage of pop music encourages and

propagandizes the many societal biases of men, as well

as the stereotypes and myths they hold of women.

"Pop culture is filled with myths about women and these

myths are reflected and reinstituted in the music we listen

to," said Dobkin.

"One of the biggest myths perpetuated by pop culture

is that there is a scarcity of men and, therefore, to pursue

and keep a man is the proper career for women. We are

supposed to compete with each other for a man. Once he

is gotten', we are supposed to spend all our time understan-

ding him and caring for his needs, no matter how deman-

ding or violent those needs may be. We are also told that

we need a man for protection: 'There's a killer on the

road/Gotta love your man. gotta understand,' warns Jirn

Morrison of the Doors in his song 'Riders on the Storm',"

elaborated Dobkin.

Dobkin identified other societal myths including the idea

that love is equated with sex and the concept that when
women say no to sex. they really mean yes. In her address,

Dobkin used Bruce Springsteen's song "Fire" as an ex-

ample of the "yes/no" situation. "You say, 'no!'/You say,

'I don't like it!'/But I know your'e a liar."

One of the most frightening myths Dobkin addressed was

the misconceptions about runaways and the real reasons

why they are on streets.

"According to a recent survey in the U.S.," said Dobkin,"

7Q/of runaway girls in New York City were on the street

because of incest and/or abuse at home. The songs about

homeless girls, however, tell a different story, one which

supports a sexualized/romanticized picture, such as Nick

Guilders's song 'Hot child in the city/Running wild and look-

ing pretty,'"

Culture
Through Art
By Brett Andrews
Nummo Staff

Cultural identity is something that Black students

should attain while attending the University of

Massachusetts. A way for Black students to learn

their cultural heritage is to particiipate m programs

offered by the Augusta Savage Memorial Art Gallery,

The art gallery is located on the first floor of the New
Africa House and, is coordinated by Mrs. Sylvia Hud-

A great danger of today's popular music is that it is aim-

ed at a youthful audience that, in most cases, does not ful-

ly comprehend the destructive sexist, racist and violent

themes it so often conveys.

"Teenagers, who comprise the major pop music market,

are intensely conventional and particularly subject to mass

culture images and peer pressure," Dobkin declared.

"'Rock and roll and pop music furnishes their environment

with every no-win, dead-end assumption and convention

of a no-win. dead-end world for women.

Rock and roll... tells boys that they should be agressive, ego-

centric and irresponsible in satisfying their needs'. It

teaches girls to be passive, admiring and nurturing

masochists without independent options and without a

future apart from men."

Ms. Dobkin pointed out that in many rock or pop songs,

if girls or women attempt to exhibit any autonomy over their

own lives or the lives of men they are either mocked or por-

trayed as dangerous as in the lyrics "Evil Woman" by Elec-

tric Light Orchestra, "Rich Girl" and "Man Eater" by Hall

& Gates, and 'Big Shot" by Billy Joel, to name but a few.

Ms. Dobkin then addressed the issue of racism in the

popular music industry by following its historical develop-

ment up to the present and the blatant racism that has

growm along with it.

"Without Black music there would be no Rock and Roll,

let alone much original American music altogether.'" stated

Dobkin.

"Without racism, we'd have better and less reductive pop

music and there would be many more Black musicians en-

joying the financial fruits of their labors. Motown, a Black

recording company, was a poineef in promoting, though

not always paying. Black artists, and this led to the current

recognition of more Black and Third World artists."

However, as Dobkin further explained, with the excep-

tion of the Motown corporation. Black artists and Black

music in general were the victims of white, racist

businessmen during the early days of rock and roll, and in

manv obvious wavs still are today.

It can be said that rock and roll was the brain child of

the racist, white music industry. During rock and roll's ear-

ly evolution white artists and record companies "covered"

many songs and compositions written by Blacks. In doing

so white society exploited the American Black culture.

As Dobkin expressed in her lecture, "by ripping off rhythm

and Blues, rock and roll at once exploited an oppressed

minority culture, obscured its originators and watered down

a powerful, energetic musical form. When The Crew Cuts

'covered' The Chords' tune 'Sh Boom', and Bill Haley took

'Shake, Rattle and Roll' from Joe Turner, they led the way
for generations of white musicians to extract fame and for-

tune from the works of Blacks."

Ms. Dobkin emphisized that when the white artists

"covered" the original music not only did the music become
less important, but the artists became virtually invisible and

son Hasson. Mrs. Hudson-Hasson began to super-

vise the art gallery this past September. She says

the main objective of the art gallery is to promote

Third World art. 'Most of the art work exhibited in

the gallery is from Africa, Asia, Central America, and

South America', she said. Also, Mrs. Hudson-

Hasson states that although the gallery displays

Third World art, the shows are geared toward the

entire student body. 'The gallery was created to

sei .e the entire student body, and this is very im

portant because students not only learn of differer

ouiluies, out students will learn to respect these

cultures.' The art gallery was established by the

auspices of Professor Femi Richards in 1971. Pro-

fessor Richards is currently a professor of African

Art and Art History at UMass.
Mrs. Hudson-Hasson believes participation can be

very meaningful for Black students who take advan-

tage of events offered by the gallery. Black students

should participate in and make suqaestions to thn

whites became very wealthy on the creativity and efforts

Although "covering " the music of black artists was a

significant way in which the racist record companies ex-

ploited and discriminated against the American Black

culture, it certainly has not been the method of racism in

music as pop culture has evolved.

In her presentation, Dobkin explained that in their at-

tempts to write their own music, many white artists have

described blacks, black women especially, in very demean-

ing situations using both racist and sexist lyrics.

According to Ms. Dobkin, perhaps the most blatant ex-

pressions of racism and sexism are in the music of the Roll-

ing Stones.

"The Rolling Stones, for example, provide us with both

racist and sexist lyrics; 'Brown Sugar', a song about a Black

slave woman; 'Hear him whip the women just around mid-

night/Brown sugar you dance so good/Brown sugar, just

like a Black girl should' and their song, ^Some Girls'; 'White

girls they're pretty funny/Sometimes they drive me

mad/Black girls just want to get fucked all night/I just don't

have that mush jam/Chinese girls are so gentlefThey're real-

ly such a tease...'"

In most instances, male performers are depicted on their

record jackets as autonomistic, direct, and powerful. If

women are illustrated at all. they are almost always view-

ed as sex objects, and dominated by men.

"Women's bodies, and various parts of the female

anatomy are used as metaphores, usually for something

evil, and/or as jokes.

On their own album covers, women artists have generally

been presented as soft, fuzzy and wistful — inevitably

waiting for a man to make her complete."

Ms. Dobkin further elaborated on this subject, describ-

ing that the portrayal of Black artists on mainstream record

labels is even less complementary.

"Black and minority cultures on mainstream labels are

often portrayed as particularly savage and cruel, and these

portrayals promote racist stereotypes of the lowest kind
'

Ms. Dobkin illustrated this point with several slides as ex-

amples which members of the audience found of particular

interest. The cover of The Ohio Players album "Climax"

was expecially effective at emphasizing this point. The cover

graphically illlustrates a Black couple at the point of orgasm,

while the woman is plunging a knife into the man's back.

Ms. Dobkin finished her discussion on the destructive

elements of album covers by saying, "the only power white

men have been willing to share with Black men is the power

to abuse, control and objectify women. White image-makers

obviously felt that it was more acceptable for Black men

to humiliate women (also Black), than for whites to do so,

just as Black artists were, in earlier rock and roll permitted

to be more sexually explicit in their language than whites."

Ms. Dobkin stated that this type of racism is particularly

evident on the record jackets of Black artists promoted by

white record companies. She used the album covers of such

continued on page 4

an gaiiery. I his will give them cultural identity and

pride, which can help alleviate the feeling of aliena-

tion these students are having on campus', she said.

Upcoming events at the art gallery are the Black

Musician's Conference and the Bachelor of Fine Arts

Thesis Show. The Black Musician's Conference will

have a photography exhibit. The conference will also

have a guest speaker who is Stephen Newby.

Mr Newby is gospel singer and the theme for ex-

hibit is The Vocalist.' This event will occur in mid-

May, The Bachelor of Fine Arts Thesis Show is a

display of art work by seniors who are students in

the Art Department and are graduating this May.

This event will be held in the third week of May. For

more information contact Mrs. Hudson-Hasson at

545-0932 or just stop by the Augusta Savage

Memorial Art Gallery.

CCEBMS
Proposes Peer

Counseling
By Gabrielle Branch

Nummo Staff

CCEBMS program is presently in the process of

forming a special group of students who will act as

peer counselers in the residence halls. These

students will be known to the university as CCEBMS
Cluster Advisors. Their job would entail helping their

designated clusters learn about different cultures

tfirough cross-cultural activities, confronting op-

pressive actions and behavior, counseling for those

Individuals who may need it, and intervening in the

time of crises.

However, this CCEBMS peer counseling program

will not be new to the university. The program was

in effect in the early 70's.

For many years, CCEBMS was trying to reconstruct

this program for the benefit of students of color. The

actual materialization began sometime in Sprinq 86'.

But as a result of severalincidents that have occured

on campus, primarily the Southwest incident, the

need for the program became more prevalent than

ever.

Director of CCEBMS, Paul Barrows, feels that

many problems could be stopped in the residence

halls. "Many problems and concerns develop in the

residence halls. CCEBMS tries to help after those

problems occur." The ideal plan would be to have

an extension of the CCEBMS staff in the residence

halls. "The CCEBMS Cluster Advisors would be the

eyes and ears of the program in residential areas"

said Barrows.

There are many students on this campus who may

need counseling or just someone to talk to. Going

to a faculty advisor is not the easiest thing to do. The

Cluster Advisors would provide students with the

convenience of talking with an individual who can

better relate to their concerns and problems.

Especially problems that result from across-cultural

conflict. Third World advisors could be more sen-

sitive to the issue. Another benefit of having a stu-

dent advisor is that they would be more accessible.

Living in the residential areas automatically puts the

students on a more personal level.

Besides providing student with student talk ses-

sions, this peer advisory program would be extreme-

ly helpful for those individuals who don't keep in con-

tact with their CCEBMS faculty advisors. If there is

a problem with any student of color, it would be the

responsibility of the Cluster Advisor to try to help

Editorial/Opinion

him/her ana it necessary, aien me uutDivii> facul-

ty advisor. A problem that often arises with students

of color is the feeling of alienation at UMass. This

usually happens if these students are coming from

an environment where there is predominantly one

culture. The advisors would seek these students out

and hopefully help them overcome their fear of in-

teracting with other students.

Overall, the CCEBMS Cluster advising program

can make life a lot easier for students of color. Larry

Moneta from housing also agrees that the project is

an excellent idea. "Housing is really interested. It

fits into our own interests of students of color.

It also helps the R.A.'s become more aware of

students of color." Moneta also feels that the pro-

ject could help blend many cultural centers into the

university. "There is much support from housing as

well as CCEBMS" said Moneta.

When the project is passed, the CCEBMS faculty

board will go through a selection process to select

their student staff. The faculty advisors are looking

for individuals who are academically strong, out go-

ing, and interested in the well-being of students of

color. The advisors will go through the same train-

ing process for R.A.'s with added training in cross-

cultural values. Freshmen will be encouraged to app-

ly. Yet, this opportunity is not limited to only

CCEBMS students. Any student of color will have

the benefit of becoming a CCEBMS Cluster Advisor.

The experience will be very rewarding.

Beware of

the Library!
By Patricia A. Oduor

Nummo Staff

Last week, after class I decided to go to the library to do

some research for the article I was going to write. I had it

all planned out -
I was going to write about seatbelts. I

figured that with a little researching, I could easily find some

statistics about the advantages of wearing saetbelts. Those

statistics combined with a few personal experiences, would

persuade you all to wear seatbelts. I went to the library as

planned. As a result of my trip to the library that fateful day.

I decided to change the entire focus of what I was to write.

Im sure that all of you have at some time gone to the

library. Today, I'd like to give you a few reasons why you

should avoid the Tower library as much as possible. It's un-

comfortable, it's frustrating, and to get anything done, it

takes too much time. You may be asking yourself why I m
adressing college students and telling them to avoid the

library I feel very strongly about this. I'm not saying don t

go to the library -ever. What I am saying is to use other alter-

natives first like the Newman center, or the music room,

or just stay home.

I've been at UMass for three years now. It s not like I

never gave it a chance. I just never really liked hbranes.

And I've managed to stay away as much as possible. But...

I was determined to write about seatbelts. I decided to give

the library one more chance since I had participated in Mass

Transformation and had not set foot in the library ever since.

So... I went against all my principles and went to the Tower

'

I had no idea where to begin, so I asked the librarian.

She was very helpful. She directed me to the indexes and

showed me exactly what to do. It seemed so easy. It was

then that I encountered my first problem: here I was trying

to look through the index; standing up. balancing my pocket-

book on one shoulder, writing with the other hand and

sweating, because I still had my coat on. Needless to say,

it was very uncomfortable. Things obviously weren't work-

ing very well, so I took off my coat; put it on the shelf, put

my pocketbook on the shelf, and continued writing. Unfor-

tunately, a woman came along wanting to use the same

shelf, so I had to dump everything on the floor. After I finish-

ed writing the names of some magazines and getting their

call numbers, I realized that the library only had 4 out of

the 7 magazines I was looking for. But at least they were

all on the same floor.
. .u

Next, I went to go catch the elevator. Here I ran into the

beginning of my frustations. There was a crowd of people

waiting for the elevator -I joined in. After waiting for what

seemed like an extremely long time, an elevator finally

came Unfortunately, only half the crowd could fit into it,

and I wasn't in that half, so I waited another eternity for the

next elevator. By the time I got on an elevator I was quite

frustrated I survived the elevator trip and made it to the

23rd floor As I got o«, I noticed that the only thing I could

hear was the buzzing of the lights. I walked as quietly as

possible, searching for the right call numbers. As I tiptoed

by people who were studying kept looking at me as if were

the noisiest person alive, banging pots and pans. I felt very

uncomfortable. I looked around and was able to find only

one number that I was looking for. But I was looking on the

bright side: it was better than nothing, right? I took the book

and tiptoed past the people til I found an empty desk^

There I quietly took off my coat and sat down. It was then

that I discovered that somehow I had the wrong book -

instead of discussing seatbelts, this had articles on

hookworm, disease, preserving foods and leprosy!

After spending two hours in the library, what did ac-

complishrNot much... actually, after all that time I did

manage to accomplish one thing. I wrote this editorial.

Save The Third World Caucus
By Daryl Snowden
Nummo Staff

The Third World Caucus is asking for community sup-

port.

Recently there has been a motion submitted to the Senate

which could alter the Caucus's voting power. The motion

reads as follows:

- Whereas, the Third World Community at the University

of Masssachusetts studies here on equal terms with

students of other races and nationalities and have the same

rights and freedoms as other students whether U.S. citizens

or as protected by SGA constitution Article XII, Section 4,

and by federal and Commonwealth law, and whereas,

neither the Jewish or the Women's Caucuses have appor-

tioned seats on the Undergraduate Student Senate.

- Be it resolved that the Undergraduate Student Senate

withdrew the 15 apportioned seats of the Third World

Caucus by amending the SGA constitution as follows:

If this amendment is proven to be a legal request, it will

go to all of the area governments for approval. Should the

area governments approve the motion the Third World

Caucus will be stripped of all its voting power in the Senate.

Presently the amendment is being studied for it's legality

and if it is legal the Third World Caucus will need your

support.

Summer Employment with

University of l\/lassaciiusetts

Upward Bound Program

Positions Available:

Instructors for College Preparatory Curriculum (BA/BS Req.)

Residential Assistants (Live in.)

Part' time Tutors

Residential Director

Assistant Residential Director
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Winners Of The
Umoja Greek
Stepshow
By Brett Andrews
Nummo Staff

The Ladies of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority Inc. and the
Men of lota Phi Theta Fraternity Inc. were winners in the
Fourth Annual Urrraja Greek Step Show. The step show was
held at the Campus Center Auditorium on the University

of Massachusetts on April 18.

Delta Sigma Theta won for the second year in a row, while

this was the first victory for lota Phi Theta.
A step show is a perfonnance of coordinated routines by

a fraternity or sorority. The routines involve hand-clapping
sequences, cane twirling, foot stomping steps, acrobatics,

as well as dancing. Also, the groups chant lyrics while step-

ping. Step shows are judged by non-Greek faculty at the
university.

The categories for competition are appearance, originali-

ty, and degree of difficulty.

Participants in the womens division were Delta Sigma
Theta and Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc. The division for

men consisted of lota Phi Theta, Kappa Alpha Psi Frater-

nity Inc.. Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity Inc., and Alpha Phi
Alpha Fraternity Inc. Delta Sigma Theta and lota Phi
Theta received first place trophies and $400.00 each. Also,
Alpha Kappa Alpha and Phi Beta Sigma were both granted
second place trophies for their efforts.

And Kappa Alpha Psi was given a trophy for their third

place finish.

"Umoja", means unity in Swahili. And the theme for the
step show was to promote togetherness not only between
Greek organizations, but also among the Black communi-
ty in the Pioneer Valley. Following the step show all

members of Greek organizations present assembled on the
stage, joined hands, and sang the Black National Anthem,
"Lift Every Voice And Sing." In response, patrons in the
audience rose to their feet and sang along.

Violence In Top 40
continued from page 2

artists as Rick James and Bloodstone to prove her point

The lecture concluded on several positive, and upbeat

notes.

Dobkin emphasized that the current trend of racist, sexist

and violent themes in pop music can be changed. She sug-

gested such methods as letting the people who produce

the music (the artists, producers and record companies)

know how you feel about their products, organize groups

and of course, speak up, "even if you are alone people will

listen."

Always challenge everything," she added. There is no

such thing as a passive feminist,"

Ms, Dobkin stated that music is a very powerful language

and that there is no reason why the lyrical content of songs

must perpetuate racist assumptions, glorify violence and

degrade women. For, as Ms, Dobkin concluded. "There is

always a way to write it (a song) that directly addresses

social issues. It can be difficult, but you can express any

idea or thought in a lyric; it just takes time and effort."

COLLEGIAN 7
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Bookmarks
Happy Ht)ur.s

By Gary Smith
Harmony Books, New York
$12.95

Hs KATHHVN POHNKK
{'(illi'Liian Staif

a tinu' in their

illicitly sipped a

Alvin Ailey's dance troup will be

performing in the Fine Arts

Center Wednesday at 8 pm.

Flviiynnt' leniembei

chiidhiKul uhtii \hr\

^rnw nup> drink, or were allowed a Shirley

r<inpie when the adults all drank the good

tutr. Happy Hours brings back some

tneniories (if^ a time when alcohol seemed

.--o exciting and mysterious.

This debut novel of Gary Smith in-

troduces us to Willy and \'ee, two kids

growing up in a surburban paradise. We

see I hell lascinallnn with alcohol begin at

an iMi U age a-- they watch their parents

cocktail nliiaU with envy. Dinnertime lor

Wilh \s,i- .ilway> preceded 1)V his tather'>

j)itclit'i '>( m.u ! nil-, and \'vv reineniheis he

ing lell with a liabysillerthal mixed .i ti'-li

dunk ev.'iy -iO minutes loi' liie eiiliie

lAcniiig-

.Set m New York, Boston and San Fran

CISCO, llappx Hciir.-, weaves for us Willy and

\'ee's own early experiences with alcohol

-^.inu' that will appear pretty familiar,

>uch as drinking m the woods on a cold

night, the fun heightened hs thednn^'er ot

getting caught Or the high ,scho(d bash

where people fore\ci earned reputations

for the antics ihey pulled when drunk.

As Willy and Vee grow into adulthood,

alcohol takes on a different meaning in

their lives. They go their separate ways in

during college, learning about life, and

drink ing. in different environments. It is

here that Willy meets Turner, a genius and

a <liunk that will have i Listing impact .m

his lifeTurner ti'ache- Willv .ihout drink

mg as an art form, with hanj;(ivcrs curi-il

hv a scientilic ri.m (k i i-n ti<' ii i- treated

Wlu'ii Willv .ind \ ('.• .igaiii meet on a

chance encounter, xmi. thing de\rl()|)s bet

ween them that neitlni r('<<i^iii/c- as \o\ i

until crises cau.ses by thm di'\(ilion tu

alcohol force them to face then dependen

cy. The liquor inHuenced choices they make

that weaken their rel.il lonship are pin

bably familiar to mo>t of us

lliipp\ llmi's IS rich wit h > xpn u'lUf- ,ii,d

attitudes that are a part ol eveivmu's d. il-

ly life. The book, although funny,

will touch vou with it's realism and

underlying sadness cieated iiy the ex

cessive drinking. The characters are pen

pie fashioned from the collective ex

periences of youth, and will most likely re

mind you of a friend, new or <dd Head tf

book and pass it on. ^^

fJe\tr\ot\ <.Complete Hairstyling for Men & Women

Haircut - $9.00

Perms - $40 with haircut

228 Triangle St.

Amherst

MS. SWEET KUSIC, OCGl'S ONE-MAN PHOTO EXHIBIT
TO OPEN IN AMH^ST, MASSACHUSETTS

David "Oggi" Ogburn, distinguished photographer, will

anveil his first major one-man exhibit entitled MS. SWEET

MUSIC. The exhibit is debuting on April 28, 1987 during the

Black Musicians' Conference at the August Savage Gallery of

the University of Massachusetts in Amhurst. Oggi ' s one-man

show will feature 35 black and white photos of contemporary

rhythm and blues (R&B) recording artists, circa 1972 to the

present

.

Oggi has been the "media darling" photographer in the

Washington metropolitan area for over a decade. His

exemplary trademark reveals behind the scenes images of the

rich and famous in the entertainment industry; notables such

as Minnie Riperton, Chaka Khan, Nick and Valerie Simpson,

Whitney Houston, Sade and others.

As a freelance photographer, Oggi ' s primary focus is in

the theater and music arts arena. In addition, his

repertoire has included coverage of .T.ajor sporting events

and such renowned national poliiical activities as the

Watergate hearings and U.S. Presidential campaigns.

Jgj^' Call: 549-1502549-1502
I

SENIORS
If you are interested in seeking a highly rewarding

and challenging career in the AMHERST AREA the

following information will of utmost interest to you:

We have two entry level positions available for a
highly motivated career minded man or woman in

the exploding Financial Planning Field. You would be
initially working with you peer group while learning

the Insurance &, Investment fields. Our firm has been
established in Amherst for almost 20 years and is af-

filiated with many outstanding national insurance 8c

investment firms. Complete benefit package plus two
year training plan ... Base salary plus training

allowance plus commissions.

If you would like more information reply now to:

"Career ", P.O. Box 854, Amherst, MA 01004.

rssrsttssfsfsstimftffcrrrr\ -....-......«.. .......>^..««««*« >**•«•••

Gordon Heath and cast of The Lion & The Jewel

Nummo
News

BUFFALO VTING SPECIAL!
Free Liter of Soda with any 2 large orders of Buffalo Wings

GOURWET FRIED CHICKEN

THE HOME or
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' >
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PATRICIA ODUOR
ZOUERA YOUSSOUFOU
KEVIN SIBLEY
THOMAS MAMBANDE
JAMES ODUOR
JAMES CRICHLOW

Editor-in-Chief

Business Manager
Layout Editor

News Editor

Systems Manager
Production Manager

-^^^^^^'^^^^^ f̂%0^f^^^

ATTENTION Ebony Productions is sponsoring a trip

to Riverside Park on May 1 5 Those who haven't got-
ten their ticket should do so Contact: DoH jClemmon
for more info.

Nummo Staff

Ralph Destin

Brett Andrews
Gabnelle Branch
Joanne Bohland
Joseph Stansil

Sophie Russell

Rudy Krigger

Daryl Snowden

Your Choice of Sauce:

BUfFALO WinOS

3ppi-1am
DAILY

SiriGLE ORDER .3.25
LARGE ORDER 4.95

Bleu Cheese Available

FREE OEUVERY
253-7494

BUTTERFIELD
INFORMATION MEETING
On-Campus residents interested in living

:

in Butterfield for the Fall 1987 semester

must attend the Butterfield Information

Meeting. This meeting will be held:

ORIGINAL
(Hotdf

Spicy)

liILD

(MildSr

Spicy) I

SWEET &:

SOUR
(riewdfZesty) I

COLLEGE
(Teriyaki Be

Garlic)

>
I

' >

' >

:;

;:

< <

Tuesday, April 28

at 7 p.m.

Butterfield Main Lounge

if you are unable to attend this meeting and wish

to live in Butterfield, please contact the

Housing Assignment Office. Thank you.

BRETT STUDENT DIVERSITY
PROGRAMMING CORRIDOR
On-Campus residents wishing to move to

Brett House to live on the Student Diversi-

ty Programming Corridor should contact

the Brett/Brooks Cluster Office staff.

Deadline for application: May 1, 1987.

Thank you.

i
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1

1
1

I
.

<

.

<
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• Maus iiC thi' i'lKiu'- III ilif niL'diuni .hh 1 iibU ii ' lit I i
1*;'

'
it ^

ivnltnued :

1\ thi.u^'h. li.iM cuiiiio Ihcii used in such a >tra!glnti>r

waidlv serious maniu'r. Maus i> based up^)n SpieKelnians

father's survival nt the Holocaust. One half df the hook

deals with this history, while the other half deals with

Spiegelman's attempts to get this story from his estrang-

ed father.

Spiegelman, a long time contributor to the avante-garde

comic Rau\ tells his parent's story in simple, sparse black

and white illustrations. He is at once both free of most

The only thing that makes me uncomfortable as a reader

IS one of the books greatest assets, the casting ol ethnic

and national types as animals. While this ^ives tlie com-

ic gi-eat dramatic impact (particularly when Spiegelman's

father adopts "a pig mask" to pass as a pole) it also gives

the suggestion of human beings as crude stereotypes. Yet

Maus takes place a time in which ethnic identity deter-

mined one's identity and fate. It's a powerful drama,

strengthened by its unidealized approach to its subject.

Those \)(>U Act tnn- wili h,u. I., -.v.iit untii Fi '

and liear the jjoot\ unties ut BohnoMnus and ine m -i ^l

the ganj4. AtciiiiliMK to No.xuius, tlie Hatch .--linu -chedul

1(1 lor tonight iscaiuelled, "due to incompetence .it I'l'C

Hut feai- not, tor Frulay at the Hampden Southside room

m .Suuihuest. The Uog Act will appear with The Circle

Band, liegmning at 9 p.m.

- JENNIFER DEMPSEY

1 6th Annual Black Musicians Conference
Union Video Center Campus Cable System

Presents

Week 2 Video Schedule

Monday. April 27

The Blues
10 a.m. The Sun's Gonna Shine (1984)

10:45 Three Generations of the Blues (1982)

(Sippie Wallace. Big Mama' Thornton, &Jeannie Cheatham)

12 00 B B King Let The Good Times Roll (1984)

115 Alberta Hunter At The Smithsonian (1982)

2 15 I am The Blues (1984)

(Willie Dixon and Baby Doo" Caston)

Tuesday, April 28

More Legendary Artists

10 a m Stevie Wonder Comes Home (1984)

1110 Ella Fitzgerald; performances with Duke

Ellington, Benny Goodman, and others -

1940s and 1950s

12:15 Nat "King" Cole performances with his trio,

1940s and 1950s

1 00 Fats Domino: Live At Universal Amphitheater

1 :30 Lena Hornc: 'The Lady and Her Music
'

VIDEO PROGRAMMING COMPILED BY

CHESTER DAVIS

Wednesday. April 29

Troubled Times and Social Consciousness

10 a.m. Sweet Honey in The Rock: Gotta Make This

Journey- (1983)

1

1

00 The Frankie Lymon Story - (Rise and Fall of

The Teenagers" vocal group)

1 1 30 The Long Night of Lady Day" (1984) -

(DocuBiography of Billie Holiday)

115 Gil Scott Heron Black Wax' (1982)

Thursday, April 30
Motown and Others

10 am. Tribute to Motown ' - performances from

1960 to 1983 with Smokey Robinson, Marvin

Gaye, Supremes, Lionel Richie, Stevie Wonder.

The Jackson 5 and others

11:15 Ashford and Simpson in London ( 1 982)

12:15 "Sisters in The Name of Love " (1986) - Gladys

Knight, Patti LaBelle and Dionne Warwick

115 Diana Ross in Concert (1979)

Friday, May 1

Africa and the Caribbean

10 am 'Heartland Reggae' - Bob Marley,

Peter Tosh and others

1 1:30 Music Videos From Africa (1986)

1

1

45 Joan Armatrading - Track Record" (1986)

1.15 Music Videos From Africa (1986)

130 Legend Bob Marley and the Wallers (1984)

STUDENT SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
• Campus Center Hotel •

Desk Clerks / Night Auditors

(H.R.T.A. majors prefered)

Chambermaids / Housemen

Laundry Room Attendants

STARTING DATE: MAY 15. 1987

MUST BE AVAILABLE TO WORK GRADUATION

WEEKEND, HOLIDAYS AND WEEKENDS

Fill out application, 8th floor

Personnel Office - Camous Center

RESEARCH
INTERVIEWERS
Interesting, part-time telephone assignments to collect

data on a variety of health issues research topics.

Absolutely no selling involved. Hours are from 5-

10pm. Sunday through Friday and Saturday from

I0am-3pm. You may choose whichever shifts yoo

want to work, as long as you work 4 shifts a week (20

hours) minimum. Start at S4 25 per hour with paid^

training and move up to S4 50 an hour after you have

worked 1 00 hours We are located at Mountain Farms
Mall which is a stoo on the free bus line.

Call 586-8635 or 586-8636

between 4 PM & IttPM

ABT ASSOCIATES
TELEPHONE RESEARCH CENTER

Mountain Farms Mall, Rl 9. Hadley, MA 01035

An Eouai OpportuPity Ef"0'oy»f

rr
rrorTm ii i i i n iririT"""""""""""" """" ' '* iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin m hhib

THE DISTINGUISHED VISITORS

PROGRAM
S PROUD TO PRESENT

BEN
ELLIOT
Former Speechwriter for

President Reagan
And present speechwriter for

Jack Kemp

SPEAKING ON

"The Power
of Communication"

TUESDAY, APRIL 28
7:30 PM

STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
| |„ f|,| .|H ifp .jifi

||||| II I I I I I I I
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The University of Massachusetts Department of Theater

in Cooperation with The New WORLD Theater presents

THE LION AND THE JEWEL
by Nobel Prize Winner Wole Soyinka

April 30, May 1-2, 6-9, 1987 at 8:00 PM
Rand Theater, University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Center

Tickets: Fine Arts Center Box Office, 545-2511

The Far Side

By Gary Larson
Smithereens
By Sarah Smith

Ornithology 101 field trips

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeaa

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

Bill PLBAXm
W bRAdP U/HflT I'M

f^emwapLfiiH..

^-Xj^V^

'M-ML U

Nmxo mtfrs wmrm
RIbHTS TO yOl^ SONO,

TUifi Remrr^ ir f\6 fi rv
jiNOLB FOR we/^T TNm:
-Tmru- MftKe you a
MmiMiLLiONme.

, I

#

C^-^b-.)

-^i:-m.iA

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

wiWfWE"n?u-n-\ OUT IN "

THE OPEN THC Ne>a STEP
WAS OBVIOUS, &AT &RftlKl

MAP TO FIN P PEARlNfc ANP
eXFlAiN 70 AilM 7We VALVES

OF PROFET? 6RAMM«R/3Ptl.-
uiNfc ANC> PUlsklTVATlON.

rye PHOfie ^ookConta/nbI)

NAME, ONL'i /4 MANHhTTCN

Vw^t OF ANfc€RPflS5EP
THKPO. i HIM HE HATEP
KlElO ye ,« K ftNP f<AP SW0R>J

/MEve« ro RCTvfin. Sur

>y/5 /icA^Of^ f=Cifi GOlM(^

Gordy By Gorde

YE5, W<3T "ALAS/

"(*><?£?>"' STRIP
Y£sr&^c>AY. . .

AkJD, PRAY'TELL,

D'D 7W/S iRRESPOtJ-

\fJHArr HorKiS6£
exco^E cAhJ ex/ST
WAT A <AfrrooA//S~r
&40C/LD /HISS /V/S"

Elections! Elections! Etccllonsi

Here's yc^u" chance to have your say Come vote

in Collegian elections ThursdaY in the newsroom

You must be a staff member in good standing.

Also

Thursday is the last day to pay for the picnic.

See Carol for more details.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
KdlU'd tu I rude MkIuI IuHc

ACROSS
1 Secuiai

5 Bibhcai

kingOoni

10 Thing otf ihe

old Bioch

U — lactc

15 W'lle' Jong
16 Uncivil

1

7

Lascivious look

IB IrntaDle

19 Loiion

ing'tfdienl

20 — coal
21' Peniafice t

peninsula

24 Nortn Ameiican

rail

26 Louis -
Canaoian recwi

27 Lanky one
31 Pamled O'

Moiave
35 Mela' mi«

36 Lixe some
nail s

i^ailb

36 Aberdeen river

39 Caboage
concoction

40 Equals
41 Small one

42 One in Berlin

43 NY s neighbor

44 Enter a port

45 Grass varieiy

47 Vegetables ot

tne gourd tamiiy

49 Oh on'

61 Move siOVKly

with along

52 Olive shade

56 Trill

60 Phoned
61 Lanai

63 Corrida shouts

64 Wicked
65 Home of a

biblical witch

66 Expel

67 Soccer great

68 Money
69 Distribute

DOWN
1 Swingy rhythm

2 Mimic

3 Understander s

phrase

4 Ski repoM

MOrds
5 father in-law ot

Moses
6 Yorkshire river

7 Computer plate

8 Thespian

9 DuOe ranch

vents
10 Proceeds ai a

snail s pace
1

1

Island dance
12 Matinee —
13 Prepare

potatoes

21 Issue

23 Require

25 Foreignei

27 More inter.

2i Miss -
Dallas role

29 Finnish islands

30 Equalizes

3? Novelist

Wharton
33 Fin laces again

34 Youngsters

37 Baghdad native

40 Petted

41 Spread rapidly

43 - lot

sanO*iCh
44 Spotted cavy

46 Button or Doll

48 Asieer ai itip

50 fi..ei at

Pans

52
•

54 Iridiijc dye
55 Nothing, in

Madrid
57 Hovai or

58 F .

59 ltd

tairniy

(,}' Crag

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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Lunch

NEW YORK DELI

Dinner

Rotini/Salsa Con Verdure

Roast Pork/Gravy

Menu
Basics Lunch

NEW YORK DEU

Basics Dinner

Garden Medley Casserole

Hi-Protein Spaghetti/Sauce

r Weather

Today: Ninety percent chance of rain, with nor-

theast winds, high in the 40s.

Wednesday: Chance of showers, high in the 50s

Today's Staff
Night Editor -MfrV Bartash

Copy Editor Pam Bracken

Layout Technician Mike Solaroli

Photo Technician Niki Sokoioff

Production Supervisor Debbie Pikul

Production: Karlin I , Laura B,, Meredith C ,

Scott S., Lisa H , and Joe the driver

Executive Board — Spring of 1987

KELLY SIEGER
Editor In Chitf

NANCY KLINGENER
Haaaflng Editor

STEVE RUBIN
Batlntst Manager

PHIL SERAFINO
Editorial Editor

ANSEL ZINTER
Production Manager

Business Board — Spring of 1987

STEVE RUBIN
Buslnes* Manager

PAUL H. LESSER
Advertising Sales Maoagaf

VANESSA ROTH
Finance Miaagcr

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marketing Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Circnlatlon Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
SnbscripHon Manager
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• baseball
iiinhniifd frinn pa^i' 12

three game-winners).

Flint currently leads the

club in batting (.410), RBIs

(26), homers (seven), slugg-

ing percentage (.699) and is

tied for the lead in game

Tuesday, April 28, 1987 Tuesday, April 28, 1987
COLLEGIAN 1

1

winning RBl's (at four with

cocaptain Jay Zerner) and

hits (at 34 with sophomore

Gary DiSarcina).

Zerner is hitting .400 with

five homers and 18 RBIs,

and five other regulars are

over .300 in batting

average As a team, the

Minutemen are hitting .309.

^T'i^'VW.'t^Fl

Public Helatiotts • Mvertising • Witing

Auflio yisual Production • Grapft/c Design

Corporate Communication • Pubiistiing

If you're considering a career In communication,

consider the Public Communication Institute first.

Learn the basics of writing, design, and produc-

tion this summer at PCI.

if WOtfl€ft^8 laX_ UMass coach PamHix-

on said, citnliniwd f'rntri panf 12

The players have mi.ved views of the playoffs,
^^

Td rather be playing Harvard. They're an easier team,

senior defensman Emily Humiston said. "UNH has a

definite home-field advantage, but if we want it bad

enough and play the same type of game as we did against

Rutgers, we'll win."

•T defintely expect to be in the playofi's every year.

That's why I came to UMass," junior defensman Amy
Robertson said. "In the past we'd look at the second game

of the playoffs, but this year we're just looking at one game

at a time."

• announcements
iiitihniu'd from page 12

The football team, mean-

while, has hired former

New England Patriot and

Kansas City Chief
linebacker, John
Zamberlin, and former Ho-

ly Cross a.ssistant. Bill

McGovern, as assistant

coaches.

Zamberlin, who played

for the Patriots for five

years, 1979-83, before en-

ding his career with the

Chiefs in 1984. will coach

inside linebackers for head

coach Jim Reid.

McGovern, who will

coach the secondary, was

an AP and Kodak All

American free safety in his

playing days at HC

LIFEGUARDS

WANTED
For more Information, contact:

Public Communication Institute

Boston University

College of Communication

640 Commonwealth Ave.

Dept. CO
Boston, MA 02215
617/353-5015

Boston University's

Public
Communication
Institute '07
July 6 -July 31"*

APPLY IN PERSON: MON FRI 9 AM
MI TOM SKI AREA

RT 5 • HOLYOKE, MA
or call: (413) 536-0516

4 PM

THE
EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

GEOGRAPHY
DATE: TUESDAY, APRIL 28, 1987

TIME: 8:00 PM

LOCATION: CAMPUS CENTER 174-76

SPONSORED BY:

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY

This is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss their

experiences in the wori<ing world. Don't miss this important

panel discussion!

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

Thomas J, Forrell BA 73

Brian Hebert BA 78

William S. Nechamen MS '83

Mary E. Richards MS '83

Director

Office of Planning 8i Development

Manager
Mapping/Geographic Information

Systems Department

Water Program Specialist

New York State Department of

Environmental Conservation

Image Scientist

Itek Optical Systems

For more information, please contact:

University Placement Service, University Career Center
545-2224

GORDY - THE BOOK
A CHRONICLE OF THE HUMOR

IN EVERYDAY UMASS LIFE.

WHILE YOU WERE HERE!

:

: ^X

<^,l9e6 0Ff^P0r.->

YOU CAN STILL GET IT! NOW ON SALE

IN THE UNIVERSTIY STORE

I

ACTlVIII£S»AuUlO

AuT fuU SAL( •CALCUlAtORS
t.Mll.'IAiNMtNI'KjU WNf

FOR ^^ALE 'fOUND
Mi LP /vArMUD'iO'J

CLASSIFIED
MMkfck ,«.*A<-*-% .f.^ 'Af-*-' ''^*<«v. '^v>>'.')WuM<iit^w0

iNSIRUCIlON«MOrOf?CVlCLES
PERSONALS 'RIDE WAMEO
U\[AU<> NEEDED •.tRViCES
^uOMAlE WANFED- IRAvEl

WANItD'SuBtET

Cpye TO THE COLLEGIA^ OFFICE ~ CC 113 MOW-THURS 1:30-3:30 (FRI • 2:30)«DEADUNE 2 PAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCATlONtCASH IN ADVANCE. 1S«/W0RD/DAY FOf> STUD£MT8

ACTIVITItS

TRADE U2 TICKETS hav*. 2 liCkelS for

Sunday May 3 need 2 tickets tof Saturday

May 2 Call Marue Ho«y, Judy, or Charl#ne

at M9 7477

UPC GENERAL (MEETING!! Tuesday 4/28

at 6 30PM in 165CC 5 mo-i days until

Showdown" See y all there"

BIBLE STUOVWEDNESDAV, 6 30 PM
00802 Rev Esther Maig>s lacilitates this

discussion series focusmg on liberation

theoloqy All welcome

ARMENIAN GENOCIDE COM-
MENORATIVE series Imal lecture Dikran

M Kaligian speaKing on Ihe Armenian

Liberation movement April 29 7PM 904CC

ATTENTION: NORTHEAST ILiCTIONS

NOMINATION PAPERS WILL be available

for house council 8 NEAG oHicers from

April ?Olh 25lh Nomination papers are

available outside the NEAG oltice which is

Lewis Basement All papers must be returrv

ed by April 2Sth by 3 00 m lb© NEAG office

AUDIO

RECIEVER. TURNTABLE. GOOD car

iridge equ.ii^er Good and cheap 6 9' b2
(leave message

)

AUTO FOR SALi

1979 PINTO 67K asking $600 549 1138

1965 FORD FALCON a c:eam putt

256-6920

1979 FORD MUSTANG yellow auto

62 000 mis AM/FM stereo $1200 545 3689
after 5 30 i84 904?

197S DASHER RUNS well needs brakes

80 leave message 256- 14 1

7

75 CHEW MONZA. good cond 72 000 mi

must sell $600 Fred 6-6368

1980 TOYOTA TERCEL standard radio no

rust $1800 call 586 8540

1980 FIAT BRAVO low milage, good
engine $700 253 9624 or 773-7333

1980 RABBIT, CAR has new engine 30K
$1400 negot. Ron S49-4825

1986 TOYOTA 4X2 pickup excellent con
dition Under 10,000 mi Must sell soon
253-5731 evenings

THREE SUPER BEETLES 1972 1974
$4SO-$800 lot mlo (413)566-5081

74 DODGE CHARGER AC PB PS runs
great some rust $400 253 9568

197S CHRYSLER CORDOBA runs and
looks tine New starter, battery Serious
springtime sunrool $950 call Steve
549-4462

1973 OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS Supreme
good condition with AM/FM stereo cassette

runs great almost no rust $650 or BO call

253 1373

82 VWRABBIT 47,000 mis $3200 00 well

maintained new battery, alternator, tires

5495185

1978 FORD FAIRMONT. 63.000 mi $500
Devra 549-0543

1968 TRIUMPH TR250 soft & hard top

new tires asking $1800 or BO call Ted at

536 3880

81 CHEVETTE 4SP 63K 1266 or BO
665-2941 eKcelleni condition

CAPf COD RENTAL

WEST^ YARMOUTH SUMMER rental

Segull Beach 253 7436 sleeps three

CENTRAL AREA ELECTIONS

NOMINATION PAPERS FOR central area
government elections are available at the

CAG office Baker B-22 either at the

meeting Tuesday at 8PM or later m the

week Positions include president, vice

president and treasurer Deadline to (iit

papers is May 1st

DAVE MACK

DAVE MY FIRST guess s ^ou yes''

Melissa

DO IT

FOR THE MONEY, do it for the work ex

perience but mostlu do il lor the fun of if

Become a bus driver (or PVTA with the

UMass Transit Service the student |Ob to

have at UMass' For mfo see our ad this

issue or stop by our table on Ihe CC Con
course lOOay or call ri45-0056

DOUILE BED WANTED

NEED SOME CASH? On you have a dou
ble bed m good condition? How about sell

ing if I II buy il now or at ihe end ol the

semester Please call today 549-1634

Leave message

ELLEN TAPI$TRV

HOW ABOUT THAT Insh coffee'' Call me
(703)979-2619 Osco from Baxter's ol L A

ENTERTAINMENT

JAM T00N2-GREAT parly sounds at

reasonable rates Call Kevin at 546-41 1

1

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-OISC Entertainment Agency Disc

lOCKies, lights rentals and mobile video

dencest 549-7144

FORMNT

SWISS VILLAGE 4 bedroom apt Take
over lease w'fall option or sublet call

256-1318

GRADUATING SENIORS, lake over our

apartment, Townhouse style - furnished,

free cable call now 665-3513

TAKE OVER LEASE June 1st 2bOr on bus
route inexpensive 549-1439

TAKE OVER OUR lease in June and get

August rent free' Or just sublet for the sum-
mer/2-bedroom in Southwood apts call

256-6334

ROOM IN HOUSE 1 mile tr campus
S185/mo take ove' lease call Natalie

5496792

ROOM AVAILABLE IN Beaut condo close

to UMass on bus line Kitchen/laundry lacil

inci female non-smokers no pets 256- 1 547

San

BEDROOM AVAIL. END May w/or w/oul

fall option on 2br busroute Heidi 256-0051

ROOMS FROM JUNE 1st fail option $235
per month exclusive close to campus
549-1358

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL option single

room m 2 bedroom apt quiet, near Puffer's

Pond available June 1st call John 549-5851

2 BEDROOM APARTMENT, fall starting

June 1 $410 00 laundry 665-2288 bus
route

AVAILABLT7uNE 1 2 bedrooms in 3

bedroom apt in Putflon Ideal for 2 or 3 peo-

ple Call Chris 549-0604

TAKE OVER OUR lease two bedroom
Southwood available June 1 256-1040

4 BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE m
Sunderland Squire Village Call 665-4543

WERE LEAVJNGf TAKE over our 2br

Southwood apt and the furniture's yours-

freei Heat/water included 253-9089

SUMMER SUBLET WITH/FALL option

Spacious 2 bedroom Squire Village

Townehouse on bus route starling June 1

Call 665-8410

TAKE OVER LEASE of 2bdrm Southwood
Apt guiel. clean on bus route call 253-9612

TAKEOVER LEASE Crestvu-.' -'^ --I'"!

keep calling 549-0491

2 BEDROOM HAA IN

AMHERST CENTER APARTMENT lake
ovHi ouf lease One bedroom 256 1052

1 ROOM AVAILABLE immediately m 4

bedroom Swiss Village Apt Call Jerry

256-1091

WE'RE LEAVING! TAKE over our 2br

Southwood Apt and the furniture s yours
Free' Heat/water included 253-9089

TAKE OVER LEASE-June 1st two
bedroom Cliffside 665-8617

THREE BEDROOM APARTMENT on route

9 Hadiey recently renovated. 200 yards
from bus stop take over lease June 1

586-8917

2 BEDROOM CLIFFSIDE apt take over

lease t large bedroom avail June 1 total

apt avail July 1 call after 6

ONE BEDROOM APT Putfton for rent

Clean, sunny near bus-stop Available

June 1st Call 549-5233

TAKE OVER LEASE. 3 bedroom Nor
Ihwood apartment available June 1 call

665 4813

,rtFA" APT

E .• -

c-
. .ni F T lA- i-'^i

PRESIDENTIAL APTS TAk
June 1 Lg bdrm room lo-

to campus 385plus'mlh call !-.

FORSAU

CRATE AMP MUST sell! Call Shawn
5469030

WINDERSURFER CLASSIC, S color sail

2 daggerboards Excellent condition $300
Great conversation piece 549 7842
2539032

U2 TICKETS FOR sale all shows 546-8789

NIKON 135MM/2,8 MACRO lens brand
new complete w/carrymg case Price

negotiable Call John 6 7070 alter 10PM

GUCCI WATCHES FOR ladies many styles

o'llv S30 call Brian 6 7425

FENDER JAZZ BASS ans sunn amp
cheap' 549 1315 leave message

1979 LEBARON STATION wagon good
condition ryns well $1200 or BO call

665-770?

FOR SALE ZENITH 19 color TV with head
phone tack tail 253-3051 150 or BO

MARSHALL AMP FOR sale 200 dollars call

Kenii 5-19 TSi"

GOTTA GO ROYAL typewriter Ross bike

metal-ingot ankleweighls Call Debbie
586 3861

GOOD CAR 1979 99GL Saab with

Biaupunk 8 cassette deck good rubber

troni wheel drive 5-speed $1000 negot

256 0970

FOUND

MARYANNE MAGUIRE I have your Monec
card 5490114

FREE CASH

NEED MONEY? SPEND all your cash on
springbreak? 1 need your baseball cards

please help' Call Mike 5490333

FURNISH YOUR APARTMENT

COMPLETE FURNITURE FOR your apan
mem wall units solas, drapes kitchen table

and chairs Great condition Call 549-6489

GORGEOUS FURNITURE

COMPLETE FURNITURE FOR youi apart

meni great condition best olfei call

549 7203

GRADUATING?

I NEED A roommate to share a two-

beoroom townhouse m Waltham-128 area

549-6678

HELP WANTED

WE ARE LOOKING for someone to do cTiikJ

care one evening a week and occasional

overnights Must have transportation Call

548-9057

WANTED PART TIME bus drivers for Nor-

thampton lo Amherst routes S5 to start very

convenient for Northampton residents

Work schedule arranged around your class

schedule 586 1909

,.,89

TAKE OUR LEASE please Large mexpen

sive 2BR apt m Squire Village Avail June

1 665-8596

TAKE OVER OUT lease starting June 1 2

bdrm hot water inc 405-fe65-3041

THE UMASS OUTING Club seeks a sum
mer Locker Manager to handle the rental

of outdoor equipment Pay is $3 85rhr lor

5 hours/week Applicalions available in

UMOC office (428B Student Union) and are

due by 5PM on May 1 UMtX is an

AA/EOE

DRIVER WANTED: 4:30PM lo 9 30OM
Must be reliable and have a good driving

record Apply m person Keyes Rose Co
374 Hussell St Hadiey

ROSE SORTERS WANTED: apply m per

son Keyes Rose Co , 374 Russell St

Hadiey

EXCELLENT WAGES FOR spare time

assembly work electonics, crafts Others

Info (504)641 0091 ext 2068 7 days Call

now'

DAV CAMP COUNCELORS. assistant

director health supervisor needed July 9,

Aug 7 for girl scout camp m South Hadiey

call Carol 586-6113 evenings

EXCELLENT INCOME FOR home
assembly work For info c^l 504-646- 1 700
Dept p-1307

COUNCELORS-PRESTIGIOUS CO-ED
Berkshire, Ma summer camp seeks skilled

college luniors, seniors and grads WSI
tennis waterski, cande basketball softbaM

golf crafts, ceramics, silver lewelry theater

stage and tech computei science, cam-
ping, ropes course video, woodworking
Have a rewarding and en)oyable summer
Call anytime' Camp Tacomc 914-762-2820

SUMMER JOBS FOR student activists

Earn $2000-3000plus this summer entorc

ing our water laws Clean Water Action is

hiring organi/ers foi summer campaigns
If you are looking loi experience in com
munications lobbying & management call

today 87 grads are encouraged to apply for

our political leadership programs In

Amherst 549 7450 '0 5 Boston
617 4?3 4661

GREENPEACE WANTS YOUII Call Pat

256 1439 between 10 2 30 if you re serious

about saving the planet lom our educational

outreach staff Pays well-lots of fun very ef

(ecfive Call now' 256 1439

HADES DAYS

MANAGER TRAINEES NOW hiring

Amherst Hawaii, Boston, Long Island, or

Dallas 50 openings Excellent pay ex-

cellent working conditions Full or part-time

Call Willie at 549 7793

FULL AND PART lime positions available

very flexible hours and excellent working

conditions Conveniently located in the

center of Amherst You can earn up to $20
an hour with salary and commissions Con-

tact Target Enterprises for an interview Ask

for Keith 549 7793

SUMMER JOB - WATERFRONT Director

lor day camp in the Boston Area June
29-August 14 Salary 1 800-2,000 depen-

ding on experience Contaci Janet Wad-
den outdoor program director Patriots

Trail Girl Scout Council, 6 St , James Ave

Boston. Ma 02116 (617)482-1078

DECKHANDS, CATERING AND office help

needed for Boston excursion boat com-

pany Call 617-426-8419

PAINTERS NEEDED EASTERN New
England area interior and exterior starting

pay 6 50 and up depending on experience

Equal Opprlumty Employer (61 7)933-4370

WANTED PAHT-fJME P C A physically

disabled Amherst man Mornings, evenings

$610 hour call Rici< 5^9-6016

NORTHAMPTON MOTHER SEEKS
rpsD ' , 'J ^sitter 10' 20 month olrl

,i,^,,;', . ig-, "' ,ir*c-'-r .oons 3 ^vpei-

'^H^'

UPC OFFICE MANACtR _, 'lOri ,jvai|,3Dlp

starting tall 87 1 > g-mi/ational S

personable skills it;y..irLd I5 hrs/week.

minimum wage Pick up applications at

406D student union building Deadline is

May isl AA/EOE

GREENHOUSE HELP WANTED apply in

person Keyes Rose Co 374 Russell St

Hadiey

COMING SOON
procession

PERSEPHONE S

LOOKING FOR A ROOM?

MASTER BEDROOM FOR rent in a 3
bedroom apt m Northwood apts Available

now April tree 1 43/mo Front ot the bus stop
Call 665-3586 of 549-2835

LOST

RED POLO SPRING jacket in campus
center- Friday please call Julie 9671

GREY JEAN JACKET from Mike s W View
Thurs 4/9 be cool return keys from pocket
Gift Brandywine 5490667

DARK LEATHER WALLET lost in Main
Street -Amherst 4/21 at night please return

IDs don t care about the money Call

256 8995

LOST KITTEN -BLACK hair calico cat halt

a gold face, white paws gold and while

tummy Answers to Boe-Boe lost in Puff-

ton Village If you've seen her please call

549 1011 or 549-0929

SMALL GOLD CROSS pendant lost 4/22
please call Paul 549 6514

BKO 4-9 are you the girl who accidentally

look my jacket? Thank you lor calling but

when can I pick it up? Suzanne

MONEY AND POWER

THE BOARD OFGovetnors is looking foi

coordinators for 87/88 year Positions

avaiable m PR, Finance Food Manage
ment Programming and many others For

into and Applications come lo CC 817
Women and minorities encouraged to appy-

an AA/EO Employer Due April 30

MOTORCYCLES

HONDA CB350 RECENTLY rebuilt emgine

call 256-8643 ask lor JR $450 or BO

HONDA CB900F SS very last sharp look

ing black with red. supertrapp, metzellers,

60O0k two show helmets included 1900 BO
546-9794 Jorge

1976 HONDA CB700SC NightHawk exc

condition 3100 miles factory warranty un

til July 2995 Jim evenings 256-6068

80 SUZUKJ GS-750L 9000 miles always

garaged S2000 253-9568

PAINTERS NEEDED

HEY -MARCIELLA WEIBEL ,0u rt giet

you re awesome you re wonderiui happy
no 19 Love your roomie"

HAZELBONER HAPPY 20TH birthday'

Drink your lace oil' Love ya hands scoop
& the Russian

DIANE. ITS BEEN A GREAT six months
i wouldn't have wanted lo spend my time

with any one else You always know how
to make me smile I love you Happy six

month aniversary Love Michael

OHHHt BAMBINO! BARRY Prior God
knows I love you" Happy 1 year babe
You've been the best" So, so, ther' I m
lorever yours Faithfully Ti Uogiio Andna

DIANA-HAPPY 19 birthday enjoy' Love ya

sisters and pledges of Delta Zeta

HEY SQUID! YOU belter watch out or I'll

break your tentacles' Love Squidelte

HILARY-HAPrv 19 birthday we hope you

had an awesome dy love Delta Zeta

DEAR TOURGUIDESIT'S almost time to

say goodbye For those who will carry on

our tradition, Gracie. Dick, QeU. I leave you

days of sunshine, no stray dogs or muddy
people and extra hours at the desk Bob
take your time finding a job Todd I promise

Candy kisses m my letters to Mali not too

much promiscuity please' Take care Jan,

Elaine and Sarah And to Jean thanks lor

everything especially for being you Wish
me luck in the work) of Pinslfipe' Happiness

always, Dana

SANDY M, IS in love' Keep you posted

From Slim

BE COOL AND hang out with shades from

h.ides during May

STEVE. I WAS ai the Pub 4/23 it was loo

ciiiwded were you there? See ya later Ellen

M4M- 3 Slay Sweet J B sorrieone who
s u

HEY EVAN SHAPIRO!! Happy 20th birth

day'" We re going to have a great time"

I twe Lisa

RAISINETTE, YOU RE SUCH ,1 joolv

Luv S lor Silly

MAYRA: TU SONRISA encantadoni v lu

(irlo a.'ab.ichc me t autiuaron le espero

MAME IT S ONLY rock n roll on Blueberry

Hill Love Marianne

ZAHYRA ESOS OTOS brulos me vuetven

loco enloquecido de amor

'UPC MEMBERS THE stair would kki; m'
" congiaiulate * thank our 200 active

members lor a successful semester 5"

• oul of 6 shows SOLD OUT"' Get "

psyched for spring concert'"

ALL RSOS WISHING lo apply lor fy 89

SAFT budgets committee funding guide m
420 Sludent Union Hurry- proposals are

due no later than May 8

WANTED: ANY ROCKY Horror Picture

Show fans interested in sharing their ex

periences to help me write a research

paper All views welcome Call 546 9424

KRISTEN & ROB: thanks for your blue sky

eyes and Ihe flowers which grew from

within them 'Love "Jen"

PLEASE HELP

WANT A 2 or 3 bedroom apartment tor fall

semester only 11 you can help us out please

call Bnan or Enk at 253-7195 leave

message

PROFESSIONAL TYPING

• SPEEDY KEYS -FAST, accurate

reliable 256-1002

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

CASES, PAPERS, DISSERTATIONS,
theses, fast, accurate dependable, on

campus, reasonable 584-7924 l^ancy

ON CAPE COO
$6 50-10 00 per/hr

1 800 922-5579

tor summer earn
call now tor info

PERSONALS

RESUME TYPESETTING SERVICE
Have your resume professionally typeset

The best quality type, not a word processor

Sixteen different type styles lo choose from

Takes only 3 days costs $25 and any
changes I'll do for FREE Come down 10 the

Collegian Graphics Office (113 Campus
Center) and speak 10 Peter Soderberg

MEET NEW PEOPLE! Get great ex

penence' Come write for New England s

largest college daily The Collegian is in 1 13

Campus Center nghl behind the T V

Come down and checu us ouf

ITS COMING FOR me 'i-^- time m May'

KERRI V.'ti COtJi-.- i

T T irNNVpno I nwiANNt

M LETS M' I-

nr

'

MIKE L VOL! Ht

2 FEMALES NEEDED
b 8973 or 6-5647

2N FIELD TO , •,,iy

Weds at 2AM iri,, i 'B

great' Luv Lis SERVICES

BILL. HAPPY 20TH birthday' Only one
more year to go Have a good one I will

always remember and 1 hope you never

forget There will always be a special place

for you in my heart Love you forever, Eric

SIOMA DiLTA TAU

'OPEN RUSH" 4/30 5 15 6 00PM
baiueque 5/1 3 00-4 00 GH 409 N Plea

sani St 546 0527 all university wompn
invited'

SPANISH TUTORING ft TRANSUTION

HELP WITH GRAMMAR, stories pronun
Liation 256 1002

NORTHWOOD APTS IN Sunderland 2

bedroom/$4 1 5 Mon swimming pool and

large grassy (jteas to play on -on PVTA bus

route option lo renew in fall call 665-8849

STAR SEARCH

GREEK STAR SEARCH!!! Come and see
some of the Greeks who are acting, model
ing, and jokmg around Thursday at 7 00
PM April 30th $3 00 admission before

show $4 00 at door (Money goes to

prevention against child abuse) S D T

ST JUDI

THANK YOU AGAIN! Seldom do your

prayers go unanswered I am very gratelul

SPRING FLING

HELP WITH SPRING Fling! Come to Cen
tral Area Government meelings at 8 00 on
Tuesdays

ROOMMATE WANTED

FEMALE WANTED TO share room in 2br

Presidential apt ' ; mile from Campus Apt

yours m spring also need subletters

549-6638

LOOKING FOR FEMALE to share bedroom
in house apt 150/mo-* Close 10 Cam
pu,s/lown On bus route Call 253-9817

3 NONSMOKING ROOMMATES to share

Brandywine apt will be able to take over

lease m January 88 call Lisa 549-4415

1 FEMALE NEEDED lo share room in 3

bedroom PufHon for tall $ 1 35 call 549- 1011

2 NONSMOKING RESPONSIBLE
male/temale needed to share 2 bedroom
Brandywine Apt starting June call Mark or

Steve 549-6541

ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to

Share spacious bedroom in Puftton Village

Call 546 7087 evenings

2 MALES OR 2 females lo share a room

in condo at Amity Place Nexl to Southwest

across from Stadium Call 549-6824

LOOKING FOR ONE very quiet nonsmoker

tor fall thru nxt year 388C Crown Pt apis

furnished spacious heat included 285/mth

call Sam 256-4293

WE WANT YOU! One bedroom available

(2 people) in a ? bedroom apartment star

ting June 1 1987 Call 649-0516 anytime

2 SINGLES AVAILABLE starting June I

Mam St Amhersi busstop m front of

$2l0/mo call 253- M 52

1 OR 2 'emales A'anifvi to sharo a '

LOOKING FOf-;

PRESIDENTIAL APARTMENT
AVAILABLE for sublet Five mm walk from

Gradtwr 549 0129

ONE BEDROOM IN Lincoln Ave available

Juno Aug w'tali option close lo Campus
$260 call Chiista 549 4793

SUMMER SUBLET FOR two June 1 call

665 7526

SPACIOUS-3 BEDROOM aparlmeni
Modern fully furnished, townehouse style

available June I, price negotiable call

256 0973

FEMALE TO SHARE a townehouse in

Squire Village Possb fall option, on bus

route, pool, Beth 546 1278 or 546 1277

SUMMER SUBLET AVAILABLE 3

bedroom Puffton call Paula S49-2832 or

Cheryl 546 9684

tUILET

THE BOSTON GLOBE, IBM General

Foods and Kenner Parker Toys are just a

tew of the many opportunities available

through the Co-op Office Come in or call

today - 545 2224 your future starts here'

APARTMENT AVAILABLE FOR summer
sublet 549 1290

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT Includes

utilities dishwasher A/C, pool, tennis On
bus foule f-iewarc) 665 8891

ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED Pulflon

apartment available June I Sept I Rent

negotiable Call Ken 549-4824 or Glenn

S49 6078

NORTHAMPTON 2BEDROOM SOO/nionlli

'lew utilities 1 mm todwntown call 586-921

1

iltBi 4PM

BRANDYWINE 1 BEDROOM avail.ibie fm

summer SlOOph'month ea 549 ?63t=-

3 BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE .; .

loOKing toi teinalD subletters loi jum-

August 400 per month call 549 1449

JUST FOR JUNE four rooms in a house
light ofl Main St We need renters for one

month only in a furnished house Call Nan
cy at ?56 1396 evenings

SUMMER JOIS

TUTORING, SUBSTITUTE TEACHING m
business management marketing,
finance investment 4 microcomputers $7
per hour Neg 536-5006 leave message

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS
' The organized students We tram you

'

Now hiring painters good conditions
'

'and good pay S5-$7 per hour throughout

"New England Age and experience not"

a concern Positions tilling quickly '

call today 1 800 424-2468

SUMMER JORS

THE FUTURE IS so bright, you gotta wear
shades Help pass the Toxics liberation

Act stop nuclear madness, and fight tor

consumer justice Masspirg seeks bright

energetic students (or summer campaign
positions Earn $150 300 per week Train

ing travel advancement and a chance to

meet hundreds of other fun people Offices

in Amherst Boston, Cape Cod Wor-
chester and six other locations Call San
dy at 256-6434 today'

SUMMER JOtS

ON CAPE COD at Jason s of Denmsport
Floor and door personnel, barbacks and
waitresses Accepting applications on the

(nllowing Saturdays April 18,25 as well as

May 2 9 Interviews will take place from

noon to 3 on those Saturdays at Jasons on

lower county Rd in Denmsport Ma

PUFTON APARTMEN'

SUMMER JOBS FOR WORK STUDY
EllGIRLE ONLY

S6 40 PER HOUR start June 1st for 13

weeks N Ion Dept of Public Works
Grounds Maintainance work in public works
and recreation areas, as well as one job

with engineering survey team Inquire at the

Student Employment Office 239A Whiimore
for ofl campus summer work study
positions

SUMMER ROOM FOR RENT

SPACIOUS ROOM CLOSE to campus on
bus line low rent call Greg 549 7463

SUMMER SUtLET

3 BEDROOM FURNISHED apt 480/month
utilities and cable included on bus route

swimming pool, tennis ct 665-3671

AMHERST CENTER, DOUBLE room in

house with fall option, rent reasonable, call

Claire or Lisa for details at 253-7216

THREE BEDROOM PUFFTON apt

available for summer 87 3 or 4 people call

for details 549-6327

GREAT HOUSE 3 bedrooms (1 tall option)

nice furnished house On bus route (near

Brittany) 2 full baths kitchen, $230 per per-

son (negotiable) call Ellen or Laura
256-8864

LARGE FULLY FUHNISHrU ,. ' :

V.ijrjIH FRFe

2 BEDROOM APT m house on bus route

near center of Amherst 256-0948

LARGE HOUSE ONE mile town campus
sublet any 01 five bedrooms lease take-over

256-0736

FEMALE SUBLETTERS WANTED for

Brandywine .i|iartments Rent negotiable

Donna 546 90? 7

TRAVEL

ALASKA: ROUNTRIP AIR fare $550 leave

May 8 retur" M.iy 30 call Donna 586-4066

TYPING SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING. PAPERS, letter-,

resumes nir Meticulous proofreading

Editing avaii.ii.it- New IBM typewriter Call

!.490367

TYPING SERVICE

WORD WI/AHU WORD processing Sty

ilfni lilies 1 » Ci lii-i

WANTED

PHYSICAL. SPIRITUAL INTELLECTUAL
health seexfi-. -,<-

,
.- ,. ,. .nowledge with

Ihe readeis o( Sproui. the tdrthtoods/Peo

pie s Martioi Newsletter Typed, double

spaced pleasf- drop material off on Ihe 4th

floor S U in the Economic Devek^menl ol

lice Address it lo Jen K Deadline has been
extended Due tjelore April 301h

WANTED TWO FEMALES 10 sublet two

rooms in house Cable washer, dryer

dishwasher turnistied for only 156 00' Call

Donna 253 36,^5

BABYSITTER NEEDED FOR summer m
my home Granby please call after 6
4677860

WANTED TO RENT

APARTMENT OR HOUSE lor 3. 4 or 5

people reasonably close to campus Call

anytime 546 6602 546 5774 or 546-5772

Please keep trying

TWO SENIORS LOOKING for one or two
bedrooms lo- now until end of semester

close lo campus Call Chris or Dave
253 7572

LOOKING FOR 3-BEDROOM m Putfton

reward ollfff''i Lisa 6 7979

SSSBIG REWARD OFFERED for 3

bedroom PuiMo.i Apt lease 253 7927

LOOKING FOR 3bedroom Puffton Apt

Want to sublet lor summer and take over

lease Call Herb 546-6761

TAKE OVER LEASE June 1st 2 bedroom
apt in Colonial Village across from Changes
380'mo plus utilities on bus route 256-0984

SUMMER SUBLET WANTED May 20 lo

Sept 7 call Evan at 546 3207

$100 REWARD FOR a 2 or 3 br apt in Puff

ton starting tall Call 546-8453 or 546 9218

3 SENIORS LOOKING for 2 or 3 bedroom
apartment lor tall Sememsler only If you

can help us oul please call Brian or Enk at

253-7195 Leave message

UMASS STUDENT LOOKING lor room to

rent near campus during spring break 9-21

to 9-29 Call Mary at 546- 1151 Keep trying

BEDROOM APT
.,1 I'.he.^p 546 4

ONE BEDROOM IN Southwood apt '
'

"iummer with fall option Rent neqot i:.ii!

Sue or Mike 253-995':

2 BEDROOM BRANDYWINE apt available

June 1 thru August 31st Nicely lurnished
rem negotiable Call 549 4121

BEACHHOUSE STYLE APT, High slanted

ceilings skylights, pool, tennis, basketball'

Walk to campus, 2br 2bath call 546 9574

SUBLETS/HOUSING NEEDED June 28

Aug 15 Call SBMC 256 8615 9AM-7PM

WANTED'S 100 REWARD a 6 or 7 person

house for next year, near bus route Call

Dave 549 0384 or Pally 549-1703 leave

name and number

WANT TO TAKE over lease ol off-campus

house near bus route for next fall and
spring Call 546-1090 or 253-3894

2 HIGH SPIRITED WOMEN (smokers) kiok

ing to take over lease on apt or house, or

to share your place in the fall call Krislie

68565

LOOKING FOR 3 bedroom Puftton apt

want to sublel for summer and take over

lease call Herb 546-6761

HEY! I'M LOOKING tor a room for fall m
a house or apartment in Amherst Must be

quiet non smoKers call evenings Elaine

546 6330

CCMAl F I " '"I'M-. OH I ,|liiPl i.nnle 1 ,

APARTMENT f>R HOUSE

29

J^-^
Pertection is something
we aM strive for

But no one achieves
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Gorillas welcome Brown tohome opener
Team out to rebound from Army debacle; forecast for ram
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Army proved the Gorillas humans after all. But the

team is still a force.

Sliding Saturday's disappointing. 1 110 double-overtime

loss to 12th-ranked Army, into the Forget About It file,

the seventh-ranked University of Massachusetts men's

lacrosse team was loose and ready to return to action prior

to yesterday's first practice of the year at Warren M( fin irk

Alumni Stadium.

"The team's doing good. It was a frustrating loss, but

I've seen it happen for three years in a row." senior mid-

fielder Doug Musco said of the Army result. "We'll get

it together. It was a minor setback but it won't destroy

our season."

After receiving a post-game pep talk from head coach

Dick Garher on the bus ride home early Sunday morn-

ing, the team is out to dish out a beating to eighth-ranked

Brown in this afternoon's battle at 3 p.m. at McGuirk.

USILA
Top 15
Despite the Gorillas"

shocking, 11-10 double-

overtime loss to Army on
Saturday, the team re

mained in good shape in

thi.s week's United States

Intercollegiate Lacrosse

Association (USILA) poll.

The fourth week in the

poll, the Gorillas fell to

places from fifth to seventh

behind sixth-place Navy,
which lost, 10-9 to fourth-

ranked Johns Hopkins on

Saturday.

1. Maryland 9-0 150

2. Cornell 10-0 138

3. Syracuse 6-3 127

4. JHU 6-3 119

5. UNC 8-3 104

6. Navy 8-3 98
7. UMass 6-1 75

8. Brown 10-3 66
9. Towson St 10-2 60

10. Penn 9-3 59
11. (tie>Adelphi....6-2 54

11. <tie)Armv 4 54

12. Duke 11-3 46
13. Loyola 7-3 30
14. Harvard 7-4 10

.,«i,.'<fthY..
'-^^^:..£^-v#fe4..~..'^^,»-.

(ollegtun photo by Micharl Cooper

The seventh-ranked University of Massachusetts men's lacrosse team

opens its long-awaited home season versus eighth-ranked Brown today

at 3 p.m. at Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium. The game is expected to

decide the New England title.

It was a tough game but we're ready to go again.st

Brown. I figure if we beat them then we'll be in the same

position as we were," senior co-captain Neal Cunningham

said. "It should be nice being home."

Today's game, a makeup originally scheduled for Apr.

8 (postponed after the death of a Bruin player), serves as

the very long-awaited home opener for the Gorillas and

ends the seven-game road string the team has endured

since the start of the year.

"Six-and-one for seven away games isn't too bad," junior

attackman Kelley Carr said.

McGuirk, more or le.ss unused since football seu.son end

ed in November, is in good shape, and barring the

predicted rains, should hold up well But for the Gorillas,

the road show continues. Anyone who as ever watched

UMass lax in the past knows that Gorilla home games

are only at home when played on the Hill. Because steam

pipes were being replaced during the winter, the field was

ruled unplayable for the Spring season.

it's going to be like playing at a neutral site."

sophomore midfielder Chris Zusi said.

As for the contest itself, it should be .a brawl. The top

two teams in New England, the game has a lot of history

and incentive on the winners' side. In 10 of the last 11

years, the winner of this game has won the region and

grabbed an NCAA tournament berth.

Last year, the Gorillas came out on top. hammering the

Bruins, 13-8, in Providence. But this year could be dif-

ferent as Brown appears to be much-improved.

With victories over Virgina (13-6), llth-ranked Adelphi

(14-6), Yale (14-9), ISth-ranked Harvard (8-7) and New
Hampshire (14-6), the Bruins, and their 10-3 record could

pose problems for UMass.
"These are two very evenly matched teams," Garber

said. "We're strong in the same positions. They're pro-

bably the only team we've played all year with the same

speed we have. They have a strong offense, defense and

midfield."

That pretty much covers the bases. All except the

goaltending position which Brown can't match. In net for

the Bruins will be freshman Steven Ayers. Ayers enters

the game with a 10-3 mark and a .667 save percentage.

Man-up Advantages: What more? Well, if football

season rules are in effect, tailgating will be allowed before

and after the game. . . admission costs $2 for adults. $1
for students without valid UMass ID and free with the
ID. . . On the JV circuit, UMass whipped Middlebury, 18-3

on Saturday.

Softball team at Rhode Island;

looks to improve on A-10 record
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The University of

Massachusetts softball team
will play its second con-

secutive critical

doubleheader when it faces

the University of Rhode
Island Wirams this after-

noon at 3 p m. in Kingston,

RI.

The Minutewomen are

coming off a heartbreaking

doubleheader split versus

Adelphi University on Sun-

day, one which saw some

bizarre events rob the team

of a potential ninth-straight

victory in the second game.

"It was just two great soft-

ball games. Unfortunately,

a couple of strange plays

took one of them away,"

rnllt'^iin photo t>\ H\ nil' <ttiiit-iiotiii

Senior thirdbaseman Debbie Cole has been just

one part of the University of Massachusetts soft-

ball team's improved defensive play. UMass
plays a doubleheader at Rhode Island, today at

3 p.m.

UMass coach Elaine Sortino

said.

Today's match-up will be

a battle of Atlantic 10

rivals. While the

Minutewomen are 28-12

overall, their 4-4 conference

record is something they

would like to improve on.

In the first meeting bet-

ween these two clubs (April

8 at Totman Field), the

Minutewomen swept a pair

from the Wrams. UMass
tfiok the opener, 61, and
thin squeaked by in game
two, 1-0, as freshman hurler

Traci Kennedy pitched a

one-hit shutout.

Extra Bases: Sortino
says that the team is peak
ing at the right time, as the

Minutewomen are wrapp-

ing up their regular season

schedule this weekend. The
team is prepping for the

Atlantic 10 Tournament on

May 7-9. . . There seems to

be a flip-flop in team perfor

m;ince recently. In the last

14 ^:anies, the team batting

a\iTat;t' has (li(i()jH'd 17

points, trom .280 to .2(i3.

Fortunatelv. the pitching'

and dcf'cn^i' has Ium-p.

strong In the s.mic iinic

span, the team KK.\ has

gone down from 1.4.'< ici jn-t

121 One iL-ason is tin- ic

CL'iit t1urr\' oi' (,'()(>>(• cu^^s

that the MtnutinMuririi pit

cliin^^ staff has been runn-

ing up. . Before Sunday's

4 .3 loss to Adelphi, the team

had .shut out its opponent in

si\ nut of seven games, with

thi' lone blemish being an
unearned run against
Boston College last

Thursday.

Baseball team travels
to rival UConn Huskies
Flint named Atlantic 10 Player ofthe Week
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

The fact that the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts
baseball team is in the

midst often Atlantic 10 con-

ference games in nine days
makes today's game against

the University of Connec-
ticut, a non-conference oppo-

nent, less significant.

But there is something
that makes it important —
the rivalry. These two
teams traditionally pull no
punches when they play

each other and this game
should be no exception.

"We have big games com-
ing up but we really like to

compete against UConn,"
UMass coach Dick Berg-

quist said, "It is a tradition.

Men's hoop inks recruit;

football hires ex-Patriot
Both the University of Massachu.setts men's basket-

ball and football teams recently announced moves ex-

pected to shore up the teams for next season.

The basketball office announced last week that it has

signed its fourth recruit of this academic year, getting

Rafer Giles, a 6-2 guard from Richmond, Va., to sign to

a letter of intent.

Giles, the leading scorer on this past year's 28-0 Fork

Union Military Academy, Va., team, averaged 16.0

points-per-game afler scoring 24.0 ppg. as a Converse Ail-

American as a high school senior for Henrico High
School. amlinued on page 10

We'd like to play well."

The teams split last year,

each team winning at home,
and the first meeting this

year was cancelled by rain.

After today, the Minutemen
face Rhode Island in an
A-10 doubleheader,

UMass comes into the

game with a record of 16-8

overall and leads the Atlan-

tic 10 with a 7-1 record.

Temple is second at 7-2-1.

Bergquist expects to use

three pitchers today. Bill

Meyer, Steve Allard and
Jack Card should all see

action.

Senior co-captain Sean
Flint is currently the hot-

test offensive player on the

team and was rewarded by

being named A-10 player of

the week for last week.
During that period, Flint

went 14-for-33 at the plate

(.424), with two doubles,

three home runs, and 12

runs batted in (including
iniilnnuil an page 10

Gazelles grab an ECAC berth
By LINDA DELIVORIAS
Collegian Staff

Af'tf. .1 Hill' Near hiatus

from pii-i SI .isdii lonipeli

tion, th- ^cvi'iith ranked

Clip. .! -It \' I't'

Mass.tiliii-<'t t - ^^ nnicn's

lacrosse iiani is di'tfiinmed

.ind huvgrv to capture the

K('A(" title

The Gaz«.'llfs' fust trst is

scheduled for Friday at ;i

p m., as UMass, 8 4. travels

to Durham. NH to take on

Dartmouth Universitv.

lt)-3. in the opening round of

the ECAC tournament at

Memorial Field The winner

of the clash will duel with

the \ictor ui the N'l'u

H.inipshii'i' Hai'v.ird uaiiii'.

a Cdiitfst alsd slated tei

Friday
"1 111 -" lKip{)\ K\er\'one

has wanted it i return te

playoffs I .<un'e the beginn-

ing: ot the season ." lunior

goalie I'ani Stone said.

"'Were playing at our peak

individually and as a team,

but getting by Dartmouth

isn't going to be easy."

I'M iss edged the Big

(ill til. 14 lU. one wei>k ,igo

at Tolnian Field, but the

( iazelies had t(s rally from a
,')

1 deficit late in the first

hall to capture their sixth

win of the season.

\\ e have the potential to

play well in the ECAC's. All

the teams have strengths

and weaknesses, so it real-

ly doesn't matter who we
play first

ciiiitinued nn page 10
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RETURN OF THE ICE AGE — A change from Monday's fair weather, students walk into

the Campus Center under a blanket of snow yesterday.

Typical New England weather provokes
disappointment and despair on campus

By JENNIFER DEMPSEY
Collegian Staff

You can't fool Mother Nature, but she sure played a

joke on the University of Massachusetts yesterday.

Although protesting was useless, various student and

faculty organizations spoke out against the snow and

rain.

"It sucks," said Shari Brunell from the Valley

Women's Voice.

"Snow sucks. Cold weather breaks our frisbees,"

echoed Zoo Disc player Bruce Todd.

Mike McCarthy of the Outing Club said, "some of us

like snow, but we wish it would not snow tomorrow for

Earthday. We're rough and we can take rough weather.

But the general public does not like canoeing in the

rain."

"It's unfair. It's like going through a time warp and

I'm back in December. I don't like it," said Lesbian, Gay
and Bisexual Alliance member Daniel Ferreira, Jr.

"Typical for Massachusetts. I hope it gets sunny, cause

I feel people enjoy the sun and recreation," said

Republican Club member Michael D. Ross. "It dampens

the spirit of knowing summer break is coming."

Director of the Office ofThird World Affairs Sherwood

Thompson said it is "typical New England weather: un-

predictable, unmanagable and disappointing."

"I think it is to be expected. I've never known a spring

in New England without a snow after the flowers have

bloomed," said Union Video Center General Manager

Michael Gowell.

"It reminds us that we are all animals and are affected

by nature much in the same way as our inhuman, animal

brethren," said Mike Greenfeig of the Animal Rights

Coalition.

Central American Solidarity Association member

Jorgen Berglund said, "I feel sorry for the apple farmers.

I think it's going to devastate the apple crop."

"It's not too pleasant," said Armen Tamzarian from

the Armenian Club.

Hatch cashier Louise Rice said, "Oh my god, we were

busy today! Whenever it's lousy out, they all pour in.

Whenever it's bad, they come in here for cover and then

they buy something."

Manager of Building Services Forrest C. Davies said,

"we were supposed to be putting the air conditioner on

today, but due to the weather change. I guess we'll put

on the heat. Hopefully, this won't last long."

IISJ^IPE
Quality teaching vs. research.
Page 3.

Islamic holy month honored.
Page 6.

Down with Seabrook. Page 9.
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Officials plan
more security for
Cameron visit
\^\ PEDRO M. PKREIKA
Collegian Staff

Responding to the gay. lesbian and bisexual communi-

ty's fear of violence, the University of Massachusetts ad-

ministration is planning to provide extra security when

anti-gay activist Paul Cameron comes to speak on cam

pus May 6.

Administrators said they are designing a plan to plant

faculty and student peace-keepers within the audiences

at Cameron's speeches. In addition, uniformed and plain-

clothed police officers will be present, they said, refusing

to divulge the total number of officers.

"If I say everything I plan to do about security, then

it won't be security," said Arthur Hilson. acting director

of the Department of Public Safety. "I'm hoping to be

prepared to handle whatever may surface in the process."

"This department will do everything within its power

to maintain a safe environment." he said.

Hilson and other officials refused to say whether they

foresee violence. Sarah Boy, an administrative officer,

said, "I don't have a crystal ball."

Members of the gay community expressed fear over

whether another visit by Cameron would intensify

homophobic feelings that could lead to assaults and har-

rassment. Cameron's visit to campus last spring alleged-

ly caused increased harrassment of gays.

Lesbian, Bisexual and Gay Alliance Co-President Dasha

Baker said she initially was very concerned over the

possibility of violence. However, she said yesterday, "I'm

beginning to see that there's a possibility that there'll be

an alternative."

Gilbert Stair, executive director of the group that in-

vited Cameron to campus. Students for America, said he

sees no evidence that gay persoiui wiU be attacked when

Cameron speaks. However, he expressed concern over

whether some students will try to inflict bodily harm on

members of the gay community in the aftermath of the

visit.

Administrators say it is close to impossible to provide

security to gay students after Cameron leaves. Never-

theless, measures are being taken.

According to Baker, members of the gay community are

discussing with the administration the idea of creating

a telephone line in the Whitmore Administration

Building, so students who suffer harassment or assaults

would be able to call and report the incidents.

Baker also suggested that gay students walk in groups

at night.

Members of the gay community might not be the only

ones who come under attack. While Cameron spoke out-

side the Student Union Building last spring, members of

the audience threw eggs and other objects at him.

Stair, apparently optimistic about pro and anti-Cameron

students remaining civil toward one another during the

speeches, said, "this is a university, a battlefield of ideas,

but that's where it stays."

Larry Benedict, assistant to the vice-chancellors, said,

"our concern is the safety and security of everyone on cam-

Cameron is scheduled to speak from 6 to 8 p.m. and from

8:30 to 10:30 p.m. May 6 in room 101 of the Campus

Center.

Reagan 's former speech writer says president has magnetic appeal

Elliot praises Reagan's early days
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

Ben Elliott, former speech writer for

Ronald Reagan and current speech writer

for Jack Kemp, praised Reagan's perfor-

mance in his early years as president to

students at the University of

Massachusetts last night.

Approximately 60 students attended the

speech in the Student Union Ballroom as

Elliott referred to UMass as "one of the

most liberal universities in the country."

The lecture was sponsored by the

Distinguished Visitors Program.

During the question and answer period,

Elliott said the recent trial of Amy Carter.

Abbie Hoffman and 11 UMass students

received a lot of publicity in Washington.

"I don't know what Amy Carter was do-

ing in the White House but I don't think

she learned very much," he said. During

his speech Elliot said former President Jim-

my Carter was "a man that just couldn't."

However, Elliott said that Reagan
believes there are "no limits to what men
and women can achieve when they follow

their beliefs," Elliot said. "He really does

believe in the courage and fundamental

virtue of the American people."

America is "fundamentally different"

than it was in the 1960s, when "everybody

was losing confidence in society." he said.

"Attitudes have changed in this country."

he said, as he credited Reagan for helping

create "an exciting time to be alive."

Reagan played a part in changing the

future "towards more security, greater

freedom and more opportunity for people

like you," he said. "He doesn't get caught

in the swill of the moment," which is a good

leadership quality, he said.

"Could there be any doubt that the presi-

dent of the United States is a man for the

future when you've seen him for the tenth

time sitting behind a computer terminal?"

he asked.

He said Reagan has a presence "that is

magnetic."

Reagan "lost a lot of his magic" in light

of the Iran-contra affair, which is due in

part to the fact that the American people

are now focusing on Reagan's weaknes.ses

and mistakes, he said.

Reagan is "a man hand-crafted for the

age of television." he said. "Since Iran

there's been a change. The pictures aren't

working anymore."
"There was a sense of disappointment

when the public learned that the president

did not know what was going on in the

basement of the White House," Elliott said.

One of Reagan's mistakes was not seeing

continued on page 5

Holocaust week
events planned

Bells will ring out across the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts campus today as a

reminder that the Holocaust of World

War II must never be forgotten, said

Melinda Williams, administrative assis-

tant at B'nai B'rith Hillel.

The bells will ring between classes to

commemorate the six million people kill-

ed in Nazi death camps.

The culmination of Holocaust Memorial

Week will take place at noon today in the

Cape Cod Lounge. A Holocaust Com-

memoration service will include music,

readings and a candle-lighting ceremony.

University Provost Richard D O'Brien is

scheduled to attend.

The film "Kaddish" will be shown at

7:30 p.m. today in the McKimmie Gallery.

Williams said it concerns the struggles of

a young Jewish political Organizer in a

Holocaust survivors' community.
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Committee axes
death penalty
BOSTON lAP) — A legislative committee, for the first

time in memory, rejected measures yesterday that would

remstate the death penalty in Massachusetts,

By a 9-8 s-ote. the Legislature's Criminal Justice Com-

mittee recommended an unfavorable report on 10 capital

punishment bills put before it.

it was the first time in the recent history oi this com-

mittee t h.it the recommendation is that the bill ought not

to pass, said Sen. Paul D. Harold (D-Quincy), committee

co-chairman.

The panel sent the report to the Massachusetts benate.

where extensive debate is expected. Last year, the upper

chamber failed by one vote to pass a capital punishment

bill.

Harold said the death penalty passed the panel last year

by a 9-8 margin. He said the difference this year was the

addition of two new anti-death penalty members, Rep.

Barry Traham, (1-New Bedford), and Rep. Michael Walsh,

<DPeabody).
, ,

.

Harold asked Traham and Walsh if the death penalty

had been a major issue in their campaigns. Both said that

voters had never asked their positions on the question.

Despite the unfavorable report. Harold and committee

co-chairman Rep. Salvatore F. DiMasi (D-Boston). said

they expected death penalty advocates to substitute a

favorable report in the Senate that can be debated.

The death penalty has died the last two years in the

Senate. "I can't predict what will happen this year," said

Harold, but added that the deciding vote likely would be

by one vote again.
, ,..

A U.S. Supreme Court ruling last week, upholding the

constitutionality of Georgia's death penalty despite

arguments that its effect had been discriminatory, had

little impact on the legislative panel, Harold and DiMasi

continued on page W

Mass. House minority leader blasts

proposed pay hikes for officials

SPRINGFIELD (AP> - The minority leader of the

Massachusetts House told a legislative committee yester-

day that a commissions recommendations to give state

legislators a 50 percent pay hike "strain believabihty.

"They are excessive, a position to which even the gover

nor ha.s come.- said Rep. Steven D Pierce (R-Westfieldi,

referring to Gov. Michael S. Dukakis" repudiation of the

proposed pay hike.s slv.itl> after they were announced last

week.

The proposed increases would raise lawmakers base pay

to $45,000, from $30,000. and boost the governor's salary

to $125,000. from $75,000. The measure would also pro-

vide sizeable increases to other high ranking state of-

ficials, judges and district attorneys.

Dukakis angered some legislative leaders by threaten-

ing to veto the proposed pay raises, the first since 1983.

before the House and Senate even had a chance to con-

sider them.
r 1. 1 A e

Pierce also criticized the combining of the elected ol-

ficials raises with those for the judges, which could

eliminate the possibility of a citizens initiative petition

referendum to roll back the pay hikes. Pierce called it an

"unusual, unfortunate and terribly cynical move
"

"There is no reason why the issues could not be handl-

ed separately," he said.

He accused the Democratic majority of "thrusting the

issue on a very fast track.

"The commission's recommendations were printed one

week ago todav. Already, we are in the second public hear-

ing and I understand the bill may be before the House

in a very short time," Pierce said "It is sending very

negative signals about the way this is being handled by

the legislature."

But state Rep. Kevin Blanchette iD-Lawrence). House

chairman of the legislature's joint Committee on Public

Service maintained legislative rules require committees

to dispose of late-filed bills, such as the pay proposal,

within 10 days. "We are just following the rules, he said.

Additional" hearings are scheduled for today in Barn

stable and Worcester and in Norton on Friday,

State Sen. Roval L. Boiling, the Senate chairman of the

committee, defended the proposed pay hikes. He said

legislators deserve more and that "we are judged on how

well we produce by the people of our districts every two

years."

Boiling warned that if lawmakers weren't provided with

adequate wages only those with independent sources of

income would be able to serve and the legislature would

return to being "what it was in our early history — a

gentlemen's advocation."

In contrast to Monday night's hearing in Pittsfield -
continued on page 16
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Attention
Accounting &
Finance Majors

Hartford National Corporation, one of New

England's largest and most rapidly expanding

financial institutions is seeking outstanding Ac-

counting and Finance Graduates for positions on

our Corporate, Internal Audit Staff. These positions

offer broad exposure to banking and future career

opportunities throughout the whole corporation.

Please send your resume to:

Donna M. Dantscher

Employment Representative

Hartford National Corporation

777 Main St, Hanford Ct 06115

Jfarfford
JfaQ)nal
Gnpomtwn

HarHord National Corporation

IS an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative

Action Employer M/F/H/V

Sounds Easy VIDEO
Family entertainment and atmosphere

I

UMASS BICYCLE RACING CLUB

^ PRESENTS

SPRING FLING

COLLEGIATE

BIKE RACE
SATURDAY MAY 2ND

iO AM REGISTRATION
BAKER QUAD

11:30 FIRST RACE

$5 ENTRY BRING ID

SASF

OKAG

IFC

UMASS STUDENTS FREE

SPONSORED BY

CENTRAL AREA GOVT.

GREENOUGH SNCK BAR

S-HADLEY BIKE SHOP

BICYCLE WORLD TOO

BARTS ICE CREAM
BELL'S PIZZA

SKIHAUS
NEILS BIKEISKI

SOUNDS EASY^ COUPON

6 University Drive

Newmarket Center

Amherst
(Next to Louis' Fine Foods)

Today's travelers are going to say:

DON'T 60 WITHOUT
"LET'S 60"-

• Nomw*m\at*m.
•EUROPE.
•USA.
•BRHMNA IRELAND

•MEWCQ
•SPWN, PORTUGAL 4
MOROnrQ

•FRANCE.
rwut
•GREECE.
•ISRAEL ABOYPi;

•CALfORNMANO
PKORCNORTHtMESt

Now bigger

and better

than ever

LET'S 60
TRAVEL 6UIDES

Op«n M-F 9-6

sat 10-3

Located in tha Campus Cantar

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^
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HIGH AND PROUD - Yes, in a sports jacket and cap, farmer

Barney Waskiewicz plows his field on Cemetery Road in Hadley last

C°ullc-|Oan photo by Dnvid ShimkuK

weekend to prepare for Butternut squash planting that begins in mid

May.

Appeal continues CAG
spokesperson controversy
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

The ongoing controversy over last

March's Commuter Area Spokesperson

election has taken a new path as Charlotte

Wesley, who lost against Lynne M. Mur-

phy, has decided to appeal the Student

Supreme Court's decision to ratify the

election.

The Commuter Area Governing Board

had nullified the election because of

Wesley's and her supporters' claims that

voters had confused Lynne M. Murphy for

M. Lynne Murphy, another member of the

board. In addition, the boai'd said Murphy's

winning by only three votes was not

representative of how the students felt.

However, the court decided the board's

action was unconstitutional after the Stu-

dent Government Association judiciary

issued an injunction.

"The reason we're appealing this injunc-

tion is that it was done behind our backs,"

Wesley said. "I think that we weren't given

due process." The new hearing will take

place Tuesday.

Wesley and John Hayes, one of her ad

vocates, say the student judiciary never in

formed them that a hearing to rule on the

injunction would take place. In addition,

they say the judiciary does not have the

right to overturn an area government's

decision.

Scott McCracken, Murphy's advocate,

said that Hayes' and Wesley's claim that

they had no representation at the hearing

is false. He said having the judiciary make

a ruling on the issue was the only way to

overturn the board's decision.

The judiciary's function is to keep a

balance on the governments' power.

McCracken said.

Meanwhile, Murphy has been acting as

spokesperson. "They lost. When are they

going to accept it?" she said.

McCracken said, "hopefully Thursday

night we'll slam the door on the issue.

Everybody's just fed up with it. If they lose

Thursday night, it'll be over."

Hayes said if the court rules out the in-

junction, the commuter area will elect a

temporary spokesperson until a new elec-

tion takes place. "All Mark (Friedman) and

I are trying to do is to return this to the

voters." he said.

Friedman, the new Board of Governors

chairperson, is another advocate for

Wesley.
Both sides say they expect to win this

case. Hayes predicted that Murphy might

file another appeal if she loses.

Wesley said, "if we lose the appeal I don't

think there's anything else we can do in

terms of the judiciary."

wesiey s ana ner supporiers ciaiiiis inai ""«- f,,^,^^^^. -^..^ ..-- o - ^. w

Signals from corporate popularize liberal arts
Last in a series on liberal arts education.

By BOB KIEVRA
Special to the Collegian

Contrary to popular wisdom, a liberal arts degree may

be as helpful as an MBA in getting a job in business,

educators say.

Murray M. Schwartz, dean of the College of Arts and

Sciences at the University of Massachusetts, said last fall

that while total enrollment in the college hasn't risen to

a great degree, interest in individual courses has exceed-

ed capacity.

"We're getting students

who realize they will be

more employable by taking

courses in liberal arts," he

said, adding that the change

results from signals

emanating from the cor-

porate world.

"Large corporations such

as Chase Manhattan Bank

are looking for people who

are flexible and have the

ability to think through pro-

blems," Schwartz said.

Students of the liberal

arts have the ability think

critically and retain a

historical perspective on

what they're doing.

Schwartz said. "They

understand that life is not

very narrow, but a series of

connections," he said.

Schwartz advised

students not take the oppor-

tunities presented in college

for granted.

way to deal with the everyday problems of life.

"Based on my own experience, students aren't just com-

ing back to the classics, they're desperate for them." he

said.

In the past, students learned how to deal with life's pro-

blems through their family and religious beliefs.

"But now organized religion has fallen into decline, and

the three-generation family no longer exists. My faculty

are becoming substitutes for peer counselors." he said.

Phinney said students in the professional majors are ex-

periencing "a lack of soulness. Their majors don't tell

them how to deal with personal goals, family relations,

or life in general."

Forum debates teaching versus research

By BEN BROGAN
Collegian Staff

The question of whether tenure should be based on pro-

fessors' research or quality of teaching was addressed

yesterday at a presentation at the University of

Massachusetts.

The presentation explored some of the concerns held

by the students about pressures placed on junior facul-

tv to emphasize research at the expense of teaching.

Approximately 30 undergraduates, graduate students

and faculty members of the School of Management

discussed the recently released report by Dr. Ernest

Boyer, chairman of the Carnegie Foundation for the Ad-

vancement of Teaching. The report was titled "College:

The Undergraduate Experience in America."

"The report isn't critical enough; it doesn't deal with

discrimination or economic inequalities among

students, ' Murray said. "It is a conservative report. It

doesn't deal with the larger issues beyond the universi-

ty, as if the university were the sole level of discourse."

Mike Cavanaugh, a Ph.D candidate, explained that

"prestige conscious deans and administrators are eager

to upgrade the reputation of the school." As a result,

teachers are pressured to produce research, but not to

share the results of that research with others, he said.

"Undergraduates end up being short-changed."

Bob Murray, a PhD candidate who organized the

presentation, said that Provost Richard O'Brien has

declared that his goal is to make the University of

Massachusetts one of the top 12 public institutions m
the country and the leading research institution in the

Northeast.

O'Brien was not available for comment.

Mary Burt, who has just completed her master's in

business administration at UMass, said a major

drawback of the report is that "it leaves the status quo

unquestioned." The report states that competition is con-

sidered a positive force in education, but Burt says that

it urges women to become more aggressive.

According to Burt, the report says that women remain

passive in the classroom, while men take the lead role.

"Do we have to become more masculine in order to suc-

ceed? Is competitiveness always healthy?" she asked.

The presentation did not offer any solutions to the issue

of teaching versus research, concerning tenure decisions.

Higher education "is sure as hell not just publishing in

professional journals nobody reads," said management

Professor Robert McGarrah.

had to go through some type of agony," he said. "Students

take comfort from knowing this."

Phinney said that when he first arrived at the Univer-

sity in 1969, students were demanding slides, movies and

other visual aids.

"Now they walk out on me if I come in with an exten-

sion cord, he said. "I find myself being a peer counsellor

for my students, talking to them without notes, trying to

ease their anxieties about the real world."

A professional course, just by definition, will never pro-

vide emotional support or help students deal with their

problems, he said.

"I know several students who have graduated from pro-

fessional curriculums and

are n<iw very successful, but

not very happy. They live

all alone in their condos not

knowing what to do with

themselves, because they

never explored themselves

while in college."

Today's students are more

anxious than others, he

.said. They're coming hack to

the liberal arts, at least

classics, as a reaction to

pressure from their parents.

"Our students now judge

themselves by their

salaries," he said. The

societal gray area that

students formerly used to

establish themselves follow-

ing graduation, no longer

exists, Phinney said.

"We no longer have a mid-

dle class area in which

students can experiment

with their goals and careers

for two or three years," he

You have the ability to explore the human dimension,"

he said. "The humanities are always asking the question

of just what place in society the individual occupies."

"Don't miss the chances that college offers you," he said.

"Read books, go to seminars, debate one another. You can

always go to the movies or out for drinks, but use your

time on-campus to the maximum."

Students should resist choosing a career based solely in

pre-professional fields or in liberal arts. Schwartz said.

"You can. and should do. some combination of both. I

mean look at Shakespeare, he was as good a businessman

as he was a writer. " he said.

"A well-educated undergraduate should be able to read

King Lear and do calculus." he said.

UMass Professor Edward Phinney. chairman of the

classics department, said students enroll in classics as a

Students from the professional fields who enroll in

classics do so not for academic reasons but out of personal

interest, he said.

"I've been told that my afternoon Greek mythology

course is like a nice hot shower during a long day. The

engineers, the accountants are all .stressed out from their

normal courses," Phinney said. "These soulless students

are flocking to classics because it's where they learn that

their problems aren't anything new. We discuss the eter-

nal complexities such as loneliness, love, shame, poverty

and dishonest governments."

Many students feel that the end of the world is upon

them, he said, but the classics teach them that mankind

has felt the same way for thousands of years.

"Parents have always fought with their children, kings

have always abused their subjects, and every Greek hero

said.

"We're forcing them to make a decision on their life

much earlier. Students have to choose between being rich

or being poor. They just cant be themselves," he said.

In a perfect world, the humanities teach us about

ourselves, our needs and our fears, he said.

"We learn to realize that we lack solid solutions on how

to deal with life on a small planet hurtling through the

galaxies. We learn that it really doesn't matter how much

technical training we pos.sess. We're still vulnerable and

we're still going to make bad decisions." Phinney said.

"In the past, students took comfort from religion and

their families. Now both these institutions are undergo-

ing change, and students are out there on their own look-

ing for new sources of hope and encouragement." he said.
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Ford Dealer today.

$400 CASH BACK on a new Escort

$400 CASH BACK on o new Escort EXP.

$400 CASH BACK on a new Tempo

S400 CASH BACK on a new Mustang.

S4D0 CASH BACK .v Taurus

$400 CASH BACK on a nev. Thunderbird.

$400 CASH BACK on a new Aerostor

S400 CASH BACK :'u.]ei-

$400 CASH BACK on a new Bronco
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NEWENGLANDFORDDEALERS
SEE YOUR LOCAL NEW ENGLAND FORD DEALERTODAY

^ CONGRATULATIONS
WILKA AND EDDIE

ON YOUR ENGAGEMENT
From all the staff at the Massachusetts Daily Collegian

MakeMoney
Hand Over Fist

If vou know your way around a keyboard-typewriter, word processor or computer-

vve know a way to make your knowledge pay off this summer

lust register with us at Kelly Seivices:

Wveeot the kind of summer jobs you'll love to get your hands on

Choose your own assignments. Wor1< as much as you want. Or as little as

^"^
^A^d if voure not a keyboard wizard, there's still plenty of ^^^rk to go around.

Receotionist File Clerk. Accounting Clerk. Product Demonstrator Stock HandlerS the white pages for >our nearest Kelly office. It doesn't cost you a

thing to register And chances are we can help >ou make the coming summer

months everything you want them to be.
\£L\ IXIlfeflyGIrr

Richly rewarding. ^ |^LLJ '"^P*®
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continued from page I

to it that the

people in office were accountable to him.

Elliott said this year's State of the Union Addres.^ "only

seemed to demonstrate that the President isn't wielding

the kind of power he did before.
"

"It is up to a new generation of American Republicans

to carry on what he's done," he said, adding that was

why he works for Kemp.

The title of Elliot's speech was "The Power of Com

munication." but he did not address the topic until the

question and answer period, when he said Reagan used

to spend more time editing his speeches than he does

now.
"I always had the belief that the president could write

a speech better than anyone working under him," he

said. "He doesn't have the kind of time he needs."

Elliott said he thinks the best speech he ever wrote

was the State of the Union address in 1984, "the year

Ronald Reagan introduced the idea oi tax refoi m."

TTTT

<L«itak

Collegian
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n Collegian (/

I AulAuto

Amherst

Insurance Agency

90 0«tshoua« Rd.

It, Massachusetts
(413) 263-8387
Motorcarde • Renta

STUDENT SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
• Campus Center Hotel •

Desk Clerks / Night Auditors

(H.R.T.A. majors pretered)

Chambermaids / Housemen
Laundry Room Attendants

STARTING DATE. MAY 15. 1987

MUST BE AVAILABLE TO WORK GRADUATION

WEEKEND, HOLIDAYS AND WEEKENDS

Fill out application, 8th floor

Personnel Office - Camous Center

L

MICROBIOLOGY DEPT

CAREER NIGHT
THURSDAY

APRIL 30, 1987

7:30 PM
ROOM 1634 GRC
Refreshments will follow

the speaker presentations

Ever wanted to Fly?

We have immediate openings for new menri-

bers! Our aircraft are available for economi-

cal primary and advanced instruction, as well

pleasure flying. Give us a call and one of our

members will take you up!

Tke Collegiate Flying Club

538-5821
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Islamic holy
month honors
faith, Qur'an
Hy inSTY DENTON
ColU-j;ian SlatT

Tho Islamic month Ramadan has just ho^un

K uiiadan is considered the most blessed month o< the

vea. hs Muslims, according to Barry Haq. a jxi-aduate and

u-live m<-mher of the Islamic Souetv at the I niversitv

of Massachusetts It svas dunnt; this month, in the year

tUO that tiH> prophet Muhammad received the first ot

several revelations wluch ultimately formed the Muslim

holv book, the Quran.

Each evenin- of this month, practicinK' Muslims wil

participate in praver cycles during which one-thirtieth of

The gur an is recited, so that the entire volume of scrip

ture IS recited bv the end o\ the month..

Han s.ud the faithful observe ^^lr'anIC directives. 1 hey

abstain tn-m eating, dnnkin^: and m.uital relations from

sunrise until sun.set. According; to the Qur an Muslims

sh.nild fast tor the same reasons that -lews and C hristians

d(i ii« ward of evil

Musiun> are encouraged to increase ihe.r acts of wor

shin aiKt chantv. because thev belu-vi> inat works done

dun.u; K.imadan hrinu a greater n-ward than similar

sM.rk- done dunnt: tn<- resl ot tne v.- ,.

Hau note- thai Islamic ir.idition divides Ramadan inlo

thre. 'nenoci^ "The fust ten days ot the monih are lor

Allal. - nienv ithe present!, the second ten (i;n:- ar.; His

iorgive.u'ss iine pastl. and the lasi ten uas ^ ..' iineiM

tion trom the hellfin> the futur<
_ ,

Ha.) de.scnbes Ramadan as one ol toe -tive pillars ot

IslanrThe Muslim God. Allah, is the tirst pillar, with

Muhammad as his messenger. The second pillar is the live

daily pravers. The third is the obligatory chantv ol two

andone half percent of ones income. The fourth is the

<,hst.rvation of Ramadan and the fifth is Han - the

pilgrimage to Mecca that Muslims should make at least

once during their lifetimes.

Hat) observes that while Ramadan is the onl> nme dur

iri'^ which believers must either fast or makt- a;

rang.'nu-nts to feed the poor, there are other 'inies clu-

ing uv vear when it is preferable to !asi. notably Mon-

davi and Thursdays, becau.-e the Prophet IMuhammcU.

fasted nn those days every week. In addition. Haq sav-

ihere are two days during which Muslims ma> not last

Wednesday, April 29, 1987

( oilt'gian phot** h> David Shimkus

DIMSDALE RETURNS — Bill Gnatek paints a post, reminiscent of The Scarlet Letter A, on

Rocky Hill Road in Hadley last weekend.

- one directlv after Ramadan, and the other directly after

the traditional time when pilginms return from the Hai)

Because the lunar calendar of Islam is shorter than the

Gregorian calendar most Westerners use. Ramadan is

celebrated at different dates every year. Haq says that

the critical point for recognizing the first day of a month

such as Ramadan is the new moon when it has a visible

'

Haq. who began actively practicing his faith about three

year^ ago. describes it a.-, a way of life, and teaches a course

on Islam in the Southwest Residential Tollege. He

estimates that there are between 50 and ~o actively prac

ticing Muslims at UMass. and said there are several mos-

ques Icongi-egationsl in Springfield. Although there is no

imanu or Islamic teacher, currently at the University. Haq

savs that leadership on campus is divided among a

few of the more knowledgeable men involved.

IT'S A SMASH!
*5 0FF Raabok

Avia 750 Reebok Club Classic" Reebok Newport Classic"

$4499 S3999 3499

S5 0FF

*4

WINNERS ClRjCU
You always come out ahead

H«imp$Hire Man ffte
'-

SGA officials

to be removed
By KARL ROOKEY
Collegian Staff

The current Student Government Association at-

torneys general will be removed from office at tomorrow

night's Undergraduate Student Senate meeting to pre-

vent an unfair advantage while a search committee

reviews applications for the position, the SGA president

said. J , J • •

SGA President Joe Demeo said he made the decision

to ensure a fair search. He said this way the incumbents

have no advantage over the other candidates.

•it's been shown in the past that the incumbent often

gets chosen (by the search committee]," Demeo said.

Matt Machera and Bob Panessiti, the co-attorneys

general, said the action was never brought to their at

tent ion by Demeo, and regardless of the decision they

should have been informed of it.

"He never notified us on what he was doing or con-

tacted us in any way," Panessiti said.,^^,^,,,/
,,„ ^,„^,, ;«

Health Services increases AIDS resources
'*^'-^^*^

... ......u. .nd h*.come detectable. Kraft also .said

By SYLVIA GAUDETTE
Collegian Correspondent

The Universitv Health Services is noticing the increas-

ed concern on the University of Massachusetts campus^

about AIDS, said Dr. David Kraft, executive director of

medicine at health services.

"Even before articles appeared on campus there had

been more people coming in [to the Health Center] con-

cerned about their vulnerability to AIDS as well as other

sexually transmitted diseases," Kraft said.

Joe Pelis. director of the pharmacy at the health center,

said condom sales have increased 30 percent since last

vear He said the largest sales increase has occurred dur-

ing the last five to six weeks. Pelis attributed the increase

to the efforts of Health Education's STD Program and the

U.S. Surgeon General's endorsement of condoms as a

mechanism against AIDS.

There has also been an increase in the number ot peo-

ple taking the Human Immunodeficiency Virus antibody

test Kraft said this blood test reveals if a person has ev;er

been exposed to the AIDS virus by detecting the antibodies

that form to fight it.
, . „ uu c ifK.t

He said one of the concerns of the Health Service is that

thejestj;equires three to six months for the antibodiejL.

to develop and become detectable. Kraft also said a

positive test doesn't always mean a person has AlDb, but

has been exposed to the virus and "has a 30 percent chance

of coming down with AIDS at some time in their life and

can transmit it.
'

» ,tao „i

Due to the increase in the requests for AIDS counsel-

ing; Health Services has added an AIDS Action counselor

from the Boston-based AIDS Committee to work with the

Public Health nurse twice a week. ^ . »

Kraft said, "one of the counselor's roles is to find out

why the students are concerned and to educate them on

how AIDS is spread. Even if they [the students] don t take

the [HIV antibody] test they come away with a little more

information."

"One case is too many. The only sensible thing is preven-

tion We need to be able to plan ahead and find safer

methods," Kraft said. He said the safest sex is no sex, and

that an estimated 15 to 20 percent of UMass students have

chosen this solution. „„
, .. t^ .

Figures supplied in late January 1987 by the Depart

ment of Public Health report four AIDS cases in Hamp-

shire County, two in Franklin County and 30 m Hamp

den County. Kraft said that as of February 28, there were

782 cases in Mas.sachusetts, 21 percent of which were out-

sidc of the ^eater Boston^rea.

CHINESE KITCHEN »!

FAST SERVICE - GREAT PRICES

TRY OUR LUNCHEON-DINNER SPECIALS

Only $1.49 before 3 pm. $1.90 after 3 pm

A. Chicken Fingers, Fried Rice or Chow Mein

B. Chicken Wings. Fried Rice or Chow Mein

C. Lobster Sauce, Fried Rice or White Rice

D. Chicken with Green Peas and Fried Rice

E. Yoke Kew (Beef) with Gravy and Fried Rice

Eat In or Tak« Out

HOURS: Sunday Noon lO pm. Mon • Sal 11:30 • lOpm

2 LOCATIONS

430 Rutsel St (Rt 9)

HADLEY - 253-2571

150 King St

NORTHAMPTON — 586.8220

Business & Society

IN SPAIN
at the University of Seville

With IVi years of Spanish and a

background in business/economics, you can:

Study Spain's economy and business and

Spanish for business and commerce.

Learn about Spanish business practices first hand

through company visits.

Live in a Spanish home or student "residencia .

Participate in a two^lay orientation in Madrid.

Explore the scenic and historic treasures

of Andalucia.

For information and an application,
'^""J^^^ '»^^„^f

'" °* „^,
Inlemational Programs on campus, or the Academic Programs

DeoTSt Council on International Educational Exchange,

?05 EasT42nd St., New York, N.Y. 10017, (212) 661-H14.

Juniors,Seniors& Grads...

GIVE YOURSELF
SOME CREDIT

!

APPLY NOW FORYOURVERYOWN•••

• Bring a photocopy of

your School I.D.

• No cosigner required

APPLY NOW ON CAMPUS!

TODAY
CAMPUS CENTER CONCOURSE

cmBAN<o
ci«b»» ISO* r»i«««: • • •«•-«• '

I
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. _.. j:„,, ;„ «l,,. iinivprsitv cor

'Hate-mongers' abuse free speech
I 1,, t »-i.. 11

I am a staff poison who is

a hotoiosrxual paiont ol a

gay woman I appi-al lo

students toiud^o otIuMs on

tlu' strength of tlu-ir

jhaiactiM- ami dtvi'ucy as

human Ix-uigs. not on choice

M liUst\U' Rosoarch m
crea.singly mduatos llial

tendencies toward honiosex

uality are caused by hot

monal influences, and aiv

not an index to the ethical

character of the individual

To know that someone is

homosexual is only to know-

that he or she feels more

natural lovint; some(MH> of

the same sex.

The beautiful person who

IS mv daughter is caring.

compassionate, friendly.

Iiard workmt:. sensitive to

others' feelings and needs.

She works m a lu-alth cure

field specializing m helping

poor, non English speaking

immigrants She herself IS a

mother, and has raised a

fine daughter vmiIi very

high Mholastic

achievements. s<ihmu' and

secure m her identity As

liomeowners. nty daughter

and h*'r life partner are

responsible citizens active

in the community,

delightfully friendly, entire

ly trustworthy A heterosex-

ual male professor of

psvchologv who knows them

well has called them the two

of the finest human beings

he has ever known.

The Paul Camerons of this

world would kill or

persecute my daughter

simplv because she is not

heterosexual In the name ol

Clod, can we as i-aucalois.

should we. condone the

pii'sence on our campus ot

dangerous hale mongers

abusing the right of 'free

speech?" I am thanktul my

daughter dix»s not live Ux-al

ly because I would fear for

hot safety following

Cameron's appearance.

given the reaction to his

homoph'^bic speech of last

vear
,

A suppi^i t ^roup struggl-

ing with these matters.

Parents and Friends of Les-

bians and Gays, meets the

second Tuesday of every

month at 8:00 p.m. in the

Grace Church Parish Hall.

\11 concerned people are

welcome. For further infor-

mation about PFLAG, or

simplv to talk things over,

i am available at 253-3354.

Daphne Reed
Amherst

Words sometimes are
'

^f^^"^1;
measures oi the thanks people feel they

wnto express when overwhelmed with

.^^iness'and good feelings. I want to

vS out and personally thank each and

v" V member!>f the Greek Area U.r mak^

ing the work thus far so meaningful and

"'rewarding. We have come a long way

since 1984: through our <^o";»"^""'^J °"\

reach programs to our work on the Fort

Rwer Playground and Mass Transforma-

Uon, we hiv'e grown to be a regionally

respected area. Through the proinotion of

Drv Fraternity Rush we have been ap^

plauded by the national organizations ot

t^^cl we are members. We have worked

at home to promote responsible drinking

imone our peers through Alcohol

Awareness workshops ^eluding a prize

winning mocktail mixer with the Umver

Tiy Alcohol Education Pi-ogram. the same

group with whom we co-sponsored the

Alcohol Awareness Week Poster Contest

last year. The efforts of individual frater-

nit e^ and sororities have helped to pro-

mote the causes of Multiple Sclerosi^,

Prevention of Child Abu^. Project HOPE

the American Cancer Society and the

American Red Cross. Your undying

dedication to improvements of you,

membership in academic endeavors has

helped to put us in above average

academic standing in the university conv

munity - a statistic to be proud of as well

as to place many of our members on

prestigious National Honor Societies in

eluding Phi Beta Kappa and Mortar

Board.
. ,

The social awareness in the area is ex

emplary of the University's attempts to

better the social atmosphere of our cam-

pus These include the Rape Awareness

Workshops for men and women, as well

as the Greek /.rea Diversity forum which

spoke to the issues of the traditional black

and white Greek letter organizations and

wavs to combat stereotypes and incorrect

beUefs. All of this is good and positive for

our campus community, and I am proud

to thank you for the honors you bestowed

upon me last week as a member and

representative of an area I will remain

committed to during and after col ege.

The Greek Area is strong and will con-

tinue to grow and advance, as long as we

continue to provide and work for the cam

pus community of which we are an in-

tegral part. The Greek Area is only now

realizing what it is truly capable of becom_

ing. Thank you for making me feel so good

about the area all over again.

Rebecca Mendelson
Chi Omega

MENTAL MODELLING:
Panel Discussion on Cognitive Science Methodology

m

Prof. David D. McDonald

(Moderator)

Prof. Jill deVilliers

Prof. David Pesetsky

Prof. Curtis Smith
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Sirens and Darwin and Seabrook
OXlC;iJ.O CAAXV*

.._.„„„ c..„„. .round, if they're lu

"And the beat goes on," - Sonny and Cher

Yes You said it. This is such a strange, silly world with

so many obvious, solvable problems. Humans are the on-

ly onescapable of seeing, creating and answering these

problems, but . . . we just keep rotating on our axis.

Spinning ^ .

James R. Martin

Vd like to have met Charles Darwin. I think he had

some go<.d points. However. I think he ""de,-e«\'
";;;!^^/

his greatest theory. The opposable thumb. That s vvhat

truly sets us apart from animals. Thinking it s anything

else is just egotistical indulgence by the human race,

[remember when the sky would flash and thunder

when rain pelted the ground like canned Peaches, and

the sirens would start wailing. Ah. Vf^/he buens^

Erected by the brain trust at Pilgrim Nuclear Plant o

warn us of the Impending Disaster. But those ugly

behemoths never have worked right. Thank G(«i^

Everv lime a little static elect.icits charuod the an in

Americas Hometown . . . The Sirens. Jesus^they were

loud. I remember how proud my boss was when he told

me that he chainsawed one to the ^nound. Shut the

bastard up for good. It was. and still is, a strange and

.expensive farce

But the )oK. wa.n-t thai ihev went ott at th. -vrong

limes. The joke was that they were even built, i mean.

who's the clown that honestly thought those Sirens

would prompt us to leave in a safe and orderly fashion

to some safe destination, like Vermont < Yes. hat s

where we were instructed to go.) Let s face it If that

bastard ever decided to pull a China Syndrome ivv'ouW

be every man for himself. Darwin would like it. Surviva

„f the fittest. The rest get run over by an o"t-«f-';ontTol

Buick Regal doing Mach 3 on its way to Safety, with the

kids cowering in the back seat.

Which brings me to my point, Finally. And it is this.

Enough of this silly talk about Seabrooks evacuation

zone or anv other nuclear power plant. It s a politician s

charade, and the deaf and dumb have an untair advan-

tage in charades. Sometimes I overestimate the m^

lelligence of the masses, (the opposable thumb I tell

mysell"), but... ., ,

What's the difference if Seabrook has a one-mile, ten-

mile, or hundred-mile evacuation zone. It can never work

because of the nature of the highways and crowds in the

^'sit the most obvious point, and if we didn't learn

anything from Chernobyl then were even stupider than

I thought (the thumb, the thumb), radioactivo .i.-uds

don't recognize zones. If a plant decides to melt down it -

uo.ng to melt down into the earth, and into rhv a

mosphere. Contaminating, contaminating .\nvr,ne

caught m the general vicinity is going to a sad, bald

sight carting his children with six arms and no torso

around, if they're lucky.

I used to work for a newspaper, covering the progress

(or lack of it) of Seabrook. I know a lot of stupid facts

about how incredibly over-budget it is (a few h.lhon here

and there), how late it is <7 years now?\ and how little

we really need the electricity. This is America and we

have incredible intellectual resources and the on y time

we invent something is when we really need it. Nuclear

power is an ugly aberration of Modern Technology, it s

the easy way out. keep searching.

I know that the employees at Pilgrim lone of the ten

worst run nucleai- power plants in the countiT* are over

pa.d, coked-out, drunks who spend most ..t their time in

.eedv bars nearby. I know that the odd. higherthan

normal, leukemia rates surrounding Pilgrim are not a

coincidence. , .

I know that Nuclear Power spokesmen are the most

l.latant. offensive, lying scum ever to scaitlle t he earth

and anvcme that can't see their bullshit -the thumb

.'luaim. i_
.

Only humans would risk their lives to run their ap-

pliances, only humans would argue about something as

-nvial and futile as evacuation zones, only humans

\„ui(i ii.tpii tn Sonny Bcmo's whining, only humans can

ise th.-i, opposable thumbs for deviant purposes. The

oeat une.'- on.

James H. Martin is a Collegian columntst

CAG actions explained
,_..,.:. J ^....^K^rc nf thp fairs Committee failed to pro

Support 'cruelt^^-free' products
. 1. -..^..^. J^<k*<*vk t\f\r

To Darren Garnick's

thoughtful article on the

blinding and poisoning of

non-human animals in

cosmetic tests, we would

like to add that there are

steps consumers can (and

must!) take to stop this

cruelty.

First, take the cruelty-free

pledge and refuse cc buy

products of pain. If you buy

Bon Ami instead of Comet,

for instance, you are helping

animals because Bon Ami

uses only non-animal

testing methods. (Stop by

Student Union 306 for a

complete list ofhumane pro-

ducts.) Remember, animal

tests are not required by

law. and because the results

of these crude tests can vary

dramatically between

species (aspirin can kill cats

and penicillin kills guinea

pigs, though both are safe

for humans), animal tests do

not necessarily protect you.

Unfortunately, the industry

will not bother to switch to

more sophisticated alter-

natives so long as we con-

sumers will pay to put more

rabbits in the blinding

^trtclcs
^

Second, let the companies

know why you have dropped

out of their market. (Again,

we can provide you with

f.heir toll-free numbers and

addresses) When they tell

you that they love animais

and have donated to a fund

for alternatives, ask them

what percentage of their

profits they gave. One com-

pany, which grossed in the

billions last year, con-

tributed only $1000 to alter-

natives and yet claimed to

be concerned about animals.

Third, convince your

friends to go cruelty-free,

and speak out on the issue

whenever you can. Most

people will not knowingly

support cruelty, but don't

know the facts. We would be

happy to show the video

"Products of Pain: Inside

the Gillette Laboratories" to

your dorm floor, fraternity,

sorority, organization, fami-

ly or friends - no group is

too small! Filmed secretly

by a Gillette employee, this

footage shows the behind-

the-scenes cruelty Gillete

and other companies don't

want you to see.

Without a doubt, these

sickening, needless tests

would end today ^f con-

sumers demanded it. Yet

when confronted with im-

ages of a rabbit with Liquid

Paper seeping into its raw

flesh or a beagle in the

death throes of the LD 50

test, most people simply say,

"That's disgusting!" and

then turn around and pay

for more tests with their

consumer dollars. Good in-

tentions are not enough.

Every dollar we spend is a

vote for or against animal

suffering.

UMass Animal Rights
Coalition

306 Student Union

We the undersigned members of the

Commuter Area Government Governing

Board feel that we owe this letter to our

constituents to explain both our actions

and those of the student judiciary concer-

ning the spokesperson elections of March

9th and 10th,

We did not ratify the results of the Com-

muter Area spokesperson election because

several irregularities in the election pro-

cess led us to question whether or not a

three- and possibly a two-vote margin was

a clear mandate from commuter students,

given the circumstances surrounding the

election. In past years the Commuter Area

Government had not had competitive elec

tions. Consequently, the election pro-

cedures were not tested for the accoun-

tability necessary in such a fierce race.

The candidates were required to submit

all campaign materials to our elation com-

mitcee, but this was not done. Before the

ballots were counted, a commuter student

filed a complaint with our election commit^

tee charging Lynne M. Murphy with

overspending her campaign limit.

However, the purchase orders were so

vague tha: there was no mechanism to

determine if this had occurred.

Another concern was voiced to us that all

of Pufflon Village, including residents

mailboxes, was blanketed with Lynne M.

Murphv campaign material. The manage-^

ment voiced displeasure at this lack of

respect for private property. There was

some question as to the legality of placing

campaign literature in mailboxes.

The Commuter Area ballots were

numbered to provide some measure ot ac^

countability. Over thirty of the nunioered

ballots issued are missing. What happen-

ed to those ballots is open to speculation,

however, those missing ballots could have

swayed the election results several times

over. . „ ...

Following the election, a commuter stu^

dent approached the governing board with

the complaint that her vote had not been

counted because she is a continuing educa-

tion student. To substantiate her claim, the

student provided proof that she had paid

the student activities fee, the provision for

being able to vote in an SGA election. It

was brought to our attention that the pro^

cess for determining a voter s eligibility

was arbitrary, to say the least. An SUA

elections official used the student phone

directory to determine that students

^^Furthermore, the SGA Governmental Af-

fairs Committee failed to provide the New

Africa House with commuter ballots. New

Africa House has traditionally been where

commuter students vote absentee. This

oversight was brought to our attention by

a former Commuter spokesperson who had

tried unsuccessfully to vote i" ^he
'^f'^

elections. Last fall, the entire SGA elec^

tions were thrown out and reheld. The bOA

Governmental Affairs Committ.ee cited a

lack of ballots at some of the polling places

as a major reason for their action. Keeping

in mind that the Commuter spokesperson

election was won by only three votes, we

felt that a such a major malfunctioning ot

the election process could not be

overlooked. ,

We received a petition from more than

10 percent of oui- constituents who voted

in the election expressing concern over the

validity of the results. Although this peti-

tion was not an official protest, we were

obligated to take their concerns into

consideration.
,

For the reasons cited above, we feel we

acted in good faith in voting not tc) .atitv

the Commuter Area spokesperson election,

and and in setting a date for a new elec-

tion However, on March 30. Lynne M.

Murphy filed an injunction with the stu^

dent judiciary to reverse the decision and

to prevent a new election from being held.

There was a hearing on April 2. The btu-

dent Judiciary did not notify us ol any pro-

ceeding, although the SGA constitution

and the practices in a normal court ot law

would indicate that they were required to

do so Therefore we were denied knowledge

of the injunction and of any right to pre-

sent our case. The student judic lary made

a ruling based on a one-sided presentation.

The Commuter Area Governing Board

has been granted an appeal by the

judiciary, and will use every avenue to en_

sure this time that a well-informed

judiciary makes a ruling based on

arguments presented by both sides.

By questioning the election process and

its subsequent results, we believe that we

are working in the best interests of the

Commuter students who elected us. We en-

courage all off-campus undergraduates to

come to us with any questions you may

have concerning the elections or the ensu-

ing judicial actions.

hsa Bernard. Greg Smith. Sarah E.

Clark, Charlotte Wesley, Bob Simons,

Alison Post. M. Lynne Murphy. William

Greg Oilman. Colleen Loonan, Zulma

Lopez
Furthermore, the SGA Governmental At '^P'' ir 1

A Vipartv laueh, and thankfulness
A, "®^W. iuh». But there are t»o absoluteg.m o,,th,,^sc

J ^/.,,«ne from the UMass community for possi-

The Collegian accepts letters
^-^^^llZlZions must be typed, double-spaced,

ble pubUcation on the editoria P^^
^;;;7;;^„, number for verification. Mnrgins

<^ndincludejheju^rjna^^^^ ,,W 30 lines; columns should not

exceed 60 line$.

absolute gem of this sorry

article was the "Well, as a
W....R- '^*""

,"Tu_'a ctiirk in liberal Democrat..."! Did he

rheEuBrshDept -OP^" -«»y "''^
""'J' H"'"'

'

ed to the mnUary seience J"-' «««",«"' «''f'™^'
department or that building across that phrasel Ho! Ho!

"wV don't know how best to that kee^ SfJ';"^ f^ ^^„ jL Hannan. Joe RelHy

Kulh ^"tt
"'

tr?!;":; lUrwha'treXL .h. H.mp.hir. Co...,.

p;'inu/"lrl„ '""sTlveTs tS's that caught our eye:

rambling, old-money white-

boy trash just to see what

would happen (Collegian,

Fri., April 22). Problem is

we don't know how best to
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Police check
phone threats

nu--a^.s and tolephonc call>. Innti-i.

M,i--achiisetts poUco ^^aid

„•, ,-;;;;u.d .,. 345 p-m M.uui.w ,nm, .h. S.uden.

^^T -v«;'y;;l:a: w:;fp,a.oa „, p«o.nve cu..o<,v

„•;:,,; Monday afu-r h. wu. '-""»
:":;',';'^^«„;™

i',„v,r»uy Unve t.n. imox.caled 10 Imd h.^ »a> home.

'"i" te wa. n-ported a. S,15 p m, Monday af...' paper

„.*
f^.und burnin' a, ,he bus s,op .n Fra.ernny-^oro, ,.y

•'f."sl.'rVo.t ,K.en.e phue wa. reported .olen a, 3

p mMonday from P lo. near Fra.ern,.y.t.oror,.> Pa.k.

'"'i''Vl'"''sO Tovo.a received an unknown »moun. of

damage .0 the d.vr a, 2:20 pan, Monday after be.ng h,t

'"/ATeQuerbv H.ce wa. needed to remove a male .taff

ed to leave, police <aid.
^ ELLEN M. NOLAN

Police arrest

mace wielder

^rr^£^rt»^SS
inc medieval times, did not come in contact with the v c

Hm.Twas brought out after an apparent dispute mvolv-

ing a third person, police said.

': Re'stdeTorSouth East Street complaaned of an

to?v.«Tr a plane to take off but the residents provided

r detcfpfv^ account .nv;o.v,n. more than ,ust heanng

the plane, police said. Ihe ca:,e i^

'THampXre F„ness on Gate Hou.e Road reported a

w.ndow broken by either a BB gun or a rock at 3.30 p.m

Monday police .^aid

I 9 AM - 2 PM

EARLY BIRD
SPECIAL
$2 OFF

Shampoo, Cut & Dry

Styles By Deborah
65 University Drive • 549-5610

with this coupon , expires 4/30/87

^ . uZTa fnr 1 a m to 5 p m^oday on the lawn next to the Student Union buiiding.

xHrrtt^^itf;;!:^""-^^^^^^^^^^^ . ,. .... n..., .
Amha.sa.ior Claris Mak^oud

'*'/™f.
^™«^" Ss and Probl™s," at 7:30 p.m. today m the

scheduled to speak on "U.S^-
-^."^Rt^f^LlectSre is sponsored by the Smith College Interna-

r;!;XX™-"^orm fn"ifhe'^i;r^:rI";achuLtts Near Eastern Studies department.

The event is free »"<', "P^"
'VhTre^'nlrbe a lectu.e on -Gay and Lesbians in the Holocaust" at

J^;^ZC^X^l^^r^^^^ .peak on

Mount Holvoke College. - - " Z^

AiiiriidRighteCoditi^ plans rally
about this," he said.

,

.

F
Y
I

By RICK SANTOS
Collegian Staff

Thehomemadeheadsofca.^^^^^^^^^

^;!:rR;^^:u^c^^:s^Kn:^touchesonarai^

^^^^"Sl.": h^'s to begin on the steps ofthe^^
Unun u ncx.n. is intended to inform people of he ex^

i. ence of the coalition and the group s goals. >^hich are

chiefly the prevention of cruelties to anima s.

Coa ition member Michael Greenfeig said, the idea of

theTk T^to promote awareness arid increase member^

shiD in the ARC. and to let people know that there is a

chLnnel that thev can go to for grievances in this area.

^'Coamion chairperson Jennifer North said^^^^^^

be performed several times in ^ferent place.. She said

the subject matter is a reversal of roles: animals ex

perime^t^ng on humans. Ten to 15 people are expected

"rS^^SrWo:;^n look at thisa^^^^^e
Oh thafs really eute." but we want them to see tne

^-wfJInt' people to take f,ve_o^lOminu;esandthmk

''°Youha;e to ge people's interest to inform the^m. and

this Ithe thei^e of Tnimal nghtsl is somethmg that the

'Xle on th,s campus don't seam interested ,n, Greenfe.g

^teenfeig said -.here is a Rowing awar^^^^^^^^^^

rngTuiStSnsretc:.l"'^sytemsthatd„notpr„v,de

Luernativfs "He mentioned a case in wh.ch a g.rl sued

degrade the environment or animals, we also degraae

°
The exact details of the rally are not furvalized and are

^"^SV:ra?«h''etatL:lVtTer:ny will move

fr?m"he1^eps otside the Student Union to the steps out-

ar„f FarthfMds If the weather is inclement, the coali.

t: "planstMd the skit in the Hatch and on the Cam.

pus Center concourse.

BTANLEV CAVbLL
. , ».. ,.,111 lar

Profpssor 0? Philosophy at Harvard University will lecture on

The Melodrama of the Unknown Woman:

Readmg NOW, VOYAGER

ime; Friday, May 1, 1987, at 4:30 PM,

Place: Herter 231 (Univ. oJ^JJ^ss^)

ScVeenings: The film NOW. VOYAGER
[1942) starring Gladys Cooper and Claude Rams, will be

screened m Herter 231 at the following t.mes^

Wed. April 29, 4:00 PM • Fri. May 1, 2:30 PM

Reception. After the lecture.

RESEARCH
INTERVIEWERS
Interpstinq part time telephone assignments to collect

data on a vanefy of Health issues research topics.

Absolutely no selling involved Hours are from 5-

10pm Sunday through Friday and Saturday from

I0am-3p"' y..,, r-,vv -ihoose ivhichever shifts you

^anl 10 A 45 you worH 4 shifts a sweek (20

hours) mm .. UM, j,an at S4 25 per hour with paid,

traminq and move up to S4 50 an hour after yew have

worked too hou'-. We are located at f^ountam Farms

hAiW (Which IS a stop on the tree bus ime.

Call 586-8635 or 586-8636

between 4 PM & 10 PM

ABT ASSOCIATES ^^,^„
TELEPHONE RESEARCH CENTER

Mountain Farms f^all. Ri 9. Hadtey. MA 01035

An Eau» Opporto^'«V Emptoyw

SCREENING
THURSDAY, APRIL 30

7:30 PM

THE MOUNTAIN FARM
CINEMA FOUR ,^^^

MOUNTAIN FARM MALL, ROUTE 9

sponsored by ^^,^
COMMUTER AREA GOVERNMENT

TicKetsarereH,'^!r"e^,"T?ci:ers?v^a^aaf^^^^^^^^^^^

ComrJiuter Area Government Office beginning Apnl 27.

THE INDEX YEARBOOK
PRESENTS . . .

REFEREE MEETING
TONIGHT

April 24 at 7:30 PM in CC 163

ANYONE
(FACULTY, STAFF & STUDENTS)

INTERESTED IN:

• REGISTERING PLAYERS

• SETTING UP ON GAME DAY

• BEING A REFEREE FOR THE

WORLD'S LARGEST
TWISTER GAME

FREE T-SHIRT FOR

ALL OFFICIALS!

RULES OF THE TWISTER TOURNAMENT

1 Emcee turns the Twister spinner and announces the spin every 5

to 7 seconds. This is the move required for ALL players.

2 Play IS divided into 3-minute periods, with the emcee announc-

ing the end of each period. As players are eliminated, they

must carefully move off the mat and leave the playing area.

3 Referees consolidate all remaining players into teams of three.

There must be one or two mats with two people (players) for a

round If all three players remain when the period is over, they

stay on the mat for the next round. As more rounds are com-

pleted and players eliminated, referees continue to consolidate

remaining players into teams of three and begin moving the

teams closer to the emcee area (mats in the outer playing area

remain empty). This allows for uniformity and makes judging

easier.

4 A players is eliminated when he or she falls, lets an elbow

touch or a knee touch the mat, can't complete a move or lifts

a hand or foot without direction from the emcee.

5 One limb from only one player can occupy any one dot at

at one time. If more than one player reaches for the same dot,

the first player to land there is awarded the spot If the same

move is called twice in a row, players must move to another

dot of the same color, except when all the dots of one color

are occupied. Players then wait for the next spin to move. The

emcee will automatically make the next spin. Players can not

move to a dot already occupied by another player.

6. Bumping, jostling, or any interference other than blocking is

prohibited.

7 All decisions of the referees are final.

8 If a player makes a false move or falls, the referee will tap

them and ask them to move off the mat and away form the

playing area.

BONUS!
SKYDIVERS
AT 1 1 :00 AM

SUNY-AL

flOPLi %

WHERE:
Campus Center Pond

IN CASE OF RAIN
The Cage

REGISTER
10:30 AM

GAME BEGINS

SHAKE IT UP BABY!

TWIST AND SHOUT!

SATURDAY, MAY 2, 1987

Coming to you this Saturday

Your chance to be In the Guinness Book of World Records!

AVOID LINES ON GAME DAY

GET YOUR TWISTER TICKET AND T-SHIRT

ON THE CAMPUS CENTER CONCOURSE,

THE TIX OFFICE OR 103 CAMPUS CENTER

TODAY THROUGH FRIDAY

TICKETS $3.50

BE PART OF HISTORY
BREAK THE RECORD

For more information call 545-0848
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ARTS

Art Attack
Bv JONATHAN M. CASSIE
Collegian Staff

As the semester begins to wind down and the spectre

of finals looms dark on the horizon (scary stuff, huh?) don't

forget to go out. take a break, and check out some of the

new, and old, art in the valley.

One of the more interesting new shows coming to the

Five College area looks to be Suzanne T. Duncan's The
Figure in Motion, an exploration of movement through

a series of body prints and paintings. The show will run

from April 30 to May 6 at the E.L. Marsh Gallery,

Fayerweather at Amherst College. The opening reception

A DRINKERY, TO MEET, RELAX & EWJOY

JTT
35 EAST PLEASANT ST., AMHERST

ALL DRAFTS - 80<^

Come in and see PEE WEE'S BTE

THE
EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

DEPARTMENT OF CLASSICS

DATE:

TIME:

LOCATION:

WEDNESDAN. APRIL 29, 1987

8:00 PM

CAMPUS CENT. R 101

SPONSORED BY:

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

DEPARTMENT OF CL/aSSICS

This is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss their

experiences in the working world. Don't miss this important

panel discussioni

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

Eric Berkowltz BA 71 • MBA 73

Robin Boots BA '81

John McVey BA '83 - MAT '85

Douglas Ryan BA '72 • MAT '74

Christopher Yonge BA 77

Head Of Marketing Department
School ot Management, UMass

Tear he. of Spanish
Chopei Hill • Chauncy Hall

Teacho of Latin

f?ivers Uohool

Teach* of Latin

Hingha. n High School

Teci nic jI Writer

Cou^x Corporation

For more information, plea ^ ontact:

University Placement Sen/ice, Unive »n , Career Center
646-2224

Wednesday, April 29, 1987

is Thursday April 30 at 8 pm. The gallery- is open Maday
through Thursday 111. 3-5, 9-11 pm, Friday 111, 3-5.

Saturday 1-5 and Sunday 9-11 pm.

On Monday May 4, Gallery 1 at Thome's Marketplace.

150 Main St., Northampton, will begin hosting a month-

long exhibit of the work of Karen Lee England, a hand-

coloring artist who has recently moved back to the Pioneer

Valley. Hand-coloring is the art of adding color to black

and white photographs in order to make the subject look

more realistic. For decades, this art had been largely ig-

nored. Now, however, there is a growing movement under-

way to recognize the art once again. In her upcoming ex-

hibit, England uses watercolors and pencils to add subtle

yet surprising hues to her black and white photographs.

The colors add what's been called a whimsical touch that

make people feel happy after viewing England's work.

Gallery 1 is on the third floor of Thome's.
. iinlinufd nil page 13

• Art Attack B.F.A. exhibit erodes preconceptions
. „.,.:.... .u ..„,.,iu, A^... nnt or- m<.uths aiul oi fVi's), OK w(MV phruses thi
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At the Northampton Center for the Arts

there will be a 3 day exhibiton of new.

vibrant, video art by local and area

figures. Underline 'Video is a series be

ing presented by Mark Chesak and John

Furbish. Beginning on May 5, Underline

Video will present Art Attack: Favorite

Episodes, (no relation to this Art Attack.)

Chesak and University students are com

bining existing and new short works into

a video variety show. There will be shows

presented on May 6-7 that will provide

many interesting insights. On May 6 at

9 p.m. a feature called P'CP will present

a provocative media response to the

tumultuous appearance of activist Paul

Cameron on campus last year.

Just because everyone's burning out

doesn't mean that you can't go out and get

some culture. Let's go!

Bitch/Man iimen t um
Union Video Room
April 20-24

By CHRISTOPHER HUtJHES
Collegian Correspondent

There are many good things to be

said of Sarah Rodgers and Stephen

Mathewson's recent B.F.A. Thesis

show. Bitch Monumentuni. However, it

has proved difficult to decide uhicli good

things need to be said.

Rodgers and Mathewson have elected, for

ed, something that normally doi-s not oc

cur at a Kallery show. Rodgers projects im-

ages of women and various bits of pro

vocative text from a large, vividly painted,

box-like creation, which was Mathewson's

half of the show. Together these two

elements (along with previously taped

video footage of women mumbling in im

perceptible tones) make a statement about

censorship of women (which was Rodger's

underlying theme) but more broadly speak-

ing, the installation was about difficulties

in perceiving as well as in communicating,

in both an art context and that of every
Rodtiers and Mathewson nave eiecieu, lui m """• "" "- - -

u,.ib., c.r^A

theh^^thesis show to forego the typical kind day life. The placement of the bulky and
men mesisMiuw Luiu.cg jt-

j„i;K^ruf«lv nnn-hPRutifulbox made it im-

r
I

I

I
I

I

I

THINK
SPRING

I

I

I

I

I

I

.J

of gallery experience that most people

would expect. Consciously choosing to have

the installation in the Student Union.

Rodgers felt that this setting would help

to erode some of the preconceptions the

viewers might have about art being

something removed from everyday life, ex-

perienced only in a controlled environment

such as a gallery. Rodgers and Mathewson

delight in the fact the people who normal

ly would never have made the trip to a

gallery to .see "art" will casually drop by

the Union Video room to see what is going

on in this highly visible place.

Bitch Monumentum is a non-permanent

installation, parts of which can be handl

David Palmer's exhibit can be seen in the Stu-

dent Union Art Gallery through Friday.

I V I S I O N OF
O N T I N U I N G
D U C A T I O N

9 8 7

Registration starts April 21.

Over 200 courses

in 50 departments.

Two sessions: June 2-July

and July 14-August 20.

For more information or a free catalog,

call the Division of Continuing Education at

545-2414.

10

SUXaAB
• Most Americans consume about 33 teaspoons of sugar a day.

• 70% of the sugar you consume is in processed foods.

• Sugar is the leading Ingredient added to foods.

• High sugar consumption has been related to obesity and

dental cavities.

• Sugar has little nutritional value.

SENSIBLE SUQQESTIONS

You don't have to give up all your favorite sweets

but try to eat sweets in moderation.

Cut down on portions.

Put the sugar bowl away. ^ , .,

Use soices like cinnamon or nutmeg instead of sugar.

. S^bsmutt nature's candy - FRUIT - for some deserts and snacks.

Division of Health Education and University Ver^dmg Services

Zenith Z-159 Bundled PC.

It beats all-nighters.

Don't lose sleep over your classwork. Get this fully-

loaded Zenith PC Bundle, featuring: ^

.A Zenith ZVM-1240 Monochrome Monitor

. A Krcules-compatible video card for high resolution

text and graphics capabilities

. M«5-DOS 3 2-takes you from college to career

CompatibMify with virtually all IBM PC« software

. 5i2Tof RAM-expandable to 1 2M8 on memory board

: Dua^siSd "zero^ait-state" technology for increased

. K'thi 20KbS5S version comes complete with

Microsoft Windows*

AsK about the Special Student Pricing on our other exciting Zenith Personal

Computers and Monitors!

DuslDnvc
Soecial Student Price

$1,099.00

20MB Hard Ditk

Special Student Price

$1,499.00

"special Student Prices on the Zenith Z-ISS Bundled PC now available at.

Zenith Data Systems

6 Courthouse Lane

Building B
Chelmsford, MA 01824

617-454-8070

Ask 'hnut our Zenith Data Systems Credit Card.

'Asi" about ou'

color monitor option

S^)^ Ji!»«'.i'>) '>'"', '"

Miifi) JtWKt ov 5tui)r"

slati trt ««.' gw*i yw fic J"***

l»K<»ll«SW(^l.«'9»0»'«"

f^gfggjf
6ata
systems

t !9«? /Pmfi OW S»U«lili

1 s IV rttn nil 'Hi N^\'i

deliberately non-beautiful box made it im

possible to see all of the projected images

at once; as viewers walked through the

space, they would walk in front of projec-

tors and temporarily become an element in

the show; within the box was something (1

will not go into what this was; suffice to say

part of it featured some of Rodger's hair)

difficult to make out. as it was only visible

through small holes drilled through the

painted sides. (But impediments for the

viewer were just what Rodgers .ind

Mathewson wanted.)

The actual images Rodgers chose were

generally either those of women who had

been "censored" (through the covering of

mouths and or eves), or weiv phrases that

M'\ the tone for the show, like "hhedog

and 'She felt herself growing tainter_

Rodgers named her part of the show Bitch.

as a direct reference to her perception ot the

way in which women are constantly por-

trayed as being censored and mahgned.

while Mathewson provided a foil lor this

image with his aggressively painted

masculine obstruction, which stood in the

middle of a space otherwise dominated by

female imagery, creating a very tangible

visual tension. Mathewson's choice in

Mnnumcntum as a title suggests both the

monument (the box) and the momentum

(the changing projected images) of the

show, and his rough, gestural painting

style contrasted Rodgers' cooler handling

of the images on the walls.

Rodgers and Mathewson created a B.b A,

show that admirably eschews most conven

tions of gallery art. Together, they mad

a suggestive statement about the way v

which imagery aiound us is perceived an

can be perceived, and their choice

medium was a successful forum for such ;

endeavor. Bitch/Monumentum

refreshingly original and well conceive.

Rodgers and Mathewson, as artists hav

in many ways done more than fulfill r.

quirements for graduation.

LIFEGUARDS

WANTED

APPLY IN PERSON. MON - FRI 9 AM
MT TOM SKI AREA

RT 5 • HOLYOKE, MA
or call: (413) 536-0516

4 PM

WE

Viunan garden

MANDABIN«ZECHUAN CUISINE

^B65tCluice5eFea(i
DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9 p.m. EVERYDAY

Minimum $20. plus $2 delivery chai»

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

NEW BUFFET & SUNDAY BKUNtH
Buffet served 5-8 p.m. Mon.-Thurs.

Brunch served Sunday 11:30 a.m.-3 p.m.

ALL YOU $C75 ChiUren under 10 $3

TAN FAT
Beef wlthFresh Muehnwms 6) Brecceli Ih Oyrter Seuce

Hot k Sour Soup

Cbtckan FlHM
CMckoii WiROS

Chinese BBQ Perk

7) Sweet ft Seiir CMcten

B) Pan FfM Rice

9) Pan Fried Needles with Chicken

16) Pan Fried RavloU

TAKE-OUT SERVICE - FULL COCKTAIL MENU

10 Baichertown Rd.. at Rte. 9 Amherst 256-0252

^*S^ for a

Quality
Laundry

• New target Machines

• Clean and Efficient

1 1 PRAY ST. * P"^"^'V Attendants

AMHERST. MA. -Gas Dryers

__ • Convenient Location

549'W65
SELF SERVICE 7 DAYS...7 AM-10 PM

r$$$$$$$$$$$$W$$$5**']

$
$

$
$
$

$
$

$
S

$

S
$

$

$

SUMMER
WORK

Hardworker looking

for experience

you need.

earn $4250
Live away from home

Call Paul X5368

5 Interviews 3, 5, or 7 PM

I Wed CC 901

$ Thurs CC 178
$ !

^$$$$$$s$$$$$ssss$$$$$
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Persian Nights unexciting
Pernian Sights

By Diane Johnson
Knopf $17.95

By JOE LIEBESCHUETZ
Collegian Staff

Persian Nights opens with a clumsily

assembled collection of futilities that may

deter many readers from looking further.

Around page 80, a dead body is discovered,

and thereafter there are phases in which

the narrative reaches the standard of short

stories in woman's magazines.

The plot revolves around Chloe Fowler,

who finds herself stranded without her

physician husband in Iran just before the

revolution in which the Shah is deposed.

The Iranians think that Dr Fowler's

absenci', supposedly due to a medical

emergency, is a pretext and that Chloe is

a CIA agent. Chloe is also suspicious about

her husband's absence, thinking that it is

contrived so that he can see another

woman. At the same time, Chloe is herself

having an affair with a colleague of her

husband.
Johnson is hardly an artist with the

English Language and I felt a continual

desire to rearrange some of her sentences.

"Too energetic speculation was curtailed by

ideas of seemliness, in case he was, in his

coma, able to hear them", is one that seems

particularly awkward.

The book, predominantly written in the

past tense, contains occasional interludes

in the present. I cannot believe this is ac-

cidental, but the reason for it is not clear.

Its as hard to fathom as the snatches of

black and white footage in Lindsay Ander-

son's otherwise color film If,

Whether the book is an accurate por

trayal of pre-revolution Iran I do not know,

but there are times when it reads like a

tourist guide - "In that grave lie the or-

naments of Cyrus and Darius, Alexander

the Great, Subleiman the Turk, who evad-

ed the crusaders, Tanburlaine, Genghis

and numberless other Khans".

I was amused by the occasional

deliberate euphemism such as "a dying

man is an inconvenience at a picnic."

Describing the custom of Iranian

shopkeepers of giving aspirin or gum as

change, Johnson writes that "Chloe always

chose aspirin," which again I found an

amusing touch.

However, when Johnson asks questions

such as "Should a woman stay with a spy?

With a murderer or swindler? What is the

cutoff point of loyalty?", it is difficult to

take her seriously in a novel of this kind.

My own tastes in fiction, as in life, are

not everyone's, and to be fair, I should men-

tion that the publisher has managed to

solicit two glowing reviews to print on the

back cover. I however found Persian Nights

unexciting and unimaginatively written.

Wednesday. April 29, 1987

Lion and Jewel
to play at Rand
Nigerian Nobel Laureate designee Wole

Soyinka's "The Lion and the Jewer'will

open at the Rand Theater at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts at Amherst. Featur-

ing Gordon Heath in the role of Baroka,

the production is presented by the UMass
department of theater in cwjperation with

the University's New WORLD Theater.

Written in 1966, "The Lion and the

Jewel"." with its ribald comedy and rich

poetic imagery, established Soyinka as

one of Africa's most important

playwrights. The story is set in the

Yoruba village of Ilunjinle (Nigeria) and

has as its main characters Sidi (the

Jewel), "a true village beauty." and

Baroka (the Lion), a crafty and powerful

village patriarch.

The Lion's hunt of the Jewel, and the

ensuing clash between tribal and western

values make for a fresh, vivid, and engag-

ing theatrical experience. The produc-

tion is directed by Piofessor Richard

Trousdell of the UMass theater dept.

faculty. The choreography is by Dr. Pearl

Primus of the Smith College Dance facul-

ty. See the show April 30, May 1-2, and

6-9 at 8 p.m. at the Rand Theater.

Wednesday, April 29, 1987
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SOS AT UPC - The SOS band will be performing at the UPC con-

cert this Sunday.

Carriage S\\ops

Family Resale Clothing

.ONCE MODE

ITtl EEELIN
The best place for all seasons

the most economical too!!

Amherst, riA.
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SIGMA DELTA TAU
* OPEN RUSH *

April 30

May 1

5:1 5 - 6:00 PM Barbeque

3:00 - 4:00 PM General

Hospital

All University Women Invited

409 N. Pleasant St Amherst, 545-0527
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Summer Job

INTERVIEWS
Now being set up

... for 300 production line summer jobs.

Starting from May 26 to June 29.

Start at $4.00 an hour with merit increases.

Specialized jobs pay up to $10.00 an hour!

INTERVIEWING NOW AT:

Wednesday April 29: 12:00 - 5:00 PM Campus Center Rm 168

Monday May 4 10:00 - 2:00 PM Campus Center Rm 904-908

Wednesday May 13 12:00-5:00 PM Campus Center Rm 904-908

OXFORD PICKLE CO., INC.

South DcerTield, Massachusetts 01 373 / (413) 665-7011

^UNIVERSITY campus center

Groucho, Bugs make a wild show
Sight at The Opera

Chuck Amuck
The CocoanuiH

Amherst Cinema
April 29 - May 2

• ••*

By THOMAS HARRINGTON
Collegian StafT

Just as the the Semester

is beginning lu weigh down
your notebooks. The
Amherst Cinema is offering

the perfect pick me-up with

some of the funniest, wildest

guilt-free comedians ever

play the screen: The Marx

Brothers and Bugs bunny.

The Marx Brothers still

stand as the most bizarre

team in film comedy

history, with each brother

using a totally different

comedy style. Groucho was

an insult comic with the

gi-eatest verbal delivery on

the planet, Harpo was an

equally reknowned pan-

tr>muneartwt and Chico us-

ed his fake Italian accent to

run off ridiculously bad

puns

A Sight At The Opera is

one of the best of the Marx
Brothers films, and often a

favniite of those who are

usually put off by the team's

weirdness. Groucho plays a

cdii man who's hired to in

iroduce a stuffy dowagei' H'

society, and C'hicn coiivincei-

him that ihc bi'si way to du

this IS to have her sponsor

tile unknown opera singer

that he manages.
Opera gets huge laughs by

contrasting the stuffy opera

patrons with the purposely

lowbrow humor of the

Marxes There's a lot of

clas>iv scenes like tht.'

ciau

Grout
negoti

IV KM
that 1

cluna

\vh<Te

(hico
casual'

: iau>t-'

II' nil. The
^vhen the

cic.-^trov an

r|l-.,l

I Hill'

brolht'ir lovou-

opera m order i' i>uv time

for th<ii -'r.iv

Th- fxcti, (»ther

tleligi' .\inuck. a

col lee ,. Warner
Brother^ cartoon,- directed

by the hnllian; Chuck

Jones 1 honest h dont know

what th*- line lip vmII in-

clude In.' with Earner
,,,!,,'II I . Its hard

l'\.,-i < - -lire 1(1

(ti But,"- Hunnv and
i

;
•! • ' II mention

tinious

1 he |-!((a(i Kunner
1-: (Ovote.

.;' ,. however,

IS Id' clieli.irri Marx
Brothers Fans Only. Made
192V*, this early talkie has

some brilliant moments, but

its primitive production will

send most film^'oer.'- into

snoozelana.

y*^ Round lopRound top
l,on^Nt<WtORK
tiading »*

LUXEMBURG $358

LONDON 401

ST. THOMAS 277
TEL AVIV 681
CARACAS 293
ATHENS 571
STOCKHOLM 441
HONG KONG 777
Also tUWAIl PASStS INT l

STUDENT 10 VKORR/ STUDY
ABROAD AVH CARDS LOW
OOMtSTIC FAHES *nd
mo»«'CALl fO'

FBE€ SI uden! Travel Calatog'

l4Ul256-n6»

COUHCllTRAVIL
A>AHtRST

Juniors,Seniors& Grads...

GIVE YOURSELf
SOME CREDIT!

BCLl

APPLYNOW FORYOURVERYOWN•••

• Bring a photocopy of

your School I.D.

• No cosigner required

APPLY NOW ON CAIVIPUS!

Tiinc; 9 am - 5 pm
Place: |n the Concourse

Free Dictionary or Frisbee

CITIBANKO

Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-6141

COME INTO
DELANO'S
TO GET RID
OF YOUR

MID-WEEK BLUES!

DRINK OF THE WEEK
Fuzzy Navel - $2.00

BEER OF THE MONTH
Sam Adams - $1.25

• g«esip •>•»
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• SGA • death penalty • Mass. House

continued from po^e 7 He said that in light of

this Demeo gave them an extra week in the office in order

to complete any urifmished business.

Machera said, "regardless of the decision. [DemeoJ

should have consulted with us a little. I think that he

should have left us in office, because whether we are m
the office or out of it, we'll still be known as the in-

cumbents. We'll still have all that experience behmd us.

Affirmative Action officer Lisa Bernard said the SGA

Constitution allows Demeo to apply for a waiver if he can

provide someone who will agree to take the job but not

apply for the position during the search. She would not

comment on whether the incumbents had an advantage

over other candidates.
, r u

Bernard said that at present the paperwork for the

waiver, which must be received by tomorrow, has not been

turned in.
» • t u

Demeos choice for interim attorney general is John

Ferro, who is currently a Student Supreme Court justice.

He said Ferro has knowledge of the campus judicial

system and would be able to perform the duties of attorney

general adequately.

"I'm encouraging all members of the University com-

munity to apply." Demeo said. He said the invitation in-

cludes the present occupants of the position.

Machera said he hopes to have the position again next

vear. and will be reapplying.

Panessiti. on the other hand, said he is going to run for

a senatorial position.

"I was a senator my freshman and sophomore year and

I want to return to that," he said, and added that the job

of attorney general has become tedious. ^

CINEBW

WEDNESDAY - SATURDAY
NIGHT AT THE OPERA 7:00

CHUCK AMUCK canoon feature 8:45

COCOANUTS 10:45

STARRING THE MARX BROTHERS

DOUBLE FEATURE $3.00

DOWNTOWN AMHERST 253-5426

vontmued from paffe 2

sad. ,

However, DiMasi said, "if they are going to say create

a law that is discriminatory in effect, I don't think most

legislators would go along with that kind of capital

punishment - in Massachusetts. Massachusetts is dif-

ferent from the rest of the country."

It has been 40 years since anyone has been executed in

Massachusetts, and the Massachusetts Supreme Court has

ruled in 1975, 1980 and 1984 that various laws to

reinstate the death penalty in the commonwealth were

unconstitutional. ,<.<-*
The bills would reinstate the death penalty for tjrst-

degree murder in which "deliberate premeditation" or

"extreme atrocity or cruelty" were involved.

continued from page 2

where the committee was urged to scale back the propos-

ed pay hikes — several people, including John Abbott,

representing Massachusetts Mutual insurance company,

Appeals Court Judge Kent Smith and Springfield City

Solicitor Richard Egan, supported the proposed pay hikes.

Egan, who said he was speaking as a private citizen,

urged the committee "not to bow to political pressure

and dump the raises.

In Pittsfield, Joseph Engwer, a member of the Becket

Finance Committee, had told the committee, "if I asked

for similar proportion wage hikes in Becket. I'd be mak

ing out my will."

m roai

I

MON-THURS 5-7

THURSDAY NIGHT
COMEDY
featuring

Barbara Swanson
Billy Jaye

Teddy Bergeron

LACROSSE
PARTY

Join Us After the

Lacrosse Game
FREE BUFFET

Between 4 - 7 PM

The Top of the Campus Destaurant

PDE&ENT&

A Mother' (5 Day Buffet
FEATUQING

6landin5 6t eamship Pound • baked Ham Seafood Newburs

Broccoli 6pears • PatLy 6hells • 6weet Potatoes

Bread Basket Jello Molds Fruit Basket

6pecial 6alad Bar Assorted Desserts

Complimenlar)' Flower for Mom

rt:; 'ir.

May 10. 1987

12 noon to ^-X^O p.m.

$9.95 adults

$5.50 children

Call today to reserx'e

a table for vour

entire familv.

549-6000 ext. 639

TOP o[ the CAMPU6
LX: >.taiirant and Lounge

nth Floor. Campus Center

IniNcrmtv ot Ma*^•^achu<=<"tt_f

The University of Massachusetts Department of Theater

in Cooperation with The New WORLD Theater presents

THE LION AND THE JEWEL
by Nobei Prize Winner "^oXe Soyinka

April 30, May 1-2, 6-9. 1987 at 8:00 PM
Rand Theater, University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Center

Tickets: Fine Arts Center Box Office, 545-2511

The Far Side

By Gary Larson
Smithereens
By Sarah Smith

L.ke
^

% ^rif \

"Well, if I'm lucky, I should be able to get

off ttiis thing in about six more weeks."

Doonesbury

^^ Sv^A(

By Garry Trtideati

iOU KNOUJ, FOR. T»B PAST f=€W
M0NTH9, TW Pm>l[»JTHA5

\ $miMUCH TOOBUSYsewmwB
^ NATIONAL /^BNOA TOMmUJITH
'
iOUONAZ&iJLAJ!

0ASIS.
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Electiofis! Elections! Elections!

Here's your chance to have your say Come

vote in Collegian elections 1 1 to 5 p m. Thurs-

day in the newsroom. You must be a staff

member in good standing.

Also . . Thursday is the last day to pay for

the picnic. See Carol for details.

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Michel JafTc

ACROSS
1 Mine*
S Formal danc«
9 Goad«<i. iwitn

on
U SiDerian tiver

1

5

Govl inlo org

16 Wo«d ol

apology
1 7 Part of BA
1 B Haarty dish

19 Oup4icaie. in a

way
20 Panda*
21 Plac« ol

worship

23 Downy ducfc

25 Sphere
26 Kind o( marm

or master

28 Fil (or sampling

33 Fork leature

34 Delhi dress

35 Pleased

36 — Lighi Up
My Lite

37 Conspicuous
40 WorK unil

41 Grate harshly

43 Nana author

44 Retleclion

46 Repeats
48 Wall Street type

49 Bibtical

temptress

50 Fair locetion

51 MatWiau-
Jackson hit

56 Mary — Lincoln

59 Pianist

Rubinstein

60 Stars and
Stripes, for

example
61 Hawaiian picnic

62 Humbugs
63 Guy
64 Punia del —
65 Giggle

66 Sola' disk

67 Business
uansaction

DOWN
1 Falcon feature

2 Wile ol Zeus

3 Like an Annie

Oakley
4 Strong desire

5 Hidding place

ol a soff
6 American lur

tiadet and
financier

7 Stead
8 Pari ol LL B
9 Accompany
10 Place tor a

masriie mblick

1

1

Salt s swig

12 Hungarian

conductor

Rapee
13 — inthe-wool

22 Red dyestutf

24 Pugs and
poodles

26 Heidi s creator

27 Certain Slav

26 Formal wear

29 Sphere ol work

30 Dickens novel

of 1852
31 Gigantic

32 Gardening toot

34 Blackthorn

38 Monteiurna,

one
39 Novice
42 Take for

granted

45 PiebaM
47 Opposed
48 Tea party

setting''

lor

50 Fire

51 Handle
52 Architectural

fillet

53 Beehive Slate

54 Eban ot Israel

55 Pirate s plunder

57 Computer inpul

58 Atlair ol honor
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Menu
Lunch

Deli Ham on Water Roll

Carrot, Broccoli,

Cauliflower Quiche

Dinner

Roast Top Round of Beef

Cape Cod Fillets

Basics Lunch
Garden Sandwich
Carrot. Broccoli,

Cauliflower Quiche

Basics Dinner

Cheese Strata

Cape Cod Fillets

/ Weather
Today: Cloudy with a good chance of showers,

high 50 to 55.

Tomorrow: Cloudy, chance of showers, high

40 to 50.

V.

Today's Staff

Night Editor Sheryl Jean

Copy Editor Robert Menzel

Layout Technician Marc Infield

Photo .echmcian Dave Shimkus

Productio« <*tiocrvisor M ^rc Infield

Production onnie, Keily. Lars, Kim, and Joe

Executive Board — Spring of 1987

KELLY SIEGER
Editor la Cbtef

HAHCY KUNGENEl
llaaaglog Editor

STEVE RUBIN
Ba»lo«ss Maaafcr

PHIL SERAFIHO
Editorial Editor

ANSEL ZINTER
Prodactlon Haaagor

Business Board — Spring of 1987

STEVE RUBIN
BmUmsi Maoagor

PAUL H LESSER
AdTcrtUing Sale* Maaaftf

VANESSA ROTH
Plaaaca Maaagcr

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marhotlag Maaagtr

CRAIG NAUGLE
CircMlatloa Maaagcr

KAREN HOLLAND
Sabacrtptloa Maa^ltr
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Campus roundup

The University ofMassachusetts Bicycle Racing Club

competed with 70 other schools in the Eastern Collegiate

Cycling Federation championship teams Sunday at

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in Troy, NY.

Sophomore Bob White fmished Hrst in the 40-mile B

race for the men's team and Tracy Brockway finished

first in a 30-mile race for the women's team.

Finishing in seventh and eighth place for the men's

team in the 60-mile A race were brothers Grei; Swinand

and Paul Swinand, respectively.

Bart Jones finished 13th in the A race. Dan Earnst

finished seventh in the B race and Bruce White and Tim

Stewart took second and third in thf C race.

In other sports, the University of Massachusetts rugby

team lost 42-3 to the Mystic River Rugby football club

Saturday in a match held at UMa.ss. The UMass B team

lost 22-6 and the C team fell 8-4.

The i-ugby team will play the Charles River Rugby foot-

ball club Saturday in Boston.
— compiled by Ronn Garry

Men's tennis:
The University of Massachusetts men's tennis team

finished sixth out of 10 teams in the Atlantic 10 tourna-

ment last weekend at Rutgers, NJ.

Although this placing was the same as the team achiev-

ed last year, UMass coach Manny Roberts said he thought

the statistics belied a considerable improvement in per-

formance of which the University ought to be proud.

All of the teams that finished ahead of UMass compris-

ed almost exdusivelv players on tennis scholarships im-

ported from various parts of the globe, Roberts said. We

were "far and above" the other universities, which like

UMass. do lint aw aid t.nnis scholarships, he said.

SconiiK i> based on points accumulated in individual

inatclu"-,
r» 1

Al No 1. Brian Gable gave the defending champion Polo

Puftlo a fright, before eventually going down 6-4. 6-3.

Flicka Rodman, the UMass captain and No. 2. also did

well to take a set off the No. 1 seed from Penn State. Chris

Johnson lost in the second round of the tournament pro

per for No. 6s. but went on to win the consolation event.

"Everyone's performance equaled or exceeded expecta-

tions", said Roberts.

After having yesterday's home match against UKl

cancelled, the Minutemen are hoping that the snow stops

before their next game scheduled for tomorrow at UConn.

^HEBHAINI'^I

4/30 THURSDAY
The Circle

5/1 FRIDAY
Jim K & Company (Jlm Kamlnskl)

5/2 SATURDAY
Urban Renewal Area Debut

5/4 MONDAY
Ken Johnson & Co.

5/5 TUESDAY
Ken Johnson & Co.

24 Pleasant St., Northampton • 586-4258

DISTINGUISHED FACULTY
LECTURE SERIES

You are cordially invited to attend

a special lecture by

Jttlifis Lester

W.E.B. Du Bois Department of

Afro-American Studies

entitled

"Racism and Evil"

Where does racism come from? Why does it exist? These ques-

tions are perhaps easiest to answer when history is viewed from

the standpoint of the Outsider - specifically Blacks and Jews.

Racism is intrinsic to the Western sense of Order, and has been

since the 15th century, when Europeans began enslaving Black

Africans, expelling Jews from the Iberian Peninsula, and burn-

ing women as witches, all as a direct corollary to the Renaissance

notion that White Europeans were created in the image of Divine

Order, thereby investing physiology with a moral and religious

dimension .

Today, in a culture also stressing reason and order, racism re-

mains not only anti-Black and anti-Jew, but, at heart, anti-life.

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Bowker Auditorium, AprH 30, 1987 • 8 p.m.

- Refreshments following the lecture -

Sponsored by eootritMxtions from alumnJ of The UnlversllY of Hassachasetts at Amherst

Repeat after each line
I Pledge Allegiance lo Ihe TIMt 0( T

I Pledge Allegidncc to the TIMf OtT
I Pledge Allegiance to the TIME OUT

I Pledge Allegiance to the TIME OUT
I Pledge Allegiance lo the TIME OUT

I Pledge Allegiance to the TIME OUT
I Pledge Allegiance to the TIME OUT

I Pledge Allegiance to the TIME OUT
I Pledge Allegiance to the TIME OUT

I Pledge Allegiance to the TIME OUT
I Pledge Allegiance to the TIME OUT

I Pledge Allegiance to the TIME OUT
I Pledge Allegiance to the TIME OUT

I Pledge Allegiance to the TIME OUT
I Pledge Allegiance to the TIME OUT
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ACTIVITIfS

TRADE U2 TICKETS have 2 tictsets (or

Sunday May 3. need 2 licKels lor Saturday

May 2 Call Marue, Holly. Judy, o' Charlene

at 549 717 7

LEARNING TO LIVE feligously Thursday

6 30PM CC 801

AUDIO

RECIEVER. TURNTABLE. GOOD car

triage eauiiizer Good and cf»ap 6-9152
(leave message (

AUTO FOR tALi

tiW PINTO 67K asding $600 549-1138

IMS FORD FALCON a cream pud
256692Ci

1979 FORD MUSTANG yellow auto

8? 000 mis AM/FM stereo $1200 545-3689

alter 5 30 584 9042

1975 DASHER RUNS well rie«di Drakes

BO leav» iTwssage 256 1417

1980 RABBIT. CAR has new engine 30K

$1«00 negot Ron S49-4825

1986 TOYOTA 4X2 pickup excellent con

dition Under 10,000 rni Must sell soon

253-5731 evenings

THREE SUPER BEETLES 1972 1974

S450-$800 tor into (413)566-5081

74 DODGE CHARGER AC PB PS runs

great some rust $400 253-9568

1975 CHRYSLER CORDOBA 'uns and

looks line New starter. Battery Senous
springlirne sunroot $950 call Steve

549-4462

1973 OLOSMOBILE CUTLASS Supreme

good condition *ith AM/FM stereo cassette

runs great almost no rust $650 o' BO call

253-1373

82 VWRABBIT 47,000 mis $3200 00 wed
maini.5inen n>;* battery alternator, tires

5496185

1978 FORD FAIRMONT. 63 000 mi $500

Devra 549-0543

1968 TRIUMPH TR2S0 solt & nard top

new tire' as«ing $1800 or BO call Ted at

536 3880

81 CMEVETTE 4SP 63K VOO or 80
665-294I excellent condition

1980 DODGE OMNI many new parts good

tsody'lires needs some work $750

6658160 (alter 6PM) 5-2261 (day) ask lor

Mike

78 MERCURY MONARCH 6 cylinder $400

BO 256-1345

FOR A OOOO TIMI CALL

RACK-A-DISC Entertainment Agency Disc

loekies lights, rentals and mobile video

dances' 549 71*4

FOR RENT

SWISS VILLAGE 4 Dedroom apt Take

over lease w/lall option or sublet call

?56-t3l8

GRADUATING SENIORS, take over Our

apanment Townhouse style - lurnished

free cable call now 665-3513

TAKE OVER LEASE June 1st 2bdr on bus

route inexpensive 549-1439

TAKE OVER OUR lease m June and get

August rent Ireei Or just sublet tor the sum-

mer/2-bedroom m Southwood apis call

2566334

ROOM IN HOUSE 1 mile tr campus
$l85/mo take over lease call Natalie

5496792

ROOM AVAILABLE IN Beaut condo close

to UMass on bus line Kitchen/laundry lacil

met female non-smokers no pets 256-1547

San

BEDROOM AVAIL. END May w/or w/out

fall option on 2br busroute Heidi 256-0051

ROOMS FROM JUNE 1st tall option $235
per month exclusive close to campus
649 1358

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL option single

room in ? bedroom apt quiet, near Putters
Pond auailalile June isl call John 5495851

2 BEDROOM APARTMENT, tall, siarting

June 1 $410 00. laundry 665 2288 bus
route

TAKE OVER OUR lease two bedroom
Soulfiwood available June 1 256-1040

4 BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE n

Sunderland Squire Village Call 665 4543

WERE LEAVING! TAKE over our 2br

Soulhwood apt and the lurnituie s youis-

Iree' Heat/waier mcluden 253 9089

SUMMER SUBLET WITH/FALL option

Spacious 2 bedroom Squire Village

Townehouse on bus route starting June l

Call 665-8410

2 BEDROOM MAIN St 480 Eludes
everything Take over lease on June
253-5529

ROOM IN NEW house summer or fall call

Dale 253-9949 between 5 30-6 30

WANT GREAT APT, in Soulhwood
Townhouse-lake over lease June 1st and
have apt m fall Call 256 1 388

TAKE OVER LEASE 1 bedroom
Southwooa Townhouse Furnished
Available June 1 Call 256-0014 nights

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL option 2

bedroom Squire Village Furniture 6B5-4634

TAKE OUR LEASE please Large inexpen
sive 2BR apt m Squire Village Avail June
1 665-8596

TAKE OVER OUT lease starting June 1 2
bdrm hot water mc 405 - 665-3041

TAKE OVER LEASE. 3 bedroom Nor
thwood apartment available June 1 call

665-4813

3 MINUTE WALK lo Whitmore
lireplace/washer/dryer 250 plus utilities

lease from 6/1/87 1/30/88 call Leah
549-0792

3 ROOMS IN house- 5 minute walk to cam-
pus 250plus washer-dryer fireplace ask lor

Sieve 549 0792

IN FULLY FURNISHED, luxurious apfhio
bus routes Quiet and convenient Call
256-6809 evenings

JUNE FIRST, FOUR rooms in apartment on
bus route (tall option) summer rent

negotiable Evenings 2S6-004B near
UMass

AMHERST CENTER APARTMENT take

over our lease One bedroom 256-1052

1 ROOM AVAILABLE immediately n 4

tiPttropm Swiss Village Apt Call Jerry

?^6 1091

WE RE LEAVING! TAKI Over our 2br

Soulhwood Apt and Ihe lurnilure s yours

Free' Heat/water included 253-9089

NICE 1 BEDROOM apt m downtown
Amherst available on June 1st call

256-0546

2 BEDROOM APT Lantern Court
Sunderland wall to wall carpeting,
dishwasher, clean quiet, on bus route 7-11

nearby $390/month plus utilities call

anytime 665-8607

2 BEDROOM CRESTVIEW apt available

June 1 with tall option ''i mile from cam-
pus. 10 mm walk, on bus route, 549-5481

2 BEDROOM CRESTVIEW apt available
June 1 with (all option 549-0758

TAKE OUR LEASE two bedroom
Townehouse Stxjthwood apt starling June
tst call 253-9615

2 BEDROOM APARTMENT tor (all starting

June, $410 00 665-2288

SOUTHWOOD APT FOR rent take over

lease in June and get August rem free

256-1066

TAKE OVER MY lease starting June lsl

Call John at 665 7546 oi 545-0896 !

Dedroom

HOUSE 100 YARDS Irom Vl/hitmore'

Singles avaiiaoie Washer dryer Summer
sublet with tall oonon Must see to ap
preciale 200 plus 549-4124 Deb or Mikf

THREE BEDROOM APARTMENT on loute

9 Hadley recently ipn;iv,aitic 200 yards

from bus slop la- i-ase June t

586-8917

2 BEDROOM CLIFFSIDE apt lake over

lease 1 larg* oedroom avail June 1 total

apt avail July i can after 6 665-8827

ONE BEDROOM APT Pulfton toi lenl

Cl-'an sunny near buS-Sloo Available

June 1st Call 549-5233

ONE BEDROOM PUFFTON available June
Isi Call Veronica 549 5456 keep Irymy

ROOMY SUNNY APT lor 4 Center of town
Summer sublet tall option 549-5866

TAKE OVER LEASE June 1st two
bedroom Cliffside 665-8617

FOR SALf

CRATE AMP MUST sell'

5469030
Call Shawn

DECKHANDS, CATERING AND oHice help

needed lor Boston excursion boat com
pany Call 617-426-8419

PAINTERS NEEDED EASTERN New
England area interior and exterior starting

pay 6 50 and up depending on experience

Equal Opprtuniiy Employer (617)933-4370

WANTED PART-TIME P C A physically

disabled Amherst man Mofnings. evenings

S610 hour call Hick 549-6016

NORTHAMPTON MOTHER SEEKS
ifsponsible oabysitter lor 20 month old

ddugtiter 3 mornings or altarnoons a weeN
Beginning May 1st 586-331

1

IMMEDIATELY HIRING!!) ASSISTANT :o

thf SGA treasurer' Assist ine SLiA

Treasurer audit accounts ana recoro

senate financial ti ansactions Must be aoie

to work with students take direction, have

knowledge ol bookkeeping and be able to

anaiy/e and apply tmancial intormation

8h'/wk during semesters and 1 5hi/wk dur-

ing summer and intersession Applications

are available m 420 student union For

more into call Bill at 6-59371 Women and

minonlies are encouraged to apply the SGA
is an AA/EO employer' Deadline loi

applications-May V 1987 at 4 00PM

PAINTERS/FOREMEN NEEDED tor sum
mer in Northboro. Westboro Shrewsbury
$5-8hr Experience prel but not necessary

call now 1-800-922 5579

UPC OFFICE MANAGER position available

starting tall 87 Clerical, organizational &
personable skills required 15 hrs/week

minimum wage Pick up applications at

4060 student union building Deadline is

May lsl AA/EOE

U2 TICKETS FOR sale all shows 546-8789

NIK0NT3SMM72.8 MACRO lens brand
new complete w/carrying case Price

negotiable Call John. 6 7070, alter 10PM

GUCCI WATCHES FOR ladies many styles

only $30 call Brian 6-7425

1979 LEBARON STATION wagon good
condition runs well $1200 or BO call

665-7702

MARSHALL AMP FOR sale 200 dotlaTs call

Kenn 549-7557

GOOD CAR 1979 99GL^aab^ilh
Blaupunk & cassette deck good rubber

Iront wheel drive 5-speed $1000 negot
2560970

KRAMER FOCUS 2000 wilh Floyd Rose
and Hardshell case $300 Peavy back stage

amp $100 call Dan 549-6211

U2 TICKETS FOR floor sectior

Meadowlands May 1 1 Rumored Springs-

teen appearance call 256-0820

U2 TICKETS MAY 8th Hartlord 6-5694

MODERN 6 PIECE modular couch in good
condition $100 call 549-0803 or 549-1191

STUDENTS, PARENTS OR prolessors

buy this 2Dr condominium 790 SQ f1 park

ing Northampton by owne' $79 500
617-927-7080 call after 6 00PM

FULL SIZED MATRESS and DOx'spnng tor

sale Call Sue at 25H-3102 Price negotiable

SPEAKERS: ACCOUSTIC BRAND. 3way
CD ready, liquid cooled $450 or BO Paul

584-0634 after 5PM

VUARNET. RAYBAN. BOLLE sunglasses
plus look-a-likes Jams catcnii. sunontcnts
Shorts, everything discount Mi»e 349-7575

LOST

RED POLO SPRING lackel in campus
center- Friday please call Julie 9571

GREY JEAN JACKET from Mikes W View
Thurs 4/9 be cool return keys from pocket

Cift Brandywine 5490667

LOST KITTEN -BLACK hair calico cat. half

a gold lace, white paws, gold and white

tummy Answers to Boe-Boe. lost m Pufl-

ton Village, il you've seen her please call

549-1011 or 5490929

BKO 4-9 are you the girl who accidentally

took my jacket? Thank you for calling but

when can I pick it up? Suzanne

GOLD WATCH WITH black lace Sen-

limental value Reward Call Debbie
253-3385

HELP WANTED

WE ARE LOOKING tor someone to do child

care one evening a week and occasional

overnights Must have transportation Call

548-9057

WANTED PART TIME bus drivers lor Nor

Ihamplon to Amherst routes $5 lo start very

convenient for Northampton residents

Work schedule arranged around your class

schedule 586-1909

PIKE BIKE AND hike Saturday May 2 last

week to registei enter now and race against

multiple sclerosis'

CANCUN MEXICO TRIP tor two for the

Pike Bike and Hike winner Saturday May
? call Pi Kappa Alpha to register 545-2150

ANNIE FANNY THIS man still wants you'

III always love you Kirk

U2 TICKETS FOR sale Worchesler May 2-3

546 1190

TO THE FIENDS .-.'! took Du' phone
please return it h

BUCK-HAPPY 19th m n,. ,.,..y,-.ui sluOi

animal' An e«cusf< to parly" E-Bag

MARNIE HAPPY BIRTHDAY to Our tavoi

lie one mghl stand Love Cathy Renee Ann
Loii Cnache

HEY DISAPPOINTED-CANOYGRAM
receiver Im sorry I didn t write it but it it

was kinky maybe we can pretend I did'

Sharkey

BELCHERJAM 87 WAS a success Lanny

Russ and Goose wish lo say thanks to all

who made it out to the Belcherzone A
dungaree coat is missing please return it

and especially the wallet inside reward

3239279

MARNIE HAPPY 22NO birthday we love

you The Gang

GREENHOUSE HELP WANTED -apply m
person Keyes Rose Co 374 Russell St

Hadley

THE UMASS OUTING Club seeks a sum
mer Locker Manager to handle the rental

of outdoor equipment Pay is $3 85/hr toi

5 hours/week Applications available in

UMOC oHice (428B Student Union) and are

due by 5PM on May 1 UMOC is an

AA/EOE

•ATTENTION: PRE-LAW, Pre Med, and*
' Business students' Are you interested

'

• in summer work to gam experience in
'

your major Would you like to earn
• $4,443 this summer? For mlormation

interviews are being held Wed April

• 29 at 3 5, and 7PM in Ihe Campus Center

•901 and Thurs Ihe 30th in Campus Center

178 You can't atford to miss out'

MOTORCYCLE $

HONDA CB350 RECENTLY rebuilt emgine

call 256-8643 ask lor JR $450 or BO

HONDA CB900F SS very fast sharp look-

ing, black with red supertrapp metzellers.

6000k two show, helmets included 1900 BO
546-9794 Jorge

1976 HONDA CB700SC "NightHawk'^ekc

condition. 3100 miles factory warranty un

til July 2995 Jim evenings 256-6068

80 SUZUKI GS-7S0L 9000 miles always

garaged $2000 253-9568

SUZUKI FASO EXCELLENT summer/cam-
pus transportation $250 or BO 256-1618

HONDA CM4bO CUSTOM 7500mi sporl

shield trunk $850 Helmets extra 256-1618

YAMAHA VISION 1984 liquid cooled shaft

drive need cash $1000 665-8770

MRSONALS

STEVE MILLER OF Theta Chi- you were
Saturday night's greatest entertainment'
Anita Baker eat your heart oulM

ALAN ROTATORI- CONGRATULATIONS
Alan, nice job in the Middlebury game
Keep up the good work Good luck on your
last game I love you! -Nancy

FRANK M. DICKINSON you re sexier m
person than you are on the phone Cook
for me in class Jennifer

YO-SPORTHEAD- "NOTHINGS gonna
change my love for you you oughia know
by rtow how much I love you one thing you

can be sure ol. I'll never ask lor more than

your love" Happt birthday Love- yo Ace

OHHHI BAMBiNblBARRV Pr7or. God
knows I love you" Happy 1 year babe
You've been the best" So, so. ther' I'm

forever yours Faithfully " Ti Uoglio Andna

DIANA-HAPP'^ 19 birthday en/oyi Love ya
sisters and pledges ol Delta Zeta

HEY SQUID! YOU better watch out or III

break your leniaclesi Love Squidette

MANAGER TRAINEES NOW hiring

Amherst. Hawaii. Boston, Long island, or

Dallas 50 openings Excellent pay ex-

cellent working conditions Full or part-time

Call Willie at 549 7793

FULL AND PART time positions availat)ie

very (lexible hours and excellent working

conditions Conveniently located in Ihe

center of Amherst 'Vou can earn up lo $20
an hour with salary and commissions Con-

tact Target Enterprises for an interview Ask

for Keith 549-7793

DRIVER WANTED: 4:30PM to 9 30OM
Must be reliable and have a good driving

record Apply m person, Keyes Rose Co
374 Russell St , Hadley

ROSE SORTERS WANTED: apply m per

son Keyes Rose Co 374 Russell St

Hadley

EXCELLENT WAGES FOR spare time

assembly work, electonics crafts Others

Info (504)641-0091 ext 2068 7 days Call

now'

EXCELLENT INCOME FOR home
assembly work For miorall 50'»646 170"

Dept p-1307

SUMMER JOBS FOR studem a,
:
vsi-

Earn $2000-3000plus this summer ento'C

mg Our water laws Clean Wale- Ari.on «

hiring organizers tor summer camoaiqns

If you are looking lor experience m .'mi

munications lobbying 4 manag-'
today 87 grads are encouraqerf

•

ou' political leadeiShiD P''"? J

Amhers! 549-7450 lO '• Boston
617-423 4661

GREENPEACE WANTS YOU!! Call Pal

256- 1 439 between 1 2 30 it you re serious

aCKDut saving the planet |Oin our educational

outreach staff Pays well-lots of fun-very ef

fective Call now< 256-1439

EARNIjP TO $8^000' next^chool year

managing on campus marketing programs

for top national companies Flexible part-

time hours Must be Jr Sr or grad student

Ask lor Gene or Dee at (800)592 2121

HILARY-HAPPY 19 birthday we hope you
had an awesome dy love Delta Zeta

MAME IT'S only rock n riiJonBiueberry
Hill Love Marianne

ALL RSO'S WISHING to apply lor ty 89
SAFT budge's committee funding guide in

420 Student Union Hurry- proposals are

due no later than May 8

ITS COMING FOR Ihe first time m May*

BULKY BABY THEY say its your birttiday'

Will you please pray lo the porcelain gods
tonight'?

HELLO PLINE- GOODBYE SleM Big, big

big, big, big deal' Can we talk cnbbage
pegs'' tonight, all the bass ales will have

lots ol girth-you know what we mean As

E C once said, "I've got a leeling. I'm gon-

na gel a lot ol gnet ' K T S Shrew

THIS PERSONAL IS lor you Beth> Happy
20th bday! Another one lor Ihe Bulletin

Board Collection' Love. Jen

STEVE-DID YOU lorget about me? Smiles

U2 TICKETS HARTFORD May 7 6-6661

or 6-6654

ROOMMATE WANTED

LOOKING FOR FEMALE 10 share bedroom
in house apt 150/mo-t- Close lo Cam-
pus/town On bus route Call 253-9817

3 NONSMOKING ROOMMATES lo share

Brandywine apt will be able to take over

lease in January 88 call Lisa 549-4415

I^EMALE NEEDED to share room m 3
Dedroom Pulfton tor fall $135 call 549-101

1

2 NONSMOKING RESPONSIBLE
male/temaie needed to share 2 bedroom
Brandywine Apt starting June call Mark or

Steve 549-6541

ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to

share spacious tjedroom in PuWon Village

Call 546-7087 evenings

2 MALES OR ? females to share a room
in condo al Amitv Place Next to Southwest

across Irom Stadium Call 549-6824

WE WANT YOU! One bedroom available

(2 people) in a 2 bedroom apartment star

ting June 1 1987 Call 549 0516 anytime

2 SINGLES AVAILABLE starting June 1

Mam St Amherst Dusslop m troni ol

$210/mo call 253-7152

1 OR 2 females wanted lo share a two story

Squire Village Apartment 2 large

bedrooms 1 '? baths, inexpensive Definite-

ly worth looking al Call anytime 665-3448

LOOKING FOR 1 female lo share Bran-

dywine apt w/3 lun people 549-7753 after

5 need subtetters too'

NEEDED ONE FEMALE roommate to

I share in a two bedroom Brandywine Apt
' 549 5231

PAPERS TYPED 24 hour servK* lor $1 per

page Call 467 7648

TRAVIl

WANTED

PHYSICAL, SPIRITUAL. INTELLECTUAL
health seekers snare your Knowledge wilh

Ihe readers ot Sprout the Earthloods/Peo

pie s Market Newsleitei Typed double

spaced, please drop material off on the 4th

liooi S U in the Economic Development oi

fice Address il lo Jen K Deadline has been

extended Due before Apni 30th

WANTED, TWO FEMALES to sublet two

rooni5 in house Cable washer dryer

dishwasher furnished lor only 156 00' Call

Jonna 253 362'i

BABYSITTER NEEDED FOR summer m
iTiy tiome Gicinov please call alter t

467 7860

SUILIT

THE BOSTON GLOBE. IBM General

Foods and Kenner Parker Toys are )ust a

few ot the many opportunities available

through the Co-op Office Come in or call

today 545-2224 your lulure starts here'

APARTMENT AVAILABLE FOR summer
sublet 549 1290

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT, Includes

utilities dishwasher A/C pool lennis On
bus route Reward 665 889

1

NORTHAMPTON 2BEDR0OM 500/month,

new utilities l mm to dwntown call 586 921

1

alter 4PM

BRANDYWINE 1 BEDROOM available lor

summer $100pr/month ea 549-2636

3 BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE apartment

looking tor temale sublelters lor June

August 400 per month call 549 1449

JUST FOR JUNE -lour rooms m a house

right oil Mam St We need renters lor one

month only m a lurnished house Call Nan-

cy at 256- 1 396 evenings

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT August

rent tree 665 7577

2 BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE m Squire

Village apis summer sublet/tall option

6654026

SUBLET AMHERST EFFICIENCY apt

325monlh avail 520 m town call Kale

253-3626 after 9 30PM

FALL NEED 2 mature females or

male/female couple to share apanment
1 25/mo Jodi 253-7459 or message

KERRI, WE COULDN'T forget you could

we' Hope you have a great birthday! Love
ya Beverly and Alyson

TO JENNYPOb, LORIANNE, Steify, Suze,
Greggy, Rooosell, and "L "-

it was a perfect

gotcha' And the academy award winner

15 you guys are the best friends and I love

you' Jodi

DONNA, I'LL MISS you bunches I love you

dearly Shi-head

M, LETS HOPE there will be two reasons

to celebrate today' Have a great 20th I love

you' Happy birthday' Me

AMY KUNOEL. 'THEY say it s your birth

oas Mappy 22nd Always rememoer
waineys Rosnei "raziness host Ryan Ra .

16 candles, automobile" Love ya D

MIKE L YOU RE real spei.a' And tna! s

nc;' ,-, 1.
•• •• rifr Love me Little One

2N FIELD -TO y all who were in the Railway

WpiIs at 2AM Ihanks (oi the SuDPOrl' YOU re

BILL. HAPPY 20TH niMnoay Only one
more year to go Have a good one I will

always remember and I hope you never

lorget There will always bn a special place

lor you in my hear! Love you forever. Eric

HAZELBONER HAPPY 20TH birthday'

Qrink your face off Love ya, hands, scoop
& the Russian

2 FEMALES NEEDED tor Brittany (all call

6-8973 or 6-5647

2 ROOMS^AVAILABLE in well mainlamed
larmhouse Attractive, rural surroundings

10 mm to bus 1 5 mi to Amherst Take
lease, tall option 21 plus nonsmoking
women prelered 195plus 256-0407

AMAZING VIEW SUNNY 3 bedroom apart

ment, good karma included, available lor

summer, fall & spring Northeast St , close

to campus, call Heather, Maria or Andrea
256-6356

AMHERST CENTER APARTMENT^3
roommates needed lor tall double and
single non-smoking call 549-7783

SUMMER SUBLEt/FALL^ption 2 large

bedroom townehouse m Sunderland pool,

tennis backyard, bus rt only 9 minutes

from campus 195/month (summer neg )

call 665-2265 leave message

MALE ROOMMATE^ANTED to share

spacious t)edroom in two bedroom Bran-

dywine apt call now 549-1813

FEMALE NEEOB) TO share room in house

on E Pleasant call Lisa or Debbie 549-6364

WANTED TO RENT

APARTMENT OR HOUiSE lor 3, 4 or 5

people reasonably close to campus Call

anytime 546-6602, 546-5774 or 546-5772

Please keep trying

DIANE, ITS BEEN A GREAT six months
I wouldn't have wanted lo spend my lime

with any one else You always know how
lo make me smile I love you Happy six

month aniversary Love Michael

4 BEDROOM APT 2 bath, close lo ampus
on bus rte rent 1 rm or all call 256-M44

3 BEDROOM APARTMENT ideal location

between town and campus' N Pleasani Si

Good rent' Call 253 3956

NEEDED 1 OR 2 people lo share 2 bdrm
townehouse this summer On bus route (10

mm lo GRC) -fully lurnished senic. quiet

Free cable pool tennis call Hena 8279

CAPi COD RENTAL

WEST YARMOUTH SUMMER rental

Seguii Beach 253 7436 sleeps three

ST JUOf

THANK YOU AGAIN! Seldom do you'

prayers go unanswered ' am very grateful

PROFE$SIONAL TYPING SERVICE

CASES. PAPERS, DISSERTATIONS
theses last accurate dependable on

campus, reasonable 584-7924, Nancy

TYPING SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING PAPERS, letters

resumes etc Meticulous proolreadmg

Editing available New IBM typewriter Call

549-0367

SPRING FLING

HELP WITH SPRING Fling' Come to Cen
trai Area Government meetings at 8:00 on
Tuesdays

SUMMER SURLET

3 BEDROOM FURNISHED apt 480/montt

utilities and cable mcluded on bus route

swimming pool tenms ct 665-3671

AMHERST CENTER. DOUBLE room in

house with fall option, rent reasonable ca'i

Ciaire o' Lisa tor details at 253-7216

THREE BEDROOM PUFFTON apl

available tor summer 87 3 O' 4 people call

lor details 549-6327

GREAT HOUSE 3 bedrooms (1 tall option)

nice furnished house On bus route (near

Brittany) 2 lull baths, kitchen. $230 pei pe'

son (negotiable) call Ellen or Laura

256-8864

LARGE FULLY FURNISHED house Cable

5 bedrooms, near bus slop, very clean This

house IS Ideal"' Rent negotiable, call us'

253-5885

ONE MONTH FREE rent summer sublet of

4 bedroom house in convenient N Amherst

location Porch, yard, garage, newly

renovated call 549-6835 Don't settle lor

Putfton'

PUFTON APARTMENT 3 bedroom furnish

ed June-August best otter call Steve

549-3665

JUNE THRU AUGUST presidential apts 2

bedroom a/c. closest apartments to cam-

pus $400plus utilities a month Call Rob
546-6698

2 BEDROOM AP'f Brandywine summer
sublet cheap 546-4784 546-5484

ONE BEDROOM IN Soulhwood apl for

summer wilh tall option Rent negot call

Sue or Mike 253-9955

2 BEDROOM BRANDYWINE apl available

June t thru August 31 st Nicely lurnished

rent negotiable Call 549-4121

BEACHHOUSE STYLE APT. High slanted

ceilings skylights pool, tenms, basketball'

Walk to campus, 2br, 2bath, call 546-9574

NORTHWOOD APTS ifT Sunderland 2

bedroom/$4l5 Mon -swimming pool and

large grassy areas to play on -on PVTA bus

route- option to renew in fall- call 665-8849

PRESIDENTIAL APARTMENT
AVAILABLE lor sublet Five mm walk from

Gradlwr 549-0129

ONE BEDROOM IN Lincoln Ave available

June-Aug w/fall optioi' close lo Campus
$260 call Christa 549 4 793

SUMMER SUBLET FOR 'wo June 1 call

665-7526

SPACIOUS-3 BEDROOM apartmen!

Modern lully furnished, townehouse style

available June 1, price negotiable call

256-0973

TWO SENIORS LOOKING for one or two

bedrooms lor now until end of semester

close to campus Call Chris or Dave
253-7572

LOOKING FOR 3-BEDROOM m Pulfton

reward offered Lisa 6-7979

$SSBIG REWARD OFFERED for 3

bedroom Pulfton Apt Lease 253 7927

LOOKING FOR Soedroom Pulfton Apt

Want to sublet tor summe' and take over

lease Call Hero 546-6761

TAKE OVER LEASE June 1st 2 Oedroor^

apt in Colonial VHiage across from Changes
380'mo plus utilities on bus 'Oute 256 098'!

SUMMER SUBLET WANTED Mav i'^

Sept 7 can Evan at 546-3207

$100 REWARD FOR a 2 or 3 D- apl n Pu't

ion starting fall Can 546-8453 or ^46,92 1

8

3 SENIORS LOOKING lor 2 or 3 bedroom
apartment tor tall Sememster only It you

can help us out please call Brian or Erik at

253-7195 Leave message

nRvicis

TUTORTnG, SUBSTITUTE TEACHING m
business management marketing,
finance, investment & microcomputers $7

per huur Neg 536-5006 leave message

rVMNO

SPEEDY KEYS' -PROFESSIONAL,
reliable accurate 2S6 i002

CARiiR PLANNINO

WHAT ABOUT THAT
ready check oul a summ.
IBM Dale Felton Hook.'

cto' & Gamble Xem.
other CO look for giailu.i'i

SW Interviews 3 5 7 V

CC17B Paul X5368 D^
lose'

FEMALE TO SHARE a townehouse in

Squire Village Possb lall option, or) bus

route pool Beth 546-1278 or 546-12??

SUMMER SUBLET AVAILABLE J

bedroom Puftton call Paula 549-2832 or

Cheryl 546 9684

2 BEDROOM APT in house on bus route

near center ol Amherst 256-0948

LARGE HOUSE ONE mile town campus
sublet any of five bedrooms lease lake-over

256-0736

FEMALE SUBLETTERS WANTED fc
Brandywine apartmonis Rent negotiable

Oonna 546-9027

NORTHAMPTON SINGLE BOOM
Onght Dig houseon HubDd'vi A, .>. "

,

loQo people 586-7749

TWO ROOMS IN House Amnersi M.w
Irom lowri, clean and quiet 256-8830

3 BR APARTMENT on bus line Pool tree

hot water Available June t $425/mo

August tree Fall option Call anytime

665 4819

SUBLET YELLOW HOUSE on Ihe hill

Double room available $130 per person

House located 407 North Pleasant St Con
tact Mane or Charlene at 549 7477

3 BEDROOM PUFFTON apt furnish«S

pool tenms basketball S400/monlh
5490758

SUMMER SUBLET -3 bedroom
Townehouse cheap call 253-9816

$UMMER JOBS

ON CAPE COD at Jason s ol Denmsport
Floor and door personnel, barbacks and

waitresses Accepting applications on the

lollowing Saturdays April 18,25 as well as

May 2,9 Interviews will take place Irom

noon lo 3 on those Saturdays at Jasons on

lower county Rd in Denmsport Ma

FOR A OOOO TIME CALL

RACK-A-DISC Entertainment Agency
Disc Jockeys lights, rentals and Mobile

Video Dances' 549-7144

FREE CASH

NEED MONEY? SPEND all your cash on
springbreak'' I need your baseball cards

please help' Call Mike 549 0333

GRADUATINO?

I NEED A roommate to share a two-

bedroom townhouse in Waltham 128 area

549-6678

ELLEN TAPISTRY

HOW ABOUT THAT Irish coltee'' Call me
1703)979-2619 Osco from Baxter s of L A

PAINTERS NEEDED

ON CAPE COD to- summer earn

S6 50 10 00 perihi call now tor into

1 800 922 6579

TYPING SERVICE

WORD WIZARD WORD processing Slu

dent rales 54*6484

SUMMER JORS

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS
' The organized students We tram you
• Now hiring painters good conditions

'

"and good pay $5-$7 per hour, throughout

"New England Age and experience not"

a concern Positions filling quickly

call today 1 -800-424 2468

DOVUE MD WANTED

FURNISH YOUR APARTMENT

areer are you
' loh that Up)0*in

ind Gidden Pro
MM hundreds ol

. wfK) worked lor

.'d CC901 Thyr

•low lietore you

REWARD

SSSSARE YOU A hare .-. -h«i and tired ot

not getting paid wn.ii ,, . are woth$$$ if

you have the summer lec then liod nut

atx)ut tho inwards ol d $ 8.1.J 1 400/mo sum
mer |ob by call Paul 546 '.368 SW

JOtS FOR FALL

SCERA THE STUDENT CENTER lor

Educational Research is hiring for the Fall''

Come work tor an organisation that

educates and advocates on issues of

racism sexism, homophobia, anti

Semitism etc . as well as other student

issues like finartcial aid child care and
organizing Work study and non-wofk study

available al lOhrs/wk at $3 65/hr All

students especially people of color and
women encouraged to apply Graduate
position available on oppression work Ap-

plications available at SCERA, 426 Student

Union 545 0341 Due 4/29 at 3 30 PM
AA/EEO

SUMMER JOtS

THE FUTURE IS so bright, you gotta wear
shades Help pass the Toxics Liberation

Act, stop nuclear madness and light lor

consumer lustice Masspirg seeks bright

energetic students lor summer campaign
positions Earn $150-300 per week Tram
ing travel, advancement, and a chance lo

meet hundreds of other tun people Offices

in Amherst, Boston, Cape Cod, Wor
Chester, and six other locations Call San
dy at 256 6434 today'

MONEY AND POWER

THE BOARD OFGovemors is looking tor

coordinators tor 87/88 year Positions

avaiable m PR Finance Food Manage-
ment Programming, and many others For

mlo and Applicatioob come to CC 817
Women and muwrities encouraged to appy
an AA/EO Empkjyet Due April 30

SUMMER WORK

IS YOUR FUTURE career important to

you? Most summer |0b' don t offer Ihe

combination ot great experience and great

money For an opportunity 10 get both and
earn $337rwee« f^all inis, week 256-0866

NEED SOME CASH? Oo you have a dou-

ble bed in good condition? How about sell-

ing if I'll buy It now or at the end of the

semester Please call today 549 1634

Leave message

SIOMA DELTA TAU

• OPEN RUSH • 4/30 5 15-6 00PM
barbeque 5/1 3 00-4 (X) -GH 409 N Plea-

sant St 545-0527 all university women
invited'

CENTRAL AREA ELECTIONS

NOMINATION PAPERS FOR central area

government elections are available at the

CAG office. Baker B-22, either at the

meeting Tuesday at 8PM or later m the

week Positions include president, vice-

president and treasurer Deadline lo lile

papers is May 1st

COMPLETE FURNITURE FOR your apart

ment wall units, sofas drapes, kitchen table

and chairs Great condition Call 549-6489

MELISSA SMITH

IF THEY ONLY Knew' You know how
messages get mixed up anyways Hast a

la vista baby Dude

ANDY RU8IN

HAPPY 8IRTH0AV TO Ihe biggest stud
thai you know It s hard to believe that alter

four short years everyonM on campus
knows who you are Don t get too cocky or

well make you sleep with Biermeisler •

Your roommates

ANIMAL HOUSE

ONE SPOT OPEN in College St pariy

palace only nonserious students, non-

smokers, couch potatoes need apply male
or lemale 256-0630

SPANISH TUTORING * TRANSUTION

PATIENT. SKILLFUL HELP: short stones,

grammar 256-1002

DON'T PANIC

DOES LOOKING FOR summer work have
your turned upsidedown'''"'' How aobul

earning $142t/month and getting great ex-

perience? For more mlormation interviews

held Wed April 29 al 3. 5. and 7PM in Cam-
pus Center 901 and April 30th at 3. 5. and
7PM in Campus Center 1 78 Check this out"

WANTED TO RENT

UMASS STUDENT LOOKING lor roorrilo

rent near campus during spring break 9-21

to 9-29 Call Mary at 546-1 151 Keep trying

SUBLETS/HOUSING NEEDED June 28
Aug 15 Call SBMC 256 8615 9AM-7PM

SUMMER JOaS FOR WORK STUDY
ELIGI9LE ONLY

$6.40 PER HOUR start June tst lor 13

weeks N'ton Dept of Public Works
Grounds Mamtamance work in put)lic works

and recreation areas, as well as one |ob

with engineering survey team Inquire at the

Student Employment Office 239A Whitmore

tor off campus summer work study

positions

PLEASE HELP

WANT A 2 0' 3 Dedroom apartment for fall

semes'er only It you can help us out please

I Bnar, Of trin a! 253-7195 leave

- ige

STAR SEARCH

GREEK STAR SEARCH'" Come anj see

some ol Ihe Greeks who are acting model
iq ,_inj aii.ng around Thursday St 7 00

p?vi Au'ii 30lh S3 00 admission before

Show $4 OC at d-M' (Money goes to

prevention against rh,)fj ^puse) SOT

SUMMER ROOM FOR RENT

SPACIOUS ROOM CLOSE to campus on

bus line low rent call Greg 549-7463

GOROEOUt FURNITURE

COMPLETE FURNITURE FOR yoor apart

mem great condition best offer call

549 7203

WANTED-SIOO REWARD a 6 Of 7 person

house lor next year near bus route Call

I

Dave 549-0384 or Patty 549-1703 leave

vname and number

WANT TO TAKE over lease ol off-campus

house near bus route for next lall and
spring Call 546-1090 or 253-3894

2 HWH SPIRITED WOMEN (smokers) look

ing to take over lease on apl or house or

to share your place m the fall call Knstie

6-8565

LOOKING FOR 3 bedroom Pultton apt

want to sublet for summer and take over

lease call Herb 546-6761

HEY! I'M LOOKING lor a room for lall m
a house or apartment m Amherst Must be
quiet non smokers call evenings Elaine

546-6330

FEMALE LOOKING FOR a quiet single in

a house lor fall semester call Lisa 81

5496065

APARTMENT OR HOUSE tor 3 4 o'

people reasonable close to campus rii

anytime-546 660? 546 5774 or 546-57 ^

Please keep iryioo

1 MALE LOOKING

COUPLE LOOKING i-uH i lom ne»; f.i"

,1D! or 'louse Call 546 S'lM Ken Of Be'sy

GREAT LOCATION! AMHERST Center
iummer sublet Roo"i m ,^ bedroom apl

Call ^56 1 077

RIDE WANTED

RIDE FOR TWO needed to Worchesier tor

U2 on Monday May 4th please call 6-5006

RIDE NEEDED TO Worchesler lor U' con-

cert on May 4 Monday call Tom 546-5928

GOING TO PLYMOUTH State College this

Friday S/1 to S/2 Need a ride? C«H Jert

6-6107
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SPORTS

Men's lax opener rained out; Dartmouth today
Cornell game deadBy JOHN NOLAN

Collegian Staff

If Mother Nature wasn't a

fable, she probably would
have been hospitalized by

now.

Call them 35 angry men,
call them what you will, but

after having home opener

hopes toyed with tdr the last

six weeks, the seventh-

ranked University of

Massachusetts mens
lacrosse team is more than

disappointed with yester-

day's postponement of the

Gorillas' battle against

eighth-ranked Brown.
"I'd say so. I think I'm

pretty angry about that,"

senior co-captain Neal Cun-

ningham said. "It's been a

tough home season. I

haven't felt the white jersey

yet.

The Gorillas, after four

weeks on the road, were to

have played the eighth-

ranked Brown Bruins for

the New England title in

the team's much-awaited
home opener but the usual

poor weather that has ac-

companied the team since

March dashed those hopes.

"I'm flabbergasted. We
had a good practice yester-

day and it was a nice day so

we were primed to play,"

head coach Dick Garber
said.

For the Gorillas, 6-1. the

road to a home game has
been a turbulent and appall-

ingly cruel one. Told in ear-

ly February to play their

home games on foreign

ground (Warren McGuirk

Alumni Stadium) the team

then sat through
postponements of games
versus Cornell, Boston Col

lege (later played at BC) and

Brown.
Yesterday's blow to the

game after deciding that the

team needed to concentrate

on upccoming final exams
which begin next week.

No make-up date has been

Dartmouth at 3 p.m. (knock

on a lot of wood) in jeopardy

as well as more rain is

expected.

"It has gone from bad to

victory over UMass. With

losses to Ivy League foes

Penn ('22-10). Cornell (154).

Yale (15-8) and Brown
112-3), the Big Green is look-

ing for a win after three

.straight losses.

M i hKI t Ui ! Li iJLULili uiiiUii LU ii
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Collegian photo by Chuck Abel

The seventh-ranked University of Massachusetts men's lacrosse team had yet another home
opener postponed yesterday, as Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium (above) was swamped with

heavy rainfall.

team's home-opening hopes
was a double-whammy after

learning Tuesday that its

game against the second-

ranked Cornell Big Red will

not be scheduled. GfTicials

at Cornell cancelled the

set for yesterday's game.
"This is truly the most

unusual Spring we've ever

gone through," Garber said.

Weather reports for today
should put this afternoon's

next home opener against

worse. Even the team is it-

chy to play," Garber said.

Should the Gorillas ac-

tually get to play today's

game, the team will see a
4-5 squad that has
everything to gain from a

But with sophomore net-

minder Rob Hollister stak-

ing down just a .531 save

percentage, Dartmouth
would have to come up with
a fantastic team effort to top

the hell-bent Gorillas.

"They're a reasonably

good team. It won't be a

Cakewalk," Garber said, ad-

ding, "it's a game we should

win,"

If the game is even played.

Man-up Advantages:
Assistant Athletic Director

Dan Gormley on tailgating

at McGuirk; "It's the same
policy as the last two years.

The only difference is since

the gras.s is wet, the Univer-

sity has roped it off."

Translation: Tailgate

wherever you can find a

legal parking .spot away
from the stadium. . . A
reminder that admission is

free only for students with

valid UMass ID. Otherwise

it costs adults $2 and
students without ID $1. . .

Garber on whether the

Brown game will be

rescheduled: "I don't know.

I hope so but there's no

guarantee of that. Unfor-

tunately there are several

factors involved. Number
one is the academic
schedules of both schools.

Brown has finals next

Wednesday and they may
feel that they shouldn't miss

that day. The other is the

unfortunate thing is that

sports teams are jockeying

for position come NCAA
playoff time. Some schools,

I don't know if Brown is one

ofthem, will say that if they

have nothing to gain then

why play. That's kind of a

bummer. But that kind of

attitude permeates the

athletic world."

So the game versus the

Cornell Big Yellow was
cancelled.

UMass Bike Club sponsors four races this Saturday
By SUE PANNOZZO
Collegian Correspondent

Fun and excitement are the main objectives of an up-

coming bike TQiOe that will be promoted by the UMass
Bicycle Racing Club.

The race will be held Saturday at 10:30 a.m. with

registration preceding at 10 a.m. It is in conjunction with

the Spring Fling in the Central Residential Area, through

which the course will be run.

Greg Swinand, president of the club, is hoping to have
a "King of the Hill" event. The first person to cross a line

at the top of Baker Hill will win. "We're hoping to get

UMass students to join in the fun. Their support is

especially needed to cheer us on in this race," Swinand
said.

The races are open to all college students, who are en-

couraged to participate. There will be four races: an A,

B, C and a women's race. They will be timed and will be

approximately 30, 20, 5 and 10 miles, respectively.

Races A and B consist mainly of serious cyclists and
will be very competitive. The C race is a novice race and
anyone with (or even without) cycling ability is encourag-

ed to enter this race. The women's race should also be very

competitive, as it will include women cyclists from

throughout New England. Hard-shell helmets must be

worn in all the races.

The first three finishers in each race will receive mer-

chandise prizes worth approximately $25-$50 donated by
South Hadley Bike Shop and Bicycle World. Gift cer-

tificates from Bart's Ice Cream and the Ski Haus will also

be awarded as lap prizes.

According to the club's treasurer, Bob White, there

should be a great turnout for the race. The club invited

70 members of the Eastern Collegiate Cycling Federation

(ECCF), and handed out fliers at races they have competed
in throughout New England. Also, the race was announc-
ed in Velo News, which is a journal of bicycle racing. The
Military Academy and other collegiate teams, including

students from Florida, Harvard, and UNH. the defending

ECCF champion, have all shown interest.

Adding to the fun will be announcer Dick Ring, who is

known as the "Voice of Bicycle Races." Through his

knowledge of bicycle racing and great sense of humor, he
explains what is going on to the spectators throughout
the races.

According to Lionel Martin, a member of the team, "We
are trying to bring cycling into the forefront of this area.

It is one of the fastest growing sports in the United States,

and we are trying to get some interest in it. Anyone is

welcome to race with the club."

Baseball and Softball teams
Minutemen face rival Rhode Island today

put on hold because of snow
Crucial Atlantic"! twin bill tomorrow

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

What kind of season is it when the

University of Massachusetts baseball

team doesn't get to play the University

of Connecticut? One of the best rivalries

in New England has been put ofT for the

second time this year.

Last season, the teams played twice and

each got a win on its home field. Thi.s

year, the Minutemen's home opener,

scheduled for March 31 against UConn
was rained out.

Yesterday, the teams were to clash in

Storrs, CT, but snow and rain forced the

postponement of that one. This late in the

season, and with other games to make up,

the chances of the two teams playing are

not great.

But last season was different in other

ways, too. After 24 games, the Minutemen
were 915 and had no hope of making the

Atlantic 10 playoffs. This year, UMass is

16-8 overall and leading the A-10 East

with a 7-1 record. Temple University is

second with a 7 2-1 record.

Barring rain, the Minutemen will have

a ch-> .fri(>fove on their position in

ihe confijrentft Uniay when they play the

University of Rhode Island in a

doubl(;header.

"T>>e»e will he. very important games,"
UMaurt r.OMch Dick Bergrjui.st said. "You
live and du; with thf; A 10 games."
UMa.ss ha.s done a gof>d job with con-

ference opponents, Hweeping four games
from St. Joseph's University and taking
three of four games from Rutgers
University.

Today's twinbill and this weekend's
four game .series with Temple will deter-

mine whether the Minutemen make the
playoffs Each team plays four games
against each opponent in their division

and the two teams in each division with
the best record in these series go to the
A-10 playoffs.

Bergquist will use his No. 1 pitcher,

Dave Telgheder, today. The sophomore
righthander is 4-0 with a 2.96 earned run
average and 27 strikeouts.

Steve Allen will also throw today. The
junior righty has a 2-2 record and a 3.57

earned run average.

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

There's an old saying that goes, "Ifyou
don't like the weather in New England,
just wait a minute. It will change."
Well, Mother Nature has thrown

another roadblock in your attempt at a
.suntan, and at the same time forced the
cancellation of yesterday's University of

Massachusetts Softball doubleheader ver-

sus the University of Rhode Island in

Kingston, RI.

Yesterday's games are now scheduled
for tomorrow at Rhode Island. The open-

ing game, as originally scheduled, will

start at 3 p.m.

Tomorrow's games will play a big role

in deciding if the Minutewomen put their

equipment back into the mothballs this

weekend or continue playing for a while
longer.

Following tomorrow's games, the
Minutewomen have just a non-conference
doubleheader against Central Connec-
ticut Saturday at 1 p.m. at Totman Field,

but they are still in line for a potential go-

round in the Atlantic 10 tournament on
May 7-9.

UMass has a record of 28-12 overall, but
is just 4-4 in Atlantic 10 play. Both of

tomorrow's games will be crucial if the
Minutewomen have any hopes of par-

ticipating in the A-10 tourney.

"We definitely have to win at least one,

but we want a sweep," junior shortstop

Paige Kopcza said. "Ifwe lose both, we'll

probably be out of it (the tournament)."
Kopcza also pointed out that the

WRams have a seemingly unfair
advantage.

"When we play an A-10 team twice in

one year, the first games of both series are

supposed to count towards league stan-

dings," Kopcza said. "However, the two
games here (at Totman Field on April 8.

which UMass swept, 6-1 and 1-0) were
non-league games, while [the schedule

makers] made the two games at Rhode
Island as the conference games."
UMass will look to baffle Rhode Island

with its hot pitching and defense of late.

The team's mound corps of Lisa Rever,
Traci Kennedy. Chris Wanner and
reliever Lori Salvia have allowed just four

runs in the last nine games, while throw-

ing seven shutouts.
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Luba Khodos paints art onto trash cans yesterday for Earth Day.

Earth Day festival offered information, music,
entertainment and art displays to community

By CONNIE LeCLERC
Collegian Staff

Fortunately, Mother Nature did not dampen the outdoor

festivities yesterday during the 17th Annual Earth Day

celebration, held outside the Student Union Building at

the University of Massachusetts.

Tom Hutcheson, coordinator of Earth Day, said that the

day was one of a "celebration, particularly regarding the

Earth as being a good place to live."

A number of unique paintings and sculptures from the

UMass art department were displayed and various musi-

cians performed during the day-long festival. The event

was sponsored by the UMass Outing Club.

Many people of differing age groups took part, some

listening to the guitarists playing anti-war songs, others

having their faces painted in support of global peace from

the UMass Peacemakers table.

Information tables were set up by University and local

representatives, including the Outing Club, the UMass

Recycling Project, MassPIRG, UMass Peacemakers,

Bahai Club, UMass Hang Gliding Club, UMass

Cooperative Education Program, Greenpeace and the Hit-

chcock Center.
A few people spoke outside the Student Union Building

during the course of the day on topics relating to earth-

awareness. Michael Pattavina, a member of the UMass
Recycling Service, commented on the issue of solid waste

disposal and its effect on the earth.

"Things we're taking for granted aren't being done

anymore," he said, referring to the situation of our gar-

bage not being disposed of. Because we are a "throw

away" society. 75 percent of all our landfills will reach

capacity by 1990, he said.

Resource recovery plants are not the solution, since 25

percent of the trash that is burned is left as ash that con-

tains toxic chemicals, Pattavina said. He listed a number
of solutions to the problem, such as buying reusable,

durable goods and conserving the amount of products we
purchase.

"Consider to stop trying to throw things away, because

there's no such thing as "away,"' Pattavina said.

Gradually, the grounds outside the Student Union

became beautified. Trash cans were adorned with "ear-

thy" flowers and peace signs and the building was grac-

ed with colorful fish.

Griswold holds two
All—American titles
By LINDA DELIVORIAS
Collegian Staff

Lisa Griswold has carved her own niche in the annals

ol the University of Massachusetts history books by be-

ing named an AU-American to both the field hockey and

women's lacrosse teams.

All-American status is awarded to those players who
have compiled impressive statistics and are integral

members of a successful collegiate squad. It is an accolade

that is garnered by a select group of athletes and is view-

ed with admiration.

"Being named All-American gives you instant recogni-

tion, and people look up to you," said Amy Robertson, a

defensman on UMass' lacrosse team. "Griz is a

phenomenon. No amount of practice could make anyone

as good as her, unless they had her natural ability."

Griswold's natural athletic ability was apparent at an

early age. Growing up in Huntington, N.\., she excelled

at basketball and field hockey in junior high. She was also

an avid swimmer. Although Griswold didn't start play-

ing lacrosse until college, she learned the intricacies of

cradling from her siblings.

"My brothers played lacrosse, so ever since I was a lit-

tle kid I had a stick in my hand because I wanted to hang

out with them," Griswold said.

At the beginning of ninth grade, Griswold moved across

the state line to Simsburj-, Conn., where she made a name
for herself in the Consitution State as a hoop and field

hockey extraordinaire. continued on page 20
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All—American Lisa Griswold

Chancellor will
urge boycott
of Cameron
By PAUL LOUIS
Collegian Staff

The Chancellor of the University of Massachusetts will

urge students to boycott anti-gay activist Paul Cameron
when he come.s to campus May 6.

Larry Benedict, assistant vice chancellor for Student Af-

fairs told about 40 concerned individuals at a meeting
yesterday that Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey is calling for

for a boycott of the event. The University will be making
clear that harassment will not be tolerated and
disciplinary action will be taken against "anyone who
perpetuates an act of harassment."
The group discussed security, faculty and staff support,

a possible "celebration" by students to counter Cameron's
appearance and reaffirm gay pride, and problems arising
from Southwest week and the administration's stance on
the event.

There will also be a special phone line for reporting
harassment, Benedict said.

The issue of Southwest week was also raised. The group
expressed fear over the notion that after the bands had
finished playing that students would come up to a anti-

Cameron "celebration" and harass people.

Southwest Week "is a viable opportunity for another
October 26th," said Andrea Kandel, a staff member at

Residential Education in Southwest. The comment was
a reference to the post World Series racial violence that

sent 10 students to the hospital.

"There is total confusion surrounding this event" said

Arthur Hilson, acting director the Department of Public

Safety. "They [Housing Services) have asked for one police

cruiser a night in Southwest."
"I have nightmares," Hilson said. Once again we come

down to the 12th hour, and the administration has got

to take some tough stands and make some decisions," he

said.

There was also debate over whether students or the ad-

ministration should do the organizing for the anti-

Cameron "celebration" and if there should be "silent

witnesses."

The "silent witnes8"program was raised as a way for

faculty and staff to support the actions of students. Faculty

and staff would wear armbands and stand outside the

event.

The "celebration" will be paid for by the administra-

tion and will include a march, a mourning ceremony with

the carrying of a coffm by people dressed in black, and

will be ended by a dance and the release of 500 balloons,

said a spokesperson from the Lesbian, Bisexual and Gay
Alliance.

Campus mail plagued
by delivery problems
By SYLVL\ GAUDETTE
Collegian Staff

A letter takes up to five days longer to get across cam-

pus when sent by campus mail rather than U.S. mail, and

a top official of the campus delivery service says the

budget constraints that make the system inefficient will

not be solved soon.

More than half the office workers contacted in a ran-

dom survey said campus mail does a good job overall, but

complaints were common. Speed and the loss of mail were

the most common sources of workers' ire.

Due to a lack of money and equipment, chief ad-

ministrative clerk Richard E. Clarity said, "eighteen

months ago I had to draw the line" and stop accepting

requests for new delivery stops.

The Collegian contacted more than 45 campus depart-

mental offices to find out the general opinion of campus

mail's efficiency. The survey also tested campus mail's

speed and then compared it to the speed of the U.S. mail.

The majority's opinion is exemplified by the German
department's statement: "We have no qualms. We certain-

ly need it (campus mail)."

The communication department said that "they deserve

credit for doing as well as they do."

There were also some complaints on campus mail ser-

vice. The most common complaint was slow delivery. Lost

mail, mail delivered to the wrong address and not enough

pickups and dropoffs were among the complaints aired in

the survey. continued on page 6
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Heart disease linked to operation House approves harsh trade
sanctions bill aimed at JapanBOSTON (AP> - Women who undergo

hysterectomy with removal of both ovaries

face double the usual risk of heart disease

if they don't receive estrogen supplements,

a new study concludes.

"It's clear that these data support the use

of estrogen therapy in a woman undergo-

ing bilateral oophorectomy," or removal of

both overies, said Dr. Graham A. Colditz

of Harvard Medical School.

Colditz said that even though hysterec-

tomies with ovary removal are very com-

mon, many women do not take estrogen

pills to make up for their bodies' loss of this

hormone.
Experts believe that estrogen, the female

sex hormone, protects women from heart

disease. The production of this substance

ceases suddenly when the ovaries are

removed. After natural menopause, which

most women experience in their early 50s,

the body's estrogen production diminishes

gradually.

"Natural menopause was not associated

with any important increase in the risk of

coronary heart disease," the researchers

WTote in Thursday's New England Journal

of Medicine.

There was also no significant increase in

heart trouble in women who had just one

of their ovaries removed during
hysterectomy.

While those with both ovaries removed
had double the usual risk of heart disease,

the danger was not increased if they took

estrogen supplements.
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THURSDAY NITES
Professional Comedians from New Yorl<

Tickets Available from 11:30 to Showtime

Lounge Opens - 8:15 • Show Starts 9:15

OPEN MIKE
SUNDAY NITES

Sign up time for musicians - 8:30

Lounge Opens - 9:00 • No Cover

LIVE ON STAGE
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WASHINGTON (AP) - The House,

brushing aside charges of protectionism,

voted 218 to 214 yesterday for a tough

trade measure that could force stiff sanc-

tions against Japan and other countries

that maintain large trade surpluses with

the United States.

The approval of the amendment by Rep.

Richard A. Gephardt (D-Mo.). was a sharp

rebuke to the Reagan administration,

which had claimed the measure could trig-

ger trade tetaliation against United States

products around the world.

It came just hours before Japanese Prime

Minister Yasuhiro Nakasone was schedul-

ed to arrive on a three-day mission to ease

trade frictions — a visit clouded by the

House vote.

Not only did the House vote reflect inten-

sifying anti-Japanese sentiment in Con-

gress, but administration officials also sug-
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gested in advance of Nakasone's visit that

President Reagan is not yet ready to lift ex

isting sanctions on $300 million in

Japanese electronics imports.

Gephardt's proposal would require na

tions with large trade surpluses with the

United States to reduce those imbalances

by 10 percent a year or face retaliation in

the form of tariffs or quotas.

Japan ran a record $59 billion trade

surplus with the United States last year —
the major single contributor to this nation's

overall $166.3 billion trade deficit. The

Gephardt measure also is likely to affect

West Germany, Taiwan, South Korea.

Hong Kong and Italy.

The House action added the Gephardt

provision to a wide-ranging trade bill ex-

pected to be approved Thursday. The
Reagan administration has threatened a

veto if the bill becomes law containing the

Gephardt measure.

Semester Study

IN SPAIN
at the University of Alicante

With only one semester in Spanish, you can:

Study Spanish language, history and culture

at one of Spain's newest universities.

Learn about Spanish society firsthand.

Live in a Spanish home.

Participate in a two-day orientation in Madrid

and excursion? to Granada and Seville.

Explore the scenic and historic treasures

of the Costa Blanca.

For information and an application, contact the Office of

International Programs on campus, or the Academic Programs

Department, Council on International Educational Exchange,

205 East 42nd St., New York. N.Y. 10017, (212) 661-1414.

The Language & Area Studies Program at the University of

Alicante is administered by the Council on International

Educational Exchange and sponsored by the Cooperative Study

Centers consortium of which the Liniversity of Massachusetts

IS a member.
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Animal Rights Coalition
rallies against cruelty
By RICK SANTOS
Collegian Staff

Masked with homemade animal heads

and braving the brisk wind, the Animal
Rights Coalition rallied yesterday at

various locations at the University of

Massachusetts.

Eight members of the coalition gathered

at noon on the steps of the Student Union
Building. Some members handed out

literature and some held signs that read:

"Imagine having your body left to science

while you're still in it." The group remain-

ed there for about 15 minutes before

deciding to move to the area outside Earth

Foods.

At this time the .^^un came out and the

coalition attracted the interest of a larger

crowd. One bystander said, "I'll definitely

read this [the literature], and it should be

interesting I don't care about rats, but

monkeys are a liiu. > xutiin'

Another bystandci -aid that he had not

thought about animal rights in the past,

and that the pictures m the literature w( re

"kind of sick."

A man walked Iv and said, "Its work

ing. It's working. What you're donig i.-^

working."
At 12:30 p m . tour coalition meml>ers put

on a skit. dtMiouiKiUiJ e\poriment.s on

animals. The plot of the skit was animals

doing research on a human. The skit end-

ed with the fictitious Human Liberation

Organization saving the human from the

animals. A possibly symbolic event during

the skit was when a dog came by and pok-

ed his nose around the players.

Coalition members agreed the skit did

not gain much attention because the bands

playing at the Earth Day festivities, also

outside of Earth Foods, drowned the voices

of the players. The coalition was offered use

of the microphones and the steps when
there was an opening, but time did not per-

mit the group to take advantage of this.

After the skit, the coalition broke into

two groups distributing literature. One
group went to the Fine Arts Center and the

other went to the Student Union.

Inside the Student Union the group at-

tracted even more attention, but people's

feelings toward their demonstration were

mixed.

One man said, "something like this is

great. People dressing up like this attracts

attention."

Another man said he was going to throw

away the literature. He said, "those mouse
hats an so goofy looking that people hate

theni and want to Inini their eyes out."

Ho\' • II nieinlii'rs agree the rally was

a su. oil plan to rally a^ain

Senate approves motion
condemning Cameron visit

By KARL ROOKEY
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate

meeting adjourned early last night after

approving a proposal to boycott antigay ac-

tivist Paul Cameron, and another condem
ning the administration for banning tobac-

co products without consulting students.

The first proposal, which asked the ad-

ministration, faculty, staff and students of

the University of Massachusetts to "join in

denouncing Cameron," was passed by a

vote of 50 to 10.

The presentation of the motion was
followed by two hours of debate, which W.
Greg Rothman, Central Area president,

said was "a waste of the senate's time."

The majority of debate was in favor of the

proposal, but dealt with amendments to the

wording.
Affirmative Action Officer, Lisa Bernard,

who was an initiator of the propo.sal .said

a united stand against Cameron would best

be shown by boycotting his speech.

"(The proposal! is asking people to .speak

out and say "wf ddii'l a^rio \\ ilh this"' she

said. "I think the .Student Govtrnnient

Association should take a stron}^' r,tand

against ( anurnn .mil >li<i\\ -^uppnrl tor the

k'sbian. Inst'xual ami i^ax coinniunity and

the community a:- a whole '

Senator Arthur .Stephenson o( .lohn

Adams Tower, who supported the proposal

but not in it's original form, said, "I think

that the vast majority of the senators and

students on this campus can agree with the

spirit of this motion." His request that the

makers of the motion consider a change of

wording was honored.

After the amendment had been made.

Rothman debated the motion saying the

senate should not condemn a student

organization for bringing someone on cam

pus to express their views. He advocated

that the proposal was an issue of freedom

of speech.

After the senate had voted on the motion

concerning Cameron. Senator Greg Fink of

the Commuter Area, brought the second

proposal before the senate, condemning the

administration for banning tobacco pro-

ducts without student input.

Rothman made an amendment to have

the issue investigated by the SGA Public

Policy Committee, and the entire motion

was acclaimed by the senate.

Last weeks motion suggesting the

University divest from coinpanie> di'almg

with the Soviet Ihiion was put oil tor a se-

cond week when it was determined quorum

was not present at the meeting'.

The meeting' ended at about 10:3(i ]> m .

th» earliest the senate has adjourned tlu^

X'tlie-iel

Coalition members meet
with Animal Care director

Collpgian photo by Paul Franz

Animal Rights Coalition members dressed

as mice spray chemicals on a man during a skit yesterday.

By RICK SANTOS
Collegian Staff

Three members of the Animal Rights

Coalition met yesterday with University of

Massachusetts Animal Cai-e Director Don-

na Carey to discuss treatment and protec-

tion of animals used for research at the

University.

"No one can order an animal without my
approval," Carey said. Before anyone can

use an animal, they have to file an animal

use protocol form, she said. The Animal

Care Committee must unanimously ap-

prove this application before any requests

for animals are granted, Carey said.

Carey said some of the research done on

this campus is federally funded and

"federal funding will be pulled out" if the

proper guidelines are not followed. These

guidelines are described in the Guide for

the Care and Use of Lahoratoy Animals.

Carey said this guide is more stringent

than the Animal Welfare Act, which is the

only legislation on such matters, and "my

guidelines are tougher than theirs."

Carey said penalties for violations of the

specific guidelines are the cutting off of fun-

ding and the taking away of animals.

Beside her own staff, Carey said that in-

spectors from the Society for the Preven-

tion of Cruelty to Animals and the United

States Department of Agriculture check

the research done on this campus. She said

she had the monitors transferred into her

department, so they would be working for

her and paid by her.

She credited the coalition, saying, "peo-

ple like you have made the regulations

tougher. In the past five years, groups like

yours have jerked the chains and said

look."

Carey said professors must tell students

at the beginning of a semester whether

animals will be used in the course, and if

a paper can be substituted for work with

animals.

There are about 8,000 laboratory animals

this campus, ranging from mice to

innlinui'd (in page 7

on

Holocaust survivor shares life experience Experts to speak
By KRISTEN ZAGARELLA
Collegian Staff

Holocaust survivor Hedy Rose and Yochanan Wijnhoven

spoke on "The Holocaust: Personal Refiections" Tuesday

in the Campus Center.

As part of Holocaust Memorial Week, Rose and Wi-

jnhoven addressed a gioup of about 30 people on how their

individual experiences during World War U affected them.

Wijnhoven said he was born in the Netherlands in 1927

and first noticed the effects of the war as a young boy grow-

ing up with Jews hidden in his town. The Netherlands

is very densely populated and it was extremely difficult

for Jews to hide there without being detected, he said.

He said that a common public policy was to report hid-

den Jews to the police, in return for a reward of seven and

one-half guilders, or $3.25. Wijnhoven said that in the war,

the Netherlands and Poland lost 75 percent of their Jewish

population, the most Jews lost to any one country.

Wijnhoven said he personally knew only one Jew [a

female neighbor who was only one-eighth Jewish] who was

deported, out of the 110.000 that were "resettled in

Europe " He said they were actually sent to concentra-

tion camps, and only 6,000 of the 110,000 survived.

Rose, one of those fortunate survivors, shared her story

with the audience, trying to make them aware the harsh

reality of the Holocaust. "It's not just Hollywood make-

believe," she said.

Like Anne Frank, the young Jewish girl who kept a

diarv while in hiding during the war, Rose hid with her

family. They hid in the tiny basement of a neighbor s

apartment from the time she was six until 10.

continued on page 11 Holocaust survivor
Piiulu t.j .'Michael MornsKi-i

Hedy Rose

on technology
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

New technologies such as gene splicing and cloning hold

great promise for the future, but have the potential to

cause disaster.

A panel of University of Massachusetts experts will

discuss "Social Responsibility in Biological Research" at

7:30 p.m. today in room 165 of the Campus Center. Details

tomorrow in the Collegian.

Four speakers will appear at the event, which is co-

sponsored by Biological Scientists for Social Responsibility

and the Biochemistry Club. All four are professors and

researchers at the University of Massachusetts.

Haim Gunner of the environmental science department

is working on biological pesticides - new organisms

developed in the laboratory to replace harmful chemical

sprays. Maurille Foirnier. a biochemistry professor, has

done research on new genetic techniques for identifying

disease causing organisms.

Bruce Levin of the zoology department and Melinda

Novack of the psychology department will also speak.

Levin has done work in the field of population genetics

and Novack is a neuroscientist. Novack will also take up

the issue of ethics in experimentation.

Attention has recently been focused on the ethics of

biological research by an experiment in California.

In the experiment, a new strain of bacteria created in

the lab was spraved on a strawberry field to see if it would

inhibit frost. Frost, which costs American agriculture

billions of dollars annually, is formed by a process in which

bacteria play an integral part. Researchers hope the new

breed of organism will overtake the naturally occurring

bacteria. The new strain does not begin frost formation

until the temperature falls to 24 degrees Fahrenheit.
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Commission addresses minority recruitment
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By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

The Chancellor's Commission on Civility in Human

Relations last night heard suggestions for improving

leadership on racial issues and increasing minority

recruitment and retention.

Suggestions included increasing funding in a number

of areas, such as minority programs on campus, minority

salaries and financial aid to minority students.

The meeting was the fourth open hearing of the com-

mission, which serves as a conduit between the Univer-

sity community and administrators.

Mary Lynn " Boscardin of the Office of Learning

Disabilities and Special Education drew similarities bet-

ween barriers faced bv minorities on campus and obstacles

that limit opportunities for peoples with disabilities.

"The issue does extend beyond racism, handicapism,

agism. sexism, etcetera," Boscardin said. -We need to

make our environment accessible to all students by

removing prejudice. "We also need to remove physical

commitment to attracting minority students and keeping

them here. In general they all feel that they don't belong

here." ,

barriers." she said. "In special education we work as a

team." with students, parents, professors, deans and

administrators. , ,

"Once we get the students on campus wf m.d to h.iv.

a support network," .she said.
• a .nmv

Juan Caban of the Admissions Oflue said, A .

elaborate and comprehensive recruiting P'-^^^'*"'^;;;;',
;

,."

developed," in recent years, which has increased .nino, i

ty student enrollment,
..ftrnr.

Services the University is providing has aided in attrac

ting and a higher quality of minority students. Caban

said, which "means the retention opportunity is much bet

ter
"

"To do a better job at retention you need to turther

resources," he said, which includes increasing financial

^Donald Peters of University Health Services said the

administration "needs to demonstrate their sincerity and

SluTwond Thompnon. director of the Office o{ Third

World Afl'airs, talU'd for increased stall', funding, re.sources

and Hiippt'il for OTWA and other minority programs on

campus L I-.- ^

Thf University newds to examine its responsibilities to

the (.utsid.- community, said Rick Townes, special assis-

fuit to the vice chancellor for student affairs. These

responsibilities include educating economically disadvan-

taged minorities so they can go back to their communities

and be successful, he said. ^
, ^ . , .

Sharon Smith, an education student and a member of

the American Indian Student Association, said faculty

members need to be educated, before they can teach.

"Professors are extremely ignorant about what America

is," she said, adding they place too much emphasis on

European history.
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Myths About
Graduation
by Lynn Bechtel, Mental Health Educator

in the past few weeks, as I've talked with students who are gradual^

ing I've heard some common fears and expectations which I call the

"Myths of Graduation." Some of these may sound familiar to you:

some may not. Feel free to add to the list.

1. This Is the only chance I have In my life to choose the right

career.

Reality: When you graduate you might face varied choices -

graduate school, job offers, travel, military service. Think your

decisions through but remember that these decisions are no

irrevocable, There isn't one, absolutely right decision, ou might

make a career choice now that five years down the road doesn t

feel right for you. That's O.K. Allow yourself the freedom to make

some mistakes and to change your mind.

2. If I can't immediately find a job doing exactly what I want to

do then I'll never be successful.

Rea//ty: It's true that in many fields jobs are not easy to find. You

might need to start at a lower level than you expected to or you

might take a job not immediately connected to your ideal career.

Be patient. There isn't just one route to success and it's impor-

tant to be flexible and creative.

3. If I'm not Immediately successful in my career I've wasted

four years at UMass.

Reality. Think about your total experience here. A university

education is more than just academic knowledge or skills. You've

had a chance to learn about yourself and a wide range of other

people — a chance to learn how to think, to express your Ideas,

to solve problems. Even if your academic knowledge Isn't Imme-

diately applicable, you haven't wasted your time.

4. This is my last opportunity to play and have a good time. It's

a rough world out there and once I leave UMass I'll have to

work all the time.

Rea«ty; It's true that for many of you the years at UMass have

been a safe haven and that when you leave here you will have

greater responsibilities. But the "real world" doesn't have to be

deadly serious. It's possible, and healthy, to find a balance of

work and play.

5. I don't need to spend time saying good-by to my friends

because we'll stay in touch.

OR

I'm losing everyone. These are my closest friends and I'll

never see any of them again.

Reality: The reality for most of you is probably somewhere in

between. The UMass years are a unique time in your lives and

you need to mark the end of it. Some friendships may continue

but they'll change. Saying good-by is one way to make the

transition. Since commencement this year immediately follows

exam period, it may be difficult to find the time to say good-by.

The best intentions can get lost in the flurry of activities so try to

schedule time with your friends. Talk about what you've shared,

what your future plans are, and how it feels to leave.

6. If I haven't met that "special person" by the time I gradu-

ate, I never will.

Reality: You've got lots of time and lots of new opportunities

ahead of you, so don't panic.

Because this is a time of transition, you should expect to feel a mix

of excitement, sadness, and apprehension. But don't make the

transition harder by expecting yourself to make perfect choices that

will wrap up the future in a neat package. Let yourself be creative

and flexible. Enjoy the possiblities the future holds.

Gay community learns self-defense in class

By MARIA BULL
Collegian Staff

Tonight marks the second start of the first self-defense

class to teach the gay community how to handle physical

and verbal assault effectively.

Participants also learn to split wood with their hands.

"In the first class the last thing the students did was

break boards, to show people, primarily women, that they

do indeed have physical strength and can be effective in

confrontations," said instructor Mary Ann Williams.

"The pine boards are about an inch thick, about the

thickness of the collarbone, and it takes a lot less power

to break noses and knees," Williams said,

"Most people were pretty amazed that they could indeed

break boards," she said.

Williams has been teaching women and children for

about 10 years in this area and in New York. She was

at West Point in 1980 when the military admitted their

first class of women, and "put her stripes on the line" m
order to implement a rape-prevention class that continues

today,
1 u .

Self-defense classes actually started last week, but

because of holidays and scheduling problems the six-week

course is offering make-up classes.

The class is evenly divided between dealing with ver-

bal harassment and physical attack situations.

Williams teaches her students how to stay out of

dangerous situations and teaches "confrontation tactics."

in response to anti-gay attacks.

"We work at reading situations as they develop.

Sometimes just turning to face a person and acknowledge

Amherst Chinese Foods
Mom» 6tyl» Cooking
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Frmth V»a0tabloB
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W( OO MOT use MM ON
ARTVICIAI. CO«.OWNO

253-7835

the assault works," Williams said.

"Words don't have any power over us unless we let

them." said Williams. „ j *

"For example, a woman and her friend were yelled at

by a couple of high-school students: "Look, they're lezzies!

and the women turned around and said "How perceptive

you are," which totally breaks the script of most verbal

harassers." Williams said.

"The Lesbian. Bisexual and Gay Alliance has donated

$100 for participants," with a $10 refund for the first five

women and the first five men to register, said Todd War

ren. co-president of the alliance.

Williams asked the LBGA to sponsor this workshop in

the aftermath of the attempt to bring anti gay speaker

Paul Cameron to campus. One man was beaten up com-

ing out of a Northampton nightclub and two others were

attacked on campus. These acquaintances told Williams

they wished that they had had training to deal with the

Fees for Five-College students are $15 to $20 and com-

munity members $30. Enrollment is unlimited and open

to lesbians and gay men of any age.

TINEF
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Asbestos found lining water tank in Bartlett
Students and staff working m ana u.suiu Bartlett Hai.

at the University of Massachusetl.> have been without
domestic ho! uaiir >i!u-e April 5 because of a rupture m
a heat exc/ian^;er in the hot water lank there,

The heat exchanger is a coil through which steam
generated at Physical Plant runs through and heats the

water, according to Cortland Whittier, supervisor of

Building Systems. "We see this kind of thing pretty fre-

quently," he said.

What Physical Plant plumbers see a little less often is

I ne blanket ol asbestos insulation that surrounds the tank.

Asbestos is an insulating substance used widely in the

construction industry until the 1960s, when it was bann-

ed because it was found to cause lung cancer.

While the presence of asbestos poses no immediate
health danger.s, it does complicate the repair. "We can't

fix the coil without removing the asbestos, and that

removal must be performed by a certified contractor,"

Whittier said.

Also, federal regulator.s must be gi\eii a 20 day iiotHi

except ill 'mergencx' cii'cumstance-. tictnri' irp.ti!- , ai

begin Wiuttiei .-^anJ thai he e.vpecL.- liie Miuatmn a:

Bartlett to qualify as an emergency. Work can begin a^

soon as a contractor to remove the asbe.^ios i.- found, whicii

is expected to be no later than the end of next week.

Bartlett Hall houses the departments of English, joui

nalism, art history, and philosophy. BDIC, the women's
studies program, and the English a.'- a Second Language
program.

-GRANT MACKAY

* campus mail
ain/iniii'd frimj pai;i' 1

The Inquiry Program suggested renam-
ing campus mail "The Turtle Express."

And the nursing department said, "it takes

a shorter lime to send something across the

country than across the campus."
For example, the mail survey left the Col-

If^ian office on a Wednesday afternoon.

Each of the randomly selected 23 office.^

were sent a survey through both US and
campus mail. All of the U.S. mail replle^

returned to the Collegian by the

iiiii.rt mg Monday. The campus mail replies

began coming back that same Monday. The
ir, tiontx v.t.T. ivci-'.ved on Wednesday with

the ia.si received on the following Friday

in one discussion with a University of

ficjal concerning campus mail's needs,

Clarity said, "what we do affects the whole
University." The official replied that

everyone coming to him for money feels

their department is vital to the campus.
The University will wait for a crisis to do
anything about campus mail's situation,

Clarity said.

Having been located entirely in the Whit-

more Administration Building until 1982,

campus mail moved half of its operation to

the basement of Goodell. Clarity describes

Goodell as "cramped." He said "the staff

is the same size as in 1973 when the
University's enrollment was 15,000." The
staff members are "tripping over each
other" due to the increased volume of mail
that is stacked and sorted in every corner,

he said.

Clarity also explained that back in the
late 1960s all the buildings on campus had
a morning and an afternoon delivery. The
addition ofnew buildings and departments
coupled with not enough expansion in the
mail operation forced cutbacks. Now half
the campus is served in the morning and
half in the afternoon. This once-a-day ser-

vice slows things down considerably. In
fact, four days, roundtrip, for the Col-

legians mail survey was peak campus mail
performance.

Because Clarity cannot take on any more
delivery stops, departments that have ex-

panded to more than one office may only
receive mail at one location. Just as new
buildings or departments must share one
already existing drop-off point with a

courier between them. Depending on the

distance between the departments, this can

be very inconvenient.

Clarity said that currently there are
three campus mail trucks, but one, rarely

used, is a standard on its last leg. Last

spring Clarity requested two more trucks,

an inserting machine for the Whitmore
mailroom and a new accounting system. In

the fall, the University shortened his list

to one truck. Now. word is that he might
get the inserting machine but no truck and
no promises.

Aside from campus mail's money pro-

blems. Ciai-itN .said thai hecoulci probably
point out 50 percent of the probiem.s peo
pie have wim campiu- mail beiore they

even drop their letter in the box. He offered

some suggestions to avoid delay.s:

—Use full addresses — include name,
department and
building.

— Use current addresses — Don't rely on
old mailing lists

or phone books.

"Continuing Education hasn't been in

Hills House for 10 years," Clarity said, but
mail is addressed to that location regular-

ly. This is particularly a problem with the
dorms, especially at the change of
semesters,

—Use return addresses — This eliminates
mystery mail if

the first two tips fail.

—Use legible handwriting — Also make
sure when
reusing envelopes that the desired ad-

dress is clear.

—Avoid using acronyms — "People who
use them think that
everyone knows them," Clarity said.

There is sometimes
confusion. For instance, the zoology

department reports

receiving mail addressed to
"ZOOMASS."
—Ifsomething goes wrong bring it to his

attention — The
only way the University will do

something about the
operations needs is if there are

complaints.

Clarity said that "one letter really has
the potential to mess up people's lives."

"When it comes to mail," he said, "ifyour
life depends on it, hand carry it! Send it

registered! But I think we're doing a good
job."
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# animal
cantinucd from i>iif>f 3

primates, Carey said. This does not include

farm animals. Describing the conditions of

the primate colony, she joked, "I wouldn't

mind being in that colony."

When the coalition asked if a person

could take a tour of the animal labs, Carey
said that tours are not given.

"The reason I don't want to allow anyone

in the labs is because it upsets the

animals," she said. Even if researchers,

COLLEGIAN 7

other than the ones the animal is accostom

ed to, enter the labs, the animals become

upset, Carey said. She said she had no ob-

jections talking to anyone, and would get

pictures of the labs if she had to.

As to questions of whether any of the

re.search is not new and only done for the

sake of acquiring Ph.Ds. Carey said, "Any

research to be used toward a Ph.D must be

new."

She said, "We both want the same thing.

We're both concerned with animal welfare.

There are researchers that consider

themselves animal rights activists."

Official indicted in drug probe
NEW BEDFORD (AP) - A suspended

assistant magistrate of 3rd District Court

in Bristol county has been indicted on

charges of conspiring to distribute cocaine.

The indictment handed up Tuesday

claims that James S. Madruga Jr., 40, con-

spired with two other people in the

distribution plan.

The indictment alleges that Madruga, a

resident of Acushnet, and the other two

men distributed an undisclosed amount of

cocaine between Jan. 1. 1984 and July

1,1986. During that time, Madruga was a

candidate for state representative while

continuing his duties in the court and his

campaign funds allegedly were used to pur

^ase cocaine.

According to a police report filed in con-

junction with the charge, one of the other

^en is cooperating with authorities and

told police that 'on many days and times"

he. Madruga and others "bought, sold and

used cocaine."

Madruga is charged in district court with

a second count of conspiracy to distribute

cocaine, but he was only indicted on the

single count.

The second district court charge alleges

Madruga bought drugs from John Correia,

who was a New Bedford police officer at the

time. Corriea was dismissed from the force

after he was charged in late December.

Madruga has maintained his innocence

in interviews and has pleaded innocent in

court. He has said he believes he is being

persecuted for his political views.

Arraignment on the indictment has not

been scheduled.

Madruga's case is part of an ongoing in

vestigation into cocaine trafficking m
Greater New Bedford.

AP photo

SPLIT-LEVEL HOME ? - House on Cisco Beach in Nan-

tucket split and slid off the bluff Monday during a storm.
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New UMass Right extreme, intolerant

Although presently a somewhat politically uninvolv- vote on the sanctity of mom, apple pie and the CIA Such

ed graduate student. I spent my undergraduate years at chauvinism only serves to cheapen the true greatness

UMass as a conservative activist. As a former president of this nation's values and insitutions

of the UMass Republican Club and Collegian columnist, Today, membership in the yj^^^'^."'"'^^^? ;'''^

I was a constant critic of the Left. organizations appears hmited to those who will throw

Sadly. I now feel compelled to take issue with the new soap at a hippie and tell him to take a bath. The^e now

UMass Right, for their extremism, intolerance and lack seems to be an ideological litmus test, which if it doesn t

of intellectual credibility.

Stephen Erickson

When conservatives first became active at UMass. we

did so because radicals had a monopoly on political v.^ ^. -^ „ j „„ tu^
power, both within strudent government and in setting Efligies of Abbie Hoffman are hung, dragged on the

deny membership on the basis of a lack of hard-line zeal,

at least alienates anyone to the left of Jesse Helms.

Rallies for free speech have been replaced by rallies

for Eugene Hasenfus. Back when Geraldine Ferraro

visited the campus in 1984. the UMass Republican Club

chose not to heckle, but today consevative students show

up at radical rallies with bullhorns.

the tone of student opinion on larger state and national

issues. We received a groundswell of support from

students who desired an alternative to the emotional

rhetoric and condescension of the Left. During the 1984

elections, the Republican Club's membership numbered

in the hundreds, with ideologies ranging from moderate

to conservative.

We were not only bound together by fundamental beliefs

in a free economy, a strong defense and responsible stu-

dent government, but also by notions of political

tolerance and intellectual maturity.

Not that we were never rhetorical, but we tried to make

ground and kicked. Paul Cameron is invited to campus

advocating the castration of homosexual males. Not on-

ly do such actions strike me as base, violent and silly,

but work contrary to the goal of furthering conservative

philosophy on campus.

Many former UMass Republican Club members have

become totally alienated from the conservative move-

ment. Republicans within the Amherst community

regard the campus conservatives as immature media

hounds and once-sympathetic faculty will no longer have

anything to do with the present conservative leadership.

In all fairness, the inactivity of those of us who were

ideas and well supported arguments the cornerstone of once part of the conservative movement are partly to

our activism. I can honestly say that even many of those blame for the current problems. It s time responsible

who held views quite different from our own respected moderate and conservative students once again become

us for the manner in which we conducted ourselves. We involved. Tonight the Republican Club is having elec-

were well aware that the extremism and juvenile tac- tions. Hopefully a new set of club ofticers can separate

tics of the Left drove students into our camp. the Republican Club from the umbrella group that calls

Although the Left is still juvenile, things have changed itself the 'Conservative Alliance' and reestablish its

a great deal since then. former level of integrity and respectability. Location of

Tragically, elements within the new UMass Right have the Republican Club meeting should be listed on the

replaced the battle for ideas with shouting matches and Campus Center schedule posted by the elevators.

name calling. ^ n •
;

Intellectual discourse is now little more than an up-down Stephen Enckson is a Collegian columnist

Armenians remember the Genocide
For 71 years, on April 24th of every year. Armenians

all over the world have commemorated the Armenian
Genocide, a crime that was secretly planned and

systematically carried out by the Ottoman Turkish

government in 1915. as a final solution to the "Armenian
Question." Today very little is known about the Arme-

nians and the Armenian Genocide, a crime that until this

day has gone unpunished.

Albert Hovanessian
Armenia is one of the oldest nations in the world. The

political life of Armenia started sometime around 6th cen-

tury B.C. At the time. Armenian lands lay between the

Black, Caspian, and the Mediterranean seas, in an area

now referred to as Eastern Anatolia and Transcaucasia,

on both sides of the current Soviet-Turkish frontier. Adop-

ting Christianity as the state religion in 301 AD however,

the Armenians were often persecuted because of their

faith by foreign powers. By the end of the 14th century,

the last Armenian kingdom collapsed and most of the

countn.' ultimately came under Turkish rule, whereas the

'or came fir-st under Persian and then in the

ii\- '-, under Russian domination.

Ir k -h Empire, the .Armf-nians were included

is realm, but as a
' '•

. ofTicial discrimina-
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If sad

become the instrument of exploitation and oppression. On
several occasions, Armenians had to turn to European

powers to implement reform plans in the Ottoman Em-

pire. Sultan Abdul-Hamid II, using the excuse of the birth

of an Armenian revolutionary movement, from 1894 to

1896 ordered the systematic massacre of Armenians

throughout the empire. This murderous wave resulted in

300,000 victims and was interrupted only by protests of

the European nations.

In 1908, the government of Abdul-Hamid was over-

thrown by the Young Turks, a seemingly liberal Turkish

faction. One of the most unanticipated and, for the Arme
nians, most tragic events in modern history was the pro-

cess from 1908 to 1914 in which the seemingly liberal,

and egalitarian Young Turks were transformed into ex-

treme chauvinists bent on creating a new order. They
began to envisage a new, homogeneous Turkish structure

based on Turkism and exclusive nationalism.

Pan-Turkism also appeared among the Muslims of the

Tzarist empire. Oppressed by Russia, they aspired to

return to their roots, to the unification of Asiatic Turks
under the Ottoman empire. The major obstacle to the

unification was the presence of the Armenian people on

both sides of the Russo-Txirkish border. The realization

of Pan-Turkism implied the complete elimination of the

Armenians
The outbreak of World War I in 1914 was the best op-

por? ijni! V for the Young Turk.s tn realize their long-wished
'

' . rris. They looked If) t he creation of a new
iiui ..xunciinu intf) Rus.sian Tran.scaucasia and
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In search of

the perfect floor
The ideal of the "perfect" floor is an elusive one. One

envisions friendly, warm, fun people who become close and

interact with one another. The floor's social strings in

tertwine in an attractive pattern. However, such closeness

and interaction can lead to some unexpected problems.

Jonathan Holmes

There is the threat of social stagnation or suffocation.

An individual's social sphere may not encompass much

more than his or her own floor. Why go somewhere else

if you think your needs can be met right at home where

you live? This may be more true for the naturally shy or

people who are uncomfortable in certain social situations,

but it applies to the socially assured as well. Its almost

as if the floor turns into a tribe of connected people who

can support themselves by their own hand. A picture then

develops of a person who becomes a social hermit staying

on the floor, not going to other areas very often, and seek

ing to meet many needs all in one isolated area.

Along with these thoughts, the idea of a soap opera

scenario comes to mind. A few of the needs that we all

have are affection and warmth, humor and entertainment,

intellectual activity, love, competition, and the venting

of troubling emotions. To try to meet these needs with

various environments and various people would probably

be the best idea. But when these needs try to be met in

a small isolated sphere of social contact, many unpleasant

convolutions and tensions can develop.

A hypothetical situation can be used to clarify this point

Let's say that some members of a close knit floor are Jack,

Bill, Beth, Bob, Ellen, Sue, and Dave. Bob dates Beth, and

Dave would like to date Sue, but she lives with Ellen who

likes Dave. Therefore Sue might not date Dave because

it would hurt her roommate's feelings. This causes ten

sion between the roommates themselves, and between the

roommates and Dave. Now Bill likes to party and drink

lots of beer, but his rooommate Jack is somewhat concern

ed about his alcohol intake and would like to cut down

But Bill's place is the place to be since he's a fun guy and

people just seem to be drawn to his room for entertanment.

Therefore everyone goes to Bill's room, and Jack feels

obligated to drink, and even worse, he also likes Sue who

enjoys getting fairly dnmk at Bill's mini-bashes. This adds

competition to the scene because both Jack and Dave are

after Sue.

This is a fairly simplified example, but it shows some

of the unpleasant possibilitiies that can arise on a floor

that is very close. The solution? Is there one? Maybe peo-

ple should force themselves to enter new environments

and meet new people from time to time. A simple change

of scene can release inner tensions that can be detrimen-

tal to the individual and possibly others as well. The solu

tion is most likely an individual and personal thing, but

it might be a good praactice to ask yourself from time to

time if you feel like you're in a soap opera, or if you are

being socially smothered by the ever present Utopia of the

"perfect" floor.

Jonathan Holmes is a UMass studi'nt

in Istanbul were arrested, deported into Anatolia, and put

to death. Then in May. Talaat Pasha, the Minister of in

terior, claiming that Armenians could offer aid and com

fort to the enemy (Russia), ordered their deportation from

war zones to relocation centers, actually to the des* 1 1-
*

Svria and Mesopotamia, to die of starvation and mas.^acn

By the end of World War I, in 1918, 1.5 million Arme
nian men, women and children were dead and annthci

500.000 became homeless refugees in this, the {ir.-.t

genocide of the 20th century.

Today the Turkish government continues to deny the

Armenian Genocide. In fact, Turkey i.-^ presently spending

millions of dollars to rewrite the history We Armenian
people demand ju.stice. we demand that Armenian
Genocide be recognized and the Armenian lands to their

true owners, the Armenian people.

Albert Hovanessian is a UMass student

Letters
Conservatives against Cameron

The Collegian accepts letters and columns from the UMass community for possi-

ble publication on the editorial page. All submissions must be typed, double-spaced,

and include the author's name, address and phone number for verification. Margins

should be set at 10 and 77. Letters should not exceed 30 lines: columns should not

exceed 60 tines.

A- ((incerned members of the conser-

vative innvinii nt nn campus we would like

to address Paul Cameron's upcoming visit

and the controversy surrounding it. Those
responsible for bringing him, in trying to

promote their personal views on a social

issue, have wrongly included the rest of the

conservative population as supporting an
obviously twisted stance.

We do not support Cameron's extreme
position regarding homosexuality and. as

he has the right to advocate his beliefs, we
also have the right to refute his opinions.

Cameron's sugge.stions that homosexuals
should be castrated, pierced and imprison

ed in concentration camps are equal to

fascism and. furthermore, are inhumane
and deranged. The harm that he promotes

few people agree with, as any educated per-

son would, but. at the same time, may
cause undue harm to people who want to

live their lives honestly and without

discrimination.

To show opposition to Cameron and those

who support him, we are sponsoring a ral-

ly on Tuesday, May 5, at noon. All are

welcome to attend, whether conservative

or not, as we feel this is not a political issue

but rather a social one, and although there

is often a fine line drawn between the two

this time the line is clear and definable.

Jennifer Abrums Scott Smith

Lynne M. McCabe Kirk Merrow
Michael Berland Jay Schoendorf

Dana Anagnostou

Blood and guts
is going nuts

Not too long ago someone asked me why I never wrote

about "good" things and insisted that the editorial page

of the Cnlli'fiuin is too depressing.

I was only too happy to agree, but I also informed my
insulated inquirer that most readers — and for that mat-

ter, most Americans — are infatuated with learning about

bad things despite their loud (but feeble) protests.

Jcffry Bartash

f

The evidence is everywhere. Watch crowds gather at a

scene of an accident hoping to steal a glance of an injured

person bleeding his guts out on the sidewalk. Watch

bleary eyes widen when the morning newspaper arrives

and headlines scream about the mass murderer who

brutally slew 13 young women. Watch unattentive heads

turn when the local TV news spreads the destructive

flames of Satan in glorious, exciting 19-inch color.

By and large, national moral mongers testily point to

the media, blaming TV, radio and print for saturating the

public with news of the latest rape, beating, robbery,

murder or suicide.

This rap is ridiculous however, when one is reminded

that the United States is a capitalist country and the

media is only suscribing to two incontrovertible tenets of

free enterprise — making a profit and outselling the com-

petition. The name of the games, ladies and gentlemen,

is ratings

That clearly explains the annoying success of gag rags

fit only to be read by the Iranian National Guard - such

as the Midnight Globe and National Inquirer - that are

raking in the green.

Quite simply, few Americans want to hear about good

things. Good things happen all the time and rarely are

they exciting. But bad things are exceptions. Bad things

are infrequent and always are exciting. They provide am-

ple opportunity for gossip among the legions of housewives

and old men and weigh heavily upon cocktail, lunchpail

and dinnertime conversation. (I mean, wouldn't you rather

read about the tornado that wiped out a small Missouri

town than read about the president bestowing awards

upon a pack of snot-nosed cubscouts.

)

The media is not always consumed by profit and rating

games, though. They report many international events

and occurrences that are important to the welfare of all

peoples.

Consider what that entails in our boggling and

tumultuous state of the world: terrorism, mass purges;

economic woes; environmental disasters; chaos in the

Third World; and the impending threat of nuclear war.

Not suprisingly, our culture has been influenced and in-

filtrated by "bad" things and depressing events.

The evidence is everywhere. Watch the leading genre

of television shows in which the good guys and bad guys

duke it out in catsup red. Watch musicians vomit blood,

contort violently and batter expensive instuments to the

sounds of hostile lyrics and abrasive riffs. Watch endless

lines of people who will only view R-rated movies that con-

tain sleazy sex, graphic violence and dirty money stomp

into the theater to see the latest box-office smash.

Fifty years from now we probably still be watching

Jason wedge axes into the the foreheads of unsuspecting

youths in Friday the 13th, Part 384.

No matter how vehemently one protests, "bad" things

are as much American as Mom, apple pie and Chevrolet.

Jeffry Bartash is a Collegian columnist

Republicans open to all

Be on the lookout, there

are now spies at UMass. Is

it the CIA looking for com-

munists? Or is it Accuracy

in Academia looking for pro-

fessors that try to brain-

wash young minds? No, it is

just some students "check-

ing out" the Republican

Club meeting.

I feel it is my duty, as

loyal member and secretary

of the UMRC. to reply to

Miss Kimberly J. Betts' let-

ter regarding to our last

meeting. We in no way have

closed meetings. In fact we

welcome members of the

campus community to give

us their input, not sit in the

back of the room like a

bunch of slugs. I personally

have thought of attending a

couple of RSU or YCL
meetings, but I was afraid

that I would not be able to

stomach it.

But I feel I especially have

been attacked, since I was

the chairman (that's right,

not feminist "chairperson")

candidate that she so

blatantly misquoted and

took out of context. Firstly,

IKe Rfeading of tKe Will
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Extremism leads abortion debate nowhere
The year is 1990. The place is Boston, Massachusetts.

Joan is a successful corporate executive. She is married

with two children. After working late one night Joan is

approached by a man in a car asking for directions. Will-

ing to oblige, she steps up to the car, at which point he

Laura Fay

if Miss Betts knew anything

about the Afghan situation

she would know that I said

that Afghan children were

getting their hands blown

off, referring to the Soviet's

strategy of disguising land

mines as toys and stuffed

animals so that little

children will pick them up.

Secondly, I did not say that

I wanted to help them to

"improve our image on cam-

pus," but rather to show the

student community that we

do not just talk about in-

justices, but also do

something about them.

To Miss Betts, her friends,

and anyone else I extend an

open invitation to any one of

our meetings. As long as

they are orderly their opi

nions will be heard, if they

wish to voice them. After

all, as proven by our recent

attempts to put the CIA

recruitment to a campus-

wide vote, aren't we the

group that cares about the

students' views?

Scott A. Frank
Southwest

pulls a gun and tells her to get in or else. They drive to

a secluded place where he brutally rapes her, then leaves

her on the side of the road. Later at the police station Joan

describes what happened and what the man looked like.

After being examined by a doctor and psychologist she

is free to go home. A week later a second medical examina-

tion reveals the devastating news that Joan is pregnant.

Due to a referendum passed a year ago she also discovers

that she is legally required to bear the child of the man

who raped her.

The year is 1989. The place is Boston, Massachusetts.

Rachel is a sixteen-year-old high school student. She and

her boyfriend, Joe, have been seeing each other for a year

and a half. The last time they "got together," Rachel

forgot to take her pill and they decided to try the rhythm

method. It didn't work. Now she is pregnant. Over several

weeks she and Joe discuss all the possibilities. Because

of Rachel plans to go to college, she opts for an abortion.

She makes an appointment at a local clinic which will use

Massachusetts taxpayers' money to pay for the operation.

At this time Rachel is eight weeks pregnant and her fetus

capable of feeling the excruciating pain of the abortion.

If she waits a mere month and a half longer, she will be

killing an unborn child capable of sleeping, waking, hear-

ing and tasting. Do these facts alter her decision? No. She

aborts the child.

You have just read two extreme sides of a very promi-

nent issue. Which is worse? I'll let you decide. However,

one thing is certain. Many condoners and opposers of abor-

tion alike are guilty of the same thing; Both ignore the

The world cannot forget

In response to 'An Oft-

forgotten genocide' (April

23): Christopher DeMilo

questions why we have

forgotten the Armenian
Genocide of World War I.

He answers his own ques-

tion when he writes, "The

survivors of the Armenian

Genocide tried to put their

past behind them." Cultural

genocide is a horrible

tragedy. Sometimes, it is so

painful to remember such

events that we choose to

forget them and leave them

in the past. The week of

April 25th is Holocaust

Rememberance Week. Jews

throughout history have

been degraded, exiled,

discriminated against and,

as seen in the Holocaust,

half our faith annihilated.

Yet time and time again we

have struggled to our feet,

educated ourselves and our

children of the atrocities

committed against us, and,

in the truest sense of the

word, we survived. There is

no restitution for the deaths

of six million Jews, but to

remember their deaths

states to the world that we
will never let such a

genocide happen again. Had
the world remembered the

Armenian Genocide,

perhaps Hitler would not

have gotten away with what

he did. Today we will not let

the world forget what hap-

pened to us in the Holocaust

in the hopes of preventing it

from ever happening again,

not only to the Jews, but to

any other culture in the

^"'•^
Data S. Turetsky

Southwest

extreme of the opposing argument and answer it with

their own extreme. I have yet to witness a case where

these two sides even get to the point of comparing the two

extremes. In order to compromise on an issue, you must

recognize your opponent's view and respect it.

The story of Joan does not justify every reason for kill-

ing an unborn child. For instance, one very ugly facet of

abortion is that many occur late in the pregnancy after

the discovery that the child is deformed, retarded or has

some incurable disease. In other words if it's not perfect,

it's not fit to live. The point that abortion is murder is

a valid one. There are those who believe abortion, even

a minute after conception, is the taking of a legitimate

life. Although I don't agree with this, I have to respect

it due to the abstract nature of the subject. A pro-lifer's

argument is that abortion is murder and it is wrong.

The pro-life argument has some valid points. However,

in some cases I view the " abortion is murder" argument

as invalid. The story of Joan is a personification of my

worst nightmare. It invades my mind every time I hear

the term pro-life. It's bad enough that all women are

vulnerable to rape. Now there are those who wish to make

it legal to force a rape victim to carry with her a constant

reminder this horror? In the form of a human life? And

what if the woman's life is endangered by the pregnan-

cy? If she were to die as a result of giving birth, this to

me would constitute murder. But who is guilty? The rapist

or the state who forced her to bear the child? Opposers

of abortion don't even consider these questions, probably

because they make a joke of the very term "pro-life."

What disheartens me the most is that many pro-lifers

are women. To these women I say "Wake up!" The story

of Joan could just as easily be your story! The story of

Rachel is definitely a problem to contend with, but is total

abolition necessary? Why not make it illegal to get an

abortion without parental consent? If money is your gripe,

why not push to eliminate state and federally-funded

clinics and make women pay for their own abortions?

Those who supportabolition are not only unfair and

unrealistic, they are being ridiculous. A story like Joen s

cannot be ignored. Those who choose to do so will probably

disagree with the following statement: "If men were the

ones who got pregnant, the term illegal abortion would

never have been invented."

Laura Fay is a UMass student

Switch not our fault

In the April 16 edition of

the Collegian, you printed a

letter from Bob Amyot
blaming the Scheduling Of-

fice for the recent "Friday-

isa Monday Switch," and

for changing the date of

Commencement. Unfor-

tunately. Mr, Amyot
overlooked one small fact:

the Scheduling Office does

not set the Academic Calen-

dar. The Calendar is propos-

ed by the Space and Calen-

dar Committee, which is

made up of faculty, staff antf

students, and it is then ap-

proved by the Faculty

Senate.

Mr. Amyot may have a

valid complaint; however,

before making a public

statement, he should have

done a little research and

made sure his assumptions

were correct.

Michael E. Mellin
Amherst
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Women's studies professor stresses

commitment to personal growth F Y I
Student participates in Holocaust ceremony -k holocaust

By ELLEN M. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Distinguished Teacher's Award honorary in 1980 and

co-founder of the women's studies department at the

University of Massachusetts, Joyce Berkman is a pioneer

in women's issues.

Berkraan, a UMass professor since 1965, teaches several

classes dealing with women's concerns.

It was during the 1970s when Berkman made the switch

from traditional history to focusing her attention on

women and minorities. She made this switch because of

"the remoteness of the issues concerned" by the scholars

of the time.

"Women and minorities had been ignored by traditional

history," she said.

But what really brought her attention to women's

studies was a request by the wife of a former UMass pro-

vost who asked her to do a workshop about women. She

discovered how little she knew about women's history

because she had "only been studying the male popula-

tion," she said.

It was this discovery that "sent me spinning" Berkman
said, who considered herself a feminist, and "how appall-

it was that she "could have been so blind."

Berkman will be speaking on "What an Educated Per-

son Is," on Saturday at the banquet for the parents of

ing

Dean's List students.

She said her speech will emphasize a commitment to

personal, as well as collective growth, and how there is

"no correlation between intellectual achievement and an

educated person."

In the 24 years of marriage to a theater professor at

Smith College and the births of two sons, Berkman has

juggled a family life and a career. She gives "enormous

synmpathy" to any woman trying to do the same. Even

with a "very supportive" husband, she recognizes the dit-

ficulties any woman has "in a society that still doesn t

support that dual role,"

In teaching her courses Berkman incorporates more

humanities and arts to create what she calls a "balance,"

as compared with stressing the social sciences.

As well as teaching American women's studies, she also

likes to integrate teaching European women with Black

and English woman's history, she said.

She has written a biographical study titled "Beyond

South African Colonialism: The Healing Imagination of

Olive Schreiner." Berkman describes Schreiner as a con-

servative white woman who believed in racial equality

during the late Victorian era. Berkman has just completed

writing her second book about Olive Schreiner titled,

"Feminism on The Frontier."

Berkman has also written other books on the peace

movements of the 1960s with special empahsis on the

pacifists.

To prepare for the upcom

ing appearance of Paul

Cameron, there will be a

meeting for the gay, lesbian

and bisexual campus com-

munity at 4 p.m. today in

Campus Center room 803.

The Amherst League of

Women Voters will hold

their 39th Annual Booksale

from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. begin-

ning tomorrow. The sale

will continue through
Sunday.
Applications are due

tomorrow for enrollment in

the University of Hawaii
Pacific Asian Management
Institute's Summer Pro-

gram on international
business. For information

contact Lane Kelley at f808)

948-7564.

By JENNIFER DEMPSEY
Collegian Staff

An inscription from the wall of a cellar

where Jews hid from Nazis was read

yesterday at the Holocaust Commemora-
tion Service Ceremony in honor of

Holocaust Memorial Week.
About 50 people gathered at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts in the Cape Cod
Lounge to pay respect to the Holocaust vic-

tims with readings, songs and bell-tolling.

Senior Dana Grossblatt said she was ask-

ed to speak about the Holocaust from a stu-

dent's perspective. "But don't we all feel

that same anger that six million of our

Jewish ancestors were murdered?"
Grossblatt said.

She said she remembered watching

"Holocaust" on television in the sixth

grade and had asked, "What are we doing

now to ensure that it will never happen

again.'

Grossblatt said students are the most im-

portant element to the prevention of its re-

occurence by relaying the story of the

Holocaust through generations.

She said it was the students of UMass
"that will be the voice of the Holocaust for

generations to come."

Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost

Dr. Richard O'Brien said the "potential is

there for evil doings" in all societies and

we must remember the Holocaust to pre-

vent another.

O'Brien urged students to "explore the

history, sociology and psychology" of a time

to "find the roots of such evil and do what
we can to eradicate them. Let us be sure

we curb evil," before it gets out of hand.

"It can and if we are careless and casual,

it will" happen again, he said.

He said education is "useless" if we don't

"practice and espouse" the basic, decent

regard for humanity "that would have

made the Holocaust impossible."

The ceremony ended with the haunting

musical selections, "I Believe" and "Kad

dish In Memory of the Six Million." writ

ten by Lazar Weiner and performed by

Paulina Stark and Dorothy Ornest.

vtmtinued from pafic 3

She recalled that up until the time she

went into seclusion "being a Jew was
meaningless" to her, save for the law that

.she, like other Jews, was not allowed in

public without wearing a five-pointed star

on her jacket.

"As a child I felt like any day now we'd
be freed. Well, as you know, any day turn-

ed into many, many days," Rose said.

In 1948, Rose came to America. She now
resides in Northampton. She said it took

her a "long time to be able and willing to

talk" about her experience, but she feels

obligated to share her story over and over

again so people can "learn from it what we
can and what we must."
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THURSDAY NIGHT

IS PARTY NIGHT

AT
MIKE'S

I
THIS WEEKS DRINK SPECIALS

ImEISTERBRAU pitchers $3.00

SCHOONER $1.50

I AMSTEL LIGHT $1.50

1 TSINGTAO $1.50

f Enjoy Mikes's Famous All You Can Eat Fri Afternoon

lUVEABEACH
OFATIMLGETA
SUimmiERJOB
ONTHECAPL

Enthusiastic individuals wanted

for a new, high-energy casual restaurant

in Hyannis. All positions available.

Apply in person, Monday through Saturday,

9:00 a.m. -5: 00 p.m. Excellent Benefits.

chilii
(GRILLVr& BAR)

Airpoit Rotary. Rts. 132 & 28, Hyannis, MA
Equal Opportunity Employer

Round inp
IromNEW tOR^
darling »X

LUXEMBURG $358
LONDON 401

ST. THOMAS 277
TEL AVIV 681
CARACAS 293
ATHENS 571
STOCKHOLM 441
HONG KONG 777

Alto. EURAIL PASSES INT L

STUDENT 10 tWOAK/STUOY
ABROAD AVHCAROS. LOW
DOMESTIC FARES and
morafCALL for

FREE Sludenl Travel Calaloq'

[413] 256-1261

COUNCIL TRAVIL

AMHtRST

BASEMENT SAL
^ ONE DAY ONLY
SATURDAY MAY 2nd
LEWS Men's Blue Jeans 505's . $14.99

Black & Gray SOls $19.99

Men's Cords $11.99

$5.00 OFF LEVI'S JEAN JACKETS

ALSO: Men's Dress Shirts $10.00

Men's & Ladle's Turtlenecks . $5.00

Men's & Ladle's Duofold $10.00

BIANY OTHER GREAT BARGAINS AT

k- VI

Boston, NY, & LA's Best Comedians

THIS THURSDAY

Barbara Swanson • Billy Jaye

Teddy Bergeron

At the

Amherst Athletic Club

/.
OSTON eOMVDV
COMPANY • BOSTON^

I SVSBT THUBSDAT NIGBT ^<»WV<sa-y^ I

^^a^rOi^ Downtown Amherst

with Ikia coupon wh«ii p«r*on

I with you pay* lull ^

I
r««uUr admlMion (t4 00)

'FMlurInt: TNK BOSTON COMKOV CO.

AwHwl AMMtc Cluk C<—*! TltMlr*

30 •oHanod WHk. Amtmm Ki-tSM

^1^

I

m

It's time for our i 6th onnuol

We^re celebrating

1 6 yedts of the
Shoe Din v/ith

10% SAVINGS

storewide on Fri.,

Sot., arid Sun.,

May 1 -3

Come in and get
your new spring

shoes Qt great spring

sale prices!

Open Sundoys

^^cc£t^

Come in and
find out why!

Clothing for women.

191 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst 253-2563

Next to the Shoe Bin

SENIORS & ORADS
GMAC & SAVARESE CHEVROLET WOULD LIKE

TO HELP YOU PURCHASE YOUR FIRST NEW CAR

t1

DETAILS:
You must be 6 months away from graduation or have graduated 1 year prior from an

accredited 4 Year Degree Program

• You must be employed or have a verifiable committment for employment

• Good credit or no credit are OK

CHEVROLET

WHAT YOU GET!
CHOOSE FROM ONE OF THE FOLLOWING

A. A $400 non-transferable discount coupon to apply towards down payment

B. 90 day deferment of 1st payment

OVER 300 CARS & TRUCKS AVAILABLE SOME WITH ADDITIONAL CASH BACK FROM CHEVROLET

• SALES • SERVICE • LEASING

145 KING ST., NORTHAMPTON
586-7250

Minimal Down Payment RequirementsChevrolet

mmm^
IfORl

R|CpRD$JWW
<k

o-«

a YESTERDAY

•

^^& TODAY MUS/IC
48 N. PLEASANT ST
AMHERST 253-9209
LOCATED UNDER STEVE'! )SVg:i

mftstt?jii-jhg

\ C/^ /
4/30 THURSDAY

The Circle

5/1 FRIDAY
Jim K & Company (jim Kaminski)

5/2 SATURDAY
Urban Renewal Area Debut

5/4 MONDAY
Ken Johnson & Co.

5/5 TUESDAY
Ken Johnson & Co.

24 Pleasant St., Norttiampton • 586-4258
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Dukakis officially announces
candidacy for Democratic
presidential nomination
BOSTON lAP) - Gov Michael S.

Dukakis embarked yesterday on his long-

shut quest lor the 1988 Democratic

presidential nomination, saying Americans

"deserve a president who knows what's go-

ing on and who knows what he's doing."

He pledged that if elected, he would make

America "gieater. better, stronger, prouder

and more beautiful than before.
"

Dukakis, a son of Greek immigrants who

has been elected governor three times, said

his fitness for the White House should be

judged by his performance in the

statehouse. "Because as sitting governor,

I'm tested every month, every week and

every hour," he said.

Dukakis' campaign began with a speech

that combined soaring rhetoric and an at

tack on Reagan administration policies,

with a subtle jab at the Democratic front-

runner thrown in.

"Ask more than whether we have new

ideas. Ask whether we have already made
new ideas work. " he said, in words seem-

ingly directed at Gary Hart's self-described

campaign of "new ideas."

Dukakis became the fourth Democrat to

make a formal declaration of his candidacy,

joining Hart, a former senator from Col-

orado, Bruce Babbitt, a former governor of

Arizona, and Rep. Richard Gephardt of

Missouri. Others expected to enter the race

are the Rev. Jesse Jackson and Sens.

Joseph Biden of Delaware, Paul Simon of

Illinois and Albert Gore Jr. of Tennessee.

Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton also is consider-

ing a possible race.

Dukakis' declaration of candidacy was

first made at a renovated mill building in

New Hampshire, where he was joined by

his wife, Kitty, their children, John, An-

drea and Kara, and the governor's mother,

Euterpe Dukakis.

From New Hampshire, Dukakis drove

through snow-covered New England back

home to Boston where he repeated his

desire to be president at an outdoor rally

of several thousand people gathered on

blustery Boston Common.
There Dukakis was joined by Sen. Ed

ward M. Kennedy (D-Mass.), whose own try

for the party nomination ended in defeat

in 1980. "I've thought for a long time that

what America needs is a president from

Massachusetts," Kennedy said. "And my
choice is Mike Dukakis."

From Boston. Dukakis chartered a 727

jet to fly him to Atlanta, Georgia and Des

Moines, Iowa, for similar announcement

speeches.

Dukakis, 53, embarked on his campaign

little known outside New England. But his

strategy for gaining the nomination rests

on the hope of a break-through showing in

the first-in-the-nation primary next winter

in New Hampshire.
Recent public opinion surveys show him

running even with Hart in that state,

whose voters receive much of their daily

news from Massachusetts newspapers and

television stations.

Dukakis also has played a prominent role

in one ofNew Hampshire's most controver-

sial issues. As governor of Massachusetts,

he has refused to approve emergency

evacuation plans needed to permit the

opening of the Seabrook nuclear power

plant.

Dukakis also is aiming to win support by

portraying himself as a competent, can-do

governor whose state has undergone a

remarkable economic turn about since the

recession of the 1970s.

He was elected governor in 1974 as a

traditional liberal, was defeated in a

Democratic primary by pro-business can-

didate Edward King in 1978, then turned

the tables on King and won a new term in

1982. He was re-elected in 1986.

"I want Americans to measure me not on-

ly by my commitment to fight terrorism,

but also by what I have done to get tough

on drug pushers, and tax cheats, and drunk
drivers, and polluters." he said.

INTRODUCING

6EA1{ *»Nte
^^

HEAVY WEIGHT
CREW
$22.95

Navy • White

Gray • Scarlet

Ap photo

Gov. Dukakis waves with his wife Kitty yesterday on Boston Com-
mon after officially announcing his candidacy for the Democratic
presidential nomination.

This is no time to worr>^ about
how > oiire going to get >our stuff liome.
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Moving ScivKrt

We're ihea* at orn »urn

FOR RATES AND INFORMATION
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-551-2030

Betty Blue
Directed by Jean-Jacques Beineix
Starring Beatrice Dalle and Jean-Hugues Anglade
Pleasant St. Theater
• •V4

By MARY ANNE SIOK
Collegian Staff

"I had known Betty for a week. We made love every

night. The forecast was for storms." Thus begins Jean-

Jacques Beineix's new film Betty Blue, where intense emo-

tions dominate the scenes.

Beatrice Dalle plays Betty, a spirited and troubled

young woman, who enters the heart and home of her

obsessed lover, Zorg (Jean-Hugues Anglade). In the veil

of darkness, Betty and Zorg make passionate love. The

next day, Betty moves into Zorg's house, beginning the

up and down, obsessed love of Betty and Zorg.

As the movie progresses, Betty and Zorg move in with

Betty's best friend, Lisa (Consuelo de Haviland) and Lisa's

lover, Eddy (Gerard Darmon). The two couples immediate-

ly become "best friends". As time moves on, Betty, who
had always been on the high strung side, begins to have

violent and uncontrollable fits, resulting in a horrifying

scene where Betty pokes her eye out.

This eye opening scene leads to her subsequent insanity.

The intense emotional relationship, which was suppos-

ed to be felt by the audience, left this reviewer feeling

baffled. The confused, undecided feeling never left.

ARTS

Betty Blue.

Betty Blue had incredibly talented actors and actresses,

a provacative soundtrack, and amazing lighting techni-

ques. The plot, however, could have been further

developed to give more insight to various characters. Betty

Blue also had other problems: It was too long and began

to drag in places, resulting in the loss of intensity of the

characters. The costumes, which were at a minimum, were

an interesting mix of nudity and tank tops. Betty Blue

tried but never succeeded. On a scale between a Kmart

and a Bloomingdales, Betty Blue rates a JC Penny.

Betty Blue

By THOMAS H. GAGNON
Collegian Staff

Passion and madness dominate the lives of the young

couple in Betty Blue, a French movie with subtitles. The
movie is gripping at first but, when the non-stop violence

of the couple's relationship is never explained, it lapses

into mere histrionics that are both exhausting and
unenlightening.

In the first scene, the two main characters, Betty and

Zorg, are making love. The scene, explicit and passionate,

is typical of the movie in that every scene is filled with

passion or excitement of some kind: anger, hysteria, joy,

lust and love. Not only is this constant high-pitched emo-

tion unrealistic, it is baffling and irritating too. What are

we supposed to think when Betty sticks a fork into a

customer at the restaurant where she is waiting on tables

and then starts to howl hysterically? The movie never says

why she acts like this nor does it show Betty asking for

help in her pain. The movie simply shows one hysterical

scene after another. Betty is pitiable but she is also bor-

ing, because she has no depth to her character.

Zorg's love for Betty, despite her insanity, is supposed

to be admirable but it is only incomprehensible. The movie

does not say why Zorg loves Betty or why he does not try

to help her. Does he think his love can cure her or is he

just stupid? It is almost as though the movie keeps Zorg

passive and Betty insane as an excuse for a lot of pro-

vocative drama.
Beatrice Dalle shows the progression of Betty's insani-

ty excellently. Jean-Hugues Anglade is equally good at

showing Zorg's love for Betty, his bafflement as well as

his patience with her. It is not their fault that they can-

not overcome the poor characterization of their roles. Betty

Blue forfeits our sympathy by not telling us the whole

story behind this tragic couple.

AWORDFROM
fVTHOirPISCDPOEX'WRESTUR

ABOVTMILLIRLITE
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Tonight the place to be is ?, the Pariahs,

Death Rhino, and The Loneliest

Christmas Tree will be playing. Admis-

sion IS $3. If you're a blues fan, see The
Robert Cray Band at Pearl Street.

They'll be doing two shows, at 7:30 and

10:30pm, and tickets are $11.50 for the ear-

ly show and $13.00 for the late show.

L'Oasis will be featuring a dance party

with the Michael Gregory Band. But if

you're looking for an evening of truly alter-

native entertainment, check out Friar Ted

at the Hampshire College Dining Com-

mons. Ted will be doing his Division III

music performance (a Div III is sort of like

a senior thesis, a requirement for Hamp
shire students to graduate). This glittering

e.vplosion of drag queens, dayglo and

leather bohemia will feature a high energy

musical performance of jazz, show tunes,

rhythm and blues, funk, and rock and roll

by Friar Ted. Accompanying Ted will be

gospel musician Steve Newby from Umass,

and the Kings of Rhythm. The show starts

at 10pm and is free.

On Friday night, reggae band I Culture

will be at L'Oasis (Saturday as well).

Boston's New Man will be playing at

Katina's. The S.O.S. Band will be at the

Paramount Theater in Springfield. And if

you like your nxk bland. Huey Lewis and

the News will be playing to thousands of

screaming young nubiles at the Hartford

Civic Center.

Saturday, the Radiators will be appear

ing at Katina's. Urban Renewal will play

at Sheehan's. Pearl Street will be hosting

a Gay/Lesbian March Dance. The Circle

and The Dog Act will be playing at a

beach-ball costume party at Hampden
Southside in Southwest. This multi-media

event will include video, film and laser per-

formances along with the music and is a

benefit for Kinetic Environments. Tickets

are $3 in advance and $4 at the door.

Sunday is UPC's Spring Concert by the

pond. This year's line-up will include Com-

bo Frio, Lonnie Mack, the S.O.S. Band
and Jon Butcher. It's free for all, and

generally a blast.

On Sunday night. New York's ledgen-

dary punk hand The Ramones will be at

Katina's. They may be getting on in years,

they may slui- the lyrics a little (okay, a lot),

but they still rock and roll. Tickets are $9

in advance. $11 the day of the show.

Thursaay. April 30 1987 :OLLEGIAN

Alley's dance spectacular
By JUL L RAE
Collegian Staff

After tWo and a half hours of solid

energ>', the Alvin Alley American Dance

Theatre well deserved the standing ovation

they received. Energy bounced from the

wails into the audience and back on stage

throughout the entire performance. If there

existed a patent of expertise in dance, the

Alvin Alley Company would have it.

Divining] the first of four pieces perform-

ed by Ailey's company on Monday night.

was an upbeat, spiritual dance. The

choreogi-aphy and music reflected the soul

and ritual of Black America. The dancers,

moving with impeccable synchronization,

seemed not to dance in step, but with the

music, as if they had been performing

ritual dance together all their lives.

Cry. the second piece, although slower,

maintained an energetic balance between

motion and emotion. The eminant struggle

felt by Black women in America dating

back to the original hardships endured in

the South formed the theme of this dance.

Opening the second piece, a woman, cloth-

ed in a full length white dress and holding

The University of Massachusetts Department of Theater

in Cooperation with The New WORLD Theater presents

THE LION AND THE JEWEL
by Nobel Prize Winner Wole Soyinka

April 30. May 1-2, 6-9, 1987 at 8:00 PM
Rand Theater, University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Center

Tickets: Fine Arts Center Box Office, 545-2511

Gordon Heath and Celia O. Hilson are featured performers m The

Lion and The Jewel, playing at The Rand Theater at 8 p.m.. tonight

through May 2 and May 6-9. Tickets are available at the F.A.C. box

Office. .

a long white cloth in front of her, stood like

a piece of sculpture in front of the vibrant

blue backdrop. Using the cloth as a prop,

the dancer poetically imitated .several

duties once performed by women in the

South. At one point, she .struggled to get

out of the cloth frame in which she had en-

tangled herself. It was not only the fine

dance and appropriate choice of music that

rendered its success, but the fact that the

dancer became the woman she represented.

The vibrant energy cast throughout the

third dance. The Stack-Up, was incredible.

The dancers created a story resembling a

night scene on the streets ofNew York Ci-

ty. Flying here, jumping there, and rolling

around, the dancers performed like they

never wanted to stop. The Alvin Alley

Company moved right on the beat with

every flinch of a muscle. The dramatic

change from white costume and blues

music in Crv to flamboyant colors and fast

track dance in The Stack- Up refreshed the

audience before the finale, Revelations.

Choreographed by Alvin Alley, Revela-

tions is a combination of Blues and Gospel

music. From deep in the souls of Black

Americans, tradition emanated through

the faces of the Company during this dance.

Every detail of the piece was considered

from /Been Buked to the catchy Rocka My
Soul in the Bosom of Abraham. When it

comes right down to it, what made the

nintinued an page 15

DISTINGUISHED FACULTY
LECTURE SERIES

You are cordially invited to attend

a special lecture by

Julius Lester

W.E.B. Du Bois Department of

Afro-American Studies

entitled

Racism and EviVit

Where does racism come from? Why does it exist? These ques-

tions are perhaps easiest to answer when history is viewed from

the standpoint of the Outsider - specifically Blacks and Jews.

Racism is intrinsic to the Western sense of Order, and has been

since the 15th century, when Europeans began enslaving Black

Africans, expelling Jews from the Iberian Peninsula, and burn-

ing women as witches, all as a direct corollary to the Renaissance

notion that White Europeans were created in the image of Divine

Order, thereby investing physiology with a moral and religious

dimension.
Today, in a culture also stressing reason and order, racism re-

mains not only anti-Black and anti-Jew, but, at heart, anti-life.

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Bowker Auditorium, April 30, 1987 • 8 p.m.

- Refreshments following the lecture -

sponsored by contributions from alamni of The tJniversity of Massachasetts at Amherst

-v-i

Poetry, etc. this weekend
CHARLES FRANCIS CARROLL
Collegian Staff'

SpHiij4 concert nas;^ never been the same
for me .since the Grateful Dead played at

Alumni Stadium with the real Patti Smith.

If the .oncert doldrums have you too yawn-
ing 'hohum" and you're looking for

someth.ng for the head, there are alter-

natives. For instance, last Saturday
night, there was a performance by Fourth
Wall Political Theater in the Campus
Center uuditonum. Fourth Wall presented

a mu.sic, comedy, politic revue called "One
Fascist Leader Can ruin Your Whole Day,"

The show began at nine and ended at mid-

night A large touring group from New-

York, with as many as eighteen musicians

and even more actors, Fourth Wall
pre.senied a mixed bag which ranged from
show tune .spoofs to rock and roll, with a

special appearance by some Bronx rapfjers.

and twenty tn thirty skits which ranged

from the satirical to the tragi-comic, from

the serious t'> the absurd: a show which

made you think as well as laugh. A
highlight of the show was the melodious

and mesmerizing rap by Rachel Falk.

OK, so that was last weekend, what
about this weekend? Well, to begin with,

in celebration of May Day, Spectrum
Magazine is sponsoring poetry in front of

the Student Union at noon on Friday, with

guest poets R.U. Outavit, Kasara, Danzr
von Thai, and Becky Bang, from Boston.

Now, these folks have been gaining reputa

tions in Boston for theii' spontaneous-

sidewalk shows, so I warn you that this

may be unlike any poetry you've ever

heard before. For instance, Becky Bang is

semi-legendary for her renditions of Nor
ma Jean and Jimmv Dean. This foursome

Nhuuid Of nioretha' n ro fill ainoiif •

lUiuii hiiiii Shouiu > ou however ciasc

iiioi'-. I iu-iv IS a great golden feast lor dm
nei'. Thi Hu.ssian poet, Bella Achmadulina
is performing at Menmnal Hall at 8 p.m
Enouph said. It is hard to translate jusi

how ^'1' -^he is. Waiting for Friday night

is like a simmering volcano ready to ex-

plode and I am not the only one. Joseph
Brodsk y has called her the gi'eatest living

Russian poet. Saturday night. Gerard
Malanga, one of Andy Warhol's original

superstur.-5, comes to Moments of Thyme
gallery in Northampton. With Warhol.

Malanga founded and edited Interview

magazine m 1969. In 1972 he studied

Tibetan law and philosophy in India. He
has published many books of poems, poems
which have become increasingly sparse yet

den.se poems which find a place between
the ephenieralily of substance and the

substanliution of nothingne.ss. that place

beinj,' human feelings. Ifyou haven't had
enough vet. il you are completely insatiable

and know it like me. there is poet Linda

Springfield on
-, ni. lives in Nor
^1 local poets, not

i,,i! cntninfj poet, bui

. .irnved. Yet sht-

lu, according In

vMiikcii with her, a real

person with an usiu'r-vvorldlv perspective

Her hook .Ainw wa.>* recently published by

Random Housi
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pan; which .separates expertise from all
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''Take a 5-week Summer Intensive

at Northeastern at night.

Knroll m a "i \v«M'k Suinmr! liilcnsivc a!

NorMhca.sH'rn I iii\ctsiiy, and | Mil your

carciToii a la.sl (rack,

You can pick upcxiracnMlits. make
upcourscwork, or learn soinclliin^

new. Take one part lime under^radiiale

course, (Mconccniraleon acertilicale.

at six convenieni locations. Seven an<l

10 week courses ari» also available.

Summer registration starts.Iun(»S.

Classes begin June 2'2. F<»r inlormalion

and coui-se listings, call 4:}7 2400. Or send
us the coupon below.

It^s a whole new day at night.
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I 72/ Northeastern University
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Univertity College, and the School o( Engineering Technology

Rouno tno
»fOm BOSTON
tdrting at

lUXEMBURG S35B
COPENHAGEN 496

OSLO 496
STOCKHOLM 496
SWITZERLAND 388

WITH

KJELANOAIR
AND

COUNOL TRAVfL

AMHERST

[413] 256-1261

STANLEY CAVELL
Professor ot Pnilosoprt\ a' Safvara university wi lecture on

The Melodrama of the Unknown Woman:
Reading NOW, VOYAGEB

Sponsored ()> Deps v.' Comoarative uileialur. Amherst

Time: Friday, May 1, 1987, at 4:30 PM.
Place: Herter 231 (Univ. of Mass.)

Screenings: The film NOW, VOYAGER
(1942), starring Gladys Cooper and Claude Rams, will be

screened in Herter 231 at the following times:

Wed. April 29, 4:00 PM • Fri. May 1, 2:30 PM.

Reception: After the lecture.

SEIF-SERVE

TYPING
/> HR. $2

kinko's
cat coptn. CrsatiwoiiM

220 N. Pleasant St

253-2543

MICROBIOLOGY DEPT
CAREER NIGHT
THURSDAY

APRIL 30, 1987
7:30 PM

ROOM 1634 GRC
Refreshments will follow

the speaker presentations

THE

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS PROGRAM

I

OUTSIDE PROPOSAL
MEETING
will be held

Monday, May 4, 1987

at 7:00 PM in 162 CC

All Proposals Must

Be Accompanied By

An Oral Presentation

L

disdn^uishecl
Visitors piogram

mmmmmmmmmmmm

9 AM - 2 PM

EARLY BIRD
SPECIAL
$2 OFF

Shampoo, Cut & Dry

Styles By Deborah
65 University Drive • 549-5610
with this coupon , expires 4/30/87

1
I
I

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

^ THH FINK ARTS CENTER

Saturday, May 2, 8 p.m.
Tckets $20, $18, $16

• Five College Students HaH-Price* *
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PANASONIC

COLOR T.V.'S FROM $169.95

CAR STEREOS FROM $69.95

CAR STEREO SPEAKERS
FROM $19.95/PR

PIONEER —^—

^

FX5 DIGITAL TUNER $200 VALUE
JUST $49.95

CAX7 SOUND PROCESSOR
(EQUALIZER) $279.00 VALUE

JUST $49.95

PLX5 SLIDE OUT TURNTABLE
COMPLETE WITH CARTRIDGE

JUST 49.95

-^—^_ AKAI^^~^^
3 WAY 10" SPEAKERS $99.95/PR

HXA1 DOLBY CASSETTE DECK
$179.00 VALUE JUST $49.95

VS 626 VHS HIFI STEREO HQ
$599.95

SUPER CAR STEREO BLOWOUT
JUST 8 PIECES-E P I LSR 12 "B"

STOCK HIGH POWER AUTO
REVERSE BASS & TREBLE
CONTROLS FADER 1 YR

WARRANTY $279.95 VALUE
JUST $69.95 EA. WOW!!!

ADIRONDACK MUSIC
WEEKEND SALE

ALL DEMOS, LEFTOVERS AND ONE OF A KINDS
MUST GO SO COME ON IN AND GET THE
AUDIO/VIDEO DEAL THAT YOU HAVE BEEN

WAITING FOR!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

TEAC MV 600 VHS HIFI STEREO
VCR $499.95

SCOTT 199 SPEAKERS $900 VALUE
JUST $99.95 EA.

GENESIS 44 BLEMISHED
SPEAKERS $750/PR VALUE

1/2 PRICE - $375/pr

DUAL CS 620Q TURNTABLE WITH
CARTRIDGE $400 VALUE

JUST $169.95

TOSHIBA BELT DRIVE SEMI AUTO
TURNTABLES COMPLETE WITH
CARTRIDGE (just 4 to sell) no

dustcovers but new in the box just

$59.95

SHARP VHS VIDEO RECORDERS
FROM $199.95

20" COLOR MONITORS FROM
$299.95

LUXMAN 40 W/P/C INTEGRATED
AMP $300 VALUE JUST

$149.95...BELOW COST SPECIAL

JVC SUPER VIDEO VALUE-20"
STEREO MONITOR WITH ULTRA
HIGH RESOLUTION, $799.95 VALUE

JUST $499.95

I

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Smithereens
By Sarah Smith

^1 / 5

fc

•^^^

Inexplicibly, Bob's porcupine goes flat.

Doonesbury

k,^o ^'-^^ ' ^'
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By Garry Triideau
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Bat Brain By Bill Bearing

Fat Drain

(Procrastinating in the Big City)

Gordy
By Gorde

LORDY, LORDE
I missed It again

(senioritis!)

Elections! Elections! Elections!

Here's your chance to have your say Come vote in Col-

legian elections 1 1 am to 5 pm today in the newsroom

You must be a staff member in good standing

Also today is the last day to pay for the picnic See

Carol for details

Lunch
Menu

Basics Lunch

Cheeseburger

Spinach Noodle Casserole

Dinner

Chinese Chicken

Sausage Grinder/

Tomato Sauce

Golden Burgers

Spinach Noodle Casserole

Basics Dinner

Chinese Chicken

Italian Tofu Balls &
Sauce/Grinder Roll

Weather
Today: Clouds and sunshine, high near 55.

Tonight: Cloudy, mid to upper 30s.

Tomorrow: Partly sunny, windy, high 60 to 65.

Today's Staff

Night Editor Sheryl Jean

Copy Editor Jonathan M. Casste

Layotit Technician Matkins

Photo Technician Paul Franz

Production Supervisor Michelle Eichclman

Production: .Maura, Beth, George, and Joe

Executive Board — Spring of 1987

KELLY SIEGER
Editor in Cfiicf

NANCY KLINGENER
Muiafing Editor

STEVE RUBIN
BaslBca* Manager

PHIL SERAFINO
Editorial Editor

ANSEL ZINTER
PredactloB llaaagtr

Business Board — Spring of 1987

STEVE RUBIN
Baalntsa Manager

PAUL H. LESSER
AdvcrtUlng Salca Manager

VANESSA ROTH
Ftnanca Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marketing Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Circnlatlon Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Sabacrtptton Manager
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• Gorillas win
cntinued frum page 20

two goals and an assist and sophomore attackman Chris

Tyler had two goals. Five other Gorillas scored one goal

each.

Junior attackman Bill Komaroff led Dartmouth with

three goals while junior attackman Rob Cote added a pair.

In the early going it was all Gorilla Warfare. Taking

the ball off senior co captain Neal Cunningham's game-

opening faceoff, Carr drove straight in to the goal from

the right side and whistled the game's first shot past Dart-

mouth netminder Rob Hollister's ear.

"That was a luxury I didn't expect," Garber said.

Before Hollister could shake the webs from his stick,

Hiller, a scoring machine, tossed a .second ball past him,

taking just 23 seconds more to give the Gorillas a 2-0 start.

"They kind of sat back. They didn't seem ready to play,"

sophomore midfielder Brett Jenks said "A friend of mme
on Dartmouth plays on the front line and he said it was

three or four minutes before he even got in."

A third goal, 2:13 into the contest pushed the lead to

3 as Hiller hit junior Pat Cain with a pass in front which

the attackman just dropped into the net.

The Big Green called timeout to bring .some semblance
of organization back to his bewildered .squad, before Cote

nearly made it pay off, busting in alone on UMass
sophomore All American goaltender Sal LoCascio nine

seconds after the timeout. Undaunted by the junior,

LoCascio stuffed him and led the break the other way.
Simple as it seemed, Dartmouth was done for the day.

After a Big Green slash, the Gorillas scored their first

of four man up goals on the day as Carmean fed Hiller

up top before the freshman found the net,

LoCascio, who made 17 saves on the day and was his

usual brilliant self between the pipes, turned away con-

secutive Big Green one-on-one opportunities with 6:55 left

in the quarter to spur another flurry.

Carr got his second unassisted goal with 3:47 remain-
ing before Musco took a pass in the crease from Carmean
on a manup to make it 6-0 for the quarter.

"He (Sal) came up with big saves. Then after he shut

them out for a while the first two they got were kind of

sleazers," the coach said after LoCascio allowed the first

pair to dribble in midway through the second quarter.

Down 8-0 after Hiller and Carr chalked up first-half hat-

tricks, Cote finally broke the ice with 9:59 left in the half,

whipping a shot that just eluded LoCascio into the net

to make it 8-1. Junior defenseman Glenn Stephens

responded 14 seconds later to make it 9-1 beofre junior

Tim Dowiies tallied to make it 9-2. A pair of unassisted

goals by Carmean gave UMass an 11-2 lead. Cote scored

with :14 remaining in the half to end the stanza at 11-3.

Greg Collins, Greg Cannella, Robert Codignotto each

scored in the second half to help the Gorillas reach their

highest output this season.

RESEARCH
INTERVIEWERS B "^^ ^'"'' ^°^ "°''' ^"°''"® °"''' there

Interesting, part-time telephone assignments to collect

data on a variety of health issues research topics.

Absolutely no selling involved Hours are from 5-

10pm. Sunday through Friday and Saturday from

10am-3pm You may cnoose whichever shifts you
want to work as long as you work 4 shifts a week (20

hours) minimum Start at $4 25 per hour with paid^

framing and move up to $4 50 an hour after you have
worked 100 hours. We are located at Mountain Farms
Mall which is a stoo on the free bus line.

Call 586 8635 or 586-8636

between 4 PM & 1Q PM

ABT ASSOCIATES
TELEPHONE RESEARCH CENTER

TONIGHT

Mountain Farms Mall. Rl 9. Hadley, MA 01035
An Equal OppoTur.ly Empioyaf OLDIES DANCE CLUB

hits from the '50s & early '60s

PRESENTS

HOT SHOT NIGHT!
^ Free Gifts • Trivia Contest

T'Stiirts • flats • Sunglasses

FEATURING D.J. ROCKIN' RICKEY

HOT SHOT - THE NEW TROPICAL FRUIT SCHNAPPS

downstairs at the

BAR & GRILLE

Comer of Rouic 9 and University Drive. Amherst

Come Hear the Legends
of Rock & Roll

You Won't Leave
Empty Handed!

8 PM • 1 AM
Wednesday • Saturday

1
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ROOMAIE WANTED •IRAvtL
WANIED* SUBLET

CPye TO THE COU.EQAK OrflCE - CC 113 MOW-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION • CASH IN ADVANCE. 15*/W0RD/0AY POR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIIS

TRADE U2 TICKETS have 2 licRels lor

Sunday May 3. need 2 tickets lor Saturday
May 2 Call Marue Hotly. Judy, or Chartene
at 549-7477

LlJUM The HEALITITES betiind pro/eel
X Animal Bigtils Coalition meeting Thurs
SCX)SU306

FREE MOVIE AT the Newman Center
Terms Ol Endearment Friday May 1st m

ifte Iront lounfle at 7 30PM All are welcome

BICVCLE RACiNQ CENTRAt area spring
(ling bicycle race is Sal May 2nd come
r^f h me action, itie tan Walcti tielp or

- . ,:, 1505

AiltT aiNDf iTIALIR

GET tHAT GINDE right on Dack or your
'ace I will attack Not one boy will look al

nie i|s m the news I got a Ginde Lite

wittjout a Ginde sure is tough, and I ve hart

about enough

ANIMAL HOUti

ONE SPOT OFEN in College St party

palate only nonsenous students, non
smokers, couch potatoes need apply male
or female 2S6<I630

AUDIO

RECIEVER. TUnNTABLE, 0000 car
tridge equilizer Good and cheap 6-9 1 52
(leave message

)

4UTO FOR SALI

1979 PINTO r>7K askinq S600 i49 1138

1965 FORD FALCON a crearri putt
256-6920

1979 FORD MUSTANG yellow auto
82 000 mis AM/FM stereo $1200 5^5 3669
after 5 30 684 9042

1975 DASHER RUNS well needs brakes
BO leave me-ssage 256-1417

1986 TOYOTA 4X2 pickup excellent con-
dition Under 10 000 mi Must sell soon
253 5731 evenings

THREE SUPER BEETLES 1972 1974.
$450 $800 lor into (413)566-5081

74 DODGE CHARGER AC. PB PS runs
great some rust $400 253-9568

1975 CHRYSLER CORDOBA runs and
looks fine New starter, battery Serious
springtime sunroof $950 call Steve
549-446?

82 VWRABBIT 47.000 mis $3200 00 well
maintained rtew battery, alternator, tires

549-5185

1978 FORD FAIRMONT, 63 000 mi $500
Devra 5490543

1968 TRIUMPH TR250 soft & hard lop
new tires asking $1800 or 80 call Ted at

536-3880

SI CHEVETTE 4SP 63K 1J00 ot BO
665 2941 e«cellenl condition

1980 DODGE OMNI many new pans, good
body/tires needs some work $750

665-8160 (after 6PM) 5-2261 (day) ask lor

Mike

78 MEHCUHY MONARCH 6 cylinder %km
BO 256 1345

CARfEB PLANNINO

WHAT ABOUT THAT career are you
ready check out a summer )0b that Upjohn.
IBM, Dale Felton Hooker and Gidden. Pro-
ctor & Gamble, Xerox and hundreds ol
other CO look lor graduates who worked lor
SW Interviews 3.5 7 Wed CC901 Thur
CC178 Paul X5368 Do it now before you
lose'

CINTRAl ARIA ELECTIONS

NOMINATION PAPERS FOR central area
government elections are available al the
GAG office Baker B 22. either at the
meeting Tuesday al 8PM or later in the
week Positions include presideni vice-
president and treasurer Deadline to file

papers is May isl

OCUtLt lEO WANTID

NEED SOME CASH? Do you have a dou
ble bed in oood condition' How about sell
mg If III buy i| now or al the end ol the
semester Please call today 549 1 634
Leave rnessage

ENTIRTAINMINT

JAM TOONZ-GREAT parly sounds al
reasonable rales Call Kevin at 546 4111

FOR A OOOD TIMI CALL

RACK-A-OISC Entartainmenl Agency Disc

lockies lights, rentals, and mobile video
dances' 549-7144

•TAR SEARCH

GREEK STAR SEARCHI1! Come and see
some of the Greeks who are acting, model-
ing, and joking around Thursday at 7 00
PM April 30th $300 admission before

show $4 00 -at door (Money goes to

prevention against child abuse) S D T

FULL SIZED MATRESS and boxspring lor

sale Call Sue at 253-3102 Price negotiable

SPEAKERS: ACCOUSTIC BRAND. 3-way,
CD ready, liquid cooled $450 or BO Paul
584-0634 after 5PM

GREY JEAN JACKET from Mike s W View
Thurs 4/9 be cool return keys from pocket
Clft Brandywine 549-0667

VUARNET. RAYBAN. BOLLE sunglasses
plus look-a-liHes Jams, catchit. sunbntches
shorts, everything discount Mike 549 7575

CONCEPT It ROWING ergometer i yr

excellent condition call 586-9724
old

FOR SALE

CRATE AMP MUST sell' Call Shawn
5469030

U2 TICKETS FOR sale all shows 546-8789

NIKON 135MM/2.8 MACRO lens, brand
new. complete w/carrymg ease Price

negotiable Call John. 6-7070. after 10P M

MARSHALL AMP FOR sale 200 dollars call

Kerin 549-7557

GOOD CAR 1979 99GL Saab with
Blaupunk & cassette deck good rubber
front wheel drive 5-speed $1000 negot
256-0970

KRAMER FOCUS 2000 with Floyd Rose
ana Hardshell case $300 Peavy back stage
amp $100 call Dan 549-621

1

U2 TICKETS FOR floor section
Meadowlands May 1 1 Humored Springs-

teen appearance call 256-0820

MODERN 6 PIECE modular couch in good
condition $100 call 549 0803 or 549-1 191

STUDENTS. PARENTS OR professors
buy this 2br condominium 790 sq ft park-

ing Northampton By owner $79,500
f<1 7-927 7080 call after 6 00PM

BUNK BEDS IN great condition' Maple
frame with 2 new mattresses included great
for small spacious' Call Mary Beth or

Vanessa at 256-8378

FURNISH YOUR APARTMENT

COMPLETE FURNITURE FOR your apart-
ment wall units sofas, drapes, kitchen table
and chairs Great condition Call 549-6489

OOROEOUS FURNITURE

COMPLETE FURNITURE FOR your apart
ment great condition best otter call
549-7203

FOUND

MARYANNE MAGUIRE I have your Monec
card 5490114

GUMBY KEY RING found at Newman
Center bus slop on Thurs April 23 call Pete
6653671

LOST

RED POLO SPRING jacket m campus
center- Friday please call Julie 9571

LOST KITTEN -BLACK hair calico cat, half

a gold face white paws, gold and white
lummy Answers to Boe-Boe lost in Puff-
Ion Village If you ve seen her please call

549-1011 or 549 0929

GOLD WATCH WITH black face Sen-
timental value Reward Call Debbie
253-3385

DORM KEY ON red heart with Lisa «iscrib-

ed on It 546-4279

FREE CASH

NEED MONEY? SPEND all your cash on
springbreak'' I need your baseball card";
please help' Call Mike 549-0333

HELP WANTED

WE ARE LOOKING lor someone to do child
care one evening a week and occasional
overnights Must have transportation Call
548-9067

WANTED PART TIME bus driveTs lor Nor
thamplon lo ArntiersI routes $5 to start very
convenient lor Northampton residents
Work schedule arranged around your class
schedule 586 1909

MANAGER TRAINEES NOW hiring,
Amherst. Hawaii, Boston Long island, or
Dallas 50 openings Excellent pay ex-
cellent working conditions Full or part-time
Call Willie at 549 7793

w _

FULL AND PART lime positions available
very flexible hours and excellent working
conditions Convenianlly located in tha

center ol Amherst You can earn up to $20
an hour with salary and commissions Con
tact Target Enterprises tof an interview Ask
lor Keith S49-7793

SUMMER JOB - WATERFRONT Director
lor day camp in iMe Boston Area June
29-August 14 Salary 1,800-2.000 depen-
ding on experience Contact Janet Wad
den outdoor program director Patriots
Trail Girl Scout Council. 6 St James Ave ,

Boston. Ma 02116 (617)482 1078

DECKHANDS, CATERING AND office help

needed lor Boston excursion boat com
pany Call 617 426-8419

PAINTERS NEEDED EASTERN New
England area interior and exterior starting

pay 6 50 and up depending on experience
Equal Opprtunity Employer (61 7)933-4370

NORTHAMPTON MOTHER SEEKS
responsible babysitter lor 20 month old

daughter 3 mornings or afternoons a week
beginning May 1st 586-3311

IMMEDIATELY HIRINGtll ASSISTANT to

the SGA treasurer' Assist the SCA
Treasurer, audit accounts, and record
senate financial transactions Must be able

to work with students, take direction, have
knowledge ol bookkeeping, and be able to

analyze and apply financial information

8hr/wk during semesters and 15hrrwk dur-

ing summer and mtersession Applications

are available m 420 student union For

more info call Bill at 6-5937' Women and
minorities are encouraged to apply the SGA
IS an AA/EO employer' Deadline for

applications-May l 1987 al 4 00PM

PAINTERS/FOREMEN NEEDED fo7 sum
mer in Northboro. Westboro, Shrewsbury
$5-8hr Experience prel but not necessary
call now 1-800-922-5579

UPClJFFICE MANAGER position available

starting fall '87 Clerical, organizational, &
personable skills required 15 hrs/week.

minimum wage Pick up applications at

406D student union building Deadline is

May 1st AA/EOE

GREENHOUSE HELP WANTED appiyTn

person Keyes Rose Co 374 Russell St

Hadlay

THE UMASS OUTING Club seeks a sum-
mer Locker Manager to handle the rental

ol outdoor equipment Pay is $3 85/hr lor

5 hours/week Applications available m
UMOC office (428B Student Union) and are

due by 5PM on May i UMOC is an

AA/EOE

DRIVER WANTED: 4:30PM to 9 30OM
Must be reliable and have a good driving

record Apply in person, Keyes Rose Co
374 Russell St . Hadley

ROSE SORTERS WANTED: apply in per

son Keyes Rose Co . 374 Russell St

Hadley

EXCELLENT WAGES FOR spare time

assembly work, electonics. crafts Others
Into (504)641-0091 ext 2068 7 days Call

now!

EXCELLENT INCOME FOR home
assembly work For info call 504-646- 1 700
DepI p-1307

SUMMER JOBS FOR student activists

Earn $20O0-3(XX5plus this summer enforc-

ing our water laws Clean Water Action is

hiring organizers for summer campaigns
If you are looking for experience in com-
munications, lobbying & management call

today 87 grads are encouraged to apply for

our political leadership programs In

Amherst 549-7450 10-5 Boston
617-423-4661

GREENPEACE WANTS YOUtI Call Pat

256-1439 between 10-2 30 if you're serious

alxxit saving the planet join our educational

outreach staff' Pays well-lots of fun-very ef-

fective Call now! 256-1439

•ATTENTION: PRE-LAW. Pre-Med. and'
' Business students' Are you interested

*

in summer work to gam experience in

'

your major Would you like to earn

54,443 this summer' For information
"

interviews are being held Wed April '

• 29 at 3 5, and 7PM in the Campus Center

•901 and Thurs the 30th in Campus Center

178 You can't afford to miss out'

DAY CAMP -2 part-time positions- July 13

August 7 Write Leveretl Elementary
School, 01054 or call Karen Rubin
584-9304

C0UNCEL0RS^REST]GI<3US c6-eo
Berkshire MA summer camp seeks skill-

ed college Juniors, Seniors, and grads

WSi, tennis walerski, canoe basketball

Softball goi! crafts, ceramics silver

jewelry, theater, stage, and lech, computer

science, camping, ropes course, video,

woodworking Have a rewarding and en

joyablo summer Call anytime' Camp
Tacohic 914-762-2820

,
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PAINTERS NEEDED

ON CAPE COD lor summer earn
$6 50-10 00 per/hr call now for info

1 -800 922-5579

SUMMER JOSS

SUMMER WrORK

you' Most summer joos don't offer the

combination of great experience and great

money For an importunity to get both and
earn S337/week call this week 266-0866

JOSS FOR FALL

SCERA THE STUDENT CENTER lor

Educational Research is hiring tor the Fall"

Come work tor an organization that

educates and advocates on issues ol

racism sexism, homophobia anti

Semitism etc as well as other student
issues like financial aid. child care, and
organizing Work study and non-work study

available at lOhrs/wk at $3 65/hr All

students, especially people ot color and
women, encouraged to apply Graduate
position available on oppression work Ap
plications available at SCERA 426 Student

Union 5450341. Due 4/29 at 330 PM
AA/EEO

REWARD

SSSSARE YOU A hard worker and tired of

not getting paid what you are woth$$$ If

you have the summer free then find out
about the rewards ot a $$$$l400/mo sum-
mer job by call

SUMMER ROOM FOR RENT

SPACIOUS ROOM CLOSE to campus on
bus line low rent call Greg 549-7463

CAPE COD RENTAL

WEST YARMOUTH SUMMER rental

Segull Beach 253-7436 sleeps three

FOR RENT

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS
"The organized students We train you

"

• Now hmng painters good conditions
"

'and good pay $5-S7 per hour throughout

'New England Age and expenence not

'

a concern Positions lillmg quickly •

call today 1-800-424-2468

SUMMER JOBS

ON CAPE COD al Jason s of Dennisporl

Floor and door personnel barbacks and
waitresses Accepting applications on the

following Saturdays April 18,25 as well as

May 2 9 Interviews will take place from

noon to 3 on those Saturdays at Jasons on
lower county Rd in Dennisporl Ma

SUMMER JOSS

THE FUTURE IS so bright, you gotta wear

shades Help pass the Toxics Liberation

Act stop nuclear madness and light for

consumer justice Masspirg seeks bright

energetic students for summer campaign

positions Earn $150-300 per week Train-

ing, travel advancement, and a chance to

meet hundreds of other fun people Offices

in Amherst. Boston. Cape Cod. Wor-

chester. and six other locations Call San-

dy at 256-0434 todayl

SWISS VILLAGE 4 bedroom apt Take
over lease w'lali option or sublet call

256-1318

GRADUATING SENIORS, take over our

apanment, Townhouse style - furnished,

free cable call now 665-3513

TAKE'OVER LEASEJune istltWf on bus
route inexpensive 549-1439

TAKE OVER OUR lease m June ano ges

August rent free' Or jusl sublet lor the sum-
mer/2-bedroom in Southwood apts call

256-6334

ROOM IN HOUSE 1 mile Ir campus
$l85/mo take over le^e can Natalie

549-6792

ROOM AVAILABLEIn ¥eaut condo Close

to UMass on bus line Kitctien/laundry facii

inci female non-smokers no pets 256-1 547

San

BEDROOM AVAIL. END May w/O' woj'
fall option on 2br busroute Heidi 256-005'

ROOMS FROM JUNE 1st fall opton $23^
per month exclusive ck^e to camp.s
549-1358

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL option s •'j*

room in 2 bedroom apt quiet near Pu^e' s

Pond available June 1st call John 549-585
•

2¥mROOM APARfMENTrtail~s7art^5
June 1 $410 00, laundry, 665-2286 =-s

route

4 BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE
Sunderland Squire Village Call 565-454j

SUMMER SUBLET WITH/FALL option

Spacious 2 bedroom Squire Village

Townehouse on bus route starling June 1

Call 665-8410

2 BEDROOM MAIN St 480 includes

everything Take over lease on June
263-5529

ROOM IN NEW house summer or fall call

Dale 253-9949 between 5 30-6:30

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL option 2

bedrc»m Squire Village Furniture 665-4634

TAKE OVER OUT lease staling June l 2

bdrm hot water inc 405 •»• 665-3041

AMHERST CENTER APARTMENT take

over our lease One bedroom 256-1052

1 ROOM AVAILABLE immediately m i

bedroom Swiss Village Apt Call Jerr->

256-1091

WE'RE LEAVING! TAKE over ou' 2or

Southwood Apt and the furniture's yours

Free' Heat/water included 253-9089

THREE BEDROOM APARTMENT on route

9 Hadley recently renovated 200 yards

from bus stop take over lease June i

586-8917

2 BEDROOM CLIFFSIDE apt lane ove'

lease l large bedroom avail June i total

apt avail July 1 can after 6 665-8827

ONE BEDROOM APT Puffton tor rem

Clear, sunny near bus-slop Available

June 1st Can 549 5233

TAKE OVER LEASE, 3 oeflroof^i Nor

thwood apartment available June i can

665-4613

3 MINUTE WALK :o Whilmore
fireplace/wasne.'/arye' 250 plus utilities

lease from 6/l'87 -1/3O188 call Lear^

549-0792

3 ROOMS IN house- 5 minute walk to cam
pus •250plus washer-dryer fireplace ask for

Steve 549-0792

IN FULLY FURNISHED, luxurious apt two

bus routes Quiet and convenient Call

256-6809 evenings

JUNE FIRST, FOUR rooms n apanment or-

bus route (tail option) summer rent

negotiable Evenings 256 0048 near

UMass

NICE 1 BEDHOdM apt m aowntown
Amherst available on June 1st can

256-0546

2 BEDROOM APT lante- Cou"
Sunderland wail to waK ca'petmg,

dishwasher, clean quiet, on bus route 7-t

'

nearby $390/month plus utilities call

anytime 665-8607

2 BEDROOM CRESTVIEW ap- available

June 1 -with tall option ,- "iiie i'om cam-

pus 10 mm walk on bus 'Oute 549-5481

2 BEORObM CRESTVIEW apt ava table

June 1 with tail option 549-0758

IS YOUR FUTURE carMf impoiiant lo

TAKE OUR LEASE two bedroom
Townehouse Southwood apt starting June

1st call 253-9815

2 BEDROOM APARTMENT lor tali starting

June $410 00 665-2288

SOUTHWOOD APT FOR rent take Over

lease m June ar>d gal August rent l(«e

256-1066

TAKE OVER~MY lease starting June 1st

Call John at 665-7546 or 545-M96 1

bedroom

HmJSE 100^ YARDS from Whitmore!

Singles available Washer dryer Summer
sublet with fall option Must sea to ap-

preciate 200 plua 549-4124 Det> o» Mike

ONE BEDROOM PUFFTON available June
1st Call Veronica 549-5456 xeep trying

TAKE OVER LEASE June Isl iwo
bedroom Cliftside 665-8617

TAKE OVER LEASE Perry apt (The
Drake ') right in town 256-8867

NEW 4 BEDROOM in Amherst take over
lease June 1 253-3149

BRANDYWINE ONE BEDROOM available

June 1 through next school year
S460/month mc utilities, pool bus route

Call 549-6416 Ask lor Dave

SUMMER SUBLET

3 BEDROOM FURNISHED apt 4807month
utilities and catile included on bus route

swimming pool tennis ct 665-3671

AMHERST CENTER, DOUBLE room in

house with fall option, rent reasonable call

Claire or Lisa for details at 253-7216

THREE BEDROOM Puffton apt
available for summer 87 3 or 4 people call

for details 549-6327

LARGE FULLY FURNISHED house Cable
5 tiedrooms, near bus stop, very clean This

house IS ideal'" Rent negotiable, call us'

253-5885

PUFTON APARTMENT 3 bedroom lurnish-

eo June-August best oiler call Slave
549-366S

2 BEDROOM APT Brandywine summer
sublet cheap 546 4784 546-5484

2 BEDROOM BRANDYWINE apt available

June 1 thru August 31st Nicely lurmshed
rent negotiable Call 549-4121

BEACHHOUSE STYLE APT, High slanted

ceilings, skylights, pool, tennis, basketball'

Walk to campus. 2br, 2bath, call 546-9574

SUMMER SUBLET FOR two June 1.

665 7526
call

SPACIOUS-3 BEDROOM apartment
Modern tully furnished, townehouse style

available June 1 price negotiable call

256-0973

FEMALE TO SHARE a townehouse in

Squire Village Possb fall option, on bus
'Ouie pool Beth 546-1278 or 546-1277

SUMMER SUBLET AVAILABLE^ 3
bedroom Puffton call Paula S49-2S32 or

Cheryl 546-9684

LARGE HOUSE ONE-mile town campus
SuD'e' an, 0* I ^e bedrooms lease lake-over

2S6-0736

FEMALE SUBLETTERS WANTED for

B-and,-* "-e apartments Rent negotiable

TWO ROOMS IN nouse Amherst Mile
-:~ -.*,- :iear and quiet 256-8830

3 BR APARTMEWT-on'ouslirie'Pooi, free

•V *3'e- *<aiiabie June 1 $425/mo
-."i-i" ''e* Fai option Call anytime

SUBLET YELLOW HOUSE on the hill

Z<..ti jC" a.aiaoie -5130 per person
-••.-se scares 407 r-jortn Pleasant St Con-
's-.' Va-e z- Ciarlene at 549-7477

3 BEDROOM PUFFTON apt furnished,
pool tennis basketball $400/month
549-0758

SUMMER SUBLET -3 bedroom
Townehouse cheap call 253-9815

NEEDED 1 OR 2 people to share 2 bdrm
townehouse this summer On bus route (10
mm to GRC) -fully furnisfied, seme, quiet

Free cable pool, tennis call Rena 8279

TWO ROOMS AVAILABLE in new fully fur

nished Amherst house Summer with fall

option Call Linda or Laurel at 253-9949

1 BEDROOM AVAILABLE in a 2 bedroom
apartment m Cliftside June 1 -August 31 call

Bill 545-1936 Day 665-7126 night

AVAILABLE W/FALL (^tion Southwood
Townehouse starting June 1st Cali

256-8249

TAKE OVER OUR Sunderland house
lease, please Elhan Sara Scot! 6652904

BTCchERTOWN 2 BEDROOM apt
Backyard 200 yards trorr town 323-4572

FURNISHED ONE BEDROOM apt
available lor summer sublet Call after

11 00 PM 665-2984

2 BEDROOMS 2 baths 2 iivmg areas, kit-

chen m nice house between UMass and
town Possible fall option $200 each musl
see' 549-5589 Barry Len

SUBLH

THE BOSTON GLOBE, IBM General

Foods and Kenner Parker Toys are lus; a

lew 01 the many opportunities available

through the Co-op Office Come in or cal

today • 545-2224 your future s;arts here

APARTMENT AVAILABLE FOR summer
sublet 549-1290

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT, Includes

utilities, dishwasher AC pool, tennis On
bus route Reward 665-8891

NORTHAMPTON 2BEbROOM SOO/rnonth

ne-A utilities 1 mm to dwmown call 586-921

1

alter 4PM

BRANDYWINE 1 BEDROOM avaUaMe lor

summer SiOOpr/month ea. 549-2636

3 BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE apartment
looking for female subletters for June-
August 400 per month call 549-1449

JUST FOR JUNE -four rcxims m a nouse
right oH Mam St We need renters tor one
month only m a lurmshed house Call Nan-
cy at 256-1396 evenings

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT August
rent free 665-757''

2 BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE n Sqm'e
Village apis summe- subiei'iali option

665-4026

SUBLET AMHERST EFFICTeNCY apt

325month avail 520 in town call Kate
253-3626 alter 9 30PM

TAKE OVER LEASE starting June pool A/C
3 bedrooms on bus route 665-8448
140amonlh

ONE BEDROOM BRANDYWINE apt tor

sublet. June-August rent negotiable call

549-1005

BOSTON SUMMER SUBLET^rvvinient
location- Beacon St 5(X)/month avail June
t-S«pl 1 call Mdissa 625-27^

MONEY AND POWER

THE BOARD OFGovernors is looking lor

coordinators for 87/88 year Positions

avaiable in PR, Finance, Food Manage-
ment, Programmir>g, and many others For

inio and Applications, coma to CC 817

Women and minorities encxKir^ed to ajx>y

an AA/EO Empkjyer Due >M)ril 30

MOTORCVCLIt

HONDA CB350 RECENTLY rebuilt emgine
call 256 8643 ask lor JR $450 or BO

HONDA CB900F SS very last^ sharp look
ing black with red. supertrapp. metzellers
6000k Iwo stiow helmets included 1900 BO
546-9794 Jorge

80 SUZUKI GS-7S0L 9000 miles always
garaged $2000 253-9568

SUZUkrFASOEXCELLENT sunTmer/cam
pus transportation $250 or BO 256-1618

HONDA CM400 CUSTOM 7500mi, sport

shield, trunk, $850 Helmets extra 256-1618

YAMAHA VISION 1984 liquid cooled shaft

drive need cash $1000 665-8770

200 CC YAMAHA ROADBIKE perfect con
dition $495 253-2459

$«UIRREL

HAPPY BIRTHDAY STICKY Bob' Bless
your browmg bald spot LXA

MARIE B NOEL

BOY WILL THEY~aTl be shocked next year

See you at the club, Nl-C-E car' Wilma
Rudloph

PER$ONALS

RESUME TYPESETTING SERVICE
Have your resume prolessionally typeset

The best quality type not a word processor

Sixteen different type styles to ctKWse from

Takes only 3 days - costs $25 and any
changes ill do for FREE Come down to the

Collegian Graphics Office (113 Campus
Center) and speak to Peter Sodertierg

MEET NEW PEOPLE! Get great e«

perience' Come write lor New England s

largest college daily The Collegian is m 1 13

Campus Center, right behind the T V
Come down and check us out'

ITS COMING FOR the first time m May'

KERRr WE CbULDNT forget you, could

we' Hope you have a grsat iMitMayl Lave
ya Beverly and Alyson

HEY KRIS HAPPY 21 bday we love you
Lovo Eileen and Danielle

SIGMA PHI EPSILON meelmg this Thurs

day night m campus center Mandilory

attendance'

TO THE PERSON who stole my tape deck
Irom the white house bash Friday nite, I

need that tape liad' Also whoever stole my
camera, I want the film leave it m mailbox,

no questions asked

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY MICHELLE Love
Dave

TZCH. TZCH THANKS lor the dffvirt«3

lesson Saturday night How about another

one on Our way to dinner'" P S Lets

cuddle

LAURA FELDMAN-YOU are the best Inend

anyone couW ever ask lor' Vou have always

been there lor me If you could only see

what a beautiful person you are on ttie m
side and outside 'Vou would see what a

special person you really aie Ellen

SUZANNE KAMPNER. ARE we having tun

yet' Get psyched little sister you re almost

there' Love, Nina

RIDE WANTED

RIDE FOR TWO^eeded to Worchester for

U2 on Monday May 4th please call 6-5006

RIDE NEEDED TO Worchester Tor U' con

cert on May 4 Monday call Tom 546-5928

ROOMMATE WANTED

LOOKING FOR FEMALE 10 share bedroom
in house apt 150/mo-»- Close to Cam-
pus/town On bus route Call 253-9817

TO JENNYPOO, LORIANNE, Steffy Suze
Greggy. Rooosell and L"- it was a perfect

gotcha' And the academy award winner

IS you guys are the best tnends and l love

you Jooi

DONNA. I'LL MISS you bunches
dearly Shi-head

love you

MIKE L. YOU'RE real special And that s

not way the — off' Love the Little One

2N FIELD -TO y'all who were m the hallway

Weds at 2AM thanks for the support' You re

great' Luv. Lis

DIANiriTS BEEN A GREAT six months
I wouldn't have wanted to spend my time

with any one else You always know how
to make me smile I love you Happy si«

month aniversary Love Michael

OHHH! BAMBINO! BARRY Prior God
knows I love you" Happy 1 year babe
vou ve been the best" So, so, ther' I m
forever yours Faithfully " Ti Uoglio Andna

dIaNA-HAPPY 19 birthday enjoy' Love ya

sisters and pledges of Delta Zeta

HEY SQUIDT you better watch out or I'll

brear your tentacles' Love Squidette

HILARY-HAPPY 1 9 birthda^ we hope you
had an awesome dy love Delta Zeta

FRANK M. in Dickinson you're sexier m
person than you are on the phone Look lor

me in class Jennifer

PIKE BIKE AND nikeSaturday May 2 last

week to register enter now and race againsi

multiple sclerosis

CANCUN MEXICO TRIP tor two to- the

Pike Bike and Hike winner Saturday May
? call P' Kappa Alpha to register 545-2150

BELCHERJAM 87 WAS a success Lanny
Russ and Goose wisn to say thanns to all

who made it out to the Beicherzone A

dungaree coat is missing please return it

and especially the wallet inside reward
323-9279

STEVE-DID YOU forget about me^ Smiles

U2 TICKETS HARTFORD May 7 6-6661

or 6-6654

BILL HAPPY 20TH birthday' Only one
more year lo gc. Have a good one ' win

always remember and hope you never

forget There will always be a special olace

for you in my heart Love vOu toreve' ^r'C

BOOTIE YES. THIS s <'or^ me So-rv l m
a day late Happy tjertdav' Love your L-3vie

JB DECISION NO 1002 n s U & omv U'

I nope you go nome 'or 'he summer Luv

a real nomesnce

MARK- YOU BROKE T-i^rs n le M -e 5

tradition' -DebD

JENTTmILLIKEN this personal s lor you

Have a great day'""

FIRST THERE WERE the Tnree Amigos
now there are the Gonllamigos Gonlla-

Grams call 546-9152 (7654) .,856i!

PMD, JOSE^T.P.: I like the way you roiled

your rs II you dxjn'l use the napkin to bkiw

our nose give rrve a call

QLU^CKSWUNSCH ZUM GEHBURT-
STAG! Happy 21 Jeft P an.T Jef W Love

a fellow birthdayite Beth C XO»'0

GWEN H. IS m lust' Keep gomg' TRIM

U2 TICKET FOR sale Worchester show on
May 3rd Call 6-ti4i

MIKE OF DELTA Chi thanks 'O' bemg so

co« about the bathroom Vhtak Ennyi S Nei

MARYLVN-HOPE YOU hac
Try not to undress with the 1

1,;, . ..

vou re luiced' flussen

JEFF ARE YOU out there loaav' Tti s one
IS lor yOu I love you Debbie

SPRING 'SrBASH at Flat Street tonight

food 4 transportation provided 7 30PM-
1 30AM buses leaving irpm SW
Hou'seshoe Flat Street is dosed to public

buy tickets today m Coolidge/Washinglon
lobby during dinner fiours- $7

U2 TIX FOR sale May^^3cair546-li90

SUSAN DELANQIS GET (»yehed for AXO
Sisterhood- one week to go' Love, your Big

Sister Sue

PAULA WILSON YOU'RE a special fnend

I love ya! Big Sis-Tern

MASS GRASS
IT'S almost here,

will you be thara???

3 NONSMOKING ROOMMATES to share

Brandywine apt will be able lo take over

lease m January 88 call Lisa 549-4415

1 FEMALE NEEDED lo share room in 3

bedroom Puffton for lall $1 35 call 549-101

1

2 NONSMOkiNG RESPONSIBLE
male/female needed to share 2 bedrcxim

Brandywine P<p\ starting June call Mark or

Steve 549-6541

ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE needed lo

share spacious bedroom in Pufflon Village

Call 546-7087 evenings

2 MALES OR 2 females to share a room
in condo at Amity Place Next to Southwest

across from Stadium Call 549-682*

WE WANT YOU! One bedroom available

(? people! in a 2 bedroom apartment slar-

ting June 1 1987 Call 549-0516 anytime

2 SINGLES AVAILABLE starting June 1

Main St Amherst busstop m front of

$210/mo call 253-7152

1 OR 2 lemales warned to share a two story

Squire Village Apartment 2 large

bedrooms Vj Ijaths. inexpensive Delmite-

ly worth looking al Call anytime 665-3448

NEEDED ONE FEMALE roommate to

share m a two bedroom Brandywine Apt

549-5231

2 ROOMS AVAILABLE m well maintained

farmhouse Attractive rural surroundings

10 mm to bus 1 5 mi 10 Amherst Take
lease tali option 21plus nonsmoking
women prefered 195plus 256-0407

AMAZING VIEW SUNNY 3 bedroom apart

ment. good karma included available for

summer, tall & spring Northeast St . close

to campus, call Heather Maria or Andrea
256-6356

AMHERST CENTER APARTMENT 3
roommates needed lor fall double and
Single non-smoking call 549-7783

SUMMER SUBLET/FALL option 2 large

bedroom townehouse m Sunderland pool,

tennis, backyard, bus rt only 9 minutes

Irom campus 195/month (summer neg I

call 665-2265 leave message

MALE ROOMMATE WANTED to Share

spacious bedroom m two beoroom Bran-

dywine apt call now 549-1613

FEMALE NEEDTO TO share room m house
on E Pleasant caM Lisa or Debbie 549-6364

SBEKING 2 FEMALE nonsmoking room-

mates tor Brandywine lease Must nave
goodlOOking tnends 549-6081

1 FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to Share

a B'lttany Manor apt call 253-2284

ROOMMATE WANTED TO share a two

bedr(3om Colonial Vio Apt Own room ful-

ly furnished 185 a month 253-5183
anytime

NORTHAMPTON CANTER SUMMER
Sublet cheap Can Joanna 546-8477

2 FEMALES WANTED 10 share Spacious
Mam St apt fireplace hardwood floors

across from sus Stop reasonable rem star-

ting June 1 198" can 256-6202 evenings

WE RE LOOKING FORI 2 roommates to

share large 3 bedroom Townehouse apt

Please call 549-0308 -sublet lor summer
also available

SELF-STOWAai FROM S20-monthly
Transportation possible Aaron Inc

665-8281 1-800-342-3492

SERVICES

TUTORftWrSUBSTITUTE TEACHING in

business management, marketing,

finance investment 4 microcomputers $7

per hour Neg 536-5006 leave message

PAPERS TYPED 24 hour service lor $1 per

page Call 467-7646

SIOMA DELTA TAU

•OPEN RU8H'"4730 5 1 5^606pM -

barbeque 5,'l 300-4 00 -GH 409 N Plea-

sant St 545 0527 all untvaralty ¥»om#n
invited'

SPANISH TUTORINO B TRANSLATION

PATIENT, SKILLFUL HELP: short <,u,n,,-,

grammar 256- 100^

SPRINO FlINO

HELP WITH SPRING Fling' Come to Con
tral Area Government meetings at 8 00 or.

Tuesdays

ST. JUDS

THANK YOU AGAIN! Sieldom do youi

prayers go unanswered I am very grateful

PROFESSIONAL TVPINO SERVICE

CASES. PAPERS, DISSERTATIONS
theses last accurate, dependable un
campus, reasonable 584-7924, Nancy

TYPINO

•SPEEDY KEYS ' -PROFESSIONAL.
reliable accurate 256-1002

TVPINO SERVICE

WORD WIZARD WORD processing Stu
dent rates 549-6484

TYPINO SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING PAPERS, letters

resumes, etc Meticulous proofreading

Editing available New IBM typewriter Call

549-0367

WANTED

WANTED: TWO FEMALES to sublet two

rooms in house Cable, washer, dryer

dishwasher, furnished for only 156 OQi Call

Donna 253-3625

BABYSITTER NEEDED FOR summer m
my home-Granby please call after 6

467 7860

I NEED A Micro computer IBM compaiiDle

leave a message 1 739-0699

WANTED TO RENT

APARTMENT OR HOUSE lor 374 or 5

people reasonably close 10 campus Call

anytime 546-6602 546-5774 or 546-5772

Please keep trying

TWO SENIORS LOOKING lor one or Iwo
bedrooms for now until end ol semester
close to campus Call Chris or Dave
253-7572

LOOKING FOR 3-BEDROOM in Puffton

reward offered Lisa 6-7979

SSSBIG REWARD OFFERED lo' ^

bedroom Puffton Apt Lease 253-7927

LOOKING FOR Sbedroom Puffton Apt

Want to sublet for summer and take ove'

lease Call Herb 546-6761

TAKE OVER LEASE June^St 2 bedroom
apt in Colonial Village across from Changes
380/mo plus utilities on bus route 25&09ft-!

SUMMER SUBLET WANTED May 20 to

Sepi 7 call Evan at 546-3207

$100 REWARD FOR a 2 or 3 br apt in Pull-

ton starting lall Call 546-8453 or 546-9218

3 SENIORS LOOKING for 2 or 3 bedroom
apartment for fall Sememster only If yoi

can help us out please call Bnan or Enk a

253-7195 Leave message

UMASS STUDENT LOOKING for room i

rent near campus during spring break 9-r

to 9-29 Call Mary at 546-1 151 Keeptrvini

SU¥lETS/HOUSING needed June 28

Aug 15 Call SBMC 256 8615 9AM 7PK

WANTED-$100 REWARD a 6 or 7 pers

house for next year near bus route C
Dave 549-0384 or Patty 549-1703 lea^

name and numlDer

WANT TO TAKE over lease of ott^eampu

house near bus route lor next fall an
spring Call 546-1090 or 253-3894

2 HIGH SPIRITED WOMENTsmokers) loot

ing to take over lease on apt or house c

to share your place in the lall call Knst

6-8565

LOOKING FOR 3 bedroom PuHton at

wan! lo sublet for summer and take ov.

lease call Herb 546-6761

HEY! IM LOOKTnG toTa room lor tall

a house or apartment m Amherst Must t

quie; non-smokers call evenings Eiam
546-6330

FEMALE LOOKING FOR a quiet single

a house lor tali semester call Lisa

549-6065

APAFITMENT OR HOUSE tor 3 4 o<

people reasonable close to campus c

anylime-546 6602 546-5774 or 546-57

Please keep trying'

COUPLE LOOKING FOR room next tall

apt or house Call 546-5414 Ken or Bets

GREAT LOCiiTlbNT AMHERST Genu
summer sublet Room m 2 bedroom ap
Call 256-1077

LOOKING FOR A 3-bedroom apartment

Pulllon tor summer (May 23 to Augi C,

Nikhil 546-1046 or Rahul 546 1497

PUA$E HELP

WANT A 2 or 3 bedroom apartment lor fall

semester only if you can help us out please

call Brian or tnk at 253-7195 leave

message
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SPORTS

Gorillas rip Dartmouth, 18-7

Collegian photo by Paul Franz

Junior attackman Kelley Carr had a pair of goals as the Gorillas opened their home
schedule, beating Dartmouth College, 18-7, yesterday at Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Tainted by light rain and an uncharacteristically small

crowd, the University of Massachusetts got its short home
season off to a good start grabbing an immediate lead and
rolling over Dartmouth College, 18-7, yesterday at War-
ren McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

The seventh-ranked Gorillas, at 7-1, had four home
openers postponed before squeezing in the Big Green
under dark skies and a late-game drizzle.

"We've been looking forward to a home game for a long

time. Mother Nature kept it pleasant at least until the

fourth quarter," UMass head coach Dick Garber said. "We
had a chance to blow out some carbon and rust. It wasn't
great, but 18-7 wasn't bad."
Not bad at all considering it took just 17 seconds for the

first Gorilla to shake off his rust.

Using an explosive, 6-0 first quarter, the Gorillas buried

the Big Green early and extended the lead to as much as
8-0 before Dartmouth bothered to stand up to the

onslaught.

Moving out to an 11-3 halftime advantage, the Gorillas

traded two pair of goals in the third quarter before cruis-

ing home in the fourth.

The Gorillas had their way and could have scored at any

moment. But as has been the case all year, the Gorillas

didn't follow through with any more authority than

necessary. Still, Garber said the team wasn't clicking all

the way.

"We always want to play on 16 cylinders. Today we were

on 12," he said. "We weren't particularly sharp, even in

the first half when we got so many goals."

None of the 1047 fans on hand seemed too upset with

the UMass muscle flex.

For the game, the Gorillas once again got stellar pro-

duction from both Tom Carmean, the senior AU-American,
and Hiller. Carmean paved the way with two goals and
four assists and Hiller scored four times. Junior at-

tackman Kelley Carr finished the day with three goals

and an assist while senior attackman Doug Musco had
continued on page 18

It's not the Hill,

but call it home
stadium debut a success

By STEVE RICHARDS
Collegian Staff

The Gorillas are back!

Springtime oflRcially came to UMass yesterday, despite

a cold rain, when the men's lacrosse team finally had

its home opener against Dartmouth. Yesterday's 18-7

rout was also the team's debut at Warren McGuirk

Alumni Stadium, the Gorillas' home away from home

while fabled Boyden Hill is on the mend.

"It was great to finally play on the home field," head

coach Dick Garber said. "The weather was not great. It

surprised me that many came down."

Yesterday's crowd was sparse when the game began,

making the stadium look rather barren. But as the first

quarter went on and the UMass score went up, its size

grew.

"I knew the weather was going to be bad, but I didn't

care. I wanted to see them," said junior Eric Still, one

of the 1045 fans counted at the game.

"We've been waiting for this. It's been a long time com-

ing," sophomore Michelle Singer said.

"It's about time," freshman attackman Rob Codignotto

said. "I couldn't wait to play here."

"It was great to be able to come home with nice sup-

port," assistant coach Guy Van Arsdale said. "We don't

want to take them (the fans) for granted."

While it was great to have the Gorillas back, it was

agreed that some of the Boyden magic was missing.

"It's just not the same as Boyden," junior Mike
Bissaillon said. "The atmosphere is different."

"They look really strong and it's nice to have them
here, but it's too bad they weren't on the Hill," senior

Mary Walter said.

The fans were not the only ones who felt the difference.

"It wasn't like home," senior co-captain Tom Carmean
said. "We're usually in front of about 6000 screaming

drunks on the Hill. We like those people and we hope

they come down here."

Well, Gorilla fans, you have another chance to bring

back the Spirit of Boyden Saturday when UMass plays

Rutgers. After all, lacrosse season, stadium or no

stadiimi, comes but once a year.

Junior Hugh Gaasch summed it up best: "UMass lax

is back. The legend lives on."

Griswold era coining to a close; transfer made mark
continued from page 1

As a sophomore on the field hockey team, she led

Simsbury High School to the state title, averaged three
goals a game as a junior, and was awarded All-State status

from 1981 to 1983.

Trading in her stick for a pair of high-tops in the winter,

Griswold's winning ways carried over to the basketball

team. In her four-year stint as a point guard, Griswold

set an all-time career scoring mark with 1,500 points. She
was dubbed an All-State player her junior year as the

team was crowned state champions.

"UConn and BC recruited me for basketball, but I

thought I was too small to play college ball," she said.

"UNC and Northwestern wanted me for field hockey, but

Johnson is Eastern
Coach of the Year;
Swimmers commit
University of Massachusetts men's gymnastics coach

Roy Johnson has been named the NCAA Eastern

Regional Coach-of-the-Year for the 1986-87 season.

Johnson, in his ninth season as coach, guided the

Minutemen to an 8-2 record and a third place finish in

the Eastern Intercollegiate Gymnastics League.

In other news, the UMass men's swimming team has

announced some of its recruits for the 1987-88 season.

Seven men have already made a verbal commitment to

join the Minutemen in the fall.

UMass coach Russ Yarworth will be counting heavily

on these swimmers to make up for the loss of the team's

seniors, co-captains John Turner and Rick Bishop, along

with Mike Hoover, Mark Waters, Fred Marius and Owen
McGonagle. They should also provide a big boost as the

Minutemen look to defend this year's New England

Championship.
Many of the recruits swim in the freestyle events, an

event that is already strong for the Minutemen.

"This class is not as deep as last year's" Yarworth said.

"But they will certainly make up for the loss of this

year's graduating seniors."

Also, the swimming team has announced its captains

for next year's team. Jeff Piaget, Jim Boudreau and Paul

Hartnett, who will all be seniors next year, will be replac-

ing Turner and Bishop in that capacity.

I didn't make my decision until the last minute."
The recipient of the Lisa Griswold scholarship

sweepstakes was Northwestern. The Dukes flew her in

for a tryout in the spring of 1982 and field hockey coach

Nancy Stevens sold her on the school.

"Nancy was very persuasive. She made it look good, and
said I'd be getting a $60,000 education for free. The cam-

pus was beautiful, right on Lake Michigan," Griswold

said.

Stevens was equally impressed with Griswold's skills.

"I could tell Lisa had a special gift. She had a tremen-

dous sense for the ball and great one-on-one moves. Scor-

ing goals can't be taught at the college level. Lisa was
a natural," she said.

Griswold's innate sense for depositing the ball in the

net resulted in Lisa collecting 16 goals her freshman
season.

"I took the attitude that I wouldn't start, because all

the players were so much faster and stronger. But I was
comfortable when I got in the games and I'd just try to

score,"she said. "Most of the field hockey players played

lacrosse, so I went out for the team. I never played in high
school."

Griswold was a freshman phenom on the lax field, chalk-

ing up 49 goals and and 10 assists in 14 games.
After one year of college athletics in the Windy City,

Griswold began setting goals for herself and her team.

"I wanted to be an All-American at the end of my
sophomore year and win a national title. It wasn't that

cut-and-dr>', but the goals were in the back of my mind,"
she said.

The invaluable maturity factor was a key variable in

the balanced Griswold equation of 1983. She became the

top gun on the field hockey team, scoring 28 goals, as Nor-

thwestern placed fourth at the NCAA's, compiling a 20-5

mark. Griswold was rewarded for her heroic efforts by be-

ing .selected an All-American.

"It was a shock and definitely a dream come true." she

said.

Griswold returned to dreamland during the ensuing
lacrosse season. She was tabbed an All-American after

netting 44 tallies. But after establishing herself as a

peiennial two-sp>ort .standout, Griswold had already decid-

ed to transfer to UMass.
"I was really unhappy with the academic workload. 1

was studying something [radio/tv] that I wasn't going to

pursue after college," she said. "I came here because of

the sports management program, which is combined with

business, and because of the lacrosse team, something

UNC and UConn didn't have."
Griswold had a tough act to follow after her All-

American campaign in Chicago. Her yearly scoring as-

cent took a nose dive in 1985, as she managed to find the
range only nine times.

But Griswold made a smooth transition from a depen-
dable Minutewoman on the field hockey team to a graceful

Gazelle on the lax squad. She had become adept at fighting

through a deluge of double teams and her skill, speed,
stamina and strength enabled her to become as effective

at drawing free positions as she had been in creating
penalty corners.

Griswold was the primary weapon in UMass' arsenal,
as evidenced by her team-high 36 goals and 13 assists.

"Griz is the best one-on-one player I coached. She can
beat anyone with her speed and quickness. She's naturally
deceptive, has good body control, and can easily fake one
way and go the other," said Pam Hixon, UMass' field

hockey and lacrosse coach.

This past fall, Griswold, a senior co-captain, took charge
of the Minutewomen's offense from her customary right-

wing position. Her authoritative style of play resulted in

18 goals. Post-season accolades ranged from Griswold's
AU-American selection to a nomination for the Broderick
Cup, an award presented to the country's outstanding field

hockey player.

This spring, Griswold gunned home 25 goals and add-
ed 10 assists as the Gazelles ended the regular season at
8-4. UMass will face Dartmouth tomorrow in the open-
ing round of the ECAC playoffs in a game that could be
the last hurrah for No. 24.

"First and foremost I want the team to win. I'll put any
personal goals aside in order to get further in the tourna-
ment. As long as we're winning and doing well, I'm
satisfied," she said.

Being one of the top field hockey and lacrosse players
in the United States, however, also has its drawbacks.
"Griz has a lot of pressure on her. People expect her to

perform at the top of her game all the time. She's not
allowed to have a bad day, which isn't fair," said senior
Emily Himiiston. a teammate of Griswold's on the lacrosse

team.

Griswold's off days have been few and far between in
her past eight seasons as a college athlete. She exemplifies
how one player can make the rest of the team perform
at a higher level simply by her presence on the field. And
if the Griswold magic continues for five more games, her
goal of winning a national championship could become
a reality instead of just a dream.

Pre-registration forms due today
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Lack of security may prevent
this year's Southwest concert
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

There may not be a Southwest spring concert this year.

If 55 names of students willing to help out with securi-

ty for the show are not submitted to the Department of

Public Safety by Monday night, the department will

recommend that the event be cancelled, said Arthur

Hilson, director of public safety.

The concert, featuring Southside Johnny and the

Smithereens, is scheduled for noon of May 10 on the

Southwest playing fields.

Last October public safety asked the student organizers

for 100 volunteers to help "keep the peace." The deadline

for the request was last Wednesday, but Public Safety has

extended it to Monday and reduced the number to 85.

Only 30 students have gone through the training pro-

gram so far, Hilson said. "We are willing to work with

85 at the bare minimum.
"It is not Public Safety's duty to sanction events," he

said. "We recommend a percentage," and if it is not met
"we would have to recommend that it be taken into con-

sideration whether you have a go or no go."

Without adequate security, "the potential is there for

a less than positive experience."

Randy Donant, director of the Student Activities Office,

said he would be the one to make the final decision as to

whether or not the show would go on.

"We don't want to be in a cancellation situation," Do-

nant said, but if Public Safety recommended cancelling

the concert because a sufficient number of student

volunteers are not found, he would comply.

"If someone had to make that unenviable statement it

would be me," he said. "The issue is that plans were made
for student security to help."

David Panagore, concert coordinator, said "If we don't

have enough people be the training session this Monday
night, we won't have the concert. Responses have been

very low on all accounts."

The concert marks the end of Southwest week, an an-

nual tradition featuring afternoon and evening events on

the Pyramids. Yesterday, organizers of the week long

celebration met with administrators to discuss

programming.
Administrators expressed concerns over loud noise from

afternoon bands, and the potential for problems related

to excessive partying.

This week University Housing Services attempted to

reduce the number of afternoon parties on the pyramids

from four to two, but Southwest Area Government officials

emerged victorious from yesterday's meeting.

"After the meeting, the scheduled events are going to

happen as planned," Student Government Association

President Joe Demeo said, with the exception of Wednes-

day afternoon.

Notorious anti-gay activist Paul Cameron is scheduled

to speak Wednesday, and Public Safety was concerned

that they would be unable to provide adequate security

for both events.

continued on page 4

Arena funding to be re-introduced
Original bill, allocating $42 million, killed in December

Colle^an photo by Byrne Guarnotia

SHADOW DANCING - TaU trees and peo-

ple on the Amherst Common look a little dif-

ferent in the sun's strong light.

By GRANT MACKAY
Collegian Staff

In a late development, a spokesperson for Massachusetts

House Speaker George Keverian said yesterday that

Keverian would reintroduce a measure to create funding

for a $42 million dollar multi-purpose arena for

UMass/Amherst during this legislative session.

Al Frezza, Keverian's press secretary, said the initiative

would be "included as an outside section of the House

Budget that would provide a bond issue incorporating the

complex.' He said the speaker is expected to formally an-

nounce his plans next week.

The original bill, sponsored by Keverian, Senate Presi-

dent William Bulger, and former representative Jim Col-

lins of Amherst, was to allocate $23.3 million dollars to

supplement $19.6 million dollars raised through bond

issues by the Board of Trustees. That bill was killed last

December in the Senaite Conference Committee.

According to Sharon Kennaugh of the Office of State

Relations, the House Ways and Means Committee attach-

ed the arena bill to a $30 million dollar library funding

bill sponsored by Bulger in hopes of "forcing the issue"

of the arena bill in the Senate.

The house altered the library bill, however, and the

senate did not concur.

State House observers said the deadlock was the result

of a failure of House and Senate leadership to compromise

over "pet" initiatives.

The 10.000 seat, three-story arena with adjoining out-

door practice rink would be located on the current site of

Youngstock Bams near the practice playing fields on the

West side of campus. It would include an indoor basket-

ball court and hockey rink and provisions for performing

arts and conference events, according to Ron Naylor. direc-

tor of planning at Physical Plant.

Naylor said the delay is another of several frustrations

of the past few years, causing construction estimates to

rise and disrupting financing strategies. He said the

trustees had to buy back the bonds that had been floated

when the bill collapsed last December. "Now that we are

in 1987, it will be more difficult to float bonds because

we have lost certain advantages we had last year because

of the new federal tax laws," he said.

He said the barns and stables currently used by the

continued on page 6

Racism began in West— professor
By PHIL SERAFINO
Collegian Staff

The genesis of racism lies in the

historical and cultural background of

Western civilization, said University of

Massachusetts professor Julius Lester last

night.

Lester, speaking on "Racism and Evil,"

also received the Chancellor's Medal from

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey. The award is

given for distinguished service to the

University.

"The startling historical fact is that

racism is the creation of Western civiliza-

tion," Lester said, noting that it is "not in-

trinsic to human nature," but a result of

history.

Lester presented a complex chronology of

Western history since the Renaissance,

linking humanism, and man's realization

of himself as man, to the exaltation of the

values of the dominant social group at the

time.

He said that racism is "complex, tricky.

and confusing," but that recent events

show "racism is alive and well and getting

fatter in America." Drawing a parallel to

the Holocaust and Elie Wiesel, he said that

people must not be victims or executioners

in racism, but witnesses.

"This is not a country of wicked white

people, imbued with . . . racism. What ex-

ists is far more distressing. What exists is

a nation which accepts racism as so nor-

mal," Lester said. "America is struggling

to reach a consensus that racism violates

our humanity." But he noted that racism

is not easy to recognize "because our

perception of evil is limited to the

dramatic," such as the Holocaust and black

slavery.

He said that there is an "inability of

white people to recognize, in black people,

themselves. What this means for white peo-

ple is staggering. It means relinquishing

the definitions oforder by which they live."

"As long as whites cling to racism as the

keystone of order, they cannot be aware of

their humanity," Lester said.

"Racism is white self-hatred, and the

ultimate act of self-hatred is self-

destruction," Lester said. He called racism

complex and chameleon-like, and said it is

not confined to racial differences such as

skin color, but also includes anti-semitism

and the denigration of women. "So often

[racism] takes on the appearance of

ethnocentrism," he said.

Lester is a professor in the Afro-

American Studies department and the

Department of Judaic and Near Eastern

Studies. He has authored seven books of fic-

tion and six of non-fiction, as well as one

volume of poetry. He is now working on an

autobiographical book about his conversion

to Judaism.
Lester, a faculty member since 1971,

received his undergraduate degree from

Fisk University.

The lectuie was the last in the 1986-1987

Distinguished Faculty Lecture Series. Duf-

fey said the purpose of the series "was no

better exemplified by any member of the

community" than Lester.

Empty keg to roll

110 miles for charity
By RICK SASSON
Collegian Staff

Drivers going westbound from Boston

on route nine today or tomorrow,
shouldn't be alarmed when they see a

bunch of University of Massachusetts

students rolling an empty keg in the

breakdown lane.

Delta Upsilon fraternity will roll an
empty keg 110 miles, from the Dana
Farber Cancer Institute in Boston back to

Umass via route nine, escorted by police

and a seventeen-passenger van. The roll-

ing out of the barrel is for a good cause
— the Jimmy Fund, which seeks to help

children with cancer.

"We want to use a keg because it's given

the Greeks a bad name for so long — we
want to turn it around and uae it for

something positive," Jay Conway, one of

the planners said.

Through sponsors, the fraternity hopes

oontiniied on pageS
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Correction
The Collegian yesterday erroneously

reported that a celebration of gay pride

being planned by the UMass gay com

munity in response to Paul Cameron's

visit would be paid for by the administra-

tion. AIho in t»rror was the report that a

"mourning /Ceremony" would Ix- held with

particjpantH dn-'sscd in black. Plans for

the Cameron n'.spnn.se are still tentative,

gay organizci s said yestijrday.

Mass waste council to scrutinize

corporate waste-burner proposal

OPEN 7 DAYS FOR LUSCH & DINNER
We can accommodate parties of si.\ or more people"

HOURS: Sun Thurs. 1110
Fn. & Sri 1111

Full Liquor License
Giti Certificates Available

You're Too BUSY!

BRAINTREE iAPi - A $42 million trash

to-energ>' incinerator proposed by a private

company to bum chemical waste faces a

series of grueling hearings, officials said

yesterday. None of four similar proposals

preceding it survived the scrutiny.

Clean Harbors of Braintree Inc. said

yesterday it had notified the Massachusetts

Hazardous Waste Facility Site Safety

Council of its desire to build the incinerator

at its existing chemical waste clean up

facility here.

The company's goal has been to be both

environmentally sensitive and technically

innovative," Clean Harbors founder Alan

McKim said in a statement. "'We believe

this proposal achieves both those goals."

The proposal would be the fifth of its kind

to go before the state board since 1980

under a state law aimed at encouraging

construction of hazardous waste facilities.

But none of the four previous proposals

for plants to dispose of hazardous waste-in

Warren, Haverhill, Gardner and Freetown-

survived opposition.

Clean Harbors itself withdrew a plan two

years ago for solvent recovery in Taunton

after encountering local opposition.

Michael R. Hatch, president of Clean

Harbors of Braintree, said the company

believes "It is time for people to stop be-

ing afraid of such facilities when, in fact,

they can be operated properly."

Hatch said the incinerator could handle

up tr. 4.5 000 tnn« nf ha7ardoii= wasste an-

nually, about one-ninth of what the state

estimates is generated by New England
industries.

Heat from the incinerator would power

a turbine that would produce electricity for

about 3,000 homes, he said.

Joan Gardner, executive secretary of the

state hazardous waste facility board, said

the proposal will be subject to a 45-day

public comment period before the board re-

jects it or gives it preliminary approval.

If it receives preliminary approval, the

board will award grants to Braintree of

ficials to hire coasultants to study the plan,

Gardner said.

She said she had no immediate comment
on the proposal.

"It's six inches [thick] so I haven't look-

ed at it yet," she said.

Braintree town officials predicted intense

opposition.

"It's going to be a big issue, and it's go-

ing to cost them [the company] and the

town a lot of money," said Town Manager

Robert Sherman.
Arthur Armstrong III, a member of the

town Board of Health, told the Boston

Globe that even if the state approves the

incinerator, the board "will remain 100

percent against it."

"This will allow them to incinerate

almost anything on the face of the earth.

As far as Braintree is concerned, this is a

health issue," he said.
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Faculty Senate refuses to boycott Cameron visit
By MICHAEL ALTER
Collegian Staff

After Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey called at yesterday's
Faculty Senate meeting for the boycott of anti-gay speaker
Paul Cameron, the senate refused an identical motion.
Last year on April 11, Cameron said civil rights should

be stripped from homosexuals, and called their activity

"a blight on society." He was expelled from the American
Psychological Association in 1984, after attempting to

resign two years earlier.

Cameron, whose visit is sponsored by Students for

America, is scheduled to speak Wednesday.
DufTey said, "Cameron and those who sponsor his views

are using the First Amendment to present a message of

hate and intolerance" and that, "he speaks as a zealot

whose aim is provocation."

BOG frowns
on tobacco
ban process
By JENNIFER DEMPSEY
Collegian StafT

A motion condemning the process with

which tobacco sales were banned from cam-

pus passed at last night's Campus
Center/Student Union Board of Governors

meeting.

Executive officer of Graduate Student

Senate Ralph Sbragia read the history of

the motion which the administration pass-

ed and said, "I do approve of the ban but.

. .1 do not approve of the way it's been put

through. No one voted on this.

He said Vice Chancellor for Administra-

tion and Finance John L. Denyse announc-

ed the ban would be effective July 1 before

it was taken to the Faculty Senate.

"Denyse announced it. Denyse is trying

to do an end run. He did not put this

through the channels he was supposed to,"

Sbragia said.

He said those involved in the ban wanted

it "done in the summer and when the

students get back in the fall — tough luck."

Outgoing Chairman of the board John

Hayes said, "He did not want us to hear

it. There is no question that this is a stu-

dent issue . . . which brings the problem of

student input. We are the group most af-

fected. It's a student empowerment mo-

tion."

Sbragia said a random survey showed

that only 17/ of the student population

smokes, but it is undetermined the number

of faculty who the ban would affect.

"We have no proof of numbers . . . that

this will predominantly affect the student

population," because a higher percentage

of faculty could smoke, he said.

But "the issue here is the administration

took away empowerment of the whole

forum that we use here on campus for stu-

After suspending the rules to hear a motion against the

anti-gay activist, the senate split the resolution into two
parts. The first section was unanimously approved, stating

that the governing body, "does not accept, condone, or

agree with the views which Paul Cameron represents."

However, the second part of the motion encouraging the

University community to boycott his appearance was re-

jected with only a few voices in opposition.

During the debate senators said the motion to boycott

was "reminiscent of some totalitarian universities," and
"a sorry day for academic freedom."

A resolution {related story page 16) calling for the rejec-

tion of all random drug testing was tabled until the next

meeting.

Joseph Demeo, Student Government Association presi-

dent, said because of security concerns when the anti-gay

activist visits, the Southwest Area Government had

cancelled or postponed some events, "So that Arthur
Hilson can focus his security on Cameron," he said. Hilson

is temporarily in charge of public safety.

Demeo also used the senate's open question period to

complain to Vice Chancellor Dennis Madson that ad-

ministrators of Southwest had unfairly cancelled two
shows of a play called "Grease." Demeo said actors had
asked him to take part in protests, and that "students are

still there."

Madson said, "I am concerned. Students from Southwest

should expect good dialogue." and added, that is especially

true since the racial incident last October.

Senators also accepted a motion for a "concept" which
would allow students to petition for a public hearing with

recruiters and for mechanisms when recruiters are accus-

ed of violating applicable University rules.

Collegian photo by Byrne Guarnotta

LONE RIDER — The usually busy PVTA buses enjoy a rare quiet moment as a single passenger enjoys
the sunshine.

dent empowerment,"he said.

The board also discussed the upcoming
Paul Cameron speech to be held at 6 and

8 p.m. Wednesday in Campus Center 101.

Lynne McCabe, editor of The Minuteman,

said a counterprotest is planned for noon

Tuesday on the Student Union steps.

"Basically we're organizing a rally Tues-

day at noon, [to promote] the same thing

Chancellor Duffey had started: advocating

people to boycott the event. We'd like peo-

ple to get involved."

The board said they are considering buy-

ing buttons supporting the gay communi-
ty to wear on the day Cameron speaks.
Incoming Chairman Mark Friedman said

the board is concerned with "protecting
equality. We won't tolerate any
discrimination.'

Can UMass students set Twister world record ?

By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

Students at the University of Massachusetts will at-

tempt to earn a place in the Guinness Book of World

Records tomorrow.

The name of the game is Twister, and 3,000 students

have pre-registered to try to break the record for the

number of people contorting simultaneously. The State

University ofNew York at Albany set the existing record

of 4,034 players last May.
Twister tests the agility of an unlimited number of

players as they try to place their hands and feet on multi-

colored dots on large vinyl sheets.
,,,ux,t>

"Twister-Challenge" is sponsored by the Index, WHMF-

FM, and Coca-Cola of Northampton. A disc jockey from

WHMP will call the shots from a giant spinner on loan

from the Milton-Bradley Company, makers of the game.

The tournament is set to begin at noon by the Campus

Pond. In case of inclement weather, the activity will be

moved to the Curry Hicks Cage.

Heidi Leiblien, marketing manager of the Index, said

representatives from Milton-Bradley will count the par-

ticipants, verify the registration sheets, and inform Guin-

ness if a world record is set.

Photos, including aerial shots taken from a plane or

helicopter will also be used for verification, along with

a letter from Dean of Students William Field.

Lieblein said she expects a significant number of peo-

ple to register Saturday, including students from other

colleges. "It is open to the five college area," she said,

"even though we haven't really promoted it on the other

campuses.
"I have heard rumors that all of U-Lowell is going to

be here," Leiblien said.

People can sign up from 8:30 a.m. to about 5 p.m. today

at the registration table on the Campus Center concourse.

Tickets are $3.50, and anyone who signs up gets a Twister

t-shirt.

r
Council waits to address committee appointment

By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Whether the Student Activities Office

business manager becomes a member of

the Student Government Association

Budgets Committee will likely remain un-

solved until the summer.

The SAO Council, composed of student

leaders and SAO staff members, is expected

to decide whether Judith Lovitz, SAO's

business manager will become a non-voting

member of the student committee. The

council's delay in solving the problem has

met with impatience from Nate Moore,

committee chairman.

"I think it should have been solved ear-

ly in the semester," Moore said. "It ap-

peared to me that they were dragging their

feet."

Placing Lovitz on the committee, which

SAO Director Randy Donant proposed in

February, increased animosity between the

office and the students, including Moore.

Donant and the administration have

stalled discussion on the problem because

they want to wear the students down,

Moore said. "In the past, this is the way

that the administration has gained vic-

tories."

Repeated attempts to contact Donant

were unsuccessful. Lovitz has refused to

comment, saying SAO Council Chairman

Bob Griffin, the Undergraduate Student

Senate speaker, has been charged with

making public statements on the issue.

Griffin said, "Unfortunately the council

has other matters which have to be done

within the next two weeks." The council

is now busy with annual performance

reviews of staff professionals at the

University.

Council member Paul Wingle, the new-

ly elected student trustee who will take of

fice in July, said, "We're overwhelmed.

We've got to do what's expected of us first

and then we'll deal with the issues that are

brought to us."

Some students have expressed concern

over whether SAO will place Lovitz on the

committee during the summer when most

students have left, but council members
say it will not happen. "I don't perceive

that there'll be an escalation during the

summer from SAO. It's going to be

business as usual," said Wingle.

Northeast Area Senator Tom O'Connor

said that most senators support Moore "as

long as there won't be any extra work for

them. However, will they put extra time

into it? That's the question. I doubt it very

much."
As for whether Moore thinks he will come

out of this battle victorious, he said, "I cer-

tainly hope the best position wins. The posi-

tion that is best for the Student Activities

Trust Fund and that is best for the students

will win."
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continued from ^ge 1

On Wednesday the

pyramid festivities will

start at 12.30 p.m.. and end
at 2:30 p.m. Tuesday
through Friday the events

will run from 2 p.m. to 6

p.m as planned..

"We are working to re-

schedule to aid Public Safe-

ty.' Demeo said. "We are

going to discourage alcohol

use outside and encourage

responsibility."

The comedians scheduled

for Wednesday night have

also been re-scheduled

because of Cameron's visit

to campus. Southwest Area
Government President Joel

Rabinowitz said. They will

perform on the pyramids on

Thursday night.

Some of the arguments for

reducing the number of

afternoon celebrations were

outlined in a memo from
Michelle Dennis and Russ
Keck, area coordinators for

Southwest, which was sent

to Demeo and Rabinowitz
on April 27.

"We are concerned about

the prospect of having four

straight days of amplified

noise at the p>Tamid loca-
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Saturday, May 2, 8 p.m.
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CASE SPECIALS Readifcn-onrPbach!

Bud $11.99

Busch $9.99 ^ '^;.

.

Rolling Rock bar bottles $10.99^ ^^^r-'^t^..
Old Milwaukee $7.99 [f^Ofac^ ^;!:!^!^ ^
Carling Black Labels $6.99 ii^mc cccLi^ou

^

Utica Club S6.99
—

NEW PRODUCTS ^f^^Sw
TROPICAL FREEZERS S1 .29 ea

FIOjZEN
four great flavors ^ :^

HARLEY-DAVIDSON BEER S4.49 6pk -^~».

collectors item ^^l|f^?
ED'S RED $3.69 4pk ,tr^.

^

A Red Cooler from Bartles/James ^^^'^l^

ONES . FOURS - SIXS , .

Weissbler ,oin»h. «.....<,„«. 16.9oz$1.35 MtM^
dOI sombrero not included O DK $H499

i ^^K. .fc

Carta Blanca Dark 6 pk S4.99
^^^

Swan Lager i.k..d.v. 6pk $4.99

EXCEPTIONAL VALUES ^^ysK^
May Wine 750ml $2499

Florida Coolers 2L $2.99 l^hf?
Vodka I475L m.tiow«i in p...,.c $8.99 C^T^ Z:^

Four Seasons Rum 1.75L $11499 ^nfif^^"
FRIDAY NIGHT STARTING LINE UP

Jim, Nick, Paul, Eric, Burt, and Slater

CALL US FOR ALL YOUR NEEDS - WE DELIVER!

FOUR SEASONS
584-8174 • Rt 9 Hadley ^j Just past Burger King

tion. Residents, neighbors

and staff close to that loca-

tion stand to be inequitably

impacted," the memo states.

"Residents and neighbors

have a right to the enjoy-

ment of quiet, without hav-

ing to move to escape the

noise."

Residence halls and
associated structures are

not intended to be almost

perpetual party sites. The
sequence of events which
you propose will, in our opi-

nion, serve as encourage-

ment for students to neglect

their studies," it states.

SWAG responded to Keck
and Dennis's concerns with

their own memo, stating the

reasons why it is imnortant

to continue the trudition of

bands performmg on the

pyramids,

"These pyramid shcjw.s

provide a chance for

Southwest students, caught

in the end ofthe semester

academic crunch, to have

some time to relax and have

fun," it states. "The idea of

scattering the shows breaks

apart that spirit of unity

and comaraderie that

Southwest truly needs."

Demeo and Rabinowitz

said SWAG has drafted let-

ters explaining the ac-

tivities planned, and will be

hand delivering them to

residents who live in the

vicinity of Southwest.

ANSEL ZINTER
BFA Exhibition
Sunday, May 3, 1987

1 -4 PM
Student Union Gallery

University of Massachusetts

Bring your
bttns to

the party

tomorrow!

Round I'lP
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LUXEMBURG $358
LONDON 401

ST. THOMAS 277
TEL AVIV 681
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LP
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Cassette
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"Luka"

"Solitude

Standing"

"In The Eye"

"Language"
"
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Amherst's Most

Complete Record Shop
Sen/ice • Selection

Good Prices

Located In Faces

Downtown Amtierst

Theatre Group allowed two Southwest shows

Thespians stage sit-in
By KARL ROOKEY
Collegian StafT

Approximately 30 students took the fifth

floor of John Quincy Adams Tower by sur-

prise yesterday, during a sit-in that went
just "singingly."

Members of the Southwest Theatre
Group, which will be performing the
musical Grease for three consecutive nights

this weekend, sat on the floor of Chas
Durant's office and sang for about four

hours in protest of housing's decision to

move two of the production's showings from
Southwest to an alternate location.

"Our demand is to get all three days of

the performance in Southwest," said direc

tor Marcia Pebloc as the protest began.

"We want the group to be recognized and

can't understand why we shouldn't be able

to perform all three nights."

"(The protest] represents the frustration

these students have with the administra-

tion," said campus president Joe Demeo.
who was present for most of the sit-in.

Stuart Kaplan, who plays the part of

Danny Zuko in the musical said that

Durant was worried about crowds in the

area because of the Southwest racial riot.

The director of the Southwest Student

Development Program, who wished to re-

main anonymous, confirmed this, .saying

that since before the Hurst report the of

fice has been afraid of large gatherings.

and they would in no way want anything

similar to the riot to occur.

"If something happens," she said, "our

necks are on the line."

The choreographer, director, advisor and

one cast member of the musical spoke with

Durant privately, and he agieed to give

them two of the three days, provided they

got security for the event.

As a result of that a memo was written

up and hand delivered to Arthur Hilson,

acting director of public safety, requesting

security for the two days, while the cast re-

mained in Durant's office waiting for him

to address the entire group.

Cast members Julie Adler and Beth

Stoller said when Durant did respond to

their request for public comment, he gave

three reasons for not having all three

nights of performance: The event needed

security, residential security would have to

be more stringent, and past productions

had been problematic, they said.

He eventually granted all three nights on

the condition that the event be alcohol free

and the crowd be well managed, they said.

Security for all three days of production

was granted by public safety soon after

Durant announced his decision.

Demeo said afterwards that he was pleas-

ed with the results.

"What the cast has accomplished today

should really be an inspiration for students

across campus," he said. "This shows that

students can make themselves heard."

^ keg roll
Lvntinued from page 1

to i-aise between five and ten thousand

dollars. As of Tuesday, said member
Michael Acker, the event raised about

$2,000.

"It's going to be a killer on the hills, but

it's a great cause so it's worth it," Acker

said.

The fraternity will leave Boston at 8

a.m. today and members will alternate

rolling the keg until 8 p.m. They plan to

spend the night in Spencer, and start up

again in the morning, arriving at UMass

at 6:30 p.m. tomorrow.

Amherst Police Chief Donald N. Maia
and other officers on his staff plan to take

turns rolling the keg when it gets to

Amherst center around 6 p.m.

The event is being covered by MTV,
Boston radio station WBCN, WAAF, the

local WAQY, and Springfield's TV 22.

"It's a gi-eat chance to get all the guys

out together and do something positive,"

member Eric Langer said.

The average pledge is about 10 cents per

mile, and the Brothers at DU hope to col-

lect more before leaving on today. Anyone
wanting to sponsor one of keg rollers, can

call Delta Upsilon at 549-3831.

I V I S I O N OF
O N T I N U I N G
D U C A T I O N

9 8 7

AMHERST
Registration starts April 21.

Over 200 courses

in 50 departments.

Two sessions: June 2-July 10

and July 14-August 20.

For more information or a free catalog,

call the Division of Continuing Education at

S45-24I4.

Theater workshop to address
racism through performance

By BETSY FORHAN
Collegian Correspondent

Since racism is an issue of vital concern

on campus these days, students enrolled

in the Theatre Improvisational Social

Issues Workshop have wi-itten, and are

going to perform a series of skits devoted

to the topic, using the Oct. 27 Southwest

incident as a reference point.

"We used the incident and people's reac-

tion to it as a way to explore students' feel-

ings about racism," Barbara Harrington

the group's instructor said. The produc

tion consists of approximately six short

scenes intermixed with several

monologues. In addition, the students

have written a song to accompany the

presentation.

The group will be performing first at

4:30 p.m. Monday outside of the Hamp-
den DC, then at 4 p.m. Wednesday inside

Hampden, next at 9:30 p.m. on May 11 in

Kennedy Tower, and on that same night

at 10: 15 in Melville and last at 3:.30 p.m.,

May 15 outside of the Student Union
building.

Student/actress Amy Blodgett said she

feels the skit is essential for bringing the

problem of racism out of the closet and in-

to the light of day, because racism is not

always as obviously overt and flaunted in

the Northeast as it is, for example, in the

deep South.

"People here aren't always as aware of

the seriousness of the problem. Except, of

course, when incidents like the Southwest

incident occur," Blodgett said.

The group hopes that many students

will see their performance and be moved
enough to begin the process of examining
their own thoughts and feelings about

race and racism. "People have to realize

that we all need to get along if the world

is ever going to change for the better,"

Blodgett said.

m m
Mother's Day is Sunday May Wth

Cards, gifts and other goodies
for Mom

iSc^ amherst /northompton

daily and Sunday

'Wi'

'tlC

Come in and
find out wfiy!

Clothing for women.

191 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst 253-2563

Next to the Shoe Bin
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continued /rom page 1

department of veterinary and animal sciences which are

"old and in a state of disrepair" would have to be torn

down to make way for the arena. He said that an agree-

ment has been made with the department to relocate the

barns to new facilities in another location.

All this IS not without a price tag for students. Beginn-

ing in 1991. a fee of $100 per year will be tacked on to

tuition bills.

According to Vice Chancellor for Administration and

Finance Jack DeNyse. that is a "maximum figure,

established by the Board of Trustees."

The project has widespread support across campus. Bob

Pickett, assistant to the dean of physical education for

facilities planning, said, "the Cage just isn't adequate for

our basketball program, and it's too bad that a school of

our size in New England doesn't have a hockey team."

UMass hasn't had a hockey team since 1979 for lack of

a skating rink.

James MacCrostie, director of productions services at

the Fine Arts Center, said we don't have an adequate

meeting pliici- for an inHtitution of this size." He added

that "good symphony orcht'strus are terribly expensive.

The tickt't.s in a 2,000 scat hall would cost $70 to $100

a ticket. The arena given uh flexibility for varied program-

ming."
"The arena would open a whole new market to us," said

Conference Services Director Elizabeth Dale. "Sometimes

when we host a conference the exhibits have to be held

in Springlleld because we don't have a facility."

Union Program Council Talent Coordinator Rich McCaf-

ferty added, "we would be able to afford any performer

who plays in the Centrum," providing those promoters

have not booked the performers first^

Ever wanted to Fly?

We h«ve inime<li*te opening* for new mem-
ben! Our aircraft are available for economi-
cal primary and advanced instruction, as well

pleaiure flying. Give <• a call and one of our

member* will take yo. up!

Tne Collegiate Flying CluD

538-5821

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

11 am - 2 am 7 days

50 Main St. Amherst, MA

JOE: She's my life and my love and she's

going to be my WIFE!

SHAWN: He's Joe K. - the man I've always

dreamed of- a 4.0 Accounting student!

THEIR FIRST DATE WAS AT J.B.'s. SHE HAD A REGULAR BEEF,

HE HAD MOZZARELLA STICKS AND A LARGE COKE WITH NO ICE.

LED ZEFPLIN IV WAS PLAYING AND LOVE BEGAN TO BLOSSOM!

rp»^~i

RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

18 Main St. Oowntown Amherst 263-644

1

SUPER CONCERT WEEKEND BUYS!!

CANS BY THE CASE:
Old Milwaukee $8.99 +dep;

Busch $9.95 +dep

Strohs $9.95 +dep

Coors $11.99 +dep

Bud, Lite $12.49 +dep

D6CKS (reQ) ••la.aiiia ••••••• di'ti"" T Qcp

^u'-h:

CANS BY THE 12-pk
Red/Whlte/Blue

Ballantine Beer 12pk cans.....

Busch 12 oz cans $5.75 +dep

$3.50 +dep

$4.15 +dep

-«*«i**.

IMPORTS
Hopfenperle (Swiss) $3.50 6pk; 11.99 cse + dep

Swan (Australia) $3.50 6pk; $11.99 cse + dep

Moosehead $3.99 6pk; $14.95 cse + dep

Becks Light or Dark $4,25 6pk; $16.50 cse + dep

COOLERS:
Orange & Citrus $1.99 4pk +dep

Seagrams Wine Coolers ... your choice .... $3.49 4pk +dep

All 2 Liter bottles (plastic) your choice $3.99 ea

MANY, MANY MORE INHOUSE SPECIALS!!!

The University of Massachusetts Department of Theater

in Cooperation with The New WORLD Theater presents

THE LION AND THE JEWEL
by Nobel Prize Winner VVoie Soyinka

April 30, May 1-2, 6-9, 1987 at 8:00 PM
Rand Theater, University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Center

Tickets: Fine Arts Center Box Office, 545-2511
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Death penalty no solution
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lUClNOA COUTO

I recently attended a lecture on the death

penalty. Before going 1 had debated heavi-

ly about the death penalty. "An eye for an

eye," I said. If a person is convicted of

murder — and I didn't think an innocent

person could be found guilty, not with our

complex court system — they deserve to be

killed, "Think of the victims," 1 said. It's

not fair to the victim's family to punish the

killer with anything but death. I argued

that the death penalty deters crime and

cuts down on prison overcrowding (and

therefore on the taxes used to support con-

victs in prison). The death penalty is the

fairest way to punish murderers, I believ-

ed, and I went into the lecture unwilling

to budge.

Dana Anagnostou

I walked out of the lecture two hours

later unable to justify the death penalty

any longer, not because the speakers were

persuasive and charismatic, but because

they presented facts and moral arguments

I agreed with.

Proponents of the death penalty say that

when a person kills another they have

given up their right to life. Killing them

is a just punishment because they have

killed. But what if they are innocent? The

scariest fact presented at the lecture was

that during this century at least 230 peo-

ple were found guilty of capital crimes and

later found innocent. Of these. 23 were put

to death. If you can justify these deaths, let

me know — I can't. While putting an inno-

cent person in prison for years is a horri-

ble mistake, killing them is not only horri-

ble but irreversible.

A lot of people think killing a murderer

helps the victim's family, pays them back

for what they've lost. Wrong. Coretta Scott

King said, "As one whose husband and

mother-in-law have both died the victims

of murder assassination, I stand firmly and

unequivocally opposed to the death penal-

ty for those convicted of capital offenses. An
evil deed is not redeemed by an evil deed

of retaliation. Jvistice is never advanced in

the taking of a human life." On a less

honorable note, I think if someone killed

my sister I'd rather see them rot for the rest

Asserting right to live

of their miserable life than be put out ol

their misery; death is an easy way out.

As for deterring crime, most criminals

don't commit a crime thinking they'll be

caught. Studies have shown that states

with no death penalty have lower rates of

homicide. When someone is killed in cold

blood the murderer has usually thought the

crime out to the extent that they believe

their plan is flawless. They do not enter

tain the notion that they'll be caught, and

therefore the possible consequences of con-

viction, in this case death, do not stop them

from killing. And murders that are not

premeditated are usually done so quickly

the murderer does not stop to think of the

consequences. These murders are commit-

ted in the heat of the moment, on an almost

primal level, when any thought of punish

ment is not enough to stop what is about

to happen.
Finally, there's the argument that the

death penalty lessens the number of per-

sons in prison, and. as a result, saves tax

dollars. The fact is, however, that sentenc-

ing someone to death often means that per-

son will stay in prison for many years,

either appealing their sentence or awaiting

execution, and therefore the death penal-

ty is more expensive than a life sentence,

Let me explain: those convicted of murder

and sentenced to death appeal repeatedly.

A 1982 study concluded that the average

murder trial and first stage of appeal cost

$1.8 million in tax dollars, which is more

than it costs to keep a person in prison for

life. Many persons that have been con-

victed and given the death sentence are

still on death row, appealing the decision,

years after their initial trial, costing tax-

payers money for both the court and their

stay in prison.

The death penalty is not the solution to

crime in this country. It does not help the

victim's families, does not deter future

murders, does not save tax dollars; in short,

all the arguments in favor of it are incor-

rect. There are many other ways to deal

with criminals that are more effective, and

there are many avenues that could be

explored.

Dana Anagnostou is a Collegian staff

member

Strange dreams, cold sweat
I've been having weird dreams lately. I

figured if I wrote them down and then sent

them into the Collegian I'd be able to rid

mvself of them.

Ed Robinson

I can't believe anyone's

got the ignorance to think I

or anyone else should have

to defend homosexuality. I

did not decide to be gay, did

not seek it out, and I sure

wasn't encouraged. Along

with all the trash thrown at

me by bigoted, insecure peo-

ple, I get a few jerks who ac-

tually think I should have to

defend or debate a sexuali-

ty I had no say in. That's

right, no choice. So get off

my back; homosexuality's

no sacred cow. If anyone in

this University experiences

a strong distaste for their

homophobia maybe they

can begin to appreciate the

abuse experienced by many
of us, not for expressing our

bigotries but rather simply

for asserting our right to

live as we are, gay men and

lesbians.

Rich Ruppel
Sunderland

One dream goes like this: I'm driving in

my Volkswagen down Route 9 near the

malls. I make three traffic lights in a row,

so right away I know I'm dreaming. Sud-

denly "Baby on Board" signs start pro-

liferating wildly on my front windshield.

I can't see. I slam on my breaks and look

out the side window to pull over. I notice

there's a deer sitting in the passenger seat

with its seatbelt securely fastened. It licks

my face. Right before I smash into a tree

and die I notice the signs on my windshield

have changed. All of them now say "Bam-

bi on Board." The fuzzy dice hanging from

my rearview mirror are thrown clear ofmy
wrecked car and bounce up against a wall

at "Soda and Petfood City," finally coming

to rest in the gritty parking lot. I've rolled

a "seven." The dream ends.

Another dream: I'm twelve years old and

on my way to school. In the parking lot

behind the school I see Mark Divincent, a

tough kid from the poor side of town, is

twisting the sweater of Al Greenburg, class

fatso, with one hand, and pulling back his

other hand as if getting ready to punch Al

in the face. Then he lets Al go. Al reaches

into his pocket, pulls out some coins, hands

them over to Mark and runs into the

school. By this time I'm right near Mark.

I nervously smile, praying that I won't be

the next victim. Right before I walk past

him he smiles and says: "Don't worry,

Robinson. I'm a moral bully. I only steal

lunch money from the over-weight

children."

Finally, this dream: I go over to

Chancellor Duffey's house for dinner. I

knock on the door. CIA Director William

Casey answers the door. I say, "I thought

you had a brain tumor." He says: "I only

have half my brain left, but I still hate

Communism. Come on in." I go in. The

Chancellor says "Hello." I say "Hello." The

Chancellor says, "You said 'hello' but what

you're really trying to do is make a political

statement." I say, "Well, then you made

a political statement because you said

'hello' too." He says, "No, only your 'hello'

is a political statement. My 'hello' is just

the nature of things. Now sit down, shut

up, and eat, we're here to have fun." 1 start

to do as he says but then 1 notice that he

has photographs of contra atrocities fram-

ed and hanging on the wall. The
Chancellor notices my discomfort and says,

"Just ignore those and pretend that they're

not there. Besides, the contras aren't to

blame. They're just following the orders of

the CIA. It's the CIA that you should go

after." I get up to leave. He says,"You bet-

ter stay here. Ifyou try to drive home you'll

find that all roads lead to McCarthyism. Or

Nazism. Or something worse. If history has

taught us anything it's taught us that.

Here. look".

The Chancellor hands me a map. It's a

homemade map in the Chancellor's hand-

writing. According to his map all roads do

lead to McCarthyism. Or Nazism. Or

Something worse. The Chancellor says,

"It's better if you stay here, keep quiet, and

do nothing,"

I wake up in a cold sweat.

Ed Robinson is a UMass student

Apology in order to third floor Brett
^ _ .. , ., r^, ..J i7i___ n_„*4. „» ctT-<.o«^s "rnnvpnientlv out of the way. " Myself and (

I feel Fran Caliendo owes the Third Floor Brett an

apology. In her Friday April 17 column, Caliendo

writes that the Social Awareness Corridor, located on

that floor, is a hotbed of discriminatory attitudes between

heterosexuals and homosexuals. These feelings began to

surface, according to Caliendo, after a parade of inno-

cent straights became regularly vulnerable to walking

in on homosexuals 'engaged in sexual relations." Calien-

do concluded that this situation was inevitable as "at

least one-half of the floor is homosexual. The rest, she

assumess, are minorities, exchange students, and those

placed there "due to a lack of adequate housing,"

Patricia Favreau

Okay Fran, so I guess you would conclude that I am

a minority of the corridor as I am a white heterosexual

female I an also one of the two resident assistants on

a corridor that houses a total of 59 people with about

eight members of that population being openly gay.

There are also 11 black students, 2 exchange students,

about 7 Jewish students, and other individual students

of color But everybody else, regardless of their culture,

religion, etc. is lumped into the "straight' category

which is synonymous with the "student placement due

to a lack of adequate housing,"

The Friday column is not insulting because of the_

grossly miscalculated numbers but. rather because of

what the numerical miscalculations imply. The Student

Diversity Programming Corridor being proposed for the

4th floor is not being designed to accomodate a homosex_

ual clique. Neither is it an attempt to 'hide away half

of the third floor on a corridor that is as the editorial

stresses, "conveniently out of the way. "
Myself and other

people on the floor have been advertising the floor change

was specifically created to promote the new Fall semester

program rather than the existing social awareness title;

as a result, the ads have attracted a large number of in-

terested students from all over campus. About ten are

from the third floor.

In reality, the Social Awareness Corridor is no more

'socially aware' than any other floor on campus. The cor-

ridor did initially engage in an active Social Awareness

Program which was established in 1978. Originated by

a group of students interested in exploring multicultural

and social issues, the program was successful and need-

ed little promotion to attract interested students;

however, involvement over the years waned and the pro-

gram was eventually dissolved. Without a structured

curiculum and the status of a specialty corridor which

would have been recognized by Housing Services, the

empty rooms were consistently filled with students who

had requested Brett House or who were in need of a room

during first semester housing crunches.

The conflicts that have occurred, particularly last

semester, were largely due to the fact that the corridor

held onto its Social Awareness title without any struc-

tured program to give it credibility and a sense of com_

munity. What did result instead were the formation of

a lot of individual cliques including those composed of

students attracted to the social awareness concept

vet-ran floormates who had formed tight friendships and

continued to make the corridor their home, and other

small cliques who recognized but did not necessarily ad-

vocate the awareness theme. Add a large number of new-

ly arrived whith heterosexual Freshman placed in va-

cant slots during the fall semester and the floor dynamics

set the stage for incidents of harassment, accusations,

a continuing of cliques and a general atmosphere ot

tension.

The implementation of a Student Diversity program

will allow for the dismissal of the SocialAwareness title

and, hopefully, the stereotypes that people associate with

the floor. It will also allow for self-selecting students to

build a community around both a theme and a structured

3-credit course dealing with cultural diversity and issues

of oppression.

Unfortunately, where a student decides to live is not a

student right but, rather, the responsibility of Housing

Ser\'ices, which has the ultimate say. The only guarantee

that students receive in regards to their housing

assignments is that they will be given a room on cam-

^
The Brett/Brooks cluster houses a professional staff

trained to deal with social issues, issues of discrimina-

tion and the everyday disciplinary and judiciary policies

upheld by the University. Roommate disputes and

something as major as an on-going "interrupting of

homosexual relations"would have been and would be ad-

dressed by the staff. Caliendo dwells on this assumed

premise and justifies it as being the force responsible for

creating "prejudicial attitudes against homosexuals."

Now where in the columns is the real source of these at-

titudes examined, that of firmly imbedded and learned

feelings of homophobia that exist in our culture.

Caliendo owes the Brett/Brooks staff and Brett

residents an apology. She should have engaged in fur-

ther researching and more in-depth interviewing of in-

formed sources before publishing a lot of misconstrued

facts and offensive garbage,

Patricia Favreau is the resident assistant on the third

floor of Brett House
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Butcher talks about his music,
looking forward to playing Umass
By RICK SASSON
Collegian Staff

Jon Butcher, coheadliner of Sunday's

UPC concert by the pond, has come a long

way since his first release in 1983, when
he could be found regularly at the Chan-

nel m Boston. He first touched on commer-

cial success with Along The Axis in 1985

on his new record label. Capitol. A Gram-

ray nomination for best instrumental per-

formance on Along the Axis put him in the

company of Jeff Beck and Stevie Ray

Vaughn
Now he's out suppi^irtin^ his latest

release. Wishes, which made the charts

» iih the hit Goodhw Sai'tng Gr*Y The LP
is smooth all the way through Butcher

employs cx>ngas for a touch of an .\fncan

feel, while the cutting guitar still

dominateii Its also a hncal effort — and

it's cJ«&r to his audience that he's senous

-.-^ng wTt . "^..tfher told the C.-ij-

:-'<trrd.H. e s l«^king toward

I picked from about thirty five songs for it.

C: Is it meant as a political album?
B: Yeah. One ofmy favorite bands is The

Clash. They always stood for something
and that made them political. I don't wear
my politics on my sleeve, but I think I have

more in common with the Clash than with

other bands.

C: Who are your guitar influences?

B: I don't know about influences. That
would mean it shows up in my music —
which it doesn't. I admire Jeff Beck. I also

admire Mark Knoffler (Dire Straits).

C: Do you dislike people labeling your

music''

C: W
BjIi:-

peopie tiiat '^;

w^as the nuT^ o

ing r.*^ Mr Ax-

C: 'i - - -.:--:-

com^p>ir;%.: .^:::^ >^-r

tough one to make''

B: No — I did it myself. I had been in-

terested in self-production for a while and

this album presented me the opportunity.

nc*l mv la« name — :t

.illy elaborate album
earlv stuff. Was it a

B: Yes. the music speaks for itself That's

the great thing about it — it doesn't require

classification.

C: How is the Hub rock scene doing?

Have you left it since joining Capitol?

B: Not really I'm still a big fan of Boston.

1 have a particular affection for

Massachusetts I have a tune-up date at

The Channel on May 7.

C: VlTiere are you touring?

B: I'Mass is our first gig. Then we're do-

ing a few tune-up dates. We're embarking
on a world tour in May.
C: Are you looking forward to playing

L'mass''

B: Oh yeah. I've played at Amherst
before. People there like music as much as

anybody else. The average UMass student

is more musically educated than, say,

students at the University of Knoxville —
they're hipper. Plus the girls are prettier.

JON BUTCHER will play at the Union Program Council concert

by the Campus Pond this Sunday.

Cultural Extravaganza Sunday
The JQA International Extravaganza is

a four-hour cultural festival designed to

prorr. le understanding and acceptance of

r
"^ - " '.•<:* of cultural

%>"
•rd throueh arts

^^ r^ripfea. iXUor-

:ashion show of

and CTb-

etkruc \

mat:or-i

trwijtiofi&j oc^rtia^.

The Ertravaganza is a umqrae attempt to

hav% tht campttf wjmmunity learn about

dtiv€rstt>* throu^ variouB fonnal&. T>ifc pro-

pam IS a means for students con-

templating travel outside of the U.S. to

think critically about their perceptions of

other cultures, and to greater appreciate

the culture shock that some international

students may f^;e moving into a residence

hall environment. Questions like the

following will be addressed; What role does

alcohol and or food play in family and
social gatherings? What is considered

alcohol abuse in other countries and what
are the sanctions? To what extent are

ethnic dishes part of religious exercises?

Student interest in this event is evident.

Many Southwest residents are already

continued on page 10
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RENT FROM HERTZ PENSKE
AND BE A ROAD SCHOLAR.

Hertz
Neighborhood Agent: Mark's Motor's

222 King St & Rt 5
Northampton 01060 • 586-8391

PRESENT THIS AD FOR A 10% DISCOUNT

30 Fuller Road, Chicopee, MA 01020 • 549-5186

WW« trudit 1 tilBbli at «« loctioiw. All Itol «wd mmwv, fwwoti wbttc< to Mtrti P»ntk« nondord fwito)
VaMiMtiam. C Htm rwMtw Trudi \.wim%. Inc t9IS

Games
and

Gadgets

By ADAM LAVINE
Collegian Staff

Almost everyone had a Etch A Sketch

when they were growing up. Remember,

the mysterious toy which you could draw

pictures on and then erase them by shak-

ing it? Ohio Art has pulled the old con-

cept back to their drawing boards and

released a souped-up electronic version

which can take your pictures and (get this)

animate them!
When I first unpacked the surprisingly

small unit and started to toy with it, I ex-

perienced a vague sense of deja vu as I

began to relearn how to use the two dials.

Like the old Etch A Sketch, one dial con-

trols the vertical movement of the cursor,

the other the horizontal. The cursor will

move without drawing until the DRAW
button is pressed, then it will leave a trail

of small pixels behind it. If the ERASE
button is pressed, then the cursor will

erase any previously drawn lines it moves

over.

The real fun with this toy, however,

comes from the other features. Once the

SAVE button is pressed, whatever you've

drawn on the screen is saved into one of

twelve screens. By hitting the NEXT but-

ton, you can move sequentially along the

screens, and make small modifications to

them until you have them in some

coherent order. In other words, the first

screen can be a face, the second screen the

same face with a smile, the third with an

eye winking, etc. Then, by hitting the

ANIMATE button, the machine will run

through the screens at one of seven dif-

ferent speeds, animating what you've

drawn.
Ohio Art has set the operation up in

such a way that it is very easy to modify

previously drawn pictures. By hitting

RECALL when drawing screen two, the

contents of screen one will be called up,

so that the entire picture doesn't have to

be redrawn. A REVERSE button will take

any picture and inverse it, i.e., making all

black pixels white and vice-versa.

The only complaints I had with the Etch

A Sketch animator were small ones. The
pixels or dots are small squares, which
sometimes made drawing complicated pic-

tures difficult. Also, the unit automatical-

ly created beeping sounds when it

animated a series of pictures, which was
fun at first but eventually got annoying.

The Etch A Sketch animator is,

however, a terrific example of taking an

good, old idea and revamping it via

creativity and electronic ingenuity. It is

addictive enjoyment, and as the machine
stores the images in memory, a large,

complicated project can be worked on over

a long period of time. The Etch A Sketch

animator is available at most larger toy

stores for about $50-60 dollars.

"EAR ART" earrings by Eve Kaplin

THE ARTISAN GALLERY
|

' iiiurnes nnarKei Open |

I Lower Level 150 Main Street Northampton 586-1942 Sundays I

Thornes Market

• x»
CHINESE KITCHEN
FAST SERVICE - GREAT PRICES

e
Try our

Moo Shu Pork

$3.95

#23 Szechuan Gai Ding,

Swee & Sour Pork, Fried Rice

$4.95

#22 Chicken Wings,

Sweet & Sour Pork,

Fried Rice

$3.90

#24 Yoke Kew (Beef)

Onion and Green Pepper
Chicken Wing, White Rice

$3.90

TRY OUR LUNCHEON — DINNER SPECIALS
Only $1.49 before 3 pm, $1.90 after 3 pm

Eat In or Take Out
HOURS: Sunday Noon - 10 pm, Mon • Sat 11:30 - 10pm

430 Russel St (Rt 9)

HADLEY — 253-2571

2 LOCATIONS

150 King St

NORTHAMPTON — 586-8220

FRIDAY

FILM «•§

By JIM COLE
Collegian Staff

Well, the pre-summer syndrome is upon us. It's a terri-

ble thing, too. What exactly is this unbearable monster?

Movies of dubious quality! Just think a minute of all the

AKl
films in the theaters right now or opening in the next cou-

ple weeks.

Most have one thing in common: they're boring! They're

stupid! They appeal only to those lobotomized masses!

Films like Police Academy 4, My Demon Lover, Walk Like

a Man, and Blind Date come to mind. They are films with

no humor, no plot, and they leave no impression on the

viewer whatsoever.

Late April and early May is this sad time of the year,

a time when movies that were originally planned for sum-

mer release are instead unleashed a few weeks before the

Memorial Day weekend. The reason for this is clear — the

films are simply too moronic and weak to compete with

the big summer films.

But the ordeal is not over yet. Extreme Prejudice open-

ed last week, a film starring Nick Nolte o{48 Hours. But

unlike that taut and involving thriller, this movie is sup-

posedly a mindless collection of shoot-outs, hoards of bad

guys, and no logical character development or plot. It isn't

something that you should run and see. And films open-

ing this week don't vary from the general pattern much.

The only one I'm interested in is Creepshow 2. Even
though it is strictly a horror film and probably tasteless,

I'm looking forward to it. I loved the original Creepshow,

and I hope this one is just as good, if not better. Instead

of five short stories by horror master Stephen King, there

are three in this film, longer and probably designed like

continued on page 10

ONEMA
WEDNESDAY - SATURDAY

NIGHT AT THE OPERA 7:00

CHUCK AMUCK crtoon iMtur. 8:45

COCOANUTS starring lh« Mam Brothmra.... 10:45

SUNDAY - TUESDAY
CRIMES OF THE HEART 7:00

PEGGY SUE GOT MARRIED 9:00

DOUBLE FEATURE $3.00

DOWNTOWN AMHERST 253-5426

RESEARCH
INTERVIEWERS
Interesting, part-lime telephone assignments to collect

data on a variety of health issues research topics.

Absolutely no selling involved. Hours are from 5-

10pm. Sunday through Friday and Saturday from

10am-3pm. You may choose whichever shifts you

want to work, as long as you work 4 shifts a week |20

hours) minimum. Start at $4.25 per hour with pakl,

training and move up to S4 50 an hour after you have

worked 100 hours. We are located at Mountain Farms

Mall which is a stoo on the free bus line.

Call 586-8635 or 586-8636

between 4 PM &.ljQ,PM

ABT ASSOCIATES
TELEPHONE RESEARCH CENTER

Mountain Farms Mall. Rl 9. Hadley. MA 01035

An tOkiM Opponun>«y Empioyar

MIAMI WAVE
$1.50

LIQUORS

61 Main St., Amherst
NcKt to Town Hall

FOR FREE DELIVERY OF
*20 MINIMUM ORDER.
(OFF UMASS CAMPUS)

Dial
253-3091

— All Prices In Store Cash Only —

1981

Raymond
Cabernet

^8.99

Franciscan
Chardonnay

1984

^6.99

Bartles &
Jaymes

Coolers
4pk

^3.29

Johnnie Walker

Red
1.75

n9.99

Lowenbrau
^3.456pk
H-Dcp.

Grolsch

6pk^4.75
+ Dq>.

rating

of the

stdfevvfde on Fri.,

Sot;, ond Sun.,

Moy 1 -3

Come in and get
your new spring

sh6«|S at greet spring

sole prices!

Opep Sundays
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k follies
infinued fnun pagt H ^ ,, r- *i e
hose segments m the oiiier King film Cat s Eye^ untnr-

unately. I have very little information on the film and

iilv know one of the storu-s. The Raft, one of the goriest

titi most bizarre tales from his book. Skeleton Crew. It's

11obably going to be no belter than the other pre-summer

lassies around now. but at least it sounds interesting.

If that film, or any others I've mentioned aren't right

ir you, there are always plenty of movies at the smaller

cmemas or on the campuses. At the Amherst Cinema, the

Marx Brothers' double feature. A Night at the Opera and

Thr Coconuts, and Chuck Amuck, a collection of zany and

cla.'^j.ic Warner Brothers cartoons from the late 30's. 40's

and 50's, Chuck Jones is one of my all time favorite

animators, and the chance to .see all those great cartoons

that we could only watch on Saturday morning television

on the BIG screen is too good to miss. I just hope they 11

show my favorite: One Froggy Evening, the one with the

singing frog and the poor schlemiel that finds him.

Remember it? Lastly. The Graduate, Dustin Hoffman's

first film, and a very funny comedy centering on the

generation gap, will be shown at Merrill 1, Amherst Col-

lege, at 8 and 10 p.m. One memorable word makes the

whole movie. "Plastics."

• extravaganza ^
continued from pagv > volunteering their

knowledge and talent to make the JQA International Ex

travaganza a success. Exchange studenl.s in particulai- are

showing a great deal of enthusiasm for the festival.

Although this extravaganza is geared primarily at

Southwest residents, this program will attract all types

of students. Most nationalities will be represented in some

manner.

- SANDY EDWARDS

Calendar

The musical "Grease" will

be performed at Hampden
Theater in Southwest on

Saturday, 7 and 9:30 p.m.

-er-tftrifeftriftr-tt

STANLEV CAVbLL
Professor of Philosophy at Harvard University will lecture on

The Melodrama of the Unknown Woman:

Reading NOW, VOYAGER
Sponsored by Dept of Comparative Literature • Univ ol Mass Amherst

iTIme: Friday, May 1, 1987, at 4:30 PM,
Place: Herter 231 (Univ. of IVIass.)

Screenings: The film NOW, VOYAGER
(1942), starring Gladys Cooper and Claude Rains, will be

screened in Herter 231 at the following tinnes:

Wed. April 29, 4:00 PM • Fri. May 1, 2:30 PM.

Reception: After the lecture.

GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE
ELECTIONS

ON MONDAY AND TUESDAY MAY 4 and MAY 5

THERE WILL BE A BALLOT BOX ON THE CAMPUS
CENTER COMCOURSE. ANY ENROLLED STUDENT
MAY VOTE UPON PRESENTATION OF A VALID ID.

THE ELECTIONS COMBMTTEE OF THE GSS URGES

ANY GRADUATE STUDENT WHO MIGHT BE IN-

TERESTED IN RUNNING FOR AN OFFICE TO COME TO
THE GSS OFFICE AT 9 19 CAMPUS CENTER FOR MORE
INFORMATION ON DUTIES. RESPONSIBILITIES AND
ELECTION PROCEDURES. NOMINATIONS MAY BE

MADE IN PERSON OR THROUGHT THE MAIL.

NOMINATIONS FOR ALL OFFICES WILL CLOSE

THUSRDAY, APRIL 30 at 4:30 PM.

liO'
Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-5141

Join Us Friday For The

"GATEWAY TO THE WEEKEND"
With FREE Buffalo Wings From 4 pm till they last

WITH MORE HOT FOOD TO FOLLOW!!

BEER OF THE MONTH: Heineken - $1.25

DRINK OF THE WEEK: Fuzzy Navel - $2.00

L

DELTA UPSILON and the AMHERST POLICE DEPT.

JIMMY FUND KEG ROLL
We are rolling a keg from Boston to Amherst

along Route 9 both today and tomorrow

for the Jimmy Fund. We'd appreciate your

support by either joining us for a parade

through town at 6:00 PM Saturday

or through a donation to this cause. Thank You!

Make Checks Payable to: THE JIMMY FUND

Drop off Check or Cash to:

DELTA ZETA - 778 North Pleasant St, Amherst

God's Destiny

For You

BOB WEINER
Bob is a frequent speaker at major Christian festivals

and conferences and a favotrlte guest on Christian net-

works. He has been Instrumental In Igniting

movements for God on campuses all over the world.

SATURDAY, MAY 2 • 7 PM
Campus Center Ground Floor

Marantha Ministries

If you're a little confused about health care (and who isn't), there is one choice you can be

sure of Western Massachusetts Health Plan

Vbu have your choice of the well-eslablished. community physicians who participate in the

plan And you sec them in the comfort of their private offices

Nbu get the comprehensive coverage you want with no claim toims, deductibles, or waiting

periods And when you compare costs, you il find you lan t get a beitct value

So ask your employer about Western Massachusetts
( (i.tlth PI. in , Blue Cross and Blue Shield HMO Or call us (ni

(ktail ..ni or 586-9161

Open House For State Employees 7:00 PM
May 7 Northampton Hilton

May 12 Lord Jeffrey Inn Amherst, MA

IB Wf$TÊWESTERN MASSAf Mlisf IIS

t IF ALII I PI AN

BkaCksM
BkuShakl ^AA

* baseball falls
continued from page 16

The Minutemen forced the game to extra innings in

the bottom of the ninth thanks to the glove of second

baseman Rob Holiday.

With one out and two men on, Holiday made a diving

stop of a ball headed to right. There was no play at first,

bjt a run was saved. Jeff Richardson got out of it with

a 64-3 double play.

That wasn't enough, though, as Amherst put together

a two-out rally in the tenth (with the help of a UMass
error) and scored the game winner. With runners on first

and second, winning pitcher Ron Raymond singled to

right. UMass may have had a play at the plate, but

rightfielder Jay Zerner's throw was off the mark.

This weekend. UMa.ss (9 1 in the Atlantic 10) can earn

its way into the playoffs with two or three wins against

Temple. Starting time for the doubleheaders Saturday

and Sunday will be noon.

"This is our biggest series of the year," Bergquist said.

"I think we can handle them. I have confidence in this

team."

* Softball * Gazelles in ECAC's
continued from page 16

Chris Ciepela led off the

ninth with a single and was
sacrificed to second. After a

ground out and a walk, the

WRams tried using a four

outfielder shift on shortstop

Paige Kopcza, "who'd been

ripping the ball all day,"

Sortino said.

Sort ino outsmarted the

WRams, though, calling for

a bunt, which Kopcza ex-

ecuted to perfection, loading

the bases. First baseman
Martha Jamieson then
smashed a triple to left to

empty the bases and bring

home the win for freshman

Traci Kennedy, who allow-

ed just two hits while walk-

ing three (two intentionally)

and striking out one.

In game two, UMass got a

big hitting performance

from the whole team,

especially Chris Wanner,

who two hits and two RBI's.

Lisa Rever had a key triple

for the Minutewomen.
Rever got the win, tossing

five innings with five

strikeouts.

Sortino also cited Debbie

Cole for a great job defen-

sively from her third ba.se

station.

Tomorrow, the

Minutewomen finish their

regular season against Cen-

tral Connecticut at Totman
Field. Game time is 1 p.m.

The games mark the final

home appearances for

seniors Cole. Carol Frat-

taroli and Emily Bietsch.

though, may be the key for

%: .^ %

continued from page 16

the Gazelles' chances.

"I'd like to be ahead for the whole game. The key is to

make them play our game, and not theirs," Hixon said.

Dartmouth features a strong defense, one to which

UMass showed no respect in its earlier meeting. However.

Dartmouth is also quite capable of getting into a runn

ing game, as evidenced by the 24 goals the two sides ac-

counted for in that game.

"They're fast, and they like to run a lot. But, we can

keep up with them," Hixon said.

Having seen each other already, one would think that

the two teams will be making a lot of adjustments.

However, Hixon is planning to stand pat.

"We're going to play the same defense and have the

same matchups as last time. We won the last game, so

1 think it would be up to them to make the adjustments.

They're going to have to come to us," Hixon said.

As for the UNH/Harvard game (assuming a UMas.s vie

tory), the general consensus has the team preferring to

get another shot at UNH. which handed the Gazelles a

5-4 loss in the rain at UNH a couple of weeks back, though

Hixon doesn't care who they face.

"We've played all of the teams in this tournament, and

we can beat all of them," Hixon said. "But if you look at

the stats, we totally dominated the UNH game in c-very

way except for the score. Harvard, though, is a dangerous

team. They're explo.sive. and they can .score a bunch."

UMass look the Harvard battle on April 9. 10-8 at Tot-

man Field. Senior co-captain Lisa Griswold had four goals

and an assist, while Murphy had a pair of tallies and tliree

assists. ^_^_

THE

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS PROGRAM

OUTSIDE PROPOSAL
MEETING
will be held

Monday, May 4, 1987

at 7:00 PM in 162 CC
All Proposals Must

Be Accompanied By

An Oral Presentation

rmnn
distinguished

Visitors program

Southwest Theatre^Group

present3S

Book, Music & Lyrics by Jim Jacobs & Warren Casey

MAY 2 & 3 • 8:00 PM
Outside Hampden Snack Bar Southwest

MAY & 4 • 8:00 PM
Eastside OH-C Basketball Courts

Raindates - May 3, 4, 5 SUB
• FREE

|^ft^^<• ••••••••••••••••••••**************.

i I SENIORS & GRADS
GMAC & SAVARESE CHEVROLET WOULD LIKE

TO HELP YOU PURCHASE YOUR FIRST NEW CAR

DETAILS:
You must be 6 months away from graduation or have graduated 1 year prior from an

accredited 4 Year Degree Program

• You must be employed or have a verifiable committment for employment

• Good credit or no credit are OK

CHEVROLET

WHAT YOU GET!
CHOOSE FROM ONE OF THE FOLLOWING

A. A $400 non-transferable discount coupon to apply towards down payment

B. 90 day deferment of 1st payment

OVER 300 CARS & TRUCKS AVAILABLE SOME WITH ADDITIONAL CASH BACK FROM CHEVROLET

• SALES • SERVICE • LEASING

145 KING ST.. NORTHAMPTON
586-7250

Minimal Down Payment RequirementsChevrolet

Wiclcles

"inePrint

1 BOLTWOOD WALK
AMHERST
256-0148

LASER PRINTING

J^K^^^^^ OH. PAOE^ $15.00 ^ RESUME

Please present this coupon

^heehan'^

Qafe /

5/1 FRIDAY
Jim K & Company (jim Kammski)

572SATURDAY
Urban Renewal Area oebut

5/4 MONDAY
Ken Johnson & Co.

5/5 TUESDAY
Ken Johnson & Co.

24 Pleasant St., Northampton • 586-4258
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GENESIS VI COLLECTION ^^-r ^

GULLWING^DESIGN ^^^f^^

I I I

"{•46't

^KmPBouSfouffnSroR^^

^ • PEEL PROOF
^ •DENT PROOF -CHIP PROOF

RUST PROOF • CORROSION PROOF • STACKABLE

LIGHTWIGHT YET DURABLE AND MORE

V n8a41

l-n I

0iu'
--»',

V
'IIS294 li'v

A^i

42" TABLE and4 CHAIRS

24888
VALUED <

AT N

MATCHING UMBRELLA»99'4;49';

MATCHING CHAISE»^^4W

»S260

priis

POLYPROPOLENE WEBBING

REINFORCED EXTRUSION
1" FURNITURE GRADE ALUMINUM TUBING

HIIMPACT REINFORCED MOLDED ARMS

»8941

'^ *''
//

J "^ia

6x5x4
FOLDING
CHAIRS

j$y99

6x5x4
FOLDING
ROCKER

5 POSITION
FOLDING
CHAISE
$

199

EXTRA WIDE
POLYPROPOLENE
WEBBING -

1'

FURn'iTURE GRADE ALUMINUM
TUBING - HIIMPACT REIN-

FORCED MOLDED ARMS

5x4x41 FOLDING

FOLDING ADJUSTABLE

CHAIR CHAISE

"SPRINGTIME"
WELDED, STRAPPED
CHAiSE^841

N

$

99 !;$C99R$n99

$'

"REFLECTIONS"
WELDED, PADDED
CHAISE_^8941

^l $99'
CONNECTICUT STORES OPEN 7 DAYS

S«T 10 9 • SUN 10-6 • WON f Rl 10 9

ROUTt 5 EAST WINDSOR CONN.

nil CAMPBELL »Vt., WEST HAVEN, CONN

ROUTE 184. OPP COQTQX KOTO luNi GROTON, CONN.

S»LV«Gt .

IT
TT

SALE
ENDS
MAY
7TH

MASS STORES OPEN 7 DAYS

HAMPSHIRE MALL HADLEV. MASS
SUNDAY 12 5»III0NSAT 10 9

CANAL STREET TURNERS FALLS. MASS

S»1URD»» 12 6 • SUNMt 10 6 • WONTRl 10 9

FROM TODDLER TO
BIG GIRL SIZES

• KNIT TOPS
• WOVEN BLOUSES
• TWILL SLACKS
• CORD JEANS

• SWEATERS & MORE

PARTIAL LISTING:

Red Delicious Apple

Mcintosh Apple

Yellow Delicious Apple

Jonathan Apple

Belle of Georgia Peach

J. H. Hale Peach

Red Haven Peach

Hale Haven Peach

Bartlett Pear

Montmorency Cherry

Black Tart Cherry

North Star Cherry

Early Richmond Cherry

Burbank Plum

Santa Rosa Plum

Bruce Plum

Plus Assorted Shade

Trees And More

1 ITREES & SHRUBS
DWARF & ADDI r Si
STANDARoMr r LL <X

FRUIT TREES
* PEACH • PEAR 'PLUM 'CHERRY

COMPARE TO »7.95 EA.

RAILROAD SALVAGE PRICE

N
..^

"
SHOP EARLY FOR BEST SELECTION

FLOWERING

SHRUBS
FORSYNTHIA • RED ALMOND

• SPIEREA • WEIGELIA

P.CHYDRANGIA^ SNOWBALL
MUST BE
BOUGHT IN
PKGS OF 2
FOR* 1.98

HOLLAND BULBS
BEAUTIFUL ASSORTMENT
& READY TO PLANT NOW

VALUE TO N

$295

I PLANT NOW

77^

^

wooDBRASSGLASslie PiecG SOLID PINE
300SETS«inii I pAMILY ROOM PACKAGE

k g< • 8 Pc. LIVING ROOM
> ^ „ VWM W • 3 Pc BAR SET

. -f^Vr^, Cisra - • 5 Pc. DINETTE'^«.j

- < .•

•

N

TRAILERLOAD

BUY-OUT

FIRST QUAUn!

MIX & MATCH

YOUR CHOICE

^j7
TUftfpwai* rr

RECTANGULAR
I . TABLE

i AND

4 PADDED

BRUER CHAIRS

5 PIECE SET
C0MPARE$3QQ

«148
N

w
ALL -^l,

1£ PIECES

YOU GET IT ALL
SOFA • CHAIR • ROCKER

• 2 BAR STOOLS • 2 LAMPS
• COFFEE TABLE & 2 END
TABLES • 5 PC DINETTE
WHILE 50 SETS LAST
CASH & CARRY ONLY

N

w
1 m

UDIES LONG SLEEVE SHIRTS • JUNIORS MISSES

SPRING SLACKS
IPOIT COTTON IN TAN.

POLT COTTON IN SOLIDS. J»C
QU«MOS PHINTS. PLAIDS ft KOBI
ALL WITH W(»»NCLt» STtLINC LUt ft RASP
• UDIES CAP SLEm BLOUSE . m^iEs jwiLL
POLY COTTON IN NAVY ft CPttN
OV£R PLAIOS WITH WHITI BACH
GROUND IWACMINI WASH S X I

W'}^^

JEANS
100\ COTTON COW«OY CUT

JUNIORS CANVAS SLACKS
IOCS COTTON STRIPIO CANVAS

VALUE »^":oo $688

f

HALF INCH VINYL
REINFORCED SLATS

.«V?,

^
w'Sv'e DRAPERIES

, „ . - ECRU BACKGROUND WITH
• 'UO CONTRASTING THREADS OF

•aP> I il BLUE, GREEN, BROWN OR NATURAL
^ *^* " MACHINE WASHABLE

YOUR CHOICE
48"xS4"

OR

48"x63"
IcoMP $1|95
VAL TO 11

YOUR CHOICE
48"x72"

OR

48"x84''
coMP $1 ^95
VAL TO 11
N
O
w$90

ROLL UP BLINDS 2rx6'^— -....NCHviH,.

YALUET0*5^'

g$400

4'x6'

5'x6'

6'x6'

7'x6'

8'x6'

'^'l| J. ^

—

^—^TRIMMABLE
WOODTONE • NATURAL • WHITE
PRESSURE TYPE CORDLOCK - INSIDE OR OUTSIDE USE

W

W

w

w

*8

no
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson
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Smithereens

By Sarah Smith

X-

/tosc./

TMi u/A»f /^y

u:h a fori

The toaster clivers of Pago Pago

Congratulations to all winners of the CoU«gl«a

elections.

All staff members and correspondents are ex-

pected at the barbeque tomorrow.

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

?^ Cgr CO**)

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeati

MR f^PRB^l HOUJ
MUCHDOVOUKNOUJ
A&OUTTHtlRAN-
COHTFA AFFAIRS
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iOUU^Rt STARTING 70

^dR BREAKUP' HA!
IBR£AKMY5£LFlF.UP'
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ye^'HOW AN AXIS ROTATION'

DiDiOU
'""

/£$ ITHINK.

isn...THa m'uBLWK-
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SLIPPBRS

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

OOOPBYB Bill ^

OOOPUJCKIN
CAUfORNm ' PONT
SPB^P irflU IN

ONEFLfiCe' \ ^
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X

mn I d'po^ IP
00 w ma we6T cmsr
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Gordy
By Gorde

^^
Gordy By Gorde

TO \AJN-K OI^CB A\OfcE.

^im A ct^i^ HeADf ro
SE AF^£ 7?? eATFnnt^
AUc^ ^€MEMBtR n.' To

JVSTST/VJOTHBeE!
ORrWKC/P/ fT'S

PARTY -VMEf

"More worms? ... Saoaaaaaaoy — wtiy ore

you being so nice to me all of a sudden?"

Lunch
Menu

Basics Lunch

Tuna Salad on Water Roll

Turkey Divan

Dinner

Fish Fry/Tartar Sauce
Cheese Lasagna/Sauce

Rice Frittata

Tuna Salad on Water Roll

Basics Dinner

East West Lasagna

Fish Fry/Tartar Sauce

Weather , ^ ^
Today: sunny in the morning, then turning cIoudY with

a 30 percent chance of rain in the afternoon.

Tonight: continuing cloudy

Tomorrow: it doesn't look great for all the outdoor par-

ties, With a 40 percent chance of rain. Bring the galoshes

with the wiffle balls

Today's Staff
Night Editor Nancy Klingener

Copy Editor John Swanson

Layout Technician Rob Catalano

Photo Technician Byrne Guarnotta

Production Supervisor Rob Catalano

Production: Lynne, Laura, Tori. Keith

Judy, and Lisa

Executive Board — Spring of 1987

KELLY SIEGEK
BdUor ta Ciii«r

MABCY KLIMCEMBE PHIL SEEAFIHO

lUaaftng Editor EdUorUl Bdllor

•

STEVE RUBIM JUISEL ZIHTER

ftMbiets MaMg«r Prodnctte* Maaag*'

Business Board — Spring of 1987

STEVE RUBIM PATRICE LAWSKY

B«|«Mll«u4«r Il.fli««iigli««««r

PAUL H LESSER CRAIG HAUCLB

Atfvcrttotai $«1M llaM«w CI««Urto« IUMf«r

VAHESSA ROTH WMSM HOLLAND

rtMM« MMUtfM SabwHytiM IfMUftr
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Men's tennis team beats UConn; now 3-3
Women travel to Wellesley; track, rugby, crew also in action
By JOHN NOLAN and ANDY SHERMAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's tennis team im-
proved its seaon record to 3-3 yesterday, recording its best
efTort of the season, whitewashing the University of Con-
necticut, 9-0, at Storrs, Conn.
"Last year we beat them 5-4. This year we had a good

day and blank them," coach Manny Roberts said. "I think
it was a big win for us because they're usually pretty
tough."

The Minutemen. who return to action with a match on
the upper Boyden courts, Saturday at U a.m., rolled over
the Huskies and were led by number one singles Brian
Gable with a 6-3. 3-6, 6-4 win. Other winners included,
number two Flicka Rodman. 6-1, 6-0, number three John
Marlowe. 6-1, 6-0, Rich Neibor, 7-5, 6-3 and Chris Johnson,
4 6, 6 2. 6-2.

The three doubles teams and Joe Desomiers also chalk-
ed up wins.

Banking on the perseverance that has carried the team
into the later stages of the season, the women's tennis
team looks to improve open its 1-5 mark when they travel

to Wellesley College, in Wellesley, Ma., The match will

be the Minutewomen's first since returning from the
Atlantic Ten tournament on April 18.

"Everyone played well in West Virginia, Hopefully that
will carry over on Saturday, and we should pull it off,"

said sophomore Mary Beth Pelosky.
"In the past we've done well against them, it's always

been a close match, usually 5-4 one way or the other. If

there is one match that we are going to win — this is it."

said captain Judy Mclnis.

A boost for the team should been the return offreshman
Jen Hickey who has been ill since the tournament.
After Saturday, the women travel to Dartmouth to take

on the Big Green junior varsity, Wednesday afternoon.
In other weekend action, the men's track team travels

to Westfield for the EIAAs on Saturday, while the women
will be running in the New Englands.
In crew, both the men and the women head to Worcester.

Ma., to compete in the New England regionals. Saturday
at 8 a.m.

The Rugby team will be at the Charles River Rugby
Club in Somerville, Ma., on Saturday. Match time is set
for 12:30 p.m.

• Gorillas host Rutgers
continued from page 16

goaltender Paul McCarty. sophomore attackman Chris
Tyler, and freshman attack Rob Codignotto all look good.
McCarty was credited with five saves on seven shots and
on the offensive end, Tyler (two goals) and Codignotto (one
and an assist) shredded the Big Green defense. Tyler near-
ly had a hat trick. . .

If you've been wondering what ever happened to early
season freshman scoring sensation Tim Soudan, the
answer is nothing. The attackman came up with torn car-
tilage in his right knee during the first half of the team's
fourth game, the Gorillas' 17-8 win. "We just don't know."
Van Arsdale commented, adding that he had practiced a
little on Monday and continued yesterday. Van Arsdale
termed Soudan's condition as doubtful. The freshman has
eight goals Through seven games, senior co-captain
Tom Carmean leads the team in scoring with 53 points
after racking up six more on Wednesday. The Ail-
American attackman has 15 goals and 38 assists.
Behind Carmean is Hiller with 36 points. He has a team-
leading 29 goals along with seven assists. Also in double
figures are Kelley Carr (19 points with 13 goals, six
assists), Greg Cannella (16 pts. on eight and eight), and
Doug Musco, (14 pts. on 13 and one).

i1^tttttt^/r^l^AT\i«ri*rfri\T\AAl^AAl^t^l^»Atl»A*tttttttttt#t^#T»riiriir#^^^^^^*>»r^^^^^^^^^^^^^,^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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253-5595

KEGS-
175 UNIVERSITY DRIVE

FREE DELIVERY OFF CAMPUS

MILLER LITE 12 oz cans $10.99 + 1.20 cs
MILLER DRAFT 12 oz cans $10.99 + 1.20 cs
HEINEKEN 12 oz cans $14.99 + 1.20 cs
MOOSEHEAD 12 oz cans $12.99 + 1.20 cs
STROH 30 pk cans $10.99 +$1.20 cs
SCHAEFER 12 oz cans $8.75 +1.20 cs

CALIFORNIA COOLERS 2L $2 99
BARLTES & JAMES 12 oz $2 99 4pk
TOSTI ASTI SPUMANTE 1.5L $10 99
TOSTI ASTI SPUMANTE 750 ml S59Q
ALMADEN 4L ^700
VODKA 1.75L ".!".'."".".!".".".".'.".".".!!'.".!".!

$8.'99
GIN 1.75L $8 QQ
RUM1.75L

:z::::;::.:::;::::;::::::::::"$To:99

GO UMASS LAX
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ACIlVIIlES'AuUlO
AuIO FOR SAU •CAiCUlAFORS

ENIfcRrAlNMtNF • (-QR RtN?
FOR SALE •fOuND

HELP WAN1£D»lOSI

J

CLASSIFIED
.^•f-^f.-.',*^ .- ^^ tLi^4>^^. , ^-.•Jt^j,

iNSIRuCriON-MOIORCYLCuES
PERSONALS -RlDE WANTED
PIDERS NEEDED- SERVICES

l<OOMAr£ WANFED* IRAvEl
WANTED •SubletCOIIE TO THE COUEGiAN OfF.CE - CC 113 MON-THURS »:30.3:30 (FRI 2.30) > DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION* CASH IN ADVANCE. IS^/WORD/DAY FOR STUOEliTS

ACriVITIIS

TRADE U2 TICKETS nave 2 iickels (or
Sunday May 3 need 2 tickets tor Saturday
May 2 Call Marue, Holly. Judy of Charlene
at S49-7477

AUTO FOR SALI

1979 PINTO 67K ask ng $600 549^ 1 138

FALCON

1978 FORD FAIRMONT. 63.000 mi $500
Devra 549-0543 DOUtll lED WANTED

1965 FORD
256-6920

a cream puC

STORYTELLER JENNIFER JUSTICE wili
ape^ tonight - Spiderwoman Myths about
strong wonien " CC903 8 OOPM tickets

|3 00 sponsored by Women's Leadership

ANIMAL NOUSi

ONE SPOT OPEN m College St pany
palace only nonserious students non-

omS'^£^"°^ "^ ^''P'^ -"«•«

AUDIO

RECIEVER. TURNTABLE, GOOD car
irtoge. equiliier Good and cheap 6-9152
(leave message I

SYSTEM 4-SALE. 36x2 *atl Kenwood
receiver Sony Auio-reverse tape d«:k, two

M6'-«*79***'*
Complete -$300, call Mike

1979 FORD MUSTANG yellow, auto
82 000 mis AM/FM stereo $1200 545-3689
alter 5 30 584-9042

1975 DASHER RUNS well needs brakes
BO leave message 256-1417

81 CHEVETTE 4SP 63K 1200 or BO
665-2941 excellent condition

1980 DODGE OMNImany new pans, good
body/tires, needs some work $750
665-8160 (arter 6PM) 5-2261 (day) ask for
Mike

78 MERCURY MONARCH 6 cTlmder $400
BO 256-1345

NEED SOME CASH? Do you have a dou
ble bed in aood condition'' How about sell-
ing It? I'll buy It now or at the end of the
semester Please call today 549-1634
Leave message

GRADUATING SENIORS, take over our
apartment, Townhouse style - (ufiiish«d
free cable call now 865-3513

4 BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE in
Sunderland Squire Village Call 66S-4S43

TAKE OVER LEASE June Isl 2bdr on bus
route, inexpensive 549-1439

D.U. KEG ROLL

TAKE OVER OUR lease m June and get
August rent tree' Or just sublet for the sum-
mer/2-bedroom in Southwood apts call
256-6334

SUMMER SUBLET WITH/FALL option
Spacious 2 bedroom Squire Village
Townehouse on bus route starting June 1

,

Call 665-8410

ckup excellent con
Must sell soon

19M TOYOTA 4X2 I

dition Under lO.OOC
253-5731 evenings

THREE SUPER BEETLES 1972-1974
$450-$800 lor info (413)566-5081

74 DODGE CHARGER ACTpb: PS runs
great some rust $400 253-9568

1975 CHRYSLER CORDOBA runs and
looks tine New staner, battery Serious
springtime sunroof $950 call Steve

82 VWRABBIT 47.Mb rSr$3206 OO^II
maintained new battery, alternator tires
5495185

PONTIAC T 1000 1983 great condition'
1400 or best offer 549-0549

1980 RED FIAT. AC PS Sunroof. Sspd.
stereo. k>w miles, runs well, some rust $750
or BO 253-9624 or 773-7333

DELTA UPSILON FRATERNITY
The Jimmy Fund will be

sponsoring a keg roll from Boston
to Amherst tomorrow Sponsor a
brother and help us fight child-

hood cancer Donations welcome
5493831

ROOM IN HOUSE
$i85/mo lake over
549-6792

1 mile fr campus
lease call Natalie

2 BEDROOM MAIN St 480 Includes
everything Take over lease on June
253-5529

ROOM IN NEW house summer or fall eall
Dale 253-9949 between 5:30-6:30

ROOM AVAILABLE IN Beaut condo close
to UMass on bus line Kitchen/laundry lacil

mcl female norvsmokers no pets 256- 1547
San

CAPE COD-FALMOUTH

HELPI I NEED a place to stay m Falmouth
lor the summer ll you need a roommate(s)
please call Ray 253-9692

CAM COO RENTAL

WEST YARMOUTH SUMMER rental
Segull Beach 253-7430 sleeps three

FOR A OOOD TIME CAU
RACK-A-DISC Entertainment Agency Disc
lockies lights, rentals, arxf mobile video
dancesi 549-7144

FOR RENT

BEDROOM AVAIL.
fall option on 2br busroute Heidi 256-006

1

END May w/or w/oul
eld

TAKE OVER OUR lease starting June 1 2
bdrm hot water inc 405 <<> 665-3041

1 ROOM AVAILABLE inimediately in 4
bedroom Swiss Village Apt Call Jerrv
256-1091

ROOMS FROM JUNE 1st fall option $235
per month exclusive close to campus
649 1 358

SWISS VILLAGE
Over lease w/fall

256-1318.

4 bedroom apt Take
option or sublet call

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL option single
room In 2 bedroom apt quiet, near Puffers
Pond available June Isl call John 549-5851

2 BEDROOM APARTMENT, tall, starting
June 1 $410 00. laundry. 665-2286 bus
route

WERE LEAVINGI TAKE over our Zbr
Southwood Apt and the furniture's yours
Free' Heat/water included 253-9089

THREE BEDROOM APARTMENT on route
9 Hadley recently renovated. 200 yards
from bus stop take over lease June 1

586-8917

TAKE OVER LEASE, 3 bedrrom Nor
ihwood apartment available June 1 call
865-4813

Friday, May 1, 1987

3 ROOMS IN house- 6 mmule walK to cam
pus -250plus washer-dryer fireplace ask lor

Steve 549-0792

JUNE FIRST. FOUR rooms m apartment on
bus route (fall option) summer rent
negotiable Evenings 256-004S near
UMass

2 BEDROOM APT Lantern Court
Sunderland wall to wall carpeting,
dishwasher, clean, quiet, on bus route 7-i t

nearby $390/month plus utilities call

anytime 665-8607

2 BEDROOM CRESTVIEW apt available
June 1 with tall option '/j mile Irom cam
pus. 10 mm walk, on bus route, 549-5481

2 BEDROOM CRESTVIEW apt available

June 1 With fall option 549-0758

TAKE OUR LEASE two bedroom
Townehouse Southwood apt starting June
1st call 253-9815

2 BEDROOM APARTMENT lor fall Starting

June, $410 00 665 2288

SOUTHWOOD APT FOR rent take over
lease in June and gel August rent free

256-1066

TAKE OVER MY lease starling June 1st

Call John at 665-7546 or 545-0896 1

bedroom.

HOUSE 100 YARDS Irom Whitmore'
Singles available Washer dryer Summer
sublet with tall option Must see to ap-

preciate 200 plus 549-4124 Deb or Mike

ONE BEDROOM PUFFTON available June
tst Call Veronica 549-5456 keep trying

TAKE OVER LEASE Perry apt (The
"Drake ") right in town 256-8867

NEW 4 BEDROOM in Amherst take over
lease June 1 253-3149

BRANDYWINE ONE BEDROOM available

June 1 through next school year
$460/month inc utilities, pool bus route

Call 549-6416 Ask lor Dave

4 BEDROOM APT: Swiss Village Take
over lease w/fall option or negotiable sublet

256-1359

TAKE OVER OUR lease, June l
, 2 bdrm

,

quiet, clean, right on bus route, heal mcl
call 253-9612 and we'll make a deal'

BRANDYWINE-3 FEMALES for 2 bedroom
apartment summer sublet with fall option

call 549-4977

fOtSAU

CRATE AMP MUST sell' Call Shawn
546-9030

U2 TICKETS FOR sale all shows 546-8789

NIKON 13SMM/2.8 MACRO lens, brand
new, complete w/carrying case Pnce
negotiable Call John. 6-7070, after 10P M

KRAMER FOCUS 2000 with Floyd Rose
and Hardshell case $300 Peavy back stage
amp $100 call Dan 549-6211

U2 TICKETS FOR floor section
Meadowiands May 1 1 Rumored Springs-

teen appearance call 256-0820

MODERN 6 PIECE modular couch in good
condition -$100 call 549-0803 or 549-1 191

STUDENTS. PARENTS OR professors
buy triis 2br condominium 790 sq ft park-

ing Northampton By owner $79,500
617-927-7080 call after 6:00PM

SPEAKERS: ACCOUSTIC~BRAND, 3-way,

CD feady liquid cooled $450 or BO Paul
584-0634 after 5PM

VUARNET. RAYBAN. BOLLE sunglasses
plus look-a-fikes Jams, catchit, sunbntches
shorts, everything discount Mike 549-7575

CONCEPT II ROWING ergometer 1 yr old

excellent condition call 586-9724

BUNK BEDS IN great condltloni Maple
frame with 2 new mattresses included great

for small spacious' Call Mary Beth or

Vanessa at 256-8376

BIANCI RACE BIKE 52cm Campagnolo.
Columbus low mHas must sell $500
546-4613

COMMODORE COMPUTER SYSTEM
brand new. commodore 128, color monitor
modem, printer interface, software
584-0074 or 546-5724

PULLOUT SOFA, COFFEE table and desk
Call 549-6067 Cheap!

FOUND

MARYANNE MAGUIRE I have you' Monec
card 549-0114

QUMBV KEY RING found at Newman
Center bus stop on Thurs April 23 call Pete

665-3671

FREE CASH

NEED MONEY? SPEND all your cash on
spnngoreak? i need your baseball cards
please help' Call Mike 549-0333

FURNIM YOUR APARTMENT

COMPLETE FURNITURE FOR your apart-
ment wall units, sofas, drapes, kitchen table

and chairs Great condition Call 549-6489

OOROEOUS FURNITURE

COMPLETE FURNITURE FOR your apa^-
men! great condition best offer call

549-7203,

HYANNIS

1 BEDROOM IN 2 bedroom house in

downtown Hyannis perfect lor 2 $900 for

ihe season 549-0259

HILP WANTED

WE ARE LOOKING lor someorw to do chM
care one evening a week and occasional
overnights Must have transportation Call
548-9057

WANTED PART TIME bus drivers lor Nor-
thampton to Amherst routes $5 to start very
convenient for Northampton residents
Work schedule arranged around your class
schedule 586-1909

SUMMER JOB • WATERFRONT Director
for day camp In the Bosion Area June
29-Augusl 14 Salary 1,800-2,000 depen-
ding on experience Contact Janet Wad-
den, outdoor program director. Patriots'

Trail Girt Scout Council, 6 St . James Ava..
Boston, Ma 02116, (617)482-1078

PAINTERS NEEDED EASTERN New
England area intenor and exterior starting

pay 6 50 and up dependir>g on experience
Equal Opprtunlty Employer (61 7)933-4370

NORTHAMPTON MOTHER SEEKS
rmponaibto b^ysitter for 20 month ok)

daughter 3 mornings or altemoon* a week
baginning May Itt 586-3311

COLLEGIAN 15

UPC OFFICE MANAGER position available
starting tall 87 Clerical, oigamzational. &
personable skills required 15 hrs/week,
minimum wage Pick up applications at
406D student union building Deadline is

May Isl AA/EOE

GREENHOUSE HELP WANTED apply in

person Keyes Rose Co 374 Russell St
Hadley

THE UMASS OUTING Club seeks a sum
mer Locker Manager to handle Ihe rental
Ol outdoor equipment Pay is $3 85/hr lor

5 hours/week Applications available in

UMOC oftice (428B Student Union) and are
due by 5PM on May 1 UMOC is an
AA/EOE

DRIVER WANTED; 4:30PM to 9 30OM
Must be reliable and have a good driving
record Apply in person, Keyes Rose Co
374 Russell St

, Hadley

ROSE SORTERS WANTED: apply In per-
son Keyes Rose Co , 374 Russell St
Hadley

EXCELLENT WAGES FOR spare time
assembly work electonics, crafts Others
Info (504)641-0091 ext 2068 7 days Call
now'

EXCELLENT INCOME FOR home
assembly work For inlocali 504-646-1700
Oept p-1307

GREENPEACE WANTS YOUII Call Pat
256-1439 between 10 2 30 it you re serious
about saving the planet join our educational
outreach staff' Pays well-lots ot tun-very ef
lective Call now' 256-1439

DAY CAMP -2 part-time positions- July 13
August 7 Wnte Leverett Elementary
School, 01054 or call Karen Rubin
584-9304

EXCELLENT INCOME FOR pan time home
assembly work for into call 312-741-8400
ext 598

WAITRESS/WAITER, 20-25 hourr per
week, lor summer possibly tall- flexibility a
plus Call Mary at 584-9816, behween 1 and
4

JOB OPPORTUNITY ]N student govern
ment assistant to the student trustee Ad-
ministrative and research skills Academic
year and summer Applications available at

406E Student Union women and people 0!

color encouraged to apply The SGA is an
AA/EOE employer

POSITIONS AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY
or tor summer as telephone interviewers
with professional marketing research firm

IMo selling or quotas involved Flexible after-

noon or evening hours (Minimum 15
hrs/week up to 40 hrs/week avaiable ) No
expenence necessary $5 (M/hour Call

after 5 OOPM 549 7235 Located across
from UMass Southwest Dorms

JOEK

JOE. I'M VERY happy you finally found the

right girl I did teach you everything you
know Love Sue G

KATINA't

LIVE AT KATINAS May 3 The Ramones
don't miss this great show The Ramones'
The Ramones' Hte 9 Hadley

KEO ROLL

JOIN DELTA UPSILON and the Amherst
Police dept in support ot the Jimmy Fund
Procession through town at 6:00PM Satur-

day evenings

LOST

RED POLO SPRING jacket in campus
center- Friday please call Julie 9571

GREY JEAN JACKET Irom Mike's W View
Thurs 4/9 be cool return keys from pocket

Ciff Brandywioe 549-0667

LOST KITTEN -BLACK hair calico cat, half

a gold face, white paws, gold and white

tummy Answers to Boe-Boe. lost in Puff-

ton Village If you ve seen her please call

549-1011 or 549-0929

TAN WALLET -TUES nite in CC please call

549-5955

MOTORCYCLiS

HONDA CB350 RECENTLY rebuilt emgine

call 256-8643 ask for JB $450 or BO

80 SUZUKI GS-750L 9000 miles always

garaged $2000 253-9568

SUZUKI FA50 EXCELLENT summer/cam
pus transportation $250 or BO 256-1618

HONDA CM4bO CUSTOM 7500mi, sport

shield- trunk, $850 Helmets extra 256-1618

YAMAHA VISION 1984 liquid cooled sTiaft

d'lve need cash SI 000 665-8770

200 CC YAMAHA ROADBIKE perfect con-

dition S49b 263-2459

81 SUSUKI GS 750L black runs and looks

great $950 or BO call Jon 256-1318

PAINTER$ NEEDED

ON CAPE COO
$650-10.00 per/h

1-800-922-5579

for summer earn
call now lor info

PERSONALS

RESUME TYPESETTING SERVICE
Have your resume professionally typeset

The best quality type, not a word processor

Sixteen different type styles to choose from

Takes only 3 days - costs $25 and any

changes Hi do lor FREE Come down to the

Collegian Graphics Office (113 Campus
Center) and speak to Peter Soderberg

MEET NEW PCOPLE! Get great ex

Come down and check us out!

ITS COMING FOR the first time m May!

KERRlTWE COULDN'T forget vc u could

we? Hope you have a great birtnday' Love

ya. Beverly and Alyson

T67ENNYPOO.l.ORIANNE7sre«y, Suze,

Greggy, Rooosell, and L"- it was a perfect

gotcha' And the academy award wmner

S you guys are the best (nends and I love

you' Jodi

DONNA. I LL MISS you bunch** I love you

daarly. Shi-head

MIKE L YOU'RE real special And that's

not way the - off! Love the Little One

»N FIELD -TO y'ali who were m the haMway

weds at 2AM ttwks for the support- You re

great' Luv. Lis

DlANErTTSleCNAaSlAT six monlhs

I wouldn't have wanted to spend my time

wimany one else You always know how

month anivarwry Lova Michael

OHHH! BAMBINO! BARRY Prior God
knows, I love you" Happy 1 year babe
vou ve been the best!! So. so, Iher! "I'm
forever yours , Faithtutty" Ti Uoij^ Andria

DIANA-HAPPY 19 birthday entoy' Love ya
Sisters and pledges of Delta zeta

HEY SQUIDI YOU oetTer watch out or I'll

break your tentacles! Love Squidette

HILARY-HAPPY 19 bTrthdaywe^hope you
had an awesome dy love Delta Zeta

PIKE BIKE AND hike Saturday May ? lasi

week to register enter r>ow and race gainst
multiple sclerosis'

CANCUN MEXK:0 TRIP lor two lor the
Pike Bike and Hike winner Saturday May
2 call Pi Kappa Alpha 10 register 545-2150

U2 TICKETS HARTF(MO May 7 6-666

1

or 6-6654

BILL HAPPY 20TH birthday' Only one
more year to go Have a good one I will

always remember and hope you never
forget There will always be a special place
tor you in my heart Love you (orever Fnc

U2 TICKET FOR sale Worchester show on
May 3rd Call 6-1141

TO THE PERSON who stole my tape deck
Irom the white house bash Friday nite, 1

need that tape bad! Also, whoever stole my
camera I want the film leave it in mailtxjx,

no questions asked

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE new sisters
ot Sigma Kappa' We were happy to see that

everyone survived the weekend in the
snake pit Great )0b Christine, Catchy,
Tanya, Maria, Patty, Christine, Erin, and
Mana Awesome times ahead Gel psych-
ed Love the sisters of Sigma Kappa

STEVE DALLAS -WILL we ever forget that
night ' You've made the last six months
very special -don't stop' I love you- Opus

K.B. HAPPY birthday you crazy chick' Vou
are the best voliyball player at 872 Lets go
wild this weekend Something different

huh7 Love and kisses from your
housemonsters, Susie, Michael and Steven

I LOVE BOB Orourke Ha ha Maria Happy
birthday irom Hell

LEANN "FLOPPYTOP" RYAN -Happy
20th" We re broke -no stripper 4U- have a
personal and always remember
"Paradise!" Luv ya lots Andrea & Lori

HEY YOU! TO those sexy Spanish eyes in

rm 309 Dickinson too bad it could have .

been something special Guess Who?

WE LOVE YOU Brmii Love, the sisters of

Tri-Sigma

SIGMAS ARE PSYCHED -now we have
seven more'" Welcome aboard to Gretchen
Breisky, Jilllan Brewer, Lauren Curley, Kim
Frost, TC Gallagher, Karen Harris and
Karen Micciche' Love. Ihe sisters of Sigma
Sigma Sigma

HAPPY 21 ST STEPHAN Thum> Now that

you're legal, how about a night on the
town? Love Deb

GERTZ- HOW DOES tantalizing 20 feel

now'' We're all looking forward to next
semester in the Mod apartment & the sym-
metrical room & the bass ale "The line

forms ," You know the rest

ELLEN THE SOCIAL worlcer, please to! me
explain' 546-8748

HEY DUDE HAPPY birthday' Love no.99

4531044 THIS NUMBER has a nice catch
to if Good luck

WILLIAM KLESCHINSKY- HAPPY
Father's Day - I'm late!'!

LYNNE: TOMORROW. A celebration for a

partygirl! Happy birthday and get psyched
for U2 Love Jen

PHI MU DELTA, Jose T P I like Ihe way
you rolled your r's If you didn't use the

napkin to blow your nose give me a call

KATE: HAPPY BIRTHDAY Slate! 20
means you come home with 2 shoes! Love
Jusuiane and Jen

DAWN(FLATI) I know why you bother

Don 1 give up so easily' Things will gel bet-

ter soon' Trust me' Love Kath-Woman P S
Your problems will seem very minute
tonight' (Heh-heh)

SUSAN lACOUELLI, HAPPY birthday!

Love, Sharkey and Snakey!

PLEASE HELP

WANT A 2 or 3 bedroom apartment for fall

semester only If you can help us out please

call Brian or End at 253-7195 leave

massage

PROFESSIONAL TYPING $ERVICE

case's. PAPERS. DISSERTATToNS.
theses last, accurate dependable, on-

campus reasonable. 584-7924. Nancy

RIDE WANTED

RIDE FOR TWO needed to Worchester lor

U2 on Monday May 4fh please call 6-5006

RIDE NEEDED TO Worchester for U' con-

cert on May 4 Monday call Tom 546-5928

ROOMMATE WANTED

ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to

share spacious bedroom in Puffton Village

Call 546-7087 evenings

2 SINGLES AVAILABLE starting June 1

Main St Amherst busstop in front of

S210/mo call 253-7152

NEEDED ONE FEMALE roommate to

share in a two bedroom Brandywine Apt

549-5231

2 ROOMS AVAILABLE in weii maintained

tarmhouse Attractive, rural Surroundings

10 min to bus 1 5 r:« to Amhers! Take

lease fall option 21 plus nonsmoking

women prefered. 195plus 256-0407

AMAZING VIEW SUNNY 3 bedroom apart-

ment good karma included, available for

summer, fall & spring Northeast St ,
close

to campus, call Heather Mana or Andrea

256-6356

SUMMER SUBLET/FALL option 2 large

bedroom townehouse in Sunderland pool,

tennis, backyard, bus rt only 9 minutes

from campus 195/month (summer neg )

call 665-2265 leave message

MALE roommate" WANTED^to share

spacious bedroom in two bedroom Bran-

dywine apt call now 549-1613

FEMALE NEEDB) TO share room in house

on E Pteaaant call Li»a or Oebbte 549^364

SEEKING 2 FEMALE (wnanrHJking room-

mates for Brandywine lease Must have

goodkxjklng friends 549-6081

1 FEMALEROOUMATE needed to sharo

a Brittany Manor apt ct 2S3-2284

ROOMMATE WANTED TO share a two
bedroom Colonial VIg Apt Own room, lul-

ly furnished, 1S5 a month 253-5183
anylima,

NbRTHAlSPTON~CANTlR~SUMMER
sublet cheap Call Joanna 546-8477

2 FEMALES WANTED to share spacious
Mam St apt fireplace hardwood floors

across Irom bus stop, reasonable rant star

ting June 1 1987 call 256-6202 evenings

WE'RE LOOKING FOR 2 roommates to

share large 3 tiedroom Townehouse apt
Please call 549-0308 -sutilet lor summer
also available

SELF-STORAGE FROM $20 monthly
Transportation possible Aaron Inc
665-8281. 1-800-342-3492

1 FEMALE ROOMMATE needed lor Bran
dywine apt next year call Kathy 549-2712

LOOKING FOR 2 male/female roommates
to share Brittany apt call Kyle or Justine at

253 1388

TWO FEMALE ROOMMATES needed lor

Brittany apt 256 8602

TOWNEHOUSE APT 2 non-smoking room
males lor tall 649-4860

OLD 5 BEDROOM house on Hyanms Har
tx>r Cape Cod 1 500 per person for season
Call Mark 617-775-1669

TOWNEHOUSE APTS - 1 female room
mate needed lor next year Contact Barb
or Jackie al 549-0462

TWO FEMALES WANTED to share one
bedroom in Brandywine apt starting in fall

Call 549-5616

SERVICE $

TUTORING. SUBSTITUTE TEACHING m
business managemenl marketing
finance, investment & microcomputers $7
per hour Neg 536-5006 leave message

PAPERS TYPED 24 hour service for $1^r
page Call 467 7648

SPANISH TUTORINO ft TRANSLATION

PATIENT, SKILLFUL HELP: Short stories,

grammar 256-1002

FLINO

HELP WITH SPRING Fling' Come to Cen-
tral Area Government meetings at 8 00 on
Tuesdays.

SHAWN AND JOI K

SHAWN AND JOE K -I'll be happy to

spread the news of your engagement- but
then again. -I don't gossip anymore Love
Patty

SHAWN AND JOE K

DID THE 2 of you think for one minute that

I would not retaliale. I love you both. Paul

SHAWN AND JOI K

YOU TWO BELONG together Your love is

so special Best of luck Collegian Staff

SHAWN AND JOE K

SHAWN AND JOE, we've seen your love

grow from day one. Congratulations, love

Kush, BInsk, and Yen

SHAWN AND JOE K

BEST OF LUCK. We love you Mrand Mrs
Duva

SHAWN AND JOI K

SHAWN, WELCOME TO our family You're

the sister Ive always wanted Love Mar|ie

SHAWN AND JOE K

JOE AND SHAWN- Mazel tov to both of

you A long and happy life together Love
Nana

SHAWN AND JOI K

CONGRATULATIONS. WE ALWAYS
knew it was meant to be Name your first

2 kids after os Love Chuck and Stoney

SHAWN AND JOE K

JOE AND SHAWN, we saw your relation

ship grow Can't wait until the wedding
Love Cozy, Joey, Leslie, and Dave

SHAWN AND JOI K

I REMEMBER SEEING the 2 ol you ski

together and I knew the two ol you had
something special You always had to go
on the chair lift togetfwr Best wishes. Love
Cozy

SHAWN AND JOI K

JOE K. WE have known you for four years

and we are so happy that you finally found
the right woman Shawn-you lucky girt you
Much love and fiappiness- the women of 43
townehouse

sr.JUM

THANK YOU AGAIN! Seldom do your

prayers go unanswered I am very grateful

SUILET

THE BOSTON GLOBE, IBM. General

Foods and Kenner Parker Toys are |ust a

few of the many opportunities available

through the Co-op Office Come in or call

today • 545-2224 your future starts here!

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT. Includes
utilities, dishwasher A/C, pool, tennis. On
bus route Reward 665-8891

BRANDYWINE 1 BEDROOM available for

summ#r SICOpr/monlh ea 549-2636

3 BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE apartment
looking for female subletfers lor June-
August 400 per month call 549-1449

JUST FOR JUNE -four rooms in a houM
nght off Main St We need renters for one
month only in a furnished house Call Nan-
cy at 256-1396 evenings

2~BEDHOOM TOWNEHOUSE In Squire
Villag« apts summw sublet/tall option
665-4026

SUBLET AMHEMT EFFKtENCY apt

32Smonlh avaM 520 in town call Kate
253-3626 after 9:30PM

TAKE OVER LEASE starting June pool A/C
3 bedrooms on bus route 665-8448
I40amonih

ONE BEDROOM BRANDYWINE apt for

sublet, June-August rent negotiable cati

549 100s

THE TOTAL PAD summer Sublet w/tall OC'

tion on NOHO bus route $400 month
586-2796 leave message

TWO ROOMS AVAILABLE in new fully fur

lushed Amhers! house Summer with fall

option Call Linda or Laurel al 253-9949

1 BEDROOM AVAILABLE in a 2 bedroom
apartment m Cliffside June 1 -August 31 call

Bill 545 1936 Day 665-7126 night

AVAILABLE W/FALL Option Southwood
Ti-iwnenouse starting June 1st Can
256-8249

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS
"The organized students We tram you

'

' Now hiring painters good conditions
'

'and good pay $5-$7 per hour, throughout

'New England Age and experience not'
' a concern Positions filling quickly '

call today 1 -800-424-2468

SUMMER JOt$

THE FUTURE IS so bright, you gotta wear
shades Help pass the Toxics Lilieration

Act, slop nuclear madness, and light lor

consumer justice Masspirg seeks bright,

energetic students lor summer campaign
positions Earn $150,300 per week Train

ing travel, advancement, and a chance to

meet hundreds of other tun people Offices

m Amherst Boston Cape Cod Wor-
chester. and six other locations Call San-
dy at 256-6434 today'

SUMMIR JOBS

ON CAPE COD at Jason's ot Dennisport
Floor and door personnel. Darbacks and
waitresses Accepting applications on ihe
following Saturdays April 18.25 as well as
May 2.9 Interviews will lake place from
noon to 3 on those Saturdays al Jasons on
lower county Rd in Dennisport Ma

SUMMIR ROOM FOR RENT

TAKE OVER OUR Sundertand hous,

lease please Ethan Sara Scott 665 ?9n.i

BELCHERTOWN 2 BEDROOM at
Backyard 200 yards Irom town 323 457;

FURNISHED ONE
available lor summer
1 1 00 PM 665-2984

BEDROOM api

sublet C'«ii aMei

2 BEDROOMS 2 baths 2 living areas kit

Chen in nice house between UMass and
town Possible fall option $200 each mu^

'

see' 549.5689 Barry. Glen

THE RAMONES

LIVE AT KATINAS niteclub" Sunday Ma
3 The Ramones college rock and Roll ai i'

best' Doors open at 7 OOPM

TVPINO

SPEEDY KEYS " -PROFESSIONAL
reliable, accurate 256-1002

TYPMO SIRVICI

QUALITY TYPING PAPERS, letters

lesumes, etc Meticulous proofreading
Editing available New IBM typewriter Ca
5490367

TYPtNOtfRVWI

WORD WIZARD WORD processing 51

dent rales 549-6484

SPACIOUS ROOM CLOSE to campus on
bus line low rent call Greg 549-7463

U2TICKm

SUMMER SUBLET ' DON'T MISS THE May 8th Hartford

' U2 show' Tickets for sale-good seals

NEED FURNITURE CHEAP call Jacqui ' Best offer Call 546-4384

256 8032

PRESIDENTIAL APARTMENT
AVAILABLE for summer five minute walk
Irom Gradlwr 549-0129

QUIET ROOM AVAILABLE in house down
the street Irom mall & busline Large and
private- rent neg call 6-7057 and leave

message

2 BEDROOM APT in house on Grove St
near bus stop available June thru Aug w/fall

option 253-5820

WANTED

WANTED: TWO FEMALES to sublet Iw

rooms in house Cable, washer, drye
dishwasher, furnished for only 156 00' Cr.

Donna 253-3625

THREE BEDROOM PUFFTON apt direct-

ly next to busstop 12 mm walk to Grad
tower Fully furnished, air conditioned, ten-

nis, pool, call Magnus 549-7882

BABYSITTER NEEDED FOR summer
my home-Granby please call after

467-7860

AMHERST CENTER ONE- bdrm apt w/lall

option $400/mo includes heat, hot water
and parking Call 253-9946 belore 11PM

MCCLELLAN ST. SUMMER sublet large

lurnished house with all modern conve-
niences Between campus and town
253-7309

I NEED A Micro computer. IBM compatibi
leave a message 1-739-0699

WANTED TO RENT

UMASS STUDENTLOOKING tor room
rent near campus dunng spring break 9-

10 9-29 Call Mary al 546-1 151 Keeptryir

NEED 1 PERSON suble* June -Sept 1 in 3
bedroom Puffton Apt room furnished non-

smoker 175/mo call Susan after 9 30PM
549-0697

AMHERST CENTER-SINGLE room in large

house $210- fall option call Rich at

253-7216

SUBLETS/HOUSING NEEDED June 2
Aug 15 Call SBMC 256-8615 9AM 7P

WANTED-$100 REWARD a 6 or 7 per

house lor next year, near bus route (

Dave 5490384 or Patty 549-1703 le.

name and number

3 BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE apt for sum-
mer sublet rent negolaible 549-4860

AMHERST CENTER SUNNY three

bedroom tits tour possible fall option

549-5866

WANT TO TAKE over lease of offom,
house near bus route for next tall

spring Call 546-1090 or 253-3894

2 HIGH SPIRITED WOMEN (smokers) K

ing to lake over lease on apt or house
to share your place in the fall call Kn
6-8565

BRANDYWINE 1 BEDROOM sunny
spacious fully furnished with deck close to

bus best offer 549-6479

3 BEDROOM FURNISHED apt 480/rrtonth

utilities and cat>le included on bus route.

swimming pool, tennis ct 665-3671

LOOKING FOR 3 bedrtMm Pulfton

want to sublet lor summer and take 1

lease call Herb 546-6761

HEY! I'M LOOKING for a room lorTal

a house or apartment in Amherst Must
quiet non-smokers call evenings Ela

546-6330

AMHERST CENTER. DOUBLE room in

house witn (all option, rent reasonable, call

Claire or Lisa lor details at 253-7216

THREE BEDROOM PUFFTON apt
available tot summer 87 3 or 4 people call

tor details 549-6327

LARGE FULLY FURd^HEO house Cable
5 bedrooms, near bus slop, very dean This

house IS Ideal"! f^gri^ negotiable call us'

253-5885

2 BEDROOM APT Brandywina summe'
sublet cheap 546-4784 54/4-5484

2 BEDROOM BRANDYWINE apt available

June 1 thru August 31st Nicely lurnished
rent negotiable Call 549-4121

BEACHHOUSE STYLE APT. High slanted

ceilings, skylights, pool, tennis, basketball'

Walk to campus, 2br, 2bath, call 546-9574

SUMMER SUBLET FOR twojune 1. call

665-7526

FEMALE LOOKING FOR a quiet smgi
a house for fall semester call Lisa

5496065

APARTMENT OR"HOUSEfor~3~4 .

people reasonable close to campus i

a,iytime-546-6602 546-5774 or 546-5'

Please Keep trying!

COUPLE LOOKING FOR roorn next ia

api or nouse Call 546-5414 Ken or Be

LOOKING FOR A 3-Dedroom apanmpf
Pulfton lor summer (May 23 to Aug)
Nikhil 546-1046 or Rahul 546-1497

NEED ROOMMATES? TWO girts loot'

(or one or two bedrooms in house lor si

mer Dennisport/Harwich area 256-031

APARTMENT OR HOUSE for 3. 4. o
people reasonably close to campus c

anytime 546-6602. 546-5774 or 546 5:

Please keep trying

SPACIOUS-3 BEDROOM apartment
Modern lully lurnished, townehouse style

available June 1, price negotiable call

256-0973

FEMALE TO SHARE a townehouse in

3quire Village Possb fall option, on bus
route, pool, Beth 546-1278, or 546-1277

SUMMER SUBLET AVAILABLE 3

bedroom Puffton call Paula 549-2832 o-

Cheryl 546-9684

LARGE HOUSE ONE-mile town campus
sublet any of five bedrooms lease take-over

256-0736

TWO SENIORS LOOKING for one or

,

bedrooms lor rvow until end of semoj
close to campus Call Chris or Da
253-7572

LOOKING FOR S-BEOROONrirTPuflti 1

reward offered- Lisa 6-7979

$S$BIG REWARD OFFERED~ro7 3
bedroom Puffton Apt Lease 253-7927

L00KING~F0R' 3bedroorn Pulfton" Apt
v'.ant to sublei tor summer and take ov<r
lease Call Herb 646-6761

FEMALE SUBLETTERS WANTED lo'

Brandywine apartments Rent negotiable

Donna 546-9027

TWO ROOMS IN house, MnhmK. Mile

Irom town, clean and quiet. 256-8830

3 BR APARTMENT -on bus line Pool free

hot water Available June 1 $425/mo
August tree Fall ofttton. Call anytime
665-4819

3' BEDROOM PUFFTON apt furnished

pool, tennis, basketball $400/monlh
549-0758

SUMMER SUBLET 1 bedroom
Townehouse cheap call 253-9615

NEEDED 1 OR 2 people to share 2 bdrm
lowitehouae this summer Oi bu« route (10
mm to GRC) fully furnished, senic, quiet

Free cable, pool, lennla, call nm\t 8279

TAKE OVER LEASE June 1st 2 bedroc n
apt in Colonial Village across from ChanQ 4
360/mo plus utilities on bus route 256-0964.

3 SENIORS LOOkiNG for 2 or 3 bedroom
apartment for fall Sememster only If you
can help us out please call Brian or Enk at

253-7195 Leave message

YOUR tPIAKINO VOICE IS VOUK
FORTUNE

DISCOVER NEWHlbbEN power^ in^ur
speaking voice Years of research, over
30,000 person-to-person voice contacts,
uncovers NEW values in your speaking
voce Here's NEW KNOWLEDGE to m-
creaaa In your social. academK, student life

and your future tiuslness and professional
life Order your audio cassette lecture
"YOUR SPEAKING VOCE IS YOUR FOR-
TUNE Write WILSON. Box 42, Casper,
Wyoming 82602 Please enclose cfieck or

money order lor $39 95 to co\er costs.
Thirty-day delivery.
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Gorillas out to improve NCAA position
Rutgers roars into McGuirk with other plans; team looks for fan support for 8th win
M.%^M^%,\f^M %^ . vr^. t» w»m^vr ^

i-en McGuirk Alumni Stadium IS the only place for lax

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Six days ago, the University of Massachusetts men's

lacrosse team saw a chance to cement a spot in the up-

coming NCAA playoffs fitter away when the team let Ar-

my steal an 11-10 win at West Pont. N.Y.

For the Gorillas, now 7 1 and ranked seventh national-

ly in Division I play, the loss marked the end of an un-

wanted seven-game, season opening road string. It also

marked the loss of their unbeaten status, something just

two remaining teams maintain.

"I thought there was no way we could lose. Even when

we did. when they scored, I said "wow." It took a while

to sink in," sophomore midfielder Greg Collins said. "I

still get upset talking about it.
"

But the Gorillas easily bounced back Wednesday in the

rain at their temporary home with a refreshing. 18-7 romp

over Dartmouth, another Ivy League team unfortunate

enough to run into the hungry Gorillas (Ivy teams are 0-3

against UMass on the season).

The win established the team back on campus and set

the table for tomorrow's must-see 2 p.m. campus clash

with Rutgers University, a traditional rival whose

physical style of play is sometimes compared to Army's.

Record-setting Twister game or not, the sidelines of War-

Drug use report issued
Joint committee setspreliminary guidelines

Coile|(iaii pliulo by Mike Morrissey

Pat Cain, shown firing in a first-quarter goal in Wednesday's 18-7 home win over Dartmouth,
and the seventh-ranked University of Massachusetts men's lacrosse team have a golden oppor-
tunity to push its case for the playoffs, when the team plays host to unranked Rutgers, Saturday
at 2 p.m. at Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

UMass falls

to Lord Jeffs
Loses 6-5 in 10th
By STEVE RICHARDS
Collegian Staff

Traditionally, Amherst College beats the

University of Massachusetts in a baseball

game that is the World Series for the

former and a filler for the latter. This year
was no different, as the Minutemen gave
up an unearned run in the tenth inning

yesterday to lose 6-5.

The loss drops UMass to 18-9 while the

Lord Jeffs are 6-9.

Coming off a sweep at URI Wednesday
and looking ahead to a huge four-game set

here against Temple University this

weekend, the Minutemen appeared to have
their heads in the dark clouds hanging over

Amherst's Memorial Field for most of the

game.
"I was disappointed with our play," coach

Dick Bergquist said. "We didn't come
ready to play. We are a much better team
than we showed (yesterday)."

UMass did wake up from its six-inning

sleepwalk in time to make a game of it.

Trailing 5-1 entering the seventh, the

Minutemen had managed only three hits

off Amherst starter John Hereford. But
then firstbaseman Drew Comeau played

alarm clock with a ringing home run to

center. It was the third homer in two days

for the sophomore and his sixth of the year.

UMass added one run in the eighth and

then scored two in the ninth to tie the score

at five.

continued on page II

A long-time joint collaboration by the

University Health and Athletics Councils

paid offyesterday, as the two made public

three dirug-related recommendations at

the weekly Faculty Senate meeting in

room 120 of the School trf Management.
The special report, pr^ented by David

Kraft, director o€Health Services, recom-

mended: that the school conform to the

current drug policy required for NCAA
competition; that the Faculty Senate en>

dbrse the Department of Athletj<»' pro-

gram for UMass students: and that the

iasue of random drug testing be referred

to other administrative channels for fur-

ther discussion and recommendation no
later than May, 1988.

Breaking down the report into two sec-

tions, Kraft briefly discussed the content
ofthe report and what affect it would have
on athletes here at the University of

Massachusetts.
"The TCid^ emphasis of the report," he

said, ". is for the on-rflTYipus r»m«yram

which emphasizes a prevention and
education program and is basically work-
ing with student athletes to educate . . .

not a one-shot workshop . . . but really

educate over time what drugs can do,

what harm they can do to the safety and
health of the athlete who is participating

aixd what the consequences of some c^

those actions are ... to work with the

athletes so that if he or she is concerned

about his or her drug use they can get

help and treatment. . .

"We also have developed the policy for

on-campxis athletes that they will be in-

formed," he said, "and then noticed that

if there is any cause to suspect they are

using proscribed substances, such as

anabolic steroids ... or have used alcohol

to a significant extent, they will be tested

to document whether or not the

substances have been taken and are In-

deed used. If so, they wall then enter a tier^

red program and be required to get help."

Softball sweeps URI, 5-2, 6-1
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Softball

team took a big step towards the Atlantic
10 playoffs with a doubleheader sweep of

Rhode Island, 5-2, 6-1 yesterday in

Kingston, RI.

The Minutewomen are 30- 12, marking

only the second time that they have achiev-

ed 30 wins (last year was the other).

UMass broke a 2-2 tie with three runs in

the ninth inning to take the opening game,
and then used a vicious hitting attack to
take the nightcap going away.
"We had a great performance today. We

hit the ball well," UMass coach Elaine Sor
tino said.

ren McGuirk
fans to be. There's just too much good lacrosse to be seen

— something this campus hasn't witnessed since last

year's 16-6 rocker over New Hampshire in the first round

of the NCAA playoffs.

"Oh baby, this is what you write home about This is

what Spring on this campus is supposed to be like," assis-

tant coach Guy Van Arsdale said. "I think that for all

those fans hungry to see some good lacrosse, this is it."

Forget televised ba.seball, the distance from campus and

all the crappy whining about the walk to McGuirk. Run
if you have to. This game should be a no-holds-barred war,

and a must-see if you really support the team. Forget the

stadium stigma and let go of those cravings to get blasted

on the Hill. The team doesn't dwell on the change, so

neither should the fans. The fact is, the Gorillas are a

damn good team this year and deserve a gigantic, sick

crowd behind them.

"Oh man, I want as many fans as possible," Collins said.

"We forgot the feeling (of fan support) because we didn't

have a home game. Now we've got one."

Besides, this weekend serves as both Parents Weekend
on campus as well as the annual men's lacrosse alumni

and parents weekend, Even without the expected sun. a

good-sized crowd will be there anyways. Don't choose to

miss out. There's only Syracuse and maybe Brown after

this.

What of the Army loss? Just a loss on the road after six

other road ventures. Wednesday's game not too exciting?

It rained, whaddya want.

Rutgers comes to town with a 7-4 record most recently

coming off a 17-5 loss at fourth-ranked Syracuse. Rutgers,

like Army, is a physical team and likes to play deliberate.

Doing just that last year, the Scarlet Knights, unranked

this season, held down the Gorillas, and won, 7-4 at New
Brunswick, N.J. This year, UMass head coach Dick

Garber isn't expecting anything different.

"We have to play as well as we did at Army. But if we
don't make those same dumb mistakes, we'll win," Garber

said, but added that Rutgers, like Army, can also com-

pete with anyone on any given day. "They can be real

hot."

As far as the playoff picture is concerned, tomorrow's

game is big. Should the Gorillas win, the victory will push

the team to 8-1 and almost assuredly lock them a spot in

this month's 12-team NCAA playoffs. A loss, however,

would really put pressure on the Gorillas to win or at least

play Syracuse to the wire.

As it stands, the Gorillas pretty much have to really

blow their remaining games to miss out on the post-season

party.

Man-up Advantages: A reminder to students that on-

ly persons with a valid UMass ID can get into the game
for free. Adults without UMass ID must pay $2 while

students without UMass ID must pay $1. But money
should be no object. . . . The entrance to McGuirk is

through the front entrance by the stadium horseshoe on-

ly. The P lot entrance is not for public use. ... On Wednes-

day, UMass was successful on 24-of-33 clears while Dart-

mouth stood at 28-of-33. . . In one quarter of play, junior

cntitmued on page 14

Gazelles set

for Dartmouth
Playoff duel today
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

Crunch time has arrived.

The University of Massachusetts
women's lacrosse team, which finished the

regular season at 8-4 and ranked fifth in

the latest Brine Women's Lacrosse Poll,

will travel to Durham, NH today for the

first round of the Eastern Coast Athletic

Conference playoffs. They will be battling

Dartmouth College, which finished at 10-3

and is ranked seventh in that same poll,

on the University ofNew Hampshire cam-
pus. Game time is 3 p.m.

Up for grabs is a berth in the finals

against the winner of today's UNH/Har-
vard match-up, which is at noon. The win-

ners will square off at UNH Saturday at

1 p.m.

The Gazelles, ifyou recall, have already
faced the Big Green of Dartmouth this

season, overcoming a tough first half for a
14 10 win on April 21 at Totman Field.

Freshman attacker Sue Murphy had five

goals in that game.
"We had a slow .start in that game (Dart-

mouth led 5-4 with 9:01 left in the first

half), but we came on strong," UMass coach

Pam Hixon said. "Our fast break was the

difference, and once we got the saves from
(junior goalie) Pam Stone in the second
half, we were able to make the midfield

connections"
Hixon will be looking for a little better

start from h«T ti«am this afti^rnoon. Stone,

nmtmued on page 11
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Sisters from Sigma Delta Tau Sorority relax in the sun Saturday during the world record

breaking UMass twister game.

np •qJ.^ J| UMass students
J. Wlol»"vl.e break world record

By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

A world record was broken at the University of

Massachusetts on Saturday when more than 4,500 peo-

ple contorted their bodies simultaneously in the largest

Twister Game ever.

UMass shattered the existing record of 4,034 was last

May at the State University of New York at Albany.

After determining the official number of participants,

representatives of the Milton Bradley Company, makers

of the game, will inform the Guinness Book of World

Records of the upset.

'You realize that you guys are all making history to-

day," said Maria Davis, a disc jockey from WHMP-FM,
who called the colors during the tournament. "You are

all famous."
Twister tests the agility of players as they try to place

their hands and feet on multi-colored dots on vynal mats.

Colors were called from a giant spinner on loan from

Milton Bradley, as players twisted on 1,425 mats under

sunny skies.

"Left foot blue," was the first move, followed by "right

foot yellow." When Mr. Twister, wearing a Twister mat,

called "right hand blue," everyone went down on their

hands and feet. The tournament continued for three

hours, when the final players went down. Alison Culler,

a senior mechanical engineering major, was the winner.

"It was a lot of fun, I'd do it again," Culler said. Hav-

ing her name in the book is "awesome," she said.

"Somebody will break it some day."

Second place went to Bob Kittler. a junior. Kittler's

friends made him go for a swim in the Campus Pond

following his triumph.

The winners will have their names in the Guiness Book

of World Records.

Two minutes into the competition, Volkan Topalli, a

junior psychology major, had his number taken off of his

shirt by a referee. Topalli stood before the crowd and an-

nounced he was the first to be disqualified.

continued on page 4
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Pond concert
a success
despite rain
By JENNIFER DEMPSEY
Collegian Staff

Even rain couldn't dampen the spirits of almost 8,000

concert-goers yesterday at this year's pond concert.

Despite cloudy skies and windy weather, crowds

gathered to hear the sounds of Cabo Frio. Lonnie Mack,

The SOS Band and Jon Butcher,

The SOS Band received the most enthusiastic feedback

from the crowd when lead singer Abdul Raoof asked:

"UMass! Do you still care? Do you feel like singing?"

It was obvious UMass did by its response as the band

burst into their top 40 hit "Tell Me If You Still Care."

"We would like you to sing it from your heart. UMass
choir: come check it out. You know what? We're the SOS
Band and we love you!" Raoof told a dancing, singing

crowd.

SOS singer Penny Fore said after the show, "I think this

is great. I'm having a ball even though it is raining. I love

gloomy weather.

She said their next show is in their hometown Atlanta,

Georgia, but she said she will miss UMass.
"I love it. This is the best college I've ever been to. There

are cute guys all over the place. These groupies are steal-

ing my date."

She said she loved Jon Butcher because, "I love

rock'n'roll. I'm a rock'n'roUer."
continued on page 8

Gays and lesbians
march for respect
By BEN BROGAN
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON — Led by a marching band and

baton-twirlers, 1,500 people marched through downtown

in the sixth annual lesbian and gay pride march on

Saturday.

Chanting "Hey hey, ho ho, homophobia has got to go,"

participants walked from Lampron Park along Main

Street to Pulaski Park.

In Pulaski Park the demonstrators held a rally featur-

ing speeches, music and theatre. One of the speakers was

Mel King of Boston, a former mayoral candidate, and

Rainbow Coalition member. He led the crowd in chanting

"I am somebody." By remembering they are "somebody,"

he said, they would be able to treat others with respect.

King told the Springfield Republican the rally was

"about empowerment, it's about self-definition, it's about

organizing, it's about change - but, most importantly, it's

about love."

"Peacekeepers," appointed by an ad hoc group represen-

ting several gay and lesbian organizations, kept the mar-

chers separated from about 30 people that counter-

protested at the beginning of the rally. Police reported no

incidents, however.
continued on page 4

Elections held for next year's Graduate Student Senate

continui'd on page II

By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

Graduate students at the University of

Massachusetts will go to the polls today

and tomorrow to vote for next year's ex-

ecutive officers of the Graduate Student

Senate.

Voting for the president, vice president,

treasiu-er and executive officer will take

place on the Campus Center concourse

from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. with a valid stu-

dent ID.

None of the races are contested. All the

candidates said they were running to help

students, and not further any future

political careers.

President
"What I see what we do here is provide

services," said presidential candidate

Jonathan Frank. Frank, a history depart-

ment student, is currently the vice presi-

dent and has been on the senate for two

years.

"We facilitate people's education to relive

some problems. We can advocate for peo-

ple instead of individual's running off to

this vice chancellor and that," Frank said.

"I'd like to see greater coordination bet-

ween the SGA, us. the commuter area

government, Stockbridge, and the faculty

senate as well. I'd like to see much more

regular interaction, not just on a reac-

tionary level," he said.

Vice President
"The officers' positions and senate real

ly require energy and thought. I can do

that. I hope it doesn't take a lot of politick

ing," said M. Victoria Liptak, who is run-

ning for the office of the vice president. Lip-

tak, of the linguistics department, is

finishing her first term as a senator.

"1 want to see what needs to be done and

just do it. That's all I want to do," Liptak

said.

"Graduate students don't see themselves

as a body, they see themselves as an in-

dividual and maybe as a department," she

said. "Senaiuis utc icptet>tiiiiiii(( a cuuaii-

tuency, but not a real constituency. You've

got to do a lot of thinking yourself, not a

lot of polling. There is too much apathy."

"I do think it's important for the senate

to get recognition and on the Board of

Trustees. We're not invisible. I get the feel-

ing we're seen that way," she said.

Treasurer
"I want to support organizations that add

to the quality of life. I know that covers a

lot — arts and culture to recreation groups

to political organizations," said Kevin Dod-

son, candidate for treasurer. A fourth year

philosophy graduate student, Dodson has

been a senator and member of the finance

committee for two years.

"I'd like to see the graduate senate take

a more visible stand in the community,"

he said. "Graduate students have a pro-

blem with time. It's tough to get involved.

It's a big problem with being a TA, course

work and being active."

Dodson said time will not be a problem

for him because he is done with his course

work and treasurer will take the place of

being a teaching assistant.

Executive Officer

"A goal of mine is to work with the ad-

ministration to further cooperation. It

would be much better for the University as

a whole if we could bring a better air of

"ooperation," said Ralph Sbragia, incum-

bent for the job of executive officer. He is

a student in health education.

"Because 1 came into the office late, I

didn't have last summer to plan. I had to

spend too much time doing catch up. What
I'm expecting next year is to be ready right

off the bat." he said. Sbragia was elected

in September during a special election after

the executive officer resigned at the end of

August.
"I'd like to see all the student bodies

work together on campus. Groups of

students are set up as advasaries as oppos-

ed to working together." he said. "We'd get

a lot more done if we're working together

than apart."
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Dukakis wants economic lift

with construction of resort
ADAMS, Mass. (AP) - Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis is scheduled to announce his

choice of a developer this week to convert

the lower slopes of the state's highest

peak into a multimillion-dollar resort

village.

Dukakis has called the massive lOyear

construction project the key to the

economic revival of the hard-pressed

manufacturing cities and towns in the

state's far northwest corner, which have

lost more than 1,000 jobs to plant closings

in the past two years.

The governor is scheduled to announce

the state's decision on a private developer

Thursday for the four-season Greylock

Glen resort, fueled with public and

private money, that he envisions near the

base of 3,491 -foot Mount Greylock.

The Heritage Development Group of

Southbury, Conn., which has proposed

$260 million of construction on the

1,100-acre site, including 1,275 con-

dominiums plus hotels and inns providing

overnight accomodations for 3,000 people,

received the unanimous endorsement for

a citizens advisory committee last week.

The developers also plan three chairlifts

for downhill skiing, 100 kilometers of

cross-country ski trails. 23 tennis courts,

and an ice skating rink, plus a 26acre

man-made lake and 18-hole golfcourse to

be built by the state, which so far has com-

mitted $8.5 million to the project.

The company has estimated the project

would provide about 345 construction jobs

annually for the next decade.

But James Guttensohn, state commis-

sioner of Environmental Management,

said a final decision has not yet been

made between Heritage and Corcoran,

Mullins, Jennison Inc. of Quincy, which

proposed a more modest $160 million

development, including 883 con-

dominiums, 2,270 overnight beds and less

extensive ski trails.

Hospital money misused
Report finds funds went to staff activities

BOSTON (AP) - Officials of the Chelsea

Soldiers' Home spent $227,000 in interest

from patients' bank accounts for such

things as staff trips, concerts and lunches,

according to a published report.

The Sunday Boston Herald said the spen-

ding during 1984-85 was revealed in a

preliminary audit draft from state Auditor

Joseph DeNucci's office. The auditors also

told the newspaper that many of the ex

penses were not backed up by receipts.

Maurice V. Gordon Jr., commandant of

the hospital, told the newspaper that even

before the audit, he stopped most of the

questionable practices — including mon-

thly $300 staff lucnhes at the 57

Restaurant in downtown Boston.

"I was never comfortable with that," Gor-

don said of the policy of holding patients'

interest in a hospital account, even though

it was done with their approval.

"I don't think we're doing anything
unethical or inappropriate at this point,"

Cordon »!iir'. "I think wo may have done
some things that were questionable (in the

pasti, but the majority of them were tradi-

tional."

Gordon, appointed to his $58.000-a-year

post by Gov. Michael S. Dukakis in

December 1983, told the newspaper he feels

disgruntled employees are waging a cam
paign to embarrass him while Dukakis is

running for the Democratic presidential

nomination.

State Human Services Secretary Philip

Johnston, Gordon's boss, said that despite

some criticism by the hospital's seven

trustees, "The governor and I have con-

tinued confidence in the commandant."

Both Gordon and Johnston said they

believe the leak of the preliminary draft

audit to the Herald was part of the alleged

campaign to discredit the commandant.
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STRESS and Diabetes

WHAT: A Workshop and Discussion: Working Twice

as Hard: Managing Stress and Your Diabetes

WHEN: May 6. 1987 7-9 p.m.

WHERE: Campus Center. Room 917

WHO: Persons with diabetes, their

guests, concerned friends, and

a few health professionals

WHY: Learn techniques, share

information, experiences, and
concerns

HOPE TO SEE YOU THERE.
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Over 200 courses

^n 50 departments.

Two sessions: June 2-July 10

and July 14-August 20.

For more information or a free catalog,

call the Division of Continuing Education at

545-2414.
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Jon Butcher takes a moment from playing at yesterdays concert on the pond to single out his attention

on a member of the audience.

Three UMassprofessors study social responsiblity in biology

Ethics for animal research discussed
By LYNNE DEWHURST
Collegian Staff

Three University of Massachusetts pro-

fessors spoke on social responsibility in

biological research at a forum sponsored by

the Biological Scientists for Social

Responsibility.

The group's objective, as stated m the

constitution, is to study issues of social

responsibility affecting the life sciences.

The group, founded in March of this year,

now has twenty members. Psychology

professor Dr. Melinda Novak, who works

with rhesus monkeys, briefly discussed the

living conditions of the animals kept in cap-

tivity for research. Her talk was accom-

panied by slides of the animals at home in

their cages

Novak focused on the responsibility

research scientists have to their animals

and to the public to take care of those

animals. "I think it's very important for us

to consider enriching the lives of our

animals," she said, also citing a federal law

which compels primate researchers to at-

tend to their animals' psychological

well-being.

Dr Bruce Levin, a professor of zoology,

addressed the issue of the conflict scientists

face between doing research on vital topics,

such as AIDS, and pursuing their own

academic interests in the laboratory.

Levin asked the question of how scien^

tists get their grant money to do research

and went on to wonder whether or not they

are completely honest in their professed

scientific objectives. Levin called on scien-

tists to be ethical in making claims when

they seek government money.

Dr. Maurille Fournier, a biochemistry

professor, spoke about the urgency of deter-

mining scientific ethics with regard to

genetic testing and screening, in the face

of ever-advancing technology associated

with medical research.

Fournier raised three main questions:

"Who should be tested for disease," "Who

shall decide who is to be tested and how

will this decision be made," and, "Who

should have access to the results of the

testing."

Fournier said discussion of those ques-
^

tions was vital. A question period after the

speeches was dominated by technical scien-

tific queries

Kemp hits

Boston on
campaign
By DAVID R MARK
and JONATHAN M. CASSIE
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - Amid chants of "Kemp in

•88. Kemp in '88," Congi-essman Jack

Kemp, R-N.Y.. spoke before a crowd of 400

people at the Anthony's Pier 4 restaurant

overlooking Boston Harbor, Friday night,

i want to thank all you college radicals

from all over Massachusetts. In Latin,

radical means, 'getting back to roots.' I

want to move forward from our roots.

Kemp said.

He then introduced Ray Shamie, state

chairman of the Republican party and two-

time unsuccessful candidate for the US
Senate. "I want to welcome Jack Kemp to

the state of Massachusetts. I want to make

It perfectly clear that all RepubHcan can

didates are welcome to our state," Shamie

said

"Regardless of who wins, we need to sup-

port the Republican nominee, so he will

become the next president," Shamie said,

adding that there is a need for a strong

Massachusetts Republican party as well as

a strong national party.

Gordon Nelson. Kemp's Massachusetts

campaign director, said that although

Kemp has been placing third in the polls,

they have a strong organization in the

state, with 13 Republican city chairpeople

out of 39 supporting the Kemp campaign.

"Jack Kemp is doing nothing more than

beginning to carry on what Reagan began

in 1980 - appeal to non-Republican con-

stituents, labor unions and urban voters.

His main strength is that he can appeal to

the youth, like Reagan. Look around, there

are many college Republicans here,"

Nelson said.

He then introduced Matt Brooks, former

President of College Republicans, as the

new executive director of the Kemp cam-

paign in Massachusetts. "You'd think that

this would be the toughest job in the world,

but it's the easiest job in the world. Jack

Kemp has the message, the ideas, and the

ability to see the direction of our country

and take it where it needs to go," Brooks

said.

;heir cages. 1 J
Arrests, assaults kept police busy last weekend

' ...,.-. o_...u...„.,* K«]=f^r thP UMass force. The deputies

By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

An extraordinary number of arrests and

violent incidents were reported to have oc_

curred this weekend at the University of

Massachusetts campus. Details in the Lot-

legian tomorrow.

According to reliable reports there was

a sexual assault in the Orchard Hill area.

an assault on a police officer in Southwest

residential area, and a large number of

fights that drew intense law enforcement

attention to the area between Haigis Mall

and the Newman center.

bolster the UMass force. The deputies

reportedly remained on campus overnight.

Police were also reported to be extreme-

ly busy during yesterday's annual spring

concert.

More than 10 arrests reportedly resulted

from Saturday's mayhem.
The sergeant on duty at police head-

quarters was unavailable for comment

because, the desk staffer said, he was too

Several sheriffs deputies from Hamp- busy handling police business to speak

shire county were reportedly called in to with reporters.

By JENNIFER WAUGH
Collegian Staff

Editor's note: "Top Three'' could not be run Friday

because of a lack of space. Here are the top three stories

of last week:

A professional fund-raiser pleaded guilty in Federal

court Wednesday to charges that he conspired to defraud

the government by raising "^o"%.^"«gfy^"";^*^^ '°";

tras and named Lieut. Col. Oliver L. North as a

^'caTlTcha'nnel, the first person in the Iran contra af-

fair to acknowledge breaking United States laws admit-

ted to raising over $2 million in tax exempt contributions

to orovide military aid for the contras.

The National Endowment for the Preservation of Liber^

ty, the largest of Channell's
"""gf^^^^^^^^'^rtrnndl for

illegal fund raising, was charged along with Channell tor

onlpiHng to defraud the internal Revenue Serv.ce_

While North has not yet been charged an aj^c^^te

counsel who handled Channell's investigation said more

charges will come due to Channell's cooperation.

cSdlair named Richard R. Miller head of a

WaSon public relation organization, as bemg mvo -

ed in thfillegal fund raising. Channel claimed that M Her

transferred $1.7 million to a Swiss bank account set up

for the contras.

Television evangelist Rev. Jim Bakker was banished

from the PTL ministry Tuesday.
. u j^

The decision was made by the new PTL board, headed

by Rev Jerry Falwell. The board also cut off payments

made to church secretary Jessica Hahn, who had an af-

fair with Bakker seven years ago. Most of Bakker s aids

were removed from the board of directors.

Jim and Tammy Bakker will not receive salaries frorn

the PTL as a result of the sex and drug scandal. In 198b

the Bakkers recieved a salary of $1.6 million, although

the ministry is $50 million in debt.

The PTL said they would cease payments to Hahn

because she violated the agreement to keep s^ent about

her affair with Bakker. The payments were ^t up by Rev.

Richard Durtch, who resigned Tuesday as Bakker s suc^

cessor to the presidency. Durtch had set aside $265,000

of PTL money for Hahn's silence.

Hahn denied that she broke the agreement. I ve kept

quiet," Hahn said. "I have not.to this day, confirmed the

story."

Ten people are dead and 16 are missing after a 13 story

apartment building collapsed on workers in Bridgeport

Conn, last Thursday.
. .. „^ , u^^rr.

Of the 66 workers in the building, 36 escaped unharm-

ed and 14 were taken to area hospitals. The 16 missing

workers are believed dead, as rescue workers failed to find

Tny evidence that they were alive. The $17-5 million

apartment building, L'Ambiance Plaza, was about 40 per-

cent complete when it collapsed.

He then presented Kemp with a Univer-

sity of Massachusetts sweatshirt with '88

on the front and Kemp on the back.

Kemp's said "This is the most exciting

time to be alive. Ronald Reagan stood for

pro-growth, pro-family, and pro-peace

through strength. This is my platform for

1988. We and the world need this message.

There is no problem that can't be fixed, and

I am the one who can fix it," Kemp said.

He said he supports the research,?ment

of the Strategic Defense Initiative, aid to

the contras, the Afghani rebels, and supply

side economics. Kemp calls for more jobs

and less government spending toward an

economy he believes will have a strong

dollar, no trade deficit, and more money for

Third World nations. The audience show-

ed their continuous appreciation by

shouting pro-Kemp slogans.

Collegian elects

board of editors

A new slate of Collegian editors and a new constitu-

tion were approved by staff members m elections

Thursday.

Craig Sandler was elected Editor-in-Chief and Nancy

Klingener was re-elected as Managing Editor. Other

unopposed offices filled unanimously were: Production

Manager, Rob Catalano; Sports Editors, Matt Gerke and

Roger Chapman; Black Affairs Editor. Lucinda Couto;

iand
Photo Editor, Brian Byrne Guarnotta. Ann Bntton

beat write-in candidate Dario Politella for News Editor

45 to 1, while Women's Issues Editors Meg Kroep in and

David R. Mark trounced write-in co-candidate Winnee

the Pig, 45 to 1.

Pedro M. Pereira is the new Editorial Editor, and

Adam Lavine is Arts Editor.

-LYNNE DEWHURST
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E- :ment

:j^ .>>'''<' & r^aj^ar

>" >' '/<- 'Tfi', p«fr->'.:

G

KAPLAN

irMarch

(jt*Mp^ mprvamM^ at the rr - : o '; • ^
'- ^iley

'/;; - iiarwe; the New Alexandria L*:hty,^n Library and
•

• V, Jewish Ai^enda, a*-, v.eli a.H members of the

'. of Massachusetts L'r-bi^n Bisexual and Gay
oj^aas the crowd chanted included Out of the

, r,u, the ^trMcl'." and 'S<-jdomites united will

Re^ lA; ' ' '4
: Program of Gay. L*»-

bian and E '^on'.»;rn-; wa.-, a rnasler-of-cerenjonies

for the r^ Doke on the upcoming visit of ant!-gay

rights actr.:^'- Pa^' Cameron to UMa.vs He urged the

crowd to af.end the e-.ents planned m response to

Cameron s attendance

Dasha Baker. LBGA co-president, said a martS^ttw-
ed by a raliy and dance would be held at 5:30 p m. Wednes-

day to coincide with Cameron ^ visit Baker 5a:d she felt

really good about the mairch Saturday. "It -.% as one of the

most beautiful days Tve seen all semester ' she said

"Even the counter-protestors couldn t put a damper on it

'

GMAT STARTS NOW
LSAT BEGINS MAY 7

students protest Rehnquist
},'

)

COME TO THE WRITING CENTER
Pterpont (SW) Mon & Wed

Bak«f (C^ntralj Mon. Tues, Thurs

Ca*hm rSylvan) Tuea & Thurs

DROP m • CONFIDENTIAL • FREE

y
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app<;

-:!ud<-rit- don't

Ki-.r .

say :r>.'

ara.r,

'rf. i^oon ro,«;

:
'•: -.ope

'"'.immunity

.
, an to wear

said th'-

.',..''' -J.', ri.j y.ati': '.O puil an diilj-

': Rehnquist's decision

(- ':h!ef justice, it

..1' -! t.-jj^: ;.*: i><jugi.i. iji 1974 had a clause

barring resale to "members of the Hebrew and black

rac H''i-.nqui.st denied knowledge of the clause.

The students contended there was no sf.'dent or facul-

ty in%'olvement in the choice.

However. BU President John Silber said a student had
proposed Rehnquist and university trustees approved

because the chiefjustice's son, James, is graduating from

the law school this spring.

Silber said the chiefjustice's record of dl5^cnt made him
a good choice. He noted the Nobel laureate Elie Wiesel
will be this year's baccadaureate speaker

Silber said he believes the commencement speaker

should be "a man or woman of great ability and
knoviledge with something to say and the ability to say

It well"

FULL-TIME SUMMER POSITIONS
$10.15

200 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
'***'r *'w M^,'»r B^qm After E/amft

*c '% 'J '/^ prr,

p,i,«fr,(.. . f. /^ i B^ '^.#«f» t«i E*rty Apc<i'r.ant%

All Be. . . -; /^'.- ,:/<:'

(61 7j 449-4362 (Pay $10 15;

Springfield. MA Area (413) 734-1680 (Pay $9.25)

Connecticut Area (203) 688-8156 (Pay $9.25)

Nashua, NH - N.E. MA (603)891-1545 (Pay $9.25)

Providence. Rl Area (401) 946-0150 (Pay $8.55)

When lines are busy please be patient and keep

trying. For further information contact

Student Employment, 2398 Whitmore.
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THE

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS PROGRAM

OUTSIDE PROPOSAL
MEETING
will be held

Monday, May 4, 1987
at 7:00 PM in 162 CC
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All Proposals Must

Be Accompanied By

An Oral Presentation

rrrm
distinguished

Vbitors program
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Thirty students compare
cultural experiences
By MARK JIMERSON
Collegian Correspondent

Nine anthropology students from the

Five College area showed recently that get-

ting college credit is not the only reason for

writing a paper.

About thirty students from UMass and

three other colleges met in the Campus
Center for an all-day colloquium to hear

nine papers that were presented and share

what they have learned in their studies

"It's really exciting, " said UMass student

Rich Pelrine. "This is totally a student

thing."

Pelrine was chair of the event and is a

member of the Undergraduate Caucus of

Anthropolgy Students, the student-run

group that organized the colloquium. His

enthusiasm was shared by others, in-

cluding three UMass students who spoke

about field work they had done in

anthropology.

Elisa Blanchard of UMass reported on

her work in Holyoke where she found the

highest teenage pregnancy rate in the state

as well as consistently high infant mortali-

ty rates. She noted that teenage pregnan-

cy is more common among the Hispanic

minority and cited several economic factors

as possible causes. She said the high

pregnancy rate is "not a problem, just a

fact."

UMass student Tim Mitchell .spent the

1986 spring semester in Cork City, Ireland

studying unemployment among young

males and found that these "lads" formed

their own small culture in which

joblessness and hopelessness were facts of

life. Mitchell's research was done through

the European Studies Program offered by

the UMass Department of Anthropology

.

Toni Maschler lived on a kibbutz in Israel

in 1981 1982 and said she was troubled by

the fact that a .systrni that claimed to be

egalitarian was nut

'T saw men's woi k as valued more than

women's work," she said.

Students from Hampshire, Amherst and

Smith also presented papers on a variety

of topics including life in a modern Eskimo

whaling society, blacks in anthropology,

and Guatemalan immigrants in Los

AnKi'li'i-. most of the research being based

on recent field work.

Student response to the morning session

indicated an interest and concern about the

topics discussed and a sense of pride in the

quality and professionalism of an academic

forum organized by students. Question and

answer periods following each paper show

ed the audience to be interested and in-

formed, and were often cut short in the

afternoon to keep the discussion on

schedule.

Professor Brooke Thomas concluded the

afternoon session, saying that the talks

were of high quality and that "the ideas

and professionalism that's come out is ex-

citing as well."

Pelrine. chair of the colloquium, was en-

thusiastic about the UMass Department of

Anthropology and its faculty.

"These people really care about their

undergrads," he said. "We play volleyball

with the faculty every Friday."

Pelrine said the Undergraduate Caucus

of Anthropology Students meets weekly

and acts as a voice between the students

and faculty, informing students of what's

available to them in the department and

"seeing that courses in the Anthropology

Departiiii-nt are the best they can he"

Al Ihiii-uii, .\.-Miciaif Pr..fi.s.s()r oC .-\n

Ihropology and the depart nit-nt's clm-f

undergraduate advisor, said tlui r art' tuui

fields of study represented Ity courses in the

(l.p.iiliiU'iU; l)iiil()gical anthropology, ar

ehaeology, cultural anthropology, and

linguistic anthropolo^^.N .
Hiui.son said it's a

"very undergraduateoriented depart

ment" which ibcuses on general education

and requires a lot of writing. In addition

to taking; courses which can develop skills

m analysis, he said students can take a "do-

ing" class such as the Summer Ar-

chaeological Field School or the European

Studies Program.
The European Studies Progiam is cur

rently headed by Professor John Cole, who

said that students participating in the pro

gram design their own research projects

which they carry out in a location of their

choice. He said the progiam is a three

semester sequence with a semester in

Europe preceded by an orientation seminar

and followed by a seminar in which

students analyze their data and prepare it

for publication. While in Europe, students

maintain contact with a faculty member

supervise each .student's work. Cole said

the |irograni ^'ives pi-ople experience in us-

ing another anguage and teaches them to

function in another cultuie He said that

the written work following the .semester

abroad is "usually a kind of capstone to

their undergraduate education."

Tim Mitchell, who was in Ireland from

.January through June 1986. said "the

European Program is a perfect avenue to

lake" for students who uant to apply the

theory they have learned in class. Mitchell,

who has completed his undergraduate

classwork ami is now finishing his tlnsis.

said 111' will send a copy of hi.s paper on

unemployed young mm in Cork City,

Ireland to government vuiitii piovisioners

there.

'I'm interested in working with people,

for people." he said "I'm not interested in

theori'tual asptnts " Mitchell praisfd thr

European Studies Program for what it

taught him.

"It showed me fir.st hand a lot of the pro-

blems and benefits of doing field work," he

said. "My learning has accelerated because

I've been forced into a new cultural c(m-

text
"

.u visit to

Cambridge smokers adjust
CAMBRIDGE (AP) - This tax season

was a pleasure for non-smoker Hope Britl.

The lobby of the Central Square tax

preparing firm where .she works as a

receptionist never filled with the ha/i-

that usually shrouds the nervous
clientele.

Instead, cigarette-toling Tax Man
customers would only come in and sigh:

"Oh. we can't smoke in Cambridge."
"They'd complain and then go outside

and smoke. It made me happy enough,"

the smiling Mrs. Britt. 22, recalled

recently.

It's one of the many signals that, near-

ly two months since a new ordinance put

a damper on smoking here, residents and
workers are adjusting peaceably to the

wide-reaching effort to clear the air.

Under the ordinance, smoking indoors

in public places is banned with few exc«'p

tions. Businesses and public institutions

are also required to establi.sh smoking
policies with non-smokers' comfort in

mind. Employers mu.st designate smoking
areas, provided smoking doesn't infringe

upon non-smokers' rights. Restaurants

with more than 25 seats must have

separate smoking .sections.

QUESTION #2.

HOWCAN THE BUDGET-CDNSCKHJS
COLLEGE STUDENT SAVE MONEY?

a) Save over 50% off AT&rs weekday rotes on

out-of-state calls during nights and weekends.

b) Don't buy textbooks when "Monarch Notes" will do

just fine.

c) Save 38% off AT&T's weekday rote on out-of-state

calls during evenings.

d) Count on AT&T for exceptional value and high quality

service.

e) Hang around with the richest kids in school; letthem

pick up the tab whenever possible.

If you're like most college students in the western hemisphere,

you tn- to make vour money go a long way. That's why you should

know that AT&T^Long Distance Service is the right choice for you.

^AT&T offers so inany terrific values. For example, you

can save over 50% off AT«&T's day rate on calls during

weekends ^ until 5 pm Sunday', and from 11 pm

^ ONEMA

MONDAY - TUESDAY

CRIMES OF THE HEART 7:00

PEGGY SUE GOT MARRIED 9:00

starring Kathleen Turner

DOUBLE FEATURE $3.00

DOWNTOWN AMHERST 263-6426

Sunday through Friday.

Call between 5 pm and 1 1 pm,

Sunday through Friday, and you'll save 38%
off our derate.

F Ever dial a wrong number? AT&T gives you

ip^mediatecredJL if you do. And of course, you can count on

AT&T for clear long distance connections any place you call.

To find out more about how AT&T can help save you money,

give us a call. With a little luck, you won'^have tohang around with

the rich kids. Call toll-free today. atcJ^OO 222-03M-^
^

-1^5^'^

Ever wanted to Fly I

We have immediate openings for new meni-

bers! Our aircraft are available for economi-

cal primary and advanced instruction, as well

pleasure flying. Give '»» a call and one of our

members will take yo. up!

Tke Collegiate Flying Club

538-5821

You're Too BUSY!
Don't waste time doing

your own laundry...

ATbT
The right choice.

i19e6ATiT

Take It To

J^^ WeOffpr:

It PRAY 8T. AMHERST.MA.

S49'tS63

• Har\d Pressing

• Shirt Service

• Same Day
Service

HOURS: Mon 10 am - 5 pm
Tues - Sat 10 am - 10 pm
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This Ul

MONDAY - 5/4

Scott Smith
Ground Zerd

TUESDAY - 5/5 _
Sundowners

WEDNESDAY - 5/6

• THE BLUR

Blue Wall
CoSSee Hous<

Offering a selection of gourmet coffee, pastry

and ice cream

(^oo\ off at th<^
COmi HOU6E

Iced Tea Ice Cream
Iced Coffee

GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION

Mon-Thurs
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

11 30 am-l2:00 mid
11 30 am- 6 00 pm
Closed • but watch
for special events

3 00 pm-12 00 mid

Located on the Concourse Level

of the Campus Center
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Twister, Hitler and AIDS -<to. --

Who hasn't heard the latest string of

allegations against Jim Bakker, the TV
evangelist — the one who was blackmail-

ed for orgying with a young secretary in a

Florida motel room? Well, now he's accus-

ed of participating in a string of homosex-

ual encounters, among other things. Will

wonders ever cease to amaze? When I

heard the accusations, I immediately

thought of Joseph McCarthy and his Coke-

bottle-glassed henchman Roy Cohn. Other

Frank Flanagan

sanctimonious, evil hypocrites.

Everyone knows that McCarthy was a

red-baiter but few remember he was also

a gay-hater. He not only blacklisted peo-

ple for their ideological views, but also for

their sexual preferences - a real crotch

sniffer. McCarthy ended up in an insane

asylum. His pen pal Cohn ended up mak-

ing a lot of money lawyering for the jet set

in The Big Apple. I guess if history could

stomach Nixon, Cohn was just a bit of gas.

Last year Cohn was featured on "Sixty

Minutes" for a long, seedy career of

unethical law practices. Things like trick

ing a dying man into signing his property,

belongings away — to Roy Cohn. It turns

out that Cohn was in the process of being

kicked out, shunned and investigated by

almost every organization he had ever been

affiliated with. Cohn said he didn't care,

that he had his friends. He said that right

up until the day he died - pretty much

alone - with AIDS. Yup, the gay-bashing

boy wonder died a closet homosexual.

Sometimes it seems that those who hate

the most mostly end up being a lot like

those they hate.

Which brings me to the nefarious

crackpot Paul Cameron, another

hypocritical zealot. Who would support,

sponsor such a rabid hatemonger on cam-

pus? Students For America and their

"leader" Gilbert Stair are sponsoring

Cameron. Certain members of the

Republican Club are supporting him. Who
are these members and what is it exactly

they support? Cameron preaches that

homosexuals should be castrated and les-

bians should be physically maimed for

identification.

But these are not very original ideas:

Hitler realized that identification, separa-

tion, isolation and destruction of minority

groups could be accomplished under the

guise of pui-ification of the nation, a return

to folk, "traditional" values. The first to go

were the weak, unique and the least

politically represented; the mentally ill. the

homosexuals, the intellectuals, the com-

munists. Finally, the Jews.

Cameron and e.xtremist conservative

students on campus have taken a serious,

complex national crisis (AlDs) and

distorted it for their own homophobic agen-

da. They are not out to inform, educate the

campus, the country; they want to "purify"

it. Free speech i.s supposed to be an ex-

change of ideas in the marketplace of ideas

so that people can become more informed

and make educated, rational decisions

about issues which affect them - as long

as such ideas dont incite violence, present

a cleai- and imminent danger to the govern-

ment and its citizens. So what do we do

about creeps whose sole task is to spread

disinformation, hatred - who present a

clear, though not immediate, danger to the

community?
Cameron's last visit left a fetid wake of

violence and ignorance. Aside from the

platitudes of free speech, is there a single

socially redeeming aspect of Cameron's ap-

pearance? And is free speech really a right

in this country, or actually a privilege?

Many foreigners are barred from coming;

to speak in America because of their

ideological leanings. How far can a

democratic society go before it takes a

stand against what most of its citizens find

to be morally repugnant? Are the rights of

blacks. Jews, gays to live peacefully,

unharassed equal to the rights of the KKK.
American Nazis and gay-bashers to spew

hatred and violence? It seems such rights

cannot, and perhaps should not, be

balanced.

Joe Duffey is no longer the moral jellj^sh

he was before the release of the Hurst

report. He does deserve credit for calling

for a boycott ofCameron's visit. Too bad the

spineless Faculty Senate refuses to heed

Duffey's plea. And I guess it's easier to get

4000-plus UMass students to lay down and

play Twister than to stand up and march

against racism or homophobia on campus.

Frank Flanagan is a Collegian columnist
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Party until your organs shrink

That esteemed body nf medical experts in

England, the Royal College of Physicians,

has just added one more reason to the <-x

isting list of reasons of why we ought to be

prudent in the amount of alcohol we con-

sume. It may cause sex organs to "shrink

and wrinkle ' Now if this comes as no sur-

prise to you — read no further. Go

somewhere private and ponder your sad

Ruth Stemmer

predicament over a glass ofsomething com-

forting. Ironing these things out or magni-

fying glasses just aren't going to help.

For the rest of us. however, here are the

details of the Royal college's incredible

report. Apparently, the toxic effects of

alcohol could produce sex changes over a

period as short as two or three years. The

changes in men include "enlargement of

the breasts and loss of body hair." Women,

meanwhile, "become progressively

defeminized. . . The ovaries, breasts, and

external genitalia shrink, body fat

redistributes into a male pattern, and

vaginal secretions are lost."

As horrifying as this seems, it does throw

a new complexion on the possibilities of

advertising booze. "Bud," for example,

could excite our interest by touting their

new^ potential to enlarge brea.sts - on the

wrong sex, of course, but who ever said that

advertising had to be acccurate? Their

whole advertising campaign could be

revitalized and reversed. The illuminated

phallic symbol (remember the 1986

lighthouse calendar?) that was supposed tp

excite the male of our species into recogniz-

ing their potential sexual prowess could be

used to open up the market to include

women. Unhappy, defeminized women, ad-

mittedly, but think of the expanded

market!
But let's calm down — the Royal Col-

lege's report was admitedly headlined in

Britain in order to highlight the many

already known (and largely ignored)

arguments that illustrate the dangers of

excessive drinking. And don't worry too

much: the extent to which you would have

to consume booze in order to have these ef-

fects would probably have finished you off,

one way or another, long before an involun-

tary sex change had been implemented.

Nevertheless, its an interesting thought:

as you're drinking to forget the love ofyour

life, you could well be acquiring his/her sex-

ual organs.

Ruth Stemmer is a UMass student

'Oppressive regime' steals our money
Whitmore, Bursar's Office, Administration, These are

the new dirtv words. On this campus, they are far worse

than the traditional four-letter variety. Mentioning even

one of them in a casual conversation might get your mouth

washed out with soap. I've only been here for two

semesters, but already I have begun to think of the ad-

Darren Garnick

ministration as an oppressive regime. Here are some

highlights of what I consider the administration's most

blatant disregards for the personal welfare and happiness

of the students. ^, . , j

REGULATING GOOD CLEAN FUN: Theta Chi pledge

and Inter-Fraternity Sorority Council member p^arhe

Johnson informed me that his group had planned an "M

& M" eating contest. The contest was cancelled because

the University would be liable is if someone choked to

death.
, c

Worrying about liability for deaths or injuries for

members of the Parachute Club is understandable, but

banning an "M & M" eating contest using the same

reasoning sets a dangerous precedent. What activities will

the University ban next, hiding behind the "liability ex-

cuse"^ Should lap swimming at the Boyden pool be forbid-

den because someone might drown? How about per^

manently closing off all the surrounding streets?

Somebody might get hit by a car.
o i f

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY?: Speaking of

AIDS number wrong
This past week's jour-

nalism at the University

demonstrated what AIDS
education should not be.

First the Chronicle quoted a

professor of public health

"3,000 students" were AIDS

positive, meaning that if

they were tested, these in-

dividuals would show the

presence of the virus not the

overt disease. The "expert"

then compounded things by

M & Ms," the only thing 1 ever see the Campus Police

do is take candy away from babies (i.e. alcohol away from

minors). Green uniformed police are generally referred

to as "pseudo-cops" because they are unarmed. "Meter

maids" is more appropriate. Giving tickets are their ex-

pertise. What else have they done, I ask you?

ASANINE PARKING POLICY: Is there any car owner

on campus that hasn't gotten a parking ticket? Could the

Amherst Towing Service make more money at our ex-

pense? After my roommate's VW was towed twice, an

employee told them they towed 3200 cars from UMass a

year. He had an evil smile on his face. No wonder, at $40

a crack, Amherst Towing Service rakes in $128,000. With

this University's endorsement, they are the Pioneer

Valley's reverse Robin Hoods, stealing from the poor to

give to the rich (how many wealthy UMass students do

you know?).

PHYSICAL PLANT CRIMES: What exactly is the

chemical composition of all that steam pouring out of the

manholes on the sidewalks? I am personally under the

suspicion that it is a mind-altering gas designed to tame

students and keep them in their place. They don't want

too many uprisings. Bad press.

SCHEDULING INJUSTICE: Three out of five courses

on my schedule read "oversubscribed." My mother

thought that was my major.

PURE UNREFINED AUDACITY: The Undergiaduate

course catalog, usually handed out free, will cost $2 from

now on. The issue here is not the $2. The principle would

remain the same if we were charged two cents. We are

being forced to pay for a book we need to choose our

courses from, a book we already paid for ten times over

in registration fees, and a book that is rightfully ours.

There's nothing like paying for something you already

paid for. What's next? A toUbooth under the Southwest

bridge? Pay toilets in the dorms? How about a cover

charge to get into the Hampden Art Gallery?

Propoganda pamphlets trying to convince high school

students to attend UMass claim the total cost is $6,000

a year. It doesn't cost $6,000 to go here. It costs $6,000

plus $1,000 in miscellaneous fees. Take the lab fees scam

for instance. Certain classes that allegedly provide an ex-

tra service (laboratory equipment, movies, handouts) come

with an extra charge, usually between $3 and $15. Each

time I receive my $30 lab fee bill in the mail, the same

thought crosses my mind. "I didn't see any movies, use

any equipment, or receive any handouts. What are they

using my money for?" Perhaps a few hot tubs were just

installed in the Whitmore executive clubhouse.

If your roommate drops out during the first few weeks

of school, the Housing Office gives you a choice: move out

or pay an extra $100 fee for the privilege of having a

single. This type of legalized blackmail is always explain-

ed to you with a smile. Always.

All these observations have pointed towards one clear-

cut conclusion. Be prepared, for what I reveal may shock

you. This University makes a lot of money. But it seems

to me they still want more money. Their lust for the dinero

is never satisfied. In summary, they are greedy.

Darren Garnick is a Collegian columnist

stating that 50 percent of

those tested positive would

come down with the full

blown disease— 1500

students given the death

sentence. A few days later

the same "expert " dropped

the figure to 900 positive by

test and a 20 percent possi-

ble full blown disease in an

article in the Collegian.

Finally, the Minuteman

stated that two people had

died of AIDS at the health

service.

The 3000 figure was ir-

responsible reporting. The

900 figure was derived from

very .soft data that made

certain assumptions. The

derivation of this figure

should have been published

as well, to explain the

discrepancy between 3uU0

and 900. The Minuteman

report is totally false and I

know because as an inter-

nist at the health service it

will be my job to care for

these people, I suspect the

Minuteman mixed up the in-

firmary with the medical

center in Worcester, which

does have AIDS patients on

their cancer service.

The answer to good educa-

tion is credibility and hones-

ty. What is the rate of AIDS
positive tests in a student

population of 25.000? No
one knows but if you want

a number the best guess is

between 300-800 by

material collected from a

number of research studies.

More important, it is time

to be caring and stop scar-

ing. AIDS is not a disease of

statistics, it is a tragedy of

people.

Dr. Paul Herman

Senior Internist UHS

Asst. Prof. Med. UMMC

The Collegian accepts let-

ters and columnns from the

UMass commimity for possi-

ble publication on the

editorial page. Letters

should not exceed 30 lines;

columns should not exceed

60 lines. All submissions

must be typed, double spac-

ed and includes author's

name and address.
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By KATHRYN POHNER
Collegian StatT

Love Is Colder Than Death

The Life And Times Of Rainer Werner Fassbinder

By Robert Kat2

Random House. New York
$19.95

Rainer Werner Fassbinder was one of Germanys

greatest film directors. He is remembered for films such

as The Marriage of Maria Braun, and Berlin Alex-

anderplatz. a fifteen hour masterpiece.

But Fassbinder also had a dark side, an insatiable ap-

petite for power, drugs and sex. In this biography. Robert

Katz a ^reenwriter who worked with Fassbinder. ex-

plores the man's restless psyche and troubled life. Using

interviews, conversations, and recollections, Katz paints

a fascinating picture of the man and his world.

The very first page of the book gives us a graphic im-

age of the director "A cigarette dangled from his lips.

Smoke smarted his eves. He was holding a mug of been

He was wearing his usual summer outfit-leather vest and

loo^e fitting cottons - and, as usual, he looked as if he d

«.lept in it. which he probably had." From this passage

on. a clear picture of the man evolves: insecure, domineer-

ing, and hungrv- for fame.

Katz delves deeply into the life of Fassbinder, telling

the stor>- of his vouth, living in a prostitute row and do-

ing poorlv in school. Fassbinder's childhood left deep im-

pressions on him as to the nature of the human race, and

he defined himself as "manic depressive." This feeling

stayed with Fassbinder all his life, goading him to an early

death at the age of thirty seven.

The book is populated with numerous people connected

with Fassbinder. Each provides memories and insights

to his life, with anecdotes and opinions, as well as their

influence on him. The picture that emerges is not only

Katz's view but a character composed of many different

stories.
,,

Love Is Colder Than Death is a biography that tells an

incredible, tragic story. Named after Fassbinder's first

feature- length film, the book details the events in his life

that led to his death, giving insight to his art, ideas

represented in his films. It is an unforgettable story.

MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

During 1987 F.P.S. Inc. a franchise of

Burger King Corp. has aggressive plans

for expansion in Northern Connecticut and

Western Massachusetts. To be able to ex-

ecute those plans we are looking for

management candidates who want to be

part of this fast paced expansion. As a

member of the F.P.S. team you will receive

an excellent salary, medical and dental

benefits fully paid by F.P.S. If you see

yourself as part of this aggressive and

growing company write or call:

F.B.S. Inc.

179D Northampton Street

Easthampton MA 01007
413-527-7474

r

ARTS
if concert

Colleeian photo by Patrick Ehlers

Abdul Raoof of the SOS band

ronliniu'd from pane I

There were plenty of rock'n'rollers who

stuck it out in the semi-downpour for Jon

Butcher.

Butcher told the crowd, "We've been

away a long time. It's great to be back in

Massachu.setts. Boston - is it still the best

city in the United States of America?"

Plugging his upcoming album, as well as

pleading with the weather. Butcher started

the next song saying. "This is going to be

on our next album. It's called "Don't Ram
Down On Me."

The jazzy, cool sounds of Cabo Frio open-

ed the concert at noon. The instrumental

new-age jazz band playing to a near emp

ty field said they will be putting out a new

album in three weeks called "Cabo Frio."

The band finished with a rendition of the

theme to "Leave it to Beaver."

The empty spaces in the field started fill-

ing in when blues-singer Lonnie Mack took

the stage next.

The hard, rough blues sounds from Mack

had the crowd up and dancing and singing

along to their hit "Satisfy Susie."

Vegaperforms and Maniacs please
By JENNIFER DEMPSEY
Collegian Staff

Writing a knowledgeable

review and attempting to

understand Suzanne Vega

is about as easy as Calculus.

Although she didn't reveal

a whole lot about herself

and music, Vega was friend-

ly, personable and pleasing-

ly enigmatic.

She sang songs from both

her albums, beginning with

an a capella version of

"Tom's Diner", a cut from

her latest album Solitude

Standing, released last

week.
Vega had a pleasant stage

presence and a surprising

sense of humor. She related

y*^ Round I MP
r .»_ MFMI YORK

Round I MP
IromNEWrtOBK
tiatling »l

LUXEMBURG $358
LONDON 401

277
681
293
571

441
777

ST. THOMAS
TEL AVIV
CARACAS
ATHENS
STOCKHOLM
HONG KONG
Alio EURAIL PASSES INT L

STUDENT lO WORR/STUDV
ABROAD ATM CARDS. tOW
DOMESTIC FARES and
mora'CALL lor

FREE siudeniTravelCartatoq'

[4131256-1261

COUNCIL TRAVIl
AMM£RST

both funny and sad stories

behind her songs.

She said her current

single, "Luka" is about a

boy abused by his parents,

and "If You Were To Kill

Me" was written "if so-

meone was about to kill you,

and at that moment, you

wanted to sing."

By far the most moving

songs were "A Queen and a

Soldier" and "Knight
Moves," sung solo with an

acoustic guitar.

Opening for Vega was a

brilliant show by the five

member band, The 10,000

Maniacs. Performing to a

somewhat unreceptive au-

dience, the countryish-

REM-influenced band (lead

singer Natalie Merchant
reportedly used to date

Michael Stipes) mostly sang

songs from their first album

"The Wishing Chair," and

ended with their version of

Collegian photo by Paul Kranz

Suzanne Vega

Cat Stevens hit "Peace

Train."

The most off-the-wall

thing about the Maniacs are

their name. Their style and

music is, if anything, simple

and hardly obtrusively dif-

ferent. But a closer listen

will reveal lyrics from a

band that deserves a lot

more notice than it has

gotten.

While I enjoyed the

Maniacs show more, no

doubt die-hard Vega fans

were pleased by her show.

9 AM - 2 PM

EARLY BIRD
SPECIAL
$2 OFF

Shampoo, Cut & Dry

Styles By Deborah
65 University Drive • 549-5610

with this coupon , expires 4/30/87

RENT FROM HERTZ PENSKE.

AND BE A ROAD SCHOLAR.
Neighborhood Agent: Mark's Motor's

222 King St & Rt 5

Northampton 01060 • 586-8391
Hertz

PRESENT THIS AD FOR A 10% DISCOUNT

30 Fuller Road, Chlcopee, MA 01020 * 549-5186

No« o« frweki ovoiloWt ot oil hceiion All lowl ood ontmoy rtotolt tub(Kt to Mtrti Pttnkt itorxJord rentol

«Hilifko«wm € H«nt Hmk* Truck Iwung, Inc 19tS

ASSISTANT SUBSCRIPTIONS
MANAGER NEEDED
AT THE COLLEGIAN

• Great managerial experience

• Great hours (mornings before noon)

• Sophmores & Juniors apply

Apply at the Collegian - 113 Campus Center

• APPLY NOW!! •

Cray a strong persuader
Robert Cray
Pearl Street nightclub

4 May 1987

By Maria Bull

with Frank Flanagan
Collegian Staff

You'll hear him on elitist

college-radio but see him on

MTV. He has backed blues-

ace Albert Collins and just

came off a tour opening for

Huey Lewis and the News.

What sort of band is this?

Robert Cray played a ter-

rific show at Pearl St. on

Thursday night. Fresh from

a gig in Albany, New York,

he was on the tour pro-

moting his fourth album

Strong Persuador.

Both shows sold out and

the dancing inside the pack-

ed nightclub was limited to

collective hip-swaying and

shoulder-shaking.

Cray and his crew hit the

stage on time and ready to

warm the audience. The

early show was an older,

quieter crowd, intent on the

music while the later shift

was younger, more rowdy

but just as appreciative. A
friend described him as

Cray as "looking like the

Sugar Ray Leonard of pop-

blues; young, black, lean,

and clean cut." The women?
"Hot."

He dressed low-key but

chic, wearing Levi jeans and

a short-sleeved dress shirt.

Cray worked the stage,

grooving in his guitar and

the audience. He raised our

blood pressures and we felt

his licks. The guy's a power-

ful vocalist and a natural

showman. He had the place

in the palm of his hand.

1 U^ORK THE

SOUTH

^iKMiiprnR SECURITV

V [PoSOo (3S0B

MON. MHV 4
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Culleitian photo by Mariu Bull

Robert Cray

Cray is a new kind of per-

former. Few young blues-

based men could sell out two

shows at a big nightclub,

but Cray has put a top-spin

on the traditional themes,

using the solid education he

recieved from working with

the big names like mentor

Albert Collins and Eric

Clapton.

Most of his tunes are

traditional "love-gone-

bad"blues songs about in

fidelity and heartache. But

Cray adds a modern,
sometimes violent power

most noticeably shimmer-

ing behind the lyrics in

"Smoking Gun." He's

crossed-over to wider suc-

cess by applying a slick pop

veneer to his established

blues background.

Cray's band, especially

drummer David Olson and

bass player Richard

Cousins, was inspiring.

Cuts off their new Strong

Persuader album like "Foul

Play", "Right Next Door"

and "Still Around" drew the

most recognition.

For the encore, Cray took

off the yuppie shirt and slip-

ped into a T-shirt. Cray's go-

ing to be around for some

time if Thursday's perfor-

mance was any indication of

his creative abilities. He's

young, highly talented and

ascending rapidly.

The Saulhiuest Concert

is a UMoss tradition,

held each year an the

Southuiest fields. The

euent is free, the bands

mill be incredible. Join

in-u/orlc the shouu!!

W0 N^0p 60new

HAVB 60NBw peons.

FBEE FOOD, OmClfll CONCERT SHIRT. IIND PflBTY nREIIUIflBOS!!!!!!!!!!

BRING R FRIEND-VOU CRN UIQRK IN TERMS!

fittgure's

bright

iM4^
SUMMER JOBS

MASSPIRG 256-6434

Earn S175.$250/«,ee.. Pass .he TOXICS Use^^^^^^^^^

Slop Seabrook; anrpromote affordable quality dayca,

Amherst, Boston. Cape Cod. and Worcester.

33

PER AXLE MOST CARS

Our Brake Job Includes.

• New (iiuuanteed Brake
Pads or Shoes
(Seini-metailic pads e.xtia. i

• Recondition Drums or Rotors

• Inspect Calipers

• Inspect Wheel Cylinders

• Inspect Brake Hardware
• Road Test

FREE BR.AKF Pv'SPECTION

ECONOMIZER
MUrrLER'24!'
• Famous Midas quality

• 1 year guarantee

• Fits most airs

(Pipes, damps arid

hangers extra.)

llfd

^

|<Qnal pam and sc^rvic^ w«(l

'I arejxjt 8KJuded,w tf»s prtce

iMii ITmmmomiifiio't^^

143 King St., Northampton • 586-4840

Jet. Rts. 9 & 116, Hadley • 586-9991

-* FREE WRITTEN ESTIMATES

CN<* T«« <«^ **«**t'''"»^ '""*'''''******^

%M^-,u B . «.».*W< .4. .i;..K*fc ..'.|.t..|«./i"'»''*M»i-
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The SOS Band bows to an enthusiastic audience after an energetic

performance yesterday at the pond concert.

Spring a surprise

on Mom.

Send the FTD®
Sewing Basket Bouquet.

It even includes a travel

sewing kit.

Mother's Week starts

May 4. Just call or

visit us today.

Get your out of town
orders in early.

MC & VISA

ACCEPTED OVER
THE PHONE

MONTGOMERY FLORIST
350 Rttssell Rt 9 Hadley

584-3798

(across from Burger King)

Summer Job

INTERVIEWS
Now being set up

. . . for 300 production line summer jobs.

Starting from May 26 to June 29.

Start at $4.00 an hour with merit increases.

Specialized jobs pay up to $10.00 an hour!

INTERVIEWING NOW AT:

Monday May 4 10:00 - 2:00 PM Campus Center Rm 904-908

Wednesday May 13 12:00-5:00 PM Campus Center Rm 168

OXFORD PICKLE CO., INC.

South Deerfield, Massachusetts 01 373 / (413) 665-7011

AN IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT:

TONIGHT MON. MAY 4th, 7 PM IN

THE NEW AFRICA HOUSE LIBRARY

THE MINORITY GRADUATE
STUDENT ASSOCIATION

WILL HOLD A HIGH PRIORITY
MEETING TO DISCUSS THE

FOLLOWING ISSUES:
1. FUTURE OF MGSA; ELECTIONS OR DISBANDMENT

2. $5,500 ALLOCATIONS FROM GRADUATE STUDENT
SENATE DO WE SPEND IT AS A GROUP OR GIVE IT BACK

3. MGSA INVOLVEMENT IN THE NEW MINORITY SCHOLAR
FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM ARE THERE ANY SET ASIDES FOR
BLACKS, NATIVE AMERICANS OR LATINO'S, THE MOST
UNDERREPRESENTED GROUPS IN GRADUATE SCHOOL

4. MENTORSHIP PROGRAM, RESOURCE GUIDE AND
DIRECTORY (May 6th meeting with faculty will still take place:

contact Greg Leons at 5-3424).

5. A NEW LOCATION FOR MGSA & A NEWLY APPOINTED
ADVISOR TO MGSA

ANY QUESTIONS CONCERNING THIS
ANNOUNCEMENT SHOULD BE

DIRECTED TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE
MINORITY GRADUATE STUDENT

ASSOCIATION, MR. DONALD BYRD AT
546-4552 OR 545-0031.

THE MINORITY GRADUATE STUDENT
ASSOCIATION (MGSA)

cordially invites you to the

MGSA 's 3rd Annual Spring Reception

Sunday, May 10, 1987, 5:00-8:00 PM
The Faculty Club

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Buffet Dinner • Live Music

MOTHER'S DAY SPECIAL: MOTHER'S FREE

Graduate Students - FREE • Faculty & Staff - $7.50/couple

R.S.V.P. to Curtis Pittman by May 4, 5-3434 or Donald Byrd, 6-4552

FOR MINORITY GRADUATES ONLY

Return to OMGSR, GRC Building Rm A-233

D YES, I will attend the MGSA Reception

Name

Will Need Child Care D

Number of Guests

# of children

($7.50/ea. if more than one guest)

Professor Abramson to retire
By STUART GAMBLE
Collegian Staff

Professor Doris E. Abramson retires this

spring, after more than three decades of

theater experience at the University of

Massachusetts. Abramson said she hopes

she'll be remembered "as a lively teacher."

While doing graduate work at Smith Col-

lege, Abramson realized that one needs

"absolute concentration" as an actor,

something she didn't have. She did have

that concentration as a director, however.

"Directing and teaching have always

given me satisfaction." she said. She has

taught speech, dramatic literature, perfor-

mance, and acting at UMass since 1953.

Abramson's dfK-toral dissertation "Negro

PlaywTights in the American Theatre

( 1925-1959)" was discussed at the Black

Theatre conference, Friday in the Rand

Theater. Abramson said she's always

thought of herself as a scholar in American

and Black American Theatre.

"Black playwrights have been neglected

but there's a renewel uf interest." she said.

Abramson said she chose the subject m
1963 and it was published in 1969.

Abramson explained that the UMass
Black Theatre began in the 1970s, and was

SUBSCRIPTION
DELIVERER NEEDED!

• On campus
• Great way to earn extra cash

APPLY NOW AT THE COLLEGIAN

113 Campus Center
The Collegian is an AA/EO employer

SUMMER JOB AVAILABLE

The Collegian is now hiring one

individual to work in the Accounting

Department for the summer, to perform

data entry.

Inquire at Collegian Office

113 Campus Center

545-3500

headed by Esther Terry Daphne Reed pro-

duced Ossif I)avi> ail black play f'urlw

Vicliinous m roiipcration with the black

comniunilies m .Xinlierst and Springfield.

She said the New World Theatre, featur-

ing niavs by Native American, Spanish,

Black, and Asian Ainei ican playwrights,

developed from the Black Theatre.

Abramson always performed in school,

but theatre was only an extracun-icular ac-

tivity at UMass until 1970. she said, as she

fonHlv s^'n^^•pH phn*o« "f h*»r nefformancci.

Her favorite role was Joan of Arc in Max
well Anderson's Joan ofljorrainc, in 1948.

She also played Mi.ss Prism in Oscar

Wilde's The Importance of Bein ^> Earrwst

and Portia in William Shake.speare's

Julius Caesar.

"Having a career in the theatre was dif

ficult then for everybody. It still is, accor

ding to Abramson, but "it was an easier

time We didn't lave the pressures young

people have today."

I
COPIES
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Self-service

With This Coupon,

Letter or Legal Size

228 Triangle Street

549-3840

Valid thru May, 1987
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Undergraduate Teaching

Assistantships Available

Department of

Mathematics and Statistics

$600.00 a semester for

approximately 10-12 hours

a week.

Further information and application

forms see Lori Antonovitch,

Room 1626B Lederle GTWR.

The Top ol the Campu*=. QeMaurant

PDE6ENT6

A Mother'cS Day Buffet
rLvruDiNG

(flandinc <St.eam«.hip Pound baked Ham 6earood NcTbur^

hrorvToli (Spcar»^ Paltv (Shells (*)Teet Potatoes

bread ba'^kel Jcllo Mold^ Trini. baskei

(Special 6alad bar Assorted p--- ••'

Comf?limenlan' Flower for Mom

Mav 10. 1987

12 noon to 5.00 p.ni.

$Q Q3 adulU

$i30 children

Call today to reserve

a table for vour

entire familv

"^4^-0000 cxt. b3^

Mother's Day is Sunday May Wth

III

Cards, gifts and other goodies
for Mom

/S^ amherst /northampti

»

daily and Sunday

f 1

* Graduates Should Check Last Page of Transitions For Their Invitation
|

TOP o( Ihe CAMPU6
Dc^^taiir.ii' ind Lounec

lllh rioor. kj-,pii^ Center

CONTEMPORARY
FAMILY DINING

Intersection of 1-91 and Route 2, Greenfield, MA (413) 774-2857
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OPENINGS
STILL AVAILABLE

OPENINGS
STILL AVAILABLE

STUDENT SUMMER JOBS ON CAMPUS

• POSITIONS AVAILABLE: •

OPERATIONS ASSISTANT
OPERATIONS SUPERVISOR

QUALIFICATIONS:
Must be an active student with experience in one or more of the follow-

ing areas: light maintenance, cleaning, grounds, office work and/or fur-

niture moving.

DUTIES:
Assigned to one of four Housing Services Maintenence and Operations

residential area offices to perform a variety of tasks in campus residence

halls. Duties may vary widely, as indicated by the above listing. Sum-

mer work performed by students contributes to Housing Services'

maintenance and cleaning programs and to the preparation of residence

halls for conferences and Fall opening.

HOURS:
7:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. weekdays. May 18 through September 5,

or by arrangement.

TO INQUIRE OR APPLY:

Please contact one of the four area offices:

Steve Vinelli

Northeast/Sylvan Area
Johnson House
5-0403

Pat O'Connor
Orchard Hill/Central Area
Baker House
5-1333

CALL ABOUT
COMPENSATION PACKAGE

Nancy Merritt

Southwest/North Area
Kennedy Tower
5-0392

Maude Tucker
Southwest/South Area
Cance House
5-0439

CALL ABOUT
COMPENSATION PACKAGE

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

msjjt
'^dfm- - t «i i i<rmrttfirw g'lifffl" ^»>=~'>^''-*'F«---^-->

-.^^^^j^»

.
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"For crying out loud. Patrick — sit down.
. . . And enough with the 'give me the

potatoes or give me death' nonsense."

Killer bees are generally described

OS starting out as larvae delinquents.

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeaa
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Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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Bat Brain By Bin Dearing

N
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Gordy By Gorde
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"There is no problem that can't be fixed, and I am the

one who can fix tt."

— Rcpabltcan presidential candidate Jack Kemp

Daily Crossword Ptizzle
Edited by Trtide Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
t Lann (esson

5 Bandleader
Fields

9 Church
Denches

13 Trattoria

oHering

15 Volcano s

output

16 One
17 Tr nity

18 tupiorer

TasTian

19 Record

20 Impasse
2? Article

23 Final

24 Playlui

mammal
26 Comedies
30 The'etore

31 Expanse

32 Asian ruler

35 Unsuitable

39 Mariiet feature

41 DDE s

command
42 Better

43 Actor Savaias

44 Hardy heroine

46 Satchel

47 Spring DIoom
49 _ as a picture

51 Consumed
53 Away from land

55 A Roosevelt

56 — towel (quit)

62 Matured

63 Designed to tiy

64 Nostrils

65 Entenainer

Home
66 Coagulate

67 Intelligent

68 Salvei

69 Shooters m
marbles

70 Poems with

epic themes

DOWN
1 Fials Abbr

2 Store

3 Where Marco
Polo traveled

4 Musial

5 Blind parts

6 Rioe' s attire

7 Daredevil

Knievel

8 Wanness
9 Let go until

later

10 Growing out

11 Windshield

cleaner

12 Stalk

14 Contuse
21 Enclosure with

a ticket order

Abbr

25 Fri utterance

26 Speedy
27 Commedia

dell —
28 Factual

29 Close up shop
30 Cupid

33 Darling s team
34 Follower

36 Med school

subject

37 Nuisance

38 Low card

40 Ancient

instrument

45 E'upl

48 Complete
50 The -

Came 1939
lilm

51 Avid

52 Coliseum
53 Missile trom

30 Down

54 Cove's lor a

chimney sweep
55 — o' the earth

57 Loki s daughter

58 Word with

calling or

dropping

59 Snare

60 Man ot the hour

61 Guesses At^r

1 f i 4 a^Hji k HI' " " "

PPPP"^ w n

]4 ^H<i
^Hn li IT n
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"
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IW l<is Annfles limt-s S\n4KilU- 5/4/B7

Lunch

Kentucky Hot Brown
Squash Bake

Dinner

Roast Top Round of Beef

Bre.ided Scallops

Cocktail and Tartar Sauce

Italian Garden Plate

Menu
Basics Lunch

Caponata w/ Pocket Bread

Squash Bake

Basics Dinner

Garbanzo Cheese Loaf

Mushroom Sauce

Breaded Scallops

Cocktail and Tartar Sauce
^

r"

Weather

Today: partly sunny with a high around 55 degrees

Tomorrow: mostly sunny with a high around 60 degrees

^

Today's Staff

Night Editor ''ana Levenson

Copy Editor Jennifer Dcmpsey

Uyout Technician Nancy Klingener

Photo Technician Rob Skelton

Production Supervisor Robeii Levinc

Production Connie LeClerc, Julie Rae, David Cain,

Wendy Rae Nutter and Jane Lapato

Executive Board -- Spring of 1987

KELLY SIEGER
Editor in Chief

NANCY KLINGENEK
Ifaaagiag Editor

PHIL SERAFINO
Editorial Editor

STEVE RUBIN
BastncM Manager

ANSEL ZINTER
Production Manager

Business Board — Spring of 1987

STEVE RUBIN
BaslMSS Maoager

PATRICE LAWSKY
MarkcUag Manager

PAUL H. LESSER
Advcrtlaing Sales Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
CIrcalatloa Manager

VANESSA ROTH
Ptaaaca Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Sabacrtptloa Manager
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C^ulU'^iin phoi" b> Haul Krunz

Sophomore reliever Don Strange took a loss Saturday as the Minutemen

put their playoff berth in question this weekend by dropping three of four

games to Temple University.

it baseball
continued from page 16

I
Saturday's pitchers) weren't themelves,"

Bergquist said. "The pitching wasn't too

-olid but I was pleased with the hitting

all weekend."
The hitting continued yesterday when

UMass dropped a 13-7 slugfest in the first

game before winning the second, 7-3.

A walk and single were enough to knock

Temple starter Andy Heltzer from the

first game and after reliever Rich Danson

uncorked a wild pitch with the bases load-

ed, Borrelli and Steve Kern delivered RBI
singles to make it 4-2 after two innings.

The Owls took the lead for good on a

three-run homer in the second inning by

No. 9 hitter Gary Koenig and added two

in the fourth and five in the seventh

The only other bright spot for the

Minutemen came in the seventh when
Flint knocked a solo homer over the left

field fence. Flint's dinger moved him in-

to second place on both the record for

homers in a season (he has 10, the record

is 11) and career homers (he has 19, the

record is 20).

In the second game, UMass proved it

can win when it has to.

"I'm proud of these guys." Bergquist

said. "Thf^y had no momentum. They had

to come together and they did."

Junior righty Steve Allen went the

distance to give the Minutemen their first

solid pitching performance in four games..

"I like having the pressure on me
because it gets me pumped up," Allen

said. "I was confident for most of the

game."
After the Owls took a 1-0 lead in iho

first with the help of an error and a wild

pit<-h, Borrelli tied the game in the second

with a homer to left. Borrelli, who went

six-for-eight in the doubleheader, is now
hitting .386 with 16 RBLs.

UMass went ahead in the third when
Gary DiSarcina singled to right and

scored on a Comeau home run to make it

3-1.

In the fourth, Kern provided the

Minutemen with three more runs by nail-

ing his third homer of the year to make
it 6-1.

The Owls scored a run in the fifth and

should have had more. After Mike Palys

walked, Mike McDowell tripled into the

left centerfield gap with no outs. But

McDowell tried to scored on a grounder

to short gmd was gimned down at the ulate

bv DiSarcina. continued from page 16

• track
continued on page 16

University of

Vermont was the only team
in New England that was
able to outscore UMass.
The highlight of the

weekend for the
Minutewomen came in the

javelin throw, where Carla
Desantis shattered the

school record by over six feet

with a throw of 157'6".

Desantis, also the women's
soccer goalkeeper, finished

first, taking the NE javelin

crown.

The 4x100 relay was to be

a question mark as Sue
Goldstein was a late

replacement and Mary
Anne Maclver normally
does not run the relay. Kari
Fleischman and Pam

Hughes teamed up with

these two to surprise the

rest of the field with a first

place finish of 49.2.

Shawna Smith took first

in the 1500 meters with a

blistering time of 4:36.2.

Smith also teamed with

Barbara Cullinan. Sonya
Vaugn, and Karen Holland

to qualify for Easterns with

a first-place 4x800-meters in

9:23.7

it Gazelles lose
I

. .,/.,,,,.•>/ I,, tin po^e It-

uazeiles were able to capitalize on their

first transition tally.

Humiston made a shoestring catch near

the scorer's table, intercepting a UNH pass

as her momentum carried her out of

bounds. She hit Posy Seifert at midfield,

and the junior defenseman lofted the ball

to a streaking Sue Murphy on the right

sideline. Murphy circled around the cage,

spotted a hole in the crease, and muscled

in strong-side, gunning the ball past Nar-

siff to tie it at 1-1.

At the 12:19 mark, Lisa Griswold shot a

free-position wide right. Murphy scooped

up the loose ball behind the net, ducked
under two defenders and, as the ofllcals'

flag dropped, made a desperation heave

that was nothing but net.

Five minutes later the Wildcats
retaliated off a fast-break, as Geromini fed

Anne Sherer to knot the score at 2-2.

Humiston controlled the ensuing draw
and sprinted downfield like a fleet

taliaback. She beat the coverpoint, and

blasted the ball past Narsiff. giving UMass
its final lead of the day.

The Gazelles should be commended for

their first-half performance. Stone repell-

ed an array of shots, as evidenced by her

six saves, and Humiston blanketed UNH's
top gun, Pauline Collins. Offensively,

UMass was drawing the freeposiitions and

filling the passing lanes on the transition

drives.

it Softball sweeps
iiinltnucd from page 1

"These games came at a perfect time for

us, because now we'll get a day off that we
really need."

Saturday's twinbill also marked the final

home appearances for three seniors, as co-

captains Emily Bietsch and Carol Frat-

taroli, along with thirdbaseman Debbie
Cole all ended their home careers on an
upbeat note. In a classy gesture by Sortino,

the three seniors were removed in the final

inning of the second game, accompanied by

warm applause from fans who obviously

were aware of the contributions these three

have made throughout their careers.

As for the games, the Minutewomen
gathered some much needed momentum by

flexing their muscles at the plate. UMass
got two runs in the third inning, one of

which scored when Blue Demon second-

baseman Terri Peck was six-packed in the

face by CCSU catcher Karen Elliot's throw
to second on a double steal attempt. Peck
was sent to the hospital, where she was
kept overnight for observation of a

concussion.

UMass got four more in the sixth, but the

inning was highlighted when junior

rightfielder Leigh Petroski lined what
seemed to be a single to right center. But
CCSU centerfielder Hope Linthicum had
the ball take a wild hop and skip by her.

But a team has to sustain its intensity

and play consistent for 50 minutes if it ex-

pects to gain a berth in the NCAAs.
"We didn't control the gi-ound balls in the

second half. We got them to turn the ball

over but we didn't capitalize on our oppor-

tunites." Bossio .said. "At 3-2 its anyone's

game, and the team that wants it the most

in close games usually wins. We never

game up. We never said die, But we let

UNH initmidate us."

The Wildcats came out of the second-half

gates like greyhounds at a race track. Col-

lins took a chest-high pass in the crease

from Lynne Abbott and flicked it in the net.

Fifteen seconds later, Geromini gave

UNH a lead it would never relinquish, as

she pumped home a tally off the break. The
senior attackman scored two more goals in

a span of four minutes as the Wildcats

padded their lead to 6-3.

The Gazelles stormed back on free-

position tallies by Griswold and Cathy
Fuhrman, but UNH did its best imitation

of a four-corner stall, as it passed the ball

adeptly amidst a flurry of UMass defenders

and killed time off the clock.

Griswold's desperation free-position at-

tempt with three seconds to play was
UMass' last ray of hope, but the senior co-

captain couldn't stop the clouds from hover-

ing over the Gazelles' heads,

"I'll look back on this game for a long

time and it will always upset me. This was
the year it (NCAA tournament berth) was
going to happen. This was the best team
I've played on in the last four years,"

Humiston said.

In her best Abbott and Costello impression,

she collided with rightfielder Cindy Sylvia

(you had to see it to get the full effect », and
the ball rolled all the way to that nice new
sign on that decrepit snow fence. Mean-
while, Petroski toured the bases for a thank

you very much round-tripper.

CCSU finally scored in the seventh, get-

ting a pair of unearned runs off freshman
righthander Lori Salvia. Sophomore
righthander Chris Wanner gained her 10

win of the season, going six innings and
striking out two. She was also two-for-two

at the plate.

"We hit the ball real well today.

Everybody made a contribution," Sortino

said. "We've been frustrated with this kind

of pitching, so it was nice to get the bats

going."

UMass exploded for three runs in the

fourth, fifth, and sixth innings to give

freshman righthander Traci Kennedy her

12th victory of the year. Kennedy tossed

six-innings of one-hit ball and fanned six

Blue Demons along the way.

Junior firstbaseman Martha Jamieson
had a banner day at the plate, going two-

for-three with three RBI's. Junior catcher

Ilene Freeman also enjoyed a good day, get-

ting a pair of hits in two appearances at the

plate, including a scorching RBI double to

left in the fifth that nearly powdered that

ricketv old snow fence.
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AMHERST CREAMERY OFFICE BUILDING
150 Fearing St, Amherst, MA
Telephone: (413) 549-2686

MANUSCRIPTS - A SPECIALTY
RESUME PLANNING & TYPING
THESES AND DISSERTATIONS

CHINESE KITCHEN E
FAST SERVICE - GREAT PRICES

TRY OUR LUNCHEON-DINNER SPECIALS

Only $1.49 before 3 pm. $1.90 after 3 pm
A. Chicken Fingers, Fried Rice or Chow Mein

B. Chicken Wfngs, Fried Rice or Chow Mein

C. Lobster Sauce, Fried Rice or White Rice

D. Chicken with Green Peas and Fried Rice

E. Yoke Kew (Beef) with Gravy and Fried Rice

lot In or Take Out
HOURS: Sunday Noon • 10 pm, Mon • Sat 11:30 • lOpm

2 LOCATIONS

430 Rustel St (Rt 9)
HADLEY - 253-2571

ISO King St

NORTHAMPTON - 586.8220

ACIlVlIlEL* AUDIO
AulO fOU SAK •CAlCUAIORS

ENlfcMAlNMtNI'hOf^ WNF
FOR SALE 'FOUND

HfiP WANIED'lOSI
CLASSIFIED

ta&ftMUMMkMcak' -k•*'«>>«*« / dMc .int>*f4^. ^ A^0 ' jw**. -V j'<'AAi. >.»j»».»»iw.a'ii^.ia»<M*^^--»^>/i*>i-.v,'«*frj*»»..<«k<>»<>WM«i<ifc»<

\N'\ I r.'uc HON • MO I oi.'C y i cl t s

F'll/'jONAL'j'PiOt WANIfcD
I'lDfcf/S NfctDED* .tf.'ViCES

f^OOMArE WANTED 'IRAVEl
WANTED* SUBlET

COME TO THE COLLEGIA^ OFFICE - CC 113 iiOW-THURS 1:30-3:30 (FRI • 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION* CASH IN ADVANCE. 15*/W0WD/DAY FPU STUD£MTS

Ai Tivmit

TRADE U2 TICKETS have 2 Irckelslof

Sunday May 3. need 2 tickets tor Saturctay

May 2 CaH Marue. HoNy . Judy, or Chatlena
at 549-7477

UP TO 5 first prize leading edge PCS" Pictt

up 'a(((e tickets m Marslon 229 Murrym
drawing « May 8tt)

OUTING CLUB EQUIPMENT auction

tonigtil Campus Center Auditorium, Show-
ing 6 30. auction 7 00PM All sorts Of out-

doors equipment to be hadi

AUilO

RECl¥VEn, TURNTABLE, GOOD car

tridge. equilizer Good and cheap 6-9tS2
(leave massage

)

AUTO FOR SAll

197« PINTO eTKasking $600 549 1138

ms FORO FALCON^ a cream pull

2566920

1979 FORD MUSTANG yellow, auto.

82,000 mis AM/FM stereo SI 200 545-3689
artar 5 30 564-9042

1986 TOYOTA 4X2 pickup excellent con-
dition Under to.000 mi Must sell soon
253-5731 evenings

1980 DODGE OMNI many new parts, good
body/tires, needs some work $750
665-8160 (after 6PM) 5-2261 (day) ask lor

Mike

PONTIAC T 1000 1983 great condition'
1400 or best oiler 549-0549

82 VWRABBIT 47.000 mis $2995 00 or

8 O well maintained new battery, alter-

nator, tires 549-5185

78 MERCURY MONARCH 6 cylinder $400
BO 256-1345

FORD ESCORT 1985. 26K AC. FM, delux
warty impeccable $5399 549-5546 alter

9RM

CAPI COD-FALMOMTN

81 CHEVETTE 4SP 63K 1200 or BO
666-2941 excellent condiltwi

1980 RED FIAT. AC. PS. sunroof. 5spd.
stereo, low miles, runs well, some rust $750
or BO 253-9624 or 773-7333

HELP! I NEED a place to stay in Falmouth
lor the summer If you need a roommate<s)
oleaae call Rav 253-9692

i
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PAVi $PAN

CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR new job
witfi NHC We hope you're leading ihe way
lor the rest of us Good luck always Vour
roommates

FOB A OOOO TIMI CALL

RACK-A-DISC Entenainment Agency
Oisc-Jockeys. lights, rentals, and Mob*te
Video Dancesi 549 7144

FOR RINT

SWISS VILLAGE 4 bedroom apt Take
over lease w/lall option or sublet call

256-1318

GRADUATING SENIORS, take over our
apartment. Townhouse style (urnished.

free cable call now 665-3513

TAKE OVER LEASE June 1 si 2bdr on bus
route, inexpensive 549-1439

TAKE OVER OUR lease in June and get

August rent free' Or just sublet lor the sum-
mer/2-bedroom in Southwood apts call

256-6334

ROOM IN HOUSE 1 mile fr campus
$ie5/mo take over lease call Natalie

549-6792

ROOM AVAILABLE IN Beaut condo close

to UMass on bus line Kitchen/taundry lacil

inci lemale non-smokers no pets 256-1 547
San

BEDROOM AVAIL. END May w/or w/out
fall option on 2br busroule Heidi 256-0051

ROOMS FROM JUNE 1st tall option $235
per month exclusive close to campus
549-1358

2 BEDROOM APARTMENT, tafl Starling

June 1 $410 00. laundry. 665-2288 bus
route

SUMMER SUBLET WITH/FALL option

Spacious 2 bedroom Squire Village

Townehouse on bus route starling June 1

Call 665-8410

TAKE OVER OUR lease starling June 1 2
bOrm hot water inc 405 * 665-3041

WE'RE LEAVING! TAKE over our 2br
Southwood Apt and the furniture's yours
Freel Heat/water included 253-9089

2 BEDROOM CRESTVIEW apt available

June 1 with fall option Vj mile Irom cam-
pus 10 mm walk, on bus route 549-548'

2 BEDROOM CRESTVIEW apt available

June 1 with tall option 549-0758

TAKE OUR LEASE two bedroom
Townehouse Southwood apt starting June
1st call 253-9815

2 BEDROOIM APARTMENT to' tall starting

June. 5410 00 665-2288

SOUTHWOOD APT FOR rent take ove'

lease in June ana get August rem free

256-1066

TAKE OVER MY lease starting June 1st

Call John at 665 7546 or 545-0896. 1

bedroom

ONE BEDROOM PUFFTON available June
1st Call Veronica 549-5456 keep trying

NEW 4 BEDR~0OM in Amherst take over
lease June 1 253-3149

BRANOYWINE ONE BEDROOM available
June 1 through next school year
$460/month inc utilities, pool, bus route

Call 549-6416 Ask lor Dave

4 BEDROOM APT: Swiss Village Take
over lease w/tali option or negotiable sublet

266-1359

TAKE OVER OUR lease, June i 2 bdrm
quiet, clean, right on bus route neat incI

call 253-9612 and well make a dea'

BRANDYWINE-3 FEMALES for 2 bedroom
apartment, summer sublet with fall option

call 549-4977

ROOM FOR RENT in fully furnished, lux-

urious apt Two Dus routes Quie! ana con-

venient Can 256-6809 ev«nings

ONE SPACE AVAILABLE m GUreain
Manor apt no Amners' 'or 87-88 s\an June
'i call Steve 54?»-75i"

TAKE OUR LEASE two Der :i

Southwood sDt startiic jl,, ., :.ai'

256-1«e3

2 BEDROOM SOUTHWOOD Townenouse
great conctition new caroetmg flisnwashe*

caii 236-806S

AMHEHSt'lBR APARTMENT o" dl^

route 10 miti walk to campus 440(mo Oius

elec available June is! or earlier caii

549-5938 or 549-3700

REWARb$ 2 BEDROOM Sgnderlano ao'

begin June call 665-4828 an^imo

4 BEDROOM APARTMENT take any or al

rooms on bus iine available June 1 call Rod
256-1480

BEAUTIFUL STUDIO APT downtown
Amherst take over lease in June 256-8764

FORMLI

CRATE AMP MUST salll Call Sftawn
546-9030

U2 TICKETS FOR sale all shows 546-8789

NIKON 13SMM/2.8 MACRO lens, brand
new. complete w/carrying case Price

negotiable Call John. 6-7070. after 10PM

U2 TICKETS FOR floor section
Meadowiands May 1 1 Humored Spnngs
teen appearance call 256-0820

MODERN 6 PIECE modular couch in good
condition -$100 call 549-0803 or 549-1 191

STUDENTS, PARENTS OR professors

buy this 2br condominium 790 so ft pari<-

ing IMorthampton By owner S79.500
617-927-7080 call after 6 00PM

VUARNET. RAYBAN, BOLLE sunglasses

plus look-a-likes Jams caichit sunontches

shorts, everything discount Mike 549-7575

CONCEPT II ROWING ergomele' 1 yr old

excellent condition call 586-9724

BUNK BEOS IN grea' condition' Maple
'rame witr- 2 new mattresses included grea!

lor small spacious' Call Marv Beth or

Vanessa at 256-8378

BIANCt RACE BIKE S2cm Campagnolo.
Columbus low miles must sell $500
546-4613

COMMODORE COMPUTER SYSTEM
brand new, commodore 128. color monitor

modem, printer interface software
584-0074 or 546-5724

FURNITURE-OUEEN WATERBEO, kit-

chen set, double bed, couch-all very good
cond BO Call 549-3912

LASbNIC BOOH BOX AM-FM dual

cassette deck equalizer 546-6705 Barb

THREE EXTREMEMLY FINE men s

jackets lor sale Brand new Never worn

Levi and Members Only Cell 546-1023

MARYANNE MAOUIRE I have your Monec
card 549-0114

PMi CASN

NEED M0NEY7 SPEND all your cash on
springbreak? I need your baseball cards
please help' Call Mike 549-0333

FURNISH VOUR APARTMINT

COMPLETE FURNITURE FORVour apan
meni wall units, solas, drapes, kitchen table

and chairs Great condition Call 549-6489

HAMS
DARE YOU FACE Ihe mask of Death? You
can in just days

HAPPY IIRTHDAY DAD

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO the worldli'best
lather' I hope you had a great day' Love
Andrea

HILP WANTIi

WE ARE LOOKING tor someone to do child

care one evening a week and occasional
overnights Must have transportation Call

548-9057

WANTED PART TIME bus drivers for Nor-
Ihampton to Amherst routes $5 to start very

convenient for Northampton residents
Work schedule arranged around your class

schedule 586-1909

SUMMER JOB - WATERFRONT Director

for day camp in the Boston Area June
29-Augusi 14 Salary 1 .800-2.000 depen-
ding on experience Contact Janet Wad-
den, outdoor program director. Patriots

Trail Girl Scout Council, 6 Si . James Ave
Boston Ma 02116 (617)482-1078

PAINTERS NEEDED^ EASTERN New
England area interior and exterior starting

pay 6 50 and up depending on experience
Equal Opprtunity Employer (61 7)933-4370

EXCELLENT WAGES FOR spare time

assembly work eleclonics, crafts Others
Into (504)641-0091 ex! 2068 7 days Caii

now'

DAY CAMP -2 part-time positions- July 13
August "^ Write Leverett Elementary
School 01054 or call Karen Rubin
584-930'!

WAITRESS/WAITER. 20-25 hours per
week, tor summer possibly fall- flexibility a

plus Call Mary at 584-9816. between 1 and
4

JOB OPPORTUNITY IN student govern-
ment assistant to the student trustee Ad-
ministrative and research skills Academic
year and summer Applications available a!

406E Student Union women and people o'

color encouraged to apply The SGA is an
AA/EOE employer

POSITIONS AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY
or (or summei as telephone interviewers

with prolessional marketing research firm

No selling or quotas involved Flexible after-

noon or evening hours (Minimum 15

hrs/week up to 40 hrs/week avaiable ) fJo

experience necessary $5 00/hou' Call

after 5O0PM 549-7235 Located across
from UMass Southwest Dorms

SUMMER JOBS FOR student activists

Earn S2000-3000plus this summer enforc-

ing our water laws Clean Water Action is

hinng organizers tor summer campaigns
If you are looking lor expenence in com-
munications, lobbying & management call

us 87 grads are encouraged to apply for our

Political & leadership programs in Amhers!
call 549-7450 Boston 617-423-4661

THE FUTURES SO bngh! you gotta wea-
shades campaign this summer to pass the

toxic use reduction ac: stop SeabrooK ana
promote affordable oav care Worn with

Masspirg and earn $*!75 300 a weef,, raoiu

advancement and career opportunities

avaiable Posilionj in Amnerst Boston
Cape Cod Worcnesief and n't other loca-

tions Gall 256-6434

PART-TIME INFORMATION Doom atle-

dants needed Mus' oe courteous '.

reliable Apllv at Harnoshire Man manags
men* office 386-5'^OG

WAITPERSON FOir6:30^o 2 30 Aopiv
Good Egg 485 Wes' 3! fuii or oari-iirne

SUMMERWORK- HELP AT Vor« Mame
Inn. Great beaches Room, wages
(207)363-2532 or 546-6921 for details

HVANNIS

1 BEDROOM IN 2 bedroom house ir

Downtown Hyannis perfect for 2 $900 lor

Ihe season 549-0259

JfNNIFIR OOOOMAN

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO Ihe older woman
in my lite Thanks lor being a friend when
I needed someone to talk to. -Steve

KittROU

JOIN DELTA UPSILON and the Amherst
Police depi m support ol the Jimmy Fund
Procession through town at 6:00PM Satur

day evenings

LIT TNEM KIIP THIIR TINfl

GOLD IS THICKER than passion When
the time is right. I'm gonna be so m love

with you We are so wonh the wait'""

SUZUKI FASO EXCELLENT sumnrier/cam

pus transportation $250 oi BO 256-1618

LOST

RED POLO SPRING jacket m campus
center- Friday please call Julie 95''1

OREY^JEAN JAa<Et from Mike's W View

Thurs 4/9 be cool return keys from pocket

Ciff Brandywine 549-0667

TAN WALLET -TUES mte m CC pteste CM
549-5955

DARK BLUE LEATHER wallet lost in Mam
St -Amherst 4'21 a; nighi ojease. please,

please"! Return IDs I doi.'t care about the

money Call 256-8995

JEAN JACKET WITH keys on waist taken

at 140 Brittany parly on 4/24 Call Sean at

253-3652

MOTORCVCUt

HONDA CM400 CUSTOM 7500mi, sport

shield irunii $850 Helmets extra 256-1618

YAMAHA VISION 1 9S4iiqu^^Ooi«id shaft

drive need cash $1000 665-8770

81 SUSUKrcS 7501 black runs and looks

great $950 or BO call Jon 256-1318

1

PIRSONAU

RESUME TYPESETTING SERVICE
fHave your resume professionally typeset
The best quality type, not a word processor

Sixteen different type styles to choose Irom

Takes only 3 days costs $25 and any
changes I'll do (or FREE Come down to the

Collegian Graphics Office (113 Campus
Center) and speak to Peter Soderberg

MEET NEW PEOPLE! Get great ex
perience' Come write lor New England's
largest college daily The Collegian is in 1 1

3

Campus Center, right behind the T V
Come down and check us out'

ITS COMING FOR Ihe hrst time tn May'

KERRI. WE COULDN'T forget you. could
we? Hope you have a great birthday' Love
ya. Beverly and Aiyson

TO JENNYPOO. LORIANNE. Stelfy. Suze
Greggy. Roooseil and L "-

it was a pertect

gotcha' And the academy award winner
IS you guys are Ihe best friends and I love

youi Jodi

DONNA, I'LL MISS you buncfies I love you
dearly Shi-head

MIKE L. YOU'RE real special And that s

not way the -— off! Love the Little One

2N FIELD -TO y'all who were in tr>e hallway

Weds al 2AM thanks tor Ihe support' You're
great' Luv. Lis

DIANE. iiS BEEN A GREAT sixrr^hs
I wouldn't have wanted to spend my time
with any one else You always know how
to make me smile I love you Happy six

month aniversary Love Michael

OHHH! BAMBJNO! BARRY Prior. God
knows I love you" Happy 1 year babe
You've been the best" So. so. ther' I'm

forever yours . Faithfully" Ti Uoglio Andria

DIANA-HAPPY 19 birlhday enjoy' Love ya
sisters and pledges of Delta Zeta

HEY SQUID! YOU better watch out or III

break your tentacles' Love Squidette

HILARY-HAPPViybinhday we hope you
had an awesome dy love Delta Zeta

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE new sisters

of Sigma Kappa' We were happy to see that

everyone survived the weekend m the

snake pit Great job Chnstine. Catchy
Tanya. Maria. Patty Christine. Erin, and
Maria Awesome times ahead Get psych
ed Love the sisters of Sigma Kappa

WILLIAM KLESCHINSKY- HAPPY
Father's Day - I'm lateM'

PHrMlTDELTA. Jose IP I like the way
you rolled your r s II you didn't use the

napkin to blow your nose give me a call

HAPPY BIRTHDAY LYN, thanks lor being
you"! Love, Mike

MICHELLE WRYNN, HAPPY birthday'

Love, Nina and Cheryl!

TO THE PLEDGES ot Sigma Kappa-Maria.
Erin, Christine, Patty, Karen, Kim, Maria,

Tanya Cathy, and Christine- we all hope
mat vou are prepared for lock-in this

weekend with the snake and Ihe other rep-

tiles Try not to worry too much, we all had
to go through it, and most of us survived

Good luck' You'll need it Love the sisters

of Sigma K^^>pa

DIONE MOODYAN HAPPY b-day you seii

kitteni'' Toss that ID out of the window'"
Enjoy'"

2 GIRLS NEED nde to Hartlord U2 concer
May 9th will share expenses caii 6-731?

HEY BUTCH! THERE could never O"

anotne' Lore Love Pree

BLI^, ONE MdNTHlogeineToTeVcn.e.
rtion' and Dieasure"' You re verv special"

nimued Love SMK

>-lAKEY-THE LAST five months hava
oeen wonaerfu, lOve you- Slime

HAPPY BELATED BIRTHDAY Flake how
de elephants do ii anyway'' Love ya lots Jim

KARENT- HAVE aliap~py 2'3Td'^u old

iMv VOL' it's been a heli Oi a yea-

HememDf.- Harffoid isn't thai far away '

lOve you. Uaroi

JELLO I LOVE you more every day happy
no 2 I lOve you FiaBf

CHRISI-HEY LITTLE ba nope you were
psyched to find a pink pig at the end of your

string! Keep smiling till Thursday AXO
sisterhood is coming I love you- JAX

RENE TeVIGNY YOU are a wonderful

woman who has done an outstanding jOb

this semester I miss you alreaOy-You're
great!

JOHN AK> AL I mink the fog is beginning
to clear Love Betty

SHAUN MCAULIFFE: CONGRATULA-
TIONS on your initiation into Phi Mu Delta'

Love, Inah

PLEASE HELP

WANT A 2 or 3 bedroom aparlmenl for fall

semester only II you can help us out please

call Brian or Enk at 253-7195 leave

message

PROFESSIONAL TYPINO SIRVICI

CASES, PAPERS, DISSERTATIONS,
theses, tasi, accurate, dependable, on-

campus. reasonable 584-7924, Nancy

ROOMMATE WANTED

AMAZING VIEW SUNNY 3 bedroom apan
ment. good karma included, available for

summer fall t spniig Norlheast St . close

to campus, call I leathe' Maria or Andrea
256-6356

SUMMER SUBLET/FALL option 2 large

bedroom townehouse in Sunderland pool,

tennis, backyard, bus rt only 9 minutes
Irom campus. 195/month (summer neg

)

call 665-2265 leave message

SEEKING 2 FEMALE nonsmoking room-
mates lor Brandywine lease Must have
goodlooking friends 549-6081

HONDA CB380 RECENTLY rebulH etngtne

call 256-8643 a$k for JR $450 or BO

ROOMMATE WANTED TO share a two
bedroom Colonial VIg Apt Own room, ful-

ly furnished. 185 a month 253-5183
anytime

NORTHAMPTON CANTER SUMMER
sublet cheap Call Joanna 546-8477

2 FEMALES WANTED lo share spacious
Mam St apt fireplace, hardwood floors

across from bus stop, reasonable rent star

ting June 1 1987 call 256-6202 evenings

WE'RE^ LOOKING FOR 2 roommates to

share large 3 beoroom Townehouse apt
Please call 549 0308 sublet for summer
also available

SELF-STORAGE FROM $20-monthly
Transportation possible Aaron Inc
665-8281. 1-800-342-3492

1 FEMALE ROOMMATE needed for Bran
dywine apt next year call Kalhy 549-2712

LOOKING FOR 2 maie/femaie roommates
to share Brittany apt call Kyle or Justine at

253 1388

TWO FEMALE ROOMMATES needed for

Brittany apt 256-8602

TOWNEHOUSE APT 2 nonsmoking roorn-

mates for fall 549-4860

OLD S BEDROOM house on Hyannis Har-
bor Cape Cod 1 500 per person for season
Call Mark 617-775 1669

TOWNEHOUSE APTS - 1 lemale room
mate needed for next year Contact Barb
or Jackie at 549-0462

TWO FEMALES WANTED to share one
bedroom m Brandywine apt starling in fall

Call 549-5616

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to Share
Brandywine Apt call 546-9027 lor more
into

NEEDED ONE FEMALE roommate lo

share in a two bedroom Townehouse Apt
call anytime 549-5187

CAPE COD! WANTED: 1 or 2 roommates
call Mane 549-4853 or Jessica 549-3846

WE ARE LOOKING for 2 female room
mates to share Bntlany or Townehouse apt

Call Cheryl 546-6239

ROOMMATE WANTED FOR fall semester
in spacious Northampton aparlmenl
Reasonable rates, quiet I'ibaths cable

Inuiidrvon premises Call Dave 586-0714
or Matt 546-8458

SERVICES

TUTORING. SUBSTITUTE TEACHING m
business management, marketing,
finance, investment & microcomputers $7
per hour Neg 536-5006 leave message

PAPERS TYPED 24 hour service for $1 per
page Call 467-7648

SHADES

BY ZEUS. IT'S this week' Be ready lor the

Fates that await you

SPANISH TUTORING A TRANSLATION

PATIENT. SKILLFUL HELP: shon Stories,

grammar 256-1002

SPRING FLING

HELP WITH SPRING Flmgi Come to Cen-
tral Area Government meetings at 8:00 on
Tuesdays.

SUBLET

THE B0ST0N^GL0BE7 IB^M, General
Foods and Kenner Parker Toys are just a
lew of the many opportunities available

through the Co-op Oltice Come in or call

today - 545-2224 your future starts here'

3 BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE apartment
looking tor lemale subletters tor June-
August 400 per month call 549-1449

2 BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE m Souirp
Village apts summer sublei/'all option
665-4026

SUBLET AMHERST EFFICIENCY ap'
325monlh avail 520 in town call Kate
?53-3626 alter 9:30Plv1

THE TOTAL PAD summer suDiet w/faM or
tion on NOHO bus route S4Q0 month
666-2796 leave message

HEY YOU! GREAT 2 beoroom ana'-
in Southwood lor summe' June 1 o.

August 31 Ren! negotiable Call 546-6887
qsk lo- Nanc-.

ONE BEDROOM IN Ihrw bearcrm
ly lurnishe.1 dishwashe' cc >'•.

•

June 1 10 Sect i call ?56 r .,;

TWO BEOROOM TOWNEHOUSE in

Soulhwood includes balhroom and half,

dishwasher oartiallv furnished on bus
route' Call 256-8378

StIMMiR JOIS

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS
•The organized students We tram you

'

Now hiring painters good condilions
'

and good pay $5-$7 per hour, throughout

•New England Age and experience not'
' a concern Positions tilling quickly '

call today 1-800-424-2468

SUMMER JOIS

ON CAPE COD at Jason's ol Denmsport
Floor and door personnel. barbacKs and
waitresses Accepting applications on the
following Saturdays April 18.25 as well as
May 2.9 Interviews will take place Irom
noon to 3 on those Saturdays at Jasons on
lower county Rd in Denmsport Ma

SUMMER JOBS

THE FUTURE IS so bnghi. you gotta wear
shades Help pass the' Toxics Liberation
Act slop nuclear madness, and ligfit for

consumer justice Masspirg seeks bright,

energetic students lor summer campaign
positions Earn $160-300 per week Train-
ing travel, advancemeni and a chance to
meet hundreds of other lun people Ot'ices
in Amherst. Boston Cape Cod Wo'
Chester, and six other locations Can San
dy at 256-6434 today'

ST. JUM

THATW VdlTAQAINI Seldom do your
prayers go unanswered I am very grateful

tUMMR tUBUT

3 BEDROiOM FURNISHED apt 4e6/month
utilities and cable included on bus route,

swimming pod. tennis ct 665-3671

AMHERST CENTER. DOUBLE room m
house with tall option, rent reasonable call

Claire or Lisa lor details al 253-7216

THREE BEDROOM PUFFTON apt

available for summer 87 3 or 4 people call

for details 549-6327

LARGE FULLY FURNISHED house Cable
5 bedrooms, near bus stop, very clean This

house IS ideal'" Rem negotiable, call us'

2535885

2 BEDROOM APT Brandywine summer
sublet cheap 546-4784 546-5484

BEACHHOUSE STYLE APT. High slanted

ceilings skylights, pool, tennis, basketball'

Walk to campus. 2br. 2bath. call 546-9574

SUMMER SUBLET FOR two June 1 . call

665 7526

LARGE HOUSE ONE-mile town campus
sublet any ol live bedrooms lease take-over

2560736

TWO ROOMS IN house Amherst Mile
from town, clean and quiet 256 8830

3 BR APARTMENT on bus line Pool, free

hoi watei Available June i $425'mo
August fiee Fall option Call anytime
665-4819

3 BEDROOM PUFFTON apt furnished

pool, tennis, basketball $400/month
549-0758

SUMMER SUBLET -3 bedroom
Townehouse cheap call 253-9815

NEEDED 1 OR 2 people to share 2 bdrm
townehouse this summer On bus route ( 1

min to GRC) -fully lurnished. seme, quiet

Free cable pool tennis, call Rena 8279

TWO ROOMS AVAILABLE in new fully fur

nished Amherst house Summer with fall

option Call Linda or Laurel at 253-9949

1 BEDROOM AVAILABLE m a 2 bedroom
aparlmenl m Cliffside June 1 -August 31 call

Bill 545-1936 Day 665-7126 night

TAKE OVER OUR Sunderland house
lease, please Ethan Sara Scott 665 2904

FURNISHED ONE
available for summer
11 00 PM 665-2984

BEDROOM
sublet Call

apt
after

2 BEDROOMS 2 baths 2 living areas, kit-

chen in nice house between UMass and
town Possible tail option $200 each must
see' 549-5589 Barry. Glen

3 BEDROOM FURNISHED Puffton for sum
mer Reasonable reni call 549-0333

LARGE DOUBLE ROOM Two mmutes
lorm campus Many conveniences $130
each Contact Holly or Judy 549 ''i'7

2 BEOROOM SUBLET in Crestview On
bus route & quel! Available June-Aug Call

Joan 549-0921

ONE BEOROOM IN Bntsanv Manor wuh tali

option 253-2236

4 BEDROOM HOUSE m Nono avail June
7 call 6-9281 6-9276

3 BDRM HOUSE 21 Hob^ri Ln Cheap
549-4453

ONE SOUTHWOOD ROOM available June
to July 31 with August and tall option

Cheap' Call evenings 253-3558

NEED FURNITURE CHEAP call Jacqui
2568032

PRESIDENTIAL APARTMENT
AVAILABLE lor summer five minute walk
from Gradtwr 549-0129

QUIET ROOM AVAllABLi m house down
the street from mall & busline Large and
private- rem neg call 6-7057 and leave

message

2 BEOROOM APT m house on Grove St

near bus siori availatHe June thru Aug w/lali

option 253-5820

THREE BEDROOM PUFFTON apt direct

ly next lo busstop, 12 mm walK to Grad
tower Fullv lurnished. air conditioned, ten-

nis. Dool call Magnus 549-788?

AMHERST CENTER ONE- OOrm apl w/tal'

option $400'mo includes neai not water

and oarkinq Call ?53-9946 tietore 1 1 Pf-^.

MCCLELLAN ST. SUMMER sublet arge
•urnished house wi!" all modem conv?
i^-'ces between v ;

!„•..

.>7309

NEED~1 PERSON SJDiei Juno -Sep! 1 m 3
nedroom Puffton Ad! -oom furnisned non-
i?i.er i75'mo call ^usan af'.ei 9 30PM
: ^ 0697

AMHERST CENTER-SINGLE room m large

housfi $21C la" ODiiOn cail Rich al

353-7216

3 BEOROOM TOWNEHOUSE apt 'or sum
mer sublet rent neqoiaibie 549-4860

AMHERST CENTER SUNNY threw
bedroom I'is toil' possible tall option

549-5866

BRANOYWINE 1 BEDROOM sunny
spacious lully furnished with deck close to

bus best offer 549-6479

SUMMIR ROOM POR RINT

ONE BLOCK TO town one to campus dou
Die room $ 1 30 per person everything inc

Call Jill or Sue 549-7477

OLSTIN TIMPORARV URV1CII

JOB OPPORTUNITIES. AND more )0b up
portunities" For more information contact
Roland at 549-7449 after 5 00PM

TVPINa

SPEEDY KEYS -PROFESSIONAL,
reliable, accurate 256-1002

TYPINO SIRVICI

QUALFty typing. PAPERis. letters

resumes, etc Meticulous proofreading

Editing available New IBM typewriter Call

549-0367

WORD WIZARD WORD processing Stu
dem rates 549 6484

U2 tickets

DON'T MISS THE May 8th Harllord

U2 show' Tickets for sale-good seals

Best ofler Call 546-4384

WANTED

WANTED: TWO FEMALES lo sublet two
rooms in house Cable, washer, dryei

dishwasf>er. furnished for only 156 00' Can
Donna 253-3625

FASHION MODELS NEEDED to work m
Pans, Milan, Japan. New York, Boston
newcomers welcome call 617 353-0010

WANTED TO RENT

APARTMENT OR HOUSE for 3, 4. or t,

people reasonably close to campus Call

anytime 546-6602. 646-5774 or 546-577?
Please keep trying

TWO SENIORS LOOKING lor one or two
bedrooms tor now until end ot semesle-
close lo campus Call Chns or Davi-
253-7572

LOOKING FOR 3-BEDROOM in Pufftof

reward offered Lisa 6 7979

$$SBIG REWARD OFFERED for 3
bedroom Puffton Apt Lease 253-7927

LOOKING FOR 3bedroorn PutttoiTApt
Want to sublet for summer and take over
lease Call Herb 546-6761

TAKE OVER LEASE June 1st 2 bedroom
apt in Colonial Village across from Changes
380/mo plus utilities on bus route 2560984

3 SENIORS LOOKING tor 2 or 3 bedroom
apartment for fall Sememster only II you
can help us out please call Brian or Erik at

253-7195 Leave message.

UMASS STUDENT LOOKING for room lo

rent near campus during spring break 9-21

10 9 29 Call Mary at 546-1 151 Keep trying

SUBLETS/HOUSING NEEDED June 28
Auo 15 Call SBMC 256-8615 9AM-7PM

WANTED-S100 REWARD a 6 or 7 person
house for next year near bus route Call

Dave 549-0384 or Patty 549-1703 leave
name and number

WANT TO TAKE over lease ol off-campus
house near bus route for next lall and
spring Call 546-1090 or 253-3894

2 HIGH SPIRITED WOMENi smokers) loof

inq 10 lane .over lease on apt or house: or

lo share vju' place m ine lall call Kristit-

HEY! I'M LOOKING U,' a room lor lan

•1 hous"; O' ap.Ttmen! ,n Amherst Mus' u-

call evenings Eia^n.

FEMALE LOOKING FOR a ou<e: sinoi>^

a nouse »or tali semesle- call Lisa

549-6065

APARTMENT OR HOUSE 'O' 3 4 or l

oeopk" reasonable close to campus can '

anytime-546-6602 546-5774 or 546-5772
Please keep trying'

LOOKING FOR A 3-bedroom apartment in

Puffton lor summer (May 23 to Aug) Call

Niknil 546-1046 or Rahui 546-1497

NEED ROOMMATES? TWO girls looking
tor one or two bedrooms in house for sum-
mer Dennisport/Harwich area 256-0316

1 FUN FEMALE looking (or apartment for

the lall call 6-6007 anytime ask for Joanne

• tf
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Gorillas fight off Rutgers, 10-6
UMass offense gets hot
after scoreless 1st quarter

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Anyone who was at Saturday's University of

Massachusetts men's lacrosse game found out at least

three things.

First, that the Gorillas are as good as advertised; second,

that Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium isn't the morgue
lacrosse fans thought; and third, lax is still alive and well

on this campus — even if the game wasn't at the Hill.

Alive and well would be an understatement after wat-

ching the largest 4191 crowd ever witnessed on this cam-

pus raise cain in what would be the visitor's seating sec-

tion during football season. The crowd, probably closer to

8,000, gave the Gorillas the shot they needed as Rutgers

slowed it down and traded fouls.

"It was the greatest thing. That's why I came here,"

said freshman attackman Robert Codignotto, who scored

a pair of goals late in the Gorillas' 10-6 victory over the

Scarlet Knights. "I had heard so much about the crowd

and the fans. This was the greatest. They're the greatest.

That's what we live for."

For the game, the Gorillas got two goals each from

senior attack Greg Cannella, senior midfileder Neal Cun-
ningham, and Codignotto. Kelley Carr had one goal and
three assists while senior All-America Tom Carmean had
a goal and an assist.

The win pushed the Gorillas' record to 8-1 and puts the

team in prime shape for a good bid for the NCAA playoffs

which begin this month. The team sure thinks so.

"I think so, yeah," said UMass head coach Dick Garber,

Collegian photo by Paul Franz

Senior co-captain Neal Cunningham fires a shot into the net past Rutgers goalie Jim Gilman
in late-game action in Saturday's, 10-6 win at Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

Temple takes three out of four
Atlantic 10 playoff situation up in the air for the Minutemen
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

What looked like a sure
thing for the University of

Massachusetts baseball
team has turned into a big

question mark.
After losing three out of

four home games this
weekend to Temple Univer-
sity, the Minutemen find

their berth in this
weekend's Atlantic 10

playoffs is not definite.

The A- 10 is divided into

two divisions and teams
play four-game series
against other teams in their

division. In the A-10 West,
UMass is 10-4, Temple is

Gazelles come up short
to UNH in ECAC's, 6-5
Title hopes snuffed

By LINDA DELIVORIAS
Collegian Staff

DURHAM, NH - Success has many
fathers, but defeat is an orphan.
The University of Massachusetts

women's lacrosse team is still shaking its

head after suffering a season-ending set-

back at the hands of the University ofNew
Hampshire Wildcats, 6-5, in the ECAC
championship game on Saturday at

Memorial Field.

"I don't know why we lost. I can't believe

it. I thought for sure we were going to win,"

junior defenseman Amy Robertson said.

"We played decent, but we got beat at the
beginning of the second half and that was
the whole game."
UMass held a slim 3-2 lead at halftime.

but UNH exploded for four goals in a span
of eight minutes in the second half The
Wildcats' brief scoring spree changed the

game's momentum, as the Gazelles had to

switch to a run-and-gun offense and trapp-

ing, double-team defense.

"UNH came out strong in the second

half. It slowed down our momentum and
turned the game around," senior
defenseman Emily Humiston said. "We're
capable of coming back, but we just
couldn't make the passes from behind the
net."

The Gazelles, who trounced Dartmouth
University. 12-4, in the opening round of
the tournament on Friday, were confident
that the pasting would give them an edge
over the Wildcats, who squeaked past Har-
vard University. 7-6, in their first-round

contest.

But it was UNH which netted the first

goal just 27 seconds into this hated rivalry.

Karen Geromini, who played with a
reckless abandon the entire aflernoon (four

tallies, one assist), took the opening face-

off, turned on the jets, and flipped the ball

past goalie Pam Stone.

"Geromini is a winner and a leader. She
took control of the game from the start,"

UMass assistant coach Patti Bossio said.

UMass head coach Pam Hixon was
unavailable for comment.
Three consecutive UMass drives were

negated by spectacular saves by Wildcat's
netminder Cathy Narsiff. before the

mntinutd on page I4

10-5-1 and Rutgers is 11-4-1.

But the Minutemen's
rained out doubleheader
against the University of

Rhode Island now comes in-

to play because a sweep by
URI would put Temple into

the playoffs at the expense
of UMass. If that
doubleheader is made up
(the Rams do not want to

play because they are tak-

ing finals and the games
would have no bearing on
their season), it will pro-

bably be tomorrow.
"I've never seen a playoff

situation like this," UMass
coach Dick Bergquist.
"There are quite a few
possibilities and nothing is

definite yet."

This could all have been a
lot easier ifUMass had won
at least two games. But
Temple was all business
Saturday, sweeping the
Minutemen, 9-7 and 6-2.

Home runs by Dean Bor-

relli. Sean Flint and Drew
Comeau were not enough in

the first game and Don
Strange took the loss in

relief

In the second game, Flint

knocked in his third and
fourth runs-of the day with
a two-run homer in the first

inning hut that was all the
offense would provide, as
Mike Owens dropped to 1-1.

"[Dave) Telgheder and
(Ken

I Greer (Saturday's pit-

who led the team to the NCAA quarterfinals last year.

"What are we, eight and one? There are only two
undefeated teams in the country (Maryland and Cornell),

we're the only team with only one loss."

The loss dropped Rutgers to 7-5 and ended any chance
for the Scarlet Knights to make the playoffs.

But in the first quarter of Saturday's win, fans weren't

too sure what, except for a checking festival, they were
seeing. After the first quarter ended in a scoreless

deadlock, some, including the guy in the Gorilla suit, got

restless.

"I can't remember when a UMass team didn't score,"

Garber said after the game. "I was concerned because our
offense was right there but our shooting was very
mediocre. You get so used to guys being so good that you
sometimes forget it ain't that easy."

Rutgers finally snapped the tie, as the Scarlet Knights
won the faceoff and wasted no time taking their only lead

of the game. Freshman attacker Andy DeCicco, the team's
second-leading scorer, took a pass from team scoring-

leader Ed Trabulsy and fired it past sophomore AU-
American goaltender Sal LoCascio (17 saves) for the 1-0

lead just 22 seconds into the second quarter.

But the Gorillas paid Rutgers back, responding with four
unanswered goals to take a 3-1 lead at halftime. Goals
by Cannella (from Doug Musco), Hiller (from Carr) and
Cannella again (also from Carr) gave UMass the lead, the
last of the three goals being a backbreaker with just five

seconds left in the half.

UMass took the third quarter, 3-1, and extended the lead
to an insurmountable, 6-2 after three. Goals by Cunn-
ingham (from Carmean), Carmean (from Carr) and an
unassisted tally by Zusi capped UMass scoring. Trabulsy
scored Rutgers' second goal.

"We felt we had to get out ahead in this game with that
kind of slow tempo we wanted," Hayes said. "But at 4-1

we got out of our game plan and had to scrap it out with
them. And that didn't work."
As the third quarter ended, Rutgers nearly incited a

brawl as frustrated Scarlet Knights began to take out
their frustrations on the Gorillas. As time ran out Rutgers
defender Tom Reilly shoved Cunningham before punching
Hiller, who was trying to break up the fracas, in the
helmet. Both teams piled into each other before refs could
restore order. Reilly was asessed a one-minute penalty,
while Cunningham got 30 thirty seconds.
Just 1:06 into the fourth quarter, gaolie Jim Gilman

then incited the Grorillas even more, running the length
of the field before scoring past LoCascio to make it 6-3.

A Cunningham goal made it 7-3 before Rutgers cut it to
7-4. Codignotto then scored twice on 1-on-l moves to bury
Rutgers. Carr's goal with 1:50 left iced the game. Look
out Syracuse, this team will be tough to beat.

UMass improves
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

The scenario was almost too perfect. A gorgeous day,
in comparison to the otherwise beat weather we've been
experiencing the last two months. Mint field conditions,
a sizeable crowd, and a brand new sign bragging that
Totman Field is the Home of UMass Softball gracing a
slowly dying snow fence that's more suitable for, well,
holding back snow.
The topper was what will now reside just past the

210-foot marker in left field. The boys at Physical Plant
managed to erect an electronic scoreboard, the largest
behind the scoreboard at Warren McGuirk Alumni
Stadium • just in time for the last two games of the year
(the thing has been sitting in the basement of Boyden
Gymnasium since last year. Nice going, guys.).
Pretty decent conditions, wouldn't you say? There were

even fireworks, for crying out loud. The only thing that
could ruin such a storybook aflernoon was a pair of losses
to Central Connecticut State University. But, no wor-
ries, mate.
The University of Massachusetts softball team ended

the day the best way they could, sweeping a
doubleheader from CCSU in the regular season and
home finale for the Minutewomen. UMass took the
opener, 6-2, and claimed the nightcap by a 9-2 count.
UMass improved its record to 32-12, as they prepare for
this weekend's Atlantic 10 championships at Penn State
University.

"Today was just a beautiful day. It was the kind ofday
you want to sit back and enjoy," head coach Elaine Sor-
tino said. continued on page 14

Minutemen take 2nd
place at New England's
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts women's track team
had a few question marks coming into this weekend's New
England Championships at Northeastern University.
Coach Kalekeni Banda figured his team would be lucky
to finish in the top ten.

But this weekend everything came together for the
Minutewomen as they posted a second place finish. The
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Cameron says
homosexuals
a ^main threat^
Bv PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Homosexuals, the main public threat to Western

societies, are guilty of collective murder and should be

quarantined, said anti-gay activist Paul Cameron.

"These are people who have literally killed two to 3,000

Americans with AIDS," he said yesterday during a

telephone interview from his home in Nebraska. "AIDS
has been primarily caused and disseminated by homosex-

uality."

Cameron, a psychologist and chairman of the Institute

for the Scientific Investigation of Sexuality, is scheduled

to speak in room 101 of the Campus Center tomorrow from

6 to 8 p.m. and from 8:30 to 10:30 p.m.

The disinformation about AIDS and homosexuality that

is circulating in the United States compelled Cameron to

accept an invitation by Students for America, a conser-

vative student group, to speak at the University of

Massachusetts, he said. "It makes sense to try to address

a company of scholars on the issue."

He said the ways to combat the disease that health of-

ficials have used, such as education, have failed. As for

condoms, he called them ineffective. "They are not much
fun; they are like taking a shower in a raincoat."

He maintains that, because they have sex with people

of the same gender and spread AIDS, homosexuals "are

people who behave worse than animals."

"I would not oppose any reasonable way to control

homosexuals. They should be isolated certainly from the

general populace," he said, and even suggested castration

as a way to deal with homosexuality.

Despite allegations that he is homophobic, Cameron said

because he is not afraid of gay persons, he does not con-

sider himself homophobic. He simply does not want to be

near homosexuals because they have disease-carrying

germs, he said.

"I'm not really sure what homophobia is," he said.

Cameron challenged anyone in the University to debate

Photo by Catherine Skelton

REAR VIEW MIRROR — A passing car is reflected on a pane of glass last weekend on Main
Street in Amherst while employees from B & S Glass are hard at work.

with him on the issue of homosexuality and AIDS. He said

the psychology department has refiised to debate with him
and Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey has called for a boycott

of his speeches because they know he is right.

American Psychological Association President Bonnie
Strickland, a UMass professor, said she refused to debate
VN itli hini because she does not know how much research

he has done concerning homosexuality and AIDS.
The association dismissed Cameron three years ago for

violating ethical codes and misrepresenting other resear-

chers' work. APA member Arnold Kahn, a professor at

the James Madison University in Virginia, said: "The pro-

blem is he mis-cites the data from everybody else." In ad-

dition, no one is sure of how accurate his research is, Kahn
said.

As for whether someone should debate with Cameron,

Kahn said someone who has not debated with him before

would become very angry and lose. "Paul Cameron is very

well trained. I don't know who trained him. He reminds

me of Jerry Falwell."

According to Dasha Baker, president of the Lesbian,

Bisexual and Gay Alliance, the gay community plans to

ignore Cameron while he is here.

Said Kahn: "In the long run, this can't be ignored.

As to whether he thinks Cameron's visit might cause

violence toward gay persons, which gay community
members say could happen, Kahn said. "The prediction

of violence is a very difficult thing."

After Cameron's visit to campus last spring, harassment

and assaults of gay persons intensified, according to com-

munity members.
Bill Baley. APA science policy officer, said violence

against lesbians and homosexuals is an outward physical

statement caused by prejudice inherent in our society.

Concert saved by late rush of security applicants
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

The Southwest concert is on, and barring any unfore-

seen disasters the show will begin at noon Sunday on the

Southwest playing fields.

Nearly 130 students volunteered last night to assist the

Department of Public Safety on the day ofthe event, bring-

ing an end to the threat of cancellation due to insufficient

security.

Director of Public Safety Arthur Hilson last Thursday

told the planning committee he would recommend
cancellation if at least 85 volunteers did not sign up by

last night. Student organizers were told in October that

100 students were needed by last Thursday, but Hilson

lowered the number and extended the deadline.

"We will have the most security for a Southwest con-

cert in five years," said Concert Coordinator Dave
Panagore. "We're on.

"It's due to all of you that we're having this show,"

Panagore told the crowd that packed the Southside Room

at Hampden Commons. "It would have been a wasted six

months if you guys hadn't shown up."

Students listened as Patrolman Jerome Yezierski

described the duties and responsibilities of working securi-

ty, which include walking around the crowd, standing

along the fence, working the entrance gates and helping

UMass police keep the peace.

"You have to look out for yourselves," Yezierski said.

"We don't want you getting hurt at all. Watch and be an

observer for us."

Student security volunteers will be working in pairs,

and there will be police officers and people with radios

throughout the crowd, he said. "Ifyou see a problem, one

ofyou go and get an officer or tell someone with a radio."

Alcohol will be limited to two six-packs per person, and

people carrying alcohol must enter through the alcohol

gates, he said, where security workers will check for pro-

per identification.

"If you are under 21 and you are carrying alcohol," he

said, "you stand a good chance of being arrested. If you

see someone who's obviously intoxicated don't let them

in."

If someone is drunk, "you want to make sure they don't

fall down on their backs or drown in their own vomit,"

he said.

"We are concerned with people walking in with different

types of weapons," he said, warning students to watch for

knives and sticks.

"Ifyou see someone walking around like that, don't let

them in." he said. "Ask them to go put it in their car or

in their rooms.

"Deal with people like you would like to be dealt with

yourselves," when dealing with fights, Yezierski said,

"Ask them to knock it off.'^

Yezierski said volunteers with first aid training should

use it if they have to and send their partners for help.

There will be no glass containers allowed through the

gates, and Yezierski told the volunteers to check blankets

and ask people to open their bags. There will be signs

posted explaining the rules to the crowd.

Pets will not be allowed, he said. "We had a guy at the

UPC show with two bags of snakes. He was going to let

them out for laughs."

Departmentsplan farewells commencement weekend
By BEN BROGAN
Collegian Staff

A variety of activities will be held cam-

pus wide on commencement weekend, to

allow the different schools and depart-

ments at the University of Massachusetts

to recognize and bid farewell to their

graduates.

Commencement ceremonies are schedul-

ed for Sunday May 24, in Warren McGuirk

Alumni Stadium, beginning at 10 a.m.

Graduating seniors are expected to arrive

at their assigned gate.s at 9:30 a.m. to join

in the entrance procession.

Stockbridge School of Agriculture will

hold its own commencement ceremony in

Bowker Auditorium on Saturday May 23,

at 12:30 p.m. There will be a rehearsal at

9:30 that morning. The commencement
ceremony will be followed by a reception

for graduates and their parents outside

Stockbridge Hall.

The School of Management is planning

a reception for its graduates in the

Newman Center immediately following

commencement ceremonu's. "It's tradi

tional." said Secretary to the Dean
Virginia Belecz. "We want to give our

students a good send off. It's a 'fond

farewell' sort of thing, a nice way of capp-

ing off four years." Students and their

parents will be able to meet faculty and

staff of the School of Management over

refreshments.

The School of Engineering will be hosting

a "punch and cookie" party in Berkshire

Dining Commons directly following the

ceremonies in the stadium. "It's a 'rite of

passage,' a chance for the family and

friends of the graduates to meet with the

faculty and deans." said Assistant Dean

Nancy B. Hellman.

The School of Education will hold a recep-

tion for graduate and undergraduate

students at 7 p.m. on May 22 on the 10th

floor of the Campus Center. "It's a good

night out for people, a nice get together

before people go their own separate ways,"

said Cindy Gula of the Dean's Office.

Graduates of the Bachelor's Degree with

Individual Concentration program, and

their parents, will be toasted at a reception

from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m. on Sunday May 24

outside Bartlett Hall.

Graduate Students will have their own
commencement ceremony on May 23 at

2:30 p.m. in the Fine Arts Center Concert

Hall. Barbara Partee, who chairs the

Here is information on this year's

comnfiencement ceremony:
The ceremony is scheduled to begin at

10 a.m., and last about an hour and a half

Graduating seniors will gather outside

Warren G. McGuirk Alumni stadium,

Seniors will congregate at different gates

of the stadium according to their academic

departments.

Seniors can pick up their caps and

gowns at the Textbook Annex between 9

a.m. and 4 p.m., from now until May 22.

Seniors should bring their ID's; their

name will be checked off a list at the an-

nex and the cap and gown will be issued.

Caps and gowns should be returned to the

Annex after the ceremony.

Linguistics Department, will be the com-

mencement speaker.

Other individual departments across

campus are planning receptions and other

ceremonies to recognize their graduates.
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Boston police threaten to arrest

city traffic officials' hired help

Union vows to fight to retain 'lucrative job'

AP photu

ELEPHANTITIS - Jogger looks bewildered as he passes a half-

ton ceramic elephant being taken to the Boston Museum of Science

for an upcoming exhibit on India.

Police suspect fowl play
in disappearance ofpet turkey
HAMPDEN (AP) — Police searched

yesterday for clues to the disappearance of

a turkey from the animal sanctuary where

a buck deer was slain in January.

The 6-year-old turkey, a favontt- with

schoolchildren, was last seen at 6 p.m.

Thui-sday, said Assistant Director Penny
Jaques. "It doesn't look like it disappeared

on its own," she said.

The male turkeys wings were clipped

and the bird was fenced in an area with

geese and a deer. State Environmental

Police Officer Anthony J. Tranghese said

feathers were found inside the pen, on the

barbed wire and near Main Street, leading

investigators to believe a vehicle was us-

ed to carry the bird off.

"I cant say for sure whether the turkey

was killed or not." said Tranghese, who

said he has no leads in the case.

Three area men have pleaded innocent

in Hampden Superior Court to charges

stemmmg from the slaying of a deer in the

same pen. A pretrial hearing is scheduled

for May 15.

BOSTON (AP) - Boston police officers are

threatening to arrest civilians hired by the

city to prevent traffic gridlock, a lucrative

job patrolmen are fighting to keep to sup-

plement what they say are inadequate

salaries.

But the mayor and city traffic officials

say the intersection squad would save

money and allow police to battle crime

rather than bad drivers.

Sixteen people hired for the traffic con-

trol unit began a six week training pro-

gram yesterday despite warnings from a

police union lawyer that the city was

violating contract and civil service

agreements.

"The bottom line here is police officers

are not about to stand around and watch

their work being taken away from them.

Not without a fight," said Frank McGee,

lawyer for the Boston Police Patrolman's

Association.

He said the traffic controllers would be

charged with disorderly conduct if

patrolmen spotted them on city streets.

But Richard Dimino, commissioner of

Traffic and Parking, said yesterday he ex-

pected police Commissioner Francis

Roache to grant the traffic controllers

special police powers similar to those

bestowed on parking monitors.

Dimino said squad members will write

tickets for moving vehicle violations.

Police spokeswoman Nancy Sterling-

Gleason referred all questions about the

unit to city lawyer Joseph Mulligan. He
said the decision to grant police power

rested with Roache and he was not familiar

with police contract issues.

Mayor Raymond L. Flynn said he sup

ports the civilian traffic unit and want.s

police to devote their time to catching

criminals.

"There is always plenty of opportunity

for police officers to be making extra money

from details. I don't see this as hurting

them at all," Flynn said.

Dimino also defended the decision to

create a traffic squad that ultimately will

have 50 members, saying it will save the

city at least $1 million yearly.

Members of the squad would be paid

$16,000 a year, compared with an average

of $26,000 for a police officer.

McGee said many officers use traffic

assignments to supplement their salaries

to the tune of $5,000 to $6,000 per year.

Boston police are prohibited from working

any jobs outside the force.

"This work belongs to our union under

our collective bargaining contract and it

cannot be taken away from us without col-

lective bargaining," McGee said.

He said he was ready to seek an injunc

tion in Suffolk Superior Court to prevent

the traffic unit from taking to the streets.

He also said he would complain to the state

Labor Relations Commission and the state

Board of Arbitration and Conciliation

Dimino said the traffic department has

for more than a year recognized the issue

involves collective bargaining with the

police union, and he accused the union of

failing to negotiate on the issue.

He said he would continue to seek a

negotiated end to the dispute

VALUABLE COUPON

SPRING
SPECIAL

BUY 2 WHOLE SUBS AT REGUALR PRICE

GET V2 SUB FOR 99^
One coupon per visit • expires 5/1 1 • with this coupon

SUCH
A

DEAL

SALADS SUBMARINES

t:he sub
SYRIANSV

WHAT

BARGAIN
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Argument overparking ticket leads to arrests

Woman hits police officer

Collegian photo by Niki Sokoloff

SKELETON CREW - Workers dismantle concert scaffold on the

Campus Pond Monday afternoon.

By KARL ROOKEY
Collegian Staff

A proposal to revise the University's drug

testing policy, which could result in the

removal of University of Massachusetts

athletic teams from the National Col-

legiate Athletic Association, may be rein-

troduced at next Thursday's Faculty

Senate meeting.

The proposal, which was tabled at last

Thursday's meeting, recommended "that

the Amherst Campus reject all procedures

calling for random [drug] testing" and end

the use of release forms by the athletic

department.

"If a proposal is passed saying that

students should not or could not sign the

release forms [the University teams] would

become ineligible for NCAA membership,"

said David BischofT, Dean of the School of

Physical Education.

Bischoff, who is advocating that the pro-

posal be voted down, said he was concern-

ed that the loss of NCAA membership

would have a negative effect on UMass'

ability to recruit athletes, causing a set-

back that might be permanent.

Botany professor Otto Stein, who in-

troduced the motion to the senate, said he

was not concerned with the issue of the

University's NCAA membership.

"(UMass athletes] are students on this

campus and I'm trying to stand up for their

civil liberties," he said.

The report that accompanied the proposal

said drug testing without probable cause

violates the protection against

unreasonable searches, guaranteed by the

Fourth Amendment, and close supervision

during the aquisition of urine samples

violates an individual's right to privacy.

Bischoff said no UMass athlete has been

tested for drugs during post season

competitions.

"The use of random drug testing arose

from the feeling that [the NCAA] should

try to limit the use of both street drugs and

performance drugs," Bischoff said.

John Roberts, professor of zoology and co-

signer of the proposal, said he was concern-

ed with the possibility of a student testing

falsely positive, which can happen, depen-

ding on what drug is being tested for.

Said Bischoff: "I appreciate what [the in-

itiators of the proposal] are saying, but at

this point not one student or one coach has

complained about the policy."

Stein said a strong stand should be taken

against the NCAA.
"The NCAA is a branch of the Universi-

ty sport systems," Stein said, so their re-

quirement of drug testing is really a case

of the "tail wagging the dog."

By ELLEN M, NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Police arrested a two women at 6:40 p.m.

Saturday after they reportedly attacked a

police officer outside of John Adams Tower,

University of Massachsetts police said.

The officer was writing a ticket for their

car, which was blocking a handicap ramp,

when the two woman began to argue with

him, police said.

The officer was reportedly hit by one

woman, which lead to her arrest, and then

the second woman made an effort to stop

the arrest, causing herself to be arrested,

police said.

In other police reports:

• Four men were arrested between 5:30

p.m. and 6:30 p.m. Sunday after they were
reportedly urinating during the concerts at

the Campus Pond, police said.

All four men were charged with indecent

exposure, police said.

• A dog reportedly bit a woman and a

police officer at 1 p.m. Sunday at the

University Aprtments playground, police

said.

The officer was bitten in an attempt to

restrain the dog, police said. Because it had

not collar, the dog was taken to the pound
where it will remain for three days, police

said.

• A 22-year-old Holyoke man was ar-

rested at 7 p.m. Sunday after police broke

up a fight between him and another man
at the Campus Pond, police said.

The man then went away and reported-

ly began another fight, which led to his ar-

rest, police said.

• Police have identified a man who
reportedly stolen some jewlry and a pocket-

book at 9:20 p.m. Saturday from two rooms
in John Quincy Adams Tower, police said.

The man was seen by the resident leav-

ing the trash room and entering her room,
police said.

The woman confronted the man, who
then fled. He was confronted again in the
lobby where he reportedly pushed aside

those who tried to confront him, police said.

• A man was placed in protective custody
at 2:15 a.m. Sunday after he was observed
being dragged by two other men from the
travel lane of Massachusetts Avenue,
police said.

• A fire was reported at 3:40 a.m. Sun-
day from the 16th floor of John Adams
Tower after a candel left on a desk top tip-

ped over, causing $225 worth of damage,
police said.

• Two men and one woman were ar-

rested at different times Sunday after they
each tried to enter the concert with alcohol

and reportedly used false identification,

police said.

The woman is 21, but she reportedly gave
security people conflicting information,

police said.

Busy weekendforPublic Safety

New drug-testing proposal
conflicts with NCAA rules

By ELLEN M. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts police were

bombarded with requests for help during

last weekend's festivities, which resulted

in six persons being placed in protective

custody and 14 others being arrested.

Literally bombarded they were at 3:10

a.m. Saturday after one of those arrested

was reportedly throwing rocks at a police

car that was on duty, police said.

According to police reports, Saturday

night was the worst time of violence and

drunkenness at UMass, with the sexual

assault of a UMass student, the assault of

a police officer in the Southwest Residen-

tial Area and the placing of five men into

protective custody.

[All five were placed in protective custody

after failing sobriety tests, according to

police reports.]

Although police didn't expect the number

of problems that arose Saturday night, they

received help from four deputies of the

Hampshire County SherifTs Department

The reason for the extra help was because

many ofticers were already working dou-

ble shifts and it was "burning our people

out," said Mary Dumas of the Department
of Public Safety.

Sunday's spring concert held at the

UMass campus pond was "nothing out of

the ordinary," except for the possible ex-

ception of the students that were relieving

themselves, said Jeanne Hopkins-Stover of

the Office of Public Information. There
were a lot of people waiting on line for the
portable toilets, one minor fight was stop-

ped before police arrived, one person was
assisted in leaving from the area, and there

were no injuries in a crowd that peaked at

8,000, said Hopkins-Stover.

"There were an awful lot of people there

and not all of them were students.'and

that's a lot for police and security to han-

dle, said Peter O'Neil of the Office of Public

Safety.

The campus pond — Haigis Mall area was
not the only place to find police busy at

work. The stadium area was flooded with

rambunctious fans celebrating the Gorillas

10-6 victory over Rutgers.

F
Y
I

Southwest Week begins today vdth bands on the Pyramids from 2 p.m.

to 6 p.m. Rain location is the Hampden Southside Room. Admission

is free to all Southwest Week events.

The Southivest Theater Group will perform "Grease" at 8 p.m. today

at the Hampden Courtyard as part of Southwest Week. Alternate loca-

tion is the Student Union Ballroom.

An AIDS information session will be held at 8 p.m. today m the Hamp-

den Southside Room as part of Southwest Week.
. , , j

An Amherst College music department student Recital is scheduled

for 4 p.m today in room 3 of the Music Center, Amherst College.

High Noon, starring Gary Cooper and Grace Kelly will be shown at

8 p.m. today in Gamble Auditorium, Mount Holyoke College. Admis-

sion is $1. /.»«..» I 11

University Jazz Ensemble I, under the direction of Jeff Holmes, will

perform compositions and arrangements by faculty and Students at 8

p.m. today in Bowker Auditorium. Admission is free.

Maternity leave becoming a concern of both sexes
By ESTHER WILDER
Collegian Correspondent

When issues of sex discrimination occur, it seems that

most often women are the primary targets.

Historically, this has been the case as women have

fought their way into the competitive job market.

However, there has been a trend underway as men are

challenging the domestic stereotype and are assuming

positions within the household.

At present, if a male employee at the University of

Massachusetts wishes to take a leave of absence from the

University to engage in a domestic occupation such as

child-rearing, he must first overcome an obstacle — there

is no policy guaranteeing paternity leave for male

employees.
. j *

The Universitv does, however, offer guaranteed mater-

nity leave for women because it is a Massachusetts state

law. Passed in 1972, the law states that any female

employee, for the purposes of child rearing, will

automatically be given an eight-week leave.

In addition, during the maternity leave a woman will

continue to accrue benefits as if she were on the payroll,

including, for example, "health insurance at reduced

employee costs," said James Coopee. UMass personnel ad-

ministrator. But he said the woman does not continue to

receive pay.

"In 1984 there was an amendment to this maternity law

addressing concerns that females had over the issue of

adoption," and the law was extended to include women

caring for adopted children under three years of age,

Coopee said.

At present, if a male employee wishes to apply for

"parental leave," which if approved, grants a leave of "up

to eight weeks to care for a minor child," said Coopee. This

policy is not a state law but a part of a collective bargain

ing agreement here at the University.

During the period referred to as "parental leave," the

employee does not continue to accrue benefits from the

University, Coopee said.

Recently Senator John Olver, D-Amherst, introduced a

bill to the Massachusetts Legislature that addresses the

issue of paternity leave.

The bill, which asks for guaranteed leave of eight weeks

paid followed by ten weeks unpaid for both male and

female state employees, is under hearing by a public ser-

vice committee, said Kathy Cross, legislative aide to

Olver.

The bill specifies that the employee requesting the leave

has duties relating to the care of either a newborn or an

adopted child under the age of five. Cross said.

Once the committee reports on the bill it will then go

to another committee and eventually will pass to either

the Hou.se of Representatives or the Senate, Cross said.
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Photo by AI Zadig

BREAKING AWAY - UMass student Danny Ernst (far left), legs through a 25-lap 'A' race held

on campus last Saturday.

Theproof is In the people
!• Lynn Knup, psychology major who feels her educational expen-

ence at lona was enriched by supporlive professors who provided en-

couragement in pursuing her career as a rehatNlitation specialist

Lynn also noted that the liberal arts curnculum gave her the perspective

and background she needed in her chosen field

Summer at

lona: earn

transferable

credits while you

work
Summer session at lona is a great

way to hold down a summer job and

earn credits towards your degree .

.

all without going too far from home! Our

summer courses give you the highest

quality instruction tjecause theyre

taught by the same outstanding profes-

sors who teach our regular courses.

Choose between morning, evening

and weekend courses. We schedule

our summer courses to fit your needs.

There are also graduate courses avail-

able at our Rockland campus.

You can take undergraduate

courses in . . . Business Administra-

tion . . . Computer Science . . . Health

Care Administration . . Education .

Laboratory Science . Social Sci-

ences . . . Humanities . . Foreign Lan-

guages and other areas

Courses are also offered in lona's

graduate degree programs Busi-

ness Administration . . Health Care

Systems Management . Education

. . . Educational Computing . English

Computer Science Communi-
cation Arts

I Courses start: Weekend - May 29

Session i - May 26

Session 2 - June 8
>"^ Session 3 - July 13

^k ^ '-^'4 t' 'M-"v:"%n For complete information, call our tollKm^ - • ^ '""-'
' free number or (914) 633-2592

lonaColle^e
To: Office Of Summer Sessions

Please send me a complete course listing at

New Rocnelle Compus f^ockiond Compus

Name

Address

City State Zip
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Researcher
explores
role of fathers
By ESTHER WILDER
Collegian Correspondent

To help men feel more confident and comfortable in their

roles as fathers, two workshops that address issues con

fronting first-time expectant fathers is being initiated.

Two "expectant father" workshops are being offered in

Amherst and in Springfield. Both workshops are directed

by Bernie Bettinelli, a graduate student in Counseling

Psychology, last four weeks and feature weekly meetings

of one and a half hours.

Bettinelli, an employee at Holyoke-Chicopee Mental

Health Center, is writing a dissertation on fathering.

"There's been a lot of work done over the years on preg-

nant women and motherhood but the literature and

research on fathering has been kind of sparse." Bettinelli

said.

Because fathers constitute a "normal healthy popula-

tion," his workshops allow him to "hopefully develop

something that would prevent problems," he said.

He said that he is behaving in a "pro-active" rather than

a "reactive" manner.

In establishing the groups, Bettinelli said he is disap

pointed with difficulty in attracting members. He believes

this problem may be related to the sexist view that "child

bearing is women's work."

As an incentive to get first-time expectant fathers in-

terested and to maintain membership, Bettinelli offers a

"nominal fee of $10 to make sure they stick with it," he

said.

Bettinelli hopes his workshops serve to "help them

understand that they are going through a major life tran

sition and to help them to work at their role options as

they go through the transitions," he said.

"There are a lot of anxieties, worries, and concerns, not

the least of which are financial" that expectant fathers

must face, Bettinelli said.

Joe Machado, a graduate student in polymer science and

member of the Amherst group, said the group's most re-

cent session concerned an overview estimating costs

relating to the process of child-rearing. He said he now

feels better prepared to "plan financially."

Bettinelli designed the workshop sessions in order to

"provide information around pregnancy and infancy and

to help men to adapt to living around a pregnant part

ner," he said.

The groups are also aimed at helping expectant fathers

become more invovled with their infants and babies, he

said.

Bettinelli said the groups provide a "psycho-educational

approach" to the issues of fatherhood and offer instruc-

tion as well as support. He hopes the workshops serve to

make the transitions to fatherhood easier, he said.

Are you
denying yourself

a better shot
at grad school?
Okay it may be too late to get a 4.0. But

it's not too late to try to do better on your
LSAT, GMAT, GRE, or MCAT. For that,

there's Stanley H. Kaplan.
No one has prepped more students

than Stanley H. Kaplan.Our test-taking

techniques and educational programs
have prepared over 1 million students.

So whatever grad school exam youre
taking, call us. Remember, the person
next to you during your exam might
have taken a Kaplan course.

KAPLAN
SlANlf * H K APlANEr•'JCA'lO^JAl (JtJTlR iTD

]

The worids leading

test prep
organization.

GMAT STARTS NOW
LSAT BEGINS MAY 7
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TUESDAY
MAY 5

WEDNESDAY
MAY 6

THURSDAY
MAY 7

FRIDAY
MAY 8
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GREAT BANDS
ALL WEEK!

2 pm lo 6 pm

?H^^'
#^^-

SATURDAY
MAY 9

Rain Location:

Hampden Southside

Room

BARBEQUES

SOUTHWEST
THEATER GROUP

PRESENTS:

GREASE
8 pm

HAMPDEN
COURTYARD

Alternate Location:

S.U.B.

FREE SOUTHWEST BALLOONS
FREE SILKSCREENING OF THE OFFICIAL SOUTHWEST WEEK

LOGO ON YOUR T-SHIRT BY THE SOUTHWEST CRAFT SHOP

SPECIAL APPEARANCE
by the

JAZZ HOT Dancers

8:00 PM
AIDS

INFORMATION
SESSION
HAMPDEN

SOUTHSIDE ROOM

Southwest

Movie Series

8:00-Rebel Without

A Cause

10:00-Top Gun

Hampden
Southside Room

I

8 PM

TOP BOSTON

COMEDIANS

HAMPDEN
SOUTHSIDE

ROOM

FREE

ADMISSION
TO

ALL

SOUTHWEST
WEEK

EVENTS!

THE

MALCOLM X
CENTER'S

10 '" Annual

PICNIC

11am to 7pm
Top of the

Horseshoe

food, bands,

D.J., talent.

Game
Tournaments

SUNDAY
MAY 10

10:00 pm

VIDEO

DANCE
Hampden

Southside

Room

By RACK'A VIDEO

ANHTHER SOUTHWEST AREA GOyPRMmNT PRODUCTION

The 9" Annual

SOUTHWEST
CONCERT
NOON TO 6 PM
Southwest Fields

NEXUS

F.C. POHAKU

THE
SMITHEREENS

SOUTHSIDE
JOHNNY

AND THE JUKES

Rain Location:

The Student Union Batlroom
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THE UNIVERSITY ALCOHOL POLICY WILL BE ENFORCED DURING THE PYRAMID SHOWS
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A matter of 'choice'
This IS m response to Laura Fay's column on April 30

Reproductive freedom FREEDOM. Freedom lo choose

Freedom to choose to be a parent - to carry a child for

nme months, labor, deliver, survive economically and

emotionally, experience the joys and sorrows children

bring — or choose not to.

This is what the abortion question is about. Either you

believe a woman is entitled to determine hers and her

children's destinies, or you don't.

V^Tiether she was raped doesn't matter. Whether the am-

nio revealed birth defects doesn't matter. At what .-tage

it becomes a human being diwsnt matter.

While extreme positions may seem idiotic ("What if she

was blindfolded, drugged, and gang-banged by a bunch

SCERA joins boycott
As members of the Student Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy and concerned members of our

community, we vehemently oppose Paul Cameron's

violent Iv antigay agenda and his coming to our campus

His proposed discussion on AIDS is just a smokescreen

for stirring up anti-gay feelings and is an attempt to

legitimize an already unsafe environment for gays, les

bians. and bisexuals.

The fact that the so-called Students for America
'

specifically chose Cameron, who advocates violence

against gays, lesbians, and bisexuals. clearly

demonstrates that their larger purpose for the event in-

cludes raising the level of homophobia on campus and at-

tempting to terrorize the gay. lesbian, and bisexual

members ot our community
We support the boycott of Cameron's appearance. We

encourage allied mernbers of the community to attend the

gay pnde events planned for that evening. Your coming

to those events will show that the majority of our com-

munitv supports the right of individuals to love without

fear BOYCOTT CAMERON!!

Deborah Johnson
Rob Stone
Kim Owens

Susan Kol Goodstein
Kenny Maisonet
Chris Alibrandi

Sarah Bush
SCERA

of orangutans with AIDS, then is it O.K.''"). liberal ones

are completely useless and self-defeating '"If she's white,

upper middle class, educated, and has parental consent

— both parents — its O.K"i
Freedom of choice means freedom for every woman, even

if she's poor and can't get Medicaid funding, even if she's

thirteen, even if she's perfectly capable of supporting a

family.

The issue is the most important for me because it direct-

ly addresses the question of whether women have the right

and power to control their bodies, lives, and destinies, or

whether this white male-supremecist patriarchal society

tthe USA. the Church, etc.. etc ) has that power. Until the

power to choose motherhood is given to/taken by women,

the transformation from a patriarchal, male-dominated,

violent society, to a humanistic, more peaceful, more

tolerant society cannot occur. The implications go well

beyond llif (jm-.stKiii ol inUKicrfd chiliii'-n.

In a way. I have to re.sp«'cl the devotion and commit

ment of those people dedicated lo ending what lliey

perceive is the taking of lives. There are few who will fight

so hard for what they believe is right as pro life activists.

when the incentive isn't financial (although I believe there

is a significant portion of pro lifers for whom this is the

motivation in one way or anotheri. I also recognize the

pro-life movement as a threat to my personal existence,

and will fight to the end on this i.ssue!

However, there has always been abortion and will

always be abortion, legal or illegal, the pro-life movement

notwithstanding. It is up to individuals to ask simply, "Do

I support the right of all women (people) to choose their

own destinies, yes or no?" and then to act accordingly

Dena Marger
Northampton

UMass looks crass through looking glass

Being on internship for the past semester, I have been

able to see the campus the way the rest of the country

sees it — from the outside looking in.

And what I see isn't a pretty sight.

On one hand, we have Radicals. They impose on the

rights of others by not letting them listen to recruiters

from the CIA. They force the University to close down

Whitmore. causing those who need to take care of

business there to wait until later.

Anthony Padovano

It doesn't make a difference that the Rads are fighting

for a noble cause. Sure the CIA violates moral as well

as international law. But who is to say whose morals are

righteous? That is not for someone else to say but for each

individual to decide.

Protest is great. I just don't like when protest gets in

the way of my rights to hear whomever I want to. In

stead of blocking entrances or shouting out accusations,

protesters should either listen politely to all the lies and

then challenge the speakers with questions, or boycott

the event altogether. You don't have to be loud and ob-

noxious to get a point across forcefully.

By boycotting, not only do the speakers lose the battle

by not having anyone listening to their garbage, they

also get enraged because they are ignored. Have you ever

gotten more upset than when you try to tell somebody

something and they refuse to listen?

When people holler and scream at the speaker, they

lose. By acting like immature children who don't want

to hear something they don't like, protesters alienate

otherwise neutral spectators. The speaker remains calm,

shakes his head sadly as if he's sorry the protesters are

to immature to understand the righteousness of his point

On the other hand we have ultraconservatives pro

testing the protesters. I was particularly amazed at one

of the posters I saw at one of the Anti-CIA protests.

"I love the CIA."
, ^ ^ u j

With the track record the CIA has, I find it hard to

believe anyone could love the CIA. When I asked one

of the sign holders how they feel about some of the ac-

cusations that have been leveled against the agency, they

reply "Why don't you ask the KGB?" What kind of

answer is that?

Our country does need an intelligence agency as a point

of fact. But we don't need an organization that runs

around the globe assassinating "enemies" of our coun

try. So what if the KGB does it?

I also would like to know what America "Students for

America" stands for, The America that I want is one

where there is no racism, no sexism, no homophobia^

Gilbert Stair and others in his organization go out and

ask a sick, demented psuedopshycologist to come to the

campus and talk about the dangers homosexuals present

to the society. Obviously, they are not for the same

America as I am.

The radical left and the ultraconservative right are

beginning to irritate political moderates like myself. I

say to those of you on the left, keep on protesting, just

don't stop me from doing what 1 want to. And I say to

those of you on the right, loving America is great, but

the championing of heterosexual-WASP-USA never

wrong-mentality, is a danger to the future of everyone.

Anthony Padovano is a Collegian staff member

Graphics Specialist

IDB/TIPS
Information Data Bank

Taped Information Phone Service

Qualifications:
Graphic arts, design, layout experience; creativity; initiative.

Eligibility:

Undergraduate or graduate student, preferably Work-Study eligible with a minimum

of two semesters remaining at the beginning of the Fall Semester 1987.

Pay Scale:
Hourly rate, minimum of $4.50 per hour, 10 hours per week maximum.

Starting Date:
August 30, 1987

The Graphics Specialist will be responsible for implementing the promotion and marketing of IDB/TIPS

including the design layout and placement of at least two ads per week in the "Collegian": for

design and layout of other publications, posters, and promotional literature concerning IDB/TIPS;

and budget reviev. High level of graphic arts and design skill required. Must be self-directed, respon-

sible, willing and able to adnere to rigid deadlines. Proof-reading ability and experience vital.

IDS is a telephone and walk-in information service. TIPS is a phone-in library of 300 pre-recorded

cassettes with information about the University and its programs, policies, etc. Both are services

of the Dean of Students Office.

For additional information contact Kristin Robison or Robert Brooks, 227 Whitmore, 545-2684.
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Senators waste time

Earlier this semester there were many in the Undergraduate

Student Senate who said W. Greg Rothman and Tony Rudy

use dilatory tactics. Based on the last two senate meetings,

it is clear that Rudy and Rothman are not alone.

Last Wednesday's senate meeting started at 7:30 p.m.; the

first item on the agenda wasn't considered until 10:15. For the

intravening three hours the Senate suspended the rules, and

passed policies on Paul Cameron's upcoming visit, the tobac-

co ban, and the appointment of two recently elected Orchard

Hill senators. When the senate moved to its actual agenda,

most of which was unfinished business, quorum was called

twice in ten minutes. Calling quorum means the roll of the

senate is called to see if there are enough members present

to conduct business. It slows proceedings down immensely.

One possible reason why quorum was called was that Rudy

has put forth a proposal that UMass divest from the Soviet

Union. There was a long and growing list of senators who

wanted to speak when the meeting was ended. Some had been

waiting for two weeks to have their say on the issue. That some

senators do not care for Rudy seemed to dictate the pace and

scheduling of the meeting.

Perhaps another reason quorum was called was because, as

Greek Area Senator Craig Brady said, ''I have a lot of

homework to do, and I'm tired." The problem was, even when

other senators asked Brady to go and let the meeting continue,

Brady still asked for quorum. Speaker Bob Griffin had to

oblige, and, since quorum wasn't present, the senate adjourned.

Commuter Area Senator Felipe Barreda happily shouted

"Yo," which was not surprising. Senator Barreda was one of

four senators to ask for a quorum call the week before, delay-

ing unfinished business a week. If you're keeping score, that s

a grand total of six quorum calls in two weeks.

During the final quorum call, some senators could be heard

saying, "there's quorum in the T.O.C.," referring to the Top

of the Campus bar.

The fact that over half of the senators were not present for

the last quorum call didn't seem to faze anyone, whichm itself

is reprehensible.

We didn't elect our senators to be dilatory. The past two

senate meetings have shown their ability to do that. AH the

senate has shown in the past two weeks is that some of its

senators can be present for certain proposals, and, when they

don't feel like voting anymore, go to the T.O.C.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the Col-

legian board of editors

Letters

Say no to Cameron's hate-filled visit

We wish to express our deep and urgent

concern about the proposed visit of Paul

Cameron to our campus.

We all know what happened at UMass

as a direct result of Mr. Cameron's speech

last year. Gays and lesbians were so

traumatized that the University had to

hire two crisis counselors to deal with their

tremendous sense of vulnerability and

isolation. That should be reason enough to

deny Mr. Cameron the opportunity to sub-

ject the gay and lesbian community to

abuse once again.

We all also know that Mr. Cameron s

message inspired not only verbal harass-

ment, but threatened actual physical

violence against gay and lesbian students

as well. This was so serious that some

homosexual students were moved out of

their rooms in the residence halls for their

own protection.

Given our campus' painful experience

with Mr. Cameron last year and the ugly

racist violence that erupted last semester,

it seems to us that there is every reason to

believe that abuse and violence against a

segment of our community will be the

direct result. No matter what the Univer-

«itv ndministration says about concern for

piotec-tint' tho hralth and wo all

students on this campus, allowing Paul

Cameron to speak here again this May,

gives a very different message.

The first amendment does not give one

the right to cry "fire" in a crowded theatre.

We believe that it does not give Paul

Cameron the right to intimidate, harass,

and incite to violence in the still-charged

atmosphere of this campus.

We therefore call upon you to say "no"

to Paul Cameron's visit to UMass.

Rabbi Saul Perlmutter
University Hillel

Esther Hargis
Campus Minister

United Christian Foundation

Rev. J. Joseph Quigley

Rev. John Tuohey

Sister Mildred Marengo
Newman Center

Rev. John Stendahl

tmmanuel Lutheran Church

GEFWfRDTS TIGER

A lethal, ominous disease
There are those who like to use AIDS as

an excuse for a hate campaign against

homosexuals, and one of them is speaking

at UMass tomorrow. That kind of speech

isn't worth listening to, but there in a need

to inform the public about the AIDS virus.

Rusty Denton

Contrary to popular belief, the AIDS
virus is hardy in air. Although it can easi-

ly be killed by common disinfectants, it has

been shown to survive up to 10 days in dry

conditions or 15 days in liquid at room
temperature. At this point, there isn't

much hope for a cure for several reasons.

The AIDS virus belongs to a special class

called retroviruses, for which no effective

vaccines have ever been developed. Also,

AIDS is unique as one of only four known
lentiviruses (the others are in sheep, goats

and horses), untreatable diseeises which

develop slowly and leave no survivors. The
genetic activity of AIDS is 1,000 times

faster than any previously known, which

is why once people are infected with AIDS,

they're infected for the rest of their lives.

The virus mutates so quickly that a person

infected with one strain may develop others

internally.

The lethal nature of the disease is further

buttressed by the ease with which it can

spread. Anyone infected with the AIDS
virus, whether they show symptoms or not,

can pass it on to others. The virus shows

up in blood, saliva, semen, vaginal secre-

tions, urine, feces, breast milk, tears and

sweat, and most of these fluids have been

documented as infectious agents of AIDS.

In this way, AIDS appears to be as infec-

tious as hepatitis B. In addition, the emi-

nent venereologist John Seals has

presented evidence that AIDS might also

spread like the tuberculosis which often ac-

companies it — through coughing and

sneezing. Other evidence suggests that con-

suming meat or milk from infected animals

could cause an AIDS infection.

Those most likely to get infected are

those with an open cut or scrape exposed

to the virus, so that the virus gets into the

blood system immediately. Due to the

abrasive, unhygienic and often bloody

nature of sodomy, gay men are among the

most vulnerable members of the popula-

tion. However, there are other ways to get

AIDS. Kissing has been documented in at

least one case as the means of transmis-

sion. Since AIDS travels so much like

hepatitis B. it is possible that it could

penetrate the skin or the nose, mouth and

eyes as hepatitis B does.

Once in the body, there are two ways in

which AIDS can kill. The first is by render-

ing the body's immune system ineffecti%e.

Within a period of months or years, other

diseases attack. Conditions very much like

different types of cancer appear in the in-

ternal organs and on the skin; within a

period of five years, the patient is dead.

Certain other viral infections contracted

earlier in life seem to predispose people to

succumbing to AIDS. The Africans get

those infections from insanitary water

sources; because of promiscuity, American

gay men already have a high incidence of

the infections, especially hepatitis.

A less well-known danger from AIDS is

brain disease. The virus has a relatively in

active period of between two and possibly

thirty years, after which a patient becomes

medically insane. When insanity sets in,

the patient dies within a very short period

of time. In this case it is the AIDS virus

itself, not some other infection, which kills.

As of last year, 35,000 people in America

had developed full-blown cases of AIDS.

350,000 had AIDS Related Complex (ARC),

which invariably develops into full-blown

AIDS. By classifying AIDS and ARC
separately, the Center for Disease Control

in Atlanta makes the AIDS statistics seem

less threatening. Three and a half million

Americans actually had the AIDS virus

last year, even if they didn't show symp-

toms. Epidemiological experts say that the

number of infected Americans has been

doubling every year, and that over 60

million people (a quarter of the US popula-

tion) will have the AIDS virus by the end

of 1990 if it continues to spread at the pre-

sent rate.

This is ominous. Although models for the

way AIDS acts are still uncertain, several

prominent investigators have lately voic-

ed fears that everyone who gets infected

with the AIDS virus may ultimately die of

it. If that's true, we can't afford to take the

pos'tion of gay activist Paul Diamond, who

said in 1985, "Don't call us AIDS victims.

AIDS is not my weakness. AIDS is my
strength." His strength killed him.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist

Debris from election disgraceful

Last Monday was supposedly an impor-

tant day in the Northeast residential area,

as elections were held for area government

officers. The area was saturated with the

flyers, posters and signs common to elec-

tions. As messy as these advertisements

are, they do serve a vital purpose by in-

creasing awareness of the elections.

Wednesday afternoon, two days after the

elections however, I still find the walkways

to my dorm, telephone poles and my dorm

itself, strewn with leftover signs and tape

transformed into pulp by Tue.sday's snow.

The "trashing' of the area by many of the

candidates does not coincide •• lU ..le im-

age of responsibility and respect for public

areas that must accompany government

positions. One campaign slogan read,

"What has NEAG done for you lately?"

The results I see, are wet piles of paper.

Another slogan read, "vote for an active

and committed area government." I would

like to .see the candidates who created the

mess actively committed to cleaning up

after themselves. Their irresponsibility has

only exposed the selfish and petty nature

of University politics Is it too late to

retract my vote?

Alan Currin
Nort ast

I
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OPENINGS
STILL AVAILABLE

OPENINGS
STILL AVAILABLE

STUDENT SUMMER JOBS ON CAMPUS

. POSITIONS AVAILABLE: •

OPERATIONS ASSISTANT

OPERATIONS SUPERVISOR

ing areas: light maintenance, cleaning, grounds, ottice worK

niture moving.

As^sln!!io one of four Housing Services Maintenence and Operations

fesidentfa area offices to perform a variety of tasks in campus residence

hat Duties may vary widely, as indicated by the abov-.^-^'^9^^^73;

mer work performed by students contributes to Housing ^e vices

maintenance and cleaning programs and to the preparation of residence

halls for conferences and Fall opening.

HOURS'
7-.00 a.m."- 3:00 p.m. weekdays, May 18 through September 5,

or by arrangement.

TO INQUIRE OR APPLY:

Please contact one of the four area offices:

Steve Vinelli

Northeast/Sylvan Area

Johnson House
5-0403

Pat O'Connor
Orchard Hill/Central Area

Baker House
5-1333

CALL ABOUT
COMPENSATION PACKAGE

Nancy Merritt

Southwest/North Area

Kennedy Tower
5-0392

Maude Tucker
Southwest/South Area
Canoe House
5-0439

CALL ABOUT
COMPENSATION PACKAGE

Faculty Advisory Committee On Tlie Hurst Report

By Daryl Snowden
Nummo Staff

The following is the response to the

Hurst Report by the Faculty Advisory

Committee. The information was obtain-

ed courtesy of the Transitions newslet-

ter volume 3, issue 3 April 1987.

The OMGSR Faculty Advisory Com-

mittee met on Friday. February 13. 1987

to consider the implications of the Hurst

Report on minority graduate education.

The committee is concerned about the

racial climate of the Universitv which

allowed the October 27th incident to oc-

cur and the subsequent administrative

actions which increased the feeling of

all students of color that the University

may not be safe nor hospitable towards

them. The committee has in-

structed the Director of OMGSR to

carefully monitor the application and in-

quiry process of minority students and

to take action where appropiate. in

order to prevent any erosion in the great

success of OMGSR in its recruitment,

enrollent. and retention efforts tn n^r-

ticular, we are concerned that the

negative image, publicity, etc., will have

a detrimental effect on the recruitment,

enrollment, and retention of minority

graduate students.

In terms of specific actions, the Hurst

Report recommendation -5 asks for im-

provement in ".
. . black student recruit-

ment and retention, faculty and staff hir-

ing and promotion , .

." With a dwindl-

ing national black graduate student

enrollment pool, improvement may be

difficult. Therefore, we seek an increase

in the number of assistantships to off-

set any adverse effects in terms of

recruiting qualified black graduate

students. It should be noted that while

the total amount of money in the Office

of Minority Graduate Student Recruit-

ment assistantships has increased

substantially over the ten years of the

program, the number of students sup-

ported has not. In arguing for increas-

ing positions, the Graduate Council

should communicate and stress to the

administration that the success or

failure of minority graduate students

directly impacts on the pool of potential

minority facultuv of the future. Further

the OMGSR Faculty Advisory Commit-

tee urges the Graduate Council to

carefully consider the motion recently

passed by the Faculty Senate at its

February 12th meeting. The motion is

as follows:

1 . That the Hurst Report be referred to

every Faculty Senate council and stan-

ding Committee so that each council or

committee may determine whether and

of the recommendations of the report

fall within Its purview and whether

specific recommendations for faculty

action should be presented to Facul-

ty Senate. Each council or Committee

should make a preliminary report prior

to the Faculty Senate meeting on March

12, 1987 as to the areas of the Hurst

Report that specifically concern it, and

should present its recommendations for

Senate action in time for consideration

by the Senate at the last Senate

meeting of the academic year. A report,

even if there are on recommendattions

to be made , is required of each coun-

cil or committee.

2. That the committee on the

status of Minohties report to the Rules
^^^^ittp«s bv March 12. '•""'' ^'^v

specific factors in the Hurst report that

It believes Faculty Senate councils or

Committee should consider Minority

Panel's ideas.

It is not ]ust the responsibility of the

OMGSR Faculty Advisory Committee

and perhaps, the Student Affairs Com-

mittee, to speak to this issue. It is and

should be a responsibility of us all.

Thus, the OMGSR Facultv Advisory

Committeee recommenos that the

Graduate Council and the Graduate

School play a leadership role in pro-

moting an educational climate which ad-

dresses diversity at the graduate -^vel

The OMGSR Faculty Advisory com-

mittee urges the Graduate Council to

seriously consider the impact of the

Hurst Report on graduate education,

whether implicitly stated. We are and

take appropriate actions.

The above represents the Minority

Graduate Student Association's attempt

in keeping the third world community in-

formed of important issues. The Tran-

sition is an excellent medium of com-

munication and should be read by

undergraduates and graduates alike.
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UlVlass Holds Blacic IVIusician's Conference

By Joe Stansil

Nummo Staff

If you are not already aware, the Black Musician's

Conference is still celebrating its 1 6th annual Black

Musicians Conference.

There are still some events availble to attend. One

such event in particular is the exhibit of photographs

presented by Herb Snitzer entitled "Get It In Your

Soul" Currently Mr. Snitzer is a professor of

pnotography ai me Art Insutuce oi ou&ion. He is

recognized nationally for his photographs of jazz

musicians. The exhibit is currently running until May

6 in Hampden, Southside Room.
Another exhibit of photographs displayed by David

Ogburn of Washington D.C. is running until May 8

in the Augusta Savage Art Gallery in the New Africa

House.
The annual Black Musicians Conference is a pro-

ject of the Fine Arts Center and is made possible in

nart by the Afrik-Am Society, Augusta Savage

Memorial Gallery, Dean of Arts and Humanities Five

College Black Studies, Governor's Program Coun-

cil Graduate Student Senate. Office of the

Chancellor. Office of the President, Office of Third

World Affairs, Residential Education Southwest,

Southwest Area Government, S.G.A., UMass Arts

Council, and the W.E.B. DuBois Department of Afro

American Studies.

Photographer

For The Stars
Kevin Siblev

SarSg?um,a distinguished photographer, unven-

»H his first rr^iajor one-man exhibit entitled Ms.

Iwee' Music on April 28, 1987 a. .he Augusta

^TSg''burntrc;?fginally from Queens, New VorK.
Mr. ^90";"'=;

in qocioloav and a Masters of Ur-

rifults, ?rol Howard Zversity in Washington

°"OQai as Ogburn is commonly known, had

hZfe^' he says "Oggi" started photography as a

^^^^^^^^^ ?had not an^'^'P^^
interested in photography

reca:se^itrsrmUQ.|^ncou,ddo.romsta.

'°.'Soi°Tm°os«y known for his pictures o.

•Oggi IS mostly
continued on page Z

David "Oggie Ogburn among the stars
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celebrities. He is known as a

photographer for the stars. "Oggi"

started photography in 1972. At the

time, he did not even have a decent

camera. It was not until 1978 that

Ogburn profited in the field of

photography.

Ogburn recalls meeting Roberta

Flack at WHLK. Howard University's

radio station, "I was kind of scared and

somewhat shy at first." The more he

was exposed to celebrities, the less he

was dazzled by them. "It doesn't really

do anything to me anymore. I've seen

so many of them! After a while it doesn't

really matter." "Oggi " referred to

Anita Baker as being "cute and a real-

ly nice person." He also said that

Patrice Rushen, whom he met two

weeks ago, was "very energetic and

dynamic."

Ogburn's pictures are mostly candid

shots. "I don't usually have people

pose," he explains. In the exhibit, there

was a very candid picture of Sade and

two members of her entourage, sleep-

ing in a limo, after an exhausting con-

cert and trip. "I'm the kind of

photograper who doesn't bother people.

I usually take pictures of celebrities

without them even knowing it."

Roberta Flack was "Oggi's" first

celebrity oho»'> Si'-''^ *^^n he ha.«

taken candid shots and promotional pic-

tures for artists such as Michael

Jackson, Sade, Bob Marley. Minnie

Riperton, Ashford and Simpson, and

many others.

In addition to the entertainment in-

dustry, "Oggi's" repertoire has includ-

ed major sporting events and national

political activities such as the Nixon

Watergate Hearings and the U.S.

presidential campaign.

MGSA Closes Year With Reception
Brett Andrews

The Minority Graduate Student Association

(MGSA) will be having its Third Annual Spring

Reception on May 10th, at the University of

Massachusetts. The reception will be held at the

Faculty Club from 5:00pm until 8;00pm.

The reception will include a buffet dinner, and live

music will be provided by Fred Clayton. Also, the

event will have a "Mothers Day Special," in which

all mothers are admitted free of charge. Graduate

students and one guest will also gain free admission.

The admission fee for faculty and staff is $7.50 per

couple.

Since 1984. MGSA has provided social and moral

support for minority graduate students. "The objec-

tive of MGSA is to raise the consciousness of minori-

ty graduate students in order to facilitate, not only

their academic pursuits, but also to allow for humane
and cultural experiences to shape into a vehicle

capable of articulating," said Donald Byrd who is a

graduate student at UMass and president of MGSA.
MGSA is funded by the Graduate Student Senate.

MGSA received $3000.00 in 1985, $4000.00 in 1986,

and $5000.00 in 1987. "We do need more funding

to attain our goals, but we also must have whole-

hearted commitment and sincere interest from

minority

graduate students," said Mr. Byrd.

Also, MGSA faculty believe it is imperative for

minority graduate students and undergraduate facul-

ty to interact. "We should place the displaced faculty

in a proper prospective with the minority graduate,

therefore the minority graduate and undergraduate

students, as well as faculty will benefit academical-

ly and socially," said Curtis Pittman who is the ad-

visor for MGSA.
Next semester, MGSA will be sending its newslet-

ter. Transitions, to minority graduate students in the

five college

area. The newsletter will include a questionnaire for

these students to state their needs, as well as their

desire to participate in MGSA programming. Also,

MGSA will be putting together a resource guide. The

guide will provide information for minority students

entering graduate programs at UMass. The informa-

tion will come from educational programming in the

Pioneer Valley. MGSA is looking for responsible

undergraduate students to baby sit during the recep-

tion. For more information contact Curtis Pittman,

545-3424 or Donald Byrd, 546-4552.
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THE MINORITY GRADUATE STUDENT
ASSOCIATION (MGSA)

cordially invites you to the MGSA's 3rd

Annual Spring Reception.

Sunday, May 10, 1987, 5:00 - 8:00 PM
The Faculty Club, the University
of Massachusetts at Amherst

Bufffet Dinner, Live Music

MOTHER'S DAY SPECIAL: MOTHER'S FREE
Graduate Students. ..F'-ee and one gje.st

Faculty k Stnff....$7.50/couplc

If you need a haby/child sitter. plcA.<.-c inquire.

R.S.V.P. to Curtis Pittman by May 4,5-3 i24
Donald Dyrd, 6-4552
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Quentin Stewart Photographer With A Special Touch
By Thomas Mambande
Nummo Staff

As one walks into the Campus Center one can^

not help noticing the small crowd of people that have

assembled over a small man seated behind a table.

His table is located at the immediate left of the en-

trance to the Center and the crowd begins to grow

little by little as people take notice. Although un-

doubtedly a fine man, Quentin Stewart is not in his

personality alone the object of attention. The apples

of everyone's eyes are Quentin's professional
photographs which line his table and the walls, floor
and windows around him.
Quentin Stewart's photographs are mostly done

in black and white due to the popular demand for
these types of photos. He does, however take color
shots if asked. Students who have been asked at>out
his work maintain that it is always excellent and done
in a professional and perfectionist's style, be it col-
or photography, black and white photography, or in-
door '^' cutdoo*- ^>**>nnt! "Ouentin is really great

to work with," says Mark Winfield, one of Stewart's

past customers. "He's really good with making the

average looking person look like a model behind the

camera."
Quentin has been on campus for eight years. He

is a native of Alabama who really enjoys working with

people, especially young people. He enjoys work-
ing with them so much that Quentin thinks next year
will mark his ninth year at the Campus Center.

In his own words "I can't wait."
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Editorial/Opinion

From Homeboy

To Revolutionary
The development of Malcolm X's phhilosophy of

Black nationalism was a direct result of his growing
up within a racist society, and his learned desire to

throw off the negative affects that he had en-

countered. His quest was to attain his highest poten-

tial and to help his people reach theirs.

Malcolm's first encounter with the philosophy of

Black nationalism was during his early life. Malcolm
Little was born in Omaha, Nebraska, on May 19,

1925. His father, the Reverend Earl Little, was a Bap-
tist minister, and a dedicated follower and organizer

of Marcus Garvey's nationalist Universal Negro Im-

provement Association (U.N.I.A.).

This movement preached of Black race purity and
exhorted the Negro masses to return to their

ancestral African homeland.
Malcolm's contact with his father was cut short by
his untimely death (which was widely beleived to

have been a lynching because of his teachings of

Garvey's philosophy).

At an early age his aspirations of becoming a

lawyer were wiped out by a teacher at school who
told him that it was foolish to have such ideas.

Subsequently he dropped out of school at the age
of fifteen.

It was in his teen years that Malcolm first lived in

the city of Boston, f^assachusetts. It was here that

Malcolm set his goals to become one of the "bad-
dest" street hustlers f>v/er.

Malcolm outgrew Boston and saw that he could

further develop himself as a hustler on the streets

of Harlem, New York. The hustling life took its toll

on Malcolm and he soon discovered that what he

thought was the most glorified life possible for a man.

was nothing more than a dead-end street.

He has reached the top of the "so called" under-

world but his use of drugs and the competition from

the other young street hustlers, who were trying to

take his place, brought him tumbling back down to

reality.

At the age of twenty-one he was sent to prison for

burgarly.

This fate would lead him to yet another view of his

place in life.

Malcolm's whole period of development as a

hustler is an example of his struggle for a "higher

form of existence" within his narrow sphere of

knowledge and logic. It was not until he found

himself in jail, and after his life on the streets, that

Malcolm came back in contact with the idea of Black

nationalism.

He was converted to the Nation of Islam (Black

Muslims), a religious Black nationalism professed

through the teachings of Elijah Muhammad which

taught that the white man was the devil and that all

the Black man's problems were caused by the white

man.
To the mind of a broken street hustler, the words of

Elijah Muhammad, seemed be the logical answer to

the black mans' plight.

This sent Malcolm upon a new set of goals, of

reaching his highest potential within the Nation of

Islam. These goals required him to learn the

teachings of Elijah Muhammad, to follow them, and

to spread the word to others. To Malcolm, this was
the answer.

It was within this stage of development that

Malcolm became conscientiously able to weed out

the different contradictions within himself which did

not go along with the teachings of Islam. Malcolm

created a discipline within himself which he felt was
necessary for his own liberation, and a discipline

which he felt other Blacks must gain if they were to

be free.

Malcolm's goal was to liljerate the Black man from

his bondage, something he knew he had to do in-

ternally first. When he left prison in 1952, he
dedicated himself to building the Black Muslims, and
adopted the name, Malcolm X. As he developed as

a Black Muslim, he was thrown into national and
world limelight as the spokesman for a "religious

sect" which white America feared and many Black

youth admired.

Malcolm would have continued along the paths as

a Black Muslim, but his faith was shattered in his

leader whom he discovered was hypocritical to his

own teachings. Elijah Muhammad feared the

popularity that Malcolm was getting while spreading

the words of the Nation of Islam

Events finally led to Malcolm being ejected from

the Nation of Islam in March 1964, forcing him to

evaluate where he stood in regards to his struggle

for the liberation of the Black man. When he left the

movement he organized the first Muslim Mosque,

and later the non-religious Organization of Afro-

American Unity.

During 1964, Malcolm made two trips to Africa and
the Middle East thus broadening the perception of

his struggle and changing his perception of the con-

tradictions necessary to be eliminated internally, to

reach this goal.

Within his broadening of consciousness, his goal

was still to reach his highest potential, i.e. playing

his part in the liberation of the Black people, but he

was now able to see how this was to affect the libera-

tion of all men and women and it was from this view

that he tried to reassess his avenues necessary to

reach this goal.

By Patricia A. Oduor
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THINK BEFORE YOU SPEAK!
After having read the editorial by Fran Caliendo

(Brett Switch should Be Rethought, Collegian, April

17), we would like to make some things clear and

dispell statements which are untrue. First, the

assumption that the switch was not well thought out

is absurd. There were problems on the third floor of

Brett during the fall semester because of the

previous poor planning of the floor. Students were

placed on this floor with no prior knowledge of the

fact that there were more than one or two open

homosexuals on the floor. Solution: to widely

publicize the creation of a new Social Corridor in

which only students who ask to be placed there will

become residents. We feel that Gay Douglas, the RD
of the Brett/Brooks cluster, should be commended
for all of the consciencious hard work that she has

put into this project. We are unsure as to where

Caliendo got some of her information. We were not

aware of any polls/surveys that she conducted. The

floor is certainly not half-homosexual and even if it

were what difference would it make? The fact that

there is a high percentage of blacks on this floor is

purely coincidental.

As mentioned earlier, the third floor of Brett had no

special provisions as to who would be living on the

floor. Central is a convenient residential area and

Brett is a pleasant dorm to live in.

One particularly puzzling statement was that

minorities (Black people) on this floor are protected.

What, or who, dare we ask, are we protected from?

What protective administrative action, might you

know about, is being provided for those of us who

choose to remain on trie third ^\ooxl And what kind

of action is being taken to protect the Blacks who
live in any other residential area on this campus?
Please get back to us on these points as you seem
to better informed than we are.

Incidentally, though we did not move on this floor

because it was the Socially Aware Floor, we have

increased our consciousness of diversity. Beyond

racial diversity, we have learned to respect one's

sexual orientation.

We openly invite and encourage Caliendo to find

out what this floor is actually about.

Sincerely

Kimbe'riy O'Shields, Lisa Lawler

Residents of 3rd floor Brett.

Congratulations to the award recipients of the CCEBI\/IS Family Day!
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What's Happening!
VOCAL JAZZ ENSEMBLE IN CONCERT

The University of Massachusetts Afro-American Music and Voeai

Jazz Ensemble, under the direction oi Stephen Newby, performs us final

concert of the season on Monday, May 11, 8:00 p.m., at Bowker Auditorium.

Highlighting the program are selections by Duke Ellington, spirituals ^"

arrangements/compositions by William Banfield, John Curn, Ki( Uoiinc

Mark .Mazur and Newby. Special guest will be saxophonist Frederick

ilie University's music faculty m a new work by Newby entitled ?.iiiiK.^uiii

Tenderlv .

The ensemble nas appeared recently at the Massachu

House and on tour in Vermont. This fall they premiered Newby s high!-.

acclaimed gospel jazz oratorio Re Still and Know , produced h> New Worm

Tliealer. Newby, who receives his master's degree in music from the

University this spring, will continue his studies in a doctoral projiram at the

University of Michigan.

Monday's program wW include ElLington's jazz standards Sophisticated

Ladv . I've Got It Bad , and It Pont Mean a thing , and Banfieid s We Negd

a Voice from his cantata Visions . Arrangements of What Am 1 to Dn.

When I Fall in Uwe . Star Spangled Banner and Al Jarreau's L^t's Pretend

will also be heard.

The concert is presented FREE of admission charge by tlie

Department of Music and Dance. For further information call 413-545-2227.

AMHERST - University of Massachusetts English professor Ketu

Katrak will deliver a lecture titled, "Post Colonial Theory and

Social Responsibility: Third World Women Writers," at 4 p.m. May

6 in the Thompson 6th Floor Lounge at U.Mas s

.

Katrak is the author of 'Wole Soyinka and Modern Tragedy: A

Study of Dramatic Theory and Practice," a book on the .Mobel prize

winning writer, Wole Soyinka.

The talk is sponsored by the Social Thought and Political

Economy Department and is free and open to the public.

For more information call S.T.P.E.C. at 545-0043.

NE'^ MOON PRODUCTIONS proudly presents an

outrageous evening of entertainment, Sunday,

Way 17^^, at 7-:00 pm featuringt SUE FINK a

feminist singer turned mad scientist with her

innovative use of multiple sunthesizers and

computers. Afterwards a woman's craft and bake sale.

Performning in the intimate Northampton

Center For The Arts SUE FINK is a unique

experience. She leaps on stage with boundless

vitality, unabiding optimism, wit, good cheer,

and a wild imagination, and then- blows you

away with her Wonderful musicality.

Tickets are $6 gen., $8 contrib. ; -^$1 at door

NEW MOON PROD. PO Box 833, Northampton, Ma., OIO6I
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Frazier, Maravich among five

to be inducted into Hall ofFame

AP Photo

UP THE CREEK - Jon Lugbill of Bethesda, MD., paddles down
West River in Vermont during trials for the national canoe team,

which will travel to France to compete for world titles in July.

SPRINGFIELD (AP) -
Walt Fiazier and Pete

Maravich, two of the NBA'h
flashy guards of the 1970s,

are among five former
players to be inducted today

into the Basketball Hall of

Fame.
The others are high-

scoring forward Rick Barry,

who played in the NBA with

the San Francisco and
Golden State Warriors and
Houston Rockets, Bobby
Wanzer and Bob Houbregs.

There election, announced

last February, brings the

membership in the game's
shrine to 161, including 71

players. It is the first time

in the Hall of Fame's
29-year history that no

coach, contributor, referee

or team was elected.

Frazier averaged 18.9

points and 6.1 assists per

game in his 13 NBA
seasons, the first 10 with

the New York Knicks. He
was a first-team NBA all-

star four times and played

on New York's champion-

ship teams in 1970 and
1973.

Other members of the

1973 team previously
elected to the Hall of Fame
are the late club president

Ned Irish, Coach Red
Holzman and players Bill

Bradley, Dave DeBuschere,
Jerry Lucas and Willis

Reed.
Maravich averaged 44.2

points per game in his four

years at Louisiana State

before becoming the third

player picked in the 1970
NBA draft. He spent four of

his 10 seasons with Atlanta

and five with New Orleans
before splitting his final

season between Utah and
Boston.

He averaged 24.2 points

and 5.4 assists in his 658
NBA games in which he

scored 15,948 points.

Barry played two years

with San Francisco, sat out

the next season, then
returned for four seasons in

the American Basketball

Association, one each with

Oakland and Washington
and two with New York.

He rejoined the Warriors

in 1972 and ended his

career with Houston in

1979-80. He averaged 23.2

points per game in his 10

NBA seasons and 30.5

points per game in the ABA.
In 1965-66, Barry averag-

ed 25.7 points per game and
was named the NBA's
rookie of the year.

Injury to Celtic's McHale under microscope
BOSTON (AP) - Kevin McHale was sitting beside the

court watching his teammates practice when Boston

Celtics' owner Donald Gaston walked by yesterday.

"How are you doin'?" McHale said, extending his hand.

"How are you doin'?" Gaston answered with the em-

phasis on the "you."

Gaston isn't the only person asking that question. The

answer could determine whether Boston becomes the first

NBA team in 18 years to win con.secutive titles.

Although no Celtics' officials ruled McHale out of Tues-

day night's opener of their Eastern Conference semifinal

series with the Milwaukee Bucks, no one was particular-

ly optimistic.

"Won't know until tomorrow," Celtics' Coach K.C. Jones

said. "He wasn't out here even in the three-man weave
(practice drill), so that indicates to me he's not really ready
to go."

He sprained his ankle April 26 in the second game of

Boston's opening-round series against Chicago. Last Fri-

day the Celtics announced McHale also had a hairline

fracture of a bone on top of his right foot, possibly incur-

red March 11 as he pulled his foot away from a Phoenix
Suns' player who was .stepping on it.

Milwaukee Coach Don Nelson said he expects McHale,
the NBA's sixth leading scorer this season, to play in the

opener.

"I'll be surprised if he doesn't," Nelson said. "If he
doesn't, there'll be another good player in his place."

MODR\AN
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ARE YOU

PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HELP?
Birthright Can Help
• FfCE PfCGNAUCY TBTNG

- Sam* Day Hasultt

fPM, Conffctonfte/. CMng

549-1906
Amiwfvl

Carriage Sho>>»

dn altefdiik* to aboriKwa

9 AM - 2 PM

EARLY BIRD
SPECIAL
$2 OFF

Shampoo, Cut & Dry

Styles By Deborah
65 University Drive • 549-5610

with this coupon , expires 4/30/87

cKn^>

GRADUATION MEMORIES
CAN LAST A LIFETIME...

When vou choose a card or gift from

our beautiful selection from American Greetings.

Open M-F 9-5

AMERIO\N GREETINGS

^"^nNIVERSITY
IkMSTORE^
Located In The Campus Center

/.l;v^
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THE CIRCLE BAND • THE MALARIANS
CRUZA • THE DOG ACT

Followed by a FREE showing of

THE BIG CHILL

111
Bllii

FRIDAY MAY 8 BY THE POND

4 PM ??

Food, Volleyball, and Bands
compliments of

The Commuter Area Government & SGA
It is unlawful for persons who are under the legal drinking age to transport or to carry

alcohol Positive photo identification will be required. Concert protocol will be observed:

Beer Balls, Kegs, Glass, & Large Volume Containers WILL BE PROHIBITED.
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The Lion and the Jewel collaboration a precious gem

Baroka (Gordon Heath, far right), head of the village Ilujinle, is surrounded other cast
members of The Lion and the Jewel. The play will be appearing at the Rand Theater May
6-9. Tickets are available at the FAC box office.

The Lion and the Jewel
April 30, May 1-2, May 6-9

8:00 PM, Rand Theater, Umas>

By KRISTEN ZAGARELLA
Collegian Staff

"The Lion and the Jewel" is a play by Wole Sovinka
dealing with the attempts of a small African village to
cope with the modern effects of Western culture. Soyinka
is the 1986 recipient of the Nobel Prize for Literature and
judging from this work, the award is well-deserved.
The story takes place in the village of Ilunjile, Nigeria

and revolves mainly around the characters Baroka, the
village "Bale," or chief and Sidi, a much sought-after
young woman torn between two different cultures. Played
by Gordon Heath and Monica Stancil, they are the per-
sonifications of the lion and the jewel, and the way in
which their relationship forms provides the plot with an
interesting story.

Lakunle (Jeffrey Wright), the local schoolteacher, is in
love with Sidi and constantly asks her to marry him. He
is the epitome of the new modern man, wearing a suit and
tie instead of customary African dress and scorns tradi-

tional customs which are still practiced. "We must be
modern like the rest or be forgotten by the rest of the
world," he tells Sidi.

The characters are strongly portrayed. Heath, a veteran
actor, carries his role as the egotistical chief well. Stan-
cil as Sidi aptly conveys her innocence, and her witty com-
ments to Lakunle add much humor to the story.

The African dancing that is interspersed throughout the
play is at times confusing but does give color and excite-
ment to the story. Holly J. Williamson stands out as the
best of a group of dancers that are all excellent.
The original set deserves to be mentioned. The stage is

set outside, a monstrous papier mache tree center stage
with a door that opens to reveal Baroka's bedroom inside.
It is an interesting way to provide a set for both night and
day.

"The Lion and the Jewel" plays again this weekend. It

is the first collaboration between the University of
Massachusetts Department of Theater and the New
WORLD Theater. Hopefully they will work together again
to create another near-f)erfect production.

COLLEGIAN DRIVERS NEEDED

STARTING FALL SEMESTER

• Must have own car

• Must have mornings (9-11) free

$8 - $10 an hour

Complete Hairstyling for Men & Women

Haircut - $9.00

Perms • $40 with haircut

228 Triangle St.

Amherst

Call: 549-1502
EBASTIAN

• Approximately 6 hours per week

APPLY IN PERSON AT THE COLLEGIAN

113 CAMPUS CENTER

L

GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE
ELECTIONS

ON MONDAY AND TUESDAY MAY 4 and MAY 5
THERE WILL BE A BALLOT BOX ON THE CAMPUS
CENTER COMCOURSE. ANY ENROLLED STUDENT
MAY VOTE UPON PRESENTATION OF A VALID ID.

THE ELECTIONS COMMITTEE OF THE GSS URGES
ANY GRADUATE STUDENT WHO MIGHT BE IN-
TERESTED IN RUNNING FOR AN OFFICE TO COME TO
THE GSS OFFICE AT 9 1 9 CAMPUS CENTER FOR MORE
INFORMATION ON DUTIES. RESPONSIBILITIES AND
ELECTION PROCEDURES. NOMINATIONS MAY BE
MADE IN PERSON OR THROUGHT THE MAIL
NOMINATIONS FOR ALL OFFICES WILL CLOSE 1
THUSRDAY, APRIL 30 at 4:30 PM.

J
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Arts management course to be offered
By NAOM! DA\'IS
Collegian Stall

In a full-committee meeting Wednesday the UMass Arts

Council approved funding for a scholarship program
enabling University students to participate without

charge in a credit -earning arts management course

scheduled for next Fall and in an arts administration prac-

ticum to follow in the Spring.

The grant reflects "the intention of the Arts Council to

provide arts management education programs on cam-
pus," said Program Director, Marjorie Tuttle

As in years past, the Council chose to meet this goal in

part by providing tuition on a competitive basis for

selected students enrolling in the Arts Extension Service's

<AES) management courses.

AES offers a three-credit series of workshops covering
"the basic principles of arts management, including plan-

ning, evaluation, organization building, working with
board members and volunteers, marketing the arts, fund-

raising and grant writing, and career opportunities and
resources," according to last year's annual report.

"Of the 12 invited for the three-credit class, six of the

most qualified will continue in a six-credit practicum,"
said Craig Dreeszen, Education Coordinator at the Arts
Extension Service. The practicum with a UMass arts

organization will be supervised by AES staff.

Linda Serenson is an An Hi.-^tory major who devoted

much of her time this semester to an AES internship witli

the Herter Art Gallery. On top of curating duties, she took

on a key role in bringing a major traveling exhibition of

thirty premier American collage artists to UMass.

The first semester of workshops "give you some kind

of a basis" for the internship, she said. "Otherwise, if I

walked off the street and .said, 'Hi. I'm looking for an in

ternship,' " without the background, it would be more dif

ficult to secure a position.

Carol Majewski is completing her internship with the

UMass Arts Council. Her primary responsibility was to

carry out the public relations end for a series of window-

installations exhibited in the Tower Library and several

dining commons.
"Because I'm in theater, I wanted to know everything

that needs to happen before an audience can appreciate

an arts event," she said.

Scholarship applications for next year's program in arts
management are available at the Arts Extension Service
in Goodell, the Student Activities office, the UMass Arts
Council and the academic departments of art, music,
dance and theater. The deadline for submission is June
2. Students may also register through Continuing Educa-
tion for a fee.

KING SUNNY ADE and his Afncan Beats wUl
be performing Thursday, May 7 at Pearl Street,

Northampton.

Undergraduate Teaching
Assistantships Available

Department of

Mathematics and Statistics

$600.00 a semester for

approximately 10-12 hours
a week.

Further information and application

forms see Lori Antonovitch,

Room 1626B Lederle GTWR.
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I M SPECIAL f

f
THE BODY SHOP |

Offers the Best Deal In Town!
;

COMBINED SUMMER & FALL
MEMBERSHIP ONLY $65
ONLY $2.25 A WEEK!

I
SEPARATE $45 FOR FALL t

I $19 PER SUMMER SESSION I

I
OFFER GOOD TIL MAY 19 |
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COPIES
4 ^

Self-service

With This Coupon,

Letter or Legal Size

CoPyCAT frmt Shop

228 Triangle Street

549-3840

Valid thru May. 19(7

$8.95

Athletic Weight
T-Shirt

Gray • White

Navy • Red

Located In The Campus Center QjUNIVERSITY
Open M-F 9-5 mSTORED
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it's time to ceiebrate

And stied a tear.

Graduation for the class

Of 1987 is almost here.

But before we go,

We want you to l(now

When We're hungry for chow

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

There's just one place to go!""

ASSISTANT SUBSCRIPTIONS
MANAGER NEEDED
AT THE COLLEGIAN

• Great managerial experience

• Great hours (mornings before noon)

• Sophmores & Juniors apply

Apply at the Collegian - 113 Campus Center

• APPLY NOW!! •
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TOMAKE ITTODAYYOU NEEDACOLLEGE DIPIOMA,
AGOOD SUITAND PUNTYOF DRIVE.

If you've received your bachelor's degree from a 4 year college, or on RN or graduate degree ti orr. an accredited

institution between October 1, 1986 and Septembe. 30, 1987, you can qualify for Fords Graduate Assistance Program

We con give you pre-approved credit and S400 cosh back on your new Ford.

Only if you buy one of tfie new Foi d cars oi trucks listed below and only if you take deliver y by August 31 1 987

fcr more information, coll this toll-free number: 1 -800 321 1 536 Or see your local New England For d Dealer today

^tUMSStl^
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson

COLLEGIAN 13

$400 CASH BACK on a n. .. i -rt

$400 CASH BACK on o new Escort EXP

$400 CASH BACK on u new Tempo

$400 CASH BACK on n new Mustijng.

$400 CASH BACK on o new Taurus

$400 CASH BACK on o nev. Thunderbird

$400 CASH BACK on f i new A( rostor

$400 CASH BACK ,r. ],.<

$400 CASH BACK on a new Bronco

FORD

NEWENGIAND K>RDDEALERS
SEE YOUR LOCAL NEW ENGLAND FORD DEALERTODAY

r^

Early archaeologists

ALL STAFF: The Spring 87 staff photo is

Monday at 8 p.m. Be there or be faceless.

Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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Bat Brain By Bill Dearing
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AH colamntots wlio art rcluralBg next Mmntar and writers

interested in becoming columnists are encouraged to attend a

meeting at 2 30 p m Friday in the newsroom This is a chance

to meet your new editor and make plans for next semester The

deadline for applications for associate editorial editor is Thurs-

day by 6 p m.

Attcntioo all Collcgtan stafT:

Apply MOW for night editor, copy editor and cartoonist for Fall

semester See Nan in the newsroom -- deadline May 13

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited Uy Trade Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Dance lof a

Ittterbug

5 Re« and Robert

10 Astonnhed
14 Co'e subject

(Of shor*

15 Spindles

16 Words of

admonition

1

7

Pot (or a

Meiican slew

18 Strong outburst

19 Veldt ungulates

20 Latgo-like

spiritual

22 The Way ot All

— Butlei

novel

23 Porters

24 Sitting Bull, (or

exaiTtpie

26 Lively dance
29 Worker wfio

assembles
macfiines

31 Dockworkers
org

34 Wears down
36 Takes a break

38 Carson Crty s

neightK)!

39 Auerbact\

40 Sea call

41 Embf oiled

44 Miscfiievous

n^iss

46 Ready
47 Root suppons
49 Court (eature

50 Hokkaido city

52 Conceited

54 Piano vinuoso

An
56 Jack Nicholson

movie o( 1978

61 MP s concern

62 Ruse
63 Defer

64 Church seats

65 From here on

66 Actor Holliman

67 l^erber

68 Solicited

69 1986 World

Series sue

DOWN
1 Flight delayer

perhaps

2 Nimbus
3 King of the

Huns
4 Togo s neighbor

5 Breakfast treat

6 Revelation

7 Ancient site of

Susa
6 Uncovered
9 Compass pt

10 GimmicK
1 1 Angle' s

shortened note

12 Burden
13 Gee whiji

21 Hilarity

22 Word with

wale'

or wood
25 Ad—
26 Jolting motions
27 One of the

Forsytes

28 Note on a
(a'mhouse
door'

30 Skuikea

32 Siena -
33 So la'

35 Nanny
37 Acto« Wateiston

39 Eiiies

42 Tot

43 Jug lug

44 Bestowed
45 Auctioneer s

condition

48 Manitesi

fii t^ity on ttm

Arkansas
53 Snoops
54 Record
55 impressed
57 Sty sound
58 Bryce Canyon

Stale

59 Vetch

60 Tree (rog

62 Arm o( HUD

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE,

aK*IsJHls'hj'^pJ p4ja^

I 1 Hi t -i 1 'Hit II 1} i>

^|is 1"

--/--r^«.
JP -

K
mr --

tIMf Lot Aaiiln Tiinrs s>ti4it>ir 5/5/»T

Lunch
Menu

Basics Lunch

Hamburg on Roll

Spinach/Mushroom Quiche

Dinner

Pineapple Ham Steak

Baked Ziti

1
Bean Burgers

Spinach/Mushroom Quiche

Basics Dinner

Deviled Egg Cold Plate

Baked Ziti

/^
Weather

Tuesday: Eighty percent chance of rain, high near 50
Wednesday: Clearing, highs in the 60s

Today's Staff
Night Editor Jeffry Bartash

Copy Editor Jeffry Bartash

LaYoiit Technician Mike Solaroli

Photo Technician Niki Sokoloff

Production Supervisor Debbie Pikul

Production: Karlin I., Laura B., Lisa H..

Meredith C, Scott S., and Joe the driver

Executive Board ~-Spring of 1987

KELLY SIEGER
Editor In Chief

NAlfCY KLINGENEil
llaaafing Editor

PHIL SERAFinO
Bdilortal Editor

STEVE RUBIR
Bvslau* Manager

ANSEL ZINTER
Prodactloa Manager

Bttslness Board — Spring of 1987

STEVE RUBIN
BtitkMM Manager

PATRICE LAWSKT
Marftellikg MaMger

PAUL H. LESSER
AdvtftMag Salat Maaaftr

CRAIG HAUGLE

VAVBSSA ROTH
Raaaca Maaa^r

KAREN HOLLAND
imhacHpiUm MMUiu
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if tennis action

continued from page 16

UMasB coach Mannv Roberts.

Flicka Rodman, John Marlowe, Joe Desormiers and
Chris Johnson won their singles matches at numbers
two, three, four and six. Number one Brian Gable lost

a close match over three sets to Jay Berman, whom
Roberts rated highly. Rich Nieboers scored an outstan-

ding victory for which he received the *'Red-Glove

Award," recently relinquished by a relieved Desormiers.

The Minutemen won doubles matches at numbers one

and three. At number two, Rodman and Marlowe suf-

fered a rare defeat, but this was by the narrowest of

margins, 7-6 in the third set.

The UMass women's team fell to Wellesley College,

8-1, this past weekend. The loss dropped their record to

1*€ on the season.

The women went on the road to Wellesley with a group

of less experienced players. But head coach Deedie St«ele

wasn't disappointed with their performances. Steele said

the improvement she has seen in the younger players

like Sheila Kane. Karen McShane, Jen Hickey and

Rachel McDonald has been a bijr help to the team.

• Flint nears record

mmm
sv^VYESTERDAY

•

'^& TODAY MUS/IC
48 N. PLEASANT ST
AMHERST 253-9209
LOCATED UNDER STEVE S

til''"*!'llii' i;llli'iM'li'i

FULL-TIME SUMMER POSITIONS
$10.15

Increases With Experience

200 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Interview Now, Begin After Exams

• Gain valuable resume experience with national firm.

• Work in your hometown.
• No door to door or phone sales allowed.

• All majors may apply.

• Internships and scholarships available.

Applications Will Be Accepted On Campus
Where: Concourse Building

When: Wednesday, May 6th; Thursday. May 7th; 9:00

am to 3:00 pm
Preference Will Be Given To Early Applicants.

Interviews will be given at the main office.

OR
For interview information call TODAY in your area

All Boston suburbs and Worcester

(617) 449-4362 (Pay $10.15)

Springfield, MA Area (413) 734-1680 (Pay $9 25)

Connecticut Area (203) 688-8156 (Pay $9 25)

Nashua. NH - N.E. MA (603)891 15-15 if f^.25)

Providence, Rl Area (401) 946-0150 ;,Pay $8.55)
When lines are busy please be patient and keep

trying. For further information contact
Student Employment, 2398 Whitmore.

Z
GENERAL MEETING
For All Members

New & Old

TUESDAY MAY 12

6:00 PM

216 Student Union Building

iiiriitiiui'd from page 16 "

New Hampshire, and Springfield College.

"My family had said that I probably couldn't make it

at a big school," Flint said. "We were on our way to visit

Springfield, and drove through the (UMass) campus on

the way. The minute I saw it, I knew this was where I

wanted to go."

So, the choice of schools had been made, but his

baseball career was still on hold. He wouldn't give up,

though, and after talking to Bergquist, he became a

walk-on, and made the team.

Flint didn't crack the line-up until his sophomore year,

sharing catching duties with Todd Ezold. who went on

to have a stint in the New York Yankees minor league

system. He held the job by his junior year. His leader-

ship skills also earned him the vote as co-captain, which

he has he held each of the last two years.

"Sean is a big leader. He has a double burden being

both a captain and a catcher, but he's lived up to it,"

Bergquist said.
.

Seasons like the one Flint is having tend to gam the

attention of professional scouts. Should his name be call-

ed in the draft next month, he plans to pack his gear and

continue playing.

Round t 'ip

IromNtWYOH^
SUding M

LUXEMBURG $358
LONDON '"^'^401

ST. THOMAS 277
TEL AVIV 681
CARACAS 293
ATHENS 571
STOCKHOLIVI 441
HONG KONG 777

Alio. eU«All PASSES INT L

STUDENT O \WORH/STUDY
ABROAD AVHCAROS. LOW
DOMESTIC FARES and
mcxv'CALL lor

FREE Sludenl Travel Catalog

(413)256-126)

COUNCIL TRAVEL
AMMERST

X

SELF-SERVE

TYPING
Vi HR. $2

kinko's
Great copiM. Great people

220 N. Pleasant St

253-2543

SAVE 20%
ON MEN'S

^y^y^^:

I T-SHIRTS WITH
!
THIS COUPON

I
EXPIRES MAY 9th

^/l^iZ^ N. Pleasant St

•^Downtown Amherst

Mon-Sat 10-6;

Sun 12-5;

Tuesday, May 5, 1987

"There's no question that I'd go pro if I'm drafted. The

pitching will be a lot tougher, but I think that I can play

defense on any level," Flint said. "1 haven't heard from

anyone, though. It's frustrating to be hitting this good,

and not have anyone talking to me."

Flint would definitely like to join current major

leaguers Mike Flanagan (Baltimore) and Jeff Reardon

(Minnesota), and minor leaguer Jeff Jensen (White Sox),

all of whom are UMass graduates. But. a page in the

UMass record books wouldn't be a bad start.

• lacrosse notebook
continued from page 16

almost without injuries heading into the season's final

week. . . only Tim Soudan, who saw his first action against

Rutgers since tearing cartilage in his right knee in the

St. Johns game, and Brett Jenks, sore shoulder, are

aching.

On the JV circuit, the season ended with a flurry as the

other Gorillas pasted their final three opponents before

scrimmaging with the varsity yesterday afternoon on the

Hill. The team whipped Springfield, 15-3 on Thursday
before crushing both Williams, 18-1 on Saturday and the

Western Mass. Lacrosse Club, 25-2, on Sunday. The team
finished 7-2 overall.

MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

During 1987 F.P.S. Inc. a franchise of

Burger King Corp. has aggressive plans

for expansion in Northern Connecticut and

Western Massachusetts. To be able to ex-

ecute those plans we are looking for

management candidates who want to be

part of this fast paced expansion. As a

member of the F.P.S. team you will receive

an excellent salary, medical and dental

benefits fully paid by F.P.S. If you see

yourself as part of this aggressive and
growing company write or call:

F.P.S. Inc.

179D Northampton Street

Easthampton MA 01007
413-527-7474

DATE: MAY 6

PLACE: CCA
TIME: 5, 7, 9, 11

ADMISSION: $2.00

$1.50 at 5 PM

TURN
US
ON

Union Video Center

SUBSCRIPTION
DELIVERER NEEDED!

• On campus
• Great way to earn extra cash

APPLY NOW AT THE COLLEGIAN
113 Campus Center

The Collegian is an AA/EO employer

Tuesday, May 5, 1987
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ACTIVITIES

TRADE U2 TICKETS have 2 tickets tor

Sunday May 3. need 2 ticKels lor Saturday

May 2 Call Marue Holly Judy orCliarlene

at 549-7477

PHI MU REMEMBER: meeting tonigtit

Campus Center manditory attendance

AUTO FOR SALE

1979 PINTO S7K aMing *BO0 549TlM
1965 FORD FALCON a cteam putt

256-6920

1979 FORD MUSTANG yellow auto.

82.000 mis AM/FM stereo $1 200 &46-3689

after 5:30 584-9042

19Mt6v6tA 4X2 pickup excellent con

dilion Under 10.000 mi Must sell soon

253-5731 evenings

82 VWRABBIT 47,000^mls $2995 00 or

BO well maintained new battery, alter

nator, tires 549-5185

ei^CHEVETTE 4SP 63K 1200 oTBO
665-2941 encellent condition

SPACIOUS. CONTEMPORARY HOUSE
sundecks. skylights Great location Mar-

Iha's Vinyard Sharon 256-8797

2 BEDROOM CtlFFSIDE apartment take

over lease 1 large t>edroom available June
1 total apartment available July i call after

6PM 665-8827

LARGE SUNNY SINQLE roortTa^O two

room suite m quel picturesque Soutti

Amtwrst home Convenient to bus oft street

parking kitchen priviledges non smoker no

pets 256-6920

PUFFTON VILLAGE. SMALL Single

bedroom in 3 bedroom apt Starting June
1 Must transfer names on lease Craig

549-2808

BIQI '2BR 2FLOOR Sou
wtall option 253-5916

summer

19U DODGE OMNI many new parts, good

body/tires, needs some work $750
665-8160 (after 6PM) 5-2261 (day) ask for

Mike

78 MERCURYMONARCH 6 cylinder $400

BO 256-1345

1960 RED FIAT, AC PS, sunroof, 5spd

stereo, kjw miles, runs well some rust $760

or BO 253-9624 or 773-7333

PONTIAC T 1000 1983 great condition!

1400 or best offer 549-0549

FORD ESCORT 1»6S, 26K AC, FM, delux

warty Impeccable $5399 549-5546 after

9PM

77 HONDA ACCORD hatchback 6000 con

dilion deoendaole $1200 call 367-2241 eve.

CAPE OOD-FALMOUTH

HELP! I NEED a place to stay m Faimoutn

for the summer If you need a roommate(s)

please call Ray 253-9692

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-DISC Entertainment Agency
Disc-Jockeys lights, rentals, and Mobile

Video Dances' 549-7144

TAKEOVER FOR SUMMER Cliftside tl

bedroom) apt with fall option June 1 On
bus route Beautiful location Call 665-397C

TWO Bedroom townehouse m
Southwood includes bathroom and halt

dishwasher partially furnished On bus
route' Call 256-6378

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL option 2

bedroom Squire Village furniture 665-4634

FOR SALE

crate' AMP MUST^m diT "Shawn
546-9030

uYtK^KETSFOR sale all shows 546-8789

NIKON 135MM/2.VMA^O'lensrbrand
new. complete w/carrying case Price

negotiable Call John, 6-7070, after 10P M

U2^^ICKEfS FOR^ l^r section

Meadowlands May 1 1 Rumored Springs-

teen appearance call 256-0820

MODERN 6 PIECE modular couch in good

condition $100 call 549-0803 or 549-1 191

VUARNET.RAYBAN, BOLLE sunglasses

plus look-a-ltkes Jams, catchit, sunbntches

shorts, everything discount Mike 549-7575

BUNK BEOS IN great condition' MapTe

frame with 2 new mattresses included great

for small spacious' Call Mary Beth or

Vanessa at 256-8376

BlANCl'^ACTilKE^S^crrTCampagnolo
Columbus low miles must sell $500

546-4613

WAITPERSON FOR 6:30 10 2 30 Appl>

Good Egg 485 West St luH or part-time

SUMMERWORK- HELP AT York Maine
Inn Great beaches Room, wages
(207)363 2532 or 546-6921 for details

COUNCELORS- PRESTIGIOUS CO-EO
Berkshire. MA summer camp seeks skill

ed college luniors. seniors, and grads WSI
tennis, walerski canoe, basketball Softball

goli crafts, ceramics, silver jewelry

theater, stage and tech computer science

camping, ropes course, video, woodwork-

ing Have a rewarding and enjoyable sum
mer Call anytime! Camp Tacomc
914-762-2820

HAMPSHTrE FITNEM club Part^e
spring and summer employment
(lifeguards swim instructors enercise

techs) Apply at Gatehouse Road. Amherst

tei no 256-8327

HEY MIKEY COHEN! The last time was
wonderful' Come again'' We re waiting'

Love, Maddog and Bobo'

HEY. LOPE. ITS binge bender week so go

bag yourself a toaster you spanky Magg

ZAV ACTIVATE YOUR ensco bellies cause

Its time to go shouse

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO my favorite fluH

cakes Love. Mark

HYANNIS

1 BEDROOM IN 2 bedroom house in

downtown Hyannis perfect for 2 $900 lor

Ihe season 549-0259

LOST

RED POLO SPRING lacket in campus
center- Friday please call Julie 9571

GREY JEAN JACKET from Mike s W View

Thurs 4/9 be cool return keys from pocket

Cilf Brandywine 549-0667

DARK BLUE LEATHER wallet lost in Mam
St -Amherst 4/21 at night Please, please

please'" Return IDs I don't care about the

money Call 256-8995

JEAN JACKET WITH keys on waist taken

at 140 Brittany party on 4/24 Call Sean a'

253-3652

TO OUR FAVORITE couchpotalo/Party

animal- Ricky Pellechr lave a great 23 bir-

thday Love Michelle and Sheiia

<^0RILIA-QR'AMS.....THE s--t will hit the

fan when you send one!!' 546-9152. 7654

8661

SAURUS SLAPyoURSELFTkeg bro or

I'll knock your scales oft'

PLEASE HELP

WANT A 2 or 3 bedroom apanment for fall

semester only If you can help us out please

call Brian or Erik at 253-7195 leave

message

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

CASES. PAPERS, DISSERTATIONS.
theses fast, accurate, dependable, on-

campus reasonable 584-7924 Nancy

THE TOTAL PAD summer sublet w/lall op-

tion on NOHO bus route $400 month

586 2796 leave message

HEY YOUl GREAT 2 bedroom apartment

m Southwood for summer. June 1 60

August 31 Rent negotiable Call 546-6687

ask lor Nancy

TWO BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE in

Southwood includes dathroom and hall

diifiwasher partially furnished on bus

route' Call 256 837ft

SUMMER JOBS

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS
•The organized students We irain you

"

* Now hiring painters good conditions

•and good pay $5-$7 per hour, throughout

•New England Age and experience nof
• a concern Posilions liHmq quickly

call today 1 •800-424-2468

3 BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE apt for sum
mer sublet rent neyotaible 649-4860

AMHERST CENTER SUNNY Ihrpu

bedroom fits foui Dossible fall option

549-5866

BRANDYWINE 1 BEOROOMapartmen!
Sunny spacious fully tumished with deck

close 10 bus besi oiler 649-6479

AMHERST CENTER HUGE room in 4 b

house fall option $210/mo Lauren

253-3053

3 BEDROOMS PARTLY furnished on bu

,

route with fall option 2 baths, $180 per p«i

son or BO 256-1841 Matt

SWISS VILLAGE FULLY furnished cable

separate bedrooms call now 253-5419

2 BEDROOM APARTMENT NorthwOOO

$4l0'mo August rent tree 665-7577

LOOKING FOR 1 female to summer sublel

Southwood Apt Along with 3 females rent

negotiable 546-971?

mOERS WANTED

TUSCAN VIA? WESTWARD bound end of

May keep trying! 665-8407

ROOMMATE WANTED

AT LACROSSE GAME. Blue nylon wallet

My life IS in that wallet I need it to go to

NY Please help me Adam 68930

MOTORCYCLES

HONDA CB350 RECENTLY rebuilt emgine

call 256-8643 ask for JR $450 or BO

SUMMER SUBLET/FALL option 2 large

bedroom townehouse in Sunderland pool,

tennis, backyard bus rl only 9 minute,

from campus 195/month (summer neg

)

call 665-2265 leave message

FOR RENT

SWISS VILLAGE 4 beoroom apt Take

over lease w/fall option or sublet call

256-1318

COMMODORE COMPUTER SYSTEM
brand new commodore 128. color monitor

modem, printer interface, software

584-0074 or 546-5724

GRADUATING SENIORS, take over our

apartment Townr>ouse style • furnished

tree cable call now 665-3613

TAKE OVER OUR lease m June and gel

August rent free' Or just sublel for the sum-

mer/?-bedroom m Southwood apts call

256b33'i

ROOM AVAILABLE IN Beaut condo close

to UMass on bus line Kitchen/laundry lac i^

inci female non-smoKers no pets 256-1547

Sar.

ROOMS FROM JUNE isl tali option S235

per month exclusive close to campus
549-1358

2 BEDROOIVI APARTMENT . laTlTltarting

Junp 1 S410 00 laundry 665-2286 bus

rouie

SUMMER SUBLET WITH/FALL Option

Soaciou-. 2 bedroom Squire Village

1 ownehouse on bus route starting June 1

Call 665-84 ';

TAKEOVER OUR le'ase starting June 1 2

bdrm hot water inc 405 + 665-30'!'

WE REn-EAVH^! TAKE over our 2Dr

Southwood Apt and the furniture s yours

Free' Heat/water included 253-9083

2 BEDROOM CREStVIEW apt available

June 1 with tall option v^ m'le from cam-

pus 10 mm walk, on bus route, 549-5481

2 BEOROOM CRESTVIEW apt available

June 1 with fall option 549-0758

FURNITURE-QUEEN WATERBED, kit

Chen set double bed couch-all very good

cond BO Call 549-391

2

LASONIC BOOM BOX AM-FM Oua.

cassette deck eoualizer 546-6705 Barb

BEDRObiM FURNITURE. PRICE very

negotiable Must sell It interested call

Jackie 549-6898

U2 TIX HARTFORD May 8th 253^949

FREE CASH

NEED MONEY? SPEND au you^ cash on

springbreak' i need your baseball cards

please helo' Call Mme 549-0333

SUZUKI FA50 EXCELLENT summer/cam-

pus transportation $250 or BO 256-1616

HONDA CM400 CUSTOM 7500mi sport

shield trunk, $850 Helmets extra 256-1618

81 SUSUKI GS TSOL black runs and looks

great $950 or BO call Jon 256-1318

OLSTEN TEMPORARY SERVICES

JOB OPPORTUNITIES, ANlTmore )0b op
portunities" For more information contact

Roland at 549-7449 after 5;0OPM

SEEKING 2 FEMALE nonsmoking room-

mates for Brandywine lease Must twve

goodlooking friends 549-6081

ROOMMATE wAntId^TO^ share a two

bedroom Colonial VIg Apt Own room, ful-

ly furnished, 185 a month 253-5183

anytime

SUMMER JOBS

THE FUTURE IS so bright, you gotta wear

shades Help pass the Toxics Litjeration

Act slop nuclear madness and fight foi

consumer justice Masspirg seeks bright

energetic students lor summer campaign

positions Earn $150-300 per week Train-

ing, travel, advancement and a chance to

meet hundreds of other fun people Offices

in Amherst, Boston. Cape Cod, Wo'
chaster, and six other locations Call San

dy at 256-6434 today' ^_____

SUMMER JOBS

ON CAPE COD at Jason s of Denmsport

Floor and door personnel barbacks and

waitresses Accepting applications on the

following Saturdays April 18,25 as well as

May 2.9 Interviews will lake place from

noon to 3 on those Saturdays at Jasons on

lower county Rd in Denmsport Ma

SUMMER ROOM FOR RENT

ONE BLOCK TO town one to campus dou

ble room $130 pet person everything inc

Call Jill or Sue 549-7477

TYPING

SPEEDY KEYS' -PROFESSIONAL
reliable, accurate 256 1002

NORTHAMPTON CANTER SUMMER
sublet cheap Call Joanna 546-8477

2 FEMALES WANTED to share spacious

Mam St apt fireplace, hardwood floors

across trom bus stop, reasonable rent star-

ting June 1 1987 call 256-6202 evenings

WE'RE LOOKING FOR 2 roommates to

share large 3 bedroom Townehouse apt

Please call 549-0308 -sublet lor summer
also available

PERSONALS

SELF-STORAGE FROM $20 monthly

Transportation possible Aaron inc

665-8281. 1-800-342-3492

RESUME TYPESETTING SERVICE
Have your resume professionally typese;

The best quality type, not a word processor

Sixteen different tvPe stvies lo choose trom

Takes only 3 days costs $25 and any

changes I'll do for FREE Come down lo the

Collegian Graphics Office (113 Campus
Center) and speak to Peter Sodertserg

1 FEMALE ROOMMATE needed for Bran

dywine apt next year call Kathy 549-2712

LOOKING FOR 2 male/lemale roommates

to share Brittany apt call Kyle or Justine at

253-1388

TAKE OUR LEASE two bedroom
Townehouse Southwood apt starting Jufie

1st call 253-9815

FURNISH YOUR APARTMENT

COMPLETE FURNITURE FOR your apal

ment wall units sofas drapes kitchen tablt-

and chairs Great condition Call 549-6489

HELP WANTED

WE ARE LOOKIfiKJ lor someone to 00 child

care one evening a week and occasional

overnights Must have transoortation Caii

548-90'5
•

WANTED PART TIME bus O'lvers lor Not

Ihampton lo Amherst routes S5 to start ven,

convenient tor Nortnampton residents

Work schedule arranged around your class

schedule 586-1909

SUMMERJOB - WATERFRONT DiraSbr

for day camo in the Boston Area June

29-August 14 Salary 1 ,800-2.000 depen-

ding on experience Contact Janet Wad;

den outdoor program director, Paffiots

Trati Girl Scout Council. 6 St ,
Jam»i Ave

Boston, Ma 02116. (617)482-1078

MEET NEW PEOPLE! Gei qreai e-

perience' Come write tor New Englanci .-

largest college daily The Collegian is mj '

Campus Center right behind the T

Come down and check us out

ITS COMINGTOR me iirs '.r-..' ,1 Ma.

KERRlTWECOULDN 't forge vou couiri

we' Hope you have a great Dirtndav' uove

ya. Beverly and Aiyson

TO JENNYPbd.'LORfANNE. Slelty Suze

Greggy Rooosell. and 'U' it was a perfect

gotcha' And Ihe academy award wmne'

IS you guys are the best friends and l love

you' Jod'

TWO FEMALE ROOMMATES needed for

Brittany apt 256-8602

TOWNEHOUSE APT 2 non-smomnq ro.-

males for fall 649-4860

OLD 5 BEDROOM house on Hyannis Mar

bo' Cape Cod 1 600 oer oerson fo' season

Call Mark 61 7-775- lii^':t

TOWNEHOUSE APTS 1 temale room

mate needed tor next year Contact Bar'

nr JacKie a' 549 0462

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to sim

Brandywine Apt call 546-9027 tor mor.i

into

DONNA, I'LL MISS yoi' bunches i io-.

dearly Shi-heaa

MIKE L YOU'RE real special And thai ;

not way the — off Love the Little One

2N FJELO -TO y'all wtio were in Ihe halWvay

Weds at 2AM thanks for the support! You're

great" Luv. Lis

2 BEDROOM APARTMENT for fall starting

June. $410 00 665-2288

SOUTHWOOD APT FOR rent take over

lease in June and get August rent tree

256-1066

PAINTERS NEEDED EASTERN New
England area interior and exterior starting

pay 6 50 and up depending on experience

Equal Opprtunity Employer (61 7)933-4370

OJANE, ITS BEEN A GREAT si« months

I wouldn't have wanted to spend my time

with any one else You always know how

to make me smile 1 love you Happy six

month aniversary Love Michael

TAKE OVER MY lease starting June 1st

Call John at 665-7546 or 545-0896 1

bedroom

EXCELLENT WAGES FOR spare time

assembly work, electonics, crafts Others

Info (504)641-0091 exl. 2068 7 days Call

now!

ONE BEOROOM PUFFTON available June

1st Call Veronkja 549-5456 keep trying

BRANDYWINE ONE BEDROOM available

June 1 through next school year

$460/month inc. utilities, pool, bus route

Call 549-8416 Ask lor Dave.

WAITRESS/WAITER, 20-25 hours per

week for summer possibly fall- flexibility a

plus. Call Mary at 584-9616. between 1 and

4

OHHH! BAMBINO! BARRY Prior. God
knows I love you" Happy 1 year babe

You've been the best" So. so. ther' "I m
forever yours Faithfully ' Ti Uoglio Andria

0]ANA¥aPPY 19 birthday enjoy! Love ya

sisters and pledges of Delta zeta.

HEY SQUIDt YOU better watch out or I'll

break your tentacles! Love Squidette

NEEDED ONE FEMALE roommaip <o

share m a two oedroom Townenouse At;

call anvlir^e 549-5 13~

CAPE COD! WAIHTED: I or 2 roommalES

call M.irie 549-4853 or Je'ySica 549-3846

ROOMMATE WANTED FOR tail semester

in spaciou.'i Norihamplon aparimeni

Reasonable rates, quiet. I'/ibaths. cable

laundry on premises Call Dave 586-0714

or Matt 546-8458

1 MALENEEDED ai Branoywme July '

No skids 549-1475

SERVICES

TUT0RING7SUBSTITUTETEACHING in

business management, marketing,

finance, investment S microcomputers $7

per hour Neg 536-5006 leave message

PAPE^tYPED 24l>oui^servrce for $1 per

page Call 467-7648

4 BEOROOM APT: Swiss Village Take

over lease w/fall option or negotiable sublet

256- 1359

TAKE OVER OUR lease. June 1 . 2 bdrm.

quiet clean, right on bus route, heat incl.

call 253-9612 and we'll make a deall

ROOM for' rent in fully furnished, lux-

urious apt Two bus routes Quiet and con-

venient Call 256-6809 evenings

0NE^PACE"AVAILABLE in GilreaTh

Manor apt no Amherst for 87-88 start June

1 call Steve 549-7527

JOB OPPORTUNITY IN student govern

ment assistant lo the student trustee Ad-

ministrative and research skills Academic

year and summer Applications available at

406E Student Union women and people of

color encouraged to apply The SGA is an

A/WEOE employer

POSiTiONSlWAll>BLTlMMEDiAfELY
or lor summer as telephone interviewers

with professional marketing research firm

No selling or quotas involved Flexible after-

noon or evening hours (Minimum 15

hrs/week up to 40 hrs/week avaiable )^No

experience necessary $5 00/hour Call

after 5 00PM 549-7235. Located across

from UMass Southwest Dorms

TAKE OUR LEASE two bedroom 3rd floor

Southwood apt starting June Isl call

256-1663

2 BEDROOM SOUTHWOOD Townehouse

great condition new carpeting dishwasher,

call 256-8068

AMHERST: 1BtTAPARTMENt on bus

route 10 mm walk to campus 440'mo plus

elec available June 1st or earlier call

549-5938 or 549-3700

RE^VARDS 2 BEOROOM Sunderland apt

begin Juno call 665-4828 anytime

4^iEDROOM APARTMENT tatie any or all

rooms on bus line available June t call Rob
256-1460

BEAUTIFUL STUWO APT ddWnlown

Ainhorsl take over lease in June 256-8764

SUMMER JOBS FOR student activists

Earn $2000-3000plus this summer enforc-

ing our water laws Clean Water Action is

hiring organizers for summer campaigns

II you are looking for experience m com

munications. lobbying & management call

us 87 grads are encouraged to apply lor our

Political 4 leadership programs in Amherst

call 549-7450 Boston 617-423-4661

THE"FUtURE'S SO bright, you gotta wear

shades campaign this summer to pass the

toxic use reduction act. stop Seabrook. and

promote affordable day care Work with

Masspirg and earn $ 1 75 300 a week rapid

advancement, and career opportunities

avaiable Positions in Amherst, Boston.

Cape Cod. Worchester. and six other loca-

tions Call 256-6434

hTlaRY-HAPPY 19 birthday we hope you

had an awesome dy love Delta Zeta

CONGRATULATIONFfO THE new sisters

of Sigma Kappa) We were happy to see that

everyone survived the weekend in the

snake pit Great |ob Christine. Cathy.

Tanya, Maria. Patty. Kim, Karen, Christine,

Erin, and Mana Awesome times ahead

Get psyched Love the sisters of Sigma

Kappa

TO THE PLEDGES of Sigma Kappa-Maria,

Erin, Christine, Patty, Karen, Kim, Mana,

Tanya. Cathy, and (ihristine- we all hope

that you are prepared lor lock-In this

weekend with the snake and tfie other rep-

tiles Try not to worry too much, we all had

to go through it, and most ol us survived

Good luck! You'll need it Love the sisters

of Sigma Kappa

SELF-STORAGE FROM $20 monthly

Transportation possible Aaron Inc.

665-8281, 1-800-342-3492

SOVIET JEWRY DAV

FLAKEY-THE LAST five months have

been wonderful I love you- Slime

BUNnrOU'RE THE finest' Happy birthday!

thanks for the best year ever' I love you'

Bun

HELP-I NEED a place to live m or near

Boston this summer Please call Ron at

665-3032

USCHI-HAPPY BIRTHbAY fiope you have

a great day fxiza later? Lots ol Love Staci

ANDREW WHARTON^HAPPV birthday

Love no 99

SUBLET

TVPfNG servk:e

WORD WIZARD WORD processing Stu

dent rales 549-648<i

TYPING SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING PAPERS, letters

resumes etc Meticulous proofreading

Editing available Nbw IBM typewriter Call

549-0367

TAKE OVER LEASE

JUNE 1, ON bus rtT 3-bdrm 1^ m
Sunderland 665-2509

SUMMER SUBLET

3 BEDROOM FURNISHED apt 480/montn

utilities and caljle included on bus route,

swimming pool, lennis of 665-3671

AMHERST CENT^R^ DOUBLE room in

house with tall option, rent reasonable, call

Claire or Lisa loi details at 253-7216

U2 TICKETS

THREE BEDROOM PUFFTON apt

available lor summer 87 3 or 4 people call

lor details 549-6327

LARGE FULLY FURNISHED house Cable

5 t)edrooms. near bus slop, very clean This

t)ouse is ideal'" Rent negotiable, call us'

253-5886

2 BEOROOM APT Brandywine summer
sublet cheap 646 4784 546-5484

SUMMER SUBLET FOR two June 1 call

665 7526

LARGE HOUSE ONE-mile town campus
sublet any of five bedrooms lease lake-over

256-0736

3 BR APARTMENT -on bus line Pool tree

riot water Available June 1 $425/mo

August free Fall option Call anytime

666-48 VJ

SUMMER SUBLET -3 D-Jroom
Townenouse cheap call 253-9'

'

NEEDED 1 OR Z people to snare ? bd "^

lownenouse this summer On bus route 1 10

min 10 GRCi -lully furnished, seme, quiet

Free cable pool tennis, call Rena 8279

TWO ROOMS AVAILAWi in new fuilv '
j-

nished Amherst house Summer wit.i 'ai'

option Call Linda or Laurel at 253-9949

1 BEDROOM^VAILABLE ma? Deano-^

apartment IP Cliffside June l-Auqusi 3 ;<3ii

Bill 545-1936 Day 665-7126 n-gr,:

DON'T MISS THE May 8th Hartford

U2 show' Tickets tor sale-good seats

Best otter Call 6 438B

VIDEO GAME

DEFENDER-STAHGATE VIDEO archaOP

game lor sale Great lor Irat. dorm or apait

ment Call 542-3374

WANTED

WANTED: TWO FEMALES To sublel twc

rooms in house Cable, washer, drye'

dishwasher furnished for only 156 00! Call

Donna 253-362i

WANTED TO RENT

APARTMENT OR HOUSE lor 3 4 or 5

peoDif reasonaLi'v close lo campus Call

anytime 546-6^'), Sdfi fir74 or 546-5772

Please "ef!' :

TWO SENIORS LOOKING lor one or two

Dedrooms tor now until end of semester
-I •" --ampus Call Chris or Dave

TAKE OVER OUR Sunderland house

lease, please Ethan Sara Scott 666 2904

FURNISHED ONE BEDROOM apt

available lor summer sublet Call after

1 1 00 PM 665-2984

2 BEDROOMS 2 baths 2 living areas, kit-

chen in nice house between UMass and

town Possible tall option $200 each must

see! 549-5589 Barry. Glen

3~BEDROOM FURNISHEOPuffton for sum
mer Reasonable rent call 549-0333

LOOKING FOR 3BEDROOM in PuHlon

reward offered Lisa 6-7979

$$$BIG REWARD OFFERED Tor 3

bedroom Putfton Apt Lease 253-7927

LOOKING FOR 3bedroom Pulflon Apt

Want to sublet for summer and lake over

lease Call HertJ 546-6761

TAKE OVER LEASE June 1st 2 bedroom
apt in Colonial Village across from Changes
380/mo plus utilities on bus route 2560964

LARGE bbUBLE ROOM. Two minutes

form campus Many conveniences $130

each Conlaci Holly or Judy 549-7477.

2 BEDROOM SUBLET in Crestview On
bus route & queit Available June-Aug. Call

Joan, 549-0921

SPANISH TUTORING A TRANSLATION

PATIENT. SKILLFUL HELP: short stories,

grammar 256-1002

SPRING FLING

H^LPWitH SPRWG Fl^Come to Cen-

tral Area Government meetings at 6 00 on

Tuesdays.

ONE BEDROOM IN Brittany Manor with fall

option 253-2236

3 SENIORS LOOKING lor 2 or 3 bedroom
apartment lor lall Sememster only II you

can help us out please call Brian or Erik at

253-7195 Leave message

UMASS STUDENT LOOKINOTorraom to

rem near campus during spring break 9-21

to 9-29 Call Mary at 546-1 151 Keep trying

SUBLETS/HOUSING NEEDED June 26

Aug 15 Call SBMC 256-8615 9AM-7PM

4 BEDROOM HOUSE in Noho avail June

7 call 6-9281 6-9276

3 BDRM HOUSE 21 Hobart Ln Cheap
549-4453

WANTEO-S100 REWARD a 6 or 7 person

house for next year, near bus route. CatI

Dave 549-0384 or Patty 549-1703 leave

name ar>d numt)er

NEED FURNITURE CHEAP call Jacqui

256-8032

WANT TO TAKE over leaae of off-campus

house near bus route for next fall and
spring Call 546-1090 or 253-3894

PRESIDENTIAL APARTMENT
AVAILABLE for summer five minute walk

from Gradtwr 549-0129

2 HKiH SPIRITED WOMEN (snnokers) look-

ing to take over lease on apt or frause, or

to share your place in the lall call Krislie

6-8565

ON MAY 10, at noon, come |oin us at

Haigis Mall for a march to Amherst Com-
mon and rally lor Massachusetts Soviet

Jewry This statewide event is sponsored

by numerous campus groups and we urge

all to attend and support this vital cause

For more info: call David R Mark at

545-3600

ST. JUOE

THANK YOU AGAIN! Seldom do your

prayers go unanswered I am very grateful

PARtTiME information booth atten-

dants needed Must be courteous »
reliable Aplly at Hampshire Mall manage-

ment office 566-5700

SE THANKS FOR the Icecream we "wHi

have to do It again sometime soon!!! D6M

HAPPY BELATED HON! We'll make your

twenty 1st the best I love you RC Glenn

THE BOSTOt^ GLOBE, IBM, General

Foods and Kenner Parker Toys are just a

few of the many opportunities available

through the Co-op Office Come m or call

today • 545-2224 your future starts here'

SUWST^ AMHERST EFFICIENCY apt

325month avail 520 in town call Kate

253-3626 after 9 30PM

QUIET ROOM AVAILABLE in house down
ttie street from mafi & busline Large and

private- rent neg call 6-7057 and leave

message

2^EbR6birAPt in house on Giove St

near bus stop available June thru Aug w/fall

option 253-5820

THREE BEDROOM PUFFTON apt direct

ly next to busstop, 12 mm walk to Grad

tower Fully lurnished. air conditioned, ten-

nis, pool, call Magnus 549-7882

MCCLELLAN ST, SUMMER^ sublet laige

furnished house with all modern conve-

niences Between campus and town

253-7309

NEED 1 PERSON sublet June Sep! 1 m 3

bedroom Putfton Apt room furnisfied non-

smoker 1 75/mo call Susan alter 9 30PM
5490697

AMHERST CENTER^SINOLE room «iTarge

house $210- lall option call Rich at

253-7216

HEYI I'M LOOKING for a room lor fafi in

a house or apartment in Amherst Must be
quiet non-smokers call evenings Elaine

546^330

FEMALE LOOKING FOR a quiet single in

a house for fall semester call Lisa at

549-6065

APARTMENT OR HOUSE lor 3, 4, or 5

people reasonable close to campus call

anylime-546-6602 546-5774 or 546-5772

Please keep trying'

LOOKING FOR A 3-bedroom apartment in

Putfton for summer (May 23 to Aug) Call

Nikhil 546-1046 or Rahul 546-1497

NEED ROOMMATES? TWO girlalooking

for one or two bedrooms in houae lor sum-
mer Oennisport/Harwich area 290-03'

6

1 FUN FEMALE look ingfor apartment for

the fall call 6-6007 anytime ask for Joanne

GREAT LOCATION! AMHERST"center
summer sublel Room in 2 bedroom apt

call 256-1077
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may host playoff games
Syracuse gamepivotal to theplayoffpicture

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Everything hinges on Friday s mam-
mouth Syracuse/Massachusetts game.

The way the NCAA playoff format is

shaping up, the seventh-ranked Universi-

ty of Massachusetts men's lacrosse team,

already self-admitted into the upcoming

tourney, has plenty to gain from a victory

over the third-ranked Orangemen.

'The possibilities are dependent on what

we do against Syracuse," said UMass head

coach Dick Garber, whose team stayed in

the same spot in this week's USILA poll,

seventh, as last week's (see story at right).

This is the situation: This weekend, the

NCAA tournament committee will sit

down somewhere in a rubber room and try

to unravel this year's lacrosse season.

What will finally be determined is which

12 teams will get berths in the tourney.

Although the tournament has been eight

teams in the past, this year it has been ex-

panded to 11 nationally-ranked teams to go

along with an at-large bid from the West.

The tourney will be broken down into

three groups. The top four seeds will be

given first round byes, while seeds five

through eight will host opening round

games versus seeds nine through 12 on

Wednesday, May 13 at on-campus sites.

The winners of those games will then

travel to the campus sites of the top four

seeds for quarterfinal matchups on Sunday.

May 17.

Where Friday's game becomes a bigger

deal than life itself, lies in what it means

to the two teams involved.

If the Gorillas, at 8-1, knock off the

Orangemen and improve to 9-1, the NCAA
tournament committee is going to have to

Collegian photo by Paul Franz

The seventh-ranked University of Massachusetts men's lacrosse team

may host playoff games depending upon how it does vs. Syracuse on Fri-

day. Above, Kelley Carr looks for an opening, last Saturday against

Rutgers.

take a hard look at a UMass team whose

record is exceeded only by unbeaten teams

Maryland and Cornell. Both teams are 11-0

while no other nationally ranked team has

less than three losses.

A victory, regardless of UMass" weak na-

tional schedule (thanks to cancellations by

BOTH second-ranked Cornell and 10th-

ranked Brown - yes, its dead as well),

would make the Gorillas a serious con-

tender for one of the four top seeds (pro-

bably going to the unbeaten teams and

either UMass, Johns Hopkins or North

Carolina). So, a UMass win over Syracuse

could, and its all contingent on what the

tournament committee should decide, find

the Gorillas with a first round bye and a

home quarterfinal game - one step from

the Final Four to be held Saturday, May

23 and Monday, May 25, at Rutgers in New

Brunswick, N.J.

"If we don't beat Syracuse then we could

have a first round game on our campus on

Wednesday," Garber said.

At the very least then, only the second

NCAA playoff game to be held on a New
England site could be held next week at

UMass. The fu-st playoff game ever held on

a New England site was last year's 16-6

first round Gorilla win over New Hamp-

shire on the Hill.

A Syracuse victory would cement a top

four seed for the Orangemen and toss the

UMass playoff fate to the committee. A big

Syracuse win could toss it to the wolves.

When all the smoke clears, one thing

looks good. After Friday's game, the

Gorillas will still probably have a home

season.

Man-up Advantages: After watching

Saturday's 10-6 win over Rutgers on the

New England Sports Network (NESN),

Garber is convinced that the game was the

best his defense has played all year.
. . The

man-down defense has given up just one

gaol in its last five games. . . Garber prais-

ed his second attack line of freshman

Robert Codignotto, sophomore Chris Tyler

and freshman Jamie Bergan for their late-

game production on Saturday. . . the coach

also stressed yesterday that senior at-

tackman Greg Cannella, whose point total

has dropped drastically from last year's

46-point production. The senior was mov-

ed to midfield where Garber said he has

been superb. . . seven UMass players have

roots in upstate New York and are looking

forward to battling it out with former high

school and summer league teammates on

Friday. . . surprisingly, the Gorillas arc

cnntinucd on page 14

USILA Top 15
Not much changed in the new United

States Intercollegiate Lacrosse Associa

tion (USILA) weekly poll.

In games through May 2, the Gorillas,

8-1 after Saturday's 10-6 home win over

Rutgers, remained in the seventh spot.

The other top six teams stayed as they

were with Maryland (11-0) getting all 10

first place votes and holding down the

number one spot it has held all year. Cor-

nell (11-0) is still 10 points behind in se-

cond followed by the Gorillas' next

scheduled opponent, Syracuse, then Johns

Hopkins, North Carolina and Navy.

Breathing down the Gorillas* neck is Ar-

my, followed by Penn and New England

rival Brown in the 10th spot.

UMass goes head to head with Syracuse

in what is scheduled to be both teams'

season finale at 3 p.m. on Friday at War-

ren McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

1. Maryland H-O 150

2. Cornell HO 140

3. Syracuse ".7-3 126

4
5,

JHU 7-3 120

UNC 8-3 104

6. Navv 8-3 93

7. UMass .-...8-1 80

8. Army 9-4 79

9. Penn 9-4 73

10. Brown 10-4 58

11. Towson St 10-3 43

12. Adelphi 7-3 42

13. Duke 11-3 32

14. Loyola 8-3 30

15. Harvard 8-4 14

Tennis teams
split matches

By JOE LIEBESCHUETZ
and ANDY SHERMAN
Collegian Correspondents

The University of Massachusetts men's
team beat the current joint-holders of the

New England Tournament Title, Central

Conneticut University, 6-3, Saturday on

the Boyden courts. The win follows a much-
acclaimed UMass performance at the

Atlantic 10 tournament last weekend and
a midweek whitewashing of UConn. The
Minutemen's overall record is 4-3.

"We played the game we wanted to play

and didn't make too many mistakes," said

continued on page 14

Sean Flint: defensive standout makes offensive noise
Senior co-captain ready to secure a spot in UMass history
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The road to success isn't

always a straight one, but if

you travel it right, you can

overcome any roadblocks

that may exist.

For Sean Flint, the senior

co-captain of the University

of Massachusetts baseball

team, the road that was
bumpy at times is now
straight and wide, and he is

cruising at full speed.

Flint is hitting with a

vengeance this season, and
at the same time is

threatening to etch his

name into Minuteman
history.

After a power surge which

saw him hit three home
runs in a four-game series

against Temple this past

weekend at Lorden Field,

Flint leads the team with 10

dingers on the year, and has

awumulated 19 in his three-

plus seasons with the team.

Both of those numbers
leave him just a step shy of

tying the UMass records.

The season record is 1 1, held

by Chris Waszczuk (1983),

while former AUAmerican
Todd Comeau holds the

career mark of20 during his

1982-85 tenure.

"I'm kind of surprised

that I'm hitting this well. I

lifted more in the off-season,

and I'm hitting better pit-

ches," said Flint, who, along

with his teammates, will sit

out after a measles epidemic

at Dartmouth College forc-

ed the cancellation of to-

day's scheduled
doubleheader. "At the start

of the year, I was thinking

about [the records).

Realistically, I thought I

had a chance."

Power is not the only part

of his hitting arsenal. He is

toying with a .400 average

(now .394) and leads the

team with 32 runs batted in

and a .721 slugging percen-

tage. He was also named
Atlantic 10 player of the

week for April 20-26.

"I was excited about get-

ting the player of the week.'

Flint said. "That's
something I'll never forget."

Amazingly, hitting is not

even the strong point of his

game. As a catcher, he is

regarded as one of the best

around.

"We know that he catch

catch with anyone in the

country, and he has the best

arm in New England,"
UMass coach Dick Berg-

CulirKtan ph..U. by P»ul Pranz

Senior co-captain Sean Flint, shown here hitting a home run against

Temple this past weekend, has been hitting at a torrid pace, and is ap-

proaching the UMass home run records.

quist said. "He does great

work with our young pit-

ching staff."

Things weren't always so

bright for Flint. There were
serious doubts as to whether

he'd play in high school, let

alone college.

As a freshman at Mur-
dock High in Winchendon,
Mass., Flint tore up his knee

playing football, requiring

surgery. The consensus was
that he would never catch

again.
However, he kept up with

his rehabilitation, and,

upon visiting UMass
Medical Center in

Worcester, he showed
remarkable improvement.
So, proving everyone v,Tong,

Flint was behind the plate

for the Blue Devils' jayvee

squad that spring.

Flint went on to have a

stellar career at Murdock.
earning letters in football,

hockey and baseball. He
was captain of all three

teams in his senior year,

and was named team MVP
in hockey, and a First Team
Wachusett League All-Star

in baseball.

Things were looking good

for Flint at this point.

Anyone with such creden-

tials was bound to be
swarmed with offers from
various colleges. Such
wasn't the case, though.

"The only scholarship of-

fer I got was from Holy
Cross, but that was for foot-

ball. I wasn't interested in

it," Flint said.

With no one knocking at

the door, it was up. to Flint

to stir up the waters
himself His final choices of

schools were UMass, Maine,

continued on pctge 14

The Atlantic 10 con-

ference ruled yesterday

that the 1987 season will

stand as is

UMass opens tourna-

ment action im Friday

with a 4 p.m. clash vs A 10

East power. West Virginia

in Boyertown, Pa.

UMass" playoff status

was pending the makeup
of a UMass/URl
doubleheader rainout.

Temple University, seek-

ing a tourney bid, demand-
ed the twinbill be played,

but the Academic Dean at

URI would not allow the

team to play during its

finals period.
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Conservatives
rally against
Cameron visit
By BEN BROGAN
Collegian Stafi"

About 50 people rallied at noon yesterday on the steps

of the Student Union at the University of Massachusetts

to oppose tonight's planned appearance of anti-gay activist

Paul Cameron.
"Say what you have to say, Mr. Cameron, and get the

hell off of my campus," Northampton resident John Peter-

son told the crowd.

The rally was organized by members of various conser-

vative groups on campus, which did not wish to be

associated with those students responsible for bringing

Cameron to campus, said Lynne McCabe, editor-in-chief

of the conservative publication, The Minuteman. Concern-

ed members of the UMass gay community also

participated.

Bruce Mitchell, the Lesbian, Bisexual and Gay Alliance

representative to the Campus Center Board of Governors,

told the crowd that Cameron "is here to feed on everyone's

hatred."

"He's coming here to manipulate people and their anx-

ieties, and focus it [the hatred] on a segment of the popula-

tion, like Hitler." Mitchell said.

He said he was concerned that Cameron's visit would

provoke an increase in harassment and violence against

homosexuals. Mitchell said he has already suffered

harassment in the past two days.

"I can't eat meals in peace. I know it's going to get

worse," he said.

Cameron, a psychologist who has said homosexuals

should be quarantined as a means of controlling the

spread of AIDS, is scheduled to speak from 6 to 8 p.m. and

from 8:30 to 10:30 p.m. in room 101 of the Campus Center

The crowd included UMass faculty and staff members,

Arthur L. Hilson, interim director of the Department of

Public Safety, said he attended the rally as a concerned

member of the community.
"This is my community and whatever affects my com-

munity affects me," he said.

Gilbert Stair, executive director of Students for America,

the group bringing Cameron to campus, was in the crowd

and heckled the speakers. "Debate him," he shouted,

referring to the gay community's refusal to accept

Cameron's challenge to a debate.

Spokespeople for the Lesbian, Bisexual and Gay

Alliance said "we won't debate him because it would im-

ply he has something to say, that he has a reasonable

argument to present. He doesn't."

"AIDS is a politically protected disease. If the Black

Plague that swept through Europe in the Middle Ages had

received the same protection, Europe wouldn't exist to-

day," Stair said.

Randy Donant, director of the Student Activities Office,

said Cameron's appearance has brought the community

together in opposition. "I wish we could keep this feeling

of togetherness beyond this crisis," he said.

John Hayes, outgoing chairperson of the Board of Gover-

nors, urged students to boycott Cameron's appearance.

"He doesn't need to be listened to, he has nothing to say,"

he said.

Alternate Events Planned

A march, followed by a rally and dance, is scheduled

to begin at 5:30 p.m. at Haigis Mall. Bob Simons, co-

spokesperson for the "We Are United" Coalition, the spon-

soring agency for the events, said the participants in the

cnntuiiii'd i<n page 12

Duffey urges boycott
STATEMENT FROM CHANCELLOR JOSEPH D.

DUFFEY:
, . .

Paul Cameron and those who sponsor his views are us-

ing the First Amendment to present a message of hate

and intolerance.
.

Under our form of government Mr. Cameron is free to

speak. His past performance indicates, however, that he

does not speak as a scientist or a considered social com-

mentator. He speaks rather as a zealot whose aim is

provocation.

I call upon all members of our community to ignore

Mr. Cameron's visit and to boycott his presenUtion. He

is free to speak; we are free to ignore his presence. The

views of Mr. Cameron do not reflect the values of our

Collegian phoCo by David Shimkus

SPRING BABE — Eleven month old Carmen meets her first tulip of Spring in South Hadley

last weekend.

Graduate Senate condemns Cameron
Motion calls for boycott ofspeech by expelledpsychologist
By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

After lengthy debate last night, the

University of Massachusetts Graduate

Student Senate passed two motions

concerning tonight's speech by anti-

gay activist Paul Cameron.
The motions were modeled after

similar ones made last week by the

Faculty Senate and Campus
Center/Student Union Board of Gover-

nors. The first motion condemned the

views ofCameron and the second call-

ed for a boycott of his speech.

Debate regarding the first motion

focused around the wording, which was
changed from the senate "does not ac-

cept, condone or agree with the

homophobic views" to the senate

"abhors the homophobic views."

Senator Campbell Kaynor said he

did not like the word "abhors," because

it is too emotional. "I don't disagree

with it, but 'condone' is less personal,"

he said.

Vice President-elect, Vic Liptak

agreed with him saying, "Something

can be condoned by the majority, but

it's hard to abhor something as a ma-

jority."

"Abhor shows moral revulsion, it's

the best word to use," said Treasurer-

elect Kevin Dodson.

After the motion passed the senate

went on to discuss the question of

boycotting Cameron's speech.

"I think the only place that this kind

of behavior is going to be put to an end

is in an academic community," said

Treasurer Gary Jakacky. He said in-

formation such as Cameron's falsifica-

tion of data is discovered in academic

settings.

"If you really want to know what
Cameron says and what he stands for

you can read his reports, you don't

have to necessaiily go see the man,"

said President George Claxton.

"You're all excellent academics, that's

why you're here. Go read his speeches

and reports. You're not really going to

be able to intellectually debate the

man."
At the beginning of the meeting, the

results of executive officer's elections

were announced.
Out of more than 4,000 graduate

students, only 80 of them cast ballots

for next year's executive officers. Cur-

rent Vice President Jonathan Frank
received 56 votes for the presidency.

Senator Vic Liptak received 70 votes

for vice president. Senator Kevin Dod-

son won the race for treasurer with 68

votes, and executive officer incumbent,

Ralph Sbragia, received 59 votes for

that position. The new officers will

begin serving June 1.

During the finance cx)mmittee report,

Jakacky said the committee gave the

Lesbian, Bisexual and Gay Alliance

$300 for alternative programming dur-

ing the Cameron speech.

Also at this time, the senate voted

unianimously to give the Malcom X
Center $600 for their tenth annual pic-

nic to be held this Saturday, May 9, in

the Southwest horseshoe.

The senate also passed a motion to

inci'ease the stipend of the editor of the

"Graduate Voice." the senate's

newsletter.

Partee to address students at commencement

campus.

By RICK SANTOS
Collegian Staff

Professor Barbara Partee will be addressing students

at the University of Massachusetts 1987 Graduate Com-

mencement, which will be held at 2:30 p.m. on Saturday,

May 23 in the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall.

Partee, a professor in both the linguistics and philosophy

departments, said that she has not done anything like this

before, and "it will be a challenge."

Partee is also co-director of the Cognitive Science Pro-

gram, which involves all the colleges in the five-college

area. The program involves the study of linguistics,

psychology, philosophy and computer .science, Partee said.

Before coming to UMass in 1972, she had been teaching

linguistics and philosophy at the University of Califor-

nia at Los Angeles. Partee received her bachelor of arts

in mathematics from Swarthmore College in Penn-

sylvania and earned her Ph.D in linguistics from the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Partee said the address given at last year's commence-

ment by Professor Vincent Dethier "was one of the nicest

speeches" she has ever heard and "I feel like I have a

tough act to follow." She said she is not nervous because

the address will be relatively short and the hall is not too

large, but "if I was to talk in the stadium, I'd be kind of

nervous."

"The underlying philosophy is that it [the Graduate

Commencement) is a family affair to honor and celebrate

the graduate degree recipients, so it's structured inter-

nally," said Michael Weinberg, .special assistant to the

vice chancellor for research. "It is a public display of

hooding the doctoral people and attempting to recognize

continued on page 12
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ANTI OPPRESSION

MARCH • RALLY

& DANCE

AP photo

Gar> Hart, speaking to members of the American Newspaper
Publishers Association yesterday, denounces the claim that he spent

part of the weekend with Donna Rice.

Hart denounces newspaper's
report as misleading and false

XEW YORK AP - Gary Hart, m his

fir« public appearand* since reports that

he ^>ent pan of the weekend with a young

woman, denouiKed the ston.- y^terday as

"misleading and false" and said it had hurt

him and has family.

At a meeting of the American
Newspapers Publishers Association. Hart

said that the stor>-. first published in The

.\/;c";, Herald, presented "inaccurate con-

clusions ' based on '"spotty surveillance."

•Did I make a mistake by putting myself

m circumstances that could be

misconstrued? Of course I did. That goes

without saying," Hart said. "Did I do

anything immoral? I absolutely did not."

The Herald reported Sunday that Hart

and D<jnna Rice spent Friday night and

r - " Saturday together at his

^ asnington townhouse while his wife. Lee.

was m Denver. "Die newspaper had assign-

ed reponers to stake out Hart's home
follow'-.ng an anonymous tip.

"I suspect that few of you here would

want to put up with that kind of scrutiny,"

Hart told the nation's newspapers

publishers.

He said the Herald rejwrters "refused to

mter\-iew the ver>- people who could have

given them the farts" before printing the

story, and added. "I hope you'll ask

vourseK'es some searching questions about

what is right and what is truthful."

HELP UMASS SAY
NO TO HATRED

Correction
Due to an editing error in yesterdays

Collegian, information printed on the

front page should have said that caps and
gowns do not have to be returned to the

Textbook Annex after the graduation

ceremony May 24. The caps and gowns
have been paid for through a fee on the

tuition bill and belong to the graduates.

TODAY MAY 6

5:30 March Haigus Mali

6:30 Rally Southside S.W

8:00 Free Dance SUB

RAIN OR SHINE

Food, Volleyball, and Bands
compliments of

The Commuter Area Government & SGA

It is unlawful for persons who are under the legal drinking

age to transport or to carry alcohol. Positive photo iden-

tification will be required. Corx^rt protocol will be observed:

FRIDAY MAY 8

BY THE POND

4 PM - ???

THE CIRCLE BAND
THE MALARIANS

CRUZA
THE DOG ACT

Followed by a FREE
showing of

THE BIG CHILL

Beer Balls, Kegs, Glass, & Large Volunfie

Containers WILL BE PROHIBITED.
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Prejudice causes violence
against gay community
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Violence toward homosexuals, lesbians

and bisexuals results from prejudice in-

herent in our predominantly heterosexual

society, according to the American
Psychological Association.

Until recently, most people regarded

homosexuality as a pathological dysfunc-

tion, but the APA has disregarded the

myth, saying gay individuals should have

the same rights as heterosexuals.

"Heterosexuals and homosexuals do not

differ from each other on any mental health

variables," said APA President Bonnie

Strickland, a professor at the University of

Massachusetts.

Bill Baley, APA science policy officer in

Washington, accused irresponsible disinfor-

mation about gay individuals' lifestyles as

one of the main contributors to assaults on

gay individuals. Baley said the

perpetrators of violence toward gay persons

are usually adolescents trying to establish

gender identity. Gender identity is the sex

an individual believes he or she is.

"The individual makes a statement of

what they are — what they want to be —
by attacking someone that they are not —
that they do not want to be," Baley said.

Adolescents may also attack gay persons

so they can look good to their friends or the

"in-group," he said.

"The situation has become particularly

acute in recent times," Baley said, blam-

ing the AIDS scare and the fact that the

government and society have made the gay

community an outside group.

More than 30 states, including
Massachusetts, have laws that prohibit

homosexuality and sodomy. Furthermore,

civil rights laws do not protect gay persons,

although they prohibit discrimination on

the basis of gender, race and ethnic

background.
Assaults on gay individuals are "oft.en

times extraordinarily violent," he said,

citing cases in which people have been

mutilated, stabbed or shot.

Only about 20 to 30 percent of Americans

know an openly gay person, he said, and

added that people who know openly gay in-

dividuals have more positive attitudes

toward homosexuality.

As for what causes homosexuality,

psychologists have not yet found an ex-

planation, although, according to

Strickland, there might be a biological

element.

Anti-gay activist Paul Cameron, who is

scheduled to speak at 6 p.m. and at 8:30

p.m. today in room 101 of the Campus
Center, says that "anyone who engages in

homosexual activity does their activity by

choice."

Cameron's appearance on campus has

caused concern among the gay communi-
ty because many gay individuals were
reportedly harassed as a result of his visit

last spring. The administration responded

to the concern by promising to provide ex-

tra security guards for tonight's event.

Collegian photo by David Shimkus

AND THE BAND PLAYED ON - Doug Amy on saxaphone and
John Lipman on guitar of the Mt. Holyoke College Faculty Rock Band
played at the college's "Rock for a Hard Place" concert last Satur-

day to benefit families of detainees in South Africa.

Medford man arrested for driving under the influence
^ ^, T ,-,»T ». xT.r^T»xT ooi^ Mnndavafter beinc left in a dresser drawer of t

By ELLEN M. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

A 21 -year-old Medford man was arrested at 3:35 a.m.

Tuesday after he was stopped in lot 64 on charges of driv-

ing while intoxicated. University of Massachusetts police

said.

A male passenger was placed in protective custody,

police said.

In other police reports:

• Three parking meters worth $550 were reported

stolen at 10:30 a.m. Monday from lot 34, police said.

• Annoying telephone calls were reported at 4:15 p.m.

Monday after a female staff member at the Whitmore Ad-

ministration Building received the calls from a man, police

said

• A key was reported stolen at 2:25 p.m. Monday after

being left in the door of a female resident's third floor room

in Patterson House, police said.

• A compact disc player worth $350 was reported stolen

at 4:15 p.m. Monday from a second floor room in

McNamara House, police said.

• Two ten-speed bicycles, one worth $300 and the other

worth $100, were reported stolen at 7 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.

Monday from a bicycle rack near Gorman House, police

said.

• A camera was reported stolen at 11:25 a.m. Monday

from the Career Center, police said.

• Thirty dollars in cash was reported stolen at 12 p.m.

Monday after being left in a dresser drawer of an unlock-

ed room in Thoreau House, police said.

• An attempt to break and enter into a 1982 Mazda was

reported at 11:20 a.m. Monday from lot 32 after the owner

noticed the door lock was damaged, police said.

• A 1981 Chevrolet reportedly received $300 worth of

damages at 11:40 a.m. Monday after being hit by another

Chevrolet in lot 40, police said.

• A 1980 Chevrolet reportedly received damages to its

front fender and passenger door at 1:20 p.m. Monday after

being hit by an unknown car in P lot. police said.

• A 1983 Honda reportedly received $1,500 worth of

damages to its rear pannel at 7:50 p.m. Monday after an

unknown car tried to park in the space next to it in lot

40. police said.

AIDS educator discusses

statistics, progress of disease

By KARL ROOKEY
Collegian Staff

The community health resource

specialist for Western Massachusetts

discussed last night at the University of

Massachusetts how AIDS is spread, what

the statistics are and what progress is be-

ing made in AIDS research.

"By 1991 we will all know^ someone who
has Acquired Immune Deficiency Syn-

drome or who has died of it," said AIDS
educator Bob Abel. He spoke for two hours

before a crowd of about 40 people at the

Hamden Dining Common in Southwest

Residential Area.

The AIDS virus has been identified in

every body fluid but sweat, Abel said. At

this point there are only three

documented forms of transmission: blood

to blood contact, semen to blood contact

and transmission within the womb or

from the mothers breast milk, he said,

"Everything I say here tonight may be

a lie by tomorrow morning," Abel said.

"Things are changing very rapidly."

He said the group of people presently at

highest risk are those who share needles,

most notably drug users. He said there

have also been cases of transmission

through ear piercing, acupuncture and

scarification, a ritual practiced by some

African tribes.

The next highest risk is through sexual

transmission, especially anal sex because

the lining of the anal passage is only one

cell thick, Abel said.

"Some of the factors involved in our

resistance to AIDS include nutrition, rest,

exercise and alcohol consumption," he

said.

He said the virus that causes AIDS in-

fects the white blood cells known as B and

T cells. The B cells that act as "generals,"

producing chemical compounds that fight

the spread of disease agents, are entirely

destroyed, while the number of T cells is

drastically reduced, he said.

AIDS detection is effected by identify-

ing a specific antibody within the blood

stream, but in some individuals, especial-

ly women of childbearing age and those

on medication, may test falsely positive,

Abel said.

"One of the things that's coming up

through the legislature is mandatory

testing," he said. "Some states are propos-

ing that all people should be tested for

AIDS to get their driver's license and the

information would be put on the license."

He said that such practices would open

the door to discrimination, similar to

racism in it's worst form.

"Once we start discriminating it won't

stop," Abel said, suggesting that we
might be on the verge of another

holocaust. He said that ideas like quaran-

tines "sound good if it's them, but what

if it's you."

At this point the subject of Paul

Cameron entered the evening's conversa-

tion. "If people like [Cameron] get their

way, we'll have concentration camps, and

that's what he wants to call them," Abel

said.

It's not possible to enter rational debate

with Cameron because he plays on emo-

tions rather than dealing with facts, Abel

said. "It's better to give the facts in a

separate session," he said.

Murphy retains position
Judiciary upholds earlier injunction

By RICK SASSON
Collegian Staff

After a heated debate last night, three-

student judiciary panel decided that Lynne
M. Murphy, victor of the controversial

Commuter Area Government election in

March, would retain her position as

spokesperson.

A week after the March election, the

CAG board had voted not to ratify Mur
phy".-^ victdiy, due to what board members
called "electoral improprieties," On April

2, Murphy went to the Student Judiciary

Board and was gi-anted an injunction, ap-

pealing the boai-d's decision.

Last night, the CAG board called for a

retraction of the injunction, which would

allow new elections to take place. But the

three judges unanimously voted to uphold

the injuction.

rphy was represented by former student

Attorney General Scot G. McCracken,

while the Board of Governor Chairman
John Hayes and BOG member Mark Fried-

man represented the CAG board.

"All we have to prove here is that it's

within our mandate to call for new elec-

tions," Friedman said.

Friedman argued that Murphy's injunc-

tion was illegal because members of the

CAG board were not present at the April

2 decision. [The injunction was ruled a

valid appeal early in the hearing].

McCracken said a new election would

cause "irreparable academic harm" to

Lynne M. Murphy. He said that if the CAG
board had the last word on the election,

then they have too much power.

The judicial panel also decided that the

CAG Constitution's Section 7, IF and IG,

should be rewritten because these sections

are difficult to interpret.

Collision causes $3,000 damage
Over $3,000 damage occurred between

three cars involved in an accident at the

North Prospect and Amity Street intersec-

tion at 5:22 p.m. Monday.

According to Amherst police a 31 -year-

old Wendell woman was cited for failure to

use care in turning after driving her 1986

Toyota pick-up truck into an 1983

Plymouth station wagon driven by a

37-year-old Amherst woman.

Traveling west on Amity Street the

woman struck the station wagon as she at-

tempted to turn onto North Prospect Street.

The force of their collision caused the cars

to smash into a parked vehicle belonging

to a South Hadley man, police said.

In other reports:

• The Amherst fire chief called a fire on

Montague Road "suspicious," after Mit-

chells Fruit Stand burned to the ground.

Although there were no flammable

materials present or any electricity to the

building, it was engulfed in flames, police

said. .

• A 51-year-old Springfield man wanted

by Amherst police on a larceny warrant

was arrested by Springfield police at 1 1:01

p.m. Monday. The man allegedly stole a

money order of over $400 from an Amherst

College student's dorm room last semester

in November, police said. „„^^„_ EDWARD SYRON
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OPENINGS
STILL AVAILABLE

OPENINGS
STILL AVAILABLE

STUDENT SUMMER JOBS ON CAMPUS

• POSITIONS AVAILABLE: •

OPERATIONS ASSISTANT
OPERATIONS SUPERVISOR

QUALIFICATIONS:
Must be an active student with experience in one or more of the follow-

ing areas: light maintenance, cleaning, grounds, office work and/or fur-

niture moving.

DUTIES:
Assigned to one of four Housing Services Maintenence and Operations

residential area offices to perform a variety of tasks in campus residence

halls. Duties may vary widely, as indicated by the above listing. Sum-

mer work performed by students contributes to Housing Services'

maintenance and cleaning programs and to the preparation of residence

halls for conferences and Fall opening.

HOURS:
7:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. weekdays, May 18 through September 5,

or by arrangement.

TO INQUIRE OR APPLY:

Please contact one of the four area offices:

Steve Vinelli

Northeast/Sylvan Area
Johnson House
5-0403

Pat O'Connor
Orchard Hill/Central Area
Baker House
5-1333

CALL ABOUT
COMPENSATION PACKAGE

Nancy Merritt

Southwest/North Area
Kennedy Tower
5-0392

Maude Tucker
Southwest/South Area
Canoe House
5-0439

CALL ABOUT
COMPENSATION PACKAGE
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Cameron visit generates concern
By JENNIFER DEMPSEY
Collegian Staff

Most University of

Massachusetts students
randomly surveyed yester-

day voiced concern about
anti-gay activist Paul
Cameron's speech on cam-
pus tonight, and thought
that he had a constitutional

right to speak, but disap-

proved of what he said.

CollriOan photu by Niki Sokoloff

Valerie Warren

Junior Larry Tafe said, "I

don't think Paul Cameron
should be kept from coming
to campus, because he has a

right to come. I think what

he says is disgusting. I

think an opposing rally is a
good idea."

Political science major

Fred Troy said, "I don't

think he should be allowed

to be here. I'm a person who
believes in freedom of

speech and assembly, but he

has nothing positive to say."

Sophomore Dave Caputo
agreed with Troy and said,

"Paul Cameron is a violent

idiot who has no respect for

other people and spreads

hatred and intolerance
wherever he goes."

"I don't approve," Eric

Mendelson, a junior, said. "I

don't want him coming to

campus. I believe in free

speech, but this guy is total-

ly horrible. He does have
the right to speak, but what
he says is horrible.

Homosexuals are people,

too."

Senior Valerie Warren
said, "I'm not going to listen

to him because I'm afraid

there may be trouble there

from any interest groups

who might go see him."

Junior Joelle Klein was
less adamant, saying, "I

don't think he should come.

He's going to offend a lot of

people on this campus —
especially on this campus —
which is very rebellious to

begin with."

CoUegian photo Niki SokolofT

Eric Mendelson

Junior Carol Brady said,

"I suppose he has a right to

be here due to our amend-
ments, but I am not in sup-

port of what he says. Legal-

ly he can come, but I hope
no one goes."

F
Y
I

The Academy Award winning film, "If You Love This Planet, " will

be shown at 7:30 p.m. today at the Bangs Community Center in

Amherst Center. The film is sponsored by the American Friends Ser-

vice Committee and is open to the public free of charge.

The Chancellor's Commission on Civility in Human Relations will

hold a public session at 3:45 p.m. today in room 163 of the Campus
Center to explore how the campus deals with the observants of religious

holidays.

Seat belt awareness day
to feature crash simulator
By BEN BROGAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts will be

hosting the multi-event "Seat Belt

Awareness Day" in connection with the

statewide "Seat Belt Educational and In-

centive Safety Campaign," proclaimed by

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis.

The event will be held from 10 a.m. to

2 p.m. today on the lawn south of the Stu-

dent Union Building. A campus-wide
volunteer committee will provide the

University community with a day of

music, balloons, prizes and an opportuni-

ty to try two "Convincer" crash
simulators, machines that simulate a 10

mile per hour car crash.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey and Vice-

Chancellor Dennis L. Madson will attend

the opening activities at 10 a.m., accor-

ding to Jeanne Hopkins Stover, director

of the Oflice of Public Information. Larry

and Vince, the crash dununies famous for

their seat-belt television commercials,

will also make an appearance.

Balloons will be released, with pledge

cards attached, that enable those who find

them to pledge to wear seat belts in ex-

change for prizes from MacDonald's.

"We're trying to leave a message that

students will remember en route to

beaches or summer jobs," said committee

member Robert DiCarlo. He said that

more than 13,000 vehicles are registered

at UMass, which provided incentive to the

committee organizing the event to make
its message appealing to the campus'

25,000 students.

DiCarlo said that a seat-belt song by

local rock group, the Telepaths, would be

previewed at the opening ceremony. He
said that prizes will be distributed at

regular intervals. Those students who try

one of the "Convincers" will have an op-

portunity to try winning a tee-shirt in a

"Wheel -of-Fortune" contest.

THE
AMHERST
DELICATESSEM

233 No. Pleasant St. Amherst • 549-6314

Open Mon-Sat, 9am - 10 pm ... Sun 9-6

DELI TRAYS AVAILABLE

NOW FOR GRADUATION
VARIETY OF QUAUTY FOOD
AT REASONABLE PRICES

549-6314

TONIGHT

ISTANT SUBSCRIPTIONS
MANAGER NEEDED
AT THE COLLEGIAN

• Great managerial experience

• Great hours (mornings before noon)

• Sophmores & Juniors apply

Apply at the Collegian - 113 Campus Center

* APPLY NOW!! *
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TUESDAY
MAY 5

WEDNESDAY
MAY 6

THURSDAY
MAY 7

FRIDAY
MAY 8

I SATURDAY
MAY 9
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GREAT BANDS
ALL WEEK!

2 pm to 6 pm

?.H^^'
#^^-

Rain Location:

Hampden Soutliside

Room

BARBEQUES

FREE SOUTHWEST BALLOONS
SOUTHWEST

THEATER GROUP
PRESENTS:

GREASE
8 pm

HAMPDEN
COURVfAHD

Alternate Location:

S.U.B.

8:00 PM
AIDS

INFORMATION
SESSION
HAMPDEN

SOUTHSIDE ROOM

FREE SILKSCREENING OF THE OFFICIAL SOUTHWEST WEEK
LOGO ON YOUR T-SHIRT BY THE SOUTHWEST CRAFT SHOP

SPECIAL APPEARANCE
by the

JAZZ HOT Dancers

Southwest

Movie Series

8;00-Rebel VVithout

A Cause

10:00-Top Gun

Hampden
Southside Room

8 PM

TOP BOSTON
COMEDIANS

HAMPDEN
SOUTHSIDE

ROOM

FREE

ADMISSION
TO

ALL

SOUTHWEST
WEEK

EVENTS!

THE

MALCOLM X
CENTER'S

10 ^^ Annual

PICNIC

11am to 7pm
Top of the

Horseshoe

food, bands,

D.J., talent,

Game
Tournaments

SUNDAY
MAY 10

10:00 pm

VIDEO

DANCE
Hampden

Southside

Room

By RACK-A-VIDEO

ANOTHER SOUTHWEST AREA GOVERNMENT PRODUCTION

The 9" Annual

SOUTHWEST
CONCERT
NOON TO 6 PM
Southwest Fields

NEXUS

F.C. POHAKU

THE
SMITHEREENS

SOUTHSIDE
JOHNNY

AND THE JUKES

Rain Location:

The Student tJnion Ballroom
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SPRING
SALE

I,' 111111)1)1

5ir' 'fill 11 11 ;l II II 11 II II II 11l|@*ym

Foam
Cooler
ChasI
DOUUl t * PACK
Silt I 'J9 VALUE

Laundry
Basket
I BUSHEL.
PLASTIC

.

t 99 VALUE.

Fantastik
Spray
Claanar
33 OZ BOTTLE.
1 tS VALUE.

SI. 19

leM ttor* rebate

.30
Plastic
Tubular
Hangers
ASii cOLons
I9c VALUE

Selected

RUGBY
VITAMINS

All Natural
Fibre
Trinf*
100 CT a 10 VALUE.

HALF PRICE

Full Audio
Cassalle
Tap*, 3 Pack
M UlNUIt lAPlt
I 41 VALUi

Boycott speaker, report harassment
Tonight, our campus will again be the scene of hate,

fear and disinformation. Much has been written about

Paul Cameron's talk, and much more could be written

to demonstrate the truly evil nature of this man. As stu-

dent leaders, we urge you to learn the facts about

Cameron's past, and the trail of tears that he leaves.

Join with the lesbian, gay and bisexual community in

boycotting this "event"; the community that Cameron
would destroy. If Cameron succeeds in hurting one facet

of our conmiunity, then we are all susceptible to this type

of hate and harassment. We call on the students, the

staff, the faculty and the administration to reaffirm our

commitment to individual freedoms, and the rights of

students on this campus to be what and who they choose

to be. Support your fellow students and boycott Cameron.

You can study, dance or watch the Celtics beat the Bucks

instead.

Katherine C. Strickland
SGA Treasurer
Paul D. Wingle

Trustee-elect

Robert P. Griffin

SGA Speaker
Dani Burgess

Trustee

Tonight Paul Cameron will be speaking in the Cam-
pus Center. The chancellor and many others have urg-

ed a boycott of the event because Cameron's views on

homosexuality are offensive to many of us. It is clear that

students, staff and faculty may find themselves in serious

disagreement as a result of this controversial event. All

members of the University community are reminded of

our firm commitment to the free exchange of ideas in

an environment of civil behavior.

Incidents of violence against or harassment of gay, les-

bian, bisexual, or any other students, staff or faculty will

not be tolerated. Any personis) indentified as being

responsible for such behavior will be punished to the

fullest extent possible through campus procedures, the

legal system, or both.

Members of the community who experience harass-

ment as a result of this event are urged to report such

incidents to my office (545-2300) so we can follow up on

them.

D.L. Madson
Vice Chancellor

for Student Affairs

^^^ for a

OLLEG
D^UG
4 WAIN (T., AMHERST

253-2523
Mon.-Frl. 9-9 • Sal. 9-6 • Sun. 9-3

11 PRAY ST.
AMHERST, MA.

S49'1665

Quality
Laundry

• New LargeV Machines

• Clean and Efficient

• Friendly Attendants

• Gas Dryers

• Convenient Location

SELF SERVICE 7 DAYS...7 AM-10 PM

Ever wantea to Fly?

We have immediate openings for new mem-
bers! Our aircraft are available for economi-

cal primary and advanced instruction, as well

pleasure flying. Give '<» a call said one of our

members will take yo^ up!

The Collegiate Flying CIud

538-5821

SUBSCRIPTION
DELIVERER NEEDED!

• On campus
• Great way to earn extra cash

APPLY NOW AT THE COLLEGIAN
113 Campus Center

The Collegian is an AA/EO employer

Fidclicy

UnioiiLife

ear after^
year, semester
. after semester,

the ciiieise plan Inim Fidelity Ionian Life

has been the mu.M aicepied. irmst popular life iii>urante

proKramtin campuses all u«rr .\merica.Find out nhy.

Ronald J. Nathan Agency
Call the Kidelil> I'nion Life 20 Gatehouae Rd.,

Field Assoiiale in your area: Amherst, MA
Tel: 256-8351

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE

WBe5iCliuce5e Fmul
WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9 p.iii. EVERYDAY

Minimum $20. plus $2 delivery chan^—
^ NEW BUFFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH

Buffet served 5-8 p.m. >kH».-Thurs.

Brunch served Sunday 11:30 a.m.-3 p.m.

ALL YOU $e75 ChiUren under 10 $3

CAN EAT
1) Beet with FresH Mushroomt 6) Broccoli in Oyster Sauce

2) Hot A Sour Soup

3) Chicken Fintera

4) Chicken Wings

5) Chinese BBQ Pork

7) Sweet A Sour Chicken

I) Pan Fried Rice

9) Pan Fried Noodles with Chicken

10) Pan Fried Ravioli

TAKE-OUT SERVICE FULL COCKTAIL MENU
10 B4ilchartown Rd.. at Rte. 9 Amharst 256-0252

Mother's Day is Sunday May 10th

Cards, gifts and other goodies

for Mom

f5£0p
amherst /nofthampton

daily and Sunday
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Letters

Group supports diversity

We the undersigned

members of the Center for

Counselmg and Academic

Development. the

Everywomans Center, the

Mental Health Service, and

the Psychological Service

Center want to affirm and

support the diversity that

has made this an outstan-

ding University. A healthy

community is one that ac-

cepts differences in its

members' sexual

preferences, race, religion,

and cultural values. We
believe it is necessary to

make public our position at

a time on this campus when

prejudice, oppression, and

harassment are effective the

well-being of individuals in

this community. Examples

of this are the violently anti-

gay sentiments of Paul

Cameron, the burning of hte

Holocaust posters, and the

racial riot last fall. To create

a safe, humane, and respect-

ful university environment,

we encourage students,

faculty, and staff to par-

ticipate in responsible and

unprejudiced dialogue and

action.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Donald Banks. Ed. D.;

Stephen Blane, Ed.D.;

Rene Carew, Ed.D.; Sally

A. Freeman, Ph.D.; Simon

V. Keochakian, Ed.D.;

Theodore Slovin, Ph.D.;

Linda C. Vincent, Psy.D.;

Julia Santiago; Patricia

A Barrows; Kathleen

O'Neill Alexander; Becky

Lockwood; Barbara K.

Northern; Karen M.

McKee; Karen L. Meeker;

Mary P. Aubrey, M.S.W.;

Ava Gips; Sanday
Mandel; Susan F. Crane;

Catherine Jurczyk; Ruth

Fessenden; Gail

Shaughnessy; JuHe
Meiselman; Sharon Mar-

rero; Cedra Eaton; Kelly

Stange; Natercia Teix-

eira, LICSW; Megan Kerr,

LICSW; Ron Gatsik, M.D.;

Michael A. Cann, Ph.D.;

Mary Olson, M.S.W.; Ben-

jamin F. Levy, M.D.; Jef-

frey Hersh. Ph.D.; Barry

Farber. M.D.; Sara R.

Epstein, M.A.; Gean
Gustafson, LICSW; Kent

Poey, Ph.D.; Renee A.

Spring, LICSW; E. Bruce

Taub-Bynum, Ph.D.;

Stewart Ascher, M.S.;

Carolyn Bell, M.S.W.;

David P. Kraft, M.D.;

Peter Spencer, M.S.;

Elaine Fraser, M.Ed.;

Lynne Bechtel, M.Ed.,

L.C.S.W.; Randi Schnur;

Steven Schwartzberg;
Neal Aponte; Dana
Weaver; Beth A. Tabor,

Ph.D.; Charles Morgan;
Barbara George, Ph.D.;

Etiony Aldorando;
Marilyn Chattin; Harold

Jarmon, Ph.D.; Joan
Copperman; Jan Lerb-

inger; Deborah Perlman;

Stephanie Jacobus;
Bruce Ecker; Brenda
Temblador; Jill Green-

wald; Judith Burnett;

Karen H. Butler

FULL-TIME SUMMER POSITIONS

$10.15
Increases With Experience

200 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

Interview Now, Begin After Exams I Join us against hatred, homophobia

Gain valuable resume experience with national firm '

Work in your hometown.

No door to door or phone sales allowed.

All majors may apply.

Internships and scholarships available.

I

Applications Will Be Accepted On Campus

Where: Concourse Building

When: Wednesday, May 6th;

Thursday, May 7th; 9:00 am to 3:00 pm

Preference Will Be Given To Early Applicants.

Interviews will be given at the main office. OR

For interview information call TODAY In your area.

All Boston suburbs and Worcester

(617) 449-4362 (Pay $10.15)

Springfield, MA Area (413) 734-1680 (Pay $9.25)

Connecticut Area (203) 688-8156 (Pay $9.25)

Nashua, NH - N.E. Area MA (603)891-1545 (Pay $9.25)

Providence, Rl Area (401) 946-0150 (Pay $8.55)

When lines are busy please be patient and keep

trying. For further information contact

Student Employment, 239B Whitmore.

I

I

A^ members of the gay community and

co-presidents of the LBGA, we have found

It necessary to unite with other student

leaders as well as faculty, staff, and ad-

ministrators to provide a healthy, construc-

tive informative program to combat

homophobia. Tonight, advocates of human

rights will gather at the FAC. and proceed

through campus, and hear folksinger Mar-

cy Boyd, Kevin Cathcart of Gay and Les-

bian Advocates and Defenders. Bonnie

Strickland, president of the American

Psychological Association. Boston City

Councilor David Scondras, Sue Hyde of the

National Gay and Lesbian Task Force, and

a UMass student activist talk about stu-

dent empowerment and gay liberation. The

coalition "We Are United" has joined

together as students of the UMass com-

munity to take on the roles of leadership,

because we believe it is time we as students

have a say in our destinies, and a role in

those events which directly affect our lives.

D. Todd Warren, Dasha A. Baker
LBGA co-presidents

MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

During 1987 F.P.S. Inc. a franchise of

Burger King Corp. has aggressive plans

for expansion in Northem Connecticut and

Western Massachusetts. To be able to ex-

ecute those plans we are looking for

management candidates who want to be

part of this fast paced expansion. As a

member of the F.P.S. team you will receive

an excellent salary, medical and dental

benefits fully paid by F.P.S. If you see

yourself as part of this aggressive and

growing company write or call:

F.P.S. Inc.

179D Northampton Street

Easthampton MA 01007
413-527-7474

y*^ Bound I np
' l,o«nNE»«tORR

tiarling al

LUXEMBURG $358

LONDON 401

ST. THOMAS 277

TEL AVIV 681

CARACAS 293
ATHENS 571

STOCKHOLM 441

HONG KONG 777

IaIso EURAIL passes INT l

STUDENT lO V»O«K/STU0Y
ABROAD ATH CARDS. LOW
DOMESTIC FARES and
m««'CALL«of
FREE Sludenl Travel CaiaK>9

(4U]256-»26»

COUNCIL TRAVEL

AMHERST

9 AM - 2 PM

EARLY BIRD
SPECIAL
$2 OFF

Shampoo, Cut & Dry

Styles By Deborah
65 University Drive • 549-5610

with this coupon , expires 4/30/87

g^
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I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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ace zr
LEARN HOW TO START AND
OPERATE ANY OF OUR SEVEN

EXCITING HOME BUSINESSES

For details send self-addressed

stamped envelope to:

S. Schlegal

124 Meadow St, Amherst, MA 01002^
xs az TT -ii:

7
5/7 THURSDAY
Urban Renewal
5/8 FRIDAY

Curtis T & the Kicks

5/9 SATURDAY
Whirling Dervishes

opening act - Watch the Teeth Kate

5/11 MONDAY
Ken Johnson & Co.

24 Pleasant St, Northampton • 586-4258

Enter a new dimension.

THE MOVIE

DATE: MAY 6

PLACE: CCA

,Q » WARNfR COMMUNlOTlONS COMPAN»

TIME: 5, 7, 9, 11

ADMISSION: $2.00

$1 .50 at 5 PM

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian
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Deserving of contempt

To Paul Cameron:
. ., u

Thank you for coming to UMass today. Your visit has

solidified the gay community here and shown it to be healthy

and strong. While it is unfortunate that students here must

be subjected to your insipid twaddle, it is a lesson of sorts —

for some of them, it will be their first exposure to the politics

of hate and lunacy.

Your visit has also brought a show of support for the gay

community from around the University. Nearly every student

organization has stated its support for the community and

repudiated your loathsome idiocy.

So as a result of your visit, men and women at UMass who

are homo- or bisexual have a stronger sense of unity and pride

and UMass has shown itself more tolerant. You have helped

the gay community here.

To Students For America:

This is not an issue of free speech. Ofcourse Cameron shou d

be allowed to speak. It is not an issue of whether he should

be banned. Of course he shouldn't, although we didn t hear

you doing this kind of pompous whining when Abbie Hoftman

was banned from campus.

It's simply a question of whether inviting Cameron here is

a lousy thing to do. It definitely is; Cameron is a certified

crackpot who's already been here and shown he has nothing

instructive to say.
• . ^ ^ «„j

All you can accomplish by bringing him here is to hurt and

anger a lot of people. You seem to want this. Wei ,
if that s

the kind of group you want to have, so be it. But know this

- the gay community, the Collegian and decent people across

this campus look on you with contempt for your insistence on

staging this mean and lowbrow stupidity.
r,u n \

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the K.o\-

legian Board of Editors

'Greatest' challenge is here
1 *u;o oKilitu tn Inve

It has been almost two weeks since the

gay community was invited to debateDr.

Cameron. To date they have refused. Their

reasons for doing so are curious. They say

he is a crackpot, that he is not a scientist,

and that he simply spreads lies. If these ac-

cusations are true, one would think the gay

community would leap at the chance to

AfM^tf him. I know of no surer way of vin-

Gilbert Stair

di^i^ng my position than to publicly

engage someone whose views I know to be

wrong If the position of the gay communi-

ty is so unassailable, why does no one come

forward to challenge Dr. Cameron? They

say he is a crackpot, but they refuse to pro-

ve it by refuting his arguments m an open

debate. Instead they have decided to

boycott his presence and hurl invectives

from afar. Such a stunning display of

bravery will not go unnoticed by the stu-

dent body. , .

Paul Wingle, the current Student

Trustee, said at the last Senate meeting

that the difference between humans and

animals is that humans have the ability to

, SO THLRL WL MAVL TML
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Have the courage to care
In 1943, the Nazis came for the Jews of

Denmark, as they had in every nation they

occupied. It started much the same way as

it had in other countries - a wave ot

repression, the arrest of Jewish leaders,

followed by secret orders for the roundup

and deportation of the entire Jewish com

munity. In every other country except

Bulgaria, the deportations were ac-

complished without any societal opposition,

for the populations of each country turned

away, or even assisted the deportations.

There were of course many isolated in-

cidents where a village or a family or a

diplomat risked their lives to save the lives

of Jews being sent to certain death. But m
general, the vast majority of the population

of Europe shares the collective guilt and

shame of not having, as Elie Wiesel asserts,

"the courage to care."

love. I agree, however this ability to love

has been consciously rejected by homosex-

uals, breud said it clearly, "Where the

homosexual lusts there is no love. Where

the homosexual loves, there is no lust.

True love only exists when there is the

meeting of both physical and spiritual pas-

sion, romance and desire of equal intensi-

ty To the extent society glorifies physical

love and neglects its spiritual component,

it cheapens and denigrates life. Homosex-

uality is simply the end result of this social

disposition that exists in our country today

It is the ultimate rejection of the spiritual

beauty and strength the two sexes have to

offer each other. ...
The efforts of Students For America is to

bring Dr Paul Cameron to this campus

have been enormous. At every step we were

obstructed and villified. Our motives have

been continuously projected as base.

Despite this we remain committed to bring

ing this man here. Until now the gay com-

munity has had the luxury of having their

views go uncritiqued. Now their greatest

critic is coming to present a different

perspective.

Gilbert Stair is the executive director of

Students for America

John Hayes

animais is nmt iiuiiic.»» .—

Sensationalism is not necessary

As a mass communications major in-

terested in the mass media, I'd like to ask

Jeffry Bartash a few questions about his

column in Thursday's Collegian.

Who sets the agenda for what we see on

television, read in the newspapers and hear

on the radio? Are the media reflecting and

reporting on what we want and ask to see,

or are we consumers subjugated to sensa-

tionalistic trash because the media in this

country perceive it to be what we want? It s

an ardent that can be debated for hours^

But while I agree with Mr. Bartash s behef

that Americans are caught up m slowing

down to look at accidents. I don't think this

means that we want to see an absurd

headline explaining how much of the body

was lea on the highway and at what speed

his body was torn apart. Reporting can be

informative without being overly sensa-

tional; it just seems that, as Mr. Bartash

points out, profits and ratings are the push

behind this "muckraking."

A newspaper such as the Collegian, a vir-

tual monopoly because of its situation of be-

ing the only free daily paper offered on

campus, doesn't need to have screaming

headlines or gruesome details to be assured

of a large circulation. We are a college com-

munity, hopefully intelligent enough to

discern between good and bad journalism

and reporting. I don't know who wrote the

headline for Mr. Bartash's column ( Blood

and guts is going nuts"), but it was a

perfect example of what we don t need

more of. My guess is that those readers who

are attracted to the column because of the

headline never got past the first three

paragraphs.

Donna Megquler
Amherst

But Denmark, for whatever reason, was

different. Before 1943. Denmark had

resisted all efforts to repress the Jewish

community. The Danish government

regularly refused to issue anti-semitic laws.

King Christian X used the full force of his

position to oppose Jewish repression, even

attending ceremonies in the Great

Synagogue of Copenhagen, to the ire of the

Germans. There is even an apocryphal

story that the King told the Nazis that if

the Jews were forced to wear the Yellow

Star, he and the entire nation would also

wear it. Whether the story is true or not,

it is a basic fact that the Star was never

introduced in Denmark; it is also a basic

fact that even if the King didn't actually

make such a threat, his integrity was such

that the story concisely captures his

courage, and the courage of the Danes

But in 1943, the most amazing episode

occurred. In response to the Nazi plans for

deportation, the Danes hid, protected and

eventually smuggled the entire Jewish

community to Sweden. 7200 men, women

and children, 95 percent of the Jewish com-

munity in Denmark, were thus saved. The

Danes carried out an act of unbelievable

courage, an act even more inspirmg

because the persons involved saw nothing

unusual in their behavior; they found it in-

comprehensible that so many throughout

Europe did nothing.

When the Nazis came for the Jews, Den-

mark had the courage to care. UMass to-

day is faced with a similar situation. A man

is coming to this campus for the homosex-

uals. He and his friends may not be able

to take them quite yet. but he is working

on it. He claims that homosexuals should

be locked away. He claims that they should

be discriminated against, repressed, and

even mutilated. He calls them "aliens,"

persons attempting to destroy our society

and culture. Put Jew in place of Homosex-

ual in his statements, and suddenly Paul

Cameron sounds an awful lot like Hitler.

Does UMass have the courage to care, the

courage to have the simple decency to op-

pose Cameron in any way possible? A lot

I have seen this week indicates so, though

the Faculty Senate's refusal to advocate a

boycott of Cameron is absolutely

despicable. From the Board of Governors

and the Student Government Association

to the Republican Club, from Chancellor

DufTey to the programmers in the Student

Activities Office, the community is uniting

to protect a part of our community. It is an

unfortunate fact that, as ignorant as

Cameron's arguments are, his presence

last year caused a dramatic upsurge in

physical and verbal violence against those

perceived to be homosexual. We must op-

pose that violence in any way this year.

Boycott Cameron. Instead, attend the

"We Are United" march and rally.

Moreover, as a gesture of sympathy,

respect and protection, the Board of Gover-

nors will be distributing buttons which

everyone, gay. straight or bisexual, should

wear over the next few weeks. The button

is simply a pink triangle, which was the

Nazi badge for homosexuals. Not only will

the button show support for the rights and

dignity of the homosexual community, but

it also will help dilute the violence which

a few members of our community will in-

flict on homosexuals in the coming weeks.

If those persons are unsure who is

homosexual, because so many are wearing

Pink Triangles or other symbols of support,

they are less likely to feel emboldened to

harass and victimize others. Through these

simple acts, we too can show we have the

courage to care.
^ . « j

John Hayes is chairperson of the Board

of Governorscomprehensible inai so maii> till uuB"""- "#

What are Denton's qualifications?
Why has Rusty taken on the burdensome

responsibility of informing our communi-

ty about recent research concerning the

AIDS virus? What are his qualifications?

And more importantly, what are his

sources? All that offensive spewing about

an important and controversial subject

with virtually no documentation merely

bolsters most people's impression of Rusty

as King Twit of UMass. Furthermore, the

Collegian must take responsibility for the

incessant publication of Rusty's endless,

often stupid, twisted, even dangerous (so-

meone might beat him up) rants.

NeU Gitkind
Dan Bertolet

Northampton

exce«i GO lirux.
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WE THE UNDERSIGNED
ARE HORRIFIED BY THE ACTIVITIES OF PAUL CAMERON, A SELF-PROCLAIMED

"EXPERT" ON THE ISSUES OF AIDS AND GAY AND LESBIAN EXISTENCE,

WHOSE VISIT TO THIS UNIVERSITY LAST YEAR SPARKED A NEAR-RIOT AND WEEKS

OF HARASSMENT AND PHYSICAL ATTACKS ON NUNBERS OF OUR UMASS COMMUNITY.

SOME OF PAUL CAMERON'S PUBLICLY STATED BELIEFS INCLUDE BANNING ANY

ADVERTISING BY GAY GROUPS. QUARANTINE OF ALL OPENLY GAY PEOPLE,

CASTRATION OF GAY MEN AND PEIRCING OF LESBIAN'S NOSES FOR IDENTIFICATION,

WE DISASSOCIATE OURSELVES FROM THE BELIEFS OF PAUL CAMERON ADN THOSE

WHO SUPPORT HIM, AND ENCOURAGE ALL MEMBERS OF OUR UMASS COMMUNITY

TO DO THE SAME.

Michael D. Jones

peg Lazarchick

Kim Mohlar

Food For Thought Books

Rachel Tallan

Myra Hindus

Paul Throne

Sally Frreman

Gerald Quarles

Pat Griffin

Delphine Quarles

Larry Benedict

Ruth Goldman
Leslie Rigali

Kathleen Summersgill

Margaret Ketsley

Andy Hammel
Daniel Oppenheimer

Paul Vasconcellos

William Shaughnessy
Gary Bryant

Todd Warren

Dawn Hamel
Michelle Asner

Deborah Farkas

John Waters

Nancy Gingras

Jennifer Dryfoos

Ann Rail

Jeff Jerome
Martha Repollet

Roger Bernard

Fred Steinway

John Wurster

Kim Alves

Robert Brigham

Dasha Baker

Peter Leon

Marc Silvestri

Felice Tallman

William McGregor
William Haynes
Suzanne Jean

Janet Dufraine

Blanche Dzenis

Phyllis Paradise

Judith Lovitz

Harriet Hopkins

Betty Knoieczny

Arthur Lavoie

Eugenic Ballou

Eric Hansen
Laura Gobillot

maura Cullen

Michelle Carney

Geoffrey Desousa
Ray Mulray

Barry Locke

Bruce Tarquella

Stephen Solan

Anthony Giovola

Anthony Liquori

Kristin Nelson

Liam Sullivan

Reginald Shepard

Micheal Smith

Gary Hebert

Rick Vigeant

J.B. Wyker
Henderson James
Doug Lerner

Thomas Duquette

margo Culley

Sylvia Forman

Rene Carew
Henry Barszcz

Lori Katz

George Levinger

Paula Peitromonaco

Sheri Rosenblum
Susan Fiske

Robert Feldman

Bonnie Strickland

Lee Rosen
Steve Winn
Dan Clawson

Doris Abramson
Anne Furguson
Michael Wolff

Jean Flegenheimer

Kelly Kessing

Carl McNeely
Susan Theberge

Mary English

Edison Santana

Edward Norris

Patricia Hughes
Portia Weiskel

Linda Landry

Laura Levine

Harriet Virkstis

Marilyn Hood
James Plante

Anne Downes
Carolyn Anderson

Judy Davis

Grant Ingle

Reed Ide

James Martin

Wendy Fydenkevez
Elisa Campbell

Sophie Russell

Jay Savereid

Dena Marger

Astrid Meijer

Siobhan Masterson

Erica Bach
Karen Meilcarz

Ann Paradise

Claudia Shrub
Karen Miller

Lisa Baratta

Cindy Dumais
Laurie Smith

Sharon Worldman
Megan Brady

Susan Coughlin

Mathew Jaquith

Holly Ela

Joseph Festa

Richard Ruppel

Spencer Lilies Jr

Helen Johnson

Suzanne Yurick

Kim Curtis

Kathrine Hudson
Kathleen Johnson
Alexander Voynow
Francine Pado
Jonathan Silverman

David Heggestad

John Trudeau

Cristopher True

Terry McGovern Anna McClennan Sandy Diamond

M J Lucey Micheal Gilbert Mary Carney

Adelle Michaud Sam McClennan Joseph Rubin

Samuel Cleaves Nitza Click Debi Cohen

Doreen Fleming Lierre Kieth Rachel Maiore

Andrea Wilce Michelle Alexander Sarah Becker

Cynthia Lees Gary Lockwood Jessica Barmack

Valerie Eaton Gerri Lockwood John Peterson

Erica Laforme Diane Bozenhard Mark Hubbard

Julie Holben Jefferson W. Lockwood Jonathan Frank

Robert Duff Samuel Giannelli Rachel Kolman

Richard Murphy J. Elizabeth Burban-Conca Alison Post

Mark Friedman Christine H. Fisher Arlene Avakian-Wost

John Hates Sean Vitali Eric Oches

Mary Osborne Karin Baker Margeret Kroeplin

Bruce Mitchell Michelle Pierce Nicholas Komar

Bill Murphy Cindy McNeilly Gareth White

David Caputo Alexander Welsch Charles Rose

Margaret Delbou Donald Bosso Gregory John Fink

Neil Cronin Phillip Spaelit David Carlson

Margaret Daniel Alexander Hunt Richard Condon

Paul Jacobs David Sparandara Miguel Guslis

Kim Wyche John Donovan Robin Sears

Inez Sieban Andrew Higgins Malani Narayanan

Dahna Batts Kate Darling Jason Robinowitz

Carolyn Slifkin Phit Cox Robert Fadel

Michelle Aubin Annette Heimer Tracey McNulty

Donna Brown Anne M. Canfield Raymond Paquette

Barbara DeLollis Marie Marchand Peter Conner

Jessica Diamondstone Holly Martin Caroline Beckwith

Ketu Katrak Jennifer Baldwin Meg Caulinare

Patrick Overstreet Cathleen Grisword Keen Hahn

Amy Clark Edwin Weeks Jr Thomas Concannon

Iris Garcia Michael Murphy Mathew Shakespeare

Andrea Guerra Eva Meier Mathew Canfield

Scott Bradley Maura McGrail David Hass

Julia VanEhan Brian Wilson Jack Monaco
Peter Leon Deborah Katz Laura Beretsky

Andrea Griswold Robin Webster Stephen Hilt

Christopher Hughes Bed Friedman James Tanner

Kristin Hilberg Theresa M. Quinn Carol Venezia

Michelle Berube J. Liebeschuetz Shaun Moynahan
Dedo Norris R. Lempicki Michael Ferrick

Kate Stanno D. Taylor Julia Wells

Linda Lockwood Kathleen Quagliaroli William Curtis

Hillery Kosich Eric Stroshine Alan Strudas

Stacey Kanion Joe Danskee Emma Goldstein

Lauri Paglione Hannah Yaffe Klaus Mayr

Angela Perry David Thalee Bruce Mitchell

Robin Gilcrest Ed Murphy Nordine Zaiori

Patti Weir Lisa D. Bernhard Selim Ovalichi

Trevor Robinson Susan Kol Goodstein Sue Whitney

Bob Champman Sarah Bush Sandra Anderson

John Ward Dustan Brooks Nieve Santana

Joyce Coll M. Jane Paglee Sharon Moore

Jeffery Actor Chris Alibrandi Kathleen Mahonev
Paul Gior Caroline Murray Gerald Friedman

Donald Taylor David Bassi Alison Dean
Christine Antonellis Anna Dolan Mary Lasota

Kathleen Fisein Caitlin McKenna Peter W. Burns

Norma Vasquez heather Horak Jennifer Kaufman
Crystal Johnson Susan Crane Lisa E. Horvitz

Robert S. Davidson Cheryl Donovan Kelley A. Galin

Thomas j. McLaughlin Kristin Thalheimer Kathryn M. Horgan

Laura Chen Susan Cross Patrick Crowley

Stacey Piszczkiewski Rachel Tan Kristin White

Marcia Day Rebecca Luaterbach Dina Mosden

Jonathan Keller Clare Bouzan Kathleen T. Kelley

Priya Krishnan Marc Kenan Douglas D. Cahill

Jennifer Johnson Kenneth Marsonet Joseph R. Zaieski

Dawn Hamel Nancy Arnold Ronnie Namerow
Sandra J. Diamon

Kimberly A. Powers

Andrea R. Ferro

Jonathan Hoyt

David J. Lanford

James Crotty

Mark Hubbard

Maura Sruley

Adam C. Snofass

Stephen Bradley

Gina Gain

E. Barlow Adamson II

Rebecca S. Russell

Helen Gisan

Caitlan McKenna
Micheal Hass
Kathleen Nugent

Lauren D. Segarra

James Duff

Heather Hughes
A. Christopher Sokoloff

Heather A. Semerro

Rebecca Raskin

Rosalind Cuomo
Susan M. Coughlan

Tara Rose

Tami Simmons
Linda Marakesani

Jennifer Hirsh

David J. Musante

Douglas E. Grant

Joshua Moore
Alison Darrow

Ginia Stetson

Nicholas Sokoloff

Jon Charney

Marc Kifchel

Paul Lockard

Pierre Laliberte

Kevin Santamaria

Linda Ewing

Graig Freedman
Curt Stubbs

Natashia Harmon
Jody Gray

Jack Hruska

Nancy Folbre

Micheal Best

Joyce Barry

Beth Schuster

Kathryn Curnow
Sam Clark

Joan E. Colley

Kathleen O'Loughlin

A. Elizabeth Crowder

Barbara DeLollis

Lian Akana
liana levenson

Lynne Ashmore
Sven Huggins

Elizabeth Kruse

Michael Cevasco
Kiaran Honderich

Donald Goldstein

J. Kevin Crocker

llene Grabel

Bill Ferguson

Jaime E. Benson
Leslie Rigali

Sheryl Hruska

Stacey Roth

Martha OIney

Terisa Turner

STOP
AFRAIDS

(ACUTE FEAR REGARDING AIDS)

GET THE FACTS
AFRAIDS is a disease

cattsed by (^^^

AIDS is a disease

caused by a virus
EDUCATION IS THE ONLY VACCINEWE HAVE

AGAINST BOTH CRIPPLING DISEASES

For More Information Call:

University Health Services 549-2671

Program for Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Concerns 545-4824

AIDS Action Hotline 1-800-235-2331

To ask for more AIDS education on campus:

DENNIS MADSON

Vice Chancellor for Student Affaairs 545-2333

Check Today's Personals for the Alternative Event Schedule!
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Senate to discuss issue
of divestment tonight
By KARL ROOKEY
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate is

scheduled to address the issue of the

University of Massachusetts divesting

from the Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics tonight for a third time.

Intended to make a statement to the

USSR about oppressing their people,

especially Soviet Jews, the motion has been

delayed by several calls for quorum during

the last two senate meetings.

"It's a symbolic act," said Cashin House
Senator Tony Rudy, maker of the motion.

He said the action would let the Soviet

Union know how the American people feel

about oppressive actions employed there.

Mark Freidman, a member of the Board

of Governors, said he disagrees with the

method being used to convey the message.

"Historically, that kind of pressure has

been ineffective," Freidman said. Emigra-

tion of oppressed people from the USSR
became less common during periods of

negative pressure, he said.

In a letter adressed to the student

senators Freidman said: "We do not know
which companies are implicated, the size

of the portfolio affected, [or] what the effect

of such a proposal would be." He said the

senate should look at the issue as it effects

the world before following through with the

action.

"The motion is poorly researched." the

letter said.

Rudy said he had been to the UMass
treasurer's office to investigate material

concerning the University's investments in

the USSR and was denied access to the

files. He said he was planning to do

research in the area later.

Said Rudy: "I want to get the sense ofthe

senate." The proposal will probably not be

dealt with until next Thursday due to the

present apathy, he said.

Freidman said he felt Rudy's motion was
intended to be symbolic, and Rudy expected

it to fail.

"If it fails it makes the students look

terrible and if it succeeds it makes the

United States look terrible," Freidman
said. He said the senate should avoid that

type of no win situation in order to main-

tain credibility. Freidman said the senate

should use pressure techniques such as let-

ter writing .

"I think this is more effective," Rudy
said. "Why didn't the senate just send a let-

ter to South Africa?"

Rudy said the issue may have to wait un-

til next year before it's dealt with due to

the left wing.

"When they don't want a motion to pass

they go to the Top of the Campus bar," he

said.

Series begins filming in Boston
BOSTON (AP) - A new CBS television

show called "The Law and Harry
McGraw," is now shooting parts of a two-

hour episode in downtown Boston, on the

North Shore in Ipswich and in Rockport.

A spin-off of the popular series "Murder
She Wrote," the show will be a back up for

either the new fall line-up or as a mid-

season replacement by the network.

According to a 1985 study by the Con-

ference of State Legislators, Massachusetts

ranked seventh in the country in terms of

the amount of revenue generated from

television and film production each year.

Production in the Bay State generated

more than $150 million for the state's

economy last year.

In this new series, Jerry Orbach stars as

Harry McGraw, a middle aged private

detective with inflated notions about his

work. Barbara Babcock, formerly of the

award-winning series "Hill Street Blues,"

plays lawyer Ellie Magginis. Shea Farrell,

a regular on the soap operas "Capitol," and
"Hotel," plays Steve Lacey, Magginis'

nephew.

Secord: the administration knew
WASHINGTON (AP) - Former Maj.

Gen. Richard Secord, the first witness in

the Iran-Contra hearings, testified yester-

day that he believed the Reagan ad-

ministration "knew ofmy conduct and ap-

proved it" when he helped arrange the sale

of weapons to Tehran, and the provision of

supplies to the rebels fighting the govern-

ment of Nicaragua.

Secord, breaking months of silence, told

a nationally televised hearing that he and
other private individuals he recruited for

the effort "believed very much in the

significance of what we were doing and
that our conduct was in furtherance of the

president's policies."

Secord has been identified by congres-

sional investigators as playing a key role

in both the secret sale of weapons to Iran
— which Reagan authorized — and the
diversion of part of the arms sale proceeds
to the Contras — which the president says
he was unaware of. In a brief opening state-

ment, Secord said his involvement in the
Iran-Contra affair came at the direct re-

quest of Lt. Col. Oliver North, a former Na-
tional Security Council aide.

Secord testified under oath at the after-

noon session of the opening day of the
hearings.

The investigative sessions began as a key
lawmaker bluntly challenged White House
claims that President Reagan was unaware
his aides were soliciting funds for the Con-
tra rebels at a time when government aid
was banned.

CHINESE KITCHEN
FAST SERVICE - GREAT PRICES

E
Try our

Moo Shu Pork

$3.95

#23 Szechuan Gal Ding,
Swee & Sour Pork, Fried Rice

$4.95

#22 Chicken Wings,

Sweet & Sour Pork,

Fried Rice

$3.90

#24 Yoke Kew (Beef)

Onion and Green Pepper
Chicken Wing, White Rice

$3.90

TRY OUR LUNCHEON - DINNER SPECIALS
Only $1.49 before 3 pm, $1.90 after 3 pm

Eat in or Take Out
HOURS: Sunday Noon - 10 pm, Mon • Sat 11:30 - 10pm

2 LOCATIONS

430 Russel St (Rt 9)

HADLEY — 253-2571
150 King St

NORTHAMPTON — 586-8220

* Partee
KJiitinued from page 1

the people getting a master's by having their names call-

ed and having them stand," Weinberg said.

When Graduate Commencement used to be held in the

stadium as a part of the Undergraduate Commencement,
people receiving master's degrees were totally ignored

and the hooding of the doctorates got little recognition,

Weinberg said. After the commencement in Spring 1985,

many people expressed displeasure in the way com-

mencements were held. A task force advised by Dean
Frederick Byron was then established, he said. The
result was last year: the first year to have two separate

commencements — one graduate and one undergraduate.

"This year we're expecting a quantum leap in the

number of people attending" so "we're going to simulcast

it into the Rand, so we have about 500 more seats,"

Weinberg said. He said the one thing he feared is peo-

ple getting seats in the concert hall, going outside to

watch the procession, and then trying to get their seats

back.

Some faculty members and students will receive

awards at the commencement. Receiving the
Chancellor's Medal Award are: Carmen D. Buell, Mar-
shall G. Jones and Matthew V. Tirrell. Receiving the

Faculty Fellowship Award are: Margaret E. Bigelow,

John F. Donoghue and Kathleen M. Swaim. And receiv-

ing the Distinguished Teaching Award are: Michael T.

Azure, Portia C. Elliott, Judith Udes Herrell, Bernard
J. Morzuch, Eve E. Ferris, Fred M. Robinson and Julie

Delvecchio Smith.

• rally
continued from page J

march would gather

at Haigis Mall on the south

side of the Fine Arts Center.

After listening to speakers

and singers, the group will

march to the steps on the

south side of the Student

union, where a rally will be

held.

Speakers scheduled to ap-

pear include Bonnie
Strickland, president of the

American Psychological

Association and a UMass
professor, and Kevin
Cathcart, executive director

of Gay and Lesbian Ad-

vocates and Defenders. The
rally will be followed by a

dance in the Student Union
Ballroom. Donations to

cover the costs of the events

have been received from

groups such as the LBGA,
area governments, the

Radical Student Union and

the Minuteman, accoridng

to Simons.

GREAf DAILY 5pgClALS

TACO VILLA
.Offrrinc Quality

Mriican Foadi

NORTHAMIPrON
i\ ClNJtlt if

ng Your Own
Brrr or Wine

AMHEIiST
4 I BOL rWOOD WALK

Brrr * WInr
Served

SPRINGFIELD
>*0 iUMNtR AVt
788 0919

Bring Your Own
Brrr t WInr

c
E

I

VISION OF
O N T I N U I N G
D U C A T I O N

9 8 7

I

The University of Massachusetts Department of Theater

in Cooperation with The New WORLD Theater presents

THE LION AND THE JEWEL
by Nobel Prize Winner V^ole Soyinka

April 30, May 1-2, 6-9, 1987 at 8:00 PM
Rand Theater, University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Center

Tickets: Fine Arts Center Box Office, 545-2511

M H

Registration starts April 21

.

Over 200 courses

in 50 departments.

Two sessions: June 2-July 10

and July 14-August 20.

For more information or a free catalog,

call the Division of Continuing Education at

545-2414.

^UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Campus Center

M-F 9-5 SAT 10-3

GEHING THIS VUASNT EASY.

WITH FORD CREDIT

GETTING THIS...

FROM SWEENEY MERCURY
LINCOLN I&

At (DEALER NAME), we know get-

ting that degree wasnl easy But when
It comes to a new car. we can help with

pre-approved credit from Ford Credit

If you are working on an advanced

degree or graduating with a Bachelors

Degree tietween October 1. 1986 and

Septemtjer 30. 1987. you may qualify

for this special college graduate

purchase program
If you do, you II receive a $400 cash

allowance from Ford Make your best

deal on any qualifying vehicle and use

the money toward your down payment

COLi/

Ford Motor
Credit

Company

or Ford will send you a S400 check

after the purchase oi lease The money
IS yours whether you finance or not

The amount of your credit depends

on which d ttiese qualified vehicles

you choose
Ford cars Escort Escort EXP.

Tempo. Mustang. Thunderbird. Taurus

Ford trucks Aerostar Bronco II.

Ranger
So hurry It a vehicle is not in dealer

stocl^ you must order by June 1. 1987

and you must take delivery of any

vehicle by Augusi 31 1987

MAKE IT EASY ON YOURSELF. GET ALL THE DETAILS TODAY AT

SWEENEY MERCURY
LINCOLN

FORD
m«. tl, Eatt a«, 1 Main Slr«*l OfMnflatd, MA — 413-773-S4SS

COLLEGIAN DRIVERS NEEDED

STARTING FALL SEMESTER

• Musf have own car

• Musf have mornings (9-11) free

$8 - $10 an hour

• Approximafely 6 hours per week

APPLY IN PERSON AT THE COLLEGIAN

113 CAMPUS CENTER

IL
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ARTS

Smithereens, Southside Johnny to play Southwest
By RICK SASSON
Collegian StafT

Thanks to 130 last-minute security volunteers, Sunday's

Southwest concert is on, featuring Southside Johnny &
The Jukes, The Smithereens, F.C. Pohaku, and Nexus.

Director of Public Safety Arthur Hilson recommended

the show's cancellation if at least 85 security volunteers

did not sign up by Monday night. Thanking the new
volunteers Monday night. Concert Coordinator Dave
Panagore said this year's show will have the most security

in five years.

Southside Johnny and The Jukes, the headliner, have

been around since 1974, and are known for their energetic

live performance. The band comes from Springsteenville,

New Jersey [Asbury Park], where they kept busy play-

ing club dates. By 1976, they released their first LP / Don't

Want To Go Home. Since then, the band has released eight

albums and has cultivated a reputation for a great party

band.

The Smithereens, who will go on second to last, are

another New Jersey band but with a different style. Their

first LP Espesially For You was produced by Don Dixon

[R.E.M], and included a duet with Suzanne Vega and and

keyboard playing by Marshall Crenshaw. They're known
for the single Blood And Ruses, which was on the sound-
track of the box office dud Dangerously Close, and was
later released in a video.

F.C. Pohaku, going on second, are a Pioneer Valley fu-

sion band. They've played the Southwest pyramids before

and have alot of talent— if fusion's your thing, be sure

to get there on time. Another reason to get there at noon
is the opening band. Nexus, victors of the Southwest bat-

tle of the bands last Fall, are one of the tightest campus
acts, playing both covers and originals. They've played

Rush, Zeppelin, and Aerosmith covers in the past.

The show starts at noon on the Southwest playing fields.

Alchohol is limited to two six-packs per person, and you
must show valid identification at the gate. Panagore said

that those under 21 carrying alchohol stand a good chance
of being arrested. There are no glass containers, animals,

and of course weapons allowed inside the gate.

The Smithereens

X

SELF-SERVE

TYPING
</i HR. $2

kinko's
•M copm. Craat pcopM

220 N, Pleasant St

253-2543

COPIES
4 ^

Self-service

With This Coupon,

Letter or Legal Size

CopyCatz^hil Shop

228 Triangle Street

549-3840

Valid thru May. 1M7

|llllllll|i|l|i|l|l|l|lll|||lllll|l| l |l|||||l|||l|l|||||||||l|||
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I M SPECIAL

I
THE BODY SHOP |

\ Offers the Best Deal In Town!
COMBINED SUMMER & FALL
MEMBERSHIP ONLY $65
ONLY $2.25 A WEEK!

I SEPARATE $45 FOR FALL |

I
$19 PER SUMMER SESSION {

I OFFER GOOD TIL MAY 19 I
?)iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitN>)i»iii i i iiiii i iiiiiiiiii i iii i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ii(iiiiii)iii(iiii(i^

CINEMA

WEDNESDAY - SATURDAY

KISS OF THE SPIDERWOMAN 7:00

BODY HEAT 9:15

DOUBLE FEATURE $3.00

DOWNTOWN AMHERST 253-5426

Summer Job

INTERVIEWS
Now being set up

. . . for 300 production line summer jobs.

Starting from May 26 to June 29.

Start at $4.00 an hour with merit increases.

Specialized jobs pay up to $10.00 an hour!

INTKRVIEWING NOW AT:

Wednesday April 29: 12:00 - 5:00 PM C ampus Center Rm 168

Monday May 4 10:00-2:00 PM Campus Center Rm 904-908

Wednesday May 13 12:00-5:00 PM Campus Center Rm 904-908

OXFORD PICKLE CO., INC.
South Decrfleld, Massachusetts 01 373 / (413) 665-7011

Special Student and Youth Fares to

EUROPE
from New York on Scheduled Airlines!

DESTINATIONS OW RT
LONDON $210 $400
PARIS 226 432
FRANKFURT 248 476
ROME 273 526
MILAN 248 476
ZURICH/GENEVA 260 500

Add $25 In each direction for Boston or Washington, D.C
departures. Add $50 in each direction for Rttsburgh.

Qeveland, or Ftaleigh-Durham departures. Other add-on
fares are available.

Special Student and Youth Fares to

SCANDINAVIA
On Scheduled Airlines!

Spring Rates OW RT

From
New York

Copenhagen

Stockholm
Helsinki

$275
275
275
315

$525
525
525
605

From
Chicago

Copenhagen
Oso
Stockholm

$300
325
325

$565
650
650

Some fare restrictions may apply.
Ask for our special student/youth tours to the

Soviet Union and Poland. Applications available for
Eurall Youth Pass and International Student I.D. Card.
_-,__^_fol Reservations and Information Call:

WHOLE WORLD TRAVEL
Serving the Student/Youth Market for more than 76 vears'

17 E. 45th St., New York. NY 10017
(212) 986-9470

Mesmerizing Dreams
Lincoln's Dreams
By Connie Willis

Bantam Books, New York
$15.95

By CHRISTINE JOYCE
Collegian Correspondent

If you are interested in the Civil War or

just want to learn more about it, Lincoln 's

Dreams provides enjoyable reading on the

subject which combines history emd fiction.

Connie Willis, award winning author of

Fire Watch, leads us through the bat-

tlefields of the Civil War through the

dreams of a young woman named Annie.

Jeff Johnston, an historical researcher for

a Civil War novelist, meets Annie one cold

night and recognizes the dreams she tells

him of as those of General Robert E. Lee.

The two embark on a journey that deals

with the realities of the world and the

dream landscape of the Civil War. Through

the battles of Arlington, Fredericksburg,

Antietam, etc., Annie dreams the entire

war as Lee saw it and Jeff interprets.

Annie did not ask for this burden but it

is one she cannot deny. Jeff promises her

that he will let her finish the dreams no

matter what the consequences, for Annie

feels she must fulfill this obligation to Lee

so that he may finally find peace. She takes

on this commitment for the sake of another.

Lincoln's Dreams takes us to the bat-

tlefields and behind the scenes to the men
in their tents where fear and death are

always close at hand. It shows us what this

war was like for those who lead it such as

General Lee and Lincoln, whose dreams

are mentioned only briefly here compared

to Lee's. It shows the pain and the glory

and gets us in touch with a war long

forgotten.

As the dreams proceed with Annie and

Art Attack

Cover art from Connie Willis' Lin-

coln's Dreams.
Jeff deciphering them, they come upon the

end of the war. The dreams begin to

threaten Annie's sanity and then her life

and she becomes sickly and pale as Lee

had. Jefi" feels they must stop the dreams
but remembers his promise.

Despite the rich detail in Lincoln's

Dreams, the book ends in a questioning

way, making us wonder what did happen
when the war was over.

I had in the past learned of the Civil War
but had forgotten. Lincoln's Dreams will

refresh your mind and let you experience

what our forefathers did. It is worth the

time.

By JONATHAN M. CASSIE
Collegian Staff

I bet you're all asking yourself; Why in

the name of god is this idiot still writing

this column!!? It's coming up on finals, I

have 8 quizzes, 4 exams and I'm stressed

out; how can this person keep on writing?

It's a rough job, but someone has to inform

the community of all the nifty art out

there, and it is my job to do it.

Unfortunately, when it comes down to

this time in the semester, there are very

few art shows being shown because

everyone is studying for finals and no one

will attend.

However, there is one new show coming

to the University that I urge you to at-

tend. At the Wheeler Gallery from May
7 to May 14 there will be an exhibit titl-

ed Behind These Walls. This exhibit is

a display of works by first year Master of

Fine Arts candidates Cynthia Guild and

Sally Stevens and will include paintings,

drawings, prints and monoprints. Their

work examines the psychological and

emotional aspects of place. Both Stevens

and Guild use interior and exterior views

to contrast structure with space, light

with darkness and order with chaos. The
images use place as a vehicle to explore

various layers of experience; like arrang-

ing the pieces of a half-remembered

dream.

So, what is a poor art columnist to do

when there is only 1 show on the whole

campus??! Instead ofjust pointing out all

of the shows around the area that are wor-

thy, I think I'll ju.st talk about the various

galleries that have impressed me. In other

words, impressions.

I would have to say that the most
enlightening and provocative works that

have been shown on this campus have
been at the small and often ignored

Wheeler Gallery in Wheeler House. I

have been consistently moved by the

works presented there. The Student

Union Gallery and the Herter Art Gallery

come in a close second, mainly because

their displays are not always as pro-

vocative as Wheeler. Herter Art is

especially good.

"The University Gallery is, for the most
part, good, except it has a tendency to run

shows that are not of awesome popular de-

mand for much too long. A good example
of thi.s IS the Recent Museum Architec-

ture in New England display. I review

ed the show, and found it to be very in-

teresting and informative, but I recogniz-

ed that it was never going to drag the peo-

ple in.

Well, that's it for now, I'll be back next

week with my absolute, very last column
for the semester. Are you all going to miss

me99

The University of Massachusetts

Chamber Choir and Madrigal Singers will

perform Thursday night at 7:00 p.m. at

the Grace Church in Amherst. The pro-

gram includes Monteverdi madrigals,

Back and Brahms motets, and Rejoice in

the Lamb by Benjamin Britten.

The University Chamber Choir, found-

ed in 1977, is under the direction of E.

Wayne Abercrombie, Associate Professor

of Music at UMass. The sixty-member

SATB group consists of non-music mayor

and vocal msyors and performs three

times during the semester.

The Madrigals is a twelve member
SATB ensemble also under the director-

ship of Dr. E. Wayne Abercrombie. Both
ensembles will be accompanied by two
string quartets.

i
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U2 may disappoint even with great show
By KELLY SIEGER
Collegian StafT

U2 played the first of three sold-out concerts at the

Worcester Centrum Saturday night, delighting the

U2-live "virgins" and disappointing fans who attended

the band's Unforgettable Fire tour of two years ago.

The two-and-a-half hour set began with the desperate

"Where the Streets Have No Name," from the band's fifth

album The Joshua Tree. The album, called U2's greatest

and most stirring collection yet, provided much of the

evening song list.

U2, known for its wide involvement in such projects as

Live Aid and Amnesty International, didn't keep politics

out of the show. With the band's permission. Amnesty In-

ternational representatives handed out flyers in the Cen-

trum halls. Bono also pleaded with the audience to help

the organization, appropriately leading his bandmates in-

to "Sunday Bloody Sunday," from their popular War
album.

Another well-received plea — showing not only that U2
is unafraid to be politically outspoken but that today's

youth is not as apathetic as portrayed — was Bono's out-

cry against Arizona governor Evan Mecham and his at-

tempt to stop Martin Luther King Jr. Day. Bono urged

the audience to write and call Mecham to show their

outrage, then played the U2 hit "Pride," written about

King.
The remaining members of U2, often overshadowed by

the charismatic Bono, held the music together. With Larry

Mullen Jr. and Adam Clayton keeping the beat, the Edge
showed the audience why he is one of today's most ac-

complished guitarists.

Bono made a point of thanking the audience for mak-
ing U2 what Time magazine calls "The Year's Hottest

Ticket." However, he also needed to remind the crowd that

U2 is not just a top 40 group with top 40 lyrics. During

their rendition of the folksong "Red Hill Mining Disaster,"

about one of the worst coalmining disasters in Irish

history, Bono felt it neccessary to tell the crowd: "Shut

up! We're not the Beatles, we're U2!"

For all of the readers who have tickets for this weekend's

stop in Hartford, arrive late and save your ears from the

assault by opening band Lone Justice. The band is fun

to watch — lead singer Maria McKee energetic dancing

is spirited — but the sound system made her voice grating

and shrill, seemingly high enough to break glass as well

as eardrums.
Be sure to arrive in time for intermission however. At

Monday's night show, with the house lights still on and

the stage crew setting up the bands equipment, U2
entered the arena to play for the surprised audience
"Stand By Me." (Also, rumor has it that U2 has given per-

mission for photographs to be taken during the show.

Verify first with the concert hall before arriving at the

show, to reduce the risk of having cameras confiscated.)

Back to the opening statement. Disappointment is too

strong a word to describe the resfKinse of older U2 fans.

The hardcore U2 followers were dancing, screaming, and
vying for attention just as much as the newcomers. But
the use of the same song introductions, less audience par-

ticipation (Bono didn't pull dance partners from the crowd

as he has been known to do), and the use of material

predominantly from The Joshua Tree and The Unforget-

table Fire all made a second viewing of the band less of

a religious experience as it tends to be upon ones first U2
concert.

But don't be discouraged, go to the show and expect to

be enthralled by America's "Hottest Ticket" and be

prepared and willing to open your minds by taking some
of U2 and Bono's words to heart.

The Far Side

By Gary Larson
Smithereens
By Sarah Smith

'MILllld
Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-5141

DRINK OF THE WEEK: Vikin Fjord Sea Breeze - $1.75

BEER OF THE MONTH: Heineken $1.25

Wed night is ABSOLUTE T-SHirt Night

SPECIAL: Sangria -$1.25

M d
New Spring

,'"^""1

lOOX Cotton

Blouses Dresses Skirts
Big Shirts Pants Scarves

Saue 20 to 50%
off selected

Blouses Skirts Dresses
Sun 12 5

^Q'^'^^^gs Daily 10-6

ERCDNTILE N'hamp.Niahts
Th Fri 9 P M

Northampton 18 Center St
\ Amherst-Carriage Shops /i

"Louis ... phonecaw."

"th« L-x"' 6.T-v<-: i-T-' -^^..ri'Sj. L_i,*V -fVe.r \nyi l.^ft-nX'

ALL STAFF: The Spring 87 staff photo Is

Monday at 8 p.m. Be there or be faceless.

UMASS FOOD SERVICES
21ST ANNUAL ALL CAMPUS

BARBECUE
WEDNESDAY

MAY
13

RAINDATE

THURS.
MAY 14

4:00-7:00 P.M.
SOUTHWEST FIELD

I.D. CARD REQUIRED
CASH PRICE: $4.85

BUS SERVICE OFFERED FROM WORCESTER &
FRANKLIN • DOOR PRIZES • MUSIC (D.J.)

MENU
'/2 CHICKEN • SPARERIBS • BAKED BEANS
WATERMELON • CHIPS • COLD DRINKS

• ICE CREAM •

Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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Bat Brain By Bill Dearing
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Apply wow for night, copy editor and cartoonist for Fall

semester See Nan in the newsroom — deadline May 13

All c«i«mal«ts wbem rchinilBg nest Mmc*t*r and writers

interested in becoming columnists are encouraged to attend a

meeting at 2 30 p m. Friday m the newsroom This is a chance

to meet your new editor and make plans for next semester The

deadline for applications for associate editorial editor is Thurs-

day by 6 p.

m

^
Daily Crossword Puzzle

Edited by Trade Michel Jaffc

ACROSS
1 ADaMS
5 Auto racing

name cri lame
10 OK) irisn

aipnatwt

1

4

PuD game
missile

15 MiM

16 Put pressure on

1 7 US Army
Special Forces

member
19 Youngster

20 Menu Item

21 Tractor

ad|uncls

23 Type of soil

25 Lorelei (o< or\e

26 Containing

silver

30 Woodworking
machines

33 Classifies

34 Out of tied

36 Food scrap

37 Takes to court

38 UtMy
measurmg
devtc*

39 Make weH
40 End^ wttti

Japan or Siam
41 Car pool

participant

42 — buOd«s
43 Bivouacked

4S Dignified

women of a

certain age

47 Use your txain

49 Rouse from

sleep

50 Firm atiacriment

S3 Leased
properly

57 Band
instrument

58 Nepnrite

60 Title lor Joan
Sutnerland

61 Cast
62 River of Soviet

Asia

63 Memtjers ol the

CD
64 Recorded in a

way
65 North Sea

leeder

DOWN
1 Rim
2 Part ol the

country scene

3 Author Marte

4 Small st.jrgeons

5 Opiimislic

6 Formerly called

7 Spanish painter

ar>d designer

8 Civil rights

activist

Medgar —
9 Storekeeper

10 Type ol store

1

1

Growing
place

12 Ripene*

13 Store

Oepartment

18 Nighnime signs

22 Mideast land

24 Stuck m ir\a

mud
26 Valuable

belonging

27 Awaken
28 Gardener s gilt

29 Referred to

31 Mistake

32 Flower tealufes

36 Asian antelope

38 Wishing hour

on New Year s

Eve
39 In a believable

way
41 Former rtioney

ol Portugal

42 Makes muffins

44 Topics

46 Sounded an

alarm

48 Asian larfd

50 River m
Lombardy

51 Small amount
52 Certam tide

54 - ihe line

55 Prince Charles

sister

56 TV producer

Norman
59 Prehoiiday time

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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Lunch
Fried Fish Squares

Broccoli and Cauliflower

Quiche

Menu
Basics Lunch

Fried Fish Squares

Broccoli and Cauliflower

Quiche

Dinner

FAR EAST NIGHT
Beef and Shrimp with

Snow Peas

Sweet/Sour Chicken Fingers

Basics Dinner

Tcmpeh Stir-Fry

Sweet/Sour Chicken Fingers

r Weather
Today: Chance of showers, high near 60.

Tonight: Partly cloudy, high near 40.

Tomorrow Sun and clouds, high 70 to 75.

'N

Vs.

Today's Staff
Night Editor Sheryl Jean

CopY Editor Jonathan M. Cassie

Layout Technician Marc Infield

Photo Technician Dave Shimkus

Production Supervisor Marc Infield

Production: Connie, Kelly. Lars. Kim, and Joe.

Executive Board — Spring of 1987

KELLY SIEGEK
Edttor la Chief

HJUfCY KLIHGEHElt
MuMllag E<IKor

STEVE SUBIR
BaslacM llaa«i«r

PHIL SERAFIHO
Editorial Editor

AHSEL ZIHTEK
PredacUoa Mu^cr

Bttslness Board — Spring of 1987

STEVE RUBIN
BatlatM M«A«t*r

PAUL R. LESSER
AdvcrtUlag S«U> lUaag*r

VAVESSA ROTH
Plaaac* Maaaftr

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marfccllaf ll«aaf«f

CRAIG HAUGLE
CIrcaUtloa IUaa|«r

KAREM HOLLAHD
SabscHptloa Kaaafcr
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it Ferdie Adohoe
continued from page 20

professionally.

O'Brien says Adoboe is a real asset to the UMass men's
track team, competing in the triple jump, long jump and
4x100 sprint relay team. "He's been the team's leading
scorer for the past two years," explained O'Brien.
Last year he set a new UMass indoor triple jump record

of 48'3' at the Eastern Indoor Championships and finish-
ed fourth at the IC4A's last year with a jump of 48'8'.

Adoboe has jumped 48' this season but has yet to reach
his personal best.

"My goal is to do anything over 49'," Adoboe said. It

is a goal about which he is "very optimistic" and one
which O'Brien feels is within his reach. "He has competed
consistently at roughly one foot higher than last year at
this time, which is a reflection of his hard work and com-
petitive maturity."

Adoboe says it is sometimes difficult to find ample time
for school work. Meets or games which are a great distance
away may require a team to leave the day prior to a meet,
thus a day of school is missed. There is also little time
for just relaxing. "It makes me more disciplined not hav-
ing enough time to fool around," said Adoboe. With one
semester left of soccer eligibilty, he hopes to return to

Ghana after graduation to work in natural resource and
land use management.

For now Adoboe is concentrating on finding a place on
the Ghana National Olympic Team. According to Adoboe
he will need to jump 50' in order to qualify. This is a goal
which O'Brien feels is "reachable" but that both feel is
limited by a time constraint because the amount of time
for an athlete to be elite is very limited.

Q . E» J- A J i_ I
Sports Informution photo

pernor Ferdie Adaboe has been a twosport athlete at UMass, competing on the varsity soccer,
indoor and outdoor track teams.^^^ »^»« w**^^*^* \iE CSV. % Vx^CaAIAO*

Minutewomen power lies in the pitchins^
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

At the beginning of this season, the
University of Massachusetts soflball team
went down to Florida with one looming
question mark - a relatively inexperienc-
ed pitching staff. A couple of new wrinkles
here and there forced head coach Elaine
Sortino to play her hand - a hand that was
pretty unstable.

But while UMass hurlers haven't been
mowing them down with the greatest of
ease, a la Lynn Stockley, the 1987 staff has
proven that they are not a group to be
taken lightly. The differences from last

season are noticeable, but not very slight-

ly so.

The hitting was something you couldn't
always depend on. Even the best of teams
go through their respective slumps. But,
last year, pitching was something that was
a constant. An off day was as rare as an
unattended beer at Barsi's.

That isn't the case now, and while the
Minutewomen have no longer been able to
rely on the big strikeout, the UMass pit-

ching corps has done their share in assur
ing another chance to defend their A- 10
title.

The things this staff has accomplished
are even more impressive when you con-
sider a rule change that was designated to
put more offense into the game. The NCAA

got tired of all those 105 inning, 1-0
marathons, so they backed up the mound
three feet.

Where UMass pitching is concerned, the
rule has had an effect, as only two of this
season's staffers have an ERA below 1.00.
Where the hitting is concerned, it's like
playing in the Twilight Zone, illustrated by
the fact that the UMass batting average is

19 points lower than what it was at this
point last year. Don't laugh unless you can
figure it out.

Junior righthander Lisa Rever (10-6, 1.38
ERA), who was right behind Stockley in
the effectiveness category last season with
a 14-6 record and a 0.92 ERA, is considered

the veteran, and has pitched brilliantly in
her last four outings, winning three.
Behind Rever is sophomore righthander

Chris Wanner, who, as the finesse pitcher
of the staff, has compiled a 10-1 record and
a 1.36 ERA. After Rever and Wanner, you
find a couple of freshman with talent writ-
ten all over them. Righthander Lori Salvia
(0-0, 0.47 ERA) is the power pitcher of the
staff, and has proven to be a reliable
reliever.

That leaves a freshman hurler that a lot
of UM Softball followers have high hopes
for: righthander Traci Kennedy (12-5, 1.18
ERA), who has also taken up some of the
slack on the mound.

r GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE
ELECTIONS

ON MONDAY AND TUESDAY MAY 4 and MAY 5
THERE WILL BE A BALLOT BOX ON THE CAMPUS
CENTER COMCOURSE. ANY ENROLLED STUDENT
MAY VOTE UPON PRESENTATION OF A VALID ID.

THE ELECTIONS COMMITTEE OF THE GSS URGES
ANY GRADUATE STUDENT WHO MIGHT BE IN-
TERESTED IN RUNNING FOR AN OFFICE TO COME TO
THE GSS OFFICE AT 9 1 9 CAMPUS CENTER FOR MORE
INFORMATION ON DUTIES. RESPONSIBILITIES AND
ELECTION PROCEDURES. NOMINATIONS MAY BE
MADE IN PERSON OR THROUGHT THE MAIL
NOMINATIONS FOR ALL OFFICES WILL CLOSE
THUSRDAY, APRIL 30 at 4:30 PM.— Hrnn i ., J

GENERAL MEETING
For All Members

New & Old

TUESDAY MAY 12

6:00 PM

216 Student Union Building

Union Video Center
ACIIVlllt'j'AuUiU

..'„ fUl< '.lAil •CAlCULAIORS
tMErvrAifjMfcNl *i-OU UiNJ

FOR SALE'fOUND
HfLP WANTED 'LOST

CLASSIFIED
)P<M*^^>

>Mw3frxi'««*»*»»y*Mi.- .' - -IT •iiirr-Krfift---ifAiMi rftiMKiahMa Tiivtru

PERSONAL S* Riot WANFto"
U'\DtUS NttDED»t.fcr?VlC£S

f?OOMATE WANTED •TRAVEL
WANTED •SuBcETCOME TO THE COLLEQAW OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 6:30-3:30 (FRI • 2:30) •DEADLINE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION • CASH IN ADVANCE. ly/WQRD/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

TRADE U2 TfCKEtS have 2 l.cKets (or
Sunday May 3. need 2 iKiKels for Saturday
May 2 Can Marue. Holly. Judy, or Charlene
at 549-7477

82 VWRABBIT 47,000 mis $2995 00 or
B O well maintained new battery alter-
nalor, tires 549-5185

DR. PAUt CAMERON why does the Gay
community (ear him? Find out Wed May 6
6 30 & 8 30-IOlCC

APTS IN BOSTON

GRADUATING AND MOVING to Boston
many listings m Boston area Call Jert at
Popul«f Properties R E 437-981

1

AUTO FOR SALE

1t7« MITO STK asking S600 549-1138

1985 FORO FALCON a cream puff
256-6920

1979 FORO MUSTANG yellow, auto
82 000 mis AM/FM stereo 11200 546-3689
after 5 30 584-9042

81 CHEVETTE 4SP 63K 1200 oTbO
666-2941 excelleni condition

1980 RED FIAT, AC. PS, sunroor 5spW
stereo, low miles, runs well, some rust $750
or BO 253-9624 or 773-7333

PONTIAC T 1000 1983 great condmont
1 400 or best offer 549-0549

FORD ESCORT 1985. 26K ACTFM^diiux
warty impeccable S5399 549-5546 after
9PM

77 HONDA ACajROhatchbacii 6000 ojn
dition dependable $1200 call 367 2241 eve

1978 BUICK CENTURY beige good con-
dition $1000 Laura 549-4524

CAPE COD-FALMOUTH

HELP! I NEED a place to slay in Falmouth
for the summer If you need a roommate<sl
please call Ray 253-9692.

FISH TANK

ROOM AVAILABLE IN Beaut condo close
to UMass on bus line Kitchen/laundry lacil

inci female non-smoKers no pels 256- 1 547
San

27 GAL HEXAGON fish lanH includes stand
and assc Yours for 130 or BO Steve
549-5770

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

ROOMS FROM JUNE 1st fall option $235
per month exclusive close to campus
549-1358

2 BEDROOM APARTMENT. Ia«, slarling
June 1 $410 00, laundry. 665-2288 bus
route

SUMMER SUBLET WITH/FALL option
Spacious 2 tjedroom Squire Village
Townehouse on bus route stanino June I

Call 665-8410

HACK-A-OISC Entertainment Agency
Disc^ockeys. lights, rentals, and Mobile
Video Dartcesi 549-7144

19M TOVOTA 4X2 pickup excellent con-
drtion Under 10.000 mi Must seN soon
<»3-673l evenings

M CHEVY CITATION 4ap. excel cond AC,
R/F-speakers. auto-RV tape player $850 or
BO 549-5107

74 PONTIAC LE Mans $50 00 one (5)
G-78-14 tires new to good cond car runs.
good engine 78.000 mi body ru« means no
Inapec stk -good parts car caM 546 1030
Her 7PM Jack

FOR RENT

SWISS vTllage 4 bedroom^^Take
over lease w/fall option or sublet call
256 1318

TAKE OVER OUR lease in June and get
August rent free' Or |ust sublet for the sum-
mer/2-bodroom m Southwood apts call
Wvn 6334

TAKE OVER OUR lease starting June 1 2
bdrm hoi water inc 405 «^ 665-3041

WERE LEAVINGI TAKE over our 2bf
Southwood Apt and the furniture's yours
Free' Heal/water included 253-9089

2 BEDROOM CRESTVIEW apt available
June 1 With tail option ^/i mile from cam-
pus, to mtn walk, on bus route. 549-5481

SOUTHWOOD APT FOR rent take over
lease in June and get August rent free
25&1066

ONE BEDROOM PUFFTON avaNaHe June
1st Call Veronica 549-5456 keep tryina

BRANDVWINE ONE BEDROOM available
June 1 through next school year
$460/monlh mc utilities, pool, bus route
Call 549-6416 Ask lor Dave

ROOM FOR ROff in fully furnished lux
urious apt Two bus routes Ouiel and con-
venient Call 256 6809 evenings

TAKE OUR LEASE two bedroom 3rd floor
foulhwTOd apt starting June Isl call
tbO" 18d3

2 BEDROOM SOUTHWOOD Townehouse
great condition new carpeting, dishwasher
call 256 8068

AMHERST: 1BR APARTMENT on bus
route to mm walk to campus 440/mo plus
elec available June 1st or earlier call
549-5938 or 549 3700

REWARD! 2 BEDROOM Sunderland apt
begin June call 665 .IB?9 anytime

4 BEDROOM APARTMENT lake any or all
rooms on bus line available Juno 1 call Ooo
256 1480

SPACIOUS. CONTEMPORARY HOU8F
»unde<:k». skyligMs Groat location Mar
that Vinyard Sharon 256 8797

2 BEDROOM CLIFFSIDE apanment lake
over lease l large bedroom available June
1 total apartment available July 1 call after
6PM 665-8827

BIGI 2BR 2FLObR Southwood summer
wlall option 253-5916

TWO BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE in
Southwood includes bathroom and half,
dishwasher partially furnished On bus
route' Call 256-8378

SUMMER SUBLET^/FALL opnon 2
t)edroom Squire Village furniture 665-4634

LARGE ONE BEDROOM garden apt
dishwasher carpeting quiet residential
neighborhood $400 thru August 253-5746

FREE HEAT AND hot water 2 bedroom
apartment on bus route Pool, dishwasher,
and other ammites Take over lease or
sublet for summer call Oave or Michael
256 1040

4 BEDROOM HOUSE for June-Sept only,
Northampton near busline stores yet semi-
private Call Skibtski Realtors 584-3428

SUMMER SUBLET~WifHliin.^ii^2
bedroom Squire Village Townehouse
available June 1st caH 665 2644
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BUY DON'T RENT! Ideal mvestnwnt in

Amherst 3 bedroom ranch. Iivingroom, eat

in kitchen, near bus route, new seven
months Call Ralph Blank, Kalhy Stephan
Real Estate, Inc 549-1096

DOUBLE ROOM NOHO house lireplace

wood floors starts Aug 145plus Steve
586-5165

LOdklNOFOR two ladiesTo rent tall plus

spring next to campus call now 549-7293

HAMPSHIRE FITNESS CLUB Part time
spring and summer employment
(lifeguards, swim instructors, exercise
techs) Apply at Gatehouse Road. Amhersi
lei no 256-8327

FURNISHED ROOMS IN new house for

summer or fall call Dale 253-9949

1 LRGBORM in 2 t>drm Presidential 1 or

2 to share Female r>onsmoker June 1 w/fall

option, 10 min walk to campus 549-4483

POnSALE

CRATE AMP MUST seJH CatI Shawn
546-9030

U2TJCKETS FOR sale all shows 546-8789

Nlk6N^5MM72.8 MACHO lens, brand

new complete w/carrying case Price

negotiable Call John, 6-7070, after lOP M

U2 TICKETS FOR floor section

Meadowlands May 1 1 Rumored Springs-

teen appearance call 256-0820

MODERN 6 PIECE modular couch in good
condition $100 call 549-0803 or 549-1 191

VUARNET. RAYBAN. BOLLE sunglasses

plus looka-likes Jams catchit, sunbntches

shorts, everything discount Mike 549-7575

BUNK BEDS IN great condition! Maple

Irame with 2 new mattresses included great

lor small spacious' Call Mary Beth or

Vanessa at 256-8378

BIANCI RACE BIKE 52cm Campagnolo,

Columbus low iniles must sell $500
546-4613

LASONIC BOOM BOX AM-FM dual

cassette deck equalizer 546-6705 Barb

BEDROOM FURNITURE. PRICE very

negotiable Must sell If interested call

Jackie 549-5888

U2 TIX HARTFORD May 8th 253-3949

U2 TX MAY fhartford $50 00 546-6552

546-6644

AIRLINE tTckET to Cincinnali on May 20

price negotiable call 549-7693

FORD PINTO '80 86000 miles price

negotiable 546-7107

1 982Toyota tercel, 584, excellent

condition. Pioneer AM/FM tape, $2500,

549-3969

CHEAP FURNITURE FOR sale beds and
couches from $20-50 549-3829

FURNITURE COUCH, FULL size mattress

w/boxspring Good condition 549-5723

FURNITURE FOR SALE. Kitchen table and

chairs, shelves, dresser, Ijed, overstuffed

chair All prices cheap and negotiable

Allison 253-5893

FREE CASH

NEED MONEY? SPEND all your cash on
springbreaK'' I need your baseball cards

please help! Cadi li^ike 549-0333

FURNISH YOUR APARTMENT

COMPLETE FURNITURE FOR your apart

ment wall units, sofas, drapes, kitchen table

and chairs Great condition Call 549-6489

FURNITURE FOR SALE

FURNISH THAT NEW empty apartment of

yours if youy need it, we have It' Call us

549-6840

HELP WANTED

WE ARE LOOKING for someone to do chikl

care one evening a week and occasional

overnights. Must have transportation Call

548-9057

WANTED PART TIME bus drivers for Nor-

thampton to Amherst routes $5 to start very

convenient lor Northampton residents

Work schedule arranged around your class

schedule 586-1909

HELP-I NEED a place to hve m or near

Boston this summer Please call Ron at

6653032

GRILLCOOKS/WAITPEOPLE: DAY houfs
great pay. pftt downtown Nonhampton
Syvesters Restaurant 111 Pleasant St

ATTENTION: SUMMER WORK positions

' available Make 379/week, work with
'

' colleges, travel westward, great lor '

* your resume & lots ol tun Call 256
0866 lor info

SUMMER JOB - WATERFRONT Director

for day camp in the Boston Area. June
29-August 14. Salary 1,800-2,000 depen-

ding on experience Contact Janet Wad-
den, outdoor program director, Patriots'

Trail Girl Scout Council, 6 St , James Ave ,

Boston, Ma 02116. (617)482-1078

PATnTERS needed EASTERN New
England area interior and exterior starting

pay 6 50 and up depending on experience
Equal Opprtunity Employer (61 7)933-4370

EXCELLENT WAGES FOR spare time
assembly work; electonics, crafts Others
Info (504)641-0091 ext. 2068 7 days Call

now!

WAITRESS/WAITER, 20-25 hours per
week, for summer possibly fall- flexibility a
plus Call Mary at 584-9816, between 1 and
4

DAY CAMP -2 part time positions- July 13

-August 7 Write Leverett Elementary
School. 01504 or call Karen Rubin
548-9304

KARIN

JOB OPPORTUNITY IN student govern-
ment assistant to the student trustee Ad-
ministrative and research skills Academic
year and summer Applications available at

406E Student Union women and people of

color encouraged to apply The SGA is an
AA/EOE employer

HEY DUDE (NOT Teddy) lean on me
pseudo hippies Atlantic City Boston trips-

we're not coming back' Chill in & lllin bit

chin & moanin can I crunch w/you'' Bathing

& the eternal lie il I knew the way I would
lake you home ( is where I want to be but

I guess I'm already there set your priorities'

have a great time in London! Love, your

Nymph twin, Enn (Renn)

POSITIONS AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY
or lor summer as telephone interviewers

with protession^ marketing research firm

Ho selling or quotas involved Flexible after-

noon or evening hours (Minimum 15

hrs/week up to 40 hrs/week avaiable ) No
experience necessary $5 (W/hour Call

after 5 00PM 549-7235. Located across
from UMass Southwest Dorms

SUMMER JOBS FOR student acthrists.

Earn $2000-3000plus this summer enforc-

ing our water laws Clean Water Action is

hiring organizers for summer campaigns
If you are looking lor experience m com
munications. lobbying 4 management call

us 87 grads are encouraged to appiv for our

Political & leadership programs m Amherst

call 549-7450 Boston 617-423-4661

LOST

RED POLO SPRING jacket in campus
center- Friday please call Julie 9571

GREY JEAN JACKET from Mike'sW View

Thurs 4/9 be cool return keys from pocket

Ciff Brandywine 549-0667

DARK BLUE LEATHER walleTlOsTin Mam
St Amherst 4/21 at night Please, please,

please'" Return 10 s I don't care about the

money Call 256-8995

aYlACROSSE GAME. Blue nylon wallet

My life IS in that wallet i need it to go to

t^Y Please help me Adam 68930

LAX GAME 5/2 left my white MB sweatshirt

Sentimental value reward 549-0152

BLACK FUR HAT lost 31 March on cam-

pus $50 reward call Rich 546-9934

PURPLE HEART KEY chain on campus on

Friday call Amy 256-8378

MARTHA'S VINEYARD

WANTED TWO MALE or females to share

house in Edgartown reasonable summer
rem call Jim Merrigan at 545-2150 or Chris

at 549-1010 alter 6PM

MAYFEST '87

V(H.LYBALL TEAMS WANTED for the off-

campus Maylest on the campus pond May
8th prizes will be given to the winning

teams For more inlormation or to sign up

go to the Commuter Area Government 01

lice 404 Student Union (545-2145)

MOTORCYCLES

HONDA CB350 RECENTLY rebuilt emgine

call 256-8643 ask for JR $450 or BO

SUZUKI FA50 EXCELLENT summer/cam
pus transportation $250 or BO 256-1618

HONDACM400 CUSTOM^TSOOmi. sport

shield, trunk, W50 Helmets extra 256-1618

1 SUSUKI GS 750L black runs and looks

great $950 or BO call Jon 256-1318

YX»/iAHir260CCR6AbBIKE^Mf'cwi-
dition $495 253-2459

HONDA VT500 ASCOT 1984 BIk excel

cond 7600mi liquid cooled, shaft drive 6 sp

must see $1200 or BO Call Ben 253-7785

OLSTEN TEMPORARY SERVICES

JOB OPPORTUNITIES. AND more |Ob op-

porlunilies" For more inlormation contact

Roland at 549-7449 aher 5 00PM

PBISONALS

ITS COMING FOR the first time in May'

HAPPY BELATED HONI We'll make your

twenty Isl the best I love you RC Glenn

GORILLA-GRAMS THE s-t willfill the

tan when you send one'" 546-9152. 7654.

8561

JV LAX TEAM- congratulations on a great

season I en/oyed working with you gool-

balls' Love, your manager

HAPPY BIRTHDAY OAVE even though
you're 23 you'll always be my babylove
sweetpea

RICH FORRAN- THANX tor helping me out

the other night when my car was stuck'

(Cumt>erland Farms'! I really appreciated
It You are an angel'" Thanks again' S Z

MICHELLE EICHELMAN CONGRATULA-
TIONS on your first great shwoing! Love
MaryBeth and Judy

RESUME TYPESETTING SERVICE
Have your resume professionally typeset.

The best quality type, not a word processor

Sixteen different type styles to choose from

Takes only 3 days - costs $25 and any

changes I'll do for FREE Come down to the

Collegian Graphics Office (113 Campus
Center) and speak to Peter Soderberg

MEET NEW PEOPLE! Get great ex-

perience' Come write for New England s

largest college daily The C^olleglan is in 1 13

Campus Center, right behind the TV
Come down and check us out!

THE FUTURE'S SO bnght, you gotta wear

shades campaign this summer to pass the

toxic use reduction act, stop Seabrook, and

promote affordable day care Work with

Masspirg and earn $1 75 300 a week, rapid

advancement, and career opportunities

avaiable Positions in Amherst, Boston,

Cape Cod. Worchester, and six other k)ca-

lions Call 256-6434

PART-TIME INFORMATION booth atten-

danls needed Must be courteous &

reliable Aptly at Hampshire Mall manago-

mertt office $86^5700.

WAITPER80N FOR 8:1© to 2:30 Apply

Good Egg 485 Weet St. full or part-time

DIANNE K. HOW does il feel to be "legal-

ly" legal'' HapF>y b-day' Donna

STAMINA CAN OVERC6ME~~press^
Stress has both ol us but our triendship is

stronger Word ol the week is understan
ding I'm sorry lor being a jerk

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TARAI Love always,
Don you are simply the t)est'

AXO PLEDGES KEEP up the good work'

Sisterhood is only 1 day awati We love you!

rhe sisters ol Alpha Chi

KERRI, WE COULDN'T forget you, could

we' Hope you have a great birthday! Love

ya. Beverly and Alyson

TO JENNYPOOTORIANNE. Stefty, Suze,

Greggy, Rooosell. and "L"- it was a perfect

gotcha' And the academy award winner

IS you guys are the best friends and I love

you! Jodi

bONNATrLLMBSyou bunches. I love you

dearly. Shi-head

MTkE L. YOU'RE real special And that's

not way the -— off' Love the Little One

2NRELDT^'Wwhow»elrrthe hallway

Weds at 2AM thanks for the support' You re

great! Luv, Lis

DIANE. ITSBEENA GREAT"srx months

I wouldn't have wanted to spend my time

With any one else You always know how

to make me smile I love you Happy six

month aniversary Love Michael

OHHHI BA«iiBiNO! BARRY Prior. God

knows I love you!' Happy 1 year babe.

You've been the best!' So, so, ther! I m
forever yours Faithfully" Ti Uoglio Andna

THUMPER: JUST THOUGHT I'd say hi

Flame no 0261

CONGRATULATIONS PEAR AND here s

to the future'

SAVE $500 ON next semesters bill wanted
several students lor work program 6-8hrs

weekly lor next semester call Mr Roos
549-5120

GOOD LUCK UMASS crew lightweights

Mike W, Matt C. Brendan M, Chris C, Ian

B, Bruce W. Jay S. Chris M, Paul S, & the

rest of the UMass crew at the Dad vails got

psyched!' -Crazy Eddie

DIANA-HAPPY 19 birthday enjoy! Love ya

sisters and pledges of Delta Zeta

HEY SQUIDI YOU better watch out or 1 11

break your tentacles! Love Squldette

HlLARY^-HAPPYI^birthdaywe hope you

had an awesome dy love Delta Zeta

CONWATULATJONStOTHEnevirsisters
of Sigma Kappa! We were happy to see that

everyone sun/ived the weekend in the

snake pit Great |ob Christine, Cathy,

Tanya Maria, Patty, Kim, Karen, Christine,

Erin and Mana Awesome limes ahead

Get psyched. Love the sisters ol Sigma

Kappa

TO THE PLEDGES of Sigma Kappa-Marta.

Enn Christine. Patty, Karen. Kim. Mana.

Tanya Cathy, and (ihristine- we all hope

that you are prepared '^ tock^n thHs

weekend with the snake and the other rep-

tiles Try not 10 worry too much, we all had

to 00 through It, and most of us sun/ived

Good luckl You'll need it. Love the flatert

ol Sigma Kappa

MICHAEL S I mel you Saturday May 2.

Townehouse Contact me' Amherst Junior

High

BEACH!! THANKS FOR the dress li real-

ly came m handy lor one night I was the

lady in pink Makaout Master

IF YOU ARE a cute guy please wish Amy
Mulcahy a happy birthday' P S She would
not mind it anyone wanted to give her a

Porsche

CROCODILE DUNDEE TOMORROW at

5.7,9 & 1 1 in the S U B presented by

WSYL 105 1 and SGA

SUZI, JIM, PAM. Thanks for everything

Especially for helping me on Fh May 1

Mana (MM)

HEY ITS BRENNA Laskey's birthday' Give

her a call at 6- 1 095 and wish her happy bir-

thday or |ust talk dirty' Ha-ha Love Kath

BUDGET REQUESTS FOR FY'89^TF
funding must tie submitted no later than Fri-

day May 8, at 5:00PM to the chair of the

Budgets Committee. Nate Moore

CHRIS CHARTRAND HAPPY 2 Isl expect

it when you least expect it

PIG ROAST PARTIERS

I KNOW YOU had a good time, but I didn't

I lost a gold rope bracelet ol extreme sen-

timental value on Pelham Road, 5/2 Any
info, please call 546-7738

PLEASE HELP

WANT A 2 or 3 bedroom apartment for fall

semester only II you can help us out please

call Brian or Erik at 253-7195 leave

message

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

CASES, PAPERS. DISSERTATIONS.
theses; fast, accurate, dependable, on-

campus, reasonable 584-7924. Nancy

RIDERS WANTED

TUESON VIA? WESTWARD bound end ol

May keep trying! 666-8407

RIDE WANTED

ROOMMATE WANTED FOR fall semester

in spacious Northampton apartment
Reasonable rates, quiet, I'/^baths, cable,

laundry on premises Call Dave 586-0714

01 Matt 546-8458

1 MALE NEEDED at Brandywine July 1

No skids 549-1475

2 FEMALES TO share spacious rm house
2 lull baths lue place Irg living room din-

ing rm ,
2 mm walk lo campus call Laura

5494524

PUFFTON MALE ROOMMATE wanted lo

share m one oedroom apt Thorn 546-6057

or 549 5231

NON-SMOKER FEMALE wanted to share

Pufflon Apt lor tail and spnng Own room
call 549-0691

NYC OR NEW Jersey near GW Bridge

Thursday Friday Saturday I can drive you

back will gladly pay expenses Nick

549-6479

ROOMMATE WANTED

SUMMER ROOM FOR RENT

ONE BLOCK TO town one to campus dou

ble room $130 per person everything inc

Call .lill 1' Sue 549 7477

CORNELL BOUND? PLEASE please take

me with you" May 8 or 9 Call Mary Beth

at 545-0320

WOWI 2 COOL roommates wanted! Take
over lease June 1 lurnished' Fall option'

Reward" 253-3368

TWO ROOMMATES WANTED to Share in

spacious apt in center of Amherst call

549 5866

1 FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share

a Brittany Manor apt Call 253 2284

GREAT LOCATION SUMMER sublet w/fall

option in Amherst Center 546-9368 after

3PM

TWO PEOPLE NEEDED lo share rooms lor

summer in Sunderland apartment, male or

female, smokers welcome 665-2718 tall op-

tion available

RESPONSIBLE. NONSMOKEH FEMALE
needed lor summer and/or next school

year One t>edroom in sunny two bedroom
townehouse Live with quiet female grad

student 665-4563

SERVICES

TUTORING. SUBSTITUTE TEACHING in

business management marketing.
finance, investment & miaocomputers $7
per hour Neg 536-5(X)6 leave message

SELF-STORAGE FROM $20 monthly
Transportation possible Aaron Inc

665-8281, 1-800 342 3492

NEED A TRUCK? Call Peter will drive you
and your stuff 2 and 3 hrs drive cheaper
than UHaul call nights 665-3292

SOUTHWEST WEEK

'THE 9TH ANNUAL Southwest Week is"

• here!" Come and see some ol the *

best new bands Irom across the

state Be a part ol the festivities,

barbeques, tree silkscreenmg ol

' your own Ishirt, free balloons,

'dancing, comedians, tree movies, and'
• lun in the sun May 5th to May 8th •

Another Southwest Area GovernmenI
*

• production

SOVIET JEWRY DAY

ON MAY 10, at noon, come |Qin us at

Haigis Mall lor a march to Amherst Com-
mon and rally for Massachusetts Soviet

Jewry This statewide event is sponsored

by numerous campus groups and we urge

all to attend and support this vital cause

For more into call David R Mark at

545-3500

SPANISH TUTORING « TRANSLATION

PATIENT, SKILLFUL HELP: short stories

grammar 256-1002

SPRING FLING

HELP WITH SPRING Fling' Come to Cen-

tral Area Government meetings at 8 00 on

Tuesdays,

ST. JUDE

THANK YOU AGAIN! Seldom do your

prayers go unanswered I an very grateful.

SUBLET

THE BOSTON GLOBE, IBM, General

Foods and Kenner Parker Toys are just a

few of the many opportunities available

through the Co-op Office Come in or call

today - 545-2224 your luture starts here!

SUMMER SUBLET/FALL option 2 large

bedroom townehouse in Sunderland pool,

tennis, backyard, bus rt only 9 minutes

from campus 195/month (summer neg.)

call 666-2265 leave message

ROOMMATE WANTED TO share a Wvo

bedroom Colonial Vlg Apt Own room, lul-

ly lurnished, 185 a month 253-5183

anytime

NORTHAMP-rON CANTER SUMMER
sublet cheap Call Joanna 546-8477

27EMALESWANTED to share spacious

Mam St apt fireplace, hardwood floors

across from bus stop, reasonable rent star-

ting June 1 1987 call 256-6202 evenings

SELF-STORAGif"FROM $20-monthly

Transportation possible Aaron Inc

665-8281. 1 •800-342-3492

ONE BEDROOM IN Bnnany Manor with MM
option 263 2236

4 BEDROOM HOUSE m Noho avail June
7 call 6 9281 6 9276

3 BDRM HOUSE 21 Hobart Ln Cheap
549-4453

SUMMER SUBLET

NEED FURNITURE CHEAP call Jacqui

2568032

PRESIDENTIAL APARTMENT
AVAILABLE lor summer live minute walk

Irom Gradtwr 549-0129

OUIET ROOM AVAILABLE in house down
the street Irom mall & busline Large and

private- rent neg call 6-7057 ana leave

message

2 BEDROOM APT in house on Grove St

near bus slop available June thru Aug w/fall

option 253-5820

THREE BEDROOM PUFFTON apt direct

ly next to busslop. 12 mm walk to Grad

tower ! ully tuinished, air conditioned ten-

nis, pool, call Magnus 549-7882

MCCLELLAN ST SUMMER sublel large

lurnished house with all modern conve-

niences Between campus and town

253-7309

NEED 1 PERSON sublet June -Sept 1 in 3

bedroom Pufflon Apt room lurnished non-

smoker 1 75/mo call Susan after 9:30PM
649-0697

3 BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE apt lor sum
mer sublet rent negotaible 549-4860

AMHERST CENTER SUNNY three

bedroom Ms lour possible fall option

549-5866

BRANDYWINE 1 BEDROOMaparttnenl
Sunny spacious tully lurnished with deck

close to bus best otter 649-6479

AMHERST CENTER HUGE room m^ b
house fall option $210/mo Lauren
2533053

3 BEDROOMS PARTI^Y lurnished on bus
route with tail option. 2 baths, $180 per per-

son or BO 256 1841 Matt

SWISS VILLAGE FULLY lurnished cable

separate bedrooms call now 253-5419

2 BEDROOM APARTMENT Northwood
$410/mo August rent tree 665-7577

LOOKING FOR t lemale to summer sublet

Southwood Apt Along with 3 lemales rent

negotiable 546-9712

AMHERST CENTER ONE-bedroom apt

w/fall option $400/mo includes heat, hot

water & parking Call 253-9946 before

11PM

ONE BEDROOM BRANDYWINE apart

men! prelect lor 2 or 3 people sunny
spacious with deck close to bus 549-6479

GINGERBREAD HOUSE 2 blocks Irom

UMass 2 bedrooms in 4 bedroom house
$200 per month; available from June to

August; (fall option possible) call 549-4793

JULY AND AUGUSfln Noho house sun

ny call Steve 586-5165

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL option

$405/mth partly inc-lurn. b-b-q. pool, air

condition , elec ht. dishwasher, spac rms,

200 11, avail 6/1/87 Call 665-3757

3 BEDROOM APT lor summer w/fall option

August rent free 665-4813 Northwood

1 ROOM IN 2 br apt in Amhersi convenient

location call Helmant 256-8137

2nKDROO(«r AVAILABLE in house, 5

minute walk from Amherst, bus slop, fall op-

lion, rent negotiable Call Nathalie or

Isabelle 25&«878

THE TOTAL PAD summer sublel w/fall op-

tion on NOHO bus route $4(X) month
586-2796 leave message

TWO BiEDROOM tOWNEHOtiSEln
Southwood includes bathroom and half;

dishwasher partially furnished on bus

route! Call 256-8378

ONE BEDROblOP/KRfMENfrincludes
utilities, dishwasher. NC. pool, tennis On
bus route Reward 665-8891

SUMMER JOifi

AMHERST CENTER, DOUBLE room in

house with fall option, rent reasonable, call

Claire or Lisa for details at 253-7216

•••••••••••••••••••••••'•"•••••

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS
•The organized students We tram you

*

• Now hiring painters good conditions

•and good pay $5-$7 per hour, throughout

"New England Age and experience not'

• a concern Positions tilling quickly

call today 1-800-424-2468

THREE BEDROOM PUFFTON apt

available lor summer 87 3 or 4 people call

lor details 549-6327

1FEMALEROOMMATE nee^<lJo^ B?".
dywine apt next year call Kathy 549-Z7i«;

LOOKING FOR 2 male/female roommates

to share Brittany apt call Kyle or Justine at

253-1388

SUMMER JOBS

ON CAPE^COOlit Jason's ol Dennisport

Floor and door personnel, barbacks and

waitresses Accepting applications on the

(ollowing Saturdays April 18,25 as well as

May 2,9 Interviews will take place from

noon to 3 on those Saturdays at Jasons on

lower county Rd in Dennisport Ma.

SUMMER JOBS

LARGE FULLY FURNISHED house Cable,

5 t)edrooms, near bus stop, very clean This

house IS ideal!!! Rent negotiable, call us!

253-5885

2 BEDROOM APT Brandywine summer
sublet cheap 546-4784 546-5484

SUMMER SUBLET FOR two June 1, call

665-7526

TTVOFEMALElOOMMATES needed for

Brittany apt 256-8602

TOWNEHOUSE APT'2 not»«moking room-

mates lor fall 549-4860

OLD 5 BEDROOM house on Hyannis Har-

bor Cape Cod 1500 per person for season

Call Mark 617 775-1669

TOWNEHOUSE APTS • 1 female ropitv

mate needed for next year Contact Bart)

or Jackie at 549^)462

SUMMER JOBSItl ACADEMIC Affairs

Com hiring students to help produce

Course and Teacher Evaluation (juide 2

part-time positions available (20-30 hrs/wk

at mm wage ) Job entitles writing, editing,

typesetting Additional into and applications

available at 420 Student Union Bldg Due
at noon Wed May 13 Women and
minorities encouraged to apply AA/EOE

SUMMER JOM

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share

Brandywine Apt. call 546-9027 for more

info

NEEDED ONE FEMALE roommate lo

share in a h»»o bedrtXJm Townehouse Apt

call anytime 549-5187

CAPE COOl WANTED: t or 2 n»J«^»2f
caH Marie 549-4653 or Jeawca 54M846

THE FUTURE IS so bright, you gotta wear
shades Help pass the Toxics liberation

Act, stop nuclear madness, and fight for

consumer justne Masspirg seeks bright,

energetic students tor summer campaign
positions Earn $150-300 per week Train-

ing, travel, advancement, and a chance to

meet hundreds of other hin people OfHces
in Amherst, Boston. Cape Cod, Wor-
chester, and six other kxaliont. Call San-

dy at 2564434 today!

SUPER SUMMER SUBLET SPECIAL

BRANDYWINE, TWO BEDROOM best of

ler Irom Juno 10 August call Ola at 546-8765
or Gator 'j46 8771

TAKE OVER LEASE

JUNE 1, ON bus rt. 3-bdrm apt m
Sunderland 665-2509

TYPING

SUMMER SUBLET. JUNE lO-August 31

Room in house on Main St $185plus or BO
Allison 253-5893

"SPEEDY KEYS" -PROFESSIONAL,
reliable, accurate 256-1002

TYPING SERVICE

OUAUfV fVPINO. PAPERS, letters,

resumes, etc Meticulous proolreading

Editing available New IBM typewriter Call

549-0367

NEXT TO CAMPUS! Unbeatable summer
place Grad students preterred call soon

549-7293

AMHERST CENTER SirtlMEH sublet 2
people $125 549-7783

SIOO/MO ROOMS FOR rant June-Aug call

253-3102

SUMMERTuBLET SUNDERLAND one

bedroom apt 200 00 per month or less Call

665-2301 after 10 PM ask for Bruce

3 BEDROOM APARTMENT fully furnished

ideal location N Pleasant St good rent call

for info 253-3956

LARGE HOUSE ONE mile town campus
sublet any of five bedrooms lease take^iver

256-0736

3 BRAPARTMENT -on bus line Pool, free

hot water Available June 1 $425/mo
August free. Fall option. Call anytime

665-4819

NEEDED 1 OR 2 people to share 2 bdrm
townehouse this summer On bus route (10

mm to GRC) -fully lurnished. seme, quiet

Free cable, pool, tennis, call Rena 8279

TYPING SERVICE

WORD WIZARD WORD processing Stu

dent rales 549-6484

U2 TICKETS

DON'T MISS THE May 8th Hartford

U2 show' Tickets lor sale-good seats

Best otter Call 6-4388

W/FALL OPTION. Spacious clean two

tjedroom townhouse on bus route Take

over lease June isl 665-8455

3 BEDROOM FURNISHED apt 480/month

utilities and cable included on bus route,

swimming pool, tennis ct 665-3671

TWO ROOMS AVAILABLE in new (ully fur

nished Amhersi house Summer with tail

option Call Linda or Laurel at 253-9949

TAKE OVER OUR Sundertand house
lease, please Ethan Sara Scott 665-2904

FURNISHED ONE BEDROOM apt

available for summer sublel CaH after

11:00 PM 665-2964

2 TCDROOM8 2 biAha 2 living areas, kH-

chen in nice house behnreen UMasa and
town Poeaiblelaltoption $200 each must

seel 549-5589 Barry, Qlen

1 BEDROOM FURNtSHED Pufflon forsuiT)-

mer Reaaonable rent call 549-0333

2 aEOnOOM SUBLET in Crestview. On
but rowie 6 que*. Available June-Aug CaN
Jo«i, S4M021

VIDEO GAME

DEFENDERSTARGATE VIDEO arch^
game for sale Great for tral, dorm or apart-

meni Call 542-3374

WANTED

WANTED: TWO FEMALES to sublet two

rooms in house Cable, washer, dryer,

dishwasher, lurnished lor only 156 (X)' Call

Donna 253-3625

FASHION MODELS NEEOEDto work in

Pans Milan, Japan. New York. Boston,

newcomers welcome call 617-353-0100

WANTED TO RENT

APARTMENT OR HOUSE lor 3 4, or 5

people reasonably close to campus Call

anytime 646-6602, 546 5774 or 546-5772
Please keep trying

TWO SENIORS LOOKING for one or two

bedrooms lor now until end of semester
close to campus Call Chris or Oave
253-7572

LOOKING FOR 3-BEDROOM in Pufflon

reward offered- Lisa 6-7979

$$$BIG REWARD OFFERED foT^
bedroom Puftton Apt Lease 253-7927

LOOKING FOR 3bedroom Puftton Apt

Want to sublet lor summer and take over

lease Call Herb 546-6761

TAKE OVER LEASE June 1st 2 bedroom
apt in Colonial Village across from Changes
380/mo plus utilities on bus route 2560984

3 SENIORS LOOKING for 2 or 3 bedroom
apartment for fall Sememsler only It you

can help us out please call Brian or Erik at

253-7195 Leave message

UMASS STUDENT LOOKING lor room lo

rent near campus during spring break 9-21

10 9-29 Call Mary at 546-1 151 Keep trying

SUBLETS/HOUSII^G NEEDED June 28 -

Aug 15 Call SBMC 256-8615 9AM-7PM.

WANTEOfilOO REWAiHO a 6 or 7 person

house lor next year, near bus route Call

Dave 549-0384 or Patty 549-1703 leave

name and number

2 hIGH SPIRITED WOMEN (smokers) look-

ing to take over lease on apt or house, or

to share your place in the fall call Kristie

6-8565

FEMALE LOOKING FOR a quiet single in

a house lor tall semester call Lisa at

549-6065

APARTMENT OR HOUSE for 3, 4, or 5

people reasonable close to campus call

anytime-546-6602 546-5774 or 546-5772

Please keep trying!

LOdkJNG FOR A 3 bedroom apartment in

Puftton for summer (May 23 to Aug) Call

Nikhil 546-1046 or Rahul 546 1497

NEED ROOMMATES? TWO girls looking

lor one or two bedrooms in house lor sum-

mer Dennisport/Hanwich area 256-0316

iTUN raMALE looking toTapartment for

the fall call 6-6007 anytime ask lor Joanne

GREAT LOCATION!" AMHERST Mnter

summer sublet Room in 2 bedroom apt.

call 256-1077

ONE BEDROOM, FIRST fkxjr, so or Center

Amherst, for elderly woman, starting June

1 call Mike Peters 323401 1 or 545-2283
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UMass to face Harvard today
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

For the University of Massachusetts

baseball team, today's game against Har

vard University is for nothing more than

pride. When the Minutemen take Lorden

Field at 3 p.m., there is not a lot at stake.

UMass will leave bright and early tomor-

row morning for BoyertowTi, PA, and the

Atlantic 10 tournament. It's berth in the

tournament is secure, so you might not

thmk the team would take today's game

seriously, but it will - to an extent.

"1 really hope we can play," UMass coach

Dick Bergquist said in reference to the

rainy weather. "They are a good team and

we enjoy playing them."

But don't get the wrong impression. The

Minutemen will not risk injury or anything

else that could jeopardize their chances of

winning the A-10 title.

Bergquist said that "the staff' will pitch

against the Crimson. Except for Dave

Telgheder, Ken Greer and Steve Allen,

Bergquist said any other pitcher may see

action, throwing an inning or two each.

Those three will be saved for the tourney,

which the Minutemen open Friday at 4

p.m. against West Virginia.

The cancellation of yesterday's

doubleheader against Dartmouth College

due to a measles epidemic on the Dart-

mouth campus was probably a blessing for

UMass.
"I wanted to play just for the sake of play-

ing," Bergquist said. "But the rest will be

valuable and since we're leaving itomor

row], I'm glad we didn't have to spend the

day on the road."

The adverse effect on the team will be the

lack of at-bats for players that are compil-

ing impressive statistics. Sean Flint will be

Bergquist to

be honored
University of Massachusetts baseball

farxs will have an opportunity today to pay

tribute to head coach Dick Bergquist, who

is retiring at the end of this season after

21 years at the helm.

A briefceremony will take place before

the Minutemen's 3 p.m. game with Har-

vard University. In the event of rain, the

ceremony will take place Tuesday prior

to the scheduled 1 p.m. doubleheader

against Providence College. The games

against the Friars were moved from Sun-

day to Tuesday because UMass will be in

Boyertown, PA, this weekend competing

in the Atlantic 10 tournament.

the main victim of this cancellation.

The senior co-captain is just one home
run from tying the UMass records for most

homers in a season (11) and most career

homers (20). Flint also leads the team in

hitting with a .394 average and 32 runs

batted in, and is tied for the team lead in

"ame-winning hits with four.

Designated hitter Dean Borrelli has come

on strong to take over second place in hit

ting at .377. Senior co-captain Jay Zerner

is third at .371.

Gary DiSarcina (.364). Drew Comeau
(.333) and Matt Sheran (.308) are the other

regulars hitting over .300.

Harvard comes into the game with a

record of 15-4 overall and 12-2 in the

Eastern Intercollegiate Baseball League.

No individual statistics for Harvard were

available because, despite the fact that the

Collegian is not affiliated with the UMass
baseball team. Crimson coach Alex

Nahigian chose to hold to his policy of not

releasing statistics to anyone affiliated

with the opposition.

As for comparing results against common
opponents, the Crimson defeated Holy

Cross, 8-7, in 13 innings while UMass
rallied to beat the Crusaders, 1211. Har-

vard beat the University of Rhode Island,

8-2, while the Minutemen swept a

doubleheader from the Rams, 114 and 7-5.

Extra Innings: Comeau has more

homers (eight) than strikeouts (six). He also

has a seven-game hitting streak. . . Borrelli

has a five-game hitting streak. . . DiSar-

cina has five of the team's six triples. . .

Flint's slugging percentage is .721. . . The
Minutemen have just six sacrifice bunts

this year, or less than one every five games.

No player has two. . . The team batting

average is .313.

Reid happy with Spring progress
Montini, Perrone and Vertucci named tri-captains for 1987 season
Bv JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts football

team concluded its Spring practice season

Sunday, and if coach Jim Reid's impres-

sions are on the money, the team shouldn't

have too much trouble repeating its Fall

success.

"I'll tell you one thing, we've had a

helluva lot more production than last year

when we only had about 40 healthy bodies.

There were very limited things we could

do," said Reid, who guided the Minutemen

to an 8-3 mark and one-third share of the

Yankee Conference Championship in his

first year as head coach.

"This year there were 75 players healthy

to practice. We could really get things done.

With so many people, we were able to get

in more repetitions and bring some of the

younger players along."

The team also announced its tri-captains

for the 1987 season. Getting the nod on of-

fense is 6-3, 255-pound center Pete Montini,

a senior two-time second team All-Yankee

Conference player and a second team All-

New England Associated Press selection a

year ago.

The defense will be captained by Vito

Perrone, a 6-1. 235-pound senior

linebacker, and Jim Vertucci, a 6-1.

210-pound senior free safety.

Though the practices did include

healthier players than last Spring's injury

spree, poor weather did curtail the first two

weeks before the team went full tilt in the

latter weeks of April.

"We concentrated mostly on the younger

guys who were battling for positions. We
had some guys come a real long way. Real

long," Reid said. "We'll have a lot of first-

year players in starting and backup roles."

Reid added that most of the veterans

were given time off and played secondary

roles in the practices. The coach stressed

that his biggest concern going into the

Spring was getting some of the younger

players more experience. He said that

traditionally, it has been the senior-

dominated, more experienced teams that

have generally locked up Yankee Con-

ference titles.

Some of the more impressive younger

players on offense included Al Pogarian,

Anthony Giudice, Paul Connor, and Paul

Mayberry, who stepped in for injured team

captain Stan Kaczorowski to start the final

three games of last season.

Also impressive were tight end Kenny
Girouard, receivers Jay Dowdy, Mike
Trifari and Jerome Croom, who Reid call-

ed "the greatest hustler we have out there

among hustlers."

At quarterback, nothing much has

changed in the battle between Dave Palazzi

and Tim Bryant for the starting position.

For now, Reid rated Palazzi over Bryant

but left summer progress as a deciding

factor.

Reid said the backfield looked "glorious"

with Kevin Smellie, Chip Mitchell, Steve

Olson, Jay Nisbett, David Mitchell, Kevin

Murphy and Ted Barrett all returning.

On defense, the coach said the secondary

looked better than in the Fall but added

that the team's pass rush would have to im-

prove over last season to allow the backs

to open up.

On the line, Reid said Thor Bjorn, Mike
Marzarella and Tony Hunt all made great

strides. Linebackers Chris McCray and
George Karelas also looked good.

For Ferdie Adoboe, playing two sports is no problem
Senior athlete excels at soccer and track
By JANE LAPATO
Collegian Staff

"Soccer is like one of my legs and arms.

Competing in both soccer and track doesn't

bother me. They are part ofwhat I do," says

Ferdie Adoboe with confidence.

Adoboe has been playing soccer since he

was a young boy in Ghana, West Africa,

but only began to triple jump his senior

year in high school in the U.S. In his first

year of competition in 1983, he was an Ail-

American triple jumper. At UMass, he

runs indoor and outdoor track and plays

varsity soccer, but seems to thrive on his

busy schedule.

It's currently outdoor track season so

there are no conflicts. During the winter,

Adoboe has a tough schedule. In the mor

ning, he has soccer practice from 6 until 8,

classes from about 9 until 2 and then he

has track practice from 2 to 4 in the

aflernoon.

"In the winter track has precedence but

it depends uf>on the competition," Adoboe

explained. If there is a dual meet in track

and a larger, more important Boccer gama,

Adoboe will attend the soccer game. "I con

sider myself a soccer player, but I'm just

as good in the triple jump. Track only goes

for so long." Adoboe said. There is no real

conflict between himself and his coaches as

both coaches understand his situation.

Mascot turns
Orange red
"Hello, Syracuse lacrosse."

"Tim Nelson?"

"No, this IS John Drasko, assistant to

Roy Simmons."
"Hi, how're you doing? I'm calling from

UMass. Big game on Friday. I called to

ask a few questions. Is coach Simmons

in?"

"No he's out with a recruit. He'll be

back around 1 or 1:30, He's a hard man
to track down."

"I guess so. Hey I've got some questions

I thought he could answer but maybe you

could give me some feedback as well. I'll

try to catch him later."

'•Sure, what's up?"

"Well, think back to the 12-11 game
here two yeai's ago. People still talk about

that game as one of the wildest games
ever seen around here. Your coach, if I

remember correctly, was pretty upset and
said he'd never bring his team back to the

Hill. A lot of oranges were thrown at the

players. He was pretty furious, wasn't

he?"

>piiritt iiiiurmiit loM phi

Ferdie Adoboe

Training for soccer emphasizes speed and

agility as well as drills, and training for

track requires lifting weights twice a week

during the season, sprinting, running

stairs and completing triple jumping drills.

According to Adoboe, in the fall, soccer

training is "more than enough training for

track."

According to men's track coach Ken
O'Brien, similar training in the two sports

has allowed Adoboe to utilize his ex-

perience in soccer in the triple jump condi-

tioning program. "The triple jump is

basically a blend of speed and explosion. It

is a culmination of a lot of different athletic

qualities,'" explained O'Brien.

"Soccer is like food. I have to have it. It

doesn't matter when I have it," Adoboe
said, describing the sport for which he has

a passion. He explained that he has dif-

ferent style of playing than his American
teammates. He .said his main goal next

season will be to find a blend of the two
styles. Although his goals for soccer are not

as great as his triple jumping goals, he
would still like to believe that he was a

good enough player to have played

^ffM^lM^pege 18

"Yeah, things got a little out of hand.

It just wasn't a well-reffed game. At one

point we were three men down and that

happens in lacrosse about as often as

white elephants run across midfield dur-

ing a game."

"Not too often then, huh?"
"No, not in my experience."

"What about the fans? They were pret-

ty rabid. Will that have any affect on yoiur

team?"
"If we had a field like that and a crowd

like that we'd want them. That's the type

of crowd we feel should be at a lacrosse

game. We play in the Carrier Dome and

it's kind of an opposite situation. We get

great crowds but they're about 10-15

yards away and they're a lot of the com-

munity instead of students. It's a different

type of crowd."

"Well, this year we're not playing at the

Hill. We're at the Stadium. It's not too

bad, though. We played Rutgers the other

day and though it wasn't the Hill, a lot

of that atmosphere was there. Some of the

new players were even impressed and
that's surprising because they've never

played before a Hill crowd."

"A sunny day, right? Well, if they're

there this Friday, we've never been

known to slow the ball down. That'll give

them something to cheer about."

"What about the oranges? Two years

ago we threw a lot of them. They always

seem to follow you guys around don't

they? Aren't they a problem?"

"Well, we've played at least foxu- gAmes

in a row where we've had oranges thrown

at us. It's very difficult to have a fruit as

a mascot. I really wish it was a Delmonico

steak.

"At least if it was a Delmonico steak

then when people throw them at us we
could just pick them up off the field and
eat them. Roy Simmons was quoted one

time as saying 'at least they weren't

watermelons.' Can you imagine if they

were watermelons and one of them hit one

of us coaches? It would kill us. We would

have to be taken off the field on a stret-

cher."

"Well coach, I think people around here

are stocking up on their oranges because

everyone I've run into has brought it up."

"Well, we're used to it. Like I said, the

way we're going to play will be an incen-

tive for fans to get involved."

"Coach, it has been a pleasure talking

to you and I thank you for your words. It's

certainly going to be a big game on Fri-

day and I'm sure the kind of crowd that

was here on Saturday wrill be there in

even more force when you guys show up.

Hopefully the crowd won't get out of hand.

No one wants to get hurt. It's a friendly

kind of rivalry. I'm sure I'll see you on Fri-

day."

"Thanks very much."
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Anti-gay activist greeted by opposition
Cameron calls for end to homosexuality Hundreds protest Cameron 's appearance
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Anti-gay activist Paul Cameron told

about 140 people last night that the

American Psychological Association

spreads falsehoods about homosexuality,

which is the major threat to our society.

The association's position that homosex-

ual experiences during childhood do not in-

fluence an individual's sexual preference

later in life is false, said Cameron, who was
dismis.sed from the association in 1984 for

allegedly mi.srepresenting other scientists'

research.

"If a major body of people lie to us .

Collrfian photo by Paul Franz

Ex-psychologist Paul Cameron:
"Homosexuality must be destroyed

or we will not survive."

to win a social policy direction, to change
a social policy direction, then we are all at

sea. We are all immeasurably reduced," he

said.

Accusing the APA of lying to the US
Supreme Court and the media, he cited the

Bowers vs. Hardwick sodomy case last

year, during which the APA urged con-

stitutional protection for homosexuals. He
said the APA told the court that 62 percent

of heterosexual males report that their first

sexual encounter was with another male.

"Can you believe that 62 percent of all

males in the United States have even had
a homosexual experience? Does that seem
likely to you? I don't know. It doesn't seem
likely to me."
Cameron said the APA got that figure

from two studies on homosexuality, but it

ignored the sections of the studies' reports

that state the subjects were from a limited

group.

Homosexuals, who choose to have sexual

relations with members of the same
gender, should not have civil rights, he

said. In fact, he added, "Homosexuality
must be destroyed or we will not survive."

Cameron, who has advocated that

homosexuals be quarantined or castrated

in the past, said last night he is not sure

how society should eliminate homosexuali-

ty. "I do not advocate illegal violence

igainst anyone," he said, however, respon-

ding to an audience member's question

regarding whether violence should be us-

BY ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

About 450 students at the University of

Massachusetts united last night to protest

anti-gay activist Paul Cameron's visit to

campus, and to celebrate gay rights.

The protesters rallied in front of the Fine
Arts Center, then marched around campus
chanting "Hey, hey, ho, ho, homophobia's

got to go," and "gay, straight, black, white

same struggle, same fight."

Cameron spoke in the Campus Center

last night, [story right)

A number of student groups and ad-

ministrators urged students to boycott last

night's speech and attend the alternate

events, which included the rally, march
and a dance in the Student Union Ballroom

continued on page 18

ed against gay persons.
continued on page 6

Collegian photo by Paul Pranx

More than 450 protesters march from the Fine Arts Center to the
Whitmore Administration Building carrying balloons and banners,

chanting "Hey, Hey, ho, ho, homophobia has got to go."

Number of applications hits record high
By FRANCI RICHARDSON
Collegian Correspondent

Marking a record high in University of Massachusetts

history, the Admissions office received 22,246 freshman
applications for the 1987 Fall semester, said officials

yesterday.

"What sells the University is the quality of teaching

and learning. It's a reflection that everyone is doing a good

job here. The University sells itself," said Timm Rinehart,

director of undergraduate admissions.

Rising by 30 percent for out-of-state and three percent

for in-state students, next semester's application figures

rose a total of 12 percent from those of last year's. With
an admission rate of 54 percent, 11,984 students have been

accepted to the University.

Exactly on target, the admissions office predicts that of

the 4,325 tuition deposits they received as of May 1, an
estimated 4,050 will actually enroll in the university due
to the 'summer melt", explained Rinehart.

While still accepting a few transfer applications, the ad-

missions office expects to accept 1900 out of 3500 ap-

plicants. They predict an estimated 1250 will actually

enroll, which remains constant with last year's figures.

With a 10 percent rise in minority applicants, the
University plans to enroll 8.2 percent of the 339 self-

identified minority students.

The University is "more selective now than in previous

years because the application rate has risen 60 percent

since 1982 when the acceptance rate was 80 percent com-

pared to the recent 54 percent acceptance rate," said

Rinehart. "When application rates rise for the same
number of spots, we become more selective and take the
better students — it's all very positive."

The popularity growth of the university is reflected in

the applications to the individual schools as well. The
School ofMana^ment received over 4000 applications for

350 spots, the number of majors in the School of Educa-
tion is doubling, and there has been a renewed interest

in liberal arts.

"Kids are realizing that you don't have to be a major

in business to be a success in life," said Rinehart, who
believes that clarifying and defining career interests while

in college is not only okay, but part of a college education.

Rineheul believes that there is more interest in atten-

ding UMass because of its improved image and reputation.

Archeology dig in Israel

offers insight into history

Artzy said organizers could be somewhat
flexible about the cutoff date.

Students will work at Tel Nami, a site

where digging began \ast summer. It is

said to be a seacoast community where

the "Sea Peoples" — primarily the

Philistines at the time of construction —
brought their wares for trade with the

Middle East. Also, a new
continued on page 6

By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

Michal Artzy is talking about her ar-

cheology work. Casually she grabs a
plastic shopping bag from a shelf in her

office, pours out some pottery fragments
onto a coffee table, and hands one to a

reporter.

"The fragment looks like the base of a

jug. It is red and blue striped, and looks

like the bottom of a vase one might see

in a living or waiting room.

"This is part of a container for special

oils," Artzy says. "It was made by the

Myceneans."
The fragment is 4000 years old.

Such artifacts can become commonplace

items for students at the University of

Massachusetts who take part in a pro-

gram offered jointly by UMass and the

University of Haifa in Israel.

The summer program will give students

the chance to travel to the Holy Land and

help unearth the remains of a seaport

built, probably by the Egyptians, in the

early second millenia B.C.

Artzy, who is a visiting professor of ar-

cheology from Haifa U. this semester,

developed the program which has at-

tracted students from the US, Canada,
France, Denmark and Italy. The students

live in Israel for three or six week periods,

working on excavations and learning

about the civilizations whose handiwork
they unearth.

Artzy said she started the program as

a way to not just talk to students about

the ancient Near East, "but also bring

students to the real McCoy. Archeology

students are not the only ones who par-

ticipate in the program, but anybody of

interest," she said.

"UMass students have an opportunity

to work not at just excavating a particular

site, but to benefit from professor Artzy's

perspective on the history the region,"

said professor Daniel Hilell of the plant

and soil department. Hilell went to Israel

last summer in the program's first year,

and will travel there again this year.

Hilell and Artzy said they were eager

to have more students sign up for the pro-

gram. The deadline is next Monday, but

BURIED TREASURE-Students work on an archeological dig dur-
ing the summer program in Israel.
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Former CIA director WUliam Casey dead at 74
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^ lommittee and m Europe as a Marshall Plan

|„ii(i f M MV l»i'' a(fi»- a hii;hi > . • -tax attorney in

.New Ydik A .1 r/i'nil("t <>\ th<- ' '!,'',( .,.: [,'i.iifi of the In-

•,litiiti- (<.i liuHini.'Hh I'liinning, he wrote or edited several

(|()/iii iMiimiJils on l.'ix, r»'al ir'-,tijt«- and invehtment law.

( 'aiii'V al .1" l«' aim- in' i ' .i iru;l . .' '
.

> m Republican Par-

I V ji'il ill'
'

Reagan reportedly
missing hearings

WASIII.Nd'roN (AIM i'Ksident Reagan say^ he -

'waiting,' lo hear ah much as anyone fcl.se" what the Iran

Contra h»'arinj4K will reve-al, but other White Hou.se of

ficials an' described u.s ".somewhat detached" about the

leleviHed proceedinj^s.

"The president didn't ><et a chance to watch" the open

mK session of the congre.ssional hearings Tuesday. White

Hou.se spokesman Marlin Filzwater said. Fitzwater said

he also was busy with other things and was unable to

.see the opening session.

"We all feel very confident about the president's role

and position," Fitzwater said.

Noting that there has been a big turnover in the White

House staff since the secret sale ofUS arms to Iran and

the diversion of money to the Nicaraguan rebels became

known, Fitzwater said, "the rest of us weren't involv-

ed" so officials feel "somewhat detached" and have

adopted a wait-and-see attitude.

Saying it was 'business as usual" at the \Miite House.

Fitzwater added, "We don't offer a defense We offer an

open mind — find out what happened and tell us."

"We exp<^ct to wait until the conclusion of the hear-

ings . I don't exj>ect him iReagan- again, to try- to draw

conclusions while the hearings are going on. We've got

to go through three months of this... Its important not

to get excited."

Reagan appeared publicly once Tuesday, at a Rose

Garden ceremony where he signed an order creating the

White House Conference on a Drug-Free Amenca. as re-

quired by legislation which Congress passed laist year

SPECIAL EVENTS
The Iniimaie P.D.Q. Bach

C iflUs Ro>ale

The FKing Karamazo\ Brothers

B<)>^ ot the Lough/ Jean Redpaih

Marcel Marceau
Nagcna Odon (Kabuki Dancei

Bfilcom ^ .\1orrh

GREAT ARTISTS
Andre VHaiLs. piano

Julian Bream, guitar

Fei Pjng Hvu. piano

Ld.:Az^:: Hall ^ inner, \oice

Barr> D luglas. piano

BROADWAY
blgH •:'

[^ Cage .-Xux bulks

btxh;ve

Smgin in ihe Rain

ORCHESTRAS
N jrwegian C hamber Orchestra

Srnngfield Svmphony Orchestra

Jerusalem S> mphon> Orchestra

THE FINE ARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF M.ASSAt.Hl'SETTS M AMHERST

THE 1987-88 SEASON
DANCE
Ro\al \\ innipeg Ballet

Natl. Dance. Co. of Senegal

Bucket Dance Theatre

.American Ballrix^m Theater

Finnish Natl. O^x^ra Ballet

Ja// Tap Ensemble

Mark Morris Dance Ciroup

All Five College Students
receive 50% off ticket prices.
You can save stn additional
30% by subscribing today.

Call 545-2511
or stop by the FAC Box Office

for your free brochure.

\anc\ W ilson

.Art Blake\ c<t the Ja// Messengers

Mixlern Jazz Quartet

Richard Stoltzman

Jazz All Stars/Max Roach

CHAMBER MUSIC
Cleveland/'Meliora Quartets

Krono Quartet

Chestnut BrasN C o.Quink
Kich ChamlxM Soloisi.s

THEATER
I'm Not Rappaix^rt

Erankcnsiein

Ihe Ikvkcti 1 iilokis

» >illc)n^in phoiii by Paul K'rHn/

HOLDING UP TRAFFIC-Students lead horses across University Drive toward the barns after an afternoon of grazing in the pasture.

Brimmer says Reaganomics threatens US economy, education

Economist welcomed by UMass faculty
. - »-.. T-> • r.-i .,j..»,;.,;c.t.-.it;/-ir>c will immpdiate

By DAVID R. MARK
Collegian Staff

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey yesterday

announced the appointment of Black Enter-

prise columnist and noted economist An-

drew F. Brimmer as a member of the

economics department faculty.

"Andrew Brimmer is one of the most

respected economists in America today. His

experience in government and the private

sector make him an ideal teacher. We are

delighted that he will be a colleague on this

campus and look forward to working with

him," Duffey said.

Brimmer received his bachelor's and

master's degrees from the University of

Washington before earning a Ph.D. in

economics from Harvard University in

1957.

In an interview before the appointment,

Brimmer gave his views on numerous

modern economic topics:

Reaganomics: Brimmer said that the

1981 tax cut was too big, and the deficit it

created was similarly too big. Reaganomics

does not take into account using tax

revenue for more investment in "human
beings." Reaganomics has not been sue

cessful because of the large federal and

trade deficits, and the "large spectrum of

depressed industries." Brimmer said that

any future administrations will immediate-

ly run into post-Reagan economic problems.

Brimmer said inflation will rise in the next

few years, and questions US defense spen

ding. Protectionism: Missouri Con-

gressman Richard Gephardt's protec

tionism bill "will not survive the Senate,"

Brimmer said. However, Brimmer does

believe that a modified protectionism bill

will help US industry. "The textile, elec-

tronic, timber, and steel industies will all

benefit from a protectionist bill." Brimmer

said.

Education: "Our country should look

more to education. Pell Grants, student

loans and other grants under the Reagan

administration have seen a marked reduc-

tion. There are thousands of potential col-

lege student.s not in college as a re.sult of

Reagan administration cuts."

Richard C. Edwards, chairman of the

economics department, .said, "Andrew

Brimmer brings to us an expertise that is

going to benefit our students and the

research efforts of the entire department.

His practical experience in managing the

economy, at the national policy level and

at the level of the corporation, provides a

truly rare opportunity for our students. He
will be a real resource for the university

as a whole."

Brimmer previously worked for the

Federal Reserve bank ofNew York, the US
Department of Commerce, and the Federal

Reserve Board. He has received honorary

doctorates from 20 universities, and is

chairman of the Tuskegee University

Board of Trustees.

"The University of Massachusetts has a

strong economics department, which 1 hope

I can help make stronger," Brimmer said.

Crash dummies
urge students
to buckle up
By BEN BROGAN
Collegian Staff

A speeding ambulance, all lights flashing, screeched to

a halt outside the Student Union yesterday morning to

kick off a day of activities intended to promote seat belt

awareness at the University of Massachusetts.

Larry and Vince. two crash dummies famous for their

seat bel't awareness television commercials, stepped out

of the ambulance and proceeded to pose for photographers

and assist in distributing buttons to passing students.

Several dozen students, staff members and University

officials gathered under a tent, due to intermittent

showers, to listen as speakers involved in promoting seat-

belt awareness in Massachusetts encouraged vacation-

bound students to "buckle up."

"Traffic accidents involving people not wearing their

seat belts is the number one killer of the young in our

society." said Paula Golden, executive director of the

Massachusetts Seat Belt Coalition.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey told the crowd that "one

of the most important lessons in education, is that we all

have a responsibility toward one another."

"There is no one under this tent, I believe, who can't

think of someone whose life has been saved by a seat belt,"

he said.

In an interview. Golden emphasized the financial incen-

tive to students. "Two hundred thousand public dollars

are needed a year to support the victim of a head injury,

an injury that never needed to happen," she said.

"Think of what Chancellor Duffey could do with that

monev," she said.

In addition, she said that an eight percent insurance rate

increase had been encouraged by Commissioner of In-

Soviet Jewry Day to focus on refuseniksn

By DANA M. ANAGNOSTOU
Collegian Staff

Raising awareness about Soviet Jewry will be the focus

of Massachusetts Soviet Jewry Day this Sunday, which

will entail a mai'ch, speakers, and the releasing of balloons

at Amherst Common.
.

The day is intended to "raise awareness, particularly

on this campus and throughout Massachusetts, to the

somber plight of refuseniks in the Soviet Union, said Lric

Cohen, a participant in the event.

Refuseniks are Soviet Jews who have been denied the

right to leave the Soviet Union. According to organizers

of the event, refuseniks cannot practice Judaism freely

in the Soviet Union, "but they are ostracized tor their wish

to leave, and are forced to stay.

"Our participation in this event is of utmost importance

because we can help save the lives of some refuseniks by

bringing them out of the Soviet Union." Cohen said.

The day will include a gathering at Haigus Mall at noon

on Sunday and then a march to Amherst Common where

Chaim Gunnar. an Amherst Soviet Jewry activist, will

speak. Afterward. 1000 balloons will be released.

"On each balloon there will be an index card telling

about a refusenik," Cohen said. The index cards will in-

form people how to help the refuseniks by writing letters

calling for their release. The cards will also say who to

send the letters to, and how to write them.

"People who are not familiar (with the plight of

refuseniks] can read about the problem and also, at the

same time, learn how to help. In that manner were rais

ing public awareness of the problem," said Cohen.

Cohen stressed the importance of letting everyone in the

Soviet Union know that United States citizens care about

refuseniks.

"We will not end our fight and our struggle for their

freedom until they're released. We can save their lives,"

Cohen said.

surance Peter Hiam because of the high number of injuries

incurred by people not wearing their seat belts.

Stephanie Shapiro, a sophomore microbiology major,

told the audience about an experience she had during

spring break. She and four friends survived a head-on col-

lision because they were wearing their seat belts, she said.

"Please wear your seat belts, because you never know

what lies ahead," she said.

Buttons, pins, balloons, and stickers were handed out

to students. Volunteers lined up to try one of two "Con-

vincers," machines that simulate a eight mile per hour

crash.

Glenn Keith, a senior communications major, won a tee-

shirt for trying. "It was quite the jolt." he said. "Without

a seat belt you'd lose your face on the dashboard."

Freshman Ralph Daniello said, "I was quite convinc-

ed," and said although he regularly wears a seatbelt, he

will "wear it even more now."

Lisa Igoe, a junior exercise science major, said she

started wearing a seat belt when the Massachu.setts seat

belt law was in effect. Since the law was repealed last

November, however, she said, "I have become a bit lax."

"The Convincer" convinced her, she said. "It felt like

your ribs were getting crushed."

When asked about the repeal of the seat belt law. Golden

said, "it's a tragedy." Golden was involved in passing a

bill in the state legislature last week that raised the age

for the mandatory wearing of seat belts from live to 1^.

Frank Sullivan, seat belt coordinator for the Governor's

Highway Safety Bureau, said average seat belt usage m
Massachusetts dropped to 23.7 percent since the seat belt

law was repealed. At the time of the referendum the

average was 35 percent, he said.

Sullivan encouraged students to promote seat belt usage

among themselves. "Use your imagination, use your

youth, sell caring," he said.

"We're hoping this will instill good habits in children

which will carry over into teenage and adulthood," she

said.

Stolen sign recovered, driver

ticketed for standing riders
A stolen sign was recovered at 2:15 p.m.

Tuesday after the owner was told that it

could be found in two pieces in rooms on

the third and 11th floors of Kennedy

Tower. University of Massachusetts police

said yesterday.

In other police reports:

• A truck was stopped and issued a cita-

tion at 7 p.m. Tuesday affer its passengers

were observed standing and waving as it

drove on University Drive, police said.

• A woman was taken to University

Health Services at 1 p.m. Tuesday after

the top of a metal cabinet fell on her foot

in the Fine Arts Center, police said.

• A 1986 Volkswagen received $300

worth of damages at 12:20 p.m. Tuesday

after reportedly being robbed of a radio

worth $395 while parked in lot 22, police

said.

• A 1982 Toyota was reported stolen at

8:20 a.m. Tuesday from lot 22, police said.

• $150 in cash was reported stolen at

2 p.m. Tuesday from an unlocked room on

the eighth floor of Brovm House, police

said.

• A 1980 Subaru reportedly received

$1,500 worth of damages at 2 p.m. Tues-

day after being hit by a 1987 Honda on

Governors Drive, police said.

A wallet worth $21 was reported stolen

at 4:30 p.m. Tuesday from the second floor

of School of Management, police said.

-ELLEN M NOLAN
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China conies to Amherst
By Edwau-d Syron
Collegian Correspondent

The aromas of Chinese cooking vnll soon

be drifting by campus a* the former
HungrN-U on University Drive becomes
Chef Chen's Chinese food.

For the past few months Nicki Chen has
been coordinating efFons for transforming

the once Italian restaurant into a Chinese
restaurant with a 150 item menu serving

Manderin. Szechuang and Shangai style

Chinese food along with Chinese cocktails.

It will have a seating capacity of 84

Chef Chen's House is newly painted bnck
red and pink and the inside is newly
decorated. A new fresh look' is what Chen
hopes to accomplish and he expects to OF>en

for business sometime in May.
This !s a nice area. " Chen said. "There's

a lot of students, educated people, not too

much competition and it's safer than
Boston and the p>eople are nicer"

Chen gained experience while working in

Chinese restaurants m Boston, when he

became interested in the business He com-

bines exj>erience with knowledge gained

studying for a small business managem.ent

degree at Northeastern L'niversny in

Boston
Chen and two others who came ' ' ~ - "^

from Boston have been working «^

aw- : --: :::^

havf j;L)nc- prfu> ?r "

to find an eleci:

because :? - .- building season. Chen said

According lo Amherst's Zoning Board of

App>eals. the building season is especially

high for Chinese restaurants. Chen is not

alone in his preparations. In the past year

Amherst's appetite for Chinese food seems
to have grown.

Amherst Chinese Foods, located at 60
Main Street, has received permission from
the board for its second expansion in a year.

The Royal Crane Chinese food store on Col-

lege Street opened a year and a half ago.

Chang-Li Kao has applied for the opening

of a Chinese restaurant on North Pleasant

Street and Chester Penza, Chairman of the

Zoning Board said Chang-Li should have
no problem receiving permission to open
his restaurant.

Although he "spent a lot of time" with

the board, Chen said he had no trouble get-

ting his request passed. ^Tien asked if he

feared competition from the expanding
restaurants or the possibility of more open-

ings. Chen compared his situation to

Bostons Chinatown. There were 60

Chinese restaurants all in competition.

'There's a lot of people here. Enough so

that there shouldn't be too much (competi-

tion] at all."

Amherst's veteran Chinese
restauranteur Tso-Cheng Chang, owner of

Amherst Chinese food for 14 years, explain-

ed most of his customers are regulars who
are "professional people like teachers," so

he doesn't exp>ect competition.

Chen said one of the reasons he chose his

business site was its proximity to UMass
dorms. He said he expects half his

customers to be students.

Before Chen was a student he lived in

Shangai Shai in southern China. The food

he will be servmj: ;,- a style originating in

northern China He said the reason there

are s.^ man% new Chinese restaurants open-

~t Americans are
^ -

" .-_ic ^.- stvle

:hern

par: :: _ -v. v

Mandern ^. ^ -

ootJula'- n N - - ,:;

-
- : ; - - food

r. AvcK :v:" :
- Nc'U York and

.TprinjT.lf id imporxfr? >jme ufthe food and
drinks such as Chinese beer and sauces will

be imported directly from Taiwan. Hong
Kong and China since they're so hard to

get anywhere, Chen said.

As far as cooking goes, Chen said he wa*
all set with five cooks from the Boston area
who had more than 30 years experience
between them.
One of his cooks, Wo-Hsin Chan is his

partner in finance.

They both worked very hard while in

Boston, Chen said. He remembers 12 and
16 hour days of work. The money that he
earned from those jobs, he said, made it

possible for him to purchase the site of his

new business.

/
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KEEPIN' TRACK OF THE BALL-Becky Martin sits by the
scoreboard as she keeps track of the score for UMass baseball today.

Complete Hairstyling for Men & Women

Haircut - $9.00

Perms - $40 with

228 Triangle St.

Amherst

Call: 549-1502
tBASTIAN

ASSISTANT SUBSCRIPTIONS
MANAGER NEEDED
AT THE COLLEGIAN

• Great managerial experience

• Great hours (mornings before noon)

• Sophmores & Juniors apply

Apply at the Collegian - 113 Campus Center

• APPLY NOW!! •

This is no time toworn' about
how \'ou're going to get \'our stuff home.

tin' yi" » 'I iH.'»* I" iIhtv h» lifv .ilur tm,il> AihI

wc i. .in ni ifcc 11 I linic cj»n'f
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»(«i iKx-vJ ^ iHMh.il .irc fun !<• Jrivi' iluii «Ii.m»

itwl'l M.iin .irv .luttmuiH,-. Mt"*! Ii.im- |»i«h.t

'fe'vTim .tirt<<vli(iiifiir|^ jnJ jn AM t-M nhim
«i' k jn .U'- 1 ln.'tp »ith hi^-s luiid irvukv ovn

ii|>> > 41 k ^hltiiK .1 iniik VIikIi ki i«iki Ivlp i.iU .1

lii,tj>ifl M<«tr i%%tm\

*1i.M«.-*«.i < kll .4 II

Vkc rc ihcfx- ji even turn

FOR RATES AND INFORMATION
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800^51-2030

TUESDAY
MAY 5

WEDNESDAY
MAY 6

THURSDAY
MAY 7

FRIDAY
MAY 8

s«v>5^'
.^ l̂#

SATURDAY
MAY 9

^^ .̂C.^^

\^
GREAT BANDS

ALL WEEK!

2 pm to 6 pm

?H^^^
#^^.NN

Rain Location:

Hampden Soutiiside

Room

BARBEQUES

SOUTHWEST
THEATER GROUP

PRESENTS:

GREASE
8 pm

HAIVJPDEN

COURTYARD

Alternate Location:

S.U.B.

8:00 PM
AIDS

INFORMATION
SESSION
HAMPDEN

SOUTHSIDE ROOM

FREE SOUTHWEST BALLOONS
FREE SILKSCREENING OF THE OFFICIAL SOUTHWEST WEEK

LOGO ON YOUR T-SHIRT BY THE SOUTHWEST CRAFT SHOP

SPECIAL APPEARANCE
by the

JAZZ HOT Dancers

Southwest

Movie Series

8:00-Rebel Without

A Cause

10:00-Top Gun

Hampden
Southside Room

8 PM

TOP BOSTON

COMEDIANS

HAMPDEN
SOUTHSIDE

ROOM

THE

MALCOLM X
CENTER'S

10 '^ Annual

PICNIC

Ham to 7pm
Top of the

Horseshoe

food, bands,

D.J., talent,

Game
Tournaments

SUNDAY
MAY 10

FREE

ADMISSION
TO

ALL

SOUTHWEST
WEEK

EVENTS!

r
10:00 pm

VIDEO

DANCE
Hampden

Southside

Room

By RACKA'VIDEO

ANnWFR SOUTHWP^T ARPA GOVER^MFNT PRODUCTION

The 9" Annual

SOUTHWEST
CONCERT
NOON TO 6 PM
Southwest Fields

NEXUS

F.C. POHAKU

THE
SMITHEREENS

SOUTHSIDE
JOHNNY

AND THE JUKES

Rain Location:

The Student Union Ballroom

lh« ChiUtoo. eonc«n» W«l. •« « mma. !«• eon»«mpi«n el

o«iK*<d<M>«g*g* Conc«npioiocoi«««»«oo*w*«i M«
Milt »«9» ••'g^-lMn* con«*«—» •««« »*" — •• P^

ioq *9« » vntpon oi M c«.«Y •*««>• »"«>*<•»• «*«" "-^

THE UNIVERSITY ALCOHOL POLICY WILL BE ENFORCED DURING THE PYRAMID SHOWS
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^^TTierai!
^^^ more than

oneway to get
a higher education.

Be/ore >uu earn your degree. >ou coukJ earn the money to

pay for it Bv joirung the Army GuanJ today

VVork with us two days a month and two weeks a } e^r. and

gel a handson>e paycheck A challenging future. And t;.c kind

of expenencp that makes your resume great

reading maienaJ

100% MASSACHUSET

FREE TUITION ^^:^''^'^^

To any Massachusetts

F„nd«.Co..^o,Univ«ity
Hggo^ Qyafd

FOR FUTHER INFORMATION
1-800-322-1338

^AUl- 586-4110 & 773-9880

The University of Massachusetts Department of Theater

in Cooperation with The New WORLD Theater presents

THE LION AND THE JEWEL
by Nobei Prize Winner Wole Soyinka

April 30. May 1-2. ft-9. 1987 at 8:00 PM
lUiMi Theater, Injversity of Massachusetts Fine Arts Center

TlckeU: Fine Art* Center Box CHfice. 545-2511

• CaimrorL
cntin led from page I

He called for the extinction of homosex-

uality because homosexuals, who he says,

consume feces, urine and semen, carry all

the existent disease-carrying germs, in-

cluding the AIDS virus, he said.

To eliminate homosexuality at the

Universitv of Massachusetts, he suggested

that students form a group that would call.

wTite letters and meet with administrators

to rid the University of homosexuals.

After the speech, Vice-Chancellor for Stu-

dent Affairs Dennis L. Mad.son, said in

response, "I think it's fine to raise the ques-

tion and even raise them in a provocative

way because that leads to debating.

"My big concern is to encourage and pro-

mote expression of ideas," Madson said.

Cameron accused the UMass administra-

* archeology
continued from page 1

site will be opened this year.

Artzy said she discovered the new site

last year while walking on the beach near

the original site. "There were some stones,

I kicked them and they didn't move," Art-

zy said. She told others working on the pro-

ject, and plans were made to open the new

area. "I was the boss. They had to believe

me," she said, smiling.

The stones may be part of an elaborate

harborside complex with warehouses and

moorings, she said.

Thursday, May 7, 1987

tion and faculty of laziness and unwill-

ingness to provide someone who would
debate with him. The administration and
the psychology department are afraid of

him because they are wrong on the subject

of homosexuality, he added.

Madson blamed the failure to provide a

debater on Students For America, the

group who organized the event, because its

members did not work hard enough to

organize a debate.

Many of the mostly white male audience

members applauded Cameron and some
thanked him for visiting the campus and
enlightening them on homo.sexuality.

Gilbert Stair, executive director of

Students for America, said the audience

was composed mainly of white males by

chance.

Cameron spoke from 6 to 8 p.m. in Cam-
pus Center Room 101 and gave another

speech from 8:30 to 10:30 p.m.

Students in the project get up very in the

morning and dig until afternoon, pausing

for several fruit breaks, she said. They eat

lunch at a kibbutz, rest during the hot time

of the day, then spend the afternoon and

early evening cataloguing and washing ar-

tifacts or attending lectures. Weekends are

spent traveling to such places as Jerusalem

or the region of Galilee.

Artzy said the program had received rave

reviews from students in the first year, and

participants came to understand not only

the ancient world but their own differing

societies. Participants become close to each

other, and to her. "The Danes have been

calling me 'mother.' " she said.
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FULL-TIME SUMMER POSITIONS

$10.15
Increases With Experience

200 IIVIMEDIATE OPENINGS
Interview Now, Begin After Exams

' Gain valuable resume experience with national firm.

Work In your hometown.

No door to door or phone sales allowed.

* All majors may apply.

» Internships and scholarships available.

Applications Will Be Accepted On Campus
Where: Concourse Building

When: Wednesday, May 6th;

Thursday, May 7th; 9:00 am to 3:00 pm
Preference Will Be Given To Early Applicants.

Interviews will be given at the main office. OR
For Interview information call TODAY in your area.

All Boston suburbs and Worcester

(617) 449-4362 (Pay $10.15)

Springfield, MA Area (413) 734-1680 (Pay $9.25)

Connecticut Area (203) 688-8156 (Pay $9.25)

Nashua, NH - N.E. Area MA (603)891-1545 (Pay $9.25)

Providence, Rl Area (401) 946-0150 (Pay $8.55)

When lines are busy please be patient and keep
trying. For further information contact

Student Employment, 239B Whitmore.
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PREPARE FOR TAKE-OFF—Larry, one of two crash dummies promoting seat belt

awareness, straps Vince into the "convineer" machine, which simulates car crashes.
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I
M SPECIAL !

I
THE BODY SHOP |

Offers the Best Deal In Town!

COMBINED SUMMER & FALL

MEMBERSHIP ONLY $65

ONLY $2.25 A WEEK!

I SEPARATE $45 FOR FALL |

I $19 PER SUMMER SESSION |

I OFFER GOOD TIL MAY 1 9 f
?ii|i|;||i|i|ilili|i|i|i|i|i|i|i|iMli|l|illli|l|l|llllllllllllllllllllll1ll*<*«»<^^

LEVI'S SALE
Continues Until Mav 1 6th

501s $19.99
(Black & Gray Mens)

505s $14.99
(Unwashed Mens)

CORDS $ 1 1 .99

aaoMMim r— coil POX

Levi's® Pre-washed Jeans

Just the Way You Like 'em.

It used to take monttis to get your

jeans just right. But now you can

get Levi's* heavyweigtit denim

jeans pre-washed. And that means

they're soft and subtle from the day

you buy them. So try on your exact

size. They're so comfortable you'll

want to wear them home.

Levis
JEANSWCAR

QUAUTY NEVER GOES OUT Of STYll.

i

§50FF
I

iLEVrS 505 PREWASHEDl
I

I

I

I

I

I

DENIM JEANS

(Reg $25.98)

expires 5/30/87

I

I

I

I

I

FINES
31 Main Street
Northampton

105 Elm street
Wastfield

DOWNTOWN AMHERST

Jlic'lVojid' rcdmik^ LssaniHtyi

announces

a Bicentennial Essay Contest

for College Student

15 Prizes

tobe awarded!

1 St PRIZE is a S 1 .000 s( iprnd plus a one semes-

ter tnternship with WFA. in Washington. DC. Also,

participation In an International Bicentennial

Symposium, and a NY/DC workshop

2nd PRIZE is $500 plus the above symfwsium

and workshop, other prizes of $ and workshop par-

ticipation

The Essay Topic Is:

'•What docs ly^Y /"«*' ^ ^^' ^ ^::^^7^

or 'J lowam we apph llw 1 1 .S.

comtitutwnal pnnapL' ollvdi'rali^m to

llic'Worldlodii}':'"

Write P.O. Box 15250. Washington OC 20003. or

Call 1-800HATEWAK for dtlails and an applu ii km
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Former official pleads guilty

WASHINGTON lAP*- Public relation* executive

Richard R. Miller today became the second person to plead

gujlty to charges* arising from Iran-Contra affair, while

congressional investigators took sworn, televised

testimony about the Reagan administrations decision to

&ell arms to Iran in hopes of winning fi-eedom for US.
u>;..^ ,gg m Beirut

t-r. who worked for President Reagan's campaign

m 1980 and later held a State Department post, stood

before U.S. District Judge Stanley Harris to enter his guil-

ty plea to a single charge of conspiracy to defraud the

government The charge was filed earlier in the day by

independent counsel LawTence E. Walsh who is in-

vestigating the Iran-Contra affair

Miller worked as a consultant for Carl Channell's Na-

tional Endowment for the Preservation of Liberty. Last

week Channell pleaded guilty in the same conspirac>- to

defraud the Internal Revenue Service by using a tax-

exempt foundation to solicit funds to buy Contra weapons.

Miller worked closely with Channell to raise funds for

Contras. and in pleading guilty last week in federal court.

Channell named the public relations executive and former

National Security Council aide Lt. Col. Oliver North as

people he conspired vnih.

Lnau.... ^.caucrU guut> lu cuuspu clCV lu uciiauu irte

government of taxes on more than $2 million raised by

the endowment to arm the Nicaraguan rebels. Channe

admitted that he falsely represented to the Internal

Revenue Ser%ice that his endowment was a tax-exempt

nrganization raising money for charitable purposes.

Monev for arming Nicaraguan rebels is not a tax-

deductible contribution. The information filed against

Miller charged that he met with Channell and a series

of contributors who gave more than $2 million in stocks

and cash to the endowment.

North is expected to be called as a witness in the con-

gressional hearings, but not until June at the earliest.

The lead-off witness. Secord. testified today in great

detail about a meeting in London with former National

Secuntv Adviser Robert McFarlane. Israelis and Iranian

middleman Manucher Ghorbanifar about Iran's desire for

U.S. missiles.

He said that Ghorbanifar "came up wath formulas, so

many Phoenixes (missiles) for so many boxes, which was

his code word for hostages.

Tt was blatantly arms for hostages," he said, referring

to Americans being held in captivity in Lebanon.

He said McFarlane made plain his dislike for what he

was hearing, both in the lengthy session and afterwards.

F
Y
I

Ru.ssian poet Bella Akhmadulina will be

reading her ptjems in Russian, while

English professor Don Junkins translates

at 8 p.m. today at Memorial Hall at the

University of Massachusetts.

Akhmadulina's first book of poems.

Chord, was published in 1962, followed by

Shivering in 1968. Her latest book, Secrel,

was published this year. Her works also

have been published in the Russian

underground magazine Sintaxis.

"In her poems she invokes the memory

of past Russian poets such as Pushkin,

Tsvetaeva and Pasternak, and she

transforms her own nerve endings into the

nerve endings of man and womankind

alike," Junkins said.

The poetry reading is sponsored by the

Amherst College Russian department and

the University of Massachu-setts dean of

the College of Humanitites and Fine Arts.

— Lucinda Couto

•-- 'k^aitiu e»*t0^

Chicken Kiev $7.95

BUY ONE,

GET ONE FREE
Boneless breast of chicken v^rapped

around a garlic/herb butter sauce,

lightly breaded and baked to perfection-

served with a tossed salad and your

choice of french fries, baked potato,

vegetable, coleslaw or cottage cheese

Campus
Plaza "^ *^

Rte 9, Hadle> Amherst

N^ to Supa- Stop & Shop

2S&«889

(teen Sun -Thur . 6am-3am
Fn 4 Sat , open 24 hours

ealiiigplai^

\f YOU'RE ONLY HUNGRY

YOU CAN EAT ANYPLACE . . .

. . .IF YOU LOVE TO EAT &) ENJOY

GOOD DINING YOU MUST GO TO SZE'S

S*^c>u4^5'9'f7

I

I

I
I

CHINESE
'j. CUISINE

50 Main St

Northampton

586-5708

Full Liquor Service

Reservations accepted

Visa, Master Card, AM /EX

acHDOoociooo o''

THE CIRCLE BAND • THE MALARIANS
CRUZA • THE DOG ACT

Followed by a FREE showing of

THE BIG CHILL /r>>

II

COLLEGIAN DRIVERS NEEDED

STARTING FALL SEMESTER

• Mu^ have own car

• Must have mornings (9-11) free

]]1
III >«r till

V.

f*il y

FRIDAY MAY 8 BY THE POND

4 PM ??

Food, Volleyball, and Bands
compliments of

The Commuter Area Government & SQA
It IS unia^^ul for persons who are urxJer the legal dnnking age to transport or to carry

atoohoi Positive photo identrficatioo will t>e required Cor>cert protocol will be observed:

BMf B«li«, Kefls. GI«M, & Large Volume ConUir>ers WILL BE PROHIBITED.

$8 - $10 an hour

• Approximately 6 hours per weeic

APPLY IN PERSON AT THE COLLEGIAN

113 CAMPUS CENTER
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Risk reduction centers
planned in Geneva
WASHINGTON (AP) - The United States and the

Soviet Union plan to establish communications centers

to warn each other of nuclear missile test launchings or

other moves that might be mistaken as attacks.

"This can lead to a much safer world,'"U.S. arms con-

trol director Kenneth L. Adelman said Tuesday of the ten-

tative accord reached in Geneva. However, he emphasiz-

ed that the risk-reduction centers in Washington and

Moscow should be coupled with deep cutbacks in U.S. and

Soviet strategic nuclear weapons.

Negotiations to cut the arsenals resumed, meanwhile,

in the Swiss city with the two sides tentatively agreeing

to seek a 50 percent reduction in their globe-girdling

bombers, missiles and submarines.

However, the United States proposed to carry out the

reductions over seven years and to establish quotas for

various types of weapons. The Soviets want a five-year

plan and are resisting sub-ceiling in an effort to maintain

a sizable arsenal of heavy land-based missiles.

A senior Reagan administration official who met with

a group of reporters in Washington on condition he not

be identified said the disagreement on a reduction

schedule "could be a hangup."

Through the risk-reduction centers, the two sides will

notify each other of missile tests and other actions that

might be misunderstood as a nuclear attack. They also

will exchange strategic information, but the details at this

point are classified.

The two principal congressional sponsors of the centers.

Sens. Sam Nunn. D-Ga., and John W Warner, R Va., hail

ed the tentative agreement, which is the first step in their

ambitious campaign for superpower cooperation to com-

bat nuclear terrorists and prevent war by miscalculation.

The agreement will be signed in mid-month in Geneva

by Assistant Secretary of Defense Richard N. Perle and

Soviet negotiator Alexei Obukhov.

Most details of the agreement were withheld. Nunn and

Warner have proposed supplementing the centers with

periodic meetings between U.S. and Soviet officials and

a joint annual review of measures to prevent accidental

war.

Lack of attendance
ends SGA meeting

By KARL ROOKEY
Collegian Staff

The Student Senate adjourned without doing any

business last night after it could not reach quorum, ap-

parently because so many members were at yesterday's

gay pride march, listening to Paul Cameron, or assum-

ing quorum would not be reached.

Senate Speaker Bob Griffin gave a twenty minute grace

period allowing the few senators that did attend to filter

in, but at 7:20 p.m. only 22 of the required 59 senators

were present.

\< o v> N

Video Sale—
Now you can have the best possible picture

at the best possible price!

Proton C orpor.ilioii has lonsisti-ntK proJun'd \ akit

monitors r(.'(.(.'i\i.'rs ih^il .m' "ckMiK ihc bt-st" in liulh

piTtorniiinci' and di'sign Kit \ kK'h VLik-'/hh', |an

87). I t»r the montli o\ Mav, vou can luiv I'rdton

vidro troni Musk I irst at iht," loui-st priii-s cnit

PRO ION VIOLO ON SALE IN M/\Y

STARTING AS LOW AS $.^S7!

" Ml isir /ii St
iiil

L xci-oiv^ I 1.1. kjv.

i , , A J • 1- . _ 1
Unic|ue Auciio Systems

Danco Center Shops, Rte. \ H.ittield, MA 247-S364

o

Nodiings Richer, Nothing's Smoother.

®

tj^

fn ft—

1

111

o a n

I'
—

ISiifiii>ll %jrier
li'Bt^l-

jtin

n n a

B a

Buy 5 Kegs...Get $I5qq

Contact Your Local

Package Store For Details

Nothing's Richer, Nothing's Smoother.

u*>

HOYAL CRAME
OT^IIENTAC

^ FOOD MAl^kTET
360 COLLEGE ST.. ROUTE 9. AMHERST.MA

253-5658 SUN-FRI 10-8 SAT 9-B

OVER 2200 DIFFERENT ITEMS IN STOCK
CMlNiSE JAPANESE THAI INDIAN GOODS • SAUCES AND SPtCES

FBESM NOODLES • fRESH FRUITS AND VEGETAeiES PASTWES
FROZEN, CANNED DRIED FOODS • f^WOilN AND DWCOFISM

COOKBOOKS • WOKS RICE COCKERS t IMPLEMENTS 'O^SMtD
&FnS}iAE TEA SETS AND SAKE SETS ' '<0«AN M.^« Bl>N«TS »

BEDSPREADS • TAKE OUT FOOOS • WhOlE ROAST DUCK » CHICKEN

BY ORDER • DISCOUNTS fOR STUDENT GROOP FUNCTIONS»» !>< I II I I l*>P»>#»»'•»»»»»»»l

^HEEIMIV^
M3!&M^

y-iH

AFE

5/7 THURSDAY
Urban Renewal

5/8 FRIDAY
Curtis T & the Kicks

5/9 SATURDAY
Whirling Dervishes

opening act - Watch the Teeth Kate

5/11 MONDAY
Ken Johnson & Co.

24 Pleasant St, Northampton • 586-4258

MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

During 1987 F.P.S. Inc. a franchise of

Burger King Corp. has aggressive plans

for expansion in Northern Connecticut and

Western Massachusetts. To be able to ex-

ecute those plans we are looking tor

management candidates who want to be

part of this fast paced expansion. As a

member of the F.P.S. team you will receive

an excellent salary, medical and dental

benefits fully paid by F.P.S. If you see

yourself as part of this aggressive and

growing company write or call:

F.P.S. Inc.

179D Northampton Street

Easthampton MA 01007
413-527-7474

INCREDIBLE VALUES!!

Atari 1040 ST
(or only:

.95$799
Includn:
• Monochrotn* Monitor

• MOUM
• SOOk Disk Oriv*

• 1.024k of RAM
• 640x400 Graphics
• ParaM I Sana! portt

• MIDI mu*ic mtartac*
• 8 MHz procattor

AMSTRAD PC1512
IBM Compalibto • 512k m«mory •

360k disK driv« • Mou«« •

Monochrom* Monitor • 8MH1
Processor • Parallsl A S«rial ports

• Quartz clock • Monitor Stand •

PC- Standard Slot* • PC-XT sty la

separata keyboard • $500
software tree • MS-DOS 3.2

AlHor:

$849 95

Cdai MonHot. Second Oi*m. m*
Had Oi*k cpiMML

Plus a line of inexpensive software, printers, and

more! Catch the Computer Bug... at:

_. 50 Main Street - Rear.
Tne On Boltwod Wak.

Computer Bug *r':r°r
lloWlekleiPrint*»)ehindJBiRoa«tBeel

^^^

I
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Hart's wife not disturbed by affair allegations

DENVER <APi - The wife of Democratic presidential

front-runner Gary Hart said today that she's not disturb-

ed by his association with a young actress and doesn t

thmk anvone else should be.

"Garv said T did nothing' and I know he did nothing.

Lee Hart said at a small news conference before flying

to join her husband in New Hampshire. And in all hones-

ty if it 'Hart spending time with Donna Rice) doesn t

bother me, I don't think it ought to bother anyone else

^sked whether she thought Hart showed poor judge-

ment in having a relationship with Rice. Mrs. Hart said,

if I could have planned his weekend schedule. I think

1 would have scheduled it differently.

"But I don't think one should misconstrue something

that mav be a bad political judgement with the kind of

character assassination that has been going on. T

The Miami Herald reported Sunday that the 50 year

old candidate and rice. 29.year.old
^^^'^'^'''^f'^^^^.

phai-maceutical saleswoman, spent Friday mght and n^os

of Saturday together at his tollhouse while Ml^. Hait

was in Denver Uart'a
The Herald had assigned reporters to stake out Hart

^

hou^e Fndav and Saturday after an anonymous tip. but

admitted Monday that entrances were unwatched for up

to five hours. , . ,- „
The former Colorado senator, in a speech Tuesda.N beto.e

the nations newspaper publishers, denounced the report

as 'false and mi.-'-ading."

The Hart's marriage has sometimes been rocky, but

Hart told the publishers that it is strong despite Pfevious

i^paiations. Hart truN eUd to New Hampshire today bu

cancelled appearances set lor Thursday and Friday so that

he could return to Denver and see his family.

•My support is as strong today as I have always given

to him." Mrs. Hart said at a meeting with reporters at

Stapleton International Airport.

i know Gary better than anyone else. When Gary says

nothing happened, nothing happened. One thing I do

know especially about my husband, ho does not lie."

Oh NVf

r9S^ WHY FRY?
GET READY FOR SUMMER WITH OUR STUDENT SPECIALS

# i£BOH
soim

Unlimited Til

You Leave (5-29)

$29.20
OR

6 Sessions Only
$19.00

Fre*? Trial Visit

With This Ad

1 FRff TANNING SESSION
FIttST TIME GUEST ONLY

When it comes to fashion, what

you show is just as important

to style as what you cover...

264 N. Pleasant 253-9454

^9.^^

I

For
\n1orrfon

^bout
^^

p, >N\de
Range oj

^335

Ca« '^»PS
^^rbN, number-,

and request ^^P ^^^^^^^o.^s

1026 Access ^fCJeSanent and toca>

,530
Comme"ceme; payment Svs^^"^

,014 Delayed
Tu»t.o

r.oS«s

"?3Se3r.\Bead..s.oo.U..SS

""""rArANOSUKO^V,
10.00 a-

•''•<«''

''
rnn.«onP.on.S.rv.c.(T.PS)

T.p«l '"«'""•"'"
B,„k (.OB)

lntorm»«»on 0«"
**

ServlcMot the Dean ot Students OfllM - 227 Whitmore

i
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MOTHER'S DAY CLEARANCE SALE. THREE DAYS ONLY!!!

THURSDAY MAY 7 SATURDAY MAY 9th

SANYO 12C910 20" Stereo monitor

LOADED MIS stereo decoder,

Audio/Video lines in & out, 500 lines of resolution

and programmable timer. $800 value V2 price at

399.95

PANASONIC PV6600 Portable Stereo VCR
LOADED

,

$1200.00 value only

University Health Services

Summer Health
Coveroge 1987

DqsIc Health Fee
Eligibility: Amherst, Hompshire
Mount Holyoke, Smith, ond UMoss Students

Coverage Period.- June 1 -August 31

Fees:

$76 payment due by June 1

Student Family Plan
Coveroge Period: June 1 -August 31

Feesi $163 poyment
due by June 1

$399.95
A must see item!!

I
, ii

iT]
»

»

SHARP 25LC156 25

Color Console Television
cable ready with digital access remote control

$699.95 list, last one to be sold at only

$399.95

P*»»W*WW*^^^*»^

SHARP VC6846UB High Quality VCR
cable ready, programmable timer and

wireless remote control $450 value now

$299.95 our lowest price ever!!

^

SHARP 195 LP 19

Color television

$229.95

J J

JAMO P180 3-way 180 watt

Danish made speakers $600 list

now only $199.95
with 5 yr warranty

Enrollment begins

Moy 11. 1987

Extended Hours:

May 26, 27, 28. 29
5-8 PM

At UHS Cashier's Office

Coll th* UHS cQshl*r

todoy ot 549-2671

EPI A12 3-way 300 watt

Stereo Loudspeakers $600 value at

$269-95 blemished cabinets

wmmrmmr^^^^rm^ mmmmmmrrrm*

CONCORD HPL 520

High Power Car Stereo

$199.95
. 5

'•'"Hi

^UUMM

SANYO VHR1900 Top of the Line VCR
LOADED 4-head, Hi-Fi with MTS decoder,

digital access remote was $800.00, with

dealer incentive now only

$549.95

WOW!!

SALE PRICES ON
COIVIPACT DISCS,
AND OTHER IN

HOUSE ONE OF A
KIND UNADVERTISED
SPECIALS YOU HAVE
TO SEE TO BELIEVE!
ALL DEMO VIDEO
UNITS ON SALE!
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The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Editorial/Opinion

KELLY SIEGER

{ditOf »» CWe<

JOHN NOLAN
Sports Editor

NANa KUNGENER

Managing Editoi

MATT GERKE

Spofti Editor

PHIL SERABNO
Ed*tonal Edftof

THOMAS HARRINGTON

Arts Editor

CRAIG SANDLER

KATHRYN KtRBY

Bi4ck Atfa<f5 Edtiof

BYRNE GUARNOHA
Photo Editor

LUCJNDA CUOTO
Women's testes Editor

Ul'lf

The opinions on th>s page are •'"Obe c* v ; .< li
'

opinions on yr-^ MCH'- ""
. —

—

^ -

Judiciary belongs on trial

A ioke trial took place Tuesday night «' the Univers^y of

Massachusetts. This should come as no
«">lP^^^^t'' ern-

Sa^^ie'^rhtL^Xt^^^uS^^^^^^^^^^^^

-^K^ilStl'^WeltX^l^-l^^^^
spokesperson election to Lynne ^- MwThy. broug ^

SiShyTetct^n wh^h ?he CAG Governing Board refu^

*°H:wever, Wesley had not had X-^^^^^^eda^'th^
ing during which the rulmg was madeb™^e cm ^^

judiciary did not notify her >n.t'm«- ^he JV?^^'^^
„„! is that

"ti-judiciary acted i-spo"tibly ag^^^^^^^^^^^^

ing by upholding the P>-«j;°"^;.f^«J
*
's student attorneys

ltt"^^*;:L^'^Hrdr^c^r^ake a ruling without

defeiSL would never be tolerated in any real United States

One of the judges put it best when he said, Let s get this ove

^^uil^ iudiciarv cannot provide competent judges for hear

i„gs*i houW pack its ba'gs and close «hop It^ bad e-ugh

Jhit University students have to put up with a" the bicker

,n7thrttXs place in the student governments. Its bad

Sough thaTstudents for the most part are iU-represented m

''Smmui:: ^^reT^v^rnm:nfStrs have mocked their

^:^n^ b^ydSng this dispute-nWecUori for too

long now. Unfortunately, the students aren t laughing.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinix>n of the Col

legian Board of Editors

Support Tobacco ban
The Public Health Graduate St^^ent Orgamzation

which represents the graduate student body of the D yi-

Tion of Public Health at the University of Massachusetts^

would like to comment on the University s decision to

discont nue the sale of tobacco products on campus Due

?; o^concem with the health and we^l bemg ofthe pubh
^

we strongly support the University s decision. We feel this

TctSnis mak^in the best interest of. and wit^hconcern

for. the health of the students, faculty and staff at the

"^^'rUnWersity's decision to discontinue sale of tobacco

prISucts should'be regarded as a --ns to educate the

Dublic and to increase the awareness of the hazards

asscKiat^ with the use of tobacco products. Strong

evSce exists to support the belief that tobacco poses a

OUtSTlOK

"'Trru!r/«otr:»c "^(etdom fighters", what do we

Q. If we call ^^'^"^Zt^^ voLteers to help the

^^:^X:^oi^M^''^ Am.r,can nat.on ?

/f

sSiV©^

A..M

^1
V«HT0O\<JlcAU-TMlU^

Letters-
Notion^of Vhite guilt' narrow-mindedINOtlOn Ui WllAt'^ &

of the ideals we strive for.

It is bad enough that the

notion of "white guilt" is so

unquestioningly accepted in

the American popular

psychology. Now we have

visitors that he was "sorry

for them because their

ancestors had not given

them a good black skin like

his own." A Chinese

rXrSedT z:nitr ;; pHnce^ss raped by a gorilla

should I say the nadir, of ab- is postulated in some

surd ty when a respected Chinese folklore as the pro-

nrnfessor who ought to genitor ofthe Japanese peo-

^nowitter is quoted in the Jle. In south Florida, black

Collegian (May 1 article on

Julius Lester's speech) as

saying, "...racism is the

creation of Western civiliza-

tion," and that "whites

cling to racism as a

keystone of order."

These ideas result from

the same short-sighted and

narrow-minded views Dr.

Julius Lester ought to be

striving against.

We know that racism and

racist behavior has been

demonstrated by every

of the ideals we strive for

Yet somehow it seems

fashionable to some black

Americans to consider

themselves immune to

charges of racist behavior,

simply because they are

black. How such lunacy

merits the Chancellor's

Medal is beyond me.

In fact, there is no First

World or Third World, there

is one world; and all of us

are members of one human

race. We have one Creator.

If whites were really in- and equal P^^^^^l^^
J^.^

tnnsically prone to racism
^f

having well or bad y^Isn

then they would be immune that the point, alter an

.

to Wame"^ And what of black ^ -^- - «H nf us are t

racism? Typified by the

Americans scorn and

brutalize black Haitians,

and the whites who
associate with them.

publication in Nummo
News this semester of "The

Ten Black Command-
ments," in which white peo-

ple are characterized as

Chaka Zulu is recorded as

having told his first white

attributed to the use of these products.

The GSO supports the administration's decision to

discontinue sale of tobacco products on campus. This ac^

tion was made in the interest of the public s health and

well-being.

Nancy Haggerty
Kristan Schoultz

Allison Nichols

Amy Lischko
David Aranow

demonstratea oy evcij. h- -- - - ui^^v mri^im
Pthnic ffroup in the world, "degenerate, black racism
ethnic group^ui

or„iallv nresent on cam-
is equally present on cam-

pus, and equally destructive

Look - all of us are the

same human flesh and

blood. Love is a lot more fun

than fear and hate. As

brother Bob Marley often

said, "Let's get together and

feel alright."

Kathy Sue Cole

Sunderland

evidence exists to support the belief that tobacco poses a

^^^of^r^rT
Cameron and supporters guilty of scapegoatmg
^amei UH

f-^^^^y^^^^^ £{f^^ ^^ ^ . ^^,, ^^ happening is clear. Cameron and his sponsors

At the Undergraduate Student Senate meeting ot April

29 a mot^n wifpassed. That m itself could be considered

an ev^nt but the message that the legislation contained

was more significant. The motion offered support to the

TesbiTn biixual and gay community and it denounced

the Intolerant messagi which Paul Cameron promoted

•last evening in the Campus Center
shocking

During the debate on the
P'-^.P^^^.Il^^^X^^^^g',^^^^^

example of "linguistic revisionism. AIDS >*a3 renamea

bvo^e of Cameron's supporters. A new designation. Gay

^la"^ Immune Deficiency, or GRID, was assigned to the

^i^bTtrs individual. Those familiar with the origins

onh?d2as^ and those who know about the rate at which

1 ^ir^is spreading amongst the heterosexual popuU^

tion understand how grave a misnomer GRID s. 1
he

virus has had great impact on the g«>-
;7-^^;^^'f^^

to assign ownership and to imply blame on the Part o the

llrtimfis wrong. It's akin to condemning starving Eth.o-

iSTfoTihe fSnine which their nation grapples with.

K i we are'^ng to assign blame, wouldn t consist^n-

rv d ctate that we take measures against all heterosex

uals k^cau^of the health risks posed by other sexually

transmitted diseases?

What is happening is clear. Cameron and his sponsors

are guilty of committing a classic exercise in scapegoatmg.

The demagogue from Nebraska uses AIDS to legitiniize

his violent heterosexist agenda, but he does not confine

his remarks to the issue of health. Homosexuals are, in

his opinion, a threat to Western culture. Cameron also

supports the isolation and quarantine of gays, bound

familiar? One German immigrant I know shudders at the

thought of the message.
. . , ^ i

People shouldn't be judged on the basis of their sexual

identity. I fear, however, that some people may, m the

wake of last night's speech, react violently against the

innocent people who are the target of Cameron's message.

The challenge for this university is directed at the nature

of our community response It is a time for all of us to sup

port the right of all our colleagues to live. work, and lov«>

as equals.

Celebrate the contributions of those who Cameron would

have maimed and quarantined. Our University depends

on the dedication we all focus on the principles of U)leranc«-

and plurality

Paul Wingle is the student trusted-elect

Cartoon offensive

'tStfbS He screams "R-"'''
'"f^f

' „XWord
;c in rpfprence to the racia incident involving the won

'^riefSTsl that occurred
'J-f

J-
-JJ.^.

Regardless of one's opinions about this particular int

S at UMass, the fact remains that racism is a pro^

btem that exists on college campuses everywh^e^^And

unfortunately, it is an issue that
'^J^l'^^^^^'^^y'%

The effort of school officials at the University

Massachusetts and elsewhere, t<>/i«<="«^j;"VaS it

overt and covert racism, and to do something about it,

^

is to be aPP^uded and iiy rid^ul^.^^
SmUH^oUeg^

Empathy for Israel
In the aftermath of Holocaust Memorial Day

R is worth

reflecting on the real
^^^^^^^^^^'Jl^^,^^^^^^

the smashing Israeli victory
^^/^^^^^^^^^J^f^'.^e? and has

ment has viewed Israel as a vital
^^^^^f^p^nians of

supported Israel in its efforts to rob the Pa esum

whatever sort of homeland they have left. «« ^^^ '^^^^^.a

performed valuable services in providing ^he U& oa

£:tchorH .>f Guatemala and El Salvador wUh^ns^Th^

US has thus come to see Israel as a
"f^J" ^^^However.

wo must supp<.rt while it supports o^^J^^T.^.^" .^eate

to rally supp..rt for Israel it is f'^^^^fJ^jf^^^
public sympathy m.

^''''--f^^^^.^^^L the Palesti-

for achieving this goal While ^«'^"^'
°°^^_„ted with im

„,ans out of their last shelters we are P^f!";^°„^ras. we
ages of suffering Jews. While ^-^^'\X^^XTZy^ee\.
.p..U of the Holocaust «l,^,^-«^^^^^^^^^ of

and not forty years ago. That is the reai
^^^ j^^NaUy

this event. Northeast
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Different class roles

impair friendships
His was a guilty gesture that, given the chance, neither

of us would repeaf I was leaving a job at a warehouse

in Cambridge, where I had been a laborer working for

slightW more than minimum wage. My boss took me to

a Chne^ restaurant down the street for lunch. During

the last week I worked, our relationship changed, as if

my cording departure somehow made me more human.

Our meal that day embarrassed us both.

Timothy Harris

Smoker's

My clothes were filthy. Like everything else in the shop.

I was covered by a layer of dirt. At work, the hot summer

s^nwould pourthrough the grimy windows, most of which

werntuck shut, and bake the still air. My sweat would

mix w th the dik on my skin to make light brown pat-

ches oooe I'd wipe on my shirt. The dust on my jeans

set me apart from Roy. my clean-clothed boss.

H^wasn't much older than me, and was certainly no

smarter Sut had graduated from the School of Manage-

ment at UMass li Amherst. His workspace was air^

^nHitioned I looked for reasons to go there and get out

f thP heat W^ pretended to be friends, though one

message was dear' he was to do the thinking, and I the

work when and as he said. I was a cheap and replaceable

'tn:?aritZntd UoulS^^Nive on $4.25 per hour

e u \>cA npvpr occurred to him that l was pooi. nc

t^uW rtmm:"drraise when he met with the plant

""Whfn he returned that afternoon he was all sniiles -

he'd gone to bat for the kid and won - wasn t happy?

T cot a 75-cent raise, the difference between eating and

Lt He wanted to ^ee gratitude, and looked wounded

LnVin sa d was "good" before I returned to the heat

ESSL-rii-5t-s'^st
could from my work at the

^.^'^^.^^'j;^,, „j. ^g. ^e would
Wp settled for what was easiest for both ot us. we wuu

^».pSj.p^tH-^^^^^^^

rsretirfhe"trb::wl''„%7;or.ed''but
™ost,, it

"Four years have since passed, and now 1 ^^^-J^^
education too. My anger *» 7«

'"^.ff^^J^^^
"?„ "e^er

It's four years later and 1 still haven t

Jf
8°"™: "'

forget, though in some ways, it would be all too easy.

Timoffty Harris is a Collegian columnist

Tobacco decision

shuns committees
I would like U> address to you my concerns regarding

thl~d ban .of tobacco sf^^^^^^^^ ,^^ ,

As a candidate
^Jl

^h^.^i.^,^^^^^^^^ support
Masters degree in Health Education ipe

^^^

the proposed ban, but as an e^rt^drep^^^^^^^^^

get'strrctm'ern o^^^^^^^ P-ss to speed

the implementation of the policy^
Committee on

As an active member ^^J^/^^-t^fj ^ave worked hard
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention I have

^^^

Campus Picketing Code.

Although only H per

cent ofthe student popula-

tion smoke, all students

are affected by their sniok

ing. Everyday the 83 per-

cent of the students who

don't smoke are unwilling

ly subjected to inhaling the

tobacco smoke of others.

Their inconsideration

must stop now.

As a non-smoker, I

adamantly support the ban

of tobacco sales on campus,

and would even go as far to

say that I am in favor of

banning the sale of tobac-

co in all of Hampshire

County. Too many peo^

pie at the University of

Masachusetts smoke. That

is a given. Even though

their smoking is annoying

to non-smokers, I

acknowledge the fact that

they have the right to

smoke. After all, we are

not living in the Soviet

Union. But what I feel is

wrong is that selling tobac-

co infringes upon the

rights of others, namely

non-smokers.

It is simply too easy for

students to buy cigarettes

and other tobacco

"paraphernalia" (who uses

rolling papers for tobacco

anyway?) on campus. The

smokers who really want,

or need, to smoke will still

be able to purchase their

tobacco products

elsewhere, but the casual

smoker who is lured into

smoking by peer pressure

or by nashy adver-

tisements in magazines

will not go out of their way

to purchase their "'social

cigarettes." Thus, a ban on

turn to suffer inconvenience

sale of tobacco products would eliminate

the people who smoke just to be cool.

Michael Berland

The counter-argument to banning tobac-

co sales on campus is that all i will do

is make tobacco products harder to get tor

smokers, and make smoking an mconve-

nience. Well to that I say, it is about time

that smokers experience a little inconve^

nience for a change! Every time I go into

the Dining Commons I feel that I am go-

ing to drop dead from smoke inhalation.

That surely is an inconvenience to me^

Another counter-argument is that by

eliminating tobacco sales on campus the

University stores are going to lose a lot

of revenue (I heard a figure somewhere in

the $100,000 range). 1 heard a rumor that

to make up for the loss there is going to

beTfee placed on students' bills to sub^

sidize the stores. What is «« ^^^ about

thaf^ It is most definitely worth $5, $1U,

or even $20 to me if people stop smoking

around me. I am sure that other non-

smokers feel the same way.

How much is clean air and a healthy en-

vironment worth to people? Air is a pubhe

good, yet the 17 percent of the public

pollute it for the other 83 percent of us^

A token student fee is definitely worth

clean air. and is better than a bunch peo-

ple smoking. .

Public smoking must end because it in^

fringes upon non-smokers rights! I would

like to see. in addition to the bannmg of

selling tobacco on campus, the banning ot

smoking in all public
P^^^jf ""/^^^^"^

Let's stop smokers from polluting the Stu^

dent Union. Campus Center, and all of the

Dining Commons!

The banning of the selling of tobacco

products on campus and, bopefu ly. the

future banning of smoking in all public

places is not a political issue. It is a per^

sonal rights issue. What rights do a

minority of people who smoke have to

Tol^te fhe air for the majority who don t?

Let's ban smoking in all public places

period.

Michael Berland is a UMass student

.;po.pttP."Thus.aban on around me. i a... o^.> —
'ppr—-^^[iHiiell^^ assassin
intJy <^CX11 1.

After awhile, our animal husbandry dassg<« accuse-

revTntT/er%' f prepare to perform my ntual of

rharacter assassination

Jeffry Bartash

Ralph G. Sbragia

,„ fact. I would expect^-
^^^^^^^

study ofthe n^^n'i^f °V^»l^t^Sed that the Tobac-

cil, I must conclude that they t«)mten ^^^.

Srp:c?rrnipus app^^^^^^^^^^^^ inP-^^^
3^^,,,,

Moreover, as executive ^^^^^^^^ appointment and

Senate, my primary '^'^^'^^^^ on campus that have

monitoring ofthe various committees o P.^^^^
^^^^^^

graduate student representat ves^ i ne
^^^^^^-^^^ ^f

S set up to allow fo'-^f^^^^^; ^It the primary level of

the various campus
cornmumtiesa^H^^^j

^^^ ^^^^^

policy formulation. '^'^°"?
'"^y-%^^

policy should then P^^^;!^^;,^^^ Review,
bodies for inspection

^^^^jf^'f^ther person on this cam-

When an administrator or any other^
^^^ whatever

pus intention^y ^^l^fjTiJ:n governance bodies

reasons, he or sne sc""

'This semester is no exception. So look out old farts and

swinging Yuppies.

Here are your grades^, ^^^
Professor Bronson.

J^'l^'^^TteicheT joke about his

an -F' for telling the standard bad teacher J

^^^
age (When Hawthorne waB

-^%^J^'/^^^^^,^ class, he
I was a naughty schoolboy )•

uuring '^' » . :

u t^lnH sneezed like a chain-smoking emphysemic^

rrastuss:nhagenerot.^^^^

^reram'':hThrnrou?dSgth-idd.e of spring

^^^^^-
. X. .«u thp class he was in Who's Who.

Ev°"r;bSjM. WeS he would soon belong in

Who Was Who. - telling patriotic
Professor Edwards. She gets an l- tor ^«)""SJ, ,.

relww'sred white and blue and has stars all over.').

jokes (What srea.wniie
received a lecture on

This class was"
V^f^^,7iJon Wednesdays and we

:;:;ertL"BabfB^ore"^^^^^^^ of "Trivial Pursuit" on

Fridays.
ooffhP«»emester we watched a 12-part

.ro\ni;r^s2Sb\Tr^rhiS:^

niSSS-nSSMe hair fueled

unending rumors that she was .nto S & M_^ ^ ^^^^

,^^S^'r!:^X'^^^ <<-- P'«' -"'"^ '°'"

in the mud sound like?).

named Rebecca. But sometimes we woui

when he affectionately hugged and kissed his sn f

sure looked at it kinda ["""y „ , .j^^ ^^ help after

I would have given P'-of^^^,^^^;"^^ifoffice the door

''^^rsh'::Xtarn:^ -"-'- ^ ^^^ ^'--

"teacher's pet."
telling too many dir-

Professor Kane. He gets «"f^^ for telling y

ty jokes (Did you ^^-^ abouUhe^ne^^^^^^^

starring Julio Inglesias? It s called tne h

The official title of this sociology course^U g

America," but before each class, Kan^, a Wood^^^
^^

^to'^ttmember much of this c^^^^^^^^^^

some kinda funny-smelling smoke pouring o

ventilators. _l„, ;„ hp time Kane laun-

About the only thing lremen^r.s the t^eK^

ched into a tirade about how caffe.ne^,s th
^ ^^^^

irerica'n ^ol't^ef t^ ru^ America into a subservient

"^j-o^lrvrHe'g^ an A' because he didn't.U any

s^-tar\«'acir"^irrira'

-

^""oKMks" here's the scoop. The Dead are heading out

wesfJ^ur for Ihe semester and my bus^^^^^^^^^

r^iecXranHyTget'-erX'correct.you'n

""le'rl^'Garci. and gang won by landslide.

Jeffry Barlosh is oCollegian columnist

review Pr«--^:''„^-:„^;rrarcomm;ttee members

fpend 'p'r^par.nra ^"it^-PO-l i= nothing more than

a waste of their time.

E$;«SSSSr3£S

Sent the Tobacco Sales Policy indefinitely, until the
plemenijne ^ ^ commented upon by the
policy can be reviewea %, t,. g^ies Policy is no
various governance ^^^J^^l'^^^^'l^^o^ Beverage
less

^'^'^:r''^''^;^^^^^^ it deserves to

L°';rnVh'e\arfm^^^^^^^^^^^^^
and review before

it is implemented.

Ralph Sbragia is executive officer ofthe GraduaU Stu-

dent Senate
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WHEN
TIME MAGAZINE
NEWSWEEK

THE WASHINGTON POST
THE LONDON SUNDAY OBSERVER
UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
AND THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
NEEDED REPORTERS TO COVER
THE TRIAL OF UMASS STUDENTS
ARRESTED PROTESTING CIA
RECRUITMENT ON CAMPUS
WHO DID THEY TURN TO?

ARTS

Violence, but no pride in Prejudice

Nick Nolte and Maria Conchita Alonso in Ex-
treme Prejudice.

Extreme Prejudice

Directed by Walter Hill

Starring Nick Nolte and Powers Boothe
Mountain Farms Four Theaters

By THOMAS H. GAGNON
Collegian StatY

If you like strong, silent men, plenty of bloody shoot-

"em-ups and limited dialogue, you'll want to see Extreme

Prejudice. Everybody else, stay away.
Texan police officer Jack Benteen (Nick Nolte) is out to

bust drug smuggler Cash Bailey (Powers Boothe), who us-

ed to be Benteen's best friend. They also both love the

same woman, Sarita, played by Maria Conchita Alonso.

Meanwhile, a gang of criminals commanded by Major

Hackett (Michael Ironside) plan to rob a bank. These plots

merge, somehow, in the bloodiest climax possible.

Nolte is a reputable actor, but he turns in a ridiculous,

caricatured performance as good guy Jack Benteen. He
goes from clenching his jaw and squinting his eyes to talk-

ing tough and back again. Likewise, Boothe makes Cash
Bailey into the caricature of a slimeball. Alonso and Jack

Nicholson look-alike Michael Ironside fare better than

Nolte or Boothe, if only because their characters receive

a lesser percentage of the movie's absurd dialogue.

The script is really the main problem. How can Nolte

speak a laconic line like '"He said his piece. I said mine.

We left it at that," and not appear a caricature? When,
before a duel with Benteen, Cash urges Sarita to show

them 'some tit' so that they'll have something to fight for.

it's impossible not to laugh. The actors never have a

chance.

The movie is mainly made up of a succession of gun

fights ending in blood-spattered dead bodies. The story i.s

almost beside the point. If director Walter Hill had made
Extreme Prejudice as a parody of Westerns, it might have

been entertaining. As an imitation Western, though, it

is only a joke.

Powers Boothe in Extreme Prejudice.

The Massachusetts Daily

IAN
THE FIRST OHOIOE BECAUSE .

S^RVfD A€R£ ....

TACOVILLA
Offrrinc Qwalily

NOnrMAMPTON AMHERST
il CCNTERiT 4 1 BOl rwOOO WALK
S«« 06 fJ is6aiu
Bring four Onm Serf * Wine
Btrr or Wine Served

SPRINCFIELO
'49 SUMNCft AXTE

fU09lf
Brirtg Your Oturn

Beer S Wln»

WE BUILD CAREBRS

TIME MAGAZINE - Don Upper
NEWSWEEK - Nancy Klingener

THE WASHINGTON POST - William Spain
THE LONDON SUNDAY OBSERVER - Ben Brogan

UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL - Ann Britton, Nancy Klingener
ASSOCIATED PRESS - Craig Sandler

Sfi^Ca^Sfu^

Many of your favorite styles

specially priced this week —

Come see!

9 West, Oellini, Zodiak,

More Alpert, Reebok
and others.

Open
Sundays

®J. HASTINGS
^REMEMBER MOTHER'S DAY

IS MAY 10th
We Have A Wonderful Selection

of Mother's Day Cards

45 S. Pleasant St - 253-2840

motherTday^fts
graduation gifts

• 10 percent Student Discount

• Free Gift Wrapping

• We Mail Books Anywhere

• Gift Certificates

• Visa, Mastercards, Personal Checks

• Sale Books

Open Mon-Sat 9:00-5:30; Sundav 12-5 PM

•It:,

\A' mi^

Jeffery Amherst

Bookshop

55 S. Pleasant St Amherst

253-3381 256-8735
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Next week in music

by CORINNA J. MOEBIUS
Collegian Correspondent

It's the end of the semester so be prepared

for a rush of excellent concerts in the next

two weeks. Give yourself a break from stu-

dying and check out the final concerts of

these music groups (ifyou're a graduating,

this might be your last chance!).

Coming up first is a night of madrigals,

motets, and works of Benjamin Britten

when the University of Massachusetts

Chamber Choir and Madrigal Singers per-

form at Grace Church off the Common at

8:00 tonight. They will be assisted by in-

strumentalists, including the Five College

Early Music Collegium and guest organist

Walter von Stolzing.

The big band sounds of the Chapel Jazz

Ensemble will be alive in Bowker
auditorium this Friday, at 8:00. Playing

such classics as "Take the A Train" by

Billie Strayhorn, an arrangement of

Charlie Parker's Anthropology and charts

by Bob Mintzer and Duke Ellington, the

Ensemble should have a big audience.

On Saturday afternoon at 2:30 the

UMass Opera Workshop will present a

revue of cabaret music past and present in

Bezanson Recital Hall. Featured will be

"The Yellow Cake Review" by Peter Max-

SELF-SERVE

TYPING
y> HR. $2

kinko's
Great coplM. Crcat people

220 N. Pleasant St

253-2543

r'

1 COPIES!
1 4 «> i

I
I

I
Self-service I

I
With This Coupon, I

I Letter or Legal Size {

I
I

I
CoPyCAT J^^ Shop

I

I
I

I 228 Triangle Street I

I 549-3840
I

I
Valid thru May, 1987 |

I J

Round trip

liomNC^WrORR
tlarling <M

LUXEMBURG $358
LONDON •""'^'401

ST. THOMAS 277
TEL AVIV 681
CARACAS 293
ATHENS 571
STOCKHOLM 441
HONG KONG 777

Also. EURAIl PASSFS INT I

STUDENT 10 WOnK/STUOt
ABROAD AYH CARDS. LOW
DOMESTIC FARES and
mofV'CALL tor

FREE StudenlTrawelCaiatog'

[413)256-1261

COUNCIL TRAVEL
AMH€RST

well Davies, with the pollution of the en-

vironment by nuclear energy as its theme.

The Workshop will also present works of

Jerome Kern, Noel Coward and Rudolf

Friml.

Don't miss the University Chorale and

Brass Choir concert, highlight of alumni

weekend, on Sunday at 3:00 in Bowker

Auditorium. A world premiere of Frederick

Tillis' work for mixed chorus and brass will

featured, as well as a piece called "Sym-

pathy", commissioned for the Chorale with

a guest performance by soprano soloist

Paulina Stark. The popular "Royal Fan-

fare" by C.P.E. Bach will be played by the

Brass Choir.

More jazz is happening next Monday at

8:00 p.m. in Bowker when the UMass Afro-

American and Vocal Jazz Ensemble per-

form. Directed by the talented Steve

Newby, they will be singing spirituals,

works by Duke Ellington and some ar-

rangements/compositions by UMass
students and faculty. Saxaphonist

Frederick Tillis will guest star for a new

piece entitled "Softly and Tenderly" by

Newby.
The University Youth Wind Ensemble

concert is next Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in

Bowker. Comprised of excellent high school

musicians, the group will perform works of

Grainger, Persichetti, Sousa, and others.

This concert is free like all the others men-

tioned. With a free concert happening

every day of the week, and with such a

variety of music to choose from, there's no

excuse for missing these grand finales. Toshiko Akiyoshi will perform jazz at the Iron Horse on Friday.

584-0610 for information.

Call

Graduating seniors...

gett
credit you deserve

at BavBemks.
Soon you'll be grc

and BayBanks
to get you .*

your first o

The First-T
Program. Bi.

created a First-'

Program, a convt

to establish credit

something you rea.

a car.

Under this program, BayBan
oped special credit criteria that r

you to obtain an auto loan.

iuating,

muld like

•rted with
oloan.

e Borrower
ianks has

ime Borrower
nient way
nd buy

. need-

.s devei-

easier for

Qualifying is Easy. Just answ> lollowing

questions.

Are you a graduating college senior who has

accepted a full-time position in New England?

Can you provide written verification from
your future employer that you will begin work
within 60 days of the date you purchase

the car?

If you answer "yes" to both of these ques-

tions, you may qualify as a First-Tune Borrower!

The Smart Way to Borrow. In addition to

being a great way to establish credit, a BayBanks
First-Time Borrower auto loan is an intelligent

way for you to borrow. You will find our interest

rates competitive. You can select terms that

suit your personal financial situation and you can

choose your own payment date, which makes
your budgeting easier. And, as a First-Time

Borrower, you can delay your first payment
for up to 90 days fi^om the date you purchase

the car.

Applying is Easy, Too! To apply, just call the

BayBanks Loan Phone. Identify yourself as a

First-Time Borrower, and provide the informa-

tion requested by our Loan Phone Represen-

tative. We'U do the rest.

If your future employment plans are unset-

tled at this time, save the Loan Phone numbers
listed below, and apply when you accept a

job offer.

Banking Convenience. In addition to provid-

ing auto loans, BayBanks can service all >^ur

personal financial needs. We have over 200 full-

service offices and over 700 X-Press 24®

automated teUers located throughout the state

for your banking

convenience.

Please visit any
BayBank office for

more information

on BayBanks'
other financial

services.

BayBanks Loan Phone
Springfield Area Amherst Area

781-7575 586-8600
Westfield Area Greenfield Area

562-0163 772-0816
Monday-Friday 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Saturday 9 a.m. to noon
ITJUST KEEPSGETTim BETTER:"

Equal Opixitiutiiiv linden Members FlJlt

By MEREDITH G. GOTTESMAN
Collegian Staff

This time of year can be a dangerous one for students

in terms of academics. If you've been good all semester

about doing your work, then you can probably take ad-

vantage of the happenings going on now without guilt.

If you've blown oK everything and more, you might be in-

clined to continue in that trend, especially with the lure

of outdoor concerts and the need to escape from mounting
academic pressures. Some friendly advice: don't lock

yourself in if you know you're mind's not really going to

be on work anyway. Take a break, but remember that

G.P.A. with more than just a fleeting thought as your

friend hands you a beer; getting kicked out of here is not

fun.

Ju ju, on the other hand, is fun; it's modern African

music which uses traditional tribal instrumentations and

drum beats. Tonight the self-proclaimed king ofju ju King
Sunny Ade will be playing with his African Beats at

Pearl Street. If you're at all interested in this type of

music, this is the man to see. The show begins at 9pm.

Tickets are available at the Iron Horse and are $15. At

L'Oasis, it's a reggae dance party with One Love. On
Friday, reggae artists Toots and the Maytals will be do-

ing a benefit concert at the Amherst College Cage for the

Solomon Mahlangu Freedom College in Tanzania. The
school was founded by the African National Congress for

South African refugees of the apartheid system. Showtime

is set for 9pm and tickets are $7. Curtis T. and the Kick

will be playing rockin' blues at Sheehan's. Saturday The
Stompers make a triumphant return to Katina's. The

Whirling Dervishes return to Sheehan's. The
Southwest Area Concert Series is happening on Sunday

from noon until 6pm. This year's line-up includes two local

acts, Nexus and F.C. Pohawku, and two tristate area

bands, The Smithereens and Southside Johnny and
the Jukes. Southside Johnny will be playing real Asbury

Park, New Jersey rock and roll.

The Smithereens put on a phenomenal rock and roll

show at the Iron Horse a couple of weeks ago. Their sound

is noticeably '60s influenced, with underlying Beatles and

Byrds riffs throughout, but decidely '80s (if a decade must

be assigned to these things). Listen to WMUA, 91.1 FM,
for Smithereens album giveaways this week. MUA will

also be airing an interview with the band sometime next

week.

Toots and the Maytals will play at Amherst College on Friday.

Sunday night, check out Austin rockers Evan Johns
and the H-Bombs at the Iron Horse. So many cool bands

from the Austin scene have been gaining national atten-

tion that it kinda makes one wonder what's in the drink-

ing water down there, or maybe it's the heat that's pro-

ducing such bands as the Fabulous Thunderbirds, the Tail

Gators, the Wild Seeds, Zeitgeist, the Butthole Surfers,

etc. Evan Johns himself has played with the Leroi

Brothers, replacing guitarist Don Leady, who left to form

the Tail Gators, with Danny Gatton of Robert Gordon's

band, and most recently with Eugene Chadbourne,

formerly of Shockabilly. The show starts at 8:30, tickets

are $6, and it should be a real good time.

On Tuesday, May 12, the very funky Neville Brothers

will be at Pearl Street. Tickets are $12.50 in advance, and

the show starts at 9pm.

If you're on the University's meal plan, don't miss the

Southwest Bar-B-Que next Wednesday, May 13. It will

be held at the Southwest playing fields, and bus service

will be provided from all residential areas. Along with the

food and the fun, the Bar-B-Que will be simulcasted on

WMUA, and music will be provided on location by DJs

James Neill of Terpsichorean Cacophony fame and your

humble LIVEWIRE columnist...and we will be taking

requests.

Wednesday night. The Mekons will be playing at the

Iron Horse. The Mekons have gone through many stylistic

changes since their formation in 1978. Their current

sound can be likened roughly to the Pogues; sort of British

pub-punk gone country western, if that makes any sense.

Tickets are $8, and there will be two shows, at 7 and 10pm.

S>ee you on Wednesday aflernoon!

SENIORS!
Are You Planning A Spring Party?

Where's Your Graduation Party Going To Be?

Think About Our Sports Bar At The

AMHERST ATHLETIC CLUB
Let tts help yoti with yo^^ P^^Y

and ttse our great room

FREE OF CHARGE
Call 253-9586 for details

Located at Plumbley's

Uptown Amherst

.^^'^^^

%)%f^i!^

SUBSCRIPTION
DELIVERER NEEDED!

On campus
• Great way to earn extra cash

APPLY NOW AT THE COLLEGIAN

113 Campus Center
The Collegian Is an AA/EO employer
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f^^SENIORS &
GMAC & SAVARESE CHEVROLET WOULD LIKE

TO HELP YOU PURCHASE YOUR FIRST NEW CAR

DETAILS:
. You must be 6 months away from graduation or have graduated 1 year prior from an

accredited 4 Year Degree Program

• You must be employed or have a verifiable committment for employment

• Good credit or no credit are OK

CHEVROLET

WHAT YOU GET!
CHOOSE FROM ONE OF THE FOLLOWING

A. A $400 non-transferable discount coupon to apply towards down payment

B. 90 day deferment of 1st payment

OVER 300 CARS & TRUCKS AVAILABLE SOME WITH ADDITIONAL CASH BACK FROM CHEVROLET

• SALES • SERVICE • LEASING

145 KING ST., NORTHAMPTON
586-7250

Minimal Down Paynwnt RequirementsChevrolet

continued from page 1

At the Fine Arts Center, Kenny Maisonet, a UMass stu-

dent told the crowd "there's a purpose to why we're here,

and that's to fight oppression," and spoke of misconcep-

tions about lesbians, gays and bisexuals.

"We are we, we are united and we are people, he said.

"That's the way it should be."

Maisonet said the gay community is not responsible tor

the spread of AIDS, and placed the blame on the govern

ment for making people "live in such disgusting condi

tions." J i J

The crowd picked up supporters as it moved toward

Whitmore Administration Building, where members of

the Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay Alliance made demands on the

University administration.

The demands included: "that the IJnivorsity make clear

and public the disciplinary sanctions which it imposes on

those who practice any form of oppre.s.sion. and that it

more actively assist victims of hiuassiiu'nt in the prosecu-

tions of their complaints.

"That the University act to increase the effectiveness

of the Lesbian Union and the Lesbian, Bisexual and Gay

Alliance by installing an electrical outlet in the Lesbian

Union, and constructing a permanent wall between the

LBGA and the existing Republican Club.

"That the administration, having looked to students to

provide leadership in response to Paul Cameron's visit,

recognize its responsibility to assist students in all possi-

ble ways to recover their academic standing.

"That the University act to establish at least one course

on lesbian, gay and' bisexual studies, which asserts

academic integrity to the subject matter, is well publiciz-

ed and written up in the course selection book, and car-

ries core and general education credit."

The group also demanded that Vice-Chancellor for Stu-

dent Affairs Dennis L. Madson start a search process to

find an AIDS educator, and that the position be filled by

June 15, and asked the Administration to "make a com-

mitment for the retention, and enforcement of the Univer-

sity's non-discrimination clause."

The march continued past the Tower Library and

around the Campus Center/Student Union complex,

where the bells in the Old Chapel rang 18 times to com-

memorate the 18 years since homosexuals rioted in the

streets of Greenwich Village for three days in protest of

police raids on gay bars.
, , ,,

The marchers released hundreds of purple balloons in

support of gay rights, as UMass student Paul Throne told

the crowd to "think about the future," and "imagine a

world where there is no homophobia."

On the steps of the Student Union Building, Bonnie

Strickland, president of the APA and a professor at

UMass. condemned Cameron for spreading homophobic

beliefs, and asked the crowd "do you think Students For

America [the group that brought Cameron to campus]

really wanted to bring us together?^

THE DAILY COLLEGIAN
IS ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR
ASSOCIATE BLACK AFFAIRS EDITOR

ASSISTANT TO THE EDITOR
ASSOCIATE PHOTO EDITOR

NIGHT EDITORS
COPY EDITORS
CARTOONISTS

Applications are due Wednesday

at noon in the newsroom of the Collegian

113 Campus Center • 545-3500

WE BUILD CAREERS.

OPENINGS
STILL AVAILABLE

OPENINGS
STILL AVAILABLE

STUDENT SUMMER JOBS ON CAMPUS

• POSITIONS AVAILABLE: •

OPERATIONS ASSISTANT
OPERATIONS SUPERVISOR

QUALIFICATIONS:
Must be an active student with experience in one or more of the follow-

ing areas: light maintenance, cleaning, grounds, office work and/or fur-

niture moving.

DUTIES:
Assigned to one of four Housing Services Maintenence and Operations

residential area offices to perform a variety of tasks in campus residence

halls. Duties may vary widely,, as indicated by the above listing. Sum-

mer work performed by students contributes to Housing Services'

maintenance and cleaning programs and to the preparation of residence

halls for conferences and Fall opening.

HOURS:
7:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. weekdays, May 18 through September 5,

or by arrangement.

TO INQUIRE OR APPLY:

Please contact one of the four area offices:

Steve Vinelli

Northeast/Sylvan Area

Johnson House
5-0403

Pat O'Connor
Orchard Hill/Central Area

Baker House
5-1333

CALL ABOUT
COMPENSATION PACKAGE

Nancy Merritt

Southwest/North Area

Kennedy Tower
5-0392

Maude Tucker
Southwest/South Area

Cance House
5-0439

CALL ABOUT
COMPENSATION PACKAGE
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• A'lO tournament
continued from page 24

The following is a look at the otner

teams in the tournament:

Temple (seeded first - 25-19, 8-2 in the

A-10):The Minutewomen split a twinbill

with the Lady Owls in Philadelphia, a loss

that UMass is still trying to comprehend.

Temple is paced at the plate by senior cat-

cher Robin Boyd (.388, 21 runs batted in)

and senior shortstop Debbie Todd (.326,

20 RBI's) Bovd set single-season records

in runs, hits,'and RBI's, and is the career

leader in each of those categories.

Penn State (seeded second - 22-21,

6-4):The Nittanv Lions are led by Nan

Sichler (.395, 19 RBI's) and Deb Bryan

(.245, 8 RBI's). On the mound Cathy

kaminsky (12-7. 2.48 earned run average)

and Aileen Polanis (9-11, 2.40 ERA) were

both lunch bag winners over UMass.

Rhode Island (seeded fourth - 10-25.

5^):UMass claimed all four meetings this

year, including a sweep of the WRams at

Kingston that sealed a tournament birth

Thursday, May 7, 1987 Thursday, May 7, 1987
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for UMass. Sophomore thirdbaseman Kim
Menkavitch (.284) and freshman out

fielder Nancy Ginz (.269) have been tak-

ing care of business at the plate, while

Chris Ashburn (4-12, 2.25 ERA) and

Kathy Tewey (6-11, 2.25 ERA) pace URI

on the mound.
It only takes a quick glance to realize

that, at least by overall record, UMass is

definitely not a third seed-type team. But

that is something that still has to be pro-

ven. Last season, UMass was the first

seed and had to accept the pressures that

accompany such a title.

This season, as the third seed, the

Minutewomen could surprise a few peo-

ple. But would it really be a surprise?

i feel like we are ready. The pitching

is looking good and the hittings is better

than it has been, " Sortino said, if the pit-

chers and the defense performs, execute

like they've been doing, and get a couple

of lucky breaks, I'd say we're a pretty good

bet to win it. I'd certainly bet on us.
"

Maybe a lot of other people are too. They

just don't know they're doing it, right

Penn St.?

• crew teams set for Nationals
continued from page 24

length behind New Hampshire to place se-

cond. The novice lightweight eight also

finished second. The junior varsity eight

was nosed out of the top spot by three-

quarters of a boat length by Wesleyan,

which finished in 7:30.06.

The varsity lightweight eight took fourth

but finished well back of Coast Guard,

Tufts and Rhode Island. The same fate fell

on the varsity eight which was fourth

behind Wesleyan, New Hampshire and Ho-

ly Cross.

The women's varsity, however, fared a

bit better, taking second, about a boat

length behind Wesleyan. Tufts was third.

But the junior varsity eight did their peers

one better, taking first in 7:59.6. ahead of

both MIT and Wesleyan. The novice four

finished in fourth, 30 seconds behind MIT

while the novice eight capped off the outing

with a sixth place finish behind MIT and

four other schools.

This weekend's Dad Vail begins tomor-

row and finishes up on Saturday. UMass

has entered seven boats and the two teams

will be looking to bring home something

other than pats on the back.

In other weekend action, the UMass
rugby team, smarting after a 42-3 lashing

at the hands of the Charles River Rugby

Club (Somerville) last Saturday, looks to

bounce back with a victory when it takes

on Dartmouth College, Saturday at 12:30

p.m. on the lower Boyden fields.

In case anyone is interested, the UMass

men's volleyball team finished 13th out of

18 competing teams in the 1987 National

Men's Collegiate Club Volleyball Cham-

pionships held way back on Apr. 24 and 25

at the University of Texas at Austin, TX
UMass beat the University of Arizona

twice. New Mexico St. and Baylor.

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

1DOVE
-^ Secretarial Services

Fast, Accurate Typing

of

• Resumes
• Term Papers

• Dissertations

79 South Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass 01002

256-1335

253-7480

H^l
04

JvYESTERDAY*
^^& TODAY MUS/IC

48 N. PLEASANT ST
AMHERST 253-9209

f,,
LOCATED UNDER STEVE S

'**' *"''• 'i^'-i «" J«i

1 11* (M(>'^ ^^ Se/>oo>^,lltti^^

We will not accept telephone orders

the last two weeks of school

because we cannot get to them.

I -fiu^ V^fli J .. th. PK4»tnQ^ ^flffa^W5

Mutants on ttie Bounty Randy Schueler's wingless butterfly collection

ALL STAFF: The Spring 87 photo is

Monday at 8 p.m. Be there or be faceless.

Bloom Cofinty By Berke Breathed
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Bat Brain By Bill Dearing
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Gordy By Gorde
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Who controls the past controls the future.

Who controls the present controls the past.

— George Orwell in 1984

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
t Dafice tot rt

litieibug

5 ne« anu t4iibett

10 AstonislitSil

14 Cote subieci

lor shorl

lb Spindlei

16 Words ol

•dmonilion

1

7

Pol lot a

Memcan stew

IB ?.'
: luibuiii

19 V ouyuiates

20 LaigO'iika

spitiiuai

22 The Way ol AU
— Butler

novel

23 Ponars
24 Sitting Bull lor

aKample
26 Lively dance

29 Worker wtio

as&ainhles

machirws
31 Doclii^orkBrs

org

34 Wears d.jwr)

36 Takes a break

38 Carson City s

netghtx>r

39 Auerbacn
40 Sea call

41 Lmbt oiled

44 Mischievous

miss

46 Ready
47 Root supports

49 Court laature

50 Hokkaido cily

52 Coficaited

54 Piano virtuoso

Art

56 Jack Nicholson

movie ol 1976

61 MP s corirBiii

62 Ruse
63 Deler

64 Churcli seals

65 From here on
66 Aclor Molliman

67 Ferber

6B Soliated

69 1986 World

Senas site

DOWN
1 Fughi delayer,

perhaps
2 Nimbus
3 King ol the

Huns
4 Togo S neighbor

5 Bieaklast treat

6 Revelation

7 Ancient site ot

Susa
8 Uncovered
9 Compass pt

10 Gimmick
1 1 Angler s

shortened note

12 Burden
13 Gee whii'

21 Hilarity

22 Word with

water

Of wood
25 Ad

—

26 Jolting motions

27 One ol the

Forsytes

28 Note on a

tarmhouse
Joor''

30 Skulked 51 City on tha

3? Sierra - Arkansas

3j t.o lar 53 Snoops

Vj Nanny 54 Record

37 Acioi Water ston 55 Impressed

3S Ernies 57 Sly sound

42 lot 58 Bryce Canyon

43 Jug lug State

44 Bestowed 59 Vetch

45 Auctioneer s 60 Tree Irog

condition 62 Arm ol HUD
48 Manliest

ANSWER TO PREVIOUSJ»UZZLE

iAMJAjSl
iP>lST

AiC E

IlriNiA

t ! 1 a Hii t

J'
iT-

P

IP

Lunch

Cavatelli Supreme
Swiss Turkey Sandwich

Dinner

Meno
Basks Lunch

Swiss Turkey Sprout

Sandwich
Soybean, Corn, Tomato

Casserole

Basics Dinner

Pork Chops/Stuffmg

Cod Florentine

Golden Carrot Bake
Cod Florentine

Weather
Today: partly sunny, chance of showers, high in 70s

Tonight: clear, highs in 30s

Tomorrow: sunny, chance of showers

Today's Staff
Night Editor Siobhan Masterson

CopY Editor John Swanson

LaYOUt Technician Matkins

Photo Technician Paul Franz

Production Supervisor Michelle Eichelman

Production: Beth Drew. George Francy, Judy

Meyenhofer, and Joe the driver.

Executive Board ^Spring of 1987

KBLLY SIEGEK
Editor ta Chkf

NANCY KLINGENER
Managing Bdhor

PHa SERAFINO
EdKorUI Editor

STEVE RUBIN
B«sla«H MaiMfcr

ANSEL ZINTER
PredttaloB Manager

Business Board --^ Spring of 1987

STEVE RUBIN
BaslttCM Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Mai-fccUng Manager

PAUL H. LESSER
Advcrtlttng Sale* Manager

VANESSA ROTH
Finance Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Clrcalatlen Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
SvbtcHptlon Manager

T T-f-r- MMMM^SSS*
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Lacrosse Stats
How UMass Stats Up

AllAmerican attackman

Tom Carmean leads the

Gorillas with 54 points on

16 goals and a team-high

38 assists. Behind Car-

mean is freshman scorer

Scott Hiller with a team-

high 30 goals and eight

assists.

After a diop. Kelley Can-

Record: 8 1

Home: 2-0 Away: 6-1

13 Delaware 9

14 Boston College 4

17 New Hampshire 8

17 St. John's 8

16 Yale 8

9 Harvard 3

10 Armv (20T) 11

18 DARTMOUTH 7

10 RUTGERS 6

124 Totals 64

comes into the picture with

14 goals and nine assists

while Greg Cannella, see-

ing a lot of time at mid-

field, follows up with 10

goals and eight assists,

Doug Musco has 13 goals

and one assist. Freshman
Tim Soudan, returning

after an injury, has eight

goals in four-and a-half

games.

The team is averaging

14 goals per game and
allowing just seven,

In the net, Ail-American

Sal LoCascio has a 6.5

goals-again.st average to go

with his steadily rising

.702 save percentage. Paul

McCarty has 12 saves on

17 shots and Paul Ferullo

has two saves.

How Syracuse Stats Up

Collr^an photo by Paul Fran/

Gorillas coach Dick Garber (foreground) and senior midfielder Doug Musco (background) a

native of Ithica, N.Y.. know that tomorrow's battle vs. Syracuse will not be friendly on the field.

The friendships end at game time
... 1 1 i^.,.1 :„»U

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

When the first ball is plac-

ed between the sticks of Pat

Donahue and Neal Cunn-

ingham, the probable faceoff

men for tomorrow's
Syracuse/Massachusetts
men's lacrosse game, the

long-time friendship bet-

ween the two will end — for

60 minutes.

"I know a lot of these guys

and play all summer with

them." Cunningham, the

senior co-captain from
Syracuse, N.Y. said. "I

always have fun in this

game. It's one of my better

games. I always want to do

well against'them."

For Cunningham, the

game is sort of a homecom-
ing playing against former

high school teammates like

high-scoring Orangeman
Todd Curry. But don't think

the fun will be in patting his

third-ranked opponents on

the back during the game.

The fun will be in the hit-

ting and the winning. Then
maybe he and the six other

Gorillas from upstate New
York will be friends.

For freshmen attackers

Tim Soudan and James
Bergan, junior attack

Kelley Carr, senior attack

Tom Carmean, senior mid-

fielder Doug Musco. and
sophomore defender Jeff

Salanger, tomorrow will be

an interesting day.

"It's a friendship until we
get on the field. Once the

whistle blows, its not too

friendly." said Musco, who,

along with Carmean hails

from Ithaca, N.Y. "I went

against two or three of them
in the states in high school.

It's been a big battle since

high school. A dogfight.

There's no love lost between

us.

For Syracuse. 7-3, the

game will be pretty much
the same old thing since

many of the top Division I

players hail from that part

of the country.

"It's pretty much the

same thing against

everyone. But you guys

have a couple more players

than probably any other,"

Syracuse assistant coach

John Drasko said.

And for UMass, at 8-1, its

going to be a war. For

seniors like Musco and Cun-

ningham, losing to the same
old rivals has become more

tiring than anything else.

Perhaps the most painful of

losses (a still talked about

12-11 loss to the Orangemen
two years ago on the Hill ) is

still fresh. For them, a win

would be the sweetest of all

nectars to top off this

season.

"We're not even looking

towards the playoffs,"

Musco added. "We haven't

beaten them in the four

years I've been here. It was

very disappointing losing

12-11. We played an excep-

tional game and totally

deserved to win. It was a

very big disappointment."

The Gorillas will have

their chance to turn the tide

when the teams square off

at 3 p.m. at Warren
McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

Leading the way for a po-

tent Syracuse team will be

senior Ail-American at-

tackman Tom Nelson, who
has scored 16 times on just

41 shots. Along with a

team-high 15 assists,

Nelson checks in with 31

points. Right behind him is

John Zulberti with 16

goals on 52 shots, and 14

assists for 30 points.

Todd Curry and Gordie

Mapes lead the team in

goals with 19 each, but

Mapes has scored his 19 on

staggeringly few shots (39).

Freshman twins Paul and

Gary Gait each add about

one goal per game to the

Syracuse lineup as does

Rhett Cavanaugh. In all,

10 other Orangemen have

scored, giving the team an

average of 13 goals per

game.
In the net, Jim Gyory. a

solid goalie has some very

questionable statistics.

Allowing 12.2 goals per

game doesn't say much for

the defense but plenty for

the run-and-gun offense.

Record: 7 3.

Home: 5 1 Away: 2 2

15 JOHNS HOPKINS 14

11 North Carolina 13

17 CORTLAND 8

9 Adelphi 19

12 Army 4
11 Brown 8

6 CORNELL 19

20 HOBART 15

17 RUTGERS 5

12 PENNSYLVANIA 10

130 Totals 115

Amherst Chinese Foods
Horn* Stylm Cooking

62-64 MAIN ST.. AMHERST
BEER 4 WINE UCENSE
Ffh Veq0tabl9S
from Our Own Farm

OPEN 7 DAYS
Wt DO NOT USE MSO (M
AHTVICIAL COCOMMO

253-7835

9 AM - 2 PM

EARLY BIRD
SPECIAL
$2 OFF

Shampoo, Cut & Dry

Styles By Deborah
65 University Drive • 549-5610

with this coupon ,
Expirr^s 5/30/87
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ACTIVITIES

TRADE U2 TICKETS nave 2 tickets tof

Sunday May 3 need 2 licKels for Saturday
May 2 Cat) Mafue, Holly Judy. Of Chartene
at 549-7477

DR. PAUL CAMEROIirwhy does the Gay
cwTimunity tear him? Find out Wed May 6
6 30&8 30-101CC

PONTIAC T 1000 1963 j'> ai condition'

1400 or Best ot!er 649 OE-v

77 HONDA ACCORD 6000 con

dilion depe'-iaw*'^ " 2241 eve

1978 BUICK
dition S'ljon ...

80 CHEVY CITATION 4sp excel cond AC.

R/F-spea«eri ^.i' RV t;,u8 player $850 or

BO 549-510-

SUMMER SUBLET WITH/FALL option

Spacious 2 bedroom Squire Village

Townehouse on bus route starting June 1

Call 665-8410

TAKE OVER OUR lease slarlmg June 1

bd'm not water inc 405 + 665-3041

WERE LEAVING! TAKE over our 2br

Soulhwood Apt and the lurnilure s yours

Free' Heat/water included 253-9089

ATTENTION SIGMA PHI Epsilon Brottiers

meeting loniQhi at 7 30 in CC 171-173 All

invited but Hugh Any questions Daniel
Munroe 546-4902

FREE FRIDAV NIGHT rnovie at the
Newman Center An OHicer and a

Gentleman" May 8th at 7 30PM in the Ironi

lounge All welcomei

A0r"NEW~M0RTER Board merrTbe^s

meeting Thurs May 7 9 30PM in Hatch.
non-smoKing

CROCOOILE DUNDEE TONIGMT at 5,7. 9,

4 n in the S U B presented by WSLY
105 1 and SGA

US -LATIN AMERICA relations, a^resen
tation and sicussion by visiting Argenti-

nians All welcome" 7 00PM Commuter
Area Lounge Sponsored by CASA

AUTO FOR SALE

1979 PINTO 67K asmng S600 549-1138

1965 FORD FALCON a cream puft

256-6920

74 PONTIAC LE Mans $50 00 one (5)

G-78-14 tiias new to good cond car runs,

good engine 78,000 mi body rust means no

inspec stk good parts car call 546-1030
after 7PM Jack

1978 HONDA CIVIC $300 or B O 253^5870

81 CHEVROLET CITATION AM/FM exc

cond 1800 o( 8 O 253-3568

1981 MAZDA WAGON. Stealof adeal at

$1000 Call today 256-6078

1978 PONTIAC PHOENIX-power'ul load

ed Great engine, little rust Must sell $1000
256-1602

79 VW RABBIT 2 door $1250 549 4462

Frank

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-DISC Entertainment Agency Disc

lockies lights, rentals, and mobile video

dances' 549-7144

1979 FORD MUSTANG yellow, auto

82 000 mis AM/FM stereo $1200 545 3689

after 5 30 584 9042

19M fOVOTAAxa pickup excellent con

dttiofi Under 10.000 mi Must sell soon

253-5731 evenings

%i VWRABBIT 47,000 mis $2995 00 or

B O well maintained new battery, alter

nator tires 549-5185

•1 CMEVETTE 4SP 63K 1200 or BO
665-2941 excellent condition

1980 RED FIAT, AC PS, sunrool 5spd

stereo low miles, runs well, some rust $750

or BO 253-9624 or 773 7333

FOR RENT

TAKE OVER OUR lease in June and get

August rent free' Or )ust sublet lor the sum-

mer/2bedroom m Southwood apts call

2566334

ROOM AVAILABLE IN Beaut condo Close

to UMass on bus line Kitchen/laundry facil

inci lemale nonsrrmkers no pets 256-1 547

San

ROOMS FROM JUNE isl fall option $235
per month e»clusive close lo campus
549 1 358

2 BEDROOM APARTMENT. laHTstaning

June 1 $410 00 laundry 665 2288 bus
route

SOUTHWOOD APT FOB rent take over

lease in June and get August rent free

256 1066

ONE BEDROOM PUFFTON available June

Isl Call Veronica 549-5456 keep trying

BRANDYWJNE ONE BEDROOM available

June 1 through next school year

S460/month inc utilities, pool, bus route

Call 649-6416 Ask lor Dave

TAKE OUR LEASE two bedroom 3rd lloor

Southwood apt starting June 1st call

256-1863

AMMERSTTiM APARTMENT on bus

route 10 min walk lo campus 440/mo plus

elec available June 1st or earlier call

549-6938 or 549-3700

REWARDS 2 BEDROOM Sunderland apt

begin June call 665-4828 anytime

SPACIOUS, CONTEMPORARY HOUSE
sundecks skylights Great location Mar-

thas Vinyard Sharon 256-8797

2 BEDROOM CLIFFSIDE apartment lake

over lease 1 large bedroom available June
1 total apartment available July 1 call after

6PM 665-8827

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL option 2

bedroom Squire Village furniture 665-4634

LARGE ONE BEDROOM garden apt

dishwasher carpeting quiet residential

neighborhood $400 thru August 253-5746

FREE HEAT AND hoi water 2 bedroom
apartment on bus route Pool dishwasher
and other aminites Take over lease or

sublet tor summer call Dave or Michael
256-1040

4 BEDROOM HOUSE for June-Sept only

Northampton near buslinp stores yet semi-

private Call Skibiski Realtors 584-3428

SUMMER SUBLET WITH tall option 2

bedroom Squire Village Townehouse
available June 1st call 665-2644

BUY DON'T RENT! Ideal investment in

Amherst 3 bedroom ranch, livingroom. eat

in kitchen near bus route, new seven

months Call Ralph Blank, Kathy Stephan

Real Estate Inc 549-1095

DOUBLE ROOM NOHO house fireplace

wood floors starts Aug 145plus Sieve

566-5165

LOOKING FOR TWO ladies to rent fall plus

spring next to campus call now 549-7293

FURNJSHED ROOMS IN new house lor

summer or tall call Dale 253-9949

PLEASE TAKE OVER our Southwood

lease' Brand new carpet and kitchen floor"

Its in great shape' Call soon' Keep trying

after IIPI^ 253-2824

BEDROOM SET -2 matching beds,
dresser, curtains, etc call for details Janet-
549-7717

FOR SALE

CRATE AMP MUST selif Call Shawn
546-9030

U2 TICKETS FOR sale all shows 546-8789

NIKON 135MM/2.8 mTvCBO lens, brand

new, complete w/carrying case Price

negotiable Call John, 6-7070, after 10P.M

U2 "nCKETS FOR floor section

Meadowlands May 1 1 Rumored Springs-

teen appearance call 256-0820

DOUBLE WOODEN DRESSER with mirror

attatched. wooden desk, twin bed, kitchen

lalble with 4 chairs, and a phone If In-

terested call Holly or Sleph at 549-1619

COMPLETE BEDROOM SETincludes bed
and headtxjards. 2 buraus. shelves mirror

and night table Also 2 twin beds call

Michelle Duva 549-0803 or 549-1191

SURFBOARDS •APIA' 5 FT 10 in twin fin,

bomberboard 10 ft Todd 549-4003

1978 DATSUN B2106X 47000 miles $950
or BO must see good condition 549-6081

1 LRQ BDRM In 2 bdrm Presidential 1 or

2 to share Female nonsmoker June 1 w/fall

option, to mm walk to campus 549-4483

ONE ROOM AVAILABLE for one quiet
non-smoker spacious quiet apt Crown Point

near campus furnished $285 mlh I know its

high bit it's worth it heat is included call

Sam 256-4293 next school year whenever
It starts

3 MINUTES FROM campus! Room in

house for year, one for Isl semester only-

250plus, please call 549-0792 ask for Sieve
or Leah

MODERN 6 PIECE modular couch in good
condition $100 call 549-0803 or 549-1 191

VUARNETT RAYBAN. BOLLE sunglasses

plus kxJk-aliKes Jams catchil. sunbntches

shorts, everything discount Mike 549-7575

BIANCI RACE BIKE 52cm Campagnolo,
Columbus low miles must sell $500
546-461

3

MODERN FURNITURE SEMESTER old-

couctT/chair set, Papazon chair, kitchen set,

desks, txxjkcase. mattress, spring & more!
Call 256-8677

LOST

RED POLO SPRING lackel m campus
center- Friday please call Julie 9671

SUMMER RENTAL /HYANNIS 3 bedroom
/walking distance lo Main St $5,400 call

after 5PM 778-1673 or 888-1535

AUGUST RENT FREE summer sublet
w/fall option on bus route Northwood
6653678

FEMALE SUMMER SUBLET wanted fall

option rent negotiable call Nina 256-6821

4 BEDROOM W/BALCONY in Amherst

256-6620

OWN SINGLE BEDROOM in 3 bedroom
Puttton Apt Beginning JuM.ltW tall also.

Craig 549-2804

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL option 2

Ijedroom rent cheap free furniture 605-8615

2 BEDROOM APT available June Isi

Close to campus Call 549-7739

BIG! CHEAP! SOUTHWOOD townehouse
2 sunny bedrooms, summer w/fall option

call 253-5916 ASAP

LASONIC BOOM BOX AMFM dual

cassette deck equalizer 546-6705 Barb

BEDROOM FURNITURE. PRICE very

negotiable Must sell If interested call

Jackie 549-5888

uTfnrHARTFORD May 8m 253-3949~

GREY JEAN JACKET from Mike's W View

Thurs 4/9 be cool return keys from pocket

CiK Brandywme 549-0667

DARK BLUE LEATHER wallet lost In Main

St -Amherst 4/21 at night Please, please,

please!'! Return IDs I don't care about the

money Call 256-8995

U2 TX MAY 7 HarHofd $50 00 546-6552
546-6644

AIRLINE TICKET TO Cincinnati on May 20

price negotiable call 549-7693

FORD PINTO^io^SeWO miles price

negotiable 546-7107

AT LACROSSE GAME. Blue nylon wallet

My life IS in that wallet I need it to go to

NY Please help me Adam 68930

BLACK FUR HAT lost 31 March on cam-

pus $50 reward call Rich 546-9934

PURPLE HEART KEY chain on campus on

Friday call Amy 256-8378

1982 TOYOTA TERCEL, 50k excellent

condition Pioneer AM/FM tape. $2500.

549-3969

CHEAP FURNITURE FOR sale beds and

couches from $20-50 549-3829

FURNITIIRE COUCH, FULL size mattrMS
w/bo«spring Good condition 549-5723

FURNITURE FOR SALE. Kitchen table and

chairs shelves, dresser, bed. overstuffed

chair All prices cheap and negotiable

Allison 253-5893

82 CHEVEYTTE 4 dr hatch 70000 miT2b0
or a O call 546-8612

HELP! GREEN BARACUDA w/my goW key

chain Inside please return I need these

keys! Name on chain is Barry call me at

6-1146

BLACK KITTEN WWHITE markings in

Townehouse 5/2 Please call 549-1552

BLACK DOG FEMALE with white spot on

neck/chest She is med size very friendly

and answers to the name Ziggy She has

red collar is part Lab and was lasl seen May
3rd m Belchertown-North St area 256-0608

LOST BLACK WALLET in Hatch 8112 45

on May 5. 1987 I know that a woman pick-

ed It up Please return it either at mlo desk

at CC or call 256-1887 Thank you

Thursday, May 7, 1987
COLLEGIAN 23

HELP WANTED

We are LOOKING lor someone lo do child

care one evenmg a week and occasional

overnights Must have transportation Call

548-9057

WANTED PART TIME bus drivers lor Nor-

thampton 10 Amherst routes $5 to start very

convenient for Northampton residents

Work schedule arranged around your class

schedule 586-1909

SUMMER JOB - WATERFRONT Director

for day camp in the Boston Area June
29August 14 Salary 1.800-2.000 depen-

ding on experience Contact Janet Wad
den. outdoor program director. Patriots

Trail Girl Scout Council. 6 St . James Ave
Boston, Ma 02116 (617)482-1078

PAINTERS NEEDED EASTERN New
England area intenoi and exterior starting

pay 6 50 and up depending on experience

Equal Opprtunity Employer (61 7)933-4370

EXCELLENT WAGES FOR spare time

assembly work, eleclomcs. crafts Others

Info (504)641-0091 ext 2068 7 days Call

now!

WATtRESS/WAITER, 20-25 hours per

week, for summer possibly fall- flexibility a

plus Call Mary at 584-9816. between 1 and

4

JOB OPPORTUNITY IN student govern-

meni assistant to the student trustee Ad-

ministrative and research skills Academic

year and summer Applications available at

406E Student Union women and people of

color encouraged to apply The SGA is an

AA/EOE employer

TO THE PLEDGES of Sigma KappaMana
Erin. Christine Patty. Karen. Kim, Maria.

Tanya Cathy, and Christine- we all hope
that you are prepared for lock-m this

weekend with the snake and the other rep

tiles Try not to worry loo much, we all had

to go through it. and most of us survived

Good luck' You'll need it Love the sisters

of Sigma Kappa

HELP-I NEED a place to live hi or near

Boston this summer Please call Ron at

665-3032

SAVE $500 ON next semesters bill wanted
several students for work program eShrs
weekly for next semester call Mr Roos
549-5120

BEACH!! THANKS FOR the dress It real

ly came in handy lor one night I was the

lady in pink Makeout Master

SUZITJIM, PAM. Thanks lor everything

Especially lor helping me on Fri May 1

Maria (MM)

BUDGET REQUESTS FOR FY'89 SATF
funding must Ije submitted no later than Fri-

day May 8. at 5 00PM to the chair of the

Budgets Committee. Nate Moore

GEORGE, SCOTT, DORENE. Peter. John
and Dave Jamming on the Pyramids- 3 PM
today

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share

Brandywme Apt call 546-9027 lor more
info

CAPE COD! WANTEOTTor 2 roommates
call Mane 549 4853 or Jessica 549-3846

ROOMMATE WANTED FOR lall semester

in spacious Northampton apartment

Reasonable rates, quiet I'jbaths cable

laundry on premises Call Dave 586-0714

or Matt 546-8458

2 FEMALES TO share spacious rm house

? lull baths, lire place Irg living room din-

ing rm . 2 min walk to campus call Laura

649-4524

PUFFTON MALE ROOMMATE wanted to

share in one bedroom apt Thoni 546-6057

or 549-5231

NON-SMOKER FEMALE wanted lo share

Puflton Apt for fall and spring Own room
call 549-0691

WOWI 2 COOL roommates wanted' Take

over lease June 1 turnished' Fall option!

Reward" 253-3368

AMHERST CENTER ONE-bedroom apt

w/lall option $400/mo includes f>eat hot

water & parking Call 253-9946 belore

11PM

GINGERBREAD HOUSE 2 blocks Irom

UMass 2 bedrooms in 4 bedroom house

$200 per month, available Irom June to

August, (fall option possible) call 549-4793

JULY AND AUGUST m NohO house sun

ny call Steve 586-5165

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL option

$405/mth partly inc turn, b-b-q. pool, air

condition . elec ht. dishwasher, spac rms.

200 11. avail 6/1/87 Call 66&-37S7

NEXT to CAMPUS! Unbeatable summer
place Grad students preferred call soon

5497293

AMHERST CENTER SUMMER sublet 2

people $125 549 7783

$100/MO ROOMS FOR tent June^Aug call

253 3102

NEED FEMALE HOUSEMATE free June

rem Pay July August Kathy 256 082b

Amherst

TWO BEDROOM APT luliy lurnistwd cable

TV on bus route one or two people, $150

per person call 253 2696

ST. JUDE

THANK YOU AGAIN! Seldom do your

prayers go unanswered I am very gratelul

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

CASES. PAPERS, DISSERTATIONS,
theses last, accurate, dependable, on

campus, reasonable 584-7924, Nancy

SOUTHWEST WEEK

YOU LIKE CAMEO? Be at the Pyramids

3PM today

1 FEMALE ROOMMATE needed lo share

a Bfittany Manor apt Call 253-2284

GREAT LOCATION SUMMER sublet w/fall

option in Amherst Center 546-9368 after

3PM

KNEE DEEP FUNKS the Pyramids 3PM
today

TWO PEOPLE NEEDED to share rooms lor

summer in Sunderland apartment, male or

lemale. smokers welcome 665-2718 lall op-

tion available

POSITIONS AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY
or for summer as telephone interviewers

with professional marketing research firm

No selling or quotas involved Flexible after-

noon or evening hours (Minimum 15

hrs/week up to40 hrs/week avaiable ) No
experience necessary $5 OO/hour Call

after 5 OOPM 549-7235 Located across

from UMass Southwest Dorms

SUMMER JOBS FOR student activists

Earn $2000-3000plus this summer enforc-

ing our water laws Clean Water Action is

hiring organizers for summer campaigns

II you are looking for experience in com-

munications, lobbying & management call

us 87 grads are encouraged lo appiv lor our

Political & leadership programs in Amherst

call 549-7450 Boston 617-423-4661

THE FUfURE'S^O tjright. you gotta wear

shades campaign this summer to pass the

toxic use reduction act. stop Seabrook, and

promote altordable day care Work with

Masspirg and earn $175 300 a week, rapid

advancement, and career opportunities

avaiable Positions m Amherst. Boston.

Cape Cod. Worchester. and six other loca-

tions Call 256-6434

STEVE THIBOOEAU YOU'RE extemely

gorgeous -a distant attracted admirer

A NOVENA tO^St^ude O holy st Jude.

apostle & Martyr, near kinsman of Jesus

Christ Faithful intercessor of all in time of

need To you 1 have recourse Irom the

bootom of my heart and humbly l)eg to

whom God has given such a great powers

to come to my assistance Help me in my
time of need In return I promise to make
your name known and cause you to be in-

voked St Jude Pray for us and all who in-

voke your aid Say 3 our lathers. 3 hail

Marys and 3 Glorias, publications must be

promised lo St Jude This Novena has

never failed Thank you God and St Jude

This prayer must be said 9 days on a row

RESPONSIBLE. NONSMOKER FEMALE
needed for summer and/or next school

year One bedroom in sunny two bedroom
townehouse Live with quiet lemale grad

student 665-4563

SUMMER IN CAPE Cod Hyannis near Mam
St $1,000 tor 15 weeks 546-7200 or

546-7204

LOOKTnG for TWO females to share

bedroom in Brandywme Apt is completely

furnished Starting June 1 Call Lisa at

549-4660

LOOkTnG for 2 females or a couple to

share large room in Amlierst house call

546-9151 or 253-3671 eves

SUMMER SUBLET SUNDERLAND one

bedroom apt 200 00 per montti or less Call

665-2301 alter 10 PM ask tor Bruce

3 BEDROOM APT for summer w/fall option

August rent free 665-4813 Northwood

1 ROOM IN 2 br apt in Amherst convenient

location call Helmant 256-8137

2 BEDROOM AVAILABLE m hoi7se. 5

minute walk from Amherst, bus stop, fall op-

tion rent negotiable Call Nathalie or

Isabella 256-6878

SUMMER SUBLET. JUNE 10 August 31

Room in house on Main St $185plus or BO
Allison 253-5893

3 BEDROOM APARTMENT fully furnished

Ideal location N Pleasant St good rent call

lor into 253-3956

TYPING SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING. PAPERS, letters,

resumes, etc Meticulous proolreading

Editing available New IBM lypewriler Call

5490367

•THE 9TH ANNUAL Southwest Week is|

here"' Coma and see some of the *

best new bands from across the

state Be a part of the festivities,

barljeques free silkscreening of
|

your own l-shirt tree balloons.

dancing, comedians, tree movies, and •

tun in the sun May 5th lo May 8lh
• Another Southwest Area Government

|

production

SUMMER JOBS

SUMMER JOBS!!! ACADEMIC Affairs

Com hiring students to help produce

Course and Teacher Evaluation Guide 2

part-time positions available (20-30 hrs/wk

at mm wage ) Job entitles writing, editing,

typesetting Additional info and applications

available at 420 Student Union BIdg Due

al noon Wed May 13 Women and

minorities encouraged to apply AA/EOt

SPRING FLING

HELP WITH SPRING Fling' Come to Can
tral Area Government meetings at 8 00 on

Tuesday*

,

MAYFEST '87

VOLLYBALL TEAMS WANTED for the oft

campus Mayfesi on the campus pond May
8th prizes will t>e given to the winning

teams For more information or to sign up

go to the Commuter Area Government Of-

fice 404 Student Union (545-2145)

SUMMER JOBS

W/FALL OPTION. Spacious clean two

bedroom townhouse on bus route Take

over lease June 1st 665-8455

ON CAPE COD al Jason's ol Dennisport

Floor and door personnel barbacks and

waitresses Accepting applications on the

tollowing Saturdays April 18 25 as well as

May 2.9 Interviews will lake place Irom

noon to 3 on those Saturdays at Jasons on

lower county Rd in Dennisport Ma

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK^-OiSC Entertainment Agency

Disc-Jockeys. Iiohts. rentals, and Mobile

Video Dances' 549-7144

SUBLET FREE CASH

DW CONGRATULATIONS ON graduate

school' Go for it" I'll be cheering you on

With love, AW

WAITPERSON FOR 6:30 to 2 30 Apply

Good Egg 485 West St lull or part-time

SEX GORILLAS AND RocknRoll, thats our

motto Gorillas Grams in Style call

546-7654, 9152, 8561

CROCODILE DUNDEE T(MIGHT at 5.7.

1 1 in the SUB presented by WSYL 105 1

and SGA

MARK OEMELLO HAPPY birthday! Hope

you and Pokey have a good tinne at Formal

The roommates.

TWO ROOMS AVAILABLE Immediately in

spacious farmhouse 1 5 mi from Amherst

Quiet, rural surroundings Take lease w/fall

option 21plus nonsmokers 195plus

256-0407

2 FUN NON-smoking females needed for

double in Puffton call 549-1302

OESPARATE FOR A man' Two females

and one male seek one cool dude to share

a nice two bedroom apartment in

THE BOSTON GLOBE. IBM. General

Foods and Kenner Parker Toys are )ust a

few of the many opportunities available

through the Co-op Office Come in or call

today - 545-2224 your future starts here!

NEED MONEY? SPEND all your cash on
springbreak? 1 need your baseball cards

please help' Call Mike 549-0333

THE TOTAL PAD summer sublet w/fall op-

tion on NOHO bus route $400 month

586-2796 leave message

TWO BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE^Tn
Southwood includes bathroom and half

dishwasher partially furnished on bus

route' Call 256-8378

Southwood Call Ursula. Jeanne,
6-6649 or 6-6654

or Mark

HAMPSHIRE FITNESS CLUB Part-time

spring and summer employment
(lifeguards, swim instructors, exercise

techs) Apply at Gatehouse Road. Amherst

tel no 256-8327

GRILLCOOKS/WAITPEOPLE: DAY hours,

great pay pt/fl downtown Northampton

Syvesters Restaurant 1 1 1 Pleasant St

•ATTENTION: SUMMER WORK positions

• available Make 379/week. work with
•

• students from UMass & 500 other "

colleges, travel westward great lor

• your resume & lots ol fun Call 256 '

08156 for info

CANCELORS IN RESIDENTIAL unit for

emotionally disturbed adolescents small

groups exciting team work and good work

ing environment 31 1 ,580 per year and ex-

cellenl benefits Over 21 years old Call Ms
Boudreau al 584-1310 Northampton Center

for Children and families

PACE)!! HAPPY BIRTHDAY to our dear

friend! You savage, thanks for an incredi-

ble night lasl nighl! Love lorever Leroy, Tito,

& Sammy

HEY DIANE GATTOI To celebrate your

19th birthday, the male bellydancers will be

arriving May 7th at your door Leave your

welcome mat out' Do it up Dawgy style'

Happy birthday' Love. Lisa, Celma, & Leon

DEAR TERI: I had a fabulous evening last

night That pandemonium dress you wore

was the true cause ol the pandemonium
later in the night You said you got it at

Modrian at the Carnage Shops, well you

can tell me lor sure' Because I'd like to

have my real girlfriend buy one and enjoy

complete pandemonium Love Jeff

SUSAN TOWERTHAPPY 20th birthday to

our favorite Goober' Oh Puleese' Love Mol-

ly. Laura, Theresa, and Acqua intance. and

Lila

ROOMMATE WANTED SINGLE room N
Amherst house with washer/dryer T V VCR
Microwave fireplace not too serious female

student $250 plus 549-5540

WANTED TO RENT

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT. Includes

utilities, dishwasher, A/C, pool, tennis On
bus route Reward 665-8891

APARTMENT OR HOUSE for 3. 4. or 5

people reasonably close to campus Call

anytime 546-6602. 546-5774 or 546-5772

Please keep trying.

TWO SENIORS LOOKING for one or two

bedrooms for now until end ol semester

close to campus. Call Chris or Dave
253-7572

LOOKING FOR 3-BEDROOM in Puffton

reward offered- Lisa 6-7979

$$$BIG REWARD
bedroom Puffton Apt

OFFERED for

Lease 253-7927

SUMMER SUBLET

3 BEDROOM FURNISHED aifpTiBO/monih

utilities and cable included on bus route,

swimming pool, tennis ct 665-3671

AMHERST CENTERTDbUBLE room in

house with lall option, rent reasonable, call

Claire or Lisa lof details at 253-7216

THREE BEDROOM PUFFTON apt

available lor summer 87 3 or 4 people call

lor details 549-6327

LARGE FULLY FURnTsHED house Cable

5 bedrooms, near bus stop, very clean This

house is ideal!!! Rent negotiable, call us'

253-5885

LARRY, HAPPY 1ST year I hope there s

many more to come Love always' Amy

LOOKING FOR 3bedroom Puffton Apt

Want to sublet lor summer and lake over

lease Call Herb 546-6761

2 BEDROOM APT Brandywme summer
sublet cheap 546-4784 546-5484

SUMMER SUBLET FOR two June
665-7526

1. call

PAINTERS/FORMEN WANTED summer
Inple a student painters Amherst, BITN.

area S5S8 call 1-800-922-5579

PART-TIME DRIVER, altefnoons. Monday
Tuesday WecJnesday. and Saturday Must

know Hadley. Amherst area Send informa-

tion to Montgomery Flonsl. 350 Russell St

Hadley, Ma 01035 Wo phone calls please!

ClOWN/DELIVERY PERSON. Pt juggling

or pertormance skills helpful Flexible hours

thru summer call Bloomin' Balloons

586-8420

YOUR LOVIN IS better than sex & ice

cream- at the same time' I should know. I'm

a connoisseur of all three, ha-ha Happy bir-

thday I love you. but hey, sh - happens'

DAN-I MET you^t MCH Friday nighl- you

asked me to go back to UMass sor'v '

didn't 583-3212

TAkE over lease June 1st 2 bedroom

apt in Colonial Village across from Changes
380/mo plus utilities on bus route 2560984

3 SENIORS LOOKING lor 2 or 3 bedroom

apartment for lall Sememster only II you

can help us out please call Brian or Erik at

253-7195 Leave message

TO THE PERSON who loves aloe vera

dancing from door to door in Dallas, and do-

ing up duets your a great roomie and a

special friend' I'll miss you next semester'

Love Me' P S Tell your partner Dr Jekyll

and Ms Hydes Hello'

"

SERVICES

GENERAL OFFICE WORK $5/hr 5-10

hrs/wk worksludy lall 87 private program

on campus -no typing call after 6PM
586-6853

COUNCELORS-PRESTIGJbUS CO-ED
Berkshire, Ma summr camp seeks skilled

college juniors, seniors, and grads WSI
tennis, waterski. canoe, basketball, soflbali,

golf, crafts, ceramics, silver jewelry theater.

stage, and tech. computer, science, cam-

ping, ropes course, video, woodworking

Have a rewarding and enjoyable summer
Call anytime' Camp Taconic 914-762-2820

DIANE GATTO: HAPPY birthday to the

light of my life' XOXO Love. Stan

TUTORING. SUBSTITUTE TEACHING m
business management, marketing,

finance investment & microcomputers $7

per hour Neg 536-5006 leave message

LARGE HOUSE ONE mile town campus

sublet any of live tiedrooms lease take-over

2560736

3 EIR APARTM^T -on bus line Pool. Iree

hot water Available June l $425/mo

August free Fall option Call anytime

665-4819

NEEDED 1 OR 2 people lo share 2 bdrm

townehouse this summer On bus route ( 1

mm to GRCj -fully furnished, seme, quiet

Free cable, pool, tennis, call Rena 8279

TAKE OVER OUR Sunderland house

lease, please Ethan Sara Scott 665 2904

A PERSONAL FOR you' Have a delightful

day

SELF-STORAGE FROM $20 monthly

Transportation possible Aaron Inc

665-8281, 1-800-342-3492

FURNISHED ONE
available lor summer
1 1 00 PM 665-2984

BEDROOM
sublet Call

apt
after

WAIT AT THE vail UMass Crew'

HEY^PAULTABERNER sleep m your own

bed lor a change Two South Patterson

BRIGHT SELF-STARTERS wanted for

part-time positions al retail quK:k copy shop

Must be quick learners and good with peo-

ple Positions available lor summer and lall

Please apply at Kinkos 220 N. Pleasant St

SPITFIRE COLOR GUARD- you ve

choosen the time to peak Who would have

guessed that you would have come so lar

in the last couple ol weeks! We have laith

and are behind you all the way' Dave and

Lee Ann

NEED A TRUCK? Call Peter will drive you

and your stuff 2 and 3 hrs drive cheaper

than UHaul call mghts 665-3292

HORSES TO RENT any lime join a horse

committee come and go ride by yourself

lessons and overnight rides special trips

and birthday parties 367-2482

2 BEDROOMS 2 baths 2 living areas, kit-

chen in nice house between UMass and

town Possible fall option $200 each must

see' 549-5589 Barry Glen

a^JEDRObSlFURNISHED Pulflon for sum

mer Reasonable rent call 549 0333

ONE BEDROOM IN Bnttany Manor with tail

option 253-2236

MOTORCYCLES

HONDA CB350 RECENTLY rebuilt emgine

call 256-8643 ask lor JR $450 or BO

TRIPLE A STUDENT Painters AmhersI,

BITN, Pelham Areas mterior/exterior. low

rales, insured BBB members, written

guarantee Iree estimates call

1-800-922-5579

WANTED

WANTED: TWO FEMALES to sublet two

rooms in house Cable, washer, dryer,

dishwasher, furnished for only 156 00! Call

Donna 253-3625

4 BEDROOM HOUSE in Noho avail

7 call 6-9281 6-9276

June

SUMMER SUBLET ONE bedroom apart

ment in back ol Orchard Hill private quiet

bath garage, kitchen facilities, washer,

dryer call David 253-9032 leave message

HYANNIS- IROOMMATE needed $875 lor

summer call Carolyn 549-4860

81 SUSUKI GS 750L black runs and looks

great $950 or BO call Jon 256-1318

Y/MyiAHA 200CC ROADBIKE perfect con

dition $495 253-2459

HOND/rvtSOO ASCOT 1984 BIk excel

cond 7600mi Ikjuid cooled, shaft drive 6 sp

must see $1200 or BO Call Ben 253-7785

1978 HONDA HAWK excellent condition

with Shoe: helmet $600 546-5209

PERSONALS

RESUME TYPESETTING SERVICE

Have your resume professionally typeset

The best quality type not a word processor

Sixteen different type styles to choose from

Takes only 3 days costs $25 and any

changes I II do lor FREE Come down to the

Collegian Graphics OMice (113 Campus

Centerj and speak lo Peter Soderbeig

MEET NEW PEOPLE! Get great ex

penence' Come wr.te 'or New England s

largest college daily The Collegian is mi 3

Campus Center, nght behind the TV
Come down and check us out'

ITS COMING FOR the first time m May'

KERRI, WE COULDN'T foToet iou coM
we"* Hope you have a great birthday LOve

ya. Beverly and Alyson

HEY SQUrol YOU better watch out or III

break your tenlacles! Love Squidelle

HILARY-HAPPY It birthda7*e^ope you

had an awesome dy love Delta Zeta

ROOMMATE WANTED

SUMMER SUBLET/FALL option 2 large

bedroom townehouse in Sunderland pool,

tennis backyard, bus rt only 9 minutes

from campus 195/month (summer neg )

call 665 2265 leave message

ROOMMATE WANTED TO share a two

bedroom Colonial Vtg Apt Own room ful-

ly furnished 185 a month 253-5183

anytime

NORTHAMPTON CANTER SUMMER
sublet cheap Call Joanna 546-8477

2 FEMALES WANTED lo share spacious

Mam SI apt fireplace hardwood floors

across trom bus stop reasonable rent star-

ling June 1 1987 call 256 6202 evenings

SUMMER SUBLET

CHEAP call Jacqui

S20monthly
Aaron Inc

SELF-STORAGE FROM
Transportation possible

665-8281 1800 342-3492

LOOKING FOR 2 male/female roommates

to share Bnttany apt call Kyle or Justme al

253 1388

TWO FEMALE ROOMMATES needed for

B'lllany apt 256 8602

TOWNEHOUSE APT 2 non smoking room

mates lor fall 549-4860

OLD 5 BEDROOM house on Hyannis Har-

bor Cape Cod 1500 per person for season

Call Mark 617 775-1669

TOWNEHOUSE APTS - 1 female rojm^

mate needed for next year Contact Barb

or Jackie at 549-0462

NEED FURNITURE
256-8032

QUIET ROOM AVAILABLE in house down

the street Irom mall & busline Large and

private- rent neg call 6-7057 and leave

message

2 BEDROOM APT in house on Grove St

near bus stop available June thru Aug w/lall

option 253-5820

MCCLELLAN ST SUMMER sublet large

furnished house with all modern conve-

niences Between campus and town

253-7309

NEED 1 PERSON sublet June Sept 1 m 3

bedroom Puffton Apt room furnished non

smoker 175/mo call Susan alter 9 30PM
549-0697

3 BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE apt lor sum

mer sublet rent negoiaible 549-4860

BRANDYWINE 1 BEDROOMapartment
Sunny spacious fully furnished with deck

close lo bus best offer 549-6479

AMHERST CENTER HUGE room in 4 b

house fall option $210/mo Lauren

2533053

3 BEDROOMS PARTLY furnished on bus

route wilh (all option, 2 baths, $180 per per-

son or BO 256- 1841 Matt

SWISS VILLAGE FULLY turnished cable

separate bedrooms call now 2S3-S419

TYPING SERVICE

WORD WIZARD WORD processing Stu-

dent rates 549*484

SUMMER JOBS

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS
•The organized students We tram you

"

• Now hiring painters good conditions

'and good pay $5-$7 per hour, throughout

•New England Age and experience not

•

• a concern Positions filling quickly •

call today 1-800-424-2468

FURNISH YOUR APARTMENT

COMPLETE FURNITURE FOR your apart

men! wall units, solas, drapes, kitchen table

and chairs Great conditton Call 549-6489

PLEASE HELP

WANT A 2 or 3 bedroom apartment lor lall

semester only If you can help us out please

call Bnan or Erik al 253-7195 leave

message

TYPING

SPEEDY KEYS' -PROFESSIONAL.
reliable accurate 256-1002

U2 TICKETS

DON'T MISS THE May 8th Hartlord

U2 show' Tickets lor sale-good seats

Best oiler Call 6 4388

SUMMER ROOM FOR RENT

ONE BLOCK TO town one to campus dou-

ble room $130 per person everything inc

Call Jill or Sue 549-7477

TAKE OVER LEASE

JUNE 1, ON bus rt,

Sunderland 665-2509
3 barm apt in

SOVIET JEWRY DAY

ON MAY 10, at noon, come join us at

Haigis Mall fo' a march to Amherst Com-
mon and rally for Massachusetts Soviet

Jewry This statewide event is sponsored

by numerous campus groups and we urge

all lo attend and support this vital cause

For more mfo call David R Mark at

545-3500

ONE ROOM IN Southwood apartment for

the summer with fall option Cheap summer

rate' Call 253-3558

ONE BEDROOM IN 2 bedroom apt

available June 1 Call Dave 665-2338

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL option

Spacious two bedrtx>m apt m Sunderland,

on bus route small, quiet complex call

665-7590

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL opton

Available June 1 . 1 room m 4 bedroom apt

m Northampton $200/month call Don
584 0054

2 BEDROOM APT Brandywme rent neg

call at night 549-6425

TWO BEDROOM BRANDYWINE best of

ler call 546-8547 546-8551. 546-5259

FEMALE SUBLETTERS FOR One
bedroom m two bedroom Crestview 'vmile

from Campus rent negotiable call 549-2638

LARGE SINGLE BEDROOM 1 minute Irom

campus Great price Call Kurt 549 7477

NICE 3BDRM HOUSE next to Puffers

Pond Backyard plenty ol parking, rent

negotiable Call Diane 549 7609 or Peter

549-6267

TWO ROOMMATES NEEDED lo share

summer sublet m Presidential Apts Fur-

nished and inexpensive call 549 4691

anytime

1BD APfAmhersI Crossing Apts on bus

line, lall option 380/mo call 256-6136

TWO BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE in

Squire Village summer sublet with lall op-

tion call 665-4026

SUMMER JOBS

THE FUTURE IS so bright, you ootta wear

shades Help pass the Toxics Liberation

Act. stop nuclear madness, and light lor

consumer justice Masspirg seeks bright,

energetic students for summer campaign

positions Earn $150-300 per week Tram

ing. travel, advancement, and a chance to

meet hundreds ol other fun people OHices

in Amherst. Boston. Cape Cod. Wor-

chester, and SIX other locations Call San

dy al 256-6434 today!

SPANISH TUTORING A TRANSLATION

PATIENT, SKILLFUL HELP: short stones,

grammar 256-1002

CAPE COD-FALMOUTH

h¥lP! I NEED a place to stay in Falmouth

toi the summer II you need a roommale(s)

please call Ray 253-9692

GRADUATING?

I NEED ONE more roommate to share a

three bedroom townehouse m
Waltham/128 area 549-6678

PETER D.

WHAT CAN ANYONE say to make you

stay? I'll miss you Luv. Cathy L

JENNIFER HOUDAY

WE FOUND YOUR wallet"" Come to the

Collegian room 13 Campus Center

TOWNEHOUSE OF AMHERST

WE NEED 2 roommates Tor tail semester

87 outside apartment- Call 549-0608

IT'S MAY! ITS HEHEII

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR Maytest

87'" Gel involved Come to an organiza

tional meeting Thursday May 7th at 4 OOPM
m the CAG ollice room 404 SUB Free

Mayfest 87 l-shirts lor all volunteers Ques-

tions'' Call 545-2145

WATERBED

WATERBED-QUEEN-SEMI-motionless
less than i yea' old 2 sets of sheets $230

or BO 546-9650 keep trying

PUFFERS POND

SUMMER SUBLET WITHIN walking

distance can lit six people but will reni to

less Very negotiable call 549-5414

LAURA FELDMAN -TRI SIG

WHAT'S THE MATTER? We haven't seen

either of your two-laces around Thoreau

lately!

ROOMMATES WANTED FOR FALL

AMHERST CENTER DOUBLE room
available m sunny apt in house 549-5866

WANTED TO RENT

VIDEO GAME

DEFENDER-STARGATE VIDEO archade

game lor sale Great for trat. dorm or apart-

ment Call 542-3374

APTS IN BOSTON

GRADUATING AND MOVING to Boston

many listings in Boston area Call Jell al

Popular Properties R E 437-98 tl

MARTHA S VINEYARD

WANTED TWO MALE or lemales to share

house in Edgartown reasonable summer
rent call Jim Merrigan at 545-2150 or Chns

at 549 1010 after 6PM

SUPER SUMMER SUBLET SPECIAL

BRANDYWINE, TWO BEDROOM best ol

fer from June lo August call Ola at 546-8765

or Gator 546-8771

PIG ROAST PARTIERS

I KNOW YOU had a goixl time, but I didn I

I losi s gold rope bracelet ol extreme sen-

iimentaF value on Pelham Road. 5/2 Any

into please call 546-7738

FURNITURE FOR SALE

FURNISH THAT NEW empty apartment Ol

yours if youy need it. we have il> Call us

5496840

UMASS STUDENT LOOKING lor room to

rent near campus during spring break 9-21

to 9-29 Call ivlary at 546-1151 Keep trying

SUBLETS/HOUSING NEEDED June 28

Aug 15 Call SBMC 256-8615 9AM-7PM

WANTED-$100 REWARD a 6 or 7 person

house lor next year, near bus route Call

Dave 549-0384 or Patty 549-1703 leave

name and number

WANT TO TAKE over lease ot oH-campus

house near bus route for next fall an

spring. Call 546 1090 or 253-3694

2 HK3H SPIRITED WOMEN (smokers) look

ing lo lake over lease on apl or house or

to share your place in the lall call Knstie

6-8565

APARTMENT OR HOUSE for 3, 4. or 5

people reasonable close to campus call

anytime-546^6602 546-5774 or 546-5772

Please keep trying'

LOOKING FOR A 3 bedroom apartment m
Pulflon for summer (May 23 lo Aug) Call

Nikhil 546 1046 or Rahul 546-1497

NEED ROOMMATES? TWO girls looking

lor one or two bedrooms in house for sum
mer Dennisport/Hanivich area 256-0315

1 FUN FEMALE looking for apartment lor

the fall call 6 6007 anytime ask for Joanne

GREAT LOCATION! AMHERST center

summer sublet Room in 2 t)edroom apl

call 256 1077

ONE BEDROOM. FIRST fkior. so or Center

Amherst loi elderly woman, starting June
1 call Mike Peters 323-601 1 or 545 2283

RIDERS WANTED

FISH TANK

2TQAL HEXAQON^fish laniTifKiudw sland

and assc Yours for 130 or BO Steve

549-5770

RIDE WANTS)

CORNELL BOUND? PLEASE please lake

me With you" May 8 or 9 Call Mary Beth
al 545-0320
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HarvardbeatsMinutemen, 13-8
Team looking ahead to Atlantic 10 tourney

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

Eight pitchers and two home runs were

not enough for the University of

Massachusetts baseball team to hold off

Harvard University, and the Minutemen

fell. 13-8, at Lorden Field.

The win drops UMass to 19-13 overall,

but the record that counts is their 10-4

record in the Atlantic 10 conference, good

enough for a berth in this weekend's A- 10

tournament in Boyertown, PA.

•T just hope (the loss] doesn't demoralize

the team," UMass coach Dick Bergquist

said. "I don't think it will, though."

The Minutemen will open the tourney

tomorrow at 4 p.m against the University

of West Virginia.

Yesterday, Bergquist threw all but his

top three pitchers, whom he will be saving

for the tournament. No pitcher threw more

than two innings and Steve Allard, UMass'

seventh pitcher of the game, took the loss.

"Using so many pitchers interrupted the

flow of the game. I was afraid of that,"

Bergquist said. "But I was trying to

prepare everyone for the weekend."

Harvard, 16-4 overall and 12-2 in the

Eastern Intercollegiate Baseball League,

is tuning up for the E.I.B.L. playoffs, so

coach Alex Nahigian used five of his

pitchers.

Bergquist, who is retiring after this

season, was honored in a brief ceremony

before the game (see related story), but in

the first inning, the Crimson grabbed the

spotlight by taking the lead.

Craig Boulris singled, went to second on

a wild piteh, moved to third on a fly out and

scored when UMass starter Dimitri Yavis

walked Rich Renninger with the bases

loaded to make it 1-0.

A single, a double and a two-run homer

made it 4-0 after two innings and the Crim-

son added a run in the third to take a 5-0

lead.

In the fourth, the Minutemen came back

with three runs, thanks to a two-run blast

over the left field fence by Drew Comeau.

The sophomore firstbaseman now has nine

homers on the year against just seven

strikeouts.
,

"Our hitting looked good today, Berg-

quist said.

A sacrifice fly by senior co-captain Jay

Zerner and an infield single by Comeau

drove in two runs in the fourth to tie the

game at 5.

UMass got a pair of good middle-inning

performances when sophomore lefthander

Mike Owens held the Crimson at bay in the

fourth and fifth and Jack Card pitched a

one-hit seventh.

"The pitehing was spotty but some of it

pleased me," Bergquist said. "I was

especially impressed with Mike Owens. He

has shown outstanding potential and

maybe this is an indication that we can use

him in the tournament."

The Minutemen took the lead in the

seventh when Matt Sheran led ofi" with a

single. Steve Kern then sent a Vic

McGrady delivery over the left field fence

to give UMass a 7-5 advantage.

"We looked bad early," Bergquist said.

"But then we came back and I thought we

were going to beat them."

But that was as close as the Minutemen

would get. Harvard crossed the plate six

times in the eighth ofi" Allard and Don

Strange, and added two more in the ninth.

Collegian pholn by Paul Franz

Senior co-captain Jay Zerner and the rest of the Minutemen lost to Har-

vard, 13-8, yesterday.

' Bergquist presented
with rocking chair
University of Massachusetts head coach Dick Berg-

quist, who will be retiring at the end of this season, was

honored yesterday in a brief ceremony prior to the game

with Harvard University.

The ceremony took place at home plate, with both

teams lined up on their respective foul lines and some

50 spectators looking on.

"It is appropriate that this is occurring at home plate,

because this has been Dick Bergquist's professional home

for the past 21 years," said Dr. David Bischoff. UMass

Dean of Physical Education.

Bischoff then presented Bergquist with a black rock-

ing chair inscribed with the UMass insignia.

"One of the rungs is broken. IfCoach Bergquist brings

home the Atlantic 10 title, we'll get the chair fixed,"

Bischoff joked. "If not, he'll have a broken chair."

Bergquist leads the 19-13 Minutemen to Boyertown,

PA, today for the A- 10 tournament. The team will open

tomorrow at 4 p.m. against West Virginia.

In his 20-plus years as head coach, Bergquist has led

UMass to a record of 389-318, and has more victories

than any other coach in any sport at UMass.

"It has been a tremendous pleasure to coach at

UMass," Bergquist said. "Because that was my dream

when I was a young person. I've enjoyed coaching here

immensely. I am very honored to be honored by people

like this.

"But these young men behind me have given me the

greatest gift they could — a trip to Boyertown PA."

Bergquist's wife, Sonja, was presented with a bouquet

of flowers.

"Dick Bergquist has been a special coach, teacher, per-

son and friend," Bischoff said.

Crew and rugby in action
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Minutewomen prepared to

defend A-10 tournament title
^'^^^^ ^^ « . 1 mm 9 Av^ fKo MiniitPwnmen Dvsched to send a message

Penn St. first up tor UM

The Dad Vail Regatta, also known as the Division II

nationals held in Philadelphia. Pa., looms on the horizon

for the University of Massachusetts crew teams. But if

last weekend's forceful showing at the New England

Regional Regatta in Worcester is a barometer of the

team's depth, the ominous clouds of defeat won't hang over

its head.
. . , , . j

Taking 10 boats to the Regional, both the men s and

women's teams were judged to have had the best overall

showing among the 22 schools with a pair of firsts, four

seconds and a finish no lower than sixth. All races were

of 2000 meters in length.
i. . ,/- .

On the men's side, the novice four boat (fifst-year

rowers), had the top finish, taking first in 8:15.3 ahead

of New Hampshire and Wesleyan. The novice eight boat,

meanwhile, fimshedjust a quarter of a boat
„ ^^^ ^qcontinued on page 4V

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

A case of mistaken identity, maybe? Perhaps it's just

a matter of group denial. Whatever the case, the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts softball team seems to have it

figured out.
, .• tu

The "it" we're talking about here is the seeding the

defending champion Minutewomen have received in this

weekend's Atlantic 10 tournament championships. UMass

is seeded third behind top-seeded Temple University and

Penn State University.

But do you really think that Temple, Penn State, or the

conference for that matter, really believes that UMass fits

the mold of a third-seeded team? C'mon, tell the truth.

"On three counts, overall record, on paper, and physical-

ly I think we are the best team in this tournament. Our

record is twice as good as the other teams in the tourney."

head coach Elaine Sortino said. "Our conference perfor-

mance was really below our expected standards of play.

We had a couple of frustrating performances against Tem-

ple and Penn St."

UMass finished the regular season with a 32-12 mark

and a number three ranking in the Northeast. Adelphi

and UConn, teams that aren't members of the A-10, finish-

ed ahead of the Minutewomen in the regional rankings.

The closest conference team in the region, in terms of

rankings, was PSU, who was ranked fifth when the Nit-

tany Lions swept a doubleheader from UMass on April

15, an occurance that Sortino says never should have

happened.
"That doubleheader with Penn St. and the Rutgers mess

(UM split with Rutgers two days later) cost us the outright

title," Sortino said. "It's funny, because the team we have

performed well against in the conference (Rhode Island)

is the team we probably won't see in the tournament.

Want a little more incentive? Before Penn St. swept

UMass in that well-remembered doubleheader, the last

time the Minutewomen lost two games of a doubleheader

was in 1982. when UMass dropped a twinbill at Adelphi.

How about a little more incentive? You'd have to go back

six years to find the last time UMass dropped a

doubleheader at home. That was to Rutgers University

in 1981 before the A-10 was founded.

And it seems fairly obvious that the only logical way

PSU could be seeded ahead of UMass would have to have

something to do with numbers. And we all know that

anything that deals with numbers is simply not logical.

So, wouldn't you know that, by way of PSU sweeping

UMass, the Nittany Lions are seeded ahead of the

Minutewomen.
Oh, by the way. Guess who the Minutewomen have to

face in the first-round of the tournament at 4 p.m., tomor-

row? Are the Minutewomen pysched to send a message

to the Penn St., or what?
r i j

"If I were the Penn St. crew, I would be real careful and

real tentative when I played Massachusetts," Sortino said.

"Because I feel they were real lucky to escape here with

those two wins. But Penn St. isn't the only team in the

tournament. It really doesn't matter where we re seed-

ed. We have to beat them all."

Lucky, indeed. The plain fact is PSU caught the

Minutewomen at a time when a lot wasn't going right for

UMass. For a streteh oftwo weeks, UMass had a hard time

waking up the bats, something that didn't exactly help

the pitching staff when they were tossing three, four, and

five hitters.

But those times have passed, and, as far as Sortino and

the Minutewomen are concerned, are dead and buried.

UMass has turned up the heat in the last few weeks and

have been playing the brand of softball UM foes are ac-

customed to. And with the conference championships star-

1987 A-10 Tournament
DatestMay 8 - May 10

Site: Penn State University

Seeds: Temple (-^1), PSU (-2), UMaw (-3), Rhode

Island (-4) ^ , -,_,,

Matchups: UMass vs, Penn St. 4 p.m., Temple vs. URI

2 p.m.
Format:Doub{e-e|iminfttion

Championship Game:Sunday. May 10, 2 p.m.

At StakedFor UMaas, the Minutewomen will try and suc-

cessfully defend their Atlantic 10 title. P

ting tomorrow, the late season surge couldn't have came

at a better time, right Penn St.?

"For the the last week or two. they've (UMass) been

playing good solid softball," Sortino said. "It's the fine

points we've been executing. We weren't getting the lit-

tle things done earlier in the season, and those are things

that nobody would think matters. In our losses, it was our

failure to execute that made the difference.'

Ah but those things have mattered to the

Minutewomen. and the fact that the Minutewomen have

been taking care of the little things is a positive sign.

Especially when you consider that, after the split with

Rutgers, nobody was sure UMass would even qualify tor

the tournament.

"I'm really looking forward to this weekend, because

there was a time when I wasn't sure we would get there.

Sortino said. "My sense about this tea is when you ab-

solutely slap their backs against the wall, they will do

whatever it takes to get the job done. They know what

they have to do. and I have confidence that they 11 play

hard." continued on page 20
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By JENNIFER DEMPSEY
Collegian Staff

Approximately 100 people rallied

yesterday in front of the Student Union
to demand an end to apartheid in South
Africa and show support for the African

National Congress.

Jackie Selebi. a representative from the

youth section of the ANC, said,

"We. ..want you to begin campaigns
against the administration of this coun-

try [and] constructive engagement."
About 10 conservatives handed out anti-

ANC pamphlets and waved placards say-

ing "Stop Necklacing," referring to an
alleged method of ANC punishment that

involves putting tires around the neck of

a person, soaking them with gasoline and
then setting them on fire.

Selebi responded, "We want to stop

try to get you to implicate some people; use

electricity, keep you in darkness for

months. You have no legal representation,

no visits from family. It is you and the

police. They torture your psychology — in

an attempt to break you."

ANC
activist
relates
captivity
By JENNIFER DEMPSEY
Collegian Staff

Jackie Selebi has not seen his family

since 1982, when he left his home in Johan-

nesbui'g, South Africa to become a national

executive of the youth section at African

National Congress headquarters in

Lusaka, Zambia.

"I am based in Zambia now. I could not

continue to live in the country [South

Africa] because of the repression. The

regime was cooking some charges against

me. It became very dangerous to continue

to live in the country. So I left. Not even

my parents knew I was leaving the coun-

try. You do not share what you are doing

with your parents, family. ..you share with

nobody except with those who are part of

your organization, vour underground struc-

ture."

Selebi was born and raised in Soweto, a

township of Johannesburg. He attended

Olando High School and the University of

the North in Petersburg. It was during his

schooling that he became involved with the

ANC, leading to three terms in prison.

"In 1976, 1 was detained by police for 12

months for a student revolt. I tell you of tor-

ture what I know myself. They did

everything they could do: physical force to

Campus calm
after Cameron
appearance
By BEN BROGAN
Collegian Staff

Only one phone call complaining of harassment was

received by the Office of Student Affairs yesterday in the

wake of Wednesday's speech by anti-gay rights activist

Paul Cameron at the University of Masssachusetts, an

administrator said.

But Reed Ida, co-coordinator of the Program for Gay,

Bisexual and Lesbian Concerns, said he had received ap-

proximately 20 written reports ofharassment related to

Cameron's appearance, including a report of a stone-

throwing. "Most of the incidents were verbal however,

but pretty direct and frightening," he said.

Carol Wallace, assistant to Vice Chancellor for Student

Affairs Dennis L. Madson, said the phone call was from

a University staffmember in the Southwest residential

area.

"My feelings are that things are much cfldmer than

they were last year," when Cameron was screamed at

and objects were tossed at him and gay activists reported

a sharp rise in harassment, Ide said. "There were rnore

structures in place to make feel people feel safer."

A march, rally and dance held Wednesday to counter

Cameron's appearance were a complete success, Ide said.

"We did what we wanted to do...We denied Cameron the

hatred he feeds on."

According to Ide, the events "showed the UMass com-

munity that the gays, lesbians and bisexuals on this cam-

pus are not willing to be invisible. We're not going to

stand by and be acted upon. We are going to act on our

own behalf."

Todd Warren, co-president of the Lesbian, Bisexual and

Gay Alliance, said he was thrilled by the success of

Wednesday's events. "They sent a very positive message

to students watching, to administrators, and to the facul-

ty."

Ide said Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey's .statement

against Cameron's appearance was a positive step; "We

couldn't have asked for a stronger statement,"

Ide hopes the outcry over Cameron's visit will translate

into action by the administration on the issue of AIDS.

"The march and rally were the most publicized and im-

portant AIDS related event on campus this year: we need

to do more," he said. ^
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indents rally to end apartheid
necklacing, but necklacing is a product of

I

apartheid. The South African youth can-

not gather like you are; they cannot hold

up stop necklacing [signs], the police will ,

come and shoot them."
A brief scuffle broke out between

Michael D. Ross of the Conservative

Alliance and bystanders after Ross put up
.stickers saying "If you liked Idi Amin,
you'll love Nelson Mandela."
Michael Thelwell of the Afro-Am

Studies Department .said, "It is an in-

tellectual embarrassment that a student

could make this comparison. Let us honor

and salute the struggle of the people of

South Africa, and the leadership of Nelson

Mandela and the ANC."
Thelwell said apartheid cannot exist

without support from the West, and "we
must redouble our efforts" to voice opposi-

tion against US involvement in South

CollrRian pholo by Byrn^ GuarnoUa
Africa.

Sherwood Thompson from the Office of

Third World Affairs said students can
.show support for South Africans by wear-

ing a red ribbon, calling them "a non-

threatening symbolic gesture of friend-

ship to South Africa."

"What we see in South Africa is a mir-

ror of what we see in America. ..just at a

different scale," he said.

The rally was sponsored by the
Organization for Marxist Studies.

He said he was again imprisoned 20 days

later with "the same process of torture,"

for 10 months. He was released for two

months until taken under custody again for

"preventative detention." for 14 months.

"Now here they don't interrogate you or

ask you questions. They accept that have

not done anything wrong, but they want
to prevent you from doing anything wrong.

No lawyer can help you. Your family can-

not do an)rthing. You are at their mercy."

continued on page 4

Boston campus head investigated
Internal audit reveals trust fund money used improperly

By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

According to a recent internal audit, the offices of

University of Massachusetts President David C. Knapp

and UMass/Boston Chancellor Robert Corrigan have

repeatedly used their trust fund money improperly.

The auditors, who are still composing the final draft of

the report, did not find any violations of the law, Knapp '

told the Boston Globe Wednesday.

Corrigan told the Globe, "I don't feel I have done

anything wrong, illegal or unethical. I may have

technically violated some procedures."

Corrigan said the auditors voiced concern about his im-

proper filing of travel expense vouchers. Under state

regulations, he is required to file them accompanied by

receipts, which he failed to do. "All the trips are

documented and we are working now to complete the

vouchers," he added.

Ed Toomey, Corrigan's assistant, told the Collegian,

"My understanding is that [filing receipts] was not

understood at the time [to be] part of the procedure."

Another concern of the auditors involved liquor and

cleaning expenses at the chancellor's house. Unlike

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey. the UMass/Boston

chancellor does not live on campus.

According to Toomey, the expenses stem from events

surrounding Commencement and from receptions for

visitors.
continued on page 6

Cameron tickets prove elusive; crowd upset

By JOHN FERRO
Collegian Correspondent

Approximately 75 people who gathered outside Campus

Center room 101 Wednesday night to hear anti-gay ac-

tivist Paul Cameron speak were turned away for not hav-

ing tickets. t 1 J „

People attempting to get in to the speech were told a

total of 300 tickets were given out for 6 p.m. and 8:d0 p.m.

appearances by Cameron and there were no more

^^^/figured that anyone who wanted to hear what he had

to say would be able to hear him speak. There was no men-

tion of tickets in the Collegian," said sophomore com-

munications m^or Seth Kramer, who attempted to see

the later appearance.

Sarah Boy of the Office of Student Affairs said she was

sorry that people couldn't get in. but thought it was a good

di-cision to put Cameron in room 101 and require tickets

tor entrance. , ,

"I met with [Gilbert] Stair Tuesday and we agreed that

tickets were the best idea. In their publicity. Students for

America neglected to say that tickets were required. It

contributed to the hard feelings down there, she said.

Tony Rudy, a member of SFA. said, "I am upset at the

administration for giving us a small room. We applied tor

the [Student Union] Ballroom and we could have filled

it, but instead they gave it to the Lesbian, Bisexual and

Gay Alliance."
• . j

Michael D. Ross, also of SFA, said his organization had

nothing to do with limiting the tickets. The administra-

tion was just "throwing us a curveball," he said.

Many of those unable to get in to hear Cameron were

frustrated and upset by being turned away. "I didn't know

that you needed a ticket to get in. I was hoping to hear

him speak. I guess it was their way of keeping trouble

to a minimum," said freshman Kathy Gallagher.

One student who did not want to be identified said he

was upset because there were more people outside than

inside the room.

"A person from Students for America came out and said

that there were 35 empty seats for the 6 p.m. show. I was

told this was open to the public." said a high school stu-

dent who came from Connecticut to hear Cameron speak.

Jim Parsons, 34. a member of the Tabernacle Baptist

Church in Chicopet- said, "I knew that you had to get

tickets but 1 didn't know that there were a limited

number. I called the Student Activities Oftlce. They told

me the place and when but they didn't know where to get

tickets. I called Stair's office and was given a wrong

number. I went on the asswiRption that it was unorganiz-

ed."
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WHERE INDIAN FOOD
I

IS NOT JUST CURRY
• TRADITIONAL TANDORI INDIAN
COOKING SEALS IN FRESH
FOODS NATURAL FLAVORS

• COMPLETE VEGETARIAN MENU
• EXTENSIVE WINE LIST
• BEWITCHING BIRYANIS
• ENTICING CURRIES

•'INDIAN RESTAURANT WITH
EXCELLENT FOOD & SERVICE."

NEWENGLWD MONTHL Y

THE INDIA HOUSE Restaurant

45 State St.. Northampton 586-6344

207 Colchester Ave.. Burlington. VT.

802-862-7800

Can We Build One For You?

BULKIEROLL

LETTUCE
ONION
TO/AATO
SWISS CHEESE
I/APOQT1ED HA/A

DIJON /AUSTAUD

THE AMHERST DELICATESSEN
" Pack a Picnic For the Concert ^

Hours: Mon-Wed 9-6 • Thurs - Sat 9-10 • Sun 9-6

Good Luck
UMass Lax
Against the

Orange Dudes

SPECIALS

7 & 7 $1.25

ROLLING ROCK 99^

DRY BECKS LIGHT $1.50

GAIN VALUABLE EXPERIENCE IN YOUR
MAJOR FIELD THIS SUMMER. MANY SUMMER

COOP JOBS ARE STILL AVAILABLE.

Company
REEBOCK
MONSANTO
MARRIOTT-BOSTON
HILLS DEPT STORES
DATA GENERAL
DIGITAL

MASS INSPECTOR GEN.
SHAWMUT BANKS
US ARMY MATERIALS
TECHNOLOGY LAB

Majors

Accounting

Chemistry, Acct., Chem Eng.

HRTA
Accounting

Human Resources

MBA Candidates with

Technical Backround

Civil Engineering

Accounting, SOM, Finance

Chemical Engineering
Electrical Engineering

;ALL the coop office at 5-2224 for application INFORMATION

Located In The Campus Center QyUNIVERSITY
Open MF 9.5 mSTORED

c
E
I

VISION OF
O N T I N U I N G
D U C A T I O N

9 8 7

M H

Register NOW!
Over 200 courses in 50 departments.

Two sessions: June 2-July 10

and July 14-August 20.

Register through May 28 for first session.

Registration Office, Division of Continuing
Education, 615 Goodell Building.

For more information or a free catalog, call the
Division of Continuing Education at 545-2414.
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Southwest
week opens
with sun, beers
By TODD GOLDBERG
Collegian Staff

Mother Nature must have wanted to party.

After two days of bad weather, the sun finally fought

its way through the clouds to help rock and roll take over

the pyramids.

Southwest Week is here.

At 2 p.m. yesterday, Rhythm Method took the stage in

front of an enthusiastic crowd of over 200. As the band's

version of the Smithereens' "Blood And Roses" echoed

throughout Southwest, the crowd quickly grew in

numbers.

No problems were anticipated by security staff.

"Things have been really calm, and it's a beautiful day.

Evei-ybody just wants to have a good time." student securi-

ty worker Holly Brod said.

The second band up was Knee Deep. As they rapped and
sang their versions of popular Top 40 hits, the crowd danc-

ed amid empty beer cans littering the area.

"It makes for a good time to blow off classes and drink

a few beers," biochemistry major Scott Dunbar said as he

attempted to dance with a beer in one hand and the re-

mainder of a six pack in the other.

By 3:45 p.m., the crowd had swollen to over 2,000 people.

As the sun continued to beat down, Undefined took the

stage.

Their versions of Led Zeppelin and Jimi Hendrix songs

elicited the loudest response of the afternoon.

Undefined closed their set with a version of "Twist and

Shout" that left everyone screaming for more.

Some students in the area were less concerned with the

music than with watching a sophomore Southwest resi-

dent break his personal record by "shotgunning" eight

straight beers while he watched the bands. The after-

effects of his remarkable stunt are, as yet, unkown.

I'olleKian photo by Bym<^ (iuarnoda

WEBHEAD — The view from inside the shattered windshield of a car outside the Student

Union Building yesterday.

Burning car draws police
A 1984 Honda caught fire at 10:45 p.m.

Wednesday after the owner had dropped a

friend off at Grayson House and saw
flames. University of Massachusetts police

said.

In other police reports:

• The Holyoke police department

recovered a 1982 Toyota at 9:40 a.m.

Wednesday. It was being reported stolen

from lot 22 on Sunday, police said.

• A "suspicious" person was reported at

2:45 p.m. Wednesday after using a key to

enter a lab in the Graduate Research

Center and being unknown to the people

in the lab, police said.

• A 1984 Buick received $2,500 worth

of damages at 1 p.m. Wednesday after

reportedly being hit by a 1979 Oldsmobile

on Commonwealth Avenue, police said.

• A car stereo worth $900 were reported

stolen at 7:10 p.m. Wednesday from near

lot 25, police said.

• $55 worth of clothes was reported

stolen at 2:10 a.m. Thursday from a

washing machine in Brown House, police

said.

• Three sets of car stereos and speakers

were reported stolen from cars parked in

P lot near Fraternity-Sorority Park, police

said.

- ELLEN M. NOLAN

Speakers hammer administration
LSO decision, Henry case cited

THE
TOP

THREE
By JENNIFER WAUGH
Collegian Staff

William Casey, the former director

of the Central Intelligence Agency,

died Wednesday of pneumonia at the age

of 74 in a Long Island hospital Casey

resigned as head of the CIA in February

after spending several weeks in the

hospital for the removal of a malignant

brain tumor. Casey had been admitted to

the hospital after suffering two seizures

in his office December 15, the day before

he was scheduled to testify about the

CIA's role in the illegal sale of American

weapons to Iran.

Casey's death came less than 24 hours

after retired Air Force General Richard

V. Secord, the first witness in congres-

sional hearings on the affair, testified that

Casey and other officials in the CIA and

State Department assisted in providing

weapons to the Nicaraguan "contra"

rebels. Secord also said Casey encourag-

ed him to help in the arms sales and that

Casey provided him with assistance from

CIA agents in Honduras and Costa Rica.

Casey was often criticized for his in-

volvement with the contras after he giv-

ing CIA operatives the go-ahead to cir-

cumvent a Congressional prohibition such

aid. He was also involved in the mining

of Nicaraguan harbors and was said to

have advised the contras on "selective use

of violence" against Nicaraguan civilian

officials.

President P.W. Botha's National

Party appears to have gained more

seats in the white chamber of South

Africa's segregated Parliament as a

result of Wednesday's elections.

Two million whites cast their votes,

while 1.5 million black workers and

students stayed home from work and

boycotted schools to protest the white-only

election.

The liberal Progressive Federal Party

suffered a loss of six seats. Early results

indicate that Botha's party will add even

more seats to their already vast majority

of 127 out of 176 seats.

Botha's National Party campaigned on

resisting Western pressure for racial

equality and stressed their re.sentment of

American sanctions. The voter turnout of

more than 70 percent was unusually high.

None of South Africa's 25 million blacks

are allowed to vote in national elections.

The 3 million registered white voters

represent 9 percent of the entire popula-

tion of South Africa, and choose the

Government that rules 34 million people.

On Tuesday, the Senate Armed Ser-

vices committee voted 12-8 in favor of

prohibiting all tests that would violate

the original provisions of the An-

tiballistic Missile Treaty.

Despite the Reagan Administration's

push for looser interpretation of the ABM
treaty, the panel made the first move to

ban tests of space-based defense against

missiles.

Although the legislation will have no

immediate effect on testing schedules, it

would prevent new tests planned by the

Pentagon if enacted by Congress.

By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

Accusations flew last night at the

Chancellor's Commission on Civility in

Human Relations meeting as speakers

blasted the University of Massachusetts

administration and the state system of

higher education for elitism and lack of

organization.

The meeting was the last of five public

sessions scheduled to solicit suggestions for

institutional change regarding issues of

racism. The commission will submit a

report to Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey con-

taining all suggestions brought forward.

The first to offer advice last night was

Charles DiMare, director of the Legal Ser-

vices Office. He spoke of the Yvette Henry

case, in which a black student was
prematurely accused of arson. Henry sued

the University and settled out of court for

an undisclosed amount amid allegations of

racism. She was never put on trial for any

illegal act.

There are administrators who believe

Henry is guilty, DiMare said, "even though

the evidence is very clear," that the per-

son who set the fires was a white Univer-

sity employee.

"I recommend that the Chancellor ask

his counsel for the 21 deposition

transcripts," ht .said, and suggested that

admini.straturs read them.

Bailey Jackson, a professor in the educa-

tion department, said, "While we are do

ing something to attend the problem

[racism] we are not attending the core of

the issue. In a university, the core of the

institution is the faculty."

"Students spend as much time in the

classroom or interacting with with the

faculty as they do in the residence halls,"

he said.

More attention needs to be paid to the

"power managers, " Jackson said, which in-

clude the Chancellor, the vice-chancellors

and the deans. "If these folks are not com-

mitted to changing the system, its not go-

ing to happen," he said.

George Claxton, president of the

Graduate Student Senate, said, "There are

people at this institution that should go."

Claxton said he has attended ad-

ministrative meetings where he heard

jokes about the Oct. 27 incident, the Legal

Services Office losing the right to represent

students in lawsuits against the Universi-

ty, and the Yvette Henry case.

Claxton referred to an executive commit-

tee meeting of the Board of Trustees con

cerning the LSO right to sue issue, where

he said "the Trustees walked in joking

about lawyers, joking about LSO and about

the virginity of lawyers in general."

"The University of Massachusetts as a

whole is a sloppy institution," he said.

"There is the Board of Trustees and the

Board of Regents, and nobody knows who
has ultimate control. Nobcxly at all knows

what the President [David C. Knapp] does."

"The faculty and students can survive

without an administration." Claxton suid.

"Unless you have students and faculty, you

cannot have a university."

Anti-Cameron rally applauded
Although quorum was not met, the few

members present at the Campus
Center/Student Union Board of Governors

meeting last night said they were pleased

at the success of the counter-rally to anti-

gay speaker Paul Cameron earlier this

week.
Former Chairman of the Board John

Hayes said, "Everything went great. [It

was] an incredible show of support [for the

homosexual community] and opposition to

Cameron."
He said there have been no reports of

violence so far and "Cameron apparently

wasn't as effective as he usually is."

Newly elected Chairman Mark Friedman

called the rally "a very moving scene" and

said the Board was right to oppose

Cameron's appearance from the beginning.

Board member Pattie O'Brien .said next

year's Alcohol Awareness Week is plann-

ed for the week of October 19th. Any ideas

from the community are welcome, she said.

The Board tabled three motions concer-

ning the tobacco ban and appropriate ac-

tions to take against board members who
have excessive absences.

As a token of appreciation to out-going

chair John Hayes, the board presented him
with a rubber stamp bearing the word

"BANNED," referring to the Board's

previous banning of Coors beer, the

military and the CIA from the Campus
Center.

- JENNIFER DEMPSEY
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• Selebi

He said that of tht- 20.000 poluical prisoners m South

Africa. 40 percent are under the A^e of nine. But the two

year<>ld n^w!« ct>nst>rship pt^licies in South Africa keep this

and similar facts unknown to the outside world,

"The fact that the repme has had to cf»me out openly

with thest> Draconian measures is indicative of the fact

that thev cannot contain the situation m the country and,

therefore, the best way they think to deal with it is to let

the international community not know the situation lo

hide their naked brutality against their people
"

He s«id the censorship policies have not helped Botha,

but have expi^seil the "true nature of that regime The

only pn->bleni we have is that we have no\ heard the m
ternational uonv ^ complain atx^ut this When ptnv

pie talk about democracy, this is one ground they should

have eot There has been silence about this.

n acJu, ue portrayal oi life for blacks m South Africa

isava.lable to Americans, but Seleb, said the majont.v

depends on misguided media reports.

•The majL.ntv of Americans clearly depend on the

media the big media of this country: T\'. newspapers who

mSii^brm the public in the United States of what s go-

mc on in South Africa.'

He siiid the support for Chief Mangosuthu Buthelezi ha*

Wen misrepresented and misunderstood by the American

^*^First and foremost, he is an employee of the regirne.

\nd therefore he utters and does the bidding of his

misters There is a tendency to exaggerate the following

that he claims to have But the issue here is that he does

have some supporters, by virtue of being a hereditary

chief But he has done nothing to make the situation bet-

ter
"
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He said the situation will not get better if the Botha

regime which increased its Parliamentary majority in

elections held yesterday, should stay in power for another

five years. He said imprisoned ANC leader Nelson

Mandela has more support than Botha.

"If they were to hold elections with him being a contes-

tant no one. I think, no one would come close. [He is sup-

ported by] both black and white, which explains why

Botha cannot release him. He has imstilled the fear of God

into people." ... ji <• c i u-

Revenge by blacks on whites is a groundless fear, belebi

said. ^1 J '. I

"When we speak about a majority rule, we don I speak

about black majority rule.. .but about majority- rule of all

South African people. In our organization, we have white

people we live together as human beings, as fellow com-

rades We therefore see no reason to practice racism.

"Historically, we did not do it when white people first

came into the country.

REMEMBER
RIVERSIDE

PARK
FOR

SUMMER
JOBS

SELF-SERVE

TYPING
\/.
3 HR. $2

Craat eapws. Cmc peopte

220 N Pleasant St

253-2543 f

I JOBS
.* COUNSELORS./STAFF

Spend The /^ *^

Summer !n The
Catskill Mountains

ce" 1 seen-

CORRECTION
THE SHARP VC6846UB high Quality

VCR. cable ready, programmable timer

and wireless remote control a S450

value Is NOT S299.95 as stated it is

$229.95

sec's ," sew "5 wooes .-
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h

• ! - .^ - r- -= .
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Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-5141
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Join Us Friday For The

"GATEWAY TO THE WEEKEND
With FREE Buffalo Wings From 4 pm till they lost

' DRINK OF THE WEEK: Vikin Fjord Sea Breeze S1.75

BEER OF THE MONTH: Helneken S1.25

THE WINNING NUMBERS OF THE 1987

SAREO CYCLE PRIZE RAFFLE
1

.

S20 at the Pub: 963405

2. 820 off Dinner at the T.O.C: 962983

3. 825° c of at the Campus Bookstore 089974

4. One Domino's P zza 963644

5. Brunch for two at Plumbley's: 008957

6. Three Month Nautilus Membership at

Amherst Raquet & Fitness Center:

7. Resume Typing at SkiIIs:

8. Haircut at Hair East:

9. Headphone Radio/Cassette Player:

10. 1 set of movie tickets:

11. S50 Gift Cert, at Open Couty Footwear: 963201

Winners can pick up their prizes at the

SAREO Office - 229 Whitmore.

You Must bring your tickets in order

to claim your prize.

962447

963052

962004

0115971

963390

THE NATIONAL ENGINEERING HONOR SOCIETY

lAU BETA PI PRESENTS
LEADING EDGE PC RAFFLE

I^Nashua.

Tickets available for S2 at

229 Marston Hall & designated

Campus Locations

sponsored by:

5 FIRST PRIZE
Personal Computers

and
10 SECOND PRIZE
box of diskettes

mLIDATA'J

We'RC Tost VoUR BASIC

"6r6atfVac^ ro^kxr

TACO VILLA
NORTHAMPTON

it* ot '}

AMM£RST

.'5» »."

iPRINCFIELD

GRADUATION MEMORIES
CAN LAST A LIEETIME...

When \ou cht>oso a taid or i^itt tVoni

our boaiiiitiil sekHiimi tn>in Ahum ii an (.ivcling^.

Open M-F 9-5

m
WIERICAN GREET INwN

^"^ ,UNIVERSITY
MSTORE^
Located In The Campus Center

\>. Ml \ \ \ >
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CHINESE KITCHEN E
FAST SERVICE - GREAT PRICES

TRY OUR LUNCHEON-DINNER SPECIALS

Only $1.49 before 3 pm. $1.90 after 3 pm
A. Chicken Fingers, Fried Rice or Chow Mein

B. Chicken Wrngs, Fried Rice or Chow Mein

C. Lobster Sauce, Fried Rice or White Rice

D. Chicken with Green Peas and Fried Rice

E. Yoke Kew (Beef) with Gravy and Fried Rice

lot In or Take Out

HOURS: Sunday Noon • 10 pm. Mon • Sat 11:30 • lOpm

2 LOCATIONS

430 Ruttel St (Rt 9)
HADLEY - 253-2571

150 King St

NORTHAMPTON - 586.8220

SPENDING THE SUMMER
IN AMHERST?

Why not spend it wisely earning

$200 - $500 a week. Full Time or Part Time.

Call now. Some positions still avialable.

Flexible hours & excellent relaxed working

conditions. Beat the rush and contact:

TARGET ENTERPRISES
as soon as possible.

Ask for Mr. Stevens at 549-7793.

TWIST THECAP
BEERON TAR

Fresh, smooth, honcsi-to-goodness draft beer.

That's what's waiting lor you under every cap of new

Miller Genuine Draft. It's not heat-pasteurized,

like most bottled beers. It's cold-filtered to give ^
you the smoothness and freshness of dratt /\«
beer straight from the tap. ^4^

MILLER GENUINE DRAFT. IT'S BEER AT ITS BEST.

r 1 'm
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IPP^^/'^'^
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^ ' /
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1986 Miller Brewing Co Milwaukee Wl

ww^ Round mp
' liow NEW YORK

ttading «<

LUXEMBURG $358

LONDON 401

ST. THOMAS 277
TEL AVIV 681
CARACAS 293
ATHENS 571
STOCKHOLM 441
HONG KONG 777
AIM) EURAIL PASSES INT L

STUDENT lO WORK STUDY
ABROAD AYH CARDS. LOW
DOMESTIC FARES and
mota'CALL lor

FREE Sludenl Travel Catalog'

[4131256-1261

COUKCIl TRAVEL

AMHERST

THKATWES
[srsoPmunsNmi
HTUHWSI. -- - 584 9153

EITBEME
PBEJDOICE
FrI {* 30 u ISO) 7 00. « SS

„ $« ) 49 (4 M « 2 SOI 7 00 * S5

GARDENS
OF STONE
Fri al (4 IS ,, J 50) 7 00 9 45

{H S»l 41 1 15 14 15 . ^ 501 7 00 9 45

RAISING 9
ARIZONA ^ 4

„ ,4 45 . ! 50) ' * » « -f
L,l 2 00 (4 45 . 2 jO) 7 45 9 55iSa Sll 2 00 (

TIN MEN
f>i 41 (4 30 I ! 50i 7 IS 9 45

Sal S JO (4 30 .. ? 501 7 1 S 9 45

HAMPSHIRE 6 '^r-^' 584 7550

BURT REYNOLDS

fn al »45
Sat al 9 55

F» al

|4 4S . 2 50) 7 00
Sal 1 15

(4 45 It 2 50| 7 00

.)6^

,« 15 ( I 501 '00 a 30
SM I 30

14 15 rt a 401 7 (K> « 30

PLAT#iN
Fll (4 15/1 2 iOI 7 00. t 30

Sal I 30(4 15 , 2 40) 7 00.9 30

HOT PURSUIT
JOHN CUSflCK

F„(4 30 .1 2 50) 7 15.9 55

Sat 1 46(4 .0 .. 2 50) 7 15. tMAW

Success
fti (4 30 2 50) 7 15 9 45
Sal 1 45 14 30 .. 2 50) 7 IS • «»

MArrmw
ffi 14 45 1 7 501 7 30 155
5«1 7 <W (4 45 .. J 501 7 W 4 54

IMl ifirnC l*»l SMIlKWb

14 SAT a>ia: 18 SEATS «3 50

THi nOCKV HOHROR, thC *IL NICHIEH
PKTURt SHOW ' i„a admiaaianl
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HIOJECl H
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You're Too BUSY!
Don't waste time doing

your own laundry

Take It To

^«SS
iL /»» ll' ,11

11 PfUY 8T. AI*«R8T.I4A.

B49'i66S

We Off^r:

• Hand Pressing

» Shirt Service

• Same Day
Seivice

HOURS: Mon 10 am - 5 pm
Tues - Sat 10 am - 10 pm

Self-service

With This Coupon,

Letter or Legal Size

CoFyCAT P^' '^^p

228 Triangle Street

549-3840

Valid thru May. 1987

Curn^jan said his wife works for the

^:,;;':;^,ashardasahalfumeern^oye

n^'m^^^Uspi^l^-p-hibitsherfrornus.

;:;;^Ur;vlrluJ^carsiraccompanymgh.m

on ofTicial trips, he said.

Toomev believes that Corrigan did not

mean to &a\ nib wuc

salary.

Corrigan-s wife has worked on a number

of conferences, lecture series and Com-

mencement. Toomey said.

The expenses of Corrigan's wife were an

additional subject of concern. Acording to

the auditors, she has used a University

vehicle and accompanied Corrigan on

tni-^incss trips.

Correction
The FYI notice in yesterday's Collegian

said Russian poet Bella Akhmadulina

would be reading from her works today.

The event was last week. The notice was

intended to have appeared in the Col-

legian last week.

Sp^O^ SdM. Sp4i/U^

Mony of your favorite styles

speciolly priced this week —

Come see!

9 West. Oellini, Zodiok.

More Alpert, Reebok

and others.

Open
Sundoys

& 61 Main St., Amherst
Next to Tov^n Hall

FORFRLF. DKUV'hHVOF

LIQUORS ass'-sogi
— A!l Pri. '- In sr.jt^- ^, I'lh Only —

MOLSON
BEER • EXPORT ALE

$3.56 6pk

Wurzburger
Royal From
Germany
$3.65 6pk

In Stock

SWAN LAGER
from Australia

6pk
$3.50

+ dep

2 Liter

Plastic Wine
Coolers

For Sunday

Styrofoam
Coolers for

Your beverages

on Sunday

Cards, gifts and other goodies

for Mom
amherst /nofthampt< '^

daily and Sunday

The Univereity of Massachusetts Department of Theater

in Cooperation with The New WORLD Theater presents

THE LION AND THE JEWEL
by Nobei Prize Winner Wole Soyinka

April 30, May 1-2, 6-9, 1987 at 8:00 PM
Rand Theater, University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Center

Tickets: Fine Arts Center Box Office. 545-2511

Food, Volleyball, and Bands
compliments of

The Commuter Area Government & SGA

It IS unlawful lof persons who are under the legal drinking

age lo Iranspon or to carry alcohol Positive photo iden-

lilicatton will t)e required. Concen protocol will be observed.

Beer Balls, Kegs, Glass. & Large Volume

Containers WILL BE PROHIBITED.

FRIDAY MAY 8

BY THE POND

4 PM ???

THE CIRCLE BAND
THE MALARIANS

CRUZA
THE DOG ACT

FoHowed by a FREE

showing of

THE BIG CHILL

RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

}^
^-y^i::i;TJj i^^vyHix-t!

SUBSCRIPTION
DELIVERER NEEDED!

• On campus
• Great way to earn extra cash

APPLY NOW AT THE COLLEGIAN

1 1 3 Campus Center
The Collegian is an AA/EO employer

SUPER CONCERT WEEKEND BUYS!!

CANS BY THE CASE:
Old Milwaukee ^''^ '***P'

Busch M-95 **P

Slrohs
»9-95 *^*P

Coors 511-99 ^^^

Bud, Lite
«1"9 +^*P

Becks (reg)
»1*-99 *«'«P

CANS BY THE 12-pk
Red/White/Blue » • « *//P

Ballantine Beer 12pk cans M-l' +aeP

Busch 12 02 cans »5.75 +dep

IMPORTS
Hoptenperle (Swiss) $3.50 6pk; 11.99 cse + dep

Swan (Australia) J3.50 6pk; $11.99 cse + dep

Moosehead M.99 6pk; $14.95 cse + dep

Becks Light or Dark $4.25 6pk; $16.50 cse + dep

COOLERS: ^ ^

orange & Citrus S1-99 *P^^ +f
P

Seagrams Wine Coolers ... your choice .... $3.49 4pk +dep

All 2 Liter bottles (plastic) your choice S3.99 ea

NEW!'. TROPIC FREEZERS
4-Flavors To Choose From.

Already Frozen and Ready to Serve.

«- ROUTE 9

253-5595 1 75 UNIVERSITY DRIVE

KEGS - FREE DELIVERY OFF CAMPUS

$10.99 + 1.20 OS
MILLER LITE 12 oz cans • • >^^ ^^
MILLER DRAFT 12 oz cans

^^^f ^ ^ ^0 cs
HEINEKEN 12 oz cans

| ^ gO cs
MOOSEHEAD 12 oz cans

^^^'^^ ^^^ gO cs
STROH 30 pk cans ^^ gO cs
SCHAEFER 12 oz cans '°

$2 99
CALIFORNIA COOLERS 2L •••

'

BARLTES & JAMES 12 oz ^^g
TOSTI ASTI SPUMANTE 1.5L

TOSTI ASTI SPUMANTE 750 ml • •

^y^^
ALMADEN 4L •

$3 99
VODKA 1.75L $8.99

GIN 1.75L $10.99
RUM 1.75L

GO UMASS LAX

;Vi|l¥¥¥*¥4iiLJil**^>

7T??TTyT9TrTTr9TTT?TTrTTTTrrrrrr»T Trrrrrrrrr
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^
CONNECTICUT STORES OPEN 7 DAYS

SAT 10-9 • SUN 10 6 • MONTRI 10 9

ROUTE 5 UST WINDSOR CONN

1131 CAMPBELL AVE.. WEST HAVEN, CONN.

ROUTE 184, (OPP CROiOH MOTOR iHNi CROTON, CONN

^

SALE
ENDS
MAY
14TH

MASS STORES OPEN 7 DAYS

HAMPSHIRE MALL HAOLEY, MASS
SUNDAY 12 5 • MON SAT 10 9

CANAL STREET TURNERS FALLS, MASS.

SATURDAY 12 6 • SUNDAY 10 6 • MON FRI 10 9

PARTIAL LISTING:

Red Delicious Apple

Mcintosh Apple

Yellow Delicious Apple

Jonathan Apple

Belle of Georgia Peach

J. H. Hale Peach

Red Haven Peach

Hale Haven Peach

Bartiett Pear

Montmorency Cherry

Black Tart Cherry

North Star Cherry

Eariy Richmond Cherry

Burbank Plum

Santa Rosa Plum

Bruce Plum

Plus Assorted Shade

Trees And More

TREES & SHRUBS>%% P O I
FLOWERING

APPLE& SHRUBS
FORSYNTHIA • RED ALMOND

• SPIEREA • WEIGELIA

P.G.HYDRANGIA* SNOWBALL

DWARF &
STANDARD

FRUIT TREES
. PEACH • PEAR • PLUM • CHERRY

COMPARE TO »7.9SEA.

RAILROAD SALVAGE PRICE

N
^.^

"**
SHOP EARLY FOR BEST SELECTION

MUST BE
BOUGHT IN

PKGS OF 2
FOR '1.98

M FRUIT TREES
ANDSHADETREES

$1299
VALUES
TO

$2995

54 {.'.'d"eYARD GOODS
FLANNEL POLYESTER BACKED OR VINYL

UPHOLESTRY FABRIC
PERFECT FOR 54" WIDE PRINT ONLY
TABLE CLOTH, CHAISE VALUE C^KX
RECOVERING AND OTHER $059 0**^

HOUSEHOLD USES ^ w ^

J.P. STEVENS

qSTOWEL
ENSEMBLE
BATH TOWEL • HAND TOWEL

WASH CLOTH
ALL COTTON tf
MADE IN USAX ^^^«^«
SOLID COLORS^^ ^^SET
BEIGE • PEACH ^ ^ ^'^ '

ROSE •YELLOW* GRAY

w°Ef:JIERANDVALANCE SET
36 INCH LENGTH
SOLID COLORS
CHENILLE-LIKE
100% POLYESTER

VALUE N

i'

SET

ETinHHmH^iTKiftmi
LADIES

12' WIDE FOR cioTsQ
EASY INSTALLATION ^4^^ m

sq. GREEN
ft. AND OTHER COLORS

SPRING DUSTER
FLORAL PRINTS, CHECKS

AND STRIPES S-M*L
VALUE

N^-BMmU8
w

WALTZ GOWNS
100*. NYLON

PRrriY PASTELS

ONE SIZE FITS ALL

VALUE N$7
»i2r /

RUBIE BOUGHT OUT 2 FACTORIES AND WAREHOUSES FULL OF BRAND NEW

FIRST QUALITY OMNI, DURALITE AND GENESIS LAWN FURNITURE ITSTHE

SAME MERCHANDISE YOU SEE ADVERTISED AT 30% TO 50% MORE ^^^

) FRONT

ins

SILK
BLOUSES
100% SILK
PLUTED FRONT

VtLUE N

TAILORED
SHIRTS
SIZES 6-16
STRIPES

VALUE N$Q

'»5294

'«
f

I. " • •|»8160 >.

'Wu ,r

'=j

SS260

:yprus

POLYPROPOLENE WEBBING
REINFORCED EXTRUSION
1 " FURNITURE GRADE ALUMINUM TUBING

HI-IMPACT REINFORCED MOLDED ARMS

A3S41

-^ ^^

EXTRA WIDE

^ g POLYPROPOLENE
^==^

I WEBBING I"

FURNITURE GRADE ALUMINUM
TUBING - HI-IMPACT REIN-

FORCED MOLDED ARMS

6x5x4
FOLDING
CHAIRS
$

^24 S

6x5x4
FOLDING
ROCKER
$

no99

5 POSITION
FOLDING
CHAISE
$

$1499

5x4x4
FOLDING
CHAIR
$

n;

w

FOLDING

ADJUSTABLE

CHAISE

$

s^'im

"SPRINGTIME"
WELDED, STRAPPED
CHAISE^841

o$TT99
"REFLECTIONS"
WELDED.PADDED
CHAISE#8941

soa99
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The opinions on ini^ page are '' o^e o the

KELLY SIEGER

editor tn Chiel

iOHN NOLAN
Spom Ediior

NANCV KUNGENER
Managing Editor

MATT GERKE
Spons Hditor

PHIL SERAfJNO CRAIG SANDLER

Editonal Editor Newj Wttof

THOMAS HARRINGTON KATHRYN KtRBY

Arti Edilof BUck AHair^ Editor

BYRNE GUARNOTTA
Photo Editor

LUONDA CUOTO
Women's Jssuei Editor

,. , . M iTv.isr noted

No glasnost

for Afghans
In the war-torn country of Afghanistan

there are many victims. There have been

numerous accounts of rape and murder of

the village women of Afghanistan. Special

attention seems to be paid to pregnant

women bv the Soviets, showing another of

their methods of completing the genocide

of the Afghan people through the children.

Scott A. Frank

In his testimony to the Helsinki Watch,

a group that monitors violations of the

1975 Helsinki Accord, one refugee from the

Laghman province told this tale: "In

Shahmangal, the Russians took pregnant

women and asked them. 'What's in your

stomach? A hand gienade? A mine?' The

women would turn their faces away. .
The

Russian said 'There is a hand grenade in

your stomach.' Then they took bayonets

and stabbed them in the stomach, killing

the baby and the mother." The Russians

were correct in that there were bombs in

the mothers" stomachs, time bombs — time

bombs that would explode when the child

grew and realized his,1ier intense hatred

for the Soviets and took arms against them.

Another Afghan escapee tells this horror

story: "At Charbaugh the neighbors of (my

friend) told me that when the Russians

went into his house, his wife was in the pro-

cess of giving birth. . . After the departure

of the Soviet troops, the neighbors found

eveiybody dead; bullet holes all over. .

.
(my

friend's wife) and her belly torn open and

the newborn baby horrible mutilated." I

don't understand why the Russians don't

decree that each first-born son of the

Afghans be thrown into the Kabul River.

They would get pretty much the same

thing accomplished.

Then there is the story that is well-

known in the village of Deh Sabz, near the

Kabul airport. It seems that there was a

place where all the women went to draw

water from. One day, two helicopters flew

over and one landed. That took two attrac-

tive young girls and flew away in the

helicopter. Three days later a different

helicopter appeared at the same spot and

dropped a load on the site. The oad con-

sisted of the bodies of the three girls. If they

weren't dead before, they didn't survive the

hundred-foot fall.
.

It is obvious that the Soviets are taking

the approach that the people just don t mat-

ter, no matter what the situation. As I said

before, this is seen in their slogan We

don't need the people, we need the land!

To call what they are doing to the new

generation of Afghan children anything

less than genocide would not be doing it

iustice. ...

Now, the question is: How can we just sit

here and allow a full nation to be emptied

of its natural occupants? All the eyewitness

reports that I have given have been from

the Helsinki Watch. As shown by these

violations, the Soviet regjme is one of

hypocrites, and the only thing that Gor-

bachev meant by glasnost was the open-

ness of their human rights violations.

Scott A. Frank is chairman ofthe UMass

Republican Club

Letter obscene
P McNally's letter of May 7 is the most

astounding piece I've read al year. The

contention that the "real significance of

the Holocaust is its use as propaganda by

Tsrad is no less than obscene. During the

Kaust Jews, homosexuals, and gypsies

rmmded UP for extermination not

wau e o?tttThey did, but for who they

trp To deny the political implications of

The Holocaust for its principal victims is

profoundly absurd.

It is to be hoped that this campus has

bJn sensitized to racist and homophobic

attacks on members of the community .

Ob-

V oul there are some who do not consider

Zf attacks on Jews contribute to the

general level of bigotry in the world, the

S against which is the "real" legacy of

fh%raust.McNally-sm.^^^^^^^^^^^^

misconstruing of facts nave

struggle.
zachary Braiterman

Amherst

WOW m mi UtkPt^LN

'

ro WOAT DO I owe IT
•?
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Playing politics at UMass
... „ 1, u,. „tV,op>; rifllline another's p

Politics is readily available on campus

There are those who practice good politics,

or ugly politics, and there are many who

don't follow politics at all. Unfortunately

there's not enough good politics, too much

ugly politics, and too many being apolitical.

David R. Mark

To practice good politics isn't a value

judgment on what issues to support, or

which candidate to back. When we ques-

tion others' politics, that is usually a debate

of ethics and issues, not of whether one is

being political. The idea of good po itics is

that you stand up for what you believe is

right, instead of what others say they

believe is right. Worse than that is to vote

on a "party line" with little regard to in-

dividual issues. Knowing you always vote

liberal but not understanding why is as bad

as guessing wildly on a multiple choice test

and hoping for a perfect score. To know

why you agree with one issue and not

another is to practice good politics^

Uely politics can best be shown through

examples. It's legal for Paul Cameron to

speak on campus, but is it necessary? Odds

are some bad will come as a result of h s

speech, and it is likely that some peope

will be hurt, if not physically then certainly

emotionally. That's playing "g)y P^^^^^^^^

I've heard the comparison of Cameron

speaking here to Nazis speaking m Skokie

Illinois. The difference is the Nazis asked

to speak in Skokie, Cameron was asked to

speak bv others. Calling another s politics

"ugly" 'is not merely to disagree on an

issue, but to question the reason and

forethought of the people behind the

politics.

Being apolitical seems to be popular late-

ly. It's alright to "fight for your right to

party," as long as that's not your only ma-

jor accomplishment in college. I'm not say-

ing you should have to sell your soul to

Gary Hart even ifyou don't care about him,

because that's not fair. However, it's not

asking for much to spend equal time work-

ing for a cause as playing Twister^More

than 4000 set the Twister record, but an

equal amount can't fight for the CIA,

against the CIA, or for ending hunger

abuse, or oppression. There are dozens ot

causes each year worth fighting for; to not

do anything is to miss out on an important

part of your education.

In the end, being apolitical is better than

playing ugly politics, but worse than prac-

ticing good politics. No one is going to ar-

rest you for your ugly politics. A firmg

squad is not awaiting you for being

apolitical. Similarly, there is no gold star

for practicing good politics. Its just

.something to think about. The next time

an issue is debated, or a poster for a cause

goes up in the Campus Center, think it

over Where do you stand? Why? Is it worth

fighting for, or against? Is it as important

to fight for as partying?

David R. Mark is a Collegian columnist

Letters
Tragedies point to need for peace

. ., ij t-u^t f».«. pnonerative.
So much happens in the world that try-

ing to keep abreast of it all is an over-

whelming task. Some of what happens

makes the news, such as the tragic deah

of Benjamin Linder m Nicaragua but

much of it does not. Recently we at the

Central America Solidarity Association

(CASA) have come to terms with some dil-

ficult news. ^ ,
,

Two of the projects we have been involv-

ed with, building ties between the Univer^

sity of El Salvador and the UMass. and the

raising of funds for the Miraflor farm

cooperative in Nicaragua, have gone weU

and have generated a great dea of excite-

ment for those involved Several meml^rs

of CASA visited El Salvador during the

winter break, establishing contacts and

friendships with the students of the

University of El Salvador. Since that trip,

we have kept in contact with these

Tudents. trying to coordinate a support

network for them here in the Ub.

Last fall, we also became involved with

the raising of funds for the purchase of a

tractor for the Miraflor cooperative. Kathy

Lacey. a former UMass student now living

in Nicaragua, initially enhsted our help

kince that time, we have kept jn reg^ a.

contact with Miraflor, raising $1000 for the

cooperative.

In mid-April, we received news ot the

murder of El Salvadoran student leader

Rafael Garcia. Though not one of the

students known to us personally, he was

a member of the same student organiza-

tion. We cannot help but wonder ifwe will

next hear of the death of someone we know

personally. Then, last week, we received

news from Miraflor. The contras had at-

tacked the cooperative, burning it to the

ground. Miraculously, all present at the

cooperative were able to escape without

'"lUs not that these incidents are isolated

tragedies - the wars in El Salvador and

Nicaragua claim lives every day - but they

have afi"ected us on a very personal level.

It is for this reason we wish to share these

events with the University community. At

the same time we want to reaffirm our com-

mitment to our work. The people of the

United States are going to make history,

we are going to stop these wars and leave

the people of Central America to live in

peace. We are going to do this because we

have the faith and the will. It is going to

be a great day to be an American, whatever

the nationality jorgen Berglund
CASA

Agency not
accountable
The false assumption that our govern-

ment checks the CIA is dangerously

presented as fact. After all. if it were true,

we would be condoning its activity through

our representatives. In reality, though,

those in the position to influence the CIA

share an ultimate power unhindered by

law or representative approval.

Andrew Diener

An arm of the executive branch, the CIA

is detached enough from the president to

have no effect on elections. The approval

of its director by the Senate is little more

than tradition. Veiled in "national securi

ty.
' the CIA can only be investigated by

the privileged representatives and .senators

on thf Permanent Select Committees on

Intt'lli^'enc'i'.

The two committet's on int<'ll!K<;'i«-i' -"i'

happy with ••(•nKoing coopfiaiirni" \>\ the

CIA.Which ni'ten contradicts llicir I'vi'i-

sight dutv. Also, by reporting CIA vvroiiK

doinj,'s our careorist politicians will liave

admitted poor oversight, and that doesn t

look good on their record. As recently us

1984 the committees compromised justice

and morality for friendly relations with the

CIA
In spring. 1984, hints of CIA links to

death squads in El Salvador leaked out.

Allan Nairn, in an exclusive report m the

May '84 Progressive produced hard

evidence of CIA assistance to landowners

to create death squads which have

assassinated 50,000 people. Victims in-

clude Archbishop Oscar Romero, jour-

nalists, church workers, union organizers,

and human rights workers. That is, those

suspected of being communists.

This should not surprise those who have

heard of the CIA "assassination teams in

Vietnam. They're remarkably similar.

The evidence and news reports angered

many people, enough to interest Represen-

tative James Shannon and Senator Edward

Kennedy. These two forced the committees

on intelligence to make unusual and, for

committee members, undesirable reports.

Rep Shannon introduced House Resolu-

tion 467, directing the president to provide

information to the House of Reprfsen-

tatives concerning the CIA and death

squads. The Intelligence committee stop-

ped the resolution with a "limited, but ex-

haustive review" in which they urged the

director of the CIA to provide a comprehen^

sive report! That's like asking a suspected

embezzler to check the bookkeeping.

When Senator Kennedy wished to tag an

investigation into the CIA onto a bill for

aid to the Duarte regime. Senator Barry

Goldwater said that was not necessary

because his committee on intelligence

would produce a report.

Goldwater and Senator Daniel Moynihan

aided the CIA's crime by producing a

report, "Recent Political Violence m El

Salvador," which contradicts known

evidence, which denies connection based on

unquestionable top secret evidence, and

which excuses close association as coin-

cidental. I do not trust Senators Goldwater

and Moynihan. And why should 1.'

An agency as powerful as the CIA must

be either reduced to one which doesn t kill

or one responsive to all our representatives.

Andrew Diener is a UMass student

. . . North told him he had mentioned

to the president several times "that it was

very ironic that some of the Ayatollah's

money was being used to support the con-

tras."

- The Boston Globe, May 7, on Richard

Secord's testimony

The Collegian accepts letters and coU

umns from the UMass community for

possible publication on the editorial page.

All submissions must be typed, double-

spaced, and include the author's name, ad-

dress and phone number for verification.

Margins should be set at 10 and 77. Let-

ters should not exceed 30 lines; columns

should not exceed 60 lines.
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Arron

photo by Charles Pappart

ZooDisc takes a breather during team timeout. Ih.mi bad weather has left tournament play wet and

muddy.

d

m

This coming weekend Zoo Disc, the UMass uUim.Z^^^T;^^ continues i.s attempt to regain the col-

legiate national championship
^Ijl^^^JJ^^JP^^^.^t;",'* of last years championship team.

Zoo Disc returns this season with only ^«"^.^^^*;/, I'^racticing through rain and even snow, in prepara-

However, the team has been working hard all spng.P^^f^^Xee fmishers from the Northeast region

tion for regional competition this weekend at
J^^^''^^; '"V^iJ-^e nationals, May 23-26.

will travel to Penn. State University to <=«™P^*;
'". ,'^^^^^^^^^ Saturday behind the foot-

Please help support UMass' only national <^harnpu,r«^p team, u j entertaining.

ball stadium and continue through Sunday. Action promises
_

^f<ev*,»k ^

,_
-*-

w0 ,*mm« ^-mpa^',,"

4# *«

** fc**^'*
'^^'l4i'i'''mM'* .jfci^Mi a'T ^---^ ^ '^ .-» «jeu_'r-.. -

CoUegianpholoby NickSokoloff

Sophomore Redo Hartmann takes a flying "layout" in an attempt to block the upfield pass.

follepan photo by Nick Sokoloff

Mike Equi skies for the disc during home tournament action against the Wasington club team

"Yo Momma".

''<-<^'

(>tlli>l|ian photo by Nick KokolofT

Senior Dean Whitehouue handles the disc during practice session, as Andrew Ichimura plays

the "D".

-fc— ^^ - (ollogian phoio l>> ^uk Sok<iloff

Junior Eric Richmond plays tough "point" defense on Jon Fer-

ris during team scrimmage.

CoHeglan ph<Ko by Nick 8ok.Joff

Senior Jay Talerman gears up for a big "pull" after a team score.

JgQrSBBHK;'^. V^««r»f i- '* •- *Collegian photo by Nick Sokoloff

Senior Bruce Todd spots a teammate downfield, as ZooDisc

works the frisbee.
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HOT I
ROAST BEEF I
SANCM/ICHeS I

11 Ml - 2 wn 7 day«

SO Mam W' AiKlMnt. MA

AFTER GARBERS GORILLAS SQUASH i

THE ORANGEMEN. AND ALL YOUR
|

SPRING PARTIES ARE DONE. HEAD FOR |

, T B s ROAST BEEF THIS WEEKEND

1 FOR THE GREATEST TASTE BETWEEN 2 BUNS

^^jjjjl^enuine Draft

PRESENTS ROBIN TROWER

I

r /

SUNDAY
MAY 10

KATINA'S

MULT!

ENTERTAINMENT

COMPLEX

$9.50

in advance

$12

the day of

the show

vi

;<nv

Spring and Summer Help Wanted
|

APPLY NOW I
»n.»iiiiuiimmttu.ii.im.mu.m»miim»m.ii»>m..iiu>...t...u...i...um»m^^

University Health Services

Summer Health
^oy^rQge_jl9^
DqsIc Health Fee
Eligibility-. Arr^herst. Hompshire

Mount Holyoke, Smith, and UMoss Students

Coveroge Period: June 1 -August 31

Fees:

$78 payment due by June 1

Student Family Plon

Coveroge Period: June i -August 31

Fees: i 1 63 poyment
due by June i

LV

RADIAL
RETREAD

SPRING TIRE SALE

ffOW19
95

P155/t0ll3

P165/WR-13 5?l-55
P17S/80R-^ $21.95

P1S5/80R-13 $21.95

185/75R-14 ?24.95
195/75R-14 $24.95

215/75R-14 $25.95

215/75R-1S $29.95
225/75R15 $29.95

235/75R-15 $29.95

•mSEMSOHTRM
•ummi^Mtmn
• COST EFFICIEMT • SMFE

SERVICE DEPl SPECIUS

¥MONROLW Gas matic Stmts 49

AP Lifetime Exhaust System

Computerized 4meel, 2meel Uignments

Lifetime Brake Service - Disc, Drum

Tunellps - Oil Lube Filter

We Service Both Foreign &
Domestic Cars and Trucks

ALL SERVICE FULLYCmmEED

HADLEY TIRE 253-9911

AUTO CENTER pssM
RTE. 9 HADLBY "^^

—«^P

FRIDAY

FILM <•«•

By DEREK LEIF
Collegian StafT

W. Summerset Maugham once said that the job of

magazine and newspaper writers is to create stuff' that

makes your eyes drift back and forth so that you read the

advertisements.

Okay, so the Collegian is a non profit newspaper. The

truth is, I saw nothing at the malls this week, so most

of this column will be the literary equivalent of watching

someone play with himself. You have been warned; you're

probably better off reading the ads on this page.

Look, it's not as if it's my fault; it's deadsville out there.

I didn't even check out Project X or The Secret ofMy Suc-

cess because they make me think of Matthew Brodenck

and Michael J. Fox. When I think of these two young ac-

tors, I understand why shotguns have two barrels.

The All Nighter? I'm sorry, but I'm not seeing that; I

just won't. It's billed as the film that introduces the ac

ting talents of rock "star" Susanna Hoffs, and all I know

about it is that the film's director is also named Hoffs.

Father and daughter? Husband and wife? Both?

I don't know, and I don't care. Simply put, the mall scene

seems to be this: unless you haven't checked out Platoon

or Tin Men, the only reason for a mall visit this week could

be to see Gardens ofStone (a Vietnam film starring James

Caan that I've heard good things about), or - maybe -

Hot Pursuit, starring John Cusack [The Sure Thing). I

IT'S ALMOST SUMMER
SESSION, AND WE GET
BUSY, BUSY, BUSY!
DON'T WAIT TILL THE
LAST MINUTE FOR

YOUR PRESCRIPTIONS
COME IN AS SOON AS

POSSIBLE!

We will not accept telephone orders

the last two weeks of school

because we cannot get to them.

LADIES

SWIMSUIT SALE

Selected

Styles

Only

^/^y^

f/l^fiZ^ Pleasant St

-i^Dowiiiown Amherst

Mon-Sat 10-6;

Sun 12-5;

ARTS

James Caan and Angelica Huston in Gardens of Stone

haven't seen this film, but I like John Cusack's previous

work. In a grotesquely self-congratulatory column such

as this, there could be worse reasons for recommending

a film. I suppose.

Two films that I can recommend without question are

this weekend's offerings at the Amherst Cinema, both

starring William Hurt: Kiss of the Spider Woman and

Body Heat®. Kiss of the Spider Woman is a dark, moody

drama about two political prisoners - one a macho

political rebel (Raul Julia), the other a frail homosexual

who lives in a fantasy world of B movies (Hurt, m an

Oscar-winning performance) - and the friendship that

develops between them. Body Heat is a wonderful thriller

that contains enough intrigue, scheming, murder, action,

and passion (provided by Hurt and Kathleen Turner) to

satisfy anybody.

At least I saw those two films. Yeah, I know I didn't

even write about Marlene, the documentary about movie

star Marlene Dietrich playing at the Pleasant St. Theater.

There's a lot I didn't write about, actually.

Oh, what could have been...

Why did you read this? Read the ads.

6-PACK
UNDERCLASS

JDWtiSfR».KlNCOrBE£«S«.«NHfUSel»BUSCM iNC .SI lOUIS
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"Playfully Nodding To
sculpture near the pond

Colle^an photo by I huck Abel

Its Fall," a site-

Sights to avoid
By THOMAS HARRINGTON
Collegian Staff

Walking across UMass in our u.sual hurry to get things

done we often fail to appreciate the sights around us. But

if %ve stop, rest and lot.k around, we soon realize that our

college provides some of the stupidest and poorly plann-

ed exhibits anywhere.

Let's take the Metawampe statue outside the Campus

C'enteri right). True, the statue's nice enough for a tribute

but if< obscured bv bushes and faces only the empty field

shared by the Campus Center and The Student Union

building. I've been told that Metawampe was a real

cultural center before the CC was built, and it might be

again if someone ever decides to place it in a prominent

position. Until then, could somebody at least remove the

red paint from his nails and lips?

Then there's that modern sculpture by the pond,

-Playfully nodding to its fall"(above left). I don't honest-

Iv recall exactly what it's supposed to be about, but halt

the campus has decided that it's supposed to represent

tumbling dice. As a result, the sculpture has been thrice

vandalized with dice symbols that have rusted themselves

into its surface.
.

Mv particular favorite bad sight on campus is the water

fountain just outside of the Campus Center video game

room(below left). This would be a great place to relax ex

cept that ID sunlight onlv hits it for about half the day

c^) The fountain doesn't run. (3) The stone benches are

pretty cold. (3) Anybody who sits in is watched closely by

people in the video arcade room and Coffee Shop.

BFA show displays mastery

(dllciOan phoUi by Hyrm- (iuainoii^

"Geometry," by Anzel Zinter, is on exhibit in the Student Union Art

Gallery.

By DANA M AN;A( .NosTOU
Collegian Staff

I just went up to the Student Union Art

Gallery to check out Ansel Zinters BFA
Exhibition and it's great. Unfortunately

it's only going to be displayed until this

afternoon, ('til 4), so go see it now. The ex

hibit consists of photos, intaglios, woodcuts,

and lithographs that all show a mastery of

the techniques.

Consisting mainly of black and white im-

agt's of city .scenes, the exhibit is realistic

(depicting buildings, bridges, and trains)

and there is a good deal of attention plac

ed on structural form, which is especially

potent when coupled with the use of black

ink on the white backgiound.

My favorite pieces arc "Locomotion 11"

and "Permanence." "Locomotion 11" is an

intaglio of a train, but the portion of the

train shown (mainly wheels and the bottom

of a I art is large and powerful, and when

looked at up close the craftsmanship is evi

dent and amazing. (Intaglio pieces are done

by using small needles and etching light

ly with acid on the needles.) "Permanence"

shows the inside of a bridge, as if you were

travelling through it, and is very

geometric, but b«'cause of the method u.sed

(also intaglioi the liiu-s are softened and a

little blurred. You have to see it to get the

feeling, but it's a wonderful piece (it pro-

mpted my friend to contemplate stealing

it off the wall — tsk, tsk, tsk).

Another favorite is a woodcut-reduction

block piece called "Desolate." The piece has

colors in it, peaches, pinks, purples, slate,

but despite the light colors it relays a

gloomy feeling. It depicts buildings, and is

very realistic (unlike many woodcuts).

The other pieces in the exhibition are in

keeping w ith those I described: black and

white, or at least dark, very realistic, and

a little bit gloomy, although not in an overt

way. The expertise, and hard work, of tlir

arti.st is evident (this is not the kind of work

you think a five-year old could accomplish)

and I'm just sorry I didn't get a chance to

see it, and recommend it, sooner.

CoUegian photo by Chuck Abel

Statue of Metawampe

Ever wanted to Fly?

FRIDAY - SATURDAY
KISS OF THE SPIDERWOMAN
BODY HEAT

SUNDAY - TUESDAY
PHILADELPHIA STORY
BRING UP BABY

DOUBLE FEATURE $3.00

7:00

9:15

7:00

9:15

Collegian photo by Chuck Abel

Water fountain outside the Hatch DOWNTOWN AMHERST 253-5426

We h»ye immedieU opening, for new mem-

ber.! Our »ircr»ft «re available tor economi-

cal primary and advanced in>truction, a> well

pleMure flying. Give .. a call and one of our

member! will take yo. up!

Tke Collegiate Flying Club

538-5821

TODAY'S SMARTEST DRIVING OUTFIT:
UMASS FOOD SERVICES

21ST ANNUAL ALL CAMPUS

BARBECUE

TODAY'S SMARTEST LENDING OUTFIT:

FORD MOTOR CREDIT COMPANY

SWEENEY iniiiiMM explains why...

WEDNESDAY
MAY
13

RAINDATE

THURS.
MAY 14

4:00-7:00 P.M.
SOUTHWEST FIELD

Getting couege graas mi i:
,

credit they need is smart bu

and (DEALER NAME) know thai And

if you are working on an advanced

degree or graduating with a B.i ;riL'io' b

Degree between October i ' -.>" .in.i

September 30^ 1987. you n

lor tfieir special college grao. •

purchase program

II you do, you II receive a S4uu cash

allowance from Ford Make youf best de.-.

on any qualifying vehicle and use the itioney

toward your down payment or Ford will send AuQiJ^! -^'

ii^'cK after the purchase or lease

, urs whether you finance or not

' . amount of your credit depends
• of these qualilied vehicles

. ., Choose
Ford cars Escort. Escort EXP.

Tempo Mustang, Thunderbird. Taurus

•^.irdtfucks Aerostar, Bronco II

,,
:

, If a vehicle is not m dealer

-
, :u must order by June 1. 1987. and

- nfy of any vehicle by

I.D. CARD REQUIRED
CASH PRICE: $4.85

MAKE THE SMART MOVE. GET ALL THE DETAILS TODAY AT

Ford Motor
Credit
Company SWEENEY

Rl*. t1, E«lt 2C. 1 M»m SifMl Cr—OWj'LJJ*

s. FORD

411-n3S4SS

BUS SERVICE OFFERED FROM WORCESTER &
FRANKLIN • DOOR PRIZES • MUSIC (D.J.)

MENU
>/2 CHICKEN • SPARERIBS • BAKED BEANS
WATERMELON • CHIPS • COLD DRINKS

• ICE CREAM •

t"
11-15,18^
;00-r4"00

• Efficient

They Might Be Giants will perform at the

Iron Horse on May 21.

i^heehan'sV

5/7 THURSDAY
Urban Renewal
5/8 FRIDAY

Curtis T & the Kicks

5/9 SATURDAY
Whirling Dervishes

opening act - Watch the Teeth Kate

5/11 MONDAY
Ken Johnson & Co.

24 Pleasant St, Northampton • 586-4258

MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

During 1987 F.P.S. Inc. a franchise of

Burger King Corp. has aggressive plans

for expansion in Northern Connecticut and
Western Massachusetts. To be able to ex-

ecute those plans we are looking for

management candidates who want to be
part of this fast paced expansion. As a

member of the F.P.S. team you will receive

an excellent salary, medical and dental

benefits fully paid by F.P.S. If you see
yourself as part of this aggressive and
growing company write or call:

F.P.S. Inc.

179D Northampton Street

Easthampton MA 01007
413-527-7474

SISiiS
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• run-and-gun drama expected to unfold today
c iiii._i» in II -i. „ r r;„..i C 1.. L.;. .-._

,

continued from page 20

With but one

game vs. a USILA Top 15

opponent this season (an

1110 20T loss at Army),

UMass needs a win as proof

of purchase.

The team knows what it is

capable of and the polls

reflect the rest of the na-

tion's belief in the seventh-

ranked Gorillas despite the

proof on paper. But come

selection time, Simmons
believes that UMass' weak
schedule could even keep

the team out of the playoffs,

even though he admits the

team has plenty of talent.

"What the NCAA tourna-

ment committee thinks, I

haven't the foggiest,"

UMass head coach Dick

Garber said. "We think

we're one of the top teams in

the country. It's not our

fault the Brown and Cornell

games got cancelled. It's

possible, but we're going to

beat Syracuse anyway."
What's at stake for UMass

Reminder
Remember that admis-

sion to the game is free to

all students with valid

UMass ID. $1 for students

without UMass ID and $2
for all others. Also, no

alcohol will be allowed in-

side the stadium though

tailgating will be allowed.

Students may only enter

through the front entrance

and not through 'P' lot.

is the whole ball of wax, A
win, in all likelihood, earns

the Gorillas a top-four

seeding, the bye, the week
off and the home field ad-

vantage for the quarter-

finals. The quaHti s are one

step from me Final Fuui Lo

be held this year on May 23

and 25 at Rutgers Universi-

ty in New Brunswick, N.J.

A loss leaves the team's

fate in the hands of the

selection committee. As far

as anyone around UMass is

concerned, the Gorillas are

in the playoffs unless they

lose by about 30 goals. A
close loss would probably

keep the team in the second-

four seeding and give it

home advantage for the

playoffs' opening round.

"I think we can beat

Syracuse. I told the kids we
can go very far in this thing

including all the way to the

end," Garber said moments
after the Gorillas beat

Rutgers last Saturday.

What kind of game it

will be and why: Both

coaches have said without

hesitation that this game
will be a "run-and-gun,"

^ *-*•)

# I •-r •

Gorillas' sophomore goalie Sal LoCascio (.right, in earlier action at New
Hampshire), will be locked in a battle of All-American goaltenders (with
Jim Gyory) despite the game's anticipated run-and-gun tempo.

THE MANY
THE PRIDELESS

high-scoring affair.

Syracuse assistant coach

John Desko (misspelled

"Drasko"in Wednesday's
Collegian) isn't expecting a

4-3 contest. He said a 20- 19

score is more likely.

"Most teams we play don't

think they can run with us.

Syracuse does and they're

probably right," Garber
said earlier.

With both teams favoring

an up-tempo pace, it's a good

bet that the score will be

high. The key to the game
could be whether one team's

defense or goalie has an off

day or rises above itself.

While UMass' second

team All-American goalie

Sal LoCascio has yet to

slump this season, Simmons
admits that his third team
All-American netminder
Jim Gyory has had off days

and has been replaced twice

by a freshman. But he also

was quick to point out

yesterday that some of the

high scores have resulted

from a schedule pitting the

team against more than one

offensive machine.

The home field and
grass advantage: Last

weekend, fans half-filled the

stadium to see UMass edge

unranked Rutgers. Today,

the crowd could be gigantic.

It really should be.

"If it's a sunny day, I can

see numbers (of people) likes

of which have never been

seen on this campus for a

lax game," senior co-captain

Neal Cunningham said. "I

can see 13- to 14,000 people

at the game."
The crowd side could have

a significant role in the

game. That, combined with

the Orangemen's lack of

play on grass, could give the

Gorillas just the advantages
they need

THE TIME OUT
REGULARS

• baseball in A-10playoffs
continued from page 20

Senior co-captain Jay Zerner is hitting at a .373 pace.

Drew Comeau, who missed seven games with an

emergency appendectomy, is nevertheless second in

homers with nine and leads the Minutemen in slugging

percentage at .747. The sophomore first baseman also

has less strikeouts (seven) than homers, a very rare

statistic for a power hitter, and is in the midst of a nine-

game hitting streak.

Gary DiSarcina (.350)and Matt Sheran (.322) are other

UMass regulars hitting over .300.

Steve Allen will probably pitch the second game of the

tournament Saturday (4 p.m. if the Minutemen win to-

day, noon if they should lose).

The junior righty has a 4-2 record and leads the staff

with a 3.61 ERA. Ken Greer (3-34.67 ERA) and Mike

Owens (1-14.91 ERA) are the next two pitchers.

Owens, who had struggled earlier in the season, gave

an encouraging two-inning performance Wednesday

against Harvard in which he looked impressive.

So basically, if the offense^ stays hot, and the

Minutemen can get good performances from their pit-

chers, they could make a serious bid fror the title.

"We're glad to be here, and we're anxious to get out

and play," Zerner said.

Here is a look at the other two teams in the

tournament:
Rutgers (seeded first in East - 35-12-1, 11-4-1 in

A-10): The Scarlet Knights are seeded ahead of UMass,

although the Minutemen took three of four when the two

met in Amherst two weeks ago. Rutgers has also swept

Penn State in a non-conference doubleheader.

The Knights come in without leading hitter Glen Gard-

ner, who broke his hand in the UMass series. The team's

leading active hitters are Eric Young (370), Gary

Resetar (.323) and Joe Lynch (.323). Lynch leads the team

with 43 RBIs, while Scott Trochim paces with 10 home

runs.

On the mound, the Knights will have lefthander Dar-

rin Winston, who threw a one-hitter for his team's only

win against UMass, starting today against Penn St.

Winston is 6-0 on the year with a 1.94 ERA. Other possi-

ble pitchers are righty Rob Fazekas (6-1, 3.12) and Bob

McDonald (6-23.13).

Perm State (second second In the West - 29-17, 11-3

in the A-10): The Nittany Lions, who split four games

with West Virginia, also feature a potent hitting attack,

with eight guys over .300. Freshman Keith Ripka leads

the bunch with a .395 average, followed by. Mike Ed-

wards (.328, 6 HRs, 36 RBIs). Mike Sheehy and Steve

Federici each have seven home runs.

The Lions will go mainly with two men on the mound.

Lefty Keith Bevenour sports a 7-1 record with a 1.53

ERA, while righty Joel Johnston is 8-3 with a 3.93 ERA.

L

Dravi^ing Special Attention

CASE SPECIALS
Heineken 12oz btl $16.99

Coors 12 oz cans $11.49

Busch 12oz cans $9.99

Strohs 30 pk 12 oz cans $10.99

Utica Club 12 oz cans 6.99

Old Milwaukee 12 oz cans $8.99

Carling Black Labels $6.99

ONES • FOURS • SIXES
VJirOISn swing from the top 16oz•••• «pl.OO

California Coolers tropicMpK.. $3.29
Falstaff 6pk $2.49
Samuel Adams spk $4.99
Tropic Breezes rrozencocMails4pk..$4.99

^̂

M

%
" -Mt'lDHJ-M J

B

EXCEPTIONAL VALUES
Captain Morgan 750ml $6.99

Sebastian! cahblls, rhlne, burg, 1.5L$3.99

Vodka distilled at noon on Thurs. 1.75L $8.99

Florida Coolers S? vintage reserve 2L$2.99

FRIDAY NIGHT STARTING LINE UP
Todd, Brad, Nick, Peter, Don, Slater

CALL US FOR ALL YOUR NEEDS - WE DELIVER!

FOUR SEASONS
584-8174 • Rt 9 Hadley * Just past Burger King

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Smithereens
By Sarah Smith

^
'I V^^^' '^^^

"Douglas! ... Your shoulders aren't hunched!"

Doonesbtiry

\

"-N-i

ColttmnitU rctarnlag next Mmcstcr and writers

wishing lo become columnists Don't forget to attend to-

day's meeting at 2:30 p.m. in the ntw«ro«m This is a

chance to meet your "^w editor and make plans for next

semester You can still apply for associate editorial editor

until the meeting begins

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trade Michel Jaffe
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By Garry Trtideau
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PROMOTINO RBPUBLICANSi

SO IS P-PmUL LAXALT
MC&eeo UP' LBVe hopb
TWee STDRJBSARBSr

ACROSS
1 Love lor Luigi

G Scono specialty

10 Airived

14 Auctions

15 Requiem
16 Egyptian sun

god
17 Porte'house

1 B Neglect

19 Give the gale

?0 Dr K s target

2? Concerning

23 SymtX)! ol

slunness

24 New Vofh

iceman
26 Most ashen

30 — in sheep s

Clothing

32 Wiia Putlaio

33 — kleine

Nachtmusik

35 Perry s Sireel

39 Loiterer

41 Make — the

right direction

43 Relieve

44 Zhivago s love

46 Level

47 Aielier prop

49 01 the nostrils

51 Cinnamon bark

54 Sweetheart

56 Porlent

57 British novelist

GeoHrey —
62 Boorish

63 Anneies
64 Polish

66 Too bad'

67 Nothing, in

Nancy
68 A Bell lor -
59 Borrowed
70 Between its or

Puts

71 Hiio geese

7 Moslen' lasting

month
8 Lord — I''

Man
9 Star Comb
loim

10 Rainy vacation

syndrome
11 VWiir-i

12 Henry or

Marianne

13 Embark on

21 Pianist Nero

25 Actor Ray
26 Sidekicks

27 Take —
(snoozei

26 Theater section

29 Aerie

31 Fatigue

34 Relamng
36 Anthropoiogisi

Claude

—Sirauss

37 Mortgage
38 - ol Green

Gables

40 Jai —
42 Parsonage

45 Made indirect

relerence lo

48 N Alrican

desen
50 School ol

American
painting

Circa 1908

52 Stubborn a* —
53 Car type

55 VMCA and
YMHA

SS Norse god
59 te — Shoppe
60 Spare
61 Odense native

51 Shade ol pmk 65 Figs
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short
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SUCH FFFULL IMMUNITY'

Lunch

Pizza

Tuna Oriental

Dinner

Menu

Chopped Beefsteak Special

Seafood Crabmeat Newburg

Bastes Lunch

Pizza

Tuna Oriental

Basics Dinner

Tofu Nut Loaf

Seafood Crabmeat Newburg

Bloom County By Berke Breathed
v.

Weather
Today: Partly sunny, highs in the 60s

Tonight: Colder, chance of rain

Tomorrow: Clearing, highs in the 50's

ThcY call thU May?

A

Today's Staff
Night Editor William Spain

Copy Editor Robert Menzel

Uyottt Technician Rob Catalano

Photo Technician Byrne Guarnotta

Production Supervisor Rob Catalano

Production: Connie L., Laura B.. Lisa D..

Keith C. and Joe the driver

Exectitlve Board — Spring of 1987

KELLY SIEGER
Editor in Chief

NANCY RLINGENER
Managinf Editor

STEVE RUBIN
B«titi«ti Maaigcr

PHIL SERAFINO
Editorial Editor

ANSEL ZINTER
Production Man^tr

Business Board — Spring of 1987

STEVE RUBIN
Ba*in«tt Manager

PAUL H. LESSER
Advtrtlsing Salct Managar

VANESSA ROTH
FInaact Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marketing Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Circvlatioa Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Sabtcripllott Manager
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Though they got no gold, Gazelles

did achieve some prescribed goals

Team returned to ECACplayoffs after l-year absence

By LINDA DEUVORIAS
Collegian Staff

The goal of the 1987 University of Massachusetts

women's lacrosse team was to avert a late-season collapse

in hopes of returning to postseason competition.

During the 1986 season, the Gazelles racked up six con-

secutive wins at the start of the year. The team's 6-0

mark was one of the best starts in recent memory and

had the team talking playoffs.

But then the roof caved in as New Hampshire, a team

that seems to live on dealing UMass painful losses, began

what became a demoralizing, four-game losing streak to

spell the season and insure spectator status for the

playoffs.

In the blink of an eye, the team was bounced from

ECAC playoff consideration and found itself in disarray.

With that lesson in hand, the Gazelles went to school,

as the team learned from last year's disaster to sport a

9-5 record, and placed second in the ECAC tournament.

The team succumbed to top-seed UNH. 6-5. on Saturday,

after blasting Dartmouth University, 12-4. one week ago.

"I had a feeling we'd rebound. We didn't dwell on our

losses at the beginning of the season." .senior defenseman

Emily Humiston said. "There was a closeness amongst

the team that I hadn't felt in the past.

"We had great leaders and a strong freshman class.

We had a superstar in Griz (Lisa Griswold) and an

awesome supporting cast."

The Gazelles blend of experience and youth weren't

enough to counter the championship-style play of such

lax heavyweights as Maryland, Northwestern, and Tem-

ple, but the team was able to turn in consistent show-

ings against Harvard, James Madison and Dartmouth.

After returning from Spring Break with a 1-2 mark,

UMass nestled into a groove, and ran off seven victories

in their next nine contests to end the regular season at

8-4 to disspel the ghosts of 1986.

Offensively, the Gazelles laid claim to a balanced at-

tack. Griswold and Murphy earned the rank of a four-

star generals on the scoring brigade, as the senior co-

captain compiled 34 goals and 10 assists, and Murphy
netted 30 tallies and dished out 14 assists. The third

leading scorer was sophomore Cathy (Buddha) Fuhrman,

the squad speedster, who tallied up 18 goals and 8 assists.

The contributing marksmen included junior Ginny Arm-

strong (17, 7), senior Becky Bekampis (19, 1), and

freshman Karen (Birdie) Ravn (13, 1).

While the offense was generating 125 goals and pro-

ducing double figures in seven games, the defense was

yielding 122 tallies. This statistic is misleading, however,

because the backliners held enemy attacks to five goals

or less on five separate occasions, including a 7-0

whitewashing of Boston University.

"There was a letdown on defense against Yale, Dart-

mouth, and UNH. I don't know why. A lot of times the

other team would come out strong in the second half, and

we didn't make the mental adjustments," Humiston said.

Humiston, senior co-captain Chris Kocot, juniors Amy
Robertson, Posy Seifert, and Sheila Phillips, and

sophomore Lynn Hartman all had a nose for the ball,

which resulted in interceptions, controlled ground balls,

and transition fast-breaks.

"It's a big disappointment that we didn't make it to

the final four. This team is so strong as a unit, its a good

foundation to build on," Humiston said. "The UNH game
will always be upsetting to me. In a close game like that

there is no room for error, its just a matter of timing.

"We're not all perfect, and it took just a few mistakes

to turn that game around. I want to keep coming back

until we beat UNH. I'll come back until I die if I have to."

At least this season, the team took a step forward, even

if the step wasn't as big as it thought it could take.

* men 's track
continued from page 2U

England Championships
just around the corner this

meet will merely be used as

a stepping stone to get in

shape for the big meet.

Coach O'Brien said he plans

to use his runners in shorter

distance events in order to

.sharpen their skills.

"Many of New England's

teams or partial teams will

be there. You never can tell

because some schools have

final exams this time of

year,"said O'Brien.

The meet will also be im-

portant for anyone looking

ahead to the New Englands

or the IC4As — the

Easterns, because it will

also serve as the last chance

for runners and jumpers to

qualify.

But even though other

schools may not bring their

full arsenal, UMass will

bring a full squad down to

Chestnut Hill.

Ferdie Adoboe, who broke

the school record in the tri-

ple jump last week with a

leap of49 feet, and SRt a per-

sonal best in the long jump
(22 feet), should be ready to

display his skills in front of

New England's best.

Garfield Vaugn and
Rawle Crichlow will be com-

peting in the 100-meter and
200-meter dash. Both of

them did well at the

Eastern meet last weekend
according to O'Brien and
should have good perfor-

mances this week.
Bob Gillis and Dave La-

pointe will be hurdling this

weekend. Lapointe is com-

ing off a fourth place finish

at the Easterns. Joining

them will be New England

standout Lan7 Cuddy. Cud-

dy will also run in the

400-meter dash. Andy
Moburg, after a first place

in the 400 last week, should

lead that event for the

Minutemen.
Wayne Levy

(5000-meters), Jon Novak
(800-meters), and Bill

.Stewart (800-meters) all will

be stepping down to the

next shortest event as a

preparation for the New
Englands. Levy was able to

finish second at the

Easterns last week.

The Minutewomen, mean-

while, are gearing up to go

down to Boston College to

face teams from all over

New England as well as

track clubs such as New
Balance and Reebok. This

too. will be the last chance

to qualify for the Easterns.

Senior Barbara Cullinan,

sophomore Carla DeSantis,

and freshman Kim Baten

already have qualified for

the Easterns. Shawna
Smith (in the 800-meters)

and Sonya Vaugn (in the

800-meters) are hoping to

join them after this

weekend.
Coach Kalekeni Banda is

looking for everyone on his

team to have a good perfor-

mance before the summer so

they each have something

to shoot for next season.

RENT FROM HERTZ PENSKE
AND BE A ROAD SCHOLAR.

Hertz
Neighborhood Agent: Mark's Motor's

222 King St & Rt 5
Northampton 01060 • 586-8391

PRESENT THIS AD FOR A 10% DISCOUNT

30 Fuller Road, Chicopee, MA 01020 • 549-5186

Not ml truck J ovoiloblt ot oil locotiont All local ond ontwoy rwitols iubjtct to Merti P«n$ke stondord r»ntol

diMlificatiom. ® Morti PimJit Truck Ioojioq, Inc. 1985.

ASSISTANT SUBSCRIPTIONS
MANAGER NEEDED
AT THE COLLEGIAN

• Great managerial experience

• Great hours (mornings before noon)

• Sophmores & Juniors apply

Apply at the Collegian - 113 Campus Center

* APPLY NOW!! *

CLASSIFIED
• :yiCLEb

WAiMltO* juBlET

ACTIVITIES

TRADE U2 TICKETS
Sunrsav May -3 need
May S Call MafLte i

at 549 7477

Jay

ATTENTION SIGMA PHI t .

m»»lin9 lonigm al ? 30 m CC 1 .M 1 73 All

mvrted but Hugh A(>y questions Oamei
Munroe 546 4902

APTS IN BOSTON

GRADUATING AND MOVING lo Boston
many (islit.y;. in Boslon area Call Jefl ai

Popular Pro)jeiiios R E 437-9811

AUDIO

rP! no SPEAKERS loi sale BlO D«v«

AUTO FOR SALE

1979 PINTO 67K asking $600 549 1138

IMS FORD FALCON e cream puti

?56-6920

1979 FORD MUSTANG
' -•M/FM4lereo^i<'UUb'is inn •

1 9042

82 VWRABBIT 47 000 mis S?99«> 00 -t

B O ivell mainiamea ney» battery allef

..•Of lires 549 5185

81 CHEVETTF 4<!P ^IK. 1200 O' BO
66b-294' • • iion

PONTIAC T 1000 1983 great condition'
1 400 o' besi oKef 5490549

79 VW RABBIT ? 1' 14462

0 CHEVY CITATIOf.
B/F speakers siiio '

BO 549 5107

; cond AC
^ ,ef S850 or

74 PONTIAC LE Mans $50 00 nnc f5)

G 7B 14 tires novy lo good cond car runs

good engine 78 000 mi txxly 'ust means no
mspec all! good pans car ran 546 1030
•Her 7PM Jack

81 CHEVROLET CITATION AM'FM eiic

cond 1800 or BO 253-3568

1981 MAZDA WAGON Steal ot a dMI at

$1000 f.,>ll today 256-6078

1»7t PONTIAC PHOENIX-powertuI load

ed Great engine, little rust MutsI Mil S1000
256 1602

SUBARU 78 NEW clutch blown rod good
(or pa't ' : h n 584 9406

1980 RABBIT ENG. ha? 30K $800 ftegol

rail Ron 549 4825

1 978 HONDA aVIC $300 Of 80 253-5870

BUNKBEOS WANTED

LOOKING FOR BUNKBEDS
campus jparlmenl Please ._dii u!

546 8453 or 546-8379

CAPE COD-FALMOUTH

HELP! I NEED a place to stay m Falmoolh
tor the Summer II you need a foommate(s)

pleasv call Ray 253 9692

FISH TANK

27 GAL HEXAGON lisn tank includes stand
and assr. Yours lor 130 or BO Steve
5495770

WANTED

WANTED: TWO FEMALES lo sublet two
rooms in house Cable washer dryer,

dishwasher furnished (or only 156 00' Call

Donna 253-3625

HYANNIS- 1 ROOMMATE needed $875 for

sumrno' call Carolyn 549-4860

FASHION MODELS NEEDED lo wo'h n

Prtfis, Milan. Japan. New York. Boslon
Newcomers welcome call 617 353-0010

TAKE OVER LEASE

JUNE 1. ON bus rt 3bdrm apl m
SundtTland 665 2509

TYPING SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING PAPERS, 'etlers

resumes, etc Meticulous proofreading
Editing available New IBM typewriter Call

549-0367

SPEEDY KEYS -PROFESSIONAL.
f.TJ .;,|.. ,

. .'(. '.'^. too?

WORD WIZARD WORD processing Slu
dent rates 549 6484

SUPER SUMMER SUBLET SPECIAL

BRANDVWINE, TWO BEDROOM best Of

ter from June lo August call Ola at 646.8765

or Galoi 546-8771

VOUR SPEAKING VOICE IS YOUR
FORTUNE

DISCOVER NEW HIDDEN power n yOu'

speak.nq voice Years ol research over

30 000 person toperson voice contacts
uncovers NEW values m your speaking
voir.i' Here 5 NEW KNOWLEDGE to in

crease your mduence m your social

academic, student life and your future

business and professional tite Order your

audio cas5<j|ie lecture Your Speaking
Voice IS Your Fortune Wrile WILSON!
Box 42 Casper Wyoming 82602 Please
enclose check or money order for 39 95 10

cover costs Thirty day delivery

TOWNEHOUSE OF AMHERST

WE NEED 2 roommates (or fall semester

87 outside apartment Call 549-0608

WATERBED

WATERBED-QUEEN-SEMI-moiionless
less than 1 year olr! J sots ol sheets S230
or BO 546 9650, keep trying

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-DISC Enlenammenl Agency Disc

(Oekies lights, rentals ana mobile video

dances' 549-7144

FOR RENT

TAKE OVER OUR lease in June and gel

August rent Iree' Or .ust sublet for the sum-
mei/2 bedroom in Southwoos apts call

2566334

ROOM AVAILABLE IN Beaut condo close

10 UMass on bus line Kitchen/laundry lacil

mcl female non-smokers no pets 256-1547
San

ROOMS FROM JUNE 1st tall opton $235
per month exclusive close to campus
549 1358

3 BEDROOM APARTMENT, fall starting

June I $410 00 laundry 665-2288 bus
route

SUMMER SUBLET WITH/FALL option

Spacious 2 bedrooi^i Squire Village

Townehouse on bus route starting June 1

Call 665 8410

TAKE OVER OUR lease slartmg June 1 2

bdrm riot water inc 406 + 665 3041

WE RE LEAVING! TAKE over our 2br

Soulhwood Apt and Ih6 furniture s yours

Free' Heat/water included 253-9089

2 BEDROOM CRESTVIEW apt available

June 1 with tall option '-» mile from cam
pus. 10 mm walk on bus route. 549-5461

SOUTHWOOD APT FOR rent take over
lease in June and get August rent free

256-1060

ONE BEDROOM PUFFTON available June
tsl Call Veronica 549-5456 neep trying

BRANDYWINE ONE BEDROOM available

June 1 through ne»t school year
$460.'month inc utilities, pool, bus roule,

Cail 549-64 ir, Ask for Dave

AMHERST: 1»^ APARTMENT on bus
'Cute 10 mm -.valk to campus 440/mo plus
elec available June 1st or earlier call

549-5938 or 549-3700

REWARDS 2 BEDROOM Sunderland apt
begin June call 666 4828 anytime

SPACIOUS. CONTEMPORARY HOUSE
sundecks. skylights Great location Mar-
Iha s Vinyard Sharon 256-8797

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL option 2
bedroom Squire Village turnitute 665-4634

LARGE ONE BEDROOM garden apt

dishwasher carpeting quiet residential

neighborhood $400 thru August 253 5746

FREE HEAT AND hoi water 2 bedroom
apartment on bus route Pool dishwasher
ana other ammites Take over lease or

sublet lor summer call Dave Or Michael
256-1040

4 BEDROOM HOUSETor^uneSepf Only

Northampton near busline stores yet semi
private Call Skibiski Realtors 584-3428

SUMMER SUBLET WITH (all option 2
bed'oom Squire Village Townehouse
available June isl call 665 2644

DOUBLE ROOM NOHO house fireplace

wood floors starts Aug 145dIus Steve
5865165

LOOKING FOR TWO ladies to rent fall plus
spring next to campus call now 549-7293

FURNISHED ROOMS IN new house for

summer or fall call Dalp 253 i^-iq

4 BEDROOM W/BALCONY m Amherst
256 6620

ONE ROOM AVAILABLE for one quiet
non-smoker spacious quiet apt Crown Point

near campus furnished $285 mth I Know .is

high bit Its worth it heat is included call

Sam 256 4293 nem school yeai whenever
It starts

3 MINUTES FROM campus' Room m
house (or year one lor 1st semester only-
250plus please call 549-0792 ask lor Steve
or Leah

SUMMER RENTAL /HYANNIS 3 bedroom
/wal'ing distance lo Mam St S5 400 call

after 5PM 778 1673 Of 888 1535

AUGUST RENT FREE summer sublet
w/lall option on bus route Northwood
6663678

FEMALE SUMMER SUBLET wanted fall

option rent negotiable call Nma 256-6821

OWN SINGLE BEDROOM in 3 bedroom
Puftton Apt Beginning June 1 tor fall also

Craig 549-2804

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL option 2

bedroom rent cheap free furniture 665-8615

BIG! CHEAP! SOUTHWOOD townehouse
2 sunny bedrooms summer w/lall option

call 253-5916 ASAP

PLEASE TAKE OVER our Soulhwood
lease' Brand new carpel and kitchen floor"

Us in great shape' Call soon! Keep trying

alter 11PM 253-2824

AMAZING TOWNEHOUSFApXrYMENT
in the old Drake Building' Behind CVS m
town' 2 floors with spiral staircase call

anytime 256-1652

ROOM AVAILABLE IN fully furnished lux

unous Echo Hill Condo Two bus routes. 3

miles from campus Call 256-6809
evenings

ROOMY 2 BDRM Soulhwood apl on bus
fl $148 for 4 people per month Takeover
lease June 1st 263-5784

TOWNEHOUSE APARTMENT IN

Soulhwood 2 bedrooms, I'j baths, on bus
route Take over lease June 1 Call

256-6956

FULLY FURNISHED APT (or summer
room for 5. on bus route/ 10 mm walk from
campus Cable TV rent negotiable call

549-5712

$300 REWARD- SUMMER takeover, with

tall option -1 bedroom Clitfside Apt June
1 Bus route Opposite 7- 1 1 Beautiful loca-

tion Sunny Pool, etc Call 665-3970
(preferably) 10 30PM to 9AM

FOR SALE

CRATE AMP MUST sall< Call Shawn
5469030

U2 TICKETS FOR sale all shows 546-8789

NIKON 135MM/2.8 MAa^^~Jens~brand
new complete w/carrying case Price

negotiable Call John 6-7070, after tOP M

U2 TICKETS FOR floor section
Meadowlands May 1 1 Rumored Springs-

teen appearance call 256-0820

VUAHNET.nRAYBANTBOLLE sunglasses
plus look-a-likes Jams calchit. sunbritches

shorts everything discount Mike 549-7575

LASONIC BOOM BOX AM-FM dual
cassette deck equalizer 546-6705 Barb

U2 TIX HARTFORD May 8rh 253-3949

AIRLINE TICKET TO Cincinnati on May 20
price negotiable call 549-7693

FORD PINTO 60 86000 miles price
negotiable 546-7107

1982 TOYOTA TERCEL, 50K. OKcellent
condition. Pioneer AM/FM tape. $2500.
549-3969

CHEAP FURNITURE FOR sale beds and
couches from $20-50 549-3829

FURNITURE COUCH, FULL sTzVmattTess
w/boxspring Good condition 549-5723

.-URNITURE FOR SALE. Kitchen table and
chairs shelves dresser, bed oversiuffed
chair All Dfices cheap and negotiable
Allison 253 5893

82 CHEVEYTTE 4 Or hatch 70000 mi 1200
or B O call 546-8612

BEDROOM SET -2 matchng beds,
d'»s<e' curtains, etc call tor details Janet-

OOUBLE WOODEN DRESSER With mirror

attatched. wooden desk, twin bed. kitchen

talble with 4 chairs and a phone It in-

terested call Holly or Steph at 549-1619

COMPLETE BEDROOM SET includes bed
and headboards. 2 buraus, shelves, mirror

and nighi table Also 2 twin beds call

Michelle Duva 549-0803 or 549-1191

SURFBOARDS "APIA"! FT 10 m hwm (in,

bomberboard 10 ft Todd 649-4003

1978 DATSUN B2106X 47000 miles $950
or BO must see good condition 649-6081

MODERN FURNITURE SEMESTER old-

couch/chair set. Papazon chair, kitchen set.

desks, tjookcase. mattress, spnng & more'
Call 256-8677

COUCH FOR SALE excellent condition'

125 or BO 549-5799

FURNifUHE FOR SALE (or the kitehenjiv
ingroom. and bedroom Call Neil 549-7830
best time-dinner

PULLOUT SOFA $50. Great condition
Coffee table and desk Call 549-6067

SCHWINN ^HELUDET 23 inch sportour
bike 3 weeks old Flawless Mark 665-8651

AQUARIUM: 20 GALLON all equipment m
excellent condition Mark 665-8651

FOUND

JENNIFER HOLIDAY WE have your wallet

down at the Collegian Office Call 5-3500
or come to Identify it

FREE CASH

IneED money? spend all your cash on
Ispiingbreak*' i need your baseball cards
Iplease help' Call Mike 549-0333

FURNISH YOUR APARTMENT

COMPLETE FURNITURE FOR your apart

nent wall units solas drapes kitchen table

and chairs Great condition Call 549-6489

FURNITURE FOR SALE

^URNISH THAT NEW empty apartment of

vours if youy need il, we have it' Call us
149-6840

GRADUATING?

I NEED ONE more roommate to share a
three Deoroom townehouse m
Wailham/l2d area 549-6678

HAPPY BIRTHDV JULIEANN HERBOt

HIGH GEEK. CHICKPEAS, Donald laces
file alarm, sponge jello Holly dies, puff

beboppmg, da, rockSO. APB t shirts, soba
lotacandy NjOy' Love, Mike Buck Anne
Andrea

HELP WANTED

WE ARE LOOKING lor someone lo do child

care one evening a week and occasional
overnights Must have transportation Call
6489067

WANTED PART TIME bus drivers for Nor
thampton to Amherst routes $5 lo start very
convenieni lor Northampton residents
Work schedule arranged around your class
schedule 586-1909

SUMMER JOB - WATERFRONT Director
lor day camp m the Boslon Area June
29 August 14 Salary t.800-2 000 depen
ding on expenence Contact Janet Wad-
den, outdoor program director Patriots'
Tiail Girl Scout Council 6 St James Ave
Boston Ma 02116 (617)482 1078

PAINTERS NEEDED EASTERN New
England area interior and exterior starting

pay 6 60 and up depending on experience
Equal Opprtunity Employer (61 7)933-4370

EXCELLENT WAGES FOR spare time
assembly work, electonics, crafts Others
Info 1504)641 0091 ext 2068 7 days Call
now'

WAITRESS/WAITER, 20-25 hours^r
week (or summer possibly fall flexibility a
plus Call Mary at 584-9816, between 1 and
4

THE FUTURE S SO bright, you gotta wear
shades campaign this summer to pass the

toxic use reduction act, stop Seabrook, and
promote affordable day care Work with
Masspirg and earn $1 75 300 a week, rapid
advancement and career opportunities
avaiable Positions in Amherst Boston.
Cape Cod. Worchester. and six other loca-

tions Call 256-6434

WAlfPERSON FOR 6:30 lo 2 30 Apply
Good Egg 485 West St (uil or part-time

HAMPSHIRE FrTNESS~CLUVp'art^ime
spring and summer employment
(lifeguards, swim instructors, exercise
techs) Apply at Gatehouse Road. Amherst
lei no 256-8327

GRILLCOOKS/WAITPEOPLE: DAY hours,

great pay. pt/tt downtown Northampton
Syvesters Restaurant 1 1 1 Pleasant St

'ATTENTION: SUMMER WORK positions

* available Make 379/week. work with
'

' students Irom UMass & 500 other
"

colleges travel westward, great for
"

your resume & lots of fun Call 256-
"

0866 lor into

CANCELORS IN RESIDENTIAL unit (or

emotionally disturbed adolescents small
groups exciting learn work and good work-
ing environment $1 1 580 per year and ex-

cellent benedis Over 21 years old Call Ms
Boudreau at 584-1310 Northampton Center
for Children and families

PART-TIME DRIVER, afternoons Monday
Tuesday. Wednesday and Saturday Must
know Hadley. Amherst area Send informa-

tion to Montgomery Florist. 350 Russell St

Hadley. Ma 01035 Wo phone calls please'

GENERAL OFFICE WORK $5/hr 5-10

hrs/wk worksludy fall 87 private program
on campus no typing call after 6PM
586-6853

BRIGHT SELF-STARTERS wanted for

part-time positions at retail quick copy shop
Must be quick learners and good with peo
pie Positions available (or summer and tall

Please apply at Kinko s 220 N Pleasant St

SUMMER HELP FOR Gloucester Water
Iron! Restaurant wallers, waitresses,

dishwashers Call Frank or Doreen
617-283-4123 or 5053

EXCELLENT INCOME FOR part lime home
assembly work For into call 312-741-8400

ext 598

JENNIFER HOLIDAY

WE FOUND YOUR wallet'" Come to the

Collegian room 13 Campus Center

JIM DANDY

JIM DANDY HAPPY birthday I'll never tali

asleep again I love you but ears weren't

made to hang ornaments good luck on
finals and don't smoke hemp three limes

in three months is not loo many times but

It IS confusing lo say hwo bout Six limes m
three months call me

LISA KANOVSKY

I CAN'T BELIEVE that you are leaving

me"! What am I going to do for two whole

years!' Oh well Best ot luck at Kay Jewlers

or at R L ' Don't lorget to be a good alum-

ni and send $$ I'll miss you" Love Steph S

LOST

RED POLO SWING jacket in campus
center Friday please call Julie 9571

GREY JEAN JACKET from Mikes Vi View

Thurs 4/9 be cool return keys from pocket

Citt Brandywine 549-0667

DARK BLUE LEATHER wallet lost in Mam
SI Amherst 4/21 at night Please, please,

please!" Return IDs I don't care about the

money Call 266-8995

BLACK FUR HAT lost 31 IVIarch on cam-

pus $30 reward call Rich 546-9934

BLACK KITTEN W/WHITE markings in

Townehouse 5/2 Please call 549 1562

BLACK DOG FEMALE with while spot on
neck/chest She is med si^e very Inendly

and answers to the name Ziggy She has

red collar is part Lab and was last seen May
3rd in Belchertown-North St area 256-0608

PUMA NYLON JACKET in Herter 1 1 7 4 30

I need the key' Important' 6-8991

MARK HERNANDEZ

I THINK YOU RE qnrg'

MARTHA S VINEYARD

WANTED TWO MALE or females to share

house in Edgartown reasonable summer
rent call Jim Merrigan at 545-2150 or Chris

at 549-1010 after 6PM

MONEYMAKING OPPORTUNITIES

BROKE. FOR MORE info send sell ad
dressed stamped envelope to S Scniegei
124 Meadow St .

Amherst MA niOO?

MOTORCYCLES

HONDA CB350 RECENTLY rebuilt emgme
call 256 8643 ask for JR $450 or BO

YAMAHA 200CC ROADBIKE perfect con
diton $496 253 2459

HONDA VT500 ASCOT 1984 BIk excel
cond 7600mi liquid cooled shaft drive 6 sp
must see $1200 or BO Call Ben 253 7785

1978 HONDA HAWK eicelleni condition

With Shoei helmet $600 546-5209

"MR. SCHEMBRf

•OUR FAVORITE COASTIE. we re gomg-
10 miss you when you leave for

Newport' Good luck with school'

With love, your women

PERSONALS

MEET NEW PEOPLE! Get great ex
perience' Come write for New England s

largest college daily The Collegian is in 1 1

3

Campus Center right behind the T V
Come down and check us out!

ITS COMING FOR the llrst time in Mayi

KERRI, WE COULDN T forget you could
we'' Hope you have a great birthday' Love
ya Beverly and Alyson

HEY SQUID! YOU better walclTout'orril
break your tentacles' Love Squidette

HILARY-HAPPY 19 birthday we hope you
had an awesome dy love Delta Zeta

TO THE PLEDGES ol Sigma Kappa-Mana
Erin, Christine Patty Karen, Kim Maria,
Tanya, Cathy and Christine- we all hope
that you are prepared for lock-in this

weekend with the snake and the other rep
tiles Try not to worry too much, we all had
to go through it, and most of us survived
Good luck' You'll need it Love the sisters

ot Sigma Kappa

HELP-I NEED a place to live in or near
Boston this summer Please call Ron at

665-3032

SAVE SSOO ON next semesters bill wanted
several students (or work program 6-8hrs
weekly lor next semester call Mr Roos
549-5120

SEX GOrTlLAS AND RocknRoll, Ihats our
motio Gorillas Grams m Style call

546-7654, 9152. 8561

OAN-I MET you at MCH Friday night- you
asked me to go back to UMass- sorry i

didn't 583-3212

HEY PAUL TABERNER sleep in your own
bed lor a change Two South Patterson

TRIPLE A STUDENT PaTnters Amherst
BITN Pelham Areas intenor/extenor. low
rales, insured BBB members, written

guarantee free estimates call

1-800-922-6579

OHAG CO-PREZ: Doug-congrats! Two
heads are better than one-Tammy

7S FIELD: LOVE you guys! Its tieen a great
year' I'll miss you' -Tammy

CONGRATS: DOUG. KTM, Mary JorAmy
& Eric Next yeal will be great' Tammy

MICHELLE KRAMER. HAPPY oirthday

Mickey Mouse' We love you Mon' Kath S
Jill

DAVE-CAN TONIGHT be surpassed by our
Quabbin adventure' I can'l wail to find out

CHRIS POWERS YOU are not going lo

remember lonighl so live it up you're final-

ly 21' Happy birthday Love Gayle

KIM, SORRY ABOUT yOuf lish I know you
loved him but tow you can spend all mat
extra time with me, this summer' Lets have
(un in New Vork I love you, Collin

IOTAS ROCK THE house' Get psyched
Gammies- cause tonight's the mghl'

CONSEJERIA: SRA SANDRA, consejera

y espiriiista, resuelue proDlemas de amor
negicios etc Toda consulta por donacion
Tel 546-5656

YO WITCH! HAVE a fabulous birthday

Here's lo a great summer' Fred

DAVID CARLSON 3WEST Dckinson an in

spiralion yes you are Keep uo hope lor

your lime will come with love

JEFF AND GAIL: tomorrow nighl we II be
in God's country they'll sing their song (or

us Do I have lo say get psyched'"

TO MY FAVORITE couch potato at Smith
The doghouse will be lonely without you this

summer Thankslor the good times, I hope
they can continue' Love. Fido

LEIGH CONGRATULATIONS TO our
favorite AXO sister we'll miss you Love
Baker 4

CONGRATULATIONS CHRYSII! WE LL
celebrate AXO initiation at the formal

tonight' Get psyched to party! Love, Jax

CONGRATULATIONS AXO NEW sisters'

We knew you could do it You guys are
great' We love you! The sisters of Alpha Chi
Omega

JEN CLARK^'MAPPY 21st flnaHyT^ Gel
psyched. Friday mghl will be a night to

remember' DH LR BP TK

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE new sisters

ol Delta Zeta Lauren Tracy Elissa, Amy,
Cindy, Patti, Diana Hilary Amy. Tama,
Shen, Erin. Naomi Lisa, Laurie, and Tia'

Love the sisters of Delta Zeta

PUFFERS POND

SUMMER SUBLET WITHIN walking

distance can fit six people but will rent to

less Very negotiable call 549-5414

PETER D

WHAT CAN ANYONE say w make you
stay'' I II miss you Luv Cathy L

PIG ROAST PARTIERS

I KNOW YOU had a good time, but I oidn t

I lost a gold rope bracelel ol extreme sen
timental value on Pelham Road. 5/2 Any
into please call 546 7738

PLEASE HELP

WANT A a or 3 bedroom apartment tor fall

semester only If you can help us out please

call Brian or Erik at 253-7195 leave

message

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

CASES. PAPERS, DISSERTATIONS.
theses last accurate, dependable, on
campus reasonable 584 7924 Nancy

ROCKIN ROGER SHORES

HAPPY 21ST! HOPE you can celebrate

your 22rd in Morocco with me i love you'
vour cute CASIAC yuKnend

ROOM AVAILABLE

ROOM IN NORTHAMPTON available June
isl $200 a month call Don 584-0054 fall

option

ROOMMATE WANTED

SUMMER SUBLET/FALL option 2 large

bedroom townehouse in Sunderland pool,

tennis backyard bus rt only 9 minutes
from campus 195'month (summer neg I

call 665-2265 leave message

ROOMMATE WANTED TO share a two
oeOroom Colonial VIg Apl Own room lul-

y furnished, 185 a month 253 5183
anytime

SELF-STORAGE FROM $20 monthly
Transportation possible Aaron Inc
665-8281 1800 342-3492

OLD 5 BEDROOM house on Hyannis Har
tx>r Cape Cod 1500 per person for season
Call Mark 617 775 1669

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share
Brandywine Apl call 546-9027 tor more
info

CAPE COD! WANTED: 1 or 2 roommates
call Mane 549 4853 or Jessica 549-3846

ROOMMATE WANTED FOR tall semester
in spacious Northampton apartment
Reasonable rates, quiet, t'^baths. cable
laundry on premises Call Dave 586-0714
or Matt 546-8458

2 FEMALES TO share spacious rm house
2 full baths, fire place Irg living room din-

ing rm , 2 mm walk lo campus call Laura
649-4524

PUFFTON MALE ROOMSRtE wariiedTo
share in one bedroom apt Thom 546-6057
or 549-5231

NON-SMOKER FEMALE wanted to share
Puifton Apt for tall and spring Own room
call 549-0691

WOWt 2 COOL roommates wanted' Take
over lease June 1 furnished' Fall option'

Reward!! 253 3368

1 FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share
a Brittany Manor apt Call 253 2284

GREAT L0CATK3N SUMMER sublet w/fall

option m Amherst Center 546-9368 after

3PM

TWO PEOPLE NEEDED to Share rooms for

summer m Sundertand apartment, male or

female, smokers welcome 665-2718 (all op
lion available

RESPONSIBLE. NONSMOKER FEMALE
needed (or summer and/or next school
year One bedroom in sunny two bedroom
townehouse Live with quiet female grad
student 665-4563

LOOKING FOR TWO lemales to share
bedroom in Brandywine Apl is completely
lurnished Starling June 1 Call Lisa at

549-4680

LOOKING FOR 2 females or a couple to

share large room m Amherst house call

546-9151 or 253-3671 eves

TWO ROOMS AVAILABLE immediately m
spacious (armhouse 1 5 mi (rom Amherst
Quiet, rural surroundings Take lease w/(all

option 21plus nonsmokeis 195plus
256-0407

2 FUN NON smoking temaies needed for

double m Puffton call 549 1302

DESPARATE FOR A man' Two females
and one male seek one cool dude to share
a nice two bedroom aparlmenl m
Soulhwood Call Ursula. Jeanne or Mark
6-6649 or 6-6654

ROOMMATE WANTED SINGLE room N
Amherst house with washer/dryer T V VCR
Microwave fireplace not too senous female
student $250 plus 549-5540

WE ARE LOOKING lor 2 lemale room
males to share Brittany or Townehouse apt

call Cheryl 546-6239

1 BEDROOM AVAILABLE in extra larqe
fully lurnished Soulhwood Townehouse (or

2 females lo share available June l with (all

option call anytime 263-3934

NEED FEMALE NONSMOKER to share 1

bedroom m Brandywine 549 4538

SUMMER SUBLET ROOMMATE wanted
nonsmoker preferred 1039 H Pleasant St

right across from Puffton on bus route rent

IS negotiable call 546-7809 or 546-8947
leave message

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED, non
smoker considerate For l bdr apt in Col-

onial Village. 160/mo Completely furnish-

ed Call 256-0724 evenings

ROOMMATES WANTED FOR FALL

AMHERST CENTER DOUBLE room
available m sunny apt m house 549-5866

SERVICES

TUTORING, SUBSTITUTE TEACHING in

business management, marketing
finance investment S microcomputers $7
per hour Neg 536-5006 leave message

SELF-STORAGE FROM $20 monthly
T'ansporlation possible Aaron Inc

665-8281 1800-342-3492

NEED A TRUCK? Call Peter will drive yOu
and your stuft 2 and 3 hrs dnve cheaper
than UHaul call mghls 665-3292

HORSES TO RENT any time jom a horse
commillee come and go ride by yourself

lessons and overnight rides special tnps
and Di'lhda', parties 367 2482

EXPERIENCED QUANTITY COOK
available (or summer employment Mon Fn
6AM.6PM call evenings 256-8398

SOVIET JEWRY DAY

ON MAY 10. at noon come jOin us at

Haigis Mall (or a march to Amherst Com
mon and rally lor Massachusalls Soviet

Jewry This statewide event is sponsored

by numerous campus groups and we urge

all lo attend and support this vital cause
Fo.- more into call David R Mark at

545-3500

SPRING FLING

HELP 'WITH SPRING Flmg' Come^lo Cen
trai Area Government meetings at 8 00 on
Tuesdays

SOUTHWEST WEEK

'THE 9TH ANNUAL Southwest Week is'
' here'" Come and see some ol the '

best new bands (rom across the
Slate Be a part ot the (estivities

barbeques tree silkscreenmg o( '

your own I shirt (ree balloons
'dancing, comedians (ree movies and'
• (yn in the sun May 5th to May 8th '

' Another Southwest Area Government '

production '

SPANISH TUTORING A TRANSLATION

PATIENT. SKILLFUL HELP: short stories

grammar 256 1002

ST JUDE

THANK YOU AGAIN! Seldom do your
prayers go unanswered I am very grateful

SUBLET

THE BOSTON GLOBE. IBM General
Foods and Kenner Parker Toys are |ust a
lew ol the many opportunities available

through the Co-op Office Come m or call

today 545-2224 your future starts here'

TWO BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE m
Soulhwood includes bathroom and hall

dishwashei partially furnished on bus
route' Call 256 8378

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT. Includes
utilities, dishwasher. A/C pool, tennis On
bus route Reward 665-8891

$80/MONTH SUBLET lemale. non smoker
tully furnished apt call 256-8296

SUMMER SUBcET -fAU option 1 o( 4

bedrooms -bus route t36/month Janette
2568962

NORTHAMPTON 2BRDM 1 minute walk to

dwntwn summer w/(all option new utilities

$500/mth call alter 4PM 586 921

1

TWO BEDROOMS, FURNISHED.
spacious, very cheap. lOO yeards lo bus
pizza 7-11 only $295 per month 665-8640

SUMMER JOBS

• •••••••••««• •« * •• ••••«•« • • • • »

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS
The organized students We tram you

'

Now hiring painters good conditions
'

'and good pay $5-$7 per hour throughout

'New England Age and experience not'

a concern Positions tilling quickly '

call today 1 800-424-2468

SUMMER JOBSil! ACADEMIC AKairs

Com hiring students lo help produce
Course and Teacher Evaluation Guide 2

part time positions available (20-30 hrs/wk
at mm wage ) Job entitles writing, editing,

typesetting Additional into and applications

available at 420 Student Union BIdg Due
at noon Wed May 13 Women and
minorities encouraqed to apply AA/EOE

THE FUTURE IS so bright, you gotta wear
shades Help pass the Toxics Liberation

Act stop nuclear madness, and (ighl (or

consumer justice Masspirg seeks bright

energetic students for summer campaign
positions Earn $150-300 per week Tram
ing. travel, advancement and a chance lo

meet hundreds of other tun people Offices

m Amherst. Boston. Cape Cod. Wor
Chester, and six other locations Call San-
dv at 256-6434 today'

SUMMER ROOM FOR RENT

ONE BLOCK TO town one to campus dou-

ble room $130 per person evr?rything inc

Call Jill or Sue 549-7477

SUMMER SUBLET

3 BEDROOM FURNISHED apl 4e0/month
utilities and catjie included on bus route

swimmmg pool, tennis ct 665 3671

AMHERST CENTER. DOUBLE room in

house with (all option, rem reasonable call

Claire or Lisa lor details at 253-7216

THREE BEDROOM PUFFTON apl
Available tor summer 87 3 or 4 people call

lor dpiails 549-6327

LARGE FULLY FURNISHED nouso Cible
5 beorooms, near bus stop, very clean This

house is ideal'" Rent negotiable call us'

25? 5SR5

2 BEDROOM APT Brandywine summer
sublet cheap 546-4784 546-5484

SUMMER SUBLET FOR two June 1 call

665-7526

3 BR APARTMENT on bus line Pool, free

hoi water Available June 1 $425i'mo
AuQusI Iree Fall option Call anytime
665-4819

NEEDED 1 OR 2 people lo share 2 bdrm
townehouse this summer On bus route (10
mm to GRC) -tully furnished, seme quiet

Free cable pool, tennis call Rena 8279

TAKE OVER OUR SundeTTand house
lease, please Ethan Sara Scott 666-2904

2 BEDROOMS 2 baths 2 living areas, kit-

chen m nice house between UMass and
town Possible fall option $200 each must
see' 649-5589 Barry, Glen

3 BEDROOM FURNISHED Puffton (or sum
mer Reasonable rent call 549-0333

ONE BEDROOM IN Brittany Manor with (all

option 253 2236

4 BEDROOM HOUSC m Noho avail June
7 call 6-9281 6-9276

SUMMER SUBLET ONE bedroorrTipart
ment 111 back o( Orchard Hill private quiet

baih garage kitchen (aciiities. washer
dryer call David 253-9032 leave message

ONE ROOM IN Soulhwood apartment lor

She summer with fall optton Cheap summer
rate' Call 253 3558

ONE BEDROOM IN 2 bedroom apl
available June 1 Call Dave 665-2338

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL option
Spacious two bedroom apt in Sunderland
on bus route small, quiet complex call

665-7590

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL option
Available June 1 , 1 room in 4 bedroom apt
m Northampton $21X)/month call Don
584-0054

2 BEDROOM APT Brandywine rent neg
call at night 549-6425

TWO BEDROOM BRANDYWINE l>esl of

fer call 546 8547 5468551 546-5259

FEMALE SUBLETTERS FOR One
bedroom m two tjedroom Crestview Vjmile
from Campus rent negotiable call 549-2638

LARGE SINGLE BibROOM 1 minute from
campus Great price Call Kurt 549-7477

NICE 3B0RM HOUSE noxt^o PuHers
Pond Backyard, plenty ot parking, rant

negotiable Call Oiane 549 7609 or Peter
549-6267

NEED FURNITURE CHEAP call Jacqui
256 8032

QUIET ROOM AVAILABLE in house dovirn

the sKeei dom mall S busline Large and
privale tent neg call 6-7057 and loave
message

2 BEDROOM APT in house on Grove St

near bus slop available June thru Aug w/tall

option 253-5820

NEED 1 PERSON sublet June Sept i n i

bedroom Putdon Apl room lurnished non
smoker t75/mo call Susan after 9 30PM
5490697

BRANDYWINE 1 BEDROOMapartment
Sunny spacious (uHy lurnished with deck
close to bus best oltei 549-6479

AMHERST CENTER HUGE room in 4 b
house tall option $210/mo Lauren
253-3053

SWISS VILLAGE FULLY lurnished cable
separate bedrooms call now 253-5419

JULY AND AUGUST in Noholiouse Sun
ny call Sieve 586-6165

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL Option
$405/mlh partly mc turn, b-b q pool, air

condition elec ht dishwasher, spac rms
200 fl avail 6/1/87 Call 665-3757

NEXT TO CAMPUS! Unbeatable summer
place Grad students prelarred call soon
549 7293

AMHERST CENTER SUMMER sublet 2
people $125 549 7783

$100/MO ROOMS FOR rent June-Aug call

263-3102

3 BEDROOM APT for summer w/lall optii^n

August rent free 665-4813 Northwood

1 ROOM IN 2 br apt m Amherst convenient
location call Helmant 256-8137

SUMMER SUBLET JUNE 10 August 31

Room in house on Mam St $185plus or BO
Allison 253-5893

3 BEDROOM APARTMENT tully lurnished

ideal location N Pleasant St good rent call

for info 253 3956

W/FALL OPTION. Spacious clean two
tiedroom lownhouse on bus royle Take
over lease June 1st 665-845S

2 BEDROOM FURNISHED apTCoiomal
Village bus route 300/mo call AI 546-9753

SUMMER SUBLET OUR 2bedroom Bran
dywine apt nonsmokers only 549-4536

MANY ROOMS AVAILABLE in house
Rent 120 00 plus utilities We are in the
mood 10 negotiate 549-5770

ATTENTION: SHOULDN'T PASS up- own
bed/bath rent negotiable Pufllon 549-3607
June 1 to Aug 30

SUMMER SUBLET IN BOSTON available

With two males June 1-August 31 $184
month call 256-1700 (Rebekah) or

(617)787 1333 (Chris)

1 BEDROOM IN 2 bedroom apt, cable TV
pool AC 665 7185

DOWNTOWN NOHO 4 bedroom apart
meni $680plus or each room $170plus pet

month Summei only call eves Robin or

Krissy 256-0718

TWO BEDROOM PUFFTON apartment lor

summer sublet plus Call Julie 546-7237

TWO ROOMMATES NEEDED to share
summer sublet in Presidential Apis Fur
nished and inexpensive call 549-4691
anytime

1B0 APT Amherst Crossing Apts on bus
line (all option 380/mo call 256-6136

TWO BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE in

Squire Village summer sublet with fall op
lion call 665 4026

TWO BEDROOM APT fully furnished cabl.-

TV, on hiis route one or two people, $150
per person call 263 2696

SOUTH AMHERST HOUSE wilh lOoms
available immediaiely(3 or 4) Call Paul al

256 0333

WANTED TO RENT

APARTMENT OR HOUSE for 3 4 or 5

people reasonably close lo campus Call

anytime 546-6602, 546-5774 or 546-5772
Please keep trying

TWO SENIORS LOOKING for one or two
bedrooms lor now unlil end ot semester
close to campus Call Chris or Dave
253 7572

LOOKING FOR 3-BEDROOM m PuKlon
reward Ottered Lisa 6 7979

S$$BIG REWARD OFFERED (or 3
bedroom Pu((lon Apt Lease 253-7927

LOOKING FOR 3bedroom Puffton Apl
Want to sublet for summer and take over
lease Call Herb 546-6761

TAKE OVER LEASE June Isl 2 bedroom
apt in Colonial Village across Irom Changes
380/mo plus utilities on bus route 256-0984

3 SENIORS LOOKING for 2 or 3 bedroom
apartment lor fall Sememster only If you
can help us out please call Brian or Erik at

253-7195 Leave message

UMASS STUDENT LOOKING lor room to

rent near campus during spring break 9-21

10 9-29 Call Mary at 546-1 151 Keep trying

SUBLETS/HOUSING NEEDEO^une 28
Aug 15 Call SBMC 256-8615 9AM 7PM

WANTED-SI 00 REWARD a 6 or 7 person
house for next year, near bus route Call

Dave 549-0384 or Patty 549-1703 leave
name and number

WANT TO TAKE over lease ol ott-campus
house near bus route (or next tall and
spnng Call 546 1090 or 253-3894

2 HIGH SPIRITED WOMEN (smokers) look

ing lo take over lease on apt or house or

to share your place m the fall call Knslie
6-8565

APARTMENT OR HOUSE for 3 4 or b

people reasonable close to campus call

anytime 546 6602 546-5774 or 546 5772
Please keep iryingi

LOOKING FOR A 3 tjed'ixim apartment m
Puffton lor summer (May 23 10 Aug) Call

Nikhil 546 1046 or Rahul 546 1497

NEED ROOMMATES? TWO girls looking
for one or two bedrooms in house (or sum
mer Oenmsport/Harwich area 256 0316

1 FUN FEMALE tookmg (or apartment (or

the fall call 6-6007 anylfme ask (or Joanne

ONE BEDROOM. FIRST fkx>r so or Center
Amherst, tor elderty woman, starting June
1 call Mike Petors 323-601 1 or S45-22S3

I 'IfLOOKING FOR a roorn Tor Tall m^a
house or apartment in Northampton Must
be quiet Call Liliana 549-6972
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SPORTS

Gorillas, 'Cuse set for shootout

'olle^an photo by Mirheal Cooper

When Gorillas Neal Cunningham Qeft, shown in earlier action at New know that every effort will be needed to beat ine high-powered

Hampshire) and Scott Hiller (center) take the field today at 3 p.m. at War- Orangemen. The winner will most likely get a bye in the first round of

ren McGuirk Alumni Stadium to face third-ranked Syracuse, the two the NCAA tournament

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Not a whole lot more needs to be said about this game
because with the facts on the table, it's clear why both

teams are desperate to win today's UMass^yracuse men's

lacrosse game.
Take a look and decide if you want to be one in what

is expected to be the largest crowd in University of

Massachusetts campus lacrosse history:

Who wants it worse and why: Taking a look at both

teams, both can afford a loss, but neither wants one.

At 7-3, Syracuse, on strength of schedule and with a

lacrosse tradition similar to that of the NBA's Los Angeles

Lakers, the Orangemen will be in the playoffs and will

host a playoff game at the Carrier Dome. A win would

further solidify their claim as the number three team in

the country and nail down one of four top playoff seeds

to be given out by the NCAA tournament committee over

the weekend.
A loss, however, would prove costly both in terms oftheir

seeding and credibility. Along with a top-four seed comes

a first round bye and home advantage for the quarterfinals

next Sunday. A second-four seed gives the team home ad-

vantage for Wednesday's opening round, but no bye, an

extra game, and no rest time.

"We would love to have the bye to save our legs for Sun-

day, ' Syracuse head coach Roy Simmons said. "If we lose,

our penalty is we would have to play on Wednesday. If

UMass loses, their penalty may be to pack it up and go

home."
Simmons might be right. At 8-1, the Gorillas have been

climbing over nearly everyone in their path. With one ex-

ception, the team has played solid lax. But that one ex-

ception and the fact that the team's two toughest and most

highly regarded opponents (unbeaten Cornell and 10th-

ranked Brown) cancelled out on UMass, has kept the team

from realizing its fall potential. It also has kept the rest

of the country undecided on how good the team really is.

continued on page 16

Baseball seeks Atlantic 10 Championship
Take on West Virginia in weekend playoffs
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

BOYERTOWN. PA - As the number of

wins has risen for the University of

Massachusetts baseball team, so has the

team's level of confidence. The Minutemen

Men's track

runs forNE title
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Correspondent

Both the University of Massachusetts

men's and women's track teams are com-

ing off of great performances from last

weekend as the men finished second at

the Eastern Invitational in Westfield and

the women did the same at the New
England Championships.

Both teams look to continue the string

of strong performances as they head into

yet another weekend of action.

The men will be trying their luck at the

first annual Boston College Invitational

while the women will also be making the

trip to BC to compete in the BC Open.

The men, who have placed in the top

three in their last three meets, will be out

to grab their sectmd win in three weeks.

That's not out of the question the way the

team has been finishing.

The Minutemen have been a model of

consistency all season. With the New
continued on page 18

are ready and confident as they open play

today in the Atlantic 10 playoffs here,

"I think we're ready," UMass coach Dick

Bergquist said. "The attitude of the team
has been real good."

UMass, 19-13, finished second to Rutgers

University (35-12-1, overall, 11-4-1 in the

conference) in the A- 10 East. The represen-

tatives from the West Division are the

University of West Virginia (29-13 overall,

13-3 in the A- 10), and Penn State Univer-

sity (29-17 overall and 11-3 in the

conference).

The Minutemen will start the tourna-

ment at 4 p.m. against West Virginia in a

game that could very well turn out to be

a pitcher's duel.

Bergquist will use his ace, Dave
Telgheder. The sophomore righthander has

a 5 1 record and has a 4.86 earned run

average. He went until last weekend vs.

Temple University before losing his first

game.
"I think my last time out. I just didn't

have my stuff." Telgheder .'*aid "I'm con-

fident I'll throw well (today) and keep us

in the game."
West Virginia will counter with Ken

Smith, a senior who has been undefeated

in his last two seasons. The riK'hty is 10-0

this year with a 3.19 ERA.
Knowing that (Smith) is so good gives me

a little more personal motivation."

Telgheder said. "It's a big game to bigin

with, but that gets me more pumped up."

But both teams have the offensive power

to make the game a slugfest. The Moun-
taineers have eight batters over .300.

Designated hitter Steve Rolen leads the

club with a .394 average and seven home
runs. Craig Riffe is hitting .383 while Gus
Morande is at .353. Benny Shreve (.304 BA)
also has seven homers.

The hottest UMass hitter in the second

half of the season has been Sean Flint. The

senior co-captain leads the teams in batting

at .385. He has 10 homers and is one shy

of the UMass record for homers in a season

(11) and homers in a career (20). Flint also

leads UMass with 32 runs batted in and
has a .700 slugging percentage.

Sophomore designated hitter Dean Bor-

relli, one of the hottest hitters on the team
of late, is now second in hitting at .375.

continued on page 16
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Stabbing and fights

assault and battery
A stabbing occurred and shots were fired at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts early Sunday, a University

spokeswoman said.

Jeanne Hopkins Stover said one person was attacked

with a knife inside the Student Union Building. The
assault was one of several fights connected with a

"Funkathon" sponsored by the Black Mass Communica-

tions Project, she said.

Hopkins Stover said one individual was arrested at

1:48 a.m. Sunday for assault and battery with a

disrupt Funkathon;
arrest Sunday a.m.
dangerous weapon. The victim was treated and releas-

ed from Cooley Dickinson Hospital.

Hopkins Stover also said a weapon was discharged at

about 4:15 a.m. It was unclear whether the incident was
connected with the fights. No one was hurt. One person

was arrested and expected to be charged with unlawful

possession of a handgun.
University of Massachusetts police said they were not

permitted to discuss the incidents.
-CRAIG SANDLER
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Southside Johnny, left, jams out to more than 6,000 people at the final concert of the spring

concert series yesterday on the Southwest field.

Southside Johnny, Smithereens swoon SW
"I'm glad we could provide music on the heavier side.

It doesn't matter how old you are, people love to rock —
my mother enjoyed the show," Mcquaid said.

In between the first two acts, the University of

Massachusetts Skydiving Club gave a jump exhibition.

One of the four jvmipers blew slightly off course and landed

safely in the dispersing crowd, a' few feet from the music

mixing bo£U"d.

F.C. Pohaku played a tight set of fusion originals with

an incredibly full sound for a four piece band. Singer John

Cruz explained the benefits of growing marijuana in one

of his songs — everybody perked up. The band has a

special ability to successfully fade out the end of a song.

When the Smithereens hit the stage, the crowd was the

largest of the day. Clad in black turtle necks [lead singer

Pat DiNizio wore a leather jacket despite the high

temperatures], the band showed they had an off-beat sense

of humor and brought the crowd to its feet, screaming for

more after the encore.

Before launching into their hit Behind the Walls of

Sleep, DiNizio asked "What did Ted Kennedy say to Gary

Hart? You should have let me drive her home."
continued on page 9

By RICK SASSON
Collegian Staff

Southside Johnny told a dancing crowd of more than

6,000 yesterday, "It's great to be here at your spring fling,

or whatever you call it. Who cares?"

No one answered Johnny on the 70 degree sunny con-

cert afternoon, and the Southwest Area Government pull-

ed off a fabulous show with four great bands and few crowd

incidents.

Aside from two fights and two minors charged with

possession of alcohol, yesterday's concert on the Southwest

playing fields went extremely well, said Director of Public

Safety Arthur Hilson.

"It was a wonderful day. I'm impressed with the stu-

dent's behavior. Everybody chipped in — Student Securi-

ty deserves alot of credit," Hilson said.

Nexus, a heavy metal campus act, opened the show at

noon, playing to a growing crowd and a group of devout

fans. Their show was highlighted by a cover version of

the Tubes Talk To You Later, sung by bass player Bill

Mcquaid.

Review finds
funds record
questionable
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

More than $100,000 in travel advances have not been
properly accounted for, according to a draft of an inter-

nal audit that is part of a comprehensive review of the

University of Massachusetts finances.

Unnamed higher education sources told The Boston

Globe most of the funds in question are related to an ex-

change program in West Germany. More than $50,000 of

the advances have been outstanding or not accounted for

since 1985, sources said.

In addition, officials told the Globe University President

David C. Knapp and UMass Boston Chancellor Robert A.

Corrigan may be nearing the end of their tenures.

Most of the funds being audited are part of more than

$200 million in UMass trust funds. The audit had raised

questions about top executives' use of credit cards, spousal

travel, and private club memberships, and has been most
critical of Corrigan, sources said.

The auditors said Corrigan improperly used university

funds to pay for parking tickets and had been careless

about following accounting procedures, sources said.

Some Trustees and members of the Boston delegation

to the Massachusetts State Legislature think Corrigan
should seek new employment soon, in light of the con-

troversy over the trust funds, sources said.

Andrew Knowles, chairman of the Board of Trustees,

said Corrigan used "poor judgement in his handling of

the trust funds," but has "done a good job in the academic

and administrative sense," according to the Globe.

Knowles said he has not asked Corrigan to resign.

Knapp declined to confirm or deny the total amount ot

undocumented travel advances uncovered by the auditors

and declined further comment because the audit has not

been completed, the Globe reported.

Last week Knapp confirmed that auditors raised ques-

tions about the handling of nearly $5,000 of advances in

his own office.

Knapp, Corrigan and UMass-Amherst Chancellor

Joseph D. Duffey said the audits questioned their use of

University funds to bring their wives on business trips,

the Globe reported.

Duffey said University funds were used to pay for his

wife's travel expenses in the past, but said he would not

ask for trust fund money for this purpose in the future.

The travel and entertainment audit is expected to be

completed by August, said Joyce Kacoyanis, an assistant

to Knapp. The audits have resulted in new rules for the

use of private clubs by the president and the chancellors

of the Amherst, Boston and Worcester campuses, which

allow the executives to maintain two club memberships

of University-related entertaining, providing the clubs do

not have discriminatory membership policies, Kacoyanis

said.
•'*""«"'—~' continuea on page it _

Limited funding available to library; professor helps
Weinberg cites Tower Library shortcomings

( ollcKtnn phirtn ny PmuI I'rHlit

Sophomore reliever Don Strange and the Minutemen look to win the
Atlantic 10 Conference Championship this weekend in Boyertown, Pa.

By JOE LIEBESCHUETZ
Collegian Staff

When University of Massachusetts Pro-

fessor Meyer Weinberg says, "The future

is brilliant, but the present is very dif-

ficult," he means it.

Weinberg, director of the Horace Mann
Bond Center of Equal Education is present-

ly spending $1,000 of his own money on

periodicals for the library, and does not

know where his next paperclip will come

from.

Weinberg said that because of limited

funds, the library could no longer subscribe

to a press-cutting service, nor buy journals.

Furthermore, the library could not afford

secretarial assistance.

The center occupies half of the 22nd floor

of the Tower Library and comprises a col

lection of newsclippings. books and theses

dealing principally with racism and sexism

in education. Weinberg, a professor of

education, began collecting this material

in 1961, and donated it to UMass in 1986.

The library has at various times been

ftinded by grants from the State Depart-

ment of Education, the Ford Foundation,

as well as private donations and money
received from the University. At no time

has funding been secure, Weinberg said.

Weinberg said by giving his collection to

the University, he thought this uncertain-

ty would cease to exist. He said he was par-

ticularly concerned that the library would

continue to run in its present form after his

retirement. In fact, the present financial

situation of the center is much worse than

that before the transfer.

Out of a request for $34,150, the School

of Education has only allocated $14,000 for

the current academic year, a 59 percent

reduction from last year. Of this, Weinberg

said he has only received $10,000. This

money was used to pay for two teaching

assistants with no funds left for other ex-

penses. Weinberg estimated the library's

annual running cost at $45,000.

Weinberg said four years ago the School

of Education Executive Commitee adopted

a resolution that the school would cover

debts of the center up to $20,000 per year.

He alleged that this resolution has never

been rescinded but was not being honored.

Donna Goodleaf, a TA at the center, said

the School of Education did not derive any

popularity from the center and was "not

concerned with racism." She said she

thought the school was trying to wear

Weinberg down with the intention of

dispersing the contents of the center

throughout the remainder of the Tower

Library after his retirement.

Both Weinberg and Goodleaf said the

Center was widely used by students and

faculty of the University, together with

research scholars from other parts of the

US and abroad. However, on three separate

occasions, the Collegian only observed one

user other than Weinberg and Goodleaf in

the center.

Weinberg said he thought the US in

general, as well as UMass in particular,

were becoming increasingly racist and

because of this it was even more difficult

to attract funding from outside sources, but

even more essential that the center should

continue to operate.

He said the School of Education's overall

budget had been been substantially in-

creased this year, and that he knew of no

other program within the school other than

his own that had been cut.

The transfer is documented by two

agreements, one with the

University that Weinberg cosigned with

Provost Richard O'Brien and former Dean
of the School of Education Mario Fantini,

the other cosigned with Director of the

Tower Library Richard Talbot.

Asked whether he thought the center was

a valuable asset to the University, O'Brien

said he would rather not comment, it be-

ing an internal matter for the School of

Education.

The other signatory, Fantini, has since

resigned from his position as Dean. The
Collegian has made many attempt to

discuss the situation with George Urch,

Fantini's temporary replacement, but has

been unable to contact him.
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Graduates get variety

speakers at ceremony
BOSTON AP" The thousands of

students who will graduate from

Massachu-setts colleges m the next few-

weeks will hear commencement addresses

from a wide %ariety of speakers that in-

cludes a cartoonist, the chief justice o! the

US Supreme Court and a former network

anchorman.

The first full day of ceremonies will be

Saturday

Go%- Michael S. Dukakis, a candidate for

the 198* Democratic presidential nomma-

will receive an honorary Doctor of

U.1- de^Tee that day when he delivers the

mam address at Bentley College's 68th

'nencement.

Anne Hawley. executive director of the

Massachusetts Council on the Aits and

Humanities, will receive an honorar>'

degree at Leslev College's graduation

ceremony in Walter Brown Arena at

Boston University.

Also on Saturday. William P. Haas, vice

chancellor of the Massachu.-^ett- ^^late col-

lege system, will deliver the commence-

ment address at Nichols College m Dudley,

actor Cliff Robertson will be given an

honorary doctorate and deliver the main

speech at Bradford College in Bradford.

And Babson College will present an

honorary Doctor of Laws degree on Robert

L. Bartlev. editor and vice president of The

Wall Street Journal. Bartley will deliver

the mam commencement speech to the

school's 68th graduating class.

Chief Justice William H. Rehnquist will

deliver the main address to Boston UnWer-

sity's graduation ceremony May 17 at

Ni'ckerson Field. Earlier that day, Elie

Wiesel. the winner of the Nobel Peace Prize

and a Boston University professor, will ad-

dress the school's baccalaureate ceremony.

In Medford, Supreme Court Justice

Harry N. Blackmun will receive an

honorary Doctor of Laws degree dujJTng

Tufts University's 131st commencement.

one of 11 honors being given.

The widow of comedian Danny Kaye will

accept an honorary Doctor of Humane Let-

ters on behalf of her late husband Also be-

ing honored at the ceremonies in Medford

will be Winston Lord, US ambassador to

China, and Gloria Steinem. who will be

made an honorary Doctor of Humane Let-

ters and deliver the mam commencement

speech

Former CBS anchorman Walter Cronkite

and syndicated columnist Art Buchwald

will be among recipients of honorary

degrees dui'ing Brandeis University s 36th

graduation exercises, Cronkite. long-time

anchor of the "CBS Evening News." will

be the commencement speaker. He and

Buchwald will receive honorary Doctor of

Human Letters degrees. Brandeis will con-

fer nine honorai->' degrees.

Also May 17. James P Grant, executive

director of the United Nations Children's

Fund tUNlCEFi. will speak on poverty and

the state of children worldwide at Clark

University's centennial year commence-

ment. Grant and Pulitzer Prize-winning

black poet Gwendolyn Brooks will be

among honorary degree recipients.

The ceremony will feature 31 flags along

the procession walkway, representing the

homelands of more than 500 graduate and

undergraduate students who will receive

degrees.

The speaker at the 148th commencement

of Westfield State College will be the new

president of the college, Irving H. Buchen.

He replaced former President Francis J.

Pilecki, who resigned last year after being

accused of sexually assaulting two male

students.

Pilecki was cleared in January of charges

in one case. The second case was settled out

of court.

Maya Angelou, author and actress, will

deliver the commencement address and

receive an honorary degree during Sim-

mons College's 82nd commencement for

800 graduates and undergraduates.

.\P pholo

LAWYER REAGAN - President Ronald Regan receives an

Honorary Doctorate of Laws Degree during commencement

ceremonies yesterday at Tuskegee University in Alabama.

Syndicated cartoonist Garry Trudeau

will deliver the main .speech at Smith Col-

leges 109th commencement on the Smith

Quadrangle.

Vernon A. Walters. US Ambassador the

the United Nations, will deliver the

keynote address at Boston College's 111th

commencement ceremony. Walters and

Garret FitzGerald, former prime minister

of Ireland, will receive honorary Doctor of

Laws degrees.

On May 23, US Transportation Secretary

Elizabeth H. Dole will receive an honorary

degree and deliver the commencement ad-

dress during Wheaton College's 152nd

gi-aduation ceremony.

The next day. Senator Warren B. Rud-

man. R-N.H.. will speak to the graduating

class at Boston College Law School.

National League President A, Gartlett

Giamatti, will deliver the main address a

the 19th commencement day at the Univer

sity of Massachusetts Harbor Campus in

Boston. He will receive one of four

honorary degrees.

Pulitzer Prize winning editor Meg Green-

field will speak at the 198th commence-

ment of Williams College on June 7 The

Washington Post editorial page editor will

also be made an honorary Doctor of

Humane Letters.

Harvard University holds its 336th com-

mencement June 1 1 . Names of honorary

degree recipients have not been released.

President Derek Bok will speak during

morning exercises.
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AND BE A ROAD SCHOLAR.
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Founders of Minuteman
disagree over donation
By SYLVIA GAUDETTE
Collt'Kiaii Staff

Minuti'mart editor-in chief Lynne

McCabe has come under fire from her staff

for publicly disagreeing with Paul

Cameron's views and donating fifty dollars

of Minuteman money to the Lesbian, Bisex-

ual and Gay Alliance.

"I feel I've been harassed a lot lately."

she said. "I don't feel this is a political issue

so I don't feel bad about being public with

my opinion. If it were I would keep my dif-

ferences to myself." She stressed the dif-

ference between her politically conser-

vative and socially liberal views.

"I believe in free speech and have no pro-

blem with his coming to campus," she said,

"I just don't agree with him. People should

be able to choose whatever lifestyle they

want."

She said her views were parallel with

those of the the alliance and their sup-

porters who organized the 'We Are United'

rally, march and dance during Cameron's

speeches last Wednesday.

"I'm in charge and I feel I had the right

to do what I could to help," McCabe said,

referring to her donation to the LBGA.

"I was upset that a minority of conser-

vatives were misrepresenting my views [on

Cameron! and they wno up.sel because I

was niisivpresontiiij,' iheir view.s. No one

wants to be nusUibeled," McCabe said. "I

feel there's a problem within a group when

people can't think on their own."

She said a petition was started of staff

members who would boycott w riting for the

Minuteman because of her views on

Cameron.

Tony Rudv, who co-founded the paper

with McCabe in 1986. admitted he drew up

the petition but also threw it out. He said

there was a better way to handle it but

wouldn't comment further.

Minuteman elections were scheduled for

last Thursday night, but the meeting

reportedly disintegrated due to

disagreements over several issues, in-

cluding McCabe's donation to the LBGA,
the quality of the paper recently, the direc-

tion the paper is going to take, and whether

their constitution should be rewritten to

create new positions.

Rudy and staff contributer W. Greg
Rothman reportedly asked whether the

Coors beer company, who advertise in the

Minuteman, would approve of McCabe
donating money to the LBGA.

"A true conservative says people

shouldn't be viewed in groups but that

everyone should have individual rights,"

said McCabe.

Collegian photo by Byrne Guarnotta

DEVIL - Kelly Morse, of the all-woman ensemble Witchita Chort, lets

loose at their first and last gig at the Hatch last Thursday night.

F
Y
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Afro-American music and vocaljazz ensemble, with guest vocal jazz

quartet "The Ritz," will perform at 8 p.m. today at Bowker Auditorium.

Admission is free.

Colloquium: Results from the second national family violence survey.

will be presented by Richand J. Gelles, author of "Intimate Violence

in Families," and "International Perspectives on Family Violence, at

3 p.m. todav in the sixth fioor lounge. Thompson Hall. The event is

sponsored by the sociology department, and admission is free.

Coalition calls for continued efforts to free refusniks

Students march for Soviet Jewry
By JENNIFER DEMPSEY
Collegian Staff

In honor of Massachusetts Soviet Jewry Day and the

end of Holocaust Commemoration Week about 60

students and faculty marched from Haigis Mall to the

Amherst Commons, for a march sponsored by the Student

Coalition for Soviet Jewry.

Scott Frank, President of the Republican Club said, "I'm

out here because as a Jew I feel a certain affinity to the

Jews in the USSR and as an American I feel it is my du-

ty to bring attention to the oppression of not just the Jews,

but of all minorities in the Soviet Union.

'

"It's not fair that Jews aren't allowed to practice their

religion freelv and leave the country. They are arrested

for no justified reason - simply for the reason o< being

Jewish." explained Marlene Rachelle, one of the marchers.

Randi Dubno said she was marching to "to show con-

cern and care for all Jews that are unable to practice their

religion like Jews in the US."

At the Amherst Commons, about 500 balloons were

released in honor of Benjamin Charny an eight year

refusnik [a Jew refused emigiation rights from the UbbKJ

and terminally ill cancer patient, Soviet Jewjy activist

and UMass professor Haim Gunner, said to be a jew in

the USSR is "to live with memories that we cannot con

ceive of here."

He said after the second World War. "an emergence of

an overt anti-semetism had been unleashed. Jews were

kept at a marginal level. Jews recognized their uncertain-

ty and de-legitimization."

Gunner said Jews are faced with "enforced silence. If

the KGB wishes to follow you, they needed no warrant."

He said the Holocaust Commemoration Week was

"when we did not gather, we did not protest," but now

is the time for Americans to voice their outrage at the

Soviet Union's policies of detaining Jews.

The Coalition said they have a continual correspondence

with several congressmen who are actively pursuing the

freedom of soviet Jews, including Massachusetts Senator

John Kerry.

Center stresses birth control
By. JULIE ANN AGOSTO
Collegian Correspondent

University health centers nationwide

have contraception awareness programs to

educate students about methods of protec-

ting themselves from two of society's ma-

jor concerns, unwanted pregnancies and

sexually transmitted diseases.

Ann Grose, nurse practicioner at the

University of Massachusetts Health

Center, said she believes they have one of

the most competitive educational pro-

grams. "The health center is very qualified

in educating students about contraceptives.

"We don't influence anyone in their

decision-making about what contraceptive

to use, but we do insist that men use con-

doms," as a means of protection from sex-

ually transmitted diseases for both part-

ners, Grose said.

The health center teaches students about

the risks and responsibilities of contracep-

tive use "We are not here to judge or

pressure anyone, but to help and orient

students,"Grose said.

It is difficult to know how many students

on campus are using birth control, but the

center receives about 880 students yearly.

Grosse said.

Manv people don't use contraceptives

because thev have a fear of buying them,

and "people are ashamed to come to a lec-

ture," she said.

According to Grosse, more women attend

the session, although couples are encourag-

ed to attend together.

In order to obtain birth control:

• Attend an educational session, in

which the different methods, advantages

and disadvantages of different methods,

and method effectiveness are explained.

The hour and fifteen minute sessions are

offered four times weekly, with no appoint-

ment necessary.

• Make a private appointment with a

doctor to discuss the chosen contraceptive,

and if undecided advice is offered.

• A series of routine medical exams

follows. They are covered by the universi-

ty health plan. Birth control method re-

evaluation is necessary. Birth control pill

and diaphragm-users will be called back in

two to three months.

The health center also offers appoint-

ments for renewing birth control pills after

the initial prescription, annual follow up

visits, and personal and couples counseling.

The health center drug store is supplied

with all the contraceptives, offered at a

lesser cost to students. Three condoms cost

one dollar, a one-month supply of pills costs

85 cents and the diaphragm 87 cents.

It is important to know your partner well,

use condoms with spermicides, urinate, and

wash up after sex. Grose said.

Students open computer store

upon finding high-cost clones

By SUSAN LATTANZI
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts students

Michael Cohen and Ricardo Flashman

came together and set up "The Computer

Bug," which opened on February 9 at 50

Main St. to sell the powerful, low-cost

Atari-ST computers.

Cohen, a senior in the COINS depart-

ment and Flashman, a sophomore in the

Math department initially met through

the UMass Main Frame computer system.

Flashman said here are roughly 3,000

users on the talk programs, which are

similar to a CB except they are type-

written messages sent by computer to one

or more people. This program is used by

students at UMass's Boston and Amherst

campuses with up to 20 people com-

municating at any given time. "Mike was

just a part of the crowd until I started

looking around for a computer,"

Flashman said.

He also said as they looked through dif-

ferent computer stores, they found they

did not like the way things were operated.

"It is discouraging to have a 'car

salesman' trying to sell you a computer,"

he said.

Out of frustration for the way the com-

puter stores operate, they began "kickmg

the idea around" of starting a mail order

business but decided to open a store their

own way, Cohen said.

"We wanted to do it our own way..., pro-

vide support to people and give as much

help as possible to people " said Cohen.

"The Computer Bug" carries the Atari-

ST computer and the software because it

is a non-IBM compatible, high-powered,

low-cost, up to date computer. Cohen said

they do not want to "follow the crowd.

They would rather have something up to

date than IBM compatible." Since the

IBM PC was 2 years obsolete in 1981

when it was introduced that would now

make the system 8 years out of date.

Most other computer stores sell "clones"

of the IBM and really overcharge,

Flashman said. The Atari 1040 ST is

listed at $999.00 and is comparable to the

IBM PC at $4,675.00, the Apple Macin-

tosh Plus at $2,195.00 and the Com-

madore Amiga at $1,795.00. "The Com-

puter Bug sells the Atari 1040 ST at

$799.95. Flashman said that the Atari

leads in the under $1,000 computer

systems market.

Both students have set up a users group

that meets on the first Sunday of every

month at 7PM in the store.
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Rape prevention workshop held

Alexander says rape increasing
,,Ti ii »-.;«. .trie a urnman is SAXliallv aSSaU

By DAVID R. MARK
Collegian Staff

What do you do if you're raped? To whom do you turn

for help? ,, ,

•The Evervwoman's Center continually plans

workshops on rape, battering, pornogi-aphy. and media

violence agamst women." said Kathy Alexander. Program

Coordinator and Educator/Advocate Agamst Violence

Against Women.
"Nationally, through the data from the FBI and national

rape centers, it has been proven that rape is the fastest

growing crime." Alexander said.

Of all reported rapes. 96 percent are committed against

women and vouny girls.

Collei^an photo by Byrne Guarnotta

Kathy Alexander

"Many men who aren't rapists are still part of

the rape culture. They need to take responsibili-

ty look at their own behavior. They have to

understand what rape is, because their own

sister, mother, wife, or daughter could be a vic-

tim of date rape or stranger rape, said Kathy

Alexander.

"Every three minutes a woman is sexually assaulted."

Alexander said, "and random surveys on college campuses

have shown that 20 percent of all women had experienc-

ed date rape."

Alexander teaches Violence against Women in the

Southwest Residential Area. Of the 39 students in the

course, twelve are men. "Everyone has to grow in

awareness. I think many have never knowTi about assault

first-hand," she said.

The program at the Everywoman's Center provides

awareness and preventive education. According to Alex-

ander, one of the biggest problems is breaking myths com-

mon among men. "What has to happen is men have to

realize that rape is a crime. When a women says no, she

means no." Alexander said.

Manv men who are not rapists are still part of the rape

culture.They need to take responsibility, look at their own

behavior. Thev have to understand what rape is, because

their own sister, mother, wife, or daughter could be a vic-

tim of date rape or stranger rape." she said.

Alexander, a graduate of Mercy College m New \ork,

and St. Joseph's College, also in New York, is presently

working on lier doctorate at UMass. She first became in-

volved in preventive and awareness education in

Worcester at the Daybreak Shelter. Inc., a battered

women shelter.
,

i had known women who worked in a battered women s

shelter in Connecticut, and I had a friend, a nun, who was

gan^M-aped in New York. I really wanted to do

something." Alexander said. "Women all over the Lmted

States sent her letters, and gave her their support. I knew

I had to do something to address this problem. This is what

I'm committed to." she said.

Alexander is the author of Reclaiming Our Lives, a

manual for educators and counselors contracted by the

state of Massachusetts. According to Alexander, the

manual has received widespread praise.

"We reach 2,000 people a year through workshops. 1

want to reach all 35,000 in the campus community and

promote the dignity of women and sacredness of women s

lives," she said, the rape 24-hour a day crisis phone

number is 545-0800.

Parents cite wide
range of problems
in Boston schools
BOSTON (AP) - The president of the Boston School

Committee. John A. Nucci, has two children too young

to go to school. Increasing numbers ofyoung families like

his are moving to the suburbs because they have doubts

about Boston schools.

Some of Boston's school problems stem from the decade

of federal court-ordered integration, beginning in 1974,

under which school assignments were based on district

racial composition. Buses carried many students to

school.

Nucci said, "I would send my sons to a Boston elemen

tary school ' without hesitation because I think our

elementary schools are as good and some are better than

private or" parochial schools in the city. " But would he

send them to the middle or high schools? "I would like

to think I would, " he said, "realizing we have to make

more changes in the ai'ea of safety and the student

assignment proce.ss...

"I'm confident the changes would be made by the time

my sons are ready for school,"

Parents who moved or withdrew their children from

Boston's public schools cited a variety of problems in the

city, the Boston Sunday Globe reported.

They included school violence, a 43 percent dropout

rate low scores on national math and reading tests, large

classes, lack of art and sports programs in some schools

and the poor physical condition of some schools.

"The only reason we moved out was because of the

school system." said Sandy Dolan, who with her hus-

band, Bob, moved to Wayland a year ago after seven

years of rehabilitating a Victorian house in Boston's

West Roxbury section

SPRING
I could have been

parently now we'll

a very good president, particularly for these times. But ap

never know,

— Gary Hart

TODAY'S SMARTEST DRIVING OUTFIT:

TODAY'S SMARTEST LENDING OUTFIT:

FORD MOTOR CREDIT COMPANY

SWEENEY MERCURY
LINCOLN

explains why...

Getting conege graas me p-e approved

Cfedil they need is smart business f^ord C'

and (DEALER NAME) know t^a; Arid

rt you are workir^ on an adva'"ced

degree or graduating with a R j •^eio-

Degree l>etween October

'

September 30 1987 you nd. ..* :,

lof their special cotieqe qradua;e

purchase program

t' you do. you i

allowance from F

on any quati'yinq . .

toward youf down paymer

'

you a S400 checK alter the purchase or lease

The- muney s yours whether you finance or not

The amount of your credit depends
on which of these qualified vehicles

you cnoose
Ford cars Escort Escort EXP

Temoo Mustang. Thunderbird. Taurus

Fo'd trucks Aerostat Bronco II

, If a vehicle is not m dealer

jst order by June 1 1987 and
• - • ;t-Mvery of any vetiide by

MAKE THE SMART MOVE. GET ALL THE DETAILS TODAY AT

Ford Motor
CnM
Company SWEENEY » FORD

$8.95

Athletic Weight
T-Shirt

Gray • White

Navy • Red

U„,« ,. Tl.. C.n,p„. C.n,., ^^g™^^^|^^
Bl«. »1, Em! 26. 1 M»ln Slri«t Git»r\U»tC. MA — 415 773 S4JS
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Fast Break
Special
• Fish Sandwich

• Bag of Chips

• Small Soda

i^'

Big Breakfast
• Two Eggs

• Three Pancakes

• Choice of Bacon.

Sausage or Ham
• Regular Coffee

0,"2/

6\),

Toast
ot^^S^

$2 70

special available

Mon . Mav 4th

through

Fri . Mai; 15th

Jlampden
Cveameru

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
3:00 PM-12;00 MID.

• Ice cream, sundaes,

floats

• Cartdy by the pound
• Penny candy
• Birthday cakes

to order

• Ice cream cakes

• Pastries and cookies

Special available

Mon . May 1 Ith

through

fri . May 1 5th
^^1
%% 00

^L^

^MiB-
;?vi^

.e%l
s^

oOf,^^^ Wall
Coffee Hous<

Offering a selection of gourmet coffee, pastry

and ice cream

MONDAY- 5/11

UMass Musicians Guild

Foil(/Roci( Festival

WEDNESDAY- 5/13

The Atomic Elevators

THURSDAY - 5/14

Fred Live with Third Urge

Coo\ off at tllG^ COFFEE HOUSE

Iced Tea Ice Cream

Iced Coffee

vJl
TTTT 1 1 1 ( 1 1 ti

GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION

11.30 am-12;00 mid

11:30 am- 6;00 pm
Closed - but watch

for special events

Sunday: 300 pm-12:00 mid

MonThurs
Friday

Saturday Located on the Concourse Level

of lt\e Campus Center.
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Letters

Housing's role imperialistic

Do you want to live in an

office or a dorm? Housing

Services wants to convert

the TV lounge in Cance

dorm into offices for Hous-

ing officials. Currently,

Housing Services occupies

much of the students' space

in Cance, including the

former Cance classroom.

Housing Services wrongly

believes that the Cance

lounge would be better

utilized as office space

rather than as needed stu-

dent space. The Cance

House Council believes that

any renovations of the TV
lounge should be beneficial,

not detrimental, to

students. Such renovations

should include better

lighting and placing of

desks in the lounge.

Students do not pay hous-

ing fees to live in an office,

they pay to live in a dorm.

The offices would be out of

place and a majority of

Cance residents have sign-

ed a petition stating their

desire to save the lounge.

The staff of Project 10 and

the Southwest Area Govern-

ment are also opposed to

this decision. We cannot sit

back and watch Housing

Services take over this

valuable space. Students

use this lounge and want to

keep it. Speak out against

Housing Services' im-

perialistic intentions on the

Cance Lounge. Call or write

Housing Services and make

them aware that its offices

have no place being in a stu-

dent lounge.

Nancy Davidson

Cance, Southwest

Denton inaccurate

Cameron out of context
I was one of a number of faculty observers mvited to

sit in at Paul Cameron's talk. I sat silently in the audience

during the questioning period, but near the end I did rise

to wait patiently at the microphone to ask him several

questions. Unfortunately, time was called just before I had

the opportunity to ask my questions. Several UMass

students who approached me later were interested in

knowing what one faculty member's response might be.

I mention my three questions for Cameron below:

1 Since you call strongly for sanctions against the

"menace" of homosexuality, do you therefore approve ot

the societal practices of Nazi Germany or Soviet Russia,

where such sanctions have been vigorously enforced^

2 Since almost all of your attacks on "homosexuals

are based on their spreading AIDS, and since (by your own

statistical handout) women's relationships are remarkably

free of AIDS, why do you therefore disapprove of the

homosexuality of lesbian women?

3 In your lengthy attack against the American

Psychological Association, you kept referring to a state-

ment from page 28 of the APA brief to the Supreme Court,

which said that a larger percentage of white male

heterosexuals than of homosexuals had their "first sex-

ual encounter with another male." From your own

readings, you concluded that this statement is "incredi-

ble" and therefore almost certainly a "lie."

Isn't it perfectly possible to define "first sexual en-

counter" as a child's first sexual explorations, which often

occur with peers of the SAME sex rather than the opposite

sex*? What's so "incredible"? It is understandable you are

angr>' at the APA for expelling you for unethical Ijehavior.

Why should vou focus a half-hour of your speech on an

out-of-contexl quotation from a court brief to accuse others

of unethical behavior? George Levinger

Professor of Psychology. UMass

Unconscious racism?

When I read the review of

"The Lion and the Jewel" in

the May 5 issue of the Col-

legian I was quite taken

aback by your critic's

reference to one of the

dancers by name. Since she

is a student whom I know,

I know that she is one of the

few white dancers on the

stage in a production that

has a predominantly black

cast.

"The Lion and the Jewel"

is, after all, a play set in an

African village. Why, I ask-

ed myself, would anyone

single out a white dancer as

"the best" of an ensemble

that I remembered having

only two or three white

dancers? Could this be un-

conscious racism on the part

of the critic? Does she focus

only on white? I am truly

puzzled.

Although I am on the

faculty of the Theater
Department, for this produc-

Ition 1 am only a member of

the audience.

1 admired greatly the perfor-

mances singled out by your

critic. The dancers, it seems

to me, were beautifully

trained by Pearl Primus.

I have no doubt that some of

them have more experience

than others, but I could not

name them, black or white,

in praising a group effort of

this kind. All were playing

the roles of villagers in a

special place at a special

time in its history.

Please understand the

spirit in which this letter is

being sent. By and large,

this was a well-written

review, but theater critics

need to examine their

responses to race when
wi-iting about plays with in-

terracial casts.

Doris E. Abramson
Professor, UMass

Theater Department

Some professions by their

very nature suggest that

those who enter them

should possess a modicum of

responsibility for

perpetuating that most

precious of human values -

the truth. Journalism, at

whatever level, is a

paradigm example of such a

profession. Sadly, this

week we witnessed a viola-

tion of journalistic respon-

sibility in the May 5 column

"A lethal, ominous disease"

by Rusty Denton.

With a sanctimony unaf-

fected by compassion (let

alone a sense of prudent

timing ) Denton regaled us

with a hotch-potch of data

supposed "to inform the

public about the AIDS
virus." What Denton failed

to recognize is that the truth

about AIDS is sufficiently

tragic - it does not require

any distortion or exaggera-

tion to make it more

newsworthy.

Denton's article was so

full of lurid images that the

shakiness of the informa-

tion he drew on could (and

in many cases did) go

undetected. How many of us

on first reading would have

noticed the abundance of

vague modifiers that accom-

panied most of his claims:

"may develop," "most of

these fluids." "evidence sug-

gests," "it is possible," and

"still uncertain." These are

common means employed

by those who know they

Vinve unreli!il>lp information

but wish to convince the

uninformed to accept their

argument. Political,

religious and advertising

charlatans understand and

take advantage of such

usage.

Not surprisingly, Denton

failed to make available to

his concerned readers any of

the sources of his "informa

tion." But consultation with

the Health Education
Department at UMass has

shown his data is, to say the

least, suspect.

Readers should bear in

mind that UMass Health

Services is on this country's

AIDS testing sites. As such,

it has the most up-to-date in-

formation available on the

virus. Pay attention to what

these experts say on the

subject, not to the words of

crackpot zealots who are

following their own per

sonal agendas.

Contrary to what Denton

writes, the AIDS virus is not

"hardy in the air,"

whatever that means. You
won't catch it from

breathing the same air as

those infected. Also, the

figure of 60 million cases is

not, as Denton implies, a

figure estimated for

America. It is a very ten-

tative estimate of the global

proportions that might be

the result from the spread of

the virus.

Ruth Stemmer
Sunderland

UMASS FOOD SERVICES
21ST ANNUAL ALL CAMPUS

BARBECUE1
WEDNESDAY

MAY
13

RAINDATE

THURS.
MAY 14

4:00-7:00 P.M.
SOUTHWEST FIELD

COLLEGIAN DRIVERS NEEDED

STARTING FALL SEMESTER

• Must have own car

• Must have mornings (9-11) free

$8 - $10 an hour

I.D. CARD REQUIRED
CASH PRICE: $4.85

BUS SERVICE OFFERED FROM WORCESTER &
FRANKLIN • DOOR PRIZES • MUSIC (D.J.)

MENU
»/2 CHICKEN • SPARERIBS • BAKED BEANS
WATERMELON • CHIPS • COLD DRINKS

• ICE CREAM •

• Approximately 6 hours per week

APPLY IN PERSON AT THE COLLEGIAN

113 CAMPUS CENTER
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Sex is media^sn^rewpeforfemeand fortune
^ V^ ^1^ r.,v.v:twriniis. beautiful woman, a

It looks like the national media has

finally discovered the recipe that has

made soap operas so famous-illicit sex

and mysterious, beautiful women. There

certainly has been no shortage of either

lately in the news, and the press is even

getting so bold as to seek them out. but

all of that in good time.

The sex formula is no secret to papers

in other countries. Most of the leading

papers in England use centerfolds to sell

Robert Mcnzcl

papers, and it has proven to be very suc-

cessful in bolstering circulation (in more

than one wav). Rupurt Murdoch made- his

fortune with this stuff; you can even find

some of it in his rags in the United States,

although it is admittedly tamer. And let s

not forget those infamous Sports Il-

lustrated swimsuit issues that get the

feminists up in arms.

So whv has the national hard news

establishment finally succumbed to this

trend'' The first of the blockbuster bim

bos surfaced when Ollie North got caught

shredding documents concerning the Iran-

contra scandal. He had some help, and her

name was Fawn Hall-THE devoted

secretary. She seemed to enjoy the

limelight, and she photographed well. A

natural, right?

The slide into ethical debauchery con_

tinued when Jim Bakker, that beacon of

fundamentalist truth, was caught with

his pants down around a church

secretary's ankles. Her name is Jessica

Hahn, and media photographers caught

Fiv4»l UALL

net) 118")

OoNKAi^ia
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\. ftlLiWOK IS NO L0H6U POCWiiyNO

THE MOBW- E>AS.iS FOR PuBUC HFE.

2 YES 'T IS.

^-
mJL IM A UAMDe/SKtT.

T k{l INVlTtD ?
H. WMV ^A^'

THEN Wi STW)T[b Irt'NKiNG. ^fiPl/T THE fiOU c^f

THE PR[SS IN kllUi. VOVEuPS, ftEALLV, ^MK4t

INTO THt PtR^OMM WFMfeS Of WBLiC PEftSPNS;

SuEAMWb M)OoWD L^l^NG MOWOH VJ'KDOWS.

HE DlCiDLb TO WRITE h LLTTtft P THl tDiTOR.

her decked out in leather pants and spik-

ed heals. Suddenly, Bakker's slip seem-

ed to make sense. Even those who speak

with God are apparently susceptible to

lust <my favorite sin). Imagine my

surprise. «• * r

Perhaps the most devastating effect ot

this model-mania has been the destruc-

tion of the Gary Hart for President cam-

paign, the swimsuit shot that graced the

likes of the New York Post propelled Don-

na Rice into national fame, and sent Hart

packing to the showers of the Presiden-

tial League locker room. Once again, a na

tional figure gets caught with a

mysterious, beautiful woman, and the

wire services are going crazy.

The insidious thing about the Hart af-

fair is that the hounds actually went look

ing for trouble. The Miami Herald decid^

ed to exploit the sopa opera angle, and

sent someone snooping ai'ound the Hart

townhouse after he publically challenged

the press to do so. Sounds too good to be

true, doesn't it? Of course he got caught

with his finger in the pie. and another

candidate for the Bob Guccione Memorial

Trust Fund was born.

Where will it all end? The cast would

make anv soap opera blush. First, there s

a secretary who shreds top secret

documents and sleeps with the son ol a

favorite diplomat-in-exile. Next, we get a

torrid affair between an "innocent

secretary who wears tight leather and

spikes and a televangelist (need I say

more?). Finally, we get the presidential

aspirant whose hopes are dashed by an

untimely land extremely ambiguous)

liaison by a beautiful movie actress from

Miami (maybe they were doing lines all

night). Sounds like a soap to me...

We all know that all paths lead to the

White House, and no soap would be com

plete without a matronly romance figure

(like Jane Wyman on Falcon Crest). Looks

to me like there's only one possible

scenario available: Nancy Reagan final

ly takes a hint from Jane Wyman and

tries to find a lover who can satisfy her.

Now I understand what happens to

Ronald Reagan...

Robert Menzel is a Collegian columnist

A violin that still remembers
Kd tu^;- corrinrl wa« bom. I had re

Each time I open my violin case and
P'-^P^J-^.'^f^^r^^;"

friend to come alive. I am greeted by my faithful old Rag-

gedy Ann and Andy washcloth with my "^'"^^"'^

broidered on it. I have used it as a chinrest since I began

Dlaving in the fifth grade. Although the worn cloth seems

^?U childish for a 20-yeai-old. I wouldn't part with it for

anything.

liana Levcnson

Often people ask my why I use that "dirty old thing'^

today wdth.^especially if I am "so dressed up^ I respond

witta smile, kn'owing I could certainly aftord to buy one

of the more modern "air chinrests, or the like, but aiso

^TTe ell'wT: gift embroidered by a woman whose

fairly wineLd much of my childhood, and when she and

heThusband had a family I was old enough to participate

in the childhoods of their children.

After their second was born, I had reached another one

of those "in-owing" up milestones. 1 was a babysitter.

Rebeci an^Miriam. th'e beautiful, blonde, bright children

overwhelmed me with their energetic desires to do this

and that and this and that all at the same time^

Rebecca was a young, budding, violinist who talked to

me about what she was playing, and Miriam was a smi ey

Uttle girl who was at the perfect age to teach games^

Akhough I have not seen them in about five years when

I moved from my home of Kansas Cit^-, our families re-

main in contact occasionally, and their family ^^^^^ed m>'

parents last year in Boston. I remember my n^^^her phon^

fng me because I could not make it in that weekend and

elling me how wonderful the children were doing. They

were L beautiful, and bright." she said echoing her words

about the children years earlier, with new excitement.

I hid not heard the children spoken of until yesterclay

when my mother told me to go back and read the first item

in the Names and Faces of Friday s Boston Globe.

-Actor Richard Harris brightened the life of <x seriously

til 11-year-old girl by casting her oppo.Hite hun in a pnv

duction ofCamelot m Kan.as CityMiriam Harris has a

'
BeLutifuril vear-old Miriam doesn't have her pretty

blonde hair anymore, and she can't play ^-^^^^^^
I remember being out on their porch with their kitty-

one afternoon and trying to teach Miriam to rub her tum-

mv and pat her head at the same time. She on.ldn t do

it "ilone so I took her hands and did it for her.

Rebecca grew bored, and with two little girls each wan-

tinrattention, there was always something else to do.

Rebecca took out her little fiddle, and boy was it ever li -

Ue 'nd played as I sat with little Miriam on my lap wat^

chinl"her big sister in awe. I don't think I will ever forget

that look of admiriation. *„<•„„
Whatever happens to her and her family is out of my

control Bu I know that I can keep playing my viol.n with

r^fraeeed old. Raggedy Ann cloth, and visions of an in-

TpUd MViam witfstay with me and the music I play

for myself and for others.

liana Levenson is a Collegian staff member.

Hateful attitudes haunt the present

Before you read any further, I d like to

apologize. This column contains many

words that will ofl-end some and disgust

others. But I feel that it is nevf^heless im-

portant for people to read them ^They

refiect many of the hateful ideas that most

people on this campus like to think are at-

titudes of the past.

My source is a rather unorthodox one the

graffiti on the walls of the Franklin Din^

Sg Commons mens' room. Graffiti and

bathroom walls go together like cake and

ice cream. The scrawls have always been

around, and other than being an eyesore,

they are usually pretty harmless.

Harmless, that is, until they fn
.^^°

become crude advertisements for racial

'^Pe'rhaps the ultimate insult to society is

that the authors of the text I am about to

describe are all well-educated college

students Let's start with stall number one.

The first thing that caught my attention

las a Naz\ swLtika. The symbol was on-

Ty about the size of a quarter, but its

message as far as Im concerned is as

S^ificant as one spray-painted on the side

^rSt of the swastika Uio^a^

Jj^cralrrarchT'' A^dtg to^cU.
^TS:::::^'^re mdians (fromlnd.a^

Jaoanese, Germans, Chinese and the

French.^'i2nd rate races" include Iranians,

Arabs, Koreans, Dutch, Scandinavians,

Turks, Vietnamese, and Mongols, while the

English, Native Americans, and non-

Arabic Aft-icans classify as "3rd rate

Curiously, only one group qualified as 4th

rate,' the Jews, "5th rate races consist of

Slavs (which the writer explained includ-

ed all "Pollacks and Russians"), Italians,

and Hispanics. The sixth and final group

at the bottom is American Blacks. An ar-

row diagram to the left helpfully explain-

ed that races at the top were "superior

and ones toward the bottom were in-

ferior." J

A second person joined in the fun and

squeezed in "Godlike Irish and other Celtic

peoples" above the " 1st rate races. A rep y

to this statement was "Wrong, White

Anglo-Saxon Protestants control over d4

percent of this nation's wealth. Celtic peo-

ple only 17 percent. Catholics, you're only

half as good as us." Now there's an in-

telligent statement. Rather than disagree

with the concept of racial stratification,

most people simply wanted to change the

order in which the groups were ranked.

I have a question for this gutless coward

who takes such a powerful stand but yet

hides anonymously among us all. 1 am

Jewish and of Russian descent. Your chart

is a little confusing; please help me out

here. Does my race rank fourth, fifth or is

it a compromise at four and a half? I a^ee

with yet another graffitist who penned in

"7th i-ate race - the asshole who wrote the

above.'

I thought that these messages were a

fluke, the exception to the rule, so I decid-

ed to check what was behind stall number

Tray of hope glistened through as I read

a paraphrased quote from a Nick Lowe

song "What ever happened to peace, love,

and understanding?" But the rest of the

wall contained no more meaningful lyrics.

Nor was it adorned with Biblical passages.

"Adios Infected Dick Smokers" is not

quite what the acronym AIDS stands for.

The sentence was followed up with Gays

should be shot and castrated so their genes

can't be passed on to future generations

and "Hitler should have wiped out all the

fags, not the Jews, but its OK because they

suck too." These messages ware written

long before Paul Cameron set foot on this

campus.

I laugh at shows like "Three's Company

where the main character, Jack, pretends

to be gay. I think Bronson Pinchot s role

of Serge, the homosexual art gallery direc-

tor in Beverly Hills Cop, is a not. But

somehow these attempts at humor are far

from funny. They are created by the same

type of minds that thought up Len Bias and

Christa McAuliffe jokes. Over the next few

days a janitor might scrub the writing off

these walls. I say keep it there. Save these

writings. Take the stalls and put them on

permanent display in the Student Union.

Let the people read them and decide for

themselves just how funny the commenta

really are.

Darren Garnick is a Collegian columniat
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BRIGHT VIBES - King Sunny Ade played Pearl

Street Thursday with his fourteen piece

Nigerian band the African Beats. Look for a

review tomorrow in the Collegian.

I IT'S ALMOST SUMMER
I SESSION, AND WE GET
I BUSY, BUSY, BUSY!
I DON'T WAIT TILL THE
I

LAST MINUTE FOR
YOUR PRESCRIPTIONS
COME IN AS SOON AS

POSSIBLE!

J J ^ -*We will not h'.'J::/ '^iepr.o-

the last V^O .'#f:f;<'. O* '.^riOOl

because we c^rino^ ^^e^ ^o mem

MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

During 1987 F.P.S. Inc. a franchise of

Burger King Corp. has aggressive plans

for expansion in Northern Connecticut and

Western Massachusetts. To be able to ex-

ecute those plans we are looking for

management candidates who want to be

part of this fast paced expansion. As a

member of the F.P.S. team you will receive

an excellent salary, medical and dental

benefits fully paid by F.P.S. If you see

yourself as part of this aggressive and
growing company write or call:

F.P.S. Inc.

179D Northampton Street

Easthampton MA 01007
413-527-7474

SPIRIT OF MARDI GRAS • The Neville

Brothers will play syncopated dance music
drawing from the roots of soul, rhythm and
blues, funk and cajun. The Neville Brothers

have appeared on Saturday Night Live and
Miami Vice. The group will play Tuesday, May
12 at Pearl Street nightclub in Northampton at

9 pm.

Ever wanted to Fly/

Semester Study
in the

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
at the Universidad Catolica

Madre y Maestra, Santiago

With four to five semesters of Spanish, you ( an:
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We have immediate openingi for new mem-
bers! Our aircraft are available for economi-

cal primary and advanced instruction, as well

pleasure flying. Give *>> a call and one of our

members will take yo.. up!

Tke Collegiate Flying Club

538-5821

NOW
IN OUR
13th

YEAR
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ETARIAL SERVICE

AMHERST CREAMERY OFFICE BUILDING

150 Fearing St, Amherst, MA
Telephone: (413) 549-2686

MANUSCRIPTS - A SPECIALTY
RESUME PLANNING & TYPING
THESES AND DISSERTATIONS

Chamber choir
sings sweetly

ARTS it concert

3y JULIE RAE
Collegian Staff

Reviewing the University of Massachusetts Madrigal

Singers and Chamber Choir at the Grace Episcopal

Church on Thursday, I expected an altar full of cloaked

singers holding open music books in front of them. I was

surprised to see twelve madrigal singers walk in wear-

ing Renaissance vestments. In all honesty, I was impress-

ed with the charming and exciting performance.

Music professor Wayne Abercrombie's choir began the

show by singing gracefully alluring poetry of the 16th and

17th centuries. The first song, Vezzosi augelli, a light and

cheery tune, reflected birds and breeze. The following two

songs shifted to mellow, romantic overtones. The madrigal

singers seemed to favor singing Si ch'io vorrei morire,

swinging the audience into a cheery mood.

WEEKEI^D
Now is the time to celebrate

Keep the tradition in the T.O.C.

Featuring a special

Graduation Menu.

COKGRATULATIOl^S
SEPI^IORS

Call 549-6000
Ext. 639 for
Reservations

The next set of songs were emotional. The first, por

traying the calm of the night as a backdrop for tht- los.s

ing and turnings of a troubled lover', featured two tenors,

Matthew Jacquith and Dennis Wilholt. Exhibiting their

knowledge of the piece, the two singers filled the church

with their flexible voices. The following two tunes, ac-

cented by the delicate soprano of Elizabeth Bulkley and

smooth bass of John Gould, proved that these madrigals

sure can sing.

Aided by the grace of conductor Abercrombie, the tim

ing and unity of the singers with the music was perfect.

The music was performed brilliantly, as it supported the

singers without drowning them out.

The second part of the performance was a series of

motets written by Bach and Brahms. The subject matter

changed from love to spirituality and religion. Geistliches

Lied and Warurn ist das Licht gegeben were performed

with vigor, sending excitement throughout the church.

The compositions of Benjamin Britten, which ended the

show, were skillfully executed as the music played a

powerful role in the set. The choir's concentration on the

conductor heightened the intensity of Jubilate Deo. Three

Flower Songs, carefully and precisely conducted, were

very relaxing and enjoyable. Completing the show was

Rejoice in the Lamb, a fast paced religious work written

in the 1940s.

Receiving a very big round of applause, the choir and

musicians exited a proud bunch. If you like choir and it's

your thing, then you missed a good show. And for all the

people who had to work on Thursday night, there will

always be another performance. Congratulations, Pro-

fessor Abercrombie.

lontinued Inmt pa^i I

With their matching Rickenbacker guitars. The

Smithereens teased the crowd by playing the introduction

to the Kinks' classic Lola. They also played a tune off the

sound track of Burgular, starring Whoopie Goldberg.

"The film sucks the big one- the songs pretty good,"

DiNizio said.

The band ended their set with the hit Blood and Roses

and people uitc ^oing wild. Guitarist Jim Babjak, who

truly resembled a chaos o^ent from Get Smart, payed

tribute to Pete Townshend by employing the "wind mill"'

strumming method. The encore was a blistering version

of The Who's The Seeker.

Southside Johnny and The Jukes were true to their

reputation as a party band. Playing James Brown and Ray

Charles covers, the band had thousands dancing. A small

group of Asbury Park residents gathered in front of the

stage, holding up Asbury Park signs. "I know they don't

go to school here," Southside Johnny said the of group,

"cause no one from Asbury Park goes to college."

He mixed in his own tunes with an ample set of covers

including the Stones' Monkey Tonk Woman, Springsteen's

The Fever, and Same Cooke's We're Having a Party. The

latter elicited the biggest response.

During the set, there were frisbees and beach balls fly-

ing, hackey-sack games in progress, American Flags fly-

ing, and people drinking. Program coordinator Dave

Panagore was proud of his security crew, who were hav-

ing their own party back stage.

"I'm psyched," Panagore said during the Smithereens'

set.

"Not every group can do this kind of show. It take.s cer-

tain training. I'm proud of the crew and the job that's been

done."

There were "spotters" who worked security on a plat-

form behind the mixing board, using walky-talkies to

relay problems to the police. Hilson himself roamed the

crowd, occasionally asking people to put out their mari-

juana cigarettes. Take a i
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SPENDING THE SUMMER
IN AMHERST?

Why not spend it wisely earning

$200 - $500 a week. Full Timz or Part Time.

Call now. Some positions still avialable.

Flexible hours & excellent relaxed working

conditions. Beat the rush and contact:

TARGET EUTERPRISES
as soon as possible.

Ask for Mr. Stevens at 549-7793.
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Self-service

I
With This Coupon,

I Letter or Legal Size

I

j
CoPyCat PHnC Shop

I

I 228 Triangle Street

I 549-3840
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Valid thru May, 1987

SUMMER SESSIONS '87

Evening graduate '

courses begin May 18.

Undergraduate day and

evening courses begin

June 1

Call now for a complete

schedule and registration torm

782-3111, ext. 249.

Or stop bv

School ot e imtinuing Higher

Education

Herman Hall, Room 210

1215 Wilbraham Road

9am -7pm, Monday- Friday
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Springfield, Massachusetts
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GRADUATION MEMORIES
CAN LAST A LIFETIME...

When vou choose a card or irift h'oin

our beautiful selection from American Cireetings.
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INTO LEARNING
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AMERICAN GREETINGS
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Hepburn, Grant, bring up memorable Baby
* '

tn ^K^,,i(h niofessional men and millionaires fall on then-

Bringing up Baby
Starring Cary (Irant and Katherine Hepburn

Amherst Cinema
Through Tuesday
***l/2

By THOMAS HARRINGTON
Collegian Stafl'

If you're cool to idea of going to an old movie comedy

for fun, one look at Bringing Up Baby will change your

mind. Made in the thirties, it now stands as one of the

best screwball comedies ever made.

For those of vou unfamiliar with the^erm, "screwball

comedies" are slapstick comedies full of people who take

themselves vei-v seriously and who inevitably make fools

of themselves. 'in the great depression, audiences loved

to watch professional men and millionaires fall on their

faces, but there was also a sense of escapism in these

\V(irlds of rich people.

In Baby' the distinguished and inhibited scientist Cary

Crant isdavs away from completing his big project and

marrying a stuffy coworker, when he attracts the atten-

tion of the freewheeling rich girl Katherine Hepburn. En-

tranced, Hepburn will do anything to keep the reluctant

Grant with her for the weekend, including lying to him,

stealing his clothes, and even scaring him with her tern

fving but tame lion, "Baby".

The performances are the real secret to the film's suc-

cess, with the nervous, stuttering Grant in his Clark Kent

suit and glasses contrasting with the joking, childlike Hep-

burn. "Baby" is lighthearted, fun and guaranteed to be ,

funnier than 90 pecent of the comedies you've seen this

vear.

Calendar

Simple in Style . . . Rich in Flavor

Affordable in Price . . .

PASTAFINA
=^riswrante imnano=^

Italian Cuisine with a Continental Flair

INTERNATIONAL WINE CELLAR

Join Us For Graduation Dinner

OPEN 5 30 SUNDAY 4-9 CLOSED TUESDAY

12 CRAFTS AVTNUE NORTHAMPTON, MA
584-0010

University Health Services

Summer Health
Coveroge 1967

Dosic Health Fee
Eligibility: Amherst, Hampshire
Mount Holyoke, Smith, ond UMoss Students

Coveroge Period: June 1 -August 31

Fees:

$78 payment due by June 1

Student Family Plan
Coveroge Period: June 1 -August 31

Feest $163 payment
due by June 1

Monday, May 11

3 p.m.: A colloqium entitled

"Results From the Second

National Family Violence

Survey", will be given by

Richard J. Gelles, 6lh floor

lounge, Thompson Hall,

free.

7 p.m.; David Mallett, a

New England songwriter

currently based in

.\a.shville. will perform at

the Iron Horse Cafe, $8.

8 p.m.: The Afro-American

Music and Vocal Jazz

Ensemble, with special

guest Frederick Tillis, will

perform in Bowker
Auditorium, free.

Tuesday, May 12

7 p.m.: Patrick Ball, master

of the Celtic Harp, will per-

form at the Iron Horse Cafe,

$6.

7:30 p.m.: The University

Wind Ensemble will per-

form in Bowker
Auditorium, free.

( <ilU'|i>i>n photo by Patrifk Ehlers

Southwest concertgoers cheer on Johnny
and the Jersey Jukes yesterday.

8 p.m.: High Anxiety, starr-

ing Mel Brooks and
Madeline Kahn, will be

presented by the Film Socie-

ty at Mount Holyoke Col-

lege, Gamble Auditorium,

$1 admission.
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143 King St., Northampton • 586-4840

Jet. Rts. 9 & 116, Hadley • 586-9991
^ FREE WRITTEN ESTIMATES
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New Jersey teenagers typify
suburban "burnout''

HARTFORD, CT (AP) Its hard when
you're just a kid and plodding through high

school to imagine yourself in another time

and place beyond that constricted world,

where being including among the best and
the brightest isn't measured by class rank
and SAT scores. Or where attactiveness

isn't defined by athletic prowess and expen-

sives cars and a wardrobe that seems piped

from Benetton to your bedroom closet.

But talents don't always emerge on the

football field or in the classroom. They may
show up years later, in the lawyer or the

entrepreneur or the carpenter who brings

order out of chaos as surely as any artist.

That's what's called potential — that hid-

den germ of one's self that doesn't blossom

because parents are too busy to identify it,

schools aren't geared to develop it and life

itself holds off bestowing it.

Such a long view is lost on the "bur-

nouts;" that subculture of boys and girls

who idle through high school — alienated.

angry and unable to win plaudits from
peers or teachers — and, all too often

becalmed in a fog or alcohol or drugs.

The "burnout" label drew national atten-

tion earlier this month when four New
Jersey teen-agers took their lives in a death

pact. Friends describe them as burnouts,

known for their disdain for school and their

affection for the pop ephemera of heavy
metal music and dressed down-and-
tending-to punk fashion.

No one will ever know for sure why the

New Jersey teenagers killed themselves.

But police described them as "very troubl-

ed." Three had dropped out of school, one
was under suspension.

To talk to local teen-agers who identify

themselves as burnouts and to mental
health professionals is to hear that no one
group ofyouths has a monopoly on suicide.

The suicidal urge cuts across all

socioeconomic lines and is as likely to be

the last resort of the high achiever who

feels nothing he does is good enough as of

the kid who has long since given up trying.

The phenomenon of the burnout, of

course, is not new. There have always been
kids who didn't fit in and who dropped out

In another age, they weren't a social pro

blem, they were "hooligans" pure and sim
pie. and they were tossed out on their ears

Today, the burnout subculture is primari

ly a suburban phenomenon. Perhaps
because they have less money or because

their expectations from life are lower across

the board, "you won't find burnouts in

Hartford," said a junior at Bulkeley High
School.

The girl, who once attended Simsbury
schools as part of an exchange program,

said the problems of drug abuse were less

rampant at her present school than in

Simsbury, where, she said, some of her ac-

quaintances put their $100 a week
allowances into recreational drugs, "kids

in Hartford don't have money to buy co-

caine," the Bulkeley student said.

To the outsider, the burnout lifestyle is

a world of strange dress, disillusionment

and irresponsibility.
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REMEMBER
RIVERSIDE

PARK
FOR

SUMMER
JOBS

Ro<k *ni Roll

UMass Musicians Guild

and the SGA present

ROCK FEST
MONDAY
MAY 11
8:00 PM
FREE

In the Hatch

^T

9 AM • 2 PM

EARLY BIRD
SPECIAL
$2 OFF

Shampoo, Cut & Dry

Styles By Deborah
65 University Drive • 549-5610
with this coupon , Expir&s 5/30/87

denying yourself

a oetter shot
at grad school?
Okay it may be too late to get a 4.0. But

it's not too late to try to do better on your

LSAT. GMAT. GRE, or MCAT. For that,

there's Stanley H. Kaplan.

No one has prepped more students

than Stanley H. Kaplan.Our test-taking

techniques and educational programs
have prepared over 1 million students.

So whatever grad school exam you're

taking, call us. Remember, the person

next to you during your exam might

have taken a Kaplan course.
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KAPLAN
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|

The worid's leading

test prep
organization.
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Dukakis appoints farm wife

to state Board of Education
SPRINGFIELD (APi A plain spoken

farm wife, who has been driving school

buses in the Berkshire Hills for 20 years.

and grew up with politics in her father s

general stoic is the governor's latest ap-

pointee to the .state Board of Education.

Frances Turner, of Egremont said she

first became interested in the job two years

ago after diiving 50 miles to attend a "just

awful" meeting of the board, which

oversfi's till' state's public elementary and

high schtK»ls.

"It was almost embara.ssing," she recall-

ed the session, during which the board sent

conflicting signals to its lobbyist meeting

with state legislators on an education

reform bill. "I really had the feeling the

board was drifting."

So. while others complained and squirm

ed in their seats, the 59 year old grand

mother, who had served on various local

school and advisory boards, but had never

met Gov, Michael S. Dukakis, launched her

own quiet campaign.

Following an interview with the gover-

nor, she was one of two western

Massachusetts residents appointed March

25 to the 12-member body, currently

chaired by James Grain of Gloucester, a

vice president and comptroller for New
England Telephone Co. The other members

include community workers, a retired

school superintendent, a union official, a

college professor, several education con-

sultants and a high school student.

"Usually, they go for businessmen or pro-

fessionals, not people like me. But I've

always been interested in helping kids,"she

said. "After all, I have four grandchildren

in the Massachusetts schools."

"We have a new commissioner and the

c(jmposition of the board is quite different,'

she said. "The member snow have a bias

towaids action. And. because we are a

policy-making body and have a lot of con-

trol over departmental regulations, we can

have a considerable effect on the schools."

Mrs. Turner, who spent her first eight

grades in a one-room schoolhouse in rural

Monterey, worked briefly in the Springfield

library after graduating with a degree in

French from Middlebury College in Ver-

mont. "But in those days women didn't

work after they got married and my hus-

band is a dairy farmer and there w£is

always so much to do on the farm," she

AP photo

SCRAMBLE - Detroit's Isiah Thomas (top) tries to ties up Atlanta's Glenn

Rivers (25) as they went for a loose ball during the first quarter of Sunday s

playoff game.
said served as postmaster for awhile. One un-

cle was the Monterey town treasurer,

another the assessor.and her grandfather

was a minister.

"My family has always believed in com-

munity service and books," she said. Her

father was a long-time library trustee and
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Tr\ Kinkos. For great copies.

And great deals.

kinko's
open early Open late.

Open weekends.

You're Too BUSY!
Don't waste time doing

your own laundry...

Take It To

ifi^SS^

U PflAY ST. AMHEIWT.MA.

549'tsea

We Off^n
• Hand Pressing

• Shirt Sen;k:e

• Same Day
Service

L
HOURS: Mon 10 am - 5 pm
Tues - Sat 10 am - 10 pm

^ CINEMA

MONDAY - TUESDAY

Gary Grant Double Feature

PHILADELPHIA STORY 7:00

BRING UP BABY 9:00

DOUBLE FEATURE $3.00

DOWNTOWN AMHERST 253-6426
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COLLEGIAN NIGHT GRAPHICS

LOOKING FOR CREATIVE

AND DEDICATED PEOPLE

i SEEKING EXPERIENCE IN THE

[FIELD OF TYPESETTING, LAYOUT

\ AND PRODUCTION

WORK EVENINGS i

NEXT SEMESTER

COME DOWN WED. MAY
6:00 PM

TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE

113 CAMPUS CENTER

IfIND out what its all ABOUT;

FINAL DAYS!

Certain things are always in style.

Like Tradition . . . Pride . . . Success . . . and

Jostens College Rings. Set yourself apart from the crowd

with a Jostens College Ring . . . your symbol of Success.

JOSTENS
AMERICA S COLUECe BING'»

DATE: MAY 11, 12, 13 TIME: 10-4

PLACE: CAMPUS CENTER
DEPOSIT REQUIRED: $25

if baseball takes second in the Atlantic 10 Championship
ionltnued fnun page 16

"Zerner had a great series. In my mind he was the

outstanding ofTcnsive player of the tournemant." Berg-

quist said.

The Minutemen added a run in the third when Kern
doubled home DiSarcina.

Greer. 4-3. got into trouble in the fourth, loading the

ba.ses with no outs, But after a sarrifice Hy, Greer struck

out two Scarlet Kiii^^hts t.. ^m-I out of the inning with a

6 2 advantage.

UMass got an unearned run in the sixth, and added a

run in the ninth when Sheran tripled to left center and

alertly scored on a wild pitch.

Earlier in the day, the Minutemen disposed ofPenn St.,

10-4. Allen pitched six innings of shutout ball while his

teammates built a substantial lead, and relievers Jeff

Richardson and Don Strange finished.

UMass f,'ot a run in the second and three more in the

third liffiirt' erossing the platf six times in tht' sixth.

Sheran CJ ror-5), Flint (2 for-3). and DiSarcina(2-for-4) led

the Minutemen on offense. Every starter in the UMass
lineup had at least one hit and the team hanged out 14

ill total

In the fir.st round on Friday, UMass dropped a 10
thriller to WVU when Mamarella singled home Mann
ing Baumgardner with two outs in the bottom of th<' ninth.

Dave Telghcder dropped to 5 2 despite pitching six hit,

shutout ball for eight and a third innings. Greer finished

•"We got gieat pitching from Telgheder, Greer, and

Allen." Bergqui.st said.

"i thought Telgheder was a clo.se second for most

valueable pitcher in the tournament, but you don't get

those awards when you lose."

Zerner and Kern each had two hits for the Minutrmtn,

who left .seven runners on ba.se. West Virginia -ti-.tndiii

10 runners.

WVU .senior right-hander Ken Smith. uiiImih n in two

.seasons (21-0). went the distance to improve to 1 1-0 this

.season for the Mountaineers.

ColleKian photo by Paul Fran/

Sophomore designated hitter Dean Borelli (shown here last weekend against Temple) and the

rest of the Minutemen nearly made coach Dick Bergquist's final Atlantic 10 Tournament his

sweetest.

if Gorillas victimized

continued from page 16

After senior midfielder Doug Musco fired

home a pass from freshman Tim Soudan to

make it 3-1 with 7:26 left in the first

quarter, Syracuse struck back with three

goals the first a man-up score by John

Zulberti, who scored four times (with four

assists) including the Orangemen's first

two. The quarter ended with UMass up,

3-2, but without momentum.
Attackman Tom Nelson (four goals) knot-

ted the score, slipping a behind the back

shot past All-American netminder Sal

LoCascio. two minutes into the second

quarter before Gordie Mapes took a Zulber-

ti pass, as did Nelson, and hit net. SvTacuse

led 4-3.

Sophomore defenseman Glenn Stephens

responded off the faceoff by bolting .straight

in on Orangemen netminder Jim Gyory

(rare for the day as Pat Donahue bested

UMass' Neal Cunninghman by a 24-8

count) to tie it back up at 4-4.

The high-powered Syracuse attack then

crushed the Gorillas with its Orange tide

Only 73 seconds was needed to blow the

game open (to 8-4 at the half) as Nelson (2).

Todd Curry and Zulberti each ran in ahme

on LoCascio for e;isv scores as the defense

got burned trying In doul^le loam open

Orangemen. LoCascio kept the game as

close as he could hauling in 22 saves under

the 39-shot barrage, but the sliding UMa.-^s

defense continually left a man open for the

easy score.

"That's that sophomore defensive play.

The inexperience shows when the heat's

on," Garber said.

"They're (Syracuse) dynamite. They're

the best shooting team in the country,"

Garber said.

The Syracuse attack was on fire.

"What makes it a little more demoraliz-

ing is that it wasn't just that they scored,

but they sucked you in with two or three

passes," said LoCascio, who compared the

goals to "a slam dunk in basketball."

The goals almost seemed easy, too easy

for Syracuse. The team was on, and it just

wasn't the Gorillas' day. Not Friday.

"I think this was the worst we played all

year no matter who the opponent," Car-

mean admitted.
UMass tried to regroup after halftime

and scored the first goal of the third

quarter as Musco, cutting in front of Gyory,

took a feed from Kelley Carr and fired it

past the goalie for his second goal of the

game with 9:58 remaining in the third.

But Syracuse responded 1:10 later as

Nelson took a pass from Rhett Cavanaugh

and made it 9-5. Gary Gait then added his

first of three goals in the period before Scott

Hiller tallied his first of three for the game

to make it 10-6.

But this was not the Gorillas' day. For

Nelson, the Orangemen's senior All-

American. he couldn't believe UMass fell

without a bigger fight.

"You can't give up on UMass. But they

finally looked like they (luit at the end

when we got up by seven. " Nelson said.

Tliats the first time I've ever .seen that

happen to them."

The Orangemen then reeled off seven of

the next eight goals to put the Gorillas

away at 17-7 late in the fourth quarter. A
Carmean tally was the lone rip in the

string.

Goals by freshman Robert Codignotto.

Hiller (2), and Carmean's fourth closed out

the scoring.

Correction:
Because of a computer malfunction, portions of the

women's lacrosse season wrap-up story in F'ridays Col-

Icf^ian were deleted and some statistics were inaccurate

F'inal Gazelle .season statistics are as follows:

Freshman attacker Sue Murphy led the team in scor

ing with 27 goals and 13 assists for 40 points. Behind

her was senior attacker Lisa Griswold with 28 goals and

10 assists for 38 points. She was followed by Cathy

Furhman (18, 7, 25). Ginny Arm.strong(13, 5, 18), Becky

Bekampis (16, 0, 16) and Karen Ravn (13, 1, 14).

Junior goalie Pam Stone finished with a .403 save

percentage and allowed 8.64 goals per game.
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Collegian photo by Paul Franz

Senior co-captain Neal Cunningham (right) didn't have much success

winning faceoffs on Friday. ^^__^_^^^^_^^^___»^__
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ROOMAIE WANTED* TRAVEL

WANTED* SUBLET
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ACTIVITIES

TRADE U2 TICKETS have 2 tickets (or

Sunday May 3. need 2 licKets for Saturday

May 2 Call Marue, Holly, Judy, or Charlene

at 549-7477

ATTENTION SIGMA PHI Epsilon Brothers

meeting tonight at 7 30 m CC 171173 All

invited but Hugh Any questions Daniel

Munroe 546-4902

LAST OllflNO CLUB meeting ot semester

tonight 7 00PM rm 168 Campus Center tnp

announcements and shdeshow all welcome

ALBEY REINER

YOU MAKE MY karma bubble' Be one with

naiurei Yellow Rose

APTS IN BOSTON

GRADUATING AND MOVING to Boslon

many listings in Boston area Call Jell at

Popular Properties R E 437 981

1

AUDIO

EPi 110 SPEAKERS lor sale B/0 Dave

6657186

AUTO FOR SALE

1979 PINTO 67K asking $600 549^138

1965 FORD FALCON a cream puff

256-6920

1979 FORD MUSTANG yellow auto

82 000 mis AM/FM stereo $1 200 545-3689

alter 5 30 584-9042

81 CHEVETfiTiSP^SK 1200 or BO
665-2941 excellent condition

PONTIAC T 1000 198^ great condilioni

1400 or best oHer 549-0549

81 CHEVROLET CITATION AM/FM exc

cond 1800 or BO 253 3568

1978 PONTIAC PHOENIX-powerlul load

ed Great engine little rusi Must sell $1000

256 1602

79 VW RABBIT 2 door $1?50 549-4462

Frank

SUBARU 78 NEW Clutch blown rod good

lor part 150 or BO 584-9406

1980 RABBIT ENG. has 30K $800 negoi

call Ron 549-4825

1975 CHRYSLER CORDOBA runs and

looks tine New starter and battery Power

eveiTlhing and sunroof Of«y TDK $860 Call

Steve 5496642

1977 MAZDA RX-4 runs great new tires

and recent body work $600 call Ed at

586-9402 or leave message

1973 VW BUG. Body needs work Good
engine, many new parts $400 or BO
645 3468 (days

)

1973 OLDSMOWLE CUTLASS supreme

AM'FM stereo cassette almost no rust $550

or BO 253-1373 or 256 1373

FORD, ESCORT. 1985 26K AC^ FM
stereo Delux warty impeccable, $4999,

549 5646 Jonathan

BO HONDA aVIC 70 000 mi Good
engine new parts Some Ijodywork need-

ed $600 Betsy 256 0825

1977 RABBIT REBUILT engine AM/FM
oaselle $1100 '>49 1857 Runs perfectly

BUNKBEDS WANTED

LOOKING FOR BUNKBEDS tof our olt

campus apartment Please call anytime

546-8453 or 646 8379

CAPE COD

6 BEDROOM HOUSE roommates needed,

right by Hyannis Bay 5 minute walk from

downtown Hyannis COED $920 each An-

dy 546-4757

CONGRATUALTIONS

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE new sisters

o( Sigma Delta Tau Dam Ross. Diane

Zukas. Joelle Cerasuolo. Stacy
Rosenbloom, Linda Anderson, mary Jane

Dwyer. Donna Ferrari. GaH HawKsley, Amy
Molenko. & Hilary Wilkins We love you and

we're proud of you' Love, the sisters ot

Sigma Delta Tau

ROOM AVAILABLE Tn Beaut condo close

to UMass on bus line Kitchen/laundry facil

irjcl female non-smokers no pets 256- 1 547

San

ROOMS FROM JUNE 1 si tall option $235

per month exclusive close to campus
549 1358

2 BEDROOM APARTMENT, lall starting

June 1 $410 00. laundry. 665-2288 bus

route

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-DISC Entertainment
Disc Jockeys lights, rentals, and Mobile

Video Dances' 549-7144

Agency
Mo

FOR RENT

TAKE OVER OUR lease n June and gel

August rent free' Or |ust sublet lor the sum
mer/2bedroom in Soulhwood apts call

256-6334

SUMMER SUBLET WITH/FALL option

Spacious 2 bedroom Squire Village

Townehouse on bus route starling June 1

Call 665-8410

TAKE OVER OUR lease starting June l 2

bdrm hot water inc 405 + 665 3041

WE"RE LEAVING! TAKE over our 2br

Soulhwood Apt and the furniture's yours

Free' Heat/water included 263-9089

2 BEDROOM CRESTVIEW apt available

June 1 with lall option "} mile from cam-

pus 10 min walk on bus route. 549-5481

ONE BEDROOM PUFFTON available June

1st Call Veronica 549 5456 keep trying

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL option 2
bedroom Squire Village furniture 665-4634

BRANDYWINE ONE BEDROOM available

June 1 through next school year
$460/month inc utililies, pool, bus route

Call 549-6416 Ask lor Dave

AMHERST: 1BR APARTMENT on bus
route 10 mm walk to campus 440/mo plus

elec available June 1st or earlier call

549 5938 or 549 3700

SPACIOUS. CONTEMPORARY HOUSE
sundecks, skylights Great location Mar-

thas Vinyard Sharon 256-8797

LARGE ONE BEDROOM garden apt

dishwasher carpeting quiet residential

neighborhood $400 thru August 253-5746

FREE HEAT AND hot waier 2 bedroom
apartment on bus route Pool, dishwasher,
and other aminites Take over lease or

sublet for summer call Dave or Michael
256-1040

4 BEDROOM HOUSE for June Sept only
Northampton near busline stores yet semi-

pnvale Call Skibiski Realtors 584-3428

SUMMER SUBLET WITH fall option 2
bedroom Squire Village Townehouse
available June Isl call 6652644

DOUBLE ROOM NOHO house fireplac*

wood floors starts Aug I45plus Steve
566 5165

£.
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LOOKING FOR TWO rtJies lo rent tail plus

spnnfl nexi lo campus call now 5*9-7293

FURNISHED ROOMS IN new house fo<

-.ummer o< tail call Dale 253-9949

ONE ROOM AVAILABLE (or ot>e quiel

iionsmoKet spacious quiet apl Crown Potnl

near campus furnished $285 mth 1 know It8

high bit its worth il h«al is included call

Sam 256-4293 nest school ye«' whenever

it starts

SUMMER RENTAL /NVANNIS 3 bedioom

walKinq distance 10 M.jin St $5,400 call

after bPM 778 1673 or 888 1535

AUGUST RENT FREE summer sublet

w/lall option on bus route Northwood

6653678

4 BEDROOM W/BALCONV in Amherst

256^620

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL option 2

bedroom rent cheap tree tumiture 665-8615

BIG! CHEAPI SOUTHWOOD townehouse

2 sunny bedrooms summer w/lall option

call 253 5916 ASAP

PLEASE TAKE OVER Our Southwood

lease' Brand new carpel and Kitchen Hoor"

Ms m great shape' Call soon' Ke«p trying

after 11PM 253-2824

AMA2ING TOWNEHOUSE APARTMENT
in the old Drake Building' Behind CVS m
lown' 2 floors with spiral staircase call

anytime 256 1652

ROOM AVAILABLE IN fully lurnished lu«

uncus Echo Hill Condo Two bus routes 3

miles Irom campus Call 256-6809

evenings

ROOMY 2 BORM Southwood apt on bus

n $148 for 4 people per month Takeover

I June I8t 263-5784

GRAOUATINW

I NEED ONE more roommate to share a

three bedroom townehouse m
WalthamM28 area 549 6678

HELP WANTED

WE ARE LOOKING tor sonwone to do chiW

i.ate one evening a week and occasional

overnights Must have transportation Call

6489057

WANTED PART TIME bus drivers lor Nor

thampton lo Amherst routes $5 to start very

convenient tor Northampton residents

Work schedule arranged around your class

schedule 686 1909

SUMMER JOB • WATERFRONT Director

lor day camp m the Boston Area June

29-August 14 Salary 1.800 2.000 depen

ding on experience Contact Janet wad
den outdoor program director. Patriots

Trail Girl Seoul Council. 6 St
,
James Ave

Boston. Ma 02116 (617H82 1078

PAINTERS NEEDED EASTERN New
England area interior and exterior starting

tay
6 50 and up depending on experience

qual Oppriunily Employer (61 7)933-4370

WAITRESS/WAITER, 20-25 hours per

week loi summer possibly fall- llexibility a

plus Call Mary « 584-9816. between 1 and

4

KERRI. WE COULON T (orgel you, could

we"? Mope you have a great birthday' Love

ya, Beverly and Alyson

HEV SQUID! VOU belter watch out or III

break your tenlacles' Love Squidette

HILARV-HAPPy 19 birthday we hope you

had an awesome dy love Delia Zela

TO THE PLEDGES ol Sigma Kappa Maria

Erin Christine Patty Karen Kim, Maria.

Tanya. Cathy, and Christine we all hope

that you are prepared lor lock-in this

weekend with the snake and the other rep

tiles Try not to worry too much, we all had

to go through it, and most of us survived

Good luck' You II need it Love the sisters

ol Sigma Kappa

HELP-I NEED a place lo live in or near

Boston this summer Please call Ron at

665-3032

niU-Y FURNISHED APT for sumtrier

room lor 6, on bus route.' 10 mm walk (rom

campus. Cable TV rent negotiable call

549-6712

$300 REWARD-SUMMER takeover, with

tall option 1 bedroom Cliltside Apt June

1 Bus route Opposite 7 1 1 Beautiful kx:a

tion Sunny Pod, etc Call 665-3970

(preferably) 10 30PM to 9AM

IHJFFTON VILLAGE -AVAILABLE 2

rooms or 3 bedroom apt call 549-3667

2 BEDfl60M^M»t~iii Southwood avail

June 1 take over our lease $560 a month

excellent condition call 256-8340

SUPER SUMMER SUBLEf~Southwood
Townehouse Own bedroom Pool, tennis,

cable, big backyard, bus fte Best oHer

253-3002 eves

$100 REWAROI TAKE over my lease, star

ting June 1 (negotiable) Call John 665-7546

or 545-0896 Be persistent' 1 bedroom in

Cliffside

WAITPERSON FOR 6:30 to 2 30 Apply

Good Egg 486 West St full or pan ume

GRILLCOOKSAWAITPEOPLE: DAY hours

§real pay pi'tt downlown Northampton

yvestars RMiaurant 1 1 1 Pleasant St

•ATTENTION SUMMER WORK positions

• available Maxe 379/week, worx with

' students from UMass & 500 other

• colleges, travel westward, great lor
^

your resume 4 lots of tun Call 256-

0866 for info

CAi*CELORS^^ESIDENTIAL^nit fSr

emotionally disturbed adolescents small

groups exciting team work and good work

ing environment $1 1 ,580 per year and ex-

cellent benefits Over 21 years oW Call Ms
Boudreau at 584-1310 Northampton Center

tor Children and families

PART-TIME DRIVER, afternoons, Monday,

Tuesday, Wednesday, and Saturday Must

know Hadley Amherst area Send informa-

lion to Montgomery Florist, 350 Russell St

Hadley Ma01036 wo phone calls please'

SAVE $500 ON next semesters bill wanted

several students for work program 6-8hrs

weekly tor next semester call Mr Roos

549 5120

TRIPLE A STUDENT Painters Amherst,

BITN Pelham Areas mlerior/exterior low

rates insured BBS members, written

guarantee free estimates call

1-800-922 5579

DAVID CARLSON 3WEST Dickinson an in-

spiration yes you are Keep up hope tor

your time will come with love

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE new sisters

of Delta Zeta Lauren Tracy Elissa, Amy,

Cindy, Patti Diana, Hilary, Amy. Tama,

Sheri, Erin, Naomi, Lisa. Laurie, and Tia'

Love the sisters ol Delta Zeta

2 MALE OR FEMALE roommates wanted

to share 1 bedroom in apt 10 mm walk Irom

campus also on bus route Call Susan

546-6361

1 FEMALE WANTED lo share a bedroom

in a 2 bedroom Townehouse Squire Village

apartment Very inexpensive Delinitely

worth looking at Call anytime 665-3448

2 NONSMOKING FEMALES lo share
J

bedroom Brandywine call 6 9726 6-1446

TWO FEMALE NON-SMOKERS wanted lo

share bedroom in Northampton Apts lor

next school year Rent $150 00 per month

each Call Nancy 665-8250

TWO MALE ROOMMATES needed hall

minute walk Irom bus stop ten minute walk

lo campus must be quiet and non smoking

contact Lee 546-6820 Mike 546-6449

ONE MALE NEEDED tor single room in

Rolling Green low rent util inc call

256-6837

SUMMER IN CAPE Cod Hyannis near Mian

St $1,000 lor 15 weeks 546-7200 or

546 7204

TWO ROOMMATES NEEDED in Pulfton

Villaoe Own bathroom Walk in closet All

major appliances Call Steve 5490006

ONE BEDROOM IN 2 bedroom apl

available June i Call Dave 6652338

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL option

.Spacious two bedroom apt m Sunderland

on bus route small Quiel complex call

665-7590

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL option

Available June 1 , 1 room in 4 bedroom apl

m Northamplon S200/month call Don

6840054

2 BEDROOM APT Brandywine rent neg

call at night 649-6425

FEMALE SUBLETTERS FOR One
bedroom in two bedroom Creslview ' imile

Irom Campus rent negotiable call 549-2638

NICE 3BDRM HOUSE next to Puffers

Pond Backyard, plenty ol parking, rent

negotiable Call Diane 549-7609 or Peter

549-6267

TAKE OVER LEASE

JUNE 1. ON bus ri

-Sunderland 665.2509
3bdrm apl in

TOWNEHOUSE OF AMHERST

WE NEED 2 roommates lor (all semester

87 outside apartment Call 549-0608

TYPING

' SPEEDN KEYS' -PROFESSIONAL.
reliable, accurate 256-1002

TWO ROOMMATES NEEDED to share

summer sublet in Presidential Apts Fur-

nished and inexpensive call 549-4691

anytime

IBD APT Amherst Crossing Apts on bus

line, lall option 380/mo call 256-6136

TWO BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE m
Squire Village summer sublet with lall op-

tun call 665-4026

TYPING SERVICE

TYPING. PAPERS, letters.

.„„ etc Meticulous proofreading

Editing available New IBM typewriter Call

549-0367

QUALITY
resumes

SERVICES

JULIE HERE'S TO many more months

Slick around Love Jack

TUTORING, SUBSTITUTE TEACHING in

business management, marketing.

finance, investment & microcomputers $7

per hour Neg 536-5006 leave message

NEEOA TRUCK? CaMPeter will drive you

and your stuH 2 and 3 hrs drive cheaper

than UHaul call nights 685-3292

TWO BEDROOM APT luHy furnished cable

TV. on bus route one or two people. $150

per person call 253-2696

SOUTH^MHE^'ThOUSE with rooms

available immediately(3 or 4) Call Paul at

256-0333

TYPING SERVICE

WORD wizard'WORD processing Stu-

dent rates 549-6484

NEED FURNITURE CHEAP call JacquI

256-8032

BARRY GODFREY HAPPY birthday'' Get

psyched (or tonight at 8 00 i love you -B

SEDA HERE S LOOKING at You Kid " the

best of luck to you upon graduation I guess

we II miss you most ot all Keep in touch'

Love Mara Knsten, and Karon

HORSES TO RENT any time )oin a horse

committee come and go ride by yoursell

lessons and overnight rides special trips

and birthday parties 367-2482

2 BEDROOM APT in house on Grove St

near bus stop available June thru Aug w/laH

option 253-5820

WATERBED

WATERBEO-QUEEN-SEMl-motionless
less than l year old 2 sets of sheets $230

or BO 546-9650. keep trying

TAHA. QUESTION: HOW did you get away

with stealing a car and I'm losing my mind

over a pair ol keys?

EXPERIENCED QUANTITY COOK
available for summer employment Mon-Fn

6AM-6PM call evenings 256-8398

BRANDYWINE 1 BEDROOMapanment^
Sunny spacious fully furnished with deck

close to bus best offer 549-6479

GENERAL OFFICE WORK $5/hr 5^10

hrs/wk workstudy lall 87 private program

on campus -no typing call after 6PM
586-6863

MOVING YOURSELF AND your belong

ings home' Need information' Ask Ryder

Truck Rental Tuesday May 1 21h 9-5inCC

room 178 and Wed May 13. 10-5 on CC
Concourse Coine and see us 4 get a free

givawayl

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE new
brothers ot Lambda Chi Alpha Just what

the Greek area needs- more smurfs runn

mg around Love the sisters of Sigma

Kappa

TRIPLE A STUDENT painters Amherst,

BITN Pelham areas, interior/exterior, low

rates, insured. BBB members, written

guarantee. free estimates call

1-800-922-5579

SPANISH TUTORING & TRANSLATION

PATIENT, SKILLFUL HELP: short stories

grammar 256-1002

JULY AND AUGUST in Noho house sun-

ny call Steve 586-5165

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL option

$406/mlh partly inc-furn. bb-q, pool, air

condition , elec hi, dishwasher, spac rms,

200 «, avail 8/1/87 Call 665-3757

NEXT TO CAMPUS! Unbeatable summer
place Grad students prelerred call soon

549-7293

WANTED

WANTED^fWOFEMALESTo sublet two

rooms in house Cable. «',asher. dryer

dishwasher, lurnished for only 156.00' Call

Donna 253-3625

HYANN^^TlbOMMATE needed $875Tor

summer call Carolyn 549-4860

JOE R VOU pagan sex i

py 22nd birthday Love I

i-monster Hap-

$$$$ REWARD OFFERED to takeover Our

Southwood lease Call 253-3993

PRIVATE ROOM SHARE bath no kitchen

10 mm walk to campus on bus rt

S225/month inclusive 6491585 leave

message

4 BEDROOM APARTMENT. Take any or

all rooms Available 6/1 On busline. Call

Rob 256-1480

SUMMER^ SUBLET W/FALL option 1

bedroom available m June Entire 3

bedroom apartment available in Sept Bus
route Debbie 549-0555

FOR SALE

CRATE AMP~ MUST sell' Call Shawn
546-9030

U2 TlckET¥F6fl saie all shows 546-8789

NIKON 135MM7278 MACRO lens, brand

nouu complete w/carrymg case Price

BRIGHT SELF-STARTERS wanted (or

part-time positions at retail quick copy shop

Must be quick learners and good with peo-

ple Positions available lor summer and fall

Please apply at Kinkos 220 N Pleasant St

SUMMER HELP FOR Gfoucester WaTer

front Restaurant- waiters, waitresses,

dishwashers Call Frank or Doreen.

617-283-4123 Of 5053

PETER I'M IN seventh heaven I love you

Jayn

SUMMER WORKSTUDY JOB. some typ

ing experience required, flexible hours

545 3697

PUFFERS POND

SUMMER SUBLE-T^WITHIN walking

distance can til six people but will rent to

less. Very negotiable call 549-5414

PUFFTON VILLAGE

SPRING FLING

HELP WITH SPRING FlingI Come to Cen
tral Area Government meetings at 8OO on

Tuesdays

3 BEDROOM APT for summer w/fall option

August rent free 665-4813 Northwood

SUMMER SUBLET. JUNElO-Aiigijsryi

Room in house on Mam St $185plus or BO
Allison 253-5893

3 BEDHObiyrAPART«liENT (uiiylurriished

deal location N Pleasant SI good rent call

lor info 253-3956

FASHION MODELS NEEDED to work in

Pans Milan. Japan. New York. Boston

Newcomers welcome call 617-353-0010

On Wednesday. May 5th issue we wrote the

wrong number This one is correct, we

apologize for the inconvenience

BIG^TG reward giveli^of 2 or 3

bedroom Brandywine, Pulfton or house

near campus Starting anytime call

546-6639 546-6685

W/FALL OPTION. Spacious clean two

bedroom townhouse on bus route Take

over lease June 1st 665-8455

ST JUDE

THANK YOU AGAIN! Seldom do your

prayers go unanswered I am very grateful

PAINTERS/FORMEN WANTED summer
Amherst. BLTN areas $5-8 call

1 800-922-5579

SUMMER JOBS FOR sludenl activists

Earn $2000-3000plus this ummer enforcing

our Water Laws Clean Water Action Is hir-

ing organizers for summer campaigns H

you are looking lor experience m com-

munication lobbying & management call

today between 10-5 87 Grads are en-

couraged lo apply for out Political leader-

ship programs In Amherst 549-7450 •

Boston 617-423-4661

PUFFTON VILL. OLDER lemale, summer
sublet (July-August only) with fall option

Neat, responsible and non-smoker
549-7458 SUBLET

2 BEDROOM FURNISHED apt Colonial

Village bus route 300/mo call Al 546-9753

SUMMER SUBLE'TOUR 2bedroom Bran-

dywine apl nonsmokers only 549-4538

MANY ROOMS AVAILABLE m house

Rent 120O0 plus utilities We are in the

mood to negotiate 549-5770

WANTED TO RENT

APARTMENT OR HOUSE^Ior 3. 4. or 5

people reasonably close to campus Call

anytime 546-6602. 546-5774 or 546-5772

Please keep trying

RIDERS WANTED

TUSCON VIA? WESTWARD bound May
23 or 24 665-8407 please keep trying'

RIDE WANTED

TO LONG ISLAND Thursday 5/14 or Fri-

day 5/15 will share expenses Pam
546-5532

negotiable Call John. 6-7070 after 10P M
^^^ ^ GORILLA EAT GORILLA WORLD

VUARNETTrAYBAN, BOLlE sunglasses

plus kx)ka-likes Jams, calchit sunbntches

shorts, everything discount Mike 549-7576

FORD PINTO 80 B60O0 miles pnce

negotiable 646-7107

1982 TOYOTA TERCEL. 60K excellent

condition. Pioneer aWPM tape $2500.

549-3969

CHEAP FURNITURE FOR sale beds and

couches from S20-50 549-3829

FURNITTliRE FOR SALE Ktchen 7ab«e and

Chairs shelves, dresser bed overstuffed

chair All prices Cheap and negotiable

Allison 253-5893

GORILLA-GRAMS LET us be your clams
in shinmg armor ohyeeahh" 546-9152.

7654

LOST

RED POLO SPRING lackel ri campus
center- Friday please call Julie 9571

82 CHEVEYTTE 4 d' hatcn 70000 mi 1200

or BO c^l 546^612

BEDROdiM SET -2 matching beds

dresser curtains, etc call lor details Janet

649-7717

DOUBLEWbOOEN DRESSER with m.rror

anatcned, wooden desk twi" bed kitchen

taibte with 4 chairs and a phone I! in-

terested call Holly or Steph at 549-1619

COMPLETE BEDROOM SET includes bed

tno headboards 2 buraus sheh/«». motor

and nohi table AHo 2 twin bads c«B

MK:helle Duva 549-0603 or 549-1 191

GREY JEAN JACKET Irom Mike s W View

Thurs 4/9 be cool return Keys (rom pocket

C H Brandywine 549-0667

BLACK FUR HAT lost 31 fiHarch on cam-

pus S50 reward can R,ch 546-9934

BLACK DOG FEMALE win while spcjt on

neck/chest She is med s.-e very (riendly

and answers to the name Higgy She has

red collar is part Lab am^ was last seen May
3rd in Belchertown-Nonn area 256-0608

ROOM AVAILABLE

ROOM IN NORTHAMPTON available June

1st S200 a month call Don 584-0054 (all

option

ROOMMATE WANTED

SUMMER SUBLET/FALL option 2 large

bedroom townehouse in Sunderland pool

tennis, backyard bus n only 9 mmutes
(rom campus 495/monlh (summer neg

)

call 665-2265 leave message

THE BOSTON GLOBE. IBM. General

Foods and Kenner Parker Toys are iusi a

few ot the many opportunities available

through the Co-op Office Come in or call

today - 545-2224 your future starts here!

TWO BEDROOM TOWNEHOU¥e m
Southwood includes bathroom and half

dishwasher partially furnished on bus

route' Call 256-8378

ONE BEDROOM APARTMETiry Includes

utilities, dishwasher. A/C pool, tennis. On
bus route Reward 665-8891

ATTENTION: SHOULDN'T PASS up- own
bed/bath, rent negotiable Puffton 549-3607

June 1 to Aug 30

SUMMER SUBLET IN BOSTON available

with two males June 1-August 31 $184

month call 256-1700 (Rebekah) or

(617)787-1333 (Chris)

TWO SENIORS LOOKING for one or two

bedrooms lor now until end of semester

close to campus Call Chris or Dave

253-7572

LOOKING FOR S-BEORObM^in PufSon

reward offered- Lisa 6-7979

SMBTG REWARD offered (or 3

bedroom Puffton Apt Lease 253-7927

$80/MONTH SUBLET female non-smoker

(ully furnished apt call 256-8296

SUMMER SUBLET -FALL option 1 of 4

bedrooms -bus route 136/month Janette

256-8962

1 BEDROOM IN 2 bedroom apt. cable TV
pool AC 665-7185

DOWNTOWN NOHO 4 bedroom apaft-

ment $680plus or each room $170plus per

month Summer only call eves Robin or

Krissy 256-0718

TWO BEDROOM PUFFTON apartment (or

summer sublet plus Call Julie 546-7237

LOOKING FOR 3bedroom Puffton Apt

Want to sublet for summer and lake over

lease Call Herb 546-6761

TAKE OVER LEASE June 1st 2 bedroom

apt in Colonial Village across Irom Changes

380/mo plus utilities on bus route 256-0984

3'SENIORS LOOKING for 2 or 3 bedroom

apartment for tall Sememster only If you

can help us out please call Brian or Erik at

253-7195 Leave message

NORTHAMPTON 2BRDM 1 mmute walk to

dwntwn Summer w/fall option new utilities

$S00/mth call after 4PM 586-9211

TWO SINGLES IN Gilreath cheap Whitney

546-1 1 19 or Julie 253-7374

LOST, RUBY WNG extremely sentimen-

tal If found caU Natalie 253-5885 Large

reward'

ROOMMATE WANTED TO share a two

bedroom Colonial VIg Apt Own room, ful-

ly furnished. 185 a month 253-5183

anytime

SELF-STORAGE FROM $207monthly

Transportation possible Aaron Inc

665-8281 1-800-342-3492

OLD 5 BEDROOM house on Hyannis Har-

bor Cape Cod 1500 per person lor season

Call Mark 617-775-1669

TWO BEDROOMS, FURNISHED.
spacious, very cheap. 100 yeards to bus.

pizza. 7-11. only $295 per month 665-8640

STAYING FOR THE summer? 1 fun per-

son needed to sublet Ibdrm in 3 bdrm Puff-

ton apl June to end August cost 120 mo
plus utilities has pool tennis, close to cam-

pus call Erin 549-7622

UMASS STUDENT LOOKING for room to

rent near campus during spring break 9-21

to 9-29 Call Mary at 546-1 151 Keep trying

SUBLETS/HOUSING NEEDED June 28 -

Aug 15 Call SBMC 256-8615 9AM-7PM

SUMMER JOBS

MARK HERNANDEZ

PUFFTON MALE ROOMMATE wanted lo

share in one bedroom apt Thorn 546-6057

or 549-5231

I THIHK VWJBE 9orgi

MAflTNA-S VINEYARD

SURFBOARDS "APW 5mO m twwi fin

bombert>oard 10 fl Todd 549^003

1978 DATSUN B2106X 47000 milw »950

or BO must see good condition 549-6061

WANTED TWO MALE or females to share

house n Edgalown reasonable summer
rent call Jim Merrigan al 545-2150 Ot Chns
at 549-1010 after 6PM

MODERN FURWTURE SEMESTER cM-

cooch/chair set Papazon chair kitchen set.

desks bookcase, mattress spring 4 more'

Call 256-8677

COUCH FOR SALE eiiceflwit condrion'

125 or BO 549-5799

MONEYMAKING OPPORTUNITIES

BROKE, FOR MORE Tnfo send self ad-

dressed stamped envelope to S Schlegel

124 Meadow St , Amhwil MA 01002

MOTORCYCLES

WOW! 2 COOL roommates wanted' Take

over lease June 1 furnished! Fall option!

Reward!! 253-3368

GREAT LOCATION SUMMER subM w/faN

option in Amherst Center 546-9368 after

3PM

TWO PEOPLE NEEDED to share rooms lor

summer in Sunderland apartment, male or

female, srriokers welcome 665-2718 (all op-

tion available

RESPONSIBLE, NONSMOKER FEMALE
needed tor summer and/or next school

year One t>edroom in sunny two bedroom
townehouse Live with quiet female grad

student 665-4563

SUMMER JOBS!!! ACADEMIC Affairs

Com hiring students to help produce

Course and Teacher Evaluation Guide 2

part lime positions available (20-30 hrs/wk

al min wage ) Job entitles writing, editing,

typesetting Additional inio -.id applications

available at 420 Student Union Bidg Due

at noon Wed May 13 Women and

minorities encouraged to apply AA/EOE

SUMMER JOBS

1 FEMALE NEEDED to share room in

Southwood Twnhouse June-Aug
$100/month 6-7981 or 6-8070

DOUBLEANDSiNGLE rooms available for

summer sublet Northampton, busrotue,

large house, rent negotiable 586-7749

WANTED-$100 REWARD a 6 or 7 person

house for next year, near bus route Call

Dave 549-0384 or Patty 549-1703 leave

name and number

WANT TO TAKE over lease of off-campus
house near bus route tor next fail and

spring Call 546-1090 or 253-3894

HOUSE 6 BEDROOM 50 yds from Grad

lower rent negotiable 549-5039

LARGE ROOM FOR two in Amherst Center

Apt available (or summer sublet 256-0640

THE FUTURE IS so bright, you gotta wear

shades Help pass the Toxics Liberation

Act. stop nuclear madness, and light for

consumer justice Masrmrg seeks bright,

energetic students for summer campaign
positions Earn $150-300 per week Train-

ing, travel, advancement, and a chance to

meet hundreds of other tun people Offices

in Amherst. Boston, Cape Cod Wor-

Chester, and six other locations Call San-

dy at 256*434 today'

SCHWINN PRELUDE: 23 mch sportour

btke 3 weeks old Flawless Mark 66S«51

AQUAimUMr20 GALLON all equipment in

excellent condition Mark 666-8651

FUJ1 12 SPEED lor sale excellent cotkIi-

Iwn, colof black. 23 "frame. FUJI com-

ponenls. Dia compe brakes, recent

overhaul-rides |ust like new. price

neootiable ll mteresled caM Reinardo at

S4S-1090

HONDA CB350 RECENTLY rebuilt emgine

call 266-8643 ask for JR $450 or BO

HOND/T VT500 ASCOT 1964 BIk excel

cor>d 7600mi louid cooled, shaft dnve 6 sp

must see $1200 or BO CrtI Ben 253-77te

SPEAKERS 3-WAY 12" woofer Ookyo

5-50 ex eond I25w call 6-5246

NOHO NOHO NOHO

LIVE JN^A reaftown" Sublet with lall op-

tion convenient Graves Ave location call

Paul or Bwi 5«4-7962

LOOKING FOR TWO females lo share

bedroom in Brandywine Apt is completely

furnished Starting June 1 Call Lisa at

549-4680

LOOKmO FOR 2 le«nal«s or a couple lo

share large room in Amherst house call

546-9151 or 253-3671 eves

2 FUN NON-smoking females needed lor

double in Puffton call 549-1302

SUMMER SUBLET

TWO TWIN BEDS; one exfra-lorio. «»
standard $75 or best offer 256-1062

SMAU.7USED REWttOEBATOR m good

eor>ditK3n 665-4344

FOR SALE: MOUNTAIN bike $200: Ban

)0 with case $t 75, Vetta iurtx)lrainer $78 at

665-4769 eves

5 CUBIC METER relridgerator lor sale $75

or best offer call 546-5673

Ff«E CASH

NEED MONEY? SPEND an your cash on

springbreak'' ! need vour baseball cards

please help' Call Mike 5490333

PERSONALS

RiESUME TYPESETTING SERVICE"
Have your resume prolessionally typeset

The best quality type not a word processor

Sixteen different type styles to choose fiom

Takes only 3 days costs $25 and any

changes ill do for FREE Come down to the

Collegian Graphics Office (113 Campus
Center) and speak to Peter Soderberg

MEET NEW PEOPLE! Get great ex

perience' Come write tor New England s

largest college daily The Collegian is ml 13

Campus Center right behind the T V

Come down and check us out'

ITS COMING FOR the first liitie in May'

ROOMMATE WANTED SINOLE room N
Amherst house with washer/dryer T V VCR
Microwave fireplace not too serious female

student $250 pkJS 549-5540

1 BEDROOM AVAiLABLETn extra large

lully lurnished Southwood Townehouse lor

2 females to share available June t with fall

option call anytime 253-3934

3 BEDROOM FURNISHED apt 4«0/month

utilities and cable included on bus route,

swimming pool, lennis cl 666-3671

AMHERST CENTER, DOUBLE room in

house with fall optoo. rent reasonable, call

Claire or Lisa for details at 253-7218

THREE^BEDROblif PUFPfON^apt
available for summer 87 3 or 4 people call

lor details 649-6327

FEMALES WANTED TO sublet Bran-

dywine apt. Call 546-9027

LARGE HOUSE ONE-mlle-town-campus.

Beichertown bus, dishwasher, free color

cable, sublet any ol five bedrooms /lease

take over 256-0736

SUMMER PUFFTON VILLAGE cheap, fur-

nished Singles and double available Call

549-1678 or 546-6737

2 BEDROOM APARTMENT in Puffton for

summer 546-6106 or 546-6107

SUMMER SUBLET- WE WANT YOU

DO YOU WANT to live doee to campus this

summer' We have one or h«o bedrooms
available lor you This house is the one for

you! Fall optwn included Call 549-7246

evenings.

2 HIGH SPIRITED WOMEN (smokers) look-

ing to lake over lease on apt or house: or

to share your place m the (all call Kristie

6-8565

APARTMENT OR HOUSE for 3, 4, or 5

people reasonable close to campus call

any1ime-546-6e02 546-5774 or 646-5772

Please keep trying!

LOOKING FOR A 3-b«droom apartment In

Puffton for summer (May 23 to Aug) Call

Nikhll 546-1046 or Rahul 546-1497

NEED ROOMMATES? TWO girls looking

lor one or two bedrooms in house for sum-
mer DennisporVHarwich area 256-0316

1 FUN FEMALE looking lor apartment for

the fall call 6-6007 anytime ask (or Joanne

ONE BEDROOM, RRST floor, so or Center

Amherst, lor elderly woman, starting June
1 call Mike Peters 323-6011 or 545-2283

LOOKING FOR ONE or Nro bedrooms in

Pulfton or close to campus call Suzanne
546-8645 or Elizabeth 546-6844

NEED FEMALE NONSMOKER to share 1

bedroom in Brandywine 549-4538

SUMMER SUBLET ROOMMATE wanted

nonsmoker prelerred 1039 N Pleasant Si

right across from Puffton on bus roule rent

IS riegotiable call 546-7809 or 646 8947

leave message

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED, non-

smoker considerate For t txlr apl m Col-

onial Village 160/mo Completely furnish

ed Call 256-0724 evenings

LARGE FULLY FURNBHH) house Cable,

5 bedrooms, near bus stop, very clean This

house IS ideall" Rent negotiable, call us!

253-5885

2 BEOiROOM APT Brandywine summer
sublet cheap 546-4784 546-5484

NEEbib 1 OR 2 peopieTo share 2 bdrm

townehouse this summer On bus roule (10

mm to GRC) fully furnished, senic, quiet

Free cable, pool, tennis, Rena 665-8279

3 BEDROOM FURNISHED Puffton lor sum-

mer Reasonable rent call 549-0333

SUMMER SUBLET ONE bedroom apart

meni m back ol Orchard Hill private quiel

balh garage, kitchen laciliiies, washer,

dryer, call David 253-9032 leave message
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Smithereens

By Sarah Smith

Love is rare, life is strange, nothing lasts, people change.

— Anonymous

Daily Crossword Ptizzle
Edited by Trade Michel Jaffc

"Oh, wonderful! Look ot this, Etta —
another rr^outh to feed."

Collegian staff: Spring ^'''^^'-

staff photo at 8 p.m.

TONIGHT!!!! Be there or

43

Meow For Now «^

'\y-P:^y^''^'^'.y<^'-^^-<'~^1/ Cjk^'

be faceless.

DAY GRAPHICS STAFF PHOTO IS

TUESDAY AT 5:00 PM.

BE THERE OR BE LEFT OUT
OF THE 1st ANNUAL

COLLEGIAN STAFF YEARBOOK!

Bloom County

'7^ It's been great, it's been fun, but

we're glad we're done!

-Your Sunday Night Crew

.m'^^
'i'OCirr

X'

ACROSS
I Tour staler

6 Sell

to Brink

14 Evangel s!

McPhersor.

15 Heore*
measure

1 6 Wakeri

17 AbSOrpl'Or in

thought

19 Frann

20 Sed"»"'ary

21 Scottisn e»pon
22 Pan o( Europe

Abbr

23 Old jokes

25 Co'tee or

cockiai item

28 Stops
31 Scorches

32 OsguS!
34 AyialiOr Pre(-«

35 Providence
university

37 WiiiDA genus
38 — movement

ir botar*

40 City c "le

Rhone
41 E>aii

42 Chem'Ca
KjmpOo'"3

43 6oh cheese
— Kap'iai

45 Clan Syrno-Oi

48 Baltimore s

l»oys

ef summer
53 Photog-aphed
54 Urban avveiling

57 It -
necessarily

58 Partners Ql

reels

59 Health

enhancer

60 Optimisi'C

61 Helper

62 Run down

DOWN
1 Wags me
tongue

2 To laugh in

Evian

3 Old Testament
tKJOk

4 Latest reports

5 D'Ssenis

6 Goes •'- ti-ie

POl'-

7 0»-
8 Act.-i' ueat!,

9 And
1C SlOI'n 'roOW
11 Waijre

12 Words of

comprenension

13 Repair

18 S'Oesiip

21 Allowance 'o'

waste

23 Gloat

24 Algerian

seaooi
25 Cohan s Over

26 Mann tr^e f-ne'

27 Baned appie

aessc
28 unaccof'ipaniea

29 Honor'liC

30 E«r'ess
contempt

31 Pal ot (he

street scene

33 f j9

.3^ A,-

36 I-

-
' '-i^avy weit^ritL

DV

^ J L ,Ke a Cff'rf

'anger

t,i Arinurian aay

i2 Steno
54 Bikmi par'

4u -.».;.•.

42 Me"
44 Divine

45 Ivan or Nipr^cjias 55 le — Soieil

46 HentucKy ? 56 Peculiar

neighbo'

ANSWER TO

A A n

PREVIOUS PUZZLE

By Berke Breathed

IW tos ^nftrlrs limr% ~>vn4i(«li 5MV/87

N

S

I've VfV
MINSP HfNeNOT
weim MtNEP

bi A>^

Ye5,jHm. you

""^'^ mpmr's

t^'i^L

•^-^^b:

c^"^ J

Jkls%

Lunch
Menu

Basics Lunch

Hot Pastrami on Water Roll

Italian Shell Casserole

Dinner

Chicken Cutlet

Supreme Sauce

CranberiY Sauce

Roast Lamb/ Gravy

Mint Jelly

Humus Vegetable Sandwich
Vegetable Hot Pocket

Basics Dinner
Cheese Nut Loaf

Mushroom Sauce

Chicken CutU't

Supreme Sauce

Cranberry Sauce

r

Bat Brain

'^IT bMS 0N-mi5 L/er OP ^
BAT BRAitJ COMPAf^ PR0PUCT5

TH^T U)E SELL eOlBLE CONDOMi}^

tIR MOORE. l-bNT "W^T t?**'^

f,F]?OUb f HO U) A&OUT A L I-

AMP NOT tANtN. 'you
"

COOUJ BE CAO^Nfe A

^PRetrhK^NCies, 'r

'AMP Wl-m AiiPSy

ft LOT OF ONH€t-,

By Bill Dearing

Weather
Today: It is going to be sunny today with a high in the

mid 7bs Get psyched

Tonight: It is going down, down, down to 55.

Tomorrow: Sunny with a high around 80 degrees

Yeehaw'

OOITC TRUe, BAT B«AlM.^-tAT'5

WHS We'U. SHORTtS B6 COM-
1 NC OUT WITH 'SAT BRPi i M

^ t V cpr I sE -TWei a ^ I <rHX
S^\^'4'frRAN|M^5^
OF '• 6AT BRAIN ABORT10N_

tUNiCS.'FA CURfc

FOR AlPS 15 FOUND,
OUR. "BAT BRftltJ

pCPARTMaiT
Ujli-C 4ft-<-

7>^AT "TOO

HA<lN(j MONtS 5ELMU-
rpROPUCT THAT CAUSES

ft PROWJEH, AMP -meM

MAICIMG MORE M0W6M

Today's Staff
MUght B4Mor * Lunatic Cat Levenstone

C«pT E^Hof Jennifer Fab Fairfax Dempsey

LaY**l Tcch«leia« Phillip Surf Eno

rk«i« Tcchaldaa Dancin Skelly Skeltone the 3rd

Fradactioa SvptrHMr Pretty Eyed Rob

ProdsetloB Laura La Bell Bell the best best.

Jantc Wanie LP. Dave Sugar Cain. The Sweet Rae Sisters

Julie and Wendy, Pedro the man Perrara. and Joe. Joe,

Joe the wonderful, lovely, patient, thanks for all the rides,

our DRIVER'-!'

Gordy By Gorde

i/UHfiT/ THAT'S
mposs/SLef

NOPE .'"(T^'e^"

p^jJBl?f /TALL yJBMT

AMKTH/AJSf

U/aVB 6a£AJCMSATBor

ee^&^ry usf t^^e 'ub

mSBBD Br
RB^MSf

Executive Board —> Spring of 198

K£LLT SIEGER
EdHor in Chief

NAHCY KLINGENER
MaaaflBg Editor

PHIL SERAFIMO
Editorial Editor

STEVE RUBm
BatlAMt Manager

ANSEL ZINTER
Prodaetion Manager

Business Board —• Spring of 198'

STEVE RUBIH
Bnsincss Manafcr

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marketing Manager

PAUL H. LESSER
AdrattlBlBg Salts Manager

CRAIG HAUGLE
Clrcnlatlon Manager

VAHESSA ROTH
Finance Manager

KAREN HOLLAHD
Snbacriptton Mamaftr
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Softball takes 2nd Atlantic 10 Crown
Minutewomen 3-0 for weekend; beat Penn St., Temple twice
— '-•»—' ^i-»- "^ ...... ^., ... _/.. 1^*: w*^ o /i_4 otart Viavar hptran her drive to

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian StafT

STATE COLLEGE, PA - The Universi

ty of Massachusetts softball team became

champions of the Atlantic 10 tournament

for the second year in a row as it defeated

Temple University, 3-1 here yesterday in

the championship game at Lady Lion Field.

The win was the last of three wins for the

Minutewomen in the double-elimination

tournament. Before yesterday's action, the

Minutewomen had beaten host Penn State,

4-3 on Friday and the Owls, 51 on

Saturday.

The key blast in yesterday's contest for

the Minutewomen was a two-run triple by

senior second baseman Carol Frattaroli in

the third inning, which erased a 1-0 Tem
pie lead. Frattaroli was named Most

Valuable Player of the tournament.

UMass added its final run of the game in

the sixth inning on a sacrifice fly by junior

shortstop Paige Kopcza.

Junior pitcher Lisa Rever picked up her

second win of the tournament for UMass.

Rever was also named Most Valuable Pit-

cher for her efforts over the weekend.

UMass is 35-12 and has won 15 of its last

16 contests. Temple fell to 27-21 after split-

ting four games during the three-day soft

ball bonanza.

UMass entered as the tourney's third

seed, but it wasn't too much of a surprise

that the team won it all. The
Minutewomen had a 6-4 record in regular

season Atlantic 10 play, but played

flawless when it mattered, and came away
with some more hardware for the trophy

case.

There were doubts that the

Minutewomen would even be playing in

this tourney, after getting off to a 4-4 start Rever began her drive toward the

in conference play. However, a key tourney's "Cy Young honors, gaining the

doubleheader sweep at Rhode Island a cou other of her two crucial victories in that

pie of weeks ago opened the doors for the game for UMass.

Friday's win set-up a Saturday matchup

with Temple, the tournament's top seed,

which had defeated Rhode Island Friday

Minutewomen to defend their conference

title.

UMass had to face host Penn State,

which was seeded second, in the opening

round Friday. Surely, the Minutewomen

remembered an embarassing sweep which

the Nittany Lions gained at their expense

earlier in the year at Totman Field.

It was important for UMass to come out

with a first game win, in order to avoid

having to scramble its way out of the loser's

bracket. The Minutewomen responded in

fine fashion, taking a step towards the ti-

tle and casting revenge upon the Nittany

Lions in one fell swoop, with the 4-3

victory.

afternoon. UMass, which had split an

early-season doubleheader with the Owls,

made its way into the championship game
by virtue of its 5-1 victory. Freshman Traci

Kennedy was the winning hurler for the

Minutewomen.

Another win by Temple later that after-

noon over Penn State gave the Owls a

chance turn the tables on the

Minutewomen, but UMass continued its

weekend dominance, prevailing again and

coming away with another Atlantic 10

crown. continued nn page 13

SPORTS

Syracuse blows by UMass, 17-11

Collegian photo by Byrne Guarnotta

Junior attackman Kelley Carr tries to get past defenseman Mike O'Donnell (center) and goalie

Jim Gyory (right background) for a score in Friday's 17-11 loss to third-ranked Syracuse at War-

ren McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

West Virginia proves too much for
Minutemen at Atlantic 10 tourney
Mountaineers take UMass twice, sink team in championship
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

BOYERTOWN, PA - The University of Massachusetts

baBcball team found itself in a hole very early in the

Atlantic 10 Conference tournament this weekend.

First, the Minutemen almost didn't make the tourney

because of a rained-out doubleheader with the Universi-

ty of Rhode Island. Then, they lost a 1-0 heartbreaker on

Friday to West Virginia University in the opening round.

But the Minutemen fought back through the losers'

bracket, sending Penn State and Rutgers University home
Saturday before bowing yesterday, 13-3, to WVU in the

championship.
"The key today was that we just didn't perform," UMass

coach Dick Bergquist said. "We took a gamble pitching

Steve Allen (who pitched six scoreless innings on Satur-

day) but I'm ver>' pleased to get this far because I think

so much of this team.

"They showed me something — they know how to come

back. I thought this team was one year away from get-

ting this far, but they surprised me."

In the final, the previously active UMa^ bats were quiet

and the pitching wasn't effective. Meanwhile, the Moun-

taineers rapped 20 hits in the game, as freshman lef-

thander Wes Shaw went the distance allowing eight hits.

In the first inning. West Virginia grabbed a 1-0 lead on

three singles and a sacrifice.

Allen, a junior righthander at 5-3. lasted only 1% inn-

ings coming off Saturday's effort, and was pulled in the

midst of a four-run West Virginia second.

The Minutemen made two errors in that inning while

the Mountaineers had four hits.

UMass got on the board in the bottom of the inning

when Steve Kern scored Gary DiSarcina with a sacrifice

fly to make it 5-1.

But the Mountaineers pushed the lead to 8-1 when No.

9 hitter Mickey Mamarella took a Jack Card pitch deep

over the leftfield fence.

Senior co-captain Jay Zemer had a solo homer, his sixth

of the year, in the third for UMass.
West Virginia expanded its lead to 10-2 in the fourth

on a two-run single by Mamarella, and added solo runs

in the sixth, seventh and ninth.

The Minutemen got their third run in the eighth when
Darrin O'Conner walked, went to third on a double by
Zerner (3-for-5 on the day), and scored on a Sean Flint

groundout.

UMass reached the final by beating Rutgers, 6-3, Satur-

day night. Sophomore righthander Ken Greer gave the

Minutemen a complete game performance when they real-

ly needed it, allowing 1 1 hits but striking out seven while

walking just one.

"The guys did a great job Saturday. It was one of the

greatest days in UMass baseball," said Bergquist, whose
long UMass coaching career is scheduled to come to an
end after this afternoon's scheduled home doubleheader
at 1 p.m. vs. Providence College.

"They (UMass) came back after an almost devastating

loss Friday night and played well in both games Satur-

day."

Rutgers got one the board in the first, converting an Eric

Young double and a Scott Trochim single into a 1-0 lead.

But UMass gave Greer a solid lead in the second, ex-

ploding for five runs. After Drew Comeau reached on an
error, doubles by DiSarcina and Kern (who was 3-for-3 for

the game), and singles by Rob Holiday and O'Conner made
it 3-1. Matt Sheran drove Holiday in by grounding into

a force play and scored when Zerner doubled to make it

5-1. continued on page 13

Orange throwing costs team;

Orange attack fires 39 shots

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian StafT

Syracuse was so good, and Gorilla fans were oh so bad.

A terrible rain of oranges fell from the sky on Friday,

as many of the 9,325 University of Massachusetts lacrosse

fans pushed through the turnstiles at Warren McGuirk
Alumni Stadium and fired the fruit upon the third-ranked

Orangemen.
The fruit was meant to provide the then-seventh-ranked

Gorillas with a jumpstart, a kick in the butt. Instead, the

fans gave the 8-2 team a kick in the groin.

"You're getting us a penalty every time you throw

oranges," UMass head coach Dick Garber said to the

crowd midway through the first quarter of the 17-11 loss.

The win improved the Orangmen to 8-3 on the year and
locked up a third-seed and a first-round bye in this week's

opening round of the NCAA tournament. UMass, mean-
while, escaped with a playoff bid against eighth-seed,

Penn.
Tournament pairings were announced early yesterday,

but times and sites had not been released at press time.

However, with Penn eighth, it's probable that UMass will

travel to Philadelphia, Pa. to take on the Ivy League
power at its campus site {see related story).

After building an early, 2-1 lead, on a pair of unassisted

goals by senior All-American attackman Tom Carmean,
the Gorillas fell victim to their own boosters as the

referees assessed the team with the first of six technical

fouls in lieu of the added audience participation.

Fans were repeatedly warned by public address an-

nouncer Tim Ashwell to refrain from tossing oranges on-

to the field. But it was to no avail. In all, four posessions

were awarded to Syracuse and a pair of one-minute

penalties inflicted on the Gorillas.

"That hurt, that hurt us badly," Garber said. "We're
not blaming the fans in the stands. We've got to play

through that if we want to win the game."
continued on page 13

Gorilla Playoff Picture

The University of Massachusetts men's lacrosse team
was granted its expected 8eas(Hi extension yesterday

when the tournament selection committee for theNCAA
men's lacrosse playoffs announced the seedings for the

upcoming tourney.

The Gorillas, who fell to 8-2 following a stinging, 17-11

loss to third-ranked Syracuse on Friday at Warren
McGuirk Alumni Stadium, were told through Dan
Ghormely, the assistant athletic director, that they will

be playing the University of Pennsylvania in the tour-

nament's opening round on Wednesday.
The committee, which had not released game times or

sites by press time, did release some ofthe other games
and seedings for the tournament.
"We don't even know if we're going to be playing them

down there or not," UMass head coach Dick Garber said.

Penn, an Ivy League power, had been ranked 10th at

9-3 prior to the weekend. The team was seeded eighth

by the selection committee.
Here's how the rest of the first round stacks up:

UMass vs. Penn (eighth seed)
Adelphi vs. Army (seventh seed)
Brown vs. Navy (sixth seed)
Michigan St. (West bid) vs. UNO (fifth seed).

Should UMass win, the GrorillnN would travel to

tiie University of Maryland to take on the unbeatiso

and top>ranked Terra|»i«».
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• McFarlane testifies. Page 2.

• Denton on AIDS. Page 7.

• Review on chain reactions. Page
11.
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Four plea
not guilty
to charges
of assault

By PHIL SERAFINO
Collegian StafT

Four University of Massachusetts
rtl mil Ills and a former student pleaded in

nocint in Hampshire District Court yester-

dav to chiu'ges stemming from a brawl that

followed the final game of the World Series,

said assistant District Attorney William
Larkin.

Christopher S. Johnson, Chesley
Haymon, Joseph Nelson and Kirk Fried-

man were arraigned on charges of assault

and battery and the common law offense

of riot. Michael Kowalski was charged with
a single count of riot.

Pre-trial conferences for the five were set

for May 28. Larkin said he couldn't

speculate on the possibility of the cases be-

ing disposed of in pre-trial conference.

"I'll get together with their lawyers and
discuss it [the charges] with them," Larkin
-aid. He said it is possible one of the

lawyers may file to have the cases tried

separately, but "Hopefully. I'd like to keep
them together."

Larkin said arraignment for Timothy
Nye, another student expected to be charg-

ed in the case, was pushed back to May 26

due to a conflict in his lawyer's schedule.

The charges stem from the beating of

Yancey Robinson, a black student from
Springfield, during a brawl following the

Boston Red Sox' final Series loss to the New
York Mets. The Oct. 27 brawl was

toliMXmBSwMi

Collegian photo by Niki Sokoloff

FRAMED — Reflections of a woman studying Monday in the Blue Wall as seen through a mirror.

characterized by Judge Frederick Hurst as

"predictable, preventable, and primarily-

racially motivated." Hurst, who heads the

Massachusetts Commission Against

Discrimination, was asked by Chancellor

Jospeh D. DufTey to investigate the inci-

dent. His report, released Feb. 5, describ-

ed the incident, in which white students

beat Robinson and chased and harassed

other black students.

Friedman, a Rhode Island resident, was

found guilty in January of assault and bat-

tery charges that were brought by another

student following the brawl. He was subse-

Gunshots heard after Student Union dance;
police believe person possibly wounded

By PHIL SERAFINO
Collegian StafT

Gunshots heard by University of Massachusetts police

officers Sunday morning during an incident outside the

Student Union Building may have resulted in the woun-

ding of one person. Director of Public Safety Arthur
Hilson said yesterday.

"We have a bulletin out to all hospitals and treatment

facilities for anyone who may turn themselves in for

treatment of a gunshot wound," Hilson said.

As the crowd was leaving the Student Union follow-

ing the "Funkathon" dance in the ballroom, pushing and

.^^m^

(ollpRlan Photo by Bynw GuartloIlM

Blood stains on Student Union steps from Fri-

day's stabbing.

shoving occurred, Hilson said. The "onslaught" of peo

pie prompted him to call in all officers on duty, he said.

After he had called in for assistance, Hilson said shots

were heard.

Hilson said he noticed an individual who seemed

wounded, but Hilson was busy trying to prevent

onlookers from following police officers, who had been

drawn by the gunfire. "We heard several reports that

sounded as if they were coming from a weapon. Officers

took chase on foot toward the sound," he said. Hilson

said the shots came from the area between the Student

Union and Campus Center.

"There was an individual who appeared to have been

wounded in the right leg," Hilson said. He said he noticed

a discoloration of the man's right pants leg, and an ex-

pression of pain on his face, but three of the man's friends

led him away after saying that he had fallen down and

hurt himself. Blood stains were still visible yesterday

on the steps of the Student Union.

An 18-year-old Dorchester man was arrested at 3:56

a.m. Sunday outside the Student Union and charged with

discharging a firearm within 500 feet of a dwelling,

unlawful possession of a loaded firearm, and possession

of a firearm on a college campus.

Also, a 19-yearold Cambridge man was arrested at

2:06 a.m. Sunday and charged with a.ssault and battery

with a dangerous weapon, a knife, after he reportedly

stabbed a man following the danct-.

"At no time was there any indicntion th.it ;iny [I'niver

sity of Massachusetts! students u.rc mvoUi'd in tins,'

Hilson said. He said most o! iIim,, miri viewed about the

incident were 'oiit^iHers ' troin the Boston and Cam-

bridge area,

Hilson said "in exces.s of hiilf .i do/tn" UMass officers

were present, as well as an un.^pecified number of

Amherst police ofTicers

Police are still investigating the incident, Hil.son said.

The "Funkathon" was sponsored by the Black Mass

Communications Project.

quently expelled from the University.

Johnson, a sophomore from Auburn, and
Nye, a sophomore from Madison, Conn.,
are members of the University of
Massachusetts football team. Haymon and
Nelson, both first-year students, are from
Norwood and Norwell, respectively.
Kowalski, a senior, is from Killingworth,

Conn.

SW concert
well-planned
Student workers praised
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

The organizers of the Southwest Concert should be com-

mended for doing a "marvelous job," said Arthur Hilson,

director of the University of Massachusetts Department

of Public Safety.

Sunday's concert, which featured the Smithereens and

Southside Johnny, was free from any major incidents, and

"went rather well," Hilson said. There were 10 to 12 ar-

rests for "some minor things," including minors in posses-

sion of alcohol, public urination and "a couple of people

scuffling here and there," he said.

The concert "was well organized. I want to commend
the students involved in the organizing and planning."

he said. "I left with some very positive feelings."

Hilson's praise is in stark contrast to officials' post-

concert analysis of last year's show. Although there were

12 arrests cited in the police report, concert organizers

were criticized for poor planning regarding security,

sanitation and enforcement of the alcohol policy

Hilson .sciiil h»' eould not comment on a cimiij.ii -mi hii

wcvn last ye;ii'- -Ikuv and Sunday's event, Itui sjiui "lo(ik

in^,' at the nunilHr,- over all it's rather luce
"

"I want to cnnnnend student security and the spottfi--.'

he said, for takiny, their job seriously."

Cnnci'it ('oor<linalor David l'ana|,'ore said, "It v\a:- ttir

i.Msie-,! yet," Panagore has hci-n involved in oi'^anr/iiui

the last four shows.

The crowd ",seerned a lot more nudiow," than it was m
past years, he said. "I think students are just getting us-

ed to this new socialization/behavior control," he .said,

referring to the alcohol policy, which outlaws kegs and

bottles.
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McFarlane: Reagan knew
of illegal contra support
WASHINGTON (APi - Former National

Security Adviser Robert C. McFarlane

testified yesterday that he handed Presi-

dent Reagan a note on an index card after

a foreign ambassador promised to donate

$1 million a month to the Nicaraguan Con-

tras at a time when U.S. military aid was

banned.
McFarlane told Congress' Iran-Contra

hearings that a short while later. "I was

called to come back and pick up the note

card, which...expressed the presidents"

satisfaction and pleasure that this had oc-

curred." McFarlane added that he also

described the pledge to Vice President

George Bush, Secretary of State George

Shultz and Defense Secretary Caspar

Weinberger.

In a 12-page opening statement,

McFarlane had told the nationally televis-

ed hearing that Reagan ordered him to

help the Contra rebels "hold body and soul

together" even though Congress had bann-

ed all U.S. military aid.

Testifying under oath as the joint House-

Senate hearings entered their second week,

McFarlane said. "The president repeated-

ly made clear in public and in private that

he did not intend to break faith with the

Contras."

"He directed that we make continued ef-

forts to bring the movement into the good

graces of Congress and the American peo-

ple and that we assure the Contras of con-

tinuing administration support—to help

them hold body and soul together—until

the time when Congress would again agi-ee

to support them."

McFarlane testified that he met several

times privately with the unnamed am-

bassador w'ho ultimately made the $1

million-a-month pledge "ostensibly from

private funds." There have been
widespread reports that the country was
Saudi Arabia, and the official was Prince
Bandar bin Sultan. The Saudis have denied

giving funds to the Contras.

For his own part, McFarlane said that,

based on Reagan's instructions, he stress

ed to his own aides "that we were to

operate at all times within the law, and
that m particular we were not to solicit, en-

courage, coerce or otherwise broker fijian-

cial contributions to the Contras."

He said he rejected a proposal from his

aide Lt. Col. Oliver North to raise money
to replace a contra helicopter that had been

shot down.
Under questioning from Arthur L.

Liman. the Senate's chief lawyer in the in-

vestigation, McFarlane said he felt he

could not directly solicit contributions from

private individuals. But he said he felt it

was permissible to express concern about

the Contras' shortage of funds in conver-

sations with potential donors, and express

his thanks if a pledge were made.
In the case of the unnamed country, he

said he also obtained the name and number
of a bank account belonging to the Contras

into which the funds could be placed.

White House spokesman Marlin Fitz-

water, reacting to McFarlanes comments,
declared, "Let no one believe that the presi-

dent was involved in asking the staff or

anyone else to provide illegal support for

the freedom fighters.

"But simil£u*ly. let no one believe that the

president has ever backed away from his

belief that the people of Nicaragua deserve

a chance for democracy and he has said

that to anyone who would listen." Fitz-

water added.

Correction

In yesterday's story about birth control Ann Grose, nurse practicioner at the

University of Massachusetts Health Center did not say that the center receives

880 sudents per year, but rather 30-40 students weekly at the birth control educa-

tional center. The prices of the different birth control were also incorrect — they

are: the pill, $3 - 4. per month; diaphragm, $6.; diaphragm jellies $4.: delfen sper-

micide. $2.50; and condoms — 3 for $1.
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TAKES OATH - Former National Security Adviser Robert C.

McFarlane takes oath before testifying before the joint House-Senate
hearings on the Iran-contra affair Monday on Capitol Hill.

THE DAILY COLLEGIAN
IS ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR
ASSOCIATE BLACK AFFAIRS EDITOR

ASSISTANT TO THE EDITOR
ASSOCIATE PHOTO EDITOR

NIGHT EDITORS
COPY EDITORS
CARTOONISTS

Applications are due Wednesday

at noon in the newsroom of the Collegian

113 Campus Center • 545-3500

\NE BUILD CAREERS.

< ollegitin photo by Byrnr CuarnottH

FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH - Passing students form a silhouette against the water fountain outside the

Campus Center coffee shop.

Man arrested after stabbing during dance

Graduation
speakers
announced
The rniversity n< Massachusi'tts 1 I7lh

graduating class will listt-n td ( )i>\ M.ino

Cuomo and Gov. Michael Dukakis speak

al commencement on Sunday, May 24.

Cuomo, the featured speaker, will also

receive an honorary Doctoi- of Laws degiee.

The ceremony begins at 10 a.m. in Warren

G. McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

Cuomo, governor of New York, gained

national attention when he delivered the

keynote addres-s at the 1984 Democratic

Convention.

Five other people will receive honorary

doctorate degrees. They are archeologist

and anthropologist Mary Leakey, golf

course architect Geoffrey Cornish, Jane

Pratt, co-owner of a mail order curtain com

pany, Bernard Solomon, vice-chairman of

Patriot Bank and Evelyn H. Gunn, a

teacher from Springfield.

There will be a separate ceremony for

graduate students on Saturday, May 23.

Barbara Partee, professor of linguistics and

philosophy and a member of the national

Academy of Sciences, will be the featured

speaker. The ceremony begins at 2:30 p.m.

in the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall,

The Stockbridge School of Agriculture

will hold its 65th commencement at 12:30

p.m. Saturday, May 23, in Bowker
Auditorium. August Schumacher Jr., com-

missioner of the state's Department of Food

and Natural Resources, will deliver the

commencement address.

-ANN BRITTON

By ELLEN M. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

A 19-year-old Cambridge man was arrested at 2:06 a.m

Sunday on North Pleasant Street after reportedly stabb-

ing one person at the "Funkathon" in the Student Union

Building, University of Massachusetts police said.

In other police reports:

• An 18-year-old Dorchester man was arrested at 3:56

a.m. Sunday outside the Student Union Building on

weapons charges police said [story page 1].

• A man reported being assaulted at 5:15 p.m. Friday

after first being hit by a car and then having the driver

"grab him by the neck and push him against the car,"

Books by and about women available

Everywomen's Center
offers extensive library

police said.
.

Police have found the car and court action is being

sought, police said.

• A man that reportedly had broken teeth and was

bleeding from his mouth and nose refused medical atten-

tion at 12:25 a.m. Sunday outside the Student Union

Building after it was offered by University ofiicials and

the Amherst Fire Department, police said.

• Police arrested six man during the Southwest Con-

cert on Sunday for urinating in public and one of the men

was also arrested for posssession of marijuana, police said^

• A 21-year-old Easthampton man and a 28-year-old

Woburn man were arrested for possession of marijuana

on Sunday at the Southwest Concert, police said.

- Two 19-year-olds were arrested at 2:40 p.m. Sunday

after reportdely using false identification and being

minors in possession of alcohol at the Southwest Concert,

police said.

• A 22-year-old man was placed in protective custody

at 4:50 p.m. Sunday after a fight at the Southwest Con-

cert drew an officer to the scene who had previously warn-

ed the man of his "negative" behavior, police said.

• A keg of beer was confiscated at 11:45 p.m. Friday

near the stadium after 25 people refused ownership, police

said.

• A backfire in the carburetor of a 1984 Ford van

reportedly caused a car fire at 1:40 p.m. Friday in lot 43,

police said.

By JOHN FERRO
Collegian Correspondent

Many students are unaware of the

availaisility of a comprehensive collection

of about 1000 books of fiction, nonfiction

and poetn' by and about women at the

University.

The librai-y. which is part of the Resource

and Referral program at the

Everywoman's Center, also provides books

and listings on professionals in medicine,

law, education and social services. The

resource files have other information in the

form of pamphlets, articles, bibliographies,

magazines and newsletters.

Some of the most requested authors in

the library are Maya Angelou, Merlin

Stone, Alice Walker, and Jill Johnston.

There is also a complete up-to-date collec-

tion of lesbian fiction.

Aquila Ayana, the public relations and

outreach coordinator of the Everywoman's

Center said, "The original intent of the

library was to stock it with books not nor-

mally found in other libraries on campus.

It serves a need."

Junior woman's studies major, Susan

Crane, a member of the resource and refer-

ral staff, is in charge of coordinating the

library as an intern this semester: "I've

been setting up a bibliography to help

students research varied topics on woman's

issues. It will probably be ready in the fall

and I will make it available to the Women's
Studies Program," she said.

The librai-y, which has a two-week-loan

period, continues to expand through pur-

chases, donations and publishers who send

new releases.

"When publishers send new releases I

write up annotations that are published

monthly here on campus in the Valley

Women's Voice. We send copies of the

issues to the publishers. That way we
thank them for giving us books by giving

them press," Crane said.

The Everywomen's Center was created in

1972 as a result of the collective efforts of

several local women's groups. They have

grown into a multi-service organization

providing a variety of programs to meet the

needs ofwomen at the five colleges and in

the community. EWC also offers programs

in counseling, for working women, and for

violence against women. And there is a

third world women's counseling and ad-

vocacy program.
The library is open weekdays from 9 a.m.

to 4 p.m., and Wednesdays from noon to 7

p.m.. The center is open everyday except

weekends.

Freshmen lacking math skills
Half of the first year students tested in

standardized math tests in the summer of

1986 proved not to have the skills

necessary to take college level

mathematics courses.

Professor Doris Stockton of the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts math department has

spent this academic year researching the

problem of deficient math skills in incom-

ing freshmen, according to a recent press

release

In order to work on this problem Stockton

and Portia Elliot, a professor in the School

of Education, have come up with two pro-

grams which, if implemented, should im-

prove the performance of incoming

freshmen in math tests. In addition,

Stockton and Elliot have applied for a

$20,000 grant from the state Board ot

Regents, . ,

Twelve high school teachers aided

Stockton in her research. Stockton said the

help from the teachers was important to

the project

-MEG KROEPLIN

Collegian photo by Chuck Ab«l

KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLES? - People enjoying lunch

Monday in the Whitmore Administration Building Courtyard.
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Former teacher driven from home
by police after 7-hour standoff

Helicopter drops water on 1,300 acre forest fire in Oregon Monday.

WORTHINGTON (AP) - A
former high school teacher was under

psychiatric evaluation yesterday after a

seven-hour standoff with state police who

eventually drove him from his home with

tear gas.

Phillip A. Kyriacou, 59. was taken to the

US. Veterans Administration Medical

Center in Northampton on Sunday follow-

ing the incident, police said.

State police arrived at Kynacou's house

after a neighbor reported hearing several

gunshots, said Trooper Paul Nowak of the

Russell barracks. He said Kyriacou had

barricaded himself inside hi^ home and

refused to come out.

Some of the 13 state police troopers at the

seme evacuated several nearby residents

while others pleaded with the man to sur-

render, Nowak said.

Police launched a cannister of tear gas

into the house at 9 p.m., driving Kyriacou

out. Five guns were confiscated from the

house, at least four of them loaded, and a

large amount of ammunition was also

found, police said.

Police said they did not know the reason

for the beuricade.

Kyriacou was fired from his tenured

teaching post at Northampton High School

in November 1977 after he allegedly struck

an English teacher. He had taught physics

and mathematics at the school for 17 years.

He received $33,000 in back pay when he

sued the school department, claiming his

dismissal did not become official until the

school board notified the state Teachers

Retirement Boai'd in March 1980.

A neighbor. Constance Granger, describ

ed Kyriacou as a "kind of hermitHe keeps

to himself," she said.

Springfield dailies to team up
SPRINGFIELD. Mass. (AP), - The

publisher of the city's two daily

newspapers. The Morning Union and the

evening Daily News, announced yesterday

the combination of the two papers into an

all-day newspaper, The Union-News, on

June 1.

Publisher David Starr said in a state-

ment to readers that the merger "will allow

us to publish one superior paper, freeing

our local news staffs from duplicating work

and producing, instead, more stories in

gieater depth."

The News and Union currently each

publish six days a week, with a Sunday

paper produced as the Springfield

Republican. The Union has about 70,000

daily circulation and the News about

66,000. The Sunday paper circulation is

about 152,000.

StaiT said none of the newspapers' 150

full-time and 60 part-time news employees

would be laid off because of the

combination.

The statement, published on page 1 of the

Daily News, said the combination "follows

a decade-long trend in the newspaper in-

dustry.
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benefits fully paid by F.P.S. If you see
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Gays vow to protest Dukakis,
fight state foster parent policy

BROOKLINE (APi - The Gay
and Lesbian Defense Committee vows to

follow Gov. Michael S. Dukakis on the

presidential campaign trail to protest state

policy that all but bans homosexuals from
becoming foster parents.

Dukakis and hi.-^ wile, Kitty, were not

around Sunday when about 50 people

demonstrated outside the governor's house,

organized by the toinmittee.

"At this point, he's not even agreed to

meet with us — that's why we're taking it

to where he lives," said John Whyte. a

spokesman for the committee. "This policy

mu.st be fought regardless of the governor's

popularity in the country."

A state policy of giving preference to

traditional families when choosing foster

parents was instituted in 1985 after it was
disclosed that a gay couple in Boston were

foster parents to two children. The children

were removed from the home.
The policy requires potential foster

parents to disclose their sexual preferences

Organizers of the demonstration said the

present policy amounts to issuing "a

license for homophobia in the .state," and
said they would "dog the Duke" on the

campaign trail if the policy is not reversed.

Mara Math said Dukakis' "homophobia"
will hurt his chances to be elected

president.

The prostestors charged that Dukakis
failed to act on i-ecommendation submitted

by Human Services Secretary Philip

Johnston last December that would
eliminate the traditional family preference

and the sexual preference disclosure

requirement.

But James Dorsey, the governor's press

secretary, said Johnston has not submitted

the report and recommendations to the

governor.

'Anything to do with it will have to come
after the recommendations of Secretary

Johnston," Dorsey said.
Nazi war criminal Klaus Barbie on trial in France

LEVI'S SALE
Continties Until May 1 6th

501s $19.99
(Black & Gray Mens)

505s $14.99
(Unwashed Mens)

CORDS $ 1 1 .99

Selected Ladies OP Swimwear
S14.00

rcM

DOWNTOWN AMHERST

Are you
denying yourself

a oetter shot
at grad school?
Okay it may be too late to get a 4.0. But

it's not too late to try to do better on your

LSAT. GMAT. ORE. or MCAT. For that,

there's Stanley H. Kaplan.

No one has prepped more students

than Stanley H. Kaplan.Our test-taking

I

techniques and educational programs

have prepared over 1 million students.

So whatever grad school exam you're

I

taking, call us. Remember, the person

next to you during your exam might

have taken a Kaplan course.

KAPLAN
SUNIEVH KAPIANEUXAIIONAI aNTTR tTD

\

The worid's leading

test prep
organization.

LSAT BEGINS
NOW!

A
I
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Rare baby turtles get

shelled with local help
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - This head start

prn^n-am requires a lot of lettuce.

OviT the winter, wildlife officials have

been stufTing and sunning 100 rare, baby

turtles in a project aimed at getting them

to grow quicker so they can better as'oid

predators after being released into the wild.

Although red bellied turtles are more

common fium New Jerses south t<> Nurth

Carolina. TeiTv Graham, who has been stu

dying the species for 20 years, estimatts

that between 200 and 300 of the reptiles

wah tomato-colored bottom shells are left

in the isolated freshwater ponds ol

Plymouth County.

The issue is still in dispute, but Graham
a biolog>' professor at Worcester State Col

lege, said in a telephone interview yester-

day he believes the Plymouth turtles are

the same subspecies as those li%*ing m
w armer water, and they have found the s-'u

.nj :ou^'h in New England.
"-. --r'"'^*""" - ''''~'"^' '""-'''. the pro-

• . - ^v HfW
- ..rvived and there have

K.,- ..r;-. J -d years to keep the

p> ipu .-.t: :". ^ .iham said.

The young turtles hatch ftx^m late August

through October, but do not emerge from

the ground and head for the pond unless

the weather is warm and they receive other

natural signals, still not clearly

understood, Graham said. Although the

young of some other turtles are able to sur-

vive a winter underground, relatively few

red-bellies can, he said.

"New England is not an ideal habitat for

them," Graham said.

In an attempt to boost the breeding

population to 1,500, which would allow the

turtles to be taken off the federal en-

dangered species list, ofFicials for the past

three years have reared increasing

numbers of hatchlings in aquariums

The goal was to produce young turtles at

least double normal size for release in

Junu, when the pond weed-eaters normal-

ly beccine active. This year some of the lit-

tle turtles that measured about 30

niillimeter.s in length — slightly more than

one inch — when they emerged from the

egg havf responded so well to central

heating,' and a steady diet of lettuce that

they have gi'own to more than 100

millimeters.

One eagei' eater at the Berkshire

Museum in Piltsfield now measures 113.2

millimeters, more than 4 5 inches, accor-

ding to Thomas Smith, the museum's direc-

tor of environmental education. That's

about the size of a normal 4-or-five-yeai*-old

turtle. Graham said.

Fully grown red-bellies are 10 to 15 in-

ches long. They live 45 to 55 years in the

wild and it takes at least 15 yeai's for the

females to reach breeding age. Graham
said.

Smith said his 15 baby turtles eat a total

of two heads of redleafed lettuce a day, plus

food and vitamin pellets. The turtles were

reared in a climate-controlled tank where

the water was kept at a balmy 82 degrees

and they could bask under a sun lamp. The

young tiui^les were monitored with a video

camera so they would not become ac-

customed to man, he said.

"So far the survival rates of the released

turtles have been very good," Graham said.

"We won't know how successful we've been

for another 10 years or so, but we hope that

they will also mature and breed earlier."

THE WIZARD OF BOZ - Ail-American linebacker from Oklahoma
University Brian Bosworth tells reporters at a news conference in

New York Monday that he will forego his final year of eligibility to

enter the NFL this fall through the supplemental draft. Bosworth said

he would like to play either in Los Angeles or New York.

Popeye 'capitalizes ' on spinach
ALMA, Ark (AP) — This Arkansas River Valley town

claims to be the spinach capital of the world, and it has

the leafy green's biggest fan on its side.

An 8-foot concrete and fiberglass statue of Popeye was
unveiled yesterday at the end of Main Street as Alma
prepared for its first Spinach Festival.

"There was a few of us sitting in a coffee shop one mor-

ning, trying to come up with something Alma had that

nobody else has, and we kept coming back to spinach,"

George Bowles of the Merchants Association said of the

inspiration for the festival.

Allen Canning Co. of Alma markets spinach under the

Popeye brand name.

The festival kicks off Friday with a contest to find a

lookalike for the cartoon hero who downs spinach for

strength.

There also will be a Sweet Pea crawling contest for

babies, Bowles said. "If they get up and walk, they'll be

disqualified."

COLLEGIAN DRIVERS NEEDED

STARTING FALL SEMESTER

• Must have own car

• Must ttave mornings (9-11) free

$8.95

Athletic Weight
T-Shirt

Gray • White

Navy • Red

Located In The Campus Center f?,UNIVERSITY
Open M-F 9-5 mSTORE*

$8 - $10 an hour

.^^ .^^ .^^.^ .^^4^ .^^^^ .^^ A^ .^^ .^^ 4^ A^ j^ .^^ 4^ .*^ ^^ .^

• Approximately 6 liours per week

APPLY IN PERSON AT THE COLLEGIAN

113 CAMPUS CENTER
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issues, "not images, important in Presidential contest

Pedro M. Pereira

"I don't want to be the issue. And I can-

not be the issue, because that breaks the

link between me and the voters." Gary

Hart insists that a presidential candidate's

stance on the issues that affect the

American public, rather than his private

life, ought to determine how people vote.

"In public life, some things may be in-

teresting, but that doesn't necessarily

mean they're important."

Obviously the Miami Herald's editors

disagree. In fact, the national media

disagrees. That Hart may have spent part

of a weekend with a beautiful model has

become a more crucial aspect of his cam-

paign to the media than his position on

American foreign policy and abortion. The

so-called scandal last week earned more

prominent spots during radio and televi-

sion newscasts and in newspapers than the

current Irangate hearings in Washington.

Is illegally selling weapons and divti ting

funds to the contra.^ in Nicaragua les.s im-

portant than Hai-t's sex life?

Although I pridf myself in being a string

advocate of the public's right to knuw, I

cannot persuade myself to believe that the

ANC beneficial?

Miami Herald's reporters hiding under

Hart's bed was necessary. Whether he

sleeps around will not influence how he

would run our country, which is suffering

from an image problem thanks to Ronald

Reagan and his insubordinate administra-

tion. As many have pointed out, Hart show-

ed poor judgement by putting himself in a

vulnerable situation, especially after

challenging reporters to follow him around.

But does that mean he would push the but

ton during a period of stress'.'

"We're all going to have to seriously

question the system for selecting our na-

tional leaders.' for it reduces the press of

this nation to hunters and presidential can-

didates to being hunted."

Let's face it. The notion that a president

must be happily married and faithful to a

strong, smiling woman, and must have the

all American two and a half children is

naive, to say the least. Like all previous

United States presidents, some of whom

were also involved in sex scandals. Hart is

a human being. The notion that a president

must be morally better and stronger than

everybody else is pathetic For a new pi i si

dent, Americans deser\e hetler than the

tough guy. intolerant Soviet hater image

that Reagan has portrayed. "1 could have

-

^ PLUS! - NAfAE ^06NITI0M IS UP
!

'

been a miv good president, particularly for

these times. But apparently now we'll

never know
Perhaps Hart is not as stupid and does

not have siali poor judgement as many

assert. Perhaps his withdrawing from the

race was his best political move yet After

all. who needs all the chasing, paranoia.

mud-slin^mi: and exhaustion of a presiden-

tial campaign? Headaches, that if he were

in win would end only U) make ua\ tor

more headaches In the end. Hart is the

true winner beeause he had a vision of

recovery for this country that will remain

in the minds of millions.

ptuirn M. Pcrnra is a Collegian vi>lumnist.

Frank Flanagan
Don't Trivialize AIDS

The hooded figure is seated, slouched forward. The sheet

sticks to him. He's sweating so much. The man behind

him in the tweed jacket leans over and gently tugs on the

cotton, jolting the white spectre upright. They're commg.

Will they recognize him"' Just two frayed holes lor eyes.

Eyes bloodshot, squinting. Could he be smiling under it

all? The man in the tweed jacket motions the

two guards. Traitor! The hooded man slumps forward

again, exhausted. He has just passed sentence - certain

death - on his friend of seven years. Maybe he'll unders-

tand - they have his daughter, they possess his sixteen-

year-old girl. They've kept her for weeks and won't tell

"the mother where the subversive's daughter is being held,

unless. Unless he'll don the hood, play the mole, mimic

god. A friend of seven years and two co-workers for an only

daughter. It has to be a fair trade.

No, this isn't Stalin's Russia, Hitlers Germany or Pol

Pot's Cambodia. The hooded stranger and his co-workers

are union organizers. The man in the tweed jacket and

the two uniformed youths are part of a special branch of

the South African police. Situations like this, and much

worse, will become even more prevalent in the near future

with President P.W. Botha's re-election with only whites

voting and the South African parliament's shift to the ex-

treme right. Botha has interpreted the election results as

a mandate to crack down on apartheid protests. As a first

crude step, he has ordered interracial couples to move from

white areas to districts zoned for the "darker partner" in

the marriage.

Botha refers to the ANC (African National Congress)

as a band of "murderers from beyond our borders" and

will only talk with "wise and peaceful" black leaders (Un-

cle Toms selected by the white government). Such

references barken back to the days of Bull Connor's apar-

theid American South when "good" blacks knew their

place - were peaceful and safely silent. For "bad" blacks,

there was always the Mississippi or lynching.

The vast majority of black South Africans know their

place is with the ANC. Whether the ANC is a communist

organization or not is irrelevpnt; the vast majority of

South Africans view the ANC as their rightful represen-

tative and Oliver Tambe and Nelson Mandela as their

leaders.
"^^^"

black South Africans do regain what has been stolen from

them - their rightful heritage - what will they remember

of America: that it stood for 'constructive engagement' -

a do-nothing, ultimately immoral, racist policy; that it was

Rusty Denton
Due to space limitations, my statements last week

about the medical aspects of AIDS were undocumented.

Since my source and annotated references were on file

with mv editor, we can move past the charges of irrespon-

sibility which have been leveled against me and deal

with the issue itself Anvone interested in checking out

mv facts can find them in THE AIDS COVER-UP^ The

Real and Alarming Facts Ahout AIDS by Gene Antonio

11986).
_, ,.

COVER-UP IS an impeccably documented survey ot

what is known about AIDS and how the medical

establishment has responded to the facts. Antonio has

drawn extensively from the primary medical literature

published by respected researchers at such places as the

World Health Organization, National Institutes of

Health Center for Disease Control, Pasteur Institute,

and Harvard University's Dana Farber Cancer Institute.

Antonio demonstrates that not only have national public

health officials ignored much of the latest research, but

they have also trivialized the dangers that were already

known in order to avoid a public panic.

Whatever happened to the public's "right to know.'

Did you know there is good reason to believe that mos-

quitoes and biting insects can spread AIDS? Did you

know that six percent of those with the AIDS virus were

at no known risk? Did you know that half the hospital

beds in New York City are occupied by AIDS patients.

Did you know that medical personnel are often not in^

formed that they're working with an AIDS patient? Did

you know that the Center for Disease Control

acknowledges that AIDS is as infectious as hepatitis B,

but advises fewer precautions during treatment?

From all accounts, political intimidation by the

homosexual conununity appears to be responsible for the

tameness of actions by public health officials.

The gay community is very big on this issue ol fear.

They accuse the straight community of homophobia —

fear of homo.sexuals or of latent homosexual feelings

When politics ai'en't going their way, the homosexual

community talks about feeling threatened. Now Univer^

siiy Health Services is advertising to "Stop AFRAlUb

(Acute Fear Regarding AIDS)." Guess whom you can call

to stop AFRAIDS? That's right, the Program for Gay.

Lesbian, and Bisexual Concerns.

That strikes me as unmitigated selfishness. A special

interest group whose activities have been clearly shown

to spread the disease, that refuses to restrain itself for

the safety of the general public, that resists every sug-

gestion by medical authorities to identify and isolate in

fected individuals - this special interest group wants

to inform us about AIDS. If winos were the carriers of

AIDS all the facts would have been out long ago, but

since influential sexaholics carry AIDS, we hear the bare

minimiun.
. , , i „

Here are some facts UHS and the homosexual com

munity probably aren't giving out. The direct health care

costs of the first 10,000 AIDS patients averaged $147,000

per patient. As of last year, $6 billion had been spent

on AIDS patients, $200 billion more was projected for

the future. That's approaching the magnitude of the na-

tional debt, and it doesn't even include costs for ARC

patients. The AIDS plague could decimate the work force

topple the Social Security system, leave national health

care in ruins and. of course, destroy the gay population.

That's a lot to be afraid of, and the longer the fears

are trivialized, the worse the problem is going to get.

Waiting to sound the alarm until it's too late is not go-

ing to stop the AIDS virus. Indeed, we would have fewer

reasons to have AFRAIDS if there hadn't been so much

STUPIDS (Selfish Tactics Umbrageously Protecting ig-

norance, Disease, and Sodomy). Now thousands are

DEAD It's time to stop being intimidated by the gay

community. Get all the facts: they may niake you more

afraid, but if you have to catch a disease. AFRAlUb is

less deadly than AIDS.
Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist

content to be 'patient' while 5 million white South

Africans practiced genocide on 24 million black South

Africans? Will those who ignored the cries of the Jews in

Hitler's ovens go on supporting the "vested interests" -

the precious metals, diamonds, gold and slave labour -

of American corporations?

South Africa hasn't been in the news much lately

because covering the news - telling the world the truth

- has been illegal in that country for some time. Tomor-

'

row night (7:30 pm, Campus Center Auditorium) there

will be a unique opportunity to come a little closer to the

truth. Michael Thelwell. chairman of the Coalition for a

New South Africa Initiative will debate Duke Kent-

Brown, a representative of the white South Africa from

its New York consultate. Why not listen in and decide for

yourself what the real truth is?

Soviet atrocities killing children

Scott A. Frank

Her name was Sabra. She was only four

years old. hungry and scared. The only

other blond, blue-eyed person she had seen

before the journalist was a Soviet soldier.

She looked like any other frightened little

girl. Until she was offered a piece of can-

dy: "I took some candy and held it out to

her. Gently, I re.ui.ed down for her thin,

tiny wrist. Her linger., were gone."

This is only one example of what has hap-

pened a thousandfold in Afghanistan. One

of the many atrocious war strategies the

Soviets use is the maiming of little children

by dropping mines from helicopters.

However, these are not ordinary mmes.

These are disguised as objects such as toys,

fountain pens, stuffed animals, and other

shiny objects. The young children are

naturally attracted to them, and when they

try to pick them up. . .

Another tactic the Soviet "occupation

forces" are using that has been proven

useful before, in such cases as Vietnam and

Cambodia, is the practice of sending

children t<> re education centers." Usual-

ly these schools are deep within the Soviet

Union, where the children are separated

from their parents. This education lasts, on

the average. 10 years. In most cases the

separation is without the consent of the

parents. Many of the parents who argue

are arrested for obstruction. Then there

is the blatant slaughter of the young ones.

In the words of a refugee from the Lagham

province in the northeast section of

Afghanistan, "When the Russians came,

the children were hiding in a cave. One

Parchami Communist man (Afghan com-

munist) was with them, and helped bring

the children out, and they burned them to

death... and then they went away. When

thev came back, they began looting. They

killed 768 people along the valley... The

children who were killed, their parents

could not recognize them, because they

were burned."
Two methods that he described, were

making huge wood fires and throwing the

children on them or dousing the children

with kerosene and lighting them on fire.

"They hung one 2- or 3-week old baby boy

in a tree, bayoneted him and made the

parents watch while they burned him.

When the baby was dead, they shot the

parents."

Sounds like quite a humanistic war to

me.
So for the ever-decreasing number ot

Afghan children the options aren't very

open. The lucky ones escape, malnourish-

ed and diseased. For the rest the choices are

a slow, painful death or permanent separa-

tion from their families.

The Soviets' cruel stance toward the

Afghan people is quite clearly heard in the

motto that the Russian troops have been

heard to cry when destroying innocent

villages: "We don't need the people, we

need the land!" To hear this from soldiers

that come from the same country that

Mikhail Crt)rbachev does, seems contradic-

tory. Isn't this the man that announces new

policies condemning violations of human

rights? To see this man carrying out one

of the largest genocides in recent times just

seems to be another example of hypocrisy

within the Soviet regime.

Scott A. Frank is a Collegian mMnbuting

columnist
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Letters
Solicitors, go away

SoliLsting has. bfconie a

very venous problem at the

University of

Massachusetts at Amherst.

On the a%'erage of five or six

times a week, my friends

and I are burdened with pro-

paganda materials, adver-

tisements, coupons, and

polls being placed under our

doors. This problem
becomes especially exag-

gerated when a certain

group, club, athletic team,

fraternity, or sorority is sell-

ing raffle tickets. A couple

of weeks ago, I personally

was harassed nine times in

the privacy of my own
home by members of the

UMass Crew Team who
were trying to sell raffle

tickets. This problem simp-

ly needs to be stopped. It

is bad enough that we, as

University students, cannot

even walk through either

the Campus Center or Stu-

dent Union w-ithout being

mauled by several types of

recruiting groups, but the

fact that we are not even

safe from this type of

harassment in our own
homes is despicable. These

groups, who would be more
appropriately referred to as

salespersons, seem to have

access to our homes at all

hours. (It is not infrequent

to hear a knock by one ofthe

various salespersons at your

door at midnight informing

you that it is still possible to

buy a raffle ticket). This

type of harassment must

stop. One of the best solu-

tions for getting rid of this

type of propaganda would

be for the University to

issue a warrant stating that

everyone caught issuing

these type of materials to

private rooms in University

Housing, be subject to a

heavy fine. However, as a

student at this University,

I understand that limiting

access to dormitories during

the daytime is nearly im-

possible. Nevertheless, this

University has installed a

group of security personnel

in each dormitory between

8 p.m. and 2 am. on the

weekdays, and 8 p.m. to 3

a.m. on the weekends. This

security group could be in-

formed that they are no

longer allowed to let raffle

ticket salepersons or other

people issuing such pro-

paganda into the dormitory

during these hours. For

some reason the signing-in

guest policy has not been

enforced in regards to those

spreading propaganda by

security members all over

the University. It is time for

the University to start

utilizing these people.

Being aroused from a

much needed sleep by un-

wanted solicitors is an inva-

sion to our privacy. No
longer should we, paying

students at this institution,

stand for it. It is time that

we ask for assistance from

our administration, and it is

time that this assistance is

given to us.
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Racism not the issue

urili'fs III ri'sfhifdi li' i ri!ti !>" -^

Hut. hecaiisi' tlu uriter nasn't ^

uhi'n th,- Irtter was printt\L ue arc maktn^ an tx^^ptum.

In response to Dons E. Abramson's questions m her

letter regarding my review of "The Lion and the Jewei",

I would like to clarify any misconception.- .i small trnnip

mav have.

The reason I would single out one dancer as "the best

of a group" of dancers that were all excellent is because

in my opinion she deserved the recognition. I realize Hol-

ly was part of an ensemble, and I feel that she stood out.

not because she is white, but because she is very talented.

This was definitely not "unconscious racism" on my part.

Also, how could I possiblyhave focused only on the white

cast members when, as Ms. Abramson pointed out, there

were only two or three out of a cast of about thirty? The

casting director obviously felt Holly Williamson was an

extraordinary dancer to have cast her, even though she

w as playing an African character. The dancing was my

t'avonte part of the production, and I fell it was ap-

propnate to mention whom I thought was best. The col-

or of her skin did not seem important to me. and

therefore, was not taken into consideration.

A talented and unique collaboration such as this first

one between the New WORLD Theater and the UMass

Theater Department should be recognized as ju.st that,

a collaboration. In light of the recent racial problems on

this campus this effort should be commended. Please

don't turn a review of praise into a racist comment.

Racism needs not be created where it does not exist.

Kristen Zagarella
Collegian Staff

A struggle for existence
Pat McNally's letter (Wed., 5/6) is outrageous. Any at-

tempt, direct or implied, to compare the crimes of the

Holocaust with Israel's struggle for survival is not only

false, but deliberately misleading and cruel. The absolute

need for an independent state for the Jewish people

became obvious during World War 11. In 1948 the Palesti-

nians were offered peaceful co-existence with the Jews in

two separate independent states in Palestine. The offer,

made by the United Nations, was accepted by the Jews

and was bluntly rejected by the Arabs, who launched a

war aimed at the destruction of the newly born state.

Ever since. Israel, a nation of four million people that

is the size of Massachusetts and the only democracy in

the Middle East, has been fighting for its existence against

the Arab states and the Palestinians (totalling 100

million), in a continuous, costly war. However, despite the

agony Israel has always done everything possible to avoid

unnecessary casualties on both sideti. Whatever political

views one maintains with respect to the future of the We.st

Bank and Gaza, every objective observer would agree that

the military rule in those territories is as tolerant and

peaceful as can be, in view of local resistance, and in ex-

treme contrast to the Holocaust.

The Holocaust taught us that it is so much simpler to

hate than to try to understand. This is demonstrated again

by McNally.
^^^j^, ^^^^

Professor, Department of Chemistry

Sydney Jayne Magid
Leach, Northeast

The Collegian accept.'^ letters and editorials for possi-

ble publication from the campus and area communities.

All submissions must be mailed or delivered to the

newsroom and must include the author's name, telephone

number and address.

It's often safer to be in chains than to be free,

— Pranz Kafka

Graduating seniors...

getl

credit you deserve
at BayBanks.

228 Triangle Street

549-3840

Vi lid thru May, 1987
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COUNCIlTHAVfL
AMHERST

Soon youll he graduating,

andBayBanks would like

to get you started with
your first auto loan.

The First-Time Borrower
Program. BayBanks has

created a F'irst-Tinie Borrower
Program, a convenient way

U) establish credit and buy
something you really need -

H I ;ir.

I .'ndfjr this program, BayBanks has devel-

ofj^-rl ',]x-(\?t\ ( rcdit ( ntcria that make it easier for

vou ^'> obt;ii[i an riutfj loan.

Qualifying is Lasy. Ju.t an~,w«r lli«- ffillowing

questions.

Are you a graduating college senior who has

accepted a full-time position in New England?
Can you provide written verificati(jn from

your future employer that you will f)egin work
within 60 days of the date you purchase

the car?

If you answer "yes" to both of these ques-

tions, you may qualify* as a First-Time Borrower!

The Smart Way to Borrow. In addition to

being a great way to establish credit, a I ^lyBanks

First-Time Borrower auto loan is an nUelbgent

way for >ou to borrow. You will find our interest

rates competitive. You can select terms that

suit your personal financial situation and you can

choose your own payment date, which makes
your budgeting easier. And, as a First-Time

Borrower, you can delay your first payment
for up to 90 days from the date you purchase

the car.

Applying is Easy, Too! To apply, just caU the

BayBanks Loan Phone. Identify' yourself as a

First-Time Borrower, and provide the infoniia-

tion requested by our Loan Phone Represen-

tative. We'll do the rest.

If your future employment plans are unset-

tled at this time, save the Loan Phone numbers
listed below, and apply when you accept a

job offer.

Banking Convenience. In addition to provid-

ing auto loans, BayBanks can service all your

fK-rsonal firiancnal needs. We have over 2(K) fuU-

servH (• offK es and over 7(K) X-Press 24*
autoniat«(l tellers I(m ated throughout the state

for your haiikinj'

conveniiin r.

Please visit any
BayBanl< office for

moreinfomiation
on l^ayBanks'

other financial

ser\ices.

BayBanks Loan Phone
Springfield Area Amherst .Area

781-7575 586-8600
Westfield Area Greenfield Ana
562-0163 772-0816

Monday-Friday 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Saturday 9 a.m. to noon

Kmj.*Uipp<>fiunit\ l.rndi'

BayBanks
ITJUST KEEPSGEITINC HKITEH.
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SING THAT REGGAE - Toots and the Maytalls brought their unqiue
brand of reggae music to the Cage at Amherst college Friday night. See

review.

INTRODUCING
OUR NEW STYLIST

DEBBIE B.

HAIRCUT
ONLY

$10 *Wet Style & Cut

(reg $12.50)

STYLES BY DEBORAH
65 University Drive Amherst

expires 5/30/87 *with this coupon

University Health Services

Summer Health
Coveroge 1967

Dosic Health Fee
Eligibility: Amherst, Hampshire
Mount Holyoke, Smith, and UMoss Students

Coveroge Period: June 1 -August 31

Feess

$78 poyment due by June 1

Student Family Plan

Coveroge Period: June 1 -August 31

Fees: $163 payment
due by June i

Enrollment begins

Moy 11, 1987

Extended Hours:

May 26, 27, 28. 29

5 - 8 PM
At UHS Cashier's Office

Coll the UHS cashier

today Qt 3492671

Toots and the Maytals: mediocre show
By NIKl .SOKOLOFF
Collegian StalT

Toots .ind the Maytals

played their unique style of

rejigai' music to a near

caparity crowd in the

Amherst College cage Fri

day night. Unfortunately

the crowd ended up vsoiuKi

ing where the hell the band

was until they finally ap-

peared on stage at about

11:30. Oh well, that's reg

gae time for ya.

Toots, playing their cool

brand of funk/rock/reggae

managed to breathe life

back into an exasperated

crowd, The pressure in the

house rose as the band

broke into their classic hit

"Pressure Drop." The band

kept the audience happy

with reggae covers of such

familiar hits as "Country

Road " and, everybody's

favorite party tune, "Louie,

Louie." Toots, always the

showman, kept the crowd

entertained with between

song talk of brotherhood,

love, .and .i.ili tlnec staple-

ofthe Rastalai um leh^iinn,

and tlie driving force behind

reggae music
Unfortunately, the show

did have its problems The

sound qualitN inside the

cage was stj abysmal that

many ofthe lyrics from such

great tunes such as

"Monkey Man," 'Funky

Kingston" and "That's My
Number" were almost in-

.iudihle Luckily f'nr most

t.m- tin- words seenied to

inattfr little as a re^^.ii

skip, hop undjumi) mcrtdok

the audience.

Despite the late start and

poor sound quality the con

cert provi'd a success. Many
fans felt secure knowing
that their admission fee was
going to the Coalition to

Free South Africa.

Ô
Namp ttie novelist who wrote Grapes of Wrath
and Ot Mice and Men.

What did Indians teach the Pilgrims to use for

fertilizing their crops''

Name the American who. m 1984, won the gold
medal in the first women s marathon ever held
in the Olympic Games

Name the city in (Montana that is nearest the

headwaters of the Missouri River A reminder
Three rivers merge to form the f^^issouri

Name the first woman to receive an M D
degree in the United States In 1849. she
graduated first in her class (the other studenis
were male) at the Geneva Medical School of

Geneva. New York 6?5

c?

PATRIOTIC TRIVIA - U.S.A. Trivia is a new
trivia game with questions about the United
States. Look for the answers on page 10.

SELF-SERVICE
COPIES

Tr> Kinko s. For greai copies.

And great deals.

kinko's
open early Open late.

Open weekends.

220 N. Pleasant St

253-2543
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^^& TODAY MUS/IC
48 N. PLEASANT ST
AMHERST 253-9209
LOCATED UNDER STEVE :

JOBS IN
RADIO BROADCASTING
WMUA 9 1 . 1 FM is now interviewing candidates for posi-

tions as Department Directors. All University students,

(graduate, undergraduate, and continuing education) are

invited to apply. Some jobs are full-time through the

summer, others part-time starting in September.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS FOR:

News Director

Mtisic Director

Finance Director

Underwriting Director

Production Director

Sports Director

Public Affairs Director

Promotions Director

Womens Affairs Director

Third World Affairs Director

Pick-up your applications at the

Student Activities Office - 416 Student Union.

Applications are due at WMUA no later than

7:00 PM, Friday May 15.

Call Pat Mahoney. 545-2876 between 2:30 and 5 00 PM on

Friday May 15 to schedule an interview. All interviews

will take place on Saturday May 16.

For more information, visit WMUA at 102 Campus Center

WMUA is an affirmative action/Equal opportanity employtr
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ARTS

Realistic characters, good plot, make Extreme Prejudice work
By ADAM LA VINE
Collegian Stat't

Extreme Prvjudice is an interesting phenomena in the

genre of action adventure movies. While the movie is

chock-full of high tech battles, the film's plot somehow

justifies the violence and makes it seem more necessary

than gratuitou>.

The plot revolves around the interactions of two

characters. A Texas Ranger. Jack Benteen (Nick Nolle)

is bent on capturing his childhood friend turned drug

dealer Cash Baily (Powers Soothe i. The plot is furthered

by the actions of a troupe of ex-soldiers, who rob banks

and blow up warehouses for no apparent reason.

Characters rotate back and forth from good to bad-guy

status as we find that the soldiers and Jack are both work-

ing to capture the same drug dealer. Cash.

The plot is complicated and sometimes works itself in-

to corners. A s^upposed federal agent working out of

Washington feeds Jack false inlbnnation about Cash, then

disappears from the film with no follow-up about his

character. Jack's girlfriend, Sarita (Maria Conchita Alon-

>ui IS supposedlv in love with the macho Texas Ranger,

then runs oiT with Cash to the drug dealer's Mexican

hideout, adding fuel to the fiery climatic shoot-out.

Despite the film's drawback, it works. The film could

have easily relied on cardboard stereotypes for the

numerous villains, but instead personified the movie's

characters. The cast is exceptionally believable, and we

get a sense of the characters being real people with ge-

nuine feelings and emotions. Because we can identify with

the characters in the film' the switches they make bet-

ween good and evil are almost believable.

Director Walter Hill (48 Hours, The Warriors) is a

veteran of the fast-paced adventure films. The action

scenes in Extreme Prejudice are well-placed throughout

the film and carefully choreographed. Hill is an expert

at building tension in a scene until reaching a quick,

climatic finish.

Ifyou like well-made, intelligent action films, then check

out Extreme Prejudice.

John Siembeck (In 196^^ he won the Nubel

Prize for Literature )

Joan Benoit

Three Forks (Three river (orks—the JeHerson.

the Madison, and the Gallatin— converge near

Three Forks, Montana, to form the Missouri

River

)

Dr Elizabeth Blackwell (In 1857 m New York

City she opened the first hospital in America

that was staffed only by female physicians.)
(S?«.

*If music be the food of love, play on."

Twelfth Night, Act I, Scene 1

PREJUDICED TO THE EXTREME - Powers Boothe and Nick Nolte

star as childhood buddies that choose opposite sides of the law in Ex-

treme Prejudice.

THE COMMUTER AREA GOVERNMENT AND THE

THE AMERICAN RED CROSS BLOOD SERVICES PRESENT: ^

BLOOD DONOR MONTH

PO \

fAV

,WHEN: TUESDAY, MAY 12

i
WHERE: CAMPUS CENTER 174j

[TIME: 10:30 - 4:30

ZP\

GENERAL MEETING

FOR ALL MEMBERS
NEW & OLD

TODAY
MAY 12 • 6:00 PM
216 Student Union uvc

Union Video Center

GOURMET FRIED CHICKEN

^Pjf
U0^r

g)iiA*n^

3pm-1am
DAILY

31 Boltwood
Walk

through

the Alley

Wi'AA^.

PREE DELIVERY
253;J494

Everything you ever wanted to know
about polymers, but were afraid to ask

CONFUSED COUNTRY MUSIC The Mekons. an English band with an

indescribable style, will play at the Iron Horse on Wednesday at 7 and 10

p.m. The band started at the height of the Punk Movement in England with

punk ideals in mind: enthusiasm, amatuerism, and a healthy disregard for

all conventional musical notions. The band has been called the "most

revolutionary band in the history of rock and roll," and their sound has

been described as "an updated and Cajun-influenced version of English

country music," although that description merely scratches the surface.

Introduction to Polymers
By R.J. Young
Chapman and Hall
Hv -JOE LIEBESCHIKTZ
('(ill'^man .Staff

Intrnd Hi I Kin to Piilxnii'fs

IS a cofupftriit i\ wntti'ii ad

vanci'd ti'Xt Ixxik that may
appeal to polymer scientist-;,

in.somniacs and tabli- tcnni-

IT'S ALMOST SUMMER
SESSION, AND WE GET
BUSY, BUSY, BUSY!
DON'T WAIT TILL THE
LAST MINUTE FOR

YOUR PRESCRIPTIONS
COME IN AS SOON AS

POSSIBLE!

rj0y^'

m^-J^:
m^-^f^.•S;w,;

';: ^V^SN^rSL'-i'
'^^.•

We will not accept telephone orders

the last two weeks of school

because we cannot get to them.

th<>^vK Ysk i ...Iht Phtif^tr)aiii ^a^atO-HS

plavi i> lacking the

customary implements of

their spurt

A p<ilymer is a lonj^' chain

mcili'tule \\ hose structure

call lie sul)divi<led inln one

or more simple itpe.ilinti

units inionomersi. IJN.\,

proteins and rubber are ex

aniples of naluially
iiccuirinL' polymers
Pla-tK's. nylon and tellnn

uhf nonstick coatini; dii li>

inu p.insi are .synthetic In

li\ini; organism--

polymeii/ation is an 'x

ceedingly complex prociss

that accounts for much ot

the genetic coding capacity

of a cell. In the laboratory,

only relatively simple
polymerizations can be

routinely performed and
careful control of conditions

is necessary to obtain a final

product with the desired

properties.

Anyone who needs to be

told any of the above, will

not want to read this book.

In addition, the intending

{

reader should be well ap-

praised of chemical
equilibria and Young's
modulus, and should be

prepared to confront such

mathematical horrors as

binomials and tensors as

well as, what for me is the

ultimate deterrent, partial

differential equations.

These prerequisites will

probably confine the poten-

tial readership to senior

undei ^I'itduates, gradu.ili -

atid beyond To them the

Ixxik offers a comprehensive

dfscnption ot tlio toimation

ol sMUiietic ()oi>mers and

their suhsequent

ch.iractci i.'.il mn Young
then concentrates on tht

struct uro and mechanical

propeil les ot ! lu'se

polynnTs
Till' text Is clcuU a,ui

authont.itively '>^
i it ten and

theio ,00 niMOv helpfu:

(iiam am- .\ •« r,( - of qucs

tions luith .ui.-\'s<'is -up

plied I provides leinlorce

ment therapy at the end of

each chapter. Young's habit

of frequently interrupting

descriptive passages with

extensive mathematical
ai'gument may not appeal to

everyone though.

The book under review is

a new impression of the

1983 edition of the same ti-

tle. In a rapidly expanding
subject such as polymer
science, one would expect

that the frontiers of

knowledge might have ad-

vanced somewhat since

then.

I think this is a book of

which one would expect to

find more than one copy in

a university library. Poten-

tial individual purchasers
might first consider
whether there are any
books of comparable content

and quality to Introduction

to Polymers that have been
published more recently.^^

SPECIAL EVENTS
The Intimate P.D.Q. Bach

Circus Royaie

The Flying Karamazov Brothers

Boys of the Lough/Jean Redpaih

Marcel Marceau

Nagoya Odori (Kabuki Dance)

Boicom & Morris

GREAT ARTISTS
Andre Watts, piano

Julian Bream, guitar

Fei-Ping Hsu, piano

Carnegie Hall Winner, voice

Barry Douglas, piano

BROADWAY
Big River

La Cage A ux Folles

Beehive

Singin' in the Rain

ORCHESTRAS
Norwegian Chamber Orchestra

Springfield Symphony Orchestra

Jerusalem Symphony Orchestra

THE FINE ARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

THE 1987-88 SEASON
DANCE
Roval Winnipeg Ballet

Natl. Dance. Co. of Senegal

Bucket Dance Theatre

American Ballroom Theater

Finnish Natl. Opera Ballet

Ja/z Tap Ensemble

Mark Morris Dance Group

All Five College Students
receive 50% off ticket prices.

You can save an additional
30% by subscribing today.

Call 545-2511
or stop by the FAC Box Office

for your free brochure.

Nancy Wilson

Art Blakey & the Jazz Messengers

Modern Jazz Quartet

Richard Stoltzman

Jazz All Stars/Max Roach

CHAMBER MUSIC
Cleveland/Meliora Quartets

Kronos Quartet

Chestnut Brass Co./Quink

Bach Chamber Soloists

THEATER
I'm Not Rappapi^rt

Frankenstein

The Beckett Trilogy
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USILA
Top 15

The final regular season United States

Intercollegiate Lacrosse Association poll

was released yesterday The Gorillas fell

four places to number 11. Their opponent

in the first round of the NCAA playofi"s

which will be played tomorrow will be

number eight Penn, the runner-up in the

Ivy League,

The playoff game will be held at 7:30

p.m. at Franklin Field in Philadelphia.

Pa.

Tournament seedings appear at far

right. () In tourney but not seeded.

(1) 1

(2)2.

(3)3.

(4)4.

(5)5.

(6)6.

(7)7.

(8; 8.

•9
•10
•11

12.

13,

13.

14,

Maryland 11-0 150

Cornell 11-0 140

Syracuse 8-3 128

JHU 7-3 119

UNC 8-3 113

Navy 8-3 91

Army 10^ 88
Penn 9-4 78

, Brown 10-4 64

* men's lacrosse
conttnui-d /rntii /m^'c 16

. Adelphi 8-3 52

. UMass 8-2 47

, Towson St. 10-3 40

. Duke 11-3 35

.(Tie) Loyola 8-3 36

. Harvard 10-4 12

I

The winner of the UMass/Penn game
then travels to College Park, MD, to take

on the number one seed, Atlantic Coast

Conference Champion Maryland
Sunday.

on

L

Tony Seaman said. "It

works both ways though. It's tough to say

because some people believe its nice to stay

sharp.

"We really haven't been banged up so we

really haven't had a problem."

Penn comes into the game with a reputa

tion for riding hard and playing a tight

zone defense. For UMass to beat the ag-

gressive Quakers. Garber said they are go-

ing to have to clear better than it has been

doing and win the <,Toundballs. Against

Syracuse, the team did neither effectively

and it cost the team dearly.

"Every team has a game when they fail

to execute. Now if we weren't executing all

year, then we would have make some ad-

justments. But our game was on Friday,"

the coach said.

After the loss. Garber said the defense

had to keep from getting beaten and stick

with their men. Penn comes into the game

with a several scorers including top scorer

John Shoemaker, a senior attackman with

41 goals and two assists, so the defense will

need to clamp down.

Man-up Advantages: Coming into the

game. Penn, under coach Seaman, has

reached the tournament (including this

yeai-) in four of the last five years, the best

finish being 12-2 in 1984. . . the team is 0-3

in the playoffs. "Hopefully this time the

players will rise above the coaching they've

had for those three losses," said Seaman.

, . Penn won the Ivy League last year but

missed the playoffs because of a 6-7 record.

. . the Quakers are 6-0 at home this year.

. . 30 percent of Penn's shots are on net. .

»»*«#»*#»**»»»»*#»*»*»*******»»»*************»***»*»*»********»********^*^

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

1 1 am - 2 am 7 days

50 Main St. Amharat. MA

FOOD FOR THOUGHT
Are You As Stressed Out
As I Am Over Graduation?

Is the Pressure Of Finals

Getting You Down?

Relieve the End of

the Year Stress and
gotoJ.B.'sForaHot

Delicious Meal.

Spring & Sammer Help Wanted

< I

' I

AtKlHS\

vtant '

CREATE YOUR OWN
BONSAI
GARDEN
AT ATKINS
FRUIT BOWL

BONSAI WORKSHOP
DATE: THURSDAY,

MAY 14th
TIME: 7:00-9:30 p.m.

ATKINS
' 'Ftan'r '

COST: '65 (*25 deposit
required)

SUPPLIES:
ALL MATERIALS FURNISHED

Under the experienced profe.ssional guidance of "New England's
Bonsai Garden" of South Natick, you will create your own Bon-
sai Garden with a tree already 4-5 years old. The value of your
Bonsai Garden is equal to more than the cost of the workshop.
Full instructions on care are provided.

Call 253-9528 for more information. Stop in today, before 8 pm
with your deposit or call with your Visa/Mastercard number to

make deposit and reserve your space.

ATKINS FRUIT BOWL
Corner of Bay Rd & Rte 116, So. Amherst

$25 deposit refunded if workshop is cancelled

due to lack of participation.

_-^r:<J)PEN 7 DAYS A WEEK'

Tuesday, May 12, 1987 Tuesday. May 12. 1987
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. High-scoring midfielder Chris Flynn. a

first team All-Ivy running back, has won

63.5 percent of his faceoffs. . Penn has

played five of the 12 tournament teams go-

ing"2-3. . . Shoemaker's 41 goals is a season-

high at Penn. He also needs just one goal

to set ihv school itcord for career goals. He

has 98. . .

The game will have some little rivalries.

Sophomore midfielder David Avidon's

brother Scott is a defenseman for the

Quakers. Said the UMass Avidon yester

day, "The winner of this game will be king

at my house."". . freshman attack Scott

Hiller was Seaman s most -oughtafter

recruit. . . senior attadiman Cireg Cannella

played for Seaman back in high school at

Lynbrook. N.Y. Cannella played for the

coach as a sophomore before he moved on

to C.W. Post prior to landing at Penn. .

Also dealing with Cannella, the at-

tackman/midfielder may return to action

tomorrow after suffering a stress fracture

a week ago.

• men's tennis
rnntinued from page 16

Connecticut was also satisfying

because UMass was beaten in last year's

match.
For Rodman, many of the best individual

performances came in the Atlantic 10 tour-

nament. "We made the big boys who are

used to walking all over us, sweat and

swear," he said.

The teams that finished ahead of UMass
in the Atlantic 10 comprised almo.st ex-

clusively players on tennis scholarships.

Gable said he wished UMass would spend

more money on tennis both to provide

scholarships and to resurface the Boyden
court.s

Most of the regular players except for

Rodman and Rich Nieboer will again be

back next year. Brian Leach, whom
Roberts rated highly, is expected to

transfer from Penn State.

"The potential is awesome," said

Rodman.

GRADUATION MEMORIES
CAN LAST A LIFETIME...

When vou choose a card or gift from

our beautiful .selection from American Greetings.

open M-F 9-5

AMERIO\N GREETINGS

^.UNIVERSITY
0STORE^
Located In The Campus Center

1 M\ Ml « I t \ II \nirtii an <.r<t-inK> < urp

/n{>0 * ' M< Ml SWV II I iiiverwl >'rt-»- Sindiidit

HEADING HOME?
WHAT ABOUT YOUR BELONGINGS?
Ship your packages home
via Mail Boxes Etc. and UPS.

We will even pack your

boxes for you. We sell

packaging and shipping

supplies. Summer storage is

also available.

DATES: May 14 & 15

May 18, 19, 20

TIME: 9:00 am - 4:30 pm

LOCATION: Campus Center

Concourse and Hampden
Dining Commons

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Doonesbury

BefOH^ (Oa START.L£r% TAKBA
LOOK AT miSMCfriVAVONAL VIPBO

MB95-A6B FROM PR. I/UHOOP^ 5
FOUNDBRANP

iOomm.llWtNlFWNDeQDR
UHOOPee LA9T Y5AR. I SMDRB^^
PROPUCTS muLPse. thb finbsj

AVAlLAdiB ON THB MAfXBT.' M^L,
I PBUV5RBP ON THAT PL£D6B

Bloom County
WWfwr

r
—^^^^~

:^

^;i^ dL

^of^emm '^ on
we xnepULB ei/r

I JUSrCfiNT
n/TMYFINoeR mPBR:'
ON IT X

Bat Brain

/' vou seeM to b^
HAviMb A wm> Tine

BAT BRAIN, SO LET
He eEE IF I £A»J

MAKE IT felMPLE

^"OUR JOB 15 TD HAKE HOislEN

COR OUR &TOCKHOLPeRS BV
^PuJli^fo PR0PWCT5. SOU ^
tf^eCReAT^PTn^ET^e
PRODUCT W6-SEU, SiMCE

we C.REAtHT> YOU, I T U)OlA-R

BE JUST P*b EA5NJ -xo

UOlPe VOy OUT OF
steNCE AMDl%l
EbIN SELClKifol

\"CHARUI(
"'PR00uCT>l
INlSTETVP.

Gordy

sxnu fCA^'TCAu. Mr-
SBLP AN UNOBR^^AO
ANY £/>Akp^ rr<s gBBN

A GOOD /&ae ya/i^r ^
rue Accc^Pu^HCc^Js

cm

UZAI^Of / tOAS /A/

''(^ORQY "ABOUTtM>

Smithereens
By Sarah Smith I know I'm one of many who would like

to be yo^f friend;

somehow I've got to find a way to show I'm

not like them.
— The Smithereens

By Garry Trudeau

HOU DO YOU KNOM^ HOI/U DO YOU

KNOWOUR UfJai5ALLISAi IT

/$? HOliU DO YOU KHOyJIUB USB ONLy

THB FINBST MffTBRlOLS CORFtNTLY

AVAILA3LS ANYiVHBRB. IN THB

CARIBBBANMSIN'
\

By Berke Breathed

OPUS TO
WEP LOCAL
WOMAN
MsmY

f<£^m€R 7 -•i-.-

Thi^NK OOP
FORTyefmRiCfiN
FRe5^ ^

o

'a

e>UfJE WOWUJ-

NOU> ARE WE
GOiMfr TO WE»I^_
m^ MORE BOTOffi-";

MN Room HATE?
VOO'P SEU_
PR0P0CT5 WITH

MS ROOMfWTEt> \3w.,w ..Tv,r. '- . /

fVAMEON IT AWP\Bo^ iIORAliH/

pREtENri Nr<tT?\ A4AIKJ? ^'^
E"XI STEP,

A^

vi

OH...T'PBE
WILUNt. TO
PORGET IT IF

Vou WOULD.

IT-^ PONE THeM
WaP IF I MAW
S;»HSO/iT's
ALWAS?" A
PteAi yR.e txd /
BCAOCMAlu

cA^f^£&^ /5 Aoxfroiiee,

I've e^^Aj sbajta^ thb

PEAK OF YW/^ COAA/C

sT/efF/ F^rrr o^m^
SAQ, A/O^/ff

Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Trude Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Co'n D'ead

5 Roman pattiol

9 Eiposea
t3 Piccadilly tigufe

14 Syria long ago
15 Consumets
1 7 Daw Jle

19 rasi times

20 Land ol Nod
?1 Convention

figures

23 Edge
2b Evening in

Roma
2b - -node

29 Voiotiied

we'll'." It

31 Pafie'nsd '-lom

to' a »'it

35 Piiices

37 Chaitis'

39 Tiny amounts
4t No pafty

POOP*' It

iS up -

icorne'lidi

46 Part ol a 'dot

47 Soti mine'ai

48 T'api
51 Equality

53 ^ast tiyer lot

snoft

64 Steeps

56 Miami
acquisition

SB Aif

63 Famous code
name

67 Ascend
68 Waicn tor

example
70 Otiend

71 Home to the

Olympics

72 Scorcn
73 Labote' ol oid

74 Withered

75 Nelson ol the

movies

DOWN
1 PailShKinerS

places

2 Type oi e»am
3 Meddle
4 rheiTiica

.>n.[-' Mill !

By Gorde

5 Persian or

Siamese
6 Parched
7 Domesticates

B Egy disn

9 Sofia s country

10 Under sail

1 \ Budget item

12 Art Deco
designer artist

16 Drati org

18 Monumental
22 — of Good

Feeling

24 Biblical wise

men
26 Tiny water plant

27 Pk.;ii1frs

28 incipient oak

30 Wesr Coast
atlleit;

32 Civil wrong
33 Globe trotter s

re'erence

34 Syriibois o)

toughness

36 Concept

38 Wager
40 Religious group
42 Due
43 John Law
44 Warmth
49 Uamprpy
50 Declares

52 Inclined

passage
55 Subway gale

57 Din

58 Popuiai

1 ecorder
Shnrt

tor

6; Aratjian title

64 Wind instrument

65 Large amount
66 Uncanny
SV Wind direction

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

By Bill Dearing

Lunch
Menu

Basics Lunch

Brown Derby Sandwich

Ham Vegetable Frittala

Dinner

Meatbal! Grinder

Fisherman s Plate

Golden Burgers

Rice and Cheese Sturfed

Cabbage

Basics Dinner

Caponata Spaghetti

Fisherman's Plate

r
Weather

Tuesday: Partly cioudv with a chance of showers, high

near 80
WedoesdaY: Mostly sunny, highs 65 to 70.

Today's Staff
Wight Editor Jeffry "CRASH" Bartash

Copy Editor Pa^ Bracken

Uyout Technician Mike Solaroli

Photo Technician Niki SokolofT

Production Supervisor Debbie Pikul

Production: Karlin I . Beth D., Meredith C.

Scott S.. Lisa H.. and Joe the driver

Executive Board — Spring of 1987

KELLY SIEGER
Editor in Chief

NANCY KLINGENES
Managing Editor

STEVE RUBIN
Bustotss Manager

PHIL SERAFINO
Editorial Editor

ANSEL ZINTER
Prodaetion Manager

Business Board — Spring of 1987

STEVE RUBIN
Bnsiacf* Manager

PAUL H LESSER
Advcnising Sales Manager

VANESSA ROTH
Finance Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marketing Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Circulation Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Subscription Manager
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Minutewomen grab Atlantic 10 honors
, , I, Kirru. Snrluu. -aid "N.-hndv lu'in^ lahhfd at shortstop and junior Chns

Bv ROGER niAPM AN '!:::: ;u±':::;:,,. nu^h lik. slu- would C.ep>ela.whobattedata.455clipwthlm.By ROGERfllAPMAN
Collegian Stall

After the mandatory showers of cham-

pagne and thf Hpnnt to the ri^jhtfield fence

for the Atlai.t ic 10 conference i>anner, the

tournament committee announced the

selections for the All-tournament team.

Even though the quest for the banner went

by the boards, the Minutewomen were well

represented on the team.

Senior co-captain Carol Frattaroli was at

the head of the class, as she was tabbed

Most Valuable Player of the second con-

secutive year, Frattaroli batted .444 for the

tournament jjoing 4-for-9 at the plate. But.

it was Frattaroli's two-run triple m the

third inning that sealed a second A-10 ti-

tle for the Minutewomen.

"Winning it as a junior was cool, but it

was something I wanted again because I

am leaving. Frattaroli said. "1 wanted to

go out in a blaze."

"Carol Frattaroli is a money ball player,

ln-ad i.(iai.li IM iiiii' Niiituio said

would have li.iih- tlirough Iik.

have."
Junior righthand.r Lisa livsvi aix.

received hi^'li accolades, as she was nam

ed the tournament's Most Valuable Pitcher

and was also named All-tournament as u

utility player. Rever won two games in the

tournev. including a three-hit performance

in UM's 3-1 win over Temple in the cham-

pionship game. Rever also beat Penn State.

4-3, in the first-round, adding her owr\ two-

run triple to key another UMass rally.

"It's nice, mainly because 1 didn't get to

pitch last year in the tournament due to an

injury," Rever said. "I'm happy about it.

It's something I worked hard for."

With the exception of thirdbase and cat-

cher, UMass ruled the infield. Along with

Frattaroli at secondbase, junior

firstbaseman Martha Jamieson was nam-

ed to the All-tournament team at firstbase.

Junior shortstop Paige Kopcza made her

second straight appearance on the team.

hfint.; tabbed at shortstop and junior Chiis

Ciepiela. who batted at a .455 clip with nve

hits, was selected All lournainent m the

outfield.

Freshman righthander Traci Kennedy,

who tossed a four-hitter in the first meeting

with Temple, was also named to the All-

tournament team. Kennedy, who had to

overcome a rocky start, gave up an earned

run and walked two in seven innings

pitched.

"Overall, I'm pleased with the picks."

Sortino said. "It was disappointing that II-

ene (junior catcher Ilene Freeman) wasn't

selected. She is such a fine defensive cat-

cher."

Freeman was beat out at the catcher's

spot by Temple's Robin Boyd, with Rhode

Island's Kim Menkavitch wgrabbing

honors at thirdbase. Tempb's Lisa Sommer

and URI's Betsey Ginz rounded out the All

tournament outfield.

Sports Notices
There will be a iiiandatorv meeting' for

all Ci>lh\ai'i" --liorts stall ami tnr

rc.-jiniuliiu- thi- Friday at 2;3() p. in at the

sports desk.

Because the year is about over, we

would like everyone to try anti make this

meeting so that certain decisions can be

made for the future, such as departmen

tal status, possible beats for the fall

season, etc.

Again, this is mandatory. Be there, or

be maimed,
Also, becau.se this is the final week of

publication for the Collegian ibr this

semester, this is the final chance for all

club .sports and low-budget varsity sports

to submit entries for the Campus Roun-

dup feature.

Details, and not stories, should be sub-

mitted to the Collegian sports desk in care

of correspondent Ronn Garry no later

than tomorrow in order to be considered.

I

GAIN PAID EXPERIENCE IN YOUR
FIELD BEFORE YOU GRADUATE
SIX MONTH COOP POSITIONS

AVAILABLE WITH

General Electric - Plastics • Wang

Allstate Insurance • US Food & Drug Administration

Digital • Fidelity Investements • Stratus Computer

Richardson Vicks • IBM

IF YOU ARE NOT GRADUATING IN MAY 1987 AND ARE

INTERESTED IN GAINING PRE-PROFESSIONAL

EXPERIENCE IN YOUR MAJOR FIELD,

CALL THE COOP OFFICE AT 5-2224 FOR INFORMATION

ON THESE AND OTHER POSITIONS

-HoM£ OF TH^-

TACOVILLA

HAVE YOU HEARD
ABOUT OUR

NEW LOCATION

GROUND FLOOR

"Come In & See Our
Great New Things

For Spring"

Carriage Shops, 233 N. Pleasant

Amherst 549-6915

AMHERST
41 BOLTWOOO WALK
•2S6 82IJ

Beer A Wine
Served

SPRINOFICLO
749 SUMNER AVE
7880919

Bring Your 0»n
Beer S Wine

THE
AMHERST
DELICATESSEn

233 No. Pleasant St. Amherst • 549-6314

Open Mon-Sat, 9am - 10 pm ... Sun 9-6

DELI TRAYS AVAILABLE

NOW FOR GRADUATION
VARIETY OF QUALITY FOOD
AT REASONABLE PRICES

549-6314

AC IIVIIIES* AUDIO
•ulO ^'Ji '.Ml •CAiCULAlORS
triUf<'lAiNMENI 'f-OK l^tNr

fOR bAL£« FOUND
HtLP WANTED •LOSI

CLASSIFIED
Ijl-'ail .>4*W«VS.O.'*A .. >^ .«^4.' , 1 I >i l ifl iihfll" I 'I iT - .-•> .j..^.- ,.., t.>

J^tr^bONAii-RiDt '.VAMfcD

PiDfcRS NEEDED • SEf?VICES
Tf'OOMAFE WANIED* TRAVEL

WANTED •SuBlET

COIIf TO THE COUEQAW OFFICE - CC 113 MON-THURS 8:30-3:30 (FRI • 2.30)»DEADUNE 2 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION* CASH IN ADVANCE. 15«/W0R0/DAY FOR STUDENTS

ACTIVITIES

ATTENTJON SIGMA PHI Epsilon Brothers

meeting lonighl at 7 30 in CC 171-173 All

invited Dut Hugti Any questions Daniel

Munroe 546 4902

LAST ARMENIAN CLUB meeting o( the

semester Wednes May 1 3 6 30PM All

members encouraged to attend' Check
schedule tor room

WMUA NEWCASTERS MEETING
Wednesday 7 00 PM in the newsroom

WORLD PEACE IS possible Find out what

you can do attend PeacemaHefS meelmg
Tge 7 00 fm174CC

ALBEV REINER

YOU MAKE MY Karma bubble' Be one with

nalure' Vellow Rose

APT8 IN BOSTON

GRADUATING AND MOVING to Boston

many listings in Boston area Call Jefl at

Popular Properties R E 437-981

1

AUDIO

EPI 110 SPEAKERS lor sale B/0 Dave
665-7185

AUTO FOR SALE

1979 PINTO 67K asking $600 549-1138

1965 FORD FALCON a cream pull

256692C

1979 FORD MUSTANG yellow auto,

82.000 mis AM/FM stereo S1200 545-3689

atler 5 30 584-9042

81 CHEVETTE 4SP 63K 1200 or BO
665-2941 excellent condition

PONTIAC T 1000 1983 great condilioni

1 400 or best utter 549-0549

SI CHEVROLET CITATION AM/FM exc

cond 1600 or B O 253-3568

1978 PONTIAC PHOENIX-powerlul, load

ed Great engine, little rust Must sell $1000
256 1602

SUBARU 78 NEW clutch blown rod good
lor pan 150 or BO 584-9406

1980 RABBIT ENG. has 30K $800 negol

call Ron 549 4825

1975 CHRYSLER CORDOBA runs and

looks line New starter and battery Power
everything and sunrool Only 70K $850 Call

Steve 549-6642

1977 JMAZDA flX^ runs great new tires

and lecent body work $500 call Ed at

586-9402 or leave message

1973 VW BUG. Body needs work Good
engine, many new parts $400 or BO
54S-3468 (days

)

1973 OLOSMOBILE CUTLASS supreme
AM/FM stereo cassette almost no rust $550

or BO 253-1373 or 256 1373

FORD, ESCORT, 1985 26K AC FM
stereo Delux. warty impeccable. $4999,

549-5546 Jonathan

BO HONDA aVIC 70.000 mi Good
engine, new pails Sorr>e bodywork need-

ed $500 Belsy. 256-0825

1977 RABBIT REBUILT engine AM/FM
casetle $1100 549 1867 Runs perfectly

75 MONZA 72K good body runs well $600
BO 66368 Fred alter 7PM

1979 FORD FUTURA red. 2 doors well

maintained call between 10 PM and 8 AM
546-5448

75 PLYMOUTH FURYT Just inspected

$300 or best otter 253-9675

DODGE CORONET 67 Southern ear, no

rust runs great' You'll never have a problem

with It $900 549-4642

BUNKBEDS WANTED

LOOKING FOR BUNKBEDS lor our OtI

campus apartment Please call anytime

546 8453 or 646-8379

DESPERATE

HELP.. .LOST MY sketchbook (18x2^1
on May 6 m FAC 430 or 431 Please call

5468462

CAPE COD

6 BEDROOM HOUSE roommates needed,

righl by Hyanms Bay 5 minute walk from

downtown Hyanms COED $920 each An-

dy 546-4757

DOCTOR D

HOW^DOES ONE say thank you lor being

the best Iriend that anyone could ask lor?

No tears- It's not goodbye' But instead a ph

a smile and a promise of many more

awesome times to share' I love you'

Always' Me'

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-DISC Enlerlainment Agency Disc

lOCKies. iighls, rentals, and mobile video

dances' 549-7144

ron RENT

TAKE OVER OUR lease in June arid gel

August rem tree! Or )ust sublet lor the sum-

mer/2 bedroom in Southwood apts call

256-6334

ROOM AVAILABLE IN Beaut condo close

10 UMass on bus line Kilchen/laundiy facil

met temale non-smokers no pets 256-1 547

San

ROOMS FROM JUNE 1st lall option $235

per rnonlh exclusive dose to campus
549 1358

2 BEDROOM APARTMENT, lall, starting

June 1 $410 00, laundry, 66S-22S8 bus
route

SUMMER SUBLET WITH/FALL option

Spacious 2 bedroom Squire Village

Townehouse on bus route starting June 1

Call 665-8410

TAKE OVER OUR lease starling June 1 2
bdrm hot water inc 405 * 66S-3041

WERE LEAVINGI TAKE over our^r
Southwood Apt and the (umlture's yours

Free* Heat/water Included 253-9089

2 BEDROOM CRESTVIEW apt available

June 1 with lall option '/? mile from cam-
pus, 10 mm walk, on bus route. 549-5481

ONE BCbnOOM PUFFTON available June
1st Call Veronica 549-5456 keep trying

BRANDYWINE ONE BEDROOM available

June 1 through next school year
$460/month inc utilities, pool, bus route

Call 549-6416 Ask lor Dave

AMHERST. IBR APARTMENT on bus
route 10 min walk to campus 440/mo plus

eiec available June 1st or earlier call

549 5938 or 549-3700

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL option ?

bedroom Squire Village furniure 665-4634

LARGE ONE BEDROOM garden apt

dishwasher carpeting quiet residential

neighborhood $400 thru August 2535746

FREE HEAT AND hot water 2 bedroom
apartmeni on Dus route Pool, dishwasher

and other aminites Take over lease or

sublet lot summer call Dave or Micnael

266- 1040

SUMMER SUBLET WITH lall option 2

bedroom Squire Village Townehouse
available June 1st call 665-2644

LOOKING FOR TWO ladies to rent tall plus

spring next to campus call now 549-7293

FURNISHED ROOMS IN new house lor

summer of fall call Dale 253-9949

SUMMER RENTAL /HYANNIS 3 bedroom
/walking distance to Mam St $5 400 call

after 5PM 778-1673 or 888-1535

GRADUATING?

I NEED ONE rnore roommate to share a

three bedroom townehouse m
Waltham/128 area 549-6678

AUGUST RENT
w/lall option on
665-3678

FREE summer sublet

bus route Northwood

4 BEDROOM
256-6620

W/BALCONY m Ain^mH

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL option 2

bedroom rent cheap tree tuinilure 665-8615

ROOM AVAILABLE IN luJiy turnished. lux

urious Echo Hill Condo Two bus routes 3

miles trom campus Call 256-6809
evenings

ROOMY 2 BDRM Southwood apt on bus

rt $148 tor 4 people per month Take over

lease June 1st 253-5784

$300 REWARD- SlTMMER takeover with

tali option 1 bedroom Clittside Apt June

1 Bus route Opposite 7- 1 1 Beautiful loca-

tion Sunny Pool, etc Call 665-3970

(preterably) 10 30PM to 9AM

PUFFTON VILLAGE -AVAILABLE 2

rooms in 3 bedroom apl call 549-3667

2 BEDROOM APT in Southwood avail

. 'ne 1 take over our lease $560 a month
ex'. -Ment condition call 256-8340

$100 REWARD! TAKE over my lease star

ling June 1 (negotiable) Call John 665-7546

or 545-0896 Be persistent' 1 bedroom m
Ctilfside

$$$$ REWARD OFFERED to takeover our

Souinwood lease Call 253-3993

PRIVATE ROOM SHARE bath no kilchen

10 min walk to campus on bus rt

$225/monlh inclusive 549-1585 leave

message

4 BEDROOM APARTMENT Take any or

all rooms Available 6/1 On busline Call

Rob 256-1480

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL option 1

oedtoom available in June Entire 3

bedroom apartment available in Sept Bus

route Debbie 549-0555

LARGE SUNNY SINGLE room and two

room suite in quiet pricturesque South

Amherst home Convenient to bus oft street

parking kitchen privileges non-smoker -no

pels 256-6920

HELP WANTED

WE ARE LOOKING lor sortwone to do child

care one evening a week and occasional

overnights Must have transportation Call

548-9067

WANTED PART TIMYPus drivers lor Nor-

thampton to Amherst routes $5 to start very

convenient loi Northampton residents

V\/ork schedule arranged around your class

schedule 586 1909

SUMMER JOB - WATERFRONT Director

lot day camp in the Boston Area June

29-August 14 Salary 1.800-2.000 depen-

ding on experience Contact Janet Wad
den outdoor program director Patriots

Trail Girl Scout Council, 6 St ,
James Ave

Boston Ma 02116 (617)482 1078

PAINTERS NEEDED EASTERN New
England area interior and exterior starting

pay 6 50 and up depending on experience

Equal Oppnunily Employer (61 7)933-4370

WAITRESS/WAITER, 20^25 hours per

week lor summer possibly lall- flexibility a

plus Call Mary at 584-9816, between 1 and

4

WAITPERSON FOR 6:30 to 230 Apply

Good Egg 485 West St lull or part-time

GRILLCOOKS/WAITPEOPLE; DAY hours

great pay, pt/lt downtown Northanipton

Syvesiers Restaurant 1 1 1 Pleasant St

OLSTEN TEMPORARY SERVICES

JOB OPPORTUNITIES AND more job op
portuniiies" fo' more inlormalion contact

Roland at 549-7449 alter 5 00PM

PERSONALS

RESUME TYPESETTING SERVICE
Have your resume protessionally typeset

The best quality type not a word processor

Sixteen different type styles to choose liom

Takes only 3 days - costs $25 and any

changes I II do lor FREE Come down to the

Collegian Graphics Office iil3 Campus
Center) and speal" to Peter Soderberg

MEET NEW PEOPLE! Get great ex

penente' Come write lor New England s

largest college daily The Collegian is m 1 1

3

Campus (ienter, right behind the T V

Come down and check us out'

ITS COMING FOR tne lirsi time m May'

KERRI. WE COULDN'T (orgei you could

we' Hope you have a great Dirlhday' Love

ya Beverly and Alyson

HEY SOUID! YOU better watch out or T'jl

break your tentacles' Love Squidelle

HILARY-HAPPY 19 birthday we hope you

had an awesome dy love Delta Zeta

TO THE PLEDGES of Sigma Kappa Maria

Erin. Christine Pally. Karen Kim Mana
Tanya Cathy, and Christine- we all hope

that you are prepared lor lock-in this

weekend with the snake and the other rep

tiles Try not to worry too much we all had

to go through it, and most ot us survived

Good luck' Vouli need it Love the sisters

of Stgma Kappa

LOOKING FOR 2 females or a couple to

share large room m Amherst house call

546-9151 or 253-3671 eves

•ATTENTION; SUMMER WORK positions

• available Make 379/week work with

students Irom UMass & 500 other '

colleges travel westward, great lor

• your resume & lots ol lun Call 256-

0866 lor into

CANCELORS IN RESIDENTIAL unit for

emotionally disturbed adolescents small

groups exciting team work and good work-

ing environment $11 580 per year and ex-

cellent benefits Over 21 years old Call Ms

Boudreau al 584-1310 Northampton Center

lor Children and lamilles.

PART-TIME DRIVER, afternoons, Monday

Tuesday, Wednesday, and Saturday Must

Know Hadley Amherst area Send inlorma-

tion to Montgomery Florist. 350 Russell St

Hadley Ma 01035 Wo phone calls please'

GENERAL OFFICE WORK $'5/hr 5 10

hrs/wK worKstudy fall '87 private program

on campus -no typing call after 6PM
586-6853

BRIGHT SELF-STARTERS wanted tor

part-time positions at retail quicK copy shop

Must be quicK learners and good with peo-

ple Positions available for summer and lall

Please apply at Kinkos 220 N Pleasant Si

SUMMER HELP FOR Gloucester Water

Iron! Restaurant- waiters, waitresses,

dishwashers Call Frank or Doreen

617-283-4123 or 5053.

HOUSE '/^ BLOCK from campus tall 87

spring 88 yr lease nice house quiet selling

5489387

SUMMER WORKSTUDY JOB, some typ-

ing experience required flexible hours

545-3697

DOUBLE ROOM AVAILABLE lor 87/88 m
Gilreath Manor No Amherst starting June

1 call 549-7527

3 BEDROOM HOUSE 425/month summer
on bus route call Bob 253-2412

2 BEDROOM APT Mam St 480 ind

everything Take lease on June 1 253-5529

ROOMMATES(S) WANTED IN Puffton call

549-7732

2 BEDROOM APT available June 1st

Close 10 campus Call 549-7739

FOR SALE

SUMMER JOBS FOR student activists

Earn S2000-3000plus this ummer enlorcmg

our Water Laws Clean Water Action is hir-

ing organizers lor summer campaigns If

you are looking lor experience in com-

munication lobbying & management call

today between 10-5 87 Grads are en-

couraged to apply for out Political leader-

ship programs In Amherst 549-7450

Boston 617-423-4661

CLOWN/DELIVERY PERSON PT. juggling

or performance sKills nelpful Flexible hours

thru summer call Bloomin Balloons

586-8420

OUTE AMP
546-9030

MUST sell' Call Shawn

COUNCELORS-PRESTIGIOUS CO-ED
Berkshire, MA summer camp seeks skill-

ed College juniors, seniors, and grads

WSI, tennis, waterski. canoe, basketball

Softball golt crafts, cermanics, silver

jewelry, theater, stage, and lech compu

U2 TICKETS FOB sale all shows 546-8789

NIKON^ SSMM/iXMACRO lens brand

new. complete w/carrying case Price

negotiable Call John. 6-7070. after 10PM

DO YOU HAVE worK-study funds letf

Staying here after exams? Temporary Data

Entry position available at UMass approx-

imately 20 hours total $4 00/hour Call

256-0121

VUARNET, RAYBAN. BOLLE sunglasses

plus look-a-liKes Jams, catchil. sunbritches

shorts, everything discount Mike 549-7575

FORD P^TNTO' 80 86000 miles price

negotiable 546-7107

ITS A GORILLA EAT GORILLA WORLD

GORILLA-GRAMS LET us be your clams

in shining armor ..ohyeeahh!! 546-9152,

7654

82 CHEVEYTTE « dr hatch 70000 mi 1200

or BO call 546-8612

BEDROOM SET -2 matching beds

dresser, curtains, etc call lor details Janet

549-7717

JIM MANITASAS

HAVE AHAPPr21 sTbirthday!

DOUBLE WOODEN DRESSER with mirror

attatched, wooden desk, twin bed. Kitchen

talble with 4 chairs, and a phone If in-

lerested call Holly or Steph al 549-1619

COMPLETE BEDROOM SET includes bed

and headboards. 2 buraus, shelves mirror

and night table Also 2 Mrm beds call

Michelle Duva 549-0803 or 549 1191

LOST

RED POLO Spring la^cket m campus

center- Friday please call Julie 9571

SURFBOARDS "APIA" 5 FT 10 m twin ftn

bomberboard 10 ft Todd 549-4003

COUCiTfOR^ALE excelleni conditioni

125 or BO 549-5799

GREY JEAN JACKET Irom MikesW View

Thurs 4/9 be cool return keys Irom pocket

Ciff Brandywme 549-0667

BLACK FUR HA^ i^stTl~March on cam-

pus $50 reward call Rich 546-9934

LOST RUBY RING^eirtremeiy sentimen-

tal II found call Natalie 253-5885 Large

reward'

SCHWINN PRELUDE: 23 inch s[X)r1our

bike 3 weeks old Flawless Mark 665-8651

AQUARIUM: 20 GALLON all equipment in

excelleni condition Mark 665-8651

FUJI 12 SPEED lor sale excellent condi

tion, color black. 23'frame, FUJI com-

ponents, Dia compe brakes recent

overhaul-rides |usl like new, price

negotiable If interested call Remardo a,

546-1090

SPEAKERS 3-WAY 12 woole- OnKyo

5-50 ex cond I25w call 6-5246

TWO TWIN BEDS7one extra-long one

standard $75 or best offer 256-1052

SMALL. USED REFRIGERATOR m good

condition 665-'»344

FOR SALE: MOUNTAIN bike $200_^Ban-

)0 with case $1 75. Vena lurbotramer $78 a!

665-4769 eves

5 CUBIC METER refndgerator for sale $75

or best offer call 546-5673

FOUND

ROLL OF UNDERDEVELOPED
Twister call 546-7465

lilm at

FREE CASH

NEED MONEY? SPEND all your cash on

sprmqbreak? I need your baseball cards

please help' Call Mike 549-0333

SAVE $500 ON next semesters bill wanted

several students lor work program 6-8hrs

weekly for next semester call Mr Roos

549-5120

TRTpl¥ a "student Painters Amherst.

BITN Pelham Areas mterior/exterior, low

rates insured BBB members written

guarantee tree estimates call

1-800-922-5579

congratulations to THE new sisters

of Delta Zeta Lauren. Tracy Elissa. Amy
Cmdy, Patti Diana, Hilary, Amy Tama
Sheri, Erin Naomi, Lisa, Laurie, and Tia'

Love the sisters ol Delta Zeta

BAHRV^OODFREY happy birthday" Get

psyched for lomght al 800 I love you -B

SEDA 'HERE'S LOOKINGTi You i<id ' the

best ol luck to you upon graduation 1 guess

we'll miss you most ol all Keep in touch'

Love, Mara, Krislen. and Karen

STEVE, I CAN'T wait for our new Hie in

NYC I love you' Moe

MELINDA GWEN SLAM & JeH congratula-

tions on surviving lour lun years I guess

I'll just have to turn Bruce up lounder so you

can near me unless you want to stick

around and party with me Good luck elc

love Pam (Toast)

2 FUN NON-sriKiking lemales needed lor

double in Puffton call 549 1302

ROOMMATE WANTED SINGLE room N
Amheist house with washer/dryer T V VCR
Microwave fireplace not too serious female

student $250 plus 549-5540

1 BEDROOM AVAILABLE m extra large

fully turnished Southwood Townehouse for

2 females to share available June l with (all

option call anytime 253-3934

NEED FEMALE NONSMOKER to share 1

bedroom m Brandywine 549 4538

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED, non

smoker, considerate For 1 bdr apt in Col

onial Village, 160/mo Completely turnish

ed Call 256-0724 evenings

1 FEMALE WANTED to share a bedroom
in a 2 bedroom Townehouse Squire Village

apartmeni Very inexpensive Delinilely

worth looking at Call anytime 665 3448

2 NONSMOKING FEMALES to share 1

bedroom Brandywine call 6 9726 6-1446

TWO FEMALE NON-SMOKERS wanted to

share bedroom m Northwood Apts lor next

school year Rent $150 00 per month each

Call Nancy 665-8250 Fully turnished

TWO MALE ROOMMATES needed halt

minute walk trom bus stop ten minute walk

to campus must be quiet and non-smoking

contact Lee 546-6820 Mike 546 6449

ONE MALE NEEDED lor smqle room in

Rolling Green low rent util inc call

256-6837

SUMMERIn CAPE^Cod Hyannis near Mian

St $1000 lor 15 weeks 546 7200 or

5467204

TWO ROOMMATES NEEDED in Puffton

Village Own bathroom Walk m closet All

major appliances Call Steve 549-0006

HOUSE NEXT TO mall Summer sublel lall

option non-smiking male to share large

room with same $153 call 549-1270

MALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share

bedroom m a 2 bedroom Brandywine Apt

549-1813

SUMMER JOBS

THE FUTURE IS so biighl you gotta wear

Shades Help pass the Toxics Liberation

Act slop nuclear madness and fight lor

consumer justice Masspirg seeks bright

energetic students lor summer campaign

positions Earn $150 300 per week Tram

ing, travel, advancement and a chance to

meet hundreds ol other lun people OHices

in Amherst, Boston Cape Cod, Wor

Chester, and six other locations Call San

dy al 256-6434 today'

SUMMER SUBLET

NEED FURNITURE CHEAP call Jacqu'

256-8032

2 BEDROOM APT in house on Grove St

near bus stop available June thru Aug w/fall

option 253 5820

BRANDYWINE 1 BEOROOMapartment
Sunny spacious lulty turnished with deck

close 10 bus best olfer 549-6479

NEXT TO CAMPUS! Unbeatable summer
place Grad sludenls prelerred call soon

549 7293

SMILE-JOHN O'CONNOR because I am
thinking ol you while you are reading this

in Chem and I am in Hawaii' Love Beth

HEY JUNE YOU have a lot lo be thankful

lor You're graduating, you have a

boylnend yet your favorite roommate is

leaving Oh well lite goes on' Good luck

love Celeste

SERVICES

TUTORING, SUBSTITUTE TEAChTnG in

business management marketing,

linance investment & microcomputers $7

per hour Neg 536-5006 leave message

NEED ATRUCK7 Call Peter wili drive you

and your stuM 2 and 3 hrs drive cheapei

than UHaul call nights 665 3292

HORSES TO RENT any time join a horse

committee come and go ride by yourselt

lessons and overnight rides special trips

and birthday parties 367 2482

EXPERIENCED QUANTITY COOK
available for summer employment Mon-Fn
6AM-6PM call evenings 256-8398

LES. YOU ARE so sold' Happy b-day to my
best buddy Love always HH

TRIPLE A STUDENT painters Amherst

BITN Pelham areas, mlerior/exterior, low

rates, insured BBB members, written

guarantee Iree estimates call

1 800-922-5579

3 BEDROOM APT for summer w/faH opl»n

August rent tree 665-4813 Northwood

2 BEDROOM FURNISHED apt Colomai

Village bus route 300/mo call Al 546-9753

SUMMER SUBLET OUR 2bedroom Bran

dywine apt nonsmokers only 549-4538

MANY ROOMS AVAILABLE m house

Rent 1 20 00 plus utilities We are m Ihe

mood 10 negotiate 549-5770

ATTENTION: SHOULDN'T PASS up own
bed/bath rent negotiable Puffton 549-3607

June t to Aug 30

SUMMER SUBLET IN BOSTON available

with two males June lAuguSt 31 $184

month call 256-1700 (Rebekahl or

(617)787 1333 (Chris)

1 BEDROOM IN 2 bedroom apt cable TV
pool AC 665 7185

DOWNTOWN NOHO 4 bedroom apart

ment $680plus or each room $1 70plus per

month Summer only call eves Robin or

Krissy 256-0718

TWO BEDROOM PUFFTON apartment lor

summer sublet plus Call Julie 546-7237

TWO SINGLES IN Gilreath cheap VVhilney

546-1119 or Julie 253-7374

STAYING FOR THE summer? 1 fun per

son needed to sublet Ibdrm in 3 bdrm PuH-

ton apt June to end August cost 120 mo
plus utilities has pool, tennis, close to cam
pus call Erin 549-7622

1 FEMALE NEEDED to share room m
Southwood Twnhouse June-Aug
$100/month 6 7981 or 6-8070

DOUBLE AND SINGLE rooms available tor

summer sublel Northampton, busrotue

large house rent negotiable 586-7749

HOUSE 6 BEDROOM 50 yds Irom Grad

tower rent negotiable 549-5039

LARGE ROOM FOR two in Amherst Center

Apl available lor summer sublet 256-0640

AMHERST CTR NEED 2 people lo ttam
a room $125 each 549 7783

SUMMER SUBLET IN TownehouM apts

Enioy your summei with a fully furnished

and air conditioned apt excelleni price Can
evenings 549-0269

NEED FEMALE HOUSEMATE Iree June
ren! pay July August Kathy 2S6-(M25
Amherst

3 BEDROOM HOUSE near Puffers Porm on

bus route $100/month/person or

$300/monlh Call Peter 549-6264

ANY CAPE COO HOUSES
FOR RENT?

2 GIRLS LOOKING lor a house to sharR ot'

the Catx? betwufn Memorial Day and Lalxw

Day Hyannis varmoulh. o' Craigville

Beach prelerred Call 665-3700

SUMMER SUBLET- WE WANT YOU

DO YOU WANT lo live close lo campus thi>,

summer'' We have one or two bedrooms
available lor you This house is the one Id

you' Fall option included Call 549-7246

evenings

MANOli) ARES. YOU'RE leaving but we'll

bet together in Puerto Rico See you soon'

Your secret love

SELF-STORAGE FROM
Transportation possible

665-8281 1-800-342-3452

$20 monthly
Aaron. Inc

TO THE LADY from N J who was al Ivy P

Ive got the bunny suit of yoy have the Bud'

Where should 1 hop to?

PATRICK S GILDAY thanks lor the llower

It wasn't necessary but it was nice' It made
my day' Your lavorite teller

TO THE NEW sisters of Phi Mu congratula-

tions on your initiation We love youi Liob,

the sisters and phis ol Phi Mu!

FINALS BASH
Sigma Phi Epsilon Party

at Changes Dance Club

Free Miller Lite Door Prizes

Wednesday. March 13th

PUFFTON VILLAGE

SPANISH TUTORING ft TRANSLATION

PATIENT, SKILLFUL HELP: short stones

grammar 256-1002

SPRING FLING

PUFFTON VILL. OLDER female, summer
sublel (July-August only) with fall option

Neat, responsible and non-smoker
549-7458

RIDE WANTED

LONG ISLAND LEAVING Thursday 5/14 or

Friday 5/15 will Share expenses Pam
546-5532

RIDERS WANTED

TUSCONVfA? WESTWARD bound May

23 or 24 665-8407 please keep trying'

HELP WITH SPRING Fling' Come lo Cen-

tral Area Government meetings at 8 00 on

Tuesdays

ST JUOE

THANK ^dU AGAIN! Seldom do your

prayers go unanswered 1 am very gralelul

SUBLET

THE BOSTON GLOBE, IBM General

Foods and Kenner Parker Toys are just a

lew of Ihe many opportunities available

through the Co-op Office Come in or call

today - 545-2224 your luture starts here'

TiWO" BEDROOM TO'WNEHOUSE m
Southwood includes bathroom and half

dishwasher partially furnished on bus

route' Call 256-8378

ROOM AVAILABLE
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT. Includes

utilities, dishwasher, A/C. pool, tennis On
bus route Reward 665-8891

$50 REWARD GOLD Cham and pendant

locKer at Boyden pool 549-1275 no ques-

tions asked

GOLD EARRING OVAL shaped with blue

border used to be Dad's cufflink immense

sentimenal value reward' Call Natalia

546-6961 A Gary 546-9369

MARTHA S VINEYARD

WANTED TWO MALE or females to share

house in Edgartown feasoi«a^'« sumtTi*r

rent call Jim Menigan al 545-2150 or Chns

al 549-1010 after 6PM

MONEYMAKING OPPORTUNITIES

BROKE, FOR MORE mlo send seTl ad

dressed stamped envelope to S Schlegei

124 Meadow St .
Amherst MA 01002

MOTORCYCLES

HONDA CB350 RECENTLY reouilt emgme
call 256-8643 ask for JR $450 or BO

HONDA VT500 a'sCOT 1984 BIk excel

cond 7600mi liquid cooled, shaft drive 6 sp

must see $l 200 or BO Call Ben 253 7785

NOHO NOHO NOHO

LIVE IN A real townrf^SubJot with laa op-

tion convenient Graves Ave location call

Paul or Bon 584-7952

ROOM IN NORTHAMPTON available June

1st $200 a month call Don 584-0054 lall

ODtion

ROOMMATE WANTED

$80/MONTH SUBLET female, non-smoker

lutly lurnished apt call 256-8296

SUMMER SUBLET/FALL option 2 large

bedroom townehouse in Sunderland pool,

tennis, backyard bus rt only 9 minutes

Irom campus 495/monlh (summer neg )

call 665-2265 leave message

SUMMER SUBLET -FALL option 1 ol 4

bedrooms -bus route 136/monlh Janette

256-8962

ROOMMATE WANTED TO share a h*p

bedroom Colonial VIg Apt Own room ful-

ly lurnished, 185 a month 253-5183

anytime

SELF-STORAGE PROM $20-monthly

Transportation possible Aaron Inc

665 8281 1-800-342-3492

OLD 5 BEDFIOOM house on Hyannis Hai

bor Cape Cod 1500 per person tor season

Call Mark 617-775-1669

WOW! 2 COOL roommates wanted' Take

over lease June 1 lurnished' Fall option'

Reward" 253-3368

GREAT LOCATION SUMMER sublet w/lall

option in Amherst Center 546-9368 after

3PM

TWO PEOPLE NEEDED 10 share rooms lor

summer in Sunderland apartment, male or

lemale smokers welcome 665-2718 lall op^

Hon available

RESPONSIBLE, NONSMOKER FEMALE
needed lor summer and/or next school

y«ar One bedroom in sunny two bedroom

townehouse Live with quiet lemale grad

student 665-4563

LOdklNG FOR fWOTiernales lo sh<.-re

bedroom m Brandywine Apl is completely

lurnished Starting June i Call Lisa at

549-4660

FEMALES
dywine apt

WANTED TO
Call 546-9027

sublel Bran-

LARGE HOUSE ONE mile-lown campus
Belchertown bus, dishwasher. Iree color

cable sublel any ol live bedrooms /lease

take over 256-0736

2 BEDROOM APARTMENT in Puffton lor

summer 546-6105 or 546-6107

3 BEDROOM FURNISHED apt 480/month

utilities and cable included on bus route,

swimming pool, tennis CI 665-3671

AMHERST CENTER. DOUBLE room in

house with lall option, rent reasonable, can

Claire or Lisa lor details al 253-7216

TOWNEHOUSE OF AMHERST

WE NEED 2 roomrnatos tor tall semester
8? outside apartmeni Call 549-0608

TYPING

SPEEDY KEYS -PROFESSIONAL
reliable accurate 256 1002

TYPING SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING PAPERS, letters

resumes, elc Melicukjus proofreading

Editing available New IBM typewriter Call

5490367

TYPING SERVICE

WORD WIZARD WORD processing Stu

dent rates 549*484

WANTED

WANTED: TWO FEMALES 10 sublet two

rooms m house Cable washer dryer

dishwasher, turnished for only 156 00' Call

Donna 253-3626

HYANNIS- 1 ROOMMATE needed $875 lor

summer call Carolyn 549 4860

FASHION MODELS NEEDED lo work in

Pans Milan Japan New York, Boston

Newcomers wefcome call 617 353-0010

On Wednesday May 5th issue we wrote Ihe

wrong numt>er This one is correct, we
apologize lor ttie inconvenience

ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE neededSw
floor Brandywmt' jpl next fall Call Mane
or Judy 549-7477

WANTED TO RENT

UMASS STUDENT LOOKING lor room lo

rent near campus during spring break 9 21

to 9-29 Call Mary al 546 1 151 Keep trying

SUBLETS/HOUSING NEEDED June 28

Aug 15 Call SBMC 256-8615 9AM-7PM

WANTED-$100 REWARD a 6 or 7 person

house lor next year, near bus route Call

Dave 549-0384 or Patty 549-1703 leave

name and numt)er

WANT TO TAKE over lease of oH-campus

house near bus route lor next tall and

spring Call 546-1090 or 253-3894

2 HIGH SPIRITED WOMEN (smokers) look

ing lo take over lease on apl or house, or

to share your place in the tall call Kristie

68565

LARGE FULLY FURNISHED house Cable

5 bedrooms, near Dus slop very clean This

house IS ideal'" Rent negotiable, call us'

253-5885

NEEDED 1 OR 2 people to share 2 bdrm

townehouse this summer On bus route ( 1

mm lo GRC) -lully furnished, seme, quiet

Free cable, pool, tennis. Rena 665-8279

3 BEDROOM FURNISHED Puffton lor sum-

mer Reasonable rent call 549-0333

SUMMER SUBLET ONE bedroom apart

meni in back ol Orchard Hill private quiet

bath garage, kitchen facilities, washer,

dryer, call David 253-9032 leave message

ONE^ BEDROC*r IN 2 bedroom apl

available June 1 Call Dave 665-2338

APARTMENT OR HOUSE for 3, 4, or 5

people reasonable close to campus call

anytime-546-6602 546-5774 or 546-5772

Please keep trying'

LOOKING FOR A 3 bedroom apartmeni in

Pulfton tor summer (May 23 lo Aug) Call

Nikhil 546-1046 or Rahul 546-1497

NEED ROOMMATES? TWO girisTooking

tor one or two bedrooms in house for sum-

mer Dennisport/Hanwich area 256-0316

ONE BEDROOM, FIRST floor, SO or Center

Amherst, for elderty woman, starting June

1 call Mike Peters 323-601 1 or 545-2283

LOOKING FOR ONE or two bedrooms m
Puffton or close to campus call Suzanne

546-8645 or Elizabeth 546-8844

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL option

Spacious two bedroom apt m Sunderland,

on bus route small quiet complex call

665-7590

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL option

Available June 1 , 1 room in 4 bedroom apt

m Northampton $200/month call Don

584-0054

APARTMENT OR HOUSE lor 3 4 or 5

people reasonably close to campus Call

anytime 546-6602, 546-5774 or 546-5772.

Please keep trying

TWO SENIORS LOOKING lor one or two

bedrooms tor now until end ol semester

close to campus Call Chris or Dave
253 7572

LOOKING FOR 3-BEOROOM in Pumon
reward ottered Lisa 6 7979

TWO BEDROOMS, FURNISHED.
sp.ifcious. very cheap. 100 yeards to bus.

pizza, 7-11, only $295 per month 665-8640

2 BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE apt cheap

for info call Debbie 546-5372 or Lisa

546-5371

2 BEDROOM APT- sublet w/oplion to rem

$4l5/mo Iree hot water on bus route call

late Becky, Karen, or Jim

SUMMER JOBS

NEW ENGLAND HOUSEHOLD/ALLIED
Van Lines is hiring lor the summer We
need driveis. helpers, and warehousemen
It you are going lo be m the Fram-

ingham/Natick area lor the summer and

want to make $6 00 lo $6 50 per hour work

ing 30 to 70 hours per week, then we want

you' For more inlormalion please call

549 1404

SUMMER JOBS

SUMMER JOBS!!! ACADEMIC Allans

Com hiring students lo help produce

Course and Teacher Evaluation Guide 2

part-lime positions available (20-30 hrs/wK

at mm wage l Job entitles writing ednmg
typesetting Additional mlo and applications

available al 420 Student Union Bldg Due
al noon Wed May 13 Women and
minorities encoursBed lo apply AA/EOE

2 BEDROOM APT Brandywine rent neg

call al night 549-6425

FEMALE"SUBLETTERS for One
bedroom in two bedroom Crestview ',jmile

Irom Campus rent negotiable call 549-2638

OFFERED for

Lease 253 7927
$$$big reward
tjedroom Puffton Apt

LOOKING FOR 3bedroom Puffton Apt

Want to sublet for summer and talw ow
lease Call Herb 546-6761

TWO BEDROOM APT fully furnished cable

TV on bus route one or two people, $150

per person call 253-2696

SOUTH AMHERST HOUSE with rooms

available immedi8tely(3 or 4) Call Paul at

256-0333

PUFFTON SUMMER SUBLET lurnished

single m 3-bedroom apt June-Aug
549-1678

TAKE OVER LEASE June 1st 2 bedroom

apl in Colonial Village across from Changes

3eO/mo plus utilities on bus route 256-0984

3 SENIORS LOOKING tor 2 or 3 bedroom
apartment lor fall Sememster only It you

can help us out please call Brian or Erik al

253-7195 Leave message

LOOKING FOR 3 bedroom Puffton starting

(all reward' 665-4103

DAY GRAPHICS STAFF PHOTO IS

TUESDAY AT 5:00 PM.

BE THERE OR BE LEFT OUT

OF THE 1st ANNUAL

COLLEGIAN STAFF YEARBOOK!
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Second A 10 title sweeter for softbaU
Minutewomen dominate tournament
^v ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

Junior catcher Ilene Freeman is either a

bona fide psychic, or she has an amazing

sense of intuition.

Before the bottom half of the third inn

ing in the championship game of the Atlan-

tic 10 tournament. Freeman, who was due

to bat fifth in the inning, took off her cat

cher's equipment. The act itself isn't

unusual by any means, hut catcher's usual-

ly refrain from such a practice unless they

are the first three batters.

But when asked why she was disrobing

her chest protector, she simply replied,

"because I'm going to get up this inning."

Maybe it was coincidence (there wasn't

any Twilight Zone theme music in the

background), but Freeman (//,/ come to bat

in the inning Although Freeman eventual-

ly popped out til 111 St basi-, -he <li'i ><» in an

inning that saw the LIniversity of

Massachu.setts Softball team erase a 1-0

deficit and take a 21 lead in the game.

"Before the tournament started. I was

thinking about the whole season in

general Everything pointed towards a

positive force in the tournament," Freeman

said after the Minutewomen captured their

second consecutive A-10 title. "I really felt

like we had something to prove. I've never

felt like that before."

For senior co-captain Carol Frattaroli

and senior thirdbaseman Debbie Cole, it

was all in what they ate.

"The night before every game in last

year's tournament, I ate ice cream and we

won the tournament, so I did it again this

year," Frattaroli said. "Last night (Satur-

day night), I didn't eat much at dinner so

1 would have room for the ice cream."

For Cole, it was the absence of a key part

of her game that could have made a

difference.

"I always have a piece of Bazooka bub-

ble gum while I'm playing," Cole said. "In

the third innmg, I noticed that I didn't

have any gum. As soon as I got to the bench

and got my gum, we scored those two

runs."

Whatever the case, be it ice cream, bub-

ble gum. or (gulp) ESP the fact remains

that the Minutewomen successfully retain-

ed their status as reigning champions in

of the Atlantic 10. something head coach

Elaine Sortino never questioned could

happen.
"Last year wt' \\>>n hv Lror msj .i cdupleof

luckv breaks and uthei people making

mistakes," Sortino said. "We won this year

because we had great execution offensive-

ly and defensively, and because the pit-

chers did a great job. The defense was ab-

solutely stellar. We are a hot team right

now."
To be more accurate, the Minutewomen

have been a hot team for the last three

weeks. UMass decided to peak at the right

time of the sea.son. as the Minutewomen.

with Sunday's championship game includ-

ed, have won 15 of their last 16 decisions.

The only loss during that streak came to

Adelphi University at Garden City. LI. Go-

ing into the tournament, it was crystal

clear to everyone that UMass was the team

to beat, despite its transparent third

seeding.

Penn Slate University wan the first to

find that out, as UMass avenged an earlier

sweep by handing the Lady Lion.s a 4-3

defeat. The big inning, something that

would be a trademark for UMass
throughout the tournament, came in the

fourth, when junior righthander Lisa Rever

lined a two-run triple to center tn spark a

three-run rally.

Penn State rallied, but Rever closed the

door on the Lady Lions for her first win of

the tourney and her Uth of the year, set-

ting up what turned out to be a serious

gi-udge match between UMass and Temple

University.

Freshman righthander Traci Kennedy

tossed a four-hitter at the Owls, who

managed to score first in the opening inn-

ing. But UMass shut up the loudmouthed

Philadelphians with a run of their own in

the first and a three-run explosion in the

fourth to key a 5-1 stomping of the Owls.

Junior shortstop Paige Kopcza, who was

the catalyst in the PSU game's fourth inn-

ing, led off the fourth with a single to left,

with freshman outfielder Mary Duff com-

ing in to pinch-run. Junior firstbaseman

Martha Jamieson followed by reaching on

an error. Senior leftfielder Emily Bietsch

then laid down a bunt scoring Duff and

moving Jamieson to second.

Meehan then lined a single to center scor-

ing Jamieson and moving Bietsch to third.

Junior rightfielder Chris Ciepiela, who
went three-for-for on the day, ended the

scoring when she lined a single to left, scor-

ing Bietsch. After that, it was obvious that

Temple was done for the day, and possibly,

the tournament.
"I think they were afraid of us," Sortino

said. "I don't think they thought they could

Sports Information photo

Junior catcher Ilene Freeman, shown here in earlier action, was a vital

part of the Minutewomen's Atlantic 10 championship.

beat us twice, deep down. That's a pretty

tough thing to do."

Yet, that was precisely what Temple had

to do in order to win the tournament. Fit-

tingly, the only person who thought this

was remotely possible was Temple head

coach Ronnie Maurek, who stated in the

local newspaper that Sunday's champion-

ship would "definitely go two games" and

that her players "wanted UMass again."

Well, a lot has been said for ignorance,

but the Sun did rise and, yes, Temple did

show up for the championship game. On-

ly, this time, the brash and obnoxious Owls

(and you should have seen the parents.

Like a teacher on New Year's - no class)

were very quiet in their pre-game rituals.

Maybe they knew something everyone else

in the tournament knew days ago.

At any rate. Temple again scored first.

And, again, UMass went ahead when Frat-

taroli lined a one-out triple to center, scor-

ing Meehan, who had reached on an error,

and Ciepiela, who put down the prettiest

seeing-eye drag bunt you'll ever see (the

ball rolled in chlak for about 12 feet).

UMass added a big insurance run in the

sixth when Kopcza. who was brilliant on

defense throught the toui-ney, lofted an RBI

sacrifice fiy to left.

"Or.ce we went ahead in that game they

(Temple) knew they were dead," Sortino

said. "I didn't think they were the best

team in the conference. They have good

players, but they don't have the pitching

we have."

Minutemen play host to Providence
A'10 tournament wrap-up
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

With a second place finish in the Atlantic 10 Conference

under their belts, the Minutemen of the University of

Massachusetts baseball team will close the season with

a doubleheader against Providence College today at 3 p.m.

at Lorden Field.

On the whole, men's
tennis was a success
By JOE LIEBESCHUETZ
Collegian Staff

Although they didn't know it at the time, the Univer

sity of Massachu.setts men's tennis team's victory over

Central Connecticut Llniversity two week's ago was to

be their final match of the season.

The Mitiut' i!ii n (in -h.i! iti< -eason on .something of

a roll to achiev.' an ..,,!.,!! nccrd of 4-3 The weather

contributed the U" j, t -iiiistic with Hve mmplete

washout-- iwii m! whith ,>. 'H' last week.

"Lni veiT pleased with ih<- vs.iv everybody plaved, said

head ( nacii Mannv Kohert-^ Hoth he and t .iptnin Flicka

Rwlnian th<iui''

ter il til.

r'i'!;i1ivi'i\

nnl would have heeii lii-t

iiHi'ddmin.antly a^^amst

'Hincti!

UMass, said li<Kiiii,in. ^

Brian nahhMhoNn 1 -ne,

!i.i(i t)fen playi'd.

. , ' iii,i ! !i,^ on- t HIV' .ii

1(1 I- ^^1 .tiiiMl in^' I hi: - •'.II'

1.- jil.ivii' -aid t he te.U!i cnii

tain«'d ;i lot mot I'!. lie!,: ,,,.,! licpt h th.ii^ pre\ious seasons.

That depth and talent was never more evident than

in the team's 9-0 whitewashing of UConn, probably the

highlight. Roberts said the 6-3 victory over Central

conttnui^d I'fi pa/L!)' 12

UMass was in Boyertown, PA, tor tour days to pai-

ticipate in the tourney, which was hosted by the Boyer-

town Bears American Legion team.

The Minutemen, 25-15, played four games in thiee days,

eliminating Penn State University and Rutgers Univer-

.=?ity before losing the championship to West Virginia

University.

The tournament was not a good one for UMass

statistically, with the exception of a few players.

Jay Zerner raised his batting average 21 points to .398

by going 8-for-17 at the plate with four doubles and a home

run. The senior co-captain was a strong candidate for Most

Valuable Player of the tournament, but the award went

to Jon Syznal, a member of the winning team.

Sophomore third baseman Steve Kern also had quite a

tournament, going 6-for-l3 with three doubles and four

runs batted in. Matt Sheran and Darrin O'Conner were

the only other two Minutemen who raised their batting

averages, as eight players saw their averages drop.

Sean Flint had the toughest time offensively in the tour-

nament, going 2-for-16 with a double. The senior co

captain's average dropped to .352 but he remains the

leader in home runs (11) and RBIs (34).

If Flint homers todav, he will tie the UMass career

records for homers in a season and career homers. The

eight games that h.ivi lin'n i ,n:i-d out thj- season have

deriiiit.!\ hurt Flint in h).- ()Ui i tni the record.

n.-^|)i!r .ill the person.al di-ii .n hatting average, the

te.ilH average tf 1! |U:-l <>''' p' .m* '
< > HI

A- !ni pitihmt:. ^nphoiiHMf rif^hthander Ken Cireer

l(«\^. i.d his earn, li run aM raj^e hv more than half a run

\vh. Il he pitched a cnniplctc t;anif S.ilurd.a.N ,if;ain>! Penn

Si.Ui-. .iUowing just twii (Mined inns

[i was the third complete .^.tni.- of the year tor IJie.-i,

whil. the team has just five D.ive Telgheder and Steve

Allen h.ive the other two,

Telgheder. 5-2. who took a 1-0 loss to the Mountaineers

Ml the opening game of the tournament, lowered his ERA
to from 4,86 to 4.10.

Gorillas battle Penn
in NCAA opener
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

So it's all set: the Uth-

ranked University of

Massachusetts men's
lacrosse team will fly today

to Philadelphia, Pa., to

take on the University of

Pennsylvania in the open-

ing round of the NCAA
men's lacrosse tourna-

ment, which begins tomor-

row at Franklin Field.

The game is scheduled

for 8 p.m. under the lights

and for anyone driving, it

will take about a five-

hours to get there.

For the Gorillas, the

game has been a long time

in coming. The team has

been looking forward to it

all season. After a day of

uncertainty, the 8-2 team

found out Its fate on

Sunday.
"Hey, we're in. That's all

that matters," freshman

uttackman Robert
Codignotto said,

Yes, the game is finally

here. After 10 games and

a roller coaster of a

schedule, the Gorillas have

one thing in mind — win

and keep winning. From
here on out it's sudden

death for the loser.

"It's a new season,"

UMass head coach Dick

Garber said.

It's a day early, but

here's the stuff you'll need

to know for the game.

At 9-4, Penn is a tough,

"Southern tiered team," in

Garber 's words — the Ivy

League runner-up (to Cor-

nell), the Quakers play a

predominantly Southern

schedule against teams

located South of

Philadelphia. They are

definitely a playoff team,

as victories over sixth-

ranked Navy (11-9). and

ninth-ranked Brown (11-6)

will attest. That, along

with a tight loss to third-

ranked Syracuse, 12-10

early last week, points to a

team that will be well

prepared lor the game.

Why shouldn't they be?

They've had an entire

week off since finals ended

last week and have had

plenty of time to rest and

look over an estimation of

the 1 1 tournament teams,

"it helps a little bit to get

rid of the bumps and
bruises. That's always

nice," Penn head coach

continued nn page 12
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Duffey accepts report

on recruiting policies
By PHIL SERAFINO
Collegian Staff

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey yesterday

accepted a report requesting him to appoint

a committee to hear allegations that

organizations have violated University of

Massachusetts recruiting policies.

Duffey also reaffirmed his commitment
to access to information for all students, in-

cluding those who wish to be interviewed

for employment by the CIA.

Students opposed to CIA recruitment did

not feel the recommendations, or Duffey 's

acceptance of them, were strong enough.

"You're a bullshit artist. You're bullshit-

ting the campus," Debbie Cohen, one of the

organizers of the Stop CIA Recruitment

Organizing Committee, told Duffey after a

press conference on the subject yesterday.

"I don't think it's enough. It's just a reis-

suance of rhetoric," said Joseph Rubin, who
was found innocent of trespass charges

after he and others occuppied Munson Hall

last semester to protest CIA recruitment.

The report was issued by the Faculty

Senate Ad Hoc Committee on Picketing

and Recruitment, which was appointed in

February to study University policy after

students protested the presence of CIA

recruiters on the Amherst campus.

"Our work is complete. We will give the

report to the Faculty Senate and I assume
they will vote on it Thursday," Professor

Margery Coombs of the Ad Hoc Commit-

tee said. If approved, the senate will recom-

mend that Duffey implement the sugge-

tions, she said.

The committee suggested Duffey

establish a Recruiting Review Committee

to hear allegations that a recruiting group

has violated University policy. The com-

mittee would consider the arguments and

make a recommendation to the chancellor,

who would have the power to allow the

group to recruit or not.

Duffey said the committee did a good job

with a complex issue. "I think they took a

campus divided over a question and said

there ought to be an avenue to raise those

questions. I think they did a very good job,"

he said.

Duffey said he "could not imagine" go-

ing against the recommendations of the

committee.

The report says groups should not be bar-

red from campus for every illegal action,

"but would be barred rarely, and only for

compelling reasons. If we err, we should err

continued on page 4
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STRANGERS IN THE DAY — A man and a woman closely pass

each other, seeming to strike a romantic pose through an iron wheel

in South Hadley Sunday afternoon.

Civil Liberties Union has no recruitment policy
By PHIL SERAFINO
Collegian Staff

CIA recruitment on the University of Massachusetts

campus has often been called a free speech issue, but

neither state nor national civil liberties groups have

established policies on the subject, according to the head

of the Civil Liberties Union of Massachusetts.

"My own personal view is that a university should allow

all organizations, including the CIA, to recruit on cam-

pus. Opponents should be equally allowed to expose the

recruiting organization, and certain disclosures and pro-

cedures should be required of the recruiting organization,"

wrote Harvey Silverglate, president of the union's board

of directors.

Silverglate, a Cambridge attorney currently teaching

at Harvard Law School, was asked by Chancellor Joseph

D. Duffey to state the group's view in writing. Duffey

distributed a copy of Silverglate's response to the press

yesterday.

The Civil Liberties Union of Massachusetts is an af-

filiate of the American Civil Liberties Union.

"I find no policy that deals squarely with this issue,

despite the fact that it has been a matter of some conten-

tion, particularly in civil liberties and academic circles,

for many years now," Silverglate wrote.

He said he is initiating the process for devising a for-

mal CLUM policy on agency recruitment.

Silverglate acknowledged that some claim that govern-

mental agencies, such as the CIA, are not protected by

the First Amendment. "I believe this is a very niggling

view of the First Amendment . . . which is meant to foster

the great "marketplace of ideas,'" he wrote.

The only ACLU policy dealing with CIA recruitment

on campuses is Policy 67. It says college personnel

recruiting for the CIA should identify themselves, and per-

sonal information should only be furnished to the agency

with the student's permission.

In his letter, Silverglate agreed that recruitment is dif-

fers from speech in that it is a commercial activity. He

said its aims were similar to speech, however, and has

a strong political content, because "the CIA is such a

politicized agency."

This does not preclude a university from imposing

reasonable regulations on organizations wishing to recruit

as long as they are "applied neutrally and evenly,"

Silverglate said.

He wrote that the "law-abiding citizens" clause in a

Umass Trustee document is a valid regulation to impose,

but said he has trouble with applying this to the CIA.

"The claim that the CIA is engaged in illegal activity.

. . is a troublesome claim. . . . The definiton of "illegal"

in this context is itself a political question worthy of

debate," Silverglate wrote.

"Surely one would have to question a rule that would

prohibit a political party from coming onto campus to

recruit. . . on the ground that the party or some members

thereof had in the recent past been involved in illegal.

. . activity," he wrote.

Morton Halperin, president of the American Civil Liber-

ties Union in Washington, D.C., agreed with Silverglate

and said there will always be factual questions about the

legality of groups wishing to recruit.

"The University ought to have a procedure for challeng-

ing a group that wants to recruit," he said.

Professor's union, University

continue to debate contract
By RICK SANTOS
Collegian Staff

According to the latest contractual

agreement reached between the

Massachusetts Society of Professors and

the University of Massachusetts, faculty

members and librarians at the Universi-

ty should have received a salary rate in-

crease retroactively on June 29, 1986.

However, "nobody has seen a penny of

it," said John Kendall, chairman of the

MSP bargaining team.

The MSP is this campus's chapter of a

joint union with the faculty members and

librarians at the University of

Massachusetts at Boston. The MSP and

the University agreed to a three-yeai- con-

tract on October 30, 1986, but salary in-

creases requires a state legislative enact-

ment, Kendall said. The bill to impose this

legislative enactment has not yet been

passed.

"In the last legislative session, the bill

was not acted on, and Govenor Michael

S. Dukakis submitted the bill on the last

possible day," Kendall said. He said the

governor sat on the bill probably to keep

the money in the State Treasury to earn

interest.

Kendall said the four components to the

salary increase are, across the board,

merit, educational needs and equity.

The across-the-board component is like

a modern version of a cost of living in-

crease, Kendall said. He said, "the impor-

tant characteristic is that everybody gets

it [the across-the-board component]." That

comp>onent in the agreement calls for an-

nual salary increases of 3.5, 3.5, and 5 per-

cent, respectively, over the three years of

the contract. Kendall said.

The merit component is a pool compos-

ed of 2.5 percent of the regular full-time

budget and anyone who was on the

payroll on June 29, 1986 will be eligible

to receive a merit award, he said.

continued on page 6

South African spokesman to speak

Apartheid to be debated
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

A professor of Afro-American studies says

his debate tonight with a representative of

the South African government will give

University of Massachusetts students the

opportunity to send a message to the

regime of P.W. Botha.

Michael Thelwell of the W.E.B. DuBois

department of African American studies,

will debate Duke Kent-Brown, conssul for

public information at the Consulate of

South Africa in New York, at 7:30 tonight

in the Campus Center Auditorium.

If many .students .show up for the debate.

Thelwell said. Kent-Brown "could go back

to Botha and say. "there's still a lot of in-

terest in the situation and the students are

a hell of a lot more informed than we
thought.'"

"That would be a political statement in

Itself," Thelwell said.

The debate was arranged, he said, after

Kent-Brown was invited to be a guest on

a WTTT radio show. "They didn't want

him to appear nopposed," Thelwell said, so

he was asked to speak also.

Thelwell teaches a class called "Evolu-

tion of Apartheid," and asked Duke Brown
to debate him before the class. Then,

Thelwell said, "given the white elections

in South Africa la.st week, we thought it

would be educational for the whole cam-

pus."

White voters in South Africa overwhelm-

ingly supported the Botha government last

Wecine.sday. Conservatives in both the rul-

ing' NatHinal Party and the far right wing
Conservative parties won impressive

majoritie.s.

Blacks, who make up 68 percent of South

Africa's population of 33 million, were bar-

red from voting under South Africa's

system of apartheid. Apartheid is a system

of political oppression under which the

black majority is prohibited from participa-

tion in the government, forced to live in

restricted areas and kept at the bottom

lonttnued on page 6
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Reagan announces return

of S450 million to Iran

SPEHDIHG THE SUMMER
m AMHERST?
^ , , '•'*'*
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B>^' the r'j^r. ^nd contact:

If YCHi Iiavc tt<H received YO«r imMwal

application letter please contact the

P^dag Office (545-0065) before Maf 22

to esMtre a renewal assliament for 87-88.

Afif renewal applications not received by

tlie deadline date will cause loss o park-

ing assignment and the application wUI not

be processed until all renewal and waiting

Ust applications have been processed

To ensure receipt by the Parking OfTi :e. we

suggest hand delivery to 137 Hasbrook Lab

Monday - Friday 8:15 am to 4:45 pm

TAKGET ENTERPRISES

as soon as possible.

Ask for Mr. Stevens at 549-7793

Summer Job

INTERVIEWS
Now being set up

. . . for .'i^XJ production line summer jobs.

Starting from May 26 to June 29.

Start at $4.(>0 an hour with merit increases.

Specialized jobs pay up to SIO.OO an hourl

LVrERHEW MAY 13 12.-0(k5:00 PM Campus Center Km 168

OXFORD PICKLE CO., INX.
South DeerTiod. M*si«chui<rj Oi 3"3 ^41 3 i 665*01!

iUlUlllliilllUlliJi^ ^"""lllllll;;

MAKE THE ROAD TO VACATION A LOT SMOOTHER
WITH A SUBSCRIPTION TO STUDENT NOTES

fe

HOURS DURING
FINALS WEEK
9 00 1:00

Mon, May 18 -

Wed May 20

note

403 Siudant Union

u

WE OFFER LECTURE NOTES FOR THE FOLLOWING COURSES:

AMTHRO )nO

A^TROM 100

BIO IfKiB

BOr UK)

COINS 121

COINS 123

COINS 287
COINS 320
COINS 591

COINS 5/611

lliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiDiiDiiiiiiititii

COMM 121

COMM 150
ECE 358
ECE 661

ECON 1038

iniiii

ECON 104B
ECON 104C
ECON 303
FSN 130
G-BFIN 301

lllllll

GEOL 103
HRTA 100
MOT 301

MATH 121

MATH 127

llllllllllll

HIL 110
PHYSICS 162

PSYCH 100A
PSYCH 100B
SOC 211

I

I

Police chase,
arrest two men
for robbery
By ELLEN M NOLAN
Collegian Staff

An 18 year-old Chicopee man was aiitstt-d and^ a

20-year old man was placed in protective custody at 4:25

a.ni. Monday after an all out effort was nuulr by

Massachusetts State police. Sunderland poliiv tnd

University of Massachusetts police to track down a car

that had "been involved in a robbery m Sunderland,

University of Massachusetts police said.

The man was stopped on Infirmary Way and arrested

for being underaged and transporting alcohol, police said.

In other police report.s:

• A pizza deliverv man reported continuous harassment

and threats at 9:05 p.m. Monday from the Southwest

Residential Area, police said.

• A female student reported seeing a naked man with

a T-shirt over his head at 10:05 p.m. Monday on Stadium

Road, police said. .mo-
• A 24-yearold Northampton man was airested at lU:Zo

p.m. Monday on charges of trespassing after having been

warned, police said.

• A cassette deck and a VCR tape were reported stolen

at 4:55 p.m. Monday from P lot after a female student

reported the keys to her car missing from her third floor

Melville House room, police said.

• A jeans jacket worth $40 and two personal checks

worth $134 were reported stolen at 8:55 p.m. Monday from

the video lounge in the Student Union Building, police

said. ,

• Men's clothing worth $200 was reported missing at

10:30 p.m. Monday from the laundry room in Pierpont

House, police said,

• Two hundred dollars worth ofdamage to refrigerators

was reported at 8:30 a.m. Monday after a female staff

member noticed the damaged doors in the Worcester

Snack Bar, police said.

Protective cover
stolen from Mazda
A protective covering valued at $150 was reportedly

stolen off the front of a Mazda RX7 that belonged to a

Puffton Village apartment complex resident at 12:44

p.m. Tuesday, Amherst police said.

In other reports:
, , . j

• Two Springfield men were arrested for breaking and

entering in the daytime, larceny in a building and posses-

sion of burglary tools after police responded to a call from

Amherst College security at 3:55 p.m. Monday, pohce

Officers observed the men running in front of New

Dorm carrying a bag and apprehended them to recover

$824 worth of merchandise, including a video cassette

recorder, radar detector, wristwatch, Nikon camera and

a gold tie pin. ^ j <
• a 26-vear-old Amherst man was arrested for

operating after revocation of his license after officers

stopped him for speeding at 11:44 p.m. Monday on South

East Street, police said.
i

— Edward Byron

Graduation information

Governors Mai'io Cuomo and Michael Dukakis will

.speak in commencement ceremonies at 10 a.m. May 24

in the Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

Seniors -hould pick up caps and gowns between 9 a.m.

and 4 p.m. until May 22 at the Textbook Annex. IDs are

required.

Graduate student ceremonies are at 2:30 p.m., May ^6

in the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall. Barbara Partee is

the featured speaker. nu *

Stockbridge School of Agi-iculture ceremonies will be at

12-30 p.m.. May 23 in Bowker Auditorium. August

Schumacher. Jr., commissioner of the state's department

of food and natural resources, will deliver the address.

Photo by Chuck AbelHhoto by I nuck r\nri

ZAPPPPPP! - Astonomy Professor Thomas *Mr Wizard* Arny gives a demonstration of

electricity in his Astronomy 100 class.

• A telephone worth $40 was reported .stolen at 1 1:25

a m Mondav from Bartlett Hall, police said.

• A wallet and $35 worth of cash was reported stolen

at 12:15 p.m. Monday from the 16th floor of John Adams

Tower, police said.

• A 10-speed bicycle reported receiveing $100 worth ot

damage at 12:40 p.m. Monday after its wheels were bent

while parked at the Graduate Research Center, police

said.

• Two blou.ses were reported stolen at 8:15 p.m. Mon-

day from the shower room on the third floor of Lewis

House, police said.

• A male faculty member reported a camera worth

$1,000 and a calculator worth $90 stolen at 8:30 p.m. Mon-

day from the Astronomy Research Building, police said.

• A watch worth $26 was reported stolen at 9:15 p.m.

Monday from the computer room on the seventh floor of

John Quincy Adams Tower, police said.

Professors study why University

students unprepared for calculus

By PETER O'NEIL
Special to the Collegian

Not so long ago the American education system grappled

loudly and publicly with the perplexing issue of "Why

Johnny Can't Read."

University of Massachusetts mathematics Professor

Doris Stockton has spent most of this academic year deal-

ing with a similar issue, "Why Johnny Can't Add, or do

algebra, geometry, trigonometry, calculus or other niath

skills that one would expect of a first-year college student.

Ideally, a high school education should prepare students

for college calculus. In reality, according to a standardiz-

ed test given to incoming University freshmen in the sum-

mer of 1986, 50.3 percent of the entering students need

a precalculus course or even a remedial math course before

taking a college level calculus course.

As a step toward remedying that problem, Stockton and

Portia Elliott, a professor in the School of Education, devis-

ed two programs they hope will eventually lessen the

mathematics deficiencies of incoming freshmen. Stockton

and Portia are working on a $20,000 grant from the state

Board of Regents.

To bring a high school perspective to her work. Stockton

enlisted the help of 12 high school math teachers. The 12

were divided evenlv between the two progi-ams. Entrance

Mathematics Deficiencies Project and Precollege

Precalculus Program.

"The help from the high school teachers has been in

valuable." Stockton said. "It is teachers teaching teachers,

not someone who sits in an ivory tower and tells high

school teachers what they're doing wrong."

"I've taught in high school for exactly one hour. It s

ridiculous for me to go to a high school and tell peop e

what to do. I don't know what it's like to be in the middle

of class and have the intercom blast every 10 minutes to

announce something about a bus for the soccer team.''

The teachers in the Deficiencies Project attended

University classes and analyzed a variety of standardiz-

ed tests to'try to identify problem areas. They also review-

ed syllabu.ses and texts of University math classes.

Each member of the Precalculus Project has actually

taught one section of the University's precalculus course.

Stockton says that the six participating teachers have a

wealth of experience. They have taught for an average

of more than 20 years, each has at one time headed a high

school math department and all have master's degrees in

Together the groups identified a number of deficiencies

in first-year students' math skills. The deficiencies involv-

ed cognitive areas, as well as affective and volitional defi

ciencies, such as fear of failure, math anxiety and poor

time-management skills. They also found that there are

variations among high schools in the stat.', so that an

Algebra I course at one school may differ greatly from an

Algebra 1 course at another school.

They also formulated a list of recommendations of what

universities, secondary schools and students can do to im-

prove the situation. The recommendations were discuss-

ed during an open forum at the University on May 5.

Everv superintendent and secondary math teacher m the

state was invited to the forum. Stockton said she had

received more than 100 responses.

Stockton says this issue is important because 50 per-

cent of the University's major programs have a math re-

quirement and 59 percent strongly recommend some math

for its majors.
. x, . i

Stockton expects to report her findings to the National

Council of Teachers of Mathematics when they are

completed.

ot tood ana naiurm icauuiv-co, "».. «^...-.

NewWMUA chairperson ready to tackle expanded role

m

By LUCINDA COUTO
Collegian Staff

When the semester ends and students

leave, many jobs need to be filled and in

some of them the new worker has to be

voted in, just as Lorenzo Boyd was.

In two weeks Boyd will be the new

WMUA chairperson, a new position

created out of the need to divide the work

the manager does. Boyd was elected by a

landslide.
, , , ,

When Bovd was 14 years old, he became

a disk jockev for WMBR. a radio station at

the Massachu.setts Institute of Technology.

A family friend hired Boyd and took him

under his wing. He worked there for three

years. , .

'

He then wnrk«Hi for two commencal sta-

tions for about six months each, WILD in

Boston and WCAS in Cambridge. "At the

time WMBR was the better of the college

stations, so it was not difficult to get hired

at those stations," Boyde said.

"From the first day that I walked into the

station I decided that that was what I

wanted to do," he said.

Boyd, 21, recently changed his major

from industrial engineering to communica-

tions, 'when I left high school my grades

were good enough to do engineering and I

wanted to go where the money was, but I

decided to go into communications because

it"? interesting and fun," he said.

Boyd is currently the Third World Affairs

director and a full time manager at a

camera shop in Hampshire Mall. He is also

.1 I) .] of tht- Black Mass Communications

Project production, "The Rocking-Renz

Edition, " featured on Friday nights from

10 p.m. to 2 a.m.

His new role will entail supervising the

department directors, facilitating meetings

and making sure everything that goes on

the air meets guidelines.

"I would like to get quality shows on in

the best time slots, and I'd like to get peo-

ple of different origins working together.

Now, I'm guaranteed things are done fair-

Iv.
' Boyd said.

"

Although he finds the radio business in-

teresting. Boyd said that he doesn't want

to make it his career. "I'd like to do a lot

of things, I'd never want to work at just one

job." he said.

"That is basically all I do. I work, go to

school and do radio," Boyd said.
('<illrirlHn pholii hy l>Hviri Shimkun

Lorenzo Boyd
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• Duffey
•itnii

on the sidt' nt providing access, rather than exclusion
"

In a stuti'iiient prepared for the pres>. Dut'ttv -aid tiie

t"lA icp'oentaines "will l>e welcome on thi- i.iinpu> at

.in\ time to descnlie the nature ot tlie a^'ency .
and to

ri'spoiid to critics.

Duffey also said UMass will '"encourage the freest possi-

ble exchange ofviews and debate, with regard to the pro-

per goals and objectives of American conduct of American

foreign policy."

He noted no agency representatives will return to cam

pus this year or next year, because the CIA normally

comes here every two years. The CIA isn't expected to

return until the 1988-1989 acadamic year.

"I have no indication that there will be any (CIAj re-

quest I to recruit before •88-'89]. If the Faculty Senate

adopts this report, that committee will have an opportuni

ty to make a decision before the CIA would be allowed

to recruit," Duffey said.

Members of the Stop CIA Recruitment Organizing Com-

mittee attended the press conference and repeatedly ques-

tioned Duffey's statements. When the chancellor said any

CIA visit would depend on the recommendation of the pro-

posed review committee, student Joseph Rubin asked Duf-

fey if the Trustee policy said "law -abiding" citizens when

referring to access to campus. Duffey said that it did, but

said the agency is not as unlawful as groups such as the

Mafia, which is a comparison anti-CIA protesters have

used.

Duffey said there is a distinction to be made between

a speech and a job interview, but reiterated that access

to information is the most basic and important issue

involved.

i think the course of events in Central America make

the raising of these questions [about the CIA) inevitable,"

Duffey said, but he called for a "reasonable" civil dialogue

about the CIA.

The committee also recommended:
• The chancellor "develop a written policy on the use

of campus facilities and placement staff' by outside

recruiters. The document notes that the University Place-

ment Service, School of Management, and the department

of hotel, restaurant, and travel administration each

operate career placement services, but there is no campus-

wide recruitment policy.

• Off-campus groups wishing to recruit should adhere

to federal and state Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity

guidelines and comply with a 1971 trustee policy which

provides that the campus is open to all law-abiding

citizens.

• The chancellor and Board of Trustees ask the Depart-

ment of Defense and Congress to review the military's

policy which rejects homosexuals for military service.

• The above recommendations be considered experimen-

tal and ^ul.iect tn lavieu allei thr nu-ter- In the

Facults S,.nat. (..inniiM..rnnSiiident AHau>andUniver

'

• Tlu'ehancellnr adopt an ( Hu-n Furuni tor publi. di^ra^

H(,n ,,u<intinv,.,-ia! ivduit.T^ Forums would l.r heUI It

an md, viduaU.r group gat heredl,On()MKna!u..-..M>.M-t'

tion requesunu the meelmg. The petition uould he .ub

mitted to a designee ot the chantvllur. who would be

respon.sible for arranging the event, .Should the organiza-

tion decline to participate, the visit would be^cancelled.

Groups that wish to recruit on less than five weeks

notice would be required to participate in a forum, if re-

quested, after the interviewing period.

Stop CIA Recruitment Organizing Committee has a

press conference planned for 12:15 p.m. today on the step.^

of Munsnn Hall to address how Chancellor Dufiey will deal

with CIA recruitment

The group ha.-, been adxntating a ban on CIA recruit-

ment .since last semester, wlien 60 protesters were ar-

rested after occupying Munson Hall. A group of fifteen

protesters, including Amy Carter and Abbie Hoffman,

were found innocent of trespass charges last month after

presenting a "necessity defense," in which they argued

that they committed the crime to prevent greater crimes

by the CIA. The protesters argued that the CIA is guilty

of crimes, including the mining of Nicaraguan harbors and

assassination.

Afghan refugees
detained in US
BOSTON iAF' I^^'J Afghan leiu-iic- who were

scheduled for deportation to India M<tnda> will remain

in the U.S. for at least another week, pending a court

hearing on the case.

After issuing a temporary restraining order against

immigi-ation officials Sunday, U.S. District Court Judgi'

Josepli Tauro set a May 21 hearing date yesterday to

decide the future of 21 year old cousins Aman and Wahid

Ullah.

Tamo ruled that the Ullahs cannot he deported to In

dia unless officials there promise to accept them and not

return them to Afghanistan where they said they were

imprisoned and tortured.

The Ullahs have been detained by U.S. Immigration

and Naturalization officials since they were apprehend

ed at Kennedy International Airport in October 1985 en

route from India to Canada. The INS charged them with

fraud for carrying false passports and for attempting to

enter the U.S. illegally.

Ever wanted to Fly?

We have immediate openings for new mem-
bers! Our aircraft are available for economi-

cal primary and advanced instruction, as well

pleasure flying. Give '^« a call and one of our

members will take yo<. up!

Tne Collegiate Flying Club

538-5821

IT'S ALMOST SUMMER
SESSION, AND WE GET
BUSY, BUSY, BUSY!
DON'T WAIT TILL THE
LAST MINUTE FOR

YOUR PRESCRIPTIONS
COME IN AS SOON AS

POSSIBLE!

We will not accept telephone orders

the last two weeks of school

because we cannot get to them.

1h»r^4C Ysh(! ...IhtPh^ti'^rHU^ ^aff-atO-H'S.

kstore
k Annex

11-15,18-22
:00-4-00

Efficient
laBsumammamdmaboaSBiumstMai
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Nu Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa, resident at the University of

Massachusetts, is pleased to announce new members elected from the

Junior and Senior classes. Phi Beta Kappa is the oldest and most

prestigious American honor society in the Liberal Arts. It was founded

at the College of William and Mary on December 5, 1 776. Yale's chapter

was formed in 1780, Harvard's in 1781. During the next century addi-

tional chapters were added and in 1883 a national organization call the

United Chapters of Phi Beta Kappa was created. At present, only 225

liberal arts colleges or universities have been accredited by the national

organization and permitted to form chapters. In New England only six

public institutions are so recognized.

Candidates do not apply for membership nor is application made on their

behalf. They are nominated by the chapter's Committee on Members

in Course on the basis of their academic records as shown on their

transcripts. Candidates must be majors in one of he three faculties of

Physics

Political Science

Psychology

Communications (HR)

Psychology

Anthropology (UH)

JSENGL (HR)

History (HR)

Psychology

Mathematics

History (DH)

Zoology (UH)

English (HR)

Astronomy

English (HR)

Anthropology (UH)

History

English (HR)

COINS
STPEC

English (HR)

COINS
Zoology

STPEC
Communications

Zoology (DH)

Psychology

Linguistics

Classics (HR)

Judaic Studies (HR)

^i

PHI BETA KAPPA
Nu Chapter of Massachusetts

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

the College of Arts and Sciences and must satisfy certain grade-point,

foreign language, and distribution requirements set by the national

organization. Approximately 5% to 7% of the members of the Senior

class are elected each year.

For information on Phi Beta Kappa and its chapter at the University of

Massachusetts-Amherst, visit the Phi Beta Kappa display near the card

catalogue in the Tower Library.

CLASS OF 1988

Barrows Psychology

Biochemistry (UH)

Mathematics (UH)

Russian

Microbiology (UH)

Mathematics

Paul A
Laura M. Chen
Paul M. Conlin

Craig E. Dudley

Jessica L. Paler

Christine A. Famham
Mark W. Friedman

Osnat Gabriel

Ellen R. Goldman
Joyce R. Grossman
Catherine M. Hegarty

Melanie A. Hitchen

Glenn T. Keith

Joseph P. Nobregra

Theresa M. Quinn

Beverly Raimondo
Laurel A. Ruzicka

John C. Talis

Julia A. Van Etten

STPEC (UH)

JSINT

Chemistry (UH)

Communications

Zoology (UH)

Psychology (UH)

Communications

Psychology (UH)

Biochemistry (UH)

Political Science

Zoology

Political Science (DH)

Economics (UH)

CLASS OF 1987

Bruce G. Abedon Art History (DH)

Karen P. Ahearn Zoology

Martha Brennan Communications (HR)

Benedict M. Brogan History (HR)

Susan E. Brown English

Bruce E. Byers Zoology

Rasa N. Cepas Mathematics

Kyle E. Clarke English

Linda A. Crowley Psychology

John R. Desjarlais

Peter E. Dow
Mary A. Ellis

Kim E. Ethier

Deirdre M. Fearon

Kari A. Federer

Dana Fischetti

Kimbery E. Foster

James J. FrogamenI

Freida M. Ganter

Gregory S. Gilman

Anne W. Giuliano

Andrea Griswold

Jason S. Hanson
David M. Hatch

Veronica E. Hemrich

Judith A. Hope
Kim T. Hosman
John P. Hosom
Katherine E. Hudson
Christopher G. Hughes

Mark Jenkins

Paul G. Jodka

Kathleen Johnson

Joseph W. Kist

Lucy M. Kosz

Colleen M. Lapointe

Chi Ban Lau

Amity K. Lee

Jennifer J. Luddy

Daniel J. MacNeil

Paul T. Mann
Julia A. Manning

Jeftery A. Marchessault

Bonnie S. Mcintosh

Eva Meier

Patricia M. Mirisola

Tracey A. Nashel

Jane E. O'Connor

Elizabeth A. Oppenheim
Areti N. Papanastasiou

Philosophy

Art History

Mathematics

Zoology

Psychology (UH)

Biochemistry

Communication (UH)

English (DH)

Communication

STPEC
Art History (DH)

Kathleen 0. Wortelboer

David A. Wright

Tricia A. Yacavone
Shahrzad S. Zarghamee
Wendy AphI

Martha A. Furman

Geography
English

BDIC
Chemistry (UH)

COINS
Art History (DH)

William B. MacGregor STPEC (HR)

Nancy L. Parmentier

Charles A. Prosser

Wendy S. Rand

Hope C. Rawding

Alan M. Richmond

Henry P. Rinehart

Gloria E. Rosado
Jennifer A. Scott

Thomas Serridge

Adolfo J. Socorro

Lisa M. Suleski

Marc A Sullivan

Michael F. Sullivan

Taun K. Thai

Mary R. Toran

Tara L Warren

Jennifer J. White

James R. Williamson

Michael J. Williamson

Marcella Wojtkowski

French (DH)

Mathematics (HR)

Psychology

Japanese

Zoology

Sociology

Communication (DH)

History

Economics

COINS
Spanish

History (UH)

BDIC
COINS
STPEC
Spanish

Microbiology

Psychology (HR)

Mathematics

Zoology (DH)

Erika A. Mitchell Linguistics & Russian (HR)

HONORARY MEMBER
Prof Vincent G, Dethier, Dept. of Zoology

CLASS OF 1986

(elected Spring of 1987)

Jonathan R. Adams Soviet & E. Europe St.

Eric J. Deppert

Elisa A. Elliot

Jonathan Estes

James Robert Finkle

Julie A. Hatsis

Lynne C Laakso

Gregory A. Pass

Venetia M. Pimley

Craig M. Reynolds

Laura B. Robinson

Mark F, Rubin

Patricia A. Rumble
Corinne A Skowronek

Deborah A. Ullrich

Jennifer A Vatcher

Paul N, Wolinsky

Deborah R. Workman

Zoology

Sociology

German
History (HR)

Communications

Political Science

History (HR)

English (HR)

Sociology

Art History (HR)

Political Science (HR)

Italian

Psychology

Chinese (UH)

COINS
Psychology (HR)

Women's Studies

UMASS FOOD SERVICES
21ST ANNUAL ALL CAMPUS

BARBECUE
WEDNESDAY

MAY
13

RAINDATE

THURS.
MAY 14

4:00-7:00 P.M.
SOUTHWEST FIELD

TODAY'S SMARTEST DRIVING OUTFIT:

I.D. CARD REQUIRED
CASH PRICE: $4.85

BUS SERVICE OFFERED FROM WORCESTER &
FRANKLIN • DOOR PRIZES • MUSIC (D.J.)

MENU
1/2 CHICKEN • SPARERIBS • BAKED BEANS
WATERMELON • CHIPS • COLD DRINKS

• ICE CREAM •

TODAY'S SMARTEST LENDING OUTFIT:

FORD MOTOR CREDIT COMPANY

SWEENEY ssonia explains why...

Getting college graas me pre approved

credit they need is smart business Ford Creiiit

and (DEALER NAME) know that Af)d

if you are working on an advanced

degree or graduating with a BdChelor s

Degree between October 1. 1986 and

September 30, 1987. you ma^ quality

for their special college gradu.iie

purchase program

If you do, you II receive a S^uO casli

allowance from Ford l^ake y; u' best dtMi

on any qualifying vehicle and us*- 'he i"i 'ney

toward your down paymeni '"d

you a S400 Check after the purchase or lease

The money is yours whether you finance or not

The amount ot your credit depends

on which of these qualified vehicles

you choose
Ford cars Escort Escort EXP,

Tempo (\/lustang. Thunderbird. Taurus

Ford trucks Aerostar Bronco U
Rartqer

^urry If a vehicle IS not m dealer

'"ust order by June T 1987, and
. iivery of any vehicle by

MAKE THE SMART MOVE. GET ALL THEJ)ETAILS TODAY AT

Ford (Motor

CnCM
Company SWEENEY ^ FORD

RU. il. E«il 26. 1 Miln Slf»»< Gfe«n(l«ld, MA - 4i3 T?3-i«Ji
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kinko's
CrcatoopiM Great

DOES THIS SOUND FAMILIAR?
• You just realized that you have to do a

semester's worth of reading in two days

• You're convinced you'll fail all your

exams ...

• You don't know when you'll manage to get

• /', , u.cA r;/h;iij',tecl depressed, and over-

• /'i I' '(: o/i'.itihq ori potato chips, candy bars,

f.'/ff;(. '..y;j''j'!o', ;ind beer

If an/ o' all of the above sound like you, chances

a-f; ^>)'i ra m a state of EXAM ALERT and

jrsi !' 'jot k;t', of company

SOME REASONS FOR
FEELING THIS WAY ARE:

• f'oo' t'^'e rnariaqement.

• ' .'>;' a' '; e/r;eotation', about exams.

*'j,-. . / 'tgyourability or qf;t your work done.

Use a calendar to organize activities and plan

how to use free time.

Break big jobs down into small tasks.

Find a regular time and place for studying.

Eliminate distractions.

Avoid procrastination. If you get things done

now they won't be hanging over you later.

Give yourself rewards when you finish a task.

Using these suggestions can help you through

the end of the semester crunch. And. can give

you some ideas on preparing ahead for the next

EXAM

one.

STRESS MANAGEMENT

f

,

so, WHAT ELSE CAN YOU DO?
'

' //a/ 'o qeMhfougf) e/ams The

/e/ '. learning arid praotioinrj time and stress

'fi;«' :.'jf;fri»^rt' sk'll',

TIME MANAGEMENT
Tirne rfiariagerrierii skills are begun early in the

semcibUir, even it y(ju vo fallen behind in your

work yoti can Stay in control of your study time.

A little stress adds spice to life. Stress can help

you stay alert and ready to do your best. But

too much stress can exhaust you and make you

miserable. The best situation is to find a balance

of stress which you can control. Here are some

suggestions for managing your stress.

Be sure you eat a balanced diet.

You'll need lots of low fat protein, whole grain

products, and fresh fruits and vegetables to stay

healthy and maintain an even level of energy.

Watch fat, salt, and sugar intake and avoid the

empty calories of junk food.

Get some exercise every day.

Take study breaks and do some exercise such

as walking, running, bike riding, etc. You'll

come back relaxed and able to work better.

Approach drugs with caution

Caffeine, nicotine, alcohol may offer instant

relief but will greatly increase stress in the long

run.

u.

no

Get enough sleep.

You need rest now more than ever to help you

concentrate and retain information

Relax

Learn and use a relaxation technique such as

yoga, meditation, progressive relaxation, or

deep breathing.

Watch what you tell yourself

If you change your "aint't it awful" thoughts to

"I'll do the best I can" you can greatly reduce

exam anxiety.

Wednesday, f^ay 13. 1987

FORA
DELICIOUS &
DELIGHTFUL
MEAL!!!

TACOVILLA
NORTHAMPTON
21 CENTER ST

SS* 067i

Bring Your Own
Beer or Wine

AMHERST
41 BOLTWOOO WALK
2S6 82n
Beer t Wine
Served

SPRINGFieLD
7*9 SUMNBR AVt
78B 0919

Bring Your Own
Beer * Wine

^ aNEMA
WEDNESDAY - SATURDAY

SILKWOOD 7:00

Starring Meryl Streep, Kurt Russell, Cher

BIRDY 9:30

Starring Mathew Modine, Nicholas Cage

DOUBLE FEATURE $3.00

DOWNTOWN AMHERST 253-5426

REMEMBER
RIVERSIDE

PARK
FOR

SUMMER
JOBS I

loooooooooeoattOOOl

SANDWICHES
Sentdan lif»i «>» himprmirkil. IVhol* Wtuai

o' Itulkit Koll

Willi Uinut Tomoio a«rf Onion

BotogM

Cooked Salami

Gcaoa Salami

Kovkcr SaUmi

Pcppcrooi

Imported SwiM

Imported Ham
Uvcrwiirtt

MotkcrGooM Lhrerwant

Capicola

ProeciHlto

Tarkcy BrMtl

Hot PaMrami

Corned Beef

Roart B««r

Tnaa

Chickca Salad

Eu Salad

Crab Salad

Chopped Lhrcr

I.SS

i.SS

rso

2J9
2.20

rso
1J5
2.25

2.50

2.70

2.60

2.M
XM
2.50

2.50

2.10

3J5

2.25

SIDE ORDERS

iniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiinnitiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil

i AMHERST DELICATESSEN ^
S In the Carriage Shop* Amheiw. tine* 19751 =

5 Om-C»mpmm tt Apmttmmnt =

FOOT LONG SUBS

•OvcrctuHed S^nKwiches =
• Fool-Lon<i Suos ^

•Fresh Soupa & Saliids
•UmjvK A I JIM

•N.Y. Otaaaocakc y
THE 1
AMHERST ^
DELICATESSEN i

233 No. fVatanI St.. KmhM*x • M"^ ' « =;

iiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii"'"'"""'"""""""""""^-

Ml* jwar c*Mcr 4^

tktm. I*aun. mman . mmk piekla.

ftpm —^ oihm

RoMt Baef

Tarkcy Braaal

Ctab S»b (noast Be^A Turkey)

llfi^fMam. fckfM. CmMMif^lVptmMO

Gcaoa Salami

Capicola

Imported Ham
Taaa Salad

Crab Sob

Cheeec Sub

J.7f

3.7»

3.7»

3.09

3.09

3.09

3.59

3.49

3.90

3.39

DESSERTS
New York ChocM CalM 1.00

Carrot Cake 1.00

Eetairt IM
M

Almoad Brotraie MS

Oatmeal F«d(e Bart .95

Koikcr Dill Pickle

Hair Soar PIckk

Macaroai Salad

Potato Salad

Cole Slaw

Potato Kaiek

Beef Kaitb

2.35

2.35

2.95

3.05

2.S5

2.70

3.00

2.35

2.75

3.00

3.05

3.25

3J5
3.25

3JS
3.00

3.00

2.50

3.90

3.00

.45

.45

.50

.50

.50

.05

.05

Round inp
Irom NEW YORK
slarttng at

LUXEMBURG $358
IromBoelon

LONDON 361
238
583
293
493
413
764

STTHOMAS
TEL AVIV
CARACAS
ATHENS
STOCKHOLM
HONGKONG
Also EURAIL PASSES INT L

STUDENT » WORK/STUDY
ABROAD AYH CARDS. LOW
DOMESTIC FARES and
more'CALLIor
FREE student Travel Catalog'

[4131256-1261

COUNCIL TRAVIL

AMH£RST

f-

SALADS
Totted Salad

Splaacb Salad

Chef Salad

Laacbcoa Salad -

1.15

2.60

3.25

BAGELS
Plala OaioB

Setane Gariic Poppy

Pampcraickle Raitia

Batter

Cream Chceae

Cream Cbecie aad Lox

Melted Ckeete

.65

.95

2.85

1.35

COPIES
40

Self-service

With This Coupon,

Letter or Legal Size

CoPyCat *^' Shop

228 Triangle Street

549-3840

ValM thru May. 1987

F^^^,,^;,;;.g^^.,,^ Amherst

Insurance Agency

90 OetahouM Rd.

nit, Bfaaaaohuaetta
(413) 263-9387

Auto • Motoroyole • Bantam

b a • •

'*'.•

smaIlcone
29"

With this coupon

And purchase of 2 whoie subs

Special is for 5/7 7 - 5/22

<^HEpHSNS|

Qafe /

Urban Renewal
5/15 FRIDAY

I

:<^:^^^^WW^^^W1^1^WW.^^M ;g-A?-.A:- ^

Bim Scala Bim

The Incredible Casuals

Kenny Johnson & Co.

24 Pleasant St., Northarr^pton • 586-4258
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Various UMass groups lauded
V.

n'*

»r»4 mf<,- .
".

ly u\ ;i

divirfhjty f«-p/' ' : arnon« '.r

hHV«- «t/y<«i l/<j{«r'.Ji'-f '^viff ihi- ];<»•- .'•-'• 'J'.'

Our very sinMfn- l^iankh fy aJJ of you )i»!l*r<i

txrlow Jf w* have inadvertently umilxM

Hiiyiut' pleas*.- >A:l»eve your effortfc tiT> up

pre« jaJ^'i 'l'li«- ouiyu^jnuH of i.unny - -

H€KRA
I>M?l;ia/i './

P:-VN'':'4'
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f ijll/ji'jfl

'juridaUon

f uily «V!»n '^.^rfvers

.laden I peatekipper

b

Aflirrrtalive Acliorth'^ual Opp'^rtunity

'/fFite

Kverywoman's 'J«nter

FacultyJ^tafT Support Group
</' '^ '/ •'yiji. Information

A'.a'l<:njj<. i-juppfyrt S'rrvKX*'-.

I'^ampufe CjttntMT staff

HoUhifJjf staff

I^rry Ben«dic:t

Academir SupjKirt ServiieH
Harah Boy

AdminiKtrative <>fftc*tr

K^ y '' ^* - » -^.
I s I

COLLEGIAN

MANDARIN/SZfCHUm CUISINE

"Th« BEST C hJn.M Food"

WE DELIVER?
Wt-'U <l<'liv«'r .111 *)r<l«'r of 15"" ox nuiri' to your

lifiiiM' in Ainlu'fst for only "2"".

Luncheon
Special

$025
from mMm
i^ry*i<6 J 1 1 rn -3 p.itl.

jO K*-.' f^ft'/^>.fi Hd dt Hf 9

New Buffet &
Sunday Brunch

All you can eat

5
BuffH si'rved 5-8 Mon. Ihuis

iirunrh S»'rve«l Siiitdays

U:3(>'3p.m.

^ niiiiiiiiii mmiim

LAST CHANCE!

Hf0^i f^fi/n'got cliiSH, Irt it show.

^o^
'-r
/f

A

\\^
\^\

-.\

%Ay:

J()STENS
AMtPICA S COllE&E RIN(.

-MKir' I' \'»»u &^

i! ni'-'

May 11, 12, 13, 10-4

I Campus Center
^^^gmmHUimiUMjaaiMaMMinnuM i I I iiiiiimm 1 1 " "'

$25

HEADING HOME?

WHAT ABOUT YOUR BELONGINGS?

Ship your packages hom#

via Mail Boxes Etc. »r»d UPS,

We will even pacN your

boxes for you. We sell

packaging and shipping

supplies. Sumnner storage is

also availaMe.

DATES: May 14 & 15

May 18, 19, 20

TIME: 9:00 am - 4:30 pm

LOCATION: Campus Center

Concourse and Hampden
Dining Commons

EMPOWER YOURSELF
& OTHER WOMEN

The Counselor/Advocate and Educator/Ad-

vocate Programs Against Violence Against

Women at the Everywomen's Center offer

unique opportunities for diverse women to

acquire skills and experience in either

counseling or education in a challenging

supportive environment. If you are in-

terested in becoming a member of one of

these programs and you're concerned

about violence against women call

, 545-3474 for more information.

>
i

<
1

SUMMER SESSIONS '87

Fvening graduate ^

(.Durst's begin May IH

L ndergraduate da\ and

evening courses begin

liim- 1

C .ill now lor a complete

schrdule and registration form

I V s|, ip In

S. hvH»I .>! < titinuing I lig> t
'

I dlii .Itik I

Merman Hall. Room 21('

121S VViibraham UiMd

Mam 7pm, Monday- Fndav

Uler.lern
ll«uil n4|l4«iid

''|>rir»nti''M. M<l^^•^l husrttis
i

1NT01£ARN1NG

The Massachusetts Daily Co^'egta^

Editorial/Opinion

BOARD OF EDITORS
KEUf SJEGER

£dJto» m Ch*eJ

JOHN NOlAN

M^r.aging £<f<lor

fvAATT GEftlCE

PHIL SERABNO
EdflOiTAi Edro'

THOMAS HARRjNGTOM
An* loiw

CRAJG SANOtER

KATHRVN ICIRBV

BYRME GUARNOHA

-VDACUOTO
1 lijy^5 EdnV

Good-bye UMass, and by the way...
Graduation no. mtvitable. Rather than bore you

with a U.-jt of g*/- . there are a few issues left that

I ciin't rehiJit bringing up before moving on.

Ben Brogan

Why is UMass giving out four year bachelor degrees to

f^iOpie who major in ^I kid you not^ Leisure Studies? Is this

a euphemism for Credits for Fun and Profit or what? One

sincere Leisure Studies senior told me with a smile "I

haven't read a b*xjk in the four years I've been here -

they're too boring" Leisure Studies offers such deman-

ding classes as LS377, Leisure Counseling, how to "assist

individual* in the attainment of their leisure well being,

through the wi.se and constructive use of leisure." And

there's a prerequisite! If UMass is to become number one

in the Northeast, let alone nationally re.spected, then this

kind of vocational degreeforfree program has got to go.

What IS being done about the unappealing physical ap-

pearance of this campu.s? Does anyone care? The area

around the Student Union looks like a war zone. The argu-

ment that Physical Plant is waiting for the weather to

improve is getting stale. For weeks the sun has been out,

there have b3jen no workers in sight, and the work is ap-

parently incomplete. I've been assured that something will

be done in the summer of 1988. How long does it take to

Parties, beer
and politics

It has been said, like oil and water,

politics do not mix. Unfortunately politics

and beer happen to be two of my favorite

things. Not to exclude a most enjoyable in-

dulgence, but as Gary Hart has learned,

you want to stay away from the topic. Fri-

day night I went to a party that turned out

to be extremely political, the party was fill-

ed with people whose views run the gam-

bit of the political spectrum, and natural-

ly there was plenty of beer.

build a few path.s, walls, terraces, m other words, do

something about th re. before the paront- v,hn go

by there daily m tour groups start asking embarrassing

questions?

And what's all this about the quality of newly admit-

ted students improving each year? Baloney! Just this week

it was revealed that approximately half of the incoming

freshman class is deficient m mathematics, to the point

of needing remedial courses. This adds to the need for

remedial classes in writing as well d have met graduating

business majors who couldn't put a sentence together if

their lives depended on it). Meanwhile, the athletic depart

ment allows basketball players to major not only in exer-

cise science (...J, but in pre-education for crying out loud!

Does this mean they have to take classes in learning-to-

learn? It's good to see that our "big" teams, with mediocre

rat best) performances, aie doing their part in attracting

the best and the brightest. Apparently, the department

is a sacred cow. or somebody would do something about

this. ...
Compounding the problem is the antisocial behavior

seen on campus on any given weekend. Sitting in the

police station on a Saturday night will destroy the faith

of anyone who still believes that UMass students are here

to open their minds and learn something. Last weekend,

we witnessed assaults, windows being kicked out of the

upper floors of Southwest towers, and gunfights. Nice. The

John Ferro

Some of this University's most political-

ly outspoken undergrads and grads were

in attendance representing their diverse

opinions. Conservatives, progressives,

republicans, democrats, and the like, were

engaged in vigorous conversations that

ranged from subdued to overstated and

heated debates. With every turn of the

head you could find patches of poH^os

mixing it up on international, national,

and sadly, UMass politics. It was impossi-

ble to escape it, except to get another beer;

I found myself getting very inebriated.

The kegs were flowing as were the con

versations. I stopped briefly at each little

group to partake in some politics, careful

to keep my involvement to cute anecdotes

designed to tease rather than fuel further

debate. These anecdotes were usually on

route to the music room which by the mid-

dle of the night was dubbed the "apolitical

room." the loud music surfaced tx) quell the

possibilities of heated debate. One of the

women hosting the party told me she turn-

ed up the Grateful Dead to neutralize some

of the abounding conservativism.

The importance of the issues seemed

dwarfed in an atmosphere of drinking and

drinking games. For the issues were the

same ones that concern us daily on this

campus and on the national and interna-

tional scene: Central America, military

spending, the economy, the budget, and the

race for the presidency. Much to my in-

terest there was some discussion about the

the environment and the political and

economic decay due to careless utilization

of our biological and resource capital.

More important, there was no violence.

Strong feelings, yes, but the only punches

thrown were verbal. And just maybe there

was some respect accorded to tho.se who

held opposing views. The facts are

disputable, but often I think you have to

respect tho /.oal and ability with which

some can del't-nd their convictions.

Let's face it , no one was going to v^m over

their o|)i)osit ion In their political camp on

any issue especially with beer in then-

hand. It niav .-^ound corny, but I think the

beer helped to lacilitate a respectful and

healthy exchange of ideas. I am sure for

some the beer was impetus of some well

up the hr.ivaiio needed to butt heads with

their political adversaries. In the same way

it was apparent that tolerance was the

most welcome virtue.

John Ferro is the mlinfi student attorney

general.

UH oh; if MiC^l ASKS,Y0U'(?E MY Nlg<^.

When will we disregard skin color?

solution i~ --smple Notif% the parents of those caught

engaged m antisocial behavior 'not the beer m the hall

stuff, but the nghts, vand.. Parents won't be so

eager to foot the educational niii oi a sociopath, and the

risk of losing an allowance from Dad might redefine the

priorities of some of our more exuberant mmaler. And

then announce that financial aid beyond freshman year

will be linked to behavior. Again, not the penny-ante stuff,

but behavior that affects fellow .-students. Either that, or

arm the RAs with the permission to shoot on sight

Because no one m Housing or Whitmore has the courage

to do the easiest thing, actually discipline student-

When will the administration start treating its police

officers with the respect they deserve' Their concerns go

unanswered by Chancellor Duffey. The administration

has made clear that, for all intents and purposes, it doesn't

want a police force. Instead, it wants someone to baby sit

the kids while administrators are away, someone to deal

with demonstrations, and take the heat when things go

wrong. Well. Whitmore. you're setting yourself up for a

rude awakening. Because UMass Police Officers are not

automatons. They're professionals and must be treated

as such. What goes around comes around...

Finally, to Professor Greenbaum in the history depart-

ment, who sets the standards for academic excellence and

concern for students, my respect and gratitude. And MEK,

always.

Ben Brogan is a Collegian columnist.

Don't blame
the media
People get the media they deserve.

It's tough being in journalism right now.

Suddenly, it's our collective fault that Gary

Hart was "victimized" by the Miami

Herald and the Washington Post. Accor

ding to a Newsweek poll, 64 percent of the

US public think the media were unfair in

their treatment of Gary Hart. But media

are actually one of the purer forms of

capitalism: we supply on popular demand.

In other words, the only people with the

right to resent the media's handling of

Gary Hart are those directly affected —
Hart and family — and people who only

listen to public radio.

Nancy Klingener

It is easy to think about black struggle

as something that occurred either 20

years ago during the Civil Rights Move

ment, or something happening now in

South Africa. But affer examining the

task involved in discussing or comparing

the mutilation ofyoung black bodies that

lay in the streets of South Africa after

fighting their oppressor; to the cross bur-

nings on the lawns of Black American

home owners; and mothers finding their

sons; swaying back and forth from a tree

branch from having been lynched the

night before; I was provoked to think

about my own experiences here as a Black

American in the 1980s.

Brigette Dunn
While writing this the anger swelled up

so much, that it triggered a memory long

forgotten, an awakening experience that

initiated me into the gut level of racism

that exists in America. This also made me

ask the question: How far away are we

from the oppressive regime that existed

here in the 'BOs and from Apartheid, now

in full force in the streets of South Africa?

So infuriated, I thought,'why must I

write about it anyway, why describe my
experiences, accomplishments, and/or op-

pressions?' When looking in the mirror I

do not know which I see first, me, my col-

or, being female. It is all so confusing.

Sometimes I get so tired yelling, "I'm

BLACK, and these are the problems that

come along with it." Why isn't it simple?

Not having to second guess someone else s

actions toward me, how I represent myself

to others when being cautious of my own

behavior, I know that I always represent

the black race wherever I go. But m
remembering an experience that happen

ed to me, I realized that I must not get

tired, and, as difficult as it may get at

times, face and address the unpleasant

aspects of racism.

I was called a "nigger" once at age 12.

again at age 13, and a "black bitch at

15 The first time had the most impact.

I was walking casually along, returning

home from window shopping, feeling good

on a pretty day. I was passed by two white

teenage males, who were cruising in their

pick up truck. As they passed, they threw

reality in my face. I was hit, and hit hard.

That word; I knew it existed before but

never was it directed or a definition for

me. But that day it happened. I was final-

ly inaugurated to the world of racism. I

was a "nigger," no longer a simple

12-year-old girl, but a 12-year old "nig-

ger" girl. That was my new definition.

Was that the way people would view me
from then on? Had I always been looked

at in that manner, and too naive to know

it? Does it occur at a certain age? I flew

home, no longer feeling good. I needed the

comfort of home, sitting there in tears

wondering what I had done.

This raised the question in my mind:

How far away are we from that tinie

period in which it was commonplace in

America for blacks to be classified as

"Negroes or niggers?" How far away are

we from the deliberate segregation of skin

color in South Africa? The incidents in

Forsyth County, a county where blacks

have been prohibited for years; Howard

Beach, where a 23-year-old black male

was lynched in Queens N.Y. on December,

20. 1986, indicate that there has not been

much progress at all.

What there needs to be is a sense of

responsibility, not doubt, to feel secure

and validated to advocate for the strug

gles of blacks and other peoples. There

have been times when I have sat back and

avoided taking a stance on an issue that

I disagree with. I had to ask myself how

committed I am to raising the con-

sciousness of myself and others. Do I real-

ly believe in what 1 say? The answer does

not lay in silence. I know. As difficult as

it may get, I will have to be strong enough

to speak out. keep yelling for those who

spoke before me and were silenced, never

to speak again, and those yet to come.

Brigette Dunn is a UMass student

If you watch soap operas, then you are

responsible for Hart's downfall. If you

watch "Wheel of Fortune," maybe only for

laughs, you led the media to believe this

is what you want. When "Fame. Fortune

and Romance" is a successful show, why

should the media stop at entertainment?

Ronald Reagan didn't, and the public loves

him.
Hart was right when he said the issue

wasn't his alleged infidelities, that it was

the political process itself. More general-

ly, it is the values of Americans who ob-

viously crave to see sex, violence and in-

fidelity (witness "Dynasty." "Rambo" and

any TV movie you care to name), and then

complain bitterly when a well-meaning

media attempt to give them what they ask

for.

What? You didn't really want it? The

political process is above popular taste?

Since when? Certainly not since the

Reagan Revolution?

The '80s have seen the rise of unabash-

ed interest in sex: porn videos rent like hot-

cakes, Vanna White is a m«uor celebrity,

and Harlequin "Desire" Romances sell like

never before. Gary Hart was the victim of

the media, but only insofar as the media

reflect popular taste. For the public to turn

on the evil media power structure is

treacherous and hypocritical. Why should

journalists hold higher standards than the

populace? Media public self-examination is

a tricky business; any conflict of interest

value necessarily goes out the window. A
sociological examination might be more

pertinent. Why have the media been led to

believe sex is what people want to see?

Why haven't higher standards been

rewarded?
When the "MacNeil / Lehrer NewsHour"

replaces "The People's Court" on the Blue

I

Wall's television set, 1 will listen more
I seriously to media criticism from the

generalpublic. Until then, don't blame us

for giving what was obviously desired.

Nancy Klingener

member
is a Collegian staff
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Long live King Sunny
w<<M*iifiafc»n., , ftiMjfciiiift

King Sunny Ade
At the Pearl st. Night Club
May 7

^^ TIM KEEFE
'ollegian Correspondent

If Chancellor Duffey would like to effec-

i ively combat the problems of prejudice and

acism that have been dominating the

JMass scene of late, he should consider the

results of the King Sunny Ade and the

African Beats concert at Pearl Street last

rhursday night. A crowd of mixed age, sex,

and sexual orientation joined together in

one of the most spontaneous expressions of

ogetherness to be seen.

The cause of this outbreak of good feel-

ings was the music generated by a band of

:he most energetic musicians I've ever had
the pleasure of witnessing. How could you

not smile when there were eighteen grin-

ning, exuberant, and happy musicians

leading you on to dance from the stage?

The music that King Sunny Ade and the

African Beats play is a type of modernized

Yoruban dance music called Juju music. It

has been modernized in the sense that in-

stead of using just percussion instruments

fcongas, talking drums, rattles and bells).

King Sunny includes five rhythm guitars,

one Hawaiian guitar, and a synthesizer.

The instruments all blend to create a type

of hypnotic melody that has four or five

vocalists/dancers responding to the beating

of the two talking drums. The music pulses

with an energy that demands you to dance.

King Sunny Ade himself says "Juju music

is essentially party music...the fans out

there want to dance and the rhythm is

basically simple and once you hook it up

it flows endlessly."

The show lasted approximately two and
a half hours, which is a short concert by the

band's standards when you consider they

usually play for up to six hours in their

native Nigeria. I recognized a few of their

SHINING SUNNY - King Sunny
Ade sang Thursday at the Iron

Horse.
songs as they played and danced around

the stage. Songs such as "Synchro
Feelings-Ilako," "Ja Fummi," "Oremi,"

"Ase," and "Mo Ti Mo" were performed.

The interesting thing about these songs

was the way they sounded. On the various

King Sunny Ade albums I've heard the

electric part of the music has been em-

phasized, but on stage the drummers and
the vocalists were the focal point and this

led to a more spontaneous feel in the music

that wasn't as evident in the albums. This

spontaneity led to three encores and some
of the best feelings from a crowd I've ever

seen. If you get a chance to see this band
in the future, do it. In Africa they are the

most popular band around, and to see them
in a small club like Pearl Street will always

be something to remember.
The one thing to remember is not to look

at it as ethnic music, but to look at it as

love because that is what the music of King
Sunny Ade is all about.

An print of a work by Kenneth G. Belliveau. A B.F.A. thesis show featur-

ing Belliveau's work titled Le Conflit Interieur will show Sunday, May 17

from 2 to 4 pm in the Student Union Gallery, Umass.

FLOWERING BLUEGRASS - The Desert Rose Band, featuring Chris Hillman will be playing

their blend of country and bluegrass at the Iron Horse on Monday, May 19, at 7 and 10 pm.

r

• ^ CHINESE KITCHEN E
FAST SERVICE - GREAT PRICES

TRY OUR LUNCHEON-DINNER SPECIALS

Only $1 .49 before 3 pm. $1 .90 after 3 pm
A. Chicken Fingers, Fried Rice or Chow Mein

B. Chicken Wfngs, Fried Rice or Chow Mein

C. Lobster Sauce, Fried Rice or White Rice

D. Chicken with Green Peas and Fried Rice

E. Yoke Kew (Beef) with Gravy and Fried Rice

Ecrt In or Take Out
HOURS: Sunday Noon • 10 pm, Mon - Sat 11:30 lOpm

2 LOCATIONS

430 Russel St (Rt 9)
HADLEY - 253-2571

150 King St

NORTHAMPTON — 586.8220

iClLIIId'*^'
Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-5141

DRINK OF THE WEEK:
Orange Crush - $1.50

BEER OF THE MONTH:
Heineken - $1.25 ^UNIVERSITY campus centermSTORED — «A^ 10-3

Hendrix memorabilia
Jimi Hendrix fans alert: a permanent collection of

original photographs, posters, and other artwork and

books are on display at the Moments of Time Gallery

at the Old School Commons in Northampton - part of

a Hindrix Festival" that is happening thi^ month

through the efTorts of Nona Hatay, a valley arts

organizer

Hatay. a Swiss born photoartist who is curator of the

gallery, worked the camera for the underground New
York City press in the 60s. She photogr.ipht'd •Jinu Hen

drix. and in the ensuing years creatively processed the

negatives in a variety of intiTesling wavs, somi' <>f which

can Ik- witnessed during open hours (Fn(la\ -, hatuiday^

& Sundays, noon to 4 p.m.).

Three Stones From the Sun, a Hendrix tribute liand

tinin Connecticut, will be leatured Friday, Mav ill.' at

Northampton Center for the Arts, a.s mil tan \ ideo

tbotagi- of livf Hendrix appearances. Al.so, there will be

a Hendrix poster coloring contest, which is opt'ti to all

.ages, the uhuht.- ut which will be displayed m the

.i;.illfiy during the festival weekend, May 22 24

A book ol Hal i\ - |)hi>tographs, "Jimi Hendrix — the

Spirit Li\i'> On was ])ublished in 1984. Hatay was

featured in the X'alley .Adxocate for her efforts to usher

a Hendrix revi\al into the area. Her prints have been

published in Musnuin. (hular Player, and (iuitur World

magazines, the Village Voice, San Fransisco Chronicle,

Lo.s Angeles Times, and Arts weekly.

For information on these events, contact the Moments

of Time Gallery at the Old School Commons in

Northampton.
- ROB SKELTON

MERI SOLL
IS 21

We Hope She Has Lots of Fun!

Watch Out Delano's

and Time Out

Wish Her a Happy Birthday

If You See Her Out!

We Love You!

Lori, Nan,

& Darci

Special Student and Youth Fares to

EUROPE
from New York on Scheduled Airlines!

DESTINATIONS
LONDON
PARIS
FRANKFURT
ROME
MILAN
ZURICH/GENEVA

OW
$210
226
248
273
248
260

RT
$400
432
476
526
476
500

Add $25 in each direction for Boston or Washington. DC.

departures Add $50 in each direcHon for Pittsburgh.

Cleveland, or Raleigh-Durham departures. Other add-on

fares are available.

Special Student and Youth Fares to

Scandinavia
On Scheduled Airlines!

Spring Rates

From
New York

From
Chicago

Copenhagen
Oslo
Stockholm
Helsinki

Copenhagen
Oslo
Stockholm

OW
$275
275
275
315

$300
325
325

RT
$525
525
525
605
$565
650
650

Some fare restrictions may apply.

Ask for our special student/youth tours to the

Soviet Union and Poland. Applications available for

Eurail Youth I^ss and International Student I.D. Card.

For Reservations and Information Call: ____

WHOLEWORLD TRAVEL
Sen^incf the Student/Youth Marketfor more than 16 years!

17 E. 45th St., New York. NY 10017
(212) 986-9470 _^
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Three conservative books slightly off-center
himself to Abraham Lincoln.

By TIMOTHY HARRIS
Collegian Staff

It all started at the League ofWomen Voters book sale

a llTXce to buy Uterature one wouldjverpay real

monev for. A few innocent purchases led to a ^0^^^

Sat^on. although conversion ---ns a" e,^^^^^^^^^^^

remote possibility. Since what you don t know may kiu

you I w^ld recommend the following to anyone who has

ever wondered just where the New Right gets off.

Abortion and the Conscience of the Nation

By Ronald Reagan „ ._,. u _„ iqoa
Nashville: Thomas Nelson Publishers X984

94 pp. $7.95

The deception within this slim volume begins with the

cover which states that this is a book by Ronald Reagan_

His es^ay from front to back, is 18 pages longJour of

thes^ pa^ are illustrations: Reagan with the March of

Dimes'^P^^ter Child of 1983. a charcoal drawing of Dred

Scott, a stately shot of Honest Abe, and finally. Mother

"^Sngt:Xr"l4l:res Reagan waxes eloquent over

the^value in the life of others." and obliquely compares

himself to Abraham Lincoln.
Sureeon

The next 56 pages are the "afterword by »urgfon

Jnerafc Eve,4tt Koop and Malcolm Muggeridge. While

?oop s compIrlTon of legal abortion to Nazi death camps

,^ specious at best, there is some value in reading h s ra^

Inale Muggeridge's essay. "The Human Holocaust, is

by far the most honest of the three, as we 1 as the most

fntellectually challenging. He argues that legal abortion

s only possible in a society that favors the expeditious

over the^oral. and raises some thorny theological issues

pro-choice advocates should be prepared to address.

The New Right: We're Ready to Lead

by Richard A. Viguerie

FaUs Church, VA: The Viguene Company 1980

243 pp. $2.26

Anyone who wants to understand the New Right should

read this seminal work, penned by the master of direct

mail himself. Richard Viguerie. His message is dear: what

Sie New Right wants is power, and they are willing to

work h^d for it. using any means necessary. Vi^ene

Teveals who the New Right wants to reach, what sets the

NR apart from conservatives, and how they haveorgamz-

ed to become an influential as they are in so short a time.

"Seniors & Graduate Students"

Sentry Lincoln Mercury

The Largest Lincoln Mercury Dealership

in Greater Boston Wants to Help You Start

Your Career in a New Vehicle

Your college degree is a move

up And now you can move up to a

new car wilh pre-approved credit

troTi Ford Credit and Sentry Line.

Mercury it you are working on an

advanced degree or graduating

wit^' a Bachelor's Degree between

October V 1986 and Septmebe'

30 1987 you may quality for this

special college graduate pur-

cnase program

i1 you do you II receive a $400

cas-' ai'owarce from Ford Make

voj' best deal on any qualiV'^Q

MERCURY

LINCOLN

vehicle and use tfie money toward

your down payment, or Ford will

send you a $400 check after the

purchase or lease The money is

yours whether you finance or not

The amount of your credit de-

pends or, which of these qualified

vehicles you choose

Mercury Cars Tracer, Lynx,

Topaz. Cougar, Sable

So hurry If a vehicle is not m
dealer stock you must order by

June 1. 1987 and you must take

delivery by August 31, 1987

TO GET ALL THE DETAILS CONTACT:
JOHN R. BLOOD JR.

Sentry Linclon Mercury

370 Mystic Valley Pkwy

Medford, Mass. 02155

391-5700

,^.
con,_

^rd Motor
^Credit t^^
^Cbmpariy

'•••.>•;•• y'",'y V

END OF
THE YEAR

BASH

SPONSORED BY
SIGMA
PHI

EPSILON

at

BEER
HANOI
Dance/Club

BEER

*.!H!iE?.9.*l!;.'S^TJ?.V; .?.f.!"..-..l.*M,

: The First 50 Customers Receive A •

5 pair of miller lite jams :

:Fr^ miller lite sun visor :

I ^EpAIROFAMC movie passes *

s.'*

vt>sT-

r

DONT DRINK AND DRIVE

Flee Sodas Fof Designated Drivers

Must Be 21 Years or Older

Ht. 9 Amherst 256-82S4
.CO**

He outlines their roots, their goals, and thej Platform^

While parts of this book are laughable at first

(Viguerie's heroes are Barry Goldwater and Joseph

McCarthy), on the whole there is nothing funny about the

New Right. Viguerie describes a vision of America - a

naUon moral aS invincible - that is geared to a bwer-

middle class faced with a declining standard of living^

Viguerie believes in an American day in the sun w thout

end and he believes Americans will go to extremes to sup-

port that vision. The scary part is that he may be ngW.

Anthem
by Ayn Rand
New York: Signet 1946

123 pp. $2.95

Originally written in 1937. this novel has the virtue of

being RancTs shortest work, although it still contains the

^ea that has made her the heroine of today's student

Right The plot is simple: in a future totalitarian society

Sf coUectivists have gotten so out of hand the very no^

tion of the individual has vanished from memory. The hero

rediscovers technology, finds a woman who fubmits and

goes off to live in the woods only to stumble upon the

"sacred word:" EGO.
j j ;„ Ko HnK

Rand's radical individualism is grounded in the Hob-

besian idea that man in nature is man at war; that is,

ktlTor be killed. The essence of Rand is that selfishness

is a virtue: be proud of it. Longer and more tedious ver-

sions of this idea may be found in Fountamhead or Atlas

^^Anfhemis 1984 written by a person devoid of compas^

sion. The fullness of Orwell's visionary work, committed

filly to paper in 1948. makes Rand's book appear both

silly andVabid. Yet Orwell never had the audacity to pose

as an intellectual. Not surprisingly. Rand does.

FORGIVE ME, KEN, FOR I HAVE SINNED
- This limited edition, hand-made doll of Tam-

my Bakker holding a sign of forgiveness is be-

ing sold by supporters of Jim and Tammy Bak-

ker Available only at the Praise the Lord's

Heritage USA in Fort Mill, SC, the doll carries

la price tag of $675.00.

^^wa
v̂>,

for a

Quality
Laundry

• New LargeY Machines

• Clean and Efficient

11 PRAY ST. • Friendly Attendants

AMHERST,MA. •Gas Dryers

• Convenient Location

^:m.

549'W6S
SELF SERVICE 7 DAYS...7 AM-10 PM

INTRODUCING
OUR NEW STYLIST

DEBBIE B.

HAIRCUT
ONLY

$10 *Wet Style & Cut

(reg $12.50)

STYLES BY DEBORAH
65 University Drive Amherst

expires 5/30/87 *with this coupon
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The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Smithereens
By Sarah Smith

:'>•
J

^^'--.-A

"You know, I don't feel so good, Dale ... I think

some of those red ants were still on the pink side."

Doonesbury

t?

(

t

By Garry Trtideati

M INSPIRATIONAL viOBO I

FOR OR. WHOOPSa TRAlNBeS^

AS FOUNPeR OF PR UHOOPet. I

KIBPAN BAOLt BiS ONOUP.
PROPUCTFROM START TOFINISH!

VR WH00PBB5 ARE STILL

MAPB BYHANPdYLOCAL
HAITIAN CFAFTSPECIPLB

USING THBSAMBTIMe-

-

HONORBPMBTHOPSI Pt
mOPeP0ACKINt98(>'

MBANUHILB, IN

REfbBARCM AND nnapirai
PBVBU)PMaffT... ^^•

Bloom County

(^B^J^^tzi^.^

By Berke Breathed

rmsupPOSBP
WMARfCr
UKAOfWMA
-wmomM I meif.

HBAf^ AN flCWR 5/\y

He'll PREm WAT
Hemj<5(Hn'0N

SV^-.AtJP y&W
CANT f(etAMBeR

A simeuNer

SOiJNPS

PReflPfUL,

POeSNT ieftH
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Bat Brain By Bill Bearing

-mp WRITING 6T1»FP

no%T OF OUR^

tVEN HAVE A te'^^.

Gordy By Gorde

F^mjpe! -7HB sjfj ^5
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Tuesday Night Staff

Daily Crossword Puzzle

ACROSS
I Homo
5 B'oadway

Oeijinning

9 Disencu'"t)et

1? ol

slai CI OSS 4

lovert ShaK
1:} lion

15 Beloie i1eu>

'6 (iem ol country

nustc
IB Ballin 01

Bisi.ayne

19 Paul Of Nan
ending

20 Hyde Pa-h

vefiicie

}\ Romantic
inieilude

J3 riu'ty fuf piere

24 Conlends

2b Newspape's
radio TV etc

27 Quantity Abhl

28 Common
symptom

29 Place reliance

on
30 Aquatic

pertormers

32 Jane -

34 Namesakes ot

a Grant

3b School founded

by Henry VI

37 Sailors saint

39 iMorse tale

42 Lemon and Ime
additives

44 Entertainer

Gorme
48 Haytoiti parts

bO Part ol NB
52 Pholoq s |Ob

53 Nobel Pii/e

winner lor

ctiemistry 1950

54 Tnree piece

ouilil

55 RR terminal

56 Norse poetry

57 Jobn Curry s

milieu

58 So be It

59 Blackbird

60 Gem ol a

singer-

composer
63 Vegg s loot

64 Plains dwelling.

otoid

Edited bv Trude Michel Jaffe
fiS Put. ,

' ?fi Want

66 ricur If 29 Md s iwignn

6/ Alan I 31 'i"*d

Stiane lame 33 f •

68 Willi /Hit' tag Iti

,llul Ii'llil

DOWN
1 Ideal piainpl*

? Bach
I. iirnpi^Mtion

3 Mijyii' House in

^^adrld

4 bilk worm
5 Sei/e

6 English writer

ol trtme fiction

John
7 Aftlletir group

8 WidiMSt
country Abbr

9 Gem ot an
entertainer

to Arow
1

1

North Aliican

ruler ol old

12 Simple
organisms Var

14 Slippery slull

1 J Noteworthy

22 Place

strategically

24 Qntensive

J9 Bbsc
40 Zml
41 Qhii' ol a m, ,

§tdi el ai

43 Steed lodder

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

L.I M BBT l'MT>llitiC;£,
:E,P:EalE|Lll.?|s|E|JlRJ

s/i)/ar

^slnIeI SiE;RiEj

' nil Ijm <iiictn I line* Sjii4ic»lr 5/i3/«r

Lunch
Menu

Basics Lunch

Hamburg on Roll

Cheese Mushroom Fondue
Bake

Dinner
ALL-CAMPUS BARBECUE

BBQ Spareribs

BBQ Chicken Half

[Southwest Playing Fields]

Swiss and Sprout Sandwich
Cheese Mushroom Fondue

Bake

Basics Dinner

ALL-CAMPUS BARBECUE
BBQ Chicken Half

BBQ Tempeh Kabobs

r Weather
Today: Sunny, highs in the 70s.

Tonight: Clear, lows in the 40s.

Tomorrow: Sunny, highs in the 70s.

Night Editor -r^^^^^^Tc Z
Copy Editor Crazy Jonathan M Casse

Layoat Technician Wild, Wild Marc Infield

Photo Technician Danglin D v.^ -..mkus

Production Supervisor Mar.- .

Inheld

Production: K Kelly Sieger^ Daddy Long

Leas Lars D- , me-to-thc-Iuau Kim Hopkins,

and wonder rfuL patient joe Keenan the

driver, than; g aH those late, lonely nights
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' here if 1 hadn't gone to Far

mingdalc"
But it didn't take long for Garber to find

him.

A few years before, another Ithaca native

starred at FCC before arriving on the

UMass scene. That player was Brooks

Sweet, who roiled up 172 career points in

just two seasons here. Later, his brother,

Chris, was expected to follow in his

footsteps to I'Mass. He went elsewhere —
but not before recommending Carmean.

"He came in one day and said. "hey. I've

got another Brooksie for you. His name is

Tom Carmean. Garber said.

He isn't another Brooks Sweet, but

Garber is quick to place him among the

very best he's ever coached.

"As far as .ittackmen go. there's Car-

mean. Jimmv Weller i256 career pointsi.

Brooks Swett, Spooner (Jeff, the all-time

UMass scoring leader with 275 pointsi,

Hardy (Chris, 148), O'Connor (Kevin. 163),

Malone(Tom, 147)," Garber said. "All were

great attackmen All of them came out of

the saiiu' iiiiild '

Then' s (.'armean in the list of UMass lax

legends.

And the way his first two years have

gone, LoCascio, the fiery, more Hamboyant

of the two, will be included in that list upon

giaduation.

"My job is to keep frpm screwing him

up," Van Ar.sdale said.

The coach isn't ju.st blowing smoke. If

anyone is qualified to as.sess LoCascio, it's

him.

A three-time Ail-American goalie and

once Player ofthe-Year for Division III

superpower Hobart, the coach said he sees

a lot of himself IP L^>Cascio. But he said the

pupil is beaer now than when the coach

was a hot shot sophomore sensation.

"He's the best in the country — that's

easy." Van Ar.sdale said. "I honestly

believe, as objectively as I can be, that he's

University Health Services

Summer Health
Coverage 1987

Desk Health Fee
Eligibility: Amherst, Hampshire

Mount Holyoke, Smith, and UMoss Students

Coveroge Period: June 1 -August 31

Fees:

S78 poyment due by June 1

Student Family Plan

Coveroge Period: June 1 -August 31

Fees: $163 poyment
due by June 1

Enrollment begins

Moy 11, 1967

Extended Hours:

May 26, 27, 28, 29
5-8 PM

At UHS Cashier's Office

Coll the UHS cashier

today ot 549-2671
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the best goalie in the United States. And
I've M , 11 all the others play more than

once, su lis not like I saw them on a bad

day."
But unlike Carmean, LoCascio doesn't

keep as quiet. While Carmean has been

seen arguing with relt-rees lately, the

sophomore was made it a trademark to con-

front opposing players or refs.

"Just call him a competitor," Jenks

describes him. "He's intense, plays hard

and wants to win. There are days in prac-

tice where someone will pa.ss the ball and

he'll miss it. He'll throw his .stick. He's just

always trying to improve."

•'I'm not ever satisfied. I'll be satisfied

when I give up no goals." LoCascio said.

"But as long as we win. that's all that mat-

ters."

That rings especially true tonight. While

the Gorillas have enough firepower to

stand on their own, an extraordinary per-

formance from two extraordinary players

couldn't hurt.

Sports Notice

A remindei- to all Collegian sports staff

members that there will be a mandatory

meeting , Friday afternoon at the sports

desk to discuss Fall semester business.

Among topics to be discussed will be

beats, daily schedules, procedures and

policies.

Everyone must attend. The meeting is

absolutely a must if you expect to retain

stafT status through the summer.

"ff^ U,^aXjii'i!AdJidbl»V; '
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SEX • DRUGS • ROCK N' ROLL
CAH SEEM LIKE FUN.
BUT CAN ALSO LEAD

TO VIOLENCE.

IF YOU HAVE BEEN AFFECTED
IN A NEGATIVE WAY AND NEED
SOMEONE TO TALK TO CALL:

COUNSELOR ADVOCATES
AGAINST VIOLENCE
AGAINST WOMEN

545-0800
(24 hours a day)

Health Services 549-2671

Mental Health 545-2337

Dept of Public Safety 545-2121

Center for Counseling and
Academic Development ... 545-0333

Psychological Services Center ... 545-0041

li

ACTIVITIES

ATTENTION SIGMA PHI Epsilon Brothers
meeling tonight at 7 30 in CC 171-173 All

invilea but Hugh Any questions Daniel

Munroe 546-4902

AUDIO

B»l 110^ SPEAKERS lof sale B^ Dav0
665-7185

SPEAKERS '3-WAV i ?" wooforOnkyo
S-SO e« cond i?6w call 6-5246

1980 RABBIT ENG. nas 30K $800 negot

call Ron 549-4826

1975 CHRYSLER CORDOBA runs and
looks tine New starter and Oallery Power
everything and sunroof Only 70K $850 Call

Steve 5496642

1977 MAZDA RX-4 runs great new tires

and recent body work $500 call Ed at

586-9402 Of leave message

1973 VW BUG. Body needs work Good
engine, many new parts $400 or BO
545-3468 (days )

75 MONZA 72K good body runs well $600
BO 6-6368 Fred after 7PM

1978 HONDA ACCORD red rebuilt engine,

new brakes 35mpg 5 speed $1500
665-2577

80 VW RABBIT sunroof 4 speed, $1000
369-4967 leave message

TAKE OVER OUR lease slanmg June 1 2

bdrm hot water inc 405 -f 665-304

1

WE RE LEAVING! TAKE over our 20f

Southwood Apt and the furnitures yours

Free' Heat/water included 253-9089

2 BEDROOM CRESTVIEW apt available

June 1 with fall option ''i- mile trom cam-
pus 10 mm walk, on bus route, 549-5481

ONE BEDROOM PUFFTON available June
1st Call Veronica 549-5456 keep trying

PUFFTON VILLAGE -AVAILABLE 2

rooms in 3 bedroom apt call 5493667

2 BEDROOM APT in Southwood avail

June 1 lake over our lease $560 a month
excellent condition call 256-8340

$100 REWARD! TAKE over my lease, star-

ting June 1 (negotiable) Call John 665-7546

or 545-0896 Be persistent! 1 tiedfoom in

CliHstde

FURNISHED ROOMS IN new house all the

comforts of home Washer and dryer,

microwave, dishwasher for summer or fall

call Dale 253-9949

2 BEDROOM SOUTHWOOD apt available

June 1 on bus route call 253-6234

4 BEDROOMS FOR June-Sept 1 Amherst

and Northampton Call Skibiski. Realtors.

584-3428

AUTO FOR SALE

1979 PINTO 67K asking $600 5491138

1965 FORD FALCON a cream puft

256-6920

1979 FORD MUSTANG yellow, auto

82 000 mis AM/FM stereo $i2<X) 545-3689
after 5 M) 5849042

81 CHEVETTE 4SP
665-2941 enceiieni <

K '?no or BO

PONTIAC T 1000 19&: great condition'

•i 400 or best Ofle' 549 0549

81 CHEVROLET CITATION AM/FM e»c

cond 1800 ot B O 253 3568

1978 PONTIAC PHOENIX-poweituT toad

•d Great engine little r,is' Mus1s«»t10<X)
26fri602

1973 OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS supreme
AM/FM stereo cassette almost no rust $550
or BO 253-1373 or 256-1373

FORD, ESCORT. IMS 26K AC FM
stereo Oelun warty impeccable $4999
549-5546 Jonathan

80 HONDA CIVIC 70,000 mi Good
engine new parts Some bodywork need-

ed $500 Betsy. 256-0825

1977 RABBIT REBUILT engine AM/FM
casette $1 too 549 1857 Runs perfectly

1979 FORD FUTURA red 2 doors well

maintained call between 10 PM and 8 AM
546-5448

75 PLYMOUTH FURY. Just inspected

$300 or best otter 253-9675

DODGE CORONET 87 Southern cat no
luSt runs great' You'll f>evet hav* • proowm
with >\ $900 549-4642

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-DISC Entertainment Agency Disc

lockies lights rentals and mobile video
dances' 549-7144

FOR RENT

TAKE OVER OUR lease in June and get

August rent tree' Or just sublet tor the sum-
mer/2bedroom in Southwood apts call

2566334

RiOOM AVAILABLE IN Beaut condo close

to UMass on bus line Kitchen/laundry lacil

inci female non-smokers no pets 256- 1 547
San

ROOMS FROM JUNE isl fall option $235
per month exclusive close to campus
549 1358

2 BEDROOM APARTMENT, tail starting

June 1 $410 00 'aundty 665-2288 bus
fpute

SUMMER SUBLET WITH/FALL Option

Spacious 2 tiedroom Squ-re Village

"uwnehouse on bus route sLirtrnq June i

Call 665-8410

BRANDYWINE ONE BEDROOM available

June 1 through next school year

$460/momh inc utilities, pool, bus route

Call 549-6416 Ask lor Dave

AMHERST; 1BR APARTMENT on bus
route 10 min walk to campus 440/mo plus

eiec available June 1st or earlier call

549-5938 or 549-3700

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL opiion 2

bedroom Squire Village furniture 665-4634

SUMMER RENTAL /HYANNIS 3 bedroom
/walking distance to Mam St $5,400 call

alter 5PM 778-1673 or 888-1535

4 BEDROOM W/BALCONY in Amherst
256-6620

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL option 2

bedroom rent cheap free furniture 6i65-8615

ROOM AVAILABLE IN fully lurnished. lux

urious Echo Hill Condo Two bus routes 3

miles from campus Call 256-6809
evenings

$300 REWARD- SUMMER taKeovei wUh
fall option -1 bedroom Chtfside Apt June
1 Bus route Opposite 7 1 1 Beautiful loca-

tion Sunny Pool etc Call 666-3970
iptslerably) 10 30PM to 9AM

$$$S REWARD OFFERED to takeover our

Southwood lease Call 253-3993

PRIVATE ROOM SHARE bath no kitchen

10 mm walk to campus on bus rt

$225/month inclusive 549-1585 leave

message

SINGLE AVAILABLE IN 3 bdrm Puffton

apt Beginning in summer Call 549-0691

N'HAMPTON HOUSE WOOD lioors bus
line sunny start Augi $225 inclusive Steve

586-5165

4 BEDROOM APARTMENT. Take any or

all rooms Available 6/1 On busline Call

Rob 256-1480

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL option 1

bedroom available m June Entire 3

bedroom apartment available in Sept Bus
route Debbie 549-0555

HOUSE Vi BLOCK from campus fall 87
spring 88 yr lease nice house quiet setting

548-9387

DOUBLE ROOM AVAILABLE lor 87/88 in

Giirealh Manor No Amherst starting June
1 call 549-7527

3 BEDROOM HOUSE 425/month summer
on bus route call Bob 253-2412

2 BEDROOM APT Mam St 480 incI

everything Take lease on June 1 253-5529

2 BEDROOM APT available June isl

Close to campus Call 549-7739

CENTER OF TOWN one bedroom apart

meni in downtown Amherst Rent $400 heal

4 hot water included Call 256-0546

3 ROOMS IN SUNDERLAND house avail

1 mile irom bus on Plumtree Rd 1 year

lease starts September nonsmokers call

Damn 665-2529 leave message

ROOM FOR FALL. Apartment in

Sunderland house (perfect for a couple) No
smoking $240plus/monlh 665 7194

FULLY FURNISHED APT lor summef
room for S, on bus route/10 min walk Irom

campus Cable TV rent negotiable call

549-5712

2 BDRM SOUTHWOOD apt m mint condi-

tion pool tennis courts etc sublet w/fail op-

tion Bairy 256 8673

NEED 1 PERSON sublet June -Sept 1 m 3
bedroom Puftton apt nonsmoker lOO/mo
call Steve alter 8 00PM 549-6652

FOR SALE

CRATE AMP MUST seir Call Shawn
6469030

U2 TICKETS FOR sale all shows 546 8789
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NIKON 135MM/2.8 MACRO lent, brand

new, complete w/carrying case Price

negotiable Call John, 6-7070, after 10PM

BEDROOM SET -2 matching bads,
dresser, curtains, etc call for details Janet-

549-7717

DOUBLE WOODEN DRESSER with mirror

atlatched wooden desk twin bed, kitchen

talble with 4 chairs, and a phone II m
terested call Holly or Steph at 549-1619

COMPLETE BEDROOM SET includes bid
and headboards, 2 buraus, shelves, minor

and night table Also 2 twin beds cill

Michelle Duva 549-0803 or 549-1191

SURFBOARDS "APIA " 5 FT lO^n twin ,r,

bomberboard lO ft Todd 549-4003

COUCH FOR SALE ekceilenl condilii n'

125 or BO 549-5799

FUJI 12 SPEED lot sale- excellent condi-

tion, color black. 23 frame, FUJI com-
ponents, Dia compe brakes, lecent

overhaul-tides just like new. price

negotiable if interested lall Rc-mardo at

546 1090

SPEAKERS S-WAY 12' woofer Onkyo
S-50 ex cond 126w call 6-5246

TWO TWIN BEDS: one extra-long, o le

standard $75 or best offer 256-1052

FOR SALE: MOUNTAIN bike. $200, Ban
)o with case $l 76 Vetla turbottainer $78 at

665-4769 eves

5 CUBIC METER relridgtirator lor sale $75
or best otiar call 546-5673

DO YOU HAVE work-study funds Ian?

Staying here after exams? Temporary Data
Entry position available at UMass approx

imately 20 hours total $4 00/hour Call

256-0121

50 WATT TUBE amp Peavy Classic, twin

speakers comes with toot switch end

stand $250 Also, DOD distortion box

FX55, mint, hardly used- $50 Jell 6-4906

MATCHING DESK AND dresser two

lounge chairs good condition great price

call Randy before 1 1 549-6952

TWO COUCHES AND dresser -cheap call

549-1724

4 PC PEARL kit great sound 6-5847 '

MODERN FUHNTfURE, 'l semMler old-

couch/chair set, papzon chair, kitchen set,

desks, bookshelf, mattress, spring & inore'

Call 256-8677

PEAVY T-40 BASS and hardshell case

good sound, good condition $175 neg
6-6520

FURNITURE FOR SALE for the bedroom,
living room and kitchen call Neil 549-7830

best time-dinner

DOUBLE BED AND bureau good condition

B O 549-7438 Sheri Great buy

22 INCH COLOR television Good condi-

tion. Only $20!' 546-9152 (leave message)

FOUND

ROLL OF UNDERDEVELOPED film at

Twister call 546-7465

LOST

RED POLO SPRING jacket in campus
center- Friday please call Julie 9571

ROOMMATE WANTED TO share a two

bedroom Colonial VIg Apt Own room, ful-

ly furnished, 185 a month 2535183
anytime

TWO ROOUATES WANTED to share

three bedroom opt in Pultton ViNtft

SUMMER JOB 86-t9/HR for science ma
I0t, innovative membrane systems
Norwood Ma Call Joyce Nelson
(617)769-6310 or 546-7092

SUMMER CAMP CONCELORS toadership

paositions unit directors, general
coun' elors program leaders Nature, gym-
nastics, camping, adventure program bik-

ing watertront instructors, CALS. WSI.
small craft, nurse, kitchen persorinel Con-

tact Morgan Memorial Fresh Air Camps
95 B 'ikely St Boston Mass 02116 (I)

357-9 MO or Athdaroa (617)249 2578 EOE
M/F

MOTORCYCLES

H0N:)A CB3S0 RECENTLY rebuilt emgme
call 276-8643 ask lor JR $450 or BO

GREY JEAN JACKET trom MikesW View

Thurs 4/9 be cool return keys Irom pocket

Cltf Brandywine 549-0667

LOST, RUBY RING -extremely sentimen-

tal If found call Natalie 253-5885 Large

reward!

$50^EWARD GOLD Cham and pendant

locker at Boyden pool 549-1275 no ques-

tions asked

G^LD EARRING -OVAL shaped vith blue

border used lo be Dad s cufflink immense

sentimenal value reward' Call Nalaiin

546 6961 & Gary 546 9369

LOSTAGREf
It Finder will t>

545 0097 or 256 6-^8...

HELP WANTED

WE ARE LOOKING Ic soineone lo do child

care one evenrnq a «eek 1,1- occasional

overnights Must hsvo i-aosconation Call

548-9057

WANTED PART TIME bus drivers lor Nor-

thampton to Amherst routes $5 io start very

convenient lor Northampton residents

Work schedule arranged around your class

schedule 586-1909

SUMMER JOB - WATERFRONT Director

lor day camp in the Boston Area June

29-August 14. Salary 1,800-2,000 depen-

ding on experience Contact; Janet Wad-

den outdoor program director, Patriots

Trail Girl Scout Council. 6 St
,
James Ave

Boston, Ma 02116 {617)482-1078

PAINTERS NEEDED EASTERN New
England area intenor and exteiior starting

pay 6 50 and up depending on experience

Equal Opprtunity Employer (6 1 7)933-4370

WAITRESS/WAITER. 20-25 hours per

week lor summer possibly fall- flexibility a

plus Call Mary at 584-9816, between 1 and

4

PERSONALS

ITS I OMING FOR the first lime in May'

KERRI, WE COULDN'T forget you, could

we7 1 lope you have a great birthday' Love

ya. Beverty and Alyson

HEY SOUIDI YOU better watch out or III

ureak your tentacles! Love Squidelte

HILARY-HAPPY 19 birthday we hope you

had an awesome dy love Delta Zeta

TO THE PLEiXiES of Sigma Kappa-Maria.

Erin. Christine, Patty, Karen Kim Mana.
Tanya Cathy, and (Jhristme we all hope

that you are prepared for lock-m this

weekend with the snake and the other rep-

tiles Try not to worry too much we all had

to go through it. and most of us survived

Good luck' You'll need it. Love the sisters

of Sigma Kappa

SAVE $500 ON nextsemesters bill wanted
several students lor work program e-Shrs

weekly for next semester call Mr Roos
549-5120

TRIPLE A STUDENT Painters Amherst.

BITN Pelham Areas mtenor/exterior, low

rates, insured BBB members, wntten

guarantee free estimates call

1-800-922 5579

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE new sisters

ot Delta Zeta Lauren. Tracy, Elissa, Amy,
Cindy. Palti. Diana, Hilary. Amy, Tama,
Sheri, Erin, Naomi, Lisa, Laurie, and Tia!

Love the sisters ol Delta Zeta

FINALS BASH
Sigma Phi Epsilon Party

at Changes Dance Club
Free Milter Lite Door Prizes

SELF-STORAGE PROM $20montWy
Transportation possible Aaron Inc

665 8281 1800-342-3492

TWO PEOPLE NEEDED lo share rooms for

summer m Sunderland apartment male or

female smokers welcome 665-2718 lall op

tion available

LOOKING FOR TWO females \o share

bedroom m Brandywine Apt is completely

furnished Starting June 1 Call Lisa at

5494680

LOOKING FOR 2 females or a couple 10

share large room in Amherst house call

546-9151 or 253 3671 eves

ROOMMATE WANTED SINGLE room N
Amherst house with washer/diyet T V VCR
Microwave fireplace not loo serious lemale

student $250 plus 549-5540

1 BEDROOM AVAILABLE in extra large

tully lurnished Southwood Townehouse for

2 lemales to share available June I with lall

option call anytime 253-5934

NEED FEMALE NONSMOKER to share 1

bedroom m Brandywine 549 4538

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED, non

smoker, considerate For 1 bdr apt in Col-

onial Village 160/mo Completely lurnish-

ed Call 256-0724 evenings

2 MALE OR FEMALE roommates wanted
to share 1 bedroom in apt 10 mm walk from

campus also on bus route Call Susan

546-6361

TWO FEMALE NON-SMOKERS wanTed to

share bedroom m Nortliwood Apts lor next

school year Rent $150 00 pet month each

Call Nancy 665-8250 Fully furnished

TWO MALE ROOMMATES needed hall

minute walk Irom bus slop ten minute walk

10 campus must be quiet and nonsmoking
contact Lee 546-6820 Mike 546-6449

ONE MALE NEEDED for singFe room m
Rolling Green low rent util inc call

256-6837

SUMMER IN CAJ^^od Hyannis near Mian

St $1,000 for 15 weeks 546-7200 or

546-7204

TWO ROOMMATES NEEDED m Puftton

Village Own bathroom Walk m closet All

major appliances Call Steve 549-0006

HOUSE NEXT TO mall Summer sublet fall

option non-smiking male to share large

room with same $153 call 549-1270

MALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share

bedroom m a 2 bedroom Brandywine Apt

549-1813

Wednesday, March 13th • FRICTION FREE ROLLING Green sublet

..:. !. w/tall ption 1 br in 3 br apt Pool, bus,

$ 1 25/mo 256- 1 045 or leave message alter

1 PM 584-8654TO ALL THE people who made April 27 a

special day tor me. a big hug Thanks, you

guys are wonderful Love Ma

t'TS'BEEN THREE months and Delia

hearts Peter more than ever

TO MY BEST (nends. Linda Gibbs. karen

Hawks, Sharon Mills its been tour great

years with you all at UMass I'll miss you

very much Good luck and happiness

always Love you, Kelly F.

NON-SMOKING, MATURE
HOUSEMATE^) for one of two bedrooms
in very large Squire Village duplex Air-

conditioned one and a half bath, pool, on

bus Negotiable rent. 665-2577 Available

immediately, fall option

SHEZI-HOPE YOU have an awesome bir-

thday! Love Delta Zeta

TWO PEOPLE TO share a Puftton Apt call

549-1816

H^ANNFS ONE ROOMMATE needed Very

nice house, walking distance Irom t)each

and Mam St $1 100 lor your ovwi room Call

Sabina 549-1032

LISA, THANK YOU XOXO your lavorile

Ex-con

STEVE^AHLSON I miss you already

You're the greatest Beware on
homecoming

LISA. MV FAVORITE Armenian happy
g-3dua'i..<i ana good IuCk Security will

nivei tjC trji.» -,j'ne Love ilwavs Gn';'

'"T ''-lUANIAN Ambassador tmp
•

i' "lermanv will la!! a9 long
-, ,

-- The (jiBSi

2 NON-SMOKING FEM apt In center of

twon 6-9733 6-897?

1 FEMALE
townehouse
549-751?

ROOMMATE wanted lor

apt Call Debbie or Suzy

f, -MER'-

yi.

PS

Jt, VIPUL, Tom Greg who a

ip isine!" Have a

fO THE GUY woiK,n,g al Russell's Liquor?

oat 5-a on black shirt, dark hair dark eyes

Id like to meet you before school s over

Please respond to 6-7039 Julie (in yellow)

ROOMMATES NEEDED FOR neM lall m
Townehouse apts Need 1 O' 2 people, one
loorn, either nave a single or share with

roommate Gieat location and nght on bus
route Call evenings 549-0259

WANTED ro flENT

APARTMENT OH HOUSE "<

people leds:' ' i
-•- "

anytime 546 »:•'

Please keep <.<

,

TWO SENIORS LOOKING
bedrooms for now unlii end . .,.,. ._., j-

close to campus Call Chns or Oave
253-7572

LOOKING FOR 3-BEDROOM ." Puftton

reward offered L,sa 6-7979

CHRIS CARING IN Comm 190A you have

great shoulders! 253-3226 $$$BIG REWARD
bedroom Puftton Apt

OFFERED '0-

Lease 253-792-^

A NOVENA TO St Jude O Holy St Jude.

Apsotle and Martyr, near kinsman of Jesus

Christ Faithful intercessor of all m time of

need To you I have recourse from the tiot-

tom ot my heart and humbly beg to whorti

God has given such great powers to come
to my assistance. Help me in my time of

need In return I promise to make your

name known and cause you to be invoked

St Jude Pray for us and all who invoke

your aid Say three our father, three Hail

Marys and three Glorias, and publications

must be promised to St Jude this novena

has never failed Thank you God and St

Jude This prayer must be said 9 times m
a row

•ATTENTION: SUMMER WORK positions

' available Make 379/week. work with
'

• students from UMass 4 500 other '

' colleges, travel westward, oreat lor '

• your resume 8 lots ol lun Call 256-

0866 for info

CANCELORS IN RESIDENTIAL unit lor

emotionally disturbed adolescents small

groups exciting team work and good work-

ing environment $1 1 .580 per year and ex

cellent benefits Over 21 years old Call Ms

Boudreau at 584-1310 Northampton Center

for Children and families

PART-TIME DRIVER, afternoons. Monday,

Tuesday Wednesday, and Saturday Must

know Hadley Amherst area Send mforma

tion to Montgomery Florist, 350 Russell St

Hadley, Ma 01035 Wo phone calls please'

BRIGHT SELF-STARTERS wanted for

part-time positions at retail quick avv shop

Must be quick learners and good with peo

pie Positions available for summer and lai

Please apply at Kinko s 220 N Pleasant St

SUMMER HELP FOR Gtoucester Water

front Restaurant- waiters, waitresses.

dishwashers Call Frank or Doreen.

617 283-4123 or 5053

SUMMER JOBS FOR student activists

Earn $2000-3000plu8 this ummer enforcing

our Water Laws Clean Water Action is hir-

ing organizers for summer campaigns 11

y<Hj are looking for experience in com-

munication lobbying & management call

today between 10-5 87 Grads areen-

courkged to apply for out Political le^er

ship programs In Amherst 549-7460

Boston 617 423-4661

TO THE GUY who literally gave me the shirt

olt his back Sat 5-2 at the LAX game- thanx

so much for always being there whenever

I've needed you to laugh, talk or cry with

Can't wait for the summer! With ouri

Stamina New York will be turned upside

downM

NANCE-TO THE prettiest fox m Puffton

Village Glad you got a place -keep the faith

babe- Thumper

ATTENTION SECOND FLOOR Brown
House congratulations on a great win"

DANA A: DIGNITY.
415SUB -the Prez

On sale now at

IF THE BUNNY knows whats good tor him

he will bring his leash and whipcream tor

dessert to May's

CC RECEIVING DOCK. Thanks lor a lun

(and different) year Byepeckweeds Love,

Mel Grinnell

SUMMER SUBLET

NEED FURNITURE CHEAP call Jacqui

2568032

2 BEDROOM APT m house on Grove St

rtear bus stop available June thru Aug w/lall

option 253-5620

BRANDYWINE 1 BEDROOMapartment
Sunny spaciou-i luiiy turmshed with deck

close to bus Desl niter 5'19-6479

3 BEDROOM APT lor summer w/lail option

August rent tree 686-4813 Northwood

SUMMER SUBLET OUR 2bedroom Bran

dywine .ipl nonsmokeis only 549-4538

MANY ROOMS AVAILABLE m house

Rent 120 00 plus utilities We are in thp

mood Ic negotiate 549 5770

ATTENTION: SHOULDN'T PASS up uwn

bed/bath rent negotiable Puftton 549-3607

June 1 lo Aug 30

1 BEDROOM IN 2 oedroom apt cably TV

pool AC 665-7185

DOWNTOWN NOHO 4 bedroom apart

nenl $680plus or each room $170plus per

month Summer only call eves Robm or

Krissy 256 0718

TWO BEDROOM PUFFTON apartment lor

summer sublet plus Call Julie 546-7237

TWO SINGLES IN Giirealh cheap Whitney

546-1119 or Juke 253-7374

1 FEMALE NEEDED to share room in

Southwood Twnhouse June-Aug
$100/month 6-7981 or 6-8070

DOUBLE AND SINGLE rooms available tor

summer sublet Northampton busrotue,

large house, rent negotiable 586-7749

HOUSE 6 BEDROOM 50 yds Irom Grad
tower rent negotiable 549-5039

LOOKING FOR 3bedroom Puffton Apt

Want to sublet tor summer and take over

lease Call Herb 546-6761

TAKE OVER LEASE June Isl 2 bedroom
apt in Colonial Village across from Changes
380/mo plus utilities on bus route 256-0984

3 SENIORS LOOKING for 2 or 3 bedroom
apartment for lall Sememster only II you

can help us out please call Bnan or Enk at

253-7195 Leave message

LOOKING FOR 3 bedroom Puffton, starting

fall, reward' 665-4103

SERVICES

TUTORING, SUBSTITUTE TEACHING m
business management, marketing.

finance, investment & microcomputers $7
per hour Neg 536-5006 leave message

NEED A TRUCK? Call Peter will drive you

and your stuff 2 and 3 hrs drive cheaper

than UHaul call nights 665-3292

HORSES TO RENT any time join a horse

committee come and go ride by yourself

lessons and overnight rides special trips

and birthday parties 367-2482

I LOVE YOU! That says it all Marie

MIKE, JO. NINA! Thanks for 4 great years

I almost wish I was going with you (almost)

III miss you" Doug

LESLIE CAPRONI-GOOD luck on finals I

still love you David

BRInKLEY I HEAR your bo/friend hM the

bram of a sheep'

ROOMMATE WANTED

SUMMER SUBLET/FALL option 2 large

bedroom townehouse in Sundertand pool,

tennis, backyard, bus rt only 9 minutes

Irom campus 495/month (summer neg )

call 665-2265 leave message

SUMMER SUBLET WITH fall option One
room in 4 bedroom Amherst house Close

to campus, grad students only 210/month

call 253-7272

2 BEDROOM IN Crestview apt on bus route

& quiet Available June-Aug Call Joan
549-0921

2 BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE m Mayflower

Apts With lall option Rent negotiable

2533838

SUMMER SUBLET NEAR campus very

cheap 1 bedroom call lor info 546-6186

2 BEDROOMS IN Lincoln Ave 2 blocks

Irom 1. .impijs available Irom June-Aug (lall

option possible) Rem Negotiable' 549 4793

ONE BEDROOM APT m Sundertand

available end ui May call 665-7010

LARGE. SUNNY BEDROOM m 3 bedroom
apt in S Amheisl :in tiuslme Pool A/C

OlstiWrtShef Call ;'56 6368

NEW APARTMENT, AMHERST Ceniei All

new turn 2 wateioeds 2 bars cable

600/mo neg 263-7954

MAIN STREET ROOM lor 2 Only 150 per

washet diyer tall option Matt or Tom
253-5464

EXPERIENCED QUANTITY COOK
available tor summer empksyment Mon-Fri

6AM-6PM call evenings 256-8398

TRIPLE A STUDENT painters Amherst

BITN Pelham areas, interior/exterior, low

rates, insured, BBB memt)ers. written

guarantee. free estimates call

1-800-922-5579

WANTED

LARGE ROOM FOR two in An^ierst Center

Apt available lor summer sutilet 256-0640

FEMALES
dywine apt

WANTED TO
Call 546-9027

sublet Bran-

LARGE HOUSE ONE mile town-campus.

Belchertown bus, dishwasher, tree color

cable, sublet any of five bedrooms /lease

take over 256-0736

WANTED: TWO FEMALES to sublet Mvo

rooms in house Cable, washer, dryer,

dishwasher, furnished lor only 156 00' Call

Donna 253-3625

2 BEDROOM APARTMENT in Puffton lor

summer 546-6105 or 546-6107

SUBLET

THE BOSTON GLOBE. IBM, General

Foods and Kenner Parker Toys are just a

few of the many opportunities available

through the Coop Ofrice Come in or call

today - 545-2224 your future starts here'

TWO bedroohT townehouse Tn

Southwood includes bathroom and half:

dishwasher partially furnished on bus

route! Call 256-8378

ONE BEDR^OOM APARTMENT. Includes

utilities, dishwasher. A/C, pool, tennis On
bus route. Reward 665-8891

SUMMER SUBLET -FAU option 1 ol 4

bedrooms bus route 136/month Janette

256-8962

TWO BEOROOMSV FTIRNISHED,
spacious, very cheap, 100 yeards to bus.

pizza, 7-1 1 , only $295 per month 665-8640

2 bedroom' townehouse apt cheap
lor into call Debbie 546-5372 or Lisa

546-5371

2 BEDROOM APT- sublet w/opiion to rent

S'i15/mo tree hot water on bus route call

late Becky Karen, or Jim

SUMMER SUBLET

3 BEDROOM FURNISHED

THREE BEDROOM PUFFTON api

.iv.iiiable lor Summer H^ 1 ot <: people call

LARGE FULLV FURNISHED house Cable

; tiedrooms neat bus slop, very clean This

tiouse iS dear Rem negotiable, call us'

2n3-5e8'>

NEEDED 1 OR 2 people to share 2 txirm

townehouse this summer On bus route ( 1

.m-n to GRC -'uHy furnished, seme, quiet

Pree cable pool tennis. Reoa 665-8279

3 BEDROOM FURNISHED Putfton lor sum-

mer Reasonable rent call 549-0333

SUMMER SUBLET ONE bedroom apart-

ment m back of Orchard Hill private quiet

bath, garage, kitchen facilities, washer

dryer, call l5avid 253-9032 leave message

SUPER CHEAP SUBLET

VERY CHEAP SUMMER sublet Newiown
ft campus, great house, up to 5 spaces

6 8173 or 253 7927

MOVING TO HARTFORD?

ARE YOU MOVING to the Hartlord area''

I am looking for a toommate or apartment

tor June in ttie Rocky Hill/Glastenbury area

It interested call Dave at 253 7195

DESPERATELY SEEKING CAPE COD

2 FUN FEMALES wteking loom
nisA/V Yarmouth Patty 549 1005

Hytin

ONE BEDROOM IN 2 bedroom apt

available June 1 Call Dave 665-2338

SUMMER SUBLET W/FAIl opTTon

Spacious two t)edroom apt in Sundertand.

on bus route small, quiet complex call

665-7590

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL option

Available June 1 . 1 room in 4 t>edroom apt

in Northampton $200/month call Don
584-0054

2 BEDROOM APT Brandywine rent nog

call at night 549-6425

FASHION MODELS NEEDED to work in

Pans Milan, Japan. New York, Boston

Newcomers wefcome call 617-353-0010

On Wednesday, May 5th issue we wrote the

wrong number This one is correct, we
apologize for the inconvenience

ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE needed for l^d

floor Brandywine apt next fall Call Mane
or Judy 549-7477

1 BEDROOM SUBLET Cotoniel Village lur

nished. cable, S3 15 256-0689

3 BEDROOMS 2 baths partially furnished

Swiss Village 150 mo or BO Matt 256-1841

tall opt

N HAM HOUSE SUNNY xtra windows
wood floors large room Steve 586-5165

ST. JUDE

FEMALE SUBLETTERS FOR One
bedroom in two bedroom Crestview '/jmite

from Campus rent negotiable call 549-2638

TWO BEDROOM APT fuiiy furnished cable

TV. on bus route one or two people. $150

per person call 253-2896

THANK YOU AGAIN! Seldom do your

prayeis go unanswered 1 am very grateful

TYPING SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING. PAPERS, letters

resumes, etc Meticulous proofreading

Editing available New IBM typewriter Call

5490367

SPRING FLING

HELP WITH SPRING Fling' Come to Cen-

tral Area Government meetings at 800 on

Tuesdays

JOBS IN RADIO BORAOCASTING

WMUA IS ACCEPTING applications lor

positions ,15 IJeiMrtmnnt Directors lor 87^
school year All university students en-

couraged to apply Pick up applications nt

Student Activities Office Applications arc

due at WMUA no Liter than f^riday May l^

at 7 00PM Call P.n Mahoney at 545 2876
between 2 30 and 5 00 Friday May 15 to

schedule interview All interviews takd

place on Saturday May 16 AA/EOE

40C STUDENTS FROM FALL 86

I WON! THANK you lor not nominating me,

but tor your recommendations Eve

BOSTON APT AVAILABLE**

2 ROOMS AVAILABLE in 3 bedroom apt

available June 1st summer sublet w/lall op
tion call Debby 549 7744 or 617 787-11 14

LOOKING FOR SCHOLARSHIPS

WRITE: SCHOLARSHIP LEADS. P O Box

362 Sundertand Ma 01375

SOUTH AMHERST HOUSE with rooms

available immediatelyO or 4) Call Paul at

256-0333

AMHERST CTR NEED 2 people to share

a room $125 each 549-7783

SENIORS

1987~GRADUATE CELEBRATIONS
available on video tape Remember your

parents won'i Be there! Call Nader
665-8198

SUMMER SUBLET IN Townehouse apts

Enjoy your summer with a fully furnished

and air conditioned apt excellent price Call

evenings 549-0259

NEED FEJMALE HOUSEMATE free June
rent pay July August Kalhy 256-0825

Amherst

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL
SUMMER JOBS

RACK-A-DISC Entertainment Agency
Disc-Jockeys, lights, rentals, and Mobile

Video Dances! 549-7144

FREE CASH

NEED MONEY? SPEND all your cash on

sprmgbreak? I need your baseball cards

please help' Cail Mike 549-0333

TYPING SERVICE

THE FUTURE IS so bright, you OOtta (

shades Help pass the Toxics Liljeration

Act. stop nuclear madness, and light for

consumer lustice Masspirg seeks bright.

energetic students for summer campaign
j;>OSitlons Earn $150 300 per week Train-

ing, travel, advancement, and a chance to

meet hundreds ol other lun people Offices

in Amherst, Boston. Cape Cod. Wor-

chester. and six other locations Call San-

dy at 256-6434 today'

WORD WIZARD WORD processing

dent rates 549-6484

TYPING

Stu- SPANISH TUTORING A TRANSLATION

PATIENT, SKILLFUL HELP; short storiea,

grammar 256-1002

"SPEEDY KEYS' • -PROFESSIONAL.
reliable, accurate 256-1002

APTS IN BOSTON

GRADUATING AND MOVING to Boston

many listings m Boston area Call Jeff at

Popular Properties R E 437-9811

MARTHA'S VINEYARD

WANTED TWO MALE or lemales lo share

house in Edgartown reasonable summer
rent call Jim Memgan al 545-2150 or Chns

at 549-1010 after 6PM

SUMMER JOBS

SUMMER JOBS"! ACADEMIC Alf.iirs

hirincs tllitH'iili u;, t.elp produce
-

,. "ler Evaluation Guide 2

available (20 30 hrs/wi-

.y. -
. ...j-i' , - .1- entitles writing, editing

typeseltmo Additional mio and applications

3v3iiabl« ^1 420 Student Union BIdg Due
.v<;d May 13 Women and
coutaged io apply AA/EOE

ROOM AVAILABLE

ROOM IN NORTHAMPTON available June

1st S200 a month call Don 584-0054 fall

option

OLSTEN TEMPORARY SERVICES

JOB OPPORTUNITIES AND more job op-

portunities" For more information contact

Roland at 549 7449 after 5 00PM

SUMMER JOBS

NEW^ ENGLAND HOUSEHOLO/ALLIEb
Van Lines is hinng for the summer We
need drivers, helpers, and warehousemen

If you are going to be m the Fram-

ingham/Nalick area for the summer and

want to make $6 00 to $6 50 per hour work-

ing 30 to 70 hours per week, then we want

you' For more information please "•"

549^1404

GRADUATING?

I NEED ONE more roommate to share a

three bedroom townehouse m
Wallham/128 area 549-6678

TOWNEHOUSE OF AMHERST

WE NEED 2 roommates lor lall semester

87. outside apartment Call 549-0608

PUFFTON VILLAGE

PUFFTON VILL OLDER female S'lmme

sublet (July Aygus.! only) wilt' ' -

Neat, lesnnn'.ilile and ri

ALBEY REINER

VOU MAKr M" -i,.^ Hf-

CAPE COO

6 BEDROOr/!
riqti! by Hy 1

downtown r-»y.

dy 546-475'

. .immales needtsfl

minute walk I'oiti

Coed $920 eacn An

NOHO NOHO NOHO

LIVE IN A real town" Sublet with tall op

tion convenient Graves Ave location call

Paul or Bon 584 7952

SUMMER SUBLET- WE WANT YOU

CJO YOU WANT to live ckjse lo campus this

summer'' We have one or hwo bedrooms
available lor you This house is the one lor

you' Fall option included Call 549-7246

evenings

WANTED TO RENT

call

UMASS STUDENT LOOKING for room to

rent neat campus during spring break 9-21

10 9-29 Call Mary at 546-1 151 Keep trying

DESPERATE

SUBLETS/HOUSING NEEDED June 28

Aug 15 Call SBMC 256-8615 9AM-7PM

HELP.. .LOST MY sketchbook (18"x24 i

on May 6 m FAC 430 or 431 Please call

546-8452

UTTLE LEGAL MERI

WANTED-SIOO REWARD a 6 or 7 person

house for next year, near bus route Call

Dave 549-0384 or Patty 549-1703 leave

name and number.

HAVE THE BEST birthday ever" We love

you"! Love Sashi S Joey

JEFF A. M.

JEFF- 1 COULD understand if you were a

prize, but have you k»ked m the mirror late-

ly' Disgrace and stupidity go hand m hand
for you Your loss not mine I should have

realized what a loser you really are

anyways

3 BEDROOM HOUSE near Puffers Pond on

bus route $100/month/person or

$300/month Call Peter 549-6264

ROOM AV^IUkBLE IN apartmemFbiocks
Irom cmpus Reasonable 549-7523

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL opHotT 2

Ijedroom in Southwood Apts On bus route,

dishwasher new carpet, and heat includ-

ed Tracy. Caroline, and Tom 256-0896

Free case ot beer to whomever take* ttw

apartment

SUMMER A SEMESTER JOBS

REEBOK, MILTON BRADLEY, and
Allstate Insurance are just a tew ol the

many opportunities available through ttie

co-op off«e Come in or call today 545-2224

your luture starts here'

CO-OP STUDENTS

PLEASE REPORT ALL job Offers and ac

ceptances to the co-op office as soon as

possible Any questions please call our of-

fice at 5-2224

SUMMER STOfMOe

SM NOW-AUG Anything and •veryttring

Amy or Robm 253-5700

WANt TO TAKE over lease of oft-campus

house near bus route for next fall and

spnng Call 546-1090 or 253 3894

2 HIGH SPIRITED WOMEN (smokers) look-

ing to take over lease on apt or house, or

to share your place m the fall call Knstie

68565

APARTMENT OR HOUSE for 374. or 5

people reasonable close to campus call

anytime-546-6602 546-5774 or 546-5772

Please keep trying'

LOOKING FOR A 3 bedroom apartment in

Putfton lor summer (May 23 to Aug) Call

Nikhil 546-1046 or Rahul 546-1497

NEED ROOMMATES? TWO girls looking

tor one or two bedrooms m house for sum-

mer Denmsport/Harwich area 256-0316

ONE BEDROOM, FIRST floor so or Center

Amherst lot elderly woman starting June

1 call Mike Peters 323-601 1 or 545 2283

2 FUtrFEMALES seeking Brandywine or

Townehouse apt Call 253-5234

2 NON-SMOKING FEMALES need a room

in an apartment for the fan Please call Bren-

da 253-7136 Kelly 545 0527

WANTED

LONG ISLAND LEAVING Thursday 5/14 or

Friday 5/15 will share expentat Pam
546-5532
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SPORTS

Minutemen finish split against Friars
By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

baseball team, after dropping the opening

game of yesterday's doubleheader to Pro-

vidence at Lorden Field, 8-4, won the

nightcap, 10-6. and sent coach Dick Berg-

quist and the team's five seniors out on a

winning note.

Bergquist is retiring after 21 years as the

Minuteman mentor, while co-captains Sean

Flint and Jay Zerner, along with Rob Holi

day. Steve Allard and Del Mintz. all played

their final collegiate games yesterday.

"It's nice to win the last one," Bergquist

said. "It's been a very satisfying season."

Bergquist, seniors depart on a good note

There were doubts as to whether the

Minutemen, who finished at 22-16, were

going to get a win at all. The Friars bang-

ed up second game starter Dimitri Yavis

for four first inning runs and a quick 4-0

lead. However, UMass retaliated for five

in its half to bring up projections of

basketball-type final scores.

Yavis fell behind right away, as leadoff

man Steve Castro jumped on his fourth

pitch and drove it over the fence in right.

A double, two singles and a fielder's choice

finished him. Bill Meyer came on and

couldn't quite put the flames out, but

"held" Providence, now 15-25, to four runs.

Cotlrgian photo by David Shimkus

Sophomore shortstop Gary DiSarcina and the rest of the Minutemen end-

ed the season by splitting a doubleheader with Providence College yester-

day at Lorden Field.

In the home half. Gary DiSarcina hit a

one-out single and stole second. After a

walk. Flint drove in DiSarcina with a

single, and a Mike Owens single loaded the

bases. A Dean Borrelli fielder's choice

scored another, and then Steve Kern

(4-for-6 on the day. two homers, 6 RBIs)

plated two more with a double to right,

which the right fielder misjudged. Jack

Card drove in Kern with the ultimate

game-winner with another double to right.

UMass made it 6-4 m the second, as Drew

Seccafico singled, stole second, and scored

on a DiSarcina single. The Minutemen

scored twice more in the third, making it

8-4.

Meanwhile. Meyer had been cruising

since the first. Alter a quick two outs in the

fourth, he walked three in a row. and was

relieved by Ken Greer, who threw 147 in

Saturday s Atlantic 10 tournament win

over Rutgers. Greer allowed two runners

to score before getting out of it with an 8-6

lead.

Kern capped the scoring with a homer to

right in the fifth.

Meyer (2-0) got the win. with Greer pick-

ing up a save.

In the opener. Dave Telgheder, working

on three days rest, got touched by a Chris

Maloof homer to right-center on the day's

first pitch. The Friars raced out to a 4-0

lead in the third, and then sealed it with

three runs in the fifth.

UMass got all four of its runs on solo

homers, by Kern in the third. Matt Sheran

in the fifth, and Flint (see related story) and

pinch-hitter Steve Allen, back-to-back, in

the sixth.

Jim O'Neil, who was effective when he

kept the ball in the park, got the win.

Telgheder, now 5-3, was hit with the loss.

Don Strange, Dan Farrell, and Allard also

saw mound action. Allard pitched a perfect

seventh inning.

Around the Horn: Zerner finished

leading the team in batting with a .391

average. . . Flint led in homers (11) and

RBIs (36). . . Holiday went 155 chances

without making an error at second base.

He has made only one in his three-year

career. . . Steve Allen led in ERA at 3.60.

Both he and Telgheder had five wins. . .

Drew Comeau had the same number of

home runs as strikeouts (nine). Borrelli

raised his average more than 200 points

from last year (.122 to .341). . . Four players

(Zerner, DiSarcina, Sheran and Holiday)

played in all 38 games.

Flint homers,
ties records
Records are made to be broken — or at

least tied.

Yesterday against Providence at Lorden

Field, University of Massachusetts senior

co-captain Sean Flint etched his name in-

to the Minuteman record books, tying

both the season and career home run

marks.
Everyone had been waiting for it for

most of the latter half of the season. When
Flint stepped to the plate in the bottom

of the sixth inning of the first game, he

took a Jim O'Neil delivery and drove it

over the 370 sign in left-center field.

It was the eleventh round-tripper of the

year for Flint, tying iiim with Chris

Waszczuk, who had 11 in 1983. Adding

his nine previous to this year, he has 20

for his career, tying him with Todd Com-
eau (1982-'85). Amazingly, he had to do

this with eight of the teams games
cancelled for various reasons.

aay at Lioraen rieia. —" '

All-Americans lead Gorillas into NCAAs
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By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

The 1 Ith-ranked Univer-

sity of Massachusetts men's

lacrosse team has found

itself without a hoped-for

bye or home field advantage

for the NCAA playoffs' first

round, tonight at 8 p.m. at

the University of Penn-

sylvania in Philadelphia,

Pa.

The ranking has sent the

Gorillas on the road for the

eighth time. UMass was 6-1

on the road — but it takes

its toll. What to do? Dig

deep and bank on the team's

two outstanding stalwarts:

Tom Carraean and Sal

LoCascio, resident All-

Americans and team
leaders.

"It's certainly nice to

know that you can walk in-

to a game with Sal LoCascio

in the net and Tom Car-

mean on offense," Gorilla

assistant coach Guy Van
Arsdale said. "No matter
who we play we're going to

be in the game because we
know we have two of the

better lacrosse players in

the United States lining up
for us."

And that's comforting for

the 8-2 Grorillas to know
now that the season has

come down to sudden death.

For LoCascio, a

sophomore two-time All-

American and Carmean, a

senior and three-time

member, tonight's game
could mark the end of the

season — and Carmean's
collegiate career.

Spend any time around

the two players, and you'll

quickly find out how team-

oriented the two players

are.

"I think they're both hard

working, dedicated athletes

with high aspirations for

this team, and they're doing

everything they can for the

team to reach those goals,"

Van Arsdale said.

Carmean, a prolific scorer

who transfered to UMass
three years ago from Farm-
ingdale Community Col-

lege, had racked up 68

career goals his first two
years here, including 40 last

UM heads All-Conference
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

A second Atlantic 10 title wasn't the on-

ly type of hardware the University of

Massachusetts Softball team collected.

At a banquet given by the A-10 at Penn
State University last weekend, the con-

ference announced its selections for the

1987 A-10 All-Conference team, a team

that had its share of Minutewomen on the

list of members. The selections were made

before the Minutewomen captured the

tourney.

Senior co captain Carol Frattaroli, who
was also selected the tournament's Most

Valuable Player for the second con-

secutive year, was named All-Conference

at secondbase. Frattaroli ended the season

batting at a .304 clip with 12 runs batted

in. She led the team in at-bats (148) and

finished tied t' n the team lead in hits (45).

Frattaroli is now a four-time All-

Conference pick.

Junior Martha Jamieson was the other

UM infielder selected to the team, and is

making her first appearance on the All-

Conference team. Jamieson finished the

year leading the Minutewomen in hitting

with a .322 average and was second in

RBI's with 18. This is Jamieson's first ap-

pfiuance on the All-Conference squad.

From the outfield, junior rightfielder

Chris Ciepiela was also chosen for the

first time. Ciepiela also batted over the

.300 mark with a .319 mark. She finish-

ed tied with Frattaroli for the team lead

in hits (45) and was second in at-bats with

141,

Rounding out the All-Conference team
for UMass is freshman pitcher Traci Ken-

nedy. Kennedy had an exceptional rookie

year, going 13-5 with a 1.17 earned run

average She struck out 52 batters while

walking 31 and tossed 1 1 complete games,
including three shutouts. Kennedy was
also a winner in her last six appearances

of the year.

Glaringly absent from the All-

Conference team were junior catcher II-

ene Freeman, who was selected All-

Conference at the position last year, and
pitchers Lisa Rever (10-6 before the

tourney) and Chris Wanner (10-1 before

the tourney). The other pitching spot on

the team went to Temple's Vicki Sorren-

tino (10-5 before the A-lO's). who the

Minutewomen bounced around for five

runs and seven hits in the tournament.

TU's Robin Boyd was the All-Conference

selection at catcher, in spite of the fact

that, defensively, Freeman is head and
shoulders above Boyd.

year. But with half that this

year, some peop'e think the

quiet, blond leader is having

an off-year. His head coach,

Dick Garber, doesn't agree.

"That's off the wall.

That's only because with

Hiller (Scott) we don't need
it. We've also got five other

guys who can score any
time," said the coach of the

Ithaca, N.Y. native. "His
assist total is phenomenal
especially because he could

have even more."

Going into tonight's

game, his 20 goals this year

has moved him into eighth

place on the all-time UMass
list. His 97 career assists (39

this season alone) places

him fourth.

"He's got to be up for

Player of the Year in Divi-

sion I," LoCascio said of

Carmean. "I sure get ex-

cited when I'm on the other

end and the ball is in his

hands. I just know
something is going to hap-

pen."

Quite the praise from a

fellow All-American. But
when you consider that Car-

mean has rolled up 59

points this season despite

frequent double and even
triple teams, it's easy to see

why he's looked upon as

such a one-man force.

"Since I've been here, I've

never respected a player

niort',' senior co-captain

and teammate Neal (Cunn-

ingham said. "I've never

seen anyone run so much in

a game or in practice. 1

think he leads so much by

Ins actions because when so-

meone sees him hustle like

that It spills over onto the

team.
"

"He's like a Tanner in the

Bad News Bears,"
sophomore teammate Brett

Jenks said. "He wants it so

bad. He's a scraper. When
he has a bad offensive game,

he puts all his effort into his

rides. He really hustles."

But Carmean wasn't
always as highly regarded.

In fact, as a high school

senior at Ithaca H.S. he

wasn't the star attraction,

That honor went to another

fellow, 6-2 195-pound pre-

sent teammate Doug Musco.

"We heard more about

Musco in high school. He
was the big threat," Cunn-
ingham said.

"I was the goal scorer and
he was the assist man."
Musco said. "But he was an
All-American."
Carmean said that though

he was recruited by many
schools, there were no

serious offers to convince

him to play in Division I.

That's why he took his

smaller-than-present 6-0,

157-pound frame, enrolled

at Farmingdale and played

for Fred Acee.

"I wasn't sure what I was

going to do at school. I

wasn't sure I could play

lacrosse. I wasn't heavily

recruited." Carmean said.

"1 learned so much from my
Farmingdale coach. He was
militant about what he

thought I should learn. I

don't think I could've played
continued on page 14
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Sophomore goalie Sal LoCascio will lead the

defense when the Gorillas battle Penn tonight

at 8 p.m.
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THE MARK OF CIVILIZATION - Garbage left over from con-
certs last weekend floats in the Campus Pond. There has still not
been any clean-up of the debris discarded by students.

By JENNIFER DEMPSEY
Collegian Staff

At a debate last night between Afro-

American professor Michael Thelwell and

Duke Kent-Brown, spokesperson for the

Consulate of South Africa in New York,

Brown said the United States is more racist

than South Africa.

Speaking to a crowd of 300 in the Cam-
pus Center Auditorium, Brown said there

is "more racism in this country than I will

ever see in South Africa. In South Africa

there are very good relations between col-

oreds, Indians, whites and blacks."

Thelwell said, "I don't for a minute

believe. . . that my opponent necessarily

believes most of the things he has said to

you. He is the spokesman for the white

minority regime."

Thelwell asked the crowd to stand for a

moment in silence for "the 8,000 brothers

and sisters. . . presently detained without

trial in South Africa."

Brow^n said he "refused to stand for a lie,'

and said that Americans are "terribly ig-

norant" of the situation in South Africa

and advised, "when you decide to get in-

volved, know the problems. You don't have

enough information about the country as

a whole."

He said South Africa has 13 minority

groups: whites, coloreds, Indians and

blacks divided into 10 sections.

"Why is it that Americans look at blacks

in South Africa and becau.se they are the

same color insist they are the same peo-

ple?" Brown asked.

South Africa has 10 homelands, four that

exist independent of the South African

government, "ruled by black presidents

who have more power than any black

politician in this country today," Brown
said.

He said "two million blacks" come to

South Africa to work and economic sanc-

tions and divestment would affect them
most.

"These will be the first ones to suf-

fer,"Brown said.

He said Americans have a distorted view

of life in a township due to "misinforma-

tion" from the media. He said there have
been occasions where television crews ask-

ed for a re-enactment of a violent scene for

the cameras.
"The violence you see on television af-

fects about six percent of the country" and
"less than one percent are involved direct-

ly. We are not a .society of white police

walking with guns intimidating blacks."

Thelwell called apartheid the "most
cynical facade ever practiced" by a govern-

ment "since Nazi Germany. We do not

have the luxury today of saying we did not

know," and despite the censorship of the

press imposed during the state of emergen
cy, "we do indeed know. . .of the abysmal.

. .violation of human rights in South

Africa."

He said the "US must take the lead in

continued nn f>af;e 2

Students request CIA
recruitment poicy input
New committeeproposed by faculty, students

By PHIL SERAFINO
Collegian Staff

Students opposed to CIA recruitment at

the University of Massachusetts yesterday
asked Chancellor Joseph Duffey to insure
their input into a proposed committee
which would screen prospective recruiters.

At a 12:15 p.m. press conference on the
steps of Munson Hall, members of the Stop
CIA Recruitment Organizing Committee
said they also "need to be guaranteed that
the CIA will be denied recruitment
privileges until the committee has come to
a decision."

Duffey said Tuesday that the agency will

not recruit at UMass until a Recruiting
Review Committee, proposed by a faculty-

student committee, convenes and decides
whether the agency violates campu.s
recruitment policies.

Reading i'-om prepared statoment.s to

about 15 reporters and a handful of
passersbys. group spokesperson Sarah
Bush asked for a firmer commitment from
Duffey on recommendations made by the
Faculty Senate's Ad Hoc Committee on
Picketing and Recruitment. The ad hoc
committee's report is on today's senate
agenda, although students and faculty

members are unsure if it will be approved.
If the report is approved, Duffey said he

will implement its recommendations and
abide by the decision of the committee,
although he would retain the final decision

on a po.ssible ban of the agency.
"WoN'o decided to take a wait-and-see at-

titude about the faculty senate proposal,"

SCROC member Chris Alibrandi said, but
she noted that Duffey had failed to assure
the group that it would be represented on
the .screening committee.

"We feel he should take the committee
seriously," Bush said, noting that SCROC
members have researched the CIA ext«n
sively and are qualified to be represented
on the committee.

Bush said group members had "just
recently wallpapered Duffey's office with
fact sheets about the CIA."

Bush said Duffey was "not concerned
with freedom and justice," because the
University is still pressing trespassing
charges against 1 1 protesters for their oc

cupation of Munson Hall last November.

Fifteen other protesters, including 11

UMass students, were found not guilty of

the same charges last month after presen-

ting a "necessity" defense. With the help

of expert witnesses, their defense lawyers

.successfully argued that the trespassing

was committed to prevent the greattr

crimes of the CIA.
Philosophy profewswr Ann Ferguson,

speaking for the Faculty and StalTComniit

tee for Human Rights and a Responsible
University, called on Duffey to "assume
the moral leadei-ship of the University com-
munity he continues to evade."

She said the gi'oup was "disappointed
with Chancellor Duffey" for not applying
Trustee policy that allows access to cam-
pus for "law-abiding" citizens.

Apartheid debate focuses
on media, American racism

Collegian photo by Paul Franx

Protesters gather on the steps of Munson Hall yesterday to de-

mand that the CIA be banned from recruiting on campus.

Undergraduate Senate leaders

review semester, plan ahead
By KARL ROOKEY
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate

meeting was cancelled last night, unable

tf) do any business because of lack of

quorum, which the senate speaker at-

tributed to academic pursuits.

"I can't really blame them, " said Bob
Griffin, undergraduate senate speaker.

"They have to become students

sometime."
Looking back at the senate meetings

this semester, several issues readily come
to mind:

In early February the senate approved

a proposal which banned the military, in-

cluding the Reserve Officer Training

Corps, from using the Campus Center con-

course. This was in reaction to the

military's anti-gay recruiting policy.

The administration's decision to con-

tinue allowing military recruitment on

the concourse prompted some members of

the senate and Radical Student Union to

physically remove a United States Marine

Corps information table from the area.

March brought turmoil to the senate

floor with a proposal to remove Tony Rudy
and W. CJreg Rothman from the senate for

alleged use of dilitory tactics. The motion

failed.

Another dispute came just two weeks
ago when a proposal recommending the

continued on page 5
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Slain American's father
blames US for death
WASHINGTON AP - The father of an

American killed two weeks ago in

Nicaragua told Congre» yesterday that his

son was murdered and the United States

government .? responsible,

"This was an ambush, not a chance en-

counter. Dr David Linder said m
testimony prepared for dehvery before the

H jbcommittee on Western
:• affairs regarding the April 2&

> son. Benjamin Ernest Linder.

Linder s father acknowledged that h.s

~;r. indicated that he was living m a

dangerous area.

"In Ben = opinion the Contras were

engaging m a planned effort to destroy all

that is good, every symbol of progress, in

the livers of the people m and around El

Cua." the area in Northern Nicaragua

where Linder was killed, he said

Linder. a mechanical engineer working

on an electrification project in that area,

had told his father of numerous Contra

raids in the region.

In his last letter home, written April 10.

Linder wrote. This is probably the final

offensive of the Contra. Losing soldiers dai-

1> as they desert, the Contra are desperate.

Like any desperate animal backed into a

eomer they are fighting with all they have

The people of Cua Bocay know 1987 will

be a very hard year But they also know
they are winning the war Next w€fek for

the first time high school classes will be

taught m El Cua."
Portions of the letter were read by his

father to the congressional panel

Linder was the first .American volunteer

working for the Sandinistas to be killed in

the Contra rebels' five-year-old war against

the leftist regime At least seven other

workers, all European, have been killed

since 1983.

The Contras have said the Nicaraguan

government wats responsible for Linder's

death. Sandinista officials claim Linder

was singled out by the anackers and killed.

AP photo

David Linder, left, and his wife, Elizabeth sit before a House Foreign

Affairs subcommittee meeting. The subcommittee is investigating the

death of their son, Benjamin Linder, who was kUled while working

on a rural electrification project in Nicaragua.

The instinct of acquisitiveness has more perverts, I think, than

the instinct ofsex. At any rate, people seem to me odder about money
than about even their amours.

— Aldous Huxley

y^ ^^^ <,^^%/(^A

• debate
continued fromp^ I mobilizing"

serious negotiations with the leaders of the black majority.

Thelwell called the September 1986 override of Presi-

dent Reagan's veto ofeconomic sanctions a "psychological

and practical step" to disengaging this country from

apartheid.

In South Africa anyone under the age of eight years is

"incapable" of a crime deserving death. Brown said, but

a nine to 14- year-old "knows the difference between right

and wTong
"

He said terrorist organizations are attempting to chan-

nel the energy of "more than half the children living in

townships, "under the age of 15." to teach them "change

through violence."

He said the new constitution under the Botha regime

has brought about reforms including desegregation of

"movie houses . restaurants. . trains, beaches, pools,

. .hotels." the allowance of interracial marriages and col-

oreds and Indians m high ranking offices

He ^a.d the only way to make positive change in South

A' - ' '-'^^i ir. &'uth Africa to keep companies"
-. •.- r. -.he homelands. South .Africa IS

ct- -;
: -tore change

"

T- -- 1- - V ::.-:- nal Congress has turn-

i-: • - - . : n because the Sciuth

- iS fort-ed them into exile and the
".

•

- ..: . . -JT support

r roa«j ANC Jt-aaer Ne.^on Mandela. Bishop

GRADUATE TO
KINKO'S

Goto the head of the class »ith

a great-looking professional

resume from KJnkos.

kinko's

IF YOU'RE ONLY HUNGRY

YOU CAN EAT ANYPLACE . . .

. . .IF YOU LOVE TO EAT a) ENJOY

GOOD DINING YOU MUST GO TO SZE'S

CraM

CHINESE
'j^ CUISINE

50 Main St

Northampton

586-5708

Full Liquor Service

Reservations accepted

Visa, Master Card. AM/EX

.V*8*^"

zia s-uu a.

IT'S ALMOST SUMMER
SESSION, AND WE GET
BUSY, BUSY, BUSY!
DON'T WAIT TILL THE
LAST MINUTE FOR

YOUR PRESCRIPTIONS
COME IN AS SOON AS

POSSIBLE!

We will not accept telephone orders

the iast two weeks of school

because we cannot get to them.

Th»y^ Yfk! .,.1^ Phm^rxug '^a^AtOM.

SENIORS & ORADS
GMAC & SAVARESE CHEVROLET WOULD LIKE

TO HELP YOU PURCHASE YOUR FIRST NEW CAR
DETAILS:

• You must be 6 months away from graduation or have graduated 1 year prior from an

accredited 4 Year Degree Program

• You must be employed or have a verifiable committment for employment
• Good credit or no credit are OK

CHEVROLET

Wl9^t

WHAT YOU GET!
CHOOSE FROM ONE OF THE FOLLOWING

A. A S400 non-transferable discount coupon to apply towards down payment

B. 90 day deferment of 1st payment

OVER 300 CARS & TRUCKS AVAILABLE SOME WITH ADDITIONAL CASH BACK FROM CHEVROLET

• SALES • SERVICE • LEASING

145 KING ST., NORTHAMPTON
586-7250

Minimal Down Payment RequlrtmenttChevrolet
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Child care
in budget
By MICHELE ANTOGNETTI
Collegian Correspondent

COLLEGIAN 3

For the first time in months, a new child

care facility at the University of

Massachusetts may soon be a reality.

However, problems are still on the

horizon.

Following a recommendation from the

governor's office, funding for construction

of a UMass child care facility has made its

way into the Capital Outlays Budget, a

preliminary to the final state budget.

"It's in Ways and Means,' Vice
Chancellor Jack DeNyse said Tuesday. The
House Ways and Means committee has the

power to amend or reject budget items

before debate goes to the entire legislative.

"No action has been taken, and I have no

idea when Ways and Means will put it (the

request for money) out," said John Klein,

an aide to State Senator John Olver

(D-Amherst).

A spokesperson for University Child

Care said this is preliminary and a final

budget will include money for a facility.

According to Klein, the request has been

in the House Ways and Means Committee
since February 26th.

Director of Child Care Curriculum
Elizabeth Perkins said, "We believe that

lobbying at the state house will need to oc-

cur in the next couple of weeks. I am very

pleased that the board of regents recom-

mended for the UMass campus $700,000."

Perkins' confidence has risen as more
"campus groups and constituents have join-

ed in the support of need for child care. This

is very significant," she said. "I've never

seen such broad discussion and awareness

since I arrived on this campus in 1979."

The North Village Children's Center

(NVCC) was closed on July 1, 1986 for

failure to meet building codes. "We cannot

renovate and return to the NVCC," said

Vice Chancellor Dennis L. Madson in an
August, 1986 memorandum to University

Child Care.

Thirty-nine children of students and

faculty were relocated to Farley Lodge,

near Southwest Residential Area. "No
children were asked to leave, but very few

were accepted," said Perkins. The UMass
day care system presently cares for 85

children.

C'ollcKian photo by Paul Franz

CRAMMING FOR FINALS - Sophomore Scott Prophet,

foreground, and friend Joe Diblasi sun themselves yesterday, with

the library tower looming behind them. Finals begin this Monday.

Student
assaulted
after call

in room
By ELLEN M. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

A male student reported an assault at

1:50 a.m. Wednesday from McNamara
House after receiving a hostile phone call

an half hour before, police said.

Two men reportedly came to his door, one

entering his room while the other remain-

ed outside. The man in his room reported-

ly grabbed the student, yelled and scream-

ed at him, threw him down and them kick-

ed him, p<:)lice said.

In other police reports:

• An attempted assault was reported at

12 a.m. Wednesday after a woman was
grabbed by the arm by a man outside of

Dickinson House, Univt'iMt> of

Massachusetts police said.

The woman reportedly kneed the man
who then let go and doubled over. Sht- then

ran hack to Dickinson and notified police,

.said police.

• A medical t'iner^;t'iu:y at 4:05 p.m.

Tuesday ended with one woman reported-

ly being injured by an "unstable" woman
in Morrill Science C<nt('r, police said.

The injured woman was taken to Univer-

sity Health Services, and the other woman
was taken to Amherst Medical A.ssociation.

police said.

• A gi'ease fire was reported at 7 p.m.

Tuesday from the third fioor kitchen of

Leach House, pwlice said.

• A man and a woman reported being

tolluwed by a male friend at 2:45 p.m. Tues-

day, and were advi.sed of their rights as vic-

tims, police said.

• A 19-year-old Hanson man was ar-

rested at 6:20 p.m. Tuesday for having an

altered Massachusetts license, and being

underage and in possession of alcohol on
Kennedy Drive, police said.

• A backpack was reported stolen at 8:50

p.m. Tuesday from the second floor of

Cance House, police said.

• A bicycle was reported stolen at 10:45

a.m. Tuesday from a bike rack outside of

Washington Tower, police said.

Graduate Senate discusses alcohol policy, tobacco ban
By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

A productive University of Massachusetts Graduate Stu-

dent Senate convened for the last time Tuesday night, said

President George Claxton yesterday.

The Alcohol Beverage Policy, tabled at the senate

meeting on April 21, was brought up for debate again

Tuesday.
Calling the policy "nothing more than common sense,

Executive Officer Ralph Sbragia urged senators to vote

in favor of the policy. "We either say something about it

now or it passes without our saying something," Sbragia

said.

Most of the arguments on the policy centered around

the jurisdiction of parties in private homes, enforcement

of the policy and the definition of "informal gathering."

The motion, amended by Claxton, said the senate sup-

ports the policy in spirit but not in law until some of these

problems were addressed. The motion passed five to four

with eight abstentions.

The senate also discussed the banning of the sale of

tobacco on campus. Senator Joanne Mei began debate by

asking how much money would be lost from the sale of

tobacco.

The University gets 17 cents from every dollar spent

on tobacco, which then goes to the Arts Council, Senator

Meg Adams said. Sbragia said $100,000 is the figure the

Campus Center/Student Union Board of Governors has

cited as estimated losses.

"The whole thing has to do with banning cigarettes or

Alternate routes lessen

graduation congestion
Massachusetts Turnpike Authority Engineers have

developed alternate routes to ease the congestion on ex-

it 8 [Palmer] predicted for graduation day, May 24.

They are as follows:

Exit 7 — Ludlow
Route 21 Ludlow to Route 202 Belchertown

Route 202 to Route 9 Belchertown

Route 9 to Amherst

Exit 5 — Chicopee

Route 33 Chicopee to Route 116 South Hadley

Route 116 to Amherst

Exit 4 - West Springfield

Route 1-91 West Springfield to Route 9 Northampton

Route 9 to Amherst

not," said Senator Bill Rising. "Economic reasoning is

ridiculous."

"I do like to think I have the right to make my own

judgments," said Vice President Jonathan Frank. "I don't

have to be led by the hand. This is not the way to change

people's behavior."

The motion was tabled. According to the senate's con-

stitution anything not finished at the end of the academic

year dies and has to be brought up as a new motion next

semester.

After an half hour recess, the senate reconvened to

discuss the Special Report Concerning the Department

of Athletics Drug/Alcohol Abuse Prevention and Educa-

tion Program.
Referring to the program, Claxton said, "It sets a

dangerous precedent for drug testing. It seems to violate

the fourth and fifth amendments of the constitution in

some respect.

"This calls for the prohibition of drug use and alcohol

abuse prior to, during and after competitive season. You

could stop taking drugs six months before and still be

penalized," he said.
to a a

Without a policy, "no athlete can participate in NCAA
sports," Adams said.

"I think we should tell them all to just piss off," said

Rising.

Questions were raised about civil rights and rights of

privacy. About fifteen minutes into discussion someone

pointed out there was no motion on the floor and a move

was made to close debate.

Vehicle violations

rampant in Amherst
A 20-year-old Colonial Village man was arrested for

operating a motor vehicle without a license, driving an

unregistered, uninsured vehicle with illegally attached

plates and receiving stolen property at 9:06 a.m. Tuesday

on Southeast Street, Amherst police said.

The stolen property was the license plate which police

said was taken from a Hampshire College car a few weeks

ago.

In other police reports:

• A 32-year-old Belchertown man was arrested for

drunk driving and weaving across the lanes at 1:18 a.m.

Wednesday on College Street, police said.

• Larceny on a motor vehicle was reported at 2:05 p.m.

Tuesday after the owner discovered a pair of speakers and

Graduate Senate leaders

remember accomplishments
By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

"It's been a long, stressful semester. A very busy

semester," said University of Massachusetts Graduate

Student Senate's outgoing President, George Claxton.

"We have a better working relationship with the

graduate school," he said in a recent interview. "The

senate has also moved into the public eye. The public

opinion isn't as bad of us as some other groups."

Claxton called the recognition of the senate "a step for-

ward."

He cited the "fallout from the Hurst report," the Legal

Services Office lawsuit and increased visibility of the

senate and graduate students as three accomplishments

of the semester.

The Hurst repwt and LSO suit "took a lot of our time,"

he said. "The LSO suit is important. We've been extraor-

dinarily nice and extraordinarily patient. The factions

in Boston, especially [Trustee Attorney] William Sear-

son, took advantage of that," he said.

The LSO suit is "something we're not going to give

up on," said President Elect and current Vice President

Jonathan Frank. "We are going to win this law suit."

In a prepared statement Frank said, "The senate will

continue to remain in the forefront on issues of impor-

tance to graduates such as childcare and racism on cam-

pus as delineated in the Hurst report."

"Some administrators may have grown to respect us

and that may be a great help in dealing with them in

the future," said Claxton.

His parting advice, he said, is 'don't do anything

stupid."

25 cassette tapes valued at $260 missing, police said.

The car, one of five vehicles broken into in the Echo Hill

area, was left unlocked, police said.

• The Amherst Fire Department reported a stolen tow

zone sign valued at $15 at 11:15 p.m. Tuesday, police said.

- EDWARD SYRON
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ADIRONDACK MUSIC
WILD WEEKEND SIDEWALK SALE

THE BEST JUNK 'ER STUFF AT THE WHOLE SIDEWALK SALE!

TABLES FULL OF ONE OF A KIND SPEAKERS, TURNTABLES,
CAR STEREOS, TELEPHONES AND ACCESSORIES

6x9 COAXIAL SPEAKERS, VALUES TO $129.00 JUST $19.95/PR

CAR STEREOS FROM $49.00

CAR STEREO AMP/EQUALIZERS FROM $9.95

TURNTABLES FROM $9.95

2-BAG CARRING CASES FOR VIDEOS/COMPUTERS/PHOTOGRAPHIC
EQUIPMENT VALUES FOR $100 JUST $25.00

SONY & TEAC VHS TAPE CABINETS, VALUES TO $50 JUST $4.99

ALSO 3 SPECIAL PAK WITH CARRYING CASE, CASSETTE CLEANER,
EXTRA FLUID AND REPLACEMENT PADS, A $29.95 VALUE JUST $9.95

NEW BEATLES CD'S JUST $12.99

ASSORTED MISCELLANEOUS STEREO CABINETS JUST $19.95

HEADPHONE VALUES TO $100 NOW 990/o - $9.95

AAA RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES 2PK JUST 99«

TELEPHONE ANSWEREING MACHINES • TELEPHONES
TELEPHONE ACCESSORIES

PHILLIPS MFB545 STUDIO MONITOR FEEDBACK SPEAKERS $2995/PR VALUE
SAVE $2,000 JUST $995.00

CROWN INTERNATIONAL ES 212 HYBRID ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKERS
$1200/PR VALUE JUST $400/PR

CROWN INTERNATIONAL ES26 HYBRID ELECRTROSTATIC SPEAKERS,
$990/PR VALUE JUST $300/PR

HUNDREDS OF IN STORE AND OUT SIDEWALK SALE SPECIALS
THAT EVEN WE DON'T BELIEVE
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boycott of Paul Cameron's presentation on

AIDS passed.

Turmoil, which ruled the floor during

much of this year, is a problem that has

to be addressed according to Griffin.

"Cleaning up the senate meetings is go-

ing to be a major issue," he said. "I think

we have some committees that are doing

a bang-up job. We just have to work on

polishing the senate's image."

Griffin said one way he plans to do this

is through educating new senators on the

responsibility and power involved in be-

ing a senator.

"I think once people realize that what

they do is important, they'll take what

they do more seriously," Griffin said.

He said he is planning to distribute in-

formation packets at the beginning of

next year which would include the basic

information on the senate rules and by-

laws. He also plans to hold an orientation

for new senators which will feature

presentations on the problems the senate

faces, the financial situation of the Stu-

dent Government Association, ideologies,

and other related subjects.

He said his overall goals are increased

attendance, more orderly meetings, and

greater student outreach.

Joe Demeo, the student government

president, said this summer would pro-

vide him with the chance to settle into his

office. He said he expects to have time for

organization .

.
.

He said issues he plans to address in-

clude continued work on the alcohol

policy, education of students on their

rights, improvement of how the Student

Activities Office uses their funds, and

strong communication between the area

governments and the SGA.

Said Demeo: "I want to bring new blood

into the SGA
"

"College women susceptible to disorders"

Author relates experience
. »„j u., c;.uVM-.jnfl Ronlm the nublisher

By JOE LIEBESCHUETZ
Collegian Staff

"You can never be cured of an addictive

disease, but I am now in a state of

recovery. ' said award-winning Northamp-

ton writer, Leslea Newman of her bulimic

experiences upon which her first novel.

Good Enough to Eat, was based.

While all women can suffer from eating

disorders, those at college are particularly

susceptible. Such disorders result from

women trying to conform with media-

perpetuated images that show thinness as

the most wonderful thing in life. Dieting

problems either get better or worse, but

can't stay the same, Newman said yester

day in an interview.

cepted by Firebrand Books, the publisher

of her choice, within a week of receipt.

Newman said Liza was a very likeable and

three-dimensional character infused with

features with which readers would identify.

She said because people like to read novels,

fiction would provide a more effective

means of communication than a strictly

factual case study would have done.

Newman was born in Brooklyn. New

York, 31 years ago and grew up in New

York City and Long Island. She took a

bachelor's degree in creative writing and

journalism at the University of Vermont.

She then studied poetry at Naropa, a Bud-

dist institute in Colorado.

She said she was influenced less by the

authors of classic fiction than by contem-

porary women's writers such as Gertrude

Stein, Minnie Bruce Pratt and Grace Paley.

who write using common language. She

described her own style as "brutal and

direct". This is apparent even in the titles

of her works such as Loi^e me like you mean

it, a collection of poetry to be published

later this year by HerBooks.

. Unlike many writers who specialize,

A =.,r,««Kf crrniin^ and Newman works on poetry, short stories and
Newman said support group^^

^ ^^^ ^^.^ ^^ ^^^ .^ ,„,p.,hot
therapy helped her to a'^^^P*:^^^^^"

Jj „f emotion" whereas the short story, her

:::z:^:r'^i2^^'^^ "p'n". Tr.:%.Hew.sv„.su.p.i.ato

Good Enough to Eat, which tells the story Jewish man and a lesbian Jeacner oi

of a fictionfl bulimic called Liza, was ac- creative writing, whose classes he is atten-

ding. Newman said she thought those judg-

ing the competition would be prejudiced

against ^ays. but she was pleased to be pro-

ved wrong.
Newman moved from "too crazy"

Manhattan to the relative calm of Nor-

thampton four years ago. She now divides

her time between writing and giving

women's writing workshops at her home.

She still derives more money from teaching

than writing, she said.

She said her advice to aspiring writers

was to read a lot. write a lot and maintain

a full waste basket.

"You can teach someone to write, but you

can't teach them to be a writer," Newman
said.

"You can teach someone to

write but you can't teach them to

be a writer."

— Leslea Newman

Photo by Joe IjebeschueU

Author Leslea Newman: "Dieting

problems either get better or

worse, but can't stay the same."

= FOR MEN ONLY! |

- RAPE IS A CRIME OF VIOLENCE IT IS MOTIVATED BY THE DESIRE TO CONTROL |
AND DOMINATE. NOT BY SEX.

|

,-r ,c MPA7PR ArrFPTABLE TO FORCE A WOMAN TO HAVE SEXUAL INTERCOURSE |

THEY'VE "Got to have sex

!
I

i

I
I
s

i

EACH OTHER BEFORE. |

- RAPE IS SEXUAL VIOLENCE THAT NO WOMAN "asks for

|

- performing an undesireable act just to keep ones friends thinking well of one is never

|
justifiable. S

. RAPE IS A MANS ISSUE MEN MUST CONFRONT THE REALITY OF ATTITUDES |

AND BEHAVIOR,
> c»«,iai Ai:«.iiU Advisory Commiltee 545-3474 —

Even'woman s Sexual AsMullAmisor,^^^^

If yott have not received yotir renewal

application letter please contact the

Parking Office (545-0065) before May 22

to ensure a renewal assignment for 87-88.

Any renewal applications not received by

the deadline date will cause loss of park-

ing assignment and the application will not

be processed until all renewal and waiting

list applications have been processed.

To ensure receipt by the Parking Office, we

suggest hand delivery to 1 37 Hasbrook Lab

Monday - Friday 8:15 am to 4:45 pm

AG R D U A T I O N I

S-^4^^S^
In honor of 1987 Graduates, Music First announces a special sale

of Proton Audio components - all at very special 87 prices.

Here are a few examples:

740 STEREO
CASSETTE DECK

$287

830R CD PLAYER
WITH REMOTE

$287

940 AM/FM
STEREO RECEIVER

.-jjj iii tf mifit*

nOVAC CRANE
OHIBUTAC
FOOD MAm^ET

I

360 COLLEGE ST., ROUTE 9, AMHERST.MA
253-5658 SUN-FRI 10-8 SAT 9-8

OVER 2200 DIFFERENT ITEMS IN STOCK
rHlNESE JAPANESE THAI. INDIAN GOODS • SAUCES AND SPCES

FRESH NCXWLES. FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES PASTRIES

pnnTFTjCANNED DRIED FOODS • FROZEN AND DRIED FISH

CCX^^KS ?WOk's° RICE COWERS ^ !*f^^ii^l"^'°^^i4T
G^TWkRG TEA SETS AND SAKE SETS ' «0^N MINK BIANKETS »

BCnSPREADS • TAKE OUT FOODS • WHOLE ROAST DUCK 4 CHICKEN
>

^^°
B^^otSIr I^SCoOnTSFOR STUDENT group FUNCTKWS __

\^S4.
*"—^M——

WMHimiMUHi""'""'"*"'""""'""'

5387

320 AM/FM
CLOCK RADIO

Music/ji^

$87

Sale lasts

'til May 31, 2987

N Unique Audio Systems

Danco Center Shops, Rte. 5, Hatfield, MA 247-5364

Announces the LUCK WINNER

Of the raffle for a gift certificate to

Paul & Elizabeth's Restaurant

* JUDY WEYMAN •

To pick up your prize please call

University Health Serices. 549-2671 (x188)

Ask for Sheile or Ann.
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^5*-ft
g^jj^;„J,;J-.,^i-ii5^@«8««J^

,«^*^-- •-;'

A*J •Hastings
Fine Paper and Stationer

I GET YOUR TERM PAPER SUPPLIES HERE

I
TYPEWRITER RIBBONS • THESIS PAPER

1 COMPUTER PAPER • CORECnON MATERIALS
|

S

45 S Pleasant St., Amherst, MA
|

L^^^L.^^^^^^^^^^^^-^'^'^^^^^'^^-''^''^^^
^igfe«*«*sS*

\ your y»"
^^^^,

LEAVING UMASS IN '87?

DON'T MISS YOUR CHANCE

TO APPLY FOR:

ji,^Ht̂ ^ki^^ ^f H K JC

• HIT • PUNCH

If you're staying in the Pioneer Valley area, and have been

covered by UMass student health insurance, yo^/^^y
^f"^_

to apply for VHP coverage to take effect September 1 1987.

when your student insurance ends. Contact the Cashier's

Office at University Health Services for an application, or ca^l

256-0151 for more information. Applications are due at VHP

no later than July 15, 1987.

A\AY 15

60S
XOSTALGI&

DAY
m THf.

C&AU'US

CESTER
AUD»TORIUi\

V ."(1^1

7:30 ^sMM'^mMm.

PPOfESSlONAL

Mild'
*L> * ENTEPTAiNMENI

^^^
' ,'a/e

u
SHOVE - «** \—r I

j
One out of 5 serious dating relationships

j

on campus involve physical abuse.

If this is happening to You or someone

you know, you can call the

Couselor/Advocate Program

for support.

All information is confidential.

Abuse is not love.

545-0800 24 hour hotline

BRITTANY
MANOR

Brittany Manor Drive

Amherst, lUIA 01 002

(41 3) 256-8534

FALL SEMESTER

'

ySUNNY TWO BEDROOIVI

APARTIWENTS

AVAILABLE AT

$525 per month

»

2z: gg- Jg^ ^^ acs -yr SK. ir :gg

Thatcher deserves another term
It was announced recently that Great Britain's Prime

Minister Margaret Thatcher asked Queen Elizabeth for

a dissolution of Parliament with a view to a general elec-

tion for June 11.

Opinion polls have Thatcher's Conservative party clear-

ly ahead and it seems certain that she will retain her ma-

jority in the House ofCommons and will continue as prime

minister well into the next decade.

Andrew Brocklehurst

For all the controversy that she has caused over the

Falklands, Northern Ireland and her close ties with US
President Ronald Reagan, she should be remembered for

her success in four areas of public policy that Reagan has

failed to address and that Keynes dismissed as impossi-

ble. She has reduced inflation and unemployment,

decreased taxes and virtually eliminated the budget

deficit. When Thatcher came to power, inflation was 23

percent, unemployment had doubled in the previous three

years, and the budget deficit, or Public Sector Borrowing

Requirement as it is called, was 10 percent of gross

domestic product. The top tax rate was a frightful 98 per-

cent, and the least that anybody paid was 33 percent of

their income. Now inflation is steady at less than four per-

cent, unemployment is under 1 1 percent and falling fast.

The top rate of tax is 60 percent, for only about one per-

cent of taxpayers, and the lowest rate is 29 percent and

about to be lowered further. No other western government

has such a successful record.

The reasons for this turn of fortune are largely due to

policy changes that have come from the so-called "new

right" in British politics. Gone are the "brokerage

politics" involving unions, big business and big govern-

ment that have dominated government policy in the post-

war era. In its place has come the concept of a "property

owning, share owning democracy." State owned housing

has been sold to long term tenants so that they can benefit

from property ownership rather than continuously pay

rent and have nothing to show for all their payments.

State industries have been sold not as much to the private

sector in general but specifically to individual citizens,

often in shares much less than $500,00. The results have

been impressive. Lame-duck industries like Jaguar and

British Airways now produce large profits that benefit the

average person, rather than a greedy government seek-

ing to fund wasteful spending. Government utilities such

as the telephone and gas industries have been sold to

private consumers and are now free from government

interference.

All this has been achieved despite the siren calls of the

left wing inside Thatcher's own party who called for an

increase in government spending as a sop to the

unemployed. Thatcher proved her critics wrong with

unemployment firmly on a downward path and real

economic growth as opposed to engineered growth created

by an articicial cycle of taxation and spending.

Thatcher now goes to the country for an endorsement

of her policies and for a mandate for five more years of

government, Thatcher-style. My only regret is that as I

will be in the United States, I will be unable to vote her

in for a third term in office.

Andrew Brocklehurst is a UMass student

Options offered
After reading Rusty

Denton's bizarre theories

of a "gay conspiracy" to tie

the hands of AIDS resear-

chers, I am compelled to of-

fer both an alternative

guide to understanding

AIDS work: Sex and
Germs: The Politics of

AIDS, by Cindy Patton,

and an alternative ex-

planation of Rusty's

acronym, STUPIDS:
Straight Terror Used
Primarily in Defense of

Scare-tactics.

Rusty, you are of course

aware that a majority of

people with AIDS in the

United States as of now
are gay men. Yet somehow
it makes sense to you that

we want to prevent a cure

and plunge ourselves into

poverty for fun. Ifyou have

the broad knowledge about

AIDS that you claim you

have about homosexuality,

then you know it was the

gay press that covered

AIDS in the early '80s. and

INVIETNAM
THE WIND DOESN'T BLOW

IT SUCKS

Stanley Kubrick's

HIUNHALJACKET
PRfSfNTSi

m]m mmi mu bmin yi

SM[Y KUBRICK'S fyiiMEIAUra

Emmm^ [mm ooRiAyARfwooo ariisshowaro kevyn major howaro to ss

KUeRICKMICHA[[H[RR GUSIAV HASFORO ?S^\^Ho°?T\1Lf^^^^ GUSIAV HASFORO co PROOUCfft PHIIIP HOBOS ^SKUANHARIAN

"Te^i^d^^b^SIANIFY KUBRICK
"
AKNtll nRl»*

gay people organized care

and education long before

it occurred to heterosex-

uals that you don't have to

be gay to get it.

You must also know
which social group has

most changed its sexual

practices in light of AIDS
— gay men. And which

group has supported

wholeheartedly the educa-

tion that is our only

defense — gay men. Yet

you slanderously refer to

sexaholics and ignore the

real block to AIDS preven-

tion: squeamish
authorities that would

rather pretend that non-

marital sex doesn't exist

than prevent AIDS. If you

want to make a positive

contribution to stopping

AIDS, I suggest that you

discontinue your column
and volunteer with the

AIDS Action Committee.

Paul Throne
Amherst I

Connie
Karlin

Eileen

Jane
Kelly

Beth
Lynne

YouVc all

wonderful

Thanks so much
for everything!

love,

LaBelle

REMEMBER
RIVERSIDE

PARK
FOR

SUMMER
JOBS

Round trip

ifotn NEW YORK
starting at

LUXEMBURG $358

LONDON 361
238
583
293
493
413
764

ST.THOMAS
TEL AVIV
CARACAS
ATHENS
STOCKHOLM
HONGKONG
Also EURAIL PASStS INT I

STUDENT ID WORK/STUDY
ABROAD AYHCARDS.LOW
DOMESTIC FARES and
moco'CALL for

FREE Sludenl Travel Catalog'

(4131256-1261

COUNCIL TRAVIl

AMHERST
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Police deserve respect
There is a dangerous situation brewing at the department

of public safety, and the University administration is ignor-

«

^^The University ofMassachusetts Police Department is in the

midst of a morale crisis of alarming proportions, one that is

placing the university community at risk.

Interim Director of Public Safety Arthur L. Hilson assures

us that morale has improved, yet no police officers have echoed

this view. Instead officers paint a gloomy picture of ad-

ministrative insensitivity to their needs, and a frustrated police

force seemingly on the verge of a walk-out.

University police officers will be the first to admit that put-

ting up with a hectic end-of-year is part of the job.

But when it means burning out on double shifts and special

details because administrative inattention has left the force

badly understaffed; when it means working without a contract

while security guards at state colleges receive two-grade pay

increases; when it means working with the knowledge that

the University administration doesn't care, <^en putting up

with the shenanigans of college students becomes d^cult. And

an overworked and frustrated police force is a liability to the

community its paid to ''protect and serve."

The police have offered to discuss their concerns but have

been ignored. A union letter to Chancellor Duffey, dated ISlarch

24th, remains contemptuously unanswered. Meanwhile, the

officers enter their eleventh month without a contract.

Until the administration starts taking its police officers (not

security guards) seriously, it should stop foohng the UMass

community with all this talk of accreditation. Accreditation

won't be worth beans if the officers paid to protect us all quit.

The administration must first acknowledge their existence,

and their professionalism. Even though Judge Frederick

Hurst's report on the racial incident in Southwest last October

showed the police did a good job, no one in Whitmore has

acknowledged this.
. t .. i-

The administration must begin to deal fairly with its police

officers, or the University community will be the worse for it.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the Col-

legian board of editors

A word lacking definition

Love: The fusion of body and mind bet-

ween two people?

Fact: Stipulations are now being put in-

to marriage contracts that limit or

eliminate the amount of money one spouse

can receive from another in case of divorce.

Fact: The number of couples living

together unwed has been on a steady rise

during the last 10 years and now stands at

an all-time high.

Jeffry Bartash

reason why flocks of scavengers pester

entertainers and wealthy citizens.

Pessimists may argue that many men

and women marry because they fear

loneliness. And they are correct. No one

wants to succumb to the stifling pressure

and unbearable strain of being alone.

Humans are a social animal.

And pessimists may argue that many

men and women marry out of complacen-

cy because it seems like the logical next

step to a lengthy relationship (and annoy-

ing family pressure). And they are correct.

Too many people settle for what they have

and not what they want.

However, one must be reminded that

there never did exist a golden age of love.

Throughout most of the civilized history of

the human race, marriages have been "ar

ranged" by families, religion, ethnical law

or social class. In some countries, marriage

is still dictated by such laws, especially

among Moslems and Hindus. It wasn't un-

til the early 20th century in western in-

dustrialized countries that individuals

began to dissolve the "laws" that govern-

ed love and marriage.

Pessimists cannot point to a solution

because none exists. Love is an abstract,

ethereal quality that cannot be defined.

Each person must discover for him or

herself what love is and how to find love.

Those who succeed realise the supreme

sacrifices they must make to each other

(are you ready Maureen and Gary?). Those

who don't do not.

I remember a warm summer evening

down Cape Cod two years ago, talking to

a friend's 80-year-old grandparents. As the

sun went down, she reached over and took

his hand . . . they smiled . . . and their eyes

sparkled like magic.

More than two pairs of eyes became

moist.

Jeffry Bartash is a Collegian columnist

Consider
real choice
Artick after article, I grid my teeth and

mumble My stomach churns in HCl acid

Fr^'^dom of choice*' Yes! Now remember,

trc _i^r-'. 'jFI is about freed/im of choice. .

' fri>edom of choice. Hov:

Tammy Godard

Pr^renanc^' the d^fbate of abftrtion, and

i.^aaes are the

- "
It seems that

„ding, the p<-jinl.

If the mdividua; ^d are responsi-

, v" ' (voluntary

-^pfiHsible for

:es. The mdividualh have- a

VSiii we or won t we"'" — that is

i;,i. ^j'fition 'Hint, hint: lhi.% ih the

"frtfedorri 'A choi'-<-

m.tio (SuVS-'DO WE VW^ mo^i WHO V^^^RS "^NC^LS ANP CARRIES ^ WHIP?

No "A d'jri.j-iori-.

pr*^f'.T I'j k* '•' '*•'

involving

ar»* nont it ^'

' individuals

of situations

.oila, th«'ir problf-ms

l hay no, j^vkI for

.It . ',i\':;iT'- of vTin-.>:

.11 be

I am Hick HxA '.r>-n ol p-opU: being mj

selfish and looking out only for their own
benefit Perhaps they feel they did benefit

from their choice of "yes;" now, they want

to benefit again by eliminating the conse-

quences. fQuick, escape. . . abortion?) Well,

I just cannot agree.

If both individual.s love each other

enough and want to do something that will

hi- beautiful and remembered, marriage

iv he the solution. Too won'^ Too ynun;,'

j.,1 .) f oiTirriiirr < ' ri--prjnsibility'' Then

think \>.i'V.
•

qtji--l ion U^'.i.n:

,! f'luplr-

Hirit. iuni

httle oi

Flf.ltll'llJ-^

iici.-'i'im of

Descriminatory acts outrageous

;ir:t '.I '!<• t

posters a no

:• ' . fVrith Hill«-1

' he blatrjfit

un deMfcration of our

aavf-rtisements this p;r-'

month It Hi-enrwi that mm*i p'wters with

events .schedule* for Holocau.nt Memorial

Week were burne<l in a dormit/jry this paKt

weekend while others of the same were

seen with stickern covenng the name of one

of it8 sponfKirH, The Lesbian. Bi.sexual. and

fU.v .Xllumc*- oi '.-.ilh ihat -ipot neatly cut

Arioth't (<" nf <v.-nt wfiS the removal of

;,|| the .idverti:^ement.H for Israel In

d<(M'ndencn Day from the Campus Center

bulletin Ixmrds within hours of their Ix-ing

placed there Faculty members involved

with an archaeological dig are on their fifth

set of posters advertising a summer trip to

Israel, because it's impossible to keep them

Fact: The divorce rate is hovering at a

record-high 50 percent, meaning that

almost half the marriages that take place

each year will end in divorce.

These facts are becoming increasingly

harder to ignore and they all point to a lack

of perhaps the most poignant, powerful

word in the English language.

Love.

Pessimistic souls may rally behind these

facts and use them to support their belief

that love is an overworked word for an

undervalued emotion in a world torn by

hate, prejudice and violence.

The core of love begins with a man and

woman, and extends to family, friends,

countrymen, and one hopes, the rest of the

human race. Therefore it is not surprising

that a lack of love between man and

woman may be construed as a prelude to

a lack of love among the human race.

Now getting back to marriage. In theory,

a marriage contract is a symbol — or a bond

— of everlasting love. But how many

couples actually, truly love each other

when they marry.

Pessimists may argue that many men

and women marry not for love, but for

money. And they are correct. A rich spouse

is an immediate solution for one who

desires a luxurious lifestyle That's one

Anyone interested in becoming a Collegian columnist for next semester is encourag-

ed to stop by the newsroom and speak to the editorial editor. Anyone interested in

being a cartoonist is also welcome.

Go for it, Gorby
There is at least one who is disgusted

with the Western thrashing of General

Secretary Gorbachev and his policies of

glasnost. A thorough shellacking is not en-

tirely accurate. Nevertheless, it appears as

if we have grown accustomed to tossing oiu*

assumed enemy and its leaders aside

without a second glance. Discounting their

attitude towards the West, particularly the

United States, this habit of ours is a bad

one and perhaps we should begin a trend.

A slap on the back is not taboo in the game

of diplomacy and it should be done if

deserved. By and large, the politicians, the

press, as well as academia, have failed to

even mildly compliment the deserving ap-

peal of glasnost.

A similar mode is forever in use by the

doubters of openness. 'The majority of the

Soviet population doesn't like this business

of glasnost," they say, "besides, Gorbachev

is forcing the society into competition, ex-

posing them to capitalism — concepts

unknowable to most." Has Tass or Pravda

reported that the majority is against the

opening of society? Would the state-run

press match themselves against the power,

if not the powers that be? Would the ma-

jority, meaning peasants, an inherently

apolitical mass, concern themselves with

political episodes. And would such in-

conceivable statistics be reliable? Finally,

a bit of competition with a tad of profit

would aid in pushing the Soviets through

their constant economic labyrinth. With an

extra ruble or two, a peasant, however

apolitical, may just appreciate this

business of glasnost.

In short, Uncle Joe's freezer may have

begun to defrost. Stalin quipped that he

frightened himself, however, after 34 years,

perhaps Soviets are beginning to venture

out from under the table. In this science of

politics it is careless to hypothesize one way

in consideration of another result. Chiding

Gorbachev, in light of Khrushchev, is a

skimpy stance. Go for it Gorby. At least

there is one who supports you.

Jonathan M. Gottsegen
Amherst

-fDU BETTERM
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choice.")

As apprentice-adults, we must learn to be

responsible for our actions, to endure the

consequences, and, if necessary, to calm our

hormones. (Remember that America is the

"land of the free..." In most cases, ex-

cluding rape, we are not forced to commit

this "act." No laws and no military force

exists.) Along with adult attributes comes

the question that I hope, by now, you have

not forgotten... and which real choice it

refers to.

Tammv Godard is a UMass student

up on the board.s. These acts can no longer

go unnoticed nor will we keep quiet about

them We consider these a violation of our

rights as well as anti-Semitic and

homophobic. The person, or persons,

responsible fo** this oppression should be

punished and anyone having any informa-

tion pertaining should report immediate-

ly to the Hillel ofllce; 302 Student Union,

545-2526.
Dana Grossblatt

Amherst
Laura Granditer

Northeast

Heading in right direction
Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey and other

UMass administratoi-.s deserve applause for

their recent attempts to combat racism on

campus. A prime example of this is last

month's Racial Awareness Day, which aim-

ed at promoting racial harmony and

understanding through discussion of racial

issues in classnxims and in residence halls.

Although the problem of racism can hard-

ly be solved in a day. Racial Awareness

Day is a step in the right direction.

Stephen Bayer

A more controversial attempt to battle

racism has been the proposed Civility 101

course. Following the recommendations

made in the Hurst report after the

Southwest racial incident, administrators

intend to add a mandatory course to the

curriculum that would instruct students on

racial issues. The working idea behind the

course is that if students are exposed to

racial issues and diversity, deplorable

events such as the Southwest brawl will be

less likely to occur.

prepare them to be productive members of

society. However, it would be a sad com-

ment on our social state of affairs if all we

considered necessary to live in our society

was a degree and a job. But its not that

simple. In the workplace or in the street,

we are constantly confronted with people

of different beliefs, cultures and heritages.

People must learn to accept these dif-

ferences or our society will break down.

Unfortunately, those who most need to

learn about diversity are the ones least

likely to take a course like Civility lOl^A

mandatory requirement would solve this

problem. If implemented and taught cor-

rectly, the course will be seen less as an in-

doctrination and more as a useful instruc-

tion in the history of racial issues neces.sary

to solve current problems and improve out-

society. Even the most well informed and

socially aware students can agree to the

usefulness of the course.

Water balloons not that funny

I remember a few semesters ago a woman
-^^^i ^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^ rather to'^re^t:

had a water balloon dropped on her from ^^^^J^^f^^^/ness I was unaware
the fifth story of a dorm^She was hit in the g-^^^^P^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

being hit with a

^^':^:'^J::tir^^ l- ^U and I became aware in a

though" it was funny. I can^t recall how I -st unpleasan^ way^
^^^^

felt about the incident maybe I thought it Last July Ij^^
'"'^^"X. safer at least

was a little humorous but I was concerned J^thought
J

would-be s^^^
^^^^ ^^^ ^^

^n^nt; April 24. 1987. the CoUegian -^ al^.a^^^^^^^^^^^^^

reported that a woman had been hit with
^^^^f^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

running against

a water balloon dropped from the third I was running aione a
^ ^ ^^ ^^^^

floor of a dorm. Residents at the time were

not about to tell who was responsible.

Jane Lapato
Last weekend I saw a broken balloon

?^^P'YTheZ^i\anis drove av;ay totally

with a large puddle ^""oundrng it near a Joyed it
Jhe assat an

^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^
dorm in the Sylvan area. I assumed that ""aware ot

^^^^^^^ ^.^ ^^ .^ ^^^

the balloon had been thrown from a win- qufte amu^ed^ ^ ^^^

dow or at least from the ground.
q^le that time I have had two operations

rve seen many water balloon Hght^ and Smce ^^^^at t^^^^^^

^ ^^^ ^^^^ .^ ^,,^„

maybe even ^^^'^^^'11,^ aeZt \n as T tympanoplasty or replacing my ear-

remember that It always hur to get hum as a ^y P
^^^ ^-^^ ^^e surgery didn t

the arm or leg but the pain ^""^^1/ s"^^^^
work and I am still waiting to see if the se-

ed It may not seem that a water balloon work ana i

completely suc-

tSrown from a short distance could create -nd jper^^^;^^
^een ringing since Ju-

p^^t^mthrowingwat^r^^ .ever Ibund who threw the

the traffic. Someone in the passenger seat

of a car which passed me, leaned out of the

car and threw a water ball(»n at me. It was

hot and yes I did get wet. Sounds like the

people who threw the water balloon en-
" '^. . ,^. _:i 4„ .4v.mra aurnv t.OtallV

Civility 101 may, indeed, end some of the

ignorance that often results in racial con-

frontations. Yet, several UMass students

oppose implementation of the course. Some

protest the idea of making the course man-

datory, others feel forcing students to take

the course will only increase resentful feel-

ings that would result in further racial ten-

sion. Still others feel the University is be^

ing too paternalistic in its attitude toward

students, assuming that students have to

be taught how to be civil, and they find the

notion of such a course extremely

condescending.

But is the administration patronizing us?

Or is it simply fulfilling its responsibility

to the students? Part of the University s

philosophy is to provide its students with

the best possible education in order to

If one can find any fault with the propos-

ed civility course, it is that its intended cur-

riculum does not address other problems

facing our social relationships. Just as our

society should not be divided along racial

lines, neither should it be divided by anti-

semitism, homophobia or sexism. Un_

doubtedlv, UMass officials realize this and

will probably try to include these topics in-

to the course eventually.

A college course will not solve all of socie-

ty's ills. But, like Racial Awareness Day.

it is a good step. Even the most important

goals must sometimes be broken down in-

to several smaller, important goals.

Stephen Bayer is a Collegian columnist

balloon at me but they drove away satisfied

with themselves for "cooling me ott.

1 have had to live with the consequences

of this practical joke for the past year. 1

have wondered what I could do to make my

situation better. Now. the only thing I can

pie ask what happened. A water balloon?

Impossible. .

For the general population it is untair

that people no longer have the right to

walk or run without having to deal with

someone who has no respect for others.

I
that matter, n"jr"""& — --

^

^

With 473 days and 7 dwarfs, it s .

VVltll ** I tJ KA,QXJ^
Senate. He's one of the strongest candidates and^

What to do, what to do! Now that Gary Hart is no longer

a presidentid contender, the race for the White House is

once again without a legitimate Democratic front-runner.

With 473 days left until election day, here's how we see

the remaining seven democratic dwarfs:

Cassie / Mark

Bruce Babbitt: Babbitt was a strong governor for

t,r. tourism. Babbitt could be a a„pres^^^^^^^
^^^_ ,„, ;, ,Howi„g litt.e i";Pf'"L'°.!.'!r ""T i^ h^

Senate. He's one of the strongest candidates and as presi-

Snt could gain respect from world leaders, but he has to

learn 'some self control. Grade: B +

Michael Dukakis: The Duke presided over two distmct-

ly different Massachusetts economies. In his tirst ad^

ministration the state economy was sick, and he did

Sng to help it. The voters let him know it in 1978. Upon

his 1982 return, conditions had improved, but not by

much. His business incentives and active wooing of the

business community helped spurn the high-tech

technologies that fuel this state's economic recovery. The

only sitting governor, however, has a number of sigmfi-

'*'"
";"rr;s a governor Babbitt never dealt with

S'^lf^wWchpCshimweaKlybehind the others.

"'.oTpk'CeTT'he' D"elirre"i:"ntr*i,as the larges^^

iShn\^irtrris"KairnTrfts
44. hes energetii^. » Uo^v ina from the Jewishk£ySSSeJ^a^:i^^-iS^ "!S^C^j|^^T^:sS^t^rSenat.r^rehas

situation better. Now. the 0"/^ ^^'"^^^^j^j,^,^ ^at happened to me is no^only unfair but

do is make people aware of the possible ^"^ ^^ ^ j^ ^^t difficult to stop

dangers of playing a
'PJ-^'^'f^^^^.^^^t f^^ constSer th^ consequences of a situa-

my story make you stop and hmk^ IHt and c

^^ ^^^ short-lived hap-

does it has served its P^^-PP^^
-"^^i^^^dTe^ P^ness found in throwing something at so-

vent someone else from being injured tnen
p^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ consequences they

haven't voted before. His greatest and most glaring

negative is his terribly odious wife Tipper. Yes this is the

Tapper who leads the coalition to force -cording artis^^^^

to print "offensive" lyrics on the covers of their records,

and to coerce children to conform to her sense of morali-

ty. She's twisted; too bad for her husband. Grade: C+

Jesse Jackson: Let's not forget "Hymietown, PLO

leader Yassir Arafat, black separatist Louis Farrakhan,

and poorly conceived economic and foreign policies.

^Palu' Simon: Simon was elected to the Illinois Senate

seat because his opponent, the anti-semitic and possibly

xenophobic Charies Percy was doing an incredibly poor

job Simon is known as a hard worker, a nice guy, but a

less than stimulating candidate. He'd be an average presi-

dent, if he didn't wear hinny bow ties.

^FVankly^if you're less than impressed with most of the

alxjve, as we are. maybe you should consider Senator Sam

Nunn As of yet, Nunn hasn't declared that he s running

yet Sufhe may succumb to a burgeoning coalition try-

ing to draft him. We feel Nunn can best tackle the pro-

blems this country will inherit from Ronald Reagan.

Jonathan M Cassie and David R Mark are Collegian

columnists, and will be returning for more this fall.

cam lauits. nc naa .a^/ .v^.^-.e- r- • . ,

form, and is showing little impetus to shape one. A so,

let's not forget, as the most intelligent technocrat in the

race he has come across at times as dry as a slice of toast.

""Schafd Gephardt: Who? Why?!? Please, NO!! If this

euy from Missouri gets elected, hell wreck the Ub

economy with inane protectionism. He's a one-is..ue can^

didate hoping to capitalize on the economic distress of his

lobby, and is an eAv;ciic.»v ^^^—^ — - . ^ i^fnrp the "f^aae a oig spias" "iw.. .....— "- °

Ben Brogan's farewell in the May 13

Collegian tells us much more about his

limited understanding of the University s

diverse programs and people than about

the University itself. His criticism of the

recently accredited Leisure Studies and

Resources Program is particularly in-

valid, and is apparently based solely on

the remarks of a POO'-»-V'^'^t>vated ac-

quaintance. As a parent of an LS&R ma-

jor as well as a faculty member in a

department not noted for its easy courses

and programs. I have been highly im-^

pressed with the breadth and quality of

the education offered by LS&R. Its

Btudeuts iirtve uic uppuituLitj vo obtain

a broad introduction to many facets ot the

human services field, and are given the

opportunity to undertake many challeng-

ing projects. LS&R graduates are well

prepared for careers in youth agencies,

municipal and commercial recreation pro

grams, therapeutic recreation, national

parks etc You can find students just go-

ing through the motions in almost any

department, but LS&R is far from the

easiest place on campus to obtain a

degree.

Morton M. Sternheim

Professor of Physics

1

Mr. Ben Brogan for your mformation.
^^^'Si;^:'^lf:t^^::tZ::Z

^gr\tsTth:^et:stwf::rof''the
S^ofthUnservationCommission.

nationally accredited programs here at
program focuses on the

the University. Your comments regarding
^J^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^esources that are so

the class, "Leisure Counseling are
^^"^^^^^^-^^^^^.^.Hing the quality of life

thoroughly unsubstantiated. The LSR377 iniportan ^^^^^ ^^^ ^.^^ ^^

professor. Dr. Jeanne Sh-row won the for a,, of us.^N^.
g^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^.^^

University's Distinguished Teachers
^^[^

^ j^^^^^ Qne reason UMass is so

Award m 1975 and has also currently spent "
'^^^^^^^ jj^^^sity that it of-

been renominated again for his award for g\«^ '^'^^^^^^ Studies &
1987 One of our current graduating fers, inciuaing

seniors won the 1986 "National Merit Resources.

Award" of the Resort and Commercia
^ ^^^^^ President

Recreation Association as the Nationa^
Resources Society

Student Representative. Graduates from Leisure siuaies wn j_J
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Nevilles play Noho
Cajun Quartet rock the Iron Horse

By POLLY DODSON
Collegian Correspondent

"Were bringing vou New Orleans!"

shouted Cyril Neville of the Neville

Brothers to an energetic, happy crowd at

Pearl Street m Northampton Tuesday

night. More than 250 people turned out to

hear their special blend of funky cajun

influenced blues and by halfway through

the first set. nearly everyone w;is dancing.

The four Neville brothers have been play-

ing together since the Fifties, but they are

a far cry from an "oldies" band. Their

music has grown and strensrthened. chang-

nifZ and adapting to neu -: - and in-

fluences. The result is a near pertect com-

bination spanning not only styles but

decades.

The spunky, pulsating dance music rock-

ed the crowd for over two and a half hours

Favorites like "Old Pocky Way." "Big

Chief and "People Say' sparked an

energy- that I have rarely seen from any

bandrbut the 1966 "Tell It Like Is." croon-

ed by brother Aaron Neville, got just as

much applause.

The crowd that gathered around the

stage was as varied as the Neville's music.

The racial and age lines that are so fre-

quently di-awn around styles of music

dissolved in the warmth of Tuesday night.

Everything from 3-piece suits to shorts to

Danskins was on view and moving.

The band knows its strengths well. The

harmonic voices of the brothers, the

outstanding percussion of Cyril Neville and

Willie Green, and Charles Neville's ef-

fortless saxophone all contribnted to the

fast-paced blues sound that characterizes

the Neville Brothers.

.-\11 of the band member.- .nf extremely

skilled and the cohesion is obviously a sign

of many years ofjamming. Daryl Johnson

on bass was super-cool and Brian Staltz

plays a mean blues guitar, but by far the

most popular non-Neville was Green on

drums. The emphasis on percussion came

from all parts of the stage. When Charles

wasn't manipulating his .s:^x he was keep-

ing the beat with various in.-lruments.

Green was essential, and his popularity in-

creased as he set the tone for the encore.

And wh.tt an fucow- They tried to get

away w ith just one >ong, but the persistent

clapping, hooting, whistling and stompint:

finally brought the band out for another

two songs. The show ended with a satisfied

audience and the band was extremely ac-

cessible, with Aaron. Charles and Green all

shaking hands with ecstatic fans.

Several cuts were played from their latest

album L'ptfH n lEMIt. "The emphasis seem-

ed somewhat more funk oriented than their

earlier work, but it is definitely the blues.

The album is dedicated to suffering peoples

around the world, and the compassion and

solidarity they feel showed through their

work.

The energy and exuberance of the Neville

Brothers prove beyond the shadow of a

doubt that they really are one of the

greatest live bands ever. Rarely does a

band reach so many, so well, for so long.

They play some of the hottest blues around

and they are only getting better. Long may
they play.

By CORINNA J. MOEBIUS
Collegian Correspondent

Believe it or not, there are a few more
chances to listen to some live music in the

5-college area before that summer vacation

or job. Those of you who are graduating

from the University of Massachusetts are

lucky to have "cream of the crop" musi-

cians playing in the commencement band.

Amherst College alumni ai-e pai-ticipating

in a reunion concert with the college's

Choral Society on May 30 at 9:15 p.m.

General admission is four dollars.

If you're going to be around Amherst dur-

ing the summer, don't worry about a lack

of live music. Outdoor concerts are always

happening, and it's relaxing to lie down on

a lawn and have a picnic as you listen to

a concert. One place that frequently hosts

the American Legion Band is Look Park

in Northampton, where you can check out

the tennis courts. Softball fields, pad

dleboats, swimming pool and nearby river

before or after the concert. I highly recom-

mend that you go to Look Park with a

bunch ofyour friends; the music is fun and

afterwards you can go to the picnic sites for

a barbeque.

The fourth of July parades are also great

entertainment. Marching bands and

unicyclists, jugglers and clowns and fin-

engines...be a kid again! The celebration in

contmui'd on fxif>f 14

Colle^an photo by Paul Franz

Charles Neville of the Neville Brothers jams on his saxophone Tuesday
night at Pearl Street in Northampton.

Car Stereo Testing Clinic
Monday May 1 1 - Saturday May 1

6

INTRODUCING
OUR NEW STYLIST

DEBBIE B.

HAIRCUT
ONLY

$10 *Wet Style & Cut
[

(reg $12.50)

STYLES BY DEBORAH
65 University Drive Amherst

expires 5/30/87 'with this coupon

DOWNTOWN AMHERST
IS GOING ALL^UT

(Outdoors, that is !

)

With Out-standing IVIA

Y

bargains at Amherst's
annual Sidewalk Sale

and Community Fair.

O r7rr:7TT7iO

Is your car stereo giving you all the pertormance it should?

Find out this week at Sound & Music's Car Stereo Testing

Clinic. Experts from Sound & Music will clean your tape

heads and test your tape deck, FM reception and speakers.

You'll receive a complete written pertormance evaluation

and expert, personal answers to all your questions. Please

call for an appointment: 584-9547.

Saturday May 16 Only
The Kenwood van (and the Kenwood man?) are

coming- See and hear the complete line of 1987

Kenwood car stereos in Kenwood's own demon*

stratlon vehicle. Meet with factory representatives.

Register to win a $1 00 car stereo gift certificate.

Sound&Music
Millbank Place • 351 Pleasant St., Northampton • 584-9547

Open Sundays 12-5

Collins album falls short of mediocre

B> JEREMY BROWN and MATT OLSON
Collegian Correspondents

Judy Collins' new album Trust Your

Heart fails to capture the simplistic beau-

ty of her earlier recordings. The album is

characterized by potentially pretty songs

which are ornamented by generally

uninteresting, uninspiring airangements.

Despite Collins' pleasant singing voice,

the tracks lack the honest emotion that

make folk music what it is.

This general lack of sincerity is typified

by the weakest song on the album, "When
a' Child is Born." This song, telling of a

time one day when "misery and suffering

will be words to be forgotten forever,"

reverts to a monologue that almost seems

to be a parody of itself. Spoken lines such

as, "And all of this happens because the

world is waiting. ..for one child, black,

white, yellow. ..No one knows," are dif-

ficult to take seriously when put in such

a pretentious, sappy context.

The album which consi.sts of cover ver-

sions of such pop standards as "Morning

Has Broken," and "The Ro.si-. is not

devoid of appeal, but Collins tries Loo hard

on this album to sound pretty. The most

effective song on the album is, "When
You Wish Upon a Star," because it was

written with an intrinsic hokeyness which

is part of its appeal. Unfortunately, on the

other tracks Collins takes the liberty of

adding this hokey quality where it doesn't

belong.

The chirping birds at the beginning of

Morning Has Broken' act as a warning

signal for the silliness to come. The ar-

rangement of this once beautiful song ap-

proaches the style and quality often

achieved in America's elevators.

Perhaps the most disturbing aspect of

this album is that we can't say that it

doesn't work. It was clearly Collins' inten-

tion to produce the kind of music that

we've described here. Even the jacket, lit-

tered with images of doilies and gold

lockets, acts as a valuable clue to the sac-

charine contents of the album.

In summary, this album is not worthy

of the cosiderable talent Ms. Collins

posseses. At the risk of offending devoted

Collins fans, we're afraid that we cannot

recommend this album to anyone. Sorry,

mom.

I.

HAVE A GREAT SUMMER
CAMP NATCHEZ

Fine co-ed Berkshire Mt camp looking for exciting active peo-

ple with abundant energy for the following positions:

General Counselors • Backpacking • Ropes Course

Sports • Sailing • WSI • Nature • Photography

Soccer • Tennis • Drama • Baseball

FOR INFORMATION, CALL OR WRITE TO:
MARC SCHAFLER - CAMP NATCHEZ

WEST COPAKE, NY 1 2593
(518) 329-4301

0OOOOOOOOI ooooooQoooeooi

SUMMER AND FALL POSITIONS

AVAILABLE TO WORK WITH
DISABLED STUDENTS AS

PERSONAL CARE ATTENDANTS
(PCA)

• NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
• $6.30 hour

• VARIOUS HOURS AVAILABLE

CONTACT HANDICAPPED STUDENT AFFAIRS

231 WHITMORE BLDG.

545-0308

OR COME TO INFORMATIONAL WORKSHOP

MONDAY MORNING MAY 18th

10 PM CAMPUS CENTER

CHECK DAILY SCHEDULE FOR ROOM NUMBER

oooeooooeoM

Amherst Chinese Foods
Hom» Stylm Cooking

iL^^ MAIM ST - AMHERST
BEER ft WINE UCEN8E

Fr99h Vamtmbl»9
from Our Own Farm

OPEN 7 DAYS
Wt DO MOT UK MM Om
MtlFICtAL COLOMNO

253-7835

'°G>r
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IMPORTANT RESIDENTIAL HALL
INFORMATION

It Is Important for all residents planning to live on-campus for the FaU 1 987

semester to remember the following important policies and procedures.

Please read this information carefully and be sure you understand and

are aware of each of the following obligations. Thank you.

1 RESIDENCE HALL CONTRACT CARDS ARE DUE FRIDAY, MAY 22. As

always if you intend to live in the residence halls in the fall, you must return

your Residence Hall Contract Card to the Housing Assignment Office before

vou leave campus for the summer. When you return your Contract Card you

will be given a date stamped receipt. Make certain you retain this receipt for

^our records. IF YOU FAIL TO RETURN YOUR RESIDENCE H^^^^ CON-

TRACT CARD BY MAY 22, 1987 YOUR FALL ASSIGNMENT WILL BE

CANCELLED.

2 JUNIOR/SENIOR ROOM CONFIRMATION CARDS ARE DUE FRIDAY,

JUNE 26. Room Confirmation Cards will be mailed to your permanent address

during the first week in June if you signed up for a room and signed a Residence

Hall Contract Card. These Confirmation Cards must be returned to the Hous-

ing Assignment Office no later than Friday, June 26, 1987. YOU MUST, FOR

YOUR OWN PROTECTION, RETURN YOUR CARD CERTIFIED MAIL

RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED.

3. PAY YOUR FALL FEE BILL BY THE BURSAR'S INITIAL DUE DATE. As

always, financial obligations must be met by all residents who wish to retain

their assignments for the up-coming semester. Fall semester fee bills will be

mailed to your permanent address in early July. Failure to pay your bill by the

due date, usually in early August, will immediately cancel your assignment for

the Fall.

4. MAKE CERTAIN YOU REMAIN IN GOOD STANDING throughout the sum-

mer. If you are withdrawn for ANY reason after the last day of the semester,

your residence hall assignment for the Fall will be cancelled.

5. RESIDENCE HALLS CLOSE for the Spring semester on Friday, May 22

at 8:00 p.m. except for those residents who have exams scheduled on Satur-

day and Graduating Seniors. Make certain that you follow indicated "check-

out" procedures to avoid any unnecessary inconvenience or charges. Have

a Great Summer!

Dvorak in America
Book about musical romps
By PETER WISSOKER
Collegian Correspondent

Dvorak in Love
By Josef Skvorecky
Knopf. 322 pages

There is nothing as satisfying as disproving what you

have learned in class. After a year of studying how theory

has proven that the novel is no longer a viable framework,

along comes a new novel that is theoretically correct and

yet wonderful and readable.

Dvorak in Love is the story of Czech composer Antonin

Dvorak's trip to America, what he found there, how it

changed the way he wrote and how the Americans he met
were influenced by him. The author, Josef Skvorechky,

claims that in some way Dvorak was instrumental in the

drive for a "national" music, which makes sense given

his love of national cultural melodies and the later ex-

Springsteen trivia
By MARY ANNE SIOK
Collegian Correspondent

Prove It All Night
By Deborah Mayer
Mustang Publishing, New Haven
$5.95

The Bruce Springsteen trivia book, Prove It All Night

offers trivial and useless information about "the Boss."

Questions such as "What's the first line of the first song

on Bruce's first album?", "Which Springsteen band

featured a Monopoly board, and why?", "Where are 10th

istence of (Jershwin, Ives and Copeland. But, much to the

chagrin of the classicists in the New York conservatories,

it was the music of black musicians that he was interested

in. More outrageously the author claims thai Ellington

would not have been Ellington without Dvorak's

influence.

The story is told by many narrators, none ofwhom claim

to have a monopoly on fact. The time frame is constantly

shifting; at points pages would have made no sense if

taken out of context, but each voice is recognizable and
each page flies by. All of these things indicate that

Skvorechky has taken recent literary theory into account

and contrary to all expectations produced a wonderfully

readable novel. The book reads like a traditional novel

but it isn't. It deals with race relations, sex (they actual-

ly use condoms), music and lots of beer.

Summer is a great time to sit down and read a good

novel. While currently only available in hardcover Dvorak

in Love should be sitting in most libraries waiting to be

read. You don't have to be familiar with Dvorak's music

to understand and enjoy the novel, but you'll want to be

by the time you are finished. The music will bring you

back, time and time again to the book.

Avenue and E Street?", and "What is the only newspaper

mentioned in Bruce's lyrics?" are answered in the book.

Who cares? Truly loyal Bruce fans may but others won't.

The book contains 96 pages of questions and answers

ranging from various phases of Springsteen's life. There

are sections on his younger years, released songs, surprise

g^uests, concerts, unreleased songs. (Jet the point?

The quizzes are obscxu"e, but some of the pictures in Pro-

ve It All Night are excellent (though, as stated in the book,

may be purchased separately). The author truly seemed
to have a fun time writing the book. Gk)od for her. But
for the rest of us, Prove It All Night is not worth its price

of $5.95. Buy a pizza instead. Unless you live and die for

Bruce this book is not worth the trip to the bookstore. Save

your time and energy.

On a scale between a K-Mart and a Bloomingdales, Pro-

ve It All Night rates a Caldor.

FINES 31 Main Street
Northampton

105 Elm Street
Westfield

Look What's Up At Fines!

;

\

Coot Clothes For Hot DavslI

Project X silly fun
By THOMAS H. GAGNON
Collegian Staff

Project X
Starring Matthew Broderick
Hampshire Six Theaters

A movie with a monkey for a central character could

so easily fall into sticky-sweet cuteness. Although it

definitely uses the monkey to pull some heart-strings, Pro-

ject X avoids that pifall. The reason: humor, well-paced

action, and good performances. The result: a funny and
suspenseful movie.

Project X starts with a psychologist named Teri (Helen

Hunt) studying the behavior of a monkey, whom she

befriends and names Virgil. When Teri loses the grant

for her study, Virgil is taken to an Air Force base, to be

used in a secret project. Along with other monkeys in this

project, Virgil is trained to perform flight simulations.

When Virgil's trainer Jimmy Garrett (Matthew
Broderick) discovers what the monkeys are subjected to

after they have finished their training, he calls Teri in

panic and together they attempt to steal Virgil out of the

Air Force base.

Project X effectively mixes humor and suspense. Teri's

psychological study of Virgil may not be accurately done—
but who knows or cares? Their relationship is funny and

endearing, evident when Virgil tries to persuade Teri that

it is play-time by changing the hands of a paper clock.

Besides being funny, this scene establishes our sympathy
with Virgil, almost as if he were human, so that our shock

at learning the secret of Project X is great.

Until the revelation over Project X about half way
through, the movie has spent just enough time on the two

relationships— between Teri and Virgil and between Gar-

rett and Virgil — to show the depth of feeling involved

in them. It has shown us the staff of the Air Force base,

the monkeys in their cages and at work learning how to

simulate flight. It all seems innocent... if rather odd. Then
suddenly we learn what is happening to the monkeys. The
suspense builds to a noisy climax with a surprising and

funny twist (another example of humor mixing with

suspense).

Matthew Broderick is famous for his cute good looks.

He shows in this role that he also has talent, when he con-

vincingly makes the shift from timid innocence to angry

determination. Karen Hunt, somewhat eclipsed by

Broderick later on, is most memorable in those early

scenes when she and Virgil are getting to know each other.

Willie the Chimp is cute and amusing as Virgil.

Calendar
May 14, 8 p.m.: There will be a Commencement Dance

Concert at Smith College with jazz, tap, modem dance and

ballet en pointe performances in Theatre 14. $3 for

students.

"When the Mice Hit the Fan," a collection (rf theatre

pieces which look at women's experiences, will be perform-

ed in the Hallie Flanagan Studio Theatre at Smith Col-

lege. $1 admission.

May 16, 8 p.m.: No Theater will present a revival of

"The Elephant Man" at the Academy of Music in Nor-

thampton. Tickets are available at local bookstores.

WINTER CLOSE OUT
30 • 50% OFF

I^HEEHAINI^

G^-=/
5/14 THURSDAY
Urban Renewal
5/15 FRIDAY
BIm Scala Bim
5/16 SATURDAY

The Incredible Casuals

5/18 MONDAY
Kenny Johnson & Co.

24 Pleasant St., Northampton • 586-4258
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Donald, Scrooge, stm quacking up readers tll^jrimer events

By THOMAS HARRINGTON
Collegian Staff

Carl Barks may not be a

familiar name, but if you
ever read a Donald Duck or

Uncle Scrooge Comic in

your youth, then you've

definitely seen the work of

this great artist and writer.

Born in 1901, Barks was
responsible for most of the

Donald Duck stories that

appeared in Walt Disney's

comics and stories from

1942 through the sixties.

Like most people who wrote

"funny animal" books, he

was never given credit or

paid notable wages. Yet he

became famous to a whole

legion ofyoung readers who
revered him as 'the good

duck artist.'

Barks was a good artist.

Unlike most people in the

field of comic books, he

could draw cartoon
characters that were fluid

and expressive. Like a

cameraman, he would pre-

sent scenes from different

perspectives to give them
more depth and excitement.

Then there were his

characters. Barks took the

squabbling movie character

of Donald and evolved him
into a frustrated everyman,
always trying to succeed in

some new venture and
always failing. Then there

were his three Nephews —

Hewey, Dewey, and Louie —
young go-getters and
possessers of the Junior

Woodchuck Handbook, a

field guide that houses more

information than a dozen

encyclopedias.

But Barks' most famous

character was his own crea-

lives like a pauper and
scrapes at every penny. At

the same time, he'll go to

ridiculous lengths to prove

bis wealth when challenged

by another tycoon.

The most famous and
popular of the duck stories

tion. Uncle Scrooge. "The
richest Duck in the world"

was concieved by Barks as

both a parody and a celebra-

tion of capitalism in its most

pure form. Though a

"zillionaire" and possessor

of a huge money bin that he

loves to wallow in, Scrooge

that Barks made were the

treasure hunts in which
Scrooge would drag Donald

and his nephews to the far

corners of the globe in

search of famous items like

the Crown of Genghis
Khan, the Candy Ruby, or

the Baseball Diamond.

Barks used these stories

to indulge in love for exotic

locales both real and fan-

ciful. His detailed, im-

aginative depictions of

foreign cities and land-

scapes serve as magnificent

backdrops for the ducks'

adventures. Ancient Incan

cultures were a specialty for

Barks, and many of his

adventures have South
American themes.

Unfortunately, Scrooge's

raidings of other countries'

national treasures have
been seen by many
Hispanics as American pro-

paganda, prompting left-

wing expose's like How To
Read To Read Donald Duck

Yet Barks was no politi-

cian. He was just a man who
enjoyed using his imagina-

tion in print, and though he

is no longer alive, his work
has inspired many talented

artists like Don Rosa to con-

tinue in his footsteps. It's

easy to see why Barks still

has the widest and most
varied following of any
children's comic book artist,

and how one of his duck
paintings sold for over

$12,000. In in a world full of

cartoons that are nothing

more than extended toy

advertisements, we need all

the wholesome fun we can

get.

continued from page 13
games such as the

watermelon pit spitting contest, the tricycle race (sorry,

I don't think college students are allowed in that one), and

the women's nail hammering contest. Every year the

same older woman wins this contest, so now she's not

allowed to play. Winners compete against her, but so far

she retains her championship title. Free watermelon and
ice cream is provided, and everyone sits down on the com-

mon for a picnic. An art opening is in the nearby South

Congregational Church and anyone can play in the soft-

ball game later.

Community events like this should be wei'.-attended! If

you just happen to be hanging around in town, you still

might catch some live music. Every now and then musi-

cians jam out in front of the Unitarian Church or on

Amherst Common, and they show off some talent. The
best way, however, to find the live music is to "follow your

ears." Good luck. ..and have a summer of good concerts!

^wssssBsr

'Give every man thy ear, but few thy voice."

- Hamlet, Act I, Scene iii

ICOPIESi
\ 4 <> •

I
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I
Self-service I

I
With This Coupon, I

I Letter or Legal Size {

I
j

!
I 228 Triangle Street j

I 549-3840
I

I
Valid thru May, 1987 |

OOR COMBO PLATTBRS

UA^e You 5TU»=FgD ...

TACOVILLA

CONMEHrCENlGlSrT
WEEKEHTD

Now is the time to celebrate

Keep the tradition in the T.O.C.

Featuring a special

Graduation Menu.

COHTGRATULATIOJ^S
SENIORS

Call 549-6000
Ext. 639 for

^ Reservations

rrrrnri
TrriTriiTOP ^ ,.of the

CAMPUS Restaurant
nth FLOOR CAMPUS CENTER

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Two week internship in

APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY
Date: June 15-27, 1987

If you are interested In small scale agriculture,

homesteading. or overseas service (private agency or

Peace Corps), you can get hands-on practical ex-

perience with windmills, well and water systems,

photovoltaics electricity from the sun), small animal

husbandry, and much more The Windfarm Museum
internship is for those who feel their future plans may
need this knowledge. If you camp, your work time

should cover all your expenses except food. For infor-

mation write: Windfarm Museum
RFD No. 2, Box 86,

Martha's Vineyard, MA 02568

Tel. (617) 693-3658

A^M*«A«AAMMUh*A*«A*«******A*i

THURSDAY
NIGHT IS

PARTY NIGHT
AT MIKE'S

• WEEKLY SPECIALS •

ROLLING ROCK BOTTLES 99^

DRI . BECKS LIGHT $1.50

7 AND 7 DRINKS $1.25

MEISTER BRAU PITCHERS .... $3.00

START THIS FRIDAY NIGHT OFF RIGHT.
MIKES LAST SMORGASBOARD OF THE SEMESTER

4:00 ON .... $2.00 ALL YOU CAN EAT!

By MEREDITH G. GOITESMAN
Collegian Staff

So ends my first semester of wi'iting this column. I hope

you've enjoyed reading it as much as I have writing it,

and I hope that at least some of you have gone to shows

that I've listed here and found yourself having a good

time, especially if you'd never heard of the band before.

Taking chances on these things is relatively painless (the

worst thing that could happen is that you have a lousy

evening, right?) and is key to expanding your musical

repetoir.

Tonight, don your batcave attire and check out local

goth rockers The Heretix at L'Oasis. Eight to the Bar
will have their reunion at Katina's, with special guests

Candy. Urban Renewal will be at Sheehan's. Pearl

Street will be having a night of country music with area

favorites Cheyenne, who were featured at the Marlboro

Country Music Roundup in April. At the Iron Horse, Celtic

musician Tommy Sands will be performing. The Circle

Band will be at the Hatch.

Friday night, WMUA is sponsoring three great bands

at the Student Union BtUlroom as the culmination of

WMUA day. Look for the WMUA table on the Campus
Center Concourse on Friday, and come find out more

al)out your campus radio station and pick up a free

bumper sticker and program guide. The evening event at

the SUB is free as well, featuring a cash bar. Headlining

the show is the Moving Targets, one of the hottest up-

and-coming bands at the core of the Boston scene. The trio

have been compared to Mission of Burma and and Husker

Du with their powerful guitar sound, and their album on

Tang records was one of the best releases of 1986. Needless

to say, they are great live. Also featured will be Ace of

Hearts recordmg artist Roger Miller of Birdsongs of the

Mesozoic and formerly of Mission of Burma, and Buffalo

Tom, who played at my house during a snowstorm earlier

in the semester and really tore the place up. L'Oasis is

having an Afro-pop dance party with Fanibo and World

Beat. Pop Feminist singer Deirdre McCalla will be

belting out her songs at the Iron Horse, much in the style

ofJoan Armatrading. There will be two shows at 7pm and

atlOpm. and tickets are $7.50. Boston ska outfit Bim
Skala Bim will be at Sheehan's, and at Katina's it's The
Breakdown. Max Creek will be holding their 17th An-

niversary celebration at the West Hartford Ballroom and

Music Hall.

On Saturdav rni7» vill >v» niavinp nt L'Oasis. The In-

credible Casuals return to Sheehan's. At the Iron Horse,

Jazz artists Tony Varea md Tim Moran will play.

Tickets are $5. And at Katina's. Swift Kick will be

playing,

On Sunday, the Sunsplash World Tour '87 will be at

Woodbury. Connecticut at the Woodbury Ski and Raquet

Area. This year featured artists will be Freddie McGregor

and the Studio One Band, Mutabaruka, Chalise, Carlene

Davis, and more. Since this is the last column of the

semester, let's take a look at few of the upcoming shows

that will be happening over the next few weeks:

On May 21, Loose Caboose comes to Pearl Street,

and New York's They Might be Giants hits the Iron

Horse. Ray Mason will play at the Horse on May 25. On
May 28, Jack Smith and the Rockabilly Planet return

to Pearl Street, and The Tubes will be at Katina's. Com-
ing up in June: Gordon Lightfoot at Springfield Sym-
phony Hall, Johnny Winter at Pearl Street, Jimmy Buf-

fet at the Springfield Civic Center. It was fun getting

to talk to a lot ofyou at the Southwest Bar-be-que yester-

day. If you'll be here this summer and want to get in touch

with me about any arts-related event, either to inform or

be informed, I can be reached at WMUA, 102 Campus
Center, Amherst, Massachusetts, 01003. If you're leav-

ing the area, remember to keep your eyes and your ears

open to new things. And have a great summer!

Semester Study
in the

DOMrNICAN REPUBLIC
at the Universidad Catolica

Madre y Maestra, Santiago

With four to five semesters of Spanish, you can:

Study the Spanish language and the history, culture,

and politics of the Caribbean.

Learn about Dominican society firsthand.

Live in a Dominican home.

Participate in a two-day orientation in Santo

Domingo and excursions to areas of interest in

the Dominican Republic.

Participate in a voluntary service project with

Dominicans.

For information and an application, contact the Office of International

Programs on campus, or the Academic Programs Department, Council on

International Educational Exchange, 205 East 42nd St., New York, NY 10017

(212) 661-1414.

The Spanish Language & Caribbean Area Studies Program at the Universidad

Catolica Madre y Maestra is administered by the Council on International

Educational Exchange and sponsored by the Cooperative Study Centers

consortium of which the University of Massachusetts is a member.

SPENDING THE SUMMER
IN AMHERST?

Why not spend it wisely earning

$200 - $500 a week. Full Time or Part Time.

Call now. Some positions still avialable.

Flexible hours & excellent relaxed working

conditions. Beat the rush and contact:

TARGET ENTERPRISES

as soon as possible.

Ask for Mr. Stevens at 549-7793.

TODAY'S SMARTEST DRIVING OUTFIT:

TODAY'S SMARTEST LENDING OUTFIT:

FORD MOTOR CREDIT COMPANY

!

COMMENCEMENT 1987
Final Instructions to Bachelor Candidates

\

Plan to arrive at the stadium no later than 9 am carrying your

: cap & gown. The University Policy regarding NO ALCOHOL IN

'' THE STADIUM will be enforced. Be prepared to demonstrate

t that you are in compliance with this regulation.

Enter the stadium through the Main Entrance (east side). Signs

will be posted there to help you find the designated gathering

spot for your school or college. Marshalls will also be there to

: assist you.
^ STADIUM PLAN

^

SWEENEY ]:^aMM
UNCOLN

explains why...

Getting coiiege graas tne p'eapproveo

credit they need is smart business Ford Crt-itii

and (DEALER NAME) knoA that And

if you are working on an advanced

degree or graduating with a Bachelor s

Degree between October 1. 1986 and

September 30 1987 you ma\ qualify

for their special college graduate

purchase program
'

If you do, you ll receive a S400 cabh

allowance from Ford f^/lake you' best dea

on any qualifying vehicle and use the money

toward your down payment o' Ford will send

you a S400 check after the purchase or lease

The money 'S yours whether you finance or not

The amount of your credit depends
on which of these qualified vehicles

you choose
Ford cars Escort. Escort EXP.

Tempo f^ustang. Thunderbird. Taurus

Ford trucks Aerostar. Bronco II,

Ranger
So hurry If a vehicle is not m dealer

stock you must order by June 1, 1987 and

you must take delivery of any vehicle by

August 31 1987

MAKE THE SMART MOVE. GET ALL THE DETAILS TODAY AT

Ford Motor
Credit

Company SWEENEY MERCURY
LINCOLN

FORD
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• lacrosse at Penn
continued from page 20
it out into a up-and-down affair.

Flynn then rebroke the tie, taking advan-

tage of an unnecessary roughness penalty

assessed to Hiller and whipping a shot from
20 yards straight out that LoCascio never
saw. The ball and the Penn spirits bounc-

ed high into the net.

Sophomore midfielder Greg Collins then
scored his second of the game, taking a pass

from Hiller, who was behind the net, and
beating Penn's John Kanaras. Hiller's

sixth goal, a man-up, gave the Gorillas the
8-7 lead that it carried into the final

quarter.

At the start, the game tempo looked as

if it would favor the Gorillas. With both
teams scoring on their first shots, the game
appeared set to become the thriller it was.

Flynn opened the scoring, taking the

faceoff and sprinting uncontested through

the UMass defense to make it 1-0. Un-

daunted, Hiller took the same amount of

time to tie it up, taking a pass from senior

All-American Tom Carmean and throwing

it effortlessly past a beaten Kanaras.

Ted Nyman gave the Quakers a 2-1 lead

midway through the opening period, before

Hiller's second goal brought UMass even
with just 24 seconds left in the quarter.

Goals by Fisher and Shoemaker extend-

ed Penn to a 4-2 lead before Collins and
Shoemaker exchanged for the 5-3 halftime

score.

For Penn, Shoemaker and Flynn led with

their hat tricks, while Fisher had two and
Nyman, Smith and Nicklas (three assists)

each had one. For UMass, Pat Cain also

had an assist.

Kelley Carr had a goal in last night's 11-10 loss.

Collegian photo by Byrnr Uuarmilta ALDIT!

WHERE IS YOUR HOMETOWN
• Clinton • Natick

• Framingham • Northboro

• Hopkinton • Shrewsbury

• Hudson • Westboro

• Worcester • (or surrounding areas)

IF SO,...

HAVE WE GOT THE SUMMER JOB FOR YOU!!

CALL OR WALK IN TO REGISTER 8:30-5:00
;;; For information after hours leave summer mailing on our answering machine

617-460-0510

NETWORK PERSONNEL
Temporary Division

241 Boston Post Road, West Marlboro, BSA 01752

"Oar Hometown is Marlboro

BUT oar jobs are everywhere"

ZJ
t7 95

New Shipments

Shorts

lOOX Cotton

Blouses Dresses Skirts
Big Shirts Pants Scarves

I
Saue 20 to 50%
off selected

Blouses Skirts Dresses
Earrings

EKCDNTILE

Sun 12-5
Daily 10-6

N'hamp.Niohts
Th -Fri.9 P.M

Morthampton-18 Center St
vAmherst-Carriage Shops /i

SPECIAL EVENTS
The Intimate P.D.Q. Bach

Circus Royale

The Flying Karamazov Brothers

Boys of the Lough/Jean Redpath

Marcel Marceau
Nagoya Odori (Kabuki Dance)

Bolcom & Morris

GREAT ARTISTS
Andre Watts, piano

Julian Bream, guitar

Fei Ping Hsu, piano

Carnegie Hall Winner, voice

Barry Douglas, piano

BROADWAY
Big River

La Cage Aux Folles

Ekehive

Singin' in the Rain

ORCHESTRAS
Norwegian Chamber Orchestra

Springfield Symphony Orchestra

Jerusalem Symphony Orchestra

THE FINE ARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OH M ASSAC^ll'StTTs AT AMHERST

THE 1987-88 SEASON
DANCE
Royal Winnipeg Ballet

Natl. Dance. Co. of Senegal

Bucket Dance Theatre

American Ballroom Theater

Finnish Natl. Opera Ballet

Jazz Tap Ensemble

Mark Morris Dance Group

All Five College Students
receive 50% off ticket prices.

You can save an additional
30% by subscribing today.

Call 545-2511
or stop by the FAC Box

for your free brochure.

Nancy Wilson

Art Blakey & the Jazz Messengers

Modern Jazz Quartet

Richard Stoltzman

Jazz All Stars/Max Roach

CHAMBER MUSIC
Cleveland/Meliora Quartets

Kronos Quartet

Chestnut Brass Co./Quink

Bach Chamber Soloists

THEATER
Fm Not Rappapori

Frankenstein

The Beckett Trilogy

The Far Side

By Gary Larson
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Products that prey on shark wimps

Doonesbury

Bloom County
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Daily Crossword Puzzle

ACROSS

Edited by Trude Michel Jaffe

DOWN J! "

By Garry Trudeau

,m.. BecAusB,
--^^^, '<>^'%eTs<r^

tecARS. jAjAf^eca
SIR

)5 Hufitw in ma
Sfcy

16 Marsn &trd

1

7

Bach opyi
20 Maraen
'i\ Arduous

22 Fatty esier

23 Baiaar^ s moym
24 Etc^ef s ooeo
25 Afap
28 Mooniam

Preli*

29 H«attf> Cij6

32 valuable oodri

33 Anna *ttci

played Nana
34 Word on a

'•ceipt

35 Vjuth -j» tn«

Aa-jgfn

39 Samj/a v-a

* "^oci s'a' —

42 Stat*

4) Oa'' 5«

•J *" -.. .

'-

5 U".

6 Mar.r,^ ,„, ,

7 Partoef o!

pfomise

8 Ow card game
9 Na»e
10 Cornered
1

1

FDR s motnef
' 2 Trie Great

Commone'
1 3 Biackirsofn

18 Type type

19 Muse of history

24 Regions

25 Food tisn

26 Siraifted

21 Aod'lory

29 Second ol 1*0
29 — Oommgo
30 Ofnamenla!

loop
31 Mideasi guti

32 Latir, 1 *ofd

•
, .vs

4-4 At^jijP.ding in

Ironds

45 Tarmngton s

Adams
46 Long narrative

4^ LOiy
&0 Soft cneese
51 Radames love

52 Flanders riwer

54 Fuss
55 Leather

worker s need

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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Lanch
Menu

Bastes Lanch
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Today's Staff
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Exccative Board -- Spring of 1987

KELLY SIEGER
Editor In ChUr

NANCY KLINGENER
Managing Editor

PHIL SERAPINO
Edilortal Editor

STEVE RUBIN
B«alats> Manager

ANSEL ZINTER
Prodwclion Manager

Business Board — Spring of 1987

STEVE RUBIN
Boalnaa* Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
Marketing Manager

PAUL H LESSER
Advartlaing Sales Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Clrcalatloo Manager

VANESSA ROTH
Finance Manager

KAREN HOLLAND
Sabaci-tptlon Manager
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Men's volleyball, women's tennis, crew finish season
Minutemen join EIVA, rowers place at Dad Vail Regatta

By JIM CLARK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's volleyball team
capped off an excellent 25-10 campaign with a 13th-place

finish in the 1987 Men's Collegiate Club Nationals in

Austin, Texas two weekends ago.

In the tournament, the Minutemen, who were seeded

last in the 18-team field coming in. moved their way up

the totem pole by virtue of big victories over Arizona

(twice). New Mexico State and Baylor.

The Minutemen also won the West Division of the New
England Collegiate Volleyball League, finishing third

overall in New England.

Combined with last year's 27-6 mark, UMass built up
sufficient merit to be invited to participate in the Eastern

Intercollegiate Volleyball Association next season, where
the team will be playing the likes of Penn State (3rd in

the NCAA's this year). George Mason, Navy and
Maryland.

Also, junior co-captain Paul Martinez was named to the

All-New England team.
• • •

The University of Mas.><achusetts men's and women's

crew teams all competed in the Division II Nationals at

the Dad Vail Regatta in Philadelphia this past weekend.

The most successful boat was the lightweight men,
which won all of the races it was in.

UMass had seven boats, five men's boats and two
women's boats, entered in the two-day festival. Aside from

the men's lightweight boat and its first place showing,

three other boats — the junior varsity men's, the junior

varsity women's and the novice lightweight men's — all

advanced to the final heats in their respective classes.

The jayvee men finished fourth in the final, behind Tem-

ple, New Hampshire and Florida Institute of Technology.

The jayvee women were sixth in the final round of their

class, as Holyoke, Georgetown, Western Ontario, Trinity

and Navy took the top five slots in that order.

The novice lightweight men came in fourth place,

behind Georgetown. Tufts and F.I.T., missing third place

by just 1.6 seconds.

The novice men advanced to the semi-finals, but could

go no further. The women's varsity, meanwhile, finished

fourth in its semi-final heat. Georgetown, Minnesota and

Trinity took the top three spots.

Only the men's varsity and the novice heavyweight men
didn't make it past the qualifying round.

By ANDY SHERMAN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts women's tennis team
finished this season with a canceUation against Dart-

mouth College's junior varsity, and ended its season with

a 16 record.

"It was a discouraging season as a team because we
didn't pull off a lot of wins, but it was a good season for

all of us personally," Mary Beth Pelosky said.

While the team did have a tough time producing wins,

usually losing its matches in straight sets, the

Minutewomen were always in high spirits. But, this

season also allowed the Minutewomen to discover ways
to improve for next season.

"This season was a real eye-opener. It motivated us

to do better next year I had set my goal for this year to

bring the team closer together because we're only los-

ing one person (senior Andrea Giorando)," team captain

Judy Mclnis said. "We achieved that, and next year, I

want the girls to realize their talents."

Head coach Deedie Steele expressed enthusiasm for

next year and is working with Mclnis to recruit new
players who are ready to make a serious commitment.
"The problem with the team is that we don't have the

facilities nor the money to offer to the players," Mclnis
said. "There's a lot of talent on campus, but we have
nothing to offer them. The girls who play do so for per-

sonal gratification."

* Bergquist
cnrttinued f'mrn page 20

rubbed off on Bergquist and is reflected

in the classy way he runs his team.

"I try and coach with dignity. I just

don't think that throwing temper tan-

trums and yelling obscenities is the way
to do things. And you're going to chew a

player out you do it in private, not in front

of his peers. That's just the way I work."
Bergquist has provided a good example

for the other 1987 co-captain, senior cat-

cher Sean Flint.

"One of the biggest things Coach has

taught me is how to conduct myselfon the

field," Flint said. "I used to by a real

hothead, but he taught me not to let my
emotions get the best of me, so I carry
myself better."

And Bergquist has an equal amount of
respect for his captains.

"Sean and Jay have both done a great
job," Bergquist said. "Jay is quiet and
Sean is more vocal, but they both have the

respect of the players."

Bergquist has earned his own respect

from his players by taking a relaxed at-

titude, but can be firm when he has to.

"He's easy to play for," Zemer said. "If

you give your all, he'll back you up. He
always included Sean and I in the deci-

sions, which was good because you need

player input."

"He let's the players have input," Flint

said. "And he has honesty and compas-
sion with his players. He sits down and
talks with them."

This close rapport with his players is

one of the things Bergquist will miss

when he retires.

"I'll miss the day-to-day talks with the

players," Bergquist said. "And Tm sure

I'll continue to follow their careers, until

the cycle of current players ends. I'll also

miss the strategy, too, the thinking part

of the game."

But Bergquist will not be idle. He will

take a sabbatical beginning in January
and may become involved with interna-

tional baseball in some capacity.

"I'm not sure what I'll do," Bergquist
said. "1 could be working with the Olym-
pics, or helping organize tournaments in

an administrative position.

"After that, I'll come back and work in

the School Of Physical Education for a
couple of years before I retire and I can
see myself becoming more involved in in-

ternational baseball in six, or seven years.

But while baseball is one of Bergquist's
biggest loves, it is not his only hobby.
"I enjoy anything outdoors," Bergquist

said. "From fishing to walking to jogging
to boating to skiing, I enjoy it all. I've

been involved in sports all my life."

* Softball

even that possibility in jeopardy. The
season could have gone right down the pro-

verbial tubes right then and there, but a

tough pep talk by Sortino and a complete

attitude change took care of matters in a

hurry.

"We needed to change the way we were
going about things. We were content, but
not hungiy," Sortino said. "The reality was
we were not internally motivated. To lose

to team like Rutgers, 1-0, when they com-

mitted six errors was the straw that broke
the camel's back."

It must have broken more than a camel's

back, because the course of the 1987 season
took a direct 180 degree turn - for the bet-

ter. The chance of not making the con-

ference tourney was not a chance worth
taking, and the Minutewomen knew it.

"That turned the season around for us.

We became the the consistent team we
should have been at the beginning of the
year," junior pitcher Lisa Rever said. "We
had some tough games and some tough
losses, but all through the season we felt

like we had the best talent in New
England."
"There were a couple of problems, but

then Elaine talked to us. Since that one
practice, everything changed for us," senior

co-captain Carol Frattaroli said. "Player

for player, I think we're the best team in

the Northeast."

After the split at Rutgers, thf
Minutewomen proceeded to let everybody
know they were pretty pissed off, as UMass
ripped off seven consecutive wins before

losing the nightcap of a twinbill at Adelphi,

Had UMass captured that game, the tour-

nament picture might be different. UMass
did all they could to make a good pitch at

a tourney bid, but it turned out to be too

little, too late.

Of the things that had to be pleasing to

Sortino, pitching was probably the most
satisfying. A staff that was green under the

ears going to Florida ended the season by
sending a serious warning to the region

and the conference by shuting the door on
almost everyone they faced after the
Rutgers games.

Rever, who ended the season with a 1.40

ERA, won five of her last six decisions in

the .stretch drive. Freshman righthander
Traci Kennedy also got hot at the right

time, winning her last six decisions and
finishing the year with a 13-5 record and
a 1.17 ERA. Sophomore righthander Chris
Wanner, who didn't get to pitch in the
A-lO's, ended her year with a 10-1 slate and
was the only starter to have an ERA below
1.00 (0.95). Wanner was effective all season
along, with her sole setback coming to

Akron University on the last day of the
Florida trip.
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ACTIVITIES

ATTENTION SIGMA PHI Epsilon Brothers
meeting tonight at 7 30 in CC 171-173 All

invited but Hugh Any questions Daniel
Munroe 546-4902

BO HONDA civic 70 000 mi Good
engine new parts Some bod/work need-
ed $500 Betsy. 256-0825

SIGMA PHI EPSILON meeting at CC168C
7 30PM last meeting Seniors aflend' Hugh
may attend

1977 RABBIT REBUILT engine AM/FM
casette $1100 549-1857 Runs perfectly

BED FOR SALE

SELLING ONE BOXSPRING and rnatlress.

also a 19 inch color TV. call Steven at
253-7195

ROOM AVAILABLE IN Beaut condo close
to UMass on bus line Kitchen/laundry tacil

inci lemale non-smokers no pets 256-1547
San

PUFFTON VILLAGE -AVAILABLE 2
rooms in 3 bedroom apt. call 549-3667

WSYL STAFF MEETING tonigm in the
Comrr>onwealth room (Earlhloods) at 7PM

APTS IN BOSTON

GRADUATING 'ANb'MOVING to B<»ton
many listings m Boston area Call Jeff at

Popular Properties R.E 437-9811

AUDIO

SPEAKERS S-WAY 12" woofer Onk^
S-50 ex cond 126v» call 6-5246

1979 FORD FUTURA red. 2 doors well
maintained call between 10 PM and 8 AM
546-5448

75 PLYMOUTH FURY. Just inspected
$300 or best offer 253-9675

DODGE CORONET '67 Southern car. no
rust runs great' You'll never have a problem
with It $900 549-4642

AUTO FOR SALE

1«7i PINTO STK asking $600 549 1 1 38

75 MONZA 72K good body runs well $600
80 6-6368 Fred after 7PM

1977 MAZDA RX-4 runs great new tires
and recent tiody work $500 call Ed ^t
586 9402 or leave message

1965 FORD FALCON a cream puff

256-6920

1979 FORD MUSTANG yellow, auto.

82 000 mis AM/FM stereo $1200 545-3689
after 5 30 584 9042

81 CMEVETTE 4SP 63K 1200 Or BO
665 2941 excellent condition

PONTIAC T 1000 1983 great conditioni

1400 or best Offer 549-0549

1973 VW BUG. Body needs vwjrk Good
engine, many new parts. $400 or BO
545 3468 (days

)

1978 HONDA ACCORD red, rebuilt engine
new brakes, 35mpg, 5 speed. $1500
665-2577

80 VW RABBIT sunroof 4 speed, $1CK)0
369-4967 leave message

68 VOLVO $700 runs great, everydday
Stephen 545 1596 or 536-1094

78 HONDA CIVIC $200 as is/r^ns fine

"BOSTON APT. AVAILABLE"

2 ROOMS AVAILABLE in 3 bedroom apt
available June 1st summer sublet w/fall op-
tion call Debby 549-7744 or 61 7-787-1 1 14

CHRISTOPHER STEARNS

EYES ABOVE, MODERN love can ~be~a
strain no one knows that as well as you after

last week' You're a real (patient)
sweetheart' Thanks lor a great semester'
I love you Kl PS June is national proud
girlfriend month' (May too')

CO-OP STUDENTS

PLEASE REPORT ALL job offers andac-
ceptances to the co-op office as soon as
possible Any questions please call our of-

fice at 5-2224

ROOMS FROM JUNE 1st fall Option $235
per month exclusive close to campus;
549-1358

2 BEDROOM APARTMENT, fall, starting
June 1 $410 00, laundry, 665-2288 bus
route

SI 00 REWARD! TAKE over my lease, star-

ting June 1 (negotiable) Call John 665-7546
or 545-0896 Be persistent' 1 bedroom in

Cliffside

$SSS REWTkRD OFFERED to takeover our
Southwood lease Call 253-3993

3 ROOMS IN SUNDERLAND house avail

1 mile from bus on Plumtree Rd 1 year
lease starts September nonsmokers call

Damn 665-2529 leave message

ROOM FOR FALL. Apartment in

Sunderland house (perfect for a couple). No
smoking $240plus/monlh 665-7194

SUMMER SUBLET WITH/FALL option
Spacious 2 bedroom Squire Village
Townehouse on bus route starting June 1

Call 665-8410

TAKE OVER OUR lease starting June 1 2
bdrm hot water inc 405 -f 665-3041

PRIVATE ROOM SHARE bath no kitchen
10 mm walk to campus on bus rt

S225/month inclusive 549-1585 leave
message

4 BEDROOM APARTMENT. Take any or

all rooms Available 6/1 On busline Call
Rob 256- 1480

FULLY FURNISHED APT for summer
room for S. on bus route/10 mm walk Irom
campus Cable TV rent negotiable call

549-5712

2 BDRM SOLITHWOOO apt in mint condi-
tion pool lennis courts etc sublet w/fall op-
tion Barry 256-8673

WE'RE LEAVING! TAKE over our 2br
Southwood Apt and the furmlure's yours
Free' Heat/water included 253-9089

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL cmtlon 1

bedroom available in June Entire 3
t}edroom apartment available in Sept Bus
route Debbie 549-0555

81 CHEVROLET CITATION AM^FM MC
cond 1800 or 8 253 3568

1978 PONTIAC PHOENIX-powertol, toad

ed Great engine little rust Must Mil $1000

256 1602 •

1990 RABBIT ENG. has 30K $800 negot

call Ron 549 4825

197S CHRYSLER CORDOBA runs and

looks fine New starter and battery Power

everything ar>d sunroof Only 70K $860 Call

Steve 549-0642

1973 DIDGE DART must sell $150 or BO
549 4509 alter 4PM

FORD MUSTANG 1985 LX 2door standard

black stereo moonroof loaded $4800/80
549^5791

DESPERATELY SEEKING CAPE COD

2 FUN FEMALES seeking room Hyan
ni5/W Yarmoulh Patty 549-1005

DESPERATE

HELP, LOST MY sketchbook (18' x24)
on May 6 in FAC 430 or 431 Please call

546 8452

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-DISC Entertainment Agency Disc
lockies lights, rentals, and mobile video
dances' 549-7144

2 BEDROOM CRESTVIEW apt available
June 1 with fall option V? mile from cam-
pus, 10 mm walk, on bus route, 549-5481

ONE BEDROOM PUFFTON available June
1st Call Veronica 549-5456 keep trying

mANDYWiNE ONE BEDROOM available
June 1 through next school year
$460/monlh inc utilities pool bus route
Call 549-6416 Ask for Dave.

NEED 1 PERSON sublet June -Sept 1 in 3
bedroom Puffton apt nonsmoker 100/mo
call Steve after 8 00PM 549-6652

FOUR BEDROOM APT: 29 SwisrviiJage
negotiable summer sublet w/fall option CaH
or stop by after 10PM. 256-1359

HOUSE Vi BLOCK from campus tall 87
spring 88 yr lease nice house quiet setting
548-9387

AMHERST CENTER ONE bedroom apt
425plus June Isl 253-7241 v. mile from
campus

DOUBLE ROOM AVAILABLE for 87/88 in

Gilrealh Manor No Amherst starling June
1 call 549-7527

78 TOYOTA COROLLA 2 door 5 speed
$550 good shape 3Smpg call Qeorge
5452489

1979 FORD FIESTA no rust, come drive

and make offer 549-3955 anytime

FOR RENT

TAKE OVER OUR lease m June and get
August rent tree' Or )ust sublet tor the Sum-
mer/2-bedroom in Southwood apts call

2S6-63M

AMHERST: 1BR APARTMENT on bus
route 10 mm walk to campus 440/mo plus
elec available June 1st or earlier call

549-5938 or 549-3700

SUMMER RENTAL /HYANNIS 3 bedroom
/walking distance lo Mam St $5,400 call

after 5PM 778-1673 or 888-1535

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL option 2
bedroom rent cheap free furniture 66fr4615

ROOM AVAILABLE IN fully furnished, lux-

urious Echo Mill Condo Two bus routes. 3
miles from campus Call 256-6809
evenings

2 BEDROOM APT Mam St 480 incI

everything Take lease on June 1 253-5529

2 BEDROOM APT available June 1st

Close 10 campus Call 549-7739

CENTER OF TOWN one bedroom apart
ment in downtown Amherst Rent $400 heal
& hot water included Call 256-0546

FOR SALE

CRATE AMP MUST sell' Call Shawn
546-9030

U2 TICKETS FOR sale all shows 546-8789

NIKON 135MM/2.8 MACROlens." brand
new, complete w/carrymg case Price
negotiable Call John 6-7070. alter 10P M

FURNISHED ROOMS IN new house all the
comforts ol home Washer and dryer,

microwave, dishwasher, lor summer or tall

call Dale 253-9949

S300 REWARD- SUMMER takeover, with
fall opiion 1 bedroom Cliffside Apt June
1 Bus route Opposite 7-11 Beautiful k>ca-
tion Sunny Pool, etc Call 665-3970
(preferably) 10 30PM to 9AM

2 BEDROOM SOUTHWOOD apt available

June 1 on bus roule call 253-5234

4 BEDROOMS FOR June Sept 1 Amherst
and Northampton Call Skibiski, Realtors,
584-3428

N'HAMPTON HOUSE WOOD floors bus
line sunny start Augl $225 inclusive Steve
586-5165

DOUBLE WOODEN DRESSER with mirror
attalched, wooden desk twin bed, kitchen
talble with 4 cliairs, and a phone It in-

terested call Holly or Sleph at 549-1619

COMPLETE BEDROOM SET includes bed
and headtioards, 2 buraus. shelves, mirror
and night table Also 2 twin beds call
Michelle Duva 549-0803 or 549-1191

SURFBOARDS 'APIA'STT^O in twin fin

bomberboard 10 ft Todd 549-4003

k

FUJI 12 SPEED for sale excellent condi-

tion, color black, 23"lrame. FUJI com-
ponents, Dia compe brakes, recent

overhaul-rides |ust like new, price

negotiable II interested call Ratnardo si

546 1090

SPEAKERS 3-WAY 12" woofer Onkyo
S-50 ex cond 125w call 6-5246

TW9 TWIN BEDS: one extra-long, one
standard $75 or best offer 256-1052

FOR SALE: MOWfAIN bike $200, Ban

(0 with case $175, Vetta turbotramer $78 at

665-4769 eves

SO WATT TUBE amp Peavy Classic, twin

speakers, comes with foot switch and

stand- $250 Also, DOD distortion box

FX95, mint, hardly used- $50 Jell 6-4905

MATCHING DESK AND dresser, two

lounge chairs good condition great price

call Randy belore 1 1 549-6952

TWO COUCHES AND dresser -cheap call

549-1724

4 PC PEARL kit great sound 6-5847

PEAVY T-40 BASS and hardshell case

good sound, good condition $175 neg
6-6520

FURNITURE FOR SALE tor the bedroom,
living room and kitchen call Neil 549-7830

best lime-dmner

DOUBLE BED AND bureau good condition

B O 549-7438 Sheri Great buy

BAR AND FULL size dorm refrigerator tor

sale $30 each or best offer Call John
253-3916

3 SPEED LADY'S bike $70 or negotiable

please call 546-6406

FURNITURE FOR SALE very cheap
Couch & chair, with set of 3 wood tables

Dinmg table and 4 chairs Lots ol things

We have to sell'" ''^ou get more things Tor

tree! Call Ed 253-2084

BEDROOM SET-TWIN bed wrth frame and
dresser Queen size convenable couch
549-6628

KING-SJZE WATERBED, 3-piece liv-

ingroom set call tor details Linda 253-9883

FOUND

ROLL OF UNDEROEVELX}PE(rfilm at

Twister call 546-7465

keys' IN BAYBANKS Sunday night

549-0939

FREE CASH

NEED MONEY? SPEND all your cash on

spnngbreak? I need your baseball cards

please help! Call MiKe 549-0333

HELP WANTED

PAINTERS/FORMEN WANTED summe'
Amhei:^! BLTN areas $S B cill

1 -800-972 5b79

WANTED PART TIME bus drivers for Nor-

thampton lo Amherst routes $5 to start very

convenient for Northampton residents

Work schedule arranged around your class

schedule 586-1909

SUMMER JOB - WATERFRONT Director

lor day camp in the Boston Area June
29-August 14 Salary 1,600-2,000 depen-
ding on experience Contact Janit Wad-
den, outdoor program director. Patriots'

Trail Girl Scout Council. 6 St , James Ave
,

Boston. Ma 02116 (617)482-1078

PAINTERS NEEDED EASTERN hiew

England area interior and exterior starting

pay 6 50 and up depending on experience

Equal Opprlunity Employer (617)933-4370

PART-TIME-TO put up flyers weekly-
Amherst/Northampton areas 586-9336
(9-5PM)

JOBS IN RADIO BORADCASTINQ

WMUA IS ACCEPTING applications lor

positions as Depanment Directors for 87 88
school yeai All university students en
couraged to apply Pick up applications at

Student Activities Office Applications are

due at WMUA no later than Friday May 1

5

at 7 00PM Call Pal Mahoney at 545-2876
between 2 30 and 5 00 Friday May 15 lo

schedule interview All interviews lake

place on Saturoay May 16 AA/EUk

WAITRESS/WAITER. 20-25 hours per

week, for summer possibly fall- flexibility a

plus Call Mary at 584-9816, between 1 and
4

•ATTENTION: SUMMER WORK positions

• available Make 379/week, work with
'

• students Irom UMass & 500 other "

• colleges, travel westward, great lor

• your resume & lots of fun Call 256- "

0866 lor info

CANCELORS IN RESIDENTIAL unit for

emotionally disturbed adolescents small

groups exciting team work and good work-

ing environment $11 ,580 per year and ex-

cellent benetits Over 21 years old Call Ms
Boudreau at 584-1310 Nonhampton Center

for Children and families.

PART-TIME DRIVER, afternoons, Monday,
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Saturday Must
know Hadley, Amherst area Send informa-

tion to Montgomery Flonst, 350 Russell St

Hadley. Ma 01035 Wo phone calls please'

BRIGHT SELF-STARTERS wanted for

pan-lime positions at retail quick copy shop
Must be quick learners and good with peo-

ple Positions available tor summer and fall

Please apply at Kinko's 220 N. Pleasant St.

SUMMER HELP FOR Gloucester Water
from Restaurant- waiters, waitresses,

dishwashers Call Frank or Doreen,
617-283-4123 or 5053

SUMMER JOBS FOR student activists

Earn $2000-3000plus Ihis ummer enforcing

our Water Laws Clean Water Action is hir-

ing organizers for summer campaigns If

you are looking for experience in com-
munication lobbying S management call

today between 10-5 87 Grads are en-

couraged 10 apply lor out Political leader-

ship programs In AmhersI 549-7450 -

Boston 617-423-4661

SUMMER JOB S6-$9/HR lor science ma-
lor, innovative membrane systems-
Norwood Ma Call Joyce Nelson
{617)769-6310 or 546-7092

CLOWN/DEUVERY PERSON, PTlugglmg
or performance skills helpful Flexible hours

thru summer call Bloomin' Balloons

586-8420

FLORAL HELPER-ENTRY level position

available for someone truly interested in a

career m the floral industry apply m per-

son only 739-6941 lor directions

MIKE VEGAS: DON'T go hem* th«
weekend

I'TSCOMING FdR\he"l¥st time in May'

KERRI, WE COULDN'T lorget you, could

we'' Hope you have a great birthday' Love

ya Beverly and Alyson

HEY SQUID! YOU better watch out or i II

break your tentacles' Love Squidette

HILARY-HAPPY 19 birthday we hope you

had an awesome dy love Delta Zela

FLORAL MANAGER WITH extensive

background m plant material to manage our

entire plant depi Including purchasing,

retail, and education-lull time with excellent

benefits call 739-6941 Longmeadow
Flowers. Inc Apply in person only

FLOWER SHOP MANAGEMENT take our

three month training course and become
store manager apply m person only- call

739-6941 tor directions

LITTLE LEGAL MERI

HAVE THE BEST birthday ever" We love

you!!* Love Sashi & Joey

LIVIN' IN PARADISE

RCNOMMATE WANTED TO sharelpscious
Northampton apartment Reasonable rales,

quiet. 1 ''J tjaths. balcony, cable, laundry on
premises Call Dave 586-0714 or Matt

646-8458

LOOKING FOR HOUSE ON THE CAPE

2 GIRLS LOOKING tor a house to share on
the cape Memonal Day to Labor Day Hyan-

nis Yarmouth Craigville Beach preferred

665-3700 ^^^
looking for scholarships

wrTteTscholarship leads. p6~^%
362 Sunderland, Ma 01 375

LOST

COUCH FOR SALE excellent condltkml
125 or BO 549-5799

COUNSELORS, PRESTIGIOUS CO-ED
Berkshire MA summer camp seeks skilled

college )uniors, seniors and grads WSI.

tennis, walerski. canoe, basketball, Softball,

golf, crafts, ceramics, silver Jewelry, theater,

stage and tech, computer, science, camp-
ing, ropes course, video, woodworking
Have a rewarding and en)Oyable summer
Call anylime! Camp Taconic 914-782-2820

RED POLO SPRING jacket in campus
center- Friday please call Julie 9571

GREY JEAN JACKET from Mike'sW View
Thurs 4/9 be cool return keys Irom pocket

Clff Brandywine 549-0667

LOST A GREEN jacket My passport is in

it Finder will be rewarded $$$ Contact MJ
545-0097 or 256-8483

MARTHA'S VINEYARD

WANTED TWO MALE or females lo share

house in Edgartown reasonable summer
rent call Jim Merngan at 545-2150 or Chris

at 549-1010 after 6PM

MICHAEL DAVIDSON

CONGRATULATIONS ARE IN order.

Michael has achieved over a 3 lor his tirst

time' Well as of now Congratulations

Michael, Love you Barb

MONEY FOR YOUR...

FSN 101 NOTES since last exam! Call Lisa

6-8253

MOTORCYCLES

HONDA CB3S0 RECENTLY rebuilt emgine
call 256-8643 ask lor JR $450 or 80

1984 700CC HONDA Sabre black-grey

5800 mi, mint $2200 665-7586 after 9:00

1981 YAMAHA MAXIM excellent condition

$1000 253-5422

MOVING TO HARTFORD?

ARE YOU MOVING to the Hartlord area''

I am looking for a roommate or apartment

lor June in the Rocky Hill/Glastenbury area

If interested, call Dave at 253-7195

NEED FURNITURE

APARTMENT FURNITURE FOR sale

beds, dressers, couches, etc. 549-4141

NOHO NOHO NOHO

LIVE IN A reaTtown" Sublet witli fall op-

tion convenient Graves Ave location call

Paul or Bon 584-7952

PERSONALS

KAREN B-BETCHA thought I forgot Hope
you had a great birthday I know I am. Andy

FELLOW BACKOFTHEHATCH RATS, li

quid lunches & the crosswords wouldn't

have been the same wilhout you! Its been
great and I'll miss you! Karen

BEVIS. J.D.. MARK, Louis and Rabbi- sad

to see It end You're all special and I'll miss

you Good luck -Becky -ESPU Pauly

HEY YOU HATCH monkeys! Our table

won't be the same How can Niki, heather

and myself handle that ugly! Monkey
burden!?! Love ya! Bunny

QUS. WHO WOULD'VE GUESSED? Well,

f-k 'em all' I won't forget Delano's,

beachtrips, and all that bumbling but its not

over lets shock the money at the reunion

II won't be the same -but there is one thing

I have lo witness- Rarara!!'

LifTLE BOY STEVENI Only a little while

left! I love you! Joyce PS say hello to

Buckie! XOOX

LIL- MERI- HAPPY birthday NY little HRTA
buddy' Move over world. Soil is 21 will you

teach me how to trench kiss a cigarette in

Canada? Your the best- Me

BUNNY-HERE'S TO the end ol an era!

Good bye to the drink monkey & its

eglystick, being shut off at Delanos, suck-

ing butts & drinking brews, potaloe danc-

ing, cosa. the cretin, pahnthies. Quabbin,

the shower form hell & being bogus! I'm go-

ing to miss you- you're Ifie best in the world!

Asia la vista who? Love Gus

MS. ASHTON THANK you for the best 3

weeks of my little You are so very special

to me' I am looking toward to a wonderful

future with you I love you. your B G

TO THE PLEDGES of Sigma Kappa Mana
Enn, Christine Pally, Karen, Kim, Mana,
Tanya, Cathy and Christine we all hope
thai you are prepared lor lock-in this

weekend with the snake and the other rep

tiles Try not to worry too much, we all had

to go through it, and most ol us survived

Good luck' You'll need it. Love the sisters

ol Sigma Kappa

TRIPLE A STUDENT Painters Amherst

BITN Pelham Areas mlerior/extenor. low

rales, insured BBS members, written

guarantee tree estimates call

1800-922 5579

CWIGRATULATIONSTofHE new sisters

ol Delta Zeta Lauren. Tracy. Elissa, Amy,
Cindy Patti, Diana, Hilary, Amy, Tama.
Sheri. Erin, Naomi, Lisa. Laurie, and Tia!

Love the sisters of Delta Zeta

RIDE WANTED

LONG ISLAND LEAVING Thursday 5/1 4 or

Fdday 5/15 will Share expenses Pam
546-5532 _^______

ROOMMATE WANTED

SUMMER SUBLET/FALL option 2 large

twdroom townehouse in Sunderland pool,

tennis backyard, bus rt only 9 minutes

from campus 495/month (summer neg )

call 665-2265 leave message

ROOMMATE WANTED TO share a two
bedroom Colonial VIg Apt Own room, tul

ly lurnished, 185 a month 253-5183
anytime

SELF-STORAGE FROM $20 monthly
Transportation possible Aaron Inc

665 8281, 1-800-342-3492

4 YEARS! WOW zoe okay just one Tara

& Zip monster lond memories Joanna its

time lo graduate Ker-bear read my ind-

would ya' lane and Art what can I say ex-

Qpe\ your the best Naoimi and the house

thanks lor the parties All my human ser-

vices pals- gel a job! John dance lor me
baby I love all you guys- Let's stay m touch

Mom and Dad Ihanx JQA 5 my second

home See ya Love Mia

TOTHE SUNSET staff so ends my RA ex

perience, now its time to hit the beach' You

all are some of the finest people I know and

ya made it all worth it, thanks' Have an

awesome summer, I'll miss you' Later'

Murph

JACK-HAPPY BIRTHDAY! We love you

Andrea and Dawn

BUNNY NICKI JO Bevis Hoser Rabbi Lovie

Thanks lor an ugly semester" Karen

NANCY "A • RIVERS: congratulallons on

changing careers We're proud ol you the

boys from Happy Hour

FINALS BASH
Sigma Phi Epsilon Party

at Changes Dance Club
Free Miller Lite Door Prizes

Wednesday. March 13th

ATTENTION SECOND FLOOR Brown
House congratulations on a great win!!

mIkeTjO.'nINAI Thanks lorT greaTyears

I almost wish I was going with you (almost).

I'll miss you!' Doug.

BRINKLEY I HEAR your boyfriend has the

brain of a sheep'

WILLEEE! BILLY! WILLI BilM Memo' Pres!

Shillywaw' Well O oughta . Puerto Rico,

Don O, and sunny Newark Swell & plaid

shin, Richie, Archie's Gang and the

memtiers of Pee Wee s Playhouse wish

Jughead happiness, and success in grad

school (Drexel'''') We love you' We'll miss

you' Come back always" Sue. Stacey, Jodi,

Lon. Mikee, Lou, Rod. Marianna, Axel,

Dave, Mane, Yvel, Te, Kaliedid. Ous, Micki,

Melissa, Mikeez, Brian, and the rest of the

Joho crew

hTmIGGYI HAPPY anniversary so far it s

been 3 months of affection and care Love

S Birdy

JOHN O'CONNOR- 1 miss you honey' I can
not wait until Monday to see you again Love
your Bunny

BUNNT SUITS LEASHS whipcream my
God what's with these people have you

been reading this Andie what a personal tor

Andrea Wilcox Love John

DEAR TERI: I had a fabulous evening last

night Thai pandemonium dress you wore
was the true cause ol the pandemonium
later m the night You said you got it at

Modrian at the Carriage Shops Well, can

you tell me tor sure? Because I'd like to

nave my real girllriend buy one and en|Oy

complete pandemonium' Love. Jeff

DENISE FITZGERALD HAPPY 21st birth-

day' (Thank God) Love, Jamie

MELANIE, HOPE YOU have a wonderful
22nd birthday and may you have many
more fo follow Love. Daniel

SWEEN GOOD LUCK lnl^artford. UMass
won't be the same wilhout you! I'll miss you!

Love Laurie

TO BILLY BLAZE- wishing you the best of

summers and thanking you for the best

limes Love, Niche

OBLADI OBLADA ANOTHER crackin one
and the abode is rapturous

SISTERS OF SIGMA Delta Tau have a
great summer I'll miss you' Margo

HEY MICHELE- YOU have been the best

roommate and the best friend ever' I'm go-

ing lo miss you next year but at least I'll

hear wiisi?? a little less' Love you lots!

Kimmi

TO ALL UMASS Men Colleen and Linda

are tired of harassment and just want to be
taken out by two nice guys lor an enjoyable

evening II interested call 546-8OO0

JULIETA DEJA TU VENTANA abierta para

que oigas a los gallos cantar!!

NEED EXTRA CASH? We will buy your

good used cKMhmg Mondays only 549-7372

ELLEN CONGRATULATIONS, t know
you'll go far I'll always tove you' Love Bnan

MADDOGBAILY THANKS FOR the great

3 years got any lens? I is gonna miss you
love Booboo

hTy SPDAVE TIIANKS for 5 great months
I am gonna miss you Bahabak Rigida

CDTMNP

TODAY IS EMILY Hotchmkiss' birthday so
make sure you give her a big kiss you hot

babe, I'm gonna miss you this summer

RICK- BEST OF luck linishing up! Sorry
Wohini I'll miss you AM

SEVEN COOLIDGE GOODBYE t^^u and
Nora. Margo. Marlene visit me and keep in

touch Luv Megan

HELP! I NEED a reasonably priced living

space (any situation) this summer on Mar-

tha's Vineyard Jen 546-6046

PAUL-THANKS FOR making these past

couple of months so special Those baby
blues could get me lo do anything" Ask me
in French next time, it might just work" Luv
ya babyl!

SENIORS OF SIGMA Delta Tau Good luck

in the tuture' I'll miss you' Margo

LARRY: DUDE- NO more driving rigs lor

me of you can give up the lurious face and
D'Angelo's? Remember the tun (much
more to be had) and ' the " spot in the Brary

here's lo crazy summer antics, your b-day.

and to the future Jessica Brook I luv you'

Lon

CHlliS GLYNN-1:^NGRATULATI0NS on
your commissioning/graduation' It's been
a great semester, gel psyched lor Cape
Cod' Delanos tonight, 12 30? Love,
Chnstme

PUFFTON APARTMENT

TWO BEDROOM PUFFTON apartment lor

summer sublet Rent negotiable Julie

546 7237 Amy 546-7080

WANTED: TWO FEMALES to sublet two

rooms in house Cable, dasher, dryer,

dishwasher, lurnished lor only 156 00' Call

Donna 253 3625

FASHION MODELS NEEDED to work in

Paris Milan, Japan. New York, Boston
Newcomers welcome call 617-353(X)10

On Wednesday May 5th issue we wrote the

wrong numbei This one is correct, we
apologize lor Ihe inconvenience

ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE needed for 3rd

floor Brandywine apt next tall Call Mane
or Judy 549^7477

TWO ROOMATES WANTED to share

IhiBB UBil'ouiii apt 111 Pufflon Village

ROOMMATE WANTED SINGLE room N
Amheist house wilh washer/dryer T V VCR
Microwave fireplace not loo serious female
student $250 plus 549-5540

1 BEDROOM AVAlLABLlln'exIra large

tully lurnished Southwood Townehouse for

2 females to share available June 1 with tall

option call anytime 253-3934

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED, non-

smoker, considerate For 1 bdr apt in Col-

onial Village. t60/mo Completely lurnish

ed Call 256-0724 evenings

2lMAL^ OR "F'EMALE~roommales"wanied
lo share 1 bedroom in apl 10 mm walk Irom

campus also on bus route Call Susan
546-6361.

TWO FEMALE NON-SMOKERS wanted lo

share bedroom m Nonhwood Apts lor next

school year Rent $ 1 50 00 per month each
Call Nancy 665-8250 Fully lurnished

ONE MALE NEEDED lor single room in

Rolling Green low reni ulil inc call

256-6137

SUMMER IN CAPE Cod Hyannis near Mian
St $1,000 lor 15 weeks 546-7200 or

546-7204

PUFFTON VILLAGE

pTJfFTON vTllTOLDER lemale, summer
sublet (July-August only) with tall option

Neat, responsible and non-smoker
549-7458

TWO ROOMMATES NEEDED in Puffton

Village Own bathroom Walk in closet All

major appliances Call Steve 549-0006

HOUSE NEXT TO mall Summer sublet tall

option non smiking male lo share large

room with same $153 call 549-1270

FRICTION FREE ROLLING Green sublet

w/fall ption 1 br m 3 br apt Pool, bus.

$l25/mo 256-1045 or leave message after

1 PM 584-8854

NON-SMOKING, MATURE
HOUSEMATE(S) for one of two bedrooms
in very large Squire Village duplex Air

conditioned one and a hall bath, pool, on
bus Negotiable rent, 665-2577 Available

immediately, tail option

TWO PEOPLE TO share a Pufftot^Apt call

549-1816

2 NON-SMOKING FEM apt in center ol

twon 6-9733 6-8972

1 FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted for

townehouse apt Call Debbie or Suzy
549-7512

ROOMMATES NEEDED FOR nexl tall in

Townehouse apts Need 1 or 2 people, one
room, either have a single oi share with

roommate Great location and right on bus
route. Call evenings 549-0259

OLD 5 BEDROOM house on Hyannis Har-

bor Cape Cod 1 500 per person for season
Call Mark 617 775-1669

ROOMMATES WANTED TAKE over Jun
1 lease furnished' Fall option! Reward!
2533368

FALL: HOUSEMATES/TENANTS- rooms
m modern Hadley house 584-7376 eves.

ROOM AVAILABLE IN Brittany Manor
nonsmoking females call Tina 253-9697

SERVICES

TUTORING, SUBSTITUTE TEACHINGln
business management, marketing,
finance, investment & microcomputers $7
per hour Neg 536-5006 leave message

HORSES TO RENT any time Join a horse

committee come and go ride by yourself

lessons and overnight rides special trips

and birthday parties 367-2482

EXPERIENCEO ^UANTITY^^OOk
available tor summer employment Mon-Fri

6AM-6PM call evenings 256-8398

TRIPLE A STUDENT painters Amherst,

BITN Pelham areas, interior/exterior, tow

rates, insured, BBB members, written

guarantee. free estimates call

1-800-922-5579

SELF STORAGE FROM $20-monthly
Transportation possible- Aaron Inc

665-8281, 1-800-342-3492

SUBLET

THE BOSTON~GLOBE, IBM, General
Foods and Kenner Parker Toys are just a

few of Ihe many opportunities available

through the Co-op Cjtfice Come in or call

today 545-2224 your future starts here)

TWO BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE in

Southwood includes bathroom and hall,

dishwasher paitially furnished: on bus
route! Call 256-8378

SUMMER SUBLET -FALL option 1 of 4

tiedrooms -bus route 136/month Janette
256-8962

TWO BEDROOMS, FURNISHED,
spacious, very cheap. 100 ye^ds to bus,

pizza. 7-11, only $295 per momh 665-8640

2 BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE apt cheap
for into call Debbie 546-5372 or Lisa

546-5371

SUMMER JOBS

4 BEDROOM APT (of summer sublet- on

bus route rent all rooms or )ust one call

2560844

NEED FURNITURE CHEAP call Jacqui

256 803?

2 BEDROOM APT m house on Grove St

near bus stop availat>te June thru Aug w/fall

option 253-5820

BRANDYWINE 1 BEDROOMapartment
Sunny sprttious tully lurnished with deck

close to bjs best oflec 549 6479

SUMMER SUBLET

3 BEDROOM FURNISHED apt 480/month

utilities and cable included on bus route,

swimming pool, lennis cl 665-3671

THREE BEDROOM PUFFTON apl

available lor summer 87 3 or 4 people call

lor details 549-6327

LARGE FULLY FURNISHED house Cable.

5 bedrooms, near bus stop, very clean This

house IS ideal'" Rem negotiable, call us'

253-5885

NEEDED 1 OR 2 people to share 2 bdrm
townehouse this summer On bus roule (10

mm to GRC) tully furnished, seme, quiet

Free cable, pool, lennis, Rena 665-8279

3 BEDROOM FURNISHED Pufltonlor^um
mer Reasonable rent call 549-0333

SUMMER SUBLET ONE bedToorrTapart

ment in back ol Orchard Hill private quiet

bath, garage, kitchen tacilities. washer,

dryer, call David 253-9032 leave message

ONE BEDROOM IN 2 bedroom apl

available June 1 Call Dave 665-2338

THE FUTURE IS so bright, you gotia wear

shades Help pass the Toxics Litjeration

Act stop nuclear madness, and light for

consumer justice Masspirg seeks bright,

energetic students lor summer campaign
positions Earn $150-300 per week Train-

ing travel, advancement and a chance to

meet hundreds ol other lun people Offices

in Amtierst, Boston, Cape Cod, Wor-

chester. and six other locations Call San-

dv at 256-6434 today'

NEW ENGLAND HOUSEHOLD/ALLIED
Van Lines is hiring lor Ihe summer We
need drivers, heljsers. and warehousemen
It you are going to be in the Fram-
mgham/Nalick area for the summer and
wani to make $6 00 to $6 50 per hour work-
ing 30 to 70 hours per week, then we want
you' For more information please call

549-1404

SUMMER S SEMESTER JOBS

rIMBOK. MFlTon BRADLEY, and
Allstate Insurance are just a lew of the

many opportunities available through the

co-op office Come in or call today 545-2224

your tuture starts here!

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL option
Spacious two bedroom apt in Sundertand,

on bus route small, quiel complex call

665-7590

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALl option

Available June 1 . 1 room in 4 t>edroom apt

in Northampton $200/month call Don
584-0054

2 BEDROOM APT Brandywine rem neg
call at night 549-6425

FEMALE SUBLETTERS FOR" One
t>edroom in hwo bedroom Crestview '/smile

from Campus rent negotiable call 549-2638

TWO BEDROOM APT tully lurnished cable

TV. on bus route one or two people. $150
per person call 253-2696

SOUTH AMHERST HOUSE with rooms
available immediately(3 or 4) Call Paul at

256-0333

AMHERST CTR NEED 2 people to share

a room $125 each 549-7783

SUMMER SUBLET INTovvneliouse acts

Enjoy your summer with a fully lurnished

and air conditioned apt excellent price Call

evenings 549-0259

NEED FEMALE H6uSEMATElree"june
rent pay July August Kathy 256-0825

Amherst

3 BEDROOM HOUSE near Puffers Pond on

bus route $100/month/person or

$300/monlh Call Peter 549-6264

ROOM AVAILABLE IN apartment 2 blocks

Irom cmpus Reasonable 549-7523

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL option 2
tjedroom in Southwood Apts On bus route,

dishwasher, new carpet, and heat includ-

ed Tracy. Caroline, and Tom 256-0896

Free case ol tieer lo whomever takes the

apartment

1 BEDROOM SUBLET Colonial Village fur-

nished, cable, $315 256-0669

SUMMER SUBLET WITHIaM opilonrdne
room in 4 t>edroom AmhersI house Close

to campus, grad students only 210/month
call 253-7272

2 BEDROOM IN Cresiview apfon bus route

& quiel Available June-Aug Call Joan
549-0921

2 BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE in Mayflower

Apts with fall option Rent negotiable

253-3838

SUMMER SUBLET NEAR campus very

cheap 1 bedroom call lor info 546-6186

2 BEDROOMS IN Lincoln Ave 2 blocks

from campus available from June-Aug (fall

option possible) Rent Negotiatile' 549-4793

Otit BEDROOM APT' in Sunderland
available end ol May call 665-7010

LARGE, SUNNY BEDROOM in 3 bedroom
apl in S Amherst on busline Pool A/C,

dishwasher CaH 256-6368

NEW APARTMENT, AMHERST Center AH

new turn, 2 waterbeds. 2 bars, cable,

600/mo neg 253-7954

MAIN STREET ROOM for 2 Only 150 per

washer, dryer, tall option Matt or Tom
253-5464

3 BEDROOMS 2 baths partially furnished

Swiss Village ISO mo or BO. Malt 256-1841

fall opt

NHAM HOUSE SUNNY xtra windows
wood floors large room Steve 586-5165

ROOM AVAILABLE -SINGLE in a 4 br apt

Main St Amh bus in tront $170 mo for

summer new lease in fall call 665-4320

keep trying

ROOM AVATlABLE SINGLE~m a 2br apt

Mam St Amh bus m tront 180 mo lor the

summer new lease in fall call 665-4320

keep trying

SUMMER SUBLET: CHARMING country

apt 2 or 3 people -very inexpensive call

Diane 546-6330

CHEAP SUMMER SUBLETI Southwood
apl 253-9815

1 BEOROdM AVAILABLE in Pulfton lor 1

or 2 people call Ken or Betsy 546-5414

PLEASE TAKE OVER our Sunderland O
house lease call Ethan Sara Scott 665-2904

AWESOME PUFFTON APT 2br pool,

hoops, call soon 546-9574

PUFFTON 1 BEDROOM. Rent negotiable

646-4483

LARGE BEDROOM NORTHWOOD apts

Sunderland for summer options lor tall

Cheap-$75 per month Call 665-3521 Be|oy

AMHERST CENTER BEAUTIFUL apt June
1st thru Sept Isl great location 375/monlh
1 lo 3 people please call 546-5195

ONE BEDROOM 1W three bedroom apart

ment Amherst good location call Hemant
256-8137

1 MONTH FREE rent if you sublet tor sum-
mer Fully lurnished apt tree hot water in

Towr>ehouse 2 bedrooms avail 5 mm Irom

UMass Call nights 549-5876

MANY ROOMS AVAILABLE m house
Rent 120 00 plus utilities We are in the

mood 10 ni»goti«le 549-5770

ATTENTION SHOULDN'T PASS up own
bed/bath rem negotiable Puffton 549-3607

June 1 10 Aug 30

1 BEDROOM IN 2 bedroom apt, cable TV
pool AC 665-7185

DOWNTOWN NOHO 4 bedroom apart

ment $680plus or each room $170plus per

month Summer only call eves Robin or

Krissy 256-0718

TWO BEDROOM PUFFTON apartment for

summer sublet plus Call Julie 546-7237

1 FEMALE NEEDED lo share room in

Southwood Twnhouse June-Aug
$100/month 6-7981 or 6-8070

HOUSE 6 BEDROOM 50 yds Irom Grad
lower rem negotiable 549 5039

LARGE ROOM FOR h*o in Amherst Center

Apl available lor summer sublet 256-0640

FEMALES WANTED TO sublet Bran-

dywine apt Call 546-9027

LARGE HOUSEO^MEmile-town-campus.
Belchertown bus, dishwasher, free color

cable, sublet any ol five bedrooms /lease

take over 256-0736

QUIET APARTMENT NEXT to Puffers

PorKj available lor summer with tall option

Rent neg Call Rob at 549-0694 aft 6

LOOKING FOR SUMMER sublet in

Belchertown 546-5729 anytime or 546-5717

to 11PM

BES'TlOCATION in town Large room In

quiet, tully lurnished house 100 yards Irom

Newman Center, short walk to town
washer/dryer, cable Must be seen!

$l00/month Call Jim 549-7477

SUMMER SUBLET- WE WANT YOU

DO YOU WANT to Jive ck>se to campus this

summer'' We have one or two tjedrooms
available for you This house is the one for

you' Fall option included Call 549-7246
evenings

SUPER CHEAP SUBLET

VERY CHEAP SUMMER sublet Near town
& campus, great house, up to 5 spaces
6-8173 or 253 7927

TOWNEHOUSE OF AMHERST

WEInEED 2 roommates lor fall semester

87, outside apartment Call 549-0608

TYPING

"SPEEDY KEYS -PROFESSIONAL,
reliable, accurate 256 1002

WORD WIZARD WORD processing^tu-
denl rales 549-6484

QUALITY TYPING PAPERS, letters.

resumes, etc Meticulous proofreading
Editing available New IBM typewriter Call
c «n noc-r

WANNA GO TO BED?

IF YES THEN buy mine- practically

new -bargamable price

give me a call 549-7512

WANTED TO RENT

UMASS STUDENT LOOKING for room to

rent near campus during spring break 9-21

10 9-29 Call Mary at 546-1 151 Keep trying

SUBLETS/HOUSING NEEDED June 28 •

Aug 15 Call SBMC 256-8615 9AM 7PM

WANTED-$100 REWARD a 6 or 7 person

house lor next year, near bus route Call

Dave 549-0384 or Patty 549-1703 leave

name and number

WANT TO TAKE over lease of offompus
house near bus route for next fall and
spring Call 546-1090 or 253-3894

2 HIGH SPIRITED WOMEN (smokers) look-

ing to lake over lease on apt or house, or

to share your place in the iail call Kristie

6-8565

APARTMENT OR HOUSE lor 3, 4, or"5

people reasonable close to campus call

anytime-546-6602 546-5774 or 546-5772

Please keep trying!

LOOKING FOR A 3-bedroom apartment In

Puffton for summer (May 23 to Aug) Call

Nikhil 546-1046 oi Rahul 546-1497

NEED ROOMMATES?Twbglrls looking,

for one or two tjedrooms in house lor sum-
mer Dennisport/Harwich area 256-0316

ONE BEDROOM. FIRST floor, so of Cenif
Amherst, lor elderly woman, starting June

1 call Mike Peters 323-601 1 or 545-2283

2 FUN FEMALES seeking Brandywine or

Townehouse apt Call 253-5234

2 NON-SMOKING FEMALES need a room
in an apartment tor Ihe tall Please call Bren-

da 253-7136 Kelly 545-0527

2 PEOPLE LOOKING lor a 2 or 3 bedroom
apt tor summer Should be close lo cam-

pus Call Raiesh 546-9996

HELP I NEED a place to live m or near

Boston this summer call Jin 256-1561

LOOKING FOR SUMMER sublet In

Betehertown 546-5929 anytime or 546-5717

lo 11PM
APARTMENT OR HOUSE lor 3, 4, or 5

people reasonably dose lo campus Call

anytime 546-6602 546 5774 or 546 5772

Please keep trying

TWO SENIORS LOOKING lor one or two

bedrooms loi now until end of semester

close lo campus Call Chns or Dave

253-7572

LOOKING FOR 3-BEDROOM m Pulfton

reward olleied Lisa 6-7979

$$$BIG REWARD OFFERED lor 3

bedroom Puffton Apt Lease 253 7927

LOOKING FOR 3bedroom Pulfton Apt

Want to sublet lor summer and lake over

lease Call Herb 546-6761

TAKE OVER LEASE June Isl 2 bedroom

apt in Colonial Village acroes Irom Changes

380/mo plus utilities on bus route 25M9S4

3 SENIORS LOOKING for 2 Of 3 bedroom

apartment for fall Sememster only IT you

can help us out pleaae call Brian or Enk al

253-7195 Leave meMage -^
LOOKING FOR 3 bedroom PulBoo, alerting

tall, rewaidi 666^103
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Penn wins in shocker over Gorillas, H-IP^ C; J.J.J.1. ¥V XXX0 J.J.X OAAVr V/A^^*^^^
^^^^^^^^^ ^^^ .^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ j^^^g j^^^^^ ^^de it a two-goal lead a1

Quakers tally three times in final minute

Bv JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

PHILADELPHIA, PA - This one hurts

right to the bone.

Holding a two-goal advantage with under

a minute to play, the UMass men's lacrosse

team thought it had won an invitation to

the quarterfinal round of the 1987 NCAA
lacrosse championships.

But the University of Pennsylvania

shredded it, stunning the Gorillas with

three goals in the final 48 seconds to win,

11-10 here at Franklin Field last night.

The loss eliminated the 8-3 Gorillas from

the championship while Penn, 10-4, ad-

vances to play unbeaten, top-seed

Maryland at College Park, MD on Sunday.

The win was the first in four tourney ap-

pearances for the Quakers.

"We should have won the game. Those

(UMass) are tough kids. They deserve to

win it, UMass coach Dick Garber said.

Indeed, the Gorillas appeared to have the

game all but packed away as junior at-

tackman Kelley Carr gave the team a 10-8

lead with 3:03 remaining. The game did ap-

pear over, and some of the Gorillas were

celebrating. The team thought it had won.

"We did, but it was gone. It was over,"

said senior co-captain Neil Cunningham.

"We didn't stop playing but we thought it

was over."

But the game, which had slowly risen m
tempo throughout, was the thriUfr every

tournament game should be.

Firing a low rocket from 15 feet out past

UMass goalie Sal LoCascio. Chris Flynn

sent UMass to its fate. After playing a man-

to-man defense for nearly the entire game,

the winner came off of a zone that Garber

said was meant to confuse the Quakers.

"I just took the ball and took a prayer of

a shot," said Flynn, who did not hesitate

after receiving the inbounds pass from

Kevin Nicklas. "Their goalie was stoppmg

us all day. It was just a prayer.
"

It was LoCascio who stopped 23 shots m-

cluding 17 in the fourth quarter, before

Penn's final push. The Quakers cut the

two-goal UMass lead to 10-9 with 48

seconds remaining as sophomore at-

tackman Peter Smith (three goals on the

season), took a pass in front from Stewart

Fisher and dumped it in for a man-up goal.

After Flvnn won the faceoff from

defenseman Chris Zusi, Penn knotted the

score at 10 on a second man-up goal as

Nicklas grabbed another feed from Fisher

and set the table with 25 seconds left.

The three-goal flurry also soured what

had been a brilliant evening for freshman

attackman Scott Hiller, who had netted six

goals on the game. Hiller carried the

Gorillas, getting his sixth to give the team

an 8-7 lead with 2:17 remaining in the

third quarter.

"I could have scored none and it would

have been better if we won," Hiller said.

Doug Musco made it a two-goal lead at

9-7 1:51 into the fourth before Penn's John

Shoemaker (who became the school's all

time goal scorer with a hat trick) cut it to

9-8 12 seconds later.

The Gorillas found themselves down on

ly 5-3 at the half despite what Garber

described as a generally poor first half.

"At the half I said to the guys that they

were doing everything right but throw and

catch," Garber said.

But the third quarter was a different

story. Striking for a pair of goals in the first

1:38 of the half, the Gorillas locked it up

at 5-5 on Hiller's third and fourth goals of

the night.

The Quakers however responded to the

challenge, as Fisher scored unassisted to

give Penn a 6-5 lead. The race was on.

Hiller, however, was unstoppable and he

notched his fifth goal of the game with 7:32

remaining in the third quarter, tying it at

6-6. The Gorillas had swayed the game

from its earlier syrupy tempo and dragged
continued on page lf>
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For Minutewomen, '87 season abig success
Softball denied NCAA bid;

look to next season

Sports Information Photo

Senior second baseman Carol Frattaroli

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

Once in a while, afl^r everything has been said and done

for the season, you have to look back and wonder about

what could have been. Whether it be a winning season,

a playoft' berth, or ju.st a game you know you should have

won, it's natural to speculate on things that may have,

or should have, been in the cards.

The University of Massachusetts softball team knows

the feeling. The Minutewomen, who captured their second

consecutive Atlantic 10 title last weekend, were passed

over when the bids for the National Collegiate Athletic

Association (NCAA) were announced. That in itself wa.sn't

that much of surprise, mainly because going into the tour-

nament, the Minutewomen were ranked third behind

Adelphi University and the University of Connecticut.

"It's disappointing because this team is truly tourna-

ment ready." head coach Elaine Sortino said at the team's

annual banquet, last night. It's frustrating to have a group

as talented as this and not go. We're all dressed up with

no place to go."

But the Minutewomen had every reason to believe a

tournament bid was a distant possibility. The credentials

to represent the Northeast region were definitely there,

qualifications that a lot of people thought would carry

UMass into the tournament.

Aside from winning its second A-10 title, UMass was

by far the hottest team in the region, winners of seven

straight and 15 of their last 16 contests. The lone setback

was a 4-3 loss to Adelphi.

In the end, Adelphi would be tabbed for the NCAA tour-

nament, because of its record against regional foes

(Adelphi had a combined record of 4-3-1 against UMass
and UConn. UMass was 3-3 against Adelphi and UConn),

but it remains pretty obvious, at least from logic's stand-

point, that UMass would be a better - and for the NCAA,
a more profitable - choice as the Northeast's represen-

tative to the tournament.

But, the mere fact that the NCAA made a mistake in

sending Adelphi to the Sunshine State to play Florida

State in the first round of the tournament instead of

UMass cannot dampen what has been a landmark season

for the Minutewomen. As she has done season after

season, Sortino did an exceptional job of composing a

championship team from some pretty raw materials. Not

many folks projected such a season for UMass. And, as

is usually the case, those folks were munching on their

words.

"At the beginning of the year, my dream was that we

could maybe get a bid to post-season play and win the con-

ference backto-back. When I saw the rest of the A-10

teams, I knew we could win it," Sortino said. "It was tough

when we hit that up and down part of the year. I think

it was a blessing being the third seed in the tournament.

It spared us the pressure."

The infant beginnings of the 1987 were nothing but a

lot of unopened doors for the Minutewomen. UMass went

down to Florida on their annual Spring Swing with an

untested pitching staff and a defense that had seen real

dirt only once in the three weeks of pre-season practice.

The only constant in the UMass regimen was that, while

everyone else in the country was playing as many as fif-

teen games, the Minutewomen were making the best of

the endless rain showers and daily dates with the

NOPEDOME.
The rain must have done something, because UMass

came back from Florida with a 10-3 mark and a number

one ranking in the Northeast. The Minutewomen also

returned with what proved to be a game pitching staff and

a few sizzling bats.

UMass also returned to New England to find more rain.

Nobody could expect the moral of the team to stay at a

high level, something that became evident as the season

progressed. UM split doubleheaders with teams that

didn't belong in the same geographic region, never mind
a Softball field. The fact that UMass was playing multi-

ple doubleheaders a week didn't help matters either.

Midway through the season, after UMass was swept by

conference and regional nemesis Penn State University,

the fate of the season was seriously in question. At that

point, staying in the regional race was a secondary

thought. What remained more important was that UMass
qualify for the A-10 toiu^nament - any way they could.

But, a split with Rutgers University put

continued on page 18

Victories only a part of Dick Bergquist's success
Baseball coach retires

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

Dick Bergquist has had a great deal of success as the

University of Massachusetts head baseball coach. But if

you measure his success in terms of the impression he has

had on his players, his career has been even more

distinguished.

In 21 years as head coach. Bergquist, who is retiring

after this year, has compiled a 392-321 record and has

more wins than any other UMass coach in any sport. But

the UMass alumnus has gotten more out of his job than

just a large number of victories.

"The wins are nice, but I'm really proud of the relation-

ships I've developed with my players." Bergquist said.

"Even after they leave the program, a lot ot players call

me up or drop me a note to tell me how they're doing and

I really appreciate that."

In his tenure at UMass. Bergquist has sent 26 players

into profe.ssional baseball, most notably current Major

Leaguers Mike Flanagan and Jeff Reardon. He has led

his team to conference championships seven times and the

NCAA tournament four times. In 1969, his team par

ticipated in the College World Series.

This year's team went to the Atlantic 10 Conference

tournament before losing to West 'Virginia University in

the championship.

"I really enjoyed this year," Bergquist said. "Maybe I

knew subconciously that it was my last. But the games
are still fun and its a thrill to coach."

"Coach has been having a good time this season. It's

noticeable," senior co-captain Jay Zerner said. "He seems

more mellow, like he's getting more enjoyment out of it."

One of the things Bergquist enjoys most about his job

is the daily interaction with the players.

"I enjoy the fact that I can kid around with the players

and they can kid back," Bergquist said. "When you work
every year with young men in the same age group, it keeps

you thinking young, and it keeps you in touch with young
people, which I think is a great thing."

Bergquist has been working with college-age men since

he was one himself as a successful athlete on both the

baseball team (as a pitcher i and football teams (as a

fullback).

Upon graduation in 1957. Bergquist worked at the

I iiiM rsity of Maryland for a year and New York State

High School for a year before being asked back to UMass
as an assistant to the legendary Earl Lorden, whom the

Minutemen's home field is named after.

"Everyone has an idol when they're young, someone

they want to be like. Earl Lorden was definitely someone

I looked up to," Bergquist said. "He was a soft spoken,

gentlemanly type who was just a great guy. I was lucky

to be able to work with a man I enjoyed playing under

so much."
Some of Lorden's attitude obviou.-l',
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Status of LSO report
stirs campus concern

Coilegian photo by Byrne Guarnotta

FINALS TRAIN A' COMIN' - Barr Chidsley is overwhelmed at the
mere thought of more studsdng.

By JEFFRY BARTASH
Collegian Staff

Some members of a commission formed
to evaluate the Legal Services Office and
its right to sue the University have ex-

pressed concern that their recommenda-
tions are being swept aside by University
officials, but Chancellor Joseph DufFey said

it is not true.

George Claxton, the Graduate Student
Senate president, said University Attorney
William Searson has suggested to the
University of Massachusetts Board of

Trustees that they ignore the report.

"He has previously described the report

as mush' before he had even seen the
report," Claxton said.

Paul Wingle. the student trustee-elect,

said Searson has been the biggest force

against recommendations made in the
Legal Services Office Commission report.

"William Searson doesn't want to give an

inch at all," Wingle said.

A spokeswoman for Searson said that he
has no response to the "subject matter"
because of the pending lawsuit, "which
makes the matter confidential."
The lawsuit was filed last fall by three

students who want to win back the LSO's
right to sue the University. A trial has
been scheduled for June.
Duffey said he recommended to the

trustees that they receive the report and
discuss it, "but they felt that until the
lawsuit is settled they want to put it aside,"
and said it involves changes that "can't
possibly be made while the lawsuit is

outstanding."

"The sooner we get the lawsuit settled,"
Duffey said, "the sooner we can look at the
report."

The commission was formed in August by
the trustees to review the LSO's "role and

continued on page 5

Cops: we need more officers
Weekend stabbing, shooting reflect danger
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

The University ofMassachusetts Depart-
ment of Public Safety is severely
understaffed, creating a "potentially

dangerous" situation, according to two
University police officers.

Patrolman David Standen talked about
last weekend's stabbing and shooting in-

cidents, noting there was "a lack of man-
power to handle the situation, which plac-

ed officers and citizens in a dangerous
situation."

Standen and Patrolman Barry Flanders,

speaking as representatives of the Interna-

tional Brotherhood of Police Officers, local

432A, refuted Director of Public Safety Ar-

thur Hilson's statement that morale is on
the upswing since former director Gerald.

T. O'Neil was reassigned in early April.

"We're stiU working with too 'few of-

ficers," Standen said, adding that Spring
is the busiest time ofyear and there is "no
time for morale."
"The last six weeks are generally the

worst anyway," Flanders said. The depart-

ment has "gone down below what is believ-

ed to be minimum staffing."

Hilson could not be reached for comment.
On March 27, the police union sent a let-

ter to Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey asking
for an opportunity to sit down and discuss

their concerns. Standen and Flanders said

they have not received any response to the

letter.

The union is going to send a follow up let-

ter to the administration. The Collegian ob-

continued on page 5

Duffey says trust fund questions cause no ill effect
talking about. Whatever they are, they're not run out of

my office."

"We don't have $50,000 outstanding since 1985," Burn
said.

Duffey said outstanding travel allowances were not uni-

que to the West Germany exchange program, but also ef-

fected programs in England and France.

The discrepancies regarding travel advances are "pro-

bably misunderstandings over paperwork and the tran-

sactions involving depositing money overseas to fund the

exchange programs," Duffey said .

According to the Globe, the audit raises questions over

the use of discretionary funds by UMass President David

C. Knapp and UMass/Boston Chancellor Robert A.
Corrigan.

ColleglRn photo by Paul Frani

UMass baseball coach Dick Bergquist, retires

after 21 years having compiled a 392-321 record.

By BEN BROGAN
Collegian Staff

Allegations of improper handling of University of

Massachusetts trust funds should not adversely affect the

Amherst campus. Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey said

yesterday.

The Boston Globe reported last week that an internal

audit revealed more than $100,000 in travel advances are

unaccounted for at the Amherst campus. Most of the funds

now being audited are part of the University's more than

$200 million in trust funds.

Approximately $50^000 in advances related to exchange

programs in West Germany have been outstanding or not

accounted for since 1985, according to the Globe.

Barbara Burn, director of the International Programs
Office, said "I don't really know what program they're

Duffey drops CIA charges
Chancellor 'hopes to begin new era'
By MICHAEL ALTER
Collegian Staff

The decision to drop criminal charges

against 11 people, in connection with pro-

tests opposing Central Intelligence Agen-
cy recruitment last semester, was announc-
ed by Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey at

yesterday's Faculty Senate meeting.

"This is not an acknowledgement that

the University is prepared to tolerate

disruption of business, or stepping on
rights...," Duffey said.

He said he made the recommendation "in

the hope that we begin a new era" with the

possible adoption of ten recommendations
by a committee on picketing and recruit-

The Globe story said the audit pinpointed the use of trust

fund money to pay travel by spouses of University officials,

Duffey said he used discretionary money once to pay for

his wife's trip to a national conference of university

presidents and chancellors. Tiie wives were invited and
asked to fully participate, Duffey said.

"I would hope that the University would clarify the
policies concerning the use of discretionary funds," Duf-
fey said.

Student Trustee-elect Paul Wingle said he was concern-

ed that the State Lesgislature will take management of
the University trust funds away from the University, and
therefore the students.

But, according to Duffey, "No...case can be made for tak-

ing the control of the trust funds away from the campus."

inent. Th.at motion, praised by Duffey dur-

1 ng his opening announcements, was never
voted on and tabled until the next meeting.

During debate over the motion to reject

N.C.A.A. drug-testing. Provost Richard
O'Brien afiked the Senate to replace the

measure, which could eliminate UMass
teams from championship competition.

O'Brien's replacement motion, which pass-

ed, urged representatives of the N.C.A.A.
to seek changes in their requirements.

Another motion, in favor of drug-testing,

was referred to the Athletic Council.

Implementation of the new smoking
policy was rejwrted on by the chair of the

continued on page 5

Hectic spring semester causes
administrative headaches

By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

They say no news is good news, and
there has certainly been a lot of news at

the University of Massachusetts this

semester.

News Analysis

Negative headlines have dominated
press coverage of UMass. The University

administration was lambasted by the

Massachusetts Commission Against
PistTimination and its own police rank*

•Dd-file, nv« students wore arraignftd on

charges stemming from last year's racial

brawl, and the head of the Department of

Public Safety quit afler 29 years — a

casualty of Judge Frederick Hurst s

report on the Southwest violence.

However, the biggest headlines came
when 15 people, including Amy Carter

and Abbie Hoffman, were cleared of

< charges stemming from an anti-CIA pro-

test last semester.

The 15, along with 45 others, were ar-

rested after occupying Munson Hall in

protest of the CIA's attempted recruit-

ment of UMass students. During their

trial in Hampshire District Court, they

argued that trespassing and disorderly
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Norfolk inmates protest
Leaders of demonstrations transferred

NORFOLK (AP» - Leaders of a two day

protest by inmates at a medium-security

state prison were transferred to other

prisons yesterday, when visits and pro-

grams at the facility were canceled because

of the work stoppage and demonstrations

"Work stoppages, organized inmate

demonstrations and protests are a serious

threat to the safe operation of he prison and

it is for this reason that this decisive move
was made." said Department of Correction

-pnkc^woman Gail Darnell.

"Actions of this nature by inmates are

against prison regulations and will not be

tolerated." Darnell said. "The inmates will

be subject to disciplinary actions. We ex-

pect the institution to return to normal

operation as soon as practical."

She refused to identify the prisons where

the Norfolk inmates were taken. Guards

from several state prisons were called in

to assist with the transfers, she said.

Visits and programs were canceled for a

second day after about 125 inmates con-

tinued a protest that began Wednesday,

Darnell said. The transferred inmates were

leaders and "active participants" in the

prison-yard protest and work stoppage.

About 230 prisoners protested in the yard

Wednesday, leading to late-night talks bet-

ween inmates' representatives and the

facility's superintendent, Norman Butler,

to discuss complaints.

Those talks broke off at about midnight

but were expected to resume yesterday,

Darnell said.

The prisoners produced a long li-st ofcom-

plaints and demands, including allegt'd in

juries suffered by an inmatf in an alterta

tion with guards, objections to in-w ruli's

for visitors, arguments about linvs jnisoiu-rs

are classifieH for various Icxcls di securi-

ty, concerns about AIDS, fVxKl handling and

a request for a "Black Solidarity Day."

Overcrowding was also an issue raised by

inmates at the 55-year-old facility. It was

built to hold 680 men, Darnell said. Its cur-

rent population is roughly 1,200.

The protest began at about 8 a.m

Wednesday when some 30 inmates filed in-

to the pri.son yard and walked ai'ound chan-

ting, "No work."

Inmates alleged that a prisoner forcibly

moved to another part of the prison suf-

fered a broken arm while being moved.

That charge was presented to James Ran-

dall, a deputy superintendent, who in-

vestigated the complaint, Darnell said. It

was determined the prisoner "was bruis-

ed, (but) no broken bones and was not

beaten," Darnell said.

Despite the Wednesday morning discus-

sion with Randall, the initial group of pro-

testters continued their demonstration in

the yard and were joined by about 200

more. They returned to the yard after the

lunch break, Darnell said.

At the same time, additional irmiate com-

plaints were presented to prison ad-

ministrators. The demonstration ended

when the protesting inmates went to eat

their 6 p.m. meal, Darnell said.
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CLINT, JUST SAY NO - First Lady Nancy Reagan and actor Clint

Eastwood team up to emphasize "drugs can kUl" yesterday.

"The removal of Mr. Gerald T. O'Neil as the director of public

safety and the assignment of Mr. Arthur Hilson as the interim

director has only scratched the surface of the problems facing the

leadership of the Department of Public Safety."

— letter from police union to Chancellor Duffey

''University Observers" of Paul Cameron: A Report
is a nostalgia for a totalitarian society in which he would have the power to enforce

his notion of ethics and which would exclude those who transgressed his sense of

what is right and wrong.

Extraordinary measures were taken on May 6, 1987. to protect Dr. Paul Cameron
while he gave two speeches in the Campus Center. Equally extraordinary measures
were taken to protect the campus from Dr. Cameron. Obviously, Cameron's visit to

campus was something extraordinary, but just what kind of event was it? What is

its significance to the University community?

This report is based on the two "debriefing" sessions held for those who acted

as official "University Observers" during his talks.

Amidst the drama of police, television tights, and controtled admission, most of

the observers felt the speeches themselves anticlimatic. They took the familiar form
of a jeremiad;

1) an impending danger was cited (AIDS -- a truly frightening problem);

2) established institutions were denounced as ineffective and as part of the problem
rather than the solution (this time it was the American Psychological Association,

professors everywhere, and the administrators at UMass upon whom "shame" was
pronounced for their laziness and their lies);

3) villians were identified and depicted as so sordid that neither human compassion
nor constitutional rights apply (this time it was homosexuals instead of Jews, Catholics,

Protestants, Muslims, southerners, blue-collar folk, Blacks, etc.);

4) an image of a well-structured world was invoked in which there are clear "rules"
and those who break them must "pay;" and,

5) a call for action was issued which carefully, and in sharp contrast with Dr. Cameron's
previous appearance on campus, came just short of advocating "illegal violence"
by self-appointed vigilantes; in its place was a call for legal violence, including "quaran-
tine," suspension of civil rights, and dark hints of other, more severe methods.

All of this is pretty familiar rhetoric. We have heard it before, with topics ranging
from the population explosion, world hunger, nuclear war, DNA research, acid rain,

and the decline of literacy in American schools. What is unusual about this jeremiad
IS that a category of people, not a particular practice or piece of legislation or govern-
ment program, is identified as the villian; and that the call for action is directed toward
the elimination of that group of people from participation in public life. For these
reasons, the familiarity of the jeremiad as a rhetorical form does not reduce its

scanness.

Engineers sut>|ect new technologies to a "stress test" in which they shake, twist,

pourtd and otherwise abuse engines until they break, thus determining the strength
of the equipm.en! Paul Cameron's jeremiad was such a stress test for the Universi-

ty't msfrtutions for public discourse The University Observers were quite divided
in trmf assessment of how well the institutions of free speech and tolerance fared.

One group of observers thought that the University had done very well indeed in

what was potentially a dangerous event. Although his position is antithetical to the
rules of the University and deeply distressing to much of the University community,
he was allowed to come and to speak. While he gave a public voice to one group
of people who perceive themselves as a silenced minority, the University communi-
ty gave tangible reassurances to those singled out for villification,

A second group of observers believed that the University erred in not confronting
him with a skilled opponent in debate. They noted several parts of his argument which
called for rebuttal. For example, his argument about the American Psychological
Association's twisted the evidence by quoting out of context -- the same crime he
accused the APA of committing, Dr. Cameron is one of the few persons ever expell-

ed from the APA, and some saw the faintest touch of personal vindictiveness in his

selection of the APA as a target.

His argument linked AIDS to certain sexual practices, not to homosexuality. Some
heterosexuals and not all homosexuals engage in these practices; however, his sug-

gestion for repressive political measures was targeted on all and only homosexuals.

This form of argument justifies homophobia with the fear of AIDS rather than treating

AIDS as a problem for which solutions should be found. Underlyinq the arqument
Paid

His presentation used two very different forms of discourse, one employed scientific-

sounding talk about AIDS and homosexuality; the other took the form of very naive

talk about social programs and political structures.. The latter disturbed the Observers

the most: he advanced sweeping and poorly-informed social plans designed to "punish

those who do wrong and those who stand in the way of this punishment."

Most of the Observers felt that he should have been confronted by the faculty or

staff, but not in a debate. Debates - just like basketball games -- are highly struc-

tured activities requiring a great deal of mutual trust and conformity to rules of honesty,

openness, sincerity, etc. They noted that Dr. Cameron usually dodged questions rather

than answering them, has a reputation for distorting evidence, and dismisses those

who disagree with him as somehow morally or intellectually inferior to him. None of

this makes for a good debate.

It is just this fear which stresses the very fabric of the University community. Our
distinctive features are commitments to tolerance, tentativeness, and openness. These
are commitments no only because they are "nice" but because they are essential
to a learning/teaching society. Only in a pluralistic environment can we learn something
other than what we already know. We are committe to tentativeness because we have
frequently discovered that the clarity with which we "knew" what is true and good
reflected the narrowness and shallowness of our experience, not our apperception
of reality. Whatever we now think, we will likely change our minds based on new
information, and we are deeply suspicious of those who do not have this experience.
Openness is not a courtesy extended to others; it is an essential condition of a socie-
ty in which we can live satisfactorily.

Given these commitments, how do we deal with those who are intolerant, absolutist,

and closed? Should we give freedom to speak to those who advocate that others
should not be free to speak? After all,, if these others ever win political power once,
we will not get a chance to place our arguments again. What about those, like Dr.
Cameron, who covet the power of the state to "punish" those who do "wrong," and
reserve for themselves the right to make categorical judgements about what is

"wrong"? How do they fit into our society?

We do not believe that Dr. Cameron told us much about AIDS that has not already
been talked about on campus in much more open contexts; nor do we find his socio-
political program as sophisticated as the ones which regularly receive scholarly at-

tention on campus; and his preachments about how to deal with each other are
positively revolting, reminiscent of the totalitarian mentality which is this century's
much lamented gift to political and ethnical history.

However, his visit may have had one lasting beneficial effect. By forcing us to deal
with the issue of the nature of public discourse on this campus, it has brought us
to grips with a fundamental problem confronting any attempt to institutionalize and
protect a tolerant social order.

Our commitments to openness, tolerance and tentativeness comprises a public
standard which denies the existence of any public standard for the adjudication of

rival claims for truth and goodness. Within such a society, is rationality in public

discourse possible? Is there any way to move beyond the simple ascription of per-

sonal belief or taste (that is, "I believe ..." or "I like ...")? On what basis can we
say that minds like Dr. Camron, more convinced than we that a particular system
is correct and embued with evanglical zeal to impose it on the rest of us, are "wrong,"
and if wrong, then how should we deal with it.

If our subsequent discussions have more to do with questions like these, and less
to do with what repressive measures to take against various groups within our com-
munity, we will have made of this special event something beneicial.

Barnett Pearce for "University Observers," David Schimmet, George Levinger,
Lou Fischer, Jeff Hersh, Eric Bohr, Tom Borrego, Gloria deGuevara, Patricia

Anthony, Steve Blane, Irma McClaurin-Alien, Jules Chametsky, Peter Parit, Dlcl(

Nathost, Baily Jackson, Sher Reichman-Hruska, Donald St Mary.

advertisement
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HOW! - Metawampe gazes at the havoc being wrought on his lawn by cranes and person-

nel working on the Campus Center.

Illegal drug incidents less frequent

Hilson says alcohol the real problem
By MARIANE MEUSE
Collegian Staff

Student abuse of illegal drugs is a

problem at the University of

Massachusetts but according to in-

terim Director of Public Safety Arthur

Hilson, alcohol abuse is a larger one

deserving of equal attention.

"I haven't been made aware of a ma-

jor drug problem on campus. That's not

to say that this is a drug-free campus,

but the data shows that there's been

a decrease in drug incidents and an in-

crease in alcohol incidents," he said.

Recent police statistics reveal there

were 13 drug incidents on campus in

1986 - down from 21 in 1985. In sharp

contrast, the number of incidents in-

volving alcohol increased during the

same period from 74 to 110.

Hilson noted that alcohol abuse is

more open and therefore easier for the

police to discover: "It's easier to see a

person carrying large quantities of

beer. You can't stop someone to check

for marijuana unless you have pro-

bable cause."

But statistics do not tell the whole

story because most students who use

drugs and alcohol do so in the privacy

of their own rooms, he said.

"Most people choose to indulge in

closed areas and in the midst of friends.

No one calls up and says, 'Add me to

your statistics.'"

Hilson said he believes that even

though figures compiled by the police

do not reflect the entire substance

abuse problem, alcohol plays a larger

role — partly due to its greater level

of societal acceptance.

"We've embraced the alcohol culture.

At the campus concerts, you're allow-

ed to bring two six-packs. What kind

of message is that?" he said.

Hilson said it is wrong to focus on a

single issue, such as drug abuse, at the

expense of other, equally important

ones.

"We should focus on anything that

causes harm to human beings. There

are a lot of issues we need to

discuss...racism, sexism, and AIDS. We
must mobilize and not address one

issue in a vacuum."
Hilson also points out many people

falsely assume that all incidents

reported to University police involve

UMass students.

For instance, at a "Funkathon"
disrupted by violence last weekend,

police found no evidence of student in-

volvement, he said.

"Here is an element that is external

to the campus, which begs a broader

question — to what extent should the

student programs we sponsor be open

to the broader community?"
Members of the UMass community

should make an effort to improve the

situation on campus, he said, adding

he hopes "every member of the com-

munity is concerned with what goes on

here."

Board of Governors
votes to condemn
tobacco sales ban
By JENNIFER DEMPSEY
Collegian Staff

The Campus Center/Student Union Board of Governors

voted to condemn the prohibition of tobacco sales on cam-

pus set to start July 1 despite pleas by a medical doctor

on behalf of the administration's decision.

Professor Warren Schumacher, chairman of the

Uniniversity Health Council, said the administration did

not intend to try to reduce the numbers of smokers by the

ban, but it did not want to profit from the sale of tobacco

^^"We^don't think this [ban] is going to reduce the amount

of smoking. . . it's not trying to reduce smoking. The posi-

tion of the Health Council is. . . that an institution of

higher education ought not to be on record making money

by a product" that is a health hazard, he said.

He said retail sales records taken before September 1986

showed profit from tobacco products sold in "a"«lian^ser-

vices" [not vending machines), brought in $db.500 a

month in revenue.

"Should we be making that much money on tobacco pro-

ducts? I don't think so," Shumacher said^

In response. Felipe Barreda asked. "What gives [the

Council] the right to determine what is good for a person.'

Schumacher answered: "We didn't get into stud^t

rights sensitivity as we should have. I agree with you. We

don't have the right to tell anyone not to smoke. We did

not have the view that this was going to stop smoking.

I don't think we banned the sale of it because it s bad for

anyone's health."
, r i „j „«„

He said a motion for the rights of smokers and non-

smokers is in progress and that "there has to be an ap-

propriate placed, smoke. I think the Campus Center needs

to designate an appropriate smoking area. That is not the

toilet."

Collcuiaii (.liolo by Byrne r.uarnoUa

WHERE NEVER LARK, NOR EVEN EAGLE
FLEW — IWere earthbound mortals pass by as

an aviator "reached out and touched the face

of God" yesterday.

Coalition angry
over leather ads
from mall store
By KATHRYN POHNER
Collegian Staff

The Coalition Against Exploitation, a gioup composed

from the Women's Leadership Project. Everywomen's

Center, Valley Women's Voice and the community, came

into existence as a result of a series of offensive ads that

ran in the Collegian, according to a member.

On February 20, 1987, Summit Leather, a Hampshire

Mall store, began a series of ads in the Collegian featur

ing a dominatrix wearing a leather bodysuit, spiked neck

and wrist bands, and chains. The dominatrix was por-

trayed as a salesclerk for the store and was exercising

power over male cu.stomers.

Many women were offended by the first ad but were not

organized to express their feelings as a group, said Laura

Grohe.

When a second Summit Leather ad appeared in the Col-

legian on March 12, a number of women decided to call

the store and the Collegian to express their displeasure

at the content of the ads. and to ask why the management

thought this type of ad was necessary to sell products,

Grohe said.

"It was not a group organizing these telephone calls [to

the manager of Summit Leather). It was individual

women all reacting to something that offended them,"

Grohe said.

"We were calling as consumers who found the ads

disturbing and as a result were turned off to the store,"

she said. She stressed that it is the ads, not the store's

products that the coalition finds offensive.

The phone calls escalated into confrontations, Grohe

said. "I would go so far as to say that women were harass-

ed on the phone. Several women were called insecure

females, uptight or repressed. A number of women were

crying by the time they hung up the phone."

Grohe also said that upon asking to speak with the

manager of Summit Leather, they were given a variety

of different names or told that he was on vacation.

When a Collegian reporter called the store, the manager,

who would only identify himself as Jim. made light of the

issue and suggested that the Collegian ask Jim and Tarn

my Bakker what they thought of the issue.

When a third ad of the same style appeared in the Co/-

legian on April 2, about 20 university women and men

formed the coalition.

"The third ad contained a copyright in the corner, say-

ing 'Highly Offensive Graphics, Inc.' A number of us went

through the roof — we were furious as well as feeling

betrayed by the Collegian and violated by Summit

Leather. At that point it had become quite clear that the

management of Summit Leather fully understood and

recognized what they were doing and felt that exploita-

tion and violence against women was as humorous as it

was a good way to sell products," Grohe said.

The graphics artist at Summit Leather, who also refus-

ed to give his name, said that he didn't invent the con

cept of sado-masochism, but was merely playing on it and

making fun of it. He said the women were "reading into

the ads. "

After the coalition was formed, the members originally

planned to pass out leaflets at the mall and call a boycott

of Summit Leather. According to Grohe, the coalition then

went to the mall and applied for permission to leaflet

They were told tentatively by the mall management that

they could. At that point, Grohe and another niember of

the coalition were contacted by the manager of Summit

Leather..

"The woman the manager spoke with told him that we

wanted a formal, written apology to University women.

He laughed at her," she said.

The Coalition Against Exploitation was eventually

denied permission to leaflet, because the mall will not

allow the targeting of one business.

"We still see it as a victory of sorts, but we still want

a formal written apology." Grohe said.

Paper fire reported
in Campus Center
A paper Are, probably caused by a cigarette, was

reported at 5:30 p.m. Wednesday by the Campus Center

Information desk. University of Massachusetts police said.

In other police reports:

• A trashcan Are was reported at 9:30 p.m. Wednes-

day from room 13 in Marcus Hall, police said

• A bicycle tire worth $40 was reported stolen at 12 p.m.

Wednesday from Van Meter House basement, police said.

• Rear window louvers worth $230 were reported stolen

at 11:30 a.m. from a 1982 Dodge that was parked in lot

49, police said.

- ELLEN M. NOLAN
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conduct is justified when done in an at-

tempt to stop the greater crimes of the CIA^

A middle-aged. middle-American jury agreed by finding

all 15 not guilty. University administrators were unim

pressed and stuck to their assertion that the agency ha»

Ihe right to recruit on campus. Chancellor Joseph Duffey

L say at semester's end that the CIA would not be allow^

ed to recruit here until a committee decides whether it

violates University policy. ^a^m,e
The CI\ issue occupied the attention of must campus

governing bodies at various points during the semester^

Students seemed ambivalent; a poll in Februar>- said 70

percent believe the agency should be
^^^^T^^'fJ^'^'l'

but a large majority do feel recruitment should be bann-

ed if the CIAs alleged crimes are proven to be true. Ap-

gently, the defense m the Carter-Hoffman trial was able

to do just that. . , . ,

The trial, which lasted a week - three days of which

was used to find a jury acceptable to all sides - was

covered by the Sew York Times. Boston Globe.

Philadelphia Inquirer. Washington Post.

London Observer, all three major television networks the

Associated Press and United Press International. And the

Milftar"- recruiters in the Campus Center alsoJelt the

wrath of 'campus activists. The Campus Center/Student

Union Board of Governors voted to ban them last

semester, eventually getting support from the

Undergraduate Student Senate in February. Angry

students, claiming that the armed forces discriminate

IT'S ALMOST SUMMER
SESSION, AND WE GET
BUSY, BUSY, BUSY!
DON'T WAIT TILL THE
LAST MINUTE FOR

YOUR PRESCRIPTIONS
COME IN AS SOON AS

POSSIBLE!

against gay., forced the re. .nniers to leave: they have not

been back on the cuncours.- •^incf.

On March 5 Judge Fredenck Hurst released hu, report

on last oSo^. - --^1 brawl m the Southwest Residen-

tal A er¥h^ report said "the events of that night were

pi^dictable. preventable, and primarily racially

"Hi"! ds^ scorched the office of tiie Vice Chancellor for

Student Affairs [Dennis Madson) for not giving him the

fippon he fell hi needed to do a complete invest igat.on

•I was not made to feel like I w-as a man on an impor^

tant mission." Hurst said, adding, "'black students

underSaniably fear that they are more like y t^han white

students to be accused and treated unfairly by campus

police and administrators in Student Affairs.

Hurst also blasted administrators in the Department

of Public Safety for failing to prevent the 'ncident and

later, denying it was racallymotiv-ated He said officer

had done the best they could, but then-director of Public

Safety Gerald O'Neil and other police administrators had

^O'N^l resfgned April 1. citing poor health, and Place-

ment Services Director Arthur Hilson was named his in-

terim replacement.

Duffey announced April 2 that April 21 would be a

•Racism Awareness Day." during which Jesse Jackson

would speak. Attendance at Jacksons speech that day was

high; attendance at racism workshops was said to be poor

Five students were arraigned last week as the result

of an investigation, prompted by Duffey's request, by the

Northwestern District Attorney's office. A sixth will be

arraigned later this month. It is unclear if any of the

students will face University disciplinary procedures.

On March 24, the police union sent Duffey a letter sav-

ing police administrators were less than competent and

that conditions in the department were driving talented

officers away. Duffey has yet to respond to the letter.

A suit filed against the University by students upset

about the Legal Services Office losing its right to sue the

University is expected to go to trial in June. The fuit calls

for University trustees to restore LSO to its full powers.

A proposal by Student Activities Director Randy Donant

We will not accept telephone orders

the last two weeks of school

because we cannot get to them.

I
Thft^vK /ffui ...1V^ PK<i»r)yv^ "^aWaJt^MS.

eating place

SUNDAY-THURSDAY 6 A.M -3 A.M.

FRIDAY & SATURDAY OPEN 24 HOURS

BREAKFAST SERVED ANY TIME

BEER & WINE SERVED TIL MIDNITE

PLENTY OF PARKING

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER STOP 4 SHOP)

Rte. 9 • Hadlsy / Amherst

L

256-6889

EMPLOYMENT APPLICATIONS BEING TAKEN

I

IiBUYONE-CETONE
fI

I

I

! Two Large Eggs, 2 Strips of Bacon.

2 Sausage Links, & 2 Pancakes

I
Buy A Big Breakfast and get another

I one just like it Free.

I
CBnnot be used w,th any other f/erj>f discount

I
coupon, must be presented at time of order

I

I

I

Valid 7 days a **eek

OFFER EXPIRES JUNE 1. 1987

Coupon good for all p«rson$ in party^
^
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to have Student Activities business manager Judith

Lovitz sit on the Student Government Association s

Budgets Committee provoked the ire of the many senators

and Budgets Committee Chairman Nate Moore. The plan

is now on hold.

Students on the Residential Committee worked all

semester to restore the right of students to be represented

by advocates when charged with infractions of residence

hall policies. They report some progress, but Housing Ser

vices Director Joseph Zannini seemed less than en

thusiastic about the idea.

In February, campus conservatives staged a "World

Freedom Recognition Day," a commemoration of human

rights and the Soviet Union's alleged disregard thereof

At the end of the semester, leading local conservative

Gilbert Stair brought anti-gay activist Paul Cameron to

campus.
Cameron's visit was probably the anticlimax of the

semester. After a period of debate, the gay community

decided to ignore his appearance, and staged a march and

rally while he spoke.

As Cameron told a mostly male audience the graphic

details of studies of gay sex, the bells of the campus chapel

tolled to commemorate gays supposedly oppressed, kill

ed and injured.

The hottest feelings generated by the defrocked

psychologist's visit seemed to come from the 200 or so

students who couldn't get into Campus Center 101, which

has a capacity of about 150. Stair blamed the administra

tion for providing such cramped quarters; an administra

tion spokeswoman took conservatives to task for providing

what she said was scanty notice that tickets were required

to hear Cameron.
More administrative changes may be made this sum

mer. possibly including the replacement of Dean of

Students William Field, sources say, and it is possible the

administration will deal with the police discontent dur-

ing the warm months. Administrators have a predilection

for making controversial decisions, like the LSO and hous-

ing advocate decisions, during the summer when students

are aw-ay and press attention is at a nadir.

This summer is unlikely to be any different.
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Round Ifip

IroniNEW YORK
starting at

LUXEMBURG $358

LONDON 361

ST.THOMAS 238

TEL AVIV 583

CARACAS 293

ATHENS 493

STOCKHOLM 413

HONGKONG 764
Also EURAIL PASSES INT L

STUDENT ID WORK/STUDY
ABROAD AYHCARDS. LOW
DOMESTIC FARES and
more'CALL lor

FREE Student Travel Cat atog'

[4131256-1261

COUNCIL TRAVIL

AMHERST

SUMMER RESOURCES
THROUGHOUT MASSACHUSETTS THERE

ARE RAPE CRISIS CENTERS AND BAT-

TERED WOMEN SHELTERS THAT PRO-

VIDE SUPPORT TO WOMEN WHO EX-

PERIENCE VIOLENCE OR ATTEMPTED

VIOLENCE. YOU CAN CALL YOUR LOCAL

OPERATOR FOR THE PROGRAM
NEAREST YOU. YOU CAN ALWAYS CALL

THE COUNSELOR/ADVOCATE PROGRAM

HOTLINE AT 4 1 3-545-0800 24 HOURS A
DAY FOR A REFERRAL OR SUPPORT

"Seniors & Graduate Students"
Sentry Lincoln Mercury

The Largest Lincoln Mercury Dealership

in Greater Boston Wants to Help You Start

Your Career in a New Vehicle

Your college degree is a move

up And now you can move up to a

new ca^ with pre-approved credit

ffo-n Ford Credit and S*nlry Line.

Mercury H you are working on an

advanced degi'ee or graduating

M'\<-. a PacneiQ' s Degree between

OctoDef 1, 1986 and Sept^nebe'

30 196? you may quall^' to' this

spec a college graduate pur-

chase prograrr^

I' you do you II receive a $400

cas"" a^owarce 'rom f-o'd Make

yoj' best deal on any qualifying

MERCURY

LINCOLN

vehicle and use the money toward

your down payment, or Ford will

send you a $400 check after the

purchase or lease The money is

yours whether you finance or not

The amount of your credit de-

pends on which of these qualified

vehicles you choose

Mercu-v Cars Tracer, Lynx

Topaz. Cougar Sable

So hurry If a vehicle is not m
dealer stock you must order by

June 1, 1987 and you must take

delivery by August 31. 1987

TO GET ALL THE DETAILS CONTACT:
JOHN R. BLOOD JR.

Sentry Linclon Mercury

370 Mystic Valley Pkwy
Medford, Mass 02155

391-5700

s^-^ ^°^^'.v
ford Motor
.Credit ^*
'Company

'r/.^f pvo^

• LSO
coniinued from page I

mission," following public outcry over the

trustees decision on Aug. 6, 1986 to rescind

the LSO's right to sue the University. The

commission, which consisted of two

students, two faculty, two administrators

and a representative of the LSO, released

its report to the administration on March

13-

Among the report's recommendations is

the creation of a new administrative unit

- The Office of Problem Solving.

According to the report, the OPS would

give students a central agency to which

they could voice grievances, and would in-

clude LSO. Student Mediation Services and

the Civil Rights Grievance Program

Duffey said the idea of creating this new

office needs to be studied, but the problem

is doing it in a way that doesn't increase

bureaucracy.' and finding the money.

Wingle estimated it would cost about

$100,000 to create OPS.

The report stated that the creation of this

new office would eliminate the tension ex-

isting between the LSO and Randy Donant,

the director of the Student Activities Of-

fice, because LSO would no longer be under

his control.

"Donant has been hostile to our office.

The report shows that," said Charles

DiMare, director of LSO. "A lot of our

disa^eements come from the fact that we

advise students agait\st Donant's office

and he evaluates us."

DiMare said Donant has denied merit

pay. promotions and the hiring of a fourth

attorney, "making our life miserable."

Donant is on vacation and could not be

reached for coiiment.

Also mentioned in commission's report

was the right of students to pool funds to

pay for assistance with "on and offcampus

problems."

Said Wingle: "A special fund could be

created by which students could appeal to

the LSO for money to hire outside lawyers

referred to by the office.

"That way you would avoid staff suhh'-

staff, which was thu fundamental reu.son

why the office lost the right to sue."

The administration has maintained that

ihe LSO's right to sue the University had

cau.sed hostility between the office and thf

University staff and made it more difficult

for the University to obtain liability

insurance.

But DiMare said. "I think it's outright

retaliation against us for our success in the

past. They don't like losing.

"Part of it's the money, part of it's the

embarrassment," he said.

DiMare said there have been 11 suits

against the University since 1979, "almost

all except tor one 'settled' in favor of

students."

The LSO AHs gianted the right to sue the

University in 1975.

* police

continued from page 1

tained a di-aft of the letter, which repeats

a request for the "formation of a commil

tee of police officers from the University of

Mas.sachusetts at Amherst to meet with

you, or your designee, to discuss our con-

cerns."

The letter statt >; "The removal of Mr.

Gerald T. O'Neil as the Director of

Public Safety and the assignment of

Mr. Arthur HLl.son as the interim direc-

tor has only scratched the surface of

the problems facing the leadership of

the Department of Publi* Safety. This

reassignment does not negate the on-

going problems wdthin the Department

of Public Safety, nor has the morale

within the Department of Public Safe-

ty amongst the patrol division person-

nel increased, contrary to a recent

public statement issued by the Depart-

ment of Public Safety."

The letter also refers to la.st weekend's

incidents: "As you know, a group of sub-

jects discharged firearms into a crowd
at the end of an all-night event at the

Student Union Building. This occurred

after responding to a stabbing involv-

ing the same all-night event. In the past,

we have had similar events at the Stu-

L^ent Union Building where police of-

ficers and citizens of the University

community have been placed in serious

physical Jeopardy and have been in-

jured. Despite this, these events have

been, and are still being held, and this

time someone has been stabbed and
many others endangered."
DutTey said thi >-\\' i has been brnuKht

to his attention and he plans to meet with

representatives trom the police depai-tment

"immediately after commencement

The police have -one of the most diflkult

jobs on campus." ht said, 'The officers need

more support." __^
• Faculty Senate
(iinlinui'd from page 1

Health Council, who outlined two phases.

The first took effect last March and forbids

smoking in classrooms, or any places used

for hu^mess meetings. The second, effective

tomorrow, extends the no-smoking rule to

private offices as well.

One more Tieeting of the Senate is

scheduled before the end of the semester,

but there was talk of another being added

to accommodate an unusually heavy

agenda.

SWINGING TUNES
by the Campus Pond

Colleginn photo t)> Bvrne GuiirnoHa

Chris Tessier practices harmonica yesterday

-.. .-. .".'. .1.1.' .•.'.• ..• .y.' » ». .
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INTRODUCING
OUR NEW STYLIST

DEBBIE B.

HAIRCUT
ONLY

$10 'Wet Style & Cut
j

(reg $12.50)

f
i i

I
STYLES BY DEBORAH j

I 65 University Drive Amherst |

I expires 5/30/87 *with this coupon I

m

I

I

# I

f^

SMALL CONE

With this coupon

And purchase of 2 whole subs

Special is for 5/1 7 - 5/22

I

.•:•:•

•:•••:

^
^

P^

I

'^

^

-.--.—J

fi:0:::::/W^^^^^^^

I
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Two week internship in

APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY
Date: June 15-27, 1987

If you are interested in small scale agriculture,

homesteading, or overseas service (private agency or

Peace Corps), you can get hands-on practical ex-

perience with windmills, well and water systems,

photovoltaics electricity from the sun), small animal

husbandry, and much more. The Windfarm Museum

internship is for those who feel their future plans may

need this knowledge. If you camp, your work time

should cover all your expenses except food. For infor-

mation write: Windfarm Museum
RFD No. 2, Box 86.

Martha's Vineyard, MA 02568

Tel. (617) 693-3658
'

1^

Liih^A^UM*^M**A««**'
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"BOW TO THE MEDIA" - The Collegian Staff

As always, oor thanks to Maureen Ma-

jerowski. Wilka Varela and Peter

Soderberg, who make this operation

possible. Welcome aboard Brian

Harrington!!

Spring 1987 Collegian Staff

Kellv Sieger, editor-in-chief

Nancv Klingener, managing editor

News
Craig Sandler, editor

Ann Britten, associate

Pedro Pereira, associate

liana Levenson

Sheryl Jean

Siobhan Masterson

William Spain

Jennifer Dempsey

Pam Bracken

John Swanson
Michael Alter

Naonni Davis

John Ferro

Todd Goldberg

Gary Jones

Corinna Moebius

Grant MacKay
Ellen M. Nolan

Sarah Nathan

Tony Padavano

Rick Santos

Carol Tannenbaum
Jennifer Waugh
Karl Rookey

i YOU or someone yoa know has been sexaallY abused |

I • According to the FBI, a woman is raped every 3 minutes
|

I • One out of three women will experience sexual assault in tier lifetime
|

s. • One out of every nine male chilfren will be sexually abused

i • Rape is the fastest growing crime in the Unites States |

I THE EVERYWOMANS CENTER SEXUAL ASSAULT ADVISORY COMMITEE |

I WANTS TO CHANGE THESE STATISTICS THROUGH |
I EDUCATION. ADVOCACY AND COUNSELING

|

I If Yon are a Victim/Snrvivor. concerned friend or family member
|

§ or interested community member CALL: g
s s

i Educator Advocate Program - 545-3474 §

Counselor Advocate Holtline 545-0800 (24 hours) j

I
• rape, date rape, attempted rape, incest, child sexual abuse

j
1 sexual harassment, sexual coercion =

iu M 1,1 1 I4«m.i,i.i M 1 i . • !• • 1 1,1.1 1 III uii.M.i.nmii^M.i.m.m.Mu.M.m.i ..•.....' • """ "" ' '"" '""^

CHANCELLOR*S RECEPTION

FOR SENIORS

Saturday. May 23. 1987 4:00^:30pm

Totman Field Rain location: Blue Wall

Liv^ Band and Menu of Hamburgers Hotdag: v :"- '^"P-
^
Tossed salad Soda and Oreo cookie ice crear^ oars

No kBg$. bBerballs or bottles _^____

Arts

Tom Harrington, editor

Adam Lavine, associate

Dana Anagnnstou, associate

Saquih Alaadin

Stephen Bayer

Charles Francis Carroll

Dennis Chen

Jim Cole

Martha Connors

Barbara DeLoUis

Stuart Gamble

Tom H. Gagnon

Dann Gooden
Meredith Gootesman

Walter Kouvacs

Derek Leif

Don Lipper
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Jcimie Pilchar

Julie Rae

Coleen Sherry

John T Shea

Mary Anne Siok

Editorial

Phil Serafino, editor

Jcfrry Bartash, associate

David R Mark, associate

Rusty Denton

James P Martin

Jon Z Bowser

Ben Brogan

Frank Flanagan

Robert Menzel

Jonathan M Cassie

Mark Caldeira

Stephen Erickson

Chuck Onu
Scott A Frank

Timothy Harris

Women's Issues

Lucinda Couto, editor

Kathryn Pohner. associate

Meg Kroeplin

Wendy Lee

Connie LeClerc

Joe Liebescheutz

Mariane Meuse

Black Affairs

Kathryn Kirby, editor

Marion Tinsley

Sports

John Nolan, editor

Matt Gerke, editor

Roger Chapman, associate

Jim Clark

Steve Richards

Linda Delivorias

Jim Hickey

George Austin

Photo
Byrne Guarnotta, editor

Paul Franz, associate

David Shimkus

Rob Skelton
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TODAY'S SMARTEST DRMNG OUTFIT:

TODAY'S SMARTEST LENDING OUTFIT:

FORD MOTOR CREDIT COMPANY

SWEENEY l
ESBHiai explains why...
liiEisga

^

Getting cO'teqe grads me p-- ni'P't'

credit they need is smart tn,

and (DEALER NAMF i
knov.

if you a'e wof-

degree o' grau.i.ii.i .., .•..;:' .i

Degree between October l

September 30 198? you rna> ;-.iii>

lor ttieir speciai roHeqe qradiJ.it-;

purchase prrj ;

I! you do. y(.
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lualified vehicles

: . .irs Escort Escort EXP
Mustang Thunderbird. Taurus

ucKs Aerostat Bronco II

, It a vehicle is not m deaie'

jst order Dy June 1 1987 ana

k'livery ol any vehicle by

MAKE THE SMART MOVE, GET ALL THEJETAILS TODAY AT

Fofd Motor
Credit

Company SWEENEY Dnssa
<s^lFORD
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COMMENCEMENT 1987
Final Instructions to Bachelor Candidates

Plan to arrive at the stadium no later than 9 ^m earring yoar

cap & gown. The University Policy regarding NO ALCOHOt IN

THE STADIUM will be enforced. Be prepared to demonstrate

that you are in compliance with this regulation.

Enter the stadium through the Main Entrance (east side) Signs

will be posted there to help you find the designated gathenng

spot for your school or college. Marshalls will also be there to

assist you.
STADIUM PLAN

• >.

CHINESE KITCHEN bi

FAST SERVICE — GREAT PRICES

Try our

Moo Shu Pork

$3.95

#23 Szechuan Gai Ding,

Swee & Sour Pork, Fried Rice

$4.95

#22 Chicken Wings,

Sweet & Sour Pork,

Fried Rice

$3.90

#24 Yoke Kew (Beef)

Onion and Green Pepper

Chicken Wing, White Rice

$3.90
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TRY OUR LUNCHEON - DINNER SPECIALS

Only $1.49 before 3 pm, $1.90 after 3 pm

Eat In or Take Out

HOURS: Sunday Noon - 10 pm, Mon - Sat 11:30 - 10pm

430 Russel St (Rt 9)

HADLEY - 253-2571

2 LOCATIONS
150 King St

NORTHAMPTON — 586-8220

18

16

15

14
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RENT FROM HERTZ PENSKE

AND BE A ROAD SCHOLAR.
Neighborhood Agent: Mark's Motor's

222 King St & Rt 5

Northampton 01060 • 586-8391
/iertz

PRESENT THIS AD FOR A 10% DISCOUNT

30 Fuller Road, Chicopee, MA 01020 • 549-5186

Not oil mrt» ovilobk .tM lot.ti«» AM (od ond on,—, r^ol« «*•«» »• M*t, Nmk. .tondord fntrt

QiMlifKotiom ® H«rti Pw)«ht Truck Uowng, Jnt. 19»5.
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CONNECTICUT STORES OPEN 7 DAYS

%K1 109 • SUN 10 6 • MOK FRI 10 9

ROUTt 5 EAST WINDSOR CONN

113J MMPBELl AVE , WEST H»VEN^COHN^

ROUTE JM. lOfr cuoTON moto* inn) CROTON. COWW.

MASS STORES OPEN 7 DAYS

HAMPSHIRE MALI MAOLEV, MASS

SUNO»Y 12 5 • MOH SAT 10 9
SALE
ENDS
MAY
20TH

CANAL STREET TURNERS FALLS, MASS

MTUROA* 12 6 • SUNO»» 10 6 • "ON ftl 10 9

DOOR BUSTER
PRIVET HEDGES
RUBIE BOUGHT 10.000

COMPARE ANDSAVE

EA.

MUST BE
BOUGHT IN
PACKAGES
0F2S

3 PIECE

UVlNlROplSET
SOFA-CHAIRLOVESEAT

\H0^
VALUE Hi*%MOii

<
3 PIECE

COLONIAL SET
' SOFA-CHAIRLOVESEAT

iUJUfi

VALUE N

PARTIAL LISTING:

Red Delicious Apple

Mcintosh Apple

Yellow Delicious Apple

Jonathan Apple

Belle of Georgia Peach

J. H. Hale Peach

Red Haven Peach

Hale Haven Peach

Bartlett Pear

Montmorency Cherry

Black Tart Cheiry

North Star Cherry

Eariy Richmond Cherry

Burbank Plum

Santa Rosa Plum

Bruce Plum

Plus Assorted Shade

Trees And More

IStES&SHRUBS

I

BOYS
^

UNIT COLLAR

1 Slits*-'

VAL '^

'"^^^r. HUGH
"SWITT-IHI

DWARF & APPI F&
STANDARDMr F Lt«
FRUIT TREES
.PEACH 'PEAR. PLUM "CHERRY

COMPARE TO »7.95 EA.

RAILROAD SALVAGE PRICE

N

£^CHO**^ SHOP EARLY FOR BEST SELECTION

TTnirtWOiiSOiiilS" RHODODENpRON^^ U«1T\ .CANADIAN HEMLOCK
ftN"\ .GLOBE ARBORVITAE

• AUSTRALIAN PINE
• COTON EASTER
. HYDRANGEA

$Q99
^r EACH

FLOWERING

SHRUBS
FORSYNTHIA* RED ALMOND

I

• SPIEREA • WEIGEUA ,

P.G.HYDRANGIA* SNOWBALL
MUST BE
BOUGHT IN

PKGS OF 2
FOR *1.98

B^'B FRUIT TREES
ANDSHADETREES

1999VALUES
TO

l9So

,c*-

nMiNAiviBEACH BANKETSH^E^^^H 60"x90"60" X 90"

PLESVv^'r'^i''^'''^"'- ''"•NTSPLENTY OF ROOM FOR TWO

^

I •»«,« ,'

{

>•'

I

I
I

\NF^HTS ,

?,rwB0RHT0i8JJ^

VAL

mmmm
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KpUCOIitHI

cSwOHS

, • :>». *'

GULLWING
DESIGN
GENESIS VI

COLLECTION

V

\ WIDTHS WHITr

OT"' ta„'Z^..
iNDOW SHADE?/^ *•» .^5", 25" _ '^wti

:yi 27", 28". 29" BOTH PLAIN OUR u

^J3T:li:::||::S!!?rV=„*i^oP«^S

SAVEUP TO sq.^

pi^^; b4 iWyj YARD GOOD?

UPHOLSTYRYm:""™''"i«LECLOTH. CHAISE
RECOVERING AND
OTHER HOUSEHOLD iicrc

^

• PEEL PROOF

• DENT PROOF -CHIP PROOF

RUST PROOF • CORROSION PROOF • STACKABLE

LIGHTWIGHT YET DURABLE AND MORE

FOLDING WEBBED
iii

fJ^foi,

t

42" TABLE *hd4 CHAIRS

24888
VALUED

AT N

5520^^w

CHAIRS AND CHAISE
FOR BACKYARD, BEACH OR POOL

EXTRA WIDE POLYPROPOLENE

WEBBING, 1" FURNITURE GRADE

ALUMINUM TUBING • Al IMPACT .; - < rjs.

REINFORCED MOLDED ARMS _^/; • • : . .t,,^
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Now there's 472 days, and 7, uh...

Well folks, you and we both know that

Gary Hart is out of the race, and if you read

yesterday's editorial page, you probably

saw our review of the Democrats left in the

running. (If you haven't read it. please do.)

However, who are the Republicans? Well...

Cassic/Mark

An almost fatal word
"^

„t „«„ *r, h«iln when vou need i

Whose jurisdiction is somebody's life

under? A friend of mine could have fallen

four stories last weekend because he was

not under the jurisdiction of the Amherst

Police Department. I do not know much

about jurisdiction; in fact, I know close to

nothing, but I do know that last weekend

it meant that they couldn't come and help

my friend.

Kelly Winning

My friend was drunk and on the ledge

of the fourth floor, trying to climb into the

window of the room next door and he

refused to come in. He could have been

seriously injured or killed.

I called the operator, and she connected

me to Amherst police. The officer asked

me the problem, but when he found out

that I was at UMass he told me to call

campus police because I was out of his

jurisdiction. He didn't off^er to contact

them for me, even though I'm sure one

police force has much quicker access to

another than I do. and he didn't off-er any

advice. He would not send anyone out tor

a drunk person on a ledge.

The University operator then connected

me to campus police, who are supposed to

answer the phone 24 hours a day, seven

days a week, but it just kept ringing. The

operator was as shocked as I was. My

friend was on a ledge, and the people

trained to save lives and to protect us

were either not answering the phone, or

quibbling about phone numbers and

jurisdiction.
,, m i *u«

The operator advised me to call 911, the

emergency line that is supposed to con-

nect you to help when you need it. 1 was

connected to the Amherst police again. 1

told the same officer what was happening

and he impatiently told me that I had

already called, and he repeated his in-

structions to call campus police because

UMass was out of his jurisdiction. All this

officer knew was that there was a drurik

person on a ledge. For all he knew it could

have been on the 22nd floor of JQA, yet

he was still arguing about jurisdiction. 1

couldn't believe it. After all the stories

about college kids falling out of windows

this man at 911 was telling me to call

campus police again. I told h.m that cam-

pus police was not answering hence he

Took my name, number, and address. He

said he'd try campus police himselt.

We got my friend off the ledge before the

police arrived a few moments later. I don t

know if it was University or Amherst

police, but I do know that it took too long.

If they had responded so soon after my

last call, they should have been there that

much earlier after my first call. That ex-

tra time gave my friend a greater chance

''^Asu'turned out, thankfully, there was

no horrible outcome that "igbt- Everyone

went home alive, but all I/ould think of

was, what if it had turned out different-

Iv? I had spent about four minutes on the

phone, but it only takes a fraction of a se^

cond to lose your balance. I hope those

people who consider jurisdiction an impor-

XZ part of police work think of that too.

I think it's disgusting that something as

important as someone's life could l^ det^r^

mined by something as small as a single

word.

Kelly mnning is a UMass student

George Bush: Bush is in a tough posi-

tion. As Vice President, he has to

disassociate himself from Ronald Reagan's

collapse, and capitalize on Reagan's

strengths. The media has consistently por-

trayed him as a spineless. wishy-Avashy

man. and who can forget his chA-ge of

"voodoo economics" leveled against his

one-time opponent: candidate Reagan. The

Vice President has a number of image and

perception problems that will damn his

campaign, although for now he has been

cleared of any ties to the Iran-contra

debacle that have paralyzed the White

House. A strong man might be able to pull

it off and win the election. However, Bush

is a squish and will fail as few have failed

before. Grade: D
Robert Dole: Dole, the Senate minority

leader from Kansas, is in a formidable posi-

tion. He has a respected voting record, is

well-regarded in Washington, and has a

pleasing personal manner. Although some

criticize him for being too moderate, he is

the man who will be able to capitalize on

the fall of the Vice President if he plays his

cards right. Also, Dole may be able to woo

both the youth and the women voters.

What Dole must avoid is his other critics:

those who accuse him of being weak.

Grade: B
Pierre DuPont. DuPont, the ex-

Governor of Delaware, is a rarity. Because

of his family fortune, he has a war chest

that scares Bush. He suff-ers from poor

name recognition, but he does have a

number of strong points. Besides being able

to spend endless dollars to get his points

across, DuPont also has good plans to fight

depressed industrial state economies. He

worked economic miracles in Delaware

when that state's economy was wracked by

double-digit inflation and high unemploy-

ment. Like the other governors, in the race

he lacks any practical experience in foreign

policy. Our prediction is that if Dole falters

in his bid, the Republicans may turn to Du-

Pont as their savior. Grade: B-

Alexander Haig: If you're Alexander

Haig. we suppose you can do silly things

like run for president. He has no real war

chest, and no real reason to run. His plat-

form is solidly Republican, and he will have

some appeal to neo-fascists, but he will pro-

bably end up turning away mainstream

voters because of his abrasive manner. To

put it bluntly, the guy doesn't have a

prayer. Also, don't forget his ego. He was

the guy who said, "I'm in charge here,"

when Reagan was shot. Grade: C

Jack Kemp: Jack Kemp is a nice guy,

and he's certainly motivated. Unfortunate-

ly, he makes Ronald Reagan look like a.

liberal. His call to place the dollar on the

gold standard is ludicrous, and his foreign

policies will turn off a good number of peo-

ple. Like Gary Hart. Kemp could have

some sexual skeletons in his closet. But, if

you are conservative, you'll love Jack

Kemp. Otherwise, watch out. Grade: C-

Paul Laxalt: The former Nevada senator

has a number of significant detractions

that will mar his run for the White House.

As Ronald Reagan's best friend, he will be

forced to qualify the tenets of Reaganism

that many consider failures. Also, his

reputed ties to the Casino mafia will pro-

bably give rise to serious ethical questions.

The man does not stand a chance. Grade:

D +

Pat Robertson: The reverend, like Lax-

alt and Kemp, has more problems than he

can hope to -olve. With the scandals in the

evangelical movement, it is doubtful that

the man can convince even a slim minori-

ty of the electorate that his message is the

right one. Remember, it was God who told

Robertson his time had come to run for

president. If you're a Reagan conservative,

and you need four more years, vote for

Kemp, not Robertson. Grade: F

Jonathan M. Cassie and David R. Mark

are Collegian columnists

SDI only a temporary solution

It is my understanding that the Strategic

Defense Initiative is being developed to

protect our nation from nuclear destruc^

tion A great deal of time, energy and

capital has been, and will be, spent on its

completion. Many of our top scientists will

be spending vears on its research and

development. I hold no reservations on this

nation's ability to accomplish its people s

goals. America, after all, is a nation built

on this very idea.

I am worried, though. Be SDI defensive,

or offensive, it is an escalation further in-

to the realm of war. It will not work to en-

sure peace, but only to delay nuclear con-

frontation. The bombs will not disappear;

rather, they will become more elusive. In

this case, protection is not quantitative in

character.

Is it a logical solution to foster the accep-

tance of such devices? History teaches us

we will never be totally rid ofthem. Would

it not be wise to then spend our time and

energies reducing the worlds' nuclear

arsenals, instead of perfecting them.' bUl

will at best, give the nation temporary, if

not partial, protection. Bringing war into

space does not provide a viable solution.

The American people deserve more in-

telligent answers to the problems of the

Atomic Age than this.

Paul Mariotti
Northeast

emergency line that is supposed to con-
,

1
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Tfpflpctions a of University Trustee
rlelieCtlUllO a V^X

.usance and fne„dthip have bee„ bo* preciou

As »e begin to wind down this phase of"•^j"™'^™^"*

at UMass T find myself on the verge of both excited an-

Dani Burgess

TTlwfq like I am writing my orbituary.

In some ^^^y^V-fiVllm charting new. exciting and

yet in others, it feels ike I
^'^

J^^;/""? ^ of representing
Lknown te^vtory^U^^^^^^

^3go. Those

To re- h^et^^the two mc^t^^^^^^^^^^

life. For that. I am
-f

^o^t a douU m^^^^^^^

Many people
^-I'j'Xtim^^^^^^ ^-^''^^^ ^"'

raCiteT^SeXu^couia ever ask for from an

undergraduate program,

Stacy Roth, my copresjd-t in
1^^^^^^ 'ears^MTy^nTe

taught me many more things than I can say^jviy^

Mufphy. you have been an
^^^^^f,^^^^^^^^^^^^^

steadfast support throuit all.

^^^J^"
_' ur support.

Sara, Katja, Chuck, Denny and more your ppu

guidance and friendship have been both precious and

ZuZe. My friends and family, ^^l^^ouiyonrlo^^ and

carine I would never have made it through. Thank you

iS=sth^i:?er^srtS
^'sJfr ne^vflt:Kke to do something that is a

bif out of character for me an that is to offer certain in-

dividuals certain challenges.

I challenge Randy Donant to recognize that his leader

.bin .tvlefs simply not effective for the students and for

tXiiersity asVwhole. But, you no have malice m your

'Tchluenge Counsels Searson and Myers to recognize

that UMass/Amherst has an unproductive legal support

sysLm and to acknowledge their role in this problem.

I challenge W. Greg Rothman and Tony Rudy to

recog^t th'at the majority of their work is based on hate,

and to adjust ^b^ir P^iorjt^^^^^^^^^^
^^^ ,^^^

'
''dedrworTttl^ff^tW^ resolutions of the above

STe^rnedirmarurandineffect^^^^^^^^^^^

that plagues the University, and to acknowledge the

legality of the CIA.

I challenge David Knapp to be less cold and less detach-

ed and to increase his sensitivity and commitment to af-

firmative action, equal opportunity and [a^r play^

I challenge Joe Demeo to recognize that there is more

to UMass than Southwest, that outreach should not be

eft by the wayside, and that, wbile sometimes quite

necessary, confrontation should be a last resort. Team

EuiS and cooperation are valuable assets when stu-

dent empowerment is on the line.
, . ,, j „

Tchallenge Mike Dukakis to re-evaluate his alleged sup-

port for public higher education, as well as to rescind his

destructive and hateful foster care policy^

Tchallenge the Undergraduate Student Senate to look

to the b3 oFGovenor^as a better model for effective

governance and to consider a reduction in the number of

Lnalo.9 and I challenge the students to welcome a

cLare te free campus, despite a questionable process.

f cha lenge myself to be less afraid of ahenating peo-

ple to let go of all my unhealthy and irrational in-

^curities, to take a real break from my preoccupation

wTh work, commitments and external responsibilities

^nd to end, at least for a time, this no longer necessary

marr age to a datebook), to wholeheartedly invest myself

Zl my academics during my last semester at UMass and

to embrace the many exciting challenges that lie ahead.

Dani Burgess is student trustee at UMass/Amherst

J '..
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Collegian photo liv Niki Sokoloff

A couple of students are talking it over at the Fine Arts Center. We wish them

all the luck in the world.

Collegian photo by Byrne Guarnotta

Rainy weather was the rule for much of the semester, resulting in more than a

few wet students.

As the sun goes down, you can always count on a

Collegian photo by Paul Frani

few hoopsters being ready to go in the Southwest Residential Area.

CoUegUui photo by Chuck Abri

CoUeg»-n photo by David Shlmku.

CoUefian photo by Michael Cooper

A future (?)UMa88

^^
. ^^H dawc" near everyone's favorite pond,

student gets sprayed by a •three-legg'ddawg
ne But then, the sky'8 the limit for Southwest hoop.

A truck sheds its rear axle whUe cruising down Route 9.
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Love overcomes bigotry
*^^

uaK0mp>nt1v areued that c

The letter that follows was y^rMien to

a friend aOer he and I had exchanged

words during a short, heated debate con-

cerning the cause of racism m America to-

day The reason I decided to write this let-

ter was to give a simple, written response

80 as to avoid the sometimes senseless

Eric Ringwood

debate that occurs when people feel

strongly about certain issues. Another,

and one of my primary reasons for writing

this letter, was due to my own inner strug-

gle to understand and cope with people

who develop this mental disease And

finally. I am writing because ot the

realization that if we as a world people

don't cure this terrible social disorder, it

will destroy us. The letter reads;

I understand that the capitalist system

of profit-seeking was the primary reason

for the enslaving system of millions upon

millions of Africans, but as you so

vehemently argued that capitalism is

presently the mayor reason for some

whites' tremendous hate of blacks, I must

disagree. It is necessary for me to

adamantly refute this notion, for seeking

the cause of racism in capitalism (or every

economic system before and every

economic system after this profit-seeking

ideology ) dismisses the fact that the heart

of people guides them in their choice to

hate or love a person, not materialism.

Along with many Afro Americans,

Africans, and people of African descent,

today I am hated and relegated to a level

of inferiority because of my skin color, not

because of the pervasive system of

capitalism. If you, and I know you do, read

the newspaper articles of recent months

concerning racial abuse, namely the

Howard Beach and Yancey Robinson in-

cidents, you will find that none of the

motives behind these two cases had to do

with capitalism. The white thugs did not

commit these horrendous assaults believ-

ing that Robinson or the victims of the

Howard Beach incident would take away

DYNAMITE RECORDS
mmr^img^fgmm l l, l,UJ..,jJM I

J
jlt^!|^|MiBW^^

WE BUY USED LP's

TAPES & CD's

CASH OR TRADE

DYNAMITE RECORDS
Thornes Market - 150 Main St

Northampton. MA - 584-1500

Open 7 Days

Tfr Ji: ir *^ "^ ""* "" -**^

BRITTANY
MANOR

Brittany Manor Drive

Amherst, MA 01002

(413) 256-8534

FALL SEMESTER

SUNNY TWO BEDROOM
APARTMENTS

AVAILABLE AT

$525 per month
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their ability to make a profit; the at-

tackers did this because Robinson and the

Howard Beach victims are of the black

persuasion. Any time a group of white

boys yells racial obscenities out ot a

speeding car, or when a bus driver refuses

to let a black man sit beside him on a bus

- all taking place in the 1980s - it is not

because of capitalism or the "invisible

hand," but because the person is black.

More directly, the heart of the aggressor

decides whether to hate or love the per-

son who has a different skin color.

Brother, I understand that you are well

rehearsed in the economic system of

capitalism, but you fail to recognize that

this system, or any system for that mat-

ter, does not move the human spirit.

Capitalism may precipitate ill feelings

toward another person, but who makes

the final decision? The head and heart of

people, indeed, are the final determinants.

A man wearing a grey flannel suit, spor-

ting a leather briefcase, even riding m a

Mercedes Benz, has never moved me to

become jealous or malicious toward him,

but maybe I am different.

If this system were the final determi-

nant, then acts of good will would not oc-

cur, and if they did occur, it would be sole-

ly for clandestine monetary reasons

Fraternalism, altruism, and faith would

no longer be inborn in our God-given

bodies. Before making the decision to help

those in need, we would first have to

check how financially solvent we were. It

capitalism or whatever economic system

were truly the determinant ofhumanity s

treatment of Blacks, Jews, women, and all

the oppressed, then all we would have to

do is do away with this system, correct.'

No we have to love the human spirit -

nothing complex, but a concept that is

very simple -love.
. , . • j ui»

Love erodes the seemingly formidable

mountain of hate. This synonym for God

destroys the negativity and preconceived

notions we have toward races, colors, and

creeds different than our own. It cleanses

us of the sea of hate we so willingly take

on. The common denominator for deliver-

ing humanity from oppression, bigotry,

and every evil that fosters hatred is love.

Love triumphs over selfish individualism,

nurtures togetherness and enlightens the

ignorant. Love enables us to see the true

values of the human family. Let's love.

Eric Ringwood is a UMass student

LEAVING UMASS IN '87?

DON'T MISS YOUR CHANCE

TO APPLY FOR:

If you're staying In the Pioneer Valley area, and have been

covered by UMass student health insurance, you may want

to apply for VHP coverage to take effect September 1 1987,

when your student insurance ends. Contact the Cashiers

Office at University Health Services ior an application, or ca^l

256-0151 tor more information. Applications are due at VHP

no later than July 15, 1987.
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HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

11 am - 2 am 7 days

50 Main St. Amhtrst, MA

CONGRATULATIONS GRADUATING

CLASS OF 1987

**«
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GOOD LUCK
WITH FINALS

AND BEST
WISHED FOR
A SUCCESSFUL
FUTURE

IF THIS IS YOU
STOP BY FOR A FREE
ROAST BEEF
FRIES

AND LARGE COKE

ARTS

Three books for light summer reading

1987

By KARL ROOKEY
Collegian Staff

Yeartcood

By Paul Hazel

New York: Bantam Books Inc.

261 pp. $3.95

Arise, fantasy fans, stir from the grave and gravitate

once more toward the nearest bookstore: Paul Hazel s epic

fantasy The Finnbranch Trilogy, has fmally been releas-

ed in paperback.
. . u

The first volume of the trilogy, Yearwood, which

originally appeared in hardcover form during the spring

of 1980 has just been released by Bantam books in an

unabridged paperback edition. The other two books should

be out by this time next year.
, ^ ^ ^

The tale begins beneath the twin peaks of dear Mnn,

where a young bastard is growing up in the mountain

home of his mother and her husband. His sisters aunts

and mother are of a witch race known as the Kell, and

during his life among them he has had no true name, tor

his mother did not reveal it at his birth. He is unaware

of his lineage, and the ways of outside world.

Moved by forces he has little control over, and racing

against the coming of darkness, Kell is propelled down

a road of hardship which will lead him, in time, to rule

all known lands. r u „
Hazel's stylized presentation gives the feeling of being

spoken to directly by the narrator, and the dark, almost

foreboding use of phraseology in conjunction with the

short, but formalized sentence structures give the impres-

sion of a campfire story telling.

The folklore of the land leaks into the story providing

background without breaking the pace of the tale. As he

reveals the plot Hazel backs it up with what is obviously

a detailed history, providing a basis for interest in much

the same way as J.R.R. Tolkien did with Lord ofthe Rings.

A subtle humor can be detected in conversation between

characters, and the dialogue, although sometimes too

cnnlinued on page 14

By KATHRYN POHNER
Collegian Staff

Of Love And Shadows
By Isabel Allende
Knopf, New York,

$17.95

Some authors have the talent of writing in such a way

that intrigues you and just grabs you. so that you become

an instant follower of their work. Isabelle Allende writes

in this way. After reading her first novel. House Of The

Spirits, I was disappointed to find that that was her only

novel. I wanted more.

Well, this month my wish came true. Allende has just

published Of Love And Shadows, a novel that is of the

same magnitude as her first work. Allende, a native of

Chile, sets her story in an unnamed Latin American coun-

try, ruled by a military dictatorship. Military references

run through the book, giving subtle indications of the

author's personal feelings.

Irene and Francisco meet through their work, with mix

ed feelings from both their families. Their work leads the

couple to question the role of terrorism in the political

regime and marks them as trouble for the government.

The story brings the reader into a world that is very dif-

ferent from our United States, with a different perspec-

tive on freedom.

Translated from Spanish, Of Love And Shadows ex-

plores the culture of Latin America. The book is rich with

dialect and idioms particular to rural towns, and makes

excellent use of customs and superstitions that are pre-

sent in the country. Social norms are revealed through

the dialogue and thoughts of characters. Early in the stor>'

a rural woman concludes that she is lucky because her

husband "never dare hit her unless he was drunk.''

However, rural life in the story is quite different from ci-

ty life.

The intertwining of the three families throughout the

plot is a sign of a talented storyteller. The plot is rich with

continued on page 14

HAVE A GREAT SUMMER
CAMP NATCHEZ

Fine co-ed Berkshire Mt camp looking for exciting active peo-

ple with abundant energy for the following positions:

General Counselors • Backpacking • Ropes Course

Sports • Sailing • WSI • Nature • Photography

Soccer • Tennis • Drama • Baseball

FOR INFORMATION, CALL OR WRITE TO:

MARC SCHAFLER - CAMP NATCHEZ
WEST COPAKE, NY 12593

(518) 329-4301

COPIES
4 ^

Self-service

With This Coupon,

Letter or Legal Size

COPVQAT* Print Shop

228 Triangle Street

549-3840

Valid thru May. 1987

By JOE LIEBESCHUETZ
Collegian Staff

CtunpuH Life

Helen Lefkowitz Horowitz

Knopf $24.95

Campus Life is a history written by a university pro-

fessor in praise of rebels. Although the book is a scholar-

ly account of student cultures in American colleges over

the last 200 years, this subjective theme is present

throughout.
, ,

. , ,

Rebels are students who "seek to break cultural and

psychic barriers, who boycott inane classes, and. who

sometimes get off the track to see more of the surroun-

dings and perhaps find another means of transport.

Horowitz acknowledges that rebels risk undoing the

causes their parents stood for. But they can also help col-

leges of higher education act responsibly. The book ends

with the aspiration that the numbers and strengths of

rebels should increase.

Horowitz divides students into three main categories:

College Men. Outsiders and Rebels. College Men par-

ticipate in secret societies and team sports. They delight

in frivolities and deplore academic achievement.

Outsiders were originally Jews and immigrants who felt

they had to work so hard to justify their presence at col-

lege that they couldn't have time for any fun. New Out-

siders, a product of the 'TOs and 'SOs. consist of indigenous

Americans whose only goal is to recreate their parents

home and material possessions. New Outsiders are

obsessed with classes and exams and do not look to col-

lege to change their ambitions, perspectives or lifestyle.

They only engage in extracurricular activities that look

good on their resumes.

Horowitz despises New Outsiders even more than Col-

lege Men. Professors are partly to blame for the current

predominance of New Outsiders. They indoctrinate

students to believe that only haid work brings academic

success without being candid about differences m in-

dividual's mental powers.

Some students interviewed in the book said they didn t

like Horowitz's efforts to sort students into types, a view

I shared.

The people who inhabit universities consist ot a con-

tinuous spectrum, from the delightful to the deranged,

from the perplexed to the perverse, Classii Ration into sub

types is artificial and subjective, and can be confusing

rather than illuminating. When Horowitz writes about

Outsiders, New Outsiders and Genuine Outsiders in close

succession, I tended to lose her meaning.

While no-one can doubt that this is a profound piece ot

work, it does not make for easy reading. I find the satire

of Malcolm Bradbury in novels such as Eating People is

Wrong The History Man and Westward Bound, provides

a more effective and entertaining exposure of university

life than a strictly factual account can do.

If Campus Life were a doctoral dissertation, I would

award Horowitz a Ph.D for herself and one for a friend

of her choice. However, insofar as reading posture is any

guide to literature, this book requires a desk rather than

a beach.

FINALS
SCHMINALS!

!

COME TO THE
TIME OUT

You're Too BUSY!
Don't waste time doing

your own laundry.

Take It To

^*^%
mfiDBi

Wc Off^r:

• Hand Pressing

• Shirt Service

• Same Day
11 PBAY ST. AMHEIWT.MA. ScTViCe

S43'WS3 ^

HOURS: Mon 10 am - 5 pm
Tues - Sat 10 am 10 pm

CINEMA

FRIDAY . SATURDAY

SILKWOOD •

BIRDY

SUNDAY - TUESDAY
MR. SMITH GOES TO WASHINGTON 7:00

IT HAPPENED ONE NIGHT 9:30

DOUBLE FEATURE $3.00

DOWNTOWN AMHfcRSl 253-5426

w.v,-.-.v.-..-..-^-»'»v«^*^*^*'
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By JIMCOLE
Collegian Staff

The semester is just about over, and the

summer movie season is almost here. The

general trend of the films doesn't look all

that different from summers before, yet

there are some strong contenders for either

blockbuster status, or solid popcorn enter-

tainment. Probably the best place to start

is in the sequel department, because there

are a hell of a lot of them.

Beverly Hills Cop II Eddie Murphy

returns as Axel Foley, back in L.A. to fight

villain Brigitte Nielsen, wife of Sly

Stallone. Ehrected by Tony ( Top Gun ) Scott,

it's probably going to be another hit. I have

good vibes about this one.

Superman IV The man of steel is back,

and this time he faces a much more serious

problem - the nuclear arms race.

Christopher Reeve dons his cape once

again, and since all the original stars like

Gene Hackman and Margot Kidder are

back. It just might be a hit. I stress might.

Revenge of the Nerds II: Nerds in

Paradise The geeks have struck again!

Led by chief nerd Robert Carradine, the

guys attend a fraternity convention in

Florida. Sounds funny, but I wonder just

how far this kind of idea can go.

Jaws IV: The Revenge No, I'm not kid

ding. I wish I were. Here we go again with

another shark flick, this time set in Ber-

muda. The real horror is that Oscar win-

ner (gulp) Michael Caine stars. That's a

real step up for his career. Sorry, but this

one sounds like another turkey. However,

at least we're spared Rambo III. Seems it

won't be ready for summer. Aw, shucks!

Steven Spielberg has no directorial

masterpieces scheduled for the summer,

but he has produced two films that sound

good.

Harry and the Hendersons stars John

Lithgow and Melinda (CE3K) Dillon. I've

heard it's about Bigfoot, or extra-

terrestrials, or both. It's on my must see

list. Innerspace stars Dennis Quaid and

Martin Short in a story similar to Fantastic

Voyage, except that Quaid's essence is mix

ed'into Short's personality. Right. Joe

Dante {Gremlins) directs, Spaceballs, not

by Spielberg, but Mel Brooks, is a spoof of

the Star Wars movies.

James Bond returns with a new face,

Timothy Dalton, in The Living Daylights.

I've heard this Bond is more in tone with

the 1960s films, concentrating on character

and espionage rather than gadgets. Let's

hope so.

Other adventure offerings include: The
Untouchables, a serious action film star-

ring Sean Connery, and set in 1920s

Chicago, Predator, another Arnold

Shwarzenegger machine gun epic that just

must see, and Robocop, with Peter

(Buckarou Banzai) Weller as a victimized

cop turned into an android in the near

future.

Surprise! There are actually a few

DRAMAS set to hit the screens this season,

and some sound pretty strange.

The Witches of Eastwick has already

garnered a lot of controversy while filming

here in Mass.. and it looks absolutely

psycho. Jack Nicholson plays around with

three wild women, Susan Sarandon,

Michelle Pfeiffer, and Cher. Get outta here.

Full Metal Jacket is Stanley Kubrick's

Vietnam movie, and it looks terrible. From

the previews I've seen, it looks like an

uneven blend of drama and comedy. No
thanks, Platoon was enough for me.

HE'S NO ROCKY - Arnold Schwarzenegger and Carl Weathers star

as two members of a military rescue team who are being stalked by

a (get this) extraterrestrial adversary in the new film Predator.

La Bamba is the last notable drama, a

biography of the late 50's singer Ritchie

Valens, starring Lou Diamond Phillips.

Complies finish up the summer offerings,

led by the notorious Ishtar, which opens

today. If it's not a total bomb, I'll be amaz-

ed. It's a year overdue, cost over 30 million,

and stars Dustin Hoffman and Warren
Beatty as singers? Tlianks, I'll pass.

* Yearwood
continued from page 13

elevated for common conversation, fits the

story telling nature of the narrative.

Although at places the length of

sentences is unvaried causing a wearying

effect on the reader, the book is

thoroughly enjoyable, and overall easy

reading. Hazel does not use the tradi-

tional good verses evil; instead he uses in-

terpersonal conflict to make the story ring

true.

With a clear conscience and heart, I give

this book to any one who loves to read. It's

a definite must for fantasy lovers

everywhere.

• Love
continued from page 13

details and

twists and yet, is never

confusing. Allende is uni-

que in her straightforward

observations, touched here

and there with irony or

subtle personal comment.
Her years as a journalist

are evident as she
describes scenes concisely

and with perfect clarity.

OfLove And Shadows is

an interesting and infor-

mative novel that teaches

about Latin American
culture as well as telling a

wonderful story.

REMEMBER

RIVERSIDE

PARK

FOR
SUMMER
JOBS

,

GRADUATE TO
KINKO'S

To

Go (o the head of the class with

a great-looking professional

resume from Kinko's.

kinko's
CrwccoplBS. Great

GREAT DAiLY
SPECIALS!
ALL DAY!

EVERYDAY!

TACOVILLA
.Offcrinf Qualify

M««ican Foodi

NOIfTHAMPTON AMHCRST
II cenireR sr

S34 06/3

Bring your Own
Beer or Wine

*l BOiTWOOD WALK
!S6 82 1 7

Beer A Wine
Served

SPniNGFIELD
749 SUMNER AV€
7Ba-09l9

Bring Your Own
Beer B Wine

Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-5141

JOIN US FRIDAY FOR THE

"GATEWAY TO THE SUMMER"
With FREE Buffalo Wings From 4 PM till They Lost!

Congratulations to the Senior Class of 1987

DRINK OF THE WEEK: ORANGE CRUSH - $1 .50

BEER OF THE MONTH: HEINEKEN - $1.25

CASE SPECIALS
Heineken 12oz Ml $16.99

Busch 12oz cans $9.99

Strohs 30 pk 12 oz cans $10.99 ^^^
Utica Club 1 2 oz cans 6.99

Carling Black Labels $6.99

ADD ON MORE SUITCASE
wVUlw ...••.•••.................. ^1 I .^w

Molson Golden $12.99

Old Milwaukee $8.99

Heineken $15.99
"
^014CanAlwosP Taste Phe fi^zzJ'
HAVE A PEACH OF A WEEK-END

Peach Flavored Vodka 750 ml $5.49

Peach DIaquari frozen cocktails 4pk $4.99

Peach Basket Schnapps 750ml $5.99

Peach Wine Coolers • Californian 2 pair $2.99

peach Wine Coolers - Californian 2 liter $3.99

Peachtree Schnapps - the original 375 liter $3.99

^ ^ PEACH WINE COOLER BALL

Gwtu^meSp^t^ 20 L of wine coolers - $32.50

^ODORNiU

Congratulations Class of 1987

A Toast To Your Success ...

May Your Finals be a Breeze

May Your Summer Be
Spectacular

GIVE
THE
CRITICS'
CHOICE

$4.99

Chilly Bubbly

CALL US FOR ALL YOUR NEEDS - WE DELIVER!

FOUR SEASONS
I

584-8174 • Rt 9 Hadlcy * J«st past Bargcr King

Car Stereo Testing Clinic
Monday May 1 1 - Saturday May 1

6

Is your car stereo giving you all the performance it should'?

Find out this week at Sound & Music's Car Stereo Testing

Clinic Experts from Sound & Music will clean your tape

heads and test your tape deck. FM reception and speakers

You'll receive a complete written performance evaluation

and expert, personal answers to all your questions. Please

call for an appointment; 584-9547.

Saturday May 1 6 Only
The Kenwood van (and the Kenwood man?) are

coming. See and hear the complete fine of 1987

Kenwood car stereos in Kenwood's own demon-

stration vehicle. Meet with factory representatives.

Register to win a $1 00 car stereo gift certWicale:

Sound&Music
Millbank Place • 351 Pleasant St., Northampton • 584-9547

Open Sundays 12-5

SCHOOL'S

DEAR STEVE. CONGRATS oi vuu

gradualion TUe past 3 yea's have llovw'i

III miss you' Love your little sisle' Taia

CORPORAL P.-IT S been a wonderUii

week' Hope 10 see voo Ihis summer' Private

G

DEAR SUE AND Gwen the past 3 years

nave oeen great I'li miss yoi, nex'

semester Always rememoer-sne laughed

and laugheo Love always, lara

MEQ GOOD LUCK on finals ' rn gonna
m'ss you' Love MDS

2ECH CONGRATS! VOU Calitorma moma
nappy 21 SI'" Get psyched lor some great

Summer ano cross country visils' -Sue

TRACI VOU MADE it you winna' Good luc*

ir ine 'utu'e Love Chrees

STICK-TO MV Dtsr tuend 1 love you anc
miss you

AGEE-HERES A personal because i navp

a ID! o! money Good luck on Imals Love
Mana

GEORGE VOU ARE tne man ot my dreams

and I mean that protusely I'd wear you'

boots anytime

• TO THE SICKIES at 66 Peinam Road •

•It s been a tun party all semester long
"

May Day and all else

love you Marco. Rob. Steph. John

Joan. Oavid Jasmme. Zeek all olhe'
'

special guests, too Bye-Bye blue

•house until we get another place to party"

• So great to graduate with you. Rob
•

I hate long goodbyes Lei's make it

• a continuation, a turning of the page

RANOI AND EVE- 1 love you guys and Im
going to miss you, but gel psyched to go
wild this week love Robin

JENNA BROWN HEY! Guess whaf We
not only made it, but we had a good time

ol It to iMJOt' I love you and can! wa;t until

next semesler' Looking tow^ard to summer-
time blues your lavorile roommate,
Elizabeth

TO TWO TERRIFIC guys. Jim and Pete

Hey don I worry it will all come out in tlie

wash We can't wait until next semester, it's

gonna be outrageous love'n'stuft. Elizabeth

and Jenna

PETE-MAN HERE'S that personal' Good
luck next year ni miss you' Thanks tor be-

ing inere' I lave vou also'" Dawn'Woman

RUWNFACE AND POOHMANTHad a Wast

w tn you Ouis c>" the tnp Pictures on

Subways '• 3 room- almost em-
tNtrr'assjf:; . o Dad vou woke up >

- - -, •
: xi« torwa'd to

WHENEVER I SEE your smilir>g lace I have

to smile myseit Juliet Youer the best

have a great summer Love PSD

JOELLE HAPPV 20 t>irthday i hope you

have a wondertu' day I suppose you reali.»e

that you are. so tar the only one ol us whti

hasn't missed otit on TS t love you Maria

and Cara

HAPPV 20TH BJRTHDAY! You ve Oeen a

great tneno and roommie thanks lor all o'

the yabba dabba gay ole times Love Wilma

WILKA CONGRATULATIONS ON your

engagement and good luck in Law School'

You ve been a great boss Thanks lor pul

ting up with us Love Christine and Mary

We II miss you'

CHRIS POLANSKV THIS is the last pe-

sonal you are going to gel so you belle-

leave this lime Only kidding-good luck well

mi5b you Love Mary and Christine

VOU HAVE BEEN the best roommale and

a great tnend throughout college Than*

Lynda -Glove

OEBBiE TURIN VOU are an evil coniving

btch signed Jell & Ivan

NEED A WITCH? Call Debbie Tunn. In lou'

years 1 ve never met more o( one Hei no

IS 546-7360 Tell ner jett sent you'

THE END? ONE morning I woke up and i

said to mysell Self. I |usl don't give a

damn anymore All i want to do is hang out

play games dnnk smoke and remembe'
all the crazy sh-t we've done " Im gonna
miSS you guys, and yeah you know who you

are Oh also Im going to keep doing crazy

things without you It is just not going to be

as fun Thanks lor stranding me Ivan

THANKS FOR A great semester' i am look

ing lorwars to this summer' Love. Karen

WHENEVER I LEFT your apartment I was
always on such a high Love you all Paul

LOUISE SMITH GOODBYE t^iss Johnson
we have had some ot the funniest times

here-too many to mention III miss you

Jean I hope you find what you want Its

not so bad though because I have no

choice but to see you Ihis summer- maybe
you'll change your mind- sala forever.

Scotland the ever famous fish-face The

legacy dies Chow Jean Charles Love, Your

ex-roommaie Patty Smyihe

THE BEST NEIGHBORS anyone could ask

lor I love you all Paul

STEVE RUBIN VOU were a credit to the

paper and the University Your help and

support made this year so successful Best

of luck in Louisville Paul

9 TOWNEHOUSE COZY. Leslie Lou and

Joey It s been such a great year Love you

all Paul

ANNNN-OF COURSE we ve had way lun-

It IS all your fault Meg Raven Vna politics

of love MaQ

JENNIFER SACCONE CONGRATULA-
TIONS Jen you made it' Times were touch

bui vOu pulled through Keep thai in mind
inmeluture Speaking ol the future where
will you Ari your ROTC dreamman be sta-

tioned''' Vou told me something once in

never lorget-don t settle lor less So don I

you ever do thai okay because you deserve

the best' I'll miss you" Love Chris

HEV PAUL CAN I have the day olf Love
vour missing ad rep

JEN-WHAT WOULD we dc without the

Budgets room' Some people are just party-

poopers Some day we'll all nave it' Thanks

so much lor bemg you Love. Meg

ANYTIME YOU WANT an encore ,jerlor

mance I m ion the book Love the Stripper

TOM CARMEAN A very special Inend

who s brought into our lives a lot of warmth
and happiness with a bit of strangeness and
a lot less garbage we love you good luck

next year Love Stacy Shawn Melissa ar>d

Ter

RAY NOREAU CONGRATULATIONS our

Collegian coltee tjoy' Tnanss for maxing
our Mondays and Wednesdays the oesi

We re really going lo miss you you re a

very special guy Keep in touch Love
Chnsline and Mary

T.F, SMITH and Wallach congratulations

Vallerie and Russell fMom and Dad) this

has oeen the best semester' We are going

to miss you' Don't torget the good times

and keep in touch' Love the family Karen,

Brian and Lynne and Tony'

SUMMER SUBLET WITH fall option
•• •Cheap' • Southwood Townehouse,
starting June 1 256-8249

FRAN THE BUS stop man-you m«<J* the

Collegian' Congratulations on your gradua-

tion -Anne Britton (one of the bus stop

chicKs)

TO MY THREE new associates Kelly.

Tony, and Jeftry- rest up over the summer
you'll need it Ann

NAIM-GREAT JOB this senr>e$ter Here s io

women in power What a team'

CRAIG AND PEDRO- we made t

we did K Cheers' -Ann
thini

CONGRATULATIONS CRAIG AND
Karen" You are both awarded Best Col-

legian Employees of the Year' " Vou guys
are the best'

¥CK.LY-#fHATTA YEAR'

Mt1kE-TH*NKS P0« —

TO ALL

SKY ENTERPRISES OUR corporate

loidmgs ended up 10 be 12 million Here's
0 Tiissing children, the Heart Association.

.•.i-i ;oys lor tots

AD REPS 86-87 I greatly appreciate all of

,
- eftorts II was a great year Thank you

' ~ao!

SHAUN AND STACY the two of you

J r> double the trouble We ve had

A! time together ill definitely be

.J-;,- 'nis Summer Love always, Paul

DAN VIOLETS AND sunshine on a windy

AMY AND LAURIE- has anybody seen the

bookkeeper'' -Ann

43 TOWNEHOUSE APT we ve all been
together lor 4 years we It always remember
the good times together Especially when
my car blew up Love always Paul

42 TOWNEHOUSE APT I will miss all o'

you so much I love you all Love P '.

Lessard

continued on

PAGE 16

Simple in Style . . . Rich in Flavor

Affordable in Price . . .

PASTAFINA
^=^ristorante mhano==^

Italian Cuisine with a Continental Flair

INTERNATIONAL WINE CELLAR

Join Us For Graduation Dinner

OPEN 5 30 SUNDAY 4-9 CLOSED TUESDAY

12 CRAFTS AVENUE NORTHAMPTON, MA
584-0010
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* Gorillas
nntiniu-d from page 20

and the overall youth of the Gorillas, the

t^am appears to have set a successful mold.

But getting back to the present, the

Gorillas do have to deal with the disap-

pointment of the sudden stop.

Having their careers end in a jolt are

Cunningham, three-time All-American at-

tackman Tom Carmean (20 goals and 40

assists), attack Greg Cannella (a Junior

College All-American before transferring

to UMass last year), midfielder Doug

Musco, and defensenian John Julian.

The contributions of the five pla\ m > will

be sorely missed.

That seems to be the case every year

when Gorillas gi-aduate. Last year, among

others, it was Greg Fisk and Seam us

McGovern that the team let loose.

It also seems to be the case that the team

just misses every year. Wait till next year''

Guess so. But just wait patiently because

the day will come for UMass lax. That day

just wasn't Wednesday. Until next year.

• a goner
iiiiitinufii frniii pafif 20

people can do in one day. Grades are still

important. No sports staiTer is getting

credits and, except for the editors, no

money.
To the athletes: Give us a break. I ran

into so much cynicism, especially from

men's hoop, that it was nearly impossible

to give a damn about my subjects. Yes,

we're a school paper but we're trying to

be more professional on the sports pages.

Pros don't cheerlead, or aren't supposed

to. So we're kind of stuck.

To all my friends: I'm going to miss all

of you Don't forget about me. I'll get

famous You'll see.

To my staff: Matt doesn i -eally have a

criminal record and he and I never really

got in that knife fight. Roger won't hit you

unless you catch him in a bad mood. He's

really a softy.

No doubt plenty of people out there will

be crushed with my departure. Then

again, maybe ju.st myself. Then agam. .

The Far Side

By Gary Larson

Smithereens

By Sarah Smith
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NANCY S DELISLE Don ! Leave' Con

grats woman Keep m louch Love, Ann

TIME OUT Thanks lor the hangovers and

Ihe lorKs 9H

SB Brandywine t s been great lighting

with ,ou T-naiik^ lof Ihe abuse, the chicken

and tftB graMii! m a cenam ballifcom m
town Happ. graduation

HEV ANN' have an amazing summer

don • gel ioo Ian' i hope yu'i 'mo a lOCai

replacement tor the Time Ou! See you at

(he BOB' Love. Carol

TO ALL THE People who made my senior

year b gteai jni: too many people to men-

tion Dy 'nariR out mey Know who !hey are

this means my roomates my tnends me
Tues-Thurb Club and Ihe hatch and Ihe

Classified women al the Collegian, you peo-

ple are gieai and will be mised' Love Ray

LOOKING FOR FilUE lo D C for MD on 5/2?

or "i.'ZS will snare enponses Hong 649-659?

KAHEN MCDERMOTT Thanks tor Oeinq

such a terrific n-iomale' Good igcH in Las

Vegas 'ie«! semester' And get readv ''»

Spring 86 vog re the Best LOve Maureen

SCOTT^ JOHN. AND Joe are here loo next

year we will fea"y study righf Good Dye

Melissa and Nora nave a great time' Oh yea

Chen what s our lavonte word Here

see ya fHen I m not saying I almost forgot

ya Nikki bus ahhh Love v-oii all EHen

DON'T WORRY about a t-mg Kaien Do

you remember how it all began with bee'

nuts and one hitter Tim and if turned mio

an .nlimate apparel party I don. I remember

Bob Puia Slut and om long weekend

on N Pleasant St - wanna gc to Mikes?

Sure you can slay over Im sure Lisa

«youidn'i mind' of Bob or Dave or Autumn

well maybe anyways

TO THE DAY GRAPHICS technicians

and -our tearless leader Pete you guys are

the gipaujsi thing smce Bo.der tape' lake

car* Cindy

GONGRATULATIONS tu me graduates of

B*e' Belly Beach' Greg gel a |00 Jodi

get a sur'etaiv' Bob qei soem lieckles

Autumn gel ,: clue' Artually quvs it s been

inierestmg no educational no i got it mspira

tion«l ncpw m§t you are all leaving i m le t

sp«ecg«tt In oth*' words O II mi»» ya H

truly' Ellen

SUSAN TRISH WENDY. Jea" • St.if

,

Amy Missv OZ 1 1 Ph.ilip--. St wiM 'uie

PAKJf , MAVBemmCt Charmmy w.H "md

your Stwe next y«»'

oooooo

SUMMER AND FALL POSiTJONS "

AVAILABLE TO WORK WITH
D8SABLED STUDENTS AS

PERSONAL CARE ATTENDANTS
(PCA)

• NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
• $6.30 hour

• VARIOUS HOURS AVAILABLE

CONTACT HANDICAPPED STUDENT AFFAIRS

231 WHITMORE BLDG.

545-0308

OR COME TO INFORMATIONAL WORKSHOP

MONDAY MORNING MAY 18th

. 10 PM CAMPUS CENTER

8 CHECK DAILY SCHEDULE FOR ROOM NUMBER

fcooooooooooooi,ii II >i H'MWWjuuuorinnnnni
SUE - I've really enjoyed these ia-si tew

weeks Let's keep the fun rolling, it s gong
10 be a greal lew weeks' cove Johnto

LEAGUE CHAMPIONS Congratulattons

tor a superb Spring co-rec season No one

could touch you guys Jan, Sue. Per Bar

bara. Carol Peler and Wen Whal a team

loo bad its breaking up Oh well no one
has !o see the game lace any longer best

cl iucK let ;: Ki-i all Keep in touch

TO VANESSA my teiiciw Cullegian finance

manager H's been a great year anc I want

so thank you lor leaving the Dept m greal

Shape' Best of luck in you new )0b and with

Aaron Keep m touch Love Kim

21 SUNRISE AVE; Ihe coolest house in

town IS breaking up. but you can come back

anylime maybe next year the dishes will

be done Love Nan

PATTY PIKE: I don.t remember seeing you

here' Are you on Ihe swim team? Well

woman, i m really going to miss you' You'

pizza connection

KAHEN. PAULA. NANCY. PHIL BOB.
DAVID. S of course Aurther Im going 10

miss y all but the legend of 21 Sunrise Ave
will live on, il it doesn t fall apart iirsi'

Thanks lor pulling up with me Love T L

TO THE BOARD OF EDITORS, past and
future thanks lo rputting up with Ihe tyran-

ny and get ready lor more' Nan

SARAH F: Fancy meeting you here Bye
Sarah keep away trom any dentist from

B'OOklyn' Love Tl

ROBIN KALLOfl you ve been a greal

Iriend to me in the last lew years I know

.t will last lorever Enioy Spam' A!i my love

always Nanc

TO THE WOMEN OF 43 the last 4 years

have uuen greal. we have alot to celebrate

in the next week Walhc oul real world

here we come I'll miss you gulys when I'm

al UVA school vwn t be Ihe same wilhoul

you guys Friends forever Love Nanc

PHIU, BILL (again), Steve R i John good

luck nent year, guys' I'm gonna miss you

all' Love Ca'ol (your favorite assistant)

HEY BRAD R! Here's your personal Now
are you gonni^ give rne a ride m your car''

(just kiddingi Good turn nexi year I know
your re gonna kick ass' Keep m louch'

Love Caroi

STEVE RUBIN ThaoK'; tor everything this

yf-a' I do lorgive you 'o' lying lo me about

knowing everything vou will lit in greal with

those pinheads at GE but remember to

cneck and make »u«e you don 'I have a vice

on your head Good luck in Ihe tutur»

you II need It' Pal L

TO MEG BUCKLEY my lavonte violinist

Just a little message lo say thanks lor mak
ing my last few weeks here groat oneb

You're a special person Love Ray

TO EVERYONEIN the Newsroom have

a good summer you deserve it' See^you lor

BTS Carol

RUBIN FACE that's not so bad Tls been

a great year and my personal pleasure to

wotK witn you i can tell my grand kids

someday I rnade you Thanks fo' all you

have done tor me and your welcome tor all

Ive done lor you lA/e're jus! abcut even'

Don't lorgel dinner at my place The younq

professional

TO ALL MY FAITHFUL DAY GRAPHICS
STAFF Whal a group not mucii in lasic

of music but long on class and dedication

to Ihe cause Can I wail lo see most ol you

back in the Fall For those leaving • its been

great As my man Peter Tosh would say

Jah be with you PS

CHRIS & MARY You guys havj male all

o! the hard work tun — thann Have «i gieat

senior year Love ya. Julie

WILKA Congratulations on your marnage
and best luck in 2 lane' Love Julie

I It miss yal!! Eddie

TARA — The times we have spent togethei

have been some ol the best Great things

never end Love Jeff

TERI SUEIRO — How about a quick throw?

Love y;
.

'
' ve Ivan

PHIL — 1,,dnks lor the quarters (and

everything else) III miss you Love, Ann

DAVE PASQUANTONIO - Well here is

the personal I never sent you' Have a gieat

summer — I II miss your sweet tarts in

class' Keep in louch Love, Katie P

Maryann S and Kathy H. - To tw great

rrjomies - thanks (or all the good times

(and all the tx)ring ones, too') I M miss you

guys — too bad we don t have another year

(yeah, right!) Gel psyched lor the Cape"
Love Katie

CRASH! wants to thank tha Collegian staff

tor tolerating my eccentricity, especially

Nan Phil Kelly Pam, Karlm, Connie and

Carol And Ann ne»l semester you belter

call me .Jeltry

CRASH! Siobhan and Phil It was i

pleasure working with both ol you nnti I'll

miss you Ixilh Phil we rocR n rolled or<

editorial, let's rock and 'oli 'h'Oiiqh life

Siobhan the path you have is a Lourageous

one 1 hope you Imd what yow looking lor

Good luck Love JpHry J

SPENDING THE SUMMER
IN AMHERST?

Why not spend it wisely earning

$200 - $500 a week. Full Time or Part Time.

Call now. Some positions still avialable.

Flexible hours & excellent relaxed working

conditions. Beat the rush and contact:

TARGET ENTERPRISES

as soon as possible.

Ask for Mr. Stevens at 549-7793.

To Alt mi ttlgh* cr«wf -^
^ , .

In ca»€ 1 haven't mtotlontd It Ut«lT>

I «ppr«cUi« Y«««^ *»*"^ ^^'^ •^ *•*• ****""

Via

Daily Crossword Puzzle

Vince! Just trample him! ... He's drawing

you into his ldr>d of fight!"

DoonesbttfY
By Garry Trudeau

-«£3^«)^*C»AP-

^
G

SIDEWALK SALE
SPECIALS

10 - 40% OFF

Come in and Browse

1

13^

A FINAL UJORP OF CAUTION ONLY

one IN 1^ Of YOUUJILL ACrUALfi

QFADUAie . BUTFOR- TWSe OF YOU

i tm)MAxa n, rna m^fiPSARB
pouNPues'^.

AS A CH9mia SAieSMNAQBR,
KH/LL BARN HEFiyCOMMISSIONS,

eVBMASYOUBHJOi JH5 FfiBS -

1166 0FB&N6 ma PR MHOOPeB
R5PF0R ^

iOUR
AR£A'

50 DRBAM BI6 ANP NBVBJi.

fORSBT THB TMRBB PIUAR^OF

PR uHOOPse's PLBPee td thb^

PUBLIC CON^BNiBNCB.SAFerf.

ANPATTRAampsejmR colors >

OKAXCL»iS,
MHATARBThB
THRBe PILLARS'

1 W i/A

%

COMPORT/

|l yyiyiniifiHoi -«^^^ r^

ACROSS
1 Walks through

waie'

6 Koppei and
Knight

10 Kitties

14 Banish

1

5

Red dee'

16 Concerning

17 Jazi artist ol

note

20 Kinsman AOOf

21 Rational

22 Rests

23 River into the

North Sea

25 Disburse

26 Green stone

28 Agave tioer

31 Small amount

34 Capital o'

Guam
36 LOW point

38 Guido s h.gn

note

39 Ja/2 artist of

note

42 Building

entension

43 NuliKy

44 Rooert Redlord

mowie w**^

The

45 Aigenan
governor

before 1830

46 - oil

l.niermitle^tiy)

48 Snoppi'i; "St

dozen
49 D'Vining rod

51 Merit

53 fo.io^.-, 5

56 riouiis''

58 HubDuD

65 P .^

G3 u' v'ei

DOWN
1 r. i

2 v.- .-.. -

Edited by Trudc Michel Jaffe

3 Take one s own 35 Presidential 53 Slignily open

nickname
37 Motor r\omes

lo' snort

40 Bat

41 Caesar s roaa

47 Think

49 Droops
50 Some
52 Choose and

>oliow

sweet time

4 New Haven
student

5 Feel

6 Slender

7 Facility

8 NBA nickname

ol lame
9 Plant ot the

milkweed family

10 Ru'fied pride

11 Blame
12 Corner

13 Tennis units

18 Rowers r^eeds

19 Persian lor

eaampie

24 Ttansmit

25 Inturiale

26 Beat one s

gums
27 NimWe
29 Away from the

coast

30 Latin American

dance music

31 Specifies

32 Get -
(Succeed!

33 Mair style

54 Lacoste of

tennis

55 Musical symbol

56 Traveled D> air

57 ver»e

59 Whar'

60 Waiiei Items

62 Moutr^s La'

63 inlet

ANSWER TO PREVIOySPyZZLt

~OJjloiN|iR_»JjLH
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Bloom County By Berke Breathed

233 North Pleasant St, Amherst • Carriage Sho»s

HOURS: MON-SAT 10:00 - 5:30 • 549-6915

CRASH wants lo thank all 'hose who nave

bfen my friends Hawaii. Lou, Mark. Steve

Gary, Donna, Maureen. Andy, Bruce, Ray,

Rob, K, JD. Beet and especially Randy
O'Neill Thanks lor pulling up with me I

love you all!"

EILEEN HEILLY — Hmmmmm Tu think

Ihis time riex' year you'll oe buying the

drinks at the club Army and air force what

a combo' Well we never saw the pictures

Irom Virginia but at least we have ihe

memories and Iriends im going to miss

those phone Dills lull cabinets no money
burning the candle at both ends Oceana
where did I put that etc . and being

roomies Best of luck finishing school Just

remember when you graduate, wheiever I

am in this world I m going to look you up'

After all, the dtnks will be on vou' Be hap-

ov always f^L.'f

JULIE GROSS — Well Ihis is it' We II miss

you' Congratulations and have a great time

this summer, you lucky aog" Sorr/, but we
will not miss your camera PS Would you

please make a pot t colfeo Julie?' Love

Christine and Mary - the work study girls

240C STUDENTS FROM FALL 86 I won'

Thank you lor not only nominating me but

loi your recomrnendations Eve

MARYANNE AND RENNY - Well girls this

is It What can we say WE ve had some
rjt the best times here (tu mention a few

memorable ones - Changes Minnie, Red
Sluft party, etc I

Thanks Ic all youi help

and for always being there You re the two

best friends and neighbors anyone could

have" We wouldn't have made it without

ya We're going lo miss our two sidekicks

or better yet our two partners in crime Look

oul Florida hete Ihey come Thanks for

everything'" Love always Julie and Kim

CATHY TAVARES — I couldn't have made
It through without you — thanks for always

bema there' I'm going lo miss you Love

Good (Ihe onr/inal)

RON MANNING - H Horieyyyyyy" Even

though you couldn't stand me when you

tirst met me I'm glad we re friends Best

wishes lo you after graduation' Bnng Gil

with you when you visit on the Cape You

deserve the best' Bya buddy' (Hee Nee)

PS Hi Rich' Love A J

Gall Mullan Gaif - you re the best" We II

delinalely be hanging all summetl' Love

you Karebear

BRAD & KELLY CARR To our Single most

lavonte double in the world and the rest ol

the clowns at Maplewood Circle we love

you guys and we'll miss you Don't get m
too much trouble when we re gone we II

still e looking out lor you LOve SItawn and

Stacy

NAN — Oh England, my lionhear! Need

I sav more' Love Kelly

LANI — Where has my little Hermit gone'

Into the Sun I guess, but were still Ihe

I overs Love K

GRADUATES • Phil Siobhan. Ben. John

Steve, Paul - ! know you all will keeping

this Collegian Spint going on in the real

world (like hiring me when i graduatei and

that you al! will gc lar Vour Benevolent EC

ALL COLLEGIANITES: You all have been

a wonderful peasantry, ah, following, ah,

no, just a wondeflul crew. I will miss hav-

ing the reign of power, bul heck, it Is )u8t

a figurehead anyway right? See you alt

next semester. tIC

TUESDAY NIGHTS were the Desi

Thanks all. Kel

SUE, NANCE. KRISTIN To niy, nevv

housemates of 41 Southwood! Get
psyched guys for Fall '87 in our riew

apartmenl - lusl think — our own
bathroom, and yard, homecoocked
meals in our very own casa! I can 1

wait for the fiestas'! Love ya. Kim
P S Let's learn now to cook over the

summer!'

CHRISTINE JOYCE — Your one in

a million — I'm going to miss you
Love, Jenn

STEVE Congratulations and good
luck Thankstor being so understan-

ding and listening lo our drunken
confessions Had a great time at your

parly sorry about your baseball cup
and the drug-test Next lime we are

in Kentucky we'll stop by with a bag
of week (only kidding) Love, Mary
and Christine,

TORRfJ?
to mo!

ARMY ROTC — Goodbye everybody'

Thank you for all the exciting opportunities

and great times' i H keep m touch even

when I'm famous' Your the best' Love,

Mrs Fields ' (Ask Ma)Or Imhofi atx)ul that

one!)

ILENE AND SARA - We have had great

limes with our late night talks llene. do peo

pie think you like UMass Sara, you do tove

lo eal I'll miss you Love Paul

HEY MARYBOBI — We in linally

graduating" I couldn't have made it without

you Remember all the gooil timi..'. but

there'!, moie to come' I'll mir,', vm; I i""

iA i^id

SB TOWNHOUSE APT — Another year

without shopping or cleaning It has tieen

fun Love you guys Yen

HAMED^liNO HORTON — You guys
have been greal'' Dr>n'i lorgel us'' Love, K
& L,

ERJNN STEIN — The past week shava
l>een so great, I know that It s going to

continue, i love vou!!! Paul

FROM CHUCK AND SIONEV —
Townhouse Apir, '? 23. 43 57 58 64 75.

Congrats !c all'' May the partying never

end Here's lo good Fridays Chuck and
Sidney
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Lunch
Menu

Roast Top Rounid of Beef

Spaghetti/Red Clam Sauce

Dinner

Potpourri

Hi-Protein Spaghetti

/

Red Clam Sauce

Basics Lunch

Torpedo Sandwich

Seafood Quiche

Basics Dinner

Summer Salad/

Syrian Bread

Seafood Quiche

)

1

Bat Brain
By Bill Dearing

Weather
Today: Sunny, highs around 70

Toni^t: Chance of rain

Tomorrow: Clouds moving in. lows around 60

MICHELLE SHAPIRO Congratulations on
your graduation tel s remember Ihe good
times not the bad Get psyched to

celebrate Love Deena

EVAN YAMPOLSKY — It's been 5 h<M»

months Can you believe if''? Here's to a
great summer Love Neen

CRAIGUS HUMUNGUS — Is this a fixtuTe?

Craigus — I've Had a good lime with you
even if you are trom Montana and Lmdus
Humugus drinks' Ttianks tor everything

you ve done lor me - you've been a great

Inend Love. Mr;, Humunqu-:

REWARD. REWARD, REWARD —
Reward' Person needed to lake over single

in 3 bedroom apt in Pulton on bus rout*,

Call Larry 549-6622

KAREN AND CRAIG — Many laughs arMi

many reports Best ol luck always Paul

WILKA — You added so much profM-
sionalism and |0y to the office Congratula-

tions on your marriage and law school.

Love, Paul

88 PELHAM RD - Well, guys it was^a
qieat year but what Ihe helldo we do for

an encore' I guess we'll do the road rac*
this summer r.ongialulations Wf did It.

Youi rofKimmate Hay P S Should i past
out maps lor a road race party or what!
Remember, 87 kegs and a lew parties latar

we're now graduates' Yahoo''

HAMMONDS TERRORISTS KICKED
Liberal bull" Rudy Oailmg and Rothman
will be Imrki

SUSIE. YOU ARE wonderful Thanks tor

everyihingi I love you -W G

continued on
page 18

BAT BKl^'N* Todays Staff
^ ^ ., William Spain

W»"f' JohnSwanson
Copy ""or. ...^ ^^^ (^^3,3^^
UYO«t Tachnlclan

....Byme Guamotta
^'^! ^'^ t «H«., ..I.Rob Catalano

J:d:c«" "* L-- B
,
Lisa D

,
Ke.th C ,

M?k7c Crash Bartash, and all the other happy souls who

hung out tonite

Gordy

gUT/UCH^J /'M (SC^,

By Gorde

(A/f4o Dtp /^e- lAJai-L.

1
CAf^ CO TV MULf

Executive Board — Spring of 1987

KELLY SIEGER
EdHor ta Chicr

HAMCY KLINGENES
HaaafIng Editor

STEVE RUBIM
B«aia«as Manager

PHIL SERAFWO
EdltorUI Editor

AHSEL ZIHTER
Pr«d«ctlon Manager

Business Board — Spring of 1987

STEVE RUBIH
Basinets Manager

PAUL H. LESSER
Advertising Sales Manager

ViOfBSSA ROTH
Finance Manager

PATRICE LAWSKY
M«rketing Manager

CRAIG NAUGLE
Clrcnlatlon Manager

KAREN HOLLAKD
Snbacrlptlon MuagM
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TfMSH TNt TAAMP Susan tha Slut and
Wandy tha Wanch (ron Long Island to

Amharsi lo Boston to Hartford lo Otis to

irtanaMp

•AM 2 YEAfW of IriandMilp 2 yaars of

fighting, 2 mora to coma Love Wandy

ROWN I'M OOMQ to miaa you. Hava fun

In Spain Love Wendy

SOUTHSTREET SEAPORT BEWARE
Delta Zelas coming 5/23/87

JAV SULLIVAN-CONGRATS on your
outstanding crew season' You'll always be
my no 1 catch iLova always Dab

BLUMPY BLOW-WORM good luck onTx
ams and don't forget to slick the hair Love
you Stave

LIZ. LVNN. MiCHEU.E. Joann- thanks lor

a great samaaalafi i don't knwo where I d

be without you all Lova Chria

CAROLYN P. -THIS ones for you! Youva
been a great roommie and friend' I'm gon-

na miss you next tail Love Chris

TO ALL MY senior buddies: Holly Soule.

Valerie Warren. Harold Peon. Chris Sere.

John Skulnik. Wall Zak, Greg French, Lisa

Chandiei all Ihe rest and especially my

roommie Kim Sanlord gel psyched (or Ihe

real world! " Dont forgel that a Iriend vwaits

(or you at UMass Thanks (or all ol those

mega-good limes Good luck and God

bless-Alison

OCEO YOU'RE IN Ihe Collegian' Tham lor

being such a special Iriend and above all

lor being just you Words aren't enough lo

express my gratitude but ttwy'll have to do'

You're the bestesi Thanx again for

everything. I wish you every success and
happiness lor the (uture Caddy J

BRAO YOU HAVE made me so happy over

Ihe past year and a half I hope the sum-
mer goes by (ast t>ecause i will t>e lonely

without you Bui I can always retlecl on Ihe

special memories we ve shared to make the

lime lo by (aster I love you! Linda

TO THE SUNSET staff so ends my RA ex

penence. now its time lo hit Ihe beach' You
all are some of the dnest people I know and
ya made it all worth it, thanks! Have an
awesome summer, I'll misa youl Later!

Murph

NEED KTRA CASH? Wa will buy ywir

good used clothing Mondays only 548-7372

RICK- BEST OF luck finishing up! Sorry

Wohini I'll miss you A.M

JACK-HAPPY BIRTHDAYI We lova you
Andrea and Dawn

BUNNY NICKI JO Bevis Hoeer Rabbi Lovie

Thanks (or an ugly semester' Karen

TO THE SISTERS and Phis of Mu. it was

an awesome semester look (onward lo

many more Good luck on finals and have

an awesome summer Love always, Tare

MARE AND KATH Arty. Arly. Art I miss

you guys already' Love, Shar

JAMIE FROM SOT: Thank you lor an in

teresting semester We both learned a lot

have a great summer Love Amy

oca "SUCnON BUTT" Bumham happy
birthday you little hussy' I'm really gonna
miss you -Lin

SLTME -month number slxrWhat do
you think'' Love. Flakey

TBS SENIORS CONGRATULATIONS
Karen, Sue Ruth. Alicia. Belh Sue, Jodi,

Lisa. Lynn We'll miss you Love TBS

mTSpERCENT OF PERFECTION you

though we weren l going lo find oul bul you

were wrong!" Happy birthday'" We love

you- Sigrid, Spoils. Zora

SUSAN. TRISH, WENDY, Jeana, Stacy

Amy. M'ssy. DZ. 1 1 Phillips St will rule

HAMMOND S TERRORISTS KICKED
Liberal butt!' Rudy, Darling and Rolhman
will be back!

SUNSET STAFF: HAVE a good summer
and good luck lo all I love you guys Yas,

I am awesome

NANCY "A" RIVERS: congratulations on
changing careers We're proud ol you Ihe

boys (rom Happy Hour

MIKE VEGAS: DON'T go home this

weekend

NINA HAPPY 21 ST birthday! Now we can
meet soma real man, not Iral boys. Love,

Snakey

HELPI I NEED a reasonably priced living

space (any situation) this summer on Mar-

tha's vineyard Jan S46-6046

PAUL-THANKS FOR making these past

couple of months so special Those baby

blues could gel me to do anything!' Ask me
in French next lime. 'I might |ust work!! Luv

ya baby'!

HIJAY^ROM Sue

SPECIAL K YOU are very special to me too-

thanks tor all Ihe laughs to be continued

-love Bliss

JEANNE CARROLL: Twill always be there

tor you Take care Love from your bud-

dy
"

JUNNSEN, LEE BROOKS And Nal-wail'

We are almosi 'eal women You've been
unreal loommies i will see you overseas

Love T J

SUSAN PFEFFER, YOU'VE made my
semester I'm falling m k)ve. Hank

SHARON/DIANE/, YOU women you I will

miss discussingi-Love. another woman

SUSIE. YOU ARE wonderful Thanks (or

everything' I love you W G

COLLEGIAN. THANKS FOR tilling ml

mother's scrapbook Fondly. W Greg

TRISH THE TRAMP Susar^ the^Slut and

Wendy the Wench (ron Long Island lo

Amherst to Boston lo Hartford lo Ohs lo

Irienship

SAM 2 YEARS ol frieriihipl years ot

lighting. 2 more to come Love Wendy

ROBIN I'M GOING to miss you Have tun

in Spam Love Wendy

G. MALAMET-CONGRATS on graduation'

Ms been a gieai two weeks- hope the lun

continues"' Love, Jackie bear

ROBBIE DUMM. CONVK^T and lover Con
gratuiations you bum Love Us. Debbie 6
and oh yea. Jen loo

LIZ. LYNN, MICHELLT7Joann- thanks (or

a great semsester' i don't knwo where I'd

be without you all Love Chris

KIM WILSON HAPPY birthday lady I hope
you have a wonderful hay-you are Ihe bast

I want you to know that you had Ihe most
stars on Ihe scoop chart so I have to take

you out (or lunch I love you- Maria

JIM & MEG- you will ba missad -Rob

SUZANNEAN^KACHY our year togelfwr

is almosi over, but I will always remember

Ihe special times we had Although our lives

will change, our friendship will remain

always You. re both very special to me All

my love, Sue

EDWARD PRICE I did it' Now it's your turn'

Ich liebe dich! Stinky

CAROLYN P. -THIS ones lor you! You've
been a great roommie and friend' I'm gon-

na miss you next (all Love Chris

SIGMA SENI0R8II" "LINDA
Beauregard. Eileen McDonough. Belh
(Moonan, Dianne Olsifewshi, Kalhy Sheedy
we'll all miss you'" Love (orm us always-

Iha sisters of Sigma Sigma Sigmal!"

'

6k BRANDYWTnE graduates Con-
gratulalions' Well never 'orget. 7ih door

Kennedy D L , Jeff. Brian. Rob. 801 s view.

tt>e clique, the black hole, Ted. Matt C .

We're having tun'", the dance, Larry,

shower schedules, hangovers, 'a kegs,

secret scoops (oops). Eddie, Fiber, Diets,

Dave H , neighbors, (7), Barsies. Changes,
Who will win the bef? Love always, Lyn-

da and Ellen

SOUTHSTREET SEAPORT BEWAI«
Delta Zelas coming 5/23/87

JAY SULLIVAN-CONGRATS on your

outstanding crew season' You'll always be

my no 1 catch 'Love always Deb

BLUMPY BLOtlV-WORM good luck on ex

ams and don't (orgat to slick the hair Love

you Steve

TO ALL MY senior buddies: Holly Soule,

Valerie Warren. Harold Peon Chris Bere
John Skutnik Wall Zak. Greg French. Lisa

Chandler, all the rest and especially my
roommie Kim Sanlord get psyched lor Ihe

real world' " Don't .orget Itial a Iriend wails

lor you at UMass Thanks lor all ol those

mega-good times Good luck and God
bless-Alison

BRUCE NINE MORE days and you're oui

ol here Happy graduation! and by the way.

have a greal birthday loo Love AnaMana

BOOB C0N(3RATULATI0'NS WISHING
you Ihe best ol luck in everything you are

Ihe greatest love always BaaBaa

MTRCEbES~WEIBEL " HOW could we
forget your personal? Happy graduation'

We II miss you! Love your Fan Club

TONY REBELLO-HAPPY pradualwn and
good luck at Amherican II s been a great

spring Ihanks lo you' Love the date the

cops bought you

KIN, LES-NES. N L.. Laura B . Jenn and

me- we are Ihe best and will always be!' Gel

psyched (or an awesome summer" Love.

Ann

VANESSA- TO THE best friend and room-

mate ever' It has been a (un (sometimes)

4 years Knowing you has made the years

(ly by It lusl won I be the same without you

around, kid However we are a pair that jusl

can't be broken apart The best ol luck and

remember no hats' Okey dokey smokey''

Love ya your pal

LISA HOPE YOUR birthday is all Ihal you

expecl Happy early birthday Delta Zeta

DEB "SUCTION BUTT " Bumham happy

birthday you little hussy! I'm really gonna

miss you -Lin

TO THE SISTERS and Phis erf Mu. M uras

an awesome semester look lonMard to

many more Good luck on (inals and have
an awesome summer Love always, Tara

BILL OF RIGHTS you're aweaomal I'm

wicked happy thai we met I-U2 Sodapop

DONNA-HAPPY BELATED b-day! have
fun in Florida and good luck We'll miss

you Love. Bill and Jude

THANKS TO JK, MC. TL. MS, SW, MP,
CG, MD and everyone else who made me
smile again' I love youl Jen

NADINE I LOVE you

SLIME -MONTH NUMBER six! What do

you think? Love. Flakey

TBS SENIORS CONGRATULATIONS
Karen. Sue, Ruth, Alicia, Beth. Sue. Jodi.

Lisa. Lynn. We'll miss you Love TBS

99.9PERCENT OF PERFECTION you

though we v*eren'l going lo find out; bul you

were wrong'!' Happy birthday'" We love

you- Sigrid, Spoils, Zora

JUNNSEN. LEEBROOKS. And Nalwait!

We are almost real women You've been

unreal roommies. I will see you overseas

Love T J

KAREN B-BETCHA thought 1 lorgol Hope
you had a great birthday I know I am Andy

FELLOW BACKOFTHEHATCH RATS, li-

quid lunches & Ihe crosswords wouldn't

have been the same without you! Its been
great and I'll miss you! Karen

BCVIS, J.D., MARK, Louis, and Rabbi- sad
to see it end You're all special and I'll miss

you Good luck -Becky ESPU Pauly

ATTENTION WEEBEASTIES! INFO
meeting- meet uptown (or guzzling at 8 00
initiation riles include sarcasm and heckl-

ing induction ceremony on the root

BUUURP -THAT'S AN eight! Midnight
cruising to Long Meadow and Hadley-
who's got the butts'' Flashing on North

Pleasant Waking with the tuglys -drinking

with Ihe xactlys card games & wrestling al

the TV l^ow I'm drunk, now I'm sober

High school antics with the hitchhikers

Who s there? ME' That amazing pizza, you
know. I never really noticed how large you
were Laundrymats Ludlow High School
boys- pike men- Im a seahorse Why lace

reality -here's lo Newport Never, ever say

goodbye I loves you both

ITS COMING FOR Ihe first lime in May!

OENISE HERE'S TO three greal years ol

Iriendship To cals, icecream, no plans,

road tnps, Ihe Cape, BFS's dieling. and

many special memories You're very

special and a Iriend forever Goodluck and
congralulalions' Love Lon Jeannie

ATTENTION ALL SWAGITES keep kick-

ing Whilmore bull or I'll come back to lick

yous Keep the Collins-Demeo-Rabmowitz

Iradilion going-MDL

Friday. May 15. 1987

DISH, PF-FA, BRANDLEB. ErtlMJo^ra,

Hoolla; Remembar:Boaton HarMord,

Otia Province weekend Pub, BKO,

PIKE Boca. Tequila. Inleraaaaion, Gan-

sis, FormolB, Delta Zeta slaters. Baking,

drlnklng.mv car. mofa to coma In DZ,

Lova twantfy.

STEVE W.lt^s bean a hallof a year. Boy

am I gonna miss you! Take care ol

yourself this summer, and I' 11 »ea you

when wa both gal back. Ba good, Lova,

Carol.

ELLEN OAKES, Thanka lor avarythlng.

Sla.

20th FLOOR KENNEDY: It's all ovarTl

had lun, Jon, Dave. Flalch. Lao-

everyona. Mlaa you all! Lova. Joanna.

JOE MCDONALD- I hava a surprise lor

you get psyched for tonlght~and tha

Bahamaa next waakll I love youl!tt(lhla

much) Love. Reneo.

SHREW IS THIS beyond ballaf?

Remember you don't have to ba cruel to

be callous! Haras to the Southwood
sisters. Mugs 131 & 127.

CATHERINE I NEVER meant to cause

you any sorrow. I never meant to cause

you any pain, I only wanted one time to

see you laughing. I only wanted to sea

you laughing in the purple rain.

Remember the good things we shared,

I will. I love you, David.

MEHYro.l took Twota"Wa>a not

leaving, we're never leaving! I'm gonna
mlaa you! Luff, your roomie.

NINA NOBREGA-CONGRATS on finding

a |ob-Hoto's will never be the sani>a! And
by the way. Thank You-Just for being

there. Love. JVC.

RENEE BARIBEAU- Bast ot luck to you.

Enjoy Florida, and don't forget to amall

the flowera-- You've got plenty of time!

Love.JVC.

mYl1SSa1;HRISTENS0N- Thanks for all

tha timaa togathar. You'll alwaya be a

vary apaclal frland. Love, JVC.

HEY MiNLITEMEI>IT COALITION what will

you do without a sports section? Keep on

kicking rad butt-Mike

MARK BURAK HERE'S Ihe personal

you've always wanted Best of luck always

You're not so secret admirer

ALISON. DONNA, JEN - my idols! It's been

a great four years and I owe a lot ol good
limes to you guys Only the good die young

so let's gel a case o( Ganseils and dnnk

to a long lite Lova. Leanne

VALLERIE: have a happv graduation!

The past couple ot months hava been
real fun. Have a good time working tor

McCain and good luck on your LSAT.
Remember the Watts line to Washington
Is never buay. love. Tony

PATRICEAND KATHLEEN, Cheera to ua
and Erin and N. Plaaaant St. Love you,

Kate.

LEENi HAPPY BIRTHDAY BABY! Ymi'ra

the beat! This Is so earty Is sick; but

maybe now the guys on 3N will

remember how much they really love

you. Love you, Kate.

HEY YOU HATCH monkeys! Our table

won't t>e the same How can Niki. heather

and myself handle Ihal ugly' Monkey
burden!?' Love ya! Bunny

KERRI, WE COULDN'T lorget you. could

we'' Hope you have a great birthday! Love
ya, Beverly and Alyson

ONE MORE PINNED, one more engaged
Catch an AXO now-they're going last!!!

SUSAN PFEFFER, YOU'VE made my
semester I'm (ailing in love. Hank

GEEG YOU'RE IN Ihe Collegian' Thanx lor

being such a special (nend and above all

for being |usl you Words aren'l enough to

express my gratitude bul they'll have lo do!

You're the beslest Thanx again lor

everything. I wish you every success and
happiness for Ihe lulure Caddy J

SHARON/DiANE/, YOU women you 1 will

miss discussing!-Love. another woman

BRAO YOU HAVE made me so happy over

the past year arxl a halt I hope Ihe sum-
mer goes by last because I will t>e lonely

without you Bul I can always retlecl on the

special memories we've shared lo make the

time (o by faster I love you! Linda

SIGMA SENIORS!!- '"LINDA
Beauregard. Eileen McDonough, Beth

Noonan, Dianne Olszewshi, Kathy Sheedy-

we'll all miss you'!! Love torm us always-

Ihe sisters ot Sigma Sigma Sigma''"

GUS, WHO WOULD'VE GUESSED? Well

(k em all' I won't lorget Delano's,

beachlrips. and all that bumbling bul its not

over lels shock the money al Ihe reunion

It won't be the same -bul there is one thing

I have 10 witness- Rarara!!'

LiffLE BOY STEVENl'Only aTitlTewhile

lelt' I love vou' Joyce PS say hello to

Buckie! XOOX

HEY SQUID! YOU better watch out or I'll

break your tentacles! Love Squidette

hTlARY-HAPPY 19 birthday we hope you
had an awesonne dy love Delta Zeta

MARE AND KATH -Arty. Arty. Art I miss
you guys already' Love. Shar

JAMIE FROM SOT: Thank you (or an in-

teresting semester We both learned a lot

have a great summer Love Amy

SUNSET STAFF: HAVE a good summer
and good luck to ail l love you guys Yes,

1 am awesome

«K BRANDYWINE GRADUATES Con
gralulalions' We'll never lorget, 7th door

Kennedy D L , Jeff, Brian, Rob. 801 s view,

Ihe clique, Ihe black hole, Ted, Matt C .

"We're having (un!", Ihe dance. Larry,

shower schedules hangovers. Vt kegs,

secret scoops (oops). Eddie. Fiber, Diels.

Dave H . neighbors. (?). Barsies. Changes
Who will win the bet?'' Love always, Lyn-

da and Ellen

LIL' MEHI- HAPPY birthday NY little HRTA
buddy' Move over world. Soil is 21 will you
leach me how to trench kiss a cigarette in

Canada'' Your Ihe best- Me

TO THE PLEDGES o( Sigma Kappa-Mana,

Erin, Christine. Patty. Karen Kim. Mana,
Tanya. Cathy, and Christine- we all hope
that you are prepared (or lock-in this

weekend with Ihe snake and the other rep-

tiles Try not lo worry loo much, we all had
lo go through il. and most ol us survived

Good luck! You'll need it Love the sisters

of Sigma Kappa

BILL OF RIGHTS you're awesome' I'm

wicked happy thai we met I-U2 Sodapop

JEANNE CARROLL: I will always be there

tor you Take care Love trom your bud-
dy

''

G MALAMET-CONGRATS on graduation'
I! s seen a g'eal two weeks- hope the lun

conlmues''' Love Jacme bear

DONNA-HAPPY BELATED b-day! have

(un in Florida and good luck We'll miss

you Love. Bill and Jude

THANKS t(5 JK, MCYL.nMS, SW. MP.

CG MD and everyone else who made me
smile again' I love you' Jen

NADINE I LOVE you

BUNNY-HERE'S TO Ihe end Of an era!

Good bye to the drink monkey S its

eglysl'ck. being shut off at Delanos, suck-

ing butts & drinking brews, polaloe danc-

ing, cosa Ihe crelm. pahnlhies, Quabbin.
Ihe shower (orm hell & being bogus' I'm go-

ing to miss you- you're Ihe besi in Ihe worto!

Asia la visia who'' Love Gus

MS! ASHTON THANK you for Ihe best 3
weeks o( my little You are so very special

to me! I am looking toward lo a wonderful

(uture wilh you I love you your B G

TRIPLE A STUDENT Painters Amherst

.

BITN Pelham Areas mlenor/exlerior, low

rales, insured BBB members, written

guarantee (ree estimates call

1-800-922-5579

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE new sisters

o( Delia Zeta Lauren, Tracy, Elissa. Amy,
Cindy. Patti, Diana. Hilary, Amy, Tania.

Sheri, Erin, Naomi, Lisa, Laurie, and Tia!

Love the sisters ol Delta Zeta

ROBBIE DUMM. CONVICT and lover Con-
g'aluiaiKjns you tKim Love Us Debbie B
ano on yea Jen too

ONE MORE PINNED, one more engaged
Catch an AXO now-they're going (ast'"

4 YEARS! WOW zoe okay |ust one Tara

& Zip monster (ond memories Joanna its

time lo graduate Ker-bear read my ind-

would ya' )ane and Art-whal can I say ex-

cpet your Ihe best Nacmi and Ihe house
thanks lor Ihe parties All my human ser-

vices pals- gel a )0b' John dance (or me
baby I love all you guys- Lels stay in touch

Mom and Dad thanx JQA 5 my second
home See ya Love Mia

FINALS BASH
Sigma Phi Epsilon Party

at Changes Dance Club
Free Miller Lite Door Prizes

Wednesday. March 13lh

BRINKLEY I HEAR your boyfriend has the

brain o( a sheep!

MATT CRANDALL. CONGRATULATIONS'
We're glad lo have had you here al UMass
Now you know whal a real school looks I'ke

Good luck 10 the MBA in NYC 'n GL! Love,

Lee and Josh

2 THISTLE LANE most of you made it

From 3JA & old crow to KY, CT, and
beyond BBP-next sem, Rubes Spandow.
Drew Bruno- we'll miss you. Dan

FOR YOU MAUREEN another personal I

want lo Ihank you for ihe good limes and

support you have given me Ihis past year

I hope that my years here will be as good
as yours Now on to graduation! Love.

Sheila

HEY BECKY- IJAN'T wait utll nex

t

semester- it's gonna be awesome! Start

now for Spain! -Tu amiga para siempre KP

TOMY pWlEfilDS^in Belchertown, "Webster

and everyone else- I'll miss you next

semester! Have an awesome summer and
take care Love Pam (alias Vanna)

SHELLYi HOW S THIS lor originality? Hap-

py Graduation and best o( luck' Love,

J,E,L,E,S.

CHARLENE LEVINE-WHAT a nice ring!!

Goodbye ISthfloor JQA- Mike

WHO LOVES YOU Baby? Dewey doea &
don't lorget it! Mar). Pita, C.F.Di & VIv.

Good lucK alwayal

3 NORTH'CRAMPTON- Thanka (or the

memories. You are all special to me. and
I wish you the best in your future

endeavors. Don'y aver loae your aplrltl

Love, your RAH.

DEBBIE FERNANDES. Janet Maurer,

Katrina Zaccardo, and Kym Saganaky-
Here's wishing you all a (antaatic aenlor

year. I'm going to mlaa youl Love, JVC.

GLENN MOSES- What am I going to do
in Virginia without a frland like you?
Please visit met Best ol luck alwayal I

love you-Nanc.

MACADACillA NUT SUPREME here it is,

otiicial and m ihe paper pass Ihal damn
malh final cuz one part o( us should attem;^i

tp graduate happy birthday and thmik you

for your Patronage heheheheheh

TRISH ANO WENDY. We've had the beat
of times and I love you (or them. Love,
Susan.

aTeSAR DE QUE noa vamoa.
quisleramos daria laa graclaa a todos
aquellos que fuaron nueatroa buenos
amigoB en todo momento. No los

olvidaremos. Con mucho amor, Wllka y
Eddie. We II keep In touch!

TRISH Plate LABANOWSK, congradulk-
tlona on your baby girl. Lova, SUSAN A
WENDY.

EDDIE CACHO. We came here apart, we
leave together. Isn't Ufa wonderlul? HA!,

HAI Love, Wllka.

HI MItSGY! HAPPY anniversary so tar it's

been 3 months ol affection and care Love
S Birdy

DESPERATELY SEEKING SWEETNESS
congratulations! We've finally made it' I

guess south'e can't be that bad only 40

mins Irom Lex" have no idea where I'd be
without you' L -S P

MAAMII, Nos vaa a hacer TANTA (aNa.
Buena Suerte, te queremoa mucholl Tim
hijas. Corazon y Honey.

PAIGE, MAYBE PRINCE Charming will find

your shoe next year

ACIl'^lltP--* ^
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AcnvmES

t973 VW BUG. Body needs work Good
engine many new parts $400 or BO
545-3468 I days)

ATTENTION SKtflA PHI Epeiton Brothers

meeting tonight at 7 30 m CC 171 i73Aii

wiled but Huc^ Any quaawm Daniel

Munroe 546-49(»

j^H THE TEAM that made history' Tt<e

multi-awara winning index yearbook the

people who Drought you twister are accep-

ting staff applications tec itie '988 book

Many P06 licns are available, can 545-0646

or sior
' (Of details

AUDIO

AUTO FOR SALE

ItrtPWTO ••
• . -'3 *600 549 1

' 38

1965 FORD FALCON a trear^ ou"
256^20

1979 FORO MMTANQ yMOw, auio

82 000 mis AM/FM slereo ft 200 545-3689

after 5 30 58*^904?

1 CHEVETTE 4SP hyu' 1200 or BO
665-2941 exceHei^i condition

PCMitlAC T laoo '983 graaTconditior.'

1400 or best offe' '•i'>^)649

81 CHEVROLET CITATKM* AM/FM exc

cono 1800 or BO 253-3568

1971 PONTIAC PHOENHt-powerfui, load

eO Great engine, utile rust Must sell $1000

2S6-1602

1975 CHRYSLER CORDOBA runa and

looks line New siarter and banei> Power

everything and aunrooi Only 70K $850 Can

Steve 549-6642

1977 MA2DA RX-4'hJnrgreet new wii
and recent body work $500 call Ed at

586-940? "• 'oav mp>!«!vo«.

ElO HONDA CIVIC 70.000 mi Good
engine new parts Some t)odywork need-

ed $600 Betsy 256-0825

1977 RABBIT REBUILT engine AM/FM
casette $i 100 549-1857 Runs perfectly

1979 FORD FUTURA red 2 doors well

ma nia ned call between 10 PM and 8 AM
546 5448

75 PLYMOUTH FURY Jusi nspecled

$300 or Desi --it'ef ?53-9676

DODGE CORONET 67 Souihem ca' no

rust runs greal' Vou il never have a problem

with .1 $900 549-4642

75 MONZA 7Tk good body 'uns weH $600

BO 6-6368 Fred after 7PM

ItTSHONDA ACCORD ^eo 'e&uH erwne
new braces 35mpg 5 speed $1500
6652577

80 VW RABBIT sirwSTi^speed $1000
-3694967 leave n>es»^e

M VOLVO $700 'jns great everydda/

Stephen 545 1596 v 536- '094

1973 DIOGE DART t.,jsi se'' %^Vj -j- BO
549-4509 ahe' 4PM

FORD MUSTANG 198$ LX 2door standard

Olacx stereo moonrool lowled $4800/60
549 5791

76 TOYOTA COROLLA 2 (too* 5 speed

$550 good shape 35mpg call George
545-2489

1979 FORO FIESTA no rust come dnve

and make otter 549 3955 anytime

1977 RABBIT 140 000 miles reliable » n

speciabie will be sold to best otter reciev

ed by S/21/87 Call 548-9060 6PM 9PM

VOLKSWAGON" BUS^ KAIR condition

Good summer camping vehicle

546- 1 1 1 1 nights best offer over 800

torn A GOOD TIME CALL

RACK-A-OOC EntertainmeiM Agency Disc

lockies. lights, rentals, and . mobile vkJeo

dance*! 549-7144

ENTOrrAINIMENT

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL option 2

bedroom rent cheap (ree furniture 665-8615

ROOM AVAILABLE IN lully lurnished. lux-

urious Echo Hill Condo Two bus routes. 3

miles (rom campus Call 256-6809

evenings.

$300 REWARD- SUMMER takeover, with

tail opiion 1 bedroom Cliltside Apt June
1 Bus route Opposite 7- 11 Beaulilul kx;a-

Iion Sunny Pool, etc Call 665-3970

(pre(erably) 10 30PM lo 9AM

4 BEDROOMS FOR June-Sept i
.
Amherst

and Northampton Call Skiblski, Realtors,

584-3428

N'HAMPTON HOUSE WOOD floors bus
line sunny start Augl $225 inclusive Steve

586-5165

3 ROOMS IN SUNDERLAND house avail

1 mile Irom bus on Plumlree Rd 1 year

lease starts September nonsmokers call

Darrin 665-2529 leave message

FOR RENT

TAKE OVER OUR lease m June and gel

August rent free' Or )usl sublet (or Ihe sum-

mer/2-bedroom in Soulhwood apis call

256-6334

ROOM AVAILABLE IN Beam condo close

to UMass on bus line Kitchen/laundry facil

inci (emale non-smokers no pets 256-1547

•San

ROOMS FROM JU(« 1 St lalToption $236
per monih eiclgsive cloae "> campus
549-1358

2 BEDROOM APARTMENT, (all starting

June 1 $410 00 laundry 665-2288 bus

'ouie

SUMMER SUBLET WITH/FALL option

Spacious 2 bedroom Squire '\/iliage

Townehouse on bus route starting June 1

Call 665-8410

TAKE OVER OUR 'ease starting June 1 2

bdrm not water inc 405 -f 665 3041

WERE LEAVING! TAKE over our 2or

SoumwooO Apt and Ihe tumiture s yours

Free' Heal/waler included 253-9089

2 BEDROOM CRESTVIEW apt available

June 1 with fall option '^ mile (rom cam
pus 10 mm walk, on bus route, 549-5481

ONE BEDROOM PUFFTON available June

1st Call Vetonica 549 5456 keep trying

AMHERST: IBR APARTMENT on bus
route 10 mm walk lo campus 440/mo plus

elec available June 1st or earlier call

549-5938 or 549-3700

PUFFTON VILLAGE AVAILABLE 2

rooms in 3 bedroom apt call 549-3667

STOOREWAROITAKE over my lease. Star-

ting June 1 (negotiable) Call John 665-7646

or 545-0896 Be persistent' 1 bedroom in

Cliftside

$$$• REWARD OFFERED to takeover our

Soulhwood lease Call 253-3993

PRIVATE ROOM SHARE bath no kitchen

10 min walit lo campus on bus rt

$225/month inclusive 549-1585 leave

message

FULLY FURNISHED APT (Or summer
room for S. on bus route/10 min walk (rom

campus Cable TV rent negotiable call

549-5712

2 BDRM SOUTHWOOD apt in mini condi

tion pool lennis courts etc sublet w/(all op-

lion Barry 256-8673

NEId 1 PERSON sublet June SepT 1 in 3

bedroom Puftton apt nonsmoker 100/mo

call Steve after 8 00PM 549-6652

ONE BEDROOM APT-FREE RENT -in ex

change for child care 5 mornings/wk plus

additional flexible hrs Lights housework
Nonsmoker, 256-6121 or 256-1794

5 BEDROOMS IN 1 1 room home & 2 baths
everything included/washer & dryer
available immediatelfy 155-200 n«g. on bus
route in Amherst Center Call Grag
253-3502 eve call collect 617-544-8949

TWO BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE m
Squire Village, partly turn sublet lor sum-
mer with option (or next year 300 00 a
month until Sept 1 up lo lour people Call

665-2287

HOUSE 100 YARDS from Whitmoid Sun
ny spacious single Washer/dryer must see!
Call Mike or Deb 549-4124

2 BEDROOM LANTERN Ct available June
1 (negotiable) on bus route large living

room Call 665-7629 evening

4 BEDROOM APARTMENT. Take any or

all irjom', Ava'lable 6/1 On ouslme Call

Rod 256 1480

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL Mition l

bedroom available m June Entire 3

Dedfoom apartment available in Sept Bus
route Debbie 549-0555

HOUSE '/i BLOCK 'rom campus (all 87

spring 88 yr lease nice house quiel setting

5489387

2 BEDROOM APT Main St 480 incI

everything Take lease on June 1 253-5529

2 HORObSrAPT available June isi

Close lo campus Call 549-7739

FURNISHED ROOMS IN new house all the

comforts of home Washer and dryer,

microwave dishwasher, (or summer or (all

call Dale 253-9949

FOUR BEDROOM APT; 29 Swiss Village

negotiable summer sublet w/(all option Call

or stop by after lOPM 256-1359

AMHERST^CENTER ONE bedroom apt

425plus June Isl 253-7241 Vi mile Irom

campus

ROOM AVAILABLE IN Coioniall/iirage

summer 100/m possilbe tall option

256-0958 253 5482

2 BEDROOM APT sublet w/lease option

4 1 5/mo (ree hot water on bus route call late

665-4847 Becky Karen Jim

SEMI CO^OP household share large, sun-

ny room ^all option Rent negotiable

549-7839

FOR SALE

CRATE AMP MUST selH Call Shawn
546 9030

U2 TICKETS FOR sale all shows 546-8789

NIKON 13SMM/2.8 MACRO lens brand
new, complete w/carrying case Price

negotiable Call John. 6-7070. alter tOP M

DOUBLE WOODEN DRESSER with mirror

attatched. wooden desl<. Iwin bed. kitchen

lalble wilh 4 chairs, and a phone II in-

terested call Holly or Staph at 549-1619

COMPLETE BEDROOM SET includes bed
and headboards 2 buraus, shelves, mirror

and night table Also 2 twin beds call

Michelle Duva 5490803 or 549-1 191

2 BEDROOM SOUTHWOOD apt available

June 1 on bus route call 253-5234

Friday. May 15, 1987
COUEGIAN 19

SURFKMROS "APIA " $ n hi m twm m
b^f^6mt>ov4 to ti t.Ki.i .4^41X1J

COUCH FOR SALE .nifiu.n! »\>iHi,t,o'v

U'5 1.K BO MsHif^S

FUJI 12 SPEED loi »(ile exireHanl cond>
l«.Vl l-OlOl t'Mik .•VdrtHit. FI.IJI i;om
p>iii*i)is Pi.i , .- ai-eni
iH (<fiii«ij' t Hills , plica
ntfgaliatiM " iiiu> 10.^,1 , ,«, ..laislo a!
64^1090

SPEAKERS SWAY M mi>'H. O-^u-
S Ml tu ..oiM i.*Sw i-all e s.Mii

TWO TWIN BEDS om> .up .Hong onf
slrtiuMal $'.• ." t>«'Sl oMi»( .'s<i 105t

FOR SALE MOUNTAIN Nkt* t^OO. Ban
^-> wilh ; .-»»«> $ !

':• \ oll.i liiilxliamei $78 .11

66b 4 "Hit ev»>s

50 WATT TUBE .imi' Pti.m Classic Iwm
sp«dKeis k\mlll^ with iivl swilrh Ami
slanj $..>t>0 Also. \.\)0 Jisloit'on box
f\Vi> mini hdiilly iiiniil $?0 J<»(t l> -liKIS

MATCHING DESK ANO ilitissoi two
lOu'lOO Lhili'S ^JlXHl CimillllOM iJltfAl p'll-S

iM'i RiiiiO\ t<««li.>ii> 11 &49 69S.'

DOUBLE BED AND bureau t>>.x1 i'Oiu)ilK>n

B O 54^ '4JB Slieii Gmal buy

BAR AND FULL si/rt Joim ititngeialoi loi

sale $A.i e4cli 111 tjfsl i>lti»( cm John
J?J .Wie

3 SPEED LADY'S bike S7U or negotiable
pieas0 call 646 6406

FURNITURE FOR SALE vtvy che<«p

Couch & ch.«ii with s<>l ol J wood Liblos

D'hing table and 4 chaiis I ols ot things

We have to sell'" Vou get moie things Toi

free' Call Ed ..""SS^.M*-!

BEDROOM SET TWIN bed with dame nvi
dresser Ouaen si^e convertabia couch
549^6628

KING-SIZE WATERBED. 3 piece liv

ingrcom sel call loi details Linda 253-9883

MODERN FURNITURE 1 semester old

coocfvchdif sel papazon chair kitchen set

desks bookshelt malliess, spnng and
more' Call 256-8677

COl>CM AND KITCHEN laDle B'O good
condition 549-1814

NEED FUl^NlfuRE' WE VE got it call us
(or couches, dressers, etc 549-6840

COUCH AND 2 chairs call 256-0844

YAMAHA BASS AMP 100 watt B100III

Mead with Yamaha 15" bottom cab $469
Pete 546-8788

COUCH AND MATCHING chair, great

shape $50 call 549-4077

FOUND

KEYS IN BAYBANKS Sunday nighl

549-0939

I FOUND THESE i^eys in the school~o(
Business administration in the ladies

bathroom at ten o'clock this morning i will

leave ihem at Ihe information desk

LOST

RED POLO SPRING jacket in campus
center- Friday please call Julie 9571

GREY JEAN JACKET trom Mike'sW View
Thurs 4/9 be cool return keys Irom pocket
Ciff Brandywine 549-0667

LOST A GREEN lacket My passport is in

it Finder will be rewarded. $$$. Contact MJ
545-0097 or 256-8483

BLACK AND WHITE cat last seeTTat
Townehouse Friday nighl answers lo

Domino Please call 549-6641

HELP WANTED

WE ARE LOOKING (or someone to do child

care one evening a week and occasional
overnights Must have transportation Call

548-9057

WANTED PART TIME bus drivers (or hjor

Ihamplon lo Amherst routes $5 to Start very

convenieni lor Northampton residents

Work sclfedule arranged around your class

schedule 586 1 909

SUMMER JOB - WATERFRONT Director

(or day camp in Ihe Boston Area June
29-August 14 Salary 1 ,800 2.000 depen
dir>g on experience Contact Janet Wad
den outdoor program director Patriots

Trail Girl Scout Council, 6 Si . James Ave .

Boston Ma 02116 /6 1 7)482- 1 078

PAINTERS NEEDED EASTERN New
England area mtenor and exterior starting

pay 6 50 arKi up depending on expenerKe
Equal Opprtgnity Employer (61 7)933-4370

WAITRESS/WAITER. 20-25 hours per
week, (or summer possibly (all- (lexibihly a

plus Call Mary at 584-9816. between 1 and
4

»•«••«»*

-ATTENTION: SUMMER WORK positions

' available Make 379/week, work with
'

* students from UMass « 500 other '

' colleges, travel westward, great (or '

your resume 4 lots ol lun Call 256-

0866 (or inio

CANCELORS IN RESIDENTIAL unil (or

emotionally dislurberj adolev:rtnls small

groups exciting team work and good work
ing environment $1 1,580 per year and ex
C«3lenl twnefls Over 21 years olrt Call Ms
Boudreau at 584 1,110 Northampton Center
(or Children and lamilies

PART-TIME DRIVER, afternoons. Monday,
Tuesday Wortnnvjay, and Saturday Must
know Hadley, Amhnrsi area Ser>d inlorma

Hon to Montgomery Fkirist, 350 Russell St

Hadley Ma 01015 Wo phone calls please'

BRIGHT SELF-STARTERS wanted (or

part-lime pos-tions al retail quick copy shop
Musi be qui' x learners and good withpeo
pie Posilior availat>le (or summer ana tail

Please apply M Kinkos 220 N Pleasant St

SUMMER HELP FOR Gloucester Water
front Restaurant waiters, waitresses,

dishwasheri Call Frank or Doreen.
617283-4123 or 5053

SUMMER JOB $«-$9/HR for science ma
lor. innovative membrane systems-
Norwood Ma Call Joyce Nelson
(617)769 6310 or 546^7092

FLORAL HELPER-ENTRY level poeltksn

available lor 'jomeone truly mieresied in a

career in Ihe tioral industry apply in per-

son only 739-6941 for diractiont

FLORAL MANAGER WITH ^extensive

beckgrrxjnd m plant material lo manage our

entire plant depi Including purchasing,

retail, and educatnnlull lime with excellent

benefit* call 739-6941 Longmeadow
FkMvers. Inc Apply in person only

FLOWER SHOP MANAQBtfCNT lane IM
three month t'ain.n^ co^-rse an^ be«3me
slcwe man^jer- appty c ger*©" a<«y c*
'*3*694i 'Of a.rectior^

PART-TIME ';

Amhe'i; S .:

(»SPW

jff ay** weetir

c< 't .-.^- %^;^vi€ B^jo ~»« K~^
-i?n"?|ii WC'" - :

ill

•..'C e.' 53<s

^v) '#?•*' aid re - '

; '5 Ma)e4
;"i>'e'eo ^^^^'^• - -•;•;.«» 96 ^
ieli«l e 00 'or ee'-i4r'«-'! 50S • ;-

Easlhamplon 52' 1549 a»« '3r *,"0r«<

MOTORCVa.B

HONDA C8350 RECENTLY "SOu* arrv^
L-.\li .'?6 864.1 3s« T' JR $430 0» BO

1984 700CC HONDA Saore b(«ca-grey

5800 mi mint $2200 ^TSM mu i 00

1 98 1 VAMAHA MAXIM tvs^mM, osr^Mn
$tlX10 253 i>422

t«5 HONDA iNTERi:rEPTOR JOCcc 40CC
m. 2 helmets service -nanuai $230C
253 7796 leave 1

ROOMMATE WANTED

SUMMER SUBLET/FALL 30(>on 2 a-je
tvaiooni tci*nenouse -n S4.noeria/ia soo*
tennis, backyaid ous rt only 9 -^ "'-les

IfOm (jampuS 495. month iSu'''^''er "i«9

L-all 665-2265 leave message

ROOMMATE WANTED TO share a -wo
bedroom Colonial Vlg Apr Own -ooi" '.^i-

ly lumished. 185 a montr 253-5'33
anytime

SELF-STORAGE FROM $20-'noflthly
Transporlalion posS'Me Aaron nc
665-8281 1-800-342 3492

1 BEDROOM AVAILABLE n extra large
luiiy lumished Southwood Townenouse *3r

2 females to snare avaHaoie June 1 w*^ t^
option call anytime 253-3934

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED, nc^
smoker consideraie For 1 odr j^l .n Coi
onial Village, 160.mo Completely r-ufnish-

ed Call 256-0724 evenings

2 MALE OR FEMALE roommates wanted
lo share t bedroom m apt 1 rnin waix tnjm

campus also on Ous route C9» Susan
546-6361

TWO FEMALE NON-SMOKERS wanted va

share bedroom m Northwooo Apts (or nexl

school year Rent $150 00 per month each
Call Nancy 665-8260 Fully (urnisf»ed

ONE MALE NEEDED lor sirKjIe room m
Rolling Green low rem utn irK caV
256-6837

SUMMER IN CAPE Cod Hyannis near Mian
St $1,000 tor 15 weeks 546-7200 or

546-7204

TWyROOMMATES NEEDED in Putfton

Village Own bathroom Walk m closet All

maior appliances Call Steve 549-0006

HOUSE NEXT TO mall Summer sublet (all

opiion non-smiking male to share large

room with same $153 call 549-1270

NOhJ-SMO'iaNa! MATURE
HOUSEMATE(S) (or one of two bedrooms
in very large Squire Village duplex Air-

conditioned one and a halt balh pool, on
bus Negotiable rent, 665-2577 Available
immediately, tall option

1 FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted (or

townehouse apt Call Debbie v S^r.
549-7512

ROOMMATES NEEDED FOR nexl (ail n
Townehouse apts Need 1 or 2 peopte one
room, either have a smgie or snare wth
roommate Great location and ngni on ous
route Call evenings 549-0259

OLD 5 BEDROOM house on Hyannis Har
bor Cape Cod 1 500 per person (c seasor>

Call Mark 617 775-1669

ROOMMATES WANTED TAKE over ju "

1 lease lurnished' Fall option' Reward'
253^3368

FALL: HOUSEMATESn^ENANTS- rooms
in modern Hadley house 584-7376 eves

ROOM AVAILABLE IN Brittany Manor
nonsmoking females call Tma 253-969'

PROFESSIONAL MALE 32 seeks -

sible graduate student M/F 26pii.?

ceolional apart.ment m Nort" .1
•

-

available June 1 $275plus 584-32S6

BRANDYWINE APT FOR 'ent ca"
549-5203

FEMALE NEEDED TO share room m three

bedroom Puftton apt (or (all call Audrey
549-1011

WANTED TO RENT

APARTMENT OR HOUSE (or 3 4 or 5

people reasonably close to campus Call

anytime 546-6602. 546-5774 or 546-5772
Please keep trying

TWO SENIORS LOOKING tor one or two
bedrooms (or now until end o( semester
close 10 campus Call Chris or Dave
253-7572

LOOKING FOR 3-BEDROOM in Puftton

reward offered- Lisa 6-7979

$$$BIG REWARD OFFERED (Or 3
bedroom Puffton Apt Lease 253-7927

LOOKING FOR 3bedroom Puffton Apt

Want lo sublet for summer and take over

lease Call Herb 546-6761

TAKE OVER LEASE June 1st 2 bedroom
apt in Cokyiial Vllage across (rom Changes
380/mo plus utilities on bus route 256-0964

3 SENIORS LOOKING (or 2 or 3 bedroom
apartment (or (all Sememster only If you
can help us out please call Brian or Enk at

253-7195 Leave message

LOOKING FOR 3 bedroom Puffton. «»Wg
fall, reward' 665-4103

servk:es

tutoring, substitute teaching in

business managemeni, marketing,
(inance, investment & microcomputers $7
per hour Neg 536-5006 leave message

HORSES TO RENT any time join a horse
commitlee come and go ride by yourself

lessons and overnight rides special trips

and birthday parlies 367-2482

TRIPLE A STUDENT painters Amherst
BITN Pelham areas, mlerior/exlenor, low

rates, insured, BBB members, written

guarantee. tree estimates call

1 800-922-5579

SELF STORAGE FROM $20-monthly

Transportation possible- Aaron Inc

665-8281. 1400-342-3492

WANTED

WAMTtB TWO FEMALES t9 taWef hw
•ao*^ « "vswse Cawa *»4.'^ v-,*'

-annwaa^er K—^ti^a "ar orwi •» 00- Ca*
OwK^2&)-3626

PAM4KM MOMU NCEDCO •'. •0"
PW» fcWm J««^ '.«« ' >-• 50^'

'.**

:

Ua,S»».
. - -

i;»>ii^

-^^d 'Sf -a* ! :-rii«

SUMMER SUflLCT

NEED FVlRNiruRC CHEAP :«l Jacou
2^6^032

2 lB)nO0M A^T - ^M* tr g->i~St
rmt sjs lax avtrt^ie .-* --- ^ y, -•ad

Mftw 25.3-5<20

BRANOTWME 1 BEO«*C-:W:.

nose *o s^ sear •T*' i*s-rA'^t

ATTEKTION SMOUUIN -^ PASS X- Vm'-

•MCt-..^- -»r' -e.j;raci«i -'.r*cr t4'9-)6C'

.,r« • •- 4..; y.

-«<-- s^8Cci'.s -Ji «acr "/rjr- »• "^jjiL-i >»r

—r-rr- S..-I1—«r ;»"i'> :ail nfn »i"Xir y

TWO BEDROOM PyWTOii icaniert -cr

jt.'^r->e<- i..cn»» 3«u3 Ca* ..ulle iaiS-'*23''

1 FEMAif NKDED -c srar^ -jor" r

So.'-*::! '•--:.!* ..-le-Aji;

$'x:.~o<— i-'W > •j-ac"

HOUSE « BEOnOOM JC r<3s v-sm 'intl

tower r^ri legatiaee S4S-5C39

LARtX ROOM FOR "WO ^ i^f<pmi% Camar
*r! a.i'dcie '"' 5,-~r'^*-Ci«256-t6*:

FEMALES WANTB3 TC
aywipe isf ;aii >4<5-tC2~

QUIET APARTHerr ICXT x '^^m
Pond avaiiaoie "w jur^r'-er wtr "a* xticr
Rent n«g Call ''oc U 549^3694 af S

LOOKING FOR SUMMER ;.:<«' ••

8e«:ne'*own 546-5729 jr»vtir"e :r t-4c-:""

'

to 'IPM

BEST LOCATION •« tew .ar^ -^'Of r

3uiet 'ulN 'umisrec "loi-se ' X .ar» "nm
Newn'a.'i Cer-'er %t'c<' «iik 'c 'iw-

wasner/dryer <:acie Wusi sa >eei'

$100rmontfi Call Jim. 549-747^

SUBLET

THE BOSTON GLOBE. ISM General

Foods and Kenner Ptr'kv "oys ire iusi 1

(ew ol the many opccrrjnties ivailacie

through the Co-op Ottice Come n or :all

today - 545-2224 your 'uture starts nere-

TVVO BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE ^

Southwood .nciudes oamrocm arid "ait

dishwasher part, ally furnished on 3us
route Call 256-8378

SUMMER SUBLET -FALL option 1 ot 4

bedrooms -bus route 136< month janette

2S6-8962

TOWNEHOUSE APT SUBLETTERS
wanted 'or summer noomate 'or aM also

.needed call 5-»9-t86C

SUMMER SUBLET

3 BEDROOM FURNISHED ipl 480(mortn
juiiiies ano :atte nciudeo on Ous -OL'e

iwimrnipij oooi. Tenris .•1 566-J6'"

THREE 9EOHOOM PUFFTON /.

jvaiiaoie 'ci jummei i" in > ^wci« .ji'

C( wiails SJ9-I532'

^RGE SUU.Y SURNISHEP -"ci-str .'Mm
5 oiiioi'.vi^s ledi 7us >i(.'p. 'lif' .le.iii '"''is

Ci-Sf s uedi' ' -'hi'I 'aqc'iiaciK -Jil js

NEEDED ' Of* t Jwjyie i.- sndi-j .' >u'iti

towneni.'i,se his jui'imei .^n >i.s uule .'

r^ir !c Jr^Ci .uilv liiiisnuu. miUL ,'biBi

• "seCWNfc Oth-'i. lii'i'ib. -^lit'd fti'^i.y-

3 aeoflo^ FL'BNiSHEo -xmuu vi a.'"-

"«! -^easijr'aDie "Jim -ail >*9-w333

SUMMER SU«.eT omE oecr.jgin iwd.-

-"ef"t r fijr.H ?< ri'.-njirj lill .ri'Vdiu :ji.ii*i

^eo aiililies. •dsfuji

-^C3i.' wane Tiess<«{W

ONE 8EORCOM iN .' 0*orr.H)m lyi

ava.lacie Ji-i'e ' :*! .''a'.* 56S- ,*«.**?

SUifMER SUH.ET W ^ * .

.

Spacious two ?*3rwr" hm it St-ctf. j.-^

on SuS 'OtW W^ail i'~"V. owv»» JM
665-^90

SUMMER SUBLET M FALc .

Availabte June ' ' 'OOf" "^ » oeon.-vir- *pi

in Northamoior $200.mc<ifh ctf ODfi

564-0064

2 BEDROOM APT BnmPywme "»r« -le^

ca« at nighl 549^425

FEMALE SUBLETTERS FOR One
bedroom in two ^eO'0Om CresMew ' ?mae
trom Campus "ent negocaC* caa >»*2SJ8

TWO BEDROOMAPT fi*y Vr^tfiaw^aew
TV. on Bus 'Oute one ortwo peoo*» $'W
per peraort can K3-2896

SOUTH AMHERST HOUSE wim 'ooms
available immeoaieiy^S .?» 4> CM f»>M at

266<>333

AMHERST CTR NEED 2 people to sha-e

a TXjm $125 each JJis^'^SJ

SUMMER SUBLET IN Tow^^novSti apts

Enjoy your summer with a 'ully !ij'nrs.h#o

a/K) air coTKlitioned apt exccten i pnce C^
evenings 549-0259

NEED FEMALE HOUSEMATE tree Sum
rent pay July August Kathy K6-08^
Amherst

1 BEDROOM HOUSE -ci' Putters Pond or
bus route $100'monlh/per»en or

$300/monlh Call Peter 549-6264

ROOM AVAILABLE IN apartment 2 bkxks
(rom cmpus Reasonable 549-7523

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL oplK>n 2
bedroom in Southwood Apts On bus route,

dishwasher, new carpet, and heat includ-

ed Tracy, C? olme, and Tom 256-0696
Free case o( beer to whomever takes tfte

apartment

1 BEDROOM SUBLET Cokjnial ViTlagelur-

nished cable S315 256-0669

SUMMER SUBLit WITH (all option One
room In 4 bedroom Amherst house Ckjae

to campus, grad students only 210/monlh

call 253-7272

2 BBMOOMM Crese.<ew ^- y. sm
4 «^ei AmsM&m Juna-Ai^ CM
S4»^1

t^it wi» fan «e(«n Rem «e^ a

^ a# ^ sewoe«" am to-

CO-OP STV«€NT8

PLEAM REPORT ALL (O© <H^«f% a*; »^

.-^j- :-• j"'**^ : J

3eD«'?:'M5 S

.r-J-

CSE 3eD«30M APT ; j-

i-aAace enc 31 Mai zm «M-7jtw

SUPER C»«AP SUBi.E^

.EBY Cheap »;M«aR>.

MOVING TO MARTF<^tO''

S4MIMCR SUBLET- WE tUTMIT VOU

DO VOU WANT >: 1^ Maeioc

WANNA GO TO BE07

• IF »ES TMf*

LARGE SUNNY BEDROOM '< 3 iterxr-
J-, , 5 *-(#;• ;-- :,s.-« Poo AC
:sr<i»s."«' CaJ iSS-?>64

NEW APARTMENT AMHCMST rj^rtf A«

'•«»• *-r- 2 wateoecs 2 s«^ z*Sf
KC.mc -eg 2S3.'T64

ARE VOU MOVING n: ~ie

S/^ 00» -----
- - -nmai^ -' a*. 3 :-

•or ...-« - - A'Giastenc*,-* »-ea

•t r-t'es'- s-» at 2*3- '"'>5

OESPERATELV SOKMO CAM COO

3*'

1 BCDAOOM5 2 =*t^ 3ar«*t, ^f'Vmc
>m-%s • iiage '-C-^ ui Z Uair 256-' $4'

M HAM MOUSE SUNM-V xtra •'^OC«>t

•rxjtt ^ocr» an» -v.t- 3ar<« 5«S-4*«6

nOOM AVAOJtaLE -S»sGL£ - 1 4 :r t^
Mair ;i *rT 31,* r. '—x' V^. -<. "v
Sur-iier •«>• "Msa r -aii z*t m-^iS'.
• *»c -cnq

ROOM A TAiCAaLE SMQLE r s 2Sir ac>

Mair Si" *mr 5<3 r —;<-r ' 9C ">: "C ~i«

iu*>r''«r i«yi ea9« r 'Ml ^a>< 56£-432C
•ttHfC -rrrii

SUMMER SUMLET CKAiliilS .r...'~.

vi< I v i secoe ^mr, rejser*-." :aii

Z,>are i4«-ft33C

O^AP 5UMM^~SuaL£r So<.if-«coc

»Ci JSJ-M'j

' BEDROOM AvA4.>aL£ f ^-tf^ar xr 1

or 1 oeecM .:ail <ar or Sersf MA-iaia

PLEASE 'AjfH OVW siif %j«e^,mM -O

-icusa eaae •jati €mar Sara ^fx0t ftS<j9C4

4«ESCME a«jFP-'3N »P'

PUFFT^* 1 lEOROOM- =#-1 •«.;L-I:aci«

5416-4^80

LARGE BEDROOM tCftnmtlCC via
iundanarc icr jtimmer ^laioi^ cr "all

•^ oer -ncritft "a* -ieS-JS*' jbh-v

AMHEPS~ CEN"!^ SEAUTtPUL »I .ur^e

• JI pr. Saci 'M jraai ocation IT^rmgrnr
- c } jaopie 3i«ase :all 546-3-95

ONE BEDROOM 1W hree oedroom soar
•neni imnersi }c«x: ocaiian :all -emam
25<M-37

1 MONTH FREE -9ni » tau iuaiet "or sum-
mer - iilv ur-iisrefl jpi TTje lot *iaier n

'^ownenciiSe ; oedrooms ivaii 5 nm Tom
vMass Call iigrts 549-3876

4 SEORCOM APT 'or summer sublet- >n

Ous 'ouie- -eni all -00ms or ust ine oaii

256-0844

SUMMER SL'BLET AVAILABLE "or Z 3r

•ownnouse n Sunoenana Glactnc
j'/ef/mmg nci 3w md liso "oci 'ennis.

A,C :ar3eiing. w/or A'?o«jt 'ur-iilure 3505

nciudes all jtilities Chns or je«f •JCS- "' ^c

ST JUDE

THANK YOU AGAMI SeWom OC .01.

'

orsyers go jnanswerea ' tn very grawrui

TYPING SERVICE

OUAIJTV^^VpinG papers <?fe.-j
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•lEEC MONE-f SPENT

.<i»dse i^ip -"ail Mnn» ?- J ,

,

TYPING SERVICE

a*w f««W >l9-d484

TYPING

PROFESSIONALSPEEDY K£ys
.VJ

APTS IN BOSTON

CMAOUATINC ANO MOVING .' »c<st^^

mariy mbngi n Boeion area .Tail -eM at

Pooui^ PiTSOertwa R E 4.J'
*"

MARTHA S VINETARO

y*ANTED TWO MALE or >»mj*ii$ tc 5.^4 e

f^XiSe 'h Ejgartown rMtiO<M0te St'^i'^r

rtm cam Jim Memgan at 545-2150 or Ch'-s

ar M^-'O'-'' *te' «pm

LOOKING FOR HOUSE ON THE CAPE

2 GIRLS LOOKMC >Q< a house to s.ha-9 >"

me oape Memonai Day to Laibor Oai -^
, i

,-iis Yarmouth Craig\iite Seacn gttw iv'

665 3 '00

SUMMER JOBS

2 FUN FEMALES 5**" "-o :>y -•>"

JOSS M RA^ BORADCASTMG

artlLA iS^ACCEPTtNG ic:-<i' :-i ';

^at'c-s IS r«ca—«" >'»:*o^ '-« 5"-w
$cr.:o .ea' 41 -->«'&•. s;.ie"'i i"

x^.-^'5«c •: i:^o• "-• ~ irc-caic-s a

Sfw**'- 4^- • -as C-*ce ioc<A--ys i?
Zot i' •'.•.'.4 TC ate- -a- =-«a, Ma, '5

^. -- yern ;* =1- Ma-->-*. at Jakes'*
3e-*«e^ 2 3C ao: 5 X ^'oa. Ma, '5 :
ic^c.* •"*•.•• Ai. ^te-. ews 'S"?

C>ac« *« Sat.^n», May »6 AAEOE

NEW EN<a^NO HOUSEHOLD/ALLIED
Van Lines iS h#ir^ tor Ihe summ#t We
need drivers, helpers. ar>d warehousamen
II you are gomg to be m the Fram-

tnghatn/NatiC« *r*a for trie summer and
want to make $6 00 to $6 50 per hour work
ing 30 to 70 hours pur week , then we want

Su'
For more information please ^ii^

9-1404

DESPERATE

HELP. LOST MY sketchoook (18 »24 )

on May 6 'n FAC 430 or 431 Please call

S46-8452

k^UFFTON APARTMENT

TWO BEDROOM PUFFTON apartment lor

summer sublet Rent negol'able Julie

546-7237 Amy 546-7080

-BOSTON APT AVAaASLE"

2 ROOMS AVAILABLE '

a.i<-ao^...ne -y s.—-e

BED FOR SALE

SEUJNCOME mc •»*r*ss
:a* ^a**- r

POZA

fCt. «E Aj.«»*S SC -'^rf fi «-<•
mar" >«J -^aiN ••:•. -« ar<»»ri -^r-

Aiwavi •«( "'car if 5^e "j"* * 1 i

jooo -hirq 'cr al » ?• itb* '^'mrma 'v
•he -un

SUP»C«E *0U •or • mjumaar tcmq
ISA ""'lenka 'or -fie "un ^m••. aattecca

ind lOuae eon ' 'orqer >o«4 wner
/ou ^ yine. ove fou nucno S.r h

USA USA OOLO

WE KNOW it" ''>ie Mrv 1 }onn« ae

]reat «now it *e mtaay -wmod
^aughea and scraameo. We lava^to jc

out Krth » aangl "'our 1
'

Tfie Sear

YOUR SPEAKING VOICE IS YOUR
FORTUNE

MONE'Y FOB YOUR

DISCOVER HEW HIOOEN ocmv n fO«r
spealunq vowe. Y««r» or -aaeercri. ove«

3C 300 peraon-io-pereon voace rontact-s

urKO«era NEW valoea m your MMea'ng
vo*ce Here * NEW KNOWLEDGE co >n-

creaae your influence ir" your aociai

academic student rte ar^ your futb'a

bus<neaa and aror«««iona( irte Or«er

you' audW ;a»*ect« •«.-rjr» YOUR
SPEAII.INC V OKTE S Y OOP FORTUNE
W'lte WILSON Bo* *2 Ceaper tWyom-

•ng S2«0J.: 9<**— t<icloee cneca 9r

~icr«\ jrOer 'or SJS ii t? CO^er MJelS

"^rr^^san 3«<iver>

a#«AT HOUSE

l^CENTLY ReR.iRNISME? J ?«Or\>o»"

•H^ee On rf« A.'xAo-Morv: 9u*itr«« :tvi

"ccr "«.»! 5« ***>' '»> ano ••*>•

-<T«aad4« »''5.'<'C<'t'' *>: 'eat SM-tS'"

'J' «» .3 ' % io»« 1%'t. ';<•»*» ana
iiwsvs ar^ WWwy< t all .J»« »>>»'' N8

i^AREN SC»*Li-tR

CA.*iNCT MAGWS mum fONege aOiiW
IMY« S**n NM it VOU wera^tt Here to

snare « •^^^ me 1 cat^ t bei»e»« n m
iMnoet over- forever iXr fnendaftip

however wH •'ver eoa it iw*l keeps
gr^wmq »tro<»9er Rer^emOer me m '.He

fall wr^er" 1 H Be • *JI on » crowded Hew
Yjf» Uibmat- a »U00.« 00 h«< «ty lo

or* tnc |Ou II e« '^ere- irvmg it up
without me. Wards couW n***' fully e«-

gr9tt 'low mwcn you mean to me Kar
I love you with afl my heart -Aleryt

TO ARISTEN MARY PETERSON OF
CHAOeOURNE

C19NGRATULAT10NS ON YOW* jrwlue-
tion " Now if«ai you II be maAint kna Ot

money rou can now buy me ejpenehre

preeenta.'" Lo»e Eddy P S Europe here

SUMMER JOBS

THE FUTURE IS so brighl. you ootla wear

$nao*s •eip pass the To«ics Liberation

Ac! stop nudear madoesa and fight for

ci3nsi.mer lusiioe Masspirg seeks brighl

energetic students for summer campaign
roa.tor^s Earn $150-300 pel week Tram
ir-ig t'lvel advancement and a chance 10

meet hundreds Ol otf^er (un people Offices

n Amherst. Boston. Cape Cod Wor
neater and si« other locations Call San-

jy al 256-6434 loday'

SPANISH TUTORING A TRANSLATION

PATIENT. SKILLFUL HELP^ short stories

yammar 256 too

2

TOWNEHOUSE OF AMHERST

WE NEED 2 roommates (01 tall semester
87 ouis.de apartment Call 549-0608

PUFFTON VILLAGE

PUFFTON VILlTOLDER (emaley summer
sublet (July-August only) with Ian option

Neat tesponsibia and non-smoker
549-7458

F8N 101 NOTES

UV«N IN PARADISE

aooMMATE w ANT^o TO sna'6 s£ a --^>

,..-%-, ,:4eie iaiif«3-t .-''

; -. -a.e 586-0714 .^r Mjit

SUMMER SUBLET

1 BEDROOM IN 2 oedroom apt 1 or 2 per

son* furnished 665-3571

BRANDYWINE TWO BEDROOM need
one to four roommates available June 1

throoflh nait school year rem very

negotiable caW Beth 6-7629 or Oarre

»-978«

TWO ROOMS AVAILABLE in new fur-

ntsned house Summer w.tan option Call

Laurti or Lmda at 2S3-9949

$100 REWARD 2 oedroom apanment
Nonnwood $4i& month A««8uai free

665-7577

TWO ROdMATES^TEDED ~to ^hare
t<mm«< sub'ct m PreSidenhal Apts Fur-

mslYed. $130 a month per peraon, call

S4»-«M1

NOHO NOHO NOHO

LtVE IN A real town" Sublet with tall op
lion convenient Grav«s Ave kxation caM

Paul O' Bon 584 7952

S.MWER SUBLET ROOM for rent 1039
s !>'«a»ant S; '>ght acroas from Puftton

y 3u» route '*ni neg<U<><e S46-7809 iW

M^-994'' iea>e "^essa^e

mOLRSE^ IOC YAre5S from Wnrtrrwjre

S<^M avaritaOtc Wasner dryer, must see
saA Sea sr Mwe S49-4124.

OtARUE

'nAIWS FOR T>«
Wary $ 4^*»

Love

«A«rrB> RO«RT mt BOB

O-CON FREQUENTER e< i«Hwerous
sar* 'c*«»r<e» a* woi^eo, eewtion iNe -a

wiuanrr w ir<«« *or .xwqrluaftora on

aiN gr*».^r-cani3 fc.oeeque»n 4icei

tor ••f<-B^ r« ana KBUooeaa

OREA^ROOMPOR

3'.WW£a S.8»£* SINGLE t9«m

9«ie $49-7*—

•CATHCR

NCA-^t-irOC ^TL:. se jaeBy 1

fitv "CO* r-Jv. jar aone CTarr> «•

E.-gierC .!•* tne 5 He« Helens

hAPPT BlflTHOAY MATT'

MATT COLLINS- I hope |r«u have tne

Mataet 8«tt«day evef Happy 20m' Lo««
OeeOee

SALLY A MALOaiEY

CONGRATULATIONS GRADUATE
YOU RE '•••'*'\ vXit at Vn* comp*eie
mieery Lo«r Mtr^t Ctteryi Te«ga and
Wiadreo

M PELHAM RO

040 VOU VIDEOTAPE our p«9 roast on
May 2^ It you did. pleaee can 253-9692

CHEAP HOUSING

ROOMS AVAILABLE In big house on
Fearing Street summer sut>let with fall

option price i» esptrememly negotiable

no Bus needed to get to town or campus
maAe an offer' We II take it Jon 6-32.^2

Mike 6-9412 John 6-9413

CONGRATULATIONS

TO MY ROOMIES. Robin, Diane, and
Amy good luck'! Love. Patty

WANTED TO RENT

UMASS STUDENT LOOKING lof room to

i-eni near campus dunng spring t)feak 9-2

1

•0 i>-29 Ca« Mary al 546-1 151 Keep trying

SUBLETS/HOUSING NEEDED June 28

4ug '5 Call S8MC 256-8615 9AM 7PM

WANTED-$1 1)0 REWARD a 6 or 7 person

r>ouae for nenl year, near bus roule Call

Dave 549-0384 or Patty 549-1703 leave

name and numoer

WANT to TAkE over leaM <^ irft-campos

house near bus roule tor nenf taH and
spring Call 546-1090 or 253-3894

2 HK3H SPIRITED WOMEN (smokers) Kx>i>

ing lo lake ovei lease on apt or house or

10 share your place m the laN call Knslie

6^565

APARTMENT OR HOUSE lor 3, 4 or 5

people reasonable chsse 10 campus call

anytime-54fr6602 546-5774 or 546-5772

Please keep trying'

LOOKING FOR A S^bodnjom apartment in

Puftton (Ol summe' 'May 23 to Aug) Call

Nikhil 546 1046 or Rahul 546-1497

ONE BEDROOM. FIRST (toor so o< Center

Amherst lor elje'iy «oman starting June
1 call Mike Peters 323 6011 O' 545-2283

2 FUN FEMALES seeking Brandywine Or

Townehouse .ipl Call 253-5234

2 PEOPLE LOOKING (or a 2 0» 3 bedroom
apt tor summer Should be ctoae to cam
pus Call Raiesh 546 9996

HELP I NEED a place lo live m or near

Boston this summer call J<n 256-156'

LOOKING FOR SUMMER sublet n

Belchertown 546-5929 anytime or 546-571

7

10 11PM

RIDERS WANTED

RIDE -RANTED

LONG ISLAND LEAVING Thuraday 5i 14 Oi

Friday 5/15 will share eapeneea Pam
546 5532
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Orientation Special

Gorillas forced to wait yet again
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

For the second year in a row. the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts men's lacrosse team

has taken an early exit from the NCAA
Lacrosse Championships.

Although this year's exit wasn't as ear-

Collegian pholo b> Byrne Guarnottu

The Gorillas finished their roller-

coaster season at 8-3. Expect the

team to have another good season

next year.

ly as last year's (when the team fell. 13-6,

at Johns Hopkins in the quarterfinals), the

Gorillas, 8-3, ended up in the same boat.

"I told the guys that the sun will come

up tomorrow, life will go on and to take it

from there," UMass head coach Dick

Garber said Wednesday night in

Philadelphia. Pa.

The 11-10 playoff loss to Penn (a virtual

miracle for the Quakers) was one of the

more stunning in memory. For the seniors,

it may take a while to recover. For them,

there are no make-ups.

"Ain't no next year," senior co-captain

Neal Cunningham said, responding to post-

game condolences after the loss. "Not this

year."

For the midfielder and the four other

graduating seniors, the loss put an end to

what many people thought could finally be

the year UMass forges into the upper

echelon of Division I lax. The team was
finally supposed to scare the big boys

(Hopkins, North Cjirolina, Maryland and

Syracuse). But once again, UMass was
stopped.

And once again, the team has to wait till

next year.

But what of it? Despite the early exit, the

Gorillas accomplished a lot this year.

First, the team qualified for the NCAA's
for the second straight year, only the se-

cond time the Gorillas have done it (UMass
made it in both 1976 and '77).

Second, the team established itself as a

consistent Top 10 squad, charging as high

as fifth in the weekly United States Inter-

collegiate Lacrosse Association (USILA)

poll before finishing in 11th.

Third, the freshman class, with scoring

phenom Scott Hiller (39 goals and nine

assists) and Tim Soudan (eight goals before

iryuring his knee in his fourth game), is the

best UMass has ever had - and every in-

dication is that blue-chip lax talent will

continue to pour in.

Fourth, the team proved that it can win

eight games and qualify for the playoffs

without a home game on the Hill. In all,

the Gorillas played just three games in

front of a "home" audience. A huge

accomplishment.

Last, and least, the team learned what

could be a valueable lesson — never relent.

Maybe a game on the Hill could have given

the team the drive it needed. Maybe next

year, the team will return with a

vengeance.

So many maybe's.

One thing is for sure, the UMass lax pro-

gram is fast becoming one of the best in the

country. And while the team has yet to win

the National Championship, several

players said the only reason they came here

was because the Gorillas are reputed as a

fun team to play on. Fun? Really? That's

rare. When a team can actually have fun

— have that good a chemistry — then ac-

colades can't be too far away.

But for now, this year can be filed under

"Turning Point."

A few years from now, it's just possible

that people will look back on the 1987

season as the cornerstone for the program's

future success.

With a sophomore-dominated defense,

the emergence of goal-scoring freshmen
continued on page 16

Bergquist's swan song a sweet success
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

baseball team honored retiring coach Dick

Bergquist in a great way this year — with

a berth in the Atlantic 10 Conference

championship.

"Once we knew that [Bergquist was retir-

ing], it only made us play harder," junior

Darrin O'Conner said.

And although the Minutmen lost to West

Virginia University, their performance

capped a very successful season that was

a little bit of a surprise to everyone. Not

that they were good, but that they went

that far.

"You always want to go farther," said

Bergquist, whose team finished at 22-16.

"But I knew that we had the capabilities

and with some good pitching, we could go

far."

The bulk of that pitching was supplied

by a talented group of sophomores. Starters

Dave Telgheder (5-34.63 earned run

average) and Ken Greer (4-33.83 ERA) and

relievers Don Strange and Jeff Richardson

(three saves each) kept the team in many
a game while the offense provided a lead.

Junior Steve Allen led the UMass staff

with a 5-3 record and 3.60 ERA.
"We got solid pitching," Bergquist said.

"And Dave Telgheder's performance was

a nice surprise. We didn't know what to ex

pect because he did not have a good fall

season."

Offensive production was rarely a pro-

blem for UMass. Six regulars hit over .300,

led by senior co-captain Jay Zerner at .391.

He also had 1 1 doubles, six homers and 25

runs batted in.

Senior co-captain Sean Flint had
arguably the best offensive season. He hit

.356 and led the team with 1 1 homers and

36 RBls.
Flint, who tied the UMass records for

homers in a season (with Chris Waszczuk,
'83) and career homers (20 with Todd Com-

Collegian photo by Paul Franz

Retiring baseball coach Dick
Bergquist, who was presented with

a rocking chair last week, led the

Minutemen to a 22-16 record.

eau, *85).

Comeau's younger brother Drew, a

sophomore in his first year on the team,

had quite a year, hitting .313 and nailing

nine homers, despite missing seven of the

team's games due to an emergency
appendectomy.
"Drew had quite a year with the bat,"

Bergquist said. "He can be better but he

has showed he can hit. If he can stay injiu7-

free, I think he'll be one of the most pro-

ductive offensive players on the team."

A pleasant surprise for Bergquist has

been the production of Dean Borrelli. The
sophomore designated hitter had a .341

batting average with 18 runs batted in.

"At the beginning of the season I never

would have believed that Dean could do

such a good job as designated hitter, but he

did," Bergquist said.

Senior second baseman Rob Holiday had

another perfect defensive season and end-

ed his three-year collegiate career with just

one error.

After losing five of eight games on their

•San Diego trip over Spring Break, the

Minutemen proceeded to win 15 of their

next 18, including 10 in a row.

UMass finished 10-4 in the conference,

sweeping St. Joeseph's in four games,

Rhode Island in two, and taking three out

of four games from Rutgers. Temple was
the only A-10 team to get the best of the

Minutemen prior to the tournament, tak-

ing three of four games.

As for next year, though the team will

suffer the huge losses of Flint, Zerner and
Holiday, most of the team will be

returning.

Men's track to race at New England's
By GEORGE AUSTIN
Collegian Correspondent

The journey has been a long one. It

started back in November with the first

gun of the indoor season. For some it

started in September with the running over

hills of golfcourses, a sport known as cross

country. But for the University of

Massachusetts men's track team, this

weekend's New England meet will mark

the end of a long road, The Minutemen

hope it will all pay off

"The team is in excellent shape. We had

a good showing at the Easterns where we

finished second. We are very strong in the

middle distance events. The 5000, the 1500,

and the mile relay looks real good." assis-

tant coach Randy Thomas said,

"The only question mark is Ferdie

Adoboe," Thomas said. "He iryured his

hamatring. If he can't compete it would be

a telling blow because he would be able to

place in the longjump and the triple jump."

The senior has been the top scorer for the

Minutemen over the past two years but if

he is not able to make the trip the team will

have to make do with what they have. Most

of the strength of the team is concentrated

in the middle distance events.

Senior captain Wayne Levy will be

heading with the team to Northeastern

University where he will compete in the

10,000 meters. Junior John Lorenzini will

join Levy for the longest race of the day.

The Minutemen will have excellent

depth in the 3000-meter steeplechase They

will field four qualifying athletes, one of

which is Eastern Champion Keith

Williams, who comes in sporting a 9:07

time. Sophomore Jim McDonnell,

freshman Herb Heffner, and Fitzpatrick

Hagan will add an extra punch in that

event.

The 5000-meters promises to be a scor-

ing event for the Minutemen. Sophomore

Karry Boyle is bringing his blazing 14:30

clip to face a tough field that will include

Boston University, Boston College, and

Northeastern. Freshman Art Smith (15:02)

will also try his luck in this event.

Rounding out the distance runs for the

Minutemen will be junior Bill Stewart and

senior Jon Novak, both in the 1500meters.

The field events will be taken care of by

Isaac Berg (javelin), Tom Clark and Bob

Skibinski (high jump) and possibly Adoboe.

"The tough thing is that it's near finals

so you never know who's going to show up.

Finishing fourth through sixth would be a

great performance. Everyone would have

to do their best and it looks that way

because everyone seems to be peaking right

now," said Thomas, who handicapped Nor

theastern as the favorite in the meet.

Finally getting

the hell out
E(litor\-< note: Being this senior's final

collegiate column, it should he noted that

it reflects only the views of this outgoing

sports editor and not necessarily the entire

staff.

Four years are up and it's time to stand

in the unemployment line. Since 1985,

I've written millions of stories for the

sports pages even though no one knew me
until last Fall. After all the aggravation,

ego trips and talking to naked, sweaty

guys in steamy locker rooms, its over —
and it's time to get the hell out.

John Nolan

For anyone who cares, I'm capping off

my collegiate career with a brief overview

of whatever I've learned this year. Maybe
someone reading this will be a better per-

son for it. Maybe.
September: I arrived on the scene, the

beginning of a new era in campus sports

journalism. A year I saw as a new begin-

ning for diversity, opportunity and more

than one byline in every edition. Yes, I

was a big guy. I did all the work, took all

the crap. But I was the big guy.

October: My head was swelling. Unfor-

tunately I was still doing all the work and

not leaving the office until midnight. My
roommates Gary, Ron and Dave weren't

sure how much rent I was paying to live

at the Collegian, but as long as I kept the

checks coming in, they weren't real upset

by my absence.

November: My enthusiasm fell to

pieces as Thanksgiving rolled around.

Basketball season arrived and I found

myself thinking about Christmas and not

hoop. The team give me hell for kicking

them before they had a chance to prove

themselves. In the end. it didn't matter.

Hate mail poured in (one letter) as a filler

column was taken the wrong way. The

mail was unsigned. I was suddenly un-

popular. Luckily, intersession arrived.

December, January: I did nothing

over the break. Nothing, except watch

cartoons and eat lunch often at a place

called the Burger Hut. Nothing. My head

cleared and I was set to come back and

out-do the Globe. I didn't, but I was
refreshed.

February: Nothing about February

was worth remembering. The weather

was lousy. I got a cold. I hated February.

March: UMass hoop finished on an op-

timistic note, but off-court troubles trash-

ed the team's reputation. Life wasn't

much fun. The roommates didn't like me
not cooking any meals. I cooked one. The
weather was worse. March was worse

than February. But the NCAA tourna-

ment contest was a massive success, even

though Dave Sharin, and not I, came up
with the idea. I couldn't own up to that.

Not that.

April: The weather was worse than

ever. Every game on every team's

schedule was cancelled. No one was
reading the sports section. No one. Drag
city. In an effort to apease club and minor

varsity sports, I created the Campus
Roundup. No real response. I decided

those sports deserved nothing since all

had a chip on their shoulders and only

demands.
May: Lacrosse was great. People threw

oranges, I got blamed. I don't accept the

blame. Students aren't sheep. They've got

opinions and control over their own
actions.

There you go: My year. It was actually

the best of my four years and was a real

rocker. You wouldn't know it from

reading this. Maybe I've lied from start

to finish.

Anyway, just a few final thoughts:

The Collegian obviously isn't the best

it could be — it does outdo the SGA — but

it does try. To all the little, uncovered

sports out there, don't expect much, but

stop down. No one wants to cover a sport

that isn't going to get much ink. It's that

simple. Be persistent, smile even once.

Bringing a six-pack wouldn't hurt either.

Matt likes Colt 45's, Roger likes St. Pauli

Girl. I would've liked anything.

Intramurals have it painfully worse,

There are so many teams, sports, etcetera.

If you've got stuff, please bring it down.

We're not total jerks, but people have to

be realistic about how much three or four

continued on page IH
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Do you know where you go to school?

UMASS diverse, large,

but what exactly is it?
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

Where do you go to school?

That may sound like a strange question

with an obvious answer: The University of

Massachusetts at Amherst. But what ex-

actly is UMass?
Expensive University studies and casual

conversation reveal that most students

don't have a clear picture of what their

school is, in terms of its role as an instit n-

tion and its place in Massachusetts and the

world Here's a snapshot of UMass; like

most snapshots it doesn't tell all.

The University is the largest public in-

stitution of higher education in New
England. There are approximately 25,000

students, graduate and undergraduate,

enrolled at the Amherst campus. Fifty-nine

percent of them live on campus in 65

residence halls, fraternities and sororities.

About 2,600 courses are offered here, in

disciplines that range from anthropology

to zoolog}'. The University employs a facul-

ty of 1,300 and 1,500 graduate students to

teach those classes.

UMass employs hundreds of clerical and
food service workers, and more than 700
maintenance workers. It is policed by full-

time officers that are assisted by security

officers and a student security staff of more

than 500.

President David C. Knapp, the Univer-

sity's chief executive officer, works in

Boston, where he oversees the UMass
system. UMass includes the Amherst cam-

pus, a Boston campus and the University

of Massachusetts Medical School in

Worcester. Knapp is the boss of this cam-

pus' "top-dog," Chancellor Joseph D.

Duffey.

Duffey in turn oversees four Vice

Chancellors; Dennis L. Madson for Student

Affairs [housing, health, student activities

and the police]; Provost Richard D.

O'Brien, who heads Academic Affairs; John

L. DeNyse of Administration and Finance

[money, buildings and grounds]; Deirdre A.

Ling for University Relations and Develop-

ment [public relations, contacts with the

community and other institutions]; and

Samuel F. Conti for Research [he's also the

dean of graduate studies.)

The University must request money
every year from the Massachusetts
Legislature; a study last year criticized

Knapp's office for not doing a good enough

job keeping up contacts with the legislators

that control the pur.se-strings. Ad-

ministrators spend a good deal of energy

in hyping the University. They issue glossy

reports and attempt to entice the famous

and respected to accept honorary degrees

to enhance prestige.

While administrators are often criticiz-

ed for devoting so much attention to public

relations, they are aware that a favorable

image means more money, which can build

a better school and in tui-n attract more
money. They are on a self-appointed mis-

sion to make UMass "the best in the Nor-

theast" in academics, particularly the

sciences and business; this mission involves

selling the University and preparing ever

larger budget requests for the plethora of

improvements and services UMass needs.

Administrative efforts may be paying off;

recent budget allotments have been more
acceptable to administrators than in the

years past. However, the "bad press" the

University received on several occasions

last year threaten the modest public rela-

tions gains.

National media attention was focused on

UMass after an October fight that has been

called racial, during protests against the

CIA recruiting on campus, and in March
when Abbie Hoffman and Amy Carter,

along with 13 UMass students, were on

trial in Northampton for protesting the

agency's presence on campus.
Administrators will most likely try to

limit the damage done to the University's

image by attempting to focus the public

mind on the school's "push for excellence."

Collegian photo by Byrne Guarnolta

PAINTING THE FUTURE - Imani Pittman paints his name on
the walls of Skinner Child Care Center, one of several day care

facilities on and around campus.

Dorm selection

an important one
By JEFFRY BARTASH
Collegian Staff

When New York native Andy Root came to the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts a few years ago for orientation, he

thought the idea of living in a suite in the Sylvan

Residential Area was "kind of neat."

"I didn't know much about this school since I am from

out-of-state and I heard a lot of scary things about

Southwest," says Root, now a junior.

He selected Sylvan as his choice of living area, and dur-

ing his freshman year he lived with six other men in a

suite complete with lounge, bathroom and bedroom.

"I didn't like it because it is very hard to meet people

on your floor," Root says of his one-year stay at Sylvan.

"Pretty much the only people you' meet are the people

ia your suite."

Root moved to the Southwest Residential Area his

sophomore year and has lived there ever since.

Says Root: "Southwest is more of what I expected

UMass to be. Socially it's the place to be."

Like Root, many other incoming students are disap-

pointed by their first living areas. Selecting a place to

live is one of the hardest and most important decisions

incoming students shall make.

The University offers five living areas spread

throughout the campus, each offering a different perspec-

tive on UMass life.

During orientation, students should seriously study

their alternatives. The more carefully one studies his or

her choices, the less likely it is that one will end up in

an ill-fitting situation that causes little but despair and

unhappiness. continued on page 4

Joining the Senate a good
way to learn the political process
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Each semester, more than one hundred University of

Massachusetts undergraduates seeking hands-on ex-

perience in politics join the Undergraduate Student

Senate, the legislative body of the Student Government

Association.

Whether they've heard of the SGA or not, every student

at the University is a member of the association, which

oversees about $900 of student money that is used to fund

many activities.

Most of the decisions affecting students are made on

Wednesday nights at senate meetings. Some UMass alum-

ni and students have labeled these meetings "the best

show in town," because the issues often spark heated

debate among senators.

Any undergraduate may become a senator. On-campus

residents may do so through dormitory elections.

Residence halls with fewer than 250 residents elect one

representative; those with more than 250 elect two.

Residential area governments — subdivisions of the

SGA — send one representative each to the senate.

Off-campus students may be elected through a general

SGA election or by the Commuter Area Government,

which holds 35 seats in the senate.

Minority students who wish to be senators may do so

by running in the general elections or by petitioning the

Third World Caucus for membership. The caucus holds

15 senate seats.

Every March elections for officers - SGA president, stu-

dent trustee, senate preaker and treasurer — take place.

The president, currently Joe Demeo, is the highest stu-

dent government official, and has one vote in the senate.

Paul Wingle is the current student trustee. He has a

vote on the Board of Trustees, a body that sets policy for

all three UMass campuses. The student trustee also holds

one vote in the senate.

Bob Griffin, the speaker of the senate, chairs senate

meetings and supervises committees. Treasurer

Katherine Strickland submits financial statements to the

senate and oversees the Student Activities Trust Fund,

which is funded through the student activities fee that

appears on each undergraduate's semester bill.

The senate allocates funds from the SATF to about 400

student organizations including the campus radio station

WMUA, the University of Massachusetts Federal Credit

Union and Union Program Council, an organization that

sponsors concerts on campus.
The SGA officers, as well as the senators, are required

to join one of the senate's seven committees. Most com-

mittees include members who are not senators; any

member of the SGA can apply to be on these panels. The
committees are:

• Coordinating Committee — responsible for implemen-

ting the senate's bylaws and policies.

• Finance Committee — distributes $10,000 to student

organizations for programming and student-related

services.

• Budgets Committee — decides the amount of money
the SGA will allocate to student organizations every year.

• Governmental Affairs Committee — consists of three

subcommittees: Nominating Sub-Committee. Election

Sub-Committee and Judicial Affairs Subcommittee.
continued on page 6
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ARE YOU INTERESTED IN:

A CAREER INVOLVING WRITING

MEDIA

IMPROVING YOUR COMMUNICATIONS SKILLS

WORKING FOR NEW ENGLAND'S LARGEST

COLLEGE DAILY NEWSPAPER

MEETING MOTIVATED, INTERESTED STUDENTS

Then You Should Write For the Collegianl

Find Out About It -

Friday, September 11 at 4 PM
113 Campus Center

Meet the editors and reporters

WE BUILD CAREERS!

I

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

11 am - 2 am 7 days

WELCOME CLASS OF 1991

I

Stop by and try our Roast Beef Sandwiches,

Mozerrella Sticks and assorted salads.

FREE Small Soda and Small Fries

with any purchase of a sandwich

6/1/87 - 8/24/87

rrDBDNi*,
COMEEAST
FORTHE]

Eachonehad to practice. ^

Again and again. When the
big test came, each athlete
was ready. Striving for his
personal best.
That's how it is with

sports. And that's how it is

with another form ofcora-
ftton—standardized

:sts.

To dojrour best, you
Id preparewith the
Kaplan,

lur students are able to
ire the most, year after

year. Fact is. Kaplan prepa-
ration has helped overone
j^miUionstudentsonto the

i&idetrack, givingthem
„jieskillsandconfidence

^bfinish strong.
Ifyou're facingthe SAT,

„ iCT. GMAT. GRE. LSAT.
MCAX or professional
testsliketheBarorCPA
exams, call Stanley H.
Kapian . These athlcteshad
totraintobeat theircom-
petition. Maybe there'sa

>« lesson in it for you.

We're located at 50 Main St

across from the Amherst Police Station

DON'T LET COLLEGE WORK GET YOU DOWN
ENROLL IN KAPLAN BREAKTHROUGH RAPID

SPEED READING COURSE THIS FALL

STANLEY KAPLAN
35 N. Pleasant St
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Hectic spring
caused grief for
administration
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

They say no news is good news, and there was certain-

ly a lot of news at the University of Massachusetts last

semester

.

Negative headlines dominated press coverage of UMass.

The University administration was lambasted by the

Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination and

its own police rank-and-file, five students were arraign-

ed on charges stemming from lost years racial brawl, and

the head of the Department of Public Safety quit after 29

years - a casualty of Frederick Hurst's report on the

Southwest violence. .

News Analysis
However, the biggest headlines come when 15 people,

including Amy Carter and Abbie Hoffman, were cleared

of charges stemming from an anti-CIA protest last

semester.

The 15, along with 45 others, were arrested after occu-

pying Munson Hall in protest of the CIA's attempted

recruitment ofUMass students. During their trial in Nor-

thampton, they argued that trespassing and disorderly

conduct is justified when done in attempt to stop the

greater crimes of the CIA.

A middle-aged, middle-American jury agreed by finding

all 15 not guilty. University administrators were unim-

pressed and stuck to their assertion that the agency has

the right to recruit on campus, Chancellor Joseph D. Duf-

fey did say at semester's end that the CIA would not be

allowed to recruit here until a committee decides whether

it violates University policy.

The CIA issue occupied the attention of most campus

governing bodies at various points during the semester.

Students seemed ambivalent; a poll taken in February

said 70 percent believe the agency should be allowed to

recruit, but a large majority do feel recruitment should

be banned if tht CIA's alleged crimes are proven to by

true. Apparently, the defense in the Carter-Hoffman trial

was able to do just that.

The trial, which lasted a week - three days of which

were used to find a jury acceptable to all sides — was

covered by the New York Times, Boston Globe,

Philadelphia Inquirer, Washington Post, London Observer,

all three major television networks, the Associated Press,

United Press International and the Collegian.

Military recruiters in the Campus Center also felt the

wrath of campus activists. The Campus Center/Student

Union Board of Governors voted by ban them last

semester, eventually getting support from the

Undergraduate Student Senate in February. Angry

students, claiming that the armed forces discriminate

against gays, forced the recruiters to leave; they have not

been back on the Campus Center concourse since.

On March 5, Friderick Hurst released his report on last

October's racial brawl on the Southwest Residential Area.

The report said, "the events of that night were predictable,

preventable and primarily racially motivated."

Hurst also scorched the office of the Vice Chancellor for

Student Affairs [Dennis L. Madson) for not giving him the

support he felt he needed to do a complete investigation.

"I was not made to feel like I was a man on an impor-

tant mission," Hurst said, adding, "black students

understandably fear that they are more likely than white

students to be accused and treated unfairly by campus

police and administrators in Student Affairs."

Hurst also blasted administrators in the Department

of Public Safety for failing to prevent the incident and,

later, denying it was racially motivated. He said officers

had done the best they could, but then-Director of Public

Safety Gerald T. O'Neil and other police administrators

had performed badly.

O'Neil resigned April 1, citing poor health, and Place-

ment Services Director Arthur Hilson was named his in-

terim replacement.

Duffey announced April 2 that April 21 would be a

"Racism Awareness Day," during which Jesse Jackson

would speak, Attendance at Jackson's speech that day was

high; attendance at racism awareness workshops was said

to be poor.

Five students were an-aigned in early May as the result

of an investigation, prompted by DufTey's request, by the

Collegian photo by Niki SokolofT

A-MAZE-ING - A man relaxes in the famous Maze, saved from destruction and due to

be restored bv students in the fall, near McGuirk Stadium. ^^^

Northwestern District Attorney's office. A sixth was

scheduled to be arraigned later in May. It is unclear if

any of the students will face University disciplinary pro-

cedvires in connection with the October 27 briawl.

A suit filed against the University by students upset

about the Legal Services Office losing its right to repre-

sent students in lawsuits filed against the University is

expected to go to trial in June. The suit calls for Univer-

sity trustees to restore LSO to its full power.

A proposal by Student Activities Director Randy Donant

to have Student Activities Business Manager Judith

Lovitz sit on the Student Government Association's

Budgets Committee provoked the ire ofmany senators and

Budgets Committee Chairman Nate Moore. The plan is

now on hold.

Students on the Residential Committee worked all

semester to restore the right of students to by represented

by advocates when charged with infractions of residence

hall policies. They report some progress, but Housing Ser-

vices Director Joseph Zannini seemed less than en-

thusiastic about the idea.

In February, campus conservatives staged a "World

Freedom Recognition Day," a commemoration of human

rights and the Soviet Union's alleged disregard thereof.

At the end of the semester, leading local conservative

Gilbert Stair brought anti-gay activi.st Paul Cameron to

campus.
Cameron's visit was probably the anti-climax of the

semester. After a period of debate, the gay community

decided to ignore his appearance, and staged a march and

rally while he spoke.

As Cameron told a mostly male audience the graphic

details of gay sex, the bells of the Old Chapel tolled to

commemorate gays supposedly oppressed, killed and

injured.

The hottest feelings generated by the defrocked

psychologist's visit seemed to come from the 200 or so

students who couldn't get into Campus Center 101. which

has a capacity of about 150. Stair blamed the administra-

tion for providing such cramped quarters; an administra-

tion spokeswoman took conservatives to task for providing

what she said was scanty notice that tickets were required

to hear Cameron.
More administrative changes may be made this sum-

mer, possibly including the replacement of Dean of

Students William Field, sources say, and it is possible the

administration will deal with police discontent during the

warm months. Administrators have a predilection for

making controversial decisions, like the LSO and hous-

ing advocate decisions, during the summer when students

are away and press attention is at a nadir.

This summer is unlikely to be any different.

Day or night, ice cream a great way to procrastinate
By CAROL lANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

On a warm fall day, or a cold's winter

night, ice cream is a great form of

procrastination.

Ice cream comes served in many different

ways and a few different places. In

Amherst one can purchase a cone, sundae

or frappe at Bart's, Steve's, or the Blue

Wall Cafeteria.

All three places offer more than just ice

cream. Bart's and the Blue Wall sell bak-

ed goods, and Steve's shares a building

with D'Angelo's sub shop.

"A lot of people who come in for lunch get

a frappe or ice cream cone," said John Cof-

fey, manager of Steve's, located on North

The price of a small cone at Steve's is

$1.10 and $1.75 for a large. Mix-in's cost

$2.15 for one item.

"Most of our business is mix-in's," Cof-

fey said.

What draws people to Steve's is "the

quality of the product. We serve good ice

cream, but it's expensive. We have good

service, of course."

"Waffle cones are pretty popular," said

Lee Volckening, manager of Bart's. "We
make them here in the store. They sell out

on weekends and sometimes during the

week."
Bart's is also located on North Pleasant

St.

A wafTle cone costs $2.10; the same price

'>r ^ dish with one item blended in. Large

cones are $1.70 and small ones are $1.05.

"Our ice cream is denser and richer,"

Volckening said. "We serve high quality

ice cream. It's 16 percent butterfat, which

makes it super creamy. We're all natural,

too." ^ „,
Waffle cones are a big seller at the Blue

Wall as well.

"People usually either get a waffle cone

or a dish," said Mike Chew, supervisor of

the Blue Wall. It can be found on the con-

course level of the Campus Center.

The busiest time for the Blue Wall is

"around prime time on television, " Chew

said. People can watch the large screen t.v.

while munching on ice cream.

"We have the lowest prices," he said. A

o.iidii cone costs 80 cents, a large is $1 and

a waffle cone can be bought for $1.50.

Chew admitted the flavors are limited,

but other places charge more. The Blue

Wall's most popular flavor coincides with

Steve's. The Blue Wall calls it cookies and

cream and Steve's calls it cookeo. Bart's

sells out of coffee heath crunch and mud-

pie first.

Bart's opens the earliest, 7:30 Monday

through Friday, 8:30 on Saturday and 9:30

on Sunday. It closes at the same time as

the Blue Wall, midnight Monday through

Saturday and 11:30 on Sunday. The Blue

Wall is open till midnight on Sunday but

is closed Saturday and closes at 6 on Fri-

day. Steve's is open 10 a.m. to 11 p.m. Mon-

day through Saturday and 11 to 11 on

Sunday.
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SHOOTING FOR THE SKY - Recent UMass graduate Jeff Jemison plays some hoop in

Hadley.

* dorms want to do a lot of work."

"There was never any pro-

blems with people making
noise," says Macero. "It's in

a good location."

Jody Pasquale, a

sophomore biochemistry

ajntinued from page 1

Root says he enjoyed the

privacy and having his own
bathroom in Sylvan, but

says it is an area best suited

for engineers and "people major, chose Southwest dur-

who are more into a smaller ing orientation and has liv-

school atmosphere." ed there two years.

Conversely, Southwest "People said that's where

has more of a "city-like set- all the fun and parties are,"

ting, more urban," at least says Pasquale. "There are

according to in-state resi- so many more people and

dent Cosmo Macero, a com- there's always something

munications major who has

lived in Southwest and the

Northeast Residential Area.

"Southwest was the place

to live. Everybody is friend-

ly, there's a lot of action and

many things are going on."

Macero says.

About Northea.st, h*. - i. -

students who live there are

mostly engineer^!, older

student.s and "people v.ho

gomg on.

She warns that Southwest

can get noisy sometimes

and is best suited for "peo-

ple who aren't extremely

concerned about studying."

"It's fun, but it's not as

bad as everyone thinks,"

Pasquale says. "Its just

what you make of it."

For those who desire a

mixture of quiet and noise,

junior communications ma-

jor Mike Petithory recom-

mends Orchard Hill.

"Anybody can live there.

It's a middle ground bet-

ween Sylvan and
Southwest, " says Petithory.

who was influenced by
friends to choose Orchard

Hill and enjoyed a two-year

stay. "You can get a lot of

work done and there are a

lot of things going on. It's a

nice place to live."

All the students inter-

viewed strongly suggest

that incoming freshmen ex-

amine their choices careful-

ly by talking to counselors,

reading orientation pam-
phlets, and most important,

visiting all the living areas.

"Afterall, " says Root, "it

IS an important decision. It

can affect your whole col-

lege career."
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Do you want
to meet people?
Join an RSO!
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Staff

Are you interested in meeting people with whom you

share a common interest? Why not join a club or get in-

volved with student government?

There are over 250 Regi.stered Student Organization.s

at the University of Massachusetts. Some of these groups

make use of the $3.5 million Student Activities Trust

Fund. The money in the trust fund comes from a fee that

appears on every undergraduate's semester bill.

RSO's include fraternities and sororities, student-run

businesses, student governing bodies, radio stations,

magazines, newspapers, religious groups, minority stu-

dent organizations, academic groups and many others.

If you have a hobby or some other interest chances are

there is an RSO for you. Many of these groups have of

fices on campus, and some of their telephone numbers are

listed in the Student Directory. The Student Activities Of

fice on the fourth floor of the Student Union Building also

has information about the different RSO's. The telephone

number of SAO is 545-3600.

Here is a partial listing of RSO's:

Abilities Unlimited

African Students Association

Alliance Christian Fellowship

American Indian Student Association

Animal Rights Coalition

Anthropology Club
Armenian Student Club
Asian-American Student Association

Astronomy Club
Bicycle Coop
Black Mass Communications Project

Campus Crusade for Christ

Cape Verdian Alliance

Chamber Choir
Chess Club
Collegian

Dyslexic Student Organization

Exercise Science Club
Federal Credit Union
Hang Gliding Club
Hellenic Student Association

Hillel

Hunger Task Force
Index [yearbook]

Interfraternity Council

Italian Club
Karate
Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay Alliance

Office of Third World Affairs

Portuguese Club

continued on page 6

The life of

the party.

Send the FTD'

Birthday Bouquet.

Just call or visit

us today, for all

your floral needs

KNOWLES FLOWER SHOP
1 72 N. Pleasant St, Amherst. MA

VISA 253-3805
" ReqisteretJ UaOematk FTOA

MC

ViuHan garden

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE

'BttlQiJamhd
WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9 p.m. EVERYDAY

Minimum $20. plus $2 delivery chaise

NEW BUFFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH
Buffet served 5-8 p.m. Mon.TtMirs.

Brunch served Sunday 11:30 a.m.-3 p.m.

ALL YOU $575 ChiUren under 10 - $3

6) Broccoli in Oytftr Sauco

7) Swott A Sour CIticktii

8) Pan Friod Rico

9) Pan Friod Noodlos with Chickon

10) Pan Friod Ravioli

CAN EAT
1) Beof with Frosh Mushrooms

2) Hot t Sour Soup

3) Chickon Finfora

4) Chicken Wings

5) Chinese BBQ Pork

TAKE-OUT SERVICE • FULL COCKTAIL MENU
10 Belchertown Rd., at Rte. 9 Amherst 256-4252

Throughout your college years,
make A.J. Hastings your

headquarters for

School Supplies!
Count on us for everything fronf> your
first freshman notebook to your final

thesis paper... plus all those years of
pens, pencils, paper clips, typewriter

ribbons, etc., in-between!

AJ'HastingsJnc,
C»n¥^ntmntlf ItHorm^ »« f^# cv^fwr of Amhmnr'

O^N Mr««kdnv« ^ o m to * p m Sunday* $ o m lo I p m

• SGA
Clint in iiitl fmni pti^i' I

• Academic Anairs Committee - ensures that ad-

ministrative decisions conciinuiM academics have student

input.
, ,„

• Rents and Fees Committee - makes recommenda

tions to the senate concernuig yearly requests tor student

U'i' increases. <• ^u
• Public Policv Committee - researches ways tor the

SGA to deal with the federal and state governments.

Most of the work the SGA doe.s is e.xecuted through these

committees. The SGA offices are located on the fourth floor

of the Student Union Building.

FRIED DOUGH • CALZONE
BAKED POTATO

1 FREE Fried Dough
with the purchase

of one regular fried dough

with coupon

Try our Cheese,

Vegie, Pepperoni

or Sausage Calzone

1DOVE
^^ St'crelAriil Stfrv\C«;»

•FAST \Cd R.ATF WORD PROCESSING
. RESLMtiS
. LETTERS
. THESIS
. DISSERT.^TIONS
. TERM PAPERS

•TEMPORARY OFFICE PERSONNEL
•COMPLETE LINE OF SECRETARIAL
SERVICES

. BOOKKEEPING
MAILINGS

. COPIES

79 So. Pleasant St.

Amherst. MA 01002

^
This summer ...

Keep cool in cotton and silk

undershirts, teddies,

camisoles, and tap pants,

and nightgowns.

Plus a wide selection of bras and bikinis

Come and see our new location

• Hours: Monday thru Sat. 10-5:30

Downstairs Carriage Shops. 223 North Pleasant St.. Amherst .__ *^«-H- -^ '^

\

An Alternative Record Store

Puf* * OraMtui DMd

'

Hock n no! * Ejip^wi^iW I

I

AUDOUAUrfT-tHMTSaHMTCM
|

TOP CASH PAID FOR |

RECORDS. TAPES. CDs i.

Maxell XL2

Box of 10 For

$19.99

Maxell LN-90

Box of 10 For

$12

Maxell XL11S

$2.74 Eg. or
10 For $24.99

NEW LOCATION
Underneath Steve's, beside All Cat

48 N. Pleasar^t St - 253-9209

M - Sat 11-7; Sun 12-5

HEADQUARTERS FOR:

LEVI • LEE • WOOLRICH

CAMPUS • WRANGLER

WIGWAM • HERMAN

CONVERSE • BROOKS

FINES IS HOT
THIS SUMMER!

- COME CHECK US OUT!

31 Main Street
Northampton

105 Elm Street
Westfield
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• RSO
iintinui'd from fui^r 4

Radical Student Union

Republican Club

Science Fiction Club

Ski Club
. .

Student Government Association

Sport Parachute Club

UMass Juggling

UMass Marching Band

University Democrats

Vietnamese Student Association

Water Polo Club

Wildlife Society

WMUA
WOCH

AglTn. tins is only a parUal listing of the RSO's on canv

Dus They are a great way to meet people and to expand

Jour unTversity experience beyond the classroom.

Work for New England's

largest college daily

The Collegian

is hiring people for

paste-up and typesetting

Come fill out an application

during the first week of school

103 Campus Center

(jn the basement)

experience helpful but not required

LEGiAN

tf^

va^s
cO;/in

220 N. Pleasant St

Amherst

253-5545

• Fresh Flowers

• Gift Items

• We Deliver 6 Days A
Week
• Flowers by Wire

• Credit Cards Accepted

Call u^ and pay bv

credit card

kar after

,

year, semester
after semester.

TheoTlejre plan Inxn Fidelity I'nion L\k

h^ ^,n .h, "oM .. crp.,6. mn., popular M, ».>urante

^l^Z;:;:^^^(^rr ^n^rk..Fi.^ oui .hy.

Unioiiufe

Ronald J. Nathan Agency

Clill th« Fidrlit) I nion I. iff 20 Gatehouse Rd..

Field As^ioiiale in >"ur arej*: Amherst, MA
Tel 256-8351

UMASS SPORT
PARACHUTE CLUB
WIU UMass ^
Broaden Your Horizons? ^
Let lis show ^lou from the sky

how broad the horizon is

Wc Offer:

. Your nrst jump after just one day of skilled, qualified instrucUon

• State of the art student parachuting gear

. Com^^^^^^^^^^ in the National Collegiate Skydiving Champ.onshtps

. the most fun you can have with you clothes on!

THIS SUMMER OR FALL,

WE CAH TEACH YOU HOW TO SKYDIVE!

For more Infonnatlon: Over the sonuner:

C«U us at the Airport In Tamers Falls at (413) 863-8362

In the Fall:

Call us at oar club office In the Student U»lon Rm 309

at (413) 545-0829. Also, feel free to stop by and meet us.

Orientation '87 Orientation '87

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian
KaiY SIEGEK

CdJtCM in Chiel

JOHN NOLAN

NANCY KUNGENER
Mdfwgin^ Idilof

MATT GERKE

PHIL SERAHNO
Editorial Edrtof

THOMAS HARRINGTON

/irffe editor

CRAIG SANDLER

New$ UAOt

KATHRYN KIRBY

BUkW AH^^liM

BYRNE GUARNOHA
Phcrto Editor

LUONDA CUOTO
Women's ^*u«i l^^tw

r the UnivfMS.ly li.ii--- ^ittu'rwiv noted

The opinions on th.s page are thu.. c-t the ind.vdual w.ite. v- rai' 1 HllSt kV' i 'ii

'^^eVUla V'<^n i'^e/i/ 'OoAo

We

our °''®'
th

^''^

ffi

a^e

/pPOntjCTfQNS

406 Student Union

tel. 545 - 2892

''a.^e
^^

the \.^''Ou,^

''' & Of

the J'O'^ce^

'Ca/

^"0

For more in fo. call or stop by

NEW TESTAMENT
FELLOWSHIP

at

UMASS

"There is only Christ

and He is everything."
— Colossians 3:11

All are welcome for:

• Bible Studies

• Fellowship & Activities

• Proclaiming Jesus and

the Good News at UMass

He still heals. He still works miracles.

He clianges lives, mends broken hearts and gives new life

and hope to all who come to Him.

Sundays: Worship and teaching

10:00 a.m. in the Campus Center

BLUE SKIES!!

For more information: 549-0683

253-2805

Welcome aboard
Welcome to the University of Ma^achusetts, wh«e/»" ™j^"

have a chance at an excellent educat.on ""t only in the

classroom but also in your residence hall or in any of the

UnlSy-s hundreds of Registered Student Orgamzations^

Dil^ing your next four years at this institution,fould you

decide to stay, you will meet hundreds « people from man^

different parts of the country and the world. Wh'le the person

who lives across the hall from you might be a dead head rom

Boston, another neighbor might be a metal head from CaMor

^i« anH «till Others might be Latin American or Asian.

"Ksl^whictrs'atten'ded by some 24.000 student^^^^^^^^^^^^

fprs a wide variety ofm^ors and programs, allows lor <"versi

tv because of its size. That's why there are organuat.ons hke

L Umon ^ogram Council, which brings Profe™^^^^^^^^^

to campus; AHORA, an organization ^^ La/'"". ^*"°^'^''

American Indian Student Association; and the Lesbian. Bisex-

""IZt oth'er1!rS-tions exist on this campus "cjuding

Jveral very politically active ones, such as the Republican

aub and the Radical Student Union. Pohticallyonented

^MTeast one ofUMass' numerous organizations should ^ab

classes should have pr^nty^
^j^^j

When vou come back in the tan, no one wiii >.<=

Z,, , .v„_

to do and when to do it. You will be free to choose whether

Z study ort party. Hopefully all the decisions you will face

in SPDtember will not overwhelm you. r-KK^^u

You^reTn for an exciting four years. And in the wor^ ofMark

Twain/'Don't let school get in the way of your education.

See you in the fall.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority ofopinions of the

board of editors.

A frightening experience

I've always considered myself a

somewhat hip. together '^^ick^ I mean I

have handled the traumas of the first two

months of school. I got through the derang-

ing first month of making friends, meetmg

people, finding classes. 1 could even han^

die walking into wrong classrooms now and

then Eating alone in the dining commons

no longer became a nightmare. Dropping

books, spilling and tripping in public even

seem trivial now. But no one prepared me

for this one. Ifs rounding up to the third

month of school and I have still not figured

out a remedy for this traumatic issue: I- rat

Party Phobia.

Jennifer Dempsey

Looking for something to do?
j^^^ C> orrents submissions from t

Frat parties are an integral part ot col

lege God knows how many movies, books,

etc are based on or about these legendary

functions, but I didn't expect them to be so

freackin- traumatizing. I arrived all set to

hit the UMass social scene full force. 1 had

heard stories, been to a few bashes with my

brother at his school. I saw Animal House.

I figured this was all the guidance

necessary.
, x u a ^u^

So no problem, I thought as I climbed the

hill to my first frat party in September. I

went with two girls who were, I later learn-

ed. Masters at the Art of Fratting. As we

approached the door, a smooth talking

Adonis asked us for a $2 cover. We gave

him the money and he opened the door to

doom. _ .,

I couldn't see anything at first Heavy

metal music nearly deafened me. started

seeing masses of people talking, drinking

and being altogether too suave. I turned to

talk to my friend, only to find that she had

disappeared into the crowd, never to be

seen again that night. I saw my other

friend start to walk away and grabbed her

arm for dear life and made her sv^ear she

wouldn't leave me. She promised alter i

threatened her with bodily harm.

We walked downstairs into a well lit

room. Feeling extremely obtrusive, 1

followed my friend into a fiood of bodies^

She disappeared into the crowd and

miraculously reappeared with two cups of

beer As we stood their sipping the beer 1

subtly checked out the scene. To one side

was a girl who wrote the book on flirting,

practicing with a gut who was himself an

expert in that department. To the other, I

witnessed a truly amazing display of

masculine/feminine wiles at work. At

about this time, two nice looking, debonair

frat boys approached us. Hoping to relax

enough to formulate full coherent

sentences. I guzzled my beer in one gulp.

Something went down the wrong tube

somewhere and I coughed until I turned

blue Meanwhile the two boys chatted with

mv friend who kept them thoroughly in-

terested. 1 gagged for another five minuses

until she turned around and asked. Uid

you say something. Jenn?'l glared at her

"and told her I was going upstairs.

I walked back up into the ominous heavy

metal darkness. 1 saw a boy from one ol my

classes who introduced me to a handtul ol

his friends. One slightly drunken guy gave

me a few 'stranger in the nighf glances

and came over and attempt^ conversation.

We asked each other generic party ques

tions: where do you live, what year are you,

etc After running out of standard chatter

he asked me if I wanted another beer and

for lack of a better answer, I said "yes. We

proceeded back down stairs and he got the

beer As we stood there watching the mini

sagas and scandals I got more and more up

tight with the lack of conversation and the

horrific silence between the two of us. Not

able to take it any longer I burst into bab^

ble about this and that, getting more and

more conscious of some pretty darn obvious

full length look given me from him. I swear

I tried mv darndest to keepthe conversa-

tion funnV and light, but when I suddenly

felt a hand on my backside, no more words

came out and my beer somehow landed on

his chest. He stood there with a drenched

shocked look and I babble some feeble

apology to an unintentionally hit girl next

to him and then left.

I made it back to my dorm room,

distraught and questioning my i^iP^fss in-

deed I vowed never to go through that

again (to whom this would benefit more is

debatable], but I have since been coerced

into two more attempts. And 1 have pro-

gressed somewhat with my Frat Party

Phobia, but people excel in different areas

I just don't have what it takes to be a frat

party princess. But as a character building

device, to become a more complete person

and as a means of dealing with trauma 1

will continue to go to these horrors until

1 have beaten my Frat Party Phobia.

Jennifer Dempsey is a Collegian staff

member

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian the

largest college daily in New England

wants you to become one of its columnists.

All it takes is. when you return in

September, to stop by the newsroom and

talk to the editorial editor or one of his

associates. The newsroom is located in

room 113 of the Campus Center (Don t

forget to take a campus tour to find out

where that is!). ,™„;ct
If you don't want to become a columnist,

but would still like to contribute to the

editorial page, you may through ^tters to

th^ tor ofeven editorials. The Collegian

accepts submissions from the campus and

area communities. All submissions must be

typed in 60 character lines and double

You may also join the Collegian by

becoming a staff member in one of the

other departments - news, sports, arts,

black affairs, women's issues, photo,

graphics, and business. You may also

become a cartoonist. So, don't just sit

around wondering what to do with your

free time when you come back. Jom the

Collegian. No experience is necessary.

_ PEDRO M. PEREIRA

Making a stand in print
^oMors in hurrv vour transcript 1

The phone jingles impatiently, almost

frantically, in the quiet of the room. The

once motionless form that was occupying

the bed rises in an impressive display ot

fleet footed sleepwalking and
navigates the

cluttered floor to rescue the receiver from

its cradle.

Jon Z. Bowser

^S^Lick question? Yesth^isl^';

"Oh I just called to let you know that I

think you should die a horrible death.

^^^y^u want to write for New England's

largest college daily? You want to see your

namein print do you? You hope your name

will become a household word? You want

tellers to hurry your transcript through as

quickly as possible? You want people to in-

troduce you to everyone at parties as a real

^L«t me tell you friend, and I babble from

experience, it's not all fame and none of is

fortune. The nameless faceless phone

assaulters bother me the most even though

I receive very few calls compared to colum

nist Rusty Denton. I usually ignore the

calls because not one of the anonymous

callers has ever had the guts to leave a

name or address for further discussion.

Even so, it bugs me when I realize I ve of-

fended someone by something I've written.

I dwell on the abusive phone calls for a fu

five minutes and probably would dwell

longer if somebody actually left a name or

said something besides, "Die and die soon!

The phone calls are bothersome, but not

nearly as bothersome as the 15-column-a-

week ideas family and friends dump on me.

Ninety percent of everyone I know has of-

fered me a brilliant idea on what to write

about. I've never used one idea yet and pro-

bably never will. I can't work that way.

Even so, the idea givers aren't as bad as

the "I read your article and you know what

I would have done if I had written it..." peo-

ple Quite truthfully, I don't care what you

would have done with it that's why I didn t

ask in the first place.

And all you people that suppose just

because someone writes for the paper the

professor will automatically grade your

papers higher. Wrong! I honestly try to

keep professors from realizing I write for

the Collegian because they think nothing

is more enjoyable that taking the "bigshot

vfTite down a few pegs in front of the en-

tire class. I work extra hard on essays

because the professor that knows I work for

the school paper expects more.

It sounds like the whole deal isn't worth

it doesn't it?

Don't fret, it's worth all the irritatu i. 1

love writing so I'll take the criticism and

maybe learn from it. I'll answer the offen-

sive phone calte because it's worth it. I love

opening the paper and seeing some part of

me jumping off it. I enjoy sending home a

copy to my parents [the toughest critics 1 ve

ever encountered]. I'll admit, I smile for the

entire day when just one person comes

strolling up to me and says "Hey, I read

your article today. It was good. The com-

pliment alone is ample pay.

I want you te have compassion for every

editorial writer on campus and realize that

he or she is human too and has an opinion.

OK maybe not a great one, but an opinion

nevertheless, and it takes a little bit of guts

to set yourself up for all kinds of rebuttal

I mean if you're going * •'tick your head

above a crowd somebody is going to throw

a rock at it.

Jon Z. Bowser is a Collegian columnUt
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ARTS

How to have artistic fun at UMass
By THOMAS HARRINGTON
Collegian Staff

If you're one of the many incoming Freshman to UMass,

you might be wondering just what the heck you're going

to do around here. It's true that UMass seems much like

an abandoned housing project around this time of year,

but don't be discouraged. Come September, there will a

population increase of more than 20,000, and it'll make

a big difference.

With those students come more entertainment. The first

thing you should do then is go to the Campus center in

formation desk and pick up a map of the campus and as

many bus schedules and art calendars as you can find.

The Calendars are great guides to all the events in

UMass and the five college area. On any given day, there

will be at least three events of interest listed, and of those

hree, two will probably be free or incredibly cheap. This

is because most of the entertainment is presented either

by or for students. The music faculty, for instance, regular

ly puts on free recitals, and plays of all different sizes are

presented by various student gi'oups.

The Five College Calendar is probably the best guide,

but there are also art calendars, music calendars, dance

calendars, etc. Newspapers like the daily Collegian and

the free weekly Advocate are also good sources. Just hav-

ing some of these on hand will help you have a great time

and save money.
Once you're interested in what's being shown, you'll pro-

bably want to have an easy time getting there. A campus
map and some bus schedules will help you know your way
around. And by the way, the 'Haigus Mall' where the

buses stop is not a shopping mall, but just the driveway

in front the Fine Arts Center.

And even ifyou can only spare a minute, there are great

free art galleries right here on Campus where works by

students and professional artists are shown regularly.

So remember, college arts are a lot like college sports:

inexpensive, available and lots of fun. Check 'em out.

FRIDAY

FILM «••

By JIM COLE
Collegian Staff

The semester is just about over, and the summer movie

season is almost here. The general trend of the films

doesn't look all that different from summers before, yet

there are some strong contenders for either blockbuster

status, or solid popcorn entertainment. Probably the best

place to start is in the sequel department, because there

are a hell of a lot of them.

Beverly Hills Cop II Eddie Murphy returns as Axel

Foley, back in L.A. to fight villain Brigitte Nielsen, wife

of Sly Stallone. Directed by Tony (Top Gun) Scott, it's

probably going to be another hit. I have good vibes about

this one. continued on page 10

rollegiun phulu by Paul Franz

LOOKING GOOD - The statue of Metawampe, "Legendary spirit

of the Redman," checks on the repairs being done at the Campus
Center.

—PEACEMAKERS

—

Do you love this planet? If you are interested in

connecting with people who care about the world

they live in and are concerned about ending the

nuclear threat, join the UMass Peacemakers. We
are a student organization who strive to educate

the campus community, lobby our government

to take a responsible stance to nuclear issues, and

find creative and fun ways to raise awareness and

support for peace movements. Any amount of

time or energy you can put into this work will

help us to create a brighter future.

Rm 428 Student Union Bldg. 545-2661.

-Look for oar Peace Festival in the Fall!

SPECIAL EVENTS
The Iniimale P.D.Q Bach

Circus Royale

The FlyiFig Karamazov Brothers

Boys of the Lough/Jean Redpath

Marcel Marceau

Nagoya Odori (Kabuki Dance)

Bolcom & Morris

GREAT ARTISTS
Andre Watts, piano

Julian Bream, guitar

Fei Ping Hsu, piano

Carnegie Hall Winner, voice

Barry Douglas, piano

BROADWAY
Big River

La Cage Aux Folles

Beehive

Singin' in the Rain

ORCHESTRAS
Norwegian Chamber Orchestra

Springfield Symphony Orchestra

Jerusalem Symphony Orchestra

THE FINE ARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

THE 1987-88 SEASON
DANCE
Royal Winnipeg Ballet

Natl. Dance. Co. of Senegal

Bucket Dance Theatre

American Ballroom Theater

Finnish Natl. Opera Ballet

Ja/z Tap Ensemble

Mark Morns Dance Group

All Five College Students
receive 50% off ticket prices
You can save an additional
30% by subscribing today.

Call 545-2511
or stop by the FAC Box Office

for your free brochure.

Nancy Wilson

Art Blakey & the Jazz Messengers

Modern Jazz Quartet

Richard Stoltzman

Jazz All Stars/Max Roach

CHAMBER MUSIC
C leveland/Meliora Quartets

Kronos Quartet

Chestnut Brass Co./Quink

Bach C hamber Soloists

THEATER
I'm Not Rappaport

Frankenstein

The Beckett Trilogy

WHEN
TIME MAGAZINE
NEWSWEEK

THE WASHINGTON POST

THE LONDON SUNDAY OBSERVER

UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

AND THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEEDED REPORTERS TO COVER
THE TRIAL OF UMASS STUDENTS

ARRESTED PROTESTING CIA

RECRUITMENT ON CAMPUS
WHO DID THEY TURN TO?

The Massachusetts Daily

IAN
THE FIRST CHOICE BECAUSE .

k

WE BUILD CAREERS

TIME MAGAZINE - Don Lipper

NEWSWEEK - Nancy Klingener

THE WASHINGTON POST - William Spain

THE LONDON SUNDAY OBSERVER - Ben Brogan

UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL - Ann Brittoa Nancy Klingener

ASSOCIATED PRESS - Craig Sandler
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• film follies

Mintes continued frnm page 8

Superman IV The man of steel is back, and this time

he faces a much more serious problem — the nuclear

arms race. Christopher Reeve dons his cape once again,

and since all the original stars like Gene Hackman and

Margot Kidder are back, It just might be a hit. I stress

might.

Revenge of the Nerds II: Nerds in Paradise The

geeks have struck again! Led by chief nerd Robert Car-

radine. the guys attend a fraternity convention in

Florida. Sounds funny, but I wonder just how far this

kind of idea can go.

Jaws IV: The Revenge No, I'm not kidding. I wish

I were. Here we go again with another shark flick, this

time set in Bermuda. The real horror is that Oscar win-

ner (gulp) Michael Caine stars. That's a real step up for

his career. Sorry, but this one sounds like another

turkey. However, at least we're spared Rambo III.

Seems it won't be ready for summer. Aw, shucks!

Steven Spielberg has no directorial masterpieces

scheduled for the summer, but he has produced two films

that sound good.

Harry and the Hendersons stars John Lithgow and

Melinda {CE3K) Dillon. I've heard it's about Bigfoot, or

extra-terrestrials, or both. It's on my must see list. In-

nerspace stars Dennis Quaid and Martin Short in a

story similar to Fantastic Voyage, except that Quaid's

essence is mixed into Short's personality. Right. Joe

Dante (Gremlins) directs. Spaceballs, not by Spielberg,

but Mel Brooks, is a spoof of the Star Wars movies.

James Bond returns with a new face, Timothy Dalton,

in The Living Daylights. I've heard this Bond is more

in tone with the 1960s films, concentrating on character

and espionage rather than gadgets. Let's hope so.

Other adventure offerings include: The Un-

touchables, a serious action film starring Sean Connery,

and set in 1920s Chicago, Predator, another Arnold

Shwarzenegger machine gun epic that just must see. and

Robocop, with Peter (Buckaroo Banzai) Weller as a vic-

timized cop turned into an android in the near future.

Surprise! There are actually a few DRAMAS set to hit

the screens this season, and some sound pretty strange.

The Witches of Eastwick has already garnered a lot

of controversy while filming here in Mass., and it looks

absolutely psycho. Jack Nicholson plays around with

three wild women, Susan Sarandon, Michelle PfeifTer,

and Cher. Get outta here.

Full Metal Jacket is Stanley Kubrick's Vietnam

movie, and it looks terrible. From the previews I've seen,

it looks like an uneven blend of drama and comedy. No
thanks. Platoon was enough for me.

La Bamba is the last notable drama, a biography of

the late 50's singer Ritchie Valens, starring Lou Dia-

mond Phillips.

Comedies finish up the summer offerings, led by the

notorious Ishtar, which opens today. If it's not a total

bomb, I'll be amazed. It's a year overdue, cost over 30

million, and stars Dustin Hoffman and Warren Beatty

as singers'? Thanks, I'll pass.

Dragnet 87 looks great, a spoof of the old T.V. show,

with Dan Ackroyd and Tom Hanks as cops in L.A. Those

are all the facts I have. Ernest Goes to Camp looks bad.

If you thought the "hey Vern" guy was bad on the tube,

the big screen must do wonders. Sounds like another Pee

Wee type masterpiece.

There are countless other films coming out as well,

enough to keep all in their seats, and out of the

classroom. Enjoy.

ealiiig place

Sunday - Thursday 6 am - 3 am
Friday & Saturday open 24 hours

Breakfast served any time

Beer & Wine Available to midnlght«Plenty of parking

Come in and see our new menus!
Some of the entree specials are:

Your choice of French Fries. Baked Potato, Vegetables of the Day,

Cole Slaw, or Cottage Cheese, served with tossed dinner salad.

Stuffed Broiled Scrod - $6.95
Topped with crab stuffig and a taste of dill

New York Strip Sirloin - $7.45
Excellent value. Garnished with onion rings

Chicken Parmigiana - $6.55
Deep fried and topped with marinar sauce and cheese

Campus Plaza (Next to Stop & Shop)

Rt 9 Hadley/Amherst • 2^6-6889

Employment applications being taken

Superhero s-f
Wild Cards
Edited by George R.

Bantam Books
R, Martin

By STEPHEN DORATO
Collegian Staff

Though I like what George R. R. Martin has done in the

past, I was hesitant with "Wild Cards." For one thing,

the science fiction section at Waldenbooks seems to be

swarming with "mosaic" novels — novels composed of

stories by different authors — most of which tend to be

pretty dull. I was not overjoyed to see a book with the sub-

title, "Secret History of the Times Revealed."

To begin with, the premise that the book works with

is ridiculous: aliens send a "wild card virus" to earth that

makes those who contract the virus become either hideous-

ly deformed (thus "Jokers," ha-ha), or "Aces," people who

have been altered in such a way that they have super-

powers, and — essentially — become superheroes. Earth

is warned of this virus by an short alien with long red

hair and a plumed hat, called Dr. Tachyon.

But Martin makes the premise intentionally ridiculous,

80 that we dismiss the "Why?" and work with that

wonderful staple of science fiction, the "What if?" That's

where the book is most effective. It starts olT with a

prelude by Studs Terkel, who tells us about Tachyon's lan-

ding (Terkel didn't write the introduction, of course; Mar-

tin writes all the "interludes", and they work well,

especially one entitled "Fear and Loathing in Joker-

town.") The stories are a mixture of farce and serious

material. Some are excellent, like one by Roger Zelazney

about a man who wakes to find himself changed again

and again - a character, called the "Sleeper," who ap-

pears throughout the book. And, of course, there is the

quintessential nerd who discovers he has telekinetic

powers, in "The Great Turtle."

There is a serious side to "Wild Cards." The Four Aces,

an early group of Aces superhero-types, are nearly

destroyed by McCarthyism. And the Jokers themselves

are persecuted to a degree that makes them the perfect

minority. Much of the point of "Wild Cards" seems to be

that being a superhero doesn't make one ethically or

physically perfect.

Though "Wild Cards" is not a preachy book, it uses its

satire effectively; in many of the stories, especially those

dealing with the persecution of the Jokers, I was compell-

ed to think about the recent past more closely. Despite

its looks, "Wild Cards" is a intelligent book with serious

intents.
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MASSPIRG
A HORIZON OF CHANGE
Are you concerned about the environment and

the major political issues of today?

* THEN BE HEARD, NOT HERDED **

JOIN "MASSPIRG" THE LARGEST
PUBLIC INTREST LOBBY IN MASS.

Look for an oncampus representative or stop by

the MASSPIRG Office to see about the course

credit option.

Suite 423B Student Union • 545-5821

INCREDIBLE VALUES!!

Atari 1040 ST
tor only:

$7991.95

IncludtM:
' Monochroma Monitor

• MOUM
• 800k 0«tk Drivo

• 1,024k of RAM
• 640x400 Graphic*
• PvaM A Sorial ports

• MIDI music inlsrlac*

• 8 MHz procostor Conv«M* Uono Srilwi, Cote iMNIoniL

UCF is..
action for justice

liberation

openness

a place for growth

celebration

sharing

hugs
prayer

diversity

coimseling
community

endless searching

support

United Christian Foundation
An Ecumenical Mmutry Scrcmg the tnh't UMass Cjmmumtv

428 Student Union 545-2661

AMSTRAD PC1512
IBM Compalibia • S12k memory •

360k disk driv* • Mous* •

Monochroms Monitor • 8MHz
Procsssor • Parallsl & Ssrial ports

• Quartz ctock • Monitor Stand •

PC- Standard Stots • PC-XT styla

saparata kayboard • $500
soltwara fraa • MS-DOS 3.2

Alitor:

$849 95

Crior Mcntar. Ucent (Mm. «<

Plus a line of inexpensive software, printers, and

more! Catch the Computer Bug... at:

-1-1,. so Main Siraat - Raar

Computer Bug --"
Nait to WIcWa's Print I. bahind JBs fteatt Baal. ^00-ifO£.

OnBoKwodWak,
MA 01002

LIKE TO DANCE?
TRYOUTS FOR

UMASS MINUTES
Meet Lots of

New People

Get

Involved

Lots of

Fun

Great

Exercise

INFORMATION SESSIONS:
Monday September 21st

Campus Center Auditorium

PRACTICE SESSIONS:
Wed Sept 23, Thurs Sept 24

Southwest Horseshoe Baslcetball Courts

TRYOUTS
Wednesday Sept 30

Campus Center Auditorium

For More Information Call:

546-8395 • 546-4350 • 546-4039
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• spring sports
itmtniueil from poge 12

UMass had a tough time with the Big

Green earlier in the year, beating Dart

mouth by a 1410 count, but things would

be different on this day. UMass earned a

trip to the finals by handing Dartmouth

a 124 spanking. The joy would be short-

lived, however, as the Gazelles fell to New
Hampshire in the finals, 6-5.

The men's lacrosse team probably took

the brunt of what Mother Nature had to

dish out. The home opener against second-

ranked Cornell was cancelled because of

rain and could not be rescheduled. The

game with Brown, traditionally the game

that decides who claims bragging rights

in New England, was also cancelled due

to the death of one of the Brown players.

But the Gorillas took their lumps and

won their first six games anyway. At that

point in the season, the Gorillas were

ranked fifth in the nation, and that was

with two games against Top Ten teams

• fall sports

absent from the schedule. UMass took its

6-0 record down to West Point to face Ar-

my, and came back to Amherst with a

heartbreaking 11-10 loss m
double-overtime.

The Gorillas would lose once more m the

regular season, that being a 17-11 loss to

third-ranked Syracuse amid a sea of

Sunkist oranges. UMass qualified (bare-

ly) for the national tournament, facing the

University of Pennsylvania in the first

round. The Gorillas were in good shape

with 0:48 seconds left in the game,

holding a 10-8 lead. But the Quakers, who

were unbeaten on their home turf,

responded with three goals in the same

0:48 seconds to snatch an 11-10 win from

the Gorillas.

As for the rest of the teams, men s ten-

nis, track and volleyball enjoyed good

seasons, as did women's track and crew.

Women's tennis had an off year, but look

to be strong for the Fall season.

itiiitiutifd Iriitii /iiiA'"' 12

finished above UMass in the Atlantic 10

Conference. George Washington Universi

ly and Penn State University, were hard

hit by graduation, so if the team can offset

the loss of Sortino, it could have another

great year.

Jeff Gettler's men's soccer team finish-

ed the year at 9- 10-1. The Minutemen lost

four players to graduation but had what

Gettler called a "very good" recruiting

year, so success may not far off for UMass
in 1987.

The field hockey team, perennial

members of the Top Twenty, will also look

to produce yet another strong season. The

Minutewomen finished the 1986 season

with a 16-4-1 mark and also made yet

another appearance in the NCAA national

tournament, where they were beaten by

the University of Connecticut in the first

round.

We need more
sports writers
All incoming freshmen: you have an op

portunity to vvTite for the largest daily col

lege newspaper in New England. The Col-

U'f^ian will be looking for sports writers

in the fall.

Come join our award-winning sport.s

staff as a feature writer and possibly a

beat reporter, depending on experience

and progress made.
The 1987 fall sports teams all have the

potential to have winning seasons, so no

assignment will be a bad one.

Anyone who is a journalism or com
munications major, or just has a

knowledge of sports, is invited to attend

an introductory meeting which will be an

nounced at the beginning of the semester

Watch the Collegian for details.

Sports editors Matt Gerke and Roger

Chapman will be m the olfice for a week

before classes be,'in and can be contacted

at 545 3500 with questions or for more

information.

TOTiNls^n^1F3iTTATToirra
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Come Check Out Northampton Nautilus

The Area's Premiere Health Club

Studer)t Discounts Available

MEMBI
24 Nautilus Stations

New Lifecycles

Olympic Free Weights

Monark Exercise Bikes

;oncept II Rowing Machine

Aerobics

Available at mininal cost:

^-1

cft4.4975

Massage and tanning bed ^

UNIVERSITY
FOOD SERVICES

OUR HOURS

WORCESTER SNACK BAR
MONDAY-FRIDAY: 7 am-4 pm

WHITMODE 6NACK 5AD
MONDAY-FRIDAY: 7:00 am-4:30 pm

8:00 AM-Midnight

OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

—CAMPUS CENTER

Coffee Shop
MONDAY-FRIDAY 7 am-3 pm

hStCh FOOD FAIR

OPEN EVERY DAY 8 am-Midnight

Quickie Lunch
MONDAY-FRIDAY 11:30 am-1:30 pm

DLUEWALL
ICE CREAM SHOP
Monday-Thursday 11:00 am-Midnight

Friday 11:00 am-6:00 pm

Sunday 3:00 pm-Midnight

DLUEWALL
CAFETERIA

Monday-Friday 11:30 am-1:30 pm

TOP of the CAMPUS
RESTAURANT

Located on the 11th Floor of the

Lincoln Campus Center the T.O.C.

restaurant offers students an exciting

dining alternative. Treat yourself today

to waited table service, a panoramic

view of the Pioneer Valley and a

delicious menu.

HOURS:
11:30 AM-2:00 PM Monday-Friday

5:00 PM-9:30 PM Tuesday-Saturday

MEAL EXCHANGES:
UMASS students participating in the

Dining Commons Meal Plan may ob-

tain a credit towards a dinner meal at

the TOC. Advance reservations are re-

quired for further Information call

549-6000 Ext. 639.

STUDENT DISCOUNT:

All students with valid ID. receive a

15% discount on dinner entrees.

FOR RESERVATIONS:
—CALL—

549-6000 ext 639

[MAy^^
FINE YARNS & NEEDLEWORK SUPPLIES

WELCOME FRESHMEN - COME IN & BROWSE

• Knitting yarns - over 20 companies representing

over 100 yarns.

• Excellent pattern support.

• All the latest in needlework materials, supplies and

books.

The Carnage Shops, 223 N Pleasant St ,
Amherst, MA 549-6106

Open Mon • Sat 9 30 - 5 30, Sun 1 -5

Ji

CHINESE
'j. CUISINE

Come sample our Sunday Brunch ...

or enjoy a quiet evening

at our new piano bar (Wed - Sat 7-11 PM)

50 Main Street, Northampton 586-5708

ON MAY 7th 1987 CHANNEL 3
^

P.M. MAGAZINE

ENTITLED SZE'S

THE ONLY

'•Four Forks" Restaumnt

In the Area!!

WELCOME CLASS OF 1991

Fashion Footwear at

Affordable Prices

Located at 8 Main St

Across from Amherst Common
SHOES LTD.

in. 1S97
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UMass on the move, nationally

Sports factory image beginning to take hold
^_^-°--X r-^rvtliS p-
grams. The women's soccer team has

made an appearance in the Final Four ol

the National Collegiate Athletic Associa-

tion's (NCAA) national tournament the

last five seasons. The field hockey team

has eixjoyed the same success and the

women's volleyball team, which

dominated the region at the Division II

level, was 30-6 last season in its first year

of Division I competition.

The Softball team, two-time Atlantic 10

champions, and women's lacrosse team,

which aU-eady has a national champion-

ship under its belt, has also enjoyed na-

tional success, with both teams making

ft*equent appearances in the NCAA na-

tional tourney.

As for the men, the lacrosse team is an-

nually ranked in the Top Ten, national-

ly, and have participated in the national

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

When you pick up your daily newspaper

and glance at the sports section to see who

the various collegiate powerhouses have

beaten up on in whatever sport, who do

you expect to see? Oklahoma? They're

always beating up on somebody.

Michigan? Seems like they've also fed on

their share of patsies. And who can forget

the hkes of Southern Cal and Penn State?

But, over the last couple of years, there

has been a new kid on the block. People

look to see who Alabama and Texas have

rolled over, and, instead, they're finding

the University of Massachusetts in the

limelight.

The response to such a find is expected.

"What's this? The University of

Massachusetts? Gee, I thought they were

just an average state school with an okay

athletic pn^gram."

Well, think again. UMass has never

been mentioned in the same breath with

the Nebraska's or the Iowa's of the nation

when it comes to being a sports factory.

Even some of the Boston media have been

guilty of "forgetting" about UMass while

another school 2.000 miles away is stom-

ping over everyone in its path.

But if you're a faithful Minuteman

follower, you know that the times are

changing. A metamorphasis has taken

place here at UMass, and the rest of the

nation is beginning to take notice to what

is becoming a very strong athletic pro-

gram, despite the fact that not much

money is spent to do so.

tourney in six of the last .seven years. The

football team, tri-champions of the

Yankee Conference last season, has a rich

tradition of post-season play. To cap it off,

the men's swimming team hasn't lost in

over two years and reign as New England

champions.

UMass is definitely on the march when

it comes to athletic performance. When

you think about it, this can only serve as

a compliment, as UMass is also one of the

top academic institutions in the nation.

Not many schools can boast such a com-

plete mix academics and athletics,

something that the meatheads of the

world never take into consideration.

Just remember this: When you're wat-

ching an athletic event at UMass, you're

just not watching a bunch of people mak-

ing fools out of themselves. You're wat-

ching the nation's best.

Spring sports wade through good seasons
Bad weather dominates schedules; teams forced to adjust

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

Everybody, at some point of whatever season is going

on, finds that they have to blame somebody else if

something goes wrong. For the University of

Massachusetts Spring season sports teams. Mother

.Nature fits the bill to a tee.

Weather will occasionally screw up the schedule of

maybe one sport, two if the odds are good. But 1987 was

a mint season for Mother Nature, as she managed to

become a big time thorn in the side of every coach that

had to do an>thing outside. In some cases, team were con-

fined to Boyden or Totman gymnasiums for up to four

weeks before their respective seasons commenced.

The rain, however, didn't cease with the coming of

various season openers. If not for the fact that many of

•the teams left the region for the first few games of the

year, we might still be making games up. Don't chuckle,

i was really that serious. Just ask the UMass softball

team.
When the Minutewomen returned from Florida with a

10-3 mark and the top spot in the Northeast regional rank-

ings, they wouldn't play a doubleheader for the next two

and a half weeks. That really threw a wrench in the

machine, as the Minutewomen and head coach Elaine Sor-

tino were forced to play up to five twinbills a week for

two weeks. Not a good way to start the season.

But the Minutewomen made the most of what scarce

opportunities presented themselves and went on with the

season. The road was rocky, however, as UMass had lost

its number one regional ranking and was in jeopardy of

not qualifying for the conference tournament at

mid-season.

But, thanks to some inspirational talking by Sortino,

the Minutewomen turned the season around and won 15

of their last 16 games, including three victories in the

Atlantic 10 tournament. Those three wins sealed a 35-12

season and a second consecutive A-10 title, a feat no other

UMass team has accomplished.

On the other diamond, the baseball team also had to

endure the wrath of Mother Nature. But, when the clouds

cleared, the Minutemen were on their way to their best

season in a few years • just in time for head coach Dick

Bergquist. Bergquist, who was in his 21st year as UMass
skipper, announced his retirement at the end of last

summer.
The Minutemen did the best they could to send Berg-

quist out with a bang, as UMass was living a dream at

the Atlantic 10 tournament. The Minutemen, after drop-

ping their first game to West Virginia in a classic pitcher's

duel. 1-0, rebounded form the loss and emerged from the

loser's bracket with wins over Penn State and Rutgers

to face West Virginia, again, in the championship game.

But the Mountaineers proved to be too much, as WVU
trounced UMass, 13-3, to claim the A-10 title.

UMass finished the season at 22-16, overall. For Berg-

quist, the winningist coach in UMass history, the swan

song was a sweet one.

The women's lacrosse team was about the only team

who didn't have to wait a light year to kick off their

season. The Gazelles, who have the distiction of winning

the first ever Division I women's lacrosse championship,

started their 1987 campaign on a diluted note, dropping

two of their first three games.

After that, the season continued to take on a roller-

coaster effect, as UMass was unable to get a streak of any

kind going. The Gazelles did manage to heat up at the

right time, though, winning their final four regular season

contests. The next stop was the semi-finals of the Eastern

Collegiate Athletic Conference (ECAC) tournament and

a date with Dartmouth College. continued on page 11

Sports Information photo

Senior shortstop Paige Kopcza and the UMass
Softball team put together another Atlantic 10

championship season.

Fall sports teams look to successful seasons
All teams have core of athletes returning

Junior placekicker Silvio Bonvini was the difference in several games

for the UMass football team, last season. >*p"rt. information pho.«

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

As a group, the University of

Massachusetts fall sports teams had an ex-

cellent season in 1986. The fact that most

of the teams have most of their players

returning makes for an optimistic attitude

for the 1987 season. Here is a brief look at

what to expect from the Minutemen and

Minutewomen.
The football team had a great season, go-

ing 8-3 to gain a third of the Yankee Con-

ference title. In his first year as head coach,

Jim Reid brought the team to within one

game of the NCAA playoffs, but a heart-

breaking, last-second loss to the Universi-

ty of Connecticut kept the team out of post-

season action.

This year, the Minutemen will be led by

tri-captains Pete Montini, Jim Vertucci

and Vito Perrone. The team lost 15 players

to graduation, but the core of the team will

be returning and, since Reid has already

established himself, UMass looks to have

another winning season.

The women's soccer team is in even bet-

tor shape. The Minutewomen did not lose

any players to graduation and coach

Kalakeni Banda hiui a ijood recruiting

sea.son, getting niosi n| t lie playti s he went

after.

Last season, UMass reached the NCAA
tournament for the fifth season in a row.

After beating UConn in a shootout to reach

the Final Four, the Minutewomen lost to

Colorado College in a shootout in the na-

tional semifinals. Given the consistency of

this team in the past and the fact that it

has only gained in terms of players, and

you can expect a good year from UMass
women's soccer.

Despite a losing only two players to

graduation and boasting a talented crew of

freshman, the women's volleyball team
will still have to offset a very big loss —
that of head coach Elaine Sortino.

The seventh-year head coach, after rack-

ing up over 200 wins, will be stepping down
as volleyball coach to assume an ad-

mini.strativf po.sition in the athletic depart-

ment. A replacement for the head coaching

position has not a.s of yet been filled, but

a search committet^ initiated by the athletic

department is currently in the process of

locating another coach.

Sortino will conlinuc to cf)ach the softball

team, which won its second consecutive

Atlantic 10 title, this year.

The Minutewomen posted a 30-6 record

last year in their first season of NCAA
Division I competition. The two teams that

conttnuvd on pofif II


